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GENERAL INDEX

Entries from the D nrrmt Electrical Literature are indicated by D {Digest)

Accident prevention:
Arc lamp trimmer's danger signal, *644
Danger points, Emphasizing, M093
Duties of operating engineer, *589
Protective equipment for linemen using tele-

phones, *812
Safety and rescue work, Training employees

for, *716
Safety code conference, 736, 794, 846, 956,

1014; Comment, 1009
Safety-code, Co-operation on, 841
"Safety first" competition among street

railway employees of Pensacola (Fla.),
Elec. Co., 367

Safety results in Louisville, 105
Safety rules considered by Wisconsin, 959

Accounting:
Contractors cost keeping and bookkeeping.

By Louis W. Moxey, Jr., * 1 153
Contractors cost keeping, Labor and over-

head expenses, 818
Contractors shop costs and profits. By Louit

W. Moxey, Jr., *870
Depreciation accounts. By Holbert P. Gil-

lette, 124
Depreciation in public utilities, 743
For small properties, 58
Overhead costs, appraisal of. By Halbert P.

Gillette, 41
Advertising: (See also Central station business

and displays)
Campaign of Louisville (Ky.) Gas & Elec.

Co., *305
Car windows, 478
Home trade, encouraging, * 1 037
Fourth of July advertising in N. Y., * 1 07
Interesting the non-electrical public, 1184;

Comment, 1177
Light as an advertising medium, 335
Newspaper publicity at electrical conven-

tions, 395
Pageant at Chicago, Electricity in advertis-

ing, *38
Picture post cards, *868
Posters for stimulating the use of electric

service, *1419
"Sticker" which sold 160 irons, "929
Telling phrases in appliance advertising,

*372
Wall sign showing equipment for various

rooms, *758
Aero-torpedo controlled by radio impulses, 333
Air:

Electric strength of. By Prof. J. B. White-
head, 6

Air brush. Paasche Air Brush Co., *1050
Alabama Light & Traction Association, Conren-

tion, 1112
Alpha rays in hydrogen. Bv J. C. McLennan

and II. V. Mercer, (D.) 1438
Alternating current:

Harmonics, Determination of, (D.) *543
Non-sinusoidal waves, Analytical and graphi-

cal Solution. By F. M. Mizushi, *8

Aluminum

:

Alloys. By Ernest Wilson, (D.) 820
American Association of Engineers, Convention,

discusses means of improving the status
of the engineer, 1391

American Electric Railway Association, 791

American Electrochemical Society:
Joint meeting with I. E. S., New York,

1000
American Institute of Electrical Engineers:

A. I. E. E. day at Exposition, 679
Annual convention, 6, 62
Boston branch meeting, 904
Boston section, 1226
Coming conventions, 1450
Committee appointments, 397
Directors' meeting, 849
Indianapolis-Lafayette section, 1338
Los Angeles section. 1281
Lynn section, 944, 1226, 1450
Panama-Pacific convention, *677
Philadelphia meeting, 848
Pittsburgh section, 776, 887, 1226, 1450
Pittsfield section, 1168, 1226
Portland section joint meeting with N. E.

L. A., 1224
Relation of local sections to parent body, 57
Rochester meeting, 776, 111 J

Schenectady section meeting, 887
Spokane section, 1112
St. Louis meeting, 901
Standardization rules, 315, 331

American Manufacturers' Export Association,
Convention, 998

American Physical Society, Program, 1016
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, An-

nual meeting, "1299
American Wood Preservers' Association, An-

nouncement, 1450
Antennas (See Radiotelegraphy)
Antimony rclining. By Anson G. Betts, (D.)

1158
Appliances, Cost of using, 980

Electrode's consumption prevented by vapor*

at reduced pressures. By W. A. Darrah,

(D.) '

Unstable states in arc and glow. By W. G.

i ady, (D.) "1156
Arcing at contacts prevented by tungsten-lamp

shunt, *1435
Arc lamps:

Arc lamps vs. Half-watt tungsten lamps. By
A. Chevalier, (D.) 74

i. lobes, Rotary brush for cleaning, "597

Luminous, with refractor, General Elec-

tric Co., *152
Arc welder, Lincoln Electric Co., *373

Armature

:

Copper and tooth eddy-current losses at no

load. B v A. Press, (D.) 708
Flux distribution around d. c. type. By

Bernard Hague and Francis F. H.
Schroeder. (D.) 986

Reaction. By A. Blondel, (D.) 651
Repairing with help of a crane, 866
Winding, direct-current. By F. Leyerer,

I D.) 1210
Winding:, Electric, (D.) 876

Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies:

Activities of and formation of subcommit-
tees, 906, 1447

Board of governors meeting, 741
Lamp receptacle and socket section formed,

238
Section meeting announcements, 1337
Snap and switch sections formed, 1053

Association of Austrian and Hungarian central

stations, (D.) 1326
Association of Edison Companies:

Convention, *622

Association of Edison Illuminating Engineers,
Convention, 377

Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Engi-
neers:

Convention, 624
Associations, Nationalizing the work of, 953

B

Batteries:
Alternating-current svstems, Use in, 394,

(D.) *465, (D.) 1157. By J. A. Walton,
•975

Charging, Mechanism to control. By Paul
Cap.raro, *1317

Charging methods employed in New York
garage, * 1 145

( barging outfit for automobile ignition and
lighting batteries. Ft. Wayne Elec.

Works of G. E. Co., -422
Charging panel for small batteries, Home-

made, 591
Charging sets, Robbins & Meyers Co., *485
Christmas-tree lighting, storage type. Gen-

eral Lead Batteries Co., * 1222— Dry cells, (D.) 251
End-cell switch made of knife-blade switches,

•109
Energy, Saving when vehicles enter garage,

•648
Porosity, Effect on output. By C. Heim,

(D.) 600
Nickel-iron-alkaline, High discharge rate.

Edison Storage Battery Co., "1103
Rental with low-priced vehicle. 717
Supports for storage cells, "1316
Three-volt dry battery. Usona Mfg. Co.,

"1051
Storage type. Size and shape of dry cells.

J. P. Mentzer & Company, * 1 443
Storage type, Transferring electrolyte with-

out waste, "367
Two-cell, three-volt, Interstate Electric Nov-

elty Company, * 1 444
Weston cell, (D.) 652

Bearings, Friction load of line-shaft type, *809
Theory of oil action in, (D.) 1437

Bells:

Telephone. (D.) "21

Belt, on short pulley centers, *26

•Indicates illustrated articles.

Reynolds,

J. Welt-

Blower: .

Mechanical orchestra type, Motor-driven,

Kinetic Engineering Company, 1443

Motor-operated centrifugal blower, overload-

ing tendency, 534 mitiA
With a.r neater, B. F. Sturtevant Co.. 1274

Blueprint washer, M092
Boilers: ,. ,

Blow-off water, Cooling before discharging

into sewer. By T. W. Reynolds. *592

Chain grates, Operating, 353

Chain screen for furnace doors, t. J. <-oaa

Co., *937
Code, A. S. M. E., Allied interests seeking

legislation to standardize, 267

-Code committee reports favorable progress,

794
Coke, burning on flat grate, 750

Compound injector. By T. \V

.

* 813 n D
Efficiencies, Comparative. By K.

lauer, (D.) 19

Equipped to handle summer and winter

loads, *1082
Explosions, Comment, 80
Explosions, Causes of, 255
Explosion-proof for mines. By H. H. CiarK,

(D.) 54
,

.

Feedwater, Construction and performance ot

treating apparatus. By II. G. D. Nut-

ting, *1256
. ,. .

Feedwater lines, SecUonahzmg when oper-

ating economizers in parellel, 591

FirebricK, Characteristics of. By E.

Tenney, *1086; Comment, 1067

Furnace and boiler economy. By A.

Wescott, *583
Furnace maintenance cost, Reducing.

Charles M. Crewe, *1433

Grates, Simple changes to reduce repair ex-

pense, 1148
Rating, Operating Above, 899
Repaired by electric weld. By A. C. Lasher,

1207
Return of heating system condensation to

boilers, .'67

Scale prevention, 79, 256, 1236, 1375

Settings, Inexpensive way of stopping leaks.

Bv J. R. Cravath, 1029
Settings, Precedents and new conditions,

395
Stoker, Automatic chain grate type. No-

s-nokc Stoker ' o.. "1106
Stoker-drive, modification which increases re-

liability, "1434 _
"

Stoker, Traveling-grate. Keystone Stoker

Co., V487
Valve requirements of. By T. W. Reynolds,

"976
Boiler room j

Air supply required; Comment, 1066
Ash-removal system, Vacuum type. By T.

W. Reynolds, *1371
Automatic devices and operators with com-

mon sense; Comment, 675
Bonus system, 443
Draft, How individual control proved ad-

vantageous, 1260
Economy, 1 J4 J

Safety-valve protection
steam plant. M41

Timing device regulates work of firemen,

1225

Bolts, expansion type. Parker Supply Co., *264

Book reviews:

H.

L.

By

hiisetts

-Alternating Current Electricity and Its A
plication to Industry. First course. '

W. II. Timbic and H". H. Higbie, 300
X

*V . 11, 1 I1IIUIL tlllll 11. 11. iiif-'-iv-, wv
Alternating-Current Problems, Underlying

Theory. By F. E. Austin 936
Alternating-Current Work. By W. Perren

Maycock. 821
Anlage und Betrieb Kleinerer Elektricitats-

werke, Insbesondere mit Ausmitzung
Vorhanderer Wasserkraft. By S.

Herzog, 22
Annuaire Francais de l'Electricite, 140
Automatic Telephony. By Arthur Bessey

Smith, 252
Calcul des Lignes Aeriennes a Point de Vue

Mechanique, Par des Abaques. By
Andre Blondel,

Catalogue of Technical Periodicals. Com-
piled by Alice lane Gates, TI0

Centrifugal" Pumps. By R. L. Daugherty, 78
Combustion and Smokeless Furnaces. By

Joseph W. Hays, 936
Conservation of Water by Storage. By

( ieoi k'<' F. Sw am, 412

Consumers' Accounts and Meter Department
Routine. Bj A. C. (.lover, 140
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Internal Combustion Engines. By Robert L.
Mionn, 877

Jahrbuch der Electrotechnik [fir 1 91 3. By
Karl Strecker, no

The Law of Electricitj Bj \rthur F. Cur-
tis. 188

Mechanical Drawing for Colleges and Univer-
aitiea. Bj James n Phillips and Her-
bert D. Orth, 121]

Modern illuminants and Illuminating Engi-
neering. By Leon Gaster and J. S.
Dow, 4|_>

Official Report of the Second National For-
eign Trade C onvcntioii, 188

Physik. Edited by K. Warburg, 877
Plane Geometry. By Claude Irwin Palmer

and Daniel Pomeroy Taylor. 765
Polyphase Currents. By Alfred Still, 22
Practical Applied Mathematics. By los. W.

L. Hale, 78
Practical Mechanics and Allied Subjects. By

Joseph W. L. Hale, 710
Principles and Practice of Electrical Engi-

neering. By Alexander Gray, 22
Proceedings of Association of Iron and Steel

Electrical Engineers, 1914, 140
Public Utilities: Their Fair Present Value

and Return. By Hammond V. Hayes.
188

'

Public-Utility Economics, Summary of lec-
tures presented at West Side Y. M. C.

A., New York, 140
Purchasing. By C. S. Kindfoos, 466
Repetorium der Physik. By Rudolf H.

Weber and Richard Cans. 188
Schopfungen der Ingcnieurtechnik der Neu-

zeit. By Max Geitel, 22
Specification and Design of Dvnamo-Electric

Machinery. By Miles Walker, 1158
Standard Handbook for Electrical Engi-

neers. Bv Frank F. Fowle, 653
Steam-Boiler Economy. Bv William Kent.

9S8
Test Methods for Steam Power Plants. By

Edward H. Tenney, 1043
Theorie der Elektrizitat. By Dr. M. Abra-

ham, 466
Thomas' Register of American Manufac-

turer and First Hands in All Lines,
1211

> The Year Book of Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony. By Marconi Publishing
Corp., 765

Wireless Telegraph.
1270

Wireless Telegraphy.
tin, B. Sc, 23

Rrick factory (See Industrial plants)
Bridge turning, Energy required for, "867
British Municipal Electrical Association, Report

of convention, (D.) 139, (D.) 300
British National Physical Laboratory, annual re-

port, (D.) 412
Brush contact. Troubles attributable to. By E.

C. Parham, 813
Brushes:

Commutation trouble traced to poor brushes.
By E. C. Parham, 1258

Building Data League, organization of, 39
Bullet locater, (D.) 821
Bureau of Standards:

Appropriations asked for, 1298
Organization, Work and relation to indus-

tries. By Frederic Nicholas, M244, *1359
Outline of its work, *527
Relation to industries, 1236

Bushings for busbars, *1205
Business conditions (See also foreign trade and

Federal Trade Commission and Sta-
tistics)

American business units. State of, 1241
Central-station business. Stability in. By

Frederic Nicholas, *572
Copper market and outlook for future, M017
Economic conditions due to war, 1124
Electrical industry, Situation in. 1403

By Dr. J. Zenneck,

By A. B. Rolfe-Mar-
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Resolutions for new year, Imliistii.il. 1291
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Ti.i le i onditiona, 7 in

Vehicle markn widening, 1336

Cables I Si a Wire, wiring and i onduit)

Calculating device i"i engineera, Compute! org
•604

Canadian Electrical Association, Meeting at Ot-

tawa, 37

Capacity, Calculation and measurement. By J.

Suii.il-, (IU 600
Carbon: _

As i heating element in appliances, isy i~

w Piper, '134

Vaporization of. By O, I.ummer (I).), 298

Central stations (See also Hydroelectric devel

opmenta)
Bay State Street Railway, Construction costs

for 10,000-kw. steam plant, 1312; Com-
ment, 1292

Birmingham tEng.) corporation (D.), 351

British central stations (D.), 350

British electricity supply, Effect of war, (D.)

986
British gas-power plant, (D.) 20
British power supply in war time, (D.) 138

British supply station, (D.) 1041

Buffalo companies. Merger authorized, 37

Chicago central-station situation, Review of,

737
Commonwealth Edison building opening, 817
Commonwealth Edison Co. opens new head-

quarters, *682
Condensing plant. By G. Klingenberg, (D.)

19
Denmark, Supply of electricity to, (D.) 1101

Design of steam-electric stations, Considera-
tions involved, "690

Detroit Edison Co., Connert Creek station,

*725
Eastern Michigan Edison Company, Barton

station, one of four hydroelectric plants

on same river and connected with Del-

ray and Conners Creek steam stations

of Detroit Edison Company. By Ray
K. Holland, "1410; Comment, 1405

Georgia-Carolina Power Co., Stevens Creek
plant, including outdoor substations,

M132, *1189; Comment, 1178
Georgia Ry. & Pwr. Co., Tallulah Falls plant,

Construction costs, "916
Germany:

Government regulation possible after

war. By G. Siegel, (D.) 1268
Question of government operation. By

G. Siegel, (D.) 935
Saarlouis-Merzig transmission and dis-

tribution plant. By Wilhelm Gose-
bruch, (D.) 1326

Employees, Number in Germany's elec-

tricity supply. By F. Fasolt, (D.)
876

India central station systems, (D.) 542, 77
Indiana electric properties, Merger of, 1407

Japan, Katsuragawa Hydroelectric Co. By C.

Tsukamoto, "910
Louisiana oil-engine plant, Operating con-

ditions, 1432
Montana Power Company announces comple-

tion of Volta plant, 1393
Moscow, Russia, Central station system,

Kirpitchnikov, 599
Netherlands, Scheme for for systematic elec-

trical supply. By Verhagen, (D.) 599
Norwegian water-power plant. By J. Rey-

val, (D.) 1438
Outlet for line and inspection platform, *534

Out-of-doors generating station, Suggested
design, *689; Comment, 674

Petrograd, Developments in. By J. Vichniak,
(D.) 936

Philadelphia Electric Co., New Christian St.

station, nearing completion, "780
Public-Service Electric Co. of New Jersey,

Essex plant, Construction record, "1286
Russian electricity works, Statistical data,

(D.) 1382
Shanghai electricity works, (D.) 1326
Springfield (Ohio) Ry. Co., Building a power

station upon one in service, "965
South African plant. By R. Trunbull Maw-

desley, (D.) 709
Texas properties damaged by flood and hurri-

cane, 444
Virginia Power Co., *239, *286; Comment,

234
Central station business (See also Advertising,

contracts, contractors and jobbers and
displays)

Acquaintances with business men, Forming,
929

*Ind cates illustrated articles.

( aatral station business: (Continued)
Adapting sales plan to a nationality, '540
Adviiiny public ol elcctric-scrvicr problems,

Apartment, Model electrical, "207

Appliance deraonetration, "98

Appliai d field for, 107
yppliancee, Keeping in service, 792

"Baby bond" thai guarantee! paid lull*. By
.-.- B. Saundera, "1034

I i I depoaitl encouraged among employees.

Bargain home-wiring offers at Sandusky, ().,

Boan-gui ting onteil thai won much new
business, "30

Ki st easel sound public policy. 329
Bettei buaineai from late sign hours, a38
Bettering relation! with contractors, l',,li< ir»

for, 1098
BillniK i iiiisiiiiirrs by post card, 1167
Billing g.is and electricity accounts on same

bill,

Booatei meeting oi United Electric Light k
I . 998

British electricity supply, Effect of war, (D.)
Vol,— British, Operating condition! and energy cost
fm Bury Heywood system, (D.) 1268

Cenaui oi consumer!, 1123
Charity, Minimizing expense of donations,

ll'M
Christmas candles in windows, Reviving old

custom, "1324
Civic responsibility, Rewards of taking, 785
Competition in small-city public-utility oper-

ation. By B, A. Brackenburg, 4

Collecting bills, Gentle art of, 149
Collections interfere with salesmen's efforts,

984
Collection of money by salesmen, Opinions

on. By Earl E. Wnitehorne, "921
Collection, Should the salesman perform this

duty, 193
Contracts, Informing employees of new ones,

"372
Controversy over service in Pasadena, Cal.,

492
Co-operation between contractor and central

station, 32
Co-operation between electrical contractors

and Little Rock (Ark.) Ry. & Elec. Co.,
481

Co-operation with builders, "419
Co-operation with jobbers on Pacific coast,

1224
Cost of electric service for a town of 750.

By J. D. Bowles, 254
Cost of operating appliances, Information

for consumers, 980
Dayton (O.) Power & Light Co., "645; Com-

ment, 617
Developing local industries as future loads,

480
Discounts during Christmas campaign, 1266
Distributing fans in "Movies' to advertise

electric appliances, "371
Explosion affords opportunity for motor-serv-

ice contract, *928
Familiarity with the local system, An asset

to salesmen, 1011
Flatiron campaign. United Electric Light &

Power Co., *307
Flatirons, Old for new, *475
Forestalling trouble by inspecting fuses on

delivery of appliances, 703
Fourth-of-July celebration that sold twelve

ranges, *260
Gas-heated boiler helps secure motor service

in plating plant. By F. B. Steels, *1380
Gratuitous service, Helping the customer re-

member, 1198
Hoist rented to contractors in Worcester,

Mass., *596
House-wiring campaign, Lynn, Mass., *539
House-wiring campaign shows immediate

profit, «1195
House-wiring requests increased by giving zp-

pliances for sales hints, 1150
House wiring, Seasonable market for, *538
Human element in sales work. By William

Gould, *536
Illumination loads during conventions, Secur-

ing, *8!7
Index to ledger index, used by Consolidated

Gas. Elec. Light & Power Co. of Balti-
more, Md., "98

-Industrial loads, Why central-stations do not
get all large ones, 759

Industrial-service contracts, Securing with
trial motor installations, *1430

Isolated plant for office building, Curves
showing fallacy of, *1423

Italy, Market for electrical energy. By G.
Semenza, (D.) 410

Lamp renewal policy of Edison companies,
1303

Lamp voltage, Advising customers of correct
value, *596

Leasing motors, Results of, 1150
Lecture course on electric appliances, New

- York Edison Company, *1380
Letters commending service, Displaying, 1202
Letters ending "Electrically Yours," 868
Load, New sources of, 731
Market prices and investment costs, 1403
Meter-record forms, "255
Minimum monthly bills. Salesman's ideas.

*147
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Central station business: (Continued)
Motor-service c"ata at a glance, '370

Motor-service problems and customer
point, *680

"Moving-day" advertisement, *649
——Municipal loads, Chart for attracting, "1035

Office for small central station, how it was
made a valuable investment. By [ohn

T. Kester, *1424
"Old-business department," 595

One-day sale of electric irons, *200

Outlining building with lamps, To set mer-
chants example, *1266

Pacific Gas & Electric report, 427

Planning for factory substation, 563

Popularizing baking and cooking, "707

Popularizing electric service by easy-payments
on appliances, 1011

Postage on electric service bills, Saving,
•420

Premium plan that wired 250 houses, "417

Price maintenance on electrical merchandise,
193

Provincetown, Mass., 596
Railway-energy contract in California, 104

Range-campaign opened by Southern Cali-

fornia Edison Co., *1096
Range load. Effect on total, "646

Range load, Investment required to serve,

706
Recording unexpected losses, 1403
Relations, Central station man in the com-

munity, 282
Resale of energy by customer, 705
Residence non-lighting load increased by use

of appliances, 980
Resumption of sale of appliances by Roches-

ter (N. Y.) Ry. & Light Co., Successful,
•257—^Rural service, Selling, *307

Salesmen's reports, Minimizing time required
for, 1202

Sales records conveniently displayed, *31

Sales talent, "Tip" cards aid in finding,
•1202

Service code to guide central-station em-
ployees, 1263

Service panels installed by Louisville (Ky.)
Gas & Electric Co. for $2.99, *648

Soliciting, Using school boys to ferret out
appliance "prospects," *95

Stability in the central-station industry. By
Frederic Nicholas, *572

Stereoscope an aid to electrical salesman,
Cortescope Co., *485

Stock-room leakage, The cost of and who
should pay. Ry G. D. Crain, Jr., M422

Summer resorts, Day-service at, 442
Sunshine chart distributed by Niagara Falls

central station, *597
Town pride in electric service. By E. Burt

Fenton, 757
Training men for the central station indus-

try, *962, *1142
Trusting, How far to go, 1067
Vacuum cleaners introduced by renting and

presenting one free, 761
Water heater that keeps service bills down,

259
Wiring campaign in a small city, * 145
Yachts receive central-station energy, *758

Central station operation:
Air washer at the Gold St. station of Edison

Elec. Illg. Co. of Brooklyn, *92
Arrangement of plant, Convenience in, 1179
Battery reserve in an alternating current sys-

tem, 394, (D.) *465, (D.) 1157. By T. A.
Walton, *975

Bonus for increasing coal economy, 694
Bunkers, Protection of, 141
Check valve used to protect a steam gage,

•416
Chemical laboratory of United Electric Light

& Power Co., M259
Cleaning, Removing dust caused by, *27
Coal, pulverized, as a fuel, 843
Concrete floors, Laying dust on, i92
Converting two-phase system to three-phase,

Richmond Light & R. R. Co., *86
Cost of operating power plants. By A.

Schwaiger, (D.) 542
Diesel engine performance at Hutchison,

Minn., *1029
Distribution, Inexpensive arrangements for

reaching small loads, *530
Drains for manholes. *304
Drips, Disposal of high and low-pressure

steam condensate, *301
Emergency service in forty-five minutes, 1392
Engines, Eliminating excuses for runaways,

730
Erie flood. Destruction wrought by, *489

Expense of operating Massachusetts steam
station, 302

Generating cost data, 330
Ice formation on intake screens, Special gates

to prevent, •1030
Indicator, cards, Endless-tape, *90

Instructing employees in technical subject,

Boston Edison Co., 291
Intake screens, Handling, Salem (Mass.)

Elec. Ltg. Co., *I89
Jumpers prevent service interruptions, *590

Load dispatching at Boston and in New Jer-
sey, 904

Load factors, Increasing, 1121

Load factors, output and cost of central sta-

tions, (D.) »20

Central station operation: (Continued)
-,AM

Loads, Handling summer and winter lOiiZ

Loss of energy between busbars and con-

sumer, Advisability of ascertaining. 729

Methods, Rapid advance in. A. I. E. E. ad-

dress, P. M. Lincoln, 6

Motor load on basis of economy of motor

drive, *415
Performance curves, Steam station, 532

Performance data and costs, Coffeyville,

Kan., 866
.

...

Power costs, A graphic analysis. Uy ). Wii-

more, * 189 , ..
Prime movers, Metropolitan needs, 799;

Comment, 785
Pump-drive, Ford automobile for, 367

Service at Erie, Pa., Restoring, 332

Service after wreck by tornado, Temporary
equipment, "11 24

Service-installation contest, "371

Smoke, Method of notifying firemen when it

issues from chimneys, "301

Smokeless combustion, Boston Edison ( 0.,

* 469 . . . , ,

Standby plants in connection with hydroelec-

tric stations. Economy in, 80

Steam-trap connections, *1092

Steam traps save plant $1,000 annually, 693

Storing steam at the engine instead of the

boiler, 18
Synchronizing connections, Importance of

being correct. By E. C. Parham, *756

Tailrace gage, Lighting for night reading,

•811
Transformer for outdoor use, Instrument-

type, "1258
Trouble department, Book that helps, Colum-

bus (O.) Ry., Lt. & Pwr. Co., 141

Turbine, 30,000-kw, #949
Water, Preventing from entering steam

mains, 253
Chairs, Electric roll, California Exposition, #260
Charity, Minimizing expense of donations, 1194
Chemical industries of Germany, (D.) 21

Chemical tests, Facilities for conducting, *1259

Chicago Central-Station Institute, *962, "1142
Chimneys:

Corrosion, Ways to prevent. By R. I. Elkin,

1033
Mirror arrangement to watch smoke condi-

tions, *535
Choke coils and disconnecting switches, Electric

Service Supplies Co., *34

Choke coils, Design of. By Arle Ytterberg, (D.)

709, 1042
Churn, Dazey Churn & Mfg. Co., *99

Cincinnati franchise negotiations, 37
Civic Federation to discuss industrial questions,

1336
Civic responsibility, Rewards of taking, 785
Classification of applied science. By W. P. Cut-

ler, 4
Cleveland Engineering Society, November meet-

ing, 1168
Clothes-drier used by Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Co., *869
Coal:

Analysis, Method of obtaining representative
samples, *366

Consumption in a Y. M. C. A., 1204
Cost per 1000 lb. of steam. By W. H.

Schott, 754
Economy, Bonus for increasing, 694
Famine feared, 1408
Pulverized coal as a boiler fuel, 843
Storage of. By G. G. Bell, (D.) 75
Storing to prevent spontaneous ignition, # 26
Weighing during stoker trials, Method of,

•695
Cobalt, Use in electroplating and as alloy with

iron, (D.) *1325; Comment, 1293
Code and license law for New York, 103
Code, Real estate interests object to New York

code, 268
Color matching, Gaseous-conductor lamp for. By

D. McFarlan Moore, (D.) "1160
Color value in growing uses of light, 843
Colorado Electric Light, Power & Railway Asso-

ciation convention, 720, *792
Committees, to the men on, 1347
Commutation:
——Brushes, Trouble traced to poor quality. By

E. C. Parham, 1258
At overloads. By Miles Walker, (D.) •819
Theory, Investigation of modern conceptions.

By M. Mandint. (D.) 75
Slotted type, What operators should know

of them, 756
Competition recommended by holding company,

1448
Condenser, electric:

Moscicki type. By C. C. Garrard, (D.) "710
Protection against surges, Apparatus for.

G. E. Co., Ltd., London, *421

For use with quadrant electrometer. By
Harry Clark. (D.) "251

Condenser, steam:
Cooling water required per unit of steam con-

densed, 695
Design for overloads, 955
Leakage, Electrical method of detecting,

•1093
Performance data, Interpretation of. Ry H.

A. Cozzens, Jr.. '1084
Surface-jet type, *966
Tube cleaning, Way that saves time, 1031
Tubes, Simple physical tests for. By Henry

A. Cozzens, Jr.,
#642

'Indicates illustrated articles.

Condenser, steam: (Continued)
Two stage, Used with double-vacuum turbine.

By Paul A. Bancel, "1 148

Vacuum for raising oil for gravity-feed sys-

tem. By Adolph Kuylenstjerna, "1 149

Conductivity:
Electrolytes, Measurement of conductivity.

By W. A. Taylor and H. L. Curtis, (D.)
•187

Metals, (D.) 20. By J. J. Thomson, (D.)

542
Selenium, heat conductivity of. By L. P.

Sieg, (D.) 1157
Conductors (See Wire, wiring and conduit)
Conduit (See Wire, wiring and conduit)
Congestion in sub-surface structures in New

York, 106
Connecticut Lighting Association meeting, 720
Contracts, contracting, contractors and jobbers:

Business principles for, 897
Civic responsibility, Rewards of taking, 785
Co-operation between jobbers and central

stations on Pacific Coast, 1224
Cost-keeping and bookkeeping. By Louis W.

Moxey, Jr., *1153
Illumination calculations for. By Louis W.

Moxey, Jr., * 1425
Labor and overhead cost keeping, 818
Labor costs for interior construction. By

Louis W. Moxey, Jr., *924
Letter ending "Yours for Service," 1200
Licensing board, 830
Ontario dealers and contractors convention,

627
Opportunities for additional business, 1067
Profits and shop costs, Computation of. By

Louis W. Moxey, Jr., *870
Relations of manufacturer, jobber and

dealer, 829
Relations with central-stations, Policies for

bettering, 1098
"Service" as the watchword in a jobbing busi-

ness, *1094
Stock-room leakage, The cost of and who

should pay. By G. D. Crain, Jr., "1422
Wire sizes, Calculating for a.c. circuits. By

Louis W. Moxey, Jr., 1322
Wire sizes for direct-current circuits. By

Louis W. Moxey, Jr., *1264
Controllers. By II. Moeller and Th. Hoock, (D.)

1382
Cooking appliances, Silver-plated nickel. Land-

ers, Frary & Clark, *823
Cooking, electric:

Banquet cooked for two-thirds of a cent per
plate, "217

Cost in various apartment houses, *982
Encouraging through rising generation, *1197
Experience with, Reported by Northwest

Electric Light & Power Co., 954
When gas supply failed. By Arthur E.

Smith, *1262
Glasgow, Scotland, *970
Installations around Boston, *968
Instruction in, At State fair, 981
Popularizing electric baking and cooking.

•707
Cooling-pond construction. Cost of, *808
Copper-coated steel for fittings, Underwriters to

consider, 1337
Copper:

Electrolytic. By B. Welbourn, (D.) 1382
Leaching electrolytic. By Lawrence Addicks.

(D.) 1042
Methods of making available in Germany,

(D.) 936
"Mobilization" of in Germany, (D.) 1327
Refining electrolytic. Bv A. C. Clark and

L. Addicks, (D.) 821; By Frank R.
Pyne, (D.) *1383

Substitutes for in Germany, (D.) 1040
Corona (See Transmission lines)
Cost per pound of electrical machinery. By Leon-

ard A. Doggett, *746
Costs, Getting more men to know them, 1347
Cranes:

Electric crane facilities unloading wagons,
•147

Hamilton-Beach Mfg. Co., "1275Curling iron.
Cut-outs:

High-potential pole-type. Schweitzer & Con-
rad, Inc., *823

Cyanogen compounds, Manufacture of. By J
E. Clennell, (D.) 1042

D
Dental infirmary, Use of electricity in,

#202;
Comment, 169

Depreciation (See Accounting)
Detonator, Electric, for civic celebration, *31
Detroit Engineering Society, 887
Derrick, Portable type for handling transform-

ers, *1091 ; By Robert Ferris, M260
Dielectric alternating-current conductivity, re-

lation to capacity change with fre-
quency. By G. E. Bavisto, (D.) 1042

Dielectric losses and the cathode tube, 123
Dielectric losses with the cathode ray tube, An

investigation of. By John P. Minton,
66

Dielectrics (See also Insulations)
Diesel engines (See Oil engines)
Displays:

-Appeal uniform in Kansas City window
displays, *1186

Appliance-sales counter, *369
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Displays: (( ontinued)
Vppll ii

I ItitUted foi lOH
panel ni door, '

I isiraas » indow, l'.'\\ ii non in

diret 1 1

1

ik h.'iu!.i\ purch .

^operative exhibit at Sutc fair, 1098
Dining room in display household devices,

Elect ri< shops, holding tiir Interest oi pub
lie, '

I lei ti ii .il Pro ipei hi Week, *1

i ithibit wanted In Buenos Ann school, 317
Fixture salesroom in converted apartment,

•i 128
iragt ivindows, M098

i. hi problem solved l>> window suggrs-
ti.. us. »1198

Hallowe'en time. "

Holiday decorations encourage surly shop-

Hot-weatnei window display, 4i°
Hum.in interest introduced, * 1 1 50
Irrigation window display, *98
Joblu-i s suggestions tot window publicity,

Making good use of, " 1429
Kitchen .t feature oi Fanesville (Wis.) ex-

bibit, *115J
1 amps, picturing past and present, "816
Monkeys in lamp display, "817

New N ork Electrical Show, 514. 850
Nursery, Electricity In, *99o
Radiator display, Preparedness" for cold

weather, 126S
Range, Demonstrating tlic miniature type,

•i.;so

Sewing machines demonstration, products
for Rid truss, 984

Show case with sloping front, *929
Show windows, '528
Show-window contest, Electric lighted,

•146
Show windows for indirect advertising,

•927
Thanksgiving and Electrical Prosperity

Wick, window suggestions for, "1097
Truck demonstration ot electric appliances,

•28
Tungsten lamps, Window display that sold,

1000, 479
Vacuum-cleaner bag with "window" as a

demonstrator, "538
Wartime window display of lamps and

cartons, "372
Door opener and closer. Mechanical Products

Co., *1049
Dynamometer, Diehl Mfg. Co., *1275
Dynamos, classification of. By F. Creedy, 62

Economizers, sectionalizing feed-water lines

when operating units in parallel, 591
Economy, Cost of, 57
Edison Day:

Lamp sales contest, 513
Mr. Edison present at San Francisco Ex-

position, 847
At Panama-Pacific Exposition, *957

Edison sales managers, Convention, 317
Education:

Commercial engineering-course of N. E. L.
A., 1073

Employees of Boston Edison Co. instructed
in technical subjects, 291

Engineers in the making, 841
Literature too dreary, 1235
"News Sense" of the industry, Getting,

1121
Training men for central-station industry,

Commonwealth Edison system, *962,
•1142

Universities may aid big business, 1448
Electric Power Club, meeting, 1068
Electric Vehicle Association of America:

Arrangements for annual convention, 846
Council and finance committee findings, 720
New York section, 1226

Electrical Contractors' Association of Massa-
chusetts, Convention, 719

Electrical dealers and contractors of Ontario
convention, 627

Electrical Prosperity Week:
Aftermath of in Brooklyn, *1376
Celebration, Arrangements for, 795, 1165,

1188, *1239
Campaign, 508
Celebrations, *1238
Facts on, 851
Farmers guests of merchants, M294
Features, electric shows, special newspaper

editions, etc., 1070
Interesting the public in, *1012
Louisville Jovians to boost prosperity

week, 446
Louisville, Ky., 564
Matching local progress with national de-

velopment, 1347
New England, 564
Outlook, indication of sales record, 1013
Plans effected in Boston and Brooklyn, 998
Power of an industry, 1235
Results, Survey of, 1337, *1352
Success of, *1294

Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association:
Meeting at Hot Springs, Va., 1183
Summer meeting, 623
Trade conditions, 718

I lectri

Applications, Importance in evtry-day !if>,
•

i tamest ii ust - at ound Boston, '968
"i rait I Simpson, I D.) 851
Interest In, l • sting, <0

I lei ii ... heml
\i the I'.n ifil i oast. Us I W Un Urn. in,

ID UH7
Manufacture oi sodium nitrate In eleetrii

till N.l, r, I III III

N in .ii<- plant In < let many, (D) i.<h

l- lei trolytes, Do battery, (D)
l- lei troll '

"

i Dating "i Mirrors, (D) 1810
Precipitation oi gold, stives end copper

By G i'
, i in 1158

Treatment oi ,; \ I C, Olsen,
i in

Electromagnet^ vacuum balance. Hy John S.

(ndi i "ii. (D) 77
Blectromagni

i \k,. s, , Solenoids)
Rnapp E Ii ctric 8 Novelty ( o., *i.'i 5

rive, By v L. Par-ometer, I ligbiv sensiti
son. i

II
1 '1211

hot metals.
(I>.) 77
from zinc. J. C
G. Found. (D.)

Ein-

By O. W.

McLen-
1327

By

Electron theory:
Ampere molecular currents. By

stein and I. de I laas, 1 1 >.) 41

1

By G. B. Livens, (I).) 466
Electrons:

Currents from
Richardson,

Delta radiation
n.ui and C.

Electrophysics i

Radiations from exploding atoms.
Ernest Rutherford, (D.) 351

Self-intersecting lines of force and equipo-
tential surfaces, (D.) 351

Thomson effect. Studying quantitatively,
(D.) 21

Electroplating, addition agents. By A. Mut-
scheller, (D.) 187

Elevators:
Grain elevators. Operating needs of. By

II. E. Stafford, *90
Hydraulic for electric. Changing, *27
For outdoor elevated sleeping apartment,

•1280
Empire State Gas & Electric Association:

Annual meeting, 847
Employment, Clearing house for positions and

opportunities, 1067
Engineering, Reflex influences of war, 1403
Engineering students. Report writing for, 1409
Engineers forming reserve corps, 513
Engines:

Runaways, Eliminating excuses for, 730
Engines, Oil:

High compression oil engine, Nordberg
Mfg. Co., «374

Performance arid operating costs, *805
Horizontal single-cylinder, De la Vergne

Machine Co., *1331
Performance of Diesel type at Hutchin-

son, Minn., *1029
Tar oil, Diesel operation on. By Hans

Schmidt, (D.) 763
Two-stroke cycle, Venn-Severin Machine

Co., *939
Engines, Steam:

Economy, Effect of changing steam pres-
sure, superheat and vacuum. By A.
A. Potter and S. L. Summering, M310

Poppet-valve engines, Performance of,

Nordberg Mfg. Co., *942
Engineering nrofession, Prestige in, 1391
Erie flood. Destruction wrought by, *489
Exhaust silencer, Nolen Accessories Co., *990
Experimental set for amateurs, Knapp Electric

& Novelty Co., M215

Fans, Electric:
"Breezeless" as fly chasers, *201
Crucet Mfg. Co., *546
Gyrating Westinghouse Elect. & Mfg. Co.

•1110
To trap insects, 1167
For winter service, 897

Federal Trade Commission:
Affairs, 40
Appropriation asked for, 1298
Co-operation with Department of Justice,

1291
Developments in Washington, 220
-Export inquiry, Extending, 1054
Foreign-trade combination, To study, 238
Hearings on exDort business, 107
Service, Method of performing, 153

Feed water:
Control, automatic, *863
Heater, Direct-contact type, National Pipe

Bending Co., *375
Heater equipped to prevent discharge of oily

surface water, *1203
Oil and scale-forming impurities, simul-

taneous presence detrimental, 1205
Pumps, equipped to prevent water flashing

into steam, *1203
Softening and purifying method used by a

Brooklyn company, *413
Storing, double-tank method, *24

Ferromagnetic metals and alloys, Relation between
physical and magnetic constants. Bv H.
Hannemann and Paul D. Merica, CD.)
1382

'Indicates illustrated articles.

I- ii id and .ii tnatu •

Ccniins '262
i leld ' oils

l<-
I

' i'.n bam, •<4J
I ii i.l. afagni i ii

Critical value it s discharging point By A.
M I vii d. ill. (Hi 1210

i in. I.

B I i" ! light and power de
nomination

Cousin. 233
Income, Division "i peopli
Income tan refund ordered by Federal I ourt,

VIII

Moi . . i, (,74

Needs oi the I lectrical Industry, Hy Frank
A. Vanderlip, "684; comment, 673

Rate oi return, < barleston, Mo., i

Waste of capital in competitive duplicate
plants, 393

Fire curtain, Asbestos, for transformer room at
Sacarappa powet station oi 1'iesumpscott
E lei n ic < ,,

. Westbrook, Me., *26

First aid belt, United Gas Improvement Co., *881
1' Li Ii lamps

:

Cane and umbrella tyi>c, Lincoln Electric
Works, "1388

Pocketlamps, German, (I).) 541
Telescopic tubular, Usona Mfg. Co., "101
Usona Mfg. Co., *715

Flatiron, Electric:
Intensified heat at point, Rochester Stamp-

ing Co., M218
Laundry type, William II. Dalton Co., *105l

Floats, Way to remove dents in copper units, 535
Flux, Magnetic:

Calculation of leakage. By J. F. H. Doug-
las, (D.) 820

Teeth, Calculating ampere turns of. By J.
Sumes, (D.) 651

Foreign trade:
American electrical apparatus for Russia,

1131
Brazil, Electrical opportunities in, 156
Brazil, Electrical opportunities in. By H. N.

Douthitt, 425
Corporation formed to promote, 1180; Com-

ment, 1177
Exports, 1, 40, 233, 268, 514, 794, 1053, 1223
Germany, Copper substitutes in, (D. ) 1040
National foreign-trade convention called, 997
Peru import trade, 106
Post-war problems, 997
Russian electrical industry, (D.) 1043
Russia, imports, (D.) 252
South African imports, (D.) 1043
South and Central American trade, Work

of extending, 1336
Swiss electrical industry, Trade of for 1914,

1131
Trucks, Huge exports of gasoline type, 509;

Comment, 506
Form factor and its significance. By Frederick

Bedell, *7
Foundations:

Anchoring new to old ones. By Henry C.
Erhardt, *1261

Concrete, for engines, 865
Fourth of July, Electrical, 40
Frequency-changer set, Westinghouse Electric &

Mfg. Co., *714
Fuel:

Contracts for fuel supply. John B. C. Ker-
shaw, (D.) 19

See also Coal, Oil and Gas.
Furnace, Electric:

For heat treatment of automobile parts, 297
Manufacture of sodium nitrate in electric

type, (D.) 411
Furnaces (See Boilers)
Fuses:

Horn-gap-type, design and operation of. By
E. A. Dillard, *1305; Comment, 1293;
By E. P. Peck, 1434

Inclosed, Killark Elec. Mfg. Co., *312
Inspection on appliance delivery to forestall

trouble, 703
Refillable, Controversy over, 126
Refillable type of simple design, Electric

Fuse Guard Co., *549
Repairs that court disaster, 867

Fumes, Eliminating with electricity, *420

Gage to measure inside diameters of pipes, "590
Gage, Short vacuum. By E. Karner, (D.) 299
Galvanometers:

Ballistic use of a moving-coil galvanometer.
By A. G. Worthing, (D.) 299

Shunt for galvanometer. By R. Edler, (D.

)

139
Gas-filled lamps (See incandescent lamps)
Garage:

Operating features of Exide battery depot.
New York City, *1145

Seventy-truck garage, Los Angeles, 1201
Generators:

Alternator diagram, Andre Blondel, (D.) 464
Alternators, Tests of. By M. Lapine, (D.)

464
Boosters. By Ludwig Muenster, (D.) 709
Cooling, 79
Currents in shafts of dynamo-electric ma-

chines. By Paul Girault, (D.) 250
Field leakage of turbo alternators with non-

salient poles. By R. G. Jakeman, (D.

)

708
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Generators: (Continued)
Flux in teeth, Calculating ampere turns for.

By J. Sumes, (D.) 651
Gasoline-engine driven, Swartz Electric Co.,

•828
Gasoline-engine-driven set with batteries and

switchboard, Swedish-American Tele-

phone Mfg. Co., *1051
Generating outfit, Small, Roth Bros., *261

High-frequency alternators, (D.) 598
High-speed, Design of. By A. B. Field, (D.)

1381 „
Kerosene-engine-driven generator, Heavy

duty, John Lauson Mfg. Co., "548

Outfit including storage battery and control

panel, Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, "1445

Parallel operation of interpole units. By
E. C. Parham, 1206

Sine-wave emf. Producing. By W. Seeman,
(D.) 1210

Single-phase, high-rated, *1302

Pole form of high frequency machines. By
Karl Schmidt, (D.) 541

Protection of alternators, (D.) 19

Small generating sets, Main Elec. Mfg. Co.,
*605

. , , „
Small self-contained generating plant, L. B.

Jones Co., *421
10,000-volt direct-current. By W. Linke,

(D.) *1268
Troubles cured by shifting brushes, 590
Ventilating requirements of vertical water-

wheel generators, 301

Government ownership and prosperity discussed.

by Ohio Telephone Association, 1224

Government ownership justified by A. B. For-

ester, 1409
Grates (See Boilers)

Grinders, electric: »,„.«
Coffee, Century Electric Co., *1219

Standard Electric Tool Co., "1109

Steel-mill type, Stow Manufacturing Com
pany, *1389

Woodworking shops, Forbes & Myers, *660

Ground clamps, M. I. Ginsburg, *1444

Ground-points, Electric Service Supplies Co.,

•151
Ground-point and cap, *1436

Grounds and faults, Convenient method of trac-

ing. By H. S. Knowlton, 1259

Guard around Belgium border, *999

H
Hammer, Electric, Western Electric Co., *885

Hangers:
Busbar, *1205
Conduit, Thomas Wrigley, *1105

Infra-red emission, Controlling. By W. W.
Coblentz, (D.) *1155; Comment, 1122

Radiation and convection from a heated wire.

By T. Barratt, (D.) 1327

Heaters, Electric:
Air type for blower, B. F. Sturtevant Co.,

•1274
Air type, with three-heat switch, Westing-

house Elect. & Mfg. Co.. M276
Automobile cranking made easy by 981

Automobile windshields heated to keep clear.

Fuller Electrical Appliance Co., 656

Boudoir set, Hotpoint Electric Heating Co..

*993
Embossing block, William H. Dalton Co.,

•995
Glove driers, *263
Grill and oven, Rochester Stamping Co.,

•1047
. . .

Glue pot, with three-heat switch. Inter-

national Electric Co., * 1277

Heaters better than fans for preventing

frost on windows, 1324

Heater and toaster, Lincoln Electric Wks.,
•1275

Radiator with button-type elements, Amer-
ican Electrical Heater Co., *1217

Radiant type, Hotpoint Electric Heating Co.,

Radiator, vertical, Rathbone Mfg. Co., "1332

Steam tables for restaurants, etc., Westing-

house Elect. & Mfg. Co., *770

Soda fountain water heater, International

Electric Co., *881

Water, (D.) *651
. _ _

Water heater, Simplex Electric Htg. Co.,

•1047
Water type for building-service, M204

Heating:
Of iron with high frequency magnetization,

(D.) 820
Thermal characteristics and intermittent rat-

ing, (D.) 1325, (D.) 1041

Heating, Electric:
Glasgow, Scotland, near, *970

-Industrial purposes, 506, *1278

Japanning ovens, Construction and operation,

•930
Pad, Hotpoint Elec. Htg. Co.,

# 657

Sand-core baking, Possible central-station

load, 1349
Sweden, For houses in, *886

High-speed machines, Niethammer, (D.) 651

High-frequency current measurements, Simple

thermal instruments for. Bv W. H.
Eccles and A. J. Makower, (D.) *1383

Homekeeping, The business of, 953

Hotel electrical equipment. Regent Palace Hotel.

London, (D.) 298

INDEX

Hydroelectric developments: (See also Central

stations) .

Boise River (Idaho) development, Comple-
tion of,

# 837
British Columbia Elec. Ry. Co., Coquitlam-

Buntzen development, * 175

Combined steam-hydroelectric, Operation of,

848
Compagnie Electrique de la Loire et du Cen-

tre. By J. Reyval, (D.) 709
Eastern Michigan Edison Company, Barton

station, one of four hydroelectric plants

on same river and connected with Del-

ray and Conners Creek steam stations ot

Detroit Edison Company. By Ray K.

Holland, *1410; Comment, 1405

Georgia Kv. & Pwr. Co., Construction costs

for Tallulah Falls plant. *916

Federal control of water power, 792

Federal and state control of water-power in

California and Oregon. By Leonard
Lundgren, *376

Ferris bill approved by house committee,

1406
Foreign hydroelectric reports, 217

Georgia-Carolina Power Co., Stevens Creek,

•1132, *1189
Government control of water-powers hinders

development in Northwest, 511

Government reports on, 265
Italian enterprises. By Ludwig W. Schmidt,

1131 . „
Japan: Katsuragawa Hydroelectric Company.

By C. Tsukamoto, #910
Legislation dealing with water-power con-

servation, 1298— Niauara Falls, Concealed plant advocated for,

1391
Niagara Gorge, proposal to dam, 335
Norwegian water-power plant. By J. Heyval,

(D.) 1438 . .

Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission to

develop 250,000 hp., 265
Oregon project involved in federal complica-

tions, 316
Problems in Norway, (D.) 986
Prussia, Water powers in. By Br. Thier-

bach, (D.) 763
Showing the public what it means, 103

State vs. Federal control of water power,

•682; Comment, 673
Supplemental power for, 848
Swedish State plant at Porjus, (D.) 1101

Swiss water-power plant, (D.) 542
Switzerland, (D.) 250
Upper Uleser River district. By Bruno

Thierbach, (D.) 298——Water power. Control of, $734

Hysteresis curve plotting. By A. Ytterberg, (D.)

•1043

Ice-cream freezer, motor drive, *929

Ice formation on intake screen, Special gates to

prevent, 1030
Ice making (See Refrigeration)

Ice skating afforded indoors by electric refrigera

tion, •1180
Illuminating Engineering Society:

Annual meeting, 174, *629, *738

Chicago section, 1112
Council meetings, 1169, 1394
Joint meeting with American Electrochemical

Society, 1000
Midwinter convention proposed, 905
New York section, 887, 1338
Pittsburgh section. 1000, 1281

Illinois Electrical Contractors, summer meeting,
108

Incandescent lamps:
—Artificial daylight in practice. By M.

Luckiesh, *71
For bicycles, Usona Mfg. Co., *769

Cadmium-Vapor, (D.) 876
Development of, 955
Elevator threshold (See Elevator door

switch), # 1386
Filament size and intensity of projected

beam, 177
Filament temperature, M. Pirani and A. R.

Mayer, (D.) 876, (D.) 1438
Gas-filled:

Desirable features of fixtures, 409
Development at home and abroad, 331

50-watt, Westinghouse Lamp Co., *34

40 and 60-watt, Lux Mfg. Co., *995

Germany, (D.) 410
Great Britain, (D.) 250
New sizes available, 250
Review of developments. By M. Pirani

and A. R. Meyer, 1268
Vs. the arc lamp in street lighting, 57

Nitrogen-filled lamps in Boston Art Mu-
seum, M81

Nitrogen-filled tungsten, *708
For horse-drawn vehicles, Rose Mfg. Co.,

•768
Life-testing equipment for tungsten lampi.

•12 ^
Melting point of tungsten, (D.) 464
Metallic filaments, Shaping, (D.) 298
Negative thermionic currents from tungsten.

By K. K. Smith, (D.) 186
Nitrogen-filled (See also gas-filled)

Non-glare, swivel-bulb type for automobiles,

A. Hall Berry, M222
Rating. By J. Epstein, (D.) 935

•Indicates illustrated articles.

VII

[ncandescent lamps: « onnnucdj '

Rating and designation. By K. Nanjoks,

(D.) 708
Rating in Germany, (D.) 598
Rating of, discussion on Solomon s paper,

(D.) 19 .•'•

Renewal policy of Edison companies, 1303

Sales for thirty-five years, *861

Shaving mirror type, Federal Sign System

(electric), M275
.

Teddy bears' eyes, Interstate Electric Nov-

elty Co., "1216
Testing instruments, Eldredge Llec Mtg.

Co., *423
Testing, Cleveland Laboratory, 1

Tungsten, ductile, (D.) 1325

Tungsten filaments, (D.) 185

Tungsten-lamp prices for New York, 1053

Tungsten-lamp shunt for preventing arcing

at contacts, *1435 ' • j. .

Vacuum-tungsten type. By J. F. Skogland,

(D.) 1326
Incandescent lamp fixtures: .„ . .

Arc-lamp cases converted for gas-nlled lamps,

•705
Brackets, Adjustable, Newman Mfg. Co.,

Combined dimming socket and shade holder,

Wirt Co., *549
Demonstration stand, *713

Diffusing globe and shade, John U. Ray-

mond, *211

Drop lighting fixtures for garage service,

482
For gas-filled lamps, glass bowls and globes,

Macbeth-Evans Glass Co., *1221

Gas-filled-lamp, ventilated fixture, Pittsburgh

Metal Spinning & Stamping Co.,> 486

Glass for producing daylight conditions, 100

Guard, hinged with lock, Flexible Steel Lac-

ing Co., *768
Indirect and semi-indirect fixtures with cone-

shaped diffuser, Mohrlite Co., "1218

Indirect lighting receptacles, Luminous Unit

Co., #659
Lamp grips, Bryant Electric Co., '885

Locking spring shade holder, Harvey Hub-
bell, Inc.,

#659
Low-ceilinged-house type. *208

Nitrogen-filled-lamp type, F. W. Wakefield

Brass Co., *941

Portable adjustable fixture, Rose-Strauss Co.,

•33
Reflector, Harvey Hubbell, Inc., *486

Reflectors, Elliptical angle, Benjamin Elec-

tric Mfg. Co., *1046 „
. , _

Reflectors for flood lighting, National X-ray

Reflector Co., *825
Reflectors for gas-filled lamps, National X-ray

Reflector Co., 1047
.

Reflectors for nitrogen-lamp window lighting.

National X-ray Reflector Co., "212

Reflectors, Steel bowl-type, Harvey Hubbell.

Inc., *768
Semi-indirect units for use with ordinary

shade holders, Simplexlite Co., M220
Semi-indirect ventilated, Cleveland Chande-

lier Co., *606
Series street-lighting tungsten-lamp type,

General Electric Co., *1161

Shade holder and angle socket, Benjamin
Electric Mfg. Co., "713

Silk shades with mica centering disks, Storrs

Mica Co., *656
Socket covers and shade holders. Plume a

Atwood Mfg. Co., *35

Socket, Porcelain, Arrow Elec. Co., 212

Stand, Wooden. Crucet Mfg. Co., *769

Table, desk and bed types, Fanes Manufac-
turing Company, *1444

Indiana Electric Light Association;

Convention, *566, 626
Indicators, electrostatic potential and synchron"

ism, G. E. Co., "310
Inductance:

Coils, Curves for designing. By Philip R
Coursey, (D.) 765

Electromagnetic. By G. W. O. Howe, (D.)-
1210

Of concentric flat rings. By H. Chireix
(D.) 709

Measurements of. By F. Wenner, E. Weibel
and F. F. Silsbee, (D.) 1269

Inductances, Mutual. By Geo. A. Campbell,
(D.) 139

Induction:
Laws of, 282, (D.) 250. By David Robert

son, (D.) 186, (D.) 466. By A. E.
Clayton, (D.) *652. Bv (ail Hering.
(D.) 709. By A. Blondel, (D.) 20

Induction coils. By E. Raverot, (D.) 139
Industrial Electric Heating Association, Detroit

convention, "1278
Industrial revolution, 561
Industrial applications:

Road building with electric power, "1201
Sewer digging and excavation pumping with

electricity. By Bayard W. Mendenhall.
•1319

Industrial plants:
American Mfg. Co., plant problems solved by

purchased service, *628
Apparel factories, Electric irons effect bet-

ter working conditions, *984
Bakery, Equipment and energy consumption,

Bindery, motor-driven revolvable table, *984
Blast-furnace plants. Electric power at. By

J. E. Johnson, Jr., (D.) 19
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tory, 47a
Cold-storage plant) Electricity produce! both

beat .nni told, i IJI
Cotton gin, quick lervice with electricity,

Cotton mill, motoi starting problem solved it
Mi.. iii i oat ii\ s l". Goodale,

CottoiiM-rd ml mill, Equipment ind unit
energy consumption,

Department stoic, light and heat oott rel«
Hon to othei expenses, 816

Electroplating, unit energy oonaumption, *s.m
Equipment and ant foi manufac

tui ing plant, " i.u i

Oat in i v i ii k by electric power, Harrison Ra
diatot Co., 307

Ice-making, one-year'i records foi raw-watei
plant, 470

Ice plant, Motor drive in By A. I. Hart,
•1147

Ice plant, Reading (Pa.), li\ \ 1.. llan,
•1147

Largest Induatrial substation served by Bos
ton Company, '695

Lauiiitrv, Equipment and energy consump-
tion, *817

Laundry, how emergency service is secured
from central-station. By A Hearvey,
•1318

• Lumber mill, Electricity in largest. By A
11. Onstad, "1080

Lumber yard. Automatic conveying equip-
ment, *704

Market lor wood refuse makes central-station
service preferable, "07

Milk depot operations simplified by motors.
By 1. L Wiltse, "363

Milk distributing station, Electrified, *650
Production costs. Reducing, "144
Refrigerating plant, Unusual location of

motor-driven plant of the Tones-Mannix
Company, Worcester, Mass., *24

Rolling-mill equipment, (15.) 350
Service contracts. Securing with trial motor

installations, M430
Shear, Largest motor-driven, * 1266
Shoe factory, Haverhill, Mass. By Thos. D.

Bond, #88
Shoemaking, Electric heating for, 816
Siemens-Schuckert Co., Germany, (D. ) 653
Steel mill, 1600-hp. motor in, "1089
Steel-mill motor drives, two control systems,

•865
Tapestry factory, Energy consumed, *868
Waste and trouble preventives, 353
Woodworking plant, motor service, *643

Institute of Radio Engineers, Meeting, 1338
Instruction tag, Value of. By E. C. Parham, *694

Insulation:
Built-up mica, Temperature limits for, " 1 205.

1130; Comment, 1121
Compound for filling conduits (British pa-

tent), (D.) 1268
Cover for branch connections, Dossert & Co.,

*548
Dielectric losses, (D.) 1382
Electric strength of solid dielectrics, W. M.

Thornton, (D.) 599
Electric strength of, under mechanical pres-

sure. By F. Kock, (D.) 987
Fiber lining for metallic sockets and recep-

tacles, Elastoid Fiber Co., 1050
Fiber, V ulcanized. By Charles Almy, Jr.,

(D.) 1043
Leakage through, how it mav show up. By

E. C. Parham, 979
Mica products, 994
Resistance and puncture voltage, Relation.

•304
Resistance, Measurements of, and portable

instruments, (D.) *1267
Rubber, cambric and paper insulation, Com-

parison of for underground cables. Bv
H. D. Austin, 1415

Tape, Standard Paint Co., 1331
Testing high-tension insulation, G. Benischke,

(D.) 877
Insulators

:

Cable insulators and splicing sleeve. Drew
Elec. & Mfg. Co., *211

High-frequency tests, 563
Impregnated-paper type, Construction of. Bv

K. Fischer, (D.) 1268
Performance and tests for defective units.

By E. P. Peck, *1077

Test, Hot and cold water, 93
Testing. By Fritz Scheid, (D.) 652
Tree type, Frank Ridlon Co., *826

International Association of Municipal Electri-

cians, convention, 513
International Engineering Congress:

At San Francisco, 676, 732: Comment, 729
International Trade Conference, Announcement

of meeting, 1223
Ions in air, Mobilities of. By E. M. Wellisch,

(D.) 299
Ionization of the atmosphere, Causes of. By J.

A. Fleming, (D.) 188
Ionic mobilities in hydrogen and nitrogen. By

W. B. Haines, (D.) 1269

1 loll
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Am Kollnig Mill Co., —

—

Electrolytic By I. Cuftlet, < l> > hji
IrrigatJ

. eetric pumping, Minidoka project,
U s R s . >68

Window display, "91
ad plants:

Central-station service made preferable in

lli.llkrt foi wood trluse, 707
i

i enemy of proper vm nun. Bj I \\

.
i oinnirnt, 353

Equitable Building, N Y. <"itv, "hi
i ill. i. \ ..i ,

in. ..til, , building, i 'urves to

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, "i.mi
Paint factory, C A. WUley * .... operating

features, *355
Y. M. ('. A.. Newark, N. J., remodel

handle varying conditions, *1082, '1203

fobbers .See contractors)
fointei , electi >c bench

;

Kobbins & Myers Co.. '1049
lovian order:

Convention, 314, 791. 845, 90C
Membership and efficiency, Plans to in

1351
Winnipeg league elects officers, 1338

Kansas (las, Water, F.lectric Light & Street Ry.
Association, Annual convention, *960

Labor troubles in Bridgeport, Conn, 444
Lamps, electric:

Arc (See arc lamps)
Designation and rating of incandescent and

arc lamps, (D.) 137. By Solomon (D.)
74

Efficiencies of, 898
Gaseous-conductor lamp for color matching.

By D. McFarlan Moore, (D.) '1160
Incandescent (See incandescent lamps)
Lamp fixtures (See incandescent lamp fix-

tures)
Mercury arc. By J. C. McLennan and R. C.

Dearie, (D.) 1382
Miner's lamp, (D.) 298
Voltage change, Effect on vision. By Wm.

Kunerth, (D.) *541
I.amp. standard:

Hefner standard. By E. Ott, (D.) 1326
1 antern, electric:

Delta Elec. Co., #263
Hartford Electric Novelty Co., *1276
Large-size entrance type. Beardslee Mfg.

Co., M052
Lincoln Electric Works, *828
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co., *713
Two-cell battery operated, Hytee's Factories,

Inc., *940
Legal:

Clayton Law test, 900
Code and license law for New York, 103
Depreciation in public utilities, Decision of

Idaho supreme court, 743
Flexible-conduit patent suit decision, 1337
Generation of electricity is not manufac-

ture, Opinion handed down by U. S.
District Court Judge, 345

Lighting legislation, Some aspects of, 171
Los Angeles condemnation suit, 1407
Municipal plants favor Ohio court decision,

1448
N. Y. compensation law valid, 153
Public Service Gas Co. (N. J.) decision,

449
Right to choose customers upheld, 1123
Temporary injunction granted Springfield

Co. against Mo. Commission, 153
Thomnson electric welding patents upheld.

851
Trade-mark registration in Latin America, 39
Water power. Federal control of, 792
Water power legislation, 1298

Lens to reduce glare from automobile headlamp.
Palmer & Bachelder, *1446

Light:
Candle-power unit, C. C. Patterson and B.

P. Dudding
-Eye fatigue, Reasons for. By M. Luckiesch,

•576
Light emissions from craters of carbon arcs

and Lambert's law. By A. Amerio, (D )

298
Sunshine charts distributed by Niagara Falls

Company, *597
Lighting, electric:

Artificial illumination, architecture and dec-
oration, 484

Blacksmith shop, *97
Billboards with floodlight, *1201
Bridee underpass. *1035
Central stations. Illuminating, 1347
Christmas candles in windows, Reviving old

custom, 1324
Christmas-tree outfits, Import Sales Co..

*1276

*Indicates illustrated articles.

i i k i " 1 1-: , electrl attain d I

i bun I. bulletin, Illuminated, 707
<l...k face. Illuminates), ll w i.,hn»-M»»-

Vlllr I

Code foi bettei industrial lighting Ity ('. E.
Orwell, »1

Coney Island Mardi Gras,
"Court" and "' lock" goll course. By M. K.

Trimble, *Joh
Daylight glass Bj I if <.**<-. <]>) *i04i
Diffusing glassw.in. tendi -Irsign,

i

Diffusion in modern illumin.it

Prim Iple of, | K. Cravath, '

Educating ifir publia in ih<- um- of light, 34
Esthetic and utilitarian, Combining, '

ExteriOl flood lighting, Watrrhury M ..nil.

)

I Ity Hall. •1IIV
I ... too lighting i ode, l 104
Flood lighting vs. outline lighting, *369
Flood lighting being I for Spring-

field, Mass., 1447
Flood lighting of Fletcher Building, Indian

apolia, '1420
Flood lighting of modern industrial buildings,

•

Flood lighting projector, Edison Lamp Works
of G. E. < o., *3I1

Flood lighting of substation exterior, *67>6
Flood lighting, Texas Co.'s new office build-

ing, *96
Flood system, Mass. State House, # 1238; By

I Hami s, (D.) 410
Harmonizing lamps with surroundings, * 1 095
Ideas on illuminating engineering, Exchang-

ing. By J. K. Cravath, # 738
Illumination calculations for the electrical

contractor. By Louis W. Moxey, Jr.,
•1425

Illumination topics discussed by American
Physical Society, 1016

Industrial, New code of, 675
For industrial plants, each a separate prob-

lem, 1179
Laws on, basis for. By C. E. Clewell, 1417
Madison Square Garden for N. Y. Horse

Show, *1068
Mobile color and stage lighting. By Bassett

Tones, *245, *295; Comment, 235; "346,
•407, *454

New-type lamps for old, Effect of substitu-
tion, 1236

New York subway's emergency connection,
1448

Night skating made possible outdoors by
electricity, *1096

Outline system for electric company building,
•1266

Pageant at Lexington, Mass., Lighting. By
L. C. Porter, # 209

Photography, gas-filled lamps for interior ex-
posures, 260

Photography, M-shaped tubular lamps for en-
larging work, Cooper Hewitt Elec. Co.,
•423

"Movie" production in California, "136
Railway cars in London subway, *868
Regulator for automobile system, Impedance-

type, St. Louis Electrical Works, *1444
Russia, (D.) 350
School and library lighting, 619
Schqolhouse lighting, 507
Semi-indirect for dining-room, *1038
Stations, Indirect iliumination, *143
Store-front Christmas illumination, *1420
Tailrace-gage illumination, to permit night

reading, *811
Theater put on money-making basis by bril-

liant illumination, * 1 321
Trap shooting range, *540
Window illumination, Merchants receive co-

operation of central-station company,
*1429

-Window illumination, Showing up the value
of, 1420

Lighting, street:
Arc refractor units, Charleston, W. Ya.
Boulevard post with novel street designation,

•1266
Chicago street-lighting costs, Report on, *315
-City's svstem, letting the public know about

it, 1096
Cleveland lantern for ornamental lighting.

By Ward Harrison, *521
Crime deterrent, 378
Criteria of, 2

Effective illumination. By Preston S. Millar,
62

Electric street lamps supplanting gas in N.
Y., 103

Flame-arc lighting of Indianapolis streets,
452

Gas-filled ornamental lighting at Rockville
Center, N. Y. By A. L. Powell, *483

Installation cost of arc-lamp posts in Ft.
Wayne, Ind., 644

Lamp trimmer's ladder, *483
Magnetite-arc and tungsten lamp lighting,

Comparative costs of. By J. H. Loban,
109

Maintenance of street lamps, Portable tower
for, *144

Milwaukee municipal system probable, 1408
Milwaukee survey, 59
Ornamental posts showing house numbers.

By Albert Marple, *705
Ornamental street lighting systems compared.

By H. E. Mahan and H. E. Butler, *
1 80

Outdoor lighting fixtures, Luminous Unit
Co., *213
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Lighting, street: (Continued)
Parallel vs. staggered arrangement of lamp*.

By II. E. Butler, "1027
Posts for Milwaukee, New type, "97
Salt Lake City's new arc-lamp system, *1070
Saving of $400,000 in N. Y. City by sub-

stituting incandescent for arc lamps, "512
Symbolic ornamental, "539
Tables, Electrical World, Explanation of,

1243
Tucson's (Ariz.) ornamental system, cost,

•761
"White way" lighting at El Paso, Texas
Youngstown, O., "444, 509

Lightning:
Protection against, 1243
Protecting buildings against. By Geo. II

Armstrong, *402

Lightning arresters:
Electrolytic. By C. C. Garrard, (D.) 987
By C. C. Garrard, (D.) *1041
Hubbard & Co., *151
Ground-wire disconnector, "264
Protection from lightning and high-voltage

disturbances. By Q. A. Brackett, (D.

)

186
Linemen's emergency basket, "589

Lineman's rubber sleeves, Canton (O.) Rubber
Co., "263

Load curve relief, Map. By Max Du Bois, (D.

)

"137
Load distribution, a topographical map of output,

121

Louisville, franchise negotiations, 313
Lubrication:

Stoker, Arrangement to make self-oiling, "691
Prime-movers and generator oiling system,

•25
Luminosity and color measurement, Apparatus

for, (D.). By Herbert E. Ives, "1437

M

K.Ik-

Co.

Magnetic chucks. By Joseph Horner, (D.)
250

Magnetic fields. By John F. H. Douglass, "7

Magnetic field. Analytic expressions of, 821
Magnetic separator outfit, Portable, Graphite

Lubricated Bearing Co., "657
Magnetism:

Fluid analogies for, 1381
High-frequency, Heating of iron with, (D.)

820
Theories of, (D.) 821

Magnetizing-current waves, Relationship be-

tween flux and. By A. L. Tacklcy, (. I >. >

250
Magneton, Theory of atomic structure, David

L. Webster, (D.) 599
Magnets:

Design for instruments. By Kenelm
cumbe, (D.) 764

Manholes, drains for, "304
Meat chopper, Motor-driven, Hobart Mfg.

"658
Merchandising methods:

Advertising $12.00 wiring campaign at Kan-
sas City, "479

Appliances, naming, 1293
Appliance-sales campaign, "648
Appliance sales, second-hand articles for

employees, 31
"Big Iron Slide" at Paducah, Ky. "20S
Chart to show how seasons affect lighting

bills, "478
Collection of money by salesmen, Opinions

on. By Earl E. Whitehorne, *921
"Cut-price" sales, no more at Warren, Ohio,

1377
Competing for shoppers' money, 673
Christmas merchandising co-operation—ready

for you, "1199; Comment, 1178
Christmas-sales campaign, definite things to

do, "1192
Easy payment in appliance sales, The power

of. By Earl E. Whitehorne, "1413
Electricity as a "talking point," 731
Flatiron campaign, "307
Flatirons, Church societies sell 500, 1324
Flatirons, Old for new, "475
Flatirons, One-day sale of, 200
Fourth of July celebration that sold twelve

ranges, "260
Gas-filled "White-Way" units, St. Louis

campaign on, "206
Growing market for appliances, 1404
High-school boys as electric appliance sales

men. By J. S. Wise, Jr.. "1421
Holiday trade, Insuring profit on, 897
House wiring, Selling at Manchester, N. II..

"205
Interesting the non-electrical public, "1184;

Comment, 1177
Jobber, the place of the middleman. Bj

W. R. Herstein, 1036
New-building follow-up card il

Non-electric distributer winning int

market, facts and figures

Whitehorne, "697
Preparing for the great campaigns, 841

Premiums in return for sales hints increase

requests for housewiring, 1 1 50
Promoting a new development. I 191

Propaganda, How to localize buyinp stimu
lated by national type. By Earl E.

Whitehorne, "515
Psychology in electric-iron sales, 1419

Merchandising methods: (Continued;
Range-campaign, *1096
Salesmen, how purchasing agents view them

By George R. Jones, 1151
"Scout" irons solve trial iron problem, 980
Soliciting, using school boys to ferret out

appliance prospects, "95
Stock, Problems of "moving," *471
Stock motors landed contract, 478
Telephone for reaching store-window spec-

tator, "479— Vehicles, Working together to increase sales
of, "902

Wishing machines, Letter that sells, 1321
White-Way whirlwind campaign,

Mercurj arc mfl intra, General Electrii Co., "102

Meters:
A. c. and d. c. type. Weston Electrical In-

strument Co., *771
Ammeters, inexpensive substitute tor a set

of. By Clifford U . Bates, * 1374
Ammeters and voltmeters. Small d. c,

Roller-Smith Co., "1048
Ampere-hour, mercury type, Ferranti, Ltd.,

•1164
Apparatus for measuring current in d. c.

circuits by inductive means. By Otto
A. ECnopp, "751

Camera for reading customers' meters, Fol-
mer & Schwing Div. Eastman Kodak
Co., 373

Electric supply meters. By S. Evershed,
(D.) 139

Flow-recorder. Harrison Safety Boiler \\ orks,
"605

French commercial meters, Review. By A.
Iliovici, (IX) 877

Induction meter operation, Theory of, 87
Location, Points to consider when choosing,

1032
Magnet direct-current motor type, (D.)

1269
Marking scales, (D.) 1043
Maximum demand, Thermal instrument for

measuring, 849
Mercury type electrolytic. By R. Bosson,

(D.) 764——Oscillation direct-current motor type, (D)
1269

Prepayment type in Amsterdam. Bv w.
lulofs, (D.) 1157

Recording meters for the fireman, 507
Remodeling, 812
Stray fields, Effect on, 918
Testing and certification, (D.) 877
Testing of, Public, 57

ting, Obtaining constant potential for,

"693
Vacuum-type, llcraeus, (D.) 21
\\ att-hour meter accuracy, Effect of tem-

perature on. By B. E. Miller, "636
Mines:

Coal-mine load, Diversity of. 1182
Hoisting iii mines. By G. B. Rosenblatt,

i D) 464
Submarine, Ignition of, Antoulaieff, (D.)

877
Winding, Low efficiency in potash mines.

By Phillippi, (D.) 1268
Missouri Telephone Association, Convention, 1394
Molecular movements recorded on motion-pic-

ture films, (I).) "708
Motion-picture appliances, Portable, Maxwell

Motor Sales Corp., "376
Motor drive, Conflicting opinions on, 354

ilso Industrial Plants)
Motors:

Air type for driving generator. By H. R.

Smith, "468
•< rnating-current commutator motors. By
Marius Latour, (D.) "598

Alternating current classifications, A. I.

E. E., discussion, "339
Mtcrnating-current, Classification of. By

Yal A. Fynn, 62; Comment, 58
Alternating-current type BtartetS, Cxitler-

llammer Mfg. Co., "826

Application of to manufacturing processes.

By D. B. Rushmore, 93

Auxiliary motors. Sidelights on, 395
: lassification oi alternating-current type. By

Prof. C. A. Adams, 1439
--ideation of alternating current types,

Comment. 1010; Bj W. C. K.

Alirs, »1368j By Val. A. Fynn. 1*370

(leaning, Dust bellows for, (i K. Co., Ltd.,

London, *424

I iirect-current, Eck Dynamo \ Motor Co.,
•33

Equipped with ball S K F Ball

Bearing Co., "659

lor operating disc phonographs.
Electric Co., "1334

i portable sewing machine. with foot

control, Westinj ctric ft Mfg.

Induction, Circle diagram of Bj G M
lley Wilmot, (D.) 185

Induction
iron loss Bj E. B. Millar. (D

Induction motors, three phase Methods foi

ising and controlling, '

! irtioii-inotor starters. \ heeler
•3 74

Induction tj By II

luction type operate safely in explosive
. 1038

I ndicatcs illusti

Motors: (Continued)
Induction-type speed regulation. By I- W.

Meyers, (D.) "763
Induction, 2000-volt, Method for remote

control. By A. C. Lasher, "i\

Jeweler's-lathe type, Hamilton-Beach Manu-
facturing Company, "1388

Leasing, Results of, 1150
Lecture-hall window curtains drawn by

motor, "482
Location in basement, Convenient, "1093

N. E. L. A. rules to harmonize service re-

quirements for motors, 93
Phase failure and phase reversals, Device

for protecting a. c. motors against,

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., "101

Polyphase induction motors, with special

ventilation features, Diehl Mfg. Co.,
"547

Polyphase series motor. By Robert Moser,
(D.) 137

Railway-type, Flashing of. By R. E. Hell-

mund, (D.) 185
Sewing machine type, Hamilton-Beach Mfg.

Co., "712
Speed control of d. c. type. By Thomas

Carter, (D.) "935
Speed range, flow to secure wide one. By

V. A. Clarke, "1090
Starter troubles, How they develop. By

A. C. Hewitt, 1149
Synchronous motors for power-factor cor-

rection. By Th. Schou, "1138
Synchronous type^ two schemes for pro-

tection. By E. E. George, "142
——Three-phase induction. Dispersion coeffi-

cient of. By E. A. Biedermann, (D.)
1156

Sewing-machine type. Friction drive, Wis-
consin Electric Co., "991

Sewing-machine type, Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Mfg. Co., "1048
-Singlcphase traction. By Riccardo Yal-

lauri, (D.) 651
Starting torques and currents for various

types, "1032
Starting torque improved by modification of

starter, "1317
Synchronous, Oscillation of, E. Boulardet,

(D.) 875
Three-phase induction type, Dispersion co-

efficient of. By E. A. Biedermann,
(D.) 1040

Three-phase for repair-dock service, (D.)
410

Utility, Knapp Electric & Novelty Co.,
"993

Ventilation of traction type, (D.) 875
Motors, Toy:

Kendrick & Davis Co., "1215
Knapp Elect. & Novelty Co., "1215

-Lionel Mfg. Co., *121S
Miniature model. Bv L. T, Xedland, "172
"Steam engine," Menominee Elec. Mfg.

Co., "1217
Viking Elect. Co., *1214

Motor generators, Three-thousand kilowatt. By
Carl Fred Holmboe, (D.) 1100

Municipal ownership:
Berlin (Germany) Electricity Works, Munici-

palization of, (D.) 138; By G. Soberski,
(D.) 411

British municipal station. Annual report,
(D.) 1210

eveland developments, 41, 106, 396
Columbus^ O., plant earns profit, 179
Derby (England) system, Developments of

the, (D.) 250
Glasgow, statistics on station, (D) 820
Memphis to buy central station plant, 106
Ohio municipal projects, Check, 1069
Pepperell, Mass., plan discarded
Seattle municipal lighting system, Troubles

of, 314
Shanghai, Extracts from annual report of

municipal plant. Bv T. II C. Aldridge,
(D.) 298

N
National Association of Electrical Inspectors,

Western New England section, 944
National Association of Manufacturers, Interna-

tional trade conference, Announcement
of meeting, 1223

National Association of Railway Commissioners,
Annual convention, 961

National Association of Stationary Engineers,
I'ittsticld section, 1450

il defense:
Mobilizing electrical men for defense, 1348

National Electrical Contractors' Association:——Convention, 155, 206, 215. 773
National Electric Light Association:

Accounting section:
Executive committee meets, 333
Standardization of accounting systems.

265
Standardization in accounting, 281

Commercial section:
Executive meeting, 218

Benefits of membership, 155
Buffalo section, Election of officers, 720
Commercial section:

Plans, 44o
Executive committee meeting, 849
Shenectady meeting, nsi

Concentric-wiring report, 717
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National Electric Light Association (Continued)
Commitl
Eastern \ V se< tion, T7o
I .iiH.iiinn.il i otnmittMi l l.'D

i ommitt< < meeting, 3 n, 906
Lighting s.iirs bureau ol commercial section

formed, i

M.iiiut.u-luiri ' Ro'tniii, liiiMir ilrvrlopnient,

Michigan tection, Convention, 108
Mississippi section, Annual convention* 1242
Motoi lervice rules, y>
New England section

Convention, 637, 680,
New York companies' section, Cnnvmtion, 44
Poitl.iml section, Foint meeting with A. I.

i.' i

Sections may affiliate with gas and traction

societit i, 1 394
Southeastern section convention, 736
Technical section formed, 1069
Work wit h small companies, 169

National Foreign [*rade convention called, 997
National independent Telephone Societies unite,

1450
National Safety Council, Formation of public

utilities section, 901
National Society foi the Promotion of Indus-

trial Education, Announcement, 1450
Naval Advisory Board

Action of engineering societies of Naval Ad-
visory Hoard, 238

Appointments! 3.(4

Appointed, *o21; Comment, 617
Board of invention and development to be

added, 173
Edison appointed head, * 1 54
Enlarged, To be, 313
First meeting at Washington, "900
Functions ot. By Dr. L. H. Baekeland,

•1363
Immediate preparedness, 123

Nitrate plant recommended, 1406
Nebraska Electrical Association, Annual conven-

tion, 1281
New York Electric Show, *788
New York investigating committee resumes ac-

tivities, 38
Nobel prize, Award, 1068; Comment, 1065
Northwest Association, Convention, *567
Northwest Electric Light and Power Association,

Convention, 624

o
Ohio Electric Light Association:

Commercial section, 1124
Committee-meeting announcement, 1450
Convention, 219, 268
New business co-operation committee, meet-

ing, 682
Ohio Independent Telephone Association, Annual

convention, 1224
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and Steam

Engineers, Annual meeting, 1226
Oil:

Separator, Pipe sizes and arrangement. By
T. W. Reynolds, *416

Lifting by condenser vacuum for gravity
feed system. By Adolph Kuylenstjerna,
•1149

Filter and refiner. Combined, *264
Removing from feedwater, *1203
Transformer grade, Value of clean bottles

for sampling, 589
Oscillations in coupled circuits, W. H. Eccles and

A. J. Makower, (D.) 877
Outlet-box, Receptacle, Harvey Hubbell, Inc.,

*261 ,

Ovens, electric:
Economic operation of. By Percy Wilcox

Gumaer, 66
For testing shrapnel, Hughes Electric Heat-

ing Co., *546
Ozonators, varied industrial applications, Sprague

Electric Wks., M329

Pan-American Financial Congress, Proceedings,
564

Pan-American Scientific Congress:
Second. By Glen Levin Swiggett, 38

Plans, 1280
Panama Canal, electrical applications. By Edw.

Schildhauer. (D.) 137

Panama- Pacific Exposition, Arrangements for

closing program, 1224
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, "En-

gineers' day" at the, *844

Panel boxes for industrial plants. By Chas. J.

Whitfield, »73

Patent matters:
Expert judges, 121
Monopoly through patents threatened, 897
Patent office, Work of, 1390
Patents and the war, (D.) 543
Validity of Marconi patents questioned, 317

Pennsylvania Electrical Contractors, Convention,
44

Pennsylvania Electric Association:
Convention, *565, 661

Percolators:
Decorated china, Rochester Stamping Co.,

•990

I mtinued)
< <\ .1 heati ted bj i u ibli plui

plea I- [eotric Heatini Co.,
Permeability In Iron, High By Ernest Wilson,

fD.) 138
ibility. Temps efficient of. lty R.

inford, i n i 1349
Phase advancer foi regulating power factor, "191

Philadelphia ! ngineei J t

M embei shin i smpaign, 1073, 1131
Phonograph diaphragm, operating on magnetic

principles, Nolen Accessories Co., '1161
Photometry

Color photometry. Hv C C Peterson and
Ii I- Dudding, (D.) 298

Photometry of lights of different colors. By
Irwin G. Priest, (D.) '185

Tests, Portable equipment for, *873
Thermopile artificial eye. By Herbert E.

Ives and E. F. Kingsbury, (D.) "1100
Visibility of radiation of the red end of a

visible spectrum. Ry Edw. P. Hyde and
W. E. Forsythe, (D.) *464

l tility's side before tin- public, Getting the,
1 10 J

Zero method with photo-electric cells. By
F, K. Richtmyer, (D.) "252

Pianos, electrical:
Amei uMii Piano I

'<>., "1273
Autopiano Co., •1373
Tel-Electric Co., M273

Pipes and piping:
Bending pipe, Apparatus for, H. P. Martin

& Sons, "1107
Brackets for, *979
Draining condensate, "1203
Expansion bends, weights of pipe and radii

to employ, "1435
Protection for water lines to prevent freez-

ing, *920
-Protection when buried under floors, "592
Reducing valve connections and control,

•1318
Reducing valves, proper location, 190
Strainer for water line, *1317
Valves, preventing from sticking, 365

Platinum, Scarcity of caused by European em-
bargo act, 1166

Platinum ware, Tests for purity. By G. K.
Burgess and P. D. Sale, (D.) 1269

Plugs and receptacles:
Attachment plug, Best Elec. Co., #487
Base and one-piece shadeholder, H. T. Paiste

Co., *151
Cap for armored cable, Harvey Hubbell, Inc.,

•99, *712
Current tap. side-outlet, Harvey Hubbell,

Inc., '1334
Duplex flush receptacle, Bryant Elec. Co.,

•261
Easy-wire receptacle, E. H. Freeman Co.,

•995
For nitrogen lamps, refrigerating plants,

etc., Harvey Hubbell, Inc., *996
Improved six-in-one fuse plugs, Atlas Selling

Agency, *312
Non-swivel attachment type, R. S. Mueller,

•1276
Porcelain cleat type receptacle, Harvey Hub-

bell, Inc., *711
Porcelain keyless socket for husk installa-

tion, Harvey Hubbell, Inc., * 1 52
Receptacle and current tap combined, Har-

vey Hubbell, Inc., *1 162
Receptacle, screw-plug flush, Cutler-Ham-

mer Mfg. Co., '486
Separable attachment, Chelton Elec. Co., "33
Swivel type with flexible extension, Benjamin

Electric Mfg. Co., ^828
Wall type, Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., *937

Poles:
Concrete transmission poles. By Alex. R.

Holliday, *237
Hole digger, Adjustable, Triple Tool Co.,

•1049
Joint pole line solves rural service problem,

•201
Lifting-jack, Templeton, Kenly & Co., *827
Reinforced wood poles with railroad rails. By

J. Orchiston, *172
Setting, Record for 35-ft, pole, 1073
Setting with water jet, *813
Steel poles of increased unit strength, Bates

Expanded Steel Truss Co., *549
Wood, Defects affecting strength of, 1370
Wood, frequency of replacement, Friedrich

Moll, (D.) 876
Wood poles reinforced with steel channels.

By L. R. W. Allison, »1207
Wood preservatives, Effectiveness of, M031

Police call-box keys for arc-lamp patrolman, 372
Potheads, cable, Philadelphia Electric Co., *1442

Power factor:

Correction with synchronous motors. By
Th. Schou, *1138

Regulating with phase advancer, *191

Power factor as element of rates. By F. Ghilardi,
(D.) 410

Precipitation, electrical:

Smoke, fumes and dust. By Linn Bradley,
(D.) 1327

Smoke, *692
Soot, 1066

Preservatives, effect on wood poles, *1031

Prime movers, ratings required in metropolitan
cities, *799; Comment, 785

Protecting machinery against abnormal electrical

conditions. By C. C. Garrard, (D.) 186,
(D.) 350, (D.) 598, (D.) 709

•Indicates illustrated articles.

Protection oi circuit
i

•< rransmission Lines)
Pyromi '! By Edw. P. Hyde, 1- l-

w ii oi rthe, l
1

1

service corporations:
Corporations ami the press, 378
Monopoly in lighting Iuimi
In politics, 1242

Public service regulation:
\ii.nks mi commission regulation, 953
Broadei featun
Brooklyn lighting franchise upheld, 1409

1 Ini i ii hi 1
1 rate ordinant e, L37. 217, 377

Commission membership, Qualifications. 1348
Europe, lews and regulations on distribution

igv. lty Vytborck, (D.) 764
Formation ot Kentucky commission to come

before State legislature, 1014
Mass. Gas and Electril I ight Commission, Re-

port, •! 55
Competition in small-city public utility oper-

ation. Hy B. A. Brackenbury, 4
Continuity in office of public service com-

missioners, 379; Comment, 329
Idaho commission, "Get Acquainted" trip,

103
Indefinite franchise not perpetual in Ohio,

1014
Kansas utilities law unsatisfactory, 960
Legislative rate-making for commissions, 121
Los Angeles condemnation valuation of

Southern California Edison plant, 1279
Missouri commission decision in Charleston

case, 4
Mutual obligations of commission and utility,

442
New Jersey commission, Court upholds, 1071
N. Y. Constitutional Amendment, 233
Pennsylvania commission, Authority of ques-

tioned, 1069
Pennsylvania Public Service law upheld, 1242
Phila. Elec. Co. fills inventory in rate case,

428
Politics, Effect on, 1012
Possibility of its checking enterprise and

destroying individuality; Comment, 1009
Political intrusion, Effect of, 1235
Reserve plant at Springfield, Mo., disallowed,

283
Southern California Edison Company's con-

demnation case must be finally passed by
court, 1351

Standards of construction and operation
adopted by Wisconsin commission, 909

Waste of capital in competitive duplicate
plants, 393

Water rights in Idaho case, 104
Washington power hearing concluded, 510

Public Utilities Association of West Virginia,
organization, 108

Pumps and pumping:
Air lift for pumping sand, 588
Automatic control to boost city water pres-

sure, *643
Boiler-feed pump, control, "918
Drainage, electric replaces steam apparatus,

•87
House water service. Motor drive, Colum-

biana Pump Co., *1220
House-service pump, motor-driven type, Hill

Mfg. Co., *992
Motor driven, mine service, saving $1,500 s

month by using electric pumps. By E.

E. Yensel, MOO.
Motor-driven deep-well pump, Westinghouse

Elec. & Mfg. Co., #309
Non-vibrating pump, Luitwieler Pumping En-

gine Co., M88
Sand, Pumping and loading. By A. E.

Smith, M67
Tire pump, General Utility Company, *1443
Triplex, Buckeye Pump & Mfg. Co.,

#827
Vacuum, Duplex motor-driven, Ingersoll-

Rand Co., »938
Vacuum pump, Rotary, May-Nelson Mfg.

Co., Ml 09
Water pumping with motor drive, *1206

R
Rack to support control equipment. By H.

Mathews, *1433
Radio:

Aerials, Capacity of. By G. W. O. Howe,
(D.) 821

Continuous oscillations, production and am-
plification, (D.) 252

Control of torpedoes, U. S. may purchase
Hammond patents, 316

Direction finder. By E. Bellini, (D.) 765
Frequency-changers. By Alfred N. Gold-

smith, (D.) 765
Protection against air raids, conference of

De Forest with British Admiralty, 1166
Quenched-spark discharger, undamped oscil-

lations by. By Hidetsugu Yagi, (D.)
•1270

Relays, (D.) 821

Tower wrecked by high wind, *732

Waves, effect on organic life. By C. Abel-
Musgrave, (D.) 710

Radioactive substances, life and range of rays
emitted. By F. A. Lindemann, (D.)
987

Radiography for localization of bullets. By Ozil,

(D.) 1158
Radiotelegraphy (see also Radio) :

Aeronautical radio experiments, 238
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Radiotelegraphy : (Continued)
Amateur apparatus, J. II. Bunnell & Co.,

•1217
Antenna for long waves, (D.) *412
Commercial wireless apparatus, Marconi

Wireless Telegraph Co., "882
Directing electromagnet waves. By Alexan-

der Artom, (D.) 351
Portable radio equipment of the U. S. Army,

•184
Radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony for rail-

roads. By John L. Hogan, Jr., *S70
Railroad wireless, further developments, 562
Sayville plant, relations with U. S. govern-

ment, 41, 107, 380
Signals, range of. By John L. Hogan, Jr.,

M2S0
Signals, Strength of, 1237
Spark gap, Adjustable prism-shaped multi-

ple. By B. Thieme, (D.) 1439
Unidirectional. By E. Bellini, (D.) 765
Valve consisting of discharge tube. By G.

\V. White, (D.) 1269
Wireless Telegraphy. Hy H. de Bellescize,

(D.) *352; by L. B. Turner, (D.) 139;
by M. Bavlovsky, (D.) 765

Radiotelephony (see also Radio):
Audibility, Patent for obtaining maximum,

23
Canal zone station first link in communica-

tions with Philippines, 220
Long-distance, Washington, I). C, to Hono-

lulu, *788; comment, 786
Radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony for rail-

roads. By John L. Hogan, Jr., *570
Transcontinental, 732
Wireless. By H. J. Round, (D.) 139

Radium:
Emanation in Manila. By J. R. Wright and

(). F. Smith, (D.) 21
Standard solutions, comparison of. By J.

Moran, (D.) 1101

Railways:
Battery reserve for single-phase railroads.

By C. Heiss, (D.) 599
British, electrification of, (D.) 1157, (D.)

876
British tramway problems and the war, (D.)

936
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry., elec-

trification, *1005, 1351
Chicago terminals, electrification financially

impossible, 1279
Contact systems. By Chas. H. Jones, 64
Contract in California for electric railway

energy, 104
Electric traction. By J. Carlier, (D.) 599
France, Lajons tramway system. By P.

Sabe, (D.) 350
Locomotives, Oil-electric, (D.) 138
Pennsylvania R. R., electrification at Phila-

delphia, *1074; comment, 1066
Philadelphia suburban electrification, *661

Portugal electric traction. By W. Reinhart,
«599

Spain. By W. Reimhart, (D.) 350
Sweden, (D.) 764
Wendelstein Ry., electric locomotives, (D.)

410
Rain alarm, Electrical. Electrical Devices &

Mfg. Co., *657

Rates:
Adjusted to attract domestic heating and

power loads, 673, 731
Rasing on power factor, * 1209
China, meter tariff. By Schmidt Harms, (D.)

138
Cincinnati franchise negotiations, 105
Class rates for light and power systems or

territories. By Frank G. Baum, 67

Cleveland, reduction in rates, 266
Controlled flat rate at Dubuque, la., 91

Cooking rate, Boston adopts 2 cent, 717
Duluth rate reduction, effect of, 104
England, Energy costing more in, 1054
England, "point five" tariff, 58, (D.) 1042,

(D.) 185; by A. S. Blackman and Thos.
Roles, (D.) 185

Flat rates for lighting service, return to. By
Friedrich Schmidt, (D.) 1326

For employees, 1243
Milwaukee schedule—active-room rate with

energy charges, 1431
Municipal lighting rate declared too low,

1448
Nebraska public hearing, 1069

New Orleans to reduce, 335
Rate-making, public policy rather than busi-

ness, 897
Short-time service, regular rates for, 30

St. Louis rates reduced, 396, 1392
Tendencies of central stations in rate mak-

ing. By Frederic Nicholas, *907

Thirty per cent increase accepted at West
Seneca, 1065

Uniform electric rates based on costs. By
Henry D, Jackson, *236; By Win.
Adams, 125

Ratings, Motor and generator ratings adjusted

to meet A. I. E. E. rules, 1068
Reactors:

Fireproof current—limiting type, G. E. Co.,

*376
Reactance coils, protective, (D.) 76

Receptacle: (See Plugs and Receptacles)
Rectifiers, Arc-rectifier "kink" that failed. *367

Refrigeration:
Ammonia-compressor refrigerating

ice box, Standard Iron Works, " 1277

.1

1

Commonwealth, Fish pier illusion) plant,

Household let, Germania Refrigeration &
Mob

[ndoi rded by, M180
Raw-water ice plant, One year's record, 470

' i H it y from. By A. J.
Abraham,

nstalt, .% . . i U .,i, iiu 1158
ons, public

:

\ssei thai i 7 31

Good will of public, Attracting, "1024; Com
11K-I1I.

\l,

Policies which con-eive utilities' n

Rules foi employees, Effecl of living up to,

1349
Relays

Compensator-control tvpe, General Electric
' o . *937

Interconnection with switches to clear grounds
automatically, *

1 374
Photoelectric. By Faeob Kunz, (D.) "934

ition of Dr. McAllister, *284
nice:

Carbon-steel, effect of composition and heat
treatment on specific resistance. By Ed-
ward I). ( ampbell, <U.) 1042

-Fartb. Bv E W. Merchant, (]).) 876
For high-frecpiencv current. Precision type.

By Karl Willy Wagner, (I).) 1438
Iron and nickel, Magnetostriction of. By

C. W. Heaps, (D.) 764
Measuring one-millionth of one ohm. By E.

11. kayner, ili.i *763
Resistors:

I'v Lach, (D.) "76
By Thomas Carter, (D.)

By O. Steels, (D.) '987

of. By E. C.

Electric heatine.
Shunt regulating.

77
Resonance experiment.
Resuscitation. K. Alvenslehen, (D.) 877
Resuscitation and rescue contest, "1015
Rheostats:

Regulating rheostats. By L. Boothman, (D.)
77

Sliding contact, James G. P.iddle, *660
Rheostats, Toy;

Knapp Electric & Novelty Co., * 1 21

5

L-onel Mfg. Co., "1215 '

Roentgen-ray:
British patent to prevent overheating of X-

ray target, (D.) 936
Ton-zing potential, (D.) 21
Portable X-ray apparatus. Rv T. Blondin,

(I).) 936
Radiographic apparatus for dentists, Waite &

Rartlett Manufacturing Company. * 1 387
Tube. By Ernest Rutherford and J. Barnes,

(D.) 764
Tube. Ionization potential

Drew, (D.) 466
Rotary converters:

Recent improvements in. Rv Yal A. Flynn,
*1045

Starting By W. Linke. (D.) 1382
Roumania, Electrical regulations in oil districts,

L. Steiner, (D.) 599
Rubber and copper, Substitutes for, during war

time in Germany and Austria, (D.) 138
p ubher gloves, Testing, 26
Rural service (see also Central-station business

and Transmission linos) :

Country estate, F.lertricitv on, Anokia near
Los Angeles, C'al., "476

Safety (see Accident orevention):
Salesmen, How purchasing agents view them

By George R. Jones, 1151
Science and simplicity, 729
Science, its relation to engineering, 1304
Searchlamps:

Automobile tvpe, Pittsburgh Elec. Specialties
Co., '1 19, "309, '881

Portable, Thomas A. Edison Co. Inc., * 1 49
Searchlights. By O. Krell, (D.) 1041
Selenuim, Heat conductivity ot. By L. P. Sieg,

(in 1157
Sharpener for razor blades, Cochrane & F.lwood,

•711

Ships:
Electricity on board. By O. Krell,

820
Electrically propelled, 1

T
. S. S. California

814, '1252
——Toy, Rose Mfg. Co., "1217
Signaling systems:

naling systems in mines, '1'

Carriage call, Dav and night, II. W. lohns
Mm vil1< Co .

'1047
Fire alarm. Alternating current. Palmer

Electric & Mfg. Co.. •1107
Fir. tern for New York City,

Modern, 104
Ground indicator, *812

j'tmallins i

trie I '1332
Horns instead of bells. Bv Ilarrv Rrstot

1316
Hospital lamp-type, General Electric Co..

Indicators for rifle ranges. CD) 821
Muln. dl system, Multi Signal Co
New South Wales Railway, (D.) 1101

'Indicates illustrated articles.

Signaling systems: (Continued]
Time to be announced by radio, 1066
Traffic signals, * 1 1 1 1

Signs and decorative lighting:
..eitismg Christinas Club electrically,

•932
Contact strips for electric signs and lamps.

Chase Elec. Co.. *603
-Electric, *259
Eliminating the painted sign at Akron, O.,

31
National-flag sign, Illuminated, *1430

v Bedford. • ntral station elec-

tric clock,
New York's 'White Way" ablaze with many

'
i 406

Pacific Power ,s Light Co., Electric sign

campaign, 480
Program board, Illuminated changeable let-

ter, Nu-l'lex Manufacturing ( ompany,
•1446

R.R. safety campaigns offer new sight light-

ing; held, *146
Side-street signs to attract customers, "1377

Shaded sign letter, 'I nomas < usack ( ompany,
•1388

Small-overhang type for street use, *818
Street sign combined with boulevard light-

ing post, *1266
Street signs in the curb Illuminated Side

walk & Street Sign Company, * 1387

Siren, Motor driven, Can be heard 10 miles,
•1107

Smoke-abatement report ignored by Chicago
Council, 1337

Sockets (See Plugs and Receptacles):
Society for Electrical Development:

-"Electrical Prosperity Week" Campaign,

Refillable
•216, 316, •380, 399

Soldering device, electric, Monarch
ruse Co., *656

Solenoids. (Also see Electromagets)
Single-layer, Distributed capacity of. By
J. C. Hubbard, (D.) 765

Speed-reducing device, worm-gear, Roth Bros.

& Co., *34
Spray head, Cooling-pond, C. If. Wheeler Mfg

Co., *880
Standardization, Dangers of, 618
Standards, Electrical, British National Physical

Laboratory report, (D.) 187
Statistics:

Central-station business, * 1 77, 398, M56,
•748, "1025, •1248; Comments, 169, 729

Electrical engineering courses, 852
India, Trade in, (D.) 877
Power-plant equipment. Life of, 126
Stock averages. War's effect, 316

Steam-trap connections, *1092
Steam heating:, False-water-line arrangement,

•1208

Steel:
Alloy. By George L. Norris, (D.) 1043
Barred in electrical fittings by Manufacturers

and Underwriters' conference, 1350
- —Electric steel in Germany and Austria, (D.)

21

Steinmetz day in Chicago, 957
Sterilizing water with ultra-violet rays, (D)

•820
Stoves, Electric (See also Ovens):

Automatic cooker and water heater, Good
Housekeeping Cooker Company, * 1445

Eight-oven range for Montana hospital, 928
Hotel-type ranges, Carron Co., *1163
Hot plates, with exposed elements, West

inghouse Elect. & Mfg. Co., *1218
Ovens for newest battleships, Hughes Elec-

tric Heating Co., *994
Ranges in apartments, Real-estate firm's

success with, 205
Range, Rutenber Elec. Co., "150
69-kw. range for Montana hospital, Simplex

Electric Heating Co., * 1 162
Uni-part electric range, Globe Stove &

Range Co., *884
Strainer, Multiple-basket, Lagonda Mfg. Co.,

•1108
Street Lighting tables, Electrical World ex-

planation of, 1243

Submarines, Electrical machinery for, 265
Substation (sec also Central-station-):

Factory-type, Planning for, 563—Hood Rubber Co., #695
lapau, Katsuragawa Hydroelectric Co. By

C. Tsukamoto, *912
Location for. Convenient, *1090
New York Edison Co. 39th st. substation.

Arrangement to economize copper and
duct construction, large storage battery
reserve, * 1020; Comment, 1010

Outdoor, Economy of, 955
Outdoor, 66,000-volt, in Niagara district,

•867
Outdoor-indoor tvpe, East St. Louis, 111 .

•802
Outdoor substation of large rating for in-

dustrial service, 424
Incv electricity supplv, (D) 1157

Traction. (D.) 651
United Electric Light &• Power Co.'s facili

for supplying New York, New
•i & Hartford R.R., •1300, »1365;

tnent, 1291
Switchboards:

B\ i; P. Rowe, (D.) 350
Bj I H. Beckett, (D.) 299

alternating-current types. By 1

Wilmore. *414
Helping operator of, 563
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Switches:
An break, bigti volt phase, I >Hu

Si ii

Arcing ill. ii. i.' -.\ in lir«

I!V I ll.M li

Automatic iwitch foi small generating out
lit-, Hartmao I Co., "309

Automatic itartei with acceleration devise,
[nduttrial Conti

Boxes, foi ipacing, William Wurdac* Elei
in')

Breaking circuiti carrying large alternating
iin rentt l'\ i Biei manna, (D.) ' 1 336

liiush i\|n- lever, K rants Mfg I o . 603
Combined oil iwitch and discon

iwitchea, Commonwealth Edison Co.,
•1105

Combined map iwitch and separable .ii

tachment plug, < I Co., 33
Disconnecting in

i
>»

. General Devicei S Pit

tings Co., *883
I reconnecting, with toi mhm.i1 b

bladei, Minerallaa Electric Co., *939
Deaigned to exclude insecta, *.U)4

Elevatoi dooi type, Owen T. Snydei & Com
pany, " 1386

End-cell iwitch uaing knife-blade elementa,
1091

Fusel, Palmei Elec 8 Mfg Co., '602

Fused, Berry, Skinnei 8 Co., 261
Improved fluah, G. !•'.. Co., '150

Interchangeable high-tension. By C, Opits,
•124

Lever type for low-voltage circuits, A. P.

Lundberg & Sons, "1163
Magneto grounding switch for preventing

theft of automobiles, Cutler-Hammer
Mfg. Co., "659

Multiple-switch starter, large-sized, Indus-
•263

Bj Von Droste,

Westinghouae E.

pole-line, General

(D.)

trial Controller Co.,
No load en niii breaker.

(D.) 1101
Oil-immersed knife type,

& M. Co., "152
Oil switch, automatic

Electric Co., "1331
Oil-switch fires. By F. Muenzinger,

410
Oil switch for induction motors, G. E. Co.,

•36
Oil tvpe for frame mounting, General Elec-

tric Co., "1333
Outdoor disconnecting switch. Royal Elec.

Mfg. Co., *211
— Pull tvpe. 6-amp. Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,

»1222
Starter, Multiple-switch, G. E. Co., Ltd.,

London, *149
Tank lifters for small oil-switches, G. E.

Co.. *99
Time switch and clock combined, G. L. Time

Switch Co., *712
Timing and program apparatus, Betts & Betts

Corporation, *1389
Toggle, Newton Manufacturing Company,

~*1386

Two-button push switch, Perkins Elec.

Switch Mfg. Co., "36

Tachometer:
Electric Tachometer Co., *487

Equipped with stop watch, Frederick A. De
Lay, *1105

Technical journals. By Arthur Hruschka, (D.)

600
Telegraphy

j

Alternating-current cable telegraphy. By
Edward Raymond-Barker, (D.) 765

Baudot signals, automatic system. By Jovene
Marcel, (D.) 765

Phototelegraphic receiver, Electrolytic lumin-
osity for. By L. H. Walter, (D.) *139

Unbroken alternating current for cable
telegraphy, (D.) *299

Telephony:
Automatic. By J. Hedley, (D.) 653
Automatic exchanges. By A. Kruckon, (D.)

765
Combined call-counting and message-timing,

78
Combined police call and telephone system,

78
Cordless vestibule telephone, Conn. Tel. &

Elec. Co., *42l
Field telephone, devised by signal corps for

use in army, *849
Field telephones for use in war, (D.) *874

Improved transmitter; patent assigned to

Western Elec. Co., 140
Indicating telephone, *18

Instruments for churches, etc., Western
Electric Co., *711

Layout of telephone exchange. By Thomas
Pearson, (D.) 466

Loaded lines. By E. E. Detritsch, (D.) 988
Loaded line, new type. By Bela Gati, (D.

)

1043
Loaded telephone line. By T. F. Purves, 653
Loud-speaking telephone for window demon-

strations, Western Electric Co., *1334
Measurements, J. Puget, (D.) 877
Mechanical model of telephone line. Bv F.

Breisig, (D.) 1211

to

1

I elephonj
I

• ontinued >

Men .!•.' . niiiit) i
. pali ill \\ ' i

I III. ,

Phantom circuita, < I » i
'

1

1

Phonograph!) r< iponding device, patent to I

i i -

.

Portabli
pei ->ons, ( llobe E at Phone Co., '1221

Pupin colli foi telephone Inns lly F.

(D.) 600
Receive) and ti ansmittei . patent to E 9

and ' l> Stewart, 23
Relay, Rev< raibli , (D.)
Relay. Thermo ionti

,
(D.)

I

Sealed transmittei mouthpiece, patent
lh... Lubj

I ili ph.. in transmission, Theory of. Ely

Murphy, (D.)
relephom troubles, how a transmiasion corn-

pan) prevented them. I?v F. Maury
Gillespie, '1315

Telephonic lerenadi ntinent, 830
Terminal board, patent to II. T. Sloe, 23
Trench instruments. By T. F. Purves, (D.)

765.—-Trunking system, patent to F. K. McBerty,
23

Vibrations of telephone diaphragms, 463
Telephone Pioneers of America, Convention tour,

222
liliipt l :il 1 1

1 I
I

I 351
resting bureaus. By Edelraann. (D.) 1158
Testing revolving machinery, Method of. By G.

Rebosa, (D.) 298
Therapeutic device, High-frequency, Sterling Cor-

poration, *992
Thermionic currents, (D.) 876

Toasters:

—Lincoln Electric Wks., *1275
With warming rack, Simplex Electric Htg.

Co., "1217
With device for turning toast, Westinghouse

Elec. & Mfg, Co., '1219

Tools:
Pipe wrench. Automatic, Hayward Wrench

Co., *485
Cabinet, Portable, *256
Cable grip, *657
Reciprocating electric (British patent), (D.)

935
Rigid boring-tool system, Rigid Tool Holder

Co., *604
Screwdriver, Rubber-insulated, H. D. Smith,

& Co., *770

Tops, electric:
Kendrick & Davis Co., "1216

Traction, electric (See also Railways):
Canal haulage, (D.) 820

Trains, toy:

Lionel Mfg. Co., *1216

Transformers:
Air-cooled, problem involved in design, (D.)

1267
Bell-ringing. Viking Electric Co., *1334
Bushing filler, sulphur. By Edward J. Hunt,

1317.
Bushing, method of sealing. By A. C. He-

witt, 1091
Calibrating series transformers with mutual

inductors. By Charles Fortescue, 66
Compounding. By L. Dreyfus (D.), 410
Connecting a bank from one end, *254
' onnection, V. E. Metcalf, (D.) 298
Cooling water filter system, 1134
Core loss, effect of triple harmonic. By H.

M. Lacey and C. H. Stubbings, (D.) 820
Current transformer. By H. G. Nolen, (D.)

600
Derrick for handling, *1 091
Diagram of three-phase transformer. By H.

Gewecke (D.) 77
Distribution transformer, method of mount-

ing, *256
Drainage arrangements, 592
Drying out, points to be considered, 1208
Electric truck used to handle heavy units,

•143
Freezing, methods of preventing, 1280
Heating of oil type. By Josef Klein, (D.)

298
Instrument type. By E. Pfiffner, (D.) 821
Instrument type for outdoor use, *1258
Instrument-tvpe, errors due to. By R. H.

Chadwick, M308; Comment, 1292
Losses, form factor in the study of. By

Frederick Bedell, *7

L ow voltage transformer for toys. Packard
Elec. Co., *262

Miniature, for bells, door openers, signs, etc.

Packard Electric Co., *1221
1.000,000-volt 1000-kw. unit, *1225

Operating temperatures of water-cooled
types, formulas for checking. By G. E.
Armstrong, 1030

Parallel operation of. By R. H. Willard,
(D.) *76

Phase compensator with shunt regulation,
(D.) *350.

Phase displacement in series transformers,
simple method of determining. By Ches-
ter L. Dawes, *65

Protecting against dangerous rises in voltage.
By Emil Wirz, (D.) 1210

Small three-phase units for 11,000-volt dis-

tribution of Southern California Edison
Co. By R. E. Cunningham, *588

Stationary, design of. By Sewall Cabot and
C. F. Cairns, *459

'Indicates illustrated articles.

1
1 anafoi mi h (I ontii

Stn \\ I Burnand, *54i
Testing transformer, Oerlikon company, I 1 1 I

Three-phase. Hy A. M. Aikmaa, (D.) 1209
Tranaformei in numbering scl

lor, •190
Voltage and current relatione In opi

i onne< ted transfoi mei i. By I

" 17

Transfoi mm , toy:

Circuit breakei in pi unary. Tho
Mr. Ml, Ml.

Dongan Electrii Mi« Co., " 1277
Fon w.ivin ii. .in, u,,iks of the G E

Liom i Mfa I .... -1214
Pi hi, Co., "1214
Fm radio set, Viking Elei *

1 2 1

7

Viking Ell Ctril Co., *1214

Transmission inns and overhead construction;

Am Inn and guy, special, "191
Anchors, vith steel-type. Ity

J. P. Leeper, »?

Anchors, screw, drive and "ant-hill" type,
Dicke Tool Co., *35

Calculation. Hy Kenzo Norsa, (D.) 298
Calculating overhead lines. By J. Sumec,

(1). i

Co" attaching to lup
ports. By Ft D. Coombs, 1436

Construction and design. By Wilhelm
Kuebler, (D.) 709

Construction for mountain districts. By H.
M. Somerville, *862

Copper-clad and iron wire on lines serving
small loads, 469

Cost data, 6600-volt lines, 16
Cost of transmission lines in New England,

135
Distribution, inexpensive arrangements for

reaching small loads, *530
Distribution system, trouble hunting. Boston

Edison method, "579; Comment, 562,
•639

Disturbances, apparatus for confining to
source. Delta-Star Electric Co., * 1 333

Efficiency of transformer distribution, 1182
Energy lost between busbars and consumer,

advisability of ascertaining, 729
Georgia-Carolina Power Co. Stevens Creek

development, Augusta-Aiken, substations,
*1189; comment, 1178

Guy anchors, improved, W. N. Matthews &
I'.ro., Inc., *150

Guy clamp, wedging. Gund Mfg. Co., *1 108
Hawk grounds line, *449
High tension line, Operating experience with.

By A. Bang, *10
Impedance, Receiving-end. By A. E. Ken-

nelly, *182
Insulator bracket with resilient threads.

Hubbard & Co., *769
Insulator tests, Penn. Water & Power Co., 2

Japan: Katsuragawa Hydroelectric Co. By
C. Toukamoto, *911

Longdistance, Differential equations of. B"y

George R. Dean (D.), 20
Mathematics of transmission lines, 842
New York City, Overhead line damage by

snow, ice and wind, * 1 3 50
Niagara power in Ontario, *1072
Open conductor, Cable and underground con-

struction, *754
Overhead-crossing protective clamp. Edwin

G. Hatch, *770
Phenomena in, Represented by mechanical

analogies, 1177
Phenomena occurring in, Trigonometric ex-

pressions for. By V. Karapetoff, 857,
914

Protection against sleet havoc, 787
Protection of high voltage lines against birds.

By R. von Erhardt, (D.) 652
Protective equipment for alternating-current

tie lines, G. E. Co., *602
Rural service, Economical construction for,

1224
Sag-tension calculations without charts. By

Harold Pender, 344; Comment, 330
Single-circuit lines, Equipment for. Electric

Service Supplies Co., *714
Sleet, Protecting lines from. By Torsten

Holmgren, 1372
Snakes and crows on, 999
South African supply. By H. Bohle, (D.)

709
Steel-tower transmission line construction.

By A. B. Cudebec, *127
Substitution of copper for aluminum con-

ductors saves Rochester company money,
•1432

Tension. By C. Richter, (D.) 411
Towers:

Construction, 122
Construction of tower foundations, "136
Footings, Toronto Power Co. By F. C.

( onnery, 10
Foundations and erection. By J. A.

Walls, *8
Foundations used by Alabama Power Co.

By W. E. Mitchell, 10
Legs, Preventing rust on, *1090
Pipe, 3-in., *374
Testing, Erecting and protecting. By P.

M. Downing, 10
Wooden, River-crossing, *586
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Trans lines and overhead cons.: (Continued)

Tools for high-tension line maintenance,

Hickey & Schneider, * 1385

Winnipeg sleet storm brings down tower,

"1393 ,. „ ~, . ,

Voltage for electrical distribution, Choice of,

618

I^ronomyTf; With changes -fearn pressure

superheat and vacuum. By A. A. Potter

and S. L. Simmering, 1310

High-economy over range of loads, 13U1

High-economy, Swedish type, 919

Mammoth turbine ordered for Chicago 845

Metropolitan needs and sizes, 799, Com-

ment, 785, *799

Operating possibilities with two-stage con-

denser. By Paul A. Bancel, M148
-Rating, Relation to water rate, 753

30,000-kw. unit, *949

35]000-kw. unit for Philadelphia Co., 800

I^s"ngle
W
runner Francis type in Stevens Creek

station, * 1 132

Testing efficiency of, 253

Turbine and impulse wheels. By Rudolph

W. Van Norden, 61

Turbo alternators. By O. Billicux. (D.) 137

u
Underwriters to consider copper-coated steel for

fittings, 1337, 1350

Units of brigntness. By J 1). Crayath 60

Units, Illumination, past and present. By U. B...

Tuck, 4 „.
Utilities Bureau, Conference on valuation, 334

INDEX

Vehicles, electric: (Continued)
Selling on installment plan, 856

Specifications for electric-truck purchases,

Department to issue, 844

Street-cleaning service Tractors for 103/

I (< olO.) Mail Service, 539

Versatility, "481

Velocity change of electrified wrticles ... »•»»">«

through matter. By -V Bohr, (D.) 1042

Ventilation:
.

. tI •.

Ventilator, For attaching to window. Hack-

ney Ventilating Co., *941

Improved generatoi ventilation permits

greater load, *976

Vibration: , , .

, »•.___
Building vibrations, Analysis of, with >» r«"

component vibration recorders. My I rot.

Elmer E. Hall, *1356; Comment 1349

Vibrators, Hamilton-Beach Mfg. Co., 1052

_^Ap
e

pliances rated above 500 watts, Lower volt-

for, 194

Changes, Effect on electrical apparatus, 535

Dangerous rise of. By VV. Peterson, (D.)

1101
Regulator-control apparatus. Mounted to pro-

"190
, u A

Good regulation, What is it and how secured.

899
Lamp voltaec, Advising public of correct

value, *596
,

Reenlat ;on how improvements may show

it. By S. G. Hunter, 1373.

Regulation, Utilizing standby equipment to

correct line voltage, 919

Ouick regulator. By G. E. Grail, (D.) 987

Regulator, Why one stuck and how it was re-

paired. By E. C. 1'arham, 1147

Voltagt and current relations, unbalanced, 3

Chelten Electric

Service-

Under-

Vacuum Cleaners:
-Electric, Ramey Co., 312
Kmlmance run, 868

,,-, Q ,— Factory type, Hanlon & Wilson, 1387

Light weight. Hotpoint Electric Heating

> o.'. *712 ... ,

Light weight, with thread-picking attachment,

Frank Redlon Co., *942

Stationary, Palm Vacuum (leaner-Co.,311
Stationary type, George S. Knox Co /ov

With lint loosener, Regina Co., 994

Vacuum lubes: _ v T
Electrodes, Charged surface layers By K 1

.

Compton and L. W. Ross, (D.) 1210

Valuation:
,

_ „ n„, p
Appraisal of overhead costs. B v Halbert P.

Gillette. 41

Basis for. 1125
Conference, Program for, 1012

Fair value of utilities, 793

Going value, Reduction of, 121

Life of power-plant equipment, 1261

Reproduction-cost theory, 961

Vancouver, Electrical development 170

Vandalism, Preventing in Louisville, Ky., 39

ZSclessorTes^By F. W. Young, C. E. Wilson

< D > 138
, .ten

Ash-cart sprinkling truck, 1150
v„ rnn.

Battery-driven sprinkling wagons in hurope,

649
Boosting "electrics" in New England, 448

Boston Mail Service, 338
Commercial vehicle problem, Common de-

nominator of, 170 ,

Demonstration of electrical appliances with.

*28
Displace over twice their number of horse-

drawn units, *706

Economical even under low daily mileage con-

ditions, 481
Economics of. 785

_

Economy of, For delivering coal, 1038<

Electrical apparatus 1916, for Westing-

house Elec. & Mfg. Co., *100

Equipment for Ford cars. Westinghouse

Elec. & Mfg. Co., 771
Erect 135-ft. flag pole with 595

Field for widening, 1336 .

Fire-department apparatus, II.ll-cl.mbmg tests.

By S. G. Thompson, M3/6
Gasoline-car chassis, *869

Government mail service at Boston, so<»

Handling stock, *256

Illuminated advertising trucks, 349

. Increasing business with, *195; ( omment, 194

Magnetic transmission type, vehicle manu-

facturers to build. 1447

Marking the vehicle "Electric, 1431

Meter-installation runabout. Cost ot opera

tion, *415
Municipal, 59 /r. -1 7<
Municipal service. By F. Ay on (D.) 76

Passenger-type 1916-model. Anderson Elec-

tric Car Co., *824 .

Passenger type, Progress in New York &
New England, *480 „

Passenger type for suburban touring, W
Pole-line service, *815

Price reduction, 492
. . , • „ »om

Railroad, factory and municipal service. 903

Rates, British charging stations. (1V 18

5

Recent progress of in Great Britain. By

Ravmond J.
Mitchell. (P.) 135

Sales, Working together to increase, 902

w
Washing machines:

American Wooden Ware Mfg. Co., 940

Haag Bros. Co., *826
Hotel-type, Walker Bros. Co., Ml 10

Oscilbting tvpe, Apex Appliance Co., 991

Self-adi listing, Boss Washing Mch. Co..

*828
For stationary tubs. Kelman Elect. & Mfg.

Co., "311
Wash-Easy Co., *941

Electric:
Capital Electric Co., *660

Pittsburgh Gage & Supply Co.. 488

Vacuum agitator, Wayne Mfg. Co.,
*424

Vacuum plunger type, Frantz-Premier

Water, home-made apparatus for distilling, "366

Wave form. Wave distortion factors. By Fred-

erick Bedell, *7

Wave, form of the front part of traveling type.

By Ludwig Binder. (P.) 76

Wave harmonics. By C. W. Ricker. 634

Welding, electric. By Julius Sauer, (D.) 1327

Western Association of Electrical Inspectors, An-

nouncement, 1450

Western Electric Co.:

Succors disaster victims, 268

Welfare work, 233

West Point, electricity at, *574

Western States Water Power Conference

urges recognition of state rights, 734

Western Water-Power Conference, 332; Com-

ment, 329

West Virginia Public Utility Association, first

convention, *1182

Wheatstone bridge, equivalence of, to three

parallel circuits. Ry A. H. Adams,
•406

^Calculating. By W. W. Loebe, (D.) 1101

Wires, wiring and conduit:

Anchoring instrument busbars. By L. n
/* Sanderson, *753

/_ Vrmored single-conductor alternating-cur-

rent By B. Emanuel. (D.) 542

Bare concentric wire, progress made in

manufacture and application, 1181

Bending steel conduit, tool for, Fly Specialty

Co., »423
Bending conduit, portable vise for, II I

Martin & Sons, M107
Bureau of engraving and printing. Hy C

C. Stanton, *686, •744

Cable connectors, Fargo Mfg. Co., 101

Cable crew, tent helpful to 976

Cable faults, exploring coil for. 8 1

Cable- foi Mom Cents Railroad. Bj t

Soleri, (D.) 709

Cable, metal-covered for automobiles and

motorboats, Standard I nderground

Cable Co., '35

Cable reels rack, 192

Cable stuck m duct, how it

Bj I R Martin. 1373

Cable t.~t- Bj R. Sandstrom, (D.) 139

ZZCode. N \ . real-estate interests object to.

__ , ton installation, '796; Com-

1

discussed) 960

Coi ring.
#

By Donald Smeaton

ConXricwiring ... Louisville residei

918

• Indicates illuatrati I

By

uas removed.

firing and conduit. (Continued)

( oni entriC wiring, 445

[fcior size, tor *"*«<$"?} ™T'
Calculating. By Louis W. Moxe>

,
Jr.,

i onduit terminal with composition insulator,

Gillette-Vibbei Company, 13»/

Conduits, method of sealing service ends

of, M92
lors, composition,

•825
for wires, Economy

.cctor Co., 996

writers to consider, 1337, 135U

,„ overhead and underground construe

lion. Data on. By Louis W. Moxey, Jr.,

_ -Cut-out hanger, automatic, Charles E. Pope

& Co., '1331 _ ... . .

Cut-out box, 2500-volt primary, H. W. Jonns-

afanvilh ' .
"996

j it , r ;h,i
ting hole in plaster wall for distnbu-

tion cabinet By Anthony C-orman.

1 1,.blending crane trolley wires 811

Efficiency and economy in special wiring in

large industrial plants, 79

.,„,an\ examination in Massachusetts,

Flexible, armored conductor, Safety-

\i.norite Co., 938
. .

I !,,.„ to Stimulate housewinng campaign,

Grounded secondary systems, 1088

Hangers for conduit and open wiring.

Thomas Wrigley Co.. "940

Housewiring campaigning from hotels where

central-station has no office 1431

Housewiring prices in Columbus, Ga., cam

Housewiring requests increased by giving

premiums for sales hints, 1150.

Installation for performance of Siegfried

at Harvard Stadium, 474

Installation and wir.ng rules, (D ) />42

Instrument transformers arranged to serve

separate-circuit and totalling meters.

Iron and bimetallic, properties of. By John

M. Miller. (D.) 1268

Irrigation pump houses. Serv.ce-w.re en-

trances to. M373
loint-box compound, (U.) i»°

Labor costs in interior construction.

Louis W. Moxey. Jr. "924

I icensing board, New York City, 830

Loaded cable, (D.) 1270
Millivoltmctcr' and plug receptacles Suhstt-

tute for a set of feeder ammeters. By

Clifford W Bates. '1374

Networks, voltage-wave distortion in large

high-tension systems. By J. Biermanns.

(D.) 1382 , „ .

Outlet box for exposed work, Fancleve

Specialty Company, M446
Outlet plate and connector for armored

cable, Sterling Foundry & Machine Co..

*939

Overhead concrete ducts for factory dis-

tribution system, *1032

Potheads. cable. Philadelphia Electric ( o.,

*1442
Protected type. Simplex Wire & (able Com-

pany, 1389

Reel stand to facilitate stringing trans-

mission-line conductors, 1260

Relay and switch interconnect^ ns to clear

grounds automatically, '1374

Rubber, cambric and paper insulated cable,

Comparison of for underground system.

By H 1). Austin, 1415

Service box installed in $12 wir.ng offer at

Kansas City, *32

Service-installation contest, *371

Sizes for a.c. circuits, calculating. By Louis

\\ Moxey, Jr., 1322

Sizes of conductors for d.c. circuits. By

1 ouis W- Moxey, Jr., *1264

Specifications, preparations of, a technical

vice, 953

Steel reinforced aluminum cables. 5y t 1.

Driver and Ernest V. Pannell, 524,

Comment, 506

Substitutes for copper and rubber during

war time in Germany and Austria, (U.)

138
Terminals for stage cable and asbestos cov-

ered wire, Universal Electric Stage

Lighting Co.. *1052
.

Transformer cut-out, fused, Pacihc Electric

•772

Trench construction and cover-plate sup

ports, '1318

Underground conduit exhibit. Panama-ra-

cific Exposition, *213

Underground Bystem, design, construction

and cost. By H. D. Austin, * 1253

Voltcge drop in alternating current lines,

(D.) 138
, . .

Wire pulling, serious result from lubricat-

ing wire Bv A. C. Hewitt. 1318

Y a ie Engini 1
iation formed. °44
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April Export Trade

THE figures of electrical export trade for April are

a little bit encouraging in the fact that they show

a slight gain over those of the same month a year ago.

The respective amounts are $1,741,551 and $2,055,375.

No particular item stands out except insulated wires

and cables, where the jump is from $86,993 to $354,344.

Such a fourfold increase is quite inexplicable, except

on the assumption that most of the material of this kind

now going forward is intended for military purposes

of one kind or another. It is difficult to extract much
comfort out of consumption of that character, even

should it continue. Meantime the April figures as a

whole imply a return to the higher levels of 1913 and

1914. Up to the present time the total for the ten

months of electrical export in 1914-15 is $15,922,467.

This compares badly with $21,569,687 in 1913-14 and

$21,899,197 in 1912-13. We may hope that April shows

a turn in the tide, for its average is comforting and

encouraging. But we ought to be doing much better,

unless the neutral nations and colonial markets are

denying themselves and are going without electrical ap-

paratus and supplies altogether. They may be drawing

upon England for their electrical material, and her fig-

ures would be interesting; but she is about the only

European country that can now be in the field with us

to anv serious extent.

Monopoly in Lighting Business

ONE of the factors in the decision of the New York

Public Service Commission, Second District, au-

thorizing the merger of the Buffalo General Electric

Company and the Cataract Power & Conduit Company

is that one company in a city is economically wiser than

two companies, that competition is unprofitable for

everyone concerned. Commissioner Carr points out that

while at present the two companies do not compete to

any extent, severe competition might have arisen and

created serious difficulties. In most communities the

idea that competition is a successful regulator has been

discarded, yet there are still cities like Cleveland where

an attempt is made to use this obsolete method. How-

ever, after sinking public capital in a competitive plant,

the city of Cleveland is now seeking an opportunity to

buy the private plant and thereby to establish a monop-

oly. It does not say now that competition is emanci-

pation; it holds that derided monopoly is desirable.

Whether or not in the future the relatively small Cleve-

land municipal plant and the privately owned central

station shall be merged, the existence of monopoly in

public utilities in an increasing number of cities and the

reiteration by commissions of this wholesome principle

of monopoly make it, with proper regulation, impreg-

nable.

The Rate of Return

AS evidence in the rate case at Charleston, Mo.,

shows that money in that section commands 8 per

cent interest, the Missouri Public Utilities Commission

decides that the rate of return should be at least 7y2
per cent. There is a natural and possibly irrelevant

inclination to wonder why the commission clipped off

the half of 1 per cent. If money is loaned at a minimum
of 8 per cent on bankers' risks, which in reality are

preferred loans, the public utility investment should

carry not less than the same promised rate of return.

The bank loan is made to prudent borrowers and is

secured frequently by mortgage on farm land or by

other collateral. The utility investment is sunk in a

business venture, dependent for success upon commer-
cial development and growth of the community. If it is

the judgment of the commission that utility investments

are to be regarded as equal in security to bank loans,

that is a high compliment, because the percentage of

loss in bank investments, compared with the volume of

transactions, is small. The commission permits the

company a return of "at least" 7Y> per cent, and the

maximum obtained under the decision may be above this

figure. As in other like cases, the rate will be tested by

the cost of additional capital for extensions and the

return necessary on previous capital investment to make
and keep the property productive, successful and in good

credit.

Testing Incandescent Lamps

THE description of the lamp-testing equipment at

the great Cleveland laboratory printed else-

where in this issue gives some idea of the precision

necessary in lamp manufacture. To the untechnical

observer a tungsten lamp is a thing interesting but

not particularly striking. It is a little glass bulb with

an almost invisible wire strung back and forth across

the legs of two straddle-bugs ; but could he know the

number of extraordinarily careful operations which go

into the drawing of that wire from its ingot of tungsten

and the delicate work of mounting the filament, and

could he see the automatic machinery which forms every

part precisely to measure, he would acquire a new re-

spect for the commonplace little lamp and understand

something of what its development has meant in ex-

pense and care. The testing laboratory here described

is only one step, a preliminary one, in applying the test
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of time to the finished producl in order to Bee whether

it is u|) to the standard of excellence that must be main

tamed. As is well known, the tungsten lamp is sensitive

to variations <d' voltage, and to obtain a good and uni

form life It la necessary even In a commercial way to

keep the VOltage Well under control. In testing the lamps

to ascertain what effecl variations in manufacture nave

on the usefulness of the product, tenfold greater care

is necessary to avoid the disturbing Influence of change

of voltage, which might quite mask the other variations

that must lie Investigated. The fundamental part of

lamp-life testing, therefore, is the preservation of ac-

curately uniform voltage at the testing racks. The
pains taken to secure this are described in detail, and

it is just this sort of painstaking thoroughness which

has given American incandescent lamps their reputation

for uniform performance.

Criteria of Street Lighting

The night illumination of a street may be, and com-

monly is, viewed by different observers simultaneously

from very different standpoints. One man will direct

his attention to the magnitude and degree of uniformity

of the horizontal illumination, another to the glare of

the lamps, another to the color of the light, another to

the esthetic appearance, another to the readiness with

which obstacles to driving can be perceived, another to

economy, and yet another to preconceived notions of

what lighting ought to be as derived from persons or

books. Is it any wonder, therefore, that different peo-

ple posing as judges of street lighting—and every patri-

otic citizen considers himself qualified by the Declara-

tion of Independence for passing judgment—should dif-

fer in their verdicts? Moreover, each of the protagonists

can reasonably claim justification for the faith that is

in him. In general, it would have to be admitted that

something should be allowed for each different view-

point. The ideal illumination in the streets on a dark

night should be adequate, harmonious, pleasing, esthetic,

economical and easily maintained. At best, therefore,

any particular street illumination is likely to be a com-

promise, depending upon the local conditions. It will

be generally agreed that what would be good street

lighting for Broadway, New York City, would not be

good lighting for a side street in a country village.

There is one comfort, however, about this complexity

of claims to luminous superiority, namely, that the aver-

age reasonable citizen is less likely to be hypercritical

than the average lighting expert. The latter has trained

his eye to see details to which the happily ignorant,

though possibly otherwise virtuous, citizen is com-

pletely blind. Consequently, if one or two lighting ex-

perts of good perspective and sane judgment pronounce

a section of street well lighted, the verdict is not likely

to be reversed on appeal to the public. Although some

particular householder may happen to entertain strong

opinions as to what good lighting ought to be, yet he is

likely to be in a marked minority. Long before the

citizens are likely to notice with justification that the

lighting is unsatisfactorj In relation to its expense, the

trained ohservat ions of the specialist will have con

demned it.

it remains, therefore, for illuminating engineers to

study and formulate tin' conditions and rules which de

(ermine good lighting for each type of street, service.

In so far as these conditions arc quantitative and admit

Of being measured, as hy the photometer or hy the ex-

pense hook, there is likely to be little dispute over them.

It is in regard to matters of esthetic taste and appear-

ance that differences of opinion are likely to present

themselves. But such committee reports of specialists

are likely to bring about the desired agreement and are

most acceptable contributions to the literature of

illuminating engineering.

Practical High-Tension Working
One of the most instructive Institute papers which it

has been our fortune to read is that by Mr. A. Bang of

the Pennsylvania Water & Power Company on the oper-

ation of the hydroelectric system which furnishes energy

from the Susquehanna River to Baltimore. The author

gives an account of the operative side of the work with

special reference to the line and the troubles encountered

on it during the past four years. A summary of troubles

on the line shows a total of eighty-four complete and

partial interruptions of service during this period, of

which seventy-two were due to lightning, six to turkey

buzzards fouling the line, four to an overload of sleet on

the cables, and two to defective insulators. In addition

there were nearly half as many slight disturbances in

which no synchronous load was lost and which prac-

tically did no damage. Now, the interesting part of this

record is the enormous predominance of damage from

lightning, in spite of the fact that the circuits are

equipped with grounded cables and protected on both

ends with aluminum lightning arresters, and in spite

furthermore of the very high factor of safety on the

insulators. It was found that the damage from light-

ning was very commonly due to a flash-up alongside the

string of insulators from conductor to tower. As a rule

the conductor is not burned off by the arc, although

some damage is frequently done. On this particular

line the chief operating difficulty proved to be flashing

over at the insulators, in spite of the many disks used

and the great insulating property of each individual

disk. Considerable amelioration has been obtained from

line troubles due to lightning by the use of special pro-

tective devices. Two forms of installation are used for

this purpose, each actuated by relays in the usual man-

ner to throw the system into action whenever a short-

circuit occurs on the line. The first of these shunts the

short-circuit by a fuse the moment it occurs. The fuse

is calibrated to blow in less than a hundredth of a sec-

ond, which is rapid enough to kill the arc on the line

which the fuse shunts. The whole protective device is

installed just outside of the power house and is usually

successful in breaking the arc before there is time to

lose any of the synchronous load. The second apparatus
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kills the arc by momentarily lowering the field of excita-

tion of the generators and restoring it as soon as the

arc dies out. In actual service this is cut in, so to speak,

behind the shunt fuse apparatus. The practical result

is, at the possible loss of some synchronous load, must

effectively to suppress the arc on the line whatever its

source. These methods of reducing the line troubles

from lightning are remedial rather than preventive, but

in the former aspect they certainly are of very great

usefulness.

Another operating feature brought out in Mr. Bang's

paper relates to the progressive failures of insulation.

By insulation tests it was found that after some three

years of operation many insulators which were giving

apparently good service had lost a serious amount of

their insulating properties. Six months later a second

test showed an increased number of insulators to have

gone bad, the total failures in the two tests involving

12 per cent of the entire number of insulators. Although

experience indicated that actual break-downs of the sys-

tem directly from this cause were unusual, it is still not

at all unlikely that the failure of entire strings from

lightning might in numerous cases be charged to insula-

tion weakness in some of the units. However this may

be, an examination of the circumstances showed very

clearly that the damage was not due directly to electrical

strains, but was probably caused either by cracks or by

porous spots in the insulators, the former perhaps de-

veloping as a result of continued mechanical strain, the

latter being structural faults eventually becoming seri-

ous from the very gradual infiltration of water. Tests

by heating and cooling gave signs that some of the in-

ternal stresses might co-operate with the general me-

chanical stresses to produce incipient cracks, although

the mechanical strength of the disk seems to have suf-

fered very little. Insulators which showed low resis-

tance were temporarily and sometimes permanently

cured by careful baking out. Very slight cracks under

the cap seem to be quite commonly associated with low

insulation strength, but in some cases failure seems to

have been due to imperfectly baked porcelain rather

than to any local defects. At all events, the tests showed

very clearly that suspension insulators, like all others,

are subject to failure, and in particular to deterioration

in their insulating power, after they have been put into

use.

It would be interesting to know whether a proper

insulation test will show this deterioration as frequently

in pin-type insulators as in the suspension units where

a somewhat greater strain is put upon the porcelain. If

the phenomenon is a common one with disk insulators,

the desirability of re-design with particular reference to

this situation will be plainly indicated. It is certainly

evident that periodical insulation tests ought to be made

to insure the maintenance of the factor of safety in in-

sulation necessary to continuous and safe operation. We
wish that more papers of this extremely practical and

useful sort regarding the operation of transmission sys-

tems could be laid before our engineering societies. It

is the line more than anything else which determines the

success of a transmission system, and which at the same

time offers the most intricate and troublesome operating

problems.

Unbalanced Voltage and Current Relations

As we all know, it is a very common procedure, in

distributing energy from three-phase mains for lamps

and motors, to supply the energy to the lamps, when in

small groups, from one phase, and to the motors up to

a certain small size from one phase, and then up to a

larger size from two phases. This last means the use

of the so-called open-circuit delta connection. It has

the advantage of calling for only two step-down single-

phase transformers instead of three. The result of an

open-delta delivery is well known to bring about a cer-

tain amount of unbalancing of the system and of over-

loading of the two transformers. The unbalancing can

be kept in check by supplying energy to different open

deltas from different pairs of mains. The dissymmetry

of the power delivery through an open-delta transformer

pair makes a computation of the voltages and currents

in the system more difficult than in the ordinary sym-

metrical three-phase case. An article by Mr. B. F.

Jakobsen on these quantitative conditions appears in

this number. It contains workable formulas for dealing

with the open-delta transformation.

Incidentally, the article furnishes a good illustration

of the absence of necessity for dots underneath alge-

braic symbols to denote vector quantities. These dots

could all be spared for some more pointed purpose by
stating at the outset that all of the equations to be pre-

sented are to be interpreted vectorially. Where every-

thing is dotted why not cross all the dots off and start

afresh, with clear type and conscience? It is true that

in mathematical reasoning involving both real and com-

plex equations by turns it is desirable, for logical rea-

sons, to indicate which is which. But if one term of an
equation is a vector, then the whole of that equation

must be vector, and a mark against the unit of that equa-

tion suffices without hanging a button label on each

and every term. One cannot logically have an equation

half scalar and half vector. This is, of course, a mere
question of notation, and in no sense a criticism of the

mathematical reasoning in the article.

The author clearly shows that the overloading of an

open-delta transformer pair, at full rated power de-

livery, is a consequence of the dissymmetry, and will

occur even if the secondary three-phase system can be-

kept balanced. The unbalancing, on the other hand, is;

shown to accompany even symmetrically balanced sec-

ondary loads, owing to the drops of pressure in the two
transformers, which are dissymmetrical with respect to

the three-phase system. Many readers will derive more
insight into the actions of an open-delta delivery from
the excellent examples worked out in the article than
from the general formulas under which the solutions are
Obtained. The general case dealt with in the article
can apparently be somewhat simplified by first substi-
tuting for the given delta load, balanced or unbalanced,
its equivalent Y load.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Classification! of Applied Science

To tin Editor of tin Electrical World:
Sir; The joint committee on classification of tech

nical literature, Engineering Societies Building, New
York, is extremely desirous of obtaining the assistance
of your readers in making a collection of classifications
hi' applied science which have been developed independ-
ently in the offices of manufacturing plants or engi-

neering Arms, especially those in manuscript form thai

have been used for filing <>r indexing data.

The committee would especially like to have copies of

any extensions of present systems to cover any special

industry or branch of engineering which is not now
fully covered by the published classifications.

W. P. Cutter,
Y,.,„ y,,,./. v V Secretary Joint Committee on ('lassifi-M " tvrK, .v. j. cation of Technical Literature.

Illumination Units—Past and Present

To the Editor of the Electrical World:
Sir:—As an example of the ambiguity of the terms

used in photometric discussions in former years I wish
to quote a paragraph taken from Ganot's "Physics"
(Atkinson), 1902 edition, page 523, as follows:

"Our requirements as regards illumination are con-
stantly on the increase. Thus for public receptions of

a state character in recent times in Paris a number of

lamps was used corresponding to over 13 candles per
square yard, which is six times as much as was used on
the occasion of the marriage of the Dauphin in 1745.

The former, however, is still far removed from perfect

illumination, that of daylight, which is estimated at

about 180 candles per square yard."
The candle referred to is the old English candle burn-

ing 120 grains an hour.

The term "candles per square yard" gives a vague idea

of the illumination at these state functions. Assuming
that the term "candles per square yard" means that

an equivalent of thirteen of our spherical candle

units were distributed over each square yard, and
that the total flux of light was delivered to the area to

be illuminated, the illumination of 13 candles per square
yard would be approximately 18 foot-candles. It is

improbable, however, that such was the case, and in the

absence of statements of lumen values per square foot

no accurate conception of the illumination can be
formed. The value of 180 candles per square yard would
be equivalent to approximately 250 foot-candles for aver-

age daylight.

The term "candles per square yard" is supposedly used
to indicate the equivalent horizontal spacing of the light

units. Thus, in the time of the marriage of the Dau-
phin, in 1745, about two 1-candle units were placed per
square yard of floor area.

Referring now to more recent times, there appears in

a handbook for superintendents and electricians issued

by the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin in 1914 a
similar expression for illumination : "An artificial light

equivalent in amount, for each 4 square feet of floor

space, to not less than the light produced by a 1-candle-

power lamp hung 10 feet from the floor."

The above definition of illumination is meaningless
unless associated with data on the flux distribution of

the 1-cp unit. Certainly, such a definition is more com-
plicated than the foot-candle, which is 1 lumen per
square foot.

At the present stage of development of illuminating

engineering, there is no excuse for the use of vague and
Incorrect terms. In writing books in popular language
it is not necessary to use complicated and erroneous

definitions rather than the recognized terms.

Washington. D. C. DAVIS H. Tuck.

Competition in Small-City Public Utility Operation

To the Editor oj the Electrical World':

SIR:—At the present time public utilities and public

utility investments are in a very precarious position.

On the one hand, the different public service commis-
sions throughout the country are bending every effort

to regulate and adjust the utility rates to a basis that

will not permit the utility more than a fair rate of

return as a maximum on a fair valuation of the proper-

ties used and useful, while at the same time the public

is clamoring for a greater reduction than that ordered

by the commissions. Besides this, there is ever present

the threatened possibility of municipal-ownership com-
petition, and further, if for any reason a municipal

plant is not possible, the community is ever endeavor-

ing to obtain and doing everything possible to encourage
a competitive utility.

At its last legislative session the Senate of the State

of Oregon passed a bill the purpose of which was to

require that a certificate of convenience and necessity

be granted by the Railroad Commission to a proposed
competing utility before the proposed competitors could

enter a field already served. The House, however, after

the most bitter debate, refused to pass the bill in any
form.

The Legislature of the State of Washington at its

last session enacted a piece of legislation of this kind.

At this date, however, before the law has gone into

effect, a referendum petition is being circulated to hold

a special election for the purpose of voting on the recall

of the law.

The attitude in Washington and Oregon is typical

of that throughout the country. The reason for this

attitude on the part of the consumer is fundamental.
The average individual cannot understand why there

should not be competition in any private commercial
enterprise. He is opposed to any trust, and the fact

that a public utility is a natural monopoly, a regulated

one or any other type, makes absolutely no difference in

his mind. It is a utility corporation, a trust, and that

ends it. He admits that the electric-light company has
some investment in plant, wire and poles ; however, this

in his mind is almost negligible. He sees the water
running in the stream before it enters the generating
station and after it comes out, and arrives at the illog-

ical conclusion that it costs the electric company noth-

ing for what he is compelled to pay an outrageous price.

Consequently, his entire attitude is antagonistic and he
breaks forth in a denunciation of the electric company
at every possible opportunity.

Our public service commissions have been and are

making a sincere, conscientious effort to ameliorate the
public utility problem. But, at best, in most cases their

endeavor can be but an effort. It is useless for me here
to go into the various phases of commission regulation

failure. Suffice it to say that to those at least who
have been working in one manner or another with the

various commissions it is becoming ever more apparent
that the public utility problem is not possible of entire

and ultimate solution by regulatory commission alone.

For proof of this fact one has but to study the condi-
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tions that exist to-day in any of the states that have
had commission regulation for several years. Possibly

as good an example as any is the State of Wisconsin.

I refer to the famous Milwaukee street-railroad fare

case, which took approximately six years from the in-

itiation of the complaint before the order of the com-
mission was filed. It is sufficient to say that the above
condition of affairs is not entirely exceptional, and
under such conditions—if for no other reasons, of which
there are many—commission regulation loses a major
portion of its effectiveness. However, the various com-
missions are doing a wonderful service now, and will

continue to do so in the future.

I have already stated that the average individual will

not willingly tolerate a trust or monopoly privately

owned. Consequently he demands and insists on having
competition or public ownership, and in many instances,

the number ever increasing, public ownership, regard-

less of competition or regulation.

What has been and is the result of this attitude?

Is it not ever-decreasing revenues and increasing de-

mands for better service, regardless of the rates being

charged or the class of service rendered? I think the

day is past when a utility can expect to earn more than

a fair return.

Public Utility Investment

Let us next turn to public utility investment. Public

utility securities, I believe, should rightly be one of our

prime investments. However, the condition that exists

is that a public utility investment is rapidly becoming
a very poor speculation. This condition exists because

the average individual will not tolerate a monopoly of

any kind under any condition, if the monopoly is pri-

vately owned.
The solution of this problem is fundamental and can

be wrought only by bringing about a change of attitude

on the part of the individual consumer from that of

antagonism to that of co-operation. If the consumer's

co-operation is to be attained, it must be brought about

by some simple, direct, easily understood and visible

means.
This, I believe, can be best done by making the con-

sumer, by contract with the municipality, a partner in

the operation of the utility serving him. The simplest,

most direct and tangible method to obtain this desired

end is to share the net returns with him. 1 believe this

can be done to mutual advantage by the utility entering

into a contract with or obtaining a special franchise

from the municipality in the following manner:
A fair value of the property used and useful, as of

a certain date, and rates of depreciation, together with

other details, shall be agreed upon by the assistance of

the regulatory commission or otherwise. This fair value

having been fixed and other details arranged, the next

step will be to fix a minimum rate of fair return. As
an example in this discussion, I shall use 6 per cent as

the minimum rate of fair return on the fair value of

the investment used and useful, fixed as above as the

basis on which to figure the fair return. I wish to add,

however, that this minimum return might be more or

less than 6 per cent according to the existent local

conditions.

On the other hand, if by efficient operation and good

management, at the end of the fiscal year the utility

shows that it has earned 7 per cent, 0.5 per cent will

be turned over to the municipality and the utility will

retain 6.5 per cent. If a total of 8 per cent has been

earned, the municipality will get 1 per cent and the

utility 7 per cent. This arrangement, or one with a

somewhat similar division of the earnings over and

above the fixed minimum rate of fair return, could be

carried to a point that would give to the utility a previ-

ously fixed maximum net percentage of return. For

the sake of this discussion let it be assumed that 9 per

cent is the fixed maximum rate of fair return allowable

to the utility under the most desirable operating condi-

tions. Then all over and above this fixed maximum of

9 per cent to the utility would go to the municipality.

Now, referring again to the fixed minimum of 6 per

cent, if the utility does not show a return of G per cent

at the end of the fiscal year, but instead (let us assume)

only a 5 per cent net return is realized, then this 1 per

cent loss shall be carried by the utility in an accumula-

tive deficit account. This deficit account may or may
not carry an interest rate, this depending upon the local

contract with the municipality. If the following year

also shows a deficit below the guaranteed 6 per cent

minimum, this deficit shall be added to the deficit of

the preceding year, continuing in this manner until a

return greater than 6 per cent is shown. After the

utility begins to show a return greater than the guar-

teed minimum the amount over and above the 6 per cent

shall be applied to amortize the deficit of the preceding

years before the municipality shall receive a division of

the returns that are realized greater than the guar-

anteed minimum.
By the above method the consumer becomes a partner

in the operation of the utility serving him and will as a

consequence, I believe, take a material interest in the

economical operation of his utility. Moreover, on a

basis of this kind he would not encourage or demand
competition. He could also, I think, be brought to see,

if a low enough minimum is used, that he is getting as

low rates and more efficient operation than if served by

a municipally owned plant. Consequently the possibility

of a municipal plant in competition with the privately

owned utility would be largely removed, and possibly

entirely so.

Effect on Value of Utility Securities

The effect of a franchise or contract of this kind

would be immediately reflected in the marketable value

of the public utility securities. Under an operating plan

of this sort the fair rate of return would be absolutely

guaranteed, the possibility of competition would be

almost entirely removed, and the municipal ownership

menace made a remote probability.

In order that the value of a contract or franchise of

this sort should be properly reflected in the value of the

securities of a utility, it would be necessary that the

utility obtain a term agreement with the municipality

of at least ten years. Moreover, an agreement of this

sort would in many instances require an amendment to

the city charter. In some states it would possibly con-

flict with the public utility law. However, I am con-

vinced that all these difficulties can be readily overcome
where it is the desire to do so, and that the plan would
work out for the small electric utility in its field as sat-

isfactorily as the Chicago street-railway and the Boston
gas utility co-operative plan have worked out in their

respective cities.

The writer also appreciates the fact that the regula-

tory commission would still have the power to order a
franchise or contract agreement similar to the one
herein outlined canceled or changed according to its

ideas on the subject ; but he feels that the incentive to

do so would be materially weakened, for the reason that

an agreement as herein outlined is fundamentally just

and equitable to both the consumer and the utility.

Therefore, except in cases <>f gross misconduct in the
operation of a co-operative plan of this kind, it would
appear that the various regulatory commissions would
have a decided tendency to encourage and assist in the
successful operation of the plan.

Portland, Ore. B. A. BRACKENBURY.
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Annual Convention A. I. E. E. at Deer Park, Md.
Transmiision-Line Construction, Railway Contact Systems, Ware-Forms, and

Electrical Properties of Materials Among Topics Discussed

DURING the present week, from June -'.' to July -,

tin- American Institute of Electrical Engineers
held its thirty-second annual convention at Deer

Park, Md., where the registered attendance reached 200
on Wednesday. Although the reception to President
1'aul M. Lincoln was not held until Tuesday evening,
the formal-paper program began on Tuesday forenoon,
the first item being the presentation of the annual presi-

dential address.

Address of President Lincoln

In his opening address President Lincoln discussed
early and modern progress, present status and possible
future growth of electrical engineering. He called at-

tention to the high efficiency of modern electrical gen-
erators and motors and stated that the margin between
present-day efficiencies and perfection in this respect,

less than 10 per cent, is too small to justify the expec-
tation of any considerable improvement, while even less

improvement can be expected in transformers, now
reaching 99 per cent efficiency, and synchronous con-
verters, with efficiencies of 98 per cent. Hydraulic tur-
bines frequently reached 90 per cent in efficiency so that
a margin of only 10 per cent remains for improvement.
The thermodynamic efficiency of engines depends

upon the ratio of the temperature range to the absolute
temperature, and 75 per cent of the ideal thermody-
namic efficiency is now being obtained. Without a great
increase in the temperature range there can be no ap-
preciable increase in the thermodynamic efficiency. For
the purpose of increasing the range of temperature Mr.
W. L. R. Emmett has developed the method of utilizing

mercury in combination with water as the working
fluid. This method removes some of the limitations of
water and is quite promising. The chief difficulties en-
countered relate to the leakage of mercury.

The Rapid Advance of the Art

In his presidential address in 1894 Dr. A. E. Kennelly
stated that 4600 kw. was the rating of the largest gen-
erator then built. Generators are now constructed hav-
ing a rating seven times as great as that of the 1894
machine and can be built in even larger ratings if jus-

tified by the service to be rendered.

Owing to the increasing costs of labor and material,

it is not probable that there will be any great reduction
in the cost of electrical machinery. Not much improve-
ment is to be expected in materials of construction. In

magnetic materials the permeability is high and the
losses low, while in conducting materials practical per-

fection has been reached so far as copper is concerned.
The permissible output of electrical machinery is limited

by the maximum temperature which the insulation will

withstand. The temperature may be increased by util-

izing better insulating materials, and some improve-
ment may be looked for here.

While the prospects for revolutionary improvements
in electrical machinery are not great, yet possibilities

for applications are unlimited. Merely a fair begin-
ning has been made in the utilization of electricity for
traction, industrial service, etc., and great possibilities

still remain for improvements in lighting in spite of

the 1000 per cent increase made in the efficiency of light

production during the last seventeen years.

President Lincoln claimed that electrical engineering

developments have long since passed through the in-

fancy Stage and are now rapidly approaching manhood.
Evidences of the great Stability of the industry are now
Been on all sides.

Section Committee Meet inns

At noon on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday meet-
ings were held of the seel ion delegates with such mem-
bers of the board of directors as could attend to dis-

cuss the sectional affairs of the Institute. After a full

discussion of the proposal to create sectional vice-presi-

dents or select the vice-presidents in accordance with
the territory to be represented, it was unanimously
voted that the sense of the meeting was that the dele-

gates did not desire sectional vice-presidents.

Below are given abstracts of the papers read at the

sessions on Tuesday forenoon and afternoon and Wed-
nesday forenoon, together with abstracts of the discus-

sions following their presentation. In a later issue will

be published abstracts of the papers and discussions at

the later sessions.

Electric Strength of Air

In the sixth of a series of papers on "The Electric

Strength of Air," Prof. J. B. Whitehead of Johns Hop-
kins University outlined the experimental basis upon
which the modern conception of the structure of the air

rests, and described several resulting theories of the

nature of high-voltage corona. One of the strongest

evidences of the correctness of modern theories of the

electric behavior of gases is found in their accord with
the kinetic theory of gases. The conductivity of air is

due to its having mixed with it electrified particles, or

ions—some positive, others negative. With uniform
ionization between two parallel plates and a voltage high
enough to produce saturation, the current increases with
increasing distance between the plates. The current

passing through a gas is equal to the difference between
the number of new ions formed per second and the

number which disappear by recombination and diffu-

sion. One of the most important properties of gaseous

ions is their motion through the gas under the influence

of an electric field. Values of the velocities of the ions

and methods of finding them for different gases were
given. The charge on an ion is the same for all gases,

its value being that carried by the hydrogen atom in the

electrolysis of solutions. The author presented a brief

history of the physical researches which led up to the

discovery of the electron, following this with a review

of conductivity due to electrons. The second half of the

paper was devoted to theories of corona formation, in-

cluding those of Townsend, Russell and Davis, and de-

veloping in particular the first-named, which argues that

the corona may be explained on the theory of collision.

Discussion

Messrs. P. H. Thomas of New York, F. W. Peek, Jr.,

of Schenectady, E. E. F. Creighton of Schenectady,

Harris J. Ryan of Palo Alto, Cal., and L. W. Chubb of

Pittsburgh took part in the discussion.

Professor Ryan remarked that the theory of ioniza-

tion by collision is now merely in its infancy but is

rapidly growing. He said that the studies of corona
phenomena have not been completed, citing the case of

the effect of increase in the frequency upon the spark-

ing distance. With a 15-in. gap only one-fifth as great
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an increase in the voltage is needed to break down a
certain added length of air-gap, with a frequency of
90,000 cycles per second as with a frequency of sixty
cycles per second. This result is attributable probably
to the holding over of the ionization from cycle to cycle.

In the investigation of corona use should be made of all

voltages, frequencies, impulses, wave trains, etc.

Paths of Flux Lines from Irregular Bodies

In his paper entitled "The Reluctance of Some Irreg-
ular Magnetic Fields," Mr. John F. II. Douglas gave an
outline of the development of the idea of magnetic re-

luctance, a description of experiments to determine the
path of flux lines through irregular metal sheets, and
an analysis of magnetic fields in various electrical ap-
paratus to see if the same flux conditions hold true as
in sheets. To determine the reluctance in irregular
bodies use was made of the similarity of electric and

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS USED IN EXPERIMENTS

magnetic circuits and the conjugate character of flux

and potential lines. The apparatus employed in tracing

equipotential lines is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. A number of diagrams were presented to show
the path of flux lines—as. determined by this apparatus
—from field poles to armature, across armature slots,

around square and round poles, between main poles and
interpoles, through transformer cores, etc. The results

of the experiments have also been embodied in formulas,

curves and tables for the use of designers. A solution

of the much discussed sine-wave alternation problem
was also given.

Discussion

Messrs. Charles R. Underhill of New Haven, John B.

Whitehead of Baltimore, C. A. Adams of Cambridge,
F. W. Peek, Jr., of Schenectady, J. D. Ball of Schenec-

tady, P. M. Lincoln, and L. W. Chubb of Pittsburgh,

took part in the discussion.

Mr. Underhill called attention to the necessity for

separating the effects of the coil and the core in de-

termining the performance of plunger magnets.

Mr. Peek showed that the method of analysis em-
ployed by the author in studying the magnetic field can

be so modified as to be applicable in the study of the

electrostatic field.

Mr. Chubb claimed that in actual practice it is pref-

erable to base the designs on simple approximate formu-

las rather than attempt to make a complete accurate

analysis of the phenomena dependent upon so many
variables as are found in the magnetic circuits of elec-

trical machinery.

Form-Factor and Its Significance

A paper on form-factor and its significance, prepared

by Mr. Frederick Bedell with the assistance of Messrs.

R. Brown and H. A. Pidgeon, treated of the significance

of form-factor in the study of transformer losses. The
hysteresis loss of a transformer is small when the form-

factor is large, and vice versa. If the effective voltage

is increased or decreased in direct proportion to the

form-factor, the hysteresis loss in a transformer re-

mains unchanged. Although hysteresis loss depends

in a definite manner upon form-factor, the latter has

no useful significance as an indication of the shape of

a wave or its departure from a sine wave; in fact, an

irregular wave may have a third harmonic as large as

75 per cent of the fundamental, and if the harmonic

is in proper phase, still have the same form-factor as

a pure sine wave. In the case of a complex wave hav-

ing a sinusoidal fundamental, the form-factor depends

not only upon the amplitude of the harmonics but also

upon their relative phase relations. This form-factor

may be obtained by dividing the square root of the

sum of the squares of the root-mean-square values of

the fundamental and the several harmonics by the aver-

age voltage, which may be found by integration from

the maximum instantaneous voltages of the funda-

mental and the harmonics. The resultant expression,

given below, shows that the form-factor varies with the

phase as well as with the amplitude of the harmonics:
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In this equation Elf E3 , etc., may represent either

root-mean-square values or maximum values of the

various harmonics of the order indicated by the sub-

scripts.

Characteristics and Significance of Distortion Factors

The characteristics and significance of several types

of wave-distortion factors were discussed in a paper

prepared by Mr. Frederick Bedell assisted by Messrs.

R. Bown and C. L. Swisher. In general, the distortion

of a wave can be indicated by any one of several factors

—deviation, curve, harmonic, peak, differential and in-

tegral factors—but some are more easily obtainable or

give different weights to various characteristics of the

wave. For instance, harmonic factors are independent

of the phase and order of harmonics present. On the

other hand, peak and form factors are much affected by
the phase relation of the wave components, while devia-

tion factors are less affected, and crest, harmonic, differ-

ential and integral distortion factors are not affected

at all thereby. The integral distortion factor gives lit-
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VARIATION OF PRODUCT OF DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL
FACTORS

tic weight to the order of a harmonic, and curve factors

and harmonic factors give no weight at all to it. The
harmonic factor, or percentage of the combined harmon-
ics, is very definite in its significance, for it states ex-

actly which components of a wave are present in addi-
tion to the fundamental sine wave and so gives directly

the information that is desired for many purposes. This
factor is not convenient for general use as there is no
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ready method for determining it. in this respect the
integral ami differentia] distortion factors or a com
bination of the two offer, It la believed, perhaps, the
greatest possibilities for usefulness. Some of the uses
of each type of distortion factor were given, the curve
factor being valuable in determining the torque of an
induction motor, while the peak factor is useful in

insulation testing.

Discussion

The two papers were discussed by Messrs. L. W.
Chubb Of Pittsburgh, W. V. Lyon of Boston, and Fred-
erick Bedell of Ithaca. X. Y.

.Mr. Chubb showed that the form factor cannot prop-
erly he based on the areas of the irregular curve taken
from the zero points of the fundamental waves but
must be based on symmetrically placed zero points on
the resultant irregular wave. In a written communica-
tion Mr. Lyon, who also called attention to the limita-
tions in the significance of the integrations indicated by
the authors, presented a mathematical analysis of cer-
tain of the relations involved.

Dr. Bedell stated that while the equation and curves
derived were not exact, yet they represented possible
approximate solutions to problems so complex as not to
admit of any exact simple solutions.

A Practical Use for Distortion Factors

In the paper describing "An Analytical and Graphical
Solution for Non-Sinusoidal Alternating Currents," pre-
sented by Mr. F. M. Mizushi, there were developed, both
analytically and graphically, equations showing the rela-

tion between R, L, C, I and E in circuits when the

RELATION BETWEEN CIRCUIT CONSTANTS WITH R, L AND
C IN SERIES

electromotive force and current waves are not sinu-

soidal. When an inductor, condenser and resistor are

in series the following equation holds:

E = R'
(Ceo) - C ZI,

where Z is the impedance of the circuit and 8' and <r'

are respectively the differential and integral distortion

factors for current. When an inductor, a condenser
and a resistor are connected in parallel, the equation
becomes

/ = .'/- "W + (5Cco)
2— 2C E = YE,

where Y is the admittance of the three circuits in par-

allel, and 3 and a are respectively the differential and
integral distortion factors for voltage. In both series

and parallel circuits, not only are the effects of L and C
changed in value by distortion but these effects are

changed relatively in phase and are no longer in exact

phase oppOSiton, as is the Case with sinusoidal currents

and voltages. The mathematical transformations on

which the solutions were based were given in an

appendix.

Discussion

The joint committee on induct i\ < interference sent

from San Francisco a telegram of several thousand
words relayed from Pittsburgh to Deer Park by tele-

phone, in which attention was called to the disturbances
in telephone lines produced by the high harmonics in

the distorted voltage or current waves in adjacent high-

tension or heavy-current transmission lines. When the

frequency of the harmonic waves is from 200 to 2000
cycles per second audible effects are produced in the

telephone receivers. The disturbing effects reach their

maximum at about 800 cycles, corresponding to the

thirteenth harmonic in a sixty-cycle system. Up to this

frequency the disturbance varies as the square of the

frequency and in direct proportion to the amplitude of

the harmonic.
After having discussed the Institute definitions of

form factors, deviation factors, etc., the committee sug-

gested the adoption of designations that will serve to

penalize the production of those overtones having a
detrimental effect upon telephone circuits.

The paper was also discussed by Messrs. H. S. Os-
borne of New York, Chester L. Dawes of Cambridge,
Mass., E. E. F. Creighton of Schenectady, J. B. White-
head of Baltimore, C. A. Adams of Cambridge, and
W. J. Foster of Schenectady.

Mr. Foster said that a large waterwheel-driven gen-
erator had been designed and built in which the har-

monics have been minimized by means of the "Vernier
action" of the teeth. He expressed the opinion that

while it is possible to build machines of limited size

which produce sinusoidal waves, yet the cost thereof

would probably prove practically too great.

Transmission Tower Foundations and Tower Erection

Results of lifting tests with various types of trans-

mission-tower foundations, advantages of concrete

mushroom stubs, cost of making three types of founda-
tions, methods of "staking out" holes, digging them,
pouring concrete, and assembling and erecting towers,

and descriptions of equipment used in these operations,

were given in a paper presented by Mr. J. A. Walls,

vice-president and chief engineer of the Pennsylvania
Water & Power Company.
The lifting tests showed that tripod-type and single-

leg stubs pulled out of fresh earth at about 32,000 lb.

and 23,000 lb. respectively, while concrete mushroom
stubs showed no signs of lifting or cracking the soil

up to the limit (70,000 lb.) of the testing outfit. With
50 per cent of the ultimate load e::erted on each type,

single legs shifted more than 1 in., tripod stubs about
0.25 in. vertically and 0.3125 in. horizontally, while

mushroom stubs moved but slightly. From investiga-

METHOD OF DEAD-ENDING HEAD TACKLE

tions made with four types of mushroom stubs, it was
found that those made without forms, by pouring con-

crete into vertical cylindrical holes with bell-shaped

bottoms, were cheapest to construct and did not dis-

turb the adjacent earth or require backfilling. Next in

order regarding cost and rapidity of construction were
stubs made with steel and wooden forms.
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Excavations were opened in rocky soil by punching

4-ft. holes and placing one-half stick of 60 per cent

dynamite at the bottom, one-half stick of 40 per cent

dynamite 8 in. higher, and a similar charge 20 in. from
the top.

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES

Water found in holes was removed with a boat pump,
but it was suggested that when holes fill up very quickly

Spreader -

Case -Hardened
Bolt.,

DETAIL OF HINGE FOR TOWER LEGS

it may be advisable to pour concrete into them through
6-in. sheet-iron pipes to prevent the cement being

washed out of the mixture. As bedplates were not on

hand when the foundations were being made, the latter

were left 8 in. below the final grade and finished as

soon as the plates arrived, "toxement" being employed
to form a bond between the new and old concrete. The
plates were placed on the concrete while it was soft and
hammered to grade.

EQUIPMENT FOR ERECTING TOWERS

Wherever possible, the towers were assembled on the

ground in a horizontal position. The general scheme
of erecting them was to pivot the two lower legs to the

foundations and hoist them by means of tackle con-

nected just below the cross-arms and running over a

shear leg, attached to the base of the tower, to tem-
porary anchors or dead-ends installed at a convenient

distance ahead of the foundations. Side-guy and back-

guy tackles were employed to steady the towers while

they were being hoisted. Five 2.5-in. iron pins 5 ft.

Corner of Stubijl

TRIPOD, SINGLE-LEG AND CONCRETE MUSHROOM STUBS

long were driven in the ground, as shown, to anchor
the main tackle. In hoisting 40-ft. towers 5 '

s -in. case-

hardened machine bolts passing through extra-heavy
foundation shoes were employed for hinges, while 1.25-

in. bolts and %-in. plate channels were used with
heavier towers. The shear legs consisted of two 45-ft.

spruce poles bolted together near the top so that the

butts would be about 16 ft. apart. To raise them into

position so they could be lashed to the base of a tower

the butts were placed near the hinged tower legs, and a

cable was attached to the apex of the shear leg, passed

over a 4-in. by 4-in. timber placed across the upper legs

of the tower, and hauled in by tackle dead-ended at the

Tower also Guyed
from each Side.

.Case-Hardened Machine Bolt

Passing through Leg and
Foundation Shoe

METHOD OF RAISING TOWERS

back-guy anchors. This operation was a good test for

the stability of the pins.

The stability of the main-tackle pins was tested by

pulling in the lead line enough to raise the tower

slightly. If the anchors showed no signs of pulling

out, hoisting was continued slowly. Too rapid raising

is objectionable, as guy pins may be pulled out by
fouling of the tackle. When a tower approached the

position where gravity tended to right it—which was
indicated by there being practically no tension in the

hoisting tackle—the back guy was drawn taut and let

out very gradually as the tower dropped into position.

Just before the unhinged legs touched the foundation

shoes the spreaders were removed so that the angles

could be guided over the foundation bolts. Replacement
of the hinges by shoes was permitted by pulling the

tower slightly forward with the main tackle.

Before moving the hoisting equipment to the next

site the tackles were let out or taken in, depending on

which condition they would be required in next. The
shear leg was moved by dragging it over the ground
at the end of a chain.

Results of Tests with Steel Anchors

The ability of a tower to resist loads depends chiefly

on the anchors steadying it. Foundation anchors, it

was pointed out in Mr. J. B. Leeper's paper, must resist

TWO TYPES OF FOUNDATION FOOTINGS

horizontal as well as vertical forces. On account of the

variability of the character of soil, declared the author,

it seems that anchors should be designed for greater
overloads than towers. From the results of tests pre-

sented in the paper, it appears that assumptions differ-

ent from those usually adopted should be made in figur-

ing the resistance of anchors to displacement. This
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was suggested since the earth over a newly made anchor
dot's not become bonded together as firmly m undi

turbed earth before the towers are required to c&rr] a

load. Although the load is usually Blightl] greater on

foundations In compression than on footings for the

same tower in tension, resistance to uplift la the chief

requisite of anchors. Attention was called to the facl

that the failure of many towers has been caused by the

stubs being unable t horizontal forces, thereby

shifting and allowing the legs to buckle. Horizontal

struts near the tower feel will preserve the spacing of

the legs bul will tend to cause buckling of the Btubs.

Towers and Foundations I setl bj Uabama Power Compans

in a paper presented by .Mr. w. E. Mitchell there

were outlined the conditions assumed in designing the

foundations for the transmission towers of the Alabama
Power Company. The maximum wind load assumed for

conductors was S lb. per square foot of projected area

and 16 lb. per square foot for fiat surfaces. The prob-

able thickness of ice deposits was taken as '

(
in., since

sleet storms are practically unknown in the vicinity

of the line. In determining the size of footings and
the depth at which they should be buried it was as-

sumed that the resistance to uplift would be equal to

the weight of an inverted truncated cone of earth whose
lower base had an area equivalent to that of the anchor
plate and whose surface was inclined 30 deg. to the

axis.

Hand drills, coal augers, a portable gasoline-engine-

driven air compressor with a jack-hammer drill, and
40 per cent dynamite, were employed in excavating.

The coal augers were not satisfactory, but air drilling

was 25 per cent cheaper than hand drilling. Gasoline-

engine-driven tampers gave good results but were diffi-

cult to transport in rough country. An average of twelve

to sixteen towers was assembled and erected in a day.

Excavating, setting footings and backfilling with all-

steel foundations cost, on the average, $28 per tower.

Assembling 4800-lb. towers cost $10, and erecting

cost $5.

Testing, Erecting and Protecting Towers

In Mr. P. M. Downing's paper on "Tower Founda-
tions" it was pointed out that the most reliable method
of determining the stability of a tower is by actual

test. It was suggested that a wind pressure of 14.25

lb. per square foot on fiat surfaces with a temperature
range pf 125 deg. Fahr., or a pressure of 21 lb. per

square foot under ordinary temperatures, be assumed in

designing towers which are not likely to be subjected to

severe snow and sleet.

Metal footings may have sufficient resistance to up-

lift, but they were not recommended, for too often they

have proved inadequate. Under no circumstances, de-

clared the author, should single-post footings be used.

Two or three posts are more rigid and substantial, but
of course more expensive. There is hardly enough
difference between the first costs of concrete and all-

metal footings to justify using the latter. The cost of

constructing footings for 75-ft. to 80-ft. towers sup-

porting 800-ft. spans wTas given as follows : Labor, $40

;

material, $16, and hauling material, $34—making a total

of $90 per tower. These figures were based on labor at

$2.50 to $3 a day, mixing concrete by hand, and hauling
material 6 to 8 miles.

The gin-pole method of erecting towers was recom-
mended. With this method a triple-guyed 30-ft. to

35-ft. gin pole is placed just outside the footings to

support an open sheave, over which a 0.5-in. flexible

steel cable is run from just below the cross-arms of the

tower to a triple-block tackle anchored 300 ft. to 400
ft. from the base of the tower. It was stated that the

tower, being raised, need not la' side guyed unless there
is a I inn,, wind, hut. the feet should lie restrained
from shitting during erection. With this equipment
nine men and a :; ton motor truck can raise ami fa ten
nine towers In eighl to nine hours.

Mi- Downing recommended protecting towers from
I "( rosion by t he hoi dip galvanizing process, as painting
is more expensive and less desirable in the long run.

Galvanized tower bolts are not entirely satisfactory,

he declared, and sherardi/.ed products soon lose their

protective COating when exposed t0 the weather. It was
pointed out that unless tower bolts are tightened within
a few months or a year after election the rigidity of the
tower may be impaired by virbration caused by the
wind.

Towers and Footings Used by Toronto Power Company

Several types of towers used on the 66,000-volt

lines of the Toronto Power Company, and the corre-

sponding footings, were described in the paper by Mr.
F. C. Connery. Where the towers had to be erected

in low marshy land, 2-in. plank sheathing was driven
around each tower-leg stake, the muck dug out, and a
floating foundation made of 2-in. impregnated planks
built 6 ft. below the surface. About 1 cu. yd. of con-

crete was then placed beneath and around each stub.

These have neither settled nor shifted in one year.

Discussion

In a written communication Mr. Ralph D. Mershon
of New York gave considerable data relating to tower
settings.

In reply to a question by Prof. H. V. Bozell of Norma,
Okla., Mr. Leeper stated that the three-leg concrete

post arrangement is unsatisfactory by reason of the ex-

cessive twisting stresses to which the cross-arms may
at times be subjected.

Four Years' Operating Experience with a High-Tension

Line

A record of the observations made by the Pennsyl-
vania Water & Power Company during four years'

operation of its 70,000-volt Baltimore-Holtwood trans-

mission line was presented for discussion by Mr. A.
Bang. This record related chiefly to the effect of light-

ning flashovers, deterioration of insulators, and effect

OPERATING RECORD FOR HOLTWOOD-BALTIMORE TRANSMISSION LINE.

JAN. 1, 1911, TO DEC. 31, 1914

1911 1912 1913 1914
Total for
Four Years

Cause

T.I. P.I. V.D. T.I. P.I. V.D. T.I. P.I. V.D. T.I. p.i. V.D. T.I. P.I. V.D.

Lightning... . 23 .. 10 3 19 4 3 17 11 1 6 7 30 42 32

Defective in-

1 1 1 1 1 1

Sleet on ca-

2 2 2 2

Birds on line. 1 1 2 1 3 2 3 3 4

Wires blow-
ing togeth-

1 1

of sleet on conductors, and the author suggested various

means of preventing disturbances from these causes.

Service interruptions occurring on the line are classi-

fied in the accompanying table according to cause and
seriousness, "T. I." meaning total interruptions, "P. I."

partial interruptions, and "V. D." voltage disturbances

with no interruptions. When insulator flashovers oc-

curred usually the lower three units were broken to

pieces, probably from the heat in the arc as indicated

by the deep burn on the bottom bolt. From pits or
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burned spots on the conductors it was concluded that

arcs are generally blown away from the generating sta-

tion by magnetic repulsion.

As shown by the chart, interruptions due to lightning

were reduced after 1911. This was done by using seven

disks in the suspension strings instead of six, and eight

disks in the strain insulators instead of seven. After

the change was made it was observed that flashovers

occurred between the conductors and the cross-arms

beneath them, instead of around the insulators. This

condition was found preferable as arcs following this

path were not so likely to damage the insulators. Fur-
thermore, fewer three-wire short-circuits were likely to

occur, as the lower conductors were farther from any
ground.

From the maintenance point of view, Mr. Bang de-

clared, deterioration of porcelain insulators is very

serious, as some units which outwardly appear satisfac-

tory have been found by meggers to be useless. From
tests of insulators which have been in use three years

on the Baltimore-Holtwood line, it was found that about
7.3 per cent of the disks had a resistance below 500
megohms. Tests made about six months after these

units were replaced indicated that 4.7 per cent more had
deteriorated, showing that porcelain deteriorates at a

rapidly increasing rate. Other observations showed
that horizontal strain insulators deteriorate more rap-

idly than suspension units, and disks near the cross-

arms appear to fail more quickly than those near the

conductors. The relation between insulator resistance

(as measured by a megger) and puncture voltage was
shown in the form of a curve.

To study the cause of insulator break-down, the pins,

caps and cement of insulators shown to be weak by
megger tests were dissolved in a solution of nitric and
hydrochloride acid so that the porcelain structure was
exposed. Minute cracks were found in many of these

insulators, but others showed no outward defects. The
cracks, Mr. Bang declared, were probably caused by
unequal heating, crystallization of the cement, etc. The
low resistance of insulators showing no defects was
ascribed to porosity or lack of vitrification, both of

which allow moisture to enter the porcelain. It was
pointed out that the cracks which were found would not

have been detected by testing the mechanical strength

of the insulators since they were as strong as those

containing no defects.

To minimize the trouble resulting from sleet collect-

ing on wires, the conductors on the Baltimore-Holtwood
line have been staggered to prevent their coming in con-

tact with each other. Every fifth tower is designed to

anchor the spans on each side so that the effect of

mechanical failures will not extend for any great dis-

tance. Another method which has been employed to

prevent trouble from sleet collecting on the wires is to

circulate enough current through each wire so that sleet

cannot stick to the cables. Experience has shown that

250 amp. to 300 amp. is sufficient in aluminum wires

having a cross-section of 300,000 circ. mils. To prevent

buzzards grounding circuits when alighting on cross-

arms or poising for flight therefrom, the minimum from
wire to ground has been made 47 in.

In order to maintain continuous operation when
disturbances do occur, use is made of interlocking

relays, Nicholson arc extinguishers and Ricketts field

de-energizers. The relays are connected as shown in

the accompanying diagram. All of them are made to

act instantaneously but operate their respective oil

switches through definite-time relays set for various

time intervals (0.75 second to 3 seconds) so a momentary
short-circuit will have no effect. To prevent all circuits

being disconnected simultaneously, the trip circuits are

interlocked.

It was found that in order to make the arc suppressor

operate satisfactorily correctly timed fuses had to be

used. If the fuses rupture too quickly the arc may be

re-established, whereas if they take too long to burn
out the synchronous machines may drop out of step.

As a check on the time required to blow fuses, cycle

recorders were connected between them. The sup-

pressors are connected with the line only when lightning

storms are expected so the fuses will not be blown by
short-circuits on the low-tension system. In 1913 and
1914 this equipment cleared trouble twenty-five out of

forty times when the lightning struck the line.

The field destroyer and restorer relays are set to act

more slowly than the arc-extinguisher relays and the

Feeders

12 my
p

a Oil-Switch

O Relay

I^J/'
OOOOOO

Relay Protection, HottwoodBaltimore Transmission System

LOCATION OF LINE RELAYS

interlocking relays, so the latter will have first chance

to clear the trouble. The field destroyer and restorer

device is set to disconnect all generator fields whenever
an arcing ground occurs and then re-energizes them
after 1.5 seconds have elapsed. The Nicholson arc sup-

pressor is given the first opportunity of extinguishing

the arc because of its quickness in acting, which pre-

vents severe damage. The field destroyer, however,

extinguishes the arc with more certainty.

Discussion

Among those who participated in the discussion were
Messrs A. S. McAllister of New York, E. E. F. Creigh-

ton of Schenectady, E. A. Lof of Schenectady, and
L. C. Nicholson of Buffalo.

Dr. McAllister called attention to the fact that the

insulators for a certain line in Japan had been found
to deteriorate with equal rapidity whether they were in

service on the line or kept in stock in the storage room,

thereby showing that the predominating part of the

deterioration is not attributable to electrical stresses or

mechanical vibrations.

Professor Creighton stated that Mr. Bang had dis-

covered a 10 per cent greater deterioration in the in-

sulation upon an active line than in those on a reserve

line seldom placed in service. The major part of the

deterioration is doubtless attributable to differences in

the expansion coefficients of the iron pin and the porce-

lain. He said that use may yet be made of the cement-
less type of disk insulator, which was the type just in-

troduced but soon abandoned.
Mr. Lof outlined certain tests made upon a 70,000-

volt line in Sweden on which use is made of disk in-

sulators of graded capacity arranged six in series to

divide the potential in such a way that the drop across

any one disk is not less than 15 per cent nor more than
20 per cent. When uniform disks were tested the poten-
tial drop varied from 11 to 30 per cent per disk, thereby
subjecting one disk to nearly double the average pres-
sure drops.

Mr. Nicholson reported the result of observations
made on 40,000 insulators which had been in service
for one year. The loss by depreciation was 2.5 per cent.

Of the depreciated insulators 90 per cent failed by
reason of cracks produced at the cap by temperature
changes.
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Life-Testing Equipment for Tungsten Lamps
Interesting Electrical Feature* of the [ncandeacenl Lamp-Testing

Laboratorj at Nela Park, Cleveland

WHEN an engineer sets himself to the task of

designing an elaborate electrical distribution
system in which no voltage variations of greater

magnitude than one-tenth of i per ceni are to he- al-

lowed, it is to ho expected thai some unusual electrical

roust nut ion will result. Very few lines of work require

Voltage to be held within BUCh narrow limits, hut in the

accurate testing of incandescent lamps potential pre-

cision is regarded as a prime essential. Therefore when
the new life-testing equipment was to be designed lor

the National Lamp Works of the General Electric Com-
pany at Nela Park. Cleveland, precedent in distribution-

Bystem design was disregarded, and with the two watch-
words—precise voltage regulation and economical con-
struction—as the guiding factors an installation full of

unique and original ideas was worked out.

Electrical energy for testing purposes comes from the

11,000-volt service lines of the Cleveland Electric Illumi-

nating Company. After traversing a step-down sub-

station in which the potential is reduced to 440 volts,

the energy is used to drive two three-phase synchronous
motors which are directly connected to two 1'20-volt

alternators of 200-kw and 300-kw rating. These motor-

generators are In tailed in the basement of a five-story

building, and the switchboard from which the machines
are controlled, together with the testing equipment
itself, is installed on the fifth Hour, some 60 ft. ahove.

Telephone Helps Solve ;i Remote-Control Problem

Remote control for the synchronous motor-generator
sets might in this case have appeared most logical at

first. But careful cost calculations showed conclusively

that it would be much less expensive to install a double
run of heavy copper for control circuits from the ma-
chines to the switchboard than to purchase remote-
control apparatus. It is quite true that the machines
are not within the range of the eyes or ears of the oper-

ator, but, analyzing the actions of an operator, the engi-

neers observed that a man starting a machine keeps his

eyes on the switchboard instruments and perceives that

the machines are "picking up" properly through his

sense of hearing. Consequently, to reproduce as nearly

as possible duplicate conditions with the existing cir-

cumstances the manually operated switches and the in-

struments for the motor-generators were installed in the

switchboard rooms on the fifth floor. To enable the

FIG. 1—RADIAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM IN INCANDESCENT-LAMP TESTING LABORATORY
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operator to tell whether or not the machines are start-
ing when he closes the switch a telephone transmitter
has been installed on the frame of each set, and from
the transmitter a circuit has been run to the lower por-
tion of the motor-generator control panel where it ter-
minates in a standard telephone jack (Fig. 6). Just
above the jack is a miniature signal lamp. An oper-
ator starting one of the motor-generators puts on a
head-type telephone receiver and places a plug attached
to the receiver cord in the jack. If the telephone circuit
is in operating condition, the miniature signal lamp
glows, and then the operator closes the starting switch
and watches the switchboard instruments. Through the
telephone he hears the machines attaining synchronous

supply energy for the comparatively small 240-volt load.

No effort has been spared to insure the maintenance
of a constant potential, 120.1 volts, at the distribution
circle. Two Tirrill regulators, one of standard and one
of special type, have been installed on a special panel
in the switchboard room and have been wired so that
either regulator may be used with either or both motor-
generators to maintain constant potential at the circle.

The correct voltage at the circle is constantly indicated
by a voltmeter inlaid beneath a pane of glass in the top
of the operator's desk. By observing this instrument
and turning the rheostat handle, shown in the desk near
it, the operator can vary the current through a shunt
which has been connected around the main voltage-

135i

® Tel. Head Set outlet
One Outlet in Motor Room not shown

on this drawing
C3 Outlet for Checking Circuit

B Electric Clock
Signal System outlet

• Photometer Outlet

FIG. 2—WIRING LAYOUT OF LAMP-TESTING LABORATORY, SHOWING THE RADIAL SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION

speed and thus knows that everything is operating
properly. As a safety measure the motor-generators in

the basement are placed in a screened compartment.

Extent of Measures to Secure Constant Potential

Ordinarily the load on these machines averages 150
kw and the maximum load is 250 kw. Operating on cir-

cuits of constant frequency, the speed of the synchro-
nous motors is practically constant, and hence the voltage
produced by the generators varies less than does the
potential of commercial circuits. The flywheel effect of
the set also tends to reduce any fluctuation due to vary-
ing load. The 120-volt energy from the generator is

conducted through the switchboard and to a center of

distribution in the test-rack room. From a 120 240-

volt auto-transformer on the floor near the center of

distribution 240-volt leads rise to a second center to

control coils of the Tirrill regulators, and thus adjust
the voltage to the desired value at the circle. A special
over-voltage relay on the same panel with the regulators
is set so that it will trip the main circuit-breakers if the
potential rises one volt or more above 120.1 volts. To
insure continuity of accuracy the desk voltmeter is cali-

brated with a potentiometer once each day.

Electrical System and Timing System Interlocked

Accurate timing is also essential in making life tests
on lamps; therefore a device has been installed which
will stop all time clocks if the supply of energy to the
lamps on test should be interrupted. Primarily the tim-
ing system is controlled by a Stromberg master clock,
which in addition to performing its regular duties as a
master clock closes the secondary circuit of a time relay
every thirty-six seconds. This circuit also runs to the
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FIG. 3—A SWITCHBOARD THAT KM BODIES MANY NOVELTIES

FIG. 6—THE TELEPHONE REPORTS STARTING OF MACHINE

FIG. 4—GROUP IN THE PHOTOMETER ROOM

FIG. 7—LAMP RACK WITH SMALL AUTO-TRANSFORMERS

FIG. 5—THE INSTRUMENT THAT WARNS OF INTERRUPTIONS FIG. 8—PREPARING LAMPS FOR THE TEST-RACK ROOM
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rack room, and there is connected to a time counter

and to a chronograph recording time at 0.01 hour
intervals.

The device for stopping these time recorders is unique.

It consists, as shown in Fig. 5, of a gravity-operated

clock and a toy motor the construction of which has

been altered somewhat. The weight attached to the

clock part of the instrument drives a worm-and-gear
mechanism which tends to close the electrical contact

at the left of the instrument once every thirty-eight or

forty seconds. But as long as the timing system is in

proper working order the instrument receives an im-

pulse every thirty-six seconds through the time relay

which is actuated by the master clock. The impulse

which the motor receives is just sufficient to cause it to

rewind the gravity clock and prevent the electrical con-

to the racks 1750 lb. of copper, or the equivalent of 70

miles of No. 18 wire, was used.

To have installed any other than a radial system of

distribution with a uniform standard of 0.1 volt drop to

each rack would have been much more costly. The
amount of conduit needed would have been greater by

the factor y2, or 1.41. The amount of copper needed

would have been approximately twice that needed for

the radial system, because in addition to the added

length there would have needed to be greater cross-

section to reduce the drop occasioned by the increased

length. More time would have been needed to install

any other system. Considering future additions the

radial system presents the least difficulties because none

of the existing lines will be in the way of others which

it may be necessary to install later. At present the

FIGS. 9 AND 10—DETAIL VIEWS OF THE "CIRCLE" DISTRIBUTING CENTER AS SEEN FROM ABOVE AND FROM BELOW

tacts at the left of the device from being closed. In

this way the two units are continually working in op-

position to each other, the gravity clock tending to close

the contacts and the motor tending to keep them open.

Failure of the timing system prevents the motor from
receiving its regular impulse and allows the contacts to

close. The closing of these contacts opens the main
circuit-breaker and thus prevents the test lamps being

operated for more than thirty-six seconds after the tim-

ing system has ceased to count the time of operation.

Radial Distribution Gives Convenience and Economy

After taking all of these precautions to insure accu-

rate timing and continuous and steady energy supply at

the circle it was necessary for the designers to lay out

an economical distribution system which would deliver

the energy to each of the racks at exactly the same

potential, so that data from tests made on different

racks would be reliable and easy to compare with other

test data.

The radial system of distribution which was adopted

is in itself unusual. From the circle, as the center of

distribution is called, a separate set of leads are run in

a straight line to the middle point of each rack. The

amount of copper in each of these separate radial lines

has been so apportioned that the potential drop between

each rack and the circle is 0.1 volt under normal load

conditions. Hence the potential at each of the racks is

exactly 120 volts. To give an idea of the amount of

copper needed to supply each rack with an individual

feeder it may be said that in the leads from the circle

lines emanating from this circle serve about 9000 lamp-

test sockets.

A "Kink" in Connector Design

It is necessary to do lamp testing at many potentials

other than 120 volts. To provide the desired range of

voltages portable 0.75-kw auto-transformers are used.

With these and larger transformers all pressures from
6 volts to 300 volts can be obtained in one-volt steps.

To connect the small compensators auto-transformers to

the line and to the portion of the rack which they are

to serve tapered plugs and fiber-insulated sockets are

employed. In preparing the connectors the question

arose as to whether it would be better to have the con-

nections made by slipping the insulated sockets down
over upward-protruding plugs or by pushing the insu-

lated sockets upward over depending vertical plugs.

With the auto-transformers in their positions at the

base of the racks either method could have been used.

However, the connectors were installed with the plugs

extending vertically downward, so that to make a con-

nection an operator must grasp the insulated socket,

shown hanging beneath the racks in Fig. 7, and force

it upward over a tapered plug. If the contact is hur-

riedly and poorly made, the socket drops off entirely

and the open circuit is noticed at once. Experience has

shown that the little study which was given to the

mechanics of plugging enabled the designers to pro-

vide a system in which the operators always get either

good contacts or no contacts at all. Troubles caused

by poor contacts have been eliminated. This flexibility
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is oi advantage because 11 permit* economic operation.
\ transformer thai It nol In actual service can be dis-

connected bj removing one connector, and hence the no
load losses are eliminated. The resultant saving in this

case amounts to about $20 a month.

Miniature I amp resting Rack Presents a Special Problem

In addition to the racks used for besting the com
inon varieties of multiple incandescent lamps, special
racks have been installed for testing the large series

units and the miniature lamps, In appearance the series

racks are \er\ much like the multiple racks shown in

PigS. 1 and 7. Constant-current transformers are used
with the series racks, however, instead of the 0.75-kw
auto-transformers.

The Construction of the racks for miniature lamps is

unique. On account of the low potential at which these
(in\ lamps operate, the problem of voltage drop in the
racks, leads and sockets themselves becomes of impor-
tance. The conductors which feed energy to the lamps
were made, therefore, to act as sockets also. To enable
the conductors to accomplish this dual duty they are
constructed of heavy brass strips. The strips forming
the positive and the negative conductors are mounted
vertically, and, although well insulated from each other,

they have been installed with the faces of the two strips

very close together. The front strip has been drilled

and tapped with threads of the proper size to accommo-
date the candelabra base of a miniature lamp. When a
lamp is screwed home in one of these threaded holes

its end terminal touches the rear plate, thereby placing
the lamp in the circuit between the positive and the
negative brass strips. The rack contains 300 minia-
ture lamp sockets, all of which are fed with energy from
the circle through a 120 60-volt transformer and a

set of balancer coils which enable any potential from
1 volt to 60 volts to be obtained on the rack.

One other item, a detail of the construction of the

test room itself, is interesting. The glass used in the

windows is a German product called "multiflora." Or-
dinary glass in the windows, the engineers thought,

would allow individual light sources to be seen plainly

from without at night and produce an unsightly appear-

ance. Common types of more or less dense diffusing

glass were considered unsatisfactory because of the fact

that they would return a considerable percentage of the

radiant energy into the room. The multiflora, how-
ever, returns very little of the radiant energy to the

room, and at night shows a fairly even glow over the

window, surfaces without revealing the presence of any
individual lamp.

The design of this life-testing equipment for the

National Lamp Works of the General Electric Company
was carried out by Mr. Evan J. Edwards, associate en-

gineer for the company, and his assistants.

Cost Data on 6600-Volt Lines

The data here tabulated, which were taken from a

paper on distribution conditions presented at the recent

convention of the N. E. L. A. by Mr. J. C. Martin, relate

to two 6600-volt rural-service lines now in operation in

the State of Washington. The first case is that of a

line about 17.5 miles long, on which there are thirty-

two telephone and railway crossings, and the second

case is that of a line about 14.5 miles long, on which
there are nine telephone and railway crossings. These
lines were built with the expectation of developing new
business in the future and with the knowledge that the

return in the first few years of their life would perhaps

not be sufficient to pay all charges.

The figures shown, it v. ill he noted, do not take into
account the cost of energy lost between power lion .•

and customer. The accompanying lieures, therefore,
show a loss that is less than the actual loss. The losses

i iBJ i i COS! DATA FOB L7.5-MILE, 6600 you i.im

THIRTY-TWO CROSSINGS
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i ..i line $20,463.00
Additional coil <

•
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peciflcationi 2,:, i

Total 129,018 29
Actual annual revenue $4,:; .

i n > 1
1 and 1 i 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 . 1 1

1 .1 1 I. in.' aa limit :

1 »epreciation 1
1 per cent > 11,278.15

iraUng 948.86
Maintenance

1 94,94
Ta \<-s 105.63
interest, 6 per ceni 2,117.04

Total operating cost for year $4,744.62
Loss per year $394.27
Loss in per cent of actual cost of line 1.49
Loss in per cent of annual revenue 9.10

(b) With crossing construction included:
Depreciation $1,531.35
Operating 948.86
Maintenance 194.94
Taxes 105.63
Interest, 8 per cent 2,321.30

Total operating cost for year $5,102.08
Loss per year $751.73
Loss in per cent of actual cost of line, plus crossing

construction costs 2.6

Loss in per cent of annual revenue 17.3

Number of crossings 32

Total estimated cost of crossing construction $2,533.28
Average cost per crossing $79.79

TABLE II—COST DATA FOR 14.5-MILE, 6600-VOLT LINE-

NINE CROSSINGS

Actual cost of line $18,829.00

Additional cost for crossing construction, 1911 N.E.L.A.
specifications 886.86

Total $15,715.86

Actual annual revenue $3,727.45

Operation and fixed charges

:

(.a) Line as built

:

Depreciation (average 5.35 per cent) $1,006.31

Operating 1,006.95

Maintenance 245.20

Taxes 90.77

Interest 1,506.32

Total operating cost per year $3,855.55

Loss per year $128.10

Loss in per cent of actual cost of line 0.68

Loss in per cent of annual revenue 3.44

(b) With crossing construction included:

Depreciation $1,069.48

Operating 1,066.95

Maintenance 245.20

Taxes 90.77

Interest 1,577.27

Total operating cost $4,049.67

Loss per year $322.22

Loss in per cent of actual cost of line, plus crossing

construction costs L63

Loss in per cent of annual revenue 8.65

Number of crossings 9

Total estimated cost of crossing construction $886.86

Average cost per crossing $98.54

shown in these cases, it is stated, are typical of those

that are likely to be sustained in the early life of very

many similar lines in the rural territory of Western

States.
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Voltage and Current Relations in Open-Delta-

Connected Transformers

By B. F. Jakobsen

Fig. 1 represents two transformers A and B joined

in "open-delta" and connected to a load made up of

three impedances Z„ Z
2
and Z„ the line impedances

being respectively Za , Zb and Z c , and the equivalent

impedances of the two transformers (referred to their

secondaries, and exciting currents neglected) being Zaa

and Zhb- Let Eaa and Ebb be the primary impressed

voltages on the two transformers (reduced to the sec-

FIG. 1—OPEN-DELTA CONNECTED TRANSFORMERS AND LOAD

ondary turns) and let /„ L and I
3
be the three load

currents. The general problem is to find these three

load currents when the two voltages Eaa and Ebb and
the several impedances are given. When the load cur-

rents have been found, the transformer currents and
the load voltages may be readily calculated, as shown
below.

In Fig. 1 the arrows indicate the directions which are

taken as the positive directions of the voltages and
currents represented by the symbols placed beside them.

The emf acting around any closed loop is always equal

to the vector sum of the impedance drops around this

loop; this is merely Kirchoff's second law applied to

alternating currents. Hence, applying this law to the

three loops, a'c'ca, c'b'bc and abc, and placing a dot

under the various symbols to indicate that their vector

values are to be taken, the following equations result:

Eaa = (Z, + Z c + Za + Zaa ) /,— Z c /..— (Za + Zaa) L-

(1)

Ebb = — Zcl + (Z2 + Z c +Z b -\- Zbb) I
2— (Z'b + Zbb)l.' (2)

= Z
1
/

1 + Z
2
/

2 + Z
3
/

3
. (3)

Solving equation (3) for L and substituting in (1)

and (2) gives

Eaa^M^ + NJ* (4)

Ebb = NJ3 + MJ2 , (5)

where

M^Z. + Zc + Za + Zaa + ^iZa + Zaa), (6)

M
2
= Z

2 + Zc + Z b + Zbb-Y-^-iZb + Zaa),

N
l
= ^-(Za + Zaa )

Z—Z c ,

N^ = ^(Z b + Z bb)—Z c .

z.

Solving equations (4) and (5) for I, and L_ gives

_mj:„„ — n.e.
il

The transformer currents are then

/ -/—

/

d3){aa — -(i ii

Ibb=h~l. (U)

and the load voltages are

E^ZJy, E
2
= ZJy, E

t
= Z

3
I

t . (15)

The above formulas are perfectly general. Usually

the transformer impedances are equal, the line imped-

ances are equal, and the load impedances are equal;

that is, Zaa = Zbb', Za =Zb = Z c ; and Z
X
=Z

3 = Z
3

.

When these relations hold, then

M
1
=M

i
= Z

1 + SZa + 2Zaa, ( 16 >

!, = -(/*+£>. < 18)

which greatly simplify the calculations.

Example 1.—Two 55,000-volt transformers are con-

nected open-delta and supply power to a non-inductive

three-phase delta-connected load having an equivalent

resistance per phase of 5240 ohms. Neglecting the

transformer and line impedances, what will be the

current in each transformer, assuming the transformer

voltages equal and 120 deg. apart in phase?

From (16) and (17),

M
x
= M

3
= 5240.

N
i

'= N
a
= 0.

Taking Eaa as the reference vector and assuming

Ebb to lag 120 deg. behind Eaa,

Eaa = 55,000.

.., ~bb

n'n..

/,=

M
t
M

t

M
t
En— N,E,

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

M&n— NtN,
From (3) the third load current is then

zx±M>
zt

L =

(11)

(12)

From (10), (11)

55,000
/* =

/. =

5240

55,000

5240

Ebb

and (12),

= 10.5.

/ 1 .V3\= __ 55,000 I ~2+3 "2
)

t—«<H-S-+^)-«»(-T+'T>
The load currents are therefore equal in effective

value (10.5 amp) and differ in phase by 120 deg. From

(14) and (15),

Iaa = 10.511 +

/_ 10,(_±_43+
i_.^ =10,V3(„_,).

Each transformer current is therefore equal in ef-

fective value to V 3 times the load current per phase, and

the current in transformer A lags behind voltage of this

transformer by the angle tan"
1

( -^ )
= 30 deg -' and the

current in transformer B leads the voltage of B by

FIG. 2—RELATION BETWEEN LINE CURRENT AND TRANS-

FORMER CURRENT AND VOLTAGE
I

120 deg. — 90 deg. = 30 deg. (see Fig. 2). From (15)

the three load voltages are equal in effective value

(10.5 X 5240 = 55,000 volts) to the effective value of

the voltage of either transformer, and differ in phase

by 120 deg. The total transformer volt-amperes is

2 X 55,000 X 10.5V3, and the total volt-amperes taken
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by the load i
ooo io fi ii. nee the roll ampere

capacity of the tranefonnerfl must be —~r— ; L.166

tinu's the voH amperes taken bj the load; i. e., L6.fi per

cent mow transformer capacity Is required when two
transformers are connected in open delta than would be

required with three transformers connected In a closed

delta.

I:\rnniplc 2. Same as example 1 except that the im-

pedances of the transformers are taken Into account,

these impedances being equal and having the value

Z,,,, 7. 24.6
I j 118.5.

The line impedances are neglected and the three load

impedances are non-inductive and each equal to 5240,

viz.,

Z a = Z b = Z = 0.

Z\ = Z[= Z
t
= 5240.

The voltages impressed on the transformer primaries

differ in phase by 120 deg., and each has the effective

value 55,000 ; therefore, taking E„„ as the reference vec-

tor and assuming E bb to lag behind E„a

Eaa = 55,000.

Ebb = — 55,000 (0.5 + ;'0.866)

.

From equations (17) and (18),

jjft =Mt
= 5240 + 2(24.5 + /118.5) = 5289 -f ;237.

N
t
= N

2
= 24.5 + ;1 18.5.

Therefore

MJEaa— 2V, Ebb =
55,000 [5289 + /237 + (0.5 + ;0.866) (24.5 + ;118.5) ]

= 55,000(5198 + /317).

MJEbb— N
2 Eaa =

— 55,000 [ (5289 + ;237) (0.5 + /0.866) + 24.5 + /118.5]

= — 55,000 (2464 + /4817)

.

M
l
M,— N

l
N,= (5289 + ;237)

2— (24.5 + ;118.5)
2

= 27,500,000 — y2,500,000.

Therefore, from (10) and (11), the first two load

currents are

I, = 10.21 — ;'0.33; effective value = 10.21,

/, =— 5.44— ;8.69 ; effective value = 10.28.

From (18) the third load current is

J% = 4.77 + ^9.02; effective value = 10.20.

From (13) and (14) the two transformer currents

are

Iaa = 14.98— j 9.35 ; effective value = 17.68,

}M = — 0.67 + /17.71 ; effective value = 17.84,

and from (15) the three load voltages, which are in

phase with the load currents, since the load is non-

inductive, have the effective values:

Et
= 53,500 ; E

2
= 53,900 ; E, = 53,400.

Storing Steam at the Engine Instead of the Boiler

Large receivers and separators were placed near the

throttles of reciprocating engines recently installed in

the power house of a Western mining company. At the

same time the boiler drums installed at the plant were
made unusually small, as the company's engineer de-

clared that the proper place to store steam is at the en-

gine throttle and not in the boilers. The receiver ca-

pacity at each engine is practically four times the cylin-

der capacity, and the steam reservoir thus afforded, the

engineer stated, permits the use of smaller steam pip-

ing, thereby reducing heat losses and establishing at

the same time a reserve supply of dry steam imme-
diately at the engine throttle where it is most needed
under the condition of an engine engaged in mine
hoisting.

Telephone That Tells Who (ailed While You Were
Out

on a single-wire part; line telephone circuit near
Constableville, N. v., each subscriber Is provided with
a telephone i nst riinient equipped not only with a se-
lective ringing attachment hut also with a device to
inform the suhscriher who, it' anyone, called in his ab-

4-* ^-^

FIG. 1—CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF PARTY-LINE TELEPHONE

sence. The instruments were constructed under speci-

fications covered in a patent issued to Mr. P. G. Bern-
holtz, Constableville, N. Y. They differ from the stand-
ard ground-return telephone in that a special battery
has been added to the local circuit and a visual signal

or drop, as well as a bell, has been arranged to operate
through an especially designed selective-signaling

mechanism.
To call a subscriber on a line equipped with these

instruments it is necessary to close the special battery

(B) circuit through the push-button. The special bat-

tery operating all relays (R) on the line unlocks all

instruments. The indicator then moves automatically

to the desired number, and when the line is again ener-

gized the selective-signaling apparatus in the called

subscriber's instrument rings the bell and operates the
visual signal or drop. Other instruments return to
their normal positions. If it so happens that the called

party is not within earshot of the bell, he notes on his

return that the visual signal has been operated. He
then places his indicator on R and energizes the line

W\
I I _

9-91

1 IemBs^i

FIG. 2—CALL-RECORDING TELEPHONE SET

by means of the special battery, ringing all bells on the

line, but failing to actuate any of the visual signals

because the indicator was set at position R. Hearing
this call and observing that the visual signal has not

been disturbed, all subscribers understand the signal,

and only the one who previously called and failed tc*

obtain the individual with whom he desired to com-
municate is supposed to answer.
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DIGEST OF ELECTRICAL LITERATURE
Generators, Motors and Transformers

Protection of Alternators.—A note on a recent British

patent (No. 11,436, 1914) of the British Thomson-Hous-
ton Company and F. H. Clough for a method of protect-

ing an alternator, in which the armature conductors of

one phase are separated from those of another by an
earthed shield connected to an automatic circuit-breaker.

—London Elec. Eng'ing, June 10, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Rating and Designating of Incandescent Lamps.—
The first part of the stenographic account of the ex-

tended discussion which followed the reading of the

paper of Salomon recently abstracted in the Digest.

The proposals made in that paper originated with the

incandescent-lamp manufacturers and were later dis-

cussed by the lighting committee of the German Asso-
ciation of Electrical Engineers, but no full agreement
had been obtained in that committee. In a communi-
cated discussion by Schneider & Company it was pointed

out that the designation of the watt consumption of the

lamp is of value only if the ratio of watts to hefners
or the ratio of watts to lumens has also been exactly

determined and is stated at the same time. N. A. Hal-

bertsman criticised the statement which is sometimes
made, that by a special arrangement of a spiral

filament it is possible to procure a distribution of light

essentially downward. This is not possible, since in

a lamp with a complete globe and without a fitting the

upper hemispherical candle-power must always be equal

to the lower hemispherical candle-power whatever the

form or arrangement of the filament. In practice the

ratio of the lower to the higher hemispherical candle-

power is slightly above unity owing to the fitting on
top of the lamp. Greater differences between the upper
and the lower hemispherical candle-powers are produced
if the upper part of the globe be blackened or provided

with a reflector. Klein, who attended the committee
meetings for the Association of Central Stations, ob-

jected to the proposition that only the watts should be

stated and not the candle-power. He urged that it

should be required by law to state the voltage, the

upper and lower hemispherical candle-powers, the total

watt consumption and the watts per candle. Wedding
agreed with the proposal of Salomon. He emphasized
that it is now possible to measure the total spherical

candle-power by means of the Ulbricht spherical pho-

tometer. He thought that not only incandescent lamps
but also arc lamps should be designated by their total

spherical candle-power, although arc lamp manufac-
turers object to this for good reasons. The bare

"2000-cp" tungsten lamp with a lower hemispherical

candle-power of 2000 cp has also an upper hemispher-

ical candle-power of 2000 cp. If it is provided with a

fitting, the lower hemispherical candle-power becomes
2600 candles. On the other hand, the so-called "2000-cp"

arc lamp has a lower hemispherical candle-power of

2000 candles, while the upper hemispherical candle-

power is zero. The mean spherical candle-power is

1000 candles. Wedding thought that the mean spher-

ical candle-power should be the general basis of lighting

calculations. How any type of lamp is to be used de-

pends, however, also on other factors, such as the

height of suspension above the ground, the size of

the area to be illuminated, and especially the polar

candle-power curve of the lamp, which must be taken

into consideration in any case. Blanc objected to the

expression "energy consumption in watts." One should

say either "power consumption in watts" or simply

"watt consumption." Burstyn said that any electrical

engineer can measure the watts but not the candle-

power of a lamp; but the general public is more vitally

interested in the candle-power, and the only exact

statement of that would be the total spherical candle-

power. The chairman, Passavant, emphasized that

when the low hemispherical candle-power was adopted
for rating arc lamps the latter were in a class by them-
selves among electric lamps and were comparable only

with compressed-gas incandescent lamps. This is now
no longer the case since no distinction can be made
between incandescent lamps and arc lamps with respect

to size. The report is to be concluded.

—

Elek. Zeit.,

May 13, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Electric Power at Blast-Furnace Plants.—J. E. John-
son, Jr.—In the present instalment of his long illus-

trated serial on the modern iron blast furnace, the author
discusses blast-furnace-plant auxiliaries and general

arrangement. After a discussion of the water-supply

system he deals with the electrical supply. Where very

large electric plants are to be installed it is still a

question as to whether the gas engine or the steam
turbine is the more economical. The gas engine is un-

doubtedly the more economical by from 25 to 33 per
cent on the heat-unit basis, but its operating cost is

decidedly higher, and its fixed charges are very much
greater than those of the steam turbine. It is, there-

fore, very largely a matter of local conditions. If coal

be high, intelligent labor plentiful, and capital not too

dear, the gas engine is to be preferred. When these

conditions are reversed, undoubtedly the sream turbine

is the best. The intermediate conditions must be de-

cided on their merits after careful examination of all

the factors. The steam turbine has one great advan-
tage in that it may be used as a low-pressure machine
exclusively, and in two of the most modern plants which
combine both blast furnaces and steel works the blow-

ing engines are steam-driven and exhaust their steam
at about atmospheric pressure into turbines which drive

the electric generators. The turbine is by far the most
economical motor in existence for low pressures, while

it is inferior to the piston engine at higher pressures.

This arrangement places each type of machine under
the conditions for which it is best adapted, and makes
a type of plant which has everything to commend it

when the electrical requirements are sufficient to use

up the steam from the blowing engines. In smaller

sizes the electrical plant may be either steam-engine-
driven or turbine-driven, the steam engine probably be-

ing preferable in small sizes and the turbine having an
increasing advantage as the size of the plant increases.—Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, June, 1915.

Comparative Furnace Efficiencies.—R. J. Weitlaner.
—An article giving simple formulas, tables and dia-

grams for figuring the comparative efficiencies of fur-

naces, when operated with different kinds of fuel or

electric energy.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, June, 1915.

Fuel Supply Contracts.—John B. C. Kershaw.—An
article on fuel supply contracts and the progress of

more scientific methods of purchase and control in

America and in different European countries.

—

Met. and
Chem. Eng'ing, June, 1915.

Condensing Plant.—G. Klingenberg.—A description

of a simple method, illustrated by a numerical example,
for quickly determining the steam consumption of con-

densing plant—Elek. Zeit., April 29, 1915.
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British G riant. An Illustrated description
<>i the electric station which supplies energy throughout
the urban district of Woo,! Green, Use is made of the
direct current three wire system operated at ;i pre
of 240 volts for lighting and heating and 180 volts foi

motor service. Town gas supplied from the Tottenham
works of the company furnishes the fuel for the gener
sting plant. Two sets of generating plants have been
erected, one of LOO k« rating and the other of 200 kw
rating, and accommodation has been provided in the
engine house for two additional sets of larger rating.
The battery lias a rating of 800 kw-hr. at a three-hour
rate, or 200 kw-hr. for one hour. London Electrician,
May 21, 1D15.

Transmission.—George R. Dean.—The conclusion of
his highly mathematical paper on the differentia] equa-
tions of long-distance transmission. A numerical illus-

tration is given in the conclusion.—London Electrician,
June 1 1, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Working Cost of Central Stations; Municipal Versus
Private Ownership.—C. Ashmore Baker.—An article

entitled "Load-Factor, Output and Cost." The author
first discusses the influence of the size of a central
station (maximum load in kilowatts) on its working
cost, and then takes up the discussion of the influence
of the load-factor. The article is illustrated by numer-
ous statistical diagrams. In the concluding part of the
article the author takes up the problem of municipal
versus private ownership of central stations in Great
Britain, and concludes that "neither economy of first

cost nor economy of administration or working is to be
gained by private ownership." In Fig. 1 curve A shows
the relation between price charged and load-factor for a
British station of average size; this curve descends as
the load-factor increases. Curve C is the total annual
cost per kilowatt; this is an ascending curve, and the
vertical distance between B and C represents net profit

as far as the point at which they cross. The distance
separating them beyond this point would be net loss.

The author points out the following difference in policy
as between company and municipality which these curves
suggest. The object of a company is to keep net profits

as high as possible, hence it has no interest in aiming
at high load-factors unless it can obtain exceptionally

INFLUENCE OF F«»ICE ON REVENUE & EXPENDITURE
FOR AN UNDERTAKING OF AVERAGE SITE
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FIG. 1—RATIO BETWEEN LOAD-FACTOR AND PRICE

high relative prices. The trend of its policy is to keep
prices up, as, in fact, the companies as a rule have done.

The object of an enlightened municipality, on the other
hand, is to sell as many units as possible at the lowest
price compatible with financial stability. The municipal
engineer, therefore, is continually working toward the
crossing point of the curves and endeavoring to push

ih.it crossing point as far as possible to the right by
lowering his working expen e and Increasing his load.

The con inner, re pond by buying 40 per cent or 50 per
cent more units per he.nl ..I population where local

authorities own the supply than they do In areas served
by companies. Fig. 2 gives the relation between aver-
age price charged and the growth of sales in units
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FIG. 2—RATIO BETWEEN GROWTH OF SALES AND PRICE

per head of population per year. It is taken over a

period of five years, and inasmuch as the equation to

this curve is practically the same for both companies
and municipalities, it may be taken as being independent

of ownership. "When we consider that the average cost

[in Great Britain] of a municipally supplied kilowatt-

hour for the year 1911-12 was 3.24 cents, as compared
with 5.74 cents charged by the companies, the sociolog-

ical value of public ownership becomes apparent. Thus
it is difficult to discover (outside the pockets of share-

holders and directors) any justification for the general

principle of the supply of electricity by private enter-

prise."—London Elec. Review, May 28, June 4 and 11,

1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Laiv of Magnetic Induction.—A. Blondel.--A paper
presented before the French Academy of Sciences. Con-
siderable discussion has arisen at different times as to

the most general method of stating the laws of induc-

tion. The question is whether it should be considered

that an electromotive force is produced by any variation

in the magnetic flux which is included within the circuit

of a conductor, or whether it is produced by the act of

the conductor in cutting through a portion of this flux.

The author has made use of a new experimental ar-

rangement. This makes it possible to vary the total

magnetic flux passing through a coil, and this is done by
continuously varying the number of turns on the coil

by a method which allows it to be unwound as desired.

Assuming a constant flux through a number of convolu-

tions, then the electromotive force should vary according
to the rate of variation of the number of convolutions,

if such variation can be brought about. The author
attempted to create this variation by unwinding a coil

placed in the field of an electromagnet so that the flux

passed down the axis of the coil. It was found that if

any electromotive force was observed it was due to the

way in which the end connection was made, and the con-

clusion is reached that there can be an induced electro-

motive force in a circuit with a constant electromagnetic

field only if the deformation of the circuit causes the

lines of force to be cut by a moving portion of this

circuit.—London Electrician, June 11, 1915.

Electric Conduction in Metals.—J. J. Thomson.—

A

lecture before the British Institute of Metals. The ac-

cumulating difficulties of the electronic theory of metallic
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conduction have led the author to discard all the elec-

tronic conduction theory except the single point that
the current is carried by electrons. He now postulates,

first, that a conductor is capable of polarization just
like a non-conductor; that is to say, when an electric

field is applied to it the molecules arrange themselves
with positive ends pointing one way and negative the
other—much as in the old Grotthus chain hypothesis of

electrolysis. Second, he postulates that electrons can
pass easily from one molecule to another when the
negative end of the one is close to the positive end of

the other, but not otherwise. The current through the
metal is constituted of electrons skipping from molecule
to molecule along chains of molecules. He shows
by means of such premises that the startling discovery

by Kamerlingh Onnes of the almost infinite conduc-
tivity of lead and mercury at the temperature of liquid

helium can be explained.—London Electrician, May 28,

1915.

Thomson Effect.—A. G. Worthing.—A description

of a method of studying quantitatively the Thomson
effects in tungsten, tantalum and carbon filaments

mounted in evacuated chambers, with the aid of an
optical pyrometer. The Thomson emf coefficients were
determined for tungsten, tantalum and carbon for tem-
peratures ranging from 1500 deg. K. to 2200 deg. K.

(centigrade degrees from absolute zero).

—

Phys. Re-
view, June, 1915.

Radium Emanation in Manila.—J. R. Wright and O.

F. Smith.—An account of an extended set of observa-
tions of the variation with meteorological conditions of

the amount of radium emanation in the atmosphere, in

the soil gas, and in the air exhaled from the surface of

the ground, at Manila.

—

Phys. Review, June, 1915.

Roentgen Rays.—G. C. Drew.—An account of an
experimental investigation of the ionizing potential of

the Roentgen-ray tube.

—

Journal Franklin Institute,

June, 1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Electric Steel in Germany and Austria.—The total

production of electric steel in Germany in 1914 was
89,336 tons, while that of crucible steel was 95,096
tons. The production of electric steel in Austria-
Hungary in 1914 was 19,844 tons, that of crucible steel

17,557 tons. Of the total electric steel made in Ger-
many 38.5 per cent was produced in induction fur-

naces. Of the total electric steel made in Austria-

Hungary 45.5 per cent was produced in induction fur-

naces.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, June, 1915.

Chemical Industries of Germany.—Percy F. Frank-
land.—An article on the different chemical industries

which have been established in Germany, giving his-

torical and statistical notes, together with some addi-

tional notes on the prospects of the proposed British

coal-tar industry.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, June,

1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Vacuum Meter.—A note on the Heraeus electric

vacuum meter, which permits the measurement of gas

pressures down to 10"° mm. of mercury. If a thermo-

element arranged in a vacuum is provided with a con-

stant supply of heat, the heating of the hot junctions is

greater the less energy is withdrawn from the element

by conduction in the gas, that is, the better the vacuum.
In the Heraeus instrument twenty thermo-elements,

consisting of narrow bands of two nickel alloys (electro-

motive force = 0.06 microvolt per degree) coupled up in

series, are cemented between two square glass plates,

which are 12 mm. thick and have each a central trans-

verse hole 50 mm. in diameter, thus forming a cylin-

drical chamber along a diameter of which are arranged

the junctions to be heated. Ten of the elements enter

this chamber from each side, so that the hot junctions

lie in two rows in juxtaposition. The ends of the cham-
ber are closed by thin glass plates, and communication
between the chamber and the space the vacuum in

which is to be measured is made through a glass tube
mounted in a radial hole. The constant supply of heat
is afforded by means of a 10-cp., 10-volt incandescent
lamp arranged with the filament opposite one end of
the cylindrical chamber. A heavy nickeled metal casing
is provided around the glass cell, which insures a con-
stant temperature for the cold junctions of the thermo-
elements. The electromotive force developed is meas-
ured by a voltmeter of the d'Arsonval type having a
range of 18 microvolts, each division being equivalent
to 10" 4

volts. By means of a switch this instrument
can be used for controlling the constancy of the current
in the lamp used for supplying, heat.—From Zeit. f.

Elektrochemie, Vol. 20, page 539; abstracted in London
Electrician, June 11, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Electric Bells.—C. Turnbull.—The author criticises

the usual design of electric bells and emphasizes that a
properly designed electric bell should have a hammer

FIG. 3—DESIGN FOR ELECTRIC BELL

arranged to swing through an appreciable arc, while
the contact should be made when the hammer is right
back and broken only when the armature has come
against the pole-pieces. The author's design is shown
in Fig. 3. The armature is hinged at H, while the
hammer is pivoted at P, the electric contact being at C.
The armature rests against the stop S at the beginning
of the stroke, while the hammer falls far enough back-
ward to make the contact C. Current flows through
C when the circuit is completed, thereby exciting the
magnets, which draw up the armature with a jerk, so
that the hammer is thrown against the gong and the
contact C is also broken. The armature then falls back
and remakes the circuit when the cycle is repeated.
The stop 5 is made springy, which materially increases
the force of the blows. "Owing to the fact that the
contact is made when the armature is right back and
not broken until it is against the poles, this form of
electric bell is very efficient, while the slow and rhythmic
stroke permits the use of musical gongs which ring out
with pleasant tones." Laminated magnets give an ap-
preciably sharper hammer blow, and should be used for
large bells. The contacts may be made of nickel or
similar metal, and are self-cleaning if the metal is thin
enough to insure that the pressure is concentrated on
a small area where they meet.—London Electrician,
May 21, 1915.
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Hook Reviews

I'u ESlektrisch] KbaftObertragung, By Paul Ktthn.

Vol. 424 of Teubner'a Nature Series. Leipzig and
Berlin: B, »;. Teubner. 121 paK*^. 187 lllus. Price,

1.26 marks.

A little elementary textbook on the principlei and

practice of energy transmission and distribution by

direct-curreni and alternating-currenl systems. Intended

for the use Of central-station workers. The book is

divided into nine sections on the following topies: in-

troduction, fundamental principles, generator! and mo-

tors, transformers and converters, storage batteries, dis-

tribution, transmission from motor to machine, prime

movers, applications of electric motors. It is abundantly

illustrated and the treatment is simple. Only elemen-

tary algebra is employed. One of the best sections is

that dealing with energy distribution.

Anlage und Betrieb Kleinerer Elektrizitatswerke,

insbesondere mit ausnutzung vorhandener
Wasserkraft. By S. Herzog. Vienna, Austria:

Jos. Eberle & Company. 168 pages. Price, 6

crowns.

This is an interesting and useful elementary book on

the economical principles underlying the successful

operation of small electric central stations, and especially

hydroelectric stations. It has been written by a well-

known electrical engineer of long experience. The book

is divided into sections, not actually separated into chap-

ters but dealing respectively with the following matters:

General considerations, principal units, water-power

plant, electric plant, preliminary work for the erection

of a hydroelectric plant, technical operation of a hydro-

electric plant, administrative operation of a hydroelec-

tric plant. The volume is interleaved with numerous

accounting forms illustrating the business side of oper-

ating an electric central station. The work is intended

to serve as a business man's guide to the economics of

an electrotechnical undertaking, with special reference

to middle-European conditions.

volume mighl well be amended. For Instance, in the

directions for administering artificial respiration to a
person rendered unconscious by electric shock the old

Sylvester recumbenl position and technique are detailed,

instead of the more modern and simpler Schaet'er prone

posit ion and technique.

Deutscher Kalender fur Elektrotechniker, 1915.

By G. Dettmar. Munich and Berlin : R. Oldenbourg.

Two vols., illus. Vol. I, cloth, 656 pages. Vol. II,

paper, 355 pages. Price, 4 marks.

This is the thirty-second annual appearance of a very

welcome electrical engineers' pocket-book. It was orig-

inally produced in a single volume, but of late years it

has been divided so as to occupy two pockets, although

the second volume is designed more for shelf reference

than for carrying about. The first volume is divided into

fourteen sections relating to the following topics:

Tables, units, magnetism, electricity, measurements,

electric machinery, transformers, batteries, apparatus,

central stations, lighting, energy distribution, miscel-

laneous, rules and standards. The second volume con-

tains sixteen sections as follows : Electric railways, con-

tactless electric railways, electric vehicles and launches,

telephony, teLgraphy, fire telegraphs, annunciators, elec-

tric signals for railways, electric mine firing, electric

clocks, protection of buildings against lightning, electro-

chemistry, electroplating, physics, mathematics, tables

of mechanical dimensions. The material for the prepa-

ration of the book has been divided among a number of

specialists. The general result is excellent. The book

is a fine collection of reference material, in a convenient

form for immediate application to engineering purposes.

Incidentally, as is of course sure to appear in a large

mass of material, there are certain passages which seem

to be a little out of date, and which in the next annual

Polyphase Currents. By Alfred Still. New York:
The Macmillan Company. 800 pages, 84 illus.

Price, $1.50.

This little textbook, which is now passing through
its second edition, can be safely recommended to all

students. Reference to the inaccurate knowledge of

the author in connection with the history of the theory

of the polyphase induction motor should be made, but
this does not seriously detract from the usefulness of

the volume.

Principles and Practice of Electrical Engineering.
By Alexander Gray. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc. 392 pages, 449 illus. Price, $3.

This thoughtful author has produced a most interest-

ing volume. While claiming in no way originality of

treatment or new contributions, it is a work of consid-

erable merit, which, in the hands of students as well as

engineers not familiar with electrical-engineering prob-

lems, must be of great usefulness. The books of Prof.

Karapetoff are really the only works of a similar nature
with which Prof. Gray's book could be compared.

Schopfungen der Ingenieurtechnik der Neuzeit.
By Max Geitel. Vol. 28 of the Teubner Nature
Series. Leipsic and Berlin: B. G. Teubner. 106
pages, 32 illus. Price, 1.25 marks.

A handy little volume of recent engineering accom-
plishments in various fields and countries. The book is

divided into nine chapters, relating respectively to the

following topics: Steel structures, tunnels, canals, hy-

draulic central stations, electric railways, elevated rail-

ways and subways, radiotelegraphy, large steamers, air-

ships and aeroplanes. The descriptions are interesting

and are intended for the general reader rather than the

specialist. There are, among others, pictures of the

Forth Bridge, the Woolworth Building, the Panama
Canal, the Jungfrau electric railway, the steamship
Vaterland and a Zeppelin airship. The author has,

therefore, broad-mindedly included engineering achieve-

ments in a number of different countries. The last

chapter on airships and flying machines is perhaps the

most fully developed.

Drake's Telephone Handbook. By David Penn More-
ton. Chicago: Frederick J. Drake & Company.
286 pages, 159 illus. Price, $1.

This handbook, by an associate professor of electri-

cal engineering at Armour Institute, is obviously "writ-

ten down" to meet the needs of the so-called practical

man in telephony. The first five chapters deal with the

elements of electricity and the measurement of resist-

ance and capacity. Chapter VI, on "Sound," ties to-

gether rather too closely the physical phenomena of

audible molecular vibrations and visible electromag-

netic waves, but nevertheless should be of assistance to

the lay reader in forming a conception of the mechani-

cal basis of sound. The two succeeding chapters are

on magneto-telephone instruments and systems and
common-battery systems^ Chapter IX goes into some
detail on the practical construction of telephone lines

and contains statements of erection cost for various

conditions. The book closes with a tabulation of com-

mon telephone troubles and their remedies.
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Engineering Economics. First Principles. By John
Charles Lounsbury Fish. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. 218 pages. Price, $2.

This is a valuable textbook on engineering economics,
based on simple algebra, -common sense and ordinary
arithmetic. It commends itself to the reader by its

clearness of exposition and simplicity of style. It is

one of the few books on the quantitative theory of

economic structural values that are sufficiently inter-

esting in their mode of presentation to make them read-

able for pleasure as well as for profit. When one per-
ceives the logical arithmetic of such quantities as
"scrap value," "salvage value" and "amortization," the
careless and indiscriminate use of such terms becomes
not merely a meaningless vapidity but also a positive

intellectual crime. The proper use of such terms should
be insisted on by all who strive for simplicity, clearness

and communicability of economic ideas. The book is

divided into five parts, relating respectively to introduc-

tory material, elements of the problem of economic
selection, solution of the problem of economic selection,

bibliography of depreciation and tables. The author is

to be congratulated on having produced a thoroughly
practical, scholarly, sound engineering textbook on the

arithmetic of economic principles.

Wireless Telegraphy. By A. B. Rolfe-Martin, B.Sc.

London: Adam and Charles Black. New York: The
Macmillan Company. 256 pages, 143 illus. Price,

$1.25.

This handbook on the fundamentals and practice of

radiotelegraphy is written from the British viewpoint.

It is exceptional in that, while it gives the conclusions

of many of the mathematical demonstrations of earlier

and more nearly complete theoretical works, it does not

neglect the practical application of these results. After
taking up, in the first three chapters, general considera-

tions on the historical growth of information as to

electromagnetic waves and resonance phenomena, the

author proceeds to a practical discussion of condensers,

inductors, detectors, spark-gaps and sending and receiv-

ing circuits generally. The chapter on aerials and
earths is given over mainly to constructional details,

while that on directive transmission covers the general

arrangements of the methods advocated by Bellini and
Tosi and the Marconi and Telefunken companies. The
singing arc of Poulsen, the Goldschmidt alternator and
Marconi's disk method of generating continuous waves
are described, but no advantages of the sustained-wave

system other than "a higher degree of selectivity" are

given, beats receivers not having been mentioned.

Measurements of wave-length and decrement are gone

into, and the book closes with two long chapters on

Marconi and Telefunken apparatus as known in Eng-
land. The general treatment of the subject is good,

and the work should prove of interest to engineering

students of radiotelegraphy.

Books Received

Practical Applied Mathematics. By Joseph W. L.

Hale. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.

206 pages, 184 illus. Price, $1.

Elementary Mechanics for the Practical Engineer.

By John Paul Kottcamp. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. 182 pages, 85 illus. Price, $1.50.

Calcul des Lignes Aeriennes a Point de Vue Mecanique
par des Abaques. By Andre Blondel. Paris, France:

La Lumiere Electrique. 64 pages, 33. illus. Price, 5

francs.

RECENT TELEPHONE PATENTS
Combined Receiver and Transmitter

Messrs. E. S. Stewart and C. D. Stewart of Ottawa,
111., are the joint inventors of a combined receiver and
transmitter which can be used for linemen's test sets

and similar purposes. The instrument, which is de-
scribed in patent No. 1,138,698, is shaped like an ordi-

nary watchcase receiver. The transmitter button is

mounted upon the back of the case, and the movable
electrode protrudes through a perforation in the rear
wall of the casing. The air space within the receiver
casing being thus closed, the receiver diaphragm can
actuate the movable electrode by changing the air
pressure.

Radiotelephony

When a telephone is used to receive wireless signals
the greatest audibility is obtained if the fundamental
period of vibration of the receiver corresponds with the
frequency of the signal currents. A patent (No. 1,138,-

147), covering a method of adjusting or tuning a re-

ceiver to give this condition, has been granted to Mr.
H. J. Power of Everett, Mass. To obtain the desired
relation between the natural frequency of the diaphragm
and the frequency of the signal waves, the magnetiza-
tion of the polarizing magnet is varied. This is accom-
plished by a magnetizing coil wound around the poles
or yoke and subjected to an adjustable current. To keep
the diaphragm under a fairly uniform tension means
are provided by which the length of the air-gap may be
increased as the magnetization is increased.

Trunking System

A trunking system for use with semi-automatic tele-

phone systems has been patented by Mr. F. R. McBerty
of New Rochelle, N. Y. The circuits are arranged so
that the trunk, while providing the necessary discon-
nect signals and restoring devices, is free from all

grounds or energy flow during conversation. The pos-
sibility of the contacts acting as microphonic transmit-
ters is thus eliminated. This patent (No. 1,138,879)
has been assigned to the Western Electric Company.

Terminal Board

To facilitate testing and isolating trouble on so-called
intercommunicating systems, Mr. H. T. Slee of War-
wick, R. I., has devised and patented (No. 1,138,255) a
terminal board on which all wires at each station are
attached. Knife switches are included in each circuit.
A voltmeter and ammeter are provided for testing pur-
poses, and are so controlled by knife switches as to be
readily inserted where required.

Miscellaneous Patents

Sometimes it becomes advisable to lock a telephone
so that it cannot be used by unauthorized persons. A
device for this purpose has been patented (No. 1,138,-
389) by Mr. Theodore Luby of Philadelphia. It consists
of a plate for sealing the transmitter mouthpiece. The
plate is held against the transmitter by locking it to a
clamp which surrounds the stem of the transmitter.

Patent No. 1,138,734, which was granted to Mr. E. J.
Cressey of Wichita, Kan., describes a phonographic
responding device which can be connected with a tele-
phone when the subscriber is absent. The phonograph
is designed to repeat numerals, the significance of which
is given in a code used with the device. When a per-
son calls a subscriber whose telephone is equipped with
one of these devices it repeats the numerals to which it
has been set. By consulting a code the calling party is
advised of any message left by the absentee. For' in-
stance, number twenty in the code mav mean "Gone for
the day."
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A Double-Tank Mot hod of Storing Hot Water

When it Is desirable to Bave the cooling water from

a compressor, or the water from any other such source,

together With the heal contained therein, the arrange-

ment shown in the accompanying illustration has proved

satisfactory.

In the operation of this installation the condensation

from the high-pressure and low-pressure drips, returns

r i , _c f Vapor through Roof
'ooling wafer from ' .. / *
or compressor- *'^

fc /Floai. Va/ve

Overflow
to Sewer

Vapor through Roof

Trap water
anaother
water athigh
temperatures

Cold water at
cifg pressure

Feed Pump
Discharge to Boiler

CONNECTIONS OF TANKS TO SAVE HOT WATER

from heating systems and various other sources return-

ing water at high temperatures to the feed-water heater

is collected by traps and discharged into tank A. Water
at colder temperatures, such as the compressor cooling

water, is returned separately from the former and dis-

charged under its own pressure into tank B.

The arrangement is such that only the hotter water

is admitted to the boiler, thereby effecting a saving in

heat units and avoiding unequal strains in the boiler

due to expansion and contraction from varying water

temperatures. The feed pumps, too, may be kept in

better condition. Any excess of water will overflow

from tank B, which contains the colder water. The
overflow in the single-tank method will cause a loss of

the hot water which is mixed with the cold, and some
of the water wasted in this manner may be required

a few moments later because of fluctuating demands on

the boiler.

Unusual Location of Motor-Driven Refrigerating

Plant Proves Satisfactory

In the soda, confectionery and news shop of the Jones-

Mannix Company in the new Park Building at Worces-

ter, Mass., a motor-driven refrigerating plant situated

immediately under the sidewalk monitors is supplied

with electricity from the mains of the Worcester Elec-

tric Light Company. The location and natural lighting

of this plant are unusual since ice-making and brine-

circulating machinery is often relegated to the darkest

and most, inaccessible corner of a basement. As shown
in the accompanying illustration, ample space is pro

vided for the Jones-Mannix plant under the sidewalk,

with the added advantage; that inspection is facilitated

and operating service improved through the lighting.

The shop uses six motors in its basement service,

with about 13 hp of connected power load. An Italian

marble soda fountain on the street floor is equipped
with cold-storage chests, but no ice is used in packing
the fountain since all the cooling is effected by brine

circulated through coils by a pair of Goulds centrifugal

pumps. These pumps have a capacity of 30 gal. per

minute and are belt-driven by a 2-hp, 220-volt, three-

phase induction motor. A third similar motor-driven
pump is installed to circulate brine through a 40-gal.-

per-hour Emery-Thompson ice-cream freezer chain-

driven by a 2-hp motor running at 1200 r.p.m. The
brine-pump motors run at 1800 r.p.m., and either one
is capable of handling the normal service. These motors
are bolted to two 2-in. by 2.75-in. by 17-in. timbers in

each case, the latter being bolted into the concrete floor

of the basement. The brine is cooled by a 2-ton ice

machine belt-driven by a 5-hp, 220-volt motor running
1800 r.p.m. and mounted on two 3-in. by 6-in. by 32-in.

timbers. The compressor is controlled by a Cutler-

Hammer switch panel and was made by the Automatic
Refrigerating Company, Hartford, Conn.
A storage tank holding twenty-one 3-gal. ice-cream

containers is piped with brine coils, and the plant also

REFRIGERATING PLANT FOR A SODA SHOP INSTALLED UNDER
SIDEWALK
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contains a refrigerator equipped with brine coils fed

by the pumps which supply the soda fountain. In this'

is mounted a carbonator driven by a 0.125-hp motor
wound for 110 volts. The ice-cream tank is automat-
ically maintained at deg. Fahr. and the main refriger-

ator at 40 deg. Fahr.

Arrangements to Maintain Constant Oil Supply

for Large Generating Units

An uninterrupted supply of oil to prime movers and
generators is just as essential toward maintaining con-

tinuous service as perfect operation of an electrical

system. Without lubricant the bearings of a machine
will soon "run hot," and the resulting injury may tie up
operation of a large portion of the system for a con-

siderable period. Special attention was paid to these

points in designing the gravity lubricating system in

use at the hydroelectric station of the Pennsylvania
Water Power Company, Holtwood, Pa., as shown in the

accompanying diagram. The system consists of three

3000-gal. interconnected storage tanks feeding by grav-

ity through as many pairs of 3-in. pipes into duplicate

distributing mains. From these manifolds one 2-in.

pipe runs to branch feeders at each machine, thus fur-

nishing each unit with two channels of supply so that

damage to one will not interrupt the service and at the

riveted together with the joints carefully calked. From
the main discharge pipe leading into the filter tank ten

pipes are tapped, and from each of these ten pipes seven

smaller pipes are tapped, making a total of seventy dis-

charge pipes, each of which is equipped with a valve, so

that any one may be taken out of service. Each pipe

discharges into a separate filter, which consists of a

linen bag of 1-gal. capacity, woven especially for this

service in order to filter at the rate desired. The filtered

oil is discharged on a pan which delivers the oil over

brass cooling coils, passing finally to the bottom of the

tank, thus completing its cycle. All piping through

which oil flows is of brass. Galvanized iron was con-

sidered, but on account of the danger of scale getting

into the Kingsbury thrust bearings of the main units

and causing damage, brass was finally selected. The
cooling coils are also of brass on account of the corro-

sive effect on iron of the river water used for cooling.

All power units are mounted on vertical shafts, and

with the exception of a new turbine, marked No. 8, have
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DIAGRAM OF OILING SYSTEM FOR LARGE UNITS IN A HYDROELECTRIC STATION

same time provide a safeguard against lack of oil. Only

two of the storage tanks, one oil filter and two 10-hp

pumps are required for the station. However, an extra

tank, an extra pump and three filters have been installed.

The oil is returned from the machine bearings to a

common return header, which discharges into the three

filter tanks. It is then lifted from the filter tanks to

the storage tanks by 2V2 -in. single-stage 120-gal.-per-

minute motor-driven pumps, when the oil flows around

the circuit again. The storage supply requires that at

least one pump shall be in operation continuously.

Double-faced sight-flow indicators in the return circuits,

recording meters and thermometers are used so that the

circulation of the oil can be observed at any time and

overheating of any bearing detected. Two of the oil-

circulating pumps are driven by 10-hp direct-current

motors and one by a 15-hp alternating-current motor.

This selection of motors has been made to insure cir-

culation of oil in case either the direct-current or alter-

nating-current supply should fail.

The filter tanks are square, built of %-in. steel plates

four bearings which require a continuous oil supply, as

follows

:

Gal.

Upper generator guide bearing 1.5

Lower generator guide bearing 1.5

Thrust bearing 15.0

Turbine guide bearing 2.0

Total 20.0

The new turbine has no oil-lubricated turbine guide
bearing, and the two exciters require about one-half to

one-third the above-mentioned supply. The quantities

are those for winter operation and are increased about
20 per cent in summer. When all units are running it

will be noted that 170 gal. of oil is required during
the winter months and approximately 200 gal. during
the summer months. The thrust bearings of all the
units are submerged continuously in oil contained in a
cast-iron oil housing of approximately 600-gal. oil ca-

pacity for the main units, and less for the two exciters.

The rating of the eight generating units is 83,100 kw.,

and for the whole system 20,000 gal. of oil is i^eded.
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Asbestos Flw Curtain lor Transformer Koom
Three 150-kw water-cooled transformers at the

Saccarappa power station of the Presumpscotl Electric
Company, Weatbrook, Maine, arc mounted In a 20 ft. bj
II..") ft. COmpartmenl separated from the mam operal
ing room l>\ a liea\\ asbestos curtain. In case of tire

in the transformer bay the curtain can be dropped al-

AN ASBESTOS FIRE CURTAIN AND REMOVABLE SILLS OF A
TRANSFORMER BAY

most instantly by a rope at one end of the room and all

drafts cut off between the operating room and the trans-

formers. The curtain is about 12 ft. high and is painted
to match the interior finish of the operating room.
Another and convenient feature of the station design

is an arrangement of mortised gates at the operating-
room end of the oil recess surrounding each trans-

former. The sides of each compartment are of con-
crete, except at the end, where a 4-in. by 11-in. tin-

lined dovetailed wooden sill is used. Each sill is 4 ft.

2 in. long and fits into a slot in the concrete end piece,

1.5 in. wide and 1 in. deep. The sills can be removed
easily by hand, and the arrangement greatly facilitates

rolling a transformer out of the transformer bay in the

grooves provided for this purpose in the floor.

Horse and Scraper as a Help in Storing Coal

Central stations which are not provided with sub-

aqueous coal bunkers frequently find themselves con-

fronted with the necessity of storing quantities of coal

in the open air. In such cases the coal is generally un-
loaded on the ground, and measures are then taken

) \

'y7^1

.

to prevent spontaneous Ignition. A preventive of
trouble from this cause is spreading the fuel to that
the lower- strata are under \er.\ little pressure. The
sulphur content of the coal determines t<> a Kreat extent
how high it may safely he piled, hut as a general rule

uiivenl dated coal piles should not he more than 10 ft.

to \'l ft. in height.

An economical method of moving coal away from car
tracks is shown in the accompanying illustration. Two
men with a horse and scraper can move more coal than
a small army of shovelers can remove from the cars.

Consequently with a medium sized force at work it is

not necessary to carry on the scraping continuously, but
at intervals two of the shovelers can be taken from the
cars to remove the heaps of coal which have been built

beside the car tracks.

A Case Where a Light Kelt Works Well on Short

Pulley Centers

In the boxboard mill of the American Boxboard Com-
pany, recently completed at Grand Rapids, Mich., an
idle-pulley belt tightener is effectively used to reduce the
distance between centers of the driving and driven pul-

leys operating the beaters without increasing the width
of pulleys and belt to dimensions called for by the short
centers. The motor equipment for these 1000-lb. beaters

A 150-HP. MOTOR DRIVE WITH 15-FT. PULLEY CENTERS

consists of four Westinghouse 150-hp., 440-volt, three-

phase, sixty-cycle, 435-r.p.m. slip-ring-type motors with
double-extended shafts. To each end of the shafts of

these machines an 18-in. by 16-in. pulley is attached
for driving two beaters. The driven pulleys on these

machines, measuring 72 in. by 16 in., are placed 15 ft.

from the center of the motor pulleys to effect a consid-

erable saving in floor space.

The engineers who designed the motor layout claim
that even though the pulleys are operating with a four-

to-one ratio on 15-ft. centers, the idle-pulley belt tight-

ener, which is of the Lenix design, provides sufficient

arc of contact for satisfactory operation. It is also said

that in this case the arrangement permitted the use of

a lighter belt.

SPREADING COAL WITH A HORSE AND SCRAPER

Testing Rubber Gloves

To test rubber gloves, the Duquesne Light Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., fills them with water to within 1 in.

of the top and suspends them in a tank of water until

the level outside is the same as that inside, care being

taken not to wet the upper part of the glove. One
terminal of a 10,000-volt circuit is then immersed in

the tank and the other connected with the water inside

the gloves. The circuit is then energized and the volt-

age raised gradually to 10,000 volts. If a glove breaks

down, a circuit-breaker opens the circuit.
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Changing Old Hydraulic Elevators for Electric

Operation

In a discussion on the subject of modern elevator

problems at a recent section meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers in New York City, Mr.
Charles R. Pratt called attention to the fact that there

are about 4000 old hydraulic elevators in New York
City and ten times this number elsewhere, costing two

Hydraulic Machine
Retained in Act

as a Counterweight
and as an Air- Cushion

ARRANGEMENT FOR OPERATING OLD HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS
ELECTRICALLY

to three times as much to operate as the modern electric

installation. These are in all stages of repair, many of

them being still good for a number of years' use. Mr.
Pratt pointed out the possibility of converting these old

elevator installations for electric operation.

In the accompanying illustration a suggested method
is shown whereby an underbalanced car of a hydraulic

elevator can be operated by an electric elevator motor.

By the use of the underbalanced car, which is the con-

trolling feature, and using the entire old hydraulic hoist-

way equipment undisturbed, even using the vertical cyl-

inder for a continuous safety with a speed-regulating

valve in the circulating pipe, for water, oil or air, about
one-half the total cost of the change-over from hydraulic

to electric operation is saved, with practically no inter-

ruption of the elevator service. Also, it is said that a

net profit is shown to the owner after he charges off 10

per cent of the initial cost against the amount saved in

power and operating expenses.

When the scheme shown here is used and the electric

machine is installed below with a regulating valve placed

in the circulating pipe, using either air, oil or water,

two more grooves are added to the winding sheave. In

the case of excess speed this balanced piston operates to

choke off the circulating pipe and gives in effect very

good safety.

Co-operation in the Engine Room and Boiler Room
In choosing the personnel of the plant operating staff

it is of importance to select men of sober and indus-

trious habits, said Mr. Andrew Patterson, general super-

intendent of the Southwestern Gas & Electric Company
of Texarkana, Ark., before the recent convention of

Arkansas Public Utility Operators at Little Rock. "The

men chosen should be suited or adapted by temperament
to the class of work which they have to do," he advised.

"Pay enough wages, consistently with the size of the

property, so that operators will stay with you. It costs

time and money to educate a man for the particular line

of duty in which you place him, and frequent changing
due to dissatisfaction is both annoying and expensive.

The keynote of getting a successful operating staff for

a power station lies in co-operation among its units,

from the manager, superintendent or chief on down the

line. Friction and dissension among employees can

create more troubles—and these sometimes the hard-

est to locate—than anything else in the operation of the

entire plant. Personal friction should not be tolerated

one minute. The case should be investigated promptly,

the party or parties receiving fair trial and considera-

tion, but, this failing, dismissal must be resorted to."

Removing Dust Blown from Generators

In order to remove the dust blown from a generator

and prevent it from settling on other apparatus on the

operating floor, a vacuum system is used at station No.

2 of the Cliff Electrical Distributing Company, Niagara
Falls, N. Y. As shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, an exhaust pipe line extending the length of the

station is attached to the roof trusses. This pipe line

is equipped with a number of capped outlets so situated

as to permit the making of a connection with branch
exhaust piping attached to crane, as shown.
When it is desired to clean a machine by means of

compressed air, the crane picks up a large canvas hood
and places it over the generator to be cleaned. This
hood is provided with an opening at the top, which is

then attached to one of the outlets of the crane exhaust

pipe. With the crane piping connected to the station-

ary piping on the roof trusses, a path to the outside of

the station is provided and the dust due to cleaning a

generator is entirely removed. An exhaust fan pro-

vides the vacuum necessary.

According to Mr. George R. Shepard, mechanical en-

gineer of the company, this arrangement is giving sat-

isfactory service.

EXHAUST PIPING ON ROOF TRUSSES AND CRANE TO REMOVE
DUST FROM GENERATORS
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COMMERCIAL SECTION

Carrying the Display Room to the Customer
A Traveling Demonstration Truck Thai Is Proving Its Worth to the

Washington Water Tower Company

ANY demonstration of electric labor-saving appli-

ances for Hit' household or the farm appeals to

ever] one o( us. The subject is so basic and so

vital and the ingenious modern applications of electric

service have so strong a human-interest factor that

there is never any trouble about holding the attention of

an audience and creating the desire among its members
that inevitably results in business. The great difficulty

ever lies in gathering the audience.

The Need for Demonstrations

In the city and the large town the exhibition of elec-

trical devices always draws a crowd; in fact, the demon-
stration of almost anything that touches on the issue

of domestic management and points the way to new
economies in the business of housekeeping is sure to be

appreciated by the more progressive public. But with
it all the proportion of the possible customers who are

reached in this way is but small. Many men and women
will not take the time and trouble to go to any demon-
stration of anything and the fact that to attend entails

the coming of the people to the central-station salesroom

acts as a barrier between this method of educational

selling and a very large majority of the company's best

"prospects." And so the question arises: If the people

will not come, how can the demonstration be carried to

them on an equally practical and effective scale?

Traveling railway-car demonstrations have been most
successfully operated in several instances. Electric

vehicles have been utilized in other cases with good re-

sults. And both have proved the idea to be practicable

and profitable as a medium of advertising and as an
opportunity for the sale of apparatus to consumers who
are otherwise quite out of reach. The most recent illus-

tration comes from the rural territory served by the

Washington Water Power Company of Spokane, Wash.
—-a demonstration planned and operated by Mr. M. C.

Osborn, commercial agent for that company.
The Washington Water Power Company serves a

population of 35,000 on its rural lines alone, including

some thirty-five small towns, and in most cases the lines

between these towns operate at pressures of 6900 volts

and in some cases at 2300 volts. This arrangement per-

mits supplying farmers at a considerable distance from
the main line, but the majority of these farmers have
not been fully aware of the possibilities of the service

THE TRAVELING ELECTRIC SHOP OF THE WASHINGTON WATER POWER COMPANY FOR DEMONSTRATING APPLIANCES
TO THE SUBURBAN POPULATION REACHED BY ITS LINES
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WITH PLATFORMS FOLDED UP TO FORM ITS SIDES, AND
AWNINGS DOWN, THE CAR IS READY FOR THE ROAD

they have available. It was believed, however, that if a

demonstration of ranges, washing machines, pumps,
separators and other farm and household appliances

could be made to them they would be quick to grasp these

opportunities. For the farmer and the small-town cus-

tomer afford a logical market for all these labor-saving

applications of the service, and to a greater degree than
would an equal number of households in the city. Farm
people are, of necessity, deprived of many of the com-
forts that the city family enjoys as a matter of course,

and are therefore all the more eager for such added con-

veniences. But they are not likely to visit the central-

station display room in the city whence the service

comes, and they have little opportunity for actual con-

tact with its modern wonders. The demonstration of

appliances must be carried to their homes.

The Equipment of the Car

For this purpose a 2-ton Packard truck was fully

equipped by the Spokane central station with every elec-

trical convenience the farmer would be likely to require.

Under the truck there are hung two transformers, one

for 2300-volt, the other for 6900-volt lines, both trans-

formers being of 5-kw. rating. To obviate the necessity

for an oil switch, expulsion-type fuses are used for the

primaries of both transformers. These can be seen

in the pictures, at the front of the car. To make pri-

mary connections a pair of bamboo poles with clips has

been arranged so that the primary wires do not have to

be touched by the operator. A small distribution box is

carried at the front end of the car with a double-throw

ice switch, so that the secondaries of either trans-

former can be connected to the load of the car. All cir-

cuits are installed with fuses to assist in locating the

source of trouble. For decoration after dark, a row of

sign lamps was run around the top, forming an outline.

In addition, four 250-watt tungsten lamps are provided

to furnish illumination of the interior. These, con-

nected to the car by flexible cord, are mounted on poles

set a few feet from the car, so that the lamps are well

above the heads of the audience during evening demon-
strations. The sides of the car are arranged to drop

down, being hinged at the floor line and thus forming

demonstration platforms. In a similar way the canvas

side curtains were arranged to form awnings.

The Display Outfit

The display equipment of the car is divided into two
parts, one given over to electric appliances pertaining

to the kitchen while the other is primarily of interest

to the farmer himself. The appliances are grouped on

the right and left sides of the car respectively. On the

kitchen side are a General Electric range, a Hughes
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ELECTRIC RANGES LARGE AND SMALL ARE INCLUDED IN

THE CULINARY EQUIPMENT

FARMERS MAY BRING IN THEIR OWN CREAM TO BE
CHURNED TO BUTTER BY ELECTRIC POWER

range and a Copeman automatic range, and in the cen-

ter of the range display is the smallest kitchen cabinet

obtainable. In the top of this cabinet is placed a tank
for hot water, heated by an electric circulating water
heater. On the other side of the car are displayed a
cream separator, a churn and a washing machine, all

electrically driven. In these it is possible actually to

separate the cream brought in by the farmers and then
to turn the cream to butter. On the machinery side

there is also a deep-well pump equipped to start and
stop automatically. Other small appliances are also dis-

played on the platform of the machinery side, with a
small rug for use in demonstrating a suction sweeper.
In the rear, in the small-motor department, provision is

made to display a sewing-machine motor and utility

motor together with a bench drill of small size.

Advertising Methods

To advertise this display as it goes about the country
a personal letter, signed by Mr. M. C. Osborn, is sent to

each farmer's wife, describing the demonstration sched-
uled for her neighborhood and stating as closely as pos-
sible the date on which the demonstration will be held.

As a further aid to publicity, a series of films descrip-
tive of the properties of the Washington Water Power
Company are exhibited at the local motion-picture
theaters where such theaters were available.
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The crew of the traveling Bhop consists of s salesman

in charge of the car, i woman demonstrator, and s com
lunation lineman and driver \\ii<> can also take care of

any mechanical trouble among the exhibits, The cai

Btarted out on April 26 of this year and will probably

be on the road continuously until August, at winch time

the harvest season will not permit the farmers to give

much attention to matters other than the handling of

their Crops. Orders taken by the traveling shop are

mailed dailj to the home office in Spokane, Wash. From
here deli\er> is made by parcel post to the consumer.

Mr Osborn reports that the plan is working well and
that the car is creating interest wherever it goes. The
fact that it heeomos a neighborhood allair seems to ap-

peal very Strongly to the 1 people both in the small towns
and in the farming country, and the farmers and their

wives and their daughters turn out to see the demon-
stration, with a serious regard for its utilitarian value

and an intelligent appreciation of the personal oppor-

tunity it suggests and offers. The motor-truck demon-
stration is proving itself a vehicle for advertising and
sales that can be profitably utilized by any central-sta-

tion that serves outlying territory too remote to be
within easy reach of the office display room.

A Bean-Guessing Contest That Won Much New
Business

How many beans will an incandescent lamp globe

hold? This question formed the basis of a guessing
contest recently held by the New Midland Power & Trac-

tion Company, Cambridge, Ohio, to stimulate the sale

of tungsten lamps, and particularly to obtain a census

of wired and unwired houses and a list of "prospects"

for appliances. The process was simple. A lamp full of

beans was surrounded with suitable placards calling

the reader's attention to the fact that there was a
guessing contest going on inside. Everyone who en-

tered the store, which by the way served also as a wait-

ing-room for railway passengers, received a guessing

GOOD FOR ONE GUESS IN BEAN GUESSING
CONTEST

NEW MIDLAND POWER & TRACTION COMPANY
My guess is beans.

My name is

Address

My home
jjj not ! wired for electricity.

{ am no: }
* consumer.

If my guess wins I desire a

appliance

or $5.00 toward cost of wiring my home.

BALLOT USED IN CONTEST

blank, which, when properly filled out, contained, besides

the person's name, address and guess, a statement as

to whether or not his home was wired for service and
what appliance he would desire if his guess won the

prize. An extra guess was allowed with each tungsten

lamp purchased during the contest. The prize an-

nounced was three five-lamp cartons of lamps up to the

40-watt size, or $5 toward the cost of wiring a house, or,

if the winner preferred, he was to receive his choice of

any five-dollar electrical appliance, or a five-dollar rebate

on a more expensive appliance.

Mr. W. S. Hays, former superintendent of the com-
pany, gives the following directions for preparing the

lamp. "Take a tungsten lamp," he says, "preferably a

big one, and remove the base by knocking the tip from

the bulb and heating the base slowly to soften the

cement. Break ou1 the glass supporting the stem and
till the bulb with kidney and lima beans, with which,

If care be taken, a very pleasing effect may be pro-

duced, though care must be used m handling the globe

because of Its fragility. Fasten the base hack on (shel-

lac will hold ill and screw the bean lamp in a socket,

suspending it from a drop cord in your display window
Or over your lamp counter. The mixture of different

sizes of beans is important because it prevents the pub-
lic from finding out by experiment how many beans the

lamp actually contains."

Bean-guessing contests are always popular in that sec-

tion of the country, and this one was no exception. In

the two weeks that it lasted more than 1000 guesses

were cast, though the population of the town is only 15,-

000. All the five-dollar appliances were placed in view
near the ballot box, and demonstrators were ready to-

explain and to show any or all of them in operation. As
a rule these demonstrators were kept busy, for when
a person received a ballot and noticed that he must make
a choice he generally sought a demonstration of every

appliance on display preliminary to his guess. This had
immediate effect, for a number of heating pads and
irons were sold in this way before the customer cast

his guess ballot.

The contest, by arousing a desire for such appliances,,

automatically stimulated the wiring of old houses, and,

in fact, the person who won the contest did not live-

in a house already wired. The prize selected was a heat-

ing pad, chosen because one of the members of the fam-
ily was ill, and the house was immediately wired in order
to take advantage of it. But the further benefits were
large, for, besides developing a large, authentic list of
unwired houses, the owners of which had had their in-

terest aroused by the contest and the demonstrations, an
excellent appliance "prospect" list was formed. Each
guesser, by signifying on his ballot the particular ap-

pliance he desired, furnished the sales staff with an ex-

cellent clew as to the best way to make the first sale.

In most of these cases all that was needed was just a
little judicious guiding by the salesman, for when the

prospective customer had already decided that he wanted
that appliance the rest was easy.

Regular Rates for Short-Time Service

During the construction of a large concrete bridge

at Cedar Rapids, la., last year electrical energy was
used almost exclusively for pumping water from pier

foundations and for mixing concrete. The installation

consisted of a 40-hp motor and a 20-hp motor con-

nected to two centrifugal pumps, a 10-hp motor driv-

ing a concrete mixer, and a 10-hp motor belted to a

set of saws used in making forms for the concrete.

Beginning its operation in May, 1914, this apparatus

was used for five months, and in that time it consumed
nearly 10,000 kw-hr. For this service the established

motor-service rates, ranging on a sliding scale from
9 cents a kw-hr. to 3 cents a kw-hr., were charged.

The rates netted the central-station company an
average of about 4.5 cents a kw-hr., which from the

electric company's standpoint was thought reasonable.

Mr. Edward Soukup, superintendent of the com-

mercial department of the Iowa Railway & Light Com-
pany, which supplied this energy, said that the con-

tractor had expressed his complete satisfaction with

the terms of the contract and had recommended
central-station motor service to other construction

contractors. "The motor-driven saw," said the con-

tractor, "is a great convenience. It saves many trips

to the planing mill."
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Eliminating the Painted Sign at Akron, Ohio

The Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company of

Akron, Ohio, has recently conducted a successful cam-
paign, which was inaugurated for the purpose of dis-

placing small painted-board signs with modern electric

signs. The campaign was opened by a circular letter

sent to the owners of such signs asking them if they
would pay a clerk for twelve hours' work if he worked
only six hours. From this premise the letters led up to

the fact that the old signboards over the merchants'
doors were valuable only in the daylight and hence were
doing only one-half duty. The first effect of this letter

was to cause many merchants to install lamps on the
boards already in place, but when they saw how unat-

tractive their home-made signs were as compared with
the manufactured signs which had been purchased by
their neighbors, the makeshifts were in many instances

taken down and properly constructed signs were in-

stalled to take their place.

Sales Records Conveniently Displayed

Believing that it is advantageous for a sales organi-

zation to be able to compare at an instant's notice its

previous yearly records with those of the present year,

the Union Electric Light & Power Company of St. Louis
has instituted the use of sales-record bulletin boards.

In the offices of Mr. A. C. Einstein, general manager,
and Mr. F. D. Beardslee, sales manager, are bulletin

boards which indicate day by day the total business se-

cured by the entire sales department. Other boards in

the industrial, commercial, residential and main office

application divisions contain daily records of the busi-

ness secured respectively by these branches of the

department.

There are three main horizontal divisions to the

board, one for the daily record, one for the month to

date, and one for the total month. The first two hori-

zontal divisions consist of five metallic slots, allowing

five days' record to remain on the board. The third

division is provided with two slots for the record of the

previous as well as the current month's totals. The
boards are divided into vertical columns, headed "num-

TOTAL NEW BUSINESS SECURED
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BULLETIN BOARD FOR SALES DEPARTMENT

ber of contracts," "kilowatts light," "kilowatts power,"

"kilowatts total," "white way and solar-ball lamps," and
"estimated annual revenue." Each column is subdivided

to allow entry of this year's record and last year's rec-

ord for comparison. The boards were made for the

Union Electric Light & Power Company by the Brilliant

Sign Company of St. Louis, Mo. The paper strips used

for insertion in the slots are printed with a set of rub-

ber stamps in the sales-department office and then

distributed.

These bulletin boards have been in use several months,

and the ease with which they make it possible for the

manager and salesmen to visualize the progress of sales

work is proving the boards to be a great convenience.

The fact that the records are thus displayed before the

men each morning also serves as an inspiration for the

salesmen to exceed last year's records.

Electric Detonator for Civic Celebration

The inauguration of a system of "white way" light-

ing at Lowell, Mass., was signalized by a flashlight-

powder demonstration in front of a reviewing stand in

one of the principal squares, which was occupied by

ELECTRIC DETONATOR IN PLACE

members of the city government. As the Mayor threw
a silver switch cutting the system into operation through
a signaling circuit run to the generating plant, a tray
of flashlight powder mounted about 20 ft. above the
roadway, as shown herewith, was ignited by short-

circuiting a 110-volt current through a small fuse buried
in the powder. The holder was about 24 in. long and
formed of two 4-in. angles, and the resulting "Hurrah,
boys!" effect, though at some distance from the stand,

captured the crowd.

Second-Hand Appliance Sales for Employees

The Commonwealth Edison Company has an old-ap-

pliance display room where are kept, among other
things, appliances that have become slightly worn
from demonstrations and also appliances that have
been scratched, dented or otherwise marred but not
actually injured. These appliances are on sale at re-

duced prices, and since they receive the same guaran-
tee as spick-and-span, brand-new appliances they find

a demand. Recently the company had on hand some
of these "just-as-good-as-new" washing machines,
which they offered to employees on the instalment
plan at a saving of $35 per machine. A machine would
be delivered to any address, but the purchase order
had to be signed by an employee of the company. By
thus working on the natural instinct of the race to
snatch at real bargains, the company is able to place
on its lines many high-priced devices which would
otherwise not be in service.
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"STANDARDIZED CO-OPERATION"
The Contractor should Understand end Indorse the Central

Station's PoUdee tnd Method*

in a recenl address before a join! meeting of the
New England Section of the x. B. i.. a. and the Massa-
chusetts Electrical Contractors' Association, Mr. L. I).

Gibbs, president of the New England Section, empha
sized a new point of view m regard t" co-operation
between the contractor and the central station.
The contractor is doing all he ran t«» help the cen

tral station, ho said, on account of the work which
the latter has done for him in recent years. Every
central-station employee who is succeeding in his
work keeps keyed up to the highest point of sensitive-
ness in his relations with the public. He makes it a
point everywhere to please the customer in every pos-
sible wax for the sake of the good will that will be
developed, for he realizes that "one pleased customer
means ten." No matter how big the advertising de-
partment of a central station may be, no matter how
generous the company is, this cannot offset a careless
manner, a neglect and top-loftiness on the part of the
men who meet the public. Just so the electrical con-
tractor has a peculiarly intimate relationship with
the people who as soon as they pass out of his hands
will be the customers of the lighting company. The
contractor and his employees working in any building
come in contact with great numbers of workmen, with
owners, and occasionally with the contractor erecting
the structure. Here is the first place where the elec-
trical contractor can co-operate with the central sta-

tion. He should, first of all, understand its methods
and be in entire sympathy with its policies. The con-
tractor is a small dealer who does business ordinarily
on a sinall scale and meets few people. His invest-
ments are comparatively small and his risks are not
very serious. The central station has a large invest-
ment, is meeting people not only as individuals but in

organizations and in city and town governments, and
must adjust its policies not only to please the people
but to give the best service and consequently obtain
a satisfactory return on its investment. It stands to
reason, therefore, that the central station should be
the guide to determine the policies under which the
business should be carried on. Instead of standing
back and arguing and attempting to dictate to the cen-
tral station, the contractors should fall in line and
take the first step in standardized co-operation by
working along lines approved by the central station.

How the Contractor Can Help

The next important step is not only to agree to this

policy and follow it but to talk about it. It cannot be
said in the electric-light business that "every knock
is a boost," because a central-station man and persons
friendly to central-station interests cannot always be
around to explain the various conditions in connection
with the "knock" and thereby turn it into the "boost."

Every electrical contractor has his own circle of hun-
dreds of acquaintances with whom his word is taken
as authority on electrical matters. In these circles

every contractor should be active in the interest of elec-

tricity and of the central station's policies.

"The committees that have been appointed to work
jointly for the advancement of standardized co-opera-
tion," said Mr. Gibbs, "might take one subject each
month, every man agreeing to talk favorably upon it.

Through the contractors' association and through the
office of the New England Section of the N. E. L. A.
printed matter could be sent out explaining the sub-

ject under consideration each month and pointing out
ways of bringing it more definitely to the people's

minds. This subjecl need not he a bargain sale in

Qatiron . percolators or lamps, bul can simply be the
Consideration of some one policj that is common to all

the companies and can therefore be talked over freely

throughout the State. For example, there Is the mat-
ter- of requiring deposits from new customers, the
question of taking applications by telephone, and of

how the peaks of disconnections and new connections
should be handled on moving days which happen about
Maj 1- 'These peaks mean a tremendous unusual ex-
penditure, and perhaps some way can be devised for

Spreading out the work. The discussion of such prob-
lems will certainly make better topics of conversation
than the weather and our neighbors' affairs and will

get the contractors and the central-station men to-

gether and closer to the people."

Service Box, Lamp, and Iron or Fan for $12

For several months the Kansas City (Mo.) Electric

Light Company has been installing a two-outlet wall

bracket, with a 60-watt lamp and a 6-lb. iron, all for

$12, payable in installments of a dollar a month. The

SERVICE BOX INSTALLED IN TWELVE-DOLLAR WIRING OFFER
AT KANSAS CITY

returns were large. Late in May, however, an electric

fan was added to this offer—and the result was a dozen
orders the first day, despite the fact that the preceding
week had been cold and rainy. On June 1 the real busi-

ness began when the company instituted a campaign,
advertising the offer in newspapers and on billboards.

In designing the service box used at Kansas City the

two things aimed at in offering such cheap installations

were extension of service and the minimizing of the sur-

reptitious wiring hazard. The result, therefore, is: a
box attached to the conduit where it enters the wall,

and in the box the meter, its face visible through a cir-

cular orifice ; the fuses ; the switch, operated by a handle
protruding from the side of the box; while supported
from and below the box is a bracket with two sockets,

one for the lamp and the other for the attachment cord

to which the electric iron or the fan can be connected.

The lid is sealed on, and any tampering can be at once

observed by the meter reader. The entire device is

made in the company's shops. Its installation is simple

and inexpensive, involving merely the running of wires,

the drilling of the hole, for the conduit, and the placing

of the conduit and box on the wall. If later the cus-

tomer desires to have his house wired, the box can be

taken down and used by the company elsewhere. The fin-

ished boxes are of black metal covered with black enamel.
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NEW APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES
Combined Snap Switch and Separable Attachment

Plug

A device consisting of a combined snap switch and
separable attachment plug, designed for increasing the

flexibility of fan-motor control, has recently been placed

on the market by the General Electric Company, Schen-

COMBINED SNAP SWITCH AND ATTACHMENT PLUG

ectady, N. Y. The separable cap consists of a single-

pole snap switch with two finger contacts which fit into

the body of the separable plug. The plug can be screwed
into any available socket or receptacle, and from this

point the fan circuit can be opened or closed. The switch

cap may also be used without the attachment plug, as

the finger contacts are designed to fit the various sepa-

rable receptacles made by the above company.

Direct-Current Motors

Motors rated at from 3 hp. to 40 hp., of the direct-

current constant-speed and adjustable-speed types, have
recently been developed by the Eck Dynamo & Motor
Company, Belleville, N. J. Commutating poles and
double-row self-aligning ball bearings are utilized with
these machines, and ventilation is obtained by means of

fans and ducts. Grease is employed for lubrication and
large-sized grease chambers are provided. The manu-
facturer claims that the motors operate at high effi-

ciencies which are uniform over a wide range of load.

The magnet frames are of cast steel of high magnetic
permeability, it is declared. The pole pieces consist of

steel laminations and are assembled so as to leave trans-

verse channels or air ducts which permit cool air

agitated by the fans to circulate not only around the

outside of the field coils but also through the pole core

itself, thus providing effective internal ventilation. The
number of commutating poles employed is equal to the

DIRECT-CURRENT COMMUTATING-POLE
WITH BALL BEARINGS

MOTOR

number of main poles. The armature is built of a series

of sheet-steel laminations insulated from each other.

The assembly of the laminations is made in such a man-
ner that large spaces for the circulation of air are pro-

vided in a longitudinal direction at right angles to the

shaft. A multivane fan is securely attached on the driv-

ing end of the armature core, and when the armature re-

volves it draws cool air from the outside and forces it

through the entire machine.

Care has been taken in the design of the machines, the

manufacturer points out, so that none of the parts are

so shaped or assembled as to form air pockets. The use

of ball bearings permits the employment of shafts of

short lengths. The commutators are of hard-drawn cop-

per-wire bars and are mica-insulated throughout. The
slots of the armatures are not parallel with the shaft,

and as a result it is claimed that the motor is absolutely

free from magnetic hum.

Separable Attachment Plug

The attachment plug shown in the accompanying illus-

tration has recently been developed by the Chelton Elec-

tric Company, 314 Armat Street, Philadelphia, Pa., for

COMPOSITION ATTACHMENT PLUG

use with its composition receptacle. It is designed for

660-watt, 250-volt service, and is interchangeable with
other types made by the above company. The plug has
been approved by the Underwriters' Laboratories.

Portable Adjustable Lighting Fixture

A small portable fixture for incandescent lamps which
can be used as a stand, as shown herewith, or can be
clamped or hung in various positions, has been placed

ADJUSTABLE FIXTURE FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS

on the market by the Rose-Strauss Company, 209 West
Forty-eighth Street, New York. Ten feet of cord is

provided with the fixture, and this cord when not in use
is rolled up in the base. The cord can be pulled out to
any length desired and is automatically rewound by
means of a small push-button just below the outlet
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through which the cord passes, The fixture is equipped

with a clamp of piano sprint wire which is covered

with rubber. The base is highly polished so thai it will

not scratch smooth Burfaces. The lamp can lie turned

In anv direction desired. The manufacturer points oul

that the fixture Will remain stationary while pulling the

cord to the length wanted. The shade is equipped with

clamps BO that it can lie attached to liullis of various

sizes. The fixture is provided with a ( 'ut [< r I lammer
push-button Bockel and with a quarter-turn attachment

plug, which prevents tin' cord from twisting while it

is inserted into the socket. The fixture is 11. a in. high

and Can 0€ folded so as to lie placed in a box 5 in. square.

Fifty-Watt Gas-Filled Lamp
In order to supply the foreign market, the Westing-

house Lamp Company, 165 Broadway, New York, has

LAMP WITH RATING OF 50 WATTS

developed a 50-watt gas-filled lamp for export only. The
lamp, which is shown herewith, operates at from 100

volts to 130 volts and is equipped with a PS-20 bulb.

Choke Coils and Disconnecting Switches

The choke coils, disconnecting switches and fittings

illustrated herewith have been brought out by
the Electric Service Supplies Company, Philadelphia,

Pa., and are designed for use with the Garton-Daniels

lightning arresters made by the company.
The choke coils and disconnecting switches are made

for both upright and underhung mounting for pressures

FIGS. 1 AND 2—CHOKE COIL, UPRIGHT MOUNTING, AND
DISCONNECTING SWITCH, UNDERHUNG MOUNTING

up to 35,000 volts and for all standard currents. They

are equipped with a base of channel iron, either 3 in. or

4 in. wide, depending on the size of coil or switch. Iron

pins are riveted into the channel, and insulators ce-

mented to the pins support iron caps, which in turn

support the terminal blocks, terminals and coil or switch

proper. The channel bases are drilled with 9/16-in.

holes in each end and may lie mounted on any Hal sup-

porting member by holts or lags. The witches are

designed for disconnecting and controlling high- voltage

lines, branch feeders, emergency feeders, etc., as well

tor lightning-arrester disconnecting switches to dis-

connect arresters from the line for the purpose of

inspect ion. repair, etc.

'fhe fittings recently developed i>\ the company in-
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FIGS. 3 AND 4—PIPE (LAMPS

elude malleable-iron pipe clamps for mounting switches

or coils on either parallel or transverse piping, discon-

necting-switch locks designed particularly for use with

the underhung type of switch to prevent the blades

from blowing open, disconnecting-switch stops for pre-

venting the blade of a switch opening beyond a certain

angle, switch-blade operating attachments for facili-

tating the opening of the switch in rh emergency, and
disconnecting-switch hooks of lengths varying from 4

ft. to 12 ft. for operating tha switcnes.

Worm-Gear Speed-Reducing Device

In the accompanying illustration is shown one of six

machines recently shipped to the Panama Canal Zone
for operating signals. The outfit consists of an 0.25-hp.

alternating-current motor connected to a worm-gear
speed-reducing device. Apparatus of the same type has
been developed by the manufacturers, Roth Brothers &
Company, Adams and Loomis Streets, Chicago, for use

ALTERNATING-CURRENT MOTOR WITH WORM-GEAR
SPEED-REDUCING DEVICE

with both alternating-current and direct-current motors.

Speed reductions as great as 100 to 1 can be obtained, it

is claimed. The device is designed for a minimum speed

reduction of twenty to one. The back-bearing bracket

of the motor is part of the worm-gear casing, and the

worm is mounted on the shaft of the motor. The worm
is provided with thrust bearings, and both the worm and
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the worm-gear wheel run in oil, so that the wear and

friction are reduced to a minimum. The outfit is so ar-

ranged that it is possible to use a standard armature

and a standard motor with the exception of the feet on

the frame. The manufacturers point out that the appa-

ratus is especially well adapted for use with signals,

curtain hoists, electrotypers' rocking tubs, small pack-

ing conveyors, bakers' conveyors, dummy elevators, etc.

Anchors

Anchors of the screw, drive, and "ant-hill" type,

shown in the accompanying illustrations, have been de-

veloped by the Dicke Tool Company, 61 Broadway, New
York. The screw anchor shown in Fig. 1 is of solid

open-hearth steel, the eye being made without welding.

The helix or screw is forged to the shaft. The device is

galvanized by the hot-dip process. The lower cutting

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SCREW AND DRIVE ANCHORS

edge is made on an involute curve which, it is claimed,

will force stone and other obstacles out of its path. The
edge is sharpened so that it will cut roots.

The wings of the drive shaft illustrated in Fig. 2 are

of forged steel and are attached to the shaft by rivet

lugs. The wings are curved at the end, so that at the

first pull they tend to open outwardly, and the greater

the pull the deeper the wings are fixed until they come to

a position where the maximum resistance is exerted,

where they remain fixed. The anchor may be obtained

finished in black enamel or galvanized by the hot-dip

process.

The ant-hill anchor illustrated in Fig. 3 is of cast-iron

and is finished in black enamel. It is usually installed

FIG. 3—ANT-HILL ANCHOR

by boring a hole not less than 5 ft. deep with an auger

of the same diameter as the anchor. The anchor is then

dropped in the hole and the hole is filled with earth,

which is well tamped. Connection is made to the anchor

by means of a rod.

Screwless Socket Covers and Shade Holders

Fig. 1 is a sectional view of a screwless socket cover

and shade holder, showing the glassware supported from
the inside and resting on flanges of the inner part of the

holder instead of being held with screws by the lip in

the usual manner. The holder with cover removed is

FIG. 1—SECTIONAL VIEW OF HOLDER WITH GLASSWARE

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. It is provided with two wings
which are hinged on three prongs. They are held in

place by two catches attached to a spring strip which
is riveted to the holder. A button is attached to this

strip by means of which the wings can be released and
inserted in the opening of the glass bowl. The wings

FIGS. 1 AND 2—HOLDER WITH WINGS RELEASED AND IN

PLACE

are shown locked and in position to hold the glassware

in Fig. 3. A covering screws over the holder as shown
in Fig. 1. The device is entirely of brass and is being

placed on the market by the Plume & Atwood Manu-
facturing Company, Waterbury, Conn.

Metal-Covered (able for Automobiles and Motor-

boats

The Standard Underground Cable Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., is manufacturing various kinds of armored

ARMORED CABLE FOR AUTOMOBILES AND MOTORBOATS

ignition, lighting and starting cable for automobiles and
motorboats. The armor consists of a strong D-shaped
ribbon wound closely over the cable and is supplied in

yellow, antique or nickel-plated finishes. Galvanized-
steel armor is occasionally used, though it is of some-
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what leas durable construction. The insulation of the

armored cables consists of high v. i;nlt* rubber, varnished
cambric, and waxed and varnished braids. Other types

have plain rubber Insulation without the braided cover
ing. The outer braid of the braided cable is ""Mini
with several coats of special varnish, which gives it

durability, it is asserted, even without the metal cover.

Oil Switch lor Induction Motors

An oil switch designed for use with induction motors
in industrial service and operating at pressures up to

2400 volts and currents up to .">(>() amp. has recently been
placed on the market by the General Klectric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. The switch can be mounted on a
wall or post, or, by means of suitable supports, even on
the machine which is operated by the motor. It is being
made in both the non-automatic and automatic forms.
The latter type is utilized to open automatically the cir-

cuit when the overload is greater than that for which
the overload trip is set. A low-voltage trip can be added
to the automatic switch as an attachment, and to the

non-automatic switch either a low-voltage trip or a

2500-VOLT OIL SWITCH, WITH SELF-CONTAINED TRANS-
FORMER FOR LOW-VOLTAGE RELEASE

series-overload trip, or both, can be added whenever
desired. Both tripping mechanisms are mounted inside

the switch cover. For switches with ratings up to 550
volts (except those on 110-volt, sixty-cycle circuits

where only the trip coil is sufficient) an auto-transform-
er is employed in place of the usual resistor in series

with the low-voltage tripping coil. The transformer is

provided with taps to which proper connections can be
made for the operating voltage. For 2200-volt circuits

a voltage transformer is employed. According to the
manufacturer, the energy loss in the low-voltage device

is practically negligible. A cast-iron guard is employed
for switches equipped with time-limit overload trips.

The switches can be equipped with covers arranged to

mount a round-type ammeter if desired.

tad linn}- Company, Bridgeport, Conn, while the ac-

tion is positive ami quick, the manufacturer assert,,

the movement of the button is less than 7 16 in., the

button in the outer position projecting only 0.5 in.

beyond the base plate. A fiber shield is employed to

exclude dust and dirt from the niediaiiism during and

COMPACT TWO-BUTTON PUSH SWITCH

after installation, until the face plate is applied. It is

placed in position by the supporting yoke. The "Capax"
switch, as it is called, is rated at 10 amp. at 125 volts

and 5 amp. at 250 volts.

Multi-Call Signal System

In the accompanying illustration is shown an appara-
tus for directing men in an establishment to come to the
office or answer a telephone, and for other similar pur-
poses. To operate the device the plug is inserted op-

posite the number which is designated for the man
wanted, and the handle is given a slight twist. A signal

is then sounded on all the bells in the building or plant,

being repeated as often as desired. The apparatus
shown is mounted in a Monson slate case and is equipped

MULTI-CALL CENTRAL STATION

Two-Button Push Switch

In the accompanying illustration is shown a two-but-
ton push switch of simple design and construction re-

cently developed by the Perkins Electric Switch Manu-

with a plate-glass cover. The system can be employed
with batteries or 110-volt direct current or alternating

current obtained from an ordinary lighting circuit. For
the latter purpose a relay is required. The system has
been developed by the Multi Signal Company, 7 Sherman
Street, Boston, Mass.
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CURRENT NEWS SECTION

Meeting of the Canadian Electrical Association

at Ottawa
A meeting of the Canadian Electrical Association was

held in the Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, on June 26.
Class "A" member companies only were represented.
About fifty companies, including practically all the
important properties, had representatives present. The
report of Col. D. R. Street, the president, outlined the
work accomplished during the last year. The secretary,
Mr. Alan Sullivan, gave various details of the activities
of the association.

The results of the method of co-operative purchasing
which was inaugurated about three months ago were
described as most satisfactory, and the secretary was
instructed to secure special prices on further require-
ments of member companies, and also to investigate
carefully and report as to the opportunity for securing
a reduction in premiums through the co-operative
method of placing insurance.

A full account was given of the formation of the
Electrical Employers' Association, an offshoot of the

Canadian Electrical Association. The new organization

was formed under the terms of the workmen's compen-
sation act in Ontario, and it is accepted by the govern-
ment as representative of the entire electrical industry.

It appoints its own inspector, who makes periodical

visits to central-station plants and also manufacturing
establishments, investigates accidents and their causes

and possible obviation, and in general devotes himself,

under the direction of the association, to the purpose of

effecting the greatest possible improvement in the con-

ditions under which all electrical workers in the Province

are engaged.

The financial statement was read and formally

adopted. Very marked progress was shown to have
been made during the last year. Many reports were
read, and discussions on their interesting features were

participated in by the delegates.

An address was then given by Mr. Walter Neumuller

of the Municipal Ownership Publishing Company, New
York. This proved to be of great interest to those

present. The nominating committee, amid the hearty

applause of the members, asked that Colonel Street re-

tain the chair for another year. Other officers appointed

were: Mr. D. H. McDougall, assistant to the manager of

the Toronto Electric Light Company, first vice-presi-

dent; Mr. W. S. Robertson, general manager Electric

Power Company, Ltd., Toronto, second vice-president;

Mr. W. G. Matthews, manager Quebec Railway, Light.

Heat & Power Company, third vice-president; Mr. Alan

Sullivan, secretary-treasurer. New members of the

managing committee are: Messrs. W. M. Hopper, man-
ager St. John Railway Company, St. John, N. B.; A.

Monro Grier, Canadian Niagara Power Company,

Niagara Falls, Ont.; M. C. Gilman, sales manager To-

ronto Electric Light Company, and James B. Woodyatt,

manager Southern Canada Power Company.
A vote of thanks to the officers and committees of the

past year was carried unanimously, and the meeting ad-

journed.

In the evening a dinner was given to the delegates at

which a prominent director of the Ottawa Electric Com-

pany proved himself a past master in sleight-of-hand

tricks.

Cincinnati Franchise Negotiations

The light committee of the City Council of Cincinnati

has given to the city solicitor its ideas of an electric

rate ordinance, which include a minimum monthly
charge of 75 cents, free lamp renewals, and a contract
with the Union Gas & Electric Company for ten years,

with the privilege to either party of readjusting rates

at the end of five years, beginning on Aug. 1, 1915.

President Freeman of the company attended the com-
mittee meeting at which the report was considered. Mr.
Freeman has issued a statement stating that the com-
pany could not accept such an ordinance as that out-

lined. The present maximum rate of 10 cents per
kw.-hr. with a 5 per cent discount was suggested as

the lowest one possible from the standpoint of the
company.

Merger of Buffalo Companies Authorized

The New York Public Service Commission, Second
District, has approved the merger of the Buffalo Gen-
eral Electric Company with the Cataract Power &
Conduit Company. The opinion was written by Com-
missioner James 0. Carr. The merged companies will

be operated under the franchise of the Buffalo General
Electric Company in accordance with the provisions of
the resolution of the Common Council of Buffalo
adopted on Jan. 20-25, 1915. This provides for a reduc-
tion of 19 per cent in rates.

The opinion calls attention to the fact that the elec-

trical energy which is used by the companies in Buffalo
is obtained from the Niagara Falls Power Company.
At the time the rate cases were pending the Cataract
Power & Conduit Company sold, and at the present time
it sells, electrical energy at wholesale obtained from the
Niagara Falls Power Company in Buffalo, and the Buf-
falo General Electric Company in turn sells electrical

energy which it purchases from the Cataract company
at retail in the city. In some instances the former
company also does some business which might properly
belong to the Buffalo General Electric Company with
consideration of the sale of energy at retail as distin-

guished from wholesale. The Cataract company sells

a large amount of its energy to the Buffalo company,
and in many respects, says Mr. Carr, it might properly
be considered as the middleman in the sale and distribu-

tion of energy generated by the Niagara Falls Power
Company and sold in Buffalo. The opinion adds:

"There is no reason why the business in the city of
Buffalo cannot be handled as well by one company as
two, and in fact it is the general experience that in

situations of this sort it is undoubtedly better for all

concerned, the public as well as the companies, if there
is but one concern distributing electrical energy in the
community. Particularly is this true if the profits of
the middleman are wiped out and the public is permitted
to participate in the benefits thus obtained. While it is

true that the two companies in question do not at the
present time compete with each other to any extent,
yet it may readily be imagined that a situation might
arise whereby there would be a severe competition be-
tween them which might create serious difficulties."

No new securities are to be issued. The opinion says
in effect: The Buffalo company will issue new securi-
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ties oni\ ,»i equal par value to the 12,000,000 out itand
mi- common stock of the Cataract company. No ad
ditional bonds of the Cataracl company will be Issued
so that no Increase of the outstanding securities of the
companies will be made for the specific purpose of mer
ger. The excess amount which the Buffalo company Is

required to pay to acquire the Cataracl stock will be
provided bj the Buffalo company without the issue of
additional securities for that specific purpose. While
the petitioner asks for the right to pay as much as
SI lo a share for the Cataract company stock plus in-
terest at 6 per cent from Dec. 1, 1918, vet, in view of
the fact that the liquid assets of the Cataract company
are only about .$41 per share, the Buffalo company Is

to be limited to a purchase price of $141 per share for

the Cataracl company stock. On this basis the Buffalo
company would issue for the $1,005,000 Cataract com-
pany stock held by the Niagara Falls Power Company
an equivalent amount of first refunding 5 per cent gold
bonds and would pay the balance of $41 per share plus
interest on the purchase price in cash. Likewise, for
the remaining outstanding stock the Buffalo company
would issue similar bonds at par for a like amount, or
if the holders prefer they may accept common stock of
the Buffalo company par for par, the balance of $41 per
share with interest on the purchase price from Dec. 1,

1913, to be paid in cash.

The order authorizes the Buffalo company to guar-
antee the $1,384,000 outstanding bonds of the Cataract
company. On other points Commissioner Carr says:
"The papers also show that a new power contract will

be entered into with the Niagara Falls Power Company
which will put the company formed by the merger in as
good a position in respect to the purchase of power as

the Cataract company now occupies, and this is un-
doubtedly of value to the companies.

"Another ground of opposition at the hearing was
the fact that the Buffalo company proposes to issue its

securities in payment for the stock of the Cataract
company, and that this ought not to be done because the
commission decided in the Cataract rate case that
none of the stock had been issued for cash or an equiv-
alent in property. There was no dispute as to this fact,

and the books of the Cataract company clearly showed
it. Notwithstanding this, it was strongly contended by
the Cataract company that the rights obtained by the
issuance of this stock did have a substantial value.

However, the situation now presented is such that the
commission may properly require the companies, if this

merger or consolidation is to become effective, to write
off a substantial portion of the intangible value which
represents the stock, and, in the opinion of the com-
mission, this can be accomplished to a very large extent
by requiring as one of the conditions of the merger that
this intangible value should be written off to the extent
of $1,384,000, which is the amount of the par value of

the bonds of the Cataract company now outstanding,
and the order will so provide."

The order of the commission follows the provisions
outlined in Commissioner Carr's opinion. The consoli-

dation is to be effected before Sept. 1.

New York Investigating Committee Resumes
Activities

The committee appointed at the last meeting of the
New York Legislature to investigate the Public Service
Commission has recommenced its activities. Senator
George R. Thompson, chairman of the committee, says
that the preliminary work of the committee has been
completed and that the chief labor, the revision of the
public service commissions law, will begin about July 15.

Electricity in Advertising Pageant at Chicago

in the elaborate nighl pageant winch opened the con-
vention of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World at Chicago, June 21, many handsome electrically

lighted and eleetricaih propelled floats were exhibited,

including two displays by the Commonwealth Edison
Company, one of which is shown herewith. Both the

COMMONWEALTH EDISON FLOAT IN ADVERTISING PARADE
AT CHICAGO

decorations and costumes on this float were of classical

design, while the central feature, a huge lamp, symbol-
ized "Edison service." In addition to the lighting of

the various floats from the truck batteries, huge search-

lamps were installed on roofs of buildings at certain

parts of the route to illuminate the displays. The pro-

cession required about two hours to pass a given point.

The Second Pan-American Scientific Congress

By Glen Levin Swiggett*

During the present year two great Pan-American
gatherings convene in Washington under the auspices

of the United States government. The first, the Pan-
American financial conference, occurred during the
week of May 24. Of greater interest to the educational

world, however, is the scientific congress that will con-

vene in Washington beginning on Dec. 27, 1915, and
concluding on Jan. 8, 1916. Through the splendid co-

operation of the Latin-American countries the second
Pan-American scientific congress, likewise held under
the auspices of the United States government through
the Department of State, bids fair to be not only the

greatest Pan-American Congress thus far, but the most
important international scientific congress ever held in

the United States. The first congress of this name was
held in Santiago, Chile, in 1908. It had its origin in

earlier Latin-American scientific congresses, and at the

time of the Santiago congress, through the generous
initiative of the Latin-American countries, was enlarged

to include the United States. This congress was well

attended by visiting delegates from the United States;

on its adjournment Washington was designated, with
no solicitation on their part, as the place of meeting of

the second congress.

The present European war has brought the West-
ern Hemisphere suddenly face to face with grave
economic problems that invite the serious attention of

scientists and experts in the various fields of applied

science. The scientific congress will concern itself with
the constructive discussion of these as well as with the

Assistant secretary of the congress.
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contributions in the domain of pure science, wherein
great advance has been made since the last congress in

Santiago, Chile. Science is defined comprehensively by
the congress and includes, under nine heads, such main
subjects as anthropology, astronomy, meteorology, and
seismology; conservation of natural resources, agricul-

ture, irrigation, and forestry; education; engineering;

international law, public law, and jurisprudence; mining
and metallurgy, economic geology, and applied chemis-
try; public health and medical science; transportation,

commerce, finance, and taxation.

Mr. John Barrett, director-general of the Pan-Amer-
ican Union, is secretary-general of the scientific con-

gress. The sessions of the congress will be held in the

Pan-American Union Building.

Trade-Mark Registration in Latin America

The attention of American manufacturers has been
called repeatedly to the necessity of trade-mark regis-

tration in foreign countries, especially where priority

of registration is the basis for ownership, and some
American manufacturers have had to pay considerable

sums for the right to use their own trade-marks, which
had been registered by their enterprising agents. The
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce has been
interested for many years in the protection of American
trade-marks in foreign countries, and within the last

few months it has established a separate section de-

voted to the distribution of information in regard to

trade-mark and patent laws in foreign countries. Tariff

Series No. 31, issued by the bureau, is intended to give

American manufacturers an approximate idea of the

formalities and cost of registering a trade-mark in

Latin-American countries.

Organization of Building Data League

The Building Data League, Inc., has been formed as

an association of consumers for the purpose of securing

through co-operation exact and reliable information as

to the quality and relative economic values of the vast

number of materials, methods and devices offered for

use in the construction and equipment of buildings.

The officers are Messrs. Lansing C. HoHen, chairman;
Charles L. Borie, Jr., first vice-chairman; James S.

MacGregor, second vice-chairman ; Sullivan W. Jones,

secretary, and Frank Sutton, treasurer. Mr. Thomas
M. Debevoise is counsel.

The members of the board of governors are Prof.

Arthur H. Blanchard, Mr. Charles L. Borie, Jr., Mr.
Frederick A. Burdett, Prof. William Campbell, Mr. John
T. Corcoran, Mr. Job R. Furman, Mr. Carl F. Gries-

haber, Mr. Lansing C. Holden, Mr. Bassett Jones, Mr.
Sullivan W. Jones, Prof. James F. Kemp, Prof. Chariot

W. Killam, Mr. Gustav Lindenthal, Mr. Clay M. Mc-
Clure, Dr. Parker C. Mcllhiney, Prof. J. S. MacGregor,
Mr. Henry C. Meyer, Jr., Mr. James P. Millwood, Mr.
William Stanley Parker, Mr. Frederick W. Perkins, Dr.

Allen Rogers, Mr. William A. Sanders, Mr. Frank Sut-

ton, Mr. Stephen F. Voorhees and Mr. George H. Wells.

The headquarters are at 105 West Fortieth Street,

New York.
The league is similar to other national organizations

not operated for profit. It goes farther, however, than

these organizations, having affiliated with it and imme-
diately under its complete control a secondary corpor-

ation known as the Building Data Company, Inc., which

conducts investigations, retains experts where neces-

sary to make investigations, and will, it is hoped, in

time have its own laboratories.

The purpose of the league is to establish market
standards in the building industry in order that de-

mands may find definite expression. It accepts such

standards of quality as are established by recognized au-

thorities, but where standards are lacking the

league will establish them for its use through co-opera-

tive research, investigations and examinations with pro-

ducers, and products will be given a market rating with

regard to their value measured by such standards.

A statement of the function and service of the league

says that the commercial race between producers in the

field of building has been run to exhaustion. Now the

first whisperings of a new commercial spirit, a desire

among competitors to deal honestly and openly with one
another, are being heard. There is an awakening to

the fact that the foundation of economic success is the

co-ordination of efforts rather than strife.

The league will make investigations on classes of

products and, through the work of its technical com-
mittees, establish standards for gradations of quality.

In order that these standards may become effective, the
league will prepare for the use of its members standard
specifications which will define quality accurately, mak-
ing proper distinctions between the several established

grades. These specifications will supplement the work
done by the Bureau of Standards, American Society for
Testing Materials, Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., Na-
tional Fire Protection Association, etc.

The league's investigations comprise the following
considerations from which ratings are determined: (1)
performance of product under service test; (2) pro-
duction, including raw materials, shop practice, plant
efficiency, capacity, organization and deliveries; (3)
market, including demand, adaptability, cost, difficulty

incident to installation, and service efficiency; (4) sales,

including character and reliability of advertising matter
and claims, selling tactics, producer's attitude toward
his market, organization, and financial responsibility.
The producer is required to meet the expense of the in-

vestigation.

Among the committees for the first year are those on
fi reproofing and fire protection, protective coatings,
waterproofings, electrical devices and equipment, me-
chanical devices and equipment, insulation, and build-
ing codes.

Any individual or person as a representative of a
firm, corporation or association who or which is a non-
producer of materials, devices, methods or apparatus
entering into the construction or equipment of buildings
or the improvement of real property is eligible to mem-
bership. The annual dues for membership are $9 and
a subscription of $1 for a monthly bulletin. There is

no initiation fee.

Preventing Vandalism in Louisville

Recent frequent recurrences of globe smashing and
cutting of ground wires and pipes connected with the
Louisville Gas & Electric Company have prompted Mr.
Donald McDonald, the vice-president and general man-
ager, to attempt to get the public sufficiently interested
to co-operate with the company and the police in pre-
venting such vandalism. He points out the danger of
interruption of the grounding circuit of the lightning
arresters and says that the other offense is costly, dan-
gerous and an annoyance for everybody.
The company has offered rewards for the apprehen-

sion and conviction of anyone who commits either of
these acts <>f vandalism. Mr. McDonald wrote to the
daily newspapers in the hope that through them he
would secure the co-operation of the public in prevent-
ing such acts.
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Electrical Fourth of July in Now York

A committee appointed bj Mayor Mitchel of n<\\

York has made plana for effective Illumination <>n the

Fourth of July. An appropriation was made to

carry out this purpose in the various boroughs compos-
ing Greater New York, bul the central-station com-
panies will meet the deficiency and do much to provide
attractive displays In numerous parks. Many more
small parks will be illuminated than has been the pi.ic

tice m previous years, when illumination i'il'c<ts have
been confined largely to a few of the more extensive
parks. Various local Organizations are co-operating

With the committee, which represents local central-sta-

tion companies. The effects in public parks will be
supplemented by private displays. The members of the
committee are Messrs. Arthur Williams, chairman;
George B. Cortelyou, Nicholas F. Brady, Frank W.
Smith. ('. G. M. Thomas, J. E. Phillips, 'w. F. Wells,
W. J. Clark and E. H. Rosenquest.

Engineering Societies Co-operate in Fourth-of-July Cele-

bration

West Thirty-ninth Street between Fifth and Sixth
Avenues, New York City, will be closed to traffic on the
Fourth of July for a celebration by the Vacation Head-
quarters, a feature of which will be street dancing, as
in Paris. The authorities of the Engineering Societies

Building have given permission for the erection -of a

band stand and a huge screen on which motion pictures
will be projected. Mr. Arthur Williams, who is a mem-
ber of the advisory committee of the Vacation Head-
quarters, has arranged for the special illumination of
the street during the evening.

ducted a COnte t ami elected one of the contestants who
submitted a photograph to acl ai a model tor the God-
dess Electro.

Electrical Exports in April

Electrical exports in April are reported by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce as follows:

Articles

April Ten Months Ended April

1915 1914 1915 1914-

Batteries

Dynamos or generators

Fans
Insulated wire and cables

Interior wiring supplies, etc., in-

$88,372
127,071
61,926

354,344

67,605

554

27,665
36,936

69,835

193,802
47,763

14,377
89,730

875,395

$65,001 $773,578
176,469 1,737,513
38,525 1 181,365
86,993 1,356,574

60,891 550 836

$269,808
2,157,145

381,633
1,826,482

614,732

Lampa:
Arc
Incandescent:

Carbon filament

1,063

4,621
20,820

341,369
93,247

8,654
73,061

770,837

27,958

82,898
352,381

331,889

2,324,806
530,723

72,781
1,047,929
6,551,236

70,060

162,958
191,688

Meters and other measuring in-

3,897,324
1,330,487

Telegraph instruments (including

104,561
1,280,255

All other 8,982,554

Total electrical exports $2,055,375 $1,741,551 $15,922,467 821,569,687

Testing the Interest in Electricity

To test the interest in electricity in small communi-
ties, the Society for Electrical Development has sent

notices to a few papers of general circulation in the

towns and small cities selected, stating that it will award
$25 cash for the best definition of "electricity" received

up to Aug. 1, 1915. The replies are to contain at least

twenty-five words and not more than forty words. A
committee to act as judge has not yet been appointed.

As one of the details in its plan for "Electrical Pros-

perity Week," Nov. 29 to Dec. 4, the society has con-

Federal Trade Commiaeion Affairs

ii has been necessary for the Federal Trade Commii
sion to "lay oil" a number of employees at the begi nning
of the Government's fiscal year, July l, for lack of ap
propriations POT their salaries. This, it is understood
in Washington, will mean a severe handicap to the com-
mission, with no relief in sight until Congress reassem-
bles in December and votes more money for the pay-
ment of employees. In many cases those who remain
will be obliged to "double up" on the work, so that head-
way may be kept.

The attitude of the Department of Justice toward the

possibility of prosecutions under the Sherman law con-

tinues to be a subject of deep interest in Washington.
The indifference in administration circles, particularly

the Department of Justice, to the recent court decision

indicating that the United States Steel Corporation is

not violating the Sherman law is explained by high of-

ficials as due to the fact that if the Steel corporation

or any other large industrial combination is guilty of

evasions of the law there will be no trouble in reaching
it under the anti-trust laws passed by the last Congress
for the enforcement of which the Federal Trade Com-
mission is responsible.

While it is not the intention of the Federal Trade
Commission or any other part of the administration to

proceed against violators of existing trust laws in a
sensational manner, it is the belief of high officials that

the commission will be able to take effective steps at

intervals to prevent a growth of monopoly in any large

combination. Neither the commission nor the Presi-

dent will hamper the large industrial combinations; on
the contrary, they want to encourage business, but it is

known in Washington that it is the purpose of the com-
mission to eradicate quietly all schemes, wherever they
crop up, which tend to foster monopoly and unfair

practices.

Missouri [Commission Decision in Charleston Case

The decision of the Missouri Public Utilities Com-
mission on the complaint of the Commercial Club of

Charleston against the Missouri Public Utilities Com-
pany and on the valuation of the electric plant of the

company has been issued. The fair present value of the

property used and useful in the city for determining
reasonable and just rates was fixed as of May 31, 1914,

at $58,000. Upon this valuation the commission decides

that a net return of at least 7V2 per cent justifies maxi-
mum rates in substance as follows: Residence lighting,

first 20 kw.-hr., 12 cents per kw.-hr. ; next 20 kw.-hr., 10

cents per kw.-hr. ; over 40 kw.-hr., 4 cents per kw.-hr.

;

minimum charge, 75 cents. Other than residence light-

ing, first 30 kw.-hr. of connected load, 12 cents per

kw.-hr. ; next 30 kw.-hr., 10 cents per kw.-hr. ; over 60

kw.-hr., 4 cents per kw.-hr.; minimum charge, $1.

A complaint of excessive charges and unjust discrimi-

nation in the sale of ice was eliminated on the ground
that the commission is without jurisdiction.

Relatively enormous amounts brought to the attention

of the commission as opinions and lump-sum estimates

for intangible and going values by their very excessive-

ness render these methods practically impossible as

measures of value. An allowance of $110 for amortiza-

tion of the cost of the proceeding is made as an oper-

ating expense, though such allowance, the commission
holds, might appear more properly under contingencies.
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Cleveland Municipal Plant Developments

Commissioner of Light and Heal F. W. Ballard of

Cleveland, Ohio, announced on June 23 that he had in-

structed solicitors for the municipal electric plant not

to seek any more large motor-seryice contracts. The
plant is loaded to such an extent, he said, that it would

be inadvisable to use the remaining day possible output

for motor service. It is loaded to more than one-third

of the total rating now, and even with present connec-

tions will be loaded to more than one-halt' of its rating

in the winter, while the peak load will reach two-thirds

of the rated output. For this reason he wants to retain

the remaining generating ability for domestic service,

which is growing where lines are installed.

There has been some discussion as to whether the

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company would be asked

to bid on the street lighting in the district now reached

by the municipal cables, but this is not regarded as

probable, since the city officials will be able to make a

rate that will be commensurate with the cost of pro-

duction, to which such profit may be added as will cover

the city's proportion of the fixed charges. There will

be about 600 lamps, but the style of standard has not

yet been decided definitely. About 450 of the lamps will

be on until midnight and the remainder the entire night.

A resolution was introduced in the City Council at

Cleveland on June 28 giving the Cleveland Electric

Illuminating Company authority to lay steam-heating

pipes to the new city hall on the lake front. This is the

beginning of an attempt to force the company to fur-

nish heat for this building, as the company had already

notified Director of Public Service Sidlo that it cannot
give the city this service at the rate offered, 30 cents

per 1000 lb. The company offered to furnish heat at a

rate of 64.3 cents.

Government May Operate Sayville Wireless Plant

As the result of conferences between Secretaries

Lansing, Daniels and Redfield, of respectively the De-

partments of State, Navy and Commerce, the United

States government may decide to take the wireless plant

at Sayville, L. I., under entire government control dur-

ing the remainder of the war. New high-powered

equipment installed at the Sayville plant recently and

the character of the messages sent since the additions

were made have raised the question whether the Gov-

ernment shall renew the license of the plant, or whether

during the war it shall operate it with United States

officers in charge. The Department of Justice holds

that the Government has the right to operate the plant

to preserve neutrality if necessary. Messages sent re-

cently in plain English are now reported to have con-

tained hidden meanings which might violate United

States neutrality. The staff of United States Navy
censors at the plant has been increased pending an in-

vestigation now being made by the Department of Com-
merce.

Division of the People's Income

A committee on the division of the people's income

has made a preliminary report to the National Civic

Federation. The committee consists of Mr. W. J. Pape,

Waterbury, Conn., chairman; Prof. John B. Clark.

Columbia University, New York, and the Rev. John A.

Ryan, St. Paul (Minn.) Seminary.

While the average annual wage in manufacturing

industries has increased from $247 to $5 IS in sixty

years, the normal rate of interest, the committee finds,

has decreased one-fourth.

The Appraisal of "Overhead Costs"

By Halbert P. Gillette

Several recent decisions of public utility commission-

serve to call attention to a rather general lack of knowl-

edge about overhead costs. The term overhead costs

has no generally accepted meaning.

Appraisal engineers usually, although by no means

universally, limit the items of construction "overhead

costs" to the following: (1) Engineering and inspec-

tion; (2) supervision (other than gang foremen and

the profits of contractors) ; (3) organization (prelimi-

nary to construction) ; (4) administration, accounting

and clerical; (5) legal; (6) insurance (casualty, fire

and title) ; (7) taxes; (8) interest; (9) contingencies,

omissions and waste; (10) brokers' fees; (11) pro-

moter's profit.

I have omitted "going value" or "development cost"

from the list of "overheads," and in doing so I follow

present practice, although "development cost" is largely

interest during construction and its sequel—deficit in

interest during the development period.

Practice of Wisconsin Commission

I am informed by Mr. C. M. Larson, chief engineer

of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission, that his esti-

mated "overhead costs" exclude items Nos. 6, 10 and 11

of the above list. Item No. 6, insurance, is included in

the unit prices that he uses. Item No. 10, brokers' fees,

is taken into consideration by the Wisconsin commission

(as I interpret the decisions) in arriving at the proper

rate of "fair return" on the investment, since broker-

age fees commonly constitute part of the discount on

bonds. Item No. 11, promoter's profit, appears not to

receive recognition by the Wisconsin commission. Mr.

Larson informs me that he usually adds to the direct

costs 15 per cent for overhead costs on "the larger prop-

erties which show a high type of construction," and he

intimates that of this 15 per cent very little constitutes

item No. 10, or contingencies, because his "inventories

are usually made quite complete by means of co-opera-

tion of the officers and agents of the companies." For

small plants Mr. Larson commonly allows 12 per cent

for overheads. These percentages—12 and 15—seem

very low, and I believe they are low where a utility

company does most of the construction with its own
forces. Mr. Larson, however, uses unit prices that are

assumed to be fair contract prices for the plant "in

place," which puts a somewhat different light on these

low overhead percentages. As to unit prices, he says:

"These prices cover contractors' profits, liability insur-

ance and, in a word, every item which is ordinarily in

the same to a general contractor."

Since a general contractor is a business manager,

and since his sub-contractors are really superintendents,

it follows that, when their services are paid for in the

form of profits included in their unit prices, items Nos.

2 and 4, supervision and administration, are smaller

than where a company does the construction with its

own forces. This alone explains a considerable part of

the difference between percentages estimated by differ-

ent appraisers for overheads. In my appraisals

of electric railways, electric power and light properties,

and telephone plants, knowing that many companies do

most of their construction with their own forces, I have

used unit prices that often included relatively little or

no supervision (other than gang foremanship). Even
in these cases it happens occasionally that a manufac-
turing company undertakes to do much of the engineer-

ing and supervision involved in laying out and installing

apparatus, and then a large part of such "overheads"
as engineering and supervision is automatically buried

in the prices charged for apparatus installed "in place."
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Land and right-of way arc accounts thai ordinarily
must carrj verj heavj "overheads" In the form of In

terest and taxes during construction, to saj nothing of

title insurance, legal and other expenses.
1 find that .sonic utility companies include "dead time,"

traveling expense, unapportioned freight and cartage,
ami the like, under item No. 2, supervision. To put the
"dead time" (due to bad weather and holidays) of

laborers in tins account is, it seems to me, a mistake.

Similarly, traveling expense of laborers and unappor
tioned freight should not be called supervision.

Prorating Costs <»i Renewals and Additions

Most large companies huild additions to plant at the

same time that the\ make repairs and renewals. Often

the same gangs make both renewals and additions simul-
taneously. The same engineering, managerial and
executive forces are usually engaged in maintenance a

well as on new construction. Therefore it becomes
necessary to prorate engineering, supervision, etc., to
two or more distinct classes of work. Such prorating
may he done according to different theories, the two
most common being: (1) in proportion to the cost of

direct labor, and (2) in proportion to the combined cost

of labor and materials. These two methods rarely give
the same results; often the results are widely different.

Maintenance work generally involves a relatively high
proportion of labor to material costs, whereas the con-
verse is often true of new construction.

While most engineers are fairly familiar with con-
tract prices, and while some are equally familiar with
actual unit costs, relatively few know from personal
study of accounts what overhead costs average under
given conditions. The consequence has been that engi-

neers employed by public service commissions have com-
monly underestimated overhead costs. Engineers em-
ployed by companies have ordinarily been closer to the
mark, but occasionally have grossly overestimated over-

head costs because they were guessing.

Interest During Construction

Very few operating companies charge any "interest

during construction" when new construction proceeds
pari passu with renewals. In other words, after the
original nucleus of a plant is built, the "interest during
construction" account, if ever there was one, is closed.

Interest during construction, as I now view it, should be
charged at the full "fair return rate" rather than at

the bond interest rate. Otherwise the investor fails to

get a "fair return" on his money during the construc-
tion' period.

It has often been claimed that bond discount is a
proper "overhead charge," but usually this claim has
been rejected by commissions. Bond discount is a com-
posite of two entirely distinct things, (1) brokerage
fee and (2) advance payment to the bond purchaser.
Occasionally a witness who has testified as to broker-
age fees is asked such a question as this: "If Jones
builds a ten-thousand-dollar house with his own money,
wdiereas his next-door neighbor, Smith, builds a ten-

thousand-dollar house with borrowed money, is Smith's
house worth more than Jones's?" The answer is no,

and upon receiving such a reply it is presumed that the
entire argument in favor of brokerage as an overhead
cost is overthrown. But let the cross-examiner himself
be asked : "If Jones, who is an architect, builds a house,

and his neighbor, Smith, who is not an architect but
hires one, builds a duplicate house, is Smith's house
worth more than Jones's?"

Here the negative answer might with equal reason be
used to support the contention that architects' fees are

not a proper overhead charge. The fallacy in this line

of reasoning arises from the confusion of cost with

value. While neither Interesl during construction, nor

, nor brokerage fee, nor many another item adds
to the commercial value of a property, it doe- add to

< Dill 111.'. I

Perhaps at the basis of the phenomenon of under-

Imating contingencies there is the psychological tact

that most men are optimists. The hope that work < an

he done cheaply is father to the too low estimate. In

not a few articli ions and hooks on appraisals
there appear diagrams and tables of unit prices of i>

rials, accompanied by statements that the average of

these prices over a period of years was used as the
|

price in the appraisal. This seems a philosophical

method to use when average prices are sought, hut closer

investigation discloses the fact that it is not so philo-

sophical as it seems. In general, average weighted
prices are higher than average unweighted prices, be-

cause more materials are bought during periods of high
prices than during periods of low prices—the higher
prices being, as a matter of fact, the result of the

greater demand.
Another common cause of underestimates by engi-

neers is traceable to their lack of familiarity with the

detailed records of the accounting department. Until

one knows just what an appraiser has included in his

unit prices it is impracticable to compare most of the

overhead costs of two different appraisals. Even the

same words used to designate overhead items are not

always used in the same sense. "Engineering" may or

may not include inspection, architects' fees, office ex-

penses incident to engineering, etc.

"Office expenses" may or may not include interest and
taxes on the office floor space. These fixed charges on
office buildings, etc., are sometimes overlooked entirely.

At other times they are cared for under interest and
taxes. Again at other times they are distributed among
other overhead items.

Full Knowledge Necessary

As indicative of the errors that are being made
through rather blindly adopting overhead percentages

used by other appraisers without also understanding
what their unit costs contain, I will quote again from
one of Mr. Larson's letters to me:
"Some commissions in the Southwest have been known

to quote the Wisconsin commission as putting on only

12 to 15 per cent [for overhead costs], which they de-

clare covers not only the items enumerated but also

promotion, discount on bonds and going value. I wish
to mention this only that it may call to your mind the

fact that these overhead charges are not intended to

cover such items.

"It should be noted that when a telephone company
purchases a switchboard the cost of a large part of the

engineering on that switchboard is included in the price

paid the supply company. When a gas company pur-

chases a gas tank, the cost of a large part of the engi-

neering is paid to the supply company. Since we [the

engineers of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission] place

the price of these items at the amount paid by the local

companies to the supply companies, this fact must be

taken into account in applying our overhead charges."

I would caution against the assumption that the fore-

going is more than an outline of the theme of this

article. Prorating indirect costs, which are so closely

associated with overhead costs, is itself a large and
complicated subject. But, depending on the method of

prorating general expenses over capital account and
operating expense, there will be marked differences in

the overhead costs of construction wherever construc-

tion is carried on by the same organization that is

operating the utility plant.
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Miscellaneous News Notes
Galleries for Utility Service .Mains.—The Chicago com-

mission on downtown municipal improvements is endeavor-

ing to determine the practicability of constructing galleries

for utility service lines beneath th ts affected by the

construction of Chicago's new Union Station. The use of

galleries will alleviate, it is thought, some of the evils

brought about by the present congestion of utility service

lines beneath the pavements.

Water-Power Rights in Nicaragua,- According to United
States Consul Cornelius Ferris, Jr., Bluefield, Nicaragua, in

the Commerce Reports, the government of Nicaragua is too

new for questions relating to water-power rights to be

entirely settled, and there is a possible source of trouble in

conflicting claims; but the intent of the law and the policy

of the government, he states, is that water-power, which is

abundant nearly everywhere in northeastern Nicaragua,

shall be available to develop industries.

Motor Service Contract Advances Trice of Stock.—The
price of the stock of the Narragansett Electric Lighting

Company, Providence, R. I., as a result of the recent con-

tract to furnish electric service for the operation of the

manufacturing plant of Brown & Sharpe, rose in the local

market from $84.50 to $86 within one week. In the Provi-

dence district the feeling predominates that the company
is expanding on a sound basis, and that the Brown &
Sharpe contract proves that it can furnish energy at lower

cost than a large manufacturing firm is able to produce it

for use in its factory.

A Fire-Alarm Box to Eliminate False Calls.—Mr. William
C. Matthias, chief of the Reading (Pa.) bureau of elec-

tricity, has devised a fire-alarm box the purpose of which
is to prevent miscreants from turning in false alarms with-

out detection. This improved box contains a 6-in. gong
which starts ringing as soon as the box is opened, wakening
sleepers in the neighborhood and attracting attention to

the box and to the person sending in the alarm. The box
is of the keyless type, and the door cannot be closed until

the mechanism has been reset by an official, preparatory

for the next alarm.

Issues of Patent Office Gazette Delayed for Lack of

Funds.—Owing to the unusually large number of patents

issued during the latter half of 1914 and the first half of

1915, the regular appropriation of $440,000 and a supple-

mental appropriation of $125,000 for printing patent speci-

fications and the official Patent Office Gazette during the

fiscal year became nearly exhausted, making it impossible

to issue the Gazette for June 15, 22 and 29 on those dates.

With the new appropriation which becomes available for

the current fiscal year the above issues will be sent out as

early in July as the publication thereof can be brought

about. Owing to the resulting congestion, Commissioner

of Patents Ewing explains that some delay may be expected

in the Gazette issues for July until conditions in the office

of the Public Printer at Washington again become normal.

No delay has occurred, however, in the issuance of patents,

designs and trade-marks.

Electrical Measuring Instruments.—A second edition of

the Bureau of Standards Circular No. 20, referring to elec-

trical measuring instruments, has just been issued. The

object of this circular is to present briefly the fundamental

principles underlying the construction and operation of

commercial electrical measuring instruments, together with

such information concerning the advantages and limita-

tions of the various types of instruments as will assist

the user in the determination of the general type best

suited to a given purpose. The question of sources of error

has been treated in some detail, with a threefold purpi

To suggest, first, how some errors may be avoided; second,

how corrections may be made for known sources of error;

and, third, to furnish suggestions which will assist those

who have to specify instrument performance or to select

instruments. In view of the increasing number of central

stations, public-service commissions and colleges which are

equipping testing rooms for the maintenance of electrical

standards and the precision checking of electrical instru-

ments, some space has been given to a discussion of the

apparatus which seems best suited for use in such labora-

tories.

Part Played by Electrical Investments in Wealth of

Nation.—The recent publication "Estimated Valuation of

National Wealth," issued by the United States Census

Bureau, places the nation's wealth in 1912 (the latest year

considered in the report) at $187,739,071,090. Of this

amount $2,098,613,122 is invested in privately owned central

electric lighting and power plants, $4,596,563,292 in -treet

railwi 1,252,516 in telegraph systems, and $1,081,-

433,227 in telephone systems, making a total of $7,999,-

862,157 in electric utility properties. 'I bus the value of elec-

trical enterprises represents approximately 4.3 per cent of

the total wealth of the nation. Compared with some of the

country's other leading industries, the electrical investment

is also large. It is approximately 50 per cent of the total

value of the steam railroads and the equipment, 88 per cent

more than the value of live stock, a little over three times

as much as the sum of the nation's gold and silver coin and

bullion, about 46 per cent less than the annual value of

manufactured products, almost twice the estimated value of

clothing and personal adornments, and approximately equal

to the value of furniture, carriages and kindred personal

property.

Ocean Tides the Cause of Puzzling Voltage Phenomenon.
—Troubled because his lamps grew dim for a few hours

each day and then as curiously regained their brilliancy, a
customer recently called on the Boston Edison company
to ascertain the cause. When the company's investigator

visited the premises the voltage was normal and no per-

ceptible ground could be detected on the circuit. Before

long, however, the phenomenon of the previous days re-

peated itself. The pressure dropped quite rapidly from
110 volts to 60 volts and remained at that value for several

hours, soon rising again, however, in the same mysterious

manner. As there were no motors in the vicinity which

could cause the drop in pressure, it was decided to connect

a recording voltmeter to the line. After this had been

left in circuit a few days, the charts revealed the fact

that each day the voltage started to fall about 50 minutes

later than on the preceding day. As the consumer's prop-

erty was situated on a wharf, it at once occurred to the

inspector that the rise and fall of the tide might in some
way be the cause of the trouble. This was subsequently

found to be the case, the rise of the salt water having
short-circuited the service wires.

Seventh Annual Picnic of Dayton Power & Light Com-
pany.—The seventh annual picnic of employees of the

Dayton (Ohio) Power & Light Company was held at Kil

Kare Park, about 12 miles from Dayton, on June 22. The
employees went to the park in cars of the Dayton, Spring-
field & Xenia Southern Traction Company, which is oper-

ated with energy from the Dayton Power & Light Company.
A baseball game was played between the different office

departments and the outside departments. A victory by
the outside departments made them the possessors for

the first year of the "F. M. Tait cup," donated by Mr. Tait
for annual competition in baseball between the two divi-

sions. Following the dinner a photograph was taken, in

which 768 employees and their families appeared. In

1914 approximately 525 attended the picnic. Mr. John
Himes, head of the meter department, on behalf of all of

the employees, presented to President Tait a solid gold

watch on the eve of his departure from Dayton to take
up his residence in New York City. The afternoon was
given over to athletic events of all descriptions. There
were keen contests in all of the events, not only for indi-

vidual prizes, but for points to determine the possessors
of the "Young cup," which was donated by the late A. M.
Young for annual competition between the different depart-

ments. The cup will be in the possession of the mainte-
nance and construction department this year. The
sterling silver medal given to the best all-around athlete

was presented to Mr. Richard Pflaum, of the maintenance
and construction department. The evening was spent in

dancing. The athletic committee was composed of Messrs.
M. H. Wagner, chairman. ('. P. Carman, R. R. Herkins,
O. E. I lowland. O. B. Reemelin, F. B. Steele, R. L. Stewart
and H. Thompson and Miss Hughes. The officials of the
day were Messrs. T. V. Kelly. O. E. Rowland, C. P. Car-
man, I.. K. Funkhouser, O. H. Hutchings, O. B. Reemelin,
C. H. Spiehler, F. T. Griesl and K. L. Fitzpatrick and
Miss Hughes.
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Associations and Societies
.io\i;m League of Detroit. Members of the Joviai

of Detroil held their annual rejuvenation at the Detroit

Board of Commerce on the evening of June 28. The attend
ance was targe and twelve candidates were initiated.

Institute »»f Consulting Engineers.—The meeting of the

American Institute of Consulting Engineers, Inc., scheduled
to be held on the evening of June 29, at the Engineers' Club,
Wu York, was postponed <>n accounl of the impossibility

of securing the attendance of ;t quorum. The nexl meet

ing will i>c held in the fall. There will he many matters of

importance t<> be discussed and decided at that time.

E. V. A. to Convene at Cleveland in October.— At a meel
.•t" the council of the Electric Vehicle Association of

America at New York city. June 25, it was voted to hold

the 1916 convention at Cleveland, Ohio, next October, the
ISth to 20th of thai month being Belected as the tentative

dates. Two new E. V. A. sections were reported organized,
one at Kansas City, Mo., and the Other at Portland, Ore.

The association now has in all sixteen local sections.

Meeting of Cincinnati Electric Club.—The first meeting
of the Cincinnati Electric Club since its recent organiza-
tion was held at the "Zoo" last week, with nearly 100 mem-
bers present. A dinner preceded several interesting talks

by leading members, in which the necessity of co-operation
and mutual aid on the part of dealers in electrical supplies,

contractors and others in the industry was urged. Messrs.
Andreas Burkhardt, president of the Retail Merchants'
Association, and Ralph Pingle, president of the Rotary Club,

were among the speakers.

Missouri Contractors' Association.—The Electrical Con-
tractors' Association of Missouri will hold its annual meet-
ing at the Kupper Hotel in Kansas City on July 10. The
Electrical Contractors' Association of Kansas will also meet
in Kansas City on the same day. The two associations will

act upon the report of the committee appointed to form a
plan of consolidation, and whether or not there is a consoli-

dation a joint meeting will be held by the two associations

on this day. The Missouri association will probably change
the date of its annual and semi-annual meetings. The plan

is to hold the annual session hereafter on the third Satur-

day in January so that the officers may be elected and dele-

gates chosen to the convention of the National Electrical

Contractors' Association in time to become familiar with

their duties before the national convention held in July.

The semi-annual meeting will be held in either Kansas City

or St. Louis at such time before the national convention as

is convenient. When the national association is in the

West, the July meeting will be in Kansas City; when the

national association meets in the East, the July meeting
will be held in St. Louis.

Illumination Discussed at Kansas City.—At a special

luncheon of the Electric Club of Kansas City at the Balti-

more Hotel on June 25 Mr. Preston S. Millar, manager of

the Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York, made a talk

on the electrical features of the California expositions and
the work of the laboratories. Mr. Millar reported his par-

ticular impressions of the illumination of the San Francisco
fair, which he said made the night scene a distinctive feature,

and emphasized the advance in illumination during the last

few years. He called attention to the latest tendency of

illuminating, toward ornamental effects, one result being

that even in residences as many as ten outlets are now
thought desirable where one or two in a room were formerly
considered sufficient. The increased use of energy fur-

nishes an incentive to central stations as well as to manu-
facturers and contractors to encourage this tendency. He
suggested that Kansas City should have a representative of

the Illuminating Engineering Society, who should work in

conjunction with the Electric Club or similar organization.

Milwaukee Section, N. E. L. A., Discusses Street Lighting.

—Milwaukee's proposed street-lighting system was dis-

cussed by city officials, consulting engineers and members
of the organization of the Milwaukee Electric Railway &
Light Company at the third annual banquet of the Mil-

waukee Section of the National Electric Light Association,

June 29. Mayor G. A. Bading of Milwaukee presided. The
civic and business advantages of good lighting were pointed

out by Mr. Milton c. Potter, superintendent of schools, and
by Mr. Eltinge Elmore, pre Ident of the retail merchant

'

division of the Merchant and Manufacturers' Asso-
• lation. Messrs. Edgar Switzei of the Westinghouse Elect] Ic

a Manufacturing Company and w. A. Dorrey of the Gen
eral Electric Companj discu ed ome of the technical de
tails of the equipment, This de cription was continued with
greater detail by the consulting engineer ^>y the system,
Mr. i \. Vaughn of Vaughn, Meyer & Sweet. Mr. F. A.
Collin, commercial engineer of the Milwaui.ee Electric Kail-
way & Lighl Company^ J4r. Edwin S. Macs of Miller, Mack
& fan-child, attorneys, and Mr. Edwin Gruhl of the North
American Company emphasized the changing point of view
toward streel lighting and the hitter's historical, legal and
cost phai

Meeting of Pennsylvania Electrical Contractors.—The
Electrical Contractors' Association of the State of Pennsyl-
vania held its fourth annual convention at the Ad-lphia
Hotel, Philadelphia, on .June 16. The president, Mr. Fred
crick M. Shepard of Philadelphia, who presided at the meet-
ing, was also the toastmaster at an informal dinner in the
evening. It was reported that the Pennsylvania law requir-
ing separate specifications and direct bids for plumbing,
heating, ventilating and electric work on public buildings is

observed generally in the State. Messrs. John S. Musser,
Harrisburg, and H. G. Kepler, Philadelphia, were named to

represent the association on a joint conference committee
representing different industries interested in the enforce-
ment of the law. One of the subjects of discussion was the
advisability of securing more effective co-operation between
the National Electrical Contractors' Association and state

and local associations. Suggestions looking to this result

will be presented to the national association. The new offi-

cers are: President, Mr. John S. Musser, Harrisburg; vice-

president, Mr. W. T. Brown, Philadelphia; secretary-treas-

urer, Mr. M. G. Sellers, Philadelphia; directors, Messrs.
George E. Shepherd, Wilkes-Barre, and M. E. Arnold, Phila-

delphia; national director, Mr. George E. Shepherd. At the
dinner addresses were made by Messrs. Frederick M. Shep-
ard, John S. Musser, W. T. Brown, George E. Shepherd,
Washington De Vereux, Frank H. Stewart, A. L. Hallstrom,
E. Ward Wilkins, C. E. Ludovici and F. P. Groves.

Convention of New York Companies' Section, N. E. L. A.
—The New York Companies' Section of the National Electric

Light Association, which is composed of the employees of

nine companies operating in and around New York City,

held its annual convention at the Hotel Astor on June 30.

The meeting was the largest ever held by the section, over
400 being- present. The afternoon session was opened with
an address by the chairman, Mr. J. E. Phillips, which was
followed by the reports of the secretary, treasurer and pub-
lication committee. Various resumes of different phases of

the activities and proceedings of the recent national conven-

tion at San Francisco were presented, after which the elec-

tion of officers for the ensuing year was held. At the ban-

quet in the evening more than 750 attended. Among
those present were Mr. E. W. Lloyd, the newly elected presi-

dent of the N. E. L. A., who outlined some of the policies of

company sections. Mr. H. H. Scott, the retiring president,

also spoke briefly. Mr. J. W. Lieb, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the New York Edison Company, gave a

forceful address on "Public Service Commission Regulation

of Public Utilities." Mr. C. G. M. Thomas, president of the

New York & Queens Electric Light & Power Company,
spoke from personal experience on the "Relative Values of

Men." Dr. B. W. Stillwell, vice-president of the Westches-

ter Lighting Company, described the lighting at the San
Francisco Exposition. Mr. F. W. Smith, vice-president and

general manager of the United Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, Mr. H. L. Snyder, treasurer and seci-etary of the New
York & Queens Electric Light & Power Company, and Mr.

H. M. Edwards, auditor of the New York Edison Company,
also addressed the convention briefly. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: Chairman, Mr. F. C.

Henderschott; vice-chairman, Mr. L. A. Coleman; treasurer,

Mr. W. L. Bruce; recording secretary, Mr. John Burke; exec-

utive secretary, Mr. Ralph Neumuller. The executive com-

mittee is composed of Messrs. Stuart Wilder, I. M. Beatty,

Carleton Macy, J. E. Phillips, Alexander Maxwell, F. W.
Smith, W. L. Secord, G. B. Cornell and Edward B. Fielis.
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Public Service Commission News
New York Commissions

On a memorandum by Commissioner Carr the Second Dis-
trict commission has approved the application of the Middle-
ville Electric Light Company for permission to construct
lines in Newport and to exercise rights and privileges under
a franchise therefor. The application was opposed by the
Newport Electric Light & Power Company, which claimed
that it had been given a similar franchise by the town
authorities. It was admitted that the chief purpose of the
new lines was to give service to the Herkimer County
Home. The town authorities said that they had granted the
two franchises because they wanted the two companies to
compete for the business.

Commissioner Carr finds, however, that as the Middleville
company is four miles nearer the home than the Newport
company, as the Newport company would have to build six

miles of line, which would probably have to go through
Middleville, and as the business to be secured would hardly
warrant the remunerative construction of such a line,

whereas there is no doubt of the ability of the Middleville
company to construct a line and take the business, the
application of the Middleville company should be approved.
The Second District Commission has issued a circular

letter concerning the cancellation by the New York Tele-
phone Company of a number of obsolete contracts not in

conformity with the rates adopted recently in New York
City. While in some instances the cancellation of the old

contracts means an increase in telephone cost for sub-
scribers, the commission points out that the old rates are

in violation of the provisions of the law against discrimina-
tion. The holders of the old contracts will be placed on a

par with all other users of telephones in the city. Last June
the company proposed to terminate the contracts, but the

commission postponed this action until the character and
number of existing contracts providing for rates less than
those fixed in the established schedules could be ascertained.

It has now been found that, far from constituting a general
raise in telephone rates or anything like it, the cancellation

of the old contracts will place about 1700 subscribers now
holding old contracts for lower flat-rate service on the same
basis with the more than 500,000 other subscribers in

the city.

On the opinion of Commissioner Carr the Second District

Commission has decided that the charge of 50 cents a month
for extension telephones is not unjust or unreasonable.

The decision is on the complaint of Mr. Milford D. Whedon,
of Granville, N. Y., against the New York & Vermont Home
Telephone Company. The New York Telephone Company
was allowed to intervene as a party in interest, and its

studies and the investigations of the commission took much
time. The commission decided previously that a telephone

subscriber has not the right to install his own extension

telephone set, as the telephone company is responsible for

the standard and efficiency of service, which might be inter-

fered with by equipment over which it had not control.

An interesting phase of the situation brought out by the

witnesses of the telephone company, to which Mr. Can-

refers in his opinion, is that the placing of an extension tele-

phone increases the number of messages 15 per cent on a

flat or message-rate line.

Mr. A. D. Welch, commercial engineer of the New York
Telephone Company, testified before the Second District

commission on June 21 as to the impossibility of a reduc-

tion in rates in the so-called Troy group in accordance

with the complaint of residents, officials and organizations

of citizens of Cohoes, Waterford and Watervliet. He testi-

fied that the company at present rates was losing $3,000 a

year in Troy, $800 in Cohoes, $3,000 in Waterford and $4,000

in Watervliet. The hearing was adjourned until July 8.

Massachusetts Commission

The commission gave a hearing recently on a petition to

compel the Western Union Telegraph Company to install

stock-ticker service. The petitioner claimed that as the

Western Union Company resells quotations to its subscrib-

ers, who have no connection with the New York Stock Ex-

change, the business is intrastate and subject to the juris-

diction of the board. Counsel for the Western Union com-

pany contended that the origin of the quotations in New
York and their destination in local brokers' offices at Bos-
ton renders the business interstate and that the contract
between the company and the exchange prohibits the former
from supplying ticker service to any person or firm not
approved by the latter. The board took the case under
advisement.

Pennsylvania Commission

An effort was made by city officials of Philadelphia to
have the Philadelphia Electric Company file an inventory
of its property l>y July 1. The company stated that this

would be impossible. Mr. William Draper Lewis declared
that the company had agreed to have the inventory com-
pleted by the middle of May, and said that by this time the
data should be in such shape that counsel for the complain-
ant could go over the figures. Mr. Frederick W. Fleitz, on
behalf of the company, said that the inventory could not be
tabulated satisfactorily before Oct. 1. This statement was
substantiated by the testimony of the engineer representing
the company, Mr. Dugald C. Jackson.

District of Columbia Commission

The commission has ruled that interest need not be paid
on deposits left with a company by a customer after the
closing of his account. The ruling was made with the
understanding that the company shall place on all final

bills the following notice: "Please call for deposit if one
has been made."
Members of the commission have assigned to themselves

separate classes of subjects for consideration. Chairman
Charles W. Kutz will take up matters of engineering, valu-
ation and rates. Commissioner Brownlow will consider
cases relating to jurisdiction, capitalization, financial oper-
ations and court proceeding?;. To Commissioner Newman
service and accident cases will be referred.

California Commission

The Marin Water & Power Company has appealed to the
Supreme Court from the decision of the commission fixing
the price to be paid by the Marin Municipal Water District
for the company's properties. This price was fixed by the
commission in a decision rendered on April 9, 1915, at
$1,200,150, and was the result of a proceeding brought
under Section 47 of the public utilities act, which provides
that the commission may determine the just compensation
to be paid by any county, incorporated city or town, or
municipal water district for the taking in eminent-domain
proceedings of any public utility property and lands. The
case is the first appeal which has been made from any deci-
sion of the commission under this section of the act.

Indiana Commission

The commission has ruled that the Winona Electric Light
& Water Company must supply Winona Lake patrons with
meters instead of charging a flat rate.
During the hearing in the case in which the city of

Richmond seeks to condemn the plant of the Richmond
Light, Heat & Power Company, under the utility law, Mr.
George H. Olney of New York, general solicitor for the
United Gas & Electric Corporation, the controlling com-
pany, was present. Messrs. A. C. Howard of New York
and Ralph Estrada testified.

The State board of buildings and property of Indiana has
let a new contract for five years for lighting the State-
house and furnishing energy for elevators, motors, etc. The
contract formerly was held by the Merchants' Heat & Light
Company, but the new contract is with the Indianapolis
Light & Heat Company. The --ates are to be determined by
the Public Service Commission on a demand and energy
charge basis. The annual gross income under the contract
to the Merchants' company has been about $3,000.

Illinois Commission

The complaint of Mr. J. B. Hogarth against the North-
western Elevated Railroad Company and the Chicago Ele-
vated Railways Collateral Trust has been dismissed by the
commission. The complaint alleged that the elevated'road
and the trust are one body and constitute a public utility.
The commission ruled that the trust is a separate organiza-
tion.
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Personal
Mr. v. (,. Blankenship has been Appointed manager <»f

the Downs (Kan.) Electric Light A Power Company.

Mr. Jamei D. Valentine has been appointed city electri-

cian of Springfield, ill., succeeding Mr. Herman Armbruster.

Mr. John .1. Plynn has been elected president of the Vi

gennes <\'t.i Electric Company to succeed Mr. Charles B.

Parker.

Mr. w . s. MeCall haa been elected president of the Brook-

field (Mo.) Electric Lighl Company to succeed Mr. P. W.
Morrison.

Mr. II. O. Hallen has been appointed successor to Mr.

i B. Kumlsen as manager of the Ord (Neb.) Electric

Company. ,

Mr. John H. Rogers has been elected successor to Mr.

J. M. Briggs, president of the Deposit (N. Y.) Electric

Company.

Mr. J. George Kaelber has been elected to succeed Mr.

0. B. Grant as president of the Ridgway (Pa.) Electric

Light Company.

Mr. George Barthell has succeeded Mr. M. W. Zumhoff as

local agent at Palouse, Wash., for the Washington Water
Tower Company.

Mr. John A. Laing has been elected president of the

Hood River (Ore.) Gas & Electric Company to succeed

Mr. L. P. Hewitt.

Mr. L. T. McWilliams has been appointed manager of

the Kaufman (Tex.) Electric Light Company to succeed

Mr. E. A. Sweet.

Mr. W. L. McCulloch has succeeded Mr. Phil Johnson as

engineer of the Springfield (Ore.) power station of the

Oregon Power Company.

Mr. T. H. Stearns has been elected president of the Jef-

ferson City (Mo.) Light, Heat & Power Company, succeed-

ing Mr. W. N. Carnahan.

Dr. Asa L. Patten has been elected president of the Buz-

zards Bay Electric Company of Falmouth, Mass., to suc-

ceed Mr. Allen A. Brown.

Mr. Henry Zum Berge has been appointed manager of

the Independence (Mo.) municipal lighting plant as suc-

cessor to Mr. A. L. Nichols.

Mr. C. S. Emmert is the new manager of the Leaven-

worth (Kan.) Light, Heat & Power Company, a subsidiary

of the United Gas & Electric Company, succeeding Mr.

W. H. Fellows, who was acting in that capacity.

Mr. John S. Musser, president of the Dauphin Electrical

Supplies Company, Harrisburg, Pa., was elected president

of the Pennsylvania Electrical Contractors' Association at

its annual meeting, held at Philadelphia last week.

Mr. H. S. Newton has been appointed manager of the

Ohio Valley Electric Railway Company at Huntington,

W. Va., and of its subsidiary property at Kenova, the Con-

solidated Light, Heat & Power Company, to succeed Mr.

W. W. Magoon.

Mr. G. R. Milford has been appointed superintendent of

operation for the Northern California Power Company, with

headquarters at Volta, Cal. Mr. Milford will have charge

of the company's power houses at Volta, Kilarc, Inskip,

South and Coleman.

Mr. Roland French has been appointed manager of the

Leipsic (Ohio) Electric Light Company. Mr. French was
formerly in the employ of the Marconi Company as wire-

less operator and construction engineer, and until recently

was stationed in Honduras.

Mr. E. F. Putnam, formerly commercial agent of the

United Electric Light & Water Company at South Norwalk,

Conn., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Naugatuck district of the same company and of the Sey-

mour Electric Light Company.

Mr. E. F. Stone, superintendent of light and power of the

Arkansas Valley Railway Light & Power Company, Pueblo,

Col., has been elected vice-president and director of the

Pueblo Commerce Club. Mr. Stone has been chairman of

the Manufacturers' Bureau of the club for some time and

will continue to serve in that capacity also.

H. c. COUCH

Mi. c. I), wiweler has been appointed a i tai I ales

manager and advertising manager of the Santo Manufac-

turing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. He had been con-

nected wiiii the Fort Wayne Work oi the General Ele trie

( lompany for a number of >

Mr. I. \\ . Mallard, c mi lonei of light and heal

the city of Cleveland, obio, ha. been retained to api

tend the extension or the municipal lighting aysten

Kalamazoo, Mick \ llr. Ballard, it la explained, will

give only a portion of his time to I he Kalamazoo work,

Cleveland will continue to have the benefit Of his sei

also.

Mr. H. C- Couch, the new president of the Arkansas As-

sociation of Public Utility Operators, is the president and

general manager of the Arkansas Light & Power Company,

which operates a number of electric-lighting and w.

works properties in the State.

Mr. Couch was born in Co-

lumbia County, Ark., in 1877.

He left the farm at the age
of seventeen and after at-

tending school at Magnolia
entered the railway mail

service in 1897. This posi-

tion he resigned in 1905

after having organized the

North Louisiana Telephone
Company, of which he was
president and general man-
ager. The system grew rap-

idly, and in 1909 it, with
several other companies, was
merged into the Southern
Telephone Company, of which
IJMr. Couch became vice-pres-

ident and general manager. Continuing its aggressive
policy, the new company acquired a number of independent
properties in Arkansas and Louisiana, and was sold to the

American Telephone & Telegraph Company in 1912. The
system at the time of the transfer was made up of about
seventy-five exchanges and 3000 miles of long-distance

lines. In 1913 Mr. Couch organized the Arkansas Light &
Power Company, which has since purchased a number of

lighting and water properties in representative towns of

Arkansas. The company's headquarters are at Arkadel-
phia, Ark., and it operates generating stations in Arkadel-
phia, Camden, Magnolia and Malvern.

Mr. Ernest A. Edkins, who was elected first vice-chairman
of the Commercial Section of the National Electric Light
Association at the latter's San Francisco convention in June,

is secretary of the advisory committee of the Common-
wealth Edison Company of

Chicago and also superin-

tendent of the company's
welfare and employment
bureau. Mr. Edkins was
born in England, Oct. 4,

1869, and, with his parents,

came to Canada at an early

age, subsequently moving to

the United States. He was
educated in public and pri-

vate schools at Worcester,

Mass., Hartford, Conn., and
New York City. At first he

began the study of law, but
shortly abandoned this for

newspaper work, starting as

a reporter on the New York
Evening Sun at the age of

eighteen. Continuing in

newspaper work for the next four or five years in the

East and Middle West, Mr. Edkins in 1893 joined the staff

of the Chicago Edison Company (the predecessor of the

Commonwealth Edison' Company), and he has continued

his connection with the Chicago central-station company in

various capacities for the last twenty-two years. For sev-

eral years Mr. Edkins acted as editor of the Edison Round
Table, issued by the Commonwealth Edison Company Sec-

tion of the N. E. L. A., and in 1911 and 1912 he compiled

E. A. EDKINS
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the association "Question Box" for the N. E. L. A. Mi.
Edkins has written extensively on welfare work and utility

operation and has been active in the electrical development
work conducted l>y the Commercial Section. He has served
on the section's executive committee and is chairman of
its publications committee.

.Mr. Russell H. Ballard, secretary and assistant general
manager of the Southern California Edison Company, Los
Angele I, Cal., who was elected vice-president of the Na-
tional Electric Light Association at its San Francisco con-
vention early in June, has
been identified since 1897,

except for a short interval,

with the interests now in-

corporated under the above
title. Mr. Ballard was born
at Hamilton, Ont., in 1875,

and began his business career

at the age of fifteen as office

boy for the Thomson-Hous-
ton Electric Company at

Chicago, meanwhile putting
himself through a strenuous
course at night school. When
his firm was absorbed by the

General Electric Company in

1894 Mr. Ballard was trans-

ferred to the latter's treas-

ury department at Schenec-
tady, N. Y. During his connection with the General
Electric Company he was assigned to various important
branches of the company throughout the East and became
intimately acquainted with the financial problems of the
industry, as well as acquiring an accurate knowledge of
electrical operation and an extensive commercial experience.

Going to Los Angeles from the General Electric Company,
Mr. Ballard entered the employ of the Westside Lighting
Company, the predecessor of the Edison Electric Company
of Los Angeles, as bookkeeper. In 1900 he became cashier

and office manager of the Butte Electric & Power Company
of Butte, Mont., where he remained until 1904. Accepting
an offer from the Edison Electric Company to become its

auditor, he returned to Los Angeles and entered upon a
career which has demonstrated remarkable ability for

organization, untiring energy, and a diligence which has
made him a recognized master of the complicated and per-

plexing problems that confront the successful executive

of a large and progressive electric corporation, successively

advancing through various important positions, from au-

ditor to secretary and assistant general manager.

R. H. BALLARD

Obituary
Elmer Phipps, superintendent of the Everett (Mass.)

electric-lighting plant, died June 23 at the age of fifty-four.

J. Henry Kuehling, a retired electrical man of Washing-
ton, D. C, is dead at the age of seventy-four years. Death
was caused by heart disease.

Richard Gilpin, a consulting electrical engineer of Phila-

delphia, died recently at his summer cottage at Cape May,
N. J., as the result of contracting a severe cold. Mr. Gilpin

was a bachelor.

L. M. Heath, who died at Hanover, N. H., June 22, as

the result of an automobile accident, was for years identi-

fied with electrical development on the White River in

Vermont, and was treasurer and manager of the White
River Electric Company, which furnishes electric service at

Randolph, Vt.

Nicholas Penniman Bond, a well-known attorney of Balti-

more, Md., and the organizer of the old Edison Electric

Light Company of Baltimore, died at his summer home at

Blue Ridge Summit, Md., June 21. Mr. Bond had effected

the consolidation of the local Edison company with the

Brush and the United States Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, and afterward served as counsel for the new corpo-

ration. He was also an organizer of the Chesapeake Elec-

tric Light & Water Company, subsequently known as the

Baltimore County Electric Light & Water Company.

Corporate and Financial
\merican Cities Company, New Orleans, La.— In a letter

to the stockholders announcing the partial defermei
dividends, President Hugh McClosky says in part: "The
outbreak of the European war has affected business condi-

tions throughout the entire country and the earnings of

public service corporations dependent on the prosperity of

the communities which they serve. In addition to this, the

it-railway earnings have been affected by the advent
of the so-called 'jitney automobile.' The companies serving

Memphis and Little Rock have been particularly affected by

the condition of the cotton and hard-wood markets. The
earnings of the Birmingham property have been affected by

the practical cessation of the steel business in that district,

which only now shows signs of improvement. In practically

every locality in which the 'jitney automobile' is operating

regulatory measures have been effected in the interest of

public safety, and competition from this source is gradually

decreasing. The subsidiary companies have spent on de-

velopment of the properties since June 1, 1911, approxi-

mately $10,000,000, $1,000,000 of which has been provided
from current surplus earnings of subsidiaries, and the

balance from sale of securities, and with the resumption of

normal conditions the subsidiaries will be prepared to

handle a greater volume of business and add a much larger

percentage to surplus earnings than would ordinarily be

obtained. While the percentages charged against earnings
for maintenance, renewals and replacements were thought
to be fully adequate at the time of the formation of your
company, these charges have nevertheless been increased,

so that since 1911 $1,250,000 has been expended out of

earnings of your properties in excess of the percentages
expended previously. The American Cities Company, even
under the unfavorable business conditions under which the

subsidiaries have been operating for the last six months,
has received sufficient dividends from the subsidiaries

during this period to declare a dividend of W2 per cent on
the preferred stock, and has earned in excess of this amount
approximately $100,000. Your company has an accumu-
lated surplus from previous cash dividends received from its

subsidiaries of $291,000, which could be used for dividend

purposes at the present time, but taking into consideration

business conditions generally, your directors felt that in the

interest of stockholders a conservative policy dictated con-

servation of the resources and the payment of only the
amount received from dividends from subsidiaries for the

actual six months' period. Your preferred stock is cumu-
lative, and therefore the l 1^ per cent in arrears is only
deferred and will be paid as soon as earnings justify. Strict

economies have been introduced in the subsidiary companies,
new avenues of business are being developed by the experts
who are managing your properties, and your directors be-

lieve the loss of earnings will be temporary."

Baltimore Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Com-
pany.—The plan for selling stock to its customers, as an-
nounced in these columns on June 19, is operating success-

fully, according to the latest official reports. Up to the
close of business on June 30, 317 customers had subscribed
for a total of 1481 shares. This is an average of 4.675

shares per subscriber. The company has 126,000 customers.
At present subscriptions are received daily from between
twenty and thirty customers. The company expects during
the last few days of the initial monthly period, which ends
on July 10, to receive a vastly larger number of sub-
scriptions. Those who were identified with the conception
of the plan express themselves as pleased with the results so

far. The customers of the company are showing more eager-
ness to be stock holders than had been anticipated.

Camaguey (Cuba) Electric Company, Ltd.—Shareholders
of the company have voted to give an option for ninety
days to the Electric Bond & Share Company to purchase
control of the property at $50 a share, or $500,000.

Citizens' Light, Heat & Power Company of Alabama.

—

Under a decree rendered by Judge Gaston Gunter in the
Montgomery (Ala.) City Court, Mr. T. J. Reynolds became
receiver for the company. The proceedings were directed
by the Central Trust Company of Illinois as trustee, to
foreclose a deed of trust secured by an issue of $50,000
bonds.
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Great Western Power Company, San Francisco, 4 aL
I annual report for the year ended Dec. 81, L914, hon

ilif number of customers t<> he 17,000, an Increa <• of 12,-

TT'J in the Las1 three yeai The connected load was I T l
»-

000 hp., or an increase of 61,000 lip. since Jan. l. L912.

During L914 the output amounted to 248,470,000 kw.-hr.,
tin- maximum demand being 75,500 lip. The annual load
factor was 64 per cent and the demand factor 45 per cent.
riic earnings statement <>f the Greal Western Power Com
pany ami subsidiary companies and the Western Power
1 ompany follows:

earnings

!

Light $72'.*.

Motor service B96.421
Rallwaj oompanlea 440.587
Municipal 42,754
otiur electrical corporations 549,937
steam service ir>,98l

Rents el' meters, ete 2,035
Miscellaneous electric revenue 3,854
Electric merchandise and jobbing revenue... 27
Breakdown service 600

$2,681,098
Less Operating ami general expenses:

i teneratlng $275,382
Distribution 314,373
Steam service 31,091
EQnergy purchased 15,765

Total $636,611
i leneral expenses 100,899

Total $737,510
taxes 136,253

873,763

Balance $1,807,335
Add—Other income :

Interest charged to capital account:
On current construction $94,443
On excess investment over require-
ments for present operation. ... 151,401

$245,844
Interest received on treasury bonds 42,450
Dividends on California Electric Generating
Company preferred stock 48,625

$336,919

Uncollectible electric bills $8,734
Rentals 6,091
Non-operating expenses 6,823
N'on-operating taxes 4,811
Net interest paid 12,548
Amortization of discount and ex-

penses (on bonds and notes issued
since Jan. 1, 1913, only) 51,676

90,683
246,236

Total $2,053,571
Interest on funded debt 1,280,849

Balance of income before providing for depreciation $772,722

Kanawha Traction & Electric Company, Parkersburg,

W. Va.—An issue of $1,100,000 two-year 5 per cent mort-
gage gold notes is offered at 98.25 and interest to yield about
6 per cent. The notes are due on June 15, 1917. The com-
pany, which was incorporated in April of this year, was
consolidated on June 7 with the Parkersburg, Marietta &
Interurban Railway Company. The company has a funded
debt, including the present issue, of $1,950,000, and an out-

standing capitalization of $1,100,000 common stock and
$1,078,500 of 6 per cent preferred stock, which will be
cumulative after July 1, 1916. The proceeds derived from
the sale of the notes are to be used to pay the present

unfunded indebtedness of constituent companies, to build

the new power station and necessary transmission lines,

for improvements and betterments, and for other corporate

purposes. The company at present owns and operates

plants at Parkersburg and Marietta having an aggregate
rating of 4000 hp which supply energy to Parkersburg,
Marietta, Lowell, Beverly and Williamstown, besides many
smaller towns along the transmission lines. A new station

is now being built at Parkersburg, on the Ohio River, which
will permit the present Parkersburg station to be closed

and the Marietta station to be used as a steam reserve

plant. The initial installation will amount to 6250 kva,

with provision for an ultimate rating that will reach 11,250

kva.

Kansas City (Mo.) Railway & Light Company.—The time
limit for the acceptance of the franchise granted the Kansas
City Railways, formed to take over the subsidiary electric

railway properties in Kansas City, has been extended for

four months from July 7. The proposal to extend the time
for acceptance of the franchise was sent to the Council
with a request from Mayor Jost that it be granted.

Middle Wesi i tiltties Company, Chicago, III.—Owing to

the unsettled conditions during the pa i year, the annual
"'i"" 1 saj ,

the incries e In gross business <>( the ub idiary

operating companiei ha not been equal t" what might b

been expected under norma] conditions. Tins has been more
marked in some ),,

, n ,,,,,.. than m others, li ha been felt

particularly in those parts of Illinois that depend largely
for prosperity on coal industries. To a somewhat mailer
I Stent the same conditions existed in Kentucky coal regions.
\n subsidiary operating companies suffered from the gen-
eral Curtailment Of business during the period covered by
the report. However, they are now furnishing an aggre-
gate of over 150,000 customers with public utility service,
and any Improvement in the general business of the coun-
try will he reflected in an increase in their earnings. The
combined earnings of the various subsidiary operating
properties for the year ,'!n\n\ April 80, 1915, follow:
< iron earning! $7,634,745
1

'i" rating expenses, including taxes 4,8 77,016

Net earnings from operation $2,757,729
Bond, debenture and other interest charges

paid outside holders $1,807,629
Dividends on stock and proportion of undis-

tributed earnings to outside holders 310,4
1,618,057

Earnings accruing to Middle "West Utilities Company $1,139,672

Gross income Middle West Utilities Company $1,528,855
Expenditures

:

Administration expense $121,291
Miscellaneous charges, including taxes 42,184
Depreciation and losses on investment. . . . 5,380

168,855

Balance $1,360,000
Interest on collateral notes and bonds $215,287
Interest on collateral loans, etc 163,396

. 378,683

Net income for year $981,317
Preferred dividend, paid and accrued to date 598,048

Balance $383,269
Appropriated toward writing off the discount on com-
pany's own securities 80,000

Balance $303,269
Proportion of subsidiary operating companies' aggre-
gate surplus for the year 78,504

Combined surplus earnings accruing to Middle West
Utilities Company $381,773

Midland Counties Public Service Corporation, San Luis
Obispo, Cal.—The California Railroad Commission has ex-

tended until May 31, 1916, the authority heretofore granted
to issue $275,000 of refunding bonds to retire a like amount
of bonds of the Midland Counties Gas & Electric Company,
and to issue $546,000 of refunding bonds to retire a like

amount of bonds of the Coalinga Water & Electric Com-
pany.

Mississippi River Power Company, Keokuk, Iowa.—The
company has signed a long-term contract with a new metal-
reducing company for an ultimate supply of 20,000 hp.

The initial installation calls for 4000 hp., which will be
furnished late in the current year.

Mount Konocti Light & Power Company, Lakeport, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission has authorized the

issue of $25,000 capital stock on account of extensions to

the electric distributing system.

Ohio Power Company, Fremont, Ohio.—The Public Utili-

ties Commission has authorized the company, which is the

successor of the Sandusky River Power Company, to issue

$700,000 first mortgage bonds.

Pacific Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal.

—

From the date of the initial offering of the new 6 per cent

cumulative first preferred stock on June 3, 1914, to April

30, 1915, 4430 subscriptions, aggregating $9,895,200, have
been received by the company for this issue. Of this

amount, $6,039,600, or 60 per cent, was taken by stock-

holders under the original offering, and the remaining 40

per cent, or $3,855,600, has been subscribed by employees,
customers and others. The growing appreciation among in-

vestors of this stock is reflected in the sales made since

Jan. 1, 1915, as follows: In January, $303,400; February,

$210,800; March, $241,600; April $334,000; total, $1,089,800.

Little or none of this stock has been sold outside of Cali-

fornia, the company having announced some time ago that

it would limit sales to people residing within and con-

tiguous to the territory served by it. The geographical dis-

tribution of the ownership of the stock, as of April 30, 1915,
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including all first preferred stock issued and subscribed for

was as follows:
Stock-
holders Share* ParYaiu.-

California 4,535 240,304 124,080,400
Pacific Coast outside of California. 48 6,748 674,800
Middle States 597 48,878 1,887,800
Eastern States 1,058 183,195 18,819,500
Foreign 421 41,425 t, 142,500

Total 6,659 520,045 $52,004,."

Pacific Light & Power Corporation, Los Angles, Cal.

—

An issue of $2,338,000 of two-year (! per cent collateral-

trust notes due July 1, 1917, is offered at 99 V2 and interest.

The statement for the year ended April 30, 1915, follows:

Gross income $2,8 7

Operating expenses, maintenance and taxes 976,5 18

Net income $1,897,315
Annual interest on bonds outstanding with public and

alive in sinking funds 1,115,500

Balance available for interest on above notes $781,765
Annual interest on above notes 140,280

Balance $(541,475

United Light & Power Company, San Francisco, Cal.

—

The company has filed an application with the California

Railroad Commission requesting approval of a plan for

reorganization differing from that previously presented in

the following particulars: (1) The aggregate amount of the

proposed bonded debt of the Consolidated Electric Company
is reduced from $3,000,000 to $2,500,000. (2) The face
amount of the bonds to be delivered to Mr. E. W. Wilson
in payment of the purchase price of the properties of the
United Light & Power Company and subsidiaries is reduced
from $2,450,000 (less $243,000 face amount of underlying
bonds) to $2,267,500 (less $243,000 face amount of under-
lying bonds). (3) The proposal to issue $71,000 bonds of

the Consolidated Electric Company to the Great Western
Power Company has been eliminated. (4) The purchase
price of $400,000 face amount of bonds of the Consolidated
Electric Company to be purchased by the Great Western
Power Company has been reduced from par to 85. It is

proposed to issue the bonds in the denominations of $1,000,

$500, $250 and $100, instead of in the denominations of

$1,000 and $100, and also to omit from the pledged property
the stock of the United Light & Power Company and sub-
sidiaries.

Washington-Oregon Corporation, Vancouver, Wash.

—

The property of the corporation is to be offered at public

sale, according to an agreement reached before Judge Cush-
man in the United States court. Attorneys report that

opposition has been removed, and a decree was presented

for foreclosure of a $1,569,000 mortgage, under which the

Fidelity Trust Company of Philadelphia is trustee. The
properties to be sold include a power and water plant in

Hillsboro, Ore., an electric railway system between Cen-
tralia and Chehalis, a power plant in southwest Washing-
ton, serving large areas in that district, and an electric

railway system in Clarke County. Advices from the first

and consolidated mortgage bondholders' committee state

that the sale will probably be postponed for a month or

more. It is expected that the property will be purchased

by the bondholders' reorganization committee.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.—The New York Stock Exchange has listed

$19,572,000 Guaranty Trust Company of New York certifi-

cates of deposit for convertible sinking 5 per cent bonds of

the company, due in 1931.

West Virginia Traction & Electric Company, Wheeling,

AV. Va.—An issue of $1,500,000 of two-year 6 per cent

collateral gold notes due on June 1, 1917, is offered at 98

and interest to yield over 7 per cent. Earnings of the

company and its subsidiaries for the twelve months ended

April 30, 1914 and 1915, follow:
L915 l 9 l i

Operating revenues $896,108 $87"
Operating expenses and taxes 162,872 158,964

Operating income $433,736 $420,01 5

Other income 6.425 7,628

Gross income $489,161 $488,
Interest on bonds of subsidiary companies. . 198,726 L95.417

Balance $245,435 $238,125
Other deductions 20,690 17,610

Balance applicable to notes $224,746 $220,611

Manufacturing and Industrial

Order for Receptacles for Seaside- Resort Hotel.—Some
2500 composition receptacles made by the Chelten Electric

Company, Philadelphia, Pa., were installed by the Keller

Pike Company of Philadelphia in the new Traymore Hotel

at Atlantic City.

The Metalyte Company, 366 West Fifteenth Street, New
York, has opened an office at 412 Fort Dearborn Building,

105 West Monroe Street, Chicago, 111., which is in charge of

Mr. J. L. Brautigan, who was formerly in charge of the

company's Winnipeg office.

Opening of General Electric Company's New Building.

—

It is reported that more than 5000 persons were present

at the opening of Building No. 6 of the General Electric

Company's plant at Erie, Pa. The building will be used for

amusement and entertainment purposes.

The C & C Electric & Manufacturing Company, Garwood,
N. J., manufacturer of direct-current motors, generators
and electric arc-welding apparatus, announces that its

Montreal agent, Mr. J. D. Lachapelle, has removed his

offices from 33 Herald Building to 26 Victoria Square.

The Franklin Electric Manufacturing Company, Hart-
ford, Conn., has removed its New York City office from 47
West Street to the new Equitable Building, 120 Broadway.
Mr. H. J. Solon, formerly Pittsburgh manager for the

Westinghouse Lamp Company, is now the New York man-
ager for the Franklin Electric Manufacturing Company.

Separator Pulleys for Smelters.—The Cutler-Hammer
Clutch Company, Milwaukee, Wis., recently received an
order for nine magnetic separator pulleys to be used in the

Washoe smelters of the Anaconda Mining Company. The
equipment will be utilized for removing iron such as broken
drills, coupling pins, etc., from material about to be deliv-

ered to the crushers or pulverizers.

Increasing Use of Small Motors on Dutch Farms.—Ac-
cording to Commercial Attache Erwin W. Thompson, sta-

tioned at The Hague, there is a steady and increasing de-

mand for small motors for threshing, grinding, feed cutting
and churning. Germany previously furnished most of the

electrical machinery, but as this source of supply is now
practically unavailable, the field is inviting, it is declared,

for American enterprise.

Outing for Employees of Fort Wayne Electric Works.

—

On Saturday, June 26, some 3000 employees of the Fort
Wayne (Ind.) Electric Works of the General Electric Com-
pany embarked on an excursion from Fort Wayne to Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, where they held their annual outing at Coney
Island, an amusement resort of Cincinnati. Three special

trains were employed to carry the visitors, and representa-
tives of the Chamber of Commerce of Cincinnati assisted in

taking care of them.

Trade Between America and Sweden.—The Swedish
Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America,
with headquarters in the Produce Exchange Building, New
York, is endeavoring to establish closer trade relations be-
tween the United States and Sweden. It directs special

attention to the possibilities for disposing of American
products at the present time, because of the fact that
the war has largely cut off the sources of supply formerly
extant in Germany and Great Britain.

Prizes for Salesmen of Electric Heating Company.

—

Among those receiving prizes at the recent meeting of the
Rice Leaders of the World Association at New York were
five salesmen of the Simplex Electric Heating Company of
Cambridge, Mass. Mr. E. R. Jacobs, Chicago representa-
tive of the company, took first prize, which consisted of a
touring car. Other prize winners were Mr. E. B. Stebbins
of Philadelphia. Mr. H. F. Holland of Los Angeles, Mr. R. P.

Ingalls of North Lexington, Mass., and Mr. R. C. Libbey of
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

The Mutual Electric & Machine Company of Wheeling,
W. Va., manufacturer of switchboards, knife switches, elec-

trical cabinets and material for electric starters for auto-
mobiles, has leased a four-story building at the northeast
corner of Fort Street and Fourth Street, Detroit, Mich.,
whore it will maintain a manufacturing plant. The com-
pany will be represented in Detroit by Mr. H. J. L. Frank,
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inn Business Men Organise. Mr, Willy Lamol of
Antwerp, writing to the Electrical World from Shard
highs, Halstead (Essex), England, announces thai everal
Belgian bu iness men have formed an organization to

introduce various American products in Belgium as soon
as the war is over and to employ as agents
number of Belgian manufacturers and business men who
have been partly ruined, financially, although itill possess-
ing enough capital to re-engage in business. These men
ran give the necessary guarantees as agents, dealers, etc.

New Weatinghouse Building in Cleveland.— It is reported
thai the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
ESasI Pittsburgh, Pa., lias made plans for completely re

modeling its plant at 1220 West Fifty-eighth street, Cleve-
land, Ohio, and replacing all its wooden structures with
fireproof buildings. Preparations are now being made for
an addition to the foundry which will make it one of the

largesl in the country. A permit was taken out June 17
for additions and alterations to the buildings that will entail
an expenditure of al out S100.000. The improvements will

COSl about $500,000, it is reported.

Welding Scrap-Nickel Anodes.—The Prest-o-Lite Com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.. has recently conducted some ex-
periments with the welding- of nickel anodes by the oxy-
acetylene process, and as a result, the company claims that
it is possible to save a large number of worn nickel anodes
which would otherwise be scrapped. The anodes used by
the Prest-o-Lite Company are castings of 90 per cent nickel,

8 per cent carbon and 2 per cent iron. They are elliptical

bars approximately 1.5 in. by 3.25 in. in cross-section and
30 in. long, each weighing about 30 lb. The process consists
of "tacking" on scraps of old anodes by welding to in-

crease the surface. One, two, three and sometimes four
pieces of scrap are welded on, depending on the size and
weight desired. The welding flame is also employed to
remove the brass hooks which are used to support the
anodes while in solution.

Combined Engineering and Sales Agency.—A company
known as the Electrical Sales Engineers, Inc., recently
formed in Chicago, intends to furnish for the convenience
and benefit of its customers combined engineering and sales
service. Although combined service of this type is novel
in the field of commercial endeavor, the officers of the com-
pany express the belief that agencies to be successful in the
electrical business must sell not merely goods but goods
and service. The officers of the company are: President
and general manager, Mr. Paul W. Koch, formerly manager
for the Thomas G. Grier Company of Chicago; vice-presi-
dent, Mr. Fred B. Duncan, formerly sales engineer for the
George Cutter Company of South Bend, Ind., and secretary-
treasurer, Mr. Alfred O. Dicker, formerly illuminating engi-
neer of the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago.
The new agency will represent the Condit Electrical Manu-
facturing Company of Boston, Mass., maker of circuit-

breakers and protective apparatus, and the Luminous Unit
Company of St. Louis, Mo., the manufacturer of "Braseo-
lite" ard "Day Way" lighting fixtures. The company
opened its new office at 19 South Fifth Avenue, Chicago, on
July 1.

Commutating-Pole Rotary Converters for Coal-Mining
Service.—The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has received an order from the
Stonega Coke & Coal Company of Virginia for twenty-four
150-1-w. rotary converters of the commutating-pole type,
designed to operate at 275 volts and 1200 r.p.m. The units
will be placed in twelve underground substations which
will be supplied with energy purchased from the Kentucky
Utilities Company. The energy will be delivered to five

points at a pressure of 33.000 volts and will be stepped
down to 2300 volts for distribution. At the latter pressure
the energy will be transmitted to the mine, where there
will be two banks of transformers, each bank consisting
of three 50-kva., single-phase units wound for 2300 volts

for the high-tension side and the rotary-converter voltage
on the low-tension side. Each substation will be controlled

by a five-panel switchboard. Another installation with ap-
paratus similar to the above, except that it will be above

tnd, i thai i"i
I he l onemaugh Smol ele < loal I

pany in the Pittsburgh dl trict, which will consi i of one
w, rotary converter. The machine will be of the

brackel type end the frame of rolled teel, the feel being
pre sed oul of a single sheet. The We ! company
ha al o recently built a 800 lew., 276 voll rotary converter

the commutating-pole type and a machine imilar in

", with a rating of 500 I w., for the Lehigh Coal &
\'a'- igal Ion < lompany si Lam ford, Pa.

Promising Field for Electric Appliances in Canadian
Cities.—Consul Henry P. Starrett, tationed a1 Fort
Will. am. Old., Canada, reports thai in few localities on the
America i continenl are the prosped for Introducing elec

trie cooking and heati lev! ire promising than in

the twin cities of Fori William and Porl Arthur. In cer-

tain sections of the Province of Ontario and in western
Canada, Mr. Starrett a Berts, a rate as low a I rent, per
kw.-hr. on a .special meter for heating and coo' nig is

Offered. Where stove coal COStS $8.50 to •''•' per I'm and
cut wood $6 to $7 per cord, cooking by electricity at the e

rates amounts to less than half of the cost under the old

practice. Owing to the favorable conditions manufacturers
of electric appliances have succeeded in developing an active

demand for their products in middle and western Canada.
Coal stoves are being displaced by electric ranges, Air.

Starrett declares, just as fast as the resources of the cus-

tomers permit, and even in workingmen's homes electric

irons and table hot-plates are to be seen in constantly
growing numbers. Mr. Starrett states that there are ap-
proximately 8000 dwelling houses in Fort William and
Port Arthur, and at least 5000 of these homes can afford

to own one or more electric appliances. It is believed that

an average expenditure of $20 for each house is not too high
an estimate, especially in view of the fact that many homes
have such equipment to the value of over $200 each. On
this basis there is, therefore, a possible market for approxi-
mtaely $100

:
000 worth of these products, only a small per-

centage of which has actually been supplied. In this district

the demand is for ranges having two or three burners, oven
and warming shelf, table hot-plates, toasters and flatirons.

The demand for warmers and radiators has not developed
to the same extent as that for the appliances just named,
but the interest in such articles is increasing. The market
for electric washing machines is also said to be good.

Vacuum cleaners have also been favorably received. It is

difficult to get an accurate idea, Mr. Starrett states, as to

the extent of the market in Canada, for electrical appli-

ances, because of the fact that the statistics covering im-

portation and domestic production group these articles with

other electrical apparatus. It is thought, however, that 65

per cent of the electric appliances used in Canada are made
in the United States. In this connection, also, it is interest-

ing to note that many of the Canadian factories are owned
by or controlled as branches of well-known American com-
panies. There is said to be little or no importation of these

articles from other foreign countries.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

f June 22
, , June 29 ,

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

Copper £ s d £ s d
London, standard spot* 82 15 82 2 6

Prime Lake 20.00 to 20.50 19.75 to 20.00
Electrolytic 19.75 to 20.00 19.50 to 19.75
Casting' 18.87% to 19.12% 18.62% to 18.87%
Copper wire base 21.50 to 22.00f 21.50 *o 22.00f

Lead 5.75 5.75
Nickel 50.001 FO.OOf
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter 30.00t 27.00t
Spelter, spot 18.00 to 18.50f 21.50 to 22.50t
Straits tin 41.30f 40.12%
Aluminum. 98 to 99 per cent,
prompt delivery 31.00 to 33.00 30.00 to 32.00

*OLD METALS
Heayy copper and wire 18.75 18.25
Brass, heavy 15.00 14.00
Brass, light 11.50 10.50
Lead, heavy ^ 5.00 5.00
Zinc, scrap 14.50 13.50

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to June 29 15,451

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
fNominal.
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New Industrial Companies
The Kingsville Auto & Electric Company of Kingsville,

Tex., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,000
by C. II. Flato, Jr., J. D. Finnegan and E. VV. Hon
The Wolfsperger Electrical Company of Akron, Ohio, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 by W. R.
Wolfsperger, Frank M. Peck, William H. Mallery, J. V.
Kahl and S. E. Klein.

The Rochester Electrical Supply Company of Rochester,
N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000
by Carl F. W. Kaelber, Clarence M. Piatt and Bernard E.
Finucane, all of Rochester.

The Argus Sign Company of East Orange, N. J., has
been granted a charter with a capital stock of $125,000 to

manufacture electric signs. The incorporators are Harvey
Deschere, Paul R. Deschere and Walter L. Dreyfuss.

The General Radio Company of Boston, Mass., has been
chartered with a capital stock of $30,000 to manufacture and
deal in electrical machines, etc. The officers are William A.
Kneeland, president, and J. Porter of Newton, treasurer.

The Comet Storage Battery Company of Long Island City,

N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000
to do a general electrical contracting business. The incorpo-

rators are J. A. Hurst, Hugo and G. Kiel, 963 Third Avenue,
Long Island City.

The Spring & Buckley Company of New Britain, Conn.,
has been granted a charter with a capital stock of $50,000
to do general electrical work, etc. The incorporators are
John H. Buckley of New Britain, G. K. Spring of Newing-
ton, and C. R. Jones of Hartford.

The McHugh Electric Company of Wilmington, Del., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000 by George
McHugh, Joseph H. McCleary and Richard W. Crooko, all

of Wilmington, Del. The company purposes to do a general

electrical and mechanical engineering business.

W. R. Townley & Company of Canandaigua, N. Y., have
been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 to manu-
facture and deal in lightning conductors, wire cable, fire-

extinguishing apparatus, etc. The incorporators are Patrick

H. Menihan, Milton Rapalee and William R. Townley of

Chapin.

The Neenan Traction Elevator Company of New York,
N. Y., has been chartered with a capital stock of $200,000

to manufacture and deal in elevators, hoisting machinery
and dynamos. The incorporators are John V. Judge, Charles

MacDonald and John F. Healy, Webster Avenue, New
Rochelle, N. Y.

Franklin Williams of New York, N. Y., has filed articles

of incorporation with a capital stock of $10,000 for the pur-

pose of doing a general mechanical and electrical engineer-

ing business. The incorporators are Anthony F. Bargmann,
Adolph C. Wappler and Robert L. Degroff, 32 Nassau Street,

New York City.

The Shongo Construction Company of Rochester, N. Y.,

has been incorporated by C. Ludington, D. L. Taylor of

Rochester, and J. J. Shea of Buffalo. The company is

capitalized at $50,000 and proposes to do a general con-

tracting and construction, electrical and mechanical engi-

neering business.

Frazer & Burchenal of New York, N. Y., have filed arti-

cles of incorporation with a capital stock of $25,000 for the

purpose of doing a general contracting, electrical and con-

struction engineering business. The incorporators are J. S.

Frazer, S. D. Buchenal, 80 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.,

and F. L. Linden, Atlantic Highlands, N. J.

The Imperial Display Fixture Manufacturing Company of

Fullerton, Pa., has been chartered with a capital stock of

$100,000 for the purpose of manufacturing various kinds

of electrically operated display fixture < adaptable for every

line of mercantile business. H. F. Brown of Allentown,

mechanical engineer, is interested in the company.

The Jefferis Norton Corporation of New York, N. Y., has

been incorporated by Joseph F. Curtin. Samuel B. Howard
and S. A. Anderson, all of New York. The company is

capitalized at $5,000,000 and purposes to deal in and with

gases which have been separated, machinery for com-

pression, air compressors, electrical machines, engines, etc.

New Incorporations
The Horse City Light & Power Company of Elizabeth,

Ky., has been chaitered with a capital stock of $10,000 by
J. P. Todd and others.

The Fox Lake Light & Power Company of Fox Lake, Wis.,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 by
D. C. West and others.

The Cross Plains Electric Company of Cross Plains, Wis.,
lias been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 by F.

.). Saeman, Henry M. Zander and James G. Bailey.

The Chrysler Light & Power Company of Belfield, X. I).,

has been chartered with a capital stock of $25,000 by George
S. Chrysler, M. J. Coleman and John J. McManus.
The Akron & Laketon Utility Company of Laketon, Ind.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000 for
the purpose of constructing an electric-lighting plant in

Laketon.

The Cedarville Park Power & Electric Company of Cedar-
ville, 111., has been incorporated by William M. Clingman,
John Bollman and Smith C. Thompson. The company is

capitalized at $5,000.

Trade Publications
Anchors.—The Dicke Tool Company, 61 Broadway, New

York, has prepared bulletins which contain information and
illustrations on screw, drive and "ant-hill" anchors.

Electric Churn.—The Dazey Churn & Manufacturing
Company, St. Louis, Mo., has published an illustrated cata-
log giving information on its electrically operated churn.

Electric Pumping for Irrigation.—Fairbanks, Morse &
Company, Chicago, 111., have recently issued Catalog 114 A,
which contains information on electrical apparatus for irri-

gation pumping.

Wiring Devices.—The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing
Company has prepared a wall hanger, 18 in. by 32 in. in

size, which illustrates various types of push-button sockets,
switches and other wiring devices.

Screwless Shade Holder.—The Plume & Atwood Manu-
facturing Company, Waterbury, Conn., is sending out an
illustrated folder on its screwless socket covers and shade
holders with wing-locking device.

Flow Meter.—The British Thomson-Houston Company,
Ltd., Rugby, England, has published Descriptive List No.
6500, which describes and illustrates its types F, F-2, F-4,
F-5 and T-3 steam, water and air-flow meters.

Wooden Poles.—The W. F. Goltra Tie Company, Cleve-
land, Ohio, has published a catalog which contains specifica-

tions and price lists on its wooden poles for telegraph, tele-

phone, railway and transmission-line service.

Steel Poles.—The Carbo Steel Post Company, Chicago,
111., has prepared an illustrated bulletin which contains in-

formation on various types of steel poles for telephone, tele-

graph, electric-railway and transmission-line service.

Combination Vacuum Cleaner and Carpet Sweeper.—The
Pneuvac Company, Boston, Mass., has prepared an illus-

trated folder the subject of which is an electrically operated
vacuum cleaner mounted on an ordinary carpet sweeper.

Glassware for Producing Daylight Conditions.—The Glea-
son-Tiebout Glass Company, 51 West Twenty-third Street,

New York, is sending out a folder which describes the
"celestialite" glassware which it has recently developed.

Ornamental Lighting Fixtures.—The Friedley-Voshardt
Company, 733 South Halsted Street, Chicago, 111., has issued
a large illustrated catalog on indirect-lighting bowls, semi-
indirect rings, shower plates, "body" fixtures and brass
stampings.

Illumination of Billboards and House Lighting.—The Edi-
son Lamp Works of the General Electric Company, Harri-
son, N. J., have issued a booklet entitled "The Illumination
of Millboards," designated as B-3337, and a booklet entitled
"How Our House Is Wired," designated as B-3301-3. The
latter publication points out the value of electric service in

the home and describes the proper methods of arranging
lighting fixtures, etc.
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inist.lon for permission to tlo bui
the towns ol Canaan and Enfield
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k.STHAMPTON, mass The Baalhampton Qaa Co Is now Installing, stoker
equipment for iw,, boilers, John N i.\ man
Is superintendent

in i »S< in, M LSS Within the nexl SO
days the Electric Light i lepartmenl expects
to erect a transmission line i<> Boon and
Stow, .. distance of two miles, to supplj
electi Icltj i>> the summer cottag. then
I leorge a Brothers Is m

1.
1 DLOW, MASS. 'I'hr Ludiow Mfg. Ajb-

I ites is contemplating extensive improve-
ments to its plant ami changing its lighting
system to tin cycles, a new power house
it Is understood, \\ in be erected,

MANSFIELD, mass The town of
Mansfield is now Installing about 50 streel
lamps of i" cp., replacing about LOO old-
style bracket lamps, and extending tin- com-
merclal system of the municipal electric
plant in various parts of the town. Mate-
rial has been purchased. George W Wood
is manager,
M LRX.BORO, mass. The Marlboro ESI

CO is contemplating tin- installation of an
ornamental street-lighting system on Main
Street, The present plans provide for about
30 lamps of 10(H) cp. (type ('). As yet
nothing definite has ben decided upon. The
company also expects to install within the
next six months about 100 tlatirons. Chester
A Davis is local manager.
M.YMOUTH, MASS.—The Plymouth El.

Lt Co. expects to install thirty-two orna-
mental lamps (inverted arc) and about y,
mile of underground conduit. E. P. Rowe'fi
is manager.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the Plre Commission of the city
of Springfield, addressed to the city clerk,
until July 11'. for construction, and also
plumbing, heating and electrical work, for
the additions and alterations! to the Win-
chester Square fire station. Separate pro-
posals to be submitted for each division of
the work. Plans and specifications may be
obtained at the office of B. Hammett Sea-
bury, architect, 21 Beese Place, Springfield.
WALTHAM, MASS.—The Board of Al-

dermen has adopted a resolution providing
for the installation of new lamps on Main
ami Moody Streets.
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Middle Atlantic
BROCTON, N. Y.—The village of Broc-

ton has voted to grant the Niagara &
Lake Erie Pwr. Co. of Fredonia a fran-
chise to erect transmission lines to supply
electricity to manufacturing plants and
other industries in the village. The mu-
nicipal plant does not furnish motor serv-
ice.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the commissioner of water supply,
gas and electricity, Room 2351, Municipal
Building, New York, until July 12 for alter-
ations and improvements at New Utrecht
pumping station, corner of Avenue V and
East Fourteenth Street, and converting
same into a distribution station as follows

:

(1) For all mason work, steel and iron
work, sheet metal work, roofing, glazing
and electrical work; (2) plumbing and gas
fitting; (3) steam-heating work. Blank
forms, proposals and contracts, including
specifications, can be obtained at the above
office. William Williams is commissioner.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Plans are being con-

sidered by Captain Norton, acting commis-
sioner of public works, which he will sub-
mit to the Council, for illuminating the
streets in outlying districts with incandes-
cent lamps.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Plans have been
adopted by the Hospital Commission for
the construction of the tuberculosis hos-
pital to be erected on the West Farm site

,

Th
.

e P'ans call for two brick and concrete
buildings, a service building, a psveho-
pathic ward, a power plant and a garage
Proposals for the work will be opened

C£LF£,°9?r
'
X Y—The Callicoon Inde-

pendent El. Co. has applied to the Public
Service Commission for permission to erectan electric plant in the towns of Callicoonand Delaware, and for approval of the ex-
ercise of franchises received from the
towns.

CHEMUNG, N. Y.—The Public ServiceCommission has authorized the Elmira Wr
tr
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PAWUNO, x. Y.—Ralph a Grlfflng re-cently granted a franchise In Pawllnifwlllerect ,a ILOOO-voll transmission llne^fromthe hydroelectric power plant in BullsBridge, conn., to Pawling, a distance of io'"lies, and also a substation at the northern
•'"'I "i the town. The street-llghtins "Vsem will consist of ninety 0-wa.tt andtwenty 200-watl streel series lamps
BRACKENHIDCK. PA.— Bids are beingasked by the City Council ,-,„ , ,„•„ , /
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PITTSBURGH, PA.—The contract for

electrical work in connection with the newWing to the asylum for insane men at theCity Poor Farm, Marshalsea, has beenawarded to the Eastern El. Co., 6016 CenterAvenue, Pittsburgh, at $7,909.
PITTSBURGH, PA.—Bids will be re-ceived at the office of the supervising archi-

tect. Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until July 30, for supplying to theexperimental station, United States Bureau
of Mines, Pittsburgh. pa ., one electric gen-erator and generator panel. For details
see proposal columns.
TOPTON, PA.—The Town Council is ne-gotiating with the Allentown-Reading Trac

V°-
to furnish electrical service in Topton'

If satisfactory arrangements are made'energy will be supplied from the Kutztown
plant of the company.
W1LLIAMSPORT, PA.—Provision will

be made for an ornamental lighting system
in the specifications now being prepared
for the new street-lighting contract.
HOBOKEN, N. J.—Bids will be receivedby the Board of City Commissioners untilJuly

, for lighting the streets and public
places of the city for a period of one, three
or five years from July 14, 1915.
SUFFOLK, VA.—The city of Suffolk' is

reported to have granted the Virginia Ry &Pwr. Co. a renewal of its franchise for a
period of 30 years. The company, it is
understood, contemplates improvements to
its system.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect. Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until July 15, for electrical work inthe United States Treasury and Winder
Buildings, in accordance with specifications
copies ol which may be obtained at theabove office.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect. Treasury Department, Washington,
±J. C, until July Id, for elevator repairs inthe United States Treasury, Winder andAuditors Buildings, Washington, D C inaccordance with specifications, copies" ofwhich may be obtained at the above office
WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-ceived at the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-counts, Navy Department, Washington,

D. C, until July 13 for furnishing at thevarious navy yards and naval stations thefollowing supplies
: Norfolk, Va., Schedule

8o00—eight steel corrugated furnaces andmiscellaneous steel boiler tubes; Schedulesol2—three 50-kw. transformers; Schedulefco24—miscellaneous round-flange unionsBrooklyn, N. Y., Schedule 8523—200 chem-
ical thermometers, 200 thermometers forstorage batteries, miscellaneous mechanicalthermometers, 1250 common mercurial ther-mometers, miscellaneous mercurv ther-mometers for thermostats, and 150 waterthermometers; Schedule 8525—600 receiver
«°u,
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s
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misceHaneous twin-conductor wiremiscellaneous steel conduit: Schedule6ol4—four horizontal swing check valves;
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North Central
ALBION, MICH.—Bids will be receivedat the office of the supervising architect
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Washington,
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c:until July 30 for construction, includingmechanical equipment, interior light „kfixtures and approaches, of the Uni edStates post office at Albion, Mich Spec flcations may be obtained from the custodianof site at Albion or at the above officeBARAGA, MICH—The Village Councilexpects to purchase within the next sixmonths a very small amount of mater^U£* distribution and lighting system a dwithin the next nine months a few Tlectr"?irons. Robert B. Martin is superintendentBAY CITY, MICH—Within the nextthree months the Bav City Electric LiehtDepartment expects to purchase fifty 4-amn

Fitzh l
C
h
flame arC lamps

- WillTam Hb ltzhugh is superintendent
HASTINGS, MICH—The Michigan StateRailroad Commission has granted the
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HUDSON, MICH—Within the next 9ndays the Hudson El. Lt. Co expects to pur-chase one frequency-changer set (from l"?-kw to 175-kw rating), the motor to be 25

Dhale' IM?S6
'
an

,

d
l
he generate? three-phase, 2300 volts, and three 125-kw trans-

^omerS*, t
13,2C0/33

' 000 v°lts Primary and4400 volts secondary, 25 cycles thrllPhase. The company will Jlso 'erect^abo ler house and install one 150-hp boiler

months
7 Pur*a

A
sed >. within the next fourmonths. G-. F. Avis is secretary.

ITHACA MICH—The Village Council isconsidering the installation of an ornamental
street-lighting system, consisting of about
w-^P°S^ carrying three-lamp clustersWithin the next few months the Council ex-pects to purchase some heating and cook-ing apparatus and household labor-savine
devices, including vacuum cleaners, wash-ing machines, etc. H. E. Churchil is su-perintendent.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.—The City Councilhas engaged F. W. Ballard, chief engineer
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le
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e
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t
and (,°hi-

0) municipal electric-
light plant, to make investigations relative
J°orS

nl
«

arsing
L,

th
-

e munjcipal electric-light
Plant to enable it to supply electricity forcommercial purposes.

r ££NS!£G V.
MICH—The contract for.ehtmg the Capitol Building for two vearsbeginning next November has been awarded

to the Michigan Pwr. Co. The municipalplant is now furnishing the service
MILFORD, MICH—Within the next sixmonths the Milford El. Co. expects to pur

o^n e
??

& 102-kw- three-phase, 60-cvcle,
-3 00-volt synchronous (vertical) generatordirectly connected to water turbine, 200 to225 r.p.m. C. C. Sherk is superintendent
THREE RIVERS, MICH—The City

Council has adopted a resolution providingtor the sale of the bonds to build the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant and water-works
S Lei TlOll.

CANTON, OHIO.—The Canton El. Cohas petitioned the Public Utilities Commis-
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sion for authority to ..hum in

bonds, the proceeds to be uaei en-

aions and Improvements.
CANTON', oiilo. Residents on si

streets not originally provided tor in the
new street-lighting system have petitioned
the Council for the Installation ol on
mental lamps on those Btreets, and their

request is receiving consideration.

CINCINNATI, oiilo. The Charles Mc-
Caul Co., Tenth and Sansom Streets, Phils
delphia, Pa., contractor for the construction
of the new Hamilton County Courl House,
which will cost about (2,500, ,

is plan
ning to use electricity exclusively
power in the work. All lifts, mixers and
other equipment will be electricallj op
ated if arrangements can be made.
li.WTON, OHIO.—The Dayton Pwr. &

L,t. Co. has completed the installation ol

wires and fixtures for the illumination of a

section of the Cincinnati Pike (using 80-cp.
tungsten lamps), as an illustration, for th<

benefit of the County Commissioners, of an
effective system of lighting rural highways.

DELTA, OHIO.—The Delta El. Lt. Co.
lias applied to the Public Utilities Commis-
sion lor permission to sell its propcrt.\ to

the Ohio Gas Lt. & Coke Co. of Toledo foi

121,000.

DILLONVALE, OHIO—Bids will be re-

ceived by the Village Council, at the office

of the village clerk, until July 6 for light-

ing the streets and public highways of the
village of Dillonvale with electricity foi- a

period of five years.

FREMONT, OHIO—The Ohio Pwr. Co.
of Fremont, it is reported, has awarded the
contract for construction of an auxiliary
steam-power plant to the Worden-Allen Co.
of Chicago, III. The equpiment, it is said,
will include three 6250-kw. steam turbines,
four 150-hp. boilers, mechanical stokers and
fuel -handling apparatus.

FREMONT, OHIO.—The city officials, it

is reported, have decided to proceed with
the construction of a municipal electric-
light plant. The Supreme Court recently
decided in favor of the city in injunction
proceedings to prevent the sale of bonds
for that purpose. H. Whitford Jones &
Co., Citizens' Building, Cleveland, Ohio, are
consulting engineers.

MASSILLON, OHIO.—The Public Utili-

ties Commission has granted the Massillon
El. & Gas. Co. permission to sell $115,000
in bonds at 80 and $125,000 in capital stock
at 87.

NEW LEBANON, OHIO—Bids will be
received by C. W. Piatt, village clerk, until

June 16 for lighting the streets, and public
places, etc., with electricity for a period of
10 years.

NORWOOD, OHIO.—The city authorities
are considering the extension of the alter-
nating-current service installed by the city
to a considerable section north of Williams
Avenue.
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.—Bonds to the

amount of $35,000 have been voted for ex-
tensions and improvements to the munici-
pal electric-light plant. Preliminary plans
have been prepared by H. W. Jones, con-
sulting engineer, Citizens' Building, Cleve-
land.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.—Estimates have

been prepared by M. J. Bahin, city engi-
neer, for the proposed cluster-lamp lighting
system, which provides for 294 three-arm
standards, to cost installed complete $15,-
451. The City Commission, it is under-
stood, has adopted the specifications and
will soon let contracts.

TROY, OHIO-—A resolution has been pre-
pared providing for the sale of $10,000 In

bonds, the proceeds to be used for improve
ments to the Miami County power plant
For further information address the presi-
dent of the Board of Local Improvements.
OWENSBORO, KV.—Arrangements have

been made for the installation of an orna-
mental street-lighting system in the Fred
erica and Second Street section of

Owensboro. The plans provide for the
erection of the lamps by the business men
in that locality and for energj to main-
tain them, to be supplied by the municipal

ric plant.

BURNETT'S CREEK, IND.—Frank S.

Girard writes that he is not interested
project to develop water-power to sup-
ply electricity in Idaville, as reported in the
issue of June 19. He is contemplating util-

izing a stream running through his prop
ertv for a small plant for his own farm, but
probably will not install it this year.

COLUMBUS, IND.—The Central Indiana
Ltg. Co. of Columbus, has petitioned the
Public Service Commission for permission
to issue $3,500 in bonds, the proceeds to b<

used for improvements.
MARTINSVILLE, IND.—Within the next

two months the Martinsville Gas & El. Co.

expects to erect 25 miles of 16,500 voll

transmission line to Morgantown and

Brooklyn; also to purchase within the

davs switchboard panel-, out door
high-VOltage pole switches, tuses, light-

ning arresters, loo kva. in transformers
1 2300 volts), poles, wires and insul-

ators for 25 miles of line. The Rellam
gineering Co., Fourth National Bank Build-

ing, Cincinnati, Ohio, Is consulting engineer.

iRESVTLLE, IND. The Mooresvllle
to purchase within the

next tWO months material for distribution
and lighting system, Including transformers,
poles, incandescent lamps, wile, m.-l, i

MOUNT VERNON, IND. The city Coun-
cil is contemplating remodeling tin- mu-
nicipal electric-light plant and Installii

additional engine and generator, at a cost

i,000.

WINONA LAKE. IND. The Public

Service Commission has ruled that the \\i

nona Ell. Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Warsaw must
BUpplj all its patrons in Winona Lake
with meter service instead of charging a

Hat r

ALTON, ILL A resolution has been pre-
sented to the City Council asking that a
committee be appointed to confer with the
representatives of the Keokuk Pwr. Co. of

Keokuk, [a., In regard to furnishing the city
w.th electricltj

,

CANTON, ILL.—The installation of a
municipal electric-lighting plant in connec-
tion with the municipal water-works sys-
tem is under consideration by the City
Council. Plans have been prepared by City
Engineer Brickner showing that the use
ol' from 1200 to 1500 poles, carrying from
25 to 28 miles of wire, would be needed
lor I he proposed street -lighting system.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Bids will be received
l>\ John McOillen, clerk of the Sanitary-
District of Chicago, Room 700, 910 South
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, until July 22 as
follows: (A) For 4-amp. air-cooled, con-
stant-current arc regulators; (B) hand-
operated, single-pole, automatic oil switches ;

(C) l it-amp. oil-immersed, constant-current
regulators. For details see proposal
columns.

NEW HOLLAND, ILL.—The New Hol-
land Lt. & Pwr. Co., recently incorporated
with a capital stock of $4,000, is planning
to furnish electrical service in the village

of New Holland and to residents along the
route of the transmission line from Mason
City. Harry Cooper, G. A. Trenkle and
James Ryan are interested in the company.
ONEIDA, ILL.—Preparations are being

made by the Galva El. Lt. Co., of Galva,
to rebuild its local system. Material for
the work, it is understood, has been pur-
chased.
BARRON, WIS.—The Barron Tel. Co., it

is reported, will increase its capital stock
from $50,000 to $100,000, and also install

new! switchboards, etc.

BELOIT, WIS.—Plans have been pre-
pared for ihe installation of an ornamental
street-lighting system, which provide for 94
ornamental standards mounted with tungs-
ten lamps of 600 cp., to be maintained by
underground wires. The cost is estimated
at about $8,000. Contracts will be awarded
in about 30 days. F. W. Dupke, 439 East
Grand Avenue, Beloit, is chairman of light-
ing committee.

GRAND RAPIDS, WIS.—The city of
Oiand Rapids has purchased the property
of the Grand Rapids El, Co., to be owned
and operated by the municipality. M. N.
Weeks is manager.

KESHENA, WIS.— Plans, it Is reported.
are being considered to install an electric-

light plant here, to replace the one that
was recently destroyed by fire.

MARSKFIELD, WIS.—The Board of
Public Works is considering the installation

Of ornamental lamps on Central Avenue.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— In a report sub-
mitted to P. G. Simmons, commissioner of

public works, F. A. Vaughn, of Vaughn,
Meyer & Sweet, engineers, Majestic Build-
ing, Milwaukee, recommends the installa-

tion of an entirely new street-lighting sys-
tem, providing for approximate!
lamps. The report recommends municipal
ownership and maintenance of the entire
ir. i lighting distribution system, but does

nol make any recommendation with respect
ownership of an electric generating

plant.

PEPIN, WIS. The Western Utilities Co.,
it is reported, has submitted a proposal to
the Village council to furnish electricity In

i 'epln.

DETROIT, MINN.- Rids will be received
bj the dtj of Detroit until July 19 for con-
struction of city hall and lire station in ac-
cordance with plans and specifications pre-

i by C. El. Bell, architect. Security
Building, Minneapolis. Separate bids will

be received al the same time for heating,
plumbing and electric work. Plans can be

i1 the office of E J. Bestick, ci1

Detroit, or at tin office of the architect

LAKEF1 EU >. MINN,
being made ior improvements to the munici-

pal eleCtriC-lightlng plant, including the in-

stallation ne, two generators and
a switchboard, and also about 175 new
poles Bids for the work will be opened In

about tWO weeks. Earl D. Jackson, Capital
Hank Building, St. Paul, Minn., Is engineer
in charge. J. J. HartneCK Is superintendent.

MBNAHGA, MINN.— The installation

an electric-lighting plant In Menahga is

under consideration. B. Gund< rson of i

Rapids Is reported to be Interested In the

ST PAUL, MINN. G. O. House, superin-

tendent of the water department, is securing

data relative to the cost of installing a
ral municipal electric-light and po.

plant to supply light and heat to thi

hall, library, police station, auditorium,
municipal garage and public utilities depart-
ment building.

ST PAUL, MINN. Plans arc- being pre-

pare,! for the construction of a new power
plant for the St. Joseph's Hospital, St. Paul.

to cost about $5(i,ooo, by C. L. Pillsbury,

ulting engine.,. Metropolitan Life

Building, Minneapolis. New machinery, in-

cluding boilers, engi ' 'tors, etc., it

• retood, will be required.

BANCROFT, IOWA-The City Council it

is reported, is considering issuing $10,000 in

bonds for the installation of a municipal

electric-light plant.

HAZLETON, IOWA-At an election held

recently the proposal to issue bonds for tin-

installation of an electric-light plant was
carried.

MOUNT VERNON, LOWA The Wapsie
Pwr & Light Co., Mount Vernon, expects to

erect within the next 30 days 10 miles ot

33 000-volt transmission line, material tor

which has been purchased ; also to purchase
within the next 30 days street-lighting

equipment and outdoor arresters. Kenneth
Lindsay is manager.
ORANGE CITY, IOWA—Within the next

two months F. W. Michel, proprietor of the

local electric-light plant, expects to erect

a steel smokestack, 38 in. by 60 ft., and
one sunplv tank 12 in. in diameter and 12

ft. high.

RICEVILLE, IOWA.—Within the next six

months the Riceville El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. ex-

pects to purchase one 100-hp. Diesel-type

crude-oil engine; also within the next 12

months to purchase 12 meters and 24 flat-

irons. L. E. Markham is manager.

ROLAND, IOWA—Bids will be received

by the Board of Education, Roland, Iowa,
until July 21 for construction of two-story
and basement high and grade school build-

ing, including wiring, plumbing, heating
and ventilating, in accordance with plans
prepared by W. F. Gernandt, architect, State

Bank Building, Omaha, Neb. Plans are on
file at the office of the board, Roland

;

Builders' Exchange, Omaha, Neb., and at

the architect's office.

SPRINGVILLE, IOWA—Within the next
six months F. M. Hann, owner of the local

electric-light plant, expects to make some
extensions to transmission lines ; also to

purchase transformers, poles, lightning ar-

resters, insulators, meters, etc. ;
also

vacuum cleaners and washing machines.

STORY CITY, IOWA—Within the next 30

days the city of Story City expects to pur-

chase hardware and insulators for three

miles of transmission lines. M. Henderson
is superintendent.

STUART, IOWA—Within the next two
or three months the town of Stuart expects

to install a coal-handling system, including
elevators, dumps, etc. G. P. Taylor is

auditor.
W \PKON, IOWA.—Within the next two

weeks the Interstate Pwr. Co. of Waukon
expects to erect a fireproof fire substation,

to replace the one destroyed by fire M. S.

Howard is general superintendent
wii.ton, IOWA— Ri<ls will be received

at Wilton, Iowa, until July 15 on addition
to the power-plant equipment, consisting
of Corliss releaslng-valve-type engine driv-

ing a 75-kva. generator and exciter, switch-
board panel, well-pump head and motor.
David <;. Fisher & Co. of Davenport, are

e, rs. For details see proposal columns.

DREXEL, Mo.—The installation of a mu-
nicipal electric-light plant in Dicxel is under
consideration.

KANSAS CITY. MO.—The Chicago &
Alton elevators at Fifth Street and Lvdia
\\enue will be equipped with about ten
motors of about 350-hp. rating.

LOUISIANA, MO.- The Louisiana Lt,
Pwr. & Trac. CO. expects to install a 72-in.
by 18-ft. boiler (already purchased) within
the next 60 days. A. Vogel is general
manager.
WEBB CITY. MO Bids will be received

i i the Office of the supervising architect,
Trea8Ury Department. Washington, 1> i'.

until July 26 tot lighting fixtures for the
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i •« i with motors of 500 lip. rating.
The present elevator has a steam plant.

BELLE\ n.i.i-:. K \\ Within the next
four months the citj of Belleville expects
to install in the municipal electric-lighting
plant one 240-hp Busch-Sulzer Brothers
Diesel engine and a 200-kva. generator.
Contracts have already been placed for
equipment. W, G. Schaefer Is city clerk.

EL DORA] »( >. k w Preparations are
being made by the Kansas Gas & El. Co. of
Wichita to take over the electric plant of
the El Dorado El. & Refrigerating Co. Sur-
veys aif now being made for the transmis-
sion line tn be erected from Valley Center
to El Dorado, a distance of 28 miles. The
company will also supply electricity In the
town of Benton, which is on the line, and
also to ,1. c. Robinson's ranch.

GALENA, KAN.—The Public Service
Commission has granted the Empire Dis-
electric-light plant In Linton, to cost about
$93,000 In bonds, the proceeds to be used
for extensions and improvements. The
headquarters of the company are in Joplin,
Mo.
GOPF, KAN.—The Town Council is con-

sidering calling an election to submit to the
voters the proposal to issue bonds for
establishing an electric-lighting system. It
is proposed to erect a transmission line
from Corning and Soldier (a distance of
12 miles), the town to pay half of the ex-
pense.

LARNED, KAN.—The Kansas Supreme
Court has upheld the decision of the Dis-
trict Court of Pawnee County in approval
of the bond ordinance of Lamed, under
•which bonds were voted for an electric-
light plant.

LUCAS, KAN.—Within the next 30 days
the Electric Light Department expects to
install a 37%-kw. generator with panel in
the municipal electric-lighting plant. Equip-
ment has already been purchased. P. O.
Ban- is superintendent.
LYONS, KAN.—The Lyons El. & Mfg.

Co. has completed the installation of a 150-
hp universal unaflow engine and a 125-kva
"Westinghouse alternator, directly connected.
Dwight Chapin, Jr., is superintendent.
NESS CITY, KAN.—One 25-hp Fair-

banks-Morse oil engine, one 20-kva, 2300-
volt alternator and one 2V2-kw exciter have
recently been purchased for the municipal
electric-light plant. George Abel is su-
perintendent.

PERRY, KAN.—The electric-light com-
mission expects to purchase within the next
six months one 45-hp oil engine directly
connected to a direct-current generator.
Charles Burgess is superintendent.
WICHITA, KAN.—If given a new five-

year contract for street lighting, the
Kansas Gas & El. Co. offers to replace the
80-watt and 100-watt incandescent lamps
now in use, of which there are 1079, with
100-cp. type C nitrogen-filled lamps, and
will also make a reduction in the price of
both incandescent and arc street lamps.

Southern States

SPRAY, N. C.—Plans are being prepared
for construction of a 3000-hp plant for the
Thread Mills Co. in Spray. F. P. Sheldon
& Son, Industrial Trust Building, Provi-
dence, R. I., are architects and engineers.
WAKE FOREST, N. C.—At an election

to be held July 27 the proposal to issue
$10,000 in bonds for extensions to the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant will be sub-
mitted to the voters.

CEDARTOWN, GA.—The Water and
Light Department has recently purchased
and expects to erect within the next two
months one 600-gal. Manistee Iron Wks.
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pump (250 gal. per minute) driven by a
20 lip Wagner El. Co. motor, directly con-
nected. Fred E, Way is electrician.

BENTON, TENN. Arrangements have
in-i-ii made by the Tennessee Pwr. Co. of
Chattanooga and the local Board of Com-
merce whereby the company will supply
electrical Bervice In Benton. Under the

nt the company is to make the
surveys and ereel the transmission lines
ami the city to furnish the rights-of-way.
DANDRIDGE, TENN.—The Council is

considering the installation of a municipal
electric-lighting plant.

MARYVELLE, TENN.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Mayor and Board of Alder-
men of the city of Maryvllle until July 7 for
construction of complete water-works sys-
tem, pumping station, including pumps,
boilers and auxiliaries. Alternate bids will
be received for electrically driven units.
Plans can be seen and specifications may
be obtained at the office of the Mavor of
Marvville, and at the office of R. C. Huston
& Co., engineers, 1028 Falls Building,
Memphis.
NASHVILLE, TENN.—The Nashville,

Springfield & Northern R. R. Co., of Nash-
ville, recently incorporated, proposes to
build an electric interurban railway be-
tween Nashville. Springfield, Clarksville,
Tenn., and Franklin. Ky., a distance of 85
miles. E. G. Stribbliner is president of the
company and Robert C. Leonard is secre-
tary and treasurer, both of Nashville.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Application has
been made by Hugh Friel, president, and
Sydney J. Bowie, attornev of the Birming-
ham Wtr., Lt. & Pwr. Co., to the City Com-
mission for a franchise to supply electricity
for lamps and motors in Greater Birming-
ham. This company was recently organized
to develop hydroelectric plants at Lock 17
on the Warrior River.

MONROE, LA.—The City Council has en-
gaged Walter G. Kirkpatrick, engineer of
Birmingham, Ala., to make investigations
and report on condition of and improve-
ment for the water, light and traction
systems.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Application
has been made to the Citv Council bv Fred
E. Sutton of the Mid-Continent Co', Ter-
minal Building, and associates for a fran-
chise to install and operate an electric and
gas plant.

BARTLETT. TEX.—The Texas Pwr. &
Lt. Co. of Dallas, has purchased the local
electric-light plant and will connect it with
its power transmission lines and make im-
provements to the local system.
DALLAS, TEX.—The contract for the

electrical work of the proposed new high
school building in South Dallas has been
awarded to the F. E. Newberrv El. Co.,
Century Building, Kansas Citv, Mo., at
$5,280.

DALLAS, TEX.—The directors of the
Texas Pwr. & Lt. Co. have voted to issue
$140,000 additional bonds, the proceeds to
be used in making improvements and ex-
tensions to its properties at Sherman, Deni-
son and Waco.
GORDON, TEX.—The Gordon-Mingus Lt.

Co. of Gordon has extended its transmission
line to Mingus, a distance of 3 miles, to
furnish electrical service there. W. S. Daw-
son is president of the company.

Pacific States
ABERDEEN, WASH.—The city of Aber-

deen has granted George Tilden and associ-
ates, of Seattle, a franchise to supply elec-
tricity for lamps and motors here. Mr.
Tilden, who proposes to develop a water-
power site on the White River, in the vicin-
ity of Tacoma, has applied to nearly every

illar francl
•
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OKANOGAN, wash The Comml
ers of Okanogan County have granted the
Arlington Mlnlr a franchl

transmit i om i he plant of
ii.- ' 'K.i noga ii Valley i 'wr. < !o. to the
Arlingl ii' -i i Oka noga n. ' Jonsld-
era ble electi lea i i qulpmenl is to be in-
stalled in tin- mines this season, and an
electric tran under consideration.
The work will be doni
vision of .1. B. I ngei
1 nland I ty. ( !o. Of Spol

PORT ANGELES, wash. The County
Commissioners have granted J. L. I

of Sequim a franchise to ered and operate
electric transmission lines along th<

ways between Sequim, Dungeness and Port
Williams.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Hugh L Cooper &
Co., lot Park Avenue, New York, N. V.,

consulting engineers, it Is reported, have
been engaged to make an examination of
the engineering and commercial possibili-
ties of the so-called /. Canyon water-power
on the I'eii'i Oreille River, about 10 miles
north of Metaline Falls.

XARDLEY, WASH—Preparations are
being made by the Washington Wtr. Pwr.
Co. to install an electric-lighting system on
the principal streets in the city.

BEND, ORE.—The City Council has de-
cided to call an election Aug. 9 to submit
to the voters the proposal to grant Messrs.
Steidl & Tweet a franchise to supply elec-
tricity in Bend.
CORVALLIS, ORE.—Robert E. Strahorn,

president of the Portland, Eugene & East-
ern Ry. Co., has announced that the
Southern Pacific Co. will equip its railway
between Whiteson and Corvallis, a
distance of 40 miles, for electrical opera-
tion, which will be an extension to the
electric railway between Portland and
Whiteson.

EUGENE, ORE.—Tentative plans, it is
reported, are being considered by the city
officials for the installation of an aux-
iliary steam-driven power plant in connec-
tion with the municipal plant. The pres-
ent plans provide for a 1250-kw. plant.

T-'T A MATH FALLS, ORE.—Co-operative
institutions to handle their business are the
latest step taken by the framers of the
Klamath project. These include the organ-
ization of the Water Users' National Bank,
warehouses, power company, telephone sys-
tem, a marketing organization and proba-
bly a store.

PRAIRIE CITY, ORE.—The Prairie Pwr.
Co. of Prairie City expects to extend its
transmission lines to John Day and to Can-
yon City this summer and 'will be in the
market for a 500-kw. generator and water-
wheel to operate under a 110-ft. head
(using 75 second-ft. of water), wire and
other material. R. C. Reese, president, has
charge of the work.

SEASIDE, ORE.—The City Council has
entered into a contract with the Pacific Lt.
& Pwr. Co., which furnishes local service,
for a system of streamer lamps for the en-
tire length of Broadway, the principal
street leading to the beach, and also for
several blocks of the cross streets in the
business portion of the city.

CHICO, CAL.—The City Trustees are
considering a plan for municipal ownership
of the street-lighting system and have
asked the power companies to submit bids
for furnishing electricity for same.
PASADENA, CAL.—The installation of

an ornamental lighting system on Belle-
fontaine Street, between Fair Oaks and
the Arroyo Seco, is under consideration.

WILLIAMS, CAL.—The Board of Super-
visors has adopted a resolution calling for
bids for the construction and operation of
an electric-light plant in Williams. Plans
for street-lighting provide for 34 lamps.

PLEASANT GROVE, UTAH.—The city
of Pleasant Grove has engaged Messrs.
Caldwell & Richards, consulting engineers,
Vermont Building, Salt Lake City, to pre-
pare preliminary plans for the proposed
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municipal electric-light plant. As yet
nothing definite has been done. Joseph
Hilton is recoi

PRESCOTT, ARIZ.—The proceeds of the
$200,oou in bonds recently issued bj
Arizona Pwr. Co. of 1'rescott will be
for the construction of a second hyi
electric plant on Fossil Creek, mar here.

Canada
TORONTO, ONT.- Hans, it is under-

stood, are being developed by the I
I

Electric Power Commission of <>

which provide lor an ultimate develo
of 250,000 hp., the larger portion of

will probably be derived from developments
"a the Welland Canal and on the .Niagara

NEW LIVERPOOL, QUE.—The city of
Liverpool, it is reported, is contemplating

i illation of a new power plant and
i lectric-llghting system.

with a capital stock of
and extensive powers a company

ed to develop hydro-
electric power and supply electricity in the

Three Rivera and in
unties of Quebec, Levis, Beauce, Dor-

chester. Port .Wiif, Montmagny, Megantic,
Champlain, St .Maurice, Charlevoix and

aj The Incorporators are: Charles
ll Branchaud of Outremont, Milton
Hersey, engineer, and Howard M

manager, of Weetmount, Thomas Mc-
ii of Montreal, and Julian C. Smith

of Westmount.

Miscellaneous
PANAMA.—Bids will be received at the

. ral purchasing officer, the
inal. Washington, l >. C, until

July 16, for furnishing galvanized
, brass

imps, electric-lamp clusters, gaskets,
rubber valves, boiler lagging, tile duct, cal-
cium carbide, etc. Further information re-
lating to tliis circular (No. 943) may be ob-
tained from Major F. C. Boggs, general pur-
e-basing officer.

Directory of Electrical Associations
Alabama Light and Traction Associa-

tion. Secretary-treasurer, H. O. i
I

Mobile Gas Co., Mobile, Ala.

American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. Permanent secretary, L.

O. Howard, Smithsonian Institution, Wash
ington, D. C. Meeting, San Francisco, Aug.
2-7.

American Electric Railway Associa-
tion. Secretary, E. B. Burritt, 29 West
39th St., New York.
American Electrochemical Society.

Secretary, Prof. J. W. Richards, Lehigh
University, South Bethlehem, Pa. Meeting,
San Francisco, Sept. 16-18.

American Institute of Consulting En-
gineers. Secretary, Eugene W. Stern, 101
Park Ave., New York City.

American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers. Secretary, F. L. Hutchinson, 33
West 39th St., New York. Board of direc-
tors meets monthly. Sections and branches
in the principal electrical centers through-
out the country.

brican Physical Society. Secretary,
Prof. A. D. Cole, Ohio State University, Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

American Society of Refrigerating En-
gineers. Secretary, William H. Ross, 1 5 1

Nassau St., New York City.

American Society for Testing Materi-
als. Secretary-treasurer, Edgar Marburg,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

American Society of Heating and Ven-
tilating Engineers. Secretarv, Edwin A.
Scott, 29 West 39th St., New York.
Arkansas Association of Public Utili-

ty Operators. Secretary-treasurer, Roy B.
Fowles, Pine Bluff, Ark.

Associated Manufacturers of Elec-
trical Supplies. President, R. K. Shep-
pard, B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio.

Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies. Assistant secretary, Walter
Neumuller, Irving Place and 15th St., New
York.

Association of Iron and Steel Electri-
cal Engineers. Secretary, W. T. Snyder,
McKeesport, Pa. Annuai meeting, Hotel
Statler, Detroit, Sept. 8-11.

Association of Railway Electrical En-
gineers. Secretary-treasurer, Jos. A. An-
dreucetti, Chicago & Northwestern Railway,
Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Su-
perintendents. Secretarv, P. W. Drew,
112 West Adams St., Chicago.

California Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary. W. S. Hanbridge,
1408 Merchants' National Bank Building,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Canadian Electrical Association. Af-
filiated with X. E. L. A. Secretary-treas-
urer, Alan Sullivan, 10 Adelaide Street
East, Toronto, Can.
Colorado Electric Eight. POWBB

Railway Association. Secretary-treasurer,
T. K Kennedy, 900 15th St., Denv< i

Annual convention, Glenwood Springs, Sepl
23-2."..

Commercial Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-
tary, C. A. Littlefield, 130 East 15th St.,
New York.
Eastern New York Section, X. E. L. A.

ry, Eee Hagood, General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

ctrical Contractors' Association of
Illinois. Secretary, H. E. Chubbock, Pe-
oria, 111.

Ctrical Contractors' [ON of
Massachusetts. Secretary, H. D. Temple,
80 Poster St., Worcester, Mass.

ctrical Contractors' Association of
State of Missouri. Secretarv, A. J. Burns,
31S West Tenth St., Kansas City, Mo.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
the State of Pennsylvania. Secretary,
M. G. Sellers, 1518 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

Electrical Contractors' association of
insin. Secretary, Albert Petermann,

626 Lloyd St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Electrical Manufacturers' Club. Secre-
tary. A I >. I'age, 30 Church St., New York.

ntiCAL Salesmen's association.
Secretary, Francis Raymond, 125 Michigan
Avi , I Ihicago, 111.

Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association.
i secretary, Franklin Overbagh, 411

South Clinton St., Chicago, 111.

Electrical Trades association of Can-
ada. Secretary, William R. Stavely, Royal
Insurance Building, Montreal, Can.

Electrical Trades association of the
PACIFIC Coast. Secretarv, Albert II

ott, Harding Building, 34 Ellis St., San
Francisco, < !al.

ntlC Vehicle Association of AMER-
ICA Executive secretarv-. A. Jackson Mar-
shall, 29 West 39th St., New York. Sections
in New York, New England, Chicago, Phila-
delphia, Washington and Los Angeles.

Empire State Gas and Electric Asso-
Kecretarv. Charles H. B. Chapin,

:'!i West 89th St., New York.
<;as. Electric and Street Railway As-

sociation of Oklahoma. Secretary-treas-
urer, Prof. H. V. Bozell, Norman, Okla.

Georgia Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation. Secretary, J. A. Wier, Athens, Ga.

[lluminating Engineering Society.
il secretary, C. A. Littlefield, 29 West

39th St. Xew York. Annual convention,
New Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C,
Sept. 20-23.

[NDEPENDENT Telephone Association of
[CA. Secretarv, W. S. Vivian, 19 South

LaSalle St., Chicago.

Indiana Electric Light Association.
Secretary, Thomas Donahue, Lafayette, Ind.

Indiana State Electrical Contractors'
Association. Secretary, George Skilman,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Industrial Electric Heating ASSOC]A-
ti in. Secretary, Homer Kunz, Toledo Rail-
ways & Light Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Institute of Opf.rating Engineers. Sec-
retary, L Houmiller, 29 West 39th St., New
York.

INSTITUTE OF Radio Engineers. Secre-
tary, David Sarnoff, 71 Broadway, New
York.

Internal Combustion Engineers' Asso-
ciation, President. Charles Kratsch, 416
West Indiana St.. Chicago. Meeting second
Friday Of each month at Lewis Institute.

International Association or- Munici-
! i Electricians. Secretary, C. U. George,

ii. Tex. Next annual convention,
Cincinnati, Aug. 24-26.

I INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING CONGRESS.
Secretarj treasurer, W. A. Cattell, Foxcroft
Building, San Francisco, Cal, Congress,
San Francisco, Sent 20-25.

[NTERNATION \l. ELECTROTECBNICAL COM-
(Internationa] body representing

various national electrical engineering so-
cieties contributing to its support 1. Q

tary, C. le Mai ictoris St.,
Westminster, London, s. w.. England.
Meeting al San Francisco, Sept. 9-11.

Iowa Section, N. e. l. a Secretary, w.
1 1. Thompson, Dee Molnt s, Is

lowj Contractors' Associa-
Secretary, M. T. Humphrey, Water-

loo, la.

[owa Street and Interurban i:\ilway
[ATION. Secretarv', 11. H. Weeks, I>., V -

enport, la.

Jovian Order. Jupiter (president),
i [Mine; .-.

( Ihicago, 111. : Mercury
(secretary), E, C. Bennett, Syndicate Trust
i Building, St. Louis, Mo,
Kansas Electrical Contrai

sociation. Secretary, .t \ Mercer, 108
West Mh Ave., Topefca, Kan.

Kansas Gas, Water, Electric Eight and
Street Railway association. Secretary-

irer, Ivor Thomas, 237 South Main St.,

Wichita, Kan.
Louisiana Electrical contractors' As-

. , j. j. Zlegler, 2Z7
Bourbon St. Meeting even Wednesday, Au-
dubon Building, Xew Orleans.

Main] (.-Association. Secretary-
treasurer, Walter S. Wyman, Waterville,

Michigan Section, N. E. L. a.
tary, Herbert Silvester, 18 Washington
Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Minnesota Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, G. M. Jones, 14
Seventh St. X., Minneapolis, Minn.

Minnesota Electric Association. Sec-
retary-treasurer, F. A. Otto, St. Paul Gas
Light Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Mississippi Electric association. Affili-

ated with the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation. Secretary-treasurer, H. F. Wheeler,
Ha It iesburg, Miss.

Missouri association of Public Utili-
ties. Secretary-treasurer, F. D. Beardslee,
Union Electric Light & Power Co., St. Louis.

National Arm, Pin and Bracket Asso-
ciation. Secretary, J. B. Magers, Madison,
Ind.

NATIONAL Association of Electrical In-
spectors. Secretary-treasurer, Wm. L.
Smith, Concord, Mass.
National District Heating Association.

Secretary, D. L. Gaskill, Greenville, Ohio.

National Electric Light Association.
Executive secretary, T. C. Martin, Engi-
neering Societies Building, 33 West 39th
St., Xew York.

National Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation of the UNITED States. Secre-
tary, George H. Duffield, 41 Martin Build-
ing, Utica, N. Y. Annual meeting, San
Francisco, July 18-24.

National Electrical Credit Associa-
tion. Secretary, Frederick P. Vose, 1343
Marquette Building, Chicago.
National Fire Protection Association.

Secretarv of electrical committee, Ralph
Sweetland, 141 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

National Independent Telephone Asso-
ciation. Permanent headquarters, Room
204, Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, 111.

Nebraska Section, X. E. L. A. Secre-
tary-treasurer, S. J. Bell, David City, Xeb.
Xew England Electrical Credit Asso-

ciation. Secretary, Alton F. Tupper, 60
State St., Boston, Mass.
New England Section, Electric Vehi-

cle Association of America. Secretarv,
L. L. Edgar, 3!) Boylston St., Boston, .Mass.

Xew England Section, x. e. l. a. Sec-
retary, Miss O. A. Bursiel, 149 Tremont St.,
Huston, Mass. Annual convention, Mount
Kineo House, Kineo, .Maine, Sept. 14-17.

Xew Mexico Electrical association.
Secretary-treasurer, E. A. Thiele, Roswell,
N. M.

Xew York Electrical society. Secre-
tary, George n. Guy, 29 West 39th St.,
New York.

Xew Fore Electric Railway Associa-
tion. Secretarv, Charles C. Dietz, 36.") East
L'ist St., Brooklyn, X. Y.

Northwest Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-
tary. X W. Brockett, Pioneer Building,
Seattle. Wash. Annual meeting. Portland,
i ire., Sept. 8-1 I.

Northern White Cedar Association.
Secretary. H. x. Boucher, 743 Lumber Ex-

. .Minneapolis, .Minn.

tric Light Association. Sec-
retarv, I). L. QasklU, Greenville, Ohio. An-
nual meeting, Cedar Point, July 20-23.

Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electri-
cal and Steam ENGINEERS, Secretarv,
Prof. F. E. Sanborn, Ohio state University,
Columbus.
Oregon Electrical Contractors' Asso-

ciation Secretary-treasurer, J. w. Ober-
ender, 502 Dekum Bldg., Portland, Ore.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED

JUNE 22, 191

[Prepared bj Mitchell A Allyn, II Park
Ron . \.w Fork I

1,148,682. Illuminated Clock ; H, Klensle,
New \ ork. N T, A|i|.. filed < »ct 28, L91 I,

Lamp Is disposed behind the translucent
dial of the clock.

L,148,689 Moans for Sbcuring Contacts:
C .1 Klein. Milwaukee, Wis App. died
Ocl 28, 1913 Snap-switch stationary
contact

1,143,664 Self-winding Electric Clock;
U. L, Sundblad, New Haven. Conn. App.
tiled April ... 1915. Automobile plug.

L,143,666. Commutator for Dtnamo VLa
thinks; C. a. Vanderveil and a ii.

Midgley, Acton Vale, England. App. filed
.Ma\ 6, 1913. Single brush for the com-
mutator and the Blip-ring.

1,143,676. Circuit-Closer ; F. Williams,
Somerville, .Mass. App. filed Maj 10,
1913. For workmen's time resistor.

1,143,680. Telephone System; W. Aitken,
Liverpool, England. App. tiled Aug. 12,
1911. improved switching for isolated ex-
changes.

l.i 13,682 Apparatus Appliance for Illu-
minating Cavities or Surfaces; R.
Biquard, Paris, France. App. filed June
11. 1913. Refractory incandescent rod in-
closed in transparent water jacket.

1,143,686. PRINTING-PRESS CONTROLLER; C.
E Carpenter, New York, N. Y. App. filed
July 1, 1913. For automatically control-
ling press upon operation of the feeder
clutch.

1,143,722. Photographic Device; H. Van
R. Palmer, Dumont, N. J. App. filed June
20, 1913. For X-ray work.

1,14 3,799. Receiver for Wireless Teleg-
raphy

; R. B. Avery, South Bend, Ind.
App. filed April 5, 1913. Used in connec-
tion with commercial lighting circuit.

1,143,809. Fire-Alarm System ; C. F
Christman, Winslow, Ariz. App. filedMay 19, 1914. For calling volunteer fire-
men.

1,143,S10. Compression Rheostat; E. L.
Clark, Lakewood, Ohio. App. filed May
31, 1912. Has readily replaceable re-
sistor units.

1.143.S18. Charging Storage Batteries;
T. A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, West
Orange, N. J. App. filed Jan. 17, 1912.
Changes signal and control batteries along
track bed by a charging battery on a
traveling car.

1.143.S20. Telephone Trunking System ;

E. D. Fales, La Grange, 111. App. filed
March 30, 1909. Automatic, employing
switches of the Strowger type.

1,143,828. Process of Manufacturing
Anodes ; P. C. C. Isherwood, Bushey
Heath, England. App. filed May 17,
1913. Employs natural manganese ores.

1.143.874. Trolley Retriever or Safety
Device ; M. A. Yeakley, Kamms, Ohio.
App. filed Oct. 7, 1907. Improved me-
chanical construction and has only a
single spring. (Seventy claims.)

1.143.875. Trolley Retriever; M. A.
Yeakley, Canton, Ohio. App. filed Oct.
11, 1909. Has low panel and high power
connections between the power spring
and drums. (Fifty-five claims.)

1,143,883. Electric Stove; R. F. Boetti-
ger, Aberdeen, Wash. App. filed March
15, 1915. Inexpensive and simplified
construction.

1,143,909. Metallic-Filament Lamp; H.
J. Jaeger, Weehawken, N. J. App. filed
March 14, 1913. Has a coiled, cone-
shaped constant filament.

1,143,937. Snap Lock for Electric
Shells ; T. A. C. Both, New York, N. Y.
App. filed April 29, 1911. Movable lock-
ing ring.

1,143,940. Electric Furnace ; J. W. Brown,
Lakewood, Ohio. App. filed Jan. 8, 1912.
For calcining cakes and manufacturing
graphite.

1,143,948. Control System for Gun
Mounting and Other Mechanism ; A.

T Dawson, Westminster, London, and .1

i [orne. Ban ow In Furni ss, England,
\pp. tiled Julj L2, mi 2. Turret training
ana gun .i<\ al Ing mechanism,

1 .
I 18,965 <

'"'.1 ROX S\ STEM ITOH la
I

Motors; a. J. Hall, Wllklnsburg. Pa,
app died auk. 2, L918 Overload trip

device,

i .i 18,956 < !oni ROi System km
Motors . A. J. Hall and L, Q. Rilej

.

Wilkinsburg, Pa. App Bled July 6,

L918 Single phase electric-locomotive
eoni rol.

i.i 13,963. Universal Load Box ; J. L,

Herman, Fori VVayne, End, App, Bled
Sept. :., 1912. Non-inductive load In a
transformer load box.

1,148,966. Flashlight; h. t. Hipwell,
Pittsburgh, Pa. App. Bled Oct. 31, L914.
Has a condensing lens in combination
with the main lens.

1,143,983. Insulator Support; C E.
.Miller, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed May
4, 1914. Wire helix serves as the thread-
ed seat for the insulator.

1.143.99S. Line Switch; J. G. Roberts,
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. App. filed May 10,
1913. For distributing trunk lines.

1,144,000. Treatment of Surfaces of
Aluminum or Alloys of Aluminum in
Order to Prepare Them for Receiving
a Metallic Deposit ; F. A. Roux, Paris,
France. App. filed Jan. 19, 1914. Sub-
jects previously cleansed surfaces to
action of hydracide holding tin in solu-
tion.

1.144.011. Power-Transmission Mechan-
ism ; J. G. P. Thomas, Holywell, Wales.
App. filed Oct. 24, 1910. Electro-mechan-
ical power transmission for motor ve-
hicles.

1.144.012. Speed-Controlling Device; A.
Walton, Boston, Mass. App. filed March
20, 1911. For spinning and twisting ma-
chinery.

1,144,016. Magneto-Driving Mechanism
;

J. A. Williams, Cleveland, Ohio. App.
filed Dec. 26, 1911. For producing
"kick-off" sparks for starting.

1,144,117. Railway-Traffic-Controlling
Apparatus ; W. P. Allen, Ardmore, and
G. R. Scattergood, Philadelphia, Pa.
App. filed Jan. 4, 1913. Interlock system.

1.144.028. Protective Device; E. E. F.
Creighton, Schenectadv, N. Y. App. filed

March 19, 1913. Free of the defects of
usual spark-gap lightning arrester.

1.144.029. Protective Device; E. E. F.
Creighton, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed

March 19, 1913. Disk and annular elec-
trode in evacuated vessel.

1,144,032. Automatic Temperature-Regu-
lating System ; H. G. Geissinger, New
York, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 26, 1910.
Regulates heating medium and the pro-
portion of air which is shunted around
the heating device.

1,144,038. Electric Switch; E. H. Jacobs,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed April 4,

1910. Speed of opening and closing in-
dependent of speed of operating handle.

1,144,047. Electric Switch; E. B. Mer-
riam, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed Feb.
4, 1910. Contacts separate in a com-
pressed atmosphere of insulating gas.

1,144,063. Magnetically Operated De-
vice ; C. H. Rippl, Cleveland, Ohio. App.
filed April 18, 1913. Prevents chatter-
ing of the oscillating armature.

1,144.084. Call-Distributing System; C.
5, Winston, Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug.
4, 1913. For interconnecting calling lines
and idle operator's link circuits.

1,144,095. Support for Indirect or Semi-
Indirect Lighting Fixtures ; H. A.
Bauer, Lansdowne, Pa. App. filed Jan.
6, 1915. Individual pull-chain control for
lamps within the bowl.

1,144,101. Safety Device for Gasoline
Motors ; R. J. Bradbury, Denver, Col.
App. filed March 12, 1914. Lights indi-
cate amount of oil in crank case.

1,144,107. Switch Plate; W. H. Burt,
Waterbury, Conn. App. filed Nov. 23,

1914. Concealed hinges for the cover
plates.

1,111.111 PaOl i .... "i .M.u .1 [NO Mi.

i

I Iarriebi
ii I. p"eui 1 1. in,

lottenburg, and M von Plrani, wllmers-
doi i.i;. iiic. M \ App in. (i July 21. i :iiu

Plla iu. ul III : I u ouii. I B nd dlBtl tided "ii

iiehi support b nd i hen Una n •.
i upporl ed

..ii pliable hold

i,mi,i 86 i
I

i -.lie
.

w, Kalsllng,
Chicago, in \pp Bled July 21, L918
Provides for permanent adjustment <>i

certain parts.

1,144,149. ALTEHNAT1 I SYSTEM .

I. C. Marburg, Milwaukee, Win. App
tiled Jan. 7, 19 I 0, I lontrol of the itoi
ami giving up "i kinetic energy,

i.li 1,158, [NSULATOH . \\ . II. Nichol . Bl ii

nington, vt. App. Bled June LB,

Interchangeable and reversible two-parl
Insul

i,ii 1,201. i 'ort ubli Flashlight . BL 1 1.

and II. T. Hipwell, Pittsburgh, Pa. App.
filed March 25, 1915. Fountain-pen type

L,144,210. Tool; R. Kincaid, Youngstown,
Ohio. App. filed May 29, 1914. Lamp
in handle illuminates working portion of
tool.

1,111.224. Cable Tap; C. B. Mills, Balti-
more, Md. App. filed Sept. 24, 1913.
Avoids mutilation of the main cable.

L,144,225. Cable Connector; C. B. Mills,
Gardenville, Md. App. filed Sept. 24,
191 :i. Joint avoiding the use of tape,
etc.

1,144,226. ELECTROPLATING PROCESS; C. B.
Mills, Baltimore, Md. App. filed March
16, 1915. For electroplating cement and
other non-metallic substances.

1,144,233. Time-Limit Circuit-Breaker;
M. F. Owens, Hartford, Conn. App. filed

Nov. 23, 1911. Allows flow of excess
current at starting.

1,144,236. Transmitter or Reproducer;
W. E. Pierce, San Francisco, Cal. App.
filed Oct. 28, 1912. Sensitive device for
engaging Morse characters in paper strip.

1,144,246. Driving of Vehicle; J. Reb-
stein, Winterthur, Switzerland. App.
filed Nov. 25, 1913. Electric locomotive
with counterweights balancing all cranks,
etc.

1,144,252. Electrical Conductors ; L.
Roebel, Mannheim, Kaferthal, Germany.
App. filed March 1, 1913. Stranded con-
ductor for preventing of eddy currents in
dynamo-electric machinery.

1,144,255. Electric Testing Instrument;
H. Schade, Albany, N. Y. App. filed

May 21, 1914. For use on automobiles.

1,144,264. Controlling System for Elec-
trical Apparatus ; S. K. Thompson, Jen-
kintown, Pa. App. filed Jan. 26, 1911.
Motor-generator, storage-battery system.

1,144,271. Apparatus for the Continuous
Production by Synthesis of Hydrogen
Peroxide ; W. Weber, Dusseldorf, Ger-
many. App. filed Dec. 5, 1914. Elec-
trolytic apparatus adapted to withstand
high pressure.

1,144,290. Telegraphy; B. L. Bobroff,
Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed Feb. 9, 1914.
Dial telegraph.

1,144,299. Electric Regulation; J. L.
Creveling, New York, N. Y. App. filed

Jan. 5, 1910. Electromagnetically con-
trolled compression resistance.

1,144,311. Storage-Battery Element and
Method of Making the Same ; J. Red-
ding, Maiden, Mass. App. filed July 10,

1914. Lead is electrolytically deposited
upon the plate in minute trees or fila-

ments.

1,144,330. Telephone Busy-Signal Appa-
ratus ; G. E. Kimball, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Sept. 19, 1906. Comprises only re-
lays or electric magnets.

1,144,335. Excess Indicator: H. O. Swo-
boda, Edgwood, Pa. App. filed May 27,

1913. For producing "flickering" and
then dimming the lamps when current is

increased beyond the normal amount.

1,144;339. Means for Synchronously
Displaying Cinematographic Pictures
and Reproducing Sound ; L. Gaumont,
Paris, France. App. filed Jan. 4, 1907.
Index means controlled from operation of
one mechanism serves to facilitate con-
trol of the other mechanism.
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The A. I. E. E. and Its Sections

ONE of the most important features of the affairs

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

is that concerning the relation of the various local sec-

tions to the parent body. Through force of circum-

stances the management of the affairs of the Institute

has been centralized from the beginning. Many plans

involving decentralization have been discussed from

time to time but seemingly no better plan has been pro-

posed than that now followed. Many of the defects that

developed as the Institute grew in membership and in-

fluence were overcome by the establishment of local sec-

tions which have proved highly satisfactory for the pur-

poses intended. That the dissatisfaction with the cen-

tralized management of the Institute, which came to the

surface some years ago, has dwindled until it is now
either non-existent or inappreciable was shown by the

note of the section delegates at the Deer Park conven-

tion against the establishment of sectional vice-presi-

dents. That the interests of the members in all sections

of the country must be safeguarded is recognized by

everyone, but the best method for obtaining this result

can not be so readily defined. It is indeed gratifying

to learn that in the A. I. E. E. as well as in the N. E. L.

A. and other national organizations sectional differences

are disappearing rapidly, the East and the West becom-

ing more thoroughly in sympathy with one another as

each becomes better acquainted with the other.

Public Testing of Meters

IT is a matter of gratification to the Rhode Island Pub-

lic Utilities Commission and sufficiently noteworthy

to receive comment in its last annual report, that "there

has been little demand for testing meters. There have

been only two requests for tests and in each case the

meters proved correct." This, of course, is not a sign

that service has reached total perfection or that human
nature has ceased to grumble at public service compa-

nies. It is, however, a reasonably accurate indication

that service is excellent and that enforcement of the

service provisions of the law is not of first importance

in the dealings of commissions with lighting utilities.

When regulation was established three broad classes of

questions required attention : Service, rates and finan-

cial. The electric central-station standard of service is

high and, so far as properties of this class are con-

cerned, commissions have been able to divert their main

attention to rates and finances. If the sense of obliga-

tion to the public did not move electric central stations

to render unsurpassed service the incentive to do so

would be furnished by the highly commercialized char-

acter of their operations. Salesmanship is so large a

factor in success that service cannot be left open to

question in the permanent relation between producer

and consumer. In their freedom from a burden of

service matters affecting electric properties the com-
missions benefit from a condition for which they may
be both thankful and outspoken in appreciation.

The Cost of Economy

THE offer of prizes by Mr. Frasse of Brooklyn for

articles on economical uses of material suggests

profitable study. Unless time is an element no economy
is too insignificant for employees to make; but if time is

involved, its mounting cost may be greater than the

prospective saving. This is illustrated by the celebrated

comparison of the old-fashioned office boy who untied

packages carefully, saving both string and paper, and
his twentieth century successor whose vigorous handling
of knife or shears kept his time for something more
important. The central-station industry has not

reached the stage in its career when its wastefulness is

attached; nor has it any desire to give any public

notoriety seeker opportunity to pillory it. The inquiry

started by Mr. Frasse will serve the fine purpose of

pointing out specific economies; the application of them
is a matter for individual or company decision. Every
alert manager will decide at critical moments when true

economy lies in a sheer disregard of cost that at other

times would be reckless ; as, for instance, when a service

interruption threatens lose of revenue and customers'

good will. Real art in management is revealed in such
decisions.

The "Half Watt" Lamp and the Arc

IN the Digest this week will be found an important
study of the much mooted question of the incandes-

cent versus the arc lamp in street lighting. It is based
directly upon recent German lighting practice and is

particularly instructive because it deals specifically with
enclosed flame arc lamps. All data are based on lower
hemispherical candle-power when the lamps, arc and
incandescent, are installed in suitable fixtures. On this

basis, the German gas-filled lamp is credited with 0.5

watt per Hefner candle, which seems about the average
figure to be expected. The flame arc, however, appears
to show results somewhat higher than have been usually

reported here, 0.2 to 0.3 watt per Hefner even for the
inclosed type of lamp. Making all due allowances one
expects considerably better efficiency from the flame arc
than from the gas-filled lamp, but the results in cost

from the data here considered are remarkable. Thev
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confirm the position that we have steadily adhered to

ever Bince the advent of gaa filled lamps that the besl

of the dame and luminous arcs can more than hold their

own againsl the incandescent, hut that the less efficient

and tin- older types of arc must inevitably go. At equal

light-giving efficiencies, the advantage probably will lie

with the incandescenl due to the absence of trimming

and cleaning and to loss trouble from outages and ir-

regular performance. The greater steadiness in the

light of the incandescenl lamp is another strong point

in its favor. One hears occasional talk of the "attractive

sparkle" of the are, but it must lie regarded as a mere

futile kicking against the pricks, for the open arc went

down and out chiefly, so far as the public was concerned,

on this very issue of unsteadiness. The whiter color

possible with arcs may prove to be a psychological advan-

tage of some moment, but the struggle for supremacy

must be fought squarely upon the issue of efficiency, and

on this the last word is far from being said.

Classification of Alternating-Current Motors

A rather interesting dissertation on the "Classifica-

tion of Alternating-Current Motors" was presented by

Mr. Val A. Fynn to the Deer Park convention of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers. In this

paper some forty-four different varieties of alternating-

current motors are classified, and the suggestion is made

that there should somehow be nine more for a full list.

However that may be, the list disclosed is long enough

to surprise all but specialists in this line of electrical

engineering development. The basis of analysis for the

classification given in the paper is the separation of the

magnetic flux in the machines into their components,

and particularly into neutralizing and magnetizing

components.

There can be no doubt that the customary nomencla-

ture of the present day with regard to alternating-cur-

rent motors is very defective and quite incapable of

distinguishing adequately between the various types.

On the other hand, it is doubtful whether the names

proposed are suitable for industrial use, however well

they may serve to distinguish between types. Perhaps

some abbreviation can be made in these names without

loss of discrimination. For example, the name pro-

posed of "Inductively-Neutralized Single-Phase Series

Motor, with Two Conductively Related Rotor Circuits"

is surely better adapted to the needs of the next world

than of this, wherein time and patience are limited. If,

however, the principle of the classification laid down in

the paper is agreed to, it may be possible to work out a

practical list of fairly short titles in conformity there-

with. The paper is likely to evoke an active and profit-

able discussion. Its tone is quite peaceful, except in the

discussion of the term "repulsion motor," on which it

makes open war. It must be confessed that this term

is unfortunate, being neither distinctive nor significant.

Moreover, it is a term that, like charity, may be made

to cover a multitude of sins. Nevertheless, it is easier

to criticise the term than to find a satisfactory substi-

tute for it. It. is about this term and its existing eon-

notations that the discussion la likely to centralize Itself

most warmly, if agreement can be reached on this

repulsive question, tin- ret t of the field should be capable

of a relatively easy settlement. It is to he hoped that

the paper may he thoroiiehh diseussed from all points

of \ iew in order to open a path to a general agreement.

The A. I. Iv E. standards committee has indicated in

the last two editions of the Institute rules that, no satis-

factory alternating-current motor standards can be

arrived at until the suhject is cleared up.

Accounting for Small Properties

The introduction of an accounting system for

small properties by the Southwestern Electrical & Gas

Association is a move toward uniformity in that sec-

tion. When it is borne in mind that out of 400 public

utilities of different classes in Texas a large majority

are properties of small or medium size, the necessity of

a classification adapted to the needs and revenues of

such plants is plain. In its report the accounting com-

mittee of the association considerately recommended

that members use the standard system of their industry,

as, for instance, of the National Electric Light Asso-

ciation in the case of electric utilities. This is wise, as

it promotes standardization throughout the country.

Because of its adoption by some of the state commis-

sions and its use by many properties in various parts

of the country, the classification of the national asso-

ciation has an advantage over all other systems. It

represents experience and conference. In its action the

Southwestern association committee fully recognizes

the standing of the national association classification,

but it offers also an abbreviation. Accounting of the

Texas properties has not been subject to regulation by

a state commission, so that it is probable that the meth-

ods in use vary greatly and fail to approach that care-

fulness in classification which is essential if the results

in individual plants from year to year are to be com-

parable. Certainly the action of the Southwestern com-

mittee leads toward improvement, and whatever it can

do later to encourage the use of the national system will

accelerate the country-wide standardization which is so

desirable.

The "Point Five" Tariff

As our readers will remember, there has been a move-

ment among English municipal plants toward decrease

of rates which has found its climax in the "Point Five"

tariff, that is, 5/10 penny per kilowatt-hour as the

secondary rate. At a recent convention of municipal

engineers, some valuable data on the working of this

scheme appeared, which are worth analyzing here. The

tariff consists of a fixed charge, plus 1 cent per kilo-

watt-hour by meter for all electrical energy used.

Generally speaking, the tariff is for residences only, and

the fixed charge is made either on the basis of con-

nected load or on the rateable value of the premises.

This latter is very easily found from the assessor's
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books, which in English practice take direct account of

rental values, but it obviously is inequitable as in cases

where large grounds add to the rateable value without

increasing the electrical demand. Again, the use of

electricity is by no means a linear function of the rental,

so that the scheme really is based only on a rough

average, and as actually worked out has to involve arbi-

trary modifications which make it really equivalent to

an estimated connected load charge. Its only merit

seems to be that it has an ostensible basis on official

returns, and the actual sum charged varies from 10 to

15 per cent of the rateable value of the dwelling. A
similar charge based on floor area or cubic contents

would serve equally well, and the straight connected

load charge is probably more nearly equitable than any

of them.

Be this as it may, the results are interesting, but

are not encouraging enough to justify the establish-

ment of any such extraordinarily low rate in this coun-

try. The first effect of the system is to increase greatly

the number of residence consumers, in some instances,

doubling the number of services within a year or two.

Beyond this, the very low meter rate greatly encourages

the use of heating and cooking appliances. As regards

the load, the new tariff in the case of two cities

specially described quite doubled it, but in both cases

the gross revenue from residences did not rise propor-

tionally, so that the average price per unit was quite cut

in half. As the usual English city plant is municipally

owned, the "point five" tariff may perhaps not unjustly

be regarded as a sop to the rate-payer. Nevertheless,

there is a moral for the American station manager in the

working of this cut-rate scheme. American conditions

are not favorable for a cent a kilowatt-hour rate save

with a preposterously high fixed charge ; but the secret

of getting profitable load is to give the average consumer

a chance at a low secondary rate.

Municipal Electric Vehicles

At the recent convention of English municipal

engineers, some important facts regarding the advan-

tages of electric vehicles for municipal service were put

upon record. For certain classes of service electric

driving has peculiar advantages. For instance, in the

collection of ashes and city refuse the electric truck has

a great advantage over the gasoline-driven truck in that

there is no waste such as that occasioned by keeping the

engine working during stops, or from frequent stopping

and starting. In Paris alone there are a hundred 5-ton

trucks used for collecting refuse, and several English

cities have already adopted similar vehicles. Consider-

able experience is accumulating in favor of electric

drive for fire apparatus. Service of this sort in London

shows a lower cost of maintenance and operation than

with gasoline apparatus. Elsewhere similar results have

been reached, and for city service electric vehicles seem

to have altogether the advantage.

Incidentally, some striking figures as to the cost of

operating electric vehicles were disclosed. In one in-

stance, close watch had been kept on the expenses con-

nected with an electric runabout with a nickel-iron bat-

tery. It was run an average of 24 miles per day in

the service of the electricity works, and the running

costs were found to be about 5.1 cents per mile, which

with a somewhat large capital and depreciation charge

of 6.4 cents per mile brought the total to 11.5 cents.

A more liberal use would have probably lowered this

to about 9 cents. Energy was charged in at 2 cents

per kilowatt-hour. A comparison of bus service costs

by gasoline, gasoline-electric and electric vehicles gives

a fairer view of the possibilities. Here all three types

were operated side by side under the same municipal

management and the electric bus won out, at 15 cents

per mile, including capital charges. The gasoline-elec-

tric and gasoline followed with 16.6 and 17.1 cents

per mile respectively. Gradually, the electric vehicle

seems to be coming into its own, and when charging

stations become as plentiful as gasoline pumps it will.

The Milwaukee Street-Lighting Survey

Lack of uniformity in illumination of the street sur-

face has generally been considered an evil inherent in

our lamps and our methods of lighting which could not

well be avoided. It was tolerated only as a necessary

evil, and recent tendencies have been toward the per-

fection of lamps and accessories which will produce

more uniform illumination. However, in Milwaukee the

aim is to keep the light flux incident upon the street

at a point nearer each lamp than would be required by

the limitations of the reflecting and refracting appa-

ratus. The reasons assigned for this by the engineers,

as explained, are the importance of reducing the "blind-

ing effect" in the eyes of street users and the alleged

futility of the small amount of additional illumination

which might be obtained midway between lamps were

the light flux to be spread out to a greater extent.

There is also the consideration that some day addi-

tional lamps midway between those proposed may be

installed, and in such an event it would be desirable to

confine the light flux as mentioned. Reducing the blind-

ing effect by mounting the lamps as high as practicable

has been advocated and practised for some time by

illuminating engineers even before the recent quantita-

tive investigation of blinding effect was made. No
extensive attempt, however, has been made heretofore

to reduce the candle-power of street lamps in the direc-

tion of the eye of the ordinary street user near the

center of his field of vision, where the blinding effect

is most pronounced. Whether a move in this direction

is advisable, considering the fact that such a move

necessarily carries with it, under the lamp spacings at

present common in residence districts, a reduction of

illuminations midway between lamps, is an open ques-

tion which the engineers of the Milwaukee survey have

answered in the affirmative. The practical results

brought out by the trial installations which are now

being made in accordance with these principles will be

studied with much interest.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Uniform Electric Ratei Based on Costs

To tin Editor oj the Electbii \i World:
Snt: In your issue of June 26 Mr. William Adams of

Lynn has a letter on uniform electric rates, based on
COSt, and, as is usually the case with those opposed to

BUCh rates, he goes to the extreme limit in his criticism,

going just as tar on the classification on one side, as the

present system of rates is on the opposite. This is nut

at all just to those who wish rates based on cost. All

they BSk is that some reasonable arrangement of rates

shall he made so that each classification of customer will

pay a fail
- proportion of its cost. They do not wish to

divide into minute classifications, but only such classifi-

cations as will give something approaching a just rate
to all. As matters are at present, the small consumer
not only pays his costs, but also pays the costs of the
large consumer, and in some cases pays more than the
costs. It is such treatment that the uniform electric

rate advocates wish to see eliminated.

A Meter Expense of $6 per Customer

Mr. Adams states that the meter expense for a cer-

tain class of customers is in the neighborhood of $6
per meter. A statement like this is very easy to make,
but it would be far more interesting if Mr. Adams would
state what this meter expense consists of, or how it is

made up. He goes on to state that it sometimes happens
that a customer of this character uses only 10 kw. per
year. This may be true, but unless I am greatly mis-
taken, there is a minimum charge against this customer
of at least $9 per year, so that the company is well cov-

ered, getting approximately 40 per cent profit from the

customer. What more can they ask?
If I understand correctly, meter expense represents

the entire expense outside of the delivering of energy.

If this be the case, a customer using this minimum
amount would probably have a maximum demand in the

neighborhood of 40 watts, or one-twenty-fifth of a kilo-

watt. At $6 a meter this would represent $150 per

kilowatt. Taking into account the diversity factor

—

which in a case like this would be very large, as it has

been demonstrated again and again that the diversity

factor of a residence load is over four—this charge of

$6 per meter would represent the interest charges on a

cost of considerably over $600 per kilowatt of demand
at the customer's plant. This figure is absurd for a

plant of this character, and, therefore, represents a

charge which is unjust.

Central Station Energy for the Third Avenue Line

He also takes up the case of the Third Avenue Rail-

road being served by the Edison company with energy.

He assumes that the Railroad company was producing

energy for 1 cent per kw.-hr., all charges included. This,

however, does not represent a profit to the Railroad com-
pany. Its energy was produced for operating the cars,

and it was the operation of the cars that produced the

profit, not the generation of energy. The Edison com-
pany assumed this plant and delivered energy to the

railroad. So far, so good, but who knows at what price

the Edison company assumed the plant? Was it at full

face value, or at a purely nominal figure? This would

make an interesting investigation. If the figure was a

fair one, the Edison company must make a profit on its

investment, or else it is not treating its stockholders

fairly. The profit on this investment should be the same
as on any other portion of the investment, or the stock-

holders and the public are not being treated justly.

Therefore the price paid by the Edison company is of

vital importance; also the amount of profit which it is

to obtain from the business. In addition, the COSl of

tying the two stations together must be considered as a
pari "i the Investment, and should be taken Into account.
This would increase the fixed charges on the plant as

assumed and therefore increase the total costs.

'flic uniform rate-maker dor not state that because
the average costs of energy are 3 cents the Edison com-
pany should charge the Third Avenue Railroad 3 cents,

nor does he ask that the Edison company should charge
the residence customers 3 cents; but he does make this

declaration—-that the Third Avenue Railroad should pay
the fixed costs on the investment required to furnish it

with energy, plus the operating costs at the station and
the operating costs in the actual distribution of the
energy, plus all management charges, and states without
equivocation and without fear of legitimate contradic-

tion, that the fixed costs should be based upon the peak
demand of the Third Avenue Railroad, because this peak
demand comes at the same time as all other peaks of

any moment on the system. This may be and frequently

is denied, as it is said that the peak of such a system
is very short. This so-called fact is not a fact. The
peak of an electric railroad depends upon conditions at

the time of the peak, and, as is well known, it may last

for hours, particularly during a snow storm or a very
heavy rain storm in the winter months, so that it is im-
possible to carry it successfully on the over-load capac-

ity of the generators except at a decided reduction in

the efficiency and strength of the unit, seriously impair-

ing their value if the over-load is long continued. There-
fore it is just that the railroad should pay the fixed

charges on the peak-load investment, not only in the

station but also wherever it may be necessary. It cer-

tainly should pay also the costs of operation and man-
agement during this period. This cannot be done at the

rate now charged.

Therefore, in conclusion, let me say that the uniform
electric rate advocates are as strongly opposed to the

subdivision of rates to the extreme limit as are Mr.
Adams or the advocates of the present system of rates.

They are, however, equally opposed to the present
system.

Boston, Mass. Henry D. Jackson.

Units of Brightness

To the Editor of the Electrical World:
Sir:—Communications which have appeared in these

columns during the past few months favoring the adop-
tion of some unit for the expression of brightness (in-

trinsic brilliancy) in terms involving emitted or re-

flected flux per unit projected area, in distinction to

candle-power per unit area as in previous practice, have
indicated such a sentiment among those most inter-

ested as to bring about rather rapid progress in the
introduction of new units. As a result two units seem
to be well under way toward tentative authoritative

adoption. One of these, very fittingly termed the

"lambert," is the brightness of a projected area of 1 sq.

cm emitting or reflecting 1 lumen in accordance with
Lambert's cosine law; that is, emitting so as to appear
equally bright when viewed from any direction. The
other tentatively adopted unit is the foot-candle of

brightness, which is the brightness of a similar surface

emitting 1 lumen per square foot.

The writer has consistently maintained that the use

is likely to create unnecessary confusion in the minds
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of beginning students, and that, if used at all, this term
should be preceded by the term "apparent," to avoid as

far as possible this confusion. Even with such a modi-

fication an undesirable opportunity for confusion exists.

For this reason the use of some such term as the "lam-

bert," to be applied to brightness only, is very desirable.

The term "foot-candle" is now commonly used for the

mental comparisons between brightness and incident

flux it is within the limits of easy comprehension and
common instrument errors. The writer therefore favors

the millilambert for common use in expressing bright-

ness.

On account of lack of standardization of terms for

expressing brightness, a number of such terms have

CONVERSION TABLE FOR VARIOUS BRIG1I 1 NESS i ALUES

Values Given in Units in This Column X
Conversion Factor = Values in Units

at Top of Column

Candles per
Sq. Cm.

Candles per
Sq, In.

Candles per
Sq. M.

Candlec i" t

8q. I t.

Lamberts
(Apparent
Lumens per
Sq. Cm.)

Ft.-Candlei
(Apparent
Lumens per
Sq. Ft.)

Milli-

lamberts

Candles per sq. cm

Candles per sq. inch

Candles per sq. meter

Candles per sq. foot

Lamberts (apparent lumens per sq. cm.).

.

Footrcandles (apparent lumens per sq. ft.1

Millilamberts

1.00

0.155

0.0001

0.00108

0.318

0.000343

0.000318

6.451

1.00

0.0006451

0.0069

2.054

0.00219

0.002054

10,000.00

1,550.00

1.00

10.70

3,180.00

3.40

3.18

929.03

144.00

0.0929

1.00

295.8

0.318

0.2958

3.14

0.4867

0.000314

0.0033912

1.00

0.00108

0.001

2918.00

452.00

0.2918

3.14

929.03

1.00

0.929

3141.6

486.7

0.31416

3.3912

1000.00

1 076

1.00

expression of illumination upon a surface or incident

flux of light. From its very nature brightness is

emitted or reflected flux of light. Foot-candle bright-

ness of a surface is sure to be confused by the beginner
with the foot-candles of incident illumination. The
least one can do to avoid this confusion is to use the

term apparent foot-candle, but it is desirable to go even
further than this.

This brings up the question: Why employ a unit

equivalent to an apparent foot-candle of brightness at

all, if the plain simple term "lambert" is available in

accordance with the foregoing definition? This is a
legitimate question, for which the following arguments
can be advanced pro and con.

A Definition for the Lambert

The lambert as before defined equals approximately
the brightness of a clear blue sky. This fact offers a
popular standard of reference for explaining the unit to

the layman. Being based on the metric system, the
lambert is naturally preferable for purely scientific

work.

A unit equaling the apparent foot-candle has the ad-

vantage of a direct relation to the foot-candle, which is

universally employed in the United States and Great
Britain, outside of a few scientific laboratories, for the

expression of illumination or incident light flux. A still

stronger argument in favor of a unit such as the foot-

candle, however, is that if brightness be expressed in

such units, there will seldom be use for more than one
decimal point, whereas if brightness be expressed in

lamberts there will frequently be need of six decimal
points, and such values must be compared with others
running well into the thousands to the left of the decimal
point. The comparison of such ratios is confusing to

the majority of people, and it is much better to keep
the values to be dealt with as free from decimals as

possible.

The writer recently offered a suggestion that the term
"foot-lambert" be adopted as a substitute for the unit
now called the "foot-candle" or "apparent foot-candle"
of brightness.

Dr. Clayton H. Sharp has called attention to the
advantages of the millilambert (0.001 lambert) as a
practical unit for common use. This unit overcomes
the practical objection of so many decimal points in

ordinary work and fits in with the c.g.s. system. One
millilambert equals 0.929 apparent foot-candles, a dif-

ference of only 7 per cent, so that for approximate

been used to a limited extent, including those dis-

cussed above. In order to show the relation between
these commonly used terms and to help in calculations,

the writer has prepared the accompanying conversion

table for units of brightness.

James R. Cravath,
fhif-nnn 111 Consulting Electrical andLsMLuyu, iu. Illuminating Engineer.

Turbine and Impulse Wheels
To the Editor of the Electrical World:

Sir:—In an editorial on page 1283 of your issue

dated May 22, 1915, entitled "A High-Head Plant in

New England," you state that "an exceptional feature
of the plant resides in the use of regular turbines of
the Francis type instead of impulse wheels. The head
is such as would ordinarily be utilized through Pelton
wheels on the Pacific Coast, where such heads are com-
mon, but impulse wheels at such heads are not so sim-
ple as at higher heads, requiring as they do multiple
wheels and multiple nozzles for developing the 2000 hp
demanded for each of the units of this plant." While
the above statement might formerly have been applica-
ble, it would hardly hold at the present time. The fact
is that both the Francis-type turbine and the single-
runner, single-nozzle Pelton type, each operating at its

maximum efficiency for its type, are in use in a number
of representative plants on the Pacific Coast where the
head in question obtains, and the power output is as
great as or greater than 2000 hp. The use of multiple
nozzles for tangential wheels, except where high effi-

ciency is not a desideratum, was discontinued many
years ago, while the use of multiple runners is prac-
tically limited to two, one being overhung at each end
of the generator shaft.

In support of the above remarks attention is called
to the fact that there are three 7000-hp Francis turbine
units, operating under 490-ft. head, at the Coleman
plant of the Northern California Power Company, while
at the South plant of the same company there is one
4000-kva generator driven by two 3000-hp overhung
"Doble" tangential wheels, each having a single nozzle,
under a head of about 500 ft. There are numerous
other instances of both turbine and tangential wheels
operating under from 450-ft. to 500-ft. heads, repre-
senting good practice and where high-service efficiency
has been thoroughly demonstrated.

Rudolph W. Van Norden,
San Francisco, Cat Consulting Engineer.
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Convention of A. I. E. E. at Deer Park, Md.—II

Classification of Electro-Magnetic Machinery, Street Lighting, Transformer Design

and Rates Among Topics at Closing Sessions

IN the issue of the Ele< hui \i World dated July 8
was published a reporl of the sessions of the conven
tion of the American institute of Electrical Engi-

neers held at Deer Park, Md.. on Tuesday, June 29.

Below is given a report of the sessions of Wednesday
morning and evening and of the concluding sessions on
Thursday and Friday.

Classification of Alternating-Current Motors

In the paper entitled "Classification of Alternating-
Current Motors" presented by Mr. Val A. Fynn, the
author urged that the explanation of the operation of

alternating-current motors and their classification be
based on the eomponent-field theory. To show how much
more clearly motors can be identified by names based
on this theory than on the resultant-field theory, the
author classified about forty-four types of alternating-
current motors and explained the operation of each.

Accompanying each explanation was a schematic dia-

gram of the motor connections intended to show the
suitability of the classification proposed. It was fur-
ther pointed out that there is no justification for using
the term "repulsion motor" with any machines so far
developed. If the term is not to be abandoned, Mr.
Fynn insisted that it be rationally defined.

Classification of Dynamos

In the paper entitled "The Classification of Electro-
magnetic Machinery," by Mr. F. Creedy, a method was
proposed for classifying all dynamo-electric machinery
according to five characteristics : Type of field, method
of disposing of power in secondary circuit, use of com-

CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC MACHINERY

Type of Field

Disposition of
|

Secondary I Commutator
Power (A)

Constant intensity (C)

.

Vaiiable intensity (V).

Multiple polarity (M)

.

Zero (1)

Wattless (2)

In cascade (3)

Returned to

line at primary
frequency (4)

None (N)

On primary (P)

On secondary
(S)

High-frequency
(H)

Low-frequency
(L)

Series or Shunt

Series (Se)

Shunt (Sh)

mutator, method of magnetization, and method of con-
necting circuits. It was pointed out that each of these
characteristics may be sub-classified as indicated in the
accompanying table. By using the letters representing
each characteristic a dynamo might therefore be classi-

fied in a very simple and concise way; for instance,

C-Al-P-L-Se would represent a direct-current series

machine, and V-Al-P-H-Se a repulsion motor.

Discussion

The discussion was participated in by Messrs. C. A.
Adams, Cambridge; A. S. McAllister, New York; H. M.
Hobart, Boston; C. R. Underhill, New Haven, and V. A.
Fynn, St. Louis.

Professor Adams explained that both papers had been
prepared at the request of the standardization committee
of the Institute in order to serve as a basis for determin-
ing the classification to be adopted by the committee.

Dr. McAllister called attention to the statement by
Mr. Creedy that "an elliptic-field machine must neces-

sarily have a commutator," and stated that the so-called

single-phase induction motor is an elliptical-field ma-

chine. For tins machine Mr. Creedy has provided no
Classification. He stated that the basis for Mr. l-'ynn's

classification is absolutely fundamental and is the one
least subject to confusion in interpretation.

Air. Hobart claimed that Mr. Fynn's names are
merely abbreviated definitions of the machine and are
too long for practical use. He suggested the designa-
tion of the various types by the names of individuals

identified with their invention or introduction.

Mr. Underhill stated that use could be made of the
Taylor letter and numeral method in the designation of

motor types, as is now done in designating types of

electromagnets.

Introduction of Honorary Vice-President and President-

Elect

At the opening of the session on Wednesday evening
President Paul M. Lincoln formally introduced Prof.
Harris J. Ryan of Leland Stanford, Jr., University,

California, who is serving as honorary vice-president to

represent the Institute during the Panama-Pacific In-

ternational Exposition, San Francisco, and President-
elect John J. Carty, New York.

In responding, Professor Ryan, who attended the con-

vention not only as honorary vice-president but also as

section delegate from San Francisco, called attention

to the former isolation of the West from the East and
said that the opening of the Panama Canal and inaugu-
ration of transcontinental telephone service have served

to unite the West with the East and to make the prob-

lems of the one the problems of the other. And in the

solution of these problems, continued the speaker, per-

sons in both sections of the country are now equally in-

terested.

Mr. Carty pointed to the excellent results accom-
plished in Institute affairs during the administration of

President Lincoln who, he said, had displayed remark-
able wisdom in the selection of members for the various

committees to whom the work of the Institute is dele-

gated. Harmonious co-operation has been in evidence

on all sides. President Carty declared that the most
striking feature of the electrical industry at the present

time is its solidarity as proved by its stability during

national business depression and international con-

fusion.

To President Lincoln Mr. Farley Osgood presented on

behalf of the whole Institute membership the past-

president's badge as a token of appreciation of the

excellent service rendered by him while in office.

Joint Session with I. E. S.

After the introduction of Honorary Vice-president

Ryan and President-elect Carty, President Lincoln

announced that the formal business session would be

conducted under the joint auspices of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Illuminating

Engineering Society. He introduced President A. S. Mc-
Allister of the Illuminating Engineering Society, who
then presided at the meeting. At this session Past-

president Preston S.. Millar of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society delivered an illustrated lecture on "The
Effective Illumination of Streets," which was accom-

panied by a demonstration of good and bad street illu-

mination by means of models of streets of different

surfaces.
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For purposes of analysis streets were divided into six

classes. The author then pointed out that general ap-

pearance and the discernibility of surface irregularities

and large objects are the results which should be aimed
at in illuminating streets. Large objects become most
discernible when there is a sharp contrast between them
and the background, while small objects are most easily

perceived by the shadows they cast. Too much emphasis
should not be laid on the intensity of illumination, as

this is not so important as the silhouette effect which
will be produced. When streets are smooth and highly

polished the surfaces between lamps appear almost as

bright as those directly under the units owing to specu-

ness of street surfaces and surroundings and reducing

the brightness of light sources moderately throughout

the angles at which they are viewed.

The effectiveness of street illumination depends on

the intensity of light on the street, brightness of the

street surface, visual angle between lamps and street

surface, extremes of contrast encountered, contrast pro-

duced on street surface and objects on the street, portion

of total field of view illuminated, and the appearance of

the installation by day and night. A table was given to

point out that each one of these variables depends on

four or more installation factors. Other data regard-

ing several types of lamps now used showed that the

DATA ON DIFFERENT CLASSES OF STREET-LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS

Description of Street Installation

Lamps Accessories

Build-

City and Street

Width of

Roadway
in Feet

Kind of

Buildings

No. of

Lighting

Units

Linear Spacing
if Feet

Along One Curb
Height,

in Feet
Location Kind of Mount

ing

Front?

Lighted?

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fifth Avenue

36 Business
structures

50 Approx. 80 18 Both curbs

—

opposite

Brackets on
trolley poles

6.6-amp. direct-

current

ornamental
luminous arc

Medium
alabaster globes

Yes

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Federal Street

47 90 69 24 Both curbs

—

staggered

Ornamental
posts

Alternating-

current series

flame, arc, white
electrodes

Alba globes

Chicago, 111.

Dearborn Street

42 Business

structures

102 94 25 Both curbs

—

staggered

Ornamental
posts

Alternating-

current series

flame arc lamps

Alba globes Yes

Rochester, N. Y.
Main Street

80 Business
structures

222 100 14* Both curbs-
opposite, main

section

—

staggered outside

Ornamental
posts

6.6-amp. inverted

magnetite
Alabaster
globes

Hartford. Conn.
Main Street.

90 ft. bet.

bidg. lines

Business
structures

Approx. 82

(twin lamp)
112 14 Both curbs

—

staggered

Twin-lamp
ornamental posts

600-cp. gas-filled

tungsten lamps
Novulux, Form 1

Washington, D. 0.
Pennsylvania Avenue

109 All kinds 123 100 15 Both curbs

—

staggered

Ornamental
posts

6.6-amp. inverted

magnetite

—

standard electrode

23-in. segmented
alabaster globe

—

dense upper,

medium lower

hemisphere

Well

New York, N. Y.
Fifth Avenue
(25th to 58th Streets)

60 Business

structures

200
(2 per post)

100 19 Both curbs

—

staggered

Twin-lamp
ornamental posts

120-volt, 400-

watt multiple

gas-filled

tungsten lamps

Light Carrara
globes

Yes

Corning, N. Y.
Market Street

Business
structures

100 13J Both curbs

—

opposite

Ornamental
posts

400-cp., 15-amp.
gas-filled

tungsten lamps

C.R.I, globe and
translucent glass

reflectors

Rochester, N. Y.
Lake Avenue

50 Residences 56 400 m Both curbs

—

staggered

Ornamental
posts

1000-cp. gas-

filled tungsten

lamps

Alabaster
globes

Milwaukee, Wis.
Grand Avenue

92 Business
structures

92 19ft Both curbs

—

opposite

Bracket on
trolley pole

4-amp.d.c. series

ornamental
luminous arc

—

long life electrodes

Light alabaster

globes

Yes

New York, N. Y.
Seventh Avenue
(110th to 136th Sts.)

80 Apartment
buildings

79 105 22 In center of block

(on center isle);

on curb of inter-

secting streets at

house line of

cross-street

intersection

Ornamental
posts

120-volt, 400-

watt multiple

gas-filled

tungsten lamps

Special ventilated

unit—light

Carraia globe

Chicago, 111.

Troy Street.

36 Residences 220 22 Eastcurb Ornamental
posts

tioo-cp. gas-filled

tungsten lamps
Alba globes No

Washington, D. C.
Sixteenth Street

50 ft.

(160 ft.

bet. bidg.

lines)

Residences 246 120 10J Both curbs

—

staggered

5.5-amp. scries !

16-in. Alba
gas-filled globes

tungsten lamps
approx. 75 watts

lar reflection. When it becomes recognized that street

surfaces should produce specular reflection, important

alterations will have to be made in some of the theories

which have prevailed regarding street lighting.

In commenting on the location of lamps, Mr. Millar

pointed out that the glare of light sources will be con-

siderably less disagreeable if they are placed on the

boundaries of the field of vision or if the contrast be-

tween the light sources and the rest of the field of vision

is reduced. The latter condition will obtain if the

streets produce specular reflection or if light-colored

buildings face the street. To produce the right psycho-

logical effect, Mr. Millar advised increasing the bright-

candle-power of flame-arc and multiple gas-filled lamps
depreciates 20 to 25 per cent throughout their life,

whereas the candle-power of magnetite and series gas-

filled lamps does not change appreciably.

In outlining present practice it was pointed out that

high-intensity lamps are being used for street illumi-

nation, and cluster fixtures have yielded in favor of

single or twin-lamp fixtures. Attention was called to

the fact that specular reflection will be produced in a

more favorable direction by placing high-intensity lamps
over the center of a street than by mounting small
illuminants at less height over the curbs. Another
reason for using few high-intensity lamps, the author
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declared, la that thej give unidirectional iivr ht end thu

enhance contrast, whereas several small units produce

multidirectional iivr ht and thereby reduce the discerni-

bility Of Objects. Attention was called to the fart that

devices for producing asymmetrical light distribution

have been produced but have uot received the extensive

trial that their theoretical advantages appear to warrant.

Where it is desirable to give a street a wide appear

ance and illuminate building fronts and sidewalks at

the same time, it may he advisable to mount the lamps

Over the curbs, whereas if illumination of the roadway
is more important, the light sources should be prac-

tically over the center of the street to afford the specular

reflection in the most favorable direction. Around a

lamp which has a dark background there is a zone of

halation within which objects tend to become invisible.

It is, therefore, very important that lamps be mounted
high enough to bring this zone of glare out of the direct

line of sight. Lamps may be placed as low as 14 ft. to

18 ft. over curbs with satisfactory results where they

are backed by light-colored buildings.

Attention was called to the disadvantages of installing

lamps on the inside of curves in roads, much better

results being obtained when the light source is on the

outside of the curve. To avoid ineffective results due
to multidirectional light, which reduces contrasts, spac-

ings need to be greater when the lamps are staggered
along both curbs than when they form a line along one
side or over the middle of the street.

Discussion

The paper was discussed by Messrs. H. W. Fisher,

Perth Amboy, N. J.; Charles R. Underhill, New Haven;
G. H. Stickney, Harrison, N. J.; A. T. Baldwin, Cleve-

land; H. L. Wallau, Cleveland; Chester A. Davis, Cam-
bridge; H. Magdsick, Cleveland; D. C. Jackson, Boston;

W. R. Moulton, Baltimore; L. D. Nordstrum, Fort
Wayne; John B. Whitehead, Baltimore, and Peter

Junkersfield, Chicago.

Mr. Stickney called attention to the fact that there

are many features other than efficiency which must be

taken into consideration when determining the relative

merits of different systems suitable for street lighting.

Mr. Nordstrum stated that the magnetite lamp had
proved highly satisfactory at Fort Wayne, Ind.

Professor Jackson said that large lighting units are

much preferable to small units for many problems in

exterior lighting. He expressed the opinion that the

limit -of development in illuminating engineering has

not yet been even approached, and claimed that what is

most needed is the education of electrical engineers

along the lines of illumination.

In reply to criticisms of his comparisons of various

arc and incandescent lamps, Mr. Millar stated that,

since some of the speakers claimed that his comparisons

were too favorable to one side and others said that

they were too favorable to the other side, he himself

believed them to be just about right.

Electric-Railway Contact Systems

Only one formal convention session was held on

Thursday, July 1. This was devoted to the general sub-

ject of contact systems for electric railways. Six papers

were presented, relating to the construction, operation,

maintenance and cost of some of the most important

overhead and third-rail contact systems of the United

States. Difficulties which have been encountered with

certain types of construction were described and the

methods of overcoming them were outlined.

In the opening paper Mr. Charles H. Jones described

the various factors which enter into the construction,

operation and maintenance of top-contact, unprotected

rails upon which the gravity-type of collecting device is

used, lb look up the subject under the following sub-
divisions: Weight of rail, quality of rail, Insulating and
supporting the structure, bonding and jointing, anchor-
ing, special work re. pined, method of connecting at
Crossings, and cost of installation an. I maintenance.

Third-Rail and Trollej Systems <»r HTest Jersey Railroad

in the paper by Mr. T. V. B. Duer there were given
details Of the cost of construction of the contact systems
Of the West Jersey & Seashore Kailroad as originally
installed and as subsequently modified and extended.
Among the parts described were the third-rail, insula-

tors, rail-protectors, joints and bonds, and trolley struc-
ture. Operating experiences were also related on the
subjects of creepage of rails, sleet formation on rails,

deterioration of bonds, and detention of trains caused by
failure of the contact system. Data were also given on
the cost of maintaining various contact structures and
on the resistance of conductor rails and running rails.

Overhead Contact Systems—Construction and Cost

Mr. Paul Lebenbaum described in detail the 1550-
volt overhead contact system used on the Portland di-

vision of the Southern Pacific Company. Data were
given on the cost of handling and preparing poles for
erection, cost of equipping them to carry the conductors,
and the material and labor required for maintenance.
Under the above title, Messrs. D. J. Amberg and F.

Zogbaum summarized the experiences of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad and the New York,
Westchester & Boston Railway. That section of the
paper prepared by Mr. Amberg was divided into five

sections relating respectively to catenary systems, sup-
porting structures, sectionalization, special construc-

tion, and cost data. In the first section were described

the double, compound and single catenary systems em-
ployed on the New Haven system. The conditions for

which each type are best adapted were also outlined.

The supporting structures used on the main-line tracks

carry the transmission lines, feeders and signals as

well as the contact wires. Cross-span construction has
been used in all yards, but poles with brackets are em-
ployed on single-track sections and industrial sidings.

Sectionalizing stations are located at the principal cross-

overs and are equipped with outdoor-type oil switches

controlled by relays. At the sectionalizing points are

used two types of catenary gaps, rigid and flexible.

In his contribution Mr. Zogbaum pointed out that

periodic inspection of contact wires and transmission

systems may forestall possible failures. Although on
some roads it has been found advisable to stagger the

contact wires in order to make pantagraph shoes last

the maximum length of time, this expedient has not been

thought necessary on the Westchester road. Attention

was called by the author to the need of allowing for the

swaying movement of trains on curves.

Contact System of the Butte-Anaconda Railway

An outline of the study made before selecting the

contact system used on the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific

Railway was given in the paper presented by Mr. J. B.

Cox. This outline was followed by descriptions of the

modified pantagraph collector, special hangers, pull-offs,

and other line material which tends to add unevenly

distributed weight or local stiffness to the wires. At-

tention was called to means provided for swinging the

trolley wires out of the way on one section of the line

so that derricks can be operated on cars. The methods

of sectionalizing lines,, constructing trolley-wire junc-

tions at switching points, and crossing over foreign

railroads were described. Data were given on the cost

of electrifying the road, unit cost of labor, maintenance

of distribution expense, and wear of trolley wire and

collectors. Some of the difficulties experienced with the
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contact system were outlined, and methods adopted to

overcome them were cited. The paper was concluded

with data on the voltage drop and energy consumption

with different trains.

Contact Conductors and Collectors

The conditions required for successful current col-

lection were discussed in a paper entitled, "Contact

Conductors and Collectors for Electric Railways" by
Mr. C. J. Hixson. In the discussion collectors were di-

vided into two general classes, contact-rail collectors

and trolley-wire collectors, and then further subdivided

into third-rail shoes, overhead shoes, center shoes,

underground shoes, roller trolleys, and slider trolleys.

The service to which each type is best adapted was
pointed out. The relative advantages of direct and mes-
senger suspension of contact wires were also discussed.

The author showed that uniform flexibility of contact

wires is essential to successful current collection, pre-

senting curves to show how the wires are deflected by
collectors passing along them. Other curves were shown
indicating the rapidity with which different types of

collector supports respond to changes in conductor ele-

vation, variations in contact pressure with changes in

position of the collector support, wear occurring with
sliding contacts, and trolley-wire displacement due to

wind.

Discussion

The railway contact papers were discussed by Messrs.
D. C. Jackson, Boston; L. D. Nordstrum, Fort Wayne;
George R. Hill, Schenectady; H. M. Hobart, Schenec-
tady; A. S. McAllister, New York; R. L. Allen, Syra-
cuse; D. D. Ewing, Lafayette; J. V. B. Duer, Ferdinand
Zogbaum, J. B. Cox and C. J. Hixson.

Professor Jackson, who as chairman of the electric-

railway committee of the Institute had read the paper
by Mr. Jones on account of the absence of the author,

expressed the opinion that the problems encountered in

heavy electric-railway work in this country differ so

markedly from those solved by foreign engineers that

American engineers are forced to "work out their own
salvation" rather than depend upon aid from abroad.

Mr. Hill stated that the wear on a dry contact is

from twenty to fifty times as great as that on a lubri-

cated contact. It is highly important to take into con-

sideration the reaction voltage in the rails as affecting

the opening of the circuit. To counteract this effect it

is at times found necessary to install surge protectors.

Mr. Hobart outlined a type of protected third-rail

developed by Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall for use in England.
The rail is of the side-contact type without roof. In

reply to a question by Dr. McAllister as to the effect

of sleet, Mr. Hobart stated that no trouble had been

encountered in this respect. Professor Jackson re-

marked that England is so free from sleet that the

sleet problem can be ignored, whereas in America sleet

constitutes one of the most serious difficulties en-

countered.

In reply to a question by Mr. Allen, Mr. Zogbaum
said that wood has proved as reliable as porcelain as an

insulating material for railway service.

Professor Jackson stated that tests have been begun
in Boston looking toward the accurate determination of

the self-induction and skin effects in third-rails.

A Simple Method of Determining Phase Displacement in

Series Transformers

Several methods of ascertaining the phase displace-

ment in series transformers by means of ordinary port-

able instruments were described in a paper on "The
Phase Angle of Current Transformers," by Mr. Chester

L. Dawes. In each case the series transformer under

test, an ammeter and a bank of lamps are connected in

series with one phase of a three-phase alternator. Watt-

meters, voltmeters and ammeters are used in the auxil-

iary circuits. By the first method the lamp bank is

split so that a portion of the current can be sent through

an ammeter and the series coil of a wattmeter, while a

series circuit consisting of the shunt coil of the watt-

meter and a condenser or inductor are connected across

the remainder of the load. The condenser or inductor

is employed to reduce the power-factor of the load sup-

plied through the series transformer so that the phase

angle will be increased. Each of the instruments is

then read and the power-factor angle determined by
the formula

W
-i " i= cos"
ej;

When this has been done the series circuit of the

wattmeter, including the ammeter before mentioned, is

connected with the secondary of the series transformer,

heretofore short-circuited, and the potential circuit left

unchanged. The current through the wattmeter and the

generator voltage are then adjusted to the same values

as before, and the wattmeter is read again. The dif-

ference between this reading and the former one will be

CONNECTIONS FOR DETERMINING PHASE DISPLACEMENT IN

SERIES TRANSFORMERS

due to the phase displacement in the transformer, so

that the following will hold true:

W
a
= EJ2

cos (6 zt P), where (} is the phase angle.

Then (0
W

cos"
ej:

Solving with 6 = cos"
1

-=-f gives

? = cos Ejr C0S
Ej:

Corrections were given for the error of phase of the

part of the primary current which passes through the

wattmeter, and separately for the error of phase in the

primary caused by the fact that the primary current is

not exactly in phase with the voltage used to supply

the wattmeter. Another method was described in which
these corrections are obviated by changing one of the

connections. Still another method was described in

which the use of condensers or inductors was eliminated

by connecting the shunt coil of the wattmeter with a

different phase from that with which the load was con-

nected. The apparatus and connections required in

this method are illustrated herewith. Instruments A,
and W

3
should be similar in characteristics to A, and W,

respectively, and are used to serve as a check on unbal-
ancing of the load only. In the position shown

lEJ
= cos

To obtain cos (6 ± P) the series circuit of A, and W
is interchanged with that of A

3
and W

3
. From these

values 3 can be determined. Results obtained by each
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of these methods were riven. They were cheeked bj

measuring the phase angle* of the transformers with
the Drysdale alternating-current potentiometer.

Calibrating Series rrsneformers irith Mutual Inductors

The design, manufacture and method of assembling
apparatus for measuring the transformation ratio and
phase displacement of scries transformers were points
discussed by Mr. Charles Fortescue in his paper
on the calibration of series transformers. The
apparatus used consisted of two ring-shaped mar-
ble-core mutual inductors connected with the series

transformer under test, and a synchronous contactor
and galvanometer. The advantages of this equipment,
the author pointed old, are its use for numerous other
purposes; it is highly sensitive hut not affected by
stray fields, and the mutual inductors can be designed,
manufactured and calibrated with less expense than
reliable non-inductive resistors used for similar pur-
poses. Methods of conducting several tests with this
apparatus, such as measuring transformation ratio and
phase displacement of series transformers, and deter-
mining mutual inductance, self-inductance and alternat-
ing-current resistance, were explained.

Discussion

The combined discussion on the papers by Mr. Dawes
and Mr. Fortescue was participated in by Messrs. G. A.
Campbell, New York; L. W. Chubb, Pittsburgh; C. H.
Sharp, New York; J. R. Craighead, Schenectady; L. T.
Robinson, Schenectady; C. W. Bates, New Haven, and
the authors.

Mr. Bates said that the results reported by Mr. Dawes
were more accurate than the measurements upon which
they had been based.

Mr. Dawes stated that the range of application of his

method is not limited since it can be applied to a trans-
former of any current ratio. He remarked that the
accuracy is not dependent upon the accuracy of the in-

dicating instruments which as a matter of fact are em-
ployed merely for showing constancy of conditions of
tests.

Mr. Campbell expressed the opinion that the method
described by Mr. Fortescue will be employed extensively

on account of its accuracy. He suggested the use of

two dynamometers excited in time-quadrature voltages

in time-phase with the testing current and in time-quad-
rature therewith.

Measuring Dielectric Losses with Cathode-Ray Tube

The application of the cyclograph, or cathode-ray-tube
wattmeter, to determining dielectric losses, the develop-

ment of this instrument, some of the results obtained
with it, and a study of dielectric losses, were described

in a paper presented by Mr. John P. Minton, entitled

"An Investigation of Dielectric Losses with the Cathode-
Ray Tube." The theory of the cyclograph was developed
and its use as a power-factor meter was shown. All the
tests embodied in the paper were made at sixty cycles

with a generator which produced very nearly a sine

wave. Measurements were made of dielectric losses,

power-factors and leakage currents for varnished cloths

and oil-treated pressboard. Curves presented showed
the losses, power-factors and currents plotted against
voltage, temperature and percentage of absorbed mois-
ture. The results were then expressed in the form of

empirical equations in which power-factor, current and
losses are expressed as functions first of voltage, then
of temperature, and finally of moisture. As a result of

his investigations, the author concludes that for good
insulation the current should vary directly as the applied
voltage; that the losses show clearly the electrical value
of an insulation; that the power-factor of insulation

may vary from 2 to 99 per cent ; that the watts do not

varj as the iquare of the voltage, but may vary From
the L.82 power to the ~.">2 power of the voltage; that the
Weakening effects in insulation may increase as much
as the fifth or sixth power Of variations in temperature;
that the weakening effects in pressboard, and very likely
in other water-absorbent insulations, may also increase
as much as the fifth <>r sixth power of the percentage of

absorbed moisture.

hi ,,, ,,,,/

Mr. .Mi nt nifs paper was discussed l.y Messrs. II. W.
Fisher. Perth Amboy, N. J.; A. S. McAllister, New
York; Chester I.. Dawes, Cambridge; F. W. Peek, Jr.,

Schenectady; Charles L. Fortescue, Pittsburgh; Harris
.1. Ryan, Palo Alto, Cal. ; C. H. Sharp, New York, and
the author.

Mr. Fisher read a communication written by himself
and Mr. R. W. Atkinson in which there were outlined
methods of making tests on cables at Perth Amboy, and
Mr. Dawes outlined tests being made at Cambridge.

Dr. McAllister called attention to the fact that, since
the loss in a solid dielectric was found to vary at a rate
different from the second power of the voltage, probably
a change was produced in the material by the variation
in temperature in such a way as to vary the conductivity
with changes in the voltage and the temperature.

Mr. Peek presented a formula for representing the
loss based on constant resistance in series with constant
capacity variously proportioned and distributed through-
out the material showing that the loss should vary di-

rectly with the frequency and with the second power
of the voltage. In relative values with a loss of five for

glass the loss would vary between seven and ten in

varnished cambric, and between two and fifteen in oiled

pressboard.

Professor Ryan outlined briefly the progress in elec-

trical measurements made during the last thirty years.

He remarked that Mr. Minton's paper is chiefly notable

in showing that the cathode tube is in a class by itself;

in presenting simple expressions for the power factor

and in collecting much valuable data concerning dielec-

tric losses. He stated that without making any change
whatsoever in the adjustments the cathode tube ar-

ranged for sixty-cycle testing can be employed at once

for 180,000-cycle testing. He expressed the hope that

the tube would be made available to all persons who have
use for it.

Economic Operation of Electric Ovens

Mr. Percy Wilcox Gumaer presented a study of the

operation and design of electric ovens, with the view of

determining some of the factors which will increase the

popularity and economy of electric cooking. With cheap
fuels and inefficient stoves, it makes little difference

whether a particular article of food is cooked for half

an hour at 200 deg. C. or for one hour at 150 deg. C, as

long as the quality is satisfactory. With electric cook-

ing, however, the temperature at which food is cooked
makes a considerable difference in the cost of cooking.

In order to determine the losses of energy in electric

cooking and the best methods of preparing various arti-

cles of food in electric ovens, tests were made on three

commercial ovens and on an experimental oven. Each
commercial oven was selected as representing a general

type of electric oven in use for domestic cooking. The
experimental oven was constructed by the author in

order to obtain data on the characteristics of an espe-

cially well-insulated oven. The temperature of the ovens

was measured by means of copper-constantan thermo-
couples. A number of experiments were made with
roast beef, showing the times of cooking for "rare,"

"medium rare" and "well done" roasts under five differ-

ent temperatures, ranging from 100 deg. C. to 180 deg.

C. Other experiments were made with biscuits, bread
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and cakes. The results of the author's experiments,
showing the most economical time of cooking of certain

foods, concluded the paper.

Discussion

The paper was discussed by Messrs. 1). F. Henderson,
Seattle; R. W. Pope, New York; H. L. Wallau, Cleve-

land, and M. G. Lloyd, Chicago.

Mr. Henderson stated that although the first cost of

electric ranges is high, yet the cost of operation is not
excessive, and they have proved satisfactory in Seattle

where 100 ranges are in service. The cost for a small

family is no greater than that of gas for the same serv-

ice.

Mr. Wallau stated that the cost of electric cooking
service in Cleveland has been found to vary from $1.50

to $2.50 per person per month.
Dr. Lloyd called attention to the advantages of low-

temperature cooking from the standpoint not only of

economy in energy consumption but also in results ob-

tained in the kitchen. He said that the automatic de-

vices necessary for scientific cooking have already been
developed and are now available on the market.

Class Rates

In his paper on "Class Rates for Light and Power
Systems or Territories," Mr. Frank G. Baum urged the

principle of uniform rates throughout a system or terri-

tory for different classes of service. Business, it is held,

will develop most naturally if energy and demand
charges are divided as nearly as possible in response to

natural, normal costs, and the business of the various

classes will develop most naturally if each class is made
to bear its fair share of costs, having due regard for the

fact that as a matter of policy it should be remembered
that the low-class motor-service business promotes in-

dustrial and agricultural activity and tends to build up
a stable and prosperous community and hence indirectly

increases also the lighting business.

It is believed to be better for all concerned to have
uniform average class rates with a sliding scale than a

large number of different rates for each class. Under
the system which is recommended rates would be inves-

tigated and fixed by classes to correspond with the judg-
ment of the rate-making body as to what is the proper
rate for that class in consideration of the class of

service, the different costs to different companies to

supply that service, and the general question as to

whether the particular industry of the class tends to

develop other business and make for a prosperous com-
munity or state. Class rates worked out for an entire

system will necessarily be more stable than where they

are worked out locally. Rates then would not change
because a new substation or distribution system was
installed at some local point, but would be determined
for the entire system's investment and operating con-

dition.

If each class of consumer is made to bear his equita-

ble cost it is believed that the "value of the service" is

brought naturally and automatically into account. Rates
so determined will develop naturally all normal business.

In regulating rates for different consumers in a city it

has been found best and necessary to make uniform
rates independent of the difference in cost due to differ-

ent distances from the central station to the consumer.
With consideration of the local situation in a town

or district the tendency will be to disregard largely the

effects of the local situation on the remainder of the

system. This method accentuates the "cost of service"

and practically ignores the "value of the service" or the

"reasonableness of the rate" from the consumers' stand-

point. On the other hand, by consideration of the

classes of business and an effort to determine average

class rates for the system, there will be a tendency for

rate-makers to consider "value of service" and "reason-

ableness of the rate" from the consumers' standpoint.

It is not a far step from the determination of average
class rates for a system to a method of class rates which
will make the rate for a given class of service the same
even if the service is in different cities or is supplied

by different companies.
The application of uniform class rates for a system

or territory will tend: (1) to make rates simple, fair

and definite; (2) to make them equitable as between
classes of consumers; (3) to make them uniform so as

to cause them to become standard for similar condi-

tions; (4) to produce economy in construction and
operation, and hence, as a result of the above, (5) rates

will tend to be reduced as the volume of business
increases.

Discussion

Those who took part in the discussion of Mr. Baum's
paper (which was abstracted by Professor Hobart in

the author's absence) were Messrs. W. J. Norton, Chi-
cago; H. L. Wallau, Cleveland; M. G. Lloyd, Chicago;
S. N. Clarkson, St. Louis; E. L. Wilder, Rochester; J. W.
Welsh, Pittsburgh; H. M. Hobart, Schenectady, and
R. W. Pope.

Mr. Norton contended that rate making is an art and
not a theory. Existing rates are the growth of years,

based on incomplete information. Great progress in

rate making has been made in California and theoreti-

cal rate making has been carried far there. It must be
remembered, said the speaker, that theoretical calcula-

tions are full of assumptions which cannot be checked.
Expediency is an element in rate making.

Mr. Wallau said that the advantages of uniform rates
for class service are obvious, but the rates should recog-
nize individual as well as class load factor. Mr. Baum's
method necessitates separate metering for lighting and
motor service, whereas joint metering gives a pur-
chaser the benefit of his own diversity of demand.

Dr. Lloyd stated that most of the principles in Mr.
Baum's paper are well recognized, but he raised the
question as to whether or not these rules would apply
when two companies are operating in the same commu-
nity. He believed that a company should be allowed to

get a better return when its management is more ef-

ficient.

Mr. Clarkson considered that the conditions on the
Pacific Coast, for which the paper was written, are not
duplicated elsewhere. He thought that the class rate at
any distance from the station depends upon local con-
ditions. If the load is uniformly distributed the rate
should be other than that for loads concentrated near
the ends of the line. It is important to remember that
cost of energy is only a part of cost of service, and that
it is service which is sold.

Mr. Wilder stated that it is important in rate making
to furnish an economic motive to improve the load-
factor. The use of household devices does improve the
load-factor, and rate schedules should furnish an in-

centive to use such devices. He also described as an
example of off-peak load development, the case of a
factory which, in slack times, is able to adjust its work
to an off-peak power schedule and thus reduce its elec-

tricity costs.

Mr. Hobart said that he agreed in the main with the
author's recommendations but declared that all that can
be done is to set forth the general proposition. There
are matters other than load-factor which affect cost, as,

for example, power factor. There is no great need that
each customer should pay exactly his share of the cost.

The community must be equitably served and the cor-
poration provided a fair return.
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Cost of Electric Pumping for Irrigation

Resulta Obtained on South Side I'nit of Minidoka Project of United

Slates Reclamation Service Electricity Supplied at Coat

THE Buocess of an Irrigation project depends as

much and more upon the annual cost of opera-
tion and maintenance aa it docs upon the original

0* Construction cost. These annual costs, Of course, de-
pend upon a great many factors, and there are wide
variations on projects which obtain their water supply
by direct diversion into gravity canals. When it is

necessary to pump the water, many more factors are
added, and among them the most prominent are the cost

of power, height of lift, and size and type of pumping
plant.

The largest pumping scheme yet undertaken is that
of the United States Reclamation Service known as the
South Side Unit of the Minidoka Project. It includes

about 48,000 acres of land along the Snake River in the
vicinity of Burley and Marshfield, Idaho. Data showing
the cost of pumping on that project has been placed at

our disposal by Mr. Barry Dibble, electrical engineer

in charge, from a paper prepared for the Idaho Society

of Engineers.
Water is raised by large pumping stations up three

30-ft. steps. At each level some water is taken out for

the lands that can be covered. The power required is

the same as though all the water were lifted to an aver-

age height of 66 ft. to 69 ft.

Electricity is supplied from a power plant utilizing a

46-ft. fall in the Snake River at Minidoka Dam. En-
ergy is transmitted about 11 miles from the power
house to the pumping stations over 33,000-volt trans-

mission lines. Power-house and transmission lines are

operated as part of the project, and energy is supplied

to the pumping station at cost. Part of the output is

used for sonue small pumping stations across the river

on the North Side Unit and part supplies the electricity

needed by the towns and farms within reach. In winter

a large amount of energy not then needed for irrigation

FIG. 1—IRRIGATED OAT FIELD NEAR MARSHFIELD FIG. 4—A FARM SCENE NEAR BURLEY
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FIG. 3—IRRIGATION PUMPING STATION NO. 3 FIG. 6—POWER HOUSE AND SHOP BUILDING

ELECTRIC IRRIGATION SCENES ON THE MINIDOKA PROJECT IN SOUTHERN IDAHO
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is used in the towns for heating the stores and houses useful service. The rest was lost in transmission lines

(Electrical World, May 23, 1914). The sale of this and transformers. Therefore there is quite a differ-

energy is a material help in reducing the charges ence between the cost per kilowatt-hour delivered and

that are placed against the pumping load. the cost per kilowatt-hour generated. For 1914 the dis-

tribution was as shown in

Table II, the cost per kilo-

watt-hour delivered being

$0.0012.

The transmission lines on

the project now form a

system of about 65 miles,

the operating costs of which
are all kept together. Two
linemen do most of the work
on this system and in addi-

tion take care of 150 miles

of telephone line and some
construction. The costs are

given in Table III.

Some of the features re-

quire for their use much
longer transmission lines

than others, and the costs

are, therefore, divided on a

mileage basis. The result

for 1914 is given in Table

IV. These figures show as

chargeable to the South Side

Unit:

T 10S

Transmission Lines

Cana I

Railroad

Power-house cost per kw.-hr. de-
livered $0.00120

Transmission cost per kw.-hr
delivered 0.00020

FIG. 7—MINIDOKA PROJECT OF UNITED STATES RECLAMATION SERVICE
Total cont per kw.-hr. deliv-

ered at South Side pumping
stations $0.0014

The South Side Pumping Unit has been operated since This, of course, represents the cost of delivering a

1909, long enough to permit of an interesting record, very large block of energy at high voltage and should

However, in studying the figures, attention is called to not be considered as the cost of delivering in retail

the fact that only a small

portion of each plant was in

use in 1909 and the main in-

stallation was not completed
until early in 1912.

On the Minidoka Project

depreciation has not been
collected, and interest is not

included because no inter-

est is charged on the money
invested in the project.

What it would amount to

may be readily calculated by
applying any rate to the in-

vestment chargeable to the

South Side Unit, which in

round numbers is $1,000,000.

About one-half of this sum
is the cost of the pumping
stations. The remainder
represents the proportionate

cost of power house and
transmission lines.

Table I gives the annual
cost at the power house.

This plant has a rating of

10,000 hp. The station is

regularly operated with two
men on a shift, three shifts

in a day. A foreman and as-

sistant have general charge.

All the figures given for 1914 are for the year Dec. 1,

1913, to Nov. 30, 1914.

Although over 30,000,000 kw-hr. was generated in

1914, less than 25,000,000 kw-hr. was accounted for in

FIG. 8—INTERIOR OF MINIDOKA POWER HOUSE

quantities, which would naturally be much greater.

The peak delivered to the South Side pumping station

during 1914 was approximately 6300 kw. The gross

cost of this delivered power was:
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Portion of power houat 130,780.00
Portion "• i

I. In wed *.' I .'I I 00
I'rr boi -••• pow er a i ... 2.88

[f Interest <>n tin- investment in power plant and
t iaitsrtnssn.il lines, s;i\ at c. per cent and amounting to

$80,000, be added to these figures, it would inciv.. <•

the cost by $8.68 per bp, making a total of $6.46 per hp
of peak demand for the season.

The three South Side pumping stations are operated

exclusively for the henelit of the South Side Unit. Some

FABLE I—POWER HOUSE OPERATION, MAINTKNANCK
AND DEPRECIATION CH IRGES

Kilowatt-

Voir Hours
Generated Operation n

ami Mam-
trainee

m,,,,n

1906

1810

1811 .

1912 .

1913..

1914..

Total

PlB ElLOWATT-ROl it QimiUTID

Operation rw...
and Main-

|,,, ' r'-

U-nancc- " :i """
Total

8,767,000 15,187.00 82,228.00 87,426.00 $0 00187- $0 00082 $0 00269

10.000.000 S. !U9 00 8,806.00 17,764.00 00090 0.00088 00178

18,202,000 10.156.00 12,856.00 23,012.00 0.00055 0.00072 00127

10,002,800 12,613.00 14.057.00 26.669.00 00063 00070 0.00133

26,661,420 16.028.00 14,100.00 30,128.00 0.00062 0.00055 00117

30,069,993 15,191.00 14,615.00 29,806.00 0.00051 0.00048 0.00099

TABLE II—DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY IN 1914

Kilowatt-Hours Amount

17,314,700

242,848

1,026,824

715,235

5,593,678

$20,739.00

292.00

1,228.00

856.00

6,691.00

Total 24,893,285 $29,806.00

TABLE III—TRANSMISSION LINES—OPERATION, MAINTE-
NANCE AND DEPRECIATION CHARGES

Kilowatt-
Hours

Delivered

Gross Cost Per Kilowatt-hocr Delivered

Year
Operation
and Main-
tenance

De
P
re" Total

ciation

Operation
and Main-
tenance

Depre-
ciation

Total

1909...

1910...

1911...

1912...

1913...

1914...

2,250,000

8,867,275

14,445,000

17,788,175

23,316,295

24,893,285

$775.00

779.00

3,317.00

2,441.00

1,780.00

2,394.00

$846 00

1,907.00

2,019.00

3,611.00

4,178.00

5,147.00

$1,621.00

2,686.00

5,336.00

6,052.00

5,958.00

7,541.00

$0.00034

0.00009

0.00023

0.00014

0.00008

0.00009

$0.00038

0.00021

0.00014

0.00020

0.00018

0.00021

$0.00072

0.00030

0.00037

0.00034

0.00026

0.00030

interesting work has been done within the past year,

increasing the capacity of the pumps. This work has

resulted in the supply of 30 per cent more water at very

little additional expense. Some of the changes were
completed for the season of 1914 and gave capaci-

ties of 665, 550 and 325 cu. ft. per second, respectively

for the three stations. One man is required to operate

each station on each shift. A foreman has general super-

vision of all the stations and has one or two helpers to

keep the machinery in shape. Late in the summer extra

men are usually needed to rake the moss and weeds

from the trash racks.

After the pumping season all machinery is thoroughly

overhauled, and most of the crew Is then laid oil or
transferred to other work. Since L910 the amount of
land Irrigated and the water pumped lias very greatly
Increased, but, as will be seen from Table V, the cosl of
op« rati. mi and mai nt enanee ha- not materially changed,
The depreciation Item lias increased, however, with the
addition of new machinery. For ready comparison with
other plants the unit of cost, has been taken as the acre-

foot lifted 1 ft. high, or the "foot-acre- foot."

To get at the amount by which the running costs of

this project are increased because pumping is necessary

TABLE IV—COSTS FOR 1914 ON MILEAGE BASIS

Pumping, South Side I ..i.

Pumping, North Side I nil

Pumping for drainage

Drainage construction

Sold to consumers

Total

Kilowatt-
llour.H

17,314,700

242,848

1 . 020 .
82

i

850,370

.

r
.,.

r
,'.i:f.078

83,475.00

423.00

1,028.00

158.00

2,457.00

I'.-r Kilo-
watt Hour

80 00020

00174

0.00100

0.00044

0.00044

87,541.00 ' 80.00030

TABLE V—SOUTH SIDE PUMPING STATIONS—OPERATION,
MAINTENANCE AND DEPRECIATION CHARGES

Gross Cost
Cost per

"Foot-Acre-Foot"

Acre-

Feet

Average
Lift,

Feet

"Foot-
Acre-

Feet"

Year
Opera-
tion and
Main-
tenance

Depre-
ciation

Total
Opera-
tion and
Main-
tenance

Depre-
ciation

Tota

1909. 23,300 66 1,537,800 7,055 2,528 9,583 $0.00460 $0.00166 $0.00626

1910. 69,900 65.7
4.582.430J

11,404 10,226 21,630 0.00250 0.00223 0.00473

1911. 98,200 65.6 6,441,920; 10,668 13,955 24,623 0.00165 0.00220 0.00385

1912. 99,500 66.0 6,567,000 14,849 17,400 32,249 0.00226 0.00265 0.00491

1913. 118,688 68.0 8,070,984 12,494 17,428 29,922 0.00155 0.00216 0.00371

1914. 147,212 69.2 10,187,070 14,239 17,993 32,232 0.00140 0.00177 0.00317

TABLE VI—EFFECT OF PUMPING ON RUNNING COSTS

Item
Operation

and Depreciation
Maintenance

Power house $10,570.00

Transmission lines

Pumping stations

Total

Cost per foot-acre-foot

Cost per acre-foot

Cost per acre in project (48,000)

Cost per acre irrigated (35,788) . .

1,103.00

14,239.00

$25,912.00

$0.00254

0.176

0.54

0.725

$10,169.00

2,372.00

17,993.00

$30,534.00 $56,446.00

Total

$20,739.00

3,475.00

32,232.00

$0.00300

0.207

0.636

0.854

$0.00554

0.383

1.176

1.579

all the items due to this feature can be combined.

Using 1914 as an example, the results in Table VI are

obtained.

As has been noted above, only items included in the

first column are charged to the Minidoka settlers. It

may be in this case that the increase in the outside

sale of energy in the winter time will help to keep down
the increase in charges which would otherwise occur

when the time comes that depreciation has to be reck-

oned with.

It may be added that the annual cost of operating and

maintaining the canals and laterals, for getting the

water to the land, amounts to about 75 cents per acre
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of irrigable land in the project. About 12,000 acres

included in the project were not irrigated last year, but

their coming in will not materially affect the costs.

Included in the North Side Unit of the Minidoka
Project are a number of small pumping stations of vari-

FIG. 9—MOTOR ROOM, PUMPING STATION NO. 2

ous types. These have not been operated long enough to

make the cost data of much present value. In general,

it is to be expected that the cost of pumping will be
greater per foot-acre-foot with the smaller plants.

Artificial Daylight in Practice

By M. Luckiesh*

It has long been known that ordinary artificial

illuminants differ greatly in spectral character from
daylight, and many attempts have been made to com-
bine the former or to alter them by means of colored

media in order to produce artificial daylight. However,
until recently such units have been unsatisfactory for

general purposes because the colored medium was either

perishable or insufficiently accurate in its selective

transmission. Last year there were developed artifi-

cial daylight units which have proved satisfactory in

long practical tests—the final criterion of acceptability.

The development of the colored glass for converting

the light from the new gas-filled tungsten lamp into

artificial daylight was based on data gathered from
various sources on the spectral character of daylight.

The experiments and developments which led to a prac-

tical realization of artificial daylight were described!

about a year ago. Since that time nearly a thousand

artificial daylight units have been installed in many
different fields.

Originally two chief kinds of daylight were imitated.

For accurate color work north skylight is almost uni-

versally employed. For this reason a glass was de-

veloped which would alter the light of the new gas-filled

tungsten lamp to a very close imitation of average
north skylight. This glass, as shown by spectropho-

tometry tests, is not merely a "blue" glass. In fact,

fig. 1-

a b

-ARTIFICIAL "NORTH SKYLIGHT" UNITS, FOR
ACCURATE COLOR WORK

five coloring elements are properly balanced in its com-
position. It might be noted in passing that the new
high-efficiency tungsten lamp has made it possible to

obtain artificial daylight at a practical efficiency. How-
ever, artificial north skylight cannot be produced at a

sufficiently high efficiency to warrant its use for gen-
eral lighting. Therefore, the north skylight unit (Fig.

1) has been installed only in those places where ac-

curate color discrimination is necessary. The accuracy
of this artificial skylight is maintained by pressing the
glass to a certain thickness which can readily be kept
constant.

There are many instances where less exact color work
is done that requires general lighting of a better color

value than is available from any of the ordinary arti-

ficial illuminants. Therefore, there was developed a
colored glass which would alter the light from the gas-

filled tungsten lamp to that of noon sunlight. The
luminous efficiency of these units is sufficiently high to

warrant their use for general lighting. In fact, their

luminous efficiency is approximately that of the
vacuum tungsten lamp of smaller sizes. These sun-
light units (Fig. 2), and others more recently developed
for general lighting purposes, are of blown glass, but
the ordinary small variations in the thickness of the
glass are not objectionable because these units are in-

stalled only where the less exact color work is done.

In general, a field for artificial daylight units is al-

ways found where colors must be distinguished with
more or less accuracy, because daylight has been, and
perhaps always will be, the standard illuminant for the

•Nela Research Laboratory.
fM. Luckiesh, "A Practical Realization of Artificial Daylight,"

Electrical World, Sept. 19, 1914; M. Luckiesh and v. E, Cady,
"Artificial Daylight—Its Production and Use," Trana. I. E. S.,

Vol. IX, No. 8.

FIG. 2—ARTIFICIAL "NOON SUNLIGHT" UNITS FOR
GENERAL LIGHTING FOR COLOR WORK

discrimination of colors. However, daylight varies so
in quality and intensity that in numerous cases it has
been found advantageous to use the artificial north
skylight for all accurate color work. Obviously it is

impracticable to provide artificial daylight of many dif-
ferent qualities in order to duplicate in all cases that
daylight to which a given color expert has been accus-
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tomed. This has been b source of misunderstanding
occMionally, because the color expert does not always

realize that bis particular daylight lias been altered by

reflection Prom both exterior and interior surround-

ings. Brick buildings, foliage, etc., alter daylight con-

siderably by selective reflection. Likewise the wall

Coverings in an interior alter the daylight that enters

B window very considerably. 'This can be seen readily

DJ lasting a shadow on a white surface held horizon-

tally at some distance from B window. If the walls and

ceiling of the room arc painted yellow, for instance,

the shadow will appear decidedly yellow in comparison
with the remainder of the white surface. In all in-

stances, however, the color expert has found it easy to

adjust his color perception to the artificial north sky-

light illuminants.

Now that artificial daylight units have been installed

in a variety of fields and have proved satisfactory, it

may be of interest to describe some of these briefly.

Many color-matching units have been installed in

department stores and wholesale dry-goods and mil-

linery stores. In most cases individual units have been

placed over counters; however, color-matching rooms

FIG. 3—ARTIFICIAL SKYLIGHT IN USE

have been equipped with several of the units concealed

in the ceiling.

For general lighting the sunlight units have been
installed throughout entire floors in dry-goods, paint

and wall-paper stores and in wholesale millinery and
dry-goods stores.

In several paint and varnish factories the color-

matching units have been utilized in the laboratories

and the sunlight units have been used in paint shops.

Several artists are using skylight units for easel

work. The sunlight units have been installed in an art

school for general lighting for night classes. These
also have proved satisfactory in lithographing art rooms
where the color work is less exacting. However, the

skylight units have been employed where inks are mixed
and over the color-printing presses in order to save the

time required to go to a window with the proof sheets.

In fact, in one case where the color-printing presses

were in the basement it was necessary before the in-

stallation of the skylight units to carry the proof sheets

to the top floor for examination. Several tailor shops

have been equipped with sunlight units, and in one case

these units are used for general lighting in the work
shop, display room and show windows.
A special unit (6, Fig. 1) was designed for a textile

mill. This angle unit is employed for illuminating
dyed goods as the latter hang vertically. Many of these
Hints arc already in use in textile mills.

In several paper mills and one oil-refining plant sky-
light units are employed for accurate color work. In

the former cases the unit is utilized for mixing dyes
in order to tint tons of paper to exact shades. In the
refining plant the unit is used for inspecting the color

of oils.

The artificial skylight units have met with favor in

cigar factories, where they are used for sorting cigars

and leaf tobacco. A large laundry is equipped over an
entire floor with sunlight units.

Several art showrooms and one art exhibit have al-

ready been lighted with the sunlight units, and it is

likely that one of the largest art museums in the world
will soon be lighted with artificial daylight throughout.
New and sometimes unexpected uses for artificial-

daylight units are continually arising. Sunlight units

have been installed in the operating room of a hospi-

tal, and physicians have found the daylight units useful

for diagnosing manifestations of skin diseases. A
large group of dentists have commended the use of

artificial skylight for selecting and matching artificial

teeth. A similar use is found in the matching of but-

tons. Recently night classes in horticulture were organ-
ized in a technical high school and ordinary artificial

light was found to be unsatisfactory. Twenty-six
sunlight units were installed in the greenhouse, thus
making it possible to carry on the night work with the

same satisfactoriness as in the daytime. A photographer
has adapted the sunlight units for viewing transparent
autochrome portraits. A chemist in a steel mill had
difficulty in recognizing certain chemical reactions at

night, and inasmuch as the steel mills operate twenty-
four hours per day, the artificial skylight proved very
helpful. Several jewelers are purchasing diamonds
under artificial skylight. The slightest color can be
detected as readily as in daylight. Yellow stones are
particularly difficult to detect under ordinary artificial

light.

Another interesting field is that of microscopy.
Biologists especially have commended the use of arti-

ficial sunlight for such work. Hairdressers and chirop-

odists have approved the use of both types of artifi-

cial daylight in their work. A leading hotel is contem-
plating the use of the sunlight units for the general

lighting of sample rooms and of skylight units for

accurate rendering of color values. Salesmen have re-

quested a special portable unit for shipment in sample
trunks, thereby making it possible to meet customers
at night.

While the accurate discrimination of color is not of

prime importance in offices, the sunlight unit has met
with favor where daylight is of insufficient intensity.

The writer has experimented for several years with
artificial-daylight desk lighting. The lack of color dif-

ference between artificial and natural light is appar-

ently quite an improvement where the two must be used
simultaneously. This may be largely a matter of taste,

but the problem is worthy of study.

Many other uses have arisen, and other units are be-

ing developed as the needs and demands have been ascer-

tained. The above brief descriptions have been pre-

sented to show that artificial daylight has been pro-

duced at a sufficiently high accuracy and luminous effi-

ciency, and that there is a popular demand for it. Such
installations are inevitably accompanied by an increased

power consumption, and in many cases new sockets are

used. This condition "meets with the approval of the

central station and others interested in lighting, and
the results of the past year indicate that the consumer
is satisfied. There are many developments to come in
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the alteration of the quality of light in the art and
science of illumination, but none demands such high

accuracy as the production of artificial daylight. This

problem has been solved scientifically, and certainly

there is no place in the lighting field for so-called day-

light units that have no scientific foundation under-

neath their development. The approval of artificial day-

light units by the users indicates that the efforts of the

lighting expert are bearing fruit. The consumer is

beginning to realize that efficiency in lighting is the

ratio of satisfactoriness to cost and not merely the re-

ciprocal of the cost.

Panel Box for Industrial Plants

By Charles J. Whitfield

In these days electricity is used in practically all

industrial plants. Panel boxes are now deemed neces-

sary in these installations to provide a housing that will

protect the switches and fuses that must be inserted

between the electric mains and the energy-consuming
devices installed around the plant.

Since the continuity of operation of the motors driv-

ing machinery or of the lamps illuminating the plant

may depend upon non-interference with the switches

and fuses that are incased in the panel boxes, it is

obviously essential that these boxes should be so con-

structed that the devices they contain cannot be readily

interfered with. This requirement of non-interference

can be easily attained in plants manufacturing a rela-

tively light product and where the workmen are intelli-

gent. However, in foundries and rolling mills and
plants of similar types where the product is heavy and
where the operatives are frequently rough and careless,

a panel box to be a real protection must be very sub-

stantially constructed. The construction that is de-

tailed in this article was designed for extremely severe

conditions. It can be made less rugged or modified

accordingly when it is utilized for an installation where
the requirements are not so stringent. A front view of

a typical cover is shown in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2 illustrates

the general assembly of the box. All of the construction

and details shown are typical and can be applied to

FIG. 1—FRONT ELEVATION OF TYPICAL COVER

boxes of any reasonable size. The height and width of

any panel box is determined by the capacity and num-
ber of the fuses and switches that must be mounted
on a panel that it contains. The design of suitable

fuses and switches is thoroughly standardized, hence

no particular description of the electrical features of a

panel box will be attempted.

The box itself is either built up or pressed from

3/16-in. mild-steel plate. The thickness of 3/16 in. does

not appear to be justified under ordinary conditions,

but under severe conditions it should be used. Certain

panel-box manufacturers are prepared to press boxes

from the steel plates and thus form the rounded corners

shown in Fig. 4. Where this method of construction
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FIG. 2—GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF BOX

can be used it is preferable to the application of a 1-in.

by 1-in. by Vs-in. angle at the bottom corner of the box,

which is shown in Fig. 2. Another 1-in. by 1-in. by

Vs-in. angle is riveted around the outside of the upper

edge of the box, both to reinforce it and to afford a

means, described later, of attaching the cover. The

slate panel, which is a part of the electrical equipment,

is held to the bottom of the back of the box with screws.

The barriers which form the wiring gutter are of slate

and are reinforced with Vs-in. mild-steel plate held

thereto with machine screws. This reinforcement has

been found necessary because the barriers are usually

broken unless reinforced. The wiring gutter provides

a raceway for the conductors, which should be brought

to the box in conduit.

The conduit enters at the side or top of the box, and

the conductors from them can then be carried around in

the wiring gutter to points opposite any switch or fuse

on the panel. Then the wires are passed through a hole

in the barrier and connected to the switch or fuses.

It is obvious that access to the gutter is necessary in

wiring a box. Hence the entire cover must be remov-

able. The cover (Fig. 1) is held to the face of the box

with the hexagonal nuts arranged as shown in Fig. 2.

Twelve should be used for boxes shorter than 4 ft. For
longer boxes two clamps should be added for each 2 ft.

increase in length. These nuts can be started with a

wrench and turned for the rest of the distance along

the screw with the fingers. The end of the bolt on which

they turn is headed over, so that the nuts cannot be

lost. When a repair man must quickly obtain access

to the fuses and switches of the panel box, he can do

so by merely inserting his key in the lock and turning

the bolt handle. Then the doors will open and he can

open a switch or change fuses. When it is necessary

to run new circuits or to make changes in wiring, the
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entire cover must be removed. This is done by un
screwing the bolts. Although even an unauthorized
person can, by doing some work, gain access to the
panel box by unscrewing all of the nuts holding on the
cover, no difficulty has been experienced from this
sounc Common machine Bcrews have been used for
holding the covers on boxes, and while the screws will

hold the COVer after they are in place, the objection to

the method is that the wiremen lose the screws. After
the cover has been taken oil' and replaced possibly a
half dozen times, the probabilities are that all of the
screws will be lost. Then the wireman will adopt some
makeshift, unsightly and unsubstantial method of hold-
ing the cover on. For this reason some device that can-
not be lost should be adopted for securing the cover.
Another advantageous feature of holding the cover

on with hexagonal nuts is that even if a wireman loses

his keys he can get into the panel box if necessary by
taking off the cover.

Cover-holding pins or dowels, detailed in Fig. 3, are
set in the reinforcing angles around the outside edges
of the box to provide temporary supports for the cover.
The pins consist of &-in. machine screws, cut off and
the edges rounded. In replac-

ing the cover the wireman
will hang it on these holding
pins until he can set up three
or four nuts which will as-

sume the weight while the
other nuts are being tight-

ened.

When this type of panel
box was first designed some
difficulty was experienced in

securing a suitable butt
or hinge for the cover. A
substantial hinge, 2% in. by

plant oi the industrial corporation that uses them can
'»' operated by the same key. The loci shown Is of
standard const ruction except thai the spring boll Fes
ture is special and must be ordered specifically.
The design of the locking device is complicated some-

uh;i1 by Hi-' i.ki thai a ..late lining is used on the doors
Of the panel boxes. This slate lining can be and i in
some cases omitted, m which case the design Of the
locking device can be simplified accordingly. For in-
stance, the cam Casting Can be made very much thinner,
and it will not be necessary to bend offsets in the ends
of the locking bars as at /•: and /<' (Fig. 5),

Although one is quite safe in accepting any electrical
apparatus that has had the approval of the Underwrit-
ers' Laboratories, and most commercial electrical ap-
paratus has had this approval, there are certain features
of the electrical equipment that should be carefully con-
sidered. Some switches that are approved by the
Underwriters' Laboratories, while they would be en-
tirely satisfactory for residence or business-house
service, are much too light for heavy industrial-plant
installations. One weak point of switch construction is
the method of attaching the handle to the switch.

FIG. 3—COVER-

HOLDING
PIN

FIG. 4—METH
OD OF BENDING

CORNERS FIG. 5—ASSEMBLY OF LOCKING DEVICE

2V8 in. by 1 16 in., as shown in Fig. 1, was finally em-
ployed. This has six holes and is fastened to the plates
of the cover with six flat-head machine screws which
are riveted on the inside.

The locking device used on the box is a feature that
required considerable thought and development. It is

illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 5. Referring to Fig. 1,

when the wireman inserts his key in the lock and turns
it the lock bolt B (Fig. 5) will be turned back. This
permits the operating handle to be turned. This draws
the bolts C and D and permits both doors of the box to
be opened. When the wireman desires to close the box
he shuts the doors and turns the operating handle back
to a vertical position. This shoots the bolts C and D,
and the spring bolt B of the lock will engage in the
notch in the cam casting A, which locks the box. It
should be noted that the box really automatically locks
itself when the wireman closes the doors, hence the
boxes are rarely left unlocked.
The spring lock D that is used is a Yale & Towne

paracentric drawer lock No. 5561, equipped with square
selvage, square spring bolt and solid box. German-
silver keys are furnished, and all of the boxes in the

It is, for example, not desirable to have a long handle
on a switch in a panel box. The long handle not only
makes necessary a wider box than would be otherwise
required, but when the switch is open the handle sticks

out and interferes with the work of the wireman. This
feature makes short handles desirable and the item of
compactness should always be considered in the design
and construction of such boxes.

A Meter, Some Spiders and a Moth Ball

Electric meters in the earlier days of the industry
were not always made dust-proof. In fact, it was often
possible for wily patrons of some electric-light com-
panies to introduce spiders into their meters through
cracks in the cases. One spider if introduced promptly
after the meter was read would spin enough web, it was
learned, to retard the -meter disk and to effect a con-
siderable reduction in the electric-light bill. According
to stories told by operators of those early days, a single
moth ball if placed in each meter case could be depended
upon to eliminate all trouble from spiders.
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DIGEST OF ELECTRICAL LITERATURE
Generators, Motors and Transformers

Commutation Theory.—M. Mauduit.—An account of

an investigation the object of which was to examine the
foundations of the modern commutation theory and to

investigate especially what part the transition resist-

ance between brush and commutator segment plays in

the phenomena of commutation. The author has de-

veloped a special experimental arrangement for the in-

vestigation of this problem. One of the important
results of his investigation is that the relation between
transition voltage from brush to commutator segment
and current density is not linear as is often supposed.
When the current density becomes infinite, the transi-

tion voltage has a finite and comparatively small value.

The author thinks it is hopeless to try to investigate

analytically the commutation phenomena since the
variation to the transition resistance cannot yet be
handled mathematically. Since the transition voltage

never assumes more than 1 volt or 2 volts, it is not
of such great importance for commutation as is usually

assumed. The commutation phenomena depend far

more on the magnetic fluxes. The author emphasizes
that in order to make progress it is necessary to attempt
to get as simple a physical view as possible of the

phenomena, and for this purpose he recommends the

study of the fields and the properties of various sorts of

carbon experimentally instead of trying to solve the

problem by differential equations the basis of which is

uncertain.

—

Bulletin de la Societe Internat. des Elec.,

Vol. II, Series 3, page 601 ; abstracted in Elek. Zeit.,

June 3, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Designation and Rating of Incandescent Lamps and
Arc Lamps.—A continuation of the extended discussion

which followed the recent paper of Solomon on the

designation and rating of incandescent lamps. Meng
said that if incandescent lamps were to be rated by
watts consumed the spherical candle-power should also

be stated. Wedding thought that ordinary people have
no real idea of what 1 cp. means. Very few of them
ever see in all their life a Hefner lamp. To explain

the economy of lamps to the general public it might be

advisable to give the candle-power per watt and call it

the "light output" ("Lichtausbeute"). Passavant
thought the general public should and would become
accustomed to the rating of incandescent lamps by watts
because bills are based on the watt-hours consumed.
When the public asks what it gets for its money, the

best reply is to say that each watt gives so and so many
candles. Dietz referred to the proposition that if incan-

descent lamps were to be rated by spherical candle-

power, arc lamps should be designated and rated like-

wise, and thought it would be inconsequent under these

conditions to propose to test the incandescent lamps
without fittings and the arc lamps within their fittings.

Wedding disagreed, and stated that the fitting of an
arc lamp is an intrinsic part of the lamp. The measure-
ment of the candle-power of the bare carbons would be

a test of carbons but not a lamp test. Schaller said that

if the principal object of photometric tests is to permit
the carrying out of illumination calculations the knowl-

edge of the lower hemispherical candle-power of an arc

lamp is sufficient. To rate arc lamps by their spherical

candle-power is not to be recommended, since the whole
design of arc lamps is such as to get all the useful light

downward.—Elek. Zeit., May 20, 1915.

Arc Lamps Versus Half-Watt Tungsten Lamps.—A.

Chevalier.—The author discusses the conditions under
which modern arc lamps are economically superior to

half-watt tungsten lamps and gives various numerical

examples. Since pure-carbon arc lamps consume up-

ward of 0.5 watt per candle-power and require atten-

dance, it is evident that they cannot compete with hall-

watt tungsten lamps. On the other hand, modern flame-

arc lamps consume only one-third the energy of half-watt

tungsten lamps when giving the same light. In all cases

where the cost of electrical energy is not very low the

author concludes that the arc lamp is economically

superior to the tungsten lamp. He gives three exam-
ples. In the first one he compares fifteen 220-volt,

8-amp. direct-current open flame-arc lamps of 1500 cp.

each for white light with fifteen 1000-cp., half-watt

tungsten lamps. For 1300 hours of operation in the

year and a cost of 2 a
/2 cents per kw.-hr., he finds that

the yearly cost of the arc lamps is $400 and that of the

tungsten lamps is $575, or 44 per cent higher when
giving the same light. In this example the cost of the

tungsten lamps would be equal to that of the arc lamps

if the cost of the energy was reduced to 1.25 cents per

kilowatt-hour and interest and amortization were in-

cluded. The second case relates to street lighting, 1000

hours a year, with a price of 1.25 cents per kilowatt-

hour, direct-current. The cost of 100 closed flame-arc

lamps in this case is $1,278, and the cost of 100 tungsten

lamps is $2,031. The third case relates to street light-

ing for 2000 hours a year at a price of 1.25 cents per

kilowatt-hour, alternating-current. For 250 flame-arc

lamps the cost is $5,785; for 250 tungsten lamps of 1500

cp. each it becomes $7,938. From the experience of the

Barmen electric station it is stated that the cost of a

12-amp., 3000-cp. Dia arc lamp is $47.75, against $81.25

for a 3000-cp., half-watt tungsten lamp, and in a second

case $38 for a 1500-cp. to 1800-cp., 8-amp. Dia lamp,

against $45.25 for a 1500-cp., half-watt tungsten lamp.

These examples show that even with relatively low prices

for electrical energy modern flame-arc lamps are more
economical than half-watt tungsten lamps.

—

Elek. Zeit.,

June 3, 1915.

Generation. Transmission and Distribution

Storage of Coal.—G. G. Bell.—Storage of coal has

become very important in Great Britain on account of

miners' strikes, railway congestion, etc. At Hammer-
smith, where the author is borough electrical engineer,

trouble has been experienced with the storage of large

amounts of coal owing to overheating with the result-

ing danger of spontaneous combustion. A remedy has
been found in storing the coal under water. The scheme
of the Hammersmith Borough Council deals with a total

of 7500 tons of coal stored in five separate tanks, each

tank to contain only 1500 tons of coal. A single tank
could not be used, as it was necessary to deal with three

different classes of fuel, mechanical stokers not being

yet fitted to all the boilers. Coal is delivered to the

tanks by means of a pipe line, the coal and water being
pumped in together and the surplus water being re-

turned to the coal and water mixing tank at the river-

side wharf. Three of the five tanks are maintained at

maximum capacity and hold purely as coal reserves,

only to be drawn upon in case of emergency. The re-

maining two tanks act as acceptance tanks and are used
for receiving from the pipe line the new coal from day
to day as it is delivered at the riverside wharf by barge.

When the coal has been delivered into the tanks the

level of the water in the acceptance tank is lowered to

allow the water to drain off, and in twenty-four hours
the coal will be sufficiently dry for use. The daily coal

requirements are extracted by means of a grab worked
by a jib crane, and naturally the latest deliveries will
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always be nearesl the top of the tank, and in this way
the most recently mined coal will always be delivered to

tin' furnaces in preference to older coal, and be con
Burned before it has time to lose anj of Its calorific

value. 'The cost of such a scheme is necessarily heavy,
as there is not only the capital expenditure on the tanks
and coaling appliances, entailing heavy annual charges
lor interest and depreciation, hut also the locking up of

much working Capital upon coal itself. In an ordinary
business it is advisable to keep the working capital as

liquid as possible and not lock it up in large permanent
stocks of one article, hut a statutory electric supply
authority is in a different position and is almost com-
pelled to maintain its supplies of energy so long as fuel

is obtainable, without reference to the cost, whereas an
ordinary trader is not under any such obligation. It

is further thought that the scheme pays because manu-
facturers will make contracts with the station which
they would not make if there was the slightest doubt as
to continuity of supply. "The extra cost of a sub-
merged storage scheme over a dry scheme is more than
repaid by the maintenance of the calorific value of the
coal. Coal stored in a dry state will lose as much as 10
per cent of its value in less than twelve months, and
the loss increases year by year, but at a decreasing rate,

whereas tests made with submerged coal show that there
is practically no difference in the calorific value after
nearly twelve months in the tank."—London Electrician,

June 18, 1915.

Form of the Front Part of Traveling Waves.—Lud-
wig Binder.—The usual mathematical theory of the
transient phenomena in a cable when it is suddenly con-
nected to a source of electromotive force, gives the result

that a traveling wave is formed with a straight perpen-
dicular wave-front. This result is due to a certain
assumption in the theory which is not realized in prac-
tice. The author first determined experimentally the
form of the front part of the wave by measuring the
voltage between two points of the same conductor at

different distances. The voltage measurement was car-

ried out by two entirely different methods, first by
means of a spark-gap, illuminated by the radium or

ultra-violet light, and second by means of a conductor,
the voltage current being measured by a hot-wire in-

strument. The results of both measurements agree.

The measurements show that the waves have not a
straight vertical front since with a distance of 1 meter
between the two points a potential difference of 12 per
cent, and with a distance of 20 meters between the two
points a potential difference of 70 per cent, of the total

wave amplitude was measured. The measurements were
made with 3000-volt currents.

—

Elek. Zeit., May 20 and
27 and June 3, 1915.

Parallel Operation of Transformers.—R. H. Willard.
—For single-phase transformers to operate satisfac-

torily in parallel it is necessary that they have the same
ratio and the same regulation at all power-factors. It

is desirable to use transformers of the same size for
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FIGS. 1 AND 2—PARALLEL ARRANGEMENT OF
TRANSFORMERS

parallel operation, but if they are not of the same size

they can be paralleled if their regulation is the same;
i.e., if the terminal voltages of both transformers at

one-fourth, one-half, full load, etc., are equal. They
will then divide the load properly regardless of their

relative ratings, it two transformers of the same size,

connected as in Pig. i, do not share the load properly,
they may be made to divide the load and operate satis-

factorily by reconnecting as In Fig. ~, or if the trans-
formers are separated by any considerable distance, the

'ida r> sections of each transformer may he con-
nected in parallel and the two transformers in series as
shown in Fig. ::. h'hc. ./<>/< rtml, July, 1915.
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FIG. 3—PARALLEL ARRANGEMENT OK TRANSFORMERS

Protective Reactances.—A note on a recent British

patent (No. 15,356, 1914) of J. S. Highfield and W.
Duddell for a graded protective reactance coil in which
the condenser action between adjacent turns is smaller

at one end of the coil than at the other, and gradually
increases from end to end, with the small condenser
action connected to the line, and the other to the machine
to be protected from surges. Arresters may be con-

nected between points on the graded coil and earth.

—

London Elec. Eng'ing, June 17, 1915.

Traction

Use of Electric Vehicles in Municipal Service.—F.

Ayton.—A report of the electric-vehicle committee of

the (British) Municipal Electrical Association. The
electric battery vehicle is eminently fitted for employ-
ment in practically all cases of municipal service, since

the work to be done lies almost entirely within the

proper sphere of this type of vehicle, namely, short-

distance haulage at moderate speeds. The main reason
for urging the adoption of electric vehicles by munici-

palities is the degree of economy which attends their

use in substitution for horse haulage. Figures of cost

are given for several stations. Notes are added on the

use of electric vehicles for the collection of house refuse,

ambulance work, fire-brigade work, and the general

work of upkeep and cleaning of streets and roadways.
There are now three municipal tramway undertakings

in England making use of the electric-battery "bus" as

an adjunct to their tramway services—Southbend-on-
Sea, South Shields and York. In all three instances it

is understood that the vehicles are giving satisfaction.

An account of the discussion which followed is given in

the same issue.—London Electrician, June 18, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Electric-Heating Resistors.—Lach.—-In the past two
principal types of electric-heating resistor elements have

1

Or
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FIG. 4—PLATE RESISTOR

been introduced into practice, the first using a spiral wire
wound on a cylinder in which the heat is to be pro-

duced, and the second making use of thin metallic films

on insulating plates such as mica sheets. The author
describes heating resistors produced by the Schoop
"spray process." The metal which is to be sprayed
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passes in form of a ribbon through a pistol in which it

is melted and shot out in spray form onto the surface
which is to receive the deposit. One method of appli-

cation is to cover a plate of clay, porcelain, slate, etc.,

with a thin film of metal by the spray process and then

saw cross lines out of the metal film as shown in Fig. 4.

These lines start alternately from one side and from the

other side, but do not pass all the way over to the other

side. In this way a continuous zigzag ribbon is ob-

tained, as shown in the illustration. The connections
are made at the points -\- and — . Another method of

application is to produce this resistor ribbon not on
plates but on hollow cylinders, as shown in Fig. 5,

where a is the ribbon and b represents the underlying
clay tube. This resistor is particularly applicable for

heating rooms. Through holes in the bottom cold air

enters into the interior of the cylinder; it is heated

inside the cylinder and rises upward so that fresh cold

air is sucked in at the bottom. A third method of

application is to produce metallic resistor ribbons in

FIG. 5—SPIRAL RESISTOR

artistic forms directly on the tiles of bathrooms,
kitchens and other rooms. If at any point such a

ribbon resistor is not thick or broad enough, the defi-

ciency can be easily remedied by the spray process.

—

Elek. Zeit., June 3, 1915.

Indian Central Station.—An illustrated article on the

new central station of Karachi, the most western of

the four great ports of commerce in the Indian Empire,
with a population of 160,000. This station uses a Diesel

oil engine direct-current plant with a three-wire system
of distribution at 2 X 200 volts. There are two 240-hp.

and one 100-hp. units.—London Electrician, May 21,

1915.

Shunt-Regulating Resistors.—Thomas Carter.—Il-

lustrated notes on shunt-regulating resistors. The
author discusses three different subjects: first, poten-

tiometer regulators; second, regulators with protective

resistors; third, a special grading for ordinary regu-

lators. The subject is treated rather fully and illus-

trated by tables and diagrams.—London Elec. Review,
May 21, 28 and June 4, 1915.

Regulating Rheostats.—L. Booth MAN.—An illus-

trated article on the trend in design of modern regulat-

ing rheostats for electrical machine excitation control.

The author refers to the defects frequently encountered
in rheostats, and then describes a special form of rheo-

stat manufactured by the British Westinghouse Com-
pany.—London Electrician, June 4, 1915.

Electron Currents from Hot Metals.—O. W. Rich-

ardson.—A brief abstract of an experimental demon-
stration before the (British) Physical Society on "novel

properties of the electron currents from hot metals."

The first experiment demonstrated the cooling of a

tungsten filament when an electron current is allowed

to flow from its surface. This effect is analogous to the

cooling due to latent heat when a liquid evaporates, or

to the similar phenomena due to the heat of reaction

when a gas is emitted by chemical decomposition of a

solid. An experimental lamp containing a fine filament

of double tungsten is placed in one arm of a balanced

Wheatstone bridge actuated by the current which heats

the wire. When the electron current is allowed to flow,

by completing a side circuit from an electrode inside the

lamp to a point in the adjacent arm of the bridge the

galvanometer is deflected in a direction which corre-

sponds to a reduction of the resistance (and tempera-
ture) of the hot filament. The second experiment, in

which a similar experimental lamp is used, demonstrates

the flow of electron currents from a hot filament to a

surrounding cylinder against various opposing potential

differences up to about 1 volt. On account of the large

currents from tungsten this effect can easily be shown
on a galvanometer. The data can be used to find the

velocities of the emitted electrons.—London Electrician,

June 11, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Diagram of Three-Phase Transformer.—H. Gewecke.
—A communication from the testing laboratory of the

meter and measuring transformer department of the

Siemens-Schuckert Company. A diagram is developed

for three-phase transformers similar to that for single-

phase transformers, which can be plotted from no-load,

short-circuit and resistance measurements, and enables

one to determine the errors of the transformer which
may occur at different loads, voltages and frequencies.

An illustrated example is given which shows the appli-

cation of the diagram. Finally a simple application of

the diagram is described in which a transparent square-

rule paper is used.

—

Elek. Zeit., May 27, 1915.

Electromagnetic Vacuum Balance.—John S. Ander-
son.—A long illustrated abstract of a Faraday Society

paper. The chief aim in designing the balance was to

be able, if possible, to weigh without removing it from
the vacuum a substance whose weight may alter under
certain conditions from time to time. One of the scale

pans of an ordinary balance is replaced by a circular

coil of wire whose axis is vertical. This coil is movable
between two larger fixed coils of wire which have the

same vertical axis. The three coils are so connected
that an electrical current may be passed through them
in series, through the movable coil and the lower fixed

coil in one direction and through the upper fixed coil in

the opposite direction. Thus, when an electrical cur-
rent is passed through the coils, the movable one is

attracted toward the lower and repulsed by the upper
fixed coil. These attractive and repulsive forces may
be increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the
current passing through the coils. They are made use of

to counterbalance the force of gravity acting on the sub-
stance to be weighed in the scale pan hanging from the
other end of the beam of the balance. Should the weight
of the substance vary from time to time, the variations

can be determined by altering the current passing
through the coils until equality of the forces acting on
either end of the balance is obtained. The balance is

inclosed in a bell jar which can be evacuated, so that
the substance is weighed in a vacuum.—London Elec-
trician, June 11, 1915.
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Book Reviews

Practical Applied Mathematics. Bj Joseph w. i..

Hale. New York: AfcGraw Hill Book Company,
[nc. 206 pages, isi [Hue. Price, $i.

An excellenl primer on applied arithmetic ami ele

mentary algebra. Many of the applications and Illustra

tiona arc taken from the building trades ami railroad

i UK- incidentally much useful information is imparted
concerning steam locomotives. Tin- book is divided into

twenty chapters, relating to the following subjects:

Simple processes, common fractions, decimals, percent

age, ratio ami proportion, measurement of angles, men-
suration of rectangles, mensuration of triangles, the

circle, mensuration of simple solids, use of formulas,

simple equations, the binomial, the use of tables and
curves, cube root, mensuration of prisms, mensuration
of miscellaneous solids, miscellaneous rules for polygons,

miscellaneous rules for length area and volume, the

metric system of measurement and tables. The book
not only introduces the reader to the elements of applied

algebra but also to the metric system. It is interesting

to note how much of the teaching in the book could

either be reduced or eliminated entirely if the metric

system were in universal use. Several hundred prob-

lems are contained in the book which add considerably

to its value in the hands of a teacher. The volume will

recommend itself to artisans and mechanical workmen
who desire to acquaint themselves with the elements of

arithmetical applied mechanics.

District Heating. A Brief Exposition of the Develop-

ment of District Heating and Its Position Among
Public Utilities. By S. Morgan Bushnell and Fred.

B. Orr, New York: Heating & Ventilating Maga-
zine Company. 290 pages, 82 illus. Price, $3.

The opening chapter of this volume is largely historical

and recounts the origin and development of district heat-

ing, and this is followed by chapters on methods of selling

heat and systems of distributing steam and hot water.

The five different methods of selling heat are treated at

length, and typical contracts for these various forms

of service, as well as a list of the meter rates for thirty-

nine cities of the United States, add to the value of the

chapter. The systems of distribution described include

not only the piping, supports, conduits and insulation

used in the streets but also the methods of arranging

the piping within buildings. The different types of

devices for metering hot water and steam are described

in detail and rules are given for their care and mainte-

nance. There is a brief survey of the boiler and fur-

nace equipment of heating stations, followed by chap-

ters giving formulas and data by which to estimate the

steam required for heating buildings and for such mis-

cellaneous purposes as running pumps, elevator engines,

refrigerating machinery, laundry apparatus, etc., and

for warming and cooking in restaurants. The conclud-

ing chapters deal with the relation between heat load

and electric load, the use of heating data in making
estimates, and the relation of heating to light and power

in central stations. The authors have avoided the in-

volved technical points, their object being to give the

reader a general knowledge of district heating.

Centrifugal Pumps. By R. L. Daugherty. New York

:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 192 pages, 111

illus. Price, $2.

The rapidity with which the field of usefulness of the

centrifugal pump has widened during recent years has

been remarkable, and consequently a book devoted

wholly to descriptions of this type of pump is timely.

Tins particular work is \er\ broad in its scope. The
opening chapter deals with the classification of centrifu-

gal pumps and the range of conditions under which they

are used, and this chapter is followed by a second one
de < i ibing t he details of const met ion of different types,

both single-stage and multi-stage. The book is not
intended to treat <»f the problems of design of such
pumps, but two chapters are given OVOT to theory, in

order that the reader may be able to understand the
characteristics of various types and so determine their

Suitability for differenl services. It is written primarily
for the use of the practising engineer who wishes to

familiarize himself with the nature, types, efficiency,

application, selection and management of centrifugal

pumps; but the addition of numerous practical prob-

lems, together with chapters on testing, costs and ele-

mentary design, makes it equally well adapted for use

as a textbook of instruction.

BOOK RECEIVED
Purchasing. By C. S. Rindsfoos, C.E. New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 166 pages. Price, $2.

RECENT TELEPHONE PATENTS
Message Counters

With message-rate systems of charging for telephone

service there at times arises a demand for a message
counter at the premises of the subscriber. A device

for this purpose has been patented (No. 1,138,283) by
Messrs. W. G. Dodge and C. H. Leave, both of Boston.

The register is connected between one side of the sub-

scriber's line and ground, and can be operated only when
the hook switch is elevated. Except at such times no
current can pass through the counter. Operation is

effected from the central office by applying a sufficiently

high voltage between ground and the proper side of the

line.

Mr. Garrison Babcock of Rochester, N. Y., has also

invented a message-counting device for use in telephone

stations. This register is protected against unwar-
ranted operation by short-circuiting the operating mag-
nets until the telephone user desires a connection, and
thereafter until a new call is initiated. The short-cir-

cuiting device is controlled by a polarized relay respon-

sive to reversals of current in the line. The meter is

set for operation by raising the switch hook. As soon

as the called station answers the reversal of current in

the polarized control relay advances the register one
step. Mr. Babcock has also invented a combined call-

counting and message-timing system. The latter re-

cords the number of time units consumed in conversa-

tion. With this system a station may listen in without

recording, but the closing of the transmitter circuit

causes a record to be made. Both of these patents (Nos.

1,138,174 and 1,138,175) are assigned to the Telechro-

nometer Company.
Mr. A. D. T. Libly of Elyria, Ohio, has patented a

combined police call and telephone system, his patent

(No. 1,139,127) being assigned to the Garford Manu-
facturing Company. A three-wire line is used to which
there are connected a number of stations. If the central

operator depresses a certain key momentarily, lamps are

lighted at all stations on the line, indicating that a

patrolman is desired. .As soon as one station responds

all lights are extinguished and remain so. The central

operator may extinguish the lights whenever she sees

fit. A call-box mechanism and recording device are pro-

vided to transmit and receive periodic messages.
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Cooling Generating Apparatus

HEAT is a factor limiting the output of electrical

apparatus, and various means have been devised

to get rid of it. However, with the increase in the size

of generating and translating apparatus, the operating

problem of controlling temperature rise increases in

complexity. It is not enough simply to force a large

volume of air through windings without giving thought

to the final destination of the heated air. This leads

to overheated operating rooms and to disgruntled oper-

ators. Moreover, air which is apparently clean often-

times contains enough dust and dirt to form a good

non-conducting layer in recesses of windings where

good radiation of heat is essential, and in not a few

instances air has been known to contain oil and grease

in suspension which admittedly are not advantageous

attributes to insulation. By first washing the air with

water two advantages are obtained—the air is pre-

cooled so that less of it is necessary to perform its

proper function, and in addition it is filtered so that

neither dust, oil nor other deleterious matter finds its

way into the windings. Modern practice now dictates

the discharge of the heated air outside of the building

except at such seasons of the year and in such places

as the air may be required for heating purposes. Con-

sidering the great increase of output possible from a

machine robbed of its heat, it is surprising that cooling

is not more generally employed. Even where increased

output is not desirable, cooler operating rooms make

such a scheme worth while.

From Spuds to Soda Ash

THE number and variety of substances that, in times

past, have been introduced into steam boilers

with the feed water would make an imposing and at

the same time an amazing list, because they include

such materials as molasses, potatoes, tanbark, kero-

sene and graphite, in addition to the numerous chem-

icals whose purpose is the precipitation of the impuri-

ties dissolved in or entrained by the feed water. The

idea that such things as molasses, potatoes and tanbark

can have any considerable action on feed water to ren-

der it less likely to cause incrustation or corrosion must

appear chimerical to those engineers who have been

accustomed to rely on chemicals of various kinds; for

the amount of active elements that they contain must

be small as compared with the amount of the substances

used. Yet there are reports of satisfactory results ob-

tained when these have been employed. The fact that

such peculiar materials have been added to the contents

of steam boilers emphasizes the desire and the effort

on the part of engineers to combat the evil effects of

scale in boilers, whether from the standpoint of econ-

omy or of greater safety of operation. However, mod-

ern methods make such efforts appear feeble and anti-

quated. By the aid of chemistry it is possible to analyze

samples of the scale and of the water that produces it,

and thus to determine the nature and the quantity of

the reagents to be added for the purpose of neutralizing

acids or converting scale-forming impurities into less

troublesome compounds. The addition of potatoes or

molasses indicates either sublime faith or profound

ignorance; but the modern scientific method of attack-

ing the scale problem goes directly to the root of the

trouble and eliminates all the elements of hazard.

Lessons from Special Wiring

DEPARTURES from orthodox wiring arrangements

often bring to light new and good engineering

considerations for future plans. For example, in a large

industrial plant, instead of placing the fuses for the

various motor circuits near the motors and controllers

at the various machine tools, these fuses were mounted

on the under sides of roof trusses. A high-speed elec-

tric crane service made it possible to replace a fuse

about as quickly as could have been done if it had been

mounted on the floor. In this case the arrangement

provided better clearance around the tools and columns

of the shop, where long pieces of steel were swung

constantly through the air and every inch of clearance

around columns was important, not only to avoid injury

to the fuses themselves but to expedite the handling of

stock. Moreover, it was found possible in this plant

to save on first cost by running feeder circuits in open

cable from one roof truss to another and carrying the

feeders to the different motors down the columns in

iron conduit. This installation illustrates anew the pos-

sibilities of securing an adequate and economical wiring

layout by paying extra attention to the mechanical prob-

lems of distribution.

N. E. L. A. Motor Service Rules

IN this issue appears a tabulation of the permis-

sible starting current values for a single motor

installed and connected to its load as proposed by the

electrical-apparatus committee of the National Electric

Light Association in its recent report. While this at-

tempt at standardizing the service requirements for

motors will work its greatest benefit in favor of motor

manufacturers in permitting them to carry a larger

stock of certain designs of motors called for by similar

operating conditions in all localities, the standardization

has as well operating advantages both to the central

station and to its customers. In the first place, it would
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make possible the B6CUring of motors staled to particu

lar starting conditions Buch aa voltage regulation ami

safety in starting, for ii the designers of motors live

up to the Btarting restrictions and the motors are in

stalled according to tin- service rules, there will be little

occasion for service complaints due to dickering of

lights when small motors are operated on lighting

circuits.

The proposed rules governing the instantaneous CUT-

renl to be drawn from the line bj a motor are based upon

amperes per horsepower instead of a multiple of full-

load current, so that the starting currents are in pro-

portion to the various sizes of motors. Instead of an

allowable two and one-half times full load current up

to 20-hp. sizes, for instance, as in some cases heretofore,

which was a severe allowance for motors below 5 hp.

and too liberal for those above, the allowable starting

current is plainly specified, and there need be no guess-

work or blanket specification covering the allowable

rating, with a resulting poor and unsatisfactory service

from small motors used on intermittent work.

Since the work of the committee has every indication

of being an important and beneficial one, and the com-

ing year has been allowed for "trying out" these service

rules, it is important that all operating companies in-

vestigate their merits by temporary adoption, that their

practical features may be proved. If the results are

found in accordance with expectations and the rules are

adopted by the association one year hence, they will

probably be considered and incorporated in some form

in the National Electrical Code and thus generally

enforced.

Boiler Explosions

In view of the fact that about 1400 serious boiler

accidents occur in the United States each year, result-

ing in injury or death to about 1400 persons and a loss

of about half a million dollars' worth of property, it is

important that every steam-plant operator should un-

derstand the causes of explosions and take all precau-

tions to prevent them. In a steam boiler the temperature

of the water is about the same as the temperature of

the steam in contact with it. When the steam openings

to the boiler are closed and the fire drawn the boiling

action ceases, but if a valve in the steam main is opened,

even with the fire drawn, the boiling action will start

again. It is the pressure on the surface of the water

that prevents the generation of steam when the steam

openings are closed.

If a small rupture takes place below the water line,

an explosion may not result. On the other hand, if a

large opening is suddenly made above the water line,

as when a steam pipe fails, the sudden liberation of

the pressure on the surface of the water at high tem-

perature will allow it to flash into steam and cause a

violent explosion and water hammer capable of dis-

rupting the strength of the best boiler construction.

According to the experience of a well-known casualty

insurance company, it is in this manner that the most

violent boiler explosions are produced. The violence is

incomprehensible to the layman and boiler-room at-B

tendaiit who lias never ohserved the results of an

explosion, and frequently the opinion is held that some

action at high pressures, like that of dynamite instead

of steam rauses the disaster. There is, of course, no

hasis for such an opinion. A cubic fool of heated water

under a pressure of 70 lb. contains ahout as much

tored energy as a pound of gunpowder, and, accord-

ing to estimates, the heated water in an ordinary

cylindrical boiler contains enough energy to project the

hoiler vertically into the air without obstruction to a

height of about two miles.

Saving Money in Standby Plants

Auxiliary steam plants designed for service in con-

nection with hydroelectric stations offer attractive op-

portunities for saving money in cases where the per-

centage of operating time is small in relation to the

yearly cycle of outputs. Anything which will reduce

the investment required to handle a peak load or to

tide over a low-water period of moderate duration de-

serves very careful engineering consideration. In many
auxiliary steam plants the installation is made to sup-

plement existing water-power stations while the load

is growing, so that ultimately the coal-burning or oil-

burning plants become of major importance in the ex-

pansion of generating facilities. Where the possible

hydroelectric development is rather limited, it then be-

comes necessary to design the auxiliary or standby sta-

tion with a view to ultimate operation at very high

efficiency.

In a representative case of this kind the flexibility

sure to be demanded in the future is provided for by

increasing the size of the building beyond the initial

needs and seeing to it that the structure has sufficient

strength to carry the ultimate mechanical load. The

additional cost of a building adequate in size and struc-

tural members to include future coal storage and a

motor-driven conveyor system is small. Where the

saving comes is in omitting overhead coal bunkers and

in getting along for the time being with manual firing

of fuel into furnaces or stokers, besides manually dis-

posing of ashes. It may seem heretical to depend on

muscle for such work, but there are ample precedents

for doing so. The stoker question must be decided on

its merits, but, generally speaking, mechanical stokers

are a godsend in a standby plant, no matter what may
be the means of putting fuel upon hopper or grate.

In a standby plant for limited use, a hand-operated

crane is obviously worth serious consideration, as is

the possibility of getting along with cheaper grades of

pipe covering, or at least with thinner coatings. Hand-

operated valves will be the accepted practice, and the ar-

rangement of condensing equipment to save first cost de-

serves careful study. By these and similar methods

the initial outlay for a standby plant may be reduced

by a good percentage below the cost of what might be

called a multiple-unit station, complete in sectionalized

detail, but embodying a flexibility and consequent in-

vestment not justified under the conditions.
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The Power Plant of the New Equitable Building
Steam Generating Equipment, Water Supply and Heating, Ventilating and Electrical Features

of New York's Mammoth Office Building

HE task which confronted the designers
of the new Equitable Building in New
York City was that of planning an
office building of such a height as to

produce the greatest return in propor-
tion to the investment made. The
problem resolved itself into that of

determining the maximum economical
height for an office building to cover
the city block bounded by Broadway,
Nassau, Cedar and Pine streets, a lot

situated at the center of New York's
most expensive land district. After

a most thorough and careful study of the problems
presented, plans for the elevator installation of a forty-

story building were made. These plans determined the

height of the building, which finally called for thirty-

eight stories and a two-story, 50-ft.-high penthouse,

making the total height 555 ft. from the sidewalk to

the roof of the penthouse. A basement, a sub-basement
and a sub-sub-basement make up the underground por-

tion of the building.

Up to the seventh story the building is solid, but
beyond this height there are two large light courts open
to the street at the two ends, giving the upper part of

the building the form of the letter "H."
One of the most difficult problems encountered in the

construction of the building was the securing of a suit-

able foundation. By going down 80 ft. below the curb
bedrock was reached, and on this a cofferdam was con-

structed which incloses the foundation, covering 49,000

sq. ft. This cofferdam has numerous caissons and is

of solid concrete reinforced by heavy steel rods, its

perimeter being 930 ft., its vertical height 80 ft., and
its width 6 ft. There is also a retaining wall extending
from Cedar to Pine Street, built to eliminate excava-

tion under the space occupied by the vaults and safety-

deposit department in the sub-basement.

The building is of granite and brick construction with
terra-cotta ornaments. The entire construction is nota-

ble for the precautions taken to guard against fire, and
the building now stands as an example of what is con-

sidered the best fire-resistive construction in existence.

Additional protection against fire was obtained by
constructing the building with fire walls which divide

it into four fire units, communication between them
being provided by means of special steel and asbestos

fire doors so constructed that they will not buckle under
the most severe conditions that can possibly exist in

case of fire. The value of the building is placed at

$15,000,000 and that of the land at $14,000,000. The
cubical content of the building is 26,000,000 cu. ft. and
the rentable area 1,200,000 sq. ft. It is estimated that

the resident population of the building will be about
12,000 and that there will be a total resident and float-

ing population of about 50,000.

The Steam Plant

A steam plant is installed in the sub-sub-basement of

the building and furnishes energy for its electrical

equipment, for heating, water supply, ventilation and
other purposes. Coal is purchased in boatloads, hauled

ONE OF SIX ENGINE-DRIVEN GENERATING UNITS, SHOWING CIRCUIT-BREAKER PANEL AND SWITCHBOARD LEADS
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to the plant in wagons, and dumped In a three pari coal

bunker that holds 2000 tons or a fort] Ave days' supply.

The middle compartmenl of tins hunker is for soft coal

and the outer two compartments lor hard eoal, a nn\
ture of six parts of anthracite No. ."> and one of soft

coal being used in the boilers. The soft coal bunker
is equipped with a COal Valve and chute, while the haul

coal bunkers are equipped with chutes only. By means
of these valves and chutes the coal is passed into 1-ton

side-pocket hand cars which run on tracks terminating
in front of and laid parallel to the rows of boilers, which
are hand-tired from the cars. Two coal scales are pro-

vided in the boiler room for weighing the coal brought
in by the cars.

The boilers are provided with dumping grates and
the ashes removed by side-discharge, sloping-bottom
ash cars equipped with flexible chutes. These cars are

carried above the street level by means of an elevator

capable of accommodating two cars at one time. The
ashes are then discharged directly into a wagon by
means of the flexible chutes.

The boiler equipment consists of seven Heine water-
tube boilers, five of which are of 440-hp. rating and two
of 539-hp. rating, constituting one battery. Each boiler

is equipped with a Blonck boiler efficiency meter. The
boiler drumheads are covered with 2-in. 85 per cent

magnesia blocks and finished with a Vk-in. thickness of

cement. No forced draft or superheating of the steam
is employed.

Feed-Water Supply

Water for the boilers and for house and fire pur-

poses is obtained by means of four 6-in. mains, each of

which is connected to one of the four street mains on
the four sides of the building. The water thus ob-

tained is carried to a header, filtered through five

Loomis-Manning filters, and carried to two surge tanks
of 17,000 gal. capacity each. These tanks are so piped
that not more than two-thirds of their capacity can be
used for boiler-room and house purposes, the remaining
one-third of the capacity of each tank being reserved

for fire purposes. In case of emergency the filters can
be cut out of the system by means of a by-pass for

water around them. Also in case of emergency, water
for the boilers can be taken from a high-pressure house
tank on the fortieth floor of the building, giving a
pressure at the boilers of 285 lb.

The steam-driven feed pumps are at the north end of

the boiler room and are of the Worthington outside-

packed plunger type, having a stroke of 10 in. by 18 in.

Cochrane open-feed water heaters with V-notch re-

corders, giving the rate of flow in pounds per hour
and the total flow for twenty-four hours, are used. The
average flow is 100,000 lb. of water per hour. Two
separate feed-water lines covered with two layers of

wool felt are employed, either one capable of furnishing
the entire water required for boiler purposes. One
line is of brass and the other of galvanized iron, lead-

lined.

Steam Piping and Engine Equipment

Steam from the boilers is carried to a 20-in. header
equipped with steel-welded flanges and installed directly

back of the boilers on the floor level, so that division

valves can be operated conveniently when standing on
the floor. The division valves are so arranged that the
boiler and engine equipment can be divided into four
sections. Two boilers are connected to each of three of

the sections, while one boiler is connected to the re-

maining section. All live-steam piping is overhead and
insulated with iy2 -in. 85 per cent magnesia coverings.
Fittings and flanges in the insulating coverings are
made removable in order to permit of ready access to

bolts in case of repairs, etc. A canvas jacket owed
on and painted is placed over the insulation mentioned.

Six Rice & Sargent Corliss reciprocating engines
are installed, each equipped with a Cochrane steam
separator and directly connected to a direct-current

240-voll Genera] Electric generator. The engines
take steam at about L50 lb. pressure from the

overhead piping. Three of the e engines are each rated

at '.ion hp., loo r.p.m., and have 20-in. diameter cylin-

ders and 48-in. stroke. Two engines are rated at 450
hp. and 110 r.p.m., with a cylinder diameter of 20 in.

and a stroke.' of 42 in. The sixth engine has a 300-hp.,

L10-r.p.m. rating, with a cylinder 10 in. in diamter and
a stroke of 42 in. Steam is delivered to the 900-hp.

and the 450-hp. engines by means of separate? steam
mains connected to different sections of the 20-in. steam
header, while steam for the 300-hp. engine is taken from
a branch main each end of which is connected to a
steam-circulating main passing along the north and
south sides of the engine room. The branch steam main
has division valves at its ends, thereby permitting the

two engine units connected to it to be shut down with-
out affecting the other apparatus connected to the cir-

culating main. The main exhaust piping from the
engines and pumps is connected to a large expansion
tank of the utility separator type installed in the sub-

sub-basement. From this tank the main heating and
exhaust riser is taken, together with connections for

hot-water and feed-water heating.

The drips for the system are divided into two classes,

clean and dirty. Both clean and dirty dips are con-

nected to a drip pit containing suitable tanks and pumps.
There are three pumps, one to take care of the clean

drip water, one for the dirty drip water, and one spare

pump so connected that it may be used for either pur-

pose. The clean drips are returned to the feed-water
heater and the dirty drips discharged into the sewer.

Steam traps of the Brown type are installed on each

engine and pump, besides two to take care of each sec-

tion of the main steam header. Four lifting traps are

used, two in the drip pits and two at the oil separator

of the feed-water heater.

Oiling System

Cylinder and engine oil is furnished the engines by
means of the Bowser gravity system of oiling. Three
pumps are installed for this purpose, each being
equipped with a direct-connected 0.5-hp. motor. The
main gravity tanks are situated on the ceiling of the

sub-basement above the engine room. The motors sup-

plying these tanks are float-controlled. The system has
a capacity of 700 gal. of engine oil and 400 gal. of cylin-

der oil. Each engine is equipped with a Richardson-
Phenox self-oiling system.

Steam Pumps for House-Water Supply

The steam-circulating main, previously mentioned as

a means for furnishing steam to two engine units, is

connected at each end of the 20-in. header and passes

through the engine room and around the pump room.
Division valves are so arranged at numerous points as

to enable certain equipment to be shut down in case

of emergency without affecting any other machines. In

the pump room are two steam pumps for water supply

at each of the three house levels. At each of these

levels, which are the seventeenth, twenty-seventh and
fortieth floors, there are two house tanks. On the for-

tieth floor two of 12,500-gal. capacity are installed, on

the twenty-seventh floor two of 10,000-gal. capacity,

and on the seventeenth floor two of 10,000-gal. capacity.

One of the pumps for each level is connected to the

north side of the circulating main and the other to the

south side, division valves being so arranged as to crip-
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pie only one pump in Case a section imist be shut down
for any reason. Tun lire pumps are installed on the

DOrth Bide ol' the Circulating mains with division valves

also provided, in the pump room are also air com
pressors, hot-water heaters, ice machines, etc., all being
so arranged thai division valves prevent the operation
of the entire equipment being crippled at the same time.

Two Blaisdell air compressors for cleaning and for sew

age ejectors are also installed. These operate at three

different pressures, the pressure being controlled by

reducing valves at the tanks. All tanks, heaters, sepa

rators, etc., are insulated with l'^-in., 85 percent mag-
nesia blocks placed over a 1-in. air space. Over these

blocks a canvas jacket is sewed and painted.

The hot water for the building is obtained from hot-

water generators and storage tanks, there being two
heaters and tanks for each level. The water supply

below the first floor is obtained from street pressure.

The heaters are so cross-connected that the intermediate
level can be used on the high level, and vice versa. The
heaters are controlled by thermostats. Two Carbondale
50-ton ice machines of the absorption type with high
and low pressure brine circulation are also installed in

the pump room. Brine is circulated in the club, restau-

rants, cafe and barber shop, but no circulating ice water
is provided. The ice machines have a capacity of 20
tons of ice per day and a storage capacity of 20 tons.

Building Heating

The Webster system of direct and indirect heating is

employed. This system utilizes the exhaust steam from
engines, pumps, etc., with provision for supplementing
the exhaust steam with live steam under reduced pres-

sure when the exhaust steam is not sufficient. Three
steam-driven vacuum pumps are so connected that any
one pump can be used for either the direct or indirect

system or both. The indirect heating is accomplished

by means of stacks and ducts, while the direct heating

is accomplished by means of radiators.

A pipe shaft 12 ft. square leads from the sub-sub-

basement to the penthouse and contains all water pipes,

steam pipes, brine-circulating pipes, heating risers, etc.,

up to the fortieth floor. A back-pressure valve is in-

stalled on the 30-in. exhaust riser at the thirty-seventh

floor. A 24-in. heating main is taken out at the thirty-

sixth floor, branching off to heating mains which encircle

the building near the building wall. All heating risers

are taken off from this circulating main and lead up to

the fortieth floor and down to the second floor. The
radiators are connected to these risers by concealed

branches under the floor. In general, heat is obtained

by three systems of piping, downward, overhead, and
underneath the system feeding the first floor.

All heating lines above the sub-sub-basement, with
the exception of risers and radiator branches, are in-

sulated with 1-in. asbestos molded coverings. For the

insulation of heating risers, radiator branches and ex-

pansion loops, 0.75-in. special wool-felt coverings are

used. This insulation, as well as boiler, pump, steam-
line, feed-water-line, etc., insulation, is of the H. W.
Johns-Manville type.

Ventilating System

The fresh air for the general ventilation of the build-

ing is obtained at the seventh, eighth and ninth-floor

levels above the court, and the exhaust is discharged
through the roof of the fortieth floor. Twenty-six
American blower fans directly connected to an aggre-

gate of 300 hp. of Allis-Chalmers motors are employed
for causing the necessary circulation of air. All fresh

air supply is passed through Iroquois air washers, tem-
pering and reheating coils before being used. The air

for the engine and boiler rooms passes through a cheese-

Cloth Alter. All fresh air ducts are covered with air-

cell sheets, and finished with a heavy sewed canvas
covering. The accompanying illustrations show the ar-

rangement of ventilating ducts in the engine and boiler

rooms.

Automatic Sprinkler Systems

In addition to the general fireproof nature of the
building, automatic sprinklers are installed in such por-

tions of the building as required by the New York Fire

insurance Exchange and New York Board of Fire
Underwriters. The supply of water for the sprink-

ler systems is obtained from several sources, one
of which consists of two separate 4-in. mains con-

nected to different street mains. For the third inter-

mediate floor water is obtained from two steel pressure
tanks of 7500-gal. capacity equipped with gage-glass
and shut-off valves. The 5000-gal. vertical steel tank on
the thirty-eighth floor is used to supply water to the

thirty-sixth-floor sprinkler systems. A standard Siam-
ese steamer connection is installed on the sidewalk and
connected with the two sprinkler systems. A Siamese
hose connection is also installed on the roof of the
thirty-eighth floor. Compressed air is obtained from
two sources. Two Blaisdell air compressors and two
Westinghouse locomotive-type compressors are installed

in the sub-sub-basement.
An electric sprinkler-alarm system is also installed,

the indications being received on a board in the chief

engineer's office, where the fire-alarm, electric-clock and
gage boards are also installed.

Elevator for Lifting Office Safes

All safes delivered to the building are handled by
means of a sidewalk-type plunger elevator, which de-

livers them to sub-basement freight vestibules, where
they are transferred to an electrically operated elevator

for delivery to the tenant. A separate hydraulic pump-
ing plant is provided for the elevator, jack pumps being
installed for use when handling heavy safes.

Generator Switchboard and Electrical Equipment

Six generators, all of the General Electric inter-pole

compound-wound type, having a voltage rating of 240,

are each connected to one of the six engines in the

engine room. Three of these generators are rated at

600 kw., two at 300 kw. and one at 200 kw. Two hun-

dred and forty volts is used for motor service through-

out the building, and 120 volts for lighting purposes.

The necessary voltage for lighting purposes is obtained

by means of a three-wire system and two 200-amp.

balancer sets in the engine room.

All of the electrical equipment in the engine room is

remotely controlled from a ten-panel switchboard, a

remotely controlled circuit-breaker being installed on a

marble panel near each generator for controlling the

corresponding circuit. The control circuits for the gen-

erating units are run in conduit along the ceiling. All

main generator connections are made by means of cop-

per bars, carried vertically from the generators to near

the ceiling, and then carried horizontally by means of

special channel-iron hangers equipped with insulators

and supported from the ceiling of the engine room. All

of these conductors are inclosed in wire-grating frames,

preventing accidental contact and short-circuits from
material falling upon them.

The main switchboard, which is of the remote-control

type, consists of ten marble panels. One of these is for

the elevator circuits j one is for duplicate motor-gener-

ator sets for changing two sets of 24-volt storage bat-

teries that are used for annunciators, fire alarms, clocks

and other purposes about the building, and there are six

generator panels, one for each generator, one balancer
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panel, and one totalizing panel. The switchboard is

supported on an angle-iron frame, and the current-

carrying parts are inclosed by a brass grating. Con-
duits are carried horizontally to the top of the board
from a pull box installed flush with the wall to the back
of the board. This pull box is provided with sectional

ONE OF THE FOUR DISTRIBUTION BOARDS FOR BUILDING-
LIGHTING SERVICE

doors to permit of ready access. Between the board and
the pull box General Electric motor-operated field rheo-

stats are installed for the six generators. No distribu-

tion panels are included on the main switchboard, since

panels are placed near the four corners of the building

for this purpose. One of these distribution panels is

shown in the above illustration.

The electrical equipment of the building is so arranged
that practically four isolated distribution systems are

installed, rendering each vertical quarter of the build-

ing independent of all others. Four wire shafts, one

BALANCER SETS FOR BUILDING LIGHTING AND TWO MOTOR-
GENERATOR SETS FOR LOW-TENSION SYSTEM

near each corner of the building, are employed, each
shaft supplying one-fourth of each floor.

Use of Electric Energy During Construction

In making the excavation necessary for the Equitable
Building, the O'Rourke Engineering & Construction
Company contracted with the New York Edison Com-
pany for about 1500 hp. of electric energy to be used
during the construction period. Two large air com-

pressors, one of 140 hp., the other of 160 hp., were em-
ployed to compress the air in building the caissons.

Twelve large motors and numerous smaller motors were
used for hoisting. A total of 880,523 kw.-hr. of elec-

trical energy was consumed during the process of

excavation.

During construction of the building about 1500 hp.

was also employed in motor applications, and about 600

incandescent lamps and ten arc lamps were necessary

for illumination purposes. During construction about

401,384 kw.-hr. of electrical energy was used by these

motors and the lighting equipment.

Design und Construction of Building

It is interesting to note that plans for the new Equit-

able Building were conceived long before the date of

the fire that destroyed the old building on Jan. 15, 1912.

In 1905 D. H. Burnham & Company, architects of Chi-

cago, made original designs for a sixty-two story build-

ing for the Equitable Life Assurance Society. These
plans were held without action until the early part of

1912, when the property was purchased by General T.

PUMPS AND CONTROL OF THE ENGINE-ROOM OILING
SYSTEM

Coleman du Pont, president of the Equitable Office

Building Corporation, which manages and operates the
building.

New plans were then prepared by Mr. E. R. Graham,
architect of Chicago, for the present Equitable Build-
ing and the mechanical equipment, under the direc-

tion of Messrs. J. R. Furnam and G. W. Hubbard, the
architect's engineers. These plans were then approved
by the owners, and a contract was made with the Thomp-
son-Starrett Company of New York City. Detail plans
and working drawings were then prepared for the en-
tire mechanical equipment, under the direction of the
architect's engineering staff and Mr. R. D. Ward, as
mechanical engineer, representing the owners. Mr. C.

E. Knox was retained by the owners as consulting engi-
neer on the elevators, and Mr. Henry C. Meyer by the
Equitable Life Assurance Society as consulting engi-
neer for the mechanical equipment. The engineering
staff of the contractor's mechanical department consisted
of Messrs. William Gordon, W. H. Driscoll, Otto Dim-
mert, John McMillan, S. S. Schaeffer and William
P. Cook. Jr.
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Converting a Distribution System
Methods of Effecting Change from Two-Phase to Three-Phase on Richmond Light & Railroad

Company's Lines Without Interrupting Service

TIIK distribution system of the Richmond Light &
Railroad Company, Nev» Brighton, N. v., serving
all Staten island, has been converted from 2800

volts, two-phase, sixty cycles, to 2800 volts and 6600
volts, three-phase, sixty cycles, without interrupting the
service, The old arc lamps and carbon filament lamps
used for streel illumination have been replaced by 100-cp
and 250-cp, 6.6-amp scries gas-filled lamps. A new sub-
station has been built at Concord which receives 6600-
volt energy from the Livingston power station and con-
verts it into energy for operating the street-car systems
in the Concord, New Dorp, Richmond, South Beach and
Midland sections of Staten Island. A number of changes
have also been made at the Livingston power station,

where the energy for the entire system is generated.

Former Conditions

In addition to a 600-volt direct-current system for
railway operation, which was retained, the former lay-

out consisted of a number of two-phase, three-wire,

2300-volt transmission lines for light and power service

and a few two-phase, four-wire lines for the same pur-
pose. The power plant contains three direct-current
600-volt generators having a combined rating of 1600
kw and four two-phase, sixty-cycle, 2500-volt alternators
having a combined rating of 6500 kva. Within the next
two months a 7500-kva, three-phase, sixty-cycle, 2300-
volt turbine-driven alternator will be added to the exist-

ing equipment. This will be used to take care of the
additional load expected and that due to the new sub-
station.

The methods used to rehabilitate the power plant
and the entire system embody the ideas of Mr. C. W.
Hotchkiss, the president of the company, and Mr. W. H.
Rudisill, its chief engineer, as worked out in the latter

part of the year 1914, when it was decided that a change
from two-phase to three-phase at the voltages mentioned
would be desirable, because of the more efficient trans-
mission that would be obtained and the desirability of
using three-phase motors for power applications. Fur-
ther,* the capacity of the existing lines has been increased
by the change-over so that they will take care of part
of future loads.

All motors installed since October, 1914, have been of

the three-phase type to eliminate the necessity for recon-
nection and changing the control equipment when
three-phase service was established. It was necessary
in many cases, therefore, to supply 220-volt, two-phase,
three-wire service, 220-volt, three-wire, three-phase
service and 110-volt, three-phase, three-wire service
from the existing two-phase, three-wire or four-wire
transmission lines then employed, until such a time as
the transmission lines were changed to three-phase
operation. In such cases use was made of the scheme
of connections shown in Fig. 1. The transformers
shown were of the out-door type mounted at necessary
points along the transmission line so that they could be
easily removed as soon as the changes to three-phase,
6600 volts or 2300 volts, were completed.

Methods Used in Changing from Two-Phase to Three-Phase

Service

In changing from two-phase to three-phase a switch-
board having two sets of buses was used. Two 800-kva
transformer banks were installed at the main power sta-

tion at Livingston, one temporarily T-connected and

designed to take two-phase, 2800-VOlt energy from the

generating equipment and convert it into 6600-volt,

three phase. The other transformer bank was open-

delta connected and used for straight three-phase opera-

tion, converting from 2300-volt, three-phase, to 6600-

volt, three-phase.

During the change-over period one set of buses on

the main switchboard was designated as the two-phase

bus and the other as the three-phase bus. Two 500-kva

and one 1600-kva, 2300-volt alternators were reconnected

for three-phase generation and connected to the three-

phase buses. A 3000-kva, 2300-volt generator was re-

tained for two-phase operation and connected to the

two-phase bus.

The first step taken in the change-over was to furnish

three-phase energy to the new Concord substation, to

which a three-phase line had already been constructed

and at which place three-phase apparatus had been in-

stalled. This meant a load of about 500 kva, and an
additional load of 300 kva was added by reconnecting

the motors used in connection with the Livingston sta-

tion for three-phase operation. All of this three-phase

apparatus was then supplied with energy from the three-

phase bus.

Use of Open-Delta-Connected Transformers

The distribution systems for lighting and motor serv-

ice were retained two-phase. Open-delta-connected trans-

formers were installed for the various motor users, with
the transformers plugged so as still to give the correct

Phase A
,

2200 rblts

Pnase 3 2200 Yo!ti

FIG. 1—TRANSFORMER ARRANGEMENT FOR 220 AND 110

VOLTS, THREE-PHASE, AND 220 VOLTS, TWO-PHASE
SERVICE

voltages for straight two-phase transformation. This

work was done on Sundays and at other times when
the motors were out of service. When all the motors
corresponding to the open-delta-connected service trans-

formers installed were reconnected, the transmission

line was connected to the three-phase bus at the Living-

ston power station and the plugs of the open-delta-

connected service transformers were removed so as to

give correct three-phase voltages for the motors. An
entire motor installation of 400 kva to 500 kva was
changed over on one Sunday and made ready for three-

phase operation the next day.

Where a circuit was too long to be changed at one

time, only about 400 kva or 500 kva, corresponding to
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the part of the line nearest the power plant, could be

changed to three-phase. In such cases it was necessary

to provide two-phase energy from the end of the section

corresponding to the first 400 kva or 500 kva connected

for three-phase operation. This was done by inserting

at such points transformers connected as shown in Fig.

2, thus giving two-phase service along the remainder of

22CO Y

DAE
FIG. 2—METHOD OF CHANGING FROM THREE-PHASE TO

TWO-PHASE

a line. The transformers employed were standard
General Electric 2200/608-volt transformers, and the

scheme of connection emoloved was dsveloped by Mr.
L. G. Smith, assistant electrical engineer of the com-
pany. The phase relation obtained on the two-phase
side of the transformers was approximately 92 deg.

The two-phase and three-phase voltages were essen-

tially the same. Transformation from 6600 volts to

2300 volts was obtained where necessary by means of

transformer banks installed on the ground and inclosed

by wire netting.

The process of installing the open-delta-connected

service transformers and reconnecting the correspond-
ing motors for three-phase operation was continued, and
the length of line furnishing three-phase energy was
gradually increased by changing the position of the

transformer arrangement shown in Fig. 2 until the end
of a line was reached. This process was employed on
all power-transmission lines. In the meantime the

street lighting circuits were reconnected for three-phase
operation.

When the entire distribution system was changed for

three-phase operation, which was about May 30, the

T-connected transformer bank at the main power station

was finally arranged to supply three-phase energy.

Electricity Replaces Steam in Drainage Pumping
Spring Lake Drainage & Levee District, which owns

about 12,000 acres of reclaimed land along the Illinois

River in Tazewell County, Illinois, is now operating its

500-hp. pumping station with electricity from the lines

of the Canton (111.) Gas & Electric Company. For three

or four years this district, which is one of the largest

on the Illinois River, has been operating a steam pump-
ing station, but this plant has now been shut down.
It is expected that the electrical installation will save
the district a considerable sum on pumping costs and
that it will eliminate troubles which have arisen from
lack of coal and from machinery breakages.

The plant contains two 300-hp., three-phase, 440-volt,

575-r.p.m. Westinghouse motors, connected by silent-

chain drives to two 48-in. double-suction centrifugal

pumps, and one 100-hp. motor, similar in characteristics

to the larger units, driving a 24-in. centrifugal pump.
Varying pump speeds for working against different

heads of water are obtained by changing the gears

which engage the silent chains. When operating at max-
imum rating the 48-in. pumps are capable of delivering

approximately 70,000 gal. of water a minute.

Energy for operating the station is delivered from
Canton, 16 miles distant, over a three-phase, 13,000-volt

line. This transmission potential is reduced to 440 volts

in an outdoor substation equipped with three 200-kva.

Maloney transformers protected by Westinghouse low-

equivalent lightning arresters and Burke disconnecting

switches.

The land being drained lies in a 15-mile strip along

the river. The flowage this spring has been handled by
operating one 300-hp. motor eight hours a day and

PUMPING STATION, SHOWING TRANSFORMERS IN FORE-

GROUND

the 100-hp. motor sixteen hours a day. One large motor,
it has been planned, is to be held in reserve to meet
emergencies and to be used in time of high water.

Ultimately more load will be added to the transmis-
sion line, as the Banner Special Drainage & Levee Dis-
trict with 3500 acres of land expects to begin operating
an electrically driven station in the fall. Other dis-

tricts are being formed along the Illinois River, and the

Canton company expects to supply energy to several of

these in its territorv.

Theory of Induction Meter Operation

The theory of operation and the working principles of

induction watt-hour meters were points discussed by
Mr. V. L. Hollister in a paper read at the recent A. I. E.

E. convention. Attention was called to the fact that

the operation of most domestic induction meters can-
not be explained by the revolving-field theory, for if

this applied meters with drum-shaped rotors would have
much weaker unit' torque than those with flat disks, a
condition which is not borne out by the facts. It was
shown that the accuracy of a meter will not be main-
tained with frequencies and ranges of temperature dif-

ferent from those for which it is designed unless a

compensating winding and a shunt coil with a zero-

temperature resistivity coefficient are provided. A
mathematical explanation was given for the accuracy of

induction meters with widely different wave-forms. The
rotating-field principle on which seme of the foreign in-

struments operate was treated mathematically, and the
construction of shifting-field meters was described.
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Electricity in a Massachusetts Shoe Factory
Motor-driven Equipment, Electrically Heated Devices and Connected Load

of a Factory Entirely Operated by Electrical Energy

iiv Thomas i>. Bond, Power Engineeh

THE extensive use to which electric motors can be
put in tin- making Of shoes is well illustrated in

the case of a Haverhill (Mass.) shoe factory.
From the time the hides are cut, on the top floor of the
building, to the time when the Goodyear-welt shoe leaves
the factory, about 160 operations have been performed.

In the case mentioned motor-driven presses are used
for cutting out the uppers and linings of shoes. Each
press has two 25-watt tungsten-filament lamps equipped
with holophane shades for illuminating the work. The
sewing machines in the stitching room are so arranged
that generally twenty-four machines are driven through
a counter shaft under the bench by a 2-hp. or 3-hp.
motor and Morse silent-chain drive. In addition to
adequate general illumination, each machine is equipped
with a 15-watt lamp and shade attached to a flexible

arm capable of being adjusted to the lighting require-
ments of the operator. In this room are also installed
an electrically heated crimping machine using 1100 TRANSFORMER AND SERVICE LEADS INTO HAVERHILL SHOE

FACTORY
TABLE I- -MOTOR-DRIVEN MACHINES IN HAVERHILL SHOE

FACTORY

Floor

Basement

.

First . .

Second

Third..

Motor,
Hp.

Motor,
R.P.M.

Fourth .

Fifth.

Sixth .

7.5
5
7.5
2

10
3

20
1

3
5

2
1.5
5

2
7.

10
10
10
7.

20
15
2

5
5
3
5
7.

7.

3
2

15

1

7.5
5
1

2
3
0.75
2
2
2
2
3
1

7.5
7.5

7.5
3

1200
1200
1200
1800
1200
1800
1800
1800

1800
1800

1800
1800
1800

1800
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1800

1200
1800
1800
1800
1200
1200
1800
1800
1200

1800
1200
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800

1200
1800
1200

Machine Driven

Elevator
Pump
Channelling
Channelling
Elevator
Channeling
Dying out
Machine shop

Stitching
Dinking

Buffing
Stamping
Buffing

Finishing brushes
Edge setting
Edge setting
Edge setting
Heel shaving
Scouring
Blower
Blower
Buffing

Trimming
Stitching
Beating out
Slugging
Stitching
Beating out
Pulling over and last.

Pulling over and last.

Stitching

Miscellaneous
Rotary pounders
Rotary pounders
Stitching
Stitching
Stitching
Crimping
Stitching
Stitching
Stitching
Stitching
Stitching
Stitching
Sole stitching
Sole stitching

Clicking machines
Crimping
Clicking machines

MOTORS CONNECTED BY SILENT CHAINS TO STITCHING
MACHINES ABOVE

watts, a backing press using 650 watts, a power press
using 1000 watts, and an embossing machine using 170
watts.

•Haverhill FHectric Company, Haverhill, Mass.

TREEING MACHINES USING ELECTRIC IRONS TO REMOVE
WRINKLES MADE BY LASTING MACHINE
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ELECTRICALLY HEATED CRIMPING MACHINE; ELECTRICALLY HEATED, MOTOR-DRIVEN STITCHER; ELECTRICALLY
HEATED, MOTOR-DRIVEN TREEING MACHINES

In finishing insoles the first operation consists of

applying a layer of duck or canvas to the insole. The
duck comes prepared with a coating of compound which

TABLE II -ELECTRICALLY HEATED APPARATUS USED IN II WI.R-
HILL SHOE FACTORY

No. Machine

Walt
Con-
sump-
tion

Maker

3 Two
heats.

1100-550
300
C50
180
400

1200
31 '.3

175
2000
150

2000
ISO
120
170

1

2
Flatiron General Electric Co.

8

3

>

[nseam and turn-sole machine Haverhill Slice Mach. Co.

1

12
Atlas level machine r. s. \i. ( ...

8

2

i

30
2

3

Miller power treeing machine.
Plate

Savaday rack
Treeing irons
Vamp-creasing machine

A. o. Miller Treeing Mach. Co.
Boston I.ast ( !o.

lie Sa^ adaj Hack ( !o

Boston Las! < !o.

\. i > Miller Treeing Mach < '...

only requires heat to make it adhere to the insole. Here
again electricity is used for heating purposes, the duck
being passed over an electrically heated surface. The

duck-coated insole is then tacked onto the last, and the
combination passes along to the lasting room, where
the uppers are attached.

In the lasting room saturated steam is used to steam
the tips of shoes, for the reason that no satisfactory
electrical method for doing this work is yet in common
use. Electricity, however, plays a part also in this de-
partment in that a modified form of a treeing machine,
with electrically heated irons, is used to remove wrinkles
that may have been caused by the lasting machine.

In the making room electricity is much in evidence.
Here electrically heated welting machines are employed
for stitching the insole, upper and welt in a single
operation and with exceedingly great speed. This ma-
chine uses a wax pot which is electrically heated by two
100-watt heating units, the temperature being under the
control of a rheostat. The head of every machine is

heated by two 150-watt units, and each machine is

driven by a 0.75-hp. motor.
The welted shoe is then treated with a bottom filling

of cork and glue from an electrically heated glue kettle.

An outer sole is sewed on by a machine similar to the
welt-sewing machine. Edge setters, bottom driers,
burnishers, etc., all electrically heated, are employed in

the heeling and finishing rooms.

wmmi jju^

r I

J 01 il

85i*r^ ^^^

^\'Mitr\i

BEJL>. *S

MOTOR DRIVE IN STOCK FITTING ROOM MOTOR DRIVE IN SOLE-CUTTING ROOM
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in the treeing room, where the Anal finishes arc ep
plied tO the shoe, the eleetrualh healed tin me iron is

used. Tin' even temperature el which these irons oper
ate enable an operator to do fine work. An individual

motor-driven automatic treeing machine is also em
ployed. It doefl the work of two men. 'The inaiiiilae

hirer's trademark and Other marks are impressed on

the sole of the finished shoe l)\ an eleet rieallv heated

stamping machine. 'The creases across the vamp are

also made by AH electrically heated machine.

In all, about 275-hp. of electrical energy is used and

forty-nine motors are installed. Approximately 1900

tungsten-filament lamps are also in use, most of which

are of the 25-watt size.

OPERATING NEEDS OF GRAIN ELEVATORS
Electrical Equipment Rating, Load Conditions and Service

Kates

The extent to which electricity is used by the grain

elevators operated from the Port Arthur and Fort

William substations of the Kaministiqua Power Com-
pany, Fort William, Ont., was shown by Mr. H. E. Staf-

ford, in a paper read at the recent A. I. E. E.

convention. A detailed account of equipment was

12 M.
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TYPICAL DAY LOAD AND TYPICAL NIGHT LOAD FIRST FIVE

HOURS

given, and in some cases operating data and costs were

included. The author briefly described the various steps

through which the grain must go in its handling in the

elevators. Owing to conditions peculiar to the industry,

the day load is irregular while the night load is prac-

tically constant, as is shown by the accompanying load

curves. The cost per kilovolt ampere for the average
22,000-volt station, including building transformers,

synchronous condensers, high-tension and low tern ion

apparatus, etc., ranges from $.'57.77 (the lowest) to

$42.76 per kilovolt ampere. The cost lor a 2200 voM
station is from $.'{(!.66 to $89.72 per kilovoll ampere.

TABLE II POWER Id.'-
1

I OF BLEVA I

Total Hi'.

14.11 ' 8

4. 710

800

17'.

8,101

800

Total 20,417 .5 12,560

The flat-rate charge is $25 per horsepower, while the

maximum demand is figured on the following basis:

Kw.
Maximum demand 280.0

Transformer losses on maximum demand 5.5

Total 285.5

285.5 kw. = 383 hp.

Kw.-hr.

Kilowatt-hour consumption 28,140

First fifty hours, 285.5 X ",0 14,275

Second fifty hours, 2S5.5 X 50 14,275

Total 28,550

Kilowatt-hour consumption 28,140

Excess 410

383 hp., at $1 per hp. per month $383.00

First fifty hours, 14,275 kw.-hr., at 1.3 cents 189.85

Second fifty hours, 14,275 kw.-hr., at 1 cent 142.75

Excess, 410 kw.-hr., at 0.1 cent 0.41

Total $716.01

Discount, 10 per cent 71.60

Charges per month for 280 kw $644.41

This gives a rate of $27.62 per kilowatt per annum,

but for reasons quoted by the author it would be mis-

leading, he declared, to quote any figure on the actual

cost per kilowatt per annum.

TABLE I—ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF GRAIN ELEVATORS

No. Name

Western Terminal
Fort William elevator

Consolidated elevator

Tanadian Pacific Railway6
.

Canadian Northern Railway3

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
Horn Elevator
Ogilvie Milling Company
Grain Growers Company
Eastern Terminal

Empire Elevator '•'

Thunder Bay Elevator 6,6

Canadian Government elevator

.

Smith-Davidson Company
N. M. Paterson Company4

Parrish & Heimbeeker1

Bole Grain Company4 ...
Muirhead & Company1

Guy Elevator Company 4

Dwyer Elevator Company

21 Muirhead & Black

22 National Elevator Company

Total

.

No.
Plants

Grain
Capacity,

Bushels

2,000,000
1,500,000
1,750,000
8,000,000
9,500,000

5,750,000
800,000

1,250,0002

2,500,000
1,250,000

1,750,000
1,500,000
3,125,000

750,000
175,000

100,000
20,000
30,000
35,000
100,000

165,000
40,000

Motor
Rating,

Hp.

1,140*
365

1,007
2,000

765

1,800

2,000
1,450

1,300

2,150
500
250

145
20
30
50
110

100

90

Engine
Rating,

Hp.

42,090,000 15, 272 )

800

2000

600

650

650

Boiler

Rating,

Hp.

500

2000

1200

550
550

Average Hp.

Elec i Steam

1500

1300
900
450

1000
125

250

125

20
30
50
90

130
100

200
700
100

600
1400
385 1700

600

300
300

Transformer
Rating,
Kva

750
1,764
450

2,025

1,800
600

525

1,300
450
270

150

20
30
45
120

120
90

Condenser
Rating,
Kva

200
588
200

600

450

750
150

Load-
Factor 1

45%
12.15%

45%

Power-
Factor

90'^

90
90
92

90

90
90
90

92
92

90

90
90
90
90
90

90
92

lLoad-factor not available in most cases as no accurate records are kept. ^Capacity 3000 bbl. per day. 'Maximum demand charge, $27,618. 'Flatmate charge, $27 per hp. »Cost per

bus, 0.057 cent. eCost per ton of coal, $4.
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Operating Kinks

Endless-Tape Indicator Cards

Whenever the curves obtained with an ordinary indi-

cator are too small for minute study, an endless tape

arranged for operation as shown in the accompanying
illustration may be used to good advantage. In order

that such a tape may be used with a standard indicator

the spring and stop should be removed from the barrel.

Then a wooden drum may be supported on a spindle

parallel to the indicator drum and far enough from it

To Contac+or

INDICATOR ADAPTED TO USE ENDLESS-TAPE CARD

to allow the desired length of tape to connect the two.

The spindle of the wooden drum should be driven

through a belt and clutch from the engine shaft. To
indicate when the piston of the engine being tested

reaches the end of its travel a magnet-operated device

such as shown may be employed to make a mark beneath

the main marker. Apparatus similar to this has been

used at the Royal Technical College, Glasgow, Scotland,

for investigating the changes in pressure during the

combustion stroke of Diesel oil engines.

Arrangement to Make a Stoker Self-Oiling

One of the causes of serious wear and tear on stoker-

driving mechanisms is lack of proper attention by opera-

tors to lubrication. In the more recent designs of

stoker equipment steps have been taken by the makers
to provide oil to the moving parts continuously. How-
ever, many of the older types in use are still at the mer-
cies of the firemen.

The accompanying halftone illustration from a pho-

tograph taken in the power house of the Union Electric

Company at Dubuque, Iowa, shows how this trouble was
handled at small expense. An oil container or pan was
placed beneath the large gear wheel shown so that the

revolving teeth dip into the lubricant at each turn.

These teeth carry the oil to the worm wheel and keep

the contact points well lubricated.

In this instance the oil pans were purchased from the

stoker manufacturers and installed after the stokers had
been working for some time. The oil used for this pur-

pose is not new oil, but is that which is collected after

being used in other station machines and practically un-

fit for use in any other way.

Method for Controlling 2000- Volt Induction Motor
One Mile from Power House

By A. C. Lasher

The accompanying illustration shows a method of

operating the closing and tripping coils of a standard

make of remote-control electrically operated oil switch

from a single two-wire control circuit. The installa-

tion which led to the development of the device consists

of a 40-hp, 2000-volt, three-phase motor driving a tur-

bine pump installed nearly a mile from the power house.

A small 2-hp, 100-volt motor, also three-phase, is con-

nected to a sump pump for removing leakage from the

pump well, which is situated at the river's edge, with the

floor and machinery normally below water level. The
small step-down transformers for operating the sump
pump furnish current for lighting the pump house and
for a telegraph office and block signal near by. The
service required of the large pump is intermittent, but

the telegraph office must have all-night service and

Auto-Siarter

Srtiich at PoYfsr

House

®srzm
Lamps

" To 40-Hp
" 2000 Volt

Transformers, fo^r

|
2000-/0O York

. ToSump
' Pump
Motor

CIRCUITS FOR CONTROLLING OIL SWITCH FROM TWO-WIRE
CIRCUIT

power must be available at all times for operating the
sump pump when necessary.

The inexpensive device shown permits the electrically

operated switch to be either opened or closed from the
power house by one pair of wires, at a considerable

saving in the initial investment and convenience in

operation. By referring to the diagram it will be ob-

served that, in addition to being provided with the elec-

trically operated oil switch at the pump house, the 40-hp'

motor is controlled from an auto-starter at the power
plant. With the 2000-volt circuit closed through the oil

switch h at the pump house, the oil-switch lever a is-

up, with the coil spring c relaxed and the counterweight

w down so that point d makes contact in the mercury
cup e. If the pilot switch / is now closed, a circuit is

formed through the tripping coil t, and the switch

opens. Conversely, with the oil switch h open, the lever

a is down, and spring c is in tension, causing d to rise

from the mercury cup e and the point I to fall and make

A SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE STOKER OILER Ga.
•Electrical engineer Central of Georgia Railroad shops, Macon,
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contacl with the mercurj cup m, in tins condition the

closing of the pilot switch / establishes a circuil through
the closing coil g, and the switch is closed.

'The dash pot j> is adjusted so that the lieani moves
from one extreme to the other in aboul ten seconds.

As it requires only a moment for either the closing or

the tripping coils to act, it is only necessary to close

the pilot switch for a very short interval of time. How-
ever, if the switch has been thrown to one position and
it is desired for Borne reason to change immediately
back to the first position, the operator must allow a

sufficient interval of time to elapse tor the device to

come to rest, since it' the pilot switch is closed while

the points d and / are in their mid-position, neither coil

will be energized.

The auto-starting switch at the power house is pro-

vided with an ammeter, which enables the operator to

observe whether or not the large pump is running. If

the auto-starter switch is open and the operator is in

doubt as to the position of the electrically operated

switch, he has only to manipulate the auto-starter switch

as though starting the pump in the usual manner. The
ammeter will indicate whether or not the pump is on

the line. While no harm can result from opening the

switch h at any time, whether or not the pump is run-

ning, it will be readily understood that this switch

should not be closed when the auto-starter switch is open.

Supplying Air to Generators at Constant Tempera-

ture and Humidity

An interesting arrangement to remove dust and grit

from the ventilating air passing through the windings

of a large generating unit is being successfully used at

the Gold Street station of the Edison Electric Illuminat-

ing Company of Brooklyn, N. Y. The scheme used thor-

oughly washes the air and delivers it to the generator at

a fairly constant temperature and humidity. Danger
of excess dust and moisture being forced into the wind-

ings is prevented by a simple separator arrangement
which takes advantage of the tendency of bodies to re-

sist change of direction when in motion.

The operation of this air-washing arrangement is

shown in the accompanying diagram. Air enters a

motor-driven blower at A and is forced by the fan blades

at high velocity past a supply of water maintained in

reservoir E. The air picks up particles of water and
produces a water film around the fan casing as shown
by the arrows. The centrifugal effect created by the fan

blades and the inertia of the dust particles causes these

particles to pass through the air to the fan casing and

be washed away by the water film lining this casing.

The air Is further washed by coming Into contact with
a divided stream of water furni bed bj pipeO, near the
lop of the casing, and so placed as to increase tin- water

film and produce a spray at the en! ranee of duel /,'. The
moist air from duct /.' passes through a set. of ventilat-

ing baffle plates in a zig-zag path to remove the excess

1/r Inlet

DIAGRAM FOR AIR WASHER

moisture before reaching the generator windings. The
specifications for this air washer call for a temperature
of delivered air within 5 deg. of the wet-bulb tempera-
ture when the blower is delivering 70,000 cu. ft. of air

per minute with a 4.5-in. pressure at its discharge.

A motor-operated pump of 50 gal. per minute capac-

ity supplies water to tank E and pipe from the return

tank T. This arrangement was devised by the Metro-

politan Engineering Company of Brooklyn, N. Y.

AIR WASHER AT THE GOLD STREET STATION OF THE EDISON
ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY OF BROOKLYN

Hot and Cold Water Test for Insulators

A hot and cold water test for insulators has been
employed by the Pennsylvania Water & Power Com-
pany to determine what types of insulators are most
liable to be damaged by high internal stresses. In this

test the heads of the insulators were dipped in cold

water (7 deg. to 8.5 deg. C.) for five minutes, then im-
mersed in boiling water for an equal period, and finally

tested for resistance with a megger. Those which stood

the treatment without any change in resistance were
subjected to ten temperature changes and finally to a

high-voltage test. By heating insulators which had
been in service on the line for some time in a vacuum
to a temperature of 50 deg. to 90 deg. C, it was found
that the resistance gradually decreased and after sev-

eral days rose again to infinity. When insulators which
had been subjected to this treatment were subjected to

high-voltage tests, it was found that they would break
down at a much higher voltage than before being
treated. The insulators which dried out the quickest

punctured at the lowest voltages while those that dried

out more slowly had considerably higher break-down
values. From these observations it is concluded that
insulators which have become unsuitable for service

owing to absorption of moisture can be made safe for

service by heating them in a vacuum and treating them
so they will not absorb moisture again. Switching,
surges, arcing grounds, high-frequency discharges, etc.,

it is claimed, can hardly be assumed to be the
cause of insulator depreciation, since insulators have
been damaged on lines continuously energized but not
used to transmit energy.
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Extracts and Abstracts

N. E. L. A. Rules to Harmonize Service Require-

ments for Motors

Rules to govern the installation and use of motors on

central-station distributing systems were proposed by

the National Electric Light Association committee on

new apparatus at the convention held recently at San
Francisco. These rules aim to harmonize the service

requirements for motors in different cities. They also

furnish a more definite basis for figuring current values

by giving the limits for the starting current in amperes
per horsepower of rating instead of a multiple of the

rated full-load current. The rules as they are to be

tried out during the present year by central-station com-
panies are as follows:

As voltage regulation is affected by the amount of

current taken from the line, a motor exceeding the max-
imum allowed starting current will not be connected to

the lines, as its operation would prevent successful

service. To avoid misunderstandings, the exact char-

acteristics of the service which will be furnished—that

is, direct current or alternating current, voltage, and
with alternating current also frequency and phase

—

TABLE I—PERMISSIBLE STARTING CURRENT FOR SINGLE-PHASE
SIXTY-CYCLE MOTORS

Rating

Maximum Permissible Amperage

Horsepower Volts

0.5 and below 220 15

Above 0.5 to 1 inclusive 220 20

220

220

Amp. per Hp.
15

Above 5 11

must be ascertained from the central-station company
by the prospective user of power.
The instantaneous current (determined by test or

based on value guaranteed by manufacturer) drawn
from the line by any motor (with the starting device, if

any required, in the starting position) must not exceed

the value for the rated horsepower of such motor as

TABLE II—PERMISSIBLE STARTING CURRENT FOR POLYPHASE
SIXTY-CYCLE MOTORS

Rating
Maximum Permissible Amper-

age per Phase per Hp.

Horsepower Volts Two-Phase Three-Phase

220

220

220
440
550

220
440
550

2200

220
440
550

2200

17.3

15.2

11.2
5.6
,,

8.

1.

3 .

2

1.

."..2

2.6
2.1
0.5

20

17.5

13

Above 30

6.5
.,

9.

4.5
3.6
1.

(i.

2.4
0.6

obtained from the accompanying tables. In a group
installation the largest amount of starting current per-
mitted for any motor of the installation shall be the
limit of starting current for any other motor of the
group.

The limits of starting current in Table II are in-

tended to be such that starting devices for polyphase

motors will be required for motors above 5 hp. where
the installation consists of a single motor of such size.

Instances may occur wherein it may be necessary to use

a starting device on 5-hp. motors. In any installation

where starting devices are normally required it shall

be optional with the operating companies to approve

TABLE III—PERMISSIBLE STARTING CI BRENT FOB -III NT-
WOUND AND COMPOl ND \M»i \D DIRECT -' i RRENT MOTORS

Rating

Maxi mini Pern
per

usable Amperage
Up.

Honepowei Volts

230
551

1

12

Above 3 9
i

the omission of the starting devices on motors of certain

capacities.

Motors that cannot be safely subjected to full voltage

at starting must be provided with a device to insure

that on failure of voltage either the motor will be dis-

connected from the line or the starting device will be

returned to the starting position.

Reverse phase relays and circuit-breakers or equiva-

lent devices are recommended on all polyphase elevator

installations, cranes and similar service to protect the

installation in case of phase reversal. Should special

conditions seem to warrant an exception to the above
rules, the case must be referred to the company for con-

sideration and decision.

Motors requiring not more than 30 amp. starting cur-

rent may be connected for 110-volt service. The maxi-
mum size of a single-phase motor to be permitted on one

phase of polyphase systems should be 5-hp., larger sizes

to be installed only after securing special permission.

No direct-current motor larger than 0.75 hp. may be

connected to a 115-volt circuit. Direct-current, 115-

volt motors up to 0.5 hp. shunt-wound and 0.75 hp.

compound-wound, but in no case exceeding 30 amp.
starting current, may be installed without starting re-

sistance.

The current values of the tables are those indicated

by a suitable well-damped ammeter in the motor cir-

cuit on the line side of the starting device, and are 75

per cent of the permissible locked rotor values.

Discussions of Motor Applications at A. I. E. E.

Meetings

Mr. D. B. Rushmore's paper at the Deer Park, Md.,

convention of the A. I. E. E. gave a brief outline of

the points of interest in the industry and pointed out

the factors involved in the application of electric motors
to manufacturing processes. It was intended to serve

as an introduction to a discussion which would bring

out the points of interest in the various industries in

which the electric motor has been applied. The author

furnished a tentative list of points of interest involved

in investigating the application of electricity to various

industries. A diagram of costs representing the prac-

tice of no one particular company was presented, show-
ing a method of estimating costs. This paper repre-

sented the fourth and last part of a treatment of

industrial motor applications, the other parts of which
have related to electric motors, electric controllers, and
the factors involved in motor applications, and were
presented respectively at the New York, Pittsburgh and
Cleveland meetings.
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Questions and Answers

Bffed of Ht.it on Watt-Hour Motor
w ii.u .11. . i. if any, would thi the iun have <>" the

operal ion >>r .i watl hour metei f \ 1 1 V9

in those types of meters where oil la used for lubri

cation, the heat from the sun would probably cause the
oil to gum, thereby causing friction enough to make the
meter run slow. Meters should not he installed in ex-
posed places.

Double Tubes In Steam Injector

\\ h> an- some Forma of Injectors made with two tubes Instead
of one? E3, A. S.

In a double-tube injector, one of the tubes acts to lift

the water and deliver it to the second tube, and the
second tube forces it on into the boiler. In a single-

tube injector the lifting and forcing are done by the
same tube.

Nature of Volatile Matter in Coal

What is the volatile matter in coal? Is it a solid, a liquid or a
gas? L. G. Van B.

The volatile matter is the part of the dry coal that
is driven off as vapors and gases by heating the coal in

a crucible with the flame of a blast lamp. It consists

of combined water, nitrogen, sulphur and hydrocarbons.
The water is in the liquid state, the nitrogen is a gas,

the sulphur is a solid, and the various hydrocarbons
probably exist in all three states.

Test for Moisture in Oil

Describe some simple method of determining when moisture is

present in transformer oil. L. C. N.

A very simple test for determining the presence of

considerable water in oil is to dip a hot wire nail in it.

This will cause good oil to smoke slightly with very
little noise. If water is present, however, a peculiar

hissing sound will be heard. To obtain satisfactory

operation from transformers all trace of moisture in the

oil should be removed and a standard oil-testing equip-

ment should be used to test for this condition.

Insulation for Cold-Storage Room
We are planning to add an ice machine to our central-station

plant, and would like to get some advice on the best means of in-

sulating the cold-storage room. K. N. L.

The standard insulation used for cold-storage rooms
is pure cork sheeting of a thickness of 4 in. The fol-

lowing table, however, shows the heat transmitted per

twenty-four hours through 1 in. of each of the following

substances per square foot of exposed surface per degree

difference in temperature:
Lb.-Fahr. Heat Units

Pure cork sheets 6.4

Hair felt 7.3

Impregnated cork boards 8.5

Rock wool blocks 80
Spruce 16.0

Oak 26.0

Laying Up an Idle Return-Tubular Boiler

If a return-tubular boiler is to be idle for some time, what is the

method to be followed in laying it up empty? D. G. A.

If a shell .boiler is to be laid up empty for a time, it

must be thoroughly cleaned and dried. The blow-off

cock is opened and the boiler is drained, and then the

manhole covers are removed so that the inside of the

boiler can ho reached. The shell ami the tubes are

BCraped and washed clean. The outside is then swept
so as to remove all deposits of soot, and cinders, and the
lire tubes are blOWS OUl for the same reason. When the

boiler is thoroughly clean inside and outside, unslaked
lime should he placed at those points where moisture is

likely to collect, as, lot example, inside the boiler shell,

m the combustion Chamber and the furnace, and in the
uptake at the front. The lime can he put in trays, and
it will absorb the moisture and prevent the latter from
rusting the shell or causing corrosion. If the lime be-

comes slaked before the boiler is to be put into service,

it should be replaced by a fresh supply.

Trouble on Commercial Telephone Lines Paralleling High-

Tension Transmission Lines

In the case of a star-connected system with transformer and
generator neutrals grounded, why is it that trouble is sometimes
experienced on parallel telephone circuits'.' B. T.

In the case of trouble on such a system current may
flow through the ground to the neutral, and in such a

case will follow the path of least resistance. If the tele-

phone line has a low resistance to ground, as in the case

of commercial circuits, current may flow along these

lines with disastrous results. When grounds are made
on the low-tension side of the system so as to give the

best protection and cause the least trouble the disturb-

ance to telephone lines should be small. Trouble of the

kind mentioned is liable to take place when the neutrals

of high-tension windings of transformers are grounded
and the opening of one or two of the transmission wires
causes current to flow through the ground. Also trou-

ble may arise in case of a high-resistance ground on a

transmission-line wire which partially short-circuits a

transformer and causes current to flow through the

ground to the neutral.

Preventing Flashovers on Rotary Converters

What causes flashovers on synchronous converter commutators,
and how may they be prevented? C. N. A.

Flashovers are usually caused by potential surges,

sudden changes in load and severe short-circuits. The
effect of potential surges may be minimized or entirely

prevented by connecting electrolytic lightning arresters

directly across the positive and negative leads, and pref-

erably inside the series field connections, to reduce the

impedance of the discharge path. Experience on one

large system, according to the recent report of the Na-
tional Electric Light Association committee on electri-

cal apparatus, indicates that not less than one set of

arresters should be installed for each 500 kw. of con-

verter equipment. It was recommended that no spark-

gap be used in the lightning-arrester circuit, as it would
decrease the value of the protection. Even with this

protective installation, flashovers have occurred on the

alternating-current rings, so that it may be advisable

to provide spark-gaps between the secondary terminals

of the step-down transformer and ground as an addi-

tional precaution, although the cause of such alternat-

ing-current flashovers and the efficacy of spark-gaps

as a cure have not as yet been proved. Spark-gaps, if

installed, should have a limiting resistance in series with

them of about 1700 ohms in each phase. As a further

precaution and to minimize the extent of trouble which
may follow a flashover, it is desirable to insulate the

frames of the converters from ground and provide

grounding connections. Frames may be grounded either

through a resistance or through a relay which will dis-

connect the unit from both the supply and delivery

circuits when any appreciable amount of current passes

from the frame to ground.
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COMMERCIAL SECTION

The Public-School Boy as a Pathfinder

How the Louisville Gas & Electric Company Uses Youngsters from

the Local Schools to Hunt for Appliance " Prospects
"

AN interesting experiment is being made in Louis-

ville, Ky., in the utilization of the schoolboy as

a pathfinder to go before the salesman in search

of appliance business. The idea is original with Mr.

W. H. Hodge, publicity manager for H. M. Byllesby &
Company, who operate the Louisville property, but the

campaign has
been organized

and is being oper-

SCHOOLBOYS—ATTENTION

!

Here Is Your Chance to Earn Money— To Learn Salesmanship Jo Start

a Bank Account. It't Easy for Bright, Energetic Boys. Join Our Gas

Heating Sales Classes This Week Sure.

FIVE HUNDRED BOYS WANTED AT ONCE
Read the Details of This Splendid Plan. Thay Will Appeal to Parents and Boys Alike.

A ,, U ,,n..«"VM'Itlll»to,1V1Id°.n.'.'",!,'''!l.«'

n

,n' .U l"'ii'hild.r"
" '

llOHto'I I." !»'. ,m,.l~. . ..... .«, .
I. mo.OrtK...-.

Ocr U_HM.,U. C/o,

.mbcttBiiiadnlu

ated by Mr. Rob-
ert Montgomery,
manager of the

local commercial
department. The
primary object

was to introduce

a bit of novelty

and human inter-

est into an appli-

ance campaign,
but the scheme is

succeeding so well

that it is far

surpassing expec-

tation.

The plan was
simple and ap-

pealing. The
company adver-

tised that 500
boys were wanted
at once to canvass
the city in the in-

terest of natural-

gas heating, this

being selected as

the first issue of

the company.
The boys visit

their friends and
neighbors and call

from house to

house, telling the

people of the ad-

vantages of the

service in accord-

ance with a care-

fully prescribed

selling talk taught
them in advance.
In each case the boy endeavors to secure the signature

of the prospective customer on a stamped post card
which is addressed to the company and requests a sales-

man to call regarding some appliance listed on the card
and checked by the customer. This card the boy imme-
diately deposits in the nearest mail box as he goes on

SiklNmu) Will Start a B*nk Account

Cash Ovilajr$ By CvMnmrrt Not N.atluyi Br
For Fall Dotio*rt**.

'*• sm'ml the "p^gu'ol Umtimth t» think mk»ut

Belter Healing With Eoonomical ffnu'li ''Ct"TL

Upward oltOuOOOLaybvtth bomn mrd Woi Vlrg^Li

Hundrt.il ol pcopl* hivt fold «• Hill <h* «*< HI r»1

tan delated with iht ewn, ifcofoggh n< Had

«"'
t

sjvsz.'i

»o.. - H*r
Uwt—l

Tht Boy Will Obtain the Proton**

*Oar Re-gator RtpmentatU** Will Thmn Call

How To Join thm Sot- Cla,

tent They will b* oni

WTU';,

JX .

APPLICATION rOB MEMBERSHIP
In Schoolboy^ G»» H.»iln« Mm Cluw* Louisville Gas & Electric Co.

DONALD McDONALD. Vise Preiitcnt ind General Muufer

311 Wot Cheitnuf Strcrt

his way. On the card it is stated that if any sale results

from the salesman's call a commission will be deposited

in a savings-bank account for the boy who made the

first solicitation, to be drawn out by him at pleasure.

From the point of view of the public, the situation is

interesting. It offers the schoolboys three definite ob-

j e c t i v e s with
which every man
and woman is in

sympathy. It af-

fords him an op-

portunity to save

a bit of money for

himself, it opens a

savings-bank ac-

count for him,

and it starts the

saving habit. It

gives him lessons

and experience in

salesmanship that

will benefit him
all his life. Nat-
urally, the par-

ents and the

friends of every

boy respond
heartily and speed

the campaign on

its way. In fact,

the small boy has

a peculiar advan-

tage in the work,

for his enthusi-

asm is keen and
persuasive, and
the average man
or woman finds it

hard to refuse at-

tention to his
plea.

In the original

purpose of the

campaign the ac-

t u a 1 inquiries

that the company
expected to secure

through the work
of the boys were
the secondary

consideration. The main objective was the advertising

benefit that must naturally follow the activities of so

many eager agents, spreading the message throughout

so many homes.
The campaign was announced in double-page

"spreads" in the local newspapers, which heralded the
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schoolboy offer conspicuously. Then quarter page ad-

vertisements followed almost daily, and by the time

school closed more than sixty boya were enrolled In the

work.

Weeklj Leeturei bj the Bales Manager

During the Bummer vacation days it la expected thai

several hundred youngsters will be canvassing, every

one Of them meanwhile attending weekly lectures in

LOUISVILLE (JAS AND i:i ECTRIC COMPANY

GrNTuEMFN:—Plensc send a representative to see me at

oVIock Date regardinft

Gas HeatliyJ Stove - CD Gas Water Heater ( )

Gas Hot Air Furnace - ( ) Gas Hot Water Furnace (—

)

It Is understood that the school boys gas heating savings plan

commission will be deposited to the bank account of the boy pre-

senting this card providing an order is taken by your representative

under the terms of the plan.

Yours truly.
No

Name of School Boy Salr.iman Name

Address
(!V OTMKA BIUC>

POST-CARD APPLICATION FORM SIGNED BY CUSTOMER

salesmanship. This course of instruction is being con-

ducted by Mr. Montgomery personally, and consists of

a lecture every Monday afternoon and a demonstration

of some appliance, the lectures embracing definite les-

sons in salesmanship which the boys apply in their daily

canvassing for the company.
Mr. Montgomery reports that the idea is proving a

success. The number of boys engaged is steadily in-

creasing, the public is both interested and amused at

the youngsters' industrious activity, and a large number
of new "leads" are being unearthed each week that are

producing profitable business. So well is it working,

in fact, that the company is planning to use the boys

this fall in a house-wiring campaign, and the local man-
ager of one of the lamp manufacturers has already ap-

plied to take over the entire youthful force for a

tungsten-lamp campaign as soon as the Louisville Gas &
Electric Company is willing to relinquish them.

Experience with Controlled Flat Rate at Dubuque

Because of the average central-station manager's
dread of flat rates there is sometimes one class of de-

sirable business which the central station does not get.

This class is made up of small-residence lighting cus-

tomers, usually workingmen, who live in small houses

and have very limited incomes. In the experience of

the Union Electric Company of Dubuque, la., however,

the controlled flat-rate plan of service made possible

through the use of current-limiting devices, affords a

means of handling this class of business in a very satis-

factory manner.
According to Mr. E. T. Hughes, general contract

agent for the Union Electric Company of Dubuque, the

company's records show that during 1914 about 1100

new names were added to the consumers' ledgers. Of
this number, 390 were originally controlled flat-rate

customers. Sixty of these 390 bought fiatirons or other

appliances before the year was out and had meters in-

stalled. The sales campaign on controlled flat-rate

business was elaborate, and considerable money was
spent in advertising and in salesmen's salaries, yet at

the end of the year the sales cost per customer obtained

was low.

From results obtained by placing meters on the lines

of customers served through controllers it was found
that in a number of cases the company was selling

energj al the rate of 20 cents per kw hr. The lowest

rate discovered ahOWed an * «
1

1 J i \ alent of 9 cent per kw-
hr. What is of eluei' importance, the company has

found that in all cases its customers are satisfied. The
monthly bill is always the same, without fluctuation to

disturb the customer's financial arrangements. The
consumer arranges his finances to care for his lighting

as he dor: to care for his grocery bill. As the lighting

bills are payable in advance, there are practically no
unpaid or delinquent accounts.

Electricity in a Texas Office Uuilding

The Texas Company, producer of fuel and lubricating

oils, has recently completed a handsome thirteen-story

home-office building at Houston, Tex., the electrical fea-

tures and projected flood lighting of which make the

structure a landmark for many miles around. More
than 1000 lamps are employed in the lighting of the

offices, and since the company's office force works in

three eight-hour shifts throughout the entire twenty-
four hours, the building presents the appearance shown
in the picture practically all night long. Five hundred
of the interior-fixture sockets contain 150-watt units.

In addition to the 200 hp. in motors which make up the

FLOOD LIGHTING OF NEW TEXAS COMPANY BUILDING,

HOUSTON, TEX.

power load of the building, each room is equipped with

a four-blade ceiling fan, making a total, with those in

the hallways, of 275 fans. To connect the main office

with the various refineries, reducing plants and pipe sta-

tions, the Texas Company operates a large wireless plant

on its roof, besides a number of special telegraph and

long-distance telephone lines. Central-station energy,

purchased from the Houston Lighting & Power Com-
pany, is employed to operate the wireless equipment, as

well as to supply the other motor and lighting loads, and

Mr. D. A. Hegarty, general manager of the central-sta-

tion company, estimates the energy consumption of the

new building at 360,000 kw.-hr. per annum.
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New Lamp-Posts Recommended for Milwaukee

In the Electrical World June 20, 1915, appeared a

short account of the street-lighting survey report ren-

dered to the city of Milwaukee by Mr. Frank A. Vaughn
of Vaughn, Meyer & Sweet. Much attention was given

to the design of posts for the prismatic refractor globes

specified, as practically nothing had been done at the

time of the beginning of the survey in ornamental lamp
standards fitted for the use of refractor globes. The
Wisconsin chapter of the American Institute of Archi-

tects passed on the general appearance of the posts.

Figs. 1 and 2 show lamp standards intended for the

business streets. A tubular steel post has been sug-

gested, although there are alternative designs in rein-

forced concrete, should the use of concrete prove feasi-

ble as to cost. On the main business down-town streets

the twin-lamp post shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is recom-

mended. On such streets 1000-cp. gas-filled tungsten

lamps, mounted 30 ft. above the walk, are suggested for

each post, the posts to be placed opposite each other

every 180 ft.

For outlying business streets the single-lamp type of

posts shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is recommended, a 600-cp.

lamp being suspended 22*2 ft. above the walk and the

posts spaced 180 ft. apart as on the down-town streets.

In the residence districts the lamps at street inter-

sections will be suspended over the center of the street

from a span wire. In such cases the suspension height

recommended is 22 Mj ft. On blocks over 420 ft. in

length an intermediate lamp-post at the curb (Fig. 3)

midway of the block is recommended. Gas or electricity

may be used, the electric lamp specified being a 100-cp.

gas-filled tungsten. If gas is used, a new mantle giving

10 per cent more light than that specified for the cor-

responding size of electric lamp is required.

On streets in sections of a changing or transitory

character it is recommended that a 400-cp. lamp be sus-

pended over the middle of the roadway at a height of
22 '2 ft., with a spacing of 360 ft. between lamps, thus
permitting intermediate lamps to be placed later on the
standard 180-ft. spacing used on business streets.

In designing the posts it was necessary to provide an
artistic housing or holder for a series tungsten lamps
equipped with a prismatic refractor globe. A new

refractor globe is recommended, giving maximum
candle-power about 65 deg. from the vertical instead

of the 80 deg. maximum heretofore common with this

type of globe. This is for the purpose of confining most
of the light flux to the street near the lamp and avoid-

ing the blinding effect of distant lamps.

FIG. 3—POST RECOMMENDED FOR RESIDENCE DISTRICTS

With the report the engineer submitted an atlas of

the city showing the exact location of each lamp-post,

8500 in all, the street obstructions, the existing poles

to be encountered, and the character of the buildings

along the street.

The general plan of electrical supply recommended
is to place constant-potential transformers controlled

by automatic time switches at various points and from
these to run series circuits with transformers or com-
pensators at each lamp.

Practical Lighting in a Blacksmith Shop

A simple but effective arrangement for lighting the

processes of horseshoeing, devised by Mr. Fred E. Saw-
yer of the Salem (Mass.) Electric Lighting Company,
is installed in the blacksmith shop of Mr. J. W. McLean
at Salem. Three round openings, 9.5 in. in diameter,

were sawed in the inside boarding of the double-wall

FIGS. 1 AND 2—TYPES OF STEEL POSTS RECOMMENDED FOR
THE BUSINESS DISTRICT OF MILWAUKEE

COUNTERSUNK HORSESHOER'S LAMP IN A SALEM BLACK-
SMITH SHOP
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partition, leaving a space the depth of the .joists, aboul
i in. in each of these openings there was then placed

ami secured a concave metal shade :\
i in. deep, painted

White inside, with a -•"> watt tungsten lamp installed ver-

tical^ in the center of the shade A . in. steel r<xl

was screwed tO the woodwork, Bpanning the center of
the shade and acting as a protection to the lamp against

pressure of the horse's body.

The three units are in a row in the same side wall.

Spaced 7 ft. t'» in. between centers, and at a height of

82 in. above the floor. This location permits the light

to shine direct 1\ on the work while the blacksmith is

hammering the shoe on the hoof held on his knee. It

is a ready solution of the difficulty <d' securing proper
lighting for this sort of work, and does away with
pendent flexible cords, which have heen found to be in

the wax of the workmen.

Index to Ledgers in Use Facilitates Making Out
Duplicate Statements

Customers do not like to wait long for a duplicate
statement to be made out when paying a bill. They
become impatient and may find occasion to harbor up
a grievance against the company. To avoid tedious
delay in finding statements the Consolidated Gas, Elec-

LEDGER RACK SHOWING BY MEANS OF LABELED BLOCKS
THE LOCATIONS OF LEDGERS IN USE

trie Light & Power Company of Baltimore, Md., has
installed an "Index to Ledgers in Use." If the ledger
containing the account is not in its place, the clerk
will find there, instead, a wooden frame on which is

printed the name of the employee who has that par-
ticular ledger. The receiving clerk can thus immedi-
ately locate any ledger.

The accompanying illustration shows this convenient
ledger index in use. Where a ledger is missing it

will be noticed that a frame is in its place. Above are
seen the frames not in use. Each employee has his own
frame with which he replaces any ledger he takes from
the rack.

An Klectric-Irrigation Window Difplaj

With the advent, of the merchant
| pirit into the sale

of electrical apparatus and motors, one can look for an
Increasing number of realistic window displays, in the

accompanying Illustration is shown such a display set

A SHOW WINDOW DESIGNED TO CATCH THE FARMER'S EYE

up by Carter Brothers, general hardware merchants
at Garden City, Kan. A 0.25-hp electric motor operated
the centrifugal pump which lifted water from the tank
in the foreground, delivering it to the discharge line.

The windmill, at the left, was operated by an electric

fan. Goldfish swimming in the tank, and grass and
evergreen branches, to represent trees on the banks,
added to the attractiveness of the display. The pictures

in the background showed irrigation plants in operation
in the neighboring territory.

An Unintentional Demonstration of Electrical

Appliances

An excellent demonstration of the operation and con-

venience of electric heating and cooking devices was
afforded at a recent informal dance of the Elizabeth

(N. J.) Lodge of the Order of Elks. To lend a touch of

novelty to the affair, it was suggested that in place of

the usual prosaic lunch served in the customary style,

the various members of the party bring their electrical

cooking appliances and cook and serve the refreshments
around the table. Toasting racks, coffee percolators,

chafing dishes and other devices were furnished by the

EACH GUEST HIS OWN COOK AT THIS ELECTRIC LUNCHEON

participants, and they and their guests prepared a lunch

of club sandwiches, toast, coffee and creamed chicken,

"cooked while they waited." Incidentally those guests

and members who did not own electric heating and
cooking appliances received an excellent demonstration
of their convenience and adaptability.
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NEW APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES
Plug Caps

The plug caps illustrated herewith have recently been
developed by Harvey Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.,
and differ in design from other caps made by the above
company, in the arrangement of the strain relief. A

PLUG CAPS WITH SPLIT BUSHINGS

brass threaded ring swivels around a split bushing,
threading into a female depression in the top of the
cap. The split bushing is securely clamped to the cord
without twisting it, and eliminates the possibility, it

is declared, of the wire being accidentally withdrawn
from the binding post. If so desired, either of the caps
may be equipped with a special strain-relief bushing to

accommodate armored cable. Both caps are inter-

changeable with various types of wall and flush recep-

tacles equipped with T slots made by the above manu-
facturer.

Electrically Operated Churn

The churn illustrated herewith is operated by a 0.25-

hp. motor which is connected by belt to a shaft at the

bottom of the machine. Another belt on the other side

of the machine leads to a shaft which operates the

MOTOR-DRIVEN CHURN

dasher through miter gears. The motor pulley is 2 in.

in diameter and the shaft pulley in the base on the motor
side is 7.5 in. in diameter; the small pulley on the op-

posite end of the shaft is 3 in. in diameter. The motor
operates at a speed of 1750 r.p.m., giving a maximum
speed to the dasher of 280 r.p.m. By shifting the belt

between the tight and loose pulleys the speed can be

varied. The dasher is of wood and can be moved up
or down, depending on the amount of cream to be
churned. The churn has a capacity of 28 gal. and weighs
125 lb. It is being placed on the market by the Dazey
Churn & Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Tank Lifters for Small Oil-Switches

Oil-switch-tank lifters are very convenient, particu-
larly in stations where a large number of switches are
installed, and although a tank filled with oil for a com-
paratively small switch is not especially heavy, the
character of the load makes it somewhat cumbersome
for one man to manage. As a result the inspection of
the oil-switch contacts may not be so regular as it should
be to insure the most satisfactory operation.

OIL-TANK LIFTER FOR SMALL-SIZED OIL SWITCH

The tank-lifting arrangement manufactured by the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., provides
means for quickly lifting an oil-switch tank either up
or down the entire distance between the switch frame
and the floor.

To fasten the tank lifter to the switch frame and
lower the tank, two hooks attached to the inner ends of

the longer pair of operating arms are placed over the
ribs of the switch frame, the operating arms are raised

and the tank supports are fitted under the tank. Then
the wing-nuts that secure the tank to the frame are
turned to unfasten the tank, and the arms are lowered
to the floor. Finally two catches on the cross rod be-

tween the inner set of operating arms are released, and
the arms are raised until the tank reaches the floor.

The tank supports are separate from each other

and attached to the tank by continuations of the two
equal sides of each strap-iron triangle, which are bent
upward to fit over the rim on the bottom of the tank.
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Bach support ia removed from the tank by lifting an
end of the tank a \<-w inchea from the floor and sliding
the Bupporl from underneath. To place the tank on the
oil switch, ih«> operation above described is reversed.

1!)U) Model Electrical Equipment for Automobiles
To its electrical apparatus for L916 for gasoline auto-

mobiles the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, Eas1 Pittsburgh, Pa., has added a round-
type starting motor and lighting generator, in the de-

ne 1—MOTOR WITH SCREW SHIFT, HOUSING REMOVED

sign of which, it is claimed, both reduction in weight
and increased compactness have been obtained.

Several methods of pinion shift are available with the
new units. In Fig. 1 is shown a round motor with an
automatic screw shift which can be arranged for either
inboard or outboard mounting. When the motor is at
rest the pinion is entirely away from the flywheel gear.
The threaded shaft is connected to the reduction-gear
shaft by a spring which forms a flexible coupling. As
the load is not large enough to compress the spring
when the motor starts, the threaded shaft is imme-
diately revolved by the spring in its released position.
The pinion moves out on its shaft by means of the
revolving threads until it reaches the flywheel. If the
teeth of the pinion and flywheel meet instead of mesh-
ing, the spring allows the pinion to revolve until it

meshes with the flywheel.

Another form of shift is operated by an electro-
magnetic device mounted directly on the motor and
operating through a hollow shaft as shown in Fig. 2.

When the starting switch is closed the circuit is com-
pleted through the switch and the shifting magnet and
the motor, which is of the series type. The motor
takes a relatively larger amount of energy at starting,
but the shifting magnet is energized sufficiently to over-
come the force of the return spring and draws the
shifting rod through the shaft, thus sliding the revolv-
ing pinion into mesh with the gears on the flywheel.
Diagonal teeth are used on the flywheel and the pinion
so that they mesh very easily. When the pinion meshes
with the flywheel gear the energy required to turn the
engine over is sufficient to hold the pinion in mesh

FIG. 2—MOTOR WITH ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SHIFT

until the engine fires, but as soon as the engine "picks
up" and tends to drive the motor, the amount of energy
supplied to the motor falls off immediately, and the
return spring of the pinion shift throws the pinion
out of mesh to its original position.

The round type generators can be provided with or
without ignition as desired, and they may be operated
by chain or gear drive from the engine, in Fig. :'. is

Illustrated a complete generator with vertical ignition

apparatus. When the engine is not running, or is

Operating at \vry low speed, the lighting circuit is con-
nected to the Lattery. At a predetermined speed the

FIG. 3—GENERATOR COMPLETE, WITH VERTICAL IGNITION

APPARATUS

generator is cut in on the battery circuit by a sepa-

rately mounted regulator and the generator supplies

some of the energy used by the lamps or begins to

charge the battery if the lamps are not turned on. On
further increase of speed the voltage rise and the
battery-charging current are controlled by the auto-

matic voltage regulator. The voltage regulator is util-

ized to disconnect the generator from the circuit at

speeds below that at which the energy is generated for

the battery and to maintain constant potential at all

speeds above the "cut-in" speed. The regulator is a
small and compact device and is generally mounted on
the back of the dash.

Glass for Producing Daylight Conditions

A new kind of glassware has been brought out by the
Gleason-Tiebout Glass Company, 71 West Twenty-third

LIGHTING UNIT FOR . PRODUCING DAYLIGHT CONDITIONS

Street, New York, for showroom lighting units where
daylight conditions are desirable. The material is called

"celestialite," and a unit made of it is shown herewith.
The glassware was developed especially for James G.

Johnson & Company, New York, wholesale milliners.
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Telescopic Tubular Flashlamp

Several types of tubular flashlampa have recently

been developed by the Usona Manufacturing Company,
1 Hudson Street, New York, the lower pieces of which
telescope the upper portions near the center. In each

instance the case is drawn from solid-sheet brass. The
Jens is secured by a separate screw and ring, so that a

TUBULAR FLASHLAMPS

broken lens can be replaced without procuring an entire

new head. The flashlamps are being made in five differ-

ent sizes. They may be finished in heavy polished

nickel, gunmetal or statuary bronze.

Device for Protecting Polyphase-Motors Against

Phase Failure and Phase Reversal

Accidental rotation of a motor in a direction opposite

to that which the operator is expecting may often cause

serious trouble. With polyphase motors such action may
result from reversal of the phases. Failure of one phase
may also cause the motor to break down. A compact
phase-failure relay, which is shown in the accompanying

DEVICE FOR PROTECTING ALTERNATING-CURRENT MOTORS
AGAINST PHASE FAILURE AND PHASE REVERSAL

illustration, has recently been developed by the Cutler-

Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

The device is designed especially for vertical motors

having two-phase or three-phase stator windings and

squirrel-cage rotor windings. The rotor shaft of a

motor equipped for the device is extended at the top,

and to the extension a casting is secured carrying con-

tacts designed to close a pilot circuit which controls the

motor starter. The? phase-failure relay provides against

abnormal drop in voltage, against failure of one of the

phases, and against reversal of the phases. If the volt-

age falls below about 70 per cent of normal the relay

opens the control circuit of the motor controller, and
keeps it open until the line voltage returns to at least

85 per cent of normal. These limits can be adjusted to

suit special conditions.

In case of phase failure, caused by the opening of

one of the supply lines at any point, the manufacturer
points out that the relay opens the control circuit if the

motor is under appreciable load, and keeps it open until

the fault is corrected. If the load on the motor is very

light, so that no harm would result from its running
single phase on account of the phase failure, the device

may not operate until the load is increased or the motor
shut down. If the motor is at rest at the time of phase

failure the relay will act immediately. In case of phase

reversal the relay is designed to open the control circuit

immediately and keep it open until the phases are re-

connected in the proper order.

Cable Connectors

Several types of cable-connecting devices, classified

by the maker, the Fargo Manufacturing Company,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., into two groups designated as

types A and B, are shown in the accompanying illus-

trations. The connecting devices in group A are of the

compression type, that shown in Fig. 1 gripping the

ends of the cables together and that illustrated in Fig. 4

pressing the end of one cable against the side of the

other and so making a T-connection. With the type B
connectors, the cables are passed through the end of a

pair of hollow couplings, which are then screwed to-

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SECTIONAL VIEWS OF COMPRESSION AND
TWISTED-CABLE CONNECTORS

gether, the cables being twisted and pressed longitudi-

nally as shown in Figs. 2 and 5.

With the compression-type connector illustrated in

Fig. 1 two couplings or sleeves, male and female, and

two gripping cones, having composition ends where

they butt together, are utilized. The cable ends which

are to be connected pass through the gripping cones,

and when the couplings are screwed together the grips

are wedged against the cables. At the same time they

are drawn toward each other, so that the cable ends can

be pressed against each other as tightly as desired.

When the couplings are unscrewed the joint is broken

and the cable ends are separated, but unless a wrench

FIG. 3—GRIPPING CONE

is used it is declared that the joint has all the strength

and conductivity of a weld.

According to the manufacturer, the type A connec-

tions can be used not only for conductors but also for

guy wires, span wires, etc. The same general principle
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of connection can also be applied to cable lugs, busbar
connections, guj terminals with bolts thai thread Into

dead-ending Insulators, terminal connections, ground
points and Y, I, and T connectors. A T-connector is

shown in Fig. i ami a cable grip of the compression
type in Fig. (>. With the latter connector the gripping

cones arc set side by side in a single casting, the pres-

FIG. 4—SECTIONAL VIEW OF "T" COMPRESSION CONNECTOR

sure on the cable being applied by stuffing boxes which
are screwed against the ends of the gripping cones. An-
other form consists of a guy grip especially adapted for

span wires; in this type a bail is passed through the

FIGS. 5 AND 6—GROUND-POINT AND CABLE-GRIP

CONNECTORS

casting which takes the place of the male half of the

coupling for the straight cable connection. In Fig. 7

is shown a cable connector of the double-grip form. In

this type four gripping cones are employed.

FIG. 7—DOUBLE-GRIP COMPRESSION-TYPE CONNECTOR

In Fig. 5 is shown a ground-point connection of the

B type. This type of connection can also be employed

in a variety of forms.

Mercury-Arc Rectifier for Charging Small Bat-

teries

A mercury-arc rectifier has just been developed by

the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., for

charging small storage batteries, such as are used for

the starting, lighting and ignition of gasoline auto-

mobiles and motor boats, operating electric bells, electro-

plating, etc., where currents of 5 amp. or less and pres-

sures up to 15 volts are desired.

The rectifier consists of s metal base, on which are
mounted the necessarj reactance coils and the rectifier

tube Which has g most suitable cover, the entire appa
rat ns being incased in a perforated sheet metal covering.

It, is designed for charging one three cell, one six-cell or

tWO three cell batteries as required, and is automatic

in that it is self-adjusting to any of these three condi-

FIG. 1—RECTIFIER CHARGING A LIGHTING BATTERY

tions. According to the manufacturer the unit may be

connected to a single-cell battery and will charge it at

the rate of approximately 6 amp. from a 110-volt alter-

nating-current circuit.

Rectifiers of the above type are being made for sixty-

cycle, fifty-cycle, forty-cycle, thirty-cycle or twenty-five-

cycle 110-volt circuits. The outfit is quite compact, the

outside dimensions being 6.5 in. wide, 9.5 in. deep and
11 in. high. The total weight of the sixty-cycle rectifier

is approximately 15 lb.

The rectifier is completely self-contained and is so

designed that it will maintain a fairly constant current

as the voltage of the battery rises. It is started by
screwing the flexible-lead attaching plug into any con-

venient alternating-current lamp socket and connecting

the two binding posts, distinctly marked (+) and
minus (— ), to the corresponding terminals of the
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FIG. 2- -MERCURY-ARC RECTIFIER CHARGING
IGNITION BATTERIES

battery to be charged. After the alternating-current

supply has been turned on by the socket switch, the

rectifier should be tipped slightly by means of the

handle on the top. Where two batteries are to be used

they should be connected in series and the terminals

from the rectifier attached to outside posts of the two
batteries.
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Electrical Code and License Law for New York

On July 6, the New York Board of Aldermen passed

an electrical code for the city of New York, which, in

addition to giving rules covering electrical construction,

provides for the licensing of all persons or firms engaged
in the electric-wiring business. All such persons must
be examined by a license board consisting of seven
members. If found competent, they may engage in the

contracting business upon payment of a fee of $10 for

the first year and $5 for each subsequent year. Special

licenses granting a person in the employ of an owner
or manager of a building permission to install, alter or

repair electrical work are obtainable after examination
upon the payment of $1. Permits for performing indi-

vidual pieces of work are obtainable in the same manner.
Provision is also made for the inspection of all electrical

installation by the city, which has the privilege of

revoking, modifying or suspending its certificates of

inspection.

The rules as laid down in the code apply to all kinds
of electrical construction with the exception of electrical

equipment used in connection with railroads and by
central-station companies, provided the electrical equip-

ment in the latter case is loaned or leased and operated

by, or for the exclusive benefit of persons or corpora-

tions subject to the jurisdiction of either of the Public

Service Commissions of New York or their successors.

The code as adopted, therefore, omits all reference to

railroad construction, pole-line construction, etc. It

follows the general arrangement and system of number-
ing employed in the National Electrical Code, with the

exception that the classes of rules designated in the

National Electrical Code as A, B, C, D and E are desig-

nated in the New York code by the numbers 200, 300,

400, 500 and 600. On page 1339 of the Electrical
World for May 22 the principal points in which the

New York code differs from the 1913 edition of the

National Electrical Code were stated.

Showing the Public What Water-Power Develop-

ment Means

To stimulate local interest in the available water
powers of the Chippewa Valley of Wisconsin, the Wis-
consin-Minnesota Light & Power Company, which oper-

ates the largest hydroelectric enterprises in the district.

and controls also large undeveloped resources on the

Chippewa, Red Cedar and Flambeau Rivers, has under-
taken, with the co-operation of local newspapers, a cam-
paign of education. This is designed to reveal to the

public the extent of Wisconsin water powers, the founda-
tion of industries based upon them in the period pre-

ceding hydroelectric development, the history of the

early work in such development, the personnel and char-

acteristics of some of the pioneers, and the present and
prospective industrial possibilities of the Chippewa
Valley as its people apply the energy already developed

and to be developed in the upbuilding of industry.

The purpose is to help the public to have an intelli-

gent and pleasant appreciation of the importance of the

natural resources made available for their uses by the

hydroelectric enterprises. This is being done in the

belief that the people may organize industries to use

these resources and thereby build up diversified indus-

tries in cities and villages whose life heretofore has
been dependent in whole or in part upon the lumber
industry. The lumber industry appears now to have
passed the summit of its importance in that district, and
diversification of industries in the future is desirable

for permanent prosperity. The publication of the arti-

cles has been arranged with the interested co-operation
of the publishers and editors of the daily and weekly
press of the district.

Electric Street Lamps Supplanting Gas in New York

The extent to which electric lamps are supplanting
gas lamps in New York has been brought out by a con-
troversy over the contract for the older type of illumi-

nant. A letter was written to Mayor Mitchel by Mr.
Frank Reese Greene, attorney, representing the Public
Lighting Service Corporation, requesting him to inves-

tigate the action of Commissioner Williams of the De-
partment of water supply, gas and electricity in reject-

ing bids offered by his company for the contract to

furnish gas lamps and equipment for Manhattan during
the present year. For sixteen years the contracts have
been awarded to the Welsbach Street Lighting Company
of America.
Commissioner Williams replied that the first two bids

of the corporation were rejected because it declined to

give the department necessary information as to its

financial responsibility. The company furnished the in-

formation to a representative of the Board of Estimate
and Apportionment last May, and the department was
thereupon prepared to award the contract to it as the

low bidder, but in the meantime conditions had changed.
Mr. Williams adds:

"For the relatively inefficient gas lamp electric lamps
are being widely substituted all over Manhattan. In

place of 10,000 gas lamps, the number at the beginning
of 1915, it is estimated that by the end of the year
there will be fewer than 3000. Under date of June 28
the Corporation Counsel advised the department that in

view of this changed condition it would be improper to

award the contract to either of the bidders."

"Get Acquainted" Trip of Idaho Commission

The "get acquainted" trip of the Idaho Public Utility

Commission was to have been started on July 8. In

planning an itinerary covering the Southern and Eastern
part of the State the commissioners had the hope that

they would bring their work closer to the people. They
will confer with the people regarding their wants and
complaints against public utilities or common carriers.

A similar trip was made over the Northern part of the

State and proved to be of great benefit. President Axel
P. Hamstedt and Commissioners A. L. Freehafer and
John W. Graham planned to make the trip.

The itinerary extended from July 8 to July 25 and
covered Gooding, Wendell, Jerome, Buhl, Twin Falls,

Minidoka, Burley, Rupert, Blackfoot, Mackay, Idaho
Falls, St. Anthony, and Ashton. The commission will

investigate various matters and hold a number of

hearings.
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Water Rights in Idaho Cue
The order issued i>.\ the Main* Public Utilitj Commis-

sion requiring the Pocatello Water Company to make
certain improvements al an approximate cosi of $100,
oiiti has been reversed by the Idaho Supreme Courl In a

decision in the ease of Mr. Jamei a Murraj \ i. the

commission, asking for a review of (lie commission find

Ing. The ease was remanded to the commission with

instructions to take further evidence. Judge Charles

P. McCarthj wrote the opinion, which was concurred in

by his associates. The commission employed Mr. A. J.

Wiley to make an engineering examination and Mr.
II. II. Miller, its auditor, to audit the accounts. The
case was taken before the commission originally on the

application of the company to increase rates. The citj

of Pocatello intervened. From the commission's order

directing the improvements to be made Mr. James A.

Murray, owner of the company, applied to the Supreme
Court for review.

The court held that the commission should have con-

sidered the water rights of the company at the present

value and that certain expenses incurred by the owner
of a public utility shall be considered by the commission
in fixing a value on the utility, for it is a going concern

which is being operated successfully. The cost of re-

production less depreciation is held to be the basis the

commission should adopt in attempting to fix rates. It

is also held that the commission erred in not taking

into consideration the personal property values of Mr.
Murray in horses, equipment, etc., at the reservoir.

Effect of Duluth Rate Reduction

In discussing the effect of the outcome of the recent

municipal ownership controversy on the earnings of the

Duluth Edison Electric Company, Mr. A. W. Hartman,
the president, informs preferred stockholders that a

successful new-business campaign has been undertaken.

For the last two or more years, Mr. Hartman says,

there has been considerable agitation in Duluth looking

to the entrance by the city into the electric light and
motor-service business, either in competition with the

company, or through the purchase and operation of the

company property. The agitation for municipal owner-
ship culminated in 1914, when an ordinance was passed

appropriating $85,000 with which to build the first unit

of an electric plant to supply both municipal and com-
mercial service. Under this plan energy was to have
been purchased by the city from the Great Northern
Power Company, and additional units were to be estab-

lished gradually as they were needed. This ordinance,

however, did not meet with the approval of a large num-
ber of the more influential citizens of Duluth.

To adjust the questions at issue, and at the request of

a citizens' committee organized to investigate the merits

of the controversy, the company agreed to make a two-

year contract with the city to supply arc lighting at $45
a year per lamp instead of $55, the price then in force,

and also to reduce the existing lighting rate from a

maximum of 8 cents per kw.-hr. to 6 cents. The
City Council, notwithstanding the urging of the citizens'

committee, refused to negotiate with the company, and
instead adopted an ordinance providing for a maximum
rate of 4 cents per kw.-hr. The three proposi-

tions were left to the decision of voters, and at a special

election in January of this year the proposals of the city

were defeated and that of the company was adopted.

The reduction in rates went into effect as of Jan. 1, 1915.

Mr. Hartman adds: "The 6-cent maximum lighting

rate, which is the lowest rate for similar service in any

city in this country, has reduced the earnings of your

company materially, while the operating expenses have
been increased, due to the necessity for charging < >ir

the cost of legal and engineering expenses in connection
with the municipal ownership agitation. In order to

oll'set the reduced earnings as iiiurh a., possible, a vigO]
•his new-business campaign was undertaken. It is

gratifj mj r to noie that this has resulted in the obtaining
of a considerable amount of new business. A further
improvement in earnings is expected as a result of

generally improved business conditions in Duluth."

Electric Railway Energy Contract in California

Tln> San Francisco-Oakland Terminal Railways and
the Consolidated Electric Company, San Francisco,
which was formed to take over the properties of the
United Light & Power Company, have filed their pro-

posed new contract with the California Railroad Com
mission, under the terms of which the Consolidated
company will sell energy to the Key Route division of

the railways, at the rate of 0.095 cent per kw.-hr.

The contract will extend for seven and one-half years,

terminating on Dec. 31, 1922. Heretofore the Key
Route division has been supplied by the United Light &
Power Company under the terms of contracts entered
into during the latter part of 1911 and the early part of

1912. In a recent decision the commission found that

the rate was excessive and unreasonable. With the
present arrangement, the United Light & Power Com-
pany leases for a nominal sum the steam plant station

owned by the railways. Under the new agreement the

lease on the steam plant will be cancelled and the posses-

sion of the plant returned to the railways on Aug. 1,

1915. The new contract reduces substantially the price

which the Key Route division will pay for energy.

Modern Fire Alarm System for New York
The Board of Estimate and Apportionment of New

York has approved the request of Fire Commissioner
Robert Adamson for an appropriation of $991,497 for

the installation of a modern fire alarm system for Man-
hattan Island. This problem has been discussed a good
deal for several years.

Mr. Putnam A. Bates, electrical engineer and chief of

the Bureau of Fire Alarm Telegraph, states that the

undertaking comprises principally the purchase and in-

stallation of a comprehensive cable plant of the highest

quality. In its character and scope it is essentially dif-

ferent from the cable plant of any other electrical sys-

tem now in service. Thus far large cities, as in the case

of New York, have grown into their equipment by add-

ing extensions to early installations not planned for

the ultimate work. In the preparation of the present

arrangement the principles of engineering as applied to

this problem by Messrs. J. J. Carty and Kempster B.

Miller in their preliminary plan prepared in 1907 have

been adhered to closely. In the planning of the altera-

tions to the central office building as well as the appa-

ratus which it will house, it is intended that the same
general character of equipment and method of installa-

tion shall be employed as was proposed then.

By discontinuing the use of the old fire department

subways and also the high-tension subways of the Con-

solidated Electrical Telegraph & Subway Company and

by confining the fire-alarm cables to the low-tension sys-

tem of subways to be supplied by the Empire City Sub-

way Company, the plan will eliminate to as great an ex-

tent as present-day conditions of such installations

afford the possibility of contact between conductors of

fire-alarm systems and foreign circuits containing dan-
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gerous currents. With the new system the occurrence of

grounds and open circuits should be rare and the im-

mediate rectification of such faults being imperative,

owing to the type of plant and central-station apparatus

to be installed, the possibility that the system will be-

come deteriorated again while it remains in service is

eliminated.

Cincinnati Franchise Negotiations

The proposed ordinance drafted by the light com-
mittee of the City Council of Cincinnati, which has had
its first reading, is designed to cover a period of ten

years from Aug. 12, 1915. The rates named are 8'^

cents per kw.-hr. for thirty hours' use per month of the

maximum demand; 6^2 cents per kw.-hr. for the next

thirty-hours' use; 3V2 cents per kw.-hr. for energy in

excess of sixty hours' use. The rates shall be subject

to revision by either of the parties at the expiration of

five years provided that six months' written notice be

given prior to the expiration of the five-year period.

The companies, when less than 10 kw.-hr. are consumed
in any one month, may charge for each kilowatt con-

nected 75 cents as a maintenance charge. Where bills

are not paid within five days the companies may make
an additional charge not to exceed \'-> cent per kw.-hr.

The rates shall include the supply by the companies
without additional charge of such standard carbon fila-

ment incandescent lamps as may be required for lamp
renewals. The companies shall furnish tungsten lamps

at not exceeding cost. They shall, without charge,

make extensions of overhead lines not to exceed 100 ft.

where necessary to serve applicants. A violation of any
of the sections shall be a misdemeanor and the com-
panies or any officer or employee upon conviction shall

be fined not to exceed $50.

At a meeting of the light committee of the Council on

June 28 Mr. Arthur C. King of Chicago submitted

by request a report as to what amount of reductions the

tentative valuation of the Public Utilities Commission
on the properties of the Union Gas & Electric Com-
pany and the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company de-

voted to electric service would permit.

Mr. King reported that 8 per cent on the State com-
mission's valuation would be $676,126; operating ex-

pense per annum, as shown by the King report, is

$840,970; a 3% per cent allowance for depreciation

reserve on the State commission's valuation (excepting

cost of attaching or developing business and preliminary

organization and franchise expense and working cap-

ital) is $318,475; total $1,835,571. The gross net in-

come from Cincinnati business, as shown by the King
report, is $2,017,779. Deducting the total of $1,835,571

indicated, leaves a maximum reduction authorized by
commission's valuation of $182,208.

Mr. King reports that on the proposed rate of 8 1

j,

6>
L. and 3 a

/2 cents the following reductions in income
are produced: Residence lighting, 9668 customers,

$28,500 reduction; retail commercial, 8320 customers,

$59,000 reduction ; retail motor-service, 2074 customers,

$18,600 reduction; wholesale light and motor-service,

427 customers, $45,900 reduction; lamp renewals, 18,215

customers, $53,050 reduction; total reduction, $205,050.

The indicated reduction of $205,050 includes, Mr.
King adds, the proposed reduction in the minimum
charge to 75 cents, but he did not figure the additional

cost of wiring to the company, as this is impossible to

do, for it is based upon prospective new customers. He
said, however, that the retail motor-service rate is fig-

ured on a basis of S 1

^, S 1
^ and 2 1 - cent rates, for the

proposed rates in some instances would cause these cus-

tomers to pay more than the present rates now charged.

Summarizing his conclusions, Mr. King said that the

State commission's valuation as a basis for rate-making
permits a reduction of $182,000 per annum; his report

as filed permits a reduction of $304,000 per annum; the

sliding scale, as outlined, authorizes a reduction of

$205,050.

At a meeting of the Council committee on light on

July 3, Councilman Aull proposed an amendment that

would compel the company, where a customer is dissat-

isfied, to install a test meter to determine the maximum
amount of energy used. President W. W. Freeman
informed him that a standard table for this purpose is

in use all over the United States and that the installa-

tion of a test meter would mean an increase in rates.

Councilman Conner's proposed amendment reducing the

period of the franchise to five years was met with the

assertion that rates may be revised at the end of five

years. Councilman Aull raised a question as to the

legality of a provision compelling the company to sell

lamps at cost. President Freeman stated that he is not

concerned in this, as the dealers will take care of it, for

such a requirement would ruin their business. In re-

gard to rates Mr. Freeman told the committee that a

low, flat figure would result in an increase of rates of

many consumers. Before the close of the meeting he

made this statement:

"If you gentlemen are long on memories you will re-

member what I am telling you now. When the Public

Utilities Commission fixes the valuation of our plant

the present tentative rate submitted by the commission

will be greatly increased. Values not reckoned with in

the report just submitted will be added, and a greater

rate than is contemplated in the ordinance now before

you will be allowed by the State authorities.

"If the question of physical valuation would be the

only matter to be determined I would not be here now
to argue the point. You cannot jam any reductions you

see fit down our throats because conditions do not war-

rant them. I again predict that when the matter is

finally up before the State commission the valuation will

be increased."

A conference of leading officials of the Columbia Gas

& Electric Company and the Union Gas & Electric Com-

pany was held at Cincinnati, Ohio, on June 30, when

plans for financing the proposed new central station

were discussed. Among those present were Messrs.

A. B. Leach, W. P. Phillips, P. G. Gossler, and officials of

the local company.
The Public Utilities Commission has announced July

13 as the date for hearing the arguments of the com-

pany and the representatives of the city of Cincinnati

on the valuation fixed on the company's electrical

property.

Safety Results in Louisville

"Safety-first" work on the part of the Louisville Gas

& Electric Company, careful attention to the fitness of

employees for their posts, and other conditions have

led the management of the Louisville Gas & Electric

Company to decide to discontinue carrying liability

insurance on everything except boilers. The policies

will not be renewed when they expire early in July.

The company has been paying annually for liability

protection from $16,000 to $24,000, depending on the

payroll.

With the "safety-first" work, however, accidents to

employees and the public have been reduced by more

than 50 per cent, and a serious accident is now rare.

Announcement of the new policy was made by Mr.

Donald McDonald, vice-president and general manager,

at the June 21 meeting of the Employees' Club. Mr.

McDonald asked the co-operation of the employees, and

promised that the company would do its part by them.
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Congestion In Sub-Surface structures in New York

Mr. Charles N. Green, engineer of sub lurface struc-

tures for the New York Public Service Commission,
Fust District, has tailed attention to the congestion
in underground New York as a result of pipes, mains,

conduits, cables and tubes. He declares thai no sys-

tematic efforl has been made tn allot space under
ground and the result is that a greal deal of senseless

duplication has taken plaee. A report made by Mr.

Green says: "In 500 miles of Manhattan streets there

are 1 150 miles of gas mains. As there are only about

800 miles of water mains, not including 100 miles of

high-pressure mains, and as the requirements of the
two services are similar, it would appeal- that there
are 650 miles of unnecessary gas mains.

"The time has come when all structures not being
used or not needed by growth should be removed by
the owning company. This would leave more room for

other necessary structures and reduce the cost of pave-
ment. For the gas companies it would reduce the
maintenance charge, the loss due to unaccounted-for
gas, the fire and explosion hazard and the amount of

investment on which a revenue must be earned.
"It would result in better pavements generally, less in-

terference with business and traffic, fewer complaints,
less leakage, easier and cheaper repairs to gas and
water mains and all other subsurface structures."

Electrical Import Trade of Peru

The London Electrical Review publishes a table show-
ing imports of electrical and allied goods by Peru during
1913 from Great Britain, Germany, France, United
States, Belgium and other countries.

The value of electrical apparatus imported amounted
to $230,000 as against $125,000 for the preceding year;
$125,000 was sent from the United States, $75,000 from
Germany, $10,000 from Great Britain, and the remain-
ing $20,000 from other countries. Of the $40,000 of

incandescent lamps imported $15,000 were from the
United States and $25,000 from Germany. The United
States furnished $20,000 copper cable, Germany $5,000,
and other countries $2,500, totaling $27,500. Telegraph
and telephone instruments and apparatus imports were
divided between United States $5,000, Germany $2,500,
and other countries $2,500.

Of the $90,000 pf railway and tramway cars, Great
Britain sent $40,000, United States $37,500, and Belgium
$12,500. The value of steam boiler imports in 1913
was $60,000, in comparison with $90,000 in 1912. Great
Britain exported to Peru $25,000 of steam boilers, the
United States $27,500, Belgium $5,000, and other coun-
tries the remaining $2,500.

Cleveland Municipal Plant Developments

According to a statement from Light and Heat Com-
missioner Ballard the $500,000 remaining from the

$2,700,000 bonds already sold will not be sufficient to

complete the extensions necessary to bring the Cleve-

land municipal plant to its full capacity. If any in-

crease in the number of extensions and connections is

demanded, he said, the money now on hand will not last

until the end of the year. Connections are being made
now at the rate of 700 a month and the plant is oper-

ating at one-third its rated capacity.

The Cleveland City Board of Control has refused to

grant the union scale of wages to the twenty-three

electricians employed on inside work at the municipal
plant. A demand for an increase from $5 to $5.50 per
day was made by the men.

Mem phis to Huy Central Station Plant

Notice has been given b\ the city of Memphis, Temi.,

to tii«- Merchants' Power Company that it will exercise
its option under the L906 franchise to purchase tin-

plant. The city had the right of purchase at. the end of

ten years on payment for the physical property. The
.Merchants' company has to accept or reject the city's

oiler m six months. It the city's terms are not satisfac-

tory the purchase price is to be Axed by arbitration.

Engineers have reported to the city thai the physical

value of the plant is $684,000, cost of developing busi-

ness $150,000, necessary repairs $189,000, distribution

system for street lighting $.'500,000, cost of acquiring
property and organization $100,000, total $1,423,000.

In the last year the Merchants' Power Company showed
sales of 8,258,838 kw.-hr., of which 7,937,358 kw.-hr.

were for commercial use.

If the city acquires the property in accordance with
its present plan, it will compete with the Memphis Con-
solidated Gas & Electric Company. The franchise of

the Memphis Consolidated Gas & Electric Company
stipulates that if a rival company shall extend its service

to as much as 25 miles the rate of the company, if lower
than 10 cents per kw.-hr., shall be met by the

Consolidated company.
Messrs. Ralph Rumery and R. D. Bacon of New York,

who examined the plant in connection with the consid-

eration by the city of the question whether it should

acquire the property or construct an entirely new sys-

tem, favored the purchase of the Merchants' system if

the city entered the commercial field, but suggested a

new system if it undertook only street lighting.

Pacific Coast Managers on Heating Loads

Immediately following the N. E. L. A. convention in

San Francisco, representatives of several of the central-

station companies operating in the Western States, to-

gether with representatives of some of the manufac-
turers of cooking devices, met in the St. Francis Hotel,

San Francisco, on the morning of June 12 for the

purpose of devising ways and means to promote a more
extended use of energy-consuming devices.

Mr. M. C. Osborn, commercial agent of the Wash-
ington Water Power Company of Spokane, acted

as chairman of the meeting. It was deemed inad-

visable to hold a special meeting in the near future

for the discussion of the matter in hand, but it was
determined to have as many representatives of the

various Western companies as possible attend the ap-

proaching convention of the Northwest Electric Light
& Power Association, at Portland, in September. A
committee consisting of Messrs. W. R. Putnam, sales

manager of the Utah Power & Light Company of Salt

Lake City, S. V. Walton, manager of the commercial
department of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company of

San Francisco, and M. C. Osborn was appointed to get

data from the various companies and present a report

at the Portland convention.

It was the opinion of those attending the meeting
that the situation as far as lamp socket devices are con-

cerned is being very well handled, and that the particu-

lar problem now has to do with electric ranges, water
heaters and other heating devices that are not used on

lamp sockets. A number of important matters will be

brought up at the Portland convention by the commit-
tee, including cost of connecting ranges and serving

them, policy of charging consumers for portion of the

installation cost, diversity-factor of cooking load, rates

to be charged, water-heater problems, revenue from
cooking and heating business, policy of companies in

merchandising, and publicity policy.
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Government Seizes Sayville Wireless Plant

By order of the President the wireless plant at

Sayville, L. I., which is owned by the Atlantic Commu-
i nication Company, a subsidiary of the Telefunken

Company of Germany, was seized Thursday morning
land will hereafter be operated by the United States

I

Navy Department. This follows reports that the station

i
has been used for purposes which violate the neutrality

of the United States. The Sayville plant will be oper-

ated by the Navy Department on the same plan which

is followed in the case of the station at Tuckerton,

N. J. Operation under these rules will mean that the

plant will be used only for transmission to and receipt
; from shore stations in United Kingdom and Continental

Europe. It will not be allowed to send messages to

belligerent ships at sea. Non-neutral messages will not

be permitted and cipher or code messages will be refused

unless the United States representatives have a key en-

abling them to interpret the messages. Messages in

foreign languages or unintelligible terms will not be

transmitted or received unless the government officials

in charge are furnished translations and are thoroughly

satisfied as to the nature of the messages.

Any person, partnership, corporation or association

desiring to intervene in a contested proceeding shall

apply in writing. The commission may permit interven-

tion by counsel or in person.

Trade Commission Hearings on Export Business

Following the hearings of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion in New York and Boston on the question of

whether or not American manufacturers should be per-

mitted to form combinations in the interest of foreign

trade, the commission will hear similar testimony in

other cities. The itinerary provides for visits to De-

troit on July 21 and to Cincinnati on July 22. The
commission will spend a week in Chicago beginning on

July 26. After concluding its investigations there the

commission will go West, visiting Minneapolis, Seattle,

Portland, Ore., Spokane, San Francisco, Los Angeles

and San Diego. On the return trip to the East a hearing

will be held in New Orleans. Other Southwestern and

Southern cities will be visited and the commission will

make every effort to learn the sentiment of exporters

and manufacturers who will be affected by whatever

action is taken by Congress.

Rules of practice before the Federal Trade Commis-
sion were adopted on June 17. While the principal office

is at Washington, the commission may meet and exer-

cise all its powers at any other place and may, by one

or more of its members or by examiners, prosecute any
necessary inquiry in any part of the United States.

Sessions for hearing contested proceedings will be held

as ordered by the commission. Sessions for the pur-

pose of making orders and the transaction of other

business, unless otherwise ordered, will be held at the

Washington office on each business day at 10.30 a. m.
Three members shall constitute a quorum.
Any person, partnership, corporation or association

may apply to institute a proceeding in respect to any
violation of law over which the commission has jurisdic-

tion. The application shall be in writing, signed by or

in behalf of the applicant, and shall contain a short and
simple statement of the facts constituting the alleged

violation. The commission shall investigate, and if it

shall appear that there is a violation of law over which
the commission has jurisdiction, it shall serve a com-
plaint with notice of a hearing at least forty days there-

after. Within thirty days from the service of the com-
plaint, unless the time be extended by commission
order, the defendant shall file an answer. The answer
shall admit or deny or explain specifically each of the

facts alleged unless the defendant is without knowledge,
in which case he shall so state, the statement operating
as a denial.

Fourth of July Advertising in New York
Show window advertising displays marked the ob-

servance of the Fourth of July by the New York Edison
Company. The displays reproduced in accompanying
photographs were planned by employees of the company
and were submitted among many in a prize competition.
The "Safe and Sane" display is the work of Mr. Sam-

uel H. Cleeland, Jr., of the lighting inspection bureau.
This shows the "Edison Man" and his evident disgust

"SAFE AND SANE" DISPLAY

with the old-time Fourth of July devices. Two "Edison
Men" have the solution for his faultfinding in the form
of electric lamps for decorative purposes. Miss K. M.
Ash of the stenographic force suggested the "declara-

tion of independence" display. This declaration is one

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE THROUGH ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

of independence from the drudgeries of housework with
electrical energy pointing the way to freedom. The
winners are not connected with the advertising work of

the company, except as they took part incidentally in

the contest which was open to all employees.

The displays occupied the windows of all of the com-
pany branch offices from the afternoon of July 2 until

the morning of July 6.
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Organization ol West Virginia Public Utilitiea

Pexmarienl organization of the Public Utilities Asso-
ciation <>i West Virginia, which Include* electric cen
tral-stations, electric railways, and water works com-
panies, was expected b1 r meeting held in Charleston oz
June 15 ami L6, a constitution and bj laws were
adopted and permanent officers elected as follows:

President, Mr. Herbert Markle, general manager,
Appalachian Power Company, Minefield ; tirst vice presi-
dent, Mr. G. o. Nagle, general manager, Wheeling Trac
tion Company; second vice-president, Mr. Mentor
Bfotzer, general manager, Moundsville Water Company;
third vice-president, Mr. James [mboden, general man-
ager. West Virginia Lighl & Traction Company; secre-
tary and treasurer, Mr. \V. C. Davis, vice-president,
West Virginia Water & Electric Company; executive
committee, Messrs. W. C. Mathews, president, Virginia-
Western Power Company, Clifton Forge, Va. ; Herbert
Markle, general manager, Appalachian Power Company;
G. 0. Nagle, general manager, Wheeling Traction Com-
pany; Mentor Hetzer, general manager, Moundsville
Water Company; 0. B. Welch, vice-president and gen-
eral manager, Williamson Light & Power Company;
W. L. Foster, general manager, Beckley Electric Light
& Power Company; H. S. Newton, general manager,
Ohio Valley Electric Company, Huntington; E. W.
Alexander, general manager, Charleston-Dunbar Trac-
tion Company, Charleston; W. A. Maxwell, general
manager, Logan Heat, Light & Power Company.
The association will promote the interests of public

utility companies along educational and political lines.

Meetings will be held every June and fall.

THE MICHIGAN CONVENTION CIUJIKE

Illinois Electrical Contractors' Summer Meeting

At the semi-annual meeting of the Electrical Con-
tractors' Association of Illinois, held at Peoria, 111.,

June 25 and 26, liability insurance was the chief topic

of discussion. The contractors' association about eight-

een months ago secured the services of Mr. E. J. Burns
of Moline as its permanent secretary. At the same
time a resolution was passed requiring each member
to pay the association in addition to his regular dues
0.05 per cent of his gross business. Through the efforts

of the secretary and the insurance committee, the asso-

ciation has been able to place the insurance of members
economically. At the same time the association has
secured a commission on all the insurance so placed,

thus increasing its funds. In spite of these sources of

income, however, the expenses of the association have
been greater than its receipts. One cause of the deficit

given is the business depression, which, it is declared,

has materially reduced the 0.05 per cent special assess-

ment that the members pay to the association.

A special finance committee, appointed to discover

ways and means of reorganizing the association's

finances, made arrangements with the Chicago members
and a few others to pay dues in advance for the time
being. The resignation of the permanent secretary,

Mr. E. J. Burns, was accepted and it was decided to

continue the payment of the special assessments until

the association's finances are in better shape.

Election of officers resulted as follows: President,

Mr. J. M. Pierce of Chicago; vice-president, Mr. John
Hughes of Champaign; secretary-treasurer, Mr. M.
Blumenthal of Chicago; directors to the National Elec-

trical Contractors' Association, Messrs. J. T. Marron of

Rock Island, Frank Decker of Chicago and E. C. Gibson
of Decatur; and Illinois directors, Messrs. J. T. Marron
of Rock Island, Guy Carlton of Bloomington and E. F.

Pendergart of Rockford.

State Section <>r the n.k.l.a. Combine* Sightseeing with

Profitable Discussion on Public Policy, Wiring
and Lighting Topics

Holding its animal convention OH board the Steamer
Rochester, June 26 to •".<), the Michigan Section of the
National Electric Light Association cruised from De-
troit through Lakes Ste. Claire, Union, Superior and
Michigan. Stops for sight-seeing trips ashore were
made at Sault Ste. Marie and Mackinac Island, Mich.;
Milwaukee, Wis., and Saugatuck and Grand Haven,
Mich. The convention sessions were held on board the

boat in the evenings as well as at other times when no
particular objects of interest were in view to distract

attention. About 135 members and guests, including

thirty ladies, enjoyed the trip.

President Fee on Concentric Wiring

In his presidential address Mr. H. A. Fee of Adrian
said: "While the concentric-wiring movement has failed

of its full purpose because of the strenuous objections

interposed by manufacturers who thought their inter-

ests were jeopardized by the new system, we can con-

gratulate ourselves on the fact that tentative approval

has been secured. This concentric-wiring episode has

brought out very clearly the fact that central-station

interests are not equitably represented on the joint

committee constituted by the Underwriters, and it is

only too evident that the situation is fraught with

danger.

"It is my belief that we should stand strongly for the

interests of our customers and for the healthy develop-

ment of the industry, instead of assuming the narrower
view of those manufacturers who feel that they may be

injured by changes made in the course of development.

I believe this so strongly that I advocate a testing

bureau, operated by the N. E. L. A., and having for its

function the determination of the fitness and desirability

of the many electrical devices which are offered to our

customers. A considerable portion of these devices are

defective in design and in application, and yet we stand

idly by and let our customers waste their money in pur-

chasing them, or what is still worse we sometimes sell

the devices ourselves. We do this in good faith, but we
exercise poor judgment, with the result that the cus-

tomer to a greater or less extent gets the idea that all

electrical devices—and even our electric service—is un-

reliable. In the end this system is thoroughly disad-

vantageous to the central station."

Safety and Regulation

Mr. Fee also spoke of the fair-minded attitude which
the Michigan Railroad Commission is taking in public-

utility cases and expressed regret that legislative meas-

ures establishing more direct relations between the

utilities and the commission had not been passed.

Speaking on "Safety," Mr. Dudley R. Kennedy, coun-

sel of the Youngstown (Ohio) Sheet & Tube Company,
urged emphatically that measures promulgated to in-

sure greater industrial safety should be viewed as busi-

ness propositions. Every safeguard installed, said he,

brings its direct profit to the concern humane enough

to employ it.

Mr. James V. Oxtoby of Detroit, in an address en-

titled "Recent Legal Discussions Influencing Public

Utilities," reviewed interesting cases which have lately

been decided in California, Wisconsin and North

Dakota.
At an evening meeting talks of popular and interest-

ing character were given by Mr. Evan J. Edwards of

Cleveland, Ohio, and Mr. S. A. Freshney of Grand

Rapids, Mich. With the aid of lantern slides Mr. Ed-
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wards traced the progress of artificial lighting from tungsten unit, which gives a practically ideal distribu-

its beginning to the present day. Mr. Freshney re- tion curve for street lighting. Such a refractor costs

viewed some of his pioneer experiences in the electrical $3 and would require at least one and probably two

business. replacements per year, which would make the annual

Uniform rates, gas-filled tungsten lamps, magnetite- cost of the tungsten unit higher than before. In gen-

arc lamps, and farm lines were the topics of discussion eral, concluded Mr. Loban, magnetite lamps are par-

at a round-table meeting. ticularly adaptable to large installations, and tungsten

lamps to small installations.

Comparative Cost of Magnetite-Arc and Nitrogen-Filled In c los ing, the author pointed out that besides total

Tungsten Street-Lighting Units lumens there are other considerations which must be

The paper by Mr. J. H. Loban of the statistical de- borne in mind These are glare brilliancy color steadi-

partment of the Edison Illuminating Company of De- ™*> distribution, suitability of the unit for the par-

., , T . , „ ., „ „, v,„~,-o™ ^-f +u„ ™~„,,i nsxa+o ticular location, and, last but not least, the attitude of
troit, Mich., presented a comparison of the annual costs '

' :

' ' ,. f, A A . z * ... „_j the public toward the two kinds of illumination,
of operating the 4-amp. direct-current magnetite arc and l

the 600-cp., 20-amp. nitrogen-filled tungsten lamp, based Discussion

on data obtained from the records of the Eastern Michi- Mr R A Rejd of Cleveland> in analyzing the data
gan Edison Company and from other sources. It was

presented by Mr Loban, pointed out the fact that the
assumed, explained Mr Loban that the 600-cp. tungs-

higher pQwer factQr Qf tungsten.lamp circuits and their
ten lamp would naturally be the one to replace the 4-

c
. orreSp ndingly lower station demand had not been

amp. magnetite arc where changes from arc to mean- taken into consicieration. Arc-lamp circuits of the type
descent lighting are being considered. The author also under discussion comm0nly operate, said he, at 65 per
assumed a cost of energy at the generating station

cent power fact while tungsten-lamp circuits operate
switchboard of 1 cent per kw.-hr.; the installation of

at g5 per cent Mr Rdd alsQ gaid that he did not thjnk
1000 ft. of No. 6 wire per lamp; 4000 hours of lamp

it necesaary to use a 600-cp. lamp to displace a 4-amp.
operation per year, and a tungsten-lamp life of 1350 magnet ite lamp, declaring that a 400-cp. unit under
hours per renewal. The tungsten units considered em-

actuaJ operating conditions would provide approxi-
ploy a compensator for transforming the current. Al- matelv the same effective illumination,
lowance was also made, it was explained, for losses in A statement made by Mr. Loban to the effect that
transmission, in the compensators, in the constant-cur- refractors would "require at least one and perhaps two
rent transformers, and in the rectifying apparatus. replacements per year" was also challenged. Although
The author divided the annual cost under two main experience with refractors has been limited to a little

headings—running cost and fixed cost—as follows

:

more than a year> it was the COnSensus of opinion of

Magnetite Tungsten delegates using the units that the average refractor
Running costs: .,, , . . ~ vp„ r „

(a) Annual running cost per lamp for energy
win m&i, j..«j .ye<*i&.

consumed $16.90 $17.09 Mr. H. A. Fee of Adrian, Mich., stated that compa-
(b) Annual running cost per lamp for re- nies employing refractors in Street lighting should re-

newals, repairs, etc 7.12 14.52 ce ive a higher price for the lighting than those not
Fixed costs: using refractors. At Adrian, said he, the City Council

(a) Annual fixed cost per lamp for transmit- .-, , j , . ,- «. . . ..i ., r>-t.-

ting power from generating station to
recently closed a street lighting contract with the Cltl-

substation, 2300-voit bus 8.90 9.oo zen s' Light & Power Company in which the fact is

(b) Annual fixed cost per lamp on invest- recognized that lighting with refractors is worth more
ment in special street-lighting equip- than lighting without refractors,
ment 17.12 14.17

A Legal Question in Farm-Line Practice
Total annual cost per lamp $50.04 $54.78

In the discussion on farm lines Mr. Louis B. Schnei-
Assuming that the lamps will have a life of 1350 der of Tecumseh, Mich., stated that he is building farm

hours, requiring three renewals per year, Mr. Loban lines in districts where farmers subscribe two-thirds
pointed out that the principal differences between the f the entire cost of the line. The company accepts this
running cost of the two classes of units lay in the cost cash from the farmers as a group, adds the other one-
of renewals of the tungsten lamps. These renewals third necessary, constructs the line, and maintains it

alone amount to $9.45 per year, he said. The author as the company's property.
emphasized that it was not his intention to enter into Several delegates expressed the opinion that the
a technical comparison of the two types of lamps, since Tecumseh company having accepted such subscriptions
he expressed the belief that there could be no absolute

[s bound under the law to supply energy to the farmers
standard for such a comparison where the public is concerned as long as they desire it, regardless of
concerned, with its individual likes and dislikes. He whether the investment proves a paying venture or not.
pointed out, however, that the 4-amp. magnetite lamp, Mr. Schneider did not agree in this view of the matter,
with standard electrodes equipped for street-lighting

service, produces approximately 2990 total lumens and Tne New Officers

with high-efficiency electrodes 4649 lumens, while the Although the convention program contained many
600-cp., 20-amp. tungsten lamp, equipped for street- other topics for discussion the entertainment features
lighting service, averages about 4800 lumens. of the trip proved so interesting that time was not
The preceding figures on the magnetite arc are based available for carrying out the entire technical program,

on the use of standard electrodes. High-efficiency elec- The election of officers, which took place on the last

trodes have a slightly shorter life an 1 cost 3 cents more day of the meeting, resulted as follows: President, Mr.
each. Figures based on high-efficiency electrodes show Samuel A. Freshney of Grand Rapids; vice-president,

an increase in the annual cost of operation of approxi- Mr. Thomas Chandler of Sault Ste. Marie; secretary-

mately $1 more than the figure used. In other words, treasurer, Mr. Herbert Silvester of Detroit; executive

with an increase of 2.5 per cent in the annual cost of committee, Messrs. A. C. Marshall of Detroit, John A.
operation an increase of 55 per cent in the total lumens Cavanaugh of Benton Harbor, A. D. Furlong of Sagi-
can be obtained. Reference was also made to the fact naw, H. W. Courville of Jackson, and H. A. Fee of
that a prismatic refractor is available for use with the Adrian.
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[Miscellaneous News Notes
Central station Benefit! from War Order*.—The I >«l.

i

ware County Electric Company has received "war order"
from the Premos (Pa.) Chemical Company calling for 75

hp to operate pumps and blowers used in the manufacture
of some of the chemicals winch cannol now be imported
from Europe.

Crew Sots Pole in Thirty-ci»ht Second*.— At the annual

field ilay of the Boston Edison company the pole Betting

contest was won by the Waltham (Mass.) linemen, who dug
a hole, set a pole plumh, and hack-filled the hole in 88.6

seconds. lln men on the team were .Messrs. R. W. Stevens,

11. P. Warren, M. B. White, M. Elson and A. Carrothers.

The Somerville team was second, its time being 42.4

seconds.

Asheville Company to Return Meter Deposits.—After

Aug. 1 customers of the Asheville (N. C.) Power & Light

Company who have been in good standing for two years

will receive checks for the amount of their meter deposits

plus interest from the date of deposit, provided the date

is not prior to Jan. 1, 1908. Deposits still will be requested

from new customers, but will be returned after two years

with interest at 6 per cent.

Women's Auxiliary Safety Organization.—To aid in re-

ducing the home accidents which are thought to affect

seriously the efficiency of workmen, a women's auxiliary to

the safety organization of Division J of the Central Illinois

Public Service Company has been formed at Beardstown, 111.

The new organization has fifteen members and has elected

the following officers: President, Mrs. William F. Gilman,
Beardstown; vice-president, Miss Edna Mae Weber, Beards-
town; secretary, Miss M. M. Mitchell, Havana.

Electricity to Build Cincinnati's New Courthouse.—The
McCaul Company, which has the contract for the construc-

tion of the new Hamilton County courthouse at Cincinnati,

Ohio, has completed plans for the exclusive use of electrical

energy for the operation of the hoists, derricks, mixers and
other mechanical appliances used in the construction work.
The reasons given for substituting electricity for steam are

its greater convenience and the elimination of the smoke
nuisance. This is the first time in Cincinnati that electric

drive has been used exclusively in building operations.

Houston Becomes Stone & Webster Headquarters for

Texas.—The district offices of the Stone & Webster Man-
agement Association for its several electric-railway and
lighting properties in the state of Texas will be moved
from Dallas to Houston, where a more central location is

secured with respect to the company's properties at El

Paso, Beaumont, Galveston, Houston, Dallas, and Fort

Worth. The change of location is to be made by Mr. L. C.

Bradley, assistant district manager of the company, and
his office staff, on July 10. A suite of offices in the Scan-

Ian Building has been engaged.

Utah Municipal Plant Installs Meters. — The municipal
plant at Brigham City, Utah, has passed a regulation recent-

ly requiring all customers to install meters. The plant has
been operated for several years on a flat-rate basis, but it

was found that the transmission and distribution lines were
kept loaded by the extravagant and needless use of energy
by patrons, which rendered it difficult if not impossible to

give good service. The installation of meters is being done

under the supervision of the city electrician, Mr. Julius

Wright, and will require about two months, after which time

all flat-rate service will be discontinued.

Electrical Credit Men Meet and Elect Officers.—At the

sixteenth annual meeting of the National Electrical Credit

Association, which was held in Pittsburgh, Pa., June 25,

records of the association were read showing that during

the past year 16,595 accounts aggregating $1,144,918.16 had
been submitted to the five local associations. After the

meeting the delegates were entertained by the local Pitts-

burgh association. Officers for the ensuing year were elected

as follows: President, Mr. Allan R. McDonald, Stuart-

Howland Company, Boston; vice-president, Mr. Robert Ed-
wards, Jr., Edwards & Company, Inc., New York; general
secretary-treasurer, Mr. Frederic P. Vose, Vose & Vose,
Chicago, and assistant secretary, Mr. Walter S. Vose of

Chicago.

Teaching tin- School Girls Illumination. Pupils at the

Flower Technical High School for girls iii < hicago received

during the last school term two lectures on the principli

correct illumination. It. was through the cooperation of

the Chicago School authorities and the local section of i h«-

[lluminating Engineering Society that this course of instruc-
tion was made possible. One of the talks, "The Production
of Light," was delivered by Mr. W. A. Durgin, and the other,

"Lighting in the Home," was given by Mr. J. R. (ravath.

Security League for Preparedness.—The National Se-

curity League, Inc., of New York is circulating resolutii

passed by delegates to the Peace and Preparation Confer-
ence hold under its auspices recently, providing that an
appeal he made to the President if consistent with the pub-
lic's interest to call the early attention of Congress to the

pressing need of prompt and efficient action so that the

resources of the country can be utilized for the proper de-

fense of the republic. The resolution urges the league to

continue the work which it has already undertaken of bring-

ing the people to a full realization of the deplorable state of

unpreparedness and of the necessity of action by Congress.

Department of Commerce Agent Returns From South
America.—Mr. J. A. Massel, special agent of the Depart-
ment of Commerce, has returned to New York after a visit

to Argentina, Chile, Bolivia and Peru, during which he

investigated the prospects for export trade in machinery
and machine tools. The investigation extended incidentally

to the opportunities for the extension of business of elec-

trical manufacturers of this country. Mr. Massel is in

New York for a short time and after interviewing manu-
facturers in this country who are interested in his investi-

gations, he will return to South America and will visit

Brazil and other countries.

Trip of Louisville Officials.—A committee composed of

three department heads of the Louisville (Ky.) Gas & Elec-

tric Company has returned from a trip, and has made its

report to the Employees Club of the company on its dis-

coveries in the way of new ideas. Messrs. L. S. Streng,

superintendent of the electric department; W. A. Cowherd,
general storekeeper, and McKay Reed, manager of the

voucher and work order department, who made the trip,

went to Chicago, St. Louis, Keokuk, Minneapolis, Indian-

apolis, and other cities. They made an interesting report

and suggested various changes. They stated that they re-

turned with a high regard for the efficiency of the Louis-

ville company.

Examination for Apprentice Electrical Engineer.—The
United States Civil Service Commission announces an

open competitive examination for apprentice electrical

engineer, for men only, on Aug. 4, 1915. From the regis-

ter of eligibles certification will be made to fill vacancies

in this position in the Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

at salaries ranging from $720 to $960 a year, and vacan-

cies as they may occur in positions requiring similar qualifi-

cations, unless it is found to be in the interest of the

service to fill any vacancy by reinstatement, transfer, or

promotion. The duties of this position will be to assist

in experiments with electrical machines and apparatus
for the purpose of increasing the safety and efficiency of

mining operations. Persons who desire to take this ex-

amination should apply for Form 1312, stating the title

of the examination, to the United States Civil Service

Commission, Washington, D. C.

New York's Water Pumping Service for Fire Control.

—

Two city pumping stations supply water to 126 miles of

high-pressure fire mains in the streets of New York City

south of Thirty-fourth Street, where, on account of the

great number of tall buildings, high-pressure fire service is

a necessity. Each station contains six centrifugal pumps,
each capable of delivering 3000 gal. per minute against a

pressure of 300 lb. The pumps are directly connected to

800-hp electric motors, which receive their energy over

special feeders direct- from the stations of the New York
Edison Company. The contract with the New York Edison
Company provides for a penalty of $500 per minute for each
minute of interruption or delay in the supply of electrical

energy after such interruption or delay has exceeded three

consecutive minutes. The average time required to place

the necessary number of pumps in service is less than
thirty-five seconds.
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Minneapolis Company Presents Fountain to Public.

—

When the Minneapolis General Electric Company constructed

its new substation at Thirty-third Street an artesian-well

shaft was sunk inside the building. The water from this

well became famous in the neighborhood, and in order to ac-

commodate the public the company erected a white tile

fountain outside the substation. On a plate appears the in-

scription, "Presented to the Citizen of Minneapolis by the

Minneapolis General Electric Company."

Offices Consolidated at Salt Lake City.—The Utah Power
& Light Company has consolidated the offices of the Salt

Lake Division in the new office which occupies the north half

of the ground floor of the Kearns Building at 132 Main
Street. Heretofore the commercial office and electric shop
have been situated at 154 Main Street, and the lines and
service department and other operation departments in the

old office building at 133 South West Temple Street. The
front part of the main floor in the new quarters is occupied

by an electric shop and display room, the principal feature

of which is a complete line of electric ranges of the principal

range manufacturers. The main office is reached through an
entrance on either side of which are large display windows.
In the rear portion of the main floor are the commercial of-

fice and accounting department. This part is separated from
the electric shop by a mahogany screen with bronze trim-

mings, behind which are the receiving tellers' cages, the in-

formation and application clerk, duplicate bill clerk, and
other employees who wait on the public. The offices of the

division general manager, Mr. D. C. Green, and the sales

superintendent, Mr. B. W. Mendenhall, are on the front bal-

cony. The office of Mr. William Scott, superintendent of

lines and electric service, is on the rear balcony, the two be-

ing connected by an elevated platform. A room in the front

basement has been fitted up as a demonstration room. The
company's general offices are on the fifth floor of the Kearns
Building.

Associations and Societies

Dinner-Dance of Louisville Jovians.—Invitations have
been issued by the Louisville Jovians to a dinner-dance at

Sennings Park on the evening of July 16.

National Electrical Contractors Association.—As already

noted in these pages, the annual convention of the National

Electrical Contractors Association will be held at San Fran-

cisco, Cal., July 21 to 24.

Convention of Northwest Section, N. E. L. A.—The an-

nual meeting of the Northwestern Section of the National

Electric Light Association will be held at Portland, Ore., on

Sept. 8 to 11.

Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association.—The regular fall

quarterly meeting of the Electrical Supply Jobbers' Associa-

tion will be held at the Clifton Hotel, Niagara Falls, Ont.,

Sept. 14 to 16. Sept. 15 has been set aside as manufacturers'

day.

Southeastern Section N. E. L. A.—The annual convention

of the Southeastern Section of the National Electric Light

Association will be held at the Grove Park Inn, Asheville,

N. C, Sept. 22 to 24. Mr. G. H. Wygant, Tampa, Fla., is

secretary.

Meeting of N. E. L. A. Commercial Section Executive
Committee.—The initial meeting of the executive committee
of the Commercial Section of the National Electric Light
Association will be held at the headquarters in New York
on July 19.

Ohio Electric Light Association at Cedar Point. — The
twenty-first annual convention of the Ohio Electric Light

Association, as already announced in these columns, will be

held at the Breakers Hotel, Cedar Point, Ohio, July 20 to 23.

Col. C. V. Hard of Wooster, Ohio, is president of the associ-

ation, and Mr. D. L. Gaskill of Greenville, Ohio, is secretary.

Outing of Detroit Engineers.—The annual outing of the

Detroit Engineering Society, in which the Detroit Chemists'

Society and the Detroit Section of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers joined, was held at Bois Blanc Park
on June 19. One of the features was a baseball game be-

tween members of the Engineering Society and the A. I.

E. E.

Galveston (Tex.) Jovians to Have Electrical Booth at

Cotton Carnival.—In connection with the seventh annual
cotton carnival and exposition to be held at Galveston, Tex.,

July 22 to Aug. 1, the local Jovians will have a booth de-

voted to electrical apparatus and its applications. A feature

of the exhibit will be a demonstration of the uses of elec-

tricity in war and in peace.

Indiana Electric Light Association.—The Indiana Electric

Light Association will hold its annual meeting at the New
Deming Hotel, Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 8, 9 and 10. Mr. T.

F. Grover, general manager of the Terre Haute, Indian-

apolis & Eastern Railway Company, Terre Haute, is presi-

dent, and Mr. Thomas Donohue, manager of the General
Service Company, Lafayette, Ind., is secretary.

New York Companies' Section, N. E. L. A.—The plans

of the New York Companies' Section of the National Elec-

tric Light Association include the appointment of commit-
tees on advancement and welfare and research and develop-

ment. The former committee will consider safety and
health, educational and training subjects and the other

will keep carefully in touch with all electrical developments
and report at the section meetings from time to time on
the progress throughout the industry.

Associated Technical Men Organized.—A charter has been
issued by the State of Illinois for a new organization to be

known as the Associated Technical Men. The object of this

society as stated in its first bulletin, called "A Message to

Technical Men," is to promote the general welfare of its

members and to advance the engineering profession. Officers

of the association are as follows: President, Mr. C. E. Schutt;

secretary, Mr. A. E. Gibson, and treasurer, Mr. H. E. Young,
all of Chicago; board of directors—Messrs. G. A. Young of

La Fayette, Ind.; Henry A. Allen, W. H. Arthur, J. C.

Kelsey, C. H. Shepherd and H. A. Seward, of Chicago. The
general offices of the new association are at 180 North
Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Convention of Carolina and Georgia Municipal-Plant
Operators.—The Tri-State Water and Light Association of

the Carolinas and Georgia met on June 17 at Asheville,

N. C, for its annual session and elected the following officers

to serve during the coming year: President, Mr. J. W.
Neave of Salisbury, N. C; vice-president for Georgia, Mr.
A. A. Pasolt of Newnan, Ga.; vice-president for South
Carolina, Mr. L. V. Gaffney of Gaffney, S. C; vice-president

for North Carolina, Mr. W. E. Vest of Charlotte, N. C;
secretary and treasurer, Mr. W. F. Steiglitz of Columbia,
S. C; field secretaries for North Carolina, Mr. R. I. Korner
of Charlotte and Mr. J. D. Bourne of Asheville; for Georgia,

Mr. James Smith of Atlanta and Mr. D. L. Coston of Com-
merce; for South Carolina, Mr. C. L. Korner of Columbia
and Mr. E. V. Plane of Columbia. The next annual meet-
ing will be held at the Isle of Palms.

Program for Convention of N. E. L. A. New England
Section.—As stated in a previous issue, the seventh annual
convention of the New England Section of the National

Electric Light Association will be held at the Mount Kineo
House, Moosehead Lake, Kineo, Me., Sept. 14 to 17.

On the evening of Sept. 14 a reception will be held, followed

by dancing and card playing. On Sept. 15, "power day,"

two business sessions will be held and twenty-minute
papers will be presented by representatives of manufac-
turing companies operating isolated plants and representa-

tives of central stations doing a large motor-service busi-

ness on the following topics: "Why Central Stations Do
Not Get All the Big Power Business," "Central-Station

Practice in Renting Motors for Factory and Mill Installa-

tions," "Standardizing of Voltages for Mill and Factory
Motor Service." In the evening there will be a formal
dinner with N. E. L. A. officers, the Governor of Maine, and
representatives of Public Service Commissions of the New
England States as honorary guests. A Public Service Com-
mission session will be held in the morning of Sept. 16. In

the afternoon of that day there will be a paper and discus-

sion of "Present Developments of Type C Lamps," by rep-

resentatives of manufacturers and central stations. No
special program has been arranged for the evening of that

day. In the morning on Sept. 17 the report of the electric

vehicle committee, of which Mr. E. S. Mansfield is chair-

man, and sub-committees will be presented. In the after-

noon sports and other entertainments are planned.
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Public Service Commission News

\< u ^ <n k ( lommissioni

Ri i. Hi- of Northport, Long [eland, purchasers of elec

i iical energy from the Long [eland Lighting Company,
have withdrawn their complaint before the Second Dietricl

Commiseion as to rates. When the complainl was served,

the company answered that it was conferring with the

complainants with view to an amicable settlement. A
petition tiled with the commission, signed by those who
signed the original complaint, says that the complainants
have Obtained facts as to sales by the company in other

villages. They learned that the rates charged in the vari-

ous villages are the same, and that there is no discrimina-

tion, and they are also aware that the company has taken
measures to reduce the cost.

A complaint tiled with the First District Commission
against the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of

Brooklyn says that the company desires to remove a pre-

payment electric meter and substitute an ordinary charge
meter, with the result that the bill of the consumer will be

at least $1 per month. With a prepayment meter, the con-

sumer says, his charges amount to about $10 a year. The
company admits that it proposes to remove all prepayment
meters, on the ground that they are mechanically deficient

and unreliable. The commission ordered a hearing.

In refusing to permit the Ulster & Delaware Railroad to

increase its mileage-book rate from two to three cents per

mile the up-State Public Service Commission for the Second
District on July 7 made what is declared to be one of the

most important statements of principle since the passage of

the commissions law in 1907. The majority of the commis-
sion held that, notwithstanding the broad rate-making pow-
ers granted by the Hughes statute and its amendments, the

commission has not the power to permit a rate to be in-

creased above a maximum set by the legislature. Chairman
Van Santvoord in the prevailing opinion pointed out that

should the commission assume the power to permit such in-

creases, not only the mileage-book law involved in the pres-

ent case but such other statutes as the three-cent maximum-
fare law, and possibly the 80-cent gas law for New York
City, and other similar enactments, might be in effect re-

pealed by the commission's decisions.

Pennsylvania Commission

In declaring that it had no jurisdiction over appeals from
the decisions of the commission, under the revised act of

June 3, the Dauphin County Court has left nearly two
score of such appeals from various business men's and im-

provement associations undecided with no apparent way
of ever questioning the decisions in court. Under the 1913

act -the Dauphin County Court was named as the tribunal

to hear all appeals from the commission decisions. When
this act was superseded on June 3 the appeals were directed

to the Superior Court with the proviso that they must be

made within thirty days of the commission's decision. About
forty decisions had been filed for argument in the Dauphin
County Court, and when the first of these was called the

court announced that under the latest act it had no juris-

diction. As more than thirty days have elapsed since the

commission's decision, there are no means of disposition of

these appeals. Already several appeals have been made
to the Superior Court, and at least one of these will ques-

tion the constitutionality of the new act.

The commission has decided that the Philadelphia Electric

Company shall complete the inventory and appraisal of its

property by Aug. 2. Notice to this effect has been served

upon the company by the commission, with the announce-

ment that the hearing in the municipal light rate case will

be resumed in Harrisburg on Aug. 10.

California Commission

The commission has dismissed formally the application

of the Oro Electric Corporation for permission to operate

under a franchise granted by the Stockton City Council.

The order follows the decision of the State Supreme Court

upholding the commission in its refusal to permit competi-

tion with the Western States Gas & Electric Company,
which has its headquarters at Stockton.

Personal
Mr. F, \V. GaiTJ bl been appointed vice president and

manager of the Tost (Tex.) Tower Company.

Mr. K. A. Collins hai been appointed general manager
of the Douglas (Wyo.) Electric Light Company.

Mr. ,\. (). Stahcl has been appointed superintendent of the

municipal water and lighting plant at Nashwauk, Minn.

Mr. Samuel J. Mod has been appointed city engineer of

Saratoga Springs, N. Y. The city now has a commission
form of y<<\ ernment.

Mr. S. F. Caldwell is the new manager and general

superintendent of the North Missouri Light & Power Com-
pany of New London, Mo.

Mr. F. E. Crawford is the new local manager of the
Nebraska Gas & Electric Company at Wymore, Neb., suc-

ceeding Mr. L. II. Archard.

Mr. R. F. Sikes has been appointed local manager at

linnis, Tex., for the Texas Power & Light Company to

succeed Mr. M. P. Ruthenberg.

Mr. W. C. Hepperle has been appointed general man-
ager of the Hanover (Pa.) Light, Heat & Power Company
to succeed Mr. Robert E. Manley.

Mr. George Holtel, Sr., has been elected president of the

Oldenburg (Ind.) Electric Light, Power & Waterworks Com-
pany to succeed Mr. B. J. Kessing.

Mr. J. Y. McClure has been appointed superintendent of

the Home Light & Power Company of Copperhill, Tenn.,

to succeed Mr. W. E. Swearenger.

Mr. Carl Oppen has been appointed manager of the

Northwest Light & Power Company of Pipestone, Minn.,

to succeed Mr. J. W. Campbell, Jr.

Mr. J. K. Tuthill is the new local manager at Chenoa (111.)

for the Bloomington (111.) & Normal Railway & Light Com-
pany, succeeding Mr. E. A. Moschel.

Mr. George F. Stoldt has been appointed superintendent
of the municipal electric-light plant at Jacksonville, 111.

He succeeds Mr. W. H. Catherwood.

Mr. J. J. Connell has been elected president and superin-

tendent of the New Berlin (N. Y.) Light & Power Com-
pany, succeeding Mr. E. G. White.

Mr. W. R. Hall, formerly manager of the Anniston,
(Ala.) Electric & Gas Company, is now with the Alabama
Traction Company at Decatur, Ala.

Mr. G. McClellan has been appointed local manager for

the Pacific Power & Light Company at White Salmon,
Wash., to succeed Mr. C. E. McNeil.

Mr. J. Emory Mathis has been appointed manager and
contracting agent of the Public Utilities Company of Amer-
icus, Ga., to succeed Mr. W. M. Case.

Mr. M. F. Warner has been appointed successor to Mr.
D. H. Skoon as manager of the Public Service Company of

Western Kentucky, at Hickman, Ky.

Mr. Fred G. Hamilton has been appointed vice-president

and manager of the Yosemite Power Company, La Grange,
Cal., as successor to Mr. L. R. Waley.

Mr. P. L. Nourse has succeeded Mr. F. C. Stewart as local

superintendent of the Hemet and San Jacinto divisions of

the Southern Sierras Power Company.

Mr. C. D. Pollard is the new local superintendent at El
Paso (111.) for the Bloomington & Normal Railway & Light
Company, succeeding Mr. E. H. Gray.

Mr. L. B. Home is manager of the Lehighton Electric

Light & Power Company, Lehighton, Pa., having succeeded
Mr. A. H. Kudlich, who died recently.

Mr. William H. Howe has been elected president of the

Thousand Islands Electric Light & Power Company of

Clayton, N. Y., to succeed Mr. C. A. Ellis.

Mr. J. W. Ness, formerly superintendent of the Brinkley

(Ark.) Water & Light Company, has been appointed man-
ager of the company, succeeding Mr. J. J. Farrell.

Mr. Charles Van Buren, formerly vice-president of the

Schodack Light & Power Corporation of Castleton, N. Y.,

has been elected successor to Mr. William Morrison, the

former president of the company.
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Mr. Charles E. Peterson has been elected president of the

Fullerton (Neb.) Electric Light & Power Company, to

succeed Mr. E. L. Thomas.

Mr. L. A. Webb has been elected president of the Cen-

tral Light & Manufacturing Company of Pe Ell, Wash., to

succeed Mr. S. Norton Bobo.

Mr. F. N. Wilkenson has been appointed local manager
at Palestine, Tex., for the Texas Power & Light Company
to succeed Mr. C. A. Martin.

Mr. W. E. Gooch has been appointed local manager at

Cleburne, Tex., for the Texas Power & Light Company, to

succeed Mr. Thomas C. Cook.

Mr. Lyman E. Cooley, consulting engineer for the Sani-

tary District of Chicago, was granted the degree of doctor

of engineering by the University of Michigan at its seventy-

first annual commencement on June 24.

Mr. Edwin D. Wood has been appointed electrical oper-

ating engineer for the properties of the Louisville Gas &
Electric Company, with headquarters at Louisville. Mr.
Wood is a graduate of Depauw University.

Mr. Charles H. Rowland has been elected president and
manager of the Trenton (Mo.) Gas & Electric Company, a
subsidiary of the Interstate Electric Corporation of New
York City, to succeed Mr. Ralph J. Irvine.

Mr. D. G. Porter is now vice-president and manager of

both the People's Power Company at Moline, 111., and of the
Moline-Rock Island Manufacturing Company, an affiliated

company, having succeeded Mr. F. W. Reimers.

Col. D. R. Street, who has been re-elected president of
the Canadian Electrical Association, which is a geographic
section of the National Electric Light Association, is the
secretary-treasurer of the Ottawa Light, Heat & Power

Company, Ltd., of Ottawa,
Ont., which owns the Ottawa
Electric Company and the

Ottawa Gas Company. Colo-
nel Street has been connected
with the central-station in-

terests of Ottawa for nearly
a quarter of a century. In

addition to his important
business interests, the colonel

takes a lively interest in the
affairs of the Canadian Elec-

trical Association and was
from the first a strong advo-
cate of its affiliation with the

N. E. L. A. During fifteen

years in the Governor-Gen-
eral's Foot Guards Colonel

Street was advanced through
successive promotions to the

command of the regiment in 1908 and served in that capac-
ity at the tercentenary celebrations at Quebec and at Lake
Champlain. Colonel Street's unanimous re-election to the
presidency of the association represents the feeling of the
members that his great services for the welfare of the
organization demanded all the recognition within their

power.

Mr. W. J. Kyle, formerly commercial engineer with the
Mississippi River Power Company at Keokuk, Iowa, has
been appointed industrial engineer for the Pennsylvania
Utilities Company at Easton, Pa., and will have charge of
motor-service sales at Easton and vicinity.

Mr. Henry Floy, consulting engineer, New York City, has
been retained by the Department of the Interior at Wash-
ington to go to California for the purpose of inspecting and
reporting on the plant and property of the Mt. Whitney
Power & Electric Company, which is situated within the
Legnoia National Park. Mr. Floy left for California on July
1 and will be in the West several weeks.

Mr. Robert G. Pate, formerly secretary of the Electrical
League of Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed commercial
superintendent of the Cleveland Telephone Company, and
will take charge July 15 following the resignation of Mr.
Thomas P. Cagwin, who has become secretary of the conven-
tion board of the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Pate has been with the Cleveland Telephone Company in
various positions since 1892.

D. R. STREET

S. A. FRESHNEY

Mr. Charles II. Wilson, who for fifteen years has been

general superintendent of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, has been appointed to the newly
created position of general manager of the company.

Mr. Samuel A. Freshney, president-elect of the Michigan
Section of the National Electric Light Association and one

of the pioneers of the electrical industry in the Middle West,
was born in London, England. Coming to this country in

early childhood with his

parents, he was educated in

the schools of Cleveland,

Ohio. His first electrical

work was with the Brush
Electric Company of Cleve-

land between the years of

1884 and 1891. In 1891 he

was made manager of the

Muskegon (Mich.) Electric

Light & Power Company
and he retained that posi-

tion until 1900, when he ac-

cepted a position as sales

representative for the Fort
Wayne (Ind.) Electric
Works. After having been
employed for two years as
a salesman for this com-
pany, he returned to Muske-

gon, Mich., as general manager of the Muskegon Traction
& Lighting Company. From 1905 to 1912 Mr. Freshney
was secretary and general manager of the Grand Rapids
(Mich.) board of public works, and at the close of this
term of office he was employed for a few months by the
Electric Bond & Share Company of New York City. On
Sept. 1, 1912, he was made general manager of the Grand
Rapids-Muskegon Power Company, which position he still

occupies. Mr. Freshney is a member of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and a life member of the
National Association of Stationary Engineers.

Mr. B. F. Locke, of Ticonderoga, N. Y., has been ap-
pointed manager of the Gardner (Mass.) Electric Light
Company to succeed Mr. J. Damon Whittemore, who re-
signed recently to go to Claremont, N. H., as already an-
nounced in these columns.

Mr. John Joseph Carty, who took office as president of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers at the time of
the annual convention at Deer Park, Md., last week, is the
chief engineer of the American Telephone & Telegraph Com-

pany and a leader in the field

of telephone engineering.
Born at Cambridge, Mass.,
April 14, 1861, young Carty
was, as the result of difficulty

with his eyesight, obliged to

forego a college course and
at the age of eighteen be-
came a telephone operator in

Boston. After varied work
in the operating and manu-
facturing divisions of the tel-

ephone industry, Mr. Carty
was in 1887 appointed in

charge of the cable depart-
ment of the Western Electric-

Company, with headquarters
at New York City. While
holding this position he in-

vented a method of cable
manufacture which reduced the cost of cable by one-half.
Mr. Carty was afterward also placed in charge of the switch-
board department of the company and thus supervised the
installation of most of the large central-office switchboards
of that period. About 1888 he arranged to supply a number
of local office operators' telephones from a common source
of energy, and from these early experiments has grown the
present common-battery system employed in all modern
city telephone systems. In 1889 he reorganized the techni-
cal department of the predecessor of the present New York
Telephone Company, reconstructed the plant, and placed the
metallic circuits underground. Mr. Carty has also been the

J. J. CARTY
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author <>r number of papers on telephony, electromagnetic
induction and allied topics, As chief engineer of the "A. T.

a; r." Mi-, (aity is responsible t'<>i itandardising the tneth

oda «>r construction and operation <>f the vast plants of that

corporation, which extend t<> almost every community in the

United States. Fox bis work in developing the bridging
bell, Mr. ('arty received 1 1 1 * - Edward Longstreth medal of

merit from the Franklin Institute. He lias also been award
ed the Japanese Orders of the Rising Sun and of the Sacred

Treasure by the Emperor of Japan. Mr. Carty is a fellow

of the A. I. E. E., a past-president of the New York EleC

tiiial Society, and a memher of the Franklin Institute, the

Society of Art, and numerous engineering and telephone or-

ganisal ions.

Mr. Norman S. Alexander, for the last ten years connected

with the Cumberland County Tower & Light Company of

Portland, Maine, has been appointed general manager of the

Fairmount Park Transportation Company of Philadelphia.

Mr. C. E. Bennett, for the last two and one-half years

electrical engineer with the Northern Contracting Company
and the Georgia Railway & Power Company of Atlanta, Ga.,

has resigned his position in order to become associated with

Mr. Hugh L. Thompson, consulting engineer, Waterbury,
Conn. Before moving to Atlanta Mr. Bennett was electrical

i ngineer with Mr. L. B. Stillwell, New York City, and later

with Mr. Charles O. Lenz of New York City.

Prof. Charles M. Spofiford of Fay, Spofford & Thorndike,

consulting engineers, Boston, and head of the department
of civil and sanitary engineering of the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, has been appointed by Governor
Walsh of Massachusetts, as a member of the commission
which will investigate the subject of terminal facilities in

the Boston Metropolitan District. The commission will also

determine the proportion of expense which should be borne

by the commonwealth, by the city of Boston, and by public

service corporations.

Mr. Mike S. Hart, who is well known among central-

station commercial men throughout the country as manager
of the commercial department of the Middle West Utilities

Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has just resigned

that position to go into the

cotton brokerage business

in New Orleans, La. In the

employ of his father, who
built the system of the

Consumers Electric Com-
pany of New Orleans, Mr.

Hart superintended the con-

struction of the latter's

plant, the work on which
began in 1903. Later he

v^as made secretary and
superintendent of the com-
pany. When the property

passed through a receiver-

ship Mr. Samuel Insull, re-

ceiver, appointed Mr. Hart
manager of the company,
which was then called the

Consumers Electric Light
& Power Company. In 1912 Mr. Hart went to Chicago to

become general manager of the commercial department of

the Middle West Utilities Company, which was then being

organized. While with the Middle West company Mr. Hart

was responsible for the trip of the exhibition car which

carried a fully equipped electrical display to all of the

company's properties. Mr. Hart was secretary of the rate

research committee of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion for two years. He has also been Jovian statesman for

Louisiana and statesman-at-large for Illinois. Mr. Hart's

new address will be 506 Hibernian Bank Building, New
Orleans, La.

M. S. HART

Obituary
H. P. Hetherington, for many years a member of the

Public Lighting Commission of Detroit, Mich., and for ten

years managing editor of the Detroit Journal, died on

June 29.

Corporate and Financial
Birmingham (Ala.) Railway, Power A Light Company.—

.

'I he directors have decided that, in view id' conditions in the
company' territory, it would he good policy to defer pay-
ment id' dividends due at this time on the preferred and
common stocks.

Camaguey (Cuba) Electric Company, Ltd.—No decision
has been made public by the Electric Bond & Share Com-
pany iii regards to its option to purchase the company's
property. While the Electric Bond & Share Company
would neither confirm nor deny the reports it is believed
generally that it is planning to take over a number of prop-
erties in Cuba. It is known that, the company has been
Considering for some time the purchase of other properties
in that region, hut as yet no definite a«t ion has been taken.

Colorado Power Company, Denver, Colo.—Earnings for
the twelve months ended May 31, 1915, follows:

Gross Income $813,986
Operating expenses and taxei 27s, 901

Net income $535,085
Bond interest 200,365

i lalance $328,720
I depreciation (reserve) 69,572

Surplus $259,148

Duluth (Minn.) Edison Electric Company.—Following are
the earnings for the twelve months ended April 30, 1915:

Gross earnings $510,713
Operating expenses and taxes 321,784

Net earnings $188,929
Interest on bonds t>7,650

Balance $121,279
Dividends on preferred stock 69,000

Balance $5 2,279
Bond sinking fund 25,000

Balance $27,279

Hamilton (Ohio) Gas & Electric Company.—Mr. W. A.

Everson, the receiver, has filed in the United States District

Court at Cincinnati his report, showing receipts of $7,454

and disbursements of $3,438, turning over the balance to

the trustee.

Iowa Electric Company, Marengo, Iowa—An issue of

$50,000 of first mortgage 6 per cent gold bonds is offered

at 99 and interest to net over 6 per cent. Earnings for the

year ended April 30, 1915, follow:

Gross earnings $54,044
Operating expenses and taxes 24,016

Net earnings $30,028
Annual interest charge on bonds outstanding 10,500

Surplus $19,528

Lambe;rtville (N. J.) Heat, Light & Power Company.

—

The decision of Vice-Chancellor Backes in the litigation in-

volving the company, that the property be sold, has been

upheld by the Court of Appeals.

Massillon (Ohio) Electric & Gas Company.—The Public

Utilities Commission of Ohio has authorized the issue of

$118,000 of 5 per cent first mortgage sinking-fund gold

bonds at not less than 80 and $125,000 of 6 per cent cumu-
lative preferred stock at not less than 87. The proceeds are

to be used to reimburse the treasury for money expended
for improvements.

New Orleans (La.) Railway & Light Company.—A block

of 6 per cent debentures due on June 1, 1916, is offered at

par and interest. The earnings for the twelve months
ended March 31, 1915, follow:

Gross income $7,010,750
Operating expenses and taxes 4,217,320

Net income $2,793,430
Interest on funded debt 1,555,880

Balance $1,237,550
Interest on debentures 240,000

Surplus $997,550

Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company, Akron, Ohio.

—

An issue of $500,000 of 6 per cent secured gold bonds dated

July 1, 1915, and due serially, is offered at par and interest.

Oceanside (Cal.) Electric Company.—The California Rail-

road Commission has issued a supplemental order author-

izing the issue of $12,442 promissory notes, payable on

demand.
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Ohio State Power Company, Freemont, Ohio. — In the

Freemont Common Pleas Court on June 2G the receivership

of the Sandusky River Power Company was ended and the

property was transferred to the Ohio State Power Company.

Pacific Light & Power Corporation, Los Angeles, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission has granted authority

for the issue of $2,338,000 of 6 per cent collateral trust

bonds, secured by $3,118,000 of first mortgage b' per cent

bonds of the Southern California Gas Company.

San Diego (Cal.) Consolidated Gas & Electric Company.
—The California Railroad Commission has issued an order

authorizing the company to reimburse its treasury from
the $24,000 premium on the sale of common stock of the

par value of $240,000. This reimbursement is for capital

expenditures of $24,421 for boilers, generators, transform-

ers, etc.

San Joaquin Light & Power Company, Fresno, Cal.

—

Holders of Series B 5 per cent bonds are now being offered

an opportunity to exchange them for 6 per cent Series C
bonds, in accordance with a ruling made recently by the

California Railroad Commission. The exchange will be

made upon payment of $100 for each $1,000 bond of the

B series, which amounts to $2,924,000. In a letter to bond-

holders, Mr. W. G. Kerckhoff, president of the corporation,

says: "It was only after very mature deliberation that your
directors decided to issue additional 6 per cent bonds. In-

\ eminent market conditions during the past few years and
rates of interest paid by the country's largest railroad cor-

porations, notably the New York Central and the Pennsyl-

vania, on their most recent offerings of long-term bonds
were final determining factors. Careful consideration was
given to the question of what would be the possible effect

on the market price of the present outstanding Series B
5 per cent bonds in case additional 6 per cent bonds were
issued. The general feeling was that since both the Series

B bonds and the Series C bonds are equally secured, the

tendency would be for the two issues to sell on about the

same yield basis. Your directors and the corporation's

bankers endeavored to work out a plan which would place

the Series B bonds as nearly as possible on the same market
basis as the corporation's Series A and C bonds."

Texas Power & Light Company, Dallas, Texas.—The
company has completed arrangements to acquire eight or

ten small properties along the new transmission line now
under construction and extending south from Waco through

Temple to Taylor. At Bartlett, where the Bartlett Electric

Light Company was taken over, the company was granted

a fifty-year franchise. The company has also arranged

to supply a number of small towns along the line now under

construction from Dallas north to Denison. From this line

energy will be supplied to the Texas Traction Company.
While no one of the plants displaced had a large load the

combined load will be appreciable. Other lines which are

under consideration are from McKinney to Bonham to tie

in with the line from Paris and from Sherman to Gaines-

ville, where the company has a plant.

The Connecticut Power Company, New London, Conn.

—

A block of $300,000 first and consolidated mortgage 5 per

cent sinking-fund gold bonds due on April 1, 1963, is offered

at 95 and interest, to yield about 5.30 per cent. The pro-

ceeds will be applied toward retirement of floating debt,

amounting to $405,000, incurred for extensions and improve-

ments made necessary by increasing business. Earnings
and expenses for the twelve months ended May 31, 1915,

follow:

Gross earnings $ 196,558
iting expenses, taxes and rentals 271,611

Net earnings $224,947
Interest charges 98,246

Balance $126,701
Bond sinKing fund 3,847

Balance $122,854

Utah Light & Power Company, Salt Lake City, Utah.—
Prior-lien mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds due Jan. 1, 1930,

are offered at 86 and interest, to net 5.4 per cent.

Western States Gas & Electric Company, Stockton, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission has issued an order

authorizing the company to issue and sell before June 30,

1916, $266,000 face value of its thirty-year 5 per cent first

and refunding bonds at not less than 85 and to issue and
sell $33,000 face value of its three-year 6 per cent notes,

due Oct. 1, 1917, at not less than 93. The proceeds of both

shall be used to pay for extensions, additions and better-

ments to the company's plant as follows: Stockton Division,

*22."">,000; Richmond Division, $20,000; Eureka Division,

$12,000; total, $257,000. The company estimates its con-

struction expense during the, coming year at the last-named

amount. It has an authorized bond issue of $10,000,000,

bearing 5 per cent interest. Of the first and refunding

bonds $0,600,000 are appropriated to pay 75 per cent of

the purchase price of new properties and of betterments,

under certain conditions. The company has spent to April

30, 1915, $2,326,720 for these purposes, and has issued

bonds for $1,671,000 face value. It has the right to issue

$74,040 under its deed of trust, but needs $257,000 to finance

construction expenditures for the year ending May 1, 1916.

Seventy-five per cent of that estimate is $192,750, which,

with the $74,040 remaining, equals $266,790. The bonds

at 85 should bring $226,761, and the $33,000 face value in

notes at 93 should bring $30,690, the two sums totaling

$257,451. The company was also authorized to reimburse
its treasury in the sum of $63,264 for authorized expendi-

tures for construction, betterments and plant additions

during the first four months of 1915. The company was
authorized last October to spend $135,000 for these pur-

poses in the last six months of 1914, to be obtained by the

sale of its three-year 6 per cent notes. It actually ex-

pended but $71,736 and the balance, $63,624, has been used

in the first quarter of 1915.

Manufacturing and Industrial

The Adams-Bagnall Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

has appointed Mr. Thomas H. Bibber Eastern sales man-
ager in charge of its district office at 30 Church Street,

New York.

The Condit Electrical Manufacturing Company, Boston,

Mass., has appointed the Electrical Sales Engineers, Inc.,

19 South Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111., as its local representa-

tive, to succeed the Thomas G. Grier Company.

Addition to Plant of Fort Wayne Electric Works.—The
Fort Wayne Electric Works of Fort Wayne, Ind., will erect

a four-story addition to their plant at Fort Wayne this

summer, it is reported, the building to be 250 ft. by 100 ft.

American Rotary Valve Company.—Mr. George A. Arnold,

who was formerly Chicago manager for the Lincoln Electric

Company of Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed general
sales manager of the American Rotary Valve Company of

Anderson, Ind.

The Inter-Mountain Electric Company, Salt Lake City,

Utah, has purchased the stock and business of the Bertram
Motor Supply Company and has added an automobile-
supply department to its business. The company will move
into larger quarters on Aug. 15. Mr. C. B. Hawley is presi-

dent and general manager of the company.

Western Chandelier Company.—The Western Chandelier
Company of Kansas City, Mo., has purchased at receiver's

sale the stock of gas and electric fixtures of the Kansas
City Gas & Electric Fixture Company, and will sell this

equipment at the latter company's former location, 1407
Grand Avenue, Kansas City, the sale continuing over two or

three weeks.

Metal Specialties Company Doubles Factory Space.

—

The Metal Specialty Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.,

manufacturer of "Presto" cigar lighters, dash lamps, in-

spection and trouble lamps, and battery hand lamps, has
recently doubled its factory and office space and equipment
in order to take care of the large increase in its business

since Jan. 1.

Mr. T. J. Turley, president of the T. J. Turley Company
of Owensboro, Ky., has purchased an interest in the St.

Mary's Machine Company of St. Mary's, Ohio, and has been
elected secretary and sales manager of the company. The
St. Mary's Machine Company manufactures gasoline en-

gines, many of which are employed to drive small gen-
erating plants.
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Employee! Paid While <>n National < •iiar«l Service.—Mr.
\i i

'. \\ .• itover, secretary of the General Electric Company,
baa written to the National Security League stating thai it

is generally understood among the employees thai If they

join the National Guard they arc entitled to the privilege

of absence without loss of salary or wages when called out

by the proper authority.

Seamen's \ *-t Referendum — Directors of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United states have ordered a referen

ilu in to secure an expression id* opinion from business men
of tlie country on the seamen's act. With discussion of the

acl extended to imsiness men those who opposed its passage
are renewing the claim that the legislation will nullify

every effort to build up an American merchant marine.

Industrial Cunt roller Company.—Mr. C. J. Kruse has been

appointed manager of the motor-car accessories department
of (lu- Industrial Controller Company at Milwaukee, Wis.

For ("our years Mr. Kruse was manager of the Cleveland

office of the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company and
during the last year he has been at the general sales office

of the company at Milwaukee. His connection with the

Industrial Controller Company began on July 1.

Tests for Trolley Wire.—In presenting its report on

specifications for copper wire before the recent meeting
of the American Society for Testing Materials at Atlantic

City, N. J., June 22 to 26, the committee of which Mr.

J. A. Capp was chairman, pointed out the disagreement

in which it found itself with the power distribution com-
mittee of the American Electric Railway Engineering As-
sociation with which it had been working. The A. E. R.

E. A. committee, it was declared, held the opinion that

trolley wire should have the strength of that called "hard
drawn," and also insisted on including the specification of

the "twist" test, although conceding that this could be

safely applied only qualitatively.

The Virginia Machinery & Well Company, 1319 East Main
Street, Richmond, Va., has recently become engaged in the

jobbing business and will deal in supplies for hardware
dealers, plumbers, machine shops, municipalities, mills, fac-

tories, and contractors. The company will also do a con-

tracting business, drilling artesian wells, making test holes

and borings, and selling and installing water and lighting

systems for manufacturing plants, contractors, etc. Mr.

C. F. Cole, who has been an officer of the Sydnor Pump &
Well Company, is president and treasurer; Mr. C. R. El-

man, vice-president and manager of the company has been

an officer of the Thomas Hardware Company for a number
of years.

Trade of the United States with South America Improv-
ing.—The foreign trade department of the National City

Bank of New York reports that exports to the South Ameri-

can , Continent in April of the current year were 20 per

cent in excess of April of last year and the imports there-

from were 47 per cent greater than in the same month
of last year. Exports increased to Argentina, Brazil,

Uruguay, Colombia, Venezuela and Ecuador, while those

to Bolivia, Chile and Peru show a slight decrease. The
imports show an increase in the case of every country in

South America, those from Argentina increasing about 50

per cent, from Brazil 27 per cent and from Uruguay 93

per cent.

Mr. H. M. Byllesby Heads New Ship Line to Russia.

—

Chicago capitalists headed by Mr. H. M. Byllesby, have

established a new steamship service between New York
and Archangel, Russia, by way of the Panama Canal, to

take advantage of the increase in traffic created by the

war. The first sailing will be on July 16. Mr. Byllesby

became interested in the steamship business three months
ago, when he and his associates bought control of the

Seeberg Steamship Company of Mobile, Ala., which has

been operating lines to Latin-American ports. This com-

pany has been reorganized as the Caribbean & Southern

Steamship Company, Inc. The vessels used in the New
York-Archangel service will be those of the Caribbean

& Southern company, but there will be no interruption

of the company's regular sailings between this country

and Latin-American ports. The offices of the Carribbean

& Southern company are in the Whitehall Building, New
York.

Rapidly Increasing Sale of Farm Lighting ScIm Predicted.
Mi Charles II. Rotll of Roth Brothers & Company, < lii

.
iii a paper read before the National Gas Engine Asso-

ciation iii Chicago .June 26, said: "After buying an auto-
mobile, inif of the Conveniences the farmer must have in his

home and other farm buildings is electric light. I predict
that sales of farm lighting apparatus wdl shortly incri

at a wonderful rate. It takes time lo properly introduce all

new things, hut it may he expected that the demand for

I ;ii in-lighting equipment in the near future will he enormous.
To handle this va ;t business properly as it grows it is of
\ital importance that every manufacturer of i^as engines,
every jobber, and every dealer be thoroughly posted on the
use of electricity on the farm. It is becoming easier from
day to day to keep well informed on this subject as the
installations are being improved and standardized."

Need lor Parcels Post to South American Countries.

—

Mr. J. P. Stone who has recently returned from Argentina
states that in spite of all that has been done by the Pan-
American Union, the different chambers of commerce, and
the various commissions which have been working for a
betterment of trade conditions between the United States
and the republics of South America there is no parcels
post between these countries, nor can postal money orders
be exchanged. The matter has been the source of consid-

erable inconvenience and has frequently been commented
upon by the press during the last five years or so, but no
action has been taken. Now that the American government
is making every effort to foster trade with South America
and to improve commercial relations and business facilities,

Mr. Stone declares that there is no better purpose to

which the authorities could direct their energies than to

arranging a direct parcels post to South America. Mr.
Stone sees no reason why money orders from this country
have to go to and from South America based on ex-

change originating in Antwerp.

Growing Demand for Electrical Goods in Marseilles Dis-

trict.—In a report made by Consul General A. Gaulin, sta-

tioned at Marseilles, France, it is stated that there is an
important and growing demand for electrical material in

the Marseilles district. According to statistics obtained
from the local Chamber of Commerce, the direct imports of

the leading electrical articles entered for consumption at

Marseilles during the last two years include generators, con-

ductors, carbons, lamps, etc. Much of this material was sup-

plied by German firms or was manufactured in France by
German-owned concerns or under German patents. As a
consequence of the war German competition will not be

possible in the market for some time, and a favorable

opening is offered for American electrical products of almost
every description. Until now American trade has been

practically limited to dynamos, motors, carbons, fans and
dental apparatus. Mr. Gaulin declares that in order to

establish a permanent trade in France it will be necessary

for American manufacturers to maintain a central sales

agency in Paris, with sub-agencies in the leading provin-

cial cities. An effective organization, he asserts, is in-

dispensable.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, June 29 , , July 6 *

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

Copper £ s d £ s d
London, standard spot* 82 2 6 79 15
Prime Lake 19.75 to 20.00 19.75 to 20.00
Electrolytic 19.50 to 19.75 19.50 to 19.75
Casting 18.62y2 to 18.87y2 18.25tol8.50
Copper wire base 21.50 to 22.00| 21.00 to 21. 50f

Lead 5.75 5.75
Nickel 50.00t 50.00f
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter 27.00t 27.00f
Snelter spot 21.50 to 22.50f 22.00 to 22. 50t
Straits tin 40.12% 39.25
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent... 30.00 to 32.00 32.00 to 33.00

*OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 18.25 17.87%
Brass, heavy 14.00 13.50
Brass, light 10.50 10.50

Lead, heavy 5.00 4.25
Zinc, scrap 13.50 17.00

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to July 6 759

From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
jNominal.
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New Incorporations

The Central City Power Company, of Central City, Ky.,

has been chartered with a capital stock of $1,000 by R. E.

Vincent, C. E. Blackwell and W. C. Coffman.

The New Holland Light & Power Company of New Hol-

land, 111., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$4,000 by Harry Cooper, G. A. Trenkle, and James Ryan.
The company proposes to supply electrical service in the

village of New Holland and to residents along the route of

the transmission line from Mason City.

The Mississippi Valley Railway & Power Company has
filed articles of incorporation under the laws of the State

of Delaware with a capital stock of $4,500,000 for the pur-

pose of constructing and operating steam and electric

power motors used on all kinds of railroads, etc., and to

construct railways, telephone, and telegraph lines, etc. The
incorporators are: Charles B. Bishop, Clarence J. Jacobs,

and Harry W. Davis, all of Wilmington, Del.

New Industrial Companies
The La Belle Company of Jersey City, N. J., has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $100,000 to manufacture
electro-chemical products. The incorporators are: Joseph
Kreig, Anna Kreig, and Augusta Gerhardtz, all of Jersey

City.

The Standard Electric Company of New Jersey of Tren-
ton, N. J., has been incorporated by Henry W. Hartman,
Walter D. Cougle and Charles E. Milum. The company is

capitalized at $125,000 and purposes to deal in electrical

machinery.

The Beaver Electric Lamp Company of Newark, N. J.,

has' been incorporated by Edward Beatty of Newark, Fred-
erick Roseter of Irvington, and Philip Dreyfuss of Ruther-
ford. The company is capitalized at $100,000 and intends

to manufacture electric lamps.

The West Engineering Company of Louisville, Ky., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 by William
M. West, Leon Lewis and Irvin Marcus. The company
purposes to do a general engineering business, including

the installation and operation of power plants, handle fuel

engineering problems, etc.

The Power Generating Company of New York, N. Y.,

has been granted a charter with a capital stock of $10,000
for the purpose of manufacturing and dealing in con-

trivances for generating power. The incorporators are C.

A. Brodek, W. H. Kimmel, and F. Krause, 22 West Nine-

teenth Street, New York.

The Lundin Company of Queens, N. Y., has been in-

corporated by S. E. Miller, A. C. Holzappel, and Andreas
P. Lundin, 122 Bay Thirty-fourth Street, Brooklyn. The
company is capitalized at $250,000 and proposes to manu-
facture insulation, refrigeration, buoyancy, and other

products from balsa wood.

The Ore Purchasing & Refining Company of New York,
N. Y., has been chartered with a capital stock of $10,000
for the purpose of dealing in minerals, by-products, mer-
chandise, metallurgical operations, electric construction,

etc. The incorporators are: E. C. Robmann, M. Mayer, and
I. Hart, 53 Hamilton Terrace, New York, N. Y.

The United States Light & Heat Corporation of Niagara
Falls, N. Y., has been incorporated by G. M. Walker, A. L.

Fowle, 60 Broadway, and A. S. Jones, 61 Broadway, New
York, N. Y. The company is capitalized at $7,000,000 and
proposes to manufacture machinery for generating elec-

tricity for lamps, heaters, and motors, etc.

The American Magnet Power Company of New York,
N. Y., has been incorporated by C. Wintrowd of Danville,

111.; W. T. Libernz, T. J. Scherer, and E. R. Thomas. The
company is capitalized at $200,000 and proposes to acquire

by legal assignment, title, and interest in William C.

Bridge's invention, "magnet" motor, deal in electrical ap-
pliances, etc.

Trade Publications

Vacuum Cleaner.—The Grinnell Washing Machine Com-
pany, Grinnell, la., has published a folder on its recently

developed vacuum cleaner.

Multi-Call Signal Apparatus.—A folder descriptive of its

multi-call signal system has been prepared by the Multi

Signal Company, 7 Sherman Street, Boston, Mass.

Flashlamps.—The Usona Manufacturing Company, 1

Hudson Street, New York, has issued a booklet which con-

tains information on a number of different types of flash-

lamps.

Outdoor Substations.—The Delta-Star Electric Company,
Chicago, 111., has published descriptive leaflet No. 740, which

contains information on outdoor high-tension wooden-pole

substations.

Switching and Protective Apparatus.—The Railway &
Industrial Engineering Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has just

published an illustrated catalog on its switching and pro-

tective equipment.

Electric Appliances.—A catalog entitled "Home Book of

Electricity," which contains information on various heating

appliances, has been issued by the Hotpoint Electric Heat-

ing Company, Ontario, Cal.

Direct-Current Motors.—The Eck Dynamo & Motor Com-
pany, Belleville, N. J., has issued Bulletin No. 1000, which

contains information on its Type D commutating-pole, con-

stant-speed direct-current motors.

Electric Laying-Off Board.—The C. L. McBride Manufac-
turing Company, Toledo, Ohio, has issued an illustrated

booklet which contains information on an electrically heated

laying-off board for cleaning gloves.

Small Generating Plants.—The United States Light &
Heating Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y., has just published

the first edition of Bulletin 117 on small generating out-

fits equipped with the Plante battery.

Cable for Automobiles and Motor Boats.—The Standard

Underground Cable Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has pub-

lished a folder which describes its ignition, lighting and

starting cables for automobiles, motor boats, motor cycles,

etc.

Lightning Arresters and Switchboard Panels.—The Gen-

eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has issued

bulletin No. 44712, entitled "Lightning Arresters for Elec-

tric Railways" and bulletin No. 47050, entitled "Standard-

Unit Direct-Current Small-Plant Switchboard Panels."

Railway Electrification.—The General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., is sending out reprints of an article

entitled "The Electrification of the Puget Sound Lines of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway," by A. H.

Armstrong, which appeared in the General Electric Review
of January, 1915.

Electrical Equipment.—The Western Electric Company,
New York, is sending out a bulletin on "Temco" portable

electric tools, a leaflet on the "Wallace" portable lamp,

leaflets on the "Rite-Heat" electric iron and the "Exide"
battery for electric lighting of automobiles, a folder on

"Reflectolyte" and a leaflet on the "Dumore" sewing ma-
chine motor.

Electrical Apparatus.—The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued

folder No. 4197-H on various types of electric household

helps, leaflet No. 3760 on its types EC and EH switchboards,

leaflet No. 3789 and leaflet No. 3790 on its type C semi-mag-
net and full-magnet elevator control, leaflet No. 2322-C on

its type AR single-phase motors, descriptive leaflet No.

2362-C on its type CA single-phase small motors, cata-

log section DS930 on its electrostatic ground detectors

and voltmeters; folder No. 4294-A on telephone battery

charging by means of a mercury rectifier, Small Motors
No. 23 on its type CA single-phase motor and starting ap-

paratus, leaflet No. 3820 on its heavy-diity slip-ring motors,

leaflet No. 3823 on its commutating-pole rotary converters

and leaflet No. 3787 on its large squirrel-cage induction

motors.
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Construction News
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i angementa are be

Ing made bj the tow n of Sorrento i><

.« iniini.-iii.il electric light plant, to be com
pleted about the middle ol iugui I I Jon
tracts have been awarded for equipment foi
power houi • w n Kellej ol Bangor li
engineer < ! Bargenl la ton n olei k

BRt ICKT< >N, m IBS The Edison 1:1

Hi'-. Co •! i li 01 kton baa begun « "i k on
extension ol its transmission Itnea Into

n Centre, South Easton and Easton
dale \ r \, -lsnn la manager,
WESTFIELD, mass The Electric Light

Commlaalonera are contemplating replacing
the underground cable In winch the wlrea
are placed for the Elm Street llgthlng aya-
tcm.
OROTON, CONN. The Qroton Long

Point Co. lias decided to have street lamps
erected all over the point, covering Beveral
miles of streets. The work will be done by
the Electric Light Department of the bor-
ough.

li IRTFORD, conn, A permit has been
granted to the Hartford El. l.t. Co. for the
erection of a substation on Vatulsle Avenue
to cost about $7,000.

Middle Atlantic
ALBANY, N. Y.—Bids will be received

by the trustee of public buildings, Execu-
tive Chamber, Capitol, Albany, until July 27
for alterations and additions to State House
for Court of Appeals, including construction,
heating, plumbing and drainage, electric
work and electric elevators. Drawings and
specifications may be consulted at the New
York office of the Department of Architec-
ture, 1224 Woolworth Building, and at the
Department of Architecture, Capitol, Al-
bany. Lewis F. Pilcher is State architect.
ELLISBURG, N. Y.—Application has

been made by Frank E. Hamm to the Pub-
lic Service Commission for permission to
erect electric transmission lines in the vil-
lage of Ellisburg.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—The Board of Esti-
mate has authorized the issue of $879,588
of corporate stock for the construction of a
new fire-alarm system in the borough of
Manhattan. Robert Adamson is fire com-
missioner.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Plans are being
considered by City Commissioner Harry F.
Bowman, superintendent of public safetv,
for changing the street-lighting system.
It is proposed to replace the overhead arc
lamps now in use with the single standard
system. The Harrisburg Lt. & Pwr. Co. has
been asked to submit an estimate of the
number of single standards required.
HARRISBURG, PA.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the board of commis-
sioners of public grounds and buildings,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania until July
15 for furnishing material and labor nec-
essary for completion of a new main
building (the first floor and basement hav-
ing been constructed under a former con-
tract) on the State Arsenal Grounds at
Eighteenth and Herr Streets, Harrisburg.
Separate proposals will be received for
heating and elevators. Specifications and
drawings may be obtained upon application
to Samuel B. Rambo, superintendent of
public grounds and buildings, Capitol
Building, Harrisburg.
PITTSBURGH, PA.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington D.
C, until July 29 for furnishing engine and
generator for the Bureau of Mines Building.
Pittsburgh. For further information ad-
dress the above office.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington, D.
C, until July 30 for furnishing one steam
engine for the Experimental Station, United
States Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, in ac-
cordance with specifications, copies of which
may be obtained at the above office.

SNOW SHOE, PA.—The Public Service
Commission has approved the charter of
the Snow Shoe Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co., of Cen-
ter County.
WILLIAMSPORT, PA.—Bids will be re-

ceived by Samuel Stabler, superintendent of
public affairs of the city of Williamsport,
City Hall, Williamsport, until July 19 for
lighting the streets, alleys, parks and public
places of the city for a period of three, five
and ten years. For details see proposal
pages.

BALTIMORE. MD.—Bids will be received
by the Board of Awards of Baltimore Citv
at the office of the city register, Citv Hall,
Baltimore, until July 14 (extension of date)
for furnishing and erecting a 20,000,000-gal.

centrifugal pump and electric powei equip
m.iit i. .I the Eaatern pump »n. w

i

tei Department, Including thr<
re, clrcult-1 nd high-ten

w Itchboard, one two panel lo

n Itchboa rd, all wiring nd ata i ter for
connecting up an BOO hp motor; furnlahlng
one goo np. motor and atarter and one 20,-

1 'i
, 1,1, ifugal pui lally ca-

pacll \ 1 1 'lana and ape< Ideal lona ca n ba
obta Ined al t he office ol the watei ei

City Hail. Baltlmon
\\ 18HINOTON, D. C. Blda will be re-

ceived at the Bureau Ol Supplies and Ac-
counts. \.i\\ Department, Washington, i>

c. until July ~<i for furnlahlng al the vari-
ous navy yards and naval stations supplies
as follows

: Brooklyn, N. v., Scheduli
For 860 1 gal. caat-ateel oval boilers;

Schedule 8682 eight 86 In. aearchllghta

;

Schedule 8684 mlacellaneoua signal-warn-
ing systems, etc. Portsmouth, N. H.,
Schedule 8644 For L200 lb, medium round-
bar copper. East, Schedule 8537 miscel-
laneous hard and soft plain-sheet copper.
Charleston, S. C, Schedule 8543—5600 lb.
ribbed steel lloor plates. Bids will also be
received until Aug. 10 as follows: Mare
Island, Cal.. or f.o.b., Schedule 8540—16
pumps (main feed, Are, bilge, etc.) and
one auxiliary condenser ; Schedule 8539—
one refrigerating plant. Application for
proposals should give the schedule desired
by number.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign trade

opportunities are announced by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in the
Commerce Reports as follows: No. 17,357—An American consular officer in France
reports that a number of civil engineers in
his district desire to communicate with
American manufacturers and exporters of
electric motors and all accessories for elec-
tric installations. No. 17,358—An Amer-
ican consular officer in Japan reports that
the management of a hotel in his district
contemplates the erection of a mechanical
laundry (capacity of 1000 articles per day).
He desires to receive catalogs, price lists
and full information relative to prices of
machinery, etc. Electrically driven ma-
chinery is preferred. No. 17,367—A firm in
New York writes this bureau that an in-
dustrial company in Spain desires catalogs,
with technical description and prices f.o.b.
steamer, New York, on general supplies for
mines, such as steel shovels, coke forks,
steel wire rope, etc., all kinds of wrenches,
drills and tools, etc., steam boilers and
engines and machinery. No. 17,326—

A

firm in Paris advises an American consular
officer that it desires to communicate with
American manufacturers of telephones and
telephone equipment. Samples of wire,
catalogs and prices should be sent immedi-
ately. Correspondence may be English.
No. 17,412—An American consular officer in
Italy transmits a detailed report relative to
an opportunity for the sale of carbons and
electric lamps. No. 17,418—This bureau is
in receipt of a letter from a business man
in India, stating that he desires to com-
municate with American manufacturers
and exporters of electrical accessories,
chemicals, to be used in dyeing and color-
ing. He is also interested in hardware,
machinery and railway supplies. Further
information may be obtained at the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. De-
partment of Commerce, Washington, D. C,
and its branches.

North Central
COLDWATER. MICH—Bids will be re-

ceived by the Board of Control of the
Michigan State Public School at the office of
J. B. Montgomery, superintendent, Cold-
water, until July 14 for construction of a
brick building for dependent crippled
children, according to plans and specifica-
tions prepared by Edwyn A. Bowd, archi-
tect, Lansing. Bids will be received upon
general work, plumbing, heating and elec-
tric wiring. Plans and specifications mav
be seen at the office of the superintendent
at Coldwater, or may be obtained from the
architect upon deposit of $10.

DETROIT, MICH.—The contract for the
installation of conduits, manholes and
lamp-post foundations for the proposed new
lamps is reported to have been awarded to
W. F. Cummings. 330 South Paulina Street,
Chicago, 111., at $100,868.
SAGINAW, MICH.—Bids will be received

at the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Aug. 9 for a conduit and wiring sys-
tem, lighting fixtures, etc., at the United
States Post Office at Saginaw. For details
see proposal columns.
CLEVELAND, OHIO—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies. Room 511, City

Hall, Clevt land, until Jul 16 foi service
i » it.ii. foi the Municipal El< ctrlc Llgbl
I '.pal tun hi Sjpeclflcal ions in a b< o9
ta i at t he office ol th< i ommfaalont i al
light and hi al di> lalon, 1448 Eaal Thirl
Street

ii I \n i. 'i I
i\, oiiii) The Moaler Safe

< !o of i la miiion iii been granted pen
nut to build a n addition to Ita powei pi mi,
i i about 12,200

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO, Th< I !ltj CounJ
ell haa approved the 10 yeai contracl with
tin Mlddietown Qaa I foi lighting
t he 1 1

1 eeta of t he city, under t he ti i

u Inch I he couipa n\ n i
| II a new

street lighting ayatem The contracl mil
go Into • !!• ci I tot i. 1916.

LOUISVILLE, KV Blda for the eleoi
trlcal equipment In the new JToung Women'!*
christian Association Building, It ii ri
ported, xv 1 1 1 BOOn be asked for. This work
is not Included In the general contracts
John Bacon Hutchlnga la architect

PADUCAH, KY. Tin- remainder ol thi
Illinois Central Railroad ayatem In Ken-
tucky, it is announced, will be equipped with
automatic, electrically operated block sig-
nals.
PORT WAYNE, IND.—The contract for

the complete Installation of an ornamental
lighting system on Hoagland Avenue haa
been awarded to the Edmunds El. Co. of
Fort Wayne.
QREENCASTLE, IND.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the board of trustees of the Indi-
ana State Farm, Greencastle, Ind., R. F. D.
No. 7, until July 21 for machinery and
equipment for power plant as follows : For
one 16-in. by 30-in. heavy-duty Corliss en-
gine directly connected to one 150-kw. gen-
erator ; one 12-in. by 14-in. automatic, in-
closed-type engine and one 60-kw. gener-
ator, directly connected ; one combined gen-
erator and exciter panel for Corliss engine
outfit ; one combined generator and exciter
panel for 60-kw. unit ; one belted-type ex-
citer for 150-kw. generator; one belted-type
exciter for 60-kw. generator ; one four-
panel switchboard, two centrifugal pumps,
two motors for driving pumps, two "Cut-
ler-Hammer" starters, No. 9632, for con-
trol of pump and motor; two 250-hp. water-
tube boilers, one feed-water heater, one
breeching and two boiler-feed pumps.
Specifications may be obtained upon appli-
cation to C. E. Talkington, superintendent
Indiana State Farm.
HAGERSTOWN, IND.—The Liberty Lt.

& Pwr. Co. of Richmond, Ind., is negotiat-
ing with the City Council for a contract to
supply electricity in Hagerstown. The com-
pany proposes to take over the municipal
electric-light system and furnish a 24-hr.
service. Negotiations are also under way
between the Liberty company and the Tee-
tor-Hartley Motor Co. whereby the former
may furnish energy to operate the plant of
the motor company.
NORTH VERNON, IND.^The City Coun-

cil is contemplating remodeling the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant and installing an
additional engine and generator, at a cost
of about $15,000. Through error this was
published under Mount Vernon, Ind., in the
issue of July 3.

GALESBURG, ILL.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Sixth Infantry Armory Com-
mission at the office of James B. Dibelka,
state architect, 130 North Fifth Avenue,
Chicago, until July 15 for the erection of
armory for the Sixth Infantry, Illinois Na-
tional Guard, at Galesburg. Separate bids
will be received for general plumbing, heat-
ing and electric wiring. Plans and specifi-
cations may be obtained upon application
to the state architect.

LEWISTOWN, ILL.—The City Council
has entered into a contract with the Lewis-
town El. Lt. Co. under the terms of which
the number of street lamps is to be in-
creased from 40 to 89.

QUINCY, ILL.—Bids will be received by
the Board of Supervisors of the Fabius
River Drainage District, at the office of
John H. Best, Illinois State Bank of
Quincy, until July 21 for a steam-driven
pumping plant, consisting of two 42-in.
centrifugal pumps (capacity 46,000 gal. per
min., against a head of 15 ft.). Alternate
bids will be received at the same time and
place on an oil-engine-driven plant and on
an electrically-operated plant of the same
type and capacity. For further informatior
address the Harman Engineering Co.,
Peoria, 111.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Board of Administrator
.Capitol Building, Springfield, until July 26
for the construction of two new power
houses as follows : one at the Elgin State
Hospital, Elgin, and the other at the Chi-
cago State Hospital, Dunning. Separate
bids to be submitted for each power house
Plans and specifications mav be obtained
at the office of James B. Dibelka. State
Architect, 130 North Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

STEVENS POINT, WIS.—Bids will be
received by the Board of Regents of Nor
mal Schools of Wisconsin, at the office of
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ran Ryn & DeGelleke, architects, 726 Cas-
well Block, Milwaukee, until July 31 for
urnishing material and constructing a

ml basement dormitory bulld-

og for the State Normal School at Stevens
'oint, including general work, concrete and
Kcavating work, plumbing and sewerage
rork, steam heating, tile and marble work
ad electrical work. Plans and speciflca-

ions are on file at the office of the Hoard
f Regents, Madison, at the ollice of the
xchltects and al the office of the Norman
Ichool, Stevens Point.

CLOQUET, MINN.—All bids submitted
or the lire-alarm and signal system for the
i,-w Are hall have been rejected by the
•ouiicd. New bills will probably be asked.
-

h. cost of the system is estimated at about
5,000.
HLIHERG, MINN.—J. F. Heiberg, owner

if the local electric-light plant, expects to
purchase a mechanical water-wheel gover-
lor for a 26-in. Samson water wheel, oper-
iting under a 14-ft. head.
LAKEFIELD, MINN.—Bids will be re-

vived by the village recorder, Lakefleld,
mtil July 28 for construction of additions
ind Improvements to the waterworks sys-
.•m and electric-light plant as follows: (1)
Waterworks, including one motor-driven
teep-well pump and one motor-driven cen-
rlfugal pump; (2) electric station equip-
nent, consisting of furnishing and erecting
idditions to building, one 125-hp. fire tube
toller, breeching, 4 ft. by 100 ft., concrete
•himney, piping connections, etc., one 7.r>-

ngine-driven generator unit, switch-
loard, etc.; item 2— (alternative) consist-
ng of additions to building, one 160-hp.
)eisel oil engine, directly connected to one
00-kva. alternator, including complete
Luxiliaries, one 75-kva. alternator for
iresent engine and switchboard, etc. ; (3)
>ole line, consist ins of furnishing and erect-
ng poles, wire, street lamps, transformers,

or the electrical distribution of the
illage of Lakefleld. Bids will only be re-
vived on complete items or complete parts.

and specifications are on file in the
iffice of the village recorder, Lakefleld, and
ilso in the office of Earl D. Jackson,
Capital Bank Building, St. Paul.

LYLE, MINN.—The town of Lyle expects
o purchase within the next three months
wo oil engines, meters, transformers and
ten tiers for the municipal electric-light
>lant : also within the next five months to
iurchase electrical cooking apparatus and
tiling supplies. N. T. Fortun is manager.
MILACA, MINN.—Bids will be received

i\ W. A. Erickson, recorder, Milaca, until
Fuly 20 for alterations and additions to
he municipal electric-light plant in accord-
inee with plans and specifications prepared
>y the Charles Pillsbury Co., engineer,
Metropolitan Life Building, Minneapolis.
rhe work includes dismantling and removal
if present boilers and auxiliary equipment
ind the installation of new boilers of larger
size and certain new auxiliary equipment.
!opies of plans and specifications may be
seen at the office of the recorder, and the
Builders' Exchanges, Minneapolis and St.
Paul, and at the office of the engineer.
MILACA, MINN.—Bids will be received

ay Dr. H. P. Bacon, secretary of Indepen-
lent School District No. 13, Milaca, until
luly 20 for the entire mechanical equip-

onsisting of power plant, heating and
ventilating system, plumbing system, elec-

"iistruction and underground conduit
system, in accordance with plans and

it ions prepared by Kirby T. Snyder,
irehitect, Minneapolis, and the Charles T.
Pillsbury Co., consulting engineer, Metro-
politan Life Building, Minneapolis, copies
of which may be obtained at the office of
the secretary, Milaca ; at the Builders' Ex-

Minneapolis and St. Paul, and at
the offices of the architect and engineer.
NEW 1'RAGUE, MINN.—The Municipal

Electric Light and Water Works Depart-
xpects to purchase within the next

three months one 60-kw., 2.r>0-volt, two-wire
current generating unit, consisting of

a i>0-hp. four-valve, non-releasing Corliss
engini and generator: also switchboard and

nttings. Joseph T. Rynda is superin-
tendent.

REDWOOD FALLS, MINN.—Within the
next three months the Redwood Falls Lt. &

Co. expects to install one 300-kw.
Bteam or oil engine (directly connected).
WARREN, MINN.—Bids will be received

h.v <; o. Gross, city recorder, until July 22
for construction of additions and im-

lents to the municipal electric-light
plant as follows: For furnishing and erect-
ing brick addition to building, piping con-

s, etc., one 150-kw. direct-current
driven generator unit, switchboard,

etc. Alternate bids will be received on
alternating-current apparatus as specified.
Plans and specifications are on file in the
office of the city recorder, and also in the
office of P.arle D. Jackson, consulting engi-
neer, Capital Bank Building, St. Paul
FLOYD, IOWA.—The Cedar Valley El.

Co. of Charles City is reported to be plan-

ning the construction of a dam across the
Cedar River near Floyd and the erection of

a hydroelectric plant to supply energy to

operate the system of the Charles City &
Western Hv. Co. and for lighting purposes
in Charles City, Clarksville, Hampton and
other towns.

FREDERICKSBURG, IOWA.—At an
election held recently the proposal to issue
bonds tor the installation 01 B municipal
electric-light plant was carried.

RIVERTON, iOWA—A special election
will be held July 12 to submit to the voters
the proposal to enter into a contract with
the Hamburg EL Lt Co. of Hamburg to
supply electricity In Kiverton.

sac CITY, IOWA—Within the next three
months the Sac City El. Co. expects to ex-
tend its transmission line to Wall Lake, a
distance of i\± miles; also to purchase
equipment for complete distribution system
01 town of Wall Lake, including lightning
arresters, transformers, switching appa-
ratus, meters, etc. H. W. Deininger is man
ager and engineer.

STATE CENTER. IOWA.—Within the
next two months the electric light com-
mittee expects to purchase one 15-kw.
transformer, and 35 hp. in motors (various
sizes), three-phase, 220 volts, 60 cycles, for
the farmers creamery. Frank Gue, Jr., is

superintendent.
WALL LAKE, IOWA.—The town of Wall

Lake will vote on a bond issue to install an
electric-light plant. Electricity to operate
the system will be supplied by the Sac City
El. Co. of Sac City, which will extend its

13,200-volt transmission line from Lake
View to Wall Lake. H. W. Deininger is

general manager of the Sac City El. Co.

MARYVILLE, MO.—The Maryville El. Lt.
& 1 'wr. Co. has not yet closed a contract
with the town of Conception Junction, but
should an agreement be reached, the com-
pany will erect 16 miles of transmission
line, wire the town and install a street-
lighting system the-e. The company is also
negotiating with the town of Pickering
8 miles north of Maryville, to furnish elec-
trical service there. C. C. Hellmers is sec-
retary and manager.
SEDALIA, MO.—Within the next three

months the City Lt. & Trac. Co. of Sedalia,
expects to purchase one 200-kw., two-phase
rotary converter; also to rebuild its distri-
bution system. Harry D. Frueauff is

treasurer and general manager.

SPRINGFIELD, MO.—The board of
regents of the State Normal School is con-
sidering the installation of a new power
plant for the State Normal School. The
Springfield Gas & El. Co. is reported to be
negotiating with the board to supply the
service.

SPRINGFIELD, MO.—The City Council
has granted the Springfield Gas & El. Co.
permission to erect a transmission line to
the Fulbright pumping station of the
Springfield Wtr. Co., which is to use elec-
trical energy. The line will also supply
other patrons along the line.

DAKOTA, NEB.—H. J. Ryan, engineer,
of Sioux City, Iowa, has been engaged to
take charge of the engineering work of the
proposed municipal electric-lighting plant.
Contract for the construction of plant, it is

understood, has been awarded to the John-
son El. Co., 1207 Harney Street, Omaha.
FULLERTON, NEB.—Bonds to the

amount of $28,000 have been voted for the
installation of a municipal electric-lighting
plant.

NETAWAKA, KAN.—At an election to be
' held July 12 the proposal to issue $10,000 in
bonds for the installation of an electric-
lighting system will be submitted to the
voters. The erection of a transmission line
from llolton is under consideration.

Ninth and Main Streets, underground is

mi. i. r i onsldi ration by the I !itj I .'ommls-

sioners.

.IKLL1CO, TENN. Plans are being
pared tor the installation of an ornamental

lighting system (live-lamp ClU

iii the business section of the town.

WATERTOWN, TENN. The People's
I'wr Co Of Watertown is installing ai

trie-light planl in Watertown. The equip-
ment will COnSiSl of two boilers.

hp. and the other of 80 hp. ;
two engines,

two alternating-current generators, switch-
board with regulator and transformers

pe). About 60 lamps ol LOO <p. Will

be required for street lighting. A, F. Trim-
ble of Watertown is manaj
SYLACAUGA, ALA The city of Syla-

CaUga, d is reported, is planning to build a
concrete dam, about Is miles from Syla-

cauga, to develop about 200 hp. for trans-
mission by electricity. F. EL Poke of Syla-

cauga is engim
CLARKSUALK, .MISS.—Bonds to the

amount of $150,000 have been voted for ex-
tensions and Improvements to the municipal
electric-light plant and water-works system.

GRENADA, MISS.—The Light and Watffl

Department of the city of Grenada i

to erect a regulating station for series

street-lighting system and to do consider-
able overhauling of line work within the
next twelve months and also to purchase
arresters for unit protection ;

also within
the next six months to purchase pumping
machinery for delivery direct into mams
from deep wells. S. J. Alward is superin-
tendent.

KOSCIUSKO, MISS.—At an election held
recently bonds to the amount of $30,000
were voted for the installation of a mu-
nicipal electric-light plant and water-works
system. C. O. Townsend is city clerk.

BIXBY, OKLA.—The City Council has
adopted a resolution calling an election to

submit to the voters the proposal to issue

$4,000 in bonds for the installation of an
electric-lighting system and $26,000 for a
water-works system.

BOSWELL, OKLA.—The town of Boswell
has voted to issue $14,000 in bonds for the
installation of a municipal electric-lighting

plant, which will be built and operated in

connection with the waterworks system
now under construction. Bids for electrical

equipment will be advertised for in about
sixty days. James T. George of Ada, is

engineer in charge.

JONES, OKLA.—The Board of Trustees
has engaged the Benham Engineering Co.,

Colcord Building, Oklahoma City, to pre-

pare plans and estimates for a municipal
electric-light plant and water-works system.

KENEFIC, OKLA.—The City Council is

reported to be considering a proposal ask-
ing for a franchise to install and operate
an electric-lighting plant in Kenefic.

BROWNWOOD, TEX.—The elevator and
mill of the Brownwood Mill ft Elevator Co.,

which has been leased by H. H. Sigma n &
Co. will be equipped for electrical operation.

DALLAS, TEX.—The Dallas Union Ter-
minal Co. has decided to install its own
plant in connection with the new union de-

pot, to provide heat, light and power for the
building. The cost of the proposed plant is

estimated at about $60,000. Contracts for

equipment, it is understood, will soon be
placed. C. H. Dana is chief engineer.

LA PORTE, TEX.—The La forte Wtr.,

Pwr. <*i Lt. Co. is extending its lighting

system to Morgan's Point through Bay
Ridge.

OLNEY, TEX. The Olney El. Lt. <fc

Pwr. Co., it is reported, is contemplating
the installation of an electric-light plant.

Southern States

CHARLOTTE, N. C.—Specifications, it is

reported, will soon be issued by the Thread
Mills Co. of Charlotte, for the construction
of an addition to its works, including a

3000-hp. electric power plant, a 100 to 600-
box loom tine ail mill, and a bleachery in

Charlotte, and also a 1000-lOOm wide-sheet-
ing mill at Draper, at a cost of about
$.Miii,000.

TEN NILE, GA.—The City Council has
engaged Crook & Lamieau Of Macon, con-
suiting engineers, to prepare plans for the
installation of a municipal elect ric-light
plant, water- works and sewer systems, for
which surveys are now being made.

LAKELAND, FLA. Plans, it Is reported.
are being considered bj C. J. Brasselle of
Lakeland for the installation of an elec-
tric-light plant.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—Placing all

electric wires on -Market Street, between

Pacific States

TACOMA, wash The City Council has
passed resolution Of intention, creating

local Improvement district No. 5507, in

which a modern Street-lighting system will

be installed.

TA< !< 'M A. WASH The Tacoma Smelting
& Refining Co., of Tacoma. it is reported,
is contemplating extensive Improvements at

Its plant, including the construction Of new
power bouse, an additional line copper fur-

nace and new machinery for various parts
of tin plant. Present plans, it is under-
stood also provide for some electrical

machinery.

BLACKFOOT, IDAHO.—The City Coun-
cil is reported tO be considering the investi-
gation oi several available water-power
Bites with a view of establishing a munici-
pal electric-light plant

BOISE, IDAHO The itah Construction
Co., owners Of the Big Lost River lrriga-
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tlon project, ll la repoi ted, h > de* Ided to
i eplace the M ickaj dam « 1th > new dam

C< >EUH I' \i.i\i:. IDAHO Th<
Council Ii.in authorised the llghl committee
i" petition the Public Utilities Co
i"i pei mli bIoii to const rucl and operati
municipal electric light plant

\\ ICONDA, M' INT ill. Cltj Council
has adopted d > • olul Ion pro> iding i"i the
Improvement ol Improvement Districts <'.

i

and 6 >, In which a modern light
win be Installed Bids for material
Installation (It Is understood) will soon be
asked
QL \s<;<>\\ \i. iNT Within the m

months the [electric Light Commission ex
pacts to build an addlt Ion to power hoi
the municipal electric light pianl and to
erect more transmission lines; also to put
chase a 825-hp. oil engine and a 1 60 i>u

i: s Severanci li cltj engl-
ii. . i

w i.i ii iM, Ml INT The t loum II I eon
l( inplul Inn Hi,' installation "i a municipal
ulectric light plunl to suppl) • li cl rli It) tor

I mi i id i iic and treets, i about
I,

Canada
OKOTOKS, \i.ta. The Northwestern

Engineering & Suppl} Co ol Calgary has
anted a fi o Install an elec

i Mi- lighting i.i.i nt In Okotoki The pro
posed plant wlU i><- driven by a gas engine.

MISSION city. B. C. Application will
soon be made i<> the Council by Alexander
Stevens and others for th< creation "i a
rural street lighting system In this city.

T1CTON, H C Improvc-iiK-i I

reported, m i onti mplatfl
to H"' • I- ' n H I Ik In Iiik i \ I lelii, In >>> i

|0,000,

u [NNIPEO, M \.\ T« nd( ra will be re-
reived b) the Cltj Light and i'owei 62

ii hi until July i 6 foi a Hupply ol i lea
H

. glassware und itrc lamp eul .

Ha < 'ii v i

l .. p.u tin, nt, di
f.o.b \i i n SpeciflcutloBj
maj be obtained at the above ofTlci

AM.:' \ CRAIG, ONT. The rati
nave voted in favoi ol thi hj law author!*

•
i '"mi. II to entei Into a contra.

i hi '
".i .ii.. Hydro I :l .1 1 lc Power ( 'oinmls.

Blon i"i eleel i leal service Th< ... i ol ili«

item li est Imati d at about I i

WESTMOUN1
'

il i Thi MunlclpJ
11 Light I ' I'.i li I In ."ill, Miplatlng

pi " lug wires in all undei'Kround eonil

Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED

JUNE 29, L916.

[Prepared by Mitchell A Allyn, n Park
Row, New York.]

1,144,850, ELECTRIC Wkldinq • E. P. Col-
lins, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed Feb.
19, 1913. Securing end ring to con
ductor bars of rotor.

1,144,351. Dynamo Electric Machine;
!•:. k. Collins, Schenectady, N. Y. App
filed Feb. 19, 1918. Has slotted end
rings for conductor bars.

1,144,354. Storage Batter? Charging
System; P. K. Panning, Woodland, in.
App. Bled .May 23, 1913. Three pole
switch construct inn.

1.H4.3S3. Magnetic Separating Appa-
ratus; E. H. Rothert, Leavenworth,
Wash. App. filed Feb. 1, 1913. Two
consecutive separating operations.

1,144,388. Motor Controller and Indi-
cator; P. YV. .Smith, YVcstfield, N. J.
App. filed Oct. 24, 1913. Indicators show
which resistances are in use.

1.144.390. Electric Welding and Fusion
Deposition of Metals ; A. P. Stroh-
menger, Westminster, London, England.
App. filed Dec. 23, 1914. Electrode hav-
ing metallic core and covering of wire
of different metal.

1.144.391. Transmitter for Telephonic
and other Sound Transmitting In-
struments ; W. I'. Stunz, Lansdowne, Md.
App. filed Dec. 31, 1910. Diaphragm
common to several carbon chambers.

1,144,396. Starter for Vapor Electric
Devices

; I'. H. Thomas, East Orange,
N. J. App. filed April 25, 1904. Special
proportioning of the filament resistance
to that of the vapor.

1,144,399. Rectifying Detector for
Wireless Systems ; E. T. Turney, New
York, N. Y. App. filed Aug. 22", 1914.
Material sensitive to alternating cur-
rent and adapted to rectify same, and a
finely divided conductor.

1,144,401. Magneto Cord Circuit with
Secret Service ; R. I. Utter & H. P.
Schmidt, Chicago, 111. App. filed July
26, 1913. Special cord circuits and an-
swering and calling plugs.

1,144,407. Telephone Systems : A H
Dyson, Chicago, 111. App. filed Nov. 7,
1906. Automatic, with "busy" signal.
(Thirty-eight claims.)

1,144,419. Electric Switch; C. J. Klein.
Milwaukee, "Wis. App. filed Feb. 2s,
1914. Push-button snap switch.

1,144,427. Gas-Control Valve and Ig-
niter : C. J. Muehlmann, Detroit, Mich.
App. filed July 24, 1914. For selectively
controlling different gas lamps.

1,144,431. Motor Controller; G. R. Rad-
ley, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed Jan. 25,
1913. For electric automobiles.

1,144,438. Electric Starter for Auto-
mobile Engines ; A. W. Smith, Wash-
ington, D. C. App. filed June 26, 1914.
Magnet poles on starting motor draw the
armature toward the fly-wheel, engag-
ing the driving pinion with the fly-wheel
rim.

1,144,465. Railway Traffic Controling
System ; A. V. T. Day, New Rochelle,
N. Y. App. filed June 15, 1908. Normal
danger plan of block signaling.

1,14 4,479. Safety Device for Elevators:
J. A. Keyes, New York, N. Y. App. filed
Aug. 19, 1912. Car cannot be started
when door is open, except in emergency.

1,144,491. Mechanism for Insuring Un-
derstanding of Signals from Bridge to
Engine Room ; W. Michael, Oakland,
Cal. App. filed June 12, 1912. Locks
reverse lever of engine in position, oper-
ative only as signal.

1,144,509, Railway Signaling; J. D.
Taylor, deceased, Wilkinsburg, Pa, App.
Bled Nov. 18, 1913. For single track.

1,144,517. Junction Hon; P, J. Witten-
berg, Chicago, in. App. filed Sept. 15,
1911, Has detachable bottom.

1,144,688. Electrolytic Apparatus; W.
E. Qreenawalt, Denver, Col. App. filed

• lan. 11, 1912. Higher anode and call.... I,

efficiencies.

l.ll 1,560. Indicating System ; E. O. Mom-
Una. East Orange, N. .1. App. filed
Sept. 17, 1913. For telephones.

1.144.595. Process for Manufacturing
Incandescent Filaments; R. H. Hen-
derson, East Orange, N. J. App. filed
March 25, 1910. Continuous production
of filament.

1.144.596. Method of and Apparatus for
Translating Electrical Variations •

P. C. Hewitt, New York, N. Y. -App
filed March 30, 1907. Auxiliary elec-
trodes in operative relation to a gas or
vapor-carrying current. (Ninety-three
claims.)

1.144.604. Voltage Regulator; E. Lehr
Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed Julv 19,'

1913. Step type for transmission 'lines.

1.144.605. Annunciator; O. M Leich
Genoa, 111. App. filed Aug. 18, 1913.'
Operates drop shutter and gives code
signals.

1.144,672.—Fused Test Clamp Insulator

1,14 4,614. Electric Sad Iron; E. E. Rose.
Swissvale, Pa. App. filed Dec. 26, 1913.
Simplified construction.

1,144,620. Overhead Line Construction;
N. W. Storer. Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed
Sept. 10, 1909. For tunnels, etc.

1,144,628. Battery Plates : A. S. Atwater
and D. F. Selzer, Cleveland, Ohio. App.
filed Jan. 2, 1914. Porous plate with no
blind pockets for gas.

1,144,636. Electrical Measuring Instru-
ment ; P. A. Campbell. Newark, N. J.
App. filed Jan. 3, 1910. For incandes-
cent lamp filaments.

1.144,648 Electric Apparatus; C. Le G.
Fortescue, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed
July 6, 1908. Insulating bushings for
transformer leads.

1,144,656. Flashlight Attachment for
Guns ; J. P. Hise & W. H. Moyers, High-
town, Va. App. filed June 18, 1914.
Pivoted so that light rays can be directed
at angle to gun barrel.

1.144.672. Fused Test Clamp Insulator;
G. Wheale, Meadowbrook. Pa. App. filed
Jan. 27, 1914. Readily renewable fuse.

1.144.673. Advertising Device; W. B.
Wheeler, Long Beach, Cal. App. filed
Jan. 5, 1914. Intermittently movable
sign.

1,144,680. Electroplating Apparatus: H
G. Allers, Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed May
23, 1914. For articles which have been
repaired with solder.

1,144,732. Fuse Device; E. O. Schweitzer
and A. Herz, Chicago, 111. App. filed
April 3, 1907. Arc interrupting con-
struction.

1,144,745. Relay; S. E. Witt, Chicago,
111. App. filed Oct. 7, 1912. Improved
mounting of relay armature.

Ml 1,7 18. I [OROLOGICAL MOTOR . B A.
^.dler, Chicago, 111. App. filed Jui

l 9 I •':. For secondary clocl ha pi i lod*
leal correcting mechanism.

i.i' 1,781. Plug Switch
; F. .). FtavJ

and .1. Lofgren, Chicago, III. App, filed
I ' 3, i

'<
I I Multiple circuit construc-

tion

i.ii 1,801. Electric Heater . B Van
Steenbergh, Goshen, N. Y. App. filed
July 2, 1914. For generating carbur*
reted hydrogen from hydro-carbon oil.

1,144,915. Magneto for Use on Im
Combustion Engines; J. A. Cow
Leamington, Eng. App. filed .Julv 28,
1914. By fully retarding the i

-

breaker, the current is short eir.
and engine stopped thereby.

1,144,943. Anni i. C. llodson,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. App. filed
Aug. 23, 1911. Operates a hand over
a dial.

1.144.870. Codr Signal Device; A. L.
Sohm, Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug. 23,
1913. For calling particular persons in
factories, etc.

1.144.871. Weatherproof Annunciator
Case ; A. and P. K. Stern, Yonkers and
New York, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 25,
1913. Automobile direction signal.

1.144.872. Controller; A. Stern, Yonkers,
N. Y. App. filed March 21, 1914. .Make
and break circuit type.

1.144.873. Signaling System : A. & P K.
Stern, Yonkers and New Y'ork, N f
App. filed April 22, 1914. Vehicle direc-
tion indicator.

1,144,876. Starting Box; M. Taigman,
New York, N. Y. App. filed April 9,
1914. Parts put in circuit by placing
them in the box.

1,144,885. Electric Clock System : L. J.
Aron, London, England. App. filed Sept.
30, 1912. A master clock in each main
circuit.

1,144,898. Faultfinder for Internal-
Combustion Engines; D. P. F. Ghadl-
ali, New York, N. Y. App. filed Oct. 30,
1912. Sparking tubes and globe tubes
separately assembled in paired relation
to show faults in ignition.

1,144,935. Machine-Tool Control; A. L.
DeLeeuw, Cincinnati, Ohio. App. filed
Feb. 19, 1913. Electro-mechanical sys-
tem for milling machines, etc.

1.144.941. Microscope Warm Stage: T.
Lidberg, Chicago, 111. App. filed June
24, 1914. For maintaining specimens at
predetermined constant temperature.

1.144.942. Incubator for Microscope
Stages ; T. Lidberg, Chicago, 111. App.
filed June 24, 1914. Process of reproduc-
tion can be conveniently observed.

1.144.948. Metal Armor Circuit Con-
necting Attachment

; J. C. Stearns,
Worcester, Mass. App. filed Dec. 16,
1912. Permanent durable plug construc-
tion.

1.144.949. Electrical Fitting; J. C.
Stearns, Worcester, Mass. App. filed
March 18, 1914. Automobile tail lamp.

1,144,954. Electric Hot-Water Heating .

System ; W. L. Waters, Milwaukee, Wis.
App. filed Jan. 22, 1913. Utilizes waste
heat from electric stove.

1,144,969. Radio Telegraphy and Tele-
phony Receiver; G W. Pickard, Ames
bury, Mass. App. filed April 17, 1914

. Oscillating currents of two different fre
quencies.

1,144,973. Electric Apparatus for Dri
ing Clocks or Similar Mechanisb
H. E. Warren, Ashland, Mass. App. file

July 27, 1910. Contact made by mer
cury in exhausted container.

1,144,981. Electric Heater : E. N. Light
foot, New York, N. Y. App. filed Nov
18, 1911. Circuit controlled by insertion
of curling iron.
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The Expert Judges

ANYONE who has attended the trial of a suit relat-

ing to patent details before judges of an ordinary

court can not have failed to be impressed with the dif-

ficulties encountered by the judges in arriving at a

decision concerning facts their whole knowledge of

which must be acquired from the arguments and docu-

ments submitted by the opposing parties. The results

of appeals from many such decisions justify the as-

sumption that the judges are influenced more largely by

the relative abilities of the lawyers presenting the two

sides of the case than by the relative importance of the

physical facts under discussion. As a step in the right

direction toward overcoming the limitations of knowl-

edge on the part of judges much interest attaches to

the hearing conducted last week by the Bureau of

Standards in Washington upon the joint request of the

Underwriters' Laboratories and the Economy Fuse &
Manufacturing Company to consider evidence bearing

on the relative fire and accident hazards of standard

approved fuses and the refillable fuses of the company

which the Underwriters have not approved. It is self-

evident that the method adopted in this case is far pref-

erable to the usual procedure of appealing to courts

with abundant authority but inadequate knowledge. It

should produce excellent results in cases in which the

parties to the controversy agree to abide by the de-

cision rendered by the expert judges who act without

authority or any interest in the controversy other than

that of collecting the evidence and analyzing the facts

in dispute.

Reduction of Going Value

IN a recent audit of the Manitoba governmental tele-

phone system the interesting point was made that

whereas the business carried a substantial going value

at the time of its purchase from the Bell interests,

based on a 7 per cent return on the appraised invest-

ment, such values have been dispelled by reason of un-

profitable extensions into farming country since the ac-

quisition of the system by the Government. In any

public utility involving a comprehensive distribution

system the policy with respect to extensions beyond the

apparent commercial limit needs to be determined with

great care. Some allowance properly can be made in

growing communities for natural increase of business,

but without applying the tenets of the best engineering

judgment it is hazardous to attempt to build up a net-

work of indefinite limits without some co-operation in

the way of the user's caring for the "overhead," at least

for a time. The exact cost of supplying service on a

given extension can be determined only with approxi-

mate accuracy when prorating of general expenses

enters the situation, and it certainly should enter into

any scientific administration of a property. In a mu-

nicipal or State-owned system the fixed charges and

even part of the operating costs may come out of the

public in the form of unappreciated taxation. It is a

significant result of governmental methods of doing

business to find an auditor setting forth such a shrink-

age of going value as that above quoted.

Legislative Rate-making for Commissions

THE decision of the New York Public Service Com-

mission, Second District, in the Ulster & Delaware

Railroad case, which was mentioned in last week's

issue, involves principles of vital importance to central

stations. By a majority of three to two the commission

holds that it lacks power to increase a rate above the

maximum set by the Legislature. The division of the

commissioners on a pure question of their authority

under the law and the concern of all classes of utilities

in the outcome make it especially desirable that the

issue shall be settled by the highest court. If the com-

mission may play with rates below an arbitrary boun-

dary set by an uninformed Legislature but is without

authority to cross the line in order to afford a fair

return on a fair value in a particular case, it is shorn

of its rightful jurisdiction. The question of where

rate-making really belongs if it is to be undertaken by

public authorities has been raised periodically since

regulation began. Some Governors have protected com-

missions from rate-making raids of Legislatures. To

do this, however, they face political opposition, and no

matter with what recognized practice they rebuke the

Legislatures, the issue raised is uneconomic and unnec-

essary. Since the Legislature is not equipped to make
rates through investigation, study and valuation, its

authority should be transferred with confidence to the

commission. The present decision greatly strengthens

the hands of those who are urging that the New York

commissions be made constitutional offices and that the

rate-making power of the Legislature be reduced or

abolished.

A Topographical Map of Output

IN our Digest this week appears a very striking study

of load distribution as shown by a new method of

charting. The plan is in reality a very simple one, al-

though the chart looks quite intricate. The hours of the

dav and the months of the year serve as the usual co-
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ordinates in two dimensions. Contour lines like those

mi a topographical map represenl the load, combined

with such shading as maj be necessary to make them

distinct. The result is a species of relief map which

indicates immediately at what hours and over what

periods of the year loads of certain values are dis-

tributed. The simple charl given in the Digest shows,

tor example, mountains Of load piled up at about 6

o'clock in the evenings from October to January, a

range of hills representing the morning load, and a con-

spicuous though somewhat irregular valley at noon all

through the year. Most striking is the effect of the

war, terminating the foothills of the ordinary peaks by

a precipitous fall at about the beginning of August,

L914. When carefully studied the shape of the contour

affords a vast amount of information concerning the

variations of load from hour to hour and from week to

week, and a peculiar interest attaches to the variations

in the electrical load topography from year to year.

For example, as between the great peaks of 1913 and

1914 the former fell earlier than the latter, was far

less extensive, and did not reach so much beyond 6 p. m.

Between the dates noted additional load had evidently

been assumed which spread the peak and carried it fur-

ther into the edge of the evening, besides raising it

very materially. The morning peak, too, in the same

months, was increased and carried over somewhat later

in the year. A contour map of this kind can be studied

with profit for a long time. It affords a particularly

useful method of ascertaining at a glance the varying

load characteristics of a station during the successive

periods of its operation.

Transmission Tower Construction

The article by Mr. A. D. Cudebec on transmission

lines contains a very large amount of useful informa-

tion, not regarding the simple details of line and tower

design, but with respect to the extremely important

matter of setting up the line once the material is at

hand. Most tower lines for transmission work have been

built by construction gangs organized under the direct

management of the owners of the line. A few have

been built under contract at a fixed price and occasion-

ally some on the cost-plus-percentage basis. Mr. Cude-

bec strongly favors the construction of the line by the

owners on the ground that the changing methods and

designs, the necessary alterations which may take place

during construction, and the difficulties connected with

right-of-way combine to make it difficult for a responsi-

ble contractor to bid a lump sum for the work. As to

the cost-plus-percentage gain, if the contract is a large

one, the owners might as well get the benefit of the

percentage as turn it over to an outsider, to say nothing

of the possible advantages in purchasing material aris-

ing from the natural thriftiness of a company that is

trying to save its own money at every point. However

this may be, Mr. Cudebec shows that the materials

usually amount to from 70 per cent to 80 per cent of the

whole cost of the tower line, so that the necessity for

close buying to reduce costs is imperative. In the

matter of labor a lone line ha great advantage over a

horl one of precisely the same construction in the better

uii/.ation and more comprehensive experience of the

working gangs.

The successive processes in erecting a pole line may
i.e summarized as follows: Staking out the locath

getting and clearing the right-of-way, placing the tower

footings, assembling the towers, erecting them and

stringing the wires, followed by a general clean-up. The

first two operations can be done at almost any time but

the remainder must follow each other in orderly se-

quence. The transportation of the towers for assembly

is oftentimes a very serious task and the footings may
involve a great expense in both labor and transporta-

tion, particularly if they are of concrete. In any case

the work should be so timed as to have the towers as-

sembled on the ground, ready for erection, as soon as

the excavations of earth are ready or the foundations,

if of concrete, have had time to set. A little foresight

in determining where the various kinds of footing are

to be provided, having the tower material at hand on

time, considerably facilitates the erection of a line. In

general practice the towers are assembled lying flat on

the ground and then raised into position by tackle and

shear legs. It is astonishing how easily a large tower

can thus be put into place when the tackle is properly

rigged, and the tower itself brought to just the right

point before attempting to lift it into place. It is impos-

sible to put too much care into the inspection and secur-

ing of the tackle, as a break may mean disastrous acci-

dent, to say nothing of wrecking the tower, which, while

amply strong against the strain it is intended to with-

stand, cannot be thrown around with impunity.

Ordinarily the stringing of the wire follows rather

quickly upon the placing of the towers, which are us-

ually erected with the insulator strings already in place.

One of the points which recent experience has brought

to the front in the stringing of wires is that a good

deal of damage can be done to conductors by jamming
them with metal snatch blocks. An injury thus in-

flicted to the surface of a hard-drawn copper conductor

makes a material difference in its strength, and many
breaks have occurred at points of the wire damaged dur-

ing the erection. Ordinarily the alignment of the wires

and the adjustment of the sag can be accomplished well

enough by sighting, but in erecting some important

lines, especially those made of aluminum cable, it has

been found desirable to put the wires under regular ten-

sion by a dynamometer grip. One good point men-

tioned by Mr. Cudebec is the desirability of starting in

on any easy point in the line for construction work, in

order to give practice to the construction gangs before

they encounter the really difficult parts of their work.

The whole article is full of valuable suggestions for

those who are engaged in the work of erecting tower

lines. While much of it applies chiefly to somewhat

heavy construction and the building of long lines, there

is a great amount of detail which would prove service-
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able to the more frequent case of relatively short and

light lines on which it is desirable to use steel con-

struction and suspension insulators.

Immediate Preparedness

It is a matter of pride and satisfaction to all good

citizens to learn that Mr. Thomas A. Edison has con-

sented to become the head of the naval advisory board

for the bureau of invention and development. More-

over, Mr. Edison will probably exert no small influence

in the organization of the bureau on practical lines that

will insure adequate results. The country owes a debt

of gratitude to the veteran inventor for his co-operation

at this time, when war has developed acute need for

technical work in meeting new and startling conditions.

The terrible struggle now going on is unique in that it

combines the ferocity of medieval warfare with the last

refinements in implements and methods of destruction.

However one may regret the necessity it is perfectly

obvious that in any future war it must be a case of

fighting fire with fire and meeting each new terror with

a response even more destructive. Under sea, and in

the air, with shells, machine guns and deadly gases the

United States cannot afford to be behind Europe on

pain of mortal peril at no distant date. Under present

conditions of "civilization" the nation that neglects to

meet every destructive possibility of warfare promptly

and efficiently will assuredly pay the penalty of negli-

gence. Hence it is that the proposed board will have

enormous scope of action and will be compelled to deal

with an infinite variety of subjects. It will have to help

in passing upon thousands of inventions, good, bad and

indifferent, in directing experiments toward wise selec-

tion from these, or the development of others, and not

impossibly may have to take a hand itself in the solu-

tion of some very pressing problems.

Under-sea warfare will perhaps constitute the most

imperative necessity. However its activities may be

restricted by agreement the submarine has come to

stay; it will increase in radius of action and offensive

power, and become an important part of every war fleet.

The bureau of invention and development will probably

face at the very outset the task of devising means suf-

ficiently potent to discourage any trans-Atlantic foe

from attempting to harass our coast. The aeroplane,

strictly an American invention, has fallen into disuse

until it is negligible from a military and naval stand-

point. Between the submarine and the aeroplane the

bureau will encounter serious work from the very start.

Minor problems without number are awaiting solu-

tion, such as the improvement of powders for both small

arms and great ordnance so as to obtain greater veloc-

ity with less chamber pressure; the discovery of a

jacket for bullets which will not smear and fill the rifle

with closely adherent metal, and improved equipment

for trenches on land, and for the detection of mines at

sea. Add to these all the variety of smaller things that

make for efficiency in equipment both for offense and

defense and one has a list of demands upon any technical

body which calls for the greatest energy and highest

degree of skill. It is well that the work is being under-

taken now rather than at some later date. It is espe-

cially fortunate that the call to preparedness has come

at a time when Mr. Edison's vast abilities and long ex-

perience can be turned to the service of the country.

Dielectric Losses and the Cathode Tube

The cathode-ray tube which, a few years ago, was
but a scientific toy, has been converted into a meas-

uring instrument in the hands of high-tension electrical

engineers. In 1911, Prof. Harris J. Ryan showed how
the Braun tube could be utilized to give a photographic

record, after the fashion of a polar oscillograph, from
which the effects of electric corona could be deduced.

The cathode-ray oscillograph has the advantage over the

ordinary vibrator oscillograph, that it is virtually de-

void of inertia; so that frequencies of millions of cycles

per second are capable of being photographed with its

aid without any appreciable error. The ordinary vibra-

tor oscillograph is subject to correction for inertia at

frequencies not exceeding a few thousand cycles per

second, and ceases to operate at frequencies that are

within the limit of audibility. On the other hand, the

vibrator oscillograph has the advantage of revealing

the wave-form of voltage or current in rectangular co-

ordinates; whereas the cathode-ray oscillograph pre-

sents it in polar co-ordinates, a form that has usually

to be translated into rectangular co-ordinates, in order

to be easily understood.

A paper on the use of the cathode-ray oscillograph,

or "cyclograph," for the study of dielectric admittance

at high tensions, was read by Mr. John P. Minton at

the recent Deer Park convention of the A. I. E. E.

The voltage impressed on the tested sample of dielectric,

the penetrating current strength, and the phase angle

between them were measured and recorded in a very

interesting way. The results obtained with various

commercial forms of dielectric show that, as is gener-

ally surmised, the effects of temperature and the effects

on power loss of moisture in the sample are very large.

It would seem that when an insulating sample is in

good dielectric condition its admittance is substantially

constant over a wide range of impressed electric volt-

age intensity. This means, of course, that the pene-

trating current varies directly with the impressed volt-

age, while the power expended in the sample varies as

the square of the impressed voltage. When, however,
the effects of increasing temperature within the sample
begin to reveal themselves, the admittance, current, and
power, depart from the above-mentioned simple rela-

tions. The author shows that the power-factor may vary

over wide limits, that the current may rise much faster

than the impressed voltage, and that the power con-

sumed may vary with the voltage in a complicated
manner. The method of investigation described in the

paper calls for a specialized technique, and for many
precautions, but it promises very well for further
development.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Depredation Accounts

To the Editor of the Electrical World:
Silt: Your issue of June -(> contains an article on

"Depreciation Accounts," by Willard ll. Lawton, from
which 1 quote: "The difference between the balance of

this [depreciation reserve] account and the total of the
plant cost account indicates the present net (depre-

ciated) value of the plant."

1 think that the author will agree with me that he
is not correct in that statement. It is a statement, how-
ever, that is met frequently and commonly believed to

be perfectly true.

Mr. Lawton correctly states: "The periodical depre-

ciation charge is seldom based on actual ascertained

depreciation, but on some theory which assumes that

the unit depreciated will have to be replaced at a cer-

tain date more than one year in the future."

What is the result if the "theory" is wrong? Even
though the "theory" be right in principle, but the as-

sumed prospective life be wrong, what becomes of the

proposition that plant acqount less depreciation reserve

account equals present value of plant? Evidently the

proposition does not state the fact in either case.

A depreciation reserve annuity consists largely of an
insurance premium, the insurance being against prob-

able functional depreciation due to obsolescence and
inadequacy. A fire insurance reserve might be provided

in similar manner. Yet it is evident that a fire insur-

ance reserve should not be deducted from the cost of

a building to get its net value consequent upon a fire

that has not yet occurred. A depreciation reserve

account has no necessary relation to the actual accrued

depreciation as disclosed by an appraisal.

New York, N. Y. Halbert P. Gillette.

Interchangeable High-Tension Switches

To the Editor of the Electrical World:
Sir:—In designing the high-tension busbars for a

50,000-hp. generating station use has been made of the

scheme indicated by the inclosed sketch. The writer

would be pleased to hear from some of the readers of

the Electrical World if the scheme is in existence or

if it has ever been tried.

As will be observed, there is only one bus, equipped

with four disconnecting switches, kept closed under

normal operation, which are to be opened only when it

is desired to separate the bus or to cut out sections,

for repair, cleaning and inspection purposes. There are

five 10,000-kva. transformers, each associated with two
oil switches by which it can be cut in on the bus or

on a separate line. The upper row of oil switches serves

as the line switches, the lower row are transformer

switches, while the center row of switches serves both

the line and the transformers. There are four high-

tension transmission lines, the fourth being a tie line,

connecting with another generating station. Each of the

lines 1, 2 and 3 is equipped with one series transformer,

its secondaries connected in series with the trip coils

of two oil switches with definite time overload relays.

The lower set of oil switches (or transformer switches)

is not equipped with series transformers. Due to the

flexibility of the bus, various methods of switching can

be employed. Any oil switch out of a set of three can
be cut out for repair, cleaning, etc., without losing

either a transformer or a line; in fact should two be

cut out, one could still continue to use either the bus

or the line, depending, of course, upon which second
switch is out of commission.
When a short-circuit takes place on No. 2 line the two

oil switches (should they both be closed at the time)
open and the line clears itself without disturbing the

rest of the system. When it is desired to transmit

20,000 kw. over No. 1 line and to separate it from the

system, use is made of No. 1 and No. 2 transformers,

one or two disconnecting switches are opened, three or

all oil switches are closed and the line is thereby isolated

from the system.

Tie line No. 4, which is equipped with a reversed-

power relay, is used to "feed into" the bus; it can be

used to "feed out" by merely changing the setting on

its relay, and if an oil switch is installed at "X" it can
"feed out" and be isolated from the system if need be.

When one or more lines are separated at the same time

they are still held in synchronism on their low-tension

bus, which is arranged along the same lines.

The above scheme can be adopted for various pur-

poses, any kind of switching can be done, without losing
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INTERCHANGEABLE LINE AND TRANSFORMER SWITCHES

the service of any unit, but its chief advantage resides

in the fact that no matter what trouble may take place,

it is quickly isolated without disturbing the rest of the

system. Regardless of what switches should be out of

commission at the same time, one can still continue to

deliver the energy from the station.

Renton, Wash. C. Opitz.

Uniform Electric Rates Based on Costs

To the Editor of the Electrical World:
Sir:—The letter of Mr. Henry B. Jackson on uniform

electric rates based on costs in your issue dated July 10,

is very interesting, particularly as he shows signs at

the end of the letter that in time he will agree with the

opponents of such rates.

There is no objection to the use of any short cut or

formula provided the final object of service to the pub-

lic is kept in view. Adjusting rates so that the total

of all the rates is equal to the cost plus a fair profit

tends toward serving the public to the best advantage.

Adjusting class rates among themselves so that each

rate fits some particular method of computing the cost

may happen to give good rates; but when such rates

are not as low as others giving a fair return, they injure

the public, even if based on a cost formula.
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If the rates are first calculated by some cost formula,

and when this gives unsatisfactory results are then ex-

pediently adjusted so as to get the business and serve

the public, no particular harm is done. The danger

comes when the cost formula rather than service to the

public is taken as the basis. When a rate maker begins

to see that cost is not the basis of individual or class

rates, and to see that service to the public at the lowest

possible rates that will allow a fair profit on the whole
investment is the real basis, he is on the right track.

If it could be realized by all that rates based on a cost

formula are never lower than rates based on the value

of the service, and are usually much higher, a great

step would be taken toward electricity for everybody.

Taking up now Mr. Jackson's letter in detail, he asks

where the figure of $6 for meter expenses was obtained.

It is given on the authority of Mr. P. R. Moses of "Iso-

lated Plant" fame. Mr. Jackson's reference to a $9
minimum charge is not clear. In Mr. Moses' suggested
uniform rates based on costs he does not appear to sug-

gest any minimum; but even if he did, how does it

affect the question? Supposing it costs only $2 to

maintain the meter, but the customer uses only 1 kw.-hr.

Mr. Jackson understands that meter expense includes

all expenses except those involved in delivering the

energy, and then computes a cost of $600 a kilowatt as

being absurd. But a customer with a 10-watt lamp,

who requires a service costing say $100, a meter costing

from $5 to $10, and also meter readers, accountants,

postage, etc., must involve a very high cost per unit, no
matter what assumptions are made.

Mr. Jackson, I fear, beclouds the question, which is

not as to whether any particular rate is fair or a par-

ticular cost reasonable, but whether uniform rates based
on costs will be as low as rates based on service to as

many classes and customers as possible.

The Third Avenue-New York Edison case is very
illuminating, and Mr. Jackson's questions show just why
public service corporations are chary about some serv-

ices they could render to the public. As I said before,

I am not familiar with the exact contract made, and only

refer to the kind of contract which easily could have
been made—and very likely was made.

If the New. York Edison Company had bought the

Third Avenue plant for any specified sum, there would
have been muckrakers to complain that the price was
both so high and so low as to be bad for everybody.

Instead, the agreement could have been, and appar-

ently was, that whatever was a fair price for the use of

the plant should be charged, and as the Third Avenue
owns the plant the exact figure would make no differ-

ence. Say it had been costing the Third Avenue com-
pany 1 cent per kw.-hr., of which y2 cent was for oper-

ating, and Y2 cent for fixed charges, depreciation, profit,

etc., on the money invested in the plant. The New York
Edison Company takes over the plant at a price so that

V2 cent just pays these fixed charges, etc. Very likely

it would be simpler for the New York Edison Company
merely to hire the plant at a rental just sufficient to pay
these charges, and then to bill them back to the Third
Avenue as part of the charge for energy.

So long as no change was made in the physical work
neither the Third Avenue company nor the Edison com-
pany would lose or gain, and, of course, no physical

change would be made except a decrease in expenses.

Next, it is found that a physical connection would
allow a reduction of costs, as by shutting one plant down
at light loads, even if there were no diversity-factor

that would reduce the total peak.

This connection will not be made until it will result

in a net saving. When the saving has been made all the

customers, both the old customers and the new one,

which is the Third Avenue company, are being served

off the same wires. What price shall be charged to the

Third Avenue company when it is merely one of the

customers that are being served off the Edison system?

The total of all the costs is less than before, and hence

the total of all the rates is to be reduced, but how?
Must all the Edison costs be averaged? In fact are

there any costs that must be averaged over the class of

customers that includes the Third Avenue company?
Of course the Third Avenue company will not object

so long as it gets its share of the saving, but suppose

that the computation by which the costs are assigned

to the different classes brings the price to the Third

Avenue company above what it would cost this company
if it took back its plant and ran it independently? Will

not the Third Avenue company take back its plant, and
thereby destroy the saving by combination, and necessi-

tate charging higher rates to the rest of the public,

unless the Edison company keeps the rate down to what
it would cost the Third Avenue company by itself?

And if any cost formula or any averaging of the Edison

costs involves charging the Third Avenue company so

much as to force it back on its own plant, will not this

be an injury to the public? It will destroy the saving

that would otherwise have been made, and thereby re-

quire either the other Edison customers or the Third

Avenue company to pay more than would have been suf-

ficient to produce a fair return on both properties if

they had been combined.

It is sometimes difficult to see that an average is

nothing but an average, and is not the real cost of each

individual part. The essential points are these.

First: Combination or co-operation need never be

more expensive than independent operation, and is

usually much cheaper.

Second: In order to have combination or co-operation

each party must get some of the advantage, and no one

should suffer; that is, he should not pay more than he

would have paid if operating separately.

Of course, if combination is not advantageous, if New
York City could be more cheaply served by a small plant

in each block, then the New York Edison Company has

made a great mistake in changing its old generating

stations into sub-stations ; but if one big plant is more
economical than numerous small ones, then the rates

should be made so that this economy can be gained, even

if it results in the wholesale customer, such as the Third

Avenue company or the large buildings, getting a lower

rate than the small user. This fact applies generally,

though the New York Edison-Third Avenue company
contract brings it out especially clearly.

Uniform rates, whether based on cost or on anything

else, will result in higher costs and higher rates to the

general public than rates chosen on the basis of using

the plant and investment so as to give the maximum
amount of service. The small user would much rather

pay 10 cents per kw.-hr. and see the Third Avenue com-

pany served for less than 1 cent and large building cus-

tomers for 5 cents, than to pay 12 cents himself and see

the Third Avenue company and the large buildings make
their own energy for 1 cent and 6 cents respectively.

Of course, if the large user should get the energy for

any substantial amount less than he could make it for

himself, or if the electric companies are making a mis-

take in building a few large plants rather than numer-
ous small ones, the present rates would be unjust; but

unless the wholesale users are getting their energy sub-

stantially below what it would cost them in their own
plant, and unless the central-station engineers have

made a serious mistake in building the large stations,

the small user is receiving service much more econom-

ically than would be true under the uniform electric

rates.

Lynn, Mass. William Adams.
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CONTROVERSY OVER REFILLABLE FUSES
Bureau of Standard! Holds Hearing! to Determine Whether

oi Not the Uae <>f Reflllable Fuoei Introduce!

ESxtri Fire Haiard

At a public hearing on reflllable fuses called by the

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, 1). ('., .July

8, two sessions were held, one in the forenoon and the

Other in the afternoon. Dr. S. W. Stratton, director of

the Bureau of standards, acted as chairman of the
former session, and Dr. E. B. Rosa, chief physicist of

the bureau, as chairman of the latter.

In opening the hearing Dr. Stratton outlined the de-

velopment of the activities of the bureau, beginning
with the investigation of standards of measurements,
the preparation of specifications for materials, first for

government service and later for use by the public. He
stated that the hearing on reflllable fuses represented

an important event in the history of the bureau, which
for the first time was acting as arbitrator to avoid the

expense of unnecessary legal tangles. Upon the joint

request of the Underwriters' Laboratories and the

Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Company, the bureau
undertook to bring together for discussion all available

facts having a bearing on the following question

:

"Has it been shown that the use of the fuses manu-
factured by the Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Com-
pany results in no greater fire or accident hazard than
the use of other cartridge fuses at present listed as

standard by the Underwriters' Laboratories?"
Dr. Rosa explained that members of the bureau's

staff had tested many fuses in order to ascertain the

behavior under all practical service conditions, had con-

sulted with wiring inspectors of numerous municipali-

ties, had visited many installations to make a thorough
investigation of reflllable and non-refillable fuses. He
stated that a full digest of all the evidence considered

at the hearing will be made public at some time in the

future.

Among those who participated in the discussion were
Messrs. W. H. Merrill for the Underwriters' Labora-
tories, Chicago, R. L. Foot, A. L. Eustice and H. E.

Clifford for the Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Com-
pany, Chicago, H. R. Sargent for the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., Guy Cunningham and
L. W. Downes for the D. & W. Fuse Company, Provi-

dence, R. I.

Mr. Merrill expressed his appreciation of the value

of 'co-operation between the Bureau and the Under-
writers' Laboratories for which arrangements were
made two years ago. He said that the staff of the
Bureau is well qualified and in excellent position to de-

cide between citizens in conflict over technical matters.
Mr. Foot stated that more than 1,000,000 reflllable

fuses have been sold by the Economy company and suffi-

cient evidence has been accumulated to determine
whether or not these fuses in service represent a greater
hazard than do the fuses approved by the Underwriters'
Laboratories. He claimed that, on account of the extra
cost involved in returning an approved cartridge fuse
to the manufacturer for refilling, the temptation to re-

fill the fuse on the premises is very great. As a matter
of fact, 40 per cent of the users of standard approved
fuses admit refilling on their premises. In the case
of the Economy reflllable fuse the cost involved in re-

filling the fuse properly is so slight that there is no
temptation to refill improperly.

Mr. Foot read fourteen affidavits from wiring inspec-

tors and persons similarly qualified to ascertain the
magnitude of the fire hazards produced by fuses, in

Chicago, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Covington, Cleveland,

Milwaukee, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Columbus, in

order to show that the hazard with the Economy fuse

has proved i" be at least no greater than that with

standard approved cartridge fuse-, in practically every
case the inspectors stated that the Kconmny fuses had
been properly refilled, while standard fuses had been

abused.
Ah. .Merrill claimed that, the affidavits should not be

taken too seriously because they related to experience

with several types of Economy fuses. The earlier types

were much superior to the latest type which alone was
under discussion before the Underwriters. He re-

marked that the opinion of the staff of the Bureau of

Standards cannot be different from that of the staff

of the Underwriters' Laboratories.

Mr. Cunningham claimed that the manufacturer
should always be held responsible for the operation of

a fuse. He cannot be so held when the user is per-

mitted to refill a fuse that has blown in service.

Mr. Sargent remarked that users who attempt to re-

load standard non-refillable fuses, in spite of instruc-

tions to the contrary, will improperly refill all other

types of fuses. He said that the cost of the fuse service

actually required will be less with the standard fuses

reloaded by the manufacturer than with reflllable fuses

reloaded by the user.

Professor Clifford outlined the results of tests made
upon fuses at the Market Street substation of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company, Chicago, which indicated

that in no sense were the Economy fuses inferior to

standard fuses and that in some respects they were
superior thereto.

Mr. Downes claimed that the number of standard
fuses improperly refilled is relatively very small, being
perhaps 4000 per year out of 6,000,000 produced an-

nually. In reply to a question by Mr. Foot, Mr. Downes
stated that standard fuses refilled by the manufacturers
are tested at the factory but not at the Underwriters'
Laboratories.

Dr. Rosa mentioned the fact that standard fuses are

reloaded in various localities by companies not asso-

ciated with the manufacturers.

Mr. Foot claimed that the Underwriters are incon-

sistent in demanding extra long practical service of re-

flllable fuses before approval while approving certain

non-refillable fuses that have been in service for a very

short time.

In bringing the hearing to a close, Dr. Rosa requested

that all available information relating to the subject

under discussion be submitted to the Bureau of Stand-
ards. The staff of the Bureau will investigate all evi-

dence submitted before rendering its decision.

Mayor Signs Cincinnati Rate Ordinance

The proposed permanent electric-rate ordinance for

the city of Cincinnati, recently adopted by the local

City Council on the recommendation of the light com-
mittee of that body, has been signed by Mayor Spiegel,

and will take effect unless the talk of a referendum
petition develops into action. In stating his reasons

for signing the ordinance, which has been objected to

strenuously by both the Union Gas & Electric Company
and citizens' organizations, the Mayor pointed out that

while the maximum rate provided by it is only 8.5 cents

per kilowatt-hour, the former ordinance had a maximum
rate of 11 cents per kilowatt-hour, and that temporary
ordinances since in force provided for a maximum of

10 cents per kilowatt-hour. Mr. Spiegel also declared

that few cities have lower rates, except where water
power is available, and that the reduction in the com-
pany's revenues which will be made by the new ordi-

nance will amount to $205,000, unless there is a large

increase in the use of energy.
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Steel-Tower Transmission-Line Construction
Organization of Line Staff, Delivery of Material, Preparation of Footings,

Assembling of Towers, and Other Data

By A. B. Cudebec

DURING the past ten years rapid changes and im-
provements have been made in the design and
construction of high-voltage transmission lines.

Even a cursory study of engineering files covering a

decade past will repay the reader who is interested in

learning the details of improvements which have been
wrought. A few lines of steel towers, chiefly of the
light windmill type supporting single circuits, were

FIG. 1—STRUCTURAL-STEEL TEMPLATE FOR SETTING TOWER
FOOTINGS

operating in 1904. All of these were of the pin or

rigid-support type.

The advance in ten years is shown by the compiled
transmission-line data in the Electrical World issue

of April 25, 1914, in which was published a list of

fifty-four lines which were then operating at 70,000

volts or higher. Of this number only four were of

wooden construction. The aggregate length of these

fifty-four lines is 5910 miles, and most of them are

equipped with suspension-type insulators.

Tower lines are either single-circuit or double-cir-

cuit, the supporting towers for the former averaging
about 45 ft. in height while those for the latter are

usually between 75 ft. and 80 ft. high. As yet no dis-

tinct type of tower has demonstrated a marked supe-

riority over its competitors and new shapes are con-

stantly being designed. This is especially true of cross-

arms as well as of the method of attaching insulators to

conductors and towers.

Very few, if any, of the steel-tower transmission

lines of the United States have been built by contract

in the strict interpretation of the term. Some of the

lines have been built either upon the basis of cost plus

a fixed percentage or for a stated fee, but the larger

portion of them have been built by force account. The
reason for using force account may be attributed to

one of several things:

(1) The methods and designs upon transmission-

tower lines are changing rapidly, and responsible con-

tractors may hesitate to bid a lump sum upon work
with which they are not as yet familiar.

(2) Owing to many natural obstacles which may come
up during construction, changes in the original location

of towers, special structures, etc., are frequent. Changes
are always a source of argument with the contractor,

and such matters frequently have to be settled in court.

(3) Few, if any, transmission lines have been started

after all of the right-of-way has been secured, and, of

course, this lack of right-of-way would give the con-

tractor an ample excuse for complaint.

Factors Influencing Cost

Although the cost of a heavy tower line may vary

from $4,000 to $12,000 per mile, yet it is of interest to

note that the materials of construction alone aggregate

between 70 per cent and 80 per cent of the entire cost.

However, the remaining item of labor is of importance,

as it reacts directly upon the time element, which is

usually a vital factor in the general development

scheme.
Possibly the chief obstacle encountered in building

up an experienced transmission-line crew is the inter-

mittent character of the work. It is the exception

rather than the rule for a superintendent to be able

to transfer a well-organized and smooth-running tower-

line organization from one job to another without a

delay long enough to cause the organization to scatter

beyond repair. A superintendent is fortunate if he can

gather even a few experienced men to form a nucleus

around which he can build the field organization. The
progress reports of most tower-line jobs show a steady

increase in efficiency until the work is nearly complete.

Organization

It is difficult to outline a clear-cut transmission-line

organization which would work efficiently upon any
transmission job. Each individual line must be studied

to determine what size of organization will work out

to best advantage. For instance, labor is cheap in the

South and very high in the far West. The amount of

laborers in proportion to linemen, etc., may depend

upon the wages demanded by each, all other things being

equal. The longer lines have an advantage in unit costs

FIG. 2—FOOTING MEMBER FOR STEEL TOWER

due to the increasing efficiency as the construction con-

tinues and smaller proportionate overhead expense, the

process being similar regardless of the length of line.

The supervising staff upon a fair-sized job is made
up as follows: (1) Superintendent, (2) assistant

superintendent or general foreman, (3) cashier or chief

accountant, (4) chief material man, (5) commissary
manager, (6) cost engineer.
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Sii|mi inlindciil

The Buperintendent obviously Is the one dominant
head upon whose experience, judgment, force, tad and
genera] executive ability depends the success of the con
itruction plans, both as regards cosl and time.

Sonic superintendents spend large portions of their

time in the field directing general operations, while

others delegate to the general foreman or assistant su-

perintendent, as the case may he, the carrying out of

plans and maintaining Speed. The latter method seems
much preferable, as the securing of material, supplies
and labor can he controlled best from the office. A close

watch upon progress can lie maintained by daily re-

ports, amplified with frequent conferences with the gen-
eral foreman together with the aid of visits to the

field every few days,

Genera] Foreman

Unless the transmission line is unusually heavy, the

general foreman acts in the capacity of an assistant

superintendent and has authority to engage and dis-

charge men who report directly to him. The require-

ments which go to make up an excellent transmission-

line general foreman are severe. He should be selected

many nun who have the natural capacity to develop
into genera] foremen. Jt will prove to be economical in

the long run to engage the besl general foreman avail-

able and pa\ him a good salary.

1 tlless the spirit of team work has been unusually
well developed, each gang foreman will endeavor to

make the best, possible showing lor himself and crew,

regardless of the difficulties which he may be placing in

the way of the next crew behind. For example: An
assembly crew might find that one piece of a cross-arm
was so badly bent that, it could not be used, or it might
he missing. Instead of notifying the general foreman
or material man to supply the needed part, and following

this up by detailing some of his crew to replace it on its

arrival, the gang foreman might complete the assembly
of the tower, leaving the cross-arm imperfect. This

defect might go unnoticed until the arrival of the wire-

stringing crew. Its discovery at this time would mean
a serious delay to a large crew. Either a halt would
have to be made until these missing parts were supplied

or a stretch of wire would have to be left without sag-

ging. The whole crew would then have to go back when
the cross-arm was ready to support the conductor.

This is only one of many incidents of a similar nature

Lifb'r\£ Coble Kas left SKeave
at apex of Shear Le^s.

Sack £uy line

FIG. 3—DETAILS OF TOWER JUST AFTER ERECTION HAD BEGUN FIG. 4—TOWER NEARING VERTICAL POSITION

and sent upon the ground as far in advance of actual

construction work as possible. Two or three weeks can
be spent to good advantage in going over the whole con-

struction area. He should carefully consider and select

camp locations and note all highways available for dis-

tribution of material along the lines. He should also

decide what streams, deep gulleys and other natural

obstacles should be bridged and where all fences should

be cut, and should acquaint himself with the sources of

supplies for men and teams.

All of the field operations are directly under the gen-

eral foreman, and previous experience on transmission-

line work is essential to his success. Although equipped

with experience in other classes of work, this experi-

ence might be of little value upon this new class of con-

struction. In addition, he should be well equipped with

a knowledge of general construction methods and or-

ganization. The widespread pole-line work in connec-

tion with telegraph and telephone companies has de-

veloped a large number of line foremen who are ac-

customed to handling small crews but who are not

trained to plan organization methods upon a large scale.

Necessarily these men have received very modest sal-

aries. Good transmission foremen are, however, still

scarce, as the field as yet has been too limited to train

pertaining to missing or broken insulator disks, short-

age of bolts, etc., which frequently happen. Improper

placing of towers upon the ground during assembly

sometimes causes excessive erection charges.

The general foreman should be familiar with all of

these processes, and he must keep close enough to each

gang foreman to minimize selfishness and encourage

team work.
Cashier

The duties and qualifications of the chief accountant

are not unlike those required upon other classes of

construction. Although many of the detail reports must

be forwarded from the outlying camps, all bills for ma-

terial are paid through the main office under his charge

except for petty purchases. All timekeepers and

accountants report to the cashier as far as matters of

payroll and material payments are concerned, although

the timekeepers for each gang of men also report to

their immediate foreman.

General Material Man

As has been often stated, the prompt and correct

delivery of material over a long line is of prime import-

ance, and the man in charge of material delivery must

be equipped with previous warehouse experience,
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together with a natural ability for organization. A
good working knowledge of railroad operating difficul-

ties, storage facilities, demurrage regulations, and a

capacity for meeting any emergency, are all essential

in carrying out his plans. He should be able to devise

a careful system of forwarding and receiving and

should at all times know where extra parts for each

kind of tower, insulator, etc., can be secured with the

least delay. Such men are scarce, and their salary

should be commensurate with the responsibility in-

volved.

Commissariat

It is the universal practice among transmission con-

struction concerns to employ their men upon a fixed

salary and board. In order that the efficiency of the

construction organization be maintained, it is almost

necessary for a large portion of the laboring force to

stick steadily to the job. Good board appeals to a

laborer as next in importance to the salary he receives.

It is, however, difficult to maintain good board in tem-
porary portable camps, and the head commissary has no
sinecure. Each camp usually has its own cook, but most
cooks are not capable of buying or accounting for sup-

plies. This duty falls upon the gang foreman or the

timekeeper, who reports his needs to the general com-
missary.

Cost Engineer

Only a decade ago the position of cost engineer upon
any construction work was almost unknown. Such cost

records as were kept were made up by the regular ac-

counting force, but upon most jobs to-day we find a

trained cost engineer. He constantly maintains a
close check upon all expenditures and is able to esti-

mate running costs closely to within a few days of the

time of computation. Each cost engineer usually has
his own method of arriving at results, but the essential

point is the ability to place before the superintendent
the unit-cost records which are being made by each
individual crew. The inefficient crews then receive more
attention, or, if necessary, the foreman is changed.

Importance of Material Delivery

Possibly no part of the construction campaign re-

quires more careful planning than in providing for a

correct and economical delivery of material, which must
begin before the excavation for footings is under way
and must be continued well in advance of the assembly
and wire-stringing crews.

The problems presented in material delivery upon
transmission construction are unique and have few
parallels. Many superintendents who are entirely suc-

cessful in handling heavy concentrated work do not

readily appreciate the difference in planning deliveries

scattered along, say, a hundred-mile stretch of territory.

Once organized and under way each crew performs a

series of acts which are constantly repeated until that

part of the plan is complete. Usually the next step

cannot be undertaken until the preceding part is done.

This means that failure in the delivery of material, such

as footings, tower members, insulators, hardware or

conductor, may actually delay the whole process together

with postponing the ultimate time of completion. Upon
heavy work, such as dams, power houses, railroads or

municipal structures, the results of a failure in deliver-

ing of material may often be wholly or partially nega-

tived by turning the crews over to some other part of

the work which will, in any event, be necessary.

Sequence of Operations

The sequence of operations may be briefly outlined

under the following headings: (1) Staking out tower

locations; (2) clearing right-of-way; (3) excavating

and placing tower footings; (4) assembling towers;

(5) erecting towers; (6) stringing conductors; (7)

clean-up.

Clearing Right-of-Way

In many portions of the country, especially in the

South and Southeast, the item of clearing and maintain-

ing a cleared right-of-way is quite important. This

part of the construction scheme readily lends itself to

sub-contractors, and in almost any part of the country

men can be found who will take this clearing by the

acre, or sometimes by the mile. Right-of-way men do

not seem to have any general rule as to the trade which

they make regarding the cutting and removal of timber,

but in any event the stumps should be cut rather low

and all logs and brush should be removed for a width

of at least 25 ft. under each conductor in order that there

may be ample room to assemble and erect towers and

later to string the conductors. Patrolling the line after

going into commercial operation is also facilitated by

a well cleared right-of-way.

Tower Footings

The cost of construction may also be strongly in-

fluenced by the type of footing, concrete footings being

much more expensive. Very little advantage is gained

in starting the excavation for tower footings much in

advance of the arrival of the footing material upon the

ground as there is usually a strong tendency for the

holes to cave in except where the ground is very firm

and free from water. Even then it is a frequent occur-

rence for excavated material to slide back into the hole

and have to be cleaned out before setting the footings.

Trouble often occurs from live stock getting into holes

left open.

There are two general methods in common use for

setting footings, each scheme being best adapted to cer-

tain conditions. The two schemes may be briefly out-

lined as follows:

After making the excavation for the tower footing,

the bottom of each hole is carefully leveled and kept open

until the tower is erected. The tower legs are sus-

pended just over the holes and the footing is bolted on

while being held upright. The tower is then lined up

and the holes are backfilled by a crew which accompanies

the erection crew.

The alternate method is to excavate for the footing,

set it to line and grade, and then backfill at once. The

correct line and grade is secured by means of a wooden

or structural steel template which exactly reproduces

the positions of the several tower legs when in position

(see Fig. 1). The towers are raised with their legs

close to the footing and are readily bolted into place.

The first method can be carried out successfully with

towers of moderate weight, say not over 4000 lb., pro-

vided that the soil is free from water. If, on the other

hand, towers are heavy or the foundations are poor, it

is better to set each footing member carefully and back-

fill it well in advance of the erection crew in order that

a good settlement of the filling may be secured.

There seems to be a growing tendency toward the use

of concrete foundations upon all transmission towers,

and it follows that whenever concrete is specified all

footings must be placed by use of a template far enough

in advance of the erection crew so that no damage will

occur to the concrete.

Special rock footings are sometimes furnished which

are composed of bent structural members intended to be

concreted into a moderate-sized hole which has been

blasted in the rock. These footings are of a special

kind and require particular attention in getting them

delivered at the right point along the line. It is also

necessary to guard against blowing these openings too

large, which would result in a waste of concrete. It is

likely that special rock footings do not reduce the ulti-
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mate COflt Of footing as it [g not much more expen lv6

to blow a hole large enough to take the regular footings,

which can be backfilled vith loose rock and earth.

.Material wliieh is excavated for the tower footings
should be deposited in swell a manner as to eawse a mini-

mum of interference with the subsequent placing Of

construction material and assembly of towers.

Whenever the footings for towers are concreted over
several miles of line, portable concrete mixers driven by
gas engines are economical. Hand mixing and placing
should be used only where the towers are either situated

in inaccessible places or scattered at irregular points

along the line.

Tower Assembly

The general practice at the present time is to assemble
all towers complete, lying flat upon the ground, except

over very rough ground where erecting tackle cannot be

lower is erected is out of all proportion to the remainder
of the assembly expense.

A . -row of eighl men will average from two to four
towers per day, according to the nature of the ground.
If the ground Is very uneven at the point of assembly,
the towers are blocked up to avoid undue strain upon
certain members which might twist the tower out of

Shape. Any deformation in a tower frame will im-
mensely reduce its working strength.

Erection Details

Towers are now erected by means of triple blocks and
a specially devised A-frame apparatus. Some construc-
tion superintendents prefer using the double-A-frame
scheme, i. e., lifting the towers by means of placing an
A-frame on either side and swinging the tower into

position between them. This scheme, however, is being
displaced by the single-A-frame scheme as shown in

FIG. 5—DETAILS OF EQUIPMENT USED IN THE
ERECTION OF TOWERS

FIGS. 6 AND 7—DETAILS OF DYNAMOMETER IN FIELD USE, AND
DEMOUNTABLE ECCENTRIC REEL FOR PULLING CONDUCTORS

used to advantage. At such points they are assembled
piece by piece in their final position. An assembly crew
consists of six or eight men, always of even number so
that each man may have a partner to assist him in hold-

ing the various members in place.

A small crew of men should precede the regular as-

sembly gang to open the various bundles of steel, sort

out and arrange them, and see that there is no shortage
of steel or bolts. The base of the towers should be
placed as near the projecting footing stubs as possible.

This will save the erecting crew the time and expense of
skidding the tower into position, which not only costs

money but is likely to bend the lighter members.
Towers should be assembled parallel to the direction

of the line in order to facilitate erection. If the nature
of the ground compels assembly crosswise to the line, it

then becomes necessary to omit assembly of cross-arms
on one side in order to use modern erecting tackle. The
added cost of assembling these cross-arms after the

Figs. 3 and 4. More accidents with resulting damage
to towers occur during the erecting process than from
any other cause. Carelessness in the smallest detail

often causes a tower to drop before arriving in a ver-

tical position. Two things are absolutely essential in

the erection plan if speed is to be maintained and acci-

dents avoided:

First—All of the blocks and tackle must have a high
factor of safety and must be kept in excellent condition

in order to be sure that when the strain upon this tackle

is at a maximum there is ample safety.

Second—The ground pins must be very thoroughly

driven downi. Not less than three ground pins must be

driven to anchor the main lifting tackle, and if the

ground is at all soft or springy one or more additional

pins should be driven. Each pin should be carefully

tied back to the pin behind it. The scheme of driving

and anchoring these pins successfully is copied from the

methods used in securing large circus tents.
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It is surprising to note how easily a tower can be

iropped after it has been raised to a position about 45

ieg. from vertical, thus every detail must be absolutely

-ight before the tower starts skyward if accidents are

;o be avoided. The anchorage for snubbing the back

juy line is also very important, and the man designated

;o pay out this line should be very careful and observ-

ng. Many towers have been dropped to the ground by
jeing pulled too far over with the lifting line because

;he back guy line was improperly paid out or poorly

inchored.

The organization of an erecting crew is capable of

)eing very highly perfected. As many as seventeen

leavy towers have been erected by one crew in a day,

ind it is not infrequent for well-organized cfews to aver-

ige from twelve to fifteen per day.

Many different schemes have been devised for pro-

viding a satisfactory fulcrum at the base of the tower
mon which the tower legs may turn while being lifted

;o a vertical position. Some of the lighter towers have
)een successfully raised by simply providing "footing

blocks," which have heavy bolts run through the blocks,

he heads of which stick up about 2 in. The legs of the

ower rest against these projections and are prevented

Tom slipping, but heavier towers will soon break these

)locks. One successful method consists of a shoe com-
posed of structural-steel angles which fits over the

ower leg and is bolted through the regular rivet holes,

rhe lower edge of this shoe is provided with a loop of

;teel, the hole being about 5 in. in diameter. A piece of

1-in. black iron pipe is shoved through these loops from
me leg to the other and provides a good axle. This pipe

s held in place by steel cables which are anchored back
vith ground pins. (See Fig. 5.) As the tower begins

;o rise it turns on this pipe axle, and when it is entirely

»rected the shoe is unbolted, the pipe pulled out, and
he whole equipment moved forward to the next tower.

On ordinary ground one team can readily lift towers
vhich do not weigh over 5000 lb. each, but if the ground
s heavy or the weight of the towers is greater than this

imount, it is usually necessary to provide two teams,

ind for towers weighing as much as 10,000 lb. it has
frequently been found necessary to use three teams.

Insufficient power to erect towers promptly when once

started has frequently caused accidents.

Stringing the Conductors

The process of stringing conductors upon a fairly

leavy line, especially if it be a double-circuit type,

requires more men and is the most complex of the

sperations. Supposing that the line passes through a

fairly well-settled district where there are frequent
telephone lines, highways and railway crossings, the

following organization will produce efficient results:

(1) One sub-foreman with several men and from one
to two teams should precede all other crews and pre-

pare protection for crossing telephone lines, railways,

etc., and arrange for a free and unhampered roadway
for the larger crews which follow. This gang might be
called a "trouble crew." Then should follow:

(2) One sub-foreman with two or three laborers and
several teams distributing snatch-blocks and other aux-
iliary appliances, such as special devices for running out

?round wire, etc.

(3) One foreman in charge of about eight men and
about six or eight teams which are engaged in hauling
Dut the conductors and ground wire. In addition to

these laborers and teams, this crew contains several

climbers and their assisting ground men, whose business
it is to lay the conductors through the snatch-blocks and
make all of the splices well in advance of the sagging
:rew. When this crew has passed everything should be
'n readiness for the sagging crew to start the final

process of stretching and clamping the conductors into

place.

(4) One foreman in charge of a sagging crew ac-

companied by a sufficient number of men and teams to

take care of the sagging and to provide signal men to

pass signals from the front to rear over the district

which is being sagged.

(5) One foreman in charge of the necessary climbers

and ground men whose duty is to clamp in the con-

ductors behind the sagging crew. This gang removes
pins and lowers the snatch blocks and other appliances

to the ground ready for crew No. 2 to take forward.

The length of conductor which can be successfully

sagged at one pull has been lengthened by trial and
experience from the original half-mile stretch until now
pieces of conductor two miles in length can be success-

fully pulled into place in one operation. With the

lengthening of the line between pulls two points of

interest to construction men have developed. One of

these is the fact that there is a perceptible interval

between the application of the pull at the front end and
the time when the conductor shows the effect of this

pull at the rear end. This time interval amounts to as

much as one-half minute over a two-mile pull, and after

FIG. 8—10-IN. WOOD SNATCH FIG. 9—DETAIL OF SNATCH
BLOCK IN PLACE BLOCK AND SHEAVE

a crew has become skilful it will stop pulling so as to

allow for this time interval.

The other is that at anchor points where the con-

ductors are dead-ended the amount of additional slack

which is distributed over long stretches of conductor

is of advantage in attaching the strain clamps to the

conductors. This additional slack allows the point on

the conductor to which the clamp must be attached to

be pulled up to a point directly under the cross-arm

where the tower man, who is sitting in a boatswain's

chair, can clamp to the conductor directly in front of

him. If, on the other hand, the length of line being

sagged is comparatively short, the available slack will

not allow this to be done without overstraining the con-

ductors and towers. It then becomes necessary to mark
the point on the conductor where the clamp should be

fastened, lower both clamp and conductor to the ground,

and lift them into position with a second pull.

Early construction experience proved that many of

the injuries to conductor were caused by the metal pul-

leys in the snatch-blocks with the result that wooden
pulleys have now been successfully designed which will

not injure the conductor. One of the successful wooden
pulleys is made of lignum vitae wood carried upon roller

bearings. The thickness of these blocks should be suffi-

cient so that the conductor will easily run in the groove

without being pinched, and the width of the frame
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should allow the splicing sleeye to run through without
hindrance. This Is especially nqcessar} now that

era! pieces of conductor arc sagged with one pull. The
Increased amount of slack to be taken up often requires
the splices to run through the blocks.

.Mud and water quickly cause wooden snatch Mocks to

swell and refuse to turn, with the result that the con-
ductor will stick in the blocks and sometimes blister

before giving way. The Mocks therefore should be

carefully Inspected when being picked up and moved
forward. All Mocks which do not run freely or are in

need of Cleaning and repairs should he discarded. A
Bufficienl number of extra blocks should be provided for

this emergency. If the groove in the rollers is too deep
and the lips are too thin, the conductor is liable to

splinter these thin edges. The groove need not be more
than ::

s in. in depth, and the edges should be turned in

a flat curve.

With the rapid rise in operating-line pressures dur-
ing the past few years there has been a corresponding
increase in the number of porcelain disks, thus increas-

ing the distance between cross-arms and conductors. In

order to facilitate the clamping of conductors boatswain
chairs to support linemen are suspended from the cross-

arm. These chairs allow the men to work to good
advantage and at the same time provide a safe support
during the wire-stringing process. (See Fig. 11.)

Dynamometers Versus Sighting Methods for Stringing
Conductors

The chief need of dynamometers in wire stringing is

upon heavy, important trunk lines where continuity of

FIG. 10—SPECIAL HEAVY GRIP FOR PULLING CONDUCTOR TO
10,000 LB.

service is essential. The proper sag for a given span
and temperature can be determined by the "sighting"
rnethod close enough for practical operating purposes,

but this method is not applicable if the conductors are
to be pulled up to full working strength for test pur-
poses. The use of a dynamometer upon such a test pull

will eliminate every point of mechanical weakness in

the conductor, and it then ought to withstand the sever-

est weather conditions for which it is designed. Dyna-
mometers in field work are subjected to very severe

service and frequently get out of repair, and therefore

the sag as obtained from the indicating dial should be
checked by the sighting method.
One of the simplest methods of sagging conductor by

the sighting method is to select two adjacent towers
which are practically at the same elevation and find the

required sag corresponding to the length of span and
temperature as shown upon previously prepared tables.

Then set a simple target which can be plainly seen as

far below the upper cross-arm as the lowest point of

the properly sagged span and place a similar mark upon
the other tower where the sagging man works. By
pulling the conductor until it becomes tangent to the

line of sight between these two targets the correct sag
is easily obtained. With a little experience, all of the

remaining conductors may be sagged by observation

only. This is best determined from a point considerably

to one side and midway between the two towers. Even

a small dillerence m the gg curves formed bj the dif-

ferent conductors is quickly apparent.
[f it i necessary to use a dynamometer for test pur-

poses, the extreme test pull should he applied and held

for two or three minutes and then gradually reduced
until the required tension is secured.

There is an opporl unit y for some manufacturer to

improve upon the grips which are used in pulling heavy
conductor for tensions above .",000 lb. There are .sev-

eral schemes of grips which depend upon the tightening

of several bolts in order to hold firmly. This takes time,

and a grip is needed which not only has a good factor

of safety against slipping and bending and can safely

pull up to 7000 lb. or 8000 lb., but which can also be

quickly applied and easily released. Several of the more
successful types of grips for smaller lines have been

tried upon heavier conductors and have been found to

be entirely inadequate.

Methods of Increasing Efficiency in Stringing Conductors

The wire-stringing process being the last before put-

ting the line into operation, those in responsible charge
are always anxious to drive this operation at highest

speed. One successful method of increasing interest

among the men is the issuing of a daily progress card
which records each day's progress as well as the total

progress to date and the amount of conductor still to

be strung. This works especially well if there is more
than one stringing crew, as keen rivalry is sure to

spring up. The arrival of these daily report cards is

noted and commented on by all of the field crew. When
crews are working at top speed it is especially neces-

sary for the inspector to be on the alert to avoid string-

ing damaged conductor or making poor splices.

Sizes of Reels

The length of conductors as drawn at the factory is

controlled by the maximum weight which can be econom-
ically hauled upon its arrival in the field. Usually be-

tween 3000 lb. and 4000 lb. is all that can be handled
upon rough or soft ground.

Several successful methods have been devised to sup-

port the reels of copper during the time it is being
pulled out. One effective scheme may be understood
by referring to Fig. 7. It consists of a demountable
eccentric reel, one radius of which is greater than the

radius of the reel containing the conductor. This de-

mountable reel is attached to the inner reel of con-

ductor and then rolled forward until the conductor is

lifted free from the ground. A simple wooden brake is

easily provided by placing a heavy green stick through
an opening in the outer reel. This will cause friction

upon the inner reel when necessary.

Upon short lines, and when time is not so important,

one or two teams are sufficient to haul conductors away
from the reels, but if the line is, say, 50 miles or more
long, one team should be provided for each conductor

so that no turning back will be necessary.

Only one team at a time works to good advantage

when sagging conductors, as there is a considerable

amount of signaling which could easily become confused

if two teams were working at once. Furthermore, if

two teams are used, a double set of climbers and ground

men are needed at each of the intervening towers. The

additional amount of conductor which could be strung

daily by two teams would not warrant the expense in-

volved by the increased organization.

Aluminum conductors with steel cores have some

practical advantage in stringing owing to the fact that

injuries to the surface of the aluminum conductor do

not materially reduce its operating strength or effi-

ciency. On the other hand, hard-drawn copper-stranded

conductors must be lifted to their final position without
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injury to the outer hard skin as the strength of the con-

ductor is seriously reduced if this outer skin is nicked

Dr scraped by dragging over rocks or by falling heavily

upon any hard material. Operating records show that

mechanical failures in a conductor are usually caused

by some injury during construction.

Clean-Up

If every process is carried out conscientiously and
thoroughly by each crew, there is really no need of a

;lean-up crew going over the entire line after wire
stringing is complete, but in actual practice it is often

found that the clean-up crew has a tremendous amount
sf odds and ends to take care of. The money spent upon
clean-up crews does not show up well to those who are

in responsible charge and is always a source of irrita-

tion if the amount is appreciable.

Notes Upon Construction Program

Owing to the fact that experienced transmission-line

construction men are usually scarce, it is advisable to

fig. 11- -LINEMAN CLAMPING-IN CONDUCTOR FROM
BOATSWAIN'S CHAIR

itart the erection of towers and the stringing of con-

iuctor over a territory which is favorable for this work
ind does not entail special difficulties. This will enable
he green crews to get lined up and in good running
:ondition before obstacles occur. This is particularly

;rue where steep rocky country has to be crossed.

Causes of Accidents

Mechanical failures of towers after once in operation
ire very infrequent, and it usually takes a storm of ter-

*ific force, something in the nature of a tornado, to

vreck one of these structures. Accidents generally
>ccur during the active construction period, either by
Iropping the towers after they are partially erected or

is a result of carelessness in leaving the backfilling of

'ootings only partially completed over night. This
statement applies to towers with footing holes left open
intil the towers are erected. At least in one instance
several towers were blown over and very badly damaged

by a heavy windstorm coming up during the night. The
investigation which followed disclosed the incompleted
backfill.

Special-Length Spans and Special Conductors

The practice of designers and locators to reduce the
number of supports by substituting special towers and
conductors with unusually long spans when the profile

will permit is doubtful economy. Whenever conditions

will permit the use of standard conductors and towers
it will usually be best to stick to standard types from
both a construction and an operating standpoint.

Once a construction organization becomes trained

to a standard procedure in handling uniform-weight
towers, conductors, etc., it goes forward with an in-

creasing efficiency, but it slows up when special con-

struction becomes necessary. Frequently entirely new
equipment and methods are necessary to construct a

few special spans. With an organization of considerable

size the delays caused by the getting up of special equip-

ment, etc., very quickly offset the saving of the cost of

towers. This line of argument holds good whenever
repairs are necessary during the operating period.

Construction Camp Details

While there is no doubt that camps of canvas are
more economical in constructing pole lines and light

steel-tower lines, yet there are some arguments in favor
of at least semi-permanent camps when constructing a

heavy tower line. It might be well to consider the possi-

bility of building a combination cook shanty, dining-

room and commissary of wood capable of giving good
shelter for six or eight months. Sleeping quarters could

be provided under canvas. The crews could follow each
other in their occupancy of these permanent quarters

but could move their own cots and bedding from camp
to camp.
The advantages of this scheme are as follows:

(1) The expense and time which is used in making
camps and moving and fitting up new camps could in a

large measure be saved.

(2) Commissary clerks and cooks could remain in

one locality during the entire progress of the work and
could buy the supplies to better advantage and take

care of them in better shape.

(3) The men could be more comfortably fed and
housed.

(4) The camp equipment would doubtless have a

greater salvage value.

The main argument against this plan is the absence
of precedent, and there may be serious objections which
are unforeseen at this time.

Salvage Upon Construction Camp and Camp Equipment

Salvage value upon transmission-line construction

plant is probably as low as can be found in any other

line of construction work. This is especially true if the

company or contractor is operating in an isolated dis-

trict where the equipment cannot be used for a second
line to advantage. The tents and cooking utensils of

all kinds will seriously deteriorate within a year's time,

even though they are not in use.

Motor Trucks

The use. of motor trucks is by no means new to trans-

mission-line work, although it is doubtful if they have
been used upon heavy steel tower work ; but if the roads

are convenient there is every reason to believe that they

would be economical.

This is especially true if semi-permanent camps are

constructed, as the camps can be more widely sepa-

rated and the trucks can be used to advantage in

transporting men to and from their work, as well as

for keeping up small supplies and in emergencies of any
kind.
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Carbon as a Heating Element in Appliances
A Studj of Resistance Characteristics of Carbon Etoda and Disks

Possibility of Their Extended Use aa Heating Units

\w c. w. Piper

In order to determine the mosl practical form of car-

bon to use as ;i beating element, tests were made of

carbon rods of diameter varying from i in. to '* in.

of high and low resistance (different per cent carbon)
and of a stack of twenty-one low resistance carbon disks
1

'

s in. in diameter and ' s in. thick. In order to prevent
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just under the thin film resulting from oxidation.

The method finally employed for securing suitable

contact was to square and smooth the contact surfaces
and then to clamp the rod on disks between two sheets

of soft copper. The contact was all at the end of the
rod or stack of disks, which entirely eliminated spark-
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FIG. 1—AMPERE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON DISKS FIG. 3—AMPERE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON DISKS

unequal cooling by drafts of air, the test sample in each
case was placed in a large glass tube.

The characteristic change of resistance due to change
in temperature was obtained by impressing a constant
voltage and noting the current change each minute.
The results were checked by maintaining a constant
current and noting the voltage drop each minute for

thirty minutes. Similar tests were made by placing the

test sample in a calorimeter (dry) and immersing the

latter in a tank of water.

The results obtained with the several rods were quite

similar. The high resistance %-in. rod is taken as

typical of the lot, and the curves and data given below
apply specifically to this rod.

Difficulty was experienced at first in providing suit-

able contacts for getting the current into and out of the

rod. The several types of contacts tried and abandoned,
on account of excessive sparking, were : clamps attached

to the ends, mercury cups, and soft copper wire wound

ing. This method, however, was not entirely satisfac-

tory, owing to the fact that the soft parts of the carbon

at the contacts were burned away, leaving a pitted con-

tact surface.

The failure of the rods with end contacts was caused

by heating and not by sparking. The rod became soft,

opened up or cracked along the side, and a flame sput-

tered out as if a gas were being burned.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of keeping the voltage con-

stant. Fig. 6 shows the effect of keeping current con-

stant. From Fig. 2 it is evident that for the given

length of rod there is a voltage, somewhere between 350

to 425, for which the resistance would remain prac-

tically constant. Fig. 5 is the current-time curve for

the rod shortened so that this "constant-resistance"

voltage is 110.

The curves observed with the calorimeter were of the

same general character as those shown above, except

that, owing to the fact that the rod was inclosed, the
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FIG. 2—CURRENT-TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON ROD

around the rod under sufficient tension to be pressed
into the pores of the carbon. Copper-plated ends soon
loosened and peeled off when the rod was repeatedly
heated and cooled. With the various side contacts, the
carbon at the surface of the rod became oxidized at a
comparatively low temperature, leaving a white residue
or film on the surface. This was followed by the forma-
tion of an arc moving in a spiral around the rod
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FIG. 4—PRESSURE-RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF DISKS

heat accumulated more rapidly and the resistance change

was more rapid.

The resistance of the rod under test before being

heated was 1890 ohms. After 290 milliamp. had been

passed through the rod for thirty minutes, the resist-

ance dropped to 660 ohms, hot. The current was inter-

rupted for three minutes, and the resistance increased

to 1320 ohms. Then 350 milliamp. was passed through
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the rod for thirty minutes, and the resistance dropped

to 740 ohms, hot. When the rod was again allowed to

cool for three minutes, the resistance increased to 1680

ohms. Five hundred milliamperes in thirty minutes

reduced the resistance to 650 ohms. These tests show
the unstable resistance of such a rod under practical

operating conditions. The carbon rod turned a very

dull red at a current density of about 350 milliamp.
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FIG. 5- -CURRENT-TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF SHORTENED
CARBON ROD

At 400 milliamp. the heat radiated was quite sufficient

for practical purposes. It was observed, however, that

the carbon oxidized at the surface, leaving a thin gray-

ish film. The thickness of this film depends upon the

temperature of the rod and the time it is kept at that

temperature. The changing in the cold resistance of

the rod was accompanied by the formation of this

grayish white film.

The above results show that rods are satisfactory for

heating units where a high temperature is not desired.

The carbon disks, however, proved more satisfactory,

for the resistance of a stack of such disks could be con-

trolled by varying the pressure. Moreover, with the

disks it was not necessary to work at a temperature
sufficiently great to cause oxidation, and there was,

therefore, no appreciable change in the resistance of the

disks at constant temperature.

A current density of 60 amp. per square inch through
the disks produced very dull-red color. About 30 amp.
to 40 amp. per square inch proved to be a suitable

working density. A high resistance carbon disk would
be preferable, for the desired temperature could be ob-

tained at a lower current density. The change of

resistance of the disks due to pressure is shown in Fig.
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FIG. 6—VOLTAGE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON ROD

4. Figs. 3 and 1 show the current-time characteristics,

Fig. 3 for constant voltage and variable pressure, and
Fig. 1 for constant pressure and variable voltage. The
carbon disks would probably prove satisfactory for use

in electric soldering irons, flatirons, etc., where a varia-

ble high temperature is desired. A thumb-screw could

be used to control their resistance, and any desired ten -

perature could thus be obtained.
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COST OF TRANSMISSION LINES IN NEW
ENGLAND

Constructed of Wooden Poles with Metal Caps and Steel

Cross-Arms

The following costs cover the recent construction of

transmission lines by the Connecticut River Power
Company in New Hampshire and Vermont. One line

was built from Brattleboro to Bellows Falls, Vt. The
poles used were standard class B chestnut, with wish-

bone arms and 10-in. disk insulators carrying three No.

2 three-strand copper wires for operation at 19,000

volts. A No. 6 copper telephone circuit was installed

on steel cross-arms, with a special side bracket on alter-

nate poles for transpositions. Each pole was provided
with a metal cap, from which the ground wire runs to

the bottom of the pole. Construction costs for 21 miles

of the line are as follows

:

Rights-of-way, surveys, etc $23,181.32

Clearing right-of-way 7,281,72

Tools 657.72

Hauling and delivering 2,977.94

Excavation 2,550.43

Setting and guying, framing and treating 4,796.98

Placing insulators and stringing wires 1,955.31

Poles 4,926.90

Wire 14,881.49

Insulators, pins, arms and hardware 6,872.73

Engineering, supervision, and general charges 4,890.00

Transformers and switch equipment 5,415.98

Interest during construction 2,400.00

Total $82,794.52

Another line of the same construction known as the

Vernon station-Massachusetts line, 8.5 miles long, has

also been built recently and the following costs cover

its construction details:

Lands and rights-of-way $17,387.50

Tower-line construction 28,038.92

Switches and special construction at power house 11,507.10

Engineers' and contractors' fees* 5,931.90

Legal expense, office expenses, taxes and miscellaneous. . 1,784.58

Interest during construction 3,000.00

$67,650.00

The cost of apparatus in the Vernon power-station

end of the above line was as follows

:

Two 150-amp, 70,000-volt, triple-pole, single-throw, sole-

noid-operated oil switches, complete $2,093.00

Twelve 100-amp disconnecting switches, complete 408.30

Six 300-amp, 70,000-volt disconnecting switches, at $27.90 167.40

Two 70,000-volt aluminum lightning arresters, complete

with supports, tanks, fittings, etc., at $765 1,530.00

One 20,000-volt aluminum-cell lightning arrester 360.00

Three single-pole, time-limit series relays, with switches,

operating rods, bases and insulators, at $60 180.00

Six single-pole, time-limit, 100-amp, 22,000-volt discon-

necting switches with 10-in. base 81.00

Steel frame for extending monitor, 48 ft, and one 24 ft. . 440.00

Structural steel for two roof frames, four stubs and six

brackets 222.00

Three 300-amp, 70,000-volt disconnecting switches, at

$34.20 102.60

Two 600-volt, direct-current aluminum lightning arrest-

ers for telephone system, at $9 18.00

Three type H sixty-cycle, 5000-watt, 2400/240-volt sec-

ondary transformers, form K 195.52

( trn> set cores and coils 27.00

Three single-pole, single-throw, 100-amp, 22,000-volt dis-

connecting switches 18.00

Fifteen knife switches, 3% In. wide 40.30

Insulators, pins and supports 463.29

Pipe and pipe fittings 619.50

Miscellaneous Bwltchlng apparatus 162.00

Tools, etc 389.60

Hardware 188.48

Miscellaneous materials, oil drums, etc 201.30

Transportation of material 370.72

Labor and expenses • 3,229.09

Total .$11,507.10

• Represents the overhead expense of the contractor; built on a

flat-fee basis, by the Power Construction Company.
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Construction of Tower Foundation!

in g paper presented before the Deer Park I Did. I con-

vention of the A. l. EC. IS. was described t hi- line con-

struction of the Toronto Power Company, it was
pointed out that tower footings Bet In gravel or In a

tightly packed mixture of sand and loam offer consider-

able resistance to upward pull. Where towers had to

stronger than thai for lighter towers; and the third,

which Is for four-circuit towers, consists of a screw
pi If to which a fool plate can be bolted.

i». 4'Guttw Pip* fillip with

C«mtnl Grouting. 4 to 1

Finished Ground Lin*
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FOUNDATIONS FOR HARDPAN, MARSHLAND AND LOOSE SOIL

be set on rock, stubs of only about half the usual length

were employed, and these were set in a one-to-four mix-

ture of concrete. Several towers had to be erected in

a lake, therefore 2-in. by 8-in. tongued and grooved

spruce planks were driven around the foundation stakes

to serve as a cofferdam. The water was pumped out

and surface dirt removed until a coarse gravel bottom
was encountered. The foundations were then con-

structed as shown in the accompanying illustrations, the

spruce sheeting being left to prevent scouring. Later

10-in. boulders were piled around the foundations to

protect them from storms. It was reported that 100

hot-galvanized stubs which had been in service seven

years were examined and not one showed signs of de-

terioration, although they had not been protected by
concrete. Patent guy anchors should be used only

for light construction, "deadmen" being more reliable.

When more than one guy is employed on a pole gal-

vanized turnbuckles should be used. Judging from ob-

servations extending over ten years, the author said

that 40 per cent of the guys in use are unsatisfactory

owing to lack of inspection. To obtain the best results

anchors should be placed at a distance from the base

of the pole equal to one-third the height.

In using rock bolts for anchoring care should be taken,

especially if the rock is covered with a layer of earth,

to place the anchor so that the ring extends just above
the rock, otherwise the rod will bend. A link can be

used for connecting the guy with the ring. Rock bolts

should be grouted in place with melted sulphur. The

4 Bolts . „. •,..

1* Twisted Sq.:~: £ , Mt '
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Twisted Sq.
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FOUNDATIONS FOR STANDARD TOWERS AND TOWERS ERECTED

IN WATER

Toronto Power Company is now designing several types

of new tower footings. One, intended for light wind-

mill-type towers, is a modification of the ordinary

screw-type anchor with the top shaped to fit the tower

leg; another, which is intended for heavy anchor and
long-span towers, has a large foot plate supported on

a shallow concrete footing with an anchor similar but

Electric Sunshine in "Movie" Production in

California

To save approximately $200,000 a year in loss of

actors' time and interest charges on equipment on
cloudy days, there has been erected at Universal City,

the large moving-picture plant in southern California,

an electrically illuminated studio for taking pictures

when the sun is behind the clouds.

Every type of lamp and diffuser was "tried out" in

an endeavor to produce an artificial illumination which
would give to the pictures the same character and color

quality as sunlight. The mercury-vapor lamp met this

demand, although its size and shape offered some diffi-

culties in adapting it to overhead lighting. The new
gas-filled incandescent lamp, however, is well suited for

such work, and by combining the two sources it is now
possible to take indoor pictures that cannot be distin-

guished from out-of-door photography. The light from

TAKING THE FILM "UNDER THE CRESCENT" BY MERCURY-
VAPOR AND GAS-FILLED LAMPS

a gas-filled tungsten lamp has much the same quality

as sunlight, and the useless orange and red rays are

nullified by making the globe of blue rather than clear

glass.

The studio is equipped with 2000-cp. gas-filled tungsten

lamps equipped with metal reflectors suspended 2 ft.

from the ceiling and 8 in. apart each way. Along the

sides are banks of eight 400-watt, 800-cp. mercury-vapor

lamps arranged one above the other with mirror reflec-

tors behind each unit. The banks are mounted on

casters so that they may be readily arranged in position.

Flood and spot lamps are used to illuminate the dark

places. A scene in a moving-picture roll, in its prepa-

ration, is called a "set," and under average conditions

requires a space at least 15 ft. square. The necessary

lighting equipment usually includes forty-five 1000-watt,

2000-cp. gas-filled tungsten lamps overhead, four banks

of mercury-vapor lamps on the sides, and two flood

lamps. The latter are of the double-arc type equipped

with prismatic glass to diffuse the light, and require 35

amp at 110 volts. Thus for a single "set" there may be

required approximately 100,000 cp., representing an

energy consumption of about 50 kw. The present elec-

tric-lamp investment in this studio is $20,000, and this,

the management has announced, it is proposed to double

immediately. The energy for the plant is supplied by

the Southern California Edison Company.
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DIGEST OF ELECTRICAL LITERATURE
Generators, Motors and Transformers

Polyphase Series Motor.—Robert Moser.—A contin-

lation and conclusion of his illustrated article on vari-

es circular diagrams for the polyphase series motor,

rhe diagrams refer to starting, to various methods of

ipeed regulation, to the condition of regular operation

aking into consideration iron saturation, etc.

—

Elek. u.

Masrh. (Vienna), April 25 and May 2, 1915.

Turbo Alternators.—0. Billieux.—A mathematical
japer on critical speeds of turbo-alternator sets.

—

La
lumiere Elec, April 10, 17 and 24, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Designation and Rating Incandescent and Arc Lamps.
—The conclusion of the long discussion which followed

Salomon's recent paper on the designation and rating

)f incandescent lamps. Bloch thought that if arc lamp
sngineers would not rate lamps in mean spherical

:andle-power they could not be forced to do so. In that

:ase it would be best for incandescent-lamp manufac-
turers to introduce for incandescent lamps the rating by
spherical candle-power. The introduction of the spher-

ical candle-power into practice will be greatly facilitated

if only the watts, and not the candle-power, are stamped
on the lamps. It is wrong to think that the general

public wants to buy lamps; if a 50-cp. lamp is offered

to an ordinary man his first question will be how much
will it cost to use it. The manufacturers of incandes-

cent gas lamps never stated the candle-power of their

lamps. When the inverted gas mantle was introduced

the general public was not informed on candle-powers

but only on the saving of gas, and this was all they were
interested in. Eichel made some historical remarks on

the rating of lamps, and said that if the candle-power is

to be stated it might also be useful to state in addition

the actinic value since with the many available sources

of light such as metallic-filament lamps, gas lamps, mer-
cury-arc lamps, flame-arc lamps, etc., not only the can-

dle-power but also the color and actinic value are of

importance. Salomon in concluding the discussion said

he couldn't understand why arc-lamp engineers should

be afraid of rating by mean spherical candle-power.

It would have no effect at all on the consumer who
hasn't known in the past anything about the candle-

power of arc lamps and wouldn't know anything about

it in the future. The whole proposition is that if the

candle-power of a lamp is stated without further speci-

fications or limitations it should be understood that

the mean spherical candle-power is meant. Designat-

ing the lamp by the watts consumed agrees with gen-

eral sales practice. Milk is sold at so and so many
cents per liter without stating the nutritive value.

The public will soon learn that different 50-watt lamps
are not all equivalent in the light they give.

—

Elek.

Zeit., May 27, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Load Curve Relief Map.—Max du Bois.—In ordinary

load curves the abscissas are hours of a day and the

ordinates represent the load in kilowatts. A relief map
is obtained by adding a third ordinate which represents

successive days in one or several years. Instead of a

load curve in a plane one obtains in this case a surface

of load curves in space. The loads in kilowatts are the

vertical ordinate while the two horizontal ordinates are

the successive days of one or several years and the hours

of one day. On a sheet of paper this may be plotted

in the same way as the topographical relief map of a

mountain region. Fig. 1 gives the load relief map of a

large distribution system of the company du Midi de la

France. The numbers inserted in the map (which in an

ordinary topographical map would mean altitudes in

feet) represent the size of the load in kilowatts. The

map shows clearly how the load has changed from the

beginning of 1912 (top of the map) to January, 1915

(bottom of the map.) The difference in altitude be-

6A.M. l2(Noon) 6 P.M. l2(Niqht)

6A.M. l2(Noon) 6PM. IZ(Niqht)

FIG. 1—CENTRAL-STATION "LOAD-SURFACE" CONTOUR MAP

tween the peaks of the mountains and valleys is less in

this case than in ordinary city distribution systems

because in the extended system in question it has been

possible to improve the power factor. How these im-

provements gradually proceeded is shown by the fact

that in 1912 and 1913 there were still rather steep peaks

while these have changed in 1914 into more massive

blocks. The depression following the beginning of the

war in 1914 is clearly shown. The author thinks that

maps of this kind should be more generally used since

they show at a glance what may be done to fill up the

valleys of the load curve, for instance, by using electric-

ity in agriculture, etc.

—

La Lumiere Elec, May 8, 1915.

Panama Canal.—Edward Schildhauer.—A fully

illustrated description of 112 pages on the use of elec-

tricity in the construction and operation of the Panama
Canai. The subject is treated under the following head-

ings: Gatun locks and dam; Pacific locks and dam;

Ancon quarry; Balboa sand dock; Gatun hydroelectric

station; reserve station; transmission system; distribu-

tion at locks; machinery for the operation of the locks

and spillways; the towing locomotive for the Panama
Canal; details of the system; details of locomotive de-

sign; the control of lock machinery; interlocking.—Sup-

plement to Gen. Elec. Rev., July, 1915.

Traction

Electric Vehicles.—Raymond J. Mitchell.—An illus-

trated account of recent progress of the electric vehicle
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in Greal Britain. The uses of the industrial electric

vehicle are classified under the following principal head
I

i
i Public service buses, including hotel buses

ami the like; (2) delivery vans from '—ton to 1
' L. tons

loading capacity; i •"•
I heavy lorries from -tons to 6

tons capacity; I I) various Bpecial vehicles, such as

tower Wagons, dust raits, ambulances, water carts and
municipal vehicles generally. Some statistics arc given
on electric vehicles in use In England and the income
therefrom to central stations. The use of electric buses
and the use of municipal elect ii< vehicles tor collecting

house refuse and for other purposes are discussed and
figures of cost are given. Notes are added on elect kic

vehicle charging facilities and on standardization and
manufacture of electric vehicles in Great Britain. Lon-
don Electrician, June 18, 1915.

Oil-Electric Locomotive.—An illustrated account of a
demonstration at Birmingham of a 200-hp. oil-engine-

driven locomotive coach which has been fitted with the
Thomas system for use on the New Zealand Government
Railways. The Thomas system employs two electrical

machines teach about one-third of the power of the
engine) and a planetary gearing which connects these
machines with the engine and the load. During starting

and acceleration the power is transmitted partly mechan-
ically and partly electrically to the wheels, but when full

speed is reached the whole of the power is transmitted
directly from the engine to the wheels.—London Elec.

Review, June 25, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Municipalization of Berlin Electricity Works and a

New Electrochemical Nitrate Plant.—The Berlin Elec-

tricity Works, which have heretofore furnished the
whole of the electricity supply in Berlin, will be taken
over by the city of Berlin on Oct. 1. The purchase price

is about $32,500,000. The power plant at Bitterfeld

using fuel from adjacent lignite mines will not furnish
energy for transmission to Berlin, as originally in-

tended, but the energy will be used directly at the power
plant for an electrochemical process, for the fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen for the production of calcium
cyanamide from which nitric acid is to be obtained for

explosives. Part of the cyanamide is to be used as

fertilizer. It is stated that the power house will fur-

nish energy to the cyanamide plant at a price as low
as 0.25 cent per kilowatt-hour. It is intended to erect

for this purpose a generating station for an output of

180,000 kw., divided among eight units, each of 22,500
kw., of which four sets are said to be already under
construction and are to be brought into operation by
the end of the present year.-—London Elec. Review,
June 18, 1915, and London Elec. Eng'ing, June 17, 1915.

Tariff in China.—L. Schmidt-Harms.—Some notes
on the tariff used by Tsinanfu central station in China.
The customers have the choice between meter tariff

and flat rate. With meter tariff a monthly meter rent
of 75 cents is charged, and the kilowatt-hour is figured

at 17.50 cents. The flat rate is based on the assump-
tion of an average daily use of the lamps for ten hours,

and 1 cp. is figured at 5 cents per month, hence a 10-cp.'

lamp at 50 cents a month and a 16-cp. lamp at 80 cents a

month. With this system the flat-rate consumers pay
for 50 per cent more energy than they use. Neverthe-
less, 70 per cent of all consumers use the flat rate and
only 28 per cent the meter rate, while 2 per cent use
both flat rate and meter rate. Consumers using the
meter rate are 67 per cent foreigners (Europeans,
Americans, and Japanese) and 33 per cent Chinese.
The preference for the flat rate is increasing, and an
attempt is made to encourage this. Current-limiting
devices have the disadvantage that they do not limit the
hours of use of the lamps nor do they adapt themselves

to the fluctuations of the demand of the consumers dur-j

Ing the different hours of the day. The author has

developed a regulator which is automatically adjusted
In an elect romagnet ic clock device for different power
consumptions tor the differenl periods of the day. For
instance, a consumer maj have twenty lamps, each of

^.
r
)-cp., and nia\ want to I mm twelve lamps from H p.m. to'

IL! p. in., three lamps from I
'2. p. m. to ."> a. in., ten lamps

from •"> a. in. to 8 a. m., and no lamps from K a. m. to

<i p. in. The cont rolling apparatus is then set so that it

automatically adjusts itself at (i p. m., 12 p. m., 5 a. m.
and 8 a. m. to the; maximum current desired in these

periods. For a 25-cp. lamp used for one hour a day a

monthly charge of 18 cents is made; for two hours, 34
cents, etc.; for six hours, 63 cents, etc. ; for twelve hours,

85 cents. Whenever a consumer wants to use temporar-
ily more energy than has been contracted for, the regu-
lator is short-circuited by the central station.

—

Elek.

Zeit., May 20, 1915.

British Electric Power Supply in War Time.—In con-

nection with the manufacture of war supplies British

central stations are very busy in providing electricity,

and it is thought that the provincial electricity under-
takings should have a fine record at the end of the war,
which will prove conclusively that the electric motor is

the ideal industrial power agent. Some figures of the

increased use of motors in British stations are given.

—London Electrician, June 18, 1915.

Automobile Accessories.—In an illustrated article

F. W. Young describes the quantity production of start-

ing motors, lighting and ignition generators, and other

electrical accessories for automobiles. In another illus-

trated article C. E. Wilson describes recent developments
in Westinghouse lighting and ignition generators and
starting motors, a complete outfit of which consists of

five units; an ignition device, a generator, a regulator

for the generator, a starting motor and a battery.

—

Elec.

Journ., July, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Substitutes for Copper and Rubber.^The Austrian
Electrical Society has worked out regulations concern-

ing substitutes for copper and rubber during the war
time, in conjunction with the German regulations and
the Austrian department for commerce has adapted

these regulations.

—

Elek. u. Masch., (Vienna), May 9,

1915.

Voltage Drop in Alternating-Current Lines.—H. B.

Dwight.—The author gives a simple chart for estimat-

ing the voltage drop of overhead alternating-current

lines and discusses the principle by a series of vector

diagrams. The chart is chiefly useful to solve two prob-

lems. One is to find the voltage drop for a given line

and a given load. The other is to find the required size

of conductor for a given load and a given line drop.

—

Elec. Journ., July, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

High Permeability in Iron.—Ernest Wilson.—An
abstract of a (British) Physical Society paper. Sub-

jecting iron to a strong magnetic force has the effect

of reducing the permeability and increasing the hystere-

sis loss for given values of the magnetic induction.

The effect can be largely removed by careful demag-
netization. It was thought that the earth's magnetic

force might also have a polarizing influence upon ex-

posed iron, and an effort has been made to remove it

by placing the specimen in a magnetic shield and care-

fully demagnetizing it. The permeability correspond-

ing to small values of the magnetic induction is thereby

considerably increased and the hysteresis loss dimin-

ished. After a long period of rest in the shield the per-

meability has somewhat diminished, and on taking the
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specimen out of the shield it maintains its high value.

Next as regards higher forces. The specimen in this

case is not shielded, but is subject to a magnetizing

force during the time that it is allowed to cool through

the temperature of recalescence. With either an alter-

nating or a steady magnetic force, a maximum value

of the permeability of over 10,000 is obtained. In these

experiments the material has been tested in the form
of laminated squares or rings. With straight strips

8 cm. long, 1.5 cm. wide and 0.053 cm. thick, built into

the form of test pieces, the effect, though produced,

could not be maintained, and the specimen with ordi-

nary handling was reduced to the normal state.—Lon-

don Electrician, June 11, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Induction Coils.—E. Raverot.—An article giving his-

torical notes on the invention of the induction coil. The
author gives an account of the work of Faraday (1831),
Henry (1832), Page (1836), Sturgeon (1837), Neef
(1838) and Ruhmkorff (1850). The author dis-

tinguishes two kinds of induction coils—one, medical

coils which may be called after Sturgeon, and the other,

spark coils, known under the name of Ruhmkorff, which
name may be retained without overlooking in their de-

scription the important improvements of the condenser
due to Fizeau.

—

La Lumiere Elec, April 17, 1915.

Galvanometer Shunt.—R. Edler.—An article giving

simple formulas for calculating the shunt resistances

of moving-coil galvanometers. The use of the formulas
is illustrated by numerical examples.

—

Elek. u. Masch.
(Vienna), April 4, 1914.

Cable Tests.—R. Sandstrom.—A mathematical paper
on the theory of the Delon apparatus for tests of

armored cables.

—

La Revue Elec, Jan. 15, 1915 (pub-

lished April 16, 1915).

Electric Supply Meters.—S. Evershed.—A long ab-

stract of his report, mentioned before in the Digest, on

the variable resistance to motion offered by the regis-

tering trains of electric supply meters.—London Elec-

trician, June 4, 1915.

Mutual Inductances.—George A. Campbell.—

A

mathematical note on mutual inductances with a circuit

composed of straight wires.

—

Phys. Review, June, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Electrolytic Luminosity for Phototelegraphic Re-
ceiver.—L. H. Walter.—In the Wehnelt interrupter

the anode becomes luminescent when the voltage drop
in the apparatus is above a certain value. Sebor and
Simek have found that the luminosity is affected by
impurities in the aluminum. J. J. Johnstone has shown
that aluminum alloys which contain up to 10 per cent

of metal, like copper, tin, etc., which has itself no valve

effect, give much better luminosity. The author has

taken up these experiments using the commercial alloy

duralumin which contains neither tin nor zinc, but 3.5

per cent to 5.5 per cent of copper, 0.5 per cent of mag-
nesium and a small amount of manganese. These alloys

can be used without being destroyed in sodium tungs-

tate or molybdate as electrolyte. In these experiments
glass vessels which contained the electrolyte became
soiled in time so that the experiments had to be inter-

rupted. The author has, therefore, done away entirely

with the containing vessel and uses a thin layer of elec-

trolyte wetting the surface of the anode. A piece of

crape stretched on the anode permits the liquid to flow

over the anode and keep it wet. By means of a cen-

trifugal pump the circulation of the electrolyte is main-
tained continuous. This principle of construction per-

mits the design of apparatus in which the anode con-

sists of a large number of elements encased in a hard-

rubber frame. In this way a kind of visual receiver for

phototelegraphy and telectroscopy is obtained. In this

apparatus 5500 luminous elements with independent

electrical connections are placed together in a frame
hardly larger than that of an ordinary camera. This

makes 3240 elements per square decimeter. Fig. 2

shows the arrangement. The anodes .s are embedded in

an ebonite plate e, their backs being wet by electrolyte

which escapes from the holes h of the pipe i> and flows

FIG. 2—CONSTRUCTION OF VISUAL RECEIVER

over the crape c. The most practical voltage is 130 volts

to 140 volts. The negative pole of the circuit is con-

nected to the pipe p while the anodes s which are to be

rendered luminous are connected to the positive pole.

This arrangement can be used for various applications,

as it combines in a limited space almost an unlimited

number of elements, the surface of which can be made
luminous or darkened hundreds of times a second at will.

The degree of luminosity can be adjusted by the voltage

applied.—From Proceedings Royal Society, A, Vol. 90,

May 28, 1914, translated in La Lumiere Elec, April 10,

1915.

Wireless Telephony.—H. J. Round.—An extract from

an article in the "Yearbook of Wireless Telegraphy" on

recent progress made by the Marconi company in wire-

less telephony, with some editorial comments. The re-

action vacuum tube is now being applied to wireless

telephony by the Marconi company. The tube is partly

used for the production of continuous oscillations and

partly for the magnification of the signals that are

received. One of the most interesting points is the

fact that extremely small aerial currents, such as 0.2

amp, are sufficient to enable speech to be transmitted a

distance of 70 km (42 miles). Telephone sets based on

this principle, delivering 0.6 amp to the aerial, are now
sufficiently commercial to be guaranteed for a distance

of 50 km (30 miles) between ships at sea, and thus it

seems that wireless telephony is on a fair way to sub-

stantial progress.—London Electrician, June 4, 1915.

Battery-Bell Signaling Systems in Mines.—The first

part of an account of Ur. Wheeler's British home-office

report on the danger of ignition of firedamp-air mix-

tures.—London Elec. Review, June 11, 1915.

Wireless Telegraphy.—L. B. Turner.—An abstract of

a paper read before the (British) Institution of Post

Office Electrical Engineers on various types of call

apparatus for wireless telegraphy.—London Elec. Rc-

vieiv, June 11, 1915.

Miscellaneous

British Municipal Electrical Association.—A full re-

port of the recent convention of the (British) Incor-

porated Municipal Electrical Association held in Lon-

don. On account of the war there were no social

functions nor were any technical papers presented. The
program was restricted to the presentation and discus-

sion of two reports on the Point Five Tariff and the

Use of Electrical Vehicles in Municipal Service respec-

tively.—London Electrician, June 18, 1915.
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Hook Reviews
H"\\ i" \l\ki \ TRAN8F0BMBB FOB Low PRESSURES.

Bj Prof. F. E. Austin, Northfleld, Vt. 1 i pages,
illus. Price, 25 cents.

This booklel should prove useful t<> amateurs wishing
to construct small transformers. The directions are
clear, and satisfactory results should be obtainable by
an\ reader who will carefully follow the instructions.

Consumers' Accounts and Meter Department Rou-
tine. By A. C. Glover. London: Electrical Press,
Limited. 50 pages, illus. Price, 5s.

This book contains I'ac-similes of twenty-nine forms
for use by electricity-supply companies, adapted princi-
pally to the methods of English companies. Forms are
provided for all departments of central-station records
and accounting.

Annuaire Francais de l'Electricite. Paris, France:
La Lumiere Electrique. 421 pages. Price, 4
francs.

This volume contains a complete list of all the French
central stations, with data concerning their equipment,
and a list of all the official and other electrical associa-
tions in France, as well as government bodies having
supervision over public utilities, including the personnel
of these various committees and societies.

Public-Utility Economics. New York : West Side
Young Men's Christian Association.

At the invitation of the Finance Forum of the Young
Men's Christian Association, men prominently asso-
ciated with the financial, engineering, operating and
manufacturing branches of public utilities addressed
the West Side branch in New York. The present volume
contains a summary of each lecture presented and a
full index of the subjects and references.

Proceedings of Association of Iron and Steel Elec-
trical Engineers, 1914. Eighth Annual Conven-
tion, Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 14-19. 722 pages, illus.

Price, $5.

This volume contains a valuable collection of papers
of direct interest to electrical engineers in the iron and
steel industry. Each author presents the latest theory
and practice in the field described, much of which data
is not yet found in textbooks. The discussions of the
papers, the numerous curves and diagrams and other
illustrations add value to the volume as a reference book
of modern practice.

Directions for Designing, Making and Operating
High-Pressure Transformers. By Prof. F. E.
Austin, Montpelier, Vt. 46 pages, 21 illus. Price,

50 cents.

As a complete problem or example in transformer
design this little book has appreciable educational value.

It gives clear directions and provides the necessary data
for constructing a practical 3-kw., 20,000-volt trans-
former. Notwithstanding the fact that theoretical con-
siderations and explanations are not omitted, this book
alone would not give the necessary training in funda-
mental principles to the engineering student. The book
may be read and applied to useful ends without requir-

ing a concentrated and sustained mental effort, but, in

conjunction with other class books, both this and the
booklet by the same author on low-tension transformer
design should be of value.

JARRBUCH DEB ELEKTROTECHNIK FOR L913. By Dr.
Kail Strecker. Munich and Berlin: R. Oldenbourg,
249 pages, .'5.'} illus. Price, 10 marks.

This is the Second annual appearance of a series of
volumes intended to do for eleel rotechnica in the German
language what "Science Abstracts, Engineering" seeks
to accomplish in the English language. The work is

divided into live sections as follows: Introductory, elec-

tromechanics, electrochemistry, electric signaling, meas-
urements and scientific researches. The work is further
subdivided into eighteen chapters, or about four chap-
ters to each section. The material for the preparation
of each chapter or subdivision of a chapter has been di-

vided among nearly sixty specialists, all working under
one editor. The treatment of each subject is distinct

from that of "Science Abstracts." It consists of a brief

review of the progress made during the year 1913 in

each department with references to the literature in

which that progress is described. There is thus much
more of a personal or individual character in the Ger-
man yearbook than is to be found in "Science Abstracts."

In some respects this may be regarded as an advantage,
while in other respects it may be considered a disadvan-

tage. At all events, it is probably better to have the

German record kept in a distinctive manner so as not

merely to reduplicate in the German language what
appears in the English electrotechnical record. The
work has been carefully done, and the tracing of any
particular contribution is easily carried out.

Book Received

Shrapnel and Other War Material. A reprint of im-

portant articles presented in the American Machinist.

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 92

pages, illus. Price, $1.50.

RECENT TELEPHONE PATENT
Improved Transmitter

The resistance element of a telephone transmitter

—

that is, the microphonic button—may become very hot

if excessive currents are used. If the heat becomes
too intense the granules of carbon may even burn. The
temperature attained depends upon the radiation and

telephone transmitter designed
currents

TO carry large

the heat conductivity of the surroundings. To allow

the employment of larger currents, Mr. David Koenig of

New York City has designed a transmitter with the

button seated in a heavy metal block having a large

radiating surface as shown in the sectional view. The
patent for this transmitter (No. 1,138,959) has been

assigned to the Western Electric Company.
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POWER AND OPERATING SECTION

Girders Over Coal Bunkers Protected with Concrete

The girders over the coal bunkers at the Gold Street

station of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of

Brooklyn are protected from possible injury by spon-

taneous combustion of the coal by a 1.5-in. coating of

concrete applied with a "cement gun." To apply this

coating a hexagonal-mesh wire cloth made of No. 18

wire is wrapped around the steel and a mixture of one

part of cement and three parts of sand spread over this

with the gun. The cement and sand are forced through

a hose in a dry state at a pressure of about 35 lb. per

square inch and mixed with water under 45-lb. pressure

at the nozzle.

This process, the company declares, has several ad-

vantages over hand work. In the first place, the chem-
ical combination or initial set takes place at exactly the

right place, namely, the final resting place, and not on
the mixing board. Again, only the required amount of

water for hydration is used, and on account of the

pressure maintained in applying the materials, all sur-

plus water and air are expelled. The maintenance of

this pressure also assures a uniform mixture and a
homogeneous mass. Another big item in favor of this

process is the absence of forms, which, under the usual

conditions of construction, represent an extra expense.

A Double Safety-Valve Protection and Good Opera-

ting Facilities Around Boilers

In the steam plant of a Massachusetts mill now ap-

proaching completion, an interesting safety valve ar-

rangement has been installed as shown in Fig. 1. In

place of a single 4-in. valve, each of six 150-hp. boilers

of the plant is equipped with a pair of 2.5-in. Ashton
safety valves connected with the boiler by a common
riser. These valves are set so that one opens at a pres-

sure of 3 lb. per sq. in. below the opening pressure of

the other. In case the steam pressure exceeds normal
for a short time the opening of one of these valves dis-

turbs the conditions within the boiler much less than

as though a single larger valve were used. If the pres-

FIG. 2—GOOD LIGHTING AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR
WORKING ON BOILERS

sure continues to rise, the opening of the second valve
relieves the situation so that adequate protection is

combined with flexibility of operation.

At the rear of the boilers, good natural lighting and
ample space is provided, features that are often over-
looked in this portion of a steam plant. A passage 6 ft.

wide extends the entire length of the boiler room, with
an arrangament of blow-off valves and piping, tube-
cleaning equipment, steam jets and live-steam piping,

which provides unusual facilities for inspection and
manipulation. The installation was photographed be-

fore the piping was covered; however, all exposed piping
will be amply covered. In Fig. 2 the steam header of
this installation is shown on rollers supported by steel

brackets and within comparatively easy reach of
operators.

FIG. 1—SAFETY VALVES SET FOR DIFFERENT PRESSURES

A Book That Helps the Trouble Department

In the trouble department of the Columbus (Ohio)
Railway Light & Power Company a loose-leaf file book
5 in. by 7 in. contains blueprints that show the extent
and direction of every secondary circuit on the com-
pany's system. The pages of this book show the cir-

cuits connected to a certain single transformer or bank
of transformers, and are arranged in the order in which
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the circuits they show are taken from tin' primary cir-

cuits. Indexed leaves al intervals through the boob help

to locate prmts of primary circuits. The tabs on these

indexed sheets show which primary circuit serves the

transformers indicated on the adjacent secondary pages.
When the trouble dispatcher receives a telephone call

from a consumer and learns thai all lights arc out, he

immediately sends a motorcycle repairman to the Iocs

tion of the trouble according to the telephone call. If

within the next few minutes more calls come from the

same neighborhood, the dispatcher consults the blue-

print book, [f he notes that the calls have come from
customers served from the same transformer installa-

tion, he assumes that the transformer fuses are blown
and starts another motorcycle man direct for the trans-

former itself. Very often the second man, on account
o( additional details concerning the trouble, reaches the

transformer and replaces the blown fuses by the time

the first man has completed an inspection at the prem-
ises of the first customer reporting the trouble. This

practice, it is said, has done much to establish for the

company a reputation for restoring impaired service

quickly.

Two Synchronous-Motor Protection Schemes

By E. E. George

In a plant where a synchronous motor was subject to

rough treatment it was found necessary to devise a pro-

tective device that would cut the motor off the line in

the following cases:

(1) Motor thrown on the line when so far out of

synchronism as to shock the machine or system.

(2) Motor thrown on the line without excitation or

with excitation so high or so low as to shock the machine
or the system.

(3) Removal of excitation while the motor is on the

line.

(4) Change of excitation with motor on line so sud-

denly as to shock the machine or system.

(5) Motor thrown on the line at standstill.

^Continuous
duty high R.

quick -acting
polarized
relay

To source of
current for
control circuits .

Momentary contact
push button switch
trip contact used for
emeryency stop and
closing contact used
when synchronizing

FIG.

Manual
Switch

1—CIRCUITS OF SCHEME TO PROTECT SYNCHRONOUS
MOTOR

( ti ) Motor overloaded so as to pull out of synchron-
ism.

(7) Motor falling OUt Of Step due to hunting.
(H) Motor falling out of step due to sudden change in

mechanical <>r elect rical load.

'The machine m question was a specially designed
alternator adapted for either motor or generator oper-

To Rotor Slip Rings

7 Micro-
farad
Condenser

In term/ ffen t du ty

high R sensitive
auick acting A C.

relay

R fl

FIG. 2-

To Trip Coil

-RELAY AND CONDENSER TO REPLACE CONTINUOUS-
DUTY RELAY OF FIG. 1

tion, and arranged for single-phase, two-phase or three-

phase connection. It was connected to a direct-current

machine, the whole set being a part of the equipment in

the testing department of the American Rotary Valve
Company of Anderson, Ind. The machine was often
synchronized with the mains of the municipal lighting

plant and with another synchronous generator in the

test department and run at almost every conceivable

frequency, voltage, mechanical load, electrical load and
power-factor.

With 220 volts on the stator, nearly 6000 volts were
induced in the rotor at standstill, causing a flash to

ground at several points and threatening the destruction

of the rotor insulation whenever this happened. It was,

therefore, necessary to prevent the machine being
thrown on the live lines when not in synchronism, par-

ticularly since the motor was not self-starting in the

ordinary sense of the word. When normal voltage was
impressed on the stator and the rotor was not driven

mechanically, it would come up to half speed if the

field winding on the rotor was short-circuited or if the

high induced voltage produced a power arc at the slip-

rings. If given mechanical assistance between half and
three-quarters speed, the machine would come up nearly

to speed and run as an inducton motor, with but slight

load capacity. With a normal or slightly weak field, the

machine would come into synchronism. If not nearly

up to synchronous speed, the field current had no effect

on the behavior of the machine.
The use of quick-acting circuit-breakers in the lines

to the motor would not save the rotor in case the

machine fell out of step, since the current drawn from
the lines would be less than the full-load current of the

machine. The first scheme tried, which worked very

successfully, was the shunting of a sensitive high-

resistance polarized relay directly across the slip-rings

of the rotor. A small part of the field excitation cur-

rent flowed through this relay, and with sufficient exci-

tation to generate a voltage high enough for safe and

effective synchronizing, was powerful enough to hold

the lever of the relay down, thus holding the auxiliary

circuit of the relay open. This auxiliary circuit was
the trip circuit of a remote control switch in the three-

phase lines running to the motor. Removal of field,

sudden change of excitation, zero, sub-synchronous or

super-synchronous speed of motor, a sudden change in
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mechanical or electrical load, were conditions that would

•ause an alternating or oscillatory current to be induced

n the rotor circuit, which induced current, momentarily

:it least, would act in opposition to the direct current in

he polarized relay and allow the lever to release. This

tetion would close the circuit of the trip on the remote-

.-ontrol switch and cut the motor off the busbars. The
induced current passed mostly through the relay in

preference to the inductive armature circuit of the

exciter. An inductor in the armature circuit would

lave increased this effect.

The second device, which worked even better, was a

/unable condenser in series with a sensitive low-resist-

ince relay shunted across the slip rings. An inductor

if low resistance was placed in the exciter armature

:ircuit. Normally, there was no current in the relay,

is the direct-current excitation could not pass through

:he condenser. When an alternating or oscillatory cur-

rent was induced in the rotor, the relay lever closed the

ircuit of the trip on the remote-control switch, cutting

:he motor off the busbars. A push-button in the closing

•ircuit of the remote-control switch proved a very con-

/enient device for accurate synchronizing, being more
-eadily closed than a large three-pole switch.

The responsiveness of the protective device was based

ipon the fact that at the moment of pulling out of

synchronism from any cause whatsoever a very pro-

lounced surge was induced in the rotor circuit, often

)f greater magnitude than the normal direct-current

excitation. This caused the relay to operate with a

surprisingly small time element. If this surge did not

jccur, the relay would defer operation until the slip

)f the rotor from synchronism was sufficient to induce

t high enough voltage to operate the relay on the alter-

lating current of the existing frequency.

Indirect Lighting in Stations

Particular attention has been paid to the lighting

)f the 187th Street substation of the United Electric

-.ight & Power Company, New York City. The switch

>perator's compartment and the transformer room ad-

oining it are equipped with indirect-lighting units

uspended below concrete ceilings. In the transformer
•oom, which is 26.5 ft. wide by 57.75 ft. long by 32

ft. high and has white ceilings and yellow walls, twenty-

five lighting units are arranged in three rows along

the ceiling G ft. apart and 26 ft. to 30 ft. from the floor.

The central row consists of five indirect units, each

containing four 100-watt tungsten lamps. In the two
outside rows is a total of twenty direct-lighting units,

each containing one 150-watt lamp. Sufficient illumi-

nation for ordinary operations is afforded by using the

indirect units alone.

The operator's compartment, which is 82 ft. long by

11 ft. 5 in. wide by 14 ft. 2 in. high, receives some light

from the transformer room, but its main illumination

is furnished by eight indirect lighting fixtures. Each
of these contains one 150-watt lamp, and the units are

arranged 9.5 ft. apart and 11 ft. above the floor. The
latter is covered with cork tile, and the switchboard is

made of black slate. X-ray reflectors are used in each

fixture.

In the bus and switch compartment gallery the lamps
are not exposed but are covered by diffusing lenses set

flush with the ceiling. This equipment does not hinder

men working on the upper switch compartments. As
the walls of the gallery and compartment are white, the

illumination inside an opened compartment is very
satisfactory.

Handling Heavy Transformers with a 2-Ton

Electric Truck

The Southern California Edison Company makes use

of a 2-ton General Vehicle Company electric truck for

transporting and raising into place heavy transformers
installed on its system around Los Angeles. The trans-

formers are hauled on the body of the truck, although
sometimes, when several are to be transported, one is

carried on a "dolly" used as a trailer.

For hoisting the transformers into place a special

tackle, locally known as a "Sweeney rig" from the name
of the foreman who devised it, is set up on the pole as

shown in the illustration. Through a pulley block at-

SUBSTATION ILLUMINATED BY INDIRECT LIGHTING
FIXTURES

A 2-TON ELECTRIC TRUCK RAISING A 50-KW.
TRANSFORMER
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tached to the base of the pole is carried the chain and

running rope to be attached to the rear of the truck,

which is backed up close to the pole. The hoisting rig

is at the same time hooked over the transformer stand

ing on the truck, and the truck is started forward.

As the tackle is all set up in place hy the time the elec

trie vehicle arrives, it is usually a matter of about a

minute to got the transformer swinging iu the air. A
crew of three men and driver can get a transformer

into place in a lew minutes by this means with little

effort, whereas formerly it took a dozen or more men
and a lot of time and hard work.

No winch is employed mi the truck as it has been

found in practice that under the conditions prevailing

in Los Angeles, the driver can nearly always get a

straightaway pull. As the electric truck starts and

accelerates without jerking, this type of vehicle is

found much superior to a gasoline car for the work.

Need of Studying Energy Consumption of Manufac-
turing Operations

In most industries there are ample opportunities for

reducing production costs by studying the fluctuations

of power required for different operations and making
changes which will make the load more uniform.

Usually the need of studying loads is made evident by
the irregularity of the total load curve or by a unit-

power-demand curve taken over a long period.

For instance, the accompanying curve representing

conditions in a cement mill, shows that the energy per

barrel of cement manufactured varied from 12.65 kw.-hr.

to 15.25 kw.-hr. in thirty-one consecutive days. In some
cases this variation can be accounted for by the hard-

ness or size of the raw product from which the cement
was made. In many cases, however, the motors do not

have uniform loads, in which case it is necessary to

re-group the machines driven from the same motor.

Not infrequently it will be found that a high unit

demand is caused by operating cement machines below

10 i? \/l ig ip. 20 2? 24 lb 28 30

Day of Month

ENERGY REQUIRED BY A CEMENT MILL PER BARREL OF

CEMENT MADE

rating. In any case it should be the aim to operate all

machines as near their rating as possible, grouping

those which operate simultaneously so they can be

driven by one motor. One of the best methods of deter-

mining when and where to re-group machines is to study

the records of loads taken by recording instruments.

Portable Tower for Maintenance of Streel Lamps

For facilitating the cleaning and inspection of street

lamps in Pittsburgh, I'a., the Duquesne Lighl Company
has developed a portable tower which will pass under

ordinary overhead obstructions like trolley wires, raa
road crossings, etc., and can be carried on a small
electric truck. Heretofore lamp inspectors were re-

quired to ascend poles on ordinary ladders, which might

V

%'BoIt tohold
ladderupright

12 'Removable SheIt

-'tf *i'/2 Flatlron Braces

Tower is fastened
to Iruck body with
54'bolts through

, this iron strap

TOWER FOR MOUNTING ON TROUBLE TRUCK

slip or be knocked from beneath them. The new tower
affords safety because of its thorough stability. Fur-

thermore, the speed of trimming lamps has been in-

creased about 75 per cent, and the actual cost of main-
tenance is reported to be about ten per cent lower than
formerly. Lamps supported inside curb lines at a

height of 14 ft. or units suspended 29 ft. above the

street on brackets attached to span-wire poles can be

inspected from the towers with equal facility.

The construction and dimensions of the new equip-

ment are shown in the accompanying line drawing. The
tapered frame base is made of four 2-in. by 4-in. wooden
uprights held together at top and bottom by 2-in. by

6-in. planks and cross-braced with 1.5-in. by 0.25-in.

iron straps. On the platform at the top and extending

6 in. over one edge of it are fastened two 3-in. by 5-in.

by %-in. angle irons, between which is pivoted a 19-ft.

trussed and counterweighted ladder. The axis about

which the ladder turns is an 0.75-in. bolt passing through

the holes occupied by the rung it replaces. Three-

eighths-inch rods arranged like trusses on each side

of the ladder prevent its bending to any considerable

extent. As the upper part of the ladder is 14 ft. long

and the lower part only 5 ft., a 1-ft. length of 6-in.

pipe filled with lead is fastened in the position of the

lowermost rung to facilitate erecting the ladder.

By the aid of a small overhead, hand-operated crane

the tower can be hoisted and fastened to any vehicle

platform in five minutes. If other facilities are not

available, it can be lifted by four men in about the

same time. Iron straps measuring 0.5 in. thick by 3 in.

wide by 12 in. long are attached to each leg of the

tower for fastening it to a vehicle.
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COMMERCIAL SECTION

Winning Old Houses by Special Inducement
A Wiring Campaign in a Small City that Succeeded in Spite of a

Saturation Factor of Seventy-Four Per Cent

CENTRAL stations operating in large cities have
repeatedly inaugurated house-wiring campaigns
and achieved remarkable results in the number of

houses wired, often because of the very large number of

houses which previously were unwired and the conse-
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THE ADVERTISEMENT THAT BROUGHT THE BUSINESS IN THE

MOUNT CLEMENS CAMPAIGN

quent wide field for activity. In the small town with a
population under 10,000, however, it is another story.

Mount Clemens, Mich., according to the census of

1910, has 7707 inhabitants and is served with electrical

energy by the St. Clair division of the Eastern Michigan
Edison Company. For the past two years this com-
pany has been making a concerted effort to build up its

business in this division, and a special house-wiring
campaign has been featured every spring and fall. Last
year the Mount Clemens campaign included, in addi-
tion to very low rates for wiring, a drawing contest in

which each customer having an old house wired received
one chance on a sixty-five-dollar washing machine for
every dollar or fraction thereof spent by him for wiring,
fixtures and lamps. As a result of this campaign, in

sixty days contracts were secured for the wiring of
eighty old houses. At the end of 1914, by actual can-
vass, the town had reached a wiring saturation of 74
per cent. Of the remaining 26 per cent, about half
were already piped for gas, and the remainder were
rented houses or small cottages owned by day laborers.

This spring the company conducted another old-

house-wiring campaign in Mount Clemens. The draw-
ing cards of this campaign, in addition to the low wiring
rate, are free energy for three months and a six-month
period in which to pay for the wiring. Should a cus-
tomer owning a rented house have that house wired, he
then is given three months of free lighting as a pre-

mium. The house, however, must be rented; no free

energy is given for the wiring of vacant property. This
plan has resulted in placing about 50 per cent of the un-
wired rented houses on the company's lines.

An arrangement has been made with all local contrac-
tors whereby the company pays them a fixed

price for each outlet wired, including
switches. The contractor is paid for his work
as soon as it is completed and has passed
inspection. The customer pays the company
in "easy payments" extending over six

months' time. The contractors, it is said, are
very well satisfied with this arrangement and
make very satisfactory profits, besides their
commission on material and fixtures.

During the first thirty days of this spring's
campaign contracts were secured for the wir-
ing of 102 houses, although the saturation as
noted above was 74 per cent. In Armada, a
neighboring village of about 750 population,
two live salesmen recently secured thirty-two
contracts in one day. This was more old

houses than had been wired in Armada in the
past three years.

In commenting on the campaign, the di-

vision manager states:

"The opportune offer of free electricity

has in a great measure stimulated the
wiring of old houses. While the offer on the face of
it is not much in money value, it looks big to the class

of people we are trying to interest and has several good
talking points. Moreover, from the central-station

EASTERN MICHIGAN EDISON COMPANY

-t etuinw, -ich
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standpoint, it does not cost much, as our only expense,
except to the owners of rented houses, is the bare cost of
energy. No meter is installed, and therefore there is

no investment except for service wires and no overhead
charges, such as reading the meter, billing, bookkeeping
and collections. It also gets the customer into the habit
of being liberal with the use of energy.
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"We have do large cities in our territory and have
taken advantage of the influence of neighborhood spirit

as far as possible. We bave worked "n t h«- plan thai

each employee lias some friends and acquaintances who
are not central station customers, and bave beld weeklj

meetings, at which time a paper on some subject per

taining to the business is read. Afterward the cam-

paign is disCUSSed, and those present are encouraged

to get OUt and interview then- friends and, it' possible,

induce them to 'sign up1 for house wiring if they own
their houses, and. it' not, to influence them to talk to the

owner. A score-board is maintained with all the em
ployees' names on it. and credit is given each for his

jobs or for the 'prospects' he turns in who eventually

'sign up.' In the present campaign there are only three

employees who are not credited with at least one house.

"I am of the firm opinion that not more than 10 per

cent of the houses secured in these campaigns would

have been wired unless some special offer, such as this

one. had been made through a careful, thorough canvass

of each non-user. Of course, we are very careful to see

that all new houses are wired, and the only remaining

prospects, therefore, are those people who believe the

cost is too great or who are using some other method of

illumination and are still ignorant of the advantages of

electricity."

Railroad Safety Campaigns Offer New Sign

Lighting Field

A new field for long-hour lighting business is afforded

central stations in the electrically lighted "safety-first"

signs erected by railroads to warn automobilists and

SAFETY-FIRST SIGN OF LONG ISLAND RAILROAD

others against careless crossing of their tracks. On the

main thoroughfares of Long Island, for example, the

automobile traffic is one continuous fast-moving proces-

sion. Owing to reckless driving, it has been impossible

to prevent accidents at railroad crossings, even when
these are protected with gates. The old "Stop, look and

listen" signs fail to arouse any sense of impending
danger. The Long Island Railroad Company has as a

result inaugurated a strenuous safety-first campaign.

In the accompanying illustration is shown one of the

large new electrically lighted signs just erected by the

company on one of its elevated crossings as a warning to

automobilists against carelessness on reaching the grade

crossings further on. The use of these signs is accom-

panied by periodical educational advertisements in the

newspapers.

With the rapid growth of automobile traffic on the

country roads of the United States many railroads will

undoubtedly find such signs of much value, especially

at night, for cautioning automobilists.

A Newspaper Contest to Advertise Well-Lighted

Display Windows

In a nOVel "elect lie lighted show window" contest con

ducted recently by the Joplin (Mo.) News-Herald two
entire pages were given over each Sunday to reproduc

tioni of photographs of the display windows of the lead

m> r merchants of the city. From these pictures all si, mi

and other marks of identification had been removed, and
to the persons who first guessed the names of the st<

THE EMPIRE DISTRICT ELECTRIC COMPANY'S OWN WINDOW
WAS ENTERED IN THE CONTEST

whose windows were featured prizes of $5 and $3 re-

spectively were offered. Three separate contests were
held during three successive weeks, and during the

fourth week the photographs were reprinted, this time

showing the names of the firms.

The merchants paid for their individual advertise-

ments at the regular space rate. The Empire District

Electric Company, which furnishes electric service in

Joplin, defrayed the cost of the photographs, and the

News-Herald, the paper in which the facts of the contest

were published, supplied the cash prizes. The mer-
chants who had a part in the contest all expressed them-

selves as well pleased with the advertising received,

which reacted, of course, to help the electric-service com-
pany in further extending its campaign for well-lighted

display windows.
Although the prizes offered were not large, explains

Mr. R. J. Busey, new-business manager for the com-
pany, the novelty of the contest attracted and held the

readers' interest and so secured considerable publicity

for both the merchants and the electric company.

A JEWELER'S DISPLAY FEATURED IN THE JOPLIN
WINDOW-GUESSING CONTEST
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Salesmen's Ideas on Minimum Monthly Bills

One of the topics which proved of absorbing interest

at the Columbus meeting of the salesmen of the Ohio
Electric Light Association was the advisability of charg-

ing customers minimum monthly bills. Some favored

abolishing all minimum charges, while others contended

THE DAYTON $10.98 KITCHEN SERVICE INSTALLED

hat such a course would be ruinous, especially to com-
panies in small towns.

Mr. H. C. Eddy of the American Gas & Electric Com-
>any, New York City, in opening the discussion said

hat many consumers in small towns use only 15 cents'

vorth of energy a month but are billed for a 75-cent

ninimum charge. Discovery of this state of affairs

generally creates in the customer's mind resentment
igainst a requirement by which he considers himself
raying for something he does not get. If a company
las enough of these small customers, it is only a ques-

:ion of time until the town's citizens are demanding in

i body reduced rates and abolition of the minimum
nil, and are even threatening municipal ownership. Mr.
Sddy suggested therefore that all company executives
inalyze their customers' lists, determine how many cus-
;omers are not using energy enough to equal their

ninimum charge, and set about gradually increasing the
energy consumption of these customers by selling them
appliances and larger lamps.

klore Customers Since Discontinuation of Minimum Charge

Mr. Thomas F. Kelly of Dayton, in relating the ex-

)erience of the Dayton Power & Light Company, said
hat since the company had abolished its 90-cent mini-
num charge the number of the company's customers
lad increased from 9000 to 12,000. The step taken in

iliminating the minimum bill, said Mr. Kelly, materially
lided the company's salesmen in adding these 3000 cus-

omers to the lines. The company's maximum rate is

mly 8.5 cents per kw.-hr., but in spite of this fact a

citchen-service campaign is under way to secure more
;mall consumers.
In this campaign the company is offering to install

wo outlets in any kitchen and to furnish a 40-watt
amp and a 6-lb. iron for $10.98. The arrangement of a

ypical kitchen service is shown herewith. Such an in-

stallation, Mr. Kelly declared, is a permanent entering
vedge for electric service. It is estimated that the
mnual revenue from such kitchen services, if no exten-
sions are added, will be $8. The experience of the com-
)any indicates, however, that few patrons will be satis-

fied with any other illuminant after electricity has been
tried in the kitchen. Abolishing the minimum bill has
made it possible to solicit these small customers, it was
declared.

No Minimum Charges but Fewer "Low-Hill" Customers

Mr. G. W. Bixler of Akron, Ohio, commenting on the
experience of the Northern Ohio Traction & Light Com-
pany, which operates without a minimum charge, said

that in 1913 the company had 7000 customers, of whom
700 paid bills averaging less than 50 cents a month. In

1915 the company has 10,000 customers, and of these
only 200 are paying the company less than 50 cents a

month.
The secret of the company's success in reducing its

number of small bills, said Mr. Bixler, will be found in

the fact that the company consistently sells 1500 irons

a year and is making a special effort to place irons with
its "low-bill" customers. Electric irons, concluded Mr.
Bixler, are the best devices to sell for this purpose,
because they are inexpensive and when once purchased
are used frequently.

Electric Crane Facilitates Unloading Wagons
To eliminate unnecessary handling of heavy boxes

and packages between delivery wagons and receiving
platforms a New York firm has recently installed an
electrically operated traveling crane over the sidewalk
where wagons are drawn up to unload. The crane rail

consists of an I-beam extending perpendicularly from
the building front and guyed with rods anchored in the
wall. On this rail runs a small electric hoist supplied
with energy from a conductor rail attached to the run-
ning rail and controlled from the sidewalk by two ropes

suspended from the switch case which travels with the
motor hoist. Instead of having to slide the packages
off the trucks onto the sidewalk, with the consequent

Receiving
Platform

Sfreer
77/77777'

Sidewalk V,

'////////////A

SIDEWALK ELECTRIC CRANE EOR UNLOADING TRICKS
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danger of damaging the contents and then lifting the

case u> the receiving platform or vice versa, the hoist-

ing chain is attached t<> the case or package which is

raised off tin- wagon and transferred to the receiving

platform, where it is deposited.

Making the Office Convenient for the Sales stall

At the offices of the Worcester (Mass.) Electric Lighl

Company additional space on an upper Moor has re-

cently been set aside for the use of the sales depart
ment. To obviate the inconvenience often arising from

the lack t^' handy drafting facilities, home-made draw-

FIG. 1—DRAFTING BOARD AND TOOLS FOR THE
SALESMAN WHO HAS MOTOR-INSTALLATION

PLANS TO DRAW UP

ing tables (Fig. 1) have been provided at the rear of

the power engineers' desks. Each of these tables is

42 in. long by 30 in. wide and is built of 0.75-in. stock.

The tables are supported on brackets turning on vertical

axes and are horizontally hinged so as to lie back flat

against the wall when not in use. Since the preparation

of .mechanical sketches is an important preliminary to

MR'

motor service sales, this simple convenience has already

proved itself very useful.

Less space is required for the lighting-service solid

[tors. These men occupy a separate office measuring 10

It. by l<
-

> ft. by I- ft., and each man lias a drawer and
compartment in a table designed for this service (Fig.

'J.). The standard section measures 2 ft. K in. by 2 It. :',

in. and is 2 ft. 7 in. above the Hour. A telephone with a
cord long enough to reach any of the six table sections is

provided, and the room is purposely equipped with three

different illuminating fixtures. One is a bowl reflector

inclosing a 60-watt lamp; another is a 5-lamp fixture

group with 40-watt units somewhat separated to enable

the effect to be studied by customers, and the third is

bowl-type outfit inclosing a 100-watt nitrogen-fillec

lamp. A large map of the city is a convenient feature

of the lighting department quarters.

Promoting Courtesy to Customers

To promote the display of courtesy by its employees

the Mahoning & Shenango Railway & Light Companj
of Youngstown, Ohio, recently attached to the paj

checks of its men a printed slip, a copy of which is

shown herewith, setting forth the company's policy oi

courteous treatment for its patrons. The distributor
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A CHECK TO BE PLACED TO THE ACCOUNT OF COURTESY

of these reminders by the company has been the cause

of much favorable comment among the citizens of

Youngstown, and the effect of the "courtesy campaign"
is already evident in contributing to friendlier rela-

tions between corporation employees and public.

FIG. 2—INDIVIDUAL DESKS FOR LIGHTING SALESMEN

The Gentle Art of Collecting Bills

"A good collector is a combination of nearly all the

requirements which make a live business man," saic

Mr. George W. Hum, office manager of the Haverhill

Electric Company, Haverhill, Mass., in a recent address

on modern methods of collecting outstanding accounts.

"He must be resourceful in methods, diplomatic, cour-

teous and withal capable of drastic, kind, severe, gen-

erous, relentless or amiable moods ; in fact, of every

temperament that fits the particular requirements of

the task in hand when he undertakes to separate the

debtors from their money. A method that works well

with one debtor may fall flat with another. A methoc

that builds business through courtesy and kindness wit!

one man may with another result in loss of money.
"Collecting is the art of educating customers to make

prompt payments—not the collecting of accounts after

they are due. If, therefore, we train our customers tc

pay their bills promptly, the results will be advantageous

to both the customer and the concern, because if a cus-

tomer can be educated to pay his bill within the discount

period, he receives his service at the smaller cost anc

will be more satisfied than he would be if he had beer

hounded by notices and collectors."
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NEW APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES
Portable Searchlamp

A powerful portable searchlamp operated from a stor-

age battery has recently been developed by Thomas A.

Edison, Inc., Orange, N. J., in co-operation with the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Use is

made of a 20-in. waterproof projector and a 35-volt,

750-watt focus-type nitrogen-filled lamp. The projector

and battery are mounted on two wheels by means of

trunnions so that the apparatus can easily be handled

by one man. The outfit is approximately 5 ft. high, 3

ft. wide and 3 ft. long. It weighs 600 lb. and is de-

signed to operate continuously for seven hours on one

charge. The concentrated beam is sufficiently powerful,

it is declared, to show objects half a mile away. By use

PORTABLE BATTERY-OPERATED SEARCHLAMP

of the adjustable focusing device, the light may be
spread out in fan-shaped beam for close-range work.
The equipment is designed particularly for city and fac-

tory fire departments; it is also well-adapted for night

construction work, illumination of advertising, etc.

Multiple-Switch Starter

In the accompanying illustration is shown a multiple-

switch starter for a 100-hp. direct-current motor con-

sisting of a fool-proof switching apparatus which is in-

terlocked with a circuit-breaker. In starting a motor
controlled by such a "Witton" multiple-switch starter,

as it is called, the circuit-breaker is first closed, and the

switch which is employed to cut out the first step in

the resistance is inserted. A locking bar is provided
to prevent the insertion of either the switch which
short-circuits the resistance or an intermediate switch

on the starter. The bar is automatically moved along
by the switches as they are successively closed and pre-

cludes the closing of any of the other switches out of

their proper sequence. Further, should the circuit-

breaker trip owing to an overload on the motor and an
attempt be made to close it—which would mean short-

circuiting the source of supply—a special trip coil on
the circuit-breaker is provided which is energized
through contacts which are short-circuited when any

of the switches on the starter are closed. The action

of the trip coil locks the circuit-breaker mechanism and
prevents the circuit-breaker from being closed. The
starter is being made by the General Electric Company,

MULTIPLE-SWITCH STARTER FOR LARGE-SIZED DIRECT-

CURRENT MOTORS

Ltd., of Great Britain, 67 Queen Victoria Street, Lon-

don, E. C, England.

Automobile Searchlamp

A compact adjustable lamp designed for mounting on

the windshields of automobiles is shown in the accom-

panying illustration. It operates at 6 volts and may
be connected to the automobile lighting battery or may
be employed with a dry-cell battery. Use is made of

two high-power lenses and a tungsten lamp. The device

is cylindrical in shape and measures 6 in. long by 2.25

in. in diameter. It is attached to the windshield by
means of a universal joint which permits it to be turned

in any direction desired. The lamp can be easily re-

moved from the windshield and when detached may be

ADJUSTABLE AUTOMOBILE SEARCHLAMP

employed for inspection purposes. The manufacturer,

the Pittsburgh Electric Specialties Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., points out that the lamp is well adapted for

use by the car driver for reading sign boards and house

numbers without moving from his seat. It also affords

him a light for backing the car.
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Electric Range

riic Rutenber Electric Company of Logansport, iml..

is iKiw marketing lighl weighl electric range. As a

distinctive feature of this stove, its manufacturers claim

each eye, thus enabling an inspector to determine thi

size of the anchor when it is installed in the grouqfc,

The eyes are of malleable iron and are galvanized. The

LIGHT-WEIGHT ELECTRIC RANGE

that the heating units are arranged to secure unusually
efficient transmission of heat to the cooking utensils.

In the arrangement as worked out the entire heating

coils are exposed to the utensils. It is also stated that

the distribution of heat given off by the coils is the

same at the medium temperature as at the high tem-
perature. All metal parts of the range are of steel

throughout, and the heating elements are easily re-

movable.

Improved Guy Anchors

W. N. Matthews & Brother, Inc., 3722 Forest Park
Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo., have recently inaugurated
several improvements in their "Scrulix" guy anchors.

Instead of casting the helix on the end of the guy rod

as was formerly done, it is now threaded on, rolled

threads being utilized. By this method it is practicable

to cast six anchors at a time instead of the one possible

with the old method. The rods of the 5-in., 6-in. and
7-in. anchors are of "Armco" iron, which is claimed to

be very pure and practically rust-proof. The 8-in.,

10-in. and 12-in. anchors are being made as heretofore,

except that "Scrulix" and the size of the anchor are

cast on the anchor; the rods are respectively 1.125

in., 1.25 in. and 1.5 in. square, and are of mild steel.

The eyes of the 5-in., 6-in. and 7-in. anchors are screwed

on to the rod and the size of the anchor is indicated on

FIG. 2—SHOWING MOLDS FOR CASTING SIX ANCHORS
IN ONE BOX

galvanizing is done by a special process, the manufac-
turers point out, which does not affect the annealing.

Rough castings of helixes are shown in Fig. 3.

Improved Flush Switches

A number of improvements have recently been made
by the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.,

in the design of its flush switches. The corners of the

porcelain boxes have been rounded, making the binding

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SINGLE-POLE AND DOUBLE-POLE FLUSH
PUSH-BUTTON SWITCHES

screws more accessible and the boxes less liable to break-

age when the switches are installed, and the walls of the

boxes have been strengthened without increasing the

over-all dimensions of the switches. A fiber dust cover

FIG. 1—METHOD OF CASTING THE ANCHORS FIG. 3—ROUGH CASTINGS OF SCREW GUY ANCHORS
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is now permanently attached, effectively closing all

openings to the mechanism, it is declared, without in-

terfering with the wiring of the switch. Adjusting

nuts are provided with each switch. The holding-down

screws are pointed, making it easier to locate holes in

the outlet boxes and to enter the screws.

Socket Base and One-Piece Shadeholder

The socket base shown in Fig. 1 is designed for use

with various types of the "Multipo" and "New Wrinkle"
sockets made by the H. T. Paiste Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa., for which the Hart & Hegeman Manufactur-

* m w

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SOCKET BASE AND SHADEHOLDER

ing Company, Hartford, Conn., is the sole selling agent.

The base is made to fit the opening of 10-amp. round-

base "pipe taplets" of the single-opening type and of

the gang types having two, three or four openings. In

installing the socket bases, the switch bar and ring

which are employed for fastening the switches are re-

moved. When in position the base entirely covers the

opening of the pipe taplets. No tap wires are required

to fasten the socket bases to the main wires, the main
wires being bared for ' 2 in. and slipped under the

heads of the binding screws. Various types of key,

keyless and pull-socket shells made by the above manu-
facturer are interchangeable with the base. The socket

shells are also provided with a threaded bead so that

they can be fitted with the "Uno" (one-piece) shade-

holder which is shown in Fig. 2.

Lightning- Arrester

The horn-gap lightning arrester shown herewith, has

been developed by Hubbard & Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., for use on either alternating-current or direct-cur-

rent circuits operating at pressures varying from 500

volts to 13,200 volts. It consists essentially of a choke

coil and a horn gap and is of such construction, the

manufacturers point out, that repairs and cleaning arc

practically unnecessary.

The device is designated as a "Universal" lightning

FIGS. 1 AND 2—HORN-GAP LIGHTNING ARRESTER

I arrester and is mounted directly on the line wire as

shown in Fig. 2, the wire passing through the choke
1 coil, which is a 4-in. length of iron pipe clamped inside

a porcelain insulating tube. The pipe has sufficient

inductance, it is declared, to insure the discharge of

the high-frequency static charges, but does not appre-

ciably affect the line voltage. The arrester is clamped
to the line wire by a split sleeve and two set screws.

The grounded horn is held by a set screw in the upper

end of one of the clamping bands; the gap at this point

is adjusted by a gage provided with each arrester. The
ground connection is inserted in a hoie in the lower end

of the other band and is held by a set screw. The insu-

lator is made by the Locke Insulator Company, Victor,

N. Y. The horns, bands, screws and clamps are made
of brass to prevent corrosion while the choke coil is

galvanized by the hot-dip process.

In installing the arrester, the horn-gap is adjusted

with the gage; the line wire is cut, slipped through the

arrester and spliced, and the ground wire is attached

to the lower end of the clamp band. According to the

manufacturers, the arrester is especially useful because

of the fact that it limits the lightning discharge only

to the section of the line affected and that it requires

no cross-arm space.

Ground Fittings

Garton-Daniels ground fittings, as they are called,

are being made by the Electric Service Supplies Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., for both 0.75-in. and 1-in. pipe

used with various sizes of wire and cable for grounding

lightning arresters, pole and station apparatus, overhead

ground wires, etc.

In Fig. 1 is shown a brass cap which is provided with

a lug for soldering a ground wire to an arrester. Cer-

FIGS. 1, 2, 3 AND 4—BRASS CAP AND COUPLING AND
MALLEABLE-IRON GROUND POINTS

tain types of the cap are drilled for 0.25-in. cable and

are largely employed for grounding overhead ground

wires. Pipe couplings, which are included among the

ground fittings made by the above company, are utilized

for connecting two sections of ground pipe, an upper

and lower section, employed in grounding the lightning

arrester. The couplings are particularly useful where
the ground pipe is extended 8 ft. to 10 ft. up the pole.

The brass coupling illustrated in Fig. 2 is employed

in grounding lightning arresters on electric railway

systems, and is designed for use with either a wire or

the free end of a stub-end terminal bond for connecting

the lightning arrester to the rail. Brass couplings of

the type shown are being made in both the 0.75-in. and

1-in. sizes.

The ground points shown in Pigs. •"> and 4 are of

malleable iron and are heavily galvanized. The ground

point illustrated in Fig. 3 is of the internal type and is

designed for use in soft ground, while that shown in

Fig. 4, which is of the external type, IS employed for

driving in hard and rocky soil. The external-type

points are of slightly greater diameter than the pipe,

and in driving make a hole in the earth somewhat larger

than that actually required by the pipe; much of the

friction that would be offered by the pipe is, therefore,

eliminated. After driving, it is declared, the ground

quickly closes in around the pipe. The external diam-

eter of the internal-type ground points is the same as

that of the pipe.
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Luminous- Arc Lamp with Kofi actor

Direct current luminous-Arc lumps equipped with

refractors for residential districts have recently been

developed b) the General Electric Company, Schenec
tady, N. Y. in the accompanying illustration is shown

DIRECT-CURRENT SERIES LUMINOUS-ARC LAMP

a 4-amp. series lamp of the pendant type. The refractor

type of lamp is well adapted for spacings of 300 ft. to

400 ft., the manufacturer asserts, giving an even illu-

mination on the street surface.

Oil-Immersed Knife Switches

Oil switches designed for pressures up to 7500 volts

have recently been developed by the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

The switches are non-automatic and r.re being made for

indoor service in switchboard-mounting, direct-wall-

mounting, and remote-control wall-mounting or pipe-

mounting styles and for outdoor service for pole or

subway mounting. The direct-wall-mounting type is

particularly adaptable to motor installations, it is as-

serted, on account of the facility with which it may be

mounted on any support convenient to the motor oper-

ator. The lever and handle extend outward over the

oil tank so that the switch may readily be fastened

against a wall, post or any vertical support.

With the remote-control wall-mounting or pipe-

mounting styles the switch can be installed at a conve-

nient point distant from the switchboard and operated

from tin- switchboard or other point as desired. The
outdoor type oil switch is well adapted tor controlling
lines where they enter buildings, branch feeders from
the main lines, sect ionali/.intf feeders, etc. The subway-
type oil switch is designed for installing in subways,
manholes and other places where it may he necessary
to operate s switch submerged. The subway oil switch
is made in two-pole, three pole or four-pole single-throw
and double-throw types for pressures up to 4500 volta

and ratings up to 200 amp.
Characteristic features of the type I) switche

pointed out as follows by the manufacturer: Knife-

blade contacts submerged in oil; live parts carried on

insulating supports affording permanent insulation be-

tween adjacent poles, and between the frame and live

parts; small space required for mounting; accessibility

of parts for inspection and repair, and inclosure of all

live metal parts. Knife-blades are used since, it is

claimed, they insure the best contact for low tempera-
ture rise in a non-automatic switch. To each contact

jaw is attached an arcing piece which takes the final

break, thus preventing burning of the jaws. The arcing

pieces can readily be replaced when worn or burnt away.
With the exception of the 1500-volt switches, the con-

tacts are mounted on all-porcelain insulation. With
switches for 7500 volts and above, the insulation is of

the pillar-porcelain type. For the 4500-volt type with

ratings up to 200 amp. the contacts are mounted on a

horizontal porcelain base, with molded porcelain bar-

riers between all live parts.

Porcelain Keyless Socket for Husk Installation

A porcelain keyless socket designed for insertion in

a husk or covering, as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration, is being made by Harvey Hubbell, Inc., Bridge-

port, Conn. The socket is similar in design to the

PORCELAIN SOCKET FOR HUSK INSTALLATION

electrolier socket, and a special wrench is provided for

attaching the metal cap to the husk. The manufacturer

claims that wiring connections can be easily and quickly

made because of the special design of the interior. The

socket is equipped with metal caps having a Vs-in.,

Vi-in. or %-in. bushing.

FIGS. 1, 2 AND 3—4500-VOLT, 200-AMP. SWITCHES OF OUTDOOR TYPE FOR WALL OR POLE MOUNTING AND OF INDOOR

TYPE FOR SWITCHBOARD MOUNTING AND SUBWAY INSTALLATIONS
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CURRENT NEWS SECTION

General Electric Company Not to Manage Inter-

national Steam Pump Company

Rumors have been circulated to the effect that one

of the most important developments in the rehabilita-

tion of the International Steam Pump Company will

be the injection into the management of interests con-

nected with the General Electric Company. Another
earlier rumor stating that the General Electric Com-
pany had received a large order for munitions from one

of the warring nations of Europe and that this would
be turned over to the International Steam Pump Com-
pany only served to lend color to the likelihood of such

an arrangement; Vice-president A. W. Burchard being

mentioned as a probable director of the International

Steam Pump Company. However, in an interview with

a representative of the Electrical World last Wed-
nesday an official of the company denied most emphat-
ically that the General Electric Company would par-

ticipate in the management of the pump company.
Later the following official statement was given out by
the company

:

"While the relations between the International Steam
Pump Company and the General Electric Company have

always been of the most friendly character, and it is

expected that such relations will continue, their respec-

tive lines of manufactured product being complemen-
tary, but non-competitive, it is officially stated the Gen-
eral Electric Company will have no interest in the In-

ternational Steam Pump Company under the proposed
plan of reorganization, nor will it assume any responsi-

bility whatever for its management."

Temporary Injunction Granted Springfield Company
Against Missouri Commission

Judge Van Valkenburgh of the District Court of the

United States for the Southern Division of the Western
District of Missouri rendered last week the decision of

Judges Sanborn, Pollock and himself in the suit for in-

junction brought by the Springfield Gas & Electric Com-
pany against the Missouri Public Service Commission.
The court permits the company to install residence elec-

tric-lighting service at the rate it suggested, 10 cents,

until the final adjudication, instead of at the 8-cent rate

ordered by the commission and collected since July 1,

1914. The rate formerly was 15 cents. The court's

comment on the methods of valuation on which the low
rate was based pointed out that the lowest of three val-

uations was taken, reductions were made from this, and
then an omnibus addition was put on for various speci-

fied items, whereas, for the guidance of later consider-

ations, the value of each such item should have been
istated. The court pointed out also that if all the items

urged by the company for valuation, and disallowed by
the commission, had been allowed, the income finally

allowed would be too low; whereas it seemed that with
jthese items disallowed, the income was high compared
with other incomes permitted by the commission. The
court suggested that there must have been something
radically wrong with a system of computation by the

commission, which could have resulted in this situation,

and that certainly the company was entitled to a care-

ful review of the case, and protection while the ultimate

result pended. The court also took special note of the

comment of the commission on the rates at Joplin, Mo.

;

if they were profitable, the commission urged, the rates

should also be profitable in Springfield. The court sug-

gested that conditions might be different in Springfield

—and that anyway commission action based upon such

an argument of comparative rates tended to override

the right of control and management incidental to own-

ership. The court ordered that accounts be kept by

which an adjustment might be made if the rate were
ultimately lowered. In response to an objection of the

commission's attorneys that the company, having a mo-
nopoly, would have the whip hand and be able, in case

the new rates were declared illegal, to enforce collec-

tions of the previous loss by the present low rates, the

court said: "It is a sufficient answer that the consumers
are constantly changing, and that additional charges

could scarcely be enforced against those who had not

enjoyed the lower rate. Moreover, the powers of com-

plainant are not so absolute as the suggestion of coun-

sel would imply." The company would have to bring

suits for its recovery. The court declared that the in-

jury to the company would be great, certain and irre-

parable if its present motion were denied and its con-

tentions finally sustained, while the inconvenience and

loss to each consumer would be inconsiderable and might
well be indemnified by a proper bond.

New York Compensation Law Valid

The Court of Appeals of New York, Judge Miller

writing the opinion and all judges concurring, has de-

cided that the Workmen's Compensation Law as signed

by Governor Glynn is valid and constitutional; that it

does not take away property without due process of law,

and that it is not repugnant to any provision of the

national or the State organic law. The decision was
handed down July 13 and covered three questions raised

in suits against the Southern Pacific Company and the

Clyde Steamship Company.

Federal Trade Commission to Help American
Business

A method for performing a "constructive service to

American business," as well as machinery for enforcing

the Federal Trade Commission act and the anti-trust

laws, was outlined in a plan of organization formally

adopted by the Commission on Tuesday.

Outlining the method by which the trade commission
will be used as an agency to help business men, Com-
missioner Parry said that the division of corporation

reports of the economic department appears to provide

especially good facilities for service in this regard.

"It is the idea of the commission," Mr. Parry said,

"that the division of corporation reports shall not merely

gather and compile statistics, but that it shall classify

the information it gathers and give H back to the world

at frequent intervals in such manner and form that it

will be helpful to industry.
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"Among the activities ot this division will be the

securing of general facta regarding each Industry and
putting these tarts LntO the hands of those interested.

This will tend to prevent overproduction or the Invest-

ment ot new capital in an Industry in which supply
may have outrun demand. It will help business men to

reduce cosl of operation by standardizing products and
ii\ standardizing accounting system ..

"i believe," Mr. Parry added, "thai the trade commis-
sion will become cue of the great vital forces for the
betterment Of industrial and business conditions, and
that its creation will he justified by the results derived
t herefrom."

in addition to the three departments outlined, there
are three boards of review provided for, the economic
board, the law board and the joint board of review.
The division of economic investigation will complete

the unfinished investigations which were being con-
ducted by the Bureau of Corporations before it was
legislated out of existence. It will have charge of all

investigations of charges filed against specific corpora-
tions; investigations made on the request of the At-
torney-General to see if court decrees are properly
carried out, or with respect to recommendations for the
readjustment of the business of a corporation alleged to

be violating the anti-trust act.

It is announced that no formal complaints against
corporations will be given consideration until the return
of the commission from its forthcoming western trip.

Hearings and Conferences

Close-range study of some of the more important
problems with which the Federal Trade Commission
will have to deal in the future is the purpose of the
hearings and conferences which the commission will

hold in several western cities, beginning July 19, in

Chicago.

The meetings thus far definitely fixed are as follows

:

July 19 and 20, Chicago; July 21, Detroit; July 22,

Cincinnati ; July 23, Indianapolis ; and the following six

days, Chicago. Similar hearings probably will be held

in Minneapolis, Tacoma, Spokane, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego.

While the commission will grant hearings along any
lines within its jurisdiction, it is planned to devote at-

tention particularly to the following program:
1. The commission will continue its conferences on

foreign trade already begun in Boston and New York.
Manufacturers, bankers, economists and others inter-

ested in promoting American commerce abroad will be
invited to meet with the commission in conferences and
will be asked to give suggestions and information as

to the most effective means of building up trade in

foreign markets.
2. Conferences will be held with trade organizations

in various lines of industry. The first two days in Chi-
cago will be devoted to a meeting with representatives
of the National Association of Lumber Manufacturers.
The purpose of these conferences is to enable the com-
mission to obtain a broad survey of existing conditions
in various large industries at first hand.

3. The commission will hold informal hearings in con-

nection with informal complaints filed with the commis-
sion by various parties, alleging unfair methods of com-
petition on the part of their competitors.

Cordial co-operation of business men and others in-

terested in the work of the Federal Trade Commission
already has been assured in all the cities the commission
purposes visiting. Chambers of commerce, trade asso-

ciations and individuals everywhere have manifested
deep interest in the coming conferences, and it is hoped
and expected that the future work of the commission
will be greatly facilitated as a result of this tour.

Edison Heads Civilian Navy Advisory Board

The names of several distinguished American mven-
have been suggested t<> Secretary Daniels for ap-

pointment to the Advisory Hoard of Inventors, which
will be headed by Mr. Thomas A. Edison, and which is

toco-operate with a Bureau of Invention and Develop-

ment for the purpose of producing devices that will add
to the efficiency of the navy in time of war. The Navy
Department is not as yet prepared to announce the full

details of the plan; these must, be worked out in con-

ference with the various bureaus.

In a statement Secretary Daniels said, "The country
does not yet know the far-reaching and important ex-

perimental work done by Admirals Griflin, Strauss and
Taylor, chiefs respectively of the Bureau of Ordnance,
Construction and Repair, and Steam Engineering. They
and their assistants have for months been studying
every new development brought out by the war in

Europe, and already they have contributed to increased
naval efficiency. Additional experts will be given to

M^2
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THOMAS A . EDISON, CHAIRMAN OF
NAVY ADVISORY COUNCIL

them to carry on the development work they have been

doing with ability and success.

"The selection of the members of the advisory com-
mittee requires careful thought, but I hope to announce
them shortly. In a broad way the underlying idea is to

make available the inventive genius of our country to

improve our navy.

"With Mr. Edison so willingly and cheerfully respond-

ing to my request, I feel sure that the advisory council,

when the names are all selected, will be composed of men
of such prominence as to make the country feel that

what is possible for the human mind to devise will be

devised for our navy.

"By the creation of this machinery no suggestion will

be overlooked. Ideas impracticable in their details but

which contain the germ of possible revolutionary im-

provement will be scrutinized both by our own naval

experts and by men whose brains are peculiarly fitted

for detecting possibilities in suggestions of this kind

and who are particularly qualified for developing such

germs of ideas into actual, practical things."

Although men like Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz, Hudson
Maxim, Orville Wright, Lewis Nixon, Alexander Graham
Bell, Peter Cooper Hewitt, John Hays Hammond, Jr.,

and John Brisben Walker have been mentioned as pos-

sible members of the civilian advisory board of inventors

and technical experts, Mr. Edison is the only selection

thus far announced.
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Contractors Leave for National Convention

The majority of the New York contractors who will

attend the annual convention of the National Electrical

Contractors' Association in San Francisco, Cal., July

21-24 left New York, Saturday evening, July 10, on a

special car over the New York Central Railroad. A
number of prominent contractors also joined the party

at Albany, Syracuse and Utica. Upon arrival in Chi-

cago the party boarded the N. E. C. A. special train

for San Francisco, stops being made at Grand Canyon,
Arizona, Los Angeles and San Diego.

Report of Massachusetts Commission

The Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Commis-
sion has issued its thirtieth annual report, covering the

year ended June 30, 1914. The volume is one of the

most exhaustive ever prepared by the commission and
consists of over 700 pages of statistics, comments, re-

prints of decisions, and analyses of the operations of

gas companies, electric companies, municipal plants,

and other organizations under the jurisdiction of the

HYDROELECTRIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS OF
MASSACHUSETTS

board. An appreciative tribute is included to the work
of the late Forrest E. Barker, who was chairman of the

commission for twenty years.

Returns for the year were received from eighty-six

concerns supplying electricity and from thirty-seven

municipalities engaged in this service. Last year was
the first in which the commission exercised supervision

over hydroelectric companies, and while no returns have
yet been filed by such companies on account of the date

of the act's effectiveness, a valuable summary of the

principal features of the hydroelectric systems of the

State, with a comprehensive map, is included. Under
abatement of smoke, the report indicates that much im-
provement is being realized in the district covered by
the board's inspectors. Last year there were 41,680
recorded observations, in 1334 of which an excess was
noted in smoke emission, compared with 35,424 obser-

vations and 1225 excessive emissions in 1913. Eighty-
five complaints were received, compared with ninety-six

the year previous.

The income of the electric companies for the fiscal

year was $16,771,413, compared with $15,128,212 in

1913. Dividends declared came to $3,503,404, against

$3,418,538 in 1913; and the net profit for the year was
$266,013 against $29,698 the year previous. Fifteen
of the companies paid no dividends, but the others paid
an average rate of 10.22 per cent. Twenty-one com-
panies reduced their maximum net price during the
year. A valuable feature of the report is an extended

tabular statement showing briefly all action within the

State in respect to the municipal ownership of gas or

electric plants, and furnishing a historic summary of

the subject of much interest. Another tabulation is a

comprehensive detailed estimate of the cost of street

lighting in each of the municipal plants of the State,

with financial and physical data. The report also in-

cludes the names and addresses of the directors and

principal officers of the companies.

FUTURE WORK OF N. E. L. A.

President Lloyd Outlines the Scope of the New Manufac-

turers' Section and the Advantages of Membership

to Small Central Stations

Mr. E. W. Lloyd, general contract agent of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company of Chicago and the new
president of the National Electric Light Association,

has been in New York for a few days studying associa-

tion affairs and conferring with a number of associates

in the work of the organization. At the request of

the Electrical World, Mr. Lloyd discussed some of

the work for the coming year.

Manufacturers' Section

President Lloyd regards the proposed Manufacturers'

Section as one of the most important steps of the

future. "The San Francisco convention," he said,

"authorized the organization of this section upon
formal application by ten manufacturers. We shall

seek in every way to produce the harmonious co-opera-

tion which will make the section a permanent success.

The idea is to give the section ample encouragement and
opportunity to develop along lines which will best pro-

mote the interests of manufacturers and at the same
time conserve and develop the welfare of the association

and the industry as a whole. The Manufacturers' Sec-

tion will be entitled to have three members on the as-

sociation executive committee and will therefore be in

close touch with all questions of policy and other im-

portant matters.

"The organization of the Manufacturers' Section will

provide an agency through which all manufacturers,
large and small, may co-operate in the great educational

and development work of the N. E. L. A. Like the

other sections it will be subject to general supervision

by the executive committee of the main association. I

feel sure that this supervision will be exercised with a

sympathetic understanding of the problems of manufac-
turers and with an earnest desire to overcome them.
Under present conditions, if we are to realize our high-

est possibilities of development, the thorough co-opera-

tion of all elements in the industry is essential. We
hope to have the membership and official personnel of

the Manufacturers' Section so representative that all

classes will feel that they are having equal opportunities

without regard to whether their interests are large or

small. Members of the Manufacturers' Section will be

eligible for service on all association committees and
this will be a decided help both to manufacturers and
central stations in the discussion of questions affecting

design or improvements in apparatus.

"I believe that the N. E. L. A. is better adapted than
any other agency to meet the needs of electrical appara-

tus manufacturers for organization. Central station-

have a direct contact with the public that manufac-
turers themselves cannot easily get. Some of the manu-
facturers as well as some of the other active members
do not fully realize that to a large extent the associa-

tion is educational. I do not know that any of us ap-

preciate its full possibilities as an educational medium.
From the beginning it has been in the closest touch
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uiiii the art. it is equipped adequately to continue In

touch with the progress in, for instance, high tension
distribution methods, steam turbinen and the possible

development of internal combustion engines, in the

tests of concentric wiring, which are full of promising
possibilities for the central-station industry if the sys-

tem can be adapted with Bafetj and economy to require-

ments m this country, the N. K. L. A. is thoroughly pre

pared to render excellent service."

In discussing the Manufacturers' Section Mr. Lloyd
dwelt on the apparent tendency to Bectionalize the N. E.
l.. A. activities. "The organization of a Technical Sec-

tion to follow the Manufacturers' Section," he added,
"would meet a need that is expressed by BO many of our
members thai I am in favor of this step. Either the

Technical Section, if formed, should be so inclusive as
to provide satisfactorily for the hydroelectric interests

or a separate Hydroelectric Section should also he

formed in recognition of the largely increasing invest-

ment in that part of the industry. The Commercial
Section and the Accounting Section, through their chair-

men, Mr. Becker and Mr. Edwards respectively, have
excellent plans in mind for the coming year."

Henefits of Membership

Mr. Lloyd said that he felt it to be his duty to urge
member companies to participate to the widest extent

in the benefits available to them as a result of the thor-

ough organization of the industry. "The results which
can be realized from membership of the great army of

employees in the association and from their growing
interest in its work and problems are so vast that they
cannot be measured," he declared. ''Think of the con-

tact with the public which the daily regular work of all

who are in the industry involves and of its potential

power. The association is the direct representative of

the great body of workers and they in turn are its rep-

resentatives in direct dealings with the consuming pub-
lic. It is very important that the association develop its

educational work so as to render more service to the

industry. It cannot give more than iK can provide with
the funds which it has, yet it can so standardize and
centralize that the valuable service which it renders
to one company is identically the same service which it

can render advantageously to another company whose
immediate pressing problem, gigantic though it looks,

is the same with which the organization is in touch in

another section of the country. Merely by giving ad-

vice on grave questions of policy, the association has
been able frequently to save small companies many
thousands of dollars. On the whole it is work of this

character that is most important in the future of the

association. Much of it has been done in the past and
it is my hope that the association will be able to do
much more in the future.

"The association is the agency to which the small

companies should turn naturally when important mat-
ters affecting their revenues or properties arise. Not
all of the officials of small properties are thoroughly
familiar with present-day problems of policy. Nobody
can deal more appropriately with questions of safety

rules and public service commission matters than the

N. E. L. A. We shall do all that lies in our power to

help the small companies and in so doing we shall at-

tract more of them to the membership. The association

ought to have at least twice as many members as it has.

The relation between the total employees of companies
and their association memberships is now widely differ-

ent in many cases, and one of the efforts during the

coming year will be directly to lead companies that have
a disproportionately small number of members to. in-

crease. Only in that way can the largest advantages of

membership be realized."

ELECTRICAL OPPORTUNITIES IN BRAZIL
Electrical Installations and Conditions Prevailing in (In-

State of Minas Geraes

i:. II. \. DOUTHITl

Unlike some of the other states of Brazil, the state

Of Minas Geraes has many elect ileal installations. It

has over sixty five installation:; with a total capacity of
more than 25,000 kw. Of these America has furnished
seventeen installations with a total of 15,500 kw. Gel
mam has thirty -six installations and 7300 kw., while

England has less than 2000 kw. installed. The estimated
value of the electrical machinery, including cost of erec-

tion, is about $10,000,000, of which the United States
furnished about $6,500,000.

In some of the smaller cities of this State electrical

energy has been more of a detriment than a help. Most
of the plants are owned by the municipalities and the

gross income on the cost is not sufficient to pay the inter-

est. There are installations in Minas Geraes which cost

over $150,000 where the average daily load will not ex-

ceed 60 kw. This, of course, is bad management and is

one of the reasons why the State has not progressed
electrically as rapidly as it should have done.

The old idea that hydraulic power is cheapest is dis-

proved in a number of instances in this State. I can
say safely that over one-half of the installations in

Minas Geraes would be more economical if they were
steam instead of hydraulic, as most of them are used

exclusively for lighting and the wood supply will be suf-

ficient and cheap enough to compete with water and the

high cost of hydroelectric installations.

The city of Bello Horizonte, with a population of

25,000, is the capital of the State of Minas Geraes. It

is a modern city, having been laid out in 1896. It has

wide, well-paved streets, a street railway and lighting

system, with many beautiful government buildings and
several fine residence sections. Bello Horizonte first

constructed the street railway and lighting system as

a municipal experiment, and the city continued to man-
age them until 1912, when they were leased to Sampaio
Correa & Cia. for fifty years at $88,000 a year. This

company sold its interest to the Companhia Electric V.

U. de Minas Geraes, which has reconstructed much of

the system since and added several cars to the railroad

equipment.
The first generating installation consisted of a hydro-

electric plant of two 150-kw., two-phase Westinghouse
generators, located 4 miles from the city. This was the

second hydroelectric installation in Brazil. It was in-

stalled in 1900 and was in continuous operation until

1913, when it was shut down to be held as a reserve.

These machines have been cited all over the country as

examples of the superiority of American machinery, and

have been of great assistance to American manufac-

turers in supplying over 60 per cent of the electrical

equipment installed in the State. This is only a concrete

instance of the value of actual advertising in South

America, but it is likewise an example of the desirability

of keeping up to a known standard because, if Amer-
icans now try to palm off second-class electrical ma-

chinery, the purchasers will know that they are being

cheated.

Another hydroelectric installation was made in Rio

dos Pedras, 24 miles from Bello Horizonte, in 1910-11.

This installation consists of a dam 75 ft. high and 120

ft. long on the crest, constructed across a canyon where

the banks are of solid granite. From the left side of

the dam a canal leads to the forebay, from which three

pipe lines drop to the power house 170 ft. below. They

are laid in solid rock on an incline of 70 deg.

Former Special Agent of the Department of Commerce.
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The power house is a brick and stone building with
three 600-kw., 2300-volt, three-phase, sixty-cycle G. E.

generators installed. These are run by Morgan &
Smith turbines and controlled by Lombard oil pressure
governors. The voltage is stepped up to 45,000 volts

through single-phase, oil-insulated, water-cooled trans-

formers. All of the electrical equipment in the plant is

from the General Electric Company. The transmission

line is 24 miles long and was first constructed with
wooden towers which cost more to build than steel

towers would have involved. The line was rebuilt in

1913, and now consists of steel towers carrying two
three-phase circuits and two telephone lines. A Siemans
gas engine plant, consisting of two 380-kw. units, was
installed in 1912 as a reserve.

Other large installations in the State are: The St.

John del Ray Mining Company at Moro Velto, with 3630
kw. installed for use at the gold mine; the city of Bar-
bacena, with 2200 kw. installed; Carangola, where the

Cia. V. Luz e Forca Minas Geraes has a hydroelectric

plant of 2000 kw., which furnishes energy to several

small towns in that district and Palmyra, where the

Cia. Brazil de Carbureto has an installation of 2880 kw.,

used to run its cotton mill.

Most of the hydroelectric installations are constructed

by the firm which furnishes the material. All plans for

installations furnishing energy to a municipality must
be submitted to the State government for approval and
be accompanied by a description of all the work, show-
ing the estimated cost of each item. Labor is secured

generally in the neighborhood of the works. Usually

the company supplies the workmen with houses in which
to sleep—the "house" consisting of poles set up close

together and covered with thatch. The company also

furnishes a cook who prepares meals, the men bringing

a small kettle containing what they wish to have cooked

for the day. Coffee is served early in the morning,
breakfast from 10 to 11 o'clock and dinner from 5 to 6

o'clock. The food consists chiefly of beans, rice, meat
and coffee, although the men eat many luxuries if they

are obtainable nearby. Generally the company conducts

a store where the men are allowed credit and where they

will spend about 70 per cent of their wages for supplies,

which are sold at a good profit. The best policy, how-
ever, is to provide supplies as cheaply as possible as an
inducement to laborers to remain.

Wages vary in the different sections, but the average

is as follows: Stone cutters and stone masons, $2.35

per day; mechanics, $2 to $3; carpenters, $1.65 to $2;
linemen, $1.50 to $2; common labor, $1 to $1.50. I have
found it to be good policy to offer to pay a little higher

wages than are paid ordinarily in the district and to

demand more work from the men. Many stone masons
will lay from 1.5 to 2 cu. yd. of masonry per day, but

in order to secure this much work it will require close

attention to keep them supplied with mortar and stone.

Bricklayers who can lay 800 bricks per day of ten hours

are scarce. On most of the work the time is kept by
the quarter of the day, but I found no difficulty in work-
ing the men by the hour, but it was necessary to post

a sheet every day showing the time worked by each man,
thus saving disputes on pay day. There are no labor

organizations in Minas Geraes, and in case of a dis-

agreement the men usually stand together for a day or

two, but after that they are willing to return to work.

Very few new plants will be erected in the State

during the next few years, as all the important towns
have electric lights and it will be more difficult for the

small towns to borrow from the State government. In

the past it has been very easy for a town to borrow from
the State at a low rate of interest when the money was
to be expended for city improvements. Many of the

towns have taken advantage of this opportunity and have

constructed plants far in excess Of their needs. Prac-
tically all of the machinery salesmen have been with-
drawn from the State and credit has been refused to

many who have been regarded in the past as good
security.

As soon as business termers from the present depres-
sion there will be a big demand for repair parts and
many minor supplies. Credit should not be extended to

any of the plants before some reliable information re-

garding their financial standing has been secured, as

there are many plants which will not be able to meet
expenses for several years to come, owing to the small

demand for energy and the generally low rate for which
it is sold.

With the introduction of electric furnaces this State
should become one of the leading iron-smelting districts

of the world. There are many millions of tons of almost
pure ore within easy reach of waterfalls which could be
harnessed easily. Otherwise, owing to the lack of coal

and poor transportation facilities, this iron ore will be
of little value. With the benefit of American capital and
American machinery, however, this almost undeveloped
industry ought to receive a great impetus.

President of Storage Battery Company Entertains

Employees

Lawn parties for employees' outings can scarcely be
considered of sufficient importance to warrant more
than passing mention in an engineering publication;

but an event of this sort, which was rather unique,

both in its inception and scope, should be of interest as

evidencing the esprit de corps and cordial relationship

existing between the head of a large manufacturing
industry and his working force.

On June 26 Mr. Herbert Lloyd, president and gen-
eral manager of The Electric Storage Battery Com-
pany, Philadelphia, invited the entire force of the gen-
eral offices to a lawn party at his residence, "Bod-Llyd,"
Bryn Mawr, Pa. This force included officers, depart-

ment heads, stenographers and clerks—214 in all—who
by means of a special train and a number of motor
buses at Bryn Mawr Station were brought to Mr.
Lloyd's suburban home.
The guests upon arrival were welcomed by Mr. and

Mrs. Lloyd and treated to a round of games, races and

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY EMPLOYEES AT BRYN MAWR

athletic contests which occupied the afternoon. Mr.
Lloyd's string of polo ponies played an important part
in several of these events. In the early evening a col-

lation was served under the trees, at the conclusion

of which the prizes were awarded to the winners of
each event. Dancing on the green was in order until

train time.
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Miscellaneous News Notes
\ Borse*drawn Mark writs Electric Trimming!. An en

lerprising hackman of Bath, Me., haa provided hii hoi >

drawn equipage with an electric-lighting outfit, Including

two headlamps on the fronl of the vehicle and a third lamp
inside for the convenience of passengers. An electric bell

and an electric automobile horn complete the equipment.

Exposition Load Boosts Output of Ban Diego Company.

—

During the first half of L916 the electrical output of the

San Diego (Cal.) Consolidated Gas A Electric Company
showed an increase of 18 per rent as compared with the cor-

responding period of the previous year. A considerable

pari of the increased output has been due to the demands
of the Panama-California Exposition.

Five Hundred Old Houses Wired in Ninety Days at To-

peka, Kan.—Since April 1, more than 500 of the older resi-

dences of Topeka, Kan., have been wired for electricity, ac-

cording to Mr. A. H. Purdy, general superintendent of the

Topeka Edison Company. In addition, about 250 new houses
have been wired for electric service, making a total of 750
new residence users of electricity during the last three

months.

Suffragettes Enlist Telephone in Campaign for Vo*es.

—

July 25 has been set apart as Telephone Day by woman-
suffrage workers, and on that date every loyal suffragette

is asked to call up at least two doubtful voters and en-

deavor to win them to the cause. It is planned to make
Telephone Day a nation-wide event and printed instruc-

tions are being prepared to enable the suffrage workers to

compress the greatest substance of their arguments into

the shortest use of the wire.

Demurrers Argued in Chicago Indictments.—Twenty at-

torneys for the 100 electric-fixture dealers and manufac-
turers and labor-union officials who were indicted by the

Federal grand jury at Chicago last April, appeared before

Judge Landis of the United States District Court at Chi-

cago, July 8, to argue demurrers to the indictments. At-

torneys W. M. McEwen, B. M. Smith, Julius Moses, F. F.

Reed, and A. W. Bulkley were named by the lawyers to

present the cases of the defendants.

War Conditions Increase Use of Electricity in Germany.

—

Although the blockade instituted about Germany by the

Allies has practically cut off all importations of petroleum,

nitrates, and other raw materials, the War Committee of

German Industries reports that a substitute has been found

for oil in the increased use of electric lighting, while

nitrates made with the electric arc from atmospheric nitro-

gen have taken the place of imported saltpeter. The coal

supply of the empire continues ample for all needs, it is

declared.

To Make London's Curbstones Visible under Wartime
Illumination.—According to reports from London some in-

teresting experiments are to be carried out in that city to

diminish the inconveniences of the reduced public lighting

made necessary by the war and its resultant Zeppelin raids.

Street curbstones, for example, are to be painted white,

thus enabling the line of demarkation between roadway

and pavement to be more readily distinguished by pedes-

trians and by drivers of vehicles. Householders are also to

be asked to paint similarly all doorsteps leading from side-

walks.

Thirty New Submarines for U. S. Navy.—Reports from

Washington indicate that the next Congress will be asked

to appropriate funds for the building of at least thirty

submarines, although some navy officers have recommended

the construction of even fifty or seventy-five. In addition

to the submarine's value as a means of offense against

battleships and cruisers, the importance of the underwater

boats for the protection of coast lines is now being recog-

nized. All of the proposed new submarines, like those now

in use by the United States and other navies of the world,

will employ electric motors and storage batteries as the

means of propulsion for running under water.

Electromagnetic Dentistry.—Some very odd uses have

been found for the powerful electromagnets which now

form the equipment of many industrial-plant hospitals.

Although originally designed for removing metal par-

ticles from the eyes or flesh of workmen, one of these sur-

gical electromagnets was recently applied to advantage in

the case Of a man who had attempted lo drill his own
tooth. The steel drill broke oil' in the- tooth and remained
in the cavity, ; i r i < I at li i t it appeared that extraction of

the molar would he neccvaiy. A special pole piece exb
Sion was made and applied, however, and the broken drill

immediately clicked into contact with the magnel and waa
drawn out.

Storm Damage in Cincinnati and Vicinity.- Considerable
damage to electric lighting, telephone, and telegraph w\

rei ulteil from the heavy wind and rain storm which passed
over Southern Ohio on the night of July 7. In Cincinnati,

where several buildings were wrecked and others damaged,
many wires were blown down, making the streets dang
ous to traverse. Newport and Covington, Ky., Washington
Courthouse, Chillicothe, and a number of other Ohio towns
on the Ohio River above Cincinnati also suffered to some
extent. Street and interurban railway traffic in Cincinnati

and vicinity was tied up for several hours, while telephone

and telegraph communication was possible over only a few
lines until repairs could be effected.

Mayor Appoints Self City Electrician to End Deadlock.

—

Mayor T. S. Kearns of Waltham, Mass., appointed himself
city electrician on July 6 to end the deadlock resulting from
the refusal of the board of aldermen to confirm the mayor's
appointment of Mr. W. J. Rooney to the position. Since the

death of John T. Pownall, who had served the community for

twenty-five years, Mr. A. J. Holbrook, formerly head elec-

trician, had been acting as city electrician. Mayor Kearns
meanwhile appointed Mr. Rooney, who was graduated from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology this year, but the

aldermen refused to confirm the nomination and tabled the

matter until their next meeting, set for Sept. 2. The mayor
then named himself for the position.

Electric Supper Given by Great Western Power Com-
pany.—An electric supper and business meeting of its

agents was held by the Great Western Power Company at

the Hotel Washington, San Francisco, Cal., July 2, when
every dish of the elaborate full-course meal was cooked
electrically on special electric ranges in sight of the diners.

Mr. Mortimer Fleishhacker, president of the company, ar-

ranged the event, Mr. Wallace Briggs presided as toast-

master, and Mr. Henry F. Holland delivered the principal

address. A feature of the evening was the supper menu
which was printed in the form of the purchasing agent's

order sheet, with humorous use of the familiar business

and technical terms of the company's purchasing routine.

Summer School of Scientific Management.—The Pennsyl-
vania State College will conduct a summer school of scien-

tific management during the two weeks beginning Aug. 9.

This session is planned for the accommodation of works
managers, superintendents, heads of cost, stores, purchas-
ing, planning and production departments, and members of

such departments. The time is restricted to two weeks to

meet the needs of employees whose vacation period is lim-

ited to that time. The mornings of the session will be de-

voted to lectures and discussions on industrial organization
and scientific management under the leadership of Prof.

Hugo Diemer, and the afternoons to practice in applied

methods of scientific management, in the making of time
studies, tool lists, instruction cards, routing and scheduling
under the direction of Mr. W. H. Tabor. Application for the

course should be made at once to Director J. A. Moyer, State

College, Pa.

Electric Pumping to Unwater Leadville's Flooded Mines.

—Four 300-hp. motor-driven centrifugal pumps are being

installed to unwater the Downtown mines at Leadville,

Col., the rich deposits of which have long been inaccessible

owing to the rise of water in the old workings and galleries.

Each of the huge vertical-shaft pumps will deliver 1500 gal.

of water per minute against a head of 430 ft. Last year

negotiations had been closed with a Swiss company for the

manufacture of pumps for the Leadville project, but the

outbreak of the European war rendered delivery impossible

and the order was finally placed with a Providence (R. I.)

firm. Hon. Jesse F. McDonald, former Governor of Colo-

rado, is at the head of the unwatering undertaking which

is the first of its kind in the United States of such magni-

tude. Energy to operate the pumps will be furnished from
the lines of the Central Colorado Power Company which

enter Leadville at an altitude of 11,000 ft.
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Associations and Societies

Georgia Electrical Contractors at Columbus, Ga.—The
quarterly meeting of the Georgia Electrical Contractors'
Association was held at the Ralston Hotel, Columbus, Ga.,

July 5, with Mr. H. E. Lawe of Macon presiding. At the
close of the morning meeting a barbeque was given at

Goat Rock in the visitors' honor.

Vicksburg Jovians Initiate Twenty. — At a Jovian re-

juvenation held aboard the steamer J. H. Menge in the
Mississippi River at Vicksburg, Miss., July 8, twenty
novices were initiated into the Jovian Order. Among the

guests of the evening were Congressman J. W. Collier,

Mr. A. J. Bemis, Chicago; Mr. A. H. Jones, McComb City,

Miss.; Mr. W. R. Herstein, Memphis, Tenn., and Mr. H. F.

Wheeler, Hattiesburg, Miss.

Mississippi Convention Postponed Until November.—At a
meeting of the executive committee of the Mississippi Elec-

tric Association held at Vicksburg, Miss., July 8, it was
decided to postpone the annual convention of the associa-

tion until some time in November, when the session will

be called at Hattiesburg, as previously planned. Mr. R. B.

Claggett of Greenville, acted as chairman of the executive
committee in the absence of Mr. Charles M. Hays of Colum-
bus, Miss., the president of the association.

Erie (Ohio) Jovians Hold Outing.—The annual outing of
the Jovian League of Erie, Pa., was attended by about
ninety local members of the order, besides guests from New
Castle, Meadville, Youngstown and Corry. A special car
carried the Jovians from the Reed House to the grounds at
McDonald's Grove, east of the city. The feature of the
afternoon was a ball game between the bachelors and the

married men. Demonstrating their superiority in every de-

partment of the game, the married men carried off the
contest by a score of 12 to 6. An excellent fish dinner was
served at 6 o'clock.

Northern White Cedar Association's Frolic.—Leaving
Minneapolis, Minn., June 25, a party of fifty-five, all mem-
bers of the Northern White Cedar Association, journeyed
by special car to Baudette, Minn., 450 miles north of Min-
neapolis, and there embarked on launches for their camp
on Sabaskong Bay, Lake-of-the-Woods, 65 miles from Bau-
dette. Three days were spent in hunting, fishing, and camp
sports. Mr. N. E. Boucher, secretary of the association, is

reported to have won the prize in the pea-shooting contest

from Guide Riley, whose skill has long been famous among
the Indians and whites of the upper lake country. Camp
was broken June 29, after a memorable camp-fire "round-
up" on the preceding evening and most of the party re-

turned by boat to Baudette.

Texas Association to Continue Dallas Headquarters.—At
the time of the Galveston convention of the Southwestern
Electrical and Gas Association in May there was discussed

the possibility of abolishing the association's central head-
quarters at Dallas, Tex., and the office of paid secretary,

owing to business conditions in Texas and the advent of

the "jitney" as a menace to street-railway earnings. At a

subsequent meeting of the executive committee of the

association at Dallas, June 25, however, a plan was ap-

proved by which the railway members of the association

will, after Sept. 1, pay a reduced rate of assessment, while

the central-station and waterworks members (whose busi-

ness this year is better than ever) will contribute as be-

fore. To offset the resulting reduction in income, the asso-

ciation's energetic secretary, Mr. H. S. Cooper, has been
granted the privilege of doing consulting and advisory

work for members on his own account. Mr. Cooper was
one of the founders of the association and is a past-presi-

dent. He was formerly manager of the Galveston Elec-

tric Company and was in charge of the construction of the

new Hotel Galvez at Galveston.

Missouri and Kansas Contractors Hold Joint Session.

—

Sixteen members of the Electrical Contractors' Association

of Missouri met at the Hotel Kupper, Kansas City, Mo.,

July 10 with several members of the Kansas contractors'

association, who were present to discuss the proposed con-

solidation of the two bodies. No definite action was taken,

since it was pointed out that such combination would

jeopardize representation of one or the other State associa-

tion in the National Electrical Contractors' Association.
The suggestion was made, however, that the Kansas asso-
ciation elect the same

j as the Missouri body, and
so secure for the Kansas work the services of Mr. A. J.

Burns, who has helped to build that association. The
subject of concentric wiring was discussed, pronounced
opinions being expressed both for and against the innova-
tion, and a committee was finally appointed to study the
plan at first hand and to report observations and experi-
ences. This committee consists of Messrs. Fred B. Adam,
St. Louis; L. E. Reed, St. Joseph; J. W. Hutchison, Kansas
City, and J. E. Bushong, Ottawa, Kan. The next meeting,
scheduled for January, 1916, will be held at St. Louis.

Program of Ohio Convention at Cedar Point.—The pro-
gram for the twenty-first annual convention of the Ohio
Electric Light Association which is to be held at the Break-
ers Hotel, Cedar Point, Ohio, on July 20 to 23, has been
announced as follows: Address of the president, Col. C. V.
Hard of Wooster, Ohio; standing-committee reports, includ-

ing the report of the illuminating committee presented by
Mr. S. E. Doane of Cleveland; "Every-Day Problems Con-
fronting the Central-Station Manager," by Mr. E. J. Bechtol
of New York City; report of the transmission and distribu-

tion committee by Mr. M. H. Wagner of Dayton; "Sales-
manship," by Mr. R. H. Grant of Dayton; "Snuggling up to

John Smith," by Mr. E. Burt Fenton of Sandusky; report
of the meter committee, by Mr. A. H. Bryant of Cleveland;
"The World Do Move," by Hon. Beecher W. Waltermire,
chairman of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio; re-

port of new business co-operations committee, by Mr. T. F.

Kelly of Dayton; "Industrial Electric Heating," by Mr.
H. O. Loebell of Toledo, and the report of the electric-

vehicle committee, by Mr. C. W. Chappelle of Cleveland.

In the advance program the announcement is made that the

discussion of each of the foregoing papers will be opened
by groups of men especially interested in the respective

topics. Mr. D. L. Gaskill of Greenville, Ohio, is secretary

of the association.

Public Service Commission News
Pennsylvania Commission

The Pennsylvania Public Service Commission has set

Aug. 2 as the date on which the Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany must complete and file the inventory and appraisal

of its property ordered by the commission. The commis-
sion has also announced that the hearings in the case affect-

ing the rates charged by the company for lighting in Phila-

delphia will be resumed on Aug. 10.

Kansas Commission

The Supreme Court of Kansas has ruled that no public

utility under the jurisdiction of the public utilities commis-
sion of Kansas can discontinue service without obtaining
from the commission the authority to do so. The case was
that in which the Postal Telegraph Company had closed its

office at Syracuse, Kan., claiming that in operating this

office the company was losing annually $135. The attorney
for the utilities commission brought mandamus proceedings

to compel the re-opening of the office, and the ruling was in

favor of the commission.

District of Columbia Commission

The Public Utilities Commission of the District of

Columbia has handed down a ruling which relieves public-

service companies within the federal district from con-

tinuing to pay interest on deposits left with the company
by customers after the closing of their accounts. The com-
panies have agreed to place on all final bills a notice asking
customers to call for their deposits, if one has been made.

In organizing its membership for work the commission
has assigned to its members separate classes of subjects

for consideration and special study. Major C. W. Kutz,

the chairman, will have to do with matters of engineering
valuation and rates. Cases relating to capitalization, juris-

diction, financial operations and court proceedings will be

referred to Commissioner Brownlow. Service and accident

cases are to be referred to Commissioner O. P. Newman.
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California < lommiuion
The California Commission has approved the rata In tha

contract in which the Consolidated Electric Company of
San Francisco agrees to furnish elect lie energy to the Key
Route system of the San Franci SCO Oakland Term inal Kail

ways at 0.95 cent per k\v. hr. This contract rate will di

place on Amy. 1 the contract rate of L.125 cents per kw hi.

heretofore charged the railways by the United Lighl &
Power Company and which the commission had heretofore

found to be Unreasonable and excessive.

Ohio Commission
In a petition Hied in the Ohio Supreme Court on July 7

by the Marysville Lighl Company, Marysville, Ohio, the

allegation is made thai the provision which gives the Public
Utilities Commission the right to review a rate schedule
when no referendum has been called, is ill conflict with the

initiative and referendum ad and hence is null and void.

The company asks for an injunction to prevent the commis-
sion from proceeding with the review. The company se-

cured a lighting contract and the Marysville Council duly

passed an ordinance incorporating the rates agreed upon.

No referendum was called, but later on thirty-five citizens,

or more than three per cent of the electors, petitioned the
commission to review the rates and determine whether they

are fair and reasonable.

The Columbus City Council has postponed action on the

ordinance providing for an issue of $265,000 municipal
lighting-plant extension bonds, as provided by a vote of

the electors in 1912. The consensus of opinion is that a
careful investigation of the lighting plant and the results

of its operation should be made before any more money is

spent in extensions. Some members of the council have
expressed doubt as to whether the plant is paying its ex-

penses of operation. It is said that the report which the

city is having prepared in accordance with orders from the

State Public Utilities Commission will show that the plant

is paying operating expenses, interest on bonded indebted-

ness, ground rental and all other charges that would be

placed against a privately-owned central station plant.

Indiana Commission

Nearing the close of the Indianapolis rate controversy, the

Indiana commission has asked the heads of the two Indian-

apolis central-station companies, the Merchants' Heat &
Light Company and the Indianapolis Light & Heat Company,
to bring their rate experts together and to simplify, as far

as possible the present schedules of rates, cutting down the

number of schedules in force and simplifying the wording
of the remainder. This, it is believed, will simplify the work
of the commission in its final wording of the order estab-

lishing rates for electric service in Indianapolis. The prob-

lem of determining the most scientific method of computing
charges for heating service in the homes and business

buildings of consumers is another feature of the case which
the commission has had to solve, but it is declared that

there will be very little, if any, change in the heating rates

in the forthcoming order by the commission.
Interest in the competitive telephone situation at In-

dianapolis has been revived by the announcement that the

Central Union Telephone Company intends to construct a

$20,000 Washington exchange in the north part of Indian-

apolis to replace a building in the outskirts. The attention

of the public-service commission was immediately called

to the fact that this announcement seemed to foreshadow
a situation similar to that which occurred last year when
the commission was forced to warn the Central Union and
the Indianapolis Telephone companies that the commission
would not permit rates based on further duplication of

property in Indianapolis. The Indianapolis Telephone
Company was then about to construct a new switchboard
at a cost of approximately $500,000. The question of the

merger of the two telephone properties arose about that

time, and in a statement, Chairman Thomas Duncan of the

commission, said that the decision of the commission on
the questions of the merger and of rate-making must be
postponed for at least a year and a half because of the

press of business before the body. Members of the commis-
sion now declare they will investigate the building of the

proposed new structure by the Central Union Company and
will again warn the companies against duplication, pending
the commission's action on the merger question.

Personal
Mr. John Hacker has succeeded Mr. Herbert \v. Thomp

son as purchasing agent foi the Denver (Col.) Gas &
Electric Light Company.

Mr. Alon/.o K. Weed Of Newton, .Ma . ., ha been ap-
pointed a member of the Massachusetts Gas and Electric

Lighl Commission i>y Governor Walsh.

Mr. William Kaw has resigned as head of the electrical

department of the New Bedford (Mass.) Industrial School

to enter the electrical business locally.

Mr. J. V. Nlchaua has been appointed resident manager
of the Kerry County Public Utilities Company at Perry-

ville, Mo., to succeed Mr. George K. Miltonberger.

Mr. J. O. Strong has been appointed secretary and man-
ager of the Marshall County Power & Light Company, of

Blue Rapids, Kan., succeeding Mr. William Hunter.

Mr. Edward Nash Hurley, vice-chairman of the Federal

Trade Commission, whose interesting suggestions concern-

ing methods by which the newly instituted commission can

be made of constructive help to American busim
were sent broadcast last

week, is well known as an
electrical manufacturer and
business man. He was born
at Galesburg, 111., July 31,

1864, and received his edu-

cation in the public schools.

Entering railroad work, he
served as engineer for the

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad until 1888

when he was appointed sales-

man for the United States

Metallic Packing Company,
of which he 1 ater became
manager. Leaving this com-
pany in 1896 following his

development of the pneu-
matic-tool industry, he or-

ganized the Standard Pneu-
matic Tool Company of

Chicago, of which he was president and treasurer from
1896 to 1902. In the year last named, Mr. Hurley sold his

interests in the Standard Pneumatic Tool Company and the

International Pneumatic Tool Company of England, and
thereafter engaged in farming and stock-raising at his

country home at Wheaton, 111., until 1908. In 1913 he was
appointed United States Trade Commissioner to the Latin-

American republics. As vice-president of the Illinois

Manufacturers Association at that time and chairman of

its foreign-trade committee, Mr. Hurley headed the move-
ment which, in February, 1914, resulted in the cruise of

American business men to South America. In December
of the same year, Mr. Hurley was installed as president of

the Illinois Manufacturers Association. Until his appoint-

ment as a member of the Federal Trade Commission the

first of the present year, Mr. Hurley was president of the

Hurley Machine Company, Chicago, manufacturer of elec-

tric washing machines, and had also other interests in

the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, and the

Aurora (111.) Automatic Machine Company. He was also

president of the First National Bank of Wheaton, 111.,

and a director of the Chicago & Great Western Railroad.

Mr. Hurley's appointment as vice-chairman of the Federal

Trade Commission occurred shortly after the commission
organized its members and staff to take up its new work.

Mr. John Morton, formerly vice-president of the Doug-
las (Wyo.) Electric Light Company, has been elected presi-

dent of the company to succeed Mr. John T. Williams.

Mr. L. D. Shank has been appointed manager, contract

agent and superintendent of the Centerville (Md.) munici-

pal electric light plant to succeed Mr. Edgar B. Ward.

Mr. Wade G. Moores, who has had charge of commercial

work for the Northern California Power Company, has

been appointed manager for the Redding district of the

company.

Mr. Gilbert Sheldon Smith of Philadelphia, Pa., has

been appointed the representative of the Electrical Supply

E. N. HURLEY
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Jobbers' Association on the Electrical Supply Manufac-
turers' committee on concentric wiring.

Mr. Ralph W. Hawkes has been appointed manager of the

Old Orchard (Me.) office of the York County Power Com-
pany, succeeding Mr. Henry M. Burns. Mr. Hawkes was
formerly connected with the Biddeford office of the com-
pany.

Mr. George F. Stoldt, who has been appointed superin-

tendent of the municipal electric-lighting plant at Jackson-
ville, 111., was formerly superintendent of the plant at Mount
Olive, 111. Mr. Stoldt succeeded Mr. William Catherwood
at Jacksonville.

Mr. F. W. Ballard, lighting commissioner for the city of

Cleveland, Ohio, has been retained by the city of Kalama-
zoo, Mich., as consulting engineer for the latter's new
municipal plant. Mr. Ballard will continue his connection

with the Cleveland plant.

Mr. Edwin Musser Herr, president of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, who, as noted in

these columns, recently received the honorary degree of

master of arts from Yale University, was graduated as a
mechanical engineer from

the Sheffield Scientific School

of Yale with the class of

1884. Mr. Herr was born at

j

Lancaster, Pa., May 3, 1860,

and began his career as a

I telegraph messenger, later

becoming an operator at

Denver, Col., and then sta-

;
tion master and operator at

Deer Trail, Col., on the Union
Pacific Railway. While in

this service he prepared for

college, and after graduation

from Sheffield in 1884 he be-

came a special apprentice of

the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway in its

motive-power department at

West Milwaukee. Later he
entered the motive-power department of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy Railroad as mechanical draftsman and
test engineer. As the result of his former experience he
was finally made superintendent of telegraphs of the "Bur-
lington" system, and his work in this department, espe-

cially during the Burlington strike, brought him to the

attention of the operating department and led to his ap-

pointment as division superintendent of the Galesburg divi-

sion of the line. In 1890 he went with the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railroad as master mechanic, which
position he held until 1892, when he was called to the

superintendency of the Grant Locomotive Works at Chi-

cago. In 1895 he was sent to Europe to report upon and to

establish locomotive works in Russia. Upon the completion
of this mission he became, in 1896, general manager of the

Gibbs Electric Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., and shortly

afterward accepted the position of assistant superintendent

of the motive-power department of the Chicago & North-
western Railroad. In 1897 he went to St. Paul as superin-

tendent of the motive-power department of the Northern
Pacific Railroad, which position he retained until 1899,

when he went to Pittsburgh to take the position of assist-

ant general manager of the Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany, later becoming general manager of that company.
In 1905 he was appointed first vice-president of the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, which posi-

tion he occupied until his election as president in 1911.

Mr. Joseph Stewart has been appointed a director of

the Morgan County Electric Light Company of Martinsville,

Ind., which will supply electric service to communities in

the vicinity of Martinsville. Mr. Stewart was formerly
superintendent of the electric lighting plant at Tipton, Ind.

Mr. William G. Keith has been appointed by Mayor
Thompson of Chicago to succeed Mr. Ray Palmer as com-
missioner of gas and electricity for the City of Chicago, the

appointment to become effective Aug. 1. Mr. Keith has been
employed as assistant electrician by the Chicago West Side

Park Commission.

Mr. Joseph H. Conners of Lowell, Mass., has received from

E. M. HERR

Governor Walsh of Massachusetts the pen used by the
executive in signing the new State law requiring the regis-
tration of master electricians and electrical journeymen.
The pen was presented to Mr. Conners in recognition of his
efforts to secure the enactment of the measure.

Mr. Leon O. Tebbetts, president and general manager of
the Readfield (Me.) Light & Power Company, has tl

ferred his residence from Augusta, Me., to Waterville, Me.,
where he has acquired an interest in the insurance busi-
ness of H. B. Crosby & Company. Mr. Tebbetts was for-
merly registrar of deeds for Kennebec County. With Mrs.
Tebbetts he is now on a trip to the Pacific Coast.

Mr. F. C. Rose has been appointed general purchasing
agent for W. S. Barstow & Company, 50 Pine Street, New
York City, and will have charge of all purchases for the
public service properties controlled by the Barstow corpora-
tion, located in the states of New York, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, New Hampshire, Vermont, Indiana, and
West Virginia. Mr. Rose was formerly general purchas-
ing agent of the Foundations Company, Ltd., Montreal,
Canada, and was at one time assistant general purchasing
agent for the J. G. White Company of New York.

Mr. Irving M. Frost, director and general manager of
the Rutland (Vt.) Railway, Light & Power Company and
general manager of the Western Vermont Power & Light
Company and the Pittsford Power Company, has sent his
resignation to W. S. Barstow & Company, the corporate
managers of these properties, the resignation to take effect
Aug. 1. For a number of years he was manager of the
Montpelier Traction Company, besides being manager and
a member of the firm of Corry-Deavitt-Frost Electric Com-
pany, both of which companies are now under Tenney man-
agement. Mr. Frost has been manager of the Rutland
company since May, 1912.

Mr. Henry L. Burnett has resigned as temporary man-
ager of the electric lighting plant at Chicopee, Mass., and
Mayor Dunn of Chicopee has appointed Messrs. Luke C.
Meehan, Ulysses H. Roe and Charles W. Embury members
of the boajd of lighting commissioners, succeeding the late
board, which was deposed about two weeks ago. Mr.
Meehan is the owner of an electrical contracting establish-
ment in Chicopee, and has resided in the city for eight
years. He installed the town's system of ornamental light-
ing and was also in charge of the installation of the local
electric pumping equipment. Mr. Roe has been chief
engineer of the Spalding plant at Chicopee for several
years, and Mr. Embury is prominent in banking circles.

Obituary
James MacQuaid of Pittsburgh, Pa., one of the founders

of the National Conduit Company, died of heart failure,
July 10, in London, England. Mr. MacQuaid's death fol-
lowed an illness of several months at his country home at
Twickenham, which was once Pope's villa.

Hon. Pliny Norcross, who was drowned at Janesville, Wis.,
July 12, was at one time president of the old Northwestern
Electrical Association in the early days of the electric-
lighting industry. Later he became well known as the build-
er of a 33-mile transmission line near Janesville.

Basel D. Childers, secretary and treasurer of the Childers
& Waters Electrical Company of Louisville, Ky., is dead
after an illness lasting several years. Mr. Childers, who
was 52 years of age, had never married. Three brothers
survive him, Mr. C. C. Childers, president of the company,
and Messrs. S. Y. and Henry H. Childers.

Charles F. S. Hance, superintendent of electric meters of
the Pennsylvania Utilities Company, Easton, Pa., died re-

cently at his home in Dover, N. J., following a physical
and nervous breakdown. Mr. Hance was born in Dover
thirty-nine years ago. He was graduated from the Dover
High School and entered business as a clerk in that city.

Later he entered the employ of the Dover Electric Light
Company and was promoted through various positions
until he had charge of the distribution system. When the
Pennsylvania Utilities Company took over the Dover prop-
erty Mr. Hance continued with it, finally being appointed
superintendent of electric meters.
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Corporate and Financial

luguata (Ga.) liken Rallwaj A Electric Corporation.—
Thr annual report of the company for the yeai ended Dec,

II, L914, states thai the operation of the new hydroelectric

development of Oh- Georgia Carolina Power Company was
taken over on July i. 1914, and all electricity used by the

system is now being generated by water power. This lias

resulted In saving in the production cost in all depart*

ments of approximately $25,000 for the year, The total

installed capacity of the power customers, Including small

motor installations, on Dec. 31, 191 1. was 8418 lip.. Of which

irj("> hp. was contracted for and connected up in 1914. The
greater part of the business contracted for in L914 was
connected during the last live months of the year, so that

only a small amount of the annual earnings from this new
business appears in this year's statement. Contracts for

nearly 1780 hp. additional have been closed during the first

three months of this year. There still remains approxi-

mately one-half of the present power plant capacity to be

sold. The revenue account follows:
1914 1913

earnings $738,372 $72:,, 073
Operating expenses, Including taxes 393,886 403,084

Net earnings from operating $344,486 $321,989

Less

:

Interest on Augusta Railway & Electric
Company tirst mortgage 5 percent bonds.. $48,467 $50,000

Sinking' fund Augusta Railway ,*i Electric
Company 6,540 5,000

Total prior deductions $55,007 $55,000

Balance $289,479 $266,989

Interest on 5 per cent sinking fund gold
bonds $150,366 $147,555

Interest on Georgia-Carolina Power Com-
pany fust mortgage 5 per cent forty-year
sinking fund a;old bonds 68,750

Interest on floating debt 8,839 2,615

Total deductions $227,955 $150,170
Gross surplus 61,524 116,819
Dividends on preferred stock 45,000 90,000

Net surplus for year $16,524 $26,819

Consolidated Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission in a supplemental

order approved the amended plan for reorganization of the

United Light & Power Company and the sale of its prop-

erties to the Consolidated Electric Company. Under the

original plan application was made for the Consolidated

company to take over the properties of the United company
and its subsidiaries, and for the Consolidated company to

issue $10,000 in stock and $2,593,000 in bonds. The applica-

tion also asked that the Great Western Power Company be

granted authority to guarantee the bonds of the Consoli-

dated company. The commission in its original order

granted the application on the condition that the Great

Western company's guarantee should be a firm guarantee

and that the mortgage and deed of trust of the Consolidated

company should provide for a sinking fund to begin in 1920

and to consist annually of 1 per cent of the bonds outstand-

ing. Later the three companies modified their plans and

applied to the commission, asking that the Consolidated

company be authorized to take over the properties of the

United company and its subsidiaries, and to issue $10,000

of stock and $2,318,000 of bonds, the bonds to be guaranteed

by the Great Western company. In its supplemental order

the commission approves the new plan on substantially the

same conditions on which it approved the original plan.

The commission's amended order requires that the mort-

gage and deed of trust securing the $2,318,000 of bonds of

the Consolidated company shall provide for a sinking fund

to begin in 1920 and to consist of 1 per cent annually of the

bonds outstanding.

Interstate Electric Corporation, New York, N. Y—An
issue of $100,000 of first lien 6 per cent collateral sinking

fund gold bonds due March 1, 1933, is being offered at a

price to net about 6 per cent.

Lambertville (N. J.) Heat, Light & Power Company.—
The Court of Chancery has authorized the public sale of the

company on Aug. 2, 1915. The sale will be subject to a

mortgage securing $80,000 of bonds.

Massillon (Ohio) Electric & Gas Company.—A block of

$250,000 first mortgage 5 per cent sinking fund gold bonds

due Jan. I, L948, is offered at 90 and interesl to yield about

5.66 per cent. Earnings for the twelve months ended May
21, L915, follows

Qross earnings $117,040
Operating expenses una* tuxes 70,352

wt earnings $46,688
l '(.in J Interest 24,000

Balance applicable to dlvid< mis $^2,cn8

.Northern Slates Power Company, Chicago, III.—The
managers of the company announce they have heen so well

pleased with the results of the company's offering in June
of 7 per cent preferred stock to citizens in communities
served l>y the company that they have decided to continue

the stock sales and to further develop plans to interest

people of modest means and income. The plan met with

favorable local reception and it will probably be made
permanent. Before the plan was fairly started in a limited

way approximately seventy-five new stockholders were re-

corded, the average taking being about four shares. The
new preferred stockholders will receive checks mailed July

15 for the regular quarterly dividend of $1.75 per share

earned during the three months ended June 30. Statistics

relating to increased business so far as available show that

the gains being made during the present year are even

better than those of 1914, the net gain in connected electric

load amounting to 6403 kw. for the first four months of

the year, which is 56 per cent better than during the same
months of the preceding year.

Ohio State Power Company, Fremont, Ohio.—The com-
pany has filed in the favor of the Cleveland Trust Company,
trustee, a trust deed to secure $3,000,000 first mortgage 6

per cent gold bonds. The issuance of these bonds has been

authorized to procure funds with which to build a steam
station to supersede the present water power plant. The
former company, the Sandusky River Power Company,
found it to be impossible to make a water power develop-

ment pay on account of the insufficiency of water at certain

periods and therefore was forced to default on its bond
interest. Mention is made in the trust deed of a twenty-

five year contract to furnish energy to the Lake Shore

Electric Railway Company and the Ohio Light & Power
Company. Under this contract the two companies, in case

of any default of the power company, may take over the

operation of the plant for a period of two years to satisfy

their power requirements. The two years will give the two

companies sufficient time in which to procure some source

of energy so that they will not in the meantime have to

discontinue service. The rights of this contract come there-

fore before those of the bondholders. There were also filed

two deeds showing the release of mortgages of $300,000

and $75,000 executed in May, 1913, by the Sandusky River

Power Company.

Pacific Light & Power Corporation, Los Angeles, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission has issued an order

extending the time within which the corporation may issue

19,430 shares of first preferred 6 per cent cumulative stock

and $4,382,000 of first and refunding mortgage bonds from
June 30, 1915, to June 30, 1916. Permission was given

the corporation to issue these securities on Sept. 21, 1914.

San Joaquin Light & Power Corporation, Fresno, Cal.—
The Railroad Commission of California has authorized the

corporation to pledge as collateral security for $809,000 of

promissory 8 per cent two-year notes to be issued for the

payment of $954,000 of the company's two-year collateral

trust notes due Aug. 1, 1915, $1,080,000 of its first and

refunding mortgage forty-year Series "C" 6 per cent gold

bonds.

Tulare Power Company, Lindsay, Cal.—To avert impend-

ing receivership at the hands of holders of its notes the

company has brought before the Railroad Commission of

California a tentative agreement between that concern and

the Mount Whitney Light & Power Company, by which the

properties of the former would be acquired by the latter.

The Tulare company has outstanding $200,000 of notes,

besides a floating debt of about $50,000, which it is unable

to meet. Under the terms of the proposed sale the Mount

Whitney company will acquire all the physical properties

and franchises at a valuation of $550,000 and assume the

note debt, paying to the retiring company $350,000 in cash.
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Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

jrgh, Pa.—A large majority of the convertible sinking

ind 5 per cent gold bonds, due Jan. 1, 1931, having been
^posited under the plan and agreement dated May 12,

)15, for the reduction of the price at which common stock
* the company shall be issued upon the conversion of these

bnds, and the elimination of the restrictive covenant con-

lined in the Trust indenture of March 30, 1906, against

je issue of stock by the company, the plan has been de-

ared operative by Kuhn, Loeb & Company of New York,

le managers. The company has extended the time within

hich the new convertible bonds provided for by the plan

lay be converted into common stock par for par from June
i, l!tl(), to Dec. 31, 1916; the privilege of conversion there-

fter being, as provided in the plan, at the rate of $910 par

due of such stock for each $1,000 bond. In accordance

ith the provision of the plan the company is about to

Ter to stockholders of record July 17 the privilege of

lbscribing, on or before Aug. 13, 1915, to the extent of

> per cent of the par value of their respective holdings of

ock. for the new convertible bonds. As soon as practicable

'ter the expiration of the stockholder's subscription privi-

ge, the company will notify depositing bondholders of

le amount of cash or new bonds or both to which they

ill be entitled upon the consummation of the plan. Bond-
ilders may still deposit their holdings subject to the

rmination of such privilege without notice. Stockholders

iking advantage of the above offer must pay for each

L.000 bond $250 by Aug. 15, the remaining $820.83, which
eludes accrued interest, must be paid by Dec. 1. Up to the

me of the meeting of the directors of the company July

out of a total of $19,445,000 of old bonds outstanding ap-

oximately $14,000,000 or 72 per cent had been deposited.

11 money received from stockholders' subscriptions will be

;ed to retire the old bonds at 105. Those not retired in

lis manner will be converted into new bonds.

Manufacturing and Industrial

The Lindell Electric Company, 3704 North Grand Avenue,
:. Louis, Mo., has recently taken over the electric supply
id contracting business of the Devaney Electric Company.

Shapiro & Aronson, 20 Warren Street, New York, have
(pointed Mr. J. X. Nettor, for the past two and one-half

:ars advertising manager for the New York Gas & Elec-

ic Appliance Company, as their advertising manager.

The Wm. C. Sterling & Son Company, Monroe, Mich.,

alers in cedar poles, posts, ties, etc., with yards in Mon-
e and Bay City, Mich., have bought a large tract of land

ith 200 ft. of water front in Bay City, and will make the

tter place its main distributing center.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee,
is., has appointed the Barber-Dwinnell Electric & Manu-
cturing Company, Kansas City, Mo., as its district sales

cent, assigning to it territory in the states of Kansas,
klahoma, Nebraska and the Western part of Missouri.

Electric-Vehicle Companies Consolidate at Cleveland.

—

s was noted in the Electrical World of June 12, the

iker Motor Vehicle Company and the Rauch & Lang Car-
ige Company, both of Cleveland, Ohio, have been merged,
le Baker R. & L. Company is the name of the new concern.

The Mutual Electric & Machine Company of Wheeling,
. Va.. manufacturer of switchboards, knife switches, elec-

ical cabinets and electric starters for automobiles, which
s leased a four-story building at Fort Street and Fourth
reet, Detroit, Mich., as announced in the Electrical
orld of July 3, will establish its principal offices and
ctory at Detroit.

Tent to Increase Storage-Battery Factory Facilities.

—

le Willard Storage Battery Company has installed a huge
nt adjoining its plant at Cleveland, Ohio, in order to take

re of its increasing business. The tent is utilized par-

:ularly for the testing and storage of large numbers of

bber jars. Ten new buildings are now in course of erec-

)n for the company.

National Metal Molding Company.—Mr. L. S. Mont-
mery has been appointed manager of the Buffalo (N. Y.)

ice of the National Metal Molding Company. From this

office will be handled the company's business in western
New York and in Canada. Mr. Montgomery was formerly
connected with the National company's offices at Atlanta,
Ga., and Pittsburgh, Pa.

Summer School at Westinghouse Works.—The annual
banquet of the summer school of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., was held
recently at Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh. Covers were laid

for fifty. Mr. P. Smith was toastmaster and informal
speeches were delivered by Bailey Whipple, James Lee,
Robert Havey, and others.

The Syracuse Electric Fixture Company, 106 Seitz Build-
ing, Syracuse, N. Y., has been formed and is engaged in the
repair and sale of lighting fixtures, heating devices, lamps,
etc. Mr. W. P. Way is president of the company, Mr. G. R.
Herriman is treasurer and Mr. E. E. Lavaute, secretary.
The company is the agent for the Black & Boyd Company,
L. Plout & Company and the Western Electric Company,
all of New York.

Cool Weather Slackens Demand for Fans.—On account
of the prevailing cool weather at Louisville, Ky., thus far
during the present summer, it is reported that the business
in electric fans there has been rather dull. The lack of
"electric-fan weather" is also shown by the records of the
Louisville Gas & Electric Company, which are said to
record a decrease in energy consumption from that of other
years, for certain sections, especially in the business dis-

trict of the city, where fans are largely used.

Orders for Oil Engines.—The following orders have re-
cently been received by August Mietz, 128 Mott Street,
New York: Town of Charter Oak, Iowa, one 50-hp. engine
and one 75-hp. engine for operating a small lighting plant;
Baer Brothers, Stamford, Conn., one 160-hp. engine; Sex-
auer-Lemke, Astoria, L. I., two 100-hp. engines; T. B.
Abell, Brooklyn, N. Y., one 25-hp. engine; Anton Hak, West
Wellington, Conn., one 25-hp. engine, and J. F. Berndez &
Company, Havana, Cuba, one 25-hp. engine and one 35-hp.
engine.

Vacations with Pay for Employees of Fort Wayne Elec-
tric Works.—According to the ruling recently promulgated
by the General Electric Company providing vacations on
full pay to employees who have worked for the company
ten years or longer, and who, as foremen or office em-
ployees are not now receiving vacations, some 111 employ-
ees of the Fort Wayne Electric Works of the company will

be benefited. As a result more than 200 employees of the
concern at Fort Wayne will this year have vacations on
full pay.

Detroit Fuse Company Adding New Factory Building.

—

Contracts have been let and work started on a new $60,000
three-story concrete-and-steel addition to the plant of the
Detroit Fuse & Manufacturing Company, 1400 Rivard
Street, Detroit, Mich. The new building will have 35,000
sq. ft. of floor space which, with the floor area now avail-
able, will give a total of 60,000 sq. ft. The building repre-
sents the second addition made necessary by the company's
increased business. The first building was erected in 1909
at 1400 Rivard Street, and the first addition was made in

1912.

Electric Fans for Hotels.—Sixty 9-in. oscillating fans
made by the Emerson Electric Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
have recently been installed in the Langenfeld Hotel of
Centralia, Mo., and fifty fans of the same type are now in

service in the Hotel Pittenger, also of Centralia. Electric
fans of Emerson make have also been installed in the
Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, Tex.; the Maryland Hotel, St.

Louis, Mo.; the Gay-Teague Hotel, Montgomery, Ala.; the
Meyer Hotel, Nashville, Tenn., and the Seminole Hotel,
Jacksonville, Fla. According to the manufacturer the idea
of a fan for every room is becoming more and more popular
with hotel managers in the central and southern sections
of the country.

Orders for Twin Water Strainers.—A 42-in. twin water
strainer is being built for the Toledo Railways & Light
Company by the Elliott Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. This
will be one of the largest twin strainers ever built, it is

claimed, and will be, moreover, of special interest because
of the motor-drive attachment, by means of which the
valves are to be operated so as to direct the flow of water
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through either compartmenl of the strainer. Because of

the liability of the strainer being submerged for shorl
periods during the Mood seasons, the motor, together with
its controlling apparatus, reduction gears, etc., will be
suspended from the ceiling, the power being transmitted to

die valves through vertical shafts, one for each of the two
Valve screws.

College Students Main Money With Vacuum (leaner.—
The v. m. c. \. at Purdue University recently purchased a

Western Electric vacuum cleaner which is being loaned to

deserving students who are earning their own support while
in college. A Letter has been sent to members of the
University faculty announcing thai the cleaner is available
With an operator at thirty cents an hour. Twenty cents of
this amount is paid to the student for his services in run-
ning the machine and the remaining ten cents goes to the
Association for the maintenance of the equipment. The
demand for the use of the machine has been steadily grow-
ing, it is declared, and if it continues at its present rate
will necessitate the purchase of a second machine in the
near future. The present cleaner is busy practically all of
the time and earns about $20 a month for the students.

Sales of Graphic Instruments.—The Esterline Company
of Indianapolis, Ind., has just closed a record-breaking
month for graphic-meter sales. Some of the companies
which have purchased instruments during the month of
June are as follows: The Trumbull Electric Manufacturing
Company, Plainville, Conn.; the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany, Altoona, Pa.; the Public Service Commission of In-
diana; the Martien Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio; the
Northern Electric Company, Toronto, Ont.; the Electric
Machinery Company, Minneapolis, Minn.; the Edison Illumi-
nating Company of Detroit, Mich.; the Philadelphia (Pa.)
Electric Company; the Utah Power & Light Company, Salt
Lake City, and the Des Moines (la.) Electric Company.

Structural Design and Foundation Engineering.—Mr.
Joachim G. Giaver, who for the last seventeen years has
been chief engineer of structural design and foundations
for D. H. Burnham & Company, Chicago, announces that
he has left the latter organization and has opened offices for
the practice of consulting engineering at 751 Railway Ex-
change Building, Chicago, where he intends to specialize
in structural design, foundations and building engineering
in general. A graduate of the technical college at Trondj-
heim, Norway, Mr. Giaver came to America in 1882. One
of his early jobs was the design of the iron supporting
frame for the Statue of Liberty on Bedloe's Island, New
York Harbor. As assistant chief engineer of the World's
Columbian Exposition at Chicago, in 1892, he designed the
three-hinge arch in the Manufacturers & Liberal Arts
Building which remains the largest building arch in the
world. A pioneer in the structural field, he introduced
spandrel wind bracing in the modern steel-frame building
and was the first to drive foundations to rock in Chicago,
Milwaukee, Detroit and other Western cities. Mr. Giaver's
latest skyscraper is the new 40-story Equitable Building in

New York City.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, July 6 , , July 13
,

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

Copper £ s d £ s d
London, standard spot* 79 15 78 5

Prime Lake 19.75 to 20.00 19.62y2 to 19.87%
Electrolytic 19.50 to 19.75 19.37

y

2 to 19.50
Casting 18.25 to 18.50 18.12y2 to 18.25
Copper wire base 21.00 to 21. 50f 21.00 to 21.50t

Lead 5.75 5.75
Nickel 50.00f 50.00t
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter 27.00t 27.00t
Spelter, spot 22.00 to 22. 50f 21.75 to 22.25t
Straits tin 39.25 38.50
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent. . 32.00 to 33.00 32.00 to 33.00

*OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 17.87% 17.87%
Brass, heavy 13.50 13.50
Brass, light 10.50 10.50
Lead, heavy 4.25 5.00
Zinc, scrap 17.00 16.00

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Juiy 13 4,887

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
tNominal.

New Incorporations
The New Hampton Electric Companj of New Hampton

Mo., Ii.-i been incorporated with a capital stock of $4,000 by
c. A. Rowland, w. A. Denny and E. C. Morgan.

The Rinard Electric Light Company of Rinard, 111., hag
been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,000 for the pur-
pose of supplying electricity for lamps and motors. The in-

corporators are: A. R. Smith, I''. M. Smith and A. .1. Phillips.

The Morgan County Light & Power Company of Martins-
ville, Ind., has been granted a charter with a capital stock of

$46,000 to supply electricity for lamps and motors. The in-

corporators are: J. H. Stewart, J. J. Albion and L. Lowen-
berg.

New Industrial Companies
The Kenohio Electric Company of Cleveland, Ohio, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 by William
J. C. Kenyon, Floyd E. Waite, L. M. Sewell, E. G. Hoag,
and Charles A. Colvin.

The Cleveland Sales Company of New York, N. Y., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 for the

purpose of dealing in motors, dynamos, generators, ma-
chinery, etc. The incorporators are: M. Anton, N. N.

Rulison, and J. O. Laino, 33 West Forty-second Street, New
York, N. Y.

The Miller Centrifugal Motor Company of New York,

N. Y., has been chartered with a capital stock of $600,000

for the purpose of manufacturing submarines, aeroplanes,

torpedoes, motors, and electrical appliances. The incor-

porators are: E. Ullmann, M. Lippman, and E. L. Meyer,
108 West 141st Street, New York.

Trade Publications
Steel Screw Anchors.—Hubbard & Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., have issued a leaflet which contains information on their

"Steel Wing" screw anchors.

Transformers.—The Packard Electric Company of War-
ren, Ohio, has issued Bulletin No. 206, which contains infor-

mation on its secondary-voltage transformers.

Enameled Conduit.—The Sprague Electric Works of the

General Electric Company, New York, have issued a folder

which describes their "Spragueduct" enameled conduit.

Reflectors.—The Wheeler Reflector Company, 156 Pearl

Street, Boston, Mass., is sending out a revised issue of

bulletin R, which contains information on various types of

reflector units.

Centrifugal Pumps.—"Centrifugal Pumps and Centrifugal

Pumping Units" is the title of illustrated bulletin No. 1632

published by the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Automatic Scale for Pulverized Coal.—The Richardson

Scale Company, Passaic, N. J., has issued catalog No. 2215,

which contains illustrations and information on automatic

scales for pulverized coal.

Hundred-Watt Nitrogen-Filled Lamps.—The Edison Lamp
Works of the General Electric Company have issued bulletin

No. 3349, which contains information on their 100-watt

nitrogen-filled Type B lamp.

Building Construction.—The Stone & Webster Corpora-

tion of Boston, Mass., has issued a profusely illustrated

booklet showing some of the important structures recently

erected under the company's direction.

Outdoor Disconnect Switch.—The Royal Electric Manu
facturing Company of 556 East Fortieth Street, Chicago,

has issued a bulletin describing and illustrating its new
triple-pole disconnecting switch and other types of discon

necting switches.

Ground Detectors and Voltmeters.—Catalog 3001, Section

DS 930, recently issued by the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., contains

information and illustrations on its Type TG electrostatic

ground detectors and voltmeters.

>,

n
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Construction News
New England

TPUNKP, MR—The Turner Lt. & Pwr.
Co. is planning to extend its lighting service
to Upper Street and North Parish.

I. ACi iMA, N. II.—The contract for
ii.. ; lighting has been awarded to the La-

conia Gas & El. Lt. Co. for a period of ten
years, it is expected under the new con-
trad that the present arc lamps will be

• ! for 60-cp. lamps on the principal
and 40-cp. lamps on streets in the

. ntial seel ion.

BARNET, VT.—Preparations are being
made bj D. L. Judkins, owner of the local

-light plant, for the construction of
a new power house on the bank of Stevens
Rivei

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—The officials of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford

..1 are reported to be considering
equipping the Tariff ville and Midland divi-
sions for electrical operation. The work
will include the erection of overhead wires
and power stations.

' WEST NEWBURY, MASS.—The New-
buryport Gas & El. Co. of Newburyport,

plied for permission to erect a trans-
mission line from Pipestave Hill to the
Groveland line.

LINCOLN, R. I. (post office Pawtucket).—The Town Council has granted the Con-
il River Pwr. Co., 50 Congress Street,

Boston, .Mass.. a permit for the erection of
a distributing station on Hazel Street. This

will have an output of 25,000 kw.
which will be distributed in Pawtucket and
Providence and other towns and cities in

ukstone Valley.

WESTFIHLD, R. I.—The Westerly Lt. &
Pwr. Co. has practically completed its ex-
tension to Hope Valley, and has now com-
menced work on the extension of its light-
ling service to Alton, Wood River Junction
Carolina, Shannock and Kenyon.
BRISTOL, CONN.—The Bristol & Plain-

ville Tramway Co. of Bristol, has awarded
infract for the installation of con-

duits on sections of Main, North Main and
Streets and Riverside Avenue to

the Fred T. Ley Co. of Springfield, Mass
it about $80,000.

Middle Atlantic
ALTMAR, N. Y.—The Pulaski El. Lt. Co.

>f I'ulaski, a subsidiary of the Salmon
fliver Co. will soon begin work on the ex-
tension of its transmission lines to Altmar.
The taxpayers of the village have voted to
[ippropnate $700 annually for street-light-
ing.

PINGHAMPTON, N. Y.—The City Coun-
cil, it is reported, has readopted the or-
li nance authorizing an issue of municipal
lgnting bonds, passing it over the Mayor's
/eto.

I CALLICOON, N. Y.—The Public Service
commission has approved the franchises
granted to the Callicoon Independent El.
cO to supply electricity in Delaware and
Callicoon.

.CAPE VINCENT, N. Y.—At a special
plection held July 6 the proposal to sell the
municipal electric-light plant and distribut-
ng system to the Northern New York Utili-
ties, Inc., of Watertown, for $5,500 was
•arried. The village is to grant the com-

nfficient space to erect a transformer
.(30 ft. by 30 ft), which is to be
tor operation bv Jan. 1, 1916 The
ny will be given a contract for
- the streets of the village and for

operating the pumping station. A 24-hr
service will also be established.
I EAST WORCESTER, N. Y.—The Great
•ear it. & Pwr. Co. of East Worcester, has

I to the Public Service Commission
or authority to extend its electric trans-
ition lines from East Worcester to the
Milage of Worcester.
^LA FARGEVILLE, N. Y.—The La
;'t Seville El. Lt. Co. has petitioned the
fUDiic Service Commission for permission

construct an electric-plant in the towns
1 Theresa and Orleans.
NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

vived by William Williams, commissioner
r water supply, Rils and electricity, Room
^42, Municipal Building, New York, until
u v 1.1. for furnishing cast-iron lamp posts
"tit Steel shafts. Plans and specifications

obtained at the above office.
PERRY, N. Y.—The Public Service Com-

mission has approved franchises granted tohe Perry El. Lt. Co. to construct generat-ng plants and to distribute electricity in
'erry and Castile.

! POMFRET, N. Y. (Not a post office).—
he Town Board of Pomfret has granted

the Niagara & Erie Pwr. Co. of Fredonl
a franchise to supply electricity in Pomlret
for a period of :iu .sears. The company pro-
poses to extend its lines west to Portland
and east to the Sheridan line, within i

franchises having already been obtained in

those towns, also to erect a line south to
Laona. !•:. W. Newton of Newton is man-
ager.

SKANEATELES, N. Y.— Plans are being
prepared by the Village Board for the in-
stallation of an ornamental street-lighting
system in Genesee and Jordan Streets in

the business section.

BROWNSVILLE, PA.—The Borough
Council has entered into a new contract
with the West Penn El. Co. for a period of
five years, under the terms of which the
lamps now in use will be replaced with
100, 250 and SO-cp nitrogen lamps.

EARRISBURG, PA. — Application has
been made to the Public Service Commis-
sion by the Conoquenessing Pwr. Co., of
Conoquenessing, and the Lawrence Hydro-
electric Co. for approval of their charters.

HARRISBURG, PA.—The Public Service
Commission has approved the following
contracts: The Duquesne Lt. Co. of Pitts-
burgh, and the borough of Greentree, for in-
stallation of an electric street-lighting sys-
tem ; the Vandergrift El. Lt. & Pwr. Co.
and the borough of Vandergrift for fur-
nishing electricity for lamps and motors to
the citizens of the borough ; the Duquesne
Lt. Co. of Pittsburgh, and the borough of
Chalfant for furnishing electric street-
lighting system ; Edinboro Lt. & Pwr. Co.
and tlie borough of Kdinboro, for furnishing
electricity lor lamps, heaters and motors
for commercial purposes.
MEDIA, PA.—The Borough Council has

adopted an ordinance increasing the in-
debtedness by $70,000. The money will be
used for improvements to the municipal
electric-lighting plant and filtration system.
SCALP LEVEL, PA.—Application will

soon be made for a charter for the Scalp
Level El. Co., of Scalp Level, by Thomas
Fisher, E. A. Delaney and B. L. Simpson.
The company proposes to furnish electricity
for lamps and motors in Scalp Level.

SHAMOKIN, PA.—Plans are being con-
sidered, it is reported, for the installation
of an electric generating plant to supply
electricity for the new high school building
in Shamokin.
STONEBORO, PA.—The contract for

electric wiring and installing electrical fix-
tures in the High School at Stoneboro, has
been awarded to the G. A. Webster Co. of
Youngstown.
BERNARDSVILLE, N. J.—The Eastern

Pennsylvania Pwr. Co. of New Jersey ex-
pects to install within the next 30 days
one 20-amp., three-phase automatic regu-
lator in its substation at Bernardsville for
the purpose of changing most of the distri-
bution system to three phase, 2200 volts

;

also to purchase within the next 30 days
15 miles of No. 6 weatherproof wire, for
use in connection with changing the pres-
ent single-phase lines to three phase.
LAMBERTVILLE, N. J.—The property

of the Lambertville Ht., Lt. & Pwr. Co. will
be sold at receiver's sale on Aug. 5, at
Lambertville. Charles D. McCracken is
receiver.

PENNINGTON, N. J.—The Borough
Council has ratified the contract with the
Public Service El. Co. for lighting the
streets of the village for a period of three
years.

EASTON, MI).—The Public Service Com-
mission has authorized the Easton Lt. &
Fuel Co. to install additional equipment at
its plant.

CHARLESTON, W. VA.—The Public
Service Commission of West Virginia has
ruled that all public service corporations in
West Virginia furnishing gas, water or
electricity must install a meter system
throughout the State among their patrons
on or before Jan. 1, 1916. All fiat rates
must be abolished before that date.

SHEPHERDSTOWN, W. VA.—A com-
pany (it is reported) is being organized to
take over the property of the Sheperdstown
El. Lit. & Pwr. Co. and to install a water
works system in Shepardstown. A large
electric power plant, it is understood, will
be built r.n Potomac River at the mouth of
Antletam < reek.

WELLSBURG, W. VA.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect. Treasury Department, Washington
I). ('.. until Aug. 11 for construction. In-
cluding mechanical equipment, lighting fix-
tures and approaches, of the United States
post office at Wellsburg. Drawings and
specifications may be obtained at the above
office or from the custodian of site at Wells-
burg.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the Bureau of Supplies ai.d Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington, D.

C, until July 20 for furnishing at the vari-

ivj yards and naval stations the fol-

lowing supplies: Lake Denmark, N. J.,

Schedule 8549 1200 ft, stranded electric-

conductor. Brooklyn, N. Y., Schedule
L600 copper covered Leyden jars;

Schedul 5561 10,200 sounding tubes;
Schedule 8562 60,000 ft. lighting and
power wire. Boston, Mass., Schedul

. llaneous brass voice tubing Wash-
ington, l». <'., Schedule 8549 -miscellaneous
copper wire. Bids will also in- received at

until Aug. 3 as follows:
Washington, I >. •'., Schedule 8555 -100 No.
3 deck clocks ami 200 OD spy glasses; 8569—one 2000-lb. motor truck, loon lb. drawn
brass tubing, Brooklyn, N. Y., Schedule

it electrically heated bacteriological
incubators. New Orleans, Pa., Schedule
8566—four transformers. Norfolk, \'a.,

Schedule—12 safety flanged valves. Appli-
cations for proposals should designate the
schedule desired by number.

North Central
BURR OAK, MICH.—A new corporation,

promoted by Chicago capitalists, it is re-
ported, is being organized to take over five

water power plants along the Fawn River
and two on Pigeon River, and utilize the
power to generate electricity for manufac-
turing purposes. A central station, it is

said, will be erected at Mongo, Ind. E. B.
Dill of Chicago, ill., it is stated, is inter-
ested in the project.

COLDWATER, MICH.—The Board of
Public Works is contemplating the purchase
of a new 350-generating unit, consisting of
a 350-kw. generator and engine. K. E.
Norton is superintendent.

DECKERVILLE, MICH. — The Water
and Light Department of Deckerville ex-
pects to purchase an 80 to 100-kva., three-
phase, 60-cycle generator with exciter and
engine, with necessary switchboard equip-
ment : also some pipe and valves for in-
stallations. C. Adiel Sink is superintendent.

DETROIT, MICH.—Bids will be received
at the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Aug. 16, for the installation of an
electric push-button dumb-waiter in the
extension of United States post office and
court house, Detroit, Mich. For details see
proposal columns.
LAKEVIEW, MICH.—Within the next

six months John J. Bale, owner of the local
electric-light plant, expects to purchase 12
meters and about 2000 ft. No. 12 and No.
14 rubber-covered wire.

OWOSSO, MICH.—Plans are being con-
sidered by the Owosso Improvement Asso-
ciation for the installation of an ornamental
street-lighting system.
ROSE CITY. MICH.—Within the next

six months Messrs. Monaghan & Zailer,
owners of the local electric-light plant,
expect to purchase a> waterwheel and some
meters.

SANDPSKY, MICH.—The contract for
construction of the new county court house
at Sandusky has been awarded to the
Covell Construction Co. of Ionia, at $74,528,
which includes plumbing, heating and elec-
tric wiring.

VASSAR, MICH.—Within the next two
months the electric light commission ex-
pects to purchase a few lamps. Walter A
Peck is superintendent of municipal elec-
tric-light plant.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—A tract of fifteen
acres, it is reported, has been acquired by
the Tubular Producers & Steel Works of
Pittsburgh, Pa., in Cincinnati, on which it

will elect a large plant for the manufac-
ture of steel tubing by an electric welding
process. The company, it is understood,
will install its own electric generating
plant, which will have an output of 2000
kw.
CIRCLEVILLE, OHIO.—The Public Util-

ities Commission has authorized the Cir-
cleville Pt. & Pwr. Co. to issue $75,000 in
bonds.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—The Kessler Co.
of Cleveland is reported to be contemplat-
ing the construction of a power house (45
ft. by 50 ft.) on Newberg Avenue.
CLEVELAND, OHIO. Plans are being

ed by the Department of Public Serv-
ice Cor extending the ornamental lighting
s.\stem on Chestnut and Walnut Avenues
between East Ninth and East Twelfth
Streets,

CLEVELAND. OHIO.- Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of commissioner of pur-
Chases and supplies. Room .Ml. City Hall,
Cleveland, until July j:i, for fibre conduit
Cor the Municipal Electric Light Depart-
ment Specifications may be obtained at
the office of the commissioner of light and
heat division, IIP', P.ast Third Street.
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«-i.i:\ 1:1. \\i ., OHIO Blda will to n
oeived .11 the office of the supervising ai

chltect, Treasun Department, Washington,
i • Cm until \ni' i

' foi furnishing ana In

tailing a conduit and wiring ayatem and
furnlahlng Interior lighting nzturea in the
United States marine hoapltal at Cleveland,
Ohio Por detalla ae< propoi il column
COLUMBUS, OHIO Blda will be r«

celved bj it. i . i largar, director ol public
safety. Cltj Hall, Columbus, until July :mi

for high-grade rubber-insulated, lead
covered telephone cable as follows : 1013 ft.,

carrying 50 twisted pairs; 8570 fl . carrying
i . iu lated pan ,61 ft carrj Ing 10
twisted pairs; 1478 ft, carrying 5 twisted

Ing i twisted paira and
ZOO0 ft, carrying t\\<» twisted pairs. Sped
Beat ion are on Die ai the above ofnV

CI 5 \ ;\ PALLS, OHIO EDrnesI
McGeorge, engineer, 865 Leader Newa
Building, Cleveland, it la reported, is ask-
ing for bids for the construction of a power
i>iant for the Pall Rubber Co . iO ft. bj 60
ft., one atorj high. Plans for equipment,
Including engines and boilers, will soon be
read]
IULLONY All:. OHIO.—Bids will be re-

celved by the Council of Dillonvale at the
office of the village clerk, until July 23 for
furnishing electricity t<> li^ht the streets,
alleys and highways of Dillonvale, Includ-
ing lamps, poles and all appliances, for a
period of five and ten years, in accordance
with specifications on file In the office of
Martin Campfteld, village clerk.

PRBMONT, (MHO.—The Council has
signed a contract with the Ohio Lt. & Pwr,
Co. of Fremont, to install 50 tungsten street
lamps of SO cp.

GREEN CAMP, OHIO—At a special elec-
tion to be held July 17 the proposal to issue
$5,000 in bonds for the installation of an
electric-lighting system will be submitted
to the voters.

LONDON, OHIO.—The installation of an
ornamental street-lighting system (cluster
lamps) is reported to be under considera-
tion by the City Council.

ST. CLAIRSVILLE, OHIO.—As soon as
connections are made with the transmission
system of the Wheeling El. Co. of Wheeling,
40 new arc lamps will be purchased. A 24-
hr. service, it is expected, will be estab-
lished soon.

TROY, OHIO.—Plans prepared by C. F.
Bowdle of Piqua, engineer, for the addition
to the power plant in the court house in
Troy (to cost $10,000), it is reported, have
been accepted by the County Commission-
ers.

JENKINS, KY.—Arrangements, it is re-
ported, have been completed for the in-
stallation of a municipal electrl. -light plant
in Jenkins.

LANCASTER, KY.—The franchise of
the local electric-light plant, owned by
private parties, will expire in about two
years. The city is contemplating taking
over the plant to be operated by the
municipality. Plans are also being consid-
ered by the Council to establish a day
service.

SOMERSET, ( KY.—Estimates of cost, it

is reported, are being prepared for the in-
stallation of an ornamental lighting sys-
tem on seven blocks. Fred Hunt is said to
be interested in the project.

BLOOMINGTON, IND.—A committee has
been appointed to make investigations rela-
tive to the installation of an ornamental
lighting-system on South College Avenue.
Ornamental standards carrying five-lamp
clusters are under consideration. Dr. C. R.
Harris is a member of the committee.
CONNERSVILLE, IND.—The Hydro-

Electric Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Connersville has
been awarded the contract for street-light-
ing, to begin Feb. 1, 1916, under the terms
of which the company is to furnish 125
arc lamps, 25 series incandescent lamps
of 25 cp and 118 nitrogen lamps of 100 cp.
The company will install a complete new
system, work on which is now in progress.
W. E. Lowe is superintendent.
GREENFIELD, IND.—Foundations have

been put in and arrangements made for the
installation of a Skinner Universal, unaflow

•engine (19 by 20) directly connected to a
187%-kva. General Electric, two-phase
alternating-current-generator with exciter,
directly connected, at the municipal elec-
tric-light plant. E. C. Wolfe is superintend-
ent.

HUNTINGTON, IND.—A committee has
been appointed to investigate and decide
upon the style of lamp standard to be used
for the ornamental lighting system to be
installed on Market and Jefferson Streets,
to replace the arc lamps and arches now in
use.

MARTINSVILLE, IND. — The Morgan
County Lt. & Pwr. Co., recently organized
with a capital stock of $45,000, is erecting
transmission lines from Martinsville to
Morgantown and Brooklyn, Ind., eleven and

•igbl miles respective!) Electricity for
operating the ayatem In these towna will be
supplied by the Martlnavllli Qa d I Dl I !o

Contracta for atreel lighting bav< also been
.-.lined in.

i powei contracta amounting to
add 1 1 lonal. Joseph 1 1 stew an lim and ti eai urei

BUNKER iiii.i.. ii. i. The , lectrlc light
commlai Ion ex pecta to pui chasi 1 1 onci
8 I ll> I ii cable and will have the same
amount <>r old ct ippei foi sale .

it al o i

in purchase considerable No, 00 to
\c>. s win-. Charles EC, Drew, chairman of
commission, la purchasing agent and Rosa
Mei'herson is general nperlntendent

CARRIERS mills, ill The Carriers
.Mills Utllltlea I'n. expecta to purchase with
in the next few months aome transformers,
poles, lightning arresters, Insulators, wire,
meters, rectifiers, incandescenl lamps, etc
also poaalbl orn elect rica i appll
eluding heating and COOking apparatus and
household labor-saving deviees. \V. 10. Ta-
llinn is aecretary.

EDDWARDSVTLLE). ILL, Luis will be
received by the Madison County court
house committee, ai the office of Prank
Troeckler, county auditor, Edwardsville,
until July 20 for furnishing and installing
new lighting fixtures in the Madison
County court house at Edwardsville. Rob-
ert <i. Kirsch, 4007 Magnolia Ave, St.
Louis, Mo., is architect.

LA HARPE, ILL.—The La Harpe El. Lt.
& Pwr. Co. has recently installed two boil-
ers (16 ft. by 60 in.). A. L. Blythe is su-
perintendent.

OREGON, ILL.—Plans are being consid-
ered for the installation of a new street-
lighting system in Oregon.

RINARD, ILL.—The Rinartl El. Co. was
recently incorporated with a capital stock of
$2,000 for the purpose of furnishing elec-
tricity for lamps, heaters and motors in
Rinard. A. R. Smith is one of the incor-
porators.

FORT ATKINSON, WIS.—Bids will be
received at the office of the supervising ar-
chitect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Aug. 2, for construction, in-
cluding mechanical equipment, lighting fix-
tures and approaches, of the United States
post office at Fort Atkinson. Drawings and
specifications may be obtained at the above
office or from the custodian of site at Fort
Atkinson.
PORTAGE, WIS.—The property of the

Portage El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. has been pur-
chased by Woodmansee & Davidson of Chi-
cago, 111. The price is said to be $145,000.
Petitions are on file with the city clerk
asking that a second election be held to
vote on the proposal that the city purchase
the plant.

CLOQUET, MINN.—The Cloquet Co. is
erecting an electric transmission line from
Cloquet to the power house at Forebay.
The line will pass through the village of
Thomasom, where the company will supply
electrical service.

FAIRMONT, MINN.—The Water and
Light Commission expects to purchase
within the next two months about 100
lamp standards for the ornamental lighting
system. Alfred Home is superintendent.

FOLEY, MINN.—Within the next two
months the Foley El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. ex-
pects to purchase material for line exten-
sion, consisting of poles, wire and general
line material. H. E. Becker is president
and general manager.
GOODHUE, MINN.—The installation of

an electric-lighting system in Goodhue is

under consideration.

HALLOCK, MINN.—The Council is re-
ported to be considering submitting to the
voters the proposal to issue $15,000 in
bonds for the installation of an electric-
lighting system.
MANKATO, MINN.—The Commonwealth

Pwr. Co. of Mankato, is contemplating ex-
tension to its transmission system, which
provides the erection of approximately 100
miles of three-phase, 60-cycle, 66,000-volt
transmission line, running north and south
in Blue Earth and Faribault Counties, Min-
nesota, and Kossuth County, Iowa, and
building lateral branches therefrom to sup-
ply electrical service in the districts through
which its lines pass. H. Merrifield is man-
ager.

MELROSE, MINN.—Plans are being con-
sidered, it is reported, to install an electric-
lighting system in Meire Grove, to cost
about $2,500.

NEW RICHLAND, MINN.—The central"
garage and power plant has been reorgan-
ized and incorporated under the name of
the El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. with an authorized
capital stock of $25,000. The company ex-
pects to erect within the next three months
a new power house (for which general con-
tract has been let) and install a new gen-
erating unit and one boiler and equipment.
Contracts for equipment have been placed.

L L Breliein is vic< president and man
ag< i

Ni iiri iii' ii. 1. 1 1, \1L\.\ i i.i.ii the rec
ommendatlon ol the Consumers Pwr. C<
i in Council hi voted to n j . I. , « • 1

1

. hi in. 1
1- ii. 1 1

1 . .i i . lamp ii .'I in 'ii-

mental lighting system with type C tungi
I'll lumps a lid ..In lii .old a nun
• i.i nda ids.

U Al.kLL. MINN. Within tin ,,. \i 3

i In- Elect i Ic I ar.lii < lommlsi
to pill ehai ' MIH lill-llp Si nl ell

boiler lor the municipal electric plant
John E, • Ira v la i uperlnt endent
WILLMAK, MINN.—Within the next 3

days the Board ol Public Works expi

p in i hi . one hori/.ontii I i ubc boili i

by 18 ft.). N. W. Larson la auperint<

WINNEBAGO, MINN. The c,
wealth Pwr. Co. of Mankato, which r<

purchased the municipal electric
ayatem, will install two subst

• in outdoor a nd one indoor t \
i

wit h < itinera I Licet rji

Daniels lightning arresters; overhea
ti rial requii • d will include Northei n

poles, NT miles ol No, 6 hare copper wir<-

Westinghouse meters (OA and (',) will b
used, and about .'',00 type (" lamps. II Mm
rilleld of Mankato is engineei and
ager.

CHARTER OAK, IOWA.—The City Court
il has selected a site on which the new mu

nicipal electric-light plant will be •

DICKENS, IOWA.—An election will b
held July 19 to submit to the vol'
proposal to issue $4,500 in bonds for the In

stallation of an electric-lighting system.
HALFA, IOWA.—Bids will be received b

Peter Tornell, president of Independer
Consolidated School District of Haifa, uri

til Aug. 13 for construction of a new nig
and grade school at Haifa, including ger
eral construction, heating and plumbinf
electrical work and fixtures, manual trail!

ing and domestic science and gymnasiut
equipment. Plans and specifications ma
be obtained at the office of Alban & Lock
hart, architects, 347 Endicott Building, 8
Paul, Minn., upon deposit of $10.

NEVADA, IOWA.—Within the next si

months the Iowa Ry. & Lt. Co. of Nevad
expects to erect a 13,200-volt, three-phas
transmission line from Nevada to Colo,
distance of 8 miles ; also to build a substa
tion and distribution system in Colo, and t

purchase material for above work. W. I
Cline is local manager.
PETERSON, IOWA—The Peterson Pwi

& Milling Co. is planning to make improve
ments to its power plant this fall, but ha
not yet decided upon the new equipmenl
The company will also extend its electrics
service to the towns of Royal and Everlj
A. W. Jones is manager.
ROCK VALLEY, IOWA.—The Rock Val

ley El. Co. has recently installed one 125-hj
generating unit and has erected a trans
mission line to Alvord, and expects to com
plete within the next six weeks a line t

Hull, Iowa. S. Thayer is manager.
STORM LAKE, IOWA.—The Storm Lak

El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. is changing its complet
distribution system from 110 volts, direc
current to 2300/110 volts, three-phase, 6

cycles. Material has already been pur
chased. Frank W. Mack is superintendenl

KANSAS CITY, MO.—The Westen
Union Tel. Co. has been granted a revokabl
permit for laying in the downtown district :

pneumatic tube service and conduits fo
carrying low-tension wires.

KEYTESVILLE, MO.—R. W. Croppe
has engaged the Henrici, Kent & Lowr
Engineering Co. Reserve Bank Buildinf
Kansas City, Mo., to prepare plans an
take charge of the engineering work fo
the construction of an electric-light plan
in Keytesville. The equipment will consis
of a 30-kva., three-phase, 60-cycle, 2300
volt generator driven by a gas engin<
switchboard panel and series street lightin
panel : overhead material for distributin
system will require 210 poles and 97,000 fl

of wire; about 50 meters will be used t

start with and about 50 series tungste
street lamps will be installed. Mr. Croppe
will also build a plant in Bosworth, Mo., o

about the same size. Not yet decided whe:
contracts will be let.

SPRINGFIELD, MO.—Plans are beini
considered by the board of regents of th<

Fourth District Normal School for the con
struction of a power plant on the campu
to furnish electricity for all the buildings
John J. Schneider is president.

WEBB CITY, MO.—Preparations ar
being made by the Empire District El. Cc
of Joplin, for the erection of a substatio:
on Guinn land near Webb City. The sta
tion will have an output of 4000 hp. Con
tracts have been placed for equipment.
WELLSVILLE, MO.—The city of Wells

ville has purchased the property of th
Wellsville Lt., Pwr. & Wtr. Co., to "be owne<
and operated by the municipality.
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GACKLE, N. D.—Plans are being con
sidered for the installation of an electric-

lighting system in Gackle.

MINOT, N. D.—The Consumers' 1'wr. Co.

Of .Mi not, it is reported, is contemplating
improvements to its system here, involving
in expenditure of $75,000. The work will

include enlarging and remodeling power
installing additional boilers, engines

and other machinery.

BIOUX FALLS, S. D.—Bids will be re-

eeived l>v the city of Sioux Kails until July
construction of a 1,200,000-gal. rein-

forced concrete covered reservoir; a 350,000-
gal. elevated tank. Alternative bids will be

d for pumping machinery as follows:
ESitber one 5,000,000-gal. vertical triple ex-
pansion steam pumping engine, or two units
Bach, consisting of an oil engine operating

kw. generator and a 1500-gal. per
roinute vertical pump. Plans and specifi-

cations may be examined at the office of
Mundt, commissioner of water works
werage, City Hall, Sioux Falls, or at

the office of Dabney H. Maury, consulting
engineer, 1138 Monadnock Block, Chicago,
111.

y WKTON, S. D.—The installation of a
municipal electric-lighting plant in Yankton
is reported to be under consideration.

A INSWORTH, NEB.—The Ainsworth Lt.

A I'wr. Co. has submitted proposals to the
towns of Johnstown and Woodlake offering

ply electricity in those towns. It pro-
poses that the towns organize and erect
their own lines to connect with the plant
of the company in Ainswc>rth. The project
includes furnishing electrical service to
farmers along the line.

COLUMBUS, NEB.—The promoters of
the new electric light company, it is re-
ported, has submitted a proposal to the

<>uncil offering to furnish electricity
for lighting the city and to private con-
sumers at the schedule the Council offered
the Columbus Lt, Ht. & Pwr. Co.
DONIPHAN, NEB.—The Grand Island

El. Co. of Grand Island is reported to be ne-
gotiating for the purchase of the property
>f the Doniphan El. Lt. & Pwr. Co.
LINCOLN, NEB.—Contracts have been

awarded by the Board of Control for the
installation of a new power plant in the
State Penitentiary, to cost about $25,000.
rhe equipment will include three boilers

hp. each, three engines and 1200-
kw. generators. Pole lines will be extended
to the State Hospital and it is proposed to
supply electricity from the plant to all the
State institutions in Lincoln, and also to
the State House and the Governor's Man-
sion.

si.WARD, NEB.—The Blue River Pwr.
Co. of Seward, has submitted a proposal to
the commissioners of David City to supply
electricity to operate the municipal electric-
lighting system there.

•ANTON, KAN.—The contract for one
30-hp. and one 40-hp. St. Mary's oil engine,
one 25-kva., 2300-volt generator and
-patchboard has been awarded to the Chal-
lenge Co., 1404 West Eleventh Street, Kan-
sas City, Mo. This machinery will be in-
stalled m the new power house of the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant. Part of the
equipment of the old plant will be installed
in the new building. W. D. Moore is super-
Intendent of light and water department.

NCIL GROVE, KAN.—Within the
next three months the Council Grove Ice.
Lt. & Pwr. Co. expects to erect 3L'. miles

"-volt transmission line. G W I In
Ian Is president.

HIGHLAND, KAN.—A proposition is
under consideration to erect a transmission
line from Highland to Hiawatha (II miles
long) and purchase electricity from the
Hiawatha Lt. & Pwr. Co. If the line is
built the local plant, which is owned by W.
V. Warner, would be closed down.
ROBINSON, KAN.—Bonds to the amount

of $10,000 have been voted for the installa-
tion of a municipal electric-light and power
plant in Robinson.

EKA, KAN.—Extensions and im-
nents to the municipal electric-

lighting system this year include the in-
stallation of a 500-kw. turbo-generator set
(to operate condensing) and the erection

ornamental lamp standards and 75
typi C tungsten lamps of 400 cp. E G
Stahl is superintendent.

I IRANGEB1 RG. S C. Bond! to the
amount of $15,000 have been VOted lor

improvements to the municipal electric-light
plant.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—The City Commis-
sioners have adopted a resolution to exei
cise its option to take over the plant of

. nts' 1'wr. Co. on Jan. 1, 1916.

NEW DECATI'i:, ai.a The Alabama
Pwr, Co., it is reported, is contemplating ex-
tensions to its local system. T. I. l:

champ is local manager.
WEST BLOCTON. ALA.—The Alabama

Pwr. Co. of Birmingham has applied to the
Town Council for a franchise to supply
electricity for lamps and motors in West
Blocton. The company also asks for a
contract for lighting the streets of the town
for a period of ten years. E. M. Bishop is

town clerk.

ABERDEEN. MISS.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect. Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Aug. 11, for a heating system
in the United States post office, court house,
etc., at Aberdeen. For details see proposal
columns.
OZARK, ARK.—The local electric-light

plant is reported to have been purchased
by .M. B. .Morgan of Morrillton, for $6,500.
The new owner, it is said, is contemplating
improvements to the property.

KAPLAN, LA.—The installation of a
municipal electric-lighting plant in Kaplan
is reported to be under consideration.

BLACKWELL, OKLA.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Aug. 19 for construction, in-

cluding mechanical equipment, lighting
fixtures and approaches, of the United
States post office at Blackwell, Okla.
Drawings and specifications may be ob-
tained at the above office or from the cus-
todian of site at Blackwell, Okla.

BROMIDE, OKLA.—The installation of a
municipal electric-light plant and water-
works system in Bromide is under con-
sideration.

EL RENO, OKLA.—The El Reno Gas &
El. Co. is contemplating extending its

transmission line to supply electricity to the
Cheyenne and Arrapahoe Indian Agency,
the El Reno Brick Co., Rock Island pump-
ing station and Fort Remount station.

KAW, OKLA.—Preparations are being
made for the installation of a municipal
electric-lighting plant in Kaw.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Plans are being

considered by Commissioner Lambert for
utilizing the water of the San Antonio
River as it passes through Brackenridge
Park to generate electricity to light the
park.

Southern States
SALISBURY, N. C—Work will begin at

once on the erection of a steel tower elec-
tric transmission line from Salisbury to
Btatesville for the Southern Pwr. Co. It

is understood that the company will re-
build the lino between Salisbury and Char-
lotte (replacing the wooden poles with
isteel towers) as soon as the line to States-
villa is completed.

Pacific States
BREMERTON, WASH.—The Bremerton-

Charleston Lt. & Fuel Co. of Bremerton, it

is reported, has applied to the County Com-
missioners for authority to erect and main-
tain electric transmission lines along the
county road highways and streets on Bain-
bridge Island.

CHEHALIS, WASH.—Application has
been made to the City Commission by H.
G. Fleischhauer, formerly manager of the
Washington-Oregon Corpn. of Vancouver
for a franchise to supply electricity- in

Chehalis.

REPUBLIC, WASH.—Application has
been made to the Commissioners of Ferry
County by George S. Bailey of Republic,
for a franchise to erect and maintan
trie transmission lines over and along the
public highways in Ferry County.
SEATTLE, WASH.—The Pugel Sound

TraC, Lt. & 1'wr. Co. of Seattle, will at

once expend about $30,000 in the construc-
tion of a system for improving the return
Of current to its various power stations, in

order to avoid tin 1 possibility of damage to
iron and steel pipes by electrolysis. A pari
of the new installation calls for the binding
together of the rails of tile two cable lines;
along Hie electric lines, an additional cable
will be constructed, and the current di-
verted from the rails and returned over the
lines to tin- Bubstation.

BURNS, ORE.—The City Council has
passed a resolution authorizing the sale
of $10,000 in bonds for the construction of
an electric-light plant. H. C. Levins is

Mayor.

SALEM, ORE. The Wallows Lake
Amusement Co. of Salem, has applied to the
state engineer Lewis for permission to

utilize the water power of the Wallowa
River to develop electricity for domestic
and power purposes. A small plant, it is

reported, will be elected at once at Joseph.

BURBANK. CAL.- Bids, it is understood,
will soon be asked by the Hoard of Trus-

for the construction of a mm
electric-light plant, to cost about $26,000.

CORONA, CAL a committee has been
appointed by the Board of City 1

investigate the feasibility Of establishing a

municipal elactliC light plant in Corona.

HIGHLAND, CAL The Hoard of Su-
pervisors has awarded the contract i"i

lighting ti" of tie- city to the
Southern California Edison Co., of Los
Angeles, for a period of thn

STOCKTON, CAL. The Western States

Gaa & BL Co. ol Stockton contemplates
improvements to its properties during the
coming year, as follows: Stockton division,

%-i-i:, , ); Richmond division, $20,000, and
Eureka division, $12,000. Improvi
increasing the output of the hydroelectric
plant at Kock Creek on the American River
one-third are being completed and addi-
tional transmission lines will bl

TULARE, CAL.—The Tulare County
Co., of Tulare, has applied to the State
Railroad Commission for permission >

its electric plant and distributing system to

the .Mount Whitney Pwr, & BL Co., at

$550,000.
VISALIA, CAL.—Contracts have

awarded bv the .Mount Whitney 1'wr. cV-

El. Co. of Visalia, for the construction of

its fifth hydroelectric generating plant to

be erected on the Kaweah River in the
Sequoia National Fori new station

will have an output of 10,000 hp., and will

cost about $750,000.

ARCO, IDAHO.—Application has been
made by Ralph Edmonds and B. Clarke of
Idaho Falls for a seven-year franchise to

construct and operate an electric-light and
power plant and water- works system in

Arco, the city to purchase the same at the
expiration of franchise.

GOLIAD, UTAH.—The Westwood
Heights Co. has closed a deal with the
Goliad Supply Co. whereby the electric-

light service and water mains will be ex-
tended into the Westwood Heights addi-
tion.

HOLBROOK, ARIZ.—Application has
been made to the Board of Supervisors by
T. M. Quebedeaux and K. H. Myers for a
franchise to construct and operate an elec-
tric-lighting plant in Holbrook.
AMADOR, NEV. (Not a post office).

—

The Clearwater Gold & Copper Mining Co.
is planning to issue bonds for the construc-
tion of a tramway and power plant at its

mine near Amador. The work includes the
installation of an air-compressor drill, con-
struction of power plant to develop from
600 to 700 hp. and a tramway to cost
about $100,000.

HAZEN, NEV.—The Nevada Valleys
Pwr. Co., which owns power rights in the
Truckee River Canyon, is contemplating
extending its transmission lines at once to

provide additional energy needed for a
mill at Rochester, various mines and elec-

tric-lighting at Hazen and Lovelock. Wil-
liam H. Leffingwell is chief engineer.

Canada
THE PAS, MAN.—A by-law to authorize

an issue of $50,000 in debentures to eBtab'
lisb a municipal electric-light and power
system will be submitted to the ratepayers.

HALIFAX, N. S.—The Nova Scotia
Tramwavs & I'wr. Co. has petitioned the
Provincial Board of Public Utilities for per-
mission to take over tile Halifax BL Tram-
ways CO. and the Nova Scotia Lt & 1'wr.

Co. 1 1 also asks for authority to increase
its capital stock to $10,000,000 and to issue

in bonds. Of stock and bonds
the board is asked to approve of the issue
of $3,000,000 in bonds and 32,500 shares
Of preferred and 62,500 shares of common
sto.k tO the order of the Nova Scotia Lt

& PWT. CO. These securities are to be
used in part to develop the hydro'
power sites of the Nova Scotia Lt A Pwr
Co. on the Gaspereau River, which J. G,
White & Co. estimate will COSt $1,534,960

HARRISTON, ''NT a by-law author-
izing a contract with the Ontario Hydro-

|C Power Commission will be BUb
I epaj 'is on Jul

LEAMINGTON, ONT.—The City Council
is considering the Question of establishing
a municipal electric-light plant and dis-

tribution system.

TORONTO, ONT.- Estimates are being
prepared by the Toronto Hydroelectric
System of th.' capital cost to the city and
the Hydroelectric system for the Installa.-
tion of a new street-lighting system on
University Avenue, maintained icy under-
ground wires.

TORONTO, ONT.- Contracts, it is re-
ported, have be.n awarded by the Ontario
Hydro-Electric Power Commission for the
construction of stations at Owen Sound,
Chatsworth. Dutton, Thamesville, Ridge-
town, Blenheim and Bothwell ; authority
has also been given to erect transmission
lines to those stations.
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Weekly Record o£ Electrical Patents
i NITED ST \i'i:s [• STENTS ISSUED

JUL1 6,

[Prepared bj Mitchell a Ulyn, n Park
Row . \. « > "i u

|

1,144,991 si m i Automatic Exchanob 8ts-
n M \ \l Hull. u,|. \, n\ >, ,,, k, \ Y
\|'i' (111 ,i lug i. L908 l vnii-.il op

Mint; I in.- i., !„ automatically
witched connection wnii anj line
wanted. I Flftj claims >

I.I 16.088 Air M'll \| I \ I I'll,; (
•

| , |l,|l
Bridgeport, Conn. App, Bled lui
1914 Two p. ci i detachable s» Ivel plug1

,

i.i 16,00 • Ei bctric Sign u fob \

biles ii i •
i lolan, i letrolt. Mich Ipp

Bled Id 1914 Direction ii

i.i 16,006 Detach lblh Troi ley-Harp
;

B*.

M i mi Kens. Thompsonville, Conn. App
filed Feb i',. i :i

I i. Clamp construction
cor holding harp t» pole,

i.i 15,0 1
1

sw i pch fob Electric Liohti \,.
System . T Spencer, Philadelphia, Pa
Ipp filed .i.in i ;. L918 Lighting gen-
erator Bwltched in circuil only when
automobile is going from L0 miles t" 25
miles per hour.

1,145,046. Ore-Concentrator; J. Weather-
by, New Cumberland, Pa. App Bled
Oct 6, 1918. Shaking table, ore-grading
construction.

1,145,057. Electrical Pitting; r. w
Davenport, Detroit, Mich. App. Hied Nov.
-'•'. 1912. Controlling switch and socket
connector tor heater.

1,145,066. Transmitting Apparatus fok
Wireless Telegraphy; a. h. Johnson.
Washington, D. C. App. filed Nov. II.
1912. Portable generating sel operating
on minimum power.

1,145,081. DYNAMO Electric Machine ; P.
i'. Politowski, Chicago, ill. App. filed
Apr. 24, 1914. Reduces counter mag-
netic effects or armature by distributing
magnetic effect of field poles.

1,145,105. Case for Incandescent Elec-
TRIC Lamp Sockets; A. Weber, Sr.,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed Aug. 4,
1906. Bayonet lock construction for
lamp-socket shells.

1,145,109. Telephone System : J L
Wright, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed March
7, 1911. Semi-automatic. (Eightv-nine
claims.)

L,145,116. Alternating-Current Recti-
fier and Rectifying System : J. Chesler,
East Orange, N. J. App. filed July 8,
1913. Vibrating contact construction.

1,145,120. Telephone-Exchange System ;

E. E. Clement, Washington, D. C. App
filed March 27, 1905. Centralizes labor
of connecting subscribers.

1,145,124. Loom ; S. B. Cutting, Bridgeport,
Conn. App. filed Feb. 14, 1913. Stops
motion.

1,145,152. Credit-Marking System; J. J.
Leidigh, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed July
2, 1906. Marking or punching apparatus
combined with telephonic system for au-
thorizing the extension of credit in stores.

1,145,213. Device for Incandescent Lamps
with Metal Filaments ; C G. H. Re-
mane, Berlin, Germany. App. filed March
30, 1910. Checks oscillations of the fila-

' ments.
1,145,224. Combined Automatic Burglar
and Fire-Alarm System ; O. Asmussen,
Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed March 13,
1913. Single circuit for both burglar
and fire-alarm signals.

1,145,229. Telegraph System ; W. M. Bruce,
Jr., Springfield, Ohio. App. filed Nov. 7,
1913. Uses alternating-current energy.

1,145,235. Circuit Breaker; L. L. Elden,
Dorchester, Mass. App. filed Oct. 11,
1904. Designed to carry large currents
and operates easily.

1,145,239. System for Direct Energiza-
tion of Radio-Telegraphic Antennae

;

E. Girardeau and J. Bethenod, Paris,
France. App. filed June 17, 1913. High-
frequency alternator energizes one an-
tenna only under the condition that the
charge is uniformly distributed in all
phases.

1,145,245. Telephone-Exchange System;
M. L. Johnson, Chicago, 111. App. filed
July 15, 1912. Lines extend to A and B
boards. (Twenty-eight claims.)

1,145,253. Electric Bell; C. F. Mead and
L. E. Richmond, Cleveland, Ohio. App.
filed Aug. 15, 1913. Solenoid operates
core carrying a striker.

1,145,287. Telephone-Telegraphic Com-
munication System for R a i l r o ad
Trains : F. Arens, New York, N. Y. App
filed Feb. 24, 1915. Continuous com-
munication maintained by connection
through conductor rails and brushes.

1,145.328. Electric Train-Lighting Sys-
tem ; J. F. McElroy, Albany, N. Y. App.
filed Dec. 15, 1905. Train lighting as
distinguished from separate car lighting.

1,145,338. Spring-Jack; C. H. Vander-

1 i'. New JTork, N "> Ipp died Deo
6, i B i ': I-',, i- telegraph

1,146, ,,i | MHTItl-
| ' pion; i: \ .,., w iKeiicii, New \ oi k,
•V ^ \pp hi, ,i Feb i .,, 1909 St<
I'.'i ti Min which uvcrugi load
w inch ia taken bj thi >• m 1 ator Is auto
ma1 Ically regulati d

1,145,848. Synchronism Indicator; r: D
l •111,1. Montclair, \ .1 App. died Pi 1.

B6, 1914 Foi da hlng electric signs,
1,145,861 Sepaj blb-Hi oi 1 1

tino 1
: 11 Pn man, Trent \\ j.

\pp in, ,1 March 27, 1914 Quid
tachable lamp socket const 1 uct Ion,

1,
1
16,866 Conical Helix; C i >. Kerrold,
San Jose, Cal, App. ill., 1 June 2, 1918
Induct Ive coupling.

1 .

1 15,383, Electric Lamp Pi cti ri \ <

!

w llllams, Chicago, ill. App (lied April
20, 1912, Adjustable supporting stem
construction.

L,145,893 Cooler fob Telephone Instru-
ments; W, P, Stunzm, Lansdowne, Md
\pp tiled July 25, 1912. Circulates cool-
ing fluid around granular carbon,

1,146,424. Separable Connector fob EIlec
trical Conductors; C. .1. Klein, Mil-
waukee, Wis. App. filed Jan. 18, 1918
Longitudinally separable, with means to
prevent rotation or accidental separation,

1,145,507—Electrically Operated Vibrator

1,145,453. Circuit-Controlling Device; P.
H. Zimmer, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed
March 10, 1913. For motors, etc.; has
means for insuring definite-time intervals
in operation.

1,145,460. Printing-Telegraph System and
Alphabet

; C. G. Ashlev, Chicago, 111.

App. filed Nov. 12, 1910. Receiving char-
acters directly readable by anyone.

1,145,468. Electric-Lighting System for
Cars

; J. L. Creveling, New York, N. Y.
App. filed May 28, 1908. Resistor auto-
matically inserted after batteries are
charged.

1,145,490. Printing Telegraph Mechan-
ism ; O. L. Kleber, Pittsburgh, Pa. App.
filed June 8, 1914. Controls rotation of
the printing wheel.

1,145,507. Electrically Operated Vibrator ;

G. L. Patterson and I. F. Badeau, New
York, N. Y. App. filed Sept. 8, 1911.
For bells, etc.—contact broken sub-
stantially at completion of power stroke
of the armature.

1,145,501. Single-Phase Motor; O. S.
More and L. G. Long, Indianapolis, Ind.
App. filed Apr. 1, 1912. Started as com-
mutator motor.

1,145,509. Electrochemical Controlling
Apparatus ; W. J. Pike and R. J. Sutton,
Grand Rapids, Mich. App. filed May 20,
1915. For impregnating a stream of fluid
with a suitable substance.

1.145.542. Automatic Telephone Switch-
ing Apparatus ; J. G. Blessing, Chicago,
111. App. filed Oct. 11, 1910. Improved
and highly efficient calling mechanism.
(Sixty-four claims.)

1,145,544. Impulse Transmitting Device :

J. C. Blessing, Chicago, 111. App. filed
July 31, 1913. For automatic telephone
systems.

1.145.543. Impulse Transmitting Device ;

J. G. Blessing, Chicago, 111. App. filed
Aug. 2, 1913. Controlled by a plurality
of keys. (Thirty-seven claims.)

1,145,551. Transformer; J. Burke, Erie,
Pa. App. filed Dec. 10, 1910. Core con-
struction with good magnetic contacts.

I
\Y I

Lti burgh, Pa App filed 1 < 1 I
1 90

,

Vlulntnln rl in phrugm In < coi
1 Inued stati oi vlbrat (on

1,14 5.666 Mo <

' \\

I Ml.,
. 1 fticilKO, III App III, ,1 .1 .

1912 Hou IriB 1 oni 1 1 uct Ion
1,145, 169 1 !i bctric Switch ; W E D J
Wei in. -Id. \ .1 App filed May 24, 191J

load 1 i"

1,146,676 1
' • to El 1

1 1 ill hi it, u. i I i 11, . ; 1 m.111% \pp in©
March 1 8, L912 For i,i.v.|.-s, , p

., , 1 ,,1 uririutui

1,146,586 Electric Attach mi
1 ii-ii 11 . ; 1 1, 1 old
fork. N. V. App. filed March I I, l!»H
Multlpli It'll I \ p.- wit Ii special i-oi

1 .
1 15,593 1 lectro .tic Cell vnd MethJ
of Maintaining the Efficibnci
01 W, M. Jewell, Chicago, 111

filed March 2, 1914. Maintain! How «.

anode liquor from lower portion ol

chamber toward lower portion of •

.-ii.
1 mber,

1,1 45,694. Short < Iircuitino I

•

Electric Motors ; C. L. Kenned}
Bralntree, Mass. App. filed Auk 1, 1914
Centrifugal devices, cannot Bcori th
comnmta tor.

1,146,612. Dynamo-Electric Machine ani
Means for Cooling Same; E ii Portal
Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed Oct. 22, L91J
Circulates cooling medium through cm
per-tube winding.

1,145,682. Means kor Controlling Tm.k
phone-Circuits; W. C. Ude, West Haven
Conn. App. filed May 3, 1913. For rl
storing telephone mechanisms to norma
ringing position.

1.145.658. Wireless Telegraph Dei
W. E. Ashton and A. M. Curtis, X.w
York, N. V. App. filed April 27, no?
Body of zincite.

1.145.659. Automatic Selecting Mulh
Party Telephone System ; O. Asm
Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed March 21

1913. Special provision for non-inter-
ference.

1.145.660. Machine for Mounting IncajB
descent-Lamp Filaments; G. F, At-
wood, Newark, N. J. App. filed Jan :jl

1910. For securing filaments to the lead-
ing-in wires.

1,145,680. System of Electric-Motor Con-
trol ; F. D. Hallock, Pittsburgh, !'a

App. filed Aug. 12, 1912. Starting and
accelerating.

1,145,707. Mounting for Tncandes' i:\t-

Lamp Filaments; C. F. Scott, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. App. filed Nov. 2, 1908.
Flexible-spring supports for the filament
carrier.

1,145,717. Electrical Receptacle; G. B.
Thomas, Bridgeport, Conn. App. filed

Dec. 21, 1914. Grips in socket prevent
accidental unscrewing of lamp.

1,145,721. Dynamo-Electric Machine: M.
Walker, Old Trafford, England. App.
filed Dec. 24, 1909. Exciter for alter-
nating-current generator.

1,145,735. Electric-Wave Detector; C.
D. Ainsworth, Worcester, Mass. App.
filed June 13, 1913. Electrode in rarefied
container with radio-active material.

1.145.747. Process for the Manufacture
of Aluminium Nitrid ; P. Bunet, Whit-
ney, N. C. App. filed May 9, 1913. Con-
tinuous electric furnace.

1.145.748. Electric Furnace; P. Bunet,
Whitney, N. C. App. filed May 9, 1913.
Constructed to effect the advance of the
mixture.

1.145.763. Fire-Axarm ; E. E. Fryberg,
Duluth, Minn. App. filed March 16, 1914.
Gives alarm through telephone system.

1.145.764. Electric-Switch Lock ; E. M.
Fuller, Grand Rapids, Mich. App. filed

Jan. 3, 1914. For motor-driven vehicles.

1,145,751. Appliance for Telephones: J.

L. Creveling, New York, N. Y. App. filed

Sept. 24, 1908. Double head receiver at-
tachable to ordinary telephone receiver.

1,145,835. Maximum-Demand Meter; C. I.

Hall, Chicago, 111. App. filed March 3,

1911. Clock-controlled mechanism for
timing intervals during which indicator
mechanism is operative.

1,145,839. Diaphragm Horn; M. R. Hutch-
inson, Summit, N. J. App. filed Oct. 26,

1909. Motor shaft at an angle to the
diaphragm.

1.145.861. Telephony; W. W. Dean,
Elyria, Ohio. App. filed Aug. 6, 1909.
Desk set construction.

1.145.862. Apparatus for Electrolytic
Purification of Liquids ; J. L. Goucher,
New York, N. Y. App. filed March 10,

1909. Liquid, such as milk, completes
circuit between different containers.

13,942 (Reissue). Sanitary Mouthpiece;
E. M. Jenkins, Italy, Texas. App. filed

Jan. 14, 1914. Original No. 1,112,291
dated Sept. 29, 1914. Plurality of tele-

phone-mouthpiece shells with disinfectant
therebetween.
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N. E. L. A. Work with Small Companies

EARNEST development of the National Electric

Light Association affairs in the interest of small

companies, as suggested by President Lloyd in the in-

terview in last week's issue, represents a progressive

and commendable move which will receive hearty sup-

port from all active organization workers. The prob-

lem of enlarging close co-operative relations with small

companies is the problem of the associations in each

public utility industry. One reason why this problem

exists is the remoteness of many small properties from

large centers. Officials of plants with light gross rev-

enues and smaller divisible earnings have little money

to spend on trips to far-distant association meetings.

The N. E. L. A. has met this feature of the problem

wisely by successful union with State sectional organi-

zations. For the intensive work among small companies

the association will always have to depend largely upon

sections, and it is unfortunate that if their work is in-

effective the national body loses the benefit of the close-

knit formation which is productive of best results. The

movement to co-operate strongly with small companies

for the common advantage of all is dependent upon offi-

cials of sections, and it is important, therefore, that

they appreciate the largeness of the opportunity and

cordially embrace it.

Electrical Equipment of a Dental Infirmary

THE ordinary person associates the use of electric-

ity by dentists merely with a terrible buzzing de-

rice which has given him many unpleasant experiences.

It will, therefore, be somewhat of a surprise to our

readers to learn of the elaborate electrical equipment

which has been found desirable in the Forsyth Dental

Infirmary at Boston. This institution, which has been

designed particularly to afford free dental treatment

for children, is backed by an endowment of $2,000,000

—

i large philanthropy for pioneer work of this particular

and. The building is equipped with a steam-driven

slant in the basement as well as with an emergency

jervice connection from the central station. There are

;wo 25-kw. sets, each of which is ordinarily able to

landle the full day load. The equipment driven from

;his generating outfit is a very varied one. Installed

n the main operating room are sixty-two motors for

lental engines and, in addition, an individual lamp on

iach of the sixty-two chairs now in use, besides a com-

slete annunciator equipment with four signal cords
rrom each chair. However, this commonplace use of

electricity in the operating room is only a small part of

:he service. There is a centrifugal rump for circulat-

ing warm water in the operating room, another for the

hot-water supply of the lavatories, a pair of small blower

motors for the sterilization ovens, another for the drill-

cleaning equipment, half a dozen more for ordinary fan

service, an ash-elevator motor, a motor-driven sump
pump, a motor-driven set for the inside telephone serv-

ice, a pair of pump motors for the air-washing service,

besides a motor-driven lathe and a motor for the pas-

senger elevators. This constitutes a noteworthy list

for the incidental uses of the infirmary, which is also

lighted from the same plant. The lighting is chiefly

semi-indirect from alabaster bowls. Moreover an elec-

tric incubator is used in the laboratory, there is a com-
pletely equipped X-ray department, and an electric-clock

system shows the time throughout the building. For a
small plant it would be hard to imagine one performing
more varied functions, and particularly doing more un-

expected things from the standpoint of ordinary build-

ing service. It is an excellent example of the multi-

farious uses to which electricity is now being regularly

put.

Central-Station Increases

OUR compilation of central-station increases in

earnings and in output of electrical energy, pub-

lished in this issue, covers April and May, 1915. We
have completed a full year of the statistical work, and,

while we regret that some companies still withhold their

figures, we are confident that in publishing as full and

representative totals as we are able to get we render

a very useful service to our readers. The returns pub-

lished in this issue cover 64 per cent of the central-

station industry for April and 58 per cent for May, the

May compilation having been hastened a little in ad-

vance of the receipt of all of the reports in order that

it might be presented at this time. With the heavy

hand of the European war laid upon industrial activi-

ties in this country and the resultant enforced econo-

mies of the population, it is encouraging to find that

central-station earnings make a record that accords with

the usual high expectations. In the year ended April

30, 1915, according to the returns, gross income gained

5.3 per cent over the preceding year and the output of

electrical energy increased 6.1 per cent. For the year

ended May 31 income gained 4.9 per cent and the output

of energy 5.3 per cent; this year, of course, lacked the

heyday month of May. L914, and included one more
month of the war period. It will be observed that the

yearly gains mentioned are close to the percentages of

increase for April, 1915, 4.8 per cent income and 5

per cent output, and therefore in that month we were on

substantially the same basis as the average showing
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for the year, An\ Improvement from thai month is

decisive gain; and while the percentage gain In Income

in Maj showed only sligh.1 Improvement over April, the

percentage gain In the outpul of kilowatt-hours doubled.

Undoubtedly the speeding up of manufacturing plants

on war-order business has helped the situation.

More Power for Vancouver

Our readers arc more or less familiar with the active

electrical development taking place in British Columbia,

particularly in connection with the work of the British

Columbia Electric Railway Company. The two plants

described in the current issue are the latest addition

to the resources of energy transmission on the main-

land. Along the coast of North America for some dis-

tance north and south of Puget Sound lies a region of

peculiarly high rainfall, about the highest on the con-

tinent. It is in just this territory that the Lake Bunt-

zen watershed, utilized for these fine plants, extends.

Moreover, the lay of the land is such that the generat-

ing stations are actually just above high-tide level on

Burrard Inlet, about 14 miles from Vancouver. The

distance from power house No. 1 to the dam which im-

pounds the resources of Lake Buntzen is less than half

a mile, and the water is conveyed from its 400-ft. drop

in steel-pipe lines of the ordinary sort. The power

house itself contains 11,000 kva. in generators, arranged

in seven sixty-cycle, 2200-volt units. Energy is trans-

mitted from the plant at an emf. of 34,600 volts ob-

tained from transformer banks in another building.

The second of the stations is particularly interesting

from the hydraulic standpoint. It utilizes a fall of the

same height as the first power house, from which it is

less than half a mile distant. Here, however, the water

is carried in a tunnel in the lake for about 2000 ft. to

a surge tank on the top of the cliff above the power

house. In the station are three 9000-kva. generating

units, driven at 200 r.p.m. by an impulse-wheel system

consisting of four runners yielding in all 13,500 hp. All

four runners, together with the rotor of the generator,

are carried by a single hollow nickel-steel shaft more

than 50 ft. long. Each of the three pipe lines divides

into four branches, one branch per wheel unit. On each

branch there is a hydraulically operated gate valve

which controls the water to the nozzles, while the noz-

zles themselves are opened and closed in the ordinary

way by the waterwheel governor. There are three ex-

citer units, each consisting of a 300-kw. generator,

driven by a water turbine and also coupled to an in-

duction motor at the other end of the shaft so that either

water or electric drive is available for each exciter.

On account of the particular combination of power

and speed desired, the hydraulic arrangements of the

plant look somewhat complex, but they really amount

to the duplication of very simple units put together as

a matter of convenience. There is nothing in particular

to be noted as regards the switchboard and transformer

plant here, save the very complete system of electric

control operated from a bench switchboard with a model

of the busbar system. Close to the operating board ii

a hank of recording thermometei .
• ne for each traaj

former, to enable the i ble t rack beinj

Of what is going on inside (lie big cases, and from this

hoard also the water-COOling BUpplj for each linns

former may he regulated. The two itations herein de-

scribed are operated together from a line extending be-

tween them, and unite in feeding energy to two circuits

Carried On steel towers which distribute it over a tern

tory of some 1 600 Bquare miles.

The Common Denominator of the Commercial

Vehicle Problem

Automobile transportation in some form or other

is bound to come in the United States. During thi-

next year the electrical industry faces an unprecedented

group of conditions. Unless the industry as a whole

realizes the gravity of the situation and agrees at once

on a plan for extending the knowledge and the use

of electrically driven vehicles among possible pur-

chasers of such equipment, an opportunity will be lost

which it may never be possible to regain.

The European war has given a tremendous impetus

to the building of gasoline-engine-driven trucks in the

United States. The demand for these trucks has in-

duced manufacturers in this country to add to their

investment in buildings and equipment. When the war

is over they will turn to the domestic market to pro-

vide an outlet for the increased product which war con-

ditions have made possible. This will undoubtedly

mean that the merchandising ability of the gasoline-

truck manufacturers will be turned to the marketing

of trucks in a way never before attempted. The pros-

pective purchaser of an automobile truck will have

forced upon his attention the merits of the gasoline-

driven machine as its maker sees them.

It is apparent, therefore, that now is the strategic

time for every manufacturer of electric-truck equip-

ment and every central-station manager to focus the

attention of the users of electric vehicles upon the ad-

vantages of the electric truck. It should be clear that

the interests of the manufacturers and the central

stations are identical. The possibility of increasing

and diversifying the central-station load by the ad-

dition of a group of electric vehicles is well known to

the central-station manager. In the past some con-

fusion has arisen between the electric-vehicle manu-

facturer and the central station as to the responsibility

of each in extending the use of electric trucks. It would

seem possible to iron out these differences in the face

of a common danger. The problem of marketing elec-

tric trucks is not a question of just what the relations

are to be between the central station and the manufac-

turer, but what the relation shall be between the user

and the manufacturer who sells the truck and the cen-

tral station that collects monthly for the energy by

which the truck is operated. Let both manufacturer

and central-station manager, therefore, keep in mind
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ie needs of the user. Let the manufacturer and cen-

tal station each realize that the common denominator

f their mutual problem is the user. The manufacturer

lust make his plans knowing that he must depend on

oth the central station and the user in any successful

^tension of his market. And the central-station man-

ger must recognize that his income from the sale of

lectric vehicles comes only when he knows what the

lanufacturer has in detail to offer the user—the final

jstomer of both.

Some Aspects of Lighting Legislation

The Wisconsin Industrial Commission made a pro-

ressive step forward in 1913 when it issued its bulletin

f shop-lighting orders. In a few other states some

Forts have been made in this direction, but as yet the

gislation on factory lighting has been in the main

ore or less unsatisfactory. In addition to legislation,

>veral other incentives are helping to influence factory

vners to make much needed improvements. Among
lese other influences is that of the resulting economies

hich always accompany improved lighting under fac-

»ry conditions. In a certain sense public opinion has

so had its effect on executives and managers in open-

g the way for general attention to shop environment

id its bearing on production efficiency, while the im-

>rtance of adequate light both natural and artificial in

3 tendency to reduce accidents has come to be a recog-

zed factor in shop management, this being, of course,

iecially noticeable in those states having compensation

ws.

Legislation comes in as a compelling influence through

e law to cause the industries to abide by certain regu-

tions drafted to place all factory lighting on at least a

andard minimum basis. With the obvious good points

tending the efforts to legislate, better results will

•ubtless be forthcoming through the general tendency

popular and individual education which leads to an

•preciation of adequate illumination and which further

ids to definite improvements because of economic re-

rns and accident reduction. Legislation must natur-

ly be relied upon, and becomes necessary to maintain

certain minimum standard of lighting practice and

require of the ignorant and neglectful adherence to

is standard. These observations are verified when one

nsiders the widespread adoption of standards of fae-

ry lighting in States not having legislative require-

ants which are materially higher than those called

r, for example, by the shop-lighting orders of the

isconsin Industrial Commission. Lighting improve-

?nts have resulted in such cases, it is safe to say, from
e growing understanding on the part of factory peo-

i of the returns which good lighting is capable of

omoting in the better and larger product which usually

Hows a distinct change in factory environment. It

>uld seem, therefore, that in the preparation of a

ctory-lighting code the specific orders can be made
>re valuable, and at the same time more readily en-

rced, if they are accompanied by explanatory notes of

fficient detail to make the orders themselves entirely

clear to those who fall within the jurisdiction of the

orders.

There seems to be a peculiar need at present for

guidance where the drafting of such H code is attempted

by State or municipal authorities. With good inten-

tions, radical weaknesses can find their way into such

articles of legislation. For example, a distinct weak-
ness in the Wisconsin orders seems to be in a somewhat
unfortunate manner of expression. Thus in one of the

requirements the illumination for ordinary shop work
is set forth to be the equivalent of that produced by one

candle-power hung 10 ft. above the floor for each 4 sq. ft.

of floor area. Analyzing this, one of the main require-

ments, it follows that, if installed according to this stip-

ulation without a reflector, a tungsten lamp may give

a very inadequate result. Here the effect on the work
in terms of actual illumination rather than the specifica-

tion of so many candle-power overhead would certainly

seem to be the point at issue. In fairness, it should be
stated that the Wisconsin orders contain references to

shades and reflectors, but these fall under appended
notes which tend to reduce the important influence they

bear to the useful illumination.

By the nature of the conditions it must be designed to

cover, the preparation of a factory lighting code becomes
a very complex and difficult problem. The variety of

factory spaces is so enormous and the differences some-
times so slight, in spite of their importance, that it is

doubtful whether a set of rules can ever successfully be

developed to cover every case. One way, however, in

which to care for such a situation would seem to be the

selection of typical cases, the code to apply to these,

which in turn may be so distributed as to include the

normal extremes. Expert assistance can well be called

in where such legislation is to be enforced, and with
such assistance any given factory section could readily

be placed in its proper class whenever its identity be-

comes a matter of question. This would place the entire

problem on an engineering basis, and the nature of the

items involved would normally call for such a method.

Among the most important features of lighting legis-

lation in the future will probably be that of natural

lighting, and in view of the general tendency to equip
modern factory buildings with a large proportion of

windows, such questions as the use of shades and awn-
ings and the practical working intensities of daylight

for various classes of work will undoubtedly form the
basis of further investigation and discussion in this

general connection. Similarly the intensities of arti-

ficial light should be classified according to the kinds
and classes of work performed, due reference being
made to the kind and arrangement of lamps suited to

each condition. There seems, therefore, to be a wide
field for the illuminating engineer in the assistance he
can render where legislation of this nature is pending,

and at the same time it seems apparent that the aver-

age factory owner will see for himself the many ad-

vantages of good light, which, when properly viewed,

form an influence almost as great as, if not in excess

of, that normally brought to bear by legal requirements.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Another "Smallest Motor" from EUllsboro, N. 1).

To tin Editor of tin Electrical World:
Sir: a motor which I have jusl completed weighs

Only 5.6 grains and is, I think, the smallest motor in

tin' world, its commutator, which measures 0.046 in.

in diameter, is made up of four gold segments insu-

lated from each other with mica. No glue or cement
was used in its construction. The shaft on which the

commutator is mounted is made of steel and is 0.009
in. in diameter. Fiber insulation is used between the

commutator and the shaft. The tiny armature, 0.09 in.

A DIMINUTIVE GOLDEN MOTOR

in diameter, has four pole pieces and is wound with
No. 40 silk-covered copper wire. The weight of the

revolving part is 1.25 grains. Between the armature
and the yoke two field coils are provided. The silver

brushes measure 0.012 in. in diameter and are held

against the commutator by springs 0.004 in. in diam-
eter. In over-all dimensions the motor measures 19/64
in. long and 11/64 in. high. All visible parts are fin-

ished in Roman gold. When connected to a small flash-

light battery the motor runs at a very high speed.

Ivan T. Nedland,
Hillsboro, N. D. Jeweler.

Reinforcing Wood Poles with Railroad Rails

To the Editor of the Electrical World:
Sir:—On page 423 of the Electrical World for

Feb. 13, 1915, appeared a short article on "Protecting

Pole Butts." It may be of interest to your readers to

know how this problem is dealt with in far-away New
Zealand.

I may prefix my remarks on this subject by mention-

ing that the lasting properties of the New Zealand tim-

bers used for poles are fairly high. The wooden poles

used are for the most part square, sawed, or hewed from
heart timber. There are poles now carrying about a

dozen No. 8 wires which were erected as far back as

1869, and which have had no supports or other treat-

ment to prolong their life. The bulk of the poles, how-
ever, require some attention after standing from twenty-

five to thirty years. Some twenty years ago the writer

adopted a scheme of inserting short lengths of old

railway rails at the base of defective poles to reinforce

them. When this method is used a hole is dug along-

side the pole the same depth as the original hole for the

pole, usually from 4 ft. to 6 ft. The rail butt is then

placed against the pole and secured by means of two
%-in. bolts passing through the pole and holes drilled

in the rail butt. One bolt is placed about 6 in. to 9 in.

above the ground line, and the other about 2 in. from
the top of the rail butt. These rail butts vary in length

from 7 ft. to 15 ft., usually 8 ft. to 9 ft. for ordinary

straight-line poles and 10 ft. to 15 ft. for angle poles.

No hard and fast rule is followed in regard to the

length or dimensions of these rail butts, as they are

invariably scrap ends and a by-product of all railway

systems. The weight varies from 40 lb. to 110 lb. per

yd., the lighter weights being used for the smaller poles.

Many thousands of our poles have been so treated at a

cost of from one-sixth to one tenth of the expenditure
which would have been incurred had the poles been

replaced by new ones.

This system of reinforcing standing poles obviously
saves any refitting or alteration of line wires, and as

the timber above the ground is probably good for a

century, a pole with two rail butts attached to the

base is practically stronger and more dependable than

a new pole, although it may be thirty or forty years old.

The method adopted is also a great relief to an over-

hauling foreman. When he must decide regarding a

doubtful pole he does not need to consider whether or

not to go to the expense of replacing it with a new one,

for when in doubt he simply attaches a butt and passes

on to. the next pole. If the pole is in poor condition on

account of decay, he usually uses two butts. In many
cases a single butt has been inserted, and a dozen years

or so afterward a second one is installed on the oppo-

site side if the pole has deteriorated much in the mean-

7-Use ofFlangedRails.

Rails Attached to

Rails Attached to
'
tn"iJhii-*J~ Round Poles.

Square Poles.
'" .'•'"• ''•'-

:

WOOD POLES REINFORCED WITH RAILROAD RAILS

time. In numbers of cases the poles have completely

rotted off at the ground line and are wholly supported

by two rail butts. The accompanying diagrams show
the methods of fastening rail butts to poles. For round

poles bulb-head rails are preferable and flanged rai!3

for square poles. The use of both types is shown in the

illustration.

The writer believes the method outlined will be found

more economical and reliable than that of incasing the

base of the poles in concrete. It is also more flexible.

J. Orchiston, M.I.E.E.,

WeUinqtOn. N. Z. Chief Engineer of Telegraphs
a

' for New Zealand.
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NAVY ADVISORY BOARD OF INVENTORS

Each of the Great National Engineering Societies Asked to

Appoint Two Members to the Board

Secretary of the Navy Daniels announced on July 19

;hat he had invited eight well-known societies of the

United States each to name two of its members for

service on the naval advisory board of which Mr.

rhomas A. Edison is to be chairman. Below are re-

aroduced a letter written by Mr. Frank J. Sprague,

\
Tew York, to Secretary Daniels on July 14 and the

reply thereto, dated July 16, which throw considerable

ight on the subject:

New York City, July 14, 1015.

lOV .I'psephus Daniels, Secretary of the Navy, Washington,

D. C.

:

Sib:—Permit me to congratulate you upon having decided to

reate a board of invention and development, to be aided by an

idvi3ory board of civilian engineers—a project the necessity for

vhich I have long had in mind—and also for having been able to

lecure the co-operation of Mr. Edison.

The great necessity for and possible utility of such an organi-

:ation cannot be better set forth than as stated in your published

etter to him, for it is unquestionably true that the United States

s woefully deficient, not alone in the actual preparation for de-

ense, but in the knowledge of many things essential to it.

On account of the limitations in authority and expenditure and
he routine hitherto pertaining to government matters, it has
ieen almost impossible for men with meritorious inventions to

mve them properly considered, or even if considered to have them
eveloped. It has, therefore, fallen upon many in civil life to help

evelop and finance inventions of this character. Since my own
esignation from the naval service and the taking up of indus-

rial development in the electrical field, I have had many matters
resented to me which would have warranted thorough govern-
lental investigation, and sometimes I have lent a hand.
I gather from your published letter that the proposed board is

d be confined to the interests of naval development. As to this

may be in error, but in any case it seems to me that provision

r>r investigation and possible experimental equipment should take
ito account the needs of both services, for not only are many in-

entions equally valuable for the navy and the army, but re-

?arches can be carried out jointly far more effectively and with
laterial saving in expense.

I am, perhaps, not warranted in obtruding advice, but on ac-
ount of the vital importance of the proposed undertaking, and
ecause such measure of professional success as has come to me
? largely due to my naval training, I will venture some sugges-
ons

:

First—In view of the confidential character of most of the com-
munications to the board and the possible attitude of "hyphen-
tes" in critical times, your advisers, whether men of purely civil

ducation or men in civil life who have had the advantages of
^est Point or Annapolis training, should be dyed-in-the-wool
Lmericans from birth up.

Second—With sane inventors there should be included men who
re also engineers dealing with construction problems, and who
an pass upon the practicability and value of inventions in the
ame manner as they now do for great commercial organizations
-an essential if the highest efficiency is to be attained.
With regard to this latter suggestion it might be well to call

ito preliminary consultation the presidents of the various na-
onal, and perhaps some other, engineering societies before mak-
ig a final selection. These include in their membership most of
ie prominent engineers and inventors in the country, the men
n whose work much of our great industrial development has been
randed.

Among these societies are the American Institute of Electrical
ingineers, the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American

Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute of Mining
ingineers, the .Mining and Metallurgical Society of America, the

Institute of Consulting Engineers, the American Chem-
•al Society, the Inventors' Guild and the New York Electrical
ociety.

i three of these I feel warranted in ex-
ressing the opinion that if the present presidents were requested
y you to discuss the formation and membership of the proposed
tlvisory board, and were asked to submit a number of names
horn they could recommend for consideration as members, they
oul.l be glad to comply with your request. The practical advice
F, for example, such men as Paul Lincoln of the Westinghouse
lectric & Manufacturing Company and John J. Carty, chief en-
ineer of the American Telephone & Telegraph Company, presi-
Jnt and president-elect respectively of the American Institute of
lectrical Engineers, would, I am sure, be invaluable.
Should the suggestions I have made be deemed worthy of con-
deration, and should you care to have them amplified, I am,

of courst, at your disposal either here or in Washington Re-
spectfully submitted. Frank J. Sfrag

The Secretary ok the Navy,
Washington, July 16, 1915.

B1& Frank J. Bpraoi i . L6S Broadway, New York City:
Dear Sue:- I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

July 14 and to thank you for your interest in regard to the matter
of the proposed advisory board. I have carefully read your sug-
gestions and am impressed by them, and will give them most
careful consideration in this connection. Very truly yours,

JosEPHua damki.s, Secretary of the Navy.

The eight societies asked by Secretary Daniels to nomi-
nate members for the advisory board are the American
Society of Civil Engineers, American Chemical Society,
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, American
Institute of Mining Engineers, American Mathematical
Society, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
American Aeronautical Society and the Inventors'
Guild.

In his letters to the presidents of the respective soci-

eties Secretary Daniels said:

"A few days ago, as you have doubtless seen in the
papers, desiring to make available the latent inventive
genius of our country to improve our navy, I requested
Thomas A. Edison to become chairman of an advisory
committee of eminent men who would make up the com-
mittee. Mr. Edison, with the patriotism characteristic
of American inventors, accepted the call to duty.

"I am writing to ask the membership of your society
to give practical and valuable aid and needed co-opera-
tion by selecting representatives of its body to serve
as members of the advisory committee. It is believed
that the best results can be obtained only by such selec-

tion of the membership as will be representative of the
inventive genius and scientific knowledge found in the
membership of your kindred societies.

"Will you not, as president of your society, arrange
to secure the selection of two of its members to serve
on this advisory board? I feel that the work your
society has done has been such as to give it the right to
be in a way officially represented, and the Navy Depart-
ment desires in this way to testify to its own apprecia-
tion of the splendid work for our country that your so-

ciety has done. In addition, I feel that the judgment
of your members as to who is best qualified among you
to serve on this board will be far better than my own.

"I am going to ask you to take a poll by letter of your
members, or in whatever way seems to you most certain
of securing the men desired by the majority of your
organization, to choose two of your members to serve
on this board, and it will give me great pleasure when
you have furnished me these names to extend to the
gentlemen the formal invitation of the department.
"We are anxious to begin as soon as possible, and if

your society can furnish me the names at an early date
it will help the prompt organization of the advisory
board very much. In adopting this course I have the
emphatic approval of Mr. Edison, and he agrees entirely

with me that your society should be represented in this

way, and that no better method of getting the kind of

men we need could be devised."

It is understood in Washington that the procedure of

the proposed board is to be somewhat similar to that of

the Commission of Fine Arts, composed of the foremost
artists and sculptors of the country, who are asked for
advice by all government departments and by the Pres-
ident on subjects connected with the fine arts with which
the United States government is concerned. This body
meets when it desires to do so and owes no responsibility

to any one, although Congress makes appropriations
for its expenses and provides it with quarters. No fees

or salaries are paid the members of the fine arts com-
mission, but no artist or sculptor has ever declined the
honor of serving on the commission.
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The naval Advisory board i expected to develop gaso-

line motors for aeroplanes and engines for lubmarines
of more efficient and powerful types than have yel been

perfected in I ht- United States, and also tO devise means
Of defense for battleships against torpedo attack. Iii

mentions along these lines are to tie tested at the naval

engineering experimenl station at Annapolis, which is

the right arm of the naval tuirean of steam engineering
tor original research, it maintains a lubricant testing

laboratory, a corrosion laboratory for problems in cor

rOSiOB Of metals, a metallographic laboratory, and a

physical laboratory tor testing tin- strength and endur-

ance Of metals.

The Office <>r Naval Intelligence at Washington has

boon in formod that Great Britain has formed B naval

advisory board within the past week, to assist Admiral
Lord Fisher, recently selected as chairman of the naval

invention hoard. Eminent British scientists and in-

ventors have been placed on the advisory board.

ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY
High Standard Set in Papers That Will Be Presented at the

Annual Meeting to Be Held in Washington Next Month

The ninth annual convention of the Illuminating En-
gineering Society, which is to be held at the New
Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C, Sept. 20-23 inclusive,

promises to be the most interesting ever held by that

body. Papers of an unusually high standard, dealing

with illuminating engineering from various angles, have
been selected and grouped for presentation at particular

sessions. Ten sessions in all have been scheduled, nine

of which will be apportioned equally between commer-
cial, general and laboratory papers, while one session

will be devoted exclusively to the presentation of papers
dealing with problems of street lighting. In addition,

there will be a preliminary session on the morning of

Sept. 20, which will be given over to the formal exer-

cises incident to the opening of the convention, to the

presidential address of Dr. A. S. McAllister, and to

reports of committees on lighting legislation, nomencla-
ture and standards, and on progress. The tentative

program of the convention is as follows

:

Sept. 20

—

Morning.—Formal opening of convention;

address of welcome, president's address, etc. ; reports of

'committees on lighting legislation, nomenclature and
standards, and progress.

Afternoon—General Session.—"Tests and Experi-
ments in Connection with the New Commonwealth Edi-

son Company Building," by Messrs. W. A. Durgin and
J. B. Jackson of the Commonwealth Edison Company of

Chicago; "Ship Lighting," by Mr. H. A. Hornor, New
York Shipbuilding Company, Camden, N. J. ; "Illumi-

nation Efficiency as Obtained in an Experimental
Room," by Mr. Ward Harrison, National Lamp Works
of General Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Evening.—Reception.

Sept. 21

—

Morning—General Session.—"Photometry
with Portable Instruments," by Mr. W. F. Little, Elec-

trical Testing Laboratories, New York; "New Test
Plate for Illumination Photometers," by Dr. C. H.
Sharp, Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York; "In-

candescent Lamp Testing and Photometry," by Mr. G.

W. Middlekauff, Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.

C. ; "Street Lighting," by Mr. F. A. Vaughn, consulting

engineer, Milwaukee, Wis.
Afternoon.—Entertainment, trips.

Evening— Street - Lighting Session. — "Gas Street

Lighting" (author not yet announced), Welsbach Street

Lighting Company; "Arc Lamps for Street Illumina-

tion," by Prof. H. E. Clifford, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Mass.; "New Types of Incandescent Lamps am
Their Relation to the street Lighting Problems," bj

.Mr. \\ . II. Rolinson, Westinghouse Lamp Company
Bloomfield, N. J.; "Ornamental Street Lighting," In Mr
T. I. Jones, Edison illuminating Company of Brooklyn

Sept. 22 Morning Commercial Session. "How t<

Attack a Lighting Problem," by Mr. W. R. Moultflsj

Consolidated (ias, Electric Light & Power Company
Baltimore, Aid.; "How Can a Combination Ga
Electric Company Render the Besl Service to Custoit
ers?" by Messrs. S. B. Burrows and N. II. Potter, l'uhli<

Service Corporation, Newark, N. J.; "Small Incandst

cent Lamps and Special Illumination Problems," bj

Ah. II. P. Burrows, National Lamp Works of Geneiji

Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio; "Lighting of Ofl'm

Buildings," by Mr. A. O. Dicker, Commonwealth Kdisor

Company, Chicago, 111.

Laboratory Session.—"Crova's Method of Color*

Light Photometry Applied to Modern Incandescen

Illuminants," by Messrs. H. E. Ives and E. F. Kings

bury, physical laboratory of the United Gas Improve-

ment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.; "Differences ii

Threshold and Acuity Variations," by Dr. P. W. Cobb

National Lamp Works, Cleveland, Ohio; "Visual Effi

ciency," by Messrs. F. K. Richtmyer and Howes, Cornel

University, Ithaca, N. Y. ; "Yellow Screens," by Mr. M
Luckiesh, Nela Research Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio.

Afternoon—Commercial Session.—"The Flame-Pilo

Ignition of Incandescent Gas Lamps," by Mr. C. W
Jordan, physical laboratory of the United Gas Improve

ment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.; "Practical Illumina

tion as Exemplified by Some Recent Installations o:

Incandescent Gas Lamps," by Mr. R. F. Pierce, Welsbacl

Company, Gloucester, N. J.; "Mercury-Arc Lamps foi

Industrial Lighting," by Mr. W. A. D. Evans, Coopei

Hewitt Company, Hoboken, N. J.; "Relation Betweei

Proper Illumination and Accident Prevention," by Mr
R. E. Simpson, Travelers' Insurance Company, Hart

ford, Conn.
Laboratory Session.—"Retinal Sensibilities in Rela

tion to Illuminating Engineering," by Dr. P. G. Nutting

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. ; "The Effec

of Distribution of Light on Muscular Control," by Mr
H. M. Johnson, Nela Research Laboratory, Nationa

Lamp Works, Cleveland, Ohio ; "Effect of Various Wave
Lengths of Radiation on Eye Cataract," by Prof. W. E
Berge.

Sept. 23

—

Morning—Commercial Session.—"Artificia

Illumination of Interiors," by Mr. David Crownfield

Pettingell-Andrews Company, Boston, Mass.; "Lighting

of State, War and Navy Building," by Mr. W. E
Chapman, assistant superintendent State, War anc

Navy Building, Washington, D. C; "Lighting of Gym
nasiums and Armories with Incandescent Lamps," bj

Messrs. A. L. Powell and A. B. Oday, Edison Lam]

Works, Harrison, N. J.

Laboratory Session.—"The Effect of Surrounding Ga;

on an Incandescent Filament," by Mr. C. F. Lorenz

National Lamp Works of General Electric Company
Cleveland, Ohio; "The Parabolic Mirror," by Mr. F. A
Benford, Jr., General Electric Company, Schenectady

N. Y. ; a paper (subject to be announced later), by Dr

C. E. Ferree, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Afternoon—General Session.—"Artificial Illuminatioi

in Practical Photography," by Dr. C. E. K. Mees, East

man Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.; "Photographs

and Visual Illumination Efficiencies," by Mr. L. A
Jones, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

"Production and Application of Ultra-Violet Light," b:

Dr. M. Von Recklinghausen ; "A Flux Method of Obtain

ing Average Illumination," by Messrs. F. A. Benfon

and H. E. Mahan, General Electric Company, Schenec

tady, N. Y.
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Coquitlam-Buntzen Hydroelectric Development
Recent Addition to the Generating System of the British Columbia Electric

Railway Company, Ltd., in the Vancouver District

THE British Columbia Electric Railway Company,
Ltd., was incorporated for the purpose of oper-

ating the electric railways and for supplying
electric light and power service generally in the vicinity

of Vancouver, B. C, and of Victoria on Vancouver
Island. Energy for these undertakings is obtained on
the mainland from water-power plants Nos. 1 and 2

(Lake Buntzen) and from a steam turbine plant in

Vancouver, and on Vancouver Island from the water-
power plants at Jordan River and at Goldstream and
an auxiliary steam-turbine plant at Brentwood Bay.
Prior to the construction of these modern stations,

steam plants, now obsolete, were operated in the cities

of Vancouver and Victoria.

Since its inception, the growth of the company's busi-

ness has been phenomenal, and the Vancouver steam
plant and all of the water-power developments have been
added to as the load conditions necessitated. The larg-

est of the company's plants are those in connection with
the Coquitlam-Buntzen water-power development.

Coquitlam-Buntzen Development

The Coquitlam-Buntzen development has for its main
storage reservoir Coquitlam Lake. The original devel-

opment works comprised the construction of a small

rock-filled crib dam at the southern end of this lake,

and the driving of a tunnel connecting Coquitlam Lake
with Lake Buntzen, a small lake about 2000 ft. from the
site of Plant No. 1. This tunnel is about 2V2 miles in

length; the area of its original cross-section was 81
sq. ft., and it was subsequently enlarged to an average
cross-sectional area of 192 sq. ft. The precipitation

over the Coquitlam Lake watershed is abnormally heavy,
and, together with that from the Lake Buntzen water-

shed, the average run-off is about 1000 cu. ft. a second.

The construction of a hydraulic-fill dam 100 ft. in

height at the site of the original Coquitlam dam made
practically all of this run-off available for power pur-

poses. A concrete dam 54 ft. in height at the north

end of Lake Buntzen, built as part of the original devel-

opment, provided a forebay for the plants, giving an

effective head of 400 ft. at the power houses.

Station No. 1, Lake Buntzen

Plant No. 1, Lake Buntzen, with a total rating of

21,000 kva., is situated at sea level on the east side of

the North Arm of Burrard Inlet, about 14 miles from

the city of Vancouver and about 2000 ft. from the

Lake Buntzen dam. Water is conveyed from Lake

Buntzen to the power house through pipe lines of riv-

eted steel construction as shown above.

The power house is built of hewn granite, and the

equipment consists of four 1500-kva. units and three,

5000-kva. units, generating three-phase, sixty-cycle cur-

rent at 2200 volts, with the necessary low-tension gen-

erator and transformer switching equipment. In a

separate reinforced-concrete building, which has re-

cently been remodeled, are located three banks of three

3000-kva., single-phase, oil-insulated, water-cooled trans-

formers, which step up the voltage from 2200 to 34,600.

In another portion of the same building the high-ten-

sion transformer and line switches are placed, all of this

equipment being suitable for operation at 60,000 volts.

Station No. 2, Lake Buntzen

Lake Buntzen power house No. 2 is situated at sea

level about 1800 ft. south of power house No. 1, the

water for operating it also being obtained from Lake
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Hunt/rii. On the west side of the lakr :i Iniiiirl intake

Controlled i>y three oeedle valves Is provided. This tun

Bel conveya water from Lake Buntzen through a high

ridge of rock for a distance of about 2000 ft. to a snrge
lank at the tup of the cliff behind Hit' power house. The
tunnel is lined with concrete, and is 11 ft. S in. in diain

eter. Prom the surge tank three pipe lines one for

each unit convey water to the power house. These
pipe lines are of riveted steel construct ion, and vary in

diameter from S ft. (> in. at the surire tank to 7 ft. at

the power house. Throughout their length the pipe

lines are supported on concrete saddles, and about 200
ft. from the back wall of the power house they pass

into tunnels. A butterlly valve is provided on each pipe

line close to the surge tank.

On the main floor of the building, which is 5 ft. above
high-water level, three units are installed. Each unit

consists of one 8900-kva., three-phase, sixty-cycle gen-

erator of the revolving-field type, generating current at

2200 volts, direct driven at a speed of 200 r.p.m. by
waterwheels made up of four runners, the combined
rating of which is 13,500 hp. The generator and four

waiter-wheel runners are all pressed on to a hollow

nickel-steel shaft 51 ft. 3 in. long, forged in one piece.

Close to the back wall of the power house each of the

three pipe lines divides into four branches, each branch
supplying water to the two nozzles operating each run-

ner ; on each branch a hydraulically operated gate valve

is provided, which controls the admission of water to

the nozzles. The speed regulation is controlled by a
Lombard governor which opens and closes the main noz-

zles according to the load on the unit, through links

attached to a rocker-shaft, at the same time operating
auxiliary relief nozzles when the load fluctuation is

great. One relief nozzle is provided for each pair of

runners.

Three exciter units are provided, one at the rear of

each main unit. Each exciter set is made up of a 300-

kw., 250-volt, compound-wound generator, driven direct

by a 435-hp., 2200-volt induction motor. At the other

FIG. 2—INTERIOR OF LAKE BUNTZEN STATION NO. 2

end of the exciter shaft a 300-hp. waterwheel is pro-

vided. The water supply for each exciter waterwheel
is obtained from the pipe line supplying the corre-

sponding main unit.

The floor of the busbar room is at the same elevation

as the generator room and immediately behind it. Two

independent sets of busbars, made up of 6 in. h\ '

| in.

copper laminations, and known as the "main" and "aux-
iliary" busbars, are provided; these busbars are
mounted in concrete cells on either side of the busbar
room. The main busbars are continuous throughout
their length, while the auxiliary busbars are divided

FIG. 3- -LAKE BUNTZEN STATION NO. 2, BRITISH COLUMBIA
ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY

into three sections which may be tied together by means
of oil switches.

The low-tension generator and transformer switches

are situated on a gallery above the busbar room. These
switches are arranged in two rows back to back; one

row is situated immediately above the main busbars,

the other being over the auxiliary busbars. These rows

of switches also contain the bus-tie switches and those

for local service. The current-carrying capacity of the

generator and transformer switches is 3000 amp. The
busbars and low-tension switches are so arranged that

the three generators may be operated as a single unit,

or as two, or as three units, if desired. The direct-cur-

rent switches are mounted on black-slate panels sup-

ported on pipe framework on the main floor of the power
house below the operating gallery.

The transformer room is situated immediately above

the low-tension switchroom. The equipment consists of

four banks of three 3000-kva., single-phase, oil-insu-

lated, water-cooled transformers, which at the present

time step up the voltage from 2200 to the present trans-

mission voltage, 34,600. At an early date the trans-

mission voltage from both of the power houses will,

however, be increased to 60,000.

Switching Equipment

The 60,000-volt switching equipment and the light-

ning arresters are placed in a large room directly above

the generator room. These switches are ten in number
and are divided into two groups of three and one group

of four switches. The first two groups consist of a

transformer switch, a bus switch and a line switch ; the

fourth switch in the third group is provided for con-

necting the fourth transformer bank direct to the high-

tension busbars.

All of the low and high-tension switches are elec-

trically controlled from a switchboard placed on a pro-

jecting gallery at the level of the lew-tension switch-

room about the middle of the back wall of the generator

room. This switchboard consists of a control bench,

above which instrument panels are mounted.

The instrument and bench panels are of black slate,

and all of the indicating instruments with the exception

of the synchroscope are of the horizontal edgewise typo

with dull-black cases. The benchboard is fitted with a
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set of mimic busbars. The control switches are of the

twin-button type fitted with red and green signal lamps.

The control voltage used is 220 volts throughout.

A local service switchboard is provided at one end

of the low-tension switch room, and a thermometer

board is installed on the low-tension switch gallery close

FIG. 4—HIGH-TENSION SWITCHING EQUIPMENT,
COQUITLAM-BUNTZEN DEVELOPMENT

to the benchboard. Twelve recording thermometers are

mounted on the thermometer board, one for each trans-

former. The quantity of water supplied to each trans-

former may be adjusted from this board. Two Tirrill

voltage regulators mounted on pedestals are provided

beside the benchboard on the side remote from the

thermometer board.

Two oil tanks for storing and handling oil for the

transformers, and one tank for switch oil, together with
the necessary pump, filter press, and electric oven, are

provided on the generator-room floor at one end of the

building. Two 50-ton electrically operated cranes, which
traverse the entire length of the generator room, are

provided. A 25-ton electrically operated crane is in-

stalled in the transformer room.
Three circuits leave the building from the back wall

of the high-tension switch room. One of these lines ties

together the two Lake Buntzen power houses ; the other

two circuits are carried on steel towers. These circuits,

together with two circuits from No. 1 power house, feed
the territory of 1600 sq. miles on the mainland within
which the company operates.

Filament Size and Intensity of Projected Beam
In experiments reported by Mr. L. C. Porter, to show

the effect of the size of the light source upon the
resultant beam five lamps were made up, all of the same
candle-power but of varying filament concentrations.
Each lamp was focused in a parabolic reflector 11 in. in

diameter and of 5-in. focal length, and the maximum
beam candle-power measured as follows:

Cp
I..imp Beam

82-cp, 240-volt carbon, regular 268
18-cp, 2!0-volt carbon, stereopticon 555

. 120-volt carbon, stereopticon 1400
82-cp, 40-volt tungsten, special stereopticon 3335
82-cp, 6-volt tungsten, special stereopticon 3600

Mr. Porter emphasizes the importance of accurate
focusing in dealing with concentrated light sources.

Metal parabolic reflectors are well adapted to headlamp

service, lenses being desirable for stereopticon and large

searchlamp work. A larger percentage of the total light

flux can be utilized by the parabolic reflector, and in

general the shorter the focal length the more complete

is the utilization, although this calls for a lamp of small

diameter.

CENTRAL-STATION GAINS
Returns for Twelve Months Show Increases of 5 per Cent in

Both Income and Kilowatt-Hour Output

During the twelve months ended April 30, 1915, the

gross income from sales of electrical energy by the

United States central-station utilities was 5.3 per cent

more than during the previous twelve months and the

kilowatt-hour output was 6.1 per cent greater, accord-

ing to the returns received by the Electrical World.

For the twelve months ended May 31, 1915, the gain in

income was 4.9 per cent and in output it was 5.3 per

cent.

With the end of May ten months of the business unrest

in this country caused by the European war were con-
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1—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT GAIN BY
MONTHS IN PER CENT FOR UNITED STATES

eluded. The extent to which the utilities were affected

is shown in the accompanying data. During the ten

months the gain in income over the corresponding period

one year earlier was 4.2 per cent and in output it was
3.8 per cent. In the first five months, or to Dec. 31,

1914, the gain in income was 4.8 per cent and in output

of kilowatt-hours it was 4.4 per cent. The first five

months of 1915 showed a gain of 3.9 per cent in income

TABLE I—CENTRAL-STATION RETURNS FOR THIRTEEN-MONTH PERIOD

Percent-

age of

Industry
Repre-
sented

Income from the Sale of
Energy K\v-hr. Output

1914 1913

Per
Cent
In-

1914 1913

Per
Cen
In-

crease crease

1914
May.
June.

July..

45
45
50

S14.295.321 $13,099,007

14,073,840 12,996,198

14,086, 822 12,970,325

9.1

8.3
8.5

674,877,591
682,791,096
736,937,860

602,

s

603,122,008
648,720,026

12

13.3

13.3

Aug..
Sept..

Oct..

51

51

59

15,298,226
15,708,695
17,667,912|

14,200,649
14,694,206
17,174,507

7.8
7

2.8

778,109,666
782,450,267
969,817,024

718,274,456
733. 7:. 1. 120

935,249 519

8.2
6.8
3.0

Nov..
Dec
1915
Jan.
Feb
Mar..

65

65

65

63

64

19,777,660
20,978,430

1918

21,682.647
il

18,664, 148

19,260,451
20,281,812

1914

20,697,423
19,023,107
17,529,054

2.7
3.3

4.1

2.0
6.4

156,324

1,074,0$
1915

980,0$
- 17. 221

989,117,179

978

1,043, 157,795
1914

188,039

0.8
3

14
2 2

4 8

April

May.
64

58 15,572,323 14,843,863

4.8
4.9

891,955,964
770.661,444

860,186,967
701.302,431

5.0
10.0

and 3 per cent in output. In March, April and May the

results were much better than was the case in the acute

part of the period referred to.

Returns by Sections

The returns according to geographical sections show
that New England properties have been affected least.

Properties in towns and cities having a population of

over 10,000 have continued to do well, and this is par-
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tifiilarly true of the larger placet. In the very small
towns, however, where generally prosperitj depends to

large extent on one Industry, the results arc lesi

isfactOrjr. In the Atlantic States | he Combined results
have shown gains over the Corresponding periods twelve
months previous, but the rate of the gain lias been re

duced seriously. The kilowatt-hour output is beginning
to slmw better increases, while for the last few months
the gain in Income has been u-tween 2 per cenl and I

per cent Companies in cities of over 100,000 inhabi
tantS and those whose population is between 25,000 and
50,000 have suffered most. In the case of the cities u ith

between 25,000 and 50,000 population, however, the
cause is found mainly in the experience of one large
company, the output of which was curtailed materially
on account of legal requirements.
The gain in income in the Midde West properties has

not been less than 3 per cent; in May it was 8.2 per cent.
The gain in kilowatt-hour output reached a low level of
2.6 per cent, but it advanced to 16.2 per cent in May.
With the exception of cities with between 50,000 and
100,000 population and those of under 10,000 the results
varied little. In communities having a population of
less than 10,000 a decrease was registered in both No-
vember and December, but the gain in May was approxi-
mately 20 per cent.

Since the beginning of the year the returns from the
Far West have been decidedly better. During October
and November decreases were shown, but in May the
results were practically equal to those recorded before
the war. Cities having a population of between 50,000
and 100,000 showed the best results. This was the only
one of the groups that did not register any decrease
in earnings, although in two of the months its output
was 13 per cent less than that of the corresponding
month a year earlier. In the other communities the
results were variable.

Influencing Factors

Other factors besides the European war have in-

fluenced central-station operations. Jitneys, according
to reports from the South, East and West, have made
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FIGS. 2 TO 5—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT
GAIN BY MONTHS IN PER CENT SECTIONALLY

serious inroads on passenger traffic of electric railways,
causing a reduction in the demand upon central stations.

Rate reductions in some cities have reduced earnings.
Some operators, in commenting on the reduction in

income caused by the introduction of gas-filled tungsten
lamps for street lighting, have expressed the opinion

TABLE II—CENTRAL-STATION RETURNS BY SECTIONS OVER A THIRTEEN-MONTH PERIOD
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New England States
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4-8
—i a
"3 g

II

Pacific and Mountain States

ft

1914 1913
a *

P4

1914 1913
s

eu,i—

i

1914 1913
§ a

1914 1913

a S

t £

9

u
»—

<

(" May
June
July

Aug

Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

Jan
Feb
March ...

April

1.
May

55
58
60

61

61

64

67
67

67

67

67
64

64

$1,745,160
1,560,872
1,670,819
1,734,583

1,766,587
1,963,579
2,229,742
2,385,711

1915

2,423,795
2,246,794
2,146,032
2,027,888

1,925,543

$1,609,234
1,442,178
1,530,410
1,607,649

1,647,945
1,889,255
2,115,957
2,218,387

1914

2,271,881
2,134,341
1,999,326
1,903,326

1,786,531

8.4
8.3
9.2
7.5

7.3
4.0
5.6
7.5

6.8
5.4
7.5

6.7

7.9

58
54
54
55

55
67

69
69

69

69
69

69

63

$6,492,767
6,067,780
6,152,169
6,224,896

6,608,221
7,451,220
8,373,772
8,765,275
1915

9,075,335
8,037,878
7,777,126
7,476,108

6,658,796

$5,628,718
5,578,311
5,583,309
5,755,515

6,221,000
7,232,063
8,157,966
8,594,773
1914

8,695,593
7,968,625
7,419,808
7,206,987

6,491,530

14.5

6.0
10 2

8.2

6.1

3.1
2.7
2.2

4.4
0.9
5.2
3.8

2.6

43

52
52
57

57
57
57
57

57
55
55
57

43

$3,200,553
3,914,836
3,802,126
4,389,696

4,704,780
5,105,810
5,408,672
5,992,542
1915

5,827,997
5,296,786
4,885,384
4,978,937

3,615,366

$2,841,685
3,459,497
3,307,719
4,051,678

4,368,251
4,783,847
5,158,981
5,654,740
1914

5,525,579
5,148,439
4,465,728
4,750,452

3,224,735

12.7
13.2

15.0
8.4

7.9
6.8
4.8
5.9

5.4
3.0
9.5
4.8

8.2

57 $1,525,729
67

j 1,894,887
72

i 2,212,827
75 2,386,677

75 2,487,513
85 3,146,160
88 3,503,499
88 3,834,902

1915
88 3,960,608
85 3,576,432
88

| 3,605,893
88 3,475,740

88 3,368,704

$1, -126,885

1,791,918
2,068,249
2,282,061

2,398,176
3,157,689
3,574,086
3,813,912
1914

3,917,371
3,534,864
3,412,842
3,366,830

3,220,255

7.0
5.8

6 8

4 6

3.7
0.3*
2.0»

0.3

1.0

1.2

5.8
3.2

4.6

O
H
D
O

<

K
X

£
M

ii

'May
June
July

Aug

Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

Jan
Feb
March ....

April

i. May

55
58
60
61

61

64

67

67

67
67

67

64

64

52,752,247
53,463,013
54,074,533
55,801,224

55,525,272
67,520,070
69,480,163
78,510,793

1915

72,550,608
66,600,132
72,121,319
66,013,918

65,516,997

50,779,103
48,049,756
49,255,893
52,913,483

53,267,877
65,068,938
66,988,456
71,990,132

1914
69,317,803
61,515,979
65,343,335
60,319,014

58,006,215

3.9
111
9.8
5.4

4.3
3.8
3.8
7.8

4.7
8.3
10.5
9.5

13.0

58
54
54
55

55
67

69
69

69

69
69

69

63

259,098,542
244,936,886
263,580,290
264,717,319

270,974,533
358,458,539
361,364,405
401,623,514

1915

374,972,536
312,443,505
346,341,496
319,105,298

297,525,619

238,733,320
221,315,464
235,068,939
237,984,895

252,648,550
351,362,247
364, 155,759
396.251,867

1914

373,336,906
305,307,260
335,506,420
310,403,848

276,244,731

8.4
10.8
11.8
11.2

7.3
2.1
0.7*

1.2

0.7
2.4
3.3
2.8

7.7

43
52
52
57

57
57
57

57

57
55
55
57

43

202,611,026
217,920,183
217,928,950
267,501,400

260,705,339
295,490,712
290,681,750
315,027,232

1915

272,623,760
238,938,034
257,136,231
257,034,910

148,868,273

162,363,929
182,406,207
188,569,581
226,276,638

237,832,934
266,827,567
269,220,528
291,511,670

1914

258,572,903
232,520,476
235,656,647
236,762,303

128,058,629

24.8
19.4

15.6
9.4

9.7
10.5

8.0
8.0

5.5
2.7
9.2
8.5

16.2

57
67
72
75

75

85

88
88

88
85
88
88

88

144,839,552
155,326,455
183,160,015
193,216,699

190,979,705
245,966,868
255,651,947
278,922,004

1915

252,531,483
229,865,568
255,529,704
246,287,981

254,382,182

129,357,915
141,836,377
169,718,387
185,330,705

185,090,658
252,047,828
269,467,354
283,704,076

1914

256,198,272
229,185,967
253,423,951
239,661,364

235,913,688
i

11.9

9.6
7.9
4.2

3.2
2.4*

5.1*
1.6*

1.4*

0.3

1.0
2.8

7.9

"Decrease
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that the better illumination afforded will help to build

up other loads. Such accidents as fires and strikes were

mentioned by two companies as reasons for decreases.

TABLK m—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCEEAfiE IN" INCOME and KILOWATT

HOI K OUTPUT FOR UNITED STATES—CITIES GROUPED ACCORDING TO
SIZE

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April M:i\

IV "Ml
8.0 4.2 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.0 8.0 3.8 4 1

8.2 4.7 4.7 4.9 8.8 3.7 6 9 5.1 6.8

I 2 1.2 0.5 3 3 2.4 2.5 5 2 6 6 5.4

10 15.1 4.8 I 8 5.8 6 B 5 3 7 11

ip 6 .

.

9.1 3.5 1.5 3.2 I B 0.9 1.8* 1 g 5.2

5.5 3.2 0.5 3.1 3.9 2.8 5.7 5.4 7.5

14.0 5.2 4.2 3.0 4.3 5.7 7.9 11 2 16.3

2.7 4.6* 7.2* 6.8 1.2 3 9' 3.6' 1.2* 6.0

9.5 6.3 5.7 9.2 9.0 5 5 3.2 3.3 30.9

(Inn; 4 2.9 2.6* 1.8 7.5 15.0 7.0 5.8 15.6

•Decrease.

From all sections the reports show increased earn-

ings and output due to the more stable condition of

industrial activity. Central-station managers generally

TABLE IV-PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-

HOUH "1 TFl T FOR NEW ENGLAND STATES—CITIES GROUPED ACCORD-
ING TO SIZE

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May

ME:
Group 1 5.8 5.0 6.1 7.9 7 1 5.7 6.8 6.3 9.4

Group 2 6.3 2.3 2.3 5.5 6.2 4.1 9 4.1 8.0

Group 3.. .

.

7.0 6.1 9.7 11 4 7 5 0.7 7.8 20.6 9.2

Group 4 . . .

.

3.9 5.8 9.0 8.2 8.9 9 4 6.5 8.4 6.2

Group 5 . . .

.

17.8 8.0 3.9 5.5 2.1* 19 14.7* 0.4* 1.0*

OUTPUT:
Grow 2.0 4.2 6.9 12.5 6.3 11 1 12.0 12.7 16

Group 2.. . 12.0 1.0 15* 5.9 5 4 6 4 12.3 12.3 21.5

Group 3 . .

.

7.4* 6.6 7.5 11.0 1.2 3.6* 0.3* 3.2 4

Group t 15.0 14.2 4.2 12.5 10.9* 9 4 12.5 11 .5 6

Group 5 9.7* 8.1* 8.3* 4.1 9.0* 6.1 29.8* 25 2* 13.5*

•Decrease.

predict improvement in earnings as a result of new
motor loads and the gradual betterment of business.

The reasons assigned for gains are war orders in New

TABLE V-PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT
lOUH OUTPUT FOR ATLANTIC STATES—CITIES GROUPED ACCORDING

TO SIZE

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May

l\< OME:
Group 1 7.8 6 2 3 1.6 13 1.3 4 7 1.6 18
Croup 2 . 6.1 7.1 2.7 3.9 6 4.2 7.1 5.6 7.2
Group 3 7 9 14 0.3* 4 3 3 3.6 3.8 4 1 1.8
Group 4 . .

.

8.3 6.8 4.8 7 9 4 9 10.1 6.8 3 6.1

Group i 10.0 10 2 13.5 11 2 9.0 t t 15.2 19 6

1

1 T:

Group 1 7 1 4 6 3 2 1 7 3.0 (i 1 4.8 8 2

Group 2 . . 15.6 10 3 5.0 4 3 3.1 7.0 it 7 7.6 10 4

Uriiup 3 16.4 6.0* 8.5* 7 7' 7.4 2.7* 8 5* 4 i« 3 2

Qroup 4 2 2 3.8 6.2 7.8 6 3 10.2 2 1 23 3
Group 5 . .

.

26.8 46 5 57.5 11 1 13 6 t t 57 2 71 .1

'rase.

ulta omitted owing to insufficient returns.

England, mining and general industrial betterment due
partly to war orders in the Middle West, the Exposition
and crops in the Far West, and generally better con-
ditions in the South. One company in New England
reported that much of its gain arose from the opening
of a summer seaside resort at an earlier date than
usual. More people are patronizing American resorts
this summer, and the manager of this company pre-

dicted a successful and long season for companies sup-
plying such places.

The accompanying curves show graphically the per-

centages of growth given in Tables I and II. The
groups in the remaining tables refer to companies oper-

ating in cities of different size. Group I refers to com-

TABLE VI PERCENTAGE RATE 01 INCREASE IN INCOME IND Kll.ou \i i-

HOUR OUTPUT FOB CENTRAL STATES Mill.- GROUPED ACCORDH
TO SIZE

Nov. Dec. Jan. Man b April May

INCOME:
Croup 1 7 7 7 4 7 6.1 3.5 10.1 7 3 9 9

Group 2 . . . 9 5 4 7 7 5 4 3 1 4 5 9 3 7 4 2

Group 3 . . .

.

0.0 4 1 ii 7 6 2 1 6 2 11 3 10 4 11

Group 4 . 11 .3 B 1 4 3 8 4 3 e 6 8.3 7.2 8 2

Group 6 (i 5 1 8 0.5* 1.5* 3 7 7.7 7.6 19 9

OUTPUT:
Group 1 . . .

.

5 7 6.3 2.4 4 2 9.0 4.7 7.7 6 8 6 4

Group 2 21 11 2 14 8 12 4 4.8 1 .' 8 12 4 15 6

Group 3 4 4 5 ii Ii 12 4 8.2 6.2 14 7 13 1

Group 4 11 7 7 B s 3 13 3 Ki (i 12 8 B l 10.3

Group I 21.0 5.0 4.9 13.0 18 7 13 5 39.7 28.8

panies in cities having a population of over 100,000;

group 2, to those in cities having a population of be-

tween 50,000 and 100,000; group 3, between 25,000 and

TABLE VII—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT
HOUR OUTPUT FOR PACIFIC AND MOUNTAIN STATES—CITIES GROUPED

ACCORDING TO SIZE

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May

INCOME:
Group 1 . . .

.

7.5 3* 2.4* 6* 10* 0.4 8.1 4.0 3.1

Group 2 13.1 2.0 11 10 4.9 8.0 7.5 9 4 12 7

Group 3 3.8 1.7* 3.5* 1.0 0.6 2.6* 1.0* 0.3* 3 4

Group 4 17.7 2 9* 14 6.5 6.2 6 2.6* 3 s* 8.7

Group 5 4 4 1 3.1* 2.5* 1.8 2.0* 3.5* 4.8* i i*

OUTPUT:
Group 1 2.3 1.6* 2.1* 1.5 0.5* 2.5 4.5 2.3

Group 2. . .

.

4 5* 13.0* 7.7* 13 0* 7.2* 13 5 3.0 11.8 19

Group 3. . .

.

2.7 7.3* 14 1* 14.2* 13.5* 11 5* 4.0* 3 5* 3.8

Group 4 12.0 7.1 4 4 3.7 9.5 0.6* 9.5* 4 7* 87.0

Group 5 7.2* 1.1 2.9* 1.0 4.1 9.9 18.0 25.5* 18.3

•Decrease.

50,000; group 4, between 10,000 and 25,000, and group

5, between 5000 and 10,000.

Columbus Municipal Plant Earns Profits

Messrs. Nau, Rusk & Swearington, accountants,

Cleveland, Ohio, filed a report of their investigation of

the affairs of the municipal light plant at Columbus,
Ohio, with Mayor Karb on July 15. In arriving at the

valuation it is claimed that every item included in the

case of a private concern was considered. Rent for land

occupied, taxes, water used, pro rata share of city ad-

ministration expense, etc., were all taken into account

as expenses, in addition to depreciation and the legal rate

of interest on all indebtedness.

The total of the debit account is $1,301,078.56.

Against this the plant is credited with the service fur-

nished the city at the rate paid when the city purchased

part of its energy or the cost in other cities since

Columbus has been supplying its own service. To this

amount was added the actual revenues from the sale of

energy. The value of the service furnished the city

from 1899 to Jan. 1, 1915, is estimated at $1,528,246.77,

and since 1911 the receipts from commercial service

have been about $45,000 a year. The report declares

that the plant shows earnings of $213,326.

On the same day the Franklin County Court of Ap-
peals sustained the decision of Judge Bigger of the

Common Pleas Court, rendered some time ago, to the

effect that the plant may sell its service below actual

cost of production to secure customers.
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Ornamental Street-Lighting Systems Compared
Relative Advantage! of the Single Unil and the Clutter Analyzed from the

Architectural and the Engineering Viewpoint

I'.v II. E. IWaiian and II. Iv i:i mm:

COMPARISONS of ornamental street-lighting sys-

tems must include an analysis of both the archi-

tectural, or esthetic, and the engineering features.

One attempting to reach definite conclusions in a sub-

ject such as this will find his progress handicapped by
the lack of definite standards by which to measure the
various factors entering into the problem. The most
one can do is to establish facts and thus make available

information which will enable him to draw his own con-
clusions, attributing, in his opinion, the proper credit

furnish the same design of standard, but it does not

follow that they would condemn the design of a col-

league. This leads one to believe that there must be
some general rules which should he followed in order

to satisfy architecturally the conditions of the prob-
lem. An effort to determine whether the single-light

standard or cluster standard best meets the general
conditions for ornamental street lighting has shown
the single-light standard to be the favorite. It is

claimed that the cluster adds too large a structure to

Form 4 Novalux ornamental unit
Auto - transformer lupe. Fine texture
Alba 6lobe No. 39 and 600 c.p. Series
lamp'
Height ofunits 15 Ft. above street

ILLUMINATION
CMC. ONLINE

WATT PER
LINEAR FT.

AVE.
F-C'

MAX.
F-C

HIM.
F-C «*"<>%$.

A - A 6.46 Q 23 0.36 0.13 0.36

B - B 6.46 0.077 0.080 0.075 0.94

c- C 6.46 0.146 0.191 0.077 0.40

D -D 6.46 '0.33/ 0.6I5 0.128 0.21

.
v///////y/////

->k-J2'Q-*

FIG. 1—GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF INTENSITY OF ILLUMINATION ON STREET AND BUILDING SURFACES WITH
SINGLE-LAMP STANDARDS

to these different factors. Other considerations demand
the attention of the designer of an ornamental street-

lighting system, such as the appropriation available for

the work and the general character of the street—that

is, the nature of the business establishments or resi-

dences bordering upon it, whether the street is used
for commercial traffic or as a pleasure drive, whether
it has shade trees, its width, etc. The degree to which
these factors deserve consideration depends largely on
local conditions, and no attempt will be made to discuss

them here, as no purpose would be served except the ex-

pression of the authors' personal opinions.

The strictly architectural phase of the question also

may be said to be to a great extent a matter of per-

sonal choice. No two designers would be likely to

Illuminating Engineering Laboratory, General Electric Com-
pany.

the street, proving to be an obstruction and unsightly

object; that the maintenance and initial cost of instal-

lation is high, and that outages have a very much more
disturbing influence on the system as an ornamental
whole, a partly illuminated standard being much more
objectionable and noticeable than one entirely dark.

In addition to eliminating the disadvantages of the

cluster system the single-lamp standard presents a

more dignified ornament, adding to rather than de-

tracting from the general appearance of the street

under both day and night conditions. Leaving the

question of esthetics to be argued pro and con by those

most qualified to do so, the engineering side of the

question demands attention.

Engineering has to deal with the physical phases of

the problem, which is capable of very accurate repre-

sentation, and yet one finds among the profession an
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inability to agree as to what should and should not be.

In investigating this branch of street lighting the au-

thors have confined their consideration to the distri-

bution of light, comparing equipments typical of the

cluster and single-light systems. In arranging the

charts, they have assumed that it is the purpose of

an ornamental street-lighting system to distribute light

on street, sidewalk and building facades. As a meas-

sists of four 100-cp lamps inclosed in 9-in. "Alba" balls,

pendent, and one 100-cp series lamp inclosed in a 13-in.

"Alba" ball and mounted upright.

An examination of the table of Fig. 5 will show the

relative values of the illumination from the two systems.
Fig. 5 shows the comparative distribution of candle-

power in the vertical plane through the center of both

the single-lamp and the cluster unit. From these

5 - Lamp Post
S 100 c.p Series Lamps
4 Pendent in 9 in. Alba Balls and I

upright in 13 in. Alba Ball
Height of Units 15 ft. above Street

UUtllNATION
CALC. ONLINE

WATTS PER
UHEAR FT.

AVE.
F-C

MAX.
FC

11IN.
F-C RATIO

"'"
HAX

A - A 1.10 0200 033 0.10 0.30
B- B 7.10 0.068 0.069 006 0.96

c -c 7.10 0.105 155 0057 0.42

DD 7.10 0.427 1 14 0.10 0.086

<-/2'-0"*k 60-0"- 12-0- H

FIG. 2—INTENSITIES ON STREET AND BUILDING SURFACES WITH CLUSTER LIGHTING UNITS

ure of how successfully these conditions are fulfilled,

the illumination has been calculated along the following

lines, as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2: Line AA, indicat-

ing the minimum illumination on surface of street.

Line BB, indicating the minimum illumination on build-

ing facade. Line CC, indicating illumination on corn-

ice of building 70 ft. above the plane of street. Line
DD, indicating illumination along center of sidewalk.

The unit selected as representative of the single-

light standard is the 6.6-amp auto-transformer type.

TABLE I—VALUES ACTUALLY USED

Watts per
Linear
Foot

Average
Foot-

Minimum
Foot-

CANDLKS

Maximum
Foot-

candles
MlMMIM -
Maximum

Line

Cluster Single Cluster Single ' Cluster Sinclc Cluster Single Cluster Single

.4.4. 7.10 6.46 0.200 0.230 0.100 0.130 0.330 0.360 0.300 0.360

BB... 7.10 6.46 0.068 0.077 0.066 0.075 0.069 0.080 0.960 0.940

CC... 7.10 6.46 0.105 0.14C 0.057 0.077 0.135 0.191 0.420 0.400

DD.. 7.10 6.46 0.427 0.331 0.100
;

0.128 1.140 0.615 0.088 0.210

600-cp series lamp in a "Form 4 Novalux" ornamental
unit with fine texture "Alba" globe. This unit is shown
in Fig. 3.

The unit selected as representative of the cluster

standard is the general form shown in Fig. 4, and con-

curves it will be observed that the downward lumens
(those effective in lighting the street) are the same
in the two units, but the upward lumens (effective in

lighting the building facades) are greater in the single-

•»

FIGS. 3 AND 4—TYPICAL SINGLE-LAMP AND CLUSTER
ORNAMENTAL LIGHTING STANDARDS
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lamp units. It i v i i i»t:i 1 1 \ conceded llial the most Suc-

cessful ornamental street lighting s\ st nil is OM that

illuminates the bllildi&g facades and emphasizes the

sky I mi" nt" the buildings, Of course, greater quantity

Of lighl flux COUld be turned upward from the cluster

system by placing tin- lamps all upward, hut the archl

tectural appearance of the cluster is generally consid-

ru'.n i VALUEI ON BASIS OF UNIFORM CONSUMPTION

1 1X1 0.0140 100

/(/.'
. i 00 1 mi 0.0118 0.0008 0.000 (i 840

1 (III 1 on 0.0149 i mi 0.0119 0.0101 400

DD.. 1 on 1 HO in n 0.0S10 o.oi 1 1 0.0188 0.1610 0.0960 oss o 210

Tin- values hi Table i on tin- baala of i watt per linear i"<>i

of stun an shown m Table ii. i 'in . p lamp operated al a
in- consumption of 0.71 watt per horizontal cp Terminal

71. 600-cp lamp operated at a specific consumption ol
watt per horlsontal cp. Terminal watts, Including loss in the
auto-transformer, 'i'l'i.

ered so inferior to the single-lamp standard that for

building emphasis the latter is usually adopted.

The efficiency of the single-lamp standard as a whole,

of course, would be necessarily higher for the reason

that in the single-lamp standard a larger lamp, and

COMPARMIVE DISTRIBUTION CURVE

A - 600 cp. Series Lamp in No. 39 Alba Globe
B - Five IOO cp. Series Lamp in Alba Balls

LAMP
A 8

CLEAR CLEAR
VOLTS SO.Z 53.8

:RES 6.6-20 6.6

WATTS 323 355
MEAN HEMISPHERICAL CP 351 356
WATTS PER MEAIi HEMISPHERICAL CP 0.91 1.00
DOWNWARD LUMENS 2240 2240
DOWNWARD LUMENS PER WATT 6.9 i 6.3 1

MEAN SPHERICAL CP 352 308
WATTS PERMEAN SPHERICAL CP 0.92 1.15
TOTAL LUMENS 4410 3870
TOTAL LUMENS PER WATT 13.6 10.9
PERCENT TOTAL LUMENS

PHOTOMETRIC TEST
AVERAGE APPARENT CAMDLE- POWER INAVERTICAL PLANE

jH^'zOo] STO 40O ft

ujo
z y-

o,
LUMENS

A B
10 // 25.2

CO 48 103
}Q 124 264
40 211 493
SO 520 182
60 655 1120
70 1215 1500

30 1142 I860
90 2240 2240

a d
b e

\/\ 7\ 7

—

4~ s< o_Jl—^\ S\ /\/ c f

FIG. 5—COMPARATIVE CANDLE-POWER DISTRIBUTION
CURVES

hence a more efficient one, may be employed than in the
cluster of relatively smaller units. The efficiency of the

cluster system also suffers through the interference of

globes and pole and the consequent absorption of light.

The Office-Boy Problem in the Large Company
One large central-station company formerly employed

in its general office a large force of boys to carry inter-

departmental communications when summoned by means
of a buzzer signal system. Having discarded the buzzer

system, discharged more than half of the boys and put

the remaining boys on regular routes through the

office, the company now finds that its inter-departmental

communication is increased in reliability and that the

office-boy pay-roll is appreciably reduced.

I lie Kecei\ ing-Knd Impedance of a Conducting

Line Loaded al Both Muds

Bl A. E. Kknnki.i.y

h a uniform conducting line BC I
Ki> r

. i
l ha a t < >t n.1

conductor resistance of R ohms and a total dielectric

leakance of G mhos to ground, <>r to zero potential if a

pair Of looped lines are usvi\, then it is well known that

the line will possess, or subtend, a hyperbolic angle*

\ GR hyperbolic radians / (1)

and will offer, at and beyond any point, a characteristic

resistance to ground of

Z9 = y/R/G~ ohmsZ (2)

In equations (1) and (2), as well as in those which fol-

low, the quantities involved are "real" so long as con-

tinuous currents and emfs. are employed. In dealing,

however', with impressed alternating currents in the

steady state, the same formulas apply, but are inter-

preted vectorially, the quantities being all complex.

Thus R, instead of being a simple ohmic resistance, be-

comes a conductor impedance varying with the impressed
frequency; while G, instead of being a simple mhoic
conductance, becomes a dielectric admittance, also vary-

ing with the frequency. We may, therefore, continue to

discuss continuous-current cases, with the understand-
ing that the formulas include alternating-current cases.

If the line BC is grounded, or shorted, at the receiv-

ing end C (Fig. 1) and is connected at the sending end

to an emf. Eb volts, then the current Ic which will flow

steadily to ground through the receiving end C is:

Ic = =4-r- amp. Z (3)
z smh

so that the receiving-end impedance of any single uni-

form line without terminal loads is

Zi = z sinh 6 ohms Z (4)

Thus, if the line has a total conductor resistance R of

4000 ohms, and a total leakance G = 10~3 mho, 8 = 2

hyps, and z = 2000 ohms. Consequently the receiving-

end impedance is Zi = 2000 . sinh 2 = 2000 X 3.6269

= 7253.8 ohms.
If, now, the line, instead of being directly grounded at

C, is connected there to ground through a terminal re-

sistance z r ohms, as in Fig. 2, then it is known that this

load, when connected to the line, subtends an angle 8'

hyps, determined by the relation:

tanh 6' = numeric Z (5)

The position-angle o c at C is now increased by the

presence of the load from to 8' hyps ; while the position-

angle at B, or any intermediate point, is similarly in-

creased by 6'. Thus, S 6 = 6 -f-
6' hyps, as shown in Fig.

2. The receiving-end impedance is then known to be:

Z'i = z sinh 6 + zr cosh 6 ohms Z (6)

sinh(8 + 6')

cosh 6'
ohms Z (7)

In any alternating-current case (7) is much easier to

deal with arithmetically than (6), being adapted to

logarithmic treatment, or, for most practical purposes,

to slide-rule treatment.

Thus, in the case of the line already considered, if

z r = 500 ohms, 6' = 0.2554, 8 + 6' = 2.2554, sinh 2.2554

, „, 2000X4.7171= 4.7171, cosh 6' = 1.0328, and Z' x = f^28~~
= 9135 ohms. With E b = 100 volts, Ic = 0.01095 amp.

If, now, an impedance z 8 is inserted at the sending

1 "The Application of Hyperbolic Functions to Electrical Engi-
neering Problems," by A. E. Kennelly. London : University Press,

Chapter II.
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end of the line (Fig. 3), between this terminal B and the /
impressed emf., Ea at A, the impedance of the line at 285 -5

|

45 ° ohms
- Then V tanh ' (

and beyond B is

Rgb = z tanh (0 + 0') ohms Z (9)

so that the total impedance at A of the line and sending-

end load z 8 is

Rga = z 8 + z„ tanh (0 + 6') ohms Z (10)

188

76.4 86 .56

)285.5 15

tanh"
1

(2.719 |131°.55) and by chart' this is 0' - 0.28

£1

FIG. 1—SIMPLE UNIFORM LINE WITHOUT TERMINAL LOAD

1.871 -hj 1.168

(-)

Z.= 265. 5 \4S°

HCD E
—AVfcWW^

Zr

77b.+/86°5S

FIG. 3- -SIMPLE UNIFORM LINE WITH RECEIVING AND
SENDING TERMINAL LOADS

whence

Eb — Ea

and

1 c — fTT —

z tanh (6 + 0')

z„ + z tanh (0 + 0')

Ea z tanh (0 + 0')

volts Z (11)

Z'i [«* + z tanh (0 + 0') ]z„ sinh (0 + 0')

amp. Z (12)

Equations (11) and (12), or equivalents, have usually

been employed in the case of a line loaded at both ends.

But a much simpler formula may be used; because (12)
will be found to reduce to

I"c = Ea

where

cosh 0' cosh 0"

z sinh (0 + 0' + 0")

tanh 6" = —
z„

amp. Z (13)

numeric Z (14)

Or, the receiving-end impedance of a line with two
terminal loads is

sinh (0 + 0' + 0")
Z"x = z„

cosh 0'
. cosh 0'

ohms Z (15)

a formula conveniently adapted to either slide-rule or

logarithmic computation.
Thus, if z s is 200 ohms, in the case already con-

sidered, 0" = tanh J

0.1 = 0.1003, cosh V = 1.0053,

(6 + 0' + 0") = 2.3557, and Z"i = 10,066 ohms.
As an actual alternating-current instance, for the data

of which the writer is indebted to Prof. Carl Kinsley, a
line subtends an angle of = 1.871 + ;'1.835 hyps

9=2
CD 50°

Z„ = 2000
-WWJWVWi

Zr

FIG. 2—SIMPLE UNIFORM LINE WITH RECEIVING TERMINAL
LOAD

= 1.871 -f ;'1.168, the underscored imaginary being ex-

pressed in quadrants, or radians X 1.5708. The line is

shorted at the receiving end through 776.4 186°.55 ohms,
and there is a sending-end load of 71.8 ~|82°.8 ohms.
The characteristic impedance of the unloaded line is

- /0.820, as indicated in Fig. 3

'71.8 182

Similarly 0" = tanh '

/71.8 |82°.8\

\285.5 145° /<285.5 |45
c

/0.128,

tanh" (0.2515 !127°.8) = 0.149

also by chart. Consequently, + 0' + 6"

= 1.492 + /2.116 . From the charts we find sinh (1.492

+ ;2.116) = 2.118 ^68°A cosh 0' == 0.363W7
^, and

cosh 0" = 0.9912

2. 118 1168°,5, cosh 0' = 0.363 \ZT

The receiving-end impedance of|1°.75.

the line with both terminal loads is, therefore, by (15),

Z"i = 285.5 145° X
2.118 168°.5

= 1680
0.363 |37°.8X 0.9912 |1°.75

|173°.95 ohms. With an impressed emf. of 100 volts at
A, of standard phase, the current received at E would
be 0.0595 |173°.95 amp.

Finally, in the case of a composite line with a plural-
ity of component sections, each having its own charac-
teristic angle and impedance, as indicated in Fig. 4, the
receiving-end impedance, with a load at the receiving
end only, is known to be

cosh Sd cosh Zf cosh
Z'i = z. sinh oij ohmsZ (16)

cosh Sc cosh 3 ( cosh o^,

If now a load zs be added at the sending end, as in Fig.

= — ; then
z.

4, and tanh 0'

sinh (8 6 + 0") cosh o rf cosh Z f cosh
Z"i = z

x cosh 0' cosh oc cosh 6 C cosh o„

. ohmsZ (17)
Formula (17) bears the same relation to (16) as (15)
does to (7), and if in (17) we make z, = z

2
= z

3
= z„,

or reduce the composite line to a simple line, (17) be-
comes identical with (15).

os

'c+b

f.3 cicvi 2.0

Gl '——^—^—^^ liWl M1WV|
Z, = 2500 "' Z2 = 2000u Z3 = lOOO" Zr

100

H

FIG. 4—COMPOSITE LINE OF THREE SECTIONS
RECEIVING AND SENDING TERMINAL LOADS

WITH

In the case presented in Fig. 4, when an emf. is im-
pressed at A, the current is constant from A to B and
again from G to //. Between B and (*', in each section,

the current at any point is directly proportional to the

* "Chart Atlas of Complex Hyperbolic and Circular Functions,"
\<\ A E Kennellj Harvard university P
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eosh of tin' position angle of the point. The voltage falls

steadily bj ohm's law from i to /•'. and again from

G to //. Between B and a In each section the voltage at

am point is directly proportional to the sinh of the

position angle of Urn point.

With 8 0.5, ft, L6, 8 2.0 2600», z, =
2000 . i i" 1""

. LOO and 0! 200 . the position

angles of the Bection junctions are shown in Fig. 4. We
then have 8" 0.08017 hyp. and '//', 52,890 ohms.

Summary.- A new formula is presented for the re-

ceiving-end impedance of either a simple or s composite

line, when loaded at each end, which is nearly as easy to

deal with arithmetically as the formula already known
for the case of a receiving-end load only.

To Urge Government Control of Telephone and

Telegraph Lines

The International Typographical Union, which has

been endeavoring since 1893 to have the United States

government take over all telephone and telegraph lines,

now plans, it is learned in Washington, to take addi-

tional steps in that direction at its convention in Los
Angeles in August. A committee of the union, consist-

ing of Mr. John B. Dickman, chairman, Mr. Samuel H.
Bell, secretary, and Mr. William N. Brockwell, all of

Washington, will bring in a report in favor of the gov-

ernmental project. Incidentally, it is learned in Wash-
ington that Postmaster-General Burleson intends to

renew his recommendations of previous years in favor

of governmental control, and that the bill of Representa-

tive Lewis of Maryland providing for governmental

control, which died in the last Congress, is to be re-

offered at the next session.

Portable Radio Equipment of the United States

Army
The Signal Corps of the United States Army has com-

pleted two types of portable radiotelegraphic apparatus,

one employing a 1-kw. alternating-current generator of

the high-frequency type and the other a 2-kw. generator.

These outfits are now being used throughout the country

in tests and practice.

A commercial type of %-ton truck chassis has been

built to carry the portable wireless sets. By means of a

special lever the electrical equipment can be thrown
into gear with the automobile engine.

A portable switchboard is installed back of the driv-

er's Beat, "ii which is placed the apparatus lor reguUfl
ml controlling the radio equipment. On top of the

body arc mast-hoisting shears which are folded duwi

during transportation. An electric signal lamp is als<

carried on the wagon top. It has a powerful beam Sfl

ERECTING AN 80-FT. MAST COMPLETE FOR RADIO OPERATIOl
IN FIVE MINUTES

may be used for signaling either directly or by wig
wagging.
The weight of the complete radio set, loaded, is abou

5000 lb., which is practically the same as that of j

loaded escort wagon. It is light enough to follow thi

divisional headquarters under ordinary conditions, an<

for that reason is designed to take its place as the whee
radio equipment for the Signal Corps divisional organi

zation.

One of our illustrations shows this radio tractor witl

complete crew, consisting of two chauffeurs, two radi<

operators, two messengers and one non-commissione<

officer in charge. This crew is able to put up the 80-ft

mast supporting the umbrella-type antenna in abou
five minutes. This view shows the mast sections at

tached to the side of the car for transportation and th<

mast-hoisting shears folded down.
Under favorable conditions this set can communicat<

with a receiver at a distance of 150 miles, and it is

believed that it can be depended upon, under ordinary

conditions, for 100 miles.

U. S. ARMY RADIO TRACTOR AND ITS CREW RECEIVING A WIRELESS MESSAGE IN THE FIELD
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DIGEST OF ELECTRICAL LITERATURE
Generators, Motors and Transformers

Circle Diagram of the Induction Motor.—G. H. Eard-
:y-\\'ilmot.—An illustrated article in which the prac-

:al construction and use of the circle diagram is given,

distinct from the more theoretical treatment often

and in text-books.—London Electrician, July 2, 1915.

Flashing of Railway Motors.—R. E. Hellmund.—An
udysis of the causes of the flashing between brushes

id from brushes to ground in railway motors. To pre-

nt flashing it is necessary, first, to avoid the forma-

>n of an arc on the brushes, and second, to keep the

•ltage between the commutator segments so small that

i arc cannot be maintained between them. The first

eans to avoid the formation of an arc on the brushes

to improve the commutation by means of interpoles,

it while this helps greatly the author shows that inter-

nes cannot prevent flashing completely. It is, there-

re, necessary to resort to the second means, namely, to

sign the motor so that there is not much voltage

tween the segments after they leave the brushes to

aintain the arc when it has been established. It is

ident that a large number of commutator bars be-

•een brushes, and a correspondingly small number of

rns between segments, will not only reduce the rota-

>nal voltage between segments, but also the inductive

ltage caused by changes in the main flux. It is, there-

re, as a rule, possible practically to eliminate flashing

the use of a sufficiently large number of commutator
ts. However, an increase in the number of commu-
tor bars is not always productive of results. Excessive
dd distortion leading to a large maximum voltage

tween commutator segments can be avoided by mak-
g the main field comparatively strong, and designing
e armature for a comparatively small number of con-

ictors, so as to keep the armature field weak; it is

rther possible to avoid the large current rushes by
ving the motor much self-induction. Other improve-
ents may be obtained by properly designing other
tails of the motor. The whole subject is discussed
ith the aid of diagrams. Finally, two conditions of

ieration are mentioned under which almost any ra-

>nal motor design is liable to flash. The first is that
otors are at times subjected to very high overvoltages.
le second is the practice of throwing the reverse
indie of a four-motor equipment car while it is run-
ng at a fairly high speed, commonly known as bucking
e motors. This practice should not be tolerated except
•ssibly in order to avoid accidents.

—

Elec. Journal,
ily, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Photometry of Lights of Different Colors.—Irwin G.
uest.—An abstract of an American Physical Society
iper. The proposed method is shown in Fig. 1. L s

id L are respectively the standard and the unknown
nip. L c is the comparison lamp. L c and L., should
1 of the same color. S, and S., are opal glass screens.
B is a Lummer-Brodhun cube. is the ocular focused
i L-B, A7 is a fixed nicol prism, Q is a right-handed
lartz plate cut perpendicular to the optic axis and
aced with its optic axis coincident with the line of
?ht, ZZ. It is mounted s.o as to be readily removable
om and replaceable in the path of the light. The best
ickness of Q is to be determined by trial. N' is a
col prism which can be rotated about the axis ZZ.
is a divided circle by means of which the rotation of
can be measured. The procedure of making a meas-

•ement is as follows: Q is replaced by a colorless
>mogeneous and isotropic glass plate of about the same

refractive index. N' is set at 90 deg. from its previously

determined position for total extinction. L» and L c are
balanced by sliding L„ along XX. L c having been set at

a convenient standard position, L„ is replaced by L T and
() is replaced in the path ZZ. By sliding L, and at the

O.

Us.

£,"1-,

FIG. 1—PHOTOMETRIC METHOD WITH LAMPS OF DIFFERENT
COLORS

same time turning N', a complete match of both color

and brightness is obtained. A method of computing the

candle-power of Lx is suggested.

—

Phys. Review, Julv,

1915.

Tungsten Filaments.—A note on a recent British
patent (No. 13,076, 1914) of the British Thomson-
Houston Company and the General Electric Company of

this country for a method of rendering drawn tungsten
wire capable of taking a permanent set without heat-

ing, which consists in heating the wire after drawing
in an oxidizing atmosphere, and then heating the oxi-

dized wire in an evacuated chamber or in nitrogen or
hydrogen with or without water vapor.—London Elec.

Eng'ing, July 1, 1915.

Traction

Electric Vehicle.—An editorial on the present status

of the electric vehicle. The user's point of view is first

considered and some figures of cost are given from
Ayton's recent report to the (British) Municipal Elec-

trical Association. An electric vehicle of the type of a
light delivery van, or its equivalent, requires about 0.5

kw.hr. per mile, including battery losses; thus, with
energy at 2 cents per kw.-hr., this amounts to about 1

cent per mile. The firm of Liberty has obtained the

figure of 0.8 cent, as against 3 cents per mile for petrol.

A. C. Cramb gives as the result of his experience in

Croydon a total of 11.57 cents per mile, including de-

preciation and other charges, and assuming a mileage
of 5000 miles per year. As to the viewpoint of the elec-

trical engineer, it is pointed out that he needs to be

converted even more than the layman in view of the

difficulty to obtain a reasonable tariff for the charging
of electric cars from some British stations. "Some sta-

tions have gone so far as to demand a minimum of $1.25

per charge, which is just the way to stop progress."

—

London Electrician, June 25, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

"Point Five Tariff."—A. S. Blackman and Thomas
Roles.—Their report to the (British) Municipal Elec-

trical Association on practical results obtained with the
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"point flve tariff." The essentia] of tin- energy rate

in is thai the secondary charge li 0.5d. i
i rent per

kilowatt hour) i the primary charge has been based on

either the Kilowatts connected or upon taxable value,

but mighl be made to depend upon any other suitable

basis. The two authors have had experience only with

the taxable value system. In the application of B "point

Ave tariff," based upon ratable values, discretion

should be exercised in favor of the consumer who, in

consequence of it, is taxed out of proportion to the size

of the house. A marked advantage of the taxable value

ba8is is the facility With which an accurate estimate

of a consumer's bill can be prepared. Once the fixed

charge for a house has been ascertained, a wide error

may be made in assuming the number of kilowatt-hours

that will be used, and the estimate will still remain
reasonably correct. This facility for estimating has

been found in practice to be a very useful asset to the

canvassers in towns where a cheap supply of gas has to

be competed against. It likewise follows that the im-

portance of any error in metering is correspondingly

lessened. A number of statistical data are given on the

working of the rate schedule in Bradford, where, on

Dec. 31 last, 1298 private-house consumers were con-

nected to the supply, whereas prior to the introduction

of this method of charging on July 1, 1910, the number
of such consumers was only 511, representing the result

of nearly twenty-one years' working. Thus during the

four and one-half years the "point five tariff" has been

in force the number of domestic consumers has increased

by 787, or over 150 per cent; 403, or more than half, of

these consumers have elected to be charged on the spe-

cial rate, the houses being in practically all cases elec-

trically lighted throughout. Three hundred and eighty-

three of the 511 private-house consumers on the supply

at June 30, 1910, have adopted the "point five tariff" in

place of the lighting flat rate of 8 cents per kilowatt-

hour under which they were previously charged. Fur-
ther figures are given on the increase of the load-factor,

diversity-factor, etc. Similar data are given on the

results obtained in Sunderland. At the introduction of

the "point five tariff" there 337 private houses were
connected to the supply, the majority partially lighted

only as the result of sixteen years' working. Since the

rate schedule was introduced upon Jan. 1, 1912, three

years' working has resulted in 162 more private houses

being connected; 100 of these elected to be put on the

"point five tariff" and are lighted throughout, and sixty-

two upon a flat rate of 7.2 cents per kilowatt-hour. Of
the 337 houses that were on the supply at Jan. 1, 1912,

105 have changed over from a flat rate at 7.2 cents per

kilowatt-hour to the "point five tariff." The average

consumer's load-factor on kilowatts installed has been

increased from 2.44 per cent to 4.05 per cent, an increase

of 66 per cent. Figures on the diversity-factor are

added. A full account of the discussion which followed

is also given in the same issue.—London Electrician,

June 18, 1915.

Protecting Machinery Against Abnormal Electrical

Conditions.—C. C. Garrard.—The first part of an arti-

cle in which the author deals first with the conditions

which give rise to abnormal electrical conditions of a

transient type, such as those due to switching, arcs and
sparks. Methods of suppressing arcs to earth are to be

described. The author is then to pass on to pressure

rises between the turns of electrical windings and those

due to causes exterior to the system, such as lightning.

Various protective devices are to be described, such as

water-jet earthing resistances, the Moscicki and other

condensers, Giles' valve and the more ordinary light-

ning arresters. In conclusion the question of earth

places is to be considered.—London Electrician, June
11, 1915.

Wires, Wiring ami Coodllitl

Joint-Box Compound. A note on a recent Britli

patent
I
No. 17, OHO, 101 I » of W. II. Walker for a CO*

pound for cable joint boxes \>>v exposed situations, whic
remains plastic Indefinitely and protects machined j ro

surfaces. It is composed of prepared chalk from 60 I

SO per cent, vaseline from 10 to 20 per cent, ol risir

from I to .", per cent, and oxide of iron paint from 1 t

5 per- cent.—London K\ic. Eng'ing, June 24, 1915.

I'rotection from Lightning <m<l High-Volfagi Dit

turbnncea.—Q. A. Brackett.—An article on the pr<

tection of electrical apparatus from lightning and ota
abnormally high-tension disturbances. The author fin-

describes the different kinds of disturbances and thei

effects, and then deals with the protection of the line an
of the station, describing the following types of lighi

ning arresters: horn-gap arrester, the non-arcing meti

arrester, and more in detail the electrolytic am
Elec. Journal, July, 1915.

Elect rophysics and Magnetism

Laws of Induction.—David Robertson.—With refei

ence to the recent paper of Blondel it is said that 1

define the emf. exactly it is necessary to seize on tt

fundamental fact that is common to all kinds of emfs

and that one is the interchange of energy when electri<

ity flows. "If electricity would give out or recen

energy on passing through a certain place, then thei

exists at that place an emf. which is measured by tt

energy received by each unit of electricity." The em
"assists" the flow where the current receives energ

and "opposes" it where the current gives out energ;

The definition makes the former positive and the latt<

negative. The writer applies this definition to the prol

lem discussed by Blondel. There can only be an induct

emf. if the circumstances are such that a flow of ele

tricity involves the receiving or giving out of energ

through the agency of the magnetic field. There are bi

two possible sources of that energy : that already ston

in the magnetic field (inductance emf.) and the mechai

ical work done by an agent causing relative movemei
of the flux and circuit (motion emf.). The mechanis

by which the energy exchange takes place is probab

identical in the two cases, for we associate a change <

the field with a movement outward or inward of tl

flux. The energy stored in the magnetic field canw

be altered by any change whatever in a coil which do<

not itself exert an appreciable excitation, and is mat

of a material whose magnetic properties are the san

as those of the medium in which it is immersed. I

then, the change be of such a nature that it only involv<

movements along the flux, and thus perpendicular to i

possible electromagnetic forces, there can be no poss

bility of drawing on either the stored energy or mechai

ical energy, and consequently there can be no induc<

emf.—London Electrician, June 18, 1915.

Negative Thermionic Currents from Tungsten.—

1

K. Smith.—An account of an experimental investig

tion the object of which was to determine quantit

tively the negative thermionic emission from tungst*

over a large temperature range, and to discover, if po

sible, more evidence as to the conditions which dete

mine the emission. One of the most interesting resul

of these experiments is the enormous range of validii

established for the emission formula i = aTle' h'T , wh<

the conditions are such that no change in the charact

of the emitting surface is believed to occur, i is tl

saturation (maximum) current in amperes per squa:

centimeter and T is the absolute temperature. Tl

quantities a and b are constants, the latter being propo

tional to the work done by an electron in escaping fro

the metallic surface. The formula is shown to ho
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while the current is varied by a factor of 10' J

, the cor-

responding range of temperature being from 1050 deg.

K. to 2300 deg. K. An equally good agreement is, how-

ever, shown with the formula i = CT'e-' 1 T
, with C and

d constants and d equal to 52,000, so that it is not possi-

ble to distinguish between the relative merits of these

two formulas with the data so far obtained.

—

Philos.

Mag., June, 1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Addition Agents in Electroplating.—A. MUTSCHEL-
ler.—In a second article on this subject, the author

discusses the relative migration velocities of the ions

in complex electrolytes. The principal conclusion of

the author's experiments is that addition of colloids

to electroplating solutions changes the migration veloci-

ties of the ions, and in all cases in which the addition

agent is found to have a beneficial effect on the deposit

the migration velocities are so changed that the concen-

tration of the cations is maintained automatically con-

stant at the cathode.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, July,

1915.

Measurement of the Conductivity of Electrolytes.—
\\ . A. Taylor and H. L. Curtis.—A long abstract of

an American Physical Society paper on an accurate

method for the measurement of the conductivity of elec-

trolytes. The experimental investigation related espe-

cially to three phases of the problem : first, the obtaining

of a source of alternating current which is practically

free from harmonics and whose frequency can be varied

through wide limits; second, the construction of a suit-

able bridge; and third, the designing of satisfactory

cells and the study of the effect of changes in voltage

and frequency on the resistance of electrolytes. For
the solution of the first problem a Vreeland oscillator

was finally adopted because it gives not only a pure sine

wave but also an exceedingly steady frequency, which
can be changed at will by means of suitable condensers.
An electrolytic cell behaves toward an alternating cur-

rent as though it were made up of a capacity in series

with resistance. Hence when used in an alternating-
current bridge it is necessary to compensate for the
capacity either with inductance or capacity. The most
satisfactory method is to use a variable inductance in

series with the cell. To eliminate as many corrections
as possible, a substitution method is employed as shown
in Fig. 2. R

1
and R

2
are ratio coils of 100 ohms each,

FIO. 2—METHOD USED IN MEASURING CONDUCTIVITY OF
ELECTROLYTES

the resistance in the bridge, R a substitution re-

sistance, C the cell, T the telephone, and L a variable
inductance. The resistance box R is set on zero, and
with the cell in circuit S and L are varied until there
is no sound in the telephone. Then the cell is short-
circuited and the bridge again balanced by varying L
and R. The reading of R is then the resistance of the
cell. By working in this way the authors have found
that, under favorable temperature conditions, measure-
ments upon a cell will repeat to one or two parts in a
hundred thousand. It was found that there is no meas-
urable change in resistance with change in voltage, pro-

vided the cells, solutions, and the bottles used to hold

the solutions, are kept scrupulously clean. The slightest

trace of grease or dirt, however, causes a change in

resistance with change in voltage. With bright plati-

num electrodes there is a change in apparent resistance

with change in frequency, and this difference depends

on the size of the electrodes, the largest electrode giv-

ing the smallest change in resistance. With platinized

electrodes the change in resistance was found to be zero

or small. In the platinized electrodes the surface is very

much increased so that the change in resistance with

change in frequency seems to depend directly on the

size of the electrodes. The author concludes that the

1-in. platinized electrodes give the true resistance of

the solution, and that we may be able to correct for the

change in resistance with change in frequency with

bright platinum electrodes, so that they can be used as

well as platinized electrodes for making measurements
of the conductivity of electrolytes, although perhaps

with less accuracy.

—

Phys. Review, July, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

British National Physical Laboratory.—An abstract

of the annual report of the British National Physical

Laboratory. In the electrical standards division F. E.

Smith again calls attention to the great accuracy with

which the fundamental electrical standards can be re-

produced. A comparison between five mercury resist-

ance tubes made and calibrated at the National Phys-

ical Laboratory and five constructed at Tokio shows a

mean difference of eight parts in 1,000,000, while Wes-
ton cells made at Petrograd were found to agree with

the laboratory standards to within one part in 100,000.

During the year there was a reduction of more than

$20,000 in the income of the laboratory, but the final

financial results are considered to be quite satisfactory.

An account is given of the work contemplated for the

next year. It is proposed to carry out experiments

with the new Schuster magnetometer; in addition to

using the instrument to measure the horizontal com-
ponent of the earth's magnetic field, it is proposed to

measure the vertical component and thus indirectly the

inclination. Direct measurements of the magnetic in-

clination may also be made with a new form of inductor.

Many details of the method for a redetermination of the

mechanical equivalent of heat have been worked out,

and it is hoped it will be possible to proceed with the

construction of the apparatus and to make preliminary

experiments. The determination involves the construc-

tion of some special platinum thermometers and a new
bridge. The development of suitable sub-standards for

use in the testing of gas-filled electric lamps is becom-
ing an urgent matter. Experimental standards already

made up for the laboratory by the Osram Lamp Works
are being thoroughly tested before duplication into

complete sets of standards. The cascade method adopted

at the laboratory for the realization of candle-power in

white light will be eminently suited for extension to

these sources of light of still higher efficiency. Four
sets of gas-filled standards are required to bridge the

color interval between the present highest temperature
standards operating at 1.5 watts per candle and those

required in the testing of nitrogen-filled lamps, and
their preparation and standardization will be pushed
forward during the year. The experiments on the coeffi-

cient of reflection of the white cards used in photometry
will be continued and extended to some other materials.

a knowledge of whose characteristics in this respect

will be of practical value. Photometric measurements
in favorable circumstances can be carried out to an ac-

curacy of about one part in 1000. On account of the

rapid change of candle-power of electric lamps with
voltage, this change of one part in 1000 will be caused
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by a Change Of one part in 5000 in I lie VroltAge, and
the ratio is still greater II adjuetmenta are made on
the basii of current it Is, therefore, necessary thai
Instrumental errors in the electrical measurements
should not exceed aboul one pari In 10,000. This is an
accuracy higher than Is required in general commercial
measurements, and it is difflcull to attain with commer
Cial apparatus. The requirements of precision photom
etrv have led to the consideration of the design Of a
special potentiometer for such measurements, and draw-
ings have been got out for one of comparatively low
resistance, without a slide-wire, which will measure up
to 8 volts by ten-thousandths of a volt. It is hoped that
it will be found possible to "put it in hand" during
the year. It' opportunity permits, it is hoped to repeat
to a greater accuracy, and to extend the scope of the
experiments on the method of color identity for the esti-
mation of the temperature of glowing bodies. Meas-
urements are being made at the instigation of the
British national committee on illumination to deter-
mine the correct flame height of the hefner lamp to
give one British candle. This account is to be con-
tinued.—London Electrician, June 25, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Cause of Ionization of the Atmosphere.—J. A. Flem-
ing.—In connection with the propagation of electric
waves, the author considers the production of a per-
manently ionized layer in the earth's atmosphere by
light-propelled ions from the sun.—London Electrician,
June 11, 1915.

Book Reviews

Official Report of the Second National Foreign
Trade Convention. Held at Planters' Hotel, St.

Louis, Mo., Jan. 21 and 22, 1915. Issued by the
Secretary National Foreign Trade Council, 64 Stone
Street, New York. 284 pages. Price, $1.50.

In the foreword attention is called to the remarkable
timeliness of the First National Foreign Trade Council,
held at Washington on May 27 and 28, 1914. The
broadening scope of the work of the council is indicated
by the report of the second convention.

Electricity for the Farm. By Frederick Irving An-
derson. New York : The Macmillan Company. 266
pages, illus. Price, $1.25.

The author wanted to give the farmer a practical
working knowledge of the uses of electrical energy for
light, heat and motor service on the farm. He there-
fore describes some necessary apparatus and appliances.
The book is devoted generally to accounts of simple
means whereby the farmer may generate his own en-
ergy, particularly if he has available water-power.
While its usefulness in this direction is marked, the
central-station reader is likely to reflect on the oppor-
tunities afforded by the central-station service now
available over great areas of the country.

The Law of Electricity. By Arthur F. Curtis.

Albany, N. Y. : Matthew Bender & Company. 1034
pages. Price, $7.50.

The author recognizes that the law of electricity is

too modern to have acquired an established scope.

Members of the National Electric Light Association
will recollect in this connection the statement in the
last report of the public policy committee that, so far as
the information of that committee went, no rate case
affecting electrical properties has been decided by any

high court in any State. The comprehensiveness and
value of the present Volume are shown by its careful

treatment of such matters as franchises, contracts for

electrical service, taxation, righl of way for lines, abut-

ting owners, eonduits, electrolysis, inquiries of persona

and properties, insulation, etc

Ki TKRTORIUM DKR I'iiysik. By Rudolf H. Weber and
Richard (Jans. Leipzig, Germany: B. G. Teubner,

434 pages, 12(5 illus. Price, 8 marks.
This volume, dealing with mechanics and acoustics,

is the first of a series on physics intended for the use

of physicists and advanced students in that subject.

The treatment is mathematical but is prepared from the

viewpoint of the physicist rather than from that of the

mathematician. The main chapters of the book relate

to the following subjects: Mechanics of a particle, me-
chanical principles, dynamics of rigid bodies, gravita-

tion, systems of co-ordinates, theory of oscillations, me-
chanics of a continuous medium, hydrodynamics, fluid

vibrations, acoustics. The book is scholarly, carefully

edited and clearly written. The sections on elasticity

are particularly attractive. The volume will commend
itself to physical investigators and to students of ad-

vanced natural philosophy.

Public Utilities; Their Fair Present Value and
Return. By Hammond V. Hayes. New York:
D. Van Nostrand Company. 208 pages. Price, $2.

In this volume the author discusses the line of rea-

soning which must be followed by those who have the

duty of ascertaining the fair present value of a prop-

erty after an appraisal and when all necessary informa-

tion has been obtained. He also considers giving value

and depreciation with the hope of "removing some of

the present misunderstanding." In a controversial sub-

ject differences of opinion are inevitable, but if fair

bases of valuation are to be established, the questions

at issue must be studied from every angle; and Mr.

Hayes' work is a contribution in this large field of re-

search that should have attention. The author raises

an interesting point when he says that even with public

utility monopolies some degree of competition exists

because of the comparison of rates in one community
with those in another.

Electrical Instruments in Theory and Practice.

By W. H. F. Murdoch and U. A. Oschwald. New
York: The Macmillan Company. 366 pages, 164

illus. Price, $2.75.

An excellent little specialist's textbook on the working

mathematical theory of electrical instruments from the

engineering standpoint. Whereas the ordinary text-

book on such subjects gives only a very meager mathe-

matical outline of the theory, or else an elaborate and

highly theoretical treatment from the physicist's point

of view, the author of this book elaborates the theory

in a very practical way to a stage that more nearly

meets advanced engineering requirements. The work

is divided into ten chapters relating to the following

topics: Historical summary; electromagnetic damping;

permanent-magnet moving-coil instruments ; iron-cored*

instruments; electrostatic instruments; hot-wire instru-

ments ; dynamometer instruments ; supply meters ; mag-

netic testing instruments, and potentiometers. The

chapter on damping is particularly good. The book

meets the particular need above outlined remarkably

well, and will be appreciated by electrotechnically trained

students interested in the design and mode of operation

of electrical engineering instruments from the mathe-

matical standpoint.
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Graphic Analysis of Steam-Electric Power Costs

By J. WlLMORE

The importance of keeping accurate records of power-

plant operating conditions and costs is now generally

recognized. However, the systems that have been

worked out apply in most cases to conditions in large

stations. From the standpoint of efficiency and econ-

DIVIS10N OF OPERATING COSTS IN A SMALL STEAM PLANT

omy, records of operating data and costs are as essen-
tial in small plants as in large plants, and in order to

devise proper records, the operating conditions and
service requirements of the plant must have careful
study. Unless this is the case, the records, though ex-

tensive and even elaborate, are often of little value.

The writer has found that the usual figures and dia-

grams submitted to busy executives have very little

meaning unless considerable study is devoted to them
in calculating and interpreting the data. Usually, tables
of figures giving total dollars, or perhaps a tabulation
of percentages, are the forms most common. However,

h figures do not give at a glance the actual proportion
that any one item may bear to the other, for the reason
that it is not an easy matter to conceive of relative

values.

A graphical presentation of data and costs which
represents proportions is, on the other hand, readily un-
derstood by almost anyone at first sight. With this fact
as a basis, the writer has devised a means of presenting
operating costs as in the diagram shown above. Such
a diagram gives the actual annual division of charges as
found in a small steam-electric plant. The diagram is

so divided that all accounts chargeable to steam produc-
tion are kept independent of those chargeable to the
production of electric energy, which is a vital point in

analyzing costs in any plant where both steam and elec-

trical energy are used for separate and individual pur-
poses.

The plant of the type to which the diagram refers and
from which the data shown in the latter were secured

is installed in the basement of a light manufacturing
building. Inasmuch as the power costs are the only

items affecting the operation of the plant, all charges
for the steam and electric distribution systems are
omitted, as these are chargeable to the building account.

The plant equipment consists of two direct-current

generating units, one of 75-kw. and the other of 200-kw.
rating. These generators are directly connected to non-
condensing steam engines, and with three coal-burning
steam boilers of an aggregate rating of 600 hp., the

necessary auxiliaries with piping and wiring complete,
represent an investment of about $40,000.

Coal costs $3 per ton at the plant, and water is ob-
tained by pumping it. Exhaust steam is utilized for
heating purposes and hot water. The maximum demand
is 230 kw., and the average monthly production of elec-

trical energy is 62,700 kw.-hr., representing a load fac-

tor of 65 per cent as related to the maximum output of
the generator units under steam. The plant employs
seven operators the year around, who compose the en-

gineering and operating staff. Under such conditions
the electrical energy is generated for about 2.43 cents

per kw.-hr.

The chart shown appeals to the writer as a simple
presentation of data and a clear analysis of steam-
power-plant costs arranged in such a way as to make
comparisons and deductions possible at a glance.

Arrangement for Handling Intake Screens

At the steam-generating station of the Salem (Mass.)
Electric Lighting Company double intake screens are
provided at the point where the salt water used for
condensing supply is led into a concrete conduit. As

COUNTERBALANCED SCREENS ARRANGED FOR RAISING AND
LOWERING BY ONE MAN
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.shown in tiic accompanying illustration, a special ax

rangemenl has been provided to handle these screens.

Bach screen is counterbalanced al the end of two chains

carried over sprocket wheels at the top of the tower
shown. On an extension of eaeh sprocket shaft a pulley

operated bj an endless rope is mounted so thai one man
can easily raise or lower the screens. When lifted out

Of the intake chamber they are BWUng out. of line with
their vertical travel and rest on a concrete shelf. The
structural-steel supporting tower which carries the

screens and the operating gear is about ~o ft. high.

Number System Keeps Track of Transformers

A numbering scheme for transformer installations

has been adopted by the Springfield (Mo.) Gas & Elec-

tric Company which, in addition to being simple and

convenient in operation, helps the operating depart-

ment to keep a complete and accurate record of each

X
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NUMBERS AND RATINGS OF TRANSFORMERS SHOWN ON
SUPPORTING STRUCTURE

transformer. When a transformer installation is fin-

ished, as is the one shown in the accompanying illus-

tration, three sets of figures are stenciled in conspicu-

ous places on the poles. The top figure, which in this

instance is "20," indicates the kilowatt rating of the

transformers. Beneath this number follow three

other figures, which are the permanent designation

numbers of each of the transformers composing the

installation. Beneath these transformer numbers and
separated from them are placed the serial numbers of

the poles which carry the transformer bank.

Using this system it is possible for any of the com-

pany's employees to obtain information on any trans-

former or group of transformers from the books of

the operating department, for the operating depart-

ment keeps its record of all transformers and trans-

former banks arranged according to the original num-
ber of the transformer unit.

The Proper Location for a Reducing Valve

When steam is reduced from boiler to service pres-

sure the reducing valve should be installed just before

the first service connection. The advantage of this loca-

tion is in the carrying of steam at a higher pressure and

a relatively smaller volume. A smaller size of steam

main can then be used, thereby . reducing the first cost

of piping, valves, fittings and covering, labor and main-

tenance, as well as the amount of surface from which

heat may be lost by radiation.

Under some conditions, however, it may be advisabli
to locale the red i icni).'; valve in the boiler room. The
first service connection may be near by and the run
short

; it maj be necessary thai tin- valve be readily

accessible for control by the engineer, or future con-
nections from the main at points nearer the boiler house
may lie planned. If the last condition is the governing
one, however, it will usually be advisable properly to

place the \al\e and then move it later as desired.

A reducing valve is sometimes located in the boilfl

room and supplies a main of insufficient size. The
remedy for this condition lies in the relocation of the

valve as advised. The drop in pressure in an under-

sized main due to the friction and size of main will

vary according to the demand for steam, thereby pro-

ducing a varying or insufficient pressure at the service

outlets with additional difficulties due to excessive mois-

ture in the steam. With the reducing valve near the

service outlets difficulties of this nature are eliminated,

as the valve will reduce to the pressure for which it is

set, and maintain that pressure constantly.

Regulator Control Apparatus Mounted to Protect

Shown in the accompanying illustration is a compact
method of mounting voltage-regulator control equip-

ment so that no wiring or energized conductors are ex-

posed. Plug cut-outs are provided in the primary and

secondary relay circuits so that these may be de-ener-

gized in case the relays or motor operating the regu-

lator need repairing or adjusting. Each set of control

equipment is mounted on a slate panel opposite its re-

spective regulator. The panel is supported a few inches

from the wall, through which the control wires emerge
by angle irons forming a rear compartment in which
flexible connections and plug receptacles can be in-

stalled. Hinges are attached to the right-hand edge of

the panel and the corresponding angle iron, so that the

rear compartment can be opened and plugs removed be-

fore touching any of the regulator control or operating

mechanism. This method of mounting regulator control

apparatus is employed by the United Electric Light &
Power Company, New York City.

CABINETS FOR REGULATOR CONTROL WIRING SHOWN OPEN

AND CLOSED
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ction of Phase Advancer in Regulating Power-

Factor of an Induction Motor

In a discussion at the annual convention of the Brook-

n Section of the National Electric Light Association

i that part of the 1915 report of the N. E. L. A. com-
ittee on electrical apparatus taking up the use of phase

Source of Energy

Line

Rotor

Rota-ring
Armature

Induced

// K.V.A
ET Phase

^j Advancer

X^,

Pulley Se/tecT

to alHp.
Source

re
\lnduced(

I
FieField

|

3 Cycles

Brushes

HURE AND CIRCUITS OF PHASE ADVANCER USED WITH
AN INDUCTION MOTOR

vancers as an economical means for regulating the
wer-factor of individual motors, Mr. G. L. Knight,
signing engineer of the Edison Electric Illuminating
impany of Brooklyn, gave the following interesting

planation of how the phase advancer operates, what
i advantages are, and how it differs from the syn-

ronous condenser

:

The phase advancer bears the same relation to an in-

iction motor as a direct-current exciter bears to the

nchronous condenser, for the phase advancer supplies

rrent at slip frequency to the field of the induction
»tor. The machine mentioned in the N. E. L. A. re-

rt is a 600-hp., sixty-cycle wound-rotor, slip-ring in-

iction motor of 5 per cent slip, with an 11-kva. phase
Ivancer driven by a 1-hp. induction motor, as shown
the accompanying illustration. In this case the op-
ating conditions are as follows

:

(1) The source of energy supplied the 600-hp. motor
sixty cycles.

(2) The speed of the 600-hp. motor under load, there-
re, corresponds to fifty-seven cycles.

(3) The frequency of the current in the rotor of the
'0-hp. motor is three cycles.

(4) The frequency of the current supplied the col-

'tor rings of the 600-hp. motor from the brushes of
e 11-kva. phase advancer, these brushes securing their
rrent from the rotating armature of the phase ad-
ncer, is three cycles.

(5) The frequency of the flux in the field of the 11-
a. phase advancer is three cycles.
In the case of the synchronous motor these values
)uld be as follows

:

^ource of energy, sixty cycles.

(2) Speed of the motor, corresponding to sixty cycles.

(3) Frequency of the current in the rotor, zero cycles
irect current).

(4) Frequency of the current at the collector rings
the motor, zero cycles (direct current).
(5) Frequency of the flux in the field of the exciter,
ro cycles (direct current).

Just as a synchronous motor may be operated with-
out receiving direct-current excitation into its revolv-
ing field, an induction motor may be operated without
receiving three-cycle excitation from an outside source
into its rotor. In both cases the motors draw magnetiz-
ing current at sixty cycles from the line at lagging
power-factor. This magnetizing current which goes
into the stator reaches the rotor by induction or trans-
former action.

The synchronous motor, however, may have excitation
from an external source gradually applied to its rotor,

thereby raising the power-factor of the current drawn
from the line approximately to unity. The same holds
true for a slip-ring induction motor, except that the
excitation must be alternating current and must be at
slip frequency, in this case three cycles.

The excitation of a synchronous motor may be in-

creased still further and the power-factor raised from
unity to leading. The same thing holds true of an in-

duction motor with a phase advancer.
The field flux of the phase advancer can be main-

tained at precisely the required frequency of three
cycles, on account of the fact that the phase advancer
has no definite poles and runs at no definite synchronous
speed. The point is that the field of the phase advancer
is an induced field, the current which induces it is at
slip frequency or at three cycles, and, therefore, the
field flux must also be at three cycles.

The advantage of the phase advancer is that it can
be applied directly to existing slip-ring induction motors
now in service and overcome the disadvantages which
their low power-factor produces.

A Special Anchor and Guy
Sixteen copper feeders, ranging in size from No. 0000

to 300,000 circ. mils., and terminating at a single stub
pole, obviously set up strains which require special
anchoring and guying. Each feeder of the Chicago
lead illustrated herewith terminates in mid-span and
is connected through strain insulators to a steel mes-
senger wire of 0.375-in. or 0.5-in. diameter, according

~
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A TUBULAR STEEL POLE GUYED TO SUPPORT SIXTEEN

FEEDERS

to the corresponding feeder size. These messenger
wires or longitudinal guys are then attached to pole
bands encircling the top of the tubular steel pole and
providing clevises at the front and rear of the stub
for the anchor rod and guys. The 2.25-in. anchor rod,

instead of being joined to the top of the pole by steel

wires, is continuous and reaches from the "deadman"
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U) the pole top. Near the center Of the rod 8 btlgt

turnbuckle has boon Interposed, end at the poinl where
the rod enters the earth the rod La incased in an Iron

pipe and the void between the Inner wall of the pipe

and the exterior Of tin 1 rod is Idled with conerete. The
"deadman" consists of steel [•beam and a number of

L2-in. by L2-in. timbers, and is buried In s hole measur-
ing 6 ft. square ;it the ground line and about 7 ft. in

depth. Concrete was spread over this material to a

depth of BSVeral feet, and the hole was then fdled in

with dirt, establishing a solid footing against which
even such a heavy lead can pull in all kinds of weather,

without the anchorage "giving" to the strain.

Method of Sealing Service Ends of Conduits

When it is necessary to seal the service ends of under-

ground conduits and at the same time insulate the cable

sheath from the ground, an end box like the one shown
herewith can be used. It consists of a split metallic

cylinder bolted together and fastened to the end of the

< House Side

, Flanged
Wooder; Plug

"I of LeadJacket
Cutout- to Break
Metallic Circuit

^Street Side
Service Pipe Packed
with Oakum to Pre-

vent Compound
Running.

A SEAL FOR SERVICE ENDS OF UNDERGROUND CONDUITS

underground conduit. Before it is attached, however,

"okum" should be packed between the emerging cables

and the conduit. Then a 1-in. strip of the sheathing

should be peeled off from each cable just outside the

conduit outlet to insulate the covering from that extend-

ing underground. A flanged wooden plug containing

holes of the same diameter as the cables can then be

slipped over the cables and fitted into the end box as

shown. After this is done, the parts of the end box

can be bolted together and the box filled with insulating

compound through a hole on one side. The use of such

a box installed on the house end of a service con-

duit prevents moisture, gas and stray currents entering

the conduit. This scheme was suggested in the recent

report of the committee on underground construction of

the National Electric Light Association.

Laying Dust on Concrete Floors of Stations

In those steam power plants and hydroelectric sta-

tions that have concrete floors the elimination of dust

due to wear is often an important problem since it gets

into the bearings of station equipment and is of such

a nature as to cause trouble. In a discussion on this

subject ac a recent meeting of the American Concrete

Institute, it was pointed out that more than thirty dif-

ferent methods have been adopted to eliminate the dust

from concrete floors bul thai only two or three h ;i \

been found satisfactory. Silicate of soda was unhide
amour the remedies t li.it have given fair results.

A Letter remedy, hoWeVOT, [| a Coating of linseed

In one case raw oil was used and the excess wiped c

with waste, but later developments have demon hat,

that boiled oil was better than raw oil, since it drii

more quickly. One objection to the oil was that

produced a mottled appearance due to unequal ahsor
tion, but this undesirable feature has been o

bj the inclusion of lampblack, which gave the If

treated a uniform slate color.

It was generally agreed that dust from concrete floo

was the result of using a mixture too rich in cemes

or sand of too fine grain. Both of these causes a

readily obviated by the use of a coarser and harder san

or even crushed granite screenings in the wearing su

face, and by a reduction in the quantity of cement. Tl

more recent introduction, however, of fine iron and ste

filings into the cement used in the wearing surfaces <

concrete floors is meant to attain the same end, ar

logically there is no reason why it should not. Anothi

precaution employed to improve the wearing quality i

concrete floors is to use only enough water to make tl

surface trowel without undue effort. It should also 1

allowed to cure for at least ten days, during which tin

it should be sprinkled frequently to complete the hydr

tion of the cement.

A Rack for Cable Reels

A convenient rack for a cable reel and a means f<

mounting the reel on it are shown in the accompanyir

illustration. When it is desired to rotate the reel <

its axis the rack is placed around it as shown. Tv

skids are then hung on the bolts projecting from tl

side of the A-shaped supports, a steel rod is inserted

the reel to serve as an axle, and a lifting jack attach

to the outer ends of the skids in the position show

As the skids are raised by the jack the reel rolls in

place on the supports. The stops attached to the top

the rack supports in front of each end of the axle ho

AN ARRANGEMENT FOR MOUNTING A CABLE REEL

RACK
'

the reel in its proper position as well as prevent it fr<

rolling off. When the reel is in position the skids c

be removed.
The base of the rack is only about 2 ft. wider th

the reel, so very little space is occupied. The New Yc

Telephone Company employs a number of these ca:

racks.
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Enthusiasm

THE salesman who cannot feel and express enthu-

siasm for his company has something wrong with

him. He is asking men and women to believe in a

thing for which he himself shows a blighting indiffer-

ence, and he is more of a menace than a material aid.

He may continue to take orders but he never can exert

the power of a creative salesmanship. If he can find

no joy and honest pride in serving his employer, it is

better far that he should seek some other work to do.

Action in Fan Displays

THERE may be some excuse for displaying electric

irons motionless in show windows, but the window
dresser who exhibits electric fans and does not set them
turning merrily deserves to lose his job. He merits a

more gentle reprimand if he does not tie a few dainty

bright-colored streamers to the fan frames so that they

will swirl gracefully in the artificial breeze. Fans typify

action. They are useful only when in motion. Show this

action, therefore, to prospective customers. The extra

effort and expense required is very slight.

Should the Salesman Collect?

THE question whether the salesman should be util-

ized in emergencies to collect difficult accounts has

never been settled to anybody's satisfaction or con-

viction. From time to time we hear that some new
central station has adopted the policy, but the argument
against it continues ever strong and more light is

needed on the issue. It sounds like a routine matter

of system, perhaps, but after all we question whether

there is another administrative influence of greater

hazard to the selling effort. It is more important that

a customer be not estranged than that a new "prospect"

be won to sympathy, yet many central-station com-

mercial managers are loud in their condemnation of

the plan, on the ground that it harasses the salesmen

and involves them with their customers. Others have

taken advantage of the friendly personal relationship

which exists between the salesman and his customer to

make the former final intermediary in all such cases.

Which is right? Is it dangerous to entangle the

-man in collection troubles? Or is the salesman's

influence too valuable to be sacrificed in the crisis?

The answer can be found only in the experience and
opinion of the managers who have experimented with
the plan, and to that end the Electrical World re-

cently obtained the views of many of the most pro-

gressive and successful central-station commercial men
throughout the country, which will be presented in the

Commercial Section in an early issue. The editors will

welcome further word from any of our readers who can

contribute the account of any experience in this all-

important work of keeping the customer both pleased

and profitable.

Better than Attendance

IN counting the results of a recent function in one
of the successful electric shops, it developed that

whereas the attendance had numbered considerably less

than on the occasion of a similar electric show the pre-

ceding year, both sales and profits were greater. It

emphasizes the fact that a record crowd does not always

mean a record profit, as every merchant knows, a point

that should be well considered in the planning of any
popular event in the electric store. Surely the crowd
must come if the volume of sales is to be satisfactory,

but the measures of publicity and display should be

carefully calculated to attract the class of people who
can be counted upon to purchase freely; for, after all,

it is solely by the good round dollars gained that profit

comes.

A Suggestion That Sold a Motor

FOUR years ago a central-station salesman stepped

into a department store in New Jersey and sug-

gested to the window trimmer that a lawn display with

imitation grass, a splashing fountain, and a lawn-mower
in the foreground would help sell a stock of lawn-

mowers. To produce the fountain the central-station

man loaned the store a small motor and a centrifugal

pump. The display attracted so much attention that

the merchant purchased the motor and pump and is

still using this "property" in many window displays.

The ingenuity of the window trimmer is continually

being taxed to produce something new and striking.

Suggestions to him pointing out some unusual use of

an electrical appliance are, therefore, almost invariably

appreciated and often result in the sale of whatever
electrical material is needed to carry out the idea.

Local Price Maintenance

IN the study of local conditions on the Pacific Coast.

which naturally was the feature of the conven-

tion pilgrimage, there was much comment upon the

rapid evolution which is taking place there in the matter

of local price maintenance. Several far Western cen-

tral stations have recently made announcement of a

change of policy which will aim to aid the dealer and

the contractor in the development of a merchandising

business. The medium will be the strict maintenance

of a resale price which will permit and encourage the
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smaller dealer to co operate and participate In the work

of market creation and In Its benefits, opinion in the

industry is turning strongly against tin- sale of any

thing at cost or at a priic whirh does not pay its ua\.

and the dealer will appreciate thai protection from

an inequitable competition by the central station im-

mediately opens up to him an opport units of greal

promise. In fact, in those cities affected by the change

in policy mentioned, the prominent contractors and

dealers are already preparing plans for the establish-

ment of modern electric stores and the improvement of

their places of business, with full assurance of success.

'The vice-president of a leading Coast jobbing concern ex-

pressed the prevailing sentiment. "I feel confident,"

he said, "that within the next twelve months practically

every central station in the Pacific Coast territory will

have awakened to the new era through which we are

passing and will adopt merchandising methods which

will encourage rather than discourage legitimate mer-

chants. It will strengthen the bonds of friendship be-

tween the various branches of the industry and will

bring in the field a working force far greater and more

lasting than organization or money can produce under

existing methods."

ager will do well, 1 hen-tore, when ordering 500-watt

appliances for use on 110 volt circuits, to specify them

as of 95 or 100 volts, instead of accepting the figure of

the nominal lamp voltage. The heating elements will

thereby certainly lie operated much more nearly under

the conditions intended bj their makers, and corre-

spondingly greater satisfaction will result to the u

Specifying Lower Voltage Appliances for Sizes

Above 500 Watts

It is safe to say that there are many household elec-

tric heating appliances of 500 watts rating and larger

in use on customers' premises which fail to give their

owners the degree of service that the manufacturer and

designer intended, or that, indeed, the selfsame ap-

pliances probably rendered when originally tested at the

factory from a fairly constant-voltage source of supply.

Voltage drop in the customers' lines is the cause of this

difference in operating conditions on test and in practi-

cal use. Under ordinary circumstances, the central-

station operating man measures the pressure at con-

venient locations in the residence district or districts

of his city, and this value is usually taken for granted

by the local commercial man in specifying voltage limits

for his customers' appliances. But even the best of

pressure regulation on the street wires or at the house

switch does not mean that when a 500-watt or 600-watt

appliance is in service, together with half the lamp in-

stallation of the household, the voltage at the end

of the branch line from which the appliance is being

fed will also be up to the parity of 110 volts—if that

is the nominal pressure of the district. Indeed, the

pressure measured at the terminals of such a 500-watt

iron or stove while in operation is much more likely

to be about 95 volts. This 14 per cent drop in voltage

means a loss of about 26 per cent in the effective heat-

ing of the device. In few cases, of course, does the

customer ever recognize the impairment of the useful-

ness of his iron or stove, even serious as it is. Know-
ing no better, he patiently tolerates the "slower" heating

and diminished capacity in his device, although he may
always afterward view with conservatism the claims

of electric-cooking enthusiasts. The commercial man-

Standardizing Delivery Costs

Users of transportation service in a great many lines,

including both merchandising and manufacturing,

are facing a problem of their own. Plans can he

worked out between the central station and the truck

manufacturer which will help the user to meet these

problems which face him and so develop a business

which is profitable alike to the manufacturer, the cen-

tral station, and the user.

The cost of doing business in dozens of lines has

been rising. There is scarcely a manufacturer or mer-

chant who is not trying to standardize in some measure

the cost of doing business. Groups of manufacturers and

merchants in many lines are taking census of each

others' costs in order to find a correct basis for all.

Delivery charges form one of the elements in the cost

of doing business in dozens of lines of manufacturing

and merchandising.

It is obvious, therefore, that the central-station man-

ager and the manufacturer can, if they will, market

more vehicles, capitalize now the prospective user's

needs by showing him at once how the electric vehicle

may be applied to reduce his cost of delivery, and

standardize this item in the cost of doing business.

Retail merchants, grocers, laundrymen, hardware

dealers and others have combined to form co-operative

delivery systems. This co-operative system is simply

one method by which the dealer is trying to reduce

the increasing cost of delivery service. If all those in-

terested in the problem of selling more electric vehicles

will see the opportunity to render a service to the users

of such vehicles, a very real development in electric

trucking can be made.

For years emphasis has been laid upon the partic-

ular value of the electric vehicle for meeting the average

user's delivery problem. Mechanically the electric

vehicle is almost, if not quite, as simple as a horse and

wagon. All the minor ailments which group around

a machine of any sort operating at high temperature,

such as a gas engine, can be immediately dismissed

from the mind of the merchant or manufacturer who

buys an electric truck. For the manufacturer with

local deliveries and short hauls or for the grocer who

prefers to deliver sugar and butter unadulterated with

gasoline, the electric truck obviously has advantages

over the gasoline-driven vehicle in point of service.

The plan proposed in the following pages has been

tested by a group of central-station managers and offers

one solution of the problem of widening the use of

electric vehicles which now faces the industry.
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Increasing Business with Electric Trucks
Possibilities for Widening Application of Electric Vehicles and Adding to

Central-Station Profits by Battery-Service System

~>EVEN central stations have proved the value of a

N new plan for selling electric vehicles for commercial
service. For three years this sales plan—the bat-

ry-service system—has been in successful operation

i different locations and has stood the test of service

ider a variety of conditions. This plan is perhaps the

rst in which the needs of each of the three parties

iterested in the sale of trucks—the manufacturer, the

intral station and the user of the vehicle—have been
msidered.

Now is the strategic time for every central-station

anager to interest himself in this method of increasing
te sales of electrical energy. The time is opportune
rst because the prospective purchaser is right now
rutinizing the item of delivery cost in his costs of

)ing business; second, because the electric vehicle has
'rtain specific advantages over any other type of vehi-

e for meeting the user's problem ; and, third, because
ie war has caused an unprecedented situation in the
•uck-manufacturing field.

Why have no more electric trucks been put into oper-
:ion? Primarily because of a misunderstanding be-
veen truck maker, central-station manager and truck
ser as to just what each had to offer and what their
>mmon interests were. The maker has furnished the
chicles and has thought of himself as selling simply
n electric-driven truck. The central-station manager,
cognizing the possibility of the truck as a means of
'lling energy, has thought of the vehicle as an energy-
^ing device. But the primary interest of the user, the
ian both central station and truck manufacturer wish
> reach, is in transportation with its clustering group
t individual requirements. The user wants to buy
•asportation. And if a proposition can be made to
im on that basis, a proposition that for the same or
ss cost gives him better delivery service, that is the
"position which will broaden the market for both the
lanufacturer of the vehicle and the manufacturer of
ie electrical energy, the central-station manager. Such
proposition has been put into practice by the central
ations in Hartford, Boston, Baltimore, San Francisco,

Fall River, Worcester and Spokane, in co-operation with
the General Vehicle Company. It is called the battery-

service system of the General Vehicle Company.

The Battery-Service System

The meat of the proposition is this. The truck user

buys a truck with chassis and body adapted to his par-

ticular requirements without the battery. The central

station keeps him supplied with charged batteries to

run this truck. He goes to the central station, in other

words, not to buy energy at so much per kilowatt-hour,

but to buy transportation service. He pays the central

station a flat charge for garaging and battery mainte-

nance depending on the size of his truck. In addition

he pays so much per mile for the total mileage traveled

as indicated by the odometer on the truck.

Merely listing the advantages of this plan to each of

the three parties concerned indicates far-reaching pos-

sibilities for widening the application of the electric

commercial vehicle.

The user gets a simple, effective and modern vehicle

of transportation for less money. The truck without
the battery takes from 20 per cent to 25 per cent less

capital at the start. In one stroke the user standard-

izes his delivery costs, cuts out his stable or garage
expense, and buys transportation on a basis he can un-

derstand and measure.
Under the battery-service system of the General Ve-

hicle Company, because the truck purchaser's original

investment is reduced from 20 to 25 per cent, from the

very practical viewpoint, the sale of the truck is made
that much easier. The vehicle user merely operates

the car. He need not concern himself with what may
be to him the mysteries of electricity. There is no limit

to the number of miles he can drive the car each day.

Freshly charged batteries can be exchanged for a de-

pleted set whenever unusual demands on the truck

require it.

The centralizing of the income from the costs of de-

livery to the user at the central station has quite as

practical advantages to the central station. This income
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WHAT BECOMES THE INSIDE FACE OF THIS CARD, WHEN
FOLDED TWICE, CONTAINS A COMPLETE RECORD OF CON-
TRACT BETWEEN VEHICLE USER AND CENTRAL STATION

resulta from three sources, first, the garage charge, d<

tails of which will he presented later in this article

second, a reads to-serve charge, based on interest, main
tenance charges, renewals and freight; third, a chaif
for energy consumed reckoned for the truck \i^cr on

per mile-run basis. Tabulated statements of income pi
mile as charged the user by the central station ar

shown with this article.

Just what each of the parties in the centralizing o

transportation performs is made clear in the standm
contract used by several of the central-station com
panics in developing this source of income in their re

spective cities. The contract has in some instance

been printed on a 5-in. by 9-in. sheet so that whei
folded it may be filed in a )5-in. by 5-in. drawer as

record of the agreement in the office of the central sta

tion. The printed form of the contract, of course, ma;

vary, but the essential elements are contained in thi

resume:
. Terms and Conditions of Contract

"To all owners or users of electric automobile wagon
or trucks manufactured and equipped by the Genera
Vehicle Company, Inc., for such service who will sigi

the application annexed hereto, and whose credit is sat

isfactory, the [insert here corporate name of operator]

hereinafter called the company, will furnish batter

service and inspection service as described herein, am
also garage service if the customer so elects, upon th

following terms and conditions:
"1. The company agrees to maintain a centrally lo

cated battery-service station with facilities for the rapii

exchange of batteries, and with an attendant on dut;

day and night, and to own, maintain and supply al

'Ironclad-Exide' batteries necessary for the operatioi

of said vehicles, and that it will at such battery-servic

station supply the customer at any and all times durinj

the life of this contract, and equip his wagons or truck

(manufactured by the General Vehicle Company, Inc,

and equipped for this service) with said 'Ironclad

Exide' batteries of sufficient size and proper number o

cells ready for use, and will, without unreasonable inter

ference with the use of the wagons or trucks by th

customer, from time to time as said batteries becom

entirely or partially discharged either recharge th

same or exchange them for and install in said wagon

or trucks charged batteries in accordance with th

schedule of rates annexed hereto.

"2. The company agrees that at the time of exchang

CHARGED BATTERIES ON TRUCK READY FOR TRANSFER TO HOW BATTERIES ARE RUN UNDER CAR PRELIMINARY T

VEHICLE NEXT STEP
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ig or charging a battery it will furnish the customer's

river upon application with a coupon stating the num-
*r of miles which the battery should propel his wagon
r truck under ordinary conditions. The company will

lake a towing-in charge for cars stalled by reason of

<ceeding the stipulated mileage.

"3. The customer agrees that the legal title to the

atteries furnished by the company under this service

lall be and remain in the company, and that he will re-

am said batteries to the service station where such

srvice is supplied at such times as ?hall be prescribed

y the company's rules.

"4. The customer agrees to protect and care for the

atteries while in his possession, and to return the same
) the company in good condition, reasonable wear and
mr thereof incurred in the normal operation of the

ehicle excepted. The customer agrees not to make any
?pairs to the batteries but to notify the company.
"5. The customer agrees to supply a suitable odom-

ter to register the number of miles traveled by each

-uck or wagon for the purpose of determining the price

}r the battery service in accordance with said schedule

f service-system charges, and the company will have
le same checked for accuracy at all reasonable times on
le request of the customer.
"6. The customer agrees that the number of miles

?gistered on the said odometer shall be the basis for

imputing all mileage charges in accordance with said

:hedule of service-system charges, and that if for any
jason the odometer should fail to register, the mileage
uring the period of such failure shall be estimated
rom previous records on the customer's vehicles until

ach time as the odometer can be replaced or repaired

y the company, and the customer shall pay the cost of

^pairing or replacing such odometer.
"7. The customer agrees that he will maintain his

agons or trucks, keeping them in repair and proper
>ndition, and that he will allow the proper representa-

ve of the company to inspect or test his wagons or

•ucks at any reasonable time during the term of this

jntract for the purpose of ascertaining mechanical and
lectrical conditions and the accuracy of the odometer,
nd will immediately remedy any defective conditions
illed to his attention which would result in excessive
nergy consumption.
"8. It is mutually agreed that the company assumes

o responsibility for the customer's wagons or trucks

y reason of loss or damage due to fire, nor by reason
f loss due to accident or other causes.

R MovTH

San Charge*
Boston Bpo- Balti- Fran- Hart- Eecom-

kane ttJOW cisco ford meiuW

100(1-11). wagon:
$19 00 $19 00

17 00

$8 33 $19 00
Battery service and inspection 17 00 140 00 $42 50 14 00- i; oi

Rate per mile, to 600 03 03 03 03 .03 .03
Rate per mile, 501 to 760 u_". 02} 02} .02} .02} 02}
Hate per mile, 751 to 1000 02 J OL'J .03) .02} 021 . 021
Rate per mile, excess of 1000. .02 02 .02 .02} .02 .02

2000-lb, wagon:
Garage 19.00 19 00 8.33 19.00
Hattery service and inspection. 21 00 12 .mi 21 00 45.00 21.00- .'1 00

Rate per mile, to ".no .03} .03} .03} .04 .03} . 03i
Rate per mile, 501 to 750 .03 03 ,03 .03} .03 .03

Rate per mile, 751 to 1000 .02} 01". .02} .03} .02} .02}
Rate per mile, excess of 1000. .02J .02} • 2} .03} .02 .021

4000-lb. wagon:
Garage 19.00 10 00 10.00 l't 00

Battery service and inspection.

.

28 00 50.00 28.00 55 00 — 28.00
Rate per mile, to 500 .05 .05 .05 .05 .04} .0.:

Rate per mile, 501 to 750 .04} .04} 04} .04} .04 .04}
Rate per mile, 751 to 1000 .04 .04 .04 .04 .03} .04
Rate per mile, excess of 1000. . . .03} .03} .03} .04} .03 .03}

33-ton truck:

Garage 23.00 23 00 23 00
Battery service and inspection.

.

33.00 60.00 33 00 65.00 — 33.00
Rate per mile, to 500 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06
Rate per mile, 501 to 750 .05} .05} .05} .05} .05 05}
Rate per mile, 751 to 1000 .05 .05 .05 .05} .03

Rate per mile, excess of 1000. .04} .04} .04} .05} .03 .04}

5-ton truck:

26 00
36.00 70'(J0

26.00
36.00 7S!66

•••_ 26.00
Battery service and inspection.

.

36.00
Rate per mile, to 500 .. .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07

Rate per mile, 501 to 750 .06} .06} .06} .06} .06 .06}
Rate per mile, 751 to 1000 .06 .06 .06 .0.,; .04 .06
Rate per mile, excess of 1000. .

.

.05} .05} .05} .06} 04 .05}

Garaging includes the garage space, washing, oiling, greasing
and ordinary minor adjustments. If the vehicle is not garaged by
the company, this charge is omitted.
Battery service and inspection include readiness to serve with

electric energy in exchangeable batteries, to enable the customer
to run his vehicle at any time, and inspection as to the condition
of the vehicle at the station of the company.

*The charges in this column are those included in the contract
form which the General Vehicle Company has standardized for
the customer. These standards are based on preliminary experi-
ence accumulated by the different cities listed and by the General
Vehicle Company. Variations in charges for battery service and
inspection are caused by variations in freight rate on batteries.
The standard charges for rate-per-mile costs tabulated in the
last column are recommended by the General Vehicle Company as
maximum charges after wide investigation and analysis of local
conditions, rates for energy and so on.

"9. It is mutually agreed that the customer, if desir-

ing to withdraw any of his wagons or trucks from
service, may for a period of not less than one month
have the charges for service for the same canceled, pro-

vided that advance notice is given the company in

writing of his desire to do so. After such suspension

"f f f f f ft

:0W BATTERIES ARE RAISED INTO POSITION UNDER THE
VEHICLE

AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN WATERING CART AND AN
ELECTRIC ROAD ROLLER
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of service, the customer shall give at leasl two weeks'
notice in Writing «'l' liis desire to have such ser\ i< -e inn
stated. The charge for garage service shall qo1 be

Canceled unless the customer withdraws his wagons or

trucks from the garage of the company.
"10. All bills shall DC rendered monthly and paid by

the customer within fifteen days, and if not so paid,

the company shall have tin 1 right t" r imove t he hat tern

from the wagons of trucks. The company may serve

written notice on the customer of his default, and if

such hills arc not paid within ten days after such
notice, at the option of the company, this agreement
may be canceled and terminated.

"11. Garage service shall consist of and include gar-
age space, washing, cleaning, "iling, jrreasing and ordi-

nary minor adjustments. If the vehicle is not garaged
by the company, the garage charge in the annexed
schedule is omitted.

"12. These terms and conditions shall not be binding
upon either party until the signed application of the
customer has been accepted by the company, and they
may not be modified or affected by any promise, agree-
ment or representation by any agent or employee of the
company unless such modification is in writing and
executed by a duly authorized representative of the
company and by the customer."
The schedule of rates recommended by the manufac-

turer is presented later in the article.

Advantages of Centralized Control

One of the chief advantages in the method of sale as

outlined in this agreement is that of centralizing bat-
teries for the group of cars so purchased. Every cen-

tral-station manager believes in the axiomatic principle

of centralizing the production of electrical energy for
a community or group of communities. The central

battery-service plan is another extension of the well-

recognized advantages of such centralization of the gen-
eration and distribution of energy.
The storage battery is merely another method of

transmitting energy from a central source. It provides
a method of transmission to the customer in a form
which he pays for on a basis he understands. From the
central-station viewpoint, moreover, the investment in

batteries becomes productive as soon as made, and this

investment is paid back to the central station on the

installment plan by the service charge made to the mer-
' chant. The title to the battery remains in the hands
of the central station.

The centralizing of the batteries makes possible a
flexibility in handling the charging and maintenance of

the cells otherwise impracticable. Charging can be put
on a better time basis at the central station. It can be
carried on in valley periods in the station load and, at

the same time, experience has shown that the extra

batteries available at the central source make possible

a service to the vehicle user impossible when charging
periods and maintenance are circumscribed by the com-
ings and goings of one owner's trucks only.'

At first sight, it may seem that the guarantee to

supply fresh batteries at all times would mean an un-
usual investment in storage batteries by the central

station. Practice shows, however, that such is not the

case, and that the number of batteries required to give

such service is not three or four times the total single

equipment per vehicle but is a fractional proportion

only of such extra batteries. The law of averages works
to reduce the investment in batteries to a minimum, and
the greater the number of trucks in service the fewer
proportionally become the extra batteries required to

guarantee a continuous service for the trucks. From one
and one-half batteries per vehicle, with perhaps twenty-
five trucks, it works down to one and one-third or less.

Centralization of the batteries also makes ii possib

for t he cent ral station to control the type ol batt<

to make engineering adjustments ill character and tyj

as may he necessary to fit the electric truck to tl

service which local conditions demand. Similarly, que

tions of initial battery cost and maintenance can \

worked out with a large group of batteries more intell

gently and at, less expense per unit than is possible win

the batteries to he recharged are scattered localh ainoi

a variety of users charged and maintained under var;

Lng conditions.

Results Obtained in Practice

Because of the average user's vital interest in redu

ing his costs of doing business, now is the time

present to him the advantages of the electric vehicle f<

putting the item of general delivery cost on a bett

basis. The fact that the plan has now been succi

tried in widely located sections shows the possibility

of its adoption for developing business in many oth"

communities. Seven public service companies ha»

adopted the plan—the Hartford Electric Light Cor

pany, the Washington Water Power Company, the Ed

son Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, the Co;

solidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Company i

Baltimore, the Fall River (Mass.) Electric Light Cor

pany, the Worcester (Mass.) Electric Light Cor

pany, and the Pacific Gas & Electric Company i

San Francisco. Each has adopted the battery-servi<

system as a method of stimulating the sale of ener^

in their communities.
The plan was first adopted by the Hartford Electr

Light Company of Connecticut. A description of tl

application of the system in that city was given in tl

Sept. 6, 1913, issue of the Electrical World. The pk-

was introduced in February, 1912, with fourteen ca

operating under the battery-service system. Two yea:

later more than three times as many cars were :

service, and in January of this year a gain of 50 pi

cent over the number of cars in operation during 191

was accomplished.

Experiences of the several companies indicate th;

the main features of the plan can be applied under

wide variety of conditions. The initial trial of tr

system in Hartford was followed by two years' observ;

tion of the plan in operation. The officials of tr

Hartford Electric Company paid especial attention i

advertising in the newspapers the adaptability of tl

electric vehicle to local use. Just what had been accon

plished by local users and emphasizing in straightfo

ward style the advantages of electric trucking forme

the basis of this newspaper campaign. Repeat ordei

were capitalized in copy. One coal company substitute

electric for gasoline-driven trucks and the discards

gasoline vehicles were offered for sale by the Hartfoi

Electric Light Company. The advertising copy emph;

sized the fact that electric trucks had been substitute

by the coal company. San Francisco and Spokane ha\

also called newspaper advertising to their aid in pr<

moting the battery-service system.

Adapting Trucks to Local Conditions

It may not be realized how much the leading true

manufacturers have done to standardize trucks to me*

varying local conditions. In every case local conditior

are taken into account before trucks are sold to users i

that district. This is most important. The mere fa<

that any piece of electrical machinery will stand a

abusive overload sometimes is a handicap in its oper;

tion. A vehicle adapted in motor and battery equipmei

for a relatively level locality may not be adapted succes:

fully to a hilly country.

Consider Pittsburgh as an example. Little headwa
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was made in adapting the trucks to brewery service in

that city until what might be held equal to an equip-

ment for a 5-ton truck was placed in a 3Vij-ton vehicle.

This same general plan was carried out in other sizes

of trucks. On the contrary, 3! 2-ton battery equipment

has been placed in a 5-ton ice truck when a half mile

was an average haul and the smaller batteries were

more than ample for a full day's work.

In other cases the size of the battery has been in-

creased to take care of the extra current needed to oper-

ate an electric winch on the truck. This is not usually

necessary. Extra large motors are applied to overcome

sandy conditions in the South. Experience in Los An-
geles developed the fact that owing to heavy rainfall

the curbstones on the street gutters are from 3 in. to 5

in. higher than usual and iron-bound. This means that

a truck going into a garage or stable would often have

to climb a sudden rise of 36 in. (or a 33 per cent grade)

,

bringing an extra heavy strain upon the frame. All

frames that are sent to Los Angeles receive special care.

In San Francisco, to negotiate the hills, batteries

specifically adapted to the capacity of vehicle and the

local routes have been installed. In one instance a

special motor and a special battery equipment were used.

UNIVERSAL BATTERY CRADLE FOR MAKING DIFFERENT TYPES
OF BATTERY INTERCHANGEABLE ON SAME VEHICLE

Particular attention is now paid to the installation

of trucks in the smaller towns where the users have no
knowledge of storage-battery practice and would nat-

urally get into trouble with charging equipment if not

properly coached. Special equipment has been furnished
customers in cities where there is a heavy snowfall.

Interchangeable bodies and false bodies which are placed

inside the regular truck body so as to save time in load-

ing and unloading have also been applied.

As in all enterprises, the success of any plan depends
in the end upon some individual making himself respon-
sible for putting the plan into effect. The central-

station manager seems to have a special opportunity to

promote the wider use of electric trucks, not only be-

cause he can sell more energy at a profit but because
this is one of the ways in which he can capitalize the
interest of his community in everything electrical. Just
as the business man goes to his banker for financial

advice, so it is natural for him to go to the central
station for "electrical" advice, and the more the cen-
tral station will afford the business man this service
the greater will be his opportunity to increase the sale
of electrical energy for all purposes in his community.

The Electric Passenger Car for Suburban Touring

With the development of automobiling the novelty of

long tours has diminished until to-day the average auto-

mobile owner employs his car sanely for interurban
runs during pleasant summer afternoons and Sundays.

THE EASY-GOING ELECTRIC "WALK!
COUNTRY HILL

RIGHT UP" ANY

For such tours and family parties afield the electric pas-

senger car yields first place to no other type of vehicle,

for, in addition to its simplicity and its ease of control

by any member of the household, the modern electric

automobile has a radius of operation on a single battery
charge that is ample for the longest country trip the

car owner is likely to undertake.

An interesting series of interurban runs has just

been completed at Detroit by a local vehicle manufac-
turer, starting from the Detroit Athletic Club and mak-
ing round trips over country roads to points of interest

within 50 miles of the city. As the series was under-

taken to demonstrate the value of the electric vehicle

for suburban touring, persons interested in battery-

driven cars were invited to go on the trips and some
seventy-five made the little journeys on the twenty days

of the runs. Stock Detroit Electric cars were used.

During the entire series, it is reported, not a single

electrical or mechanical complication arose, nor was the

car stopped at any time for tire trouble. The ladies

seemed to appreciate especially the easy-riding qualities

of the "electrics" on country roads.

DUSTLESS AND DELIGHTFUL ELECTRIC TOURING NEAR
PONTIAC, MICH.
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A Flatiron Sold Every Seven Seconds
Remarkable Figured from St. Louis for This Year on the One-Day Bargain

Sale Thai Mas Come to lie an Annual Feature

SOME people still maintain that bargain sales and
"cirCttS stunts" have no place in the business of an

electric store. They say that the dealer, contra tor

or central station will do hotter by far to hold to the
well-estaUished selling methods of the industry and not
to indulge in the Bpectacular. But here is the story of a

bargain sale promoted by a burst of pyrotechnical pub-
licity, and productive of the sale of 4273 electric flat-

AN ELECTRIC IRON

^Smooths

IRONING WORRIES
Tuesday, June 8, i> Our 1915

Special Electric Iron Sale
Ask U» About the

Most Wonderful Offer
We Have Ever Made

Bell M.in 3220 Kinlodb Central 3530

"Union Electric"
12th and Locust SU.

eCdtwc

ONE OF THE PRELIMINARY "TEASER" ADVERTISEMENTS

irons in a single day, enough, surely, to justify the
selling plan, no matter what it is

!

This record-breaking bargain sale was staged June 8

by Mr. C. E. Michel, manager of the appliance depart-

ment of the Union Electric Light & Power Company of

St. Louis, and it offered to the public a combination of

a flatiron and a folding ironing stand at a fancy price.

A General Electric 6-lb. iron that regularly sells for

$3.50 and a special folding wooden ironing board, the

latter made especially for the company and clearly worth
$2.25 at retail at its normal department-store value,

were sold for this one day only at the special bargain
figure of $2.85. It was a bargain of exceptional at-

tractiveness to every housekeeper, and in 4273 homes the

response was prompt and hearty. The fact that the
cost was to be distributed over a period of three months
by a charge of 85 cents on the next electric service bill,

and one dollar added on the two bills following, practi-

cally removed all consideration of cost.

Advertising the Sale

The publicity measures used to promote this sale

were interesting. Ten days before the sale the com-
pany inserted in the St. Louis daily papers a "teaser

ad"—in fact, two "teaser ads" appeared in each of the

six local journals every day. No details were given.

The purpose was to stimulate a general interest and
curiosity. And the people of St. Louis were interested

and they were curious, for these "teaser ads" were well

done as the specimen reproduced here shows.
What followed next was guarantee of the attention

of the entire city. A large force of men was sent out
Friday night (the sale was held the following Tuesday)
and before they stopped they had hung 45,000 yellow

placards on front-door knobs, private letter boxes and
in other appropriate spots until the residence districts

throughout the city of St. Louis were bedecked with

these announcements of the flatiron bargain sale. Si-

multaneously the company sent out .'',7,000 return post

cards that bore postage stamps on both sides and pro-

vided both an advertisement of the sale and a form of

order most convenient for the use of any purchaser.
On Saturday, therefore, nearly all the city knew about

the sale, and 37,000 homes had at hand an easy, allur-

ing medium for ordering a flatiron at the enticing price.

Then on Sunday morning every newspaper carried a

large display "ad" featuring the sale, and again on Mon-
day another advertisement sent a final call, with fur-

ther notice on the day of sale. In the meantime for six

days prior to the sale all of the company's thirty-six

electric trucks carried appropriate muslin signs, and

the windows of the main office and display room and of

the four branch offices were utilized to make a further

feature of the sale. Tuesday came as the climax of a

pressure of publicity that had affected the length and

breadth of the city.

How the Orders Came

The orders came in so fast that it rivaled the most
turbulent record of the proverbial "land office." On the

opposite page is what the one-day bargain sale yielded.

/>—

OUR 1915 SPECIAL ONE-DAY SALE OF

ELECTRIC IRONS
Tuesday, June 8th o« Day ciy

SPECIAL SALE PRICE

On This Day Only

Standard Household Type 6-lb.

GENERAL ELECTRIC IRON
(Regular Price S3.SO

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL

Payment* may be made 85c with firrt

month's bill and $1.00 each
with next two bill..

THE "GLAD" IRON WAY
It's a real boon to the busy mother.

Ssvei eotintleai «t«p« Banana the hot urn
Hot la • raintrt* Worto from any laaip i«k«t
Le» wofry—more convenience Nothing get* hot but lb» iron

Doee finer work It • true economy

Saves your health

GUARANTEED FOREVER TO CONSUMERS

FREE OFFER WITH EVERY IRON SOLDg
A Full Size 15"xS8"

FOLDING IRONING BOARD
Worth $2.25-For Which

We Cheife Yoa
Nothing

A WONDERFUL OFFER
of which every housekeeper should take advantage.

UNION ELECTRIC 3E CO.
1 2th «nd Locum 4912 Delnw 3012 S. Grand 3028 N. Grand

Bell Hn 3220 Kinloch, Central 3530

The Electric Company of Missouri
WEBSTER GROVES

AYTON WELLSTON
eraaMC AYe. 6305 E*»ton Art.

Customers ofeither company may order from any of the offices mentioned.

THE NEWSPAPER 'SPREAD" THAT TOLD THE DETAILS OF

THE SALE
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iBl people called in person at the main office and bought Irons,
ill telephone calls were received from customers who found it

inrwnvenient to visit the store.
,'.',- <ii the post-card orders came in through the mail.
;,,., flatirons were sold by the branch offices of the Union Electric

Company.
160 irons were sold in Webster Groves by the Electric Company

of Missouri, a subsidiary prop.

(19 electric irons were therefore sold in this single day's bargain
sale,

46 of which were subsequently returned for various personal
i asons. so that the net sales were—
iiions that were actually sold and placed in service on the
company's lines, to keep as many meters turning through
the years to come.
Ipto from the sale were $12,178.05

he kilowatts connected total 2,350
tie estimated kw.-hr. consumption per year Is 488,800

nual revenue which will be secured from this busi-
i 7 cents per kw.-hr. is estimated at $34,216.00

Within eight days after the sale every iron and iron-

\g board had been delivered and signed for by the cus-

>mer. Naturally the company is well pleased with the

jtcome of the sale, both as regards the number of

ons sold and the actual financial result.

Results of Former Sales

And here is another feature of the sale that is of

Decial interest. This was not the first time that St.

ouis homes were given such an opportunity. A simi-

ir sale on June 24, 1912, sold 662 electric flatirons.

nother sale on May 13, 1913, sold 1876 electric flat-

ons. And a similar sale on June 9, 1914, sold 2402
•ons, and with every flatiron went a folding ironing

oard just as in the sale this year. It was a better

•oning board this time—a full size 15-in. by 58-in. fold-

ig board of most substantial construction, built for the

lectric company by a local manufacturer. But the idea
ras the same. It sounded the same to the women of

t. Louis, yet year after year the number purchased
l the one-day bargain sale has increased. The idea

'as not new, but the bargain was appealing, and as

leans were taken to attract attention from a greater

umber, larger sales resulted and the irons were gobbled

p at the rate of one every seven seconds all day long.

Let the man who never has believed in bargain sales

onsider well the facts in this experience of the Union
llectric Light & Power Company. Though flatirons

ave been seen and advertised and sold in St. Louis for

lany years, though irons and ironing boards have been
ffered in a bargain sale four times before, the plan

roved quite as popular and profitable as if the idea

ad been the veriest novelty. It proves that the people

ke the bargain idea, and that the more restrictions

re placed upon it in the matter of duration of the
ale, the more the bargain feature seems to be empha-
ized. It proves that a good idea in merchandising need
iot be abandoned for the reason that it has been used,

o long as there are still prospective customers not yet

eached and satisfied. It proves that, after all, the

ray to sell appliances is to make your proposition ap-

iealing and then to secure the attention of the greatest

•ossible number of people. In other words, a bargain
ale, well advertised, is still the most effective trick of

Merchandising.

"Movies" Equipped with Sliding Roofs Attract

"Air-Dome" Patrons

A number of motion-picture theaters in New York
'ity are equipped with motor-operated sliding roofs

vhich can be opened on warm nights to give the effect

if open-air theaters. On the bulletins displayed in

ront of these theaters are some such headlines as "Enjoy
he Comforts of an Open-Air Theater Without Being
forced to Leave on Account of Rain." This appeal was
ery effective in attracting patrons away from the so-

alled "air-domes" on account of the unusually rainy
leather which prevailed during the early summer.

Joint Line Solves Rural-Service Problem

On a stretch of road in Hamilton County, Ind., where
the lines of the Noblesville Heat, Light & Power Com-
pany parallel those of the Bell Telephone Company, a

joint-pole line has been erected. With the farm-service

lines of the electric-lighting company on a standard

two-pin telephone cross-arm at the top of the pole, and

the fifteen toll circuits of the Bell company on three

JOINT-POLE LINE SERVING INDIANA FARMERS

ten-pin arms beneath, the line presents that well-bal-

anced appearance which typifies sturdy construction.

The work of erecting and transferring the electric-

lighting wires from existing pole lines was done by the

workmen of the Bell company.

"Breezeless" Fans as Fly Chasers

A special type of electric fan has been J*stalled in

the Reading Terminal Market, PhiladelprWa, Pa., to

frighten flies away from exposed food by means of

moving shadows. Forty-two of these fans, which are of

Robbins & Myers manufacture, are being operated in

the market. The fans run at 100 r.p.m. and have their

blades set at a very slight blade pitch so that prac-

tically no breeze is developed. The blades have a sweep

of 90 in. The moving shadows caused by the blades are

said to be very effective in eliminating the fly nuisance;

at the same time the dealers are not troubled with strong

breezes which are likely to blow light objects away.

J DAVID H.SIMON i

mm *I.SIM.

•»*•&

THE FAN'S fLOW-MOVING SHADOW "SHOOS" THE FLIES
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Use of Electricity in a Dental Infirmary
The Elaborate and Modem Equipment <»r the New Forsyth Institute at Boston

Dentists' Operating (hairs with Self-Contained Kleetrieal Accessories

THE electrical equipment of the new Forsyth
Dental Infirmary al Boston, Mass., illustrates

the increasing usefulness of modern lighting,
motor-driven and signaling apparatus in institutional
service. The building is a notable addition to the
extensive group of medical and educational struc-
tures in the Fenway district of Boston, and with its

present equipment was erected at a cost of about
$500,000, through the gift of Messrs. John Hamilton
Forsyth and Thomas Alexander Forsyth, to provide
gratuitous dental treatment to children of sixteen years
and under. The institution is a pioneer in the work of
oral hygiene on a large scale among the children of a
great city. With its present facilities three treatments
annually can be given to 76,800 children, while the ulti-

mate facilities available will be 381,600 treatments per
year. An endowment of $2,000,000 is provided for the
maintenance of this philanthropy.
The building is of handsome design, faced with white

Vermont marble. It consists of three stories and two
partial mezzanine floors. The center of interest is an
infirmary room, extending along the entire north side
of the building, 28 ft. high inside and occupying ths
major portion of the second floor. Ample waiting-room
facilities, a research laboratory, a library, offices for
the executive and clerical staff, a clinical amphitheater,
sterilizing room, machine shop, power plant and other
departments form a part of the institutional arrange-
ments.

Plant Electrical Equipment

An electric generating plant was installed in the sub-
basement for daytime service, the small amount of
energy required at night being furnished by the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, which also

has an emergency-service connection with the building.

Two 25-kw., 110-220-volt three-wire direct-current gen-
erating sets are installed in the engine room, each being
direct driven by a 41-hp. Ridgway simple non-condensing
engine. The sets are alternated in service daily, one

LABORATORY ELECTRIC INCUBATOR

unit being ordinarily mere than able to handle the load

Each unit is mounted on a 20-in. concrete base, 12 ft

long by 20 ft. wida, resting on a 1-in. layer of groun<
cork between the slab and the floor, which is below sei

level.

In laying out the plant the size of the generators was

largely determined by the requirements of a 1500-lb

Otis electric elevator serving the three floors of th<

building. Ordinarily such an elevator requires a 15-hp

motor for a speed of 200 ft. per minute, but by rewind
ing the motor and introducing a greater amount o

starting resistance it was found that a motor of 5-hp

rating would provide a speed of 100 ft. per minute, am

SIXTY-TWO ELECTRICALLY EQUIPPED CHAIRS IN MAIN OPERATING ROOM OF FORSYTH DENTAL INFIRMARY, BOSTON
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would require no storage battery in reserve, as was

originally planned. By this means the capacity of the

generating plant was reduced from 35 kw. to 25 kw.

per set.

The Main Operating Room Containing Sixty-two Chairs

The main infirmary room, measuring 160 ft. by 70 ft.,

ONE OF THE OPERATING CHAIRS, SHOWING LAMP, DENTAL
ENGINE AND FOOT-CONTROL SWITCH HUNG ON HOOK

at present contains sixty-two S. S. White dental chairs,

each provided with a motor-driven dental engine in-

stalled on the frame of the chair and a foot-control

switch, which is suspended from the frame when not in

service and is placed on the floor when in use, giving

ADJUSTABLE THREE-LAMP BRACKET IN CLINIC ROOM

four speeds in both forward and reverse directions.

There are no wall outlets or exposed circuits, the wires
entering the chair through floor conduits. Each motor
is rated at 186 watts and, in common with the metal
fittings of the infirmary, has an enameled frame without
corners, facilitating the maintenance of antiseptic con-
ditions.

Each chair is equipped with four push-button switches

operating annunciator calls. One is in circuit with an

annunciator board with 110 numbers, installed in the

waiting-room lobby, and is used by the dentist in charge

of the chair to call his next patient. The second button

is for summoning supplies from a central stockroom,

two boards in duplicate being installed on the wall at

the angle of each wing, about 14 ft. above the floor. A
third call is connected with a board in the supply room
and signals the bringing and removal of instrument

trays. The fourth switch, with a ruby lamp in circuit,

enables the operator to acknowledge a call from the

clinic room, on receipt of a signal to proceed there to

witness demonstrating operations. Each chair is pro-

vided with a 40-watt lamp on a flexible bracket, with a

sectional reflector.

Sterilization of Instruments

A complete outfit of sterile instruments necessary for

ordinary operations is sent to each operator on call for

each patient. These outfits are contained in metal trays

which can be mounted on a pedestal at the chair close

X-RAY MACHINE FOR MAKING SKIAGRAPHS USED IN

DENTAL DIAGNOSIS

by the motor. When patients are dismissed the instru-

ments and containing trays are collected in trucks and
taken to the cleansing and sterilizing room. A tepid-

water supply for rinsing fountains and syringes at the

chairs is circulated by a Goulds centrifugal pump oper-

ated by a 5-hp. direct-connected Crocker-Wheeler 220-

volt motor, the system being provided with a 600-gal.

storage tank in the basement and piped for continuous

circulation without the formation of pockets, thus in-

suring a supply at the requisite temperature. A similar

motor-driven equipment is in service for the supply of

hot water to the lavatories, with a 400-gal. storage tank.

Numerous washstands of the hospital operating-room

type are placed at convenient points, so that one at least

will be within easy access of each operator. Thirty

electric hand driers will shortly be installed in this

connection.

Instrument sterilization is accomplished by two gas

ovens in the basement, equipped with ' ^-hp. fan motors
which force hot air through portable racks of instru-

ments in cases with open slides. A small motor is pro-

vided in the sterilizing room with double brush equip-

ment to facilitate polishing and cleaning drills, and a
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White i n» watt motor-driven reversible dental lathe is

used in a laboratory connected with the orthodontia
room for shaping, mouth tiltiiiKS. Six <).;"> hp. to 0.76 hp.

fan motors are in scr\ ice. ami other motors include
i hp. vertical Eci motor on a sump pump in the boiler

room, a .">-hp., 220-VOl1 Payne ash elevator, two :?-hp.

motors driving pumps supplying air-washer shower
heads, S 5 lip- Otis elevator motor, and a I -hp. (ieneral

Electric motor operating a lathe and emery wheel in

the machine shop. A 0.6 hp. motor also drives a i()-volt,

20-amp. Fort Wayne generator for service in operating
telephone, call-bell and annunciator systems. At night
these systems are supplied by a nine-cell alkaline stor-

age battery in the engine room.

At the infirmary electricity is also used to eliminate

the pain attending certain operations involving the

deadening of nerves, treatment of pyorrhoea, etc. A
"galvanic controller," manufactured by the Victor Elec-

tric Company, and operated on a 110-volt direct-current

circuit, is employed. The process consists in forcing

neurocaine into the nerves of sensitive teeth, gold or

platinum foil being used to make the positive contact,

while the negative contact is made on the patient's

wrist. For deadening a nerve, a current of from 2.5

to 3 milliamperes is applied for one minute, and for the

pyorrhoea operation the current is applied from one to

three minutes. Teeth formerly so sensitive that no
work could be done upon them can now be rendered

permanently painless and used as the abutments for

bridge work. About nineteen of these equipments are

in use in Greater Boston.

Lighting the Infirmary Building

The general lighting of the infirmary room is by
means of sixteen groups of four 100-watt tungsten

lighted by 20-in. howl fixture containing three 100-

watt lamp, each and the corridors by 12-in. acorn-shaped
fixtures containing three (JO-watt lamps in each case.

In settling upon the lighting scheme an extended tn<i v

was made of various types of glassware. Alabaster

BRONZE LAMP STANDARD AT ENTRANCE TO INFIRMARY

lamps each, with 24-in. bowls, the lower half of the bowl
being of alabaster and the upper half of verre moule,
installed 6 ft. below the ceiling with brass tubing.

This type of lighting is generally employed throughout
the building, the library and waiting rooms being

STERILIZING OVEN, IN WHICH USE IS MADE OF ELECTRIC

AIR-CIRCULATING FANS

was found to be most suitable for the service require-

ments, the best type giving only about 7 per cent less

light transmission than the best illuminating glass-

ware, besides presenting a more artistic appearance.

Inferior grades of alabaster gave from 63 to 35 per

cent of the light transmission of glassware. The posi-

tion of the lamp in the bowl was studied also, and it

was found that great care must be taken to avoid crack-

ing the alabaster on account of its sensitiveness to heat.

For this reason the use of gas-filled lamps was not

considered desirable. Operating ceases in the infirmary

at 5 p. m. daily.

Miscellaneous Electric Equipment

The main entrance is flanked by two handsome orna-

mental bronze standards, each supporting a 16-in. trans-

lucent ball containing three 100-watt lamps. The equip-

ment of the building also includes a loud-speaking

telephone system and a 1.5-amp., 110-volt electric incu-

bator for laboratory service. On the mezzanine floor

above the infirmary room is an X-ray department

equipped with a Kelley-Koett photographic X-ray ma-

chine, with regulating switchboard. There are electric

clocks in various rooms, supplied by the Standard Elec-

tric Time Company, Springfield, Mass. All clock faces

are flush with the walls for sanitary reasons, with con-

trol from a master clock which is installed in the

director's room.
The clinical amphitheater, which has concrete benches

and is arranged for complete flushing by hot water and

disinfectants, is furnished with an electric surgical unit,

with chair and signal system, the special lighting being

provided by three 60-watt lamps inclosed in frosted-

glass balls. A local 40-watt lamp is also available at

the chair.

The electrical installation of the Forsyth Dental In-

firmary was designed by Mr. Thomas W. Byrne, con-

sulting engineer, Boston, Mass., Mr. L. Fisher being

superintendent of the building.
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Merchandising Methods

A "Big Iron Slide" at Paducah, Ky.

When electric irons were reduced in price for one

week at Paducah, Ky., the Paducah Light & Power

Company called the sale a "big iron slide." The irons

"slid" in price from $3.50 to $2.50, and to, carry out the

A WINDOW DISPLAY WITH ACTION IN IT

idea that irons had really "gone down," the window
display shown herewith was arranged.

To the casual observer the iron in the center of the

display appears to have slid down the inclined board
and to be> lodged half-way through the large plate glass.

In reality, however, the glass is not broken, but the

effect was produced by cutting the iron into halves and
fixing one-half of it on each side of the glass. The
shattered appearance of the window was produced by
pasting thin pieces of broken glass on the large plate

glass near the supposed hole, and sketching in the radi-

ating cracks on the plate glass with a piece of white
soap.

A Real Estate Firm's Success with Electric Ranges
in Apartments

In a recent interview with a representative of this

journal, Mr. Edward P. Fitzgerald of the Colonial Real
Estate Trust, Worcester, Mass., stated that excellent

operating results are being obtained from the electric

ranges in the eighteen-suite apartment house erected

by his company on Irving Street, Worcester, and to

which occasional reference has been made in these

columns.

"We became interested in the electric range," said

Mr. Fitzgerald, "through the renting of one of our
apartments by President Rollins of the Worcester Elec-

tric Light Company. We investigated the subject of

electric cooking at considerable length, talked with rep-

resentatives of electric-heating companies, and decided
to spend over $1,000 in such equipment in our new
Irving Street residence apartment, believing that the

absence of coal and gas ranges in these apartments
would appeal to the public as an up-to-date move. No
extra rent has been charged on account of the exclusive
use of electric cooking in this building. The people who
moved in are finding the cleanliness and comfort of

electric ranges highly satisfactory. There is not a foot

of gas pipe in the building, the continuous hot-water
service being provided from a single coal range in the
basement which is kept in service by the janitor.

"The time is coming when water will also be elec-

trically heated for domestic service. We believe that
in a few years electric cooking will be the regular thing,

and our experience with this pioneer installation war-

rants us in the decision to adopt the electric range in

future high-class apartments built by us. These apart-

ments rent for from $40 to $45 per month. At present

we are using both Simplex and Hughes ranges, and the

cost, while slightly above gas-range service, is well war-

ranted by the superior results gained."

Figures gathered by the Worcester Electric Light

Company show that the average cost of energy per

month for a family of three persons in these apart-

ments is from $2.50 to $3.

Summer Burglars and Electric Light

"Don't Shoot the Burglar!"

Under the foregoing caption the central-station com-

pany in an Ohio town recently did an effective bit of

"good-will" advertising in its community, as recounted

by Mr. E. Burt Fenton, manager of the publicity de-

partment of W. S. Barstow & Company, in his paper

presented before the convention of the Ohio Electric

Light Association this week.

The advertisement mentioned called attention to the

fact that the average member of the prowling gentry is

a better shot than is the average householder ; that when
the latter shoots he is more likely to hit a member of

his own family than the maurauder, and that in the

dark the advantages are all on the side of the burglar.

Then it was pointed out that the one thing the burglar

actually dreads is light. The advantages of electric light

were exploited in a few words.

Aside from its commercial moral, the chief value of

the advertisement, declared Mr. Fenton, lay in the con-

cern expressed by the company for the people of its

community.

Selling House-Wiring at Manchester, N. rL

In connection with an energetic house-wiring cam-
paign it conducted, the Manchester (N. H.) Trac-

tion, Light & Power Company displayed in the

window of its main office two effective groups of fix-

tures wired for demonstration, as illustrated in the

accompanying halftone. The company features sets

of fixtures adapted to the average house at $52
and $60, accepting either cash or installment pay-

ments, the wiring being done at this price by arrange-

ment by any of the five local contractors. To attract

attention to the window a 16-in. oscillating fan stand-

ard placed in the center carries a life-sized figure of a

THE WHOLE HOUSE-WIRING STORY IS TOLD IN THIS
ATTRACTIVE EXHIBIT
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i^i i-l holding 40-wat1 tungsten lamp with half

frOStdd l>ult> mounted in an enameled metal rellector,

which throws moving beam of lighl upon the side-

walk outside the building, searchlight fashion.

in the foreground of the window ace samples of cir-

cular loom and rubber-covered wire as used in house

wiring, ami a group of cardboard houses emphasizing
that, all classes of residences are available for electric

service. A striking exhibit not shown is a photo-

graph of a house lunlt in 1718, which was "not too

old to be Wired." In extensive newspaper advertise-

ments the company is calling attention to the ease of

modem house wiring—the absence of disturbance to

furniture, walls, ceilings and the "household tfods"

when the modern electrician starts work in a resi-

dence.

Follow-Up Card Index of New Buildings

In order to record new construction both of residences

and stores, and the conditions relating to electrical con-

nection and installation thereof, the Salem (Mass.)

Electric Lighting Company has adopted the follow-up

J F M A

About

M J J A I

Street

N D

NEW BUILDINC CARO

No. Avenue Dlttrlct

Cor. Street N. E.

Mmi Avenue S. W. Side

Owner Address

Arch!.

Builder

Permit Est. Coll S Est. Rental S

To be for: Coining Apartments Stores

Carage

For Sale For Rent Owner to occupy

Being Bu.lt Finished

To'be Wired! Voluntarily At Solicitation ot Co. Being Wired

Wiring Finished Wg Contractor

Fliturea Infilled Elec ric Combln stion Cas

Not Wired: Should he.ee Wired Too Cheap Will not build

Ready to occupy about Can't Supply

Not Started No. ot Prospects Est. Income S

NEW-BUILDING "FOLLOW-UP" SIDE OF CARD

form shown herewith. On June 25, 1914, a large part

of the city was devastated by fire. Since that date, up

to May 19, 1915, 484 permits to build had been granted.

While all of these buildings are not yet erected, of those

,
that have been 352 are wired for electricity, and 280

connected with the central station's service. The per-

centage of wired buildings is 97, of which 54 per cent

are provided with electric service only.

In securing this new business the follow-up building

card has been of much service. On one side are noted

the location, owner, builder, cost, rental price, lighting

provision, and progress, and on the reverse side are

blank spaces to be filled in with the applications for

service, the nature of the service and other details.

St. Louis Campaign on (.as- Li I led "White-Way"

Units

lla\invr already sold more than 11,000 of its earlier

"white-way" units large tungsten lamps in inexpi

fixtures designed for outdoor or indoor application

—

the

Union Electric Light & Power Company of St. Louis,

Mo., is now offering its patrons
an Improved "white-way" unit.

Although Identical in price with

the former type of fixtures, the

new units, which are equipped
with gas-fdled tungsten lamps,

will, according to the company's
advertising circular, give with

the same energy consumption 30

per cent more light than the

former "white-way" lamp.

The fixture for indoor service

consists of a canopy, suspension

chain, metal hood and open-base

inclosing ball. Fitted with a

300-watt lamp, this lighting

equipment is sold to the com-
pany's customers at $5.75. The
unit complete can be bought on a

deferred-payment plan at the

rate of 35 cents a month, the

company agreeing to clean the

equipment at regular intervals

free of charge. The outdoor fix-

tures are similar to the indoor

type, with the exception that a

suspension bracket of malleable iron is used in plac

of a chain and canopy.

Mr. F. D. Beardslee, sales manager of the Union Elec

trie Light & Power Company, confidently expects th

future sale of these open-ball fixtures to equal the ur

usual record established by the "white-way" lamp

during the two years in which they were offered to th

company's customers.

—
1PPI IPATION SICNED

Suite.

Public
l Electric Elevator

,

Builder's A pp.

2
Service Pipe Up

3
Service Run

.

5

6

7

»

Warrant 191 $ Service to be 0. H.-U. C.

Prl. Prop. Cost-Customer to pay S Not necessary to get locations
.

,. ..

OPEN-BALL INDOOR

TYPE FIXTURE

"This Theater Is Electrically Cooled"

Visiting one of the town's leading moving-pictui

houses, the manager of an Eastern central station wa

gratified to find the darkened auditorium agreeabl

cooled by electric fans. Outside in the lobby, howeve

the heat was so oppressive that a casual passer-by woul

have inferred that the interior would be equally uncon

fortable. On his way out, therefore, the central-static

man suggested to the picture-house proprietor that a

electric fan be placed in front of the lobby, practical!

on the street line, with colored-ribbon streamers a

tached to its guard, to float outward in the breeze ar

direct public attention to a sign nearby: "This house

electrically cooled." The manager thought so well <

the suggestion that he installed it, and since that tin

other local "movies" have annexed the same idea 1

share in his success.

BLANKS FOR DATA ON SERVICE CONNECTIONS

A Window Display That Stopped the Hurryir

Throng

In the striking window display used by an Ohio ce

tral station a dummy arm protruding through a hole

a large placard waved a handkerchief at a broom in oi

corner of the window. On the card was the legem

"Good-by, old broom; the electric vacuum clean

has come to take your place." The continual motion <

the arm waving the handkerchief stopped many hurr

ing pedestrians.
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Efficiency and Comfort in the Home
The United Electric Light & Power Company of New York City Demonstrates in a Model

Electrical Apartment How These Essentials of Perfect Domestic

Life Are Contributed by Electricity
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Interior Construction

Cutting Hole in Plaster Wall for Distribution

Cabinet

Bll A\ i HON! GOBld w
in wiring finished buildings it is necessary in prac

ticallv everj installation for the wireman to Cll1 a rela

tively large hole in a plaster wall or partition Cor the

reception oi the distribution cabinet, it' he proceeds
with this work in accordance with the methods de-

BClibed herewith, which experience has shown to be

I

i

i

Wa/I

A

, 6roovespunched \ \

«n lathes i

B- --1 ^-'D
*Sfud

B

7"x4"5tua'\

FIG. 1—PUNCHING GROOVES IN THE PLASTER

the most effective, he will save himself both time and
worry.

Usually the cavity or pocket for the reception of the

distribution cabinet extends the entire distance be-

tween two adjacent studs. After the wireman has
decided upon the approximate location of the distribu-

tion cabinet, a small screwdriver should be pushed
through the plastered wall between two laths in order

to determine the location of a stud, which can be
previously found approximately by tapping on the sur-

face of the wall with a hammer. The screwdriver is

pushed through the plastered surface as shown at the

right in Fig. 1, care being taken to get it as near

as possible to the face of one of the studs so that the

screwdriver will slide into the space in the partition

and lie against one of the studs. A trial or two may
be necessary in order accurately to determine this

stud location.

After the location of the face of the stud has once

been determined the wireman should punch along the

stud face through the surface of the partition a series

of holes for a distance equal to the length of the dis-

tribution box that is to be placed in the pocket. An-
other similar series of holes is pushed through the

plaster along the edge of the next adjacent stud, and

then a groove is made through the plaster at the toj

and holtoin of the distribution box location with th<

screwdriver. The two lines of vertical holes haviaj
been punched through the plaster and the two hoX
zontal grooves cut, the exterior of the wall will ap-

pear as indicated at the left in Fig. 1. All the plaster

within the rectangular area should then he chopped
"ill in cakes with a screwdriver or a chisel. Th(
laths are next cut with a compass saw along the line*.

AB and CD, and the pocket will appear as shown bj

the front-elevation and cross-sectional views in Fig.a
The distribution box can now he fitted ml

Cavitj MUD. If the box is to he made of wood lined

with asbestos or of sheet metal, it should he propor-

tioned to fit exactly within the pocket. If a metal dp
tribution cabinet purchased from the stock of an elec-

trical-supply house is to be employed, the workman
may find it necessary to nail spacers or battens onto

the faces of the two studs in order to insure that the

metal distribution cabinet will fit snugly when in-

serted in the pocket.

Special Fixture for Low-Ceilinged House
The use of ceiling fixtures in old houses which an

low of ceiling is often difficult or impracticable, owing
to the lack of headroom. In certain cases the central

fixture in a room with low ceiling has to be guarded bj

means of a table set directly underneath. This is but

FIG. 2—ELEVATION AND SECTION OF COMPLETED POCKET

CEILING FIXTURE FOR AN OLD-FASHIONED ROOM

a makeshift since in case the table is removed for anj

reason both heads and fixture are in danger. To ob-

viate this difficulty, the electrical contractor wiring i

house in one of the older suburbs of Boston devisee

a means by which to utilize a shower fixture which woulc

be of such small vertical dimension as to allow ample

headroom for tall people.

A special fixture was made up by removing the ver-

tical socket and nipple from each unit in a regular

three-lamp brass shower, casting a new angle-nozzle

with a threaded tap in the side at a 120-deg. angle from

its axis, and attaching the pull-chain socket and nipple

to the flat ceiling pan, which was installed on the cen-

tral timber which projects 2 in. below the ceiling. The

three lamps in each fixture are set in a staggered posi-

tion in relation to one another. The sockets, being at

an angle of only 30 deg. from the ceiling of the room,

effect an economy of about 4 in. in height, and leave

headroom of 6 ft. 2 in., whereas with a usual shower

fixture the headroom would be insufficient for a person

even of moderate height to pass underneath. The par-

lor and living room of this old New England farm tvpe

are thus comfortably equipped.
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Lighting Practice

LIGHTING THE PAGEANT OF LEXINGTON
'rojector Illumination of Natural Amphitheater—Use of

Novel Steam Curtain During Scene Changes

By L. C. Porter

On the nights of June 21, 23, and 24 the citizens of

.exington, Mass., gave an outdoor pageant commemorat-
ng one hundred years of peace between England and
America, the proceeds of the pageant being devoted to

he work of the American Red Cross.

Nearly 900 people in costume took part in the pageant
ilone, while, including the workmen, the boy-scout

ishers, etc., about 1000 persons were necessary for the

iroduction. The pageant showed in episodes of dra-

natic form the part which the old town of Lexington
iafl taken in the history of the American nation.

The pageant was staged on the property of the Twin
Sim Spring Company at Lexington, which afforded an
lmost perfect natural amphitheater, as shown in the
ccompanying plan. In the center was a level field,

losely mowed and rolled, for the stage proper, 180 ft.

sng by 175 ft. deep. On a gently sloping hill facing

tiifl stage were constructed 6000 seats for the audience.
With the exception of the large orchestra, the entire

ageant was lighted by projected light. Thirty-nine
ood-lighting projectors, each containing one 500-watt
Mison tungsten flood-lighting lamp, were distributed

round the grounds, as indicated on the accompanying
Ian. The arrows give the general direction in which
he beams were trained. The beams varied in spread
rom 6 to 18 deg., depending upon the distance they
/ere to "carry." The projectors were grouped in bat-

eries and hidden from the audience either by natural
creens, such as large rocks, or by clumps of cedar
rees cut and set back of them for the purpose. From
o part of the grand stand was a source of light directly

isible.

Supplementing the flood-lighting projectors, eight

0-in. searchlamps, each containing a 750-watt focus-

ype Edison tungsten lamp, were mounted 20 ft. above
he ground at the rear of the audience. Six of these had
heir beams spread fan-shaped, covering the main stage
nd adjoining ground. The other two were focused into

potlights, to follow the principal actors and actresses,

"he general flood-lighting was of such intensity that the
spots" did not give the effect of sharp-edged beams;
et they did raise the illumination on the objects on
/hich they were trained to such a degree as to make
hem stand out prominently. Pale-blue and amber gela-

ine color screens were used in front of both the flood-

amps and the searchlamps.
Across the front of the stage proper was run a 2-in.

ARRANGEMENT OF STAGE AND PROJECTORS

pipe having 0.25-in. holes bored 2 in. apart. Live steam
was supplied to this pipe under 15-lb. pressure from a
75-hp. boiler. Just back of the pipe were placed 1000
25-watt lamps in three rows—red, blue and amber, with
some clear lamps mixed in. During the change of scenes
the steam was turned on and changing colored light was
thrown on the stage from the 1000 footlamps. The in-

tensity was varied by means of dimmers, the lamps
being controlled in three sections of 50 ft. each. The
result was a beautiful steam curtain, rising 30 ft.

to 40 ft. in the air and constantly changing color,

intensifying and then fading away, suggesting color

without form.

Not only was the effect exceedingly picturesque, hold-

ing the attention of the fascinated audience, but the
curtain prevented the spectators seeing the changes of

scenery being made behind it. At the same time the
steam curtain gave sufficient illumination without the
flood-lamps to allow moving the full-sized three-story

painted canvas houses and the other scenery off and onto
the stage. All of the flood-lamps and searchlamps were
also controlled by dimmers. By means of these the

light was brought up gradually after the steam was
shut off, giving a most pleasing effect.

In wiring the various searchlamps and flood-lamps

a balanced 110-220-volt three-wire system was used.

The lighting was so arranged that no part of the stage

was dependent entirely upon one group of lamps; thus

the failure of any circuit would not put any section in

darkness. The wisdom of this provision was proved on
the second night, after Paul Revere's horse had become
frightened at the firing and crashed through the foot-

lamps and main feed wires, putting three circuits out

of commission.
A twenty-station telephone line connected the oper-

ators of the apparatus with the switch house.

THE "STAGE" OF THE PAGEANT OF LEXINGTON, LIGHTED BY FORTY-SEVEN PROJECTORS
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DAYLIGHT VIEW OF SPKCTATORS' SEATS, SHOWING BATTERIES OF PROJECTOR LAMPS, FOOTLA MPS, AND STEAM CURTAIN
JUST STARTING

The following brief summary of the principal mate-

rials ordered for this lighting installation may be in-

teresting:

8600 ft. of N'o. 6 weatherproof wire.

7-00 ft. of No. 14 weatherproof wire.

340 H. Of wire netting.

2200 ft Of twin-conductor weatherproof telephone wire.

500 ft. of lamp cord.

Fourteen 60-amp. three-pole, single-throw knife switches.

Two 60-amp. three-pole, double-throw knife switches.

Twenty-five 5-ainp. single-pole, single-throw switches.

Twelve push buttons.

Eight 100-amp. dimmers.
Six 25-amp. dimmers.
Sixty 60-amp. cartridge fuses.

200 6-amp. plug fuses.

1
""11 it. -watt lamps.

Twelve 730-watt Edison focus-type tungsten lamps.

Sixty 500-watt Edison focus-type tungsten flood-lighting lamps.

Six 400-watt Edison tungsten lamps.

100 candle lanterns.

300 candles.

Eight 20-in. incandescent searchlamp projectors.

Fifty-six flood-lighting projectors.

Twenty-five orchestra music lamps.

Twenty-five pocket flashlamps.

Twenty-five electric mines (to represent bursting shells).

6 lb. insulating tape.

3 lb. soldering compound.
6 lb. of solder.

150 gelatine color screens.

To make up the installation and operate the equip-

ment required the services of fifteen electricians for

'a week.
The illumination for the Lexington pageant was

planned by the engineers of the Edison Lamp Works of

the General Electric Company, Harrison, N. J., and was
installed under their direction by a corps of Harvard
students, Mr. Theodore C. Brown of Harvard supervis-

ing this work.

Experience with Gas-Filled Lamps at Brooklyn

In discussing the report of the N. E. L. A. lamp com-

mittee at the seventh annual convention of the Brook-

lyn Company Section held at Coney Island, June 23,

Mr. W. H. Grove of the Edison Electric Illuminating

Company of Brooklyn reviewed a six months' experience

in the substitution of incandescent gas-filled tungsten

lamps for arc lamps on city street circuits. On Jan. 26,

1915, the company began the work of substitution bj

installing eleven lamps. The next replacement, consist-

ing of twenty-seven lamps, was made on Feb. 1, followec

by forty-four on Feb. 3. By April 17 the gas-fillec

lamps installed numbered 3300. For replacing 419 mul-

tiple alternating-current arc lamps, 185 300-watt tung

sten lamps and 234 400-watt tungsten lamps were used

For 1841 multiple direct-current arc lamps, 185 300-watl

and 1656 400-watt tungsten units were substituted. Ir

place of 206 series direct-current arcs, an equal numbei

of 100-cp. 6.6-amp. tungsten lamps were installed.

In effecting these replacements, use was made of th(

old arc-lamp cases by converting them into containers

for the gas-filled tungsten units. During the earl\

stages of the replacement, frequent apparent burnout;

caused much annoyance and expense. From Jan. 26 tc

Feb. 3, there were seventeen burn-outs out of the thirty-

eight lamps installed. During a severe storm, in th(

early part of April, 307 lamps were destroyed in twc

days. It was finally discovered that much of this

trouble was due to a faulty construction of the first 50(

arc-lamp cases that had been converted, in that they

were not rain-proof. The rain water coming into con-

tact with the heated glass caused the destruction of th<

lamps. With the containers made rain-proof few fail-

ures now occur in stormy weather, as is evidenced bv

the picture below, taken during a heavy downpour.

THE ILLUMINATED STEAM CURTAIN AT NIGHT GAS-FILLED TUNGSTEN STREET LIGHTING IN BROOKLYN
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NEW APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES
Outdoor Disconnecting Switch

The final electrical contact on the outdoor disconnect-

og switch made by the Royal Electric Manufacturing

'ompany of 556 East Fortieth Street, Chicago, is com-

peted by a trolley wheel which engages a heavy spring

35,000-VOLT SWITCH WITHOUT FUSES

orn. The rolling-wedge effect of the trolley wheel

ives, it is stated, a smooth make-and-break in opera-

ion. The opening of the contact is accelerated by the

pring of the contact horn. Heavy arcing horns pre-

ent arcing from the wheel in both the make and the

reak operations. When thrown to the open position

he switch automatically grounds itself so that fuses

an be replaced. The fuses are of the S. & C. type.

The force of gravity, in addition to a mechanical lock

n the operating lever, tends to hold the switch in either

ts closed or its open position. The manufacturer claims

hat the switch offers no surfaces on which sleet and
ce can form in sufficient quantities to freeze the switch.

Cable Insulator and Splicing Sleeve

For the protection of cables the Drew Electric &
Manufacturing Company of Indianapolis, Ind., has de-

eloped a combination insulator and splicing sleeve. In

he illustration herewith the parts marked 1 are
hreaded cast-brass tubes, and those marked 2 are
crew-capped openings for filling the joint with insu-

lting compound. The parts labeled 3 are malleable-

SPLICING SLEEVE WITH CABLE PREPARED FOR SPLICE

ron castings which are leaded to the middle section,

^he central cylinder 4 is a 12-in. glazed porcelain tube
nth 0.75-in. walls.

Used as an insulator in a cable sheath this device
livides the sheath into sections and prevents the unim-

peded flow of electrical energy collected from the earth
and from underground structures. Used as a splicing

sleeve it is said to eliminate leakage at the splice.

To install the sleeve the two bronze end-tubes are
taken off of the insulator and slipped over the ends of

the cable. The main body of the sleeve is then slipped

over one end of the cable. With the splice completed in

the usual manner the insulator is drawn over the splice

and the bronze tubes are screwed into place. Joints are

then wiped at the ends of the bronze tubes and the sleeve

is filled with compound.

Fixture with Diffusing Globe and Shade

An indoor lighting fixture which is being marketed
by Mr. John D. Raymond, 1601 Fort Dearborn Building,

Chicago, 111., has been designed to provide diffused

FIG. 1—INDOOR LIGHTING FIXTURE WITH DIFFUSING GLOBE

illumination such as is given by semi-indirect units,

eliminating at the same time the ceiling shadows cast
by the suspension chains of such fixtures. As may be
seen from the fixture illustrations herewith, the units
consist of hemispherical diffusing bowls and flaring

shades of the same material. Fig. 2 illustrates the
arrangement which is provided to make the lamp and

FIG. 2—FIXTURE OPEN FOR CLEANING GLASS

the interior of the bowl easily accessible. The filter

under the flared shade is ventilated and is adjustable so
that the lamp may be raised or lowered to bring the
filament to the proper focal center. The fixture is called

the "Ramo-light."
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Porcelain Sockel

In the accompanying Illustration la shown a porcelain
socket which has been developed bj the Arrow Electric
Company, Hartford, Conn., for u <• [n bathrooms and
other places when- moist lire exists. The socket is de
signed to take a Gr-26 round-bulb tungsten lamp and a
husk or glass globe la unnecessary. The socket is pro
vidcd with a porcelain skirt as shown, which gives it

WHITE PORCELAIN SOCKET
FOR ROUND-BULB LAMP

the effect of having a husk. The porcelain is white in
color and is glazed. The socket is interchangeable with
various types of caps and bases made by the above
manufacturer.

Outdoor Lighting Fixture

The Luminous Unit Company of St. Louis, Mo., has
recently produced an outdoor lighting fixture which in
its two forms may be either suspended from brackets,
mast arms and cross spans, or supported on ornamental
posts. Being made of heavy vitreous china the reflector
and cap of the fixture are proof against the action of
the elements or of fumes and gases which the atmos-
phere may contain. The china is said to be thick enough
to resist a heavy blow without breaking. To prevent
corrosion, all metal parts of the fixture are made of
topper and bronze.

Both types of this unit may be equipped with a par-
tially clear and partially diffusing bowl which incloses
the lamp, screening the filament from view and afford-
ing mechanical protection for the lamp bulb. Use of
this bowl, however, is optional. Two holes in the neck
of the fixture under the cap provide ample ventilation.
The unit may be used on either series or multiple

circuits. When used on series circuits no part of the
socket or receptacle need be removed to replace film cut-
outs punctured by burned-out lamps. To adapt a unit
which has been operating on a multiple circuit to series
service, it is only necessary to change
the center contact of the socket and to
insert a series adapter.

This "Day Way" unit, as it Is culled, will be fouiu
particularly desirable, the manufacturer Btates, for sucl

outdoor service as street lighting and railroai

train shed and warehouse illumination.

Reflectors for Nitrogen-Lamp Window Lighting

To meet tlie r. iqu i renicnt s for show-window lightinj
which have been Drought about by the development ol

the LOO watt nitrogen-filled lamp, the National X K;i

Reflector Company, 235 West Jackson Boulevard
CagO, 111., has placed on the market the reflectoi

CORRUGATED REFLECTOR FOR USE WITH NITROGEN-FILLEE
LAMPS EMPLOYED IN WINDOW LIGHTING

herewith. The unit is designed to protect the eye from

the glare of the filament and to distribute the light

evenly over the area to be displayed. Shown herewith is

a reflector designated as the "Jove" type and designed

for show-window compartments which are from one to

one and a half times as high as they are deep, the depth

being measured from the front glass to the background.

The company has developed another unit called a

"Jupiter" reflector, for use in compartments the height

of which is approximately twice as great as the depth.

The reflectors are provided with small spiral corruga-

tions for breaking up the light rays and a special back-

ing for withstanding the high temperatures of the

gas-filled lamp. With these units, the manufacturer as-

serts, the light is thrown into the background sufficiently

to evenly cover the window trim.

OUTDOOR LIGHTING FIXTURES WITH CHINA REFLECTOR AND CAP AND METAL PARTS OF BRONZE AND COPPER
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idergTOimd-Conduit Exhibit at Panama-Pacific

Exposition

Among the interesting and instructive exhibits at the

nama-Pacific Exposition at San Francisco is that of

M. Gest, who has been closely identified with conduit

istruction in this country and Canada for the past

enty years. The exhibit occupies about 900 sq. ft.

floor space in the Palace of Machinery and com-

ises systems of underground conduit and cable con-

duction, maintenance and operation. Various methods

installing underground conduit lor "draw-in" sys-

tis are shown, including fiber, pump-log, iron-pipe and

iy conduit in both single and multiple, square and

und-bore types. Trough systems, like those employed

Europe, using cast-iron asphalt and tile, are also

hibited. Of the solid systems the armored-cable (laid

rectly on the ground) and the Edison tube system

e shown. Manholes of brick and concrete construc-

>n are represented for telephone, light and power
rvice. A transformer vault is also shown. Appa-
tus, technically installed, for the proper distribution

electrical energy for the several systems, such as

ansformers, junction boxes, cut-outs, switches and

EXHIBIT OF UNDERGROUND CONDUIT SYSTEM

ble terminals, are included in the exhibit. In addition

the cable and other apparatus in the manholes, there

e shown a street-pillar and kiosk and an ornamental
?hting system with underground feeding system. In

cognition of what Mr. Gest has done in developing
nduit systems and for his methods of installation, the

iternational Jury of Awards at the Exposition has
varded his American and Canadian organizations a
)ld medal, the highest award in his class.

99.84-Per-Cent-Pure Iron for Electrical Purposes

The tests of time applied to pure iron have proved
\vond question that the rust-resisting characteristics

the pure metal excel those possessed by most com-
ercial irons produced to-day. More recent studies
low, moreover, that the properties which in pure iron
nd to make it resist rust also tend to better its elec-

ical characteristics. One iron manufacturer, the
merican Rolling Mill Company of Middletown, Ohio,
hich under a patented process is making its "Amer-
an ingot iron" 99.84 per cent pure, has gathered
structive and interesting data showing to what ex-

nt purity changes the electrical properties of the
etal.

In pure open-hearth or "Armco" iron, as it is called,

the manufacturer strives not only to eliminate the

five common solid impurities—sulphur, phosphorus,

carbon, silicon and manganese—but also to eradicate

all occluded gases. How well the former object is ac-

complished may be seen from comparative data in

Table I. The percentages of impurities in the "Armco"
iron indicated in this table do not represent the maxi-

FIG. 1—TYPICAL OPEN-HEARTH INGOT SAWED LENGTHWISE

mum purity attainable, but are the percentages which

the company guarantees its product shall equal or excel.
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Precautions are taken to eliminate the solid and gase-

ous impurities at every stage in the manufacture of

the iron. The raw material is selected with care. Very

little iron ore is used, and the pig iron employed is

purchased under rigid specifications. The scrap used

must be of high grade. The company pays a bonus to

employees who handle this material for all copper and

brass sorted from the scrap.

FIG. 2—NORMAL AMERICAN INGOT IRON PRACTICALLY FREE

FROM IMPURITIES

Although 'Armco" iron is made in basic open-hearth

furnaces, the iron is raised to the extraordinary high

temperature of 3000 deg. C. and is held in the furnace

from 11 to 13 hours, which is several hours longer

than ordinary open-hearth product is treated. When
the molten metal is tapped from the furnace at this
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high temperature, aluminum, powerful deoxidizing

agent, li added in the ladle t<> degasifj the product.

The aluminum continues to ad while the hot iron li

being poured Into the Ingot molds, and the resulting

product is pure iron of low oxygen content and with

the evil effects of Buperoxidation eliminated. Because

of its high temperature, the iron remains in Its liquid

TABLE 11 CONDU< tin IT1KS OF HETALB

i topper

Aluminum
\ I M. I- 1. :i 1 1 niKi'l null I s *

Open hearth steel 12

• HJleotrlcaJ Testing Laboratories, \'<w fork.

state longer than open-hearth steel, giving the gases a

better opportunity to escape, illustrations of typical

American ingot iron and open-hearth steel ingots sawed
lengthwise show the difference in the amount of gas

held by both products.

Efforts to eliminate the gas, which is largely carbon

monoxide, do not end at the ingot mold, for, as each

ingot is brought to the cut-off shear, portions contain-

ing gas and other impurities are lopped off. This

shearing is much more rigorous in proportion to the

impurities shown than that practised in ordinary open-

hearth work. In fact, as an ingot is rolled, cut up and

sent through the mills, its parts are continually under

the eyes of watchful inspectors, who discard any piece

showing traces of gas or other defects.

Table II shows the relative conductivity of the

metals commonly used for electrical purposes. The
table also indicates that for such uses as third-rails,

telephone and telegraph wires and high-tension bus-

bars, American ingot iron offers about 50 per cent less

resistance per unit of volume than open-hearth steel.

Tests conducted on bars of the pure iron show it to

FIG. 3—CHARCOAL IRON, STEEL AND "ARMCO" IRON AFTER

THREE-YEAR TEST IN ALKALINE WATER

possess qualities of high permeability and low residual

magnetism. The B-H curve taken from a test of a

typical bar indicates that the properties of the iron

make it adaptable for use in direct current solenoids,

in electric brakes, in electromagnetic instruments, and

in the pole pieces of motors and generators.

Because of the absence of occluded gases and im-

purities in this iron, and because of the high tempera-

tures at which it can be worked without burning, it

has been found to be especially suited for making

such welded products as transformer tanks and switch

The metal is adaptable for either electric or

0x3 acetylene welding. American ingot iron can also bt

welded Successfully tO Other metals.

Besides possessing desirable electrical characteris-

tics, this pure iron is desirable for such electrical prod

nets as transmission towers, anchor rods, outlet DOqSj

and pole-line hardware, because of its rust-resisting

properties. A popular opinion exists regarding Amer-

ican ingot iron that it will not rust, [f exposed to th<

weather it Nvill rust, however, but the oxide lormci:

leems to be of a different character from that produced

by oxidized open-hearth steel. The oxide of punt iror

is finer, adheres more closely to the metal, and seem.'

to cover completely the bright metal, preventing pitting

and further rapid rusting. The illustrations h< rewitl

of three iron cubes which underwent a three-year tesi

in alkaline water show the protective effects producet

by the oxide on the American ingot iron and also shov

the pitting action which took place on the other iron?

The charcoal iron, it will be noted, was corroded uni

formly with a loss of 14 oz. per square foot. The stee

showed distinct pitting action and a loss of 9 oz. m
square foot. The American ingot iron corroded uni

formly, sustaining only 7 oz. loss per square foot o

surface.

An interesting indication that it is purity of iroi

FIG . 5

—

b-H CURVE SHOWING PERMEABILITY OF AMERICA:

INGOT IRON

which eliminates the electrolytic action between van

ous portions of an exposed surface and creates rust

resisting qualities is shown in the four microphotc

graphs herewith. These pictures show the structur

respectively of steel, puddled iron, American ingot iror

and an old-fashioned pure iron taken from a bridge a

Newburyport, Mass. The similarity of the structur

and analysis of the iron which had stood in the sur

shine and moisture on the old New England bridge fo

a century and that of the 99.84-per-cent-pure commei

cial iron of to-day is indeed striking.

FIG. 4—MICROPHOTOGRAPHS OF NORMAL PUDDLED IRON, ORDINARY MILD STEEL, IRON FROM A BRIDGE AT NEWBURYPORT

MASS., AND NORMAL AMERICAN INGOT IRON
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CURRENT NEWS SECTION

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS' ASSOCIATION
invention at San Francisco This Week Reported to Be the

Most Successful Ever Held by the Organization

With only four of its twenty-nine directors absent

id having the largest treasury balance in the history
' the organization, the National Electrical Contractors'

ssociation of the United States held what is reported

> have been its most successful convention in San Fran-

sco this week. The special transcontinental train

-rived in San Francisco last Sunday, and from that

me until the end of the week, when the entertainment

;atures were concluded, general enthusiasm prevailed,

lthough ex-President Roosevelt and many other dis-

nguished visitors were in San Francisco during the

eek, their presence did not detract from the general

iterest in the affairs of the convention.

By far the most instructive and most wholesome open
ssion held by a body wont to meet behind closed doors

>nvened on Wednesday morning. Mr. C. F. Butte,

resident of the San Francisco association, opened with
very eloquent address of welcome. He was followed

/ President John R. Galloway of the National Asso-

ation and by Mr. C. V. Schneider, president of the

alifornia Association of Electrical Contractors and
ealers, both of whom spoke very encouragingly of the

itlook. In a spirited address Mayor James Rolph, Jr.,

San Francisco welcomed the association to the city,

>oke of its attractions and especially of the Panama-
acific International Exposition, and told of the debt
hich every community owed the electrical contractor,

l the absence of Mr. John A. Britton, vice-president

id general manager of the Pacific Gas & Electric Com-
my, who is now on a visit to the Orient, Mr. George
. Holberton, manager of the San Francisco office of the
acific Gas & Electric Company, delivered an address
lustrated by 200 colored stereopticon views on "The
lectrical Industry in California." The lecture was
milar to that delivered by Mr. Holberton on many oc-

isions, especially before the Association of Edison II-

minating Companies, and was listened to with keen
terest by the contractors. Mr. Holberton showed how
ectricity is generated by the great hydroelectric sys-

ms on the Coast and how it is distributed over long
ansmission lines. He also showed how great and di~

'rsified were the uses to which it was put in California,

here more electricity is employed per capita than any-
here else in the country. An address was to have
?en delivered by President C. C. Moore of the Panama-
acific International Exposition, but, owing to other

igagements with high dignitaries of the country who
ere at that time in San Francisco, President Moore
as unable to attend. However, the delegates had by
tat time seen for themselves the marvelous beauties
the Exposition. Past-president John R. Strong and
director of the Society for Electrical Development,
ic, addressed the meeting in place of Mr. George B.
uldaur on the objects and activities of the Society for
lectrical Development. He urged contractors to sup-
>rt it in its work and especially to labor assiduously

> make Electrical Prosperity Week a gala occasion and
ie long to be remembered. Dr. Thomas A. Addison,
acific Coast manager of the General Electric Company,
as out of town and hence could not deliver an address.

However, Mr. T. E. Bibbins, San Francisco manager
of the company, acted in Dr. Addison's stead, and pre-

sented a real message on the text of co-operation. Mr.

Bibbins outlined the difference between unfair pooling

of interests and the clean competition that is ever alert

to help the other fellow for the good of the industry.

He told of the opportunities confronting the electrical

contractor, and how through enthusiastic co-operation

the entire industry can be benefited. After the close of

Wednesday morning's session the association voted that

it was the most successful and instructive open meeting
ever held by it.

Routine business and reports of standing committees
were considered at the other sessions during the week.

On Monday morning there was an executive meeting of

the California Association of Electrical Contractors and
Dealers, followed by a regular meeting of the national

body in the afternoon. On Tuesday morning the na-

tional directors and the executive committee met at the

Clift Hotel, and that evening there was a dinner and a
regular monthly meeting of the California Association of

Electrical Contractors and Dealers at the Clift. The
principal speaker of the evening was Mr. W. L. Good-
win, vice-president and general sales manager of the

Pacific States Electric Company. Mr. Goodwin spoke

on "Co-operation Between Contractors and Jobbers."

A business session of the national body was held on

Wednesday afternoon, and that evening there was a
reception and dance given by the association at the Clift

Hotel. Business sessions were also held on Thursday
morning and Thursday afternoon, the final business ses-

sion being held on Friday morning. All of the general

sessions were held at the Auditorium at Market, Hayes
and Larkin Streets. Thursday night was National

Electrical Contractors' Association night at the Expo-
sition.

Many important reports were made during the week.

Mr. E. McCleary of Detroit, past-president of the

association, member of the executive committee and for

many years the representative of the association on all

matters pertaining to the National Electrical Code, told

of the part played by the contractors' association in

formulating the rules incorporated in that document,

and said that the association should receive credit for

the recent adoption of a single standard for wire and
for conduit. Mr. McCleary, who has often expressed a

desire to step down from his position and give some of

the younger men a chance to get into the active work
of the association, intimated that the report would

probably be his last, but considering the work that he

has done during the last fifteen years, the executive

committee and the board of directors, not to mention

the membership at large, were loath to have him re-

linquish the work. In the estimation of President Gal-

loway the association has no one who can do so much
for the National Electrical Contractors' Association in

the deliberations and actions of the electrical commit-

tee of the National Fire Protection Association as

Past-president McCleary. Every effort will therefore

be made to induce Mr. McCleary to conMnue his work

for a few years longer.

Past-president G. M. Sandborn of Indianapolis made
a report on "Universal Data and Sales Book" and also

on "Conduit Charts." Mr. J. T. Marron of Rock Island,
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hi., reported on membership and Mr, P, n. Jaehnig of

Newark, N. J., made report on "Legislation, Ordi-

nances and Laws for Electrical Contractors." Mr.

Joseph A. Fowler of Memphis, Tenn., as chairman oJ

the committee on labor, reported on "Liability insurance
and Workmen's Compensation." Past-president .lames

R. Strong of New York, made report on the conven
tion details, and Mr. A. .1. Hixon of Boston presented

the report of the committee on "Reducing Cost of Elec-

trical ( 'oust rud ion." Other reports presented were

"Co-Operative Protective Committee," "Concentric Wir-
ing." and "N. B. C. A. Bookkeeping System," by Past-

president Ernest Freeman of Chicago, and "Publica-

tions," by Mr. George E. Sheppard of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Electrical Prosperity Week Campaign

The Society for Electrical Development, Inc., has just

issued its plan booklet for the Electrical Prosperity

Week campaign. For that week, Nov. 29-Dec. 4, the

society makes very definite suggestions to central sta-

DESIGN ADOPTED FOR ELECTRICAL PROSPERITY WEEK

tions, electrical manufacturers, electrical jobbers, elec-

trical contractors, electrical dealers, local electrical or-

ganizations, non-electrical manufacturers, department
stores, non-electrical merhants, public schools, the pub-
lic, women's clubs, the Electrical Vehicle Association,

the International Association of Display Men, the Jovian
Order and the National Electric Light Association.

The society, for its part, will undertake to advertise

during the week in leading national mediums and will

distribute millions of poster stamps, folders, bill post-

ers, street-ca cards, window displays and other printed

matter. The poster stamps, window lithographs and
window cards will be supplied free even to those who
are not members of the society, while the larger and
more expensive items will be supplied at cost. A special

folder addressed to the public will explain the purpose
of the week and emphasize what electricity has done for

humanity and what it ought to be permitted to do, Thi
will be well written and Illustrated and will be dis

tributed to members tree and to others at cost. Ai
eight beet bill poster lithographed in six colors, wit!

pace in the lower panel for s dealer's imprint, will an
be furnished tree to members and to others at coat

Smaller reproductions of tin 1 hill posters may be had it

the shape of window lithographs, poster stamps, street

car cards, window cards and electrotypes. The windtfp

lithographs, poster stamps, and window cards will b(

furnished free to all, and the street-car cards will b<

furnished free to members and to others at cost prices

The same is true of various sizes of electrotypes foi

use in printing the design on letterheads, envelopes

bills, statements, etc., and for use in newspaper advst

tising. When members so desire, the advertising staf

of the society will render the necessary service in thi

way of preparing copy for local prosperity week adver

tising gratis.

Those who have the local work in hand will receivi

valuable assistance from the society in inaugurating

and conducting special features during the week. A
present it is planned to issue booklets on "How to Pu
on an Electrical Parade" and "How to Put on a Dem
onstration," and similar instructions will be issued cov

ering electric shows, slogan-sign campaigns and co

operative lighting. The society's display service bureai

will also issue suggestions to members for making ap

propriate window displays during the week.

In its propaganda the society calls attention to th<

necessity for action on the part of the entire industry

It asks for enthusiastic co-operation to the end tha

there may be a blaze of light extending from coast t<

coast and from border to border and that the week':

experience shall create in the people a desire to live ii

an electrical atmosphere.

Possibility of Extra Session of Congress and Tarifi

Revision

A report is in circulation in Washington to the effec

that President Wilson will shortly make an announce

ment of great interest in connection with the tariff

Economists at the capital are now giving much attentioi

to the steps that it will be necessary for the Unite<

States to take after the European war has ended. Ii

these plans for the future the question of a protectivi

tariff figures largely. Reports reaching Washingtoi

from all over the United States are to the effect tha

business men will be glad to see a readjustment o:

tariffs. Business leaders declare that most of the pres

ent industrial activity is due to "war orders," and tha

after the war is ended some return to former dull con

ditions may be expected if the present tariff is still ii

force. They further point out that, notwithstanding

the enormous sums that have flowed into the Unitec

States as a consequence of the war, these sums wil

again flow out, when Europe recovers, unless there is i

protective tariff.

Senators and other tariff makers now in Washingtoi

are said to believe that the early fall will furnish a suit

able opportunity to discuss these matters and to plai

ahead. For that reason there is apparently a growing

advocacy of the plan to have Congress reassembh

around Oct. 1. This idea obtains support from man]

Senators and Representatives who are obliged to com*

to Washington in September to place their children ii

schools, as well as from those who are anxious to begii

as early as possible upon the fight which is sure to conn

this winter as to whether or not there shall be a greai

increase in the military preparedness of the Unitec

States.
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Company Files Appeal from Cincinnati Rate
Ordinance

An appeal from the new rate ordinance recently

iassed by the Cincinnati City Council was filed with the

)hio Public Utilities Commission by the Union Gas &
Electric Company on July 13. The new rate ordinance

3 characterized in the appeal as being unjust and un-

easonable. The company has not accepted its terms,

he appeal says, but is willing to continue service at the

iresent rates. It asks that the new ordinance be set

side and that the commission, after hearing evidence,

be a rate or price for service, based upon its findings,

,nd order this substituted for the rate named in the

rdinance.

Hearings on Valuation of Company Property

The hearing on the tentative valuation of the com-
any's property as fixed by the commission was begun
iefore that body on July 13, the value of the paving
lone by the company being discussed. There is a dif-

erence of $100,000 between the figures of the commis-
ion's engineers and those of the company. Mr. W. J.

Norton acted for the company in cross-examining the

witnesses. Mr. Norton said at the outset that there

rould be a difference in the labor estimates, explaining

hat the company had used actual data found by experi-

nce, while the commission's engineers had employed
heoretical cost data.

Mr. Paul Bird testified concerning the values of the

ompany's West End real estate, of which 80 per cent

s used for electrical purposes. There are wide dis-

repancies between the estimates of the value of these

iroperties made by the company and by the commission,
md between the actual cost and the figures used by the

ommission. Mr. Walter M. Schoenle, city solicitor,

mdeavored to show that the value of the properties has
lecreased, but Mr. Bird contended that this is a mis-

ake. Mr. Charles R. Mackey, superintendent of the

ompany, spoke of the adaptability of the properties to

he purposes of the company and quoted prices of prop-

;rties recently sold in those localities which are as high
>r higher than those listed by the company's appraisers.

Discrepancies in Cost Figures Submitted

Mr. Bird also testified concerning the prices of mate-
rials used in construction work, wherein very wide
lifferences were shown. For instance, concrete work
isted by the company at $6.50 per cubic foot was placed

it $4.64 by the commission's engineers. Cut-stone work
estimated at $1.75 per cubic foot by the commission

i at $6.50 on the company's schedule. Excavating
figured at 75 cents per cubic yard by the commission's
engineers was listed at $1.50 by the company's repre-

sentatives. The discussion also developed the fact that

there is a wide difference in the valuation of the com-
pany's substations.

Mr. H. L. Nichols testified on the cost of labor and
materials in the construction of the distribution system.
The commission's figures, he said, are much lower than
the company's because of the obvious omissions made
by the engineers in summarizing.

Cost of Copper Discussed at Second Day's Hearing

On July 14 the hearing was resumed with Mr. Nich-
ols on the stand. He said the difference in the ap-

praisals of the company and the commission on the

distribution system is $257,000. The commission's en-

gineers figured labor and installation at $418,756, while
the company placed the same items at $528,038. In

getting at the price of copper wire the commission took
a three-year average, while the company used a ten-year
average. Mr. Nichols said that the ten-year average

shows a price between 14 cents and 15 cents per pound,

while the price now is 20 cents per pound.

An adjournment was taken until Aug. 3 to allow the

engineers representing the commission, the company
and the city to come together and to check over the

items which the company claims the commission's engi-

neers omitted from their tabulation.

In filing an appeal on the new rate ordinance, it is

said that the company's attorneys will take advantage

of an apparent conflict between the provisions of the

Crosser referendum act and the Langdon public utilities

bill. The latter, which became a law after the Crosser

act, provides that the company or 3 per cent of the

electors of a municipality may appeal a rate ordinance

to the Public Utilities Commission. In this way it

supersedes the provisions of the referendum law. The

People's Power League and other radical organizations

in Cincinnati are preparing petitions for a referendum

vote on the ordinance, claiming that the rate is too

high. However, if the attorneys are correct in their

interpretation of these laws, it is possible that the whole

matter will be left to the commission for decision and

that this will be final unless appealed to the courts.

Foreign Hydroelectric Reports

The New York office of the Bureau of Foreign and

Domestic Commerce has a series of special reports made

by United States consular officials in regard to hydro-

electric development in foreign countries. The bureau

believes that the reports are of special interest to those

who are interested in hydroelectric enterprises and to

manufacturers of equipment for such properties and has

therefore opened them for inspection. The reports have

been at the Chicago branch office of the bureau, and will

be sent later to Boston and from there to other branch

offices.

An Electric Banquet Cooked for Two-Thirds of a

Cent per Plate

Sixty-five persons were present at the "electric sup-

per" given by the Great Western Power Company at

San Francisco, July 2, when the entire repast was

ELECTRIC BANQUET GIVEN BY THE GREAT WESTERN POWER
COMPANY

cooked on two Simplex electric ranges with an energy

consumption of 14 kw.-hr. At 3 cents per kilowatt-hour

the total cost of energy was therefore 42 cents, or a

little less than 6.5 mills per person. Mr. Wallace Briggs

acted as toast master and called for speeches from

Mr. Mortimer Fleishhacker, president of the power

company; Mr. F. C. Czarnecki, San Francisco; Mr. S. E.
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Gamble, Petaluma; Mr. !'. II. Woodward, Oakland, and
Messrs. C i ftfynard, Adolpfa Mobio and ES. a. Wilcox,
all ni San Francisco. Carrying oul suggestion made
by Toastmaster Briggs, banner will be awarded to the
power company's sales district making the best showing
In the development <d' local electrical cooking business
during the next three months.

Federal Trade Commission Affairs

All. Warren K. Choate, chief clerk of the Federal
Trade Commission, has been deputized as executive of
fleer of the commission during the absence of its mem-
bers in the West, and is conducting the Washington
Office, whose routine continues in the hands of exam-
iners, counselors and investigators, exactly as if the
members were in Washington.

Before leaving for the tour, a member of the commis-
sion said in Washington that it is possible that the
electrical interests will be heard by the commission later

on, as the lumber interests are being heard, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining what will be necessary in the way
of a change in the laws of the United States to permit
the electrical industries to engage in export combina-
tions, if they desire so to do.

It is understood that some members of the electrical

industries have been heard along these lines already
by some members of the commission, although members
of the commission withheld their names.

Meeting of Executive Committee of N. E. L. A.

Commercial Section

The executive committee of the Commercial Section
of the National Electric Light Association held its first

meeting since the San Francisco convention at the
headquarters in New York on July 19. The following
were present: Messrs. J. F. Becker, chairman; Doug-
lass Burnett, E. A. Edkins, F. H. Gale, H. N. McCon-
nell, J. C. McQuiston, C. J. Russell, George Weiderman,
R. R. Young, and C. A. Littlefield, secretary, and Miss
Burkhalter, assistant secretary. Messrs. R. S. Hale,
L. R. Wallis and M. A. Oberlander, representing Mr.
E. W. Rockafellow, attended by invitation.

, A letter from President Lloyd suggesting that some
members of the Accounting Section might serve on one
of the commercial committees was read by the secretary.
Chairman Becker asked Past-chairman Burnett to

make some suggestions for the year's work. Mr. Bur-
nett suggested the appointment of a committee to

handle the hydroelectric situation in the South, calling

attention to the proposed association of hydroelectric
sales managers which the section would like to have
organized as a committee of the section.

Mr. Burnett reported that the National Commercial
Gas Association has voted to call its present handbook
the "Salesmen's Catalog" and to issue data on installa-

tions, etc., to conform with the N. E. L. A. Commercial
Section handbook. The new book will be called the
"Salesmen's Handbook." Mr. Burnett suggested that
Mr. Russell be requested to communicate with Mr. Rush-
more with the object of inducing the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers to issue its sheets in the
same form, thus effecting standardization of practi-

cally all the data books of the industry. Mr. Burnett
reported that Mr. Martin Rice of the General Electric

Company had assured him at San Francisco that the
company would be very glad to co-operate in any way
in the issuance of the section publications. It was also

suggested by Mr. Burnett that the members of the

section be asked to give suggestions regarding adB
tional Information which they would like to have om
ered in the handbook, or ideas a to improvements n

the book, to which Mr. Russell replied thai a retufl

card is to be sent with the next issue asking lot || u

informal Ion.

There was some discussion as to the personnel of th

differenl Committees to be appointed to carry on th

work of the section during the coming year. In th

discussion of the membership committee it was sug

ted that the chairman appoint state chairmen 1 ron

the various states to act in the interest of the

in their locality. Mr. Bumetl suggested that it wouli

be well to have a member of the committee froi

of the company sections to increase the membership am
to promote the discussion of commercial subjects in th

company section meetings. In connection with the put;

lication committee Mr. Young suggested that it wouli

be well to have a rather large number of members evet

if they could not attend all of the meetings, as the;

could act as publicity men in the sale of publications

The secretary read a letter from Mr. Jenkins report

ing that already many applications for the educatioi

course have been received. Letters have also been re

ceived from several member companies stating tha

classes are being organized. This will mean a numbe
of additional applications. It is planned to start th

course on Oct. 1. Mr. Edkins spoke of a course fo

"power" salesmen proposed by the power sales bureau

and Mr. Russell said that there would certainly b

no conflict. It was suggested by Mr. Hale that the titl

of the committee on wiring of existing buildings b

changed to committee on wiring, and that the wor
next year be directed to secure better methods, no

cheaper quality.

A letter was read by the secretary from Presiden

Lloyd quoting a communication from Mr. W. H. Atkin

of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Bostor

Mr. Atkins suggested that the efforts of everyone thi

year be devoted to commercialism and commercial en

gineering and that the engineers confine their effort

toward commercial work, with the idea of bringing t

the support of the commercial side of the industry th

engineers who have made possible the wonderful engi

neering successes. All the members of the committe

expressed hearty approval of the suggestion and a resc

lution was passed indorsing the sentiments contains

in the letter from Mr. Atkins and stating that Chaii

man Becker, Past-chairman Burnett. Vice-chairmai

Edkins and Mr. L. R. Wallis stand ready as a commit

tee of four to take whatever action may be agreeabl

to the main executive committee to carry out these plans

Mr. Russell reported that the power sales bureau ha

seventeen main committees and nineteen sub-commit

tees and that it is collecting data so that inquiries fo

information along the lines of motor service may re

ceive immediate attention. It was decided that thi

material should be kept on file at the Commercial Sec

tion office and distributed from there. The committe

on terminology will be discontinued. A committee pi

the question of credit was suggested. Chairman Becke

said that while only the standing committees would b

appointed at this time, additional committees wouli

probably be formed later on when this question couli

be raised again.

Mr. Gale referred to the plans for "Electrical Pros

perity Week," which are being promoted by the Societ]

for Electrical Development. It was voted to recom

mend to the Commercial Section members that they par

ticipate actively in the plans for this week.

Subject to change at the discretion of the chairman

it was decided to hold the next meeting of the commit

tee on Oct. 11 at the headquarters in New York.
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OHIO CONVENTION AT CEDAR POINT
delations with the Public, Experience with Gas-Filled

Lamps, and High-Tension Insulators Among Topics

Discussed

Nearly duplicating last year's high-water mark of

00 persons in attendance, the 1915 convention of the

)hio Electric Light Association, held at Cedar Point,

)hio, from Tuesday to Friday of this week, was in point

f interest and varied character of discussion one of the

est ever arranged by the central-station men of the

luckeye State. Although no manufacturers' exhibits

^ere displayed this year, several highly interesting dem-
ostrations of electrical apparatus were presented before

he convention body.

In his presidential address, which opened the regular

rogram on Tuesday, Col. C. V. Hard of Wooster traced

he history of the Ohio association from its founding in

895 and reviewed in detail the excellent work done by
ociation committees during the last year. The

ook of rules and principles for the appraisal of utility

roperties, prepared by a joint committee under Order
Jo. 176 of the Ohio Utilities Commission, was com-
lended by Mr. Hard for adoption by the association.

President Hard on Relations with the Public

"Of all the problems confronting the lighting com-
anies at this moment," said the president, "those which
nvolve the relations of the utility companies and the

ublic are the most important. They are really vital,

nd upon their wise solution depends the future of the

ompanies.

"While the policy of public ownership of utilities bids

air never to be generally adopted because it is against
he public interest, the public regulation or control,

,hich is the alternative principle, is evidently the solu-

ion of the problem. And in arriving at just rules of

ontrol the utilities must frankly meet the public, whose
ervants we are, with the best service at the most rea-

onable rates consistent with fair returns to capital.

"There should be no quarrel between the company
nd the public. The people do not always understand
11 that is involved in the utility company's business,

nd some of them get exaggerated ideas of the profits

t is enabled to earn, and it is these who make the vio-

^nt 'kicks,' chiefly because they don't understand. The
•reat majority of people are willing to pay a fair price

or good service, and the chief thing they want to know
s that they are paying a fair price.

"Our aim must be to convince the public that they
re getting fair treatment, and then see to it that they
lo get fair treatment.

"In conclusion let me suggest that the most valuable
sset a public utility can possess is a well-founded rep-

itation for courtesy and liberal treatment of the public,

rood service and fair rates. Without these, if I may
>araphrase the language of a great American, you can-
lot succeed, and with them you cannot fail."

Report of Secretary Gaskill

The report of the secretary-treasurer, Mr. D. L. Gas-
kill, Greenville, Ohio, was of more than usual interest
his year as it reviewed the results of the work of the
issociation's new legal department. During the first

lalf d1' 1915 this department succeeded, with the co-

•peration of members of the association, in demonstrat-
ng the unfairness of proposed State legislation adverse
o the public utility companies.
The secretary-treasurer's report also showed the as-

sociation to be on a sound financial basis for the first

ime in several years. Mr. Gaskill commended particu-
arly the work of the appraisal and accounting commit-
ee under the chairmanship of Mr. Robert Lindsay of
"leveland.

Report of Committee on Illumination

The committee on illumination, of which Mr. S. E.

Doane of Cleveland was chairman, having kept members
advised of lamp developments through a series of

monthly letters, did not present a formal paper but
invited discussion of lamp-operating by central-station

delegates present.

Discussion on the illumination committee's report

dealt chiefly with the problems of operation of gas-filled

tungsten lamps. Mr. 0. H. Hutchings questioned

whether sufficient attention had been given to maintain-
ing the light center in the new lamps at precisely the

same location it occupied in the old lamps. Mr. S. E.

Doane of Cleveland assured the questioner, however,
that it had been maintained as near as could be. In

answer to another question, Mr. Doane stated that the

lamp manufacturers did not recommend operating gas-

filled tungsten lamps in series with direct-current or

with magnetite-arc lamps. Successful operation of

lamps on mixed circuits is possible, said he, on alternat-

ing-current circuits.

Standardization of Operating Voltages

In its report the committee on standardization of

voltages explained that in attempting to concentrate on
some standard pressure other than the one used locally,

a central station need expect little difficulty if its oper-

ating potential is raised a few volts or, under some
conditions, even as much as 10 volts. It is generally

understood that the wide range found in central-station

lighting voltages at present is due to the former ina-

bility of the incandescent-lamp manufacturers to pro-

duce lamps accurately of any single certain voltage.

Different central stations, therefore, in order to utilize

the manufacturers' product to the best advantage,

adopted odd voltages. Without doubt, however, declared

the committee, the adoption of odd voltages to facilitate

lamp production has been a disadvantage to other

branches of the industry. But now since the lamp
manufacturers are able to make lamps of any predeter-

mined voltage and since lamp production could be made
less expensive if the commercial demand was for lamps

of only a few voltages instead of many widely different

ratings, the committee rcommended that Ohio central

stations bring their lighting voltages within the range

of 110 to 120 volts, and within this range concentrate

entirely upon the three centers, 110, 115 and 120 volts.

The co-operation of the entire industry was asked in

making this change general throughout the country.

With almost no discussion, the report of this commit-

tee was accepted. In reply to a question Mr. Doane ex-

plained that the committee had consulted the manufac-

turers of other electrical equipment than lamps, and in

general no opposition to the standardization was en-

countered.

Every-Day Problems of the Central-Station Manager

By far the most thoroughly discussed topic during
the first two days of the convention was that which was
to have been the subject of a paper by Mr. E. J. Bechtel

of New York City, namely, "Every-Day Problems Con-
fronting the Central-Station Manager."

Mr. D. L. Gaskill of Greenville declared that the ques-

tion of public policy is foremost among the manager's
problems. He pointed out the difference in the public-

policy problems of the small-plant man who knows all

his customers personally and can settle difficulties him-
self, calling in person on the complainant, and the large

company, the manager of which does not know and can
seldom be acquainted with even 1 per cent of his

patrons.

Mr. Weare Parsons of Springfield discussed the man-
ager's organization problems and recommended that all
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managers watch the trend oi the plant load factor and

direct the efforts of their new-business departments so

that the load factor will in- increased. lie cited summer
operation of combination steam-heating isolated plants

n example.

Mr. w. u. Power declared that the manager in dis-

guise can learn more in his own office in three minutes
than in three days at his desk.

transmission and Distribution

Mr. IW. ll. Wagner of Dayton, as chairman of the com-
mittee on transmission and distribution of elect ileal

energy, included several recommendations in the com-
mittee's annual report. Chief among these was the sug-

gestion that central-station men exercise greater care in

handling high-tension insulators. Precautions are nec-

essary mainly to avoid nicking and to prevent cracking

due to freezing following an accumulation of water in

the sections and pinholes of the insulators during cold

weather. The committee also recommended that insu-

lators be omitted from guy wires holding line structures

carrying circuits operating at 5000 volts or higher.

Anchors to which such uninsulated guys are attached

should be grounded. The committee also favored two-

circuit transmission-line construction, and advised that

such lines be equipped with electrolytic lightning ar-

resters near the apparatus to be protected and be, more-

over, provided with a continuous ground wire.

As the result of a series of tests on twelve types of

ground connections the committee also advised that dis-

tribution systems be grounded to water systems when-
ever possible, and that two, and preferably more, artifi-

cial ground connections should be used on secondary

distribution systems if it is impossible to secure a con-

nection to the water system.

Mr. E. E. F. Creighton, Schenectady, N. Y., followed

with a demonstration of high-frequency insulator tests,

and the Cronin Electric Company presented an exhibi-

tion of changing insulators on a "hot" high-tension

transmission line.

"Snuggling Up to John Smith"

"John Smith" was the name assigned to public senti-

ment in the interesting paper read by Mr. E. B. Fenton,

manager of the publicity department of W. S. Barstow
& Company, New York City. Under the title of "Snug-

gling Up to John Smith," Mr. Fenton outlined good-

will advertising policies that have been successfully used

by companies which through poor management had
incurred public disfavor.

It is because the distinction between the individual

and the mass has not been clearly understood, said Mr.

Fenton, that many executives have been amazed to find

their companies unpopular when they as individuals

get along nicely with the individuals of the community.
Because this distinction exists, there is need for two
broad lines of central-station advertising— (1) com-
mercial advertising, or advertising to sell appliances and
service, and (2) good-will advertising, or advertising by
which the company may acquire the friendly interest of

the community. The publicity department which pre-

pares this advertising should be maintained, concluded

Mr. Fenton, on an equal basis with the operating, engi-

neering, treasury and all other company departments.

Report of New Business and Other Committees

In the report of the committee on new-business co-

operation, Mr. T. F. Kelly of Dayton, its chairman,

reviewed the programs of the five meetings which the

committee has held during the last twelve months. The
suggestion was made that the 1915-16 midyear meetings

of the meter, transmission and new-business committees

be held on successive days in Sandusky, Middletown,

Akron, Springfield and Newark during the year.

The report of the meter committee, of which Mr. a.

ll. Bryant of Cleveland was chairman, was confined to

reviews of papers presented at the committee's midyel
meetings. Rules and regulations governing watt-hour
meters were also suggested. The SUggi ted ruli

low in general those laid down by the utility commissions
of New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Wi

Foreign Trade Developments in Washington

A meeting has been held in Washington by the cotSJ

mittee on statistics and standards of the Chamber oi

Commerce of the United States and members of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of Die QB
partment of Commerce to discuss the alteration of the

public reports of export and import statistics, so that

such figures shall be of more direct benefit to business

men. A concerted effort will be made to clarify reports

and eliminate unimportant matter.

Several commercial organizations are assisting gov-

ernment officials to form what are termed "voluntary

deputy branches" of the Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce. The effort is to get "trade opportunity' 1

information into the hands of those who can make valua-

ble business use of it with the least possible delay

Some of this information comes by cable from consuls

and diplomatic officers abroad. In addition to the eighl

branch offices established recently at important centers

by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, il

is now understood that additional offices are to be openec

at Dallas, Tex.; Kansas City, Mo.; Portland, Ore.; St

Paul, Minn.; Memphis, Tenn.; Detroit, Mich., anc

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Maurice Damour, special commissioner of th<

French government now in the United States and secre-

tary of the committee of French Deputies visiting here

believes that the war will be followed by closer com-

mercial intercourse between the United States anc

France. Heretofore France, he declares, has spenl

$160,000,000 a year in Germany for machinery. H(

says that there is no reason why France should nol

spend that much and more in the United States aftei

the war is over.

New Canal Zone Wireless Station First Link in

Communications with Philippines

The radio station at Arlington, Va., just across froir

Washington, D. C, is now working with the new high

powered station at Darien, Canal Zone, and it is re

ported that all government messages between the cap-

ital and the Canal Zone will in the future be transmittec

between these two stations.

The Darien station, which has just been put int<

operation, has three masts 900 ft. apart, each masl

being 600 ft. high. The Arlington station has twe

masts 450 ft. high each and one mast 600 ft. high. Th<

Darien equipment is of the 100-kw. continuous-oscilla

tion type of apparatus. The station is situated at th<

edge of Gatun Lake, on three little island knolls, anc

the foundations and lower part of the works were con

structed before the water was let into the lakes, a gooc

electrical "ground" being thus obtained. Comfortabk

quarters for the crew of twenty men have been erectec

near the station, twenty men being detailed there, ii

charge of Lieut.. R. S. Crenshaw, under whose super

vision the station was built.

The Darien office is working also with the two smal

stations on the Isthmus, one at Colon and one at Balboa

and when the high-powered station now being built a

Hawaii is completed Darien will work with that office

Hawaii in turn communicating with the Philippines.
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Miscellaneous News Notes
Hodenpyl-Hardy Sales Managers to Meet at Grand

tapids, Mich.—The heads of commercial departments of

he utility properties operated by Hodenpyl, Hardy & Com-
Kuiv, Xew York City, will meet at Grand Rapids, Mich.,

rlonday, July 26, for the discussion of commercial and sales

•roblems. The sessions will be held at the offices of the

Jrand Rapids-Muskegon Power Company, Grand Rapids.

Portable Electric Plants for Army "Movie" Shows.

—

^he 1915 equipment required by chaplains of the United
itates Army for the entertainment of the regular soldiers

i'hen in camp is now being distributed throughout the

rmy. Included in this equipment are portable electric-

ghting plants for the operation of moving-picture ma-
hines and the illumination of assembly tents when the

len are in camp.

Inspection Trip of City Officials of Harrisburg, Pa.

—

is a result of a recent inspection trip to Baltimore, Md.,
ae City Commissioners of Harrisburg, Pa., are advocating
rie substitution of single light standards for all swinging
re lamps, and the removal of overhead electric wires and
ables to underground conduits. Accompanying the Com-
lissioners on their inspection trip were several representa-
ves of the Harrisburg Light & Power Company.

Lowell (Mass.) Electric-Light Company in New Home.

—

he Lowell Electric Light Corporation has just moved into

ctractive new offices on Market Street, Lowell, Mass. A
^ception was held from 2 to 5 p. m. on the opening day,
uly 14, when an orchestra of seven pieces gave a varied
rogram. The company occupies the first two floors and
asement of the building, the front of which is painted
Merrimack green" to accord with the local "white-way"
)lor scheme.

Artesian Well Operates a Waterwheel and Generator.—
he pressure afforded by an artesian well in Australia
as been utilized to operate the waterwheels of a small

ydroelectric plant. The apparatus consists of two
effel waterwheels operating on 190-lb. pressure and driv-

ig two 10-kw. direct-current generators which feed a
vo-wire distributing system. The energy is supplied at

?0 volts to twenty-five consumers using a total of eighty

)-cp. metallic-filament lamps.

Electric Ice-Making Reduces Cost to Consumer.—The ice

lant of the Springfield (Ohio) Coal & Ice Company is now
perated electrically from the lines of the Springfield Light,
ieat & Power Company, and as a result of the economies
hich have been instituted through the substitution of elec-

•ic for steam drive the company has just announced to

auseholders a cut in the price of its frozen commodity from
) cents to 25 cents per 100 lb. The daily output of the
e plant has also been considerably increased.

"To Baltimore, the Electric City."—For the convenience
motorists and as an advertisement for Baltimore, the

snsolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Company of
dtimore, Md., has placed a number of route markers
ong the roads leading to the city, each marker bearing the
trend "To Baltimore, the Electric City," together with the
ime of the large city to which the road leads in the other
rection. The signs are in Oriole colors, yellow and black.
early 550 of these markers have been placed.

Statistics on Financing of Utilities in Great Britain.

—

uring the six months from January to June of each of the
st five years, capital for electric utilities was subscribed
r in Great Britain as follows: Electric light and power

—

11, $12,398,309; 1912, $23,419,321; 1913, $12,180,986;
'14, $20,386,484; 1915, $2,661,732. Telegraph ar.d tele-

lones—1911, $2,588,584; 1912, $12,725,751; 1913, $2,880,-
18; 1914, $1,187,426; 1915, figures not available. Electric
ilways—1911, $14,814,419; 1912, $32,261,158; 1913, $17,-

0,201; 1914, $18,521,101; 1915, $2,102,328.

Making the Electric Fan "Sella da Banan'."—A fruit
aler at Hamilton, Ohio, points out the triple service ren-
red by one of his electric fans which is installed over
s display of fresh fruit. First, it circulates and cools the
r over the fruit and so prevents premature rotting be-
use of exposure. Second, by having streamers fastened
re and there over the fruit, the fan keeps these in mo-

tion, "shooing" away flies. Third, the breezes from the fan
waft the aroma of the fruit up and down the street so
that, according to the merchant, "a demand is created for
the fruit before the people really get to the stand."

Holyoke Wiring Plan Rejected.—The Holyoke (Mass.)
Board of Aldermen has rejected the petition of the Holyoke
Street Railway for authority to run a lighting circuit from
Easthampton to Mountain Park. John J. Kirkpatrick, man-
ager of the municipal lighting plant, opposed the petition
on the ground that it would lead to the introduction of
power service at the expense of the city station's business.
It is expected that the company will appeal to the Massa-
chusetts Gas and Electric Light Commission to set aside
the finding of the local board.

Wireless Control of New Air Torpedo.—An aerial torpedo
which can be launched from a Zeppelin dirigible, con-
trolled by radio-telegraphic impulses at a distance of two
miles, and finally made to dive to earth with its destructive
load of high-power explosive when over the locality to be
attacked, is described by a Dutch war correspondent as
being now in course of development by the German aerial
corps. The new air torpedo is said to be of the heavier-
than-air type and to depend upon the power of its propellers
for its ability to remain in the air.

Youngstown Plans "White-Way" Celebration.—The mer-
chants and business men of Youngstown, Ohio, have fixed
Aug. 18 as the date for celebrating the inauguration of
Youngstown's new "white-way" lighting system, which will
be completed a few days in advance, according to Mr. E.
H. Bell, local manager. The original contract called for
316 lamps, but recent additions have increased the number,
and it is now probable that 500 lamps will be ready for use
at the celebration. In addition 1000 new lamps in the resi-
dence districts are already in operation, and many more will
have been placed before the date set for the "white-way"
celebration.

Chicago's Proposed Meter Ordinance.—In endeavoring
to draft an ordinance providing for the test, inspection,
sealing and adjustment of electricity meters by the city's
department of public service, the committee on oil, gas
and electricity of the Chicago City Council has put aside
an ordinance prepared by the engineers of the department
of public service and has substituted therefor a draft sub-
mitted by the corporation counsel. The proposed ordi-
nance as it now stands does not provide for the making of
periodic tests nor do its stipulations for accuracy coincide
with those set forth in the service rules issued by the State
Public Utilities Commission of Illinois. The measure does
provide, however, for making complaint and installation
tests.

Setting and Sighting Pole in Thirty-eight Seconds.—In
the pole-setting contest held during the recent field day
of the Boston Edison company, as noted in these columns
July 10, the winning team erected and plumbed its pole in
38.6 seconds. The holes were all dug in advance, and each
crew started with its pole already butted and lying on the
ground. The poles were Class B chestnut timbers, having
girth dimensions of 39 in., measured 6 ft. from the butt
end, and 28 in., measured 6 ft. from the top. The use of a
dinky was optional under the terms of the contest. The
purpose of the contest, which, as previously stated, was won
by the Waltham crew in 38.6 seconds with "perfect align-
ment," was to set the pole in the hole, sight it, and secure
it with pike poles ready for back-filling.

Delays to American Commerce at Sea.—Visitors to Wash-
ington in intimate relation to governmental activities have
gained the impression that very little if anything can be
done by the government toward ending the many and long
delays and the heavy expense under which exporters of all
classes of material to belligerent as well as neutral countries
are laboring. It is stated in Washington that there have
been 2000 instances of delays to shipments since the war
began which have been the subject of complaint to the State
Department, and that these delays have represented an
expense of millions of dollars. As a result of this export-
ing situation, a proposal has been made for a general con-
ference in Washington in the near future, to be attended
by representatives of all the large business interests of the
country.
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•\li\e?" "Dead?" "Well, It Was a Wire, \n\\>ay!"—
Not \iiy long ago a prominent Cleveland citizen went to

the local electric-lighl company's office and declared that

one <>r the letter's wires bad killed a favorite tree mi in

grounds. "That tree lias been standing there for twenty
years," said he, "ami we regard il as one of the family. My
children played under it when they were babies. When it

hi to die we mourned as for a near and dear relative.

\\ S Couldn't sec what ailed it until yesterday, and then I

saw that a wire was lying across one of its branches. That

tree has been electrocuted and 1 feel as if a murder had

been done." Considerably moved, a representative of the

company went t<> the scene and found the tree still living,

although somewhat injured. When he traced the wire, he

found that one end was nailed to an old cross-arm and the

other end attached to a discarded pole. The wire had been
disconnected and forgotten for two years or more. Follow-

ing is the laconic report turned in by the inspector: "Tree

alive. Wire dead. Wire evidently killed by tree. What
shall we charge?"

Linking Springfield, 111., with Neighboring Communities.

—So many applications for electric service have been

received from residents of Rochester, 111., a little town made
up for the most part of retired farmers, and from scores

of farm owners along the seven-mile transmission line con-

necting Rochester with Springfield, the state capital, that

the Springfield Gas & Electric Company has been unable to

meet the demand for installations. More than a thousand

farmers, townspeople and residents of Springfield partici-

pated in a real old-fashioned jubilee at Rochester, July 9,

when for the first time twenty-five 250-cp. nitrogen-filled

tungsten street lamps were switched on. A score of residences

in Rochester had also been wired and all were turned on at

once. Within four days from the time the 6600-volt trans-

mission line was completed into Rochester twenty-two resi-

dences had been connected for service. There are nearly

200 houses in the hustling little city, and Mr. A. D. Mackie,

vice-president of the Springfield company, expects that at

least half of these buildings will shortly be using electric

service. One farmer, residing half-way between Springfield

and Rochester, paid half of the expense of installing a

transformer on the line so that he could connect up his house

and farm buildings.

Associations and Societies

Dinner-Dance of Louisville Jovians.—Nearly 150 people

attended the dinner-dance given by Louisville Jovians on

the evening of July 16 at Sennings Park, a popular resort

just south of the Falls City.

Chicago Electric Club-Jovian League Outing.—The an-

nual picnic and outing of the Electric Club-Jovian League

of Chicago will be held at Ravinia Park, Chicago, Aug. 5.

Mr. H. A. Mott is general chairman and Mr. Fred M. Rosse-

land is secretary of the special committee for the day.

Young Men's Electrical Association at New Bedford,

Mass.—Electrical students of the New Bedford (Mass.)

Industrial School have formed the Young Men's Electrical

Association for the purpose of visiting power plants and

places of electrical interest in New Bedford and vicinity.

Dayton Electric League.—A new electrical organization

has been formed at Dayton, Ohio, under the name of the

Electric League, and has an initial membership of fifteen.

The purpose of the organization is to bring into its mem-
bership the leading electrical men of the city. The first

meeting was held at a handsome bungalow which has been

donated by one of the members of the league for the use of

members. All of the members are Jovians.

Outing of Cincinnati Section, N. E. L. A.—The annual

outing of the employees of the Union Gas & Electric Com-

pany of Cincinnati will be held at Highland Grove Park,

near that city on July 24. This year the employees of the

Kentucky properties owned by the same interests will share

in the picnic, which is held under the auspices of the local

company section of the N. E. L. A. Mr. F. R. Healey is

chairman of arrangements, and Mr. W. A. Wadsworth is

secretary of the special committee.

Iowa Section, N. E. L. A., Changes Meeting Place.—Al-

though the Iowa Section of the National Electric Light As-

ociation at Itt recent convention voted to hold 11 L916 ceil

mention at Imes, Iowa, the matter has since been recap

sidered, and 11 has now been decided thai the nexl meeting
will he held during April, 1916, at. Dubuque. The Iowa

District Gas Association and the Iowa Street & Interurbjsj

Railway Association will probably hold their convent
1 hibuque at about the same I

Students' Contest Held by Pennsylvania Engineers' So-

ciety.—The re nit., of the electrical engineering competition
held by the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania,
Pittsburgh, Pa., indicate that the Carnegie Instil

Technology, Pittsburgh, carried the greatest share of hon-

ors. The first prize was awarded to Mr. Henry Levy of

Pittsburgh, the second to Mr. L. K. Wildberg of Pittsburgh,

and the third to Mr. H. E. Gumbert of Macon, 111. All of

the winners are from the Carnegie school.

A (irievance Committee to Adjust Contractors' Inspection

Difficulties.—In an effort to adjust differences of opinion

which develop from time to time between local electrical

contractors and inspectors, the Louisville Electrical Charing
House, an organization of the contracting electrical con-

cerns of the city, has provided for the appointment of n

grievance committee to which such questions will be refenpd
and which will seek to find an answer agreeable to both

parties in the controversy. The appointment of this com-

mittee of five has been intrusted to Mr. C. C. Childers, presi-

dent of the organization. It is expected that the new com-

mittee's duties later on will be extended to include tht

matter of taking up and disposing of other differences

affecting local members of the organization.

Electrical Instructors at University of Pittsburgh.—The

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa., entertainec

twenty-two instructors in electrical engineering from uni-

versities in all parts of the United States on July 6. Mr
P. M. Lincoln, past-president of the American Institute oi

Electrical Engineers and head of the department of elec

trical engineering in the University of Pittsburgh, spoke or

"The Relation of Education to Industry" at the meeting h

Thaw Hall in the afternoon. Dr. S. R. Scholes of the Melloi

Institute told the visitors of the purpose and work of tha

department of the university, and Dean F. L. Bishop 0:

the school of engineering also spoke. The instructors late)

inspected the Mellon Institute and the laboratories of th<

university. For dinner they were the guests of the uni

versity at the University Club. Dean Bishop was toast

master, and among those who spoke were Dean G. B

Thomas of Colorado College, Mr. H. P. Davis and Mr. T. P

Gaylord, vice-presidents of the Westinghouse company; Mi

Alexander Taylor, manager of works; Mr. P. M. Lincoli

and Mr. C. R. Dooley.

Convention Tour of Telephone Pioneers.—The fiftl

annual convention of the Telephone Pioneers of Americ;

will be held in San Francisco, Cal., on Sept. 21, 22 and Tc

Headquarters will be at the St. Francis Hotel. The busi

ness meeting will be held in the morning of Sept. 21 an>

in the evening the annual banquet will be given by th

American Telephone & Telegraph Company. On Sept. 2

the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company has invite

members and their friends to make a trip to Sausalito an

Mount Tamalpais. A telephone reunion will be held

Sept. 23 at the exhibit of the American Telephone & Tele

graph Company in the Panama-Pacific International Expc

sition. There will be demonstrations of transcontinente

telephony in which all will be invited to participate. Th

special train for this convention will leave New Yorl

Boston and Philadelphia on Sept. 14 and Chicago on Sep

15. On Sept. 16 a short stop will be made at Omaha. A

Denver four hours will be spent on Sept. 17, giving a

opportunity for a ride around the city. Sept. 17 and 1

will be spent at Colorado Springs. On Sept. 19 points c

interest in Salt Lake City will be visited. San Francisc

will be reached on Sept. 20. The return trip will be begu

on Sept. 26 and two days will be spent at Los Angeles an

in the surrounding country. A trip will be made to Sa

Diego, affording a day for a visit to the exposition ther

On Oct. 1 the train will be taken to Los Angeles. At th

point members of the party will have the option of retun

ing by direct route to Salt Lake and Chicago or on tl:

special train via the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railwa

to the Grand Canyon, Kansas City and Chicago.
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Public Service Commission News
Oregon Commission

The Thompson Falls Power Company and the Montana
wer Company have filed with the Oregon Utilities Com-
ssion their respective answers to the complaint filed

ainst them by the Washington Water Power Company,
lich the commission in an order issued recently refused to

imiss.

Both answers admit and deny in part the several allega-

08 made by the Washington Water Power Company rela-

e to the delivery of electrical energy in the northern

iho electrical field, which heretofore has been in control of

\\ ;i-hington corporation. Directly involved in this case

the constitutionality of an act passed by the last Idaho

gislature by which an extensive amendment was made to

ction 48 of the public utility act which permits consum-
j to receive service from power companies with plants

nerating power in other states. The Washington Water
wer Company contends in its complaint that the amend-
nt 18 null, void and of no effect, and that it creates a

rely arbitrary discrimination or classification, in violation

the constitution of the State and of Section 14 of the

istitution of the United States. This claim is denied by
> Montana and Thompson Falls companies in their an-

ers.

Maryland Commission

Recent action of the Maryland Public Service Commis-
n in suggesting changes in the personnel of the operating

iffs of utility companies under its jurisdiction has been
ticised by persons in that State who regard such steps

radical. The commission is alleged to have advised the

icials of one company to dismiss their superintendent

1 is also declared to have advised another corporation to

:e on another man for a certain purpose. It is under-

od that the power of the commission to order one
poration to dismiss an employee and order another to

ploy one will be contested. The commission had re-

ved frequent complaints from patrons of one company re-

rding the quality of gas and electricity furnished. Inves-

ation by the commissioners and their engineers finally

:ulted in action by the commission for the purpose of re-

iving the official concerning whom complaint had been
ide.

rhe commission last week sanctioned a deposit of stocks

d bonds by the Cambridge Electric Light & Power Com-
ny for purposes assigned by the Eastern Shore Gas &
metric Company, which has taken over the first-mentioned

lity company. A similar order was granted in the case

the Salisbury Light, Heat & Power Company, which also

s been taken over by the Eastern Shore Gas & Electric

mpany.
New Jersey Commission

fhe board has handed down a decision ordering the

irmingdale Lighting Company to discontinue the practice

allowing its officers and employees different rates of dis-

unt from those given to other purchasers of electrical

ergy.

rhe board finds upon investigation that widely different

tes of discount have been allowed, officers and certain
iployees being granted a discount of 25 per cent and
emen a discount of over 66 per cent if bills were paid
thin the required time. The company sought to justify

is discrimination in favor of its officers upon the ground
it they received no salary or other compensation. The
ard holds that this was not a valid reason, and in its de-
ion says:

"It has been held repeatedly that a director, stockholder
employee of a utility company is entitled to no prefer-
ce or advantage in the matter of the rate he is to pay
r service; the only exceptions are those expressly made
statute. They should all be charged the regular rate;

itters of salaries and wages should be treated on a more
sinesslike basis than discrimination in rates for service,

ider the public utility act of this State, providing that no
blic utility shall make any unjustly discriminatory or
duly preferential rate or give unreasonable preference or
vantage to any person or corporation, the practice at
;ue is illegal, and the company is ordered to discontinue
is discrimination.

The board has rendered a decision in the complaint of
the Union National Bank of Frenchtown versus the French-
town Electric Light & Power Company, finding that it

would be just and reasonable for the company to render
service to the bank at a flat-rate basis of $3 per month,
and revoking its order fixing a charge of 15 cents per kw.-hr.
made last December.

New York Commissions

Mr. Ledyard P. Hale, counsel for the Second District
commission since its organization, has been given a leave
of absence until Sept. 1 on account of the press of his duties
as chairman of the public utility committee of the Consti-
tutional Convention. As he was unwilling to accept salaries
from the State both as a delegate to the convention and
as counsel to the commission, he has been on leave without
pay since May 1, although considerable of his time has
been given to the commission. Under the circumstances Mr.
Frank H. Mott of Jamestown, formerly a deputy attorney
general, and for the last two years secretary to the com-
mission, has been named counsel. It is understood that
Mr. Mott will resume his private practice of law upon Mr.
Hale's return. Mr. Francis X. Disney of Elmira has been
named secretary of the commission to succeed Mr. Mott.
Mr. Disney has been assistant secretary for the last two
years.

The first step in the appeal from the recent decision of
the Second District commission denying the Ulster & Dela-
ware Railroad permission to raise its mileage rate above
the 2-cent maximum set by the Legislature was taken on
July 16, when the commission formally denied the applica-
tion for a rehearing. In denying the rehearing the com-
mission says clearly that it refused the proposed increase
only on the ground that it did not have the power to grant
it. While the commission is of the opinion that the rate
complained of is insufficient to yield reasonable compensa-
tion for the service rendered, it holds that it has no juris-

diction to grant the increase. The question of jurisdiction

may now therefore be presented to the courts for final settle-

ment.
On July 15 the legislative investigating committee began

sessions in New York to consider suggestions for changes
in the public service commissions law. Other hearings will

be held in New York and also at various points in the
State. Senator Thompson, chairman of the committee,
said:

"We can provide for reform in the public service com-
missions law, but the constitution will attend to the organi-
zation. We believe the law should be amended so that the
people can get some action from the commission. It is my
opinion that both water companies and ferries, municipally
owned and otherwise, should come in under the Public

Service Commisisons. If the municipally owned companies
are not making money and are charging over deficits to

general taxation, I think they ought to be made to raise

their prices so as to do away with the deficits. Another
thing: it is an economic waste to let a municipality parallel

the lines of a water company that it does not like in order

to bring it to terms. If it does not like a company, let it

condemn the land on which its lines are situated and take
it over. This committee may recommend a law to cover
such a case. We will use the model bill for the regulation

of public utilities prepared by the National Civic Federa-
tion."

Mr. F. A. Stratton, president of the Westchester Lighting
Company, Mount Vernon, N. Y., made suggestions to the

committee, in part as follows: "If the public service com-
missions law were amended and then administered, as it

might well be, by able and competent commissioners, it

would, in my opinion, save the State $1,000,000 a year and
obtain results for its citizens fully as good as those now
secured."

West Virginia Commission

Among the rules laid down on July 16 by the West
Virginia Public Service Commission is one which will require

that all gas and electric energy sold in the State after Jan.

1, 1916, must be sold by meter service, except in the case

of window and outside decorative illumination, street light-

ing, transient customers and limited service of a specified

kind.
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Personal
Mi < \. Jfarrington has been appointed manager of the

South Boeton Electric Light & Power Company, South Bo
ton. \ .1

Mr. l. T. Roberta, formerly electrical engineer for the

Railway Utilitj Company of Chicago, has resigned his

position.

Mi. w
. E. Moore, vice-president and general manager of

the Wot Penn Traction properties, Connellsville, Pa., has

resigned his position with the various West Penn companies
to open an office as consulting engineer at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. Theodore N. Vail, president of the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company, on July 17 celebrated his

seventieth birthday at his Vermont farm. He was horn in

Ohio and received his early education in Norristown, N. J.,

where for two years he

studied medicine with his

uncle, acquiring in the mean-
time a working knowledge
of telegraphy, which later

enabled him to become agent
and telegraph operator for l J* *

the Union Pacific Railroad ^JL

at one of its small stations.

In 18G9 he was appointed

clerk in the railway mail

service, in which capacity he

was soon recognized as a sys-

tematizer and organizer. A
government appointment as

assistant superintendent of

the railway mail service fol-

lowed, and in 1876 he became
general superintendent, all

of the time taking a leading

part in the development of

fast railway mail service. In 1878 he accepted the position

of general manager of the American Bell Telephone Com-
pany, a company formed to exploit the telephone, then a

recent invention. In 1885 he became the first president of

the American Telephone & Telegraph Company, resigning

two years later, and in 1890 he retired entirely from the

telephone field to take up farming. From then until 1907

he traveled much and became interested in and developed

a South American railway system. Urged by prominent

telephone men, he again in 1907 took up the duties of presi-

dent of the American Telephone & Telegraph Company,
and has since then continued to preside over the company's

affairs. Mr. Vail is engaged in a number of activities out-

side of the telephone field, of which probably his work in

teaching agriculture to country lads at the Lyndon (Vt.)

Agricultural School, which he founded, is the most inter-

esting. Mr. Vail believes the future wealth of the country

to be in farming, and he wants the boys of to-day to share

in it. He received the degree of Doctor of Law first in

1912 from Middlebury (Vt.) College and again in 1915 from

the University of Princeton.

Mr. E. P. Coleman, general manager of the Dominion

Power & Transmission Company of Hamilton, Ont.,

Canada, was elected president of the Canadian Electric

Railway Association at its recent annual convention at

Quebec.

Mr. John A. Britton, vice-president and general manager

of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal.,

sailed from San Francisco on the steamship Siberia July 10

for a vacation in the Orient. A number of Mr. Britton's

friends accompanied him to the dock and gave him a rousing

farewell.

Mr. John G. Felton, for the last five years chief engineer

for the Fulton County Gas & Electric Company, Glovers-

ville, N. Y., has been appointed superintendent of the elec-

trical department of the Charleston (S. C.) Consolidated

Railroad & Lighting Company, which, like the Fulton

County company, is a subsidiary of the United Gas & Im-

provement Company of Philadelphia.

Mr. William G. Keith, who was recently named commis-

sioner of gas and electricity for the city of Chicago to

succeed Mr. Ray Palmer, whose resignation becomes ef-

fective Aug. 1, was born at Logansport, Ind., in 1881. In

he joined the Chicago taff of the Siemen Halsl
Electric Company and wa latei employed by the We tel
Electric Company to install generating-Btation equipmefl
Early in his career Mr. Keith also gained experi

the electric traction field in the employ of tin- Indian;:

Union Traeiion Company. Prom L903 to 1908 he operatfl
a contracting and engineering bu ine undei the i

the Electrical Equipment Company of Chicago. Foi thi

last, seven years In- lia been assistant electrician lor the

West Pari Commission of Chicago and during thai t£fl

has had actual charge of construction and maintena
ilif i -. substations and the isoo tungsten-filami

candescent and flame-arc lamps which are operated by the

West Park Commission.

Mr. William A. Del Mar has resigned from the ei

ing staff of the New York Central Railroad to take up new
work for the Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New
York City in connection with technical problems relating to

the new subways to be operated by that company. Mr,

Del Mar was born at San Francisco in 1880 and received

his education in private schools in France and England,

being graduated in 1900 from the City and Guilds College,

London. After experience in the General Electric Com-
pany's testing department at Schenectady, N. Y., in 1901

and 1902, Mr. Del Mar joined the staff of the Manhattan
Railway Company. From 1904 until the present time he

has been connected with the New York Central Railroad.

He has been a member of the A. I. E. E. standards com-

mittee both last year and this, acting in 1914 as chairman

of the Institute's committee on railway standards. At

present he is the chairman of the Institute's wire and cable

committee, which is engaged in standardizing cable strand-

ing, and also chairman of the wire and cable committee of

the Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Mr. Del

Mar is the author of a work on "Electrical Power Conduc-

tors" and has been a frequent contributor to the technical

press.

Mr. G. R. G. Conway, for the last four years chief en-

gineer of the British Columbia Electric Railway Company
of Vancouver, B. C, has resigned that position to take up

work as general consulting engineer, with offices in Toronto.

In connection with his new
engineering work Mr. Con-

way has been appointed

consulting engineer for the

British Columbia company.
Mr. Conway's term of

'

service with the "B. C.

Electric" covered a period

of very rapid development,
during which he carried out

for the company many large

undertakings. Among these

were the construction of the

great dam at the outlet of

Lake Coquitlam; the en-

largement of the company's
existing power house on the

North Arm of the Inlet, and
the construction of the new
No. 2 power house, increas-

ing the output of the Coquitlam-Buntzen hydraulic project

to over 85,000 hp.; the construction of a 130-ft. dam on the

Jordan River, Vancouver Island, and the consequent enlarge-

ment of the Jordan River power plant to a rating oi

20,000 hp.; the construction of a steam auxiliary plant at

Brentwood Bay; the enlargement of the Vancouver steam

auxiliary plant, and the laying of many extensions of lines

on both the mainland and the island. Mr. Conway received

his early training in Great Britain. There he was connectec

with many large engineering projects and performed im-

portant work for the cities of Birmingham and Aberdeen

Later he went to Mexico, where he carried out engineering

projects for the Monterey Railway, Light & Power Com-

pany. Mr. Conway is a member of numerous engineering

organizations in Europe and America, and has contributec

many valuable addresses and papers for the records of these

societies. The retirement of Mr. Conway was marked b>

a dinner tendered him by officials of the company at the

Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, June 26. Mr. George Kidd

G. R. G. CONWAY
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eneral manager, presided at the gathering and read a

ablegram from the London board of the company express-

ret at the retirement of Mr. Conway and apprecia-

ion of his work for the company. The office staff also pre-

ented Mr. Conway with a handsome solid-silver rose bowl

lounted on an oak base.

Mr. Kay Palmer, who has resigned, effective Aug. 1, after

erving three years as commissioner of gas and electricity

or the city of Chicago, was born at Sparta, Wis., in 1878.

Ie was graduated from the University of Wisconsin in

901, and soon after his en-

rance into the practical field

ie became connected with J.

j. White & Company. In

he position of assistant

uperintendent of construc-

ion for this company he had

harge of the installation of

he street-lighting system

n Greater New York City.

^ater he was transferred to

he London (England) office

if J. G. White & Company
vith the title of electrical

ngineer. On his return to

America several years later

ie accepted a position as

lectrical engineer for the

Jnion Traction Company of

Chicago. Severing his con-

ection with the traction company in 1906, he practiced as

, consulting electrical engineer in Chicago and Milwaukee
ntil 1912, when he was appointed commissioner of gas
nd electricity for Chicago by Mayor Carter H. Harrison,

hiring Mr. Palmer's term of office about $4,000,000 has
een spent in rehabilitating the city's lighting system and
eplacing old-style arc lamps with modern tungsten-fila-

nent units. Mr. Palmer is a Fellow of the American In-

titute of Electrical Engineers and a member of the

Vestern Society of Engineers. He plans to resume his

onsulting engineering practice in Chicago.

RAY PALMER

Obituary
James J. Murphy, formerly general cashier for the Com-

nonwealth Edison Company of Chicago, died at Prescott,

^riz., on July 16.

Samuel E. Vincent, who as president of the Bridgeport
Conn.) Business Men's Association drafted the Connecticut
'ublic Utilities Commission act, died at his home on July 19.

James W. Wigman, thirty years old, is dead at Lafayette,
nd. Mr. Wigman was a graduate of the electrical engi-

eering school of Purdue University and of the engineering
ourse of the Westinghouse company at East Pitts-

urgh, Pa.

John Hier, fifty-three years old, superintendent of the
lunicipal electric-lighting plant at Huntington, Ind., is dead
f heart trouble. Mr. Hier had been connected with the

anting and other departments of the city for the last seven-
een years. He is survived by his widow and one son.

William H. Gerrish, chief smoke inspector of the Massa-
husetts Gas and Electric Light Commission, died at Mal-
len, Mass., on July 15, as the result of burns received in

i garage fire on the preceding Sunday. Mr. Gerrish was
veil known in the New England engineering field and had
)orne chief responsibility in the enforcement of the Mas-
achusetts smoke law of 1910, which enlarged the powers
)f the commission to include jurisdiction over locomotive,
itationary and marine stacks in Boston and its environs.
Ie was born in Lowell, Mass., about forty-nine years ago,
ind after being graduated from the Massachusetts Insti-

ute of Technology in 1888 became mechanical superin-
endent of the Massachusetts Cotton Mills at Lowell.
Hiring the Spanish-American war he was attached to the
Ordnance Department at Washington. He was engaged in

extile mill work at New York until his appointment to the
hief inspectorship under the Massachusetts smoke preven-
ion law.

Corporate and Financial
Brookville (Ind.) Electric Utfht Company.—The com-

pany has petitioned the Public Service Commission of
Indiana for authority to issue bonds in the sum of $10,000.
The proceeds from the sale of the bonds are to go into

improvements.

Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Company of
Baltimore, Md.—On July 10 the first month of the new plan
of selling stock to customers ended. During the month 741
customers took advantage of the offer and subscribed for
more than 3000 shares at 106.5. On the last day on which
this price held more than 100 customers subscribed for
somewhat under five shares each. During the month end-
ing Aug. 10 the price will be one point higher, or 107.5.

About twenty-eight or thirty customers have subscribed at
the new price.

Edison Light & Power Company, York, Pa.—The merger
of the company with the Merchants' Electric Light, Heat &
Power Company and five small suburban companies con-
trolled by the Edison company took place July 15. The
new company is capitalized at $3,301,000.

Empire Gas & Electric Company, Auburn, N. Y.—The
Public Service Commission of the Second District of New
York has approved the merger of the company with the
Weedsport Electric Company, which the Empire company
acquired two years ago. Weedsport officials opposed the
operation of the Empire company in that town, and the
case has been through the courts. Litigation is still pend-
ing before the Court of Appeals.

Halifax (N. S.) Power Company.—The city of Halifax
received an offer on July 7 from Mr. S. M. Brookfield, presi-

dent of the company, of the right to purchase a half interest
in the company at cost. Mr. Brookfield wrote as follows:

"The Halifax Power Company owns the nearest and best
water-power for the supply of hydroelectric power to the

city. It now offers the city one-half of the undertaking
at the same price as it has cost the company. It has
the right to supply light and power in the city, so that if

the city acquire the power company's property or join it

in the development of the undertaking the street lighting

could be done and 50 per cent more light supplied for the

price now paid. Private lighting and small motor users
could also be supplied at a saving of at least 25 per cent."

L. B. Lincoln Electric Works, Chicago, 111.—At a special

meeting of the stockholders of the company held on June
29, a resolution was adopted increasing the capital stock

from $6,000 to $25,000.

Puget Sound Traction, Light & Power Company, Seattle,

Wash.—The quarterly dividend paid July 15 on the pre-

ferred stock was reduced from $1.50 to 75 cents. This re-

duction the board of directors stated is due to a decrease in

earnings caused by the operation of jitney buses at a time
when business conditions have been generally unsatisfac-

tory. The board of directors has sent out the following
statement to stockholders: "The jitney first appeared in the

Puget Sound district in January of this year, rapidly in-

creasing in number until in February and March there were
some 700 automobiles in operation, resulting for a time in

a loss in gross earnings to the company of over $2,000 per

day. A careful study of jitney operation throughout the

country gives every indication that such cars under fair and
reasonable regulation cannot be operated permanently and
profitably in competition with street railways. A gradual
decrease in such competition is, therefore, to be expected,

and such decrease is already taking place in the Puget Sound
cities, the number of cars now in operation being under 400.

It is the opinion of the directors that neither the business

depression alone nor the operation of the jitney alone would
have affected earnings to such an extent as to make the

reduction of dividend advisable. The company is at present
in a strong position financially, having a substantial cash
balance and only a small floating debt. The directors be-

lieve that this position should be maintained. As the com-
pany has had but six months of jitney competition, and as

under most favorable circumstances this competition will

not immediately disappear, they feel that the company's re-

sources should be conserved through postponing the payment
of a portion of the preferred-stock dividend. The import and
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of the Pacific Northwest ha howxi i marked
Increase during the past i

n months, and there are Indies

of improvement In other hues of business. A return

df general business toward normal condition oi s further

reduction In the operation of jitneys should warrant the rs

sumption of preferred -lock dividends at the regular rate.

The preferred Btock is cumulative and, therefore, an]

ferred payments must be made up before dividend are paid

on the common stock."

St. Petersburg (Fla.) Lighting Company. In issue of

of tii-st mortgage 6 per cenl Binking-fund gold

bonds, dated June i, 1916, and due June L, L945, is being

offered at 97.5 and interest to yield 6.18 per cent The

earnings for the year ended May 81, L916, follow:

revenue $''

ting expenses and taxes

\,i from operating :•:::•, :::hi

Bond Interest 18,000

Surplus $21,390

Shawinigan Water & Power Company, Shawinigan Falls,

Quebec, Canada.—Stockholders of record July 10 are offered

the privilege until Aug. 80 of subscribing for $1,237,500

of new common stock at par on the basis of 10 per cent

of their present holdings. An alternative option gives them

the right to exchange until Aug. 30 their subscription war-

rant for a negotiable option certificate entitling the holder

to subscribe for the amount of shares covered by the war-

rant until June 30, 1916, at 105. The company recently

purchased the properties of the Dorchester Electric Com-

pany of Quebec, and it is expected will in the near future

scrap the Dorchester company's plant and supply the terri-

tory it formerly served from the large hydroelectric plant

at Shawinigan Falls.

Southern Sierras Power Company, Denver, Col.—The

California Railroad Commission has issued an order author-

izing the company to execute a mortgage and trust deed for

an unfixed amount to the Los Angeles Trust and Savings

Bank and the International Trust Company of Denver, trus-

tees, dated Jan. 1, 1915, and to issue $3,668,000 of first and

refunding series "A" 6 per cent fifty-year gold bonds, sub-

ject to the following conditions: $2,500,000 of bonds to be

used to retire a like amount of first mortgage twenty-five-

year bonds outstanding; $300,000 of bonds to be used to

retire a like amount of 6 per cent twenty-five year bonds

heretofore authorized by the commission; $70,000 of bonds

to retire bonds of the Lytle Creek Power Company, a sub-

sidiary; $798,000 of bonds to be sold to net not less than 90

plus accrued interest, to pay the company's debt to the

Nevada California Power Company and to pay other debts

to banks and corporations. The commission must approve

such payments before made. The Nevada California Power

Company is to guarantee the bonds, principal and interest,

authorized by this order. The bonds will mature in 1965.

A sinking fund, payable out of the net earnings, is to begin

in 1920, to consist annually of three-fourths of 1 per cent

of the aggregate par value of outstanding bonds. The com-

pany testified that its cash investment in its property

amounted to $4,314,979.42, and that it owes the Nevada

California Power Company $995,584. The same interests

control both companies. The money represents advances to

assist the Southern Sierras Power Company in construct-

ing its electric plant. The commission says that the appli-

cant merely desires to change its form of indebtedness to

long-term bonds from notes and accounts payable. Its total

interest charges for 1915 will be but $224,000, with over

$400,000 to meet such charges. "This," says the commis-

sion, "is a noteworthy showing for a corporation organized

so recently as in 1911 and operating with long transmission

lines in a field that requires development."

Southern Utilities Company, Jacksonville, Fla.—A block

of $575,000 of first mortgage sinking fund 6 per cent gold

bonds due April 1, 1933, is being offered at 98 and interest

to yield 6.2 per cent. The total amount of this issue now

outstanding is $1,500,000.

United Gas & Electric Corporation, New York, N. Y.

—

The company has purchased and surrendered to the Fidelity

Trust Company, trustee, for cancellation $1,000,000 of its

three-year 6 per cent notes dated April 1, 1915. The cor-

poration thus anticipates the retirement of $500,000 of these

notes on July 1, 1916, and a further $500,000 on Jan. 1, 1917.

Manufacturing and Industrial
The Electrical Service Equipment Company, 17 North

Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pu., dealer in electric

motors, appliances and supplic , hs moved into larger

quarters at t he sbo\ t address.

The Western Electric Company, 163 West Street

York, is now marketing the electric hammer made by the

Electro Magnetic Tool Company, Chicago, 111., de cribed

m tin- Electrical World of June 5, 1916,

Federal Sign System (Electric).— Mr. William E. Imlay,

a former representative of the Detroit Fuse Manufacturing

Company, has accepted s position as salesman with the

Federal Sign System (Electric) of Chicago.

Engberg's Electrical <& Mechanical Works, St. Jo - ph,

Mich., manufacturers of direct-connected generating

searchlights and electric-hydraulic valves, have opened an

Eastern office at 39 Cortlandt Street, New York.

The Columbia Products Company, 1012 Garfield Building.

Cleveland, Ohio, has obtained the exclusive ri^ht to sell the

whiting and filler formerly handled by the Columbia Chemi-

cal Company and the National Whiting Company. These

products will hereafter be known under the trade nam>
"Columbia whiting" and "Columbia filler."

Automobile-Accessory Business Good.—The Emil Gross-

man Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., manufac-

turer of "Red Head" spark plugs, "Red Rib" cable, and

various other electrical specialties for automobiles, has

noted a considerable increase in its business in the past

year, the increase being some 55 per cent greater than that

of any previous year. The company is contemplating add-

ing equipment to its plant to increase its output and to

facilitate taking care of the large amount of business being

received.

Electrical Control Apparatus in the New Equitable Build-

ing.—The electrical equipment for the new Equitable

Building of New York contains a number of pieces of ap-

paratus made by the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., including the speed regulators for

each of the twenty-seven motor-driven fans of the ven-

tilating system, an automatic starter for controlling the

series ejector system, a rear-of-board starter for the cir-

culating pumps, and charging equipment for the master-

clock system.

Sale of Mining Company's Power Plant.—The Morse

Brothers Machinery & Supply Company, Denver, Col., has

purchased the entire power plant recently erected at Wil-

kenburg, Ariz. The plant was built to furnish power for

the Octave Mining Company, 14 miles distant. The plant

consists of a 200-kw. and a 550-kw. Westinghouse alter-

nator driven by Corliss engines. The steam plant consists

of Babcock & Wilcox boilers fired with oil. The transmis-

sion line was operated at 22,000 volts. All of the material

will be dismantled and will be sold or removed to the Den-

ver house of the Morse Brothers company.

Starrett Electric Company, Chicago.—Mr. H. A. Steven-

son has resigned his position as assistant electrical engineer

for the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., and has become

connected with the Starrett Electric Company of Chicago,

manufacturer of electrical distributing apparatus, for which

he acts in the capacity of sales engineer. Mr. Stevenson,

who is a Jovian, is well known through his connection with

the laboratories and, previously, with the educational field

as head of the electrical department of the Columbus

Trades School, for his activities in promoting high stand-

ards for electrical fittings and construction.

Picnic for Employees of Hawthorne Works of Western

Electric Company.—About 5000 employees of the Haw-

thorne works of the Western Electric Company, Chicago,

are expected to attend the fifth annual outing on July 24

at Michigan City, Ind. A feature of the outing will be a

departmental parade in Michigan City, for which three

prizes will be offered. The first prize will be a silver cup

to be awarded to the department making the best appear-

ance; the second prize, a banner, is to go to the girls' de-

partment making the best appearance, and the third prize

is to go to the department of men making the best show-

ing. The picnickers will cross to Michigan City on the Lake

steamers Theodore Roosevelt and United States.
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Sale of Storage Battery Company's Plant.—A report of

le sale of the United States Light & Heating Company of

iagara Falls and Buffalo, N. Y., was recently filed in the

nited States District Court by Mr. A. Rebadow, represent-

\g the receivers, Messrs. J. O. Moore, J. A. Roberts and
Allan Smith. The property went to the highest bidder

>r the sum of $1,000,100. The buyers are members of the

ockholders' protective committee, of which Mr. W. H.
rown is chairman.

Highest Award in Its Class for Underground-Cable Ex-
ibit.—The Standard Underground Cable Company, Pitts-

jrgh, Pa., has been awarded a gold medal, the highest

>vai'd in its class, by the International Jury of Awards of

ie Panama-Pacific International Exposition for its ex-

bit of electric wires, cables, and cable accessories. This
the seventh similar award which has been received by

le company in as many different expositions. An inter-

ring feature of the company's exhibit is the use of cop-

;r ingots as posts and a large stranded bare-copper cable

; railing for inclosing its exhibit space. Two braiding ma-
lines are shown in operation, weaving cotton insulating

aid on a copper wire.

Archbold-Brady Towers for Iowa Transmission Line.

—

he Archbold-Brady Company, Syracuse, N. Y., reports

le sale of structural-steel towers for 28 miles of trans-

ission line to be built by the Iowa Railway & Light Com-
iny, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, between Blairstown and Tama,
iwa. This will be a 66,000-volt, single-circuit, three-phase
ansmission line on suspension-type insulators. The line

ill be supported on 48-ft. A-frame towers, set at 440-ft.

andard-span intervals, with lace-channel poles at special

cations and square towers for anchoring line ends and at

;avy angles. The transmission conductors will be steel-

inforced aluminum cables, protected by steel ground
ires. The order was placed by Mr. S. C. Dows, purchas-

g agent, and Mr. J. M. Drabelle, electrical engineer.

Insulated Wire Market.—With a lessened demand and
rge production, many wire manufacturers find themselves
th very large stocks on hand and are therefore accepting

dan at practically the buyers' prices. Last fall, when
pper was down to the 12 cent level, many wire manufac-
rers stocked up with the assurance of an early increase in

e price of this commodity. Copper is now selling around
cents, and one jobbing house expressed the opinion that
would ultimately reach 27 cents before it permanently
ttled back. The greatly decreased amount of new con-
ruction this year compared with last year has greatly
isened the demand for insulated wire. This, coupled with
e need of money and carrying charges on the stock, has
cessitated a sacrifice on the part of the wire manufac-
rers.

South American Delegates Entertained by Western Elec-
ic Company.—A number of the South American delegates
the Pan-American Financial Conference held recently at

ashington were entertained by the Western Electric Com-
iny at the time of the South American party's visit to

ew York City. The delegates were first taken through
e engineering laboratories of the company's general of-

es, where they were shown experimental work under way,
id then were escorted to the exhibition room, where they
d an opportunity to see and examine the various kinds
apparatus which the company manufactures and sells,

fter partaking of an electrically cooked luncheon the party
Iked on the transcontinental line with their national con-
Is at San Francisco, use of the wire being granted through
e courtesy of the American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
ny.

New Plant for Hygrade Lamp Company.—A new four-
try brick building occupying a plot 200 ft. by 50 ft. is

ing built at Boston and Federal Streets, Salem, Mass., for
Hygrade Incandescent Lamp Company, Danvers, Mass.,

inufacturer of drawn-wire tungsten lamps. The company
II move into this new building about Nov. 1 and will then
isolidate its plants, which are now at Danvers, Mass.,
d Newark, N. J. The company will increase its present
tput of 6000 lamps a day to 20,000 lamps a day. Based
its present production of 6000 lamps a day, the sales for
nuary, 1914, were 17 per cent; for June, 1914, 47 per cent;
• January, 1915, 71 per cent, and for June, 1915, 100 per
it. For January, 1916, it is estimated they will reach 180

per cent. Among the orders received by the Hygrade com-
pany is one from the State of Massachusetts for $20,000
worth of lamps.

First Electric Vehicle for City of Edinburgh, Scotland,
Is of American Make.—The corporation of Edinburgh,
Scotland, recently purchased its first electric vehicle. This
car, which has a capacity of 1.6 tons, is of American manu-
facture and is equipped with an Edison battery. With a
full charge the car is capable of traveling a distance of
40 miles fully loaded. The committee in charge of the
municipal electric plant intends to encourage the further
use of electric vehicles for both commercial and pleasure
uses, and has undertaken to supply electricity for the
charging of such vehicles at the rate of Id. (2 cents) per
unit. Arrangements have also been made for garaging
electric vehicles in the municipal electric stations. It is

considered not unlikely that as a result of this campaign
there will be a fair demand for commercial electric lorries

and vans and also for electric passenger cars for pleasure
and professional use.

Recording Instruments Shown in Operation at San Fran-
cisco Fair.—Various types of indicating and recording in-

struments for measuring pressure, temperature, speed and
time, and automatic temperature controllers and orifice

meters, are on display in the booth of the Industrial In-

strument Company and the Foxboro Company at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition. Many of these instruments are
shown in actual operation. Among the latter is an orifice

meter of recent development, used for measuring flow of
air. An automatic temperature controller, a recording
thermometer, two liquid-level recorders, a vacuum record-
ing gage and a gas-pressure recording gage are mounted
on a frame and are utilized in the operation of a controller
and for indicating varying water levels in a tank, the
vacuum on the controller system, and the pressure of the
service-gas system of the Machinery Palace. A frequency
meter, the design of which is based on the principle devised
by Dr. Horn, is also employed to indicate on a continuous
chart the number of cycles per second of the electrical

supply circuit.

Busch-Sulzer-Diesel-Engine Day at Panama-Pacific Ex-
position.—July 5 was celebrated as Busch-Sulzer-Diesel-
engine day at the San Francisco Exposition, the ceremonies
taking the form of a reception which was attended by more
than 500 guests. Lieut. G. W. Danforth, chief of the de-
partment of machinery, presided and introduced the speak-
ers. Mr. C. V. Vogelsand, representing President Moore
of the Exposition, tendered a bronze medal to Mr. W. S.

Heger, Western manager of the Busch-Sulzer Brothers
company. Lieutenant-Commander Woodward, U. S. N., told

of the use of the Diesel engine in the navy; Mr. Guy C.

Bayley, chief electrical and mechanical engineer of the
Exposition, explained in non-technical language the theory
of the engine, and Mr. Heger gave a brief historical sketch
of the development of the Diesel engine. The exhibit of
the Busch-Sulzer-Diesel Engine Company includes a 500-hp.
unit which is directly connected to a direct-current 250-volt

Westinghouse generator. To show what a simple opera-
tion it is to start the engine, the engine was placed in

operation by three young women.

Annual Sales Convention of American Rotary Valve Com-
pany.—The annual sales convention of the American Rotary
Valve Company was held at Anderson, Ind., July 3 to 5.

During the meetings lectures were given by Prof. W. Trinks
of the Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

on "The New Residence Vacuum Machine"; by Mr. G. A.
Arnold, on "The Road to Greater Sales"; by Mr. W. T.

Hensley, on "Jenney Motors from an Engineer's Stand-
point"; by Mr. G. T. Rosselle, on "From the Shop Angle";
by Mr. L. L. Goding, on "The Publicity Department"; by
Mr. W. A. McKinney, on "Productive Integrity"; by Mr. R.
O. Bright, on "The Future of the American Rotary Valve
Company"; by Mr. W. H. Aurelius, on "Credits and Collec-

tions"; by Mr. A. J. Loeb, on "Building a Territory"; by
Mr. C. T. Reiss, on "Co-operation Between District Offices";

by Mr. W. B. Haviland, on "Wire-Pulling for Business"; by
Messrs. Hensley, Dudley and Immerfall, on "Press Drives";
by Mr. R. J. Immerfall, on "Jenney Alternating-Current and
Direct-Current Motors"; by Mr. J. L. Hadley, on "Jenney
Single-Phase Motors"; by Mr. A. J. Loeb, on "How to Win
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tiif I onsultii ex and the Architect"; by Mr. R

tmmerfall, on "Rotary and Reciprocating-Type Vacuum
Cleaners," and by Mr. <i. A. Aim. id, on "The Psychology
of Salesmanship." There also followed :i general discu
of factory and branch bouse motor stocks and cui ton

consignment stocks, led by Mr. R, 0. Bright, and general
discussion of prices, discounts and terms of sale, led by Mr.
G \ Arnold.

NKW YORK Ml I'A I MARKET PRICES

, July 13 , , July 20 ,

Selling Prices Belling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Isked

Copper i d £ s d
London, standard, spot*.... ts vt m o

Prime Lake 19.62% to 19.78% L9.26 to 19.60
Electrolytic 19.37% to 19.60 18.87% to 19.1
Casting 18.12% to 18.26 17.87% to 17.fl

per wire base 21.00 to21.60t 20.60f
Lead 6.75 r..7.

r
»

Nickel r.o.oot r>o.oo tor.2.oot
Sheel sine, r.o.b. smelter.... 27.00+ 27.00+
Spelter, spot 21.7.". to 22.25+ 20.25 to 20.75 +
Straits tin 36.50
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent 32.00 to 33.00 32.00 to 33.00

*OLD METALS
i [eavy copper and wire 17.87% 17.00

. heavy 13.50 12.00
Brass, litrlit 10.50 10.00
Lead, heavy 5.00 5.00
Zinc, scrap 16.00 15.00

COPPER EXPORTS

Total ions to July 20 6,691

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
fNominal.

New Incorporations
The Elk River Power & Light Company of Elk River,

Minn., has been chartered with a capital stock of $100,000

by F. D. Waterman, Eva Waterman and M. E. Waterman.

The Vernon Hydro-Electric Company of Vernon, Ind., has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $1,000 by George
C. Ale, F. T. Semon and others. The company intends to

generate and distribute electricity.

The St. Cloud Public Service Company of St. Cloud, Minn.,

has filed articles of incorporation with the Secretary of

State with a capital stock of $2,000,000. The company pro-

poses to generate and distribute electricity. The incorpo-

rators are: A. G. Whitney, R. L. Gale. A. D. McKenzie, P. H.

Collignon and W. H .Stewart, all of St. Cloud.

New Industrial Companies
The Thermal Appliance Company of New York, N. Y.. has

been chartered by C. C. Hansen, R. H. Hansel and V. D.

Stearns, 27 West Eleventh Street, New York, N. Y.

The Great Eastern Electric Company of New York, N. Y.,

has been incorporated by A. and G. Hallberg and R. Lundin,

215 East Sixty-first Street, New York. The company is cap-

italized at $8,000 and proposes to manufacture and deal in

machinery, engines, tools and appliances.

The Seaberg Elevator Company of Brooklyn, N. Y., has

been incorporated by C. Johnson and G. and J. Seaberg, 158

Sixty-seventh Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. The company is

capitalized at $100,000 and proposes to manufacture dumb-
waiters, lifts, elevators, motors, cables, etc.

The Chantry Manufacturing Company of Portland, Me.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 for

the purpose of manufacturing and dealing in all kinds of

lighting devices. The officers are: Horace E. Eaton, presi-

dent; Harold S. Richards, treasurer, and Benjamin G. Ward,
clerk.

The H. M. C. Chemical Products Company of New York,

N. Y., has been chartered with a capital stock of $5,000 for

the purpose of dealing in construction materials, machines,

telephones, electrical contrivances, etc. The incorporators

are: W. L. Hatch, A. M. Mitchell and W. T. Hatch, 11 Union
Square, New York, N. Y.

Trade Publications
Clamp BushlngSv- The National Metal Molding Compaa

I'll I btirgh, Pa., lias issued a folder which contain nil'or

mation on its No. 877 (damp i>u hings.

strain Insulators. The Pittsburgh High Volta
sulator Company, Deny, Pa., has prepared an illustratl
folder which contains informal ion on its high voltage pel
Celahl strain insula'

Street-Lighting Brackets.

—

"Street Lighting Bracket
and Center span Fixtures for Tungsten Lamps" is tl

ject of Booklet ¥-679 issued by the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y.

Screw Anchors.—W. N. Matthews & Brother St. Lofll

Mo., have issued a folder which contains information or

their "Scrulix" anchor, which was described in th<

Electrical World of July 17.

Bronze Castings.—"Titanium Aluminum and Othei

Standard Bronze Castings" is the subject of an illustratl
catalog recently published by the Titanium Alloy Manu-
facturing Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Recording Instruments.—The Bristol Company, Water
bury, Conn., has issued an illustrated booklet which da
scribes its exhibition of recording instruments at tin

Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco

Lightning Arresters.—"Garton-Daniels Lightning Ar-

resters" is the title of an illustrated catalog which contain!

information on lightning arresters, choke coils, disconnect

ing switches, and various other fittings for lightning ar
resters.

Portable Battery-Operated Searchlamp.—The Edisor

Storage Battery Company, 1290 Lakeside Avenue, Orange
N. J., has issued an illustrated folder which contains in-

formation on a portable battery-operated searchlamp whicl

was described in the Electrical World of July 17.

Lighting Salesmen's Handbooks.—The Westinghous«
Lamp Company, 1261 Broadway, New York, has preparec

salesmen's lamp handbooks No. 2, entitled "The Lighting

Dictionary," and No. 3, entitled "Modern Lighting Prac-

tice." These books are included in a series of handbooks
being published for lighting salesmen.

Electric Ambulances and Trucks for Department Stores

—The General Vehicle Company, Long Island City, N. Y.

is sending out a catalog on electric trucks for department

stores and high-class retailers which contains illustrations

of a number of machines used for such service and ar

illustrated bulletin on its electrically operated ambulances

Metal Seals.—The Metropolitan Engineering Company
Forty-second Street Building, New York, is sending out

pages 3 and 4, section 6, which supersedes page 3, section

6, of a loose-leaf binder, and which contains information or

a metal seal for restraining the public from unauthorized

interference with service apparatus on the consumers
premises.

Insulating Paints and Compounds.—The Mitchell-Rand

Manufacturing Company, John and Cliff Streets, New York,

has prepared a folder which contains samples of various

kinds of insulating fabric and paper and a folder entitled

"Melting Points and How to Take Them," which describes

and illustrates methods for taking the melting point of

asphalt and pitch or an asphalt and pitch mixture.

Testing Service.—The Electrical Testing Laboratories,

Inc., Eightieth Street and East End Avenue, New York,

have prepared an attractively illustrated book which de-

scribes the origin and organization of the Electrical Test-

ing Laboratories and the kinds of service performed. The

book also contains information on laboratory apparatus

installed by the Laboratories, Inc., which is available in its

private laboratories rented to inventors and investigators.

Railway Electrification.
—"Results of Electrification" is

the title of an attractively illustrated catalog designated as

Circular No. 1505 issued by the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa. The cata-

log is very complete and contains information on a number

of different installations of electric-railway apparatus. The

company has also issued Leaflet 3566 on its OIWC trans-

formers of large ratings and Descriptive Leaflet No. 2362-C

on its small alternating-current type CA motors.
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Construction News
New England

GARDINER, ME.—Bids will be received
the office of the supervising architect,

rj Department, Washington, D. C,
iiil Aug. 12, for construction complete,
icludlng mechanical equipment, lighting
ttures and approaches of the United

post office, at Gardiner, Mo. Draw-
id specifications may be obtained at

le above office or from the custodian of
te at Gardiner.

MEREDITH, N. H.—The Meredith El.
has completed its extension to Cen-

r Harbor, and is now erecting a trans-
lission line to Meredith Neck, a distance

miles along the shores of Lake Win-
ipesaukee, to supply electrical service to

te summer houses in that vicinity. Further
jvelopments are also contemplated by the
>mpany. The distribution system of the
enter Harbor El. Lt. Co. has been pur-

by the Meredith company. A. H.
I is local manager.
SBURG PALLS, VT.—The electric-

?ht commissioners are considering the in-

allation of electric-light meters and re-
nng the street-lighting system.

BOSTON, MASS.—Bids will be received
• the schoolhouse commissioners of the
ty of Boston, Room 1009, City Hall Annex,
oston, until July 27 for furnishing and in-
alling wiring and electrical material in
e East Boston High School, Marion and
rinceton Streets, East Boston. Bids will
so be received at the same time and place
r furnishing and installing wiring and
ectrical material in the English High
hool, Montgomery Street, Boston. Pro-
>sal blanks may be obtained at the above
fice.

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.—Bids will
j received at the office of the supervising
•chitect, Treasury Department. Washing-
>n, D. C, until Aug. 12 for construe-
on, including mechanical equipment,
,-liting fixtures and approaches, of the
nited State post office at North Attleboro,
ass. Specifications can be obtained at
le above office or from the custodian of
te at North Attleboro.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.—The United
1. Lt. & Wtr. Co. has applied to the City
ouncil for permission to install ducts by

of subway in Myrtle Street through
hich wires will be run to supply electricity
i many of the local factories. A. J. Camp-
*U is manager.

Middle Atlantic
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Bids will be received

: the office of the lighthouse inspector, Buf-
ilo, N. Y., until July 26 for furnishing ap-
roximately 6900 ft. of submarine cable.
lank proposals, etc., may be obtained at
le above office.

CASTLETON, N. Y.—Within the next
iree months the Schodack Lt. & Pwr.
orpn. of Castleton expects to purchase a
>w meters and to purchase within the
ext thirty days a few "Hotpoint" ap-
liances. L. M. Lansing is treasurer and
lanager.

CAZENOVIA, N. Y.—The Cazenovia El.
o. has recently installed a 17-in. by 20-in.
mes unaflow engine, condensing. Henry
urden is president.

i:i: VILLAGE, N. Y.—The Afton-
i Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co. of Center

cts to purchase wire and inside
irlng material, fixtures, etc., for house-
Iring campaign. W. E. Bennett is general
i.'inager.

KIRK, N. Y.—The installation of a
'I'm system in Dunkirk is reported
;nder consideration.

I ELLISBURG, N. Y.—The Public Service
"ommission has granted Frank E. Hamm
ermission to construct an electric-light
lant and exercise franchises in the town
nd village of Ellisburg.

in/TON, N. Y.—The controversy be-
;veen the Fulton Lt., Ht. & Pwr Co. and
ie Oswego River Pwr. Trans. Co. of Syra-
jse has been settled. The latter company

to limit its service in Fulton to the
ictoria Paper Co. and to retire from the
eld at the expiration of its contract.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.—The Western New

,ork El. Co. of Jamestown has been au-
lorized by the Public Service Commission
' exercise its franchise to supply elec-
Iclty in the town of Ellicott.
LA FARGEVILLE, N. Y.—The Public
>rvice Commission has granted the La

ille El. Lt. Co. permission to erect
eetric distribution systems in the towns
Orleans and Theresa.
MANNSVILLE, N. Y.—The Public Serv-

ice Commission has approved the applica-
tion of C. A. Keller to supply electricity In

Mannsville. Mr. Keller has an electric
generator in his mill and has been granted
a franchise to light the streets of the vil-
lage.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-
ceived by C. B. J. Snyder, Bliperinti
of school buildings, Park, Avenue and Fifty-
ninth Street, New York, until July 26 for
alterations and additions to the electric
equipment in the hall of the board of edu-
cation, 500 Park Avenue, borough of Man-
hattan. Blank forms, plans and specifica-
tions may be obtained at the office of the
superintendent.

PERRY, N. Y.—The Perry El. Co. ex-
pects to erect within the next three months
6 miles of transmission line between Berry
and Silver Springs ; also 9 miles between
Perry and Warsaw. Material for the above
extension will be purchased by Ed. Phillips
& Co., 50 Church Street, New York, N. Y.
C. W. Torrey is manager.
PULASKI, N. Y.—Extensions contem-

plated by the Pulaski El. Lt. Co. have been
approved by the Public Service Commis-
sion, which include the construction and
operation of electric distribution systems
in accordance with franchises granted in
the villages of Laconia and Sandy Creek
and the town of Sandy Creek.

TUPPER LAKE, N. Y.—The Municipal
Electric Light Department expects to pur-
chase within the next two months 2000 ft.

of No. 12 duplex standard weather-proof
wire for street lighting. M. H. Presper is

superintendent.

BALDWIN, PA.—The Township Commis-
sioners have decided to erect new electric
lamps along the roads in the township, bids
for which, it is understood, will soon be
asked for.

CHAMBERSBURG, PA.—The Council
has adopted a resolution providing for the
installation of conduits and cables for an
ornamental lighting system on the section
of Lincoln Way east, now being paved.
The type of lamp standard has not yet been
selected.

COUDERSPORT, PA.—The Home El. Co.
is installing a Westinghouse gas engine and
expects to install within the next 90 days
a new generator. The company is chang-
ing its system from 133 cycles, 1100 volts, to
60 cycles. 2300 volts. When improvements
are completed a 24-hour service will be es-
tablished. D. B. Belknap is superintendent.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Plans are being
considered by the directors of the poor for
substituting electrical power in place of
steam for crushing stone at the almshouse
quarries, driving the thresher, operating
sawmills, etc., at the city poor farm. J. P.
Guyer is clerk.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—The Vinton Col-
liery Co. of Intondale, Pa., is contemplating
the erection of a new power plant, to cost
about $50,000. Two new transmission lines
are to be erected this summer.
PITTSBURGH, PA.—Application will

soon be made to the Public Service Com-
mission for approval of a contract be-
tween the township of Jefferson and the
West Penn El. Co. of Pittsburgh for the
installation of an electric lighting and
power system in that township.

PORTAGE, PA.—Application has been
made by the Portage Lt. & Pwr. Co. to the
Secretary of State for a charter for the
purpose of supplying electricity in the bor-
ough of Portage. The incorporators are
Robert Pearce, William H. Troxell and
Margaret Pearce.

RIDGWAY, PA—The Ridgway El. Lt.
Co., controlled by the Interstate I'ub. Ser.
Corpn. of Rochester. N. Y., expects to erect
within the next three months a new fire-

proof power house. The company has re-
cently purchased two turbine generating
units, having a rating of 3000 hp., auto-
matic stokers, condensing apparatus, boil-
ers, switchboard, etc. ; also material for
distribution system and transformers
(4000 kw.). J. George Kaelber of Roches-
ter is president.

SEASIDE HEIGHTS, N. J.—The citi-

zens have voted to issue $35,000 in bonds to
purchase the local water-works system. An
electric-light plant will also be purchased
at a cost of $15,000.

WTLLIAMSTOWN, N. J.—The Williams
town El. Co. expects to erect about 400(1 ft.

No. wire to the Alart & McGulre catsup
factory within the next 30 days to supply
electricity for lamps and motors. J. F. A
Rachor is assistant general manager.
WOODSTOWN, N. J.—The Woodstown

[ce A fold storage Co. expects to purchase
six transformers and 2ft meters, also a feu
electric irons and vacuum cleaners. E. B.
Moore is assistant manager.

I,KONA UPTOWN, MD.—The City <
-om

ontemplatlng the installa-
tion of a municipal electric-light plant.

ASHLAND, VA.—The contract for In-

stalling electric power plant at th<

dolph-Macon Women's College In Ashland
i n awarded to T. J. Burns «fc Co. of

Lynchburg. The plant will be driven by a
100-fap. engine.

WASHINGTON', D. C—Bids will be re-
ceived at the Bureau ol Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington, D.

C, until Aug. 3, for furnishing at the
various navy yards and naval stations the
following supplies: Philadelphia, Pa.,

Schedule 8580—one electric capstan, three
compound-gi ies, one elec-

tric windlass. Washington, I). C, Schedule
8578—miscellaneous brass gate valves, mis-
cellaneous brass globe valves. Bids will

also b,- received until Aug. 10 as follows:
Norfolk, Va., Schedule sens—16 water-tight
annunciators, 312 brass gate valves; Sched-
ule 8606—400 buoy lights ; Schedule 8602

—

21,500 lb. 0.268-in. diameter steel wire.

Washington, D. C, Schedule 8588—one
steam hot-blast apparatus, one exhaust fan,

one 5-hp. induction motor. Norfolk,
Charleston, Schedule 8586—two sets steam
turbine-driven blowers. Mare Island, Cal.,

Schedule 8575—one fire-tube vertical steam
boiler. Brooklyn, N. Y., Schedule 8597—28
spur-geared chain hoists ; Schedule 8601

—

two electrically heated sterilized outfits

;

Schedule 8608—21,500 lb. seamless drawn-
brass pipe, 1900 lb. seamless drawn-copper
tubing, 2820 composition unions; Schedule
8605—20,800 ft. standard-weight wrought
pipe; Schedule 8603—miscellaneous seam-
less-drawn copper pipe. Puget Sound,
Wash., Schedule 8576—miscellaneous naval
brass angles, miscellaneous brass plates.

Charleston, S. C, Schedule 8608—1200 lb.

soft-brass sheets, miscellaneous soft-cop-
per sheets; Schedule 8605—10.100 ft. gal-

vanized wrought pipe. Boston, Mass.,

Schedule 8606—4800 ft. flexible voice tub-

ing. Bids will also be received until Aug.
17 as follows: Boston, Mass., Schedule
8577—furnishing and installing one re-

frigerating plant. Mare Island, Cal., Sched-
ule 8598—miscellaneous indicators, an-
nunciators, pumps, etc.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign trade op-
portunities are announced by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce in the

Commerce Reports as follows: No. 17,122

—Tenders are invited for furnishing and
delivering at site in Melbourne, Aus., to be
submitted before Aug. 11, one 1000-kw. di-

rect-current generator with field regulator
and accessories, one liquid starter with ac-
cessories, together with one spare set of

carbon brushes and one spare field coil for

generator. Tender fcrms with specifications

may be obtained from Mcllwraith. McEach-
ard & Co., agents for the Melbourne City
Council, Billiter Square Buildings, London.
E. C, Eng. Tenders should be addressed
to the chairman of the electric supply com-
mittee. Town Hall, Melbourne. The bureau
lias no further particulars. No. 17,428

—

This bureau is in receipt of a letter from a
manufacturing firm in the United States
stating that one of its correspondents de-
sires to be placed in touch with electric

bicycles and accessories. No. 17,433—An
American consular officer in Brazil trans-
mits the name and address of a firm of com-
mission merchants which has indicated a

desire to receive descriptive literature, etc.,

relative to small pocket electric flash-

lamps. No. 17,453—An American consular
officer in England reports that a firm in his

district desires to communicate with Ameri-
can manufacturers of heat-resist ing inner
and outer globes for arc lamps. No. 17.17ft

—An American consular officer writes that
a demand is being made that the system for

lighting passenger coaches on the state
railways fay c,as be changed to electricity.

Tin' consular officer transmits the name
and address of an official of the railroad
who may be addressed relative to this op-
portunity. Xo. 17,478—An American consu-
lar Officer in Canada reports that an elec-

tric power company in his district is in

need of meter clocks which will .automatic-
ally charge power to the consumer at the
regular lighting rate during the rush period
and at a reduced rate for cooking purposes
at other times. No. 17,482 -An American
consular officer in Brazil reports that many
new houses and buildings are being eon-

ted in his district and he desires to re-
ceive catalogs, price lists, etc., for elevators
of simple mechanism. No. 17.">I6—An
American consular officer in Kntrland re-
ports that a corporation in his district is

in the market for S-in. or 9-in. opal shades,
arc-lamp globes, and both alternating and
direct-current motors for generating indus-
trial service. No. 17,548 The cm-ita de
Madrid publishes a notice to the effect that
tenders will be received at the Pirecoion
General de Obrns Publicas, Madrid, Spain,
until Aug, 3 for the construction and operat-
ing for a period of 6ft years of an electric
tramway between Deusto and Ibarrecolanda
in the Province of Yizoaya The minimum
rolling stock required to begin with is two
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North Central
\i >ki \\. Mien Thi Electric Light and

w.n.i Department haa purchased and will

Inetnll Within the naxl 80 dayi
Skinner eni

i. \ PEl !R, M [< 'ii The Lapeei i

Co haa taken over the two power plant*
Of the Sclder.. I Ext( n- ion I'wr 1 !o. Of Ll

one plant being In the cltj and the

other IubI south of Lapeer. The entire

system Is i" i"' connected with the Lapeer
oompany'a plant and will be pu1 on 84-

hour service,

ST t'l.AI R, M H 'II The Cit} < 'uun.il has
authorised tin' Board of Public Works t<>

purchase a now generator for 1 1 1
. municl

pal electric-light plant, for which it Is

Understood bids Will soon be asked.

\ rsn.ANTi, MICH.—Bids will be re-

d at the office of the supervising arch!
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
1 1 .

, until A.ug. 20, for construction, In

eluding mechanical equipment and ap
ches, of the United States posl office

at Ypsiianti. Drawings and specifications
may be obtained at the above office or from
the custodian of sit.' at 7/psllantl.

CLEVELAND, OHIO Hi. Is will be re-

ceivsji at the office of the oommissioner of
purchases and supplies, Room 511, City
Hall, until Julv 80 for transformers for the
Municipal Electric Light Department.
Specifications may be obtained at the of-

fice of the commissioner of light and heat
division, 1448 East Third Street.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Plans have been
filed at the Builders" Exchange by the board
of education of Cleveland Heights for esti-

mates of cost of construction for a central
power plant to be erected on the school-
house grounds on Lee Road, such of May-
fleld Road, under the supervision of Walker
& Weeks, architects.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, 511 City Hall,
Cleveland, until July 30 for paper-insulated,
lead-covered cable for the Municipal Elec-
tric Light Department. Specifications may
be obtained at the office of the commissioner
of purchases and supplies, 1443 East Third
Street.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, 511 City Hall,
Cleveland, until July 28 for water-tube
boilers for the Division Avenue pumping
station, Department of Public Utilities.

Specifications may be obtained of the com-
missioner of water, 413 Superior Avenue,
City Hall.

EAST YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.—Bids will

be received by the village of East Youngs-
town, Citv Building, East Youngstown,
until Aug. 2 for furnishing and operating
a new and complete electric-lighting sys-
tem for periods of two, five, eight and ten
years, in accordance with specifications and
drawings on file at the office of the village
clerk, Citv Building, East Youngstown, and
at the office of H. Whitford Jones & Co.,
engineers. Citizens' Building, Cleveland.
C. R. Anderson is village clerk.

FREMONT, OHIO.—We are informed
that H. Whitford Jones & Co., Citizens

1

Building, Cleveland, have not been engaged
to prepare plans for the installation of an
electric-lighting system in Fremont, as
stated in the issue of July 3.

GREEN SPRING, OHIO. — The Green
Spring El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. is contemplating
purchasing electrical energy from some out-
side source, possibly from the municipal
plant at Clyde. In such an event the com-
pany would erect 5 miles of three-phase.
60-cycle, 6600-volt transmission line and
would be in the market for material for
same ; the present generating equipment
would also be for sale. D. M. Scott is gen-
eral manager.

LIMA, OHIO.—The Standard Pwr. &
Equipment Co. is reported to have pur-
chased of the Western Ohio R. R. Co. of

Lima nine small electric and railway com-
panies operating in northwestern Ohio,
with 'a view to rebuilding and combining
the plants under a single management.
Plants will be operated in Lucas, Wood,
Hancock, Allen, Auglaize, Shelby, Miami,
Montgomery and Mercer Counties.

MARION, OHIO.—A petition has been
presented to the City Council asking for the
installation of an ornamental lighting sys-

tem (cluster lamps) on West Center Street,

from Oak Street to Davids Street.

NEW BERLIN, OHIO.—Bids will soon be
asked for furnishing electricity for lighting
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extend its transmission lines from \\ liming
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to i uppl) Ii 'ii leal Ben Ice In tho
Step-up transformers with switching ap-
paratus vn mi be Installed at the Wilmii
power station, and substations with switch
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two \iilages. Complete distribution sys-

tems win be built In both villages to I

electricity for commercial and residential

service; also street-lighting systems, using
mi op., tj pe <

' tungsten lamps. F. C.

jeannot is superintendent of Wilmington
district.

ViiI'M;sTOWN, OHIO.—J. McAlees,
proprietor of the Albany Until, has an-
nounced his intention of installing an iso-

lated electric generating plant for the pur-
pose of supplying electricity for all pur-
poses in connection with the hotel and also

to .nable the installation of ornamental
lamps for the exterior. Other property
owners are reported to be contemplating a
similar action in consequence of the failure

of the city to extend the ornamental street-

lighting system as far as desired.

FITLLERTON, KY.—John Davis, who has
purchased the plant of the Fullerton Can-
ning Co., it is reported, will install an elec-

tric-light plant and build an ice factory.

HAZARD, KY.—Plans are being consid-
ered by E. C. Lilly of Bluefield, Va., and D.

Terpstra of Norton, Va., it is reported, for

the construction of a large central electric

generating plant to supply electricity for

coal mines in the Hazard field.

HENDERSON, KY.—The Henderson
Trac. Co. is reported to be considering im-
provements to its power plant.

HINDMAN, KY.—The proposal to issue

$200,000 in bonds for the installation of a
municipal electric-light and power plant in

Hindman will soon be submitted to the
voters.

LEBANON, KY.—Plans are being con-
sidered by local business men for the in-

stallation of an electric-light plant and ice

factory. Arrangements, it is understood,
have been made for the purchase of equip-
ment.
LEXINGTON, KY.—Plans prepared for

the Board of Commerce for the installa-

tion of an ornamental street-lighting sys-
tem on the principal streets of the city

will be examined by an expert before work
is started. The property owners will bear
the expense of installing a system consist-

ing of ninety-seven standards carrying two
lamps each, and the city will maintain the
lamps and provide electricity for them.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—The Indianapolis
Lt. & Ht. Co. has been granted a permit
to build an addition to its plant at
Eighteenth and Mill Street.

NORTH JUDSON, IND.—Within the next
three months the North Judson El. Co. ex-
pects to erect ten miles of transmission
line ; also to purchase within the next two
months material for above line and also

material for connecting about 100 custom-
ers, including watt-hour meters and a series

(type C) street-lighting system.

ELBURN, ILL.—Preparations are being
made for the installation of a 50-hp Murray
Corliss steam engine in the municipal elec-

tric-light plant. Contract has been awarded
to the Murray Iron Works of Burlington,
Iowa. A. A. Sharp is superintendent.

HOOPESTON, ILL.—The Hoopeston Gas
& El. Co. is making extensive improvements
to its property, including changing from gas
engines back to steam engines. H. D. Hey-
den is manager.
ROCKFORD, ILL.-—Bids will be received

by the purchasing committee at the office

of the superintendent of water department,
Rockford, until July 27 for pumping equip-
ment as follows: (1) The installation to be
of a rotary type and to include a deep-well

turbine pump combined with a booster
centrifugal pump, directly connected to a
vertical electric motor ; also a horizontal
booster centrifugal pump with motor, di-

rectly connected, and a remotely controlled
automatic starting equipment for both
motors with necessary switchboards and ac-

cessories. (2) The pump to be of recipro-
cating tvpe and the equipment to include a
deep-well plunger pump with power head
belted to horizontal electric motor and re-
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lis 18,! to sere*

the i loodhue and
within the next lew months. Street h.-litinu

and water-pumping contract: have been se-

cured in both pi

l.\ 1,1 :, MINN. The Village Ho:

pects in install a crude oil engine before
. i,

i i in the municipal el< ctrlc light plant.

N. T. POrtUn IS man.

MANKATO, .MINN.- -Arrangi
been made bj the I Ions umers' I'v, r. Co. tc

id its electri to th«

suburb of Le Hillier within the

NEW PRAGUE, MINN.—Within th<

next four months the Municipal i

Light and Water Department expects t<

purchase lamp posts and cable for street

lighting, covering a distance of '

Joseph T. Rynda is superintendent.

PARK RAPIDS, MINN.—B. Gun
of Park Rapids is planning to install at

electric-lighting system in Menahj.
proposes to build a plant at Hubbard (when
there is already a dam and watei
installing a three-phase, 60-cycle, 6i

generator and erecting a transmission lin

to Menahga and Stbeka, a distance of 1

miles from Hubbard. As yet definite plan

have not been decided upon.

THIEF RIVER FALLS, MINN—Th
city of Thief River Falls has taken an op

tion on water rights and dam across th

Red Lake River, known as the Kretzsch
mar estate property. The property ha

been offered to the city at $35,000.

BANCROFT, IOWA.—Bonds to th

amount of $10,000 have been voted for tl

installation of a municipal electric-Ugl

plant.

CLINTON, IOWA.—The Clinton Gas i

El. Co. has been granted a franchise t

supply electrical service in Albany, I

The company is also contemplating extent

ing its transmission lines to supply ele<

tricity for the Meredosia Swamp drainag

project.

DE WITT, IOWA.—The property of tl

De Witt El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. has been pui

chased by the Iowa Ry., Lt. & Pwr. Co. <

Cedar Rapids. The local plant will t

closed down as soon as the high-tensic

transmission lines of the Iowa compar
are extended to De Witt.

MARATHON, IOWA.—A special electio

will be called to submit to the voters tr

proposal to establish an electric-light plat

in Marathon.
THOMPSON, IOWA.—The contract f<

construction of the proposed municipal ele

trie-light plant, it is reported, has be«

awarded to the Strong El. Co. of 1*

Moines.
CALIFORNIA, MO.—Within the next s

months the California El. Lt. & Pwr. C

expects to purchase one new 1 50-hp. oou«

one 60-hp. to 1 50-hp. Corliss engine (secmn

hand), and one 50-kw. to 150-kw., thre

phase, 60-cycle, 2300-volt generator wi

exciter and switchboard. F. T. Porter

proprietor and manager.
CAMPBELL, MO.—The Campbell Publ

Ser Co. expects to erect within the ne

two months an addition to its power nou

and to purchase a new boiler and Corn

steam engine or oil engine (has not decidi

which) and some poles. The company w
also deal in all standard appliances. Be

iamin F. Eicholtz has purchased the electi

plant of the Campbell Mill & Lt. Co., at

will operate it under the above name.

CASSVILLE, MO.—The Cassville Millii

& Pwr. Co., it is reported, is contemplatu

the construction of a power house.

FARGO, N. D.—The City Commission
and Park Board are considering the qi

tion of providing a better lighting syste

for Island Park.

BROKEN BOW, NEB.—The contract 1

the construction of the municipal electr

light plant and water-works system n

been awarded to the Alamo Engine & »«

ply Co., of Omaha, at $15,546.

FULLERTON, NEB.—At a special eU

tion held recently the proposal to iss

bonds for the installation of a municn
electric-light plant was defeated. An w
published in the issue of July 10 stated u
bonds to the amount of $28,000 were vol
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install a municipal electric plant. Arthur
Leard is city clerk.

MAGNET, NEB.—P. J. Sandberg, owner
the local electric-light plant, expects to

rchase within the next 12 months light-
i esters, meters and wires, washing

ichines, wiring supplies, switches, etc.

ORD, NEB.—Bids will be received by O.
Cromwell, city clerk, Ord, until Aug. 13

• furnishing and installing a series incan-
jcent street-lighting system and electrolier
hting system. Bids will also be received
• furnishing and installing various elec-

imping equipment and power house
rdance with plans and specifications

til,- in the ollice of the city clerk, Ord,
lice of Bruce & Standeven, en-

i imaha. The cost of the work is

Imated at $22,691.

.< >LA, NEB.—Within the next three
the Osceola & Shelbj El. Lt., Ht.

Pwr, Co. expects to erect 6 miles of
jiamission lines, and to purchase elec-

pliances sufficient to meet demands
titers. Clarence Miller is owner and

inager.

SCHUYLER, NEB.—Within the next 12
mths tin' water and light committee ex-
•ts to purchase a 50-kw., three-wire, di-

rent generator and steam engine to
me. E. A. Schmid is manager.

CRALIA, KAN.—A new 50-kw. elec-
erating unit (directly connected),
orator and feed panels, boiler unit,

ttmeters, etc., have recently been installed
Municipal electric-lighting plant. It

•ted to supply electricity in Soldier
i Goffs and other towns through a trans-
ssion line running to Corning. Within
• next few months the electric-light com-
ssion excepts to purchase electric wash-
machines, vacuum cleaners, etc. D. A.

liner is superintendent.
I.AFLIN, KAN.—The Claflin Tel., Lt. &

rage Co. expects to purchase switches to
bus into two sections so that the

> units can be operated separately dur-
the peak load and later thrown to-

her to be fed from a single generator

;

o within the next two months to purchase
meters and wire as needed. E. H. Ruch
Dwner and manager.
KI.KHART, KAN.—A petition is being
culated asking the Council to call a spe-
.1 election to vote on the proposal to issue
ids for the installation of a municipal
rtric-light plant and water-works system.

:\ I : REST, KAN.—At an election held
bonds to the amount of $8,000

re authorized for the installation of an
ctric-light plant. Electricity will prob-
ly be obtained from the plant in Hia-
tha or Atchison.
lAVIL.WD, KAN.—Bonds to the
ount of $7,000 have been voted for the
tallation of a municipal electric-lighting
nt in Haviland.
'ARKER, KAN.—Bonds to the amount

i have been voted for the installa-
municipal electric-light plant. C.

Conrad is city clerk.

Southern States

KADISON, N. C.—Contract, it is re-
ted, lias been awarded to W. I>. Wilcox

lem Iron Works, Winston-Salem,
construction of a stone or concrete

ver house on Hogan's Creek. The pro-
ted plant will have an output of 250 hp.

city will be transmitted to Mayo-
I and Madison, a distance of 4 miles,
mpany to operate plant has not yet been
anized.

H. N. C—The installation of an
l lighting system in Raleigh is

ler consideration.

INTON, N. C—Bids will be re-
• ••d by th< Mayor and Board of Commis-
ners, Town Hall, Warrenton, until Aug.
tor the construction of water-works and
erage system. The work will include

> motor-driven triplex pumps, pumping
tion and collecting well, 2 VI miles of

line, 7 5.000-gal. tower and tank, about
"f 6-in. and S-in. cast-iron pipe

JS,
and 7'.. miles of S-in. to lf.-in. pipe

and specifications are on
at the office of the secretarv in Warren-

Li the office of Gilbert C. White,
meer, Charlotte. Copies of specifications

be obtained upon application to the
ineer, for which a deposit of $10 will

led.

OLUMBIA, S. C.—Plans are being pre-
ed, it Is reported, for the construction of
er plant of 600 hp. (to cost about $50,-
) for the State Hospital for the insane.
v. Rutherford is superintendent of hos-

ICHOLLS, GA.—The Public Utility Co.
/vaycross, it is reported, is contemplating
i

construction of an electric-light plant

(50 ICW.) and water-works system in

Nicholls, to cost about $20,000.

FROSTPROOF, FLA.-— Preparations are
being made by C. J. Brusselle of Lakeland
to install an electric-lighting plant in

proof. The equipment will consist of a 50
kw\, three-phase, 60-cycle alternator dlrectlj
connecteil to an oil engine, switchboard
panel with oil switch and transformers, four
miles of overhead lines, 150 meters of dif-
ferent si/.es and ten arc lamps.

CLINTON, TENN.—The Clinton Kl. Lt.

Co. has been reorganized and Incorporated
under the name of the Clinton El. Lt. &
Pwr. Co., The capital stock is placed a!
$10,000. The company proposes to change
its system from direct to alternating cur-
rent, <!o cycles, 2300 volts, and to increase
the output of the plant, which will require
new equipment, Including boilers, engine,
generate)!', switchboard equipment, trans
formers, street-lighting system and about
.'{0 hp. in motors. H. G. Amerine is superin-
tendent,

JELLICO, TENN.—Plans are being pre-
pared for the installation of an ornamental
street-lighting system in Jellico, which pro-
vide for the erection of 100 lamp standards,
carrying two-lamp and four-lamp clusters
(100-cp. and 60-cp. tungsten lamps), main-
tained by overhead wires. The cost of the
lighting system is estimated at $10,000

;

cost of municipal plant to supply street and
commercial lighting is estimated at $25,000.
P. C. Moore is chairman of lighting com-
mittee.
GUNTERSVILLE, ALA.—The Alabama

Pwr. Co. of Birmingham is planning to
build a steam-driven power plant in
Guntersville. Later the company contem-
plates erecting a transmission line from
Gadsden to Guntersville to furnish electrical
service in Albertville, Boaz and other places
along the line.

OKOLONA, MISS.—Two 150-hp. Walsh
& Widner boilers are being installed in the
municipal electric-light plant, and another
10-in. well is being bored. An additional
air compressor will be installed at an early
date.
OXFORD, MISS.—Bonds to the amount

of $6,500 have been voted for improvements
to the municipal electric-light plant.

RUSH, ARK.—John Conness Shepherd
is reported to be contemplating the instal-
lation of an electric-lighting system at min-
ing plant.

KAPLAN, LA.—At an election held re-
cently bonds were voted to construct a mu-
nicipal elecric-light plant and for improve-
ments to water-works system.
RUSTON, LA.—The town of Ruston has

recently purchased a 250-hp. Snow oil en-
gine directly connected to a General Elec-
tric generator, one 1000-gal. per minute
pump, De Laval Underwriter fire pump, a
375-gal. per minute centrifugal service
pump (both motor-driven), 100-hp. vari-
able-speed motor for driving air com-
pressor, for the municipal electric-light
plant. It is proposed to open a campaign
for the sale of electrical appliances and
supplies, especially cooking apparatus,
about Sept. 1. R. H. Brooks is superintend-
ent.
MUSKOGEE, OKLA.—A committee of

five local citizens has been appointed by
the Greater Muskogee Association to in-
vestigate the feasibility of building a dam
across the Grand River between Muskogee
and Port Gibson to generate hydroelectric
power, for which surveys and estimates of
cost have been made. The dam as proposed
will cost about $750,000.
WAUKOMIS, OKLA.—Within the next

six months the Village Board will purchase
one transformer for the municipal electric-
lighting plant. S. U. Wren is president of
the board.

WAURIKA, OKLA.—Within the next
tine, months the Waurika Ice & El Co
expects to erect a 90-ft. by 48-in. smoke-
stack'. Frank Beauman is general manager.
APSTIN, TEX.—The Legislature has ap-

propriated $12."), ooo for improvements at
Capitol, to include power and heating

plant, rewiring and plumbing. E. T. Owens
is superintendent of public buildings and
grounds
HARRISBURG, TEX.—The new cement

mill of the Texas Portland Cement CO. tO
be erected in Harrisburg will be equipped
for electrical operation.

HOUSTON, TEX.—Plans are being con-
sidered for extending the ornamental light-
ing system on Main Street out on Main
Street Boulevard. Arc lamps erected on
"gooseneck" posts, maintained by under-
ground wires, will be used. Clarence
George is city electrician.

tSABEL, TEX.—Bids will bo received at
the Bureau of Yards and Docks, \'a\
partment, Washington, D. C, until Aug. 28
for construction of brick power house and
wood-frame quarters at the naval radio sta-
tion, Isabel. Plans and specification>
be obtained on application to the bureau,

Pacific States

EVERETT, wash Th Council
has voted to Call an election for Aug. 17

unit the proposal to authorize the
Council to make investigations aei

for the development of water-power on the
Sultan RlV< i and COD '• B munici-

BCtric plant and transmitting elec-

tricity to Everett to be used for municipal
and commercial pun •

SEATTLE, WASH- -A recent report sub-
to the Mayor and City Council by

.1. p. Ross, superintendent of lighting,
recommends the purchase of tin- bydi
trie power plant of the Elwha Pwr Co.,
situated on the Elwha Hiver, about 100
miles from the city of Seattle. The present
output of the plant is about 6000 kw., and
the valuation is placed by the own
about (200,000. In his report Mr. Ross
advises the city not to acquire the prop-
erty until the output of the plant is in-

creased to 15,000 kw., which he estimates
will cost about $500,000.

SPRAGUE, WASH.—The City Council Is

negotiating with the Washington Wtr. Pwr.
CO. Of Spokane relative tO equipping the
water-works pumping station for electrical

operation. M. C. OBborne of Spokane is

commercial agent of the company.
SUMNER, WASH.—Plans, it is reported,

are being prepared for the installation of a
n,w street-lighting system in Sumner this

summer
WENATCHEE, WASH. — The Dryden

power plant of the Wenatchee Valley Gas
& EL Co. was recently damaged by a mud
slide, causing a loss of about $7,000. Part
of the power house was destroyed and some
of the machinery carried into the river.

Arthur Gunn is president.

PORTLAND, ORE.—According to an-
nouncements recently made by Acting
Forester Buck of Portland, the Forestry
Department, Washington, D. C, will erect
approximately 438 miles of telephone lines
in the government forests in Oregon and
Washington. It is understood that all or a
large portion of the work will be done this
year.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The contract
for lighting fixtures for the new City Hall
building is reported to have been awarded
to the Leo J. Meyberg Co., 47-49 Geary
Street, San Francisco, for $32,915.

RICHLAND, IDAHO.—The Elec. Invest-
ment Co., which recently took over the
property of the Idaho-Oregon Lt. & Pwr.
Co. of Boise, it is reported, contemplates
the erection of transmission lines in Eagle
Valley. The company will also furnish
electrical service in Richland and other
small towns in this vicinity if franchises
can be secured.

GREAT FALLS, MONT.—The Montana
Pwr. Co. of Great Falls will soon begin
work on the erection of a transmission
line from Great Falls to Two Dot.

ROUNDUP, MONT. — An ordinance
authorizing a special improvement district,

providing for the installation of an orna-
mental lighting system, has been passed by
the Council. Plans prepared by C. A. Ren-
shaw, engineer, provide for the erection of
100 lamp standards, to cost $100 each.

MAXASSA, COL.—Walter [cklee and as-
sociates, of Alamosa, it is reported, contem-
plate asking for a franchise to supply elec-

tricity in Manassa.

Canada
NORTH VANCOUVER, B. C- Legal ac-

tion has been taken by the municipality
of North Vancouver to compel the Van-
couver Pwr. Co. to sell its plant and fran-
chise in that district to the city of North
Vancouver. If the city wins the case and
takes oxer the system, extensive Improve-

and • intensions, it is said, will be
made.
KENORA, ONT. Preliminary surveys, lt

is reported, are being made for a pri

hydroelectric development in the western
part of the town.

PETROLIA, ONT The installation of a
hydroelectric Bystem in Petrolia is under
i onsideral Ion.

MONTREAL, QUE. Extensive Improve-
ments are contemplated by the Shawfnigan
Palls & Pwr. Co. and associated companies.
which include the erection of a transmis-
sion line connecting the city of Quebec With
Shaw inigan, the installation of additional
machinery which will increase the output of

dars Rapids plant from 10,000 np. to
30,000 hp., the construction of a tramway
for Three Rivers and its immediate dis-
trict, and extensions to be carried out at
the plants of both the Aluminum Co. and
the Canada Carbide Co. J. E, Aldred, 24
Exchange Place. New York. X. V, is presi-
dent.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED

.iri.v 18, L916.

[Prepared by Mitchell A Allyn, 1 1 Park
Row, New Fork.]

1,145,901. Elsctric Signaling Apparatus;
O, Q n. E Kehrhann, New Rochelle,
\ v App. Bled Dec, I, 1918. Weather-
proof, for ship and train signaling.

1,145,916. Means for Supporting Sheavbs .

B Mueller, New Rochelle, N. v., and
D il Buell, Marietta, Ohio. App. filed
July 15, 1910. For guiding cable into a
pipe line.

1,1 la.'.t 1 1. Firh-Alarm-Tblegraph System ;

N. H. Suren, Needham, .Mass. App. filed
Feb. 2, 1!I14. Device in main controlling
circuit for controlling local circuits con-
taining signal-receiving instrument.

l,145,9.rJ0. Galvanic Cell; S. M. Ward,
Jr., New York, N. Y. App. filed Sept. 30,
1911. High internal resistance; wet cell.

1.145.976. Supervisory System for Tele-
phone Lines ; W. W. Dean, Chicago, 111.

App. filed June 15, 1903. For two-wire
systems.

1.145.977. Electric Heater; H. W. Den-
hard, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed Oct. 17,
1910. Heating coil is movable relative
to the cooking utensil.

1.145.978. Telephonic Transmission Cir-
cuit ; H. G. Dorsey, East Orange, N. J.
App. filed Sept. 7, 1912. Prevents dis-
turbing noises in telephonic relay.

1,145,9SS. Electric Heater; W. S. Hada-
way, Jr., New Rochelle, and E. N. Light-
foot, New York, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 6,
1913. In the form of an attachment for
percolators, etc.

1.146.5S 8—Automatic Signal Lamp

1,146,002. Telephone System ; E. Land,
Grand Rapids, Mich. App. filed Nov. 25,
1904. Combination manual and auto-
matic. (One hundred and sixteen claims.)

1,146,016. Electric-Circuit-Controlling
Switch ; E. Oppenheim and T. J. Burns,
Rockford, 111. App. filed May 7, 1913.
Operated by a certain combination of
keys. M

1,146,019. Vacuum-Producing Method and
Means ; A. H. Pfund, Baltimore, Md.
App. filed Feb. 26, 1914. Has an electrode
of gas-absorbing charcoal.

1,146,040. Trolley Head ; W. Volpe, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. App. filed Aug. 17, 1914.
Provided with two guard wheels.

1,146,049. Telegraphy; W. M. Bruce, Jr.,

Springfield, Ohio. App. filed June 15,
1914. Even distribution of current in
cables of high capacity.

1,146,064. Electric Circuit-Controlling
Switch ; W. E. Gorton, St. Joseph, Mo.
App. filed June 10, 1914. Pressure-con-
trolled ; for air pumps, etc.

1.146.074. Telephone-Exchange System ;

M. L. Johnson, Chicago, 111., App. filed

July 15, 1912. Electromagnetic switching
mechanism.

1.146.075. Process of Treating Zinc-
Bearing Materials ; W. McA. Johnson,
Hartford, Conn. App. filed June 27, 1913.
Electrically heats charge in presence of
molten iron.

1,146,082. Authorizing Method and Sys-
tem ; J. J. Leidigh, Milwaukee, Wis. App.
filed Sept. 8, 1908. Operates authorizing
mechanism to print tickets with uniform
pressure in all departments.

1,146,084. Electric-Current Tap; C. D.
McLean and G. H. Holt, Berlin, N. H.
App. filed May 16, 1914. Can be fitted
into the present type of socket shells.

1,146,113. Accounting System ; C. H.
Tallmadge, Chicago, 111. • App. filed May
21, 1909. For factories, etc.

1,146,118. Entrance Fitting op Pipi
Pica 'in ( JOND

u i w oolley, St Louis, Mo App. filed
i tec 29, i B i 8. I nterchangeably used with
horizontal or vertical conduits,

1.146.140. MAGNETIC Separation or OR1
!•'. B. i hitton ami B. !•;. McKechnie, Leb-
anon, Pa. App. Hied April 2, 1912. Mag
netic action on the ore is gradual.

1.146.141. Magnetic Separator; k B
Dutton and B. E. McKechnie, Lebanon,
Pa. App. filed April 2, 1912. Magnetic
drum operates below water surface.

1,146,164. Electrically Heated Appa-
ratus ; T. Hoock, Cologne-Bayenthal,
Germany. App. filed Oct. 23, 1912. "Heat-
storage" type.

1,146,167. Circuit-Breaker ; D. B. Hughes,
New York, N. Y. App. filed May 10,
1912. Contacts in chamber separate from
cam.

1,146,172. Variable - Rate Integrating
Electricity Meter ; V. Karapetoff,
Ithaca, N. Y. App. filed April 1, 1912.
Special electrode, magnetic and time-con-
trolled devices.

1,146,177. Telephone System ; E. Land,
Grand Rapids, Mich. App. filed Feb. 13,
1905. Combination manual-automatic.
(One hundred and seventeen claims.)

1,146,201. Electric-Wire Insulator; S.
Nunn, Portland, Ore. App. filed April
12, 1912. Wire slides through slot in in-
sulator.

1,146,204. Electric-Signal Switch ; W.
A. Pearce, Virginia, Minn. App. filed
March 7, 1913. Operated by passing trol-
ley.

1,146,212. Compound for Treating Lum-
ber ; J. P. Sullivan, Memphis, Tenn.
App. filed Oct. 28, 1914. Salt, bluestone,
alum, indigo blue and water.

1,146,234. Telegraphy; W. M. Bruce, Jr.,
Springfield, Ohio. App. filed May 21,
1914. Submarine.

1,146,274. Printing-Telegraph Apparatus ;

F. D. Pearne, Chicago, 111. App. filed Sept.
3, 1907. Rapid sending apparatus. (Sev-
enty-six claims.)

1,146,292. Therapeutical Electrode; R.
H. Wappler, New York, N. Y. App. filed
March 16, 1915. Non-vacuum compound.

1,146,298. Insulating Support for Storage
Batteries ; C. Ambruster, Roslyn, Pa.
App. filed June 14, 1913. Adjustable, to
compensate for inequalities in floor, etc.

1,146,310. Electrically Heated Appa-
ratus ; O. A. Colby, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
App. filed Jan. 15, 1913. Has molten
mass which can be forced up into the
hot plates.

1.146.325. Connecting Device ; D. D. Gor-
don. Chicago, 111. App. filed Feb. 28,
1913. Attachment-plug construction.

1.146.326. Switching Device ; D. D. Gor-
don, Chicago, 111. App. filed Oct. 5, 1911.
Pendent ; rotary turn.

1.146.328. Electrically Heated Appa-
ratus ; T. Hoock, Cologne-Bayenthal,
Germany. App. filed Oct. 23, 1912. Range
and oven construction.

1.146.329. Electrically Heated Appa-
ratus ; T. Hoock, Cologne-Bayenthal,
Germany. App. filed Oct. 23, 1912. Hot
plates of the range and oven may be
utilized for various purposes.

1.146.330. Electrically Heated Appa-
ratus ; T. Hoock, Cologne-Bayenthal,
Germany. App. filed Oct. 23, 1912. Cook-
ing vessel can be supported on the heat-
storage body.

1,146,340. Remote-Control Switch; W.
S. Mayer, Taunton, Mass. App. filed Dec.
19, 1914. One switch coil placed within
the other.

1,146,348. Electrical Conductor; F. H.
Pritchard, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed
July 2, 1914. Divided into a large num-
ber of sections to reduce eddy currents.

1,146,371. Computing Machine; J. N.
Thornton, Jersey City, N. J. App. filed

Aug. 17, 1911. Power drive. (Forty-one
claims.)

1,146,486. Electrical Instrument for

Electbically Transmitting Jni.ic,
think

. M. I nirr, Krlrdeiiau, Uerl
many. App llled Awe 26, llll.'l.

is in. rlianirally opera Ii d . mam
eta

1,1 16, 198 Arc Lioht ,
< i dumber, Dei

ver, I 'i.l App. filed May 6, 1914 Ir

proved converging <:uii<'ii feed.

Jir,., i- Electric Kkhiktanck Ei.i

J. Ft. Quain, London, Eng. App. In

ii, 1914. Resistance Inclosed In linllo

silica support.

1,146,535. Sound-Transmittino Membbj
L. Steinberger, New York, N. Y Ag
filed June 23, 1911. Strengthened r

ceiver of better acoustical proper!

1,146,574. CoNTROLi.i.u fob Automat
Musical Instruments; A. Jamt^
dianapolis, Ind. App. filed Jan. 30, 1!)1

Can be held in the hand of the singer,

1,146,581. Synchronous. Telegraphy
;

W. Larsen, Minneapolis, Minn. App. flit

Nov. 9, 1912. Stable, non-oscillatory sy
tern.

1,146,583. Automatic Telephone-Exciiani
System; F. R. McBerty, Antwer
Belgium. App. filed Sept. 13, 1912. Aut
matic switching apparatus. Forty-elf?!
claims.)

1,146,588. Automobile Signal Light;
F. Miller and C. J. Locke, Detroit, Mlc
App. filed Jan. 30, 1915. Controlled I

clutch or brake pedal.

1,146,616—Safety Device for Electric Sii

naling Apparatus

1,146,592. Resistance; E. F. Northro
Princeton, N. J. App. filed Jan. 9, 191
Plurality of flat, spirally wound coils s ;

perposed, oppositely wound and connect!
in parallel.

1,146,616. Safety Device for Electr
Signaling Apparatus ; A. C. Farran
Atlantic City, N. J. App. filed March 1

1914. Grounds and insulates the par
to prevent danger to person operating cs

box.

1,146,623. Electrically Heated App.
ratus ; T. Hoock, Cologne-Bayenth?
Germany. App. filed Oct. 23, 1912. Mail

tains different intensities of heat in

range.

1,146,628. Portable Electric Light:
Koretzky, New York, N. Y. App. fil<

June 29, 1914. Circuit-closer can be s

to maintain flashlamp "on."

1,146,637. Thermostat; R. F. Massa, Fo
Wayne, Ind. App. filed Nov. 11, 191

Special arrangement of magnetic fle

armature and contact members.
1,146,661. Trolley Pole; C. O. Shau

Dayton, Ohio. App. filed April 28, 191

Spring-pressed guards for trolley whet

1,146,717. Insulator for High-Volta<
Electric Cable Splices ; F. Klen
Mount Vernon, N. Y. App. filed Feb.
1914. Coupling with insulating cone.

1,146,734. Electromagnetic Circuit-Clc
ing and Circuit-Breaking Device;
Pick, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed Oct. 1

1911. Push-button control.

1,146,752. Telegraphy; P. B. Delar
South Orange, N. J. App. filed Dec. 1

1909. Automatic; perforated tape ; hi|

speed.

1,146,758. Curling-Iron Heater; W.
Hadaway, Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y. Al
filed Oct. 10, 1913. Circuit completed
insertion of trolley line.
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Welfare Work of the Industry

\PPALLING as was the loss of life attending the

capsizing of the steamer Eastland in the Chi-

ago River last week, the catastrophe was not without

ome comfort to the bereaved. Out of the darkness of

espair comes the bright assurance that the Western

llectric Company has made ample provision for reliev-

ig the distress occasioned by the accident, in which it,

jo, was a heavy loser; for hundreds of its most experi-

nced employees were drowned. In the face of such a

alamity the industry may well view with satisfaction

;s great work in the interest of the craft. Long before

orkmen's compensation acts were written on the stat-

te books, economic and humanitarian movements were

at on foot by it. Not only has it been foremost in its

dvocacy of governmental regulation, but it has also

een the leader in all classes of welfare work, beneficial

ssociations, service annuity plans, saving funds, sani-

ition and accident prevention. While lost loved ones

annot be restored, it is a source of consolation for

lose connected with the electrical industry to feel that,

hould death overtake them, their widows and orphans

ill not be neglected.

llectrical Exports

rHE figures of electrical export trade for May do

not sustain, as they might be expected to do, the

gures of April, which showed a gain of about $250,000

ver the previous year, the totals being respectively

1,741,551 and $2,055,375. We now have the May fig-

res, which are $1,802,209, as compared with $2,040,720

year ago. This may be a mere fluctuation in the time

f delivery and the filling of orders, but it involves,

nyhow, an apparent slight recession. The figures for

le eleven months of the fiscal year inclusive of May
re more revelatory of the fact that up to the present

me we have not been able to seize the opportunity of

ipplying neutral markets, deprived by the war of ap-

aratus and appliances from Europe. Or may not the

act presently emerge that the various dams of block-

de, submarine attack, high rates of freight and insur-

nce do not hold up European exports. Probably
ie real facts will not be known until the present
lfernal war is over; but in the meantime American
tivity and curiosity as to inviting foreign markets
muld become thoroughly aroused. For the present it

ill suffice to note, as one indication, that the total

ectrical exports for the eleven months of 1914-15 were
nly $17,724,676, as compared with $23,610,407 in 1913-

4 and $24,458,084 in 1912-13. Here is the evidence
f the adverse influence of the Great War, and it may

be sincerely regretted that the other figures of our elec-

trical manufacturers, many of whom are engaged in the

production of munitions of war, could not be added to

the electrical output, nearly all of which is a benefac-

tion to the world rather than intended for destruction

and desolation.

The New York Constitutional Amendment

THE proposed constitutional amendment presented

to the New York Constitutional Convention by
the public utilities committee this week is a step toward
removal of the Public Service Commissions from inter-

ference by the Legislature. It is also an apparently
reluctant move toward curtailment of the rate-making
power of the Legislature. The provision that commis-
sioners now in office shall continue until the expiration

of their terms is a measure adopted clearly to protect

the Democrats whom the Republicans planned to inves-

tigate out of office. As authority is given to the Legis-
lature to change the jurisdiction, powers and duties of
the commissions except as to certain matters, the com-
promise nature of the important amendment on rate-

making may be inferred. The committee would provide
that "the Legislature shall not enact any law prescrib-

ing a rate, or charge, or a standard of service, equipment
or operation . . . until after it has received from one
of the commissions a report made after investigation and
hearing," or until after the expiration of a certain

period following a request for such report. The report

is not to bind the Legislature, is not to prevent it from
taking such action as it likes, is not even necessarily

to be considered. Having the report, the Legislature

may swagger on in the same irresponsible way that it

usually takes when it acts without investigation. The
only change made by the proposed amendment is that

it will be more difficult for the Legislature to make
rates; it cannot rush rates through, and there will be
at least the semblance of commission investigation and
hearing. The lacking essential is a requirement that

the results of the investigation shall be heeded.

Consumers as Investors

WITH present investment banking conditions it is

natural that public utility managers should re-

gard with eager interest the successful sale of stock to

consumers by the Pacific Gas & Electric Company and
the more recent similar offerings by the Northern States

Power Company of Minneapolis and the Consolidated

Gas, Electric Light & Power Company of Baltimore.

The plan is unique in that it is not directed primarily
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to the investment class bul la designed to And investors

among consumer! and to make consumers want to be

investors. The Pacific Gat vV Electric Company Ib the

most COnspiCUOUB case of the three mentioned, and un-

doubtedly its experience is due in part to the favorable

hological influences thai surrounded it. Needing
capital tor extensions, the company availed itself of a

suggestion of the Railroad Commission of California

and created B new issue of first preferred stink. It

secured authority from the commission with the implied

approval which thai carries. This in itself was an

advertisement of great value. Sales of the issue to

May 81, 1915. aggregated $6,039,600 to stockholders,

$549,700 to employees, and $3,588,000 to "consumers

and others." The average holdings are: Per stock-

holder, 89.61 shares; per employee, 3.37 shares; per

consumer, 17.47 shares. The proportion taken by "con-

sumers and others" is 35 per cent. The Baltimore com-

pany made its offering to consumers on June 10, and

reports that up to the present time approximately 800

consumers have subscribed for an average of approxi-

mately five shares per subscription. In the offerings

of the companies there was both a desire for more cap-

ital and a wish to bring consumers into more personal

relations. The one is a plain business transaction, while,

if the consumer-investors remain satisfied and loyal

friends, the other involves a profound and far-reaching

public policy.

Transmitting Energy to the Coal Mines

The steam plant of the Virginia Power Company de-

scribed in the current issue is out of the ordinary in that

the fuel is obtained, so to speak, at short range and the

energy from it delivered at long range to help in the

mining of coal elsewhere. Sooner or later waterfalls

owned by the same company will be developed to help in

the work. The generating plant is on the Kanawha
River, about 15 miles from Charleston, W. Va. Its

maximum rating is 20,600 kva. in 6600-volt generators

delivering energy to the transmission line at 44,000

volts. The nature of the distribution leads to some un-

usual characteristics. There is no main distributing

substation at all, but the transmission lines lead to cus-

tomers' individual substations, varying in rating from

50 kva. to 600 kva., and the distributing lines cover

about 185 miles of circuit, most of it on steel towers.

A most unusual feature of the plant is the arrange-

ment of the transformers, the energy from the gener-

ators passing out of the building to a transformer plant

built on the lines of the familiar out-of-doors substa-

tions now widely used. The steam plant is a very sim-

ple one, consisting of two turbine units served by six

pairs of vertical water-tube boilers, each pair being

rated at 1200 hp. The working pressure is 185 lb., but

the super-temperature is slight, only 50 deg. Each of

the three batteries of boilers is furnished with a steel

stack 262 ft. high, which gives sufficient natural draft

to force the boilers easily to double their rated output.

Use is made of a very complete coal-handling equip-

ment, comprising receiving hoppers, crushers and the

necessary hoist capable of handling about L50 tons pei

hour. Bach turbo-generator has it- own condensiai

unit with ;i rating ot 8000 gal. of water per tninHj

taken from the river. For the feed water ;> filterigj

plant yielding 60,000 gal, per hour is equipped to redta

the Cale Forming material in the water. The plant i;

characterized by unusual simplicity of equipment sim

plicity to a degree which deserves to be imitated. K

affords a capital demonstration of the efficiency of ell
trie transmission thus to be able to distribute energj

from a steam plant to a great group of coal mim

Educating the Public in the Use of Light

A decrease in rates from 25 cents down to 10 cent*

per kilowatt-hour within fifteen years, and a correspond

ing reduction in specific consumption for incandescenl

lamps to less than one-third for the same candle-power

have been accompanied by vast increases in central

station revenue. In a general way, improvements ii

lamps, which at first seemed a menace to revenue, hav<

been an aid to increased business. Another improve

ment, which has presented itself in an unmistakabh

manner, is that of higher effectiveness in the illumina

tion from the lamps, and the central station has as ai

opportunity the additional responsibility of aiding ifc

customers to gain the greatest effectiveness from thi

lighting equipment.

There is, of course, always the difficulty of an ap

preciation as to just what bearing improved service ha;

on revenue. To render possible a higher illuminatior

from the lamps quite naturally leads to the use of fewei

lamps, provided the previous conditions in themselves

were satisfactory—a condition not often true at th<

present time. On the other hand, if increased lamp

efficiencies have resulted in a larger use of light, whj

should not higher effectiveness from the system as s

result of a better lay-out or of intelligent hints or

regular maintenance have a similar stimulating effect

on the wider adoption of electric lighting? This pro-

gressive attitude, if accepted as a working standard,

cannot prove other than a great help to the cause ol

good lighting.

As a matter of fact, however, the application and

actual use of lamps rests so largely with the customer

that the problem, in a peculiar manner, is difficult tc

handle. With the best of intentions on the part of the

central station, proffered assistance in the correct use

of light may quite readily lack in appeal owing to an

absence of appreciation by the customer. A policy of

education must, then, almost of necessity be adopted

during the coming years wherein every available means

shall be employed to promote this appreciation in the

public mind, so essential to the attainment of higher

illumination standards ; and at the same time co-opera-

tion should be the objective point of the central station.

a factor which is apt to be aided in such cases when

those responsible for new customers have the assistance

of men specially trained in the proper application and

use of light.
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Nor should this plan be limited to the central sta-

tions of larger size, although in these the practical

aspects of maintaining expert assistance are possibly

simplified by the diversity and number of new cus-

tomers. In this connection the remark was recently

made by an official of a moderate-sized lighting plant

that the salary of a high-grade illuminating engineer

to look after the study and design of lighting instal-

lations could not be afforded, but at the same time trade

was often lost simply because no means were available

for determining the best way in which to accomplish

certain desired results. Obviously, this represents a

very general condition of affairs in many plants

and one for which sooner or later a solution should be

found.

These observations suggest an almost equal need for

education on the part of employees in the smaller sta-

tions. The simpler principles of good lighting are

available to all, and many cases could be greatly im-

proved by a little judgment based on a knowledge of

these principles. Again, it is possible that at some

future time the lighting in certain cases will, to a de-

gree at least, be standardized, and a set of simple rules,

if made available by such standards, would doubtless

be most serviceable. However, the complexity of the

lighting situation at present in the vast array of types

of equipment and the innumerable ways in which dif-

ferent cases are handled, does not promise much in the

way of standards in the immediate future so far as

equipment is concerned, whereas standards in the ele-

mentary principles of illumination are generally recog-

nized and accepted in practice.

Color and Stagecraft

An extremely valuable and suggestive article by Mr.

Bassett Jonee beginning in this issue deals with a sub-

ject on which the literature has hitherto been very

scant. In fact, outside of the personal knowledge of

a few wizards of the scenarium there is little to serve

for a guide in the working out of stage effects. Of

published matter there is a singular dearth. There

are scattered articles, mostly of a very popular char-

acter, a single small volume in German on stage light-

ing, and beyond that practically nothing. Therefore

Mr. Jones' article, with its details of methods actually

utilized and found successful, is a most welcome addi-

tion to the art of the stage, which signifies primarily

the art of illusion, combined with esthetic effects of a

very intricate character. The bearing of the illumina-

tion upon this web of illusion is the fundamental fea-

ture to which Mr. Jones has directed his attention, with

what skill and success his article well shows. He deals

specially with the possibilities of color effects as such

both in adding to the consistency of the scene and in

giving to it a new charm derived purely from the es-

thetic value of color. These two are quite distinct. The
first has to do with the psychology of stagecraft, and
the last named with its esthetics expanded in a new
direction.

The familiar tasks of scenic artists in obtaining

striking illusion in spite of limitations of material and

space have depended always to a limited extent on the

deft application of lighting, without illumination having

as yet taken its proper place of importance. Few out-

side of the profession realize the highly specialized

knowledge or intuition which enabled, for example, the

late Sir Henry Irving to work miracles with light and

shade and perspective in the setting of some of his plays.

By the applications of color as represented in concrete

form by special lamps and reflectors an entirely new
series of possibilities comes to light. As a single ex-

ample mention may be made of Mr. Jones' ingenious

application of superimposed illuminations in blue and

amber to bring out the high lights in synthetic white,

while leaving a splendor of color in the folds of drapery.

Again, the play of color in harmony with the action on

the stage and the introduction of the changing hues

produced by superposing and dimming flood-lighting in

the three primary colors give a vastly enhanced possi-

bility of obtaining rich and sympathetic effects.

Not the least valuable part of Mr. Jones' article is

the description in detail of the lighting units employed

in practical service. The demands of the stage, and
especially the demands of the traveling company, require

apparatus at once strong and simple, capable of being

operated from any source of electrical supply which may
be at hand, and convenient enough for ready transporta-

tion to places generally inadequately equipped. The re-

duction of the necessary color-modifying apparatus and
sources of light to a practical form adapted to the needs

of the stage is a long step in advance of trusting to a

few portable arc lamps and what meager equipment the

ordinary theater is likely to furnish. Most important

of all from the practical standpoint was the reduction

of the whole system of lighting to terms of incandescent

lamps with concentrated filaments, thus providing pow-
erful light sources, thanks to the modern gas-filled

electric lamps, sound from the standpoint of fire risk,

perfectly steady in output, and requiring no skilled at-

tendance. True enough, the color of the light from the

gas-filled lamp is far from white, but it is a well-known

psychological fact that, in lack of any special clew to

color, as by simultaneous contrast, the eye grades as

white almost any very bright light. Our memory for

color is so inexact that it is well-nigh impossible to ap-

preciate the immense difference in hue between noonday

daylight and the diffused light at sunset. One can get

along, therefore, very well with incandescent lamps,

especially by a little help from color screens, producing

by no means the artificial daylight of the specialist, but

something quite near enough to it for stage service.

We commend to our readers, even to those not particu-

larly interested in stagecraft, a careful study of the

most subtle and ingenious suggestions to be found in

Mr. Jones' article. With all their helpfulness, they still

only touch the edge of a branch of art the extent of

which it is difficult to estimate. From a practical stand-

point it is likely to lead to the more general employment

of color magic in stagecraft, hitherto grasped by few

and practiced by still fewer.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Uniform Electric Rates Based on Costs

To the Editor of tin ELECTRICAL Would:
Sue: The letter Of Mr. William Adams in your issue

«>i July 17 is verj Interesting, as it shows distinctly the

trend Of mind Of the Central station men. Ho states:

"Adjusting ratea bo thai the total of all the rates La

equal to cost, plus a fair profit, tends toward serving

the public to the best advantage." Such adjustmenta

Of rates are line for the corporations, I nit not for the

individuals being served. Such an arrangement must
mala 1

it possible to sell energy to anyone at a price

below the Cost at which he can produce it, no matter

how low that cost may be, provided that sufficiently

high rates may be charged against those people who are

in no position to produce the energy for themselves.

Assume that a power plant has two classes of custom-

ers. A and B. Each class requires a plant equipment

of 10,000 kw. Class A consists of many customers,

therefore the cost of the plant is assumed at $300 per

kilowatt. Class B consists of only one customer, and

the cost of the plant is assumed to be $100 per kilowatt.

Each class uses 15,000,000 kw.-hr. a year.

Consider Class A alone:

The total investment is $3,000,000.00

Fixed charges at 15 per cent $450,000.00

Operating charges, 5 cents per kw.-hr.... 750,000.00

Total cost $1,200,000.00

The energy is sold at 10 cents per kw.-hr. ; the return

therefore is 1,500,000.00

Net return $300,000.00

or 10 per cent on the investment.

Class B

:

The total investment is $1,000,000.00

Fixed costs $150,000.00

Operating costs, 1.5 cents per kw.-hr.... 225,000.00

Total cost $375,000.00

The return is 450,000.00

Net return $75,000.00

or 7.5 per cent on the investment.

Solely as a matter of comparison, I have assumed that

the return in this case is the same percentage of the

operating charges as with Class A, or 3 cents.

Let us combine the two loads

:

The total investment would be $4,000,000.00

Fixed costs $600,000.00

Operating costs 975,000.00

Total cost $1,575,000.00

The return is 1,950,000.00

Net return $375,000.00

or 9.35 per cent on the investment.

In other words, the owners of the plant are worse off

on the combined load than they would be by supplying

Class A load alone.

Now, the Class B customer refuses to pay more than

1.5 cents per kilowatt-hour, because he can produce

energy for that price.

The cost, as before, is $1,575,000.00

The return, however, is only 1,725,000.00

Making, net $150,000.00

•or 3.75 per cent on the investment.

The power plant would be better off without the Class

B load, for even at 9 cents per kilowatt-hour the Class

A load will return 5 per cent on the amount in

Let us go a little further, however. 'The class A losj

[S doubled, and with it the plant, while the Class I! load

still pays only 1.5 cents per kilowat t-honr on its load

and Investment:

The total Investment has Increased i<> $7,000,000.00

•1 hi Dzed costi i" 11,060,0

Operating costs, Class a, 30,000,000 kw-
tu•„ ii 5 cents 1,500,000.00

Ltlng coata, <"1;ihh B, 15,000,000 kw.-

hr., at 1.5 cents 225,000.00

Making total costs $2,775,000.0(1

The return is 3,225,000.00

$450,000.00Net return

or 6.43 per cent on the investment.

The Class A load continues to increase until it ia

tripled, while the Class B load remains the same:

The investment has increased to $10,000,000.00

Fixed costs to $1,500,000.00

Operating costs to 2,475,000.00

Total operating costs $3,975,000.0(1

The return is 4,725,000.0(

Net return $750,000.01

or 7.5 per cent on the investment.

Energy can now be even given to Class B with the

following results:

Costs, as before $3,975,000.01

Return from Class A load alone 4,500,000.01

$525,000.01Net return

or 5.25 per cent on the investment.

This is a much better condition, so far as the powei

plant is concerned, than where Class A and Class B wen
of the same size, with Class B paying 1.5 cents. The

Class B load has nothing to do with this condition. It

has remained unchanged. The improvement has come

solely through the increase in the 10-cent load. To my

mind, this improvement does not justify the Class E

load in obtaining its energy for nothing, although it

may give a greater investment return to the plant

owners.

That this condition is not fanciful can readily be

shown. Taking the figures of the Boston Edison com-

pany for the years 1913 and 1914, I have worked out the

accompanying curve, which shows that if 51.8 per cent

of the energy sold by the company had been sold at

10 cents per kilowatt-hour the rest of the energy could

have been given away without affecting the net income

of the plant. If 40 per cent of the energy had been sold

at 10 cents per kilowatt-hour, the rest could have beer

sold at an average price of 1.98 cents, etc. The per-

centage of energy sold by the Edison company at 1C

cents per kilowatt-hour I do not know, but it runs be-

tween 20 per cent and 25 per cent and is constantly

increasing, and as it increases the lower-price energy

can be sold to others without materially affecting the

income returns to the stockholders.

The same general point applies to the small motor

user who pays a big price for his service.

An investigation of the Edison company's returns

shows that during the last three years there has been a

constant reduction in the average price per kilowatt-

hour, it being 5.38 cents in 1912, 5.21 cents in 1913, and

5.18 cents in 1914. It was also found that with the

increased motor load the price per kilowatt-hour de-

creased as follows : 3.95 cents in 1912, 3.72 cents in 1913,

and 3.68 cents in 1914.

The average price for domestic or commercial lighting
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mained unchanged during the years 1913 and 1914,

t it was reduced in the years 1912 and 1913 on account

a reduction from 11 cents to 10 cents in the maximum
ice to customers.

It is interesting to know that the difference between

e price paid in 1914 and the price paid in 1913 on

e motor load will exactly make up the difference in

V
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COST OF EXCESS ENERGY

turns per kilowatt-hour for that year. That is to

y, a reduction of the price from 3.72 cents to 3.68

nts is approximately $17,000. Adding this to the in-

me for that year, we find that the average price comes
5.21 cents. The effect on the profits of the company

is been as follows : The net return to the company in

•12 was 6.86 per cent on the investment; in 1913, 6.24

ir cent, and in 1914, 5.99 per cent. These figures con-

•m the theoretical opinion given in the preliminary

atement, and show conclusively to my mind that the

rge motor Toad is being paid for by the 10-cent light-

g load, particularly those large users who obtain their

lergy at very low price. Of course, the load as a whole
nnot be understood to be non-dividend-paying, but
tat energy which is sold at a price equal to operating

st or less is sold at a loss. The company may make
oney enough out of the combined motor and lighting

ads to show good interest on the investment, but this

>mes from the lighting load primarily, as the motor
ad does not pay its fixed charges and operating

cpenses.

I think enough has been said to show the unjustness
id failure of adjusting rates in accordance with the

leory of Mr. Adams. If more is wanted, plenty more
ay be said.

I think also this answers Mr. Adams' question as re-

ards the Third Avenue railroad, although possibly it

ight be advisable to call his attention to the fact, as

ated in my previous letter, that the Third Avenue
lilroad did not operate its power plant to make a profit,

at operated it solely for the purpose of running its

irs. Such profits as may have come came through the
irs and not through the operation of the power plant,

he minute, however, that the Edison company took it

• er a profit had to be made from the operation of this

ant, and therefore it is of vital interest to know what
•ice was paid for the plant, despite Mr. Adams' ques-
on of muck-raking. Muck-raking consists in stating

ings which are not so, but does not consist in making
pertinent inquiry as to facts. The question of the
nount of profit returned to the Edison company
rough the operation of the Third Avenue railroad

ation is not material, so long as it returns a fair

ofit; but the fact that it may return a profit of 0.5

:r cent on the investment is not sufficient to justify

t being taken over, because the Edison company pays
• vidends which are far greater than 0.5 per cent on

V investment.
If some portion of the investment pays less than the
ierage rate, some other portion must pay more, and
lis is not correct.

As for the central-station engineer making mistakes

in building large stations, that depends on conditions.

The only reason that central stations can do as they

have done is because there is no competition to reduce

the rates to the small consumers, whereas there is com-
petition to reduce the rates to the large consumers;

that is, competition between the corporation and the

large consumers themselves. I believe that if two com-

peting companies existed both stations would be bigger

and both do a better paying business than the one does

now.
Mr. Adams states that a customer with a 10-watt

lamp requires a service costing $100 and a meter costing

from $5 to $10, as well as meter readers, accountants,

postage, etc. Let us agree to all this; but, unless I am
very much mistaken, no plant will put in a service of

this character except with the understanding of a mini-

mum charge sufficient to cover all of the costs, and it is

this minimum charge I referred to when I stated that

there is a nine-dollar minimum charge, meaning by this

that the minimum charge per year per meter is $9.

Boston, Mass. Henry D. Jackson.

Concrete Transmission Poles

To the Editor of the Electrical World:

Sir:—In view of the articles recently published relat-

ing to concrete poles in this country it is believed that

a description of the concrete poles used in Spain and

Italy will be of interest.

When the American engineer who is familiar with

wood poles attempts to design a concrete pole he adopts

first the familiar round or hexagonal shape without

taking the stresses into consideration, whereas the

European engineer analyzes the stresses involved and

designs the pole in accordance therewith.

Herewith is illustrated a type of pole that has been

used extensively in Spain and Italy. In order to pre-

vent climbing, the pole is built solid for about 7 ft.

above the sidewalk, but the other part of the pole is as

HOLLOW-CONCRETE POLE USED IN SPAIN AND ITALY

light as is consistent with adequate strength. Inci-

dentally, it is worth noting that in Italy steel poles are

always thoroughly protected against climbing. One of

the best examples of well-designed concrete poles is

found on the electrical section of the Midi railroad in

France.
Indianapolis, Ind. ALEX. R. HOLLIDAY.
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Action of Engineering Societies on Naval Adricorj
Hoard

Engineering societies have taken steps promptly to
rair.\ out the suggestions >>! Secretary of the Nav\
Daniels that members he named for appointment <>n

the Naval Advisory Board, of which Mr. Thomas A.
EdisOI] is to he the head.

Secretary Hutchinson of the American institute of
Electrical Engineers said that the nrsl meeting of the
new board of directors will he held on Aug. 10, and it Is

expected that action on the request of Secretary Daniels
will he taken at that time. In view of the desire that
a decision should he made as soon as possible, it was
impracticable to make a poll of all members of the
Institute in connection with the selection of names'.
Letters have been sent, however, to all members of the
hoard, asking for suggestions. The views of past-
presidents have been requested. In order to sound senti-

ment in various parts of the country, all chairmen of
sections have also been asked to make suggestions of
names. After consideration of the suggestions from all

of these quarters it is expected that a definite selection

of two names for submission to Secretary Daniels will

be made at the meeting.
The Inventors' Guild held a meeting at Delmonico's,

New York, on the evening of July 27, and steps were
taken to comply with the suggestion of Secretary
Daniels. A resolution to this effect, proposed by Mr.
Frank J. Sprague, was passed. Mr. Thomas Robins,
secretary of the guild, stated to the Electrical World
that a brief statement reviewing the matter will be sent
to members, who will be asked to suggest not less than
two or more than four names. Inasmuch as it is recog-
nized that members of the guild who are proposed for
membership as its representatives on the Naval Advisory
Board might also be named by other of the engineering
societies, precautions have been taken by the guild to

prevent this contingency. Under the plan followed mem-
bers are to send their selected names by letter ballot

on or before Aug. 5. The board of governors of the
guild will meet on Aug. 6 and select three names from
those submitted. In order to avoid duplication, the
president, Dr. Edward Weston, is then to confer with
officials of other technical bodies, and he will choose
two of the three names for nomination to the board.

, The council of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers now has the matter under consideration. As
the next regular meeting of the council will not be held

until October, the executive committee took the matter
up immediately upon receipt of the letter from Secretary
Daniels. It is taking a letter ballot of the council, and
it is expected that the result can be transmitted to

Secretary Daniels early in August.

Federal Commission Study of Foreign Trade Com-
binations

The Federal Trade Commission has placed in the field

two special agents, who are making an investigation of

details among manufacturers and exporters in connec-

tion with the study of foreign trade problems, particu-

larly the advisability of allowing manufacturers and
exporters to combine with common selling agencies.

The agents have been calling on manufacturers in

Philadelphia, and are to call on others in New York and
Boston, so that information furnished the commission
at its public hearings recently may be supplemented.

While a certain amount of valuable information was
obtained at the recent hearings, the commission feels

that personal calls on manufacturers and exporters by
its special agents will result in "heart-to-heart" talks,

which will be productive of more information.

Lamp Receptacle and Socket Section Formed by

Associated Manufacturers

A meeting of the Associated Manufacturers of EUeJ
t ileal Supplies was held at the Hotel I lilt more, New
York, on July 2H. Out of twenty leading manufactur-
ers who were invited to attend, leventeen were pre eaj
and a lamp receptacle and six-ket section was formed.

All B. E. Salisbury was chairman of the meeting.
Mr. Claude LeShelle was elected secretary of the sec-

tion and Mr. W. D. Steele treasurer. Three nomina-
tions were made for chairman of the section, and these

will be submitted to the board of governors of tin

ciated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies, which will

appoint one to be the permanent chairman of the sec-

tion.

A list of rules was adopted by the section. The rules

will be submitted to the board of governors of the Asso-

ciated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies and, if ap-

proved, will be adopted as permanent rules governing
the section. As this was a meeting solely for organi-

zation purposes, no special business beyond the formal

work of organization was transacted. Regular meet-

ings of the section are to be held on the first Wednes-
days in February, June and October of each year.

The meeting was attended by the following: Messrs.

Harvey Hubbell and H. W. Bliven, Harvey Hubbell, Inc.;

Flannery, Best Electric Company ; H. B. Crouse, Crouse-

Hinds Company; Shiras Morris, H. T. Paiste Company;
John Weber, Weber Electric Company; J. C. Dallam,

General Electric Company; A. H. Fleet, Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing Company; F. V. Burton, Bryant Electric

Company; B. E. Salisbury, Pass & Seymour, Inc.; W. D.

Steele, Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company;
Charles Wirt, Wirt Company; G. W. Goodrich, Bryant

Electric Company ; C. P. La Sheele, W. R. Ostrander &

Company; George H. Maguire, E. H. Freeman Elec-

tric Company; Edward Grier, Arrow Electric Company;
Peacock and Mackenzie, Union Electric Company; F. H.

Chapman, Yost Electric Manufacturing Company ; T. M.

Debevoise, counsel Associated Manufacturers of Elec-

trical Supplies; C. E. Dustin, general secretary Asso-

ciated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies.

Aeronautical Radio Experiments

It is expected that the aeronautical station of the

Signal Corps of the army will experiment in the near

future with radio apparatus for aeroplanes at the head-

quarters at Fort Sill, Okla., to which the station has

just been removed. A number of improvements have

been made upon the crude aeronautical radio apparatus

which was invented by the Signal Corps in 1912, al-

though as yet no method of using receiving devices

has been found; because of the noise of the aeroplane

engines, it is apparently impossible to receive messages.

Using apparatus of about 0.5 kw., the Signal Corps

has found it possible to send about 17 miles, although it

is now stated in Washington that this distance may be

increased in the near future to 25 or 30 miles. The

apparatus now weighs about 75 lb., and the various

devices are distributed through the aeroplane in several

little boxes at convenient points. The operating key is

strapped to the leg of the operator. The generator is

driven by a chain attached to the aeroplane engine.

None but the very largest aeroplanes in the war now

are equipped with radio. Signaling during the war has

been confined largely to visual signal devices. The

United States Signal Corps hopes to develop the aero-

plane radio. In the past lack of money and officers has

prevented this. The Fort Sill aeroplane station is in

charge of Capt. B. D. Foulois, United States Army.



Virginia Power Company's Cabin Creek Plant
A 20,600-Kva. Steam Station Serving Coal Mines from a 44,000-Volt Transmission System

—

Concentration of Equipment and Simplification of Operating Details

NOT many years ago it would have seemed ridicu-

lous to suggest the construction of a medium-
sized central generating station and transmis-

lion system for the sole purpose of supplying power to

:oal-mining companies in competition with the plants

)f these companies at their mines. However, such a
)lan has been put in operation in the Kanawha and New
stiver coal fields of West Virginia, and a steam turbine

station of 20,600-kva. maximum rating has been con-

structed to serve a district some 50 miles in radius by
ligh-tension transmission lines and substations. This
<team station, which is operated by the Virginia Power
"ompany, is situated on the west bank of the Great
Kanawha River at Cabin Creek Junction, about 15 miles

southeast of Charleston, W. Va.
In addition to this steam station, the Virginia Power

Company owns important sites for hydroelectric plants

on the New River at Bluestone, Richmond Falls and
Hawks Nest, W. Va. It is thought that a station will

30on be required at Bluestone, where about 125,000 kw.

is available, and conditions are favorable for the con-
struction of a dam 140 ft. high with a crest length of

about 2000 ft. Such a dam would create a lake with a
surface area of about 8500 acres. The available power
at Richmond Falls is estimated at 15,000 kw., and that

at Hawks Nest at 30,000 kw. While the main load of

the steam plant at present is due to coal-mining opera-
tions of some fifty mining companies connected to the
system, there is ample opportunity for furnishing en-

ergy to other industries about Charleston and to public

utilities.

The generating equipment installed in the Cabin Creek
Junction steam station has a rating of 20,600 kva. in

two Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-generators, with space
provided and the layout of equipment arranged for a
duplicate equipment. The generator pressure of 6600
volts is stepped up to 44,000 volts at an outdoor type of

substation just outside the power station for the trans-

mission of energy to the customers' substations. The
transmission system has no main distributing substa-

FIG. 2—INFLUENT MOTOR AND STEAM-TURBINE-DRIVEN
PUMPS FOR CONDENSING-WATER SUPPLY

FIG. 3- -PUMP ROOM, SHOWING DOUBLE-SUCTION, TRIPLEX-

TURBINE-DRIVEN BOILER-FEED PUMPS
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DETAILS OF VIRGINIA POWER COMPANY'S Kquil'MKNT
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PRIM MOVERS

No. Rating R.p.m. Type Stages Connection with Generator

2 10,300 kva. maximum 1800 Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbines Double-flow Direct

STEAM GENERATING EQUIPMENT

Boilers Grates Stokers

No. Hp.
Effective Heating

Surface Type
Steam Pressure

Lb. per Sq. In.

Superheat (in

Deg. Fahr.)

Type of

Superheater
Area per

Boiler Type Drive

12 5S8 5882 sq. ft. Rust vertical, two in one battery 180 50 B. & W. 120 sq. ft. Murphy Individual steam

FUEL

Kind Heating Value Ash Content
Average Cost at Plant

per Ton
Storage Space

Available Method of Storing

Facilities for

Receiving

1

Bituminous coal ! 12,800 lb.-Fahr. units per
[

13.6 per cent
lb.

$0.95 1150 tons per bunker
i

Bunkers above boilers and
serving 1 2 boilers in piles in open air

Rail

MAIN GENERATORS

No. Voltage Phases Cycles R.p.m. Kva (Each) Type
Neutra
Grounded Ventilation

Are Air Filters or

Coolers Used?

2 6600 3 60 1800 6600 kw. at 80% Westinghouse
power-factor

Yes Fans built in generator Fine mesh screen fil

ter; no coolers

EXCITING EQUIPMENT

Generators Drive Miscellaneous

No. Voltage R.p.m. Kw. Type Type Kw. Voltage Regulators

2

1

125

125

1800

2400

90

100

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Direct-connected to main turbine shaft

Independent steam turbine

125

Tin-ill

TRANSFORMERS

No. Kva.
(Each)

Phases

Voltage Connections

Type Service Type of Oil Filter

Low High Low High

6 2750 1 6600 44,000 A A Westinghouse O-I., W-C. outdoor Feed direct to customers'

substations

Westinghouse with filter pre

pump and motor

SMOKESTACKS
.

No. Minimum Cross-Section Draft Height Shape Material Connection to Boilers

2 10 ft. 6 in. inside diam. Natural 262 ft. Circular Steel One to six boilers
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DETAILS OF VIRGINIA POWER COMPANY'S EQUIPMENT— (Continued)

CONDENSERS AND PUMPS CIRri [.VMM ;
|i

CONDENSERS Pdmps Dim

io. Rating Vacuum
Temperature
Injection

Water
Type

Location with

Etc peot to

Unit Served
No.

RATING

Speed Type " ype Hating, Hp

Gal. per Min. . Head

2 8000 gal. per min

.

for 110,300 lb.

steam per hour

28.5 in. 70 deg. Westinghouse
1

I Mane
Directly under

turbine

1

2

8,500 49 ft.

17,000 49 ft.

550

385

ifugal

I. P. Morris Co.

Centrifugal

I. P. Morris Co.

Terry
turbine

Westing-
house
motors

165

320 hp.. 440-

volt, 60-

BOILER-FEED HEATERS AND PUMPS

Feed-Water Heater Feed Pumps

Rating Type

Pumps Drive

No. No. rating

Speed, R.p.m. Type Type Rating, Bhp

Gal. per Min. Head

10.000 hp. Open Cochrane 2 400 520 ft. 3000 Centrifugal Westinghouse turbine 96

FIG. 4—BOILER-ROOM WING, COALING TOWER AND COAL TRESTLE FROM REAR OF POWER HOUSE
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PIG. f> -BENCHBOARD IN CABIN CREEK JUNCTION POWER
HOUSE

tiona or centers of distribution, the lines leading directly

from the outdoor substation at the power plant to the

customers' substations, which vary in size from 50 kva.

to 600 kva. and contain an aggregate of 21,500 kva. in

single-phase transformers.
The equipment in the station is compactly arranged

and the operating details have been simplified so that

only seven men per shift are required.

Steam-Station Building

The steam-station building consists of two boiler

rooms and one turbine room with the boiler rooms
arranged at right angles to the turbine room. This

arrangement gives a structure in the shape of a paral-

lelogram with one side omitted, as shown in the accom-

panying plan of the station.

The building has a substructure of concrete and a

superstructure of self-supporting steel incased with

brick walls. The large windows have frames and sash

of steel construction with sills and trim of white Georgia

marble. The main and monitor roofs are constructed of

concrete slabs, reinforced with ribbed metal and cov-

ered with four-ply bituminous roofing, flashed and
counterflashed at the parapets. To prevent flowing of

the compounds, bolted slag is spread on the roof sur-

faces. There are no basements in the structure, the

'lower floor being at ground grade with the operating

floor about 15 ft. above. The floors are of reinforced

lab carried "n steel frames designed for a gross loai

hi)' ol 100 lb. per square foot.

iioiirr- Room Equipment

When completed, the boiler planl will be arranged in tv

pari . each separately housed. The first one of the bo#
houses now constructed contains six batteries of

Meal water tube hijrh pressure boilers with uperheater

Bach battery consists of two 600-hp. boilers, or 7200 h

as tin 1 full equipment for one boiler house. The boilt

are equipped with automatic heavy-duty Murphy stoke

in Dutch-oven setting. A pressure of 1 H5 lb. is carrfc

and steam is superheated 50 deg. A steel stack, 1 1 t

4 in. in inside diameter at the top and 202 ft. hig

serves a section of three batteries. With natural dra

this arrangement and design of boilers and stokers ci

be forced to 200 per cent rated output for peak load

The superheaters used with the boilers are installed i

the second pass. Steam flow meters are installed f

' Hintonlj

BluesfoneJc.
Proposed Power6ta.\

FIG. 6- -ASH-HANDLING CARS IN BASEMENT OF BOILER

HOUSE

FIG. 7—MAP SHOWING STEAM STATION, WATER-POWER

SITES AND TRANSMISSION LINES OF COMPANY

each boiler. The loop system of piping is used and prin

movers and auxiliaries are connected through weld<

receivers.

As shown in the accompanying section of the boil

room, each boiler house is equipped with structure

steel, concrete-lined elevated coal bunkers, of a capaci

of 12 tons per lineal foot. On the ground floor of tl

boiler house commodious ash bunkers are arrang<

under the boilers with tracks in front so that the ash

can be raked out into 1-ton cars and delivered into '<

ash bunker at an outside track hopper.

Coal-Handling Equipment

The coal-handling arrangements, as shown in Fig.

consist of a structural steel tower containing coal-recei

ing hoppers, crushers and machinery for operatii

double-skip hoists. This equipment also handles ou

going ashes from the plant by means of separate ai

hoppers arranged for this purpose.

A 50-ton track hopper at the bottom of the tow

receives the incoming coal. The skips are then lower
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> a point below the discharge spout of this hopper and

iaded by gravity from it. The charged skip is then

oisted to the top of the tower and dumped automat-

:ally into a crusher, and from this crusher the coal

oes into cable cars, which deliver it to the overhead

oiler-room bunkers and to an outdoor coal-storage pile,

'he maximum service for hoisting, crushing and con-

eying lump coal is about 150 tons per hour.

The ashes that come from the boiler room in 1-ton

ars are dumped into a track bunker from which the

oal skips are filled to lift the refuse to standard rail-

ray cars, which are hauled over the same track on which

oal is received.

Boiler-Feed and Condenser Supply Pumps

Below the open feed-water heaters and purifiers situ-

ted between the two boiler rooms and installed on a

?vel with the boiler-room floor are two 400-gal.-per-

linute double-suction triplex turbine-driven boiler-feed

IG. 8—PLAN OF CABIN CREEK JUNCTION STEAM STATION

umps. To supply the condenser tunnel with water
here are one 18-in. and two 24-in. turbine pumps with
apacities of 17,000 gal. and 8500 gal. per minute. The
4-in. turbine pumps are driven by 320-hp. induction
lotors operating at 440 volts, sixty cycles, and the 18-

n. pump is driven by a 165-hp. steam turbine. Two
000-gal., 6-in. R. D. Wood double-section centrifugal
lumps serve the house line and elevate the water to a

0,000-gal. storage tank either directly or through pres-
ure filters for boiler-feed transformer cooling and gen-
ral service. One of these centrifugal pumps is driven

y a 75-hp. induction motor and the other by a 65-hp.
e-entry steam turbine. Each of the two open-feed
.'ater heaters and purifiers is able to serve 10,000 hp. of
oilers.

Turbines and Generators

The rating of each of the turbo-generators installed
t 80 per cent power-factor is 6600 kw. These units are
aerated by horizontal Westinghouse-Parsons type
>uble-flow steam turbines, each equipped with a 90-kw.

FIG. 9—TWO 8250-KVA. TURBO-GENERATORS IN TURBINE
ROOM

directly connected exciter. A Westinghouse-Leblanc
condenser is attached directly to the exhaust nozzle of

each machine, with the auxiliary for the condensers con-
sisting of only one prime mover, which is a re-entry

steam turbine of 250 hp., operating at 185 lb. steam and
50 deg. superheat. The two main pumps for the con-
densers are directly connected to this 250-hp. steam
turbine. The intake and discharge of condenser water
is through tunnels beneath the turbine-room floor, and
each condenser has a rating of 8000 gal. per minute for

110,300 lb. of steam per hour and an injection-water

temperature of 70 deg.

The water for boiler-feed and condensing purposes
is secured from the river near the station. A filtering

equipment with a rated output of 60,000 gal. per hour is

installed to reduce the scale-forming material in the

water used for boiler feed.

Station Operation and Control

The station arrangement is such that it can be

operated on the unit plan, a unit consisting of one prime
mover, with its boilers, and a generator, with its step-

up transformers and feeders. The benchboard and ex-

citer switchboard are installed in one room on a level

with the turbine-room floor and so arranged that all of

the low-tension operation of switches, as well as all of

the high-tension operation of switches for changes or

connections, is made from this location. Unit buses

FIG. 10—OPEN FEED-WATER HEATERS IN

OF POWER HOUSE
HEATER ROOM
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ami transfer huses are provided on the lovi tension side

Of the system as well as on the high tension side. No
duplication of feeders or generator switches is round,

and disconnecting BWitcheS are installed on every switch
ami transformer with protective devices employed for

emergency use.

The low-tension equipment li installed on the ground

these companies possession has been secured of valu

ble land and water rights alone; the New River in clo

proximity to a large and Important mining district. T)

construction work of the Virginia Power Company hi

been financed hy A. B. I.each & Company of New Yoi

City.

The turbo-generating equipment and practically -,

Coal
Hopper

Boiler Rocm
Uncharge Intake

Turbine RoomCoaling Tower Doner nocrn Pump Ro

FIG. 11—SECTION SHOWING COALING TOWER, BOILER, PUMP AND TURBINE ROOMS AT CABIN CREEK JUNCTION

floor with the high-tension equipment entirely out of

doors. Both low-tension and high-tension apparatus is

remotely controlled, with the switches, buses, etc., in full

view, for complete handling, as already mentioned. Six

2750-kva. oil-insulated, water-cooled, single-phase trans-

formers are installed at the outdoor substation structure

just outside the station, which raise the generating pres-

sure from 6600 volts to 44,000 volts for transmission.

The transmission system operated from this outdoor

substation includes 156 miles of 44,000-volt steel-tower

line. From the customers' substations to the mouths of

of the electrical apparatus were furnished by the Wes
inghouse companies. The boilers were furnished by tl

Babcock & Wilcox Company and the hydraulic pum
by the I. P. Morris and R. P. Wood companies. T]

steel transmission towers and steel poles were furnish

by the American Bridge Company and the Archbol
Brady Company.

Mr. C. O. Lenz of 71 Broadway, New York City, wl

is chief engineer of the Virginia Power Company, h

been entirely responsible for the design and constru

tion of the steam plant and transmission system. M

•Pressure Filter lanUs

Capacity iO.OOOgA
Dcrhour

Smoke Fluey

( Total Capacity Boilers ' 7200 HP.)

Boiler House No. I.

(Total Capacity Boilers -7200 HP.)

Boiler House No.Z.

Filter House.

FIG. 12—SECTION SHOWING BOILER ROOMS, PUMP ROOM AND FILTER HOUSE AT CABIN CREEK JUNCTION

mines about 29 miles of 2300-volt wooden-pole lines have
been built.

The Virginia Power Company, which was organized

in September, 1912, has acquired the physical properties

and water rights of the Dominion Power Company in

West Virginia and Virginia and of the New River Power
Company in West Virginia. Through the purchase of

P. G. Gossler of New York City is president of the coi

pany, Mr. Wilbur Tusch of New York secretary at

treasurer, and Mr. H. G. Scott, Charleston, W. V;

general manager.
In a later issue of the Electrical World the trar

mission line and the customers' substations will

described.
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Mobile Color and Stage Lighting—

I

An Analysis of the Color, Intensity and Tone of Light, and a Discussion

of Their Practical Application in Stage Lighting

By Bassett Jones

T is a strange fact that for many years little or no
improvement in either method or apparatus has

been made in stage lighting. Practically all, if not

theaters in this country, and all but a few subsidized

saters abroad, are still depending on whitewashed tin

it in various shapes, mostly calculated to bottle up

tit, as a means of distributing the light of incandes-

it lamps over the stage and scenery. The lighting

'ices used are not only inefficient from a luminous

ndpoint but are also clumsy and difficult to handle.

h devices make it almost impossible to introduce any
^ree of flexibility in adjustment or in the order of

jets obtained, and they require a large and expensive

crating force.

Astonishing little common sense and less knowledge
the simplest laws of optics are displayed in the design

footlamps, border lamps and bunch lamps. In many
es it would seem that an attempt had been made to

mit as little light as possible to escape from the con-

ng metal surfaces and find its way to the scenery.

]olor effects are most frequently purely accidental or

pirical. Little or no study of the laws of color has
tn made, and the dyes used in dipping lamps and in

paring gelatines show no evidence of that thorough-
ng development necessary to produce the purest

isible color values with the minimum loss of light.

Apparently the relationship between color in light and
color of the dyes and pigments used in coloring

nery has been ignored. Nor has any attention been
en to the production of the finer color tints and shad-

's in light by the method of color mixture,

n view of the results of the enormous amount of re-

rch work in color and light that has been done in the

t decade, there is no excuse for the existence of such
iditions as those so far touched upon. It is time that

stage artist should wake up to the unlimited possi-

ties of color and distribution of intensity in stage-

titing effects.

rhe work done abroad by one or two advanced workers
the art of the stage is a step in the right direction,

; their devices are still crude and inefficient. How-

ever, it is evident that these workers have realized that
the limit of the production of beautiful stage effects

is spelled 1-i-g-h-t quite as often as s-c-e-n-e-r-y.

But there is more in stage lighting than mere
color and intensity. Light as an artistic medium has
its tempo, its nuances, its timbre, its tone, precisely as
is the case with sound. Just as sounds of various purity,

intensity and tone may be combined into a concordance
that has expression or meaning, so light varying in

purity, intensity, color and distribution can be a
means of arousing the sense of beauty. Surfaces may
be so illuminated that their appearance is profoundly
altered, and this adds to the stage artist's equipment in

that he can introduce still further secondary variations
into his light play by the proper use of color, surface
characteristics, translucency and absorption in the
lighted areas. Moreover, he has at his command a mo-
bile element. His light play is not static. A sequence
of colors or intensities or a changing pattern of light

masses may or may not be beautiful, depending upon
the skill with which the effects are handled.

It is possible indeed to produce on a suitable ground
by the aid of colored light properly controlled a suc-

cession of color arrangements that have quite as much
appeal to the sense of beauty as analogous arrangements
of sounds. That such has been appreciated as a fact is

evidenced by the several more or less monumental and
quite futile attempts that have been made to draw paral-

lels between color and music and even to supplement one
by the other.

The failure of these attempts has been due, first, to

the mistaken idea that there is any parallel between the
technique of music and the technique of color, and, sec-

ond, to the attempt to subordinate the color to the music.
Color makes the strongest and most immediate sensuous
appeal, and its appeal being of an entirely different

order the two clash unless both are attuned to the same
ideal. Thus, from the beginning any attempt to em-
ploy a mere sequence of colors as a further extension

of an orchestra is doomed to failure. The attempt to

tag each musical note or key with a color name is quite

FIG. 1—SCENE 1, "THE DISPUTE OF THE MUSES"
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futile, and only serves to illustrate the would be com
poser's entire misconception oi the art of color. Color

follows DO scale even rcniotclv similar to the musical

Intervals, and such Deniable esthetic character! as coloi

may be said t * > possess have do such physical basis as

musical tones, keys and harmony. Equal justification

might be found for an attempt to give interval key and

harmony to the technique of the draftsman.

Therefore In what follows any use of musical terms as

related to color must be understood as analogy and justi-

fied Only by the common nature Of the esthetic idea to

which all forms of art must appeal.

The color play is a symphony In itself and must be

treated as such. The devices to produce it constitute an
orchestra not a single instrument. The various forms,

phases and simultaneous incidents in the color play must

be orchestrated so as to form a complete harmonious

whole.

The ideas capable of this form of presentation are not

musical, although music and color may be woven to-

gether in order to express ideas that one alone cannot

interpret. But whatever parallelism exists between the

two media is pure analogy. The tempo of mobile color

is not by any sort of necessity the same as musical

tempo even when the two arts are co-ordinated. In-

deed, they may be widely different. Thus, in swift

accelerando, nature plays her silver flute against the

cool and quiet moonlight, and sleeps at highest noon.

Yet how much the moonlight lacks without the nightin-

gale!

"Hark, hark, the lark at Heaven's gate sings,

And Phoebus 'gins arise."

So faint a trill across the powerful crescendo of the sun-

rise! The carol uttered by a tiny throat tempers to

melody the brasses of the dawn.

So nature gives her lesson. And man derives from it

an "effect"—a mechanic's universe—a halting moon, a

luminous disk of glass against a canvas sky—a purple

dawn—a ribald sunset! He strives for the impossible

and fails to catch the note of beauty, the harmony, the

spirit that lies behind the scenes.

The art of the dance—of pure movement—is quite as

closely allied to mobile color as is music. A combination

of the three may easily be the means of expressing more
completely the artist's feeling for beauty.

Mobile color may also ally itself with painting, for

here again both together may express ideas that neither

,by itself can convey. The painter can suggest move-

ment and no more. Mobile color can make this move-

ment real. The pigmented canvas is but a moment of

the artist's thought—a fleeting glimpse of all that was
and that is yet to be. Add mobility to this cross-section

and the fuller story may be told. These successions of

beauties may be woven together, and instead of one

chord an orchestrated theme may be developed.

Thus the stage artist has at hand a means of express-

ing a new note in beauty. The skill of the draftsman,

the skill of the musician, the skill of the dancer, the

skill of the colorist must meet in him, nor shall the least

pliable of these be the work of the colorist.

We are to-day, in the art of mobile color, like the early

Greek shepherd who, beside some sylvan brook and little

dreaming of the wonders of the Wagnerian orchestra,

piped his simple reed.

Some few years ago (in 1910) I had the opportunity

to put some ideas on the subject of mobile color into

practice. The results and the devices were simple in

the extreme—so much so that it was not possible to

convince others that there was more than a somewhat

easy improvement in stage-lighting methods and equip-

ment. However, the germ was there, and continued

study led to the belief that the method had unlimited

possibilities.

The next step in the de\ elopment was marked by th

great Venetian ball given by the Society of Ecole dt

Beaux Arts Architects in 1913, when the attensj

to paint the spectacle with light was carried out litei

ally. This current year (1915), and in co operatic

with Mr. Howard (ireenle.\, the result of two years' a(

ditional studies and experience was incorporated in th

etting for a classic pantomime, "The Dispute of th

Muses," in which mobile color was used as a backgrossj

for dances. This result proved that "mobile color"
|

not only a possibility— it is a practical achievemen
By the proper co-ordination of suitable lighting devi*
with scenery material, pigments and dyes the mo
orate color play can be produced, and with no very ^re*

difficulties.

Mr. Greenley's design for the setting of Scene 1
|

shown in Fig. 1. It presents a grove on the slopes (

Mount Ida where Juno meets the Muses in conclave t

decide which is the most beautiful. A plan of the set

shown in Fig. 2. The sides of the stage are bank*

with cedars. Across the back, a hedgerow masking; i

front, Juno's throne. The background is a canvi

"drop" dyed light blue. Spaced 2.5 ft. down the staj

hangs a pale gray-green gauze drop with hexagon
Vs-in. mesh. The head room being low, the end of tl

barrel-vaulted ballroom ceiling was used as a sky don

to carry out the deception of continued open sky. No
mally a double cyclorama of canvas and gauze carrie

well up into the scenery loft would have answered tl

purpose. In order to conceal the joint between the ba<

drop and the ceiling it was necessary to bridge ov<

the back with greens and garlands in a manner som
what different from that shown in Fig. 1.

On the floor between the two drops were placed tv

single strips of the type to be hereinafter described ai

one three-part strip with louvers to prevent a total mi

ture of all colors used. The two single strips gave

general illumination of the entire back and served to d

saturate the color tones introduced by the three-pa

strip. The two single strips alone gave the appearan

of open sky due to the deceptive character of the dr<

combination. The blue of the back is slightly paled 1

the green of the auxiliary drop, while the semi-tran

parency of the auxiliary drop entirely deceives the e;

as to distance.

When color was added by the three-part strip th

color appeared to float in space behind the dancer

These colors could be made to appear either as me
masses growing from the horizon, continually changii

in hue and intensity, or as striations of hue melting in

one another and into the basic tone established. Furth

variations could have been produced by complicating tl

equipment, but time and limited facilities forbade.

Thus color growths can be established from sever

directions, including growing and dissolving color mass

of varying configuration, and in the handling of su<

effects lies the technique of the art.

The stage proper and the dancers were illuminati

by two parabolic flood lamps set front near the top i

the proscenium arch, the central beams of light cros

ing mid-stage. Use was made of amber and blue i

such quality that the high lights on the drapery foil

would receive synthetic white light, the turns of tl

folds being rich in soft colors, for which effects the m
terials were happily selected as to hue and textui

The light of the footlamps was subdued, and only rii

colors were used—red, amber and blue. The on

"white" on the stage came from a lens incandescent sp

lamp hung above and a little in front of Juno's thror

The light from this lamp filtered down to the thro:

through garlands of yellow and white roses and serv

to accent both the throne and its occupant against t

colorful background.
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The sky dome above was lighted by a single "basket"
' the form described hereafter, using a pale blue-green

•lor filter. This furnished all the general illumination

•quired.

On the rising of the curtain the Muses were beheld

ozenin tableaus—the only tone was a frigid pale-blue

*een in which all the delicate tones of the figures'

•aperies were lost—not even the faces showing color,

he scene was lifeless. In feeling the background was
ice ice. Light filtered through it from far off, like the

iwn through a luminous mist. Then slowly it melted.

rosy tint appeared. It brightened. Across its center

evolved a faint bar of greenish gold from which the

reen faded as a flush of rose slowly mounted to meet
Down below was a band of deepest blue. And, as

le colors slowly came to life, so did the figures. Over
ino's throne, against the whitening back, a pale rain-

)w figure floated. Then, as the colors gathered

rength, so did the dancers. And with each movement

All ideas of complicated "color organs" were dis-

carded in favor of a simple switchboard and hand-
operated dimmer equipment. The effects must be pro-

duced by simple means. The stage electrician is not
an artist. Therefore, the problem was to produce an
illuminating equipment that was economical in its use
of light, flexible and easily transportable, easy to set

up and simple to operate. The equipment must, at the
same time, be capable of producing the most compli-
cated color effects without more than necessary com-
plication in the apparatus. The devices must be such
as to permit the greatest possible variation in direc-

tion, distribution and intensity of light with a min-
imum of operators. The equipment must be such that

the fewest number of devices would be useful for the

largest possible number of effects. Thus the cost to

manufacture would be reduced and the equipment of

road companies simplified. As a matter of fact, one
equipment now in use on the road is set up and handled
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FIG. 2—PLAN OF FIRST SET—SCENE 1, "THE DISPUTE OF THE MUSES"

e opalescent draperies changed in hue and tone. As
dancer came down stage her flowing garments caught
e deeper light tones from the footlamps and were
iriched. Again a figure flashed bright, then faded
ther to dull rose or pale blue as she passed left or
ght. The quality was of the pastel, again of the tinted
ezzo.

With Juno's coming—the sun. The scene was set

rainst a gray-blue sky, and everything was bathed in

tfold, not harsh, but as of sunlight filtered by a
ed atmosphere. The pale beams of the sun rising

)ove distant Olympus struck across to Juno's throne
id bade her make the momentous decision.

Preliminary Work

^ hen the problem of stage lighting and mobile color
as first approached it was determined that if the solu-
on were to be useful the equipment required must be
•actical and adapted to ordinary stage usage. It must
J reasonably low in cost.

by a single electrician. No single complete piece of
apparatus or unit should be larger or heavier than
could be easily handled by a single stage hand. The
equipment must be rugged in construction, employ no
detachable parts that could not be purchased in any
hardware store, and require no attention when once
set up. No arc lamps were to be used.

The first step in the solution of the problem was the
selection of a proper type of lamp. The tungsten lamp
had just made its commercial appearance, but its use
on the stage was limited by the fragility of its fila-

ment. Furthermore, its life was greatly reduced by
dipping in dyes, owing to the consequent high tem-
perature of the bulb when in use.

This question was discussed with the engineers of

the Harrison Lamp Works of the General Electric
Company, who finally consented to manufacture ex-
perimentally a large form of condensed filament now
known as the concentrated filament. These lamps were
first made in two ratings, 100 watts and 300 watts,
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the first tn replace the usual toot and border lamps and
tlu- second to replace the arc lamps. These lamps air

mm available commercially In ratings up to LOOO watt-

and over, bul for stage lighting tin- LOO watt, the 800
watt and 400 watt sizes have proved the most useful.

The concentrated filament furnished a light source of

practically are crater dimensions, hut radiated its light

almost equally In all directions. The "point source;" of

light being achieved, accurate reflector design was a

relatively simple matter, the designs being such as

would economically distribute, on the scenery surfaces,

all or nearly all of the light generated by the lamp.

Thus the cost of electric energy would be low.

The lamp and reflector problem being solved, the

next question was that of color. The dipping of lamps

in dye solutions being injurious to the lamp and im-

practicable, it was decided to employ color filters.

Spectro-photometric studies of commercial gelatine

color filters made it evident that only a few were serv-

iceable, and a research was undertaken with the purpose

of producing accurate color in both glass and gelatines.

The selected results of this investigation were stand-

ardized to serve as standards for all future work.

Correlated studies were made in the color of pigments,

paints and dyes for scenery and dress materials and

in powders and paints for "make-up." The result was
a complete line of data that made it possible to select

the most useful pigments, dyes and color filters that

would produce any desired color tone. This work
served as a foundation for the standardization of stage-

lighting equipments.

General Features of the Equipment

The devices are designed on the unit basis. For each

type a unit has been selected that can be easily handled

by one man and that will, when acting as a part of a

group of such units, lend the maximum flexibility to

the group. The group can, therefore, be arranged in

a variety of ways to meet different conditions. Thus a

number of the strip-light units can be assembled to-

gether for border service and the several units can be

so adjusted as to light different parts of the drop

differently.

The lighting of a cyclorama represented an unsolved

problem until the unit idea was introduced. At the

same time the number of different units has been kept

FIG. 3—THE PARABOLIC SPOT AND FLOOD LAMP

HO. 1 SPOT AM) FLOOD LAMI*

a minimum by so designing each unit that it can 1

adjusted to produce a number of different effects. /

far as possible the parts of the different units are mat
interchangeable. The simplicity of the system n
quires simple wiring, which can easily be made por

able, and simple switching and dimming devices.

Eight units are now included in the system. Thei

are the combined parabolic spot and flood lamp, tl

basket, the lens spot, the pistol spot, the elliptic bo

der, the parabolic strip, the footlamp unit and the colo

mixing unit. The reflectors used are of hard brai

drawn and spun to accurate templet and are heavi

nickel-plated, after which they are given a special trea

ment to preserve their reflecting power. Each r

flector is specially designed to produce an accurate

determined distribution of light and so as to make ui

of the largest possible amount of light emitted by tl

lamp. In this way the light is properly distributed <

the surfaces to be illuminated, resulting in the use i

a much smaller amount of light for the same effe

than is the case with the usual stage-lighting device

The greatest economy is therefore obtained, as the ligl

is not wasted. The cost of electricity is corresponding

reduced.

For certain effects use is made of diffusing reflecto:

with high-efficiency aluminized surfaces, but gene
ally, when possible, the use of nickel-plated reflecto:

for diffusing or spreading the light is recommended :

preference to white, painted or aluminized surface

as the distribution of light is better controlled and tl

efficiency is considerably higher. Some of these r

flectors have seen service through two road seasoi

of forty weeks each with no more attention than ord

nary wiping with soft flannel.

As explained above, all of the reflectors are design*

for the concentrated-filament lamps, which are no

readily procurable and are much more rugged and <

higher efficiency than the standard lamps with hairpii

loop filaments. The construction of the units is vei

rugged and adapted for rough usage.

The Spot and Flood Lamp.—In the usual arc sp<

lamp use is made of not more than one-quarter of tl

light emitted by the arc crater. The lamp is unstead

requires constant attention, is heavy, expensive, coi

stitutes a fire hazard, and is distinctly limited in us

Furthermore, the light from the arc is lacking i

warmth and produces hard shadows and sharp hig

lights with consequent distortion. The quantity <

light emitted by the arc is materially less when tl

source of supply is an alternating-current circuit tha

when direct current is available. Furthermore, tl

adjustment is different under the two conditions, ar

while a definite crater is formed on one electrode whe

direct current is used, which crater can be made pa

tially to face the lens by angle feeding, when alte

nating current is used no such prominent crater

formed. The inherent singing noise of the alternatinj

current arc is disagreeable and, if many such spo

are used simultaneously, may become a positive nu

sance.
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FIG. 5—SPOT AND FLOOD LAMP

Owing to the different rates at which the positive and
egative electrodes are consumed with a consequent
ontinual traveling of the arc out of focus, some form
f mechanical hand feed is required. The form of this

eed must be different for alternating and direct cur-

ent. The parabolic spot and flood lamp first substituted

y the author for the lens arc spot is shown in Fig. 3.

t consists of a rugged casing and stand, the casing

ontaining a spun-metal reflector of accurate design,

arabolic or elliptic for flood only. The parabolic mir-

or is most generally useful when employed as a spot

r flood, and the aluminized reflector when a generally

iffused light is needed. This unit is also employed
ith combined spherical and parabolic zonal reflectors

•ith auxiliary parabolic zonal reflectors for special pur-

oses. Concentric louvers, either absorbent or in the

orm of confocal parabolic reflecting segments, are used
dth this unit when employed as a gallery spot or flood

imp. When so used the casing is provided with slide

astings to hold the color holder and louvers so that

ley can be readily changed independently of one an-

ther. The ring holder shown in Fig. 3 is then dis-

ensed with.

The unit is designed for the 300-watt or 400-watt con-

sntrated-filament lamp and has focusing adjustment.

t t 30 ft. distance the central spot can be reduced to a

iameter of 4 ft., while the surrounding area of lower
itensity prevents the appearance of the sharp shadows
rocured by the arc spot. The central light spot may
e spread so that two of these units in the gallery will

luminate an entire proscenium arch 40 ft. wide.

Color filter holders are provided with cross wires to

eep the gelatine flat. Paper fasteners are used to hold

ne gelatine. For use as an overhead flood or border
nit the casing is provided with chains and halter hooks
o that one more may be hung from a batten, as shown
i Figs. 4 and 5.

Seventy per cent of the light emitted by the lamp is

eceived on the principal mirror, so that with a 400-watt
imp more light is projected on the stage than from a

50-watt arc spot.

When hung from a batten well up under the gridiron
nd used with diffusing reflectors these spot lamps will

roduce on a dyed canvas and gauze cyclorama effects

lentical with the so-called German sky dome. Several
f these spot lamps provided with different color filters

n different dimmer circuits may be used, in conjunction
'ith the "canned sunset" described hereinafter, to pro-
uce the most marvelous color changes.
Being easily transportable and adjustable the spot

imps may be used for a multiplication of effects, and
rovide a large source of light that may be hung in

he scenery loft and still meet the fire laws.
The unit is designed particularly for use with the

as-filled lamp and adequate ventilation is provided.
The basket unit—shown in Fig. 6—consists of a cylin-

rical wire-mesh box with sheet-metal top and double
ides and bottom of ?i-in. mesh No. 14 galvanized wire,

with angle reinforcement. A mogul socket is mounted
at the center of the top and stage cable brought out
through a bushing. The outer mesh layer is in two
hinged semi-cylinders hooked together. The outer bot-

tom slips over the inner bottom and is securely held by
the bottom angle of the outer cylinder.

The basket will take a 1000-watt gas-filled lamp and
may be hung from battens or by lines in the scenery

loft. When thus equipped this unit will furnish ample
general lighting. It can be dimmed as desired. Ex-
cellent moonlight effects can be produced by using one
of the units equipped with blue-green gelatine, together
with one parabolic spot lamp equipped with a light-blue

gelatine properly directed to accent the high lights. The
two units can be dimmed separately. In addition to the

above arrangement, the basket is made with one side

semi-cylinder of sheet metal aluminized on its inner

surface as shown in Fig. 7. These baskets may be hung
on battens and used in place of the parabolic spot lamps
for lighting cycloramas, as shown in Fig. 5, but have
to be hung so that the solid parts do not throw shadows
on the scenery.

The Elliptic Border.—This unit is made only for the

100-watt concentrated-filament lamp. The reflector is a

semi-ellipsoid (a semi-ellipse in section), and makes
useful nearly all of the light emitted by the lamp. The
use of an elliptic reflector makes it possible to design

the unit within small dimensions. Its diameter is 10 in.,

so that it takes the place of the usual baby spot lamp
when used at a wide angle, but has a much higher effi-

ciency. It is, in effect, a very efficient bunch lamp of

small dimensions.

If desired, these units may be mounted on a batten

to form a very efficient border light source. The con-

struction used makes it impossible to bring the reflector

focus too close to scenery or other inflammable ob-

jects. The effect of the elliptic reflector is practically

to transfer the luminous source or lamp filament to a

point in front of the color screen. At this focus there

is radiated about 70 per cent of the light emitted by the

lamp, less the absorption of the color filter, through

only one hemisphere, so that all of the light is thrown
toward the scenery. A similar effect would be produced

if the lamps were backed by hemispherical reflectors,

but in this case hemispherical color screens would have

to be used while the elliptic reflector makes flat color

screens possible without color interference, owing to

part of the light from one lamp passing through the

color screen of the next lamp.

In the next installment there will be described the

parabolic strip, the lens spot lamp, the color-mixing

strip and the "footlight" unit, and specifications will be

given for lamps for use in stage lighting.

FIGS. 6 AND 7—THE BASKET UNIT
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DIGEST OF ELECTRICAL LITERATURE
Generator*, Motors and Transformer!

Currents Induced in the shafts of Dynamo-Electric
Machines, I'm

I GlRAl LT. A full analysis of the .111

rents induced in the shafts of dynamo-electric machines.
There are two kinds of such induced currents, direct

Current (which has not. been studied by former inves-
tigators) and alternating current. The direct current is

due to the fact that the primary and secondary windings
produce magnetic (luxes parallel to the shaft of the
machine. In revolving through these fluxes, the rotor
behaves like a Faraday disk revolving in a field perpen-
dicular to its plane. Electromotive forces are thereby
induced in a radial direction, but their value is different

according to the section of the rotor under considera-
tion. Hence if two points of the rotor periphery be-
longing to different sections are connected together, a
current will flow through the connecting circuit. The
pedestals and the base of the machine form such a cir-

cuit, which is closed through the shaft of the machine.
The alternating currents induced in the machine shaft
have another origin; they are due to the lack of sym-
metry of the magnetic fluxes with respect to the center
of rotation. The mathematical theory of the subject is

fully given.

—

Bulletin de la Soc. Internat. des Elec,
Sec. Ill, Vol. 5, pages 45 and 127; abstracted at length
with illustrations in La Revue Elec., April 2 (published
June 25, 1915).
Flux and Magnetizing-Current Waves.—A. L. Tack-

LEY.—A discussion illustrated by diagrams of the
mathematical relationship between flux and magnetiz-
ing-current waves at normal flux densities and also in

greater detail at high flux densities.—London Electri-

cian, July 9, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Half-Watt Lamps in Great Britain.—An article on
new sizes of half-watt lamps available in Great Britain.

At 25 volts half-watt lamps of 15 watts to 100 watts are
now available. In the 50-volt to 65-volt lamps, of which
the smallest size of half-watt lamps has hitherto been
100 watts, 30-watt and 60-watt lamps are now obtain-

able. For 100 volts to 130 volts there are two new sizes,

namely, 60 watts and 100 watts, measuring about 5 x
/%

in. by 3 in. and 6% in. by 4 in. respectively, and both
with bayonet caps. For 200 volts to 255 volts the new
sizes listed are 100, 150 and 200 watts. Of these only
the 100-watt size is fitted with bayonet caps, the two
larger sizes having Edison screw caps. The 100-watt
and 150-watt, 200-volt lamps measure about 6% in. by
4 in., and the 200-watt lamps $V8 in. by 4% in. The
dimensions vary to some extent, according to the differ-

ent makes of lamps. The candle-powers may be taken
roughly at twice the watt ratings. In the 100-watt sizes

the filaments are in an absolutely horizontal plane, so

that the maximum candle-power will be vertically down-
ward. Argon is said to be the inert gas used for filling

these lamps.—London Elec. Eng'ing, July 8, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Water-Powers of Switzerland.—Statistical tables pre-

pared by L. W. Collet show that there are in Switzerland
794 water-power plants with an output rating of more
than 20 hp. each. Their minimum aggregate rating is

305,548 hp., and the maximum 775,470 hp., the mean
being 478,916 hp. Then there are 6005 plants with a
rating of less than 20 hp. each. Their aggregate rating
is 37,817 hp. The mean power available in Swiss
water-power plants is therefore little more than 500,000
hp. But far more power could be developed. The mini-

mum power could be increased to 884,060 lip., while

1,402,770 hp. would be available during nine months oi

the year, 2,r>r>7,047 hp. during six months, and with the

aid of storage reservoirs 2,225,600 hp. during the whole
\ear. -La Revue Elec, Feb. 19, 1915 (published May
1 1. L91B).

Magnetic Chucks.—JOSEPH HORNER.—In a continua-

tion of his long illustrated serial on grinding machineK,

the author discusses the design and construction of mag-
netic chucks and their holding power. The principal

types of design are described and illustrated.— London
Engineering, July 2, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Derby.—An illustrated review of the developments of

the Derby electricity undertaking. The municipal elec-

tricity supply of Derby dates back to 1894, when a

single-phase supply, one of the earliest in the country,

was put down with a number of very small units. Be-

tween 1898 and 1901 three 600-kw. flywheel generators

were installed. In 1904, when an extensive tramway
system was laid down, a three-wire, direct-current net-

work was laid in the main shopping area. The plant

laid down for the dual purpose consisted of four direct-

current sets, one of 500 kw. and three of 300 kw. Owing
to the extremely rapid rise in the demand for energy

for all purposes a new station became necessary, and the

first installment, consisting of three 750-kw. direct-

current sets, which could be used both for lighting and

traction purposes, was put into commission in 1908. It

was still found necessary, however, to operate the orig-

inal station for the single-phase supply, and a recon-

struction was recently decided upon which would permit

of the shutting down of the old station for the greater

portion of the year. The committee has accordingly

installed two 2500-kva. turbo-alternators and two addi-

tional boilers. These units are designed to run at 3000

r.p.m. and are of the impulse reaction type. The steam

consumption at full load is 14 lb. per kilowatt-hour.

Surface condensers are used, and each plant is fitted

with a water recorder for continuous observation of the

efficiency. The alternators are three-phase, fifty-cycle,

6600-volt machines. A rotary converter of 500 kw., to

deal with the traction load, and two 750-kw. motor-

alternators have been installed in the old engine room,

the latter to supply the single-phase demand, which is

still of considerable proportions. There are also two

rotary converters, which are now used as a stand-by,

but which have been run to obtain direct current from

three-phase for the last three years. The total rating

of the two stations is now about 9500 kw., and the

present site will provide ample room for more than

double the plant installed. The distribution system

measures some 9 miles across.—London Electrician,

June 18, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Laivs of Induction.—A long letter by R. G. Jakeman,

who thinks the best statement of the law is as follows:

"An electromotive force is generated in a closed circuit

when the number of magnetic lines which cross the

latter is changed." The application of this general law

to four different cases, including Blondel's recent experi-

ments, is mathematically discussed. The author finally

agrees that the conception of an electromotive force

being induced by a conductor cutting a flux is a very

useful one, but since it fails completely in the case of

the single-phase transformer, it cannot be considered

general. Moreover, it has to be very carefully used
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en dealing with short-pitch coils. There is also a

ef letter by B. Davies on a mathematical point in

inection with Robertson's recent communication.

—

ndon Electrician, June 25, 1915. A second letter by

Davies is published in London Electrician, July 9,

15.

Electricity of Rain.—G. C. Simpson.—The author

it sums up the firmly established facts concerning the

ctricity of atmospheric precipitation. As to non-

mderstorm rain, the facts are: The rain is sometimes
u'tively and sometimes negatively charged; about 90
• cent of the rain is positively charged; the normal
;ential gradient is nearly always reversed during the

n. Concerning thunderstorm precipitation the facts

;: The precipitation is sometimes positively and some-

les negatively charged; more positive than negative

ctricity is brought down by the precipitation; the

irges per unit mass of the precipitation and the ver-

al electrical currents produced by its falls are much
ger than with non-thunderstorm rain; the potential

idient undergoes large and rapid changes of sign, and
the whole the potential gradient is more often re-

•sed than not. Finally, concerning snow the facts

?: Snow is sometimes positively and sometimes nega-

ely charged; in Simla positive electricity was in

:ess, while in Potsdam an excess of negative elec-

:ity was observed; a given weight of snow may be

re highly charged than the same amount of rain, even

a thunderstorm ; high values of the potential gradient,

;h positive and negative, occur during snowfall. The
;hor discusses two theories which have been proposed
explanation—first, the influence theory of Elster and

itel, which he considers untenable, and, second, his

n "breaking-drop" theory. This theory is founded on
observed fact that when a drop of water is broken
into smaller drops the water becomes positively

irged and the air negatively charged. If there is any
ge amount of breaking of drops there is bound to be
large separation of electricity. In thunderstorms,
ich are known to have associated with them violent

ending currents of air, there is no doubt that the

ter-drops are much broken, and all the chief electrical

^nomena of thunderstorms can be accounted for by
a theory.

—

Philos. Mag., July, 1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Electric Furnace for Gold Refining.—W. P. Lass.—
e gold precipitate from the zinc-dust presses in the

inide plant of the Alaska-Treadwell Mining Company,
eadwell, Alaska, is treated in the refinery adjoining
the Tavener or lead-smelting method. About 3 or

ons of this precipitate are produced monthly having
old assay value of $40,000 to $60,000 per ton. It was
merly the practice to treat the by-products from this

>cess, consisting of 2 tons of slag, 300 lb. of matte,
) lb. of refinery refuse, flue dust, etc., in a 24-in.

ter-jacketed blast furnace. Last year, however, a
in single-phase electric furnace was substituted for

1 blast furnace. The furnace was constructed from
old steel acid drum by cutting off the top and intro-
ing a cable, made from strands of bare copper wire,
ough the bottom and spreading the strands out fan-
iped on the inside of the drum. Powdered graphite,
ained by grinding up old crucibles, mixed with 10
cent cement, was tamped wet into the bottom of

! drum, around and completely covering the copper
The graphite was carried up to the bottom of

! furnace, or lead-well, and acted as the lower elec-
de. The sides were built up of ordinary firebrick,
e upper electrode is made of graphite or carbon,
e furnace is operated on the lighting circuit through
i0-kw., sixty-cycle, 110-volt transformer. In start-

\, the furnace is operated as an arc furnace. When

it gets hot the charge is added, through the top around
the electrode, and the furnace acts as a resistance fur-

nace. Its advantages over the blast furnace are the

saving in mechanical loss of gold in flue dust, the

obtaining of a lower grade of slag free from shot, the

nicety of regulation of the melting temperature, and the

benefit to the general health of the operators.

—

Bull.

Amer. Inst. Min. Engineers, July, 1915.

Dry-Battery Electrolytes.—A note stating that the

shortage of flour in Germany has necessitated the use

of substitutes for the wheat or rye flour commonly used
for thickening the electrolyte in dry batteries for pocket

lamps. The following materials are recommended for

this purpose: glass-wool, sawdust, gelatine, starch,

kieselguhr and water-glass. The following instructions

are given for compounding the electrolyte: 140 grams
of well-powdered salammoniac, 40 grams of zinc chlor-

ide and 10 grams of ammonium sulphate are mixed to-

gether in a porcelain bowl with 10 grams of thick refined

glycerine. The mixture is then covered in small quan-
tities with distilled water at a temperature of 40 deg. C.

and energetically stirred until the materials are dis-

solved into a concentrated solution. This mixture is

allowed to soak into the binding material, and the paste

so formed is filled into the cells, which are closed with

a paraffined card top sealed with bottle wax. In the

cover two small glass tubes are provided for the escape

of such gases as are generated within the cell. In com-
pounding the electrolyte, calcium acetate can be mixed
with advantage with equal parts of the salammoniac.

Such a solution possesses excellent conductivity, is hy-

groscopic, and does not crystallize or creep.—London
Electrician, June 18, 1915.

Dry Cells.—Under the heading "A New British In-

dustry," a brief and somewhat general sketch is given

of the manufacture of dry cells.—London Elec. Review,

July 9, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Modified Variable Condenser for Use with Quadrant
Electrometer.—Harry Clark.—In the use of the quad-

rant electrometer to measure very small currents the

best results are obtained by the use of a compensation

method, in which the current to be measured is neu-

tralized by an equal current of opposite sign produced

fig. 1-

IG El

-MODIFIED VARIABLE CONDENSER FOR USE
WITH QUADRANT ELECTROMETER

in such a way that its value may be calculated. The
balancing current is obtained by the author by a modi-
fied variable condenser method which consists essen-

tially in the use of two variable condensers. One ter-

minal of each condenser is connected to the insulated

quadrants of the electrometer, the other terminals being

maintained at potentials V and zero respectively. The
entire compensation current is produced by varying the

capacity of the first condenser. If the second is varied

at such a rate that the sum of the two capacities re-

mains constant, the sensitivity of the apparatus will

not be changed. As used by the author these two con-

densers are combined into a single instrument indicated

in Fig. 1. The fixed plates at A serve as a common
electrode for both capacities and communicate with the

electrometer D and the source G of the unknown cur-

rent. The movable piles of semi-circular plates B and
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<
. though rigidlj mounted on the same support and

constrained to rotate together, are insulated from each
other. />' is kept at an\ desired potential by means of

a batterj /•'. while r is put to earth. Phye. Review,

July, i»>ir>.

Zero Method with Photo-Electric Cells. V. l\. RlCHT-
mykk An abstracl of an American Physical Society

paper. For certain laboratory purposes where lighl-

sensitive devices of extreme sensitivity are desirable

photo electric cells of sodium or potassium offer excep-

tional possibilities. At present the use of such cells

as are ordinarily obtainable on the market is somewhat
limited by the so-called "dark current." 'Phis dark cur-

rent can be eliminated as follows: e and e, ( Fig. 2)

FIG. 2—WIRING PLAN FOR DIFFERENTIAL PHOTO-

ELECTRIC PHOTOMETER

are sources of potential difference, which can be varied

independently at will from to 120 volts. The —
terminal of e, and the + terminal of e

2
are connected,

in a sort of Wheatstone bridge arrangement to the

photo-electric cells c, and c, respectively. Points 6 and

b' are connected by a sensitive Dolezalac electrometer,

and are also grounded, b', through a suitable make-

and-break key fc. Relative values of e
1
and e

2
may by

trial be so chosen that the dark current through c,

should be equal to that through c.,, as shown by the null

reading of the electrometer when k is open. If now c,

and c
2
be illuminated by sources L, and L

2
at distances

d
1
and d., respectively, either d

l
or d

2
may be so adjusted

'that the resultant photo-electric currents are equal, as

is again shown by the null reading of the electrometer.

This adjustment may be made with a very high degree

of precision, even with the simple cells obtainable on

the market. One might call such an arrangement a

"differential photo-electric photometer," since the sensi-

tivity is limited only by the absolute difference (photo-

electrical^ measured) in the two illuminations, and

not by their relative difference, as is the case with visual

photometers. In fact, such an arrangement is to light

measurements what the Wheatstone bridge is to re-

sistance measurements. For various positions of L,

there are corresponding positions of L, for a "balance."

Some figures are given which show the precision attain-

able.

—

Phys. Review, July, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Production and Amplification of Continuous Oscilla-

tions.—A note on three recent British patents (Nos.

13,247, 1914; 13,248, 1914; 6476, 1915) of Marconi's

Wireless Telegraph Company and H. J. Round. The
first of these describes an improved form of vacuum
"oscillation valve" tube, which can be used either for

magnifying or for producing continuous oscillations for

wireless telephony or telegraphy. The tube contains a

heated cathode and an anode, and has a ted poi

t ion. tO which an external metallic coating is applied

taking the place oi a grid <>r screen within the tub(

An electromagnel adjacent to the constricted portioi

also acta on the discharge, The econd pecificatioi

describes a scheme for using such a tube for the pro

duction of continuous oscillations, the special featur

of which is the insertion of a condenser in the circui

of the coating or screen, shunted by a high-resistanc

and potentiometer arrangement to increase the stabilit,

of the valve. The last patent specifies the use of

cathode in the form of a tube of platinum coated witl

lime heated by an internal carbon filament.—Londo
Elec. Eng'ing, June 24, 1915.

Miscellaneous

Russia.—An article giving statistical tables on th

importation into Russia of products of the electrics

industry from 1906 to 1913.

—

La Lumiere, Kiev., Ma
29 and June 5, 1915.

Book Review
Automatic Telephony. By Arthur Bessey Smith an

Wilson Lee Campbell. New York: McGraw-Hi
Book Company, Inc. 408 pages, 271 illus. Pric<

$4.

The widespread demand for a full exposition of th

engineering principles of automatic and semi-automati

telephony, which has grown out of the ever-increasin

use of those systems throughout the world, caused th

authors to undertake the preparation of this volurm

It is the first book to cover the field comprehensivel

and to describe fully the instruments, circuits and opei

ating methods of the most important manufacturer;

Chapter I covers a general study of trunking and i

followed by full descriptions of the Automatic Electri

Company's apparatus. Chapter IV is on measured sen

ice and prepayment stations, and Chapters V, VI an

VII take up respectively the systems of the America

Automatic Telephone Company, Siemens & Halske, an

Lorimer. In the interesting section which follows ar

discussed reasons for loss of operating efficiency i

manual offices and the help which may be secured fror

automatic traffic distributers and similar devices. Th

authors then proceed to plans for automatic distric

stations used with manual central offices, and to a treat

ment of the Clement automanual system. This is fo:

lowed by a description of the Western Electric apparatu

and a discussion of line equipment. Interconnection o

manual and automatic offices and the supervisory an

testing equipment of plants are then taken up. The boo

closes with chapters on traffic and development studies

in which are sketched the essentials and uses of the?

important parts of telephone engineering and their cor

nection with automatic operation. As a whole the boo

represents an admirable treatise on the art and we

repays careful study by the worker in this branch o

telephony.

Books Received

Conservation of Water by Storage. By George P

Swain. New Haven : Yale University Press. 384 page:

91 illus. Price, $3.

Secrets of German Progress. By Frank Koeste

New York: The Fatherland Corporation. 306 page;

illus. Price, $1.25.

Single-Phase Electric Railways. By Edwin Austi)

New York: D. Van Nostrand Company. 302 pages, 34

illus. Price, $5.
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Mechanical Means of Preventing Water Entering
Steam Mains

To prevent water being carried out of small boilers it
i necessary to minimize the velocity of issuing steam
lus can be done by equipping the boilers with severai

f
am outlets, each one as large as the steam main

then devices for removing entrained water from the
^>am are used they should be placed close to the boiler

through a 6-in pipe, at the same time drawing concen-
trated salt solution from the tank shown in Fig 1The salt solution was thus diluted to prevent the saltfrom clogging the perforated discharge pipe. The pump
was regulated so that a constant vacuum was in-
dicated at the suction gage, furnishing a uniform
discharge of salt solution. The rate at which

To Steam Tra^~

STEAM SEPARATOR MADE OF STANDARD PIPE FITTINGS

e accompanying illustration shows a steam separator
ich can be easily made from standard fittings On
J ends of the entering and outlet pipe are bends
ich compel a change in the direction of the steam with

i consequent separation of entrained moisture To
wide sufficient room for the deflectors, the diameter
the separating chamber should be about twice that
the connecting pipes.

Petcock

Hixed-
•Sample J Piston Pump Mr Motor

Section C- C

rangements for Conducting Tests on Water
Turbines When Installed

n testing the efficiency of water turbines by the salt-
ation and titration method it is important that the
centration of the "dosing" solution be maintained
stant and properly mixed with the headrace water
that the samples be so taken as to represent col-

ively the salt concentration in the tailrace. These
blems have had careful consideration from the engi-
rs in charge of the water-turbine tests at the Holt-

? Pipes

%Holes

Section A-A
'* direction ofSail-

Solution Discharge

1—METHOD OF INTRODUCING SALT SOLUTION AT HEAD-
GATE OF WATER TURBINE DURING TEST

I station of the Pennsylvania Water & Power Com-

ie accompanying illustrations show the manner in
h the salt solution was fed into the headrace andthe samples were taken from the water which had
.a through the water turbines. The centrifugal
,
which was driven by a compressed-air engine

-d water from the headrace in front of the screens

FIG. 2—METHOD OF OBTAINING SAMPLES OF TAILRACE
WATER

the salt solution was fed to the water-turbine intake
pipes was computed from periodical readings of a levelgage on the supply tank. The sampling bottle shown in
tig. 1 just below a cock near the suction gage was
used to determine periodically the concentration of the
solution. A check valve was provided in the suction pipeof the pump to prevent a leak of the salt solution from
this pipe.

To obtain the maximum expansion of air in the pump
engines and still prevent freezing of moisture therein
the engine cylinders and discharge pipes were heated
with a pipe-thawing transformer.
The arrangement of four 2-in. solution-distributing

pipes fed by a 6-in. main as placed in front of eachwater intake is shown in section at the extreme left of

fu , x ,

l0Wer ends of the P jPes were equipped
with laterals containing 0.25-in. holes arranged so that
the solution was directed toward the headgate. Another
system of perforated pipes was installed in the tailrace
for drawing off samples of the diluted solution into
separate bottles. As the pipes of the distributing and
sampling systems terminated at different elevations
thoroughly mixed and representative samples were
obtained, as shown in Fig. 2.

As an attempt was made to use not more than 4 tons
of salt for each individual test, the concentration of the
salt in samples taken from the tailrace water was not
high. For this reason the samples to be used for analv-
sis were boiled down to about one-fiftieth their volume
In the titration test potassium chromate was used as
an indicator and a weak solution of silver nitrate was
added drop by drop from a graduated burette until a
brick-red precipitate started to appear, which indicated
that all of the sodium had combined with the chlorine
and that the silver nitrate was beginning to act on the
potassium chromate to form silver chromate The
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blirettfl was then read and the amount of silver nitrate

used noted.

The following equation was employed to determine
the water rate of the turbines: (,> ( '„(/ i(\ (

', >

,

in which Q is the quantity of water discharged through

the waterwheel in liters per second, q is the quantity of

salt solution injected into the headrace in liters per

Becond, c is the concentration <>f the salt solution used

(average burette reading per liter), <\ is the concentre

tion of the unimpregnated headrace water (average

burette reading per liter), and c. is the concentration

of the tailrace water (average burette reading per liter).

This means that the total amount of salt in the tailrace

is equal to the amount that was originally in the river

water plus the amount added during test.

During these tests the output of the generators was
measured with carefully calibrated instruments, and as

their efficiency at different loads had previously been

determined by test, the efficiency of the water turbines

was easily computed from the water rates and the

hydraulic head. The output-efficiency curve thus deter-

mined has been found very valuable in determining the

most economical load to be carried by each unit under

various heads. It is claimed that this method of deter-

mining water rate costs only a fraction of the amount
that other methods of water measurement involve. The
units tested at Holtwood were rated at 10,000 kw. each.

Mr. J. A. Walls is the chief engineer of the Pennsyl-

vania Water & Power Company, and Messrs. A. Bang
and George H. Spencer are the testing engineers.

Cost of Electric Service for a Town of 750

By J. D. Bowles

In Missouri there are fifty incorporated places of

from 500 to 1000 inhabitants and four towns of over

1000 inhabitants which do not boast of an electric-

service utility at the present time. There are also

eighty-six incorporated places of from 500 to 1000 in-

habitants, exclusive of the suburbs of St. Louis and

Kansas City, in which electric service is furnished to

the public. From these statistics it will be noted that

all but a few of the cities in Missouri having more than

1000 inhabitants are furnished with electric service,

but that 40 per cent of the cities of from 500 to 1000

inhabitants do not have electric service.

The following data, which are based largely on the

writer's familiarity with the construction and operation

of electric lighting systems in small Missouri towns,

seem to indicate that a scientifically planned small-town

lighting system, economically conducted, may present

attractive possibilities to the average small-town in-

TABLE I—ESTIMATED INCOMES*

Municipal street-lighting contract (twenty-five to thirty-five

tungsten lamps) $525

Contract with 100 commercial and residence customers (18,-

000 kw.-hr. at 12.5 cents) 2,250

Total receipts $2,775

vestor who is able to devote a part of his time to the

business affairs of the plant. A chain of such systems

might prove attractive to an individual investor or a

concern capable of furnishing the small plant with high-

grade engineering and managerial service. The suc-

cess of such small-town enterprises depends, however,

largely on the public's enthusiasm and on its support.

Assuming that there is a demand for electric service

in a town of 750 inhabitants, it should be possible to

obtain a itreei lighting contract amounting to at least

$500 per annum in addition to 100 contracts with

private consumers. As shown in Table I, revenoi

amounting to $2,775 should be derived from such a cfo
if energy were retailed at a block-type rate with ;

nt maximum energy charge, an 11-cent minimurr
energy charge, and a one dollar monthly minimum |,il

with a cash discount of 10 per cent.

TABLE II—ESTIMATED COST OF PHYSICAL PLANT*

Two oil engines and two 280-volt, three-phase, .sixty-cycle

generators $2,40<

Street li^htmK and 'li tribution system
Switchboard
Station site

Power house 351

Total

The cost of a 230-volt, three-phase, sixty-cycle systerr

supplied with energy by two 25-hp engines driving 15

kva generators, including all items, would be aboui

$5,800, as shown in Table II. With 100 customers con

nected, the actual energy consumption would probabh

be about 18,000 kw-hr. Adding to this amount 600(

kw-hr. which would probably be used in the street

lighting system, it is seen that the total delivered energ\

would equal 24,000 kw-hr. The cost of producing this

energy is shown in Table III.

TABLE III—ESTIMATED OPERATING OUTPUT AND EXPENSE'

Energy delivered to private customers (kw.-hr.) 18,00!

Energy delivered to street lighting (kw.-hr.) 6,00'

Total delivered energy (kw.-hr.) 24,00'

Line loss at 15 per cent (kw.-hr.) 3,60'

Total energy generated (kw.-hr.) 27,60'

Total energy generated in hp.-hr 40,70'

Total fuel oil used, at 1.25 pints per hp.-hr. (in gal.) 6,37

Total fuel oil cost at 4 cents per gal f 25

Cost of lubricating oil

Cost of attendance 60

Cost of repairs and lamp removals 1J

Cost of heating station 4

Cost of bookkeeping, meter-reading, billing and general

service 60

Total operating expense $1,7^

The total annual expenses, as outlined by this tabl

are $1,721. Since the total net receipts have been est

mated at $2,775, a balance of $1,054 per annum, or 1

per cent on the estimated physical cost of the propert

remains to care for interest on the plant investmer

including the necessary working capital, depreciatio

taxes, insurance and other items of expense not includ<

in the operating allowance.

Abstracted from a paper read before Missouri Association of
Public Utilities by J. D. Bowles, utility service and rate engi-

neer Missouri Public Service Commission.

Wiring a Transformer Bank from One End

At the Webster Street steam-generating plant of t

Worcester (Mass.) Electric Light Company a firepro

substation has recently been built to house three 200

kva. transformers used between a new 7800-kva. turt

alternator and the 2300-volt buses of the station a

serving as step-up equipment in feeding several 13,2(

volt outgoing lines leading to industrial centers. T

substation is situated near the main plant and connect

with it by underground cables. Two three-phase c

cuits are installed, one consisting of two 2,000,000-ci

mil cables per leg, between the transformers and t

2300-volt bus compartment of the station. The otl

consists of a 750,000-circ. mil cable per leg, between 1

transformers and the 13,200-volt buses.
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The cables enter the substation at one end of the

ransformer bank, as shown, and after passing into

nsulated terminals, lead through disconnecting switches

rom which short twisted copper bars lead to the pri-

mary and secondary transformer leads. These leads are

ormed of horizontal copper bars mounted on insulators

lamped to a 1.25-in. pipe frame well above a man's

rRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS AT END OF BANK INSTEAD
OF AT THE REAR

lead, the bars being carried directly over the transform-
ers and spaced about 8 in. apart. The arrangement
"acilitates making short drop connections to trans-
:ormers and clearly separates the 13,200-volt and the

2300-volt wiring. The same pipe frame serves for both
Masses of circuits, and with this arrangement no loose

viring obstructs the substation. The transformers can
dso be set closer to the wall than when the leads are

wrought up at the back of the transformers.

Causes of Boiler Explosions

"Every year there occur in the United States between
1300 and 1400 serious boiler accidents, of which 300 to
400 are violent explosions. These accidents kill between
400 and 500 persons, injure 700 to 800 more, and de-
stroy more than a half million dollars' worth of prop-
erty," said Mr. William H. Boem in a lecture before
the Cornell University student branch of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Boiler explosions may be attributed to improper con-
struction, improper installation, or incompetent or care-
less operation, continued Mr. Boem. Improper construc-
tion may consist of unsuitable or inferior material, poor
workmanship, abuse of material, as when unmatched
rivet holes are drift-pinned to place or uncylindrical
shells are sledged to form, or of employing the more
langerous lap-joint for the side seams instead of the
nore safe and more sensible butt-joint.
Incompetent or careless operation may consist in al-

owing the steam gage to get out of order, in allowing
he water-gage connections to become so clogged as to

indicate ample water when there is none in the boiler,

in allowing the safety valve to become so stuck to its

seat as to fail to blow at the pressure for which it was
set, in allowing grease to enter or scale to accumulate in

the boiler, in allowing large quantities of cold water to

be impinged against hot plates, in allowing the water

to be driven from the heated surfaces by forced firing,

in allowing a large valve to be opened too suddenly, in

allowing two boilers to be cut in on the same steam main
when their pressures are unequal, and in allowing minor
repairs to be neglected until they endanger the whole

structure.

It is significant that many violent boiler explosions

occur either just prior to the starting of the engines

in the morning, or while they are idle at the noon hour,

or shortly after they have been shut down for the day.

The reason is that when steam is not being drawn from
the boiler it accumulates rapidly and if the safety valve

fails to relieve the pressure an explosion soon follows.

Meter-Record Forms for a Small Central Station

Records of meter tests furnish useful and valuable

data to the meter-testing and commercial departments

of a central station. A simple and inexpensive system

of taking and recording meter-test data was described

in a paper by Mr. G. W. Strong of the Mansfield (Ohio)

Railway, Light & Power Company, presented before the

meter conference of the Ohio Electric Light Associa-

tion. The company with which Mr. Strong is connected

supplies electrical energy to the town of Mansfield, Ohio,

which has a population of about 22,000. About 2200

meters are connected to the company's lines. The ac-

companying form is used by the meter testers to record

test data. When these sheets are folded once and the

binding margin torn off their size is that of a standard

3-in. by 5-in. card, which makes it possible to use them
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in a standard file case without copying. Whenever a

meter Is tested the Becond time, the first form slip is

taken out of the file. The meter testers can thus keep

the tile up to (late and at the same time avoid Copying
errors and minimize (he labor required.

Coal Oil Used lo Prevent Scale Formation

'To prevent the formation of Bcale in the sealing

glands of turbines, the Metropolitan Klectric Company,
Reading, Pa., lias adopted the practice of Injecting coal

oil whenever the machine is shut down. To do this,

holes have been drilled and tapped in each gland for

0.25-in, pipe, at the upper end of which an oil cup is

placed. It has been found that by pouring about 1 pint

of eoal oil into the glands after shutting down the ma-
chines the scale will be disintegrated and the metal

coated so that new scale cannot readily adhere.

Lifting Truck for Handling Stock

To facilitate the moving of stock and the loading of

delivery wagons, the New York Telephone Company
makes use of portable platforms and lifting trucks, such

as shown in the accompanying illustration. The plat-

forms have wooden skids which raise them high enough

LIFTING TRUCK DELIVERING ITS EMPTY AND TAKING AWAY
ITS LOADED PLATFORM

above the floor to permit a truck to be pushed under

them. When the truck is in position under the plat-

form, a simple arrangement of levers makes it possible

to raise the platform off the floor by pressing down the

truck handle. A foot lever releases the truck when the

platform is to be removed. Similar platforms and trucks

can be used for moving moderate-sized transformers and
other apparatus around storerooms.

Convenient Portable Tool Cabinet and Equipment

for Underground Crews

An inexpensive but convenient portable tool cabinet

is used by the underground construction crew of the

Worcester (Mass.) Electric Light Company. It con-

sists of a wooden box 2 in. thick, 4 ft. long, 2 ft. 8 in.

wide and from 18 in. to 24 in. deep, with a cover held

open by a knee brace. The cabinet is mounted on two
36-in. wheels with 1.5-in. steel treads, and is fitted with

a handle and tripod, providing for convenient movement
and firmness when in place on the roadway. Inside are

fifteen compartments and two drawers for the storage of

tools and supplies, including lead sleeves, cable joints,

saws, tape, soldering materials, torch, insulated stand,

etc. The cabinet is hauled to the work by one of the

company's electric trucks at a speed of from 8 to io

miles per hour, and is usually chained and padlocked at

night and left on or near the job.

The accompanying illustration shows the tool cabinet

TOOL CABINET IN USE BY UNDERGROUND SERVICE CREW

in use. At the right a galvanized-iron folding manhole
guard 30 in. square is also shown, which supports a

signal flag and is used whenever the crew is working in

a manhole. A smaller similar guard is used when
torches are used in the street.

Method of Mounting Distribution Transformers

The pole-type transformer installations on the distri-

bution lines of the Toledo (Ohio) Railways & Light Com-
pany which exceed 10 kw. in rating are now mounted on

supporting platforms of the character shown in the

accompanying illustration. Installations of this type,

it is thought, afford the company's workmen greater

convenience and safety and save time in making repairs.

If a transformer bank must be placed on a pole sur-

rounded by shade trees which the owner will not permit

to be trimmed, 12-in. lengths of porcelain tubing are

used to inclose the exterior wiring of the bank so that the

tree limbs when thrashing in the wind will not injure the

insulation. The illustration shows a bank of small units

with the wiring protected from the whipping branches.

SUPPORTING PLATFORM FOR TRANSFORMER INSTALLATIONS

LARGER THAN 10 KW.
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COMMERCIAL SECTION

Where Figures Prove the Policy

Resumption of Sale of Appliances by Rochester Company Results Successfully for Central

Station and Increases Business of Local Dealers

^EVEN years ago the Rochester (N. Y.) Railway

^ & Light Company discontinued the sale of electric

~* appliances. Before this household devices had
een sold by the company, but its sales department was
len not well organized to handle a merchandising busi-

ess, and the result was that appliance sales did not

rove profitable. The company, therefore, decided to

jrn over the retail merchandising of all household

eating and motor devices to the local electrical con-

ractors and dealers, for it was felt that the dealers could

robably handle the business more effectively than the

sntral station. The dealers and contractors were quite

illing to assume the exclusive sale of appliances, feel-

ig that with their small overhead expense this could

e made a profitable business.

For six years the Rochester Railway & Light Com-
any referred all inquiries to the dealers and itself

ernained entirely out of the field, but results were not
ntirely satisfying. After a careful analysis it was

found that the market was not being developed so fast

as it should be, for the contractors could not afford to

invest their money in expensive selling campaigns, and
the amount of sales made over the counters naturally

did not run very high.

On April 1, 1914, therefore, the company resumed
the sale of appliances to a limited extent; that is, the

sale of a restricted assortment of devices such as flat-

irons, percolators, disk stoves, washing machines,
vacuum cleaners, etc., which were selected as the most
promising from a merchandising point of view. Other
devices not included in the selected list were left exclu-

sively to the contractor.

Pointing the Way for the Contractor

Before this action was taken, however, the contractors

were called together and the situation was discussed at

length, the company assuring them that the resump-
tion of appliance sales by the central station would bring

TTRACTIVE WINDOW DISPLAYS PLAY NO SMALL PART IN THE SUCCESSFUL APPLIANCE SALES CAMPAIGNS OF THE
ROCHESTER RAILWAY & LIGHT COMPANY
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even greater opportunity to the contractor, through i

proper maintenance of prices and a stimulation of the

market by active campaign work.
Plans were made to operate the new appliance depart

ment, in charge of Mr. William s. Wallace, on a self-

supporting basis, and lour saleswomen and one sales-

man were employed to work continually on a salary

and commission basis, thus providing a fixed minimum
remuneration to cover slack seasons and assuring these

employees of a proper additional compensation as a re-

ward for increased production. The salaries varied

according to conditions, but the commission was figured

always at 45 per cent of the gross profit of the goods
sold, this commission not being paid until after the

article was actually paid for by the customer. The ar-

rangement has been very effective, as the commission
is constantly encouraging the salespeople to the sale of

a better quality of appliances. The work has progressed
so fast that practically very little house-to-house can-

vassing has been done, almost all the "prospects" having
come in through inquiries. These inquiries were se-

cured from direct advertising by letter, general adver-

tising in the newspapers, the sending of electric irons

to all customers newly connected, and from other

sources.

Details of the First Year's Sales

The work of the first year as covered by the report

of the department at the end of March, 1915, was par-

ticularly gratifying. Net sales of 2696 appliances had
been made, on which the average income figured 60

cents per appliance. The total estimated average yearly

income therefore figured no less than $19,435.20. The
appliances were classified as follows:

Irons, 3-lb 25

Irons, 6-lb 1913
Irons, 8-lb 176

Toasters 168
Percolators 82

Heat pads 38

Luminous radiators 50

Table grills 14

Vacuum cleaners 118
Washing machines 37

Specials 74

In the sale of these 2700 appliances not one device

was sold for less than the list price, and in consequence
the direct profits from the sales themselves have more
than paid for the cost of the department. Throughout
the year the salesmen averaged a total income of from
$20 to $25 per week, and the contractors have reported

an increased business in the sale of appliances. Prices

have been maintained by these local dealers satisfac-

torily, and the total of their appliance sales has beer

about as large as those of the Rochester Railway & Light

Company, owing to the greater public interest in th«

household applications of electricity which has beei

induced by the work of the light company's salesmen

The experience at Rochester thus gives a particularly

interesting demonstration of the value of creative worl

in the development of the appliance market, and of thi

fact that every dealer and every contractor inevitable

shares in the increased business which results.

Motors Show Saving in Replacing Gasoline Engine

in Brickyard

After first trying gasoline engines and later discard

ing them in favor of electrical equipment, the firm o

Elliot & Godfrey, Kansas City, Mo., manufacturim
450,000 shale dry-process bricks a month, has found tha

MOTOR APPLICATION IN BRICKYARD

No. Hp R.p.m. Application

1

1

35

15

750

710

General Electric Company motor belted to cou'

tershaft. Gear drive from shaft to pan. Fn
tion clutch. Motor pulley 13 in. to 00 in.

36-in. to 28-in. machine pulley. Driving 01

9-ft. dry pan and one 30-ft. elevator from pf

to molding machine.

Westinghouse motor belted through countershai
Motor pulley 14 in. to 60 in. to 36-in. to 2&-i

machine pulley driving one Berg brick pr<^

made by Anderson Foundry Company, Anderso
Ind. Triple press. Four bricks at once.

central-station-service drive is much more satisfactor

than gasoline-engine drive. The experience required t

prove the point was costly, but now that the firm hi

reduced its energy consumption to an average of 8.

kw-hr. per 1000 bricks, it is certain that the change we

justified. Formerly the brick molds were heated wit

steam, but since electricity has been adopted to driv

the machines, it has also proved entirely satisfactor

for heating.

The plant operates ten hours a day and employs twent

men. Its total connected motor load is 50 hp in motoi

of the three-phase, 220-volt squirrel-cage type. Tr>

electrical heating load is about 5 kw. Tests have show

that the maximum demand is 27.1 kw and the loaf

factor during the operating period is 85 per cent. Gz

is used for drying and burning the bricks. The tot;

time required for completing these operations is eleve

days. The rated capacity of the plant is 20,000 brick

in a ten-hour day.

kPB -4vH E^F

r
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THE GASOLINE ENGINES WHICH FORMERLY OPERATED THE BRICK-MAKING MACHINES IN THE ELLIOT & G0DFRE

PLANT, AND THE ELECTRIC MOTORS WHICH HAVE REPLACED THEM ON THE SAME FOUNDATIONS
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For the Man Who Does Not Believe in Electric-Sign

Advertising

"I am always amused when a merchant tells me he

doesn't believe in advertising," said Mr. E. R. Kelsey,

I

advertising manager of the Toledo (Ohio) Railways &
j
Light Company, in a paper read before a recent meeting

I

of the commercial men of the Ohio Electric Light Asso-

i

ciation. " 'All right,' I tell him. 'Take in the painted

sign above your door! Take out your window display!

!

Take your goods out of the showcases ! Why, man, your
i every action shows that you do believe in advertising,

|

and when you say you don't you haven't been fooling a

i soul but yourself.'
"

Why does a man shave when he gets up in the morn-

ing? Why is he so particular about his personal ap-

pearance? It is his own individual way of advertising,

of stamping his personality on those with whom he

comes in contact. The electric sign stamps the firm

name and message or trade-mark indelibly on those who
pass that way. It stamps the merchant as one partic-

ular about appearances. All of us like to shop in

pleasant and inviting places. It is a well-known fact

that people frequent well-lighted streets. Light puts

people in a pleasant frame of mind, and no one is in a

buying mood who has not imbibed that atmosphere of

good cheer which light creates.

The Newspaper Advertiser Is a Prospective Customer

Is there a merchant advertising in the newspaper who
has not as yet an electric sign? Remind him, said Mr.

Kelsey, that the people read his advertisement in the

HEH I ,w
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TWO TOLEDO "MOVIES" USING OUTLINE SIGNS AND SPECIAL
LOBBY LIGHTING

printed pages only if they care to, whereas his message
in letters of fire compels people to read it and compels
them to remember his location. At best his newspaper
advertisement has a limited field. A few people on a
certain given day are the only ones who can possibly
see it. His electric sign compels attention, not only
from those passing by, but even from those blocks away.
At night all forms of popular advertising fail except
those in the electric field. During the day people are
busy.

^

They are hurrying from place to place. They
haven't much time to let advertising sink in. But at
night they are in a receptive mood. They have time to
read advertising; they digest the message it brings.

Rival Merchants Will Try to Outdo Each Other

"Personally I have never heard any good objection
to the electric sign," continued Mr. Kelsey. "I have
heard men making excuses for not buying one, but the
bright salesman, who never admits defeat, takes this
as his cue to open up a new broadside. Every man has
a natural longing to beat the other fellow. If a mer-

chant's rival in the next block or the other street puts

up a sign, the merchant can easily be made to believe

that he should have a better one. No man wants to trail

along. To the man who wants to lead suggest, there-

fore, the moving sign. I have always believed that a
man who did not in some way get a flashing or moving
effect in his sign was really losing about 50 per cent of

its effectiveness.

Looking at the Cost from a Different Angle

"Many merchants still have the idea that everything
electrical is expensive. The first cost of an electric

sign looks big to them, but ask them to figure up how
much newspaper advertising they could buy for the price

of the sign. Assuming that a hundred-dollar sign is

under consideration, they should be made to realize that

not even a page in a single newspaper could be bought
for a day with a like amount.

"Again, the salesman may ask the merchant candidly,

'Would it be worth one dollar a day for you to place a
flashing electric sign on your store from dusk to mid-
night every night in the year?' Of course, there isn't a
merchant worthy of the name who could answer the
question in any but one way. Then you could surprise
him with the quality of the sign you could erect for

$300.

"To the smaller merchant the 50-cents-a-day proposi-
tion is attractive," said the speaker in closing. "Men
buy diamonds at 50 cents a day who would never think
of paying cash for them. Ordinarily we think of women
as being prone to adopt the instalment plan, but men
are just as likely to accept such an offer. How many
pianos and victrolas would be sold if they were to be
paid for in a lump? Adopt modern merchandising
methods in the sign business and put your offer up to

the customer in such a way that he cannot easily turn it

down; and don't be afraid of the instalment plant."

Combining Electric-Range and Water-Heater Loads

The Washington Water Power Company, Spokane,
Wash., has found that the chief obstacle encountered in

persuading customers to substitute electric ranges for
wood and coal stoves has been the difficulty in providing
some method of heating water which would not make
the electric-service bills too high. The company has
therefore developed an electric water heater which can
be connected with ordinary domestic hot-water tanks
and operated when the customer's electric range is not
in operation. In this way wires, meters, transformers,
etc., designed to serve the range alone can be used for

both the range and heater if the latter are operated
separately.

The heater consists of a brass tube about 3 ft. long
and having an internal diameter of 1.75 in. Around the
tube is wound a double spiral of square copper wire
about 0.125 in. wide and spaced 0.125 in. apart. High-
resistance wire is wound in the grooves on asbestos

seats and the entire unit is treated with three coats of

enamel and then baked. To minimize heat radiation

the unit is insulated with a covering of magnesia.
Tests made with this heater in actual use indicate

the following results: Starting with cold water in the

tank, hot water was available in fifteen minutes. By
permitting the heater to operate during the entire night

preceding washday sufficient hot water was obtained

for an ordinary family washing. From Feb. 12 to April

1, a meter on the tank showed a consumption of 636
kw.-hr., or 13.5 kw.-hr. a day. An analysis of the earn-

ings from twelve 2-kw. ranges over a period of 100
range-months showed that they consumed on the aver-

age about 780 kw.-hr. a year each, or 2.1 kw.-hr. a day.
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Interior Photography with a Gas-Filled Lamp
The amateur photographer whose picture-taking

aboul his home alter nightfall was formerly limited

by the eld time inconvenient and dust-producing "flash

light" will And the gas-filled tungsten lamp a useful

help in home photography. The cozy nooks of his own
dwelling, for example, can he pictured effectively by a

few minutes' exposure with a 200 watt unit inserted

in one of the wall or ceiling fixtures. Owing to its rich-

ness in actinic rays, the gas-filled lamp requires only a

fraction of the exposure necessary with the vacuum-
type illuminant. In the average 12-ft. by 15-ft. room
with medium-tinted walls and ceiling an exposure of

two to four minutes, with the camera stop opened to,

say, "8" on the diaphragm scale, will be found sufficient

for excellent interior picture-taking after dark. Such
a gas-filled lamp is also useful for lighting up dark

corners and shadows when taking interior pictures with

the aid of daylight that enters through the windows.

$1 per K»<)<) en. ft. These low rates have been made
possible because the cost of producing electrical

A Fourth-of-July Booth That Sold Twelve Ranges

Mr. J. K. Trauerman, manager of the Holstein

(Iowa) Service Company, took advantage of the July

Fourth celebration in his town to advertise electric

cooking. That his advertising methods were success-

HOT ELECTRICAL "WIENIES" SERVED FREE DURING THE
HOLSTEIN (IOWA) CARNIVAL

ful is shown by the fact that in ten days following

the Fourth he sold twelve electric ranges.

"We built a booth on the curb line and in it

arranged a small kitchen decorated in spotless white

and equipped with two Hughes electric ranges, an

ice box, a table and a kitchen cabinet," writes Mr.

Trauerman. "A few household electrical devices were

also displayed. From this neat kitchen we served

free lunches all day.

"Our aim was fourfold: First, we wanted to answer

the inquiries of the twenty-five customers who already

had ranges concerning economies which they could

effect; second, we wished to convince 'wavering' pros-

pective customers that electric ranges are economi-

cal; third, it was our desire to boost everything elec-

trical, and, fourth, we wanted to emphasize the im-

portance of the electrical industry in our city.

"Although we have a population of but 1100, we
now have thirty-seven electric stoves in operation.

Our rates range from 4 cents per kw.-hr. to 2 cents

per kw.-hr., which allows cooking to be done with

electricity at about the same price as with gas at

THE SALE OF TWELVE ELECTRIC RANGES FOLLOWED THE
DEMONSTRATIONS IN THIS BOOTH

energy with our three Mietz & Weiss oil engines is

low. The aggregate rating of our plant, which sup-

plies twenty-four-hour service, is 200 hp."

Electric Roll Chairs at the California Expositions

The expositions now in progress on the Pacific Coast

offer visitors the novelty and comfort of riding about

the broad intramural avenues in silent, easy-going

electric roller chairs. More than 200 such chairs are in

use at the San Francisco fair, and a lesser number are

in service at San Diego, where the accompanying photo-

graph was taken.

Each chair carries two persons, one of whom steers

and controls the chair. The average speed is about 3

miles per hour. Some of the chairs are equipped with

extending bumpers which are connected with the control

apparatus and brakes. If such a chair runs into an

obstruction of any kind the pressure on the bumper
instantly throws off the power and sets the brakes,

bringing the car to a stop within a few inches. The

ELECTRIC WHEEL CHAIR AT THE SAN DIEGO FAIR

battery equipment averages ten 150-amp.-hr. cells,

which are capable of operating the 0.5-hp. motor about

eight hours on one charge.
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NEW APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES
Outlet-Box Receptacle

In the accompanying illustration is shown an outlet-

box receptacle made by Harvey Hubbell, Inc., Bridge-

port, Conn. This receptacle is provided with a compact
conduit plug equipped with T slots which make the de-

<r~

OUTLET-BOX RECEPTACLE WITH T SLOTS

vice interchangeable with seventeen different types of

caps made by the above manufacturer. The receptacle

can be readily attached by clamping the outlet-box cover

between the upper and lower porcelain pieces by means
of a center screw which threads through both parts. A
leather washer is placed between the top porcelain piece

and the outlet-box cover to take up variation in the

space between the porcelain parts and the cover and to

prevent the plug from rotating as a consequence of

vibration.

The method of attachment is said to do away with the

necessity of drilling and tapping holes in the bottom of

the fitting. A variety of outlet boxes and "condulets"

are adapted for use with the receptacle.

Fused Switch

A switch of the quick-make-and-break type, provided

with repulsion-type fuses which are inclosed with it in

a single case, has been developed by Berry, Skinner

|& Company, 78 Upper Thames Street, London, E. C,
England.

All of the energy-carrying parts of the "Adanac"
switch, as it is called, can easily be replaced, it is

laimed, from the front. The movable switch contacts

are arranged to revolve, so that when a contact has been
burned it can be turned to present a clean contact sur-

The circuit is broken with a parallel action at

ontacts on each pole, which are in series with each

-WITCH WITH COVER OPEN, SHOWING PARTS IN "ON"
POSITION FOR INSERTING OR REMOVING FUSES

)ther. When the switch is "on" the cabinet is auto-
matically locked, and the contents cannot be tampered
vith or the fuses renewed until the switch is re-closed.

The case is drilled and tapped for a single conduit to

to to and from the box.

Small Generating Outfit

Apparatus consisting of a large generator and a small

generator mounted on the same shaft for operation with

a gasoline engine for generating energy to light country

homes, amusement parks, hotels, etc., is shown in the

SMALL GENERATING SET FOR USE WITH GASOLINE ENGINE

accompanying illustration. The larger unit is employed

to generate energy for lighting, while the smaller one

is employed to charge a small storage battery which

operates the machine as a motor to crank the engine in

starting the outfit. No battery is employed in the sys-

tem for lighting the lamps. Whenever light is desired

at any point in the system a button is pushed which

closes the circuit between the small storage battery and

a solenoid. The solenoid closes the switch, throwing

the small machine on the battery. The small machine

then runs as a motor and cranks the engine. The small

machine operates at 6 volts, while the larger generator

operates at 110 volts. The latter may be either an alter-

nating-current or a direct-current machine. The smaller

generator may be utilized as an exciter for a large

alternating-current generator as well as for furnishing

energy to charge the battery for cranking.

Duplex Flush Receptacle

The flush receptacle shown herewith is provided with

two outlets and can be attached, it is declared, to any

standard receptacle box. The manufacturer points out

that it may be utilized in floor outlet boxes since the

small porcelain bosses which receive the points of the

plug are flush with the surface of the plate, and there-

FLUSH RECEPTACLE WITH TWO OUTLETS FOR USE WITH
ANY STANDARD BOX

fore, when the device is used with a square-edged plate,

it is possible to provide a smooth and unbroken floor

surface. The "Junior" receptacle, as it is called, is

rated at 6 amp. at 250 volts, and is being made by the

Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
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Field and Arniaiuic Tetter

Recent!] developed apparatus for testing fields and

armaturee la shown in the accompanying illustrations.

The tester in Fig, i is designed especially for use with

railway motors, and the manufacturer, the Centurj

Electrical Company, Syracuse, N. v., points out that it

is a quick detector of weak fields and faults in anna
tures. It can be used to test the fields when in the motors

FIG. 1—TESTING INSTRUMENT FOR USE WITH RAILWAY-
MOTOR ARMATURES AND FIELDS

or out, as desired, and for testing armatures for short-

circuits and grounds, without raising the leads or dis-

turbing the hoods. The device can be operated by direct

current from the ordinary lighting circuit. When test-

ing fields the readings are obtained by sliding the
pointer knob along the scale to the point where two
distinctly separate sounds become as one. The armature
test consists of a bar-to-bar test with a telephone re-

ceiver and contact fork. The device is provided with an
adjustable fork, head band and special receiver for test-

ing armatures and leads and contacts for testing field

coils.

For use in noisy places, where too much noise might

FIG. 2- -FIELD AND ARMATURE TESTER WITHOUT
TELEPHONE RECEIVER

interfere with the use of a telephone receiver, the tester

shown in Fig. 2 has been developed. It operates on
alternating current. Instead of a telephone receiver,

meters with pointers and dials are employed. When
testing field coils the readings are obtained by sliding

the pointei along the scale until both meters read thi

same. The armature teal la a bar-to-bar meter tea
A meter is mounted in a convenient position on th<

testing Fork. The instrument is provided with an ad
instable contact fork and meter for testing armature!

FIG. 3—SMALL ARMATURE-TESTING INSTRUMENT

and a set of leads and contacts for testing field coils

In Fig. 3 is illustrated a small device for testinj

armatures on either alternating current or direct cur

rent obtained from ordinary lighting circuits. A hard

rubber knob with knurled edge permits changing ove:

from one kind of current to the other. By using thi

instrument the manufacturer claims that short or opei

circuits and grounds can quickly be detected and locate*

without disconnecting the leads or removing the hood

The device can be provided with an alternating-curren

or direct-current adjustable contact fork as desired.

Low-Voltage Transformer for Toys

To eliminate the necessity of using dry batteries foi

operating electric toys, the Packard Electric Compan;.

of Warren, Ohio, has brought out a toy transformer

The device is rated at 125 watts, and when its priman
winding is connected to a 110-volt source low potential?

TOY TRANSFORMER WITH CORD AND ATTACHMENT PLUG

for operating miniature lamps, toy motors, bells an

electric trains are available on the secondaries. Th

transformer is 5 in. high and 4.625 in. in diametei

weighs 6.5 lb., and is equipped with 9 ft. of cord an

an attachment plug.
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Lineman's Rubber Sleeve

leamless rubber sleeves have been developed by the

iton (Ohio) Rubber Company for use by linemen in

nection with rubber gloves. By eliminating the

m one sleeve can be reversed and can be used with

RUBBER SLEEVES FOR PROTECTION OF LINEMEN

her arm, as the inside and outside surfaces are ex-

,ly alike. The color of the sleeves is dark-maroon, and
> sleeves are tested for pressures up to 10,000 volts or

:>ve, according to specifications.

Electric Lantern

\n electric lantern which operates on two dry cells

; recently been developed by the Delta Electric Com-
ly, Marion, Ind. Use is made of a 3-volt bulb pro-

led with a drawn tungsten-wire filament which is

tied off with platinum wire, the seal being made
•ough a glass stem. The case of the lantern is of

d-rolled sheet steel, and the base is flanged so that

will not readily tip over. A heavy drop-bail handle

keyed to the case. A grip handle is also provided

the back of the case which can be folded flush with

: latter when not in use. The reflector is of brass

rl is ribbed in such a manner as to give a broad,

reading light. It is heavily silver-plated and polished

a mirror finish. The switch is in a protected place

LANTERN OPERATED ON TWO DRY CELLS

1 the back of the lamp and is equipped with German-
der contact points which, it is declared, are always
ider firm spring tension. Use is made of a convex-
lcave lens. The lantern is finished in gloss enamel
'h nickel-plated trimming.

Electric Laying-Off Hoard for (leaning Gloves

In the ordinary cleaning establishment after gloves

have come from the "extractor" they are taken to a
drying room for fifteen or twenty minutes. To finish

the operation, however, they are often removed from

ELECTRIC LAYING-OFF BOARD

this drying room before they are entirely dry and are

placed on laying-off boards. In the accompanying illus-

tration is shown an electrically heated 16-in. tuck-finger

laying-off board designed for use on 110-volt circuits.

The board shown is large enough for the average wom-
an's glove, while a 22-in. board is of sufficient size for

the average man's glove. The manufacturer, the C. L.

McBride Manufacturing Company, 1213 Norwood Ave-

nue, Toledo, Ohio, claims that there is no danger of

burning the gloves even if by accident they are left on

the board for several hours.

Large-Sized Multiple-Switch Starter

A combination starter and speed regulator of the

multiple-switch type has recently been developed by the

Industrial Controller Company of Milwaukee, Wis. The
first three switches of the controller are used for start-

ing only, the next four for speed reduction by inserting

MULTIPLE-SWITCH COMBINATION
REGULATOR

STARTER AND SPEED

resistance in the armature circuit, and, in addition to

speed reduction, for increase of speed above normal by

inserting resistance in the shunt field. Two levers are

provided for operating the switches, one of which is

held up by the operator with his left hand while the first
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three switches are put in place with the other. Should
the it'ii hand lever be released before the three iwitche
are Bet, the switches will return to the "II posit kmi,

thereby preventing the use of the Aral three switches

for anything but starting duty. When the switches have
been eel the remaining four switches may be operated
in or out at will by means of the right-hand lever. The
shunt Held resistance is inserted when all of the multi-
ple switch lexers are in place by means of a small lever

OH the lower panel. No-voltage protection i8 provided.

Combination Oil Filter and Oil Refiner

The apparatus shown herewith is designed to purify
all kinds of used lubricating oils. It is also well adapted
for use, it is claimed, for removing moisture, entrained
water, free carbon and other conductive impurities from
used transformer oils. The oil is led into a refining

and purifying chamber which is surrounded by a heat-
ing jacket. The chamber is equipped with a series of
special deflecting shields. In passing through the filter

the oil first receives a triple screening treatment, then
descends through a feed pipe to the refining and purify-
ing chamber, where impurities tend to separate from
the oil and settle to the bottom of the chamber, whence
they may be flushed out at intervals by opening the
drain valve; at the same time acids or excess volatile

matter is also passed off.

The incoming impure oil from the feed pipe gradu-
ally forces the oil upward through the refining chamber,
then through the upper passageways of the precipitating

channels in a horizontal direction ; finally, after being
subjected to the combined refining and purifying proc-

esses, it overflows from the inner precipitating channel
through the discharge pipe into the filter box, thence
into the clean-oil reservoir, from which the purified oil

I

STEAM-JACKETED OIL PURIFIER

is delivered at the draw-off valve. An adjustable feed

valve is provided for giving an even flow of oil to the

purifying chamber. The apparatus is being made by the

Famous Filter Company, 306 North Commercial Street,

St. Louis, Mo.

Expansion Holts

A recently developed expansion bolt has been brough
out by the Parker Supply Company, 527 West Twenty
fifth Street, New York, which is provided with

I

prevent it from turning. The projections are arrange)

\ irili-i—*r-1.,-s^.r-iirf^'sv^ ^-~>w

FIG. 1 EXPANSION BOLT WITH LUGS

as shown in the cross-section in Fig. 1 and are said fa

prevent effectively both right-hand and left-hand move
ment. The manufacturer points out that the ci reran

ferential ridges insure a proper resistance to •

FIG. 2—EXPANSION BOLT WITH SPRING BAND

the direct line of the bolt. The steel-spring band o

the bolt, shown in Fig. 2, holds the halves togethei

and on account of its flexibility allows the shield ti

expand freely. The bolts are made of malleable iron

Ground-Wire Disconnector

A lightning-arrester ground wire which is attache*

to a line pole presents an element of danger to a line

man who may climb the pole on a wet night, becausi

he is liable to cross himself with the ground wire an<

a live wire or live piece of apparatus. A device de

signed to eliminate this danger, which is called the Gar

ton-Daniels ground-wire disconnector, is shown here

with and consists of a brass casting which can b<

screwed to the side of the pole. At the top a lug i:

provided into which a No. 4 or No. 6 B, & S. solid win

running from the lightning arrester may be soldered

At the bottom another lug is provided into which a spli

brass plug slides. This plug is furnished with 12 ir.

of No. 6 flexible copper cable, the free end of which i

soldered into a standard brass cap screwed to the en<

of the lightning-arrester ground pipe. In mountin;

fir

FIGS. 1 AND 2—GROUND-WIRE DISCONNECTOR, SHOWIN

CONNECTED AND DISCONNECTED POSITIONS

the pole the lineman pulls out the plug as he ascend

thereby disconnecting the upper wire and lightnir

arresters from the ground and rendering the work <

the pole comparatively safe. The disconnector is all

well adapted for use where lightning arresters are teste
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CURRENT NEWS SECTION

Work of Standardization Before the N. E. L. A.

Accounting Section

The executive committee of the new Accounting Sec-

tion of the National Electric Light Association will hold

its initial meeting at the office of the Commonwealth
Edison Company, Chicago, on Aug. 10. That city was
selected for the gathering place in order to give Far
Western members an opportunity to attend. The com-
mittee will decide upon the various committees to carry

on the work of the section and will then select the

members thereof. Members of the executive committee
have been requested to furnish lists of members availa-

ble from their sections of the country.

"In the earlier history of the accounting committee,"
said Chairman H. M. Edwards of the new section to a

representative of the Electrical World, "the practice

was to make up the various committees from members
of the accounting committee. Now the idea is to obtain

on the committees as thorough a representation as is

practicable from the various parts of the country. I

am even getting requests for representation on the com-
mittees. Younger men find that committee work gives

them an opportunity to serve which they are very glad

to accept."

In discussing the work before the Accounting Section

Mr. Edwards said: "Standardization is one of the devel-

opments of greatest importance for the future. There
is undoubtedly a need for complete standardization in

classification and methods. No good reason exists why
each State commission should have little pecularities in

the system which it prescribes for electric utilities when
a uniform classification would meet all the needs of ac-

counting and furnish a country-wide basis of compari-
son. Any organization which does business now in

many States has to have a number of different account-
ing systems, and in this way it loses much without gain-
ing anything as compensation.
"The Interstate Commerce Commission classifications

of accounts for utilities under its jurisdiction have done
a great deal to promote uniformity. Commissions of all

States now have provisions, for instance, for reserves.

Where rates of electric utilities are subject to change
it is highly important that operating expenses reflect

all costs, and the method of meeting this question of

reserves should be uniform. To cite a few of the States,

New York, New Jersey, New Hampshire, Maryland,
Ohio and Wisconsin have at present accounting systems
with either material or slight differences. The Michigan
Railroad Commission adopted the complete N. E. L. A.
classification. In its officially prescribed classificafion

the Maryland Public Service Commission made slight

changes in the N. E. L. A. system, but the use of this

system by companies is satisfactory to the commission.
"The Accounting Section should go over the different

Ossifications and list them and then see what can be
done to eliminate the points of difference and effect

standardization. One way to test the matter would be
to take, say, the N. E. L. A. classification as standard
and study the differences in each group of accounts and
text. Of course, the differences may be so great that
standardization between the different systems will be
impossible without radical changes, but if that is the
condition the earlier it is appreciated the sooner will
steps be taken to bring about standardization of ideas."

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario to

Develop 250,000 Hp.

It is reported that within a week or so the Hon. Adam
Beck and his colleagues of the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Commission will submit to the Ontario government
plans providing for the development at Niagara Falls

and from the spillways of the New Welland Canal of

250,000 hp., and for an immediate development of

100,000 hp., a work that will entail a capital expenditure

of approximately $10,000,000 and require three years

to complete.

Under the treaty between Great Britain and the

United States governing the amount of water that can

be taken at Niagara Falls, there remain about 6600

cu. ft. of water per second available on the Canadian
side. The plans of the engineers of the Hydro-Electric

Commission contemplate the use of this water. It is

understood that the commission will erect a plant at

Chippawa Creek that will enable power to be developed

on both the Niagara River and the Welland Canal spill-

ways. The commission also purposes to go to the

Minister of Railways and Canals and ask for the water-

powers that were promised on the Trent Canal, from

which can be developed from 15,000 hp. to 20,000 hp.,

unless satisfactory arrangements can be made with the

interests now controlling the power in the Trent Valley.

Electrical Machinery for Submarines

Information from Washington as to the sixteen new
submarine boats authorized by the last Congress is to

the effect that not only is all of the propelling machinery

used when the boats are submerged electrical, but they

will carry electrical machinery for operation of the ven-

tilation system, the windlass for anchor, pumps for

sinking and raising the boats and steering gears and

diving gears, as well as radio and electrical cooking

apparatus.

Bids for these boats were to have been opened at the

Navy Department on Aug. 2, but the date for the open-

ing of the offers has been postponed until Sept. 29, in

order that the Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock

Company and the New York Shipbuilding Company,

which obtained the right to build the European subma-

rine known as the Hay-Denny type, might compete.

These companies obtained recently American rights as

to this type of boat. Secretary Daniels announced the

gratification of the Navy Department that large Amer-
ican companies are entering the submarine building

field. The sixteen boats will be known as the O type.

They will have a surface cruising radius of between 5000

and 6000 miles and will be equipped with the 3-in. dis-

appearing gun developed recently.

Eleven boats of the L type are being completed. The
L-8, being built at Portsmouth, N. H., by the Lake Tor-

pedo Boat Company, is the only one of this type, so far

as is now known at the Navy Department, which will

contain the Edison storage batteries. It is said at the

Navy Department that private contractors cannot afford

to install the Edison batteries, and that these batteries

have been authorized on the L-8 by the government as an

experiment. Two of the G class boats are still to be

delivered by the Lake Torpedo Boat Company. Recent
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testa oi the G S have shown thai it can cruise 5600
miles withoul refueling, and can make 1 1 knots an hour.
Seven of the N class are being built ; these contain the
newest ideas prevailing prior t<> the design of the <»

type, bids for which are to be opened In Beptember.
Captain Lake of the Lake Torpedo Boa1 Compan.s has

suggested the feasibility of big "freighter" submarines,
and as an experiment the Navy Department Is now
building the largest submarine ever constructed in this

country. This is known at the bureau of construction
and repair as the Schley, "a cruiser submarine." it is

also understood in Washington that naval constructors
are at work upon what is called a "baby submarine," to
hold but One Or tWO men and to carry a torpedo of small
size. Information as to its design is not available. The
drawings are not completed.

Convention of Contractors' Association

Reports from San Francisco indicate that the con-
vention of the National Electrical Contractors' Associa-
tion held in that city last week and reported in last
week's number of the Electrical World was most
profitable. Mr. Paul H. Jaehnig of Newark, N. J., pre-
sented a report to be added as an appendix to the
pamphlet on legislation which is distributed gratis by
the association, and also announced that within the week
city ordinances had been passed in St. Louis and New
York requiring the licensing of electrical contractors.
Moreover, about a dozen other cities are considering
similar legislation.

Past-president G. M. Sanborn of Indianapolis, Ind.,
reported that the universal data and salesbook had been
completely revised and that much additional information
was being added.

As master of transportation, Mr. V. G. Gilpin of
Brooklyn reviewed the features of the trip West, and
praised the Los Angeles entertainment committee which
met the train 40 miles east of that city and took the
visitors into the city in automobiles. At the conclusion
of his report Mr. Gilpin was elected master of trans-
portation of the National Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation for the coming year.

Past-president James R. Strong of New York, chair-
man of the national convention committee, reported on
the receipts and disbursements of last year's convention
and supplemented Mr. Gilpin's appreciation of the hos-
pitality extended by the contractors of southern Cali-

fornia. He also pointed out that in San Francisco the
local committee had established a precedent by relieving
the national committee of practically all of the local

entertainment.

Mr. J. T. Marron, Rock Island, 111., chairman of the
national committee on membership, reported on the
card-system scheme for investigating electrical con-
tractors proposed for membership. This plan, which has
been on trial since last October, has been found to be
productive of much information of value, and the pro-

posal to continue the system was hearily indorsed.

The committee on credentials reported heavier duties

than at any previous convention. According to the rules

of the organization for the election of officers, each mem-
ber present can cast his own vote and a maximum of

nine proxies. The new revenue law requires that a

10-cent stamp be placed on each proxy, to be canceled

when the proxy is used. About 500 proxies, all properly

stamped, were brouerht to San Francisco. The regis-

tration at the convention was about 250.

The committee appointed last year to investigate the

reduction of cost in electrical construction, of which
Mr. A. J. Hixon, Boston, is chairman, announced that

the use of concentric wiring is being considered.

The co-operative protective committee, \\>. BrneJ
Freeman, Chicago, chairman, stated that during the
past year eight important contractors' disputes had been
arbitrated to the satisfaction of all concerned and with-
oul cost to the disputants. The evils ol buying cheap
electrical supplies in .") and 10 cent stores and over de-
partment-store bargain counters generally was dis-
cussed, and the association resolved to request manu-
facturers to limit their sales to regular electrical supply
dealers.

The American Institute of Architects' standard docu-
ments and specifications were approved with unanimous
indorsement, as was the suggestion that the association
request members to specify these forms whenever
possible.

The question of where the convention should be held

in 1916 was referred to a committee, which reported in

favor of New Orleans. The selection was approved by

the convention, and the date of next year's meeting was
set for the third Wednesday in October.
New officers were elected as follows: President, Mr.

John R. Galloway, Washington, D. C. ; first vice-presi-

dent, Mr. W. L. Hutchinson, Kansas City, Mo. ; second
vice-president, Mr. J. C. Rendler, Los Angeles; third

vice-president, Mr. J. S. Musser, Harrisburg, Pa. ; treas-

urer, Mr. James S. Hilton, Syracuse, N. Y. ; secretary,

Mr. George H. Duffield, Utica, N. Y. ; sergeant-at-arms,

Mr. James F. Burns, Schenectady, N. Y. Mr. L. R.

Boynton, San Francisco, who had been proposed as

opposition candidate for the office of third vice-presi-

dent, withdrew "for the sake of harmony."
A very handsome silver-mounted cane was presented

to Secretary Duffield by President Galloway as a per-

sonal tribute in recognition of the effective service which
Mr. Duffield has rendered. The proposed change in the

by-laws by which it would require a referendum vote*

to validate convention preceedings was defeated, but

the proposed change under which only national associa-

tion members in the State organization would be per-

mitted to vote for the State directors was carried.

The paper on "Liability Insurance and Workmen's
Compensation" proved to be one of the most important

subjects considered at the convention. After the read-

ing of this paper it was resolved that the association

recommend that members carry workmen's compensa-

tion insurance, and it was decided that the association

should arrange as soon as feasible to secure this for

members whenever requested, under the plan which is to

place all the business in some form of mutual insurance

limited to electrical contractors. It was stated that

Tennessee, Illinois and Iowa already have such a plan in

effect and that it saves employers just 50 per cent of

the premiums.
The board of directors re-elected Messrs. James R.

Strong, New York, and E. McCleary, Detroit, for three-

year terms on the executive committee. The other

officers on this committee hold over. The committees on

industrial development, universal data and sales book,

national code, membership, legislation, labor and

national convention were continued as at present, as

were also the officers in the publication and auditing

committees. The nominating committee personnel was

changed and is now as follows: Mr. Ernest Freeman,

Chicago, chairman, and Messrs. W. C. Peet, New York;

C. V. Schneider, Sacramento; C. S. Barnes, New
Orleans, and Fred Adam, St. Louis.

Protests were received from members who complained

that in some cases manufacturers are selling direct to

consumers at the same price as to dealers, and from

another quarter came the complaint that central-station

companies were offering to give prospective customers

wiring estimates gratis. In both these cases it was
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considered within the province of the association to

ike the matter up on behalf of the members and to

rge their protection.

The executive committee elected Mr. James S. Hilton,

yracuse, permanent chairman of the credentials com-
littee, the other two members to be appointed by the

resident at the time and place of each convention,

inother precedent established by the executive com-

littee was the decision to give free privilege hereafter

or the reproduction of N. E. C. A. conduit and wire

harts in catalogs, etc. This privilege has often been

ought heretofore, but has always been withheld by the

ssociation. The next executive committee meeting will

e held in Washington, D. C, in October.

Threatened Suit Over Commission Ruling in

Washington, D. C.

The Potomac Electric Power Company of Washington,
). C, has served notice on the District of Columbia
'ublic Utilities Commission that unless the commission
econsiders a recent ruling refusing to authorize an

ssue of bonds desired by the company an appeal will be

lade to the courts.

The company asked for authority to issue $495,000
mids. but was granted authority to issue only $79,000,

or extensions and betterments. The commission re-

used to act as to the remainder of the bonds until it

btained information which could not be acquired until

pending valuation is completed. In its letter to the

ommission the company said that the refusal to approve
he bonds discriminates against the company for these

easons

:

"Because it draws a distinction between the issuance

f bonds to cover capital expenditures voluntarily made
y the company to enable it adequately to serve the pub-
ic and like expenditures made necessary by direction

i Congress or the commission; because the law does

lot require or contemplate any valuation or completion
if a valuation of the properties of this company as a

ondition precedent to action on application for the is-

uance of bonds, and because all of said expenditures
vere to enable the company to discharge its duties to

he public and are properly chargeable to capital ac-

ount."

The Washington Railway & Electric Company, which
ontrols the Power company, has taken a similar appeal
o the District of Columbia Supreme Court. The Rail-

vay & Electric company desired to issue $694,000 bonds,
)ut obtained authority to issue but $353,000, pending
he acquisition of information wanted by the commis-
sion. The commission is endeavoring to bring about a

separation of the two companies.

Reduction in Cleveland Company Rates

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company has re-

used its rates for energy for business and small motor
service so as to make them lower in most instances than
:hose of the municipal plant. Where the rate has been
10 cents per kilowatt-hour for the first 36 units, 5 cents
for the next 30 units, and 3 cents for all over 66 units,
t is now 10 cents per kilowatt-hour for the first 30
inits and 2'j cents for all energy used in addition to
:he minimum.
The new schedule does not apply to residence light-

ing and, so far as can be learned, there is no inten-
:ion of changing residence rates until the Public Utili-
ties Commission reports on the physical valuation of
the plant.

Allied Interests Seeking Legislation to Standardize

A. S. M. E. Roiler Code

As a result of a resolution passed at the Erie (.Pa.)

convention of the American Boiler Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, July 21, about twenty representatives of in-

dustrial concerns and associations interested in the

general adoption of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers' boiler code met at the Waldorf-Astoria,

New York City, July 28, and evolved plans for securing

$12,000 with which to promulgate the boiler code. An
administrative council was organized, with Mr. Thomas
E. Durban as chairman, to supervise the expenditure of

the money. The council consists of Mr. E. R. Fish,

representing the American Boiler Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation; Mr. T. E. Durban, the National Tubular Manu-
facturers' Association; Mr. C. E. Blake, the insurance

companies; Mr. Isaac Harder, Jr., the water-tube boiler

manufacturers; Mr. F. W. Herendeen, the National

Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers' Association; Mr.

H. P. Goodling, the Traction Engine Manufacturers'

Association; Mr. D. J. Champion, the material manufac-

turers and dealers; Mr. John H. Wynne, the locomotive

manufacturers, and Mr. M. F. Moore, the steel, low-

pressure boiler manufacturers. Four more members
will be added to the council to represent the large users'

interests (such as central stations), steam-shovel manu-
facturers, crane manufacturers and hoisting-engine

manufacturers. Messrs. Walter Plehn and H. N. Covell

are temporarily representing the steam-shovel and

hoisting-engine manufacturers. It is expected that a

member of the National Electric Light Association will

be selected to represent large users.

At the executive meeting held on the afternoon of

July 28 it was decided that the allied interests should

contribute toward the fund of $12,000 in proportion to

the- amount by which each would be benefited by stand-

ardization of boiler laws. It was decided to call the

administrative council the American Uniform Boiler-

Law Society.

From the sentiment expressed by those present and

from telegrams and letters sent to Chairman Durban by

interested concerns which were not represented at the

open meeting in the morning, it appears that the

majority were willing to contribute toward the fund.

Up to the present time shortness of funds has handi-

capped the promulgation of the code; however, im-

portant steps have been taken in this direction. Educa-

tional literature has been sent to the governor of every

State, with a letter asking for support in the securing

of enabling acts which will authorize the administrative

council to enforce the A. S. M. E. boiler code. Governors

have also been requested to send the names of men who
can be interviewed to insure the support of such legisla-

tion. In general the letters have had a good reception.

Similar educational literature and requests for support

have been sent to about 350 persons, not including

governors. The co-operation of technical and trade

journals has also been solicited.

Mr. Durban urged bringing the A. S. M. E. code to

the attention of all legislative bodies, and pointed out

that specifications and inspection rules contained therein

will reduce the hazard from boiler explosions. Further-

more, Mr. Durban pointed out that the establishment of

uniform boiler specifications will permit manufacturers

to carry standard stock which can be used in any State

in the Union. Where legislatures have not already

adopted the A. S. M. E. code it has been because no one

interested in it has been on the ground to support it.

As all large interests are in favor of uniform specifica-

tions and inspect inn rules, Mr. Durban believes there

should be no difficulty in securing legislation in the

matter. The "safety-first" movement should help.
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Western Electric Company Succors Disaster Victims

The daily press has been filled with the details of the
appalling catastrophe which occurred last Saturday in

Chicago when the steamer Eastland capsized in the

Chicago River with many thousand excursionists,

chiefly employees of the Western Electric Company.
Although the actual number of victims is not yet known,
on Thursday morning of this week the known death roll

of Western Electric employees was 446, with 289 em-
ployees still missing.

Regrettable as was this terrible loss of life, it is com-
forting to feel that the Western Electric Company, like

other large corporations forming part of the electrical

industry, has made provision for the relief of the

ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF THE CAPSIZED EASTLAND

stricken families. On Jan. 1, 1913, a ten-million-dollar

fund set aside by the American Telephone & Telegraph

Company for pensions, sick benefits and life insurance

for the 175,000 employees of the Bell system became
available.

Under the plan inaugurated, the beneficiaries of all

employees of more than ten years' standing who die by

licknesi or accidenl occurring outside the employmfl
Of the Western Klectric Company will receive an amour
equal to one year's pay, and beneficiaries of those bt

twees Ave and ten years' itanding will receive one-hl
of one year's pay, the maximum payment being $2,00(

It is also provided that beneficiaries of all employee
killed in performance of work for the company arc

titled tO three years' wages, the total amount not to 69

ceed $5,000. In addition to the fund that is thus mad
available, Mr. H. B. Thayer, president of the Wester
Electric Company, announced a further contribution c

$100,000 toward the relief fund. While no figures hav

been compiled regarding the amount of insurance ben«

fits which will be paid out of the company's fund, a coi

servative estimate places it at $200,000. it is believe

that there were probably a larger proportion of old en

ployees involved in the accident than would have bee

the case under normal conditions.

The Commonwealth Edison Company responded wit

its pulmotor crew and life-saving apparatus to the fin

news of the disaster. Mr. W. L. Abbott, chief opera1

ing engineer, was on the ground and took personi

charge of the Commonwealth Edison Company's me
and machines, which gave a good account of themselv*

in restoring the apparently drowned. Not a few of tl

survivors were taken to the Market Street substatio

of the Edison company, where every possible aid wt

given them. On the nights of July 24, 25 and 26 tl

wreck was illuminated by ten searchlamps, six of whic

were placed along the north edge of the Reid-Murdoc

factory across the river and four suspended across tl

channel. Poles hastily erected on the upturned side (

the boat also carried lamps, as shown in the accompany

ing illustration. In order that the divers and othei

that worked in the interior of the boat might have ligh

electricians crawled through openings burned wit

oxy-acetylene torches and installed temporary lightin

circuits.

Every office and factory of the Western Electric Con

pany throughout the country was closed on Wednesda

as a mark of respect to the dead employees, most <

whom were buried on that day.

Real Estate Interests Object to New Yor

Electrical Code

The Advisory Council of Real Estate Interests of Ne1

York City, through its industrial code committee, ha

called the attention of the Mayor of the city to certai

features of the proposed electrical code which, in it

opinion, are not satisfactory to real estate interest;

The proposed code was passed recently by the New Yor

Board of Aldermen, as stated in the Electrical Worl
for July 10, after Commissioner Williams had hel

numerous public hearings and conferences with th

interests concerned.

At the present time the city accepts certificates c

inspection from the Board of Fire Underwriters, bu

although the proposed code does not specify inspectio

by the city inspection department in all cases, the re*

estate interests feel that in time the city might see fit t

do all of the inspection work imposed upon the deparl

ment by statute, instead of permitting a portion therec

to be done by the Board of Fire Underwriters. If thi

were done, a dual system of inspection and a dual systei

of fees would be. in force, and the real estate interest

object to any increase in the number of inspections c

fees in connection with building construction. Obje<

tion is also raised to the fact that a special license fe

of $1 is required of employees in apartment house:

hotels and other buildings where such employees d

electrical wiring and make repairs.
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CLOSING SESSIONS OF OHIO MEETING
smmercial Side of the Industry and Betterment of Public

Relations Discussed at Cedar Point Convention

A report of the news features of the opening sessions

: the Ohio Electric Light Association convention, held

; Cedar Point on Lake Erie, July 20 to 23, was pre-

:nted in these columns last week. The session of

hursday morning, the third day of the convention, was
jened with Mr. E. Burt Fenton's paper on "Snuggling

p to John Smith," an abstract of which was presented

i the preceding issue. Messrs. T. F. Kelly, Dayton;

. W. Doty, Columbus; H. B. Bixler, Akron; T. 0. Ken-

jdy, Massillon; D. L. Gaskill, Greenville; W. R. Power,

untington, W. Va.; F. C. Caldwell, Columbus; A. 0.

ustin, Barberton, and W. W. Jones, Cleveland, took

irt in the discussion.

Publicity for the "Public-Be-Pleased" Policy

Mr. Kennedy suggested initiating a publicity cam-
lign throughout Ohio to bring before the local public

ie corporation ideal that "The public be pleased." It

not enough, said Mr. Kennedy, simply to do the right

ling for the public; utility companies must in addition

t the public know what they are doing and how they

•e doing it.

In a vigorous address, Mr. Gaskill urged that utility

•mpanies throw off all frills and technicalities in their

?alings with the public and that they adopt the give-

id-take policy and ask for themselves no better treat-

ent than other business men receive from members of

le community. Mr. Gaskill suggested, for example,

lat the form of blank used in applying for electric

xvice be simplified, to reassure the customer.

The report of the meter committee, which was read

; Chairman A. H. Bryant, Cleveland, was discussed

1 Messrs. William Bradshaw, Pittsburgh; E. A. Wag-
ix, Fort Wayne, Tnd. ; J. F. Gilmartin, Detroit, Mich.;

K. Heims, Dayton; L. C. Anderson, Middletown; W.
arsons, Springfield; R. F. Graves, Cincinnati, and Pro-

tssor Caldwell. Much of the discussion was upon the

ibject of instrument transformers, the point being

nphasized that too often the accuracy of the trans-

>rmer is overlooked if the meter itself appears accu-

ite on test. Details of the meter rules proposed by the

eter committee were also fully discussed.

An address entitled "The World Do Move," by the
on. Beecher W. Waltermire, chairman of the Public

tilities Commission of Ohio, was the feature of the

hursday afternoon session. Referring to the subject

utility regulation by commissions, the speaker said:

"We should understand that private property is to-

ly as sacred and inviolate as it ever was. No man
lould be compelled to fight against good government or

gainst his State for his rights. We must understand
tat regulation does not mean management. No State
• government has the right to put itself in the posi-

on of attempting to manage the property of a utility,

egulation ought to bring about harmony between the
iblic and the utility rather than discord. It is the

ity of the commission to bring both the utility and
e public to see that their interests are mutual."

New Business and Electric Heating

The report of the committee on new-business co-

•eration, presented by Mr. T. F. Kelly, Dayton, chair-
ian (abstracted in these columns last week), was
iscussed by Messrs. J. E. North, Springfield; A. K.
>ung, Toledo; P. H. Stambaugh, Youngstown; W. B.

' ilkinson, Newark ; K. Fitzpatrick, Dayton ; C. I. Crip-
in. Wheeling, W. Va.; D. L. Gaskill. Greenville; S. F.
lesser, Kent; W. Parsons, Springfield, and C. M. Gil-
i rt, Detroit, Mich.

Mr. H. 0. Loebell, industrial heating engineer for
H. L. Doherty & Company, followed with a talk on the
electric-oven load of the Toledo Railways & Light Com-
pany, which will shortly aggregate 20,000 kw. The
Overland automobile factory equipment at Toledo was
described on page 1702 of our issue of June 26.

By the use of electric ovens in enameling processes,
said the speaker, there is less danger of "flashing" and
consequently less material is spoiled ; hence the manufac-
turer can well afford to pay a higher price for electric

heating than would represent his expenditure for such
other fuels, as gas, oil, coke, coal or wood. The objec-
tion to all such fuels is that a great portion of the heat
must go out in the form of flue gases without doing any
good. A large proportion of air must also be added in

the furnace in order to produce combustion sufficiently

intense to obtain the desired temperature. Convenience
and ease of temperature regulation are also important
factors which appeal to the manufacturer in favor of
his adopting electric heating.

Following the presentation of the brief report of the
committee on electric vehicles, of which Mr. C. H. Chap-
pelle, Cleveland, was chairman, Mr. George Drake
Smith, Long Island City, N. Y., read a paper on "The
Purchase and Care of the Initial Truck," in which he
pointed out that far greater efficiency will be obtained
in prescribing the type of electric vehicle which a cen-
tral station should purchase if the company's transporta-
tion needs are first analyzed and then just the vehicles

necessary to displace existing horse equipment are rec-

ommended. Mr. Frederic B. Neely, Philadelphia, also

took part in the discussion.

Election of Officers

Herewith is the list of officers and committees of the
Ohio Electric Light Association elected to serve during
the coming year:

President, Mr. W. J. Rose, Alliance; vice-president,

Mr. L. C. Anderson, Middletown ; secretary-treasurer,
Mr. D. L. Gaskill, Greenville. Executive committee

—

Messrs. C. V. Hard, Wooster; F. J. Derge, Toledo; 0. H.
Hutchings, Dayton; Elam Fisher, Eaton; Robert Lind-
say, Cleveland. Advisory committee—Messrs. W. W.
Freeman, Cincinnati ; R. P. Stevens, Youngstown ; E. A.
Bechstein, Sandusky. Finance committee—Messrs. D.
J. Hard, Cleveland; T. 0. Kennedy, Massillon; A. L.

Thuma, Ironton. Meter committee—Messrs. A. H. Bry-
ant, Cleveland; George F. Snider, Toledo; Ray Wolford,
Newark; John K. Himes, Dayton; Adrian Tobias,
Youngstown. Editorial committee—Messrs. D. L. Gas-
kill, Greenville; W. A. Wolls, Columbus; W. J. Rose,
Alliance. Illumination committee—Messrs. S. E. Doane,
Cleveland; L. C. Anderson, Middletown; F. C. Caldwell,

Columbus. Transmission committee—Messrs. M. H.
Wagner, Dayton; S. M. Rust, Greenville; H. W. Hough,
Cleveland; W. R. Power, Ironton; W. S. Smith, Tiffin.

Committee on new-business co-operation—Messrs. J. E.
North, Springfield; J. R. McCoy, Columbus; W. A.
Wadsworth, Cincinnati; A. K. Young, Toledo; F. C.

Morrison, Newark; H. B. Bixler, Akron; H. C. Gillie,

Cleveland; W. E. Quillin, Alliance; F. B. Steele, Dayton.
Standardization of voltages—Messrs. S. E. Doane, Cleve-

land; W. C. Anderson, Canton; 0. H. Hutchings, Day-
ton; E. H. Beil, Youngstown; H. L. Wallau, Cleveland.

Insurance committee—Messrs. L. K. Funkhouser, Day-
ton; F. C. Dunbar, Columbus; A. P. Martin, Cleveland.

Advertising committee—Messrs. T. F. Kelly, Dayton;
W. E. Richards, Toledo; E. A. Bechstein, Sandusky; W.
J. Rose, Alliance; R. M. Wright, Cleveland. Station-

operating committee—Messrs. Henry B. Dates, Cleve-

land; W. P. Hurd, Urbana; Thomas B. Coughlen, Scran-
ton, Pa.; William Long, Toledo; N. G. Reinicker, De-
troit, Mich.
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[Miscellaneous News Notes
Electrical Development Jingles.- The Society for Elec

trical Development, Inc., has Issued some jingles for use
in central station sale, campaigns.

Increased Zinc-Mining Activities Benefit Central Station.

Owing to the advancing price of ore the sine mining in-

dustry in the Galens (111.) Platteville (Wis.) territory la

becoming exceptionally active and the interstate Light A
Power Company, whose transmission lines traverse the dis-

trict, has as a result received inquiries Tor energy to operate
a number of new and abandoned mines, one prospective user

calling for 350 hp.

Accidents in New ^ ork City.—Reports to the New York
Public Service Commission, First District, show that in

June, L915, electrical utilities reported injuries to 384
employees, compared with ;!!)" in June, 1914, and to twenty-
seven other than employees, as compared with fifty-nine

in June, 1914. One person was killed in June, 1915, as
compared with six persons in June, 1914. There were only

eight serious injuries.

Indianapolis Cluster Standards to Be Removed.—The old

clusters in the downtown districts in the city of Indian-
apolis, Ind., have just been ordered removed by the board of

public works of the city. These lamps were purchased
some time ago by merchants, and have been kept up by
them since. Under the new lighting contract which the

city has with the Merchants' Heat & Light Company, the

single-lamp type of standard hereafter is to be used on the

downtown streets, the company installing the lamps.

A Safety Lamp for the Family Medicine Chest.—Every
household medicine chest should be equipped with an
electric lamp which will be automatically lighted with the

opening of the door, writes Dr. Woods Hutchinson in a
recent discussion of the many serious accidents which
occur from the careless selection of the wrong medicine
from a dark medicine chest. Automatic switches have long
been used for closets, cellars, etc., but in the interest of

safety, the physician points out, every medicine chest
should be so equipped.

Examinations for Massachusetts Wiremen.—The Massa-
chusetts board of examiners of electricians, Mr. David
Snedden secretary, Room 428, State House, Boston, will hold
examinations on Aug. 11 for the issuance of certificates to

master and journeymen electricians, in accordance with
Sec. 1, Chap. 296, Acts of 1915. The examinations will be
held at Boston, Springfield, Worcester, Fall River, Lowell
and Pittsfield. According to the law, no person can en-

gage in commercial wiring after Sept. 1, 1915, without a
certificate from the board, of which Mr. John J. Hogan is

chairman, Fire Prevention Commissioner John A. O'Keefe
of Boston also being a member.

Supreme Court Upholds Going Value as a Property
Right.—In discussing the question of going value in the

valuation of public utilities for rate-making purposes, the
United States Supreme Court said, in deciding the Des
Moines gas rate case on June 14: "That there is an ele-

ment of value in an assembled and established plant, doing
business and earning money, over one not thus advanced
is self-evident. This element of value is a property right

and should be considered in determining the value of the
property upon which the owner has a right to make a fair

return when the same is privately owned although dedi-

cated to public use. Each case must be controlled by its

own circumstances."

Mayor of Cincinnati on Interior Electrical Construction.
—Mayor Spiegel of Cincinnati, Ohio, suggests that all in-

terior electrical construction should be under the super-
vision of the city electrician. He would have the Council
make it mandatory that all plans and specifications for
public buildings be prepared by or under the supervision of

the city electrician. Mayor Spiegel said that he has no
intention of interfering with the splendid work of the Cin-

cinnati Fire Prevention Bureau or any of the inspection

bureaus, but he believes that the city should take a hand
in order to bring electrical construction up to the highest
standard, by mandatory means if necessary. The city elec-

trician should be the last authority in electrical construc-

tion.

Electridtj to Make Oregon Mutton. The great sheep
ranches in the stock raisii of Oregon are large

consumers of electricity for light and power. Central
tion energy i u ed for pumping in the irrigation <\\ ti

ami for chopping grain for tock feed in the winter, [i

of the large stock raising farms electricity has been put

a novel use for the winter fattening of sheep. The heep
pens are wired and the electric light is turned on during
the winter months from 1 p. m. to 9 p. m. Under thia arti-

ficial Illumination the heep continue to feed until the lights

are extinguished. At 4 a. m. the lamps arc then again
turned on and burn until daylight, and again the

feed. In this way the sheep are made to teed during the

equivalent of a long summer day, and thus, despite the

winter season, are brought quickly to the condition for mar-
keting.

Electrically Bleached Flour Must Be So Labeled.—In a

letter sent to Kentucky millers by Mr. R. M. Allen, chairman
of the State pure-food commission, which has headquarters
at the State experiment station at Lexington, attention is

called to the Kentucky law which is interpreted as requiring

that millers who bleach flour by the electric or other process

must brand it as bleached under the State law, if it is sold

only in intrastate commerce, and under the federal pure-

food statute if it is sold in interstate commerce. The action

of the commission has followed the filing of complaints by

millers in other States who compete for the Kentucky trade.

These outside millers contend that by being required to

brand their flour as bleached they are placed at an unfair

disadvantage with the Kentucky millers who do not observe

that requirement of the State and federal statutes. Some
of the Kentucky millers insist, on the other hand, that the

State law does not relate to flour bleaching, but the pure-

food commission asserts that the statute's general terms

are sufficiently broad to reach this specific case.

An Electroscope in the Role of Detective.—Following an

all-night application during the treatment of the face of a

patient at a Liverpool hospital, the small tube of radium

used was in the morning found to be missing. As the radium

was valued at $5,000, search was begun immediately, but

without result. The tube could not be found in the bedding,

and the X-ray showed that it had not been swallowed by the

patient. In the fear that the tube had fallen onto the floor

and been swept up when the room was cleaned, the wagon
containing the sweepings from the institution was held up

and a sensitive electroscope was sent for. Bringing this

instrument near the wagonload of refuse, the tiny vanes

were quickly affected, indicating that the radium was some-

where in the mass of the sweepings. One shovelful at a

time, the refuse was then removed from the wagon, and

each shovelful was in turn tested by the electroscope. Un-

erringly, again the vanes responded when the shovelful con-

taining the radium was brought near, and in this lot, when

carefully combed through, the missing tiny tube was found.

J. G. White Companies Urge Men to Join Militia.—The

movement on the part of large corporations to encourage

their employees to become members of the National Guard

is increasing, according to the National Security League.

The league announced at its headquarters, 31 Pine Street,

this week that the J. G. White Companies have taken defi-

nite action to co-operate with the league in encouraging em-

ployees to join the National Guard. Mr. Gano Dunn, presi-

dent of the J. G. White Engineering Corporation, in a letter

to the president of the league, said: "Arrangements to re-

lease men for military service are more difficult for corpora-

tions like the White companies because of the highly special-

ized nature of the engineering and associated work that they

carry out, which requires the personal attention of individ-

uals in a way that does not readily permit of the substitu-

tion of others to fill their places during absence. Also, as a

class, the men are highly salaried men who have particular

responsibilities and are scattered over a large territory. It

is felt, however, that the sacrifices involved in encouraging

these men to enter the National Guard and assuring them

of their positions with pay during absence for service ii

militia, in addition to their regular vacations, are small in

relation to the great importance of fostering the spirit of

readiness for patriotic defense." The members of the exec-

utive committee which took this action in the White compa-

nies include Messrs. James Brown of Brown Brothers &
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Company; G. H. Walbridge, vice-president of William P.

Bonbright & Company; A. G. Hodenpyl of Hodenpyl, Hardy
& Company; Frederick Strauss of J. & W. Seligman & Com-
pany; W. F. White of the White Investing Company, and H.

R. Tobey of N. W. Halsey & Company.

Associations and Societies

Annual Outing of Detroit Edison Company Employees.

—

Nine hundred employees of the Edison Illuminating Com-
pany of Detroit, Mich., held their annual excursion to Bois

Blanc Park on Thursday, July 22. The day was spent in

field sports, dancing and athletic games. The trip to the

park was made on the steamer Pleasure.

Brooklyn Electrical Contractors Hold Outing.—The Kilo-

watt Club of Brooklyn, N. Y., which is made up of local

electrical contractors, enjoyed its third annual outing on
July 17. Among the entertainments of the day were bowl-

ing and athletic contests and a baseball game. After the

game dinner was served to more than 300.

American Association of Engineers.—The American Asso-
ciation of Engineers is the name of a new organization

formed in Chicago and having as its purpose the raising

of standards of ethics in the engineering profession and the

promotion of the economic and social welfare of engineers.

Mr. Arthur Kneisel, patent attorney, is secretary. The new
association's headquarters are at 29 South LaSalle Street,

Chicago.

Cool Luncheons for Louisville Jovians.—At their weekly
luncheons the Louisville Jovians have adopted the plan of

serving a cold bite and a salad, instead of the hot dishes

which are now less popular than they were in the winter
months. The first of the meetings on the new plan was
held on Tuesday, July 27, when the attendance was doubled.

Mr. A. T. Macdonald, former publicity man for the old

Louisville Lighting Company, was present and addressed
the members of the club.

Duquesne Company Employees Give Lawn Fete.—The
monthly meeting, July 20, of the Duquesne Light Com-
pany Section of the National Electric Light Association,

Pittsburgh, Pa., took the form of an open-air fete held on
the Hotel Schenley lawn, Pittsburgh. Photoplays and danc-
ing provided the entertainment for the evening. About
150 were present. The committee in charge of the affair

consisted of Messrs. William J. Hartigan, chairman; George
B. Confer, C. H. Kennedy, W. M. Collins and E. M. Hall.

Growth of National District Heating Association.—The
Chicago convention of the National District Heating Asso-
ciation in June had a larger attendance—260—than any
annual session previously held by the association. Seventy-
two district-heating plants were represented. The society's

first convention, held at Columbus, Ohio, in 1909, was at-

tended by forty-two persons; the second, at Toledo, in 1910,

by ninety-four; at Pittsburgh in 1911, by 104; Detroit, 1912,

174; Indianapolis, 1913, 154; Rochester, 1914, 176, and
Chicago, 1915, 260.

Southeastern Section, N. E. L. A., at Asheville, N. C.

—

For the annual convention of the Southeastern Section of

the National Electric Light Association, to be held at Ashe-
ville, N. C., Sept. 22 to 24, the following program of papers
has been announced: "Accounting," by Mr. A. A. Wilbur,
Columbus, Ga.; "Advertising and Its Direct Relation to the

Central-Station Field," by Mr. J. J. McManus, Harrison,
N. J.; "Electric Heating Devices," by Mr. W. H. Stearns,
Pittsfield, Mass.; "Distant-Control Switchboard Design," by
Mr. T. W. Fuller, Atlanta, Ga.; "Electric Power for Driving
Textile Mills," by Mr. H. A. Orr, Anderson, S. C; "Effi-

ciency in Serving the Consumer," by Mr. J. H. Mohl, Cor-
dele, Ga.; "The Sale of Energy to Municipally Owned Sys-
tems of Street Lighting," by Mr. W. Rawson Collier, At-
lanta, Ga., and "High-Tension Systems and Their Opera-
tion," by Mr. W. E. Mitchell, Birmingham, Ala. At the
close of the first day's sessions a barbecue will be tendered
the delegates by the Asheville Board of Trade. On Thurs-
day evening a public-policy session will be held, the fea-
ture of which is expected to be an address by the Governor
of the State. Entertainment and dancing will follow.

Public Service Commission News
Indiana Commission

Patrons of the Winona Electric Light & Water Company
of Winona Lake, Ind., have been notified by the commission
that they must pay for light and water hereafter by meter
measurement instead of on a flat-rate basis. The change
was made, according to the order, because of waste in using
the service on the flat rates.

District of Columbia Commission

The commission has served notice on the Washington
Railway & Electric Company and the Potomac Electric

Power Company that a public hearing will be held soon
to determine the cost of electrical energy furnished to the

railway company by the power company as compared with
the cost of energy furnished to householders and other
private consumers in Washington. This is an additional

step in the fight by Washington officials to separate the

two companies. The Railway & Electric company owns a
controlling interest in the power company. Many sub-
sidiary lines of the railway company are furnished with
energy by the power company.

Idaho Commission

The Great Shoshone & Twin Falls Water Power Company
has made application to the Public Utilities Commission
through its receiver, Mr. William T. Wallace, for an in-

crease in the rates for electricity used for all classes of air-

heating service, whether by means of electric air heaters
or by means of steam or hot-air heating plants. The com-
pany desires to establish a new rate of schedule increasing

the rate for electricity in Shoshone, Twin Falls, Wendell
and other places in the district covered by the company's
transmission lines. The present rate is held by the com-
pany to be unreasonable and low, and does not, it declares,

furnish a reasonable and adequate return.

The application of the company says in part: "The fur-

nishing of electricity for air-heating service is possible only

because the company now has station capacity and distribu-

tion equipment available during the winter months for the

use of which no remunerative service can at present be
obtained."

Massachusetts Commission

An index-digest of laws relating to various gas and
electric companies under the jurisdiction of the Massachu-
setts Gas & Electric Light Commission has been prepared
by Mr. Thomas P. Riley of the board. Each section of the

statutes has been analyzed and digested separately, and
then rearranged in charts according to the respective di-

visions, besides being indexed. The analytical subdivisions

are arranged in part to meet the convenience and necessi-

ties of the commission and those who resort to it for in-

formation concerning the laws. Thus the Board of Gas
and Electric Light Commissioners act, the Boston Consoli-

dated Gas Company act, the gas and meter inspection act,

the sliding-scale act, and the uniform stock-transfer act are
all complete, and while thorough cross-references are
printed in other parts of the digest, these acts may be con-
sulted without reference to them.

New Jersey Commission

The board has refused the application of the Ocean
County Gas Company to issue $20,000 stock and transfer

$12,680 stock of the Tuckerton Gas Company, holding that
this would be in contravention of the statutory provisions
governing the capitalization of corporations. The board
says that it is difficult to perceive how officers of the Tuck-
erton company can justify the sale of upward of $26,000
stock for $13,000 cash and then approve the issue of $20,000
stock in exchange for $12,680 stock of a company whose
stock was of doubtful value. The board points out that
the Ocean company should have taken steps immediately
to secure the bonds purchased in its behalf, if the trans-
action was to have the note of sincerity, and that it is the
duty of the Ocean company to straighten out this transac-
tion immediately, to the end that if the control or owner-
ship of the Tuckerton company is to be acquired it shall

be upon a just and proper basis; this the board will ex-
pect to be done.
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Personal
Mr. J. II. Mitchell has been appointed manager <>f the

new business department of the Baal Bt Louii (IU.) Light

A Power Company.

Mr. a. Larrowe, who lerved ai conatruction angineer of

the Hath (Maine) municipal electric lighting and power

plant, lias been engaged ai superintendent of the plant.

Mr. Claude Thorpe lias been appointed manager nnd con-

tract agent of the Collinaville (Okie.) Municipal Water &
Light Departmenl to succeed Mr. Herman B. Schwartz.

Mr. Thomas A. Sullivan, formerly vice-president of the

Attica (N. Y.) Water, Gas & Electric Company, has suc-

ceeded Mr. E. McM. Mills as president of the company.

Mr. H. B. Akin, formerly superintendent of the Waukesha

(Wis.) Gas & Electric Company, has been promoted to the

management of the company, succeeding Mr. R. C. Stull.

Mr. L. M. Willey has been appointed successor to Mr.

Robert Montgomery as manager of the contract depart-

ment of the Fort Worth (Tex.) Power & Light Company.

Mr. R. Gilmir has been appointed successor to Mr. W. A.

Hobbs as superintendent and engineer of the power station

of the Council Grove (Kan.) Ice, Light & Power Company.

Mr. R. W. Muzzal has succeeded Mr. H. J. Willis as su-

perintendent and engineer of the power station of the

Scott City (Kan.) municipal electric light and water plant.

Mr. John R. Galloway, who was unanimously re-elected

president of the National Electrical Contractors' Associa-

tion at the time of the latter's annual convention in San

Francisco last week, has served the contractors' organiza-

tion in official capacities for

many years, having acted as

treasurer of the association

during the last eleven years

prior to his first term as

president of the body in 1914.

Mr. Galloway was born in

Baltimore County, Md., Oct.

17, 1852. After receiving his

early education in the city of

Baltimore, Mr. Galloway en-

tered the hardware business

there, but in 1875 he moved
to the neighboring city of

Washington, D. C, where he

entered the field of electrical

contracting and construction

work. Many of the finest buildings in the capital are

equipped with mechanical and electrical apparatus installed

under Mr. Galloway's supervision. Mr. Galloway has served

also as president of the Washington Builders' Association,

as well as president of the National Association of Builders.

Mr. O. W. Jones, formerly engineer of distribution for

the Columbus (Ohio) Railway, Light & Power Company,
has been appointed superintendent of meters and of the

distribution department of the Columbus company.

Lieut. P. W. Foote, who for the last three years has been

stationed at the Schenectady plant of the General Elec-

tric Company in connection with work for the United States

Navy, has been ordered to sea duty. Lieutenant Foote is

succeeded at Schenectady by Lieut. C. C. Mosher, U. S. N.

Mr. George L. Kelly, the secretary of the recently com-

pleted merger of the Rauch & Lang and Baker electric auto-

mobile companies, now the Baker R. & L. Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, is the president-elect of the Electric Automobile

Manufacturers' Association, whose annual meeting was re-

cently held at Cleveland.

Mr. John E. Ryan of Bend, Ore., has been elected vice-

president of the Bend Water, Light & Power Company, to

succeed Mr. J. P. Keyes, whose resignation was recently ac-

cepted. Other officers elected were Mr. C. A. Brown as

president and Mr. K. B. Miller as secretary. The board of

directors consists of those above named and Messrs. T. H.

Foley and V. A. Forbes.

Mr. Ward Barnum has resigned as electrical engineer of

the Louisville & Nashville Railroad to become electrical

engineer for the Interstate Commerce Commission. Mr.

J. R. GALLOWAY

Barnum is a graduate <>f the electrical engineering <<>urHe

of Cornel] University, and was for two years a member of

the staff <>f the Arnold <<>m|>any, Chicago. Later lie i..-

came an instructor in Lewi:; Institute, and for three years

he served as superintendent of the Union Light & Power
Company, Covington, Ky. For the last eleven years he has

li.en electrical engineer for the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad.

Mr. W. J. Boae, who was elected pre ident of tin- Ohio

Electric Light Association at the time of its convention at

Cedar Point, Ohio, last week, as noted on a preceding

page, is the general manager of the Alliance (Ohio) (las &
Power Company, which fur-

nishes central-station service

in Alliance. Prior to becom-
ing connected with the Alli-

ance company, which is one

of the properties operated by B^
Henry L. Doherty & Com-
pany, Mr. Rose was foreman
on distribution work for the

East Ohio Gas Company at

Cleveland. Resigning his po-

sition there about nine years

ago, he was appointed gen-

eral superintendent of the

Alliance company, and after

six years was promoted to

the position of manager,
which he has held for three

years. Mr. Rose has been
very active in the work of the w - J - R0SE

Ohio association, has ren-

dered valuable service on several committees, and was last

year vice-president of the association. The president-elect

is a graduate of the mechanical and civil engineering courses

of Columbia University, New York City. He has been

president of the Alliance Board of Trade and was one of the

organizers of the Alliance Advertising Association, which he

served as a director for two years. He is a member of the

executive committee of the Alliance Chamber of Commerce
and a director of the Alliance Country Club.

Mr. George H. Duffield, secretary of the National Elec-

trical Contractors' Association, was, during the recent con-

tractors' convention at San Francisco, presented with a

handsome silver-mounted cane by President J. R. Galloway

in recognition of Mr. Duf-
field's services to the organ-
ization. Mr. Duffield is a
native of Clayton, N. J., and
is a graduate of the Drexel
Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.

He first entered the elec-

trical field in the employ of

the Public Service Corpora-
tion of New Jersey, later

accepting a position with
J. G. White & Company as

construction electrical engi-

neer. During the construc-

tion of the electrical con-

trolling apparatus of the

Mississippi River lock at

the Rock Island Arsenal,
Mr. Duffield represented the

United States government
as engineer. Leaving the government employ, he next be-

came associated with Mr. J. T. Marron, the electrical con-

tractor and manufacturer of Rock Island, and was placed

in charge of the manufacturing end of the business con-

ducted by the Tyro Electrical Manufacturing Company of

Rock Island. Resigning, he accepted a position as special

representative of the National Electrical Contractors' Asso-

ciation, which he held for three and one-half years, and

twelve months ago he was appointed secretary of the asso-

ciation.

Mr. Frank E. McCall has been appointed secretary of the

newly organized Associated Garages of Chicago, an asso-

ciation composed of members of the Chicago Garage Owners'

Association and the Electric Garage Owners' Associa-

G. H. DUFFIELD
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i of Chicago. For the last two years Mr. McCall
served capably as the local secretary of the Chicago

tion of the Electric Vehicle Association of America. He
i graduate of the University of Nebraska, and prior to

ling the sales staff of the Commonwealth Edison Com-
y of Chicago on special electric automobile work was
cloyed by the Minneapolis General Electric Company,
ineapolis, Minn., and by the Cosmopolitan Electric Com-
iy of Chicago, which was later absorbed by the Com-
nwealth Edison Company.

Ir. H. A. Wagner, the first vice-president of the National

ctric Light Association, is the president of the Consoli-

ed Gas, Electric Light & Power Company of Baltimore,

. Born in Philadelphia, Feb. 24, 1867, Mr. Wagner was
iduated from Stevens In-

tute at the age of twenty

h the degree of mechani-
engineer. From 1889 to

)0 he acted as general su-

intendent of the Missouri

ctric Light & Power Com-
iy and of the Missouri Edi-

i Electric Company of St.

iris, Mo. In addition, in

H he established the pres-

Wagner Electric Manu-
turing Company of St.

jis and conducted this

-iness until 1899. In con-

tion therewith he took out
ents on various devices re-

ring to alternating-current

nsformers and motors.
>m 1900 to 1901 he was
sident of the Mississippi Valley Automobile Transporta-
i Company. He was retained as an expert witness by the

nley Electric Manufacturing Company in its litigation

h the Westinghouse company, involving the Tesla poly-

ise patents. In connection with Mr. D. W. Roper Mr.
gner took out a patent in 1899 for an arc-lamp controll-

for operating arc lamps on constant-potential circuits

jreby the efficiency of distribution is increased and the

t of production reduced. Prior to his connection with the

timore utilities company in 1908, Mr. Wagner engaged
consulting engineering work, particularly in the electrical

d, in both St. Louis and New York. In 1908 he undertook
direction of the electric division of the Consolidated Gas,
ctric Light & Power Company of Baltimore, and in 1911
was elected a vice-president of the company, subsequent-
>eing appointed president.

'Ir. Charles W. Whiting has been appointed temporary
nager and consulting engineer of the Chicopee (Mass.)
nicipal electric lighting plant and will reorganize the

tallation during the next few months. Mr. Whiting
9 graduated from the Stevens Institute of Technology
1884 and soon afterward entered the employ of the

ladelphia & Reading Railroad, later joining the staff of

Calumet & Hecla Mining Company. He was next em-
yed by the E. P. Allis Company at Milwaukee, Wis.,

1 for about four years was works manager of a large
Ejlish manufacturing plant. Returning to the United
tes, he entered business as a consulting engineer, with
ces in Boston, Mass., and has since been active in the
abilitation of municipal electric-lighting plants at
rblehead, Westfield, Taunton, Holyoke and elsewhere.
t>ut five years ago Mr. Whiting served the city of
copee as consulting engineer, and upward of $100,000
3 expended upon the local plant at that time in accord-
e with his recommendations.

Ir. Day Baker, New England manager of the General
licle Company, Boston, Mass., has been appointed man-
r of agency sales, foreign sales, and of the central-
ion department of the company. Mr. Baker is a well-
vvn figure in the electric-vehicle industry and has a
lonal reputation as a sales engineer, lecturer and writer
n the applications of the electric truck in modern in-
try. Mr. Baker's earlier years were devoted to the
iting-press industry, where a natural interest in machin-
and marked commercial abilities afforded him prepara-
for his subsequent career. When he decided to enter
electric-vehicle field some eight years ago, many of his

friends expressed the opinion that perhaps he had made a
mistake in becoming identified with the electric vehicle in-

stead of the gasoline truck, but Mr. Baker's remarkable
success in his New England work has shown the wisdom
of his decision. In co-operation with the Boston Edison
company's campaign for intensive electric-vehicle develop-
ment, Mr. Baker has literally worked day and night to
establish electric truck and pleasure-car service on a sound
basis in the Metropolitan territory. Since its organization
he has been treasurer of the Boston Commercial Motor Ve-
hicle Association; for four years he was president of the
Electric Motor Car Club of Boston, and for three years
he was treasurer of the Electric Vehicle Association of
America. He is a member of the Boston Chamber of Com-
merce, the Engineers' Club of Boston, the National Associa-
tion of Cotton Manufacturers, the National Electric Light
Association and many other organizations.

Obituary
Jordan L. Mott, president of the J. L. Mott Iron Works,

Trenton, N. J., manufacturers of ornamental lighting posts
and fixtures, died at his home on Fifth Avenue, New York
City, July 26, at the age of eighty-six. Mr. Mott was in

1853 admitted to the business founded by his father, and
in 1866 took entire charge. Ten years ago he moved the
factory from Mott Haven, N. Y., to Trenton, N. J. Mr.
Mott was a member and president of the Board of Alder-
men of New York City in 1879 and at one time served as a
member of the rapid-transit commission which supervised
the construction of the elevated railroads of the city. For
the last ten years he had devoted his attention to his art
collection.

George R. Stetson, who retired a few years ago as presi-

dent and general manager of the New Bedford (Mass.)
Gas & Electric Company, died at New Bedford July 27, at
the age of seventy-eight years. Having served for twenty

years as president of the New
^-- Bedford company, Mr. Stet-

^Bk son was a familiar figure in

mk New England central-station

A

G. R. STETSON

circles. Although advanced
in age in recent years, he was
a regular attendant at con-

ventions of the National
Electric Light Association,

both annual and sectional.

He was a valued contributor
to discussions, and, owing in

large measure to his early

mechanical training, had a
keen appreciation of the en-

gineering side of central-

station work, no less than of

its financial aspects. Mr.
Stetson was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1837, and after
learning the machinist's trade was employed in the manu-
facture of rifles for some years. He was in charge of the
establishment of the small-arms plant of the Brazilian
government during the war between Brazil and Paraguay,
with headquarters at Rio de Janeiro. In 1873 he took up
his residence in New Bedford, and soon became a factor

in social and political affairs. He served on the Board of

Aldermen and on many important commissions, and for

several years was president of the Board of Trade. In 1891
he was elected president of the New Bedford Co-operative
Bank, and he held that office at the time of his death. Mr.
Stetson became president of the Edison company in 1890,

leaving the Morse Twist Drill & Machine Company to take
up electrical development in the city. The progress of the

Edison company was largely under Mr. Stetson's personal
direction until his resignation about three years ago, and
to his interest in the electric vehicle the company owes a
progress in this branch of electrical service unusual in a

central station of its size. Mr. Stetson was a member of

many organizations and was keenly interested in the af-

fairs of the Massachusetts Electric Lighting Association

and in everything pertaining to the welfare of the industry.

He is survived by his widow and four children.
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Corporate and Financial
Consumer!1 Power Company, Jackaon, Mich.—The Michi-

gan Railroad Commission ha authorized the company to

become incorporated In Michigan :m<l i

curities, following the appraisal <>!' the properties bj Dean
Co. .ley of the University of Michigan. The Consumers'
Power Company was formerly Maine corporation, con
trolling the Commonwealth 1'owor Company, Jackson, Mich.
Dean Cooley appraised the properties at $82,814,000.

Detroit (Mich.) Edison Company.—The company, which
was incorporated in January, L908, under New York State
law

, was incorporated recently under Michigan laws. The
company holds control of the Peninsular Electric Light
Company and the Edison Illuminating Company of Detroit,
the operating companies. The New York company will con-
tinue to exist and will be one and the same with the Michi-
gan company. No changes are contemplated by the action.

Besides the two companies above mentioned, the Detroit
Edison Company controls the Eastern Michigan Edison
Company (a New York corporation), the Central Heating
Company, the Murphy Power Company, the Delray Ter-
minal Railroad, and two companies not actively engaged in

business.

Kansas City (Mo.) Railway & Light Company.—The pro-
tective committee for the 6 per cent five-year collateral
gold notes due on Sept. 1, 1912, has extended until Aug.
15, 1916, the time within which depositors of these notes
will be entitled either to receive new securities or cash,
pursuant to a plan of reorganization or a sale, or to the
return of the deposited notes.

Pacific Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal.

—

The company has issued the following statement for the
twelve months ended June 30:

•Gross operating revenue: 1915 1914
Electric department $9,300,731 $8,480,476
Gas department 7,288,448 6,803,544
Other departments 1,098,694 1,129,557

Total gross operating revenue *$17,687,873 *$16,413,577

Expenses

:

Maintenance, operating and general. . . . $7,996,448 $8,284,082
Taxes 774,863 721,600
Reserves for casualties and uncol-

lectible accounts 220,500 166,500
Reserve for depreciation 1,100,000 1,231,231

Total expenses $10,091,811 $10,403,413

Net earnings from operation $7,596,062 $6,010,164
Add profits on merchandise sales and

other miscellaneous income 330,008 329,472

Total net income $7,926,070 $6,339,636
Bond interest 3,916,535 3,842,128

Balance $4,009,535 $2,497,508
(
Interest on one-year notes and floating

debt (temporary) 227,311 284,638

Balance $3,782,224 $2,212,870

Apportionment bond discount and expense $150,092 $147,842
Apportionment note discount and expense

(temporary) 169,277 251,074

Total discount and expense $319,369 $398,916

Surplus $3,462,855 $1,813,954

.Dividends

:

First preferred $159,517
Original preferred 600,000 $600,000

Total $759,517 $600,000

Surplus unappropriated $2,703,338 $1,213,954

•Includes $388,307 in dispute, account rate litigation in 1915
.and $628,482 in 1914.

Pacific Lighting Corporation, Los Angeles, Cal.—A state-
ment concerning the company made by Mr. John Nickerson,
Jr., of New York, says in part: "The company's total
capitalization, including the par value of stocks and bonds
outstanding, is considerably less than the depreciated value
of its property. The properties have been in charge of one
management for twenty-six years. The ratio of gross earn-
ings to total capitalization is very favorable to this company.
The gross earnings in 1914 were $4,433,460, and the total
capitalization was $17,187,500."

Tulare (Cal.) County Power Company.—The California
Railroad Commission has authorized the sale of the com-
pany's properties to the Mount Whitney Power & Electric
(Company for $550,000.

I nited Light & Railways Company, Grand Rapids, Mui
On July IV holders of $1,61 7,300 of econd prefern

had converted their holding mi. i in i prefei red <;
p

cumulative stock according to the plan announo
months ago, The econd preferred Btock oul tanding bi
'"• th< exchange privilege was offered amounted to

700. A balance of $491,400 remains unexcha
privilege lasts until ^ug. 15, when the compan
cise the right to designate whether stock nil

at that date shall he converted into first preferred •

mon stock. The company made large increa es in its sale
of energy for motor service during the first half of tin

year. The increases have been especially favorable a
Mason City, Iowa, and Laporte, Ind., with the 'I

Railway & Light subsidiaries. The increases ii

motor service during the first six months of the yet

the corresponding period in the previous year are
herewith:

1

"
1 •

Kilowatt-hour sales all motor Bervice. . .

.

20,481,681
Increase, 1916 over I 'U 4 1 ,51

Kilowatt-hour sales tor rairwaj motors.... 10,241,678
Decrease, 1915 over 1914 211,987
N< t kilovvutt-hour sales

—

industrial motor
service

i 0,2 i". in::

Increase, 1915 over 1911 1,718 678

15)14

J. G. White & Company, Ltd., London, England.—At th<

annual general meeting Mr. J. Beaver White, the chairman
said in part: "The effect of the war has been very serious

Considering the character of the business, and being as w<

are largely dependent on the development of new enter

prises for additional contracts, we are to be congratulatec
on being able to meet you to-day under as favorable condi

tions for the company as are shown by the accounts. Wher
the war began in the early part of last August the nece-i

sity of doing everything possible to conserve the resource:-

of the company became at once evident. If the compari)

was to withstand a possible long period of comparative

inactivity, to meet promptly its commitments and obliga-

tions, when, on the other hand, it might not be able tc

secure the payment of accounts for materials furnished and

work done on all contracts in hand, then not only would

it be necessary to watch carefully over the liquid resources

of the company, but also to institute economies wherever

possible. It was for this reason that the directors decided

not to pay an interim dividend at the end of December last.

Economies were instituted as early as August by the direc-

tors responsible for the management of the company, start-

ing by imposing upon themselves a large reduction in fixed

salaries, although these salaries were already small in view

of the fact that such directors are largely paid by participa-

tion in profits. The members of the staff also accepted

reductions in their salaries. Although a number of the staff

have enlisted, they are receiving allowances, and their

places, in so far as it is possible, are being held open for their

return. Other economies have been effected, so that, while

the war has been in progress for seven months out of the

total year covered by the accounts, yet expenses have beer

reduced by 32 per cent of those for the preceding year. Tfo

work in some branches, especially in the operating depart

ment, which has charge of the various companies for which

we act as managers and engineers, has been increaser

owing to the difficulties of transportation, securing supplie

and staff. We have made a profit of £19,772, again?

£70,387 in the preceding year. We are recommending ;
.

dividend of 6 per cent. If our resources had been mor<

liquid we could have made a larger distribution. The iter

'percentage of profit to staff and directors,' which absorber

last year £7,504, has disappeared. We have realized sorrn

of our investments, which has been done at a profit. ^'

believe that the business of the current year will meet ai

expenses and leave a substantial profit. As to anythin;

beyond that period, it is difficult to forecast, but the direc

tors see no reason why the company should not continu

its successful career."

Wisconsin Gas & Electric Company, Kenosha, Wis.—Th

company has been authorized by the Wisconsin Railroa

Commission to issue $657,500 stock. The company will ac

quire the Watertown Gas & Electric Company propert

subject to $160,000 underlying bonds, the properties of tl

Burlington Electric Light & Power Company, and d

charge $162,500 floating debt, incurred in making add

tions and extensions.
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The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio, manufac-
turer of rubber goods, has appointed Mr. Thomas L. Barnes,

leretofore Eastern sales representative of its insulated-wire

department with headquarters at 1780 Broadway, New
York, to be general manager of sales for its insulated-wire

department, with headquarters at Akron, Ohio.

Well Stocked with German Electrical Instruments.

—

James G. Biddle, 1211 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa., re-

ports that he is carrying a substantial stock of certain

iinds of electrical instruments made by the German firm

)f Siemens & Halske, A.G. Among these instruments is a

ine of accurate direct-current portable millivoltmeters with

ihunts and multipliers.

Electric Furnace for Melting Brass.—The Snyder Elec-

tric Furnace Company, 53 West Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago, 111., has recently received an order from the

Chicago Bearing Metal Company, Chicago, 111., for an elec-

tric furnace for melting brass with a twelve-hour rating

sf 5000 lb. The furnace will be designed to operate so that

the losses by volatilization will not exceed 1.5 per cent.

Gold Medal Award for Non-Metallic Conduit.—The Tubu-
ar Woven Fabric Company, Pawtucket, R. I., for which
Ur. A. Hall Berry, 99 Warren Street, New York, is general

sales agent, has been granted a gold medal (highest award
n its class) for its flexible non-metallic conduit called

'duraduct" by the International Jury of Awards of the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco.

Kurt Wayne Works of General Electric Company.—Mr.
v. J. Divens has been appointed advertising manager of the

^ort Wayne Electric Works of the General Electric Com-
pany, Fort Wayne, Ind., succeeding Mr. C. D. Wheeler,
vho recently resigned to become advertising manager and
issistant sales manager of the Santo Manufacturing Com-
>any. Mr. Divens has been a member of the advertising

lepartment of the Fort Wayne Works for several years.

Santo Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Mr.
2. D. Wheeler, advertising manager of the Fort Wayne
Electric Works of the General Electric Company, Fort
iVayne, Ind., for the past six years, has been appointed ad-
ertising and assistant sales manager of the Santo Manu-
facturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturer of

lectric vacuum cleaners of the stationary, portable and
mall-sweeper types. Prior to entering the technical adver-
ising field Mr. Wheeler was connected with several different

idvertising agencies in Chicago.

\\ ostinghouse Company Receives New Contract for
iifles.—Mr. Guy E. Tripp, chairman of the board of directors

>f the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
)f East Pittsburgh, Pa., has confirmed the reports, it is

stated, that negotiations are being made with representa-
ives of the Allies for a new order for rifles. It is said

hat 800,000 rifles will compose the new contract, which
vill be in addition to the 1,000,000 rifles contracted for last

nonth. It is estimated that the total of the Westinghouse
:ontracts for arms and shells received since the war be-

ran is $80,000,000.

Prospects for American Electrical Goods in China.—The
'hamber of Commerce of Pittsburgh, Pa., has been advised
hat, as a result of the visit to Pittsburgh last May of the
tonorary commercial commissioners of the Chinese Re-
•ublic. arrangements have been made whereby British and
American electrical goods will be sold in China on a basis
»f equality. Mr. David Z. T. Yui, secretary of the com-
nisaion, said that heretofore Chinese houses have been
amiliar only with the British products. The visit of the
ommission to the plant of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company at East Pittsburgh, Pa., was a
evelation to the Chinese business men, and in consequence,
t is declared, they will recommend that much of the busi-
lesfl which has heretofore gone to British manufacturers
>e given to the Westinghouse company. Mr. Chenk Hsun
hang, president of the commission, was particularly anx-
ous to learn of the facilities of the company for supplying
he Chinese trade.

Federal Electric Fans Aid Louisville's Merchants' Sale.

—

rhe electric fan as an inducement to customers to attend a

clearance sale of women's clothing was recently demon-
strated in the women's wear store of H. P. Selman & Com-
pany, one of the leading houses in its line in Louisville,

Ky. Featured in all the store's advertising was the state-

ment, with drawings of fans in action, that the Selman com-
pany was using 100 additional powerful desk fans to make
the patrons of the company comfortable. The slogan of

the sale, which was also used effectively, was "Economy
with comfort." As it happened, the weather turned hot
overnight and the fans proved themselves exceedingly
worth while. The hundred fans were installed in addition

(and it was so stated) to the fifty-six similar fans used by
the store, which also has in use a number of large exhaust
fans. The fans were supplied by the Federal Sign Sys-
tem, Electric, under an arrangement by which the "Federal
fans" received publicity, through the use of the trade mark
and the name on the fan, in the merchants' advertising.

Washer Company's Selling Methods.—Mr. H. L. Barker,
general manager of the Nineteen Hundred Washer Com-
pany, Binghamton, N. Y., manufacturer of electrically oper-
ated and hand-operated washing machines, informs the
Electrical World that his company is disposing of some
60,000 machines a year. Of this number, about one-half
are sold through its mail-order department, and of the
remaining 30,000 about 50 per cent are sold through spe-
cialty houses which usually handle washing machines and
vacuum cleaners exclusively. The greater portion of the
remainder is sold through the hardware trade. Mr. Barker
declares that only a comparatively small number of his

machines are sold to the department stores. The depart-
ment store has never been dealt with successfully by his

company, he declares, because the price of the machines is

not subject to reduction. Mr. Barker asserts that the
manager of the average department store likes to get hold
of an advertised article and sell it at a cut price, in order
that the store may give the impression that it is selling

goods at prices lower than its competitor.

Duncan Electric Company Purchases New Plant.—The
Duncan Electric Manufacturing Company, Lafayette, Ind.,

has purchased the plant formerly owned by the Sterling
Telephone Company. The new property consists of a city

block and will provide a floor space for manufacturing pur-
poses of approximately 150,000 sq. ft. The plant is being
thoroughly remodeled and brought up to date. The old

windows are being removed and new ones inserted to fill

up the entire space between the pilasters, thereby afford-

ing the interior an abundance of light. A new power plant
is being installed which will include a 500-hp. turbine and
three new Sterling water-tube boilers. As soon as arrange-
ments can be made, all of the meter work now being done
in the present Duncan factory will be performed in the new
quarters, and the company's transformer work will be car-

ried on in that part of the plant heretofore used for meter
work. The business of the Duncan Electric Manufacturing
Company has been increasing very rapidly, and in the past
year the number of meters and transformers shipped to

foreign countries has been large.

Pittsfield (Mass.) Branch of General Electric Company
Active.—In a recent interview, Mr. C. C. Chesney, general

manager of the Pittsfield (Mass.) works of the General
Electric Company, stated that improved conditions are being
noted in various departments, with the exception of a slow-

ing down in fan-motor manufacture, which is a seasonal

matter. The company is engaged in filling an order for tools

and dies for use in the manufacture of war munitions by
concerns in the East which are unable to produce the neces-

sary equipment in their own plants. This order will keep the

toolmakers busy until November. Mr. Chesney denied that

any shrapnel or other forms of explosive material were be-

ing made at Pittsfield, but the local plant will get its share

of the work if the British government places an anticipated

large order with the General Electric Company. The high-

est grade of skilled labor is required in filling the tool con-

tract above mentioned. "General conditions about the plant

are good," said Mr. Chesney, "and a large transformer or-

der is being filled for Russia. A large order from China for

electrical equipment is shortly expected. About 4500 per-

sons are now on the local payroll, although all are not yet

working full time."
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(.old M«(i;iis fox Suction Sweeper. -The Boovet Buctlon
Sweeper Company, New Berlin, Ohio, has been the rt

dpienl of three k<'I<i medals during the peel year for its

combined electrically operated carpel iweeper and vacuum
iner. The latest price was awarded by the international

Jury Of \\\.ii(ls of the Panama Pacific International BSxpO
sition. The two other medala were received from the Anglo-
American exposition at London, England, and the Tai he
Exposition at Tokio, Japan.

Establishing Buaineu Relatione In South America.—Mr.
\\ P. Leigh, manager of the Buenos Aires branch of the

Western Electric Company of New York, declares In the

July Issue of The Americas, published by the National City

Bank of Xew York, thai the United states, its people and
many of their products are already very well known in

South America, and that while present conditions are not

good, there is nevertheless great promise for the future.

Furthermore, there are to-day, he continues, many strong
firms and companies which, although their demand for

goods is decreased at present, are able and willing to pay
promptly for such goods as they require. The best way
to get down to the essential facts regarding the South
American countries, Mr. Leigh declares, is to visit the
places in which one expects to do business. He suggests
that the aspirant for new markets will do well to select

and to read as many of the reports that have been issued

by the United States government, the Pan-American Union
and various banks and commercial bodies as time will

permit. In selecting a man to make the trip to South
America, Mr. Leigh urges that the commissioner be one
of the best business men available, not necessarily, how-
ever, the one with the best knowledge of Spanish or Portu-

guese. This man should take orders if he can, but the

object of the first visit should be to build safely for the

future. Having decided that there is business to be done
and its approximate volume, Mr. Leigh points out that the

next problem is how to conduct it. If the possibility of

sales and gross profits will warrant the expense and the

investment, the most satisfactory way is to establish a

branch office. Expenses are generally higher in South
America, and it will cost about twice what it does to run
a similar office in the United States. On the other hand,

gross profits are generally higher. If it is decided to

carry stocks locally, these, as a rule, will have to be about

two or three times as large as those for a branch office

doing a similar volume of business in the United States,

on account of the time required to obtain deliveries. If it is

not commercially possible to have an individual local branch,

then the next best solution, Mr. Leigh declares, is a com-
bination branch with manufacturers of allied but non-com-
peting lines. If neither of the above is possible, the next

best arrangement will be a good local agent. But the

manufacturer should be sure that such an agent is a good

one. On no account should he be appointed by mail or

without seeing his place and manner of doing business

—

unless, of course, it is possible to obtain otherwise such

complete and reliable information as will leave no doubt

about his ability to develop the business to the maximum.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES
, July 20

N , July 27 ^
Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

Copper £ s d £ s d
London, standard spot* 74 10 72 5

Prime Lake 19.25 to 19.50 18.50 to 19.00
Electrolytic 18.87y2 to 19.121,4 18.25 to 18.50
Casting 17.37y2 to 17.62y2 17.00 to 17.25
Copper wire base 20.50f 20.00t

Lead 5.75 5.75
Nickel 50.00 to 52.00t 50.00 to 52. 00t
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter 27.00t 24.00t
Spelter, spot 20.25 to 20.75| 18.50 to 18. 75f
Straits tin 36.50 36.00

Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent. . . 32.00 to 33.00 32.00 to 33.00

*OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 17.00 16.50
Brass, heavy 12.00 11.75
Brass, light 10.00 10.00
Lead, heavy 5.00 4.75
Zinc, scrap 15.00 14.00

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to July 27 12,272

From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
tNominal.

New Incorporations
The Fairfield Electric Lighl A Power Company of High-

land Springs, Va., has been granted a charter with a capital
•s <<»-^ "I 16,000. The Officers arc G. T. Collins, piv i.|. lit

The Bmnaton Automatic Electric Lighting al Tower Com
pan] has filed articles of Incorporation under the laws ol

the state of Delaware. The company is capitalized at

|1,000,000 and purposes to generate and distribute dec-
t neit y and to deal in electric-lighting, heating and power
devicee. The Incorporators are William .1. Maloney, Hop
berl E. Latter and Norman P. Coffin, all of Wilmington, Del.

New Industrial Companies
The Advance Electric Company of Cleveland, Ohio, hag

been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,000 by J. W.
Abel, William Langer, W. R. Winn, Z. F. Harris and C. J.

Buckley.

The Essex Electric Company of Newark, N. J., has been
chartered with a capital stock of $125,000 to manufacture
electrical appliances. The incorporators are: J. H. Lippin-
cott, Thomas S. Woodruff and William A. Smith, all of New
York, N. Y.

The Electrolytic Metals Company has filed articles of in-

corporation under the laws of the State of New York with

a capital stock of $100,000. The incorporators are: M.
Hersch, J. J. and H. J. Wile, 2100 Druid Hill Avenue, Balti-

more, Md. The company proposes to do a general metallic

magnesium, alloys, mining and milling business.

Trade Publications
Metallic Packing.—The Strong Machinery & Supply Com-

pany, 48 Franklin Street, New York, has issued an illus-

trated booklet which contains information on various kinds

of metallic packing.

Combination Switches.—The Trumbull Electric Manu-
facturing Company, Plainville, Conn., has issued an illus-

trated leaflet containing information on its "Circle T"

combination switches.

Lighting Fixtures.—The Reading Chandelier Works, 503

Penn Street, Reading, Pa., have issued a 124-page catalog

showing the company's latest designs in electroliers, gas

and combination fixtures.

Electrical Devices.—The Lincoln Electric Works, 112

West Adams Street, Chicago, 111., have prepared an illus-

trated folder which describes various types of electrical

devices which they manufacture.

Boiler-Tube Cleaners.—The Lagonda Manufacturing

Company, Springfield, Ohio, has published a catalog en-

titled "Lagonda Vibrator Cleaner," which contains informa-

tion on a device for cleaning fire-tube boilers.

Storage Battery for Automobiles.—The Electric Storage

Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has just issued the

sixth edition of Catalog SL, which contains information on

the type XC "Exide" battery for automobile starting and

lighting service.

Lighting Fixtures.—The Wheeler Reflector Company, 156

Pearl Street, Boston, Mass., is sending out a loose-leaf

catalog which contains its Bulletin R, on various types of

reflectors; Bulletin S, on street fixtures, and Bulletin M, on

miscellaneous types of lighting fixtures.

Ornamental Lighting Fixtures.—The Alter Light Com-

pany, Chicago, 111., has issued sheets 72-A and 16-A, which

illustrate several types of pendent fixtures and hooks for

drilled and undrilled bowls. The sheets are to be added to

the general catalog issued by the company.

Current-Limiting Reactors.—The Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., is sending

out reprints of a paper presented at the meeting of the

Society of Mechanical, Electrical and Steam Engineers, at

Toledo, Ohio, entitled "The Use of Current-Limiting Re-

actors," by W. N. Bann and H. H. Rudd.
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Construction News
New England

BEVERLY, MASS -Plans are being con-
ii'Jered for equipping the new pumping sta-
ion at Wenham (for additional supply In
-teverly and Salem) for electrical operation.
Electricity will be supplied by the Beverly
Jas & El. Co.

BOSTON, MASS.—Bids will be received
\ the Trustees for the Children of the City

>f Boston, 49 City Hall, Boston, until Aug.
: for furnishing and installing a 15-kw.
lectrlc generator and engine (directly con-

Ftainsford Island. Forms of
iroposal may be obtained at Room 602, City
I'll Annex.

PALL IMVER, MASS.—Recommendations
ave been approved by the Aldermanic com-
dttee for the Installation of 56 4-amp. or-
amental lamps in connection with present
rnamental street-lighting system.

DEN, MASS.—Plans are being con-
bj Mayor Blakeley for the installa-

on of an ornamental street-lighting sys-

line consisting of 40 ducts, with manholes
at Intervals, Specifications, form of con-
tract, drawings, etc., may be obtained at
the office of the commission.
NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived by J. T. Fetherston, commissioner of
Street Cleaning Department, Room 1245,
Municipal Building, New York, until Aug.
4 for construction of a two-story office
building and garage on the pier at the foot
Of Nineteenth Street and East River, bor-
ough of Manhattan, and the installation of
an electrical system. Blank forms, plans
and drawings and further information may
be obtained at the above office.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—The report of the
special committee appointed to make inves-
tigations as to the cause of the fire in the
subway last January recommends radical

KENOVA, W. VA.—Thomas P\ Bailey,
Jr., Is reported to be Interested In a project
(or the conversion "i the Kenova steel
l>l.i iit Into a factory for the manufacture

trically operated mine cars. A com-
pany has been organized and will soon be
Incorporated,

LEBANON, VA.—Preparations are being
made by Local bu • a, it is reported,
for the installation of an electric li^ht and
power plant In Lebanon. The construction
Of an Ice factory in connection with electric
plant Is also under consideration.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-

ceived at the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington,

until Aug. 3 for furnishing at the
various navy yards and naval Stations
Bupplies as follows : Boston, Mass., Sched-
ule 8628 5000 lb. soft-steel wire. Brook-
lyn, N. v., Schedule 8625—Miscellaneous
interior communication cable, 260,000 ft.

changes, which include that electric wiring bell wire, 320,000 ft. double-conductor wire.
miscellaneous single-conductor wire, mis-
cellaneous twin-conductor wire ; Schedule
8619—13,500 ft. lighting and power wire ;

Schedule 8624—miscellaneous brass sheet
and miscellaneous copper sheet. Bids will

should be made fireproof throughout, a
source of current supply for lighting, power,
ventilating, signaling, fire-alarm and tele-
phone systems, independent from the source
of power current ; the complete isolation of

*imB i.,vr»r>M ornvnvT rr.u ~ electric wiring constituting one system also be received until Aug. 24 for the fol-
\i.\\ LONDON, CONN— Ihe Connecti- from the electric wiring of any other sys- lowing supplies: Boston, Mass., Schedule

er. Co. of New London whion owns tem ; the installation of a system of emer- 8628—miscellaneous chain, close and stud-
le transmission line from Falls Village to gency or pilot lights, supplied with current link cable. Puget Sound, Wash., Schedule

* extending the line to Hartford, from storage batteries; a duplication of 8614—miscellaneous laundry machinery
source of current for supply of general (washers, extractors, ironers and wash-
lighting system for use in emergencies; in- tubs). Bids will also be received until
stallation of a complete fire-alarm system, Sept. 7 as follows: Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
connecting directly with Fire Headquarters

;
Schedule 8615—14 subway-type fuse boxes,

installation of telephones every 500 ft. miscellaneous one-conductor and three-con-
along the walls of the subway ; the adoption ductor cable, miscellaneous fiber duct, mis-
or an electric signal light indicating the cellaneous integrating watt-hour meters,
location of each fire-alarm station, each miscellaneous subway-type transformers

;

Hook, was authorized to install and telephone station and each exit; the adop- Schedule 8616— miscellaneous manhole

The lineia Plainville and New Britain,
ill be carried on steel towers
SANDY HOOK, CONN.—At a special
>wn meeting held in the town hall in
ewtown recently the Electrical Engineer-
lg & Storage Battery Co., which is to es-
ihlish a plant to manufacture electric
iotors and other electrical equipment in

laintain 45 40-watt lamps on the high
ay from the Newtown station to the sta-
on in Sandy Hook for a period of ten
ears.

posals should designate the schedule de-
sired by number.

Middle Atlantic

BABYLON, N. Y.—The Long Island Ltg.
3., 50 Church Street, New York, has ap-

tion of a vapor-proof type of rigid fixture frames and covers. Applications for pro
for all electric lamps throughout the sub-way except at station platforms

; the equip-ment of each car with an approved number
of portable lamps ; iron stairways from
track level to street, etc.

PORT JERVIS, N. Y.—The Port Jervis
Lt. & Pwr. Co. has submitted a contract
to the City Council for street lighting
under which the company agrees to fur

North Central
DETROIT, MICH.—Bids will be received

at the office of the secretary of board of
education, 50 Broadway, Detroit, until Aug.
10 for erection of a 20-room school building,
to be situated on Montclair and Meadow-nish the city with eight 400-cp. and 19

ied to the Public Service Commission for ^50-cp. suspended lamps and 376 lamps of brook Avenues, Detroit, as follows: For en
rmission to purchase the property and l? cp. on brackets throughout the city ; tire work ; also separate proposals under
tidings of the Babylon Pwr. Co. of Baby- the company is to furnish glassware, ven- four-bid form as follows: General masonry

tilators and compensators on ornamental
street lamps and transformers and bulbs
on fire-alarm posts, for which the city is
to pay $12,132 per year.
AVIS, PA.—The Council is reported to

n and for authority to issue capital stock.
BATAVIA, N. Y.—The Geneva Lt. &
kvr. Co. of Batavia, has applied to the
jblic Service Commission for permission
erect transmission lines in the town and

llage of Elba and to exercise franchises be considering the installation of a new
anted by the town and village. street-lighting system.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—Bids will be re- PITTSBURGH, PA.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the United States
Engineer office, Pittsburgh, until Aug. 21
for furnishing and installing air com-
pressors, gas engine, turbine, electric-light
plant, etc., at Lock 6, Monongahela River
Further information may be obtained upon
application to above office.

SINKING SPRING, PA.—The Pennsyl

work, general carpentry work, heating,
ventilating and plumbing, and electric wir-
ing. Plans and specifications may be seen
at the offices of Malcolmson & Higgin-
botham, architects, 404 Moffat Building.
Detroit, and Ammerman & McColl, con-
sulting engineers, 1310 Penobscot Building,
Detroit.
EAST JORDAN, MICH.—The East Jor-

dan El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. expects soon to pur-
chase shaker grates for two horizontal
boilers (72 in. by 18 ft.). L. G. Balch is
superintendent.

MARINE CITY, MICH.—The Council has
accepted the proposal submitted by the
Edison El. Ulg. Co. of Detroit to furnish
electricity for lighting the streets and pub-vania Wtr & Pwr. Co. of Holtwood is re- HC t
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tved by the Board of Contract and Sup-
r, Binghamton, until Aug. 4 for con-
uction of Fourth and Fifth Ward school
ildings, including heating, ventilating,
jmbing and electric wiring and equip-
?nt, including clocks and telephones.
ans and specifications may be obtained
>m Sanford O. Lacy, architect, Phelps
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SPARTA, MICH.—Bonds to the amount
of $12,000 have been voted for the installa-
tion of a municipal electric-light plant.

ARLINGTON, OHIO.—Within the next
six months the Board of Public Works ex-

mps, two or
meters.

e work will ATTICA, OHIO.—The villages of Attica,
, boiler Bloomville and .New Washington, each of
house, which has a municipally owned electric

plant, are considering the installation of
a central power station to supply the three
towns with energy. The proposed plant
would In situated in Attica, which is 8
miles from each of the other villages, and
midway between them. If the project is
carried through, a 24-hour service would be
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th? ISR* *? Y.—Bids will be received

ing, interior and exterior decora I ions etc
Drawings, form of contract and specifica-
tions and blank form of proposal may be
obtained of William M. Brown, chief" en-
gineer, at commissioners' office.

PASSAIC, N. J.—The Passaic Wtr. Co.
nas nied a grant in the office of the county meters and probably a few incandescent
fof *vZt.Z" V-

y ",K
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Au&-. 4 for construction
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ne for the Queensboro
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railr°a<1. The rail-"uit line is to be a sub-surface duct

install an electric distributing system over
its right-of-way.

PATERSON, N. J.—Bids will be received
by the board of education, Room 24, Citv
Hall, Paterson, until Aug. 2 for installa-
tion of a steam and electric power plant
for the Paterson High School. Plans and

(AMHUinOE. OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of T. D. E. Lee, director
of public service, Cambridge, until Aug. 5
tor additions to the municipal water-works
system, including storage reservoir, filter
plant, pumping machinery, additional boil-
ers, station building, pipe lines, etc. Plans
and specifications are on file in the offices

r,
1

,

ir""' t

]

io
'l
s '»'»>• be seen at the offices of of the director of public service. Cambridge

I"
!•;>"<' «" educatmn. Paterson. and Louis and the W. J. Sherman Co.. -niri eer" t£

\"v.n ''Nr',H- e&alneer, No. i .Madison ledo. Bids will be received on the whole orAvenue, .New Xork, N. Y, any portion of the work
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". tO III' I. ill

.i complete new wiring and electric llluml
ii ii mi Hi. old Sixth Street mnr-

o replaa i hi y < ollne ton hllghl
when i ihn la completi .1 i he ol her

two market* will be wired i lighted by
elect! loitj

•!
i :\ i:i. \\i '. i >mi. « Plana arc being
red bj the Department • >! Public Ser\

extending the ornamental lighting
system on Chestnut and Walnut Avenues,
i., i ween E ist Ninth and twelfth
Sir.

«'i.i:\ ELAND, < 'iiii > Bids will I

reived .n thr office ol commissioner of
purchases and supplies, Room 511; Cltj
it ill. Cleveland, until Aug. 6 for ornamental
Btandardi for ornamental lighting system
for the municipal Electric Light Depart-
ment Specifications may be obtained at the
office of commissioner ox llghl and heal dl
\ Islon, 111:; Bast Third Street.

DEFIANCE, OHIO within the next
thirty days the Auglalse Pwr. Co. of De
dance expects to purchase one 33,ooo-voit,
tin. i pole disconnecting BWltCh and horn
gap lightning arresters to use in conjunc-
tion with above switch. \V. 1'. Wallace is

general manager.
QALION, OHIO. Within the next sis

months the director of public service will
purchase For the municipal electric-light
plant meters and transformers as needed.

GIRARO, OHIO.— Plans are being con-
sidered for Improvements to the street-
light inK system. The Youngstown Consol.
Gas & El. Co. of Youngstown furnishes
i led ricai service In G-irard.

MANSFIELD, OHIO.—The City Council
has closed a contract with the Mansfield
Ry., Lt. & Pwr. Co. for installing and main-
taining an ornamental street-lighting sys-
tem for a period of ten years. Nitrogen
lamps will replace arc lamps and arches
throughout the entire system.
NEW LEBANON, OHIO.—The Village

Council has awarded the contract for light-
ing the streets and public places for a
period of ten years to the Ohio El. R. R.
Co.

STRASBURG, OHIO.—The Public Utili-
ties Commission has authorized the sale of
the plant and buildings of the Strasburg
El. Co. to the Ohio Ser. Co. of Coshocton.
The price is placed at $10,000.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO. — Preparations

are being made by the Republic Iron &
Steel Co. for the construction of two new
open-hearth furnaces and two tube mills.
The output of the power plant, lt is under-
stood, will be increased by the installation
of a 24 00-kw. generator and other electrical
equipment.
SOUTHLAND, KY.—Plans are being con-

sidered to organize a company to establish
an electric-light plant in Smithland. J. W.
Watters and V. D. Pressnell are interested
in the company.
BICKNELL, IND.—The City Council has

granted the Tecumseh Mining Co. a fran-
chise to erect an electric line to the Martin
and Freeman mines. The line later will be
extended to Indian Creek and Aliceville.

BROOKVILLE. IND.—The Brookville
'El. Co. has applied to the Public Service
Commission for permission to issue $10,000
in bonds, the proceeds to be used for im-
provements to plant.

FORT "WAYNE, IND.—Proposals, it is

reported, were submitted for the orna-
mental lamp standards for the lighting sys-
tem on Breckenridge Street. The Board of
Public Works, it is understood, will read-
vertise for bids.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—The Merchants'
Ht. & Lt. Co. of Indianapolis has applied
to the Board of County Commissioners for
permission to erect transmission lines along
the National and Rockville roads for the
purpose of supplying electricity to towns
in Hendricks County.
NORTH VERNON, IND.—The North

Vernon Lumber Co., which is equipping its
furniture factory for electrical operation
(it is reported), contemplates the installa-
tion of an electric power plant and will
purchase generating equipment and motors.
Plans also provide for an addition or about
5000 ft. of floor space.

ROCKPORT, IND.—The Rockport Wtr.
Wks. Co. is installing two new Skinner en-
gines, one 80-hp., belted type, and one 160-
hp., directly connected to generator.

MATTESON, ILL.—The Village Board
has renewed the contract with the Public
Service Co. of Northern Illinois of Chicago
for lighting the streets of the village for a
period of ten years. Under the terms of the
contract the present lamps are to be re-
placed with lamps of 100 cp.

NORMAL, ILL.—Bids will be received
by the Board of Administration, Capitol
Building, Springfield, until Aug. 16 for elec-
tric wiring, motors and accessories at the

Soldi i'h' Orphnni Homi it Noi mui.
flcatlons maj i» obtained upon appll
to \ 1

1 i i i In 'ii. acting 1 1 1
:

i

officer, Normal,
ciiiiiiw \ PALLS, WIS,

connln M Inneaol i Pwt d i •' Co "i « Ihlp
pew .i Kalis Is reported to i»- contemplat
Ing 1

1

ni trucl Ion "i dam -.i i
[a Int

\i \ i HS< >N, W is The M.i.ii- .,ii < las ft
i :i i '.. :. u .i i .I..! i he cont racl for i hi con
sum t f a aubstatlon on Blount Street,

plant, i" T C HcCarthj
The coal of the station is estimated at

\i>:\\ RICHMOND. WIS. The rtll

Richmond has voted to insl all a n ..i na
mental streel lighting system,

RA< INK. W IS The Wisconsin QoS K
i:i ('.. ..I Racine has applied to the Public
Utilities Commission for permission
crease its capital stock from $2,000,000 to

$2,760,000.

SUPERK »R wis. Bids will be ri

bj i;.\ \. Oawenda, rector, 1111 Birch
Avenue, Superior, until Aug. 5, for the
erection of school and church building; also
for heating, plumbing and wiring. Plane
and specifications are on tile in the Build-
ers' Exchangee In St. Paul and Minneapo-
lis, Minn. Victor Cordelia, ,

r>18 Kasota
Block, Minneapolis, la architect.

ELLENDALE, .MINN.—The installation
of an electric-lighting system in Kllendale
is reported to be under consideration.

I AUIBAULT, MINN.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the State Board of Control, State
Capitol Building, St. Paul, until Aug. 3 for
power-plant equipment for State School for
Feeble-Minded, Faribault, including me-
chanical stokers, economizer equipment,
boiler settings, alterations to and covering
for breeching, water weigher, regulators,
pipe and fittings, etc., and steel tank and
tower. Bids are to be submitted only on
forms supplied by Charles L. Pillsbury,
engineer, of St. Paul and Minneapolis,
where plans and specifications may be seen
and obtained.

HARDWICK, MINN.—Bonds to the
amount of $5,000, it is reported, have been
voted for remodeling the municipal electric-
light plant.

HASTINGS, MINN.—Bids will be re-
ceived bv the State Board of Control, State
Capitol Building, St. Paul, until Aug. 10
for construction of new east wing, main
building, at Hastings State Asylum, in-
cluding general contract work, plumbing
and electric work, in accordance with plans
and specifications prepared by C. H. John-
son, architect, 715 Capital Bank Building,
St. Paul.

HIBBING, MINN.—The contract for the
erection of an extension to the high-tension
transmission line is reported to have been
awarded to A. L. Dyson.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Plans are be-

ing made by the El. Short Line Ry. Co.
of Minneapolis to construct a new railway
this year (45 miles long), to cost about
$40,000. Bids will soon be asked, it is

reported, for the erection of the new ter-
minal station at Seventh and Holden
Streets and Third Avenue N.

ROCHESTER, MINN.—Bids, it is under-
stood, will soon be asked for construction
of the proposed new municipal electric-
lighting plant, to cost about $110,000.

ST. CLOUD, MINN.—Ornamental lamps,
it is reported, will be installed on Sixth and
Seventh Streets.

ST. PETER, MINN.—Bids will be re-
ceived bv the State Board of Control, State
Capitol Building, St. Paul, until Aug. 3

for power-plant equipment for the St. Peter
State Hospital, including mechanical stok-
ers, coal-handling machinery, new boiler
settings, and pipe and fittings. Plans and
specifications may be seen at the offices of
the superintendent, St. Peter State Hos-
pital, St. Peter, the Board of Control, St.

Paul, and the Charles L. Pillsbury Co., en-
gineer, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

SOUTH STILLWATER, MINN.—Bids
will be received by Oscar Huhnke, village
recorder, for erection of extension of 2200-
volt, three-phase pole transmission line,

including transformers and all necessary
connections. Plans and specifications are
on file at the office of the village recorder.

WORTHINGTON, MINN.—Bids will be
received bv the State Board of Control,
State Capitol, St. Paul, Minn., until Aug.
11, for the erection of a tuberculosis sana-
torium for the counties of Rock, Nobles,
Murray, Pipestone, Cottonwood, Lincoln,
Lyon and Jackson, at Worthington, includ-
ing general construction, reinforced con-
crete chimney, mechanical equipment and
deep-well. Plans and specifications are on
file at the office of Sund & Dunham, 514
Essex Building, Minneapolis : Rose & Har-
ris, Auditorium Building, Minneapolis : also
at the Builders' Exchanges at Minneapolis,
St. Paul and Duluth.
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hart, architects, 317 Kndicott Hulld
Paul, Minn., upon deposit of $10.

MARBLE ROCK, IOWA. Bo
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electric lighting and power
been votea
RII'PEY, IOWA.—The installation

municipal electric-lighting plant is n
to be under consideration. Electricity fo

operating the system will probably
tained from the Perry system of the low;
Lt. & Pwr. Co.

SOMERS, IOWA.—Bids will be n
by the board of education of the
dated independent school district of
until Aug. 12 for the construction ol

school building, including heating, pi

and wiring. Plans and speciflcatio
on file at the offices of the school boarc
Somers, and Thomas W. Reely, architeel
1202 Central Avenue, Fort Dodge.
WILTON, IOWA.—The contract for addl

tional equipment for municipal elect!
has been awarded to the El. Const. & Ma
chinery Co. of Rock Island, 111., at $4,321

CARDWELL, MO.—The City Council ha
granted the Crystal Ice Co. of Paragoul<
a franchise to supply electricity in Card
well.

CLINTON, MO.—Within the n<

months the city Electric Light Depa
expects to purchase transformers,
lightning arresters, insulators, incandescet
lamps, wiring supplies, switches, heatln
and cooking apparatus. Watson Hart i

clerk of Electric Light Department.
ENDERLINE, N. D.—The Enderline E

Lt. & Pwr. Co. has been granted a frar

chise to supply electricity for lamps an
motors in Sheldon.
FARGO, N. D.—Bids will be received s

the office of the supervising architec
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C
until Aug. 20 for two new boilers, to be Ir

stalled in the United States post office an
court house at Fargo, N. D. For details ae

proposal columns.
KINGSTON, N. D.—Improvements, it ;

reported, are contemplated to the municlps
electric-light plant.

MILNOR, N. D.—The Council is reporte
to have granted a franchise to D. L. Va
and associates to install and operate a
electric-lighting plant in Milnor.
YANKTON, S. D.—The city of Yankto

is not considering the construction of ;

municipal electric-light plant as reporte
in the issue of July 17, but is contemplatim
the installation of an ornamental street

lighting system. John W. Summers is cit;

auditor.

ATKINSON, NEB.—Within the nex
three months J. Kradla & Sons, owners
the local electric-light plant, expect to pur
chase a waterwheel governor and a 4-kw
exciter ; also within the next 30 day
to purchase some wiring supplies.

GRAND ISLAND, NEB.—The Centra
Nebraska Pwr. Co., which is developing ;

hydroelectric power project at Boelus, i

reported to have taken over the Gran.
Island El. Co., together with franchises

lines and properties in Howard County, in

eluding the water-power site and canal a

Boelus. Deeds have been filed by the Cen
tral Nebraska El. Co. giving a mortgage t

the Continental & Commercial Trust C<

and Frank H. Jones of Cook County, II

to secure a bond issue not to exceed $<

500,000. This mortgage will provide suffi

cient funds to complete the Boelus projec

and for expansion in that part of the Stat'

HASTINGS, NEB.—The city of Hasting
contemplates the installation of an add
tional turgo-generator unit in the munic
pal electric-light plant during 1915. W. '

Watson is manager and purchasing agen

PERU, NEB.—Within the next thn
months the Peru El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. e;

pects to install an 80-hp. boiler, one circi

lating and one vacuum pump, and possib

other condensing apparatus. H. Hallenbec
is manager.
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\UNK1>, KAN.—The Council is re-
ed to be considering the installation of
irnamflbtal street-lighting system.
LTAWKA, KAN.—At an election held
itly bonds to the amount of $10,000

i voted for the installation of an elec-
light plant.

EPUBLIC, KAN.—Bonds to the amount
; 6,500, It is reported, have been voted
the installation of an electric-lighting
t-m In Republic. Electricity for operat-
the system will be obtained from the
oril iu El. Co. of Concordia, connection
e made from Courtland.

tBINSON, KAN.—The city of Robin-
h.is engaged R. H. Love of Hiawatha,

charge of the installation
be municipal electric-lighting system,
which bonds to the amount of $10,000

My voted.

LARON SPRINGS, KAN.—Preliminary
s are being prepared for the construc-
of a municipal electric-light plant In
on Springs. W. E. Hulse & Co., 208
National Bank Building, Hutchinson,

consulting engineers.

Southern States

\LEIGH, N. C.—Arrangements are
e made by the city of Raleigh for the
illation of an ornamental street-light-
system, covering eleven blocks in the
less district. The city expects to pur-
e in the near future 70 or 80 one-

. lards with ornamental arm
magnetite-arc lamps. The standards
be approximately 14 ft. in height and
nged to accommodate iron trolley
L Further information may be ob-
d by addressing N. L. Walker, elec-
1 engineer, or Col. Joseph E. Pogue,
•men of committee.
KEN, S. C.—The Augusta-Aiken Ry. &
?orpn., it is reported, is planning to
id its line from Aiken to Columbia,
. a distance of 50 miles. R. W. Spof-
of Augusta, Ga., is general superin-

>nt.

L.L.ATKA, FLA.—Bids will be received
le office of the supervising architect,
Bury Department, Washington, D. C,
Aug. 27 for the construction, includ-
nechanical equipment, lighting fixtures

lies, of United States post office
'alatka. Drawings and specifications

lined at the above office or from
ustodian of site at Palatka.
NTA GORDA, FLA.—The Municipal
ric Light Department is extending the
(-lighting circuit and is contemplating
;ing same from 220 volts transmission
igher voltage and putting lamps in

R. D. Morgan is superintendent.
I.1VAU, TENN.—The electric-light
laundry and several other buildings

e Western Tennessee Hospital for the
e, near Bolivar, were recently de-
tl by fire, causing a loss of about

NONA, MISS.—Within the next six
is the Winona Wtr., Sewerage, Ice &
.o. expects to purchase 5000 ft. of
lerproof wire. W. H. Harvey is presi-
ind manager.
>M WH'KE, ARK.—The Council is re-

I to have granted the Crystal Ice Co.
iragould a franchise to furnish elec-
• for lamps and motors in Marma-

HAR GROVE. LA.—The municipality
• lar Grove has granted the Southwest-
is & El. Co. of Shreveport a 25-year

' to supply electricity for lamps
motors here. The company was also
r ;1J' /

1tract for "ehting the streets ofown for a period of ten years, und.er

,n
m of ™hich 't is to furnish twenty-

l°0-watt 'amps. The line will be ex-
a from South Highlands to Cedar

£££• OKLA.—The Pub. Ser. Co. of

nTmiJ£
Pe^S t0

• trect three miles
'.<>n lines within the next three
n office of the company is in
Building, Oklahoma CityW; OKLA Bids will be re-

At2 19% °'1C
fl " f„ trustees, Boswell,

:

.« v ^nn
he f°llowi

,

nK equipment:
.',,}' .-;

300 -volt belt-driven gen-
'ornl=

C,tPr
'
two-panol switchboard,

swi«'J,eries retrulator, watt-hour
wIlTTl^I*

8 an^ Po'e-Une equipment.
oiJ *& £ received "" water motors.

ST Column!* T*"- F°r details *'"'»W columns. James T. George is

tMAN, OKLA.—The Norman Tp1 rv,

Hiring 12 °°
t
"• «° u^eSrou^a

2; e next month
- Harold V.

;hir»I Lensin
?
er 0f Norman, willnarge ot the work""MA CITY, OKLA.-Tho Pub.

Ser, Co. "i Oklahoma, Concord Building.
Oklahoma <'it>, expects t<> erect 9 miles of
66 00-VOlt transmission lino to BUpplj elec-
tricity to coal mines In the vicinity of
Lehigh. Burton French is eng
SHELBINA, OKLA. The Municipal

Electric Light Department expects to pur-
one T'.j-kw., 2800 mm volt trans-

former. E, P. Weaver Is superintendent
BRANDON, TEX. The Texas Pwr. &

Lt. Co. of Dallas is contemplating On- In
stallation of an electric-lighting system In
Brandon. The transmission lino will be
extended from .Mill

DALLAS, TEX. Plans havo boon ap-
proved for the installation of a 200-kW.
generator and engine in tho comity power
plant, which is installed in the basement
of the jail and criminal courts building.

I.'hKHART, TEX.—A company, it is

reported, is being organized by E. B
wood of Lockhart for the purpose of con-
structing an electric-light plant and water-
works system here. The company will be
capitalized at $100,000.

SEGUIN, TEX.—Bids will be receive. 1 1,\

the board of trustees of the Seguin El. Lt.
& Pwr. Co., Seguin, until Aug. 10 for
electrical and mechanical equipment as fol-
lows : Waterwheels, transmission apparatus,
generator and switchboards. Proposals for
mechanical and electrical equipment will be
considered separately and collectively.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of the company at Seguin, or copies
may be obtained of the company upon de-
posit of $10. Owen A. Gofford is manager.

Pacific States
PRESCOTT, WASH.—The Pacific Pwr.

& Lt. Co. of Portland has applied to the
City Council for a franchise to supply elec-
tricity in Prescott.

SEATTLE, WASH—A. H. Dimock, city
engineer, in a recent communication to the
City Council, pointed out the possibilities
for the development of the Sauk and
Suiattle River projects, whereby 167,000 hp.
could be developed and transmitted to
Seattle at a cost of approximately $16,000,-
000. He asks that an immediate appro-
priation to conduct additional surveys be
made. The report on the proposed develop-
ment was prepared by Robert Howe, con-
sulting civil and electrical engineer of
Seattle. In his report Mr. Howe estimates
that an initial installation capable of devel-
oping 44,000 hp. is possible, at a cost of
$4,300,000. The location of the proposed
development is in the vicinity of Derring-
ton, and the length of the transmission line
would be 75 miles.

SEQUIM, WASH.—The Sequim Lt. &
Pwr. Co. is installing an electric-lighting
system. The equipment will consist of one
66,000 '6600 transformer and many small
ones, Westinghouse switchboard apparatus
for alternating-current, 60 cycles : overhead
material for 9 miles for primary loop, 300
cedar poles 40 ft. 8 in. long, 75 Westing-
house meters ; tungsten lamps will be used
for street-lighting. The company will carry
a small stock of electrical supplies of ail
kinds. A. E. Pierce of Sequim is engineer.
BUENA PARK, CAL.—An election will

be held Aug. 10 to vote on the proposal to
form a lighting district at Buena Park.
FORT MASON, SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.—Bids will be received at the office of the

depot quartermaster. Fort Mason. San
Francisco. Cal., until Aug. 16. for furnish-
ing during the fiscal year ending June 30,
101 6. acid, ammonia, bags, electrical and
hardware and plumbing supplies, etc. Fur-
ther information may be obtained on appli-
cation to the above office.

QUTNCY, CAL.—The Board of Super-
visors has granted the Groat Western Pwr.
Co. of San Francisco permission to erect a
polo transmission line from the Nevis Dam
in Big Meadows to the Engels Copper Mine
in Lights Canyon, a distance of 3S miles.

RIVERSIDE. CAL.—Estimates have been
submitted by Elmer Cutting, superinti
of the electric-light department, of ti .,

of installing an electric generating plant on
the site of the power house of the Pacific
Lt. & Pwr. Co. at Highgrove. which was
recently burned. Tho cost of plant, with an
output <>l" 200 kva., is placed at -

:

that of the transmission line li.

plant to city line at $7,576.
SANTA BARBARA, CAL. Plans are

being considered for the installation of an
ornamental Street-lighting svstem on W. si
Boulevard, to cost about $t,hnn.

ALBION. IDAHO.—An election will be
hold Aug. '-'.', to submit the proposal to issue
bonds for the installation of an electrical
distribution system In Albion. Electricity
for operating the system will he obtained
from the plant of the United States Rec-
lamation Service at Minidoka. The Rec-

ti Sei \ Ice will i red a transmis-

sion lii"
. 9 miles long, and the substation

at Alien Electrical service will also be
furnished to the state Normal School near
Albion <; \ Axiine in president of the
State Normal School, Andrew l.ounsbur> is.

president oi board of village truste*
B Dibbli oi Minidoka is engineer of
reclamal Ion sei % lea
ST. ANTHONY, IDAHO. The City Coun-

cil has appointed a committee to negotiate
with the Utah Pwr. & Lt. Co. for the pur-
chase "i its local electric plant, to be owned
and operated by the municipality. If the
plant is taken over by the city, improve-
ments ami it. is understood, will
be made in I he near future.

WARDNER, IDAHO. A committee has
tppolnted by the Cltj Council to make

investigations as to the feasibility of estab-
lishing a municipal electric-light plant In
Wardni r.

SALT LAKE CITY, ITAH.—The Caribou
Hold Mines Co. has awarded the contract
for construction for hydroelectric plant tin-
eluding machinery) on Eagle Creek to K. S.
Lund ol Salt Lake City.

DOUGLAS, A PIZ.—A committee, consist-
ing of Albert Stacey and M. K. DlCUS, has
been appointed to make investigations rela-
tive to the installation of an ornamental
lighting system in Douglas.
GRAND JUNCTION, COL.—Bids will be

received at the office of the supervising ar-
chitect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Aug. 24 for the construction, in
eluding mechanical equipment and ap-
proaches, of the United States post office at
Grand Junction. Drawings and specifica-
tions may be obtained at the above office
or from the custodian of site at Grand
Junction.

PLATTEVILLE, COL—The Council is
reported to have granted the Western Lt.
& Pwr. Co. of Boulder a franchise to fur-
nish electricity for lamps and motors in
Plattevillo.

WELLINGTON, COL.—The Western Lt.
& Pwr. Co. of Boulder, it is reported, has
applied for a franchise to furnish electrical
service in Wellington.

Canada
MISSION CITY, B. C—The Board of

Trade has appointed a committee to nego-
tiate with the provincial government for
permission to install a municipal street-
lighting system in Mission City.

VANCOUVER, B. C—The City Council,
it is reported, has decided upon the installa-
tion of an ornamental cluster-lamp lighting
system, to cost about $23,650.
THE NARROWS, MAN.—The Town

Council is reported to be considering the
installation of an electric lighting and
power plant, to cost about $50,000.
AILSA CRAIG, ONT.—The transmission

line and distribution system for electrical
service in Ailsa Craig will be erected bv the
Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission.
J. H. Castor of Toronto is engineer in
charge. J. S. Smith is clerk.

EXETER, ONT.—At an election held
July 16 the by-law authorizing the instal-
lation of a distribution system for hydro-
electric power, at a cost of $20,000," was
carried.

OTTAWA, ONT.—The engineers of the
Water Power Branch, Department of the
Interior, it is reported, are investigating
the water-powers of Grass and Nelson
Rivers with a view of furnishing energy
for the electrification of the Hudson Bay
Railway.
PETROLIA, o.NT.—The by-law author-

izing an expenditure of $35,000 for the in-
stallation of a distributing system for
hydroelectric power was carried at ai
tion held recently. The contract calls for
the initial consumption <»f 500 hp. at
per hp.

SMITHVILLE, ONT.- -At an election held
the by-law to establish an ell

lighting system in Smithvillo was .

Work, it is understood, will begin at once
on the erection of the transmission line.

TORONTO, ONT.—About 6000 additional
street lamps, it is understood, will be added
to the Toronto Hydro-Electric svstem this
yea r

Miscellaneous
PANAMA Pids will bo received at the

Office of the purchasing Officer, Panama
Canal. Washington, D. C. until Aug 19. for
furnishing under Circular 956 the following
supplies: 50 brackets, brake shaft. 2000 ft
trollej wire, in cast-iron posts. 1200 it

vulcanized-rubber strips, 800 spring plates
12 air whistles, i further informa-
tion address Major F. C. Boggs. purchasing
agent.
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Weekly Reeord of Electrical Patents
I Mill' BTATIOS I'ATKNTS 1SSUKD

.MIA 80, 1916

[Prepared k» Mitchell A Allyn, n Park
i :. w . \.w fork i

1,146(786 'iii i in. 'm: Btitik ;
it M

Davie, Chicago, in App. Bled March •.

i '.his, 'i'w ,. w ii , ,i utoinal lo } sti in

1,146,800 [qnition David roi [nti
Combustion Bnqinhs; J. s. Kendall,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. App. died

it i 'roducei :i succession of
parka for each exploelon,

1,146,806 i:\in k\ Cam: R h. Blanson,
Elyria, Ohio App. died Sept 84, 1818.
.\ut i>in:i 1 1,-. iiiy connects the drj celle in

proper relation.

l.i 16,878. Combination Electrical Switch
wi> i'ii n-u Actuating Mechanism
\ Hartford, Deal, N. J. App. died Aug.
;», 1918 Km- clutching tin- starter motor,
upon attainment of speed, lo the engine.

1,146,879. Automatic Slbctbic iikatino
Stbtbm i i'ii Railroad Cabs and the
I. ikk; I j. P. Hynea, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Nov. 7, 1913. Thermostatic control.

1,146,881. Binding Tost; N. J. Jeffries,
Atlantic City, N. J. App. filed March 25,
1914. Wire Inserted through bore of
hollow post.

1.146.888. Burglar Alarm; J. Jones, Jr.,
N. u York. N. V. App. filed April 16,
1913. Box attachable to door.

1,146,885. Casino for Lamp Sockets; C.
J. Klein, .Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed
May 2, 1914. Lock for cap of shell.

1.146.889. Telephone-Exchange System ;

F. A. Lundquist, Ingleside, 111. App. filed
Feb. 19, 1913. Automatic selector.

1.146.924. Storage-Battery Regulator;
F. Conrad, Swissvale, Pa. App. filed
March 15, 1909. Automatically maintains
battery in intermediate charged condi-
tion.

1.146.925. Electrical Regulator; F. Con-
rad, Swissvale, Pa. App. filed Feb. 3,

1910. For "booster."

1.146.926. Regulator for Electrical Cir-
cuits ; F. Conrad, Swissvale, Pa. App.
filed Feb. 3, 1910. Adjusts without
"pumping" or "hunting."

1.146.927. Electrical Regulator; F. Con-
rad, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed April 24,
1911. For alternating current or direct
current.

1.146.938. Attachment-Plug Receptacle;
H Hubbell, Bridgeport, Conn. App. filed
July 23, 1914. Takes plugs having at-
tachment blades turned In different di-
rections.

1.146.939. Electric-Lighting Device for
Vehicles ; D. C. Hughes, Chicago, 111.

App. filed April 10, 1913. Generator
driven by engagement with wheel of
motorcycle.

1,146,942. Process of Treating Liquids;
C. P. Landreth, Philadelphia, Pa. App.
filed Aug. 2, 1912. Water treatment;
electrodes are kept in proper condition.

1.146.954. Electric Regulator; F. E.
Ricketts, Baltimore, Md. App. filed Sept.
20, 1910. One of the contacts has a
continued movement to and from engag-
ing position.

1.146.955. Electric Regulator; F. E.
Ricketts, Baltimore, Md. App. filed July
1, 1911. Regulating generator controls
field of generator being regulated.

1.146.956. Electric Regulator; F. E.
Ricketts, Baltimore, Md. App. filed Feb.
27, 1912. Field current of exciter con-
trolled in accordance with requirements
of armature circuit of generator.

1,146,976. Ignition Apparatus ; R. Varley,
Englewood, N. J. App. filed June 17,
1912. Readily assembled; generator or
magnet construction.

1,146,979. Trouble Lamp; F. A. Walters,
W. M. Beckman and A. W. Kohl, Minne-
apolis, Minn. App. filed Jan. 23, 1914.
Mounted on the hat or cap.

1,146,988. Depositing Repair Metal
Across an Alternating-Current Arc ;

M. Arendt, New York, N. Y. App. filed

Oct. 23, 1914. High initial voltage with
inductance in series with arc.

1,146,993. Block Signal Apparatus; A.
Bevan, Providence, R. I. App. filed Feb.
7, 1908. Single-track trolley system.

1,147,005. Electric Regulation ; J. L.
Creveling, New York, N. Y. App. filed

March 6, 1912. Has means responsive to
voltage fluctuations, current fluctuations
and battery current.

1,147,010. Wireless Telegraphy; R. A.
Fessenden, Brant Rock, Mass. App. filed

Julv 19, 1907. Conducting guys act as
part of the antenna.

i .i i .
.H ii I Bts-

lialk, Sill line,. N. .1 Vpp.
in, ,i i . i, i j i :>i i Attai i" 'i i" tele

phoni i ... i \ r hook,

l.l I
,.ii| i,

I Bi i . i ROM MINI BO BOI MD PlO
i i . i ;i ni. in. m, n. -w fork, n. v.

\pi. filed June 11, 1914, BUeoti lc hoi n
i. .1 Km.! automobiles

1.147.080. Accounting Btbtbmj i Heu
hit, Chicago, in. App filed June 7, 1909
Coe1 iiisn ii'uiioii in industrial establish-
in. nis (Slxtj i wo claims.)

1.147.081. BlSANI FOB PBOTSCTONa
tbio Conductors: J. T. Hickey, Rai
n. .i app filed April in, ni:; Pro-
tecting shield in conjunction with sup-
porting Insulatoi

1,11 r,0 i HON! M L. Johnson, Chi-
cago, 111 App. filed April 0, 1913.
Selector switches.

L,147,026. ISluctbodb fob Vapob-Blhctbio
Apparatus; C. a Eraus, Newton Hik>i-
lamls, and K. I >. Malley, Lynn, Mass.
App filed .lune 30, 1910. For suppres-
sion of agitation of liquid-mercury
ni thode.

1,147,038. Igniter Maonkto-Generator ;

H. C. Mueller, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed

June 27, 1914. Inclosed within rim of
tl> wheel as in Evinrude motors.

1.147.052. Fire and Police Alarm Box;
W. F. Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed

Aug. 7, 1912. Key mechanisms control
spring-driven train.

1.147.053. Resetting Signaling Device;
C. W. Stancliff, Vancouver, B. C, Can.
App. filed April 16, 1914. Solenoid con-
struction.

1,147,065. Insulator Clamp or Bracket;
J. Zieg, Lincoln, Neb. App. filed April
27, 1914. Quickly applied to cross-arms
within boring holes.

1,147,071. Polyphase-Current Starter;
E. Besag, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Ger-
many. App. filed Sept. 15, 1913. Has
rotor starters and switch mechanism.

1,147,107. Electrical Machine ; F. Ljung-
strttm, Finspang, Sweden. App. filed

March 30, 1914. Projections hold the
windings against any but longitudinal
displacement.

1,147,123. Connection for Continuous-
Current Generators ; L. SchOn, Essen-
on-the-Ruhr, Germany. App. filed Feb.
3, 1913. Effective destruction of residual
magnetism.

1,147,125. X-Ray Tube; J. E. Seeley, Los
Angeles, Cal. App. filed March 31, 1913.
Double cathode for high-frequency alter-
nating current.

1,147,150. Method of Obtaining Oxides of
Nitrogen from Atmospheric Air ; F. I.

du Pont, Wilmington, Del. App. filed
Sept. 28, 1912. Utilizes energy of ex-
panding air in a caloric engine.

1,147,165. Electrical Furnace; W. H.
Hampton, New York, N. Y. App. filed

Feb. 28, 1913. Has means for admitting
air or gases.

1,147,168. Electric Motor; R. M. Gilson,
Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Jan. 11, 1912.
Operative by current of only one fre-
quency.

1.147.170. Electric Motor; J. S. Holliday,
Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed July 30,
1914. Operated by current of one fre-
quency.

1.147.171. Apparatus for the Control of
Electric Motors ; J. S. Holliday, Wil-
kinsburg, Pa. App. filed April 23, 1914.
For railway-traffic control.

1,147,205. Portable Electric Lamp; C.
Bertram, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed
April 8, 1915. Wires are concealed in
arms which support swinging lamp head.

1,147,209. Apparatus for Electric Weld-
ing ; W. B. Cleveland, Cleveland, Ohio.
App. filed Oct. 16, 1909. Brazing bonds
onto rails by Herrick process.

1,147,246. Telephony; M. L. Johnson, Chi-
cago, 111. App. filed July 17, 1913. Se-
lector switch.

1,147,261. Method of Regenerating Stor-
age Batteries ; C. S. Palmer, Newton-
ville, Mass. App. filed Jan. 12, 1915.
Charges and discharges lead plates in
acid-sodium-sulphate.

1,147,277. Electric Cigar Lighter ; M. H.
Spielman, New York, N. Y. App. filed

Dec. 15, 1914. For automobiles.

1,147,312. Telephone Attachment; D. J.

Daniel, Little Rock, Ark. App. filed Aug.
19, 1914. Paper web can be drawn across
mouthpiece.

1,147,347. Service-Meter System for Tele-
phone Exchanges ; H. S. Turner, San
Diego, Cal. App. filed June 20, 1914.
Particularly for battery-type telephone.

1,147, •'. Sue Ij.i.1 Titn-Ai. ;

iiiii i :i . i i '. i ... VPPARATUI , ,

I : ii, \\ St loud and .1 W I- i
.

niesland, Glasgow, Scotland App in.

Nov 80, 1914 For Indication ol -i,.-.,

Ings" i.

n

in pboard.

i ,
i i , : i i . 1 1 ii Heater ; i

:

New York, N. V. App HI' .1 \1

Porcelain con i uppoi i i"i i . iiiii ril . o

1,147,389 Automatic Telephone nysteh
i '

I . Goodrum, llochi ster, N
Hied July 21!, I'",. |. ully rni

'purine, Iml two wires lor each huIjmcii
er's Instrument

1,147,390, Switches and Circuits r<

Automatic-Telephone Hxchani
Goodrum, LTrbana, Ohio. App. filed Mi
5, 1 909. hinder and conm ctoi

1,1 17,396 Mr vii ii
.

I! V Ha i

l. Bohanan, Pullman, 111. App died a ,

20, 191 2. ICleetric, for fire hj di

1,147,416, Vaporizino Device h P M,,
dona id, Montclair, N. J. App. filed Ja
25, J'.M2. Engine primer.

1,117.117. System of Distribution
Marburg, Milwaukee, Wis. App Ik
Jan. 7, L910. Storing and giving
kinetic energy is accurately control;.

1,147,422. ARC-LlOHl ElECTBODSJ W
Mott, Lakewood, Ohio. App filed N<
19, 1912. Contains carbon, a fluoride at
zinc oxide.

1,147,437. Sending Device; J. N. lc
Greenwich, Conn. App. filed

1915. For use at telephone substatlo

1,147,448. Fuse Device; E. O. Schweita
Chicago, 111. App. filed Feb. 19, 191
For high-tension circuit.

1,147,450. Terminal Clip; W. Shaw, Lak
wood, Ohio. App. filed Aug. 6, 191
For attachment to flexible conductor.

1,147,494. Fuse Cartridge; G. E. Fish*
Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed June 22, 191
Fuse wire can be renewed.

1,147,498. Divided Insulator; E. Ii

man, Trenton, N. J. App. filed Nov.
1912. Formed of two interchangeab
parts.

1,147,532. Electric-Lamp Receptacle a:

Plug ; T. A. Morris, Lansford, Pa. Ap
filed June 6, 1914. Lamp held in sock
by spring gripping fingers.

1,147,545. Bell-Ringing Device: E. P.

bischung, New York, N. Y. App. fll<

Sept. 10, 1914. For electrically tollii

bell continuously or intermittently.

1,147,558. Apparatus for the Steriliz
tion of Milk ; A. Shelmerdine, Live
pool Eng. App. filed June 9, 1913. Ci

cuitous passage of milk past electrod*

1.147.569. Voltage Regulator; A. A. Ti

rill, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Oct.

1911, renewed April 14, 1915. For fie

excitation.

1.147.570, 1,147,571 and 1,147,573. Ele
trical Regulator ; A. A. Tirrill, Pitt

burgh, Pa. App. filed Oct. 5, 1911. A
justs field excitation.

1,147,572. Electrical Regulator; A.

Tirrill, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed 0'

5, 1911. Charging and discharging str

age battery.

1,147,574 and 1,147,575. Electrical Reg
lator ; A. A. Tirrill, Pittsburgh, Pa. Aj

filed March 3, 1914. Adjustment of fi«

excitation.

1,147,576. Electrical Regulator; A.

Tirrill, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Ap
1, 1915. Adjustment of field excitati'

1,147,598. Distributer for Electric 1

niters ; C. T. Blake, St. Petersburg, F
App. filed July 15, 1914. Fixed conta'

carried by the cover.

1,147,636. Telegraph Repeater; J- &

Keon, Great Falls, Mont. App. filed N<

6, 1914. For reproducing signal in c

other independent circuit.

1,147,666. Apparatus for Electrical
Operating and Controlling Plani
Machines and the Like Reciprocal
Tools ; A. P. Wood, Hale, England. A]

filed Aug. 19, 1912. Reversing mo
fitted to each feed screw.

1,147,682. Lifting Magnet; D. C. Ja<

son, Madison, Wis. App. filed Jan.

1907. Magnetic flux increases in dens

near pole pieces.

1,147,686, 1,147,687 and 1,147,688. El
trical Regulator ; O. S. Schairer, E
wood Park, Pa. App. filed Oct. 5, 19-

For the field excitation.

1,147,692. Electrical System of Dist-

bution ; F. G. Beetem, Philadelphia,

App. filed June 9, 1914. Including st-

age battery.

1,147,696. System of Electrical E
bution : J. L. Woodbridge, Philadelpr

.

Pa. App. filed Nov. 25, 1911. As-

lighting system.
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^he Training of Men

\yfOST enterprises, whether manufacturing plants,

LVl central stations or the business of local dealers,

nden under the influence of some individual. He is

he man who first sees the opportunity to serve, who

nows at first hand what his customers need. He builds

business because he knows intimately all about what

e designs and makes and sells. His business grows,

nd of necessity he loses contact with these intimate

roblems. Other men become his designing engineers;

ther individuals remodel what he first made; new

oints of contact are established by other salesmen for

he goods that earlier he himself distributed. Each

f these men or group of men becomes a part, but never

he whole until each in his'turn starts in for himself,

'he fact that the men who make up the bone and sinew

f a modern enterprise cannot feel direct responsibility

nder ordinary working conditions brings up the need

f teaching men within the business the factors that

re vital to the success of that business as the man who
tarted it sees them. A man in an enterprise needs, in

rder to be most useful to it and most successful in it,

o know not alone the technique of his end of the work,

ut something of the broader problems that are involved

n company policies and methods. In a public utility

he man who comes into contact with the public repre-

enta the company's relations. That he should know
why" as well as "how" is most important. Such train-

ag properly guided will do much to help solve the

lany-sided question of public relations.

Electricity Never Wears Out"

A NEW YORK uncle of a boy scout was finishing his
' A lunch hour lately in a search for an appropriate

irthday remembrance for his nephew. At the toy

ounter of one of the largest department stores in the
ity he found a pocket electric "bug-light." This little

ashlamp was fitted with three bulls'-eyes, one red, one
lue and one white, which could be handily slid in turn
ver the bulb at the end of the lamp. Here was a
ovelty with an immediate boy-appeal, and this dialogue
receded the purchase: "How long will the battery

"Two hours." "Has this battery been in stock
)ng enough to be weaker than a fresh one?" "Oh, no,"
aid the boy clerk. "Electricity never wears out." The
•Titer was an "assistant purchasing agent" in this

ransaction. He thinks the story worth telling because
t strikes deep at one of the problems of distribution
'hich face the electrical manufacturer of appliances of
11 sorts. The manufacturer, the central-station man-
ger, the dealer in electrical supplies have this question

to answer: "Can electrical goods in the long run be sold

successfully through retail merchants who have no
knowledge of electricity?" On the one hand is the

manufacturer, justly seeking the widest distribution

possible for his product. Strictly from the viewpoint
of increasing sales, he needs more dealers who are mer-
chants. On the other side is the customer, who, per-

haps, makes a purchase and because of his own lack of

knowledge misuses and blames the equipment he buys.

There is only one answer. Either the electrical dealer

must wake up and learn how to merchandise or the de-

partment-store merchant must reform and learn a few
simple lessons in electricity. The question is who will

act first. The successful merchandising of electrical

appliances over the counter demands action.

Helps to Business

T F the Federal Trade Commission embodies in its per-
A manent practice the suggestions of Vice-chairman
Hurley the result will be of constructive benefit to manu-
facturers and therefore to our national industrial stand-
ing. Many manufacturers in the electrical industry will

be able to study their own operations more effectively

with the co-operation of the commission specialists. The
need for better knowledge of cost accounting is as plain

to those within the industry as to the new commissioner
who is lending his successful experience for the solution

of serious trade problems. That price demoralization
arises from ignorance of true cost is shown by the
competitive relations of every manufacturer to-day.

It is reassuring to find the commission considering
ways to help instead of ways to hinder business. As a

destructive agency it could not be a permanent factor
in government, but as a promoter of sound trade prac-
tices, correct cost-accounting principles and combina-
tion for foreign trade it will be a statesmanlike power
which the electrical industry will welcome. The nearer
the commission approaches to that ideal, the less will

it find its efforts hampered by distrust of its motives
or fear to divulge information.

Standardization in Accounting

THE constructive work of standardization in ac-

counting, suggested by Chairman Edwards of

the Accounting Section of the National Electric Light
Association in his interview in last week's issue of the

Electrical World, is rendered extremely complicated

by the lack of uniformity in either company practice or

commission order. Companies have co-operated in the
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compilation <>t' the standard N. B. L a i ka iflcation,

itut where thej are under commission juri diction they

arc powerless t<> use it unless it Is prescribed by the

State authority. The commissions have an organize

tion in tin- National Association of Railway Commis-

sioners, and this might be an appropriate agency to pro

mote a standard system of accounts for electrical util-

ities; but so far it lias not moved in this direction.

When the companies agree upon a standard classifies

tion which they are without authority to enforce and a

number of the state commissions not only ignore this

system hut also act with entire disregard id' each other,

it is plain that standardization is making no progress.

Either the association system meets the commission re-

quirements in accounting or it doe, not. It will not

l>e argued that each one of the various and conflicting

State commission accounting systems has a monopoly of

the virtues pertaining to this department of central-

station responsibility. It is greatly to be desired that

the new Accounting Section shall be able to signalize

the first year of its work, just begun, by taking definite

steps, in co-operation with public authorities, toward

final standardization.

The Laws of Induction

It was demonstrated by Faraday that when a wire

was moved across a magnetic field so as to cut the

magnetic flux an electromotive force was induced in the

wire during the motion. Faraday also demonstrated

that if a loop of wire is linked with magnetic flux any

change in the linkage, due either to motion of the loop

or to motion of the flux, sets up a temporary electro-

motive force in the loop. Ever since that time there

has been a difference of opinion between electromag-

neticians as to the manner in which these phenomena

should be regarded. Some declared the fundamental

law to be that whenever a loop has its flux contents

changed in any manner there will be a generation of

•electromotive force, and the primordial idea is that of

a circuit loop. Any cutting of flux by a conductor is

therefore a mere case of altering the flux in the loop

circuit to which it belongs. Others took the opposite

view and contended that a loop is a mere series aggre-

gation of conducting elements, the primordial idea being

that of the cutting of flux by some of these elements.

It is true that when cutting is effected in this way there

will be a change of flux in the circuit, but that is a con-

sequence and not a cause of the electric action. So the

loopers and the cutters carried on an animated intel-

lectual warfare, each side declaring that the other side

set the cart before the horse. There is a large literature

on this peaceful war. In the great mass of engineering

dynamo phenomena it was a matter of complete indif-

ference, from a practical point of view, which opinion

was held. There was nearly always both a looping

action going on, to satisfy the loopers, and also a cut-

ting action going on, to content the cutters. Never-

theless, from an intellectual standpoint, each saw the

universe of the other as inside out.

of recent years, however, the evidence lias been accu

inula) ing on the side of the cutters. It lias been pointed

out, for example, that if a loop full of magnetic llu\

was suddenly Injected Into a circuil loop, without ;in

flux cutting, and merely by switching at some point <>i

contiguity, n<> electromotive force was generated in t h>

circuit, and yet llux was being inclosed in a neu loop

Blonde! recently demonstrated by a serie ol experiment

that when loops are changed in llux contei

tangential motion, as distinguished from motion which

cuts, no perceptible electromotive force is gen<

This is another blow for the loopers.

Looked at from the standpoint now reached

seventy years of debate, it would appear that no electro-

motive force can be induced in a circuit unless flux cuts

the boundary. "No cuts, no volts," is the day'

word. P'urthermore, this slogan means, if it is to l,»

trusted, that when a secondary coil lies outside of a

primary coil, as, for example, when we apply first a

primary and then a secondary winding to a laminated

ring core, the flux which traverses the core when the

primary winding is energized does not spring up ami

develop within the primary coil, but comes jumping

through the secondary coil from outside, so as to cut the

secondary wires. Let us hope that the loopers will finally

admit that their loops are cut, and find other fields tc

occupy their honest and valuable warlike activities.

The Central-Station Man in the Community

Those who have followed the rise of electrical supph

to its present position of importance have been brought

to realize fully the change that has come over its rela-

tions to the community. In the old days, when tht

whole art consisted of the exploitation of systems undei

the general principle of charging what the traffic woulc

bear, the central-station man was looked upon as •<

predatory innovator whose goods must be purchased a>

a modern improvement, paid for with due grumbling

and criticised to balance the account. Those who car

remember the early struggles in establishing electric

lighting appreciate the difficult position in which th<

central-station manager stood in the community—hi

efforts to make apparatus far from perfect do its worl

and to wring a favorable balance sheet out of his oper

ating expense and repair account. Time was when hi

was eyed askance by the town fathers as one who ha(

saddled them with costly goods and rejoiced that publii

opinion compelled their purchase. How far the presen

has left behind this unhappy past our readers well know

but even now few of them appreciate fully the change'

attitude of the managers of public service corporation

and the extent to which they are willing to go in lend

ing a hand in public improvements and in "taking

chance"—sometimes a gambler's chance—in the con

tinuing prosperity of the people. Even public lighting

once looked upon as a necessary and congenial form o

graft, has now settled itself on a businesslike basis, anc

little as the public may realize the fact, many a central

station manager regards public lighting as a branch c
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service in which it is his duty to give the most he can

for the money and to reckon his costs on a rigid basis

of public economy.

And this is only the beginning of the proper relation

of the central-station man to his public. One of the

wisest and most successful of all managers once very

shrewdly remarked: "Every time I have decreased my
prices I have increased my net profits." The truth of

this statement is being brought out by the fact that elec-

trical service is the one product of which the price has

been steadily reduced in face of rapid increase in the

cost of all other necessary commodities. This matter of

prices takes care of itself automatically, but there is

room for still further co-operation with the public. The

central-station manager in any community should be

of right its trusted adviser in all technical matters

which have even remotely to do with electrical service.

He should put himself in such a position that he will be

instinctively trusted as one looking after the interests

of his fellow citizens as well as his own. As a matter of

fact, these interests are identical. If the coming of a

factory means benefit to the city in general, it should

also mean added prosperity for the electrical plant, and

steps should be taken at once to supply the factory with

electrical service. If improvements in the water service

are to be made, there is an excellent chance that elec-

trical pumping can save money for the community and

?arn it for the central station. If business is booming,

the streets and shops need to be better lighted since

ight is one of the cheapest forms of efficient advertis-

ing. It is the chief business of the central-station man
:o make his goods a necessity rather than a luxury, and

if he works steadily at it this can be brought to pass.

Every project of public betterment should find the

nanager at the front with this object in view and ready

:o lend a hand as far as is practicable. He must run

'isks now and then, as do other business men, in trust-

ng to future growth for his profits. If plans are being

nade for the development of a new section of the city,

ie must be in at the start and ready to co-operate in

seeing that no building is erected unwired for electric

service, that no factory starts without a demonstration
:hat motor service is to its advantage. The prosperity

)f the business demands that it keep in the closest pos-

sible touch with every form of improvement and estab-

ish a reputation for being "on the job" that will make
he manager's advice and co-operation sought as a mat-
er of course when any public benefit is under way.
rhe trend of the last few years has been steadily in

his direction, and it is going to continue until the
ocal electric plant is looked upon as a center of civic

ictivity. To-day the manager of a central station is

ikely to be a well-trained and well-educated man, fully
tble to take a strong personal hold on the community
ind assist in its technical activities, just as he must be
apable of following up those in his own special line of
^ork. It is the policy of getting close to the best that
i in the community which will ultimately win. First,
ast and always the central-station man must be an
nergetic and public-spirited citizen.

The Reserve Plant at Springfield, Mo.
In the valuation of the electric utility at Springfield,

Mo., last year the Missouri Public Service Commission
disallowed the item of a reserve steam plant. It held

that the plant was not required and that the public

should not be obliged to pay a return on its value.

It based a rate-making order on an appraisal which
rejected this plant as "used or useful" and indicated

its implicit belief that a continuous supply of energy
would be obtained from the hydroelectric plant belong-

ing to the Ozark Power & Water Company or from a

steam plant at Joplin, Mo. Although the United
States District Court has enjoined the commission from
enforcing the reduction in rates which it ordered and
the case is therefore evidently to have final adjudica-

tion in the courts, it is a matter of great interest that

the plant which the company declared was justifiable as

a reserve has been a useful resource in a number of

recent emergencies. According to our advices, the
transmission line from the hydroelectric plant was dam-
aged recently and the Joplin plant could not supply
sufficient energy for even the electric railway in Spring-
field. The reserve plant has been maintained in readi-

ness for operation and it provided for the full needs of

the city.

This is a case where, in a legal sense, the reserve
plant had been disposed of by commission order. Since
the commission held that the reserve plant had no
value on which the company could earn a return,
it was as if it did not exist as a tangible element.
During the trial of the case before the commission the
attorneys who attacked the schedule said that they
would prefer to be without service occasionally rather
than to pay rates based on a valuation including the re-

serve plant. They could make that grandiloquent re-

nunciation safely, because they thought that service
interruptions would be immaterial, if, indeed, any took
place. The steady supply of service, the necessary and
expensive precautions to prevent interruption and to
avoid complaints from consumers, meant nothing;
those were the affair of the company to settle in any
way it could. In yielding to these representations the
commission only destroyed the value of the plant as
an element in its order, it did not demolish the physical
unit. When the continuation of service was threatened
the reserve plant met the emergency.

The pending contest of the decision in the courts and
the retention of the plant create a situation which
benefits consumers. Because of the unwillingness of
the company to lose its investment in the plant and the
prompt appeal to the courts, the order of the commis-
sion came very near to both giving rates which did not
take the reserve apparatus into account and at the same
time affording consumers the protection which their
representatives argued they could do without. It was
like getting the benefit of the plant without paying for
it. However much this doctrine may appeal to some
consumers, it is one that has never been upheld by the
courts or the sober judgment of the people when they
know the facts.
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RESIGNATION OF l)K. McALLISTER
Staff <»! Electrical World Tenders Farewell Luncheon i<>

linn -Mr. F. M. Felkei Chosen as His Successor

The editorial staff of the Electricai World gave a

luncheon Friday in the Engineers' Club, New York, in

honor Of Dr. A. S. McAllister, who wit hdrew as editor

on Aug. l. Other members of the McGraw Publishing

Company, from the Btaffs of the Electric Railway Jour-

nal, the Engineering Record, Metallurgical and Chem
ical Engineering and the McGrano Electrical Directory,

also joined in paying their respects to the guesl of

honor. Mr. Hugh .M. Wilson, first vice-president of the

M.tiraw Publishing Company, acted as toastmaster, and

speeches were made by former associates of Dr. McAl-
lister on the Electrical World.

Dr. McAllister was taken somewhat by surprise when
the stall', through Mr. William H. Onken, Jr., managing
editor, presented him with an inscribed gold watch.

Dr. McAllister's Work on the Electrical World

Mr. Wilson before announcing the various speakers

dwelt on those personal qualities of character possessed

by Dr. McAllister which won him the high regard of

the staff. He told of the contributions made by Dr.

McAllister to the dignity, reliability and standing of

the Electrical World during his ten years' connection

with its editorial department and said that his services

would still be available to the company in a consulting

capacity. No changes in general policies are contem-

plated, and Dr. McAllister's work, he said, will fall into

the experienced hands of Mr. F. M. Feiker, who has

been chosen to succeed him. Mr. Wilson expressed sat-

isfaction at being able to assure to the new editor the

hearty and undivided support of the staff which has

been so loyal to Dr. McAllister. It is one of the evi-

dences that mark both the high character of the in-

dividuals and the substantial nature of the Electrical

World as an institution.

After a toast drunk to the health of Mr. James H.

McGraw, who is now on the Pacific Coast, Mr. Wilson

presented Mr. Onken, who on behalf of the staff said:

Felicitations of the Staff

"It is difficult to express adequately in words the

esteem in which his associates hold their former chief,

Dr. McAllister. In an institution like the Electrical

World the paper must always transcend in renown and

importance the personality of its editors. Every great

journal is endowed with an individuality so strong that

none may venture to match against it his own. Pub-
lications now are sponsor for all that they contain, and
subordination of self is one of the essential attributes

of an editor.

"Indeed, an editor's life makes no noise; it has no
fever, no exhalations, no tumultuous joy. No delirious

crowds distract it with fickle applause. It glides calmly

through quiet years, touching all other lives that fall

within the range of its influence with a pervasive benefi-

cence that at last enshrines it in the admiration of all

readers, and especially in the love of those humbler
servants who have labored beside their chief.

"This, after all, is the summation of his reward. Is

it not enough ? Does it not satisfy the cravings of the

soul? What are the glittering and empty triumphs
of ambition compared with the abiding consciousness

of a lodgement in the hearts of men?
"Of Dr. McAllister it is not necessary for me to

speak. He has gone in and out among us, affording us

abundant opportunity of observing him. Every day he

has added to the measure of our respect, to the extent

of our admiration, and to the depth of our obligation.

And now, as he withdraws from among us, we have

embraced the opportunity ol presenting to him this

Watch as an expression of OUT esteem. In it arc en-

graved I hese words

:

A 1. 1. A MS BTBATTOM v|. \U.IHTKII,
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Freely may we offer now this tribute of our affection
for all those personal traits of character which have so
endeared him to us, our admiration for the pure and
lofty purposes which have animated his career, our
gratitude for his faithful, unwearied devotion to the
best traditions of the Electrical World.

"It remains for us, Doctor, but to wish you godspeed.
May your life be long; may it be prosperous, unclouded
by sorrow or anxiety, except as the memory of former
scenes and friends may temper the sunshine of univer-
sal approval under which in honor and in peace it rolls

its course to the Great Beyond."

Response of Dr. McAllister

Voicing his thankfulness for the gift and especially

his appreciation of the spirit which prompted it, Dr.
McAllister alluded to his work on the Electrical
World and to the very cordial relationships which grew
up between him and the members of the editorial staff.

With keen regret, he said, did he look upon the sever-

ance of those charming ties knit so closely by daily per-

sonal contact, and he asked that the same measure of

co-operation he enjoyed be extended to his successor,

Mr. Feiker. Editorial work Dr. McAllister always
found pleasant and to his liking, and the publishers of
the Electrical World, he said, were ever more than
generous in outlays for editorial development. He was
glad that as a consulting editor he would not lose entire

touch with his former associates and expressed the hope
that the paper would continue to grow in strength and
importance as the dominating interpreter of the elec-

trical industry.

Mr. Feiker Outlines Policy

Mr. F. M. Feiker was then introduced and spoke in

part as follows: "The Electrical World is the voice

of an industry. That industry is made up of many
parts. Often men in one section of the industry forget

that there are other sections, and that the success of all

depends on the interrelations and the co-operation of

one with the other.

"The Electrical World has led and reflected the

industry as a whole with a saneness and fair-minded-
ness that have given it its place to-day in the industry.

As Mr. Onken has so well stated, an institution like the

World comes to have an entity of its own. Its

editors become interpreters, and my only wish in taking
up the responsibilities that have been so ably car-

ried by the men who have preceded me is to interpret

the electrical industry as I see it to-day in the same
spirit of truth and service that they have sought and
given."

Career of Dr. McAllister

Addams Stratton McAllister was born at Covington,

Va., Feb. 24, 1875. Following preliminary schooling in

his home town of Covington, he entered Pennsylvania
State College in 1894, from which in 1898 he received

the degree of B.S. and subsequently the degree of E.E.
Prior to graduation, several summers were spent in

machine-shop and field-surveying work. In 1898 and
1899 he gained experience in electric-locomotive opera-
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tion and repair at mines near Windber, Pa., and the
next year studied practical manufacturing details of

direct-current and alternating-current machinery at the
Westinghouse works at East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Completing a post-graduate course in electrical engi-
neering at Cornell University in 1901, he received the
degree of M.M.E., and in 1905 was granted the degree
of Ph.D. From 1901 to 1904 he was instructor in

physics and applied electricity at Cornell, and in 1904
he was assistant professor of electrical engineering
there.

In 1905 Dr. McAllister joined the staff of the Elec-
trical World as associate editor, and, following the
resignation of Mr. W. D. Weaver, he was in 1913 ap-

pointed editor-in-chief of the paper. Since 1909 he has

also served as professorial lecturer at Pennsylvania
State College and has lectured before many engineering

and electrical organizations throughout the country.

Dr. McAllister was the first to expound and formu-
late the application of the law of conservation in illu-

mination calculations, and he developed the simplified

circle diagrams of single-phase and polyphase induction

motors and synchronous motors and the absorption-of-

light method of calculating illumination. He received

patents for alternating-current machinery in 1903, 1904,

1906 and 1907.

He is the author of "Alternating-Current Motors,"

used as a textbook in many leading engineering schools,

and of chapters on "Transformers" and "Motors" in the

"Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers." He
has also contributed to the technical press numerous
original articles on engineering subjects resulting from
original investigation and research.

Dr. McAllister is the president of the Illuminating

Engineering Society and a Fellow and a member of

the board of managers of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. He is a member of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, the Amer-
ican Electrochemical Society, the National Electric

Light Association, the New York Electrical Society,

the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Educa-
tion, the Jovian Order, the Pennsylvania State College

Association of New York, the "Virginians" of New
York, the New York Southern Society, the Virginia His-

torical Society, the Cornell University Club of New-
York, the University Club, State College, the Sigma Xi
and Tau Beta Pi honor societies, the Phi Kappa Phi

honor fraternity, and the Eta Kappa Nu electrical

fraternity.

Mr. F. M. IViker

Mr. F. M. Feiker, who succeeds Dr. McAllister as

editor of the ELECTRICAL WORLD, has for the last three

years been chairman of the editorial board of the A. W.
Shaw Company, Chicago, publisher of System, Factory,

and books on business. Morn in 1881 at Northampton,

Mass., Mr. Feiker was in 1904 graduated from the elec-

trical engineering course of Worcester (Mass.) Poly-

technic Institute, and spent the following year in special

research work on high-potential generation and trans-

mission as private assistant to Prof. H. B. Smith of

Worcester.

During the year 1906-1907 Mr. Feiker served as

technical journalist for the General Electric Company.

Joining the staff of Factory magazine at Chicago in

1907, he was appointed technical editor, and in 1909

managing editor. In the latter position he continued

until 1912, when he was made chairman of the editorial

board of both Factory and System, which post he held

until his resignation to join the staff of the Electrical

World.
In 1912 Mr. Feiker delivered at Harvard by invi-

tation a course of lectures in industrial organization.

He is an associate member of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers and of numerous organizations

for the advancement of science, education and manage-

ment. He is a member of the Engineers' Club, New
York City, the University Club, Chicago, and the City

Club, Chicago.

Government Reports on Hydroelectric Development

Information regarding hydroelectric development in

foreign countries which has been secured by the Depart-

ment of Commerce covers installations of varying sizes

in Bahia, Brazil; Stavanger, Norway; Gothenburg,

Sweden; Seville, Spain; Zanzibar, Africa, and Tamatave,
Madagascar.
The data were obtained by American consular officers

and cover many matters connected with hydroelectric

properties, such as the Swedish Water Power Associa-

tion, the Swedish Electric Works Association, trade in

electrical materials, methods employed by Germany in

building up a market for electrical apparatus and sup-

plies in Russia, and possibilities for extension of the

trade of American manufacturers of electrical materials

in Madagascar.
The reports, which are in manuscript, were at

the New York office of the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce for some time and were inspected with

interest by persons seeking information on the subject.

They were then sent to Newark.
The reports will be in the following cities: Boston,

Aug. 9 to 14, branch office of Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce; Pittsfield, Mass., Aug. 16 to 20,

Board of Trade; Philadelphia, Aug. 23 to 27, Commer-
cial Museum; Pittsburgh, Aug. 30 to Sept. 4, Foreign
Trade Commission; Rochester, Sept. 7 to 10, Chamber
of Commerce; Buffalo, Sept. 13 to 16, Chamber of Com-
merce; Cleveland, Sept. 18 to 22, Chamber of Commerce;
Cincinnati, Sept. 24 to 28, Chamber of Commerce; Sept.

29 to Oct. 2, Cincinnati, New Orleans, Texas & Pacific

Railway; St. Louis, Oct. 4 to 9, branch office of Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce; Atlanta, Oct. 12

to 16, branch office of Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce; New Orleans, Oct. 18 to 22, branch office of

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce; Los An-
geles, Oct. 28 to Nov. 3, Chamber of Commerce; San
Francisco, Nov. 6 to 13, branch office of Bureau of For-
eign and Domestic Commerce; Seattle, Nov. 16 to 20,

branch office of Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce.



One Boiler Rooi

FIG. I ENERGY GENERATED AT THIS POINT IS TRANSMITTED TO A GROUP OF

COAL MINES WITHIN A 50-MILE RADIUS

FIG. 2- -SWITCHING STRUCTURE ON MAIN TRANSMISSION LINE FROM WHICH
LINES BRANCH TO DIFFERENT MINES

T

FIG. 3—TYPES OF TRANSMISSION-LINE STRUCTURES CARRYING SINGLE AND
DOUBLE 44,000-VOLT CIRCUITS

Second of Two Arti

of the Virg

iHE engineering details of the

20,600-kva. steam planl of

the Virginia Power Company,
which serves some fifty coal mines in

the Kanawha and New River coal fields

of West Virginia, were presented in

last week's issue of the ELECTRICAL
World. In what follows a pictorial

description is given of the transmis-
sion lines and substations from the
steam station to the mouth of the coal

mines, showing the features of engi-

neering construction that have been
devised to serve this class of customer
economically from a transmission sys-

tem operating at 44,000 volts. Fol-

lowing these illustrations, the design

details and data relating to these

transmission lines and customers' sub-

stations are presented.

Instead of the high-tension appa-

ratus being housed in the steam-sta-

tion building according to the usual

design of steam stations used in con-

nection with a transmission system, a

modern outdoor substation type of

structure has been built which is one

of the largest outdoor high-tension

transformer plants entirely operated

in connection with a steam generating

station. As shown in one of the ac-

companying illustrations, this outdoor

substation is situated just outside the

station turbine room. It is a steel-

frame structure, arranged for accom-

modating twelve 2750-kva. single-

phase water-cooled, oil-insulated out-

door-type transformers with bus ar-

rangements and all the auxiliary high-

tension apparatus, such as circuit-

breakers, choke coils, disconnecting

switches, electrolytic lightning ar-

resters, and the like. The buses

installed are of brass tubing 1 in. in

outside diameter, supported on suita-

ble designs of insulators and section-

alized by outdoor horn-rgap switches.

The oil switches are of the Westing-

house type of 300-amp. rating.

The diagram of station circuits

shown in Fig. 7 indicates the ar-

rangement of low-tension and high-

tension apparatus in the station and

at the outdoor substation. The low-

tension arrangement includes the n«*e

of unit buses and a transfer bus. The

generators have their neutrals inter-

connected and ^rounded. The dia-

gram shows the ultimate station

equipment of four turbo-generators.

Only No. 1 and No. 2 units have been

installed. The layout of the outdoor

substation provides for the two addi-

tional generating units with the neces-

sary switchgear.



istead of Fifty

ie Cabin Creek Plant

er Company

In connection with the transmission

system there are no main or central

distributing substations, the 44,000-

volt transmission lines leading directly

from the outdoor substation at the

steam station to the customers' sub-

stations. From the customers' sub-

stations when situated away from the

mines short 2300-volt lines are run to

the mouths of the mines where the

energy is used. There are 156 miles

of 44,000-volt and 29 miles of 2300-

volt lines.

The main transmission line leads

from the Cabin Creek Junction steam
station to West Raleigh, a distance

of 46 miles. This line is sectionalized

at four division points so that in case

of trouble the whole length of the

main line need not be put out of serv-

ice. The towers used on this main
line are of the square-base windmill

type and carry two circuits. The
branch circuits taken from the main
line are also carried on steel struc-

tures. These are for the most part of

the Archbold-Bradv semi-flexible type

of lattice steel poles with square wind-
mill-type anchor towers used every

half mile. The conductors carried on
these towers are arranged in a ver-

tical plane and supported by Thomas
suspension insulators consisting of

three disks in suspension and four for

strain. On the main line two galvan-

ized 0.375-in. steel ground cables are

carried above the conductor cross-

arms. The main-line conductors are

of No. 000 copper and the branch-line

conductors of No. 2 copper.

Transmission-Line Towers

The steel towers used on the trans-

mission line are of three designs of

square-base, double-circuit windmill
construction, known as A, B and C.

The A design- of tower was used on
the straight runs of line where angles

were not more than 5 deg. The B
design, which is somewhat heavier, is

used for angle and strain towers.

These towers were designed to with-

stand strains due to 8 lb. per square
foot wind pressure and 0.5 in. coating
of ice. The A design is 11 ft. square
at the base, 63 ft. high from ground
to ground wire at the top, and weighs
approximately 5100 lb. The B design
is 20 ft. square at the base, 62 ft. high
from the ground to the ground-wire
cross-arm at the top, and weighs ap-

proximately 6280 lb. The weights
given include the anchorage, which
was made of steel grillage buried in

the earth. The C design of tower

FIG. 4—TYPICAL MINE SUBSTATION, SHOWING TAKE-OFF BRACKETS AND
STANDARD STEEL FRAME FOR DEAD-ENDING LINES

FIG. 5—ANOTHER DETAIL OF THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, SWITCHING
STRUCTURE IN DISTANCE, METERING FRAME IN FOREGROUND

*K
FIG. 6—AN OUTDOOR SUBSTATION AT SCARBRO, W. VA., MINE TIPPLE IN THE

BACKGROUND
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is used on branch circuits and is similar to designs A main and the branch circuit lines bj the use of take-ofl
and B, with the exception thai It carries only one ground brackets In tin- manner shown In the top Illustration on
wire at its apex. The cross-arms for all of the towers page 287.
ere arranged with a vertical spacing of <',."> ft. The transmission lines cross navigable rivers in lour
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FIG. 7—DIAGRAM OF WIRING FOR STATION AND OUTDOOR SUBSTATION AT CABIN CREEK
PLANT OF VIRGINIA POWER COMPANY

The A and B designs of towers provide a cross-arm at

the top for two ground wires, the cross-arm being 12

ft. long. The top and bottom conductor cross-arms are
18 ft. long and the middle cross-arm 14 ft. The C de-

sign of tower has a base 10 ft. square and weighs 4220
lb. with anchorage. The middle cross-arm is 18 ft. long
and the upper and lower cross-arms are 14 ft. each.

The average spacing employed in the case of all towers
is 500 ft.

The distribution branches are led off from both the

places, calling for eight river-crossing towers designed

and constructed after specifications furnished by the

United States War Department. The type of structure

is shown in Fig. 12. These river-crossing towers vary
in height from 80 ft. to 103.5 ft., and vary in weight
from 18,000 lb. for the single-circuit designs to 57,000 lb.

for the double-circuit designs. The conductors used for

these river crossings are 11/16-in. copper-clad steel with

3 7/16-in. steel ground cables. The insulators support-

ing these conductors are connected to the river-crossing

FIG. 8—TYPE OF SWITCHING FRAME USED ON MAIN
TRANSMISSION LINE

FIG. 9—ARCHBOLD-BRADY JACK AND WOOD-POLE
CONSTRUCTION USED ON BRANCH LINES
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FIG. 11—METERING CONNECTIONS FOR MINE SUBSTATIONS

towers by means of special forged-steel strain clamps.
The arrangement of conductors is in a horizontal plane.
The territory through which the transmission lines

pass is mountainous and considerable difficulty was ex-
perienced in building the various lines. On account

FIG. 12—ONE OF FOUR RIVER-CROSSING TOWERS
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TABLE II—TRANSFORMER SUBSTATIONS

No. Location Kva. Rating

1 Mucklow 450
2 Ward 300
3 Carbondale 450
4 Putney 450
5 Gamoca 750

6 Nuttallburg 300
7 Winona 300
8 Scarbro 1800
9 Whipple 900
10 Lochgellv 1800

11 Harvey 600
12 Collins 300
13 Dunloop 750
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15

»
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18 Weirwood 750
19 Raleigh 1500
20 Minden 900
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27 Empire 450
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30 Elk Ridge 200
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31-B
as
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of the obstacles in the path of the transmission line,

it was found necessary in certain cases to increase the

height of standard towers, and this was done by the

use of 15-ft. extensions to the base of the standard

designs of line towers.

Transformer Substations

The substations required to serve the coal-mining

customers from the 44,000-volt lines have been installed

by the mining companies themselves. Inasmuch as the

average coal-mining company is a comparatively large

user of energy, requiring a transformer equipment
rating of from 50 kva. to 600 kva., it was deemed ad-

visable to use outdoor types of transformer substations.

The equipment at the substations and the arrangement
of the substations themselves have been standardized.

A standard design is illustrated on this page, and
consists of rectangular frames of galvanized structural

steel with the transformers carried beneath the switch

gear delta-connected.

These substation structures have been designed so

that the lines of spans of considerable length may be

dead-ended to the steel frame without requiring the in-

stallation of a tower for this purpose. In some cases the

meters with the instrument transformers are housed on

this structure, while in others a separate metering and
switching structure is provided. The lines from the

low-voltage side of the transformers are carried directly

to the individual substations serving the mines or led

to rotary converters when direct current is required.

The transformers, oil switches, circuit-breakers, light-

ning arresters and other electrical equipment used in

the substations were furnished by the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company. The transmission-

line towers were furnished by the American Bridge

FIG. 13—AN INSTALLATION OF A STANDARD CUSTOMER'S

SUBSTATION STRUCTURE

Company and the Archbold-Brady Company, and the in-

sulators by the R. Thomas & Sons Company.
Mr. C. 0. Lenz, consulting engineer, 71 Broadway,

New York City, and chief engineer of the Virginia

Power Company, designed and had charge of the instal-

lation of the transmission lines and substations.

"Teaching the Business" to the Employee
How the Boston Edison Company Instructs Its Men in Technical Subjects and in

the Broader Matters of Relations with the Public

FEW industrial or public utility corporations have
shown greater interest in employees' welfare dur-

ing the last few years than has the Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating Company of Boston, Mass. The
"plant" devoted to this use at the new general service

buildings of the company may fairly be said to be un-

rivaled in the central-station field. As the nucleus of

welfare activities in a system employing about 2000
persons, such facilities contribute much to the efficiency

with which this branch of the company's affairs is ad-

ministered. Among these activities the educational

work of the company deserves emphasis at this time, for

never in the company's history have the opportunities

for gaining instruction been so extensive as during the

season just closed.

An Educational Committee of Three

The work of instruction is under the supervision of

an educational committee of three members, of which
Mr. H. W. Moses, head of the welfare bureau, is chair-

man and Mr. R. S. Hale is secretary. The third member
is selected from time to time, according to the nature of

the courses under discussion. He is usually a depart-

ment head whose advice is valuable when formulating
plans for instruction in specific subjects. The commit-
tee is directly responsible to President Charles L. Edgar,
whose interest in helping individual employees to be-

come more efficient, both for their own and the com-
pany's benefit, has led to the carrying out of the present

comprehensive program.
While there have been educational courses maintained

by the company for a number of years in various

branches of its work, the scale on which the past sea-

son's lectures and studies have been conducted is broader

than has hitherto been feasible. The equipment and
available meeting places have been made more con-

venient and freedom from interruption has been in-

sured, with the result that the interest on the part of

employees has been correspondingly heightened.

The Fall Course in Central-Station Subjects

As far back as August, 1914, the announcement was
made in Edison Life, the company's monthly magazine,

of a course of study and lectures "on the company."
The course began on Sept. 11 and continued through six

weeks. Two lectures were given weekly, the maximum
time allowed for each being three hours on Tuesday and
Friday mornings. The subjects and speakers were as

follows: "Outline of Course and History of the Com-
pany," Mr. R. S. Hale; "Organization of the Company,"
Mr. L. D. Gibbs; "Selling for House Use," Mr. L. R.

Wallis; "Wiring and Meters," Mr. <T. W. Cowles; "Tak-

ing Applications for Service," Mr. E. C. Kimball;

"Selling for Store Use," Mr. L. R. Wallis; "Billing and
Collecting," Mr. H. P. Driver; "Maintenance of Lines,"

Mr. J. A. Vahey ; "Lamps," Mr. J. W. Cowles ; "Selling

for Power," Mr. L. R. Wallis; "Appliances," Mr. W.
Graydon Stetson, and "Welfare," Mr. H. W. Moses.

Representatives from various departments were as-

signed to attend the sessions. Each session was followed

by a written test lasting about twenty minutes, the

answers being discussed at the following session prior

to the rendering of the lecture. The foregoing lectures,

which were given by heads of departments, were so well

received that they were twice repeated. This course
was in charge of Mr. R. S. Hale, assisted by Mr. P. E.

Gleason, who was formerly associated with the Boston
Continuation Schools.
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in view of ii of tins course, aboul a dozen

others were planned for the winter and spring, ami

these were attended bj aboul 200 employees. These

courses included the following general subjects: "Sale

manship," "Firsl Aid and Hygiene," "Auditing," "Bus!

ness Arithmetic," "The Essentials in the (arc and

Handling of the Company's Apparatus and Material,"

•standard Electric Wiring," "Advanced Stenography
and Office Routine," etc.

Salesmanship and Public Relations

The course in "Salesmanship" had n<> formal program,
hut was developed along the lines of inculcating more
efficient selling ability among solicitors and other em-
ployers in direct contact with the public. In the work
thus far accomplished special emphasis has been placed

on the avoidance of technical language in discussing

electrical appliances with prospective customers.

Attention has also been given to a consideration of

objections met in introducing equipment into the home
and office, and to the demonstration of sales. Students

in the course have at times acted as purchasers, while

persons outside the company have also been asked to

take the part of the unwilling "prospect." About twenty
lectures and discussions completed the course, in which
twenty-five employees were registered.

The educational committee preferred to limit the at-

tendance in all of the regular study courses to about

thirty or thirty-five so that the students might obtain

the benefits of thorough discussion and examination.

The object generally is to take the student out of purely

routine ideas and to give him a largei grasp of the

relation of his work to the company and to the public.

Care and Handling ol \|iparal ns and Materials

<)i r tin- most interesting courses was that on

"Essentials in the Care and Handling of Apparatus and

Material." The course ws designed to give employees

in tin- supply- department, primarily, some under tand

ing of the uses of apparatus COn tantly on hand in the

stockroom, of the fundamental principles of its opera-

ITIONS ON LECTURE I

i. Whal is the National Electrli al i !ode?

Who malcei this

:; \\ ho Inspects wiring;?

i. Why is wiring Ini pactad

5, Whal are i w Itches for?

6 Whal art son* requirements of a K"<><1 switch?

, What dimensions of a switch depend on volt

Why?
9. What dimensions of a BWltch depend on current?

10. Why?
11. Two switches are rated 1 1 1

«
- same. Which should have

a greater distance between the blades, the alternating-

current or the direct-current?

12. Why?
13. What is a fuse for?

14. What governs the size of the fusible part?

15. Name three kinds of fuses.

It!. Describe fully one kind of an inclosed fuse.

17. Name two kinds of fuse terminals.

18. What are time-limit relays used for?

tion and their relation to the elementary laws of elec-

tricity and physics, and of the importance of care in

manipulating and transporting apparatus and materials.

Thirty-five men were enrolled in this course, which con-

sisted of twelve lectures and twelve examinations, lec-

tures and examinations alternating weekly. Twenty-

A LECTURE IN THE LABORATORY, WITH APPARATUS MOUNTED FOR DEMONSTRATION—EMPLOYEES' COURSE OF THE

BOSTON EDISON COMPANY
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five of the students were from tht- supply department,
the others being from the purchasing, street-engineer-

ing, station-engineering, accounting, and generating
departments. The place of meeting depended upon the

subject of the day, among the locations chosen being

the company's laboratory, the committee room of the

welfare bureau, the stockroom, the maintenance depart-

ment, and some of the substations. Each student was
notified by telephone as to the meeting place the day
before the lecture or examination.

PROSPECTUS OF REPRESENTATIVE COURSE.
Essentials of the Care of Apparatus and Material in the

Storehouse.

1. Materials of Electrical Construct ion.

Metals in common use.

Screws, bolts, drills, taps, pipe, etc.

Gages, calipers, micrometers
J. A. Herlihy, chief inspector supply department.

Conductors: Wires and cables, wire tables.

H. W. Stevens, assistant superintendent street engi-

neering department.
2. Current.

Fuses and knife-blade switches.

National Electrical Code.

H. M. Morley, standardizing and testing department.
Circuit-breakers, solenoids.

Heating effects.

Appliances.

R. E. Dillon, technical assistant generating department.
3. Voltage.

Insulating materials.

Rubber, porcelain, paper, wood, oil, etc.

Feeder regulators.

H. W. Stevens, assistant superintendent street engi-

neering department.
High-voltage testing.

C. L. Kasson, in charge of electrical testing laboratory.

4. Resistance.

Rheostats, motor starters.

V. J. York, in charge of steam testing, standardiz-
ing laboratory.

Weights and measures.
Instruments : Ammeters, voltmeters.

S. R. Keyes, in charge of standardizing laboratory.

5. Inductance.
Transformers, potential, line, station, and constant-

current.

J. A. Vahey, general inspector maintenance department.
6. Electrical properties, capacity, phase, frequency.

Lamps, incandescent and arc.

J. C. Norcross, assistant superintendent installations

Watt-hour meters.

C. H. Ingalls, head of meter-testing divisii n,

7. Tube system.
Junction boxes, fittings, etc.

T. H. Haines, assistant superintendent maintenance
department.

Line material, poles, arms, hardware.
W. F. Stevens, superintendent supply department.

S. Oil switches.

Overhead and underground.
Station control.

W. F. Willman, engineer station engineering depart-

ment.
Disconnecting switches, lightning arresters.

T. E. Penard, engineer electrical division, station en-

gineering department.
9. Rotary converters, frequency changers, turbines.

G. E. Seabury, erecting engineer, station engineer-

ing department.
Motors, generators and motor-generators.

R. E. Dillon, technical assistant generating department.
10. Storage batteries.

Vehicle and station ; dry batteries.

J. C. Walton, engineer station engineering department,
Rectifiers.

Vehicle and arc lamp.
W. F. Willman, engineer station engineering de-

partment.
1 i

.
Miscellaneous materials.

Paint, oil, varnish, alcohol, gasoline.

J. A. Herlihy, chief inspector supply department,
Ammonia, pitch, tape, etc.

C. L. Hartshorn, chemist.
12. Trip to a substation.

Each lecture in this course consisted of two parts,

with two speakers, each taking half of the period. The
instructors were as a rule technically trained men occu-

pying positions under a department head and thus being
in closer contact with the students than their executive
superiors. Notes were taken by the students at all

lectures, and at the end of the course these were marked
by the chief inspector of the supply department. The
course was formulated by Mr. W. F. Stevens, superin-
tendent of the supply department, with the assistance
of Mr. T. E. Penard of the construction bureau and
several department heads.

Syllabi of the lectures scheduled for each month were
printed in the current Edison Life. The accompanying
halftone illustrates a lecture on rheostats, motor starters,

dimmers, weights and measures, and instruments,
mounted for examination in the laboratory. The lec-

ture covered the principles of operation and use of a
variety of equipment, and included a discussion on ad-
justments, accuracy, sworn scales, principles of instru-
ment operation, measurements of large quantities,

recognition of various instruments, the use of certain
instruments, the effects of stray fields, and precautions
in handling.

Examinations and Credits

The examinations usually consist of eighteen ques-
tions—writing and neatness being counted as two ex-
tras. At some of the lectures the students were given
copies of manufacturers' catalogs, wire tables, the
National Electrical Code, etc., appropriate to the subject
of the day. In the supply department fifteen men were
assigned to take the whole course, ten others being ex-
cused from work to take every other lecture or so.

Employees from other departments took the course
voluntarily. In all these courses the company meets
the entire expense, except in one or two instances where
a nominal charge is made for textbooks. Full pay is

given to all men taking a course during working hours.
A typical examination in the course on the care of appa-
ratus and materials is shown herewith.
The questions are intentionally made elementary,

since the object of the course is to make clear the funda-
mentals so that stock-department employees will have a
working knowledge of the equipment which they are
constantly handling.

Courses in Business and General Subjects

The first-aid course called for about ten lectures, and
that on auditing for about twenty lectures, with forty
men enrolled. Fifteen were enrolled in the course on
business arithmetic, the course consisting of working
out examples under personal supervision. Fourteen
students studied the wiring manual by themselves in a
group and were afterward given an examination on the
book when the work was completed. Much interest was
shown, also, in the debating club. Twelve students were
enrolled in the advanced stenography and office routine
course, which included instruction in short cuts, as well
as in work with notebook and typewriter. In the
English course about fifteen employees, mainly from the
stenographic division, made a systematic study of stand-
ard literature, with the object of developing vocabulary
and expression. Prize examinations were also given
on the Red Cross textbook on first aid and hygiene, the
"Employees' Handbook," and the Edison rate schedules,
the latter being intended primarily for members of the
billing and sales departments.

Mention should be made in closing of the use by the
company of the Russell Sage Foundation test of hand-
writing legibility, employees being graded accorded to
the standard of this organization and receiving the
utmost encouragement to improve their use of pen and
pencil.
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Mobile Color and Stage Lighting—II

Further Description of Apparatus Parabolic strip links and Color-Mixing

Strips The Lamp Problem in Modern Stage Illumination

I'.v Bassett Jones

THAT light as a mobile element offers an artistic

medium for the realization of new notes of

beauty in the production of Btage effects was
pointed <>nt by the author in the preceding installment

of this article, which appeared in these pages last. week.
Special unit equipment for stage illumination, including
"spot" and "Hood" lamps, basket units, elliptic borders,
etc., was discussed at that time. In the present install-

ment there arc described the parabolic strip, the lens

spot lamp, the color-mixing strip and other units.

The Parabolic Strip Unit.—In order to be easily

transportable and flexible, this strip-lighting unit is

made in sections 4.5 ft. long, each equipped for six 100-

watt concentrated filament-lamps in bulbs with skirted
hase. Fig. 8 shows its general character. The reflector

is a semi-parabolic cylinder, the centers of the lamp
filaments being on the focal line. Each lamp is equipped
with a hemispherical reflector so that practically all the
light emitted by the lamps is received on reflecting sur-
faces of high efficiency.

Most of the lighfr is projected in a sheet so that
when set quite close to the top or bottom of a drop the
whole drop is evenly illuminated. Adding units merely
increases the average illumination of the entire drop
surface. When on the road it is often convenient to

set these strips on the stage floor where they can be
masked as shown in Fig. 13-1. Otherwise they may be
hooked on battens and hoisted in the usual way, as

shown in Figs. 9 and 13-2. Halter hooks are provided
for this purpose. Even when standing on the floor, it is

easy to set the strips so that the sheet of light is di-

rected toward the top of the drop, making the top
brighter than the bottom. Any intermediate adjust-

ment can be easily made, and when once determined for

any production the adjustment may be locked in position.

Semi-hyperbolic, cylindrical and aluminized diffusing

reflectors may be employed with this unit. Specially

shaped reflectors are used for diffusing the light in dif-

ferent ways. The different types of reflectors for each
unit are interchangeable. These strips are also made
for use as fly strips, when they stand on one end and
hook to the fly battens in the usual way.

FIG. 8—PARABOLIC STRIP UNITS, ONE WITH COLOR SHEET
AND HOLDER REMOVED TO SHOW CONSTRUCTION

When it is desired to cut out the direct light from
the lamp and confine the light to a sheet, as, for in-

stance, when a band of light of some definite color is

wanted, use is made of sheet metal louvers of the form
shown in Fig. 8, producing the result illustrated in Fig.
13-3. A single unit in a group may be employed for this

purpose while the remaining units produce general illu-

mination of the drop. Each unit is provided with stage
cable at each end, so that when one end is equipped with
a male and the other with a female two-pin connector a
series of units may be hooked together on one circuit.

The strips are provided with long rectangular sheet-

metal color holders with cross wires to keep the color

filters flat and clips to hold the gelatines together at

FIGS. 9 AND 10—PARABOLIC STRIP UNITS SUSPENDED FROM BATTEN, AND LENS SPOT LAMP OF PEDESTAL TYPE
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joints. Like the holders for the parabolic spot lamp,
these holders are in two parts, the gelatines being placed

between and the whole bound together with paper fast-

eners.

When color changes are required use is made of two
series of these strips, alternate strips being connected

on different circuits and equipped with different color

filters. The wide spread of the light sheet prevents

any discontinuity when one series is dimmed.
The Lens Spot Lamp.—For certain effects a spot lamp

is needed where the range of spot diameter is greater

than can be obtained with the parabolic spot lamp and
louvers. For such purposes the spot lamp shown in

Fig. 10 was designed. This unit can be employed with
either the 100-watt or the 500-watt lamp and is gen-

erally similar to the arc spot lamp, except as to the light

source. It can be dimmed or switched on or off at

will, a self-contained switch being provided for this

tween the lamp and the lens a perforated diaphragm
to cut out the light from such reflections. These units

have the usual color holders and slides. A hood is pro-

vided if desired to keep any light from falling on near-

at-hand surfaces.

Such spot lamps are generally used with substantial

stands, but may also be grouped on battens, if desired,

and hoisted as a spot border. For this purpose halter

hooks are supplied, so that the lamps may be hooked in

any position to chains secured to the batten.

The Pistol Spot Lamp.—Where a small hand lens lamp
is required to produce a small spot of light of face di-

mensions or even smaller, this device is used. This lamp
is similar generally to the lens spot lamp described

above, but uses a 6-volt automobile headlamp. Conse-
quently it is provided with a sheet-metal lamp box in

which are sockets to receive the lamps it is necessary

to operate in series with the 6-volt lamp.

% 0..& f£ <& #
*fr 0J* P
m m m p &<5- <? ^

FIG. 11—COLOR-MIXING STRIP WITH COLOR SHEETS REMOVED TO SHOW LAMPS

purpose. The adjustment of the lamp with relation

to the lens is accomplished in a manner similar to the
usual arc spot lamp. A spherical zonal reflector attached
to the lamp socket is used to reinforce the direct light

from the lamp so that not less than 25 per cent of the
light is available. The socket and socket plate are
easily changed for the two sizes of lamps. The unit, of

course, operates at much lower temperature than the
arc spot lamp and can be handled when hot. Its light

is perfectly steady, and as it also requires no trim-
ming, all of the obvious objections to the arc spot lamp
have been eliminated.

One of the principal difficulties encountered in de-

veloping this unit was the action of the lamp bulb as a
mirror to produce a zone of light surrounding the cen-
tral spot. This was finally overcome by introducing be-

The spot lamp is provided with a switch and can be
sighted before the switch is closed, thus avoiding the
usual trouble of "finding" the artist's face with the light

spot and destroying the effect. These spot lamps with
suitable color filters have been used to correct color dis-

tortion in the artist's make-up when the color of the

general stage illumination made such distortion un-
avoidable. They have been called "complementary
spots," as the color of the light emitted by them has
at times been made complementary to the color of the
general stage illumination, the resultant color being
white or nearly so.

The Color-Mixing Strip.—This unit, which is shown
in Figs. 11 and 12, has been called "the canned sun-
set." It consists of three parabolic strip units assem-
bled in a single casing, with separate color filters.
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Usually one or two of these units acting In conjunction
with ;i series of Bingle parabolic strips are sufficient to

produce a greal variety <»i color changes on a bach drop.

The separate units in each strip are wired teparately,

ami the three cables arc broughl ou1 at each end sim-

ilarly to tiif single parabolic strip units.

The lirst of these st rips was designed several years

ago with a view to introducing three-color mixing on

the Btage, resulting in a corresponding simplification in

the method ft' producing color changes. This method
consists in using light Of three dominant hues only, red,

green and blue, by various combinations of which any
color, even approximate daylight or white light, may be

produced as well as any gradation of tone and change
of color through any desired series of hues. A stage

once equipped in (his way, using three circuits together

nous tonus so arranged a partially to sort, out the

colors on the back drop In bands so that tin- frequent-

banded effect of sunset or sunrise can he closely imi-
tated. Bj proper dimming, the e bands can be made to

change slowly and melt into each Other much as nature
handles the illumination in the sky.

The "Footlight" Unit. This unit is made up in two
forms, one consisting of an aluminized rellector for
each lamp with color tilter and holder. The lamps are
provided with hemispherical nickel-plated reflectors.

The efficiency of the unit is so high that fewer lampi
and less energy are required than with the form usually

employed for this purpose. The lamps and color-filter

holders are easily removed for cleaning or repair.

In the other form use is made of elliptic spot lamps
set below the stage surface so as to get the lamp fila-

FIG. 12—COLOR-MIXING STRIP ASSEMBLED; AT LEFT, LOUVER USED TO SECURE COLOR-BAND EFFECTS

with a circuit of white to produce variations in satura-

tion or depth of color tone, can show any color or change
in color desired.

The production of this original unit marked the first

step toward the application of the three-color method to

practical use on a large scale. Of course, with its de-

velopment it was also necessary to produce a line of

color filters especially adapted to this purpose, the light

transmission of which would be as theoretically correct

as would be financially practical.

It is not essential that the method be confined to this

particular device. Three circuits of parabolic spot or

basket lamps equipped with similar color filters will pro-

duce the same results so far as color is concerned. In

fact, the method, as applied to the stage, is merely a

special application of the general method of "synthetic

illumination."

This three-color unit is furnished with louvers of va-

ments out of sight with auxiliary reflectors above the

stage.

Lamps
It must not be assumed that the lamp problem is

simple, or that any type of concentrated filament will

answer the purpose. Incandescent lamps for stage use

must be bought on specifications and built to meet the

extraordinary conditions encountered in the usual the-

atrical practice. There is no inherent difficulty in ob-

taining the proper lamps, provided that the demands
of the service are understood.

In the first place, the lamp must be extremely rugged

in construction. The filament supports must be designed

to withstand severe shocks. The filament itself must

be of such form that it does not become excessively

fragile at an early stage of its life. The bulb must be

as small as practicable and yet not so small that it will

become excessively hot, as good ventilation is not always
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possible. The lamp must be designed to burn with rea-

sonable satisfaction in any position. Long burning life

cannot be expected as most lamps will, sooner or later,

be destroyed through causes other than continued opera-

solution of the whole problem resolves itself into a series

of compromises between what is desirable and what is

commercially obtainable. The method is one of approxi-

mations. It is believed, however, that the devices de-
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FIG. 13- -TYPICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF PARABOLIC STRIPS

tion. It is practically impossible to secure even reason-

ably careful handling. Probably as the use of the large

incandescent lamp on the stage increases this difficulty

will cure itself. Refinement in efficiency must be a

minor consideration. As long as the lamp will give good
service for a reasonable time its manifest advantages
are so great as to permit a generous sacrifice of all

those other characteristics so dear to the heart of the

manufacturer.
The requirements for ruggedness of construction and

filament are best met by the concentrated-filament type
of lamp, the closely wound, helical form of the filament

and the short distance between supports giving it a

spring-like resiliency. The filament support may be
made largely of metal, and the portions that must be

made of glass can be short and substantial.

The degree of concentration is a matter for careful

consideration. The greater the concentration, of course,

the nearer does the light-emitting body approach the de-

sirable point source. On the other hand, the greater the

concentration, the shorter the life of the lamp. As a

matter of fact, a medium concentration has proved most
practical and is permissible. Very close distribution of

light is not often necessary or, indeed, often desirable.

In any case, the slight inaccuracies of practical commer-
cial reflector contours would prevent any exact distribu-

tion within close definite limits. It must be remembered
that a variation of one degree in the slope of the re-

flector contour with respect to the direction of the inci-

dent light means a variation of two degrees in the

direction of the reflected light. So that practically the

scribed herein represent as close approximations to the

mathematically exact as it is possible to manufacture
for the commercial theatrical market.

In the following installment of this article specifica-

tions of lamps for stage-lighting work will be pre-

sented and synthetic stage illumination discussed.

Electric Furnaces for Heat-Treatment of Automobile

Parts

Recent developments in electric-furnace work made by
the manufacturers in bringing out a type of furnace
somewhat resembling in principle the operation of the

Nernst lamp give promise of better furnace durability.

In this new furnace both the floor and the dome-like

cover are of a refractory material which is practically

non-conducting at ordinary temperatures. The furnace

is started by passing a current through a path of coke
laid on its floor which then heats up and becomes a

conductor. In turn the floor heats the walls and top,

rendering them conducting, so that when finally in op-

eration the entire furnace becomes an incandescent re-

sistor. As already intimated, this new type of furnace
is believed to promise great results. Meanwhile the au-

tomobile manufacturers and other users of heat-treated

steel seem willing to incur almost any expense to get the

uniform, dependable heat they require. One manufac-
turer, for example, cheerfully paid $1,600 for an electric

furnace, although an equivalent gas-heated one was
offered him for $400.
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DIGEST OF ELECTRICAL LITERATURE
Generators, Motors and Transformer!

Heating of Oil Transformers. Josef Klein.—An
article on the heating curve of self-cooling oil trans-

formers. 'Tilt' author gives a more exact formula than
that usually employed. His formula may also be used
for oil Switches, etc The author discusses the for-

mula and compares it with the orthodox one with the

aid of a numerical example.

—

Elek. u. Ma8ch. (Vienna),
May 2, 1915.

Retardation Methods oj Testing. G. Rkhora.—The
retardation method of testing revolving machinery for

the determination of the different losses is well known.
The author gives some very simple formulas and sug
gests the best arrangement in the application of this

method to the tests of large revolving machines and
rolling stock. Two numerical examples are added.

—

Elettrotecnica, Jan. 15, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Shaping Metallic Filaments.—A note on a recent
British patent (No. 14,229, 1914) of the British Thom-
son-Houston Company and the General Electric Com-
pany of this country for a method of giving a zigzag
shape to continuous filaments. It consists in winding a
number of turns of the wire, each turn of figure 8 form,
on a pair of conducting supports, and heating the wire
by passing current through it from one support to the
other. In the case of tungsten the temperature is about
2000 deg. C—London Elec. Eng'ing, July 1, 1915.

Vaporization of Carbon.—0. Lummer.—An English
translation of a summary of his German book on the

vaporization of carbon in the electric arc, under special

conditions, and the production of the solar temperature,
noticed before in the Digest.—London Electrician, July

9, 1915.

Color Photometry.—C. C. Paterson and B. P. Dud-
DING.—Their paper in full, an abstract of which has
been noticed before in the Digest, on the estimation of

high temperatures by the method of color identity.

—

Phil. Mag., July, 1915.

Miner's Lamp.—An illustrated description of electric

safety lamps for mines as made by a Belgium company.
There are now 12,000 portable electric miners' lamps in

use in Belgium.

—

La Revue Elec, March 5 (published

May 28), 1915.

Light Emission from the Crater of Carbon Arcs and
Lambert's Lata.—A. Amerio.—In the present article

the author examines Trotter's researches on Lambert's
cosine law on the emission of light from the crater of

arc carbons. He explains how the brightness of the

light is determined in different directions, between 15

deg. and 72 deg., and shows that this brightness is con-

stant in all directions. Finally the total radiation in the

different directions is measured by means of a ther-

mocouple, and the author shows that the cosine law is

followed.

—

Elettrotecnica, Jan. 5, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Excess Water-Powers.—Bruno Thierbach.—Of the

three projected water-power plants at Hemfurt, Helm-
inghausen and Muenden, which are to utilize the water-

power of the upper Weser River district, the first, with
a rating of 10,000 kw., will be started shortly. It will be

able to furnish 41,000,000 kw.-hr. during the year, but
only one-half is available regularly throughout the vear.

The rest could be sold only to plants which would not
require power continuously but could work with inter-

mittent operation. Of course, the energy would be sold

very cheaply. The author gives formulas as i" the con
ditions under which an undertaking in which a certain
capital is invested can use economically an intermittent
process so that the temporary losses of intenvt on the
invested capital are compensated for by reduction in the

price of energy. The technical possibility of working
intermittently is to be taken into consideration sepa
lately in each case.

—

Elek. Kraft, u. Bahnen, May 11,

1915.

Calculation of Long Transmission Lines.—RENZO
Norsa.—Summing up the discussion on the calculation

of long transmission lines which has been carried on by
different authors in the preceding numbers, the author
gives, on the basis of Kennelly's theory, the results for

the two usual methods which suppose the capacity to be
concentrated either in the middle or at the terminals of

the lines respectively.

—

Elettrotecnica, Jan. 5, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Shanghai.—T. H. U. Aldridge.—Extracts from his

annual report of the municipal plant of Shanghai. Last
year's revenue was $848,125. Working and general

expenses, including depreciation ($146,070), were
$614,575, and after providing for capital and other

charges the net profit was $55,450. The working ex-

penses per kilowatt-hour sold were 1.368 cents. The
motors connected were equivalent to 12,181 hp., or an
increase of 6917 hp. over last year. The kilowatt-hours

sold were 32,623,671, compared with 19,928,446 the

previous year. The war has had no effect on the station

besides delay in the delivery of some sections of the

new plant. The total rating of the two stations is

14,900 kw., and except for the non-delivery of the 5000-

kw. machine it would be 19,900 kw. A 20,000-kw. ex-

tension is planned for next year with distribution by
underground cables at 20,000 or 30,000 volts. Electric

heating is making progress in Shanghai. Chinese as

well as European consumers hire electric radiators from
the station. At the end of last year 871 electric radi-

ators were connected, representing about 1700 kw.,

while fifty-two electric cookers were in use. Power is

largely used for cotton mills, flour mills, etc.—London
Electrician, June 18, 1915.

Electric Hotel Equipment.—An illustrated descrip-

tion of the electrical equipment of the new Regent
Palace Hotel in London, which is said to be the largest

hotel in Europe, accommodating some 1500 guests.

There are in all some 300 miles of pipes in the building,

15 miles of air ducts, 180 miles of electric cable, and
upward of 300,000 ft. of screwed conduit. There are

1028 bedrooms, each of which can be warmed by a

1.5-kw. radiator, but the heating of the building is

mainly effected by hot-water and steam radiators, elec-

tric centrifugal pumps assisting in the water circulation.

The temperature of the water is automatically controlled

by electric valves. The heating and regulating systems

are controlled by a single man in the controlling room,

which contains a large number of electrical instru-

ments. Current is supplied to the hotel at 220 volts

from a supply company. The general scheme of illumi-

nation is on the semi-direct system. The lighting in-

stallation includes 6000 osram lamps.—London Elec.

Review, June 25,' 1915.

Transformer Connection.—V. E. Metcalf.—An illus-

trated description of an "unusual" transformer connec-

tion which can be used in transforming from three-phase

to two-phase, and which is really a modification of the

so-called "three-transformer method."

—

Univ. of Colo.

Journal of Eng'ing, No. 11, May, 1915.
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Switchboards.—E. H. Beckert.—An illustrated ac-

count of recent developments in switchboard design and
construction, especially recent modifications and devel-

opments of relays, oil switches, circuit-breakers and
instruments.

—

Gen. Elec. Review, -July, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Mobilities of Ions in Air.—E. M. Wellisch.—An ab-

stract of an American Physical Society paper. The
mobilities of the positive and negative ions formed in

thoroughly dried air by the alpha rays of polonium were
determined over a wide range of pressures. In the case

of the negative ion the results were normal from a

pressure of 1 atmosphere down to about 8 cm. Below
8 cm. the negative carriers were found to consist of two
kinds, electrons and ions, the former increasing in

number relatively to the latter with diminishing pres-

sure. No evidence was found of an intermediate or

transition stage, the separation between the faster and
the more slowly moving carriers remaining throughout
well defined. The mobility of the negative ion was
found to vary inversely as the pressure down to the

lowest pressure employed (1/7 mm.). This indicates

that the negative ion remains unaltered in nature over

this wide range of pressures. The positive ion was
found to remain unchanged from 1 atmosphere down to

0.05 mm., which was the lowest pressure tried.

—

Phys.

Review, July, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Ballistic Use of a Moving-Coil Galvanometer.—A. G.

Worthing.—A brief abstract of an American Physical

Society paper on the ballistic use of a moving-coil gal-

vanometer in measuring discharges obeying the expo-

nential decay law. The author's method of obtaining a

time constant has been used, with considerable advan-

tage in accuracy, in a modification of a method of meas-
uring thermal capacities at incandescent temperatures,

given by Corbino.

—

Phys. Review, July, 1915.

Short Vacuum Gage.—E. Karrer.—An abstract of an

ONE FORM OF DUPLEX-CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR TRANSMITTING AND
RECEIVING MESSAGES BY ALTERNATING CURRENT

American Physical Society paper. The gage is in gen-
eral form and manner of working exactly like the Gaede
gage. Its construction, however, is simpler and very
much more durable, owing to the entire elimination of

rubber tubing.

—

Phys. Review, July, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Unbroken Alternating-Current for Cable Telegraphy.
—G. 0. Squier.—A long illustrated description of a

paper read before the (British) Physical Society. The

author describes a syst< m of submarine cable telegraphs

in which a low-frequency i four to ten cycles) sine cur-

rent is allowed to flow continuously through the cable.

The signals are made by varying the amplitude, the

variation in the impedance being made at the moment
when the current is zero, with the result that the pure

sine character of the wave is maintained. The author

regards the cable as a power line along which energy

from a single-phase alternating-current generator of

low frequency is conveyed to the receiving end, where

the recorder is classed as a form of alternating-current

motor. The question which he asks himself is: What
minimum departure from this ideally simple arrange-

ment is unavoidable if it is to be rendered capable of

transmitting telegraphic signals? The solution adopted

is to communicate a dot by an increase in the amplitude

of a semi-cycle, and a dash by a still further increase.

To attain this object a resistor is put in series with

the sending-end transformer, part of which, by the

action of the automatic transmitter, is short-circuited

for a dot, and the whole of which is short-circuited for a

dash. Micrometer adjustments insure that the changes

at the sending end take place in correct phase. At the

receiving end the usual pattern of Muirhead gold-wire

relay is modified. Normally the alternating current on

reception is just too weak to actuate the relay, and a

space is the result, but the increased current of a dot

makes contact, and the still greater current of a dash

causes the gold wire to move out still further and close

a second contact. A local circuit is completed through
these contacts, and a specially light printer automat-
ically records the message on the receiving tape. In

order that as nearly as possible an uninterrupted alter-

nating current may be obtained, the adjustments at both

ends are made in such a way that the amplitude of the

space current is as great as possible, and the amplitude
of the dot and that of the dash differ from it by as little

as possible. The cut shows diagrammatically one form of

circuit arrangement based on the

above principles for transmitting

and receiving messages. The usual

transmitting condensers are shown
in the arms of the duplex bridge.

The ordinary transmitting tape t is

caused to move synchronously with
the generator by being geared di-

rectly to its armature shaft. The
general operation of the transmitter

mechanism is as follows: When no
holes are perforated in the tape t,

the whole resistance R is in the
primary circuit and an alternating

current is transmitted, which corre-

sponds to spaces between letters and
words, and when a perforation in the
tape is on the dot-side part of this

resistance R is short-circuited, and
when a dash perforation occurs all

of this resistance is short-circuited.

The relative values of these resist-

ances being adjustable, the amplitude
of the individual alternations is un-

der complete control by the ordinary transmitting tape.
In the figure is shown diagrammatically the arrange-
ment for causing a dash impulse to be sent by the trans-
mitter by short-circuiting the whole of the resistance R
for a time corresponding to one semi-cycle of the alter-
nator, r is an ordinary relay ; k is an electromagnet
which operates at the end of each signal or group of
signals. The line / leads to an exactly similar arrange-
ment which is provided for the dot impulse by which a
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certain proportion of i h»- resistance n is Bhort-circuited

in practice these two arrangements are Bide by side, and
In the figure the dot arrangement would be Immediate!}

behind tin* one shown for the dash. One practical

arrangemenl for receiving the signals «>n a Morse
printer is shown diagrammatically in tin* right hand
part of the figure. /•' is an adaptation of the Muirhead
gold-wire cable relay, in which /' is the gold wire which

oscillates between the platinum contact posts / , / about

a Axed point at /•'. A second pair of posts /", / is pro-

vided, and each of these pairs has an adjustment for

altering their distance apart and also for moving them
longitudinally along the gold wire and relatively to each
other. Instead of being separate contacts, as is the

usual ease with this relay, each of the pairs is elec-

trically Connected as shown. F' is a local wire relay sim-

ilar in principle, and / is its moving part which in its

oscillations makes contact with the posts /', /', adjusta-

ble as above; // and ft' are electromagnets for operating
the dot and dash arms of the printer; g and g> are two
arms pivoted at their outer ends, ulapted to make a

siphon record at their free ends in the center upon the

moving tape shown beneath. The arm <j' is forked to

record two ink marks on the tape symmetrically on
either side of the central mark made by the arm g, and
in line with it across the tape, so that both arms can
make a record simultaneously on the tape for a dash.
The incoming alternating current thus causes the gold
wire /' to oscillate back and forth with different ampli-
tudes, depending upon whether dots, dashes or spaces
are being received, and the posts f, f are adjusted so

that the space amplitude just does not make contact, but
does make contact for a dot amplitude of either sign.

In like manner the posts f, f are adjusted so as just

not to record a dot impulse, but to make contact for the
larger amplitude of a dash of either sign. It is seen
that both a dot and a dash contact are made whenever a
dash amplitude is received. The flexible gold wire /' in

its motions about F first strikes the posts f, f, and
a bending or wrapping effect is produced in the wire,
which for the stronger dash impulses causes contacts
with f\ f also. The relay F' operates similarly through
a moving arm, making contact with the posts f, f
separately or both together, depending upon the ampli-
tude of its swing. The printer itself becomes an appa-
ratus of marked simplicity and is nothing more than
two small siphons adapted to mark on the slip in the
usqal manner.—London Electrician, July 2, 1915.

Miscellaneous

Municipal Electrical Association.—An account of the

annual general meeting of the British Incorporated
Municipal Electrical Association. Mr. A. C. Cramb,
the acting president, is to continue as president. The
annual report of the board first deals at length with
several legal matters and then gives the reports of the

development committee, with the sub-committees on

publicity, on electric installations and on domestic ap-

pliances, and the report of the electric vehicle commit-
tee. Concerning the affiliation with the Electric Ve-
hicle Association of America, the latter report says:

"The committee desires again to refer to the most useful

results which have followed upon the continued affilia-

tion with this important association through the

membership of its honorary secretary. The association,

both through its most energetic executive secretary,

Mr. A. Jackson Marshall, and the chairmen of its vari-

ous committees, has shown itself most anxious to help

this committee whenever such help has been asked. The
committee desires to place upon record its appreciation

of the value of this co-operation and its thanks for

much useful information."—London Electrician, June
25, 1915.

Hook Reviews
Blektrochbmh WASSERIGER L08UNGEN. Bj Dr. Fritz

Foerster. Leipzig, Germany: Johann Ambrosiui
Barth. 804 pages, iki; lllus. Price, paper, 80
marks; cloth, .".1.:") marks.

An excellent textbook on that branch of the great
science of electrochemistry which deals with aqu<
solutions. It is well adapted \'<>\- use in technical college

classrooms, and also as a reference hook for the stud(
of electrochemistry. The hook is divided into fifteen

chapters, dealing with the following subjects: Electric

energy, Faraday's law, electrolytic dissociation, the

movement of ions, electrolytic voltages, resistance in

electrolytes, electric osmose, voltaic production of power,
general theory of electrolysis, the electric production of

hydrogen and oxygen, metallic electrolysis, applications

of metallic electrolysis, electrolytic reduction, the elec-

trochemistry of the halogens, and electrolytic oxidation.

The treatment is clear, and mathematical dissertations

are avoided. The viewpoint is essentially that of the

electrochemist. The energy relations of the various

reactions are prominently considered. The book will

recommend itself to students of electrochemistry famil-

iar with the German language.

Alternating-Current Electricity and Its Applica-
tions to Industry. First Course. By W. H. Tim-
bie and H. H. Higbie. New York: John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. 534 pages, 389 illus. Price, $2.

This book is the result of an attempt to present a

sound and thorough treatment of fundamental princi-

ples while keeping constantly before the reader the

practical applications of these principles to electrical

machines or industrial methods and processes. The
belief that the student is likely to take more interest in

his studies if the matter is so presented is probably well

founded, but the carrying out of such a plan is by no
means a simple matter, and there are some features of

this book which will not commend themselves to all

teachers of electrical engineering. In the first chapter

are described very briefly the various systems of energy
transmission, with a view to explaining the place occu-

pied by alternating-current electricity in this connec-

tion. The case of continuous currents is very briefly

disposed of by the statement that "American engineers

have considered it undesirable to use direct currents at

high voltages." In a treatise purporting to instruct the

reader and, presumably, help him toward a broad out-

look in engineering matters this statement seems, at

least, inadequate. The fact that American engineers

have seen fit to disregard the very obvious and mani-
fold advantages of direct-current transmission under

favorable conditions is not sufficient reason for leaving

the rising generation in the old rut by, as it were, put-

ting an obstacle in the way of their getting out of it.

As a whole, the book has been carefully planned and is

consistent throughout. Hydrodynamical and mechan-
ical analogies are very freely used, and the practical

applications of general principles are clearly explained.

The illustrations are good and do not include too many
halftone reproductions from makers' catalogs, thus

avoiding a mistake which is not uncommon in books of

this nature. One good feature of the book is the large

selection of examples and problems which add to its

value as a text for use in the classroom. It is ex-

plained in the preface that this book is to be followed

by the "Second Course," which will explain in greater

detail matters relating to construction and operating

characteristics, but each course is complete in itself,

and (presumably) the two courses cover much the same

ground.
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POWER AND OPERATING SECTION

A Scheme for the Disposal of High and Low
Pressure Steam Drips

High-pressure lines are frequently drained by means
of traps which return the condensation to a main re-

ceiver, from which it is discharged by a pump to boilers.

A considerable quantity of the condensation will re-

evaporate upon liberation in an atmospheric pressure

receiver, for the latter usually receives also the returns

from low-pressure drips. In such cases a vent may be
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AN ARRANGEMENT THAT PREVENTS STEAM IN DRIP

RECEIVERS AND BACK PRESSURE ON TRAPS

so as to furnish a pressure to suit the load, or they maj
be shut down altogether.

With certain small and very slow-speed machines, the

permissible air velocity through the ventilating ducts

may be taken at from 300 ft. to 400 ft. per minute. For
machines of higher peripheral rotor speed the air veloc-

ity may be 1000 ft. to 1500 ft. per minute or higher. It

has been found that when the air in its passage through
a generator rises in temperature more than 15 deg. to

20 deg. C, the cooling air does not effectively conduct
the heat generated in the machine, and additional air

could be supplied to good advantage.
For ventilating generators experience seems to show

that it is desirable to provide from 125 cu. ft. to 150
cu. ft. of air per minute per kilowatt loss in the genera-
tor. For a 1000-kw. machine with 93 per cent efficiency

the loss is about 75 kw. To properly conduct away the
heat generated by these losses, from 9000 cu. ft. to
12,000 cu. ft. of air per minute should be provided. In
considering this matter of ventilation it is to be re-

membered that the energy represented by windage
losses must also be taken care of by the cooling air. The
bearing friction is the only component of the total losses
that does not need to be considered.

connected from the receiver into the low-pressure steam
main and the resulting steam used for heating purposes.

This arrangement has the advantage of obviating the

nuisance of steam in the receiver and at the same time
eliminates any back pressure on other traps tending to

prevent their proper operation.

Ventilating Requirements of Vertical Waterwheel
Generators

Since the vertical waterwheel type of generator usu-

ally takes its cooling air from below the station-floor

line and discharges it into the generator room, provi-

sion must be made for an adequate supply of cooling air.

It is a simple matter to provide suitable ducts for the
air supply leading to the pit beneath the generators dur-

ing the construction of foundations, but a rather diffi-

cult matter to change such arrangements or make addi-

tions to them after the completion of the plant. The
object to be attained in the design of air ducts is to

keep the friction head down to a small percentage of the

available air pressure. The ducts should, therefore, be
as straight and as few as possible, and the air velocity

through them should be relatively low. A sudden bend
in the ducts is more detrimental than high velocity in a
long, straight duct, for if the available pressure is high,

the size of the ducts may be reduced. The peripheral

speed of the rotors of very slow-speed machines is so

low that efficient ventilating vanes which will build up
an appreciable air pressure cannot in some cases be
provided. In such instances separate motor-driven fans
such as are used with highly rated turbine-driven units

afford a mechanical solution of this problem. The effi-

ciency of these fans is high, and they are able to sup-

ply the air at relatively high pressure, thus cutting down
the size of the air ducts required. When they are pro-
vided with variable-speed motors they can be operated

A Method to Notify Firemen When Chimneys
Smoke

At one of the large steam stations in the East a
lookout is posted in an observation tower on the roof
to signal the firemen when smoke issues from the chim-
neys. The signals not only indicate which stack the
smoke is rising from but also show whether it is thin,

medium or dense. Thus advised, the firemen are able
to tell which group of furnaces is operating improperly,
and roughly how much the air supply must be adjusted
to prevent smoke.

+ Busuar bf Signalling Circuit

Busbar

CIRCUITS OF SIGNALING SYSTEM TO INDICATE SMOKING
( IIIMNEYS

The signal system comprises a push-button control
board, an indicator and a signal-acknowledging board.
The control and signal-acknowledging board each con-
tain as many sets of gang switches as there are chim-
neys. Each gang switch consists of three two-button
switches labeled light, medium and dense, those in the
observation tower being connected in series with cor-
responding ones in the fireroom through pilot lamps on
the control board and indicator lamps at one end of the
firing aisle.

When the lookout pushes a button it lights the cor-
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responding pilot lamp and an indicator in the firing

room and at the same time rings a boll. The fireman

acknowledges the signal by pressing Lhe corresponding

switch, whuh extinguishes the indicating and pilot

lamps. To keep a check on the fireman and make ure

thai reports of Bmoke arc attended to, the lookoul is

required to till in a log sheet showing the time a signal

is given and when the smoke conditions are corrected.

In order that the lookout may not have to depend on

his judgment as to when smoke is light, medium or

dense, three cross ruled sheets of paper having different

percentages of black area are posted outside the ob-

servation tower where their color can be compared with

that of the smoke.

The indicators in the iireroom consist of box-shaped

cast>s with translucent-glass faces bearing letters that

indicate the stack with which they correspond. Inside

each ease are three lamps, one with a clear glass bulb,

another with a green bulb, and a third tinted red. The
white lamp indicates light smoke, the green smoke of

medium density, and the red very thick smoke. The
lookout is also employed to inform the load dispatcher

when a storm is seen approaching, and during spare

moments he does clerical work.

Convenient Control for Machine-Tool Motor Drives

Convenient methods for reversing and controlling

three-phase induction motors directly connected to ma-
chine tools are shown in the accompanying illustrations.

The machine tool in Fig. 1 is a horizontal boring mill

with a switch for reversing mounted on the base and

operated by a vertical handle in such a position as to

bring the control at a convenient place for the operator.

The switch used is a General Electric two-pole, double-

throw design. The switch blades are of copper with

carbon contact points, which engage similar carbon

contacts mounted on the base of the switch.

A convenient mounting for the control switch of a

motor on an engine lathe is shown in Fig. 2. The switch

FIG. 1- -REVERSING SWITCH OPERATED BY

A VERTICAL HANDLE

used is a Trumble single-throw, three-pole design im-

mersed in oil and operated by an auxiliary shaft

carried along the body of the lathe. A key-way is

cut the entire length of the shaft and where it passes

through the carriage of the lathe is engaged by a spline

which is actuated by the lever shown at the extreme

rigW of the illustration. For any position of the lathe

carriage the control of the motor is at the hand of the

operator, convenience which not only makes the motor
drive most etlicient for machine tool operation but. also

adds to the safety Of operat ion.

These methods of control are installed in the shops

FIG. 2—CONTROL OF LATHE MOTOR AT OPERATOR'S HAND
FOR ANY POSITION OF CARRIAGE

of the Pelton Water Wheel Company, San Francisco,

Cal., according to designs by Mr. J. Kraus, shop super-

intendent.

Operating Expenses of Massachusetts Steam
Stations

The data given in the accompanying table represent an
analysis of the officially reported operating expenses of

steam-electric stations in the State of Massachusetts
that generated or purchased more than 5,000,000 kw.-hr.

of electrical energy during 1914. The figures are based
upon the returns of companies made to the Board of

Gas and Electric Light Commissioners. On account of

the fact that a number of the companies purchase and
distribute energy in addition to the output of their sta-

tions, the operating expenses are divided into those due
to station operation and those due to distribution. All

expenses are given in cents per kilowatt-hour so that

the relationship of the various items in any one plant

can be easily found. When comparing the same items

of different stations, such as wages, office management,
taxes and the like, it must be remembered that the rela-

tive magnitude of the station outputs must be considered

in order to make a fair comparison.

Of the twenty stations • for which data are given,

twelve are in cities of from 40,000 to 100,000 people

and have a station output varying for the most part

between 5,000,000 kw.-hr. and 15,000,000 kw.-hr. per

annum. It is interesting to note that the total output

for the stations reported excluding Boston in eighteen

cities of a total population of 1,194,870 is 209,250,000

kw.-hr., which is only 20,530,000 kw.-hr., or 10 per cent,

more than the reported annual output of the Boston
company in a city of 670,585 people. The averages given

in next to the last column for the operating costs of the

preceding nineteen stations are interesting when com-
pared with the costs for the Boston company. The fig-

ures in the average column represent in a general way
the average of conditions as regards operating costs for

stations similar in size and yearly output when varying

conditions as regards plant-factor and load-factor are

ignored. The cost data for the Boston company, on the

other hand, represent results of a highly specialized

system operating under conditions which favor reduced

costs per kilowatt-hour. This is particularly noticeable

in the cost of fuel, wages and station repairs, these

values being lower than the average of the values for
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the other stations of the State. The cost of repairs to

electrical equipment, tools and appliances and repairs to

lines is, however, higher for Boston than the average
of the values for other stations of the State, as might
be expected. In addition, the cost of management and
taxes for the Boston station is more than twice the

average value for the State, yet the net operating re-

turn per kilowatt-hour for Boston is one and one-half

times that for the State. In the case of the Boston
company taxes per kilowatt-hour are considerably more
than the cost of coal per kilowatt-hour, while for the
entire State the item of taxes is about equal to the cost

of coal.

The averages for the stations of the State show the

cost of fuel to be about 70 per cent of the total station

operating expense, wages to be 26 per cent, with the

remaining percentage accounted for by oil, waste, water,

tools and repairs.

Reasons for Fusible-Tin Koiler Plugs Failing to Melt

The failure and deterioration of fusible-tin boiler

plugs in service has been investigated by Messrs. G. K.
Burgess and P. D. Merica, physicists of the Bureau of

Standards, Washington, I). ('. In some cases it has
been found that such plugs have failed to melt and thus
give warning of dangerous boiler conditions. The in-

vestigation has shown that in these rases the tin filling

had become oxidized to tin oxide, which has a melting
point above 2900 deg. Fahr.

About 1050 plugs, 100 of which had been in service,

were subjected to examination. This included inspec-

tion of design and construction, condition and purity
of the tin filling, and in the case of the used plugs their

classification according to the type of deterioration un-
dergone in service.

One pronounced and dangerous type of deterioration

is the oxidation of the tin along the grain boundaries

OPERATING EXPENSES FOR 1911 OF M ISSACHU8ETT3 STEAM STATIONS OK AN ANNUAL OUTPUT OF MORE THAN 5,000,000 KW.-HR.

Type of prime mover

Station equipment rating in kw
Output in million kw.-hr

if coal, dollars per ton
Coal per kw.-hr. in lb

Population in thousands

Operating expenses due to station operation in

cents per kw.-hr. made:
Coal
Oil and waste
Water
Wages

Station repairs

Steam equipment repairs

Electric equipment repairs

Tools and appliances

Operating expenses due to distribution in cents per

kw.-hr. sold:

Repairs and renewals:

Lines and conduits

Meters, lamps and motoi s

Wages
Miscellaneous

Expenses of office management
Taxes
Net operating income

'Operates hydroelectric and steam stations.

Cam- East- Brockton Fall Fitch- Green-

bridge hampton Edison River burg field

Turbines Turbines
and engines

Engines Turbines Turbines
and engines

Turbines

7400 4050 10,926 10,000 4800 5491

12 40 2.40 13.99 13.57 7.11 7.70
3.93 4.28 4 65 3.93 4 33 4.45
2 51 3 15 3.05 2.51 4.07 *

104 84 8.52 56.87 119.29 37.82 10.42

447 602 635 0.441 0.795 .

013 006 006 0.006 0.013
028 002 001 0.013 0.030 *

345 0.327 0.235 0.135 0.237 0.170

030 0.001 026 0.018 0.017 0.010
o 033 111 056 0.014 018 0.018
030 0.020 0.011 0.045 0.001 0.026
004 0.004 0.019 0.014 0.016 0.003

0.063 0.049 0.136 0.064 0.054 0.151

0.010 0.006 0.030 0.042 0.009 0.078
0.484 0.006 0.176 0.210 0.116 0.131

0.194 0.001 0.214 0.22 0.078 0.013

0.251 0.052 0.547 500 34 315
468 072 0.378 0.355 0.286 0.189

1.942 0.364 1.400 1.533 1.114 1.159

Haver-
hill Holyoke

Turbines
and engines

4950
6.93
4.78
3.07

44 11

655
0.013

0.202

012
0.058
0.008
0.018

0.123
0.056
0.136
0.243

0.623
0.407
1.866

Turbines

6700
13 94
4.79

*

57.73

0.204

0.004
0.044
0.010
0.003

0.113
0.073

0.098

Law-
rence Lowell Lynn

Engines

10,942
6.82
4.80

•

85.89

0.056
0.018
0.017

0.404
0.145
0.148
0.192

Engines

5400
12.78
4.58
3.07

106.29

629
009

0.004
195

016
0.066

021

0.015

090

035
314

213

Turbines
and engines

6650
12 on
3 73

89 33

476
013
030
198

0.054
142
012

003

0.249
0.168

0.484 0.524 246
530 500 0.560

2.925 1.637 '.' 221

OPERATING EXPENSES FOR 1914 OF MASSACHUSETTS STEAM STATIONS OF AN ANNUAL OUTPUT OF MORE THAN 5,000,000 KW -HR. (Continued;

Maiden New
Bedford

North
Adams

Pittsfield Salem
United
Spring-

field

Worcester Worcester
Suburban

Average
Values

Excluding
Boston
Edison

Boston
Edison

Turbines

and engines

3400
10 06
4 60
3.16
44.40

0.642
0.010

057

184

0.005
059
on
016

0.446
037

o 282
453

0.586
0.443
1.887

Turbines

11,550
6.28

3.86
96.65

0.680
0.008
ii n:i!i

437

030
ii 051

020
011

ii I'M

211

394
255

0.356
441

1.898

Turbine
ami engine

2000
5.25
4 30
3.34
22.00

638
0.003
0.069
0.204

021

062

0.022

035
ir.»;,

0.076
063

0.425
0.180
1.412

Turbine,
Diesel and

steam
engines

2990
5 04
3.70

32.12

*

0.416

0.013
0.075

002
0.007

0.138
227

0.549
0.173

389
305

1.848

Turbines
and engines

4500
9.18
4 21

2.71
43 69

0.511
007

(1 017

0.166

0.009
0.054
0.006
0.008

0.113
031

0.150
0.215

0.405
0.287
1.212

Turbines

10,025

26.91

4 33

88 92

137

0.015
044

ii 031

0.003

0.079
0.022
0.206

077

ii 321
o 312
1.664

Turbines

14,620
30.03
4.18
.254

145 98

474

004
001
Hit

0.035
062
017
001

o 158
ii 016
0.082
0.079

o 349
0.198
1.692

7730
6.86
4.39
2.80

0.364
0.002
0.001
0.092

0.002
009
002

0.012

o 076
ii iijii

0.052
0LM

0.090
059

0.918

. 4.09
3.05

570

0.008
022

0.216

0.018
0.051
0.015
0.008

0.170
0.055
0.198
0.147

0.344
0.314
1.492

Station equipment rating in kw 101,400
188.72
3.92
2.12

670 58

Operating expenses due to station operation in

cents per kw.-hr. made:
Coal 0.373

0.002
Water .1 nil

0.150

006

Electric equipment repairs

Tools and appliances

Operating expenses due to distribution in cents per

kw.-hr. sold:

Repairs and renewals:

0.032
0.064
0.018

315
it 120

0.025
ii L97

0.701
Taxes

2.314

•Operates hydroelectric and steam stations.
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bj whuh is formed a network oJ oxide throughout the

tin. The plugs showing deterioration of this type con

tained sine in amounts varj ing from 0.8 to i.<> per cent.

it is shown that this type of oxidation is due to the

presence of this zinc. The latter metal is not soluble

in the solid state in tin. and when a tin with small

amounts of zinc 18 heated as in a boiler t<> about 840

deg. Fahr. this zinc coalesces as a network enveloping
the tin crystals or grains. The boiler water, particu

lark if it contains alkali, will attack the /inc. eat in;'

its way into the alloy along the zinc network, and
finally form the oxide network described.

bead and /.inc are found to be the principal impurities

in tin-plug fillings, and since all "failed" plugs contained
these or other impurities, the conclusion is reached thai

if these impurities are eliminated by strict specifica

tions and inspection, which will allow only admittedly
superior qualities of tin such as Banca and some others,

the danger of failure of these plugs will no longer exist.

Drains for Manholes

It is always advisable to connect manholes with sewers
whenever possible so that any water in the manhole
will run off at once. Where this is impossible, however,
the following method of drainage was suggested in the

report of the committee on underground construction at

the recent meeting of the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation in San Francisco:

Perforated
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DRAINAGE PIT FOR A MANHOLE

Whenever excavating for the manhole a pit should be

dug at the bottom somewhat deeper and larger than an
ordinary flour barrel. In this pit a flour barrel without
a top or bottom should be placed and the space between
the staves and the surrounding earth filled with con-

crete. This concrete should be at least 3 in. thick. The
barrel should be filled with gravel or small stones. The
concrete foundation for the manhole may then be laid,

so that the top of the barrel comes flush with the bottom
of the manhole and may be covered by a suitable grate.

A Switch Designed to Exclude Insects

The Manila (P. I.) Railway & Light Company re-

quires a special design of fuse box on pole lines to pre-

vent insects from getting inside the box and building

nests. The accompanying illustration shows a Mat-
thews fuse switch constructed according to the com-
pany's regulations. As shown, the opening at the bottom
of the box through which expelled gases are driven
when the fuse blows is covered by a thin glass, which
excludes insects but is so designed and arranged that

it will instantly shatter at the time of the explosion and

not retard the expulsion of the fuse ami gases. This
type of fuse box ha Imtii in service lor the past four

yean and effectively overcomes any trouble with ants
or other insects which infest inclosed devices on the

FUSE SWITCH WITH OPENING AT BOTTOM COVERED WITH
GLASS, WHICH BREAKS WHEN FUSE BLOWS

company's system. Cast-iron boxes are preferred to

wood boxes since the wood does not last well in the

climate that prevails in Manila.

Relation of Insulator Resistance to Puncture

Voltage

In comparing the resistance of suspension-type insu-

lators, as determined by a megger, with the puncture
voltage, the Pennsylvania Water & Power Company,
Holtwood, Pa., has found that the latter increases in a

general way with the resistance. In fact, the ratio of

puncture voltage to resistance followed very closely the

curve shown herewith. Units having a resistance of

about 50 megohms had a puncture value of about 60,000
volts, while those having a resistance of 350 megohms

ISO 200

MEGOHMS

RELATION OF PUNCTURE VOLTAGE TO RESISTANCE

had a puncture voltage close to the flash-over value. It

has been decided, therefore, not to allow insulators to

remain in service on a 70,000-volt line unless each unit

has a resistance of at least 500 megohms.
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COMMERCIAL SECTION

The Typical House and the Testimonial
An Advertising Campaign at Louisville That Reduced the Wiring

Offer to a Definite Human Issue

DURING six weeks of this year the Louisville (Ky.)
Gas & Electric Company made use of testimo-

nials in its general advertising. The plan was
to select a typical residence, of one class or another, in

which service had been established and then publish in

the regular newspaper space a photograph of the house,

a description of the installation and an indirectly quoted
statement from the owner of the house to the effect that
he was pleased with the installation.

Several objects were considered in this form of pub-
licity. First of all, the personal—each man whose home
was pictured and whose statement was quoted could be
depended upon to have more or less influence on his

neighbors and those with whom he came regularly in

contact.

Second, the typical—as in most cities the residences

in Louisville can be divided into classes, according to

their character and dimensions. In reading the descrip-

tion of the installation in one house, with a statement
of its cost and character, the owners of other, similar

houses could read the answer to the questions upper-
most in their minds. The picture of a house "like ours"
would mean more than its description as a "four-

room cottage."

Furthermore, permanency of impression was desired.

Those who permitted the use of pictures of their houses
and statements to the effect that they were delighted

with the service had committed themselves and could be
depended upon to continue to assert their satisfaction

afterward, whenever they were asked for an expression

thereof.

The Plan and the Cost

Though no attempt was made by the new-business de-

partment of the company to separate the responses

which could be attributed to this particular advertising

from those which came as a result of the work of the

regular salesmen of the company or of Louisville con-

tractors, it is stated that the plan "made good." The
new-business department reports that in the six weeks
there was an increase in the number of inquiries and
contracts closed of approximately 20 per cent. This is

to be considered in connection with the fact that the

company's appropriation for advertising remained con-

stant, the same amount of space being used in the local

newspapers and the same advertising matter being em-
ployed on the backs of the regular monthly bills. The
only difference in all of the various business-getting
efforts of the company during that period and those

which preceded or followed was in the character of the

copy used in the newspaper advertisements.

Immediately before the series appeared the responses

to the company's advertising had not been so good as

normally, while discontinuance of the testimonials and
use of another plan for another period was accompanied
by a marked slump. The testimonial plan is therefore

considered to have justified itself and will be used from

time to time henceforth. The reason for discontinuance
was that the company's management believes in varying
the form of its appeal from time to time, not in con-

tinuing on one line until the novelty has worn off. The
testimonial plan is one of the "good things" held in

reserve, and will be made use of whenever the occasion

seems opportune.

Details of the Advertising Schedule

The advertisements were run one day each week in

each of the five Louisville daily papers, four of which
are English, two morning and two afternoon, while the
fifth is a German morning daily. The copy and illus-

tration occupying the regularly used space of the com-
pany would be placed in a morning paper on Monday.
The same material would next appear in an afternoon
paper on Tuesday. In the morning the German daily

would have it; the following morning the other English
daily, and on Friday afternoon the remaining afternoon
paper. The proposition was in that way kept pretty

well before the public for a week at the least expense,

the space used being the company's uniform space,

three columns wide, 10 in. deep, top of column next to

reading matter, which is kept filled on a similar schedule

throughout the year.

Additional cost of this form of appeal was repre-

sented by the cost of the photographs alone, $1.50 each,

the newspapers carrying the advertising, under the

contract, making the cut—the first paper to use the "ad"
in each case being the one to have the picture engraved,
the same cut then being passed around. In other words,
the company spent only $9 more in six weeks for its

advertising than it would have otherwise spent in news-
paper advertising.

Selecting the Houses to Be Pictured

Selection of the subjects for these photographs was
made with care. At one of the regular meetings of the
salesmen for the company and the contractors of the
city the advertising plan was discussed and a number of

typical houses were agreed upon. Then the new-busi-
ness department wrote a letter to the householder in each
case, outlining the plan, making a complimentary allu-

sion to the condition and appearance of his home, and
asking for permission to use the photograph in the
manner indicated, together with a statement as to the
satisfaction given by the service. In every instance
the house owners agreed to the request, usually co-

operating gladly. The company further earned their

good will by mailing them the original picture of the
house. Several of those whose names were mentioned
and whose houses were pictured later called on the com-
pany for an itemized statement as to the costs of their

service, so that they could give detailed answers to

those who called on them for particulars as to the cost
of the service after once the installation was completed.
To clinch the force of each advertisement it closed with
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Electrical Equipment

Makes Homes Thoroughly Modern
Th4 abov*a>mfortabl* and attracts* rtt,J*nc* i* tttat of Mr. J. A Ctcolt* i

(Vmtby »v<nu«. It *•»* lecenlly nyuipped tki

piee»r-<. wtlh lh<- inatnlUliAn-

Thjf horn* rtfpr#»#m* on* o/ fh# mon *)«borate in«jl/«(i<in» out of the many thou-

aantl* broufh* about by our Home Owner*' Wtrmj t -anvpai^n Reaiderwea of all kind*, from
nay ©ne-aiocy cottaar* to impcairtf minnoni ha»e taken advantage of true pltmdid opportua*
rry lo m«d«mue property *l amall mit.

to the Oeotte home there win put tn place a 4-Ught ihower fixture in the parlor.

hiium in the drning-ranm, a Might pendant fixture in the kilohen. I l.sht pandant in bath

room, 2 li#M pendant* m two bedtoonva. 1 Iiililata fi.iu.
J IibM >nJ on

i
.

I w"
drop

light, in htunuuM, linen cloaa. and *ruc hall light and orw pair oi thi««-way •witcke*. permit*

ting hall ligkt to bs twined on horn d jni—tair. of Mfwtnxra, cwnphrln, *Uctnc wiring and Maxda
...,.,.• all for Am caah coal of »6*.»J

Th» vohia o/ <lu» ir>)l ntvtr (w foal oa lony cm rtl* homa rlimrmi acandlriav

ill pira.nl ana month » electric current f-R F.F

Call Mono. City 2 182. or Cumb&rland. Main 2J02. and «<• wi"

•wni. a r«pr««ritartw« to «o/lt rh# matwr owrr ttn'tfc you.

LOUISVILLE GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

311 West Chestnut Street

"You Are Always .Welcome."

ni' the fixtures, etc., fox .just sued houses, it had always
been In effect, bul It took a picture of a house just like

his own to drive home to the teamster just exactly what
he could secure for thii imall urn of money.

Similarly, the home of Mr. C. H. Deehne is character-
istic Of a numerous Louisville lype one-story front and
two story rear, with six rooms in all. The net COSI tor

wiring this house was |28.94, and Mr. Deehne was
pleased to let the company say that he was well satisfied

with the installation of one two-lamp shower fixture,

tWO one lamp chain pendent fixtures, three drop cords,

complete wiring and tungsten lamps. A more elaborate
installation was instanced in the case of Mr. J. A.
Cicotte, 622 West Ormshy Avenue. This was a seven-
room house, with the usual complement of halls, bath,

basement, etc. It appealed to the owners of larger

houses, built before the days of electric service and
still lighted with gas.

The problem in

Louisville has been not

so much to impress

upon the owners and
occupants of old houses

that electric lighting

and electric service is

a good thing as it has

been to drive home to

them the fact that it is

available for everybody
at a not excessive cost.

With electric service

it is difficult to make
comparisons, since the

quality of the service is

so far beyond the char-

acter of that given by
t-llShi ohala ptniaUT

311 West Chestnut Street

"You Are Always Welcome."

a bargain announce-
ment of free service

for the first month to

those who had their

houses wired before

June 1.

One of the series of

advertisements con-
tained a photograph of

the four-roomed cot-

tage of Mr. J. C. Per-

son, 627 East St. Cath-
erine Street, a house
typical in every way of

hundreds to be found
in Louisville. The wir-

ing and fixtures of this

house, it was set forth

in all of the papers
during the third week
in April, cost only

$20.40 cash. During the week this picture was used
there were numerous telephone inquiries for a repre-

sentative to call at a given number to "see about wiring
a house like Mr. Person's." One man, a driver for one
of the Louisville bottling plants, called at the office of

the company, where he chanced to find somebody after

closing hours.

"I've got a house just like this," he said, displaying

a clipping of the Person "ad" ; "if I can get it wired for

what Person did, go ahead."

The details of the installation were explained to him
and the character of the fixtures provided, and before
leaving the office he signed the contract to have the wir-

ing done. This was the regular proposition the com-
pany had been pushing for some time, a standardization

The Electrical Equipment
Helps to Rent or Sell Any Property

SHOULD Mr. Deehne wieta to dispose of hi* home he will find a renter or purchaser
much nMirkw thar> otherwise, as the result of his Investment of 923*94 in Una modem

improvement.

The owner or tenant of the property will receive comfort, convenience and safety worth,

many tiroes the annual interest at 6 per cent, amounting to $1.44.

_Probsbly motley could be Invested in no way which wfflbring more in actual returns

to eaih" arid every" lineraber of the household.

This cottage not only enjoys electric light with its deanhness, efficiency and charm, but
may use every kind of electrical, labor-saving device known to the most pretentious mansion.
An electric fiatiron, vacuum cleaner, toaster, table stove, washing machine, fan and innumer-
able other eJectnc devices may be employed at small expense.

Don ' t you think, that Mr. Deehne has invested his motwy wisely la electric wiring?

Our Home-Owners' Hcusewiriag Campaign is proving even a bigger success than last year.

Until May I the electrical contractors arc presenting new customers with one month's'
electric current absolutely FREE as a means of stimulating business before the warm weather
rush begins.

Our wiring experts ore at your command for all In formation and es timi tea. Call

Cumberland. Main 2192. or Home, City 2182. and W* will send one to meet you,

LOUISYILLE GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

Iring and Fixtures

ForThisHomeCostOnly$20.40
THIS is the residence of Mr. J. C Person, at 627 East St. Catherine Street—near,

well kept and now equipped with the most attractive of" modern*
Electric Light.

Mr. Person took advantage of the bargain terms prevailing for Housewiring equips

mem and i* exceedingly welt pleased with the result of his investment.

Not only 9afe. clean and convenient electric light may now be used by this

household, but many labor -saving, comfort-bringing electrical appliances
as well.

The washing and ironing and cleaning may be done electrically, toasting and light

cooking handled, on the dining-room table ; electric fans may be used in summer.

Electric service can make life plcasantex in countfess ways.

Until June 1. the electrical contractors will present one month's clectrta

current absolutely FREE to new wiring customers responding to the terms

of our Housewiring Offer.

This means a month's trial of electric tight without expense to the customer.

^DISYILLE GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

311 West Chestnut Street

"You Are Always Welcome.'
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gas or by kerosene lamps and since of late there has

been no separation of fuel-gas and Lighting-gas charges.

The superior desirability of electricity, however, is ap-

preciated generally, and the first cost is the obstacle

that halts many. That was evident in many of the iu-

quiries that followed publication of these particular

advertisements.

"Please send a man to see my house," said one
woman, "and see if I can get electric lights as cheap as

Mr. Deehne. I was over there yesterday, after I saw
the picture in the paper."

Generally, however, similarity of the house pictured

to the house owned by the inquirer appeared to exert

the most influence. Builders in the years following

the war, when Louisville took a big spurt, seem to have
had only half a dozen models. They built permanently,

but without variety. So inquiries generally began:
"My house is just like the Person house," or the "Deehne
house," or "about the size of the Cicotte house." Then
followed the request that an agent should call.

At the same time the company was working the regu-

lar house-wiring campaign with a good deal of vigor.

Contracts were being signed at the rate of from thirty

to seventy-five a week. The momentum of the cam-
paign and the continued house-to-house efforts were
getting results steadily, but the increase which accom-
panied the use of the testimonial series of advertise-

ments is attributed to them. Two months after the

series of advertisements was used the statement was
made that a good fifth of the total volume of business

was an increase and could be attributed to the testi-

monial ads.

Selling Electric Service to the Farmer

According to figures submitted by the Society for

Electrical Development, there are 6,361,502 farms in

the United States, on many of which electricity could be

Publicity for a Flatiron Campaign

A campaign to sell 5000 electric irons in two months
is being conducted by the United Electric Light & Power
Company, New York City. As the company has only

one appliance salesroom, special efforts are being made
to gain wide publicity for the campaign, and to this end

the electrically operated float shown herewith is being

operated after nightfall through residence districts

served by the company. The float carries a mammoth
model of an electric iron complete in every detail, even

to the cord and socket plugs. Lamps set in reflectors

and supplied with energy from the vehicle storage bat-

tery illuminate both the iron and signs calling attention

to the special-sale price and the location of the com-

pany's electric shop.

During the first five days of the campaign 250 irons

were sold, or about one every ten minutes. If this

record can be kept up or excelled, the irons will be sold

in less than the allotted time.

TWO ELECTRIC MILKING MACHINES ON THE WALHURST
FARM NEAR DENVER, COL.

used to advantage to minimize labor and to increase

agricultural productiveness. That there is a large de-

mand for power of some kind among these farmers is

shown by the vast sales of gasoline engines each year
by 400 manufacturers of internal-combustion apparatus.

"The farmers want power," points out Mr. John A.
Randolph of the society, "or they wouldn't buy engines.

They want light, or they wouldn't buy kerosene. Cen-
tral-station men can make electricity supersede other

forms of power on the farms as it has in the factories.

It only remains for the central station to create a de-

mand among the farmers as it has among factory

owners."

Power customers can be more easily obtained after a

line is built than before. It is natural for a man to

want what he sees his neighbor enjoy. Hence when one
customer in a farming community is connected up it is

likely to be only a question of time before his neighbors
will want service also.

Local advertising will produce results if it is of the

right kind, continues Mr. Randolph. But such advertis-

ing should not describe apparatus and installations that
are "above the heads" of the farmers. It should give
costs, and its form of presentation should, moreover, ap-

peal to all classes, including the man of limited means.
It should be illustrated with pictures of typical farm in-

stallations of a kind suited to the territory covered.

Agricultural experts maintain that testimonials con-

cerning what other farmers have accomplished are al-

ways more convincing than general facts stated by en-

gineers. Farmers are proverbially skeptical, and they
invariably want to know what "John Jones" over in

the next county thinks about electric power, and w^hat

it has done for him.

AFTER-DARK ADVERTISING FOR AN ELECTRIC-IRON

CAMPAIGN IN NEW YORK

Mixing Gas by Electric Power

The Harrison Radiator Company, Lockport, N. Y.,

has installed an automatic machine to mix the proper
proportion of air with the gas supplied to its soldering

furnaces. Formerly each operator regulated his own
furnace, but the results obtained were not uniform and
considerable waste resulted. The new gas-mixer device

is operated by a 5-hp. motor served from the lines of

the Lockport Light & Power Company.
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Electric Lighting of "Court" and "(lock" Golf

Courses

Bi m. E. Trimble

Electric illumination of the "court" and "cluck" golf

courses of the Fori Mitchell (Ky.) Countrj Club has

itlj increased the popularity of the games with the

game. The general opinion was that, if then- was any

difference al all, it was easier to play under the artificial

lighl i han in daj light

,

The lighting was designed to give uniform illumina-

tion over the entire course regardless of the position of

the holes. For this reason ii was found necessary to

chance one hole, which was a trifle too near one of the

ARRANGEMENT OF LIGHTING FIXTURES ON COURSE OF FORT MITCHELL (KY.) COUNTRY CLUB

members of the club. The courses were originally in-

tended for the ladies and children of the club and

became at once popular. The men who during the after-

noon had been playing the regular game of golf on the

links of the club would frequently stop at the smaller

courses and play a round or two. It was found that the

"clock" golf, which consists entirely in putting, and

the "court" golf, which consists of an approach shot

and then "holing out" with the putter, were of great

benefit to the players of the regular game in improving

their puts and approach shots. It, therefore, occurred

to the writer that if he could install electric lighting

on this course a great deal of pleasure could be derived

by the members of the club after dinner, when there

are always many on the veranda. The plans were drawn

up, prints made and submitted to the board, voted on

and accepted, and work was begun and the installation

completed in fourteen days. The lamps were turned on

one Saturday night, with many of the club members
present, and it was interesting to note that artificial

light conditions made apparently no difference in their

poles. As shown in the accompanying illustration, three

iron poles were installed, made of 2y2-in. gas pipe, em-

bedded in concrete 18 in. square and 3 ft. deep. The first

nine feet of the pole is of 2y2-in. pipe and the remainder

of lV4-in. pipe. The cross-arms are of l^-in. pipe and
have a spread of 18 ft., the lamps hanging 14 ft. from
the ground. The lighting units consist of six inclosed

750-watt tungsten lamps with special diffusing re-

flectors. The lamps are placed sufficiently high in the

reflectors to prevent annoyance from glare to the people

watching the game from the veranda. The writer has

not had an opportunity to use the photometer, but be-

lieves the intensity at the various holes to be approxi-

mately 3 ft.-candles. As will be noted from the accom-

panying map, the greatest distance between tee and
hole is on No. 7—110 ft. The ball, which is to be driven

over a bunker and probably reaches a height of from
35 ft. to 50 ft., is visible to the eye during the entire

flight; in fact, there have been times when the bail was
driven 100 ft. off the course and no difficulty was experi-

enced in finding it.

DAYLIGHT AND NIGHT VIEWS OF THE ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED COURT AND CLOCK-GOLF COURSES
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NEW APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES
Automobile Searchlamp for Use with Dry-Cell

Batteries

A searchlamp with a rating of 1 amp. at 6 volts has

recently been developed by the Pittsburgh Electric

Specialties Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., for use with
automobiles, motorcycles and motorboats. Various

ADJUSTABLE SEARCHLAMP FOR AUTOMOBILES, MOTORBOATS
AND MOTORCYCLES

types of brackets are available for use with the lamp.
When employed with automobiles, the lamp may be
mounted on one of the doors or the windshield and can
be employed not only as a searchlamp for reading sign-

boards and illuminating the road at turns and for
backing, but also as an auxiliary headlamp in cases
of emergency. For use on motorboats the outfit in-

cludes an extra bracket for mounting the lamp in the
cabin when it is not required as a searchlamp. The
device is also well adapted for use on trouble wagons,
and for this purpose two brackets are provided, one
for mounting on the dashboard and another for use on
the ground or wherever needed. Use is made of a
6-volt tungsten lamp, making the outfit available for

6-volt lighting systems as well as ordinary dry cells.

The searchlamp is equipped with a focusing lens and an
8-in. parabolic reflector.

jections and on the other side of the boxes are attached

with the long ears. The sides are removed from the

boxes when ganged by holding the box upside down and
striking the bottom of the edge of the side to be re-

moved at point indicated on all boxes by the stamp "To
open hit here." The boxes are being made by the

Wm, Wurdack Electric Manufacturing Company, St.

Louis, Mo., for which W. Douglas Woolley, 30 North
Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, 111., is general sales rep-

resentative.

Electric Deep-Well Pump
The motor-driven pump shown herewith is designed

to operate with 2-in., 2.5-in. or 3-in. single-acting cyl-

inders and to raise the water to a total height of 180

ft., 125 ft. or 90 ft. respectively. The machine is

wholly self-contained, and all parts are well constructed.

The gears are machine-cut and are shielded. The outfit

can be employed in connection with open or elevated

tank systems or with closed tank pneumatic-pressure
systems. When employed with the pneumatic-pressure
system, an air pump is provided to furnish air to the

Spacing Switch Boxes

In the accompanying illustrations are shown switch

boxes provided with ears which can be raised or lowered
a certain distance, as desired. For installing the boxes
in gangs two sides are removable. In Fig. 1 is shown
a single box, and in Fig. 2 three boxes with sides re-

moved and serving as one continuous box are illus-

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SINGLE SWITCH BOX, AND GANG OF THREE
BOXES

trated. When the boxes are placed in gangs the ears

are bridged as shown in Fig. 2. The ears employed for

bridging the boxes are provided with short and long pro-

jections. In the illustration the ears shown in the front

of the box are attached to the boxes with the short pro-

MOTOR-DRIVEN DEEP-WELL PUMP

tank through the water discharge. Water is raised on
the up stroke while air is forced in on the down stroke,

thus equalizing the pressure. The pump is operated

by a 0.75-hp. single-phase motor, which is mounted
rigidly on an extension of the pump support. The motor
is made by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., and is designed to start

the pump under full load.

Automatic Switch for Small Generating Outfits

The Hartman Electrical Manufacturing Company of

Mansfield, Ohio, has recently brought out an automatic

switch for small-generating plant boards. The switch

has a rating of 100 amp. and is designed for use with

32-volt, 65-volt and 110-volt systems. The automatic-

switch, or cut-in and cut-out switch, as it is often called,

renders unnecessary all hand manipulation of switch on
small-plant boards. It automatically cuts in or connects

the generator with the line whenever the voltage is high
enough to charge the battery, and in the same way it

automatically cuts out on reversal of current. Use is

made of a laminated brush for the main contact, which
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i- protected bj an auxiliary or an ng contact. The e

contacts are mounted directlj on the movinfl core or

armature, and as long as the generator voltage exceeds

the battery voltage they are held firmly in contacl with

the stationary blocks. Adjustment for the exact cu1 In

and cut out voltage is made by means of a weight al

AUTOMATIC CUT-OUT SWITCH FOR SMALL GENERATING SETS

tached to the lower end of the solenoid core, which is

said to open the contacts with a quick break when a
reverse in current takes place. The contact blocks are
integral with the studs. The studs serve the double
purpose of carrying the energy and affording means of

mounting the switch on the panel. It is necessary to

drill only three holes in the panel for mounting the

switch. The positive leads from the generator and bat-

tery respectively are brought to the lower studs, and the
negative leads are interconnected and brought to the
upper studs.

Electrostatic Potential and Synchronism Indicators

Electrostatic vacuum lamps or "glowers" for indi-

cating the potential on high-voltage alternating-current

circuits and determining when such circuits are in syn-

chronism so that they may be thrown together have
been developed by the General Electric Company, Sche-

nectady, N. Y. For showing the voltage the two appli-

ances illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 are employed. The
first device consists of an electrostatic "glower," a me-
tallic condenser hood, a switch for cutting the glower
in and out of the circuit, and a hook for suspending
the indicator from the line and conveying energy to the

glower. One terminal of the glower is connected to a

spark-gap and then to the lower end of the suspension
hook; the other terminal is connected to the condenser
hood. The loop in the suspension hook enables the indi-

cator to be hung over the line by means of the ordinary
type of switch hook used for operating disconnecting
lever switches.

The indicator switch when closed provides a low-

resistance path between the line and the hood and cuts

the glower out of the circuit. When the switch is open
the glower is connected between the line and hood
through the spark-gap, and it will light up if the poten-
tial of the line is equal to the tension between the line

and ground on a 15,000-volt, three-phase system. This
indicator is used for indoor and outdoor service and, as

a rule, hangs on the line continually, but, of course, can
be moved about as desired. Usually a grounded wire is

connected to the witch string sufficiently close to the

hood to he out Of reach of the operator.

Another Pom Olf indicator, shown in Fig. 2, is essen-

tially the same as that described above, except that no
switch is provided and the hood is attached to a long

wooden cod equipped with a ground cone for connecting
a wire between the rod and ground. The upper tei

minus of the lead running down to the spark-gap inside

FIG. 1—CROSS-SECTION OF VACUUM-LAMP-TYPE ELECTRO-

STATIC POTENTIAL INDICATOR, SUSPENSION DESIGN

the hood is connected to another lead going to the top of

the pole to a metal pin, which is held against the line to

determine whether the line is alive. This indicator is,

because of its easy portability, most suitable when the

indication of potential may be desired on a number of

lines.

In Fig. 3 is shown an electrostatic synchronizer made
by the General Electric Company for use in main sta-

tions where energy is metered on the low-tension side,

in switching stations, line-junction stations and some
substations. Three electrostatic glowers, mounted in a

case, which resembles that used for a round-pattern

L

A

FIGS. 2 AND 3—PORTABLE ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL

INDICATOR AND GLOW INDICATOR AS SYNCHROSCOPE

switchboard instrument, are used. The glowers are

connected to the line through condensers consisting of

suspension insulators, the insulating value of which is

at least equal to that used for insulating the line. To
use the synchronizer the terminals of one of the glowers
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are connected through the insulators to the leads of the

same phase of running and incoming lines. Bach of the

other glowers is connected across dissimilar phases of

the remaining leads of the running and incoming lines.

When the lines are not in synchronism the glowers will

indicate the relative frequency of the lines in the same

manner as the usual synchronizing lamps. When in

synchronism the rotating effect will disappear, the

glower connected to the corresponding lines will he dark,

and the other two will show about one-half brilliancy.

The minimum voltage for operation is 13,200, and the

maximum depends only on the use of the proper num-

ber of insulators.

The synchronism indicator can be used as a ground

detector by connecting one terminal of each glower to

the ground and the other terminals to the line. A lighted

glower will indicate that the line is not grounded.

Electric Washer for Mounting on Stationary Tubs

An electrically operated washing machine which is

equipped with vacuum cups and which may be attached

to stationary tubs, as shown herewith, is being placed

on the market by the Kelman Electric & Manufacturing

Company, 1650 Naud Street, Los Angeles, Cal. One
operating handle is utilized to govern the action of the

wringer and the washer. To reverse the wringer use is

made of a four-point attachment plug. By reversing

the machine electrically instead of mechanically, con-

siderable gearing is eliminated. The mechanism is in-

closed and a safety-pressure release on the wringer is

provided whereby pressure can be instantly removed

WASHER ATTACHED STATIONARY TUBS

from the wringer roll. The mechanism is of the worm-
and-gear type and runs in ball bearings. Ample pro-

vision is made, it is declared, for lubrication. By loos-

ening a thumb screw, the motor may be removed and

used for other purposes.

Stationary Vacuum Cleaner

The vacuum cleaner illustrated herewith has recently

been developed for residence service by the Palm Vacu-
um Cleaner Company, Detroit, Mich. Instead of the ro-

tating fan commonly used to provide the vacuum, the

outfit is equipped with a four-cylinder vertical-plunger

vacuum pump which is directly connected to the motor.

On a closed system the pump will provide a vacuum of

7 in. of mercury, it is claimed, and the air displacement
at the end of the hose will be 50 cu. ft. a minute. The
outfit is equipped with an automatic lubricating system

and needs attention only once or twice a year. Use is

made of a collapsible self-cleaning bag and removable

dust-pan. The set is compact and all moving parts are

inclosed. One pipe connection only is required, and it

is not necessary to holt the machine to the floor. The

STATIONARY VACUUM-PUMP CLEANER FOR RESIDENCES

cleaner is operated by a 0.5 hp. direct-current or alter-

nating-current motor made by the Robbins & Myers
Company, Springfield, Ohio.

Flood-Lighting Projector

A device for projecting a beam of light from a dis-

tance onto signs, buildings, statues, etc., has recently
been developed by the Edison Lamp Works of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Harrison, N. J. The flood-light-

ing projector, as it is called, consists of a highly polished
aluminum parabolic reflector, 1/16 in. thick and 16 in. in

diameter, mounted in an iron frame. The front of the
reflector is covered with a piece of round heat-resisting
glass, which is clamped to the reflector frame and
packed in such a manner that the whole is weather-
proof. All exposed parts are of non-corroding metal or
are protected by a weatherproof coating. The projec-

SECTIONAL DIAGRAM OF FLOOD-LIGHTING PROJECTOR

tor is so designed that cooling air enters near the base
of the incandescent lamp, circulates aroupd its stem and
bulb, and then passes out at the front edge of the top
of the reflector. A 500-watt focus-type nitrogen-filled

lamp is employed with the projector. The spread of the
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beam can i>c controlled bj moving the lamp in and out

of focus, and the manufacturer points out thai t h»-

beam maj be concentrated to aboul 6 deg. divergence
with an apparenl candle power In the center of slights

over 100,000 by placing the filament exactly at the focus,

or, by drawing the filament behind tin- focus, the beam
may be Bpread to 18 deg. with an apparenl candle-power
of approximate!] 160,000 in (Ik* center of the beam.
'I'ht' entire outfit weighs about :'><> lb.

Improved Si\-in-()ne Fuse IMiitf

Certain improvements have been aided to the aix-in-

one fuse plug described in the Electrical World of

Nov. 7, 1914, which is now being placed <>n the market
by the Atlas Selling Agency, 450 Fourth Avenue, New
York. The device consists of two parts. The upper
revolving part contains six chambers for six separate
fuse wires which can successively be brought into con-
tact with a contact stub which is soldered to a metal
screw shell cemented to the lower rigid part of the plug.

When one of the fuses burns out it is only necessary
to pull slightly the rotating part, which is held in place
by the spring shown in the sectional drawing herewith,
and turn it to the right until the next fuse snaps into
place. This operation can be repeated six times. In

SIX-IN-ONE FUSE PLUG, ACTUAL SIZE

the accompanying illustration is shown a drawing of

the plug of actual size. The sectional part of the illus-

tration shows how the rotating part overlaps the sta-

tionary part instead of the latter overlapping the
former as in the old arrangement. Thus in its new
form a flash would be directed downward instead of
upward.

Inclosed Fuses

The fusing element of the fuses shown herewith
consists of three parts, the two "lead-in" strips on the
ends as shown in Fig. 2. and the fuse proper between
these strips. The central part of the fuse element
consists of several round wires which are drawn

the lead In trips, winch are also of fusible material,

melt away, thus increasing the arcing distance and
making it easier to extinguish tin- are. By employing
leveral wires, several small arcs are produced, so that

it is easier to extinguish the arcs than if only one large

PIG. 2—OUTSIDE VIEW OP 60-AMP. PUSE

arc was made. Fuses with ratings up to 000 amp. for

pressures of 250 volts and 000 volts of the type de-

scribed above are being made by the Killark Electric

Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, for which W.
Douglas Woolley, 718 Michigan Boulevard Building,

Chicago, 111., is general sales agent.

Electric Vacuum Cleaner

A motor-driven electric vacuum cleaner of rather low

price, weighing 10 lb., has recently been placed on the

market by the Ramey Company, Chillicothe, Ohio. The
machine is operated by a universal motor of Robbins &
Myers manufacture. The height of the machine is 6.25

in., the nozzle width 13 in., and the nozzle breadth 1%
in. The position of the nozzle can be adjusted by raising

or lowering the rear castor. The switch is at the end

of the handle and is of the General Electric pistol-grip

type. The attachments for use with the vacuum cleaner

FIG. 1—SECTION OF 100-AMP. FUSE SHOWING FUSIBLE ELEMENTS 10-LB. MOTOR-DRIVEN VACUUM CLEANER

through a die and are therefore accurate and enable
one to determine the rating of the fuse very closely.

With an ordinary overload the central portion of the
element or the round wires is the only part that
"blows." Where the short-circuiting current is large,

include 8 ft. of reinforced cotton-covered hose, a hose

connector for suction and blowing, a nickel-plated exten-

sion tube to connect hose and tools, a nozzle for curtains,

mattresses, pillows, etc., a brush for cleaning clothes,

curtains, cushions, etc., and a blower nozzle.
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CURRENT NEWS SECTION

Naval Advisory Board May Be Enlarged

Several of the scientific societies which Secretary of

the Navy Daniels has asked to nominate members of

the proposed Naval Advisory Board have sent their

selections to him. It is stated at the Navy Department
that the personnel of the board will not be made public

until all the names have been received and decided

upon.

Some additions will be made to the list. The board
will not be limited to two members from each of the

eight societies which Mr. Daniels has consulted. It is

said to be more than likely that Mr. Daniels will ask
several other societies for nominations. He is con-

sidering the advisability of asking the American Insti-

tute of Chemical Engineers and the American Electro-

chemical Society to nominate members. Mr. Daniels
has been told that electrochemists have done more for

the development of American industries than all other

chemists together, and that if the American Chemical
Society is asked to nominate members, as it has been,

the Institute of Chemical Engineers and the American
Electrochemical Society should also be included. He
therefore has these societies as well as others under
consideration.

Letter of Rochester Section, A. I. E. E.

Mr. John C. Parker, chairman of the Rochester Section

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, has
written a letter to members of the board of directors,

past-presidents and chairmen of sections concerning the

appointments to the Naval Advisory Board. The execu-

tive committee of the section desired to place a memo-
randum before those who are considering the appoint-

ments and "to suggest an interchange of ideas so as to

get some unanimity of philosophy if not of specific

choice." The letter says:

"It seems to us that at the present juncture the great
national scientific and professional societies have an
opportunity to render service to the nation with credit

to their professions, and that such opportunity calls for

the most sober and careful choice. The Rochester Sec-

tion will, in its nominations, be guided by the following

considerations

:

"1. Research work in pure or applied science will be
well taken care of by men nominated from the chemical
and physical societies.

"2. There is no possible service on the Naval Ad-
visory Board for central-station men or men engaged
primarily in executive work.

"3. The character of the work to be expected from
the board is rather the work of designers than of

consultants.

"4. In addition to the qualifications of the individual

nominees, it is our judgment that we should consider
the indirect, though very large, benefits to be derived
from the character of their normal vocation.

"5. Specifically, we believe that men engaged in the
broad phases of design work in large manufacturing
organizations would be able to bring to the advisory
board the experience of such organizations and would
at the same time be able to secure quickly for the coun-
try's needs such manufacturing facilities as might prove
necessary.

"6. In order to obtain the widest distribution of these

appointments, we feel that our nominations should cover

men engaged with different manufacturing concerns

and men whose work represents diverse specialties such

as will complement one another."

Letter of Inventors' Guild

Mr. Thomas Robins, secretary of the Inventors' Guild,

has written to members regarding the meeting held in

New York on July 27, when, as stated in last week's

issue of the Electrical World, a resolution proposed

by Mr. Frank J. Sprague for the appointment of two
members for the Naval Advisory Board was passed.

Mr. Robins says in part:

"Although the proposed committee has been variously

referred to as the Naval Advisory Board, the Naval
Advisory Committee of Invention and Development, the

Naval Board of Inventors, etc., it is the opinion of our
members who were present at the meeting that the

duties of this body will lie not so much in the actual

invention of plans and devices as in advising the Navy
Department concerning such technical matters as may
be submitted for its consideration, assisting in the in-

vestigation and development by the Navy Department
of such matters as are deemed worthy of considera-

tion, obtaining for the department the assistance of

the most competent men in any special technical branch,

assisting the department in obtaining from Congress
such appropriations as may be required, in offering a

trained and receptive ear to inventors—in short, to

form an effective professional connecting link between
the people of the country and its trained military ex-

perts. It is probable that some arrangement will be

made whereby the services of the board will be at the

disposal of both the army and navy.

"The probable duties of this board as thus outlined

make it desirable that its members shall have had ex-

perience in passing upon schemes and inventions and in

their development, that they shall have been trained in

the co-operation and team play required in committee
work, and that they are willing and able to devote to

their duties such an amount of time as the exigencies

of the occasion may require. Members of the board
will serve without pay, but it is expected that some
arrangement will be made to reimburse them for actual

traveling expenses."

Franchise Negotiations in Louisville

The application of the Louisville Gas & Electric Com-
pany for a franchise to enable it to operate freely in

Jefferson County outside the city of Louisville has been
delayed in the fiscal court while amendments are being
made. These specify maximum rates for electrical en-

ergy and were explained at a recent meeting of the

court by Mr. Donald McDonald, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the company. Included is a provision

that should the county desire to light country roads
energy would be supplied at 5 cents per kilowatt-hour,

subject to 5 per cent discount if bills are paid on presen-

tation. No country subscriber shall be required to

pay more than 2 cents per kilowatt-hour higher than
city subscribers pay for the same service. The fran-

chise provides for extensions of gas mains in the county.
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Convention of Jovian Order
The thirteenth annual convention of the Jovian Order

will be held at the Hotel Sherman, In Chicago, Oct. L8,
11 and L6, A general committee composed of .Messrs.

Homer E3. Niew, chairman, Victor ll. Tousley, vice
chairman, G. W. Cummings, secretary, and the folio*
ing members, chairmen of the sub committees named,
have been placed in charge of the arrangements:

Entertainment, Mr. George n. Porter; transportation,
A,r '•• W. Kittman; registration, Mr. El] C. Bennett;
program, .Mr. Victor H. Despard; decoration, Mr.
Stephen Gardner; ladies', Mr. Fred p. Vose; finance,
Mr. John F. Gilchrist; badge, Mr. A. L. Eustice; hotel,
Mr, Morgan P. Ellis; publicity and promotion, Mr. A.
A. Gray; rejuvenation, Mr. George C. Richards; auto-
mobile. Mr. G. A. Freeman; reception, Mr. Kay Palmer;
membership, Mr. Karl W. Donoho; printing, Mr. G. M.
Swain.

The program outlined includes a reception and dance
on the evening of Oct. 12. On Oct. 13 there will be a
business session in the morning, a luncheon in the after-
noon, when the Jovians will be the guests of business
associations of Chicago, followed by an outing and an
elaborate pageant and entertainment in the evening.
A business session is scheduled for the morning of Oct.
14, and the degree-team competition will take place in
the afternoon. The annual rejuvenation will be held
that evening. On Oct. 15 there will be a business ses-
sion in the morning, a closing session and election of
fourteenth congress in the afternoon, and a banquet
in the evening. Special provision is being made to en-
tertain the visiting ladies.

Meeting of N. E. L. A. Executive Committee
A meeting of the executive committee of the National

Electric Light Association was held at the headquarters
in New York on July 30. The committee re-elected Mr.
T. C. Martin secretary, Miss Harriet Billings assistant
secretary and treasurer, and Mr. E. W. Burdett general
counsel.

The committee approved a suggestion of President
Lloyd for the appointment of a committee on geographic
sections, the idea being that the chairmen of the sec-
tions would compose the personnel of the committee,
which would meet to discuss matters of interest to the
sectiqns. Mr. Lloyd said that he would appoint the
committee.

Manufacturers and Proposed Hydroelectric and Technical

Sections

Some discussion took place on the proposed manufac-
turers' section. Mention was made of the work of man-
ufacturers in the American Electric Railway Manufac-
turers' Association and in the Society for Electrical
Development, Inc. It was voted to advise the manufac-
turers that they should make formal application to form
a manufacturers' section and to ask them to draw up
a constitution and submit it to the committee on con-
stitution and by-laws. Mr. Lloyd referred to the ten-
dency to divide the association into sections, mentioning
the Accounting Section and the Commercial Section.
He spoke of the meeting held during the week by Past-
president Scott with chairmen of the technical com-
mittees to discuss the advisability of the organization
of a hydroelectric or technical section. Mr. Scott re-
ported that it had been decided at the meeting to ask
permission to organize a hydroelectric and technical
section and that formal application would be made in
the near future. Mr. Scott said that it had been sug-
gested at the meeting that the chairman of the section
be chosen from the chairmen of the technical commit-

tees and thai t\\" vice-chairmen should be elected In the
same way.

Chairman n. M. Edwards <>f the Accounting Section
suggested that the association applj tor representation
in thi' National Association of Railway Commissioners.
Mr. Edwards explained that one of the aims of the

Accounting Section is to work tor the establishmenl
of a national classification of accounts to be broughl
about ii\ the concerted action of the interstate Cora
nierce Commission, the various Stat" commissions and
the N. E. L. A. This could be aided considerably if the

association had representation in the Association of
Railway Commissioners, in which both the Society of
American Railway Accounting Officers and the Amer-
ican Electric Railway Accountants' Association are rep-

resented. It was voted to apply for this representation.

Boiler Code of Mechanical Engineers

Mr. I. E. Moultrop, chairman of the prime movers
committee, met with the committee at this point. A
letter sent by Mr. Moultrop to the executive committee
was read. This explained that the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers had issued its standard specifica-

tions for the construction of steam boilers, and that the
society had decided to stop there and allow other or-

ganizations to carry on the work of securing the

adoption of this code by various States. The American
Boiler Manufacturers' Association has taken up the

work and organized a committee representing prac-

tically all of the various associations of boiler manufac-
turers and insurance companies insuring boilers, etc. It

is desired to have users represented by a member ap-

pointed by the N. E. L. A. Mr. Moultrop recommended
that the N. E. L. A. approve the action of the boiler

manufacturers' association in the work of securing

general adoption of the code and appoint a representa-

tive to serve on the committee of that association. This
representative will not take part in any legislative work.
The recommendations of Mr. Moultrop were adopted
and it was voted to leave the appointment of a repre-

sentative to President Lloyd.

President Lloyd referred to a letter which he had
received from Mr. W. H. Atkins and asked Mr. Atkins
to explain his suggestion. Mr. Atkins replied that it

had occurred to him that the year 1915 might be de-

voted entirely to commercialism and commercial engi-

neering and that, outside of what the Commercial
Section has done, very little attention has been devoted

to this subject. Mr. Lloyd added that engineers could

assist commercial men very materially, and that it

would be a distinct advantage for them to co-operate.

The matter has already been referred to the Commercial
Section, which indorses it heartily, and it will be re-

ferred to the new hydroelectric and technical section.

New Members

Applications for Class A membership from thirty-

four companies, for Class B membership from the Fed-
eral Engineering Company of Toronto, and one for

foreign membership from Iwaichi Notomi of Japan,
were received. The committee elected 256 Class B
members, fourteen Class E members and, as Class C
members, Mr. Charles F. Leonard, New York Public

Service Commission, Second District, and Mr. Theodore
Dwight, Society for Electrical Development, Inc. The
California-Oregon Power Company, Medford, Ore., and
the Great Western Power Company, Sacramento, Cal.,

were authorized to form company sections.

The question of the participation of the association

in the selection of the Naval Advisory Board proposed
by Secretary Daniels was discussed. It was voted to

authorize President Lloyd to communicate with the

proper authorities and offer the services of the associa-

tion in any way which the arrav and navy may need.
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Mr. Lloyd spoke of the relations of the association

with the Bureau of Standards and of the special com-

mittee appointed a few months ago, consisting of

Messrs. W. H. Blood, Jr., chairman, R. J. McClelland

and S. G. Rhodes. He asked Mr. H. A. Wagner to serve

on the special committee, and Mr. Wagner said that he

would be glad to do so.

Mr. Lloyd called attention to a number of invitations

from various authorities in different cities for the next

convention. Invitations were received from Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, St. Louis, Mo., New Orleans, Atlantic City,

New York, Baltimore, Salt Lake City, Saratoga and

Detroit. After discussion the list was narrowed tenta-

tively to Pittsburgh, Atlantic City, New York and Balti-

more. Messrs. Scott and Neumuller were appointed to

confer with Secretary McCqnnaughy of the exhibition

committee in order to ascertain what might be required

for exhibits and what the preferences of the committee

are, with the understanding that they will report to the

executive committee at the next meeting.

The secretary presented a formal invitation from

the Secretary of State regarding the participation of

the association in the second Pan-American Scientific

Congress.

Work of Canadian Association

Secretary Alan Sullivan of the Canadian Electrical

Association made an interesting statement in regard to

the work which that society has been undertaking dur-

ing the last year and more particularly since the out-

break of the European war. He showed that the

government has intrusted large powers to the associa-

tion as the representative of the electrical industries in

Canada as a whole, particularly in regard to accident

prevention and workmen's compensation. Mr. Sullivan

also went into details concerning the plan of joint pur-

chase of materials and supplies, which is working now
very effectively, including such apparatus as lamps,

transformers, motors, etc. The association is also giv-

ing attention to the question of municipal assessment in

regard to general taxation. This work is similar to

that proposed by Mr. John A. Britton in connection

with the investigation of taxation in the United States

of public utilities as compared with other property.

The committee thanked Mr. Sullivan for his suggestive

survey.

Troubles of Seattle Municipal Lighting System

In a recent communication to the Seattle City Council
Mayor Hiram C. Gill advised that not another dollar be
spent in connection with the Cedar River Reservoir of

Seattle's municipal lighting plant, which so far has
failed to hold water, until it is known what it is being

spent for and the probable results that will be obtained.

This recommendation was made in connection with the

request of the Chamber of Commerce, the Municipal

League and the Pacific Northwest Society of Engineers.

The Mayor urged that a board of five engineers be
employed to investigate and report on the best method
or methods to be adopted in order to make the basin

back of the fifteen-hundred-thousand-dollar dam avail-

able for use. Hs also recommended that bids be

solicited for furnishing electrical energy with a view

to abandoning the operation of the Lake Union steam

plant in Seattle, if the energy can be bought at a lower

cost than it can be developed for by the use of oil fuel.

Referring to the purchase by the city of the Ehvha
power project on the Elwha River, the Mayor expressed

the belief that it can be purchased at a price that will

insure energy at a lower cost than by the operation of a

steam station.

Report on Chicago Street-Lighting Costs

In his annual report ae commissioner of gas and elec-

tricity for the city of Chicago during 1914, just issued,

Mr. Ray Palmer presents detailed costs of the various

types of street lamps in service in the city last year.

The total number of such street lamps averaged 23,047

for the year and included arc lamps of older and newer

types, as well as about 5700 nitrogen-filled tungsten
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lamps. The itemized costs for each type of lamp which

was installed during the year are shown in tabular form

herewith. It will be noted that the figure for renewals

of the 300-watt gas-filled lamps is low during the year,

since at the close of the year all of the lamps had not

been in service for their full renewal period. The
present cost figure will therefore be increased by about

DETAILED COSTS OF CHICAGO STREET LIGHTING, IflU

Arc Lamps hi imil-i i\t Lamps

Open
Direct-

Current

7-Amp.
Inclosed
Alternat-

ing-

Current

Flame
4-Amp.
Scries

Tungsten

300-

Watt
Tungsten

Average number of lamps oper-

935.7

$10 03

98
4.83
ii so
2.38

15.52

4.66

13

0.35

6253.6

$10.03
98
78

43
1.87

7.82

4.66

17

0.35

10,168.9

$10 34

1.01

6.72
60

1.73

7.38

4.66

17

0.35

4920.9

$1.77
17

45

0.37

2.77

4 66

0.02
35

767.4

Sanitary District energy
Substation operation

$7.14
0.70
4.61
(1 14

0.13

Trimming, cleaning and patrol-
4 74

EtepaiTS to circuits, conduits and

Miscellaneous expense, including

4 66

0.07

Supervision (office expense) 0.35

Total $39.38
11.80

$27.09
11.58

$32 96
28 80

$10.56
13.99

$22.54
17.00

Total... $51.18 $38.67 159 76 $24 53 $39.54

$3 per year under present conditions, although the

future tendency will, of course, be toward a reduction

due to decreased cost of the lamps and to increased life

per lamp. Under the items of fixed charges in the ac-

companying table are included ground rent, office rent,

taxes, depreciation, interest on investment, and a pro-

portion of other departmental salaries.

A. I. E. E. Standardization Rules

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers has

brought out a revised edition of the standardization

rules recommended by the standards committee and

approved by the board of directors. This edition repre-

sents the completion and clarification of the edition of

Dec. 1, 1914, with some important additions. In order

to obviate the confusion that would result from con-

tinued use of the old edition, it has been suggested

that the latter be destroyed, as soon as the new edition,

which can be obtained free, is received.
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United States i\ia.\ Purchase Hammond Patents

for Radio Control of Torpedoes

Prom Washington it is reported thai the War De-
partment will urge Congress to purchase the patent
rights of John Hays Hammond, Jr., for his invention
for the control of boats and submarine torpedoes i».\

radio impulses from shore stations. .Mr. Hammond lias

L02 United States patents on such an invention, which
is pronounced P3 Brig.-Gen. E. M. Weaver, chief <>t

the tinted States Coast Artillery, to be a practical

device. In a report (ieneral Weaver said:

"Mr. Hammond has worked out the details of radio
control so as to make it possible to apply it in the form
of a spar torpedo to a motorhoat. His further experi-
ments point to a satisfactory solution of the problem
of applying his equipnu nt to a submerged torpedo
under radio control from shore. The distance at which
this control is exercised is limited only by distinctness
of vision aided by telescopes."

Hydroelectric Development Hampered
The project to develop hydroelectric energy near

Summer and Abert Lakes in Oregon is discussed in a
letter received by Mr. ^Jason C. Moore, Portland, Ore.,
who has been trying to carry it through, from Mr. F. G.
Sykes, president of the American Power & Light Com-
pany. Mr. Sykes said:

"I regret to say that we have not been able to find
any suitable powers of the magnitude you require which
are not involved in fatal complications with the federal
government. For the very large amount of power that
you must of necessity use for the electrochemical works
planned the best nearby sites are on the Deschutes
River. We have had a careful examination made of all

these powers, and have also looked up the titles, but
our own men report that at every one of the practical

sites any commercially feasible development will involve
flooding or otherwise using more or less government
land. Practically all of this land is of little value except
for water-power purposes and has been withdrawn by
the government.

"As the result of the interpretation of the present
laws and of the change in ideas of successive depart-
ment officials in Washington, a large number of permits
have, been revoked, and there are to-day numerous suits

pending in the federal courts wherein the government
is seeking to eject from the land the people who have
already spent millions of dollars for the building of

public service plants under these revocable permits.

"Our counsel has also brought to our attention the

fact that under the present laws of the State of Oregon
it is impossible to get more than a forty-year tenure,

and that any one who spends his money on water-powers
under the present laws must take his chances on having
the water summarily taken away from him at the end
of the forty-year period, or in the alternative take a

renewal permit under whatever conditions the State may
at the end of the forty years dictate.

"The builder who puts $10,000,000 or $15,000,000 into

a plant of this kind is helpless because concrete dams
can't be moved away and sold, and the builder will

necessarily be forced to throw himself on the mercy of

the State at that time.

"Under these circumstances we see no way of raising

the money to enable us to furnish you with a very large

amount of power at low rates for development of this

industry near the mouth of the Deschutes River. One
of our companies has a small water-power property, and

if you can use so small an amount as 5000 hp. we shall

be very glad to arrange for immediate development and

delivers of tin power to you at any place you would

like to have it in the neighborhood "i .'.our proposed

local Ion.
•'1 may say, in passing, that Hi'- laWI Of the State of

Washington do not contain the objectional fortj

tenure provision now in the Oregon law, and if any suit

able (lower sites can he found on tin- Washington side of

the Columbia, where no government land is Involved,

I here should he no difficulty m raising the necessary

capital for their development. If the laws can he 80

changed that capital can he safely Invested on the

Deschutes Kiver for the development you require, I shall

be glad if you will again bring the matter to our atten-

tion, as the development of 100,000 hp. or more, which

you think will be ultimately required, will interest us

very much."

War's Effect on Stock Averages

Although the United States is neutral, one year of

European war was sufficient to cause the securities of

her great industries to go through the various stages

of a panic. This is well shown in an average of the

prices of a number of stocks of electric manufacturing

companies and of lighting companies.

TABLE OF AVERAGES

-Week Ended-
(1) (2) (3) (4)

July 24, July 30, Dec. 18, July 30,

1914 1914 1914 1915

Common stock of three large

electrical manufacturers . . . 77.5 70.08 71.92 101

Common stock of twelve elec-

tric-lighting companies 81.5 73.39 77.46 78.38

Preferred stock of eight elec-

tric-lighting companies. ... 74.78 71.94 70.28 69.88

Each of the manufacturing companies represented in

the above table is now working on war orders. The

lighting utilities are mostly holding companies. They

represent a wide geographical distribution. The dates

chosen in the table show (1) conditions prior to the

declaration of war, (2) conditions on the day of closing

of the New York Stock Exchange because of the general

financial demoralization, (3) conditions on the opening

of the exchange, and (4) conditions one year after the

declaration of war and the closing of the New York

Stock Exchange.
The aggregate par value of the capital stock, both

common and preferred, of the three manufacturing com-

panies here represented amounts to approximately

$185,000,000, or considerably over half of the total cap-

ital stock of the electrical manufacturing industry of

the United States. The twelve companies of which the

common stock averages are quoted have an aggregate

capital stock of more than $290,000,000, which is

roughly 25 per cent of the outstanding stock of the

electric-lighting utilities of the country. The total par

value of the capital stock of the eight companies of

which the preferred stock averages are quoted amounts

to somewhat more than $130,000,000, or roughly 10 per

cent of the total for the nation.

In the average prices of stocks of the lighting util-

ities the change during the past six months has been

less than one point. Although the common stock fell

off considerably at the declaration of war, it was quick

to recover. In the period between the last few days of

July, 1914, and the opening of the New York Stock

Exchange in December, the stocks of the electric-light-

ing utilities which had been thrown on the American

market were absorbed and with such rapidity that the

market for these securities was again approximately

normal.
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Convention of Edison Sales Managers

The fifth annual convention of sales managers of

some of the larger companies connected with the Asso-
ciation of Edison Illuminating Companies was held on

Aug. 2 to 4 at Passaconaway Inn, York Cliffs, Me.
An attendance of about thirty was registered in ad-

vance, including representatives from the following com-
panies: United Electric Light & Power Company of

New York, New York Edison Company, Edison Electric

Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, Edison Electric Illu-

minating Company of Boston, Philadelphia Electric

Company, Detroit Edison Company, Consolidated Gas,
Electric Light & Power Company of Baltimore, Potomac
Electric Power Company of Washington, Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company, Commonwealth Edison
Company of Chicago, Public Service Electric Company
of Newark, and Union Light & Power Company of

St. Louis.

A formal program of papers and discussion was ar-

ranged for the various sessions, which were executive

The subjects included substantially all of those in which
salesmen are interested, covering the larger contracts
for energy, uses of showrooms, appliances, etc. Mr.

A. A. Pope, New York Edison Company, was the chair-

man of the convention.

"Electrical Prosperity Week" Campaign

The Society for Electrical Development will issue

soon a series of booklets addressed to the different in-

terests in the industry, advising them how they can
handle some of the phases of the "Electrical Pros-
perity Week" movement for their material benefit.

Many pledges of support in the campaign are being
received by the society. The Electrical Supply Jobbers'

Association passed the following resolution at a recent

convention:

"Whereas, the great electrical industries of America,
represented by the central stations, the manufacturers,
the jobbers, the contractors, and the trade publications,

have decreed a nation-wide publicity movement, aiming
to stimulate business generally and to encourage and
popularize the use of electricity and electrical appli-

ances, which will culminate in 'Electrical Prosperity

Week,' Nov. 29 to Dec. 4, 1915; and
"Whereas, this remarkable trade campaign is to be

managed by the Society for Electrical Development,

which has among its members leading representatives

of all branches of the electrical industry, and further

has engaged the services of a staff of campaign experts

to conduct the movement so that every city and town in

America will bask in the brilliancy of united electrical

effort; therefore be it

"Resolved, that we, the Electrical Supply Jobbers'

Association, recognizing that the policies and plans of

the Society for Electrical Development are drawn along

the broadest lines looking to the commercial co-opera-

tion of all branches of the business in the extension

and cultivation of the electrical market, do hereby in-

dorse and approve the trade movement centralized in

'Electrical Prosperity Week' and pledge to the Society

for Electrical Development, whether individually mem-
bers of the society or not, our whole-hearted support

and co-operation, and, further, that it is the sense of

this convention that all jobbers should join with

representatives on the directorate of the Society for

Electrical Development to the end that 'Electrical

Prosperity Week' shall achieve that reawakening of

electrical business conditions and that courage and con-

fidence in America, its institutions and its business

which are essential to the healthy maintenance of the

commercial prestige of the nation."

Validity of Marconi Patents Questioned

A suit has been brought by Mr. Nikola Tesla against
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America
seeking the annulment of one of the chief Marconi pat-
ents. Simultaneously with the suit for the annulment,
Mr. Tesla has also brought a suit against the Marconi
company for infringement of his patents. In the pres-
ent suit Mr. Tesla bases his action on the allegation
that two patents (Nos. 645,576 and 649,621) were
granted him in 1900 and that the Marconi patent (No.
763,772) was not granted until 1904.
The answer of the Marconi company denies that the

Marconi patent covers the inventions or combination of
apparatus described by the Tesla patents, and also
denies that the company is guilty of any infringement.

Speaking on the alleged infringement of his patents,
Mr. Tesla said:

"My patents describe a new and original wireless
system characterized by the employment of four cir-
cuits in perfect resonance, a condition essential to suc-
cessful practice. Long after their grant to me Marconi
filed an application and secured a patent which covers
exactly the same fundamental arrangement. In a re-
cent suit in France involving the same or corresponding
patents the highest court, acting on a statement sub-
mitted by me, decided against Marconi and recognized
my priority of invention in all the important features."

In a statement issued the general manager of the
Marconi company contended that Marconi has a right to
his patent and can establish that right in the court.

Electrical Exhibit Wanted in Buenos Aires School
Mr. J. A. Massel, special agent of the Department of

Commerce, who returned recently from a trip of inves-
tigation into machinery markets in South America, is

visiting the New York branch office of the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce to give advice to man-
ufacturers. From New York he will go to Boston,
Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, and possibly to San Fran-
cisco, and will then go to Washington before starting on
a second trip to South America in September.

In connection with his more specific investigations of
openings for American machinery, Mr. Massel inci-
dentally looked into various matters of electrical inter-
est. In Buenos Aires, Argentina, he learned from Mr.
Eduardo Latzina, director of the National Industrial
School, that exhibits for the Technological Museum con-
nected with the school are desired from American manu-
facturers. This school has between 500 and 600 stu-
dents. The exhibits might take the form of actual
machines or models of machines, or civil engineering
works, tools, construction materials of all kinds, etc.

The exhibits would be donated and Ihe school director-
ate would arrange to have them admitted to the country
free of duty and would provide for their installation in

the museum. Mr. Latzina suggested that it would be
an advantage to send models of machinery fitted with
electric motors for 220-volt operation, direct current, in
order that they might be exhibited in actual operation.
For the electrical section of the school are wanted

:

Samples of cables for all classes of electrical currents
;

samples of materials employed in electrical installations

;

electric lamps of all kinds; instruments for measuring
electrical energy; tools for electricians; accumulators;
electric batteries; electric-lighting appliances; alternat-
ing-current and direct-current generators and motors;
electric-railway motors; special generators for lighting
railway cars; telephones; telegraphic apparatus; special

instruments for medical purposes. One of the other
classes of exhibits desired is models of special appliances
for interior housecleaning.
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Miscellaneous News Notes
Customer* Numbei B3C In rown oi 1800. With a popu

lation of 1600, the little city of Wilmington, Ohio, now has
lighting customers, who are served by the Dayton

Power A Lighl Company, which supplies central-station

Ice in Wilmington. Early In Julj an electric heating
device campaign was carried out at Wilmington with the

aid of one of tiif large manufacturers, and the sales during
this week included twenty nine electric irons, ten toaster
stoves and *>ne sewing machine motor.

United states Produced Two-thirds of World's Petroleum
in 1914.—The quantity of petroleum entering (tie markets
of the world iii nut amounted to 100,488,489 barrels, ac

Cording tO statistics compiled under supervision of Mr.

J. n. Northrop of the United states Geological Survey. Of
this record breaking output the United States is credited

with <;•;.."it; per cent, its production totaling 2(;(>,000,000

barrels, while Russia came second with (>7,0()0,000 barrels

and Mexico third with 21,000,000 barrels.

Kansas City Electric Shop Sold 5000 Irons in July.—The
Electric Simp of the Kansas City Electric Light Company
ordered a carload of electric irons for its July special sale,

but Miss Russell, the manager, was forced by exigencies

of floor space to receive the irons in small shipments, and
when the month closed the last lot of 1000 had not yet
arrived. But the 4000 already received had been sold and
delivered, and there were orders on hand for the additional

thousand. During August the shop will sell electric fans at

a discount of about 15 per cent.

Electric Minnows for Night Fishing.—An observant in-

ventor, who noticed that the stomachs of such game fish

as bass and muskellunge often contain glow-worms and
other phosphorescent insects, has devised a novel electric-

lighted bait for deep-water trolling and night fishing. This

is in the form of an artificial minnow, made of celluloid

and containing a miniature electric lamp supplied with
energy over fine copper wires carried along the fish line.

A contact button permits the lamp to be flashed intermit-

tently like a glow-worm's light, in order to attract the fish.

Controversy Over Post Office Contract in Pasadena, Cal.

—A controversy has arisen between the Southern California

Edison Company and the municipal lighting department of

Pasadena over the contract for energy for the new post

office in Pasadena. General Manager Koiner of the munici-

pal department says that in submitting a bid he offered

the same schedule of rates that applies throughout the city

of Pasadena. He charges that the Southern California Edi-

son Company offered energy for both light and motor serv-

ice at 2% cents per kw.-hr. This rate, Mr. Koiner says, is

mot in accord with the schedule filed by the company with

the Railroad Commission.

Electrified Farming in Lancaster County, Pa.—Already

125 farmers in Lancaster County, Pa., are taking electric

service from the lines of the central-station companies

which cross the county, and of this number thirty have

installed motors. So many inquiries have been received

from farm owners in the section that one of the Lancaster

electric companies is considering the installation of a

special department to look after farm business. Mr. D. L.

Markle, instructor in electrical engineering at the Pennsyl-

vania State College, has just completed a bulletin on

"Electric Light and Power for Country Homes," which sets

forth much information of interest to farmers concerning

electric lighting of farmhouses, outbuildings and barns, and

the uses of electric motors on the farm and in agriculture.

Doherty Company Offers $3,500 in Prizes for Ideas.—In

order to benefit by the originality and knowledge of em-

ployees of all grades, Henry L. Doherty & Company, New
York, have announced a plan to distribute nearly $3,500

in prizes for competitive papers within the next six

months. Thirty-two subjects for papers have been select-

ed, embracing electrical, street-railway, accounting, new-

business and bond topics. One subject a month will be an-

nounced for each department, and thirty days will be given

for the preparation of each paper. For each of the thirty-

two subjects decided upon by the committee, prizes will be

offered as follows: First, $40; second, $20; third, $10, and

$2 each for that half of the remaining contestants who are

rated by the judges as having written the best papers.

The Telephone Probe in War Surgery.— For locating l»ul-

lets, piece "i brapnel and other metallic foreign parti

embedded deeply in the flesh of wounded men arms in

now make use of the "telephone prolie," which aids

itly in the rapid detection of such foreign bodies. A.c

COrding to the London Lain-, I the telephone prolie BS
erally used consists only of a sensitise telephone receiver
connected in series with a small battery, One terminal of

the set is brought into contact with the moistened skin of

the patient, while the other is connected to the surgeon's
metal prolie. While the latter i being moved through the
fleshy part, no sound is heard in the receiver, hut at the in-

stant the probe clicks into contact with the metallic foreign

body a distinct sound is heard in tin' earpiece, caused by the
increased current (low due to the larger conducting area
oilCied by the bullet or other body. If an insulated probe
is used the method becomes even more sensitive. Any
good electrically conducting body, even if extremely small,

is readily detected, and other solid material such as bone
gives rise to no sounds whatever. Bullets, shrapnel and
other pieces of metal can thus be located where the simple

probe fails to give any tactile sensation, or when the tactile

sensation of bone may lead the operator astray.

Associations and Societies
Cincinnati Section Outing Attended by 1000.—The annual

outing of the Union Gas & Electric Company Section of

the National Electric Light Association held at Cincinnati,

July 24, was attended by more than 1000 persons. A num-
ber of prizes donated by local electrical and manufacturing
companies were presented to the winners in the athletic

contests. Mr. J. M. Cronin headed the outing committee.

The Dixie Club of Electrical Jobbers.—Mr. Oscar Turner
of Birmingham, Ala., is president and Mr. T. A. Burke of

Atlanta, Ga., is secretary of the Dixie Club, an organiza-
tion composed of about twenty jobbers of electrical sup-

plies in central Southern cities. The club meets about once
every three months to discuss matters of mutual interest.

The membership includes jobbers in Memphis, Atlanta,

Birmingham, Chattanooga, St. Louis, Louisville and Evans-
ville.

Utah Power Company's Employees' Bulletin.—The Utah
Power & Light Company's new Bulletin, which will be
issued by the company every month and distributed free

to its employees, has made its initial bow with the July num-
ber. A large proportion of the thirty-two pages of this

issue are devoted to commercial topics and to an account

of the reorganization of the company's staff. Mr. W. R.

Putnam is editor in chief and Mr. L. S. Gillham is associ-

ate editor.

Dallas Electric Club Holds Power Sales Contest.—A fea-

ture of the weekly luncheon talks of the Dallas (Tex.)

Electric Club on July 30 was the sales competition between
Messrs. C. F. Warner, a motor-service sales engineer of the

' Dallas Electric Light & Power Company, and Mr. Benjamin
Howard, a sales engineer of the Texas Power & Light Com-
pany, both of Dallas. The contestants presented arguments
to induce a large energy consumer to use central-station

service, and a prize was given to that salesman who, in the

judges' opinion, conducted the best line of attack.

"Loop" Parking System for Chicago Users of Electric

Vehicles.—That the electric vehicle requires no chauffeur

for its operation has long been conceded to be one of its

chief advantages. However, women who run their own
cars have realized some difficulty in using them for shop-

ping purposes in Chicago's "loop." Appreciating this diffi-

culty, several garages have established a down-town park-
ing service for their customers, enabling cars to be left

at the Electric Shop of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
where licensed chauffeurs drive them over to Grant Park
and return them again on call or when ordered. There is

no charge for this service. All electric garages represented

in the Chicago Section of the Electric Vehicle Association

are participants in the plan, and shortly a notice will be

sent to every user of an electric vehicle in Chicago and
vicinity telling about the service. In the fall a night serv-

ice will be arranged for theater patrons.
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American Electrochemical Society at San Francisco.

—

The annual meeting of the American Electrochemical So-
ciety will be held at San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 16 to 18,

Both the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and
the American Institute of Mining Engineers will be in ses-

sion during this week, and joint meetings with these socie-

ties have been arranged for Friday, Sept. 17. The meetings
of the International Engineering Congress will be held the
following week. Among the papers of electrical interest

to be presented at the sessions of the American Electro-
chemical Society are the following: "Electrochemical
Synthesis of Phenol Hydroxylamine," by Mr. D. M.
Frederiksen; "Electrolytic Antimony Refining," by Mr. A.
G. Betts; "Electrodeposition of Nickel," by Messrs. C. W.
Bennett, Rose and Tinkler; "Electromotive Forces," by Mr.
W. D. Bancroft; "Heat Losses from an Electric Steel Fur-
nace," by Messrs. Wills and Schuyler; "Use of the Flame
Arc in Paint and Dye Testing," by Mr. W. R. Mott; "Elec-
tric Steel Costs," by Mr. F. T. Snyder. At the joint ses-

sion with the mining engineers, scheduled for Friday morn-
ing, Mr. R. S. Wile will present a paper on "Melting of

Ferroalloys in the Electric Furnace"; Mr. Laurence Ad-
dicks one on "Electrolysis of Copper Sulphate Liquors
Using Carbon Anodes," and Mr. F. R. Pyne one on "Solu-
tion Stratification as an Aid to the Purification of Elec-

trolytes." At the joint meeting with the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, held on Friday afternoon,

Mr. F. M. Sebast will speak on "Electrical Resistance of

Copper-Nickel-Chromium Alloys," and Mr. J. W. Beckman
on "Electrochemical Possibilities on the Pacific Coast."
Special transportation facilities have been arranged by a
convention committee, of which Mr. J. M. Muir, 239 West
Thirty-ninth Street, New York City, is chairman. The
society's special train will leave New York Saturday, Sept.

11, and the special engineers' train will leave New York
Thursday, Sept. 9.

Public Service Commission News
New Jersey Commission

The board has dismissed a complaint of the Bell Electric

Motor Company, Garwood, against the Public Service Elec-

tric Company. The latter company notified the Bell com-
pany that the use of electrical energy from a motor-
generator set for lighting purposes must be discontinued
unless arrangements were made to pay for such energy
as was used by the motor at the regular lighting rate.

The board upholds the Public Service Company, and de-

clares that to render the Bell company illuminating service

at motor-service rates would be discrimination. The board
holds that the charge for service for an electric sign and for

ordinary factory illumination, whether furnished directly

or through a motor-generator set, should accord with the

regular lighting schedule.

Pennsylvania Commission

Arguments were heard by the commission at Harris-
burg on July 27 and 28 on the tentative telephone rates

fixed by the commission. Mr. James C. Jones, representing
the Keystone Telephone Company of Philadelphia, argued
that the commission can interfere only to correct a wrong
rate established by public utility companies. Commissioner
Pennypacker held that the commission had power to pre-

vent a rate from being put into effect and to order it to be
changed. The companies contended that the only way in

which it is possible to determine a fair rate is to make
a separate investigation of each company in every locality.

Mr. R. V. Mayre of New York, general counsel for the

Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania, said that that

company was willing to waive the question of the juris-

diction of the commission in rate-making, but that the
value of all Bell property in the State should be considered.

The Bell company interests, he said, are so interdependent

that locality conditions of any character are not the im-
portant factors in rate determination.

Mr. H. Finley French, who represented the Chamber of

Commerce of Pittsburgh, opposed this method and asked
the commission not to make a decision until it had studied

conditions thoroughly in at least one community.

N<\\ York Com missions

A conference to consider modifications in the form of
annual reports required from gas and electric corporations
by the New York Public Service Commission, Second Dis-
trict, and the New York State Tax Commission, held at
Albany on Aug. 3, was attended by representatives of both
of those commissions and by members of the executive
committee of the Empire State Gas & Electric Associa-
tion. Commissioner Carr of the Public Service Commission
presided. The following were present: Mr. Hasbrouck and
Mr. Taafe of the Public Service Commisison; Deputy Tax
Commissioner Witmer, Messrs. J. C. DeLong, J. T. Hutch-
ings, H. W. Peck, C. H. Graf, C. G. M. Thomas, E. C.
Scobell, J. M. Brucker, P. A. Burns and Charles H. B.
Chapin. It was decided to appoint a committee of three,
consisting of representatives of the Public Service Com-
mission, the Tax Commission and the Empire State Gas
& Electric Association, to consider the modifications to be
carried out.

Oregon Commission

In the case brought before the Oregon commission by
the city of Bend, Ore., against the Bend Water, Light &
Power Company for the reduction of the utility company's
rates for electricity and water, the question at issue in-

volved the valuation of the property of the defendant com-
pany. In addition to the testimony given by the company's
officials concerning its business, income, expenses, etc., an
original investigation was conducted into the affairs of the
defendant by the commission's experts, who submitted
separate reports covering the reproduction cost new, accrued
and annual depreciation, and reproduction cost less depreci-
ation of the defendant's property.
To reproduce new the electric plant as a going concern,

including material, supplies and working capital on hand,
would have required on Dec. 31, 1914, the expenditure of
approximately $94,282, according to the commission's ex-
perts. Because of age and use the property has depreci-
ated below such standard of normal new and usable condi-
tion (taking salvage value into account) by $10,144, leav-
ing the reproduction cost of the plant $84,118. In addition
to the electric plant proper, the company owns other elec-

trical equipment and land valued at $47,500.
The income of the electric plant for the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1914, amounted to $12,275. This amount when
lessened by a fair depreciation annuity leaves an operating
income of $9,775, available for return on the investment

—

which is equal to 11 per cent on the commission's estimate
of the value of the property so devoted. The commission
asserts that the rates for electricity supply in Bend are
higher than similar rates in towns and cities of like popu-
lation, and that the rate of return yielded is greater than
the rate of return ordinarily expected and received on in-

vestments generally and in the class of utility service in

which the defendant is engaged in Bend. The commission
therefore ordered put into effect the following schedule of
rates for electric service.

Flat-rate lighting: For first 40 watts installed, 1.25
cent per watt per month; for next 60 watts installed, 1

cent per watt per month; all over 100 watts installed, 0.8

cent per watt per month. Minimum monthly charge, $1,
subject to discount for prompt payment.
Meter rate for lighting—residence and business schedule:

First 15 kw.-hr. in any month, 12 cents per kw.-hr.; next
15 kw.-hr., 10 cents per kw.-hr.; next 170 kw.-hr., 6.5 cents
per kw.-hr.; all over 200 kw.-hr., 5.5 cents per kw.-hr.
Rates are defined for the twenty-four-hour motor-service

schedule, begininng at 7 cents per kw.-hr. and extending
down to 2 cents per kw-hr. for energy used in excess of
2000 kw.-hr. An optional rate is also offered the customer
in a demand charge of $1 per horsepower of "active load"
per month, plus 4 cents per kw.-hr. per month for the first

500 kw.-hr. used during the month, and so on.

Where water heaters are used in connection with elec-

tric ranges, and the customer has his premises so wired with
a double-throw switch that the demand of his water heater
(which must not be greater than that of the range) cannot
be coincident with the cooking demand, a flat-rate charge
of 50 cents per month is made for the first 100 watts, and
30 cents per 100 watts for all over the initial 100-watt con-
nected load.
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Personal
Mr. W. k Pinckard, pre idenl of the Electric Club-Jovian

League of Chicago, is spending three monthi al Watrous,
N. M., where Mrs. Pinckard la undergoing course oi treal

tnent at the Valmora Sanitarium.

Mr. c. c. Curtis, formerly of Houghton, Mich., oa been
appointed lighting superintendent of the El Paso (Tex.)
Electric Railway Company. He succeeds i\i i . L w.
Pritchett, who will go to California for the benefit of his

health.

Mr. >\ . K. Eidaon has been elected presidenl of the Ala-
mogordo (N. M.) Electric Lighl & Power Company, suc-

ceeding Mr. l. H. Cempner of Galveston, Tex. Mr. Z. I).

ROSS lias been elected secretary-treasurer of the company,
succeeding Mr. Guy I. Watt

Col. D. R. Street, the president of the Canadian Electri-

cal Association and secretary-treasurer of the Ottawa Elec-
tric Company, has been given command of the Seventy-
seventh Canadian Regiment of Ottawa. It is reported that
Colonel Street will leave shortly for the European battle

front.

Mr. E. S. Gillette has been appointed electrical engineer
of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railroad, succeeding Mr.
E. F. Gould, who has resigned to take up consulting work
at Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Gillette was formerly assistant

engineer, and in his new position will have charge of the
power plant, lines, substations and shop department.

Mr. Guy E. Tripp, chairman of the board of directors of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company and
former president of the West Penn Traction Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., which operates a number of electric railway and
lighting properties in the vicinity of Connellsville, Pa., has
been elected chairman of the board of directors of the West
Penn company.

Mr. Paul M. Lincoln, who retired Aug. 1 as president of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, first en-

tered the electrical field with the old Brush Electric Com-
pany of Cleveland, Ohio, in January, 1892, and from the

close of that year until the

present has, with the excep-

tion of several years spent

at Niagara Falls, been al-

most continuously connected

with the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, for which company he

is now general engineer.

Mr. Lincoln was born Jan.

1, 1870, and was graduated
from the Ohio State Uni-

versity at Columbus in 1892,

receiving the degree of elec-

trical engineer. After spend-
ing twelve months with the

Brush company, young Lin-

coln joined the staff of the

Westinghouse company at
Pittsburgh in December,
1892. In March, 1895, he entered the employ of the Niagara
Falls Power Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y., where he re-

mained for seven years, returning, in May, 1902, to the

Westinghouse company at Pittsburgh. Since 1911 Mr.
Lincoln has also served as professor of electrical engineer-

ing in the University of Pittsburgh. He was a member of

the board of managers of the Institute from 1906 to 1909
and was vice-president from 1909 to 1911. For his work
in the invention of the synchronism indicator Mr. Lincoln

received the John Scott Medal of the Franklin Institute of

Philadelphia. He is a Fellow of the A. I. E. E., a charter

member of the American Electrochemical Society, and a

member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, the So-

ciety for the Promotion of Engineering Education, the
Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, the Jovian Order, and
the Engineers' Club of New York City.

Mr. Milo R. Maltbie, formerly member of the Public

Service Commission, First District, for the State of New
York, and recently chairman of the valuation committee
of the National Association of Railway Commissioners, has

P. M. LINCOLN

Keen appointed a member of the advisory board to Mr.
1 L Prouty, director of tin- valuation division of the inter
.tate Commerce Commission, Washington, i». <'.

Dr. Walter Nernst, inventor of the Nernsl iueande rent

lamp ami director "i the Phy ico Chemical institute of the
University "i Berlin, has been awarded the lion < ro

the First Class for distinguished service; of a scientific

character for the German army. Professor Nernst is now
lifty one years of age, having been born at Briesen, West
Prussia, in 1864. His scientific training was received at
schools in Zurich, Berlin, Graz and Wurzburg. Dr. Nernst
has contrilmted to the technical press many papers on
scientific, physical and electrochemical topics, based upon
his original researches on the resistance; of materials at

various temperatures, the conductivity of electrolytes, the
melting and boiling points of liquids, and on the Welshach
incandescent mantle.

Mr. H. S. Cooper of Dallas, Tex., formerly general man-
ager of the Galveston (Tex.) Electric Company and for the

last three years executive secretary of the Southwestern
Electric & Gas Association, the largest sectional organiza-
tion of utility operators in

the United States, has en-

tered the field of consulting

engineering for the construc-

tion, operation and manage-
ment of electric - lighting,

electric-railway and water-
works plants. Mr. Cooper
will have his office at 405
Slaughter Building, Dallas,

and will continue his con-
nection with the association

as its secretary. Born in

1856, Mr. Cooper at the age
of twenty began the manu-
facture of agricultural
equipment in the South, and
shortly afterward entered
the electrical field, being ap-
pointed manager of the
Schenectady (N. Y.) prop-
erties of the Electric Development Company in 1893. After

placing these electric-lighting, gas and railway utilities on
a paying basis, Mr. Cooper directed the rehabilitation of

the Ithaca (N. Y.) Railway. Later he joined the staff of

the Development Company of New York City, preparing
critical reports on electrical propositions for clients. In

July, 1904, he accepted the position of general manager of

the Galveston City Railway, and, during a busy period of

reorganization and reconstruction, continued until 1910 with
that company and its successor, the Galveston Electric

Company. About this time he was retained to supervise

the design and construction of the new Hotel Galvez at

Galveston, and tendered his resignation to the Stone &
Webster interests as manager of the Galveston electric

railway and lighting properties. During his service as ex-

ecutive secretary of the Southwestern association, Mr.
Cooper's advice and help on engineering and management
problems have been sought by many members of the asso-

ciation, and his office has been headquarters for the collec-

tion and compilation of operating data of much value to-

the utility companies of the State.

Mr. Samuel Insull, president of the Commonwealth Edi-

son Company of Chicago, has been elected president of the

West Penn Traction Company, which operates electric-rail-

way and electric-lighting properties throughout a large re-

gion surrounding Connellsville, Pa. The headquarters of

the company are at Pittsburgh, and the operating office is

at Connellsville. Among the companies controlled by the

West Penn Traction Company are the West Penn Electric

Company, the West Penn Lighting Company, the West
Penn Light & Power Company, the Kitanning Electric Light

Company, the Interborough Electric Company, the Butler

Light, Heat & Motor Company, the Allegheny Valley Light

Company, the Pittsburgh & Allegheny Valley Traction Com-
pany, the Kitanning & Leechburg Railways Company, the

Latrobe Street Railway Company, the Wheeling Traction

Company, and the Pittsburgh, McKeesport & Greensburg
Railway Company. Mr. Insull succeeds as president Mr.

H. S. COOPER
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Guy E. Tripp, who has been elected chairman of the board of

directors.

Mr. Robert S. Orr, who was elected fourth vice-president

of the National Electric Light Association at the time of

its convention at San Francisco in June, is the general
manager of the Duquesne Light Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. Orr is a native of Clar-

ion County, Pa., and is a

graduate of Washington and
Jefferson University. For
two years after his gradua-

tion he taught in the Wash-
ington and Jefferson Acad-
emy, finally leaving that in-

stitution to become principal

of the Allegheny (Pa.) pub-
lic schools. In 1904, how-
ever, Mr. Orr forsook teach-

ing as a profession in order

to become general contract-

ing agent of the Allegheny
County Light Company, the

predecessor of the Duquesne
Light Company. Shortly af-

terward he was made acting

superintendent, and less than
a year afterward he was promoted to the post of general

superintendent. He is also the inventor of a method of

reinforcing decayed wooden poles with concrete which is

used extensively throughout the United States by tele-

phone, railway and lighting companies. Mr. Orr has been
a member of the executive committee of the N. E. L. A. for

several years past, and is a past-president of the Pennsyl-
vania Electric Association. He is a member of the Engi-
neers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, the American
Electrochemical Society, and the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers.

R. s. ORR

Obituary
George S. Hannaford, secretary of the Phelps Manufac-

turing Company of Chicago, and his wife were killed on

July 16 when their automobile was turned over near

Diamond Lake, Mich. Mr. and Mrs. Hannaford were on a

vacation trip through Michigan at the time of the accident.

Hubert Sauer, director of the municipal electric-lighting

plant of Vienna, Austria, died in that city July 8. The
funeral services, held on the following Sunday, were
marked by the attendance of a large number of distin-

guished members of the electrical-engineering profession

of Austria, who gathered to pay tribute to Herr Sauer,

whose untimely death is mourned by the electrical pro-

fession of his nation.

Henry Alexander Mavor, a pioneer in electric-lighting and
electrical manufacturing in England, one of the founders
of the British firm of Mavor & Coulson (Ltd.), and who
was recently called into consultation on the design of the

electrical propulsion machinery for the United States col-

lier Jupiter, died at Mauchline, Ayrshire, England, July 16.

Mr. Mavor entered the electric-lighting field in 1879, work-
ing under the direction of Mr. R. E. Crompton, and after-

ward installed the first electrical plant in Glasgow, Scot-

land, from which the present municipal system has grown.
With prophetic vision, Mr. Mavor early proposed for the

Scotch city a central power plant with high-tension trans-

mission to substations. This scheme was at the time dis-

carded in favor of a local power station, but with the ad-

vance of the art the latter plant has itself now been aban-
doned and Mr. Mavor's original scheme has been actually

followed out. After the purchase of his Glasgow plant by
the municipality, Mr. Mavor turned his attention to the

manufacture of electrical apparatus. In recent years he
secured many patents on his inventions relating to the elec-

tric propulsion of ships, and carried out experiments with
a 2000-ton vessel which gained him wide recognition from
naval architects and engineers. He visited the United
States twice in connection with the design and construction

of the collier Jupiter.

Corporate and Financial
Alabama Traction, Light & Power Company, Ltd., Mon-

treal, Canada.— In tin annual report for the year ended
Dec. 81, 1914, President James Mitchell says in part: "The
consolidated income and operating statement for the year
does not convey a proper idea of the company's present
position. It was nearly the end of the year before some
of the larger motor users were being supplied regularly
from the hydroelectric plant and the operation of the
Gadsden steam plant discontinued. Consequently, the year
closed with the rate of earnings far in excess of the
average that might naturally be deduced from the consoli-
dated income and operating statement. The stocks of the
United Gas & Electric Company, of which the company
owns 20,000 shares, have suffered a heavy depreciation In
common with public utility shares in general. A return
of prosperity throughout the districts served by the
United Gas & Electric Company should restore the former
values, and it is not the intention of the board to sell these
shares at the present time. The war in Europe has re-
sulted in a general business depression far more severe
than any which had existed previously. As a direct con-
sequence, it has been impossible to secure new motor-
service business on the scale anticipated, and at the close
of the year revenue was very considerably short of the
amount necessary to cover fixed charges and operating ex-
penses. At the outbreak of the war tentative arrangements
which had been made in London for further financial re-
quirements unfortunately could not be consummated. The
company consequently found itself without funds to meet
bond interest due in September, 1914, to complete neces-
sary construction work to serve its prospective customers
and to liquidate obligations to manufacturers and other
creditors, while the state of the market precluded the pos-
sibility of marketing further securities of the type already
authorized. It was necessary to convoke a meeting of
bondholders, at which they agreed, first, to defer for three
years respectively the bond interest due on Sept. 1, 1914,
and March 1, 1915; second, to cancel the obligations to
provide a sinking fund for repayment of the bonds, and,
third, to authorize the subsidiary companies to issue prior-
lien bonds or debentures. The outlook for considerable ad-
ditional new business in the near future is decidedly fa-
vorable, and negotiations are now being conducted with sev-
eral important motor users with excellent prospects of
success. "Primary power" is used to apply to that class
of energy which the company is under obligation to supply
at all times, using its steam plants if necessary to supply
any deficiency of river flow during the dry season. "Sec-
ondary power" is that class which the company agrees to
supply only for a certain average number of months, usu-
ally nine to ten, per year, during which an ample supply
of water in the river is anticipated. A summary of power
contracts obtained follows:

No. of Kilowatt Estimated Gross
T . . ,„„ . Consumers Demand Annual Revenue
1 Dor to 1914 10 5,983 $231,100
During 1914 ..... 16 22,567 490.130
Jan. 1 to June 1, 1915 9 4,785 81,450

Total 35 33,335 $802, 6S0

The consolidated income and operating account for the
year, eliminating inter-company items, follows:

I Operating revenue :

Light and power department $51.3 ''33
Railway department '

94463
< las department .. .

Water department 4*539

p, ,

Total $657,593
I >> duct :

Rebates and discounts $3:, 1 37
Reserve for bad debts 2^678

- 37,815

Net Operating revenue $619,778
Deducl operating expenses:
Light and power department $217, ."j77

Railway department 7l[S41
Gas department 27*666
"Water department
General expense l]000

- 323,292

Net operating' income. . .• $296 486
Add interest on deposits '. .. . 3,070

Gross income before deducting bond interest and depre-
dation $299,556
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Boise Payette River Power Company.' Notices have ap
peered calling i«> the attention of holders of the I

mortgage 6 per cent bonda due In L921 that defaull In

tile condition! of 1 1 1 *.
- tru I < i*i< I securing ih<- < bond baa

been created which Beema i<> eliminate tin- sinking fund

provided for the redemption of the bonds. Bondholdei
are urged to form a protective committee.

Braailian Traction, Light «.v Power Company, I. id.,

Montreal, Canada.—The company has reduced the quar
telly dividend payable km Sept. I to one half Of I per cenl.

This action was taken by the directors because of the

abnormally high rate of money exchange, although the

earnings this year are ahead of those of last year.

Cincinnati (Ohio). Newport AL Covington Light & Trac-

tion Company.— At a meeting of stockholders on .July 28

the directors were authorized to proceed with an agreement
to a plan tor refunding the bonded indebtedness of the

Union Light, Heal A Power Company that was proposed

by the Columbia Gas & Electric Company, which leases

the property from the traction company. It is proposed

to issue $5,000,000 of fifty-year bonds to take up the

present issue of .$2,000,000, which matures in 11)18, and to

pay for improvements and betterments. The Columbia Gas
& Electric Company will provide a sinking fund for the

redemption of the bonds at maturity.

Kansas City (Mo.) Railway & Light Company.—Judge
Hook of the United States District Court completed in

Chicago this week hearings of the plans for reorganization.

The plan in outline provides for an indebtedness allowance

of $28,700,000 for all the present companies, which is to

be borne by two new companies, one representing the rail-

ways and the other the lighting interests. The indebted-

ness includes some underlying liens and some collateral

liens of the holding company. The court decided that ap-

proximately $5,000,000 of the indebtedness thus allowed

should be borne by the new light company, to be divided

about three-fifths in first mortgage bonds and about two-

fifths in second mortgage bonds. It was further provided

that the railway company should issue approximately

$8,000,000 of hVz per cent three-year notes, an open first

mortgage, of which $10,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent

bonds, for purposes of the plan, shall be issued, and $5,-

700,000 second mortgage bonds. It was provided that the

holders of the present securities accept the new securities

at par and maintain as far as possible the existing liens.

Of the open mortgage, in addition to the bonds used in

carrying out the plan, further amounts of bonds may be

issued at the discretion of the court prior to existing liens,

such as receivership obligations, expenses incurred thereby,

personal injury judgments, etc. In addition there will be

issued $1,000,000 bonds for immediate capital expenditure

on the railway and another $1,000,000 for the light com-

pany. All of the bonds will mature in 1944, but a sinking

fund has been provided in the case of the second mortgage,

which will retire all of that issue before maturity. The
plan provides for a board of readjustment managers, com-

posed of Kuhn, Loeb & Company, Blair & Company, Lee,

Higginson & Company, and Mr. H. L. Stewart of N. W.
Halsey & Company, the latter acting in an individual

capacity.

Leipsic (Ohio) Electric Light Company.—The approval of

the Ohio Public Utilities Commission has been asked for the

sale of control of the company to the Northwestern Ohio

Light Company for $46,000.

Minnesota Valley Power Company, Montevideo, Minn.

—

An issue of $115,000 first mortgage sinking-fund 6 per

cent gold bonds due on Feb. 1, 1935, is offered at par and

interest.

Mount Whitney Power & Electric Company, Visalia, Cal.

—Under authority of the Railroad Commission of Cali-

fornia, the company may issue $440,000 first mortgage 6

per cent sinking-fund gold bonds at not less than 95. Pend-

ing the sale it may pledge the bonds at not less than par

as collateral for notes to be given to the Tulare County

Power Company as part of the purchase price of that

property. The Mount Whitney company purchased for

$550,000 the property of the Tulare company and states

that the balance of the purchase price will be met from

current assets and earnings.

Pacific <ias A Electric Company, Ban Francisco, CaL

—

The company has Keen authorized by the Railroad Commis-
sion of California to acquire foi $80,000 the tocfc of the

West Sacramento Electric Company. The entire amount is

to be reinvested by the sellei in preferred Btoclt of the

purchasing company at 32.60 b

Southern Iowa Railway & Light Company, Albia, la.

Mr. Alfred C. Mueller, Mayor of Davenport, has been ap
pointed receiver of the company, winch is ;i consolidation

Of the Albia liiterurban Railway Company and the Albia
das Company. Default was made in the payment of in

terest and of matured bonds.

Tulare County Power Company, Lindsay, Cal.—This com-
pany, the sale of which to the Mount Whitney I'ower Com-
pany was authorized recently, was organized in 1910 and
on .lune .'!(), l!H.r), had L058 con amen with a connected load

of 4666 hp. It operated in Lindsay, Tulare and Exeter,
Cal., but its principal revenue was derived from energy
furnished for agricultural purposes. The company origi-

nally was a semi-mutual concern, energy being sold to

stockholders at cost. The special stockholders' rate has
been abolished, and all consumers are charged the same
rates. The Mount Whitney company's lines parallel ap-
proximately 70 per cent of the Tulare company's lines.

Western States Gas & Electric Corporation, Stockton,

Cal.—The California Railroad Commission has issued a
supplemental order in the application for authority to issue

$266,000 bonds and $33,000 notes, finding that the money is

needed for plant, addition and betterments, and is not
chargeable to operating expenses or income. The original

order was issued June 30, 1914. The company estimates its

necessary capital expenditures for the year ending May 1,

1916, at $257,000. The commission authorized the bonds
to be sold at not less than 85 and the notes at not less

than 93.

Manufacturing and Industrial
The Davis Slate & Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.,

has appointed Mr. R. W. Ten Broeck manager of its branch
office recently established at Detroit, Mich.

The Comet Storage Battery Company, 108 Fifth Avenue,
Long Island City, N. Y., has been formed and is manufac-
turing various kinds of storage batteries. Mr. J. A. Hurst
is president of the company, Mr. J. F. Warnecke is vice-

president, and Mr. Hugo Kiel is secretary and treasurer.

Mr. Hurst and Mr. Warnecke were formerly with the New
York Telephone Company.

The Electric Cable Company, New York, has established

an office in the People's Gas Building, Chicago, 111., which
will be in charge of Mr. James W. White, formerly with the

Union Switch & Signal Company. Mr. J. M. Brown, for-

merly with the Lorain Steel Company, and Mr. C. R. King,
formerly with the Pittsburgh Steel Products Company, have
also been assigned to the Chicago office.

The American Spray Company.—The Spray Manufactur-
ing Company, 201 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass., which
has recently been incorporated for the purpose of making
spray-cooling systems, gas scrubbers, odor and fume con-

densers, etc., has changed its name to the American Spray
Company. Mr. A. G. Eneas is president and chief engineer

of the company, and Mr. C. H. Collyer is treasurer.

Fortieth Anniversary of Dickinson Manufacturing Com-
pany.—About 200 employees of the Dickinson Manufactur-
ing Company, Springfield, Mass., manufacturer of molded

insulation parts, attended the outing held at Springfield

Turn Verein Park, Long Meadow, to celebrate the com-

pany's fortieth anniversary. Mayor Stacy of Springfield

was present at the outing and gave a short address.

Exhibit of Central-Station Protective Devices.—The
Metropolitan Engineering Company, 30 East Forty-second

Street, New York, has prepared an exhibit of electrical

protective devices which will be placed on display in the

show windows of the American Museum of Safety, 14 West
Twenty-fourth Street, New York, for two weeks. Follow-

ing this display the apparatus will be removed to another

part of the museum, where it will be held permanently on

exhibit.
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The McHugh Electric Company, 80!) Morrow Street, Wil-
mington, Del., has recently been formed and is dealing in

new and second-hand dynamos, motor field coils, armature
coils, armature windings, etc. Mr. George McIIugh is pret
ident of the company and Mr. Joseph H. MacLeary is sec-

retary and treasurer.

Gold Medal for Cement Waterproofing Compounds.—The
Standard Paint Company, Woolworth Building, New York,
has been granted a gold medal (the highest award Ul its

class) for "impervite," a cement waterproofing compound,
by the jury of award at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition at San Francisco. The compound is an "asphal-
tic emulsion," and the manufacturer claims that a 0.75-in.

Taring of cement mortar containing the compound will

make waterproof any leaky masonry.

Electric Grill for the New Equitable Building.—The Na-
tional Electric Utilities Corporation, 355 West Thirty-sixth
Street, New York City, has just installed an electric grill

in the new Equitable Building, New York, for the Bankers'
Club. The entire front of the grill has been finished with
light-blue tile to conform with the general finish of the
surrounding walls in the grill room of the club. The above
manufacturer has also recently been awarded the contract
for an electric-kitchen installation for the new Colony Club,
at Sixty-third Street and Park Avenue, New York. An-
other order of note is one received from the St. Regis Hotel
for electric hotel ranges. This hotel is already completely
equipped with broilers, toasters and salamanders made by
the National Electric Utilities Corporation.

Furnished Residence for Displaying Lighting Fixtures.

—

As noted in the Electrical World of May 1, 1915, the
H. W. Johns-Manville Company, Madison Avenue and Forty-
first Street, New York, has made an arrangement, which
went into effect May 1, to market the lighting equipment
manufactured by the Mitchell-Vance Company. For the
purpose of properly exhibiting these fixtures, together with
those of its own development, an old brownstone mansion
at 294 Madison Avenue, New York, which adjoins the H. W.
Johns-Manville building, has been acquired, the idea being
to show in appropriate surroundings various lighting fix-

tures for the modern home or office. The old rooms have
been restored and handsomely furnished, and each equipped
with lighting fittings appropriate to its character. With
such an exhibit the prospective purchaser obtains a correct
idea of how the installation will appear in his own home
or office.

Business in Boiler-Plant Auxiliaries Good.—The Harrison
Safety Boiler Works, Seventeenth Street and Allegheny
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., reports noting an improvement
in its business since the first of the year, the demand for
its V-notch meters being especially significant. Such meters
have recently been sold to the following: The Bell Tele-
phone Company, the Philadelphia (Pa.) Electric Company,
the Logan Light & Power Company, Tiffin, Ohio; the Phila-

delphia (Pa.) Suburban Gas & Electric Company, the
Public Service Electric Company, Newark, N. J., and the

Coshocton (Ohio) Light & Heat Company. The boiler com-
pany asserts that much of its increased business has been
brought about by the realization on the part of operating
utilities that profits must hereafter come more largely
from increased economies, and that these can be brought
about by using feed-water meters and other recording ap-
paratus such as the Harrison company is manufacturing.

Electric Construction Activity in Massachusetts.—The
general revival of business and the indirect benefits of the
war orders coming to this country are affecting New Eng-
land plant construction most favorably. The Fred T. Ley
Company, Springfield, Mass., is one of the most active

contracting establishments now at work in this field, and
among the large contracts being rushed to completion are
several of electrical interest, such as the building of the

largest weave shed in the world for the Naumkeag Mills,

Salem, Mass., to be operated entirely by individually driven

motors on central-station service; an extension of the gen-
erating plant of the Salem Electric Lighting Company to

care for the Naumkeag and other new business, and the

erection of a dry kiln for the New England Westinghouse
Company of Springfield, Mass. Other electrical under-

takings on which the company is handling the heavy con-

struction are a power-plant dam for the Turners Falls

(Mass.) Power & Electric Company, underground conduit
work for the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Bo ton, Mass., and work for the Hartford Electric Light
Company, the United Electric Light Company of Spring-
field and the Bristol & I'lainville (Conn.) Street Railway.

Holland Buying Electrical Goods Here.—Since the be-
ginning of the war, when the German electrical manufac-
turing plants which could be spared were turned into
munitions factories and all available copper was requisi-
tioned for the service of the army, Holland has called upon
the United States to supply her with electrical goods and
supplies which were formerly purchased through Berlin,
according to Mr. Phil Valk, 51 North Third Street, Jersey
City, N. J., who is purchasing agent here for the Holland-
Bombay Trading Company and Schuurman & de Jong, both
of Amsterdam, Holland. The first-named company does a
general trading business in all kinds of supplies, including
electrical materials, and has representatives in British India
and on the Gulf of Aden and the East Coast of Africa.
The firm of Schuurman & de Jong handles electrical equip-
ment only, but is equipped to do designing and consulting
engineering work as well. Most of the recent orders for
electrical goods from Holland, according to Mr. Valk, relate
to wire and cables, stock metal, meters, instruments, motors,
arc-lamp electrodes, etc.

An Era of Great Prosperity at Hand, Predicts Mr. Mc-
Donald.—Conditions in the business world in the United
States to-day are practically identical with the conditions
to be found at the end of at least three previous panics,
declared Mr. Donald McDonald, vice-president and general
manager of the Louisville (Ky.) Gas & Electric Company,
in discussing the commercial outlook in a talk at the noon-
day luncheon of the Louisville Jovians, July 27. Those
same conditions heretofore invariably brought about pros-
perity or preceded it, said Mr. McDonald, and, according
to his view, another era of extraordinary good times is

reasonably to be looked for. Even if the European war
continues, Mr. McDonald said, this country can count on
selling large quantities of foodstuffs, manufactured products,
etc., to the belligerents who are now buying, while should
the war stop Europe would buy heavily of materials with
which to rebuild its ruined cities and bridges, and of stock,
seed, etc. The coming fall, Mr. McDonald declared, is not
too soon to look for the return of good times, not only
comparatively prosperous times, but extraordinary pros-
perity. In the three panics which he has witnessed, said
the speaker, each started when careful investors began
withdrawing their money from ventures which were not
undoubtedly substantial. Each of them ended when the
public exhausted supplies on hand at the time the trouble
started, when the merchants disposed of the stocks of goods
they had on hand, and when there was little but empty
storage space in their warehouses, and, again, when large
amounts of money were piling up in the banks and vainly
seeking employment. The last set of conditions is exactly
what is to be found to-day, declared Mr. McDonald, and
great prosperity is reasonably to be looked for soon.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES
, July 27

, , Aug. 3 .

Selling Price Selling Price
Bid Asked Bid Asked

Copper £ s d £ s d
London, standard spot* 72 5 71 6 o
Prime Lake 18.50 to 19.00 18.25 to is
Electrolytic 18.25 to 18.50 18.00 to 18 25
Casting 17.00 to 17.25 16.87^ to 17.12»4
Copper wire base 20.00f 19.25 to 19 50t

Lead 5.75 :, 25
^•ckel 50.00 to 52.001 50.00 to 52.00t
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter 24.001 °4 00t
Spelter, spot 18.50 to lS.75f 17.25 tol7 50t
Straits tin 36.00 35 50
Aluminum, 9S to 99 per cent.... 32.00 to 33.00 82.00 to 33.00

*OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 1 r, r> 16 ->o
Brass, heavy u.76 n ; 75
Brass, light 10.00 10.00
Lead, heavy , 7

-

,
,-,-

Zinc, scrap 1400 13 50

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons! to Aug. 3 313

•Prom daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange
tXomlnal.

'
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New Incorporations

The Jackson Electric Company of J Ua ha boon

incorporated writh a capital stock of 15,000 bj R \- We t,

Doe] Wright, C. W. Boglaa and othen

The Boonrilla Light, Heal A Power Companj of Hoon-

ville, Mil, has been granted a charter with a capital stock

of $76,000. 'l'li»' Incorporators arc w. A., K. \. and W. E.

Sombart.

The St. Paul Lighl A Power Company of St. Paul, Va.,

lias been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000. The

officers arc: Samuel Wilburn, president, and M. L. Hillman,

secretary and treasurer.

The Hint' Ridge Tower Company Of Tuxedo, N. C, l>as

been incorporated with a capital stock of $700,000 by J. O.

Bell Of Tuxedo; S. B. Tanner of Charlotte. N. C; W. S.

Montgomery, John A. Law and George E. Ladshaw of

Spartanburg, S. C.

New Industrial Companies
The Fuller Electrical Appliance Company of Boston,

Mass., has been chartered with a capital stock of $50,000.

The directors are: Louis D. H. Fuller of Framingham,
treasurer; M. F. Maher and F. A. McClaskey.

The Bothwell Electric Company of Youngstown, Ohio,

has been chartered with a capital stock of $15,000 to do

a general electrical contracting business and deal in elec-

trical fixtures. Howard Bothwell is manager.

The Case Company of Boston, Mass., has been incorpo-

rated by Frank K. Bull, Charles A. Snow and N. M. Bates.

The company is capitalized at $30,000 and proposes to man-
ufacture and deal in electric and other motor vehicles.

The Volto Electric Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $30,000 by Henry F.

and Frank J. Grote, P. J. Craig, William Koch and Alfred

C. Craig. The company purposes to manufacture and deal

in electrical appliances.

The Cattaraugus Engineering Company of Olean, N. Y.,

has been chartered by Fred J. Kimmey, Carleton Ruhe and

F. H. Higgins of Olean, N. Y. The company is capitalized

at $5,000 and proposes to do a general electrical and engi-

neering contracting business.

The Molby Boiler Company of Jamaica, N. Y., has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000 by E. C. Molby,

M. and A. M. Behrer of Jamaica. The company proposes to

deal in stoves, boilers, gas and electric appliances and to do

a general contracting business.

The L. L. Bates Company of Boston, Mass., has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $10,000 for the purpose of

manufacturing and installing burglar and fire-alarm sys-

tems. The incorporators are Oscar Codding, William E.

Nutting and George E. Bradford.

The Ashbrook Electric Company of Chicago, 111., has been

incorporated by Additon A. Righter, W. E. Carr and Fred-

erick Arnd. The company is capitalized at $25,000 and

purposes to manufacture and deal in electric storage bat-

teries, generators and electric accessories.

The New York Switch & Panel Board Company of New
York, N. Y., has been chartered with a capital stock of

$25,000 to manufacture and deal in switchboards, etc. The
incorporators are J. Walter Smith, Frederick Weierman, 52

Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, and John F. P. Young, Mas-

peth, N. Y.

The Dudley Electric & Machine Company of Uniontown,

Pa., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000

by W. E. Dudley, Elwood D. Fulton, D. Fulton, W. D.

Woodruff, J. T. Dudley of Uniontown, Pa., and Harry E.

Street of Clarksburg, W. Va. The company purposes to

manufacture boilers and machinery.

The John O. Heinze Company of Springfield, Ohio, has

been incorporated by John O. Heinze of Detroit, Mich.; Bur-

ton J. Wescott, J. B. Cartmell, George E. Kelly and L. H.

Cook, all of Springfield. The company is capitalized at

$500,000 and proposes to manufacture a newly patented

starter for automobiles and other electrical appliances.

Trade Publications

Electric iron.—The American Electrical Heater Company,
Detroit, Mich., has Issued an Illustrated folder on its

MR1

ileal" electrically operated iron.

Lighting Ratea.
—"The story of Lighting Rate C" is the

subjecl of a booklet prepared by the I'ittsimrgh Klectric

Specialties Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Telephone Cable.—The Standard Underground Cable

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., ha prepared a booklet entitled,

"Pointers on Telephone Cable Specifications."

Portable Teating Sets.—The Queen Gray Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has issued Bulletin E-6 on portable testing

sets and instruments for maintenance of lines and cables.

(Graphite Brushes.—The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,
Jersey City, N. J., has recently published a booklet which
contains information on graphite brushes for commutators.

Receptacles and Plugs.—The Bryant Electric Company,
Bridgeport, Conn., has prepared an illustrated folder which
contains information on its "Junior" receptacles and plugs.

Cordless Vestibule-Telephone Set.—The Connecticut Tele-

phone & Electric Company, Meriden, Conn., is sending out
Bulletin No. 50 on its vestibule telephoning outfit for apart-
ment houses.

Indicating Inclosed Fuses.—The Detroit Fuse & Manu-
facturing Company, 1400 Rivard Street, Detroit, Mich., is

sending out an illustrated folder on its "Arkless" indicating

inclosed fuses.

Semi-Indirect Lighting Fixtures.—The Luminous Unit
Company, St. Louis, Mo., is sending out an illustrated leaflet

containing information on its "Brascolite" semi-indirect

lighting fixture.

Fused Switch.—Berry, Skinner & Company, 78 Upper
Thames Street, London, E. C, England, have issued List No.
4151, which contains information on their "Adanac" switch
and repulsion fuse.

Steel-Plate Exhauster.—Bulletin No. 6, Series 2, pub-
lished by the American Blower Company, Detroit, Mich.,

describes and illustrates its types E, L and C "A B C"
steel-plate exhausters.

Small Generating Plant.—The L. B. Jones Company,
Kansas City, Mo., has prepared several illustrated bulletins

the subject of which is a self-contained gasoline-engine-

driven generating unit.

Time Switches.—Electrically operated time switches for

window, sign, and street lighting are the subject of an
illustrated catalog issued by the National Time Switch
Company, South Bend, Ind.

Motor-Driven Machines.—"Flashes from a Live Wire"
is the title of a booklet recently issued by the Robbins &
Myers Company, Springfield, Ohio, which contains informa-
tion on machines operated by small motors.

Oil Filters.—The Famous Filter Company, 308 North
Commercial Street, St. Louis, Mo., has prepared an illus-

trated catalog which describes various types of steam-
jacketed and electrically heated oil filters and purifiers.

Election Suction Sweeper.—The Hoover Suction Sweeper
Company, New Berlin, Ohio, has prepared a booklet which
is illustrated in colors and which contains information on its

combined electrically operated sweeper and suction cleaner.

Centrifugal Blowers and Compressors.—The De Laval
Steam Turbine Company, Trenton, N. J., is sending out a

sixty-four-page catalog on its centrifugal blowers and com-
pressors for pressures from 5 in. of water up to 125 lb.

per sq. in.

Fiber Products.—The Diamond State Fiber Company,
Elsmere, Del., has issued Bulletin No. 11, entitled "Auto-
mobile Specialties," and Bulletin No. 12, entitled "Vulcan-

ized Fiber Receptacles," both of which contain information

on various types of fiber devices.

Electrical Instruments and Circuit-Breakers.— The
Roller-Smith Company, 203 Broadway, New York, has

issued data sheets A to H inclusive on several of its elec-

trical instruments and circuit-breakers. The company has

also prepared an illustrated folder on its precision torsion

balances for weighing lamp filaments.
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Construction News
New England

MILTON, N. H.—A company is being or-

ganized, to be known ;is the Milton Elec
trlcal

' '"
. to supply electrical service here,

The old worster mill site has been
by J. B. Giguere, the promoter of the pro-
ject, for the location of the power house,
Tin- town has also contracted, it is re-

ported, for street-lighting service.

BROCKTON, MASS.—A petition has been
ni.ii bj Henrj W, Safford and others with
ih. Board of Aldermen asking' that a com-
mission be appointed to make Investiga-

ind report on the feasibility of estab-
Lishing a municipal electric-light plant in
Brockton.
GREENFIELD, MASS.—The Harbor and

Land Commission has granted the petition
of the Greenfield El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. to lay
cables in the Connecticut River above the
Montague City bridge. Specifications call

for steel-armored cables to be laid 2 ft.

below the surface of the river bed.

WLSTFIELD, MASS.—At a town meet-
ing held recently the sum of $25,000 was
voted for improvements to the municipal
electric-lighting plant as follows : For new
overhead cable and extensions, $11,500;
new coal trestle, $5,000 ; new oil and store-
house and extensions to gas holders and
benches.

CRANSTON, R. I.—Bids will be received
by the committee on city property at the
office of the city clerk, City Hall, Cranston,
until Aug. 10 for general heating, plumbing
and lighting contracts for any or all of the
following : A schoolhouse of six rooms and
assembly hall on Green Street, an addition
of four rooms to schoolhouse on Princess
Avenue, and an addition of two rooms to
Meshanticut Park schoolhouse.

CANAAN, CONN.—Rights-of-way have
been filed by the Connecticut Pwr. Co. of
New London in the office of the town clerk
at Berlin for the high-tension transmission
line from Falls Village to Middletown. The
line will pass through Plainville and Berlin.

Middle Atlantic

CLAVERACK, N. Y.—The power plant
of the Knickerbocker Cement Co. in
Claverack was destroyed on Aug. 2 in a
landslide caused by quicksand. The loss
is placed at $250,000.
CLAYTON, N. Y.—The Northern New

York Utilities Co. of Watertown has sub-
mitted a proposal to the Village Council for
replacing the arc lamps now in use with
nitrogen-filled lamps. The company is also
negotiating with the Council to furnish elec-
tricity to operate the water-pumping sta-
tion. The substation and high-tension trans-
mission line of the company is nearly ready
for operation.

FREDONIA, N. Y—The Niagara & Lake
Erie Pwr. Co. of Fredonia has applied to
the Public Service Commission for permis-
sion to erect electric transmission lines in
the town of Evans and the village of Broc-
ton.

LESTERSHIRE, N. Y.—Preparations are
being made by Endicott, Johnson & Co. to
double the output of their main power plant
in Lestershire, including the installation of
a 2000-kw. steam turbine.

NEW LEBANON, N. Y.—The Lebanon
Valley Ltg. Co. has applied to the Public
Service Commission to erect electric trans-
mission lines in portions of the towns of
Canaan and New Lebanon and for ap-
proval of franchises ; also for authority to
issue capital stock.

SILVER CREEK, N. Y.—A joint petition
has been presented to the Public Service
Commission by the Silver Creek El. Co. and
John Kimball as to transfer of franchise,
the company asking for authority to exer-
cise the franchise.

ALTOONA, PA.—The Penn Central El.
Lt & Pwr. Co. of Altoona has recently
closed a contract with the Pennsylvania
Coal & Coke Corpn. to equip its mine No.
39 for electrical operation. The initial in-
stallation will requre about 450 hp.

HARRISBURG, PA.—The Public Service
Commission has approved the following
contracts : The Cambria Lt., Ht. & Pwr.
Co. and the borough of Patton, for furnish-
ing electricity for lamps, heaters and
motors in Patton; New Castle El. Co. of
New Castle and the township of Union,
township of Taylor, city of New Castle ana
the township of Shenango, to supply elec-
tricity for lamps, heaters and motors in
those places.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—The Federal Street
t Pleasant Valley R.R. Co. of Pittsburgh
has been granted a permit to construct a

power hous. • in Taggart Street, North Side,
i Ittsburgh, to cosl about $2,75u.

PITTSBURGH, PA, Arrangements nave
been main whereby the residents of the
towns OJ Meridan and Miller Will have elec-
trical Bervici to be furnished by the Pitts-
burgh, Harmony, Butler & New Castle Ely,

Co. oi Pittsburgh. The company agrees to
provide electricity tor a distance of not
more than 1000 it. from its traction line.

Harrj Etheridgi ol Eldenau Is superin-
tendent

BLOOMFIEL.D, N. J.—The Westlnghouse
Lamp Co., it Is reported, is contemplating
building an addition to its power house in
the WatseSBing section.

VKNTNOR CITY, N. J.—The Council
has awarded the contract for furnishing
and erecting ornamental iron posts for the
illumination of the boardwalk to the Central
Station Equip. Co. The contract has not
ye\ been awarded for lamp standards for
Ventnor Avenue. E. Steelman is city clerk.

CUMBERLAND, MD.—Edward L. Wil-
liams, 10 North Liberty Street, Cumberland,
it is reported, is contemplating the develop-
ment of a water-power. As yet no definite
steps have been taken.

PARKBRSBURG, W. VA —The Kana-
wha Trac. & El. Co. of Parkersburg, it is

reported, is contemplating extending its

electric-lighting service throughout Will-
iamstown,
FAIRFIELD, VA.—Plans are being pre-

pared, it is reported, by the Fairfield El. Lt.
& Pwr. Co., recently incorporated, for the
construction of a power plant for the pur-
pose of supplying electricity in Highland
Springs and other parts of Fairfield dis-
trict. G. T. Collins is president.

ORANGE, VA.—Bids will be received by
Frank B. Perry, Mayor, until Aug. 16 for
an electric-lighting franchise.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the Commissioners
of the District of Columbia, Room 509, Dis-
trict Building, Washington, until Aug. 24
for furnishing underground signal and tele-
phone cable for use of the Electrical De-
partment of the city. Specifications and
form of proposal may be obtained from pur-
chasing officer, Room 320, District Build-
ing, Washington.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-

ceived at the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington, D.
C, until Aug. 24 for furnishing at the vari-
ous navy yards and naval "stations the fol-
lowing supplies : Brooklyn, N. Y., Schedule
8654—8000 ft. interior communication
cable, 1800 ft. telephone cable, 200,000 ft.

double-flexible silk conductor, miscella-
neous twin conductor wire, miscellaneous
silicon bronze wire; Schedule 8636—mis-
cellaneous seamless drawn-steel pipe

;

Schedule 8653—miscellaneous seamless
drawn-copper tubing. Boston, Mass.,
Schedule 8642—eight watt-hour meters.
Newport, R. I., Schedule 8634—two non-
reversible direct-current motors. Wash-
ington, D. C, Schedule 8644—385 chestnut
telephone poles, 30 ft. long. Portsmouth,
N. H., Schedule 8653—miscellaneous seam-
less brass pipe. Norfolk, Va., Schedule
8653—seamless steel boiler tubing. Bids
will also be received until Aug. 31 as fol-
lows : Mare Island, Cal., Schedule 8630

—

5-hp. motors and controllers (two each).
Brooklyn, N. Y., Schedule 8629—two
10-kw. radio transmitters. Puget Sound,
Wash., Schedule 8647—4000 lb. tubing
composition. Applications for proposals
should designate the schedule desired by
number.

North Central

AHMEEK, MICH.—The contract for the
installation of the waterworks system in
Ahmeek is reported to have been awarded
to the Smith-Byers-Sparks Company of
Houghton. The pumping station will be
equipped with electrically driven machinery.
The cost of the work is estimated at about
$18,000.

CORUNNA, MICH.—The local electric-
light plant of the Consumers' Pwr. Co. of
Owosso is reported to have been destroyed
by lire on July 31, causing a loss of about

"00.

WYANDOTTE, MICH.—Estimates pro-
viding for an expenditure of $29,62", for
proposed improvements to the municipal
electrlC-light plant and $11,025 for water-
works system have been approved by the
City Commission.
AKRON, i HI lO—The Firestone Tire &

Rubber Co, of South Akron is planning to
install an electric plant to supply electricity
for lamps rind motors for its factory, and
it is reported is contemplating furnishing
energy to parties in that neighborhood.

. have been asked for
equipnu nt.

CANTON, OHIO. The Council has
.in ordinance re. inning all ovei

wires, with the exception oi trollej
and the necessary guy wires, on 1

rawas Street Wesl to b< removed by Dec 1,

CINCINNATI, OHIO. Plans are being
i bj Bernard T. Wisenall, architect.

• construction oi a 75-ton Ice plant
at Price Hill, to cost about $75,000.

< ILEVELAND, OHIO Pals will I

celved at the office of the commissioner of
ises and supplies. Room •"> 1 1 , City

Ball, Cleveland, until Aug. 13 for furnish-
ing nitrogen-filled tungsten lamps for the
municipal Electric Light Department Bids
will also be received at the same time and
place for hard-drawn copper busbars for
the municipal Electric Light Department.
Specifications may be obtained at the office
of the commissioner of light and heat divis-
ion, J 443 Third Street.

COSHOCTON, OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the County Commissioners of
Coshocton County, Coshocton, Ohio, until
Aug. 19 for the installation of both single
and cluster lamps. For details see pro-
posals columns.
DAYTON, OHIO.—The Board of County

Commisioners, it is reported, has adopted
resolutions providing for the construction
of a new power house and installation of
new boilers at the Montgomery County Chil-
dren's Home, to cost about $10,000.

DEFIANCE, OHIO.—The Defiance Gas &
El. Co. expects to purchase within the next
three months 100 electric meters and 75
gas meters. W. P. Wallace is general man-
ager.

GREEN CAMP, OHIO—Bonds to the
amount of $5,000 have been voted for the
installation of an electric-lighting system.
It is not yet decided whether a plant will
be built in Green Camp or a transmission
line erected from Marion.

KENT, OHIO.—Within the next 30 days
the Kent Wtr. & Lt. Co. expects to pur-
chase one 72-in. by 18-ft. boiler. S. F.
Messer is superintendent.

SPRING VALLEY, OHIO.—The Council
has granted the Dayton Pwr. & Lt. Co. of
Dayton a franchise to furnish electricity in

Spring Valley.

HAZARD, KY.—Howard N. Eavenson
and Edward O'Toole of Gary, W. Va., it is

reported, are organizing a company to ac-
quire the plant of the East Tennessee Coal
Co. The new company proposes to install
an additional unit to furnish energy to coal
mines during the development and con-
struction of a large central power station
and transmission system. A transmission
line will be erected from the plant of the
Tennessee company through Hazard to First
Creek, directly through the coal field, with
various branches. R. L. Cornell, Wootton
& Morgan Building, Hazard, is in charge
of the work.

BRAZIL, IND.—Steps have been taken
by the City Council to secure estim
cost and ascertain the feasibility of estab-
lishing a municipal electric-lighting plant in

Brazil.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—The Merchants'
Ht. & Lt. Co. of Indianapolis is installing
a double-loop system in the downtown dis-

tricts to avoid break-downs and is also
laying underground conduits for electric
cable in Washington Street and some ad-
jacent alleys. The new line will connect
the Pearl Street and the Washington
Street plants.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Arrangements
are being made for the installation of the
new ornamental lighting system in the
downtown district. The cluster lamps now
in use will be replaced with single arc
lamps mounted on iron standards. Several
extensions will be made in this district

and requests for further extensions will he
considered by the Board of Public Works.

AUBURN, ILL.—The City Council is

contemplating the installation of an orna-
mental lighting system in the business dis-
trict, to cost about $6,000.

CEDARVILLE, ILL.—The Cedarville
Park Pwr. & 101. Co., recently lncorpoi
proposes to develop the village of Cedar-
ville into a summer resort. The company
will own and operate hotels, etc., as well
as an electric-light and power plant.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Bids will be r«
by the Second Infantry Regiment Armory
Commission at the office of James B.
Dibelka, State Architect, 130 North Fifth
Avenue, Chicago, until Aug. 11 for addition
to armory now under construction for the
Second Infantry Regiment Armory, Illinois
National Guard, Chicago. Separate bids will
be received for general work, plumbing,
heating and electric wiring.

CLINTON, ILL.—Preparations are being
made by the Clinton Gas A El. Co. for the
erection of a 6-mile, three-phase, 13,200-
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'<"' lighting lixturee for thi Mudli on ( :ountj
couri house hue been awarded to the i Iroi
< bandellei Co ol Si Louis, Mo . al 18,

R< >CKFORD, ii. i. The Cltj Council hai
instructed Ross r, Beckstrom, auperlnten
dsnl "i the water works system, to maki
lnv< stlgatlons and submit a report on the
««>st ol establishing a municipal electric
liKbt plain, which will also supply energj
to operate the cltj pumping station.
ROCKFORD, ii. i. Bids will be >

ps the board of trustees of the Municipal
ruberculosls Sanitarium, cltj of Rockford
at the office of the Board of Health until

12, for furnishing and installing adeep well plunger pump of ro gal per min-
ute capacity, Including power head, driven

irlaontal motor; also automatic control
tor said motor, and pneumatic pressure
tank, necessarj switchboards, inside wiringand accessories. Dr. n. A. Pattlson is sec-
retary.

STREATOR, n.l,-An ornamental
street-lighting system, it is reported, will
be Installed on .Main Street from the river
|" 'he Santa Fe railroad station. Singlelamp standards, it is understood, are
favored.

LUXEMBOURG, WIS.—The citv of Lux-
embourg la contemplating the installation
of an electric-lighting plant.

MADISON, WIS.—The city of Madison,
it is reported, contemplates the installa-
tion ot an ornamental lighting system, con-
sisting oi i iii 500-watt lamps.
MADISON, WIS.—Bids will be receivedby the Capitol Commission, Madison, untilAug 11 for furnishing labor and materials

^•'the elevator work for the north wing
of the \\ Isconsln State Capitol, now under
construction. Plans and specifications areon file in the office of George B. Post &Sons, architects, 101 Park Avenue, Newlork N. ST., and at the office of the Cap-
itol C ommission, Madison.
GRANITE FALLS, MINN.—Bids will be

received by the State Board of Control,
State Capitol, St. Paul, until Aug. 18 for
construction of a tuberculosis sanitarium
for the counties of Chippewa, Lac qui
Parle, Renville and Yellow Medicine, in-
cluding general construction, reinforced
concrete chimney, mechanical equipmentand deep well. Plans and specificationsmay be seen at the offices of Sund & Dun-ham, architects, Essex Building, and Rose& Harris, engineers, Minneapolis.
HARDWICK, MINN.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the village recorder, Hardwick,
until Aug. 17 for furnishing material and
erecting an electric transmission line and
distribution system for the village of Hard-
wick. Plans and specifications are on file
in the office of the recorder, Hardwick, and
also at the office of Earle D. Jackson, con-
sulting engineer, Capital Bank Building, St.Paul. °'

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Bids will be
received at the office of G. A. Sandberg,
purchasing officer, University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, until Aug. 20 for two 350-hp
return water-tube boilers installed complete
with stokers. Plans and specifications areon file in the office of the superintendent of
buildings and grounds, Room No 4Mechanic Arts Building, University Cam-
pus.

ST. JAMES, MINN.—The Consumers'Pwr Co. of St. Paul has secured a con-
tract to supply energy to operate the mu-
nicipal electric-light and power system in
St. James. Work will begin at once on
the erection of the transmission line fromMadeha to St. James, a distance of 14
miles. The local plant will be closed down
as soon as connection with the power com-pany's lines is accomplished.
ST PAUL, MINX.—The Faribault divis-

ion of the Consumers' Pwr. Co. has been
granted a franchise to supply electricity in
the village of Eagle Lake, which is located
about 6 miles from Madison Lake, now
served by the Faribault division. Work
will be started at once on the transmission
line. The village of Hampton has asked
the company to extend its service to thatcommunity.
VERNDALE. MINN—Bids will be re-

ceived by W. N. Morell, clerk of school
board, Verndale, until Aug. 13 for con-
struction of school building at "Verndale in-
cluding general contract, heating, plumbing,
electric wiring and a 4-in. deep well. Plans
are on file in the offices of F. C. W Kuehn
architect, Huron, S. D., the clerk of school

board, \ si ndale, and the Bulldi n I

change, Minix upolls,

WHEATON, MINN Bid) will tx ,.

ceiv< d ui the oltl< e of the Board o
'•' s - ni uton, until Am i 6, foi plumb
ng, heating, ventilating and electric wir
Ing "i ., gymnasium and manual training
building, including material and laboi
i'laiia ..ni apci incationa maj be obtained
upon appllcutio i

.
i Broomhall, areni

' ' '• no Uworth Building, i luluth, m
$20.

i' w ENPi iRT, i"\\ \ Bidi will be re
celved at the office of .1 i . Mel lolll ti

retarj ol board ol education, 1144 Main
ktr< et, i lavenport, until Aug 1 2 for con
struction ol .Manual Training School build
'"8 si pai ate bids submitted for
plumbing, heating apparatus and electric

J»
" "" i 'lans and specifications are on Bli

111 the office of < llausen & Krau •
. C< ntral

* 'in. e Building, i tevenport.
LUANA, IOWA. Kids will be received

bj ' lenrj Palar, president of board, Luana
until Aug, 28 for construction of the new
' "" lated school to be erected at Luana
by the Consolidated Independent School
District, Including general construction,
heating and plumbing, electrical work and
fixtures, manual training, domestic scienceand gymnasium equipment, Plans and
specifications maj be obtained at the office
"i Uban & Lockhart, architects, Endicotl
Building, St. Paul, Minn., u]ion deposit ol

MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA.—The Board
oi County Supervisors has granted the
Iowa Ry, & Lt. Co. of Marshalltown per-
mission to ereel a high-tension transmis-
sion hue trom Le Grand to Oilman.
BLUE SPRINGS, Mo.—The local elec-

u-ic-light and ice plant was destroyed by
fire on July 29, causing a loss of about $9,-
000. Arrangements, it is stated, are being
made to rebuild the plant.

ENDERLIN, N. D.—The Enderlin El. Lt
& Pwr. Co. expects to erect within the next
tour months 7 miles of three-phase trans-
mission line to connect with Sheldon

; also
to purchase material for distribution sys-
tem and lighting system, including poles
wire and transformers, and street-lighting
fixtures for a town of from 600 to 700The company also expects to purchase
within the next six months one 12-in by
™" in

-
or l 4 - in

- by 36-in. Corliss engine and
90 ft. of three-ply 16-in. belting. F ABarnard is chief enginer.
PARK RIVER, N. D.—Within the next

two months the Electric Light and Water-
works Department expects to purchase
poles, wires and transformers for two feeder
lines, each about % mile long. A 75-kva
2300-volt generator, manufactured -bv the
El. Mach. Co., and one General Electric
slate switchboard, complete with oil
switches and overload trip, have recently
been installed in the municipal plant A
E. Mullineaux is superintendent.
VELVA, N. D.—Within the next three

months the Velva Ser. Co. expects to build
an addition to power house, erect 7 miles
of transmission line and install substation
equipment

; also to purchase one 150-hp
lignite producer, one 100-hp. producer-gas
engine, one 90-kva., three-phase, 60-cycle
generator (directly connected) and com-
plete switchboard equipment ; also complete
equipment for 7 miles of 6600-volt trans-
mission line. O. J. Kauffman is owner and
manager.
FRANKLIN, NEB.—At an election held

recently the proposal to issue $7,000 elec-
tric-light bonds was carried.
NELIGH, NEB.—S. F. Gilman, owner

of the Neligh Mills, which supplies elec-
trical service in Neligh, is installing a 225-
hp. Diesel oil engine. All material for in-
stallation has been purchased.
NORTH PLATTE, NEB.—At an election

to be held Aug. 31 the proposal to issue
bonds for improvements to the street-light-
ing system will be submitted to the voters.
SCOTTSBLUFF, NEB.—The C. & R. El

Co. of Scottsbluff is installing a 150-hp.
boiler and is erecting an addition to power
house (40 ft. by 48 ft.). The company also
expects to purchase material for district
steam-heating plant. F. H. Roberts is
owner and manager.
SEWARD, NEB.—The City Council has

decided to rebuild the municipal electric-
light plant recently destroved bv fire. The
cost of the work is estimated at $12,000.
ATTICA, KAN.—Plans, it is reported, are

being prepared for the construction of a
municipal electric-light plant, to cost about
$15,000. F. H. Kelburn of Woodward,
Okla., is engineer.

HAVEN, KAN.—Within the next two
months the Haven El. Lt. & Ice Co. expects
to purchase underground conduits and
lamp-posts.

HAVILAND, KAN.—The City Council
has entered into a contract with the city
of Greensburg for electricity from the mu-
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Ml BCOTAH. K \ .V Bonds to the
amounl ol 18,000 have been voted for the
ereel U f an electrii I on line
i rom Atchii on to u w cotah.

Southern States
w\:\. N C The town of Apes has

I
> a nted the Municipal Si i i pn, a

franchise to com ti uci and operate an elec
trie-lighting plant, water worka and
age system, The cosl of the w<
mated at 140,000, John Bray ol R
will be engineer In charge.
KINSTON, N. C. Improvements, it is

e contemplated to the municipal
electric-lighting system, Involving an ex-
penditure of about • 10,000.

COOLIDGE, GA. Al an election to be
held Aug, 16 the proposal to issue J4.600 iii

bonds for the Installation ol an electrii
lighting system will I..- submitted to thi
voters.

COLUMBIA, TENN. The Columbia Wir.
& Lt CO., it is reported, will soon award
contract for the installation of a new street
lighting system

; an ornamental system con-
sisting Of 60 standards will also be in-
stalled, j. s. Robinson is superintend
ANNISTON, ALA.- -The Alabama Pwr.

Co. of Birmingham Is reported to be con-
templating the erection ol a high-tension
transmission line (44,000 volts) from An-
niston to Piedmont.
JACKSON, AI.A.—The Jackson El. Co.,

recently incorporated with a capital stock
of $5,000, is building an electric-light plant
and distributing system in Jackson, at a
cost of about $20,000. The company has
been awarded a contract for lighting the
streets of the city for a period of 30 years.

RINGLING, OKLA.—The installation of
a municipal electric-light plant and water-
works system In Ringling is under consid-
eration.

DALLAS, TEX,— The commissioners'
court of Dallas County has awarded the
contract for rewiring the old court house
to the F. E. Newberry Co. of Dallas at
$7,000.

HOLLAND, TEX.—The city of Holland
is reported to have awarded the Texas
Pwr. & Lt. Co. of Dallas a contract to
furnish electricity for lighting purposes.
The company is erecting a transmission line
from Waco to Austin, passing through Hol-
land.

Pacific States
ASHLAND, ORE. — Negotiations are

under way between the city of Ashland and
the California-Oregon El. Lt. & Pwr. Co.
with a view to the purchase of the com-
pany's distributing system in Ashland, to
be operated in connection with the munic-
ipal lighting system.
SILVERTON, ORE.—Failing on two

calls to receive satisfactory bids for light-
ing the streets of the city, the City Council
has engaged Prof. C. R. Reid of the Uni-
versity of Oregon to prepare estimates of
costs and to make investigations as to the
feasibility of establishing a municipal elec-
tric-light plant.

REDDING, CAL.—The plant of the Red-
ding El. Lt. & Pwr. Co., a subsidiary of
the Northern California Lt. & Pwr Co. of
San Francisco, was destroyed by fire on
July 25, causing a loss of about $8,000.

SAUSALITO, CAL.—The Town Trustees
have adopted a resolution providing for
the installation of an electrolier lighting
system, consisting of sixty-five lamp stand-
ards, on several streets in this city.

ARCO, IDAHO.—

W

T
e are informed that

Ralph Edmunds of Idaho Falls has not ap-
plied for a franchise to install an electric
plant in Arco and is not interested in work
of any kind here. Reported in the issue of
July 17 that Ralph Edmunds and B. Clarke
of Idaho Falls had applied for a seven-year
franchise to install an electric-light p'lant
and water-works system in Arco.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—The prop-

erty holders of Tale Park have decided to
light Yale Avenue with either gas or elec-
tric lamps.
ANACONDA, MONT.—The City Council

is reported to have adopted resolutions
creating Improvement Districts 66 and 69,
providing for the installation of orna-
mental lamps. The system proposed in
District 66 will cost about $3,900 and that
in District 69 approximately $4,000.
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BOZEMAN, MONT.—The Council is re'

ported to have created District 100, pro-
viding for the Installation of ornamental
lamps <>ii Alain Street between [da and
Fourth Avenues.

SANTA ROSA, N. M.—Plans, it is re-
ported, are being prepared by Burns & Mc-
Donnell, Scarritt Building, Kansas City,
Mo., for the proposed municipal electric-
light plant and water-works system in
Santa Uosa.

Canada
BEVERLY TOWNSHIP, ONT. — The

Township Council has passed a by-law
providing $4,495 for the installation of a
hydroelectric plant.

HARRISTON, ONT.—At an election held
July 26 the by-law authorizing a contract
with the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power
Commission was carried.

Miscellaneous

PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii Bids will

ceived at the Bureau of Yards and
Docks, Navj Department, Washington, D.
<\, until Aug. 28 for three hydro-pneumatic
freight elevators, installed complete, at the
naval station, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Plans
and specifications may be obtained on ap-
plication to the above bureau or to the
commandant Of the naval station named.

PANAMA Bids will be received at the
office of the general purchasing officer, the
Panama Canal, Washington, I >. C, mud
Aug. 20 as follows: For steel relnfi

bars, Btaples, cable clips, chain blocks,
tackle blocks, steel cargo trucks, anchor
lights, etc. Planks and general information
relating to this circular (No. 958) may be
obtained from the above office or from the
Offices of the assistant purchasing agents,
24 State Street, New York. X. Y. : 014
Whitney-Central Building, New Orleans,
La., and Port Mason, San Francisco, Cal.

PANAMA- Bids will be received at the

office of the general purchasing officer, the
Canal, Washington, i>. C, until

Aug. '', mid., til.- EU388-Y, for furnishing
3440 ft, 750,Q00-circ. rail, single-conductor,
rubber-insulated, lead-covered armored
cable, not served

. 1080 fl 800,01
single-conductor, rubber-insulated,

d armored cable, not Berved I 800 ft

300, ire. mil, single-conductor, lead-

covered, armored and served cable for sub-
marine use, 820 ft. 188,000-circ. mil, single-

tor, rubber-msulated,
cable; 120 ft 168,000-circ. mil, single-con-

rubber-insulated, l<

armored and served cable : 1 100 ft '

circ. mil, two-conductor, rubber-insulated,
lead covered cable; 5300 ft. nine-conductor,
rubber-insulated, lead-covered cable; 4250
ft. nine-conductor, rubber-insulated, lead-
covered, armored and Berved cable, and 500
f; nine-conductor, rubber-insulated braided
cable For further Information address
Major l-'. C. Boggs, general purchasing of-

ficer

Directory of Electrical Associations
Alabama Light and Traction Associa-

Secretary-treasurer, H. O. Hanson,
Mobile Gas Co., Mobile, Ala.

uican Association for the Advance-
Permanent secretary, L.

O. Howard, Smithsonian Institution, Wash-
ington, D. C. Meeting, San Francisco, Aug.
2-7.

rican Electric Railway Associa-
tion. Secretary, E. B. Burritt, 29 West
39th St., New York.

iican Electrochemical Society.
Secretary, Prof. J. W. Richards, Lehigh
University, South Bethlehem, Pa. Meeting,
San Francisco, Sept. 16-18.

American Institute of Consulting En-
gineers. Secretary, Eugene W. Stern, 101
Park Ave., New York City.

American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers. Secretary, F. L. Hutchinson, 33
West 39th St., New York. Board of direc-
tors meets monthly. Sections and branches
in the principal electrical centers through-
out the country.

American Physical Society. Secretary,
Prof. A. D. Cole, Ohio State University, Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

American Society of Refrigerating En-
gineers. Secretary, William H. Ross, 154
Nassau St., New York City.

American Society for Testing Materi-
als. Secretary-treasurer, Edgar Marburg,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

American Society of Heating and Ven-
tilating Engineers. Secretarv, Edwin A.
Scott, 29 West 39th St., New York.
Arkansas Association of Public Utili-

ty Operators. Secretary-treasurer, Roy B.
Fowles, Pine Bluff, Ark.
Associated Manufacturers of Elec-

trical Supplies. General secretary, C. E.
Dustin, 62 Cedar St., New York.
Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies. Secretary, George C. Holber-
ton, San Francisco, Cal. Annual conven-
tion, Spring Lake, N. J., Sept. 13-16.

Association of Iron and Steel Electri-
cal Engineers. Secretary, W. T. Snyder,
McKeesport, Pa. Annual meeting, Hotel
Statler, Detroit, Sept. 8-11.

Association of Railway Electrical En-
SINEERS. Secretary-treasurer, Jos. A. An-
dreucetti, Chicago & Northwestern Railway,
Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Su-
rENDENTS. Secretary, P. W. Drew,

112 West Adams St., Chicago.
California Electrical Contractors' As-

sociation. Secretary, W. S. Hanbridge,
1408 Merchants' National Bank Building,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Canadian Electrical Association. Af-
filiated with N. E. L. A. Secretary-treas-
urer, Alan Sullivan,
East, Toronto, Can.
Colorado Electric

Railway Association.
T K Kennedy, 900 15th St., Denver, Col!
Annual convention, Glenwood Springs, Sept.
88-25.

Commercial Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-
tary. C. A. Littlefield, 130 East 15th St.,
New York.
Eastern New York Section, N. 10. L. A.

Secretary, Lee Hagood, General Electric
Co., Scli. lady, N. Y.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Illinois. Secretary, H. E. Chubbock, Pe-
oria, 111.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Massachusetts. Secretary, H. D. Temple,
30 Foster St., Worcester, Mass.

10 Adelaide Street

Light, Power and
Secretary-treasurer,

Electrical Contractors' Association of
State of Missouri. Secretary, A. J. Burns,
318 West Tenth St., Kansas City, Mo.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
the State of Pennsylvania. Secretary,
M. G. Sellers, 1518 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Wisconsin. Secretary, Albert Petermann,
626 Lloyd St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Electrical Manufacturers' Club. Secre-
tary, A. D. Page, 30 Church St., New York.

Electrical Salesmen's Association.
Secretary, Francis Raymond, 125 Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association.
General secretary, Franklin Overbagh, 411
South Clinton St.. Chicago, 111. Quarterly
meeting Niagara Falls, Ont., Sept. 14-16.

Electrical Trades Association of Can-
ada. Secretary. William R. Stavely, Royal
Insurance Building, Montreal, Can.

Electrical Trades Association of the
Pacific Coast. Secretarv. Albert H. Elli-

ott, Harding Building, 34 Ellis St., San
Francisco, Cal.

Electric Power Club. Secretary, C. H.
Roth, 1410 West Adams St., Chicago.

Electric Vehicle Association of Amer-
ica. Executive secretarv. A. Jackson Mar-
shall. 29 West 39th St., New Vork. Sections
in New York. New England, Chicago, Phila-
delphia, Washington and Los Angeles.

Empire State Gas and Elf.ctric Asso-
ciation. Secretarv. Charles H. B. Chapin,
29 West 39th St., New York.

Gas. Electric and Street Railway As-
sociation of Oklahoma. Secretary-treas-
urer, Prof. H. V. Bozell, Norman, Okla.

Georgia Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation. Secretary, J. A. Wier, Athens, Ga.

Illinois Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation. Secretary, E. J. Burns, Moline,
111.

Illuminating Engineering Society.
il secretarv. C. A. Littlefield. 29 West

39th St.. New York. Annual convention.
New Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C,
Sept. 20-23.

Independent Telephone Association of
Amf.RTCA. Secretary, W S. Vivian, 19 South
La Salle St., Chicago.

Indiana Electric Light Association.
Secretary, Thomas Donahue, Lafayette, Tnd.

Indiana State Electrical Cont" vctotjs'

Association. Secretary, George Skilman,
Indianapolis, Tnd.

Industrial Electric Heating Associa-
tion. Secretarv, Homer Kunz. Toledo Rail-
ways & Light Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Institute of Operating Engineers. Sec-
retary, L. Houmiller, 29 West 39th St., New
York.

Institute of Radio Engineers Secre-
tarv, David Sarnoff, 71 Broadway, Nevi
York.

INTERNAL Combustion Engineers' Asso-
ciation, President. Charles Kratsch. 41fi

West Indiana St.. Chicago. Meeting second
Friday of each month at Lewis Institute.

International Association o** Munici-
pal Electricians. Secretary, C. R. George,
Houston, Tex. Next annual convention,
Cincinnati, Aug. 24-26.

International Engineering Congress.
Secretary-treasurer, W v Cattell, Foxcrofl
Building, San Francisco, Cal. Congress.
San Francisco. Sept. 20-25.

I INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COM-
MISSION (international body representing
various national electrical engineering so-

cieties contributing to its support). General
secretary, C. le Maistre, 2s Victoi
Westminster, London, S. W., England.
Meeting at San Francisco, Sept. 9-11.

Iowa Section, N. E. L. A. Secretary, W.
H. Thompson, Des Moines, la.

Iowa Electrical Contractors' Associa-
tion. Secretary, M. T. Humphrey, Water-
loo, la.

Iowa Street and Interurban Railway
Association. Secretary, H. E. Weeks, Dav-
enport, la.

Jovian Order. Jupiter (president),
Homer E. Niesz, Chicago, 111. :

Mercury
(secretary), E. C. Bennett, Syndicate Trust
Building, St. Louis, Mo.
Kansas Electrical Contractors' As-

sociation. Secretary, J. A. Mercer, 108
West 8th Ave., Topeka, Kan
Kansas Gas, Water, Electric Light and

Street Railway Association. Secretary-
treasurer, Ivor Thomas, 237 South Main St.,

Wichita, Kan.
Louisiana Electrical Contractors' As-

sociation. Secretary, J. J. Ziegler, 227
Bourbon St. Meeting every Wednesday, Au-
dubon Building, New Orleans.

Maine Electric Association. Secretary-
treasurer, Walter S. Wyman, Waterville,
Maine.
Michigan Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-

tary, Herbert Silvester, 18 Washington
Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Minnesota Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, G. M. Jones, 14
Seventh St. N., Minneapolis, Minn.
Minnesota Electric Association.. Sec-

retary-treasurer, F. A. Otto, St. Paul Gas
Light Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Mississippi Electric Association. Affili-

ated with the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation. Secretary-treasurer, H. F. Wheeler,
Hattiesburg, Miss.

Missouri Association of Public Utili-
ties. Secretary-treasurer, F. D. Beardslee,
Union Electric Light & Power Co., St. Louis.

National Arm, Pin and Bracket Asso-
ciation. Secretary, J. B. Magers, Madison,
Ind.

National Association of Electrical In-
spectors. Secretary-treasurer. Wm. L.
Smith, Concord, Mass.

National District Heating Association.
Secretary, D. L. Gaskill, Greenville, Ohio.

National Electric Light Association.
Executive secretary, T. C. Martin, Engi-
neering Societies Building, 33 West 39th
St., New York.

National ELECTRICAL Contractors' As-
sociation of the United States. Secre-
tary, George II. Duffield, 11 .Martin Build-
ma. CTtica, \'. Y. Executive meeting, Wash-
ington, D. <'., < Htoticr.

National Electrical Credit Abe
thin. Secretary. Frederick P. Vose, 1343
Marquette Pudding, Chicago.
National Fire Protection ASSOCIATION.

Secretarv of electrical committee, Ralph
Sweetland, 141 Milk St., Boston, Mass
National INDEPENDENT Telephone Asso-

ciation. Permanent headquarters, Room
I'm I. Hotel LaSalle, Chicago. 111.

NEBRASKA Section. X. E. L. A. Secre-
tary-treasurer, s. J. Bell, David City, Neb
New England Electrical Credit Asso-

ciation. Secretary, Alton K. Tupper, 60
State St., Boston, Mass.
\ew England section. Electric Vehi-

cle Association or America. Secretarv-,
l.. L. Edgar, 39 Koylston St., Boston, Mass.

New ENGLAND Section, X. K I,. A Sec-
retary, Miss O. A. Bursiel, 149 Tremonl St.,

Boston, Mass. Annual convention, Mount
Kineo lions.', Klneo, Maine, Sept, li-l".
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED

.11 I. V 27, 1915.

[Prepared by Mitchell & Allyn, 41 Park
Bow, New York.]

1,1 17,700. Automatic Akc-Lamp Cut-Out ;

.1 K. Boesch, Vancouver, British Colum-
bia, Canada. App. filed Dec. 22, 1913.
Automatically closes switch if lead wires
should be accidentally disconnected.

1,14 7,701. Automatic Lamp Cut-Out; J.
E. Boesch, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada. App. tiled Dec. 22, 1913. Lead
wires actuate cut-out upon lowering of
lamp.

1,14 7,703. Electric Furnace; J. W.
Brown, Lakewood, Ohio. App. filed Jan.
8, 1912. For manufacture of graphite.

1.147.716. Automatic Telephony; C. L.
Goodrum, Athens, Ga. App. filed June
18, 1912. Simplified selector switches
and contacts.

1.147.717. Lamp Receptacle; E. F. Guth,
St. Louis, Mo. App. filed Jan. 21, 1915.
Simplicity of "open-terminal" socket with
safety of "closed-terminal" socket.

1.147.718. Process of Plating Aluminum ;

J. A. Hall, New Britain, Conn. App. filed
Feb. 5, 1915. Cleanses electroplates in
zinc bath, and then applies coating of
some other metal.

1,147,753. Dry Battery; L. J. Schatzel,
Fostoria, Ohio. App. filed Dec. 19, 1910.
Potassium persulphate depolarizer.

1,14 7. 7 r>7. Insulator-Supporting Struc-
ture

; C. P. Seyler, Pittsburgh, Pa. App.
filed May 4, 1914. "Bow-and-arrow"
type for three-wire system.

1.147.7S3. Method of Treating Metal;
E. C. Carter, Dayton, Ohio. App. filed
Nov. 13, 1913. Spot-hardening steel-
coated electrodes.

1,14 7., 789. Electrical Heating Unit; R.
W. Davenport, Detroit, Mich. App. filed
Feb. 13, 1914. Volute-coiled resistor with
thermo filling between convolutions.

1,147,795. Alarm Device on Windows;
C. W. Ervin, Los Angeles, Cal. App.
filed June 30, 1914. Inserted into grooves
cut in sash.

l,147,f>20. Electropneumatic Switch- W
M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed
July 22, 1910. Pneumatically operated
switch controlled by an electropneumatic
valve.

1,14 7,829. Warning Indicator for Ve-
hicles

; F. Triest, San Francisco, Cal.
App. filed Feb. 3, 1914. Motor swings in-
dicator disk.

1.147.S47. Electric Vulcanizer ; O. C
Dennis, Chicago, 111. App. filed July 20,
1914. Small and low-voltage, for road-
side repairs.

1,147,864. Automatic Telephone System
;

D. S. Hulfish, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
App. filed March 29, 1911. Multiple
"searching" brush.

1,147,870. Wire Clamp; W. H. Kempton,
Mansfield, Ohio. App. filed Aug. 10,
1911. For supporting trolley wires.

1,147,895. Telephone System- N. C
Schellenger, Chicago, 111. App. filed
Feb. 24, 1903. No leaks or shunts across
the line.

1.147.916. Electric Heater : A. O. Bailev,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Aug. 6, 1914.
For car heating.

1.147.917. Electric Heater ; A. O. Bailev,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Sept. 12,
1914. Special construction for mounting
beneath car cushions.

1,147,928. Automatic Telephone-Ex-
change System ; H. G. Dietl, Vienna,
Austria-Hungary. App. filed Feb. 23,
1909. Reduces and simplifies central-
office apparatus.

1.147.949. Pilot and Night Lamp; E.
Keen, Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed Jan.
16, 1914. Pilot lamp on end of pull cord.

1.147.950. Automobile Direction Indica-
tor ; Z. Keough, Los Angeles, Cal. App.
filed Dec. 8, 1913. Solenoid-operated
indicating arrows.

1.147.951. Electric Heater; F. T. Kitchen,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Aug. 6,

1914. Readily removable heating units
for car heating.

1.147.952. Electrical Heater; F. T.
Kitchen, New York, N. Y. App. filed

Aug. 28, 1914. Unit construction.

1,147,956. Self-Starter for Internal-
Combustion Engines ; W. D. Lutz, Al-
lendale Borough, N. J. App. filed Oct.
8, 1913. Conductor magnetic starting
clutch.

1,147,989. Electrical Liquid Purifier; A.
A. Towne, Long Beach, Cal. App. filed

March 1, 1915. Has a shiftable electrode
to vary amount of current.

1,147,997. Conversation-Registering Cir-
cuits for Machine-Switching Tele-
phone Systems ; F. Alendorff, Mortsel,
near Antwerp, Belgium. App. filed June
30, 1913. Uses straight battery currents.

1,148,014. Fire-Alarm System ; F. Gotts-
chalk, Stirling, N. J. App. filed Feb. 13,
1914. Attaches to telephone desk set.

1,148,044. Clip Device; J. G. Peterson,
Jersey City, N. J. App. filed March 30,
1914. Terminal for snap switches.

1,148,126. Speed Recorder; S. B. Storer,
Syracuse, N. Y. App. filed May 24,
1910. Records average speed of revolv-
ing element for given periods.

1,148,137. Signal Device for Automo-
biles ; J. F. Anderson, Seattle, Wash.
App. filed Jan. 8, 1914. Direction arrow
automatically swings with wheel.

1.148.141. Telephone System for Rail-
way Trains ; E. H. Boudwin, Philadel-
phia, Pa. App. filed Nov. 27, 1911. Con-
nections carried by air-brake line.

1.148.142. Signaling System for Rail-
way Trains ; E. H. Boudwin, Philadel-
phia, Pa. App. filed Feb. 24, 1912.
Wires inside air-brake hose.

1,148,152. Electric Battery; F. S. B. de
Mello, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. App. filed

Oct. 23, 1913. Oxysulphide of copper
depolarizer.

1,148,157. Electromagnetic Brake ; J. L.
Earl, Morgan City, La. App. filed March
2, 1915. When not braking increases
traction of wheels on rails.

1,148,184. Electric-Arc Lamp; W. R.
Mott, Lakewood, Ohio. App. filed June
6, 1913. Negative electrode contains pre-
cipitated silica with coating of phospho-
boric compound.

1,148,189. Metal Coating for Arc-Light
Electrodes B. Perris, Cleveland, Ohio.
App. filed Oct. 25, 1912. Applied in form
of powder.

1,148,218. Battery Tester; E. L. Clark,
Lakewood, Ohio. App. filed April 26,
1913. Indicates by audible signal or
sense of touch.

1,148,221. Process for Electrically
Welding Turbine Blades ; S. Z. de Fer-
ranti, Hampstead, London, Eng. App.
filed May 14, 1904. Equalizes welding
heat.

1,148,224. Battery Connector; P. J. Fitz-
gerald, Torrington, Conn. App. filed

Nov. 10, 1914. Spring-clip construction.

1,148,230. Battery Dki-olauizer
; M i:

Holmes, Lakewood, Ohio. App Sled
Nov. 22, 1913. Perhydrol of ra

1,148,240. Slack CABLE DEVICE: I >. L
LIndquist and D. Larson, Yonkers, N.
Y. App. filed March 3, 1911. Electric
switch operated by slack and hoisting
cable.

1,148,256. Switch; J. L. Schureman, Oak
Park, 111. App. filed March 13,
Retarding means for successively oper-
ating switches.

1,148,272. Electroplating Apparatus; H.
Aderer, Bloomfleld, N. J. App. filed
April 17, 1915. Adjustable electrode
supports in series with a lamp rheostat.

1,148,274. Electrolytic Cell; E. A. Al-
len, Rumford Falls, and H. I. Allen,
Portland, Maine. App. filed Jan. 2, 1914.
Improved cell body.

1,148,279. Self-Inductive Means for
Electrical Oscillatory Circuits; G.
Von Arco and R. H. Rendahl, Berlin,
Germany. App. filed Jan. 29, 1910. Fine
variation of self-induction is made pos-
sible.

1,148,295. Electrical Contact Governor;
W. Deats, Yonkers, N. Y. App. filed Feb.
12, 1910. Fly-ball governor.

1,14 8,299. Chain-Switch Pull for Elec-
tric Lights ; J. E. Eade, Providence, R.
I. App. filed Jan. 22, 1915. Insulator
section for pull chain.

1,148,319. Selective Signaling System
;

R. N. Hill, New York, N. Y. App. filed
Feb. 24, 1914. For train dispatching.

1,148,325. Traction Meter; J. G. Kyell-
gren, Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed March
4, 1912. For indicating consumption of
the motor current.

1.148.343. Method of Punctures in Elec-
tric Flame-Arc Furnaces ;_E. Troye,
Christiania, Norway. App. filed Aug. 13,
1914. Conducts gas or air streams be-
tween furnace lining and cover.

1.148.344. Single Truck; B. R. Van
Kirk, Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed Dec.
26, 1914. Constructed to prevent longi-
tudinal rocking or "galloping."

1,148,348. Electric Horn; C. E. Avery,
Jersey City, N. J. App. filed Oct. 2, 1911.
Diaphragm construction.

1,148,411. Electric Alarm; R. S. Smith,
Columbia, Miss. App. filed Jan. 20, 1914.
Connected to lighting circuit and illumi-
nates clock dial.

1.148.436. Fixture Support and Bracket;
W. R. Blain, Albany, Ore. App. filed
March 5, 1915. Adjustable to various
positions.

1.148.437. Circuit-Breaker; H. M. Boal,
Corry, Pa. App. filed May 15, 1914. For
telegraph system.

1,148,439. Trolley-Wire Switch
;

F. H.
Boyle, Champaign, 111. App. filed Jan.
24, 1913. Prevents discontinuance of
current at switching point.

1,148,458. Substation Telephone ; O. M.
Leich, Genoa, 111. App. filed March 15,
1910. Local-battery type.

1,148,465. Refrigerating System ; G. J.

Sayer, Chicago, 111. App. filed Feb. 2,

1914. Automatic control of refrigerant.

1,148,481. Current Indicator; J. W.
Ryan, Overbrook, Pa. App. filed Dec.
10, 1914. Revoluble member and heater,
"etc., is magnetically turned to indicate
on or off.

1,148,484. Call Box; P. A. P. Davis, Bal-
timore, Md. App. filed June 2, 1913.
For selectively sounding different signals.

13,950 (reissue). Lightning Arrester;
F. S. Chapman, Greensburg, Ind. App.
filed July 28, 1914. (Original patent No.
1,104,960.) Vacuum type".
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Forming Representative Committees

COMMITTEE work is so important a factor in suc-

cessful organization that association executives

study with care to make it effective. A means of ac-

complishing this is the appointment of strong men who
are keenly interested and who represent different geo-

graphic sections and varying practices. It is under-

stood that in some of the appointments for the coming

year President Lloyd of the National Electric Light

Association, instead of confining the membership to the

particular department of the industry directly concerned,

will try to carry out in an experimental way the idea

of selecting members from different branches of the

business. For instance, the meter committee would in-

clude a commercial representative, whose work affords

another point of view. If the plan works well in prac-

tice, undoubtedly as opportunity offers it will be ex-

tended to other committees. Where organization is as

thorough as in the central-station industry, the tendency

to departmentalize even committee work is almost irre-

sistible; but if one part earnestly considers the duties

and responsibilities of another part, that broad vision

which higher officials have will be extended.

Western Water-Power Conference

THE resources of the West, together with the un-

selfish devotion of its leading men to civic inter-

ests, make the forthcoming water-power conference in

Portland one of great promise for the electrical industry.

There are on the Pacific Coast numerous latent water-

powers susceptible of economical development which if

utilized would add materially to the wealth of the sec-

tion and contribute to the welfare and happiness of its

people. Unfortunately these sites lie on the public

domain and can only be made available by act of Con-

gress. Every time federal water-power legislation is

proposed, however, radical conservationists cry wolf,

with the result that the unfettered waters dash down
apace and so much potential energy is lost to the world.

It is the purpose of the conference to consider seriously

the Ferris bill and to suggest such amendments as will

make it practicable to insure development in conformity

with the public interests and at the same time permit

of proper protection to invested capital. Obviously the

federal government should put a stop to wanton waste

of power, either by making the developments itself or

by permitting private capital to do so. What with fed-

eral ownership of the sites on the one hand and effective

regulation by State commissions as to service and rates

on the other, there can be no question of loot. Private

capital is available for developing the water-powers if

reasonable assurance of security for the investment is

forthcoming. To permit the water-powers on the public

domain to lie dormant when their development is so

vital to the continuous prosperity of the Pacific Coast
is an economic crime not only against the West but
against the entire country. The conference of Gov-
ernors, we trust, will bring order out of chaos and point

the way to a lasting solution of this vexing problem.

Giving Experience a Voice

\ LETTER of engineers on constitutional revision
•* *- in New York emphasizes the importance of con-

tinuity in office in the Public Service Commissions. Un-
less 'the pending constitutional revision makes some
change, this is substantially assured by the present law,

barring, of course, the possibility of removal of the

commissioners by the Governor on sustained charges.

If the commissions are not to be political footballs, the

preservation of this principle is of foremost importance.
It is of much interest to the Electrical World to see

that the committee urges that experienced men be ap-

pointed. "There are to be found among those connected
with public utility companies men with as broad con-

ceptions of public rights and of the duties to be fulfilled

to the public," it says, "as can be found in other walks
of life." The appointment of public utility operators
on commissions is a practice which this journal has
recommended. They have qualifications which cannot
be obtained elsewhere. By using their abilities in the
development of the co-operative relations which should
exist between the great body of consumers and the
aggregations of public utility capital they can render
a fine and much-needed service in the community.

The Market Value of a Reputation

^^TO definite market value can be placed upon one of
L ^ the best central-station assets, a long, satisfactory

record of sound public policy. In any appraisal based
on modern commission methods it could not be listed as

a tangible item. It cannot be expressed as worth so

many per cent to the quoted price of the common stock

or as assuring extra dividends. Yet a continuing his-

tory of management without undue public friction, of

a public good will won by excellent service and friendli-

ness and co-operation in the welfare of the community,
carries a value upon which the holder can realize. Its

true worth is appreciated in financial markets where
close bargains are the rule. This fact is brought out
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by ;i recent costly Investment of a holding company.

The first chapter in the experience was the purchase of

control of a property after financial and operating In-

vestigations, 'nit without thorough consideration of the

reputation of the company with its public; the next, an

outbreak from a smoldering public discontent, and the

last is the better era which is expected only from care

ful management for years to come. The admitted mis-

take was in the acceptance of the property after a

survey of operating features and in the unquestioning

assumption that a reasonable public policy attitude pre-

vailed. Poor operating conditions arc less of a handi-

cap than consumers made hostile by unwise methods.

Need of Accurate Generating-Cost Data

It is hardly necessary to reiterate the importance to

those confronted with a choice between the two methods

of placing due weight on the points which give the

central station its advantages as compared with the in-

dividual factory power plants, but to make this possible

in existing plants it is almost essential that accurate

cost data be used as the starting point for ascertain-

ing the value of the privately developed power. The
central station obviously possesses such accurate cost

data, which form the basis of its quoted rates, while

the individual plant, forming only one portion of the

entire shop, opens the way for the omission of general

charges which should rightly be apportioned against

the power supply, typified, for example, by interest,

depreciation, and other indirect expenses normally

chargeable against the power house.

Apparently, then, those smaller private plants which

compute their power expense only on a basis of coal

and labor often fall into the error of self-deception

regarding the actual conditions. This feature of esti-

mating power costs is probably more largely responsible

than any other for many of the misunderstandings in-

volved in the relative advantages of the two methods

of supply. Again, in the case of the new shop or fac-

tory, the purchase of power removes the investment for

a new power house, thus reducing the capital required

at the start or making available additional resources

for other items, which may have a far more important

bearing on the manufactured product for which the

concern has been promoted.

In manufacturing establishments about to be con-

structed it therefore becomes of extra importance to

investigate beforehand the proposed rates of central-

station supply and to weigh these against a fairly

computed probable cost of power through a private

plant. To this should be added those other factors of

reliability and freedom from the responsibilities inci-

dent to a private plant, all of which in their way form

assets favoring the central-station scheme. In those

shops already in operation which possess their own
plants the availability of central-station power may
make it of economic value to ascertain the exact costs

of their own power, which can be used as a working

basis in reaching satisfactory conclusions.

Sag-Tension (ah illations Without (harts

The erection of aerial transmission lines OVei I

I ie m| towers does not ill itself make an electrical task.

It is essentially a task in statics, and night be regarded

as falling within the province Of the civil engineer.

Nevertheless, in the work of installing a Complete elec-

tric power-transmission system, the proper erection of

the lines often falls to the duties of an electrical engi-

neering staff, so that it is not surprising to find the

theory of the design and installation of such overhead

lines occupying space in electrical engineering t.

books and tables. The theory of the tension in such

lines is associated with the geometry of the case.

Strictly speaking, the plane curve in which a flexible

uniform conductor will lie, in still air, between two

fixed points of support, is that of the elastic catenary

;

but the difference between the elastic catenary and the

much simpler ordinary catenary is so small that the

latter is always followed. The ordinary catenary curve,

in its turn, differs so little from a simple parabola,

under ordinary conditions of suspension, that the para-

bola is used as the basis of computation in nearly all

engineering computations.

The problem which presents itself in practice is how
much sag or tension a span of given length of a given

conductor should have in order that when the tempera-

ture falls to, say, 15 deg. C, and a coating of ice, say, 1

cm. thick forms on the wire, with a transverse wind

blowing at a rate of, say, 30 km. per hour, the wire shall

still have a considerable margin of tensile strength in

reserve. The solution of this problem can be

worked out either graphically, by the use of specially

prepared charts, or algebraically, by the use of working

formulas. When an engineer is continually engaged on

such work, the chart is probably the more satisfactory

means of arriving at solutions; but where only a rela-

tively small number of cases have to be worked out at

any one time, the formula is perhaps preferable to the

chart, which has to be investigated to become familiar.

The algebraical solution involves finding the roots of

a cubic equation. Such an equation always has at least

one real root, and in this class of cubic equations the

required root is the single real root, the other two roots

being complex quantities and not usually needed in the

solution.

In the article on sag-tension calculations without

charts, appearing on page 344 of this number, Prof.

Harold Pender expresses the cubic equation which it

is desired to solve, and then indicates a swift method

of evaluation, with the aid of a special auxiliary table

contained in the article. This method should be very

helpful to the engineer, if only in furnishing a check

upon graphical methods. The plan which Professor

Pender adopts in working out a speedy solution is the

well known but not much used method of finding the

roots of a cubic equation by means of an auxiliary

hyperbolic angle, or in certain cases of an auxiliary cir-

cular angle. To make the method of wider application

in the industry, the author might have included a corre-

sponding formula for working out a case expressed in
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metric units. It would be a formula of the same type

as the one given by Professor Pender, but with altered

constants to suit metric equivalents.

The Development of the Gas-Filled Lamp
It is interesting to observe the practical development

which the gas-filled lamp is undergoing. In Europe

the lamp masquerades under its early name of "half-

watt," although it is hardly to be expected that this

specific consumption is approximated except in the

larger sizes. Theoretically as well as practically, the

greatest gains are to be secured by rather a heavy cur-

rent in the filament of such lamps, yet there is a mate-

rial improvement in efficiency due to gas filling even in

the smaller sizes. In this country lamps of 100 watts

and less have only been used in a most tentative way

and cannot be considered as fully in regular manufac-

ture as yet, although 60-watt lamps, curiously enough,

are made for export. Abroad 60-watt gas-filled lamps

are regularly being put out for ordinary voltages of

110 or thereabouts, while 50-volt, 30-watt lamps are

available and 25-volt lamps are often employed in car

lighting. Even the 15-watt lamps are now gas-filled.

There is no doubt, therefore, that the gas-filled lamp

has come to stay even in moderately small ratings.

Granted that the gain in efficiency may not be very

great or perhaps even material at present, there is an

interesting possibility in gas filling which may lead to

further improvements. As is now well understood, one

of the great gains in the use of inert gas is the lessened

evaporation from the filament. It would certainly seem

to be possible that this effect may even render prac-

ticable the use of alloy filaments of a higher specific

resistance and hence of more favorable dimensions than

pure tungsten. Even granted that the gain in effi-

ciency might be small, a lamp with a fairly thin and

strong filament for ordinary voltages would lead to a

simpler structure and longer life than is now found.

Although experiments along this line have not yet

yielded any commercial result, they seem to foreshadow

a reasonable chance of success.

International Standardization Rules

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers was
the first national society to prepare a set of standardi-

zation rules. Since 1899 this example has been fol-

lowed in other countries, particularly in Great Britain,

Germany and Italy. In each case the mode of procedure

has been similar to that followed in America, but the

details of the various national rules, as first issued,

differed materially in the different countries. This

difference was inevitable, and may be attributed to

national differences of custom and of manufacture. The
immediate consequence, however, of the publication of

parallel sets of different rules in different countries was
to initiate a movement to bring these sets into harmony
so far as is necessary for defining and establishing the

rating of machines.

It is manifestly desirable that the spontaneous ten-

dencies to differentiate nationally in designs and con-

structions should be unhampered. By encouraging such

differentiation improvements in machines are the more

likely to come about. But it is also manifestly desirable

that the physicial behavior of machines, as defining

their rating, should be stated, measured and determined

in substantially the same way all over the globe. In-

deed, any other conclusion on this point becomes impos-

sible if free commercial intercourse between nations is

to be fostered.

With these ends in view, the International Electro-

technical Commission was formed to carry out the

project of an international set of rules whereby the

terms used should be internationally defined and the

rating of machinery internationally agreed to. In the

decade which has elapsed since the I. E. C. was formed

marked progress has been made toward this goal. The

all-devouring world war has, indeed, temporarily

brought the movement to a halt, but it is probable that

after the war is over the I. E. C. will resume its work

all the more effectively.

In numbers of the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift this

spring an analysis of the A. I. E. E. 1914 Standardi-

zation Rules has been published by Mr. L. Schuler, in

critical comparison with the latest edition of the corre-

sponding German rules, issued by the V. D. E. Only

part of the American rules are included in the analysis,

but it is interesting to see how fairly the two sets of

national rules conform. They by no means coincide in

regard to the establishment of rating, so that one and

the same machine might readily have a distinctly differ-

ent rating in the two countries. Nevertheless, it would

not require very much alteration between them to bring

the rules into substantial agreement on this matter, a

reflection which should encourage the I. E. C.

Certain criticisms are offered in the article against

the A. I. E. E. rules. Some do not appeal to us, while

others appear to us as well founded. Among the latter,

in particular, is a criticism against the "nominal rat-

ing" of railway substation machinery, which differs

from that of other kinds of substation machinery in

virtually requiring a thermal overload guarantee. It is

earnestly to be hoped that the A. I. E. E. railroad com-

mittee will succeed in eradicating this archaic and

illogical thermal-overload requirement, so as to bring

railroad substation machinery into line with other elec-

tric-service substation machinery. Under properly de-

fined thermal conditions, there is one and only one load

which such machinery can carry without exceeding the

temperature limits already conventionally adopted. It

is, therefore, surely simpler and more logical to adopt

that one load as the basis of rating than to insist upon'

a sort of fictitious thermal bonus from an overload:

capacity, which only complicates the test conditions and:

adds to the cost, without adding to the sum total of

human happiness. Extra thermal output constitutes

an excessive overload, which may not be permissible on

other grounds] such as commutation, stalling load, struc-

tural strength, etc., and is only available at owner's risk-.
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RESTORING ELECTRIC SERVICE IN ERIE
Hearty ( o opt i ;ii um Generouilj Extended bj the Electrical

[ndustrj i<> ii>«' Eri« Count] Electric Conpanj

Overcoming greal difficulties after its French Streel

,t;tiicii had been completely wrecked, bj the flood which

tore through that pari <>f the city of Brie, Pa., on the

night <>f Aug. •"•. the Erie County Electric Company,
with the hearty co-operation of several electrical com-

panies, experts ami men well known in the business, ha

succeeded in restoring normal service. At the crest of

the flood there was 20 ft. of water in the company's
station and tunnels, covering the engine foundations

with more than 2 ft. of nmd and choking the machines

with sand and grit. The engine-driven generators were

completely submerged, and it was several days after

the flood receded before the machines were finally dried

out and ready for operation.

As soon as information of the flood reached the out-

side world generous offers of assistance immediately

poured into the offices of the company from every side.

Immediately after the flood dropped, the Burke Elec-

tric Company of Erie sent several electrical experts and

also station apparatus, by means of which the company
was able to give partial service the third night after.

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company sent

twelve men to assist on inside and station equipment

and rebuilding of lines in order that the company might

deliver energy for street-lighting purposes promptly.

Mr. S. D. Sprong, electrical engineer of the Edison

Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, was also

dispatched to assist in getting back into shape the badly

damaged and sand-riddled station equipment.

The Pittsburgh and Cleveland departments of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company sent

experts to repair equipment completely put out of com-

mission by the flood waters. The General Electric Com-
pany sent a number of experts and also dispatched by

fast freight a large portable motor-generator set from
its works at Schenectady. This arrived in Erie last

Saturday and was placed in commission the following

morning. Several machinists sent from the Ball En-
gine Company of Erie took the sand and grit out of

the engines and renewed the bearings. The Erie Light-

ing Company meanwhile took care of as much of the

load as could be carried by its system. The accompany-

ing telegrams show the promptness with which aid was
offered to the company from nearby cities

:

New York, 12.11 p. m., Aug. 4, 1915.

Thomas G. O'Dea, Treasurer Erie County Electric Company,
Erie, Pa.

:

Learn with regret of your trouble. If we can be of any assist-

ance, command us.

Association of Edison Illuminating Companies,
W. F. Wells, President.

Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 5.

Erie County Light Company:
Foreman Howlett and ten men will arrive 10.03 to-night.

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Aug. 5, 11.50 a. m.

Thomas G. O'Dea, Treasurer Erie County Electric Company,
Erie, Pa.

:

S. D. Sprong, electrical engineer Brooklyn company, leaving here

-via New York Central ; will arrive Erie midnight and render you

any assistance possible. W. F. Wells.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Aug. 4, 1915.

Thomas G. O'Dea, Treasurer Erie County Electric Company,
Erie, Pa.

:

If you need help, will be glad to send men and material.

R. S. Orr, Duquesne Light Company.

Buffalo, N. Y., 9.04 a. m., Aug. 4, 1915.

T. G. O'Dea, General Manager Erie County Electric Company,
Erie, Pa.

:

Have noticed newspaper reports of damage by storm. Can we be

of any service with emergency shipments?
Western Electric Company.

H, 1'A., 9.12 in .
An

'I'M" i :i i. i 'mini \ i ilghl < tampans . I

Shocked to learn of the results i • ill on Ul
!. i

Fail iNt

Vi.i:k. i
:•

i i |. iii
, A.UI i. L918

Thomas G O'Di i, 1 1 i urei Drla County Electric Company,

i i im . wi- ciii rendei

ourcea in nun and uppliei are al vow command Pli

we 'in help. v P\ Bbaot,
President \i w Stork ESdison Company,

n'hv Fork, N 7., Aug i

Charlbi ii. Stbono, Presldenl HJrla Count; Electric Comp
Brie, Pa,

:

Morning papers Indicate ii<»>'i may aav< erioua dan
I., youi electric propertj it jrou can use our organization! In ><•-

storlng normal condition or In securing 1mm
I

I hlpmenl of ma-
terlal "> apparatus, we will respond promptly. n. J. Doudb,

The J. G. White Engineering Corporation.

Before the accident the French Street station had
the distinction of giving uninterrupted service for

twenty-seven years.

Western Water-Power Conference

As the result of a resolution passed by the Oregon
Legislature last spring, there will be held in Portland,

Sept. 21, 22 and 23, a water-power conference. The
resolution empowered the Governor of Oregon to send
invitations to various Western States to participate in

the conference and requested that the delegates be
named.

Perhaps no other States in the Union are so vitally

interested in the question of water-power legislation as

are Oregon, Washington and Idaho. A very considera-

ble portion of the streams capable of hydroelectric power
development are situated on federal lands of various

sorts, and the question of a fuller utilization of these

streams has been a vital one to the two or three Pacific

Northwest States. It is hoped that the conference

which will be held in Portland next month will bring to

a focus various thoughts on the subject of water-power
legislation that may result in putting the matter up to

Congress in such a way that some definite results may
be secured at the coming session of the national body.

The extent to which the federal government is inter-

ested in this matter may be more forcibly shown when it

is brought to mind that more than 60 per cent of the

State of Oregon is under federal control, either in na-

tional forests, Indian reservations, water-power with-

drawals, unappropriated lands, or other lands of a sim-

ilar nature. This means that considerably more than
half of the State pays no taxes and the taxpayers and
landowners of less than 40 per cent of the State maintain
the expenses of government. This condition of affairs

applies to a large extent in Washington and Idaho, but
the exact percentage is not known. These facts, to-

gether with the undeveloped conditions of Northwest
water-powers, are largely responsible for the passage
by the Oregon Legislature of the resolution above re-

ferred to.

Early in the summer Governor Withycombe of Ore-

gon issued invitations to the various Western States to

participate in the convention, and up to the present time
Washington, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, Nevada, North
Dakota, Colorado and California have accepted the invi-

tation to participate, and Arizona, New Mexico and South
Dakota have said that they were sufficiently interested

in the matter to give it further consideration. Dele-

gates have been appointed by practically all the States

above mentioned. Oregon will be represented by Mr.

W. Lair Thompson, an attorney of Lakeview and presi-

dent of the Oregon State Senate; Mr. Edgar B. Piper,

editor of the Portland Oregonian; Mr. S. B. Houston,
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an attorney of Portland, and Mr. C. S. Hudson of Bend,

together with Governor Withycombe. The delegates

from the State of Washington are Mr. A. H. Imas of

Kalama, Mr. W. V. Wells of Anacortes, Mr. M. C. Har-

ris of Hoquiam, Mr. Phil H. Adams of Ellensburg, and
Governor Lister of Olympia.

During the month of May there was held in Seattle a

conference of Western governors, and one of the points

brought up was the development of water-powers. The
meeting was addressed by Mr. Henry J. Pierce, formerly

of Spokane and now of Seattle, who has devoted consid-

erable time and interest to the question and is well

known in the electrical and irrigation industry of the

Pacific Northwest. Mr. Pierce called attention to the

condition of water-power legislation, showing the terms
and provisions of the Ferris public-domain water-power
bill as passed by the House and subsequently amended
by the committee in the Senate. Mr. Pierce also called

attention to what he considered to be unworkable fea-

tures of this bill and explained how, in his opinion, they

should be eliminated. He mentioned the fact that the

Geological Survey estimates an available amount of 61,-

678,000 hp. in the United States, of which more than
44,000,000 hp. is situated in the Western States. Of
the total amount in the United States, approximately

10 per cent has been developed. As a result of Mr.
Pierce's presentation of the situation, the Western con-

ference of Governors agreed to postpone further consid-

eration of the matter of water-power legislation, with
the idea that it should have full attention at the Sep-

tember water-power conference.

In order that the people of the State of Oregon might
understand fully the underlying economic principles of

water-power development, Mr. Guy W. Talbot, president

of the Pacific Power & Light Company of Portland, pre-

pared an extensive article which was published in the

July Oregon Voter. Mr. Talbot's article was in direct

reply to statements made by ex-Governor Oswald West
of Oregon, in which he criticised the activities of the

power companies. Mr. Talbot called attention to the

unworkable features of the Ferris bill as they now stand

and discussed the general theory of federal taxation of

water-powers, which would result in the powers situated

on the federal domain being discriminated against in

favor of powers now operating on private domain. Mr.
Talbot also pointed out the fallacy of there being a

water-power monopoly, and showed the physical impossi-
bility of such a condition of affairs.

At the present time plans are being perfected for the

water-power conference, and as soon as the program
has been completed it will be announced in these columns.

Aero-Torpedo Controlled by Radio Impulses

Rear Admiral Bradley A. Fiske, United States Navy,
now attached to the Naval War College at Newport and
recently aide for operations at the Navy Department,
is the inventor of an aerial torpedo boat similar to that

said to be under investigation by Germany. Admiral
Fiske obtained patents on a method of radio control of

torpedoes in 1900. His application for patent says:

"My invention is especially applicable to automobile
torpedoes and makes it possible to control the move-
ments of a torpedo with great certainty from a shore,

from the deck of a ship, or from a lake."

The Navy Department contemplates the equipment
for experimental purposes of a monster aeroplane, sim-

ilar to a number under construction in this country for

the British government, with a regulation torpedo of

Whitehead type and with Admiral Fiske's device for

radio control.

Executive Committee of N. E. L. A. Accounting

Section Meets

The executive committee of the newly formed Ac-

counting Section of the National Electric Light Asso-

ciation met to organize the work of the section at Chi-

cago, Aug. 10, 1915. Those present were Messrs. H. M.

Edwards of New York, chairman; J. H. Gulick, Chi-

cago; L. M. Wallace, Boston; Paul R. Jones, New York,

and R. W. Symes, Detroit. Mr. Frederick Schmidt,

Fifteenth Street and Irving Place, New York, was ap-

pointed assistant secretary of the Accounting Section.

A resolution was passed stating that the action of

the executive committee of the main association in

applying for representation in the National Association

of Railway Commissioners will afford, in the opinion of

the section, an opportunity for discussing the advan-

tages of a national system of accounts for electric util-

ities with those interested, and therefore meets with

the hearty concurrence of the section.

A resolution was passed urging State or geographical

sections of the N. E. L. A. to adopt the association's

standard classification of accounts, so as to promote the

movement for uniformity.

Standing committees were appointed or considered

as follows:

Membership committee—Messrs. E. J. Allegaert,

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, chairman,

and Frederick Schmidt, New York Edison Company.
Committee on uniform classification of accounts

—

Messrs. William Schmidt, Jr., Consolidated Gas, Electric

Light & Power Company of Baltimore, chairman ; C. S.

Mitchell, Pittsburgh; D. A. White, Cambridge (Mass.)

Electric Light Company; J. C. Van Duyne, Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating Company, Brooklyn; C. E. Murray,

Toledo Railways & Light Company; Edward Horry,

Edison Sault Electric Company, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

;

a member from the Pacific Coast; H. E. Addenbrooke,

Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago.

Question Box committee—Messrs. Edwin A. Bar-

rows, Narragansett Electric Light Company, Provi-

dence, R. I.; D. R. Malone, New York & Queens Elec-

tric Light & Power Company ; W. J. Achelpohl, Illinois

Traction System; two members to be nominated by

respectively C. E. Calder, Dallas, Tex., and R. H. Bal-

lard, Los Angeles, Cal.

Library committee—Messrs. Alex. Holme, New York
Edison Company, chairman, and representatives from

the Westchester Lighting Company and the Edison

Electric Illuminating Company, Brooklyn.

Cost accounting and statistics committee—Messrs.

E. C. Long, Philadelphia Electric Company, chairman;

Forest P. Dexter, Puget Sound Traction, Light &
Power Company; A. D. Spencer, Detroit Edison Com-
pany ; F. J. Boehm, Union Light & Power Company, St.

Louis, Mo.; T. J. Walsh, Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany, Chicago; George Matthews, Danbury & Bethel

Gas & Electric Light Company, Danbury, Conn. ; a mem-
ber from the Technical Section to be named by Presi-

dent Lloyd.

Taxation committee—If the chairman of the commit-

tee of the main association on taxation matters so de-

sires, the chairman of the Accounting Section is au-

thorized to appoint a committee on taxation to act in

conjunction with and under the direction of the similar

committee of the main association.

Committee on form of annual report—C. H. Hodskin-

son, Edison Electric Illuminating Company, Boston,

chairman; R. W. Waite, Middle West Utilities Company,
Chicago; H. R. Kern, Philadelphia Electric Company;
a member from the United Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, New York ; C. E. Foster, St. Joe Railway & Light-

ing Company; H. R. Frost, Minneapolis General Elec-
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trie Company; s member to be dominated by Mr. Bal

lard of Los Angeles.

Committee on purchasing and storeroom accounting

Messrs. n. F. Frasse, Edison illuminating Company,
Brooklyn; W, F. Stevens, Edison Electric Illuminating

Company, Boston; K. C. Campbell, Detroil Edison Com-
pany; C. Harden, Commonwealth Edison Company,

Chicago; H. R. Cranford, Empire District Electric Com-
pany, Joplin, .Mo.; two members to be nominated by

respectively Mr. Calder, Dallas, Tex., and Mr. Ballard,

Angeles.

Committee on customers' records—Messrs. E. J.

Fowler, Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago;

II. C. Schlegel, New York Edison Company; Harry T.

Hughes, Denver Gas & Electric Company, and five mem-
bers to be nominated by respectively Messrs. R. W.
Symes, Detroit; J. L. Bailey, Baltimore; R. H. Ballard,

Los Angeles; C. E. Calder, Dallas, and L. M. Wallace,

Boston.

The function of the Question Box committee will be

to see that the various queries appearing in the asso-

ciation Mullet in are answered. The committee is to in-

vite questions on the part of inquiring members and
if possible it should obtain copies of all correspondence

between companies and commissions in regard to the

interpretations of the uniform system of accounts and
embody all such matters in the annual report. The
function of the committee on classification of accounts

is to devise a system of accounting adapted to the needs

of the business, and the function of the Question Box
is to interpret such classification to the members.
The committee on form of annual report is to col-

lect the forms of reports required by the various fed-

eral and State regulating bodies, to make a comparison
between the standard classification of accounts of the

association and the classification of accounts as

adopted by the federal and State regulating bodies, to

point out the differences appearing as a result of such

comparisons between the association standard and
the governmental classifications and also "between the

various governmental classifications, and to make sug-

gestions as to how the differences may be eliminated.

Conference of Utilities Bureau on Valuation

Under the auspices of the Utilities Bureau a valuation

conference on principles and methods used in the valua-

tion of public utilities will be held in Philadelphia on
Nov. 10 to 13. Among those who will take part are

Messrs. Milo R. Maltbie, Clifford Thorne, John M.
Eshleman, Charles A. Prouty, Edward W. Bemis, Delos

F. Wilcox, John H. Gray and Max Thelen.

Volume 1, No. 1, of the Utilities Magazine has been
issued. It is stated to be "one medium through which
the Utilities Bureau will give to officials and city resi-

dents information of interest and usefulness in utility

matters." The bureau, of which Mr. Morris Llewellyn

Cooke of Philadelphia is acting director, was founded
at the meeting of mayors of cities in Philadelphia in

November, 1914. The introductory article states that

through the magazine the bureau will endeavor in part

to fulfill its functions as a central agency.

Among the articles are those on "The Right of a

Plaintiff to Examine the Books and Properties of a

Utility Company," by Mr. Harold Evans; "Public Util-

ity Problems and the Municipality," by Mayor Ira W.
Stratton of Reading, Pa.; an abstract of the decision

of the New York Public Service Commission, First

District, in the case of Stadtlander et al. versus the

New York Edison Company, with an introduction by
Mr. Cooke, and "Pasadena's Municipal Light Plant," by
Mr. C. W. Koiner.

The Naval Advisory Hoard

The Inventors' Ouild has selected two membera Cot

recommendation i<> Becretarj Daniels toe membership
on (he Naval Advisory Hoard, imt public announcement
of then- names has not. been made.

Mr. Thomas Robins, secretary of the inventors' Guild,

made the following statement to the ELECTRICAL WORLD:
"To paraphrase a letter which I have just sent to our

president, Dr, Edward Weston, I may say that, while the

inventors' Guild is of course not responsible Cor the

entire composition of the board, our duty being limited

to the selection of two members, we feel that as in-

ventors we should at least employ our imaginations in

an effort to picture the functions of this advisory board

and, having done this, to select the two men who would
be the best for the particular work that is to be per-

formed.

"It seems to me that, as Mr. Frank J. Sprague has

pointed out, the duties of the board are to be advisory.

Therefore, it must be in a position to give unprejudiced

advice as to schemes and devices of all kinds which are

submitted to it. It may safely be assumed that there

will be enough suggestions submitted from the outside

to occupy fully the attention of the advisory board, and
it follows that if the board is to give impartial criticism

it should deal only with matters which do not originate

with any member of the board.

"If, on the other hand, instead of choosing men for

their sound judgment combined with broad technical

experience, the board is composed mainly of men who
have solely inventive or scientific ability, I can foresee

a great deal of discussion and very little being done.

Each member would naturally be inclined to favor some
special scheme of his own and would be wrapped up in

it to such an extent as to make valueless his opinion

concerning the suggestions of the other members.
That mental attitude is characteristic of the pure in-

ventor; concentration is often the secret of his success.

Great inventions and the most valuable research work
are the result of solitary, closeted effort. If this Naval
Advisory Board were to be composed exclusively or

mainly of pure scientists and men noted only for their

inventions, it could reach its maximum efficiency only

by an immediate scattering of the members to their

eighteen respective laboratories, and if a quorum were
ever obtained it would mean the serious interruption

of valuable work.
"Therefore it would seem that, if the board is to

work effectively, all its members should be barred from
inventing, except incidentally, and from doing any per-

sonal research work. Its usefulness will lie rather in

having the knowledge how and by whom such detailed

work and investigation can best be done, in supervising

such work in a general way, and in giving an unpreju-

diced judgment of the result.

"It is to be expected that the board will be divided

into various committees, and that each member will

be consulted about the particular branch of science or

engineering with which he is especially familiar.

Broad and Successful Business Qualifications

"It therefore seems that broad and general acquaint-

ance with some great branch of science would be more
valuable than more profound knowledge along a nar-

rower line. The members of the board should have
inventive ability only because they will need sufficient

imagination to appreciate the inventions of others. It

should be an incidental qualification and clearly sec-

ondary to mature experience in passing upon inventions

and in finding the men and methods for their successful

development.

"I certainly do not wish to belittle the importance of

some of our greatest men, but it seems to me that un-
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less an inventor or scientist has also had a broad and

successful business experience in an executive capacity

he will be more valuable off the board than on it. I

think that this point is proved by the following test

question: If you, for example, were desirous of ob-

taining for your company the most valuable possible

improvement or discovery in your own department of

science, would you assign to the task of hunting up this

invention the man who had already made the greatest

invention in your particular line, or would you leave

it to the most competent executive in your business?

I think you would consider the inventor as too hide-

bound for such a job, and perhaps too jealous of his

own inventions, and that you would prefer to employ

for the work a man who knew every technician in your

line and had already passed upon and tried out, without

personal bias, hundreds of schemes and experiments.

"It has been suggested that the chemical societies

will provide members who will be fitted for research

work. That seems to be a wrong idea for the reasons

stated. It has also been suggested that the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers propose two men
skilled as designers and connected with the large com-
panies. It would seem to be more logical to choose the

presidents or general managers of these companies and
let them later call upon their designers when this help

is needed. It has also been urged that men of executive

experience would have no place on the board. In that

event from whom would the board obtain the skilled

judgment required in passing upon the numberless ideas

that will be presented, and which of its members will

have general knowledge as to where expert and special

assistance can be procured?
"Let us have scientists by all means, but broad ones.

If every man of the eighteen is broad enough, there

will be no able inventor or expert scientist in the coun-
try unreached by the long arm of their experience.

"We ought to do what we can to prevent a fiasco and
to bring about the formation of a Naval Advisory Board
that will be worthy of its opportunities and justify the

work that has already been done in connection with it

by our two members, Mr. Edison and Mr. Sprague."

Selections of Aeronautic Engineers

The American Society of Aeronautic Engineers has
named Messrs. Henry A. Wise Wood and Elmer A.
Sperry as its appointees for the Naval Advisory Board.

Light as an Advertising Medium
"A Novel Use of Light as an Advertising Medium"

was the subject of an informal talk and demonstration
by Mr. A. L. Powell of the Edison Lamp Works before
the eighteenth annual convention of the International

Association of Display Men at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York, on Aug. 5, 1915. The speaker pointed
out the similarity between the work of the display men
and that of the stage manager, but said that while the
latter appeals to his audience through two senses, sight
and hearing, the display manager has only one means
of attracting attention, that is, through the eye. Ac-
cordingly, light is his most valuable agent.
The improvement in color, value and specific con-

sumption of incandescent illuminants was shown by
typical lamps, including a lamp made in Mr. Edison's
laboratory in 1880 and the latest gas-filled tungsten-
filament lamp with a special blue globe for approxi-
mating daylight color. By means of a color triangle
of electric lamps and reflectors, Mr. Powell demon-
strated how the three primary colors, red, green and
blue, united to form a white light, and how the other
colors were produced by the mixing of these three.

The startling effects which it is possible to produce
through a variation of the color and direction of light

on pictures, merchandise, statuary and the like were
brought out clearly with the aid of a specially designed
cabinet or booth. In summing up, the speaker explained
that his object was not so much to demonstrate the
physical effect of light on objects as to sow the seeds
of a new idea in the minds of his audience. In brief,

colored and directed light, properly applied, is a valuable
means of attracting attention. Its use is novel and its

effect is startling, and the results can be produced by
simple apparatus.

Proposal to Dam the Niagara Gorge

A plan to develop 2,000,000 hp. by damming the lower
Niagara River just above Queenston, Ontario, and
Lewiston, N. Y., has been presented to the New York
State authorities. The proposal, which is made by Mr.
Peter A. Porter, who introduced the original power
development bill in the New York State Legislature in

1886, calls for the expenditure of $100,000,000. In this

amount is included damages to the Gorge Route.
It is proposed to construct a dam about 90 ft. high,

which, while it would wipe out the famous whirlpool
rapids, would not interfere with present developments
near the cataract. A junior Niagara would be created
in the gorge by the proposed dam, which would be about
one-third of the height of the gorge bank. The drop
of the river from the falls to Lewiston is 100 ft., and
the proposed dam would back up the water to within a
mile of the falls. It is claimed that the creation of a
new falls at Queenston will compensate for the loss of
the rapids. About 1,000,000 hp. will be available to
New York State and a like amount to the Province of
Ontario. It is suggested that by imposing a tax of $5
per hp. developed a maximum of $5,000,000 would be
derived yearly by each government.

New Orleans Company to Reduce Rates

Mr. D. D. Curran, president of the New Orleans
Railway & Light Company, has written to the Commis-
sion Council of New Orleans announcing that a reduc-
tion in rates will be made. Mr. Curran said that rates
recommended by the Council would not allow a fair
return on the value of the property. He added:
"The New Orleans Railway & Light Company realizes

fully that the best interests of New Orleans and the best
interests of the company are identical; that the pros-
perity of one spells the prosperity of the other, and
that which unjustly cripples or injures either has its

reflex in a like loss and detriment to the other.
"The company has considered Commissioner Lafaye's

compilation of rates with an open mind and without
bias. The rates suggested by Mr. Lafaye and concurred
in by your honorable body cannot be agreed to by this
company, and our declination is the result of a definite

conviction by the officers and directors that Mr. La-
faye's rate suggestions are not reasonable and would be
destructive to the company.

"In spite of the conditions as above outlined and not-
withstanding the unpropitious times, the company one
year ago indicated to Mr. Lafaye that it was perfectly
willing to make such reductions as would establish a
schedule of rates that would at all times give to New
Orleans a rate schedule as favorable as that enjoyed by
any other community in a comparatively like situation,
and which would be eminently fair to its patrons, be-
cause it realizes the great value of having the hearty
support and good will of the citizens whom it serves
and at all times desires to please."
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Federal and State Control of Water-Power
Co-operation Between the States and the National Government in the Allotment

of Water Rights in California and Oregon

By Leonard Lundgren*

MUCH has been said along theoretical lines about
the dual control of water-powers in the United
States between federal government and sov-

ereign States, one arising from the ownership of public

lands and the other from State laws on the appropria-

tion of water. Many writers have attempted to point

out that such control is incompatible with the industrial

development of the country and actually hinders its

growth. In actual practice, however, the federal gov-

ernment works in the closest harmony with the State.

The regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture, effect-

ive on Feb. 1, 1915, contain the following:

"Wherever the approval of a State administrative offi-

cial, board or commission is a condition precedent to

the right either to take and use water for power pur-

poses or to engage in the business of the generation,

transmission or distribu-

tion of power, certified evi-

dence of such approval

must be filed . . . before

a final permit will be is-

sued. Formal notification

by such official, board or

commission that the water
right has been canceled or

the permission to engage
in the power business with-

drawn will be deemed suf-

ficient grounds for the

revocation of the permit."

This or a similar re-

quirement has been in

force in the regulations

of the Departments of

the Interior and Agri-

District engineer
States Forest Service.

United
THE THOUSAND SPRINGS SITE AS IT APPEARED IN 1910,

BEFORE THE ERECTION OF THE PLANT

culture for five years. During this period no per-

son has secured a permit to construct a water-power
plant on public lands without first securing a water right

from the State. Recently, in order to facilitate the ap-

proval of applications for water-power both by the

State and the federal government, a co-operative agree-

ment was entered into between the State Water Com-
mission of California and the Secretary of Agriculture.

This provides in substance as follows:

Co-operative Agreement with California

Whenever an application for a preliminary or final

permit for a water-power site is filed with the district

forester at San Francisco, and the evidence of the ap-

propriation of water consists of a notice posted in con-

formity with the civil code of California, immediate
notice of such application

shall be sent to the State

commission. Whenever
such application is filed

with the district forester

and the evidence of the ap-

propriation of water con-

sists of an application

made to the State commis-
sion under the existing

water-power act, it will be
sufficient to inform the

commission that such ap-

plication has been filed.

Whenever an application

is made to the State com-
mission for a permit to ap-

propriate water, and the

use of such water will

necessitate in any man-
ner the occupancy and
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use of any national forest land, immediately no-

tice shall be given to the district forester at San Fran-
cisco. No application for a water right; involving the use

of national forest lands will be approved by the State
commission prior to notification by the district forester

that a complete application for the use of the national

forest lands has been filed in conformity with the regu-
lations of the Secretary of Agriculture.

If the application filed with the district forester is

for a preliminary permit, the State commission will de-

fer final approval until notified by the district forester

that a complete final application has been filed in ac-

cordance with the regulations of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, or that a preliminary permit containing per-

mission to do construction work has been issued. The
district forester will confer with the State commission
before arranging the terms of any preliminary permit
and will furnish copies of such permits immediately
upon issuance.

If the evidence of the appropriation of water filed

with an application for a final permit for a water-power
site consists of a notice posted in conformity with the

civil code of California, such permit will not be issued

until the State commission either approves such appro-
priations or disclaims jurisdiction. If the applicant

relies upon an appropriation under existing law, no final

permit will be issued until notice of the approval of the

commission has been filed with the district forester.

No preliminary permit will allow construction upon
national forest land except in an emergency or to com-
ply with the State law, and then only upon approval of

the State commission.

If the time for beginning and completing construc-

tion under any final permit issued by the Secretary of

Agriculture is different from that granted by the State

commission, such difference shall not be deemed to affect

in any way the permittee's liability under the State law

or the approval of the commission, or to free him from
the cancellation of his permit if he loses his water right

under the State law.

If any permittee shall lose his water right because of

failure to begin construction in accordance with the re-

quirements of the State law and of the approval of the

State commission, such loss of right when certified to

by the commission shall be deemed sufficient cause for

revocation of the permit.

TRANSMITTING THE POWER OF A WATERFALL 240 MILES

AT 150,000 VOLTS

If either the district forester or the State commission
shall fail to give notification of any action as contem-
plated herein within sixty days of the receipt of written

report of applications pending, the officer or office so

reporting may take action without waiting further for

such notification.

Experience of One Company

The effectiveness of an agreement of this kind is well

illustrated in a letter written to one company by the

Secretary of Agriculture. This letter says in part:

"It appears that the company filed in the office of the

district forester at San Francisco an application for

rights-of-way for dams, reservoirs, water conduits,

power houses and transmission lines, comprehending a

development of five power projects on a creek in the Inyo
National Forest, California. The application so pre-

sented was complete with the exception of a permit from
the State Water Commission. It appears also that the

company made application to the State commission for

approval of its appropriation of waters from the creek

A DESERT NIAGARA- -DESTINED SOME DAY, PERHAPS, TO BECOME A WESTERN CENTER OF WATER-POWER-DRIVEN
INDUSTRIES AND ELECTROCHEMICAL MANUFACTURES
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HUGE OIL SWITCHES CONTROL THE HIGH-POTENTIAL
ENERGY AS IT LEAVES THE POWER HOUSE

being used to supplement tin- efforti of the state to con-
serve its natural resources. A similar cooperative

agreement hai also been entered Into with the Slate of

Oregon, which still further illustrates this principle.

The preamble states the purposes to be accomplished:
"in order to Ineure co-operation and uniform action, to

avoid duplication Of work and expense, to make avail-

able to hoth the data secured and action taken by each,

and to facilitate the approval Of application for water

rights for the use and occupancy of national fore t

lands within the State of Oregon for the development of

water power."

It is anticipated that other States having laws which
permit co-operation, as outlined above, will see the ad-

vantages that will accrue to all parties concerned and
will accordingly enter into similar agreements.

It has been the aim of this article to show that co-

operative control over public lands and public waters
can be and is being exercised in complete harmony by
the State and national governments, to their mutual
advantage and without the surrender of any rights

which either may possess.

for the purposes of the proposed power development,
but that such application was rejected because the com-
mission 'believed that the public interest so demanded.'
"On account of the incompleteness of the application

as required by the regulation of this department, the
district forester held the company's application for re-

jection and allowed it sixty days within which to appeal,
if it so desired. This appeal has been taken and the
company asks that its application be reinstated for
action upon its merits on the ground that the provision
of the regulations should not be construed as applying
to the national forests, because the administration and
control of water of non-navigable streams within na-
tional forests for hydroelectric power development rests
solely in the government of the United States, and the
State of California cannot, without the consent of Con-
gress, 'enact any valid law regulating the appropriation
of the waters of national forests for power purposes.'

"The regulations were adopted chiefly in order that
the department and the States might co-operate, as far
as practicable, in the administration of water-power
development in the national forests. The regulations
were adopted with full appreciation of the legal ques-
tions' which are involved in the appropriation and use of
waters on the reserved lands of the United States and
without any purpose, express or implied, to relinquish
any rights which the United States may have in and to
the waters in the national forests. It is believed that
better results can be secured under existing conditions
by co-operative action between the State and federal

authorities than by any insistence upon strict legal

rights on behalf of either.

"Since the regulations have been adopted for admin-
istrative reasons and cannot be held to express, in any
degree, the views of this department with respect to

the legal rights of the United States in the unappro-
priated waters of navigable streams in national forests,

or to be a waiver of any rights therein that the United
States may possess, no reason is perceived why the de-

partment should in this case waive or modify the re-

quirements of these regulations. The action of the
forester in rejecting the application of the company is

sustained."

This letter can leave no doubt of its intent in the mind
of the reader. It shows that the United States is not
assuming the exercise of any function of the sovereign
State. Whatever right of control over water-power
sites the federal government may have through owner-
ship of public lands, the administration of such sites is

Electric Trucks for Boston Mail Service

Plans have been perfected at Boston, Mass., for the

inauguration of mail service by electric trucks on Aug.
15 under a two-year contract between the Post Office

Department and the Boston Mail Delivery Company.
The new service will be handled by fifteen 1.5-ton Gen-
eral Vehicle trucks equipped with forty-four-cell "MV
Ironclad Exide" batteries, the machines being operated

on the "battery-service" plan lately put into effect by
the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston
and previously tried at Hartford, Conn. It is antici-

pated that the trucks will be in operation practically all

the time, returning to the Atlantic Avenue garage of

the Edison company for a change of batteries whenever
necessary. At present much of the mail between the

Federal building and the suburban stations of the Bos-

ton Postal District is transported in special mail cars

operated by the Boston Elevated Railway, and in addi-

tion a large amount of horse trucking is in operation

between the railroad terminals and the main Boston
post office.

The longest run, including stops, in the new electric-

truck schedule will be 23.5 miles round trip from the

Boston post office, and many outlying post offices in the

metropolitan district will reap the benefit of the new
service. With the electric-truck service it is expected

that substantial savings in rehandling of mails at the

main office in Boston will result, as it is at present not

feasible to operate trolley mail cars through the teaming
passage which cuts through the basement from Water
to Milk Street.

Arrangements for the service were completed last

week by Postmaster Murray, Superintendent of Mails

Countie and Vice-president James J. Cassidy of the de-

livery company. Mr. Cassidy stated in an interview

that the machines to be used at Boston will be similar

to those used in New York City. Mr. Cassidy said fur-

ther that he hoped to expedite deliveries at Boston, and
that in New York newspaper publishers had found that

the service saved about one hour over former conditions.

It is anticipated that at least forty-five minutes will be

cut from Boston delivery times, and it is expected that

many suburban stations which at present experience

delays in the delivery of the morning mails from New
York will be much benefited by the new arrangement.

The headquarters of the delivery company are in the

Tremont Building, Boston.
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What to Call Alternating-Current Motors

At the annual convention of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, held at Deer Park, Md., June
29 to July 3, two important papers relating to the

classification of dynamo-electric machinery were pre-

sented for discussion as the result of requests made by
the standards committee of the Institute to serve as the

basis for the selection of satisfactory and acceptable
nomenclature relating especially to alternating-current

commutator motors. In view of the fact that the

papers referred to—namely, one by Mr. Val A. Fynn
and one by Mr. F. Creedy—have not as yet been dis-

cussed fully by even a small number of the persons vi-

tally interested in the work of the standards committee,
and in conformity with the desires of the officers of this

committee, the columns of the ESiiBCTBICAL WORLD have
been opened to present for the benefit of the whole
electrical industry the views of those willing to take
part in the discussion. It is believed that in this man-
ner the standards committee will be able to obtain a
true consensus of opinion that will be of Inestimable
value in the work with alternating-current commutator
motors.

There are presented below an introductory communi-
cation from Prof. Comfort A. Adams, secretary of the

A. I. E. E. standards committee, and comments from
Prof. Elihu Thomson and Mr. E. F. W. Alexanderson,
who have consented to open the discussion in these

columns.

THIS communication is meant to introduce, rather

than to be a part of, the discussion on alternat-

ing-current commutator-motor classification and
nomenclature, and beyond a brief historical statement
its purpose is to emphasize (a) the importance of the

subject of nomenclature, and (b) the difficulties in the

way.
More than a year ago the A. I. E. E. sub-committee

on nomenclature was faced with the necessity of revising

the nomenclature of alternating-current commutator-
motors to meet, at least in part, the enormous growth
in variety of these machines. But there were great dif-

ferences in usage and radical differences of opinion as

to the general principles which should form the basis

of a suitable nomenclature and classification. It seemed
wise, therefore, to open the subject to the widest possi-

ble discussion, international as well as national, and
not to put forth any definitions within this field till there
was a reasonable prospect of their being acceptable to

and adopted by the majority of those interested.

To this end papers were invited from several authori-

ties on the subject. As a result, two papers, by Messrs.
Fynn and Creedy, were presented at the annual conven-
tion at Deer Park, Md., on July 1, 1915. Unfortunately
only a few of those most interested were present at the

convention, so that the opening of these columns to this

discussion is very acceptable to the standards committee.
The principal distinction between man and the other

animals is in the use of words, and accuracy in the use
of words is in some degree a measure of civilization.

But the work of the standardization of nomenclature is

not only in the interest of accuracy, it is largely in the

interest of efficiency. It is almost always possible to

explain a technical point in a new field to an intelligent

listener, provided there is no time limit; but it usually

involves a considerable exposition of one's own language,
whether of words, of diagrams, of symbols, or of any
combination thereof.

It is thus of the greatest importance that our tech-

nical terms and symbols be of unquestionable meaning,
and that we be not obliged to learn three or four names
for the same machine. We are so accustomed to this

latter state of affairs that we hardly realize what an
enormous waste of time and effort is involved. As in

the case of our double system of units, the waste is im-
pressed perhaps more keenly upon the attention of the
teacher than upon that of other members of the engi-

neering profession. When the inherent difficulties in

the understanding of a subject are quite sufficient to tax
to the utmost the mental capacity of the average student,
it is a criminal waste of possibilities to add the con-
fusion of an indefinite multiple nomenclature and a
mixed double system of units. In many cases the cost

is the real understanding of the subject. But, apart

from the educational side, there remains the commercial
side of the subject, with its important bearings on con-

tracts, specifications and patents.

However, accuracy in the use of words implies not

only accuracy in their definition, but also that their defi-

nitions be generally accepted and understood. If one

does not choose to use commonly accepted terms, but
manufactures a language of his own, he may be ever so

consistent in the use of his language, but he will not be
successful in conveying his ideas accurately to others

unless he is able to persuade those others to learn his

language. Fortunately or unfortunately, there is no
individual or small group of individuals so influential

as to be able to force the general acceptance of a single

word or term against established usage, even when the

usage extends throughout only a single professional

group such as that of the electrical engineers, and even

when the new term is more scientifically descriptive and
more rational than the established one. A striking illus-

tration of this fact, in the experience of the standards
committee, was the very unsuccessful attempt to substi-

tute the descriptive term "synchronous phase modifier"

for the unscientific term "rotary condenser." Even the
term "synchronous converter," for many years in the

standardization rules, has made slow progress except in

official circles, the older term "rotary converter," or

simply "rotary," being still largely in use, and this in

spite of the fact that most of the technical books have
supported the position taken by the standards commit-
tee on this point.

Thus, although the standardization rules are assumed
to be authoritative on most of such questions, their in-

fluence upon the usage of technical terms is decidedly

limited and dependent upon the co-operation of editors,

authors, manufacturing companies, and the leading engi-

neers in the particular field concerned.

As a result of the discussion started by the two papers
above mentioned, the standards committee hopes to

secure a rational system of classification for alternating-

current commutator motors and a scientifically descrip-

tive nomenclature, but it realizes that the first requisite

of any such system is that it be generally acceptable and
sufficiently advertised to be quickly incorporated into

the language of the profession.

To this end it seeks the broadest possible discussion
of the subject and the hearty co-operation of all those
interested.

The final outcome should be on an international basis.

We cannot afford to start on different tracks in a new
field of this kind. C. A. Adams,

Secretary Standards Committee A. I. E. E.
Cambridge, Mass.
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Classification Baaed on Structure Preferable

Before l refer to the Bubjeci of the classification

of elterriating-currenl single-phase motors and other

electromagnetic machinery recently taken up in papers
before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
one by Mv. v. A. Fynn ami another by Mr. v. Creedy, I

PIGS. 8 TO 11 OF PATENT NO. 363,185

desire to allude to some objections and misstatements
of fact by Mr. Fynn as to the term "repulsion motor."
He says: "The term 'repulsion motor' is first found in

Elihu Thomson's United States patent No. 363,185 of

1887." As a matter of fact, the term is not to be found
in such patent. He says further: "The form of Thom-
son motor as described and illustrated in that specifica-

tion is shown in Fig. 48" (of his paper). This form in

the patent is found in its figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 as illus-

trative of principle only. Why he has chosen to neglect

the subsequent and more complete figures from 12 to

17 inclusive I cannot understand. Motors like Figs. 16

and 17 of the patent were built and run in 1886. These

"circuits" instead oi pari of circuits or windings.
Thus, in his title to his Fig. 7, ho uses the term "motor
with two conduct ively related color circuits," when he
means two windings in the ame circuit. So also with
his titles to Figi, K, !) and lit. In this last flgUTS two
bindings On the rotor are in one circuit. The dis-

tinctions Mr. Fynn makes on the last two pages of his

paper, which concern the positions of brushes on com-
mutators of repulsion motors, are only those long before
known to exist when comparing open < oil armatures
with the Gramme Paccinot i or closed-Coil windings.
They were understood to exist more than thirty years
ago, and in my exhibit of single-phase apparatus at the

Paris Exposition of 1889 both forms of winding were
shown in single-phase motors. Moreover, it was also

shown that, after starting, a complete short-circuit of

all the coils might be made and kept during a whole
revolution in either type. One machine built in 1887
showed an open-coil rotor which by extending the cov-

ering arc of a set of connected brushes could, as the

motor speeded up, finally cover the commutator seg-

ments so as to keep the coils of the rotor continuously

short-circuited during their rotation.

It may be admitted that most motors work by re-

pulsion and attraction, but the Ampere rules were made
before alternating currents became a factor in engi-

neering, and the necessity of definite phase relations

was not comprehended till comparatively recent times.

How far Ampere's rules are truly aside from the pres-

ent matter may be understood by considering the ac-

tion of one coil on another when the current phases are

FIGS. 12 TO 17 OF PATENT NO. 363,185, ISSUED TO ELIHU THOMSON, MAY 17, 1887

were the first alternating-current motors outside of

plain series machines run on alternating current. Mr.

Fynn says in his "Remarks" at the end of his paper

that he "is quite sure that the machine to which it"

(repulsion motor) "was first applied in 1887 does not

operate by virtue of any repulsion effect or phenomenon
as understood from the year 1820 to the present day."

Quite true; not until we knew something about phase

relations of induced currents to other currents was the

subject opened. Reading my early patents of nearly

thirty years ago attentively, anyone can see that repul-

sion straight away and deflection on an axis, whereby
the active induced turns of a coil are removed as far as

may be from the plane of the inducing coil, are the same
in essence. The latter can be treated as a "repulsion"

of the active parts of a coil, which thus sets itself or

tends to do so at right angles to the inducing coil if

constrained to move on an axis. The track or direction

may be straight or curved. That is all there is to it.

The final result is for the induced coil to place itself out

of range of the inducing coil, and this I aver is a case

of "repulsion."

I cannot understand the viewpoint of Mr. Fynn, who
seems to go out of his way to endeavor to confine the

term "repulsion" to a sense never intended in the orig-

inal documents, which are certainly plain enough on

these points.

If I were disposed to be equally critical, I might with

far more reason object to Mr. Fynn using the term

displaced by 90 deg. The result is coincidence of direc-

tion of currents in one part of the phase and opposition

in another, which, so far as any mechanical effect of

repulsion or attraction is concerned, cancel out. Accord-

ing to Ampere's rules we have here both attraction and

repulsion, but the currents, being alternating, give no
evidence of it.

I may remark in passing that while Mr. Fynn's Fig.

16 represents a simple type of so-called "repulsion

motor," invented by me in 1886, other forms were not

only contemplated at the time but even tried within a

few months, such as that of Figs. 13 and 39 of Mr.

Fynn's paper.

Without wishing to disparage in any way the ex-

cellent work of Mr. Fynn in pointing out as many as

4- om; (® (P!
FIGS. 48 TO 52 OF FYNN'S PAPER

forty-four motors of the single-phase type and naming
them, it seems to me that in forming a classification

there is a need of consistent grouping such that many
of these forms become evident modifications of others.

Personally I should prefer a classification based more on

structure than on function, and the titles given by Mr.
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Fynn to his variations seem often to be too lengthy and
cumbersome, needing to be abbreviated.

1 am not prepared to state how this may be done, but

there is evidently considerable room lor study and sug-

gestion in this interesting and important field.

It seems to me that Mr. Creedy's paper is also highly

suggestive of methods of classification which may be

used conveniently. Except for interesting studies, so

far as the engineer himself is concerned, he can afford

to neglect types which are not used or likely to be

used in practice.

West Lynn, Mass. Elihu Thomson.

Suggested Classification Too Confusing

The A. I. E. E. paper prepared by Mr. Val A. Fynn on
alternating-current motors appears to be a repetition of

the several attempts that have been made to find a con-

sistent and comprehensive method for classifying the

great variety of motor types that come under this head-

ing. I believe that Mr. Fynn's paper demonstrates the

difficulty of this task, not only through the cumbersome
and unpractical nomenclature that must be adopted, but
through a number of errors in results and conclusions

which will necessarily follow attempting such a sim-

plification of a theory which is too complicated to be
treated in that way.

Those who are interested in alternating-current com-
mutator motors may be grouped into those who are in-

terested in the use of such motors, those who are in-

terested in the theory and design, and those who are

interested in the rather involved patent situation. The
value of a classification such as suggested by Mr. Fynn
may be looked at from the point of view of these three
groups of individuals. Out of these, the first group

—

those who are interested in the use of alternating-cur-

rent commutator motors—can be dismissed without any
further argument. The complication of the nomencla-
ture is such that it would be impossible to use it for

any practical purposes. Those who are interested in the

theory and design of such motors might derive some
benefit from a consistent classification even though it

were complicated, provided the definition of the various
motor types was represented by their names and the

abbreviated theory accompanying it were true to facts.

As a matter of fact, some of the essential parts of the

theory have been left out and the logical deductions as

carried out in the paper in some
cases lead to erroneous conclu-

sions on essential points. As

a good illustration of this statement there may be

pointed out the lucid explanation of Fig. 13, which
is classified as a "self-excited single-phase series induc-

tion motor with rotor excitation," and Fig. 14, classified

as a "single-phase series induction motor with stator

excitation." These two motors are explained to func-

tion in a different way and have different characteris-

tics. However, both of these figures are only different

representations of the well-known single-phase repul-

sion motor. The difference is that in Fig. 14 the stator

winding is spread over 180 electrical degrees and in Fig.

13 over a somewhat smaller angle.

If the stator winding be represented as a concentric
winding, this becomes clear. If all the coils are in use,

the motor conforms to diagram No. 14, and if a few of

the concentric coils are removed, it becomes a motor in

accordance with diagram No. 13. In both cases the
axis of the stator winding is the same, and the removal
of a few coils means merely that the others must carry a
little more current; but this does not change the gen-
eral motor characteristics except as far as local distribu-

tion of flux may affect commutation. However, on ac-

count of the difference in the method suggested for
drawing the diagrams, a different theory is presented
and one motor is classified as one with rotor excitation

and the other as one with stator excitation. Further-
more, the first motor is classified to be self-compensating
and to have a higher power-factor. This classification

is erroneous, and the one motor has stator excitation in

the same sense as the other on account of the somewhat
greater current flowing in the stator coils. An essential

part of the theory that has been left out is the fact that
the armature rotates in a field and creates an electro-

motive force of rotation which is short-circuited, and
that this short-circuited electromotive force is ex-

changed for a magnetizing current which then again
transfers the generated electromotive force back to the

stator winding. An accurate understanding of this phe-
nomenon is necessary in order to predict the power-
factor and characteristics of such a motor, and the

statement that the motor field is "practically" in phase
with the armature ampere-turns is therefore directly

misleading.

In Fig. 20 is shown a repulsion motor where the field

winding is included in the short-circuit of the arma-
ture. This motor, as a matter of fact, has too low a

power-factor to be practical, although its commutation
is better than that of the plain

repulsion motor shown in Figs.

13 and 14. The low power-
factor is due to the fact that

the magnetizing current gen-

THREE TYPICAL WINDING DIAGRAMS OF PLAIN REPULSION MOTORS WITH EQUIVALENT DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATIONS
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erated by the rotation of the armature is forced to flow

through the field winding and thus dephases the field

and consequently the electromotive force generated by
rotation. Yet it is inferred from the logical conclusions

in the paper that the motors rank in power-factor as

follows: No. 13, "near unity"; No. 20, "lower than No.
13 but increasing with rising speed"; No. 14, "low at

all speeds" ; whereas, as a matter of fact, No. 13 and
No. 14 are practically alike and fairly good, while No. 20

is excessively low. The reason why motor No. 20 has a

better commutation can also be explained by taking into

account the different field reactions.

Fig. 17, another well-known form of repulsion motor,

also called the Deri motor, is classified as a "self-excited

single-phase induction motor with rotor excitation and
two independent rotor circuits." It is not clear from
the discussion whether it is to be inferred from the

classification that the rotor excitation means that the

machine is self-compensating. However, it is said that

the machine has the same general characteristics as the

one shown in Fig. 13, which, it is claimed, is self-com-

pensated. This is, however, an error as has already

been pointed out.

TYPICAL WINDING DIAGRAM OF PLAIN REPULSION MOTOR
WITH EQUIVALENT DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION

When two sets of brushes are introduced in order to

make use of a true rotor excitation and power-factor
compensation, the functioning of the motor becomes
stiH more complicated and the chances for wrong con-
clusions still greater by leaving out some of the essen-

tial considerations in the abbreviated explanations. As
an example of this, I wish to call attention to Fig. 21,

classified as a "separately excited single-phase series

induction motor with rotor excitation," and Fig. 35,

classified as a "compensated self-excited single-phase
shunt induction commutator motor with rotor excita-

tion." The first of these is known as the Winter-Eich-
berg motor and the second as the "repulsion induction"
motor. It is apparent from the two diagrams that
these two motors are of substantially the same type
except that one is a series motor and the other a shunt
motor; both are compensated by the current in the ex-

citing brushes. In both cases this current is substan-
tially in phase with the main current and acts in the
same way in producing the improvement of power-
factor, yet one motor is classified as separately excited

and the other as self-excited. Both motors are com-
pensated in the same way, but the compensation is re-

ferred to in the classification of only one of the motors.

The fact is that both of the motors are separately ex-

cited and self-excited at the same time and in the same
way when they are being operated at the same
speed. It depends upon the point of view whether one
wishes to emphasize the one function or the other. The
self-excitation furnishes in each case most of the electro-

motive force to produce the field current, but the sepa-
rate excitation furnishes an additional electromotive
force which brings the power-factor up so that the
motor deserves the name of a compensated motor.

I believe it can be said not only that a student would
probably be totally misled if he tried to arrive at a
real understanding of alternating-current commutator
motors by such an abbreviated theory as that given, but
that a very thorough understanding such as can be pos-
sessed only by a few experts is necessary in order to

appreciate the meaning of the explanation given and to

see whether the explanation is correct or whether taken
at its face value it would lead to errors.

If we look at the value of the classification given
from the point of view of those who have to pass judg-
ment on the complicated patent situation involved in

this subject, I believe that an attempt of the Institute

to adopt a classification like the one suggested and
thereby confer upon it any measure of authority would
be positively harmful. Such questions as whether a
motor has stator or rotor excitation, whether it is self-

compensated or not, whether it is self-excited or sepa-
rately excited in accordance with the definitions given,
are at least subject to argument. As a matter of fact,

it is impossible to define the character of a motor of
this kind by a conventional diagram. Most diagrams
can be interpreted in more than one way, and it re-

quires in many cases a complete explanation even of the
phenomena of secondary magnitude in order to define
what type of motor from a practical point of view it is

intended to represent. The classified names that are
suggested are still more inadequate to identify either a
diagram or an actual motor, and, as has already been
shown, in accordance with the system suggested, a motor
may be placed in totally different classifications with
alleged different characteristics, depending upon the
point of view in identifying its windings, or on account
of modifications of proportions that are really only a
matter of degree.

The accompanying diagrams show four typical wind-
ings for a plain repulsion motor and 1he several possible
diagrammatic representations. I believe a comparison
of these diagrams would show without further explana-
tion that it will be difficult to decide in accordance with
Mr. Fynn's system whether any one of these windings
should be represented and classified as a self-exciting,

self-compensated motor with armature excitation and
high power-factor or as a separately excited, non-self-
compensated motor with stator excitation and low
power-factor. Similar and even greater confusion could
be shown in connection with any one of the other motors
which are illustrated.

Schenectady, N. Y. E. F. W. Alexanderson.

Electric Cooking at Oregon Chautauqua
During the recent annual Chautauqua at Albany,

Ore., the Oregon Power Company took advantage of the
educational features of the conference to loan for the use
of the domestic-science instructors a number of electric
ranges and lamp-socket devices. At the same time the
company maintained a salesman on the ground to handle
inquiries, which as a result of the use of the ranges
and appliances proved numerous. With the availability
of its new cooking and heating rates, the company be-
lieves that a large business will be developed in this field.
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SAG-TENSION CALCULATIONS
\ Method <>i Solvini the Cubic Equation Involved Without

n (hart i>> the Use <•! ;i Short Tabulation

\\\ IIakoi.d PKNDEB

it is well known thai the calculation <>r the change In

the Bag or tension in a wire or cable with temperature

and loading involves the solution of a cubic equation.

Various graphical and "cut and try" methods have been

devised for the solution of this cubic. Graphical meth-

ods possess the disadvantage thai ever] time a chart is

used the rules for its use must be learned over again, at

least it' it is used infrequently; moreover, the range of

application o( a given chart is usually limited to a wire

materia] of definite physical constants. Cut-and-try

mot hods, although in general more readily understood

and moii' flexible than the graphical methods, are tedious

when many calculations have to be made. In this article

a direct solution of this cubic is given, the only adjunct

being a short table of numbers which are independent

of the material of the wire.

Notation.—The following notation is used:

A = cross-section of the conductor in circular inches

= square of diameter in inches = circular mils

divided by 1,000,000.

a = coefficient of linear expansion of the conductor per

degree Fahrenheit.
= deflection, in feet (in the direction of the resultant

transverse force), of the lowest point of the con-

ductor, for any loading w and temperature t.

= horizontal component of the stress in the conduc-

tor, in pounds, at any loading w and temperature
t. F is very nearly equal to the resultant stress

in the wire at this temperature and loading.

= length of span in feet, i.e., the horizontal distance

between the two points of support.

= modulus of elasticity of the conductor in pound-
inch units.

S = vertical sag, in feet, of the lowest point of the con-

ductor, for any loading w and temperature t.

t = temperature of the conductor in degrees Fahren-
heit when the deflection is D.

v = resultant of weight of wire and ice, in pounds per

foot of conductor, at the temperature t.

w = resultant, in pounds per foot of conductor, of the

weight of the conductor, the ice load and the wind
load, at the temperature t.

D , F , S , t„ v and w are used to designate the values

of D,'F, S, t, v and w when the loading is iv and the

temperature t .

Fundamental Relations.—The relation between the de-

flection, length of span, loading and stress at any tem-
perature, is

(i)

i \r.i i i \ u.uks OF il IN TERMS 01 SB

D

M

D =
8F'

where w and F are the loading and tension at this tem-
perature. When there is no wind, D is also equal to

the vertical sag of the wire. When there is wind, pro-

ducing a horizontal transverse force on the conductor,

the vertical sag is

S = -—D.w (2)

When the temperature changes from t to t and the

loading from w to w, the deflection changes from the

value D , corresponding to t and w , to a new value
D, corresponding to t and w. This new value D must
satisfy the equation

MA \UbF.) C tJ_fl6.74MA
(3)

D ^ 8

1 ii oo (i HI no

1

11 11.',. HIM, 0.01 IIS 0.09

0.0 110000 0.0018 0.0036 0.0081 0.0047 1X004
II

1

0.1 HOI 113 0.0110 ii 01 !8 DUO 0.0145 -

0X164 ii "i 0.0169 0.0100 0.0174 0.0178 0.01

0.0101 0.01M 0.0101 11 11. 0.0808 0.031 ' 0316 0311
II 1 0.O22 i 27 0.0229 It .

i

, 0.0208 0.0371 i"
. -,'77 0.0379 0X381

7 0.0287 0.0289 0.O293 mi"'.',
i 19 0.0301

0.0303 nir.iil 0.0308 0.0:107 09 0.0810 0.0311 0.0313

0.0 0X814 0.O818 0.0817 0.0831 0.0833

X 0.0 0.1 0.8 : 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9

1 0.0327 0.0340 0.0868 0.0373 0.0888 0.0809 0.0401 0.0410 0.0411
0.0426 (1.0434 0.0442 0.0449 0.04 18 0.0468 0.0470 0.0477 0.0484 0.0490

3 0.0-190 0.0802 0.0508 0.0514 0.0689 0.0537 0.0542 0X547

4 0.0552 0.0567 0.0562 0.0567 0.0572 ii 0583 0X587 0X501 0.0595
5 0.0590 0.0003 (1111,117 (101,11 0.0616 0.0618 0.0681
6 0.0639 0.0643 0.0647 0.0651 0.0055 0.0659 0.0608 0.0666 0.0669 0.0672

7 0.0678 0.0678 0.0681 0.0684 0.0687 0.0690 0.0693 0.0606 0.0699 0.0702

8 0.0708 0.0708 0.0711 0.0714 0.0717 0.0720 0.0723 0.0738 0.0729 0.0732
9 0.0735 0.0738 0.0741 0.0744 0.0747 0.0750 0.0753 0.0756 0.0759 0.0762

z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 0.0765 0.0789 0.0812 0.0834 0.0855

1

0.0875 0.0894 0.0913 0.0931 0.0949

This table is to be used like a table of logarithms, e.g., the value of y for i«=0.63 is 0.0269;
for i=4.7, i/=0.0587; for i= 14, y=0.0855.

In this equation F is the tension when the loading

is w„ and the temperature is t
n
. When the deflection Z>

corresponding to t and w is known, instead of F , cal-

culate F from equation (1), using for D and w the

values D and w respectively.

The solution of a cubic of the form (3) may be af-

fected directly by the use of hyperbolic functions, but
the direct use of hyperbolic functions may be avoided
by employing the accompanying table. The method of

procedure described below requires only the calculations

of such quantities as have a simple physical meaning.

TABLE II*—VALUES OF y IN TERMS OF X
«i>(e2+ea)

X 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

0.0 0.0194 0.0200 0.0205 0.0210 0.0215 0.0220 0.0224 0.0228 0.0232 0.0236
0.1 0.0239 0.0242 0.0245 0.0248 0.0252 0.0255 0.0258 0.0621 0.0263 0.0266
0.2 0.0269 0.0272 0.0274 0.0277 0.0279 0.0281 0.0283 0.0286 0.0288 0.0290

J

0.3 0.0292 0.0295 0.0297 0.0299 0.0300 0.0302 0.0304 0.0306 0.0308 0.0310
0.4 0.0312 0.0314 0.0316 0.0318 0.0320 0.0322 0.0323 0.0325 0.0327 0.0329
0.5 0.0330 0.0332 0.0333 0.0335 0.0337 0.0338 0.0340 0.0341 0.0343 0.0345)

0.03590.6 0.0346 0.0348 0.0349 0.0350 0.0352 0.0353 0.0354 0.0356 0.0358
0.7 0.0360 0.0301 0.0362 0.0363 0.0365 0.0306 0.0368 0.0369 0.0360 0.0371
0.8 0.0372 0.0373 0.0374 0.0375 0.0377 0.0378 0.0379 0.0380 0.0381 0.0383
0.9 0.0384 0.0385 0.0386 0.0387 0.0388 0.0390 0.0391 0.0392 0.0393 0.0394

X 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

1 0.0395 0.0406 0.0416 0.0425 0.0434 0.0443 0.0451 0.0459 0.0467 0.0475
2 0.0482 0.0490 0.0497 0.0504 0.0510 0.0516 0.0522 0.0528 0.0534 0.0539
3 0.0544 0.0560 0.0566 0.0571 0.0577 0.0581 0.0586 0.0591 0.0596 0.0590

4 0.0595 0.0600 0.0604 0.0609 0.0613 0.0617 0.0621 0.0625 0.0629 0.0633

5 0.0637 0.0641 0.0645 0.0649 0.0653 0.0657 0.0660 0.0663 0.0667 0.0670
6 0.0673 0.0677 0.0681 0.0685 0.0689 0.0692 0.0695 0.0698 0.0701 0.0704

7 0.0708 0.0711 0.0714 0.0717 0.0720 0.0723 0.0726 0.0729 0.0732 0.0735
8 0.0738 0.0741 0.0743 0.0747 0.0749 0.0751 0.0754 0.0757 0.0760 0.0762
9 0.0705 0.0768 0.0771 0.0773 0.0770 0.0779 0.0781 0.0784 0.0787 0.0789

X 1 2 3 - 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 0.0792 0.0817 0.0840 0.0861 0.0881 0.0900 0.0919 0.0937 0.0954 0.0970

•This table is to be used like a table of logarithms, e.g., the value of y for x= 0.83 is 0.0350
for 1=4.7, »= 0.0625; for i= 14, y=0.0881.
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Working Formulas *—The elongation, in feet per

thousand feet, of a straight wire when subjected to a

stress of F
u
pounds, is

MA
The length of the stressed wire in a span is greater than

the length of the span by an amount depending upon
the loading, length of span, and the stress. This excess

length in feet per thousand feet of wire, for any loading

w and temperature t , is

„ ,:'_„- 1 . (5)
\0.155F'

B)155F„

The elongation of a thousand-foot length of straight

wire, when its temperature changes from t
u to t degrees,

is

e
3
=1000a(t— O- (6)

The elongation, in feet per thousand feet of wire, when
a straight wire of length L is subjected to a stress equal

to wL (= its own weight plus the total ice and wind
load, if any, at the temperature t) is

1273«;L
e = Ma (7)

(8)

(8a)

(9)

When e
l

is greater than (e
a + e

3 ), put

E = e,— (e, + e
3 ),

and when e, is less than (e
3 + e.J, put

E = e
2 + e

3
— e

x .

Then, in either case, calculate

e

E\/E'

From Table I or Table II, accordingly as e
l

is greater

or less than (e
2
-j- e

3 ), take the value of y corresponding
to this value of x. Then the deflection D at tempera-
ture t and loading w is

D = yLy/W. (10)

The corresponding stress F may then be calculated, if

desired, from (1).

For x greater than 19, the limit of the tables,

D = ^=-=-with an error of less than 1 per cent.

Example.—To find the sag at which a No. B. & S.

stranded copper wire must be strung at 60 deg. Fahr.

on a 400-ft. span so that the wire will have a factor of

safety of two at deg. Fahr. when loaded with ice 0.5

in. thick all around the wire and with a wind pressure

of 8 lb. per square foot of projected area. The break-

ing strength of the wire is 4980 lb., cross-section 105,500
circ. mils, modulus of elasticity 16 X 10°, and coefficient

of expansion 9.6 X 10°.

The data and calculations are then as follows:

F = 2490, M = 16 X 10°,

w = 0.323, L = 400,

w = 1.26, t— t = 60,

A = 0.1055, a = 9.6 X 10 "•

Then

e. =

1273 X 2490

16 X 10
e X 0.1055

1.26 X 400

1.878,

= 1.705,
0.0155 X 2490

e
3
= 1000 X 9.6 X 10"' 60 = 0.576,

1273 X 0.323 X 400
e =

16 X 10" X 0.1055
= 0.0975.

*eu d and e3 are respectively 1000 times the first, second and
64,000

third terms in the square bracket in equation (3). e is

times the right-hand member of (3). The elongations are ex-
pressed in feet per thousand feet in order to avoid extremely
small numbers in numerical calculations.

Noting that e
l

is less than (e, -\- e
t ),

E = 1.705 + 0.576 — 1.878 - 0.403,

0.0975
x = - = 0.382,

0.403 \ 0.40;i

and, from Table II, y - 0.0308. Whence

D - 0.0308 X 400V 0.403 = 7.82 ft.

This is the sag at 60 deg. Fahr. with no ice or wind.

The sag at deg. Fahr. with no ice or wind is found

in exactly the same way, noting that for these condi-

tions e
3
= 0, and e, is greater than (e, 4- e„), giving for

E the value 1.878 — 1.705 - 0.173, and for x the value

°-0975 = 1.355, and y from Table I is then 0.0367,

0.173V0.173
and D = 0.0367 X 400V0.173 = 6.10 ft.

Appendix.—All the values of y in Table I are calcu-

lated from the formula

V =
y2000

sinh sinh
..(30VS0 .

)J
The values of y given in Table II for all values of x

less than

V =

30 \ 20

1

are calculated from the formula

— cos T-4*-pV».)}
V200Q

The values of y given in Table II for all values of x

greater than
30 \ 20

are calculated from the formula

y = — cosh

X 2000 [t-**^-)}

Generation of Electricity Is Not Manufacture

In the United States District Court Judge Witmer, in

dismissing a creditor's petition for the adjudication of

the affairs of the Wilkes-Barre Light Company, handed

down the opinion that a company engaged in generating

electricity is not a manufacturer, nor is it a merchant

when it sells its energy, and that therefore the company

did not commit an act of bankruptcy while insolvent by

applying to the court for the appointment of a receiver.

The Wilkes-Barre Light Company, which is a small com-

pany, was incorporated April 19, 1910, and furnishes

energy to a limited section of the city of Wilkes-Barre.

The text of Judge Witmer's decision in part is as

follows

:

"I record myself with those of the opinion that gen-

erating electricity is not manufacturing, nor is the

directing of electricity over lines of wires to consumers

for a consideration a mercantile pursuit within the

meaning of the bankruptcy act. The company has the

right to a certain extent of exercising eminent domain,

and is therefore correlatively charged with a duty to the

public which is no part of the duties of an ordinary

corporation engaged in manufacturing, trading, print-

ing, publishing, mining or mercantile pursuits. It is a

utility corporation by necessity of the law creating it

as such; an impress of this character is influenced by

statute, and though municipal consent may be withheld

for a time, as in the case before us, the end or character

of the corporation is not changed, nor is it dependent

on the action of the municipality conferring or vacating

the right of public franchise. The Legislature has also

stamped the character and nature of this class of cor-

porations upon their charter, and by the act of July 26,

1913, defines a public service company without reserva-

tion as to those including electric corporations."
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Mobile Color and Stage Lighting—III

Specification! for Lamps for Stage-Lighting Work Synthesis of Color

Effects Selection of Scenery for Modern Production!

i:v Bassett Jones

In tlu- preceding installments of this article the

author discussed at length the artistic possibil-

ities of stage illumination and described in detail

sumo of the special equipment employed in securing

Bcenic effects of extraordinary beauty. Included in

this apparatus may lie mentioned "spot" units, "basket"

lamps, flood lamps, parabolic-strip units and color-mix-

ing strips.

Following herewith there are given specifications for

lamps for stage-lighting work, and the present install-

ment closes with a discussion of synthetic illumination

and the proper selection of scenery for effective results

under the illu-

mination de-

scribed.

The relative

v a 1 u e of the j,w/
vacuum lamp
and the gas-
filled lamp is

of importance. Of course, higher efficiencies are

possible with the gas-filled lamps, particularly in the

larger sizes. They also give light of a much bet-

ter color than the vacuum lamps. Special care has to

be taken with the design and manufacture of gas-filled

lamps to operate in any position, owing to the excessive

heat at the point of contact between the inclosure and

the convection currents in the gas. The vacuum lamp,

of course, gives considerably less light than the gas-

filled lamp within the range of ratings here considered,

even when the efficiency has been sacrificed for rugged-

ness. While the temperature of the gas-filled lamp is

high, yet it is a much "cooler proposition" than the open

arc spot lamp and does not introduce the same fire haz-

ard. It requires no hot balancing rheostat. Its start-

ing current is nil.

It is frankly admitted that the smaller gas-filled lamp

in its present state has not altogether proved its adapt-

ability to theatrical work, while the same ratings in

vacuum lamps have lived through very severe usage and

have shown a long life as things go, theatrically speak-

ing. It is only fair to the gas-filled lamp to say that

lamps built to the following specifications have been

put on "the road" recently (February, 1915),

and have shown a marked improvement over

any other gas-filled lamps that have been

tried. Some of these lamps have now served

through three months of one-night stands,

with life records still incomplete. Some of

the 300-watt vacuum lamps have lived

through two road seasons of forty weeks each.

The so-called "stereopticon" style of gas-filled concen-

trated-filament lamp, rated at 250 and 500 watts, is not

suitable for theatrical work. The close concentration of

its filament, while essential for stereopticon use, mate-

rially reduces the life of the lamp. Such lamps are

guaranteed for a life of only 250 hours, which makes
their maintenance very expensive. Furthermore, they

can be operated only with the tip up, because the base,

being close to the filament, is subject to excessive tem-

perature if the lamp is operated with the tip in the

lower hemisphere. The small bulbs used cause the

lamp to become very hot, and blistering frequently

occurs.

Excellent ventilation is imperative with the gas-filled

lamps, and such ventilation is not always practicable in

theatrical devices.

Recommendations are, therefore, made for specifica-

tions covering both gas-filled and vacuum lamps which

should be followed in purchasing supplies.

Specification for Concentrated-Filament, (las-Filled

Tungsten Lamps

(1) 300-watt, 110 volts; medium concentration; PS-
35 bulb; to operate in any position; Mogul base; light-

center distance, 6% in.; length over all, 9^4 in.
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(2) 400-watt, 110 volts; medium concentration; PS-

40 bulb; to operate in any position; Mogul base; lighfc-

center distance, iy2 in.; length over all, IOV2 in.

Specification for Concentrated-Filament, Vacuum
Tungsten Lamps

(1) 300-watt, 110 volts; medium concentration; PS-

56 bulb; to operate in any position; Mogul base; light-

center distance, 6% in. ; length over all, 10% in.

(2) 100-watt, 110 volts; medium concentration; G-30

bulb; medium-screw skirted base; light-center distance,

4*4 in.; length over all, QVs in.

The voltage given is that which has proved most gen-
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erally satisfactory for service all over the country. Of
course, if the lamps are to be used only in one locality,

the proper and most efficient voltage for that locality

may be used in the specification. The light-center dis-

tance, being the distance from the bottom contact on the

base to the center of the filament, is important, as all the

devices have been adapted for this length as an average.

It is particularly important to specifiy skirted bases

on the 100-watt sizes. If skirted base lamps of this

size are not obtainable, extension sockets may be used.

The skirt is necessary as a means of clamping the

hemispherical reflector in place.

It is, of course, important not to operate the lamps
much over their rated voltage if long life is desired. If

110-volt lamps are used and occasionally higher volt-

ages are encountered, then part of the dimmers should

be kept in circuit. A little practice will soon enable the

operator to tell by the appearance of the lamp when
lighted whether or not it is being operated at about its

proper voltage.

For watt ratings above those given in the suggested

specifications, the standard gas-filled lamps are quite

satisfactory, except that they must be specified to

operate in any position. This requires additional fila-

ment supports which introduce a cooling factor some-
what reducing the efficiency.

It is well to insert here a word of caution to the

effect that not all makes of lamps have proved satisfac-

tory for stage work.

Synthetic Stage Illumination

The general method of synthetic illumination lends

itself very readily to stage lighting, particularly in the

cases of permanent installation. The general method
comprises primarily the production of any desired re-

sultant color in illumination by the synthesis or mixing
together of lights of different color. The most com-
plete example of the method is the three-color system

already mentioned under "color-mixing strips." This

system was first used by the writer about five years ago.

Each light source is used with a different color filter,

and the color of the light received on the scenery is a

mixture or the resultant of the relative amounts of

light emitted by the several sources, these amounts be-

ing controlled by independent dimmers connected into

the circuits on each source.

If a particular red, a particular green and a partic-

ular blue color filter are used, then light of any color,

red, orange, yellow, green, blue-green, blue or purple,

or any intermediate shade, can be produced by mixing
proper amounts of such red, green and blue light. A
fourth element, white, is usually added to desaturate or

make more pale any color tone. Even a reasonably close

match for daylight may be produced, and if the color

filters used are properly selected for transmission, little

distortion of colors in material so illuminated need oc-

cur. In other words, a daylight can be so produced that

not only looks like daylight but acts like daylight in

many important particulars.

One interesting effect arranged by the writer to il-

lustrate the serviceability of the devices for producing

mobile color was accomplished by employing three flood

lamps, each provided with a suitable silhouette dia-

phragm in the reflector aperture. Use was made of red,

green and blue filters and a double gauze drop backed

by black canvas. First, the drop receives white light by
mixture. A gradual separation of colors then takes

place till finally there are regions of pale tints. These
slowly condense to three segments, which gradually form
themselves into a complete chromatic circle. The circle

contracts to a white spot and finally fades out.

A stage equipped with strip, flood and border lamps
arranged in this way can display any color in light and
any sequence in color or tones. Only three gelatine

colors are used and only three (sometimes four)

circuits. The dimming equipment can be very simple.

Six plates, or eight at the most, would be necessary for

even a very elaborate production. Several "set-ups"

using the devices above described are shown in Figs.

13, 14, 15 and 16.

All of the devices were built from the writer's de-

signs by the I. P. Frink Company, to whom he owes
much for practical suggestions, unending patience, and
help in overcoming numerous difficulties.

Scenery

Nowadays one hears a great deal of the scenic artist.

True, in many cases, his work expresses great imagina-

tive power and shows remarkable technical skill in exe-

cution. But the danger to which most of these men have
succumbed is that of over-accentuating the scenery and
its accessories at the expense of the actors and the

action. This results in necessarily dressing up the

actors to the scenery, against which overpowering back-

FIG. 15—TYPICAL GENERAL LIGHTING SET-UP FOR COMPLETE COLOR CYCLE
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ground they must play. The attention of the audience is

rather on the picture than on what is said or done on

the stage. The players are reduced to mere marionettes

and the play to a scenic accompaniment.
Of course, I am not referring to the garish crudities

that draw the Broadway crowds, but to those serious at-

tempts to better stage art that so frequently result in

attracting people not so much to see the play as to see

what the production manager has to show in the way
of scenic "stunts."

The play is an animated picture of life. The scenery

is not "the thing." Rather is it a setting suggestive of

the surroundings in which the action occurs—a back-

ground that serves by contrast to focus attention on the

players. Neither by its presence nor by its absence

ihould it detract Prom tht play, and least of all should it

raise in the mind of tht- beholder any i nt crest as to how
it is dona.

Truly dramatic situations demand dramatic hack-
grounds. Hut dramatic situations in this sense are rare.

An act which culminates m one great dramatic moment
demands that the setting itself present something in the
nature of dramatic development. If the scenery is de-

signed up to the final situation, then the situation be-

comes an anticlimax. On the other hand, if the setting

does not meet the situation, the climax loses force.

The art of the stage does not consist in presenting a
dramatic episode in the midst of humdrum, every-day
surroundings, but in setting off this episode against a
background just as imaginative as the play itself and
just as interpretative of nature as the drama is of life.

The producer thus often finds himself faced by a two-

horned dilemma as the static nature of his material
rarely permits a happy solution, even if his imagination
succeeds in conceiving an ideal setting of just the right

mobility.

One very fruitful mode of attacking this difficulty lies

through the use of mobile color. There is no reason
why the appearance of the background cannot be modu-
lated and varied by the use of suitable lighting effects

so that the feeling produced is expressive of the mood
in which the play develops. This, of course, demands
a careful study, not only of the setting itself—of the de-

sign, materials, and color used in painting or dyeing the

scenery—but also of the effects produced by variations

in hue, intensity and distribution of light.

In the design of the scenery itself, simplicity both in

line and in hue generally produces effects much more
appropriate than an elaboration of detail which serves

only to detract from the interest in the action. Such
simple settings also lend themselves better to color play,

as the balances in mass and hue are more easily con-

trolled. However, there are cases where realism and
detail are demanded.
As an example of the extreme of simplicity, consider

the graveyard scene in "Hamlet," often produced with a

wealth of detail quite out of keeping with the simplicity

of the action. The mood is somber rather than ghastly.

The lines are philosophical rather than poetical. Yet
the balance between what is repulsive and what is ap-

pealing is so closely drawn that a slightly over-accent-

uated setting may entirely distort the meaning that the

poet intended to convey. The distinction between the

ridiculous and the sublime is whetted exceeding sharp.

The speech of the gravedigger is close to the soliloquy.

The tinge of amusement should be just enough to give

the required contrast, and no more. And, in the setting,

pale and leaf-filtered moonlight gradually eclipsed will

save the situation. The mind is stressed by sorrow.
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Thought struggles with understanding in mysterious
depths, illuminated only through death. Sanity trembles
in the balance.

The scene requires moodiness, a background of

shadowy notes, a mere suggestion of woodland, too dark
for clear distinction. The gloomy character of the set-

ting becoming more and more marked as the Dane's soul

is itself plunged deeper into the tragic abyss—and this

abyss a grave—a single black and gaping hole, vast
enough to receive all the unhappiness with which his

speech is laden.

From this note, almost of negation in stage setting,

we may go to a scene such as the battle in "Henry V,"
requiring the utmost mechanical ingenuity. This scene
lends itself essentially to tableaus. As Sir Henry Irv-

ing staged it, the background was panoramic in nature,
showing the tremendous onslaught of the contending
armies, the scene brought down to the front by masses
of fighting men. The scenery here demands realism in

the extreme, with a wealth of perfect detail. In our
modern times action might even be introduced by the
aid of moving pictures, the background showing the ebb
and flow of the fight, while in the foreground human
beings filled with the lust of strife struggle and die.

And so between these two extremes there lie possi-

bilities unending in variety of form and character—the
fairylike setting for a childlike Peter Pan, the dim mys-
tery of Pelleas and Melisande.

It must be obvious from what has been said that the
texture of the scenery and the coloring materials should
receive more than passing attention. Indeed, on this

subject a volume might be written.

Pigmented canvas is quite hopeless. The effects are
harsh even under the best conditions, and, as such scen-

ery is usually executed, it is an abortion. After an ex-

perience with linens, gauzes and duck dyed with proper
anilines, painted scenery always seems crude. Sten-
ciled designs on gauze opaqued with black linen where
necessary, or backed with black canvas, or even sten-

ciled on the gauze alone without backing, where trans-

parency and unsaturated hues are wanted, produce
effects of perfect and soft pastel-like hues. The dyeing
is usually done through stencils with an air gun and
brushed over with the gun afterward to bring out de-

tail. Fine detail is not wanted and is generally destruc-

tive of the bold effects of color and line. A little pigment
of carefully chosen quality and hue may sometimes be
used on high lights, but rarely, and then with circum-
spection. The dye impregnates the material so that

there is no reflection from hard surfaces or a white
back, and so all the light reflected is pure in hue and
soft in tone. Such light as is not modified in color by
the dye passes through or is absorbed by the black back-
ing, where such exists, and so does not modify the hue
of the reflected light.

A light-blue canvas back behind a blue-green gauze
drop as described above, and so lighted, using very
light-blue color filters, gives a perfect daylight atmos-
phere and totally deceives as to distance. Dim the can-

vas back and light the gauze, and through it the back,

by pale blue-green light, and the feeling is of a moon-
light-saturated sky.

The bottom of the front gauze may be opaqued and
dyed to represent a middle foreground. There may be,

perhaps, some silhouetted trees; above, dyed on the

transparent gauze, the distant hills. In this way two
planes may be established on a single drop. In front

may be a second gauze with opaque, silhouetted fore-

ground; the parts not silhouetted a dark gray, through
which, as through the intervening atmosphere, is seen

the truly distant background, and beyond the endless

spaces of the sky.

So remarkable are the possibilities of this form of

scenery that the writer has produced a single drop, pre-
pared by the Hewlett-Basing Studios, on which fore-

ground, middle ground, background and sky were dyed
in different tones, the effects of distance including a
rich sunset over the distant hills that was absolutely
deceiving. Beholders had to go to the stage to con-
vince themselves that use was made of only one drop
tacked flat upon a wall.

Scenery of this sort and the lighting devices de-

scribed, of course, lend themselves to a saving of stage
depth that is of great importance.

It might seem to those not familiar with the use of
gauze scenery that it would prove too delicate for the
rough handling it is certain to receive. That it will

tear more readily than canvas is obvious. On the other
hand, it is so light, flexible and easily handled that it

would not be injured where canvas scenery would be
seriously defaced. Being dyed, the coloring matter
cannot be scratched, cracked or flaked. The scenery can
be rolled and folded without injury. It is usually
shipped in tarpaulins and thus the space required in the
baggage car is much reduced. It is exceedingly light.

If torn, it can be sewed, and usually the seam will not
show. If injured beyond repair, it can be quickly and
easily replaced, as the stencils, once made, are good for
any number of repetitions, and the production from the
stencils can be executed very rapidly.

The use of two or more thicknesses of gauze requires
certain precautions to obviate a watered-silk effect due
to the co-ordination of the several meshes. This effect,

if not remedied, will prove very disagreeable. By em-
ploying gauzes of different mesh dimensions, the mesh
width increasing down stage with successive drops,
this trouble can be corrected within limits. If three
gauzes are used, it may be necessary to light the back
of one drop, which has the effect of making the threads
invisible. A set lighted in this way is shown in Fig. 17.

In the following installments of this article the selec-

tion, blending and use of pigments, dyes and color filters

will be discussed.

Illuminated Advertising Trucks
Another new chapter has been added to the already

large volume of advertising by electricity. The Ani-
mated Sign Company of Boston, Mass., and the W. J.

Lemp Brewing Company of St. Louis, Mo., have both
placed illuminated trucks in operation in Los Angeles,

TRUCKS BEARING ILLUMINATED SIGNS

Cal., one advertising cigarettes, the other beer. The
electrical equipment of the Animated Sign truck con-
sists of twenty-eight fifteen-plate lead storage cells, a
number of 10-watt lamps, a 1-hp. Emerson motor and
a motor-driven commutator. The Lemp truck is illumi-
nated by 116 15-watt lamps fed from a lead battery
of fifty fifteen-plate cells. This battery takes a full

charge of 30 kw-hr. and will light the sign for approxi-
mately ten hours or for about two evenings.
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DIGEST OF ELECTRICAL LITERATURE
Generators, Motors and 1 ransformen

h'nlliiiu-Mill Equipment. An illustrated description

of the electrical equipment made by ;i British company

for controlling the reversible motors driving the live

rolls. The system comprises the use of a manually

operated master controller and electrically operated eon

tactor switches, the contactors closing partly under the

influence Of the master controller and partly of the main

current. London Electrician, June 25, 1916.

Phase Compensator with Shunt Regulation.—A.

Schekbius. The most economical method of compen-

sating phase difference is the use of statorless phase

compensators with series excitation. By saturating the

iron to an unusually high degree it is possible to build

compensators in such a way that at loads as low as one-

tit th of the normal full load of the main motor the

power- factor is brought to unity. Nevertheless it has

occasionally been found desirable to obtain perfect phase

compensation even at no load. This is especially the

case when the main motors serve not simply as driving

motors but are also expected to improve the power-

factor of the network in the same way as synchronous

FIG. 1 PHASE COMPENSATOR WITH SHUNT REGULATION

motors running without load. For this purpose fre-

quency transformers have been used as phase compen-

sators, but this involves complications, and the author

shows that practically the same result can be obtained

by means of phase compensators with shunt excitation.

A polyphase shunt commutator machine is connected in

cascade with the main motor, and the shunt commutator

machine is designed so that the armature currents are

completely compensated for by the compensation wind-

ings on the stator, and hence there will be no reaction

of the armature current on the field. Fig. 1 represents

such a three-phase machine, a is the armature, with

its brushes at b. The compensating windings are indi-

cated by k and the terminals by t. The shunt windings

are indicated by n. Some special features of the de-

sign are discussed, and the vector diagram of the ma-

chine is given with an explanation of some peculiarities

that are characteristic of its operation.

—

Elek. Zeit.,

June 17, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Electric Lighting in Russia.—A review of the develop-

ment of electric lighting in Russia with special reference

to the proposed tax on electricity. Some statistical data

are given which show that electric lighting is at present

in a period of rapid progress in Russia but is not yet so

far advanced that a tax on electricity would bring large

amounts of money. A comparison is made with the

Russian tax on kerosene for lighting. If a tax is laid

on electricity, care should be taken not to hurt the growth

of the electrical industry. Some suggestions are made

as to different taxes for different classes of lighting in

large cities and correspondingly smaller taxes in country

towns. La Lumi&n Elec, May L6, L915.

Generation, Transmission end Distribution

Switchboards. B. P. ROWE. In a continuation of

the long illustrated serial on the engineering evolution

of electrical apparatus, the author deals with the evolu

tion of switchboards with special reference to the prac

tice of the Westinghouse company.

—

Elec. Journal, July,

L915.

British Central Stations.—A note stating that, not-

withstanding the war, the accounts of British municipal

electricity undertakings for the year to March 31, 1915,

which are being gradually published, show, on the whole,

increases in output. At the same time increases in

charges are becoming more general, owing to the higher
price of coal, labor, etc. The Edinburgh city electrical

engineer deprecates refusing to connect new consumers
for the sake of releasing further members of his staff in

view of the check this will have upon the development
of the undertaking.—London Elec. Eng'ing, July 8,

1915.

Protecting Electrical Machinery Against Abnormal
Electrical Conditions.—C. C. Garrard.—A continuation

of his illustrated article. The author gives an account

of Berg's experiments on the pressure rises produced
by arcing grounds and describes the Creighton arcing-

ground suppressor. A brief description is given of the

construction of the arc-suppressing relay.—London Elec-

trician, June 25, 1915.

Traction

Electric Traction in Spain.—W. Rein hart.—A statis-

tical article on electric traction in Spain. The author
gives a map and two tables listing data on twenty-three
electric street-railway systems, nineteen interurban
railway systems and two electric trunk railways in

Spain. Of the last mentioned only one is so far in oper-

ation. This is the line from Gergal to Santa Fe near
Almeria. It was originally operated by steam, but it

was later electrified to increase its capacity. It serves

mainly for transportation of ore from the mountains to

the valley, down a grade of 28 per cent. In order to

regenerate energy a three-phase system is used. The
trains loaded with ore running down grade average
about 450 tons, and the trains running up the mountains
weigh about 150 tons. The double locomotives used
weigh 52 tons and each half is equipped with two 160-hp.

motors, making 640 hp. per train. The trolley-wire

pressure is 6000 volts and the frequency is twenty-five

cycles. The second electric trunk railway will be opened
in 1916. It will serve chiefly for ore transportation be-

tween Huelva and Rio Tinto. The line is 83 km. (50
miles) long. From 2,000,000 tons to 2,500,000 tons of

ore and copper are to be transported. This line will also

be operated by a three-phase system. The fact that for

these two mountain lines three-phase systems are used
will have no effect on the choice of system should the

whole railway system of Spain be electrified in order to

make use of the available water-powers. It is probable
that the single-phase system will be used, or perhaps the

high-tension direct-current system should that be found
more practicable.

—

Elek. Kraft, u. Bahnen, May 14,

1914.

Lyons.—P. Sabe.—The Lyons tramway system is one
of the most important in France. In 1914 it had 1127
cars. The system is particularly interesting on account
of its suburban lines, which extend a distance of 50 km.
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to 60 km. (30 miles to 36 miles) from the city. For
these suburban lines special cars are used, which run at

higher speeds and offer more comfort. Each car is sup-

plied with two four-wheel trucks and is provided with
four 50-hp., 600-volt direct-current motors.

—

La Lumiere
Elec, June 5, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

British Central Station.—An illustrated account of

recent extensions of plant at the British central station

at Salford. While originally founded as a single-phase

plant it was later changed to a direct-current station

and continually enlarged until all the available space was
fully occupied with eight engine sets and three direct-

current turbo sets, having a total rating of 9400 kw.
To meet the increased demand a 5000-kw. turbo set has

now been installed as it had been found that this set

could be erected in place of one of the existing 800-kw.

reciprocating units. The extension unit comprises a
5000-kw., three-phase, fifty-period, 6600-volt turbo-gen-

erator running at 1500 r.p.m. and having an overload

rating on emergency of 7500 kw.—London Electrician,

June 18, 1915.

Birmingham.—An illustrated description of the

Nechells temporary power plant of the Birmingham Cor-

poration. It has a rated output of 10,000 kw. and com-
prises two 5000-kw. turbo-alternators, three-phase, 5500-

volt, twenty-five cycles.—London Electrician, June 18,

1915.
Electrophysics and Magnetism

Radiations from Exploding Atoms.—Ernest Ruth-
erford.—An account of a lecture before the Royal Insti-

tution in London. The radiations observed during the dis-

integration or transformation of a radioactive substance

are of three types, known as alpha, beta and gamma
ray changes. Some transformations are characterized

by one type only. The alpha particle becomes a helium
atom when deprived of its two positive charges; the

beta particle is the same as the cathode-ray particle or

electron. The alpha-ray is shot out at a speed of 10,000

miles per second ; the speed of beta-rays approaches that

of light. The gamma-rays resemble X-rays of a very

penetrating character, and they have recently been iden-

tified with the characteristic rays of Barkla. The
author finally discusses the connection between beta

and gamma rays and their spectra. The phenomena
involved comprise changes in frequencies and conver-

sion of radiations.—London Electrician, June 11, 1915.

Self-Intersecting Lines of Force and Equipotential

Surfaces.—G. B. Jeffery.—By a theorem due to Ran-
kine, if n sheets of an equipotential surface intersect at

a point of equilibrium, they make equal angles %/n with

each other. The object of this paper is to give some
simple extensions of this theorem and some analogous

results for lines of force. The author first considers

the case of a two-dimensional field and shows that at a

point where n equipotential lines intersect n lines of

force will also intersect. Further, these lines of force

make equal angles %/n with each other and bisect the

angles between the equipotential lines. The author next

takes up the case of a three-dimensional field having an
axis of symmetry. At a point of equilibrium not lying

on the axis of symmetry the intersecting equipotential

surfaces make equal angles with each other. The lines

of force also make equal angles with each other and
bisect the angles between the equipotential surfaces. If

the point of equilibrium lies on the axis of symmetry,
these results are no longer true. The axis of symmetry
is always one of the intersecting lines of force. There
are n— I others, making n lines of force which inter-

sect at a point where n sheets of an equipotential sur-

face intersect. These, again, will not make equal angles

with each other, but one line of force will lie between
every two consecutive sheets of the equipotential sur-

face.

—

Philos. Mag., June, 191").

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Temperature Scale.—In the recent annual report of

the ( British) National Physical Laboratory it is stated

thai: at the fifth general conference of weights and meas-
ures, held at Paris, October, 1913, certain resolutions

were adopted as the result of which the National Phys-

ical Laboratory adopted as its fundamental scale of tem-

perature the centigrade thermodynamic scale. In or-

der to realize this scale conveniently with the highest

accuracy, the hydrogen thermometer is used between
deg. and 100 deg. The platinum thermometer is used

for other temperatures. The temperature T on the in-

ternational scale is deduced from the resistance of the

platinum thermometer by the formula

tp t
= 3

(ioo)

T
100

where tpt = 100X (#—#„)/(#„«,—#,.), and R, R„ and RiM

are the observed resistances of the thermometer at tem-

peratures T, and 100 deg. respectively. The platinum
of which the thermometer is made shall be of such de-

gree of purity that the value of 3 in this equation shall

not be greater than 1.52 and Rim R„ shall not be less

than 1.386. One of the features of the work on resist-

ance thermometry during the year has been the installa-

tion of an equipment for use with platinum thermom-
eters with potential leads. This type of thermometer
has some advantages over the usual compensated Callen-

der type, when employed at fixed temperatures which
can be maintained sufficiently steady to allow the neces-

sary commutations to be made, since under these condi-

tions the resistance of the leads is totally eliminated. A
study is in progress concerning the influence of con-

structional details on the indications of thermometers
of various types.—London Electrician, July 2, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Directing Electromagnetic Waves.— Alexander
Artom.—An illustrated description of some forms of

aerials for sending wireless messages in a certain direc-

tion. A simple form of aerial is that of Fig. 2, con-

sisting of an isosceles triangle open at the summit.
When the two branches of the aerial are fed by cur-

rents of opposite phase the diagram of dirigibility of

the electric waves radiated is that shown in Fig. 3. The
curves of dirigibility were determined by measuring
the intensity of the radiation in the different directions

by a Duddell thermo-galvanometer. These curves have
the shape of two ellipses with common tangent, the

greater axis lying in the plane of the triangular aerial,

and of which the base of the triangular coincides with

the common axis of the two ellipses. In other words,

the radiation extends all along the direction of the plane

of the radio-telegraphic aerial, on the right as well as

on the left. In the direction perpendicular to the plane

of the aerial the radiation is practically nil. Thus, to

call to mind a practical example, in the direction of the

plane of the aerial and in those near it radiotelegrams

can be sent to a distance of 400 or more kilometers

with the cost of energy inferior to that employed in

ordinary radiotelegraphic stations, while in the direc-

tion perpendicular to the plane of the aerial and in that

comprised in a fairly wide sector the radiation is prac-

tically nil, even at a distance of 1 km. The same trian-

gular aerial used as a receiving aerial (Fig. 4) has
identical properties with regard to the reception of

wireless telegrams. This arrangement may be elabo-

rated so that wireless telegrams may arrive exclusively
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from determined regions, avoiding all possibilitj of

being Intercepted bj apparatus situated outside the

selected sones. A modified type <»r aerial Is shown In

Kig. f>. hi this aerial the Upper extremities of the

triangle Of the tirst diagram are benl back and (nit into

Communication with the earth by means of tWO <<>n

Book Reviews

FIG. 2—A SIMPLE FORM
OF WIRELESS AERIAL

FIG. 3— DIRIGIBILITY

OF ELECTRIC WAVES

ductors. The receiving apparatus is connected by means
of an inductively coupled circuit to the central part of

the horizontal conductor. Like the aerial of the third

diagram, it makes the receiving apparatus sensitive to

the waves which arrive from the stations situated near

the plane of the aerial, and it excludes the waves coming
from the stations situated outside the plane of the

aerial—London Electrician, June 25, 1915.

Wireless Telegraphy.—H. de Bellescize.—The first

part of a mathematical paper on the efficiency which can

be obtained from the arrangement of an alternator

charging through a transformer the capacity of an ex-

citing circuit coupled to an antenna. The author first

discusses the succession of wave trains, the conditions

K2H *[ ^m,. J.,y„^|,<4,^,v

FIGS. 4 AND 5—TYPES OF AERIALS

of resonance, and the efficiency of the excitation circuit.

—La Lumiere Elec, April 24, 1915.

Theory of Telephone Transmission.—F. Murphy.—
The first part of a mathematical paper in which the au-

thor shows that the present theory, although sound so

far as it goes, ignores one essential consideration, and
by no means proves the commonly accepted law that the

received speech over lines in which the attenuation is

the same is equal. The truth of the law is, however,

confirmed by experience. The article, which is of a

mathematical nature, is to be continued in a subsequent

issue.

—

Post Office Elec. Engineers' Journal (London),

July, 1915.

Elementary Mechanics for the Practical kngi-
NEEB. By John Paul Kottcamp. New York:
McGraw Hill Hook Company, inc. 1 Hii pages, 85
[Hub. Price, S1.50.

The material contained in this volume is that which
comprised an engineers' study course of thirty lessons

in Povter, It is not, nor is it. intended to be, an ex-

haustive treatise on elementary mechanics; instead, the
avowed purpose of the author, and the plan to which he
has adhered, is the statement of those fundamental
principles of mechanics that underlie the operation of

power-plant machinery, and in which, therefore, the

operating engineer is most deeply interested. The
treatment of the subject is clear and simple, and the

suspicion of heaviness and dryness that usually clings

to a work on mechanics is avoided by illustrating the

application of the various laws and principles, and the

illustrations are so chosen as to involve machines and
apparatus with which the engineer is in daily contact.

The selection of such illustrative examples as these

naturally makes the subject matter more interesting

and easier to grasp than if it consisted of bald state-

ments of abstract principles. ' Each lesson is supple-

mented by a series of five study questions, which are

problems designed to test the ability of the reader to

apply the principles explained in the lesson, and the

answers to these questions are also given. The book

should prove of value to the practical engineer who
wants to understand the why and the wherefore of

many of the operations that take place in the plant where
he may be employed.

Dynamometers. By Rev. Frederick John Jervis-Smith,

M.A., F.R.S., edited and amplified by Charles Ver-

non Boys, F.R.S. New York: D. Van Nostrand
Company. 268 pages, 119 illus. Price, $3.50.

The power output of prime movers or the power trans-

mitted by shafts that are used to drive machines or to

propel vessels is a quantity that must be known in order

to determine the efficiency with which the work is done
or the amount of energy required for the performance
of the work. Such data, which are of vital importance
in connection with the economical operation of all classes

of machinery, are obtained by the use of dynamometers.
These are of many forms, depending on whether the

power to be determined is that produced by a motor of

some kind or that transmitted from a motor to a driven

machine; also, the magnitude of the power to be meas-
ured has considerable bearing on the design of the

dynamometer. This volume describes the various forms
of brakes used as dynamometers, in which the resist-

ance is caused by friction, water, air, or magnetism;
the methods of dissipating the heat due to friction;

power-measuring machines depending on the amount of

torsion of a transmission shaft, and the application of

dynamometers to steam engines, motor-car engines,

high-speed internal-combustion engines, electric motors,

ships' models and aeroplane propellers. There are two
introductory chapters devoted to a discussion of fric-

tion and its measurement and forms of planimeters or

mechanical integrators. The book is for the greater

part descriptive in character and covers well the field of

dynamometry, with the exception of that particular

type so extensively used in railway service known as

the drawbar dynamometer. In addition to the descrip-

tions given, there are many references to articles,

papers and books on dynamometry and allied topics,

forming in the aggregate a copious bibliography of the

subject.
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POWER AND OPERATING SECTION

Waste and Trouble Preventives

IT sometimes happens that the energy required to

drive industrial-plant equipment increases without

a corresponding increase in the output of the plant.

Seldom is this due to recording errors of meters, but

it is caused by wastes usually made up largely of friction

losses in machine bearings and in line shafts. Adjust-

ing screws may work loose in line-shaft hangers and

throw the shaft out of line; sometimes a bearing cap

gets loose and the oiler in tightening it draws up too

hard on the bolts, or possibly driving belts are unneces-

sarily tight. A poor lubricant may also increase the

friction, especially if the purchasing department tries

to economize on this important supply. These kinds of

causes are the hardest to locate and are sure to increase

operating expenses considerably if not corrected. Daily

records properly kept show up such wastes as they

develop and are money savers and trouble preventives

in every kind of plant.

Operating Chain Grates

THE mechanical stoker is now used in both large

and small plants and has proved sufficiently flexi-

ble in operation to accommodate itself to variable-load

conditions. A change of load on a boiler fired by a

mechanical stoker is met in the same way as in a hand-

fired boiler, namely, by increasing or decreasing the

rate of combustion and therefore the rate of evapora-

tion; but a change in the rate of combustion involves

something more than a mere alteration of the speed of

the engine or motor that is used to drive the chain

grate. If the travel of the grate is accelerated and

the coal fed to the grate at the same depth as before, the

combustion of the fuel must take place in a shorter time

than before the change in the rate of speed, and as a

consequence the amount of air supplied will need to be

increased. It will not be necessary to increase the pres-

sure of the air supply, for the thickness of the fuel bed,

and therefore the resistance to the passage of the air,

remains unchanged. The quantity of air supplied must

be increased, however, in direct ratio to the increase of

speed of the grate, to insure continuously efficient com-

bustion. The burning of a greater amount of coal in a

stated period, with an increased air supply, means that

the quantity of hot gases produced will be much greater.

As a consequence, the chimney will be called upon to

perform greater work and the travel of the hot gases

over the boiler surfaces will need to be accelerated, in

order to remove the greater quantity in the same time

as before. On the other hand, if the movement of the

grate is left unchanged, but the fuel is fed on to it

more rapidly, the depth of the fuel bed will be increased

and the resistance to the passage of air through the

burning coal will be greater, necessitating a stronger

draft or an increased pressure beneath the grate, de-

pending on the method of furnishing the air supply.

The draft and the quantity of air cannot always be

adjusted with the desired precision, and in such a case

there is danger of fuel waste. If the air supply is too

great, the products of combustion will be diluted, their

temperature lowered, and their heating properties de-

creased. If the air supply is too small, the combustion

will be retarded and some of the unburned fuel will be

carried over the end of the grate and thrown into the

ash pit. In order to obtain the best results from com-

bustion, these factors must be carefully considered and

the proper adjustments during operation made.

Taking Things for Granted

IN the desire to lessen accidents the operation of many
power plants has become hedged about by codes of

rigid rules and regulations. Although there are some
who feel that the advocates of safety-first principles

have gone to extremes in the matter of trying to elimi-

nate danger, it cannot be denied that there is ample

excuse for the exercise of all precautions. The necessity

for care in power-plant work does not arise wholly from

ignorance, however, for thoughtlessness and lax inves-

tigation are prolific causes of accidents. If any doubt

is entertained as to the part played by carelessness in

producing casualties, it will speedily be dispelled by

reading the accounts of investigations made to deter-

mine the causes of accidents to boilers, engines and other

parts of plant equipment and of injury to workmen
engaged in operating them. It is important to realize

that human life and plant machinery are far too val-

uable to be jeopardized through carelessness and neglect.

There are a hundred and one matters in the daily opera-

tion of a plant that the easy-going engineer may take

for granted, but he safeguards both himself and the

machinery in his charge, and reduces the chance of

accident to a minimum, if he refuses to be satisfied

with anything except authentic information concerning

the condition of the equipment in his plant.

When a High Vacuum Means Something

IN recent years engineers have taken an active inter-

est in reducing the cost of production in all indus-

tries, and attempts have been and are still being made to

discover set rules which, when taking into considera-

tion the local conditions, will show where the reduction

can be made. Numerous appliances and methods have

been resorted to which have tended toward economy in
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the modern power plant, with more or less success,

largely in the direction <>f showing thai to save monej

in most plants some moiiev must lie spent to bring about

conditions under which economical operation is possible.

One SUCh proposition that is of interest during summer

time is a system for cooling, or rather recooling, the

water required in power and refrigerating plants.

in the case of a condensing steam plant where water

18 purchased or pumped from wells at a certain fixed

expense, the cooling system not only effects a reduction

of the water hill hut improves the operation of the con-

densing outfit during the hot months of the year, for

the temperature of the water used in a condenser has

a decided effect on what it will do as compared with

what is expected of it in reducing the back pressure

on the steam unit to which it is connected. In general,

it is desirable to use as low a back pressure on engines

and turbines as other conditions will permit, but in se-

curing the best vacuum due regard must be given to

all operating features. For instance, the average load

that can be put on a plant in comparison with the rated

capacity of its apparatus and the length of time at

which such apparatus can be operated at its best effi-

ciency are important considerations in determining the

vacuum best suited for any station, since the fixed

charges on equipment must be taken care of whether the

plant is operating at full or at low load, or not at all,

while the gain due to vacuum is realized only when the

engines and turbines are in operation and at best effi-

ciency. The higher the plant factor and the longer all

units are in operation, the better the conditions are for

the reduction of operating costs and the more important

are refinements in operation.

The steam engine shows slight improvement in opera-

tion due to increase of vacuum beyond 26 in., for this

seems to be about the point where improvements in

steam economy fail to exceed the increased power re-

quired by the auxiliaries. With the steam turbine,

how.ever, there is a possible reduction in steam con-

sumption of from 3 to 4 per cent for each inch increase of

vacuum between 26 in. and 29 in., with a small increase

more effective between 28 in. and 29 in. than between

26 in. and 28 in. Where fuel is relatively expensive,

ample cooling water available only by pumping from

uncertain wells, and city water expensive, with plant

factor fairly high, conditions are most favorable to

refinements in securing a high vacuum, and important

among the methods to secure this is an arrangement for

recooling condensing water. How far the expense of

cooling may be carried and how it may be brought about

will depend, first, upon the physical and geographical

location of the property, and, second, upon an engineer-

ing consideration of the charges against the combined

condensing and cooling systems such as interest, depre-

ciation, attendance and repairs, balancing these factors

against the saving in fuel plus the saving in water made

possible. In medium-sized turbine plants the use of

higher superheats, higher steam pressures and easily

maintained vacuums are producing excellent results and

are making new standards for steam-plant operation.

Changing Views on Motor Drives

A well known expert in machine ihop practice made

the statement about live years ago that if a three t<> one

adjustable speed motor with no greater variation than

•I per cent in any part of its entire range of speeds anil

loads materializes, a great step will have been taken

toward the millennium of the machine-shop engineer

Vitally interested in cutting speeds. This step has now

become a matter of history, and ad ju.-.t able-speed motor -

with speed ranges of four to one, now so common, have

variations little or no greater than those set above.

A canvass of the situation among users and manufac-

turers of motors for machine-tool drives indicates, how-

ever, that there are still to be found conflicting opinions

on the advantages of the motor-driven machine. One
machine-tool manufacturer, for example, has gone so

far as to state that all late designs have a belt-con-

nected motor drive in preference to a gear-connected

motor drive, this reference being rather to the method

of connection than to the manner of drive. Another

advances the idea that in no known instance is it possi-

ble with modern machines to secure any greater output

by reason of the fact that the motor is self-contained in

the machine instead of driving through a countershaft.

These opinions may be contrasted with others also

from machine-tool builders. In one case the statement

is advanced that a combination of motor drive and high-

speed steel has without doubt had a tremendous effect

in improving the efficiency of machine tools. Another

says that in specifying new machinery motor drive is

selected for the reason that it gives to the equipment

a flexibility and a freedom from transmission troubles,

together with an openness to the roof space of the shop,

which is obtainable in no other way. Still another

states that the comparative production of machine tools

equipped with motor drives and belt drives in its plant

is evidenced by the fact that of the last lot of ma-

chines sold 86 per cent were motor-driven and 14 per

cent belt-driven.

These varied opinions, when properly analyzed in

terms of conditions now existing, tend to point to the

conclusion that a remarkable change has come over the

industrial-motor field within a comparatively brief in-

terval. The situation is somewhat complicated, when
an effort is made to secure a common acceptance of the

superiority of motor-driven machines, by the deprecia-

tion factor, which in many cases makes it impracticable

to discard old shaft-driven machines for new equipment,

and at the same time by the difficulties encountered in a

change from belt to direct-motor drive in some types of

old machinery. Taken as a whole, however, existing

practice points to the availability of motors which pos-

sess practically ideal characteristics for machine drive.

Undoubtedly, as new machines replace old equipment in

the shops throughout the country, because of the normal

deterioration of the old equipment, the attitude toward

the specific advantages of motor drive will become more

general not only on account of direct economies but

also owing to numerous indirect advantages which com-

mend it to modern shop methods and arrangements.
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Operating Features of a Small Plant
Details of Power-Plant Layout, Operating Conditions, Condensing

Arrangements and Motor Service

IN
the manufacture of paint there are many processes,

such as pumping, grinding and mixing, that fur-

nish conditions most favorable to the use of electric

motors. In the case of the C. A. Willey Company, Long
Island City, N. Y., manufacturer of carriage paints, a

small steam-electric plant has been installed to furnish

the electrical energy used. This plant equipment is sit-

uated in a building detached from those used for manu-
facturing purposes and is of the Corliss steam-engine
type. The boilers and engines have been installed where
they will not interfere with future additions. The pip-

ing arrangements are such that the exhaust steam from
the engine and auxiliaries may be delivered to a vacuum
heating system or a condenser for the economical use

of steam. No. 1 pea coal, at an average cost of $4.20

per ton delivered, is used as fuel and stored in a bin

holding about 150 tons. The daily consumption is about
2.5 tons.

Boiler-Koom Equipment and Method of Handling Fires

Three 150-hp. Dillon fire-tube boilers operating at 100
lb. pressure and no superheat are installed and are hand-
fired from a hand wagon with a side pocket. Three-
section, double-action eccentric-motion Yingling shaking
grates having an area of about 39 sq. ft. are employed.
As the grate bars are level, a shallow fire may be main-
tained with little danger of airholes occurring. These

grates consist of 0.5-in. by G-in. interlocking fingers,

alternate ones being connected with the same actuating

bars. When the grates are shaken the fingers rock in

opposite directions, cutting out the ash and clinkers

without disturbing the coal above. Fifty-five per cent

of the grate's area is air space, but the openings are

small so that fine coal can be burned without waste. The
grate is set on a frame supported independent of the

boiler setting.

The fires are kept about 6 in. deep and shaken every
two or three hours. When the coal bed shows any signs

of clinkers a T-iron is balanced on the dead plate and
allowed to fall on the fire to break up the clinkers and
leave them in a condition to be shaken out through the

grates. In this way the ashes do not mix with the coal

and cause more clinkers. Slice bars are not required
in loosening the fire as rocking of the grates serves the
same purpose. Ashes are stored outside the building
and removed by wagons.

Once a week the fire tubes are blown out, and about
once a month a scraper is run through them to remove
scale. About 1 pint of Booth's "Eureka" vegetable
scale eradicator is fed into each boiler every day, and
so far no scale has collected on the water-surface side of
the tubes or drums. The boilers are blown down only
once every two weeks to avoid using more boiler com-
pound.

FIG. 1—HEATER ROOM OF C. A. WILLEY COMPANY'S PLANT, SHOWING SPECIAL CONDENSER AND A FEED-WATER HEATER
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Smoke li ditcharged from the boilere at the fronl Into

i tapered due leading to brick stark. At the small

end of the flue and between the last boiler connected

thereto and the stack are tightly fitted doors giving ac

cess to cleaners. The chimney lias an internal diameter

of 8 ft. at the bottom and is L60 ft. high. The draft is

automatically regulated by a Thompson damper con

FIG. 2—HAMILTON-CORLISS ENGINE DRIVING A 220-KVA.,

TWO-PHASE GENERATOR

troller, which depends for its action on the steam pres-

sure. The device consists of a diaphragm valve con-

nected with the steam header and acting on a weighted

lever pivoted at one end. This lever operates another

lever connected with a pilot valve which admits water to

a hydraulic plunger connected with still another lever

operating the damper. The apparatus will stop the

movement of the damper as soon as the pressure is

restored to its normal value of 90 lb. The hydraulic

piston is lubricated by placing a piece of soap in a pocket

in the water-supply line. A draft gage is connected

with the smoke flue.

A Linton combined feed-water heater and oil sepa-

rator is employed, and its connections with the exhaust-

steam line, condenser, etc., are shown in the accom-

panying line drawing. The amount of make-up water

supplied to the feed-water heater is automatically regu-

lated' by a float attached to the water-inlet valve lever.

The feed-water pump draws its supply of water from

the feed-water heater and an elevated tank which re-

ceives condensate from the heating system and con-

denser.

The boiler-feed water is supplied through 2-in. extra

heavy brass piping. Brass pipes of l^-in. diameter

connect with a Wright safety water column equipped

with high-and-low-water alarm. The water column

cocks are opened by chain pulls but are closed by gravity.

For regular service a Foster steam-driven reciprocat-

ing pump is employed for pumping the water, but a

Pemberthy injector operating on 1%-in. suction is pro-

vided for emergency purposes.

An open-tank type of surface condenser, shown in

Fig. 1, designed and built by the company, has been

found to work very satisfactorily. As shown in the

section Fig. 5, a tank about 9 ft. long, 5 ft. high and

3.5 ft. wide, made of 3-in. wood strengthened by 0.5-in.

iron tie rods, contains the cooling water. Supported

horizontally in the top of the tank several inches below

the surface of the water is a 6-in. header which is con-

nected by means of seventy 1.5-in. brass pipes with a

horizontal grill of connected pipes in the bottom of the

tank. The construction of the condenser is shown in an

accompanying drawing. Exhaust steam from the en-

ginei and auxiliaries, after it has passed through the

feed water heater, enters one end of the condenser

header as shown. The condensate leaves at the opposite

end of the tank from the lower horizontal pipe grill.

Cooling water is delivered to the tank by a '1-ili. pipe

which discharges about 1 ft. above the bottom. This

arrangement permits the cold water to spread. As it is

heated l>y condensing the steam it rises to the top and

discharges through a 4-in. overflow pipe. About X~> gal.

of water at .">() deg. Fahr. is used per minute to maintain
a 10-11). vacuum with a load of 50 kw. on the plant.

The cooling water used is pumped from wells to grind-

ing machines for cooling and then to the condenser so

that its temperature is considerably lower than it would
otherwise be. A better vacuum could be maintained if

water direct from the well outside the plant were deliv-

ered at 150 gal. a minute, which is the rate for which
the condensers were designed. Water pipes direct from
the wells are connected with the condenser, however, for

use when the load is heavy. The condenser was designed

to handle all of the exhaust steam which would issue

from the Corliss engine when loaded to 300 hp.

Steam Piping and Engines

The steam generated in the three boilers is carried to

a 10-in. steel header equipped with Vanstone flanges

and situated at the rear of the boiler. The header is

peculiar in that it is made up of T's connected end to

end so that steam may be taken off the ends or top of

the header. Three of the T's are connected with the

boilers, one with the Corliss engine, two with auxiliary

pumps and one through a reducing valve with the heat-

ing system. The T's which are not used are capped
but arranged so that other steam connections can be

made as the plant grows. Drains tapped into the bot-

tom of the header lead to a steam trap which returns

the condensate to the boilers through the feed-water

heater.

Each boiler is equipped with a Crane automatic stop

valve which will close automatically in case the flow of

FIG. 3—THREE 150-HP. FIRE-TUBE BOILERS EQUIPPED WITH
HIGH-AND-LOW-WATER-ALARM COLUMNS

steam becomes so excessive as to endanger the boiler.

Two safety valves set at 130 lb. pressure are used on

each boiler, their exhausts being connected with a com-

mon header discharging into the atmosphere. These

valves are tested by hand each day to be certain that

they are in working order.

Exhaust steam is used for industrial purposes and in
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cold weather for heating. The surplus is delivered to

the open-tank condenser previously described. The con-

densate from the condenser and the heating system is

returned through separate pipes to a vacuum pump.
Differential valves set for a 6-lb. vacuum are used in

the heating-system return and valves set for 7-lb.

vacuum in the condenser return to prevent all exhaust

steam being drawn through the latter. Water used in

the plant for condensing purposes is obtained from a

200-ft. artesian well with a motor-driven Luitwieler

deep-well pump rated at 125 gal. a minute. All cooling

water is discharged into a sewer after being used. A
6V8-in. by 9-in. by 10-in. steam-driven reciprocating

pump is connected with the condenser and with the

vacuum system of steam heating.

Engine-Room Equipment and Lubricating System

The steam engine is installed in a room to the rear of

the boilers, and is an 18-in. by 36-in. Hamilton-Corliss

design running at a speed of 120 r.p.m. Directly con-

nected to this engine is a 220-volt, two-phase, sixty-

cycle, 200-kva. General Electric alternator with

direct-connected exciter. Any moisture which may acci-

dentally be carried over in the main leading to the engine

or may collect there from condensation is removed by

a steam separator just above the throttle. The latter

is specially designed so that it can be easily opened

and so that the first turn of the valve stem will not allow

steam to flow too abruptly. This is made possible by a

circular plate on the valve stem covering holes in the

valve disk. The first few turns of the valve stem un-

cover these holes, allowing steam to enter the engine

and thus equalizing the pressure on opposite sides of

the valve disk so that it will open easily.

The Richardson-Phenix system of oiling is used for

the engines and pumps. A drain tank is provided in

the corner of the wheel pit of the engine to which all

oil drains are connected, and a small pump connected

to the eccentric of the engine pumps the oil from the

drain tank to a combined filter and storage tank situated

a few feet above the top of the engine.

Switchboard and Electrical Layout

The station switchboard in the engine room has

switching provisions so that emergency central-station

service may be quickly established by opening the ma-
chine switch and closing the central-station service

switch. A curve-drawing wattmeter, a voltmeter and an
ammeter for each phase and kilowatt-hour meters for

lighting and power service are installed, as well as

hand-operated rheostats for regulating the alternator's

voltage. No automatic regulation is provided.
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FIG. 4—EXHAUST, CONDENSER AND FEED-WATER PIPING

Separate feeders are installed for power and lighting

service, the main building being divided into east and
west sections in both cases, each section having its own
feeders. Separate power and lighting feeders also lead

to the varnish department, which is situated in a dif-

ferent building from the main paint works. In the

main building, which is six stories high, a separate

feeder is used for operating each of the two elevators.

The accompanying table gives the number and sizes of

motors installed, all motors being of the two-phase in-

duction type. Condit starting switches are used in all

cases except that of the 15-hp. motors installed in the

grinding department, where General Electric starting

compensators are used. The motor drives are of par-
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Connects nifh Pipe

leading io Vacuum
Pump carrying
Condensate

Three Differential

Valves sef io Open
at Tib. Yacuum

Section Through Condenser

FIG. 5—CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF HOME-MADE
CONDENSER

ticular interest in that chains are employed between

the motors and the line shafts, and also between the

line shafts and the machines driven by them. These

chains were installed in order to maintain constant

speed, the experience of the company being that the

slippage of belts caused serious variations in the speed

of the grinders.

MOTORS INSTALLED AND MACHINES DRIVEN IN A
PAINT FACTORY

Floor

Motors

No. Hp.

Sixth . 2
1

1

2

2

1

6
2

1

1

1

1

1

1

5
3

2

5

2

3

15
3

3

u
3

5

3

2

Chain-connected to line shafting.

Fifth

Directly connected to fan blower.

Belted to varnish pumps.

Fourth Chain-connected to line shafting for mixing

Third

machines.
Chain-connected to line shafting for mixing

machines.
Belted to line shafting for auxiliaries.

Line shafting for grinders, chain-driven.

Chain-connected to line shafting for mixers.

Line shafting in machine shop, chain-driven.

Printing machine.

Pump for water tanks.

Varnish department. Chain-connected to line shafting for pumps
etc.

Chain-connected to line shafting for pumps,
etc.

Directly connected to blower.

Station-lighting arrangements include a 220-1 10-volt

distribution system. The motor load is uniform, being

about 90 kw. from 7.30 a. m. to 5.30 p. m. The plant

does not shut down at noon. From the records made
by the chief engineer 2585 kw-hr. of energy has been

produced with 4026 lb. of coal and 5695 cu. ft. of make-

up water. The make-up is larger than it would be if the

condenser were taking more of the exhaust steam so that

none would escape through the atmospheric exhaust.

The amount of lubricant used during the period to which

the above records refer is as follows: Five pints of

engine cylinder oil, 2 pints of pump cylinder oil, 8 pints

of engine-lubricating oil.
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Getting the Proper Vacuum in Summer
Economy of Proper Vacuum, Characteristics <>f Cooling Systems,Their Operating

Requirements, and Considerations in Selecting Designs

llV .1. Wll.MOKK

THERE are two distincl methods of cooling water
for continuous re-use after it has been heated

through a cycle of operations. These are usually

distinguished as natural and mechanical systems, and
Include various types of so-called cooling ponds, cooling
towers, and the more recenl form of rotary water cooler.

Well-designed systems of this character have prac-
tically always proved a profitable investment, especially

when applied to gas and oil engine plants, steam-engine
and turbine equipments and refrigerating apparatus,
since an abundant supply of cold water is essential to

the efficient operation of each of these types of installa-

tions. Some plants are so situated as to be able to take
water from a river, whereas others resort to driven
wells, but many power stations must of necessity use
city water, which, on account of the quantity required
and conditions governing the supply, is an expensive
operating item. This is one of the reasons for so many
non-condensing steam-power plants throughout the
country.

The fuel economy effected by operating a steam plant
condensing instead of non-condensing may vary from 15
per cent to 25 per cent with a suitable condensing equip-
ment and an adequate water supply. With an unlimited
supply of well water not always available and city water
expensive, it is certainly poor economy to waste water
to the sewer in a condensing plant. Hot water may be
used over and over again, however, if passed through a
cooling system where the heat is extracted and absorbed
by the atmosphere. There will be a resultant small loss

due to evaporation and other causes, varying from 1

per cent to 5 per cent, and this quantity of fresh water
must be added to maintain the circulation of the con-
stant quantity required. This auxiliary supply intended
to make up the losses is the measure of the water which
must be purchased or pumped from a well while the
plant is in operation.

Economy of Proper Vacuum

The' importance of using water at as low a tempera-
ture as practicable in connection with condensing steam-
electric plants may perhaps be emphasized by referring
to a steam-turbine plant where high vacuum is essential

to efficiency and requires the use of relatively cold conr

densing water. Under ordinary climatic variations, the
approximate relation between a given vacuum and the
temperature of condensing water necessary to maintain

TABLE I—CONDENSING WATER REQUIREMENTS FOR TURBINES

Vacuum,
Inches
Mercury

Corresponding
Steam Tempera-
ture, Deg. Fahr.

Temperature Differ-
ence, Steam and Cool-
ing Water, Deg. Fahr.

Required Tempera-
ture Cooling Water,

Deg. Fahr.

26.0 124 30 94

26.5 120 30 90

27.0 114 25 89

27.5 107 25 82

28.0 100 20 80

28.5 90 20 70

The economy Of condensing operation at B high vac-

uum is clearly shown in the curve of Fig. 1. By re-

ferring to the scales of this diagram, the approximate
saving in fuel at any vacuum as related to the fuel con-

sumption at 26 in. may readily be determined. Thus by
using condensing water of 82 deg. Fahr., representing a

gain only of \\-j, in. of vacuum, the coal consumption is

reduced 7 per cent over running with a 26-in. vacuum.

Water-Cooling Systems

The natural systems available for re-cooling condens-
ing water include the atmospheric cooling pond, at-

mospheric cooling tower, and the natural-draft tower.

The mechanical means are the spray pond, forced-draft

cooling tower, and rotary water coolers. The operation

of these different systems is subject to the climatic

variations; however, the mechanical apparatus is sus-

ceptible to a certain degree of control as regards cooling

effect. All of the systems depend upon air in reducing
the temperature of the water, the reduction being caused
mainly by evaporation and convection or the contact of

the water with the ascending air currents and partly

by radiation.

Evaporation is the most important factor in the cool-

ing of the water, for as surface water passes from a

liquid to a vaporous state considerable heat is given up
to the atmosphere. This heat is not sensible to the

thermometer and is known as the latent heat of vapori-

zation. The process affects only the surface of liquids,

uv ^-j— - - - - - -

94 V

88 r ^

84 ^

83 ^

82 ^

81 " " T
70 - l

79
V

7A '
78

lb
_ _L

K> 265

it is given in Table I, and by the utilization of a com-
mercial type of cooling system a vacuum of 28 in. may
be readily obtained during all months of the year.

27 27.5 2& 28.5 23 29.5

Inches Vacuum

FIG. 1—RELATIVE OPERATING ECONOMY AT DIFFERENT
VACUUMS

and this to a greater degree near the boundaries, so that

the quantity of water vaporized is limited by the extent

of the exposed surface. Evaporation increases with the

temperature and decreases as the air becomes saturated,

so that the greater the quantity of air in immediate con-

tact with the water, the more rapid the evaporation.

Dry air at a given temperature absorbs moisture very
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rapidly at first, but the rate of absorption of water by

the air is gradually diminished as it becomes saturated.

When that stage is reached it will hold no more mois-

ture, but if the air temperature is raised more evapora-

tion can take place. Thus, 1 cu. ft. of dry air at a tem-

perature of 110 deg. Fahr. will absorb 26.11 grains of

moisture, and dry air at 80 deg. Fahr. will absorb only

10.93 grains per cubic foot, representing complete sat-

uration. Then, if the saturated air at 80 deg. Fahr.

were heated and the temperature increased to 110 deg.

Fahr., it would be capable of absorbing 15.18 grains

more moisture for each cubic foot of air.

Complete saturation is equivalent to 100 per cent hu-

midity, or the temperature of the wet-bulb thermometer

for these conditions as well as the dew point, the former

being the limit to which water may be cooled by the ele-

ments. However, normal air is usually only partly sat-

urated, and the ratio that the amount of moisture pres-

ent in the air at a given temperature bears to the maxi-

mum possible amount at the dew point is termed the rel-

ative humidity and is expressed in percentage. Table III

shows the relative humidity for various localities, to-

gether with the mean temperature, both being for the

month of July and representative of conditions when a

cooling system is usually taxed to the limit of its

capacity.

Where land values are low and space available the

Chimney

Co/dneather
#< Yalyes

' Distributor \ftbtjn.

FIGS. 2 AND 3—SHOWING MAIN OPERATING FEATURES OF
ATMOSPHERIC AND NATURAL-DRAFT COOLING TOWERS

most economic means of re-cooling hot condenser water
is by the use of an artificial pond or basin designed to

receive the discharge water, which is there left to the

effects of the atmosphere. Such reservoirs need not

have a water line in excess of 3 ft., measuring from the

bottom, unless additional water-storage capacity for

other purposes is desired, for the cooling effect by evap-

oration takes place only at the surface. Of necessity,

such ponds must be of large area so as to expose a large

water surface to the air. By allowing about 70 sq. ft.

of surface for each gallon to be cooled per minute, a

suitable size of pond may be proportioned. While such

a method of cooling is not extensively resorted to for

plants of average size, for small plants this form may
not be out of place as the roof space may be utilized by
transforming it into a basin to hold the water, care

being exercised that the location selected, whether on
or above the ground, is such that adjacent buildings do
not interfere with the free circulation of air.

The atmospheric cooling tower, like the atmospheric
pond, is dependent entirely on atmospheric conditions,

and therefore occupies a relatively larger ground area

than other forms of cooling towers. About 1.5 sq. ft.

for each gallon of water per minute is required for the

accommodation of this type of re-cooler, and its height

when on ground level is about 30 ft. As the name im-

plies, it is a tower-like structure made of either steel

or wood, or both, and is entirely open to the atmosphere
except that in some makes the sides are protected with

louvers to save any drift that may otherwise be car-

ried off by the prevailing winds. It is usually composed
of a series of superimposed trays or troughs which con-

tain the water and form the water-cooling surfaces

exposed to the action of the elements. These decks are

Wafer
Spray

FIGS. 4 AND 5—TYPICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF SPRAY

NOZZLES FOR COOLING POND

made up of narrow strips of lumber or special patented

forms of iron, resulting in a checker work or zigzag

arrangement with openings at regular intervals for the

distribution of the water from one level to another.

These cooling surfaces are usually called the filling of

the tower, and they vary only in details of construc-

tion, which, however, is an important feature to obtain

permanent and substantial structures.

With the cooling tower the hot condenser water is

pumped to the top of the tower, the delivery pipe ter-

minating with several branch outlets for the even dis-

tribution over the top trough, and the branch pipes

being fixed and perforated or caused to revolve about a

central delivery pipe by the reaction of the jets of water

issuing from one side of each pipe. The water drips

down to the next level either in films or sheets of water,

sometimes as fine as spray, according to design, until

the bottom is reached, when the cooled water drains

into a tank or reservoir from which it is pumped or

fed by gravity to the condenser, according to the eleva-

tion of the tower. During the cold-weather season it

is sometimes desirable to use only a part of the cooling

surface of the tower in order to prevent freezing. This

may be accomplished by confining the water distribution

to only a portion of the top deck, or by providing an-

other distributer at an intermediate level with valves so

that the upper portion may be shut off. The atmospheric

tower is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2.

CeklOuf_ _.

=.: Cold *>'- J > \

FIGS. 6 AND 7—SHOWING MAIN OPERATING FEATURES OF

FORCED-DRAFT TOWER AND ROTARY WATER COOLER

The natural-draft cooling tower, sometimes called the

chimney type of tower, is an inclosed structure, in de-

sign similar to the atmospheric tower, except for the

different arrangement of the distributer and the cooling

surfaces, which vary with towers made by different

manufacturers. As shown in Fig. 3, the air is admitted
around the base only, rising at a low velocity on account
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of the upward chimney effect Owing t<> the chimnej
action tins type of tower requires approximately onlj

about i s ( |. it. of ground area for every gallon of water
cooled per minute.

The spra\ pond is merely a pond or reservoir, not
unlike the atmospheric pond, hut in addition has an
arrangemenl of spray nozzles over and above a catch
basin. The discharge capacity that nmj he expected of

a nozzle equipment varies with the pressure applied,

Which may be as low as :; lh. or as high as 15 lb. How-
ever, for all practical purposes, with an appropriate
size of spray nozzle, sat isl'artory operation may be

TABLE II—CAPACITIES 01 9PRA1 NOZZLES

I >ibch mc.i
, Gallons pi n Mini h

">-l.l>. Pressure B 1 b Pressure LO-Lb. Pressure

1
.-. 15 18 21

J (1 40 50 li()

2 5 70 80 !)<)

:t o 120 130 140

secured by operating nozzles at about 8 lb. to 10 lb,

pressure during hot weather and at 5 lb. pres-

sure during the cold-weather period. For every
pound of pressure with which the hot water is forced
through the nozzles a vertical rise of water of 1 ft. may
be expected. The capacities in gallons per minute at
various operating pressures are given in Table II. The
cycle of operation is as follows: The hot condenser
water is delivered either to a hot well or pumped di-

rectly through a piping system connecting the nozzles,

which are usually placed 2 ft. to 5 ft. above the pond.
The water is discharged in a fine, evenly distributed
spray and a large water surface is thus exposed to the
air. This system relies on climatic action, but the water
issuing from the nozzles creates a draft and thus adds
to the natural air circulation. The spray naturally falls

within the shallow pond, and the cool water is then
returned to the condenser. Catch basins or ponds for
spray equipment need not be more than 2 ft. or 3 ft.

deep, and an allowance of 2 sq. ft. of ground area for
each gallon to be cooled will usually be ample.

There are two common arrangements for setting
spray nozzles for efficient operation, but usually any
such disposition is dependent on the size and shape of
the space available for this purpose. If the space re-

quirements above given cannot be met, the pond or
basin, whether on the ground or roof, should be inclosed
by suitable louvers so as to save any drift that might
otherwise be carried off by the prevailing winds.

Typical arrangements call for a grouping with the
nozzles set at an angle and pointing inward. Usually
there are four horizontal arms branching out radially

with the nozzles set at an angle of 60 deg. from the
horizontal, as in Fig. 4, or a central nozzle pointing
upward added, making a group of five. In the latter

arrangement the other nozzles point inward at an angle
of about 75 deg., as shown in Fig. 5. For the group
arrangement higher operating efficiency is claimed as
compared with an arrangement where the nozzles are
spaced far apart, the theory being that as the water is

discharged, on account of the close proximity of the
nozzles, it collides and forms a finer spray. Spraying
on a waterproofed roof is sometimes economical when
water can flow to a well and then to a pump by gravity.
The forced-draft cooling tower is not unlike other

forms of towers, except that its operation need not be
entirely dependent on the weather. The filling and type
of distributer may vary with different manufacturers,

hut the principle of entirely inclosing the cooling sur-

face ami using tans lor the forcing Of air through these
surfaces is carried out in all such types. One or two
fans may he used and the air supply may Uius he readily

controlled, in connection with the fans deflectors an
usually installed to govern the course of the ascending
air currents. On account of these features a fan or

forced draft cooling system requires a relatively small

ground area, being approximately 0.2 sq. ft. for each
gallon of water cooled per minute. The cooling sur-

faces in this form of tower are more commonly ar-

ranged in a vertical position and may be of wood, tile

or wire-mesh mats over which the hot condensed water
is allowed to trickle, exposing a large water surface to

the action of the air forced upward by the fans. A
forced-draft tower is shown in the diagram Fig. 6.

Sometimes this form of tower is so arranged that it

may be operated as either a chimney type or a forced-

draft cooling system. This is accomplished by adding
short stack or chimney which also acts as a spray
catcher when the fans are operating and by providing

removable panels or doors which may be opened for tht

admission of air. In this way the power required foi

the fans may be saved during cold weather and the air

admitted around the base on the chimney principle.

The rotary form of water cooler has not been exten-

sively used in this country, but its performance abroad
places it among the systems described. Its operation is

not entirely dependent on the atmosphere, and it may
be placed in an engine room. As shown in the outline

diagram Fig. 7, the machine is of the forced-draft type,

simple in construction and compact in design, consisting

mainly of several sheet-iron rotors mounted on a shaft

which is fixed to the tank containing the water to be
cooled, while the fan is attached to one side and is

driven by a belted adjustable-speed motor, the cooling

surfaces being operated by a counter-shaft driven by
chain from the fan shaft. The rotors, each forming a

separate cooling unit, are run at slow speed and, being

immersed in the lower water tank, carry up thin films

of water which adhere to the surfaces and are cooled

by air forced through the upper part of the drums above
the water line. An enormous cooling surface may be

obtained in a relatively small space. The cooling effect

is produced in the same manner as in a forced-draft

tower, partly by the rise of temperature of the air and
partly by the resultant evaporation.

Make-up Water for Cooling Systems

In all cooling systems some provision should be made
for keeping the water to be circulated constant in quan-

tity. Since cooling arrangements lose some of this water
owing to evaporation and to drift and spray due to the

wind, the original supply must be drawn upon for make-
up water. Automatic control of make-up water may be

arranged for by the use of a simple ball-cock and float.

The make-up water required for loss due to drift is

small, and with a well-designed system the total make-
up water required is approximately equal to the amount
theoretically chargeable to evaporation.

On this basis the make-up requirements may be pre-

determined by a simple computation, for in every pound
of water converted into vapor there are approximately

1000 units of latent heat. From this fact the follow-

ing formula is derived, in which W stands for the gal-

lons of make-up water required per minute, g for the

gallons of circulated water per minute, T for the tem-

perature of the hot- or incoming water, and t for the

temperature of the cooled water returning to the con-

denser, both in degrees Fahrenheit:

W = g(T— t) -4-1000.

In the case of a steam-turbine plant discharging 600

gal. of condenser water at 110 deg. Fahr. and returning

it at a cooled temperature of 85 deg. Fahr., there will
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TABLE III—AVERAGE WEATHER CONDITIONS FOR MONTH OK JULY, BASED ON GOVERNMENT DATA

State City

Alabama

irisooa

Arkanau

Montgomery.
Mobile
Birmingham

Yuma .

I'huiii\

Little Hock
Fort Smith.

California Ban Francisco

Sacramento .

D tIcs.
.

Red Bluff

San Diego. . . .

Colorado Denver
( Colorado Sprin

Pueblo

New Haven..

.

Waslii Kton.. .

Jacksonville. .

Key West. . .

.

Tampa
Pensacola. . .

.

Connecticut

District Columbia.

Florida

Georgia

Illinois

Indiana

Icwa

Kansas

Kentucky

.

Louisiana

Maine

Atlanta. . .

Savannah

.

Cairo

Chicago

Indianapolis

.

Davenport . .

Des Moines.

.

Dubuque. . .

.

Keokuk

Concordia .

.

Dodge City.

Wichita ....

Lexington.

Louisville.

New Orleans.

Shreveport. .

Eastport

.

Portland

.

Maryland

Massachusetts.

Michigan

Mississippi

Minnesota

Missouri . .

Montana

Baltimore.

Boston ...

Nantucket.

Alpena
Detroit

Grand Haven.
Escanaba
Marquette . .

.

Port Huron .

.

Grand Rapids.

Vicksburg. . .

.

St. Paul.

Duluth .

Kansas City

.

St. Louis

Springfield .

.

Havre. . . .

Selena
Miles City

North Platte.

ha
Valentine

Atlantic City.New Jersey

New Fori

North Carolina.

Albany.
Buffalo . .

New 1 ork

Charlotte
Raleigh ....

Wilmington
Ashcvillc. .

North Dakota
. Bismarck.

\\ illiston

New Mexico

Ohio

Santa Fc.

Cincinnati

Columbus
Toledo .

Tempera- Relative

tun in Humidity
III Per

Fahr. I

81.0
80.5
79.8

91.0
90.5

80.0
80.5

57 3

72 1

67 1

82 i

66.9

71.8

72.6

71.9

76.8

76.4

75.4
75.0
74.7
77.0

77.7
77.7
78.3

81.3
82.1

68.0

77.3

71.3
67.5

65.8
72.1

69.7
66.7
64.9
69.0
72.6

80.4

72.1

66.0

76.9
79.1

75.7

68.5
66 9

73.0

73.9
76.5
73.1

72.5

71.0
70.2
7:1 6

70.4

77 s

77 8

78 ;

72 •_'

7ii :'

69.2

77 7

7 J 5
7.-, il

73.0

70
7'<

65.0
32.0

72.0
68

82.0
.',1 ii

72.0
30.0
78.0

46.0
52.0
43.0

73.0

50.0

80.9
83 7

79 9

81.3

7.". ii

7:i o

79.0
78.0

80.5
77.6
80.5

74

67.0
79.0

78.6
72.3
76 1

74.0
71 o

67.0

65.0

65.0
66.0
66.0
67.0

58.0
56.0
64.0

64.0
64.0

76.0
72.0

81.0
71.0

70.0
85.0

78.0
69
70.0
73.0
70.0
72.0
68.0

75.0

67.0
71.0

67.0
66.0
69.0

50.0
45.0
41

61.0
59.0
57.0

84.0

71

71.0
71

1,7 ii

69.0
7:;

79

60.0
56.0

18 "

63.0
70.0
64

86

Wet
Hull, in

h.

Fahr.

73.5
77. :,

71

7:!

7.' 5

1,11 1,

111 Ii

62.0

57.8
56 4

58.0

65.9

69.3

77, II

76.7
75

75.8

74.0
69.6
75.5

72.4
65.8
68.0

68.0

67.2
ii7

66.7
69.0

67.2
66.7
69.5

68.0
69.6

75.3
75.0

56.3
62.0

69.6

64.8
64.5

60.3
65.1
63.2
0:2
59.0
63 (i

65.4

74.4

64.5
60.0

68.9
70.6
68.5

57.0

62.0

64.9
66 ",

62.5

1,0 II

65.5
64.0
i,7 II

63.2

7ii ::

71.3
73.7

61.2
59.2

57) 2

68.7
i,-, a

70

Wind,

per

Hour

5.0
6

5.0

5
.-. ii

II

I 5

7. 7

5 4

7.5

7.0

8.0

5 3

s 11

8.0
6.0
8.0

5.0
8.6
6.4

6.2

15.1

6.6

8 2

7.4
7.1

5.5
6.9

8.0
6.1

6.5
5.0

6.6

9.3

8.0
9.0
9.0
8.0
9.0
9.0
9.0

6.0

7.2
11.0

7.5
8.2
7.7

9.0
7.0
10.0

8.0

7.7
10.9
9.1
7.1

5.0

4.7

9.0
9.0

6.1

6 6
11 7

8.0

Direc-
tion

of Wind

S. W.

W. .V s.

K.

S 48.w
l

W.
s.

w.

s. w.

s.

s.

s. w.
E.

i: a \ i:.

s. w.

S. & S. E.

N. U.
S. W.

s.

s. w.
s. w.

s. w.

s. w.
s. w.
N. W.

s.

s.

S. E.
s.

s.w.
s. w.

s. w.
S.4S.E.

8.48.W

s.w.

s.w.
s.w.

S.E.4W.
S .W.
s.w.

s.

N. W.
N. E.
s. w.

s.w.

N.
N. E.

S.W.

s. w.
w.

W. ,V

N. \\.

s.

S.

s. \\

.

s. w.

s. w

s. w
8. u.
s. w
.- 1

v \\

N \,

N 1

S. W.
-

I

- w

State

Oklalp in

Oregon

. ahia

Smith Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Vermont . .

Virginia. . . .

Washington

.

West Virginia.

Wisconsin ....

Wyoming

.

Oklahoma City

Portland

irg

...

Philadelphia .

Pittsburgh ....

D

irg . . .

ton
Col iiml pin

Mken

Huron
Pierre

Rapid City. . .

.

Yankton

Chattanooga...
Knoxville
Memphis
Nashville

Abilene
' 'orpun Christi.

El Paso
ion

San Antonio. .

.

Fort Worth....

Northfield

Burlington ....

l.\ nchburg. . . .

Norfolk

Seattle

Spokane
Walla Walla...

Parkereburg. . .

Green Bay. . .

.

La Crosse
Milwaukee. . . .

Cheyenne
Lander

Tempera*
tun in

79.0

65.2
66.1

71.8

74.6
7i a

74.5

81.3
81 1

81.3

71.6
75.0
71 9

74.6

77.8
76.2
80.7
79.4

82.2
81.9
80.5
B3

B2 1

82.5

66.1

68.2

77.3

78.4

63.3
68.8
74.3

74.9

67.4
66.6

Relative

Humidity
in Per

Cent

Wet
Bulb in

Deg.
Fahr.

64.0 70.0

39.0
58.0

52.0
57.0

69.0
66
68.0
68 o

67.0

64.8
67.8
07 1

67.0

76.0
72.2
65.5

75 3

74.1

72.5

65
51.0
47.0
66.0

63.6
63.0

66.8

71.0
74.0
68.0
68.0

70.8
70.2
72.7
71.4

52.0
80.0
76.0
51.0
65 (i

51.0

69.2

64 5
77.0
73.4
69.5

78.0
76.0

61.6
63.2

69.0
74.0

69.8
72.6

64.0
81.0
76.0

56.3
55.0
59.0

68.0 67.5

68.0
71.0
77.0

62.6
66.0
64.7

48.0
42.0

54.6
52.6

Wind,
Mill-, Direc-

per

Hour of Wind

9.0

7 9

4

9.0
9.4
5 2

6 1

5.7

9.8
7.0

10 4

9.6
7.5
6.5

5 2

5.0
7 4

5

9
12

g 7

io o
7 11

10

4

8.0
6

8
4.0

N. W.

W.
S.W.

w.

8. w.

w.

W. 4 E.

- w.
S.W.

w.
s. w.

w.

N.4S.
S.

N.

N.W.4S.
8 W.

The data in the above table have been arranged by Mr. B. H.
Coffey, mechanical engineer, the Copling Tower Company, New
York City, and represent the average of twenty-four-hour condi-
tions for a period of thirty-two years as reported by Prof. Frank
H. Bigelow in "Bulletin S" (1909), published by the United States
Department of Agriculture. The wet-bulb temperatures given were
obtained by combining the mean vapor pressure and the mean air

temperature from "Bulletin S" for each of the different observation
stations throughout the country. The relative humidity was taken
from government psychrometric tables and corresponds to the va-
por-pressure and wet-bulb depression (air temperature less wet-
bulb temperature) for the altitude and average temperature of the

observation station given. This value of relative humidity then is

one that corresponds to an average twenty-four-hour temperature
and not the average of morning and night readings of a wet bulb.

Mr. Coffey has derived the accompanying empirical formulas, in

which the figures of the table may be substituted to determine the

final temperature of water to be expected when passed over a well-

designed cooling tower and the thermal efficiency of the device:

T, = 0.25(t + 2t, + T) and
e — 0.5 + cr— o + 4(r— «,),

where T is Initial water temperature, 7\ dual water temperature,
/ atmospheric temperature, ty wet-bulb temperature, and E the

efficiency of the cooling tower.

be required the following quantity of make-up water,

according to the above formula:

W = 600(110 — 85) : 1000-15 gal. per minute.

Then 15 gal. divided by (500 gal. equals a loss of 2'

2

per cent, or the amount of make-up water which must
be purchased from an outside source while the cooling

equipment is in operation.

Performance of Cooling Systems

Cooling systems in this country are usually designed
for an average climatic condition of 75 deg. Fahr. and
a relative humidity of 70 per cent, the cooling surfaces

being so proportioned that the rate of heat dissipation

is virtually governed by the temperature of the incoming
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water. Such design must of necessity be based <>n em
pimal formulas derived only through experience, e pe

cially as the atmospheric conditions not only varj

according to location but also fluctuate continuously
throughout the day. it Is also true thai the temperature
of the discharged condenser water will vary during the

hours oi operation bo that bj taking average figures

for such variables no true relation is found to exist

between them.

Tins maj perhaps be illustrated besl by actual opera
tion in a modern plant situated where the average
summer conditions are ! Air temperature, 90 deg. Fahr.

;

relative humidity, 60 per cent. The curves of Fig. s

give the results of some observations at ten-minute in-

tervals at this plant during March, L914, when there
was a southwest wind blowing at L5 miles per hour. It

ma\ be of interest to note the temperature of* the out-

going cooled water as compared with wet-bulh tempera-
ture, which is the limit to which the water could be
cooled if the equipment worked at 100 per cent efficiency.

In this case the effect was secured by an atmospheric
cooling tower. The average of the day's run gives a
mean temperature of 75 deg. Fahr. and a relative humid-
ity of 34 per cent, while the average temperature
of the cooled water is 74.5 deg. Fahr. Taking these

as average atmospheric conditions, it is clear that

with a perfect thermal efficiency the cooling system
could not reduce the temperature to more than 58 deg.

Fahr.

From this it is apparent that the work of a cooling
system really depends on the temperature of the air

and the relative humidity, as the varying heat of the
incoming water must be distributed through the appa-
ratus, and this must be cared for in the design. An
approximation of the results that may be expected from
any re-cooling plant may be determined by the use of

the chart shown in Fig. 9. Knowing the local tempera-
ture and humidity, the lowest temperature to which
the water may be cooled is found on the left-hand scale.

However, in actual practice this temperature can be ap-

proached only within 5 deg. above, with average operat-
ing conditions. As an example showing the use of this

chart, an actual instance will be taken from an instal-

75
—

6!
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FIG. 8—OPERATING DATA FOR A COOLING TOWER, SHOWING
TEN-MINUTE VARIATIONS
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lation where a nat u ral <li a It tower handle 8000
•ai of water per minute ;it a temperature of 98 deg.

Fahr. The sir temperature I given a 82 deg. Fahr.,

with a relative humiditj oJ 65 per cent and the water
cooled down to VI deg. Fahr. The e figure were ob-

tained at 2 o'clock in the afternoon during a day last

month, and simply show what the system was then

doing. Average performance would probably not show
such good results. Referring to the diagram, follow up
from the bottom scale at H2 deg. Fahr. Until the ver-

tical intersects with the curve of 65 per cent relative

humidity, and then read along the diagonal to the

scale at the left, showing that the lowest temperature
to which the water could be reduced is T.\ deg. Kafir.

From the foregoing considerations it is seen that

when the performance of a cooling system is determined

by the use of this chart
| Fig. 9) it should he borne in

mind that the cooling system is considered as properly

designed for the conditions. In other words, when se-

lecting a cooling equipment the decision should take into

consideration the maximum conditions of incoming
water temperature and the atmosphere, for if only aver-

age conditions are taken into account the results will

not always be satisfactory because of the variables that

are included. It is important to realize thoroughly

that dealing with the elements means the handling of

uncertain values.

Considerations in Selecting Cooling Systems

The question that naturally arises in considering the

use of some form of cooling system in conjunction with

fcl bb "TO 74 78 82 86 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 118 ,22 126 130 134 138

Air Temperature, deg. fahr.

FIG. 9—PSYCHROMETRIC CHART ADAPTED TO GIVE LOWEST
POSSIBLE TEMPERATURE FOR COOLED WATER
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a condensing station is whether or not the results se-

cured by a cooling system are more economical than
purchasing water or sinking a well for the purposes of

water supply. In general, when the interest upon the

cost of a cooling system plus the expense of mainte-
nance and operation is less than the annual cost of water
from the city or well supply for condensing purposes,

then the use of such cooling apparatus or system is cer-

tainly justified.

Having decided on the use of some form of cooling

device, it then becomes a problem which specific type

to employ. This may readily be decided on by consider-

ing the various items that enter into any feature of

operating expenditure, as follows : With C denoting the

total annual charge against the system, then

C = F+ P+ M.
In this equation F equals the annual fixed charges on

the total capital outlay, not simply 013 the cost of appa-

ratus but including such items as interest, depreciation,

insurance and taxes; /' represents the cost of power

chargeable to pumping and the operation of the fans if

used in connection with the cooling system, and M
denotes maintenance, which covers the cost of attend-

ance, supplies and repairs. By comparing the values of

C for the various cooling systems under consideration

that will satisfy the operating conditions, the one which

has the smallest annual operating expense is the type of

cooling plant to employ. The above consideration is

based on the assumption that most commercial forms of

cooling apparatus may be relied on for similar results.

In practice, however, this may be slightly modified not

only by the apparatus hut by the physical location of

the power station and area of land available for the

cooling system.

Motors Simplify Operations in Milk Depot
Five Men Receive, Pasteurize and Bottle 6000 Lb. of Milk per Hour by

Means of Electrically Operated Equipment

By J. L. Wiltse

AN interesting example of improved methods in

handling milk due to the use of electrically oper-

ated apparatus and conditions that tend toward
economy and sanitation is found in the plant of Mr.
Henry A. Rusch, Brooklyn, N. Y. This plant as

equipped and operated at the present time is capable of

handling 6000 lb. of milk per hour, with the building

and layout of apparatus arranged for an ultimate ca-

pacity of 12,000 lb. per hour. Milk is shipped to this

plant in cans from farms in Pennsylvania, and when
taken from the cars is placed in a cold-storage room
served by the motor-operated refrigerating plant shown
in the accompanying illustration. The milk is taken
from this cold-storage room as needed and emptied into

a receiving vat, where it is strained and tempered, and
then lifted by a 1-hp. motor to the top floor of the pas-

teurizing department. The empty milk cans are then
placed upside down on a rack, where they are auto-

matically washed, cleaned and dried, and placed in a
cool room ready to be shipped back to the farm.

The pasteurizing department is in a separate and
isolated portion of the building and is finished with
glazed-tile walls, enameled ceilings and waterproofed

floors. Every five minutes this department is supplied

with 6000 cu. ft. of purified air, tempered to suit the

various atmospheric conditions. Under these conditions

it is impossible for the air to become stagnant and
practically impossible for insects to thrive or exist. On
the top floor of the pasteurizing section the milk is

emptied into a 500-gal. storage vat, where it is mixed
by fan-shaped blades operated by a 1-hp. motor to pre-

vent the cream from rising, the temperature being kept

at about 60 deg. Fahr. during the mixing process. The
milk from this storage vat passes through a clarifier,

operated by a small motor, which removes any impuri-

ties, and then by gravity through pipes to the floor

below, where it is heated to 142 deg. Fahr. Here curve-

drawing thermometers which show the temperature of

the milk at any time are installed.

The heating or pasteurizing of the milk is accom-
plished by means of hot water. The pipe containing

the milk is inclosed within a larger pipe and the hot

water forced through the space between the two pipes

by a 1-hp. motor. . The milk then passes into a holder

consisting of a long series of pipes which are kept at

an even temperature by steam. About half an hour is

FIG. 1—MOTOR-DRIVEN 15-TON AMMONIA COMPRESSORS
IN REFRIGERATING PLANT

FIG. 2—MOTOR-DRIVEN WELL PUMP THAT FURNISHES
WATER TO PLANT
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FIG. 3—SECTION OF PASTEURIZING DEPARTMENT FIG. 4—MOTOR-DRIVEN DASHER AND SEPARATOR

required for the milk to pass through this holder, and
as it emerges therefrom it flows through another series

of pipes which cool it to a temperature of 40 deg. Fahr.,
the lowest temperature to which milk can be cooled
without being likely to freeze. This cooling of the milk
is accomplished by the circulation of well water and
brine from the refrigerating plant through a system of
piping encircling and inclosing the milk pipes in the
same manner as the hot-water heating pipes previously
mentioned. The milk is then carried through pipes to

a small tank on the floor below and is ready to be bot-
tled. Cases containing twelve bottles each slide under
this tank and receive twelve pipes which fit over the
top of the bottles and fill them. When a case is filled

it is moved about 2 ft., where a capping machine auto-

matically places a cap on each bottle. The cases of filled

bottles are then placed on a gravity conveyor and low-

ered to a cold-storage room on the first floor. Here the
milk is stored until the next morning, when it is sent to

customers.

Handling and Cleaning Empty Bottles

The steel cases of empty bottles returned from cus-

tomers are received on the platform of the first floor

and transported to the third floor by means of an auto-

matic feeding and discharging electric elevator operated
by a 7.5-hp. motor. Gravity conveyors then carry them
to the washing machines. Here a man places a cover
over each case so that the bottles will stay in place when
the case is turned upside down and placed in the motor-

FIGS. 5, 6 AND 7—BOTTLE WASHERS, STERILIZERS, CONVEYOR, AUTOMATIC PUMP AND MOTOR-DRIVEN CHURN
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operated conveyor which carries the case through the

washing machine. The washing machine is equipped

with two 7.5-hp. motors driving centrifugal pumps, one

of which is for hot water and the other for cold water.

The cleaning water is forced by these motor-driven

pumps up into the inverted bottles. Cold water is first

used for the purpose of loosening any hard coating of

FIG. 8—ELECTRICALLY OPERATED LAUNDRY MACHINE

milk. Hot water containing an alkaline is then forced

into the bottles, after which clear hot water is used.

As the bottles leave the machine they are examined for

the purpose of determining if they are thoroughly clean.

In examining the bottle the containing case is placed

over a glass-covered box equipped with electric lamps
in such a way that the light causes any particle of dirt

to become visible. The bottle cases are then turned
right side up and sent down a motor-operated conveyor
to the cold-storage room below, where they are kept

until needed. A gravity conveyor takes them to the

adjoining room to be filled.

MOTOR-DRIVEN EQUIPMENT IN A MILK DEPOT
All motors are two-phase, sixty-cycle, 220 volts.

No.
Motor,
Hp.

Connec-
tion Machine < (perated

1

1

1

1

1

1.0
1.0

0.75
1.0
7 :>

Direct
Belted

Belted
Belted
Direct

Pump for pumping milk from first to top floor.

Mixer used to prevent cream from rising in storage
tank.

Clarifier to remove impurities.

Sot-watet pump for pasteurizing process.

Elevator feeding and discharging bottle CM

1

2
1

2
1

1.0
7.5
1.0

25.0
15.0

Belted
Direct
Belted

Belted
Belted

Conveyor through washing machine
Centrifugal pumps on washing machine.
Gravity conveyor for lowering bottle eases to floor

below.
York refrigerating machines, 15-ton compressors.
Triplex pump on artesian well.

1

1

1

1

1

1.0
50.0
5.0
0.5
0.75

Belted
I hieel

Belted
Belted
Belted

Agitator.
Brine pumps.
Butter-churning machine.
Dasher.
Separator.

1

1

2.0
3.0

Belled
Belted

Rumsey pump.
Ice crusher.

The basement contains a horizontal tubular boiler

which furnishes enough steam at 25 lb. pressure to do

all the pasteurizing, heating and cleaning. A 25-hp.

motor is employed for the ice and refrigerating plant,

the water tank of which receives its supply automatic-

ally by a 15-hp. motor-driven triplex pump from an

artesian well. This plant is capable of supplying 5 tons

of ice per day and of maintaining the desired tempera-

ture in all the cold-storage rooms and store boxes of

the establishment.

The forward portion of the ground floor is devoted to

offices and a store fitted up in the most modern, sanitary

and practical manner. The rear is portioned off into

rooms for the purpose of shipping, cold storage, cream
filling, milk storage, can washing, receiving, etc. The
stable is situated in the rear of the plant and some
distance from it. It is exceptionally sanitary, and dur-

ing the summer months electric fans are used to agitate

in ^

l]

4^
FIG. 9—BOTTLE-FILLING AND CAPPING MACHINE

the air for the benefit of the horses and to eliminate

the flies and other insects commonly found in such places

as much as possible. The plant operates a motor equip-

ment rated at about 100 hp. and about seventy-five

lamps.

The lighting effect of the different departments is

very pleasing owing to the light walls and arrangements
of fixtures. In the pasteurizing department, as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, semi-indirect lighting fixtures are
installed. The galleries of the building afford cus-

tomers and interested visitors an opportunity to witness
the sanitary processes while the plant is in actual

operation.

One engineer is employed to take care of all machin-
ery, and only five men are required to handle the opera-
tions involved in the pasteurizing process. The methods
employed require labor only for the guidance of ma-
chinery and for cleaning purposes. During the winter
season the cost of operating the plant is approximately
$200 per month, while during the summer season, when
the output is at a maximum, the operating cost is ap-
proximately $400 a month. In order to facilitate the
work of employees, an intercommunicating telephone
system is installed connecting the twelve departments of
the plant. The original cost of all machinery installed

was $27,000.

Mr. T. Engelhardt, architect, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

designed the installation of equipment in this plant.

The motors are operated from the lines of the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn.

Preventing Valves from Sticking

Some valves in power-plant piping are used infre-

quently, but for that reason should not be neglected,

as they may be required in an emergency when no
time can be lost by assisting their operation with a
monkey wrench. In order that valves may operate easily

it is advisable to see that threads and valve steams are
well smeared with a mixture of oil and flake graphite.

This mixture may also be applied to packing rings as

well as the stem, gland and threads when repacking
valve stems.
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Operating Kinks

Home-Made Still Saves Hones

Formerlj the Union Electric Company <>f Dubuque,
la., bought distilled water to replenish the electrolyte in

its vehicle Btorage batteries. This method of obtaining
pure water proved expensive, and a home-made still

was devised to provide the supply. An old piece of 12-

iii. iron pipe Ranged, headed and set upright upon a

tnpod, as shown in the accompanying diagram, was

-

Circulating

Steel Pme

Cold Circulating
Wafer In

7/SW.rm77,

SKCTION THROUGH A HOME-MADE STILL

used to form a container or main cooling receptacle

for a 35-ft. coil of copper tubing. A cooling-water en-

trance was provided at the base of the container and an

overflow arranged near the top, as shown. The coil of

copper tubing, 10 in. by 35 in., inside of the iron pipe

was connected at one end to a station steam header

carrying 175 lb. per sq. in. pressure.

When it is desired to make distilled water the cool-

ing-water system is opened to permit circulation.

Steam is then admitted to the coil of copper tubing. By
adjusting the valves in both the steam and the cooling-

water lines, the flow of pure water from the end of the

copper coil can be regulated. The still was designed

by Mr. G. W. Schmidt, chief engineer at the power

house of the Union Electric Company, and now supplies

not only the electric company's needs, but an additional

amount which is sold to others.

A Safety-First Competition Among Employees

The Pensacola (Fla.) Electric Company is encourag-

ing its street-railway employees in the prevention of

accidents due to carelessness by conducting a "safety-

first" competition. The motormen and conductors are

grouped into two teams, each in charge of a captain,

who chooses men of varying terms of service with the

company. These two teams compete for a period of

two months in the prevention of accidents. At the end

of this trial period the winning team is banqueted by

the company at a prominent hotel, when the officials of

the company have an opportunity of coming into closer

contact with the men who compete.

In order to determine which team has the better

standing at the end of the two months all accidents are

rated in points. The more serious accidents and those

where carelessness is the controlling factor are rated

highest, at from 50 to 100 points. For the accidents

where others than employees are to blame but few points

.ire counted against the team. All accidents arc. ii.,u

ever penalized and rated at a certain value, depending
on the possibility of preventing the accidents. To dis-

courage a crew from failing to report an accident in

order to save a penalty, the highest penalty of all is

attached to a suppressed report.

A "safety committee," composed of the railwaj uper
intendent, claim agent, one Inspector and the two team
captains, passes on all accidents. This Committee D i

every Monday morning and reviews the accident ,,i

the previous week, attaches rated penalties to each and
then posts bulletins that show the team scores, with
suggestions for accident present ion. In case of a dis-

puted point the opinion of the majority of the "sa fi

committee" is final.

In regard to this activity, Mr. T. .1. Hanlon, .lr., man
ager of the company, writes: "The effect of this compe-
tition has been to place the men in a spirit of rivalry,

and we are convinced that careless accidents have been
greatly reduced. The men have the principles of 'safety

first' instilled in their minds to the point where it is

their first thought."

While the above plan is being used in connection with
street-railway operation, it is decidedly adaptable to all

lines of work where thoughtfulness in the performance
of duties will eliminate hazards to property and life.

A Method of Obtaining Representative Coal

Samples

The collecting of samples of coal for analysis in shov-
elfuls when the coal is being received is at best a tedious

and sometimes difficult task, aside from being unsatis-

factory from the standpoint of making a fair analysis

possible. A very simple and much more satisfactory

method is shown in the accompanying illustration as

employed at the 201st Street station of the United Elec-

tric Light & Power Company, New York City. In one
side of the chute through which all coal is delivered to

the station a small motor-driven drum is installed hav-
ing equally spaced pockets in its face. As the drum
revolves a small amount of coal is collected in these
pockets and transferred to sample box beneath. This

M

Car -for transferring
coal to bunkers —

Ji'
!

"'
' iii;-3ll

AN AUTOMATIC COAL-SAMPLING ARRANGEMENT

box holds about 100 lb. As it fills up this amount is

taken to a chemical laboratory, where it is crushed,

mixed, quartered, mixed again, quartered and passed

through a sixty-mesh sieve. A proximate analysis, or

one which determines the percentage of fixed carbon,

volatile matter, moisture and ash, and an ultimate

analysis, or one which reduces the fuel to its elementary
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constituents of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur,
moisture and ash, are made with the pulverized coal

sample and payments made on the results of these tests.

Method of Transferring Acid Without Waste

By employing equipment similar to that shown in the
accompanying drawing the New England Telephone &
Telegraph Company at Boston has been enabled to fill

its battery tanks with electrolyte direct from the car-

boys without waste or loss of time. The apparatus con-

sists of a bronze centrifugal pump and flexible tubes

Suction
Tube

APPARATUS FOR FILLING BATTERY JARS

connected with its inlet and outlet. The suction hose,

which is rather short, is inserted in the neck of an
acid container, while a much longer hose is used to con-

vey the acid to the battery jars, making it necessary to

move the pump only occasionally. In one case, by this

means, acid was conveyed from the rear yard of an ex-

change to the second floor of the building, a distance of

17 ft. By forcing a solution of ammonia and water
through the pump each time after it has been used it

is possible to minimize corrosion and thereby obtain

satisfactory operation.

An Emergency Drive

The accompanying illustration shows how a Ford
automobile was used to drive an oil filter press when
three 200-kva. transformers at the Toppenish (Wash.)
substation of the Pacific Power & Light Company were
replaced by as many 333-kva. units. This method of

drive was selected as no suitable power was available

for operating the filter-press motor when the new trans-

formers were being substituted for the old. The oil

could not be filtered before the units were in place as

the same oil that formerly filled the old transformers
was used. As shown in the illustration, one of the rear

wheels of the automobile was jacked up a few inches

above the ground and a 3-in. belt used to connect the
driving wheel with the motor pulley of the filter press.
The filter press, pump and motor were rigidly attached
to a steel base, which was prevented from moving by
iron pins driven in the ground.

An Arc-Rectifier "Kink" That Failed

Seeking a way of increasing the life of mercury-arc
converters operating on the local arc-lamp circuits, the
engineers of a central station in the Middle West de-
cided to try cooling the tubes by means of air blasts.

ARRANGEMENT IN AN ATTEMPT TO COOL ARC-RECTIFIER
TUBES BY AIR

Accordingly a system of sheet-iron piping was installed
on the rear of the switchboard, and vent holes cut in
the marble panels were connected by smaller pipes to a
main air header. A motor-driven blower was installed
to furnish the blast. Shortly afterward, however, it

was discovered that the air blasts striking the tubes
at their mid-points set up unequal strains in the heated
glass and soon destroyed the tubes. Finally convinced
of the failure of this "kink," the company purchased
and installed oil-cooled rectifiers and plugged the holes
in the switchboard.

FILTER-PRESS PUMP BELTED TO WHEEL OF AUTOMOBILE

The Return of Heating - System Condensation to

Boilers

In central heating plants there is usually a period
during the morning of cold days, or occasionally at other
times, when the demands for heat require the with-
drawal of large volumes of steam from boilers into the
heating mains and then to the heating system. While
the first water of condensation from steam turned into
a cold heating system will be returned at a rate far in
excess of the later returns when the system is thor-
oughly heated, an hour or even more may elapse before
steam returns in the form of condensate. When so
returned it is pumped back into the boilers, thereby
restoring the normal water line. The result is a varia-
ble water level. This is not a serious condition when
properly handled; in fact, a direct saving is possible
through the return of the hot condensate to the boilers
in such a way as to make the best use of the heat it

contains. If a direct water-level control is applied to
the boilers when steam is first withdrawn, additional
water would be supplied only to be wasted upon the
return of condensation from the heating system be-
cause the boilers would be full. Such a waste does not
involve the water alone, but also the heat contained in
the water of condensation, a more serious factor.
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Questions and Answers
Nature "i Metallic lllog i

im alloj "i meto.il .1 compound <>i < mlxturi B, <; *,

neral rule, metallic alloys are n<>t chemical

compounds; thai is, their compositions are nol ex]

Bible i».\ definite chemical formulas. They are usually

mixtures of metals, although the mixtures arc very

uniform and complete, it is only very rarely thai an

alloy forms a true chemical compound.

Lifting and Non-Lifting injectors

Will you pi. .is.' explain the difference between the lifting in-

jector ami iii.' non-lifting Injector? P, vv.

A lifting injector is one that, in addition to forcing

water into the boiler, exerts a suction effect, so that it

can lift its own supply of water from a source consider-

ably below its own level. A non-lifting injector is unable

to lift its water supply and can only force it into the

boiler; hence water must flow to it from some higher

point.

Effect of Treatment on Tensile Strength of Wood

Do any of the treatments for prolonging the life of timber de-

crease its strength in any way? H. W. S.

So far as known, the materials used in treating tim-

ber for preservation do not decrease the strength of the

wood. The injury that often results to the strength of

treated timber is mainly due to overheating in the sea-

soning of the timber and in the application of the pre-

servative. The cells and fibers of wood may be ruptured

when using the vacuum and pressure process of im-

pregnating wood. The effect of treating wood upon its

strength seems to be more a question of the proper

method of preservation than it is of the character of the

preservative used.

Cleaning Soot from Boiler Tubes

How often should the tubes of a boiler be blown out to keep

them free of soot? H. W. Y.

The frequency with which the blower should be used

depends on the type of boiler, the soot-producing quali-

ties of the fuel, the efficiency of firing, and on whether

a hand blower or a mechanical blower is used. If the

blower is of the mechanical kind that is fixed perma-

nently in place and that blows all the tubes at one time,

the labor required to operate it is reduced, and blowing

may be done two or three times in a day of twenty-four

hours. But if the hand-operated, single-jet blower is

used, the labor involved reduces the number of cleanings

to one a day. It seems to be generally conceded that the

tubes should be blown at least once a day. But if much
soot is formed it will be found economical to blow them
out oftener, even at the expense of additional labor.

Effect of Throttling Governor on Steam Economy

If a steam engine using saturated steam is controlled by a

throttling governor, what is the effect on the steam consumption

per horse-power-hour when the governor throttles the steam, as

compared with a governor that changes the point of cut-off?

U. S. F.

So far as the results of tests show, there is no

alteration in the steam consumption. It must be re-

membered that one of the greatest causes of loss in the

steam engine is cylinder condensation, and this may be

reduced largely by using superheated steam. The throt-

tling by the governor wire-draws the steam and reduces

its pressure, thus making the pressure less effective;

but the wire-drawing at the same time dries or super-

heats the steam at the lowered pressure. The dry or

superheated team thus Introduced Into thecylindei
duces tlif loss due t<> initial condensation. So, although
there is 1 loss caused by reduced pressure, there is a

compensating ram due to the smaller amount of conden-
sation, and the engine governed by throttling is just as

economical as the one governed by changing the cul off.

Measuring the Steam Consumption <»( an Engine

wii.'t la the approved method ol determining the amount of
1 U.S.-. 1 iiy an engine during a teat? 1 111

If a surface condenser is available, the exhaust, steam
from the engine being tested may he condensed, and the
condensate then measured or weighed. In this way the
actual amount of steam passing through the engine is

definitely and accurately determined. Jt is assumed, of
course, that there are no leaks in the exhaust piping or
in the condenser. Another way of attaining the same
object is to supply the engine with steam from a single

boiler or battery of boilers that has been completely
isolated from any other boilers in the plant. The condi-
tions of water level, firing and pressure are kept con-
stant during the test, and the amount of feed water sup-
plied is carefully weighed. As the engine takes all

the steam generated, the amount of feed water sup-
plied is also the amount of steam used. This method is

more likely to introduce error, however, because it is

exceedingly difficult to keep the working conditions uni-

form. For this reason a test made in this way should

extend over a period of several hours, so that the effect

of any slight error will be minimized. If the condenser
method is used, the time of the test may be reduced to

an hour; but it should not be begun until the engine
has been running for a time and has reached normal
working condition.

Apparatus for Taking Flue-Gas Samples

Can you suggest a reliable arrangement for taking long-period

samples of flue gas? S. H. B.

Flue-gas samples can be taken continuously over a

long period by filling a receiver with water and drawing
it off gradually through a siphon. A 3-gal. glass bottle

equipped with a rubber stopper through which two glass

tubes can be run is a very convenient form of receiver.

One tube should connect the space over the water with

the flues; the other, which serves as a siphon, should

extend to the bottom of the bottle and discharge into a

similar bottle placed at a lower level than the gas re-

ceiver. A brass rod containing a small axial hole or a

constricted glass tube should be connected in series with

the siphon discharge tube to prevent too rapid emptying
of the bottle. The distance between the discharge end

of the siphon and the bottom of the bottle may also be

adjusted to regulate the rate of flow, but it should be

remembered that the latter will vary over a greater

range if the bottom of the upper bottle and the dis-

charge end of the siphon are too near the same level.

For instance, if the difference in level between the dis-

charge end of the tube and the bottom of the gas re-

ceiver is fifteen times the initial depth of the water in

the gas receiver, the rate of flow will change about 3

per cent, whereas if it is only three times the initial

depth of the water it will change about 14 per cent. One
way of making this change as small as possible is to

lay the bottle on its side in a cradle so that the depth of

the water will be a smaller proportion of the total head.

Another way is to support the discharge end of the tube

so that it will lower at the same rate as the water level

in the upper bottle. The latter may be done by suspend-

ing the lower bottle from a spring which will deflect a

distance equal to the depth of the water in the gas re-

ceiver when all of the water is in the lower bottle.
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Flood Lighting Versus Outline Lighting

The tower of the Times Building at Los Angeles, Cal.,

was until recently lighted in outline by 900 30-watt car-

bon lamps, making a total load of 27 kw. Replacing
this outline illumination, flood lighting is now used, the
light being supplied by two sets of four 20-in. nickel

parabolic reflectors (each containing a 500-watt gas-
filled stereopticon tungsten lamp), and by two sets of
two similar reflectors and lamps, the entire flood-lighting

installation representing a total load of 6 kw. The
accompanying illustration shows the relative effective-

ness of the two installations.

Taking the average cost of outlining at $1 per lineal

foot, the cost of outlining the tower amounted to at

least five times the cost of installing the flood-lighting

system. The wiring for the outlining was installed in

conduit fixed to the face of the tower, and condulet
receptacles had to be provided every 6 in. The outlets

had, of course, to be arranged about the outline of the
principal architectural features, such as the battlements,
windows, balconies, etc., and while the wiring was made
as inconspicuous as possible, the difficult working condi-

tions for outlining the tower undoubtedly marred, to a
certain extent, the appearance of the building. The task

of replacing burned-out lamps was also especially diffi-

cult and hazardous on this tower.

The sets of lamps for flood lighting are arranged in

sheet-metal housings with glass doors, thus protecting

the lamps without interfering with the beams of light.

The principal batteries, of four projectors each, are

placed 150 ft. from the tower on neighboring buildings.

The small batteries are mounted on the roof of the

Times Building itself, beneath the tower, and serve to

intensify the illumination on the south and east walls.

In addition to the fact that more efficient, more intense

and less costly illumination has resulted from the use
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of the flood lighting, it is found that the labor item of
maintenance is now quite inconsiderable. Energy is

supplied by the Southern California Edison Company.

Doing Business Over Appliance Sales Counter

At the new sales office of the Salem (Mass.) Electric
Lighting Company, an attractive display of appliances
is housed in two recesses in a counter, as shown in the

APPLIANCE COUNTER USED FOR TRANSACTING BUSINESS

accompanying halftone. The counter is of gumwood
and the various devices are exhibited on plate-glass
shelves adjustable in height, in compartments about
3.5 ft. long, 3.5 ft. deep and 21 in. high. Access to the
equipment is by hinged doors at the rear. The display
fronts the main entrance of the office and is placed
just at the right of the cashier's grill, so that it is seen
by all visitors to the premises. The various devices
are well set off by the finish of the counter, the nickel
plating harmonizing to an exceptional degree with the
tones of the wood.

FORMER OUTLINE ILLUMINATION AND PRESENT FLOOD
LIGHTING OF THE TIMES TOWER, LOS ANGELES

Gas and Electricity Accounts on One Bill

When the Rochester (N. Y.) Railway & Light Com-
pany has effected all of the changes incidental to intro-
ducing a continuous-billing system, including the read-
ing of meters successively during the month in each of
the twenty-two districts into which the city has been
divided, its bookkeeping system will have been almost
entirely revised.

Under the new system the gas and electric meter
"reads" in each district are permanently routed, and
after having been filled in by the meter reader, the
meter route books are transmitted to the billing clerks,
whose duty it is to prepare the bills on a combination
gas, electricity and appliance form. The billing clerks
forward the bills to the debit posters for entry in the
combination customers' ledger. Besides combining, as
will be done in the near future, the gas, electricity and
appliance accounts in one ledger, the combination bill
will enable the company to work out statistical classifi-
cations on the Hollerith tabulating machine in one oper-
ation. Before long the company expects also to elimi-
nate all meter readings from the ledgers and to depend
on the meter route books for this information.
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Motor-Service Data al a Glance

Although the man 111 charge of the motor Bervice sales

departmenl of a central station can, ol course, ascertain

from ins ordinary office records the Dumber of motor
ice customers connected and the total motor load

served by his company's lines, it Is nevertheless often

extremely convenient to have a graphic record of motor

installations which can he read at a glance by his sales-

men and even bj laymen.

The accompanying sketches show the schemes used

by the power engineer of the Fall River (Mass.) E

trie Lighl Company. Mr. P. S. Root, and are self

explanatory. These sheets are hung on the wall in the

room used by the motor-service salesmen, the dials on

the first sheet being advanced each day in accordance

with the figures shown by the report of connected load

for the preceding day. The data on the other sheets

are added at the close of each month. The clock hands for

THESE DIALS SHOW NEW BUSINESS ADDED DURING MONTH

the dials were cut from heavy cardboard and are pivoted

on a thumb tack. The hand may be further steadied by

another tack placed near the point, if desired.

Very little time is required to keep these graphic

records up to date, and the results can be read at a

glance. The total load can, of course, be ascertained for

any day by adding the results shown by the dials to the

totals for the preceding month, which appear on data

sheets. Two more dials, one for total horsepower and

one for total number of customers, could, of course, be

Jdtl Feb tlar Apr May June July Aug. S*pt Oct Nov. Dec

A GRAPHICAL RECORD OF CONTRACTS CLOSED

added to the first, sheet, and the second and third shi

then he done away with, but such an arrangement would
not show the fluctuations of business from month to

month, which has considerable interest to the power
man.

Jan Feb Mar Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct Nov. Dec.

THE VERIEST LAYMAN READILY COMPREHENDS THIS

"THERMOMETER" DIAGRAM

Does the Genial Purchasing Agent Get the Sales-

man's Best Price?

By Malcolm Blakeslee

Every business man knows that to be successful a
salesman must possess a pleasing personality; hence
in the selection of their sales staff employers generally

give preference to genial and likable applicants. In

selecting men to be purchasing agents, however, the

matter of personality is usually disregarded and men
are selected chiefly on their qualifications as judges of

the quality and prices of material. In fact, it has been
considered best in some instances not to have too affable

a purchasing agent. However, owners of some thriving

electrical concerns are changing their views in regard
to the requirements of the men who head their purchas-

ing departments, because it has been discovered that,

after all, salesmen are only human and that they will

discommode themselves to render the best possible serv-

ice to a courteous, friendly sort of man, even if he sit

in the purchasing agent's chair.

Having come to a full realization of this attitude on
the part of salesmen, an electrical manufacturer not

long ago watched his own frigid purchasing agent greet,

or rather acknowledge the presence of, the representa-

tives of three other concerns. He noted the impersonal

dealing and witnessed the hurried and none too cour-

teous leave-taking of these salesmen, who had called

regularly at that same place of business for several

years. It was evident that the salesmen were glad to

get out of this purchasing agent's office. After the last

of the three salesmen had gone, the employer took aside

the purchasing agent, who outside of his office was a

genial fellow, and explained to him some new ideas on

buying.

The next morning when the first salesman approached

the purchasing agent's gate the former sphinx-like

buyer rose from his chair, smilingly stepped forward

to welcome the salesman, shook his hand, called him by
name, and said, "Come in and have a chair. We're in

the market for some of your product." In a business-

like but pleasant tone the conversation proceeded to the

question of price. When the price was quoted it was
low—much lower than the same product had ever been

bought in that factory before. The salesman had given

the purchasing agent his rock-bottom price, principally

because he was so dumbfounded at the change in the

general attitude of the buyer, but partly because he

wanted to quote his "best" price to a man with whom it

was a pleasure to deal.

During the weeks and months that followed other

salesmen came, were courteously received, and they,

too, offered their goods at the lowest prices they dared.
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The purchasing agent continued to treat visitors with
courtesy, and he studied the salesmen who called. When
the year was ended and the employer's new ideas in

purchasing had had a fair trial, the company's books
showed that the saving made by the purchasing depart-

ment was quite comparable to the earnings of the sales

department.

Installing a Complete Service in Fifteen Minutes

As one of the features of the annual field day and
outing of the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chi-

cago, service gangs from each of the company's three

overhead districts competed in a service installation

contest. The crew representing each district had pre-

viously been selected by elimination contests conducted

in regular service-installation work during the two
weeks preceding the field day.

Before the day of the final competition a pole line

tarrying primary wires on single arms was erected on
the field. A platform on which three sections of brick

wall were mounted was also erected at a distance of 75
ft. from the poles. Above it were placed three regular

service outlets connected to groups of lamps. Each
gang consisted of a foreman, two linemen and a ground-
man. The foremen were not allowed to do any work.
Sitting in their trucks, which were loaded with standard
tools and equipment, the men awaited the signal to start.

Conditions of the Contest

The rules of the contest required each crew to do the

following work: Cut a gain and bore a hole for a buck
arm on the pole; install the buck arm with braces and
primary cut-outs; hang a transformer; connect the

transformer to the primary circuit and to the service

drop; install a bracket with three Pierce bolts on the

brick wall; run a 75-ft. two-wire service from the pole

to the bracket, and connect the service to the outlets.

All joints were to be soldered and properly taped. The
last thing to be done was to insert the primary plugs
to light the lamps above the outlets, indicating that the

work had been completed. Any failure to complete the

job according to the company's standard practice was
to result in a penalty equal to three times the time it

would ordinarily take to do that part of the work. Any
violation of the company's safety rules was to result in

disqualifying the whole gang. Three judges with stop

watches took the time and observed the work as it

proceeded.

The Prizes and the Winners

In addition to the prize money offered to the winner
of this contest as one of the regular field-day events, an

A NEARER VIEW OF THE "BRICK WALLS" TO WHICH THE
SERVICES WERE ATTACHED

added bonus of 2 cents for each second under twenty
minutes was provided for each man in the winning
crew. The result of the contest was as follows : North-
ern District, Foreman Liesberg, fifteen minutes, forty-

nine and one-half seconds; Southern District, Foreman
Neilly, sixteen minutes, thirty seconds; Central District,

Foreman Crawford, eighteen minutes, forty-four

seconds.

None of the gangs was disqualified for violating the
company's safety rules. The winning crew was, how-
ever, penalized fifteen seconds for spilling solder. The
contest which was arranged under the direction of Mr.
H. E. Wulfing, assistant superintendent of the overhead
division, not only proved very entertaining but is de-

clared to have increased the efficiency of the service
crews both before and after the contest.

Distributing Fans in "Movies" to Advertise Electric

Appliances

Most advertisers recognize the opportunities afforded
for reaching a large number of people through the
"movies," but the proprietors of these popular theaters,

appreciating the same fact, have made their rates for

HANGING THE TRANSFORMERS ON THE TEMPORARY POLES
AND RUNNING SERVICES

ADVERTISING ELECTRIC APPLIANCES TO "MOVIE" PATRONS

screen space so high that such advertising is expensive.
The Electric Shop of the United Electric Light & Power
Company, New York, has obtained all of the advantages
of "movie" publicity, in addition to those of other forms
of advertising, by reverting to the time-honored plan
of having advertising fans distributed in the theaters.
These are welcomed by frequenters of the movies in hot
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weather, and since one Bide of the fans bean an at

tractive picture in colors, devoid of all advertising, thej

are usually taken home by the recipients. For this

reason, Buch advertising is of greater value than thai

shown on screens for onlj a fev» seconds. Furthermore,

the advertiser has to pay only for the printing and litho

graphing of the fans and nol for advertising space.

Fortj thousand fans of six differenl designs have been

prepared at a cost of $8.60 per thousand. The particu

lar tan shown in the illustration calls attention to a

special sale on $."> electric irons. Mr. ,1. V. Gilfoyll

manager of the appliance department of the United

company.

Police Call-Box Keys lor Arc-Lamp Patrolmen

All of the arc-lamp patrolmen in an Eastern city are

provided with keys which open any police-telegraph box.

If a lamp is discovered "out" and assistance is needed

for its repair, the inspector can go to the nearest police-

call box and there communicate with the central-station

headquarters. Permission to use the police-call boxes

in this way was obtained after the value of electric light-

ing in facilitating the policing of the city had been

pointed out to officials of the city department.

Telling Phrases in Appliance Advertising

The simplest form of expression is always the most
effective in presenting selling arguments to the pros-

pective customer. The same rule applies to the sale of

electric irons to housewives. As a model of clear presen-

Kaap Your Kitchen Cool This

Electric
Flat Iron

b*r Puts the Heat

Right on the Clothes

Qectricity Heats the Iron Only—It Does
Not Heat the Handle, the Room, or You

With a long cord you can take your ironing out on the back

porch or to any cool

Phone l"s ^r* ^SSlSt ^» ^^ place. No running back

for One ^^% ^"~^B ^^^SS and forth for hot irons

bv Quick ^^ -^SP' —and the Breeze that

Delivery
cools you does not cool

the iron.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston
of IS Store*

NEWSPAPER "AD" OF BOSTON EDISON COMPANY

tation, without waste of words or space, the advertise-

ment of the Boston Edison company reproduced here-

with will bear study by the man who has "ad copy"

to write for his local newspapers. This advertisement

appeared in papers in the Boston suburban district dur-

ing the weeks ended July 24 and 31. Copies were also

furnished to local electrical dealers to be posted up in

their display windows during the same period.

War-Time Window Display of Lamps and Cartons

A cannon made of cardboard and mounted with its

muzzle protruding from a fort built of lamp cartons

formed the attractive window display used recently

by the Pritchard & Sours Electrical Company, Water-
town, S. D. Concealed inside the cannon, near its

mouth, was a 200-watt tungsten lamp the light from
which could be seen projected clear across the street

at night. To simulate firing of the cannon the lamp

controlled by a flasher. The real ol tin' gun
attached to the guard of an oscillating fan, which was
used to blow air out through the cannon, thus cooling

the lamp and at the same time keeping m motion colored

treamera attached to the muzzle. A row of electric

ice bills punched full <>f holes was hung in the

A WINDOW DISPLAY THAT CAUGHT THE ATTENTION OF THE
PASSER-BY

window with a placard reading, "Mazda lamps shoot

your whole place full of light."

The cannon was made of black cardboard 24 in. wide
tacked onto two wooden rings. The larger ring meas-
ured 6 in. in diameter, and the one at the muzzle 2.5 in.

in diameter. The foreground of the window was covered

with green crepe paper to imitate grass, and the re-

mainder of the display was finished in blue and white.

Enlisting Employees' Interest in New Contracts

Closed by Dayton Central Station

Mr. Thomas F. Kelly, commercial manager of the

Dayton (Ohio) Power & Light Company, believes in

the policy of keeping the employees of his company in-

formed concerning new contracts which the company
secures for both motor and lighting business. To this

end he has had posted on bulletin boards placed in the

company's salesroom and offices typewritten announce-
ments giving data on important contracts entered into

by the company, as these are completed.

A standard form is used, giving the name, location,

conditions of contract, total connected load, lighting load

and estimated energy consumption of the new consumer.
As a result of this practice of posting new-business an-

nouncements, all the employees of the company—those

in the non-commercial divisions as well as those in the

sales department—show the liveliest interest in new
contracts for Dayton Power & Light Company service.

NEW CONTRACT SECURED BY DAYTON POWER &
LIGHT COMPANY

NAME The Miami Hotel Company.

LOCATION Second and Ludlow Streets.

TERM OF CONTRACT Thirty years.

TOTAL CONNECTED LOAD.Z2& hp.

LIGHTING LOAD 100 kw.

ELEVATORS {electrically ) Three high-speed passenger.
operated) j One freight.

CONSUMPTION PER YEAR 1 850,000 kw.-hr.
(estimated)

J 18,500,000 Id. of steam.

REMARKS .We will also operate two 30-ton
refrigerating machines and two 150-gal. pumps. We are to
supply the hotel with its entire steam requirements for heat-
ing and cooking. The hotel grill rooms will be cooled by
means of refrigerated air, enabling the rooms to be kept at
an even temperature.

STANDARD FORM OF BULLETIN
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NEW APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES
A Camera for Reading Customers' Meters

A special camera has been developed by the Folmer &
Schwing division of the Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y., for the use of men on meter-reading
routes, who are thus enabled to bring into the office

at the close of the day's work photographic evidence of

ELECTRIC-LIGHTED CAMERA FOR RECORDING METER
READINGS

the positions of the dial pointers on the meters of the

customers visited. To "take" the reading the meter
man simply holds the camera opening against the meter
dial glass and presses a lever, which automatically opens
the shutter for a definite period and at the same time
lights four small battery-operated lamps to illuminate

the meter dial. After each exposure is made, the shut-

ter is locked and cannot be operated again until the

film roll has been advanced to the position for the next
picture. The device can also be used as a hand-lantern
in dark passage ways by pressing the lever part of the
way down without operating the shutter.

SAMPLE FILM, AND ROLL STAND FOR EXAMINING READINGS

Each roll of the special "film" used provides for sev-

enty-five exposures and costs 25 cents. Two additional
rolls can be carried inside the camera box, making a
total of 225. The "film" on which the pictures are taken
consists of an emulsion on opaque paper, which is backed
up with a white coating that makes details of the de-

veloped film show up clearly although reversed right

and left, mirror-lash ion. This reversed film is then

examined by mounting the rolls in a special stand and
reading the reflection in a mirror. As the customer's

name and meter number are marked on each dial, the

photograph leaves no doubt of the identity of the read-

ing. If the customer is "out," the meterman notes this

fact on a card and photographs it for his film record.

The "Factograf" camera, as it is called, provides a
definite photographic record of the condition of the

customer's meter and avoids all possibility of misread-
ings or future controversies. Especially useful is such
evidence, it is pointed out, in the case of maximum-
demand meters, where, ordinarily, the meter reader
notes the position of maximum-demand pointer and
then sets it back to zero, thus destroying all future rec-

ord of its position, unless this is photographed as with
the meter-reading camera. Including developing, it is

estimated that the total cost of reading meters with
the "Factograf" camera will not exceed 0.5 cent per
exposure. The camera weighs about 8 lb. and is leased

to the user for $22.50. Preliminary experiments with
the meter-indexing camera have been conducted on the
lines of the Rochester (N. Y.) Railway & Light Com-
pany, and the latter is employing these cameras on
several of its regular meter-reading routes beginning
with the month of August.

Arc Welder

In the accompanying illustration is shown a complete
electric arc-welding outfit recently placed on the market
by the Lincoln Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio. The
set includes a motor-generator outfit, switchboard with
instruments and switching equipment, and carbon and
metal electrodes. The motor of the motor-generator set

may be either an alternating-current or a direct-current

ARC-WELDING OUTFIT

machine. The generator is a direct-current machine
which is so designed that the energy delivered at the arc
will always be of the proper voltage for welding. On
this account, the manufacturer points out, no resistance
is necessary in the circuits to cut down the voltage, and
therefore no power is wasted.
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High-Compression Oil Engine

[wo stroke cycle oil engines of the high compression

type with ratings of from 50 tip. to 200 hp. ere being

buill by the Nordberg Manufacturing Company of

Milwaukee, Wis. Ignition is obtained by the heal of

the highlj compressed air, as In the Diesel engine.

The compression pressures arc about 460 u>. The fuel

is injected mechanically bj a small pump which dis-

charges through an atomizing head.

in the accompanying illustration is shown a 200 hp.

two-cylinder engine from the Fuel-pump side. The
head of the engine is a simple symmetrical casting in

which there are im valves. The onl.\ valve on the

engine is a piston valve for scavenging air which is

above and between t ho cylinders in the 200-hp. size

shown in the illustration. One valve controls the scav-

enging air for the two cylinders. Air is compressed on
the crank side of the piston and bj -passed to the head
end, shortly after the uncovering of the exhaust valve,

thus forcing the burnt gases out of the cylinder and
filling it with fresh air. Compression and combustion
then take place. The air intake is through the vertical

pipes above the engine, and the exhaust through pipes
going through the floor.

The engine is started by rocking an air valve which
turns the engine over and at the same time throws in

two auxiliary air cams which thereafter admit air at

the proper points in the stroke to each of the two cyl-

inders. The starting air is stored in a steel tank, at a
pressure of 250 lb., the air being obtained from a small

200-HP. TWO-CYLINDER HIGH-COMPRESSION OIL ENGINE

auxiliary compressor. When the engine comes up to

speed one of the cams is thrown out and at the same
time the fuel pump is thrown into action by one of two
levers on the same side of the engine. As soon as the

cylinder fires, the air cam for the other cylinder is

thrown out and the second fuel pump is thrown into

gear; the engine is then under control of the governor.

The fuel pumps operate in a bath of lubricating oil.

The oil is drawn from the storage tank to a small

strainer box to the right and behind the pumps from
which it flows to the main fuel pumps. A small heating
coil, through which heated jacket water circulates, is

contained in the main oil compartment of the strainer

box to insure free flow of very viscous oils. The pumps
are operated by cams driven by an eccentric and deliver

a quantity of oil in excess of that required for maxi-
mum load, the governor acting to by-pass more or less

of the fuel according to the load that obtains. The
by-passed oil is discharged through a sight glass, giv-

ing the operator a quick check on the working of each
of the pumps. The governor is of the flywheel design

and provides regulation of 2 per cenl from no load to

full load. Prom the fuel pump- the oil is discharged

thrOUgh rnall pipes In the ;,t i.ini/.er h<ad Lulled to the

main c\ linder heads.

The lubricating system of the engine i entirely

automatic, mi being ted from a central pump driven

from the BCavenging Valve eccentric Cylinder oil is

pumped to the Scavenging air valve and to the mam
cylinders. Bearing oil is pumped to all the main bear

ings, to the crosshead pins through trombone oiler ,

and to all auxiliary bearings. The cranks are inclo ed

by polished-iron guards. The oil accumulates in the

crank case from various parts of the engine and
drained to a filter and returned to the lubricator.

Induction-Motor Starters

Starters for squirrel-cage induction motors which in

their method of operation resemble drum-type control-

lers have recently been placed on the market by the

Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, N. J. The complete

FIG. 1—VARIOUS SIZES OF INDUCTION-MOTOR STARTER

starter includes a transformer case at the bottom of

which is mounted an overload relay. Immediately above

is the oil vessel with a hinged cover, which can be turned

upward through an angle of 90 deg., so that the switch

attached to the under side will be exposed to view for

inspection and repair. Near the center line of the piv-

ots on which the cover turns is the web of cables con-

necting the switch to the other parts of the circuit.

The oil-tank cover is surmounted by a smaller cover,

under which are the voltage release magnet and other

parts of the handle mechanism, and at the extreme top

is the handle. In Fig. 3 the starter is shown in its

operative position, and in Fig. 4 in position for inspec-

tion.

The connections to the switch are made from below.

The entering leads pass upward through a sealing com-
partment, from which they emerge at about the level of

FIG. 2—SWITCH WITH WEDGE-SHAPED CONTACTS

the oil in the tank. The leads are then bent in a semi-

circle of large radius so that they enter the oil against

the side of the tank opposite the sealing compartment.
The switch is provided with a horizontal break which
consists of two wooden boards, one stationary, the other
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movable. The stationary board carries the terminal

studs to which the cables are connected. The other ends

of the studs carry the contact-making parts, which pro-

ject toward the moving board. The moving board car-

ries corresponding contacts. There are no connections

FIGS. 3 AND 4—STARTER IN POSITIONS FOR OPERATION
AND FOR INSPECTION

between the moving contacts and the entering cables ex-

cept when they are forced together by the operation of

the switch. The contact boards are moved together by
a crank on which the moving board is hung. The mov-
ing board is kept from turning by itself about the crank
by a long U-shaped guide link so that it always faces

squarely toward the fixed board, regardless of the posi-

tion of the crank.

larger starters, a similar effect in a higher degree: is

obtained by the wedge-shaped contacts.

The starter is designed especially for two-phase ma-

chines, but by connecting pairs of wires together it may

also be used with three-phase motors. A feature of the

starter, the manufacturer points out, is the housing of

the voltage-release mechanism and other parts in the

strong iron box at the top of the starter directly under

the handle. The following advantages are claimed for

the starter: Accessibility for inspection and repair,

switch parts exposed for inspection at a convenient

height in plain view; no vulnerable parts exposed to

external injury; horizontal-break oil switch permits con-

tacts to discharge worn-out particles of metal; large

sizes can be made for floor mounting without sacrificing

accessibility.

Direct-Contact Feed-Water Heater

Two features of the direct-contact or open feed-water

heater which the manufacturer, the National Pipe Bend-

ing Company, New Haven, Conn., calls attention to are

the contact pipes and the filter. The heater is usually

cylindrical, but it may be square when the conditions of

installation make this form preferable. In either case

the contact pipes are horizontal, and they extend from

one end of the heater to the other, each pipe being in

reality a double cast-iron pipe, the larger part containing

steam which completely surrounds the smaller, which is

always filled with feed water. The pipes are not con-

centric but, as shown in the accompanying illustration,

are virtually tangent. The water enters the heater

through the smaller pipe, and while within the pipe it is

warmed by surface contact because the water pipe is

surrounded by steam. The water overflows the port at

the top and flows around the larger pipe in the form of

a thin film which is warmed both by the hot walls of the

steam pipe and also by actual contact with the exhaust

steam which fills the heater. The film of water breaks

«m» 5tftp <m& **ft fifc

FIG. 5—SWITCH IN "OFF," "START'

AND "RUNNING" POSITIONS DIRECT-CONTACT FEED-WATER HEATER AND FILTER

In Fig. 5 is shown a view of the switch looking from
the bottom upward in the "off" position, closed in the

"start" position and in the "run" position. The parts

are so placed that as the switch closes the contacts are

rubbed together and the contact surfaces are kept clean.

With the switch shown in Fig. 2, which is used in the

up into two sheets of fine spray when it reaches the bot-

tom of the pipe, and while in this form the water mingles

with the exhaust steam which passes through it in es-

caping from the larger pipe. This intimate mingling of

the water and steam heats the water to the temperature

of the steam.
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Filtration Is upward Instead of downward) io as to

relieve the Biter bed from unnecessary work. Becau e

of tin* large storage capacity, the hot water beneath the

Alter bed need n< >t travel at greal velocity and there Is

time for the Bedimenl and Impurities to settle. Whai
impurities remain are caughl <»n the under Bide of the

filter bed. With this arrangement, the water Is pumped
from above the Alter bed, and there is nil danger, then

fore, of the Alter material being carried over to the

pump, even though the supporting plates should give

way. By means of upward filtration a relatively small

amount of sediment is caught On the Alter bed BO that

its life is comparatively long. Provision has also been
made for quick cleaning by a reverse How through the

heater, a quick-acting valve being installed for the pur-

pose Aii oil separator is also provided for removing
oil from the exhaust steam before it enters the heater.

Portable Motion-Picture Apparatus

An interesting portable outfit for showing motion
pictures has been developed by Mr. W. H. Weingar,
district salesman for the Maxwell Motor Sales Cor-

poration, Columbus, Ohio, for use in showing motion-

picture scenes from the Maxwell factories. The appa-

ratus, which is shown in the accompanying illustration,

includes a Robbins & Myers 110-volt direct current

flywheel-pulley generator which is belted to a 24-in.

pulley attached to the left rear wheel. The generator

is mounted on a 2-in. plank on the running board at the

front of the automobile, as shown in the illustration.

To operate the motor, the rear wheels are raised be-

fore the belt is connected, to the pulley, power being

obtained from the automobile engine. A switchboard
is mounted on the wind shield of the car and is equipped
with a voltmeter, field rheostat, switch, and three re-

ceptacles. One of the receptacles is for a switchboard
lamp, another for the motion-picture machine, and the

remaining one for a Robbins & Myers fan, which is

usually placed in front of the engine radiator to cool

MOTION-PICTURE OUTFIT OPERATED BY AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
FROM REAR, WHICH IS RAISED

the motor. The motion-picture machine is mounted on
the front end of a scenery wagon, and at the rear of

this wagon there is a framework to which a screen is

attached. The picture machine is of the Motion-Scope
make and is operated by a 500-watt incandescent lamp
which is said to give a very satisfactory picture up to

a projection distance of 60 ft. or 70 ft.

Fireproof Current-Limiting Reacton
Current limiting reactors of fireproof construction for

Various circuits have been developed by the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. v. The winding
consists of bare stranded cable, two cables being ar-

TWO-PHASE INSTALLATION OF FIREPROOF CURRENT-
LIMITING REACTOR

ranged in multiple. It is wound in conical layers and
is supported by a compound which is cast or molded
around the conductor. The conical layers are said to

provide increased spacing with increased difference of

potential between the adjacent portions of the wind-
ings.

The manufacturer states that the cast construction

gives the necessary mechanical strength without using
through-bolts from the top to the bottom of the coil;

thus the surface insulation is a maximum between the

points of maximum difference of potential—that is, the

top and bottom of the coil. The bare conductor is used

in order to eliminate any inflammable or combustible in-

sulating material which might, under abnormal condi-

tions, reduce or destroy the dielectric strength of such

materials by overheating. The bare conductor also fur-

nishes perfect ventilation of the winding, eliminating

any thermal gradient between the energy-carrying parts

and the cooling air. Stranded cable is employed to in-

sure uniform distribution of electrical energy in the

conductor.

The composition of the supporting structure is such,

it is declared, that the structure acts as a distributed

resistance, shunting the reactance, insuring a uniform
voltage distribution between turns and layers, and re-

moving the possibility of concentration of high voltage

at high frequency over any small portion of the winding.

The manufacturer also asserts that the high-frequency

discharge which may occur at the creation of a short-

circuit is dissipated uniformly. The reactor is sup-

ported by porcelain posts, the surfaces of which are

corrugated to provide against a discharge of high fre-

quency to the ground. - The terminals are brazed to the

conductor. In the accompanying illustration is shown
a two-phase installation of the cast-in type of current-

limiting reactors. After being installed, the terminals

of the generator were short-circuited to the reactors,

and the reactors worked perfectly, it is claimed, without

any flashing between turns and layers.
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CURRENT NEWS SECTION

Convention of Sales Managers

As mentioned in last week's issue of the Electrical
World, sales managers of the larger companies con-

nected with the Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies held their fifth annual convention at the

Passaconaway Inn, York Cliffs, Maine, on Aug. 2 to 4.

The attendance was the largest that has been regis-

tered at any of the meetings.

The meeting was called to order at 8 p. m. on Aug. 2

by the chairman, Mr. A. A. Pope, assistant general com-
mercial manager of the New York Edison Company.
During the sessions the following papers were pre-

sented and discussed:

"Report on a Test of a Private Plant," Mr. E. F.

Tweedy, New York Edison Company; "Cost of Elec-

tric Energy from a Private Plant," Mr. H. H. Holding,

Public Service Electric Company, Newark; "Develop-

ment of the Electric Furnace," Mr. E. L. Crosby, Edison
Electric Illuminating Company, Detroit; "Report of

Committee on Sales Department Costs," Messrs. R. S.

Hale, chairman, Douglass Burnett, T. I. Jones and E.

W. Lloyd; "Decorative Lamp-Posts, Their Influence in

Lighting a City and on a Company's Revenue," Mr. T.

I. Jones, Edison Electric Illuminating Company, Brook-
lyn; "Electrically Heated Japanning Ovens," Professor

Hirshfeld and Mr. W. D. Dygert, Edison Electric Il-

luminating Company, Detroit; "Electrical Appliances,

Merchandising and Central Stations," Mr. J. D. Guil-

foyle, United Electric Light & Power Company, New
York; "Importance of Proper Sales Effort on the Part
of Inside Store and Office Employees," Mr. C. E. Robert-

son, Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, Baltimore; "Concentric Wiring and Its Effect on

Getting Additional Business from Unwired Properties,"

Mr. R. S. Hale, Edison Electric Illuminating Company,
Boston; "Graphical Methods for Accumulating Sales

Department Statistics," Mr. John Meyer, Philadelphia

Electric Company; "Remarks on Two Policies of Sell-

ing Appliances," Mr. J. F. Kelly, New York Edison
Company.
One of the innovations was an open session at which

various topics were brought up for discussion. This

proved to be one of the most interesting features of the

convention. Chairman Pope appointed the nominating
committee, as follows: Miss S. M. Sheridan, chairman,

and Messrs. E. W. Lloyd and J. C. McLaughlin. The
report of the committee was adopted unanimously and
the following officers were elected for the next conven-

tion : Chairman, Mr. Joseph D. Israel ; members of the

executive committee, Messrs. F. D. Beardslee, Union
Electric Light & Power Company, St. Louis, and C. E.

Robertson, Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power
Company, Baltimore. The following attended the

convention

:

Messrs. C. E. Robertson, Consolidated Gas, Electric

Light & Power Company, Baltimore; R. S. Hale, L. R.

Wallis and W. G. Stetson, Edison Electric Illuminating

Company, Boston ; T. I. Jones and H. G. Disque, Edison

Electric Illuminating Company, Brooklyn; E. W. Lloyd,

Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago; H. H. Hold-

ing and F. D. Pembleton, Public Service Electric Com-
pany, Newark; A. A. Pope, E. F. Tweedy, J. F. Kelly

and Charles K. Nichols, New York Edison Company;
J. F. Becker, A. F. Berry and J. V. Guilfoyle, United

Electric Light & Power Company, New York; Joseph

D. Israel and John W. Meyer, Philadelphia Electric

Company; F. D. Beardslee, Union Electric Light &
Power Company, St. Louis; John C. McLaughlin, H. A.

Brooks and W. K. Handy, Potomac Electric Power
Company, Washington; Miss S. M. Sheridan, Mr. Ed-

ward L. Crosby, Miss Florence Nowell and Mr. Herbert

Silvester, Detroit Edison Company. Messrs. Parker H.

Kemble and Charles A. Barton of the Queens County
Electric Light & Power Company were present as

guests.

Cincinnati Rate Case

The hearing on the tentative valuation of the physical

property of the Union Gas & Electric Company of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, for the purpose of rate-making was re-

sumed before the Ohio Public Utilities Commission on

Aug. 3. Mr. W. J. Norton examined witnesses and took

the stand. Attorney Lawrence Maxwell of Cincinnati

conducted the direct examination. City Solicitor Walter

M. Schoenle represented the city of Cincinnati.

Much of the day was spent in the discussion of

depreciation, on which there is a wide difference. Solic-

itor Schoenle contended that the commission's estimates

were not sufficiently high, while the company's repre-

sentatives argued for the opposite view and gave their

reasons. The following table was used

:

Company Commission
Estimate Estimate

,
«

»
/

"
1

Per Per
• Cent Amount Cent Amount

Buildings 8.96 $117,980 17.00 $213,271

Power-plant equipment 13.40 342,546 20.14 496,722

Substation equipment 2.72 17,829 15.20 112,312

Underground equipment, except

services and street lights 2.20 43,692 12.00 223,331

Underground equipment, services

and street lights 2.60 6,219 17.65 29,863

Overhead, except services and
streetlights 6.80 108,741 17.81 231,906

Overhead, services, meters and
streetlights 5.40 42,705 25.72 172,153

General, furniture, transportation

equipment 16.40 10,630 27.10 16,596

General stock and supplies 5.29 11,534 24.23 61,884

City Solicitor Schoenle insisted on information re-

garding an earlier inventory that had been filed with

the commission. Mr. Norton explained that this inven-

tory is incomplete and unsatisfactory. The company
has rejected the first inventory.

Testimony was given by Messrs. Paul W. Bird and
Bert L. Baldwin, engineers, who upheld the correctness

of the depreciation items presented by the company.
Mr. Bird contended that in many features the present

plant will last as long as a new one. Mr. Baldwin as-

serted that the various properties are maintained in a

good state of repair and this reduces the depreciation

item.

Mr. Bird and City Solicitor Schoenle differed on the

item of contractors' profits. Mr. Schoenle contended

that no profits should be considered on pieces of equip-

ment installed directly by the company, but Mr. Bird,

in building up a theoretical plant new, said that these

items must be included. He also said that the physical

value of the property should be taken as a going con-
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trin There were arguments hvit the depreciation <>n

overhead items.

Mi
, C R McKay of the company testified on the sec

ond daj of the hearing regarding the value of water
leases and cost of developing business. Mr. Sehoenle

Contended thai there was tio element of value in the

water leases.

Solicitor Sehoenle tiled a motion to strike out all the

evidence that had been presented about piecemeal con-
st met ion 'and the establishment of depreciation bj the
restoration method. Chairman Wnllermire. however,
overruled the motion and announced that the record
would show no ruling until the final disposition of the
case.

Testimony regarding Intangible values was offered

by Engineer Norton. Mr. Norton said that less energy
is used in Cincinnati compared with its size than in any
other city in the country. This is due to the cheap gas
and the conservatism and thrift of the people, the older
residents especially looking upon electricity as a luxury.
The electric properties are operated on a high plane of

efficiency, and excellent service is furnished. The cash
balance as an element of working capital should be
equal to 5 per cent of the total yearly income, he said,

or $86,815, instead of the $30,000 which the commission
has allowed. The company has worked on less than the
amount named, but Mr. Norton said that the business
is not satisfactory on so small an amount.
When Solicitor Sehoenle asked for actual figures on

the cost of attaching business, Mr. Maxwell informed
the commission that the accounts for this item had not
been kept separate from the general accounts. The
commission had fixed upon $15 as the cost of securing
each of the 20,292 customers on the company's books.
Mr. Norton estimated the cost of securing 9000 resi-

dence customers at $40 each, 7995 commercial customers
at $75 each, retail motor-service customers at $100 each,
and 427 wholesale motor-service customers at the lump
sum of $320,000. The total cost of securing the busi-
ness had been placed at $1,500,000 by the company, and
Mr. Norton said that it would be justified in spending
that amount to increase the number from 20,000 to

40,000.

Mr. James M. Hutton of W. E. Hutton & Company,
brokers, testified as to the cost of financing a company.
He said that, in order to raise $10,000,000 for building
and equipping a light plant, it is necessary to issue
securities of $13,000,000 or more. It would be impos-
sible to finance the property entirely on bonds, he said.

The company has fixed $2,500,000 as the cost of
financing. The hearing was adjourned to Sept. 22.

The No-Referendum League filed petitions containing
1176 names with the commission on Aug. 5, asking that
it assume jurisdiction over the light rate in Cincinnati.
A hearing is set for Sept. 10.

City Solicitor Sehoenle has prepared an ordinance
appropriating $8,500 for a valuation of gas properties
of the Union Gas & Electric Company.
The final word in the history of the Diamond Light

Company, which established a block plant in the heart
of Cincinnati some months ago and started a fight on
the city and the Union Gas & Electric Company, is

about to be written, as receivership proceedings have
been brought against the company by creditors, follow-
ing the announcement by Vice-president J. M. Wikel
that the company will wind up its business. Court de-
cisions have restricted its operations to an area of only
one-fourth of a block, as it is not permitted to cross
streets or alleys, and since it has only fifteen consumers
the operation of a plant which cost $40,000 is not re-

munerative. The Evans Oil Company is one of the
creditors asking a receivership, alleging a total indebt-
edness of about $10,000.

Newspapers and the Public

in a recent address before tin- Norfolk (Va.) Rotary
Club, Mr. B. C. Hathaway, assistant general manager
of the Virginia Railwaj A Power Company, discussed

"Corporations and Municipalities and Their Reciprocal
Relations." During his remarks he poke of the daily

press, but said that his statements were not made in the

Way of unkind criticism, but only to sustain his point.
The public service corporations are the only client "I

the press who pay their good money for advertising
space and at the same time are criticised unmercifully
by men whose knowledge of the business criticised is

on a par with their familiarity with Hebrew or San-
skrit. Paraphrasing Lincoln's saying, Mr. Hathaway
added: "You can please part of the people all of the
time; you can please all of the people part of the time,

but you cannot please all of the people all of the time."
Public service companies, in the last analysis, Mr.

Hathaway declared, are business ventures, selling public

necessities, all entering into our daily life. As they are
always before the people, criticism is natural. It is un-

fortunate that in the majority of cases the stock in

these companies is not held locally; theoretically it

should be held in the cities in which they operate. In

the majority of cases electric railways, lighting plants

and gas companies were originally local concerns and
were only fairly successful at first. The rapid growth
of the towns in which they operated made large expendi-

tures necessary for extensions, betterments and im-

provements. The financing could not be done locally,

and as a result the stockholders sold out, usually at

good profits, to syndicates that had the money-raising
ability.

On the subject of what the corporations owe the pub-
lic, Mr. Hathaway said that the obligation is clear.

They owe the best possible service that can be given,

consistent with a fair return on the capital invested,

plus the proper up-keep of the property. Proper up-

keep means the adoption of every modern device and
improvement which makes for economy both to con-

sumer and the company and efficiency. Good service

does not mean just the quality and quantity of the

product, but its delivery to the consumer, the constant

supervision of delivery to insure satisfaction, and proper

hearing and attention for all just complaints. Educa-
tion and thought are doing for the companies what they

could not do for themselves ; therefore it behooves them
to help this education by getting out into the open and

telling the people what they are doing, what they are

trying to do, and what they expect to do in the future.

Light as a Crime Deterrent

Interesting testimony from police officers on the value

of street lighting in protecting property was brought
out in a recent hearing at Kansas City before a special

commissioner appointed by the Supreme Court. The
police department has been demanding $650,000 from
the city, while the administration has contended that it

could spare only $550,000 for the fiscal year.

The police department is under State control and is

supposed to receive whatever it requires from the city;

hence the hearing before the commissioner to ascertain

the equity of the situation and the good faith of the

police commissioners in asking the larger sum.
Captain Thomas P. Flahive, credited with being the

best informed person in Kansas City on police matters,

declared that street lamps were quite as important as

policemen. He suggested, in effect, that the need of

policemen was almost in inverse ratio to the number
of lighted lamps in residence and business districts.
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Trend of Light and Power Bond Prices

While bond prices are not so quick to reflect panicky

conditions as stock prices, they do show the effect of

long periods of depression. Being a commodity in the

financial market, they are subject to the economic law

of supply and demand.
To illustrate the effect of the first year of depressed

conditions brought about by the European war, the

prices of ninety-six bond issues of representative light

and power companies were averaged monthly, from
January, 1914, through July, 1915. The prices were
taken from the quotations of exchange all over the

country and represent as nearly as possible the bid

prices on the last business day of the month. Care was
taken to choose companies well scattered so that a ma-
jority should not come from any one section of the

country.

The total par value of the bonds represented that are

now outstanding is more than $375,000,000. This is

roughly 36 per cent of the aggregate par value of all

American light and power company bonds. In but few
cases were more than one issue of a company included

in the averages. Where more than one issue was made,
the price of the first mortgage bonds was taken.

The accompanying curve shows graphically the aver-

age prices from January, 1914, to July, 1915. During
the period from June 30 to Dec. 18 the New York Stock
Exchange was closed. While some bond business was
done in November, it was not possible until January to

obtain bond quotations from all of the exchanges. For

92

For the sake of a further comparison, attention is

called to the fact that railroad bonds are now at their

lowest value of the past five years. A compilation made
by the Wall Street Journal of twenty-five representa-

tive railroad bonds disclosed an average price at the
close of business of July, 1915, of 77.21, against 86.82

in January, 1914, a drop of 9.61 points, or 10.7 per cent,

showing that electric light and power bonds for the past

nineteen months were ten times steadier than railroad

bonds.

Public Service Commissions in New York
Constitution

A letter has been sent to the committee on public

utilities of the New York Constitutional Convention by
the sub-committee on public utilities of the committee
of engineers representing the following societies: Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, American Institute of Consulting Engineers,
New York Section of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, Municipal Engineers of the City of New
York and Brooklyn Engineers' Club. The sub-commit-
tee on public utilities is composed of Messrs. Charles
Whiting Baker, chairman, W. W. Brush, Gano Dunn,
Charles Hansel and James E. Sague, although only the

first three members signed the report.

What the committee considers of greatest importance
is the preservation of the principle of continuity already

'
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this reason the period from July to January in the curve
is indicated by a dotted straight line. Undoubtedly the
conditions were different from that represented by the

dotted line, but no information is available on the exact
condition.

As will be noticed, the average price for ninety-six

bond issues at the close of business January, 1914, was
90.8, while at the close of business a year later it was
89.4, a drop of 1.4 points, or 1.54 per cent. From Jan-
uary, 1915, to the close of business last July there was
a rise in prices, the gain being 0.4 point. At the end
of the first twelve months of the war the average price

was 89.8, or just one point below what it was in Jan-
uary, 1914.

Starting with January, 1914, bond prices improved
and the average price rose to 91.4, then dropped to 91
for three months, and fell to 90.6 on the beginning of
the war. Comparing the price of 90.6 at the beginning
of the war with the price of 89.8 twelve months later,

the depreciation is found to be but 0.88 per cent. Since
the exchanges opened the average price has improved
0.4 point, or nearly 0.45 per cent.

Particular attention may, therefore, be called to the
stability of public utility bond prices. Over the entire
period here shown of nineteen months the difference
between the high average price of 91.4 and the low
average price of 89.4 was but two points. The average
price of average prices over the entire period was 90.3,

so that the maximum deviation from the nineteen
months' average was, for the high, 1.1 points, and, for
the low, 0.9 point.

established in the present Public Service Commissions
whereby the terms of office of the members expire at

different times, so that only one member of the com-
mission at a time goes out of office.

The committee also urges the embodiment of some
provision in the constitution setting forth the general
qualifications which candidates for the position of com-
missioner should possess. There is no doubt that State
and federal control of public utilities is here to stay,

but it is a serious question whether these great powers
of control will be exercised so wisely and justly that the
public will be satisfied and the public-utility corpora-
tions may be able to continue in business and meet the
requirements placed upon them. The vast responsi-
bilities placed upon the commissions are hardly realized

as they should be. Upon their proper handling of the
very difficult questions before them depend the welfare,
the prosperity, the safety of millions of people.

Many of the appointments to State public-service
commissions, the committee adds, have been of men
who had not sufficient experience or ability to fill these
positions properly. The committee therefore proposes
the requirement that any man appointed to membership
"should have had experience in connection with public
utilities which would fit him for the duties of his office."

The last recommendation of the committee is that
there should be one public service commission for the
whole State instead of two, it being understood that the
work of constructing and administering the New York
City rapid-transit system would be transferred to the
city and would cease to be a State function.
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Government Control of Sayvillc Radiotelegraph
Station

The action of the Navj Department In taking over
entlj the operation of the Sayville (L. I.) wireless-

telegraph station of the Atlantic Communication Com
pany (Telefunken Byetem), which la in direct communi-
cation with Nauru, near Berlin, followed the publication
of articles In the daily press that unneutral messages
were being transmitted to Germany. Allegations were
made as to the surreptitious use of special codes and
code machines for deceiving the government censors
detailed to the plant, and the matter was complicated
further by an application to the Department of Com-
merce for license of a newly installed transmitter. The
Sayville station is therefore on the same basis of fed-
eral control as that which has governed the installation
at Tuckerton, N. J., since Sept. 14, 1914.

At the time of cable service interruption, shortly
after the beginning of the war, when the Azores-Emden
line direct to Germany was cut by the Allied forces, the
Sayville and Tuckerton plants were in communication
with German radio stations. These installations offered
the only means of communication with Germany that
were not subject to British censorship. A dispute as to
the ownership of the Tuckerton station made it desira-
ble for the United States to take over that plant for
operation until final action by the courts could be se-

cured or until the need for strict neutrality of trans-
mitted matter no longer existed. The Sayville appa-
ratus, however, was left in the hands of its owners for
the transmission of commercial messages between the
United States and Germany, although the government
took the precaution of sending censors to the station
and instructed them to scrutinize closely all messages
offered for delivery in Germany and Austria. The send-
ing instruments at Sayville were sufficiently powerful to
permit satisfactory working with Nauen during the
winter season, which is favorable for long-distance wire-
less, and until a month or so ago no criticisms were
offered as to the character of communication main-
tained. Recently, however, much publicity was given to
statements of various interests that the German-owned
Sayville station was actually sending to Germany infor-
mation as to shipments of munitions from the United
States. It was claimed that by the use of plain language
codes, or by intricate combinations of apparently inno-
cent message numbers, etc., data for the continuance of
Germany's submarine warfare were supplied from the
United States. Several inventors alleged that the Say-
ville plant utilized secret installations of their code-
sending devices. It was suggested that Prof. J. Zen-
neck, the widely-known authority on wireless signaling,
who has been in the United States for some months
aiding the Atlantic Communication Company in defend-
ing the patent suits brought against it by the Marconi
and National Electric signaling companies, had been
detailed by the German government to devise codes and
transmission methods which would permit the sending
of information as to contraband shipments without dis-

covery by the censors. Finally, the contention was
made that Sayville transmitted such messages directly

to German submarines lying in wait for transatlantic
steamers in the war zone.

Although the older 60-kw. input spark transmitter at
Sayville was large enough to send messages direct to
Nauen under favorable conditions, it was found that
insufficient power was available to allow reliable trans-
mission by daylight during the summer months, when
"static" is prevalent. The Atlantic company therefore
imported and installed a larger sender, on the continu-
ous-wave principle, which was capable of radiating 100
kw. of sustained waves from the antenna. The aerial

wire system Wai enlarged by the erection of two addi-
tional .")()() It. towers. Before the operation of this new
plant could he begun it was necessary to secure a license

from the Department of Commerce, and some delay was
experienced In obtaining this. The Hague convention
Of I '.><>? provided against the establishment of wireless
stations upon neutral territory by belligerents, and it

was ruled by the Department of Commerce that the
additions to the Sayville plant constituted the establish-

ment of a new station. This, taken in connection with
the complaints as to violations of neutrality by the
transmission of coded intelligence, is stated to be the

reason for the government's seizure of the station.

Since the beginning of operation by the Navy Depart-
ment the new sustained-wave transmitter has been put
in use, and communication in both directions is effected

either in the daytime or at night.

Boston "Tech" to Have Benefit of McKay Millions

Attorney-General Attwill of Massachusetts has sent

a notification to the Supreme Judicial Court of that

State that no objection will be made on behalf of the

commonwealth to the transfer of the excess income of

the five-million-dollar Gordon McKay bequest to Har-
vard University to the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. The fund was bequeathed to Harvard Univer-
sity to maintain a school of arts and sciences to be known
as the McKay School of Art, the terms of the will speci-

fying that among the particular subjects of instruction

should be mechanics, chemistry, electricity, physics, en-

gineering, manufacturing and commerce. The will also

authorized Harvard University to erect buildings for

the school, but the trustees of the university came to

the conclusion recently that the Institute of Technology
is better fitted to carry out the ideas of the donor than
is Harvard, and the working agreement between the

two institutions of about a year ago paved the way to-

ward a transfer of the fund's benefits to the institute.

The trustees of the McKay will have recently asked the

Supreme Court for authority to transfer the fund, which
will thus be effective at a time when the new buildings

of the institute in Cambridge are coming into being.

The excess income of the fund since 1909 has amounted
to $160,000.

"Electrical Prosperity Week" Campaign

To encourage manufacturers of farm machinery to

demonstrate their equipment in action at farm exposi-

tions and congresses, the Society for Electrical Devel-

opment is conducting an active campaign among farm-
machinery concerns and in agricultural journals, urging
that whenever possible motors be connected to the

equipment. Sometimes fire laws prohibit the use of

gasoline engines. This is a part of the society's work
in the "Electrical Prosperity Week" campaign. To
bring to the attention of the public the many applica-

tions of electrical energy is one of the main objects

which the staff of the society keeps in mind.
To make the week a success from a sales standpoint

the staff of the society realizes that individual work and
individual sales campaigns must be conducted. Com-
panies will send out salesmen to show housewives how
to use electricity in the home. Women's clubs, public

schools, department" stores and the public are impor-
tant elements in the campaign. It is expected that the

public will do the electrical Christmas shopping during
the week instead of during the rush of the holiday, and
that "Electrical Prosperity Week" will therefore offer

a splendid sales opportunity.
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Miscellaneous News Notes
A Floating Water-Power Plant—A small floating water-

power plant has been installed in Carroll Creek at Waynes-
boro, Pa., by Mr. A. G. Watkins. The inventor hopes to

interest capital in the idea and to manufacture such plants
on a large scale.

The Tax on Vehicles in Michigan.—Under the new motor-
vehicle law in Michigan, which takes effect next January,
electric trucks will be taxed on the basis of 50 cents per hp.
and 25 cents per 100 lb. of weight. Electric passenger cars
will be taxed on the basis of $1 per hp. and 25 cents per
100 lb. of weight.

Tax-Exemption Bill in Alabama.—The House of Repre-
sentatives of the Alabama Legislature, sitting as a com-
mittee of the whole, has sustained provisions of the new
revenue bill exempting from taxation for ten years water-
power companies, shipbuilding plants, cotton mills and
other large industries.

Wisconsin Legislators to Vote by Electricity.—Governor
Philipp of Wisconsin has signed a bill authorizing the ex-

penditure of $12,000 for an electrical voting system for the
Legislative Assembly chambers at Madison. A Milwaukee
inventor, Mr. B. L. Broboff, devised and installed the system
with which, it is declared, a complete roll call can be taken
in four seconds.

Commissioner Ballard of Cleveland May Resign.—Light
and Heat Commissioner F. W. Ballard of Cleveland, Ohio,

has suggested that he resign his present position and accept
a position as consulting engineer for the city. He said that

the municipal plant in Cleveland has been completed and is

a success, that it is not necessary for him to keep the posi-

tion longer but that he is willing to have such a connection
that the city may have his services when desired.

A "Twice-as-Many" Week.—In view of the fact that on
July 23, 1915, the United Electric Light & Water Company
had doubled the number of customers on its lines that it had
when it assumed control of the New Britain (Conn.) prop-
erty, on Jan. 1, 1912, it is proposed to hold a publicity

demonstration during the week of Aug. 16 to 21. The com-
pany is going to call this week, "Twice-as-Many" Week,
make special displays, distribute premiums and prizes, and
will otherwise advertise the fact.

Monthly Payment of Bond Interest.—The Doherty News
publishes part of an address made recently by Henry L.

Doherty before Harvard University students, in which the

following appeared: "I predict that the tendency will be
toward a registered bond with interest payable by check
every month. We collect our bills monthly from our cus-

tomers, and it is absurd for us to expect the man who is

both our customer and our bondholder forever to continue

to permit us to collect our bills from him once a month,
and only pay him what we owe once in six months."

Electric Fans on Main Street Cool Dayton Shoppers.

—

On twelve ornamental lighting standards on Main Street,

Dayton, Ohio, Mr. Thomas F. Kelly, commercial manager of

the Dayton Power & Light Company, has recently had in-

stalled an equal number of 16-in. oscillating fans to cool

pedestrians, shoppers and the market folk who have stands

along the section from Third to Fifth Street. The fans

were operated for the first time on a recent sizzling-hot

Saturday, and the innovation occasioned many compliments
from the grateful public and from the newspapers of the

city. Each fan bore a card which read: "Keep Cool. The
Dayton Fan & Motor Company.—Made-in-Dayton Electric

Fans. Operated by the Dayton Power & Light Company."

Petrograd Seeks Light on American Street-Illumination

Methods.—Count J. Tolstoy, Mayor of the city of Petrograd,

Russia, has written to the City Council of Los Angeles, Cal.,

asking for a comprehensive report on the latter's street-

lighting system. Petrograd, he explains, is about to pro-

ceed with the rearrangement of the lighting of its streets,

and he asks for a detailed account of the experience of Los
Angeles in the field of civic illumination. A list of ques-

tions was inclosed with the inquiry, together with a request

for "illustrations of various articles of outfit of the lighting

plant of your town, as, for instance, pillars, pilons, trans-

formator and distributor cabins, etc." City Electrician Man-
ahan of Los Angeles is now at work on a complete report

which will be sent to the Mayor of Petrograd with the com-
pliments of the Los Angeles Council.

Apprenticeship Course Offered by Baltimore Central
Station.—In line with the practice of some large manufac-
turing concerns, the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light &
Power Company, Baltimore, Md., has recently established

an apprenticeship course. Graduates of universities and
colleges, and also graduates of some secondary schools, are
eligible. The course consists of at least two months' train-

ing in each of the following departments: Test, installation,

construction, drafting, wiring, operating, distribution and
commercial. The college apprentices will be paid somewhat
higher than the secondary-school graduates. Apprentices
who show exceptional ability in any department will be
given permanent positions therein when opportunity affords.

In the future it is intended to allow a limited number of
employees already with the organization to take advantage
of the apprenticeship course. Mr. A. S. Loizeaux, electrical

engineer, is supervising the courses.

A Municipally Lighted Tennis Court in Louisville Park.

—

An electrically illuminated tennis court has been provided
by the Park Commissioners of Louisville, Ky., as an experi-
ment to determine whether it will be feasible to light by
artificial means a score or more of the courts in the local

public parks for the use of persons who are unable to play
during the daytime. This Louisville court is one of the
first ever lighted for night tennis by municipal authorities.
Four 1000-watt tungsten lamps are mounted at 28-ft. inter-

vals, the two inside lamps being fixed at a distance of 14 ft.

each way from the net. The lamps are suspended from a
single line stretched between two poles which are set back
of the backstop nettings. The lamps hang in a row 30 ft.

above the surface of the court. Skirt reflectors concentrate
the light on the court and at the same time prevent glare
which would interfere with vision. The total cost of the
material for lighting the court was $135.

Associations and Societies
Milwaukee Electrical League.—At the recent election held

by the Milwaukee (Wis.) Electrical League Mr. John C.
Schmidtbauer was chosen president, Mr. Conrad F. Boos
vice-president, Mr. Phil Polachek second vice-president, Mr.
John C. Milne treasurer, Mr. H. C. Pond secretary, and Mr.
Oscar Werwath assistant secretary.

Picnic of Chicago Electric Club-Jovian League.—About
375 members of the Electric Club-Jovian League of Chicago
and their families enjoyed an outing at Ravinia Park, near
Chicago, Aug. 5. A large number of prizes contributed by
local electrical manufacturers and supply houses were dis-
tributed to contestants in the athletic and other events.
The proceeds of the day were voted to the Eastland disaster
sufferers.

Cincinnati Central-Station Employees Hear Address on
"Opportunity."—The joint meeting last week of the Cincin-
nati Section of the National Electric Light Association and
the Mutual Benefit Association of the Union Gas & Electric
Company, held in the company's auditorium, was addressed
by Prof. A. M. Wilson of the University of Cincinnati on
"Opportunity." President W. W. Freeman of the Union
company presided and spoke along a similar line of thought,
emphasizing the wide opportunities which lie in public util-
ity service for the man who is competent and conscientious.

Radio Engineers at San Francisco.—Joint meetings of
the Institute of Radio Engineers and the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers will be held Sept. 16 and 17 at the
Native Sons of the Golden West Hall, San Francisco. On
Thursday afternoon Prof. Harris J. Ryan will read the re-
sults of investigations on the "Sustained Radio Frequency
High-Voltage Discharge," by Mr. Roland G. Marx and him-
self, taking up the flame and brush types of discharge ob-
tained from conductors when a powerful arc generator is
used to apply potentials up to 50,000 volts at frequencies as
high as 200,000 cycles per second. On Friday Mr. Robert
H. Marriott will read a paper on "Radio Development in the
United States," giving special attention to Pacific Coast
conditions.
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Public Service Commission News
Idaho ( ommision

The differences between the Marsh Mining Company of
(nil! d'Alene ami the Washington Water Power Company,
which led to complainl by the mining company thai rate

of the power company were unfair and in excess of what
they should be, have been settled by the companies. The
commission ordered the complainl dismissed.

\n order lias been issued by the commission Suspending
the tariff of the Great Shoshone i\- Twin Palls Water Power
Company , which provided for increased rates for electrical

energy for heating purposes. The commission has notified

ail cities and towns that they can intervene, and some of
them will do SO. The company says in its application for

an increase thai heating by electrical energy is not prac-

ticable but that it has surplus energy and uses it for that

purpose at a rate that has been found to be too low.

Pennsylvania Commission

The commission has rendered an opinion through Com-
missioner Monoghan interpreting the public utilities law
relating to the duty of one telephone company to connect
with the lines of another telephone company. The com-
mission decided that where two localities are served by
one continuous line or by connections between the lines of

two telephone companies another telephone company has
mo right to demand connection in the absence of proof that

the service rendered is inadequate and insufficient. This
decision was reached on the complaint of the Blairsville

Telephone Company against the Johnstown and the Windber
Telephone Companies.
As some doubt has arisen as to the proper procedure to

be followed under General Order No. 11, the commission
has issued the following ruling:

"(1) Where the public service companies have entered into

an agreement providing for and prescribing the particular

point or points of crossing and also the way and manner of

the construction thereof, no notice is required to be served

upon the company whose facilities are crossed, but notice

of the proposed crossing must first be given in writing to

the commission, together with a certified copy of the

agreement, and immediately after the crossing or crossings

have been constructed a certificate, duly verified, setting

forth that the same have been constructed in accordance

with the terms of the agreement, shall also be filed with
the commission;

"(2) Where the public service companies have executed

general agreements which do not specify the particular

point or points of crossing, but provide for the way and
manner of the construction of all crossings, notices as re-

quired by General Order No. 11 must be served upon the

company whose facilities are crossed and copy of said

notices, with proof of service thereof, filed with the com-
mission, together with certified copy of the general agree-

ment, unless same has been heretofore filed;

"(3) Where no agreement exists between the public

service companies with respect to crossings, notices must
be served and filed as required by General Order No. 11."

Missouri Commission

The commission has issued an order directing the Fort

Scott & Nevada Light, Water & Power Company to reduce

its electric rates in Nevada, Mo., about 17 per cent. The
company was directed to reduce its rates from 12% cents

to 11 cents per kw.-hr. for the first twenty hours, 9 cents

for the next twenty hours and G cents for each additional

twenty hours.

Indiana Commission

A decision fixing rates for the Indianapolis Light & Heat
Company and the Merchants' Heat & Light Company has

been issued. The schedules are to take effect on Sept. 1,

1915. The maximum rate is to be 7 cents per kw.-hr., or 6.5

cents net, including lamp renewals.

An agreement has been approved by the commission,

through Commissioner Charles A. Edwards, by which a

temporary schedule of rates for consumers of the Hun-
tington Light & Fuel Company will be in effect for a year.

Meanwhile the commission is making an appraisal of the

propert)
It is reported thai the connni:, ioiJ ha decided to take

no further hand in a controversj between Indianap
telephone companies o\er the contemplated run Iruction of

a new exchange for part of tin- city by the Central Union
Telephone Company. Efforts to effect a merger of this

company with the [ndianapolis Telephone Company have
tailed so far, but commissioners are still outspoken in their

demand that a consolidation he completed. The commi
sion has no power to force a merger. It has warned both
companies against further duplication of investment, how-
ever, asserting that it will not allow for such duplication

in subsequent rate-making.

New York Commissions

The joint petition of the Cataract Power & Conduit Com-
pany and the Buffalo General Electric Company for modi
iication of the previous order of the commission in the

matter of the complaint of Mayor Fuhrmann of Buffalo is

before the Second District commission. The recent opinion

of the commission in this case, written by Commissioner
Carr, said that the orders of the commission issued on
April 2, 1913, fixed reductions of 28 per cent in the Cataract
company rates and approximately 25 per cent in the Buffalo

company rates. The Buffalo company obtained a modifica-

tion of the order on June 18, 1913. No amendment has

been made of the Cataract company order.

In the Cataract case the order providing for a 28 per cent

reduction in rates made an exception of the International

Railway Company, the largest customer, which was being

supplied with energy under a contract that does not expire

until 1932. The commission held that, inasmuch as the

contract had many years to run and the railway company
was not a party to the proceeding and had not complained

of its rates, it was doubtful if the commission had any right

to interfere with the rates, the question of discrimination

not being raised. Subsequently the Railway company began
a proceeding to review the order for the purpose of obtain-

ing a determination that it was entitled to receive the

benefit of the reduction. The Cataract company also began
a proceeding to review the order and both proceedings

were pending when the Cataract company and the Buffalo

company presented their petitions to the commission in

April, 1915. The Cataract company asked for a modifica-

tion so as to make the reduction in its rates 19 per cent,

applicable to all of its customers, including the railway com-
pany.
The Buffalo company asked that the order of April 2, 1913,

be put into effect and the order of June 18, 1913, modified

to that extent. These requests were made contingent upon

the consent of the commission to the proposed merger of

the companies, in which event the revised rates would go

into effect immediately thereafter and all litigation over

rates would be dismissed. The Mayor and Common Coun-

cil of Buffalo have approved the proposed modification of

rates and the merger of companies.

Under the amended order which the commission made, the

Buffalo company has collected money from customers which

now aggregates a large sum and will be refunded to them
if matters are brought to a conclusion as proposed. The
same statement is true "of the Cataract company, but the

amount which is to be returned to customers is far in

excess of the amount to be received by the Buffalo company
customers. There can be no objection on the part of any

one to the application of the Buffalo company to put in

force the order of April 2, 1913. There would seem to be

no valid objection to the request of the Cataract company
in view of the fact that the railway company has become

a party to the proceedings and has joined in the applica-

tion of the Cataract company for a modification of the

order of April 2, 1913, fixing the Cataract rates so as to

provide that the reduction should be 19 per cent instead of

28 per cent.

A 20 per cent reduction in rates for all Cataract company
customers produces substantially the same reduction in

operating revenue as the 28 per cent reduction to all cus-

tomers excepting the Railway company. There would seem

to be no good reason why the Railway company, the largest

customer, should pay the Cataract company more for service
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than other customers. Any question which may have
existed at the time the order of April 2, 1913, was made
as to the right of the commission to make the rate appli-

cable to the Railway company is disposed of now that it

comes before the commission and asks that it be given the

benefit of the reduction notwithstnding the provision of its

contract with the Cataract company. Further study by the

commission has satisfied it that the rates scheduled could

be improved considerably and at the same time accomplish
substantially the same reduction in the revenue which was
contemplated when the order of April, 1913, was issued.

Certain discriminations are bound to ari e in existing rates

due to the "step rate." It is believed that the Cataract
company can establish very properly a schedule much better

than the one which would result from a 19 per cent reduc-

tion in the rates in existence when the order of April 2, 1913,

was made, and one that would eliminate the possibility of
discrimination. It would also provide for certain reduc-
tions which the company has been requested to make by a

great many users of energy for motor service who would
be affected favorably.

It is the belief of the commission that the Cataract com-
pany should take necessary steps at once to put in force

the simplified schedule which will enable it to deal with all

its customers alike and at the same time result in a reduc-
tion of 19 per cent in the revenues in Buffalo.

District of Columbia Commission

A hearing will be held by the commission on Aug. 25 to

consider the following matters: The proper measurement
of energy used by the Potomac Electric Power Company
and the Washington Railway & Electric Company and other
utilities which receive energy from these companies, and
the installation of the instruments necessary to make such
measurements; the proper basis for the determination of

the proportion of all charge^ for the production, transmis-

sion and distribution of energy to be paid by the Washing-
ton company and the Potomac company, wherever joint

ownership or operation is claimed; in all sales of energy
by the Washington company and the Potomac company to

other utilities, the basing of these sales on the same unit

of measure, a unit of energy, free from charges for

the use of other facilities; in the payments by the Wash-
ington company and the Potomac company of all charges
for energy production, transmission and distribution,

whether there is unjust or unreasonable discrimination

against either company; in the sale of energy by the

Washington company or the Potomac company to other

utilities, whether there is unjust or unreasonable discrimi-

nation; the filing with the commission of the rates at which
energy is sold by the Washington company and the Potomac
company to other utilities.

Kansas Commission

In its second biennial report, covering the period ended
Nov. 30, 1914, the commission says that it regards the

existing public utilities law and supplementary legislation

as at least reasonably comprehensive and efficient, that

some amendments are desirable and even necessary, but
that, in the opinion of the commissioners, no attempt should

be made to rewrite, recast and re-enact the law, considered

as a system. Much better results can be attained by re-

tention of the law in substantially its present form and the

enactment of amendments demanded by necessity and ex-

perience.

The engineering department, in making investigations as

to the value and necessity of improvements to be bonded
and as to the assets and liabilities of the companies making
applications, has been handicapped by the smallness of the

force. It is hoped that eventually a complete record of the

physical property will be established for all utility com-
panies issuing stock and bonds by authority of the com-
mission.

The engineering department has been called into con-

sultation by a number of cities in regard to various prob-

lems in connection with water, gas and electric utilities.

The problems have had to do with construction, operation

and efficiency. In one case, after thorough examination, an

informal opinion was rendered as to what was considered a

reasonable price for one of the larger private water com-
panies.

Personal
Mr. G. A. Blucher has been appointed resident engineer

for the Texas Power & Light Company at Bonham, Tex.

Mr. J. B. Bridgfs, vice-president of the Gray's Harbor
Railway & Light Company of Aberdeen, Wash., has been
appointed general manager, succeeding Mr. P. A. Bertran.

Mr. A. W. Rogers of Beverly, Mass., has resigned as
treasurer of the Newburyport (Mass.) Gas & Electric

Company.

Mr. R. F. Sikes has been appointed manager for the Texas
Power & Light Company at Ennis, Tex., succeeding Mr. M.
P. Ruthenberg.

Mr. O. E. Hubbard, formerly of Nacogdoches, Tex., has
been appointed general manager of the Clarksville (Tex.)

Ice, Light & Power Company.

Mr. Scott Haven has been appointed superintendent of

the Central Illinois Utilities Company at Saybrook, 111.,

succeeding Mr. 0. C. Van Cleave.

Mr. Philip Cabot of Boston has been elected president
of the Newburyport Gas & Electric Company of Newbury-
port, Mass., succeeding Mr. Sidney W. Winslow.
Mr. O. C. Van Cleave has been appointed local super-

intendent for the Central Illinois Utilities Company at
Paxton, 111. Mr. Van Cleave was formerly superintendent at
Saybrook.

Mr. Charles T. Doerr, purchasing agent of the Birming-
ham Railway, Light & Power Company, Birmingham, Ala.,
has returned to his office after a successful operation for
appendicitis.

Mr. A. M. Evans has been elected president of the Home
Electric Light Company of Lonaconing, Md., to succeed
Mr. Isaac Bradburn. Mr. Evans was formerly secretary
of the company.

Mr. Charles H. Wilson, formerly general superintendent
of the long-distance lines department of the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Company, has been appointed general
manager of the department.

Mr. Joseph Bradley Murray has been appointed acting
treasurer of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Murray is a son of Mr. Thomas E.
Murray, vice-president of the New York Edison Company
and of the United Electric Light & Power Company of
New York City.

Mr. W. R. Herstein is chairman of the committee which
will conduct the automobile parade planned to signalize the
Memphis (Tenn.) convention of the Cotton States Mer-
chants' Association, Aug. 17 to 19. It is expected that there
will be 1000 automobiles in the parade, many of the dele-
gates having announced that they will motor in their own
cars to Memphis.

Mr. Edwin G. Hatch, consulting engineer, New York City,
has been retained by the Victoria Falls & Transvaal Power
Company of London, England, to handle the testing and in-

spection of a 9000-kva. transformer which is now under
construction at the Westinghouse works at East Pitts-
burgh, Pa. Five similar transformers were shipped to the
company's plant in South Africa in 1912.

Mr. John Osterberg, chief electrical engineer of the
Swedish Steam Users' Association, Stockholm, Sweden, is

visiting the United States on a trip of inspection to study
safety precautions and methods in use about electrical
machinery and power systems in this country. Mr. Oster-
berg has just returned from the San Francisco Exposition
and plans to sail for Sweden on Saturday, Aug. 15.

Mr. Irving M. Frost, upon his resignation as general man-
ager of the Rutland (Vt.) Railway, Light & Power Com-
pany, was presented with a handsome gold watch and chain
by his former associates and subordinates, employees of the
Rutland company. A happy presentation speech was made
by Mr. W. P. Jones in tendering the gift. Mr. Frost's new
enterprise, the Hortonia Power Company, will have offices

in the Gryphon Building, Rutland.

Mr. George H. Hudson, formerly in charge of the Boston
branch of the American Locomotive Company, has succeed-
ed Mr. Day Baker as New England manager of the General
Vehicle Company, with headquarters at Boston. Mr. Hud-
son is a native of Gloucester, Mass., and is well known in
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Boston buaineai circles. Poi ths last two yeai be hs been
in charge of the gasoline truck branch of the General Vehi
cle Company's New England lalei office.

Mr. iit-nry o. Loebell das been appointed engineer In

charge of the new electrical-heating department of the
'• • Dohertj organisation, the headquarter! of which
will ht> at. Toledo, Ohio, where Mr. Loebell recently super
vised the installation of the initial equipment lor the lf>,000-

kw. heating load of the Willys-Overland Automobile < on
pany. The work of the oew department will consist in the
study and development of new opportunities for industrial
elect tie heating business.

Mr. Ward Barnum, who, as recently announced in these
columns, lias resigned his position as electrical engineer
for the Louisville & Nashville Railroad to become senior
electrical engineer for the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, division of valuation, Southern District, has been as-
signed to valuation work on the Big Four Railroad for the
present, with temporary headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Barnum's new permanent address is 38 Municipal
Building, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Mr. Adrian Tobias has been appointed superintendent
of meters for the Republic Railway & Light Company,
which operates twenty-seven electric railway and lighting
properties in the vicinity of Youngstown, Ohio, For the
last four years Mr. Tobias has been the meter specialist
for the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
covering all the company's district offices in the United
States. Prior to his connection with the Westinghouse
company he was for a number of years sales manager of
the Duncan Electric & Manufacturing Company, Lafayette,
Ind. At the time of the late convention of the Ohio Electric
Light Association at Cedar Point Mr. Tobias was appointed
a member of the meter committee of the association.

Mr. A. J. Edgell of the Society for Electrical Develop-
ment, Inc., was chosen president of the International Asso-
ciation of Display Men at New York, Aug. 5, during the
association's convention at the Hotel Waldorf, which was
attended by more than 900 delegates. Mr. Edgell has
charge of the display service bureau of the Electrical De-
velopment Society and is widely recognized as an expert
in store-front and window betterment. Coincident with
Mr. Edgell's elevation to the presidency of the association
came the announcement that he had won first prize in the
"idea letter contest" of the Rice Leaders of the World As-
sociation. This prize was competed for by several thousand
business men, advertising experts and others, and it carried
with it an award of $1,000 for the best suggestion for a let-

ter.

Robert F. Pack, vice-president and general manager of
the Minneapolis (Minn.) General Electric Company, is one
of the leaders of a movement in Minneapolis to prevent dis-
integration of American citizenship by conflicts of race and
opinion growing out of the European war. Representatives
of various nationalities have formed a committee which
called a general meeting in the interests of harmony and
good feeling, and the suggestion has been met enthusiasti-
cally by the press and by citizens in all walks of life. A
section of the resolutions adopted read as follows: "That
we will strive by word and deed to foster and maintain a
spirit of friendship between our neighbors and fellow citi-

zens regardless of their origin, believing that on so doing a
feeling of mutual helpfulness will be engendered which will
bring together in closer sympathy and better understanding
the various peoples constituting our citizenship." The move-
ment will be promoted by a committee of which Mr. Pack is

a member.

Mr. H. G. Thompson, the newly appointed general sales
manager of the Edison Storage Battery Company, was until

recently manager of the railroad department of the com-
pany, of which he is also a vice-president. In his new work
Mr. Thompson will have charge of all sales, including the
railway, lighting and commercial departments. Born in

Massachusetts in 1875, he entered the employ of the
Pullman Company at the age of twenty-cne, two years later
being made foreman of electricians. In 1905 he entered the
employ of the Pennsylvania Railroad in charge of car light-

ing at Jersey City. He later was made electrical superin-
tendent of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company
and was also manager of the railway department of the

Westinghouse Storage Battery. In r.uo he became asso-
ciated with the Edison Storage Battery Company.

Mr. Robert Montgomery, the pre Idenl <>f tin- Louisville
(Ky.) Jovian League, is the commercial manager of the
Louisville Gaa A Electric Company and one of the most
successful central station new -business men in the country.

Boi II at Salem, Ind., thirty-

a
three years ago, Mr. Mont-
gomery spent hi:, boyhood at

Jeffersonville, Ind., just
across the Ohio River from
Louisville, and secured hia
first electrical experience in

Hie local car-building shops.

Later he was "handy hoy"
for the old Jeffersonville

Lighting Company, and by
the time he had reached the

age of twenty-one was engi-

neer in charge of the power
plant. Two years later he
worked as construction fore-

man on erection work for the

Cincinnati office of the Gen-
ROBERT MONTGOMERY eral Electric Company, in-

stalling plants at Nashville,
Tenn., and Hopkinsville, Ky. Mr. Montgomery's services
in rehabilitating the latter plant when it suffered badly
from local floods led to his appointment as manager at
Hopkinsville in 1907. The next year, however, when a fire

destroyed the nearby plant at Lebanon, Tenn., Mr. Mont-
gomery was summoned to rebuild it, and then remained
as manager of the property until 1909. Next he joined
the motor-service sales staff of the Chicago, Lake Shore
& South Bend Railway, which furnished central-station

service along its line. Leaving Indiana, he took charge of
the Fort Worth (Tex.) Power & Light Company's con-
tract department, but on Feb. 1, 1914, was called to Louis-
ville as manager of the sales department of the then newly
organized merger company. Since his appointment Mr.
Montgomery's department has added 6000 customers to

the lines of the Louisville company, and the number of
old residences wired in a single year has totaled 4000.

Prof. Alexander Gray of McGill University, Montreal, has
been appointed professor of electrical engineering in Sibley

College, Cornell University. Professor Gray will also be
the head of the electrical department, filling the vacancy

made by the resignation of
Prof. H. H. Norris. He will

take up his new duties at
Cornell in September. Pro-
fessor Gray was born in

Edinburgh, Scotland, of a
well-known family of en-

gineers. When fifteen years
of age he was apprenticed
and worked for seven years
at the lathe, bench and draft-

ing board. During this time
he attended evening classes

and, later, the engineering
classes of Edinburgh Uni-
versity, from which he gradu-
ated in civil and mechanical
engineering in 1903. At that
time he was awarded a Whit-
worth scholarship, which

enabled him to spend two years at McGill University,
Montreal, where he studied electrical engineering. After
graduation from McGill University, Professor Gray joined
the engineering staff of the Bullock Electric Company of
Norwood, Ohio, and later the staff of the Allis-Chalmers
Company of Milwaukee,. Wis., with which companies he re-
mained for five years. During this time he gained wide
experience in the design, construction and operation of all

types of electrical machinery. In 1910 he accepted an ap-
pointment as assistant professor at McGill University,
which position he has held for the last five years. Professor
Gray has been granted a considerable number of patents
for electrical apparatus. He has also contributed largely

ALEXANDER GRAY
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to the literature of his subject, and his two recent books,
namely, "Electrical Machine Design" and "Principles and
Practice of Electrical Engineering," have been widely
adopted as university texts and are favorably known to the
profession.

Mr. D. C. Green, who was recently appointed manager of
the Salt Lake City division of the Utah Power & Light
Company, has been in public utility work for the last seven
years since his graduation from the electrical-engineering
school of Purdue University in 1908. Prior to entering Pur-
due in 1905, Mr. Green was foreman of the testing depart-
ment of the Allis-Chalmers Company at Cincinnati, Ohio.
After graduating he became associated with the Pacific

Coast properties of H. M. Byllesby & Company, being first

appointed manager of the commercial department of the San
Diego Gas & Electric Company at San Diego, Cal. Follow-
ing this he went to Albany, Ore., as manager of the Albany
division of the Oregon Power Company. Later he was
given the management of the Coos Bay division of this

company's property, and was then appointed manager of the
Everett Gas Company, from which position he came to Salt
Lake City. The Salt Lake division of the Utah Power &
Light Company embraces the territory of Salt Lake City,

its suburbs, Midvale, Sandy, Riverton, Draper, Sugar House
and other districts in the vicinity of the Utah capital.

Mr. Elmer A. Sperry, the president-elect of the New
York Electrical Society, has for many years been a prolific

inventor of mechanical and electrical devices, the most
notable among the number being his early system of elec-

tric lighting, the gyroscopic

compass, and the gyroscopic
stabilizing device for aero-

planes. Born at Cortland,

N. Y., Oct. 12, 1860, he early

manifested a marked me-
chanical aptitude. After re-

ceiving instruction at Cornell

University, Mr. Sperry un-

dertook a course of investiga-

tion of the principles of the

dynamo, and set out to design
electromagnetic machinery
of improved efficiency. The
Sperry system of electric

lighting was first success-

fully exhibited at Cortland on

Christmas Eve, 1880. Short-

ly afterward he instituted

and constructed the largest

electric-lighting station in Chicago, he himself attending

to the business arrangements as well as to details of the

engineering of the plant and underground distribution sys-

tem. During the same period he matured plans for a sys-

tem for the transmission of power and perfected inventions

having to do with electric-railway brakes, automatic

switches and appliances, motors and other electrical ma-
chinery. While in Chicago Mr. Sperry conceived the idea

of and installed the 45,000-cp. lamp on the 403-ft. Board of

Trade tower, which was an early-day wonder of the Western
metropolis. Incidentally, a new form of lightning ar-

rester was devised in connection with the atmospheric
electrical discharges down this tower. An automatic gas
engine, a motor-driven mining machine, an automatic ground
switch and a system of messenger call boxes were among
Mr. Sperry's other inventions of the period. Mr. Sperry's

recent work with the gyroscope has attracted the widest

scientific and popular interest and has resulted in two ex-

tremely important inventions—the Sperry gyroscopic com-
pass (a device for mariners, the directive power of which
is independent of the earth's magnetic field and many times

stronger than the ordinary magnetic compass) and the

gyroscopic stabilizer for aeroplanes, for which Mr. Sperry
last year received the 50,000-franc prize offered by the

French government. Mr. Sperry is a charter member of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and was
chairman of the committee of call for the first meeting
of the National Electric Light Association. He is the

vice-president of the American Society of Aeronautical

Engineers and was last week elected by that society to be
one of its two representatives on the new Naval Advisory
Board of inventors.

E. A. SPERRY

Corporate and Financial
Buffalo (N. Y.) General Electric Company.—An issue of

$1,250,000 first refunding mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds,
due on April 1, 1939, is offered at 98 V2 and interest. The
sale reimburses the treasury for extensions and improve-
ments. It is proposed also to issue $1,298,000 bonds for
the acquisition of the Cataract Power & Conduit Company
stock. The issue has been approved by the Public Serv-
ice Commission, which authorized the company recently to
acquire the entire stock of the Cataract company, and has
approved the merger of the two properties. The com-
pany is now acquiring this stock under existing contracts
with practically all stockholders. Since 1896 the Cataract
company has purchased energy from the Niagara Falls
Power Company and sold it to larger consumers in Buf-
falo, including the Buffalo General Electric Company, elec-

tric railway companies and manufacturers, and has also
provided the small amount of light in territory not reached
by the lines of the Buffalo company. The proposed con-
solidated company will unite the wholesale and retail dis-
tributing systems and will eliminate considerable operating
expense. It will obtain its energy from the Niagara Falls
Power Company under a contract already negotiated, which
will be executed contemporaneously with the transfer to
the Buffalo General Electric Company of the Cataract
company stock now owned by the Niagara Falls Power Com-
pany. The combined earnings of the two companies for
the twelve months ended June 30, 1915, after eliminating
intercompany business and deducting the reduction in

Cataract company rates ordered by the Public Service
Commission, follow:

Gross revenue $2,675 353
1,770,916

Net applicable to interest $904,437
Interest on present debt 352,950

Balance $551,487

Commonwealth Power, Railway & Light Company, Jack-
son, Mich.—Herewith are shown the comparative state-
ments of earnings for the years ended June 30, 1915 and
1914:

1915 1914
Earnings on stocks owned by this company

in subsidiary companies $2,382,175 $2,463,861
Interest and other earnings 500,517 517,823

Gross earnings $2,882,692 $2,981,684
Expenses and taxes $104,316 $114,508
Interest charges 602,700 659,842

Total deductions $707,016 $774,350
Net income available for dividends, replace-

ments and depreciation $2,175,676 $2,207,334
Dividends on preferred stcck 960,000 960,000

Balance $1,215,676 $1,247,334

Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Company of
Baltimore, Md.—During the second month of the company's
campaign for new stockholders among customers, which
ended on Aug. 10, a total of sixty-nine new names were
added to the stockholders' lists. For the third month, or until
Sept. 10, the price will remain the same as in the second
month, namely, $107.50 per share. During the first month
of the campaign 741 customers subscribed for stock at
106.5. Thus in two months 810 customers have joined the
ranks of stockholders.

Long Island Lighting Company, New York, N. Y.—The
New York Public Service Commission, Second District, has
authorized the absorption of the Babylon Electric Light
Company. The Long Island Lighting Company is per-
mitted to issue $175,000 of 5 per cent twenty-five-year
first mortgage gold bonds at not less than 87%, to net
$153,125, and $125,000 capital stock at par. The proceeds,
$278,125, are to he used to acquire all the property, rights
and assets, including franchises and subject to liabilities

of the Babylon company, which will thereupon dissolve and
cancel its outstanding stock, $75,000.

Newburyport (Mass.) Gas & Electric Company.—The
management of the company has passed into the hands of
Mr. Philip Cabot of Boston, Mass., as president, and Mr.
Lester L. Flint of Belmont, Mass., as treasurer. The com-
pany has 2300 gas customers and 500 users of electricity.
The new management plans to develop the electrical market
intensively. No immediate enlargement of plant is antici-
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pated, lull :i rapid expansion of electrical service I in

pro pect.

Northern States Power Company, Chicago, III. In connec
t ion wiili its campaign for selling stuck to residents of the

territory it serves, the company is planning to offer to

customers the privilege of subscribing for Its 7 per cent

preferred Btock on partial payments. A customer may pur

chase no1 less than one or more than ten shares ;it the

rate of $6 pei hare s month either directly from the local

utility company or through b bank. Initial subscriptions
will be received a1 the price of $90 per share since the

preferred stock was offered on a cash basis a short time ago,
approximately 700 shares have heen taken by citizens of

cities in which the subsidiaries of the company operate.

Orange County Public Service Company.— A Philadelphia

syndicate headed by Mr. Edward K. Mandeville is forming
8 merger of gas, power and lighl companies in New York,

according to papers tiled with the Public Service Commis-
sion. Second District. The company will be known as the

Orange County Public Service Company, and will control

the Orange County Company, the Cuddebackville Company
and the Monticello Light & Power Company, covering the

cities of Middletown, Monticello and Port Jervis, as well as

the towns of Cuddebackville, Otisville and Howells, with a

population of nearly 40,000. The syndicate controls the

Port Jervis Light & Power Company and the Port Jervis

Traction Company.

San Joaquin Light & Power Corporation, Fresno, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission has issued a supple-

mental order authorizing- the corporation to pledge as col-

lateral $205,000 first and refunding mortgage forty-year

Series C 6 per cent bonds for an issue of $153,750 of prom-
issory two-year 8 per cent notes.

Shawinigan Water & Power Company, Shawinigan Falls,

Quebec, Canada.—In view of the recent offering of stock

the management has sent to shareholders special informa-
tion, in part as follows: "At the inception of the develop-

ment it was expected that the following elements would
contribute to success: First, the utilization of water and
electric power immediately at Shawinigan Falls and the

development of an industrial community; second, the trans-

mission of electric power to the larger cities within reason-

able distance, including Montreal, Three Rivers and Que-
bec, and, third, the general distribution of electrical energy
throughout the zone of operation, including the larger

centers. During- ten years of operation the first element

enumerated was covered by establishing at Shawinigan
Falls the following plants: Northern Aluminum Company,
manufacturing aluminum in various forms, the initial

operation of which utilized 2000 hp. and employed 75 peo-

ple, while to-day it uses 45,000 hp. and employs 545 peo-

ple; .the Belgo-Canadian Pulp & Paper Company, which

at the outset used 6000 hp. and employed 180 people, and

to-day uses 14,000 hp. and employs 750 people, and the

Canada Carbide Company, which at first used 1000 hp. and

employed 40 people, and now uses 20,000 hp. and employs

320 people. The result has been the upbuilding of a sub-

stantial community with a population of 7100. The second

element of the undertaking was inaugurated by the build-

ing of transmission lines, first to Montreal and later to

Three Rivers, Thetford Mines, Sorel, etc., and as the result

of recent negotiations your company acquired control of

the Dorchester Company, Quebec, and will shortly com-
plete a transmission system between that point and

Shawinigan Falls. This will complete the transmission of

energy to all of the larger cities originally contemplated.

Year by year your company has carried out the third ele-

ment in its development by including within the scope of

its operations practically all of the smaller cities and

towns in the Province of Quebec, between Montreal to the

west, Quebec to the east, and 50 miles to the south of the

St. Lawrence River at Thetford and Windsor Mills. The
development work gives your company one of the most
complete systems of electric transmission on this continent,

including over 700 miles of lines, involving the distribu-

tion of over 160,000 hp., and covering the larger part of

the industrial section of eastern Canada. Your company
depends on no one class of user. Each year the demand
upon your company has increased. At no previous time

has the future been so well assured. Apart from the ordi-

nary development of Industrial Canada, the particular ec

tion m winch your company op. -rah' ha been peculiarly

susceptible to growth, resulting from the utilization of
natural resources. The great power re ource available
and the policy your company has pursued in Belling energy
at price, which would compete .successfully with all other

districts have resulted in bringing Into the Province of

Quebec a large number of enterprises. Your company ha

always had the benefit of successful and com

financing, which has enabled it to acquire large intere •

companies contributory to its success, such a the .Mon-

treal Light, Heat & Power Company, the Cedars Rapids

Manufacturing & Power Company, the .North Shore Power
Company and other companies, the potential value of which
has increased each year, thereby adding to indirect income.

With the prospect of B large increase in available power
as a result of the plans for storage of water on the St.

Maurice River, and with its magnificent distribution sys-

tem, the management is justified in stating that at no <;i

tant date your company will be in a position to consider

the increase of the common-stock dividend."

Washington (I). C.) Railway & Electric Company.—The
report of Mr. Clarence P. King, the president, showed that

gross earnings for the six months ended June 30, 1915,

were $2,601,738, as compared with $2,527,747 for the same
period last year. Net earnings for the first six months of

1915 were $1,103,942, an increase of $860 over the same
period last year.

Manufacturing and Industrial
The Metals Coating Company of America, 122 South

Michigan Avenue, Chicago, has opened an office at 100

Summer Street, Boston, Mass., which will be in charge of

Mr. Herbert Jacques, Jr.

The Qual-Ser Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has
recently opened an electric supply store at 7706 Lake
Avenue in that city and will handle a general line of elec-

trical goods, specializing in lamps and lighting accessories.

The Elwell Parker Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

has been granted a permit to build a four-story factory

building costing $40,000 at 4223 St. Clair Avenue. George
S. Rider & Company, Century Building, Cleveland, are the

architects.

The Western Electro-Mechanical Company, Oakland, Cal.,

has recently been taken over by Mr. W. J. Foster, who has
assumed the position of Mr. O. A. Meitzker, the former
manager. Mr. Meitzker has been detained in Europe on
account of the war.

Holladay, Negstad & Company.—Mr. Lewis Littlepage
Holladay announces that henceforth he will be associated
in his practice of consulting engineering, in the field of

power plants, utilities and industries, with Mr. Henry
Negstad, under the corporate name of Holladay, Negstad
& Company, 109 North Dearborn Street, Chicago.

The Wolfsberger Electrical Company, 517 South Main
Street, Akron, Ohio, has recently been formed and is en-

gaged in the electrical contracting and supply business.

Mr. W. R. Wolfsberger is president and treasurer, Mr.
Frank Simpson vice-president, and Mr. F. M. Peck secretary
and general manager.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company, New York, has ap-

pointed Mr. F. H. M. Riley, formerly illuminating engi-

neer for the Kansas City (Mo.) Electric Light Company,
as the manager of the electrical department of its branch
office at Kansas City. Mr. Riley succeeds Mr. W. F. Trader,
who has been transferred to the Johns-Manville district

office at St. Louis, Mo.

The New York Electric Lamp Company, 38 Park Row,
New York, which has recently been incorporated, is engaged
in the sale of tungsten and nitrogen-filled lamps imported
from Holland and carbon lamps manufactured in this

country. The officers of the company are Mr. E. W. Boyce,
president, formerly with the New York Incandescent Lamp
Company; Mr. H. E. Hoyt, vice-president, and Miss F. M.
Ekstrom, secretary and treasurer.
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Triumph Electric Company Sees Bright Business Skies
Ahead.—The Triumph Electric Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

manufacturer of generators and motors, reports that the

outlook for future business is exceptionally bright. The
business of the company for June and July was unusually
good, that for the latter month exceeding the business for

any other month during the last year.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., has appointed Mr. W. P. Cochran,
formerly branch manager for the company at Baltimore,

as assistant district manager of the Philadelphia territory,

which includes Baltimore. Mr. Cochran's headquarters will

be in Philadelphia. Mr. M. H. Jones, assistant to manager,
will have charge of the Baltimore branch office.

Allis-Chalmers Company Business Improving.—It is re-

ported that the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., is receiving domestic orders in good vol-

ume at the present time. Renewed activity is being espe-

cially noted, it is said, in the pumping-machinery, cement-
engine and steam-turbine departments. An improvement
is also being shown in the electrical, mining and milling

machinery business of the company.

Engineer Added to Advertising Agency's Staff.—The
Russel M. Seeds Company of Indianapolis, Ind., has added
to its organization the services of a consulting industrial

engineer, Mr. Russell N. Edwards. Mr. Edwards is a

graduate of Purdue, with experience in mechanical and
electrical engineering, and has been highly successful in the

comparatively new science of efficiency engineering. A
number of years spent with the Arnold Company of Chicago
on the design and construction of public utility and indus-

trial projects, together with his more recent employment
with the Central Illinois Public Service Company in Illinois,

has equipped him for handling and discussing engineering
problems.

Busy at Pittsfield Factory of General Electric Company.
—Business at the Pittsfield (Mass.) factory of the Gen-
eral Electric Company has increased 125 per cent since

May 1, compared with the corresponding period of 1914,

according to Manager C. C. Chesney. In a statement
issued early this week Mr. Chesney said that the trans-

former business is particularly flourishing at present and
that, in addition to important Russian orders, the factory

is now working on a new order from Spain. A large order

from China is expected within a week. The lull in busi-

ness at the plant caused by an off season in fan-motor
orders is gradually being counterbalanced by work in

other departments.

Small-Motor Drive for Scottish Woolen Manufacturers.

—

Small motors are being installed in a number of the woolen
mills in Scotland, according to Consul Rufus Fleming, sta-

tioned at Edinburgh. A typical installation recently com-
pleted is that in an important Galashiels mill, and consists

of thirteen motors, ranging in rating from 5 hp. to 25 hp.

and having a total rating of 165 hp. It is said that a num-
ber of manufacturers now using steam drive are contem-
plating the adoption of motors. A central-station company
in Mr. Fleming's district has issued a statement of the

rating in horsepower of motors usually employed in the

ordinary trades and industries. The consul also writes

that there is a demand for motors operating domestic ap-

pliances, such as shoe cleaners, knife cleaners, coffee

grinders, sewing machines, washing machines, vacuum
cleaners, etc.

Larger Production of Platinum.—According to statis-

tics collected for the United States Geological Survey by
Mr. J. M. Hill, there was an increase in the production of

American platinum in 1914 over that of 1913. Some 40,-

826 ounces of platinum were also obtained from refining

scrap metals in sweepings of the jewelry and dental trades.

Even if the imports of foreign platinum were greatly re-

duced, there are apparently sufficient stocks of the metal
in the United States, it is declared, to meet domestic re-

quirements. The price of platinum, which rose to $50 an
ounce just after the war was declared, had by July, 1915,

fallen to $37 an ounce, or $8 an ounce less than the aver-

age price in 1914. The increasing use of tungsten, molyb-
denum and nickel-chrome alloys in the electrical industry

in place of platinum is said to have aided in bringing

;about the reduction in the price of the metal.

Oil Engine for Municipal Power Plants.—Mr. W. R.
Haynie of the Bolinders Company, 30 Church Street, New
York, agent for the J. & C. G. Bolinders Mek. Verksi
A. B., Stockholm, Sweden, manufacturer of heavy crude-
oil engines, reports that his company has recently re-

ceived orders for two 275-hp. oil engines for operating
sixty-cycle generators in the municipal plant at Butler,
N. J., and two 360-hp. engines for operating sixty-cycle
generators in the municipal plant at Perth Amboy, N. J.

The company has also just received from Charles R.

Butters & Company, 120 Broadway, New York, an order
for two 360-hp. engines which will be connected to drive
alternators. Mr. Haynie states that the Bolinders en-
gines are very popular for marine use and that a number
of ships in various parts of the world are operated by
these units. Although only established about a year ago,
the Bolinders Company, Mr. Haynie declared, has found
a keen interest shown in it~> oil engine in this country, a
fact which it feels presages well for the future.

Inquiries from Foreign Countries Regarding Electrical
Apparatus.—The Kern Commercial Company, exporter and
importer, 114 Liberty Street, New York, has recently re-

ceived a number of inquiries for electrical specialties and
machinery for export to Italy and Spain. These inquiries
cover motors, generators, transformers, insulating tubing,
electric heaters, domestic appliances, bells and telephone
and telegraph material. A large amount of the electrical
material heretofore supplied to the concerns making these
inquiries has come from Germany, which source is naturally
now closed to them. Prospects in other countries are very
good, Mr. M. Greenebaum of the Kern Company declares,
but results cannot be obtained until after the end of the
war. Whatever is done now will be principally in the line

of missionary work. The American manufacturers are
meeting with difficulties in the export field, Mr. Greenebaum
declares, because their standards are different from those
of European manufacturers. It is the opinion of Mr. Greene-
baum that when American goods are once introduced into

a country they will hold their place in the market even
after the close of the war. As soon as peace is declared, he
states, there will be a considerable increase in the amount
of foreign business. At the present time one of the great
deterrents to the expansion of foreign business is the lack
of tonnage, which is resulting in enormously high freight
rates. As soon as the war is over the release of many
merchant ships which now are employed by the belligerents
will serve to bring rates again to a fairly normal condition.
Reasonable rates, however, will not be available for some
time. As soon as the war is over the banking situation will

also be improved, and this will help to put through many
negotiations which for the present are hanging fire because
of the disturbed conditions.

Orders for Electrical Apparatus.—The Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has recently received the following orders: One 1875-kva.,
2300-volt waterwheel generator for the Western States
Gas & Electric Company of Placerville, Cal., through H. M.
Byllesby & Company of Chicago; two 1875-kva., 2300-volt
turbo-generator units for the Union Light, Heat & Power
Company, Fargo, N. D., through H. M. Byllesby & Com-
pany, Chicago; one 6825-kva. synchronous frequency-
changer set which is to take energy from a 13,000-volt,

twenty-five-cycle line and transform it into 4000 volts,

()2.r>-cycle energy, and which is practically a duplicate of a
Westinghouse set now installed for the Consolidated Gas,
Electric Light & Power Company, Baltimore, Md.; one 6250-
kva., 4000-volt turbine unit with auxiliary equipment for
the Citizens' Light, Heat & Power Company, Johns-
town, Pa.; one 6250-kva., 4000-volt turbine unit with
auxiliary equipment for the Merchants' Heat & Light
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.; one 3125-kva. turbine
unit with auxiliaries for the Counties Gas & Elec-
tric Company, Norristown, Pa.; two 2500-kva. (11,000
volts high-tension side, 2400 volts low-tension side)

oil-cooled transformers for the Hartford Electric
Light Company, Hartford, Conn., through the Stone & Web-
ster Engineering Corporation; two stationary substations,
each consisting of a r>00-kw. motor-generator set (2300-volt
synchronous motor and 1500-volt direct-current generator)
and a 10-kw. directly connected exciter, three 235-kva.,
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tingle-phase, i.
.
.Him mihi \, , it tranaformeri with twitch

board, and portable substation with similar equipment
ting three L87.26 leva, tranaformari, for the Ogden, Logan
& Idaho Railway Company, Ogden, Utah; one BOO leva.,

11,000-volt, three-phase, two-bearing horizontal coupled-
type generator for Watcrwheel drive with ll..

r)-kw. directly

connected exciter, one 260-kva., single-phase, sixtj cycle,

•00 Ll,000-volt transformer, one 250-kva., single-phs >.

2300-voll transformer and one six-panel switchboard
for the Stevens County Power A Light Company, Colville,

W* ii.; one L800-kw., 8400-volt turbo-generator unit with
directly connected exciter, three BOO leva., 88,000/2800-vol1
transformers and twenty-one single-phase, 33,000/2300-volt
transformers for the River Power Company, Sprigg, W. Va.;
one 20,000-kw., 400-volt turbo-generator unit, one 25,000-

sq, ft, surface condenser with auxiliaries and two 2000-kva.,

33, 1000-volt transformers for the Toledo Railways &
Light Company, Toledo, Ohio; one 1000-kw., 000-volt direct-

current rotary converter, three 365-kva. air-blast trans-
formers, one 350-kva. testing transformer, one 350-kva.
regulating transformer and one 2500-kva. inductance coil

for the Public Service Electric Company, Newark, N. J.;

one 900-kva. alternator of the vertical waterwheel type, to

be operated at 6600 volts, for the Northern Virginia Power
Company, Winchester, Va.; five 200-kva. transformers for

the Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Railroad Company,
Scranton, Pa.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES
, Aug. 3

,, , Aug. 10 x

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

Copper £ s d £ s d
London, standard spot* 71 5 69
Prime Lake 18.25 tol8.50 17.62y2 to 17.87V2
Electrolytic 18.00 to 18.25 17.37% to 17.62%
Casting 16.87% to 17.12% 16.50 to 16.75
Copper wire base 19.25 to 19.50f 19.00t

Lead 5 25 4 50
Nickel ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.

50.00 to 52.00t 50.00 to 52.00t
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter.... 24.00t 21.00t
Spelter, spot 17.25 to 17.50f 14.25 to 14.75t
Tin—straits 35.50 34.50
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent 32.00 to 33.00 32.00 to 34.00

*OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 16.50 16.00
Brass, heavy 11.75 11.25
Brass, light 10.00 9.50
Lead, heavy : . 4.65 4.25
Zinc, scrap 13.50 11.00

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Aug. 10 3,805

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
tNominal.

New Industrial Companies
The Electric House-Lighting Company of Indianapolis,

Ind., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000

by Carl L. Rost, John M. Schmid and Earl F. Gray. The
company proposes to manufacture and deal in electrical

fixtures.

The Vosburgh Miniature Lamp Company of East Orange,

N. J., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000

to manufacture batteries, etc. The incorporators are David

A. McBride, Gordan Grand and L. Matthews, all of East

Orange, N. J.

The O. H. Electric Company of Chicago, 111., has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $10,000 by Richard M.
Winters, Emil Kekick and J. H. Westover. The company
proposes to manufacture electrical appliances and to do a

general manufacturing business.

E. H. Tiffany & Company of New York, N. Y., have been

incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000 by E. H. Tiffany,

90 West Street, New York; J. W. Stone and Glenn M.
Congdon of New York. The company intends to manufac-
ture and deal in electrical apparatus.

The Notowl Manufacturing Company of Syracuse, N. Y.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 to

manufacture and deal in mechanical devices and specialties

and hardware and to do electrical work. The incorpo-

rators are J. F. Lemp, J. O'Donnell and J. J. Albrecht of

Syracuse.

The Latin-American Public Warns Corporation has filed

articlea of incorporation tinder the laws of the state of
Delaware for t * »

* pnrpoM of developing bnsineii in Ijatin

America. Th« company la capitalised at $1,000,000 and
will seek to acquire concession! and contract! for public
WOrks or for extension or improvement of existing publir

Utilities. The incorporators are J. G. White, Douglas L.

Severd and Mallei Provost, .-ill of New York, .\. v.

The Universal Electric Specialty Manufacturing Company
of New Orleans, La., has been organized with a capita]
stock of $500,000 by William P. Conner; and others. The
company will manufacture electric signs, electric sign flash-

ers, switchboards, electric time clocks, panelboards, cabi-
nets, electric incubators, electric fans, small motors and
electric specialties. Negotiations, it is reported, have prac-
tically closed for a site on Carrollton Avenue, where the
manufacturing plant will be erected, at a cost of about
$40,000.

New Incorporations
The Farm Power Company of Salisbury, N. C, has been

chartered with a capital stock of $15,000 by Robert W.
Sinclair and others.

The Royse Ice & Electric Company of Royse, Tex., has
been chartered with a capital stock of $16,000 by J. T.

Murphy, A. P. Davis and E. C. Murphy.

The Urich Electric Light & Power Company of Urich,
Mo., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000
by J. J. Wright, Henry Buesse and R. T. Miller.

The Farmers' Electric Company of Heyburn, Idaho, has
been incorporated for the purpose of securing electrical

energy from the reclamation plants in connection with the
Minidoka project. The incorporators are J. F. Nelson, J. A.
Plowman, J. M. Butler, W. T. McDermott and Robert
Kenner.

Trade Publications
Lamp Tester.—An illustrated leaflet on an incandescent-

lamp-testing instrument or watt indicator has been issued

by the Eldredge Electric Manufacturing Company, Spring-

field, Mass.

Electric Washing Machines.—A vacuum-type electrically

operated washing machine is described and illustrated in a
booklet issued by the Wayne Manufacturing Company, 124

Sidney Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Starters for Induction Motors.—Bulletin No. 156, issued

by the Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, N. J., contains

information on several recently developed starters for

squirrel-cage induction motors.

Electric Arc Welding.—The Lincoln Electric Company,
East Thirty-eighth Street and Kelley Avenue, Cleveland,

Ohio, has just issued an illustrated catalog which contains

information on its motor-generator outfit for electric-arc

welding.

Spacing Switch Boxes.—The William Wurdack Electric

Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo., for which W.
Douglas Woolley, 30 North Michigan Boulevard, Chicago,

111., is general sales representative, has issued an illustrated

leaflet on its metal switch boxes.

Automatic Switch for Small Generating Plant.—A type B
automatic switch or cut-out for switchboards of small gen-

erating outfits is described and illustrated in Bulletin No.

13, which has been issued by the Hartman Electrical Manu-
facturing Company, Mansfield, Ohio.

Illumination of Show Windows and Factories.—Simplex

Conduits, Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birmingham, England, have

published the second number of a pamphlet entitled "In-

stallation News," which contains information on the illumi-

nation of show windows and factories.

Fuses and Conduit Fittings.—The Killark Electric Manu-
facturing Company, for which W. Douglas Woolley, 30

North Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, 111., is general sales

representative, has issued illustrated leaflets which contain

information on inclosed fuses and conduit fittings.
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Construction News
New England

PORTLAND, MAINE.—The Cumberland
County Pwr. & Lt. Co. of Portland, it is re-
ported, Is contemplating the construction of
a new dam across the Presumpscott River
at North Gorham.
MANCHESTER, N. H.—The Manchester

Trac, Lt. & Pwr. Co. has been granted a
permit to build a new power plant at Brook
and 1'ennacook Streets, and also to enlarge
substation at Kelley's Falls.

MAYNARD, MASS.—The Board of Se-
lectmen has signed a new contract with
the American Woolen Co. for street-light-
ing for a term of from three to five years.
Under the terms of the new contract the
arc lamps now in use will be replaced with
60-cp. nitrogen-filled incandescent lamps
(four for each arc lamp) ; all the 40-cp.
lamps will also be replaced with the nitro-
gen-filled lamps.

MILLBURY, MASS.—The Millbury Wtr.
Co. is reported to be considering changing
the motive power of its pumping station
from steam to electricity.

WESTFIELD, MASS.—New equipment
will be purchased for the municipal electric-
lighting system as follows : Motor-gener-
ator set for testing purposes, recording in-
tegrating wattmeters, testing instruments,
transformers (number and rating not yet
decided upon), poles, white-glazed porcelain
insulators for primary lines, copper wire
for transmission line, Gaston Daniels light-
ning arresters and Matthews fuse cut-outs.
A coal trestle, oil house and storehouse will
also probably be erected. The town re-
cently authorized an expenditure of $25,000
for improvements to the municipal lighting
plants. G. E. Mitchell is manager.
HARTFORD, CONN.—A permit has been

granted to the Stone & Webster Engineer-
ing Corpn. of Boston, Mass., to erect a
three-story brick addition to the Dutch
Point power station of the Hartford El.
Lt. Co., to cost about $35,000.

NEW LONDON, CONN.—Plans are under-
way, it is reported, for the construction of
a new electric generating station and boiler
plant for the Connecticut Pwr. Co. in New
London. All the present buildings on the
site, it is understood, will be removed and
replaced by new structures.

WINDSOR, CONN.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Board of Commissioners of
the Windsor Fire District until Aug. 20
for construction of a water-works system,
including electrically driven pumping equip-
ment. H. R. Turner is superintendent.

Middle Atlantic

ALBANY, N. Y.—Plans are being pre-
pared by the Obenaus-Nichols Co., archi-
tect, it is reported, for the construction of a
fire-alarm and police-signal station for the
city of Albany.
ALBANY, N. Y.—Bids will be received

by the Board of Contract and Supply, City
Hall, Albany, until Sept. 7 for construction
and equipment of two sewage-pumping sta-
tions, including superstructures for a main
pumping station, gatehouse, tool house and
auxiliary automatic pumping station, rail-
road track, storage-battery locomotive, elec-
trically operated locomotive crane, Venturi
meter, etc. Separate bids will also be re-
ceived for necessary plumbing, heating and
ventilating and electric wiring and fixtures.
The equipment of the pumping stations will
include three 10,000,000-gal., three 15,000,-
000-gal. and two 1,500,000-gal. (daily ca-
pacity) motor-driven centrifugal pumps,
switchboards, suction and discharge pumps
and discharge piping, etc. Plans and speci-
fications may be obtained upon application
to Frank R. Lanagan, city engineer, for
which a deposit of $25 will be required for
each set or part thereof.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—Steps have been
taken by the merchants and property own-
ers of Court Street, between Exchange and
Carroll Streets, for the installation of an
ornamental lighting system, to cost from
$9,000 to $10,000.

CANISTEO, N. Y.—The proposal to se-
cure electrical service from the Hornell El.
Co. of Hornell will soon be submitted to the
voters.

DUNKIRK, N. Y.—The Dunkirk El. Mfg.
Co. is installing two new boilers in its

power plant. H. T. Litchfield is secretary.

EAST AURORA, N, Y.—The East Aurora
El. Lt. Co. has recently completed the in-

stallation of two new generators and
switchboard and also the erection of a
transmission line to Wales Center. Within
the next thirty days the company expects
to purchase electric appliances and sup-

plies, including heating and cooking appa-
ratus, vacuum cleaners, washing machines,
wiring supplies, etc. It. S. Persona I

retary and treasurer.

10AST WORCESTER, N. Y.—The Great
Bear Lt A Pwr. Co. of East Woi
expects to erect about 3 miles of pole trans-
mission line within the next three months.
William P. Shupe is treasurer.

GOUVERNEUR, N. Y.—The Oswegatchie
Lt. & I'wr. Co. of Gouverneur, it is re-
ported, is contemplating the developm. ml
of the water-power once used by the United
States Talc Co. of Hyatt. The mill prop-
erty was destroyed by fire several years
ago, but the dam, flume and waterwheels,
it is said, are in good condition. A mini-
mum of 3000 hp., it is expected, can be de-
veloped there.

GOWANDA, N. Y.—The Village Board
has entered into a contract with the Keyes
El. Co. of Gowanda for lighting the streets
of the village. Under the new contract the
present arc lamps will be replaced with 50

arc lamps of 400 cp. and 125 incandescent
lamps of 100 cp. The company has also
agreed to reconstruct its plant, to be oper-
ated by steam, and to make other improve-
ments, at a cost of about $20,000.

SERMON, N. Y.—The Hermon El. Lt.

Co. expects to purchase an 8-kw. trans-
former at once. W. G. Popple is secretary
and manager.
MOUNT MORRIS, N. Y.—The Mount

Morris Illg. Co., it is reported, has begun
work on construction of a new power plant
near the power dam in the Genesee River
on the Leicester side.

NEWFANE, N. Y.—The Newfane El. Co.
is considering the question of installing ad-
ditional equipment in its plant or purchas-
ing energy from the Lockport Lt., Ht. &
Pwr. Co. during the low-water periods in

the Eighteen Mile Creek. If power is pur-
chased from the Lockport company, the
Newfane company will erect a transmission
line between this city and Lockport.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—Plans are being pre-
pared, it is reported, by the Globe Mal-
leable Iron & Steel Co. of Syracuse for a
power house to be built in connection with
its works.

WOODHAVEN, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived by C. B. J. Snyder, superintendent
of school buildings, Department of Educa-
tion, Park Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street,
New York, until Aug. 23 for installing elec-
trical equipment in new Public School 97,
corner of Yarmouth and Shipley Streets,
Woodhaven, borough of Queens. Blank
forms, plans and specifications may be .ob-
tained at the above office and also at the
branch office, 69 Broadway, Flushing.

CANONSBURO, PA.—The West Penn
Ltg. Co. has closed a contract with the
Standard Tinplate Co. whereby it will sup-
ply energy to operate the tin-plate plant in

East Canonsburg. The Standard company
is erecting a 12-mill addition to its plant
there. A high-tension transmission line will

be erected from Canonsburg to the Standard
Works.
EAST BERLIN, PA.—A committee has

been appointed to make investigation as to

the feasibility of establishing a municipal
electric-light plant to supply electricity for
municipal and commercial purposes.

HARRTSBURG, PA.—Application has
been made to the State Department for
approval of three electric companies, known
as the Farmers' El. Co. of North Lancas-
ter County, Farmers' El. Co. of Penn Town-
ship, and Farmers' El. Co. of Warwick
Township. The incorporators are com-
posed of residents of Lancaster and Ches-
ter Counties.

JEFFERSON PA.—The West Penn El.

Co. of Pittsburgh will apply to the Public
Service Commission for approval of a con-
tract with the township of Jefferson for the
purpose of constructing an electric-lighting
and power system in the township.

NEW BRIGHTON, PA.—Negotiations
have been closed whereby the control of the
Beaver County Lt. Co. of New Brighton
and the Midland El. Co. have passed into
control friendly to the Duquesne Lt. Co. of
Pittsburgh. Improvements involving an ex-
penditure of $.".00,000 on new equipment, it

is reported, will be made by the new com-
pany in the near future.

WIOATHERLY, PA.—The directors of the
Middle Coal Field Poor District have con-
tracted with town of Weatherly to supply
electricity from the municipal electric-light
planl to the poor-farm at Laurytown, Work
will begin at once on the erection of the
transmission line from Weatherly to the
poor-farm.
AXiLENTOWN, N, J.—Improvements, In-

cluding the installation of some new ma-
chinery, have recently been completed to

the municipal electrlo-llght plant. Charles

s. join, r is superintendent.

NEWARK, N. J.—To provide for addi-

tional lighting service at the penitentiary

in. Board of Freeholders has decided to re-

quest the finance committee for an extra

$10,000 in the bond Issue for the new wing
and warden's home. It has I.-

to issue 1185,000 in bonds for additions to

the penitentiary.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Bids will be received

at the Office of the supervising architect,

Treasury Department, Washington, D. o.,

until Aug. 81, for the installation complete

of an elevator plant in the United States

immigration station, Baltimore, Md. tor
details see proposal columns.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Bids will be received

at the office of the supervising architect,

Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Aug. 31, for mechanical equipment
(except elevators, lift and dumbwaiter) of

the immigration station at Baltimore, Md.,

in accordance with drawings and specifica-

tions, copies of which may be obtained at

the above office.

KEYSER, W. VA.—The Keyser El. Lt.

Co., it is reported, is contemplating increas-

ing the output Of its plant and installing

additional machinery.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the supervising archi-

tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D C, until Aug. lb, for furnishing and in-

stalling lighting fixtures in the United
States post office buildings at Berkeley, Cal.,

and Denver, Col., in accordance with plans

and specifications, copies of which may be
obtained at the above office.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the supervising archi-

tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D C, until Aug. 31, for installation com-
plete of an electric passenger elevator in

each of the following buildings :
The

United States post office and court house

at Amarillo, Tex., and the United States

post office and court house at Medford,
Ore. For details see proposal columns.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign trade
opportunities are announced by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in the

Commerce Reports as follows: No. 17,618

—An engineer in Spain informs an Ameri-
can consular officer that he is interested in

the importation of agricultural, industrial

and electrical machinery. No. 17,646—An
American consular officer in England
writes that an electrical supply dealer in

his district is desirous of purchasing glass

bulbs for incandescent lamps, complete with
vitrate filling. A sample of brass cap, to-

gether with designs of bulbs, may be ex-

amined at the above bureau or its

branches. No. 17,728—The Spanish gov-
ernment has authorized the Minister of

the Interior, through the General Director
of Post and Telegraph, to purchase 3o tons
of galvanized-steel wire 2 mm. in diameter,
40 tons 3 mm. in diameter, 100 tons 4 mm.
in diameter, and 25 tons 5 mm. in diameter.
This wire is to be used in the national
telegraph and telephone service. No.
17,685—An American consular officer in

Wales has transmitted a detailed report
relative to an opportunity for the sale of

electric fans, irons, dusters, lamps, etc.

No. 17,790—A firm in Norway writes an
American consular officer that it wishes to

hear from American manufacturers and ex-
porters of rubber tires, automobile accesso-
ries, dry batteries and automobile trucks,
with a view of securing an exclusive
agency for the sale of these lines. No.
17,813—This bureau is in receipt of a let-

ter from a business man in India stating
that he desires to correspond with Ameri-
can manufacturers and exporters of hard-
ware, machinery, agricultural implements,
pumps, electric lamps, holders, metal fila-

ment, drawn-wire lamps, electric fans, etc
No. 17,819—An American consular officer

in the Far East has transmitted a report,

together with blueprints, specifications, etc.,

relative to the opportunity for the installa-
tion and supply of equipment for a tele-

phone system. No. 17.S21—An American
consular officer In India reports thai an
electrical engineer in his district desires

to be placed in communication with an
American manufacturer cf electrical goods
used in hotels and otiice buildings, particu-
larly electric tans. This man is about to
furnish the electrical equipment for a large
hotel. No. 17,831—An electric tramway
company in Greece has advised an Ameri-
can consular officer that it is in the market
for electrical supplies, especially "en-
grenages" and "pignons" (large and small
cogwheels). No. 17,834—An electric com-
pany In England informs an American con-
sular officer that It Is in the market for
glass shades for electric lamps ; also glass
disks for electric-lamp pendants. Further
Information may be obtained at the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, De-
partment of Commerce, Washington, D. C,
and its branches.
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tod Hi.- electrical laboratory, batter)
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closed down for a year, will be used bj the
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local Ben Ice « hlle the Flint compan
building the trunk line from Flint ti

ton a ii, u generator is being Installed.
N

' \ki.\k CIT1 . MICH Tii,. Marinecm Roller .Mill Co. has sold us electrical
plant, Including equipment ami business

i ais.> a strip of land back of the null'
i'"' a Bite lor substation to the Eastern
Michigan Edison i ',, of i letroll Th<

I ii

ter company will begin work at once to
rewire the .•nine town and will make mam
other Improvements to the local Bystem.

,
RAPID RIVER, MICH. A franchise

has been granted to li. ED, Phelffer to Eur
nlah electricltj for commercial purposes In
Rapid River,

STEPHENSON, .Mien it.., „is t,, the
amount of JB.t have i

i voted for the
installation of an electric light and power
plant

ANTWERP, OHIO \. A. Pointer, owner
ol the local electrlc-llght plant, has closeddown his power house and is purchasing
energj from the Hicksville station The
entire equipment of the plant is for sale
Mr. Pointer has recently completed the
transmission line from Woodburn to Maves-
vlle ana Grabill, Ind.

ARCADIA, OHIO—The Arcadia I :i Lt
( 0. has recently installed a new oil engine.
1

'. A. \\ heland is owner.
CANTON, OHIO.—Under authority re-

cently granted by the City Council extend-
ing the rights of the public utility com-
panies to place their wires underground
the Ohio State Telephone Co., the Northern
Ohio Traction Co. and the Canton El. Co
will increase considerably the amount of
underground conduit work which will be
done in the future.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Application has
been made by Harry G. Smith of Cincin-
nati for a franchise to operate an electric-
ally operated moving sidewalk at the foot
?, Fr

i
5,
L
t Street to connect with the Coney

Island boats.

CRESTLINE. OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the village of Crestline until Aug.
18 for furnishing and operating an electric
street-lighting system for a period of ten
years.

EAST TOUNGSTOWN, OHIO. — The
Council has awarded the contract for light-
ing the streets of the city for a period of
ten years to the Youngstown & Sharon St.
Ky. Co. The system will practically be thesame as used in Youngstown, all wires onmain streets to be placed in conduits and
the lamps on side streets to be hung on
brackets.

LIMA, OHIO.—Arrangements are beingmade by the Ohio El. Co. to place its wires
underground in the downtown district in
compliance with its franchise. H G Gilpin
is superintendent.

McCONNELSVILLE, OHIO.—Within the
next three months the McConnelsville-Malta
El. Co. expects to purchase one 250-hp gas
engine and one or two carloads of polesW. A. Cosgrave is secretary.
ORRVILLE, OHIO—The Massillon El. &Gas Co. of Massillon expects to rebuild its

local distribution plant in 1916. Herman
B. Cohen is manager.
SPENCERVLLLE, OHIO.—Bids will be

received by the Board of Public Affairs,
Spencerville, until Aug. 20, for construc-
tion of addition to power house, and for
furnishing boilers, engine, generator, etc.,
for the municipal electric-light plant. For
details see proposal columns.
FORT THOMAS, KY.—The Highland

Film Corpn., it is reported, is contemplating
the construction of a power plant, to cost
about $30,000.

PADUCAH, KY.—An isolated electric-
light and power plant will be installed in
connection with the garage (to cost
$35,000), to be built by the Foreman Auto-
mobile Co. in Paducah.
BOONVILLE, IND.—Improvements are

being made to the mine of the Big Four
Coal Co., near Boonville, which include the
installation of electrical operating and shaft
equipment, to cost about $75,000. John E
Kelley, George Nestor and others are in-
terested in the company.
HUNTINGTON, IND.—The Casewell-

Runyon Co. of Huntington is installing
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uutlon , . , |ng com Iderable

termor) In I lendi Icka I lopunt j , i [ugh 1

1

id. nl oi the \i. i

companj
N< »RTH \ i:k.\< IN, IND The North

\ • rnon Lumber i lo « ill Install b 100 k«
• '• eti Ic planl to furnish electricltj to opw
ati Iti lumbi i mill The equipment will
Includi om

. ! In by imi boiler (1
one 100 i.u

. 220 volt alternat-
ing current generator and atean
drive same, ami also Bwltchboard, Con-
tracts have not yel been awarded, f M
i 'lait.-r is president,

m.T' »N, ii. i. Bids will be received by
the Board ol Adminisl ral Ion, I lapltol Buildmg, Springfield, until Aug-. 28, for construc-
tion ol power house al the Allon State
Hospital, near Upper Alton. Plans and
specifications maj be obtained upon appll
cation to .lames p. i libelka, state architi cl
ISO North Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
GALENA, ii. p.—To meet Increasing de-mands tor electrical power in the Illinois-

Wisconsin zinc-mining field the interstate
Pt. A Pwr. Co. of Galena, a subsidiary of
the Northern states Pwr, Co., will Increase
the output of the Galena station. A new
2500-kw. steam turbine will be installed,
together with a number of improvements
in tile boiler room
UPPER ALTON, ILL.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the Board of Administration,
Capitol Building, Springfield, until Aug. 23
for the erection of a power house at the
Alton State Hospital, near Upper Alton.
Plans and specifications may be obtained
upon application to James B. Dibelka,
state architect, 130 North Fifth Avenue,
Chicago.

WARSAW, ILL.—The merchants and the
City Council, it is reported, are consider-
ing the installation of an ornamental light-
ing system.
APPLETON, WIS.—At a mass meeting

held recently the citizens adopted a resolu-
tion authorizing the City Council to install
single nitrogen-filled lamps on Corinthian
posts (eight to the block) to replace the
arches and arc lamps now in use.

CHIPPEWA FALLS, WIS.—Plans are
being considered for the installation of an
ornamental lighting system in Chippewa
Falls, covering eight blocks.
RACINE, WIS.—The Wisconsin Gas &

El. Co. of Racine has purchased the prop-
erty of the Burlington El. Lt. & Pwr. Co
of Burlington and the Watertown Gas & El
Co. of Watertown. The Wisconsin Gas &
El. Co. also proposes to take over trans-
mission lines supplying electricity to several
towns south of Watertown. D. E. Callender
of Racine is general manager of the Wis-
consin company.
KASSON, MINN.—Plans, it is reported,

are being prepared by J. F. Druar, Com-
mercial Bank Building, St. Paul, for im-
provements to the municipal electric-light
plant.

ROCHESTER, MINN.—The City Council
has rejected the offer of the Consumers'
Pwr. Co. of St. Paul to supply electricity
here. The Utility Board has been author-
ized by the Council to begin operations for
the construction of a new municipal elec-
tric plant, to cost about $125,000. The pur-
chase of the site of the Zumbro Pwr. Co.
at Zumbro Falls is reported to be under
consideration by the Council, and it may be
developed in the near future to furnish
power to generate electricity. The Charles
L. Pillsbury Engineering Co., Metropolitan
Life Building, Minneapolis, has been en-
gaged to take charge of the construction
of the proposed new plant.

ST. JAMES, MINN.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Common Council of the city
of St. James until Aug. 20 for furnishing
and installing equipment in the municipal
electric light and water plant as follows

:

One 500-gal. Underwriters' fire pump, one
50-hp. motor, one 100-kw. W. generator
with belt-driven exciter, one deep-well
pump, one 15-hp. motor, two 7^-kw W.
transformers, one 10-kw. W. constant trans-
former with two-circuit panel, three panel-
boards, lightning arresters, choke coils,
meters, etc., piping, wiring, preparing foun-
dations. Plans and specifications mav be
seen at the office of the citv clerk of Sauk
City, and also on application to Christ
Larsen, St. James.

ST. PAUL, MINN.—The Consumers' Pwr.
Co., a subsidiary of the Northern States
Pwr. Co., has recently signed a contract to
furnish energy to operate 2665 hp. in motors
in the shops of the Great Northern Ry. Co.
and roundhouse in St. Paul. Service will
soon begin to the new Railroad Building,

where th pan) will supply 2100 hp, for
lamp'- and motors.

11 \i:i.i.:; 1 ti J . [I ,\\ \ ti.. i

\ ail. \ Hydraulic Co ol Charli
!•• • M grant) d a twi nl f-yeai fi

the Board ol < lounl erect
n llm i" dl ' 1 Ibuti electi Iclt y

1 i..m Jane villi 1 outh t" < ledai Falli and
Wati rloo ami along
tO <

'• dar Fall*.

CHARTER < iak, [< IWA Contra* 1 tot
11 oi ii,, municipal eh ctrli
light plant has been awarded by 1

1

1 louncll .Ml BO) nlon ol Hi, III mi ox
e, stand. mi, & Boynton, Bee Building,

< Miiaha, Net II 11

M iiiuiaii hai bei n engagi d to
ol the plant when completed.

1 " IREST CITY, [< »w \ Pal; will bi re
celved b) Dr. 11. 1: Irli h, president ol tna
Independent school district ol Foi est < 111 f,

I City, unl ii Aug 25, foi com traction
new nigh and grade school, Including

general costruction work, heating and
plumbing, 1 lectrical work and iim urea,
manual training, domestic science and gym-
nasium equipment. Plans and sp.
pons may be secured al the office of Alban

1
i ha 1

1 . architects'. Endlcotl Building;,
St. Paul, .Minn., upon deposit of $10.

NORTH ENGLISH, low v The Iowa
El, 1.1. Co. of Marengo, it is reported, has
been granted a franchise to suppl
tricity in North English. The transmission
line will be extended from Williamsburg to
ParnelL
pop PAP GROVE, IOWA.—The local

electric-light plant, owned by Warren M.
Webster, was recently destroyed by fire,
causing a loss of about $1 0,000.

RIVERTON, IOWA.—At an election held
recently the proposal to grant the Ham-
burg El. Lt. Co. of Hamburg a franchise to
supply electricity in Riverton was carried.

SOLON, IOWA.—An election will soon be
called to submit the proposal to grant the
Iowa Ry. & Lt. Co. of Cedar Rapids a
franchise to supply electricity in Solon. If
granted a franchise, the company will ex-
tend its high-tension transmission line from
Mount Vernon to Solon.

WATERLOO, IOWA.—The Board of Su-
pervisors of Black Hawk County has
granted the Citizens' Gas & El. Co. of
Waterloo a franchise to erect transmission
lines through certain portions of Black
Hawk County for a period of twenty years.

PICKERING, MO.—The Marysville El.
Lt. Co. of Marysville has been granted a
franchise to supply electricity in Pickering
for a period of ten years and also a ten-
year contract for street lighting.

PEMBINA, N. D.—Charles E. Fiers of
the Dodge County Pwr. Co., it is reported,
has been granted permission to construct
and operate an electric-light plant in Pem-
bina.

WHITE EARTH, N. D.—The Village
Board is considering the installation of a
new electric-light plant and also a new
street-lighting system this summer.
BARNSTON, NEB.—The State Board of

Irrigation has approved the application for
permission to install a hydroelectric power
plant at Barnston to supply electricity to
towns along the Blue River. George W.
Steinmeyer of Holmesville is promoter.
BLAIR, NEB.—Bids will be received by

the village clerk until Aug. 30 for the con-
struction of an electric-light plant. The
Martz Engineering Co., First National
Bank Building, Lincoln, has charge of the
engineering work.
CLAY CENTER, NEB.—Within the next

three months the M. M. Johnson Lt. & Pwr.
Co. of Clay Center expects to erect twelve
miles of 13,200-volt, single-phase transmis-
sion line ; also to purchase material for
the above line, including step-up trans-
formers, lightning arresters and one-panel
switchboard. B. C. Robinson is electrician.

FAIRBURY, NEB.—The electric light
commission expects to purchase within the
next ninety days 20 steel towers, 45 ft. high;
also within the next twelve months one
300-hp. marine-type boiler. G. D. Myers
is manager.
FRANKLIN, NEB.—Within the next two

months the electric-light commissioners ex-
pect to erect a new power house and to
purchase one 100-hp. steam engine, one
75-kva. generator and two boilers, with all
equipment for same. A. S. CreightOn is
superintendent.

FULLERTON, NEB.—The Fullerton El.
Lt. .& Pwr. Co. expects to build within the
next twelve months a concrete wheel pit
and flue (reinforced construction). Other
improvements not yet decided upon. C. N.
Philbrick is secretary.

HARVARD, NEB.—Within the next six
months the Harvard El. Co. expects to pur-
chase an oil engine with a rating of about
100 hp. A. W. Person is secretary and
manager.
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LAUREL, NEB.—The Council, it ia re-

ported, lias engaged Bruce, Standeven &
Boynton, Bee Building, engineers, of
Omaha, to prepare plans for the proposed
municipal electric-light plant in Laurel.

SHELTON, NEB.—Bonds to the amount
of $8,000 have been voted for the installa-

tion of a municipal electric light and power
plant in Shelton.

CHAPMAN, KAN.—Bonds to the amount
of $8,000 have been voted, it is reported,
for the purchase of the local electric-light

in 1 for improvements to same.

EL DORADO, KAN.—The Kansas Gas &
El. Co. of Wichita has purchased the local
electric plant and proposes to ereel a 22,000-
volt transmission line from Valley Center
to connect El Dorado with the Wichita
plant. \ ubstation will be erected here,
equipped with the necessary transformers
ami switching apparatus, and an emer-
gency gas-engine outfit. No new equip-

will be required. H. S. Sladen of
Wichita is manager.
KIKWIX, KAN.—The contract for con-

stitution of an electric-light plant, distrib-
uting system and city hall has I n award-
ad '" the F. D. Martin Construction Co.,
Rialto Building, Kansas City, Mo., at $14,-

LAWRENCE, KAN.—The Lawrence Ry.
ft Lit Co. has submitted a proposal to the
City Commissioners for the installation of
a new street-lighting system. The plan
provides for attaching brackets for lamps
to the trolley poles of the street car com-
pany.

Southern States
AYDEN, N. C.—An election will be held

Aug. 20 to vote on a proposal to issue
|16,000 in bonds to install an electric-light
system.
DUNN. N. C.—Within the next three

months the Board of Public Works expects
to install a generating unit (directly con-
nected) in the municipal electric plant.
A General Electric generator, engine and
line material have already been purchased.
L. V. Bizzell is superintendent.

LA GRANGE, N. C.—H. H. Sutton & Son,
owners of the local electric-light plant, are
building a new power house and are in-
stalling a 75-hp. Samson water turbine,
which will be completed in about 30 days.
They also expect to purchase within the
next thirty days one 37-kw. to 50-kw. gen-
erator (would like to have prices on a
second-hand machine in good order) and
an oil engine from 50 hp. to 75 hp. The
company has a 40-hp. second-hand Water-
town engine, which it would like to trade
in part payment for oil engine.

SOUTHPORT, N. C—The Southport Lt.
& Pwr. Co. expects to install within the
next two months an 80-hp. crude-oil en-
gine ; also to purchase within the next
three months 4000 ft. of No. 8 double-
braided wire, two 20-kw. transformers and
one 15-kw. transformer. Within the next
six months the company expects also to
purchase a new switchboard. George W.
Rappleyea is president.

WAKE FOREST, N. C—Within the
next three months the electric-light com-
mittee expects to purchase one 150-hp.
boiler, one 125-hp. automatic or turbine
engine, one 75-kva., three-phase generator,
one exciter, one switchboard and feeder
panel. J. L. Bullard is superintendent.

BACONTON, GA.—The proposal to issue
$12,000 in bonds will be submitted to the
voters on Aug. 19. Of the proceeds $5,500
will be used for improvements and exten-
sions to the municipal electric-light plant
and water-works system.
FIVAY, FLA. (not a post office).— Plans

are being prepared by the Fivay improve-
ment Co. for extensive developments In

Fivay, including the installation of electric-
lighting and water-works systems. Hiram
McElroy, 410% Franklin Street, Tampa, is

engineer in charge of construction.

GUNTERSV1LLE, ALA.—The Alabama
Pwr. Co. of Birmingham has been granted
a franchise to supply electricity in Gunters
ville The company is now installing a

small steam plant (using second-hand ap
piratus in stock) to supply electrical serv-
ice here until such time as its high-tension
transmission lines reach this part of the
State. The company has accepted a con-
trail for street-lighting and for fume-h

ectrlcity to operate the pumps for the
city water system. The street-lighting sys-
tem will consist of 40 100-watt tungsten
lamps, p. H. Chamberlain is general man-
ager.

JACKSONVILLE, ALA.—The Alabama
Pwr. Co. of Birmingham has been granted
a franchise to supply electricity in Jackson-
ville and also awarded a contract for street
lighting. The company, it is said, will re-

build the local system (formerly owned by
the Calhoun Lt. & Pwr. Co.) or install a
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new system connecting with its transmis-
sion line now being erected from Annlston
to Piedmont.

WEST BLOCTON, ALA The Alabama
Pwr. Co. is installing a distributing
in West Blocton and expects to begin Berv
|CI ..Ik. Hi (let I A 50-KVa. substation will

cted In connection with its high-
tension transmission Line now under con-
struction from Helena to Blocton The
company is negotiating for a contract for
pumping the city water Tl [ of the
installation is estimated at |10,000.

NEW ORLEANS. LA Th< City Com-
mission has engaged Frederick W. Ballard,
Chief engineer of the Cleveland (Ohio)
municipal electric-light plant, to make In-

vestigations and the necessary Burveys to
prepare plans and estimates for a munici-
pal electric-light plant Commissioner I -a

faye has authorized City Electrician Olroyd
to install new lamps on several prominent
thoroughfares in the city as soon as pos-
sible. The new lamps will be
omi nt.il st a i H la ids similar to those in

North Rampart Street and at West End
1 'ark.

MARSHALL, OKLA.—Bonds to the
amount of $25,000 have been voted for the
installation of a municipal electric light

and power plant in Marshall.

SHAWNEE, OKLA.—The Shawnee Gas
& El. CO. expects to purchase within the
next three months 130 nigh-efficiency, series
alternating-current street lamps of 400 op.

each to replace the 6.6-amp. lamps now in

use. C. S. Thompson is chief engineer.

TULSA, OKLA.—Bids will be received at

the office of the supervising architect,

Treasury Department, Washington, i>. C,
until Sept. 27, for construction, Including
mechanical equipment and approaches, of

the United states post office and court
house at Tulsa. Drawings and specifica-

tions may be obtained at the above office or
from the' custodian of site at Tulsa.

AMAR1LLO, TEX.—Bids will be received
at the Office of the supervising architect,

Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Aug. 31 for installation of an elevator
in the United states post office at Amarillo.
For further information address James A.
Wet more, acting supervising architect.

AUSTIN, TEX.—J. C Andrewartha of
Dallas, consulting engineer of the South-
western Trac. Co., has advised the Commis-
sioners of Travis County that the company
proposes to construct a trunk-line interur-
ban railway from Dallas to Austin, with
branch lines to San Angelo, Lockhart and
a number of other towns. The proposed
system will embrace several hundred miles
of track.

DALLAS, TEX.—Tt is announced that
work will soon begin on construction of the
interlocking plant (which will cost $200,-
000) in connection with the new railroad
terminals and union station. C. H. Dana
is chief engineer of the Union Terminal Co.

DALLAS. TFX.—The Dallas Pwr. & Lt
Co. Dlans to supply electricity in the towns
of Troy, Eddy, Bruceville, Lorena, Thrall
and Holland from the high-tension trans-
mission line which it is erecting from Waco
to Austin, a distance of about 100 miles.
The company has also taken over the local
electric plant at Moody, McGregor and
Thorndale on the new line.

DECATUR TEX.- Extensions and im-
provements to the municipal electric-light-
ing system are reported to be under con-
siderat Ion,

FROST. TEX.—The Texas Pwr. & Lt.
Co. has taken over the property of the local
electric-light company. Service will be ren-
dered by means of a transmission line, tap-
ping the main line at Hillsboro.

JOURDANTON, TEX.—Work has been
started on construction of the municipal
electric light and power plant in .lourdan-
Iiiii b\ Hudson iv Braden Of San Antonio,
contractors.

MERKEL, TEX The property of the
Merkel El. Co is reported to have been
purchased by the Abilene Gas & El. Co, of
Abilene. The new owner, it is understood,
proposes to make Improvements to the sys-

md erect a transmission line from
Abilene to Merkel ; also to erect a substa-
tion here.

MISSION. TEX.—-The Mission Ice, Lt. &
Wtr, Co., recently organized, has secured
an electric-light and water-works franchise
in Mission. Contracts, it is understood,
have been placed for machinery. The com-
pany will also build a L'0-ton ice factory.
j. A. Sadler is president ami manager.
PLAINVIEW, TEX. The Malone Ice .<.-

LI en, which is erecting a system of trans-
mission lines in this section will Supply
electrical energy In the towns of Lubbock.
Floydada, Lockney, Abernathy and Hale
Center. It wll also Supply electricity for
operating many irrigating pumping plants.

SAN ANGELO, TEX. Improvements, it

is reported, are contemplated by the San
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Angelo WtT., Lt. \: Pwr. Co., including the

install adltional machinery, to cost

i.

Pacific States

CENTRAX.IA, wash h G Fl<

who recently entered Into a con-

tract with the City council to rural

ergy to operate the municipal electrii

,,.,,; (,,,. , pei mm] ,,i five years, has (tied a

bond with the city that be will carry out

the contract, which provides for tie

tion of a (lower house mar Cetitralia and
Mishing the service by Oct I.

OLYMPIA, wash Plana have been
submitted to the City Council by O. H.

Keen, stale engineer, for an ornamental
street lighting system ill the business dis-

in,i to cost about (12,500, and one for the

entire .its, to cost $20,000. The plan pro-

posed is to replace the arc lamps now in

use with lamps on ornamental standards.

OLYMI'IA, WASH Wilbur B. Foshay
Of the Washington Hub. SOT. CO. Of Olympia
has submitted a proposal to the Council

for lighting the streets of the city. u
granted the contract, it is proposed to uti-

lize the steam-heating plant ol the company,
installing electric generators and other

equipment, which will cost approximately
(50,000.

PE ELL, WASH. Negotiations are un-

der way between the City Council and C. C.

Smith, owner of the Morton El. Co. of Mor-
ton, relative to the installation of an elec-

tric light and power plant in Pe Ell.

SPOKANE, WASH. Plans presented by

the Northern Pacific Ry. Co. have been ap-
proved by the ''H\ Council for lighting the

various bridges (19 in all) across the
streets in the grade separation structure.

STANWOOD, WASH.—George W. Kunze
of Arlington, who has recently been
granted a 50-year franchise to furnish

electricity In Stanwood, it is understood,

will take over the local electric plant,

owned by L. F. Query. The plant will be
enlarged and extensions made to the sys-

tem.
VASHON, WASH.—The Vashon-Maury

Lt. & Pwr. Co. is contemplating extending
its transmission lines between Dockton and
the west side of Vashon and Maury Islands

in the near future.

GRANT'S FASS, ORE.—At an election

held recently the citizens voted in favor of

granting a franchise to the Rogue River
Pub. Ser. Corpn. of Grant's Pass to furnish

electricitv in Grants Pass in competition
with the company now operating here.

IONE, ORE.—The town of lone has en-

tered into a contract with the Heppner Lt.

& -Wtr. Co. of Heppner to supply energy
to operate the municipal electric-lighting

system, the service to begin Dec. 1. The
company has secured a franchise from the
supervisors of Morrow County to erect a
transmission line to lone and is negotiat-

ing with the town officials of Lexington to

supply electrical service there. It will also

furnish electricity to farmers residing along
the line.

CHICO, CAL.—The Northern California
Pwr. Co. of California is preparing to re-

construct its power line from a substation

at Nord and Stewart Avenues into ChiCO.

LONG BEACH, CAL—Extensive im-
provements are under wa\ by the Pacific

Tel .V- Teleg. Co., which will include a
large expansion of its lines in the north-
west pari Of the City and underground
wiring in the business section, and also

the installation of new cable. The cost ol

the work is estimated at $30,000. J. L.

Adams is local superintendent.

Los ANGELES, CAL, The City Council
has instructed the City engineer and city

attornes to prepare an ordinance for erec-
tion of ornamental lamps on Hobert Boule-
vard from Washington Street to Harvard
Boulevard.
MERCED, CAL. Municipal ownership

of the local electric-lighting plant is under
consideration by the Council.

PASADENA. CAL. An election will soon
be called to submit to the voters a proposal
for installing ornamental lamps on about
eighteen miles of streets.

BLISS, ID.MIC The Utilities Commis-
sion has granted the Idaho I'wr. ft Lt. Co.
ol Pliss permission to cut over its trans-
mission lines at Mountain Home to the
Inns of the Great Shoshone ft Twin Falls
Lt. & I'wr. CO. In order to transmit elec-
tricity to the amount of 2500 kw. to districts
in southwestern Idaho to operate pumping
plants in connection with irrigation
projects.

FAIRFIELD, CDAHO Estimates are
being prepared with a view of establishing
a municipal electric-light plant in Fairfield.
The plans provide for a 75-hp. Diesel en-
gine and storage batteries. It will proba-
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Wj be «>i>.-i .1 1. ,i in connection with the
water works systi m 11 a Stroud, man

1 "i ii"- '"u i. iite companj . is Intel • Hod
in the i>i

PR< >VO, UTAH it. iiiiiin.il % ,,. vy»
'," Mini '"• for the proposed mum. lp m
electric ii^ht and power plant

B \i r i \ki
| < i n .

i T \n Plana have
i.. .n completed b) the Utah Pwr, .v

I I

"| Ball Lake Cltj to extend Its ti
.sum llnee Into ECmer) and Carbon Counties
i" furnish electrical service In thai t<

torj

. 8 LLT i. \ki: CITJ . I T \n Plani
isldered to equip the repair shops

oi the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad in
Ball Lake Cltj for electiioal operation.
BOZEMAN. MONT. Bids win be re-

ceived bj C \ Bpleth, city clerk. Boaeman
unlil Auk 1!' for furnishing and installing

ornamental lighting system in special
Improvement dlstrlcl I 00 kocordlng topons the plans provide for ti combination
lighting fixtures and trolley suspensions
li. thro.' lamp cluster posts, 9200 ft of No
8 win- park cable, etc.

BUTTB, MONT.- The Cltj Council is
contemplating taking up the project for in-
stalling an ornamental lighting system
throughout the business section which was
planned two years ago. This provides tor
the erection of ornamental lamps, similar
to those on Main Street, for the entire busi-
ness district, at a cost of about $85,

DEER LODGE. MONT.—The Council is
considering plans for dividing the city into
eleven Improvement districts for the pur-
pose ,,r installing and operating electric
lamps in residence districts similar to those

in 'U 111 Ice III the bUHlllOMM section of I lie

cits

I'll. I.. )N, M' 'VI II.. ' if. COUnCll has
voted i" . i

• its special Improvement dii
trlol i.. i- t in- Inatallul Ion ol a n oi nameni

iB system iti.is for matt rial
Installation, it is unders d, will be i tiled

".hi.

' \KI.SI: \l ., N M Tin DOWei plant ,.(

the PubllC I
. H In. I. i '. -

bad and the government reclamation pro
Jeot, will P.- enlarged. Th.- lower dam on
t be i 'eoos River will b '>.i an addl

generator Installed, and the tran
mission line i i; miles lone.) I'l.mi the plant
into Carlsbad will \»- rebuilt to carrj 6600
Volts

Canada
W1NNIP] . -Plans have been

prepared h.\ \V I '. Hroreton, city engine.-!,
for an extension t<> the heating and power
plant of the municipa 1 hospital.

\ S I .M BR. i >\T.—A company is being or-
ganized by W. J. Conroy of Aylmer for the
purpose of installing an electric-light plant
here.

PAULS VIEW, ONT.—The contract for
the erection oi distribution lines in Palls
View has been awarded to the Carter El.
Co. of Niagara Falls. As yet no arrange-
ments have been made by the Township
Council for supply of electrical energy,
pending information from the Ontario
Hydro-Electric Tower Commission as to
rates.

MILVERTON, ONT.—At an election held

recentl) the bj law providing foi the ln«
i tallatlon of a hydroelei ti m was
cari led

\i: \ PALLS, ONT. ti,. Board of
-"I \|.i"n tlonmi nt of .\

Fall* has approved of the approi
00 in the L916 budget for Illuminating

tn< catarai Ih oi Niagara Pall 1 hi • la the
'" I ofTl '

'i ' p in the movi m< nl to Illumi-
nate the fails permanent!
PORT ROWAN, ONT Thi Town Coun-

cil is si cut Ins i stlmates of thi coi I

stalling an electric lighting planl

Miscellaneous

PAN \.\i.\ Plans are being considered
Republic Of I 'anaiiia for the develop-
of a number of waterfalls In the

interior to gem rati i lectrlcity. It i

poi .li to Invite foi eign capital to undi
the lighting of several oi the Important In
terlor towns in the vicinity of which ample
water power exists.

PANAMA ill be received at the
oflice of the general purchasing officer, thePanama Canal, Washington, I), c, until
Aug. 27, for furnishing .steel boiler tubes,
cable clips, cable thimbles, twist drills, drill
sockets and sleeves, taps, electrical fixtures,
electric switches, etc. Blanks and general
information relating to this circular (No.
959) may be obtained at the above office
or the offices of the assistant purchasing
agents, 24 State Street, New York, N. V •

614 Whitney-Central Building, New Or-
leans, La., and Fort Mason, San Fran
Cal.

Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED

AUGUST 3, 1915.

[Prepared by Mitchell & Allyn, 41 Park
Row, New York.]

1,148,498. Insulated Joint; C. O. Burton,New Duluth, Minn. App. filed June 3,
1914. Bayonet-joint structure for heavy
conductors.

1.145.521. Transmitter for Wireless Te-
legraphy

; G. Marconi, London, Eng
App. filed July 20, 1908. Bridging studs
on disk travel in gap between moving
spark terminals.

1.145.522. Process for Regenerating
Electrolytes

; O. C. Martin and F. Jae-
f

r

?
r, ,?erth Anib°y, N. J. App. filed Jan.

17, 1912. Sulphuric-acid electrolyte used
in recovery of copper.

1,148,538. Anti-Theft Device for Incan-
descent Lamps

; J. Sachs, Hartford,
Conn. App. filed Aug. 26, 1912. Locking
ring with sealing device.

1,148,564. Railway Switch and the Like
;

n\ 4\ 4ustin
- Omaha, Neb., App. filed

Oct 14, 1909. Self-adjusting, electrically
controlled.

1,148,572. Street and Station Annunci-
ator

; E. C. Brull. Chicago, 111. App. filed
Oct. 14, 1912. Operated by trolley cir-
cuit.

1,148,592. Alternating-Current Motor
;

p. Knopfli, Zurich, Switzerland. App!
filed April 29, 1912. Single-phase commu-
tator-type, changeable into one having
shunt characteristic.

1,148,627 Sadiron; E. E. Rose, Swissvale,
Pa. App. filed Nov. 8, 1911. Terminal
block in insulating handle.

1,14S,628. Vapor-Electric Apparatus Y
Sakai, East Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed
June 14, 1912. Rectifier; has double en-
velope for terminals.

1,148,639. Electric Range; E. G Van Wieand R W. Davenport, Detroit, Mich. App.
filed Nov. 25, 1912. Similar to ordinary
gas range

1,148,656. Short-Circuiting and Retriev-
ing Apparatus for Rheostats

; L andH. L Bradley, Milwaukee, Wis. App
filed July 18, 1913. Compressible resis-
tance columns.

1.148.661. Writing Implement; H Dennis
Tracy, Cal. App. filed Feb. 13, 1915. Pen-
cil with electric-light attachment.

1.148.662. Portable Electric Lamp; O C
f>

e
,
n

,,

nis.Chicago, ln
- APP- flled March 2,

1914. Has a magnetic base.
1,148,665. Telephone System : A H Dy-

son, Chicago, 111. App. filed Feb. 6, 1905.
Automatic (168 claims).

1,148,696. Electrode for Arc Lamps- GM. Little, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filedMarch 2, 1910. Ferruginous, titaniferous
and chromiferous materials and boracic
acid.

1,14S,699. Terminal Box; A. C McWill-
iams, South Bend, Ind. App. filed Dec.

21, 1912. For metering system; avoids
loose wires.

1,148,700. Process of Smelting Iron ; F. J.
Machalske, Plattsburg, N. Y. App. filed
May 6, 1914. Subjects iron ore, graphite
and basic flux to electric current.

1,148,709. Combined Lighting and Igni-
tion System ; A. H. Neuland, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. App. filed Sept. 3, 1912. Mag-
neto construction.

1,148,719. Electric Piano; H. K. Sandell,
Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug. 5, 1913.
Simplified construction for upright pianos.

1,148,750. Circuit Closer; M. A. Button,
Lamar, Mo. App. filed Sept. 4, 1914. Per-
mutation switch for automobiles.

1,148,773. Alarm Handbag; G. P. Helmers,
Baltimore. Md. App. filed Jan. 7, 1914.
Prevents surreptitious opening of bag.

1,148,781. Telephone Set; P. L. Jensen
and E. S. Pridham, Napa, Cal. App. filed
April 27, 1914. Combined receiver and
transmitter.

1.148.787. Calling Device
; J. L. McQuar-

rie, Montclair, N. J. App. flled March 10,
1915. Impulse sender for automatic tele-
phone system,

1.148.788. Power-Transmission System
;W. Morrison, Des Moines, Iowa. App.

flled Sept. 15, 1914. Dynamo-electric
clutch for autos.

1,148,798. Electrolytic Refining or Ex-
tracting Process ; F. R. Pyne, Elizabeth,
and H. M. Green, Chrome, N. J. App
filed April 20, 1915. Electrolyte in first
tank allowed to stratify.

1,148,S00. Current-Impulse Transmitter;
J. G. Roberts, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. App
filed Feb. 28, 1914. For control of auto-
matic telephone switches.

1,148,808. Electrical Steam Generator;
W. I. Thomson, Newark, N. J. App. flled
July 23, 1909. For car heating.

1,148,827. Wireless-Telephone Trans-
mitter

; W. Burstyn, Berlin, Germany.
App. filed March 25, 1909. Diaphragm in-
fluenced by electrostatic forces.

1,148,839. Flashlight; A. J. Harnack,
Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Aug. 29, 1914
Switch conductors embedded in the ma-
terial of the casing.

1.148.843. Hydrocarbon Motor • J H
Hunt, Dayton, Ohio. App. filed March 7^
1914. Single transformer and interrupter
for both magneto and battery circuits.

1.148.844. Tube Coupling for Electrical
Circuits ; J. H. Jackson, South Kensing-
ton, London, England. App. filed Nov. 11,
1913. Conduit joint.

1,148,876. Overhead Conductor Point for
Electric Railways

; K. von Kando, Vado
Ligure, Italy. App. filed Dec. 9, 1914
Prevents interruption of current at joint.

1,148,912. Substation Sender Circuit- A
E. Lundell, New York, N. Y. App. filed
Feb. 27, 1915. Avoids noise in receiver
due to making and breaking of control
circuit.

1,148,923. Telephone System ; J. C. R
I 'aimer, New Rochelle, N. Y. App. filed
May 10, 1913. Long-line battery system.

1,148,936. Electro-Optical Cell; C. Stille,
Zehlendorf-West, near Berlin, Germany.
App. filed Jan. 30, 1915. Uses both sides
of electrodes.

1,148,941. Telephone Receiver; H. B
Wier, Plainfield, N. J. App. filed Oct. 28,
1913. For wireless; sturdy construction,
adjustable air-gap. '

1,148,986. Traffic Indicator; C. C. Prinz,
Lexington, Ky. App. filed March 24,
1914. Automobile rear signal.

1,149,001. Combination Cut-Out for En-
gine Ignition System ; J. C. Sims, May-
nard, Mass. App. filed Jan. 8, 1915.
Permutation switch.

1,149,017. Insulator; R. Balliet. West
Hazelton, Pa. App. filed May 27, 1914.
Pole insulator ; clamps wire.

1,149,038. Electric Lamp; C. Fico, Vic-
toria, British Columbia, Canada. App
filed Feb. 14, 1914. Has an extended
reflecting surface.

1,149,042. Circuit Closer for Speed In-
dicators

; J. Goldstein and L. Steiner,New York, N. Y. App. filed June 13,
1914. Lights indicate speed of vehicle
and show turning movements.

1,149,054. Controller for Electric Gen-
erators ; R. A. Hoppe and T. L. Lee,
Rochester, N. Y. App. filed Nov. 17,
1913. For storage-battery systems.

1.149.063. Terminal Connectors; J. A.
Jones, Indianapolis, Ind. App. filed
March 11, 1914. Binding-post wire
clamp for lamp sockets.

1.149.064. Electric-Furnace Abrasive
and Method of Making the Same ; H.
T. Kalmus, Brookline, Mass. App. filed
June 11, 1915. Fused aluminum material
containing titanium oxide, magnesium
oxide and impurities with metal separ-
ated from fused abrasive.

1,149,096. Wire-Suspension Clamp; H.
M. Somerville, Bluefleld, W. Va. App.
flled May 1, 1915. For use upon power
lines where conducting wire exerts up-
ward puTl upon clamp.

1,149,099. Massage Machine; L. J. and
E. W. Wahl, Sterling, 111. App. filed
May 6, 1914. Applicator carried by
armature of an electromagnet.

1.149.122. Apparatus for Determining
Distance and Direction ; P. W. Fuller,
Boston, Mass. App. flled April 4, 1907.
For marine navigation.

1.149.123. Signaling Apparatus; P. W.
Fuller, Boston, Mass. App. flled Feb. 1,
1908. For determining distance and di-
rection.

1,149,150. System of Control: H. A.
Steen. Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed Nov.
25, 1910. Prevents too rapid successive
operation of the control contacts.

1,149,159. Electric, Automatic Train
Stop, Telephone and Block Signal Sys-
tem

; W. J. Crabbe, Drum, and H. B.
Rodehaver, East Auburn, Cal. App. filed
Jan. 26, 1914. Uses a third-rail divided
into blocks.
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Welcoming the Public

THE central station has so few opportunities to get

in touch with the public that it should take full

advantage of all that it can make. The old practice of

hiding the light under a bushel is no longer standard,

and companies that cling to it do so at inevitable loss.

In the properties whose management best represents

the highest type of good policy a public understanding

of methods and policies is welcomed. A frank and

cordial attitude serves the twofold purpose of developing

friendship and advertising service. An illustration of

an opportunity seized is found in the announcement of

reduced rates by the Sioux City (Iowa) Gas & Electric

Company, which includes an invitation to inspect the

plant as soon as improvements are completed. The ques-

tion is not whether anyone will take the trouble to go;

the point is that people shall feel and remember that

they have been asked, that inspection is encouraged.

When Competition Is Wasteful

THE injustice of those public service commission

laws which apply rigidly to private plants and

bear easily on municipal plants is revealed clearly in a

recent Missouri decision. In dismissing the complaint

by the Missouri Public Utilities Company that the city

of Poplar Bluff should be required to have a certificate

of convenience and necessity before installing a com-

petitive plant the commission shows that the law leaves

it no alternative course. The commission expresses no

opinion as to the fairness of this action or as to the

economic wisdom of permitting duplication of capital

investment, but says that after the establishment of a

municipal plant it has ample authority to regulate rates

and service. Liberty of action was reserved for munici-

palities in the Missouri and some other regulative laws

as a concession to advocates of strict "home rule." Evi-

dently the free right to establish competitive plants was
intended for use as a club to force rates and service con-

ditions upon the private utility. As a big stick this may
be effective sometimes, but it is completely out of har-

mony with the plain economic tendency to make monop-
olies of public utilities and then to subject them to firm

regulation. Since the monopolistic character of these

enterprises is justifiable, competition from a municipal-

ity is unjustifiable. If a company gives unsatisfac-

tory service or discriminatory or unduly high rates, the

proper remedy in both law and public policy lies with

the State commission. But, ignoring these considera-

tions, the waste of capital in Europe carries a lesson

against the waste of capital in competitive, duplicate

plants, whose ultimate cost the public must meet.

"It" or "Her"?

QHIPS are about to be built like bridges, starting^ from design sheets and blueprints. Numbered sec-

tions and parts will be fabricated by order in one place
and assembled in another. The result will be a vessel

for carrying cargoes. The question in the engineer's
mind is, "Will the structure be a ship?" When the ship
slid down the ways in the yards he has known from his

youth, everyone shouted, "There she goes!" He won-
ders whether under the new regime the onlookers will

say, "There it goes !" He thinks that the spirit of work
which personifies and individualizes the task is reflected

in the quality of the finished product; and when men
do not see the ship grow from start to finish he won-
ders whether as workmen they will do as well. Stand-
ardization is a necessary factor in modern industry. In
no other industry has it been developed more success-
fully than in the electrical field. But if the creative
spirit which has given the industry its tremendous im-
petus is to continue, must we not find ways of discuss-
ing "her" instead of "it"?

Changing the Buyer's Habits

\T7r IVES and mothers, to say nothing of maids-of-
V all-work, have cooked for years with an open

flame. All the technique of the kitchen has been devel-
oped with heat that can be seen. Here is a problem in
widening the application of electrical cooking appliances
that must be recognized and dealt with. The habits
of a buyer cannot be changed over night. Appearance,
convenience, simplicity, durability, economy—all these
are attributes of cooking by electricity. But the aver-
age woman is the unit in the market, and if the market
is to be developed, it is at least as important to study
her requirements as it is to increase the electrical effi-

ciency of the device or appliance. Let us have a con-
ference of women users. Let us see how electric appli-
ances can be adopted by centers of influence, like

domestic-science schools, in high-school departments and
colleges. Let us find ways to change the habits of a
nation.

Electricity for Exhibits

npHE plan of the Society for Electrical Development
A to lead manufacturing exhibitors at agricultural

shows to equip machinery for electric drive suggests
that other latent markets await cultivation. The Pa-
cific Gas & Electric Company has published a list show-
ing the extent of the use of electricity and gas at the
San Francisco Exposition. Much work has been di-
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rected toward outlets of this character, Bometimefl with

excellenl results, occasionally without tangible Impre

sion. The advantages <>t' electricity for i < >*
• ; 1

1 agricul

tural displays as well as for expositions of Internationa]

Importance have been discussed so often that there is

danger thai they will be considered as thoroughly un-

derstood. This attitude is fatal. To encourage electri-

cal applications at temporary exhibits is like soliciting a

trial order, if it is liked, real orders will follow. This

ran In' clone with articles well adapted for exhibition

and i^\ practical merit such as electrical manufacturers

offer. Many unsupplied markets are promising, and

ever} potential source of business is worth testing with

full appreciation of the fact that only time and diligence

will bring substantial financial results. To the electrical

manufacturer an effort that fails to yield an immediate

order when the desire for final profitable business is

evident is merely an effort to be repeated.

The Use of the Eyes

Tradition goes that great men of all nations have

become great because of night vigils by the pine-knot

flame. Every one who reads the lives of men of achieve-

ment must be impressed with the fact that few people

used their eyes after darkness in the pioneer days.

Whether the present wide use of the eyes after dark has

tended to make more great men might be questioned,

but at least this is true, that under modern conditions

the average person uses his eyes much more after night-

fall. Artificial light has extended the day. A com-

mittee on the prevention of blindness from the New
York Association for the Blind is taking active steps

to promote the more intelligent use of light. Every

effort to this end should be encouraged, and the present

publication of the committee, like an earlier one of the

Illuminating Engineering Society, would serve to direct

useful attention to the care of the eyes when working

by artificial light. There is no doubt that eye strain

and its unpleasant results have been on the increase

since the introduction of powerful gas and electric

lights, but we have grave doubt whether either the

quality of these illuminants or the improper manner

of their use has been as important a factor in the re-

sult as the mere added use of the eyes which has come

with modern improvements in lighting. Man has be-

come to a very considerable extent a nocturnal animal.

Instead of using his eyes for ten or twelve hours a day,

he is likely to use them for sixteen or eighteen, not

always under the best conditions either by day or night.

In short, he is calling upon his eyes for 50 per cent

more hard work than his grandfather did, and if he has

correspondingly more trouble, one need not wonder.

In other words, extensive use as well as improper use

plays an important part in the result.

If one's eyes are afflicted with even slight errors of

refraction, the strain is increased by the added hours

of service, and the eye may fail long before trouble

would have developed with more moderate use. More

eye strain comes from imperfect eyes than from imper-

fecl lighting, and in use the iinperfeet eye generally

goes unnoted, masked by the ea J
accommodat ion of

yOUth. Close]' attention to the eyes of children and

prompt action where delects are discovered would ob-

viate, on the part of the middle-aged, many complaints

of Improper lighting. We do uot in the least wish to

discourage efforts at the better use of artificial light.

On the contrary, we are most heartily interested in

them, but merely suggest the collateral investigation of

this other matter, since bad lighting and bad eye

operate to the same evil end.

Storage Uatteries in Alternating-Current Systems

In the early days of electric lighting with direct-cur-

rent generators the storage battery became recognized

as a valuable adjunct to a lighting system, enabling the

system to be operated for a time during any temporary

interruption of the generator plant. It was also soon

discovered that such a storage battery, connected to the

mains of the system, served to regulate the system's

voltage automatically. The floating storage battery

finally became a well-known auxiliary plant in a direct-

current distribution system. Nevertheless, in the early

days of storage-battery development the storage cells

were apt to give much trouble. Between sulphating,

short-circuiting and general depreciation, the central-

station operators had much difficulty in maintaining

their cells in working order.

As the alternating-current system, through its capa-

bilities for utilizing high voltages, came into increas-

ing favor, it was found desirable to retain the use of

storage batteries by transforming the alternating-cur-

rent into direct-current power at distributing substa-

tions and connecting the batteries across the direct-cur-

rent mains. Although this method of using storage bat-

teries in connection with alternating-current generating

systems has come into extensive use, yet the need has

been felt of securing the benefits pertaining to floating-

battery operation on simple alternating-current systems,

without complete conversion to direct currents. In such

systems use is made of a motor-generator, running

synchronously on the alternating-current side, connected

to the three-phase distribution system. The direct-

current side is connected with the storage battery in

such a manner that, depending on the excitation, the

battery will be either charged or discharged. Series

transformers in the alternating-current mains are so

connected with the direct-current machine that when

the alternating-current load exceeds a predetermined

limit the excitation is such as will allow the battery to

discharge and deliver energy from the machine to the

mains; whereas, when the alternating-current load falls

below the limit, the battery discharge may either cease

or the battery may receive energy from the mains.

The essential difference between such systems and the

ordinary alternating-current-generator direct-current-

distribution system is that in the latter all the energy

is converted into direct-current energy for distribution

through the mains, whereas in the former only the
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energy which must enter or leave the floating battery is

so converted. If the energy which may be so drawn

from the batteries is a large fraction of the total energy

delivered, it may be more desirable to convert all the

energy and keep the battery on the direct-current

mains, whereas if only a small amount is needed the

motor-generator battery link may be preferable.

Sidelights on Auxiliary Motor Service

A close study of industrial conditions in the terri-

tory served by a central station will nearly always bring

to light many interesting points, some of which may at

times be of use in the solicitation of new business. In

connection with the supply of auxiliary motor service,

for example, in a city where a large number of mills

use water-power during the daytime, an excellent op-

portunity arises for the introduction of central-station

service at night. It frequently happens in these estab-

lishments that one or more departments are operated

after 6 o'clock at night, and if the supply of water-power

is curtailed or shut off at this time, the cost of serving

one or two departments may run up into prohibitive fig-

ures. Even where the mills operate steam-turbine

plants of their own, such plants very often contain such

relatively large units that they cannot be operated eco-

nomically on small loads. Such stations may contain

small sets suitable for mill lighting, but not infrequently

the main generators are also too large for satisfactory

operation on fractional night loads. In such a case the

central station can render an economical service to the

mill owner and at the same time improve its own sta-

tion load-factor. There are plenty of cases where an

auxiliary motor service of this kind may act as the en-

tering wedge for still more load later on. This class of

business is not to be despised by central stations in

large manufacturing centers, nor should mill owners

hesitate to consider the service when they can use it on

account of old-time prejudice or fear of obligation.

Newspaper Publicity at Electrical Conventions

Much good may be accomplished by helping the local

newspapers to publish an intelligent popular account

of electrical conventions occurring "in their midst."

The geographic sections of the N. E. L. A., and some

of the State associations, too, are getting much more
newspaper space nowadays than formerly, and it all

helps to drive home the meaning of electricity for the

average citizen. The more times the very word "elec-

tricity" appears in print in the daily press the better.

Hence a willingness to help the local reporter prepare

a first-class "story" reaps its own reward in most in-

stances. To do this properly, some prominent member
of the organization should be prepared to tell the local

press the "high spots" of the papers, and perhaps a

word or two about discussions by noted delegates, with

appreciative biographical comments relative to the

leaders in attendance, their interests and associations

with the great work of the industry. The public, after

all, is more interested in the personal side of the promi-

nent men who attend a convention, and often it is possi-

ble to arrange for interviewing one or two of these

gentlemen for local newspaper uses upon some topic of

general interest, with a photograph of the speaker and

a brief note as to why he is so highly regarded within

the electrical field. Illustrations of electrical decora-

tions, of displays of apparatus at the meeting place, and

short but newsy advance notices of the gathering, all

play their part in maintaining popular interest, and the

practice of inviting prominent business men and of

opening the doors of most of the meetings to the local

public cannot be too highly commended.

Steam Precedents and New Conditions

Precedent, like a rut in a road, is one of the

easiest things to follow and one of the most difficult

to get away from, and it is probable that the setting of

steam boilers with respect to their furnaces was until a

comparatively recent time largely a matter of precedent.

On this basis it is possible to account for the low evap-

orative performances of some boilers and the smoke-

producing tendencies of others. Although the furnace

and the boiler are combined in one unit, it must be re-

membered that each has its own function. The sole

purpose of the furnace is to change the energy in the

coal to heat energy in a sensible form, and the object

of the boiler is to absorb the heat thus liberated. The
efficiency of the whole apparatus is the product of the

efficiency of the furnace and that of the boiler proper,

and hence a low over-all efficiency may be due to the

poor performance of the heat-generating part or of the

heat-absorbing part, or to both. In any case the fur-

nace should be so arranged with respect to the heating

surfaces that combustion will be completed before the

boiler begins to absorb heat from the products of com-

bustion. The absorption of heat from the gases may be

carried to any practicable limit without altering the na-

ture of the gases, but if the absorption of heat is begun
before the combustible gases are fully oxidized the re-

sulting chilling will stop combustion and there will be

loss of heat through the escape of unburned gases, de-

positing of soot on the heating surfaces, and lowered

efficiency. The latter conditions are frequently traceable

to an incorrect relation of boiler and furnace, so that

one interferes with the other. With a false idea

of economy the distance between the grate and the near-

est heating surface may have been cut down to effect a

saving in the cost of brickwork, thus reducing the height

of the furnace and combustion chamber; or the setting

may have been properly designed and constructed for

the use of coal containing little volatile matter, and the

fuel may have been changed later without a thought as

to the suitability of the arrangement for a long-flaming

coal. Numerous cases of low efficiency, together with

persistent smoke trouble, have been overcome by the

simple expedient of increasing the height of the fur-

nace. This would indicate the necessity for a more ac-

curate knowledge of the behavior of fuels in boiler fur-

naces.
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ARISE of land in the heart of Pittsburgh dammed
the flow of trade across the city. Sewers, water

pipes, cable ducts and conduits of all classes had to be

lowered when this "hump" was cut down. The relocation

of wires and cables for thirteen service companies in all

the confusion of blasting, digging and hauling was ac-

complished with practically no interruption of service.

The work done by the Pittsburgh & Allegheny Tele-

phone Company, of which Louis Muhlheizler is chief en-

gineer and Frank M. Weaver engineer of cables and sub-

ways, is typical of the way the problem was met. The

photographs above indicate the task and something of the

method of accomplishment. As the cutting of the "hump"
proceeded and the street was brought down to the level

of the conduits, it was found that the drilling and blast-

ing in the immediate vicinity shattered the vitrified-clay

conduits, putting them in such condition that further ex-

cavating would cause the conduit line to collapse. The
clay conduits were then broken off the cables as shown in

Fig. 2, and the cables were planked up in a box of 2-in.

planks, as shown in the right of Fig. 3. Alongside the

plank box is the trench, 22 ft. deep, in which a conduit

A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
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of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

St. Louis Rates to Be Reduced as Customers

Increase

The Union Electric Light & Power Company of St.

Louis has announced reductions in rates effective with

meter readings from Sept. 15, and promises further

decreases as the number of customers increases. To

offer an inducement to residence customers to avail

themselves of the comfort and convenience of a more

liberal use of electrical energy in homes, a third step

in the residence schedule is announced—3 cents per kilo-

watt-hour for all use in excess of 7 kw.-hr. per month

per active room. Changes are also made in rates for

commercial lighting and motor-service energy and ex-

clusive motor service.

The further reductions offered as the total customers

increase are set forth in detail by the company. The

total number of residences in St. Louis is approximately

120,000, of which at present 33 1/3 per cent, or in round

figures 40,000, use company service. In addition, the

company has over 20,000 commercial and motor-service

customers. The number of customers beginning with

Jan. 1, 1910, when there were 23,750, has increased as

follows: Jan. 1, 1911, 28,250 customers; Jan. 1, 1912,

33 750 customers; Jan. 1, 1913, 38,000 customers; Jan.

1, 1914, 46,300 customers; Jan. 1, 1915, 54,500 custom-

ers- Aug. 1, 1915, 60,700 customers. It is reasonable

to expect that in December, 1915, 65,000 customers will

be reached. Continued rapid growth will enable the

company to make further reductions in rates from time

to time and thus share its prosperity with an increasing

number of patrons. As the number of customers in-

creases the company therefore offers the following fur-

ther reductions in the primary rate: When the total

number reaches 65,000, a reduction to 9 cents per kilo-

watt-hour; when the total reaches 70,000, 8.5 cents per
kilowatt-hour; when the total reaches 75,000, 8 cents

per kilowatt-hour. Proportionate rate reductions in the
secondary and other steps of the schedule will be put
into force.

The company believes that the 75,000 mark should be
reached within the coming year. In the notice to the

public it says that it is difficult to forecast too far ahead
with any degree of certainty, bearing in mind the rapid

advance in the art and improvements and efficiencies

which are being developed constantly, to what extent

even further reductions may prevail. Large additional

capital investment is required continuously to maintain
a public utility which must keep abreast of the times

to render the best of service at the lowest possible rates.

Cleveland Municipal Plant Developments

It is stated in Cleveland that the municipal electric

plant will charge $50 per year for the 1000-cp. lamps
and $60 for the 1500-cp. lamps to be used in the new
lighting system which is to be installed in the business

section. The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company,
which has been receiving $49.80 per year for arc lamps

of about 1200 cp. used on the streets, was not permitted

to bid on the new installation. The increased price is

attributed to higher maintenance cost of the new lamps.

The report made to Mayor Baker by Commissioner
of Light and Heat Ballard for the first half of the year

shows that the municipal plant now has 13,423 con-

sumers. The South Brooklyn and Collinwood plants had
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line was to be constructed embodying the "split-duct

feature" of conduit construction. These special conduits
are scored lengthwise inside and outside before being vitri-

fied or baked and can be easily broken in two. A layer of

half ducts is first laid in cement. It is then possible to

place the cables in the ducts and replace the caps or top
halves of the ducts.

The cables thus lowered below the new grade of the
"hump" contained 3481 miles of No. 20 and No. 22 B. & S.

copper wire, paper-insulated, twisted into pairs and in-

closed in lead sheaths. The time required to accomplish

the work was eighteen months, and the rost to the tele-

phone company in the neighborhood of $75,000.

The photographs are presented in order across these

two pages. Fig. 1 indicates the character of the cutting.

Figs. 2, 3 and 4 have already been referred to. Fig. 5

shows cables systematically arranged and hung in trench,

and Fig. 6 something of the detail problems involved in the

transfer. Eight hundred wires had to be cut, one at a
time, in order to get a cable around an obstruction. It is

estimated that the method of relaying the old cables in

split ducts instead of buying new cables saved $40,000.

6417 customers before the new plant was put into oper-

ation. The report showed receipts of $302,898 and dis-

bursements of $245,254.

Mayor Baker is opposed to the suggested resignation

of Mr. Ballard as commissioner, notwithstanding the

fact that he is consulting engineer for two other cities.

Mayor Baker said that city-wide 3-cent energy has not

yet been won. Several members of the Council are op-

posed to the plan to have Mr. Ballard hold the position

unless he gives it his entire attention.

The Civil Service Commission has ruled that city

electricians under civil service who strike will be con-

sdered as having resigned and their places will be filled

by others. The union asked for an increase in wages
for these men from $5 to $5.50 per day to meet the new
scale adopted recently, but the city refused to make any
change.

A. I. E. E. Committee Appointments

The board of directors of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers held in New York on Aug. 10 its

first meeting of the administrative year which began
on Aug. 1.

President John J. Carty announced his appointments

on the various Institute committees for the administra-

tive year. The chairmen of the committees appointed

are as follows: Finance, Mr. J. Franklin Stevens,

Philadelphia, Pa.; library, Dr. Samuel Sheldon, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. ; meetings and papers, Mr. L. T. Robinson,

Schenectady, N. Y. ; editing, Prof. H. H. Norris, New
York; board of examiners, Dr. A. S. McAllister, New
York; sections, Mr. H. A. Hornor, Philadelphia, Pa.;

standards, Prof. C. A. Adams, Cambridge, Mass.; code,

Mr. Farley Osgood, Newark, N. J.; law, Mr. G. H.

Stockbridge, New York; power stations, Mr. C. F.

Uebelacker, New York; transmission, Mr. P. H. Thom-
as, New York; railway, Prof. D. C. Jackson, Boston,

Mass.; protective apparatus, Dr. E. E. F. Creighton,

Schenectady, N. Y.; electric lighting, Dr. Clayton H.

Sharp, New York; telegraphy and telephony, Mr. G. M.
Yorke, New York; industrial power, Mr. David B. Rush-

more, Schenectady, N. Y. ; use of electricity in marine

work, Mr. C. S. McDowell, New York; electrochemics,

Prof. A. F. Ganz, Hoboken, N. J.; electrophysics, Mr.

John B. Whitehead, Baltimore, Md.; records and ap-

praisals of properties, Mr. Philander Betts, Newark,
N. J.; educational, Prof. V. Karapetoff, Ithaca, N. Y.

;

public-policy committee, Mr. Calvert Townley, New
York; development of water-powers, Mr. Calvert Town-
ley, New York; patents, Mr. Ralph D. Mershon, New
York; membership, Mr. W. A. Hall, Lynn, Mass.; his-

torical museum, Mr. T. C. Martin, New York; United

States national committee, International Electrotech-

nical Commission, Mr. C. O. Mailloux, New York; rela-

tions of consulting engineers, Dr. L. B. Stillwell, New
York; code of principles of professional conduct, Prof.

George F. Sever, New York; hazards from lightning,

Prof. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass. ; reserve corps

of engineers, Mr. Bion J. Arnold, Chicago, 111.; consti-

tutional revision, Mr. Bancroft Gherardi, New York.

Representatives were also appointed on various joint

committees and other bodies.

The board also confirmed the appointment by the

president of the following members of the Edison Medal
committee for terms of five years each: Mr. Carl Her-

ing, Prof. Harris J. Ryan and Mr. H. G. Stott.

The board elected from its own membership the fol-

lowing members to serve upon the Edison Medal com-
mittee for the term of two years, to fill the places of

members whose terms had expired: Messrs. B. A. Ben-
rend, Paul M. Lincoln and William McClellan. Mr.
Farley Osgood was elected for the term of one year, to

fill a vacancy on the committee.
The secretary reported that since the last meeting

of the board the executive committee had unanimously
voted to increase the Institute's guarantee toward the
expenses of the International Engineering Congress
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from 68,600 i" |6,000, thereby placing the Institute

Upon the same financial hasis in relation to the congress
as the American Society <>f Mechanical Engineers and
the American institute of Mining Engineers. The In-

stitute's limited participation in the congress had been
due to tin' fad thai at the time the original action was
taken in June, 1912, the Institute had guaranteed the
entire expenses o\' the International Electrical COD
Kress, which has since been indefinitely postponed. The
resignation oi Mr, A. M. limit as one of the Institute*!

representatives upon the committee of management <>f

the International Engineering Congress, due to his
removal to the East, was accepted with regret, and a
resolution expressing appreciation of his valuable serv-
ices to the Institute while on the committee was
adopted.

The increase from limited to full participation in the
congress entitles the Institute to the full complement
of representatives upon the San Francisco committee of

management—that is, an increase from two to four
representatives—which, with the resignation of Mr.
Hunt, made necessary three additional appointments.
President Carty appointed Messrs. Harris J. Ryan, A.
H. Babcock and H. A. Lardner. These appointees, to-

gether with Mr. J. T. Whittlesey, previously appointed,
complete the Institute's representation.

Forty-eight applicants were elected to grade of asso-

ciate, and twelve students were ordered enrolled. Five
applicants were elected and nineteen transferred to

grade of member. Prof. Michael I. Pupin, New York;
Mr. James W. McCroskey, New York; Mr. Ray Palmer,
Chicago, 111., and Mr. Halfdan A. Steen, Franklin, N. J.,

were transferred to grade of fellow.

An invitation was presented from the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers to appoint delegates to

represent the A. I. E. E. at the San Francisco meeting
of the A. I. M. E. in September, and the president was
authorized to appoint such delegates.

ELECTRICAL *l.^uSTRY AND THE WAR
Various Side Lights on Its Effects on the American Market

Contributed by Prominent Central-Station Officials

In order to ascertain just how the present trouble in

Europe has affected the American electrical industry in

various sections of the country, the Electrical World
addressed a number of prominent central-station offi-

cials, manufacturers, jobbers and contractors, request-

ing their opinions and observations based on their

experiences after a year of the war.

The central-station industry, while it has gone for-

ward, did not enjoy during the past year the same ratio

of increase owing to a combination of depressed busi-

ness conditions and to the war. Capital for development
purposes is not now easy to obtain despite the perma-
nency of the investment and the vast amount of gold

hoarded in bank vaults.

Throughout the trade many of the manufacturers feel

the results of decreased building operation, but yet

they are sanguine of good times to come. The con-

tractors and jobbers naturally experienced some setback

in business because of stagnant building trade condi-

tions, while, on the other hand, the widening application

of electricity and the campaign for the intensive culti-

vation of customers now being waged by many central-

station companies has resulted in increased sales of

electrical appliances, so that dealers generally look on
present conditions with complacency.
Appended herewith are communications received from

the heads of some of the largest holding companies in

the country bearing on the situation

:

\«w Development! end Extensions Retarded

"The earning power of the eleel rical industry, taken
as a whole, has heeii hurl hut little hy WBX conditions.

However, the uncertainties created bj war conditions
have somewhat depressed the market Value Of electrical

ecurities along with all securities generally, other than
the so called 'war stocks.' Naturally these difficulties

have adversely affected the case of permanently financ-

ing every line of business.

"The money markets and the investment or capital

markets, now as always in times of disturbance, have
drifted far apart. Money, as exemplified by short-time,

well-secured loans, is dirt cheap and is going begging,
whereas capital for permanent investment, particularly

for new enterprises, is almost unobtainable at any rea-

sonable price. This has naturally had the effect of

checking new developments and expansion of old devel-

opments, and I do not look for any material improve-
ment in these conditions until the fear of our becoming
involved in foreign quarrels is gone, and also until our
people can get a better idea as to what our industrial

condition will be when the war is over. Many people

feel that a great industrial boom in this country will

follow the termination of the war. Others think that

directly opposite conditions will prevail, particularly if

no changes are made in the meanwhile in the tariff.

They believe that when the war is concluded European
factories will be found practically intact, and the neces-

sity for employment, and particularly the necessity for

immediately producing the largest possible factory out-

put in order to meet war taxes, will be so great that

European labor and European manufacturers, under
the guidance of their respective governments, will im-
mediately rush production to the utmost and will make
wages and commodity prices low enough to overcome
all competition in selling goods, and that under these

conditions the Europeans are bound to cut under our
prices so that we shall be swamped with foreign goods.

They think that such an effect will be facilitated by the

short hours and high wage scales established at the

war-order factories in this country and also by the

present low tariff.

"Without expressing my own opinion as to this, I

am sure that capital will be timid and new develop-

ments will be delayed until investors are better assured

as to the outcome than is now the case.

"The advent of so many war orders in a large num-
ber of Eastern cities is proving very helpful to the elec-

trical business. The same may be said as to some of

the metal-mining industries. On the other hand, busi-

ness conditions in the lumber and fruit countries of the

Pacific Coast are greatly depressed, and nearly all public

utilities in that section are suffering accordingly. The
same thing applies, but in less degree, to conditions in

some of the Southern States. S. Z. Mitchell.
"Electric Bond & Share Company, New York."

Byllesby Syndicate Finds Business Generally Dull

"My point of view on the effect, if any, of the Euro-
pean war upon the American electrical industry nat-

urally is that of the local public utility company. We
are connected with a large number of local utilities in

the Middle West, the South, the Northwest and on the

Pacific Coast.

"I would say, broadly, that there has been a very

pronounced adverse effect upon the business conditions

of the United States due to the European war. In the

first place, it has practically stopped all financing on a

large scale and particularly for new enterprises. In

sections which have profited directly from war orders

or from the crop situation due to the war there is a

certain degree of artificial stimulation.

"In general we find business in the cities and towns
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in which we operate to be at least dull, in most cases
'marking time,' and in the Puget Sound and Pacific

Northwest section to be increasingly stagnant, this

latter situation being more or less influenced by the
depression in the lumber trade, which is not altogether
due to the war, and to a general collapse following over-

expansion in that section.

"Minnesota, Wisconsin and the Dakotas are enjoying
a great period of prosperity due to the fundamentally
sound financial conditions of those States, to their vast

accumulated wealth, to their crop situation and good
prices. We have a company operating in the zinc sec-

tion of northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin. This
company is enjoying a phenomenal prosperity due to

the huge demand for spelter for the manufacture of

munitions of war. California has done well and can be
regarded as fairly prosperous, as it has profited directly

from the tourist travel which has been diverted from
foreign countries, as well as from the large number of

travelers, leaving always substantial sums of money,
attracted by the expositions.

"In general, I would repeat that the war has had a
most distressing effect upon business. It has stopped
large financing of a permanent nature, and there is, I

think, on the part of all responsible people a feeling of

very great anxiety and apprehension as to the future
of our own country as judged by the portentous events
involved in the present European war.

"H. M. Byllesby.
"H. M. Byllesby & Company, Chicago, III."

The U. G. I. Properties Note No Change

"After a careful analysis of the operating results of

the various electric light and power companies in which
we are shareholders, comparing the first six months of

1915 with the first six months of 1914, I do not think
that any of the variations in volume of sales or in oper-

ating results can be charged or credited to the Euro-
pean war. Of course, there has been some increase in

construction costs owing to advances in copper. Should
the war continue for another year, and American con-
cerns continue to rush into the manufacture of supplies

for the belligerents at phenomenal profits, of which
labor is justly claiming a share, I foresee possible un-
rest and misunderstandings in other industries.

"I cannot but feel that it would be for the common
good of labor and capital if the concerns which are
growing rich on war orders, instead of establishing

high wage schedules, which cannot be maintained when
business conditions become normal, would arrange with
their employees to set aside for labor a percentage of

their phenomenal profits, to be divided, say, every three
months. Samuel T. Bodine.
"The United Gas Improvement Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa."

a bond, but said that in all probability a legal question
will be raised as to whether the appeal to the commis-
sion or the referendum petition acted as a stay in re-

gard to the ordinance.

Referendum Delays Cincinnati Ordinance

The filing of a petition for a referendum on the new
electric ordinance in Cincinnati, Ohio, will probably
operate to delay the inauguration of new rates, even if

they are ordered by the Ohio Public Utilities Commis-
sion. If the new rates depended upon the outcome of

the appeal to the commission, the company would have
been compelled to furnish a large bond, and if a rate

lower than the old one had been granted finally, con-
sumers would have received a rebate from the date
when the ordinance would have gone into effect, Aug.
12. The referendum petition, it is said, will delay the
operation of the ordinance until after the November
election, no matter what the commission decides.

President W. W. Freeman of the Union Gas & Elec-
tric Company has expressed his willingness to furnish

"Electrical Prosperity Week" Campaign
According to an announcement of the Society for

Electrical Development, Inc., "Electrical Prosperity
Week" is the pioneer nation-wide trade campaign of
history. No industry ever before undertook a sales and
educational movement of this magnitude. No cam-
paign of similar nature has ever received as much pub-
licity as has been given already by the newspapers and
technical and trade press to this celebration. Reports
from the society offices state that enough assurances of
co-operation have been received from the electrical in-

dustry to make the campaign a success.

The newspaper publicity which the society has re-

ceived has been based on an editorial analysis of "elec-

trical prosperity." When "prosperity" became part of
the campaign the entire undertaking, its purposes, de-
tails of its plans and the men behind it, became legiti-

mate and desirable matter for the newspapers. "Elec-
trical Prosperity Week" benefits from the discussion
about "prosperity." The country-wide movement un-
dertaken by the electrical industry to convince the pub-
lic that the nation has every reason to be optimistic over
the business outlook and prosperous drew attention and
will continue to do so.

The staff of the society is confident that as a result
of the campaign and the use of "prosperity" more will

be read about electricity and the men of the industry.
More opportunities will come to tell again the magic
story of electricity of the last twenty-five years; more
liberality among the newspapers toward the achieve-
ments of electricity will be shown, and in the public
mind more desire to possess comforts and economies of
electricity will be created.

The campaign has been productive in obtaining new
members for the society. Twelve large central stations
controlled by one of the holding companies joined the
society last week. The "Electrical Prosperity Week"
campaign has awakened interest and financial support.
The national campaign will be carried on in the dif-

ferent localities by the local committees which have
been appointed. On these committees are prominent
workers in the respective districts. Already prelimi-
nary meetings have been held to discuss plans.

The Jovians are especially interested in the campaign.
Several of the local leagues have appointed committees
to work with the local "Electrical Prosperity Week"
committees. One of the first Jovian leagues to become
actively engaged was the St. Louis Jovian League of
Electrical Interests, of which Mr. F. D. Beardslee, com-
mercial manager Union Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, is president.

Mr. James R. Strong, past-president of the National
Electrical Contractors' Association, in a recent address
urged contractors everywhere to support the movement.
"Support the society in its work," he said, "and espe-
cially labor assiduously to make 'Electrical Prosperity
Week' a gala occasion and one long to be remembered."
The staff of the society believes that the "Electrical

Prosperity Week" campaign will awaken the industry
to the full appreciation of what might be done to spread
the doctrine of "Do it electrically," but to "cash in" on
the campaign individual sales campaigns must be con-
ducted. The date of the week makes this easy as it is

the beginning of the Christmas "shop early" campaign.
The national educational work will create the desire for
things electrical; the local interests must make the sales.
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Saving $1,500 a Month by Using Electric Pumps
How the Substitution of Motor for Strain Drive Effected Economics

in Operation of Iron Mine at Wharton, N. J.

By E. E. Yensel*

THE replacing of Bteam-driven pumps by motor-

driven centrifugal pumps and the economy in

operation resulting at the Richard mine of the

Thomas Iron Company, Wharton, N. J., furnish condi-

tions and data for profitable study. The Richard mine
is one of the largest in that section of the country, and
the installation of electrically operated pumps in this

mine has been the subject of considerable investigation.

The types of pumps replaced and used to pump water
from the mines are illustrated herewith. The pump
in Fig. 3 is one of two of the plunger type installed on
the 700-ft. level. Two reciprocating pumps were in-

stalled on the 800-ft. level and handled all water

TABLE I—COST TO OPERATE STEAM PUMPS PER YEAR

pumps are of the sizes shown in Table III, and are in-

stalled on the levels named.
Pumps Nos. 3 and 4, on the 500-ft. level, handle all

water up to the 800-ft. level. From this point pumps
Nos. 1 and 2 raise the water to the surface. The cost

of operating the motor-driven pumps from Sept. 8, 1914,

to June 23, 1915, is shown in Table II.

TABLE II—COST TO OPERATE ELECTRIC PUMPS PER YEAR

Six pumpmen (two per shift and three shifts), at $1.93
per day each $4,266.70

Three firemen (one per shift and three shifts), at $2.15
per day each 2,354.25

Coal, packing, repairs on pump and boilers, and miscel-
laneous supplies 21,692.33

Total $28,273.28

from this level to the 700-ft. level. Another recipro-

cating pump on a 1000-ft. level was the lowest unit in

the series. The pumps in Fig. 3 raised the water from
the 700-ft. level to the surface. The boiler room was
2000 ft. from the pumps at the 700-ft. level, 2100 ft.

from those on the 800-ft. level, and 2300 ft. from the
pump on the 1000-ft. level. The cost of operating these

five pumps is shown in Table I.

The motor-driven pumps which replaced the steam

•District superintendent of Eastern Pennsylvania Power Com-
pany of New Jersey.

Sept. 8 to Oct. 23, 1914, 66,900 kw.-hr $805.73
Oct. 23 to Nov. 24, 1914, 43,100 kw.-hr 526.70
Nov. 24 to Dec. 23, 1914, 57,400 kw.-hr 626.80
Dec. 23 to Jan. 20, 1915, 54,200 kw.-hr 600.70
Jan. 20 to Feb. 25, 1915, 80,800 kw.-hr 865.56
Feb. 25 to March 24, 1915, 66,400 kw.-hr 764.76
March 24 to April 23, 1915, 87,000 kw.-hr 908.96
April 23 to May 22, 1915, 83,900 kw.-hr 887.26

May 22 to June 23, 1915, 70,900 kw.-hr 796.26

Total $6,782.73

Estimated three months' bills at $700 per month, as there

will be a little less water to pump on account of the

dry season 2,100.00

Total $8,882.73

Three pump men (one per shift and three shifts) at

$1.93 per day each 2,113.35

Total $10,996.08

Total cost with electric pump per year $28,273.28

Total cost with electric pump per year 10,996.08

Total saving $17,277.20

One electric pump on the 500-ft. level and one electric

pump on the 800-ft. level handle all of the water except

in the spring of the year, when it is necessary to run

both pumps on the 500-ft. and 800-ft. levels.

FIG. 1—MOTOR-DRIVEN CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS INSTALLED AT 800-FT. LEVEL IN RICHARD MINE
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The motors are operated from the lines of the Eastern

Pennsylvania Power Company of New Jersey. A trans-

former bank consisting of three 75-kva., 2300-to-550-

volt transformers installed at the mine serves four

Previous Discharge

of Column *"•.

FIG. 2—VERTICAL SECTION OF MINE, SHOWING ARRANGE-
MENT TO REDUCE HEAD ON PUMPS AT 500-FT. LEVEL

50-hp., three-phase, sixty-cycle, 550-volt, 1800-r.p.m.

Fairbanks-Morse induction motors, directly connected

to Cameron centrifugal single-stage pumps with a rating

of 300 gal. per minute, operating at a pressure of

174-lb. gage and 1750 r.p.m. All the motors operate

automatically with a float-switch control through a

Cutler-Hammer automatic switchboard.

Electric light in the mine is supplied from the motor
circuits by using five 110-volt lamps in series at 550

volts. All electrical energy is metered on the primary
side, and the mining company stands transformer losses.

This character of load is a very desirable business from
a central-station standpoint, as it is steady for twenty-

four hours a day. In commenting on the operation of

the pumps and the cost of the motor service, Mr. R. H.
Sweetser, president of the Thomas Iron Company, says:

"The pumps have now been in continuous operation

since the middle of September, 1914. There have been
only two shut-downs due to interruptions of service, and
in neither case has the delay been long enough to fill

up our sump, which is capable of taking care of eight

hours' extra flow of water.

"Last August, while running the steam pumps alone,

we found that the total power necessary for pumping
cost us $2,876 for the month. Our cost for the month of

December, 1914, for power for pumping was only

$626.80. The total reduction in coal in our power plant

on account of installation of the electric pumps amounts
to $1,500 per month. We are pleased to say that the

saving was a little more than anticipated because none

FIG. 4—STEAM-DRIVEN PUMPS FORMERLY USED AT 800-FT.

LEVEL IN RICHARD MINE

of the engineers estimated the saving due to eliminating

the pumping of the condensed steam of three 250-hp.

boilers serving the steam pumps which exhausted into

the sump at the bottom of the mine.

TABLE III—SIZE AND LOCATION OF MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMPS

No.
Pump

Size of

Motor, Hp.
Type of

Pump Stages
Rating, Gal.
per Minute

Level Loca-
tion, Ft.

1 50 Cameron
Turbine

2 300 500

2 50 Cameron
Turbine

2 300 500

3 50 Cameron
Turbine

2 300 800

4 50 Cameron
Turbine

2 300 800

"We have also reduced the amount of power neces-

sary to operate the pump at the 500-ft. level, because

we have installed a 'siphon' which produces a vacuum of

about 17 in. This takes off considerable head and en-

ables the upper pump to start up more easily.

"We find that the cold water from the mine at present

is handled and used much more advantageously than the

warm water that contained all the condensed steam.

This cold water is used for the inter-cooler of our air

compressor."

FIG. 3—STEAM-DRIVEN PLUNGER PUMP FORMERLY USED AT
700-FT. LEVEL IN RICHARD MINE

FIG. 5- -MOTOR-DRIVEN CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS INSTALLED AT
500-FT. LEVEL IN RICHARD MINE
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Protecting Buildings Against Lightning
The Functions and Effectiveneee of the Lightning Rod Considered

in the Light of Modern Theory and Practice

Bi George ii. Armstrong

THE effectiveness of lightning rods is now unques-

tioned. At one time misuse by charlatans and

a misconception of the principles involved

placed under suspicion the whole lightning-rod indus-

try. Now the principles are fairly well understood,

anil statistics prove that redding affords protection in

practically every case where the installation is intelli-

gently made. Skill, experience and judgment are, how-
ever, necessary in erecting such rods.

The lightning rod has two functions: (1) To pre-

vent discharges. This it does through the action of the

points which permit the electricity to leak from the

structure. Usually the leakage is rapid enough so that

the electric charges of the cloud and the building are

neutralized and a discharge is prevented. But if the

charges accumulate so rapidly that the leakage from
the points cannot neutralize them and a stroke occurs,

then the lightning conductors (2) prevent damage by
conducting the lightning-stroke current to ground. If

there are no conductors forming a low-resistance path
to ground, the stroke will select its own path, which
will be of relatively high resistance and will probably
damage the building or set it on fire.

Magnitude of Electrical Quantities in a Lightning Flash

The following approximate values of the magnitude
of the electrical quantities in a lightning flash have
been estimated by Steinmetz, who points out that the

discharge is probably oscillatory: Average potential

gradient, 50,000 volts per foot at the moment of dis-

charge; average potential difference between different

points of the cloud, 50,000,000 volts ; average current in

the discharge, 10,000 amp.; average duration of the

discharge, 0.00005 second; average frequency of the

discharge, 500,000 cycles

;

average energy of the dis-

charge, 10,000 kw.-sec., or

7,000,000 ft.-lb.; average
power of the discharge, 250,-

000,000 hp.

The energy of a lightning

discharge of the above char-

acteristics is, however, really

not very great, inasmuch as

10,000 kw.-sec. or 7,000,000
ft.-lb. is about the energy re-

quired to evaporate about 9

lb., or a little more than a gal-

lon, of water. This could be
done in a short time by any
gas or coal stove. The vio-

lence of a lightning stroke is

due to the fact that this

energy is dissipated in such
an inconceivably short time,

viz., 0.00005 second.

Damage done by lightning

may be divided into two gen-
eral classes—heat-effect dam-
age, as, for example, where
telephone or power conductors
or other metal members
lying in the path of the

stroke are fused; (2) me-

Positively

Electrified Cloud-

FIG. 1-

chanical disruptive disintegration; for example, the

splitting of a tree, the breaking of a rock or the over-

turning of a stack.

Lightning seldom damages certain objects, in

as the writer has been able to ascertain, lightning has

never been known to damage seriously (1) railroad

trains or locomotives, (2) buildings with metallic

grounded sides and roofs, (3) buildings having frame-

works wholly of metal, (4) grounded steel windmill

towers, (5) steel battleships, and (6) business blocks

in cities. Apparently all of these objects conduct elec-

tricity sufficiently well for electricity induced on the

earth by a cloud to be drawn up through them and dis-

persed by the point action before the difference of poten-

tial between the cloud and the object becomes great

enough to produce a flash. If a lightning stroke to such

an object does occur, the mass of metal in it is usually

sufficient to conduct the current safely to ground.

Conversely, lightning often damages non-conducting ob-

jects such as country homes and barns, wooden-frame
schoolhouses and churches, stacks, trees, cattle and
horses, particularly where the stock is near wire fences.

The Thunder Cloud Explained in Terms of Electrostatics

The theory of the lightning rod may be explained by
reference to Figs. 1, 2 and 3. If an electrified cloud A
(Fig. 1) passes over any portion of the earth, it will

induce a charge of electricity on that portion. The
cloud, the intervening atmosphere and the surface of

the earth really constitute a large electric condenser.

A heavy charge will be drawn by mutual attraction to

the highest portions of objects that are near or directly

under the cloud. In Fig. 1, if the cloud is positively

electrified, a negative charge will be induced and at-

tracted from the earth up
over the outer surface of the

\____ building shown. If the build-

ing has a metallic or other

surface that is a good conduc-

tor, the charge will rise

(flow) rapidly. If it is of

brick, stone or wood, which
are only fair conductors—but

they are conductors— the
charge will rise (flow) slowly.

It cannot, however, leak rap-

idly, because the material of

the building is a poor conduc-

tor; hence the electricity can-

not flow over its surface rap-

idly. The consequence is that

the building will lie within a

static field that is built up as

suggested in Fig. 1.

If the building is rodded

and equipped with points as

shown in Fig. 2, the charge

on the building, induced and

attracted by that on the cloud,

will rise rapidly, and it will

discharge freely from the

sharp points. The probabili-

ties are that the flow of elec-

tricity from the points will so

Electrostatic

Field

v:y&y

ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE ON UN-RODDED
BUILDING
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decrease the potential difference between the cloud

and the building that no lightning stroke will occur.

The presence of the grounded lightning conductor
and the points has a tendency to raise the static field

above the building, as indicated in Fig. 2.

Now if the charge on the cloud accumulates very

rapidly, the corresponding charge on the building will

Positively Electrified Cloud-

Sim"

^mm^
Electrostatic

m : Field-; '

' .•'.'•'•/':'.'.
V.'-'"

•'

'.-..'./Points'

is also satisfactory if it is of sufficient section, but it

will ultimately corrode, even if it is galvanized, and
may therefore fail just when it is most needed. The
contact of dissimilar metals should be avoided in a

lightning-rod installation because of the liability of

electrolytic action and the consequent corrosion. Some
insurance companies will not accept risks rodded with
iron conductor. A conductor of flat form (rectangular

cross-section) appears to be preferable from a theo-

retical standpoint, and it is a convenient form to handle
and to connect with mechanically. Practice indicates

that material of any cross-sectional form will give ade-

quate protection if it has sufficient weight per foot,

that is, if it is big enough.
In the matter of installation of lightning conductors,

the rodding must always be held in metallic connection
with the surface of the building by cleats, clamps or

staples, so that an electric charge on the building's sur-

face can readily be conducted to the points where it can
disperse. Round conductor can be held with straps like

those of Fig. 5. Flat conductor is spliced by lapping
the ends and nailing a copper strap across them with
copper nails. Round conductor is spliced with a sleeve

(Fig. 6). The routing of the conductor over the sur-

*" Ground Connections

FIG. 2—CHARGE INDUCED ON RODDED BUILDING

increase faster than the points can discharge it. If it

thus increase to such a value that the potential differ-

ence between the cloud and the building exceeds the

breakdown value of the intervening atmosphere, a light-

ning stroke (Fig. 3) will occur between the cloud and
a lightning-rod point. If the lightning conductors and
their grounds are adequate, the charge will be conducted
to the earth without damage to the building.

A building may be struck even if it is rodded if the

charge accumulates so fast that the points will not dis-

perse it. Consider Fig. 4, which illustrates one case
where a heavy charge may accumulate on a building in

much less than a second. Clouds A and D are floating

relatively near each other, and A is over a rodded build-

ing. The potential of D suddenly reaches such a value
that it discharges to ground, making the stroke C.

This causes a discharge stroke between A and D.
Now, there is a great difference of potential between A
and the building, and a flash E occurs to neutralize it.

All this happens instantaneously so that the points on
the building cannot leak rapidly enough to prevent the
discharge B, although they probably weaken it. The
lightning conductors should conduct the discharge of B
into the ground without damage to the building.

Materials for Lightning Conductors

Of the materials suitable for lightning conductors
or rods, copper is probably the best, because it is a
good conductor and will not corrode. Electrically, iron

FIG. 3—THE LIGHTNING FLASH

face of a building is an important feature. Where
possible, the conductor is grounded at one corner, run
over the building as shown in the following sketches,
and then again grounded at the furthest opposite cor-

ner. The longest straight portion of the conductor
should divide the surface of the building into two equal
portions as nearly as may be possible. Where addi-
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tional grounds are required, the wires from then should

divide the main wire Into equal sections m nearly ai

possible. Conductors should, where possible, be carried
down along the corners of buildings rather than on
their sides. AH adjacent metal members of the Uiild-

FIG. 4—HOW GREAT DIFFERENCES OF POTENTIAL MAY BE
DEVELOPED SUDDENLY

ing must be connected with the conductor, grounded, or
both.

The Importance of Ground Connections

Ground connections for lightning conductors are
usually made as shown in Fig. 9. A hole, 10 in. deep,
is dug with a long-bladed shovel. Water is poured into
the hole and the long drill (Fig. 10) is forced down 10
ft. Into this hole the conductor end is placed and the
earth is tamped around it. If the earth at the surface
is hard, the hole can be started with a short drill and
completed with the long one. Where there is rock and
a deep hole is not feasible, the conductor end is buried
in a trench as deep as possible and a large flat stone
laid over the opening to conserve the moisture. A con-
tact of dissimilar metals—for instance, iron and cop-
per—should never be permitted because electrolytic
action will surely cause decay of one of them. Am-
monia encountered in the soil near manure heaps will
eat through a buried copper conductor in a few years.
The ground connection is really the most important

Strap

Tee Connector

Point Conneclor Straight Connector

FIGS. 5 AND 6—FITTINGS FOR ROUND CONDUCTOR

feature of an installation. On its integrity depends
the effectiveness of the whole job. It cannot be made
too carefully.

Lightning-rod points disperse into the atmosphere
the electric charge that has accumulated on the build-

ing. The points illustrated in Figs. 11 to 14 are now
largely used. Experience has, apparently, shown the

short point to be as effective as the long one. Copper

tubes, pointed ai then- upper ends, usually constitute the

conducting portions of points. Pointed iron rods are
used where the lightning conductor is of iron. (Mass
halls, vanes and the like on points of the weather vane
type are lor ornament only and have no part in the elec-

trical operation Of the contrivance.
Metallic members, hoth within and on the outer sur-

face of a building, should he connected with the light-

ning-rod system. If this precaution lie not taken, side
flashes may occur. Where the lightning-rod conductor
lies within 6 ft. or less of any large body of metal or
of the pipes of a water or heating system, the metal
bodies should be connected to the rodding at the highest.

point available—in the attic if possible. Piping sys-

tems within a building should also be connected elec-

trically to each other in substantial manner at the
highest available point, whether or not they are con-
nected to the rodding. These connections should be
made at the high portions of the building because the
electric charges induced on the metal members will be
attracted and held at these high portions by the induc-
ing cloud. Unless the interconnections are high up
within the building, these bound charges cannot flow

away. For similar reasons, hay racks, metal drinking
troughs and barn-door rails should be substantially con-

Ecrsy Turn to avoid
Sharp Angle

Telephone
ArresterI arge-Rad/us

Turn around'
fares

Wvh
' -z^r (bround

FIG. 7—PROTECTION OF L-SHAPED BUILDING

Connection to

Wafer Hydrant

nected to the rodding. The connection should be made
at both their ends if possible.

Protecting Power-Plant Stacks

Brick or masonry stacks of power stations and fac-

tories should always be rodded, particularly if the stack

is in the open—that is, not surrounded by other build-

ings. A stack extending to a considerable distance

above the surface of the earth constitutes an attractive

route to ground for a lightning-discharge current.

Furthermore, the heated ionized gases rising from the

stack are themselves a very good conductor and so ex-

tend the conducting path many feet above the top of

the stack.

It might be assumed that when a stack is struck the

lightning current will follow this smoke conductor to

ground. Sometimes it does, but in many unfortunate

cases, for reasons that are not readily evident, the cur-

rent will pass to the ground, for a portion of the dis-

tance at least, through the masonry of the stack. As a

result, the masonry may be cracked and portions of it be

blown out or utterly demolished. Rodding installations

for high stacks should be quite elaborate, and cannot be

adequately treated here. Metal stacks should be effect-

ively grounded at their bases. The reinforcing of con-

crete stacks should be well grounded, and at their tops

points or air terminals connecting with the reinforcing

steel should extend out and up into the air. If this

precaution is not taken and lightning strikes a rein-

forced-concrete stack, some of the concrete may be

broken away, but probably no other damage will be

done.
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Hazards of Telephone Lines and Wire Fences

Protection for telephone wires is also essential. If

it is not provided, lightning discharge current may
enter a building along the wires and cause damage.
The lightning arresters ordinarily furnished by the

Connections to Hag Track

~ -_-J—

Connections to

Metal Feed
Trough

FIG. 8—PROTECTION OF BARN STRUCTURE

rods. Weight—Copper, at least 3 oz. per foot; alumi-
num, at least 2y4 oz. per foot; steel (iron), at least A\/2
oz. per foot. Form—Any form that will give durability
and convenience of installation.

Ground Connections.—Depth—Down to perpetual
moisture; at least 8 ft. Number—On an oblong build-
ing, at least two; on an L-shaped or T-shaped building,
at least three; on a U-shaped building, at least four.

Location—Preferably at opposite corners, though this
may be modified to avoid manure or to go down near
conductor pipe or other metallic portion of the structure.
If the conductor pipe is on the side of the building, the
ground rods should be at the corners, as above stated,
the eave troughs connected to it, and then the con-
ductor pipe also grounded. Ground rods should not be
bunched and should be distributed as well as possible.
Method—In deep soil drill a hole at least 8 ft. deep
and run cable down. In shallow soil attach cable to
metallic ground-plate, which is put down as deep in
soil as possible, or run it into a well or a stream or a
crevice in the rock. If none of these is feasible, bury

telephone companies are of too frail construction to

provide protection against a lightning stroke of any
consequence. For this service, protectors or arresters

of very sturdy construction should be mounted outside

the building and well grounded.
Wire fences should be grounded at frequent inter-

vals. If they are not, a lightning-stroke current may
follow along a fence wire and into a building and start

a fire. However, the most important reason for ground-
ing is to prevent the killing of stock. During a storm
the animals crowd against the fence, and when a light-

ning discharge strikes an ungrounded fence wire, it will

seek the path of least opposition to ground, which may
be through an animal near or against the fence wire.

The result is usually fatal.

A very complete summary of directions for installing

lightning rods on residences, barns and ordinary build-

ings has been prepared by Mr. W. H. Day of the On-

MS
£ S £

Conductor

Cleat
v \

1

FIGS. 9 AND 10—GROUND CONNECTION AND DRILL TOOL

tario Agricultural College. This summary is substan-
tially as follows:

Directions for Installing Lightning Rods

Kind of Rods.—Material—Copper, aluminum or gal-
vanized iron, preferably the first because of durability.
Aluminum may prove equally durable. Combinations
are not advised, because not as durable as single-metal

Long Co-
Nai/s >

Tongue

Copper Tube

CopperConductor-- '-

-

Tee Conductor-

FIGS. 11 TO 14—ROOF AND CHIMNEY POINTS

cable as deep as possible and lay large, flat stone over
it. Caution—Be present and see that ground connec-
tions are properly made. The rest of the system may be
inspected at any time, but the groundings can be seen
only when they are being put down.

Systems.—Run cable from ground up corner to eave,
thence to ridge, along ridge to other end, thence down
to eave, thence to other ground, making a complete
circuit. All cables should be connected in one system.
No stubs or dead ends should be left ungrounded.
Caution—Cables should be protected from ground 6 ft.

or 8 ft. up by nailing boards around them.
Attachment.—Fasten cable to building with nails,

clips or metal "dispensers." Caution—Do not use in-
sulators.

Points.—Number—20 ft. to 30 ft. apart. Location—On ridge, first ones not over 5 ft. from end; on or
beside chimneys or cupolas; on dormers; also on silos.
Height—4 ft. to 5 ft., except those on or beside chim-
neys, cupolas or similar prominences; these must ex-
tend at least 18 in. above the highest part. Form
Strong tubes, of same weight and material as rods.

Metallic Portions of Structure.—Roof Gutters Top
connected to rod and bottom grounded. Eavetroughs
and Conductor Pipes—Free end of eavetroughs con-
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mvtt'il to rod and conductor pipe grounded. Hayfork
Track Both ends connected to rod. Tanks Connected
to rod above, grounded below. Windmill Connected t < >

rod above, shafl y: r< >u i n l *•* l below. .Metallic Roof
Grounded at two or four corners, do1 from peak under
am consideration. Points should be used <>n the ridge
ami other prominences.

Wirt Fr net s. lii Field A grounding at least ever}

20 rods, in Yards At the four corners. At Building

Ground at fust post from building. Weight <»f

Groundings Equal to three No. L2 or one No. '.» wire.

How .Made Stapled on posts in contact with all wires

of fence, extending at least :*> ft. in the ground and
projecting above fence.

Shade 'I'rcts. Protect where feasible with a grounded
wire running to their tops.

Equivalence of Wheatstone Bridge to Three
Parallel Circuits

By A. H. Adams

Some time ago the writer had occasion to make use of

a Wheatstone bridge a large number of times in the

course of certain work relating to printing telegraphs.

Not having handy a pocket-book containing the usual

formulas, and having a distaste for the labor of solving

the usual six simultaneous equations, he stumbled upon
the method here described. Several mathematicians to

whom this method has been shown have stated that, so

far as they were aware, it is new. It is therefore here
presented for the consideration of any other engineers

who may be confronted by a like problem.

Consider a bridge with leg resistances R
l9
R

2,
R

3
, Rt

and bridge resistance R., as shown in Fig. 1. Let the

battery current flow through the bridge in the direction

from A to B. It is easy in any given case to determine

by inspection the direction of the current in the bridge

resistance Rs. Assume this direction to be from C to D.
The formulas here developed depend on this assumption

;

i.e., the formulas are not general, but depend upon C
being at a higher potential than D. In other words, in

FIGS. 1 AND 2—WHEATSTONE-BRIDGE CUtCUIT, AND THREE-
PARALLEL-CIRCUIT EQUIVALENT

the formulas and discussion R, and R
3
are assumed to

be related to R
2
and R

t
by the following inequality

:

R^/K

With this limitation the bridge may be considered equiv-

alent to three parallel circuits (shown in Fig. 2) in

which the points C and C
x
and the points D and D

1
are

respectively at the same potential, and in which the re-

sistances a, b, c and d are so chosen that the combined
resistance of a and b in parallel is R

1
and the combined

resistance of c and d in parallel is R
4
. Under these con-

ditions the three parallel circuits in Fig. 2 are in every

was equivalent to the bridge circuit In Fig. I, tor the
points c and <\, being by hypothesis «>r equal potential,

nia.\ in- joined without changing the distribution of the
currents, and when so joined the multiple path a and I,

is of resistance R,. Similarly, 1* and l> may he joined,

giving a multiple path through c and ii of resistance R
t,

'The conditions imposed upon u, l>, r and <l may M
expressed mat heniat ically as follows:

nl,

a-\-b
A'.

/.',

il

a R
u

i,'~7
\ R

'

d R
2

~c~~ b + R,'

These tour simultaneous equations may be

l
|

solved

very easily for a, b, c and d in terms of R lf R 2 ,

and Rs. In many numerical examples, if not in most,

it is as simple to write down these four equations with

the numerical values of R
x
, R2,

etc., and to solve directly,

as it is to substitute the values of Rit R2 , etc., in the gen-

eral literal solution. For the sake of completeness,

however, the values of a, b, c and d in terms of 1?,, Rv
etc., are given below, together with the more important
steps in the solution.

n J?

(5)

(6)

From (3),
a

(Tfb
R

~ R
3 + R, + c

'

From (4),
d

c + d

R,

~Ra+ Rs
+b'

From (1) and (5), R,
bR

3

Rt -f R6+ c

From (2) and (6), R<
cR

2

R
2 + R5

+b

From (7), b = ft+^(i26 + c)

From (8), b=^-c— (R
2 + R

s ),

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Equating (9) and (10) and solving for c, gives

R< (R,R
3 + R,R, + R

2
R

:i
+ RtRK)

c —
RJR-i— R^R*

By symmetry,

b =
R

1
(R

2
R

S -f R2
R

t + RM, + R
4
R,)

RJZ
3
— R

r
R

t

From (1) and (12),

_ RARM3 + R^ + RJi^ R.R.I

R
2
R, + R

2
R

t + R
tR, + R&

And, by symmetry,

R
t
(R

2
R

3 + Z^ + R,R3 + Rfa)
d =

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)R^ + R^ +R^+R^
When the values of a, b, c and d have been obtained,

the currents in the three parallel circuits are found

directly by Ohm's law, and from these the bridge cur-

rents are readily determined. Also, this same equiva-

lent circuit renders very easy the reverse problem,

namely, given the currents in the five legs to determine

the resistances R lt
R

2 , R3 , R4
and Rb

.

The writer is of the opinion that this general method

of constructing by inspection an equivalent circuit with

equipotential points may also be found useful in the

simplification of the solution of other and more compli-

cated networks.
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Mobile Color and Stage Lighting—IV
Principles Involved in the Selection of Pigments and Dyes

of Spectroscopic Studies of Absorbing Media

By Bassett Jones

Advantages

THE three preceding installments of this article

have dealt with stage illumination as an art sus-

ceptible of great artistic development and have
given detailed descriptions of equipment devised to

this end by the author and specifications for lamps de-

signed for stage-lighting work. In the present install-

ment the selection of pigments and dyes is dealt with
and its underlying principles are outlined.

Pigments, Dyes and Color Filters

The selection of pigments, dyes and color filters pre-
sents the most difficult problem of the entire art. One
must learn to think of color in quite an abnormal way.
Two mental color scales must be available so that, while
the actual scenery coloring is being done by daylight,

the result is seen rather in terms of stage illumination;
otherwise the results are quite certain to be unfortu-
nate. This requires a re-molding, by experience, of the'

judgment for color. The writer has found that a "color

booth"—a device in which light of any hue, purity or,

within usual limits, intensity, could be obtained at will

—served as a great aid in properly guiding the judg-
ment. In this device pieces of fabric, having various
texture and fiber qualities, dyed or pigmented in vari-

ous ways, can be studied under a great variety of con-

ditions. But, even though a careful study of the char-

acteristics of pigments, dyes and color filters is made,
the knowledge so obtained forms merely a starting

point. Much depends upon the possession of a feeling

for color value, of an appreciation of the proper rela-

tion between color massing and configuration. And this

is only acquired, if at all, by constant association with
objects that possess the required qualities. Perhaps it

is a gift. At any rate, it is the most important acquire-

ment of the stage artist.

However, the mass of facts relating to chromatics that

can be gathered by experiment will, at least, serve as a
guide to the best and most economical method of ob-

taining the desired results. In this the illuminating

engineer may be of some assistance.

Obviously light absorption plays an extremely im-
portant part in the production of color, for practically

all objects get their apparent color through their action

in absorbing certain wave-lengths in the light by which
they are illuminated. The sensation of color is aroused
by the wave-lengths only partially absorbed and which
are either transmitted through the object (a color filter)

or reflected from it. Pigments and dyes act much in the
manner of a color filter, for, if the coloring substance

be not too dense, the reflected wave-lengths do not de-

termine the dominant hue. The characteristic color is

caused by the passage of the incident light through and
between the coloring particles. Eventually, by repeated

refractions and reflections, a portion of it finds its way
back to the surface from which it appears to be dif-

fusely reflected. Evidently a surface having a high co-

efficient of reflection is not a good means of showing
color. The deeper into the object the light penetrates,

the more characteristic and saturated will be its color

when remitted. Of course there will be a correspond-

ingly increased absorption, not only of the unnecessary

wave-lengths, but also of the desired wave-lengths.

This accounts for the soft, saturated and rich hues that

can be produced in dyed fabrics, as the dye particles

permeate the fibers and do not merely coat the surface.
Of course, it is not possible to produce with this

scenery glaring and brilliant effects. Nor are such ef-
fects desired, for they lack one of the fundamentals of
beauty—namely, restfulness. The color values are
much purer and richer than can be produced with pig-
mented canvas, and, with the proper color filters, the
control of the color is much more perfect. Dyes nat-
urally lend themselves to this purpose as they are ex-
tremely saturated in hue. They can be desaturated by
dilution, whereas pigments require the addition of zinc
or magnesium white, both of which remain in the pig-
ment body in the form of transparent particles. The
dyed scenery shows little surface reflection such as is

found with even the dullest painted surface. So that
the light reflected from the dye particles is not changed
in hue by admixture with a certain amount of the in-

cident light reflected without modification. Further-
more, since the material used to produce the hue in the
color filter is the same in character as that used to color
the scenery, the task of selecting dyes is made some-
what simpler.

Spectral Analysis of Light Necessary

The limits of absorption can be adequately studied
only by a spectral analysis of the incident light as well
as the light reflected from and transmitted by the ab-
sorbing medium. It is necessary to study incident,
reflected and transmitted light in order to determine
just what wave-lengths are neither reflected nor trans-
mitted but are absorbed. Many practical absorbing
media, such as glass color filters having a polished sur-
face or surface film differing in character from the body
of the medium, show not only selective reflection, but
also reflect light of the same or nearly the same char-
acter as the incident light, and also show more or less
general absorption.of all transmitted light. Some media
show, in addition, marked selective absorption of more
or less narrow ranges of wave-lengths.
Thus a green-glass color filter may reflect a large

portion of the incident light, and, owing to selective re-
flection, if the color is dense enough, will show a char-
acteristic purplish color in the reflected light, the color
and the amount of selectively reflected light depending
upon the composition, density and physical character-
istics of the material used to color the filter. It will also
be found that much of the light not reflected is absorbed—even including the green—the only reason that the
filter appears green being that the green light is not
absorbed to the extent that the other wave-lengths are
absorbed.

We are then to distinguish between general absorp-
tion, when the absorbing power is nearly the same for
all wave-lengths, and selective absorption, when the ab-
sorption is more or less limited in extent. Both types
of absorption, as we have before pointed out, may, and
in fact generally do, occur in one and the same medium.
Most pigments and dyes show powerful selective absorp-
tion; as a rule, it is this fact that accounts for their
marked color.

If the medium is homogeneous, the absorption is pro-
portional to the thickness. If, however, the coefficient
of the transmission varies for different wave-lengths,
then the color of the medium will vary with its thick-
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iicss .iikI mas also vary with its ilensitv. Thus with

white Incident lighl moat blue glass and palatine Alt

will appear purplish with Increasing thickness or with

increasing densitj of the absorbing particles held In

suspension. This phenomenon Is known as diachromat-

ism.

Again, the appearance of the light transmitted by

color filters may vary greatly, depending <>n the color

of the light used, because one light source more than

another may emit a greater proportion of light in wave-

lengths easily transmitted by the medium, or vice versa.

\ solution of cyanide and nitroso-dimethy] aniline in

alcohol appears red by kerosene light and bottle green

by daylight. It is very easy to find glass that is blue

by transmitted light when exposed to daylight and a

red purple when exposed to the light from a tungsten

lamp.

While these examples exhibit exaggerated cases of

diaehromatism, the phenomenon appears to a greater

or less extent in all practical and commercial color niters

and makes their selection for required results somewhat
difficult. Fairly good red and green color niters are

readily procurable, but a blue filter that does not trans-

mit some red seems to be commercially impossible. A
glass that shows a fairly true blue when blown is al-

most certain to show purplish when reheated and rolled,

owing to the chemical effect of the heat on the absorb-

ing particles. Two yellow color niters may appear ex-

actly alike by transmitted light, yet one may appear

yellow because it transmits a predominant amount of

the wave-lengths corresponding to spectral yellow, while

the other may appear yellow because it transmits both

red and green, the mixture of which looks yellow. Usu-

ally yellow color filters transmit red, yellow and green

in varying proportions, so that the effect of the trans-

mitted light on colored bodies showing selective absorp-

tion or selective reflection will be variable. Thus if the

light transmitted appeared only yellow by mixture of

red and green and the object lighted showed a selective

reflection for the wave-length corresponding to special

yellow—absent in the mixture—the object would not

show its true color at all. It might appear a dingy

yellow or it might look orange, or even greenish, de-

pending on the relative values of the absorption coeffi-

cients or reflection coefficients for wave-lengths other

than yellow.

Spectroscopic Studies of Absorbing Media

From what so far has been said, it must be obvious

that absorption presents the greatest practical diffi-

culties and deserves the closest attention. Spectroscopic

studies of absorbing media are essential if any conclu-

sions are to be drawn as to the result of mixing the

light transmitted by such media or the effect the trans-

mitted light will have on colored objects.

The most general cause of color in objects is the

presence in or on the objects of pigment particles, for

the material of which most objects is formed is, apart

from the presence of such pigment particles, usually

quite transparent and colorless. Pigments are charac-

teristic in their high power of selective absorption and

give to most objects both their body and surface colors.

The normal color of objects is the color the eye is

accustomed to perceiving on the average when the ob-

ject is illuminated by daylight. If daylight were of a

different character from what it is—say, similar to the

luminous radiation of a 4-watt-per-candle carbon lamp

—

then this would probably be normal white light to the

eye, and objects would probably appear to have much
the same normal colors they have at present.

The eye, however, possesses quite marked powers of

adaptation to change in color of light, so that even

when objects are illuminated by a light the color of

which departs quite widely from normal daylight, the

eye SOOn accustoms Itself tO the new COlor scale and is

quite satisfied, even thOUgh normal blues look black and
normal grays look brown, it requires a relatively sud-
den or very marked change in the color of light for the

eye to become shocked at the change In the color of ob-

jects. Relatively slight changes in color balance, where
Color balance Is Of importance, as in paintings, color dec-

orations and scenery, may, however, have an effect not

at all commensurate with the change in the color of the

illumination, because it, is not merely sensation but the

judgment of proportion that is disturbed.

It is obvious that where the pigment colors of ob-

jects correspond closely to pure spectral hues any change
in the color of the light whereby such objects are illu-

minated can have no effect on their apparent hue, but

only on their luminosity. A pigment that reflects only

red light of a definite spectral hue cannot reflect light

of any other hue. Hence any change in the hue of the

light can affect only the color of the pigment by render-

ing it more or less brilliantly red, depending upon the

intensity of the wave-lengths in the incident light cor-

responding to this particular red hue. Such a pigment
may look black when there is no red component in the

light, but it can never look violet, green or yellow, no
matter how intense those components may be.

On the other hand, a pigment obtained by mechanically

mixing two other pigments, the color of each corre-

sponding to a definite pure spectral hue, would appear

absolutely black under white light.

Pigments of Pure Spectral Hue Virtually Non-Existent

Such pigments of pure spectral hue, however, do not

exist except in the case of certain dyes. If two such

pigments could be found, one of a pure spectral yellow

and one of pure spectral blue, then the mixture of these

pigments would not appear green when illuminated by

white light, but a very dull gray or black. The yellow

pigment obtains its color under white light by absorb-

ing all wave-lengths except those corresponding to its

hue in color. Similarly for the blue pigment. Since the

yellow pigment absorbs blue light and the blue pigment
absorbs yellow light, the mixture would absorb all wave-

lengths and would appear black under any illumination.

Few if any pigments and very few dyes obtain their

color in this way. Their apparent color is due to a

more or less general absorption of all wave-lengths ac-

companied by a preponderant transmission of those

wave-lengths which give them their dominant hue. The
hues of pigments are, therefore, never so saturated as

spectral hues, and, furthermore, their colors are never

so luminous as the spectral colors, because there is a

more or less general absorption of all wave-lengths.

The color of pigments is due to the fact that the coeffi-

cient of absorption is less for some wave-lengths than

for others.

Such pigments can take the hue of any specific iso-

lated spectral region in light used as an illuminant. The
luminosity of the apparent color will, of course, depend

upon the absorption coefficients of the pigment for

wave-lengths in this region.

A yellow pigment, such as chrome yellow, for instance,

does reflect not only spectral yellow light when illumi-

nated by light showing a continuous spectrum, but also

spectral red and spectral green, the mixture of which

produces the sensation of yellow, and so may produce a

fairly intense sensation of yellow. At the same time the

pigment absorbs some of the spectral yellow, red and

green components in the incident light and a greater

proportion of all other spectral colors, so that its ap-

parent color is not very luminous, although more lumi-

nous than other pigments showing dominant colors in

less luminous regions of the spectrum. The pigment
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reflects in some degree all spectral colors, the resultant

of which, of course, produces a certain amount of white
sensation so that its dominant hue is not greatly

saturated.

The color of the usual pigments is, therefore, depen-

dent entirely upon the spectral character of the illumi-

nation. A change in the intensity of a region of the

spectrum shown by the light source serving as an illu-

minant far removed from the dominant normal hue of

the pigment may seriously affect the apparent color of

the pigment. Thus a reduction in the intensity of the

blue spectral region of the illumination will shift the

color of chrome yellow toward the red, at the same time
increasing its saturation. This increase in saturation

is due to the reduction in the quantity of spectral white
reflected because of the diminution in the blue compo-
nent—the degree of the blue visual process being corre-

spondingly decreased.

Principles of Pigment Mixing

If, then, different colored pigments of this character

be mechanically mixed together, the luminosity, purity,

hue and saturation of the mixture will depend upon the

combined coefficient of absorption of the mixture
throughout the spectrum of the illuminant. Obviously
all such mixtures will be much lower in luminosity than
the luminosity of either of the separate components.
The resultant color will be due to the particular wave-
lengths reflected after the combined absorption of all

components of the mixture has had its effect. The pur-

ity of the hue of the mixture will necessarily be less

than the purity of the hue of either component, so that

its saturation will also be decreased.

As an example, if a green pigment be produced by
the mixture of yellow and blue pigments and an at-

tempt be made to match this mixture color with a nat-

ural green pigment such as emerald green, it will be

necessary first to desaturate the emerald green with
zinc white to decrease its purity and then to darken
or break it with black in order to obtain a match in

luminosity. The hue can be matched in the reverse

order only by varying the quantities and character of

the yellow and blue pigments used in the mixture.

A pigment whose color has been desaturated by the

admixture of white can appear to be almost any color,

depending upon the color of the light by which it is illu-

minated, because the white particles can have any hue
impressed upon them. The luminosity of the apparent
hue will, of course, depend upon the range of absorption

shown by the pigment. Thus a pale blue pigment can
look red under practically monochromatic red light, but

its luminosity will be relatively reduced, owing to the

absorption of red light by the blue pigment in the mix-
ture. Since most of the pigments used for decorative

purposes and for scenery painting are quite unsaturated,

it is obvious that variations in the color of light may
produce marked changes in the color arrangement. This
fact may be used as a basis for an interesting play in

color by the proper selection of pigments and suitable

variations in the color of the illumination.

The dyes used for coloring cottons, wools, silks and
scenery very frequently show marked and narrow ranges

of absorption—sometimes they show several discontinu-

ous regions of absorption, and occasionally they show
similar narrow regions of selective reflection. Extraor-

dinary series of color changes can be worked out with
such coloring matters and with properly selected colors

in light. The production of the proper color filters for

use in producing the necessary colors in light is, how-
ever, a somewhat difficult problem.

The colors shown by pigments and dyes, therefore, de-

pend upon the character of their absorption coefficients

throughout the spectrum and upon the spectral compo-

sition of the light serving as an illuminant. If, then,

the spectral character of the light reflected from the

pigment, when a light of known spectral composition is

the illuminant, is known, together with the spectral

character of any other light serving as an illuminant,

the apparent color of the pigment when subjected to

this light can be foretold with reasonable accuracy.

But in studying pigments in this way it must be re-

membered that, owing to the manner in which light is

absorbed by them, the method of application and mix-

ing and the floating medium employed (oil, turpentine

or water) will have an important bearing upon the re-

sult. A surface film of hardened oil reflects directly

some of the incident light. On the other hand, the less

the difference between the index of refractions of the

light-transmitting media, the less incident light will be

reflected at the plane of separation of two such media.

Owing to this effect, a pigment flowed in oil shows a

much more saturated hue than the same pigment flowed

in water. Dyed materials in which the fibers do not

have, like silk, a glossy surface permit the light to pene-

trate deeply with little, if any, surface reflection, and

when the fabric is itself colorless the color of the ma-

terial is practically the same as the color by transmis-

sion of the corresponding dye solution, only less lumi-

nous.

Such data as are given in Uhler & Woods' or C. E. K.

Mees' "Atlas of Absorption Spectra" will furnish much
valuable information and make it possible to form a

fairly accurate judgment of the probably apparent color

of the material when illuminated by light of a deter-

mined spectral distribution. The judgment must, how-

ever, be checked by the use of some such device as the

color booth hereinbefore mentioned.

The fifth and concluding section of this article will

deal especially with color filters.

Points to Remember When Selecting Fixtures for

Gas-Filled Tungsten Lamps

Nine desirable features which fixtures for gas-filled

tungsten lamps should possess were pointed out by Mr.

Thomas Crawford, of Clinton, la., in a paper read be-

fore the Iowa Section of the National Electric Light

Association recently. For example, copper cotter pins

and screws are preferable since they can be removed

from the other parts without being broken, as is likely

with brass or steel pins. Exposed parts should be

galvanized to prevent corrosion and to increase the life

of the hood. The interior socket parts should be made
of copper to increase the life and efficiency of the socket.

The reflector should be at least 1 in. from the lamp, as

too much glass near the lamp will decrease the latter's

life. Proper ventilation of the hood and reflector is

essential. Wires leading to the lamp socket from the

outside should be arranged so that the wires may be

easily disconnected for testing and for replacing.

Enameled steel or wrought iron—plain, not fluted

—

should be used in the reflector, Mr. Crawford holds, for

enamel on a fluted surface is likely to crack owing to

expansion and contraction under extreme weather con-

ditions. Both the bottom of the reflector and the bot-

tom of the lamp should be carefully protected by bug
screens. The cut-out should be of a type which is both

easily replaceable and certain in operation.

Five or six different types of hoods have been tried

at Clinton, said Mr. Crawford, in an effort to locate the

defects in each and to suggest changes which will pro-

duce a perfect unit, and it is expected that from among
the number in service a hood will be selected which will

fulfill all of the foregoing requirements.
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Compounding Transformers. L, Dreyfus. 1m shunt

motors it is often desirable t<> compound tin- field ex

citation; that is, to superimpose upon the constant
shunt excitation of the main field an excitation propor
tional to the load. With direct -eiirrent machines this

is accomplished by use of two exciting windings -the

shunt winding and the main current winding—on the
same pole. With alternating-currenl commutator-type
motors this arrangement would he ineffective since a

winding connected to a constant alternating-current

electromotive force acts like the primary winding of a

transformer, producing simply a Mux fluctuation. It

would therefore he accessary to place the main-current
winding and the shunt winding upon separate poles in

order to obtain the same result for an alternating-cur-

rent motor as for a direct-current motor. This arrange-
ment has been tried in practice, but another method ap-
pears to be preferable, that is, to use a single excitation

winding which is fed from a source of constant electro-

motive force with the intermediary of a compounding
transformer. The author gives the mathematical theory
of this arrangement, and also develops the diagram and
the fundamental equation of the compounding trans-
former and shows how to dimension it.

—

Elek. u. Masch.
(Vienna), May 16, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Electric Lighting.—F. Hames.—A review of the pres-

ent status of electric lighting. For direct current the
half-watt lamp competes successfully with the best arc
lamps, without being essentially superior. With alter-

nating current the half-watt lamp is superior. How-
ever, the arc lamp may yet be improved, the author
thinks.

—

L'Industrie Elec, June 25, 1915.

Half-Watt Lamps in Germany.—An advertisement of
the Siemens-Schuckert company on its new "Wotan
lamps G," in which the filament is placed in "an inert

gas," states that the following sizes of lamps are now
available:

Mean Spherical Candle-Power
Volt.* Watts Candle-Power Along Axis

100-130 40 45 55

<>0 70 85
» 75 90 110

100 130 160

200-250 75 80 100

100 110 140

The candle-powers given in this table are hefner can-
dles (1 hefner candle equals 0.88 British candle-power).
The globes are spherical, the diameter varying between
60 mm. and 90 mm. (2% in. and 3% in.) for the 100-

volt to 130-volt lamps and between 75 mm. and 90 mm.
(3 in. and 3% in.) for the 200-volt to 250-volt lamps.
The corresponding lengths of the lamps vary from
120 mm. to 180 mm. (4% in. to 7% in.), and 150 mm.
and 180 mm. (5 7/8 in. and 7y8 in.) respectively.

—

Elek.
Zeit., June 24, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Three-Phase Motors for Repair-Dock Service.—A de-

scription of the motors used for operating the exhaust
pumps on the repair docks at Venice and Taranto. One
of the essential particulars of these motors, which have
a rating of 750 hp. when running at 305 r.p.m., is a

special arrangement by which the motor is automatically
completely inclosed as soon as it ceases to operate, and
is kept so inclosed during the periods of rest, which
may sometimes be very long and during which the

humidity of the atmosphere might damage the wind
ings. Another particular Is the vertical arrangement
of the axis of the motors, the upper hearings supporting
all the weight of the turning parts of motor, the pump
and the vertical transmission spindle. Special arrange
mentS are also provided for air circulation in the inte-

rior of the motor and for automatic lubrication of the

bearings. Elettrotecnica, Feb. 5, L915.

Oil -Switch Fins. V. MUENZINGER. A. Weinberger
has recently recommended to fill the space above the oil

in oil switches with a neutral gas (nitrogen; or to have
no gas or air in it at all in order to prevent explosions

of mixtures of air and oil vapor. The present author
doubts, however, that this method would be successful

to prevent oil-switch explosions. He shows that the heat

which is developed when a short-circuit is broken is not

dangerous on account of its quantity but because the

heat passes to gases or oil vapors and produces in them
a large increase in volume. He briefly describes some
experiments which he has made on the extinction of oil-

switch fires by means of liquid carbonic acid.

—

Elek.

Zeit., June 10, 1915.

Traction

Mountain Raihoay.—An article on the electric loco-

motive of the Wendelstein railway. This railway has

a length of 9.7 km. (6 miles), of which 5.8 km. (3V2
miles) is operated on the gear-and-rack system and 3.9

km. (Sy^ miles) as an adhesion road. Each locomotive

weighs 17.4 tons and hauls two trailers of 18.6 tons,

so that the total weight of the train is 36 tons. Each
locomotive is equipped with two 100-hp. shunt motors,

so that it is possible to regenerate energy in running
down hill. The motors, which are equipped with com-
mutation poles, make 600 r.p.m. for a speed of the train

of 7 km. (4.2 miles) per hour; by weakening the field,

the speed may be increased to 15 km. (9 miles).—From
Schweiz. Bauz., March 27, 1915; briefly abstracted in

Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna), June 6, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

The Market for Electrical Energy in Italy.—G. Se-

menza.—The author discusses the future of the uses of

electrical energy in Italy. The increase in the use of

electricity for power purposes and lighting has been so

great that there is no possibility of very large increases

in future. On the other hand, water-power development
has only begun, but the pace of development is now slack-

ening owing to the limited demand of the market. It is

necessary to look out for new fields to absorb both the

excess of the electric energy actually on the market and
that which may be produced in the future. The author
bases his hopes particularly on the different services of

electricity in agriculture, on the electrification of rail-

ways, and on the adoption, on a large scale, of electric

heating and cooking. The electrification of railways

has been started on a fair scale, but has not yet reached

a decisive development, and the adoption of electrical

heating and cooking is still out of the question on

account of the existing tax on electrical energy. Finally,

the author considers that a careful study should be

made of the applications of electrical energy to chemical

and metallurgical industries. In Italy coal is very ex-

pensive, and for this reason there may be a great future

for the use of electric energy in metallurgy.

—

Elettro-

tecnica, Jan. 15, 1915.

Power-Factor as Element of Rates.—F. Ghilardi.—
The author refers to a recent article of Darrieus, with
whom he agrees that the formula to be adopted for the
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"complex energy" (the energy which is paid for by the

consumer and which includes a portion of the wattless

power) should be of the form
P = £7cos0 + k EI Bin •

This appears to him more rational than the formula of

Riccardo Arno:
1 n— 1

Pc = —EI+ EI cost
n n

On the other hand, the method of measurement em-
ployed by Darrieus and based on the formula

P,attless = k^/3lW
1
— W

2 )

(W, and W., being the readings of the two meters con-

nected according to the method of the two wattmeters)

does not appear recommendable to the present writer.

This method can give good results when the three phases

are perfectly balanced, but the method fails completely

for an unbalanced system, and that is the general case.

The error not only affects the wattless power, but also

the real power. The writer thinks it is best to use

simply two meters, an ordinary one, measuring the real

energy consumption, and another one which, by a spe-

cial device, is made into a meter of wattless power. For
this purpose it is sufficient to use a meter without iron

like the Thomson meter, with the resistance in the volt-

meter circuit replaced by an inductance, or to use an
induction meter in which the fine wire is rendered free

from self-induction as in induction-phase meters. The
inconvenience of this method is that it requires two
meters, but this would not seem prohibitive since this

method of charging for electrical energy would probably

be used only for large consumers.

—

La Revue Elec,

March 19 (published June 11), 1915.

Municipal Ownership of Berlin Electricity Works.—
G. Soberski.—After extended deliberations the city of

Berlin has decided not to renew its contract with the

Berlin Electricity Works, but to buy the existing works
outright and to operate them itself. The reasons why
the contract with the Berlin Electricity Works (with its

close connection to the Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesell-

schaft) was not renewed, nor a new company formed in

which both the city and the old company, and possibly

other electrical industrial corporations, would be inter-

ested, is discussed at some length. An arrangement of

purely municipal ownership was decided upon instead.

The Bitterfeld lignite coal deposits, which belong to the
Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft, and which were
to be used for electricity supply by a long-distance trans-
mission to Berlin, are to be used for a different purpose
(fixation of atmospheric nitrogen).

—

Elek. Kraft, u.

Bahnen, June 14, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Concentric Wiring.—Donald Smeaton Munro.—An
illustrated article on the "C. T. S. I." concentric system
of wiring. This differs from familiar concentric cables,

C A _ S
c >\v\m\\y\\\\wm-r

JOINT ~"~ SWITCH " LtCKT

FIG. 1—CONCENTRIC WIRING CONSTRUCTION

as used for indoor wiring, in that the spiral external

conductor is both insulated and protected by a special

covering. A branch-circuit cable, for example, has gen-
erally a tinned-copper core which is highly insulated

with pure and vulcanized rubber and is then lapped with
tape. The inner core just described forms the vital wire

of the circuit. Lapped round the foregoing is the ex-

ternal conductor. It consists of thirty-six separate

wires of tinned copper of No. 30 S. W. G. These are

laid side by side to form a ribbon. They are so laid that

side contact is maintained generally. The effect of this

side contact between the tinned surfaces and of the long

"lay" of the thirty-six strands reduces to a minimum
the inductive effects and the fall of potential. This long

lapping is also of much advantage to the wireman by

presenting the outer conductor in a form sufficient, safe

and convenient for joints and for connections to fit-

tings of standard type. It also permits soldered joints

to be made at a safe distance from the important rubber

insulation, or soldered joints may be omitted and ter-

minals may be employed instead. A braided conductor

or a short-lapped conductor, however excellent for spe-

cific purposes, would not afford these conveniences of

manipulation, and therefore these are excluded from
the system. The external copper conductor affords a

degree of armoring protection to the interior insula-

tion. It is connected to the "neutral" supply wire and
is not normally interrupted at the branch switches.

Double-pole fuses control the circuit. The outer con-

ductor is insulated, preferably, with a layer of impreg-

nated tape. Over the tape the protection is completed

by a substantial layer of cab-type sheathing. Dia-

grams A, a and a' in Fig. 1 indicate how the

cable is dealt with at switches. A piece of the

outer cover for a length of, say, 2 in. is removed.

The tape surrounding the external strands is then un-

wound (A). The cable is held on both sides of the

opening and is given a slight twist in the opposite direc-

tion to which the wires are wound. The strands will

then open out like a cage (a), and the interior insulated

wire can be cut through the center. The two cut ends
are next prepared for entering the switch terminals. If

the cable is now given several turns, the external strands

will twist into a neat and compact copper rope (a'),

which may under certain circumstances be covered with
an insulation of pure rubber tape. The treatment of

the cable at outlets and other details are also described.

—London Electrician, July 2, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Ampere Molecular Currents.—A. Einstein and J. de

Haas.—According to the electronic theory, Ampere's
molecular currents, which are conceived to produce the

magnetic properties of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic

molecules, consist of evolving electrons. On this hy-

pothesis, the paramagnetic molecule should therefore

have the properties of a gyroscope. A theoretical de-

duction from this is that when an iron rod is reversed

in its magnetism, it should be caused to rotate as

though an external torque were acting, which can be

predetermined theoretically. An experimental investi-

gation which was carried out with a rod freely sus-

pended in an alternating magnetic field confirmed the

theory in qualitative as well as quantitative respects.

—

From Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges., May, 1915; ab-

stracted in Elek. Zeit., June 17, 1915.

Tension.—C. RiCHTER.—A highly theoretical article

on the exact definition of tension at terminals (Klenmen-
spannung) and impressed tension (aufgedriickte Span-
nung).

—

Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna), May 30, 1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Manufacture of Sodium Nitrate in Electric Furnace.
—A new hydroelectric plant is to be built at Laroque-
brou, France, for the manufacture of sodium nitrate

by the electric-furnace method, a dam having been built

across the Cere River to give a head of 488 ft. Artifi-

cial nitrates may also be made at Bouvillard, near Aique-
belle (Savoie), with power from the Arc at La Chambre.
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carries on the manufacture of large quantities of ele<

trodee, its output in 1918 having been over 5000 tons.

The s.Hirtr Generals dee Nitrurea at present makes no

mt rules at its works at St. Jean de .Mawrietitic, but ar

rangements are said to have been made with a Nor
wegian firm for Importing them into Prance. Another

company is perfecting a rival process, invented by Con

tagne, London Engineer, July •"'>*>, L915.

Units. Measurements and Instruments

British National Physical Laboratory.—The conclu-

sion id' the recenl annual report. In the present install-

ment the proposed work of the physical department is

described, referring to absolute measurements of re-

sistance, wire-resistance standards, standard cells, in-

ternational comparison of standards, magnetographs,
self-inductance and mutual induction measurements,
measuring of high-frequency currents, and magnet
steel. The proposed work in the electrotechnical depart-

ment refers to the unit of light, new water-tube re-

sistances, a new three-phase switch for operating the

electrostatic wattmeter on three-phase currents up to

20,000 volts, the heating of buried cables, the tempera-
ture scale, expansion coefficients of metals and alloys,

and the thermal conductivity of refractory materials.

—

London Electrician, July 2, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Wireless-Telegraphy Antenna for Long Waves.—
Bethenod proposes the antenna arrangement shown in

Fig. 2, in which the antenna starts from the station

Hook Reviews

FIG. 2—SPIRAL ANTENNA FOR GREAT WAVE-LENGTHS

building in the form of a single wire and is then ar-

ranged in form of a spiral in a nearly horizontal plane

by 'means of supporting cables as shown in the illustra-

tion. Fig. 3 shows an ordinary antenna consisting of

eleven wires, the wave-lengths being 3500 meters, in

comparison with an antenna in which the spiral ar-

rangement is used, the wave-length being 5500 meters.

As will be seen, the construction is much simpler and

fig. 3- -COMPARATIVE DIMENSIONS OF A SPIRAL AND AN
ORDINARY ANTENNA

requires much less space. The only inconvenience seems

to be that a spiral antenna cannot be used with damped
waves on account of the high tension which would be

developed between the horizontal conductors.

—

La Re-

vue Elec, March 5 (published May 28), 1915.

Modern [li i minantsand Illi minating Engini erinq,

By Leon Gaster and J. s. Dow. New York: The
Macmillan Company. 462 pages, 204 illus. I'rice, $5.

In this hook there is presented a general treatise oi
the subjects indicated by its title. Its British author-
ship is apparent, in its general viewpoint and in its

numerous references to British technical literature,

which fact makes it all the more valuable for the Amer-
ican reader who wishes to broaden his view. The
variety of subjects covered is so lanje thai the authors
have necessarily omitted detailed treatmenl of many
subjects and in some of the most important particulars

have referred the reader to other literature. However,
taken altogether, the book probably constitutes the most
complete treatise on the subject that has yet appeared
in one pair of covers. The preparation of a book of

this kind is a matter of judgment in selection from the

large amount of available material. The judgment of

the authors in this case has usually been well balanced.

The first part of the book is devoted to the history of

illumination and illuminants. The effect of light on the

eye justly receives considerable attention. The meas-
urement of light and illumination and a description of

a number of the more common photometers occupy
sixty-five pages. The principles of globes, shades and
reflectors are well set forth and the calculation of illumi-

nation is rather briefly handled under this head. About
one-third of the book is given to an excellent discussion

of problems of interior and exterior illumination. The
point of view of the authors in this and in other por-

tions of the book is that of discussion and criticism

rather than the presentation of concise data of the

engineering handbook type.

Conservation of Water by Storage. By George F.

Swain. New Haven: Yale University Press. 384

pages, 91 illus. Price, $3.

This book is composed of a series of lectures delivered

in the Chester S. Lyman Lecture Series of 1914 before

the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University. The
author of the series discusses in considerable detail the

general subject of conservation of water, considering

both the legal and technical aspects. In the first chap-

ter an outline of the situation which now confronts the

people of this country is given, extensive use being

made of the report of the National Conservation Com-
mittee. The following chapters are devoted to the re-

lation of water to other resources and to the con-

troversies which have been waged in Congress and out

with reference to the questions of federal control of

water-power at government dams, at private dams and

on public domain. In these chapters a wealth of legal

data on the subject is given. A chapter is also devoted

to the technical aspects of the subject of the conserva-

tion of water, the variability of the water supply and

the effect upon navigation, as well as the factors to be

considered in the design of dams, power houses, etc.

Another chapter deals with the relation between for-

ests and stream flow, emphasis being laid on the fact

that water may be stored in the ground as well as in

open reservoirs. In this chapter efforts have been made

to discuss the general principles involved and the gen-

eral methods of investigation, the author feeling that

there is considerable misapprehension even among sci-

entists and engineers on the subject. The last chap-

ter deals with floods and their prevention, an appendix

giving legal data on the water-power situation being

included. The book should prove of especial value to

those interested in the legal aspects of the situation.
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A Method of Softening and Purifying Feed Water
Used by a Brooklyn Company

At the Gold Street station of the Edison Electric

Illuminating Company of Brooklyn a method of soften-

ing and purifying boiler-feed water is used which em-
ploys a special mineral substance to remove iron, cal-

cium and magnesium. The effectiveness of this method
in the treatment of 250,000 gal. of water every twenty-
four hours for over a year is shown in Table I by the

Normal Path for Water Path ofHead Wash Path ofBack Wash

FIG. 1—ARRANGEMENT OF WATER SOFTENING AND PURI-

FYING TANKS

analysis of the water before and after treatment made
in the company's laboratory.

The layout of the apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1

and consists of three tanks with a filling and inside

arrangement similar to a sand filter but with a layer

of a special porous mineral substance known as "per-

mutit" and possessing the property of exchanging its

chemical base for another, used instead of sand. "Per-
mutit" is made by fusing together feldspar, kaolin,

pearlash and soda in definite proportions.

One of the three tanks shown in Fig. 1 contains

"manganese permutit" and the other two "sodium per-

mutit." The raw water is delivered to the first tank,

where the iron is eliminated. It then flows into one of

the other tanks, where calcium and magnesium, the ele-

nents which make up scale-forming compounds, are re-

placed by sodium, all of whose compounds are soluble

ind non-scale-forming. About the only difference be-

tween the iron remover and the duplicate tanks, except

for size, is the material they contain. A cross-section

)f one of the calcium and magnesium removers is

shown in Fig. 2. At the top is a perforated tray

:ontaining gravel or crushed marble. Below this is

in open space and then a layer of "sodium permutit"
•esting on a bed of gravel, which in turn is supported
>n another perforated platform. A pipe connecting
vith the upper part of the tank delivers the raw water
>n top of the crushed marble, which removes any acid

n the water and distributes it evenly over the "sodium
)ermutit" below. Both of the duplicate tanks are de-

iigned to perform the same operation, but since each

can be used at full rating of 125,000 gal. only twelve
hours at a time, one unit is backwashed and regener-
ated while the other is operating.

Regeneration is necessary as the "permutit" becomes
saturated and inactive after about 125,000 gal. of water
has passed through it. Raw water is flushed up
through the gravel and "permutit" to loosen and wash
it in the regeneration process, the gravel at the top of
the tank preventing the "permutit" being carried out
through the overflow. After this back-wash, a 10 per
cent solution of salt is used. Owing to its concentra-
tion the NaCl reverses the former action, converting the
calcium and magnesium "permutit" to "sodium permu-
tit," which is required for softening the water. This
conversion requires about ten hours, after which the
solution is drained into the sump and a head-wash of
fresh water is forced through the tank to remove all of
the regenerating solution. Aside from the washing
and regeneration, there is no expense in operating the
softeners as practically no attention is required. The
"permutit" is long-lived, a renewal amount of not more
than 3 to 5 per cent being required per year.

Permuf/f

Hard
Water
Inht

FIG. 2—ARRANGEMENT OF FILLING IN TANK FOR REMOVING
CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM FROM WATER

The iron remover already mentioned is similar to the
water softeners, the only difference being that the man-
ganese compound is used instead of the sodium com-
pound. The iron is separated by oxidation and depos-
ited on the "permutit" as a sludge. The iron-removing
tank can be operated continuously three or four weeks
without revivifying. This is done by back-washing,
and saturating the exhausted "permutit" with a 2 per
cent solution of potassium permanganate (KMnO,),
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pumping tin- regenerating solution badi into a itoi

tank, and then head washing. The process of rechl

Ing takes aboul one hour. The potassium permanga
nate can be used over- and over again bj periodically
adding fresh to make up for wastai

tNALYHIH Ol MAK1 UP WATER FOR BROOKLYN PLAN1
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The equipment and substance used therein are man-
ufactured by the Permutit Company, 30 East Forty

-

second Street, New York City.

Alternating-Current Switchboard Costs

By J. WlLMORE
The self-contained switchboard, as distinguished from

the remote-control and electric-operated types, has been

found in practice to be the most desirable for three-

phase alternating-current plants of a rating up to

and not exceeding 3000 kva. and a potential of 2500

volts or less. Modern power-station practice has prac-

tically standardized the switchboard equipment, and the

large manufacturers now carry a line of various panels

which are known as "standard units." By choosing

from these stock units, a complete switchboard for any

installation may be easily made up.

These panels are usually made of black marine or

natural black slate, mounted on angle iron or pipe

frames, being 90 in. high with two or three sections of

slate covering the entire frame from top to floor, or

7f> in. high for the smaller and lighter panels, with one

section <>t' slate is in. high and the exposed frame
extending t<> i he floor.

The 90-in. panels in tWO sections are made up of either

a 65 in. top section and 'jr> in. lower section or ii'2-in.

and 2X-in. sections respectively. A 90-in. panel in three

sections lias a 20 In. Upper section, 46-in. middle and
2.
r
)-in. lower section, or 28-in., 31-in. and 31-in. sections

respectively. These sections are 2 1 in., 20 ill. or I 6 in.

wide. The thickness of slate is usually 1.5 in.

The following cost data, which may be used for

mating or for purposes of comparison, arc; based on fig-

RATINGS AND COST OF SWITCHBOARD PANE1

Panel Type I

Approximate
I

( lenerator A Hi

260 hoo
looo 1200

II

62

i lenerator. B 10- 200 68

Generator C 2.5- r»oo

BOO 1200
1 loo 2250

122
1 39
213

( lenerator.

.

D 25- .500

600 son
looo 1200
1 loo 2260

176
180
192
266

Generator . E 25- 500
600- 800
1000-1200
1400-2250

210
216
228
300

Feeder F 25-1200
1400-2250

170
215

Feeder G 25-1200
1400-2000

400
445

H 4- 25
35- 45
5.5- 75

150- 200

75
81
90
129

Exciter I 4- 25
35- 45
55- 75
150- 200

110
125
139
195

Exciter. 4- 25 110
35- 45 121
55- 75 135
50- 200 210

ures recently published in a series of papers by C. H.

Sanderson and H. A. Travers. The values given are

for three-phase, 2200-volt panels completely wired, cor-

responding to the ratings listed in the tabulations cover-

ing the various switchboard panels shown in the illus-

trations. These panels represent a form of standard

units and are typical of self-contained switchboards.

Pane B

©©
©0

:*L

©©
.5

7-'0©<x

'Q* --Q

- 3-Phase >

Gen. Panels

3- Phase
Gen. Panels

---3-Phase --

Feeder Panels
Exciter
Panels

SWITCHBOARD PANELS WITH THE NUMBERS DESIGNATING INSTRUMENTS AND OTHER EQUIPMENT

1 —Alternating-current ammeter.
2—Indicating wattmeter.
3—Field ammeter.
4—Alternating-current voltmeter.
5—Power-factor meter.
*>—Synchronizing lamp.
7—Voltmeter receptacle.

8—Synchronizing receptacle.
9—Rheostat.

10—Field discharge switch.
11—Ground detector lamp.
12—Ground detector receptacle.
13—Ground detector push.
14—Single-phase relay.

15—Recording watt-hour meter. 21—Direct-current ammeter.
16—Non-automatic oil switch. 22—Knife switch.
17—Automatic oil circuit-breaker. 23—Direct-current voltmeter.
18—Card holder. 24—Carbon breaker (shunt trip

19—Ammeter receptacle. and reverse current relay.)

20—Graphic recording wattmeter.
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A Case Where Motor Drive Just Suits

An interesting motor load secured by the Louisville

(Ky.) Gas & Electric Company on the basis of the econ-

omy of motor drive is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration of a shoddy mill operated by H. Davis & Com-
pany of Louisville, Ky. This particular industry is

sensitive to general business conditions and especially

ONE OF THREE MOTOR DRIVES IN A LOUISVILLE (KY.)
SHODDY MILL

to fluctuations in the cotton market, so that operating
costs are an important item, to be kept as low as pos-

sible.

Three mills similar to the one shown are operated in

the Davis plant, each driven by a 35-hp. General Elec-

tric induction motor. The motors operate at 1150 r.p.m.

and are belted direct to the pulleys on the cylinders of

the machines, which run at about 1000 r.p.m. Each
machine has a capacity of 250 lb. per hour, and eco-

ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF THREE SHODDY MILLS

Year Month Kilowatt-Hours 1

1914 7,220
5,850

1915

March

.

April

May . .

June.

.

July
August .

September1

October
November
December

January
February
March
April
M:i.v

June
July

.

1,290
6, 160

8,050
10.790
10.840
9 . 720

9.110
10,800
3,880
4,230

2, 120
3 , 790
6,090
5,110

9,230
10.770

nomical operation depends on the proper feeding and
operation of each machine as near its full capacity as

possible at all times. The advantage of having three

distinct units each with its individual motor is in

keeping the energy consumption per 100 lb. of product
practically uniform even with a wide range of produc-

tion.

The raw material used in this plant is composed of

tailor's trimmings. These are threshed by the mills

into a fluffy mass and pressed into bales of about 500
lb. each, for use for the most part by mattress manu-
facturers. There is considerable danger of fire in oper-

ating this machine, which hazard is taken care of by
the installation of the fire hose at the back of the
operator.

The energy consumption in the Davis plant for each
month since January, 1914, is given in the accompany-
ing table, and varies from approximately 7 kw.-hr. to 9

kw.-hr. per 100 lb. of finished product, depending upon
the kind of material. The average for the period given
is about 8 kw.-hr. per 100 lb. The load-factor during
running time averages about 45 per cent, and has been
increased at times to 60 per cent during a single day's

operation of the Davis plant.

A Convenient Meter Installation Runabout and
Cost of Its Operation

By H. A. Hippler

The El Paso (Tex.) Electric Railway Company uses
a Ford runabout to facilitate the work of its meter in-

stallation department. The vehicle has been adapted to

this use in the company's shops at a small cost by re-

moving the rear tool chest supplied with the machine
and replacing this with the body and running-board
boxes shown in the accompanying illustration. The
body measures 2U ft. by 4 ft. and is 8 in. deep, and a
heavy mattress covers the bottom. The body itself is

divided into sections by removable partitions so that
twenty house meters may be carried. These partitions
are just large enough for one meter and are lined with
felt to prevent being scratched in transportation. The
meters are carried upright as shown, and the combina-
tion of pneumatic tires and heavy mattress effectively

eliminates any jarring and trouble tending to affect

their calibration.

On the left side of the machine a short step-ladder is

carried in brackets, and the box on the running board
is supplied with the necessary automobile tools and re-

pair parts. Space is available in the box on the right
running board to carry two empty meter cartons con-
taining seventy-five lamps of various sizes. In the illus-

tration one of these cartons is shown on top of the
box. Space is also available in this box to carry a supply
of fuses and wire for splicing meter loops. When more
lamps are needed they are carried in empty cartons

A light vehicle adapted for CONVENIENT USE OF
METER-INSTALLING CREW
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which m;i\ be placed between the engine hood and the

fenders',

The machine has been in service Dearly a year, and an

accurate record of its performance fully proves the

adaptability of this light-weight, low priced vehicle for

work of this nature. The crew consists of an installer

and the driver, who assists the installer whenever p<>s

sible. During the eleven mouths the machine has been

in operation it has covered B distance of 8900 miles and
handled approximately Toon orders. An ordinary day's

work has called for flfty-tW0 stops and the covering of

about -'.* miles. Of these lifty-two stops, twentv -three

represented meters "cut in," ten meters "cut out," Bix

meters "transferred, '" and the remainder miscellaneous

stops.

Up to date $249.50 has been spent on the machine,

including gasoline and lubricants, tires and inner tubes,

repairs due to two minor accidents, a general overhaul-

ing and painting (in the company's shops), and a new
speedometer. This shows an average mileage charge of

less than ."» cents, and the machine is still in splendid

condition.

A survey of the records also shows that the engine

averaged as low as 12.4 miles per gallon of gasoline dur-

ing cold weather when the vehicle had run nearly 6000

miles without being overhauled. During hot weather

and after it had been overhauled the records show 21.7

miles per gallon of gasoline. Considering the salaries

of the two men who use this runabout and the cost of

gasoline and lubricating oils, the cost per stop closely

approximates 15 cents.

Check Valve Used to Protect a Steam Gage

and Prevent Indicating Errors

When steam is cut off a main section of piping in a

plant to make repairs, or for any other reason, the re-

sulting condensation in the main will form a vacuum,

and the gage will read below zero, indicating the actual

amount of vacuum if it happens to be a compound steam

and vacuum gage. If the gage registers pressure only,

it will not record below zero, as the indicator is stopped

Valve

Steam tlain

Gage Line

.Check
Valve

POSITION FOR CHECK VALVE IN LINE TO A STEAM GAGE

at that point on the scale by the usual small peg at-

tached to the gage. This condition may throw the
gage mechanism out of adjustment.
A simple arrangement to prevent this trouble is

shown in the accompanying diagram. The small check
valve open to the atmosphere and shown connected to a
T in the gage line will remain closed when pressure
is on the main, but will automatically open and admit
air to break the vacuum at the gage when the pressure
is off the main. The cock at the gage could be closed

When a VaCUUm exists in the main, hut it does not

possess the automatic feature which is obtained by the

use (if a check Valve. When the distance between the

main and the gage is considerable, an ordinary stop

valve as a precautionary measure should always lie

installed on the y:\yv line where the tap into the main
is made. This stop valve may also he used for the put-

pose of Shutting oil' steam to the gage

Reasons lor an Oil Separator Failing lo Work

Bi T. w . Reynolds
The piping arrangement shown in the accompanying

diagram was used in connection with an oil separator
of a heating main in which there was alternately a
pressure above atmosphere and a pressure below. The
heating main when operated under a partial vacuum
induced the return of oil from the separator upward
and into the heating system. In mild weather, to pre-

vent overheating of the rooms, only 6 in. of vacuum,
or about 3 lb. pressure below atmosphere, was carried

I

(HeatingMain
. \ 1 either 6"ofYacuum

... OilSeparator)^^^^
| Carried

Vent to Atmosphere

JL.

%' To Sewer

Long Leg
ofSiphon

PIPE SIZES AND ARRANGEMENT THAT MADE AN OIL SEP-

ARATOR WORK

on the heating main. At other times and in severe

weather this was changed to IV2 lb. gage pressure.

Starting with a steam pressure of iy2 lb., the oil

would stand in the seal from point B to point A, and
would immediately siphon to the sewer if it were not

for the vent to the atmosphere, which would break the

siphon. For this condition there was only a head of

3 ft. in the pipe, and when the system was changed to

operate with less than 6 in. of vacuum, there would be

available only this 3 ft. of head to resist the suction of

3 lb. For this reason the pipe forming the discharge

side of the seal was increased in size to 2y2 in. in order

to supply a volume sufficient to form a 6-ft. head in the

riser leg above the crest of the siphon, with an addi-

tional 3-ft. head in both sides of the seal, each balanc-

ing the other.

With this arrangement it was found that the

oil would stand in the pipes at points A, B and C,

and could not for the given conditions be lifted into

the main, provided that there was no decrease in the

distance of 6 ft. that the riser leg is above the crest of

the siphon.
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A Premium Plan That Wired 250 Houses
Two Ways of Applying a Premium Offer The Story of the Results Obtained

with Customers' Help at Minneapolis

THE Minneapolis General Electric Company has
developed an exceedingly interesting premium
plan to assist in the closing of contracts for the

wiring of old houses. The idea was first put into effect

last summer and resulted in practically doubling the

number of houses wired during the four summer months
as compared with corresponding figures for the year
before. The plan was a simple one in which the com-
pany offered a premium to every customer whose co-

operation was instrumental in the securing of a house-

wiring contract, the character of the premium—that is,

the appliance given—being dependent upon the size of

the contract secured.

The Influence of the Premium

The offer was given wide publicity through the com-
pany's newspaper advertising, and response was prompt
and far more effective than had been expected. It

virtually resulted in enlisting as an active selling agency
the aid of countless consumers who sought every op-

portunity to interest their friends and acquaintances

in modern applications of electric service in the home.
The company did not suggest that these volunteer

agents make any effort directly to secure an order or

close a contract, their function being to spread the in-

fluence of their own experience and enthusiasm and to

notify the company whenever, in their opinion, the way
was sufficiently prepared for a call from a regular

salesman representing the company.
As the sales manager of the company states: "The

customers use all the arguments with which they are

acquainted from personal experience to persuade
prospective customers to take the company's service in

order that they may themselves receive their premi-
ums." When the contract is closed the customer who
has influenced the sale receives his choice of a number
of premiums, the value of which depends upon the size

of the contract.

No hard and fast rules were followed in utilizing the

services of these customer-salespeople, after a prospec-

tive customer was reported, but naturally the regular

salesman used the name of the customer for introduc-

tory purposes. Also, where it was found that a bit of

assistance could be rendered by this customer, there

was no hesitation in calling for it, and in most cases

the response was willing. It was expected that among
the names suggested in this competition there would
be a considerable number not well supported with mis-

sionary work actually done by the customer, and that

there would be a certain number of improper applica-

tions for premiums, but the campaign was conspicuous-

ly free from incidents of this kind.

The First Experiment with This Selling Plan

The first premium offer went into effect on June 1,

1914, and was in force throughout the month of Sep-

tember. The accompanying table gives interesting fig-

ures on the number of houses wired during those

months, as compared with corresponding months of the

year before. From the beginning of the year to the

first of June, it will be noted, there was an increase

of 23 per cent in the number of old houses wired over

the same period in the previous year. This is taken as

the natural increase, which would have been expected

if no additional effort had been made to interest this

class of business. Since other conditions were the same
as during the previous year, the company believes all

increase over 23 per cent effected during the campaign
to be due to this premium offer entirely. The total

gain over the four months' period figured 71 per cent,

or more than 250 houses wired, which, by the way, is

between two and three houses wired per working day
as the result of premiums.

In commenting on the campaign, the sales manager

TABLE SHOWINO COMPARATIVE NUMBER OF OLD HOUSES WIRED
DURING CORRESPONDING MONTHS OF 1913-1014

Monti.
Old Houses
Wired, 1913

Old Houses
Wired, 1914

Percentage oi

Increase

359 442 23

104

92

82

75

153

149

150

233

47

July 62

ti:?

210

period .Total for campaign 353 685 94

writes: "We, of course, have no actual, direct proof that

a customer received in this way will in turn secure a

premium for himself by giving us the name of another

'prospect' who will become a customer, but there is little

doubt in my mind that this system has a wonderfully

cumulative effect. The greater number of the applica-

tions are from women, and I will say that they make
very good missionaries—these women customers of ours

working for premiums."

Offering Premiums for "Prospects" Only

A further application of the premium plan has just

been successfully made in Minneapolis through a one-

day premium campaign. In this instance a toaster was
offered to any customer who would send the company the

name of an acquaintance or a friend at that time living

in an unwired house which had been built for at least

one year and, of course, situated along the company's
lines, provided only that this name had not already been
contributed by another customer. This offer did not

entail any missionary work on the part of the customer,

and it was not necessary for him to await the outcome
of the company's own selling effort before the prize was
given. In this one-day campaign all that was required

of the customer was to present the name of a qualified
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"prospect" for bouse wiring, and the toaster was freely

given. AbOUt 300 toasters were issued on this day, ami

the names of more than 1000 "prospects" were received.

MO I of the Contestants Supplied more than one name.

some Of them offering as many as fifteen or tuent,

names, to make sure that they were complying with all

(in, I out how many contracts OUl of the number will he

do led ; bul the beneflta which have alreadj been derived,

ether With results in view, sati. I\ the company fhat

the olio- ua entirelj profitable. The toasters which

were given away were some which cost only about $1

each. They had been lefl over from a campaign which

THESE FOUR DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS WERE THE ONLY "ADS" USED IN PROMOTING THE PREMIUM CAMPAIGNS.

THE CENTER APPEARS A TESTIMONIAL FROM ONE OF THE CONTESTANTS IN THE ONE-DAY CAMPAIGN

the conditions. Many gave a few names over the tele-

phone and stated that they would follow this in the mail

with a longer list, which they did—lists coming in for

several days thereafter. Not enough time has elapsed

for sufficiently working over this list of "prospects" to

was conducted during the Christmas holidays, and, as a

matter of fact, the company had been seriously wonder-

ing how it was going to get rid of this particular lot of

toasters.

The sales manager of the company writes :
"The 100C
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names of 'prospects,' of course, afforded us a valuable

mailing list as well as a list for the salesmen to work

on, but not least in importance is the fact that the 300

successful applicants provide a corps of 300 'live' sales-

men, or rather saleswomen, as virtually every applicant

was a woman. The fact that these 300 persons obtained

premiums is evidence that they were 'live wires,' and

we are making good use of them.

"Another very surprising fact in connection with the

applicants for premiums was the class of people who
applied. Of course, everyone wants something for noth-

ing, and this is not limited by any means to the poorer

class. We found that the better-off class of people are

just as desirous of getting something for nothing. The
great majority of applicants were from among the more
intelligent and prosperous class, many of them being

well-to-do people."

The experience in Minneapolis is an interesting evi-

dence of the worth of any artifice that serves to win the

attentive interest of present customers. No one can do

so much for the public-service company as the consumer
who will spread enthusiastic testimonials, and if this in-

valuable co-operation can be invoked by the bestowal of

inexpensive toasters, here is an opportunity that every

central station might well take advantage of. For every

toaster given away will soon pay back its cost in addi-

tional energy consumption.

Co-operating with Builders

The accompanying advertisement, which the Metro-

politan Electric Company ran in the Reading (Pa.)

papers, should suggest volumes to an alert central-

station management. Practically the entire real-estate

ONCE MORE!
"SPEAKING OF 'MADE
IN READING' HOUSES"

There -

* builder in sour Town

SAMUEL F. BLATT
1 lc has erci ted 1 1 h/ mses

at Spring and Rosi

He builds well!

suit. ;ill but one arc sold

Another operation i- .it

I6th and I ain iew . « hich

consists of 16 hi luses Take
a run out on a Sui

any evening.

Thev are electric lighted.

Metropolitan

Electric Company

DO IT ELECTRICALLY

"IF IT ISN'T WIRED, IT ISN'T MODERN"

field is at the industry's disposal as an advertising

medium. The Metropolitan company goes even further

and supplies builders with "For Sale" and "To Let"

cards. The name of the owner is printed in black and

across the card in red are the words "Wired for Elec-

tricity." The following letter was received by the com-

pany from one builder, showing that the builders appre-

ciate the fact that houses wired for electricity are good

sellers:

"Gentlemen:—As a builder of homes intended for

the workingman, I am glad to say that since I have

introduced the plan of wiring all houses built by me for

electricity I find there is a popular demand. Reading

has been peculiar in the fact that not many houses were

wired up to within a year ago. People coming from

out of town have been accustomed to the use of elec-

tricity and of course demand it when they locate in

Reading. Hence the demand for electricity. Wiring
houses for electricity is nothing more or less than a

business proposition for me— I cater to the demands of

the public."

The real-estate man is a potential opportunity of no

mean value, and the central-station manager can well

afford to expend the time and effort necessary to enlist

his active co-operation. The Reading company points

one way to start the good work by devoting a small part

of its advertising (space to the service of the local real-

estate agents, while at the same time featuring in the

same advertisement the fact that electrically lighted

houses rent most easily.

Realism in a Hot-Weather Window Display

In the show window of the Western Electric Company
at Cincinnati, Ohio, a bushel of white paper confetti, a

thermometer and a few fans were used recently to make
a most realistic snowstorm scene. The fans were so

placed as to create a continuous current of air in the

window, which kept the "snow" in constant motion,

eddying, rising, falling, and whirling about in the in-

closed space. A sign displayed read, "Remember this

when the weather is warm." To add the last touch of

realism to the scene a large thermometer, previously

drained of part of its mercury column, was placed in

the foreground. Many observers, noting the low tem-

perature indicated by this instrument, placed their

hands against the glass to see if it was really cold.

Electric Sewing Machines for Hotel Mending

At the Hotel Lyons, a 15-cent lodging house in

Brooklyn, N. Y., an electric sewing machine is being

used for making and repairing towels and linen for

about 300 beds. According to reports about 150 percent

more work is now being done than with the old foot-

power machines formerly used. As a result the sewing

and mending does not "get behind," and only one re-

pairman is required. The sewing-machine motor is

operated eight hours a day, making about 450 towels as

compared with 275 by foot power. In addition, bed

linen and mattress covers are repaired by the machine.

ELECTRIC SEWING MACHINE IN BROOKLYN LODGING HOUSE
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Eliminating Fumea with Electricity

The Duquesne Reduction Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

employs a high voltage discharge to r< move copper from
the fumes emitted bj Its plant, and bo dues away with
nauseous gases in the neighborhood. A L0-hp., three
phase motor drives a I60-vol1 direct currenl generator,
the out put of which is stepped up to 62,500 volts by an
induction foil. On the motor shaft is a rectifier switch
which converts the alternating current discharge into a

unidirectional flow. The ungrounded side of the recti

tier leads is run to an electrode from which the high-
voltage corona discharge takes place. This discharge
precipitates the copper from the fumes and causes it to

fall to the bottom of a tank from which it can be
removed.

What an Electric-Sign Purchaser Buys
While it is generally admitted that the customer pur-

chasing illumination from a central-station company
receives full value for his expenditure, the fact is some-
times not taken into consideration that an electric-sign

customer buys not merely energy to produce light, but
makes his purchase for the effect which the lighting

display will produce on the passer-by.

This fact, said Mr. V. L. Blanchard, of the Toledo
Railways & Light Company, before the salesmen of the
Ohio Electric Light Association at Columbus, empha-
sizes the point that the effect to be produced by electric

signs must be studied. Distinctive and carefully de-

signed signs should be prepared for each customer so

that he will receive the fullest benefit from his electrical

advertising. In designing a sign for any prospective

customer the thought which should be kept uppermost
is that the real purpose of the sign is to help the mer-
chant sell his product.

In the discussion of Mr. Blanchard's paper the point
was brought out that much of the success of the Toledo
company in selling signs has been due to the fact that

it has not sold "stock signs" except in instances where
the credit or stability of the purchaser was questiona-
ble. If upon default of the purchaser such signs were
taken over by the company, they would not represent a
loss, but with repainting could generally be resold with
profit to the company.

"SUGGESTION'

in regard t«» time payments on sign sales, sir. Blanch-
ard said that the Toledo company as a rule allows the
purchaser one year in which to complete his payments.
"n one sign, however, which cost $1,500, the merchant
has been permitted to extend his payments over a period
nf three years.

Saving Postage on Electric-Service Hills

From $700 to $1,000 per year is saved in postage
and clerical work in mailing elect ric-service bills at
North Attleboro, Mass., where the municipal lighting
department has adopted the post-card bill form repro-
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A SIMPLIFIED FORM OF CUSTOMER'S BILL

duced herewith. The form has been approved by the

postal authorities at Washington, D. C., and carries

the meter readings for the current and preceding
months, the total energy consumption, amount of bill

and the discount of 20 per cent offered for payment
on or before the 16th of the month. Mr. William
Plattner is manager of the North Attleboro electric

department.

IS AN IMPORTANT FUNCTION OF THE ELEC-

TRIC SIGN

Bargain House-Wiring Offers at Sandusky, Ohio

Some months ago the Sandusky (Ohio) Gas & Elec-

tric Company made an offer to wire any kitchen or

laundry on its lines for $12, the offer including a stand-

ard 6-lb. electric iron and one 60-watt tungsten lamp.

It was specified, moreover, that the wiring should be

done in such manner that if the owner of the property

should decide later to wire the entire house this portion

would not have to be done over. This offer was made
mainly for the purpose of developing inquiries, the com-
pany relying upon the salesmanship abilities of its new-
business department.

Another "bargain" offer was that in which the com-
pany proposed to wire any five-room one-story house on
its lines, with full equipment of tungsten lamps and an
electric iron, for $18.59. The monthly-payment plan

was offered in both cases.

Both of the foregoing offers were persistently adver-

tised in the local newspapers for several weeks, and
brought many inquiries into the office.

The result of the twelve-dollar offer was the actual

equipment of four kitchens or laundries, while about
twenty inquirers decided, after looking into the pro-

posal, to have their entire houses wired.

Under the offer at $18.59 a number of small homes
were wired, and inquiries are still coming in, although

this offer has not been advertised for several months.
The rates of the Sandusky company, which is one of

the properties operated by W. S. Barstow & Company,
are comparatively low, and one of the company's adver-

tising slogans is: "None but the rich can afford to be
without electric service. They have money to burn."
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NEW APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES
Cordless Vestibule Telephone

The Connecticut Telephone & Electric Company,
Meriden, Conn., has just placed upon the market a ves-

tibule telephone outfit of the cordless type which is

equipped with concealed transmitters and receivers. In

the accompanying illustration is shown that part of the

automobile engine. The bore is 3 in. and the stroke

1.6 in. The engine is connected to the generator by a

side disk crank carried on the engine end of the arma-
ture shaft. A twelve-cell lead-plate storage battery

and an inclosed self-controlling device mounted above
the generator complete the plant. The outfit is mounted
on a rigid cast-iron base as shown in the illustration.

The entire plant weighs 750 lb. The outfit is rated at

750 watts and is operated at 32 volts, the pressure being
maintained constant by regulating the speed of the
engine. The maximum speed of the outfit is 845 r.p.m.

to 850 r.p.m., which is only reached at full load. As-
suming that the plant is at rest when a lamp or other
device is placed in the circuit, the generator is con-
nected to the storage-battery circuit and acts as a
motor, cranking the engine. As soon as the engine
comes up to speed the machine is operated as a gen-
erator. The outfit is being made by the L. B. Jones
Company, 3310 East Fifteenth Street, Kansas City, Mo.

TELEPHONE OUTFIT FOR VESTIBULE OF APARTMENT HOUSES

equipment which is installed in the vestibule. There is

nothing on the face plate except the card holders and
buttons. To operate one of the telephones it is only

necessary to push the button opposite the name of the

party in the apartment desired, and talk. A loud-

talking receiver is provided, so that the person calling

from the vestibule can hear the other party at quite a
distance from the telephone. The perforated sound
openings on the front of the plate are protected by a
bug-proof brass screen. The manufacturer directs at-

tention to the fact that with this outfit there are no
cords or receivers which might be stolen or tampered
with.

Small Self-Contained Generating Plant

A compact gasoline-engine-driven generating outfit,

which is 22 in. wide, 32 in. long and 35 in. high, is

shown herewith. The engine is of the four-stroke-cycle,

one-cylinder type and in design is similar to that of an

Apparatus for Protecting Against Surges

For protecting circuits against high frequencies, high
voltages and steep-wave fronts equipment in the form
of the Moscicki condenser (Figs. 1 and 2) and the Giles
valve (Fig. 3), as they are called, has recently been de-

SELF-CONTAINED GASOLINE-ENGINE-DRIVEN
SET

GENERATING

FIG. 1—BATTERY OF LARGE CONDENSERS

veloped by the General Electric Company, Ltd., of Great
Britain, 67 Queen Victoria Street, London, England.
For protection against excess pressures of high fre-

quency and against steep-wave fronts, the condenser is

employed. In Fig. 1 is shown a battery of large con-
densers, and in Fig. 2 is illustrated an outdoor-type
unit. The Moscicki condenser is designed to with-
stand peak pressures of 60,000 volts. It consists of a
tube of a special glass composition, the inner and outer
surfaces being coated with chemically deposited silver

and then plated with copper. At the neck the tube is

thickened considerably so that it will withstand the
static stress, which at this point is greater than at any
other part of the surface. This construction enables
the thickness of the dielectric to be reduced to a mini-
mum, thereby giving a high capacity, while there is

ample security, it is asserted, against perforation of the
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dielectric rhe neck of the condenser ia inclosed by s

high pressure insulator, the space between the neck and
insulator being filled with an insulating Compound in

a wa\ that the edge of the coating Is completely
buried in the mass and no surface discharge can occur.

Bach condenser is mounted in an Iron tube, the space
between the condenser and tube being filled with a mix
tine of water and glycerine so that any local heating
which mighl resull in the perforation of the dielectric

is rendered impossible, as the liquid distributes the heat

throughout the whole volume. The liquid is also non
tree inc. at all atmospheric temperatures usually met.

Owing to the compact tubular form of the condenser,
units can lie conveniently grouped, as shown ill Fig. 1,

and the length of the connections is reduced to a mini-

FIG. 2—OUTDOOR-TYPE
CONDENSER

FIG. 3- -VALVE FOR USE WITH
CONDENSER

mum so that practically no self-induction is introduced.
The Giles valve is in effect a multi-gap arrester with

the individual gaps shunted by condensers in place of

resistors. It is designed for use as a complementary
device with the condenser described above, to protect

against surges of low frequency but high voltage. The
device comprises a number of units in parallel, the
essential features of each unit being a main spark-gap,
a resistor in series and a number of small spark-gaps,
each shunted by a condenser. The units are mounted
together on one frame, as shown in Fig. 3. The main
spark-gap is adjustable in setting and is inclosed in a
small glass tube to prevent dust being deposited. The
inclosure is said to improve the sensitiveness with which
the gap can be set. The resistor, in the form of a wire,
is mounted upon a vertical insulating tube. At the
bottom of the tube are the small gaps, consisting of

heavy metal rings of high heat capacity. The bottom
part of the tube is filled by a metal plug and the con-
denser for each unit is formed over the dielectric of the
tube between the plug and the metal of the ring. The
interior of the insulating tube is completely filled by an
insulating compound to prevent the entrance of mois-
ture. When the pressure of the circuit rises to the
point for which the valve has been set, one of the valves

commences to discharge first. If the rate of discharge
is adequate, the arc potential immediately drops. If

inadequate, the line potential continues to rise and the
next unit is set into operation, and so the process con-
tinues until the whole of the valves are at work and the
surge pressure has been reduced to a safe value.

An Important feature ol the <.iie* valve, the manufac-
turer points out, is that on breaking the arc there

| QO

hock t<> the system and n<» dancer ol the synchronous

machinery falling oul of step. The device starts with

a high resistance, which is gradually lowered as m •

sity demands by the remaining units coming into opera
tion. The reverse process is followed as the sure.

discharged so that the resistance is gradually raised

again. The sparks caused by the urge pre me are

extinguished at every half period and, in consequence,
the line current does not, pass for ;in> appreciable time,

though it is, of course, limited by the high resistance.

For this reason the resistors never burn out, it is as-

serted, although they are small, providing the surge
be not due to permanent resistance or an arcing fault.

Protective fuses are inserted to prevent a heavy rush
of energy in ease the dielectric of the valve should be
perforated.

Charging Outfit for Automobile Ignition and Light-

ins: Batteries

Apparatus designed especially for service in garages
for the charging of ignition and lighting batteries has
just been placed on the market by the Fort Wayne Elec-

tric Works of the General Electric Company, Fort
Wayne, Ind. The outfit consists of a small motor-gen-
erator set on which is mounted a switchboard panel with
switches, instruments, etc., for the control of the set.

SMALL CHARGING SET FOR AUTOMOBILE IGNITION AND
LIGHTING BATTERIES

The apparatus is designed for use on 110-volt or 220-

volt, sixty-cycle alternating-current circuits, or on 110-

volt or 220-volt direct-current circuits. Motor-gener-
ators are being made for the outfit to provide direct

current at 12 volts, 18 volts or 24 volts. The switch-

board is equipped with a snap switch for starting and
stopping the set, a snap switch in the circuit from the

generator to the batteries to be charged for opening
the charging circuit, a voltmeter for reading the volt-

age of the generator, an ammeter for reading the charg-
ing current, and a field rheostat for raising or lowering
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the voltage of the generator and, therefore, for adjust-

ing the battery-charging current. A small push-button
switch in the center of the board between the two snap
switches is employed for placing the voltmeter in cir-

cuit only when it is desired to read the voltage of the

set. The outfit is being made with two ratings, namely,
175 watts and 250 watts. The manufacturer points out
that the set is very small and compact and may be placed

upon a workbench if desired. The outfit is being made
complete with all necessary equipment and it can be
quickly placed in operation by connecting to the light-

ing circuit and to the batteries.

M-Shaped Tubular Lamp for Photographic

Enlarging

An M-shaped Cooper Hewitt lamp, 50 in. long, has
recently been developed for photographic and enlarging
work. The tube is provided with six 90-deg. bends as

shown in the accompanying illustration and is mounted
behind a pane of ground glass. The lamp is of the auto-

matic lighting type and is turned "on" and "off" by
an ordinary snap switch. No mechanical tilting is nec-

M-SHAPED TUBULAR LAMP DESIGNED FOR ENLARGING
PHOTOGRAPHS

essary for lighting the lamp. The manufacturer, the

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, Eighth and Grand
Streets, Hoboken, N. J., points out that the lamp pro-

vides a steady light without flicker or variations and
adds that it is not necessary to use condensing lenses or

other mediums to obtain diffusion. The M-shaped tubu-
lar lamp is being made for operation on direct current
and on alternating current.

Tool for Bending Steel Conduit

A tool designed to bend steel conduit quickly, without
flattening or kinking, is shown herewith. This "hickey,"

as it is called, is provided with two jaws, one of which
is movable. The jaws are set at an angle to the handle
and are similar at each end, thus permitting the pipe to

be bent from either side. In the one case the handle
can be worked through an angle of 55 deg. and in the

other through 100 deg. When pressure is applied

against the handle the movable jaw is automatically

clamped in position. The jaws are so curved that the

tool may be put on or removed from a conduit already

bent, without turning it sidewise or slipping it along to

the end or onto a straight portion of the conduit. The

pipe handle is slipped into a socket, which is slightly

tapered at the inner end. It is driven in tight and kept

in place by two set screws. This tool is made of mal-

CONDUIT BENDING TOOL

leable iron and is being placed on the market by the

Fey Specialty Company, 71 Brainard Street, Detroit,

Mich.

Lamp-Testing Instruments

A lamp tester or watt indicator for quickly determin-

ing the amount of energy taken by either one or two

lamps has been placed on the market by the Eldredge

Electric Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Mass. It

is designed especially for use by salesmen in demon-

strating the economy of the more modern lamps. The
testing box is equipped with two spring sockets in which

the lamps are inserted. By pressing either of the two
switch buttons on the front of the instrument, either

lamp is connected to the supply circuit, and the amount
of energy taken in watts is noted on the meter. Read-

LAMP-TESTING APPARATUS DESIGNED FOR QUICK OPERATION
BY SALESMEN

ings can be taken from zero to 130 watts at 115 volts.

The device is designed for use on both alternating cur-

rent and direct current. It is inclosed in a "leatherette"

case, 5.5 in. by 4 in. by 2 in. in size, and is equipped
with 4 ft. of cord and a swiveled attachment plug.
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Electric Washer with Vacuum Agitator

An electrically operated washing machine has been de-

veloped by the Wayne Manufacturing Company, 150
Sidnej Street, St Louis, Mo., having aa its feature
large metal doll] or agitator which moves up and down
and forces air and suds through the clothes. 'The in ide
of the washer tub, as well as the washer-tub lid, is cor
rugated Hkr a washboard. The dasher Is equipped with

WASHER WITH PLATFORM FOR TWO EXTRA TUBS AND
BASKET

a thumb nut so that it can be quickly removed when it

is desired to fill or empty the washtub. A splasher
plate is provided to prevent the dasher from splashing
water out of the tub. The dasher is perforated so as to
release the oil and water. The clothes wringer may
be operated at the same time as the washer or not, as
desired. The washer illustrated herewith is equipped
with an extended platform which will hold two extra
tubs and a basket. The wringer can easily be adjusted
to work with any of the tubs or the baskets. For in-

stance, clothes can be passed through the wringer from
the washer to the tub containing the rinsing water.
Then, swinging the wringer around to the second posi-
tion and locking it, the clothes can be passed from the
rinsing water through the wringer to the tub containing

the bluing water. Next the wringer can be swung
around t<> the third position, and the clothe: can be

removed From the bluing water through the wringer into

the basket The washer tub is placed <>n a slant for

draining purposes,

Dust Hollows for Motors

A dust expeller for cleaning motors and other electrfl

appliances has recently been developed by the General
Electric Company, Ltd., of Great Britain, <;7 Queen
Victoria Street, London, Iv ('., England. It is con-

DUST EXPELLER FOR CLEANING MOTORS

Btructed largely of wood, as shown in the accompanying
illustration, and can be operated, the manufacturer de-

clares, without fear of shock. The bellows is also

adapted for cleaning typewriters and other kinds of

apparatus.

Outdoor Substation of Large Rating for Industrial

Service

The outdoor substation equipment shown herewith

is designed to change energy taken from a 33,000-volt,

three-phase, sixty-cycle line to 2300-volt energy for in-

dustrial service. There are four 500-kva. transformers,

one of which is a spare unit which can be quickly con-

nected in case of failure. The high-tension control

equipment consists of a three-pole air-break switch,

three choke coils, and three 15-amp. chemical fuses.

The lightning-arrester equipment includes three single-

pole underhung disconnecting devices by means of

which the arresters can be cut out of service. The
secondary circuits are controlled by oil switches mounted
in the distribution house from which the industrial

lines are carried. The high-tension air-break switch

can be controlled by means of a permanently grounded
operating handle, the fuses being easily reached from
the platform after the main switch is opened. The air-

break switch, choke coils, fuses and disconnecting de-

vices were manufactured by the Delta-Star Electric

Company, Chicago, 111. The electrolytic arresters are

of General Electric and the transformers of Westing-
house make.

OUTDOOR SUBSTATION RATED AT 1500 KVA. FOR INDUSTRIAL SERVICE
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CURRENT NEWS SECTION

Rate Reduction in Cambridge, Ohio

The Ohio Service Company, Cambridge, Ohio, has

voluntarily reduced its residential lighting rate 10 per

cent and has reduced the minimum charge from $1 to

50 cents per month in the Cambridge district. The
company has also introduced new rates for commercial
lighting and motor service. The lowest charge for com-
mercial lighting is 3 cents per kw.-hr., and for energy

for motor service 9 mills per kw.-hr. These rates are

now the same in all communities served by the com-
pany in the State of Ohio.

The Work of a Hungry Rat

The picture below shows a piece of lead-covered, cam-
bric-insulated No. 8 arc-lamp cable which was attacked

by a rat in one of the manholes of the Merchants' Heat
& Light Company at Indianapolis, Ind. According to

Mr. A. J. Goedjen, electrical engineer of the company,
this cable was installed about Jan. 1, 1915, in connec-

tion with the local street-lighting service and carries

LEAD-COVERED ARC-LAMP CABLE GNAWED BY RAT

10 amp. at 3800 volts, sixty-cycle, during the time when
the lamps are operated. The cable was gnawed in this

peculiar manner at a point where it enters the conduit

at the side of the manhole. In this case the injury did

not cause a breakdown, for it appears that the rat must
have gnawed at the sheath during the day while the

cable was dead. The tooth marks of the rat are easily

visible on the lead sheath.

ELECTRICAL OPPORTUNITIES IN BRAZIL
Conditions and Outlook in City of Bahia for Sales of

American Goods

By H. N. Douthitt*

Competition may be the life of trade in the majority

of places, but in the city of Bahia, Brazil, it has come
very close to being the death of the electrical central-

station business.

Because of the excellent initial impetus which it re-

ceived, Bahia ought to be among the leading cities of

South America from an electrical standpoint, but it is

one of the least important. A fight to the death between

two competing electric companies is mainly responsible,

but this condition is less serious now and the prospect is

for much better business within a short time.

The city of Bahia has a population of about 300,000.

The State of Bahia, of which the city is the capital,

covers 165,000 square miles of fertile land, intersected

by many rivers and providing splendid opportunities for

the raising of tobacco, coffee, sugarcane, cotton and

•Former special agent of the Department of Commerce.

cereals. In the past the cotton mills of Bahia have used

all the local cotton and often have been obliged to im-

port raw material from other States of Brazil, but

owing to the recent slump in the market for manufac-

tured cotton there was a surplus last year. The State

has over 150 sugar mills. Some of these are equipped

with machinery of the latest design, but most are run

very crudely. This field provides fertile ground for the

electrical salesman.

While the city of Bahia has not been neglected from

an electrical standpoint, for the past ten years it has

been the center of a bitter contest. On April 29, 1901,

the Bahia Light & Power Company entered into a con-

tract with the government of Bahia and the city of

Bahia, receiving exclusive privileges for fifty years cov-

ering the distribution of gas and electrical energy except

for tramway purposes. The company executed the

clause concerning the supply of gas without difficulty

until 1905, when the Compagnia Linha Circular (Guinle

& Cia.) completed the electrification of street-railway

lines in the upper city of Bahia and commenced to

supply energy to private consumers. The Light &
Power company secured an order from the federal court

prohibiting this violation of its franchise. Guinle &
Cia. secured the permission of the local court to continue

the supply of energy to private consumers by citing a

clause in the constitution of Brazil which was inter-

preted to prohibit the granting of exclusive privileges

or monopolies. A continuous contest followed in the

courts until 1912, when a final decision was handed down

recognizing the rights of the Light & Power company.

Believing that the only way out of the difficulty was to

buy the Light & Power company properties, the city,

with the backing of the State government, after negotia-

tions, acquired the entire concession and property. The

expense of litigation and other incidentals in the long

contest were so great that the money received by the

Light & Power company yielded only about 60 per cent

to the original bondholders, and the stockholders re-

ceived nothing. The property is therefore still the pos-

session of the city, but the gross income is not sufficient

to pay expenses. The city is therefore obliged to meet

the interest, but as yet it has failed to do this.

The generating plant is old and very expensive to

operate, and the city is in great need of a new oil-

engine plant. To obtain this would require some time,

as Bahia is not in a position to pay cash and a careful

manufacturer would hesitate to extend credit under the

present financial conditions. Some company must fur-

nish the new plant as well as supply a few new cars and

a large amount of repair parts. This would require a

man on the ground who is capable of arranging a con-

tract whereby the money would be taken out of the

daily receipts and placed in a local bank. The Mayor.

Dr. Brandao, has offered to place the difference be-

tween the cost of energy at present (6 cents per kilo-

watt-hour) and the cost with a new plant, estimated at

2 cents per kilowatt-hour, in the bank each day in pay-

ment. This arrangement would be rated first-class

security by some of the leading European firms if they

were in a position to guarantee delivery.

Is this not a good opportunity for some wide-awake

American concern not only to make immediate profit but

also to establish valuable connections in an immensely
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rich and rapidly growing state noi too remote for

gOOd investment '.'

The flghl between the Guinle company and the Lighl
A.- Power company eosl both parties as much for litiga

tion as they had invested in their installations. This
was a greal drawback t<> the Increase In the use of elec

trica] energy, and little electrical progress has taken

place in the last few years, owing to the high rates.

Had it nut Keen for this disagreement, Bahia to-day
would have 20,000 hp. in motors installed, instead of

merely 1426 hp. To day only 80,000 incandescent lamps
are installed, while there OUght to be at least 1 f)(),000.

Energy for motor-service purposes should be selling for
." to 1 cents per killowatt-hour instead of 6 to 12 cents,

as at present.

'There is a splendid opportunity in Bahia for firms
which will enter the market with a full line of electrical

machinery and supplies and will extend credit to reputa-
ble firms, taking security on which banks in the United
States would loan money. This is the course pursued by
the German houses that have made a success of export
trade.

Advantages of Consolidation

In order to reduce the cost of field expense to a mini-
mum, American manufacturers should be allowed to

consolidate for export business. A sample of the work-
ing of this system is the Standard Oil Company of
Brazil, with its head office in Sao Paulo and branches
in all important towns. If it were not for the combined
interest it would not be able to sell as cheaply as it

does. It obtains the largest part of the trade.

The expense of entering the South American market
in the best way is more than most of the small manu-
facturers can afford, and a movement should be organ-
ized to weld them into associations with the sole purpose
of entering this market to win and to stay. If this con-
flicts with the anti-trust laws, these statutes should be
waived as long as the houses deal in export trade exclu-

sively. Is not the foreign trade and the merchant
marine of the United States more important than the
very small benefit which might accrue through a strict

interpretation of the Sherman law?
An English bank manager told me that one reason

why we have not been able to secure more of this trade
is because we have had to deal with houses with which
we were not acquainted and we were not willing to ac-

cept their statement as to conditions. He did not say,

however, as he might have done, that we should have
more confidence in the people we were dealing with and
that we should have personal representatives at the
other end who, if a shipment arrives in bad order, could
adjust the matter with the purchaser immediately.
Such a representative should be of high standing in the
United States, so that when he makes a statement to his

firm as to the standing or credit of a customer a bank
would grant credit on the strength of his recommenda-
tion.

If an American who has been to Bahia states that
Americans are not liked in that district, either he is a
habitual pessimist or he has been to Bahia and failed

to succeed. Americans are not known very well in

Bahia, but they are well liked and most of the American
material is their criterion of quality. I have never
found an American of good standing who did not have
the respect of the natives to a greater degree than rep-

resentatives of the other nationalities.

One of the mistakes made by the average commercial
representative is that of covering the field too rapidly.

To make a report on a State the size of Pernambuco or

Bahia would require at least two months, as no man can
cover either of these States merely by visiting their

capitals, though many representatives of American firms

make the mistake of thinking that they can do this.

The market for the American linn that helieves in its

output, maintains its output at a high standard of

quality and pass attention to the particular demand of

the people i almost unlimited.

I called upon a linn in Bahia which handles a small
line of electrical fixtures, mostly German, and Urged
the superiority of our goods. The manager agreed as

to the quality and admitted that (lie fixtures were bet-

ter for the money than those he was handling.

"Why, then," 1 inquired, "don't you give up the Ger-
man product and sell the American fixtures?"

"Because," he answered, "the German fixtures are

cheaper and the designs are more flashy. Likewise they
are made of lighter materials, which is a big item, as

fixtures pay duty according to weight."
Few customers of this firm will know the difference

in the products, as most of the fixtures are sold on ap-

pearance instead of on quality. The director of a cotton
mill told me that our cotton cloth was the best on the

market and admitted that our machines must be the

best in order to turn out such a high grade of work.
Even so, he added, he preferred to buy from the repre-

sentative of an English company rather than from an
American unless he could purchase from a firm estab-

lished in Bahia and sure to stay there. The English
and the Germans have noted the tendency on the part of

the South Americans to like local representation, and
that is one reason for their commercial supremacy de-

spite the almost universally admitted superiority of

American manufactured goods.

The sale of electrical machinery and supplies is very
much neglected in Bahia, owing to the retirement of

Guinle & Cia. from the market. This firm was organ-
ized some years ago and has been of great service to

United States manufacturers in placing electrical goods
in the Brazilian market. It was the agent for the Gen-
eral Electric Company, prior to the opening of the com-
pany's office in Brazil under the name of the General

Electric Company of Brazil.

Guinle & Cia. had their head office in Rio de Janiero,

with branches in Sao Paulo, Bahia, Petropolis, Nich-

teroy, Bello Horizonte and several smaller cities.

At present five firms in Bahia are carrying a small

line of supplies, 85 per cent of which are made in Amer-
ica. Bromberg, Hacker & Cia., a German firm, opened
a branch in this city recently, but have a very small line

because of the difficulties in receiving goods. Siemens
& Cia. have a small store in Bahia, but are doing little

because of the difficulty in making deliveries.

American Products Better than German Ones

Drummond & Moraes, a local hardware house, handle

a small line of fans, fixtures, lamps, electric specialties

and wiring materials. The lamps and fixtures are of

German origin, but the other articles are from the

United States. The proprietors admit that the goods

from Germany are not of so high quality as the Amer-
ican products, but say that they are better adapted to

the local trade and, being of lighter materials, are more
economical with respect to duties. The duty on goods

of this nature averages 55 cents per pound, so that it

will be appreciated that in the long run the lighter goods

are much cheaper.

Antonio Braga also has a small electrical house, car-

rying about the same line of goods as Drummond &
Moraes, and he also buys lamps and fixtures from Ger-

many because of their weight and flashiness.

The close of the European war will see a great im-

provement in the market for electrical materials. If

the United States desires to share in this great volume

of business, however, it must take immediate steps to

secure the confidence of the people and the firm founda-

tion which is essential to success in Brazil.
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To Enlarge New Orleans Radio Station

The bureau of steam engineering of the Navy De-
partment, which has charge of radiotelegraphic appa-
ratus, installations and inventions, is enlarging the New
Orleans naval radio station. The original plant con-

tained a 5-kw. set, but this has been taken out and a
30-kw. set is being installed. The station will be used
principally as a relay station for messages between
Atlantic and Pacific Coast stations, and between Darien,

on the Panama Canal Zone, and Arlington, outside of

Washington, although Darien and Washington are now
working together. The work at New Orleans is nearing
completion.

Pacific Gas & Electric Report

In connection with the ninth annual report of the

Pacific Gas & Electric Company, covering the fiscal

year ended Dec. 31, 1914, the company published a sup-

plement giving the results of operations during the first

five months of 1915 and a balance sheet as of May 31,

1915. The arrangement of the report is an innovation
and will be used in the future as the company's standard
form.

In the new form the income and surplus account
statements appear first with an analysis of each of the

important items in their order. This is followed by
a certified balance sheet with a similar analysis. The
physical and operating statistics of each department
appear next, with explanatory text and matters of gen-

eral interest. The report closes with charts.

During the seventeen months covered by the report,

Jan. 1, 1914, to May 31, 1915, the following progress

was made:

Gross operating revenues increased $1,722,990

Total net income increased $1,934,449

Consumers gained—net 39,725

Extensions and additions made at a net cash cost of. . $3,592,326
Bonds and cash in sinking funds increased by $1,432,015

Current assets increased by $1,973,111

Current liabilities decreased by $3,054,510

Total betterment in current financial condition $5,027,621

Current cash increased $1,035,605

Secured obligations decreased by $3,215,500
Number of stockholders increased 3,916

All one-year notes and floating debt paid, thus eliminat-

ing annual interest and discount charges of $622,860

Of the total operating revenues of $16,912,688, the

sum of $8,759,449 was derived from the sale of elec-

trical energy and $7,015,408 from the sale of gas, the

remainder being derived from electric-railway opera-

tions and the sale of steam and water. Electric sales

increased by 6.42 per cent and gas sales by 7.14 per

cent during 1914. The profit on merchandise sales and
other miscellaneous income was $307,816 for the year,

or a decrease of 7.65 per cent. The operating revenues

of the electric department follow:
1914 1913

Commercial and residential business $3,973,012 $3,642,837

State, county and municipal business 739,083 662,566

Sales of electricity—agricultural industry.. 350,551 419,093

Sales of electricity—mining industry 591,314 557,462

Sales of electricity—transportation industry 756,343 696,324

Sales of electricity—manufacturing industry 1,553,640 1,476,105

Sales of electricity—other electric light

and power corporations 304,031 343,430

Sales of electricity—commercial and mis-
cellaneous 487,714 431,337

Temporary lighting and motor service.... 3.761 1,628

Totals $8,759,449 $8,230,782

Fifty-one per cent of the year's gross income, in-

cluding miscellaneous income, was derived from sales

of electricity, 41 per cent from gas, 3 per cent from
electric-railway operations and 5 per cent from mis-

cellaneous operations. During the last seven years the

gain in income from the electric department was $2,-

442,820. Of the total gross operating revenues in

1914, 94 per cent was derived from private consumers
and the remaining G per cent from the state, counties,

municipalities and other governmental subdivisions for

street lighting and other public purposes.

The increase during 1914 of $1,043,681 in gross oper-

ating revenues was accompanied by a net addition of

29,321 consumers, bringing the total number of cus-

tomers served at the close of 1914 up to 378,705. The
gain in customers during the past seven years has

been at the average rate of 28,013, or more than 14

per cent per annum. On Dec. 31, 1914, the company
had 148,957 electric consumers, which was a gain of

16,602 during 1914 and of 94,185 in the last seven years.

The average gross revenue per electric customer in

1914 was $58.80, as against $31.84 per gas customer.

Maintenance, operating expenses, taxes, etc., de-

creased $417,285, bringing the ratio of these expenses

to gross earnings from 58.8 per cent in 1913 down to

52.7 per cent in 1914. This net reduction was effected

notwithstanding an increased output of more than

37,000,000 kw.-hr. and of more than 218,000,000 cu. ft.

of gas.

While the expenses for the preceding year included

certain extraordinary items due to labor troubles,

which were not duplicated in 1914 to any extent, never-

theless substantial economies were effected during 1914.

In last year's report it was predicted that the inaugu-

ration of service from the new Drum power house and

the assurance of a normal water supply for hydro-

electric plants, as contrasted with the state-wide and
abnormal shortage of water during the preceding sea-

son, would lead to a substantial reduction in the cost of

operating steam stations and to the discontinuance in

a large measure of power purchases from outside

sources. This prediction has been verified by the reduc-

tion of $189,854, or almost one-third of the amount of

fuel oil consumed at steam stations, and by a reduction

of $191,186 in the amount of electrical energy obtained

from extraneous sources. The operating expenses of

the electric department decreased $566,151, and those

of the gas department decreased $39,635. The net in-

come increased $1,435,451. The net earnings of the

company after bond interest have aggregated $25,-

896,652 in the nine years since organization. Of this

amount but 22 per cent ($5,237,086) was paid out in

cash dividends, and the remaining 78 per cent ($20,-

659,566) was reinvested in the property, applied to the

reduction of funded debt and for other corporate pur-

poses.

The expenditure for net plant additions during the

year amounted to $2,733,949, and during the past nine

years such expenditures have amounted to $41,248,730.

At the close of business Dec. 31, 1914, the company
had outstanding a total of $79,268,300 in bonds and

notes, which was a decrease of $1,217,500 over the

amount outstanding the year previous. Capital stock

outstanding in the hands of the public on Dec. 31, 1914,

in comparison with the stock outstanding at the end

of the previous year, was as follows, the increase of

$8,801,300 having been occasioned entirely by the sales

of new first preferred stock:
Dec. 31,

1914

First preferred ''• per cent cumulative.... $8,801,800

Original preferred 6 per cent cumulative. 10,000,000

Common stock 32,109,300

Dec. 31,

1913

$10,000,000

32,109,300

Total $50,910,600 $42,109,300

•Includes stock subscribed for but not fully paid and issued.

The new construction in the electric department, in

common with the other departments, was limited mainly
to the extension of distribution facilities as demanded
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I'V the addition of new customers. No additional gen-
erating plants were constructed, the completion of the
Drum power house on Nov. 25, 1918, with an Installed
capacity of :;::..".:;.". hp., haying provided for tin' growth
of business, besides permitting a large reduction to be
made in the amount, of energy purchased from Other
Companies and in the amount generated at steam
tions. 'Phis now plant in the first full year of its opera-
tion has given excellent results. During the month of
October it carried a peak load of 25,900 kw., or 900 lew.

more than its total rating. Its output during the year
has amounted to 76,964,400 kw.-hr. The load factor
on the entire system during the year was 00.G per cent,
and the peak load carried by all the stations aggre-
gated i (it;, 27;> hp.

The connected load in motors, appliances and lamps
on the system increased during the year to 478,598 hp.,
this load being 52,815 hp., or 12 per cent, greater than
in the preceding year.

Energy generated at steam stations decreased more
than 02.000,000 kw.-hr., thereby causing a decrease of
360,249 barrels of fuel oil used in these stations.
Gross operating revenues during the first five months

of 1915 increased $679,309. Of this increase $128,000
was due to revenues derived from service to the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition. The net gain in cus-
tomers during the first five months of the year was
10,404, as compared with a net gain of 7185 in the
first five months of 1914. From Dec. 31, 1913, to May
31, 1915, the capital assets increased by $3,592,326,
which represents the net cash cost of extensions, bet-
terments and improvements during the seventeen
months. No large capital expenditures are in contem-
plation during the remainder of the year.

There has been no change since Jan. 1, 1914, in the
aggregate amount of issued and outstanding capital
stock of the company except the increase brought about
through the sale, since June 3, 1914, of $10,177,300 of
first preferred 6 per cent stock to stockholders, em-
ployees and customers of the company. Up to May 31,

1915, $6,039,600 had been subscribed by stockholders
and $4,137,700 had been purchased by employees, pa-
trons of the company and others.

In connection with the offering of the new first pre-
ferred stock Mr. Frank G. Drum, the president of the
company, says: "When this plan was first presented
to stockholders, conditions throughout the United States
did not encourage the investment of funds in long-term
securities. We anticipated, nevertheless, that substan-
tially the entire issue of $12,500,000 would be taken by
stockholders. Less than two months later, however,
the outbreak of the European war completely demoral-
ized the investment situation and not only reduced
domestic subscriptions but brought about a practical

cessation of subscriptions from our foreign stockhold-

ers, many of whom up to that time had not only taken
the amount of stock allotted to them but had subscribed
for additional amounts. That, in the face of these
unprecedented conditions, it was possible to declare the
new plan operative on Aug. 15, 1914, and subsequently
to increase the subscriptions to the above stated

amount, may. we believe, be attributed to the unques-
tionable excellence of the security, to the attractive re-

turn upon the investment, and to the fact that through-
out this most trying year the company was able to

increase largely both its gross and net revenues in

every month of the year."

In connection with the payment of dividends Mr.
Drum says: "The board has also given the most care-

ful consideration to the question of the payment of

cash dividends on the common stock, and its decision

that no disbursement, in addition to that already an-

nounced, ought to be made during the remainder of the

year has been taken solely from the viewpoint of pro-
tecting the companj egainsl ans contingencies that
may arise out, of the present foreign and international
sit uat ion.

"The company's present condition, which we heiieve
has been fully and fairly Let forth in this report, is

most excellent. Its properties have been well main-
tained and are at. the maximum of efficiency. Its large
const ruction work has for the time being reached a
definite stage of completion, and no extraordinary capi-

tal expenditures are imminent. Gross and net earnings,
irrespective of the temporary revenue derived from the
Exposition, are continuing to increase at a satisfactory

rate, and a substantial percentage upon the common
stock is being earned. The company is entirely free
from floating debt, is on a cash basis, and has an ample
working capital. These conditions would ordinarily

render a dividend policy easy of determination. The
European war has, however, created an unprecedented
state of affairs. The Continental markets are no longer
a source of new capital. The domestic market for

long-term investments, notwithstanding the great im-
provement and the many hopeful features in the situa-

tion, is also of a most casual character. These are
known factors which have an immediate bearing on our
affairs, as our business is growing and the cost of new
construction incident to this growth must be defrayed
either from current resources or from the sale of securi-

ties. The duration and ultimate financial consequences

of the war are the unknown factors which in a still

larger degree impose upon the board the obligation of

conserving the company's cash resources until more
dependable conditions again prevail in the securities

markets."

Philadelphia Electric Company Files Inventory in

Rate Case

The Philadelphia Electric Company has filed with the

Pennsylvania Public Service Commission an inventory

of its property, completed at a cost of $150,000 to $200,-

000, and set forth through its attorneys that the

valuation could not be made until Nov. 15. The com-
plainants asked that an expert be named to check the

inventory and appraisal, that copies of the summary be

furnished and access given to the inventory, and that

an early date be fixed for the hearing on the street-

lighting rates.

The commission did not take any action, but sug-

gested that the complainants have an examination made
of the inventory and report to the commission by Sept.

7 what they thought of it. Meanwhile the commission
engineering staff will examine the work. At a confer-

ence between the commission, the complainants and the

defendants the controversy was gone over and counsel

for the complainant, Mr. Harold Evans, charged delay.

Mr. F. W. Fleitz, counsel for the defendant, contended

that the company is advancing the work as rapidly as

possible and desires a logical and legal conclusion. Mr.

Evans contended that it would not require the time

stated to make the appraisal, but Chief Engineer Snow
of the commission asserted that, in his opinion, it would

take three months to check the work. The commission
went into executive session after the conference to con-

sider the situation.

The inventory details comprise 72,560 pages of data

bound into 368 volumes, and it is said that as many
as fifty-six clerks were used by the company in getting

out the report. Eleven divisions were made in listing

the property, the detailed data of the items coming
under each division filling one summary volume of

ninety-seven pages.
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Miscellaneous News Notes
Louisville Board of Trade Favors Fixing of Resale Prices.

—At the request of the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States the Louisville Board of Trade, through its

chairman, Mr. James Clark, Jr., has placed itself on record

as favoring the system by which manufacturers may fix

the resale price of their products.

An Electric Slogan Sign for Georgetown, Ky.—If some
one will supply a civic-slogan sign to be erected near the

Queen & Crescent Railroad at Georgetown, Ky., Mr. Samuel
L. Allen, superintendent of the local lighting company and
also president of the Georgetown Commercial Club, offers

to supply the energy to light it and to maintain it. On the

legend of the sign it is proposed to call the attention of

the traveling public to the business advantages offered by
the city.

Reduction in Rates in Sioux City, Iowa.—The Sioux City

(Iowa) Gas & Electric Company has announced reductions

in its rates effective on Aug. 1, 1915. The company is in-

stalling additional equipment and expects with these im-
provements to reduce the cost of energy in order to offset

part of the reduction in price. A large increase in sales

is also expected. The maximum rate under the new schedule,

which became effective on Aug. 1, 1915, is 9 cents net per

kilowatt-hour.

Examinations for Electricians in Massachusetts.—Ex-
aminations for master electricians and journeymen who in-

tend to engage in the installation of electric wires for light,

heat and power in the State of Massachusetts under the

new licensing law were held simultaneously at 11 a. m.
Aug. 12 at Boston, Fall River, Lowell, Pittsfield, Springfield

and Worcester. Two classes of licenses were issued—one
covering master electricians and contractors and the other

journeymen electricians.

Rotterdam's Lamp Trade with the United States.—The
exports of electric lamps and bulbs from Rotterdam to the

United States during 1913 totaled $287,113, and during 1914
totaled $598,300. Most of the 1914 trade was in metallic-

filament lamps, the value being $559,148. In 1913 the elec-

tric-lamp trade amounted to 3.5 per cent of the total exports
to the United States from Rotterdam, and in 1914 to 5.5 per
cent. Rotterdam's export trade in electric lamps to the
Philippines was small. In 1913 it was $5,486, and in 1914
it was $1,114.

Street Lamps as Aids to Amateur Weather Prophets.

—

The "loom" of street lamps shining into the atmosphere
through trees and buildings near his home is used by an
amateur weather prognosticator of Battle Creek, Mich., to

determine the character of the next day's weather. Before
a storm, he points out, the atmosphere is moist and heavy,
and the beams of light from the street arcs can accordingly

be traced far up into the air. In fair weather, on the other

hand, the air is practically transparent, and the shadows
are short, if, indeed, they can be detected at all. The ob-

server declares that his system is based upon fifteen years'

observation and has been useful in predicting the approach
of storms from twenty-four hours to forty-eight hours
before they occurred at Battle Creek.

Ohio Tax Commission Enjoined in Wheeling Case.—The
Wheeling Electric Company, Wheeling, W. Va., has secured

an order from the United States District Court at Columbus,
Ohio, enjoining the Ohio State Tax Commission from
certifying the valuation of its property to the auditors of

the counties interested in eastern Ohio. The question raised

is as to the authority of the commission to fix the value of

the property of the company in another state when most
of its business is done in Ohio. Many oil, gas and electric

companies in West Virginia sell the greater part of their

product or service in Ohio. Attorney General Turner, it is

said, will bring all the questions involved before the court

in this case, so that the decision will cover the various

problems that have been bothering officials.

New Street-Lighting System in Service at Youngstown,
Ohio.—The new street-lighting system at Youngstown, Ohio,

which was operated for the first time this week, includes

about 3% miles of underground construction in the down-
town district, through which energy is supplied to 545

600-cp., 20-amp. series Mazda gas-filled lamps. Each lamp
is operated through a separate series of transformers which

insulate the lamp standard from the high potential of the

main circuit. In the residence district 185 miles of over-

head wiring has been erected to supply service to the 3200

100-cp., 6.6-amp. .scries gas-filled lamps. The system was
installed by the Mahoning & Shenango Railway & Light

Company of Youngstown, Mr. C. Whitford Jones of Cleve-

land, Ohio, acting as consulting engineer. The Banner
Electric Division, National Lamp Works of the General

Electric Company of Youngstown, furnished the lamps for

the new installation.

Energy from Government Dam at Minneapolis and St.

Paul.—H. M. Byllesby & Company, managers of the North-

ern States Power Company, state: "The amount of elec-

trical energy which can be produced by the unfinished

Mississippi River navigation project known as the "gov-

ernment high dam" is but a fraction of the total electrical

requirements of Minneapolis and St. Paul. Present dis-

cussion in Minneapolis relates to proposals for utilizing

the prospective high-dam energy for various municipal and

State purposes, such as street lighting, pumping water and

lighting and motor service at the State university. The
disposition of this energy is not an important matter to

the Minneapolis General Electric Company, the Consumers'
Power Company, or other subsidiaries of the Northern

States Power Company, all of which maintain a definite

policy of practical and efficient co-operation in the best

interests of the communities served."

An Imperial Tribute to the Memory of Herr Rathenau.

—

The character and service of Dr. Emil Rathenau, founder

and director of the Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft

and the Berlin Electricity Works, whose death at Berlin,

June 20, was noted at the time in these columns, is the

subject of appreciative testimonials from his associates and
distinguished officials of the German government, which

are published by the Berlin central-station organization in

a memorial pamphlet, copies of which have just reached

this country. In addition to the comments by Chancellor

Bethmann-Hollweg, Privy Councillor Wermuth and Dr. rL

Passavant, the following tribute was sent to Herr Rathe-

nau's son by Emperor William, who was a close personal

friend of the elder Rathenau: "I feel the deepest sympathy
in the great loss sustained by the Allgemeine company and

yourself through the death of your father, whose friendship

I highly prized. The achievements of his busy and success-

ful life and their effects on the electrical industry assure

him a glorious page in the history of German industry and

applied science. I shall ever cherish the memory of his,

rich and characterful personality."

'

;

Associations and Societies

Dallas Electric Club.—Mr. Dan G. Fisher, president of

the Dallas (Tex.) Electric Club, entertained the club on
Aug. 13 with an account of his recent trip to California.

The club meetings are held weekly at the Oriental Hotel,

Dallas.

Louisville Electric Clearing House.—Members of the
Louisville (Ky.) Electric Clearing House at their Aug. 9
meeting heard the report of Mr. Frank E. Good of F. A.
Clegg & Company, Louisville, who represented the Ken-
tucky Electrical Contractors' Association at the recent
national convention at San Francisco. Mr. Good's talk was
devoted principally to discussion of those features of the
new National Code which will affect the Louisville con-
tractors when they become effective.

New Officers of Meco Section, N. E. L. A.—At the recent
annual meeting of the "Meco" Section of the N. E. L. A.,

made up of employees of the Metropolitan Electric Com-
pany of Reading, Pa., Mr. A. L. Hart, manager of the
company's motor-service sales department, was elected

chairman and Mr. L. M. Walton was chosen vice-chairman.
Mr. W. J. Comley was appointed secretary and Mr. G. L.
Roller was made treasurer. Mr. George F. Thompson was
awarded the prize for the best paper presented at a sec-

tion meeting during the year.
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COBl i ntion ill Municipal l\l«< I i u i.ins. Tin- twentieth

annual convention of the 1 nternat lonal Association of

Municipal Electricians will be held at the Hotel Gibson,
Cincinnati, Ohio, on Aug. 24 to '.IT. The following paper

will he presented: "The Advisability of Using Concentric

Wiring in 'Plus Country,** Mr. K. A. Smith, city electrician,

Norfolk, Va.; Fire Alarm System for In. In .trial I'lanl ."

Mr. Alherl .1. Cross, of New York; "Vacuum A rresters,"

Mr. G. Cram-is Gray, electrical engineer, Schenectady,
N. Y.; "The Scope and Present Status of the National

Electrical Safely Code," Mr. W. J. Canada, electrical engi-

neer. Bureau of standards, Washington, l). ('.; "Practical

Cable Maintenance Methods," with demonstration, Mr. ().

P. Tallman, St. Louis, Mo.; "Storage Batteries for Fire-

Alarm Purposes; The Work of the Bureau of Standards,"

including some account of the CO operat ion of the bureau

with municipalities in securing cdeetrolysis mitigation and
improving electrical service and meter accuracy. Dr. E. B.

Rosa, chief physicist, Bureau of Standards, Washington,
1). C, illustrated by stereopticon; "Uniform Electrical

Standards," Dr. John Price Jackson, commissioner of labor

and industry, State of Pennsylvania; "The Responsibility

and Importance to the Public of the Office of Municipal

Electrician or Superintendent of Fire and Police Tele-

graph," Mr. W. H. Flandreau, president of the association

and city electrician, Mount Vernon, N. Y.; "Police-Patrol

and Fire-Alarm Records," Mr. Price I. Patton, second as-

sistant manager electrical bureau, Philadelphia, Pa.; "Light-
ning Protective Apparatus for Fire and Police Telegraph
Circuits," Mr. L. S. Brach, Newark, N. J.; "The Fallacy of

Placing Fire and Police-Alarm Wires in Telephone Cables,"

Mr. C. E. Convers, city electrician, San Antonio, Tex.;

"Jovianism," Mr. Walter E. Bischoff, St. Louis, Mo.; dis-

cussion of standards for fire-alarm installation, Mr. F. A.
Raymond, National Board of Fire Underwriters, New York.

Public Service Commission News
Ohio Commission

The Ohio Public Utilities Commission has decided that

the Union Gas & Electric Company of Cincinnati shall give

a bond of $50,000 to insure the payment of a rebate to

consumers, should the rate be made less than that now
being charged by the company as a result of the appeal

against the new ordinance. The courts are to decide the

responsibility of the People's Power League, which filed a

petition for a referendum vote on the ordinance. This also

acted as a stay in preventing the operation of the ordinance.

The No Referendum League of Cincinnati has requested

Attorney-General Turner to file an injunction suit to pre-

vent a referendum vote on the franchise. The claim is made
that the Public Utilities Commission has sole authority

to handle the rate question and that a vote on this ordi-

nance, under the circumstances, would be illegal.

Missouri Commission

The commission has issued General Order No. 20, con-

taining rules regulating gas, electric and water service,

effective on Oct. 1, 1915. Complete equipment for all tests

specified will be maintained at the laboratories of the State

University at Columbia, Mo. The engineering laboratories

of the State University will be prepared to standardize all

testing equipment submitted for a nominal fee.

Interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum, payable

annually or upon the return of any deposit, shall be paid by

the utility provided the deposit remains for at least six

months; the rate of interest shall be only 3 per cent if the

utility keeps the cash deposit in a separate and distinct

trust fund deposited as such in some bank or trust com-

pany and not used by the utility in the conduct of its

business. Instead of the annual payment of interest on

cash deposits any other interval between payments agreed

to in writing by consumers will be satisfactory to the

commission.
Nine of the rules are devoted especially to electric utili-

ties. Any electric service meter will be tested at the

laboratories of the School of Engineering of the State

University at Columbia, Mo., on written application of the

timer or utility to the dean of the School of Engineering
|..i mil tests.

aii secondary standards and the working standards of

utilities nol required to maintain secondary standards must
he submitted at sufficiently frequent intervals to insure

unquestionable sccuracy to the engineering laboratories of

the Slate UniVOT Ity at I 'olumlna, Mo., or the I'.ureau of

Standards at Washington, I). C, or to souk; testing labo-

ratorj of recognised standing for calibration where the

Utility does not maintain a testing laboratory having

primary standards.

New York Commissions

On an opinion by Commissioner Carr, the Second District

commission has decided the case of the Board of Supervisors

of Orleans County and the trustees of the village of Albion

against the New York Telephone Company as to increase of

rates. Commissioner Carr finds that careful study of the

elaborate inventory and appraisal and the figures for the

business done in the area affected justifies the increases

whereby two-party business lines were raised from $24 to

$30 per annum and four-party residence service from $12 to

$15 per annum.
The increases were made in 1911 and the complaint was

filed in July of that year. It resulted in one of the most
elaborate valuation records which have come before the

commission. Numerous hearings were held and more than
1000 pages of testimony taken. The value determined after

inventory and appraisal was based somewhat on the testi-

mony of the company's experts, and it was not proved that

some of the amounts were actually expended. But, as a fur-

ther check on the tangible value of the telephone property

in service in Albion, figures were introduced to show the re-

production cost of the plant as of Dec. 31, 1912, based on ac-

tual bids received for the material required plus the expense
of installing the same. The amount of this estimate cost

was $276,400, which was checked by the commission's engi-

neers and found to be substantially correct. The deprecia-

tion items were also closely scrutinized by the commission's
engineers and approved.

"If it could be fairly claimed," says the opinion, "that the

company was entitled to earn a return of say only 8 per cent

upon the depreciated value of its property as of Dec. 31,

1912, which, it may be considered for the purposes of argu-

ment, was $208,635, then the amount of this return would be

$16,690. Even dealing with the matter in this drastic man-
ner, the company showed conclusively that it was not earn-

ing this return upon its property. It is now generally con-

ceded that a public service corporation must set aside out of

its earnings annually a certain reserve to provide for the de-

preciation of its property, and, if this had been done by the

respondent after the increase in rates upon which the com-
plaint herein is founded, it would still fall far short of earn-

ing a fair return upon its property notwithstanding the in-

crease in revenue obtained by the increased rate."

Of the criticism that the company gave its local agents
little authority in the Albion area the opinion says that,

while it is not the intention of the commission to criticise

this feature of the company's own business, the manner in

which it has been referred to in the case should impel the

company to a study of this practice with a view to greater

economy through the elimination of unnecessary work.

Indiana Commission

The commission's decision in the Indianapolis rate cases

has resulted in the filing of a substitute schedule by the

Merchants' Heat & Light Company.
The lighting rates ordered for both companies were the

same. Motor-service rates were practically unchanged by
rulings. While the effect of the new residence-lighting

rates on revenues cannot be known until they have been
tried, the general attempt of the commission was to lower
the residence-lighting rates of smaller consumers from 7

cents per kilowatt-hour to 6% cents.

The Merchants' Heat & Light Company, which sought to

have the commission provide the "active-room rate" system
for small consumers, has filed a protest against the "socket

rate" system and has asked authority for the installation of

a schedule based on the other plan. Statements have been
made that if the commission does not grant this request the

company will take the case into the courts.
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A new method of estimating the needed radiation in

homes supplied with hot-water heat by the Merchants' com-
pany was ordered. The rates for heating, however, were
unchanged.
The commission established the present value of the

Indianapolis Light & Heat Company property at $5,800,000.

This included $400,000 for going value. The cost of repro-

duction, less depreciation, was fixed at $4,852,777. These
figures included improvements and additions to March 1,

1915. The present value of the Merchants' company was
fixed at $2,000,000. A return of 7 per cent was allowed in

the estimate.

The commission has approved a contract between the city

of Connersville and the Hydro-Electric Light & Power Com-
pany of Connersville under which the company will furnish

the city lighting for ten years.

California Commission

The city and county of San Francisco in a complaint
against the Pacific Gas & Electric Company as to electric

rates, filed with the commission, says that, now and for a

long time past, the company's charges have been excessive.

Among the statements made by the complainants are the

following:

"That the company has no special franchise so to supply
gas or electricity, except any rights given it under the

constitution before Oct. 10, 1911; that maximum rates for

electricity were fixed by the supervisors before July 1, 1914;

that before July 1, 1915, the same rate schedule was re-

enacted for the fiscal year, or until the Railroad Commis-
sion should fix other rates; that many members of the

Board of Supervisors believed that the rates they fixed

were too high, but passed them solely because they knew
that the Railroad Commission would have power in August
to lower them, and that immediately after fixing the rates

the supervisors directed the city attorney to petition the

Railroad Commission to fix reasonable rates for electricity;

that the rates in effect are discriminatory, in that the com-
pany meets competition in the commercial and industrial

sections of the city and county by charging . . . for

light and power very much lower rates than the maximum
rates established by the ordinance. This discrimination is

unfair to the residential districts."

The city and county beg the commission to investigate

the rates and rules of the company, and, after a hearing,

to fix reasonable rates for heating, lighting and motor serv-

ice among the different classes of consumers.

Oregon Commission

A decision handed down by the commission involves a

critical analysis. Much time and labor were spent in a
complete valuation of two hydroelectric companies and
a corresponding investigation into rates. The decision is

in the case of citizens of Hood River against the Hood
River Gas & Electric Company and the Hydro-Electric

Company, and on the application of the companies for in-

creased rates. Residential rates are found too low and
slight increases in these rates are approved and ordered by
the commission.
The Hood River Gas & Electric Company operated in

the Hood River Valley, about 60 miles east of Portland, in

a highly developed rural community. Available water-
powers along the Hood River led to competition by the

entrance of the Hydro-Electric Company. For a number of

months rates were cut until finally the interests back of

the Gas & Electric company bought control of the Hydro-
Electric Company. The offices were consolidated, and tem-
porary schedules were agreed upon pending investigation by
the commission.
The substance of the decision may be found in the ac-

companying table, showing the cost of energy for different

classes of consumers in Hood River Valley, and the profit

or loss in each class of service, the valuation fixed by the

commission, and the extra losses omitted from expense
items.

The commission lowered commercial lighting rates, made
a slight increase in residential lighting rates, and reduced
rural lighting rates by cutting the monthly minimum. The
table shows the rates that the commission considered neces-

sary to meet all expenses and an 8 per cent return. The
commission stated that it would not be possible to make
rates on this basis for the rural districts, because the

traffic would not stand it. Practically all the rural business,

with the exception of energy for rural motor service, showed
a loss on the commission's analysis.

The commission declined to allow as usual operating ex-

penses $2,500 paid in legal fees growing out of a suit

during the competitive war, stating that the suit was un-
necessary, and also refused to allow a damage judgment of

$10,000 to stand as an expense because it contended that

with proper operating methods the injury to the workman
would not have resulted.

The commission ordered a net rate of 10, 8 and 5 cents

per kw.-hr. for residential consumers in the city of Hood
River, the rate breaking on two 15-kw.-hr. steps. A min-
imum monthly charge of $1 was found reasonable. Energy
for commercial lighting was ordered to be sold at 10 cents

for the first thirty hours' use of the demand and 5 cents

for all over that, with a $1 minimum. The order provides

for rural rates of 12 cents net for the first 30 kw.-hr. a

month, 8 cents for the next 30 kw.-hr. and 6 cents for all

over 60 kw.-hr. a month. The minimum was reduced from
$1.50 to $1.25 a month. A gross cooking rate of 5 cents

was ordered, but it is understood that the companies will

reduce this voluntarily to 4 cents gross, with 10 per cent

discount for prompt payment.

COSTS FOR DIFFKRKNT CLASSRS OF CONSUMERS OF THE HOOD RIYFR GAS * ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Personal
Mr. Rob 1 1 m FeMenden ba "• Igned ai manager of fcha

Public Utilities Company of Carlabad, N. M.

Mr. j. I'. Rrinkmeyer ba tied I manage? of the

Southern Electric Company, n»><> Pine street, St. Louia, Mo,

Mr. \> . T. Lincoln baa been appointed superintendent <>f

the Weatfleld Gas A Electric Light Works of Weatfleld,

M:iss.

Mr. .1. I . white, manager «>f the Oregon Power Company,

Albany, Ore., baa been elected vice-president of the Albany

Merchants' Association.

Mr. Eugene A. Roberta bas been appointed manager of the

Public Utilities Company of Carlsbad, N. M., succeeding Mr.

R. M. Feasenden, resigned.

Mr. ('. M. Mitchell, formerly of Terre Haute, Ind., has

been appointed manager of the Normal (111.) division of the

Union Gas & Klectrie Company.

Mr. James T. St. Clair has been elected president and gen-

eral manager of the Southern Electric Company, 1100 Pine

Street, St Louis, Mo., succeeding Mr. J. F. Brinkmeyer.

Mr. R. D. Jennlson of New York City has succeeded Mr.

Arthur N. Out ton as general manager of the Wheeling

branch of the West Virginia Traction & Electric Company.

Mr. J. D. Bowles has resigned as electrical engineer for

the Missouri Public Service Commission, effective Sept. 1, to

accept a position with the Federal Light & Traction Com-
pany at Springfield, Mo.

Mr. B. E. Waltz, manager of the Corry (Pa.) City Elec-

tric Light Company, has been elected president of the com-

pany, succeeding Mr. J. W. Jackson. Mr. Waltz will con-

tinue in the capacity of manager.

Mr. P. M. Parry has been appointed division managei

of the Ogden (Utah) division of the Utah Light & Trac-

tion Company, and Mr. C. W. Kendall has been made su-

perintendent of electric sales at Ogden.

Mr. Herbert W. Thompson, purchasing agent for the

Denver (Col.) Gas & Electric Light Company for the last

twelve years, has been transferred to a similar position

with the Toledo (Ohio) Railways & Light Company.

Mr. J. A. Whitlow, who has been chief electrical engineer

for the Board of Education of St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-

pointed electrical engineer for the Missouri Public Service

Commission, succeeding Mr. J. D. Bowles, who has resigned

effective Sept. 1.

Mr. Gardner S. Williams has opened an office in the Corn

Exchange Bank Building, Chicago, 111., for consultation, de-

sigh and supervision in construction in hydraulics, hydro-

electric development, water-power and water supply. With

him are associated Messrs. R. K. Holland, G. E. Ackerman,

H. K. Holland, A. E. Greene and L. E. Ayres.

Mr. Herbert A. Dallas of Roxbury, Mass., has been chosen

clerk of the Massachusetts board of examiners of elec-

tricians, with headquarters at Boston. Mr. Dallas was born

in Boston in 1878, was educated in the local schools and at

the Franklin Union, and entered the electrical field at the

age of twenty. For the last nine years he has served as

assistant electrical engineer of the school department of

the city of Boston, in charge of electrical installation, de-

sign and maintenance.

Mr. Arthur M. Torrey, for the last four years in charge of

the soliciting department of Hildreth & Company, New York

City, has resigned that position to take charge of the engi-

neering contract department of W. S. Barstow & Company,

50 Pine Street, New York City. The Barstow company is

engaged in engineering and construction work in various

parts of the country and also controls the General Gas and

the Eastern Power & Light corporations, operating some

forty public utilities in Eastern and Middle West States.

Mr. Ray Palmer, formerly commissioner of gas and elec-

tricity of Chicago, has announced his resumption of his

consulting engineering practice, and is prepared to advise

about or undertake general supervision of reorganizations,

valuations, rates, lighting and other public utility or indus-

trial problems requiring expert engineering and accounting

service. His office is at 714 Hartford Building, Chicago.

Mr. Palmer is a fellow of the American Institute of Elec-

tricaJ Engineers and a memlier of the Western Society of

Engint

Mr. Leslie <;. Koss ba !' Igned as manager of the sales

ami contract department of the Superior (Wis.) Water,
Light, iv Power Company, a poaition arhieb he baa held for

a number of years, ami has organized a company to cob

dud an electrical contracting, motor repair and electric

appliance buaineea. His company will open a store at L305

Tower Avenue, Superior, and will assume all the Unfinished

Wiring contracts of the Superior Water, Light A- Po
Company, which has decided to discontinue its wiring and
supply business.

Mr. Cecil G. Rice has been appointed assistant to the pn

ident, Mr. .lames l>. Cillery, of the Duque ne Lighl Com-
pany, the Pittsburgh Railways Company and the B<

\; [ley Traction Company, all of Pittsburgh, Pa. The po I

tion of superintendent of the claims department, heretofore
held by Mr. Rice, has been abolished. When appointed su-

perintendent of the claims department in July, 1909, Mr.
Rice was credit manager of the Colonial Traction Company
and a member of the Pittsburgh Stock Exchange. He was
later made secretary to Mr. Callery and then general agent
of the Railways company. Mr. Rice was at one time en-
gaged in newspaper work in Pittsburgh.

Mr. E. F. Gould, who has resigned as assistant general
manager and mechanical and electrical engineer of the
Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railroad, will in the future act
in a supervisory capacity over the utility properties of

Mandelbaum, Wolf & Lang, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Gould
spent four years in the railway-engineering department of

the General Electric Company at Schenectady, N. Y., leav-

ing in 1903 to become electrical engineer of the Aurora-
Elgin road. Later his promotion to the position of assistant

general manager followed. In recent years he had also

acted as consulting engineer for the Western Ohio Railroad,

Lima, Ohio, one of the properties owned by the Cleveland
firm with which he is now associated.

Mr. Warner H. Peberdy, formerly an electrical engineer

with the Electric Bond & Share Company, New York, who
took leave of that company the first of this year to prepare
for service in the aviation corps of the British Empire, of

which he is a subject, is now in England with the Royal
Naval Aviation Service. Mr. Peberdy, who recently ob-

tained his pilot's license and a probationary commission as

flight sub-lieutenant, received his initial training at the

Curtiss factory at Hammondsport, N. Y., and was afterward
appointed manager of the McCurdy school of aeronautics.

Mr. Peberdy received his early schooling at Rugby, England,
and his engineering experience in the plant of the British

Thomson-Houston Company at Rugby, the General Electric

Works at Schenectady, and with Mr. C. O. Lenz, consulting

engineer, New York City.

Prof. W. S. Franklin has resigned as professor of physics

at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., with which he had
been associated since 1897. Born at Geary City, Kan., Oct.

27, 1863, he attended Kansas University and after graduat-

ing received his degree of M.S. in 1888. Afterward he

became professor of physics there, leaving in 1892, how-
ever, to become professor of physics and electrical engi-

neering at Iowa State College. Professor Franklin first

came to Lehigh in 1897, and was in 1903 appointed to the

chair of physics of electrical engineering. In 1901 he re-

ceived the degree of Sc.D. from Cornell. He is one of the

authors of Franklin and Esty's "Elements of Electrical

Engineering," a well-known textbook, and has written

widely on scientific subjects in connection with mathe-
matics, physics and electrical engineering. Dr. Franklin is

now planning an extensive tour of American universities

and engineering schools and expects to give a series of

experimental and theoretical lectures in connection with the

trip.

Mr. Pierre L. Miles, who has been appointed sales man-
ager of the electrical department of the Globe Stove &
Range Company of Kokomo, Ind., with offices at 731 Edison

Building, Chicago, first entered the electrical field with the

Cleveland Electric Railways Company in 1904, three years

later going with the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Com-
pany as secretary to Mr. Robert Lindsay, general superin-

tendent. Mr. Miles next entered the commercial department

of the Cleveland company, taking charge of advertising and
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of appliance sales. After a total service of five years with
the Cleveland central-station organization, in 1911 he joined
the staff of the National Lamp Works of the General Elec-
tric Company as a member of the publicity department at
Cleveland. Later he traveled throughout the United States
calling on central stations and specializing in new-business
studies In 1914 he was appointed manager of appliance

j

sales and of the house-wiring department of the Indianapolis
i

Heat & Light Company, Indianapolis, Ind., from which posi-
i
tion he was appointed sales manager for the Globe company.
Mr. Walter Neumuller, whose work for the past five

years as assistant secretary of the Association of Edison
Illuminating Companies and also as a member of the execu-
tive committee and a former member of the exhibition com-

mittee of the National Elec-
tric Light Association, has
met with wide approval, has
been appointed special repre-
sentative of the New York
Edison Company. As such
he will ascertain by personal
contact and observation
wherein the company's com-
mercial policy is lacking, and
suggest methods of further
increasing the friendly rela-

tionships existing between
the utility and its patrons.
For this work Mr. Neu-
muller's past experience and
training well fit him. Born
June 21, 1886, in New York
City, Mr. Neumuller has been
connected with the New York

Edison Company for fifteen years. By conscientious work
le has won steady advancement in the organization. He is

ilso a director, treasurer and assistant secretary of the
Electrical Show Company, director and treasurer of the
Mew York Electric Vehicle Association, and director and
nember of the executive committee of the Electrical Re-
rigerating Company. Among the societies of which he is

i member are the National Electric Light Association, New
fork Electrical Society, Illuminating Engineering Society,

Slectric Vehicle Association of America, Municipal Art
lociety and the Jovian Order.

Mr. Joseph D. Israel, who was last week elected to serve

s chairman of next year's convention of the sales managers
f the larger Edison illuminating companies, is district man-
ger for the Philadelphia Electric Company. Born at Phil-

delphia in 1868, Mr. Israel

t the age of eighteen was
raduated from the Scientific

chool of the University of

ennsylvania with the degree

f B.S. At the end of a post-

raduate year in mechanical

rid electrical courses the

diversity conferred upon him
le degree of M.E. in 1887.

jining the staff of the old

dison Electric Light Com-
iny of Philadelphia in the
ime year, he devoted his at-

ntion to underground street

ork and was shortly after-

ard appointed superintend-
it of street construction for
e company. Later he was
•pointed assistant to the
anager, and then secretary
d manager of the company. At the time of the merger of
i Edison company with the Philadelphia Electric Company
\ Israel was appointed district manager of the latter. * Mr.
•ael has twice been elected general secretary of the Illu-
nating Engineering Society and is a past-chairman of the
iladclphia Electric Company section of the N. E. L. A.
is a member of the American Institute of Electrical En-

leers and of the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia and
5 presented many papers before these organizations and
'ore the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies.
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Cincinnati (Ohio), Newport & Covington Light & Trac-tion Company—At the recent meeting of stockholders itwas voted to ratify the plan for refunding the $2 000 000bond issue due on May 1, l9i8 , of the Sn Light Heat& Power Company, which owns the properties of the Hght

Gas rETectrr?
117

-

ThG agreement With the CofumbS
*h

& Electric Company provides for the refunding ofthese bonds by a new bond issue at or before maturityNo provision is made for a sinking fund. The agreement'also provides that extensions and Additions for the SnionSffizs;^ paid for by the »-»• and -s:ol stock of the Cincinnati company. In view of the present

SSS Pr 'ce 0f Cincinnati, Newport & Covington L^ght &Traction Company stock and other consideration t wasdeemed inadvisable to issue further stock for extensionsand additions as repeated issues might tend to depress ?heprice and result in a permanent increase of the outotenduieamount, which in time would become too great The directora therefore agreed with the Columbia^ompany upona modification of the present contract with that companyto provide a permanent plan of financing which wHl refund bonds of the Union company and pfovide for exten-sions and additions through a new bond issue and for theestablishment of a sinking fund to retire all bonds at or

S°"£tt T
n
e aTUnt .°f the new '—Ts $5?000,-000. The bonds will mature in fifty years and will bear

5 per cent interest. There will be issued now any theamount necessary to refund $1,608,000 outstanding bondsSuch additional amounts will be put out each year as arenecessary to pay for extensions and additions These it
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'000 an»^ilyAt this late the proposed issue will take care of necessarvextensions and additions for fifty years. The CoTumbiacompany will guarantee the creation and maintenance ofthe sinking fund to retire the bonds.

Secrete^T^Wi ^"T Crpany
«

Ci™™^< Ohio.-secretary T. F Wickham bought $2,501,500, par value ofthe company s bonds at 69.95, with $1,750,000, which wasfound to be available for this purpose out of he proceedsof a recent transaction with the East Ohio Gas Company
International Steam Pump Company, New York N Y—Ihe reorganization plan which has been submitted to thesecurity holders for their approval proposes a new companyto acquire the existing properties. Under the plan for thenew company there will be created $5,639,063 of class A
PT cent cumulative preferred stock, to be disposed of atpar to the holders of 7 per cent preferred stock o

P
f Henry RWorth.ngton to the value of $2,000,000, and also at par tothe holders of the company's common stock upon makTng acash payment of $12.50 per share, to the holders of the com-pany s preferred stock upon making a light cash paymentof such amount as is required in respect of non-participating

International common stock, and to the underwriters upon
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making payn provided for by stockholder! to the
total amount of $3,689,068. Syndicate manager! have the
right at Bnj I mif within i\ months from lutlC to buy from
the holders of preferred stock <>f Henrj i; Worthington
the new Stock :it 106 and accrued dividends. The new COTB
pany shall create 10,126,892 of class H 8 per cent preferred
stock cumulative after three yean, t<> be issued at per to
the holders of the company's bond for their principal and
Interest. Common stock will be issued to holders of pre
t.ired stock f« \4 per cent of present holdings and to
holders of common stock for 17 per cent of pic cut holdings,

total value 626; to holders of international bonds
for 86 per cent of principal and accrued interest, $3,.

r>44,-

;
to the syndicate managers in consideration of the under

writing of s cash requirement, $1.000,000, and reserve in
treasury to he used for Securing the aid of new interests
in the management of its new company, etc., $1,600,000.
Under the plan the new company will be organized if

pOB8ible in B state where no par value is required for com-
mon stock. The new company will guarantee the payment
of the principal of the new first mortgage bonds of the
Holly Manufacturing Company, the principal of the new
bonds to he 90 per cent of the present bonds. The total
liability for principal on this guarantee will not exceed
$442,890. The new company's cash requirements will

amount to $3,(500,000, which will be provided by the pay-
ments of $12.50 per share by the preferred and common
stockholders of the company participating in the plan.
Holders of International bonds will receive for each $1,000
bond with the $83.33 accrued interest $1,083.33 of class B
preferred stock and $379.17 in common stock. No provision
is made for the assumption of the first mortgage 5 per cent
bonds of the Jeanesville Iron Works Company to the value
of $200,000 and the $528,104.21 of preferred cumulative 8
per cent stock of the Blake & Knowles Steam Pump Works.
Messrs. William Salomon & Company, the syndicate man-
agers, have secured underwriters for the cash requirement
plan up to $3,889,063 who have agreed to make the pay-
ments of $12.50 for each share of stock which are not made
by the stockholders and also to provide $250,000 in cash
which shall be distributed from the process of any sale to
such of the International bondholders as do not participate
in the plan. The underwriters shall receive a cash commis-
sion of 5 per cent on such aggregate obligations, and the
syndicate manager shall receive $1,000,000 common stock
of the new company. In framing the plan of reorganization
the committee has endeavored to remedy the defects in the
financial structure and organization of the company which
brought about the receivership. The more important of
these defects were the following: (1) Inadequate working
capital resulting primarily from the payment of too liberal
dividends on a heavy capitalization; (2) excessive fixed
charges in the v/ay of interest and sinking-fund payments
on the company's bond issue and interest and dividends
upon underlying bonds and preferred stocks; (3) restric-
tions in operations resulting from the existence of sub-
sidiary companies having securities outstanding and owning
factories, thus preventing complete consolidation in manu-
facture; (4) the lack of an executive management having a
direct financial interest in the success of the company; (5)
the failure of the company, partly through lack of working
capital and declining credit, and partly through lack of a
progressive and energetic policy, to make improvements in

its products and manufacturing methods. After allowing
for depreciation, obsolete inventories, bad debts and other
deductions, the value of the property of the company and
its subsidiaries to a going concern as of Sept. 30, 1914,
without allowance for patents or good will, was reported to

be as follows:

Plants $10,537,000
Investments (chiefly in English companies) 1,181,000
Trusteed cash 90,000
Cash, inventories, accounts and bills receivable, work

in progress and other current assets, net 7,481,000

Total $19,289,000

From Sept. 30, 1914, to July 31, 1915, under the receiver-
ship, orders booked were reported as $7,630,000, the orders
for May, June and July being reported as approximately
$1,000,000, $940,000 and $1,200,000 respectively. The ad-
vantages of the plan to which the committee wishes to call

particular attention are the following: (1) The new money

to be furnished by tin' tockholderi, or, to the extent of their
failure to participate, l.y tin- underwriter!, i deemed to be
adequate t<> provide foi such of the underlying securities
•'«« it may DC ad\ i -able to retire ami al to provide suffl-

n1 working capital to enable the company to deal with i
uli tantially larger volume of bu mess that) it hat hitherto

• lone. (2) The new capital will al o provide for the consid-
erable expenditure required to bring the company's lac-
tone and manufacturing facilities up tO date and for the
redesigning of the company's products which is necei

for carrying out a progressive manufacturing policy. (3)

The capitalization of the new company has been confined to

what may fairly be regarded as the value of the i

as a going concern. (4) Provii ion i made for reducing
or eliminating the subsidiary organizations and effecting

the needed consolidation of operations. (5) While it seemed
necessary to create for the new money a security, class A
preferred stock, prior to that issued to the bondhold
class B preferred stock, the two classes of preferred stock

will be on a parity, except as to the rate of dividend, after

the company shall have paid for three consecutive years
full dividends on both. (6) As the company will have no
bonded debt, except such liability as it may assume on two
small underlying issues aggregating $692,100, it will be in

a position to face periods of depression without anxiety, and
it is believed that the added strength of its position due to

the absence of a considerable fixed charge will enable it to

pay full dividends upon the preferred stocks more readily

than it could earn interest at a lower rate upon an eq'jal

amount of bonds. Through their participation in the com-
mon stock the bondholders are given a substantial interest

in the future growth of the enterprise. (7) Provision for

securing a management having a direct interest in the

financial success of the new company has been made by
reserving under the plan $1,500,000 new common stock. Mr.

C. Philip Coleman, who is joint receiver of the company
with Mr. G. M. P. Murphy, stated that there was no relation

between the plan for reorganization and the company's re-

ceipt of orders for munitions of war. While Mr. Coleman
confirmed the report that the company had accepted war
orders, he declined to state the size of the contracts.

Nevada-California Power Company, Denver, Col.—The
annual report states that in the future the results of the

operations will be merged in the combined report of the

Nevada-California Electric Corporation, a holding company,
which will become the owner of outstanding stock of the

Nevada-California Power Company, Southern Sierras

Power Company, Interstate Telegraph Company, Bishop
Light & Power Company, Corona Gas & Electric Light
Company and Hillside Water Company. In financing the

cost of increases in the generating capacity and extensions

of transmission and distributing lines, new capital will be

secured by the sale of bonds equal to 85 per cent of the

value of enlargements and extensions. Mr. Delos A. Chap-
pell, the president, says: "Less than 2 per cent of the

total investment of our companies is within the corporate
limits of any municipality, and practically all of our fran-

chises are indeterminate or extend for practically fifty

years. Future development of the business will consist

largely in the construction of secondary and distributing

feeder lines, bringing business at various points along the

main-trunk transmission system. Besides this there will

be constructed from time to time additional generating
plants. The combined earnings and expenses for the years
ended Dec. 31, 1913 and 1914, follow:

1913 1914
Gross earnings $1,484,971 $1,566,036
Expenses and taxes 791,114 806,217

Operating profit $693,857 $759,819
Bond interest, etc., less other interest 318,317 353,742
Profit and loss adjustments 16,669* 3,824f
Earned surplus 358,871 409,901

•Debit. fCredit.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.—Up to the close of business on Aug. 17 stock-

holders had subscribed for $18,237,000 new convertible

bonds of the $18,695,000 offered for subscription at 105.

Under the terms of the agreement the unsubscribed bonds,

$485,000, will go to the holders of the old bonds. Of the
total subscriptions payment was made in full for $16,423,000
of bonds. On the balance the first installment was paid.
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Manufacturing and Industrial

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

dealer in used electrical machinery, has purchased the stock

of the Bintliff Supply Company.

The Fuller Electrical Appliance Company, Wellesley,

Mass., was recently formed and is engaged in the manufac-

ture of electric specialties. Mr. F. A. McClaskey is presi-

dent of the company. Dr. Louis D. H. Fuller and Messrs.

M. D. Maher, C. L. Maher and H. A. Weitz are also members
of the firm.

\V. R. Ostrander & Company, 22 Dey Street, New York
City, have announced that the National Board of Fire

Underwriters has approved the Ostrander bell for service

on 50-volt to 250-volt circuits. This bell is of the vibrating

type and is manufactured in sizes from 2Vz in. to 24 in.

It is especially designed for fire-alarm, railroad and school

signals. The Ostrander company will mail its electric-bell

circular upon request.

The Smith-Brown Battery Works, Bloomington, Ind.,

have been purchased, it is announced, by Messrs. F. R.

Allison and Carl Fisher of the Indianapolis Presto-lite

Company. It is understood that the plant will be removed
to Indianapolis and that Prof. O. W. Brown, inventor of

the Smith-Brown battery system and a member of the

faculty of the State University at Bloomington, 111., will

go to Indianapolis as head of the company.

Good Season for Lamp Manufacturer.—The Banner Elec-

tric Division of the National Lamp Works of the General

Electric Company, Youngstown, Ohio, it is reported, has

noted a great improvement in its business since the first of

the year. The increase in orders since Jan. 1 is said to have
been about 35 per cent, and present prospects indicate that

1915 will be a much better year than 1914, although it may
prove hardly so good as 1913. The company is obtaining

most of its tungsten for lamp filaments from Colorado. Be-
fore the war a considerable amount of this material was im-
ported from Germany.

The Molby Boiler Company, 39 Cortlandt Street, New
York, which was recently formed, is engaged in the manu-
facture of down-draft, magazine-feed boilers for low-pres-

sure heating, burning the cheaper grades of fuel. The com-
pany operates a plant at Port Chester, N. Y. Mr. E. C.

Molby, formerly with the Pierce, Butler & Pierce Manufac-
turing Company for twenty years, is president of the com-
pany; Mr. Martin Behrer, owner of the firm of Behrer &
Company of 81 Beekman Street, New York, is treasurer, and
Mr. A. M. Behrer, also with Behrer & Company, is secretary
and assistant treasurer.

Strike Efiforts Futile at Sturtevant Plant.—Efforts of

labor leaders to start a strike at the factory of the B. F.

Sturtevant Company, Hyde Park, Mass., last week resulted

in a fiasco, only seven out of 1200 employees responding to

the call to leave the shops. It was stated at the plant that

about 1 per cent of the force is normally absent. Former
Governor E. N. Foss of Massachusetts, principal owner of
the plant, in a vigorous letter to the State Board of Con-
ciliation and Arbitration, denied the existence of any dispute

in the factory between himself and his employees and
averred that walking delegates were the instigators of the
attempted tie-up.

Bullock Plant Not Under Bethlehem Control.—A denial

has been issued by the management of the Bullock Electric

Company of Norwood, near Cincinnati, Ohio, now owned by
the Allis-Chalmers Company, of the rumor that the plant
had been acquired by the Bethlehem Steel Company. It is

stated that a clause in the sale provides that the Allis-

Chalmers Company shall not dispose of the plant. It is

understood, however, that the Bethlehem Steel Company has
sublet to the Allis-Chalmers Company a considerable
amount of the work to be done under some of its large war
contracts, and that the company's plants in Milwaukee and
Norwood have for some time been actively engaged on this

work.

The National Lighting Products Company, a recently or-

ganized Pennsylvania corporation, in which Messrs. Samuel
Hamilton, Jr., A. H. King, Walter McFarland, F. C. Mur-
dock and E. A. Richter of Pittsburgh are interested, has
recently let contracts for a two-hundred-thousand-dollar

four-story building to be erected at Forbes Street and Grant

Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Pa. Here the company will display

and engage in the business of selling electrical signs and

fixtures of all kinds, including changeable-letter signs,

illuminated art designs, projecting clocks, etc. Special '

efforts will be made to obtain South American trade. Part

of the second and all of the third and top floors of the

building will be devoted to manufacturing purposes. Elab-

orate plans have been developed for flood-lighting the

building and producing novel lighting effects on the white-

tiled walls forming the upper two stories of the building.

The Goulds Manufacturing Company, Seneca Falls, N. Y.,

manufacturer of pumps and hydraulic machinery, an-

nounces that instead of having its entire sales organiza-

tion in charge of a single executive, the selling work has

been divided and is now directed jointly by Mr. R. E. Hall,

former manager of the Boston office, and Mr. W. E. Dickey,

former manager of the New York office, Mr. A. H. White-

side, the former sales manager, having resigned. Mr.

Dickey, who still retains his headquarters at the New York
office, has charge of all business in the Southern, South-

western and Southern Pacific States, including the terri-

tories of the New York Pittsburgh, Atlanta and Houston
offices. Mr. W. P. Hopper succeeds Mr. Dickey as New
York manager, and Mr. C. W. Fulton, formerly works
manager, has been appointed manager of the Boston
office. A Pittsburgh office has recently been opened in the

Henry W. Oliver Building under the management of Mr.
H. H. Henderson, who has been representing the company
in northern West Virginia and southeastern Ohio. Mr. E.

C. Wayne, formerly of the Seneca Falls (N. Y.) office, has
been appointed assistant manager of the Pittsburgh office.

Busy Season for Portable Electric Lamps Coming Soon.

—

Mr. B. A. Rooks, sales manager for the Aladdin Lamp Cor-
poration, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, in conversation
with a representative of the Electrical World remarked
that the summer is a rather dull season for portable lamps,
but that the business begins to pick up in September and
has a rising trend until well into the winter months. The
Aladdin corporation is specializing in the "Vanitie" porta-
ble lamp, which was described in the Electrical World of

March 20, 1915. This lamp can be adjusted in a number of
different ways and adapted to a variety of uses. Mr. Rooks
&aid that it is especially convenient for a man who is shav-
ing or a woman who is dressing. It can also be used advan-
tageously as a piano lamp and for various purposes in the
office. The Aladdin Lamp Corporation has divided the
country into some fifty selling districts, each of which will

be in charge of a sales agent. The company will also send
a number of salesmen and demonstrators around the coun-
Iry to instruct dealers regarding the salient features of ihe
lamp. Various selling helps, such as electrotypes for news-
papers, window posters, circulars with selling instructions
and "animated" lantern slides, will be supplied to the deal-
ers. The lantern slides are a new advertising feature.
With the aid of a screen of parallel bars three exposures are
made on one plate. The slide is so arranged that by moving
it rapidly from side to side the image on the screen is varied.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES
, Aug. 10 N , Aug. 17 N
Selling 1'rices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

Copper £ s d £ s d
London, standard spot* 69 67 2 6

Prime Lake 17.62% to 17.87% 16.75 to 17.00
Electrolytic 17.87% to 17.62% l6.r,o to 16.62%
fasting 16.50 to 16.75 15.87 % to 16.12%
Copper wire base lo.oot l8.oot

Lead 4.50 4 50
Nickel 50.00 to 52.00t 50.00 to 52.00t
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter.... 21.00t 17 OOt
Spelter, spot 14.25 tol4.75f 11-7.". to 12.26t
Tin, straits 34.50 34 37%
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent 32.00 to 34.00 33.00 to 35.00

OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 14 00 15 75
Brass, heavy 9.00 lo!50
Braes, light 7.50 9.00
Lead, heavy 3.50 4 12%
Zinc, scrap 6.00 9.50

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Aug. 17 8,963

From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange
fNominal.
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New Incorporations
The Johnson Count] Light A Power Coupon) <>t Knob'

noator, Blow, has been chartered with i capital itock of

(5,000 by S. A. Kelloy, Guy & Cooloy and James Ennlt.

The Botetourt Water Power Conpanj of Roanoke, Va.,

he been Incorporated with i capital stool 00 t<> Con-

struct a power plant. The Officer! arc: J, \V. Mam-nek,

president; ll. n. Vickers, secretary and treaaurer, both of

Roanoke.

The Hopewell Electric Light A Power Company of Hope-
well, City Point, Va., has been Incorporated with a capital

Btock of $60,000 to construct a light and power plant. The
officers art-: \v. ll. Hoyt, president; II. J. Ingram, Jr., vice

president, and ('. T. Morris, secretary and treasurer, all of

Hopewell.

New Industrial Companies
The Allen Electrolytic Cell Corporation of Portland,

Maine, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000

to manufacture and deal in chemicals, articles, etc., used

in construction of hydroelectric, electrochemical, etc., plants.

The Thomas J. Radley Company of New York, N. Y., has

been chartered with a capital stock of $5,000 for the pur-

pose of doing a general engineering, steam, electrical and

metal workers' business. The incorporators are T. J. Gan-
non, C. and T. J. Radley, 723 Eighth Avenue, New York,

N. Y.

The United States Cutting Machine Sales Company of

New York, N. Y., has been incorporated by N. Komow, S.

Philips and M. I. Garshells, 1271 Hoe Avenue, the Bronx,

New York. The company is capitalized at $10,000 and pur-

poses to manufacture and deal in electric cloth-cutting

machines.

The Telelectric Company of Massachusetts has filed arti-

cles of incorporation under the laws of the State of New
York with a capital stock of $400,000. The company manu-
factures and deals in electric, automatic and musical instru-

ments. William Shillaber, Jr., 73 Dey Street, New York,

N. Y., is representative of the company.

Trade Publications
Conduit Tool.—The Fey Specialty Company, 71 Brainard

Street, Detroit, Mich., has issued a circular on its automatic

grip hickey, a tool designed for use in conduit installations.

Electric Washing Machine.—The Capital Electric Com-
pany, Insurance Exchange Building, Chicago, 111., has pre-

pared an illustrated booklet entitled "The Capital Safety-

First Electric Washer."

Automatic Time Switches.—Bulletin No. 33, prepared by
the Albert & J. M. Anderson Manufacturing Company,
Boston, Mass., describes and illustrates several types of

automatic time switches.

Outdoor Sign Fixtures.—The Thos. Cusack Company,
Chicago, 111., has just issued a catalog of its supply depart-

ment which contains information on various types of out-

door electric-sign installations.

Safety for Employees.—The Bureau of Safety, Inc., 72

West Adams Street, Chicago, 111., has issued a booklet which

contains an outline on the purposes, organization and the

general services of the society.

Small Induction Motors.—The Robbins & Myers Company,
Springfield, Ohio, has issued an illustrated folder containing

information on its type K induction motor with ratings

varying from 0.25 hp. to 20 hp.

Electrical Instruments and Appliances.—The Western
Electro-Mechanical Company, Oakland, Cal., has issued a

catalog on its instruments and appliances for electrical

laboratories and central stations.

Electric Tachometers.—Bulletins No. 110 and No. Ill,

published by the Electric Tachometer Company, Perry

Building, Philadelphia, Pa., describe and illustrate several

magneto-operated tachometer outfits.

Lighting Fixtures.—The I Chandelier Manufao I

luring Company, Chicago, [11., bai prepared several illus-

trated plate' on it ornamental lighting fixture , which are

itod I '!.''! to G-6 6 inclu

Portable Electric Tools. The Stowe Manufacturing Com«
pany, Binghamton, \'. Y., has issued Bulletin No. 400, which
contain Information and Illustration! on various types of

its electrically operated portable tools.

Tubular Lamp Cor Photographic Enlarging.- The Cooper
Hewitt Electric Company, Eighth and Grand Streets, Ho-

boken, N. J., has issued Bulletin No. 61, on its M-shaped
tubular lamp outfit for enlarging photographs.

Sigh-Tension Equipment.—The Delta Star Electric Com
pany, Chicago, 111., is distributing Descriptive Leaflet No. •

750, show in;' typical installations of high-tension air In

switches designed for pressures up to 0(5,000 volts.

Small Generating Plants.—The Electric Storage Batti

Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has issued the sixth edition of

its "Handbook H L," which contains information on low-

voltage plants for use with "chloride accumulators."

Wiring Devices.—Bulletin No. 1000-C, which includes

Bulletins No. 1000-A and No. 1000-B, was issued July 15 as

a supplement to Catalog No. 1000 by the Crouse-Hinds
Company, Syracuse, N. Y., and contains information on its

"condulets."

Engine-Driven Generators.—The Allis-Chalmers Manufac-
turing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has prepared Bulletin

No. 1093 on its engine-driven direct-current machines.
These machines are of the commutating-pole type with
ratings of 2000 kw.

Protective Devices.—The Metropolitan Engineering Com-
pany, Forty-second Street Building, New York, has prepared
for the American Museum of Safety, 18 West Twenty-fourth
Street, New York, a bulletin on "Murray Protective Devices

for Central Stations."

Small Generating Plants.—"Lighting Country Homes" is

the subject of an illustrated bulletin issued by the Suburban
Lighting & Gas Engine Company, Toledo, Ohio, which de-

scribes and illustrates several types of small gasoline-

engine-driven generating plants.

Tungsten Lamps.—Multiple tungsten lamps with ratings

cf from 10 watts to 1000 watts for operation on 105 volts to

125 volts and 220 volts to 250 volts are the subject of

Bulletin No. 13E, published by the National Lamp Works
of the General Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Electric Devices and Appliances.—The Western Electric

Company, New York, has recently prepared catalogs and
bulletins on its electrically operated hammers, electric

lanterns, electric motor pump, stationary and portable

vacuum cleaners and automobile and ignition supplies.

Oil Engines.—The Bolinders Company, 30 Church Street,

New York, has issued several attractively illustrated cata-

logs on its large-sized oil engines for operating electric

generators. These engines are manufactured by the J. &
C. G. Bolinders Mek. Verkstads A. B., Stockholm, Sweden.

Apparatus for Protection Against Surges.—The General
Electric Company of Great Britain, 67 Queen Victoria Street,

London, E. C, England, has prepared an attractively illus-

trated catalog entitled "The Condenser System of Protection

Against Surges." The catalog describes the Moscicki con-

denser and the Giles valve.

Electric-Railway Equipment.—The Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued

Circular No. 1550, on its 1500-volt direct-current substation

equipment, Special Publication No. 1549, on "Heavy Traffic

Centers," and a number of descriptive leaflets on its railway

equipment and power-house and substation apparatus.

Electrical Apparatus.—The General Electric Company,.
Schenectady, N. Y., has prepared Bulletin No. Y-679, which
supersedes Bulletin No. Y-548, on street-lighting brackets

and center-span fixtures for tungsten lamps; Bulletin No.

Y-681, which supersedes both Bulletins No. Y-527 and No.

Y-529, on its "Novalux" street-lighting units for tungsten

series lamps; Bulletin No. 44,090, on railway substations;

Bulletin No. 46,110, on electrostatic voltmeters, and Bulletin

No. 47,406, on its type F form K-20 oil switches for opera-

tion with pressures up to 2500 volts.
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Construction News
New England

I'.AU IIAItlioK, ME.—Within the next
six months the Bar Harbor & Union
Pwr Co. expects to purchase electrical ap-
pliances and supplies, including heating

<>oking apparatus, vacuum cleaners
Uid trashing machines, to meet demands.
I, \ Leach Is superintendent.

KINGFIELD, ME.—The Public Utilities
ission has granted the Huse Spool &

Bobbin Co. of Kingfleld permission to sell

Lectric plant, holdings and franchise
to the Kingfleld Lt. Co.

n dlTLAND, ME.—Bids will be re-
i at the office of the supervising archi-
Treasury Department, Washington,

D. C, until Sept. 2, for construction com-
pl.t.-, including mechanical equipment,
lighting fixtures and grading, of the steer-

i tracks and storehouse for the United
quarantine station at Portland,

Maine. Drawings and specifications may
be obtained at the above office or from the
custodian of site at Portland.

<il!COPEE, MASS.—The Fisk Rubber
Co. of Chicopee is reported to be planning
to build a five-story mill (600 ft. by 110 ft.)

to be equipped with motor-driven machin-
ery and to cost about $300,000.

STERLING, MASS.—The city of Ster-
ling is contemplating extending the munici-

lectric-light and power service to
Washacum. The cost is estimated at

$11,000.

Middle Atlantic

ATTICA, N. Y.—Within the next three
months the Attica Wtr., Gas & El. Co. ex-
pects to purchase one 75-kva., two-phase,
60-cycle, 1100-volt generator, with exciter
and necessary ammeters, voltmeters and
witches. R. W. Harris is manager.
BABYLON, N. Y.—The Public Service

Commission has authorized the Long
Island Ltg. Co. to take over the Babylon
El. Lt. Co. and to issue $175,000 in bonds
and $125,000 in capital stock. The pro-
ceeds are to be used to acquire the prop-
erty, including franchises, etc., of the
Babylon Co.

FILLMORE, N. Y.—Within the next six
months the Genesee Valley Pwr. Co. of
Fillmore expects to purchase one 150-hp.
oil engine.

GENEVA, N. Y.—The Central New York
Gas & El. Co. of Geneva expects within
the next three months to erect an outdoor
substation with an output of 1200 kva.,
equipped with three 400-kva., 13,200/2300-
volt transformers, at Geneva. The com-
pany will also erect 10 miles of 13,000-volt
transmission line between Geneva and
Seneca Falls, 4 miles to be erected on
Arehbold-Brady A frames and the re-
mainder on existing wood poles. Material
for transmission line has already been
purchased. L. C. Reynolds is general su-
perintendent.

GOUVERNEUR, N. Y.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Sept. 10, for construction com-
plete, including mechanical equipment, in-
terior lighting fixtures and approaches, of
the United States post office at Gouverneur.
Drawings and specifications may be ob-
tained at the above office.

MINEOLA, N. Y.—Bids will be received
at the office of the Board of Supervisors
of Nassau County, Court House, Mineola,
until Aug. 26 for furnishing and installing
lighting fixtures for the additions to the
Nassau County Court House, in accordance
With plans and specifications prepared by
William 15. Tubby, architect, 81 Fulton

. New York. The sum of $7,000 has
impropriated for this work. GeorgeM Coodale is clerk of board.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-
by the Department of Public Chari-

ties, Municipal Building, New York, N. Y.,
until Aug. 23 for furnishing one inter-
rupt ionless X-ray generator. Blank forms
and further information may be obtained
at the office of the contract clerk of depart-
ment. Municipal Building.
NEW FORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived by Bellevue and Allied Hospitals,
Department of Correction, Fire Department,
Department of Public Charities and Depart-
ment of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity,
Room 1230, Municipal Building, New York,
until Aug. 27 for furnishing pipe, pipe fit-
tings, etc., miscellaneous engineers' and ma-
chinists' supplies, electrical fixtures and
Supplies, drafting and engineering tools,
Instruments and supplies, etc. Blank forms
and further information may be obtained
at Room 1226, Municipal Building.
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.—A new plan

has been submitted to the Joint legislative

committee by Peter A. Porter to harness

Niagara Falls. The proposed plan provides

for the construction of a 90-t't. dam in the

gorge above Qwe.-nstown. There IS a drop
of loo ft. from the foot of the fall to the

site of the proposed dam.

OSWEGO N Y.—A committee has been

appointed by the City Council to engage
an engineer 'to prepare plans and supervise

the const ruction of a water-power plant at

High Dam on the Oswego River.

T(>\- A wan DA, N. Y.—The Council has
I to install a new street-lighting sys-

tem.

DELTA, PA.—The Delta Wtr. Pwr. Co.

is planning to build a concrete breast dam
a son, increasing head of 6 ft. to 9 ft.

.1 II Stubbs is president.

IIAKUIKI'.FRG, PA.—The Public Service

Commission has approved the incorporation

of the following light and power compa-
nies, which will be operated by the Eckels
Lt lit & Pwr. Co. of Crawford County:
Fairview Township, Girard Township, Con-
neaut Township, Cranesville Borough, Sum-
mer Hill Township, Spring Township, all

Of Erie County; Paint El. Co. of Paint,

and Scalp Level El. Co. of Scalp Level,

< ainbria County.
MEDIA, PA.—The borough of Media will

install in the municipal electric light and
water plant in about two months an addi-

tional generating unit consisting of an en-

gine and generator with a rating of about
100 kw. and new switchboard. Contracts
have been awarded for the construction of

a 200,000-gal. sedimentation basin, improv-
ing present mechanical pressure filters, and
also for the installation of a 1,000,000-gal.

pumping engine with necessary piping and
water-testing plant, to the Eastern Con-
struction Co. of Philadelphia. P. E. Ahem
is manager.
MONACA, PA.—The Town Council has

decided to notify the Monaca El. Co. that

the town has decided to take over the plant
and equipment of the company at the end
of a year. A 15-year franchise will ex-
pire in 1916.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—Bids are being
asked by the Board of Public Education,
Fulton Building, Pittsburgh, for electrical

work to be installed in five public schools.

For further information address George W.
Gerwig, secretary.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—The Public Service
Commission has approved the following
contracts: The Duquesne Lt. Co. and the
city of Pittsburgh for the installation of

numerous lamps ; the Penn El. Ser. Co. and
the county of Somerset for operating and
maintaining street-lighting system ; the
West Penn Ltg. Co. and the borough of

Houston for the installation of a power
plant ; the Westmoreland El. Co. and the

borough of Youngwood for operating a
street-lighting system ; the Central District

Tel. Co. and the borough of Monoca for
installing and operating a telephone sys-

tem.
BURLTNGTON, N. J.—The Council has

engaged W. E. Temple, electrical engineer,

of Philadelphia, Pa., to take charge of

changing the motive power of the drainage
system from steam to electricity. The cost

is estimated from $6,000 to $7,000.

CAMDEN, N. J.—Bids will be received at

the office of the supervising architect,

Treasurv Department, Washington, D. C,
until Sept. 14 for the installation of an
electric freight elevator, etc., in the United
States post office and custom house at

Camden, N. J. For details see proposal
columns.
CEDAR GROVE, N. J.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the lighting commissioners of

the township of Cedar Grove until Aug. 23

for furnishing for one year from Sept. 1,

1915, 40 (more or less) 32-cp. lamps for

street lighting.

MADISON, N. J.—The contract for in-

stalling the ornamental lighting system at
St, James Park has been awarded to the
Central Station Equipment Co., 114 Liberty
Street, New York, N. Y.

l'AUKERSBURG, W. VA.—The Kanawha
Trans. & El. Co., successor to the Parkers-
burg. Marietta & Interurban Ry. Co., is

erecting a new power plant to take the
place "f two old plants, one situated at

Parkersburg, W. Va., and one at Marietta,
Ohio. The new plant will be equipped with
two 2000-kva. and one lOOn-kva. General
Fleetric steam turho-generator ; also three
500-kW. motor-generator sets for street-
railway service; three 500-kva. transform-
ers, 2200/22,000 volts, connecting its 22,000-
volt transmission line between the two
cities, other transformers, switchboard, etc.,

all General Electric make. As this plant is

a mile distant from the old Parkersburg
plant, considerable transmission line will be
needed to connect the new plant with the

Old system. A change will be made from
tWO-phase to three-phase distribution. Con-
tracts for material have been placed. C. C
Gallaher Is acting manager.
WINCHESTER, VA.—The city of Win-

onsldering municipal ownership
ol the electric-lighting system.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-

ceived until Aug. Ii4 lor furnishing two
motor-driven tractors and two motor-
driven combination chemical hose wagons
tor the use of the Fire Department, Dis-
trict of Columbia.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the Department of the Int.nor,
Washington, D. C, until Aug. 24 for lur-

nishing material and rewiring the basement
rooms and corridors of the General J.and

Office Building, Washington. Plans and
atlons may be obtained upon appli-

cation tO the Chief clerk Of the department.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington,
D. c, until Aug. 31 for furnishing at the

various navy yards and naval stations sup-
plies as follows: Washington. D. C,
Schedule 8666—20 electrically illuminated
stadimeters. Boston, Mass., Schedule 8677
—8000 lb. phosphor bronze. Bids will also

be received at the same place until Sept.

7 for the following supplies :
East and

West, Schedule 8671—miscellaneous globes

and prismatic reflectors; Schedule 8670

—

miscellaneous water-tight attachment plugs

and tips for miscellaneous water-tight at-

tachment plugs; Schedule 8669—miscel-
laneous weatherproof sockets ; Schedule
8672—miscellaneous cotton insulating tape,

miscellaneous rubber insulating tape. Bids

will also be received until Sept. 7 as lol-

lows: Washington, D. C, or Pensacola,
Fla., or f.o.b., Schedule 8664—27 motors lor

aeroplanes. Mare Island, Cal., Schedule
8659—two direct-current turbo-generator
sets. Applications for proposals should
designate the schedule desired by number.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign trade
opportunities are announced by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce In the

Commerce Reports as follows: No. 17,861

—A representative of a firm in the Nether-
lands states that he desires to receive

samples and quotations on the following

goods : Electric, gas and oil lamps ;
brass

tubes, brass chains, and brass double parts

for making lamps. The New York City ad-

dress of the representative may be had
on application to the above bureau or its

branches. No. 17,862—A representative of

a Norwegian firm, who at present is in

New York City, states that he desires to

establish commercial relations with Ameri-
can manufacturers and exporters of pocket
flashlights, electric push-buttons, etc.,

thermometers for hospital use, field glasses,

etc No. 17,964—A merchant in the Neth-
erlands informs an American consular offi-

cer that he desires to purchase electrical

and optical goods, electric pocket lamps,
etc. No. 17,898—A merchant in Spain in-

forms an American consular officer that he

desires to receive catalogs and full informa-
tion relative to stationary electric motors
for pumping water. Correspondence should

be in Spanish. Further information may
be obtained at the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Department of Com-
merce, Washington, D. C, and its branches.

North Central
DETROIT. MICH.—A power house, 80

ft. by 170 ft., will be erected on Martin
Avenue, south of Michigan Avenue, for the

parish of Our Lady of the Angels.

DURAND, MICH.—Within the next six

months the water and light commission ex-

pects to purchase a 250-kva., three-phase,
60-cycle, 2200-volt generator (directly con-

nected). H. F. Rosencrans is superin-
tendent.
MIDLAND, MICH.—Surveys and other

preliminary work have been completed for

the proposed hydroelectric development of

the Tittabawassee Pwr. Co. The company
has purchased 11,396 acres and has ob-
tained options on 30,000 more in connec-
tion with the project. The first dam when
completed, it is said, will develop 12,000
hp Frank I. Wixom is local manager.
BUCYRUS, OHIO—The Bucyrus Lt &

PWT. Co. has practically completed its new
steam generating station, equipped with a
600-kw. General Electric turbine and
switchboard, Wcstinghouse Leblanc con-
densers, Wickes boilers, stokers, etc, at a
cost of about $50,000. A. G. Moser is man-
ager.

CINCINNATI, OHIO—The Board of Con-
trol has awarded a contract for installing
a police signal system in connection with
the fire-alarm telegraph system to the
Western F.lectric Co., at $24, 588. The new
system is to take the place of the present
arrangement with the Cincinnati Tel. Co.
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CLEVELAND, OHIO Blda will b
celved .n the office ol the commissioner of
purchaaea and auppllea, 511 Cltj Hall,
Cleveland, until A.ug, 26 tor furnishing and
Installing the standard lighting flxturea In
the new city hall building. Plana and speci-
fications maj be obtained at the office of
.1 .Mill. mi Dyer, 826 Cuyahoga Building.
Cleveland, architect, upon deposit of $15, of
which |8 will be refunded upon return of
plans.

Coshocton, OHIO The Coshocton i.i.

A Hit:. Co. is Installing a new 600 hp.
(Stirling type) BabCOCk A Wilcox boiler,
new feed-Water heater and feed pump. The
company has recently closed a contract
with the McClurg Rubber Co. of Co
for a 425-hp. connected load in synchron-
ous and induction motors. The Coshocton
Class Co. has increased its power require-
ments by two 75-hp. induction motors. C.
n i loweii is local manager.
FOREST, OHIO — The Council has

granted the Hardin-Wyandot Ltg. Co. of
Kenton a franchise to supply electricity in
Forest and has also awarded the company
a ten-year contract for street-lighting.
HAMILTON', OHIO.—Plans are being

considered for the installation of a new
ornamental lighting system (cluster
lamps) on Main Street, wires for which
will be installed while the street repairs
are being made.
LQRAIN, OHIO—Bids will be received

at the office of D. D. Lewis, director of
public service, until Aug. 25 for furnishing
energy (alternating current) for street-
lighting and domestic lighting and power
purposes for a period of one year.
MANSFIELD, OHIO—Under the new 10-

year contract recently awarded the Mans-
field Ry., Lt. & Pwr. Co. by the City Coun-
cil, the company will install a new street-
lighting system, consisting of 1000 type
"C" tungsten lamps of 100 cp., these to b£
erected on brackets and center-suspension
construction and maintained by overhead
wires: also 202 600-cp. tungsten lamps
erected on single standards (furnished by
the Union Mfg. Co.), maintained by under-
ground wires. S. A Foltz is manager for
the receiver.

MARBLEHEAD, OHIO—Within the next
six months the Marblehead Pwr. Co ex-
pects to purchase equipment for street-
lighting, consisting of 75 series tungsten
streef lamps. G. W. Lapp is electrical
engineer.

MARION, OHIO.—The City Council has
authorized the director of public service to
enter into a contract with Eli M West
receiver for the Columbus, Delaware &Marion Ry. Co., for supplying electricity
for 4 4 cluster-lamp standards, to be erected
on West Center Street.

MAUMEE, OHIO.—Bids will be received
by the Board of Trustees of Public Affairs
of Maumee until Aug. 25 for construction
of water-works system, including pumping
station, well house, two motor-driven deep-
well pumps, capacity each 75 gal. per min-
ute : three motor-driven force pumps, ca-
pacity 350 gal. per minute ; reinforced-con-
crete reservoir ; elevated steel tank, 60,000
gal. capacity, on 110-ft. steel tower; cast-
iron pipe and castings. Separate proposals
will be received for several parts of the
works and for the entire work. Thomas N.
Dowling is clerk.

SALINEVILLE, OHIO.—The Salineville
El. Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co. has recently pur-
chased a 100-kw. Westinghouse alternating-
current generator. P. S. Hart is superin-
tendent.

TROY, OHIO.—The contract for the ad-
dition to court-house lighting and heating
plant (61 ft. by 38 ft.) has been awarded
to Grimes & Thompson of Piqua, at $4,948.
WOOSTER, OHIO—Preparations are

being made by the Wooster El. Co. for the
erection of a transmission line from Woos-
ter to Smithville to supply electrical serv-
ice there. The company has been awarded
a street-lighting contract in Smithville and
will establish a 24-hour service. The town
of Madisonburg, it is reported, is negotiat-
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Of Public Works for VI new lamp stand-
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JEFFERSONVILLE, I m >. Contracts
have been signed between the •

Jefferaonvllle and the United Qaa & El. Co,
for changing over the atreel lighting aya
I. ni Horn are lamps to in.los.'d nit]
tilled tungsten lamps, ranging from 260 cp

1 Cp, in the business district and 80
CD. in the outlying districts. The numb.i'
of the poles will be doubled.

SHOALS, IND. The installation Of an
electric-light plant and water-works system
(combined) in Shoals is reported to he un-
der consideration.

ELIZABETH, ILL.—The Elizabeth Lt. &
1'wr. Co. has entered into a contract with
the Interstate Lt. & Pwr. Co., a subsidiary
of the Northern States Pwr. Co. of Chicago,
to furnish electricity to operate its system
for a period of twenty years.

KANKAKEE, ILL—The Board of Su-
pervisors of Kankakee County is investi-
gating the feasibility of establishing an
electric light and power plant to supply
electricity for the county buildings.

MARINE, ILL.—The Marine El. Service
Co. will soon be in the market for a quan-
tity of line material and transformers, also
a 30-kva., three-phase generator. The com-
pany's plant was completely destroyed by
fire on June 3 and a temporary one was
built at once and service resumed June 12.
H. F. Neale, 1905 Victor Street, St. Louis,
Mo., is purchasing agent.
PEORIA, ILL.—The committee on lights,

which has been making investigations as
to the feasibility of establishing a munici-
pal electric-light plant, has submitted a
report recommending the submission of the
proposal to the voters. The cost is esti-
mated at $38,389.
SPARTA, ILL.—Bids will be received by

the city of Sparta, III., until Aug. 24 for
construction of water-works system, includ-
ing 12% miles of 2-in., 6-in. and 8-in. water
mains, 83 hydrants, 100,000-gal. steel tank
and tower, two centrifugal pumps and
electric motors, one gas-pumping engine
and complete filter plant, capacity 500,000
gal. per day. Plans are on file at the office
of W. M. K. Brown, civil engineer, East
St. Louis, 111.

DANE, WIS.—Plans are under way for
the installation of a municipal electric-
lighting system in Dane. Vaughn, Meyer
& Sweet, Majestic Building, Milwaukee, are
engineers.

DELAVAN, WIS.—The Burlington El.
Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Burlington has secured
the right-of-way for the erection of a trans-
mission line from Burlington through Lake
Geneva and Elkhart to Delavan. If satis-
factory arrangements can be made with
the lighting companies in these towns, the
line will be built. C. E. Partee is manager.
DURAND, WIS.—The capital stock of

the Durand Lt. & Pwr. Co. is reported to
have been increased from $35,000 to $70,000.
LODI, WIS.—Plans are being prepared,

it is reported, by Vaughn, Meyer & Sweet,
electrical engineers. Majestic Building, Mil-
waukee, for rebuilding the distrbution sys-
tem of the municipal electric-light plant.

MADISON, WIS.—Plans have been pre-
pared by E. E. Parker, city engineer, for
the installation of a new street-lighting
system (to cost $18,000), which provide
for the erection of 145 ornamental stand-
ards mounted with nitrogen-filled lamps of
1000 cp., maintained by underground wires,
bids for which were opened Aug. 13.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the lighthouse in-
spector, Milwaukee, Wis., until Aug. 25 for
furnishing two electrical motor-driven air
compressors. Further information may be
obtained upon application to the above of-
fice.

AUSTIN, MINN.—Bide will be received
until Sept. 1 by the Independent School Dis-
trict No. 27, Franklin Building, Austin, for
construction of an eight-room ward school
building, including general contract work,
electric wiring, heating, plumbing and
ventilation. Kinney & Macomber of Minne-
apolis are architects.
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'. .Miller &
Sons of Clermont to supply electrical serv-
ice in Arlington. The transmission line
will be extended from to Arlington.

Til "ION, IOWA—Bids will be rei
by T. C. Moflit, auditor of Cedar County,
at Tipton, until Sept. 2, for construction of
a County Home Building at Tipton, £

ate bids will be i
i the same time

for heating, plumbing and electric wiring
of said building. Charles A. Dieman &
Co. of Cedar Rapids are architects.

CASSVILLE, MO.—The Cassville Mining
& Milling Co. is building a new engine room
in connection with power house and will in-
stall an 80-hp. oil engine and also a 12-hp,
engine for pumping. If the new engine
proves satisfactory, the steam plant will be
closed down. No change will be made in
electrical equipment. Contracts have been
placed for machinery. J. C. Ault is secre-
tary.

EDGERTON, MO.—The McComas Hydro-
Electric Co. of Edgerton is reported to have
authorized an additional bond issue of $35,-
000, the proceeds to be used to equip its
power plant. The company proposes to
supply electricity in Edgerton and neighbor-
ing towns.
FULTON, MO.—Bids will be received at

the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Sept. 7 for the construction of United
States post office, complete, at Fulton, Mo.
For further information address James A.
Wetmore, acting supervising architect.

NOVINGER, MO.—The Merchants' Lt. &
Pwr. Co. has recently installed a 100-hp.
boiler. J. F. Duncan is manager.
KENMARE, N. D.—The National Bri-

quotting Co., of Kenmare, which owns
the local electric-light plant, may possibly
install an additional boiler and some syn-
chronizing apparatus during this year. H.
E. Soule is vice-president.

MINOT, N. D.—The Consumers' Pwr. Co.
of Minot is enlarging its power station to
provide space for new equipment, including
two 240-hp. boilers and one 250-kw. gen-
erating unit. Contracts for machinery have
been placed. J. F. McGuire is manager.
SENTINEL BUTTE, N. D.—J. C. Robert-

son, it is reported, has been granted a
franchise to install an electric-light plant
in Sentinel Butte.

CUSTER, S. D.—Within the next four
months the Custer El. Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co.
expects to purchase one 75-hp. oil engine
and one 12,000-gal. oil-storage tank. W. R.
Jewell is superintendent.
CREIGHTON, NEB.—Within the next

two months the Creighton Gas, El. Lt. &
Pwr. Co. expects to erect a primary trans-
mission line to the plant of the Creighton
Milling Co. and install a 40-kw., three-phase
generator, switchboard, etc., for a day serv-
ice ; also to purchase within the next 30
days a 40-kw. generator (belted). A. C
Hough is president and treasurer.

EDGAR, NEB.—Bids will be received by
the city of Edgar until Sept. 3 for furnish-
ing material and erecting a pole transmis-
sion line and an electrically driven pump.
Plans and specifications may be obtained
from V. L. Hollister of Lincoln, engineer,
upon deposit of $5.

HASTINGS, NEB.—Within the next 30
days the city of Hastings expects to pur-
chase one 750-kw. steam turbo-generator
and condensing plant and steam-flow in-
tegrating meters ; also one deep-well centrif-
ugal pump (electrically driven), capacity
1000 gal. per minute. W. S. Watson is
commissioner.
ARKANSAS CITY, KAN.—The Public

Utilities Commission has authorized the
Kansas Gas & El. Co. of Wichita to take
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)ver the property and holdings of the
s City Gas & El. Lt. Co.

HIAWATHA, KAN.—Arrangements have
jct-ii made l>y the city of Robinson ti

Hi.' electricity from the Hiawatha munici-
pal electric plant to operate the proposed
Ighting system in that city, for whit .i

flO.OOO In bunds was recently voted. The
own of Everest is planning to install an

lighting system tliis fall and may
ic.ure energy from the plant in Hiawatha.

ill TOH1NSON, KAN.— Plans are being
ed for enlarging the plant of the

United \\ t r . Gas & El. Co. in Hutchin-
son. Work will begin at once on the In-
stallation of a new boiler at the city

.vorks and electric plant. Arrange-
are being made for the installation

)t an additional generating unit at any
time. The output of the plant will be in-
creased this summer to supply energy to
operate several extensions in the power

The Arkansas Valley Interurban
Ry. Co. has made arrangements to secure
energy from the company to operate the
extension from Hutchinson to Burrton.
Electricity will be supplied to farms and
smaller towns along the line. J. P. Spring-
field is manager.
LIBERAL, KAN.—The Kansas Lt, Ice

1 Pwr. Co. expects to purchase one 180-hp.
to 200-hp. oil engine directly connected to
engine. H. W. Magruder is president and
manager.
LINCOLN, KAN.—Within the next two

months the city of Lincoln expects to pur-
chase some meters, wire and supplies for
distribution and lighting systems. C. H.
Berry is city clerk.

.MANHATTAN, KAN.—The Manhattan
Ice, Lt. & Pwr. Co., it is reported, is con-
templating remodeling its power station and
installing new equipment at a cost of about
$30,000. E. A. Wright is manager.
MI SCOTAH, KAN.—The city of Musco-

tah has engaged C. A. Reid, engineer of
Manhattan, to take charge of the instal-
lation of an electric-lighting system in
Musootah, for which $8,000 in bonds were
recently voted.

Southern States

CHARLOTTE, N. C—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Sept. 7, for construction com-
plete, including mechanical equipment and
approaches, of the United States post of-
fice and court house at Charlotte, N. C.
Drawings and specifications may be ob-
tained at the above office, or from custodian
of site at Charlotte, N. C.

CLINTON, N. C—The Sampson Pwr.
Co. of Clinton expects to purchase within
the next three months some line wire.
C. W. Petty is secretary and treasurer.

DURHAM, N. C.—The Durham Trac. Co.
3 to purchase within the next two

months one condenser pump. The company
will also purchase the usual amount of sup-
plies for distribution and lighting systems,
and electrical appliances and supplies.

EDENTOWN, N. C.—The Board of Pub-
lic Works expects to purchase within the
next six months one 150-hp. boiler and one
100-kva., three-phase generator, exciter
and switchboard. J. C. Martin is superin-
tendent.

LUMBERTON, N. C.—Improvements are
contemplated to the municipal electric-light
plant and water-works system, to cost
about $25,000. Gilbert C. White of Char-
lotte, N. C, is consulting engineer.

INDIAN SPRINGS, GA.—Improvements
are contemplated at the Indian Springs
resort, including the installation of an
electric-light plant, by the Misses Scoville,
lessees of the Wigwam Hotel. Surveys
and plans are now being made by Walter
C. Sanders, mechanical engineer, of Macon.
SALERNO, FLA.—A company is being

organized to construct and operate an elec-
tric-light plant, water-works, etc., in Sa-
lerno. B. W. Mulford and others are inter-
ested.

TITUSVILLE, FLA.—At an election to
Ibe held Sept. 20 the proposal to issue $35,-
000 in bonds to purchase the plant of the
Titusville El. Lt. Co. will be submitted to
the voters.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—The Public
Lt. & Pwr. Co., 809 Georgia Avenue, Chat-
tanooga, recently organized by J. W. and
G. B. Adams and others, is a consolidation
of the Tennessee Valley Lt. & Pwr. Co. of
Chattanooga, Rhea County El. Lt. Co. of
Dayton and several other light and power
companies in east, lower and middle Ten-
nessee.

HARTSELLE, ALA.—The Alabama Pwr.
Co. of Birmingham has purchased the prop-
erty of the Hartselle Lt. & Pwr. Co. The

Alabama company will operate tin: local

plant tor the present, but wdi erect a trans-

mission line through Hartselle within the

next year, transmitting the energy from
Muscle Shoals.

JACKSoN, AI.A. Tin Jackson 101. Co.

is installing <« electric-light plant and ice

factory here. The equipment will
;

o Birmingham return tubular boilers,

on.- 125-hp. Erie city engme, one r5-kya.

nghouse three-phase, 60-cycle, 2^00-

voll generator, one three-phase machine and
distributing switchboard panel and 20 Gen-
,i.i I Electric transformers, aggregating 70

kva The plant is also equipped with a 15-

manufacturing machine. The street-

lighting system consists of 50 6.6-amp.,

I ip, type C tungsten lamps. R. V. West
is president.

RUSSELLVIULE, ALA.—The Sloss-Shef-
ti.ld Steel & Iron Co. of Birmingham is con-
templating extensive improvements at the

UvilTe iron-ore mines, involving an
i it lire of $50,000. The work will in-

clude 6000 ft, pipe line, a 10-in., two-stage
(electrically driven) centrifugal pump, cen-

ower Btatlon equipped with two West-
inghouse turbo-generators with rating of

300 kw. each, several miles of copper trans-
mission lines, electric motors to drive three
washers, and others to be equipped for

electrical operation later. Doubling the
water-storage capacity (at central pump-
ing station) by raising the dam, now 3 ft.

high and 1000 ft. long, and providing new
concrete spillway and relief valves in bot-

ii.iii, is also contemplated. It is reported
that plans are under way for improvements
to ili.' North l'.irmingham furnace, but no
appropriation has been made.
BRINKLEY, AUK.—Within the next four

months the lirinkley Wtr. & Lt. Co. ex-
pects to erect transmission lines to connect
up two nearby towns and will require mate-
rial lor 21 miles of pole transmission line.

.1. 10. Thompson is president.

A DM AN SON, OKLA.—Bids, it is re-
ported, will be received until Sept. 20 by the
city of Adamson for the construction of an
electric-light plant.

1 1

1 'D IK 'OCK, OKLA.—The installation of
an electric-light plant in Hitchcock is under
consideration. Messrs. Thomas & Ritchie,
representing the Economy Ltg. & Mfg. Co.
of Oklahoma City, are reported to be inter-
ested in the project.

SOPER, OKLA.—An election will soon
be called t" submit the proposal to issue
bonds for the installation of a municipal
electric-light plant to the voters.

TONKAWA, OKLA.—Within the next
twelve months the city of Tonkawa expects
to purchase a 20-amp., three-phase, 2300-
volt, 60-cycle generator for the municipal
electric-light plant ; also to change over
the present arc-lamp street-lighting system
to incandescent lamps. V. K. Stanley is

superintendent.

TULSA, OKLA.—The Sand Spring Pwr.,
LI. .V Wtr. Co. of Tulsa is installing a
1050-hp. vertical water-tube boiler plant
and a 1250-kva. turbine. P. A. Smith is

purchasing agent.

WOODWARD, OKLA.—The Woodward
Cotton Co., which owns and operates the
local electric-light plant, has recently com-
pleted a 50-barrel flour mill and an ele-
vator to handle 50,000 bushels per day, the
equipment to be operated by electricity.
The company has also purchased three 25-
kw. transformers. John Raynor is man-
ager.

DEVTNE, TEX.—The Devine Lt., Pwr.
& [ce Co., recently organized with a cap-
ital stock of $35,000, is planning to in-
stall an electric-light plant in Devine.
.1. W. Pullerton is reported interested in
the company.
GARLAND, TEX.—The North Texas Lt.

& Pwr. < '(). is reported to have been granted
a franchise by the City Council to supply
electricity for lamps and motors in Garland.
SPUR, TEX.- The citizens' Gin & Pwr.

Co. is contemplating installing an electric-
light planl in Spur. C. D. Copeland is re-
ported interested.

Pacific States

BELLINGHAM, WASH- -The City
Council is considering replacing the arc
lamps now in use with tungsten lamps.

STEPTOE, WASH. The Sleptoe I.t. X:

PWT. Co. has applied to the County Com-
missioners for a 50-year franchise to erect
and maintain transmission lines for the
purpose of supplying electricity in Steptoe.
E. N. Woodin of Colfax is interested in
the company.
BAKER, ORE.—The Kastern Oregon Lt.

& Pwr. Co. of Baker will purchase from
time to time such quantities of electric
appliances and supplies, including heating

and cooking apparatus, vacuum cleaner*,

washing machines, i

: to

demands W a Harmon is manager.

\i,i; LOCKS. ORE Within the

Bis months the Columbia Kiver Lt. &
Pwr. Co. of Cascade Locks expects to build

a lieu power house and to erect .
miles Of

transmission line . also to pun I
50-

kw. to 200-kW. generator, one impulse
waterwheel, exciter, switch..-, protection de-

and governor, transformers, lightning

am ulators, meter, etc. Q. A.
Young is president.

EUGENE, ORE The Oregon Pwi
is contemplating the purchase ol a f< w elec-

tric stoves and a small quantity ol v.

Attila Norman is general manager.
HEPPNER, nino.—The Heppner Lt. &

Wtr. CO. expects to erect within the next
three months 20 miles of transmission lines

to transmit energy from its plant in Hepp-
ner to the towns of Lexington and Ion.-,

and also to purchase material for same. A.
B. Gates is treasurer.

INDEPENDENCE, ORE. Thi
Pwr. Co. oi Independence expects to pur-

,• within the next eight months a lim-
ited number ol poles, transformers, electric
ranges and small electrical appliances. E.
M. Blenis is superintendent.

JOSEPH, ORE.—The Joseph Lt. & Pwr.
Co. expects to erect within the next two
months 2 miles ot transmission lines. F.
D. McCully is president.

COACI HOLLA, CAL.—At an election to

be held Sept. 4 the proposal to establish
a lighting district will be submitted to the
voters.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The finance com-
mittee of the City Council has included in

the tentative budget which it is preparing
an item calling for bonds to be issued to
the amount of $500,000 for a police and fire-

alarm system.
K10DWOOD CITY, CAL.—The installa-

tion of an ornamental lighting system on
the principal streets of the city is under
consideration by the city trustees.

SAUSALITO, CAL.—Bids will be received
by the Board of Trustees until Aug. 30
for installation of an electrolier street-
lighting system, consisting of 65 standards,
together with lamps, globes, etc. The cost
is estimated at about $4,000. Plans and
specifications may be obtained from the
town engineer upon deposit of $10.

RUPERT, IDAHO.—The City Council is

reported to be considering the proposal to
take over the local electric-light plant and
make improvements to same.
GLASGOW, MONT.—At a special elec-

tion to be held Oct. 4 the proposal to issue
$18,000 in bonds for extensions to the mu-
nicipal electric-lighting system will be sub-
mitted to the voters.

GREAT FALLS, MONT. — The City
Council has adopted a resolution creating
lighting districts on Third and Fourth
Avenues North, where a new lighting sys-
tem will be installed.

HYSHAM, MONT.—The Town Council
has engaged the Billings Engineering &
Contracting Co. of Billings as consulting
engineers in connection with the construc-
tion of the proposed municipal electric-light
plant and water-works system.

ROUNDUP, MONT.—The Roundup Coal
Mining Co., which owns and operates the
local electric light and power plant, will
make improvements to the plant at once,
including the installation of a 200-kw.,
2300-volt generator, two boilers, etc. The
city contemplates the installation of a new
Street-lighting system, electricity to be sup-
plied by the Roundup Coal Mining Co.

LANDER, WYO.—Plans are being pre-
pared, it is reported, by P. B. Dykeman and
other Chicago capitalists for the construc-
tion of a power plant in I'opo Agie Canyon.

LOVELOCKS, NEV.—The Lovelocks &
Woolsey Lt. & 1 'wr. Co. of Lovelocks ex-
pects to purchase within the next six
months one 250-hp. waterwheel directly
connected to alternator, one governor for
same, one 250-hp. Diesel engine directly
connected to alternator, one set oil filters,

three 100-kw. transformers, and all kinds
of electrical appliances. C. L. Young is

superintendent.

CARLSBAD, N. M.—Within the next
three months the Public Utilities Co. of
Carlsbad expects to erect a third trans-
mission line to power house ( f, miles from
town) of No. 1 bare copper wire, changing
transmission system from single-phase to
three-phase, also to purchase within the
next three months one 150-kw., three-phase,
2300-VOlt generator and exciter for same,
governor for a 40-in. Samson turbine, oil
switches, etc, for switchboard, 6 miles of
No. 1 bare copper wire, 220 pole-top pin
and Insulators. lOugene A. Roberts is man-
ager.

PORTALES, N. M.—The city of Portales
expects to purchase within the next twelve
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monthi material for electrical and water
distribution yatem, and ii" various

electrical supplies and appliance! for the
municipal electric Ugh) and watei work!

\ • i. in \\ 11 Bi ii'-v la oitj oli

1 'on i

sn.\ i i: . rrv, N. M.—Within the
• i ha the Silver I 111 j Pwr. « !o expecta

to purchase wiring material, auppllea, etc.
M B Buchanan la manai

Canada
ATHENS, ('N'T.-The City Council has

authorlaed plans prepared for the In
i '. mi of i new electric li^iu and power
plant, t<> coal about 126,000,

n VMILTON, ONT. Estlmatea have been
completed by the Hamilton Hydro Commis-
sion for tin' establishment of a civic tele-

IiIioiki system, tin- present ffit DOlSS Of
ii,,. municipal power plant to i" used A

mate la being made with a view
to Hi-' Installation "i an autom

i,i ;\\ [SBURG, ' INT. The Brool i Ule

burg i.t

cently completed the • ol its trans-
o the towna ol Verona and

Gordon and will begin work on thi

ii, , n ,,i b 2800 volt inn i"i iii"- towna of

Ithaca and Bonora aa noon aa material
be company win also supply

electricity to farmera reaiding along the
line.

MAiHic. ONT The Madoc Mining Co.,

reported, will soon begin work on the
com 1 1 iii-iion of a power hou udreau,

it $75,000.

PALMBRSTON, ONT.—The City Coun-
cil ha ! I' iiyniiman to prepare
plana for the construction <>f a new hydro-
electric power plant and distribution sys-
tem, to cost about $75,000.

Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED

AUG. 10, L916.

[Prepared by Mitchell & Allyn, 41 Park
Row, New York.]

1.149.172, Electric flatiron ; H. P. Ball,
Pittsfleld, Mass. App. filed Aug. 6, 1909.
Resistance unit cast in the body of the
iron.

1.149.173, Resistance Element; H. P.
Ball, Pittsfleld, Mass. App. filed Aug. 6,
1909. Resistance conductor laid be-
tween insulation in flattened tube.

l.i 19,188. Incandescent Lamp; F. Dicken-
schied, Berlin, Germany. App. filed July
26, 1912. Filament flattened at the region
of contact with the holder.

1,149,199. Tampering-Preventing Device
FOR Fire-Alarm Boxes; J. Karoly, Chi-
cago, 111. App. filed April 5, 1915. Has
a hand-grasping device.

1,149,203. Electric Furnace; J. G. Mar-
shall, Niagara Falls, N. Y. App. filed
Oct. 10, 1914. Self-formed spout of the
dulled product of the furnace.

1,149,207. Automatic Switch-Control-
ling Means; W. S. Menden, Brooklyn,
N. Y. App. filed Dec. 2, 1913. For ve-
hicle lights.

1,149,210. Electrolytic Cell; H. R. Nel-
son, Elizabeth, N. J. App. filed Aug. 17,
1914. For electrolysis of sodium chloride,
etc.

1,14 9,211. Method of Electrolysis; H. R.
Nelson, Elizabeth, N. J. App. filed Aug.
17, 1914. Steam or like medium is sup-
plied to the cathion.

1,149,229. Telephone System ; R. I. Utter,
Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug. 15, 1912.
Improved control circuits.

1,149,238. Electric-Furnace Regulator
;

R. H. White, Niagara Falls, N. Y. App
filed Sept. 8, 1914. Electrode moved
short of point required.

1,149,245. Vehicle Signal Apparatus ; B.
L. Bobroff, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed
Dec. 5, 1914. Pivoted signal arms at
opposite side of wind shield.

1,149,275. Electromagnet; J. F. McElroy
(deceased), Albany, N. Y. App. filed
March 7, 1911. For pneumatic valves.

1,149,282. Insulator-Supporting Fix-
ture

; C. L. Peirce, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.
App. filed May 4, 1914. Pipe lengths se-
cured together by castings.

1,149.295. Record Sheet and Method ofMaking the Same; E. O. Schweitzer
Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug. 12, 1911.
For synchronizing alternating-current
generators, etc.

1,149,312. Switch Movement; B. C. Web-
ster, Bridgeport, Conn. App. filed Sept.
8, 1914. For key-lamp sockets.

1,149,315. Electric Switch; C. J. Zigler
and W. P. Holden, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Aug. 27, 1913. Service switch sub-
stituted for knife switches commonly
used.

1,149.325. Electric Switch; T. E. Bar-
num, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed April
8, 1912. Pressure-operated snap action.

1,149,362. Wall Switch; D. D. Gordon,
Chicago, 111. App. filed Feb. 12, 1914.
Single-button push switch.

1,149,395. Validating Stamping System
;W. H. Muzzy. Dayton, Ohio. App. filed

Dec. 27. 1904. Validating stamps con-
trolled by "credit man" at central office.

1,149,409. Quick-Break Electric Switch :

E. Schwartz, Chicago, 111. App. filed
March 23, 1912. Switch-plug construc-
tion for electric iron.

1.149.41S. Signaling System ; H. B. Stone,

Providence, R. I. App. filed Aug. 9, 1913.
Employs alternating or pulsating current.

1,149,428. Telegraphy; P. B. Delany,
South Orange, N. J. App. filed Jan. 9,

1911. Successive impulses directed al-
ternately into two lines.

1,149,437. Terminal, for Electric Wires;
V. C. H. Gibson, Camden Town, Eng.
App. filed May 15, 1913. Perforated
flattened bar with surrounding sleeve.

1,149,496. Relay; H. W. Cheney, Milwau-
kee, Wis. App. filed April 17, 1911. Time
element ; high voltage.

1,149,547. Apparatus for Enabling the
Blind to Read ; Henry Tideman, Menom-
inee, Mich. App. filed Sept. 16 1908.
An electric stylus engages with code
perforations in a record.

1,149,558. Electrical, Accumulator; C.
de Sedneff, Paris, France. App. filed

Dec. 20, 1913. Ribbed grid.

1,149,583. Signal Device and Projector
Therefor ; M. R. Hutchison, Summit,
N. J. App. filed April 6, 1911. Electric
siren construction.

1,149,586. Electric Switch; C. J. Klein,
Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed May 31,
1911. Push-button construction insert-
able into different forms of casing.

1,149,705—Searchlight for Firearms

1,149,592. Multiduct ; T. E. Murray and
A. V. A. McHarg, New York, N. Y. App.
filed April 30, 1913. Corrugated plates
secured together to provide conducts.

1.149.599. Junction or Terminal, Block;
H. Small, Wyncote, Pa. App. filed Oct.
17, 1913. Plurality of connections
clamped together by a single bolt.

1.149.600. System of Motor Control; J.

C. Smith, Louisville, Ky. App. filed May
8, 1913. "Full-magnet" control for ele-
vators.

1.149.601. Reversible Electric Motor;
F. M. Spencer and G. W. Warnholz, San
Francisco, Cal., and W. J. Wigmore, Oak-
land, Cal. App. filed Jan. 28, 1913. For
vehicles.

1,149,603. Protective Device for Busbar
Circuits ; P. Torchio and H. R. "Wood-
row, New Yrork, N. Y. App. filed Oct. 28,
1914. Reactance coils connected to bus-
bar.

1,149,610. Acoustic Apparatus for De-
tecting Sound Vibrations in Non-
Gaseous Media ; D. W. Allis, Revere,
Mass. App. filed March 11, 1908. For
detection of leaks, broken bearings, etc.

1,149,614. Toll Telephone System ; E. P.
Baird, Evanston, 111. App. filed July 12,

Miscellaneous

11 1
l.i ". HAWAII Within the n« I l

months the ililo 131 i a Co. ext
struct hydroelectric power plant < No. 2

with an ••it i > 1 1 1 of abo
Ing <ui i "Hi. 80 cycli . 2200 volti . wit)
completi ' qulpmi nt, consisting ol water
w heels, gei ters, etc J. Q
m.j, in,- is manager,
PAN \ M a Bids will be it in.

office ol the general purchasing ollicer, th«

tnal, Wai hi ngton, I > C, nntl
Sept. 13, for furnishing motor-driven cap
starts, switchboards, cablei I miscellane-
ous equipment foi l)rj Dock No. I, HalbOi
Ti i Miiii.il Blanks a in I gi M" i al Inforn
n latli circular ( No. 962 ) n

ned from t he above olflci oi
i i a nt pun h Mis. 24

State Street, New York, N. Y ; 614 Whit-
Central Building, New Oi

B ml Fori Mason, S.i n | 'al

"Major )•'. C. Boggs is purchasing on

.1902. Control by central operator
avoided.

1,149,051. Trolley Mechanism for Rail-
way Cars; C. Kasper, Chicago, III. A.pg
filed July 11, 1914. Trolley finder with
advantageous features.

1.149.665. Electric Battery; F. N.
Mason, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. flle<l Oct,
25, 1913. Improved dry cell.

1.149.666. Refillable Electric BattebTJ
F. N. Mason, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. tiled

July 29, 1914. Has compressed dry cakes
of active and depolarizing mat

1,149,701 Ductile Filament; O. M.
Thowless, Newark, N. J. App. filed

March 20, 1914. Wrought filament com-
posed of a flashing of tungsten.

1,149,705. Searchlight for Firearms : E.
5. Ward, Portland, Ore. App. filed

March 6, 1913. Light detachably secured
to revolver barrel.

1,149,721. Trolley Frog; W. H. Brown,
Jerome, Pa. App. filed March 26, 1915.
Has removable central wearing plate.

1,149,735.' Electric Switch ; J. L. Crevel-
ing, New York, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 29,
1911. Particularly for battery charging.

1,149,755. Switch ; G. W. Hart, West
Hartford, Conn. App. filed May 1, 1914.
Particularly for automobiles.

1,149,789. Means for Operating Switch
Mechanisms ; R. A. Schoenberg, Branch-
port, N. J. App. filed Feb. 9, 1914.
Operates by longitudinal movement of a
part of the lamp socket.

1,149,798. Ignition Apparatus and Sys-
tem and Method of Spark Control ; R
Varley, Englewood, N. J. App. filed Dec.
23, 1913. Improved means for adjusting
timer and distributer.

1,149,822. Sound-Amplifying Device; P.J.
Hackett, Seattle, Wash. App. filed July
6, 1914. Improved construction with ad-
justing means.

1,149,829. Portable Generator for Pro-
ducing Radio-Activity in Varying Sub-
stances ; C R. Heberling and A. H.
Low, Denver, Col. App. filed March 23,

1914. Portable container for insoluble
radium containing agent.

1,149,843. Ignition Breaking Device; L.

J. Le Pontois, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed

June 23, 1910. Rapid interruption of the
circuit at the breaker irrespective of
speed.

1,149,874. System of Electrical Signal-
ing ; C. R. Underhill, New Haven, Conn.
App. filed Aug. 4, 1904. Wireless ;

se-

cures differentiation between the trans-
mitted and the translated signals.

1,149,913. Flashlight; H. H. and H. T.

Hipwell, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed April

14, 1915. Metallic casing forms one side

or circuit ; special switch construction.

1,149,933. Illuminated Match Stand and
Automatic Electric Waiter Signal ; A.
Martzolf, New York, N. Y. App. filed

Sept. 1, 1914. Lamp is projected above
stand to attract waiter.

1,149,973. Annunciator Fixture foe
Residences ; E. E. Berthold, Chicago, 111.

App. filed July 8, 1912. Apartment-
house bell, door-opener and speaking-
tube fixture.

1.149.979. Universal Sound-Transmit-
ting Means ; P. J. Hackett, Seattle, Wash.
App. filed Oct. 4, 1913. Avoids waste of

current.

1.149.980. Interrupter; C. Hartmann,
Lancaster, N. Y. App. filed June 11,

1913. Cam-roller construction.

1,149,998. Dynamo-Electric Generator;
G. and L. Inrig, London, Eng. App. filed

June 4, 1912. Car-axle type.

1,150,001. Electric Switch for Electric
Lamps and the Like; A. H. Miller, De-
troit. Mich App. filed May 10, 1906.

Thermostatic flasher.
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The Non-Electrical Distributer

FEW in the industry appreciate the growing influence

of the non-electrical distributer as a factor in the

development of the market for electrical appliances.

The hardware man, the druggist and the department

store are steadily becoming more interested in the sale

of electric flatirons, toasters, percolators, washing ma-

chines and vacuum cleaners. What is the electrical

merchant going to do about it? The popular demand

for these electric household devices has grown to a pro-

portion that has attracted the attention of the non-

electrical merchant. He has seen the opportunity and

taken steps to make it his own, all traditions to the

contrary notwithstanding. If the non-electrical distrib-

uter gets the business, it will be because he proves

himself a better merchant. It does not seem reasonable

to assume that he should be permitted to get the busi-

ness if the methods of the enterprising electrical dealer

are made the methods of all electric il dealers.

The Price of Labor

ASERIOUS condition faces the employer of labor.

The great war has unbalanced the economic scales

of the world, and just now money is flowing into the

United States for the immediate benefit of those indus-

tries directly affected. Labor naturally expects its share

of this temporarily large return. It not only expects

it but is getting it, with the result that new wage
standards are now being set which are in fact at least

artificial and certainly are not warranted for business

as a whole. There is a distinct element of insecurity

in American prosperity if labor is permanently and

everywhere to look upon estimated war profits of a few

concerns as a criterion for a general increase in the

wage scale. If the increase in wages were along the

lines of distinct profit-sharing of this temporary in-

crease in income, the aggressive tactics of labor would

seem sounder economically. It is not a secret that the

costs of doing business which are reflected in higher

costs of living have in general cut the margin of profit

in business. Isolated examples of extraordinary profits

are by no means typical of present-day conditions. In-

vestigations of different organizations refute a quite

generally stated belief that capital absorbs four-fifths

of the annual output of modern industry. A committee

of the National Civic Federation, for example, has re-

cently concluded that in general, after miscellaneous

expenses and the cost of materials and supplies are

deducted, the net earnings of industry are divided two-

thirds for wages and one-third for interest, profits and

upkeep. In other words, capital receives one-half as

much as labor, instead of four times as much. To de-

termine whether this is a fair general average is not so

important as that the readjustment of the wage scale

now taking place is altogether unfair to industry as a
whole. It is conceivable that artificial readjustments
of this nature will lead to a labor war, unprofitable and
wasteful to both labor and capital.

Too Many Dishes

ACUP of coffee at a Childs' or a Kohlsaat's restau-

rant costs five cents. At a high-priced eating

place the charge on the bill varies from twenty-five to

fifty cents. The difference is mostly dishes. True,
there may be personal satisfaction in drinking from
china rather than crockery. A man may be willing to

pay for soft carpets, silver creamers and coffeepots, but
included in the charge for service there is undoubtedly
stored up a return on an amount of capital that might
be released to more profitable use. Business is full of

examples of this sort, and the electrical industry is not
free from the universal extra cost of service. The de-

struction ot capital which comes from a great war will

automatically check this tendency to tie up capital in

unnecessary service. Having less capital with which
to do business, we have already tightened up the ma-
chinery and stopped many wasteful practices. Industry
as a whole must be content with plainer fare and fewer
"dishes." And just as such plainer fare means sturdier

men so the pruning of extra expenses in various over-

head charges means healthier business. Let us analyze
our methods and readjust our use of capital. Fixed ex-

penses are necessary. Service without frills is worth
having and paying for. But let us put our capital to

work rather than put it to rest.

Who Should Do the Wiring?

ASURPRISING variety of opinion exists on the sub-

ject of whether or not the central station can be
justified in maintaining a wiring department. The fact

that so many enterprising central stations still con-

tinue to wire houses in competition with the local con-

tractors indicates that there is still much to be said to

support the practice. They are doing this work only

because they consider it profitable and necessary; yet

the practice has been abandoned by many as funda-
mentally wrong. Apparently after much discussion

there remain two opinions on the basic issue. What a

business becomes in a community depends more often
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on the Initiative and enterprise «»t' the individual nun

than i»n fundamental principles. In I discussion so

important an attempt should DC made to get at the

principles, BO thai both groups Of individuals will at

least have a eommnii starting place. Experience can

be the only guide experience of contractor as well as

of centra] station and the Elei i

k

u \i, World has been

gathering the evidence for some time past preparatory

to a frank discussion of the issue. Its editors invite

comment on this quest Ion.

Day Service at Summer Resorts

In small communities largely populated by summer

visitors and remote from any central station or trans-

mission system giving continuous service the problem

of furnishing energy during the daytime is one of much

difficulty. The bulk of the load is provided by the light-

ing demand in many such places, the industries being

few aside from fishing, farming and caring for vaca-

tionists. The result is that in such cases the lines are

dead from dawn to dusk, and the use of small motors and

of electric heating appliances is meager indeed. That

any demand whatever should have arisen under these

circumstances for electric flatirons, fan motors, etc., is

surprising, and the development which has sometimes

taken place in face of this obstacle of limited hours of

use is simply amazing. When people are eager to use

electrical conveniences on a system having no day serv-

ice of any kind, it is certainly an incentive to the man-

agement of the central station to study constantly the

possibility of running a machine of small output

throughout the day.

To supply continuous service in these small places a

diversified load is commercially essential, or else the

operation of the generating plant must in some way be

combined with other utilities or industrial pursuits in

order to reduce the cost of attendance. A chain of sea-

side or country resorts within reach of a single plant

and perhaps combining trolley service with other ad-

vantages presents less difficulty than the single com-

munity which is too far removed from others to war-

rant pooling its electrical resources. The demand is

sure to be more diversified throughout a considerable

area, and variations in topographical conditions, amuse-

ments and local interests tend to create a market for

small motor applications which may be lacking in a

single resort town.

In the latter case it is perhaps of chief importance

to try to combine the central-station operations with

long-hour pumping where the municipal water supply

is thus handled. Local pride is strong, and sometimes

the installation of a first-class water system with its

potentialities in the way of fire protection can be put

through to the advantage of all interests concerned.

Pure water in ample quantity is one of the main essen-

tials of a thriving resort to-day, and with a fair-sized

winter population outlays for such a supply are often

justified on a scale which would not be supportable in

a community practically deserted except in the summer.

The Commission and the rtility

\ recent address before the Ohio Electric Light As-

sociation puts in a clear light the principle of mutual

obligation as between the public commission and the

utilities which if is designed to regulate. At the out

commissions seem to have been intended chiefly to

maintain the interests of the public against those of

corporations doing a public business, and commissi'

therefore, were looked at somewhat askance by thi

who had their money invested in railways, lighting

companies and similar enterprises. But in recent tin

the relations between the public and those who thus

serve it have undergone a change for the better that is

one of the strongest signs of improvement in civic af-

fairs. These relations seemed at one time to be mu-

tually predatory, but such a condition of affairs has

practically ceased to exist. The time has now come

when the managers of public utilities recognize fully

their obligations as well as their opportunities and are

striving to build up their respective enterprises on a

permanent and sound basis, with a keen eye to the fu-

ture and the realization that good service means in-

creased profits. Many a city council would be agree-

ably surprised if it could listen to the deliberations of

its utility managers or to their confidential conferences

with their engineers. Instead of plotting to charge all

the traffic would bear, they would find these gentlemen

scheming improvements which look to better service and

to lower prices, and would realize that they are ready

to meet the public more than half way in working for

their mutual good.

To do the commissions justice, they are, from their

close understanding of company affairs, nearer to grasp-

ing the situation in its entirety than is the community

at large. They stand ready, as is their duty, to see

that the public gets fair treatment and fair prices, but

they are also ready to hear the other side and to give

public utilities an opportunity for reasonable and stable

profits. In fact, they generally try to play the game

fairly, although now and then swayed by popular clamor

in a way that, temporarily at least, bears hard on the

investor. Yet on numerous occasions they have seen

that fair play requires regulation also of public rights

and privileges. When, for instance, an electric railway

has found itself in a tight place owing to its too opti-

mistic view of public support, commissions have not

hesitated to permit such reasonable increase of its rates

as would recoup it for its honest efforts in the public

behalf. In fact, when a railway comes with clean hands

to ask for equity it stands an exceedingly good chance

of getting it. In the lighting field we are happy to say

business has generally so prospered that there has been

no acute need of calling upon the commissions for help,

yet we do not doubt that if it were necessary to do so,

and a clear showing of right could be made, the com-

missions would respond to the appeal in a friendly

spirit. In many matters of minor detail, to use a

homely simile, the commissions' bark has proved worse

than their bite. In theory they keep up a supervision

of service and of accounting which, if they were dis-
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posed to be unfair, could be made extremely burden-

some; yet as a matter of fact they generally deal in a

very friendly spirit with any company which really

is trying to do the right thing and to meet them half

way. Moreover, public utilities find great advantage in

dealing with responsible representatives of the public

like a commission rather than with quarrelsome and

litigious individuals who raise unreasonable protest for

political or personal reasons and try to stir up trouble

in the community. Such there are, as many a central-

station man knows to his discomfort. Before the days

of commissions these trouble makers had a free hand

to stir up the press and the local authorities to any ex-

tent of which they were capable. Now their efforts at

mischief are limited by the fact that they have a re-

sponsible commission before which their grievances may
be laid and dealt with according to their deserts, and

in a large majority of cases the commissions have

passed out even-handed justice. Perhaps the best sign

of their honorable intent is the fact that a good many
decisions have left both parties pacified, even if not fully

convinced, which is a pretty sure sign that the outcome

has not been radically unfair.

The Boiler-Room Bonus System

The maintenance of continuously efficient combus-

tion in the furnace of a steam boiler demands con-

stant watchfulness and attention on the part of the fire-

man. If the load is uniform, as in a manufacturing

plant, the regulation of the air supply and the draft

becomes a simple matter; but if the load is variable, the

air supply and the position of the damper must be

changed frequently, to correspond to the demands for

steam. Moreover, when boilers are fired by hand,

whether the load is variable or not, the amount of air

admitted to the furnace should be increased at the mo-

ment of firing green coal. To make these changes in

the conditions of combustion as often as they become

necessary, the fireman must pay closer attention to his

work, and this fact offers a probable explanation of why
so many firemen shirk their responsibilities. They feel

that the extra work entailed by the repeated regulation

of air and draft is something for which they get no

credit and for which they are not paid, and the natural

tendency is to neglect it. In such a case the adoption of

a bonus system may offer a solution of the difficulty.

If the fireman is to receive a share of the value of the

fuel saved by his efforts to maintain efficient combus-

tion, however, two important points must be kept in

mind. First of all, the percentage offered must be large

enough to make him feel like working to obtain it, and,

second, a continuous record of the combustion and the

evaporation must be kept, to form the basis on which

to compute the bonus. It is folly to rely on intermittent

analyses of the flue gases to determine the average ef-

ficiency of furnace regulation ; for a clever fireman can

so manipulate his dampers and ashpit doors, during the

making of tests, as to show a high percentage of carbon

dioxide, and let the conditions fall into extreme ineffi-

ciency during the periods between tests. If he is able

to make favorable records at such particular times, he

is able to do so continuously and a bonus system is

often adopted to furnish the necessary incentive. A
bonus system, however, is wrong fundamentally and is

not to be commended. Conscientious work on the part

of a fireman should be recognized by promotion or in-

creased wages.

Buying or Making Power

Whether it will pay to make his own power or to buy

energy from a central station must be determined by

the manufacturer or other user on the basis of his finan-

cial and operating conditions. One consideration with

an important bearing on the final decision that is some-

times overlooked is the relation of capital investment

to the cost of power. The determining factor involves

not only the engineering element of interest on invest-

ment but the excutive element of whether investment

in plant is the most profitable use to which that amount

of capital can be put. The fixed investment for power-

generating equipment in some cases can be released to

more profitable use in buying materials or meeting the

payrolls or buying productive machinery.

In deciding on the course of power in any case, then,

the proper attitude of engineer and management can be

summed up in one question which they may put to them-

selves and properly answer on the basis of manufactur-

ing economy: Is purchased power from a central sta-

tion more economical than home-made power on the

basis of these two factors: first, will it enable us to

secure the power we need at the smallest cost per unit

output, and, second, will the capital called for be the

least necessary and permit the greatest return? It is

evident that the answer to this twofold question must
take into consideration the fact that money invested in

private-plant machinery is a part of the total equip-

ment in the same sense as any other machinery directly

used for manufacturing the particular product handled.

The amount to be invested in power must further be

considered in its relation to the total investment con-

sistent with effective and economical operation. If the

total amount of capital is limited, the relative amount
which a suitable power plant would require may, in

some cases, be better invested in or be available for

productive operations.

The plant manager must face these considerations

and answer them in conjunction with the engineering

facts involved. The most logical attitude he can assume
when considering central-station service is to realize

that the central station is a specialist in the production

of power just as naturally as he assumes to be a spe-

cialist in the production of the product he sells. Then
he may compare cost against cost. Next, consider the
capital invested as explained. His final decision as to

whether to buy or make power will have been arrived
at on a safe basis, and there is little room left for
arguing for one source of electrical energy as against
the other.
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Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

Flood and Hurricane Damage Texas Properties

The tropical hurricane which swept the coast of

Texas on Aug. 16 was one of the most severe in the

history of Gulf storms and raised havoc with overhead

electric light, telephone and telegraph circuits. Al-

though the storm centered at Galveston, much damage
was reported from other portions of the State. Electric

light, telegraph and railway service was demoralized

along the coast. The Galveston Electric Company,
operating the local railway lines, and the Galveston-

Houston Electric Railway were the hardest hit. The
Brush Electric Company, operating in Galveston, re-

ports: "Damage to our plants practically nil. Only

damage suffered was to line." Wires and poles in Gal-

veston, however, were a tangled mass.

The main power station of the Galveston-Houston

Electric Railway at League City was damaged by the

salt water, which filled the pits and covered the tur-

bines. The relay station at Lamarque was forced to

suspend, but the extent of damage is not yet known.

Only random poles remained between Highland Park
and Galveston.

The city of Houston fared little better than Galves-

ton as to wires and poles. Except for a few washouts
the tracks of the Houston Electric Street Railway were
not seriously damaged and service was restored to nor-

mal within a few days. The Beaumont-Port Arthur
Interurban Railway had to discontinue service on the

afternoon of Aug. 16 when water submerged the tracks.

The Southwestern Traction Company, operating be-

tween Belton and Temple, suffered only from trouble

caused by wind. No serious damage was sustained by
the Texas Power & Light Company properties. Reports

indicate that the newspaper accounts of damage were
greatly exaggerated.

Labor Troubles in Bridgeport

The European war, which has kept Bridgeport

(Conn.) factories on the rush to fill war orders, has

brought with it the unionizing of the city by organized

labor. The manufacturers of firearms quickly came to

an agreement with the labor leaders, and the workmen
in the numerous other industries in Bridgeport also

responded to the call to organize. Thus, for the first

time in its history, Bridgeport, .which is one of the

largest manufacturing centers in New England, is no
longer an open-shop town. Manufacturers of electrical

apparatus were not immune from the movement, and
most of the large companies have granted a forty-eight-

hour week with the same pay as for fifty-five hours.

In some of the electrical companies other demands have
been made and refused. Among the manufacturers of

electrical apparatus reported to have had trouble with
labor leaders are the Bridgeport Brass Company, the

Connecticut Electrical Manufacturing Company, the

Bryant Electric Company, Harvey Hubbell, Inc., and
the Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing Company.
At the shops of the Bryant Electric Company the work-
men walked out after the company had granted a

forty-eight-hour week and made further demands for

increased wages, etc. The demands made on the Con-
necticut Electric Manufacturing Company were for a

forty-eight-hour week with sixty hours' pay, double

pay for overtime, and additional increase in wages over

that asked for the short time. What effect the unionizing
of all classes of workmen is going to have on the future

of the city is largely problematical. Conditions at

present are so abnormal that it is impossible to state

what the final outcome will be. The strikes have not
embarrassed the electrical manufacturing companies,
which are filling orders as usual.
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CONCENTRIC WIRING DISCUSSED
International Association of Municipal Electrician! Bring!

Up the Subject at Annual Meeting in Cincinnati

Concentric wiring was one of the main topics of dis-

cussion and action at the twentieth annual convention

of the International Association of Municipal Electri-

cians, held at the Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati, Ohio, this

week. The convention was opened with an informal
reception at the hotel on Tuesday evening, and the dele-

gates were welcomed by Mayor Spiegel and other city

officials and representatives of the Chamber of Com-
merce. President W. H. Flandreau of the association,

city electrician of Mount Vernon, N. Y.; Dr. C. 1'.

Steinmetz, consulting engineer of the General Electric-

Company, and Messrs. J. B. Yeakle, Baltimore, and
W. Y. Ellett, Elmira, N. Y., responded.

Control of Electric Power

In beginning Dr. Steinmetz gave an abstract of an
address made by him last year at Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia, on the development of electric power and
then elaborated the idea and showed the great increase

in the scope of the association which is now taking
place. One of the most important public functions, he
said, is the safeguarding of energy. This is one of the

chief duties of municipal electricians. It is of very
high serial importance and of great potential power.
The population of the cities represented in the associa-

tion is over 30,000,000, so that a considerable part of

the United States is interested in the control of elec-

trical energy and therefore more or less interested in

the association.

Electric power, Dr. Steinmetz added, has really be-

come of general importance and use only in the last

ten or fifteen years. Although the association is much
•older than this, its activities were represented at first

by the care of police and fire-alarm signaling systems.

Only the younger generation has dealt with power en-

gineering. In the last year the problem of control of

high-power systems has entered, and the association is

changing by beginning to take more interest in engi-

neering matters of far greater importance. It now
touches matters of high potential line construction and
lighting and co-operates with the Bureau of Standards.
The association does not intend, said Dr. Steinmetz, to

enter very deeply into the question of specifications. It

will prefer, rather, to co-operate with the Bureau of

Standards. This body is not controlled by any special

interest, and its recommendations would be considered
by the association.

Concentric Wiring

During his opening remarks at the formal business

session on Wednesday, President Flandreau suggested
the appointment of a membership committee, consist-

ing of a member from each State. In speaking of the
activities of the association and its far-reaching con-
nections, he paid a tribute to the Electrical World.
In introducing Mr. R. A. Smith, city electrician of

Norfolk, Va., who read a paper on "The Advisability of

Using Concentric Wiring in This Country," President
Flandreau called attention to the importance of the

topic.

Mr. Smith said that the object of the presentation of

the paper was to bring before the members the possi-

bility of a reduction in the cost of wiring and a less-

ening of the fire hazard from the use of oil and gas in

smaller residences, where the new system would permit
the introduction of electricity. The interest in a system
of grounded concentric wiring, Mr. Smith said, has
arisen chiefly from two considerations—first, a desire

for a system <of wiring possessing advantages of low

cost, case of installation and good appearance; second,

a dasire to protect persons against injury by the use
of a grounded system having no underground exposed

energy-carrying parts. He quoted the rules which have
been submitted to the special committee of the National

Fire Protection Association. In so doing he stated

that they are only a partial outline of possible future

requirements and are subject to revision, modification

and extension resulting from further information and
experience.

From these rules .Mr. Smith noted that some of the

dangers anticipated are as follows: In the event that

a portion of the outer conductor or sheath becomes
disconnected and ungrounded it becomes a source of

danger. In the event that a loose connection develops

in the outer sheath or conductor sparking or heating
occurs, and it is exposed. The rule prohibiting the

placing of switches or fuses in the outer conductor or

sheath is absolutely necessary.

Mr. Smith declared that the subject is a live one and
will come up again, and it deserves the earnest atten-

tion of all officials of municipal inspection departments.
It is reasonable to expect that means will be found, he
said, to overcome the difficulties in safeguarding this

class of work. Notwithstanding the fact that many
departments are rightly opposed to the adoption of this

class of wiring, with the limited knowledge and incom-
plete specifications available at present, there is a de-

mand for some cheap and safe method of installing

branch circuits, and concentric wiring seems to be the

nearest approach to this method possible at this time.

Manufacturers Interested in Any Change

It must be borne in mind, Mr. Smith continued, that

large manufacturers of fittings for branch circuit work
are vitally interested in any change of methods or fit-

tings for this system and will be heard from whenever
the subject is raised for discussion. Manufacturers
deserve consideration when any radical changes are

contemplated in the code, such consideration, however,
being mainly in the nature of reasonable delay in put-

ting new regulations into effect in order that the manu-
facturer may dispose of special machinery, which in

many cases is costly. Time to absorb this asset should

be given.

The question of possible danger from loose joints and
broken ground connections in concentric wiring, which
at first may appear to be a serious objection, is less

important, Mr. Smith said, when it is considered that

the system is suggested only for 660-watt branch cir-

cuits and is not to be concealed. After eighteen years'

experience in inspection work, Mr. Smith declared that
he anticipates no greater danger from this class of

wiring than from some of the present approved sys-

tems. The steps which Mr. Smith advited members to

take are to study the national code, subscribe to the
laboratories' reports on approved fittings and mate-
rials, watch the amendments suggested to the code every
two years, and, last but not least, have ordinances that

will enable inspectors to enforce compliance with the
rules. r

Mr. Doane Outlines Advantages of System

At the morning session Mr. Smith's paper was dis-

cussed only briefly by Messrs. A. C. Farrand, Atlantic
City, N. J., and J. B. Yeakle, Baltimore, Md. At the
afternoon session Mr. S. E. Doane, chief engineer Na-
tional Lamp Works of the General Electric Company,
was asked to discuss the subject. In connection with
his studies to increase lamp sales he found that in
Europe there is a general effort to get small customers,
while in this country the companies said very truly
that they could not carry small customers on the lines

and make money. The result was an investigation of
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conditions [n Europe, one man on the staff devoting a

year to the studs of why such customers could be car
lied there at a profit. There were several considera

tiona involved, imt the question of concentric wiring
being understood so little in this country, that was gen-
erally the Starting point of discussion.

Concentric wiring, in the opinion of Mr. Doane, is

the best scheme advanced up to this time to connect
generators and lamps, it is the least expensive one.

Mr. Doane thinks thai it is also the safest one. He
described the construction of the wire, Btating that it

was developed in England, but that it had been put to

maximum use in Germany. The wire chosen here is

the English wire.

Concentric wiring, Mr. Doane continued, is not a
remedy for all ills. It was developed originally to wire
houses already constructed. If economically right and
sound, this wire will be developed in this country. With
knowledge of the very complete installations in Europe,
it is impossible to feel otherwise than that many uses
for it will be found here. Mr. Doane said that he feared
more for the success of a movement of this sort from
over-enthusiastic friends than from those who opposed
it.

Several delegates mentioned instances of inexpensive
wiring some years ago. Mr. F. A. Barron, General
Electric Company, submitted samples of bare concen-
tric wire. President Flandreau suggested the appoint-
ment of a committee to study the subject, compile data
on it, and keep members informed regarding the advis-
ability of the introduction of the system here. The
committee was authorized.

Dr. Steinmetz on Concentric Wire

Dr. Steinmetz said that concentric wiring in this

country is not entirely new. Concentric wiring with
underground cable is used to a very large extent for

safety; for instance, large railway systems are install-

ing cable in that way. The proposition now is to in-

troduce concentric wiring, for the reason that with the
concentric conductor, in case there is a fault, the cur-

rent goes quickly from one conductor to the other con-
ductor, and if the outer conductor is grounded it is all

right. If it is not concentric wiring and an attempt
is made to insulate the second conductor, and one fails,

the current, before it finds a return, meanders all over.

In signaling circuits the closed-circuit system is the
only reliable one. Any open circuit is unsafe, because
something may happen. With a closed circuit if any-
thing happens a signal is given. The comparison be-

tween that and between standard and concentric wir-
ing is much the same. In concentric wiring if the
ground fails the lights go out. In large degree the
grounds relied on for protection are not good when
anything goes wrong. Theoretically concentric wiring
should be safer because a ground is sure and there can
be no currents meandering through the house, since the
only path the current can follow is from one conductor
to the outer shell and from there to ground.

Louisville Jovians to Boost "Prosperity Week"
Every influence which can be made to serve the occa-

sion will be brought to bear by the Louisville (Ky.)
Jovian League in connection with "Electrical Prosperity
Week," according to plans of the members of that or-

ganization. One of the features will be a parade of all

available electrically propelled vehicles in Louisville and
vicinity, while efforts will be made to enlist not only the

electrical interests of the city but all local commercial
interests in support of the campaign. Under the direc-

tion of Mr. Robert Montgomery of the Louisville Gas &

Electric Company, a committee of Jovians will prepare
a census of electrical workers In Louisville. Starting
with the Louisville Cas & Electric Company, the Louis-

ville Railway Company and the telephone and telegraph
companies, It is estimated thai the list will show per-

haps that 10 per cent of Louisville': workers and those
dependent on them represent electrical interests, with
a payroll probably larger than the numbers would indi-

cate. With a showing like this it is believed that the
merchants of the city can be Btirred up to active intei

in the project, and that they will co-operate in the cele-

bration by decorating their stores and emphasizing for

the week what they handle and use in the electrical line.

N. E. L. A. COMMERCIAL SECTION PLANS
Chairman Becker Wants to Reach and Hold the Interest of

Men in the Hanks of the Industry

Plans of the Commercial Section of the National
Electric Light Association for the coming year are re-

ceiving careful consideration. In discussing them with

a representative of the Electrical World, the chair-

man, Mr. J. F. Becker, general sales manager of the

United Electric Light & Power Company of New York,

outlined several ideas for development through more
active co-operation of the committees and members.
One thought which Mr. Becker expressed is that the

Commercial Section shall get closer to the "men on the

firing line." "The man who is soliciting contracts for

electric light," he said, "is not interested in the theory

and operation of electric furnaces. He works by differ-

ent methods on lines entirely different from the man
who solicits the larger contracts. We want to give the

man who handles the smaller contracts an opportunity

to learn. We want to have him find out how advertis-

ing can assist him and how he can help the advertising

man."
In this work particularly Mr. Becker seeks the co-

operation of members. "The Commercial Section is

not a one-man proposition," he declared, "and all that

the chairman can do is to give his individuality to it in

order to make as much progress as possible during his

term of office. The work becomes effective because the

executive and other committees carry it through." Mr.
Becker continued:

Education for Salesmen

"One plan is that we shall give most cordial support

to the committee on education of salesmen, of which
Mr. Fred R. Jenkins of Chicago is chairman. To the

man in the ranks this committee now offers an oppor-

tunity to learn the fundamentals of the business. He
can learn from practical, not scientific facts. If we
make a success of this movement we shall do a great

deal to establish the Commercial Section on a sound

basis for greatly enlarged activities in the future. The
commercial engineering course, as the committee calls

it, is in four parts, covering selling, metering and rates,

lighting and power. In the commercial department of

this company thirty or forty men will take the course.

Some men from other departments may also take advan-

tage of it. If paid in advance, the cost of the full

course is $12. The cost, if paid quarterly in advance,

is $16. Our company will finance the course for the

men, paying the tuition in advance, with the under-

standing that the men will pay back $1 per month, but

that if in their examinations they show a percentage

over 75 we will return the money to them."

A Session for "Practical" Men

Mr. Becker also has in mind the creation of a "prac-

tical" session at the convention in order to hold the
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interest of the men he hopes to reach. "In recent

years," he continued, "the commercial business has be-

come extremely technical. We get many men for work
which requires college training. To other men the

work which the college-educated men do is mysterious.

Let the mysteries remain with the mysterious men, and
let us furnish facts adapted to the training and every-

day business of the practical men and thus hold that

great body of workers."

To emphasize the importance of attracting younger
men to the conventions, the new chairman of the Com-
mercial Section mentioned his experience at the 1907

annual meeting, held in Washington. He was a meter-

man then, and it meant a good deal to him to attend

the convention. After hearing the discussions he de-

cided that he would be a commercial man. "I was thor-

oughly interested in that convention," Mr. Becker
added. "Even now the proceedings are very interesting

to me. I have read them over and over again.

"Many men in the business to-day did not have a con-

vention to guide them along roads that would lead to

development," he went on. "Generally the commercial
departments were just getting well started when I made
my change. This is a day of specialties. The commer-
cial departments are highly organized, and much that

they do is over the heads of the men who are doing part

of the work. We have encouraged these men to become
members, and we do not want to let them feel in any
way that they are not being well repaid. The subjects

that mean their every-day bread and butter should be

taken up as one of the desirable activities of the Com-
mercial Section."

Something for "the Many"

Mr. Becker said that his idea is to have at least one
session of the 1916 convention devoted to simple com-
mercial problems. "This would take up lighting and
advertising and every man ought to get something out
of it," he continued. "I have had a great deal from the
Commercial Section, but we want to add something
that will be not for the few but for the many. At the
end of each year, when our younger members think over
what they have had to pay them for their membership
and trouble, we want to feel that they are well satisfied."

Mr. Becker also suggests the creation of a lighting

bureau corresponding somewhat to the power sales

bureau. The lighting bureau would form separate com-
mittees, possibly four or five, including an advertising
committee. Mr. Becker believes that this will be an
effective means of drawing and holding those who make
contracts for residence lighting and the smaller central-

station business.

When Mr. Becker was asked if he thought that busi-

ness conditions would have any effect on the section

he said: "They probably will retard committee work,
but so far as the results for the convention are con-
cerned I think that those will be overcome by the
activity of a small number of the members who will

take special pains to inject their personal ideas and
work and will get concentrated material for reports.

The committees will be selected as nearly as possible

with the purpose of giving good representation to the
different sections of the country. For instance, we have
asked the Pacific Coast companies to recommend mem-
bers. We also hope in this way to help to increase the
membership. Of course, our thought is to increase the
membership of the main body first and then to expect
that the Commercial Section will be benefited."

Chairman Becker was asked to comment upon the
suggestion of Mr. W. H. Atkins of Boston that special

importance be directed this year to the commercial side

of the industry. "The commercial men," he replied,

"may get a large power contract with a poor load-factor.

The engineer could do a great deal to guide the commer-

cial man. In every step there should be an operating

point of view as well as a commercial one. It is highly

important that the two should be co-ordinated. The

engineer can point out the different considerations

which are of importance to him, and the commercial man
can act upon them. As I understand it, the suggestion

of Mr. Atkins is that there shall be a greater degree

of activity in commercial matters by the engineering

and operating departments. This is very important,

and it will be beneficial. The Commercial Section will

be very glad to co-operate in any way with such a move-

ment.
"The section also proposes to co-operate with the So-

ciety for Electrical Development, and it has so pledged

itself. What it does to further the celebration of 'Elec-

trical Prosperity Week' will be done through the indi-

vidual activities of the members, however, and not

directly as a commercial section."

CONVENTIONS DURING SEPTEMBER
Important Meetings Scheduled for National and State Bodies

in All Sections of the Country

During the month of September there are usually

held more conventions of interest to the electrical fra-

ternity than during any other month of the year. In

addition to the regular meetings which ordinarily are

held during September there will be convened this year

the International Engineering Congress in San Fran-

cisco. Preceding the congress many national bodies will

also hold sessions on the Pacific Coast. Among those

which will meet in San Francisco during September are

the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, the American Electrochemical So-

ciety, the Institute of Radio Engineers, and the Tele-

phone Pioneers of America.
Other national bodies holding conventions during

September are the Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies, the Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association,

the Illuminating Engineering Society, and the Associa-

tion of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers. A list of

the most important meetings scheduled for the month
is given herewith in the order of their occurrence:

Date Association Place
Sept. 8-10—Pennsylvania Electric Association,

Bedford Springs, Pa.
Sept. 8-10—Indiana Electric Association Terre Haute, Ind.

Sept. 8-11—Northwest Electric Light and Power Association,

Portland, Ore.

Sept. 8-11—Institute of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers,
Detroit, Mich.

Sept. 13-15—Association of Edison Illuminating Companies,
Spring Lake, N. .T.

Sept. 13-18—Institute of Radio Engineers. .. .San Francisco, Cal.

Sept. 14-16—Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association,

Niagara Falls, Out.
Sept. 14-17—New England Section, N. E. L. A. . . Mount Kineo, Me.
Sept. 16-18—American Electrochemical Society,

San Francisco, Cal.

Sept. 16-18—American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

San Francisco, Cal.

Sept. 20-23—Illuminating Engineering Society. .Washington, D. C.

Sept. 21-23—Telephone Pioneers of America ... San Francisco, Cal.

Sept. 20-25—International Engineering Congress,
San Francisco, Cal.

Sept. 21-23—Water Power Conference Portland, Ore.
Sept. 22-24—Southeastern Section N. E. L. A Asheville, N. C.

A notice of the International Engineering Congress,
together with a list of papers of interest to the electrical

engineering profession, is published elsewhere in this

issue.
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BOOSTING "ELECTRICS" IN NEW ENGLAND
Committee <>i Manufacturer! <>i Vehicles, Batterlee Bad

ieeeeeorlei Suggest! Plan rot Central-Station

Co-operation

The central Btationa of New England have bad pre

Bented to them by a committee of manufacturers ;i plan

for increasing the use of electric vehicles baaed <>n a

co-operative policy as outlined below, fa presenting

the proposition to the lighting companies the committee

points out that the earnings to be derived from the

extensive use of electric vehicles make it a matter of

importance to the central stations to use their influence

in the right way to promote their rapid adoption for

pleasure and commercial purposes. It says that the

best method of adding the needed stimulus of central-

station assistance has been sought frequently and ear-

nestly by all concerned, and claims that the plan outlined

possesses merit and is entirely feasible. The commit-

tee, representing manufacturers of electric vehicles,

batteries and accessories, is convinced that the adop-

tion of such a policy will result in the development so

mutually desirable.

Advantages of Electric Vehicles

The committee has enumerated six distinct reasons

why electric vehicles should be installed and why central

stations should adopt the policy outlined. These are as

follows

:

"First—You will admit at the outset that in order to

put the use of electric vehicles on a sound and perma-
nent basis it is essential that every economy possible of

attainment from their use be made available to the

present or prospective user. No other policy can insure

success.

"Second—It is a recognized fact that the transpor-

tation of merchandise can be done with economy by
horses, gas trucks or electric trucks. That a proper
selection of the correct method of haulage depends upon
an intelligent study of the individual case is self-evi-

dent. Any such study will quickly reveal that in many
cases the margin of saving from the use of either the

gas or electric truck in preference to the horse is small

and frequently intangible to a prospective user of gas
or electric trucks.

"Third—If the selection of the type of delivery sys-

tem best suited to serve the needs of individual cus-

tomers varies with conditions, it must be admitted that

the method of operating the selected system is none the

less open to investigation and must also be considered

carefully in connection with the system selected and
operation required.

"Fourth—Recollect that electric vehicles can be oper-

ated with economy either by the use of a battery ex-

change system or individual charging boards, and here

again the better of the two methods must be determined
by an analysis of the prevailing or expected conditions.

It is also important to remember that with the stand-

ardization of both of these methods of charging the

central station is in a position to meet every applica-

tion with its proper solution, resulting in a larger

profit than if either method is advocated to the com-
plete or partial exclusion of the other.

"Fifth—It is obvious that the slowness of the pub-

lic in general to adopt the electric truck in any fair pro-

portion to its advantages is due mainly to popular im-

pression that anything electrical is actuated by some
mysterious power capable of control and, in the cases

where storage batteries are concerned, of replenish-

ment only when handled by men specially versed in

the art.

"Sixth—It is admitted that within its proper radius

of action an electric truck will operate at a saving of

from 20 pel cent to ><> per rent ovei u gas truck. The
incomparable advantages of an electric plea ure vehicle,

when it is used within its sphere, have long
i ed

to he disputed. Never! Iieless tin- u e <>l gas trucks and
pleasure cars is increasing at a much fa >'-i rate than
is the case with the electric vehicle. What ;i monun i

to misconception I And what a iplendid opportunity
awaits any central-station manager who will consider
carefully, plan broadly and ait fairly!

"Lei the public served In you realize that you are

Using and can honestly recommend electric vehicles.

Establish two general methods of charging -first, offer

a battery-exchange plan, open mi the equal terms re-

quired of a public service corporation to any applicant;
second, make charges by means of individual charging
boards owned and operated by your customer. Also
establish a bureau of information for present and fu-

ture users of electric vehicles in your territory, from
which bureau information helpful to the trade should
be issued to it simultaneously and with exact impar-
tiality."

Sutftfestions to Central-Station Managers

In explanation of the plan above outlined the com-
mittee says:

"First, it states that you are to use and recommend
electric vehicles where proper to do so. Surely no
hardship is imposed by such a requirement. Can any
manager grumble at double profits secured from the

modern tendency of rate reduction?
"Next, establish two general methods of charging.

Why not establish and encourage as many different

methods as will serve electric-vehicle users to their

profit and satisfaction, thus increasing the permanent
revenue of the central station and enabling it to build

up its 'off-peak' load at a fraction of the effort expended
at present to fill up the valleys in the load curve? And
what is there new, novel or exacting in either of the

general schemes of charging proposed under this plan?

The battery-exchange plan is old. It is now available

with equal facility for any make of truck, owing tc the

use of universal battery compartments by all the lead-

ing makers of vehicles, and standard battery dimen-

sions have long ago been realized within easy working
limits. This plan of charging presents no difficulties to

the central station, and its adoption as a stimulus to

the industry will be beneficial indeed, especially as

public service officials will realize, without the necessity

of illustrative examples, the prime importance of pre-

venting the public from gaining the impression that the

central station can or will favor special interests. The
handicaps of individual charging have been removed
with the perfection of the batteries and introduction of

simpler and fool-proof control equipment. Such indi-

vidual charging installations should always be advised

by the central station when prevailing conditions make
it possible for the user to avoid the overhead charges

of the battery-exchange or mileage plan of service. And
to follow such a plan means more revenue for the cen-

tral station resulting from the sale of energy minus

extras; that is, gives you the maximum possible profit

and automatically brings the user nearer to the eco-

nomic ideal. Indorsement of the charging-at-home plan

will offset the inference created by the establishment of

a universal battery exchange, that electric vehicles are

still in the infantile stage and require trained nurses,

and thus make it possible for the central station to

furnish this double service without the possibility of

inadvertently destroying the paramount simplicity ar-

gument of the electric-vehicle salesmen.

"And, finally, the wisdom of bureaus of information

maintained by central stations to capitalize their local

prestige is unquestioned to-day. The civic trend of
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modern times makes it us foolish as it is futile to at-

tempt to develop any great instrument or institution

of public service along the lines which savor of favor-

itism or monopoly.

"A representative committee is ready to assist you

in the perfection of the plan outlined above."

The letter is signed by Mr. M. E. Brackett, Boston
branch manager General Motors Truck Company, as

chairman, and a committee comprising Messrs. Floyd

T. Taylor, district sales manager Cutler-Hammer Man-
ufacturing Company; R. B. Daggett, manager New
England district Commercial Truck Company of Amer-
ica; P. E. Kelley, manager Boston office Philadelphia

Storage Battery Company; George W. Holden, New
England manager Edison Storage Battery Company;
W. E. Haseltine, assistant general manager Holtzer-

Cabot Electric Company; John A. White, New England
manager United States Light & Heating Company;
M. 0. White, Boston manager Ohio Electric and Ward
Electric Truck companies, and J. W. Emery, New Eng-
land manager Walker Vehicle Company.

Court Decision in Public Service Gas Case

The decision of the Court of Errors and Appeals of

New Jersey in the case affecting the rates of the Public

Service Gas Company in the Passaic district, and up-
holding the order of the Board of Public Utility Com-
missioners, says in part:

"It is quite evident from the testimony and from the
findings of the Supreme Court that, with the exception
of the commercial value of the franchise, the term 'going
value' in these cases embraced what the commission
thought was the fair present value of all of the elements
of the intangible property of the gas company, including
the necessary spark of life represented by adequate
permission to use its property for the purposes of its

incorporation and in the public streets where it was
locally authorized to go. To this extent I think the
property of the gas company is entitled to protection
in rate-making orders, because a failure of such protec-

tion permits confiscation. I agree, therefore, with the
view of the commission upon this point. To value the
present mere physical property of the company, in abso-
lute disregard of its previously discharged burdens as-

sumed and performed in the public interest and clearly

contemplated by the legislation by which it was invited
to enter upon the public service, is, in my judgment,
confiscatory. Likewise, to value it without considering
it as endowed with its life-giving permission to con-
tinue its public functions would be confiscation.

"It is quite evident that if the State for what reason
soever (and many may be thought of) omits for a great
number of years to enforce its rights, and thus allows
the company to charge unreasonably high rates, and
there seems every likelihood that this permission or
omission will continue, the property value of the fran-
chise in the open market, as reflected by the market
value of the company's stock, will be much higher than
it would be if the State had at all times and consistently
enforced its rights and there was every prospect that
it would continue to do so. Assuming, for the purpose
of illustration, that an unreasonably high rate has been
charged by this company in the past, upon what theory
can it be contended that, because of this permissive
omission on the part of the State in favor of the com-
pany during all these years, the State has now forfeited
the rights of the public to enforce a condition which it

was always the duty of the company to perform, whether
the State compelled it to do so or not? I think there
is none.

"Taking up the proposition that the company's char-

ter right to charge reasonable rates is in itself a valua-

ble property right entitled to consideration in rate-

making, I suppose it must be conceded that the fran-

chise to charge, as a 'reasonable rate,' sufficient to yield

a net profit of 8 per cent on the value of the company's
property, as allowed and established respectively by the

findings of the utility commission in this case, is a very

valuable property right. Certainly 1 think it is. That
this valuable privilege is the company's is beyond ques-

tion. That it is property is undoubted. That the law

protects it against confiscation and subjects it to taxa-

tion follows as a matter of course. But that this valua-

ble property right to charge 'reasonable rates' should,,

by virtue of its own existence, have the effect of con-

verting itself into a still more valuable property right

to charge 'unreasonable rates' is, of course, preposter-

ous.

"That the company's contract with the State to charge
'reasonable rates' cannot be evaded is, of course, quite

obvious. The plain fact is that the commercial value of

the company's property right in its franchise can have
no effect in fixing the rate it can charge, because by the

terms of its contract with the State the stream of its

franchise value arises from the spring of its right to
charge 'reasonable rates,' and in the very nature of

things no stream can rise higher than its source."

The Public Service Gas Company, against which the

decision of the Board of Public Utility Commissioners
is sustained, has announced that the case will be ap-
pealed to the United States Supreme Court.

Hawk Grounds Transmission Line

The accompanying illustration shows the remains of

a common hawk which two weeks ago flew into the
transmission lines of the Public Light & Power Com-
pany of Chattanooga, Tenn., near the lock and dam on
the Tennessee River. During a storm in the valley of

the Tennessee River the hawk, which measures 5 ft.

from tip to tip of his wings, either flew into the circuit

or, alighting on one phase, stretched his wings, making
contact with one phase and the ground wire, which is

3 ft. from the nearest phase. The line in question oper-

CAUSE OF TROUBLE ON TENNESSEE TRANSMISSION LINE

ates at 44,000 volts, and it cost the company approxi-
mately $15 to remedy the trouble after it was located.

Occurrences of this kind, while common in some sec-

tions of the country, are rather rare in the Tennessee
River valley, but no matter where they occur they are
beyond the control of transmission companies, a fact

oftentimes lost sight of by the general public, which
may be temporarily inconvenienced because of the fail-

ure of a transmission circuit from such cause.
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FIG. 1—GENERATORS IN COMMONWEALTH FISH PIER
POWER PLANT

FIG. 2—SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR-GENERATOR SET FOR
BATTERY CHARGING

How Electricity Is Used in Handling Sea-Food
Energy from Ice-Making and Refrigerating Plant Also Employed to Operate Motor-Driven

Ice Hoists and Crushers—Use of Electric Trucks

THE Commonwealth Fish Pier, recently completed
at Boston, Mass., is said to be the largest and
best equipped plant in the world devoted to the

handling of sea-food.

On property of the State of Massachusetts adjoining
Commonwealth Pier No. 5 there have been erected two
three-story brick and concrete buildings each 750 ft.

long and 55 ft. 4 in. wide, with a court 129 ft. wide
between. At the water end of the pier is a two-story
brick and concrete building occupied by the Boston
Fish Market Exchange, and at the street end of the
pier are three reinforced-concrete buildings of four, five

and eight stories respectively, forming a block, occupied
by the Commonwealth Ice & Cold Storage Company as
a power plant, refrigerating and cold-storage building
and ice factory.

The long structures were built by the Boston Fish
Market Corporation, which leases the ground from the
port directors and rents the stores to forty-five fish con-
cerns. The power plant, refrigeration and ice factory
are the property of the Commonwealth Ice & Cold Stor-
age Company, as is also the building, which was erected
on land of the State, leased through the port directors.

Ice-Making and Refrigeration Plant

The power plant for ice making and refrigeration
consists of four steam-operated compressor units which
drive ammonia compressors. Otherwise the power era-

ployed in the plant is electrical. About 400 hp in motors
is connected, and facilities are provided for charging the
storage batteries of the electric locomotives and trucks
used for distributing crushed ice and in conveying ice

about the plant. The total normal load is about 550 kw.
The generating units consist of two 180-kw Triumph
alternators equipped with flywheels, each direct-con-
nected to a 14-in. by 19-in. steam engine built by the
Erie City Iron Works and operating at 200 r.p.m., and
one 240-kva Triumph alternator with flywheel, directly

connected to a 15-in. by 18-in. Erie City engine oper-
ating at 257 r.p.m. Mounted on the outer end of the
same shaft with the generating units is a 10-kw, 125-
volt exciter.

The generating units furnish three-phase, sixty-cycle

energy at 230 volts for motor service. A Triumph
motor-generator is provided for charging the storage

batteries. This unit consists of a 175-hp, 220-volt syn-

chronous motor operating at 900 r.p.m., a 100-kw gen-

erator, directly connected, providing direct current at

125 volts, and a 10-kw exciter.

Details of the Equipment

The switchboard for battery-charging services is at

the end of the main switchboard and consists of six

panels. The storage-battery cars comprise three Gen-
eral Vehicle Company trucks of 5 tons capacity each,

used for hauling ice, fish and other materials about the

pier and occasionally into the city, and two electric loco-

motives used for hauling cars of crushed ice on the roof

to the various concerns occupying stores on the pier.

These tractors are each of 5 tons hauling capacity and
were manufactured by the Automatic Transportation
Company, of Buffalo, N. Y. The battery equipment is

22 Edison cells on each tractor. A single outlet for

charging is provided on the roof, where the locomotives

are kept outdoors, to be housed later in a shed. The
cars are of the automatic-dumping type and have sheet-

steel bodies holding about 1000 lb. of ice each. A U-
shaped track extends from the ice chute the length of

each building, crossing between buildings on a struc-

tural steel bridge. The total length of track is about
1800 ft.

The crushing plant is on the top floor of the ice

plant, and ice falls to the cars and is hauled by the

tractor to a point opposite a chute leading to the store

below and emptied through a trap door, numbered to

designate the firm occupying the store. The dispatcher

when sending out a trainload of ice (two to five cars)

specifies the numbers of the stores to which it is to be
delivered.

There are four 7.5-hp Triumph motors operating De
Laval centrifugal pumps with a rating of 250 gal. per

minute, pumping brine to the ice tanks; four 10-hp

Triumph motors operating pumps with a rating of 350
gal. per minute, pumping salt water to the ammonia and
steam condensers; two 3-hp General Electric motors
operating triplex pumps for pumping warm water from
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FIG. 3—MOTOR-DRIVEN BRINE PUMPS IN REFRIGERATING

PLANT

the steam condensers to the ice-making plant for heating

the ice tins to give release to the ice cakes, and one 20-

hp Triumph motor driving a De Laval sea-water pump
supplying water for washing docks and stores.

Six Sprague motors of 5-hp rating operate 0.5-ton

hoists for elevating ice cans from the refrigerating

tanks, six 10-hp Triumph motors operate agitators in

the ice tanks, and two 7.5-hp Triumph motors run the

blowers for four coolers.

In the ice-crushing room are two 10-hp Crocker-

Wheeler motors which operate three ice crushers from

a line shaft; the crushers can take care of 45 tons of

ice an hour.

Four 20-hp motors operate four Otis 5-ton elevators,

two serving the several floors of the cold-storage and

the ice-making plant. Two 7.5-hp General Electric

FIG. 5—A 5-TON ELECTRIC TRUCK USED IN HANDLING
SEA-FOOD

motors operate ice elevators to raise ice cakes, two at

a time, from the gallery of the ice-making room to the

ice-crusher floor.

Electrical energy from the generating plant is sup-

plied to the Booth Fisheries Company, occupant of

Store No. 33 on the pier, to operate a refrigeration in-

stallation. Here two 30-hp Crocker-Wheeler induction

motors operate the compressors and are installed in a

monitor on the roof.

The buildings containing the plant of the Cold Storage

Company were constructed by the Aberthaw Construc-

tion Company, Boston. The electrical apparatus was
installed by the companies furnishing the same, and the

wiring was by the Lord Electric Company, Boston. Mr.
Arthur E. Smith is chief engineer of the Common-
wealth Tee & Cold Storage Company.

FIG. 4—STORAGE-BATTERY CHARGING PANEL, COMMON- FIG. 6—STORAGE-BATTERY LOCOMOTIVE HANDLING CARS

WEALTH FISH PIER OF CRUSHED ICE
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Flame-Arc Lighting of Indianapolis' Streets
Construction of a Complete 2632-Lamp System for City of 260,000

in Ninetj Days, M a Coal of $750,000

PRIOR i- December, L914, the Merchants' Heal &
Light Company of Indianapolis, Jnd., was not en-
gaged in the Btreet-lighting business, it did not

at thai time own a foot of Street-lighting circuit nor ;i

Single street lamp. My March 15, L915, however, the
construction forces of the company had within ninety
days placed a lamp on practically every street corner in
the city, and had installed all of the apparatus and
lines necessary to supply electrical energy to the
elaborate new street-lighting system. Long before
April 1. the date on which the company's contract with
the cit\ specified that the new lighting should be in
operation, all the circuits had been tested and operated,
and each of the company's 2632 flame-arc lamps was
known to be ready for actual service.
During the period of construction work was pushed

with such vigor that new records for rapid erection
were established each day, only to be broken on the
following day. The working force consisted of six-
teen line gangs each composed of one foreman, six
linemen and seven groundmen. On the average, this
force of men, using numerous wagons, trucks and four-
pole derricks, put cross-arms on and set 180 poles a
day, while the maximum one day's work consisted in
setting 275 poles. The average day's work in stringing
wire consisted of putting up 5 tons of No. 6 wire, while
the greatest amount put up in any one day was 7.5
tons.

Details of Pole-Line Construction

The poles used are of Western cedar with 8-in. tops
or larger, and vary in length from 35 ft. to 60 ft.

Each pole was butt-treated and will ultimately receive
two coats of green paint. Douglas-fir cross-arms, of
N. E. L. A. standard dimensions, are used exclusively.
They were dipped in green paint to match the poles,
and were fitted with pins and braces in the storehouse,
in order to facilitate the installation work. White
porcelain insulators have been used throughout, except
at dead-end points, where glass has been substituted.
Deep-grooved, double-petticoat glass insulators were
selected for dead-ending because the particular design
of porcelain insulator employed did not place the
mechanical strain low enough on the pin. Brown porce-
lain insulators are used for primary wires on top cross-

arms, and white insulator:- on lower arms for the

lie lit ing circuits.

Some idea of the magnitude of tin installation and
i he amount of work involved may be gained from the

I art that the underground portion of the distribution

system required the installation of a number of addi-

tional conduits and manholes, 216 laterals from existing

manholes, and 110,000 ft. of No. 8 varnished-cloth, lead

covered, steel-tape-armored cable. The overhead por-

tion of the system required 18,000 wooden poles, of

specifications previously given, 441 cast-iron columns,

2416 suspension arms, 216 ornamental tubular iron

lamp columns, 30,000 cross-arms, 50,000 insulators and
664 miles (4,380,000 ft.) of No. 6 weatherproof arc cir-

cuit wire.

The arc lamps themselves are of the Westinghouse
series flame-carbon type. The carbons are arranged
vertically, thus delivering maximum candle-power close

81^0 l?QO

FIG. 1—CURVE SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT FROM
FLAME-ARC LAMP AT INDIANAPOLIS

to the horizontal plane, which adapts them particularly

for the lighting of streets, parks and large areas. The
arc is steadied and its even burning insured by the

compensation of all magnetic fields by a series coil,

the flux of which counteracts the effect produced on the

arc by the magnetic effect of the current flowing

through the supporting casting of the lower carbon.

A life of 130 hours per trim is obtained with carbons

which measure 0.875 in. by 14 in. and which are im-

pregnated. The light from the lamps is white in color.

FIGS. 2 AND 3

—

THE NEW AND THE OLD ARC-LAMP INSTALLATIONS AS THEY APPEARED BY DAY AND BY NIGHT-

INDIANAPOLIS STREET LIGHTING
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FIG. 4- -CHARACTERISTIC INSTALLATIONS IN DOWNTOWN
AND RESIDENTIAL SECTIONS OF CITY

The lamps are equipped with clear inner globes and
slightly opalescent "Marbo" outer globes. The mounting
height is 22 ft. above street level, except in a few special

cases.

The approximate specifications and performance of

the lamps are as follows: Current, 10 amp.; terminal

potential, 55 volts ; arc potential, 49 volts
;
power factor,

81 per cent; watts per lamp, 445, and electrical effi-

ciency, 88 per cent.

The distribution of light and maximum candle-power
are given in the curve shown in Fig. 1.

The suspension arms are of the Cutter type, 12 ft.

long, and are equipped with Cutter automatic cut-outs

so that the lamp can be lowered for trimming or in-

spection with safety. At each arc lamp Pierce pins

have been employed to carry the two leads from the

cross-arm down opposite sides of the pole to the sus-

pension arm. In some instances as many as twelve of

these pins are employed to insure safety. Rope 0.375

in. in diameter, instead of steel chain, is employed for

lowering the lamps. The end of each rope is attached

to a pole lock in order to prevent unauthorized persons

or mischievous young folks from tampering with the

lamps and equipment.

Energy Supply

Energy for operating the entire lighting system is

supplied from three stations situated respectively in

the eastern, western and northern portions of the city.

This arrangement of energy supply centers permitted
considerable economy to be effected in the construction

and operation of the system. Eleven 68-kva. two-cir-

cuit, 10-amp. Westinghouse constant-current regulating

transformers have been placed at each station, thus
providing for several spare circuits in case of trouble.

The arc lamps and incandescent lamps having the same
current rating are all operated successfully on the same

STREET AND PARK LIGHTING LOAD OF MERCHANTS' HEAT & LIGHT
COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS

Num-
ber

Watts
Each

Apparent
Watts
Each

Ppwer-
Factor,

per 1 Vnl
Total Total

Kva.

Flame carbon arc lamps, 10-

2632 445 :,:,i) 81 1171.2 1447 6

Gas-filled

10-amp.
tungsl

scries,

en lamps

—

150 cp 253 110 27.8

Gas-filled

10-amp.
tungst

scries,

i<l ...

en lamps

—

250 cp. 105 170 33 1

Total lo 1232.1 1508 6

FIG. 5—INTERIOR OF STREET-LIGHTING SUBSTATION, SHOW-
ING CONSTANT-CURRENT TRANSFORMER APPARATUS

circuits, the transformers being designed for this class

of service.

The series regulating transformers, operating from a

constant-potential circuit, furnish constant current to

the alternating-current series lighting circuits. They
are designed to supply 100 arc lamps or their equiva-

lent, plus a 5 per cent ohmic loss and a 10 per cent re-

active drop.

The total connected load imposed upon the company's
stations by the arc lighting described herein and by the

incandescent street and park lighting described in the

May 8, 1915, issue of the Electrical World is given in

the accompanying table.

All of the work of installation on the Indianapolis

street-lighting system was done by the Merchants' Heat
& Light Company under the personal supervision of its

electrical engineer, Mr. A. J. Goedjen.

FIG. 6—A FEW OF THE 18,000 STRAIGHT CEDAR POLES,
WITH DIPPED CROSS-ARMS AND PORCELAIN INSULATORS
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Mobile Color and Stage Lighting—

V

Problem! to Be Solved in the Selection and Production of ((dor Filters

Transmission Coefficients and Energy-Distribution Curves

r.v bassbtt Jones

ARTISTIC stage lighting by means of specially de

signed lamps and appliances has been considered

in the lour previous installments of this article

Last week the principles involved in the selection of

pigments and dyes were dealt with, and below is a dis-

cussion of color filters which brings the article to a

close.

As has already been stated, the selection and produc-

tion of suitable color filters present serious problems.

For stage work glass filters are impracticable. They
are entirely too fragile and, furthermore, absorb a large

percentage of even the wave-lengths that it is desired to

transmit. Dyed gelatine sheets have so far proved the

most suitable media, but even these, while much cheaper

than glass, are easily torn and in actual service have a

short life. However, they are much easier to handle

and carry than glass filters.

In Figs. 18 and 19 are given spectro-transmission

curves for five standard gelatine filters of foreign make
and quite commonly used for stage work. It is obvious

that the red and green filters show marked diachroma-

quent variation in the proportion between the enei

radiated in the longer and the shorter visible wa
lengths, coupled with diachromatic filters, it is prai

tically impossible to produce good color values. Si

dawns are generally purple in cast. Stage moonlight

has a reddish tone.

To correct these defects of the ordinary filters, the

writer undertook the development of a series of filters

corrected for diachromatism. Transmission coefficients

for the corrected so-called red, green and blue filters

are given in Fig. 21. These are of the vintage of 1918
and are to be taken as representing only the general

character of the spectral transmission.

In preparing such filters for stage use several points

must be kept in mind. The cost of the filters must not

be unduly enhanced. Normally the best imported com-
mercial filters may be purchased for 10 cents a sheet

20 in. by 20 in. Transmission data for such filters have
been given in Figs. 18 and 19. The supply must be

adequate. The colors must be permanent under ordi-

nary conditions so that the filters may be kept in stock.

*& -*o eo so soo £o *o no so goo a> *o &> so 700 20

FIG. 18—TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS OF THREE
COMMERCIAL FILTERS

tism, transmitting a fairly large proportion of energy
in the red end of the spectrum. Evidently the char-

acter of the incident light will determine the color of

the light transmitted by these filters. The blue filter,

No. 3, will transmit a very pure blue when daylight is

the source of energy and a purple when a low-efficiency

lamp is the energy source. What this means, even for

a comparatively slight difference in source efficiency,

is shown in Fig. 20. Here the transmission coefficients

of filters No. 3 and No. 4 are applied to the energy dis-

tribution curve of the 1.20-watt-per-candle lamp and to

the energy curve of the same lamp reduced in efficiency

by dimming to 3.1 watts per candle—approximately
to a color match with the 4.0-watts-per-candle carbon
lamp.

The actual range of lamp efficiency demanded in stage

service is considerably greater than that given in the

example of Fig. 20, for frequently the lamps will be
dimmed to "cherry red," which approximately corre-

sponds to a 95 per cent reduction in candle-power or in

light flux.

With so marked a variation in efficiency and conse-

so joo ao fO 60 <so eoo jx> fo eo so xx> jx>

FIG. 19—TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS OF BLUE AND
AMBER FILTERS

As the filters will not last long in service, the colors

need only be reasonably permanent when subjected to

heat.

When the filters are used for synthetic illumination

they must not only give good individual color but also

reasonably good mixture color as well as a fair syn-

thetic white approximating in energy distribution to

daylight. A good psychological synthetic white is not

sufficient as the color is never seen directly and any
marked deviation from the energy distribution of day-

light will cause color distortion on the scenery.

The requirements for good individual color and good

energy distribution in synthetic color do not seem to be

altogether compatible. An approximation only can be

obtained, and the deviation, if marked, can be corrected

to some extent by varying the color of the dyestuffs

used in the scenery. -

An approximation to daylight, taking the radiation

of the black body at 5000 deg. Kelvin as standard, is

shown in Fig. 22, using filters Nos. 1, 2 and 3. It will

be seen how the diachromatism of the green (No. 2)

and the blue (No. 3) affects the result by increasing
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the red component. There is little yellow in the mix-

ture, and only a very poor non-luminous psychological

yellow can be obtained by using filters No. 1 and No. 2

alone. The synthetic white can be made a good psycho-

logical match for daylight, but physically it shows

energy maxima in the green and extreme red. A dye

such as Victoria green or methyl green would show
up very prominently in comparison with aniline yellow,

for instance. Yet another yellow dye that gets its color

by transmitting both red and green might show up

very well.

No attempt has been made in Fig. 22 to correct the

energy values for the lowering of efficiency caused by
dimmer adjustment of the flux emitted by the different

sources. Such dimmer adjustment is required to pro-

350
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i
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CurveA,Blue *3Filter,/10 WPC. Lamp
" B, " "3 " Lamp Efficiency

Reduced to3.1WK. byDimmer /
CurveC,B/ue*4'Fitter, I20WKLamp / /
ColoringMatterSame inBothfilters / /(.
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IS

watts-per-candle curve. Read increase in watts per

candle and percentage of volts.

The per cent volts, the normal volts and the circuit

resistance—lamp resistance -f- line resistance -j- dim-

mer resistance—will furnish data for the proper dim-

ming equipment. Dimmers for tungsten lamps must
have enough steps (at least 100) to obviate flicker as

the voltage at the lamp changes in proportional incre-

ments.

From the increase in watts per candle determine the

lamp efficiency in watts per candle at this "dim." Then
refer to the temperature characteristic shown in Fig.

23 and so find the black-body temperature, at which the

energy radiation is practically the same as the radiation

from the tungsten filament at this efficiency. The ap-
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FIGS. 20 TO 22 (TOP ROW) AND 23 TO 25 (BOTTOM ROW)—TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS AND ENERGY-DISTRIBUTION
CURVES FOR VARIOUS COLOR FILTERS

duce a play of synthetic color through the color cycle by
shifting the energy maximum. As previously pointed
out (Fig. 20), this dimmer adjustment causes a change
in the energy distribution of the radiation emitted by
the lamp.

To allow for the variation in the efficiency of the
lamps used, recourse may be had to the characteristics
of the lamps as shown in Fig. 24, in which are plotted

voltage candle-power and watts-per-candle character-
istics for evacuated tungsten lamps operating normally
at various efficiencies between 1.20 watts per candle and
0.7 watt per candle. To use these curves determine the
percentage of decrease in candle-power required. From
the proper point on the ordinate run in horizontally to
the per-cent-volts-per-cent-candle-power curve. From
this point run vertically to the proper per-cent-volts-

proximate energy distribution can then be found from
Fig. 26, and to this are to be applied the transmission

coefficients of the color filter used.

All of this work is, of course, somewhat approximate,

but will at least serve as a preliminary and very helpful

guide in laying out stage-lighting equipments.

The result of applying all of these corrections to

lamps operating normally at 1.20 watts per candle, the

dimmer adjustments being such as to produce synthetic

white, is shown in Fig. 25. The corrected color filters

Nos. 6, 7 and 8 are used. The light flux transmitted by
the filters is in the proportion 0.5, 2.5 and 5.0 for red,

green and blue components respectively.

It should be noted that the curves of energy for the

black-body radiation at various temperatures, given in

Fig. 26, are so drawn as to cross, not at the usual arbi-
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tears position. 1 0.690 ;> , bill a( / 0.564 .< .
whirh [|

tlu> mean position of maximum spectral luminosity

determined bj Ivea and Nutting. All the correspond

mi' luminosity curves will therefore Interned at this

same point and will be directly comparable.

It is not possible at tins time to give characteristics

similar to FigS. 28 ami 24 tor ffU tilled lamps. The

efficiency of these lamps is largely a matter of filamenl

diameter and varies widely with the diameter at any

given temperature. The efficiency of the gas-filled lamp

is lower than that of the evaluated lamp at the same

temperature. The energy characteristic of its radiation

will therefore correspond to the black-body radiation

at a lower temperature than in the case of the evacu-

ated lamp at the same efficiency. The gas-filled lamp

gets its high normal efficiency owing to the fact that

it operates at a temperature much higher than is possi-

ble with the evacuated lamp.

The writer has, however, used the curves of Fig. 24

and a lower temperature characteristic than that shown
on Fig. 23. If the results have been in error, the errors

have not been noticeable. Energy distribution curves

for the 0.65-watt-per-candle gas-filled lamp and for two

or three other sources have been added to Fig. 26 for

comparison. The black-body radiation was calculated

by means of Wien's formula.

~OS0 055 0bO~
Wa ve Leng + h

0.70^

FIG. 26—COMPARATIVE ENERGY-DISTRIBUTION CURVES

It is perhaps well to state in closing that all of the

devices and methods described have been protected by

patents issued or pending.

Continued Gain in Light and Power Industry

Operations for Second Quarter of Calendar Year Show Marked Advance

Over Those Recorded for the Two Previous Quarters

THE results of the June operations of electric light

and power properties, according to the Elec-

trical World's returns, show greater gains both

in income and in output than those registered in any

month since September. Indeed, the gain in output for

June was the greatest in any month since the war be-

gan, although the gain in income was a trifle less in

percentage than in either August or September last

year. To this extent is reflected the growing improve-

ment in the nation's industries.

Using the figures in Table I as a basis and computing

Hay dune July Aug 5ept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Har. Apr flay June

FIG. 1—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT GAIN BY
MONTHS IN PER CENT FOR UNITED STATES

therefrom the monthly totals for 100 per cent of the

industry, it was found that for the twelve months ended

April 30, 1915, the gain in gross income was 5.5 per cent

and the increase in output 6 per cent. For the twelve

months ended May 31, 1915, the gain in income was
5.4 per cent and the increase in output 5.8 per cent.

For the twelve months ended June 30, 1915, the gain

in income was 5.2 per cent and the increase in output

5.5 per cent. The reason for this slight drop in per-

centage growth is because each of the succeeding

periods has had one month less of normal time and has

had included one more month of war-time conditions

than preceding periods.

During the last half of 1914 the average rate of

growth was 5.3 per cent in gross income and the in-

crease in output 5.7 per cent. For the first half of 1915

the average growth percentages were 4.8 in income and

5.3 in output. The average rate of growth during the

third and fourth quarters of 1914 and the first and
second quarters of 1915 respectively were as follows:

Gross income, 7.8 per cent, 3.1 per cent, 4.1 per cent and
5.4 per cent; output, 9.3 per cent, 2.6 per cent, 2.8 per

cent and 8 per cent. The results of the operations

TABLE I—CENTRAL-STATION RETURNS FOR TWELVE-MONTH PERIOD

Percent-

age of

Industry
Repre-
sented

Income from the Sale of
Energy Kw.-Hr. Output

1914 1913

Per
Cent
In-

Per

Cen
1914 1913 | In-

crease crease

1914
July.. 50 $14,086,822 $12,970,325 8.5 735,937,850 649,720,026 13.3

Aug..
Sept..

Oct..

51

51

59

15,298,226
15.708,695
17,667,912

14,200,649
14,694,205
17,174,567

7.8
7.0
2.8

778,109,565
782,450,267
969,817,024

718,274,456! 8.2

733,754,420 6.8

935,249,519 3.0

Nov..
Dec..
1915
Jan. .

Feb..
Mar..

65

65

65

63

64

19,777,650
20,978,430

1915

21,582,547
19,395,518
18,654,443

19,260,451
20,281,812

1914

20,697,423
19,023,107
17,529,054

2.7
3.3

4.1

2.0
6.4

986,456,324
1,074,083,543

1915

980,085,036
853,817,221
939,117,179

978,934,946
1,043,457,795

1914

966,200,323
835,288,039
896,903,968

0.8
3.0

1.4

2.2

4.8

April

May.
June.

65

64

61

18,396,812
17,446,688
15,946,564

17,667,176
16,581,173
14,922,909

4.2
5.2
6.9

900,071,122
914,092,058
843,997,177

858,815,644
837,857,311
764,691,627

4.8
9.0
10.3

for the second quarter of 1915 show a rate of growth
slightly less than that for the third quarter of 1914,

which included one normal month and the first two

months of the war. These figures are, however, better

than those for the entire period of eleven months cov-

ered by the war, which show a gain of 5.1 per cent in

income and an increase of 4.8 per cent in output.

Using the average rate of growth for the months of
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TABLE II CENTRAL-STATION RETURNS B* SECTIONS OVER A TWELVE-MONTH PERIOD

i New KtiKlaiid States §3 Atlantic State* 4 Central Statei Pacific and Mountain State*

(Illmoi.1 Exel

.

Moutb °
gj

l| 1\
3 5j M a £ = S 3«

1913 3
g

S a

E >, 1914 1913
1$

1914 1913 U£
\*

1914 1913 gfc
z
~

1914

Ch ft.— cL IX,-* A —

~

- =-—

Julv 60 1,670,819 1,530,410 9.2 54 6,152,169 5,583,309 10 2 52 3,802,126 3,307,719 15 72 2,212 2,061 6.8

iog, til 1,734,583 1,607,649 7.5 65 6,224,896 5,755,515 8.2 57 4,389,696 4,051,678 a i 75 2,386,677 -2,081 4 6

Bqri 61 1,766,587 1,647,945 7 3 55 6,608,221 6,221,000 6 1 57 4,704,780 4,368,251 7 9 75 2,487,513 2,398,176 3 7

w Oct 64 1,963,579 1.889,255 40 67 7,461,220 7.232,063 3 1 57 5,105,810 1,783,847 6 8 85 3,140,100 3,161 3'

3 Nov 67 2,229,742 2,115,957 5 6 69 8,873,772 8,157,966 2.7 57 6,408,672 6,158,981 i - 88 03,499 3,574,086 2 0'

O-
U
2

Dee 6/ 2,385,711 2,218,387 7.6 69 8,765,275 8,594,773 2.2 57 5,992,542 .".. 054,740 .-, 9 3,834,902 3,813,912 3

1015 1914 1915 1914 1915 1914 1915 1914

Jan 67 2,423,795 2, 271,,SSI 6.8 69 9,075,335 8,695,593 4.4 57 5,827,997 5,525,579 5.4 88 3,960,608 3,917,371 1.0

feb 6'/ 2,246,794 2,134,341 6 4 69 8,037,878 7,968,625 0.9 55 6,296,786 5,148,439 3 (i 85 3,576,432 3,634,864 12
March 67 2.146,032 1,999,326 7.5 69 7,777,126 7,419,808 5.2 55 4,885,384 4,465,728 9 5 3,605,893 3,412,842 5 8

\pnl 67 2,109,767 1,970,473 6.8 69 7,510,810 7,241,164 3.9 5/ 4,994,(173 4,765,341 1 8 88 3.475.740 3,306,830

Mav 67 2,036,680 1,887,606 7.9 69 7,100,334 6,912,581 2.6 66 4,749,444 4,394,445 8 1 8,38 3.233,989 4 8

June 66 1,864,112 1.679, 393 11 1 68 6,886,718 6,522,043 4.8 62 4.100,915 3,730,813 II 5 79 2,894,700 2,791,010

Julv 60 54,074,533 49,255,893 9.8 54 263,580,290 235,068,939 11.8 52 217,928,950 188,569,581 15 6 72 183,160,015 169,718,387 7.9

Aug til 55,801,224 52,913,483 5.4 bb 264,717,319 237,984,895 11.2 57 207,501,400 226,276,638 9.4 75 193,216,699 185,330,705 4.2

a.

h
D

Bepl 61 55,525,272 53,267,877 4.3 55 270,974,533 252,648,550 7.3 57 260,705,339 237,832,934 9.7 75 190,979,705 185,090,658 3.2
Oct 64 67,520,070 65,068,938 3.8 67 358,458,539 351,362,247 2 1 57 295,490,712 266,827,567 10.5 85 245,966.868 252,047,828 2.4*

N'cV 67 69,480,163 66,988,456 3.8 69 361,364,405 304,155,759 7* 57 290,681,750 269,220,528 8.0 88 255,651,947 269,467,354 5.1*

1

Dec. 67 78,510,793 71,990,132 7.8 69 401,623,514 390.251,867 12 57 315,027,232 291,511,670 8.0 88 278,922,004 283, 704,076 1.6»

1915 1914 1915 1914 1915 1914 1915 1914

US Jan 67 72,550,608 69,317,803 4.7 69 374,972,536 373,336,906 0.7 57 272,623,760 258,572,903 5.5 88 252,531,483 256,198,272 IA*
K Feb 67 66,600,132 61,515,979 8.3 69 312,443,505 305,307,260 2.4 55 238,938,034 232,520,476 2.7 85 229,865,568 229,185,967 0.3

March. . .

.

67 72,121,319 65,343,335 10.6 69 346,341,496 335,506,429 3.3 55 257,136,231 235,656,647 9.2 88 255,529,704 253.423,951 1.0

£ April ti7 68,475,232 62,442,110 9
.

7

69 320,142,323 311,476,008 3.0 57 257,502,534 237,252,826 8 5 88 246,287,981 239,001,364 2.8

M May 67 68,823,914 61,060,621 12 9 69 326,191,569 301,440,779 8.1 55 250,081,777 231,625.192 11) 6 88 254,586,394 236,082,868 7.8
^.IlltlC. US 66,115,454 56,067,278 17.9 68 313,336,991 288,588,840 8.7 52 234,175,960 207,085.923 13.2 79 222,127.107 203,510.333 9 1

May, June and July, 1914, over the corresponding
months of 1913, as the average growth that could be
expected throughout the succeeding months had war
been averted and times continued to be normal, and com-
paring these figures with the average rate of growth
during the first eleven months of the war, the loss to

the light and power industry due to the war up to June
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FIGS. 2 TO 5—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT
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30, 1915, is estimated to have been $11,500,000, which
is at the average rate of a little over $1,000,000 per

month. It must not be thought that this loss represents

an actual loss over the previous year, for as a matter of

fact there was an actual gain in gross income. It means
that had the companies been operating under normal
conditions such as existed throughout May, June and
July, 1914, the gross earnings during the eleven follow-

ing months would probably have been $11,500,000 more
than they actually were.

Chief Gain in the Large Cities

The principal gain in June was made in the large

cities, those whose population is over 100,000. Com-
panies operating in cities having a population of from
50,000 to 100,000 showed in every section of the coun-

try practically the same rate of growth in June as they

did in May. With the exception of companies operating

in towns with populations between 5000 and 10,000, the

June results for cities under 50,000 were better than
those for previous months.

Attention is called to the data shown in Table II for

the New England States. Not only are the results far

ahead of last year, but the rate of growth is greatly in

excess of that registered during months of normal
activity. The largest previous growth in income was
9.2 per cent in July, 1914. The growth in income for

June, 1915, was 11.1 per cent. The largest previous

growth in output, excepting the 12.9 per cent regis-

tered in May, 1915, was 11.1 per cent in June, 1914.

The June, 1915, growth was 17.9 per cent. The opera-

tions in the Atlantic States continue to show an increase

in rate of growth, but are still far from the large growth
percentages shown in the months previous to the war.

In the Central States the results of June's operations

were approximately equal in growth to those in normal
times. The 11.5 per cent growth in income compares
favorably with 12.7 per cent in May, 1914, 13.2 per

cent in June, 1914, and 15 per cent in July, 1914; while
the 13.2 per cent growth in output compares favorably
with 15.6 per cent in July, 1914, although there is still
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lonj \\a\ to go to equal the figures of i'.u per cenl
for June, L91 i. and 24.8 percent for May, L91 i.

The returns for the Pacific and Mountain states show
i norma] rate of growth in output, namely, !>.i per cent.
'This compares favorably with L1.9 per cenl for May,
191 i: 9.6 per cenl for June, i'.u i. and 7.9 per cenl for

July, L914. A Blighl reversion, however, Is shown m the
matter of income rate of growth, this being I per cenl

in PERCENTAQ1 RATE OP INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOI R 0UTP1 r POR i M in ii n QR01 P] D I CORDING I"

Oct. Nov. D.v. Jan. 1,1.. Miinli April \l.i\ June

•II-

Qroup l .6 2.7 2.0 8.0 :i s 1 s 6.1
Qroup 1 4.7 .9 8.8 3 7 6.9 :, n Ii L' 1. '1

I I ii :, 8.8 2 4 2 5 5.2 .-, s 1(1 11

(rouo 1 18 i 4 8 4 S 6.8 5.0 :t (i 7 1 8 7

1 :. :!.:• i B 0.9 l.ii' l '.i 4.9

OUTPUT:
Qroup i :i 2 5 3.1 3 9 2.8 5.7 :, i 7.2 S
Qroup - 4 1! ;i o 1.8 5.7 7.9 11 L> 13.1 18 (i

Qroup - ! i B» i a 3 9* 3 «•
i

_••
(i 1 11 :>

Qroup i ii :i .-, 7 9.2 9.0 5 5 3.2 3.0 29 1 Q N

Qroup > a '.i 1.8 7.5 15.0 7.0 5.9 15 5 i:, 1

*1». O

less for June than for May. The figures, 3.8 per cent,
however, are decidedly better than the figures shown
during the early months of the war and are not very
far from the rates of growth shown in the months
previous to the war.

the lumber Industry. In the South the brightening of

the cotton situation has been beneficial. Renewed pros-

perity in the iron and steel Industry, which is now work-
in).'' up to '.mi per cent of its capacity, has been respon-

sible lor large Increases in energy demand. The jitney

invasion, rate reductions, competition in some parts and
the new low energy consumption lighting unit were
given as reasons by some companies for not showing

TABLE \l PERCENTAGE RATE ok INCREASE IN INI "Ml. i\n KILOWATT-
HOI i; oi in r P0H CENTRAL STATE I [TIE QROl ii i> \< I ORDI1

To SIZE

[NOOME:
(iroup 1. .

.

Qroup 2

Qrou]
(iroup 4. . . .

( iroup 5

OUTPUT:
Group 1 .

.

Group 2 . .

.

Group 3

Group 4..

I lot.

7.0
4 7

4

8.1
1.6

6.3
11.2

5.0
7.8i iroup *..., i .n

Group 5. . . . 5.0

Nov. Dm

4.7 5.2
5.2 7.5
4 7 5

4 8 6.4
0.5* 1.5'

2.4 4.2
14.8 12.4

6.6 12.4

8.3 13.3

4 9 13.0

Jan.

6.1

4.3
2.1

3.6
3.7

9.0
4.8
8.8
8.4

18 7

3 5

14
6 2

6

2.8

4.7
1.2

6.2
Id (l

is 3

10 1

:. 'i

11 8

8.8
7.7

7.7

8.0
1) 7

12 .8

i I 5

V 1 . r 1

1

May

7 a

3 5 3 o
in i 18 6

8 ii

7 ii 18 g

6.8 8 4

12 5 9 7

13 I 27
7 !> 10

39 7 28 8

II 8

I n

18 .,

18 i

10 H

8 s

13

26 I

I.'. 5

30 1

•Decrease.

larger rates of growth, or, as happened in a few cases,

for showing a decrease over the previous year.

The accompanying curves show graphically the per-

centages of growth given in Tables I and II. The
groups in the remaining tables refer to companies oper-

TABLE IV—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOR NEW ENGLAND STATES—CITIES GROUPED ACCORD-

ING TO SIZE

TABLE VII—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOR PACIFIC AND MOUNTAIN STATES—CITIES GROUPED

ACCORDING TO SIZE

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June

INCOME:
Group 1 5.0 6.1 7.9 7.1 5.7 6.6 6.3 9.4 11.6
Group 2 2.3 2.3 5.5 6.2 4.1 9.0 4.04 7.5 8.2
Group 3 6.1 9.7 11.4 7.5 0.7 7.8 20.6 8.9 21.8
Group 4 5.8 9.0 8.2 8.9 9.4 6.5 8.4 7.1 11.6
Group 5 8.0 3.9 5.5 2.1* 1.9 14.7* 0.4* 1.0* 3.3*

OUTPUT:
Group 1 4.2 6.9 12.5 6.3 11.1 12.0 12.7 16.0 19.0
Group 2 1.0 1.5* 5.9 5.4 6.4 12.3 12.3 19.9 21.4
Group 3 6.6 7.5 11.0 1.2 3.6* 0.3* 3.2 7.0 17.9
Group 4 14.2 4.2 12.5 10.9* 9.4 12.5 12.1 6.3 16.8
Group 5 . . .

.

8.1* 8.3* 4.1 9.0* 6.1 29.8* 25.5* 13.5* 0.8

'Decrease.

Practically all sections of the country report large
increases in industrial load. In New England the in-

creased activity of factories engaged in the manufacture
of war supplies accounts largely for the increased en-
ergy demand. Mining activities have had a large boom,

TABLE V—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOR ATLANTIC STATES—CITIES GROUPED ACCORDING

TO SIZE

Oct. Nov. Dee. Jan. Feb. March April May June

INCOME:
Group 1 6.2 3.0 1.6 1.3 1.3 4.7 1.6 2.0 3.8
Group 2 7.1 2.7 3.9 5.0 4.2 7.1 5.6 8.2 8.0
Group 3 1.4 0.3* 0.4 3.3 3.6 3.8 4.1 1.6 7.5
Group 4. . .

.

6.8 4.8 7.9 4.9 10.1 6.8 2.9 6.2 8.0
Group 5 10.2 13.5 11.2 9.0 t t 15.2 19.6 14.8

OUTPUT:
Group 1 4.6 0.0 3.2 1.7 3.0 6.1 4.8 9.0 8.2
Group 2 . . .

.

10.3 5.0 4.3 3.1 7.0 9.7 7.6 7.1 11

Group 3 6.0* 8.5* 7.7* 7.4 2.7* 8.5* 4.1* 3.2 7.2
Group 4 0.0 3.8 6.2 7.8 6.3 10.2 1.9 22.5 14 .5

Group 5 46.5 57.5 11.1 13.5 t t 57.2 71 5 61.8

'Decrease.

tResults omitted owing to insufficient returns.

particularly coal and zinc. In some regions in the
Middle West companies have had largely to increase

their equipment in order to handle the mining load. In

the Northwest there is a continued depression due to

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June

INCOME:
Group 1 0.3* 2.4* 0.6* 1.0* 0.4 8.1 4.0 3.1 3.9
Group 2 2.0 1.1 1.0 4.9 8.0 7.5 9.4 12.7 11.1

Group 3 1.7* 3.5* 1.0 0.6 2.6* 1.0* 0.3* 3.4 3.6
Group 4 2.9* 1.4 6.5 6.2 0.6 2.6* 3.8* 8.7 4.6*

Group 5 0.1 3.1* 2.5* 1.8 2.0* 3.5* 2.7* 2.4* 3.3

OUTPUT:
Group 1 1.6* 2.1* 0.0 1.5 0.5* 2.5 4.5 2.3 9.3
Group 2 13.0* 7.7* 13.0* 7.2* 13.5 3.0 11.6 19.0 14.9

Group 3 7.3* 14.1* 14.2* 13.5* 11.5* 4.0* 3.5* 3.8 12.4

Group 4 7.1 4.4 3.7 9.5 0.6* 9.5* 4.7* 87.0 10.1*

Group 5...

.

1.1 2.9* 1.0 4.1 9.9 18.0 9.6 18.5 3.6

•Decrease.

ating in cities of different size. Group 1 refers to com-
panies in cities having a population of over 100,000;

group 2, to those in cities having a population of be-

tween 50,000 and 100,000; group 3, between 25,000 and

50,000; group 4, between 10,000 and 25,000, and group

5, between 5000 and 10,000.

Quick-Reference Directory for Emergency Calls

A quick-reference directory, containing the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of department heads,

inspectors, foremen, chauffeurs, doctors, hospitals, po-

lice stations and the like, is posted in the general office

of the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Com-
pany of Baltimore in order to facilitate the establish-

ing of immediate communication in emergencies. This

directory is of particular value when an accident hap-

pens to any part of the electrical system at night when
most of the chief employees are at home. The list

of names is subdivided according to departments and
classified alphabetically. Each name is printed on a
separate strip which can be replaced by another when
changes are made. A large sign over the directory

reads: "For Emergency Calls—Addresses and Tele-

phone Numbers."
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The Design of Stationary Transformers
An Analysis of Various Methods of Procedure in the Design of Static

Transformers and Suggestion for Their Simplification

By Sewall Cabot and C. F. Cairns

DURING the past four years the following six books

have been published dealing with a specific

method of procedure in the design of alternating-

current static transformers: (1) Bohle and Robertson,

"Treatise on Transformers," 1911; (2) Hobart, "De-
sign of Static Transformers," 1911; (3) Ryan, "Design
of Electrical Machinery," 1912; (4) Barr and Archi-

bald, "Alternating-Current Machinery," 1913; (5) A.

Gray, "Electrical Machine Design," 1913; (6) Pender,
"American Handbook for Electrical Engineers," 1914.

On analyzing the methods advocated in these books
it will be seen that there are in reality two distinct meth-
ods advocated.

Method I—Bohle and Robertson

The fundamental general equations of the transformer
are differentiated and a set of tables and curves deduced
from which it is possible to make a preliminary design,

assuming the kva., core loss, copper loss, quality of the

|>-0-->ft
//->ff!-0-!+j

I k ISSD'tf *i I

Punchinqs:

Kilograms Dimensions in Crr.s

7S6*IO-
3
F,D

!
(brl.64D gffi) OSSD *(b+IMD %f*j

J30 X '0-3 F,D
!
(b,l.8iD %§§£) O.BSD*(b.lMD

fig)
l90*l(f*FiD>(H+ISSD)%$; , SiD %$k*(HH8SO)

iiltlO-
3
?, D'(HHSSD) &ffi LBtD %&* « (ffHSSD)

150,10'FiO^I.SD) ffi Utff^S
:
(jf*tSD)

*8t « lO'F, D>(H<(HSD) £P mo
gffi

'(ft'OKO)

FT 'Space Factor For -the Section

Fi core • Space Factor used in Formulas

I Flyoke » Space Factor of the yoke as a Whole
U -~LK*H- *l

FIG. 1—CIRCULAR-CORE TYPE, AREA OF CORES ONE-HALF
AREA OF YOKES

iron, temperature of the copper, space factor of the

winding, space factor of the iron, and ratio of cost per
unit volume of copper space to cost per unit volume of

iron space, this preliminary design giving a transformer
which will cost the least money to build under the con-

ditions assumed.
If the assumed ratio of core loss to kva. is too great

for the volume of iron calculated, the temperature of

the iron will be too great or the magnetizing current
will be too great.

To correct this it will be necessary to redesign the
transformer, assuming a less core loss.

Method 2—H. M. Hobart

The preliminary assumptions made are the kva., cop-

per loss, iron loss, quality of the iron, temperature of

the copper, and space factor of the iron, and in addition

the assumptions, deduced from commercial practice and
set forth in the form of curves and tables, comprising
volts per turn, widths of window, maximum flux density
and space factor of copper.

Using these preliminary assumptions in a set of sim-
ple and well-recognized algebraic formulas, the designer
can lay out a preliminary design which must later be re-

calculated and slightly revised, since all of the prelimi-

nary assumptions made are not compatible with each

other.

With this method there is no means of knowing
whether the geometrical shape finally deduced is that

which fulfills the specification for a minimum cost.

Ryan advocates Method 2, except that he makes no
preliminary assumption of copper space factor and width

of window, but he does make a vague assumption of

geometrical shape substantially as shown in a set of

cuts.

Barr and Archibald advocate what amounts to Method
1, but instead of giving tables and curves they endeavor

to deduce the general formula for calculating each case.

They neglect to use calculus at one step, but instead use

a very laborious graphical solution. They also make
the mistake of assuming that the cheapest transformer

is obtained when the costs of active iron and copper are

equal. That this is a fallacy is shown by Bohle and
Robertson (page 561). Values given by their equations

are for this reason slightly incorrect.

Gray advocates Method 2 except that he makes no
preliminary assumption of the copper loss. Slichter, in

the "American Handbook for Electrical Engineers," ad-

vocates Method 2, except that he makes a further pre-

liminary assumption of current density and ampere
turns per inch of core.

Comparing Method 1 with Method 2, it is the opinion

of the writers that Method 1 should be superior if the

data were correctly set forth in a form easily under-

standable by the designer, since Method 1 proceeds

from a minimum of preliminary assumptions directly to

all dimensions and data by one set of calculations and
arrives at a construction involving a minimum of cost

to fulfill the preliminary assumptions. In Method 2

recalculations are usually necessary, and when the final

result is reached the geometrical shape will not in gen-
eral be that which gives the least cost, although it may
not be far from the most economical design.

The writers have also come to the conclusion that, tak-

ing all things into consideration, the core type of trans-

former with circular coils is perhaps a more promising
construction for fulfilling a given set of specifications

for a single-phase transformer than a core type of trans-

former having rectangular or square coils. They are

led to this conclusion from the following considerations:

First—The circulation of oil through the ducts and
over the winding surfaces is the least restricted in this

type.

Second—In this type the density of the leakage flux

is smallest, and hence the eddy losses in the copper are

a minimum.
Third—The labor of winding a circular coil is less,

the space factor slightly better, and the ability to with-

stand mechanical strains slightly better, than for a rec-

tangular or square coil.

The writers have differentiated the fundamental equa-

tions of this transformer and plotted the results graph-
ically (see Fig. 3).

Although a different mathematical process and method
of reasoning from that employed by Bohle and Robert-
son were used to obtain these results, nevertheless it will

be found on analysis that they check the results of Bohle
and Robertson, given in Chapter X of their book.

Inspection of these graphical results shows that the
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geometric*] shape giving the smallest cost of active

material changes with the producl of the two ratios,

COal <>! active lion per kilogram to cost of act i\ e copper

per kilogram, and space factor of iron tO space factor of

copper.

In the practical const rnct ion of transformers there if

not very much change in the product of these ratios for

tlu- reason that as the space factor Of Copper decreases,

owing to increased voltage requirements, the cost of

insulating material and labor which may be properly

associated with each kilogram of copper increases. The
resultant value of this ratio is roughly 1 to 2. Adopting
that geometrical shape for all transformers which gives

the least cost for this ratio equal to 0.5, the increase in

cost for values of the ratio anywhere between 0.25 and
1 will be negligible, being less than '2. per cent at the

extreme limits mentioned. The percentage increase is

shown by a curve on Fig. .'?.

Procedure in Preliminary Design

The values of the following quantities are assumed:
Rated output in volt-amperes = W.
Core loss in watts /',-.

Copper loss in watts /',.

Frequency in cycles = /.

High-tension and low-tension voltages.

1. From a curve showing at different flux densities the

watts lost per unit of mass of the iron to be used, calcu-

late the value of the iron constant

watts per kg.

(lines per sq. cm.)
3 '

taking the data from curve at the flux density of, say,

12,000 lines per sq. cm.
2. Decide on the temperature at which the trans-

former is to fulfill the specifications. The value of the

copper constant

watts per kg.

(amp. per sq. cm.)'

will then be as follows

:

At 20 deg. C, Cc = 2.125 X 10"\

At 30 deg. C, Cc = 2.210 X 10~\

At 40 deg. C, Cc = 2.295 X 10"4
.

At 50 deg. C, Cc = 2.380 X 10'4
-

At 60 deg. C, Cc = 2.480 X 10~\

These values include a 10 per cent allowance for eddy
currents in copper.

3. Decide on the values to assign to the iron and cop-

per space factors F, and Fc . These may be obtained

from books dealing with the design of transformers,

or, better, from commercial designs of transformers of

similar specifications. In general, the iron space fac-

tor with one step cruciforming of the core will be 0.7

without ducts and 0.65 with ducts. Copper space fac-

tors in transformers under 7000 volts will be roughly

0.4, ranging from 0.3 in small transformers to 0.55 in

transformers having low voltages and high efficiencies.

4. Calculate the value of the quantity

1.6 X 10W
L =

<?.
l^i X w

»« XPcXFiXFc
5. The maximum flux density in lines per square cen-

timeter may now be calculated by the formula

B,. 2.6

i,C%FiL
If the specified efficiency is low in comparison with

modern commercial requirements, this may give a value
of maximum flux density which would cause too great
magnetizing currents in small transformers or too
great a rate of heating in the iron of large transform-
ers; 11,000 and 14,000 lines per sq. cm. are roughly the
upper limits respectively for the two cases.

The same efficiency requirements may be met and

the difficulty obviated by recalculating L, using a smaller
value of /', and a cor respond ingly greater value of Pc ,

iuch that /',
:

/', is unchanged.
li. The current density in amperes per square centi-

meters is given by the formula :

Q 2.6
Pc

V oFcL

7. The dimensions In centimeters of the transformer
may now be calculated, viz.,

I) L.85L.

// 0.948L.

6 = 3.01L.

The volts per turn will be 6.88 L0"*/ li„,L'F t .

The weight of iron in kilograms will be /(< 0.147

F t L'.

The weight of copper in kilograms will be K r 0.147

FCL\
The final design of the transformer will then consist

in choosing stock sizes of copper which come nearest to

the figures of the preliminary design. The winding
layout is then made, modifying the dimensions of the

winding space arrived at in the preliminary design as

iogi

-For

ams and Cms

,. I37xI0"W\/ C.
L ~T VpmT-

31-.

>H

V

2d
' 3 *

I

I

£

1 u Ins

Pounds and Inches

,. l.d6,io'w\F o.Cc
~

d* I.6SL
H* 0.741 L

b- 13751
Lbi.i-n.8zra3

Lbs c- 13 FC L
3

8m- 0.179

0= 476}

'am3

v
/r=3*s, VrWO^Yc;
flux density of core in lines per Sq Cm -8m- flux
density of core in fines per 5c/ In-

flux density inyokes one half that in core.
Amperes per Sq Cm in windings -Q-Amperes per
Sq.In. in windings

VoltAmpere Output
Watts perKg.

(Lines per Sq Cm)'

Walts per Kg
(Amperes perSqCm.f

Iron Waifs

Copper Watts
Iron Space factor
Copper Space Factor
Frequency.

'W' Volt Ampere Output
m - Watts perPound

(Lines perSq In)'

m r. = Watts per Pound
(Amperes perSq.In)

-Pi- Iron Watts

"ft- Copper Watts
"Fi « IronSpace Factor

~fc~ Copper Space Factor
- f » frequency.

FIG. 2—DISTRIBUTED-CORE TYPE, AREA OF CORE ONE-HALF
AREA OF YOKES

little as feasible. The core dimensions are finally

slightly modified to fit the actual layout of the winding
space.

Improved Design; Yoke with Double the Area of Core

The foregoing formulas are deduced on the assump-
tion that the iron in the yokes is run at the same flux

density as the iron in the cores. If the net area of the

yokes is doubled, it is possible to save roughly 15 per

cent in the cost of active material to fulfill a definite

specification of efficiency.

Fig. 2 shows the geometrical shape of a transformer

designed on this principle.

The method of design is exactly as above outlined ex-

cept that the coefficients in the formulas are as follows

:

1.41 X 10W
L =

;

D = 1.35L.

H = 0.948L.

b = 3.01L.

£ C% X Cc

XPcXFTxF^

B,

Q

= 2.94
Pi

/iF iL

= 2.6 Pc

(Flux density in cores.)
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V/T = 6.33 X 10"' / BmL'Fi. (Bm = flux density in

cores.)

Ki = 0.228FiL*.

Kc = 0.147FCL\

Since many designers prefer to work in inches and

pounds, rather than in centimeters and kilograms, the

necessary changes to convert the formulas for Fig. 2 to

the inch-pound system are as follows

:

L' =
5.11 X 10

/

d' x c;

XPcXFiXFc
D' = 1.35L'.

H' = 0.948L'.

V = 3.01L'.

Bm' = 0.492
|

1>,

MdFu

V/T = 6.33 X 10"' / FiL'
2

B,

Lbs* = 8.15F (L'
3

.

Lbsc = 525FCU\

b - coef bL ' Defame bet. Yokes in cm, I

D-coef.oL- DiameterofCircumscribedCirt/esarvundContinent.

H* coef-nL = DistanceapartofCircumscribed Circles around Cere Incm.

Bm •= coef «m ]//'',.
It

= Mar.Hut Densityin Linespersq. cm.

Q -coef.Q\J r-St-rj ' CurrentDensity inAmp per sq.cm.

Ci -IronComtant- £&gJgJ<a. W~ Rated Volt Amperes

_Cc.CopperOmtant. m^^.F/Spacehctoroflron. Tr£ti%™H°r&CMl

Pi - Watts lostin Iron Fc- SpacefbctorofCopper. Nn-Ata ofCopper,nty,ndow

_H - Watts lost in Copper

f - Frequency I

1

5/ -CostperHq.ofIron
Sc^CostperKg ofCopper

2bxl0

24 1 10"

22x10'

20x10"'

x 10

x!0"

0.1 0.2 0.3 04 0.5 06 0.7 0.% 0.9 1.0

Si Fi

ScFc

12 1.1 \A 1.5

FIG. 3—CIRCULAR-COIL TYPE OF TRANSFORMER—SINGLE-

PHASE CURVES FOR CALCULATING IMPORTANT DATA OF

CHEAPEST TRANSFORMER OF A SPECIFIED EFFICIENCY

CY =

CY =

watts per lb.

(lines per sq. in.)'

watts per lb.

= 1.09 X 10-'d.

= 1.09 X 10'Cc.
(amp. per sq. in.)

1

There does not seem to be any valid reason why trans-

formers should not always be designed to have greater

flux density in the cores than in the yokes. The change

in the coefficient in the formula for L takes care of the

increased value of the iron constant in the yokes, and

also allows for a small amount of eddy-current loss in

the lap joints. The flux density at the lap joints is only

half that in the cores and thus reduces the magnetizing

ampere-turns. The yokes are run at a flux density at

which the iron has its greatest permeability, and this

reduces still further the magnetizing currents. The

energy loss in the yokes is relatively small, owing to

the low flux density, and therefore a considerable por-

tion of the heat generated in the cores is conducted to

and radiates from the yokes.

The net result is that the cores may be run at a

greater flux density, if desired, without producing ex-

cessive heating and too large a magnetizing current.

The writers have not determined precisely the best

ratio of core area to yoke area, but several attempts

to ascertain the best value of this ratio indicate 0.5 to

be approximately correct.

Comparison of Several Specific Designs

In order to test this method of design the writers

have taken published designs from the books quoted and

have analyzed them into essential factors given in the

foregoing formulas. They have then in each case

worked through two designs on the same specification,

using the method above set forth, the first of the two

designs being made without increasing the yoke area,

in order to compare the cost of active material when

the geometric shape was merely changed to that advo-

cated, and the second design using the method advo-

cated with double yoke area.

The results of this analysis are set forth in the table.

It will be noted that in the case of the designs with-

out increased yoke area an appreciable saving in the

cost of active material was effected in every case, with

the one exception of the Bohle and Robertson design

quoted, in which case the cost was the same. It is sig-

nificant that this case is apparently the only one of the

designs quoted in which pains were taken to ascertain

accurately the correct geometrical shape.

It will be noted that the writers have chosen a slightly

increased copper space factor when designing a circular

coil transformer to meet the specifications of a rectangu-

lar coil transformer. The reason for this is that in the

circular-coil type the space between the coil and core is

charged against the iron space factor, instead of against

the copper space factor, as is the case in the rectangular-

coil type. Furthermore, better compression of the in-

sulation may be secured with the circular winding.

Modifications in Above Methods

In case it is desired to use the geometric shape giv-

ing the least cost of active material for any specific

SiFi
value of

ScF r

the values of all the important data may

be obtained from the curves of Fig. 3. These curves

give data specifically for transformers having the same

flux density throughout the cores and yokes.

In case it is decided to adopt the design shown in

Fig. 2, where the flux density in the yoke is 0.5 that in

the core, the following changes in the formulas are

made:

U = 0.889L.
6' = coef bL'.

D' = coef DU.
H' = coef HU.

B, 1.125 coef B,
ICiFil

Q' = coef Q
v.

(Maximum flux den-

sity in cores.)

Pc

CcFcL"'

V/T = 1.125 coef V/T f
jFtPiL'

Ki' = 1.55 coef K iF iLn .

hf = 1.55k.

The procedure in design will be precisely similar to

that above advocated, except that the coefficients for

b, D, H, B,„, Q, V/T and Ki and k must be read from
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the eurvea instead of taking fixed Qomerical value
corresponding to a fixed geometrical ahapei aa outlined

above under procedure of deaign.
lu deaigning tranaformera for central stations and

power purposes, where a small core loss is not a posi-

t Ive asset (aa in transformers for Lighting distribution
|

,

it may pay to depart from the specific geometrical shape
above advocated in certain cases. In this class of trans-
formers the core and copper losses are usually specified

to be equal, bo aa to give maximum efficiency at full

rated load. If the efficiency requirements are DOl very

high, it will be found that U8ing the above recommended
specific geometrical shape will give a ilux density higher
than permissible. Under these conditions the writers
recommend the following procedure in design:

la>t F the flux density which is higher than per-
missible, let F' the flux density which is as high as

2.6F'
permissible, then coef B„, = —==—

.

F
Refer to Fig. 3 and use geometrical shape which has

this value of coefficient B m , using the modified proce-
dure of design above mentioned. This method insures
the least departure from the geometric shape giving
least cost, and overcomes the difficulty of too great flux

density. It will be noted that changing the geometrical
shape in this manner to overcome too great a flux density
causes an increase in current density. With this type
of transformer the copper is usually much further from
its safe temperature rise than the iron. If the point is

reached by changing the geometrical shape in this man-
ner where both the iron and copper are running at their
safe temperature, the transformer will cost the mini-
mum amount for the given rating. The efficiency may
be less than modern commercial requirements, yet in

cases where the cost of radiating extra heat is low (as
in the case of water cooling) , it may prove desirable to
employ this shape.

In case it is desired to apply the same method of de-
sign to the distributed core type of transformer, as
shown in Fig. 4, choosing that fixed geometrical shape

SI F
which best suits the average value of ~-W> the formulas

o cf c

will be as shown in Fig. 4. The cost of active material
is roughly 87 per cent of the improved circular-coil

transformer and 72 per cent of the ordinary circular-

coil transformer. It will be noted that with this type
of transformer the efficiency must be slightly higher
than with the circular-coil type of transformer in order
to avoid running the iron and copper at too high a tem-
perature. This increases the cost of active material per
kilowatt. With this type of transformer the density of
the leakage flux is somewhat greater, on account of the
greater number of ampere-turns per unit length of core.

These factors make it slightly more difficult to keep
down either the cost of active material or the temper-
ature of the winding.
The labor in constructing this type of transformer is

somewhat greater than the circular-coil core type, and
the space factor of the copper is slightly less. Whether
or not this type is superior to the circular-coil type be-
comes largely a question of manufacturing facilities.

Probably this type is better suited to smaller sizes and
low potentials than it is to larger sizes and high poten-
tials.

Three-Phase Transformers

Three-phase transformers of the circular-coil type
may be designed by the same method as outlined for
single-phase transformers. Fig. 4, like Fig. 3, shows
the value of the various coefficients for use in the vari-

ous formulas. These formulas are the same as those for
single-phase transformers previously given except for

the numerical values of the coefficients, which are given
in Fig, I. In case it [| desired to use yokes with double
the area of (he core, the necessary changes in the formu-
las are aa follows

:

Multiply coef L by 0.889.

Multiply coef Bm by L.185.

Multiply corf a by L.6 I.

Multiply coef k by L.54.

Multiply coef v/t by 1.185.

The example below shows the application of the meth-
od to the design of a three-phase transformer, the curves
given in Fig. 4 being used to arrive at the best geomet-

Q F
ncal shape with a given specified value of —^t . The

specifications and assumptions were taken from a trans-

former outlined in Barr and Archibald's "Alternating-

Current Machinery," page 188.

SPECIFICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Elated output, 90,000 volt-amp. ; space factor of iron, Fi =
0.712.

Core loss, 1100 watts; space factor of copper, Fc = 0.IJ73.

Copper loss, 1200 watts; cost of iron per kg., Si = $0,206.
Frequency, 18 cycles; cost of copper per kg., »S'c = fO.SO.
High-tension voltage, 2200 volts ; iron constant,, G'i = 1.205 X

10-8
.

Low-tension voltage, 130 volts; iron constant, Ce = 2.18 X
10-".

1 1 1

i m
b

- LL

T<
HD>1H '-DiHr-D*

,f (L^ U-'ODC OtTJ.
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FIG. 4—CIRCULAR-COIL TYPE OF TRANSFORMER—CURVES
FOR CALCULATING IMPORTANT DATA OF CHEAPEST TRANS-
FORMER OF A SPECIFIED EFFICIENCY

The value of f^± = 0.885.

The value of

_ 1.6 X IQ'TF / w X C<c = 17.68.
PiXPcXFiXFc

The first operation is to calculate the maximum flux

density (Bm ).

From the coefi? TO curve in Fig. 4 at the value of

?4r = 0.855, the coef Bm is 2.12, and

Bm = 2.12 J ri = 10,200 lines per sq. cm.
yCiFiV

From the curve coef Q = 1.96, and

Q = 1.96 \
~pT

yccFcis
82 amp. per sq. cm.
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ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED DESIGNS

Sll

lis
e a

S3J
5^ a,

1

Bd"
13

U

5
Ia

E 5— .ta

I!
11

il
l|

Kilowatt output.. 100

Frequency 50~
ocy . 98.23?!

Low-tension voltage. 400

11 igh-tcnsion voltage 2000

Core lose

Copper loss

ce factor. .

: ace factor

Weight of in hi

Weigh) of copper

Flux den

Current density

\ olt- per turn.. . .

Height of window

Width of winding
spate

Width of iron

Depth of iron

Diameter of circum-

scribed circle

Ratio of costs.

900
900

0.7
0.425

380
kg.

190

kg.

11,150
130

5 7

61

cm.

11.8

cm.

21

cm.

100
50~

98.23%
400
2000

900
900

0.7
0.425
328

198.5
kg.

12,100
129.5

5.89
44.2
cm.

14

cm.

19.9

cm.

0.925

100

50~

400
2000

150

kg.

13,000
1C6

5.4
40.3
cm.

12.7
cm.

18.1

cm.

0.894

680 965
1120 845
0.7 0.82
425 305
383 475
kg. kg.

100 100
50~ 50~

98 22',

2200 2200
6000 6000

905
905
0.7
0.4
386
kg.

203
kg.

10,600
139

5.42
45.5
cm.

14.4

cm.

20.4
cm.

280
kg.

9500

133

7 4

42
cm.

15.9

cm.
14 cm.
31 cm.

100

60«
98.22'

,

2200
6000

905
905
0.65

4

392
kg.

156

kg.

14,390
160

5.7
42
cm.

13.12

cm.

18.7
cm.

100

50~
98.23"

,

2200
6000

900
900
0.8
0.34
288
kg.

199

kg.

13,500
133

6.89
40.1
cm.

17.2

cm.
11.5 cm.
25.5 cm.

100 100
50~ 50~

98.23% 98.23%
2200 2200
6000 6000

900
900
0.65
0.4
311

kg.

191.5
kg.

12,680
136

5.71
44.5
cm.

14.05
cm.

20
cm.

675
1125
0.65
0.4
368
kg.

146.5
kg.

14,250
174

5.44
40.9
cm.

12.9
cm.

15

60~
97.94%

220
2200

217
0.9
0.523
50
kg.

83.5
kg.

9850
110

1.52

29.8
cm.

Ill
cm.

6.35 cm.
10.15cm.

15
60~

97.94%
220
2200

99
217
0.7
0.55
82

kg.

64.5
kg.

7560
120

15

60~
87.94'

,

220
2200

99
217

0.7
0.523
92.8
kg.

44.6
kg.

10,180
151

1.76 1.91

28 25.4
cm. cm.

18.37
cm.

0.91

8.84
cm.

12.55

cm.

7.93
cm.

11.3

cm.

20
50~
97.3%
200

4000

190

365
111

0.37
76

kg.

11,000
150

1.6
51

cm.

8.5
cm.
7 cm.
10 cm.

0.914 0.772 1

20
50~

97.:'/

,

200
4000

190

365
7

0.4

95
kg.

54.3
kg.
9S.VI

174.fi

2.08
29 .3

cm.

9.23
cm.

13.15

cm.

0.916

20
50~

200
4000

190

0.66
4

104.5
kg-

• 41.5
kg.

13,350
200

2.21
27.1

cm.

15

60~
96.96'

,

(40

4400

186

286

0.392
65

kg.

51

kg.

9300
164 hi

.

135 It.

1 11

21

cm.

8.45 11.1

cm. cm.
7.15cm.

.... 14.3 cm.

12.05

cm.

0.82

15

60«
96 96' ;

440
4400

185

285
0.7
0.40
70.4
kg.

40.2
kg.

8920
181.fi

1.85
26.5
cm.

8.35
cm.

11.9

cm.

15

60~
96.06' I

440
4400

185

285
65

0.40
77

kg.

30.6
kg.

12,150
206

1.95

24.4
cm.

7.6
cm.

10.85
cm.

70

1. "Alternating-Current Machineiy," Barr and Archibald, page 167.

2. "Alternating-Current Machineiy," Barr and Archibald, pa«c 179.

3 "Treatise on Transformers," Bohle and Robertson, page 264.

The dimension coefficients from the curve are coef D
= 1.27, coef H = 1.00, coef b = 3.57. The dimensions
in centimeters are then:

D = 1.27L = 22.4 cm.; H = 100L = 17.68 cm.; b

= 3.57L = 63.1 cm.

The volts per turn coef = 12 X 10 \ and therefore

V/T = 12 X 10
jPiFiL

/

coef

2.31.

0.220, and thereforeThe kilogram of iron

Ki = 0.220F,L
! = 860 kg.

The cost of iron = 860 X Si = $177.

The value of k from curves is 0.83.

The kilograms of copper are equal to the kilograms of

fcp>

.

iron divided by -£r~ = 1-042; that is, the kilograms of
r c

copper = 825 kg.

The cost of copper = 825SC = $249.

The total cost of active material = $426.

It will be noted that the cost of the active material for

the design given by Barr and Archibald for these same
specifications and assumptions is $460. (There is an
error in the copper space factor given by Barr and
Archibald due to their using the distance between the
cores instead of the distance between the circles cir-

cumscribing the cores. This error has been corrected
in the example given above.)

Conclusions

1. It is possible that a specific geometrical shape may
be adopted advantageously for the purpose of simplify-
ing the process of the preliminary design in the case of
the circular-coil core type of single-phase stationary
alternating-current transformers.

2. It is possible that by using this method of design
the cost of active material to fulfill a given set of speci-

fications is not greater in the circular-coil core type
than in the rectangular-core type.

3. The core type of transformer may always be ad-
vantageously designed to have a greater flux density in
the core than in the yokes.

4. "Electiical Machine Design," A. Gray, page 480.
5. "Design of Static Transformers," Hobart, page 89.

6. "Design of Electrical Machinery," Vol. II, Ryan, page 81.

Vibration of Telephone Diaphragms
In a paper by Messrs. A. E. Kennelly and H. O. Tay-

lor, entitled "Explorations Over the Vibrating Surfaces
of Telephonic Diaphragms Under Simple Impressed
Tones," read before the American Philosophical So-
ciety at Philadelphia recently, it was pointed out
that hitherto measurements of the amplitude of vibra-
tion of a telephone diaphragm have only been made at
one point of the surface—usually at the center. In pre-
paring this paper measurements were extended over the
entire vibrating surface, by the use of a specially de-
signed and constructed vibration explorer, consisting
essentially of a minute triangular mirror, carried on a
thin stirrup strip of phosphor-bronze ribbon, and with
its point held by spring pressure against the surface
of the vibrating diaphragm at any point to be explored.
A beam of light, reflected from the mirror, indicated
the amplitude of vibration.

Between the limits explored of 100 and 2000 vibra-
tory cycles per second, acoustically impressed upon tele-

phone-receiver diaphragms, only the fundamental mode
of motion was observed. Contour lines of ampli-
tude were found to be approximately concentric circles,
except in the case of receivers with bipolar electromag-
netic excitation, in which two maxima were observed,
one nearly over each pole. Curves of amplitude along a
radius of the diaphragm were presented and analyzed.
With acoustic excitation and good flat clamping around
the edge, these curves corresponded satisfactorily with
those deduced from Rayleigh's Bessel-function formulas
for the free undamped vibration of such plates.
The authors suggested means, based on the velocity-

circle diagram, for comparing the acoustic intensities
of organ pipes of different pitches. In some small thin-
glass diaphragms three modes of vibratory motion were
observed in the range of acoustic impressed frequency
up to 1700 cycles per second. The authors acknowl-
edged their indebtedness to the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company for affording the means of execut-
ing the work, and also to Dr. George A. Campbell.
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DIGEST OF ELECTRICAL LITERATURE
(ieiuralors. MotOffl Slid ' I'Mil ormrrs

Alternator Diagram. Andkk Blondbl. A French

Academy paper describing method of plotting the dia

gram of an alternator with the primary winding dis-

tributed uniformly along tin- air-gap. The author finally

shows how this method may even he made use of in cases

m which the winding does not cover the whole periphery.

UIndustrie EUe., May 10, 1915.

Teats of Alternators.—TA. Lapine.—An article illus-

trated by diagrams on a simple method of testing an

alternator under normal running conditions without

using a motor of the same rating or a self-inductor of

the same apparent power, with notes on additional effi-

ciency and regulation tests.

—

L'Industrie Elec, May 10,

1916.
Lamps .iikI Lighting

The Melting Point of Tungsten.—Irving Langmuir.

—Observations on evacuated and on gas-filled tungsten

lamps indicate that the intrinsic brilliancy of solid

tungsten, at a temperature just below the melting point,

is about 7200 international candles per square centime-

ter, which corresponds to a temperature of 3540 deg.

K. for the melting point. Two other methods for deter-

mining the melting point by means of a Holborn-Kurl-

baum pyrometer were also employed. In the first the

black-body temperature of tungsten fdaments heated to

their melting point is determined, while the emissivity

is measured by observations on helically wound fila-

ments. In the second method an alternating-current arc

is passed between two tungsten electrodes placed close

together in an atmosphere of nitrogen, and the current

is increased until the surfaces of both electrodes are

molten. By measuring the intrinsic brilliancy of the

molten surface, as well as that of the image of one

electrode reflected in the other, the black-body tempera-

ture and the reflectivity can be simultaneously measured

on the same surface. The first of these methods gave

for solid tungsten an emissivity of 0.46 and an average

melting point of 3532 deg. K. The second method gave

the emissivity of molten tungsten as 0.425 and the melt-

ing point as 3566 deg. K.

—

Physical Review, August,

1915.

Visibility of Radiation in the Red End of the Visible

Spectrum.—Edward P. Hyde and W. E. Forsythe.—
The determination of the sensibility of the eye to radi-

ation in different regions of the visible spectrum has

long been a matter of interest to photometrists. Owing
to the difficulty of obtaining sufficient illumination near

the ends of the visible spectrum where the sensibility

of the eye is small, the various published data are con-

fined to the more luminous regions of the spectrum.

Nutting, who has carried his measurements further into

the red than has any other observer, gives values of

the visibility out to 0.7jx, but in the last-named region

the observed values are given only to one significant

figure. In connection with a problem in optical pyrom-

etry undertaken in the Nela Research Laboratory it was
important to know the visibility of radiation with a

reasonable degree of accuracy in the red end of the

spectrum. An attempt to determine the sensibility of

the eye in this region of the spectrum by the method

outlined below proved successful. The method employed

involved the use of a modified form of the Holborn-

Kurlbaum optical pyrometer. The essential advantage

of the method over those employed in previous investi-

gations consists in the availability of higher intensities

of retinal illumination. The apparatus used is shown

in Fig. 1. The spectrum of a broad vertical carbon fila-

ment. A is formed hy means of a Hllger constant devi-

ation ipectrometer in the local plane of the telescope

object glass, in which plane is placed the horizontal Ala

ment of a second lamp F. A lens // projects an image
of this filament and of the background spectrum on a

narrow vertical slit / in the focus of the eyepiece K. Bj

\ [BIBILITl I) \\ \ i\ THE kid END in i in. 3P1 ( i i;i M

Mi in \ i ii.ii Mean \ Jui Mean Va
Wave-Length its "i Nine ( liven by ( liven bj Kdni

subjeol Nutting [vet \ alw

(i 620 362.0 227.0 221 L80
0.630 ii, i ii 164. 150 148
(i 640 100 iiki ii 100 100
0.680 58 ii 62.0 50 i,i

ii 660 30.0 34 .«»* «

0.670 15.7 18.6 25* Lfi

0.080 7.6 g.O 16*

0.600 3.8 1 7

0.700 1.87 1.8
0.710 0.91

0.720 0.45
0.730 0.22
0.740 0.111
0.750 0.05(>
ii 760 0.029

0.770 0.014

Extrapolated values.

rotating the drumhead of the spectrometer any spectral

region may thus be brought into the field of view and
compared in intensity with the pyrometer filament oper-

ated at a constant current. Rotating sectored disks

placed between the carbon filament A and the colimator

slit C of the spectrometer and quite close to the latter

served to reduce the apparent brightness in the more
luminous regions of the spectrum, the final settings

being made by turning the drumhead of the spectrom-

eter. Knowing the energy curve of the lamp A and
making the necessary corrections for the dispersion of

the prism, the slit-widths, the selective absorption of

the prism and lenses, and the scattered light, visibility

data were obtained for nine observers. It is pointed

out that these data refer to a very small size of field and
to an intensitv of illumination of the retina well be-

FIG. 1—ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS

yond that at which complications are encountered owing
to the Purkinje phenomenon. The results obtained by

the nine observers as compared with previous determi-

nations are shown in the table.—Presented at Washing-
ton meeting American Physical Society.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Hoisting in Mines.—G. B. Rosenblatt.—An illus-

trated article giving some features of the electric equip-

ment for the Granite Mountain shaft of the Northern

Butte Mining Company in Montana. The electrical

equipment on the hoist is designed to handle 7 tons of

ore per trip. The ordinary operating rope speed is 2700

ft. per minute. The hoist itself has cylindrical drums
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12 ft. in diameter, and the rope to be used is 1%-in.

plow-steel cable. To drive this hoist with an electric

motor and still not draw excessive peaks of power from
the electric power line, the Ilgner system was decided

upon. In this system a direct-current motor is used on

the hoist and supplied with power from a direct-current

generator, forming part of a motor-generator set. The
motor of this motor-generator set is supplied with power
from the electric supply line. Mounted on the shaft of

the motor-generator set is a flywheel the duty of which

it is to equalize the amount of power drawn by the alter-

nating-current motor from the power line. The instal-

lation was made with special consideration to "safety

first."

—

Journal Ass'n Eng'ing Societies, May, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Battery Reserve in an Alternating-Current System.—
In 1896 a power plant was installed in the city of Ver-

sailles to supply direct current at 560 volts for the rail-

ways, and single-phase current at 2300 volts and sixty

cycles for lighting and general power purposes. In 1910

the transmission system of the Sud-Lumiere company
reached the city, and it was decided to buy all necessary

energy from this corporation in form of three-phase

current at 5500 volts and twenty-five cycles. For this

purpose five converting sets were installed consisting of

two groups of transformers and synchronous gen-
erators to feed the traction svstem and three

FIG. 2—CONNECTIONS OF MOTOR-GENERATOR AND BOOSTER

groups of 300-kw. synchronous motor-generators
to supply the single-phase current for light-

ing and power. To insure certainty and continuity of

supply it was decided to use a battery, the principle of

the scheme being indicated in Fig. 2. M is the syn-

chronous three-phase motor and A is the single-phase

generator of a motor-generator set, and directly coupled
to this set is a set made up of a 300-kw. direct-current

dynamo D and booster S, these two machines being
mounted on the same shaft. The two machines are ar-

ranged with windings in series and are connected to the
terminals of a storage battery. In normal operation the
dynamo D and the booster S operate exactly in opposi-
tion to the battery and no work is done. If, however,
the synchronous motor M should stop for some reason,
the dynamo D becomes at once a motor and the booster
S furnishes automatically the electromotive force re-

quired to compensate for the voltage drop of the battery
and the drop in the speed of the motor caused by the
load. When the motor M stops, the booster S has to
maintain the normal speed of the set, the voltage of the
booster being added to that of the battery. On the other
hand, at those times in which the battery is charged, S
adds its electromotive force to that of the dynamo D,
which then operates as a generator. Hence the poten-
tial difference at the terminals of the booster is added
in one case to and subtracted in the other case from the
voltage of the battery. In order to facilitate the neces-
sary reversal of the electromotive force, the booster is

provided with a differential excitation. As shown in

Fig. 3, the two exciting windings of the booster are con-

nected in the two halves of a three-wire network in con
nection with a "potentiometric rheostat," the details of

which are more closely shown in Fig. 4. This arrange-
ment permits the adjustment of the electromotive force

of the booster to any value whatsoever in a perfectly

continuous manner without interruption or reversal of

FIG. 3—GENERAL SCHEME OF INSTALLATION

the exciting current. The booster is provided with two
commutators, which are in parallel under most condi-
tions but which may be connected in series during the
operation of charging the battery. In Fig. 3 / is a

current transformer, P a potential transformer, J the
switch for the dynamo-booster set, K an automatic
circuit-breaker, R the double potentiometric rheostat,

RA an additional resistance, and RC, RI and RR relays.

Under normal operation when the battery is neither
charged nor discharged the differential excitation of the
booster is so adjusted that the potential difference at the
terminals is zero. At the instant in which the auto-
matic circuit-breaker K of the synchronous motor oper-
ates the additional resistance RA inserted in one of the

FIG. 4—CIRCUITS OF POTENTIOMETRIC RHEOSTAT

two exciting windings of the booster is automatically

short-circuited by a relay, and in this way the equi-

librium in the differential excitation of the booster is

disturbed so that the booster gives the required voltage.

It is interesting to note that a single resistance properly
chosen is sufficient to maintain in all cases the normal
speed within 3 per cent in such a way that when the
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high tension three-phase system li in order again the

synchronous motor can again be connected to 1 1 1
«

- net

work. The resistances RA of the three groups are so

dimensioned that tin* load divides itself equally between
the groups. /.« Revue Else., .March 19 (published June
11), L915.

Electrophysici and Magnetism

Laws of Induction. DAVID ROBERTSON.- With refer

ence to the extended discussion on this subjecl started

by a recent paper of Blondel, the author says he has

found it best to standardize two forms of the induction

law for use in different cases as follows: Local form

—

When a body cuts across a magnetic held, an electro-

mot ive force is induced in it proportional to the rate of

cutting flux and in the way of a current opposing the

relative motion; total form—When the flux through a

circuit is changing, an electromotive force is induced in

it proportional to the rate of change and in the way of

a current opposing the change. Neither form is re-

stricted to conductors; they apply also to insulators, in

which the induced electromotive forces produce dielectric

strain, causing sufficient dielectric electromotive force to

balance that induced. The first form is the more con-

venient when dealing with the electromotive forces in

parts of a circuit, such as individual armature bars,

homopolar inductors, etc. (in fact, most, but not all,

cases of motion electromotive force), while the second is

better when considering the total electromotive force in

a coil or closed circuit, such as in a transformer or

induction coil (inductance electromotive forces and a

few cases of motion electromotive forces).—London
Electrician, July 2, 1915.

Electronic Theory.—A mathematical paper by G. H.
Livens on the number of electrons concerned in metallic

conduction and another highly theoretical paper on the

fundamental differential equation of the electron theory

of metallic conduction.

—

Phil. Mag., July, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Ionization Potential of the Roentgen-Ray Tube.—E.

C. Drew.—-A brief abstract of an American Physical

Society paper. In many recent publications the state-

ment is made that the ionization potential of an X-ray
tube is very much greater than the running potential,

or, in other words, that it takes a much higher voltage

to break down the resistance of the tube than it does

to maintain the flow of current, once the current is

started. An experimental investigation of the point has

been, made by the author with several standard-type

tubes. The current through the tube and the fall of

potential across the tube are recorded by a loop oscil-

lograph. The measurement of potential by an indirect

method eliminates the objection to a direct one, viz.,

the same current through the loop as through the tube.

Each loop system is calibrated to read drop or current

as required, and the instantaneous values of the wave
form are scaled off. From the values thus obtained

plots are made which indicate that the ionizing poten-

tial is not of the same order generally supposed. The
law of current in the tube is not that of Ohm. The
energy of ionization and the percentage that this bears

to the total energy supplied is not the same in differ-

ent types of tubes.

—

Phys. Review, July, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Layout of Telephone Exchange.—Thomas Pearson.
—A paper on fundamental principles involved in the

layout of a telephone exchange and system. The author
discusses how to locate the telephone center, the eco-

nomic dividing line between telephone centers, and the
problem of town planning and its effect on economic lay-

outs. The paper is illustrated by numerous diagrams.—Trans. South African Inst. Elec. Engrs., May, 1915.

Book Reviews
i \m i I, DEfl LlQNES Ai.kik.nms A POINT DE VUE Ml.CAN-

[QUB PAR DBS Abaques. By Andre* Blondel. Paris,

France: La Lumiere Blectrique. 64 pages, '•'. illus.

Price, 5 francs.

A reprint of an excellent and yerj Interesting article

by M. Blonde] on the computation of aerial spans for

transmission-line conductors by means of charts and

diagrams. The author produced a set of charts for this

work as early as L902, and new sets in 1910, 1912 and

1913. The particular advantages of the different sets

are pointed out. There can be no douht that once the

theory of the suspension of uniform conductors has

been comprehended by the engineering student the

graphical chart has a great advantage over tables for

the work of the engineer. As in so many other lines

of electrical engineering, Blondel has been a pioneer in

the production of these graphs. The pamphlet will

recommend itself to all transmission-line engineering

students and to many students of applied mathematics.

Purchasing. By C. S. Rindsfoos, C.E. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 166 pages.

Price, $2.

The author has incorporated in a very few pages an

excellent realization of the enormous problems involved

in the art of purchasing, whether on a small scale or a

large, whether for a private or a public undertaking.

By eliminating technical language as far as possible

he has rendered the book exceedingly readable. In turn

the following problems are taken up, each constituting

a chapter: How to obtain the right article; how to

obtain the lowest price ; how to obtain prompt delivery

;

making the purchase conform to fixed policy; how to

obtain favorable terms; personal characteristics and
qualifications; strategy; some of the legal aspects of

purchasing; department organization and forms. Un-
der the chapter of departmental organization is incor-

porated almost the entire report of the proposed system
for the centralized purchase and storage of supplies for

the city of New York. The book will appeal strongly

to executives in charge of the purchasing side of their

respective organizations.

Theorie der Elektrizitat. By Dr. M. Abraham.
Leipzig, Germany: B. G. Teubner. 402 pages, 11

illus. Price, 11 marks.
This is the third edition of the second volume of

Doctor Abraham's theory of electricity and is concerned
with the electromagnetic theory of radiation. It dis-

cusses the most recent applications of Maxwell's theory

of the ether to the mechanics of electrons and to their

radiation. The book is divided into two sections, deal-

ing respectively with the field and motion of single

electrons and with the electromagnetic properties of

ponderable bodies. The seven chapters of the book re-

late to the following subjects: Physical and mathemat-
ical bases of electron theory; radiation from a mov-
ing-point charge; mechanics of electrons; stationary

bodies ; moving bodies ; mechanics of radiation pressure,

and theory of relativity. The theory of relativity,

which is the final subject of discussion, is very ably

treated. It is shown that this Einstein theory of inter-

connected space and time depends upon the postulate

that the velocity of light is invariable in fixed space.

On the other hand, the alternative theory that matter is

distorted by motion through space again depends on cer-

tain postulates, whereby the conclusion is derived that

a spherical world in motion becomes converted into a

Heaviside ellipsoid. The book will be of interest to

advanced students of electromagnetic theory.
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POWER AND OPERATING SECTION

PUMPING AND LOADING SAND
Equipment Used for This Purpose and Expense of Operat-

ing by Steam and Motor Drives

By A. E. Smith*

About 1 mile north of Little Rock, Ark., on the Arkan-

sas River, is a partially submerged sandbar which dur-

ing low water has been used by building contractors as

a source of supply for sand for building purposes. The
method formerly used for handling the material was
rather crude, a steamboat and barge outfit being used

for pumping and conveying the sand. The steam equip-

FIG. 1—BARGE USED WITH MOTOR-DRIVEN SAND PUMP

ment on the boat furnished the power to pump a mix-
ture of sand and water into the barge. In this method
of handling the sand there was considerable loss due to

the fact that there were five distinct operations between
the starting point and the final delivery to the wagons.
The electrically operated pumping outfit that is now

being used consists of a 100-hp., 2300-volt motor, di-

rectly connected to a 10-in. Morris sand pump installed

on a small barge situated close to the sandbar and about
100 ft. from the bank of the river. From the barge a

pipe line extends to a hopper on the bank, where the

water in the mixture pumped drains off, leaving the

sand. A screen is used to prevent large stones and
gravel from mixing with the sand. Through openings
in the bottom of the hopper the sand runs into specially

TABLE I—COST OF HANDLING SAND BY STEAM MACHINERY

Year and Month Yards Output Cost of Coal
Total Repairs,

Labor, Coal, Etc.

1911 October 8,530.95
7,269.35

$300.91 91,502. K)

1 ,025.66
7,300.00
5,991.17

7,966.15
8,248.58
7,836.70
8,064.66

8,508.43
9,211.76
8,999.81
6,760.03

JSL> L't

nit;. 14

331.71
474.09
156.31
394.08

1X1.80
isi .68
298.82
276. is

966.99
928.00

058.58
1 , 164.09

676.31
994.08

1,061 . 13

July 795.25
1,015 92

September 888.85

Total 94,772.60 $3,524.21 si i <i76 50

Average cost per yard of sand pumped, 12.5 cent*.

TABLE U- COST OF BAND! ING BAND BY MOTOB DRIVE

Bill for

Year and Month *i arda Kw.-hr. Motor Repairs,
Etc.

Total
< IlltpUt Service

5,478.79 7, 190 $199.75 1762.82
July 6, 195.28 2,220 76.00 687.82 762.82

6,417.21 6,260 156.60 606.33 762 B3
September, - 5,286. 16 5,440 136.00 30.'.. 30 4 11. 36

October 5, 11 15 39 ',. 130 78.25 819.16 897.41
November... 5,270 85 4,120 103.00 17s in 681 94
December. .

.

1,11S (11 2,310 75.00 378.36 453.36
3,706.53 2,390 75.00 246 17 321.47

February... . 3, 4.
"ill 56 1,946 75.00 is", 28 560.20

March 6,225.96 2,815 75.00 588.02 663.02
April 1,816. 11 3 . 234 75.00 110.57 485.57
May 5,166.20 1 . 194 75.00 544. 29 619.29

61,537.05 42 , 549 $1198.50 $6113.67 $7312.17

Average cost per yard of sand pumped. 11.8 cents.

constructed cars holding 5 yd. each. These cars are
operated on an inclined railroad. At the top of the

incline a 50-hp. motor geared direct to a hoisting ma-
chine is installed which hauls the loaded cars to a point

directly over the railroad track, where an automatic
arrangement dumps the sand into railway cars.

The motor-driven outfit was installed in the early

part of April, 1914, and so far has proved satisfactory.

The manager of the plant has furnished the accompany-
ing operating costs and output of the steam-operated
apparatus from October, 1911, to September, 1912, in-

clusive, as well as a statement of operating costs from
June, 1914, to May, 1915, inclusive, for the electrical

equipment. Some experimenting with the motor-driven

outfit has shown that the proper mixture of sand and
water pumped has a decided influence on the energy
taken by the motor. This is shown by the kilowatt-

•Commercial manager Little Rock (Ark.) Railway & Electric
Company. FIG. 2—A 100-HP., 2300-VOLT MOTOR DRIVING SAND PUMP
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FIG. 3—HOPPER THAT RECEIVES SAND FROM PUMP AND
CAR THAT DELIVERS IT TO RAILROAD TRACKS

hours used during the months of June, August, Septem-
ber and November, 1914, as compared with the output
and energy required for the other months of 1914 and
1915.

The tabulated data show the cost of pumping the sand
with steam-driven machinery and the cost when using
motor drive.

How One Operator Controlled an Air-Compressor

Motor and Used It to Drive a Direct-

Current Generator

By H. R. Smith
In the accompanying illustrations arrangements are

shown whereby a garage owner secured automatic con-

trol of a motor-driven air compressor and at the same
time and from the same alternating-current supply was
able to use a lathe equipped with a 500-volt direct-cur-

rent motor. This lathe motor was of variable-speed

2-hp., 500-volt Reliance design, with a speed range of

from 500 to 1500 r.p.m., which was required for the

lathe work. Since the installation was outside a 500-

volt direct-current supply zone, the use of a single-

Leads to

500 Volt

Lathe :

Motor

FIG. 1—A SCHEME THAT PERMITS A MOTOR TO DRIVE AN
AIR COMPRESSOR AND A GENERATOR

phase, variable-speed motor, calling for an expenditure

of $205, would have been necessary. It was decided,

therefore, to use a 1-kw., 500-volt direct-current gen-

erator belted to the line shaft driven by the air-com-

pressor motor according to the arrangement in Fig. 1.

The method used to obtain automatic control of air

pressure and a simple way of cutting out the control

when the lathe is used are shown in Fig. 2. The oper-

ation is as follows: When the lathe is not in use the

snap switch is always open, and whenever the air pres-

sure falls below 120 lb. the regulator diaphragm a re-

leases the spring-closing contact b, energizing the coils

of the solenoid switch and connecting the main leads

to motor leads so that the motor starts. When the air

pressure reaches 150 lb. the diaphragm a opens the

contact b, which opens the solenoid switch and stops the

motor.

When il is desired l<. operate the lathe, the snap
switch (Fig. 2) is closed allowing the solenoid switch
to he energized, and thui starting the motor. When
air pressure reaches 160 lb. the compressor bell

I

thrown to its loose pulley, and the motor drives the gen
erator only, furnishing 500 volts direcl current through
fuses and a switch to the lathe motor.

All of the apparatus shown in Pig. I is mounted on
:i platform consisting of six long-leaf yellow-pine
planks, 12 in. by 8 in. by 10 ft. long, supported between
angle irons close to the roof. The apparatus shown in

Fig. 2 is installed on a wooden service board. 18 in. by
24 in., attached to the wall in easy reach of the operator.

SoU
operated

Pressure Regulator ,
—

—

Switch I

,

FIG. 2- -CIRCUITS FOR THE AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF AIR

PRESSURE

The apparatus called for by this installation was as

follows

:

One Westinghouse, type CCL, two-phase, sixty-cycle, 220-volt,

1740-r.p.m., 3-hp. motor.
One Westinghouse, type SK, 1.5-kw., 500-volt generator.
One Cutler-Hammer pressure regulator.

One Cutler-Hammer solenoid switch.

One main switch, two-phase, 30 amp., and fuses with metal
box.

One 500-volt, 30-amp., two-pole switch and fuses with metal
box.

75 ft. of 0.5-in. conduit.

200 ft. of No. 14 wire.

One 15-amp. snap switch.

It took a wiring contractor and helper two days to

set the motor and switches and do the wiring. All the

apparatus was furnished, the wiring installed and the

countershafts set at a cost of $190.

Ways to Save Hot Water from Drains and Measure

It by Steam Trap

Steam pipes that are not connected to a special drain-

age system should be drained whenever possible through

apparatus which can handle hot water. For example,

when heaters in toilet rooms have traps on their out-

lets intended to let water by and prevent the passage

of steam, the branch from the steam line which feeds

these heaters should be taken out at the bottom of the

steam line at such a point as to drain the line and not

require a separate steam trap. The hot water returned

to the hot-water heater will contain some heat which

would otherwise be lost if the drain discharged into the

sewer. In the same way, reciprocating pumps may
often be used to drain- steam lines, because there is no

objection to allowing the water to blow through the

pump with the steam so long as it is a continuous

operation and the water does not accumulate and come
in gulps. In connection with manufacturing steam

lines, it is good practice as far as possible to take
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branch lines out of the bottom of the steam header or

main and let branches out of the top of the header be

the exception. In this way the need of a large num-
ber of traps on headers and mains can readily be

avoided.

In a manufacturing plant where it is desired to meas-

ure the condensed steam as a basis of charge for the

steam used by different departments such as drying

ovens, glue pots, etc., the tiling type of steam traps may
be made to serve an additional purpose. Each operation

of this trap represents a certain number of pounds of

condensate, so that by properly attaching counters to

record the operation of the trap a continuous record of

steam consumption for the line to which it is connected

may be secured.

How Smokeless Combustion Is Secured by the

Boston Edison Company

The furnaces at the L Street station of the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Boston have been re-

modeled in an effort to bring about smokeless combus-
tion. The furnaces are equipped with side-feed stok-

ers and connected with chimneys sufficiently large for

using natural draft. The type of furnace construction

is shown in an accompanying illustration. Coal is de-

livered by belt conveyors to bunkers over the boilers

and fed by gravity down chutes to coal magazines ex-

tending along both sides of each furnace, as shown in

Fig. 1. When the coal reaches the bottom of the mag-
azine or coking plate, air which has been heated in

the space over the furnace arch shown in Fig. 2 passes,

by means of the ducts cast in the arch plate, through
the green fuel. Volatile gases driven off by the heat

mix with the heated air and pass along under the heated
arch. By this arrangement the temperature of the

gases is kept high and the combustion sufficiently com-
plete satisfactorily to prevent smoke issuing from the

chimney.

In this type of furnace the coal is pushed off the

coking plate into the grate by the stoker boxes, which
are made to travel in and out by means of gearing.

The coal travels down the grate owing to the motion
of grate bars, and at the foot of the grate a rotary

clinker crusher forces ashes and clinkers into the ash
pit below. The speed of the crusher can be varied for

changes in percentage of ash and clinker, and to soften

the clinkers and keep the grate cool the stoker engines
are allowed to exhaust under the grates. Any unburned
coal which may fall through the grate into the sifting

pits can be drawn out and fired into the furnace. The
ashes are transferred from the ash pit directly into

carts and carried away.
According to Mr. R. E. Dillon of the Boston Com-

pany, the furnaces can be forced to 300 per cent of rat-

Sfoker

Shaft

FIG. 2—SECTION THROUGH FURNACE SHOWING PATH OF
HEATED AIR SUPPLY

ing by forcing steam and air under pressure into the
ash pit, and with natural draft alone 200 per cent rat-

ing can be easily maintained with smokeless combus-
tion.

FIG. 1—SIDE-FEED STOKERS AT L STREET STATION OF
BOSTON EDISON COMPANY

Use of Copper-Clad and Iron Wire on Lines Serving

Small Loads

In the sparsely settled districts where electrical

energy from the system of the Pacific Power & Light
Company is used for irrigation the use of copper-clad

wire makes extensions possible because of its being
about one-third cheaper than the required size of cop-

per. When the load on any such line becomes large

enough to cause an excessive drop in voltage, the cop-

per-clad is substituted for the required size of copper
conductor. According to Mr. G. D. Longmuir, local

manager of the company at Pasco, Wash., considerable

No. 8 iron wire for short tap-offs and branch lines on
6600-volt circuits is also used when the load is light,

without serious trouble on account of voltage drop
arising.

A No. 8 copper-clad line about 10 miles long oper-

ated along the Columbia River from Pasco at 6600 volts

and supplying 110 hp. of irrigation motor drives was
recently changed to No. 6 copper in order to make pos-

sible the securing of a considerable additional load.

This line was first installed to serve a 50-hp. motor load.

During reconstruction it was essential to keep the line

alive to provide continuity of service to irrigation

pumps, and to do this the three No. 6 copper conduc-

tors in half-mile lengths were strung on the cross-arms
in position beneath the insulators to which they were
to be attached, the conductors being pulled up to regu-

lar line tension and dead-ended on the poles. This
process was continued for about 3 miles, and then the

line was killed at night to permit of tying in and splic-

ing at the half-mile points. Only three such interrup-

tions were necessary, the lines being killed for eleven,

ten and eight-hour periods, while at other times service

was given over a period of seventeen days. Two line-

men and three groundmen were employed for the re-

construction work.
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One Year's Records from Raw-Water Ice Plant

'I'hf iccompanying tabulated Information and data

give the electrical equipment of Middle Weal ran
water Ice plant and the operating condition! for one year.

During the period referred to the outpul ranged be

are cooled by L5,788 linear it. of L.25 in pipe arranged
in twenty-six coils and connected with a vertical accu-

mulator; :i ITJOOcu. It. Ice-Storage room; washers and
coolers for the air used m agitating the water in the

cans; thawing tanks for removing the ice from cans;

TABI 1 1 i;l CORD 1 IK OPERATING CONDITIONS AND UNI1 BNERQ1 CON81 MPTION POR \N ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN RAW WATER [OB PLANT
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13,862
13,765

46.05
49 28
61.11
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42.59

24.87
56.10
26.70
86 60
42 30

58.31
58.28

tween 85.41 and 40.4 tons a day, while the energy con-

sumed per ton of ice produced varied from 58.31 kw.-hr.

to 26.7 kw.-hr. It would naturally be expected that the

energy consumed per ton of ice produced would be

lowest when the output was greatest. As shown by the

data sheet, however, this is not the case, since more
refrigeration is needed in the ice-storage room in sum-
mer because less ice is stored there then.

The demand charge for electric service was $2 a

month per kilowatt of maximum demand for all energy
except that supplied to the blowers. For the latter the

demand charge was $3 a month per kilowatt. The maxi-
mum demand of each piece of apparatus is given in

Table II. In addition to the demand charge, an energy

quartz-bed water filters and coagulating tanks ; natural-

draft cooling tower, and the equipment for condensing
the ammonia.

Chain Data for Motor Drives

In a New York paint factory the problem of securing

a suitable grouping of motors, driving shafts and ma-
chines was solved by the use of chains. The basis for

the selection of chains over belts was the demand of cer-

tain machine operations for constant speed. In the

grinding department the company had experienced seri-

ous variations due to slipping of belts, a feature that

has been eliminated by installing chains. The short

TABLE II—MOTOR-DRIVEN APPARATUS IN A RAW-WATER ICE PLANT

Maximum
Motor Rating Machine Driven Power

Demand,
Kw.

200-hp., 500-r.p.m. slip-ring

Wagner
14-in. by 30-in. Huetteman & Cramer ammonia
compressor with 18-ft., 22,000-lb. flywheel re-

volving at 63 r.p.m., driven by 30-in. double
147

Do. Do.

5-hp., 1140-r.p.m. Wagner Two 18-in. brine agitators operating at 150 r.p.m. 3

15-hp., 1720-r.p.m. Wagner Two air blowers operating at 400 r.p.m. to agitate

8

5-hp. Wagner 2

15-hp., 1120-r.p.m. Wagner

1-hp. Wagner

1.5-hp. Wagner

Traveling bridge of ice crane carrying three 400-lb.

cakes.

Hoist on ice crane carrying three 400-lb. cakes. . .

.

1.5

3-hp. Wagner Pump conveying water from thawing-tank over-

1.5

3-hp. Wagner Ice elevator carrying one 400-lb. cake at a time.

.

2

DATA FOR MOTOR TO LINE SHAFT AND LINE SHAFT TO
PAINT-GRINDER CHAIN DRIVES

rate of 0.6 cent per kilowatt-hour was charged. The
total cost of energy for the year was $9,320.31, and the

output of the plant was 22,840.6 tons, showing the cost

per ton of ice made to be $0,408. A total of 1,004,044

kw.-hr. was required, making the average cost per kilo-

watt-hour $9,320.31 -f- 1,004,044 = $0.0093.

In addition to the equipment given in Table II the

following are installed: An 18-ft. by 31-ft. by 5-ft.

freezing tank designed to hold 888 400-lb. ice cans which

Motor to Line Shaft
Chain Gears

Line Shaft to Grinder
Chain Gears

Motor
Sprockets

Line Shaft
Sprockets

Line Shaft
Sprockets

Grinder
Sprockets

Speed in r.p.m

Pitch

1200

0. 75 in.

5.02 in.

21

300

0.75 in.

20 in.

83

300

0.75 in.

5.02 in.

21

150

0.75 in.

10.0 in.

41

Motor to Line-Shaft
Chains

Line Shaft to Grinder
Chains

Width 3 in.

1570 ft. per min.

15

28 in.

390 ft. per min.

Distance between cen-

Varies

28 in.

Morse

Number of motors 8
Number of motors per line shaft 1

Horsepower of each motor 15

Number of grinders per line shaft 14

centers of 28 in. made possible a convenient arrange-

ment of machines and driving shafts, the chains and

motors being mounted on the floor.
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The Problems of Slow-Moving Stock
How the Big Electric Shops Protect Themselves Against

"Dead Stock" and Its Accompanying Losses

THE business of running an electric store is so

young in many cities that in certain important
respects experience is necessarily very limited.

There is no inborn instinct that makes a merchant of a

man when he is called from other duties to assume direc-

tion of a shop that sells household electrical appli-

ances. When he steps from active contracting or from
some central-station work and undertakes to be a store-

keeper he sets himself in competition with the depart-

ment store, and there are certain things he has to

learn. One of the problems that beset him is the man-
agement of stock. How do the biggest, most successful

and most experienced electric shops take care of this

important factor in the work?
Mr. W. G. Stetson, superintendent of the appliance

department of the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany of Boston, says

:

"We do not have very much trouble with dead stock

in our fifteen stores at the present time, because of the
system which we employ. I first decide that I want to

carry an article in stock or to put it into 'the line,' as

they say in the trade, and I then make out what is

known as a 'standard authorization,' which furnishes a
maximum and a minimum on the estimated basis. This
maximum-and-minimum authorization establishes the
quantity of each article that shall be purchased for stock

and the number which shall be sold from stock before

a re-order shall be given. This maximum and minimum
is revised at the end of every month or two when we
actually ascertain how the sales of the particular article

are running.

"Every few months I get from the supply department
a statement of the inactive stock. This is a statement
of what stock has not been selling for the previous six

SHOWCASES ARE USED EXTENSIVELY IN THE ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC SHOP TO PREVENT DEPRECIATION
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ANOTHER VIEW IN THE ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC SHOP, SHOWING
MORE DISPLAYS PROTECTED BY PLATE GLASS

months, which periods as you will understand, will

overlap, since the reports are made more frequently
than semi-annually. If the sales over a considerable
period are extremely limited, it is then only necessary
to cancel the authorization, which cuts out further
orders of the article, and the remaining stock is dis-
posed of at a reduced price, if necessary. Ordinarily,
however, a little push put behind the sales of that par-
ticular article will be sufficient to clean out the remain-
ing stock, which because of our standard system is apt
to be very small."

A Special Employees' Clearing Sale

Kut in spite of all a man can do—with all vigilance
and the best of system—there will be some stock that
will drag and will finally have to be disposed of, as Mr.
Stetson suggests, by reducing the price or by "baiting"
it in some effective manner. They have a way of doing
it in the Commonwealth Edison Company's electric shop
in Chicago which Mr. George B. Johnson, manager of
the electric shop, described as follows:
"We dispose of our slow-moving stock in three ways:

First, by being extremely careful in purchasing goods,
holding the head sales clerk responsible for disposing
of goods within thirty to sixty days from their receipt;
second, in always having on sale at special reduced prices
certain articles which have not been moving, and, third,

in disposing of our left-overs from Christmas to em-
ployees of the Commonwealth Edison Company by means
of a special employees' clearing sale, held in a location

not accessible to the public. This finds a ready and an
entirely profitable market for many appliances that
would otherwise lie unproductive on the shelves.

"The matter of slow-moving stock," added Mr. John-
son, "is of extreme importance, not only to central-

station salesrooms but also to all retail establishments.
We watch our stock very closely and keep continually
pushing toward the front any articles which seem to

stick. I have found good results by placing a 'premium'
on the slow-moving articles, so that employees can make
a little extra money by working for the sale of certain
backward appliances. For instance, in the case of a
forty-dollar electric lamp which has been in stock too
long, I would allow a special premium of, say, $1 to the
employee who succeeds in selling it."

Employees' Auction Sale

In Philadelphia also the company tries to give the

employees the fullest opportunity to benefit by such en-

forced bargains. Mr. Joseph D. Israel, district manager
of the Philadelphia Electric Company, takes all shop-
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ONE OF THE FIXTURE-DISPLAY ROOMS IN THE NEW
HATFIELD ELECTRIC STORE IN INDIANAPOLIS

worn articles which, while mechanically and electrically

perfect, it is impossible or too expensive to refinish, and
offers them at auction to company employees, and thus

realizes in most cases a sum very near their cost.

"We have held two or three of these auction sales," he
said, "during the past winter in connection with some
of the section meetings, and have found that this not

only stimulates the interest of the employees in attend-

ing the section meetings but also interests them in using

appliances in their own homes, thus adding to their en-

thusiasm in pushing appliance sales for the company.
"This dead-stock problem," Mr. Israel went on, "is a

point that has received considerable study in our elec-

tric shop, and we have succeeded in very materially re-

ducing the amount of unsalable material. The greater

proportion of such stock seems to consist of irons which
have been sent out on trial and, proving unsatisfactory

on account of weight or style, have been returned. The
irons themselves are usually in perfect condition, with

the exception of the finish, and we find that by sending

the irons to an electroplating house we can have them
put in the same condition as when received from the

factory and sell them as new."
The question of whether backward stock is really

"dead" or "merely sleeping" is naturally an important

one. Mr. E. R. Davenport, sales manager of the Nar-

ragansett Electric Lighting Company in Providence, R.

I., advocates making a very strenuous effort to push an

article that fails to sell satisfactorily before a bit of

profit is cut from the price.

Forcing the Slow Device

"When we find any article in our electric shop that

does not seem to move," he said, "we make a special

effort to force it, featuring it in window displays and

in newspaper advertising, and sometimes, if necessary,

we hold a special sale of the device for a limited time.

We try to see that our stockroom contains no dead stock

at any time, and the stock-keeper in our store is in-

structed to go over his stock periodically and see that all

goods are in perfectly salable condition and to report

anything which does not seem to be moving. These in-

structions are also given to the head salesman in the

store, so that one checks up the other.

"In addition to this, we make periodical inspections

of all goods in the store and see to it that nothing gets

packed away which should be on display and sold. We
are seriously considering now the proposition of offering

on easy payments everything on sale in the electric shop

priced from $3 up. This method, we believe, will do

a great deal toward increasing our sales."
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The Fundamental Causes

It is essentially a merchandising problem, a problem
that engages the attention of every man who operates a

retail business house, and it is difficult or simple to him
just as he is skilled and thoughtful in the work. "In
this day the question of dead appliance stock is, in my
opinion, not of very considerable importance," said Mr.
C. E. Michel, the manager of the appliance department
of the Union Electric Light & Power Company of St.

Louis, "for the reason that if even a reasonable amount
of ordinary mercantile skill is displayed in the purchase
and merchandising of electric appliances, such a stock

will be practically non-existent. Where such a problem
does exist," he continued, "it is usually traceable to one
of two causes—first, ill-advised purchases from the

standpoint of either quantity or quality; second, depre-

ciation of sample and display goods. The first of these

causes usually arises from one of two conditions, the

purchase in large quantities by a purchasing agent in

some distant town of appliances for resale, or the local

buyer's lack of information, judgment or system.

Long-Distance Buying Difficult

"Take the first of these conditions," Mr. Michel con-
tinued. "Certainly it is a hard task for a purchasing
agent in some central office to buy appliances in quanti-

ties, distribute the articles among several towns and
cities for resale, and not load up somebody with goods
that will not move. The electric-appliance business has
not as yet reached a point of standardization that will

permit of this method unless there exists close co-opera-

tion between the purchasing agent and some well-in-

formed person in each of the distributing stations so
served. The customers in different localities have been
educated along different lines, and it simply means in-

creasing the impediments to the general introduction of

electric appliances if an attempt be made to sell them
one style of article when they desire another. I have
one striking example of this in mind.

"There are two comparatively large cities lying in

close proximity. In one the demand is for electric irons

with attached stands; in the other the call for such an
iron is negligible. In the latter city an attempt was
made, through the medium of a special sale at very
sharp reduction in price, to introduce the iron with the
stand attached. This failed, and the sale succeeded only

when the style of iron offered was changed to conform
with what the public was accustomed to. This condi-

tion is typical of the business as a whole. The second
condition—depreciation—is really unpardonable. The
appliance business is essentially a mercantile proposi-

tion, and the man responsible for its success or failure

in any locality should certainly be possessed of the at-

tributes of a merchant in a degree proportionate to his

field. If he is, he can be relied upon not to fill up his

shelves with a lot of unsalable apparatus.

The Danger of Depreciation

"Depreciation exists wherever a showroom is main-
tained. It can, however, be minimized by following a
few simple and self-evident precautions. Display arti-

cles to be effective must be kept bright and new, and
they cannot be so kept if they are displayed on open
tables, as is the case in most localities. Impurities in

the atmosphere quickly tarnish the highly polished sur-
face. Experience teaches that well-made display cases
check this depreciation to a marked extent, but articles

kept in these cases should be carefully gone over and
wiped with a soft dry cloth once each week. Then, when
a sale is made, the display article is the one that should
be delivered to the customer after having been properly
packed in an original box, and a new article should take
its place in the showcase. In spite of all precautions,
certain slow-moving articles will become tarnished or
damaged, and while such stock is usually small, unless
it be carefully watched it will accumulate. To prevent
this we maintain a bargain table in the St. Louis elec-

tric shop as a regular feature of our sales policy, and

MAIN SHOWROOM OF THE NEW HATFIELD ELECTRIC STORE AT INDIANAPOLIS DECKED FOR ITS OPENING DAY.

THE USE OF SHOWCASES AND DISPLAY TABLES
NOTE
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on this table place such articles as have from one cause
Or another gol in such shape that they cannot he sold
as new. in order that the bargain table maj fulfill its

function, however, these article mu 1 I..- priced with
due regard to condition and demand. It will he found
also that while a slight reduction from the Belling price
will move certain articles, others will have to he priced
helow actual cost in order to get them oil the shelves.
An effective bargain table requires careful watching
and a constant change of articles offered. This, of
course, is self-evident.

'"In the case of articles of comparatively high cost
or those that are ready sellers and on which the finish
has been impaired, it frequently pays to have them
re-tin ished. When this is properly done, the article can
be placed in regular stock. The most practical. le way
of handling this is to arrange with some local concern
to take care of this work, and when this is done the
cost is small.

The Protective Policy Best

"In general, our policy is to hold but few special sales
each year, for the reason that frequent special sales
tend to disorganize regular business, and if persisted

in work a hardship on those stores depending for their

profit 00 appliances sold to help pay the expense of their

establishment. We believe it fundamentally true that

many stores distributing electric appliances at regular
prices will put out iim>m- goods than one central station

appliance department selling at cut prices, it is quite
true," said Mr. Michel in conclusion, "that a central

station is interested more in the kilowatt hour consump-
tion of appliances sold than in the financial profits of

the appliance department, hut this is no good reason

why such a department should he stampeded in its

buying and selling policy to a point where, when a

strict accounting is had at the end of the year, its loss

in operating costs over revenue plus depreciation on
stock practically wipes out the net revenue accruing
from the use of appliances sold."

In short, the operating of an electric shop is essen-

tially a merchant's problem, and no manager can do
better than to study the other merchants' methods in

the handling of his stock. It is not a new problem to

other retail men, and through the years they have
evolved many methods of protection. The electric shop
manager must take advantage of it and apply their

ways to his new kind of merchandising.

An Elaborate Temporary Wiring Installation

Provisions for Electric Illumination of the Outdoor Performance of

Given in the Harvard Stadium at Cambridge, Mass.

Siegfried"

THIRTY thousand people witnessed the recent per-
formance of Wagner's opera "Siegfried" at the
Harvard Stadium, Cambridge, Mass., and the

success of the performance was greatly enhanced by
the special electric lighting provided for the occasion.
Under ordinary circumstances there is very little per-
manent wiring on the Stadium grounds, as almost all

the events on the premises occur by daylight. To stage
the opera, however, a full-fledged temporary theatrical
installation was required, and the result was a revela-
tion of the capabilities of the gas-filled lamp for such
service.

Energy Supply for Special Installation

As the Stadium is on the Allston side of the Charles
River, the electrical supply was taken from the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, a special
overhead circuit being run to the grounds from the

Edison 2300-volt duct system at North Harvard and
Western Avenues. About 150 ft. north of the tem-
porary stage a transformer tower was erected, with

110/220-volt feeders leading to a 6-ft. by 9-ft. wooden
switch house from which the low-voltage mains were
carried overhead to the distribution centers in the

Stadium. Two 50-kw. transformers were installed

about 20 ft. above the ground, with the usual fuses and
disconnecting switches.

The secondary leads were connected in parallel and
brought into the switch house in a single circuit which
branched into two three-wire cable buses within the

house, each branch being separately metered and
equipped with an independent cut-out. Four 200-amp.
circuits were run from the buses to the Stadium struc-

ture, a fifth circuit of the same rating leading to the

stage. The latter was 100 ft. long and 60 ft. deep and

TEMPORARY TRANSFORMER POLE, SWITCH HOUSE, WIRING AND SWITCHBOARD FOR PERFORMANCE OF "SIEGFRIED*
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had an 80-ft. proscenium arch,

providing ample space for the

performance, which was staged

by the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany of New York, with the as-

sistance of a group of artists of

world-wide renown.

The portion of the Stadium oc-

cupied by the public fronted a

horseshoe-shaped area about 475

ft. long by 237 ft. wide. On the

gridiron section of the grounds

and directly in front of the stage

and orchestra were built about

552 temporary boxes, and the gen-

eral illumination of these was pro-

vided by hanging six 1000-watt

nitrogen-filled lamps about 50 ft.

above the seating space, the lamps
being hung in three sets of two
each by 0.375-in. stranded steel

Stadium. With this illumination

FOOTLAMPS ON THE TEMPORARY STAGE

cables spanning the

it was easy to read

the libretto, and the general lighting of the seats in

the amphitheater permitted newspaper reading at all

points. The lamps hung above the box section were
provided with opalescent globes.

A total of 27,000 cp. was provided for the general

lighting of the Stadium, which included the extensive

use of 750-watt bare lamps on temporary wooden brack-

ets along the tiers of seats on the concrete structure

forming the amphitheater but did not include eighteen

400-watt and twenty-seven 250-watt lamps used in the

general illumination of the grounds. The stairways

and colonnade were admirably illuminated by small

units of the ordinary tungsten variety, 60-watt and 100-

watt lamps being commonly employed. In all about

18 miles of wire was run, mostly

on porcelain knobs screwed into

wooden brackets or cross-arms

which were either fastened to

wooden uprights or cleated to the

concrete at joints or edges.

The stage equipment included a

temporary frame switchboard car-

rying fuses and sixteen circuit-

control switches, with twelve dim-

mers, six spotlights rated at about

25 amp. each, and a full installa-

tion of red, white and blue foot

and border lamps. For the bor-

ders 100-watt units were used in

the white bulbs and 60-watt units

for red and blue lamps. The foot>

lamps were made up of 60-watt

white and blue lamps and 50-watt

carbon red lamps. Orchestra

lamps were fed from a row of outlets provided at the

front of and below the footlamps, each orchestra lamp

being made up of an inclosed pair of 16-cp. tubular car-

bon incandescent lamps connected by flexible cord and

plug to the stage outlets above mentioned. Two 60-watt

lamps on wooden brackets were provided for the stage

switchboard operator's service, and the latter was fur-

nished with both electric bell and telephone connections

to the transformer station.

The Boston Opera Company furnished spotlights,

brackets, strips and scenery, under the direction of Mr.

C. J. Sullivan, electrician; the general arrangements

were planned by Mr. Frederick G. Gaus, chief electrician

Metropolitan Opera House, New York, and the installa-

tion was made by Mr. George F. Norris, electrical en-

gineer, Boston, Mass.

Almost a Ton of Evidence

A particularly graphic demonstration of the growing
popularity of electric irons in Kokomo, Ind., was re-

cently contrived by Mr. O. M. Booher, new-business

manager for the Indiana Railways & Light Company,
as shown in the accompanying picture. Electric flat-

irons to the number of 233 had taken the place of the

abandoned sadirons which comprised this pile of junk
weighing % ton.

This sidewalk exhibition was an incident of a mid-
summer flatiron sale in Kokomo, in which a small allow-

ance was offered on every old iron of any kind surren-

dered to the company. This allowance was applied on
the purchase price of an electric iron, and the cash price

received for the iron after deducting this allowance was
ample to cover all costs. As the old irons were brought

in and surrendered they were piled high in the show
window, and the growing heap proved most effective

in calling attention to the sale.

"In addition to the 223 sold on this exchange proposi-

tion," writes Mr. Booher, "many irons were sold out-

right, bringing the total iron sales up to 259 for the

month, and the total sales for the year so far to 537.

The features of the plan, in addition to that of arousing

general interest in other energy-consuming devices,

were several. Practically no old electric irons were
brought in, which is positive proof that a large per-

centage of the irons put out went into homes not yet

NEW-BUSINESS GAINS AT KOKOMO, IND.
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A PILE OF OLD IRONS EXCHANGED FOR NEW

possessing electric irons, or, in other words, homes that

had up to that date refused to purchase an iron at the

regular price. Also, each exchange ciosed that par-

ticular sale, eliminating the time and effort consumed
in following up irons put out on approval."
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Motor Drive

in Many Roles

at "Anokia"

At "Anokia," the magnificent ranch
home of Mrs. Baldwin on the Santa Anita
Ranch, near Los Angeles, Cal., electricity

performs every household function, from
cooking the dainty dishes which the mis-

tress sets before her guests and cooling

the pantries and drinking water to laun-

dering the household linen and vacuum-
cleaning the many rooms. Electric pumps
deliver the water which makes the great

gardens blossom, and an electrified ma-
chine shop renders the ranch garage a
self-contained economic unit as far as all

ordinary repairs are concerned.
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Electricity on a

Country Estate

The Complete Equipment of the Palatial

Ranch Home, "Anokia," of Mrs.

Anita Baldwin Near Los

Angeles, Cal.

HOUSEHOLD drudgery is done away with, the

comforts of the metropolis are brought to the

country home, and the artistic beauty of archi-

tecture and settings is heightened through the agency

of electricity in the recently completed country house,

"Anokia," of Mrs. Anita Baldwin near Los Angeles,

Cal. The equipment, as here pictured, represents the

last word in domestic electrical installation, for electric

power is employed for every need and comfort—from
a pumping plant to irrigate the vast estate to a hair-

drying apparatus for the mistress' boudoir; from the

utilitarian functions of laundering clothes and sweep-

ing floors to the comfort of a circulating chilled-water

system and the artistic effects of the concealed and in-

direct lighting which shows the tasteful interiors by
night.

This home in the environs of Los Angeles is situated

on the famous Santa Anita Ranch, well known to lovers

of fine horses; but the fact that this home site was
in the country did not mean that the heiress of "Lucky
Baldwin's" millions was to be deprived of any of the

advantages and conveniences of life in the city. Through
the lines of the central-station company all the conve-

niences of the metropolis are conveyed to the estate, and
as a result of the plans developed by Mrs. Baldwin and
her architect, Anokia is probably the most completely

equipped "electrified home" in the West.

Lighting of the Grounds and House

A most impressive feature, on first inspecting the

place, is the lighting system both without and within.

The illumination outside has been designed to bring

out the architectural features of the house by night, and
that in the interior to show off the mural paintings and
carefully selected furnishings to best advantage.

The broad veranda and the double sets of stone steps

leading to it are illuminated by means of twenty-five

lighting standards of bronze, which are of exclusive

design and so placed that the light will be caught by
the white surface of the walls and arches.

An example of the indirect lighting used in the

house is in the interesting "jinks room/' where the use

of urns suspended from the ceiling and containing the

lamps produces a soft glow that brings out the colors

of the frescoes, Oriental rugs and other objects of art.

This hall, devoted to good cheer, is equipped with every-

thing that goes to make a jolly and informal gathering,

including an electric range in the adjoining "kitchen-

ette." A variety of electric devices are used in the last-

mentioned room for preparing impromptu suppers,

while, in order to prevent the odors of cooking from
going through the house, an electrically operated ven-

tilating system is installed, with an exhaust fan which
carries the fumes outdoors.

Refrigerating Equipment

The ice plant in the basement makes the estate quite

independent of the vagaries of the local ice man. A
15-hp. motor operates the machine for three or four

hours a day and not only produces about 400 lb. of ice

INDIRECT LIGHTING IN THE "JINKS ROOM," ANOKIA, NEAR LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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imt cools boxes with a capacity of L500 cu. ft., winch

are kepi at a temperature ranging from •"••"' deg. to i
11

deg. Fahr. The drinking water, which la drawn cold

from the taps throughout the house, is chilled bj a

separate system, utilizing a tank with brine coils for

producing the proper temperature and a small electric

pump for circulating the water.

The electric vacuum-cleaning system which extends

throughout the house, the electric hair dryers in each

dressing room, the complete electric laundry (in a build-

ing away from the house) where washing machines,

Wringers and irons are all electric in operation these

are the type of conveniences that one looks for in city

mansions hut which the transmission line now brings

to tlu 1 remote country seat as well.

The garage and repair shop contain electric equip-

ment for the care of the automobiles. An unusual fea-

ture for a private garage is a vacuum-cleaning plant

for the cars, a duplicate of the one used for sweeping
and dusting the house. The shop is run by a 5-hp.

motor, which operates the lathe, drill, press, grinder

and other machinery that make the Baldwin garage in-

dependent of outside shops for large as well as small

repairs.

Electric Irrigation for the Estate

Finally, the beauty of the home grounds and the fer-

tility of the 6000-acre ranch are dependent upon the

electrical pumping system. From a number of wells

about the place water is forced into reservoirs and

tanks for both domestic use and irrigating purposes.

More than 200 hp. is represented in the motors installed

at various points. A 40-hp. motor connected directly to

a centrifugal pump is shown in one of the photographs.

This is used for raising the water supply from one of

the wells to a big concrete reservoir on an elevation

300 yd. distant. From the reservoir the water for

domestic use is pumped to a filtering system and thence

to an 1800-gal. tank.

In the past it has often been necessary for one with

a taste for country life, a love of nature or a hobby for

breeding choice stock to forego many of the comforts

of modern life when retiring to a home out of town.

Nowadays, through the agency of the countryside

transmission network, it is possible to combine the

quiet pleasures of a country estate with the luxuries

that it was heretofore impossible for even the wealthi-

est to procure away from the cities. But as the rich

man's plaything of to-day becomes the necessity of the

average man of to-morrow, one may look forward to

the time when the farmer's wife will expect many of

the conveniences described above as a matter of course,

and with the continued development of electric-power

transmission and distribution throughout the country

the use of electricity in rural districts may become as

general as it is now in the great cities.

Advertising on Car Windows

By selling all the space in their cars to advertising

companies, many combination railway and central-sta-

tion companies deprive themselves of a medium of ad-

vertising that would be very valuable for their own use.

A way out has been found by the Elmira (N. Y.) Light

& Railroad Company, however, by the use of a frame
which fits in one of the windows and which holds two
cards, so that the message can be read by people on the

street as well as by the passengers. The frames are set

up in the middle windows of the car and used by the

company in making announcements to the public. This

form of advertising, the company states, is proving to

be most effective and entails but little expense.

Merchandising Methods
Adjustable (hart to Show How Seasons Affect

Lighting Hills

An interesting little device developed by tin' Cleve-

land Electric Illuminating Company and illustrated

herewith Is used to show customers why their elect

lighting lulls vary with the seasons. 'I he chart con
of a circular dial of cardboard on which are plotted in

polar en ordinates hours of night, and day and the aver-

amount of cloudiness observed for the various
months of the year. Pivoted over the < ircular dial are

two movable sectors, which can he set at the lime of

going to lied and adjusted to the number of hour: of

sleep, so that the visible part of the circular dial shows
clearly the hours during which artificial light is re-

quired.

On the back of the chart are given directions for the

use of the dials, the yearly average percentages of

iwc lights

*s9> 7^-*wi^i»<«, ir -<i(v
'Nc* ~ midnight

x \tA\^

CHART FOR CALCULATING HOURS OF LIGHTING

darkness, cloudiness and sunshine, and also the prin-

cipal weather statistics for the year in which the chart

is issued. Mr. Mathias Turner, sales manager for the

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, is responsible

for the development of the idea.

Stock Motors Landed the Contract

When the National Aluminum Works became estab-

lished at Elmira, N. Y., the company fully expected to

continue, as formerly, in its use of steam power. Such
expectations, however, were not to be fulfilled, for the

Elmira Water, Light & Railroad Company, whose Madi-
son Avenue plant is adjacent to the aluminum works,

proved itself equal to the occasion. The electric com-
pany had a number of spare motors in its stock room,

and at once suggested that they might be utilized to

operate the machinery as it was installed. A bank of

transformers was installed for the new works, and as

fast as machines were put in place the spare motors
were set up to operate them. Although these motors
were not the proper size for the work, they served to

demonstrate the versatility and power of electric energy
and a wholesale contract was signed as soon as load

tests had been made and specifications of the type, size

and speed of various motors submitted. When the new
motors arrived the stock motors were again consigned

to the storehouse as good as ever.
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THE KANSAS CITY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY'S ADVERTISING CAR AND ITS CHANGEABLE ELECTRIC-LIGHTED SIGN

Advertising Twelve-Dollar House-Wiring Cam-
paign at Kansas City

In preparation for the fall house-wiring season, the

Kansas City Electric Light Company has had in service

again this summer the advertising car which created

something of a sensation two years ago. The feature of

the display this year is a revolving double-faced sign, 2.5

ft. by 5 ft., inserted in the side of the car, operated by a

flasher. The sign is reversed while the lamps which
illuminate the sides of the car are momentarily extin-

guished, so that when the lamps flash up again the sign

is seen to be changed. A motor in the car operates the

flasher sign and a "hurdy-gurdy." The crew of the car

consists of three men, the motorman, the conductor and

the hurdy-gurdy attendant. The car covers about 30

miles each night, being on the streets two hours. It

has eight different routes, which are covered in succes-

sion so that each section of the city is visited by the

car about once a week.

Electric Irons in Cap Factory

The accompanying illustration, which shows a portion

of a cap-making establishment in Brooklyn, N. Y., indi-

cates how the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of

Brooklyn makes profitable customers out of its small

consumers. Nine four-heat electric irons, several sew-

ing-machine motors and the lighting equipment are sup-

plied with central-station service on a maximum-demand
contract, the energy rate being 10 cents per kilowatt-

hour for the first twenty-five hours' use of the maxi-

mum demand, 5 cents for the second twenty-five hours'

use, and 3 cents for all in excess of 50 hours' use.

A Window-Display Kink

In Oregon City, Ore., the Huntley Brothers Company
hit upon the idea of painting a huge tungsten lamp on
the window, leaving the "lamp" transparent and the rest

of the window opaque. A member of the firm reports

that the idea was instrumental in selling 1000 tungsten
lamps in ten days, although the little city has a popula-

tion of less than 5000.

Service to the Passer-by

The manager of the Western Electric Company's sup-

ply depot at Newark, N. J., has hit upon an ingenious
scheme for gaining closer touch with the man who stops

to gaze into the window but will not come into the store.

It is a telephone installed outdoors on the frame of the
window. It communicates directly with an information
desk placed in the display window itself in charge of

a member of the selling force, who, in effect, is stationed
there to serve all those who pause to observe the display.

The sidewalk telephone, as shown in the picture,

speaks directly to the man in the window, who in turn is

connected by his telephone to all departments and is

able to secure all information desired in regard to prices

or any other detail of interest to the passer-by. It is a
unique innovation that has created much interest, and
the outdoor telephone is in use much of the time. The
window clerk takes orders for articles on display in the
window, answers questions of every description, secures
many names and addresses for the mailing list, and im-
presses every one who pauses before the window with
the cheerful, up-to-the-minute service which this store
affords.
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ELECTRIC IRONS IN A BROOKLYN CAP FACTORY REACHING THE SHOW-WINDOW SPECTATOR BY TELEPHONE
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I in- Sign Habit

The Pacific Power & Light Company oi Portland,

Ore., recent!} conducted an electric-sign campaign thai

proved exceedingly successful. Thecompany'i territory

was thoroughly canvassed by a visiting Baleaman from

a sign manufacturer who spent eight months In this

region, during which time eighty signs were sold with

an aggregate number of 5404 lamps.

A sptvial inducement was offered permitting a long

period for payment on the signs. Special sign contracts

were made, and the rates lor service, cost of Sign, hang-

ing, interest, etc., were all figured in the price and pro

rated over a certain period of months, the period dr

pending on the credit <>r the prospective customer, in

many cases the time went as long as sixty months, but

where the credit was not so good the time was cut down
according to the judgment of the local manager, who
had to paas on all credits.

The company's new-business manager writes:

"Since the campaign has been completed and Mr.

Conover (the sign salesman) gone, we find that our
sign business continues to keep up remarkably well.

Every month we receive several new sign contracts, and
I believe that this is purely the result of the campaign.
In other words, we have got the people into the sign

habit.

"There were several points about this campaign which
were very gratifying. The principal one was that ii

was put on at practically no expense to us, yet at the

same time it brought us in a fine amount of business

and has given a great stimulus to outdoor illumination,

the effect of which will not wear off but will be the

source of continued growth in this branch of our busi-

ness."

Developing Local Industries as Future Central-

Station Loads

Working on the principle that the interests of a pub-
lic utility and the community it serves are identical,

W. S. Barstow & Company, who control some forty-odd

utilities in New England and the Middle West, have in-

stituted an industrial department the purpose of which
is to assist these communities in attracting industries

within their borders. Working arrangements have been

made with the chambers of commerce in these places by
means of which the company will co-operate with the

local bodies in their efforts to develop new industries.

Data- relating to vacant or unused factory buildings,

sites, etc., are now being gathered throughout the ter-

ritory served. The industrial department is in charge

of Mr. Arthur M. Torrey, formerly with Hildreth &
Company, New York, who also looks after the engineer-

ing contract department of the company.

Co-operation in Little Rock

A high degree of co-operation exists between the elec-

trical contractors of Little Rock, Ark., and the Little

Rock Railway & Electric Company. Two years ago

there were but three contractors in the city, and little

attempt was made by them to get the apparatus trade.

There are now five contractors in Little Rock, all largely

interested in selling electric appliances of all kinds.

The company is consulted on the purchase of all appli-

ances, and by its recommendation has kept all appliances

installed up to a high standard. Each morning at the

salesmen's meeting in the commercial department of the

railway and electric company there are one or more of

the contractors present with a view of securing busi-

ness or assisting in closing some new contract.

Electric Vehicles

The Passenger Vehicle's Progress in New York and
New Kngland

Although the electric passenger car hat attained its

widest use in the cities of (lie Middle West, the con-

venience and simplicity of electric locomotion is already

winning for the battery-driven vehicle its rightful place
among means of transportation in the more -on erva
tive Mast particularly lor the woman. In New York
City and the great suburban area which surrounds it

"electrics" are making a rapid drive lor popular favor.

On the island of Manhattan alone, according to figures

issued by the New York Edison Company, about
seventy-five women now drive their own electric ca

Many of these women take their cars with them to their

summer homes. No other type of vehicle, it is pointed
out, enables the woman and the members of her family

to enjoy shopping trips, calls, and spins through the

COUNTRY LIFE DE LUXE IN CONNECTICUT

park and along suburban roads, and to arrive at the

destination as fresh and spotless as at the start of the

trip. The accompanying illustration shows the advent
of twentieth-century transportation and comfort in a

century-old Connecticut homestead, whose hospitable

porch has doubtless witnessed the passage of state

coaches on the well-seasoned road now so admirably
adapted for electric touring.

Electric Trucks Economical Even Under Low Daily

Mileage Conditions

According to the experience of the Duquesne Light
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., electric trucks have proved
especially desirable in central-station service where the

daily mileage traveled is small. The trucks employed
by the Duquesne company are required to traverse less

than 16 miles per day per truck, which is equivalent to

about 4000 miles a year. This condition makes the

item of fixed charges an important factor when com-
pared with the cost of hiring vehicles.

The accompanying table shows the cost of operating
trucks for the distribution department of the Pitts-

burgh company. The operating cost includes repairs

and improvements in equipment. The fixed charges
are based on 12 per cent for electric vehicles and 18

per cent for gasoline trucks. Comparison of the total

expenses shows an advantage for electric vehicles over
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horse-drawn or gas-driven trucks, especially when the

vehicles are garaged by the company. In one district

the average cost of hiring wagons was $375 a month
as compared with $137 when one electric truck was
placed in service. The truck gave about the same
service as one and one-half wagons at $160 a month

COST OF OPERATING TRUCKS

Truck

Cost per Day

Total

Operating Fixed Charges

Remwka

Gasoline J3.66 $1.67

Gasoline 3.09 1.60

Gasoline 2.06 0.90

Electric 4.71 0.29

Electric 3 . 24 1.15

Electric 0.96 1.00

Electric
'

2.00 0.89

Electric 1.76 0.89
Electric 1.13 0.89

Electric , 0.71 0.89
Electric 0.69 0.89

$5.33
5.50
2.96

5.00
4.39
1.96
2.89

2.65
2.02
1.60
1 58

Garaged by company
Garaged by company
Rented

Thirteen years old, rented

Rented
Garaged by company

!
Rented

Rented
[Garaged by company
Garaged by company
Garaged by company

Costs per mile: Gasoline trucks, 26 cents; electric trucks, 22 cents; hired team, 80 cents.

Drivers' wages for only two hours a day are charged to operation, since the driver works in

the gang while the truck is standing.

each. The saving was therefore the difference between
$238 and $31 (the monthly cost of operating the truck),

or $207 a month. Because of the higher speed at-

tained with these vehicles it was also found that the

gang could do 27 per cent more work, so that $4.05

per day was saved on wages.

The Versatility of the Electric Truck

Aside from its usefulness as a dependable means of

locomotion, the electric truck, unlike any other kind of

vehicle, is itself a sort of perambulating power plant or

portable source of electrical energy, which can be drawn
upon for the operation of electrically driven devices of

almost any kind. Physicians, for example, have found
their electric phaetons particularly useful when called

THE TRAVELING MACHINE SHOP OF THE PHILADELPHIA
ELECTRIC COMPANY

upon to make X-ray diagnoses in the homes of patients

where electric service is not available. By running a
pair of wires to the battery of the vehicle standing at

the curb, the doctor's portable X-ray machine can be
operated as conveniently as if connected directly to the
central-station circuits.

The illustration herewith shows a portable motor-

driven pipe-threading and cutting machine which is

operated from the cells of the truck battery near by.

This outfit is used by the Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany. The truck hauls the portable tool shop to the
work and then supplies energy to operate it during the
day.

Interior Construction

Nitrogen-Filled Lamps in Boston Art Museum
The illumination of the newly opened Robert Dawson

Evans wing of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts is per-

haps of a more advanced type than can be found in any

LIGHTING OF NORTH GALLERY OF EVANS WING BOSTON
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

similar picture-gallery lighting installation in the

world. Nitrogen-filled lamps of 750 watts rating each

are used in a system of illumination through ceiling

windows, the lamps themselves being installed in the

high attic spaces above the galleries. To bring out
the full tone of the pictures and to minimize the glare,

so common with fresh oil paintings, the necessity of

a well-diffused system was recognized. The installation

here described provides a well-diffused system of cross-

lighting with no direct rays penetrating the glass ceil-

ings.

The two large end galleries in the Evans wing have
flat ceiling windows. The galleries, which run later-

ally, as well as the corridors connecting with a series of

smaller rooms, have arched ceiling windows. All ceil-

ing glass is %-in. ground plate, which is said to possess

the best light-diffusing qualities. To exclude direct

sunlight, sets of hinged frames, on which is stretched

white cotton cloth and which are operated from the

corridor below by compressed air, are installed over

each of the ceiling windows. The entire interior of the
attic space is painted white.

Conduit Construction Throughout

Over the two end galleries referred to, which measure
80 ft. 9 in. by 36 ft. and are 32 ft. high, the 750-watt
nitrogen-filled units, in 15-deg. Wheeler metal reflectors,

green outside and white enamel within, are installed

4 ft. above the flat glass ceiling, which measures 63 ft.

by 19 ft. The lamps are suspended on sections of 0.5-

in. galvanized conduit, about 15 ft. on centers, in two
rows 17 ft. 6 in. apart. In addition, a lighting unit

is installed at each end, between the two rows. The
lamps within the reflectors are vertical, and the de-

flection of the reflector is in the direction of the wall

opposite the side on which the lamp is placed.
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11.UM1NATION OF THE EAST AND WEST GALLERIES MOVABLE FIXTURE FOR LIGHTING CAR-WASHING STAND

Two north galleries, each 34 ft. by 56 ft., have arched

ceiling windows 17 ft. 8 in. by 41 ft. 8 in. at a height

of 30 ft. above the floor. Above these windows the

lamps are 11 ft. apart in two rows 15 ft. apart. These
units are equipped with 20-deg. reflectors, facing in-

ward.

Illumination of Smaller Galleries and Corridor

Two smaller galleries, in line with the two last men-
tioned and each 34 ft. square and 29 ft. high, are

lighted through round ceiling windows, 17 ft. in diam-
eter, by gas-filled units in vertical Wheeler reflectors

hung about 4 ft. above the ceiling. The south side of

the wing is provided with a similar lighting installa-

tion.

A 10-ft. corridor runs the length of the wing between
the two series of galleries. It has an arched ceiling

window about 7 ft. wide, over which the 750-watt

lamps are mounted in a single line, 18 ft. between lamps
and 6 ft. above the crown of the glass. In the entire

building sixty of the high-efficiency lamps are installed.

The galleries are closed before dusk for the greater

part of the year, but during the winter artificial light-

ing is required for an hour or two in the late afternoon,

especially on Saturdays and Sundays, when closing is

at 6 p. m. The total duration of lighting is about 180

hours in a year.

Drop-Lighting Fixture for Garage Service

For car-washing service in garages the apparatus
available for lighting the sides and under portions of

automobiles is frequently very cumbersome. A flexible

installation which eliminates the heavy equipment some-
times used is illustrated herewith. It was designed by
the Lowell (Mass.) Electric Light Corporation for use

in the company's electric-vehicle garage, and consists of

a set of four 150-watt lamps mounted in 10-in. by 12-in.

Frink reflectors carried on condulet fittings attached

to a 0.5-in. conduit 16 ft. long. A flexible lead feeds

the several lamps in multiple, and the entire outfit is

easily raised and lowered by small ropes and pulleys.

Weight was saved by avoiding the use of a continuous

reflector inclosing all the lamps.

Lecture-Hall Window Curtains Drawn by Motor

Window curtains in the lecture hall of the physics

building at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, are

operated by motors controlled from the lecture plat-

form. This method has been provided since sometimes
as many as eight lectures requiring a darkened room
are delivered in a day. The curtain rollers are similar

to ordinary spring rollers except that the ratchets and
pawls are omitted, and the curtain cords are used to

prevent the springs from rolling up the curtains. The
cords run through openings in the sill and are attached

Curtains-.
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Motor- Driven Drum.

CORRIDOR LIGHTING—BOSTON ART MUSEUM

RAISING AND LOWERING SHADES BY MOTOR

to drums driven by motors. The control switches are

mounted in the same cabinet with the lamp switches.

The friction of the pulley mechanism is sufficient to

prevent the springs from raising the curtains when the

motor is de-energized. One motor operates several

curtains.
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NIGHT AND DAY VIEWS OF NITROGEN-FILLED TUNGSTEN ORNAMENTAL LIGHTING AT ROCKVILLE CENTER, N. Y.

Lighting Practice

Gas-Filled Ornamental Lighting at Rockville

Center, N. Y.

By A. L. Powell
Although a five-lamp tungsten-lamp system had been

previously installed on certain streets of Rockville Cen-
ter, Long Island, N. Y., when it was decided to equip
other streets of the town last fall plain single-lamp
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ARRANGEMENT OF LAMP STANDARDS

standards with nitrogen-filled lamps were selected. Be-

cause of the curvature of the roads, large, high trucks

coming up to the curbing would frequently damage the

five-lamp standards. Besides the distribution advan-

tages afforded, it was felt that the one-lamp standards

would be decidedly less expensive to keep in repair.

The globes of the new system are mounted 15 ft.

above the curbing and are made in two parts. The
bottom part is of clear glass, roughed inside, while the

top is of very dense opal which has not been polished.

Although a considerable amount of light is thus reflected

downward, a certain amount is diffused upward to

DISTRIBUTION CURVE OF LAMP UNIT

illuminate the building fronts. Each lighting unit is a
400-cp., 5.5-amp. series gas-filled Edison Mazda lamp.
The standards are opposite each other on 120-ft. centers.

The cost of installing the fixtures and wiring was
met by assessments on the owners of abutting property
at a fixed value per foot front, in addition to contribu-

tions received from public-spirited citizens of the
village.

Since the system has been installed many more people
have been seen nightly on the newly lighted streets.

Keepers of stores fronting on these streets, who in large
part paid for the system, are positive that the invest-

ment is bringing large returns. The installation was
made under the supervision of Mr. H. C. Major, super-
intendent of the local lighting plant.

Lamp Trimmer's Ladder

No pedestrian, be he superstitious or not, can walk
beneath the lamp trimmer's ladder used by the boule-
vard-lighting department of the South Park Commis-
sioners, Chicago, for the ladder's base is set firmly
against the post on which the trimmer is working
and the ladder itself leans outward, suspended at its

top by an iron hook. This hook holds the upper lad-

der rungs at a convenient distance from the lamp
globes and is locked in place around the standard by
a pin and chain. The trimmer while ascending the
ladder and while working on the lamps remains at
all times between the ladder and the post.

Such a ladder possesses several advantages over
the ordinary ladder. It is, for example, impossible
for such a ladder to slip; it presents practically no

LAMP-TRIMMER'S SAFETY LADDER
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obBtructioxi to pedestrian traffic, which, in Chicago's
downtown district, Is always dense; it places the trim-
mer in a convenient position for working, and ii

minimizes the hazard to both the public and the
i rimmer.

Artificial Illumination, Architecture and Decoration

Mr. David Crownfleld, chief fixture designer for the
Pettingell-Andrews Company, Boston, Mass., empha-
sized the close relationship which should exist between
architect, engineer and fixture designer at a recent
meeting of the New England Section of the Illuminat-
ing Engineering Society.

Among the most beautiful examples of a type of out

let layout which is almost universal in Europe, said Mr.
Crownfleld, is that in the Galleria Collona, at Rome.
The arrangement consists of a double row of crystal
chandeliers running parallel to the long axis of the room
and spaced from one-fourth to one-sixth of the width
of the room from the side wall. This arrangement ac-
centuates the length of the room, and the use of three
divisions enhances the artistic effect as compared with
a single line of pendants. In this gallery the pendants
are hung in front of the windows, an unusual arrange-
ment which incidentally facilitates the distribution of
daylight by reflection from the facets of the crystals as
well as the dispersion of artificial light. The location
of the fixtures between the windows keeps the paintings
from being obstructed. The sources of light are also
so far away from the canvases that light is not picked
up and reflected by thickly applied paint.

Analysis of Existing Installations

The author also discussed a number of lighting in-

stallations in the Copley-Plaza Hotel, Boston. In these
the fundamental effort has been to provide fixtures ap-
propriate to the decorative schemes and in close har-
mony with the periods represented in the various rooms
treated. Thus the lantern type of fixture has been
effectively used in portions of the hotel as a concession
to the historical sense. In using lantern fixtures elec-

tric candles are essential, but the efficiency of the unit
is entirely dependent upon the light-distribution curve
of the lamps. Cove lighting is used in the barroom.
The results are fairly satisfactory, although the low
barrel ceiling, vaults and shadows on the molding, and
surface decorations do not distribute the light with the
best efficiency.

The lighting of the ladies' tea room, on the other
hand, is remarkably satisfactory. The room was laid

out with a diffusing glass ceiling, behind which are
electric lamps covering almost I he entire area beneath
with an artificial daylight effect. Along two sides of
tlie room are heavy beams supported by columns. Elec-

tric outlet .lie placed on these beams midway between
the columns, and from these depend modern fixtures

hanging well down into the room. The results of co-
operation between engineer, designer and architect arc
most satisfying in this case.

Lighting of College Librarj

The John Hay Memorial Library, at Brown Univer-
sity, Providence, R. 1., was the first building in the
world to be illuminated throughout by the indirect

method, continued Mr. Crownfleld. Every college

library has to meet heavy demands as term ends ap-
proach, often by the addition of extra tables. On ac-

count of the inflexibility of standards when provided
for fixed table arrangements, lighting from overhead
was selected, the light rays being crossed to avoid dark
spots. The outlets are in alternate bays of the ceiling,

thus also putting a portion of the ceiling in shadow,
which is restful to the eye when looking up from books
and papers. The reading-room is lighted with indirect

units at one-third the energy expenditure assigned for

direct table lighting.

"White-Way" Lighting at El Paso, Tex.

The El Paso (Tex.) Electric Railway Company has
recently completed half a mile of "white-way" lighting

on San Francisco Street, El Paso. The installation con-

sists of forty-six ornamental inverted magnetite arcs

of the 4-amp. type, mounted on steel combination trolley

and lighting poles. Standard-weight 35-ft. steel poles

measuring 5 in., 6 in. and 7 in. in section were used

for this purpose, the poles being set 6 ft. in concrete.

The poles are spaced 90 ft. apart and are staggered,

thus placing lamps at intervals of 45 ft. along the street.

The 4-amp. arcs are so mounted as to bring the center

of the arc 16 ft. from the curb, and with this height and
the 90-ft. spacing a very even lighting over the entire

street is obtained. Overhead distribution is employed,

a special pole top and break-arm being employed to

carry the arc circuit. The construction work was done
by the light and power department of the El Paso Elec-

tric Railway Company, the electrical equipment was
furnished by the Southwest General Electric Company,
and the poles and brackets were furnished by the Elec-

tric Railway Equipment Company.

MAGNETITE-ARC "WHITE WAY" LIGHTING ON SAN FRANCISCO STREET, EL PASO, TEX.
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NEW APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES
A Stereoscopic Aid for the Electrical Salesman

An optical device embodying the principle of the old-

fashioned stereoscope, which should be made of much
selling assistance to salesmen for central-station service

and for manufacturers of electrical apparatus and de-

vices too large to be shown to the intending purchaser

except by picture, has been developed by the Corte-Scope

Company of Cleveland, Ohio, and is called the "Corte-
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POCKET STEREOSCOPE FOR THE ELECTRICAL SALESMAN

Scope." The device is of light but sturdy construction

and puts the old-time stereoscope into a form that is

practical for commercial purposes. The aluminum in-

strument when folded occupies space about the size of

a man's hand and is used in viewing binocular photo-

graphs. Such a photograph viewed through the lenses

looks not like a picture but like the actual object itself.

Indeed, one almost feels the impulse to reach out and
operate the mechanism.
The device as a business increaser is being applied in

many ways. It is being used to show details of con-

struction, for instance, and the arguments thus pre-

sented are very convincing. It enables the salesman of

a company selling machinery or heavy articles virtually

to carry all his samples in his coat pocket, and besides

samples he can in effect show whole plants to any new
or prospective customers.
The great advantage of the stereoscope pictures over

ordinary "flat" pictures of any kind lies in their vivid-

ness and realism. Before any sale can be made, it is

pointed out, the salesman must have the customer's full

attention. The striking effect of these pictures secures

that attention from the start, while the detail of the

picture dispels any doubt as to the truth and accuracy

of what is shown.

Automatic Pipe Wrench

The pipe wrench shown in the accompanying illustra-

on is so linked that no adjustments are required for

SELF-ADJUSTING PIPE WRENCH

different sizes of pipes, and the greater the force with
which the operator presses on the handle the greater is

the pressure tending to grip the pipe. The wrench has

a quick-release and ratchet movement and, according to

the manufacturer, the Hayward Wrench Company, 700
Cass Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., is strong and durable. It

is of high-carbon drop-forged steel and is made in three

sizes—one 7 in. long, another 11 in. long and another 14

in. long, with jaw openings respectively 1.15 in., 1.375

in. and 1.875 in. The weights are 11 oz., 1 lb. 14 oz. and
3 lb. 6 oz. respectively.

Battery-Charging Sets

For charging automobile and motor-boat batteries the

Robbins & Myers Company, Springfield, Ohio, has de-

veloped the motor-generator set shown in the illustra-

tion. These sets are built to operate on 110-volt and
220-volt direct-current energy, or on 115-volt and 230-

volt, sixty-cycle alternating-current energy. For use

in private garages a 80-watt size has been developed.

This size will sometimes be convenient for public gar-

ages where the service is light and where not more
than one battery has to be charged at a time, but the

150-watt and 250-watt sizes are in general recommended
for public-garage service.

The 80-watt and 150-watt outfits can be easily moved

MOTOR-GENERATOR SET FOR BATTERIES

about and are fitted with oak bases to enable them to be

placed on the running board of a car without marring

the finish. The 250-watt size is designed for permanent

installation in a garage. The 80-watt, 8-volt outfits will

charge one 6-volt battery, starting at a 10-amp. rate.

The 150-watt outfits are for either 15-volt or 30-volt

operation, and the 250-watt outfits for 30-volt operation.

The 80-watt and 150-watt sets are furnished with 10

ft. of heavy duplex cable equipped with universal test

clips on the generator end, the leads being substantially

anchored to the frame of the machine. The 250-watt

sets have leads brought out of the frame through bushed

holes. These leads are equipped with brass connections

at their ends. Four leads are provided, two of them
being for connection to a field rheostat. Wick oilers

are provided on the two smaller outfits and ring oilers

on the larger.

The motors can be attached directly to lamp sockets

or other convenient terminals, no starting resistance

being required. As the generators are shunt-wound,

either clip may be connected to either terminal of the

battery, the generator adjusting its polarity automat-

ically to that of the battery. After the battery becomes

fully charged the generator may be left floating on the

battery without injury.
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Screw-Plug Flush Receptacle

A snru plug receptacle with (lush plate has been
added to the wiring specialtiea of the Cutler Hammer
Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. This recep
tacle is designed to be placed in a wall or baseboard for

SCREW-PLUG FLUSH RECEPTACLE

use in connection with table lamps, fans, heating ap-
pliances, etc. Its rating is 660 watts at 250 volts. A
spring contact is provided in the receptacle to insure
good contact even in places where there is jarring or
vibration. These receptacles are made with and with-
out hinged lids, which can be closed when the receptacle
is not in use.

Automatic Starter with Adjustable Acceleration

Device

An automatic starter in which the time of accelera-
tion can be varied over a wide range by adjusting the
air dash-pot of the automatic starting solenoid has re-

cently been placed upon the market by the Industrial
Controller Company, Milwaukee, Wis. In this starter
the various steps of the resistance are cut out by sepa-
rate magnetic switches which are controlled by a master
switch. All switches have removable stationary and
movable contacts, and copper brushes are used as

energy carrying contacts. Tin 1 design <>t the switche
is such thai the magnet e<>ils and all wearing parts can
he removed Prom the fronl of the panel. The various

switches are controlled by means of contacl figures

engaging with the contacl bar of the Bolenoid-operated
master switch, thus avoiding all mechanical interlocks.

Ventilated Fixture lor Gas-Filled Lamp
Lighting fixtures for both exterior aid interior use

and designed for taking gas-filled lamps have been
placed on the market by the Pittsburgh Metal Spinning
& Stamping Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. These fixtures

are provided with "Mogul" sockets and also serve as

shade holders. The arrangement for attaching the
socket and the ventilating cap is such as to make the
fixture weatherproof. Under test no part of the lamp
fixture reached a higher temperature than 221 deg.

Fahr. The fixtures are artistically designed, those for

COMBINED FIXTURE AND SHADE HOLDER FOR GAS-FILLED

LAMPS

exterior use being made entirely of copper while those

for interior use are made of flemished bronze or brushed
brass. The fixtures can be supplied in various sizes for

taking lamps of from 100 watts to 1000 watts rating.

Flaring-Type Steel Reflector

A 14-in. flaring-type porcelain-enameled steel re-

flector has recently been placed on the market by Har-
vey Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. The reflector has

been developed especially for use with 60-watt short-

base tungsten lamps. The neck is so designed that

when the lamp is inserted in the socket the filament is

CONTROL PANEL SHOWING ACCELERATION SOLENOID AND
AUTOMATIC SWITCHES

HUBBELL

PORCELAIN-ENAMELED STEEL REFLECTOR OF FLOWING TYPE

in the proper position to secure a maximum diffusion

of light. The device is equipped with a contractile

collar, made by the above manufacturer, permitting it

to be attached directly to the socket, thus eliminating

the necessity of separate shade holders. Ample venti-

lation is provided by vents in the top of the neck.
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Traveling-Grate Stoker with Revolviug Disk Grate

Bars

Automatic stokers of the traveling-grate type

equipped with revolving disks in place of chains or grate

bars, in order to allow good draft without danger of

melting parts of the grate, are being manufactured by

the Keystone Stoker Company, Boston, Mass. The grate

surfaces of these stokers are composed of closely spaced

o ^~<^jjfffilil^ffy^iy

'

»
FIG. 1—GRATE BAR, SHOWING ONE DISK AND COMPLETE

UNIT

disks mounted on parallel square bars which rotate as

they move through the furnace. The disks do not mesh,
and they make two or more revolutions during one
passage through the furnace, thereby causing the disks

to be cooled by the air currents entering the fuel bed.

As a result the manufacturer claims that the disks have
no tendency to melt and that the fire is gently agitated

in a way which aids combustion and prevents mass for-

mation of the clinker.

The links are made with flat bottoms which enable

them to ride on the rollers with a minimum amount of

friction. Each link carries an umbrella-shaped shield

cap which protects it from the fire, the shields being
held in place by dovetailing into grooves in the link.

These shields form the upper half of the bearings of the

bars carrying the disks and afford a quick means of re-

placing the bars by slipping them out of the links.

A simple, positive method of rotating the bars while

in the furnace is effected by pinions fitted to one end of

the bars and engaging with rack teeth suitably spaced
along the bearer bar, which is also fitted with the rollers

that support the links as shown in one of the illustra-

tions. The freshly supplied fuel that sifts into the ash
pit is reclaimed by falling on an apron and being carried

forward by the returning disks onto a foot plate at the

front, as shown in the section of the stoker.

The coal enters under a gate which regulates the

proper fuel supply with the adjustment to vary the speed
of travel made by two thumb-screws. Circulating water

this way an excess of air through what would otherwise

be the thin portion of the fire is prevented.

Since the fire disks revolve, the tendency for clinkers

to stick to the grate is avoided, with the result that

there is no serious plugging of the air spaces. The

continual movement of the grate keeps the fuel even

and in a free state, with the result that high draft

pressure is not necessary to develop high rates of duty.

The fuel disks and shields are common castings, so that

the renewal expenses are low.

Attachment Plug

An attachment plug which, it is claimed, reduces the

time of wiring to half of that required with other types

of plugs has been developed by the Best Electric Com-

pany, Pittsburgh, Pa. This plug is equipped with a new
strain-relief device which the manufacturers claim takes

the full stress of any pull or jerk on the wire, thus elimi-

nating the necessity of a knot in the wire. In wiring,

both wires are cut even and there is no necessity for

fishing in holes for the lead-in wires. Only one screw

has to be removed in order to render the interior of the

ATTACHMENT PLUG OF ASBESTOS COMPOUND

plug accessible for wiring. An asbestos compound
which, it is declared, cannot crack or melt is the mate-

rial used in the construction of the plug.

%• n: -n p p ;

FIG. 2—METHOD OF REVOLVING DISK GRATE BARS

boxes are provided at the feed gate and at the bridge
wall to prevent fires occurring in the coal hopper and
damage to the bridge wall. Dumping grates at the rear

are eliminated, provision for raising or lowering the

back end being provided by strong eccentrics which jack

the stoker to suitably thicken the fire at this point. In

Portable Triple-Scale Electric Tachometer

An electric tachometer consisting of a direct-current

magneto and a millivoltmeter of the D'Arsonval type

has been developed by the Electric Tachometer Com-
pany, Perry Building, Philadelphia, Pa. The magneto
is connected in series to the meter by a twin conductor

which may be 5 ft. or 10 ft. long as desired. The coil is

provided with nickel-plated open terminals. The mag-
neto is equipped with two cases as shown in the accom-

panying illustration, one being utilized for the gearing

and the other for the magneto proper. The two cham-
bers are separated by a solid metal wall, preventing oil

and grease from entering the space containing the elec-

trical parts. A strong and simple gear-shifting arrange-

ment is provided which makes it possible to obtain three

different spindle speeds in the ratio of 1, 4 and 16, while

the armature speed is constant. The millivoltmeter is

provided with three scales, the ratio of which is 1 to 4

to 16. Polished aluminum castings are used through-

out. The gears are of case-hardened carbon machinery
steel and phosphor bronze, and all shafts and spindle
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bearings arc provided with phosphor-bronze bushings.
'l'lif shaft and spindles arc ol' high carlu.n steel. Am
pie provision Is made, it is declared, for occasional lu-

brication. The millivoltmeter is of the horizontal port

able type and Is equipped with mirror scale and knife

edge pointer. It is mounted in a carrying c:ise of

PORTABLE MAGNETO-OPERATED TACHOMETER

maple which is provided with lock and leather strap,

hinged cover and reinforced corners. The tachometer
may be provided with sets of scale ranges reading up
to 12,000 r.p.m.

Electric Washer with Inclosed Gearing

An electric washer in which all gears and other mov-
ing parts are inclosed in oilproof cases for the protec-

tion of both operator and clothes has been developed

by the Pittsburgh Gage & Supply Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa. The washer is of the cylinder type, the clothes

being placed in a perforated cylinder which revolves

and is automatically reversed at frequent intervals.

Rigid construction is employed throughout, the tank

being made of heavily tinned copper and the operating
mechanism being heavy enough to preclude all possibility

of stripping the gears, a Westinghouse 0.25-hp. motor
is used to operate I he washer and the wringer separately
or simultaneously.

Electrically Driven, Non-Vibrating Pumps
The non-vibrating qualities of the Luitwider non-

pulsating, motor-driven pump are well shown in the
accompanying illustration, where a 5-in. wire nail

standing on end on the base of the suspended machine
remained motionless while the machine was in opera
tion. The pump is 3-in. by 3-in., double-acting, and is

driven by a 3-hp., 1600-r.p.m. Rochester motor, gearing
being employed to reduce the pump speed to 160 r.p.m.

CYLINDER-TYPE ELECTRIC WASHER

NON-PULSATING, MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP

At this speed the pump is capable of pumping over 82

gal. of water per minute at 50 lb. pressure. There are

no air chambers in these pumps, 1-in. nozzles being em-
ployed in their place. There are six suction and six

discharge valves. All working parts are inclosed under
a cover which keeps out dust and dirt. Lubrication is

accomplished by means of the splash system, chains

bringing the oil up from the reservoir to the driving

shaft and the pinion shaft of the pump. A groove at

the outer end of the bearing and a drain hole return the

oil into the reservoir so that no oil works out at the

end of the bearing.

The cam shaft is of the floating type and is subject

to no pressure at opposite sides in the cam-shaft bear-

ing, thus reducing friction to a minimum. Tests are

said to have shown the efficiency of the pumps to be

87.5 per cent. The pump illustrated was successfully

operated at 300 r.p.m. when it was resting upon two
2-in. polished steel rollers, the manufacturer claiming

that the speed of the pump seems to be limited only by
fluttering due to high speed, which prevents the pump
from seating itself properly. The maker is the Luit-

wieler Pumping Engine Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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CURRENT NEWS SECTION

i Program of International Engineering Congress

The program for the International Engineering Con-
gress of 1915, which will convene in San Francisco
during the week beginning Sept. 20, has just been com-
pleted. All sessions will be held in the New Civic

Auditorium, and the program includes papers under the
following classifications: The Panama Canal, waterways
(four sessions), irrigation (four sessions), municipal
engineering (five sessions), railway engineering (five

sessions), materials of engineering construction (five

sessions), mechanical engineering (six sessions), elec-

trical engineering (three sessions), mining engineering
(three sessions), metallurgy (five sessions), naval arch-

itecture and marine engineering (seven sessions), and
miscellaneous (four sessions), including aviation, re-

frigeration, agricultural engineering and engineering
education, heating and ventilation. Over 3000 members
have already been enrolled.

The papers to be presented at the electrical engineer-

ing sessions are as follows:

"Economics of Electric Power Station Design," by
Dr. H. F. Parshall, London, England.
"The Water-Power of Sweden," by Mr. Sven Lubeck,

Stockholm, Sweden.
"Electric Power in Canadian Industry," by Mr.

Charles H. Mitchell, Toronto, Canada.
"Industrial Effect of Low Cost of Electric Energy,"

by Mr. L. A. Ferguson, Chicago, 111.

"The Effect of Hydroelectric Power Transmission
Upon Economic and Social Conditions," with special

reference to the United States of America, by Mr.
Frank G. Baum, San Francisco, Cal.

"Electrical and Mechanical Installations of the Pana-
ma Canal," by Mr. Edward Schildhauer, New York,

N. Y.

"Electric Welding," by Mr. C. B. Auel, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

"The Application of Electricity to the Heating of

Metals," by Dean F. L. Bishop, Pittsburgh, Pa.

"The Electric Motor as an Economic Factor in In-

dustrial Life," by Mr. David B. Rushmore, Schenectady,

N. Y.

"The Influence of the Electric Motor on Machine
Tools," by Mr. A. L. De Leeuw, Elizabethport, N. J.

"Effects of Electrolysis on Engineering Structures,"

by Prof. Albert F. Ganz, Hoboken, N. J.

"The Mechanical Problem of the Electric Locomo-
tive," by Mr. G. M. Eaton, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

"On the Production of High Permeability in Iron,"

by Prof. Ernest Wilson, London, England.
"Electric Illumination," bv Mr. S. H. Blake, Schenec-

tady, N. Y.

Other papers of interest to the electrical engineering

profession are: "Utilities," by Dr. A. C. Humphreys,
Hoboken, N. J.; "Public Utilities," by Mr. Edward
Willis, Chiswick, England; "Electric Motive Power in

the Operation of Railroads," by Mr. W. Hood, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. ; "Electric Motive Power in the Operation of

Railroads," by Mr. E. H. McHenry, New Haven, Conn.;

"Power-Plant Design," by Mr. H. S. Putnam, New
York; "The Internal-Combustion Engine of the Year
1915," by Prof. C. E. Lucke, New York; "The Develop-
ment of the Construction of Turbines in the Nether-

lands," by Mr. D. Dresden, Hengelo, Holland; "The 1915
Steam Turbine," by Mr. E. A. Forsberg, Stockholm,
Sweden; "The Diesel Engine in America," by Mr. Max
Rotter, St. Louis, Mo. ; "Developments in Modern
Water-Turbine Practice," by Dr. H. Zoelly, Zurich,

Switzerland; "Waterwheels of the Pressure Type," by
Mr. A. Pfau, Milwaukee, Wis.; "Hydraulic Power De-
velopment and Use," by Mr. J. D. Galloway, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. ; "Waterwheels of the Impulse Type," by Mr.
W. A. Doble, San Francisco, Cal. ; "Canadian Hydraulic
Power Development," by Mr. C. H. Mitchell, Toronto,

Canada; "Motor Vehicles, Passenger Type," by Mr. E.

Favary, New York; "Motor Vehicles, Utility Type," by
Mr. A. J. Slade, New York; "Motor Tractors," by Mr.
F. S. Davis, Chicago, 111.; "The Boiler of 1915," by Mr.
A. D. Pratt, New York; "Electrometallurgy," by Dr.

E. F. Roeber, New York; "Electrolytic Refined Copper,"

by Mr. A. C. Clark, Perth Amboy, N. J.; "Physical

Properties of Copper," by Prof. C. R. Hayward, Boston,

Mass.; "Gas-Producer Development," by Mr. Z. C.

Kline, Central Falls, R. I. ; "Some Considerations Re-
garding Engineering Education in America," by Prof.

G. F. Swain, Cambridge, Mass.; "Technical Education
for the Professions of Applied Science," by Prof. Ira

N. Hollis, Worcester, Mass.

DESTRUCTION WROUGHT BY ERIE FLOOD
How Central Station Was Wrecked and Electric Service

Restored in Three Days Amid Great Handicaps

The Erie County Electric Company, which is the larg-

est power-producing company in the northwestern part

of Pennsylvania, put a full load back on its wires

in the remarkable time of seventy-two hours after its

French Street station had been wrecked by the flood which
swept through the business section of Erie on the night

of Aug. 3. This station of the company, at Twelfth

and French Streets, bore the brunt of a dividing 25-mile

current, which ran from 5 ft. to 10 ft. deep.

Pouring into French Street from Mill Creek, the flood

waters, now out of their course, went two ways, the

main stream at the street intersection rising rapidly,

and just an hour after the series of cloudbursts south

of the city the water began to flow into the station.

All records for rainfall in Erie for nearly a century

were broken. Millions of tons of water were washed
from the Mill Creek watershed into the narrow channel

in three hours, carrying tons of mud and sand, build-

ings, homes and factories. In this wild, swirling mass
thirty-six persons were carried to their death, and the

property loss varied from two to three million dollars.

Starting above Twenty-sixth Street, between State and

French Streets, the waters, now many feet deep and
gathering force as they moved upon the city, tore out

culverts and tossed houses about like chips. Spreading

to State Street and to the east of French Street, the

width of three city blocks, the flood ripped out every-

thing in its path. Gathering great piles of wreckage,

the water wrenched out and demolished building after

building, depositing this debris throughout the flood

zone. Everywhere were huge piles of lumber.

Work of restoration was begun immediately by the
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HEART OF BUSINESS SECTION OF ERIE SWEPT BY FLOOD

WRECKAGE NEAR ERIE COUNTY ELECTRIC COMPANY'S STATION AND MOTOR-GENERATOR SET ON CAR OUTSIDE OF STATION

DEBRIS PILED UP IN FRONT OF ERIE COUNTY ELECTRIC COMPANY'S STATION AND LINES DOWN IN REAR OF STATION
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city. With the burial of the victims of the flood, clear-

ing of wreckage and health precautions well in hand, the

city began an investigation of the cause for Mill Creek

overflowing its banks. This is in progress now. State,

county and federal authorities are assisting in a plan

to prevent a repetition of the flood. It was agreed at a

conference of these officials on Aug. 18 that a commis-

sion should be selected to solve the problem of floods in

the Mill Creek watershed.

When the flood struck the French Street station of

the Erie County Electric Company a battery of boilers

of about 700 hp. was in operation driving engines di-

rectly connected to direct-current generators. In addi-

tion there were motor-generator sets, one of 250 kw.

and another of 500 kw., in operation. This was about

5.30 o'clock in the evening of Aug. 3, at which time

there was a very light load.

Just before this one of the direct-current generators

on the balancing set, composed of two 110-volt gener-

ators and synchronizing motors, went out, breaking the

coupling and smashing the shaft of the synchronous

motor. This set was believed to have been struck by
lightning.

The water was rising rapidly. At 6.30 o'clock it was

TEMPORARY EQUIPMENT HASTILY INSTALLED

running level with the curb and creeping over the side-

walk, and it soon found its way into the boiler room.
Higher and higher it rose until it was 5 ft. deep in the

street and nearly up to the stokers in the boiler room.
Every effort was made to switch the current of the

water, but with every inch it rose it gained in force,

and when the water had reached almost to the armpits
of a faithful old stoker, who stood by to keep the plant

going, if such a thing were possible, the fires were pulled

and all equipment was shut down, excepting a syn-

chronous motor which drives three Brush arc machines
stationed on the gallery. By keeping that running suf-

ficient light was furnished to the engine room. This
was kept going by using alternating current from
station No. 2, at Cranberry and Fifth Streets, where all

the alternating-current power is generated (see Elec-
trical World, July 15, 1911).
By this time, shortly after 9 o'clock, the water was

racing madly through the streets. It burst in a front
door of the plant on Twelfth Street and poured into the
main offices and engine room like a creek. The water
had now reached the level of the windows of the main
office, 4 ft. from the sidewalk. It swirled through the
rooms and trapped two employees in the business office.

They ascended desks and escaped by breaking a glass

partition and wading shoulder deep to an inner stair-

way. Their escape was made by using a flashlamp.

The water was now 4 ft. deep on the engine-room

floor. In another hour it was 5 ft. deep here and more
than 15 ft. in the tunnels and station. This was at the

crest of the flood.

Not a wheel in the engine room proper was turning,

and employees who had been with the company for

years saw it idle for the first time. This was the first

time the French Street station had been put out of

commission in twenty-seven years.

With the water came tons of sand and mud. The
engine-driven generators were completely submerged,

and grit lodged in every crevice of the machines. Sand

and mud choked every bearing in all the machines as

the water swirled about them throughout the night

Realization came quickly to officials of the company.

While they knew the plant for the time was ruined, they

immediately began preparations for getting it into shape

as soon as the waters receded.

Day came, and while the city stood stunned by dev-

astation wrought in so short a time and from such

a source, work of restoring lighting and motor service

began. The Burke Electric Company rushed a 250-kw.

induction motor and two 110-volt direct-current gener-

ators and, coupling them up tandem, gave direct current

to start the drying-out process on the generators. They
also set up two transformers for stepping down from

2200 volts to 240 volts for drying out the motors.

The Burke company also set up a transformer and

two synchronous motors in an alley to the west of the

plant and connected them directly on the outside lines.

With this and with the Erie Lighting Company assist-

ing in taking care of the load, there was sufficient direct

current to supply the demand. In this way a big Sat-

urday night load was supplied.

By Monday night the full load was taken care of by

the station equipment, two motor-generator sets and

one steam-driven direct-current generator, the tandem

set and two Burke motor-generator sets outside the

building. The inside equipment had been dried out.

The field coils on one of the 500-kw. steam-driven

generators were grounded so badly that six coils out

of the twelve had to be rewound. This machine was
going again by Saturday, Aug. 14, and the drying out

of another 550-kw. steam-driven generator was started.

The drying out was done by short-circuiting the arma-

tures and separately excited fields.

While discussing station apparatus, it is interesting to

note that on Thursday, after the disaster, arrangement

was made with Mr. W. G. Ely, superintendent of con-

struction of the General Electric Company, to set up

on a flat car at the Schenectady factory a 500-kw. syn-

chronous motor-generator set. This left Schenectady

about midnight Thursday on a fast New York Central

Chicago freight and, through the efforts of the railroad,

was delivered in Erie Saturday morning. By a special

arrangement it was transferred to the Pennsylvania

lines and in turn to the Buffalo & Lake Erie Traction

Company's lines and, by means of a special track, up

through French Street to the company's station. This

motor-generator set was put in operation Sunday after-

noon by making use of the flat car as a portable sub-

station. This was a record performance on the part of

the General Electric Company. The alternating-current

switchboard on the gallery was not out at any time,

and the feeder lines from station No. 2 were intact.

When the great wall of water came sweeping through

the creek and overflowing its banks at Eighteenth and

French Streets it carried down pole after pole. In

French Street, from Twentieth Street to Ninth, the

wires were down and tangled beyond separation. This

was true throughout the whole district over which the

flood spread, from Twenty-sixth Street to the lake, a

section 2 miles in length and nearly two blocks wide.
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.\i Twelfth ami French Streel . where the t«'«'<i wirei
lead from the station, the poles were down and wires
knotted and twisted about wreakage which stood s it.

to L2 it. high. It was there thai the most serious diffl

cultj to the are lighting system was encountered. The
alternating-curreni and direcl currenl wires were Inter

locked so tightly that it was Impossible to separate
them,
A large force of linemen was put to work the daj

alter the Hood in an ell'ort to speed the work of restoi

(ng Bervice. Aides of wires were cut and poles reset

ready for new wires to he strung. This work was pushed
with all possible haste, and the third day after the Hood
all hut three circuits were burning. These were
switched on the two following nights, and the east side
of the city once again had light. The task required the
day and llighl work of hundreds of men, including some
of the country's well-known electrical equipment and
operating experts.

When news of the flood became known and press dis-

patches told of the Erie County Electric Company's
plant being put out of commission and damaged beyond
immediate repair, co-operation came from every side,

as noted in the Electrical World of Aug. 14. This was
one of the pleasing features of the work of restoration,
and it aided considerably in putting the station back
into service in such remarkably quick time.

Controversy Over Service to Federal Building in

Pasadena, Cal.

There appears to have been a considerable tempest
stirred up in Pasadena through the awarding of a con-
tract by the United States government for supplying
electric service to the new Federal Building. Proposals
were invited from the municipal lighting plant and the
Southern California Edison Company, and the contract
was awarded to the private corporation, which was the
lowest bidder.

The manager of the Pasadena municipal lighting
plant thereupon addressed a communication to the Board
of Commissioners of the city of Pasadena protesting
against the action of the Southern California Edison
Company in underbidding the municipal plant for the
business in question. His objections were mainly that
the Edison company had violated a city ordinance which
fixes certain rates for service, and had also violated an
apt of the Legislature known as the "unjust competi-
tion" act. The matter was referred to the city attorney
by the Board of Commissioners, and he gave an opinion
to the effect that the Edison company did not violate
any city ordinance or act of the State Legislature by
making a proposal to supply service, and that no pro-
ceedings could be taken against the company until after
it should have commenced to deliver service and to
charge for it. He further stated that any violation of
a city ordinance would jeopardize the Edison company's
franchise. The communication from the United States
government inviting proposals for electric service, how-
ever, contained the following paragraph: "Attention is

called to the fact that the sites of federal buildings are
extraterritorial, the States having ceded jurisdiction
over same, by virtue of which they are exempted from
all State, county and municipal ordinances, etc."

It is the belief that the Southern California Edison
Company will supply the electric requirements of the
Federal Building as soon as it is completed, which will
probably be about Oct. 1. In the meantime the control
of rates for service to be charged by public utilities in
the city of Pasadena has passed from city regulation to
State regulation, and in consequence the Edison corn-

pans cannot break any citj ordinance regulating rales

In reference to the giving of special rales to the I nit*
States government the Railroad Commission of Call

lornia has already given a decision in case No. 298.

Under the caption of "Free and Reduced Rates," the
1

State commission has expressed it dec! Ion in effect as
follows :

"The public utilities of this State, other than common
carriers, may, if they so desire, in addition to the cla

of cases specified as applicable to them in Section IV of

i he public utilities act (referring to telephone and tele-

graph Companies), grant free or reduced rate service to

( 1) the federal and State governments and the political

subdivisions thereof, including the departments thereof;

i^) public institutions, fairs and other public exposi-

tions and celebrations; (3) charity, as defined in this

commission's decision No. 421, rendered on Jan. 24,

11)1."., and (4) employees."

Price Reduction of Electric Pleasure Vehicles

On Aug. 15 the Anderson Electric Car Company,
manufacturer of "Detroit electrics," reduced the prices

of cars from $600 to $725 each. The company plans

to double its output in 1916, and as a result expects to

make many economies in all overhead expenses, pur-

chasing, advertising, sales cost and engineering. The
savings thus effected, it is thought, will be large enough
to warrant the present slash in prices. The company
states that the 1916 model is of the same quality as the

1915 car with a few 1916 refinements, no attempt hav-

ing been made to cheapen the car because of the reduc-

tion in price. The highest-priced "Detroit electric"

under the new schedule is the five-passenger duplex-

drive brougham selling for $2,275, this car being priced

before the cut at $3,000. The lowest-priced car is the

four-passenger brougham at $1,975, it having been re-

duced from $2,600.

The Waverley Company has also made large cuts in the

prices of its pleasure cars. Reductions of from $500
to $1,000 have already been announced on the selling

prices of the latest and highest grade models. Owing
to the great demand for machine tools of all kinds

brought about by the European war, the Waverley
Company has been enabled rapidly to introduce quan-

tity-production methods which it had devised several

months before the outbreak of the war. The changes
which are now being made at the factory will result in

further lowering prices for the company's vehicles.

Prices have not been lowered on either the Rauch &
Lang "electrics" or the Baker "electrics." At the New
York offices of the Baker, Rauch & Lang Company it

was stated that the company did not feel able to reduce

the price of the cars and still maintain the quality of

its product. The output of the company is in the neigh-

borhood of about 1000 cars a year, and it was stated

that unless the output could be increased to the neigh-

borhood of 10,000 cars a year the decreased cost per

car due to the manufacture of a larger number of cars

would not be sufficient to warrant any appreciable price

reduction. Even were the output increased to 10,000

cars, it is not thought that the reduction would amount
to more than a couple of hundred dollars.

When asked as to the effect of the war on the sale

of pleasure "electrics," the representative in charge
stated that the sales had fallen off to a certain extent

owing to this cause., but that in the fall the company
expected materially to increase its sales, and it was
looking forward to decidedly better conditions. It was
pointed out that the purchasers of both the Baker "elec-

tric" and the Rauch & Lang "electric" were people of

conservative character, quick to retrench.
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Miscellaneous News Notes
Electrical Pumping in Water-Works.—Out of a total of

4872 towns in the United States listed by the McGraw
Waterworks Directory, 969, or approximately 20 per cent,

use electricity for pumping. This number includes 493 com-

bined light plants and water-works. Three hundred and

thirteen plants are listed in Canada and Newfoundland, of

which seventy-five, or 24 per cent, use electrical pumping.

Do Mosquitoes Avoid Red Porch Lamps?—A suburban

resident of New York City finds that red-glass or red-

dipped incandescent lamps do not attract mosquitoes in the

way that the ordinary source of light does. Accordingly,

he has installed low-candle-power red lamps on his porches,

where only a general illumination is necessary, and so finds

it possible, he declares, to sit in comfort just as if no lamp
whatever were burning to attract the insect pests.

Electric Cooking on New Mississippi River Steel Barges.

—The new steel barges which will make up the Mississippi

River fleet now being constructed in connection with the

dock improvements at New Orleans will be equipped with in-

dividual power lamps driven by internal-combustion en-

gines. Electricity thus produced will be used to operate

motor-driven cranes for loading and discharging cargo, to

energize the wireless-telegraph equipment, and for cooking

and heating in the crews' cabins. Absolute safety from
fire will thus be assured for cotton and other inflammable

cargoes.

Pennsylvania's Light and Power Utilities' Financial

Needs.—During the first half of the calendar year there were
filed by electric light and power utilities with the Penn-
sylvania Public Service Commission applications for au-

thority to issue $566,500 of common stock, $2,500,000 of

preferred stock, $3,623,800 of bonds and $3,292,000 of notes,

a total of $9,982,300. Most of these applications were filed

in the first quarter. No applications to issue capital stock

were filed in the second quarter. In all there were thirty-

five applications filed by light and power utilities during
the six months for permission to issue securities.

Street Lighting Restored at Company's Expense.—After
several months of darkness, the street lamps of Olympia,
Wash., were put into service on Aug. 8 at the expense of the

Olympia Light & Power Company, which supplies the

energy. The City Council, after ordering the street lamps
discontinued last March, decided at a recent meeting to

have the service restored beginning Sept. 1, and the com-
pany then arranged to relieve the unsatisfactory conditions

obtaining in the interval by presenting the city with street-

lighting service for the twenty-three days preceding the

date at which payment for the lighting will begin.

A Zeppelin Alarm.—A device to give warning of the ex-

pected approach of zeppelins and other hostile air craft

has been invented by Mr. Charles Gates, 16 West End
Street, Norwich, England, and depends for its operation
on the extinguishing of the electricity supply by the local

"undertaking" (as central stations are called in England)
on the approach of the airships. Interruption of the serv-

ice causes a bell on the zeppelin alarm to begin ringing
and also lights a small battery lamp. The awakened house-
holder can then cut off the bell by means of a switch, while
the battery lamp is used to provide a dim illumination.

Purdue Alumni Hold Transcontinental Reunion by Tele-

phone.—Following simultaneous reunions of Purdue Univer-
sity alumni in New York, Chicago, Omaha and San Fran-
cisco, on the night of Aug. 20, Dr. W. E. Stone, the

president of the university, then in San Francisco, ad-

dressed the gatherings in the other cities over the trans-

continental telephone line. In each assembly room from
San Francisco to New York multiple telephones had been
arranged at the banqueters' tables, and through the
medium of these and the transcontinental line the speeches
and toasts were repeated to all present at the various
meetings, 3000 miles apart.

Cattle-Hair Felt Rings on Guy Wires.—In the cattle-

grazing country around Wasco, Cal., curious rings of coarse
felt-like material appear on the guy wires supporting the
poles of the San Joaquin Light & Power Company. For a
time the origin of these rings baffled explanation. They are
now, however, known to be formed of the hairs of cattle

which delight to scratch their sides and backs against the

rough points of the twisted ties. As the result of con-

stant rubbing, hairs from the animals' hides are loos-

ened and caused to curl around the wires until a dozen or

more soft felt pads are formed, each completely encircling

the wires like a succession of soft washers. Incidentally,

the points of the clamped guys are worn down until they

become perfectly smooth as the result of the continuous

rubbing of the cattle.

Motor-Car Lighting Plant for Taking "Movies" by Night.

—For taking motion pictures at night amid country scenes

far removed from sources of electricity supply a motion-

picture producer has assembled a fair-sized power plant on

a big motor truck and will use this equipment for the first

time in the production of the new Lubin photo-play, "The
Great Divide." A. 2000-ft. cable connects the generating

plant with the projection lamps, which can thus be taken,

into ravines and other inaccessible places where the desired

degree of ruggedness of scenery can be secured. The
automobile engine is used to drive the lighting generator. A
13-in. navy-type projector searchlamp is also mounted at

the side of the driver's seat and can itself be employed to

light motion-picture "set-ups" in connection with the other

lamps. The entire portable-plant outfit weighs 4 tons.

Motor-Driven Conveyor Belts in New Grand Central Post

Office Terminal.— Motor-driven conveyor belts have been

employed on a large scale in the mail-handling equipment

of the new Grand Central Terminal post office in New
York City, from which some 400 tons of mail are delivered

each day to 227 trains leaving the Grand Central Station.

The loading platform accommodates thirty-three mail cars,

eight of which can be loaded simultaneously. The elabor-

ate system of conveyors, bucket lifts, spiral chutes and bag
conveyors is expected to eliminate almost entirely carrying

mail on hand trucks. The belts carrying bags are operated

from the platform by levers and controls. The mail

building is connected with the mailing platform by a system

of signals and telephones, so that the whole plant can be

directed from one central point on the mailing platform

where the trains are loaded. The new post office building

spans the tracks at Forty-sixth Street and measures 200

ft. by 275 ft.

Garaging Electric Cars on the "European Plan."—The
"pay-for-what-you-get plan" has been adopted by a num-
ber of electric vehicle garages with success. By this

system the owner of the "electric" pays for each class of

service separately. For example, there is a specified charge

of about $80 for delivering or fetching the car from forty

to sixty times a month. From this a deduction of 20 cents

is made for each time under forty, with a corresponding

excess charge of 25 cents for each time over sixty. The
price for the amount of electric energy used per month
is specified also, depending on the local rate. General

care of car per month is usually rated at about $20, which
includes washing, polishing, cleaning of upholstery, and
other incidental attentions. There is also an extra charge
for dead storage when the car is laid up for ten or more
consecutive days. A driver can be employed if the owner
desires at the rate of 50 cents per hour, the owner as-

suming all responsibility.

Canadian Engineers Invite Congress Visitors to Return
by Way of Canadian Rockies.—In connection with the In-

ternational Engineering Congress to be held at San Fran-
cisco, Sept. 20 to 25, a committee representing the Canadian
Society of Civil Engineers and the Canadian members of

the British Institution of Civil Engineers has extended to

all members of the leading engineering societies of the

United States who will be in attendance at the Congress a
cordial invitation to arange their return trips through
Canada in order to visit the great cities and mountains of

the Canadian Northwest. Special facilities for rail and
steamer travel from San Francisco to Victoria and Van-
couver have been arranged, and persons desiring to do so

may make this diversion from their itinerary at an extra

cost of $17.50. A special engineers' train will leave San
Francisco Sept. 25 for a personally conducted trip to points

of scenic and engineering interest in British Columbia and
Alberta, including Lake Louise among the Canadian
Rockies. Mr. C. W. Allen, Canadian Pavilion, Panama-Pa-
cific Exposition, San Francisco, is in charge of arrange-
ments.
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Associations and Societies
Empire State Gas A Electric ^aaodation. The annual

meeting of the Empire state Gas A Electric A lociation will

be held In the Engineering Societies Building, New York
City, Oct. i end 8. The program for the meeting baa no1

vet been announced. Mr. C. H. B. Chapin is secretary of

the essocial ion.

Meeting of Radio Engineers.— A meeting <>f the institute

of Radio Engineers will be beld <>n the evening of Sept. l

in Room 806, Fayerweather Ball, Columbia University,
\rw York City. Prof. J. Zelleck will present a paper on

"The Operating Theory of Frequency Changers," and the

society extends r cordial welcome to anyone Interested

in the subject.

Southern Illinois Central Stations Organized.—Fourteen
central stations in southern Illinois were represented at a
meeting held at Centralia, ill., Aug. 12, to effed an organi-

sation of central-Station men in the southern part of the

State. The new association is intended to become an aux-
iliary of the Illinois State Electrical Association, since the

central station men in "Egypt," as the southern part of Illi-

nois is sometimes called, expressed the feeling that more
successful results would follow from a smaller geograph-
ical organization. Among the utilities represented were
those at Albion, Centralia, Effingham, Farina, Chester, Coul-

terville, Christopher, Mount Carmel, Mount Vernon, Nash-
ville, Murphysboro, Alto Pass, Collinsville and Sparta. Mr.
K. A. Steinhauser of Nashville, 111., was elected president,

Mr. F. J. Higgins of Centralia was elected vice-president,

and Mr. Gale Gough of Sparta was made treasurer. The
first day's session was spent largely in arranging details of

organization, and some time was given over to a discussion

of points of interest to operators of small central stations.

The next meeting will be held in October and subsequent

sessions will be held twice a year thereafter.

Convention of Association of Iron and Steel Electrical

Engineers.—The ninth annual convention of the Associa-

tion of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers will be held at

the Hotel Statler, Detroit, Mich., Sept. 8-11. On Sept. 9

the association will hold a joint session with the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers. The program of papers

beginning with the afternoon session of Sept. 8 is as

follows: "Improving Non-Condensing Power Plant by Use
of Direct-Current, Mixed-Pressure Turbine Equipment,

etc.," by Mr. R. F. Patterson; "Wire Rope and Its Relation

to Steel Making," by Mr. J. F. Howe; "Recent Develop-

ments in Power-Generating Apparatus," by Mr. P. M.
Lincoln; "Protection and Control of Industrial Electrical

Power," by Dr. C. P. Steinmetz; "Motor Generators Versus

Rotary Converters," by Mr. E. Freidlaender; "Some of the

Latest Developments in Electrical Equipment," by Mr.

K. A. Pauly; "Progress in the Iron and Steel Industry and

the! Electric Furnace," by Dr. K. G. Frank; "Mechanical

Analogies in Electricity and Magnetism," by Prof. W. S.

Franklin; "The Electrification of Steel Mills and the Use of

Central-Station Power," by Messrs. B. Wiley and W. Sykes;

"Purchased Power for Steel Mills," by Mr. C. S. Lankton;

"Some Electrical Applications in Steel-Mill Practice," by

Mr. D. M. Petty; "Latest Development of Electric Cranes

for Steel Mills," by Mr. E. H. Kendall; "Installation of

Electrical Equipment to Comply with Requirements of

Safety," by Mr. W. Greenwood. The session of the morn-

ing of Sept. 11 will be given over to open discussion of

general subjects.

Panama-Pacific Convention, A. I. E. E., Program.—The

Panama-Pacific convention of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers will be held in the Native Sons of the

Golden West Building, San Francisco, Sept. 16 and 17.

There will be two parallel sessions each morning and three

parallel sessions each afternoon. A joint session with the

Institute of Radio Engineers is scheduled for the afternoon

of Sept. 16 and Sept. 17, and a joint session with the American

Electrochemical Society has also been arranged for the

afternoon of Sept. 17. The program of papers is as follows:

"Physical Limitations in Direct-Current Commutating

Machinery," by Mr. B. G. Lamme; "Automatically Controlled

Substations," by Messrs. E. W. Allen and Edward Taylor.

Marine and Lighting Session.
—"Standard Marine Electrical

Installations," by Mr. H. A. Hornor; "Recent Improvements

in Electric Lighting of Steam Railroad Cars," by Mr. R. C.

Lanphier. Electrophj Ion. "The Effects of Trail

lent Voltage on Dielectric ," by Mr. F. W. Peek, .Jr.; "Arc
Phenomena," by Mr. A. <i. Collis; "Experimental Re earchi
on Skin Effed in Conductors," by Dr. A. E. Kennelly, Prof,
I'. \. I.aw and Mr. T. II. Pierce. Valuation of Public Utill

in- Session. Symposium on inventories and apprai al of

propertie ; Pari I, by Mr. C. L. Cory; Pari II, by Mr. V,

Vincent; Pari III, by Mr. W. .). Norton. The e paper will

upplemented at the session by contribution from otber

members of the committee on inventories and appraisals of

properties, .bunt Session with the Institute of Radio El

. -- "Sustained High Frequency, High-Voltai

charges," by Prof. Harris .1. Ryan and Mr. Roland <i. Marx.
Telephony and Telegraphy Session. "Submarine Cable

Rapid Telegraphy: Ocean and Intercontinental Telephony,"
by Mr. Bela Gati; "Automatic Switchboard Telephone Sys-

tem of I.os Angeles, Cal.," by Mr. W. Lee Campbell; continua-

tion of discussion on inductive interference, introduced by
joint committee on inductive interference. Mine Work .

sion.
—"Diesel Engines for Generator Drive," by Mr. Charles

Legrand; "A Large Electric Hoist," by Mr. Wilfred Sykes;
"The Modern Electric Mine Locomotive," by Mr. Graham
Bright. Joint session with the American Electrochemical

Society.
—"Overhead Electrolysis and Porcelain Strain In-

sulators," by Mr. S. L. Foster; "Corrosion of Copper Wire-
less Antennas," by Mr. L. W. Webb; "Electrochemical Po
bilities in California and on the Pacific Coast," by Mr. J. W.
Beckman. Transmission Session.—"Delta Cross-Connection
of Transformers," by Mr. G. P. Roux; "Harmonics in Trans-
former Magnetizing Currents," by Mr. J. F. Peters;

"Phenomena Accompanying Transmission with Some Types
of Star Transformer Connections," by Mr. L. N. Robinson;
"Abnormal Voltages in Transformers," by Mr. J. Murray
Weed; "Calculation of Short-Circuit Phenomena of Alter-

nators," by Mr. N. S. Diamant. Joint Session with the

Institute of Radio Engineers.—"Radio Development in the

United States," by Mr. Robert H. Marriott.

Public Service Commission News
California Commission

The Railroad Commission of California rendered a de-

cision on Aug. 16 revising the whole system of advance
deposits required by gas, water, electric and telephone com-
panies in that State and holding that it was the duty of

these utilities to make all reasonable extensions for the

service of their patrons. The decision, which will become
effective on Oct. 11, abolishes to a large degree the present

system of deposits and entails the refunding of substantial

sums now held by the various utilities throughout the State

as deposit from patrons. The commission received 634

separate complaints on the subject of these deposits and
the refusal of the utilities to make extensions. The investi-

gation consumed ten months and entailed an inquiry into

each of the complaints and an examination into the rules

and practices of about 1000 corporations. The decision

takes the form of eighteen separate rules, which cover most
of the 634 cases under consideration. Under the new
ruling, customers taking flat-rate service from water, gas,

electric or telephone utilities henceforth need pay no de-

posits if they own the property served or can secure a

responsible guarantor or have paid their bills promptly

during the preceding year. The five-dollar deposit charge

is reduced to a maximum of $2.50 for residence or domestic

consumers. Public utility companies can no longer dis-

continue service for failure to pay a back bill, but may
protect themselves by demanding deposits as payment in

advance if back bills are not paid. Service henceforth can-

not be discontinued until after reasonable notice of inten-

tion so to do. Deposits will bear interest and must be

returned after twelve months. Except in cases of exten-

sions, the signing of contracts as a condition precedent to

service is abolished. The so-called service connection

charges of water, electric, gas and telephone utilities are

abolished. Prima facie, it is made the duty of utilities

operating under general franchises in cities to build ex-

tensions at their own cost, but in unusual cases they may
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apply to the railroad commission for a ruling. The ques-

tion of who shall bear the cost of extensions in unin-

corporated territory shall be settled between the parties

or, if they cannot agree, by the railroad commission.
Within ninety days utilities shall return the deposits

hitherto made to all persons who have paid their bills

promptly during the last year. Application may be made
io the commission for relief if hardship results from the

application of any rule to a particular case.

District of Columbia Commission

In its annual report for 1914 the commission says that

it has not established rates for service for the reason that

rates will depend on the value of the property and the

valuations have not yet been completed. However, action

has been taken to require the discontinuance of all rates

which were found to be discriminatory.

The committee investigated the accounts of the Wash-
ington Railway & Electric Company. The principal points

developed by the investigation were stated to be the fol-

lowing:

"(1) The directors and officers of this company and of

its subsidiary railway companies and of the Potomac Elec-

tric Power Company are in large part the same.
"(2) There was in existence a contract between the

Washington Railway & Electric Company and the Potomac
Electric Power Company fixing the price at which the

former company should purchase energy from the latter

company. This contract, though never abrogated, was
being ignored. Search was made for some basis on which
rates were paid, but without success.

"(3) Energy was being sold by the Washington Rail-

way & Electric Company to its subsidiary railway com-
panies at different rates and based on different units of

measurement.
"(4) The Washington Railway & Electric Company was

apparently not attempting to provide for depreciation as
provided by the public-utilities law.

"(5) Transfers of property were being made between
the Washington Railway & Electrical Company and the

Potomac Electric Power Company at arbitrary values.

"The conclusion reached by the commission was that the

close relationship between the Washington Railway &
Electric Company and the Potomac Electric Power Com-
pany is not for the benefit of the public. The commission,
therefore, submitted to Congress a draft of a bill which
would result in the complete separation of these two com-
panies, with recommendation for its passage. This bill

was introduced in the House of Representatives, was re-

ferred by that body to the committee on the District of
Columbia, but was not reported back to the house by that
committee."
A case arising from the effort of the commission to

effect a separation of the properties is now pending in the
courts.

The commission recommended to Congress a special ap-
propriation of $110,000 for valuations. Congress having
appropriated $100,000, the work of valuing the larger utili-

ties was commenced. As the work progressed it became
evident that the original estimate of funds and time was
too low. This was due to the use of the cost of similar
valuations elsewhere as a basis for estimate without mak-
ing sufficient allowance for the fact that the proportion
of the construction in the District of Columbia which is

underground far exceeds that in other cities, and also to
the fact that it was found to be necessary for the com-
mission to inventory the properties, and to the attitude as-
sumed by some of the utilities. Recommendation has there-
fore been made to Congress for an additional appropriation
of $40,000 to complete the work.
The engineering section of the valuation bureau con-

sisted on Dec. 31, 1914, of nine departments, each with a
department engineer in charge, all under the direction of
the chief engineer.

Idaho Commission.

The commission has issued an order denying for re-
hearing in some of its phases the case of the Washington
Water Power Company of Spokane, Wash., against the Mon-
tana Power Company, the Thompson Falls Power Company,
the Federal Mining & Smelting Company, and the Tama-

rack & Custer Consolidated Mining Company. The case
has already been heard by the commission, and orders have
been entered putting into effect certain motor-service rates
temporarily. It was on these orders that the petitions for
rehearing were filed. The purpose of the commission is to
combine all the issues awaiting determination if there is to

be a rehearing of the case.

Oregon Commission

The decision of the commission in regard to the electric
lighting, heating and motor-service rates of the Eastern
Oregon Light & Power Company has been issued. In de-
termining the proportion of the total plant of the utilities

to be assigned for water-power rights and privileges the
commission determined the value of each power now oper-
ated as a whole to the extent to which it has been de-
veloped, regardless of whether it is entirely on patented
land or in part grounded on revocable permit from the gov-
ernment to use portions of the national forest. The com-
mission then apportioned the value of the powers which are
dependent in part upon the government permits and included
the proportion which ownership by the utility indicates as
fairly representing the value of the privately owned lands
and of appurtenant rights and privileges. The commission
will not capitalize "the bounty of the nation for the benefit
of the individual." The expenses incident to the use of the
government land and payments on account of the use per-
mits are treated as operating expenses. Inability to procure
the books of account of the predecessor corporations included
in the consolidation made it impossible to state the precise
original cash cost of the various portions of the physical
properties. The apparent cost of the constituent companies
and property was $1,552,473. The total electric revenues
were found to be $211,138, indicating an average revenue
per kilowatt-hour sold of 3.07 cents. To reproduce the prop-
erties used and useful in the public service as of June 30,

1914, considered as a going concern, would reasonably have
required the expenditure of the following sums: Electric-
utility properties, $1,186,712; gas-utility properties, $42,-

738; total operating properties, $1,229,450. Material and
supplies on hand are included in these sums, but not working
capital or credit.

Depreciation has lessened the value of the present operat-
ing plant by the following sums as compared with new
plant of the character contemplated in the reproduction-
cost new estimates: Electric-utility properties, $166,440; gas-
utility properties, $15,550. The commission therefore finds

the values to be as follows: Electric-utility properties,
$1,020,300;" gas-utility properties, $27,200; total, $1,047,500.

In addition, the company will necessarily employ as work-
ing capital either cash or credit to the amount of $20,000 in

its electric-utility operations and of $1,000 in its gas-utility
operations. The rates involved, except at Baker, are con-
siderably above the general level of rates charged by the
other utilities in Oregon. The maximum rate established is

10 cents per kilowatt-hour, subject to a discount of 10 per
cent. The company is directed to set up as part of its ac-
counts the depreciation reserve found to be reasonable and
necessary. Before Sept. 1, 1915, it is required to submit to
the commission any plan it may desire to have considered
for the handling of such depreciation reserves.

The attention of the commission has been called to a
stenographic error in the case of the city of Bend, Ore.,
against the Bend Water, Light & Power Company, reported
in these columns Aug. 7. The error involved $10,000 in the
cost of reproducing the plant new and in the reproduction
cost less depreciation. The cost of reproducing the plant
new on Dec. 31, 1914, would have required an expenditure
of approximately $104,282, instead of $94,282, and the
reproduction cost lessened by depreciation was as of Dec. 31,

1914, $94,118, instead of $34,118. The changes have been
ordered by the commission.

Indiana Commission

An increase in telephone rates at Logansport, Ind., has
been granted by the Public Service Commission of Indiana.
The Home Telephone Company was the petitioner. The
commission in its order found that the revenues of the
company were inadequate to provide a proper depreciation
fund. The increase in rates to single residences was from
$15 a year to $24 a year.
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Personal
Mi m B Phipps ha been appointed general managei of

the Bru ii i'i<' 1 1 ii- t lompany of ( lah eil i

Mi lied M I rn\ Jr., who re ligned,

Mr. i, \\ MlUiken, uperintendent of the Vrkan a Valley

Railway
(

i lgh1 «^ Power Company :ii La Junta, Col., hai

been re elected secretary of tin- La Junta Merchant '

\

ociation.

Mr. H. L Palmer hai been appointed general uperin

tendenl of the electric light and power department for the

[nia Railway A Power Company * > f Richmond, Va., to

•ucceed Mr. J. H. Strickland.

Mr. \. ii. Krom, formerly an electrical engineer in the

Chicago departmenl of gas and electricity, hai been ap
pointed telephone engineer <>n the stall' <>f the state Public

Utilities Commission of Illinois.

Mr. Joseph B. Mercure, formerly of Springfield, Mass.,

has been appointed superintendent of a large power plant

at Bombay, India. Mr. Mercure planned to visit the Ex-
position at San Francisco last week and to sail for Bombay
on Aug. 21.

.Mr. I'. J. Derge, who has been superintendent of the

lighting and power department of the Toledo (Ohio) Rail-

ways A: Light Company, has been appointed to succeed Mr.

Milan R. Bump as chief engineer of the Doherty operating
organization at the time of Mr. Bump's resignation, which
takes effect Oct. 1.

.Mr. K. E, Berger has been appointed superintendent of

the power and lighting department of the Toledo Railways
& Light Company, Toledo, Ohio, succeeding Mr. F. J. Derge.

Mr. Berger until recently has been general manager of the

Elyria (Ohio) properties of the Doherty company, which
also controls the Toledo property.

Mr. Fred M. Lege. Jr., has resigned as general manager
of the Brush Electric Company of Galveston, Tex. For
several years past Mr. Lege has also acted as manager
of the Galveston Gas Company, and he will continue in this

position with the local gas company, which was recently

purchased by Electric Bond & Share interests.

Sir Adam Beck, chairman of the Hydroelectric Power
Commission of Ontario, was presented with an electric auto-

mobile on the occasion of the recent opening of the Lon-
don & Port Stanley Railway at London, Ont. The pres-

entation speech was made by Mr. Philip Pocock of London,

Ont., who is the chairman of the London & Port Stanley

Railway.

Mr. J. B. Johnson has been appointed general manager of

the Elyria (Ohio) electric-lighting property of H. L.

Doherty & Company, New York, succeeding Mr. R. E. Ber-

ger, who has been appointed superintendent of the power
and lighting department of the Toledo Railways & Light

Conipany. Mr. Johnson was formerly superintendent at

Elyria.

Mr. J. Howard Bothwell, formerly manager of the Both-

well-Guthman Electric Company, contractor and electrical

engineer, Youngstown, Ohio, is now president and general

manager of the Bothwell Electric Company, 15 Spring

Street, Youngstown. Mr. Bothwell, who is a prominent
Jovian, was recently elected president of the Ohio Electrical

Contractors' Association.

Dr. Wilhelm von Siemens, the son of the founder of the

great Siemens works in Germany and the present head
of the firm, celebrated his sixtieth birthday on July 30. In

appreciative comments appearing in the current German
technical periodicals mention is made of the fact that the

Siemens concerns now employ 80,000 persons, and that some
21,000 employees of the companies are at present in active

service in the German army.

Mr. Milan R. Bump has tendered his resignation as chief

engineer of the Doherty operating organization, to take

effect Oct. 1, when he will become vice-president of the

Picher Lead Company, one of the principal zinc-producing

organizations in the Joplin (Mo.) district. Mr. Bump
was formerly treasurer and general manager of the Empire
District Electric Company of Joplin, which supplies energy

to operate a large number of mines in the neighboring zinc

fields.

W. S. FRANKLIN

Prof, William Suddards Franklin, who, a announced in

these column lasl week, has resigned a profe or of physics

.it Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa., hai arrai

to pend the coming fall and winter in making an extended
tour id' \ iihi nan univci il Iff

and technical chooli to pre-

sent a i
i ie of '• perimentfj

lecture . Mo i of the e lec-

have been delivered hy

Profe or F ranklin during

the la i two or three

h e f ore t he New I

ii ..mi.), Pittsfield (Mass.)
a n d Philadelphia ( I'a.)

branches of the A. I. I

where they wire re

with enthusia t ic ink

Professor Franklin was grad-
uated from Kansas Univer-

sity and afterward taught

there as professor of physics,

leaving in 1892 to become
professor of physics and elec-

trical engineering at Iowa
State College. In 1897

fessor Franklin came to Lehigh and was in 1903 appointed
to the chair of physics and electrical engineering. In 1901

he received the degree of Sc.D. from Cornell. Professor
Franklin is the author of a number of books on electrical

engineering, physics and mathematics. Written in broader
vein, his collection of essays entitled "Bill's School and
Mine" has attracted wide attention and appreciation. He is

also a joint author of "Franklin, MacNutt and Charles' Cal-

culus," and of "Elements of Physics," "Elements of Alter-

nating Currents," "Elements of Electrical Engineering,"
"Light and Sound," "Practical Physics," "Electric Waves,"
etc.

Mr. Bassett Jones, consulting engineer, New York City,

whose valuable article on "Mobile Color and Stage Light-

ing,'- which has been appearing in the last four issues of

the Electrical World, is brought to a close in this number,
has had a varied career in the

engineering and design
branches of the electrical in-

dustry and illuminating sci-

ence. Born on Staten Island,

N. Y., in 1877, he received his

preliminary education in New
York City and afterward at-

tended the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology. In

1901 and 1902 he served suc-

cessively with the Sprague
Electric Company, the New
York Edison Company, the

New York Telephone Com-
pany and the Electric Stor-

age Battery Company, and in

the last-named year was
manager of the New York of-

fice of W. N. Tobin, an engi-

neering contractor. In 1904 he
was made manager of the Pittsburgh office of Clark & Mac-

Mullen, consulting engineers, and from 1904 to 1906 he

acted as consulting engineer for Douglas Robinson, Charles

S. Brown & Company, having personal charge of thirty-two

isolated plants and of equipment in 500 buildings in New
York City. Since 1907 Mr. Jones has been associated with

Mr. Henry C. Meyer, Jr., New York City, as consulting

electrical engineer. Among the important electrical in-

stallations designed by Mr. Jones in this connection are those

of the Chelsea Piers at New York, the United States Mili-

tary Academy at West Point, the Prudential Insurance Com-

pany buildings at Newark, N. J.; the Equitable Building,

New York; J. P. Morgan & Company's building, New York;

the Hotel Statler, Detroit, Mich.; the Soldiers' Memorial

Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., and the Lord & Taylor store, New
York. Especially interesting has been Mr. Jones' work in

designing and constructing the special stage-lighting equip-

ment for "Peter Pan" as recently played by Miss Maude

Adams. As stage manager for the Society of Ecole des

BASSETT JONES
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Beaux Arts Architects, Mr. Jones produced the lighting ef-

fects for the latter's "Venetian Spectacle and Pageant" in

1913, "The Judgment of Paris," 1914, and "The Dispute of

the Muses," 1915. Mr. Jones is a member of the A. I. E. E.,

the I. E. S., and the Illuminating Engineers' Society of

London, England, and a fellow of the Royal Society of Archi-

tects, London.

Obituary
Max Hebgen, vice-president and general manager of the

Montana Power Company, with headquarters at Butte,

Mont., died at the Presbyterian Hospital, Chicago, Aug. 24,

after a long illness.

Arthur H. Crawley, president of the Crawley Electric

Company of Peoria, 111., and part owner of the Illinois Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company, died at his home at Peoria,

Aug. 10, at the age of fifty years. Mr. Crawley's death
came as the result of a chronic illness of long duration.

Edward Hammond Hoyt, who died at Haverhill, Mass.,
Aug. 7, at the age of sixty-six, was associated in the

pioneer days with the Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
one of the forerunners of the present General Electric Com-
pany. In 1892 Mr. Hoyt was appointed electrical engineer
of the Haverhill-Groveland electric street railway. Next
he became chief engineer for the Merrimac Valley and the
Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill electric railways, and later

he spent several years in the South in electrical construc-
tion work. At the time the Spanish-American war broke
out Mr. Hoyt resigned his seat in the Massachusetts Legis-
lature to accept a commission in the United States Army
Engineer Corps.

Robert Hammond, a pioneer electrical engineer of Eng-
land and for thirteen years the treasurer of the British In-

stitution of Electrical Engineers, died Aug. 5, at the age
of sixty-five. Mr. Hammond's first electrical installation

was made in 1880, when he equipped blast furnaces near
Middlesborough with Brush arc lamps. In 1881 he erected

Great Britain's first central station for electricity supply to

the public, using a Brush dynamo which delivered 10 amp.
at 2000 volts. A man of large grasp and powers of per-

suasion, Mr. Hammond was also active before Parliament
in securing measures for the improvement of London's
electricity supply. During the earlier years of electric

lighting he visited the United States many times to inspect
lighting plants here. Mr. Hammond was also an energetic

educational worker, and in 1882 he established the Ham-
mond Electrical Engineering College, an institution after-

ward taken over by Faraday House, in the management of

which he was also prominent from the first.

John R. Graham, president of the Bangor (Me.) Railway &
Electric Company and one of the best known public utility

operators in New England, died at Intervale, N. H., on Aug.
24, at the age of sixty-eight. Mr. Graham was born in the

north of Ireland and his parents came to Boston, Mass., in

1852. He served in the last year of the Civil War in in-

fantry and cavalry regiments from Massachusetts, and after

engaging in shoe manufacturing at Quincy, Mass., entered
the electric-railway field in the reorganization of the Quincy
street railway, which was later merged with the Old Colony
system, now a part of the Bay State organization. While
at Quincy he became a director of the Quincy Electric Light
& Power Company and of the Weymouth central station. In

1902 he went to Bangor to rehabilitate the local central-sta-

tion and railway properties, and in the subsequent period, as-

sociated with the banking houses of J. & W. Seligman, New
York, and E. W. Clark & Company, Philadelphia, became the
dominant figure in 75 per cent of the public utilities of
Maine. His activities included the construction of hydro-
electric plants at Ellsworth, on the Union River, at Bonny
Eagle and West Buxton, on the Saco, with transmission
lines; the consolidation and centralization of properties at
Portland, Me., and subsequent development of the Cumber-
land County Power & Light Company of Portland, besides
the unification and extension of electric railways between
Waterville, Me., and Bath, Me., with collateral power and
lighting interests. Mr. Graham had served in the Massa-
chusetts Legislature and was a director of trust companies
at Bangor and Ellsworth, besides being president of the
Bar Harbor & Union River Power Company.

Corporate and Financial
American Light & Traction Company, New York, N. Y.—

The statement for the twelve months ended June .'50, 1915,
follows:

1915 1914
Earnings on stocks of subsidiary companies
owned by this company $3,9S0,302 $3,697,743

Miscellaneous earnings 7.04,962 717, s67

Gross earnings $4,735,264 $4,415,610
Expenses 157,599 L39.465

Net earnings $4,577,665 $4,276,145
Surplus and reserve previous year 9,577,664 S,973,146

Total surplus earnings $14,155,329 $13,249,291
Less

:

Cash dividends on preferred stock $854,172 $854,172
Cash dividends on common stock 1,553,333 1,408,728
Stock dividends on common stock 1,553,382 1,408,727

Total dividends $3,960,837 $3,671,627
Surplus balance $10,194,492 $9,577,664

American Power & Light Company, New York, N. Y.

—

The Kansas Gas & Electric Company, a subsidiary, has ac-
quired the Arkansas City (Kan.) Gas & Electric Light
Company and the Eldorado (Kan.) Electric & Refrigerating
Company. The Arkansas City property was capitalized at
$100,000, no bonds outstanding, and the Eldorado company
was capitalized for $50,000, also with no bonds outstanding.
The Southwestern Power & Light Company and the Texas
Power & Light Company, other subsidiaries, have also
acquired within the last few weeks a number of small elec-

tric light and power properties in Texas, and these are now
being connected with existing transmission and distribution

systems. American Power & Light subsidiaries now supply
electric light and power service to 114 communities, arti-

ficial gas to fifteen communities, natural gas to four com-
munities, water service to seven communities, street-rail-

way service to three communities, and interurban railway
service to three communities. The total population served
is estimated at 970,000. Gross earnings of all the prop-
erties now owned by the subsidiaries, irrespective of the
dates of their acquisition, for the twelve months ended July
31, 1915, were in excess of $7,150,000, while net earnings
were in excess of $3,375,000.

Central Hudson Gas & Electric Company, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commission, Second
District, has authorized an issue of $500,000 of ten-year 6

per cent bonds, the proceeds from which will be expended
in providing extensions and improvements to its properties
in Poughkeepsie, Newburgh and surrounding territory. The
bonds will be convertible into common stock on and after

Oct. 1, 1918. An issue of stock to meet the conversion
demand is also authorized.

The Chickasha (Okla.) Gas & Electric Company.—A block

of $50,000 of first and refunding mortgage 5 per cent bonds
due Jan. 1, 1934, are being offered at 88 and interest.

Consolidated Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal.—The
United Light & Power Company (of California), the
Equitable Light & Power Company, the Consumers' Light
& Power Company, the Southside Light & Power Company,
the Central Oakland Light & Power Company, the United
Light & Power Company (of New Jersey), the Consolidated
Electric Company and the Great Western Power Company
have filed with the California Railroad Commission a supple-

mental application for approval of an agreement with the

Anglo-California Trust Company and prospective pur-

chasers of the general mortgage bonds of the Consolidated
company to expedite the reorganization of the United com-
pany and subsidiary companies. The application says that

unexpected delays have occurred in the carrying out of the

plan of reorganization due to the fact that the reorganiza-

tion committee has been unable to secure the deposit for ex-

change of all the securities of the United company and sub-

sidiary companies outstanding in the hands of the general

public, but has caused to be deposited for exchange, accord-

ing to the plan, more than 90 per cent of the gold notes of

the United company of New Jersey and all but forty-six of

the bonds of the United company of California. By the

agreement the Consolidated company will deposit with the

trust company all securities it may receive in exchange for

its bonds and will not permit any of the securities, after

exchanging bonds therefor, to remain outstanding or in any
other hands than those of the trustee.
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Continental fl Electric Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
\ block uf lit t lien inking Fund 6 par cenl >

r "l<l bondi
line Nov. i, 1927, are being offered at '.m'i ami interest, t<>

yield 6 per cant,

Genera] Gaa »v Electric Company, n<« ^ «»i k . N. Y, \

the annual report will noi i>.- publl h«< i before the end "f

the year and ta the company be reatly enlarged re

cantly by the Requisition of the Atlantic G* A Electric

properties, a brief interim report lias been Bent to security

holders. The following figures show the proportion

earnings from respectively, electric lighl and power,
and railways, both for the <>lil General Ga a E lei trie i

•
» *

•
*

•

and tin' company BS it is nOW constituted:

w Hi. Atlantic
( ;.

lerated, I ncluded,
( lalendar > ear of i » i i I 'er ( !ant i 'er Ci til

Opei .iihil; i , \ enues :

Railway department L5.8
Light and power department 36.0 68,

department 21.2

The proportion of street-railway earnings in the total

earnings lias been reduced from 84.6 per cent to less than
K*> per cent. The Atlantic Gas & Electric properties include

no street railways. The only connection of these properties

with railway interests is through the sale of energy. The
proportion of earnings for the original General Gas & Elec-

tric Company from gas and electric light and power prop-
erties as compared with those from railways is increasing
steadily. There are more than 800 General Gas & Electric

.stockholders. The stock is scattered broadly and is held

mostly in small lots for investment. Decided progress has
been made in reorganizing and improving the executive and
operating forces of newly acquired companies. Similar

progress has been made in establishing the various com-
panies in the good-will of communities. Some of the

Atlantic companies were involved in lawsuits, but the

directors feel assured already that all the important legal

matters will be settled satisfactorily within a short time.

Several misunderstandings with state public service com-
missions are being adjusted rapidly, and the companies will

have the confidence and good-will of all the commissions
with which they are in contact. The various properties are

situated in prosperous communities in Pennsylvania, New
York, New Jersey, Ohio and Vermont, in some of which
particularly good opportunities for securing additional

profitable business exist. An increase in income has been

produced in spite of the extraordinary expenses necessarily

attending a change of management, business conditions and,

during the last winter, exceptionally unsatisfactory condi-

tions for water-power properties. A controlling interest in

the Atlantic Gas & Electric properties was acquired on
April 29, 1915. The combined earnings of controlled com-
panies for the twelve months ended May 31 have been as

follows:

1915 1914
Operating revenues $2,260,172 $2,132,422
Operating expenses and taxes 1,462,246 1,361,119

Operating income $797,926 $771,303
Other income 18,337 16,977

Gross income $816,263 $778,280

Kansas City (Mo.) Railway & Light Company.—A plan

for the reorganization of the street railways and lighting

properties in Kansas City which was prepared by Judge
W. C. Hook of the United States Circuit Court provides

for the separation of the properties. A new company called

the Kansas City Railway Company is to acquire title to

the street-railway properties, and the Kansas City Electric

Light Company is to be used to own the electric-light prop-

erties. Under the plan the light company is authorized

to issue first mortgage bonds, of which there are to be

issued at the present time for the purpose of reorganiza-

tion $3,060,000, and from time to time to issue for special

expenditures $1,940,000, to pay for an equal amount of

additions, extensions, betterments, etc. The next $10,000,-

000 thereof shall pay for 85 per cent of the next such im-

provements, and the remainder for 50 per cent of such

further improvements. The bonds shall be dated July 1,

1915, and due July 7, 1944. The initial issue of $3,006,000

is to bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent, while additional

bonds will be at the rate of 6 per cent. The company is to

be further authorized to issue $1,917,300 of second mortgage
6 per cent bonds dated July 1, 1915, and due July 7, 1944,

to be i sued at once for the purposes of the plan. Tins will

be s tie and the mo .\ill require the sum of

146 per annum t<> be paid by the company as a sinl

fund for the redemption of these bond The company is

ii horised to Is tie uch capital tock a i he public

Ice commj Ion of Missouri and Kansas maj permit.
The present issue of flrsl mortgage bond will retire 80 pec
cent, of the Ks I Ity Railway £ Light Company ft] I

hen .< per cent bonds, the remaining 70 per cent, to be

retired hy the new railway company. The i econd

mortgage bonds will retire 35 per cenl of the Kansas < 'ity

Railway & Light Company': 6 per <• the remain-

ing 65 per cenl to be retired by the new railway company's
ml mortgage, series A bonds. Engineers of the Public

Service Commission of Missouri have made a valuation of

the electric-light companies and have determined the de-

preciated value as of June 30, 1915, to be $5,812,534. This

valuation does not include allowances for intangible val

going concern and bond discount. The additional amount
to be allowed for these items will hereafter be presented

to the commission. Mr. Philip J. Kealy has appraised the

electric-light properties and has stated their value to be

$9,183,464. Kuhn, Loeb & Company, Lee, Iligginson &
Company and Blair & Company have consented to act as

reorganization managers under this plan. Mr. H. L. Stuart

of H. W. Halsey & Company, Chicago, 111., will be the per-

sonal representative of Judge Hook to co-operate with the

managers in the carrying out of the plan. To become
parties to the plan holders of securities mentioned therein

will deposit their holdings on or before Oct. 1, 1915.

Martinsburg (W. Va.) Power Company.—It has been an-

nounced that arrangements have been completed for the re-

organization of the company under an agreement with Mr.
E. L. Coblentz, president of the Hagerstown & Frederick Rail-

way Company. The name of the company will be changed to

the Potomac Light & Power Company. The new company will

be organized under the laws of West Virginia and will be
capitalized at $1,000,000. Under the agreement with the rail-

way company the power company will supply the railway
company with energy when water conditions are satisfactory

and energy can be cheaply generated. When the power com-
pany has unfavorable water conditions that would necessi-

tate the starting up of the steam reserve plant the railway
company will supply the necessary energy from its plant.

The railway company has therefore at its disposal a cheap
energy for most of the year, and the power company will

not be compelled during a few months of the year to go to

the great expense of operating its steam plant.

Memphis (Tenn.) Consolidated Gas & Electric Company.
—At the office of the president of the company it was
stated there was no truth in the reports that the company
was undergoing a consolidation with the Merchants' Power
Company. The report, it is thought, was in connection
with the fact that the Merchants' company, unless it makes
an acceptable selling offer to the city of Memphis by Jan.

1, 1916, will be taken over at a price agreed upon by arbi-

tration. The city has a fund of $1,000,000 or more with

which to establish a municipal plant.

Tulare County Power Company, Lindsay, Cal.—Arrange-
ments have been completed whereby stockholders of the

company will receive some of the cash due them as the

result of selling the company's properties and rights to the

Mount Whitney Power & Electric Company. At the time

of the purchase the Mount Whitney company found it im-

possible to pay the entire amount of cash and therefore

gave the unpaid portion, which amounted to $243,000, in

short-time notes. Arrangements have since been completed
with Blythe, Witter & Company of San Francisco to take

over the notes on an 8 per cent basis, and the proceeds

therefrom have been applied to the Tulare company's ac-

count. Disbursements will be made to the stockholders as

soon as possible. At a meeting of the directors of the

Tulare company it was decided to make a payment of $35

per share on both preferred and consumers' stock and a

further payment of $20 on each share of preferred stock.

Wellsburg (W. Va.) Electric Light, Heat & Power Com-
pany.—The stocks of this company and of the Steuben-

ville, Wellsburg & Wierton Railway Company were acquired

on July 1, 1915, by the Virginia & Ohio Securities Cor-

poration, but the two companies have not been merged.
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Manufacturing and Industrial

The Columbia Lamp Division, National Lamp Works,

General Electric Company, announces that its general sales

Office, formerly in the Equitable Building, St. Louis, Mo.,

has been removed to the Title Guarantee Building, 706

Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Mo.

The National Tank & Pipe Company, Portland, Ore., is the

new name adopted by the firm previously known as the

Pacific Tank & Pipe Company. The new company has been

incorporated in the State of Oregon, its personnel remain-

ing the same as that of its predecessor.

The P. & B. Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

has removed to larger quarters at 189 Fifth Street and has

increased its capital stock from $5,000 to $25,000. This com-

pany has appointed Mr. A. Hall Berry, 97 Warren Street,

New York City, sole agent for its "Sun Ray" electric-heating

pad.

The Ellcon Company, New York, N. Y., has received

orders for "E. M. B." unbreakable resistances for use on

twelve mining locomotives from both the Goodman Manu-
facturing Company, Chicago, 111., and the Copper Range
Consolidated Company, Houghton, Mich. An order for

twelve sets of resistances for crane duty has also been re-

ceived from the Maryland Steel Company, Sparrow

Point, Md.

The Wood Manufacturing Company, Fairfield, Conn., re-

cently utilized twenty of its "Newtype" spot lamps, each

one using argon gas lamps, to light the way for a parade

in Fairfield, the lamps being placed upon an automobile.

The lamps lock at any angle desired and are attached

to the sides of the windshield of an automobile, being

equipped with a mirror on the back for use in the day-

time, a requirement now being enforced in many cities.

The Gilpin V. C. Company has recently opened offices at

110-112 West Fortieth Street, New York City, as broker in

electrical merchandise. It is the intention of this company
to secure from various manufacturers lists of obsolete, slow-

selling and dead stock, short-ends, over-production, etc.,

recording these on a general list which will be mailed, to-

gether with net cash prices, to numerous customers through-

out the country. The first list will be issued about Sept. 10.

Electrical Imports to East Africa.—During 1914 there

arrived at the port of Lourenco Marquez, in Portuguese
East Africa, for local use, electrical supplies to the value

of $20,582, of which $576 worth was furnished by the

United States, and in addition, $13,086 worth of telegraph

material and $7,057 worth of telephone material, none of

which was furnished by the United States. During the

same year there also arrived at the same port in transit

to the Transvaal electrical supplies to the value of $753,627,

of which $31,777 was from the United States.

The Hartford Machine Screw Company, Hartford, Conn.,

expects the new additions to its plant to be completed and
equipped by the first of September. In May several old

buildings, including the offices, were torn down to make
room for two spacious new buildings. One of these will

be a six-story structure, 206 ft. long by 46 ft. wide, and
the other will be a large two-story building with a con-

venient railroad siding to facilitate shipping. The two
buildings are designed to have a floor space of about 80,000

sq. ft. Machinery and equipment of the latest type are

being installed as rapidly as possible, permitting greatly

increased production.

A Telephone Device That Calls the Waiting Subscriber.

—

A new telephone device placed on the market in London,
England, by Messrs. Shannon provides means for sum-
moning a subscriber back to the telephone after he has
been asked to "hold the wire" while the party at the other
end is looking up some desired information. With this

device it is no longer necessary for the waiting sub-

scriber to hold the receiver to his ear. Instead, he places

the earpiece on the "Telhorn" and goes about his duties

in the room until he hears the calling party's "hello,"

which the "Telhorn" so amplifies as to make it heard
throughout the room.

The Snyder Electric Furnace Company, Chicago, has
made arrangements to have one of its commercial-type 1-ton

holding-capacity, 10-ton-per- twenty-four-hour-day-capacity

electric furnaces in operation at the foundry and

machine exhibition, Atlantic City, Sept. 25 to
t
Oct.

1. The furnace will be used for melting cold scrap, and

pourings will be made three times each day. The finished

castings will be cleaned by auxiliary apparatus in nearby

booths and some of each day's output will be machined in

the hall. Tests will be made at Philadelphia of castings

from each heat, and the results will be announced the fol-

lowing day. Each heat will be taken off under the direction

of some prominent foundryman.

Slate Production in 1914.—In a report prepared by Mr.

A. T. Coons on the production of slate in 1914 and issued by

the United States Geographical Survey it is stated that for

the last twelve years the value of the slate output has

remained practically stationary. As compared with 1905,

when the output was valued at $5,496,207, the value for 1914

($5,706,787) showed an increase of only $210,580, or 3.8 per

cent. The largest output reported was in 1908, when the

value ($6,316,817) was $610,030, or 9.6 per cent, greater

than in 1914. In 1914 the value of slate produced in the

United States was $5,706,787, representing a decrease of

7.59 per cent from $6,175,476 in 1913. Lack of building

operations is said to have curtailed the demand for slate

in various forms, and as a result the production has been

decreased.

American Rotary Valve Company.—Mr. William C.

Whitney Beattie, who last spring joined the staff of the

American Rotary Valve Company, Anderson, Ind., manu-
facturer of Jenney motors and generators and stationary

vacuum-cleaning machines, is now with the New York
office of the company, 30 Church Street, New York City.

For several years Mr. Beattie was in charge of the printing-

machinery and equipment division of the New York office

of the Sprague Electric Works of the General Electric

Company, and he is well known among printers and in the

printers' supply trade in the East. In 1914 he acted as

secretary and treasurer of the Rockland County Sales Com-
pany, Inc., dealer in automobiles, and was several months
ago appointed manager of the Philadelphia office of the

American Rotary Valve Company.

The Luitwieler Pumping Engine Company, Rochester,

N. Y., the holding company for the Luitwieler patents, an-

nounces that it has perfected its lines of pumping engines

and motor-operated fire apparatus and is now beginning to

organize two large companies with $1,00,000 capital to

build its products under license. One company will have
headquarters in Rochester, N. Y., and the other in Los
Angeles, Cal. All the assets of the old company at Roch-
ester will be sold to the new company now being organized

in that city, while the Los Angeles branch will be absorbed
by the new Los Angeles company. The larger parent com-
pany with its increased facilities and larger capital will be-

gin an active sales campaign for the gaining of new busi-

ness, the old company having been taxed to its utmost to

supply orders without solicitation. About 85 per cent of the

company's pumps are driven by motors mounted on the same
base as the pump. The company has been awarded gold

medals on both its deep-well and triplex pumps at the Pan-
ama-Pacific Exposition. Gold medals were also received for

these pumps at the San Diego Exposition.

Beardsley "Electric" Makes 1500 Miles in Fourteen Days.
—Over 1500 miles in fourteen days is the record of the

women drivers of an electric vehicle in the recent endur-
ance test held by the Beardsley Electric Company of Los
Angeles, Cal. Mrs. Volney Beardsley, wife of the presi-

dent of the Beardsley company, volunteered to drive the

car for the first ten days, different women representing the

press and acting as observers. During the last four days
the car was driven by owners of Beardsley electric vehicles.

On the tenth day, when Mrs. Beardsley believed the test

was coming to an end, she decided to make the longest

record of the ten days and registered 117 miles. In each
case the day's run was made on a single charge of the bat-

teries. The last four days increased the average to 107.

5

miles per day, or a total of 1505.6 miles covered in four-

teen days. The runs were made over all kinds of Cali-

fornia roads in covering the different routes, the greater

part of which were country runs over hilly ground. Each
night the car came into the garage under its own power.
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The Nea •Process Gear Corporation, Byracuu, N. Y.,

it is announced, lias completed arrangement) for the pur
chase "i" the Monarch typewriter company'! plant al Byre

\ x\, aboul Oct i. The buildings of the Monarch
plant cover two acres and tin- surrounding land, which
adjoins the property of the New Process Geai Corporation,
includes an additional three acres. The main building of

the typewriter plant is five stories high, 480 ft long and
ft wide, being of brick and slow-burning mill construe

tion. After alterations and the strengthening of the floor

of the building to a carrying capacity of 800 lb. and .'{no

lb. per square foot ,H( ' Now ProcesB Gear Corporation will

utilize the building as its job-gear department, and the

|
resent plant will be devoted exclusively to the inaniifac

tine of automobile differentials, it is the intention of the
company to have more than 1000 employees at work before

Bpring, by which time the newly acquired plant will be oc-

cupied. The New Process dear Corporation was incor-

porated in L912 as the successor to the New Process Raw-
hide Company, which was originally organized in 1888.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Aug. 17 v , Aug. 24 >

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

Copper £ s d £ s d
London, standard spot* 67 2 6 67 5

Prime Lake K>.7.r> to 17.00 16.12 V. to 16.37 Vj
Electrolytic 16.B0 to 16.62V. ir>. 87% to 16.12%
Casting 15.87% to 16.62% 15.50 to 16.76
Copper wire base 18.00f 19.00t

Lead 4.50 4.r.o

Nickel 50.00 to 52.00t 50.00 to 52.00t
Sheet zinc, t'.o.l). smelter.... 17.00f 21.00t
Spelter, spot 11.75 to 12.25f 14.25 to 14.751
Tin, straits 34.37 l. 33.75
Aluminum, !>* to 90 per cent 33.00 to 35.00 32.00 to 34.00

*OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 15.75 15.2."

Brass, heavy 10.50 10.25
Bl ass, light 9.00 8.50

i. heavy 4.12% 4.12%
Zinc, scrap 9.50 9.50

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Aug. 24 13,112

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
tNominal.

New Incorporations
The Pepin Electric Company of Pepin, Wis., has been or-

ganized with a capital stock of $5,000 by C. J. Thies, O. E.

Jackson and C. J. Johnson.

The Highmore Electric Light & Power Company of High-
more, S. D., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$25,000 by C. V. Armstrong and others.

The McBee Electric Company of McBee, S. C, has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000. The officers

are: W. L. McCoy, president, and J. D. Sexton, secretary and
treasurer.

The Oquossoc Light & Power Company of Rangeley, Me.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 to sup-

ply electricity in the town of Rangeley and neighboring
plantations. The officers are: F. B. Colby, president; W. D.
Quimby, treasurer, and H. C. Riddle, clerk.

The Southwestern Ice & Power Company of Portland, Me.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 for

the purpose of engaging in a general lighting and power
business. The officers are: John H. Pierce, president; Frank
H. Purington, treasurer, and David W. Snow, clerk.

The North Glidden Electric Company of North Glidden

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 for the

purpose of supplying electricity in the township of North
Glidden. The officers are: J. G. Merritt, president; J. J.

Sylvester, vice-president; C. C. Briggs, secretary, and F. P.

Briggs, treasurer.

The Mission Ice, Light & Water Company of Mission,

Tex., has been incorporated for the purpose of installing an
electric-light and power plant and ice factory in Mission.

Machinery for the proposed plant, it is understood, has
been ordered. The officers are: J. A. Sadler, president and
manager; M. J. McGurgan, vice-president, and T. L. Lang-
ham, secretary and treasurer.

New Industrial Companies
The Prince Electrical Equipment Company of Enid, Okla.,

lias been chartered with a capital stock of 08,000 by C. C.

Wilcox, J. st.ia.t Trimble and C. C. McVay, all of Enid.

The Irving s. Van Loan Corporation <-f New York,
been organized with capital stock of $5,000 by living

S. Van Loan, John B. Hyatt and William I'lnpp The I

pany propoeea to deal in electrical machinery,

The Electric Rod Mill Of Rome, N. V., lias filed article of
incorporation with a capital stock of (5,000 for the purpo <

• A' manufacturing insulated wire, etc. The incorporator are

Herbert T. Dyett, Prank M. Potter, Jr., and Clarence R,

Keeney.

The Lee Electric Radiator Company of Chicago, III., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of 150,000 by Krnest
E. Lee, Norman J. Fellows and Pierre G. Beach. The com-
pany proposes to construct and install electrochemical and
commercial products of all kinds.

The Advance Electric Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., has
been incorporated by Frank M. Kernan of Pittsburgh, A. J.

Wayman and A. B. Wayman, both of Leetonia, Ohio. The
company is capitalized at $30,000 and purposes to manu-
facture and deal in electrical devices of all kinds.

The Ivan T. Johnson Company of New York, N. Y., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $20,000 to do a
general electrical illuminating and mechanical-engineering
business. The incorporators are H. M. Simon, W. Bigelow
and I. T. Johnson, 245 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

The Bass Company of New York, N. Y., has been incorpo-

rated with a capital stock of $20,000 by J. Kereks, W. Bass
and F. Willman, 409 East Sixty-fourth Street, New York.
The company proposes to manufacture and deal in lighting

fixtures and to do a general mechanical engineering busi-

ness.

Trade Publications
Electrical Supplies.—The Electric Supply Company,

Memphis, Tenn., has issued Catalog No. 5, illustrating

electrical supplies.

Lamp Socket.—A leaflet describing a combination pull-

chain and dimming socket has recently been issued by the

Wirt Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lathe Tools.—An illustrated booklet on rigid-tool

holders for use with lathes has been issued by the Rigid

Tool Holder Company, Baltimore, Md.

Conduit Fittings.—A catalog illustrating and describing

various types of conduit fittings has been issued by the

Adapti Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Railway Meters.—Illustrated Bulletin No. 41, on ampere-
hour and watt-hour meters for electric-railway cars, has re-

cently been issued by the Sangamo Electric Company,
Springfield, 111.

Lighting Fixtures.—The Mohrlite Company, New York,
N. Y., has issued a bulletin illustrating and describing its

semi-indirect lighting fixtures. The company has also pub-
lished a folder dealing with the use of its fixtures at the

Panama-Pacific Exposition.

Push-Button Poster Stamps.—A series of four-color poster

stamps has been issued by the Cutler-Hammer Manufactur-
ing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., for the purpose of featuring

its push-button 660-watt brass-shell and porcelain sockets

as well as its porcelain pendent switch.

Phase-Failure and Reversal Protective Device.—The phase-
failure and phase-reversal protective device recently devel-

oped by the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis., for use with polyphase motors, is described in

an illustrated circular which is being mailed by the company.

Electric Meters.—An illustrated catalog describing

various types of Kelvin-balance instruments manufactured
by Kelvin & James White, Ltd., of Glasgow and London,
has recently been issued by the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., which is

the exclusive agent for these instruments in the United
States.
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Construction News
New England

BOOTH BAY HARBOR, MR—The Booth-
baj Harbor El. Lt. & lJwr. Co. has pur-

chased a site on which it will erect a sub-
station this fall. The station will be
equipped with a gasoline engine and pres-

sure tank. 10. W. Goss is treasurer.

LACONIA, N. H.—The Laconla Gas &
[ Co. 's planning to install a new

treet-lighting system, consisting of 500
lamps of 40 cp. and 30 60-cp. tungsten
lamps, to be erected on company's line poles,
maintained by overhead wires. No con-

will be awarded as all work will be
by the local company. P. T. Brock-

ii is superintendent.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.—The Rockingham
County Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Portsmouth has
recently purchased two Terry turbine feed-
water pumps and one Terry turbine and
motor exciter. F. A. Belden is superin-
tendent.

WOODSVILLE, N. H.—Two new con-
crete dams are being built to replace
old wooden ones for the Woodsvllle Aque-
duct Corpn., at a cost of aboul ¥6,000. The
H. P. Cummings Construction Co. has the
contract. George E. Mann is engineer.

BETHEL, VT.—Arrangements have been
completed for the consolidation of the

.die El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Bethel
and the Hortonia Pwr. Co., with head-
quarters in Rutland. Plans provide for an
expenditure of over $500,000 in rebuilding
the plants already in operation and in de-
veloping water privileges already secured.
A transmission line will be erected from
the plant of the Hortonia company at
Brandon over Rochester Mountain to Gays-
ville, a distance of 28 miles. At Gaysville
connection will be made with the hydro-
electric plant of the Gaysville company. The
Hortonia company has recently purchased
a water-power privilege in the town of
Tinmouth about 13 miles from Rutland
capable of developing about 10,000 hp.
Contracts have been closed for two water-
wheels for the Royalton plant, capable
of developing 1000 hp. ; a 1000-hp. steam
turbine for the Bethel steam plant, to be
installed within 60 days ; 100 miles of wire
has been purchased and work will soon
begin on erection of the transmission line.
1. M. Frost, formerly manager of the Rut-
land Ry., Lt. & Pwr. Co., is interested in
the company.
READSBORO, VT.—The Deerfield River

Pwr. Co., which is controlled by the New
England Power Company, has purchased,
it is reported, the property of the Metal
Edge Box Co., including paper mill and
pulp mill and 12,000 acres of land. The
Deerfield company intends to develop 4000
hp. at the Readsboro plant and to com-
plete the installation of the electrical ma-
chinery this fall. The development of the
Deerfield River, which began in 1911, now
includes four plants with a total rating of
50,000 hp., and it is planned to develop
eventually 125,000 hp.

NORTH ADAMS. MASS.—The Stevens &
Thompson Paper Mill Co. is planning to in-
stall an electric plant in its mill. Energy
to operate the system, it is understood,
will be obtained from the Connecticut River
Transmission Co. of Worcester.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.—Arrangements
ing made by the Walloomsac Paper

Co. for the installation of an electric light-
ing and power system for its mills. Energy
for operating the system will be secured
from the Connecticut River Transmission
Co. of Worcester, and the electrical appa-
ratus will be installed bv the General El.
Co
SOUTHWICK, MASS.—At a special town

meeting held recently the citizens voted to
authorize the Selectmen to enter into a con-

uith the Southwick El. Lt. Co. for
lighting the streets of the town.

WESTFTELD, MASS.— It is probable
that the Municipal Light Commission will
request the Selectmen to call a special
meeting shortly to vote on an appropriation
for the extension of the municipal lines to
Southwick, the estimated cost of which will
be $3,000.

NEW LONDON, CONN. -Plans have
been completed for the Shore Line El. Ry.
Co. for the construction of a new power
station (45 ft. by 80 ft.), which when
completed will more than double its power
supply.

Middle Atlantic
BATAVIA, N. Y.—The city of Batavia

Is considering increasing the output of the
municipal electric-light plant to meet the
increasing demands for street-lighting
service.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—The City Council

Uthorized the sale of bonds to tl

lent of $148,200 for the construction ot a

municipal electriC-Ughtlng plant.

COHOEB, N. V Plans have been sub-

mitted for improvements to the conoes
Hospital, to cost about $28,000, which will

Include the installation of an electric ele-

vator.

l<TLTON, N. Y.—The Fulton Lt., lit. ft

Pwr Co may possibly purchase m:
lor a Short transmission line and the usua
supply Of incandescent lamps and the usual

quantities Of electrical appliances and sup-

plies. J. J. Jordan is manager.

LETCHWORTH VILLAGE, THIELLS,
\ v Bids will be received by Frank A.

Vanderlip, ..resilient of the board of man-
agers of the Letchworth Village, .... wall
street, New York, until Sept. 7 for con-

struction of attendants' home, including
general construction, beating, plumbing and

ige and electric work: for laundry
building, including construction, heating,

plumbing and drainage, electric' work and
equipment ; for service building, includ-

ing construction, heating, plumbing, drain-
age and refrigeration, and electric-service

connections for cottages A, B, C and D at

Letchworth Village. Drawings and specifi-

cations may be consulted at Letchworth
Village, at the office of Franklin B. Kirk-
bridge, 55 Wall Street, New York, and at
the New York office of the Department of
Architecture, Room 1224, Woolworth Build-
ing, New York. Copies may be obtained
at the Department of Architecture, Capitol,
Albany.
NEW LEBANON, N. Y.—The Public

Service Commission has authorized the
Lebanon Valley Ltg. Co. of New Lebanon to
exercise the rights under the franchises
granted in Canaan and New Lebanon.
Work will begin at once on the erection of
transmission and distributing lines.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Sept. 10 for alterations in heat-
ing system in the United States post office

in New York. For details see proposal
columns.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.—The Public

Service Commission has authorized the
Central Hudson Gas Co. of Poughkeepsie
to issue $500,000 in bonds for improve-
ments to its system as follows : For im-
provements to buildings in Poughkeepsie,
$58,000 ; new side track and new machinery
at the electric generating station, $175,000,
and improvements to distributing system in

and about Poughkeepsie, including under-
ground street-lighting circuits and an exten-
sion of lines to Pleasant Valley, $20,000.
Several thousand dollars will be expended
for improvements in the machinery in the
Poughkeepsie gas plant. In Newburg the
expenditures provided for will include a
concrete roof for the electric generating
station, to cost $20,000, and several thou-
sand dollars for new cables and machinery.
Between $15,000 and $20,000 will be ex-
pended in the distribution system at Wal-
den, Cedarcliff, Marlborough, Roseton and
Maybrook. The transmission system will
be extended from Marlborough to Cedar-
cliff, at a cost of $4,000 ; to Stoneco, at
$18,000; from Walden to Mavbrook, for
$12,000, and from Caldwell to Cold Spring,
at $6,000.

REMSEN, N. Y.—Arrangements have
been made whereby the Utica Gas & El.
Co. of Utica will extencl its transmission
line from Prospect to Remsen to furnish
electrical service here.

YONKERS, N. V—Ninety-two lamps will
be ailled to the ornamental lighting sys-
tem on Broadway. The lamps will be of
the same type and candle-power as those
now in use. An ordinance will also be in-
troduced Into the Council authorizing the
rection of 12 ornamental lamps in Sher-
wood Park.

ALLENTOWN, PA—To provide for In-
creasing business on its line between Allen-
town and Philadelphia the Lehigh Valley
Transit Co. of Allentown is planning to
increase the power faciltios on this divis-
ion, at a cost of about $200,000.

CHESTER, PA—It is said that the
Beacon Lt. Co. has closed a contract from
the Remington Arms Co. of Eddystone to
furnish 1 2,000 hp. to the new Industry.
This order will necessitate the enlargement
of the lighting plant. The Beacon com
pany has placed an order with the Gen-
eral El. Co., Schenectady, for a 15,000-hp
turbine to be completed within three
months.

ERIE, PA The capital stock of the Erie
County El, Co. has been increased from

10,000 to $l,5(io.ono.

HARRISBURG, l'\ Hals will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department. Washington,

until Sept 28 for extension and re-

modeling (including mechanical equipment
and approaches) of the United States post

t HarrlsDUrg. Drawings and specu-
lations may be obtained at the above of-

>r from the custodian of site.

HAZLETON, PA The Council has
pa led an ordinance authorizing the Instal-

lation of new lamps on several streets.

Plans have been submitted for ornamental
posts.

CAMDEN, N. J,- Bids will be received at
the office of the supervising architect, Treas-
ury Department, Washington, D C, until

Sept 14 for installation complete of an
electric freight elevator, etc., In the United

post Office and custom lion

den, N. J., in accordance with bpi

lions, copies of which may be obtained at
the above office.

M ll.l AM LLB, N. .1 Plans and spi

tions have been adopted by the City Com-
mission for the installation of an electric-

lighting system, and it lias passed a reso-
lution to ask for bids lor construction of
the proposed plant. The Millville EL Lt.

Co. now furnishes electrical service.

BALTIMORE, MD.—A plan for a mu-
nicipally owned and operated belt line

railroad connecting with the Pennsylvania.
Baltimore & Ohio, Western Maryland and
Pennsylvania railroads, with provision for
new tunnels through the city and a grand
union station at the Fallsway and Biddle
Street, has been sent by Mayor Preston to

the City Planning Commission. The cost
of the proposed roads and tunnels, with 16
100-ton locomotives, electrical equipment
and buildings, is estimated at $17,369,000.

FAIRMONT, W. VA.—The Monongahela
Valley Trac. Co. and other lines are re-

ported to be contemplating large extensions
during the coming year, the construction of

a line connecting Fairmont and Clarksburg
with New Martinsville being the most
important. A line from Weston to Glen-
ville, and another from Clarksburg to Buck-
hannon, are also contemplated.
MARTINSBURG, W. VA.—Arangements

have been completed for the reorganization
of the Martlnsburg Pwr. Co. under an agree-
ment with Emory L. Coblentz, represent-
ing the Hagerstown and Frederick street-
railway interests. The name of the com-
pany will be changed to the Potomac Lt. &
Pwr. Co. and the capital stock placed at
$1,000,000. The plants at Dam No. 4 and
Dam No. 5 will be enlarged and improved
at a cost of about $100,000. The company
will supply energy to operate the electric-
railway system of the Hagerstown & Fred-
erick Ry. Co.
PIEDMONT, W. VA.—The Davis Coal

& Coke Co. is erecting a new power plant
at its mines at West Virginia Junction.
The new equipment will include a large
boiler and engine house, a 15-ton steel
tipple and also electric motors for haulage
purposes.
FINK, VA.—It is reported that the con-

tract for the electrification of the pump-
ing station of the Norfolk & Western Ry.
Co. at Fink, near St. Paul, Va., has been
awarded to the Southwestern Engineering
Co., Sixth and Shelby Streets, Bristol, Va.
This station is one of the most important
railway water supplies in the Virginia coal
fields, furnishing water for the locomotives
of both the Norfolk & Western and the
Caroline-Clinchfield & Ohio railways. The
energy to drive the pumps will be fur-
nished by the St. Paul Lt. & Pwr. Co.
Remote electrical control apparatus is

being built by the contractors to permit
the operation and control of the pumps
at a distance of more than one-half mile.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C., until Nov. 17 for construction of a
central heating, lighting and power plant
at Washington, D. C, advertised Jan. 5,

1915. The proposals must he submitted in
accordance with paragraph 9 of thi

eral conditions of specifications. James A.
Wet more is acting supervising architect.

North Central
CLIO. MICH.—This village has signed a

contract with the Flint EI. Co. of Flint,
Mich., for lights. All public buildings and
streets will be lighted on a Hat rate of 4

cents per kilowatt-hour, while the rate to
private consumers will be on a sliding scale
of irom :! cents to 10 cents per kilowatt-
hour.

iMiWAGIAC. MICH.—The Westinghouse
El. & Mfg. Co. of Pittsburgh has secured
the contract for installing an engine gen-
erator and switchboard in the electric-light
plant here at a cost of $5,725.

KAI.AMA/.oO. MICH.—At an election to
be held Sept. 7 the proposal to issue $350,-

i in bonds for extensions to the rhunicl-
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the Akron Storage & Contracting Company,
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equipment In Ita power houae, Including
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cj cle. 8200 volt generator with
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equipped with th leva, transform
crs Contracts for equipment have been
placed C v Myera and Ft, Ft J< a are
engineer a In charge,
B IT w i a, onio rha village authori-

ties, u Is reported, have decided to close
down the municipal electric generating
plant and will purchase energy Cor operat-
ing the municipal system from the Cin-
cinnati, Georgetown A Portsmouth Trac,

of Cincinnati.

CLEVELAND. OHIO -Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of commissioner of pur-
chases and supplies, Ftoorn 500, City Flail,
Cleveland, until Sept, l for hard-drawn cop-
per busbars for the Municipal Electric Light
Department Specifications may be obtained
from the office of the commissioner of light
and heat division, 1443 East Third Street.

i OLUMBTJS, OHIO.—Sealed bids will
elved by the Ohio Board of Adminis-

tration at Oak and Ninth Streets, this city,
until 2 p. m., Sept. 10, for Installing
two 400-hp. water-tube boilers and two 400-
hp. stokers at the Ohio Hospital for Epilep-
tics at GalllpoliS, Ohio. Specifications are
on Hie at the ottice of the board and at the
hospital. H. S. Riddle is consulting engi-
neer.

COLUMBUS, OHIO.—Sealed bids will be
received until 2 o'clock on Sept 10 by the
Ohio Board of Administration, Oak and
Ninth Streets, Columbus, for furnishing and
installing nine automatic side-feed, self-
cleaning stokers for the Institution for the
Feeble-Minded, Columbus, Ohio, according
to plans and specifications on file with the
board. H. S. Riddle, Columbus, Ohio, is
consulting engineer for the board.
DAYTON, OHIO.—Bids will be received

shortly for the electrical work, including
wiring, for the Dayton quarantine hospital.
Dr. Light is in charge.

EAST YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.—The
Mahoning & Shenango Ry. & Lt. Co. has
recently entered into a contract with the
village for an additional lighting system,
which will consist of 129 two-lamp stan-
dards, the lamps being of the gas-filled
tungsten-filament type rated at 250 cp.
each. These standards will be used in the
business district. Other parts of the vil-
lage will be lighted with 169 100-cp. lamps.
"Work on the system has been started, and
it is expected to have the 100-cp. lamps in
operation by Nov. 1, while the standards
are expected to be ready about Dec. 1.
E. H. Beil is manager of light and power
of the Mahoning & Shenango Ry. & Lt.
Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

NORTHFIELD, OHIO—A special election
will be held Sept. 20 to submit to the voters
the proposal to issue $12,000 in bonds for
the installation of a municipal electric-
lighting plant in Northfield.

CALHOUN, KY.—The Green River Lt.
& "Wtr. Co. of Calhoun expects to purchase
within the next six months Westinghouse
house meters. C. G. Gilmore is manager.
COVINGTON, KY.—The Union Lt, Ht.

& Pwr. Co. of Covington expects to erect
within the next 30 days 1000 type C Mazda
6.6-amp. lamps, 400 cp., in General Electric
Co. form 1 "Novalux" fixtures (500 with
refractors and 500 with opal globes), re-
placing like number of 6.6-amp. arc lamps,
supplied from 100-light C.C. transformers.
The type C lamps are supplied with com-
pensators. C. W. De Forest is chief elec-
trical engineer.

DANVILLE, KY.—The Danville Lt., Pwr.
& Trac. Co. has recently completed the in-
stallation of a 16-in. by 14-in. Busch-Sulzer
Brothers Diesel oil engine, directly con-
nected to a Westinghouse 200-kva., three-
phase, 2300-volt generator, and has changed
its system from two-phase to three-phase.
George A. Irvine is manager.
HAZARD, KY.—The Kentucky River

Pwr. Co., recently organized, is planning to
build an electric plant to develop about
5000 hp. for transmission throughout the
coal-mining district, at a cost of about
$300,000. The plans provide for a 15-
mile transmission system, costing about

!
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Main Sit •

FTUNTINGTON, IND.—The light com-
null,, of the Commercial Association has
made arrangements for the sale of $5,000
in city bonds for the installation of an
ornamental street-lighting system.

AURORA, ELL.—The City Council of
Aurora is considering the installation of a
new police and fire-alarm system to cost
approximately $25,642. Plans for the sys-
tem have been prepared by City Electrician
\v E. Barclay.

BELVIDERE, ILL.—Bids will be re-
nin il Sept 10 by the Board of

Education lor electric wiring, fixtures and
telephones for the new high-school building.

LITCHFIELD, ILL.—The United Gas &
El. Co. of Litchfield and the Southern Illi-

nois Lt. & Pwr. Co. have entered a joint
application before the State Public Utili-
ties Commission for approval of the pur-
chase of the property of the Litchfield com-
pany by the Southern Illinois company.
MILFORD, ILL.—The Home Telephone

Exchange is laying about 6000 ft. of un-
derground cable, which will be completed
in about 30 days.

MILFORD ILL.—The Central Illinois
Utilities Co. expects to make repairs to
its high-voltage line between Milford and
Watseka, a distance of 12 miles. The
Commercial Club is discussing the in-
stallation of a white way. E. R. Rush is

local manager.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—Installation of an

ornamental lighting system on Washington
Street from First to Tenth Street and on
Monroe Street from Spring to Tenth Street
is contemplated by business men here. The
plan has been brought before the Board of
Local Improvements.
WINNEBAGO, ILL.—A franchise has

been granted to F. C. Drager to construct
and operate an electric-light plant in Win-
nebago.
WINNETKA, ILL.—Within the next

year the municipal electric-light plant ex-
pects to purchase an ash conveyor. R. L.
Fitzgerald is business manager of the
plant.

APPLETON, WIS.—The Wisconsin Trac,
Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co. of Appleton has en-
gaged Woodmansee & Davidson, consulting
engineers, First National Bank Building,
Chicago, 111., to prepare plans and super-
vise the construction of an addition to its
steam-power plant.

MERRILL, WIS.—The lighting commit-
tee of the Council has submitted a report
to the Council recommending the rebuilding
of the electric distribution system through-
out the city and the installation of a new
street-lighting system. The electrical serv-
ice is supplied by the Merrill Ry. & Ltg. Co.

MANKATO, MINN.—The Consumers'
Pwr. Co. of Mankato is contemplating ex-
tending its transmission lines to Le Huillier,
a suburb of Mankato, to furnish electrical
service.

VIRGINIA, MINN.—Bids will be received
at the office of the Water and Light Com-
mission, Virginia, until Sept. 6 for furnish-
ing and erecting a mixed-pressure steam
turbine, alternate bids being entertained as
follows: (1) For furnishing and install-
ing one 1000-kw. mixed-pressure steam tur-
bine and alternator with exciters, condens-
ing equipment and switchboard; (2) for
furnishing and installing one 1500-kw.
mixed-pressure steam turbine and alter-
nator with exciters, condensing equipment
and switchboard. Max Lewis is secretary
of commission and C. T. Harding is engi-
neer.

BLOOMFIELD, IOWA—Within the next
12 months the managers of the municipal

• i. . iio light plant expi i I to pun h

i mall quantity "i w< ithei prooi v. li

i in i ,i,t motors and a i mall quantity
,,i in, lampa I

"-»w la

city in. ni.,.

BRE1 'A, [( i\v.\ at an 1 1< ctlon held rt

in, propo 'i U bonda foi tha
in: tallat ion oi .hi electi Ic lighting

, ; i .i i ,| »BN, i' FK A Tl - "'h of
Glldden Township h

pany under the name of th i Hidden
to auppl) elei trlcltj toi lamp
to the farmers In this vicinity

The company Is capitalized :>t 15,000 4l
yet the company has not decided whether
it will build a plant or erect a i rani n

Una a nd purchai a ensi gy. -J. G. Mei ritt la

i, ni

.

Ill OKI, IN, MO.—The Bucklln 1 .t I

pecta to purcl next f'-w

months a few 2200/110 or 2^<i-volt trans-
form! ' i , aome in, i,i s, cro arm .

inns and
Insulators. A. J. COen la proprietor.

CONCEPTION JUNCTION, MO.—A spe-
cial election will soon be held to submit
to the roteri the proposal to grant to T. w.
Costello of Conception a franchise to eon
struct and operate an electric-light plant
here.

PEMBINA, N. D.—Charles E. Fiers of
East Grand Forks, who was recently
granted a franchise to erect an electric-
light plant in Pembina under the name of
the Dodge Pwr. Co., is planning to
an electric plant to supply electrical serv-
ice in Pembina, Emerson, Man., and St.

Vincent.
WHITE EARTH, N. D.—Work in con-

nection with the installation of an electric-
light plant here, reported Aug. 14, will be
in charge of Fred Hermanson of White
Earth.
FRANKLIN, NEB.—Bids will be re-

ceived by Henry Plank, Sr., city clerk,
Franklin, until Aug. 31 for one simple high-
speed 13-in. by 12-in. automatic engine
for direct connection to generator, one
steam separator, one 150-hp. open feed-
water heater, one 75-kva., three-phase, 60-
cycle, 2400-volt engine-type generator, one
7-kw. interpole (belted) exciter, one mar-
ble switchboard, equipped with 3-amp.
meters, voltmeter receptacle, etc., one
triple-pole oil switch for generator and ex-
citer, two 60-in. by 16-ft. tubular boilers,
one smokestack (33 in. by 60 ft. with Y-
breeching for connecting to stack), two
boiler-feed pumps, one complete crude-oil
burner equipped for each boiler, with
pumps in duplicate. Bids are also desired
on an internal-combustion engine rangjng
from 75 hp. to 125 hp., directly connected
to alternating-current generators.

GIBBON, NEB.—Negotiations are under
way between the Gibbon El. Lt. Co. and W.
J. Scoutt, manager of the Kearney El. &
Pwr. Co. of Kearney, for the purchase of the
local plant. If the deal is carried through,
electricity to operate the local system will
probably be transmitted from the power
house in Kearney.
NETAWAKA, KAN.—At a recent elec-

tion the proposal to issue bonds to the
amount of $10,000 for the installation of
an electric-light plant was defeated.

PLAINVILLE. KAN.—The Plainville
Mill & Elevator Co. expects to purchase elec-
trical appliances and supplies to meet cur-
rent needs. J. V. Burroughs is president.

SOUTH HAVEN, KAN.—Within the next
three months the South Haven El. Lt. Co.
expects to install a 30-kva. generating unit
and to purchase one 25-hp. oil engine, one
30-kw. generator and exciter. J. R. Brit-
ton is manager and engineer.

TOPEKA, KAN.—Within the next six
months the city of Topeka expects to pur-
chase for the municipal electric-light plant
one 500-kva., three-phase, 60-cycle, 2300-
volt turbo-generator, with condenser and
deep-well pump, and two switchboard panels
with equipment previously reported. E. G.
Stahl is superintendent.

Southern States
HICKORY, N. C.—Bids will be received

by the city of Hickory for the sale of an
electric light and power franchise, grant-
ing the use of the streets for the purpose
of operating electric lighting, power, fuel
and heating plants for a period of 30 years.
S. C. Cornwell is city manager. The pres-
ent franchise, which is held by the Southern
Pub. Utilities Co., expires in October, 1918.

DAYTONA, FLA.—The Daytona El. Lt.
& Pwr. Co., recently incorporated with a
capital stock of $50,000, is reported to be
contemplating the development of 400 hp.
at Daytona and Daytona Beach. Michael
Scholtz is president and general manager.
HOWEY, FLA. (not a post office).—The

W. J. Howey Land Co., 76 West Monroe
Street, Chicago, 111., is contemplating de-
veloping 80,000 acres of Lake County,
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which will include the installation of elec-

tric-light, ice and water plants.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.—Bids will be re-

ceived until Sept. 6 for furnishing 1000 in-

duction recording wattmeters, both single-

phase and multi-phase, for 110 volts or 220

volts, 60 cycles, 7200 alternations; 1200-kw.
standard transformers, primary voltage
2200, secondary voltage 110/220. m carry-

ing sizes up to GO kw., inclusive; 2000 kw.
single-phase, oil-cooled transformers of

subway type, primary voltage 2200, sec-

ondary voltage 110/220, either or both, in

varying sizes up to 100 kva., inclusive; all

on basis of future delivery contract, ship-

ments to be made from time to time as re-

quired. For further information address
It. N. Ellis, purchasing agent.

LONSDALE, TENN.—The city of Lons-
dale is contemplating the installation of an
incandescent street-lighting system. Post
office address, Lonsdale, Station 7, Knox-
ville.

ATMORE, ALA.—The W. M. Carney Mill

Co of Atmore expects to erect 5 miles of
transmission line to Canoe within the next
12 months. F. Sintes is superintendent.

FAIRHOPE, ALA.—The Town Council
is considering a proposition for the in-

stallation of an electric-lighting plant. A
committee has been appointed to canvass
the citizens to ascertain the probable num-
ber of consumers.

TROY, ALA.—Within the next two
months the electric-light commissioners ex-
pect to purchase fifty 250-watt incandescent
lamps for the municipal electric-light sys-
tem. E. T. Freeman is superintendent.

PRENTISS, MISS.—The Electric Lt. &
Mfg. Co., successor to the Prentiss Mfg.
Co. and the Prentiss El. Lt. Co., expects to
purchase within the next three months one
40-hp. oil-burning engine. W. C. Veach is

iger.

ARKADELPHIA, ARK.—The Arkansas
Lt <fc I'wr. Co. has recently purchased the
Crystal Ice Co. of Paragould, the Mariana
(Ark.) El. Co. and the city water plant.
The Arkansas company is planning to
erect a power house at Newport, Ark.,
within the next four months. H. C. Couch
is president.

ATKINS, ARK.—The Atkins El. Lt. &
Pwr. Co. expects to purchase some wiring
supplies within the next six months.
BENTONVILLE, ARK.—Within the next

30 days the managers of the municipal
electric-light plant expect to erect 3 V2 miles
of transmission line, using No. 6 bare cop-
per wire. George A. Johnson is superin-
tendent.

CORNING, ARK.—George A. Booser,
owner of the local electric-light plant, it

is reported, is contemplating changing the
system of the plant from direct to alter-
nating current and extending transmission
lines to Success and Datto.
GREEN FOREST, ARK.—It is reported

that the Green Forest Mill & Elevator Co.
has absorbed the Green Forest Lt. & Pwr.
Co. The town will now enjoy 24-hour
service.

HELENA, ARK.—The Helena Orna-
mental & Pressed Brick Co. is contemplat-
ing the purchase of electric elevators (two,
six or eight-passenger), for three-story
buildings.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—The city of Little
Rock, it is reported, is contemplating the
purchase of 200 new street lamps, at a
cost of about $20,000.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—The New Orleans
Ry. & Lt. Co., which was given until Aug.
11 to accede to the demands of the city
for lower rates for lighting, has refused to
make concessions asked. The City Commis-
sion has decided to go ahead with plans
for construction of a municipal electric
plant and has invited F. W. Ballard, com-
missioner and chief engineer of the Cleve-
land (Ohio) municipal plant, to supervise
the work. The cost of the proposed plant
is estimated at $6,000,000.
KUSA, OKLA. (P. O. Henryetta).—Plans

are being considered, it is reported, by the
Kusa Townsite & Improvement Co. for the
construction of an electric-light plant.

WIRT, OKLA.—Arrangements are being
made by W. E. Gupton to organize a com-
pany tor the purpose of installing an elec-
tric light and power plant in Wirt. It is
proposed to supply electricity to the large
oil companies in this district.

CORPUS CHRISTI, TEX.—By referen-
dum vote the people of this citv have
granted J. H. Caswell of San Diego, Cal.,
and associates, a 30-year franchise for a
street-railway system which they will con-
struct here. The proposed system will
connect with the interurban railway lines
that the same interests plan to build.

DUBLIN, TEX.—The Dublin El. & Gas
Co. will extend its street-lighting system.

LOCKHART, TEX.—It is reported that
the local electric light, water-works and

Ice plant lias been purchased by W. li.

Tuttle of San Antonio and associates from
.1 A BachmaTJ of Austin and J. E. Jones
of Lockhart. The plant will be improved
and enlarged. Frank E. Scovill is the new
manager.
SKIDMORE, TEX.—The Texas Southern

El. Co. of Beeville is contemplating extend-
ing its electric transmission line from Bee-
ville to Skidmore. F. C. Greer of Beeville
is local manager.

Pacific States
BELLINGHAM, WASH. — The City

Council has voted to adopt a new lighting
Bystem in the city this fall. The Mayor
and City Comptroller have been instructed
to enter into contract for furnishing en-
ergy with the Whatcom County Ry. & Lt.
Co., a subsidiary of the Puget Sound Trac,
Lt. & Pwr. Co. of the Stone & Webster
interests.

(KNTRALIA, WASH.—At a recent
meeting of the Lewis County Commission-
ers the petition of H. G. Fleischhauer of
Portland, Ore., for a franchise to construct
and maintain power lines over certain
county roads in Lewis County, from the
town of Vader to the south limits of this
city, was denied. As reported Aug. 14,

Mr. Fleischhauer has posted a $10,000 bond
to supply the city of Centralia with energy
for light and nower, and he states that al-
though unable to obtain a franchise in

Lewis County he will fulfill agreement
with the city, and will be ready to furnish
energy by Oct. 1. This city and Lewis
County are served with electricity by the
Oregon-Washington Corporation.
OLYMPIA, WASH.—The Board of

County Commissioners of Thurston Coun-
ty, it is said, has granted a franchise to
construct, operate and maintain electric
power lines in Thurston County to the
George Tilden Bond & Brokerage Co.,
Hoge Building, Seattle. The company plans
the erection of a hydroelectric power plant
on the Snohomish River in Mason County,
extending service throughout southwestern
Washington. The proposed lines will run
from Aberdeen to Olympia, serving the
small cities and farming communities
en route.

SOUTH BEND, WASH.—It is reported
that the Willapa El. Co. will begin work
shortly on the construction of the first

unit of a hydroelectric power plant on the
South Fork.
STANWOOD, WASH.—The City Council

has granted George W. Kunze of Arlington
a franchise to supply electricity for lamps
and motors in Stanwood for a period of 50
years. Under the terms of the franchise
Mr. Kunze is to take over the local electric-
light plant, owned by C. A. Query, at $12,-
250, and to establish a lumber mill here.
The proposed mill will be driven by elec-
tricity.

ASHLAND, ORE.—The City Council has
signed an agreement with the California-
Oregon Pwr. Co. whereby that corporation
agrees to vacate the local field, provided
the municipality purchases its poles, lines
and connections. In return, the corpora-
tion agrees to sell energy wholesale to the
city in any amount agreed upon, and the
ciTy of Ashland will distribute to the con-
sumer. This agreement is for a period of
20 years. At an early election voters of
the city will be asked to ratify the proposi-
tion and to issue bonds in the sum of
$2r>, 000 to take over the power company's
equipment in the city limits.

BEND, ORE.—Voters of this city re-
cently defeated at a special election the
electric franchise sought by Steidl &
Tweet in competition with the Bend Water,
Lt. & Pwr. Co., it is reported. The fran-
chise was first granted by the City Council
in March, by a vote of five to one, but was
vetoed by Mayor Miller, later being passed
over his veto. Referendum was then in-
voked, with defeat at the present election.
Charles R. Brown of Chicago, president of
the Bend Wtr., Lt. & Pwr. Co., stated that
as a result of the defeat of the franchise
his company now felt its way clear to pro-
i d with extensions and improvements re-
quired by the development of the town. It
is understood that improvements men-
tioned will be made at an early date.

BURNS, ORE.—Within the next six
months the El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Burns
expects to purchase a 60-hp. or 120-hp.
Diesel engine.

CANYON CITY, ORE.—The Prairie City
Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Canyon City is reported
to be contemplating enlarging its plant.
The company is planning to furnish elec-
tricity for dredging operations at John Day.
EUGENE, ORE.—It is reported that

bids are being received by the Eugene El,
Co. for furnishing one 1500-kw. condens-
ing turbine steam auxiliary plant, to be
built at Eugene for the Eugene El. Co.

FRIEND, ORE.—State Engineer John
EL Lewis, at Salem, has grunted a permit
to the Friend Mill & Improvement Co. for
the use of the waters of Jordan Creek, for
tin: Irrigation of 1000 acres of land lying
in the vicinity of Friend, Wasco County,
and tor the development of 76 lip. for elec-
tric limning and manufacturing purposes.
The cost is estimated between $5,000 and
$7,500.

HAINES, ORE.—The local flouring mill,

owned by M. Moeller of Baker, Ore., is to

be equipped at once with oew electrical
machinery. It is understood machinery has
not yet been purchased.
EUREKA, CAL.—The State Railroad

Commission has granted the Western Gas &
El. Co. permission to issue $266,000 worth
of bonds for improvements. Of that sum, it

is stated in the report, $12,000 is to be ex-
pended in the Eureka division.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Surveys and con-
struction work on the Los Angeles Long
Valley power project, it is understood, will

soon begin. The budget committee of the
Council has tentatively agreed to allow
about $60,000 in the budget for the coming
year for this work. It is proposed to es-
tablish eventually three power houses as
auxiliary plants in what is known as Long
Valley, which is drained by Owens River
and where the city owns a large amount
of land. While the power plants are not
needed at present and will not be for
some time, it is claimed that it is necessary
to do some work at once in order to pre-
serve the city's rights in the valley.

MERCED, CAL.—It is reported that
plans have been adopted by the San
Joaquin Lt. & Pwr. Co. for the construc-
tion of a $65,000 substation to take care
of the increasing business at Merced.
STOCKTON, CAL.—At an election held

Aug. 14 in the towns of Manteca, Escalon
and Ripon the proposal to form an electric-
lighting district was carried.

STOCKTON, CAL.—Petitions are being
circulated among the residents of The Oaks
for the installation of electroliers throughout
the entire section, with the understanding
that the city will supply electricity to main-
tain the lamps.
EMMETT, IDAHO.—The City Council

has decided to change the lighting system
here from arc lamps to incandescent lamps
of from 60 cp. to 100 cp. each. The city
plans to place a lamp at practically every
street intersection in the city limits, and
also to install lamps in the alleys in the
business district.

LEWISTON, IDAHO.—The local Com-
mercial Club, Robert S. Erb president, is

discussing a proposition to construct a
municipal dam and power plant on either
the Snake or Clearwater River, for fur-
nishing energy for both lighting and power.
FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ.—The Flagstaff El.

Lt. Co. expects to purchase at once about
thirty ornamental street-lighting standards.
Either the single-lamp or three-lamp clus-
ter standard will be chosen. G. A. Her-
rington is manager of the plant.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—At an election to be
held Sept. 1 in Election District No. 1 of
Maricopa County the proposal to issue
$100,000 in bonds for the erection of an
electrical power transmission line and the
purchase and installation of necessary
equipment, including transformers, meters,
etc.. will be submitted to the voters.

PRESCOTT, ARIZ.—The Arizona Pwr.
Co. expects to install within the next six
months a 2500-hp. hydroelectric plant with
steel-flume penstock and a 6-mile, 45,000-
volt transmission line. The material has
been purchased and the work commenced.
M. V. Watson is manager.
LIBBY, MONT.—It is reported that the

Libby Elec. Lt. & Wtr. Co. will make Im-
provements and extensions to the local
system and plant in the immediate future.
The property is owned by Kirby &
Reynolds of Sheridan, Mont.
ROUNDUP, MONT.—Owing to remon-

strances which were filed, the City Council
has laid on the table indefinitely the propo-
sition of installing a $10,000 ornamental
lighting system in this city, reported July
24. The matter may be taken up later

DEXTER, N. M.—It is reported that the
City Council is contemplating the construc-
tion of a municipal electric light and
power plant.

Canada
CAMPBEUL.TON, N. B.—The town of

Campbelltown expects to purchase some
lightning arresters, transformers and meters
for the municipal electric-lightinc system.
H. G. V. Farrer is manager.
SOUTHAMPTON, ONT.—A by-law will

shortly be submitted to the ratepayers to
authorize the expenditure of $13,000 for the
installation of a hydroelectric system
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
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i phoni Bi i \v r Andrlck,
Jamaica, N > \pp. filed Aug, 82, L914.
"Acoustlcon for deal persona,
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S i. Armstrong. Pittsburgh, Pa.
App filed June 14, L9I2, For prevent
mn excessive speed In rotarj convi
etc

1,150,01 ." V IPOB RECTIFIER . I > t ' I >.i\ Is,

Swlssvale, Pa App. Hied May LI, L914,
Salt starting construction.

1,150,019. System fob Electrical Dib-
nuBUTiON . J. B, i >> er and < ; a John-
Btone, Anderson, ind. App, filed Feb. 16,

1912, Starting ami lighting system for
automobiles.

1.160.021. Molding Electrode; Q. Favier,
Suspension Bridge, N. v. App. filed
April 16, 1914. uses special paste and
method of compressing.

1.160.022. Con, Wedge: a. b. Field, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. App. filed Aug. 2, 1913.
Made of magnetizable members spaced
apart by an insulating member.

1.160.023. Secondary or Storage Bat-
; B. Ford, Philadelphia, Pa. App.

Bled -Nov. 29, 1912. Improved terminal
connections.

1,160,036. System of Control ; H. D.
James, Pittsburgh, Pa App. filed Feb.
3, 1910. Automatic stop for hoists, etc.

1.150.048, Dynamo-Electric Machine;
B. G Lamme, Pittsburgh, Pa App. filed
Jan. 26, 1910. Main and auxiliary wind-
ings with special end supports.

1.150.049. Laminated Structure; F. S.
Martin, Edgwood Park, Pa. App. filed
Feb. 3, 1910. Core laminations held to-
gether by retaining strips welded thereto.

1,150,054. Electric Signaling Appa-
ratus ; E. G. Missbach, New York,
N. T. App. filed June 28, 1912. Uses
equalizing currents.

1,150,054. Telephone System ; H. W.
Munsell, Indianapolis, Ind. App. filed
June 28, 1909. Novel arrangement for
applying ringing current.

1.150.066. Pocket Flashlight; F. M.
Rosenfeld, New York, N. Y. App. filed
March 10, 1915. Clips for retaining
light in pocket serve as a switch.

1.150.067. Supporting Structure fob
Trolley Conductors ; W. Schaake,
Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Nov. 8, 1911.
Flexible support of trolley wire, for
highspeed railways.

1,150,081. Method of Making Electrical
Apparatus ; S. Trood, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
App. filed Jan. 7, 1914. Current main-
tained in heater coil while material is

being cast thereabout and parts allowed
to cool at equal rates.

1,150,101. Method of Cleaning Articles ;

E. L. Couch, Hartford, Conn. App. filed
Jan. 9, 1915. By electrolysis.

1.150.110. Automatic Signal Operator ;

E. R. Gill, Yonkers, N. Y. App. filed
Aug. 4, 1909. High-speed selective tele-
phone signal.

1.150.111. Coherer; E. R. Gill, Yonkers,
N. Y. App. filed Feb. 20, 1914. De-
cohered by turning to cause particles to
roll over each other.

1.150.112. Plug Switch; W. S. Hadaway,
Jr., East Orange, N. J., and E. E. Rose,
Swissvale, Pa. App. filed Feb. 11, 1910
For effecting different circuit connec-
tions.

1,150,116. Battery-Charging System : J
O. Heinze, Detroit, Mich. App. filed Mav
22, 1914. For automobiles.

1,150,150. Machine for Electrically
Welding the Links of Chains, Rings,
or the Like ; M. B. Ryan, Bridgeport.
Conn. App. filed Jan. 29, 1914. Cuts off
the rough surfaces after the welding
operation.

1,150,169. Electric Motor; S. C. Brvant,
Chicago. Til. App. filed Dec. 1. 1914.
For swinging a semaphore arm.

1. 1 50, 'ii
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\ Julian, Seattle, Wash App. Bled
aui i ,'. i :• i i Bu - in

i, 1 60, 189 Com bi ned \.\ pom itii I
:

\ni. I
•'

J lit, AL IBM 8Y81 i i LND
phone Service ; K Bi ooklyn,
N v \pp Bled \..\ 1, L914, Uses
..ni\ a single .ii .-nit i Ninety-ons
,i.ii'

I
,

I 50, ' PHONE Tl I

i w
Harrison, Brooklj n, N *. App. Bled F< b
24, i 'his For \\ ii less telephony.

167, Apparatus fob Transmitting
Sounds w Harrison. Brooklyn, N. Y.
App. in.-. I March L6, 1908 Air exposed
to direcl action of sound waves.

1,150,270 Support for [ncandbbcbnt-
i.a.mi- Filaments; H. w Jackson, Blast
Orange, N J App, Bled Jan. 9, 1908.
Springs prevent sagging of the niament.

1,150,272. Method or Telegraphic Trans-
mission; C. Kinsley, Chicago. 111. App.
Bled Nov. 26, L907. Has indirect acting
relays.

.

1,150,275 Single-Piece Shell for Elec-
tric-Liqht Sockets; H. W. Lawrence,
Denver, Col. App. Bled May 12, 1914.
Locked on the socket by the operating
key.

1,150,307. Normally Closed Cab-Signal
Circuit ; P. J. Simmen, San Francisco,
Cal. App. filed July 15, 1907. Con-
structed particularly to withstand rough
usage.

1,150,316. Electrical Relay; A. F.
Sykes, New Barnet, Eng. App. filed
June 3, 1915. Stream of liquid forms
Dart of the circuit.

1, l.'.o, 326. Electromagnetic Recording
Apparatus for Telegraph Circuits ;

A. H. Annand, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
App. filed Aug. 20, 1914. Includes a
three-punch perforator.

1,150,066—Pocket Flashlight

1,150,344. Fuse; A. F. Daum, Pittsburgh,
Pa. App. filed May 8, 1912. Plug; re-
fillable construction.

1,150,370. Electrolytic Cell; H. C. Jen-
kins, London, Eng. App. filed Nov. 4,

1914. "Bell" type; for production of
caustic alkali and chlorine.

1.150.390. Electric Water Heater; R. C.
Sage, Arrowrock, Idaho. App. filed April
14, 1914. Electrically heated boiler.

1.150.391. Lamp; A. J. Sanford, Newark,
Ohio. App. filed Sept. 16, 1914. Has a
hollow glass column.

1,150,395. Telegraphic Transmission ; C.
Schou, Holte, Denmark. App. filed Jan.
12, 1914. Special contacts for reducing
sparking.

1,1.",o,4 13. Illuminating Attachment
for Telephones ; J. Berry and D. T.
Odineal, Lexington, Va. App. filed Feb.
6, 1915. For illuminating telephone
booths.

I,lo0,416. System of Distribution; L. E.
Bogen and L. C. Nichols, Milwaukee,
Wis. App. filed May 13, 1910. Opera-
tion of plurality of rotary converters.

1.150.426. Electric Heater ; W. S. Hada-
way, Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y. App. filed
Jan. 28, 1913. Permanent connection of
heating unit to the heated member.

1.150.427. Electric Iron; W. S. Hadaway,
Jr., New York, N. Y. App. filed Sept. 5,
1911. Rugged construction of heater.

1.150.428. Electric Iron ; W. S. Hadaway,
Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y. App. filed Jan.
6, 1913. Welds a heater-unit retainer
to the base of the iron.

1,150,431. Electric Iron; A. S. Heine-
man, Los Angeles, Cal. App. filed July
6, 1914. Has an automatic cut-out.

i I .a m i a -.i, nil. Like;
C .i Klein. Mllwau App Bled
... i 18. 1918 s... I., t la i.. d ags mat ro-
tatlon in tin- shell

i ,i 50,487. Moi "i '•'. m ii ink
, K. I

: I . i

in. hi, Milwaukee, Wis. App. Bled « > i

i '. i 8 For foi 1 1 1 1 1
1 r i la.-iiiii.-nt plufl

bilHlH.

i ,i 50, Ii i "ii Explosive
. i . ii it. Stuart, Springfield, I Ihio

.\|,p Bled Deo. 2'j, L918. Increases the
a magni l o whi ng the.

nr

i.i i0,486. Bbusb ii Ben
strom, Bo A pp, Bled Aug. 12,
J :i I 2. Accommodates brushes of differ-
ent

1,150,491. Sional Sybtem ; J. P. Buchan-
an and F. B. Wlegand. Cleveland, Ohio
App. Bled -May <;, 1910. Operated by
passing li

i.i i0,619. MoTOB Cabinet; N. H. Holland
and N. C. Durand, West orange, N. J.
App Bled Oct. 2, 1912. For phono-
graphs.

1,1 50,520. Maoneto-Elbctric Generator;
N. M. Hopkins, Washington, D. C. App.
filed Aug. 1, L912. For electric tach-
ometer.

I ,i 50,628. Enqinb-Starthb Device; C. F.
Kettering, Dayton, Ohio. App. filed June
15, 1911. For automobiles; special
coupling means.

1,150,528. Sash Holder and Burglar
Alarm ; C. C. Lott, Hattiesburg, Miss.
App. filed Oct. 29, 1913. Holds the win-
dow in any desired position.

1,150,530. X-Ray Tube; R. H. Machlett,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Nov. 18,
1914. Novel anode and cathode con-
structions.

1,150,569. Fuse; W. C. Banks, New York,
N. Y. App. filed June 7, 1913. Special
grips for fuse strips.

1,150,590. Electrolytic Lightning Ar-
rester ; G. Giles, Fribourg, Switzerland.
App. filed March 13, 1913. Has conduct-
ing members forming a chain.

1,150,652. System of Electrical Distri-
bution ; E. F. W. Alexanderson,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed June 19,
1911. Single-phase alternating current
supplies a polyphase load.

1,150,670. Treatment of Refractory
Metals ; G. Gmiir-Zehnder, Arrau, Swit-
zerland. App. filed Jan. 15, 1915. Manu-
facture of tungsten filament.

1.150.697. Insulator ; Z. W. Neely and
G. A. Lewis, Rayland, Ohio. App. filed

Oct. 28, 1914. Two-part insulator with
grooves to receive converging wires.

1.150.698. Switch; A. E. Newman, She-
guindah, Ontario, Canada. App. filed

Nov. 11, 1913. For electrically operated
shuttle.

1,150,706. Thermal Switch ; M. C. Ryan,
Phoenix, N. Y. App. filed March 13,
1914. Light flasher; action is uniform
at high or low temperature.

1,150,738. Incandescent Electric Lamp;
J. H. Birch, Gatliff, Ky. App. filed Aug.
8, 1913. Has circular concentric fila-

ments.

1,150,765. Telegraphic Tape Perforator;
O. and H. Hoenack, Arlington, N. J.

App. filed Aug. 15, 1913. Punch-operat-
ing mechanism for Delany system.

1,150,786. Apparatus and the Method
for Producing Nitric Acid ; H. D. Han-
kin, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Sept. 19,
1903. From atmosphere, by electric arc.

1,150,796. Searchlight Firearm ; E. S.

Ward, Portland, Ore. App. filed Jan. 13,
1915. Light rays projected on point
sighted by gun barrel.

1.150.798. System of Railway Signals;
E. C. Wood, Somerville, Mass. App.
filed April 16, 1909. Operating batteries
carried by the locomotives.

1.150.799. Method for Indicating a
Ship's Approach and Means Therefor ;

E. C. Wood, Somerville, Mass. App. filed

Dec. 11, 1912. Detects approach of
hostile ship.

1,150,829. Signaling System ; H. C. Wil-
son, New York, N. Y., and C. R. B.
Claflin, Boston, Mass. App. filed Aug.
27, 1907. For transmitting range, etc.,

to number of gun stations. (Seventy-
six claims.)
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Looking Ahead for an Industry
AN EDITORIAL

TO-DAY a city rises where ten years ago, on

the shores of Lake Michigan, spread only sand

dunes. In the heart of New York, apparently

separated from a great railroad system by insuperable

obstacles, stands now a great railway portal. These

examples—Gary and the Pennsylvania Railroad Termi-

nal—taken from two great industries, typify American

industrial progress. Gary was needed, and a man with

imagination, courage and resourcefulness made a dream

a reality. A railroad required a metropolitan terminal,

and the bronze figure of Cassatt now looks down on the

vaulted marble station which was once simply his idea

—a plan.

Our own industry has not lacked either the necessi-

ties or the men with high foreheads and resolute chins.

Economic principles demanded the centralization of the

production of electrical energy. And in a great prairie

State to-day, to mention only one, is a spreading net-

work of energy-carrying transmission lines. Necessity

demanded the standardization of telephonic communica-

tion. Individual achievement has given our country a

telephone system that in extent and service cannot be

matched in the world.

The industry to-day faces other problems. The elec-

trical business in one sense has advanced backward.

Other enterprises, which measure their age in multiples

of half centuries, are just now groping in the dark to

find principles to guide them through practice. Our

industry, not yet fifty years old, was founded in science.

Other industries now seek fundamentals to guide future

practice. Ours is based on fundamentals. Tradition

says that the inch was determined as the first joint of

a king's thumb. Electrical units of measurement

—

the volt, ampere, coulomb, ohm—are the familiar names

of the mathematicians and physicists whose early re-

searches made the electrical science possible.

FOUNDED in science, the electrical industry has

leaped centuries of rule-of-thumb. Standards have

been fixed, not by comparative practices, but by formu-

las. The "wastelessness," or efficiency, of electrical

mechanisms because of this exactness of measurement

and control is not approached in any other industry.

The men of the industry and the thought of the in-

dustry broadly have been focused on the engineering

problems of development to meet the more obvious needs

and conditions under which electricity has been applied.

This first great step of primary application and adapta-

tion has been taken. The industry as a whole must
now take the second step. Having "solved ninety per

cent of the problems of engineering development," it

must marshal the great forces within it on the prob-

lems of widening the application of what now exists.

In this is the great problem of the moment—to capital-

ize the advantages of electricity for the mutual benefit

of the industry and the public.

Problems of engineering are still important. Many
opportunities for the wider application of electricity in

the sister arts and industries await the solution of cer-

tain detail engineering problems. But broadly the ad-

vance of the industry is not dependent now upon funda-

mental theoretical advance or unusual increases in tech-

nical efficiency of equipment and apparatus. The prob-

lem is one of marketing, of applying to the distribution

of products the same quality of mind, the same research,

that will lead to a mechanism of distribution as efficient

in its way as the mechanisms of production. This is

not the task of any one group of men in the industry,

but of all groups.

THIS is not the place for a statement of the details

of the problem. Details might confuse the issue.

Commerce must not be mistaken for commercialism.

The main facts are clear: First, that the industry, built

with scientific thoroughness, must meet its present prob-

lems in the same spirit of thoroughness that has
threaded past achievement; second, that the broad
problems of merchandising and public relations are sus-

ceptible of the same searching analysis for facts as

the problems of design and development; third, that

one industry may learn from the successes and failures

of another, and, fourth, that it is work for the big

men, for the men of imagination.

This number of the Electrical World marks a co-

operative movement which in its conception is unique

and far-reaching. Practical realization calls for the

best in the industry. Plans are many and complex.

But they can be worked out if the men of vision within

the industry keep clear the fundamental conception of

the movement. Prosperity Week is but one factor in a

possible movement to advance the industry as a whole.

Who will deny the possibility of future achievement in

an industry which has both ideas and the men to put

them into practice?
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Drifting with the Tide

i ».. managers of central stations clearly realise the

of the exports of gasoline automobile truck

to Europe al the preeenl timet l><> they consider

what the stoppage of those exports al the conclu-

sion of tii" war will mean to the electric vehicle Indus-

try? in nine months the value of automobile trucki

exported through the porl of New York alone was ap-

proximately |89,000,000. Production lias increased

almost forty- fold within the year. These are striking

totals. Their menace to the electrical industry lies in

the attempt which surely will be made by the gasoline-

truck manufacturers to keep up their tremendous out-

puts. Competition will be keen and destructive. Unless

the builders of electric vehicles, central stations and

manufacturers of accessories push the sale of electric

trucks with might and main, and that promptly, the day

for the "electric" will be lost. It will go down before

the onslaughts of the gasoline truck. Of course, the

result will only be a setback. The electric truck has

distinct advantages. But postponement will be a need-

less sacrifice to lethargy. The lighting industry has

much to gain in the extended use of the electric vehicle.

It cannot do all the work of introduction, but it can help

immensely. Action, concerted, vigorous and strong, is

needed, and the time for action is now.

Losses and Gains with Steel-Core Aluminum Cables

Aluminum is usually cheaper than copper of the same

length and resistance, but an aluminum transmission

line is often more expensive than one of copper owing

to the lower tensile strength of the former metal, which

makes it necessary either to erect the spans with a

greater sag or to reduce the length of spans. The con-

sequent increase in the height or number of poles is

often sufficient to counterbalance the advantage of

cheaper metal. An attempt has been made to remedy

this condition by combining in a single cable strands

of aluminum and steel wires. Where aluminum is cheap

and long spans are permissible, this steel-reinforced

cable presents undoubted economic advantages.

The aluminum strands are designed to carry the en-

tire current and the steel strands to carry the entire

mechanical stress at high temperatures, the aluminum

taking up an increasing share of the stress as the tem-

perature falls.

The cable is made by stranding aluminum wires

around a steel core, which may be either a single wire or

a group of wires, depending on the size. As the greater

part of the current is carried by the aluminum wires,

it circulates around the iron core as in the windings

of a choke coil. This adds to the reactance of the line

and gives rise to hysteresis losses. The former is com-

pensated for by the conductance of the steel itself.

Data on the latter are not available.

The steel-core aluminum cable will, therefore, be more

economical than plain aluminum if the capital charges

on the extra cost of the steel core and the value of the

extra line losses due to hysteresis and reduced power-

factor are less than the capital charges on the exj

cost of poles to accommodate a plain aluminum line

The steel core is usually donbls-galvanized to prevt

Corrosion. Cables with ungsh anlzed cores have, hoi

'. been under observation for about seven years and

show very little deterioration. This is probably due to

the tact that the aluminum wires, being comparatively

"it, bed so tightly about the core when the cabli

in tension that very little water can enter.

One of the faults of aluminum for transmission lines

is the liability of wires being burned off by accidental

arcs due to foreign wires falling across them. This

danger is reduced by the use of steel-core cables, al

momentary arcs which might impair the strength of the

aluminum wires will not reach the steel core, which

furnishes the principal strength of the cable.

The steel core used in these cables has an elongation

from 3 to 4 per cent against 1.5 per cent for aluminum

and slightly over 1 per cent for hard-drawn copper.

The cable is, therefore, able to stretch considerably more

before breaking and is more reliable for long spans than

either of these metals. One of the interesting conse-

quences of the association of metals of different coeffi-

cients of expansion is the fact that the maximum sags

to be provided for are due to external loads and not to

the maximum temperature.

The article in this issue by E. T. Driver and E. V.

Pannell presents for the first time most of the essen-

tial data on this interesting type of cable and shows

how the resultant properties of the cable may be deduced

from the properties of its constituent metals. It is to

be hoped that full information will in time be available

regarding the reactance and iron losses at standard

frequencies.

Electricity for Industrial Heating

Relatively little has been done in adapting electricity

to industrial processes involving heat. There are elec-

trically heated glue pots and solder pots, soldering irons

and similar articles in very successful use, but the load

thus to be obtained is small. It is in the bigger indus-

trial work that hope of large and profitable load lies.

There is much electrical furnace work possible upon

which efforts have scarcely been begun. The vulcanizing

oven forms perhaps the only common example, but be-

yond this there are many heating and annealing fur-

naces in a large group of metal manufactures to which

electricity might be applied with the greatest possible

advantage. Electric current is the most completely re-

liable and easily regulated source of heat. If it comes

to a question of holding any substance for any purpose

at a uniform temperature, high or low, with entire ab-

sence of gaseous by-products, and if necessary without

the access of air, electrical heating has vast advantages

over anything else. " It has as yet been applied only to

a very slight degree in such critical heating processes

as those involved in fine tempering work, where the

exact reproduction of temperatures implies exact uni-

formity of product.
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At the still higher temperatures required for the mak-

ing of difficult alloys the electric furnace can be made

entirely dependable in turning out uniform product,

especially where the melting must be done in the pres-

ence of an inert gas. In the uniform drying of materials

and in all sorts of annealing processes the temperature

can be held at the most advantageous point or reduced

automatically at any required gradient. The exploita-

tion of this particular field demands something more

than the ordinary abilities of the salesman. It requires

rather broad knowledge of industrial processes in which

heat is required and considerable skill in the adaptation

of electric heating to meet the exact requirements of

each case. The manufacturers of heating apparatus

would do well to follow up this line of operations more

actively than at present, because while it deals with

special applications they are such as justify, from the

perfection of their results, considerable expenditures,

quite enough to recoup the manufacturer for his special-

ization.

From the standpoint of the central-station man ap-

paratus of this kind, which yields a considerable and

rather steady load, sometimes continued over the twenty-

four hours, is a very valuable future asset. He can

depend upon it in any active industrial community for

a considerable addition to his load if he can make prices

to meet the requirements of the situation. These must

necessarily be moderate prices, running down at least

as low as the motor scale and perhaps adjusted to run

even lower under favorable conditions. For as a heat

producer electric current has to compete, in the case

of furnaces and other such uses, with a fairly direct

and efficient application of fuel of one sort or another

—

applications considerably more efficient than are met
with, for example, in electrical cooking, where the com-

petition is only with the cook stove, probably the most

inefficient form of heating device. At central-station

prices which still yield a profit, however, a very large

amount of such work can be taken on and yield a profit,

particularly since it has on the whole no peak.

Recording Meters for the Fireman

Much has been said and written concerning the low

evaporative results obtained in many steam plants, and

the blame for these poor performances is often laid at

the door of the fireman. It is undeniable that this is

the correct diagnosis in many cases; but it must be

admitted, in justice to the fireman, that his is the most

uninviting and distasteful work in the power plant,

because of the dust and the grime, the necessity for

cleaning the boilers inside and outside, the physical

exertion of firing, and the extremes of heat and cold to

which he is subjected. But even if such things as these

are disregarded, there remains the drawback that the

average fireman has no simple and direct way of know-

ing the degree of efficiency he is attaining. He is work-

ing in the dark, so to speak. He shovels coal and he

produces steam, and the faster he fires the more rapidly

is steam generated. But as to just how many pounds of

water he is evaporating per pound of coal he is sub-

limely ignorant. The reason is that he has always been

trained to swing the scoop keeping one eye on the pres-

sure gage and the other on the gage glass. With no

other instruments to divide his attention, it is but nat-

ural that he should come to the conclusion that the

maintenance of the desired pressure is the chief object

and that all else may be neglected. If at any time he

feels doubtful as to how thoroughly the fuel is being

burned, he has no certain way of knowing. '

However, the boiler room is gradually coming into

its own. The introduction of the continuous flue-gas

analyzer and recorder is a step toward the attainment

of better management of furnaces. But after the heat

is economically generated in the furnace it must be ap-

plied to the evaporation of water, and this step in the

energy transformation likewise needs an indicating de-

vice, which has been met by the development of the

steam-flow meter and the metering feed-water heater.

The former indicates by a visible record the amount of

steam leaving the boiler in a given time, and the latter

shows the amount of feed water being delivered to the

boiler. Still another device, the coal meter, gives an

indication of the amount of fuel fed to the furnaces in

a known time. With such devices as these, the element

of uncertainty in boiler operation can be largely elim-

inated. If a fireman knows the rate of combustion of

fuel and the rate of evaporation of water, a simple cal-

culation will show him the amount of steam generated

per pound of coal; and if, in addition, he has a check

on the efficiency of the combustion by means of the CO,

recorder, he is in position to work intelligently toward

a realization of the best possible performance.

Engineers and Schoolhouse Lighting

That schoolhouses are badly lighted has come to be

notorious. In an institution where light is so neces-

sary a factor it is often completely overlooked, both in

building design for natural lighting and in provision

for artificial illumination. Windows are narrow and

seats are often wrongly placed facing them. Black-

boards absorb light on two sides of the room. On winter

afternoons flickering fishtail gas burners make books

seem even more melancholy. And, to cap the climax,

the local women's club puts geraniums and white cur-

tains in all the windows to make the rooms homelike

—

and dark. A committee for the Society of Illuminating

Engineers has prepared an illustrated lecture on this

subject which deserves wide recognition. A better op-

portunity to show what might be possible can hardly be

imagined. There is little need to enlarge on the factors.

They seem evident. Schoolhouses are being adapted

more and more as centers for various civic activities

outside of regular school hours. Aside from the need

for being well lighted for the limited number of dark

winter afternoons, an increasing number of school-

houses present potential possibilities as a market for

the services of illuminating engineers, fixture manufac-

turers and central stations.
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A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-

ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

ELECTRICAL PROSPERITY WEEK CAMPAIGN
Excellent Progress Made by Various Committees in All

Sections of the Country—Movement Gains Impetus

NOT only have the influential organizations in the

industry, numerous non-electrical associations,

chambers of commerce, boards of trade, societies

and individuals, pledged their heartiest co-operation and
support for Electrical Prosperity Week, Nov. 29-Dec.

4, but many of them are now at work making plans for

fitting celebrations. The director of the bureau of recre-

ation of the city of New York, for instance, has in con-

templation an electrical pageant to be given in one of

the great parks of the city during the week. Many of

the national advertisers have planned to run big dis-

plays previous to and during the week, and in addition

others who do not make electrical devices plan to take

advantage of the movement by embodying in advertise-

ments where possible an electrical device.

The Society of Electrical Development has just

brought out the first issue of The Exciter, a four-page

bulletin of progress, got up in newspaper style, to enable

all those connected with the industry to keep in touch

with the various phases of the Prosperity Week move-
ment. Some idea of how the industry is awakening to

the great educational and sales opportunity of Electri-

cal Prosperity Week is given in the issue, as well as sug-

gestions whereby the various branches of the industry

may be better prepared to secure their share of the

business.

Louisville, Ky., had the honor of signing the first Elec-

trical Prosperity Week proclamation. The proclamation

was passed at the regular meeting of the Jovian League,
at which meeting also a number of the most progressive

Jovians in the city were appointed on a committee to

carry out the plans outlined. It is the intention of the

Jovian League to make the event one to be remembered
in Louisville.

Reports received from all sections of the country are

most encouraging and indicate the enthusiasm with
which the movement is indorsed.

Joseph F. Becker, chairman of the Commercial Sec-

tion of the National Electric Light Association and
sales manager of the United Electric Light & Power
Company of New York City, says: "Upper Manhattan
will be thoroughly awakened to the wonderful possi-

bilities of electric service as never before. This is a

remarkable national trade-building campaign, and we
purpose to take the fullest advantage of it."

W. S. Hanbridge, secretary of the California Elec-

trical Contractors' Association, speaking of the organi-

zation of the local committee in San Francisco, says of

Electrical Prosperity Week: "The only thing bigger

here is the Exposition, and the 'Week' closes that. Have
had the biggest fire in America, got the biggest Expo-
sition in America, and going to have the biggest 'Week'

in America. San Francisco does things that way."
"Syracuse, N. Y., will have a veritable 'Hall of Elec-

tricity' during the 'Week,' " writes Mr. 0. Dell Plain.

"Contractors, jobbers, retail dealers and central-station

operators will co-operate in equipping a complete elec-

trical establishment wherein every known appliance that

depends upon electricity for its power will be exhibited

and in many cases demonstrated. It is the plan of the

committee to hire some hall or large store centrally

located and 'let Jove do the rest.' Appliances for the

culinary department, for the sleeping-rooms, nursery,

lavatory, library, den, dining-room—in fact, for every

room from cellar to attic in the modern home—will be

connected and demonstrated."

John F. Gilchrist, vice-president of the Commonwealth
Edison Company of Chicago, told a representative of the

Electrical World that he is thoroughly in accord with

the idea of celebrating "Electrical Prosperity Week."
"We believe in taking up every good movement to ad-

vance electrical markets and doing what we can to make
it a success," he said.-

"In order to have the celebration representative and
significant, I believe that it will be desirable to make
arrangements in advance, yet I feel that it will have

more 'get up and go' if it is planned at a late day and

then pushed with great enthusiasm. Co-operation of
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the different branches of

the industry in each lo-

cality will do a great deal

to promote the celebration.

I do not see how the vari-

ous central-station com-
panies could co-operate

with advantage, as their

direct interests do not ex-

tend beyond their own dis-

t r i c t s . Manufacturers,

however, can work together

for substantial results. One
feature of the celebration

which the public will expect

is attractive illumination.

This and other features

will present the spirit of

Electrical Prosperity Week
satisfactorily and with un-

doubted benefit to the dif-

ferent branches of the in-

dustry."

H. N. McConnell, com-
mercial manager United

Gas & Electric Engineering
Corporation, says: "I feel

this celebration offers the

best business-getting op-

portunity that has ever

been brought before the

electrical industry. We are behind this movement from
start to finish, for we recognize the wonderful oppor-

tunity presented to us and we are certainly going to

make use of it."

W. W. Freeman, past-president of the National Elec-

tric Light Association and president of the Union Ga-:

& Electric Company of Cincinnati, writes to the Elec-
trical World: "Personally I am most heartily in sym-
pathy with the movement and believe that through
hearty co-operative effort it will prove entirely suc-

cessful."

The Public Service Electric Company of New Jersey

will conduct special displays of all kinds of electrical

goods and make special displays of lighting during the

week. The company is endeavoring to have the electri-

cal dealers and contractors in its territory do likewise.

Measures have also been taken to have the business

men's associations co-operate in the general plan for

celebrating Electrical Prosperity Week.
The Toledo Railways & Light Company plans an

electrical show in a prominent down-town location. A
feature of this show will be a model electrical home, and
the company has the assurance of merchants and manu-
facturers that they will co-operate to make the show-

something worth while. The event will be advertised
in the cars of the city, on the outside of the cars, on
billboards, and in the press. The company looks to see

the wave of optimism started by the electrical interests

sweep with it many chronic pessimists.

"OUR BUSINESS"
Humanity may be divided, like Gaul, into three parts

—

users of service, Inventors of methods and means of service,
and those who undertake to bring what the second class has
to the knowledge of what the first class wants. A common
name for this third class of activities is Business.
We, of the electrical industry, are fortunate to be engaged

in a business whose growth means even greater comfort
and prosperity to our fellow-men—the users of our particular
service. Examples are many. In these days of higher prices
it should be gratifying to know that we now give our custom-
ers at least five times as much light for a dollar as we did
twenty years ago. The marvelous achievements already to
the credit of electricity warrant us in rededicating our efforts
to still greater results.

In a few decades the science of electricity has been re
markably developed, while its application to the uses of man
has grown at lesser pace. The splendid work of our great
electrical inventors would go for little if their work was not
supplemented by an army of men to give the widest and most
useful application to means and methods the inventors have
thought out.

We all have our place in this three-sided partnership be-
tween users, inventors and distributers. We cannot all be
inventors. We can all do our part to carry the benefits of
electricity to our fellow-men.
The Society for Electrical Development is the only societv

or association that includes in its conception all those classes
of people served by the development of electricity. The
society is a clearinq house for ideas. It does not attempt to
supplant the work of others, but encourages further effort
by everybody.

I sincerely believe that for every dollar expended on a na-
tional campaign for electrical development the electrical
industry as a whole will profit at least ten dollars. And what
we invent and make and sell for ten cents is often worth to
the user ten dollars.

between gasoline and elec-

tric truck manufacturers
for whatever business pre-

sents itself is predicted.

About 55 per cent of

manufactures exported

from the United States

goes from the port of New
York, and the foreign-

trade department of the

National City Bank shows
iii its record the extent of

the export trade leaving

New York. The value of

automobile trucks, exclud-

ing passenger cars, ex-

ported during the nine

months beginning with

last October, compared
with the previous year, is

given in the table here-

with. The great majority

of these trucks went to

France and England.
No records are available

as to the value of trucks

exported through other

ports, but at the present

rate the port of New York
alone will show about $60,-

000,000 for the year. If

that represents only 55 per cent of the total exported,
the gasoline-truck manufacturers have managed to sell

over $125,000,000 worth of goods to the European na-
tions thus far. However, it is more than probable that

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES EXPORTED FROM PORT OF NEW YORK

President Society for Electrical Development, Inc.

Month 1913-14
October $129,506
November 105,501
Decembt r 100,660
January 74,491
February ,s;{,-K>l

March 63,932
April 72,676
May 127,024
June 120,257

Total $877,508

1914-15

$2,286,964

2,244,518

3,387,729

2,545,527

3,022,482

4,725,563

.',,240,481

6,583,912

8,578,802

$38,615,978

most of the business cleared from the port of New York,
and that the export business in gasoline trucks for the
year is nearer $75,000,000 than $125,000,000.

Huge Exports of Automobile Trucks

Since last October the value of gasoline automobile
trucks exported to Europe has jumped by leaps and
bounds. Few in the electrical industry realize the
enormity of the export business resulting from the war,
and electric-vehicle manufacturers view with not a little

apprehension the increasing activities of gasoline-truck
manufacturers. What the effect of this greatly aug-
mented production will be on the home market after the
war is hard to foretell, although very keen competition

Youngstown's New Street-Lighting System

The new street-lighting system of Youngstown, Ohio,

which was inaugurated on Aug. 18, is notable because it

is one of the most extensive exclusively gas-filled tung-
sten-lamp street-lighting systems in the United States
and because of the short period required for installing

a large number of ornamental standards which required
the laying of nearly five miles of underground circuits

along down-town streets. In addition to the ornamental
standards there are 185 miles of streets lighted by
lamps supported by brackets extending from wood poles.

The work of constructing the new lighting system was
begun on March 3, 1915. Thus less than five months
saw it completed.

The installation consists of 257 1000-cp., 20-amp.
series-burning gas-filled tungsten lamps and 288 600-

cp., 6.6-amp. series-burning gas-filled tungsten lamps,
mounted on ornamental metal standards. The higher
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candle-power units are confined to the Immediate vicin
ity of the down town section known as "the Diamond,"

public square at the Intersection of Federal and Mar-
ket Streets and Wick Avenue.

A feature of the Youngstown installation Is the use
series transformer In the concrete base of each

lighting standard which leaves the standard free from
high-tensioil Circuits. The standards are spaced from
60 ft. to 75 ft., opposed, on down-town streets, which
affords an unusually high light intensity. The light

center of the lamp is 1 1 ft t; in. above the curb line of

the street.

The Chamber of Commerce of Youngstown fell thai

the occasion deserved a fitting celebration, and an enor-
mous night parade was arranged. Prizes were given
for the best decorated tloats, and many beautiful floats

were in line. The Electrical Maintenance Company of
Youngstown furnished an exhibit of a motor. This
motor consisted primarily of a Rauch & Lang automo-
bile, around which a wooden frame was constructed
and covered with poultry netting to conform to the gen-
eral outlines of a large induction motor. Over this

poultry netting were stretched festoons of paper flowers
of various colors, with a name plate on each side out-
lined with about 400 3.8-volt miniature lamps, wired
to operate from a G-volt battery. The pulley was about
24 in. in diameter with a 20-in. face and had five rows
of 4-cp., 6-volt round lamps arranged around the circum-
ference of the pulley and connected to a flasher within
the car so as to give it the appearance of a revolving
pulley. The interior of the pulley was lined with red
festoons and paper streamers and had seven 11-volt,

5-watt lamps, operat-

ing from the 80-volt

battery in the car. In
addition an 8-in. elec-

tric fan was placed in

the rear of the pulley,

forcing the air and
the streamers out,

giving the effect of

light being made from
the machine.
The installation was

made by the Mahon-
ing & Shenango Rail-

way & Light Com-
pany of Youngstown,
under the direct su-

pervision of Mr. E. H.
Bell, manager.
Messrs. H. Whitford
Jones & Company of

Cleveland, consulting

engineers, were re-

tained by the city to

supervise specifica-

tions for the installa-

tion, which the rail-

way and light com-
pany is under contract

to operate for a period

of ten years. The
standards were sup-

plied by the Union
Metal Manufacturing
Company of Canton,
Ohio, and the lamps
by the Banner Lamp
Division, National
Lamp Works of the

General Electric Com-
pany, Youngstown.

IJroclamattcm
WUjttta*: THE UNITED STATES <f AMERICA is the only
great nation not at war, and is enjoying the blessings of veil-earned
Prosperity and Peace so sedulously sought, and

(EHfirrcaS: -with the awakening of the public mind, and with that
confidence in administrative officials which encourages investments
and increased trade, the tide of national prosperity has set in, and

aSafjfreaJC the people of these UNITED STATES, while deplor-
ing the conditions abroad, and while personal preferences may exist

among them, are united in maintaining the strictest neutrality and
impartiality and are unanimous in their desire for peace and com-
merce with all nations, and

ereafi: electricity ha3 ever been the agent of peace, comfort and
prosperity and has benefited mankind more than any other physical
agent, and

<K3bfreag : the interests engaged in the application of electricity to
all useful purposes, representing investments of over$3,000,000,000
organized as the Society for Electrical Development, have designated
the week of November 29th to December 4th as ELECTRICAL
PROSPERITY ^(TEEK. and

i'. during this Week there will be a nation-wide cele-
bration of continued Peace and Prosperity, and particularly Elec-
tricity's part in the Nation's well-being; now therefore

Jfe 3t fctSoluttl: that we, th» ? irviviJ,jf Pj ^ iruux*. ^7t
result-

in .pedal meetinga
T̂fViothis national prosperity^novement, aiming, as it does, to stimulate

trade, to emphasize the reality- of prosperity and to further

ELECTRICAL PROSPERITY WEEK, and furthermore

J&t 3t lAffioluf u: that we welcome, pledge and proclaim our co-
operation in the national "Electrical Prosperity" celebration because
it will stimulate confidence, create new courage and compel the
optimism and faith in the nation's future upon which rests the
healthy well-being of our country, its institutions and its men.

•

WuHhington Tower Hearing Concluded
Bearing! were held before the Public Service Com

mission of the District of Columbia on Aug. 20 and
'11 to inquire into the intercorporate relations of the
w i ihington Railway & Electric Company and the

Potomac Electric Company with respeel particular!) to

the terms under which the Potomac Kleclric Company
furnishes electrical energy to the railway. Among the
witnesses were Clarence |\ King, president of the
Washington Railway & Electric- Company; William F.

Ham, vice-presidenl of that company, and L. E. Sin-

clair, superintendent of the Potomac Electric Company.
A previous contract between the companies is said to

have provided that the railway pay the power company
6 per cent interest on the value of the plant used in

the production of electricity for railway service and

a profit on such energy as was used by the railway.

Extension of the plant of the electric company being

deemed advisable, the railway guaranteed the intei

on certain improvement bonds of the electric company,
and the power contract between the companies was
accordingly modified. The railway load had enabled

the power company to generate on a large scale and
the cost of production had as a result been reduced
more than half, while the number of consumers had
increased from about 6000 to 20,000. The commission
has taken the case under advisement.

Relative to this case, the commission in its annual

report expressed the opinion that the close relationship

between the Washington Railway & Electric Company
and the Potomac Electric Power Company is not for

the benefit of the public. It therefore submitted to

Congress a draft of

a bill which would
result in the complete

separation of these

two companies with

recommendations for

its passage. The bill

was not reported out

of committee.

In its annual report

for 1914 the commis-
sion also said that it

had not established

rates for service for

the reason that the

rates will depend on

the value of the prop-

erty and that the

valuations had not yet

been completed. On
Aug. 23 E. W. Bemis,

director of the valua-

tion bureau, and

Charles L. Pillsbury,

his assistant in im-

mediate charge of the

work of valuing the

properties of the pub-

lic service corpora-

tions in Washington,
D. C, reported to the

Public Utilities Com-
mission on the prog-

ress of the work.

By November, Mr.

Bemis says, the com-

mission will be in

possession of suffi-

cient information to

enable it to take up

the rate question.

X nsf*>
11 ^"assembled, do hereby endorse

^J ct^mmJIjU Vnnai^* ^Lksjlm^X
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IRRETRIEVABLE WASTE OF CONSERVATION
National Conference of Governors Is Told Government

Control of Water-Powers Hinders Development

in the Northwest

At the annual conference of Governors which was held

it Boston, Mass., last week, and at which about forty

present and former chief executives of States were in

attendance, Governor Ernest Lister of Washington and
Ex-Governor James H. Hawley of Idaho showed to what
extent electricity was used in the development of the

Northwest and how the future development of that sec-

tion of the country is hindered owing to the policy of

:he federal government regarding water-powers on the

public domain.

Governor Lister on Water-Power Conservation

The principal address of engineering interest at the

conference was by Governor Ernest Lister of Washing-
;on on "Water-Power Conservation." The speaker em-
phasized the irretrievable daily waste of energy which
accompanies undeveloped flowage. In Washington more
available water-power exists than in any other State,

and the available and developed water-power of the

Pacific Coast States is as follows:

Available Developed Per Cent
Hp. Hp. Developed

igton 4,932,000 306,000 6

Oregon 3,148,000 105,000 3

•aliloinia 3,424,000 430,000 8

Total 11,504,000 841,000 7.5

Continuing, the speaker pointed out the value of

lydroelectric power in connection with the reclamation

)f arid lands, citing a single tract of 160,000 acres which
awaits the construction of one hydroelectric develop-

ment combined with pumpage from the Columbia River
in order that it may become habitable and fertile. With
the development of water-power every mile of railroad

track in the State, which now contains 7386 miles of

track, could be operated by electricity, with a great sav-

ing over the cost of coal-burning locomotive service.

"Electrical energy furnishes the one means of irrigation

pumping which is reasonable in cost," said Governor
Lister, "and as for electrification, 750,000 hp. would
operate all the railroads in Washington, preventing
many forest fires, releasing much rolling stock for prof-

itable transportation, and thus reducing the annual car
shortage. The traveling public would appreciate the

operation of passenger trains by electricity, and conser-
vation of fuel would result."

In closing, Governor Lister paid a high tribute to the
work of the Montana Power Company and the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad in connection with the
electrification of lines in Montana, quoting President
Ryan to the effect that the cost of power to operate
450 miles of main line from Harlowtown, Mont., to

Avery, Idaho, will be $550,000 a year, against a present
fuel cost of $1,750,000. One of the most important
results of electrification will be the practical elimina-
tion of the haulage of company coal cars, which at

present requires one-third of the rolling stock. On the
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railroad electric power costs
but $96,000 a year for 80 miles of line compared with
$270,000 in the coal-burning days. The possibilities in

the way of the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by
hydroelectric power were also briefly mentioned by the
speaker, who pointed out that 1,200,000 hp. is used in

Europe for this work to-day, while not a single horse-
power is devoted to this service in the United States,

despite the probable exhaustion of the Chilean sources
of supply in twenty years. Governor Lister favored the
passage of a conservation law at the next session of

Congress which will enable water-powers to be devel-

oped under conditions permitting a reasonable return

to the investor, under State regulation, and with perma-
nent easements subject to public ownership if neces-

sary at some future time.

"State Control of Water-Power"

Ex-Governor James H. Hawley of Idaho pointed out

that the indestructibility of the State is involved in

water-power control. Under the federal constitution

the power is reserved to the States to control the appro-

priation, flow and use of the waters of the State, except

of navigable streams so far as their use for commerce
is concerned. The right to use the waters means the

right to use the abutting lands necessarily involved in

perfecting such use. The great underlying principle of

the water laws of the West is this right to acquire by
appropriation, diversion and beneficial use the waters
of the streams involved and an easement over the lands

necessarily crossed by the conduits conveying the

waters of the stream to the place of intended use. In

the author's opinion, the fact that all the public lands

are held in trust by the United States for the people of

the whole country does not justify an attempt to exer-

cise ownership over the waters of the stream to which
the land is riparian.

The ownership of the water being undoubtedly vested

in the States, and the water-power of the intermountain
States being their most valuable asset, an arbitrary re-

fusal on the part of the United States to dispose of

such lands so that they can be used by the owners of

the water will in many cases render such water value-

less because it cannot otherwise be utilized for power
purposes, and places the general government in such a

position that it can coerce the appropriator into aban-

doning his property or receiving but small benefit there-

from. The government as effectually "holds up" the un-

fortunate developer as does the highwayman who takes

his victim's property while covering him with a gun.

The Ferris Bill

The author then took up the Ferris bill, now on the

Senate calendar for consideration at the next session

of Congress, pointing out that in his opinion the most
vital objection to the bill is to the provision of Section

7, which permits the Secretary of the Interior to choose

the agent who shall be in charge of the public use with-

in a State; that portion of Subdivision 8 which author-

izes the Secretary of the Treasury to fix such charge
under the guise of rental as he may deem proper for the

use of the public land and to base this charge, not on
the reasonable rental value of the land but on the amount
of power developed and sold by the lessee regardless of

where such power is developed, thus making the charge
an excise tax on the industry instead of compensation
for the benefits enjoyed, and the provision of Subdivi-

sion 9 which permits the Secretary of the Interior to

regulate the service and the rates to be charged for

service, and the issuance of securities by the owner of the

plant, in States where there are no public utility commis-
sions, which authorizes the federal government to de-

termine whether or not a State is properly controlling

its public service, and permits the federal government
to assume control if it does not approve of the State's

methods.
In the author's view, the national government's

authority should not be stretched to cover intrastate

matters by virtue of its ownership of the public lands.

Laws conferring control in interstate matters should be
uniform in their nature. The Ferris bill lacks uniform-
ity in that it applies only to the public lands and thus
leaves free from regulation exactly similar industries

operated under identical conditions except that private
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land is used m the conducl of operation N<
attempt la made bj the friends of the bill to denj thai
bj tin legi lation it la Intended to veal in the govern
menl of the United states powers which have hitherto

6(3 wholly by the States. It [| urged Oil the
score "i expediency. The proposed legislation is oaten
sil.ly a Conditional grant tor a hunted tune of the rich!

of \\.i\ over the public domain for hydroelectric power
uses. Iii reality it amounts to an effort to establish a
new system of government for the control of all future
water power industries using in any way the public
domain, vesting all authority in the federal government.
The principles upon which this legislation is based applj
with equal force t<> everj conceivable use of the public
domain. SO that the menace to the present system of

government is by no means limited to the control of
water power. The difficulty seemingly conies from ;.

failure to distinguish between the powers of the United
States as a government and its right in the public
domain as a land owner. The author held that the in-

terests of the United States in the public domain were
mere proprietary interests, subject in all respects to
the power vested in the States.

If, the author held, the United States should properly
have those powers which it is seeking to obtain and ex-
ercise through the Ferris bill, they should be secured
through constitutional amendments and not by legisla-
tion which will subject important industries to a double
control and which cannot fail to result in conflicts be-
tween the individual States and the federal government
and thereby give a death-blow to the industries in-

volved. No matter how great an evil may be, it is of
first importance that the remedy be worked out in
accordance with law. The rental system proposed by
the bill will make values uncertain and prevent the
ready sale of bonds for new enterprises. The worst
feature of the bill is that thereunder the ownership of
the abutting lands will give absolute control over the
use of the adjacent water-power. The communities that
will most benefit by a hydroelectric development should
have a controlling interest in any decision reached as
to the control of abutting lands. The right of eminent
domain cannot be exercised against the public lands.
The future prosperity of the inland Northwest depends
upon the development of hydroelectric power, which
should be in advance of markets.

Opportunities on Pacific Coast

Closing, the author outlined the possibilities of elec-

tric service in the intermountain region, and contended
that those desirous of engaging in water-power develop-
ment should not be hampered by uncertainties prevent-
ing the procuring of capital at low interest rates or
handicapped by being compelled to pay charges to the
general government which the owners who have pre-
viously acquired power rights are not required to bear.
Give to the States the same right of control over power
sites as they already have over the water which gener-
ates the power, he argued, or, if this be impracticable,
give opportunity to the would-be investor to acquire the
absolute title to such power sites, in the same easy
manner that title can be procured to government lands
for other purposes and at such reasonable cost as may
be determined beforehand by the proper government
officers. There will be no possibility of hurtful monop-
oly of power facilities with public utility commissions
existing in every State wherein electric power is being
developed in an extended way. If the public lands had
not been donated to settlers by the general government
but retained by it, immense values would have been
finally received, but the development of the country
would have been retarded for centuries, and many of

the greatest States would still be weak territories in-

tead oi populous, wealthy communities. By facilitate

the development "i water-powers In the intermountam
State . the Far West will be fitted to perform its whan
dutj in the de tense of the count ry and bear its full diare
oi public .nid private burdens,

ECONOMY IN STREET LIGHTING
Saving of $400,000 Effected in New York City b> Substi-

tuting Incandescent Lamps lor Arc Lamps

In his annual report for l'.JM William Williai

missioner of the Department of Watei : uppl: .
<,.

Electricity of the city of New York, shows whal

were effected in the lighting of streets, parks and p i

buildings by the substitution of incandescent lor ,wc

lamps. At the beginning of 1914 there were 2643 miles

of street and 19 square miles of parks to be lighted.

There were over 40,000 electric lamps and 45,000
lamps. The administration set out to make certain sav-

ings, and the methods pursued and changes made are

given in the report. Two net results stand out—the

street lighting bill for 1915 will be $400,000 less than

for 1914, and the nitrogen-filled tungsten lamp has

largely supplanted the arc lamp. As a result it is be-

lieved that Fifth Avenue, Seventh Avenue and several

other important streets of Greater New York are among
the best-lighted thoroughfares in the world.

The use of the nitrogen-filled tungsten lamp is being
rapidly introduced all over the city. The commissioner
states that there are still further improvements in con-

templation, including the substitution of electricity for

gas throughout the entire borough of Manhattan, there-

by furnishing double illumination (at the points now
lighted by gas) at a somewhat reduced cost. Before the

end of the year it is confidently expected that 15,000

gas lamps will be displaced by electric incandescent

lamps.

To light the public buildings of New York costs the

city over $1,000,000 a year, and there, too, the adminis-

tration has succeeded in effecting considerable econo-

mies. On most of the bridges arc lamps have been dis-

placed by 300-watt nitrogen-filled incandescent lamps,

and the annual cost of lighting the Queensboro Bridge
was reduced in this way by $4,000. Similar savings

were effected on all of the other great bridges across

the East River and many of the numerous buildings

and armories owned by the city.

In round numbers, the cost of lighting the streets and

parks of Greater New York was $3,382,000 in 1913.

The city has contracts for street and park lighting with

the following companies: In Manhattan, the New York

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, LIGHTED WITH GAS-FILLED

TUNGSTEN LAMPS
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Edison Company and the United Electric Light & Power
Company; in the Bronx, the New York Edison Company,
the Bronx Gas & Electric Company, and the Westchester

Lighting Company; in Brooklyn, the Edison Electric

Illuminating Company and the Flatbush Gas Company;
in Queens, the New York & Queens Electric Light &
Power Company and the Queensboro Gas & Electric

Company; in Richmond, the Richmond Light & Railroad

Company. The term of the contract is limited by statute

to one year. The rates for nitrogen-filled tungsten

lamps in Manhattan during 1915 are $70 a year for the

300-watt lamps and $77 a year for the 400-watt lamps.

The cost of arc lamps was reduced from $90 to $85.

Rates equally favorable were obtained in the other bor-

oughs. At the time of the report over 13,000 gas-filled

incandescent lamps were burning on the streets of the

city, including all its boroughs.

"Edison Day" and Boys' and Girls' Lamp Sales

Contest

October 21, "Edison Day," the anniversary of the in-

vention of the incandescent lamp, is this year to be made
the objective date of a thirty-day lamp sales contest

to be taken part in by schoolboys and schoolgirls

throughout the country. To the boy getting orders for

the largest number of watts rating of Edison Mazda
lamps the Edison Lamp Works of the General Electric

Company, Harrison, N. J., have offered a motorcycle

worth $275, and to the girl making the corresponding
best record an Edison phonograph worth $200. In all,

2033 prizes are offered, representing an outlay of $2,500
for awards. A widespread popular advertising cam-
paign is being conducted during September and October
to inaugurate this schoolchildren's sales contest and to

disseminate the house-wiring propaganda which is also

a feature of this year's Edison Day program. More
than 100 magazines and Sunday newspapers are to be
used, having a total circulation of 18,000,000, to tell the

story of Edison Day and its associated events. In addi-

tion, there have been printed and distributed many mil-

lions of bill posters, blotters, car cards and signs. The
contest has been particularly designed to bring about
the sale of tungsten lamps to many small users who are

not ordinarily purchasers of these lamps. Actual sales

will be handled by the manufacturer's regular local

agents and central-station representatives, and the boys
and girls will be credited one point for each watt of

lamp rating for which they obtain orders.

Engineers Forming Reserve Corps

The movement begun in a tentative way last spring

to form a reserve corps of engineers to be available in

case of war has assumed definite form, according to an-

nouncements made by Mr. Bion J. Arnold of Chicago,

chairman of the A. I. E. E. committee of the proposed

reserve corps of engineers.

Some time ago the suggestion was taken up by the

American Society of Civil Engineers, the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers, the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, and the American Institute of Con-

sulting Engineers. Each of these organizations ap-

pointed committees to further the movement, which has

now become more closely consolidated by the appoint-

ment just announced of the chairmen of various com-

mittees as members of a joint committee to take charge

of the work in co-operation with the War Department.

The members of the committee are as follows: William

Barclay Parsons, New York, chairman, and Henry S.

Drinker, Pennsylvania; William H. Wiley, New York;

B. J. Arnold, Illinois, and Ralph D. Mershon, New York.

MUNICIPAL ELECTRICIANS' CONVENTION
Discussion on National Electrical Safety Code. Its Status

and Means of Enforcement

The International Association of Municipal Elec-

tricians, in addition to its action on the subject of con-

centric wiring, as reported in last week's issue of the

Electrical World, considered matters affecting the

Bureau of Standards and various other topics at its

annual meeting at the Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The sessions extended from Aug. 24 to Aug. 27. While

much time was devoted to fire-alarm and police-telegraph

signaling, the activities of the association were enlarged

materially, as is shown by the presentation of papers

and committee reports on a number of matters involv-

ing relations between municipalities and public utility

companies. An abstract of Dr. Rosa's paper on the

work of the Bureau of Standards is given on page 527

of this issue.

National Electrical Safety Code

W. J. Canada, electrical engineer, Bureau of Stand-

ards, read a paper on "The Scope and Present Status of

the National Electrical Safety Code." This code, on

which the bureau has been engaged for two years, will

be presented on Oct. 27 at Washington to a formal con-

ference of representatives of State commissions, munici-

palities and national associations for final amendment,

ratification and adoption for one year's trial. A per-

manent conference, meeting at convenient intervals and

representing utilities, insurance interests, cities and

States, will undertake, together with the bureau, to

amend the code as experience requires.

During the discussion Mr. Canada said that the

bureau had not thought that it would take jurisdiction

in connection with the rules. John W. Bleidt, Little

Rock, Ark., asked whether the rules could be enforced.

Mr. Canada said that he felt that if any State or city

adopted the code even by reference it would have a

standing which would be recognized. The bureau, how-

ever, is rather tending to discourage mandatory action.

Dr. Steinmetz said that the most effective way of en-

forcing such a code would be through the action of

juries in accident cases. If it were shown in case of

accident that the code had been violated, that would be

a most powerful force in influencing the adoption of the

rules. Mr. Bleidt said that in a case at Little Rock the

court had held that rules must be specified word by

word if legislation is to be legal. Mr. Canada empha-

sized the desire of the bureau to make the rules workable

and applicable to the problems of new and old construc-

tion in a practical, economical way.

President Flandreau went over the correspondence

with the bureau which resulted in the appointment of

the following committee to attend the conference at

Washington on Oct. 27: R. A. Smith, Norfolk. Va.; A.

C. Farrand, Atlantic City, N. J., and Warren E. Fast-

nacht, York, Pa.

John Price Jackson, commissioner of the Department

of Labor and Industry of the State of Pennsylvania.

prepared a paper on "Uniform Electrical Standards for

Dealing with the Life Hazard," in which he suggested

that all bodies join in helping toward the adoption of

a national electrical code by first drawing up as com-

plete and effective a code as possible to be adopted by

the States and cities as recommendations to manufac-

turers, consumers and others affected, and, secondly, by
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extracting from this ideal ami complete code such rulei
ami regulation! as at the present daj arc essential t<>

remove unreasonably nd from the i

trical industry, or such less [mportanl ones as can be
enforced without unreasonable burden.

Reports of committees on municipal lighting, ele<

trolysifl ami overhead-line construction In municipal
were received.

Walter Biachofl of w. N. Matthews £ Brother, Inc..

St. Louis, gave a talk on the .Jovian Order. He men
tioned the co-operation which the Joviane will give in

the celebration of "Electrical Prosperity Week."
A new Constitution and by-laws were adopted. The

next convention will he held in Baltimore, Md.
\\

.
II. Plandreau, president of the association, Mount

Vernon, N. Y., read a paper on "The Responsibility and
Importance to the Public of the Office of Municipal Elec-
trician or Superintendent of Fire and Police Telegraph."
He showed the danger of political appointments to this

office, and said that as a rule municipal electricians do
not receive salaries commensurate with the responsi-
bilities and importance of their office.

Other papers presented were as follows: "Fire-Alarm
Systems for Industrial Plants," Albert J. Cross, Game-
well Fire Alarm Company, New York; "Storage Bat-
teries for Fire-Alarm Purposes," H. M. Beck, Electric
Storage Battery Company, Chicago; "Police Patrol and
Fire-Alarm Records," Price I. Patton, Philadelphia, Pa.;
"Lightning Protective Apparatus for Fire and Police
Telegraph Circuits," L. S. Brach, Newark, N. J. ; "Dis-
cussion of Standards for Fire-Alarm Installations," F.
A. Raymond, National Board of Fire Underwriters, New
York; "The Fallacy of Placing Fire and Police-Alarm
Wires in Telephone Cables," C. E. Convers, San An-
tonio, Tex.

Election of Officers

The election of officers resulted as follows : President,
Walter H. Flandreau, Mount Vernon, N. Y.; first vice-

president, Dr. C. P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y.;
second vice-president, Frank T. Brooks, Indianapolis,
Ind. ; third vice-president, Claude E. Convers, San An-
tonio, Tex.; fourth vice-president, L. S. Bosley, Spring-
field, Ohio; secretary, Clarence R. George, Houston,
Tex.; treasurer, C. E. Diehl, Harrisburg, Pa.; executive
committee, Robert J. Gaskill, chairman, Fort Wayne,
Ind.; John Thomas, Scranton, Pa.; D. H. Fisher, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio; R. C. Turner, Atlanta, Ga.; Joseph
McCauley, St. Paul, Minn.; William Thompson, Rich-
mond,' Va.; Charles Gaul, Louisville, Ky.; William P.
Briggs, New Bedford, Mass., and Emil H. Schmidt,
Rochester, N. Y. ; finance committee, F. K. Shinnen,
chairman, Atlantic City, N. J.; A. L. Pierce, Walling-
ford, Conn., and P. J. Beisel, Allentown, Pa.

New York Electrical Exposition

The Electrical Exposition and Motor Show of 1915,
the ninth of its kind, will open Oct. 6 for a run of ten
days at Grand Central Palace, New York City. The
United States government, including the Army, Navy
and Treasury Departments; the great electrical and
allied industries, and the New York City Board of Edu-
cation will co-operate in adding interest to the exposi-

tion, which has the support of all the local lighting

companies.

The Springfield Arsenal will show the manufacture of

rifles and sabers. The signal corps of the Eastern Divi-

sion of the army will have an exhibit of all communica-
tion apparatus used by a modern army in the field,

including wireless, telegraph, telephone and various
signaling devices. The United States Navy will pre-

pare a .") IcW. wireless sending and receiving station and

central generating station of a dreadnought. The Treas-

ury Department will exhibit a machine for washing,

drying and ironing paper currency.

Among the industrial exhibits will be an ideal dairy

and a modern bakery operated by electricity.

The New York City Board of Education will exhibit

the work of pupils of the .Manhattan Trade School for

Girla and Vocational School for Boys.
Demonstrations of its transcontinental telephone line

in connection with brief lectures upon the development
of the telephone in this country and the construction of

the transcontinental line itself will be made by the

American Telephone & Telegraph Company. The New
York Edison Company will have an interesting and edu-

cational array of exhibits. One of these, the work of

its therapeutic department, will be a model hospital and
clinic. About seventy-five different firms, in addition to

the various lighting companies, will have space. The
officers of the Electrical Show Company are: Arthur
Williams, president; George F. Parker, vice-president

and general manager; Dudley Farrand, secretary;

Walter Neumuller, treasurer. The directors include the

above officers and Frank W. Smith, W. W. Freeman,
James R. Strong and James C. Young.

Electrical Exports for June

The June exports of electrical goods manufactured in

the United States again show an increase over the cor-

responding month in 1914. The increase amounted to

roughly $600,000, or about 30 per cent of the total

exports in June, 1915. The most conspicuous increases

were in batteries, of which the value was practically

doubled ; in insulated wire and cables, of which approxi-

mately $200,000 more was exported in June, 1915, than

in June, 1914, and in metal-filament lamps, the exports

of which were increased five times.

The total electrical exports for the year ended June
30, 1915, showed a decrease in comparison with the

EXPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS

Twelve Months Ended
June June 30

A A

1915 1914 ' 1915 1914
Batteries $113,950 $58,521 $967,146 $685,640

Dynamos or generat-

ors 191,464 199.955 2,013,139 2,634,365

Fans 48,106 22,717 258,309 432,656

Insulated wire and
cableo 253,247 74,294 1,911,850 1.992,304

Interior - wiring sup-

plies, etc., including

fixtures 70,915 51,354 753,351 721,069

Arc lamps 1,826 3,952 30,984 76,766

Carbon-filament lamps 11,432 3,094 101,923 172,064

Metal-filament lamps 78,536 15,719 473,149 219,439

Meters and other

measuring instru-

ments 41,214 440,916

Motors 283,923 231,003 2,817,743 4,541,541

Static transformers.. 70,543 75,392 624,483 1,455,343

Telegraph instru-
ments (including

wireless apparatus) 1,522 26,962 77,271 136,592

Telephones 44,342 69.717 1,149,361 1,552,951

All other 836,061 617,757 8,152,141 10,440,114

Total $2,047,081 $1,450,437 $19,771,757 $25,060,844

previous year of slightly over $5,000,000, or approxi-

mately 20 per cent. The principal decrease was shown
in the motor trade, which fell off by almost $2,000,000.

Batteries, interior-wiring supplies and metal-filament

lamps alone showed increases, the latter having more
than doubled its exports during the twelve months.
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What the Central Station Can Do
First, gather the local electrical fraternity to-

i and unfold tin- plan. Get the electrical
tractors and dealers interested, and tell them what
Electrical Prosperity Week can be made to >i» In
your town.

ESnlist the home chamber of commerce, the editors
ol local papers, and tin; city officials In your cam-
paign.

rut ui) electric signs and notices that the public
may read. Include Prosperity Week "copy" in your
newspaper advertising. During the week before
the celebration Install festoons of lamps along the
sidewalk and outline your building.

Trim up your salesroom and windows in gala
dress. On Monday of Prosperity Week hold an af-
ternoon and evening reception, sending invitations

ery customer, present or prospective. Provide
music, and a Mower for every lady.

« >ffer special easy-payment propositions to cover
every appliance sold during Electrical Prosperity
Week. Keep a register of every visitor to your dis-
play room.

• let the merchants interested in outlining their
buildings, temporarily if not permanently. Photo-
graphs perforated with pin pricks will demonstrate
the effect.

Carry the spirit of local festivity as far as pos-
sible, Install a slogan sign, if possible, with ap-
propriate dedication ceremonies. Set apart one day,
perhaps, as a local prosperity day.

Your Program for Electrical Prosperity Week
How to Localize the Buying Stimulated by the National Propaganda

for Electrical Prosperity Week, Nov. 29 to Dec. 4

By Earle E. Whitehorne

Public interest in everything elec-

trical will this fall be increased many-
fold. The co-operative plans of the

Society for Electrical Development to

which manufacturers, central stations,

jobbers and dealers and contractors

have contributed both time and money
will culminate this year in Electrical

Prosperity Week—November 29 to De-
cember 4. In addition several manu-
facturing companies are planning fall

campaigns to reach the final buyers of

electrical apparatus, lamps and ap-
pliances. Added to this are the indi-

vidual activities of local companies, the
members of the Jovian Order, and the

electrical industry as a whole. During

the fall months, therefore, every force

in what the selling specialist calls "de-

mand creation" will be brought to bear
on the final customer.

This magnificent co-operative effort,

however, depends for its success not
alone on the stimulating and forceful

work of the few. Its final success will

come from individual local plans. The
movement as a whole will be of most
benefit to those who put the most into

it. Unless conditions change greatly
there can be but one outcome to this

culmination of individual effort—

a

most successful increase in business.

Your success, then, whether you are
a manufacturer, central-station man-

ager, jobber, dealer or contractor, de-

pends upon matching your local plans

with the massed publicity of the co-

operative national plan. Your part lies

in localizing and applying both the

spirit and the purpose of the central

idea, utilizing all the support offered

by the Society of Electrical Develop-

ment as well as by the individual man-
ufacturers.

Suggestions for individual action here

presented have been gathered by the

editorial staff of the Electrical
World from the Society for Electrical

Development, the chairmen of local

committees, and representative men of

the industry in all lines.

BEFORE any man can get a clear idea of this Elec-

trical Prosperity Week project there are two
things he must do. He must make a little inves-

tigation of the work that the Society for Electrical De-
velopment, Inc., has been accomplishing in the months
that have gone by, and he must analyze the things that
he himself can do to plant electrical prosperity in his

town in this scheduled week with so strong a root that
it will live and grow.
There is no space to list here the details of the work

of the society. All these facts will gladly be provided
if you will apply direct. The plan is this, that through-
out the land this fall, in towns and cities, everywhere,
from Nov. 29 to Dec. 4, the interest and attention of the
public will be centered on this universal topic of elec-

trical prosperity, and you must make the most of it.

The name and fame of this electrical celebration will

combine to make a market for you.

And how shall you make the most of it? You must
plan a campaign that will be satisfied with nothing less

than a united effort by every branch of the electrical

industry in your town. Here is a schedule of concrete
suggestions for the central station, the contractor, the
dealer, and the manufacturer and jobber. Many you

have heard before, some you have used and some for-

gotten, but they will aid you in the making of your pro-

gram for Prosperity Week. And when you read them
over and sit down with pad and pencil to lay out your
plan, the opportunity will unfold itself before you, and
the last question as to the practicability of such a cam-
paign in your city will die.

The first and immediate step for the central-sta-

tion sales manager is to gather the local electrical

fraternity together and unfold the plan. Arrange an
evening meeting, at which your employees shall be
present, as well as the employees of contractors and
dealers if possible, and tell them all about it. Tell them
what the society has done, what the other central sta-

tions are planning, and what the week can be made to

do for you. Make it a "whoop-la" meeting. Pledge
every man to work for success.

Then go to the secretary of the board of trade, to

the editors of the local newspapers, and to the city offi-

cials, and make an active canvass of personal calls to

the prominent merchants and let them know about the

project. Explain the value of the celebration to the

city and to the merchants, how by installing the holiday

illumination in time for Electrical Prosperity Week the
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"shop-early" movement will succeed as never before.

install an electric sign on the central station office at

least a month in advance, reading "Electrical Prosperity

Week, Nov. 29 Dec. i

"

I on the glass of your display windows notices of

the coming celebration and what [s being done in other

Cities in preparation. Impress the public with the m:ti'

oitude of the affair.

During the week before the celebration install effec-

tive festoon Lighting alone; the sidewalk in trout of the

central-station building and on the building front, this

to be B special festival illumination for Prosperity Week.
Trim up your salesroom and your windows in carnival

attire. Produce the atmosphere of a celehrat ion as far

as you can. Do not use Christmas trimmings—save

those for later —but make the place bright and inviting.

Hold a reception in the office on Monday afternoon

and evening of Electrical Prosperity Week, sending in-

vitations to every customer and "prospect," and provid-

ing music, and refreshments electrically cooked, with
a flower for every lady. Have special demonstrations
of appliances. Show a permanent exhibition of even-

application of electricity that you can display by actual

appliance and photograph.

Schedule a special demonstration for each day of the

week, and advertise it in the daily papers.

Offer a special easy-payment proposition to cover

every appliance sold during Prosperity Week.
Offer appliances in special "prosperity groups," in

which the regular estimated cost of selling the appli-

ances shall be deducted from its price when sold in the

group.

Go over your register of guests on Wednesday and
on Friday and check it off against your customers' list

to find out those who have not responded. Then have a

clever girl call them all up on the telephone and extend

an urgent invitation.

On the last day of the campaign—on Saturday—hold

a special charity bazaar—at which 10 per cent of all

the money taken will be paid to charity. Do not adver-

tise this sale until the night before so that regular busi-

ness will not be affected. But advertise the charity

sale on Friday evening. Notify the local clergy and the

newspapers and play it up big. It will bring in lots of

eleventh-hour business.

Get up a special Prosperity Week label for use on
every package that leaves your store—one that will

advertise electrical prosperity wherever it goes.

Call on the manufacturers for small envelope stuffer

folders to advertise every kind of electrical appliance

and show the largest possible variety of applications.

Then prepare a Prosperity Week envelope that will carry
a set of all these folders, and on its front tell the story

of Prosperity Week and offer these evidences of pros-

perity. The prosperity envelope will be inclosed in

your regular envelope and go to everybody.
Make up a sign to be pasted on the glass of every

store where electricity is used for light or other pur-

pose, a Prosperity Week sign that will be a notice that

in this store electricity is used in every way possible to

add to its cleanliness, coolness, safety, and so on. Pub-
lish a list of such stores in a newspaper advertisement
that will herald them as modern. The merchants will

be glad to benefit by the publicity they will gain by it.

Feature special Prosperity Week advertising in the
newspapers. Use the theater programs this week and
the back of street-car transfers too, if possible.

Arrange some bargain sale for every day, if it is only

an extension cord that is featured. Cheapness need not
be the particular point emphasized, but six special offers

are easily possible.

If the charity sale is held on Friday evening or on

What the Contractor Can Do
Co-operate with the l <>< : 1 1 electric lighting company in

getting old houses wired.

Look over the stores and bomea of your vicinity and de-
termine which should be wired. Then k<> after thai busi-
ness and get it \v 1 1 i 1

« the general atmosphere is surcharged
with the publicity of Prosperity Week.

Look up the names of people for whom you have made
installations, and have them let you make any necessary
repairs and extensions. See that every socket is ready for
service during Electrical Prosperity Week.
Remind customers and architects for whom you do work

of the usefulness of plenty of outlets—especially chuirboard
outlets for appliances and extension lamps.

Tell your clerks and wiremen the meaning of Electrical
Prosperity Week and get them interested in this big pros-
perity movement. More business for you means better
wages for them.
Advertise Prosperity Week in your show window, in your

newspaper space, and by word of mouth.
Form an Electrical Improvement Society in your block

to make it the bright-light section of the city, and then
make your store front the brightest of the lot. That mer-
chant, for instance, should have an electric sign, and his
neighbor's windows need modern lighting. Go after this
business.

Offer your boy friends and neighbors some small elec-
trical prize—a flashlamp or a toy motor—for getting you
house-wiring business or finding "prospects."

What the Dealer Can Do
Plan and put in a series of attractive window displays

leading up to Electrical Prosperity Week, remembering that
moving displays get most attention.

Make your store the "bright spot" of the neighborhood.
Light up store, windows and store front to the limit of pos-
sibilities during Prosperity Week and the weeks imme-
diately preceding it.

Tell your customers about Prosperity Week.
Advertise it in your newspaper space, so that readers

will connect your establishment with the widespread general
publicity given the event.

Make your store as inviting to the public as it can be
made. Arrange your stock to show off to the best advantage.

Plan a sale of household appliances and lighting goods.
Get the women to coming into your store. They are the
buyers of the family and the ones who decide where most
of the domestic spending money shall go.

Tell your clerks and delivery men the meaning of Electrical
Prosperity Week so they can boost, too. They will be inter-
ested. Your success is theirs.

Emphasize the "shop early" idea in the minds of Christ-
mas buyers. Electrical Prosperity Week comes at the right
time to be useful here.
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What the Manufacturer Can Do
Emphasize to every member of your production and sales

stair the meaning of Electrical Prosperity Week, and instill

in your organization an understanding of the great things
to be accomplished by stimulating every individual to max-
imum production and effectiveness. Tell your people the
Prosperity Week plans at your staff meetings.

Issue to your dealers and agents suggestions for appro-
priate and attractive displays of your goods having a Pros-
perity Week significance, Lantern slides, newspaper electro-
types, window posters, pennants, etc., will aid in imparting
your Prosperity Week enthusiasm to the local dealer.

Advertise Electrical Prosperity Week in connection with
your own goods, and encourage agents to utilize local ad-
vertising appropriations in the same way. Suggest "Pros-
perity Week kinks" in your advertisements. Encourage
news interviews by representatives of the city and local press
with your officials and district agents. In these the broader
significance of Electrical Prosperity Week to all should be
pointed out. When the opportunity is afforded, have your
men address gatherings on the subject.

Place Prosperity Week poster stamps on all your letters

—

perhaps even prepare special stationery and envelopes with
an Electrical Prosperity Week message, for use by your
office staff during the month preceding the big week. Book-
lets, circulars and stuffers offer other ways of tying your
business up with the general prosperity movement.
Make your local offices brilliant with electric light during

Prosperity Week—your factory, also, if it is near a traveled
road or railway. Electric signs and special illumination
will aid the effect.

What the Jobber Can Do
Explain Prosperity Week by talks and by mail to your men

on the road.

Look over advertisements and catalogs of new specialties,
particularly "lamp socket" devices and appliances for which
there is an immediate demand.
Get out combination packages of goods, making the pack-

age help sell the contents and displaying the Prosperity
Week idea. Combinations of electrical devices and appli-
ances for the automobilist, the housewife, the professional
man and the business man can be figured out, making the
combination complete and ready to use.

Combine the appliances and sell the combination at a
price which takes into consideration the fact that there is

only one selling cost on the lot selected. A small desk fan,
a cigar lighter, a double socket and suitable connecting
cords might be so combined for a professional man's
package.

Get out special order blanks for Prosperity Week offers.

Write a series of letters to dealers explaining first how
the public is going to be urged to buy during the week of
Nov. 29 to Dec. 4 ; second, what they are going to want to
buy ; third, what you have to sell in the way of special
propositions, and fourth, the necessity of stocking at once
in order to prepare for the demand.

_ 1 B^ ^^
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Saturday afternoon, a clean-up sale can be staged on

Saturday night, at which odds and ends of shopworn
stock can be sold off.

If it is possible to stage a "house electric," cither a

miniature house within your salesroom or a complete
house in the residence district, it should be done. It

will be a popular feature of the celebration and will pay.

Offer a prize or several prizes to the school child who
writes the best 500-word essay on "Electricity Your
Servant," or some such topic.

Send out a list of "How to Do It Electrically" to every

customer and "prospect"—a simple card enumerating
all the different ways to utilize modern electrical service

to make life easier.

Make a special proposition to merchants who will add
to their installations before Prosperity Week. Offer

easy terms, and print an advertisement in the paper
describing every such installation and "boosting" for

more. Make a special drive for advance Christmas out-

door lighting display. Distribute post cards of such

installations.

Go to every merchant with a photograph of his build-

ing front perforated with pinholes to show the effect of

display lighting. Offer expert advice on improving the

lighting in store and windows.
Try to get every store to convert the panels under its

show windows into showcases or transparency signs by
putting in plate-glass panels well lighted from behind.

Display in your salesroom or window a big map of the

city with every installation marked by cutting a star-

shaped hole. Burn a lamp behind, to make the stars

shine. Add new red stars for new installations—evi-

dences of local prosperity.

Give an informal dinner to the local architects, build-

ers and real-estate men and tell them how they can help

electrical development and how it will help them.

Give a dinner to the druggists and hardware men and
show them how they can sell electrical goods at a profit.

Offer support in getting them started.

Make up a map showing location of all vacant houses

and stores that are wired.

Put a special sign on every vacant wired house to

advertise the fact that it is modern.
Offer the use of several toasters, percolators and chaf-

ing dishes to any restaurant that will feature its elec-

trical equipment in Prosperity Week. Offer percolators

to coffee stores for coffee demonstrations. Advertise

all such stores in your newspaper space.

Arrange an exhibition of electrical appliances for the

office and invite all local business men for a "private

view" on Saturday night before Prosperity Week.
Serve light refreshments and have a "get-together"

party.

Put signs in barber shops, butcher shops and similar

places, calling attention to the cleanliness of the elec-

tric way and the fact that this shop is up to the minute
in equipment and service.

Arrange at once with merchants with suitable roofs

for a special co-operative proposition to manufacturers
of nationally advertised articles sold in that store. Try
to get some big national advertisers' signs by Prosperity

Week—the dealer offering the roof and you the service

at a flat price. You pay for half the cost of the sign.

Work up a "made in your town" display to occupy one

of your show windows throughout the week, to be
changed each day, and feature articles and photographs
of locally made goods. Advertise the display each day
in your newspaper advertisement.

Carry the spirit of local festivity as far as possible.

Raise money by popular subscription and install a slo-

gan sign, if possible, with appropriate dedication cere-

monies. Set apart one day as "Local Prosperity Day,"
with an industrial parade and an aeroplane exhibition
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flight with a Prosperity Week banner flying from the

airship. Have a band concert 111 the a 1 1 1 1 iiuou, with

printed programs advertising electrical prceperity. Do
everything you can think <»i to promote the carnival

spirit and impress the pnhlic with the enterprise of

your company.
In tin- tame Way, it' yOU are a contractor or dealer,

you can win your share of the business by planning

for it.

Apply everything you can of the suggestions made
here to central stations. l'ut up an electric sign and

special display lighting. Dress up your store and win-

dows and try to boost your sales in every way. Get

every employee interested and boosting.

Co-operate with the other contractors and the central

station and frame up flat-rate schedules for house wir-

ing and make a Prosperity Week campaign, offering a

special proposition on easy payments.

Advertise a "fix-it service," offering to call for any

electrical appliance that is not working properly and

repair it. Offer to convert all oil lamps to electric

—

"Special rates for Prosperity Week."
Put Prosperity Week placards on all your wagons.

Increase your advertising in the papers and do all you

can to boom the celebration of electrical prosperity.

Offer special sales of appliances and play up plugs,

sockets, extension cords and other accessories that the

central station does not feature.

Manufacturer and jobber can co-operate to put these

local plans into practice. The manufacturers and job-

bers can render a priceless service to the industry in the

promotion of Prosperity Week by enlisting the co-opera-

tion of their traveling salesmen. These men must be

impressed with the importance of spreading the news

and stimulating the interest of their customers in the

Prosperity Week project. Let them tell each contractor,

dealer and central-station man, as they go from place to

place, what is being planned and being done in other

towns, and act as the pioneers of the movement.

The first thing to do is to get the salesmen together

at one or two points and talk to them about the prac-

tical importance of Prosperity Week and how their line

can be "hitched up."

In your advertising space in trade papers and popular

magazines, play up the application of your goods to

Prosperity Week and make your message link up

strongly with the campaign.

Get in touch with other manufacturers of kindred

lines and try to work up a co-operative plan for pushing

the opportunity hard.

Line up the jobbers who sell your goods and get them
to supplement your efforts in their influence on their

customers.

Take these suggestions and see how well you can em-

ploy them in the promotion of a campaign for Pros-

perity Week that will break all records for electrical

development in your town. Among them you will find

many things that you have already done or thought of.

You will recognize many ideas that you have heard of

other people using. But you will see a few brand-new

hints that may not have occurred to you at any time.

And, old or new, it makes no difference, if the thought

will help you make a better record of achievement. But,

best of all, we have here down in black and white, in

form convenient for your use, a list that you can use as

the foundation for your local program, and when the

program is once arranged the work may be said to be

fairly started.

There is none too much time still available for all the

preparation that must go before a really creditable cam-

paign. With these suggestions as a basis, go to work

to-day and make your plans complete. More light and

power to you

!

What the Local Merchant Can Do
"Electric" has come to mean "modern," "quick," "' on-

vriii.nl,'' "easy to do" in thfl minds of thousands of every-
day buyers. The local merchant can adapt all his sales
plans for the week of Nov. 29 to Dec. 4 so as to take advan-
tage of this public interest in everything electrical.

If you are a local merchant, you can hold an electric sale.
You can have special Illumination, special window displays
and special-detail store arrangements.
Make a "magnet'' window, arranging a group of best

sellers in the shape of a horseshoe facing the street. Your
local lighting company may have suggestions as to the
details of such a plan.

If you are a grocer, you can have a special sale on goods
which are trade-marked "Electric," making real electricity,
in the way of lighting, help you sell goods so marked.
Buy an electric truck and advertise electric deliveries

and promptness of service.

If your store is on "the wrong side of the street," make
the public want to cross over by unique lighting and window
display. Change the habits of the crowd. If your section
is unattractive after nightfall because dark, form a local
improvement association and light your street or block during
Prosperity Week. You will probably decide as a result
always to have a well-lighted block.

Make your windows "live" by various electrical methods.
Electric motors, lights, fans, magnets, and so on, all can be
adapted. Ask your local lighting company.

What the Salesman Can Do
Talk Electrical Prosperity Week to your customers, to

your friends, among your associates, to the man on the
street, to your fellow-traveler in the smoking-car, to your
acquaintance in the hotel lobby, to the hotel clerk, and, in
short, to everybody you meet.

Equip yourself to answer correctly questions that may
be asked concerning the significance of Electrical Pros-
perity Week and the plans which have been made for bring-
ing better business to everyone—both inside and outside of
the electrical industry.

Boost the other fellow's game. If, for example, you sell

motors, put in a good word for electric lighting when you
can. Suggest tungsten lamps and more light when you see
the dismal glare of an old carbon-filament installation. If
a lighting man, look about you and see where motors would
save labor and money for your customer. Ask your hostess
if she has and uses an electric iron and toaster. Explain
to her that electric cooking nowadays is economical for any
housewife. And tell them all about Electrical Prosperity
Week.

Let no chance slip to bring central-station man, dealer,
contractor and manufacturer into friendly co-operation.
Co-operate yourself, and help others to help another.

Remember that, after all, the whole accomplishment of
Electrical Prosperity Week is in your hands, and that the
salesman, more than any other single class in the electrical
industry, can do the most to make the week one of real
prosperity to the industry and to the public.
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Good and Bad in Recent Lighting Development
Importance of the Principle of Diffusion in Modern Systems of Illumination

Using Brilliant Light Sources

By J. R. Cravath

NEARLY all of our improvements in the efficiency

of electric light have involved an increase in the

brightness or intrinsic brilliancy of the sources

of light. Consequently, with each new improvement has

come the necessity of a more careful use of concealing

or diffusing equipment on the improved illuminant to

avoid strain to the eyes of the user. The introduction

H

FIG. 1—NIGHT VIEW LOOKING TOWARD PULPIT

of the gas-filled incandescent lamp is making revolu-

tionary changes in efficiency and color. There are many
cases, however, where its increased efficiency might
better be used to make possible efficient lighting from
better diffused sources instead of increasing the light

from insufficiently diffused sources, thus adding to the

comfortableness of an installation rather than merely
adding to the quantity of light regardless of quality.

Of course, it is true that the intrinsic brightness or

brilliancy of the unshaded gas-filled tungsten lamp is so

great as practically to force some method of diffusion

upon the intelligent user. In such cases the increase in

brightness automatically accomplishes the desirable end
of causing diffusing equipment to be used.

Although a diffusion of the light of the intensely

bright filaments of these lamps is recognized by the

majority of users, not enough care is being taken in

many installations to see that the diffusion is sufficient

for the best comfort and efficiency of the eyes. In other

words, while the necessity for diffusion is recognized
by putting some kind of a globe around the lamp, there

are altogether too many cases where no attempt is made
to see whether the reduction in brightness brought
about by the globe used is really sufficient for the pur-

poses intended. It is simply a continuation and aggra-
vation of the old trouble in getting semi-indirect light-

ing used in a proper manner. The term "semi-indirect

lighting" is something for the salesman to juggle with.
It may mean anything from very good to very bad.

Now, one of the principal deciding factors in the light-

ing of interiors as far as the comfort of the eyes is

concerned is the brightness of the brightest visible

source of light as compared to its surroundings.
For years nearly all who have studied the subject

have realized that the brightness of the most artificial

illuminants is too great to shine into the eye continu-

ously without causing discomfort or annoyance to the
majority of persons subjected to it. The term "glare"
began to be applied to the unshaded and undiffused light

of the arc and incandescent lamp, but the limits of good
practice were undetermined. After the studies of the
past few years, it is now possible to lay down conser-
vatively a much more definite limit as to what consti-

tutes "glare," glare being defined as light shining into

the eyes in such a way and of such quantity as to cause
discomfort, annoyance, fatigue or interference with
vision.

A study of the measured values of brightness existing

in typical interior-lighting installations shows that for

this class of work the brightest visible source of light

should not exceed the brightness of the illuminated sur-

roundings by a ratio of over 1 to 100, or possibly in

some cases a little more than this. While greater ratios

than this may be considered good practice where the

occupants of the room do not face the brightest visible

sources of light continuously, the foregoing figure prob-
ably expresses somewhere near the limit of good prac-

tice where the maximum comfort and efficiency of the

eye is desired.

Now, if we specify that the brightest visible source of

light is not to exceed the brightness of the illuminated

surroundings of such a source by more than a certain

ratio, it is evident that we cannot lay down a rigid rule

as to the maximum brightness of globes, bowls or ceil-

ings to be permitted within the limits of good practice.

The brighter the surroundings, the brighter the bright-

est source of light may be. It can, however, be made a

rule that if in a given size of a diffusing bowl a given
size of lamp does not produce contrasts of brightness
above the limits of good practice in a given room, then
an increase in the size of the lamp, although it increases

FIG. 2—NIGHT VIEW OF CHURCH INTERIOR

the bowl brightness proportionately, also increases the

brightness of th^ room in the same proportion, and
hence is unobjectionable. Of course, one might con-

ceive of a case where the size of a lamp might be in-

creased so far beyond that ordinarily used for interior

illumination for a given area that the brightness of the

bowl might of itself be objectionable not on account of
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the contrast with Iti surroundings i>ut because of the

intense brightness and large amount of light from the

bowl.

A reference to natural illumination condition! may
make this poinl plainer. When one looks at the sun the

brightness of the sun's surface is bo greal thai it makes

little difference against what kind of background the
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FIG. 3—NIGHT VIEW OF CHURCH INTERIOR

sun is seen. The effect is dazzling and blinding, and
may be known as brightness glare. On the other hand,

a normal eye, accustomed to a reasonable amount of

"outdoors," experiences no discomfort under a clear blue

sky in the open, although white clouds of from three

to five times blue-sky brightness may cause some an-

noyance. However, when a patch of blue sky is viewed
through a window the surroundings of which are dark,

it may be very annoying and produce a case of contrast

glare. So with the artificial illuminant and inclosing

globe. The globe brightness which will cause discom-

fort depends upon the background. This, however, holds

within the limit of ordinary illumination. It is con-

ceivable that some day, were artificial lighting to be-

come so cheap that it would be possible to obtain cheaply

illumination exceeding that obtained from daylight, it

might be that we should have to consider brightness

glare as well as contrast glare, but at the present time

contrast glare is the limiting factor, and that puts a

much lower limitation on our light-diffusing equipment
than would brightness glare alone.

Although it is almost impossible to lay down a rigid

rule as to a given brightness of globes or bowls which
should be permitted in the best practice without specify-

ing the brightness of the background against which they

are to be seen, nevertheless certain rough limitations

can be outlined. For interior artificial illumination as

it is being carried on to-day brightness exceeding 500

millilamberts or 465 apparent foot-candles is likely to

make trouble. In highly illuminated interiors with very

light-colored walls possibly this limit can be exceeded,

and, on the other hand, it is probably too great for dimly
illuminated interiors with dark walls and ceilings.

One of the bad tendencies coming within the scope of

this article is the tendency to put anything in the shape
of a glass with a "fancy" name around a gas-filled

tungsten lamp and call it a diffusing globe or semi-

indirect lighting. In the minds of too many this seems
to "take the curse off" without regard to the actual

brightness results obtained. As intimated before, the
term "semi-indirect lighting" covers a multitude of sins,

as well as a few excellent installations. The tendency
is altogether too much to select globes and bowls of too

light a density to cut down sufficiently the brightness

to winch the eye I
exposed, 'rims the H.i manufac-

turers complain that the denser bowla which they make
up for Bern! indirect lighting find a very limited sale,

which gO€S U) show that there is much need of public

education on this rather technical subject.

To illustrate some of the points I have tried to make
as to the comfort of the eyea depending upon the con-
trasts presented, the accompanying illu I rations taken
from the examples of (hiirch lighting shown in the

"Electrical Salesman's Handbook" Of the National Elec-

tric Lighl Association are reproduced here. It should be
explained that, no criticism is intended of the installa-

tions illustrated, as the writer has seen lew of them and
consequently cannot tell what the real effect on the eye
may be. A photograph is sometimes very deceptive.

The illustrations are selected simply because, as shown
by the photograph, they illustrate well the points re-

garding the contrast of brightness which have been
made in this article.

In Figs. 1 and 2 the lighting is apparently largely

indirect, from the ceiling, and in Fig. 2 it is supple-

mented by some light coming through diffusing glass.

However, there are no marked contrasts of brightness

to which the eyes of a person seated in the audience are

subjected. In Figs. 3 and 4 a decidedly different state

of affairs is evident. The sources of light are apparently

in great contrast to the background. Presumably the

interior finishes in Figs. 3 and 4 are so dark that it is

difficult to avoid these contrasts. However, as a matter
of fact, the sources of light are too bright for continu-

ous facing in both Figs. 3 and 4. To avoid such a con-

dition in a dark-finished interior it is necessary to use

an unusually large expenditure of electrical energy.

Thanks to the efficiency of the modern gas-filled tungsten
lamp, it is possible to throw enough light to the ceilings

and walls of such dark interiors to cut down the in-

jurious contrast between light sources and backgrounds
very materially. Such methods have not been hereto-

fore commonly used on account of the expense, but it

is to be hoped that they will be one of the developments
of the future.

To sum up, the bad tendency in the present lighting

practice is the increase of the brightness of light sources

wihout corresponding counteracting means of diffusion.

The good tendencies are (a) the increasing amount of

attention given by those skilled in the art to proper

FIG. 4—NIGHT VIEW OF AUDITORIUM

diffusion; (b) the beginning of a tendency to study

scientifically and measure the brightness conditions in

a room as well as the illumination on the working plane,

and (c) the increasing economy of producing light

which makes it possible properly to illuminate dark-

finished rooms where correct treatment has heretofore

been prevented because of the expense.
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THE CLEVELAND LANTERN BY DAY AND BY NIGHT, AND
REPRODUCTION OF SURFACE OF DIFFUSING GLASSWARE

The Cleveland Lantern for

Ornamental Lighting

By Ward Harrison

CLEVELAND is the largest of American cities to

adopt the so-called ornamental or "white-way"
form of lighting for its down-town district, and

the installation to be made in this case will, when com-
plete, form one of the most extensive systems of its

kind.

A careful investigation led to the decision that single-

lamp standards placed opposite each other and spaced at

intervals of approximately 85 ft. along the street would
best meet local conditions. Accordingly, fifty sample
posts were erected at this spacing on one of the prin-

cipal thoroughfares, and on these posts at least ten units

of each type of illuminant submitted for trial were in-

stalled and operated over a period of several months.
The data obtained from these tests, together with the

investigation of practice in other cities, formed the
basis for the most comprehensive analysis which has
thus far been made of the comparative value of various
electric illuminants for such service.

Requirements to Be Fulfilled

The requirements of a satisfactory ornamental light-

ing system were considered to be as follows:

1. A standard of dignified and pleasing appearance
both by day and by night.

2. A uniform illumination of high intensity on the
street and on the sidewalk.

3. An adequate illumination of the building facades
with a sufficient degree of uniformity to satisfy the
eye.

4. A sufficiently low intrinsic brilliancy and intensity
in the direction of the eye to obviate any discomforting
effect of glare.

5. Safety, simplicity and reliability of operation.
6. Moderate operating cost.

7. Ease of adaptation to further developments in the
art.

In the choice of the system the Department of Public
Service of the city of Cleveland was represented by
Mr. Thomas Sidlo, director, and Mr. C. H. Kibbee, su-

perintendent of street lighting. The municipal plant
was represented by Mr. F. W. Ballard, commissioner of
light and heat, and Mr. J. C. Johnson.
The light source which in the opinion of these judges

most nearly fulfilled the requirements of the case pre-
sents a marked departure from previous practice and
embodies several features which are new. The unit
consists of a high-candle-power series Mazda lamp in-
closed in an octagonal copper lantern as illustrated here-
with. The artistic merit of the lantern and of the col-

umn supporting it is due to the work of Mr. Frederick
H. Betz, city architect of Cleveland.
The engineering features of the lantern were devel-

oped by the engineering department of the National
Lamp Works, Cleveland. The work of designing the
lantern and securing the proper adjustment of its parts
involved more than 2000 photometric readings. Fifty
samples of glass obtained from domestic and foreign
manufacturers were investigated for their suitability
as inclosing material. These latter tests were consider-
ably facilitated by a previous study of the transmission
properties of diffusing glass.*

Details of Lantern Adopted

The over-all dimensions of the lantern as finally

adopted are: Diameter, 20 in.; length, 30 in. The lan-
tern will be supported at a height above the street of 15
ft. measured to the light center. From the cross-sec-
tional view it is seen that the lamp is supported in a
pendent position and that a band of Holophane refract-
ing glassware surrounds the bulb throughout a zone
extending from 25 deg. below to 30 deg. above the
horizontal.

The purpose of this band is to divert into useful direc-
tions light which would otherwise escape at angles
where it might be considered to do more harm than
good, i.e., at angles immediately below the horizontal,
where it would produce glare in the eyes of pedestrians,
or just above the horizontal, where it would form a
bright band on the buildings at the second-story level

and tend to destroy the efficacy of electric signs placed
at this height. At higher angles the least possible ob-
struction was afforded to the escape of light rays, so
that the uppermost parts of adjacent structures might
be adequately illuminated. The distribution of light
is such that the variation in intensity over the entire
facade of the buildings is so slight as to be scarcely
discernible.

Selection of Glassware for Lantern

In order that the favorable distribution of light se-

cured by the use of the refractor might not be nullified by
the glass inclosing the lantern, it was essential that the
latter should be of a type which would simply break
up the light rays rather than diffuse them completely.
This condition limited the selection to glasses whose dif-

fusing properties were dependent principally upon an
uneven or rough surface rather than upon their opal
content. After testing out many such samples the

*!•:. J Edwards, Trans. I. /•;. S., 1914, Vol. 9, p. ion.
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choice finall] narrowed down to two. The flrsl of these,

which may be designated ae glass A. was crystal glass

having s rough surface, and the second, glass B, was

similar to A excepl thai it contained s scarcely percept]

lilt- quantity of opal. The photograph reproduced si the

heading of this article conveys an Idea of the texture of

these glasses. Distribution curves for the lantern with

SECTION THROUGH LANTERN

each sample, using a 1000-cp. Mazda lamp, are also re-

produced herewith. In both cases the zone of high

candle-power is in the proper direction to provide the

most uniform illumination of the pavement between
units. Above this the intensity falls off rapidly and
increases again only at angles through which illumina-

tion is supplied to the upper stories of the buildings.

The angle of maximum candle-power may be adjusted

for a closer or wider spacing of units by varying the

relative height of the refractor band and of the filament

center.

Comparison of the Curves

As a comparison of the curves will show, the introduc-

tion of a slight amount of opal in the glass rounds out

DIFFUSION IN ROUGHED AND OPAL GLASS

the distribution curve and decreases the maximum in-

tensity somewhat. From the table it is seen that the

over-all efficiency of the lantern with the first sample of

glass is approximately 70 per cent and with the second

66 per cent. These values compare well with those

which obtain for overhead units and seem especially

goo (i when one considers tri.it in order to obtain

pleasing appearance the copper structure of the lantern
was made SO liravy as to intercept fully one fourth of

the lighl flux. On the other hand, its octagonal form
permitted of the use of ribs less than o.7.~) in. in width,
and in that manner shadows were obviated even where
Inclosing glass Of minimum density was installed.

The subdivision of the glass into small panels was
also of advantage from the standpoint of maintenance
cost, and the appearance of the fixture was found to he

even more pleasing than when a fewer number of sides

were used. The sides of the lantern wire sloped some-
what to insure satisfactory illumination near the I

of the standard. In all cases glass A was recommended
for glazing the top. A reflecting disk shown at O in

the sectional view was also inserted to improve.' the effi-

THE EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATION ON EUCLID AVENUE,
CLEVELAND

ciency of the fixture by eliminating possible cross-

reflection in the pocket P. This disk also served to

brighten the upper portion of the panels, but never in

the course of the experiments was an effort made to have

the entire glass surface appear uniformly luminous.

Such a course would not only have involved the sacri-

fice of some of the most desirable qualities of the lan-

tern, but in fact would have been to depart from the

original motif of lantern design. From this standpoint

there was much discussion as to the relative desirability

of the two samples" of glass submitted, but after both

had been tried out on the street it was the opinion of

the majority of observers that the crystal glass gave

rise to too great contrasts in intensity, and glass B,

containing a small percentage of opal, was chosen as

more desirable.
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Provisions for Cleaning

One of the important problems in the operation of

any street-lighting system is that of keeping the units

clean. It was this consideration which in large measure

led to the investigation of pebbled or wavy glass sur-

faces for inclosing material in preference to the more
common ground and frosted types. It was found that

not only did the former surface acquire a deposit of

DISTRIBUTION WITH GLASS A

—

CRYSTAL GLASS HAVING
ROUGH SURFACE

dust much more slowly, but it could be cleaned much
more easily and thoroughly than any form of ground
glass. Dust collection was further retarded by placing

the smooth side of the glass outward and constructing

the fixtures as nearly airtight as practicable without
excessive expenditure. This procedure did not lead to

other difficulties, for the reason that the radiating sur-

face of the lantern was so great that no ventilation was
required even with lamps of highest candle-power. Con-
trary to the usual practice, the refracting band of Holo-

phane glass was not supplied with an outer envelope,

for within the lantern the diffusing properties of such a

casing were not required, and furthermore since all of

the prisms were made to incline downward the accumu-
lation of dust upon their surfaces would be inconsid-

erable. From experience gained with the trial units it

was estimated that cleaning once in six weeks would
maintain the interior of the lanterns in execllent condi-

tion. One of the panels is constructed in the form of

a door which opens vertically and permits ready access

for the replacement of lamps and the removal of re-

fractors for washing.
Several' hundred of the standards will be equipped

with 1000-cp., 20-amp. Mazda C lamps, but for the sixty

units surrounding the Public Square and for the most
important thoroughfares 1500-cp. lamps have been
chosen. The operating efficiency of these lamps is at

present 0.45 watt per candle-power. The circuits will

be supplied from the East Eleventh Street substation of

the Cleveland municipal plant by 6.6-amp. tub trans-

formers capable of carrying fifty lamps each, and the

lamps in turn will be operated from individual series

transformers placed in a hand-hole constructed in the

street near the base of the post. These transformers
have an efficiency of 93 per cent and are equipped with
22.5-volt and 34-volt taps, so that the two sizes of lamps
may be used interchangeably. The high voltage insula-

tion between the primary and secondary coils makes it

entirely safe to work upon all parts of the system above
the ground and replace lamps even when the circuits

are in operation. The fact that each lamp is on a sepa-

rate circuit also tends to minimize the possibility of

trouble due to shorts, grounds or open circuits. The
electrical characteristics of the transformers are such
that without any change in taps immediate advantage

can be taken of such improvements in lamp efficiency

as may reasonably be expected and as will in general

tend to lower the wattage consumption of units of a

given candle-power.

Comparative Cost of Arc and Incandescent Units

A resume of the Cleveland lighting situation from the

standpoint of operating cost with both arc and incan-

descent units is of particular interest. In the present

case it was well shown that a judgment of comparative

economy based simply upon watts-per-candle-power is

as likely to lead to an erroneous conclusion as if any

other single item, such as first cost or maintenance of

renewal parts, were alone considered. Although the

wattage of the largest incandescent lamp chosen, in-

cluding the series transformer loss, was 40 per cent

greater than for a given arc, its demand upon the sub-

RELATIVE EFFICIENCY of-" ci.ass A ami GLASS B

GlaU Zone Lumens
Percentage of

Total Will.

Clear Lamp
Mean

Candle-power

A 60 2040 20 9 650

0—90 47X0 18.9 761

90—180 1920 19.(1 300

0—180 ti700 68 5 533

B i) r,ii 1820 is 580

0—90 1250 13 ". 077

90—1XO _»170 22.1 340

0—1X0 8420 . 65 6 .-.11

station capacity was actually less, because of better

power-factor, and the annual operating expense was
practically the same for both units; in fact, they differed

in this respect by less than 1 per cent.

It is true that in going toward the higher wattages

such as are common in "white-way" lighting the arc

lamp increases in efficiency relatively faster than the

incandescent unit, and for this service, therefore, one

might expect to find the arc in a relatively better posi-

tion from the standpoint of economy than in overhead

lighting, where units of 200 watts to 300 watts are

ordinarily employed. On the other hand, overhead

lamps are usually operated on an all-night schedule,

'. 1 .
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DISTRIBUTION WITH GLASS B—CONTAINING SMALL
AMOUNT OF OPAL

whereas, with the exception of those at street intersec-

tions, "white-way" standards are commonly extin-

guished at midnight; consequently in ornamental light-

ing systems the relative importance of investment

charges is doubled and the lower fixed costs on the in-

candescent units are often just about sufficient to offset
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the increased efficiency of the area, However, the varj

facl that Axed charges ii<> have an Importanl bearing
upon operating cost and thai the percental ! the total

which they comprise depends nol only upon the flrsl cost

of the installation, but also upon the hours of use per
night and the rate tor energj which obtains in a par
ticular locality, make it quite Impossible to formulate
any general statement as to the comparative economy
of two different systems of street lighting.

In the Cleveland trials it was found that the arc and
Incandescent lamps which had the same operating coat

also showed an approximately equal volume of light on

photometric test when equipped with clear glassware.

Setting aside these considerations, therefore, the fac

tors which remained, and which Influenced the decision

in !;i\c>r of the incandescent system, were desirable dis-

tribution oi light, simplicity oi operation and absence
of mechanism, the expectation of improvements in in-

CandeSCenl lamps and reduction in their cost, the prac-

ticability of usiiitf lamps of candle-power on the
same circuit for the illumination of side streets, the

adaptability of the system to changes and improvements
in the art, and finally the pleasing and distinctive ap-

pearance of the unit.

Steel-Reinforced Aluminum Cables
Characteristics of These Compound Conductors—Use in Large Transmission Systems

—

How to Make Accurate Calculations for Sag and Stress

By E. T. Driver and Ernest V. Pannell

FOR many years the adoption of aluminum conduc-
tors for long-distance transmission lines has been
found economical. However, owing to the lower

tensile strength of this material, it is impossible to pull

up such conductors as tightly as copper. The greater
sag on the aluminum cables necessitates higher and
more expensive towers, and in some cases the economy
resulting from the use of the light metal has been more
than counterbalanced by this fact. This has been the
main reason for the introduction of steel-center alumi-

num conductors, and the fact that such composite cables

have been in use for more than ten years indicates that

this project is now beyond the experimental stage.

Some of the important power undertakings using this

type of conductor for long-distance lines are the Pacific

Light & Power Company (Big Creek to Los Angeles),

the Southern Sierras Power Company (Bishop Creek
to San Bernardino), the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing
and Power Company (Cedars Rapids, Que., to Massena,
N. Y.), the Central Georgia Power Company (Griffen

to Atlanta), the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission, the Tennessee Power Company, etc. Special

attention may be called to the first two lines mentioned,
which represent the most recent developments in trans-

mission engineering and employ an aggregate of about

7,000,000 lb. of steel-aluminum conductors.

Notwithstanding the wide use of this material, very

little' information has up to the present been published

upon its characteristics. Owing to the compound na-

ture of the conductor, it does not possess constant phys-

ical properties like an all-aluminum cable. Virtual val-

ues may, however, be deduced which correspond with
fair accuracy to the properties exhibited by the wires

when erected. Of necessity, the values will vary ac-

cording to the ratio of steel to aluminum in the cross-

section of the cable. The simplest form is that in which
six aluminum strands are laid up around a central steel

wire, all the seven strands being of the same size. This

is used for the smallest sizes of cable up to about No. 1

A. W. G. (B. & S.). Larger areas, up to about 225,000

circ. mils, usually have the single steel wire replaced

by a seven-wire steel cable of the same area. The ratio

of steel to aluminum is the same in both these cases.

Cables larger than 225,000 circ. mils are usually of

thirty-seven or sixty-one strands (see Table II).

Calculating Sag and Stress

For the accurate calculation of sag and stress in

overhead wires it is necessary to know the modulus of

elasticity and the coefficient of linear expansion of the

material. The elastic limit and the tensile strength are

easily averaged from the results of individual tests on
the steel and the aluminum. It should be noted that

the usual practice when erecting steel-center cables is

to bring out and snub off the core at each dead-end
clamp, thus developing the full strength of the steel.

Table I gives the values for the constants of the com-
ponent wires from which the data in Table II were
calculated. Different specifications may, of course, call

for values varying considerably from the above; but
these figures are representative of the greater part of

the steel-aluminum cables in use. The constants adopted
for aluminum are average values for the material manu-
factured by the British Aluminium Company.
To determine the modulus of elasticity of the com-

posite cable, consider first a vertically suspended length

TABLE I—VALUES FOR CONSTANTS OF COMPONENT WIRES

Constants Steel Aluminum

Modulus of elasticity, lb. sq. in 30X10"

130,000

160,000

6.4X10"

9X10»

14,000

24,000

12.8X10-*

of seven-strand cable (six aluminum wires and one

steel), with its ends rigidly clamped and a load hung
from the lower end.

Let a = cross-section of each wire—then la is the cross-

section of the complete cable;

W — load in lb., total,

Ws = load in lb. on steel,

Wa = load in lb. on aluminum.
Then the elastic extension of the steel under the load is

e = _WLKL_ (1)
a X 30 X 10

6
'

But thealuminum must also extend by the same amount,
whence

= Wa XL
6

6a X 9 X 10
6

'

Equating these two values of e gives W8

But W, + Wa = W, and therefore

Wa = 9/UW,
|

Ws = 5/UW. j

Under the foregoing assumptions, therefore, the

aluminum wires will take 64.28 per cent of the total load,

and the steel center the remaining 35.72 per cent. Upon
each individual aluminum wire will be a load amounting

(2)

5/91^..

(3)
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to 10.71 per cent of the total, so that, considering unit

stresses, the steel is loaded three and one-half times as

much as the aluminum.
Let E be the modulus of elasticity, in pounds per

square inch of the composite cable as a whole. Then
the elastic extension of the cable may also be written

laxE'
Equating this to (2) and substituting for Wa its value

from (3) gives E = 12 X 10*.

In the same manner the modulus of elasticity of a
composite cable made up of any number of wires may
be expressed in terms of the moduli of the component
wires.

To determine the coefficient of expansion of a com-
posite cable, consider a length of overhead cable erected

in the customary manner and let the cable be securely

clamped at each insulator. Let the stress in the com-
plete cable be 9800 lb. per sq. in. at 70 deg. Fahr., and
let L be the length of the cable. The total tension in

the cable will be 9800 X 7a = 68,600a lb., of which the

aluminum wires take nine-fourteenths, or 44,100a lb.,

and the steel five-fourteenths, or 24,500a lb. The cor-

responding stresses in the aluminum and steel are 7350
lb. and 24,500 lb. per sq. in. respectively. Let the tem-

TABLE II—PROPERTIES OF STEEL-CORE ALUMINUM CABLES

Area, Circular Mils Stranding

Modulus of

Elasticity,

Lb. per

Sq. In.

Coefficient

of Expan-
sion per

Deg. Fahr.

Elas-

tic

Lim-
it,

Lb. per

Sq. In.

Ulti-

mate
Ten-
sile,

Lb. per

Sq. In.

Alumi-
num

Steel Cable Alumi-
num

Steel Ca-
ble

Up to

225,000
Up to

37,500
Up to

262,500
6 1 7 12X10» 10.51X10-8 30,600 47,000

225,000
to

350,000

52,500
to

81,670

277,500
to

431,670

30 7 37 13X10« 10.0X10 6 35,900 53,100

350,000
to

550,000

45,370
to

71,300

395,370
to

621,300

54 7 61 11.4X10' 10.87X10-0 27,500 43,100

perature now rise to 170 deg. ; the cable will then ex-

perience a thermal increase in length which, by giving
rise to a decrease in stress, will cause an elastic diminu-
tion in length. Let L, be the length of the cable at this

upper temperature of 170 deg. ; let Sa and Ss be the unit

stresses at this temperature in the aluminum and steel

respectively, and let S be the average unit stress in the
whole cable at this temperature. Then, for the

aluminum,

L
t
= L + 12.8 X 10- 8

(170 — 70) L— ^^JT^f
a)

L,

and for the steel,

9X 10'

24,500— S*

30 X 10
9

(4)

L, = L + a(170 — 70)L —

(5)

Let a be the coefficient of linear expansion of the com-
posite cable, then for the complete cable,

'9800— S\
12X10' )

Equating (4) and (5) gives

SSS— 10So = 57,600.

Similarly, equating (4) and (6) gives

4Sa— 3 8 = 36 X 10"a— 46,080.

Considering the respective areas of the steel and alumi-
num,

6a X Sa + a X Ss = 7a X S,

or 6Sa + Sa = 7S. (9)

Combining (7) and (9) gives

(6)

(7)

(8)

S, = 12,343 + 2.5S. (10)

Substituting this value of St in (7) gives

7.5S—10S« = 20,571. (11)

Combining (8) and (11) gives

189,258
* ~ 180 X 10*

= 10.51 X 10 '.

From the foregoing the coefficient of linear expansion
per degree Fahrenheit is 10.51 X 10"" for a seven-wire
cable. The value of this coefficient has also been cal-

culated for other forms of stranding, as tabulated in

Table I, and although the values given are subject to

modification in certain circumstances, they are found to

be sufficiently correct for all practical purposes.
Having thus determined values for E and a it is

possible to solve any problem in sag and tension. These
variations of sag and stress are most easily studied by
means of a Thomas chart* or some similar diagram.
The effects on the sag produced by changes in tem-

perature are of particular interest. For example, con-
sider a 250,000-circ. mil steel-core aluminum cable
erected under a total tension of 9800 lb. per sq. in. at

70 deg. Fahr. on an 800-ft. span. The value of the
average unit stress at a temperature of 170 deg. Fahr.
will then be S = 6580 lb. per sq. in., and the total ten-

sion, therefore, 7a X 6580 = 46,060 X a lb. Substitut-
ing this value in equation (10) gives Ss = 28,793. Sim-
ilarly from (7), Sa = 2878. The stress in the steel is

seen, therefore, to be 28,790 lb. per sq. in., and that in

the aluminum 2880 lb. per sq. in., corresponding to ten-

sions of 28,790 X a lb., and 2880 X 6a = 17,280 X a lb.

As already seen, the respective tensions at 70 deg. Fahr.
were: For the whole cable, 68,600a lb.; for the steel,

24,500a lb., and for the aluminum, 44,100a lb. The pull

TABLE III—EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE TENSION IN A 250,000-CTRC

.

MIL STEEL-CORE ALUMINUM CABLE, 800-FT. SPAN

Tension in Pounds

Temperature,
Deg. Fahr.

Cable Stee Aluminum

-20 4260 1210 3050

70 1923 689 1234

170 1293 808 485

in the steel has therefore been intensified by the in-

crease of temperature, whereas the tension in the alu-

minum has been reduced by more than 26,000 lb. The net
effect of an increase in temperature is, therefore, to

reduce the stress in the complete cable, throwing a

greater proportion of the strain upon the steel. The
effect of a fall in temperature is just the reverse.

Briefly, at high temperatures the steel takes nearly all

the tension, whereas at lower temperatures the alumi-
num envelope takes up a greater share of the load.

In Fig. 1 are given curves showing the value of the
sag at maximum summer temperature for three kinds
of conductors, namely, copper, aluminum and steel-rein-

forced aluminum. From these curves the height of
tower to give the requisite ground clearance may be
estimated. The conditions assumed are maximum
stresses of 30,000 lb. per sq. in. in the copper and
14,000 lb. per sq. in. in the aluminum, corresponding
approximately to the elastic limit or to one-half the ulti-

mate strength in each case. In the case of the steel one-

half the ultimate strength has also been assumed as the
maximum stress. The cables could be strung with much
shorter sags if the elastic limit were taken. Allow-

•Ei.ectricai World, Vol. 6C. No 2n
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ance has been made for '
• In. thickness of Ice around

the conductors and a wind velocity of 70 miles per hour
.1! iero degrees Fahrenheit, these conditions being con

sidered sufficiently Bevere to cover construction in the

Northern States and in Canada. It should DC noted that

the sags for steel-core aluminum do not lie on s smooth

curve, for the modulus of elasticity changes Blightly on
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can lie reduced in cost, the economic advantages are
more than ever OB the side of aluminum, particularly as

the «'\tra cost involved Ity the steel core is trifling.

The cables erected on the Pacific LSghl St Power Cor-
poration's lines from Big Crees to I ,os Angeles, Cal.,

were strung with a tension of 7500 lb., corresponding
to a maximum stress of 14,200 ll>. per sq. in., or with
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transition from seven to thirty-seven and to sixty-one-

strand cables. For simplicity, and also on account of

the small scale, smooth curves have, however, been

drawn in.

As may be deduced from the curves, for usual cable

sizes and spans the deflection of steel-reinforced con-

ductors is only from 60 to 70 per cent of that occurring

with copper. Needless to say, therefore, the towers

can be considerably cheapened and an appreciable sav-

ing effected in construction cost by the use of steel-core

aluminum cables. At present, under the average mar-
ket conditions, a transmission system employing alumi-

num conductors is frequently cheaper than the equiva-

lent line erected with copper, notwithstanding the higher

cost of the towers in the former case. If the towers

a factor of safety of three. It is practicable, therefore,

by employing steel-core aluminum cables to use factors

of safety higher than the ordinary where extra sub-

stantial construction is desired.

When steel-reinforced cables were first employed an
objection was raised to this type of conductor on the

grounds of increased windage and impedance. The area

opposed to the wind is, however, only 3 per cent greater

than with an all-aluminum cable, allowing for the ice-

coating, and the increased impedance is probably no
greater than the slightly increased conductance afforded

by the steel core. Moreover, with transmission at 100

kv. to 150 kv., every fraction of an inch by which the

cable diameter is increased is of value in reducing the

effect of corona.

Lighting Charleston, W. Va., with

Arc Refractor Units
The residential and outlying portions of Charleston,

W. Va., are lighted by 260 luminous-arc lamps equipped

with refractor units which especially adapt the distribu-

tion of light from these lamps to the conditions of

spacing imposed. The lamps are hung at street inter-

sections at heights of from 22 ft. to 25 ft. above the

pavement level, an arrangement which results in spac-

ing the lamps at intervals of from 300 ft. to 400 ft.

between units.

In the downtown district there are installed sixty-two

4-amp. ornamental-type lamps, also of General Electric

manufacture, using high-efficiency electrodes and in-

closed in Alba globes. The poles are spaced at intervals

of 120 ft. on opposite sides of the street, and the lamps

are hung at a uniform height of 16.5 ft. above the

curb-line.

The lamps used in the residence section are of the

4-amp. pendent type and are fitted with refractor ele-

ments which distribute the light usefully over the sur-

face to be illuminated. The installation has added not

a little to the attractiveness of the city.
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What the National Bureau of Standards Is Doing
Abstracted from a Paper Prepared for the International Association of Municipal Electricians

by Dr. E. B. Rosa, Chief Physicist Bureau of Standards

THE work of the National Bureau of Standards
with various public utilities, and the possibilities

of extended service in this direction were greater

resources provided for the bureau, were discussed in

detail by Dr. E. B. Rosa, chief physicist of the Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D. C, before the recent

convention of the International Association of Mu-
nicipal Electricians at Cincinnati, Ohio. He re-

ferred to the complete electrolysis surveys in St.

Louis, Mo., and Springfield, Ohio. At the request of

the various utilities of Springfield, Mass., except the

railway company, and with the consent and co-operation

of that company, such a survey was made in that city

and a full report rendered as to the best methods of

securing protection from electrolysis damage. Recently

a thorough study was undertaken by the bureau of the

methods of track bonding and roadbed construction,

especially with reference to securing good electrical con-

duction and permanence in the bonds and as much elec-

trical resistance as possible between rail and earth.

Measurements of roadbed resistance are being made at

various places on actual railways. The object is to keep
the current in the rails and reduce leakage to earth at

a minimum of expense, and the street-railway com-
panies are co-operating very cordially with the bureau
in this work. A study of the protection of buildings

against lightning and the grounding of transformers
and service wires to protect persons against the high
voltages of distribution and transmission lines has also

been undertaken. An extensive discussion of lightning

protection is now in press, and a circular on grounding
circuits will be prepared shortly.

There are a great many other problems pertaining to

street railways, said Dr. Rosa, which might well be
investigated, though the bureau has not so far attempted
to do so. These have to do with (1) the quality and
adequacy of service, (2) the efficiency and cost of serv-

ice, (3) the safety of service and methods of reducing
accidents to employees and the public, and (4) studies

of regulation, inspection and administration.

The bureau has also made a thorough study of elec-

tric service and collected and studied all the rules and
ordinances of State commissions and cities. Three
model ordinances have been prepared, one for large

cities, one for medium-sized cities, and one for small

cities and towns. In the first the re-

quirements are more detailed and the
quality of service required is higher
than for smaller places. In the third

the requirements are fewer and in-

spections by the city or town are not
expected, but the character of service

to be expected is specified and there
is a basis for further requirements
when practicable. In this work also

the bureau had the co-operation of

electrical companies and State com-
missions, many valuable criticisms
and suggestions having been received
after they read the manuscript of the

publication, which will be Circular No.
56. The bureau has co-operated for

years with the meter committee of

the National Electric Light As-
sociation, and one of the important

subjects of the new circular is meter testing and
meter accuracy. At the invitation of public service

commissions, representatives of the bureau have at-

tended a considerable number of hearings in various

States where proposed rules for the regulation of gas or

electric service were under discussion, and have given

commissions assistance in formulating such rules. In

every case the bureau seeks, while representing the pub-
lic interest, to get also the utility's point of view, and
has always consulted the utility's management before

publishing any proposals or suggestions as to rules or

regulations.

The first case under an arrangement by which the

bureau co-operates with the Underwriters' Laboratories
by hearing appeals in certain cases where clients are not
satisfied with the ruling of the laboratories was one con-

cerning renewable cartridge fuses. This is now being
studied.

Even where there are well-equipped and active State

commissions which have adopted rules and are ready to

hear complaints regarding rates or service, a very large

responsibility rests upon the municipalities. Obviously,

Dr. Rosa added, it will never be practicable for any
State commission or city to handle these questions alone.

One method of doing it is for the State and cities to get

together and establish a special bureau or institution

for the purpose, and this may be the best way, the sev-

eral States or cities paying for any service derived from
the bureau. The new Utilities Bureau of Philadelphia
is such an institution, and there is an ample field for its

activities, Dr. Rosa declared. But for a certain por-

tion of the work to be done it has appeared very desira-

ble for a bureau of the federal government to assist, and
this is why the Bureau of Standards has been doing, in

a somewhat experimental way, what it has to test the
feasibility of the method.
The Bureau of Standards receives about $500,000 a

year for all its activities. The sum available for the
public utility work, including a special appropriation
for the safety work, is $40,000 per year, and, allowing
for the supervision and assistance rendered from the
general fund, it may be considered as $50,000 per year.
Many of the States spend more than this, and some
States five or ten times as much. The people of the
United States spend about $2,000,000,000 a year for the

service of public utilities, including
telephone, gas, electric light and
power, electric-railway transportation
and miscellaneous utilities, not includ-

ing steam railways. A federal bureau
well equipped with men and apparatus
and permitted to work in the very
wide field of public utilities (outside
of railroad transportation and such
subjects as the Interstate Commerce
Commission is concerned with) could
do a wonderful work. Would 1 cent
a year per capita, Dr. Rosa asked,

be too much for the people to spend
through the federal government to

accomplish the desired result? At
present the Bureau of Standards is

spending one-twentieth of this and
has accomplished enough to show how
valuable such work is.
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SHOW WINDOWS-One of the Ways by Which the Central

A Labor-saving Exhibit for Labor-Day Display Electric Toast Always Appeals to the Appetite

Capitalizing the National Game In a Lamp Window 'Yesterday and To-day" Windows Afford Striking Contrasts

Utilizing a Rented Window on a Busy Street Dealers Should Not Overlook the Electric-Cooking Opportunity
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Station and the Electrical Dealer Can Reach the Buying Public

Household Electric Conveniences That the Dealer Can Install An Attractive Summer-Time Fan Display

The Automoblllst Is One of the Dealer's Best Patrons An Inviting Interior Is Often the Best Window Display

Window Cards and Plain-Figure Prices Secure the Customer's Confidence A Live-Figure Exhibit Holds Attention
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Part Construction Plays in Getting Small Loads
Distribution Arrangements Thai Are Inexpensive Yel Serviceable

Can Be Quickly Made and Easily Replaced

THE problem of finding some relatively Inexpen

sive form of construction thai can be used In

reaching small customers lias been solved In

several ways, in locations where the outlook for future

business is not of the brightest and in places where

pole lines cannot he constructed the Kdison Electric

illuminating Company of Boston uses split-fiber ducts

3 Bm
i Main Line

\ Cabi

Kvanized
Plank

FIG. 1—THREE-WIRE LOW-TENSION SPLIT-DUCT SYSTEM

filled with melted coal-tar paving pitch. The details of

this construction for a three-wire low-tension system

are shown in Fig. 1.

Boston Edison Company's Split-Duct System

A trench about 2.5 ft. to 3 ft. deep is dug, and at the

bottom two 2-in. fiber pipes with slots cut along the top

for inserting the conductors are laid side by side. These
slotted ducts are connected by qollars similarly cut along

the top. After each of the outside conductors,

which are ordinary weatherproof wires, are placed in

the fiber pipe the latter is filled with melted coal-tar

paving pitch, which on solidifying forms a waterproof

ring. The neutral conductor, also a weatherproof

wire, is laid in the dirt between the ducts. Two-inch
Kvanized spruce planks are then laid over the pipes to

protect them from disturbance during any subsequent
excavation, and the trench is back-filled with earth.

Service connections are made in 1 2-in. by 12-in. by

6-in. Kyanized wood boxes similar to the one shown in

the illustration and built in the main. Two-and-one-
halt'-inch fiber pipe is used for branch lines, and stand-

ard rubber and lead-sheathed cables are used for service

connections. After connections have been made be-

tween the main and branch lines, the box is filled with

pitch, a plank cover being placed over it for protection

and covered with earth in the same way as the conduits.

The chief advantages of this system, according to H.

W. Stevens of the Boston company, are that additional

branch circuits can be easily connected at any time by
installing similar junction boxes, and the use of wiped
cable joints, manholes and concrete is eliminated. The
construction is also cheaper than for any other type of

underground construction, yet more expensive than

overhead lines. An experimental installation made sev-

eral years ago has never given trouble of any kind, and
its extended use by the Boston company is now favora-

bly considered in cases where economical construction

is required.

An Underground-Overhead Distribution System at Daven-

port, Iowa

Although all of the circuits of the People's Light Com-
pany at Davenport, Iowa, are laid underground in some
forty blocks of the downtown district, none of the

transformers have been placed in manholes. The busi-

ness district of the city is thus served through an un-

usual arrangement, which is a combination under-

ground-overhead system. The reason for selecting this

i

FIG. 2—TRANSFORMER MOUNTING FOR HOTEL
SERVICE

FIG. 3—POLE STUB USED FOR
TRANSFORMER PLATFORM

FIG. 4—TRANSFORMER PLATFORM
ON A CUSTOMER'S SERVICE POLE
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FIG. 5—DISTRIBUTION CENTER FOR FIG. 6—TRANSFORMER AND SWITCH-
BUILDINGS OF SEMI-PERMANENT ING ARRANGEMENTS AT AYER,

TYPE MASS.

FIG. 7—TRANSFORMERS SET IN A FAC-

TORY YARD FOR WANT OF A BETTER
PLACE

type of distribution system, as stated by Mr. H. C.

Blackwell, vice-president of the company, was twofold:

First, an increased rate of transformer radiation and
hence greater transformer rating was secured by plac-

ing the transformer in the open. The arrangements in

Figs. 3 and 4 also permit the connecting of special and
temporary loads quickly. The system has the further

advantage of allowing the use of small manholes, the

average size employed being 5 ft. wide by 7 ft. long by
7 ft. deep.

Three installations which are typical of the trans-

former mountings in the downtown district of Daven-
port are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. A heavy bank of

units serving a newly constructed hotel is shown in

Fig. 2. The risers from the 2300-volt mains laid in the

alley and the secondaries returning by way of the base-

ment to the hotel's distributing switchboard are shown
beneath the platform. Fig. 3 illustrates one of the

methods used when mounting a single transformer on
an elevated platform 14 ft. above the ground. Here the

primary and secondary leads are brought up in iron pipe
and connected to the transformer through G. & W. pot-

heads. Fig. 4 shows a similar installation with the

transformer removed and the connections closed by
means of the pothead switches. This platform is

mounted on a pole behind the Elks' Club, which on spe-

cial occasions uses energy in large quantities for deco-

rative lighting. At such times an extra transformer is

temporarily connected to the secondary system from
this platform, where it has the advantage of being near
the point of extra load. The platform will eventually

be the site of a permanent transformer when the load

grows as expected in this part of the city.

According to the plan on which the system was laid

out, circuits were run in conduit in each of the alleys

for the full length of the underground district. The
alternating-current motor circuits were then connected
by four two-phase cross-town tie lines operating at 440
volts. Besides the 440-volt, two-phase motor-service
circuits the conduits carry 500-volt and 250-volt direct-

current circuits, 2300-volt primary circuits, 220/110-
volt alternating-current lighting and motor-service cir-

cuits, and a bare stranded-copper ground wire. The
lead sheaths of all of these conductors are grounded to

this bare copper lead. As another measure of precau-
tion the cables from the company's main substation to

the first manhole have been placed in a tunnel large
enough to admit workmen. At the manhole a fire wall
has been constructed in the tunnel entrance to prevent
the spreading of a possible fire.

On the customers' premises the company has adopted
the policy of running underground services to perma-
nent structures only. In districts where the buildings
are small and are likely to be replaced in the near
future poles neatly painted and provided with steps are
set on the customers' property and used as distribu-
tion centers. One such pole is shown in Fig. 5.

In a case where a building extends back so close to

its alley that it is impossible to set a pole, the distribu-
tion lines are carried from the iron pipe risers to the
point of entrance on the outside walls of the structure.
Either lead-covered cables or weatherproof-insulated
conductors on brackets and insulators are selected for
these services. In this way small consumers and cus-
tomers in buildings of less permanent types are spared
the high expense of installing services underground.

Inexpensive Arrangement for Serving Small Loads at

Ayer, Mass.

An example of inexpensive yet serviceable arrange-
ments for serving small loads from a modern transmis-
sion system is shown in the accompanying illustration

of the transformer substation of the Ayer (Mass.)
Electric Light Company. Ayer is a railroad junction
town of about 3500 inhabitants, and energy for local

distribution is purchased by the company from the
Connecticut River Transmission Company, which sup-
plies the adjacent city of Clinton from a 66,000-volt
transmission system and group of hydroelectric plants
in the Connecticut and Deerfield valleys. From Clinton
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u iiurtihtr <>f communitiei within a radiui oi L6 or 20
milt's arc mtvciI by 18,000-VOli lines. One of th<'se is

brought mto A.\er and terminates at an outdoor substa-

tion containing three 50-kva, oitaooled transformers)
with electrolytic lightning arresters mounted wit Inn

an Indoeure, as shown in the accompanying illustration.

The terminal pole for the L8,000-VOl1 line and inex-

pensive pole structures for mounting disconnecting
iwitchea are constructed in an area of about 12 ft. by
20 ft. just outside the local steam plant, which is held

in reserve. The high-voltage lines are run on one side

of the pole structure and the 2300-volt connections from
the transformers to a switchboard within the steam-
plant building are installed on the other. The trans-

formers are mounted on a concrete base about 2 ft.

above the lightning-arrester tanks. The local service

includes a 15-hp. variable-speed induction motor driving
a railroad turntable, as well as a number of motors in

the local repair shops and garages.

In one of the factory power installations of another
Massachusetts town an unusual but convenient location
for transformers was found in a corner of a yard be-

tween the building line and two intersecting sidewalks.
on account of the shape of the property this space was
of little value for other use. As shown in Fig. 7, the
power leads are run from the transformers into the
building through a condulet and conduit, furnishing
protection against moisture, the leads being supported
on insulators with pins fastened to the wall by 1-in. by
0.25-in. strap iron. The 2300-volt leads to the trans-
formers are brought upward from the central-station
conduit system under the switch box, and the installa-

tion is both compact and inexpensive.

While the accompanying illustrations do not show a
high regard for permanency of design, they do indicate
the possibilities of economical distribution from an in-

vestment standpoint in the territory crossed by a

transmission system.

Station and Operating Practice
A Department in Which Arc Described Methods and Equipment for the Economical Generation

and Distribution of Electrical Energy for All Uses

Curves Showing Steam-Station Performance
What These Data Show and How They Can Be Used in the

Improvement of Plant Efficiency

MOST engineers operating steam stations recog-

nize that some check should be kept on the per-

formance of equipment. Often, however, the
records that are prepared cannot be used to full advan-
tage, and they are usually filed with only a hasty exam-
ination. Operating data when converted into curves
plotted to the same time scale and arranged one above
the other show plant conditions in a most comprehen-
sive way. Such a collection of curves is shown here-
with and represents the performance of equipment in a
large central-station steam plant. The other data that
might be included in order to make the collection more
complete are the B.t.u. per kilowatt of output, steam
pressure, temperature of steam, temperature of boiler

feed, temperature of flue gases, engine-hours in service,

main-unit water rate, and auxiliary water rate. Prac-
tically all of the curves shown can be plotted from the
daily records ordinarily kept and added to each day or
month to give ready comparison of results of continu-
ous performance.

In general, curves of this sort show when and where
improvements have been or should be made in order to
decrease the cost of producing electrical energy. The
combined peak-load curve shows primarily the margin
between the peak loads and the ratings of the apparatus.
It may also be employed in estimating the probable
extent of future peaks, the time of their occurrence, and
the amount of steam generating equipment that must
be kept in readiness for operation. The daily station
output curve may be used as a basis for studying other
curves, such as daily load-factor, engine-hours in serv-
ice, boiler-hours in service, banked-boiler-hours, water
rate, and the like. From the curve showing condenser
performance it is possible to tell when dirty water is

seriously affecting its operations and how the flow of
cooling water should be changed at the different times
of the year to compensate for changes in temperature

as far as possible. By comparing the daily load-factors

with the peak load-factors it is possible to tell whether
the load should be carried continuously by machines
rated close to the peak-load or by lower-rated generators

assisted or supplemented during the peak by other ma-
chines. A comparison of the pounds of steam per pound
of coal burned with the analysis of the coal gives an

idea whether the evaporation is what it should be, and

also indicates what coal consumption should be expected

under similar conditions. Similarly a study of the

pounds of coal per kilowatt-hour is a measure of the

over-all efficiency of the plant. The boiler feed-water

data shows further when feed water is handled properly

to maintain the maximum benefit from the exhaust

steam discharged by the auxiliaries. Flue-gas tempera-

tures indicate whether the baffling of boilers has been

maintained properly and when the flues need cleaning.

The percentage of ash in the fuel gives some idea of

the expense of cleaning the grates and removing the

ashes, and thus indicates the amount that should be

charged to fuel expense. The curves of boiler-hours in

service and banked-boiler-hours are of use in determin-

ing the amount of work done by each individual unit.

The amount of coal used in banking boilers should be

determined by actual test at different times of the year.

The station water-rate curve may be plotted from

data showing the amount of feed water supplied to the

boiler to maintain a constant level. In most cases it is

advisable to subdivide this data into two curves, one

showing the main-unit water rate and the other showing

the auxiliary water rate. The necessary data can be

secured by measuring the condensed steam from the

main units and auxiliaries. Leaks in the steam mains,

excessive blowing down of boilers and losses of steam

through "popping" of the safety valves will be indicated

by a difference between the station water rate and the

sum of the main unit and auxiliary water rates. De-
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creased efficiency of the prime movers and auxiliaries

will be shown by increases in their respective water
rates. For these reasons it will be found profitable to

give the water rates the closest study of all station data.

The operating engineer of a steam plant is an im-
portant factor in the economical performance of station

equipment. He should be in a position to show not only

what he has done and where, but also what he should

do and why. This is exactly what the accompanying
curves will help him to do, and when successful the

accomplishment will incidentally make him a manager.

'

... ._':: .!..t::.^^-T~...
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THESE CURVES BY THEMSELVES SHOW OPERATING CONDI-
TIONS AND results; THE ARRANGEMENT INDICATES
WHEN AND WHERE IMPROVEMENTS WILL REDUCE OPER-
ATING COSTS

FIG. 1—MOTOR STARTERS AND OIL SWITCHES INSTALLED
ON WALL IN ONE PLACE

OPERATING FACTORY MOTORS
How a Motor-Starting Problem in a Massachusetts Cotton

Mill Was Solved at Small Cost

By S. P. Goodale

The illustrations herewith show an arrangement
of motor-starting apparatus in a Massachusetts cotton

mill where 10-hp. motors were used to drive breaker

pickers, the motors being belted to countershafts sup-

ported on the driven machines.
In the original layout the oil switches were mounted

in a group on the wall of the room and used to start

and stop the motors. On account of the inertia of the

parts to be started and the suddenness with which the

motors attained full speed when the switches were
closed, it was practically impossible to prevent the belts

from coming off the pulleys at starting. The machine
tenders formed the habit, which is common in such

cases, of throwing the switches in and out quickly a

number of times in order to start the motors with as

little shock as possible. While this resulted in starting

the motors fairly well, it was hard on the switches.

While the effect on the line voltage was also bad, this

was not noticeable to the operator since energy was
purchased and the mill did not operate lights on the

same circuits. Later the use of purchased energy was
discontinued and the motors were driven from a gen-
erator used also for lighting service. The flickering of

the lights when the motors were started was found to

be very disagreeable and was a strong inducement in

remedying the situation.

The first plan considered was the installation of

separate starting compensators, and the following

method (shown in the diagram Fig. 2) was finally

chosen on account of its lower first cost. A single start-

ing compensator was installed large enough to start the

required number of motors one after the other. It was
considered that the heating effect on the compensator
coils due to starting several motors in succession would
be about equal to that of starting one motor of their

combined capacity. The compensator selected was the
nearest commercial size but its rating was slightly less

than the combined ratings of the motors in question.

The oil switches used with the motors were retained
without change in position or connection, except that
taps were taken off at a point between the switches and
the motors and run to sets of plug-switch receptacles.
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as shown in Fig, 2, The lint connection! to the con
pensator were made in the usual way and the motor
leads carried to one suit' oi the plug-switch receptacles.

The compensator thus formed a bj pass around the <»ii

switches and could be connected to any motor by means
ot the plug Bwitch,

With this arrangemenl the machine tender puts the
plug in thf receptacle corresponding to the motor
which he desires to start and in this way connects the
motor to the compensator, lit- then throws the com
pensator handle in starting position and holds it there

until the motor reaches speed, and then pulls it over to

the running position. While still holding the compen-
sator handle, he closes the oil switch of the particular
motor started. When he releases the compensator
handle it returns to the ofl" position automatic-ally, since
the low-voltage-release coils are not connected. When
all the motors are started in this manner the starting
receptacle plug is withdrawn and left out.

The apparatus is so arranged that the machine tender
can reach the oil switches but not the plug switch when
standing at the compensator, thus allowing the oil

switch to be closed before the circuit through the com-
pensator is broken. The plug switch, being out of reach
from the compensator, cannot be used as a circuit-
making or circuit-breaking device under load, a use for
which it is unsuited.

A point of interest in the arrangement described lies

in the use of the plug switch, which possesses advan-
tages over the double-throw knife switches that might
have been used in that no live parts are exposed and
the arrangement is simpler, requiring less space and
being less liable to improper manipulation. The use of
double-throw oil switches in connection with the single
compensator was not made for the reason that such an
arrangement would have been more expensive and less

serviceable than separate starting compensators.
As shown in Fig. 2, the taps from the motor wires

were connected to the inner contacts of the plug recep-
tacles for the reason that these contacts would be alive
whenever the motors were running. The outer con-
tacts, which are connected to the leads from the com-
pensator, are only alive when the compensator is being
used, at which time, as a result of the design, the
contacts are out of reach of the attendant.

There is no possible danger of incorrect manipula-

Plug Smfch and
Receptacles

Line Wires

FIG. 2—CIRCUITS FOR MOTOR-STARTING ARRANGEMENTS

tion of the switches in this installation that did not
exist originally. Since only one plug switch is provided
for the several sets of receptacles, only one motor can
be started at a time, which is a desirable feature. There
is no chance for interference or cross-connection be-

tween the motors. Each motor can be started or stopped
without reference to any other, and the arrangement

is equally adaptable to any number of motors that can

be conveniently controlled from one point.

Several months' use oi the apparatus has resulted in

complete satisfaction and no trouble. The arrangement
described is not advocated in preference to individual

compensators except in cases where oil switches have
Ween installed and found not fully satisfactory and
where it is important to keep the cost of a change as

low as possible.

A Station Line Outlet and Inspection Platform

The accompanying illustration shows a well-planned

outlet structure at the Saccarappa generating station

of the Presumpscott Electric Company, West brook, Me,
All outgoing leads are carried from lighting arrest

LINE OUTLET 40 FT. OVER TAILRACE MADE ACCESSIBLE

in a compartment above the operating room through
the usual wall bushings. The latter are of the elbow

type, turned downward below the eaves to keep out

moisture. The leads from the bushings are carried to

insulators on a double cross-arm structure supported

on 2-in. by 0.75-in. iron brackets. The bushings are

2.5 in. in diameter and the cross-arms are connected

vertically by 1.5-in. pipe. The arms are 4 in. by 6 in.

in section and mounted about 30 in. above a grating

platform with guard rail, which is about 40 ft. high,

over the tailrace. The platform is reached through a

3.5-ft. by 3-ft. window in the lightning-arrester com-
partment and a short flight of stairs as shown. The
platform is 4 ft. wide and provides an excellent means
of inspecting and repairing a portion of the plant equip-

ment often left without adequate access.

A Motor-Operated Centrifugal-Blower Trouble

One of the operating characteristics of a centrifugal

pump is the rapidity with which its output varies with

speed changes. One of the peculiarities of a motor-

operated centrifugal pump is the division of the load

when discharging into the same header. If the dis-

charge pipe of a reciprocating air pump is plugged, the

driving motor is liable to injury unless a safety device

acts promptly. If the discharge pipe of a centrifugal

pump is plugged, on the other hand, the load on the

motor will be reduced to practically nothing.

In one case an operator had two motor-driven centrif-

ugal blowers which operated on the same system but
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were not required to operate together. The two outfits

were supposedly duplicates and the motors were of the

shunt-wound, interpole, field-control type. One of them
could be smoothly accelerated up to maximum speed, but

the other would cause a fuse to blow whenever the

field-control resistance was increased beyond a certain

value. The motors were checked with instruments and
found to be practically similar in all respects. The
starting boxes and the two sets of wiring were inter-

changed in order to check them, and they proved to be

all right. Both the intake and the discharge of the

units were plugged, one at a time, so that the fans had
no work to do, and under this condition the two motors
took practically equal currents and operated at practi-

cally the same speed. The absolutely final check would
have been to interchange the two motors in order to

ascertain if the trouble remained with the same motor,
but this procedure would have taken too much time and
labor.

Since the characteristics of the air flow could not well

be investigated and as not much of a brush shift was
required, the overloading tendency of the motor was
overcome by shifting its brushes slightly forward.

Saving Steps for the Fireman

At the West Springfield (Mass.) shops of the Boston
& Albany Railroad a chimney 155 ft. high is connected
with the boiler flue breeching at the generating station.

To enable the firemen to watch the smoke conditions at

the top of the stack without moving out of their places

in the firing aisle, a mirror has been mounted on a
post in the yard just outside the boiler house and in

line with the aisle. The mirror is 24 in. long and 18

A MIRROR ARRANGED TO SHOW WHEN A CHIMNEY SMOKES

in. wide, hinged at the top, and set at an angle of about
40 deg. from the horizontal, as shown in the accompany-
ing illustration. It is braced against a 5-in. by 8-in.

post with aA-in. by V^-in. iron straps. The presence or
absence of smoke can be ascertained from the further
end of the fire room, about 60 ft. distant, when standing
in front of the furnaces.

Effect of Voltage Changes on Electrical Apparatus

The effects on existing apparatus when the voltage of

a distribution system is raised or lowered were outlined

in the recommendation of a committee of the Ohio Elec-

tric Light Association, urging members to bring lighting

voltages within the range of 110 volts to 120 volts, and
concentrating within this range on three centers,

namely, 110, 115 and 120 volts. It was the opinion of

this committee that a plant will meet with little diffi-

culty in raising its operating voltage a few volts, and
under favorable conditions as much as 10 volts. The
general effects of increasing or decreasing the voltage

on existing apparatus are shown in the accompanying
tabulation.

The wide range in lighting voltages found at the

present time is due to the former inability of incan-

descent-lamp manufacturers to produce accurately

EFFECT ON APPARATUS WHEN CHANGING FROM ONE LAMP
VOLTAGE TO ANOTHER, AND POINTS TO INVESTIGATE

Effect of Increased Voltage On :

Generators

:

Increase in excitation.

Will the exciter voltage be
sufficient to produce the re-

quired excitation at full

load, or at partial load of

low power-factor?
Will the fields overheat at the

increased excitation re-

quired?
Increase in core loss.

Will the iron overheat?
Decrease in armature copper

loss for same kva. output.

Will this offset the additional
field and core loss?

Lines

:

Increase in transmission
radius for the same kva.

output.
Transformers :

For the same kva. output, in-

crease in core losses, de-

crease in copper losses,

somewhat lower all-day ef-

ficiency.

Meters :

Effect negligible.

Lamps :

No effect after the new volt-

age lamps are installed.

Motors :

Reduced slip.

Increased torque.

Increased efficiency.

Decreased power-factor of in-

duction motors.

Effect of Decreased Voltage On :

Generators

:

Decrease in excitation.

Is the resistance of the field

rheostat sufficient to main-
tain the lower voltage at no
load?

Decrease in core loss.

Increase in armature copper

loss for the same kva. out-

put.

Will this be offset by the re-

duction in field and core

losses?

Lir.es :

Decrease in transmission

radius for the same kva.

output.

Transformers

:

For the same kva. output, de-

crease in core losses, in-

crease in copper losses,

somewhat higher all-day ef-

ficiency.

Meters :

Effect negligible.

Lamps

:

No effect after the new volt-

age lamps are installed.

Motors

:

Increased slip.

Decreased torque.

Decreased efficiency.

Increased power-factor of in-

duction motors.

lamps of any single certain voltage. This condition

should now be overcome since lamp manufacturers are

now able to make lamps of any predetermined voltage,

and on account of the fact that if commercial de-

mands for lamps can be confined to only a few voltages

instead of many widely different ratings, central sta-

tions can themselves bring about an operating economy
by helping to reduce the cost of lamp production.

A Way to Remove Dents from Copper Floats

Dents in large copper floats may be smoothed out

by cleaning the surface of the depression carefully with
acid and then soldering the end of a stick of solder to

the spot. By gently pulling on the stick the float may
be forced to resume its original shape, when the stick

can be removed and the surface scraped clean of any
solder that may adhere to it.
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Marketing Electricity
I Department on Selling Service mid Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

A Word to Managers About Their Men
The Gentle Art of Harmonizing Employees to Get the Maximum of Enthusiasm and

Production The Human Element in Sales Work

By William Gould*

THE moit important part of our business to-day is

the getting of good results, but in the writer's
opinion the average manager is wont to spend

too much time looking for results while not giving
enough attention to the means of getting them. The
salesman is the most important factor with which we
have to deal, for he can make results plus or minus, no
matter what the selling scheme or the material involved
may be. It is, therefore, necessary properly to handle
the salesman first, before he can be allowed to handle
the selling proposition.

The factors in the selling proposition are constant.
The factors in the salesman, however, are widely varia-
ble, and if we were so lucky as to have an "enthuso-
meter" to connect up to our salesman, we should very
readily see that the "voltage" of his producing power
does not show a very steady line.

The human element governs the selling powers of a
man, and the author has a few suggestions to make
whereby the potential of a man's enthusiasm will re-

main more nearly constant and at a higher pitch.

Management Governs Output

In 95 per cent of cases it is the manner and method
in which the salesman is managed that governs his pro-
ducing power. This is a statement based on actual
figures covering a large number of men. The funda-
mental start toward getting good results from any sales-

man is to discover his natural atttiude, not only in

regard to life and work, but toward his manager and
toward the organization as a whole. Analyze the human
impulses which dominate your man. These impulses
are the same as yours and mine. Just study him a bit

—then treat your salesman in a fair and square way
and develop him.

I have heard some people say, "Is it really necessary
to have kindergartens for the sales force, treating them
as children?" My answer to this is that kindergarten-
ing isn't necessary, but that, no matter how old the child

is, it helps him if consideration is shown for his ambi-
tions and feelings. If we stop to think a minute, we
shall realize that we are demanding just this thing
from our superiors. Are we, then, not short-sighted if

we think it unfair of our salesmen to demand it of us
also?

Much of the supervision that employees receive to-day
is of a negative character. Sharp criticism comes more
quickly than commendation. The excuse is, "When we
pay him his salary to do the work, why should we con-
gratulate him on achieving something he is expected
to do?" But anybody who is short-sighted enough to

hold this opinion is thinking only from one side, for,

granting that your employee is paid enough (which I

am inclined to doubt) and that it is not necessary to

•Commercial manager Oas & Electric Improvement Company,
Boston, Mass.

commend him because of his work, have you ever

thought of the possibility of getting, by stimulation,

more out of him than he is paid to do? Try it. It costs

nothing.

It has been argued that employees treated by this

method will become conceited and apt to think that they

are doing better than they are. In my experience, less

than 5 per cent of those so treated get "swelled heads,"

and a "swelled head" is quite easily reduced by a poul-

tice of common sense and heart-to-heart talk mixed
freely with the understanding that the manager wishes
to help rather than criticise. In school and college, the

study that most boys are most proficient in will usually

be found to be taught by the instructor that they like

best. A manager who is not only kind and considerate

of the feelings of his subordinates, but who proves to

them by actions and words alike that he is eager to

help them on, will get 100 per cent better results from
salesmen than the manager who feels that the salesman
is paid his salary to "deliver the goods," and that that

should be the end of it. There's a lesson for all of us

in this!

The Influence of Harmony Meetings

Regular harmony meetings of salesmen are one of the

first steps necessary toward getting good results. I do

not mean an uninteresting meeting, nor do I mean a

meeting that is dominated by the manager alone. A
manager must sink his individual feelings as to how a

meeting should be run and take into consideration how
the salesmen want it done. Working on this basis means
that every salesman will look forward to the meetings
and not attend them just from sense of duty rather

than from pleasure. Such meetings can be put into

the hands of the employees, and be better managed, if

there is some regular organization called, for instance,

the "Boosters' Club" or the "Service Club," or some
such name, chosen by the employees themselves. Sug-

gestions from employees should be the leading spirit of

the enterprise. No matter how poor the suggestion, it

should be discussed—no matter how ridiculous it may
appear to the manager and some of the men. The only

way that either you or I have learned to offer good sug-

gestions has been through experience in offering "fool"

ones, and I am not stretching my imagination when I

say that managers still make such "fool" suggestions to

their own superiors, and therefore should not laugh at

some seemingly foolish ideas that come from the em-
ployee. The outside man is in closer touch with the

public than the inside man. Suggestions coming from
the outside men are often worth more in regard to a

selling proposition than the opinions of the man who
spends his time indoors.

These service club meetings should be to all intents

and purposes social as well as business gatherings, and,

aside from the discussions which take place on selling
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jropositions, the get-together spirit is the most power-

ul spur to interest and loyalty. When I say "Start

nterest and loyalty," I use the phrase advisedly, because

he job is no more nearly completed after the start is

nade than is a journey finished when begun. Here is

ehere so many managers fall down, because they neglect

o pay the same attention to the project after the start

las been well made. The stimulation and encourage-

nent of salesman and employee should be a constant

lource of interest to the manager.
There are three things which we should consider

lecessary to the success of any employee—his environ-

nent, the experience he is getting out of his work, and

lis salary. To get the best results we should make the

The I'ower of Hope and Pride

Salesmen come to be buoyed with the hope and desire

and confidence that they are going to succeed. That is

the first instinct of the human being, and the man is

more anxious than his manager for ultimate success.

He is eager to know occasionally how he is standing in

the eyes of his superior and whether he is "getting on."

Does the average manager often think of telling him
exactly how he stands? There is no doubt in my mind
that most men do not actually know how they are stand-

ing with the "boss," and when they do, it is often told

them in such a manner as to discourage rather than to

encourage them. Finding fault does not set a man right

as to how he stands. Finding fault is a negative influence,

THE SERVICE BOOKLETS ISSUED BY MR. GOULD'S COMPANY HAVE PROVED THEMSELVES A VALUABLE MEANS OF KEEPING
IN TOUCH WITH THE STAFF

surroundings of our men pleasant, associating them
*vith a congenial class of co-workers and giving them a

?ood opportunity to learn more, and with that knowl-
edge win a better salary. Some men will work for a

smaller salary when their surroundings are agreeable

:>r when they are gaining valuable experience. This is a

point for managers to think about, especially those who
pay small salaries. But far be it from me to suggest
the inane method of paying salesmen poorly, for the
reader well knows that it will eventually bring a lack

:>f interest and a "don't care" spirit, and ultimately

:ause the men to look for other situations. Neverthe-
less, it is just as necessary to the ultimate success of

any employee to have the right kind of environment
and to have the chance to obtain valuable experience
as it is that he shall be adequately compensated. It

is not good business to let a good man be snapped up
by someone else merely in order to save a few dollars

a year.

Consider the effect that such a man's experience must
have on all the rest of your employees. It brings a

drop in loyalty and interest, for each man feels that ulti-

mately he will be forced to look elsewhere for oppor-
tunity. Money-loving employers should realize that ap-

preciation costs no money and that it tends to hold
good men.

and even while the manager may suggest constructive

ideas to take the place of the salesman's enumerated
faults, the manager will lose the man's interest and
enthusiasm often by the way in which the criticisms

have been brought to his attention. "Hammer and
tongs" are sometimes necessary, but it is bad to let a

fellow-worker leave you with the bitter sting of the

hammer and tongs still in his system.

I know of no better method of arousing the competi-

tive spirit among employees than by having charts

maintained to show the efforts of every individual in

the organization. I would even go so far, if possible,

as to show the number of letters written by the stenog-

raphers, keeping track, also, of the individual work of

office boys and filing clerks, not so much with the idea

of making them do good work as to show them that you
are interested in their efforts, and to instill the com-
petitive spirit among all hands. If John Smith sees

that Henry Brown is beating him in the day's sales.

Smith's next day's sales will be made to equal Brown's
record or better it, and the more the records are pub-
lished in the organization, the greater will be the

friendly rivalry and results obtained. This not only

makes the slow man raise his speed, but it increases the

speed of the faster man, in order that he may remain
ahead. Few managers have any idea how such records
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will stimulate the interest and effort of the lalesmen,

although i" ined the plan needi some tangible

pri e to ' triven for, not necessarily a prize in money,
i>iit perhaps a daj off, an extra week'i vacation, or Bome
other token of appreciation. Manj times the simple

method of offering a Are! prize ribbon button to be worn
bj the winner for the month has broughl : 1 1 >< > 1 1 1 desired

result.-,.

There is no panacea, bul (here is this general rule

thai has held good, Treal your men as individuals,

human ones, .iust like yourself, and see how much you

can instil] the family spirit and the eager mutuality of

a well trained team, where the captain is the leader in

the hard work.

Demonstrating with a "Window" in the Vacuum-
Cleaner Iia«

A novel demonstration of the power and capacity of

an electric suet ion sweeper has been recently on exhibit

in the display room of the

New York Edison Company. As

shown in the picture, the trick

consists of the introduction of a

transparent "window" into the

side of the cleaner bag with ar-

rangement of an interior il-

lumination to show up plainly

the swirling activity within.

To prepare the cleaner for ac-

tion, a rectangular hole or "win-

dow" is cut in the dust bag, and

a few quarts of confetti are in-

troduced therein. Lamp cord is

run through the top end of the

bag to operate a lamp that is

properly protected by a wire-

screened guard. The "window"
is then covered with a transpar-

ent pane of celluloid and the

motor and lamp are connected with a concealed flasher

which acts at fifteen-second intervals. As the current

is turned on the lamp lights up the interior of the bag,

showing a swirling mass of confetti. It is a striking

demonstration that attracts all eyes.

How Better Business Resulted from Late Sign

Hours

For a number of years the Little Rock (Ark.) Rail-

way & Electric Company maintained a patrol system

for turning off electric signs and window lamps at

hours specified by the customers, but the natural limi-

tations of the system never proved thoroughly satis-

factory to either the customers or the company. As a

result, all of these signs have recently been placed on

a separate circuit, controlled from the power house, and

are allowed to burn until 11.30 each night, when they

are shut off. Since this would cause some customers to

keep their lamps going longer than formerly, it was

first feared by the company that complaints would be

made. Upon the presentation of the bills for the first

month, however, no objections were offered and in fact

some customers expressed themselves as greatly pleased

with the new plan. The merchants have further investi-

gated and found that more people stay downtown late,

when all signs and windows are illuminated until 11.30,

and that this meant that they could gain new customers

and reap an increased profit by keeping open longer

in the evening, a fact that had not been so effectually

demonstrated under the former system.

Your Men Nome Let It He Electric-Lighted

"Ha it electricity?" is usually the first question i

concerning a house or apartment bj an intending ten-

ant. Anticipating this demand i n the part of the dia-
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THE COLUMN THAT COUNTS
A MOVING-DAY ADVERTISEMENT IN BROOKLYN

criminating public, an Eastern central-station company
has secured the co-operation of its local newspapers in

listing rental property under the headings "Wired" and
"Unwired" when the customary rental directories are

issued in the early fall. To this end an extra column
has been added, as shown, making co-ordinate in sig-

nificance with data on size and price the answer to the

all-important question, "Is it electric-lighted?"

"Move to a 'Yes' apartment"—runs the legend of the

"ad"—"and you move to a castle of comfort. From the

same lamp socket that furnishes you with cool, brilliant

electric light you obtain power to operate the con-

venient time-saving and labor-saving electric iron,

washer, vacuum cleaner, and cooking devices."

The Seasonable Market for House Wiring

Based on continuous experience carefully recorded

over a period of eight years, the Electric Illuminating

Company of Cleveland, Ohio, has developed the accom-

panying interesting diagram to show the variation in

the amount of old house-wiring business obtainable

throughout the months of the year. The information

of this graph is compiled from data embracing more
than 10,000 old houses wired by that company under a

fixed-price-per-outlet and time-payment plan.

It is seen that spring is the "boom time" for house

wiring and therefore the most productive season for

THE SPRING AND FALL DEMANDS FOR HOUSE WIRING

AT CLEVELAND
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easy-payment old-house-wiring campaigns; but the

months of September and October nevertheless make up

the second group. It is a bit of evidence worth the

attention of every central-station sales manager, and

proof of the priceless value of an early start in spring

and fall campaigns, so that no part of the most pro-

ductive months is lost to active selling. In spite of all

theory of vacation hindrances in September, the experi-

ence at Cleveland shows this month to be a harvest time,

and plans for the fall's work made by other central sta-

tions should take advantage of this knowledge.

Tests on Electric Trucks in Mail Service at

Denver, Col.

In order to demonstrate the practicability of the

electric vehicle for the use of the Denver (Col.) post

office in the delivery of parcel-post matter and the

collection of mail, Mr. E. M. Jackson of the Denver

Gas & Electric Light Company recently conducted some
interesting tests on a 1000-lb. Walker electric truck.

Starting out at 9.50 a. m., the truck delivered 195

packages in six hours and twenty-three minutes, ex-

cluding forty-nine minutes (time out) taken for shift-

ing load in the truck and for refreshments and lunch.

During this time the total travel of 46.3 miles was
covered with an electricity consumption of 195 amp.-hr.

At 3.6 cents per kilowatt-hour, the cost of the energy

necessary to replace the 10.07 kw-hr. consumed by the

trip is estimated at 51 cents, making the cost per mile

for energy 1.096 cents, the cost per stop 0.35 cent, and

the cost per package 0.338 cent. An average of about

three stops was made per mile.

On the following day the truck was utilized to dem-
onstrate mail-collection service. In four hours and

twenty-eight minutes of actual running service, exclud-

ing the regular waits at the post office, the truck cov-

ered 26.5 miles with an electricity consumption of 123

amp.-hr., or the equivalent of 8.95 kw-hr. At the rate

above, the cost of this energy would be 44.6 cents, mak-
ing the cost per mile 1.7 cents, the cost per stop 0.325

cent, and the cost per collection 0.3 cent.

Symbolic Ornamental Street Lighting

Five miles north of San Bernardino, popularly known
as the "Gate City of Southern California," there is

emblazoned on the side of a mountain a gigantic arrow
head, a curiosity of nature, which stands out so sharply

that it can be distinguished easily for miles around.

Accepting this symbol for their city, the merchants on
Fourth Street between D Street and Arrowhead Avenue,

San Bernardino, have installed ten posts, five on each

side of the street, of the arrowhead design as shown

herewith. The posts, which are spaced 125 ft. apart,

are of cast iron and carry one 60-watt tungsten lamp at

the top and fourteen 10-watt tungsten lamps on each

face, giving a total connected load of 340 watts per

post. Multiple wiring for the lamps is run in galvanized

pipe, enameled on the inside, the pipe being under the

sidewalk the full length of the north side of the block,

with lateral pipes laid across the street to the posts

on the other side.

The circuits are controlled by two double-pole fusible

knife switches installed in the local fire station, one

switch controlling the 60-watt lamps and the other the

10-watt lamps. The 10-watt lamps are extinguished at

midnight, and the larger lamps are operated all night.

The Lynn House-Wiring Campaign

The Lynn Gas & Electric Company, Lynn, Mass., is

conducting a house-wiring campaign in co-operation

with the thirty-eight electrical contractors in the terri-

tory served. A uniform schedule of prices for service

and the various switch connections, and for suitable

lighting fixtures, has been established, as follows:

1. Service SH-00

2. Cellar outlet, switch 5.50

:!. Piazza outlet, switch 7.75

4. Hall outlet, switch 7-75

5. Parlor outlet, switch 7.75

6. Dining-room outlet, switch 7.75

7. Kitchen outlet 3.25

n. Pantry outlet 3.25

0. China-closet outlet 3.25

10. Back-hall outlet 3.25

1 1. Second-hall outlet 3.25

1 2. Bath outlet, switch 7.75

1 3. Other outlets 3.25

14. Outlets on first floor, with flush plug receptacle 4.50

15. Extra switches 4.50

1 6. Three-way switches 6.75

17. For each floor above first 5.50

IS. Bryant-heater central combination 4.50

19. Allowance for switches 3.25

"ARROW-HEAD" STANDARDS AT SAN BERNARDINO DEMONSTRATING HOUSE-WIRING OFFERS AT LYNN
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N i 6, li. 12, L8 applj "iii> after service as In

N" i and at least si", worth of wiring on the first floor

is contracted for. Armored cable Id used
The prices for fixtures ait- as follows: Hall (bell

shade), a globe, si
;
parlor three lighl shower,

brass chain, si 60; kitchen ami pantry pendants, (1.26;
bathroom ami bedroom side brackets, $1.40; dining
room three lighl shower, 16. These fixtures air of

handsome brass housing with lusterless glassware.
'I'o advertise these fixtures, the company lias con-

structed a booth to simulate the room of a house. ('» It.

square. 7 ft. (i in. high at the eaves, ami 10 It. high over
all, made of wood frame with paper-board walls tinted a

robin'8-egg blue inside and cream outside. The fixtures
are installed from the walls and ceiling of this model
house and are connected to the lighting circuits so that
the lamps can he switched on as exhibited to prospective

house-wiring customers at the company's building.

In case the customer desires time to pay for the

installation, the lighting company will pay the con-
traitor and accept an agreement from the owner which
allows payments in twelve monthly installments, the
lighting company assuming no responsibility in connec-
tion with the contract between the house owner and
contractor. The company's maximum lighting rate is

10 cents per kilowatt-hour.

Electric Lighting of Trap-Shooting Range
The first trap-shooting range in New England to be

equipped with artificial lighting for night shooting is

that of the Paleface Gun Club at Wellington, Maiden,
Mass., where one of the trap boxes has been equipped
with two 750-watt nitrogen lamps to illuminate the
clay "pigeons" as they are hurled from the trap.

The lamps are installed 4 ft. to each side of the
trap, in 14-in. metal angle reflectors. The lamps stand

CLAY-PIGEON TRAP AND PROJECTOR LAMPS

at an angle of about 28 deg. from the perpendicular
and the shades at about 56 deg., both units being parallel
to one another and completely flooding the area into
which the "pigeons" are thrown, which is to a distance
of about 40 ft. from the trap.

The lead-covered cable conductor is brought to the
trap box from the club house, about 50 yd., in 1-in.

conduit laid in the ground, and connections at the lamps
are made in condulets secured to the floor of the box.

There are five "squad walks" in connection with the
illuminated equipment, with gunners' positions 16 yd.
to 24 yd. distant. On either side is a pole about 12 ft.

high, the two being connected by a wire cable to which
40-watt tungsten lamps, with ordinary tin shades and
waterproof sockets, are attached, one over each walk,
and adjustable on flexible cords to give the desired
height from the ground. A receptacle for connection
is provided in a post 25 ft. back of the wire. Both
groups of lights are controlled from the club house.

The apparatus was installed bj Libby cV \\ i i hau en,
local contractors, the cost being about $175, or about
$1 for each club member. Energy is furnished by the
.Maiden Electric Company.

It is said that trap shooters have been able to make
even better scores when shooting under conditions of

artificial light than by daylight.

Adapting a Sales Flan to a Nationality

The Edison Electric illuminating Company of Brook-
lyn on Aug. 2 opened a new branch office in the Krowns-
Mlle section of Brooklyn. The inhabitants of that

section, totaling about 150,000, are for the most part

Hebrews, and announcements of the opening in Yiddish
were printed in all of the local papers. A feature of
the new office is a modern electrical showroom, where

THE BROWNSVILLE OFFICE ON THE OPENING DAY

electrical household and office appliances of all kinds

are demonstrated and on sale. The stock includes

portable lamps, electric irons, toasters, coffee perco-

lators, hot-water heaters, grills, vacuum cleaners, wash-
ing machines, heating pads and a complete line of

electric cooking appliances. Arrangements are pro-

vided so that all business can be conducted through
the branch office. The district manager and senior

salesman in the new office were chosen because of their

Hebrew lineage and their ability to converse in Yiddish.

THE NEW SALESROOM ATTRACTS INTEREST
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

dud Engineering Press of the World

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Pole Form of High-Frequency Machines.—Karl
Schmidt.—The author shows that for high-frequency

machines the dimensions and forms of the poles are of

importance. The ratio of pole arc to pole pitch should

be smaller the greater the air-gap. Since the pole di-

mensions are small compared to the air-gap, the pole

stray flux becomes of importance and has a considerable

effect on the possible output of the machine, especially

at high frequency. Hints are given for the best dimen-
sions of the poles.

—

Elek. Zeit., June 10, 1915.

Explosion-Proof Motors for Mines.—H. H. Clark.—
The Bureau of Mines has done considerable research

work on permissible explosion-proof motors for use in

places where an electric spark or flash may ignite in-

flammable gas or dust. This paper gives the details

of construction that the bureau considers essential for

satisfactory service and describes tests of an explosion-

proof mining-machine motor and accessories approved
by the bureau.

—

Bureau of Mines, Technical Paper 101

(1915).

Transformer Stresses.—W. E. Burnand.—The author

first discusses the stresses set up in the insulation of the

end-turns on the high-tension side of transformers and
then considers the destructive effects of the mutual re-

Mica;

-^?
ELEVATION.

FIG. 1—INTERSPACING OF CONDUCTOR FOR HEAVY
ALTERNATING CURRENTS

pulsion of the stampings and of the coils caused by
short-circuits. The relative merits of many or few sec-

tions are dealt with, and a description is given of an
experiment illustrating the conclusions. An arrange-
ment for reducing the inductance of conductors carrying
heavy currents is also described. In connection with an
apparatus designed by the author it was desired to

transmit 500 kva. at 10 volts terminal pressure a dis-

tance of a few feet. On making a preliminary experi-

ment it was soon apparent that the 10 volts would not

pass the required current through the distance required,

even with the ends of the leads short-circuited— i.e.,

more than 500 kva. would be absorbed in the reactance
of the leads in this short distance—though the true re-

sistance loss was not of serious consequence. The
method devised to get over this is shown in the accom-
panying diagram and is of some interest, since heavy
currents are coming to be more frequently used. Espe-
cially is this true in connection with electric furnaces,

the low power-factor of which in some instances may
be accounted for to an unsuspected extent by the in-

ductance of the low-pressure leads. From the sketch

it will be seen that the two leads are divided up into a

number of sections relatively deep and narrow, a section

of the outgoing lead alternating with a section of the

return lead. This gives an almost non-inductive ar-

rangement, with good cooling surface and convenient

terminal arrangement, where the two leads are required

to go close to the same spot.—London Electrician, Aug.

13, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Pocket Lamps.—A review of various new forms of

pocket lamps made by German manufacturers. With

respect to batteries used in pocket lamps it is pointed

out that it is absurd to make such a statement as, for

example, that the life of a 4.5-volt battery is ten or

twelve hours, with the use of a metallic-filament lamp

consuming 0.15 amp. if the discharge is carried down
to 1 volt. It is well known that in good pocket instru-

ments metallic-filament lamps consuming 0.2 amp. to

0.25 amp. or even 0.3 amp. are used, and that the dis-

charge is practically at an end when the voltage has

gone down to 1.8. In order to get a general rule it is

recommended that the life of a pocket-lamp battery be

defined as the time in which with a continuous dis-

charge through a solid resistance of 15 ohms or a 3.5-

volt, 0.2-amp. metallic-filament lamp the voltage goes

down to 1.8. In view of the possibility of recuperation

it might be possible to carry the discharge down to

1.5 volts. If the lamp is used only for short flashes

—

that is, if the battery is discharged intermittently—the

life of the battery may be 50 per cent greater. It

might be still better to rate the battery by the ampere-

hours or watt-hours obtained in a discharge down to

1.8 volts, but the ordinary purchaser would not under-

stand such a designation.—Elek. Zeit., May 27, 1915.

Unit of Candle-Power.—C. C. Paterson and B. P.

Dudding.—Their paper in full, an abstract of which has

been already noted in the Digest, on the unit of candle-

power in white light.

—

Phil. Mag., July, 1915.

Effect of Change of Lamp Voltages on Vision.—
William Kunerth.—The author's experiments showed

that changes in the potential supplied to lamps, either

above or below normal, were noticeable to practically

too
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FIG. 2—PERCENTAGE OF OBSERVERS NOTICING CHANGE IN

VOLTAGE OF LAMPS

every one present in the room if of more than 5.5 volts.

Fluctuations became objectionable for reading to about
half of the persons tested when over 11 volts, and for

everyone if more than 25 volts. The persons experi-

mented on (ten in number) were seated as to have the

light fall over their shoulders. They were college stu-
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dents with normal eyesight The room was illuminated
bj a LOO-watt, L 10-volt tungsten lamp provided with a

shade, The normal intensity of Illumination at the
varioui places where these subjecl used the light varied
from 0.84 ft. candle to 1.11 ft. candles. A mercurj
rheostat and a voltmet* r were In the lamp circuit, and
changes in the rheostat could be made without anyone in
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PIG. S PERMISSIBLE CHANGE IN LAMP VOLTAGE HAVING
REGARD TO REQUIREMENTS OF READERS

the room being aware of the variations except as he
noticed a change in the illumination.

—

Lighting Jour-
nal, August, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Swiss Water-Power Plant.—An illustrated descrip-
tion of the Loentsch hydroelectric station, making use
of the power of the Loentsch River and of the storage
reservoir of the Cloenthal Lake. The Loentsch plant
operates in parallel with the Beznau plant on the Aar,
and each of the two plants has a well-defined function.
The Beznau plant is a station of large rating and utilizes

a low fall; it assures the continuous supply of energy
while the peaks are provided by the Loentsch plant. In
this way it has been able to utilize the two plants to
the best advantage, and 90 per cent of the power avail-

able at Beznau is now being utilized instead of 50 per
cent as formerly. The two plants together have a mean
rating of 45,000 hp. The maximum rating of the
Loentsch plant is 22,000 kw. in December and January.
It contains six generators, each rated at 5250 kw. at

8000 volts.

—

La Lumiere Elec, May 8, 15, 29 and June
5, 1915.

Cost of Operation of Power Plants.—A. Schwaiger.
—A long article on the predetermination of the cost of

operation of a power plant. Such calculations meet
with some difficulties if the load of the power plant is

variable, as is usually the case, and if the cost of opera-
tion of the machines, transmission lines, etc., depends
on the load. The author discusses an example showing
how such important economical problems may be
simply solved by means of characteristic figures and
curves.

—

Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna), May 30, June 6 and
13, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Central-Station Systems of India.—The largest of the

electric-power companies in India is the Tato Hydro-
Electric Supply Company, whose power station now
under construction at Khopoli, in the Bombay Presi-

dency, will, when completed, have a rating of 30,000 hp.

and at a later date 60,000 hp. The Cauvery Electric

Power Supply Company initiated by the Mysore govern-
ment is the next largest power-supply company in India,

with a station rating of 16,750 hp. The head in this

case is 387 ft. and the generator pressure is 2170 volts,

three-phase, twenty-five cycles. The bulk of the power
is used on the Kolar gold fields, 92 miles distant from
the falls. The transmission is at 35,000 volts, and the
distribution pressure for motor circuits is 2080 volts.

The Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation is third in

vi . 16,000 hp., its output being used almosl exclu-

Ivelj In the largest presidency town of India for pri-

vate lighting ami for tans. The generator prei sure is

6000 VOltS, three-phase, fifty Cycles, and tin- transmis-

sion to substations is carried out at this pressure, inter-

connected motor converters being used to transform to

continuous current at 450 volts and 225 volts for general

domestic purposes. A pressure of 6000 volts is available

for power. The Bombay Tramways & Electric Supplj

Company has a station of 12,000 hp. rating, supplying
power for the electric railways and for private lighting

and fan service. The station output is three phi

fifty cycles, at 5500 volts, with continuous-current dis-

tribution to small consumers in the vicinity of the power
house and three-phase distribution for large consumers
and the outlying districts. Another hydroelectric plant.

of importance is that installed by the government of

Kashmir, where a station of 7000-hp. rating has been
erected for supplying power, principally for dredging
purposes. The Madras Electric Supply Company's sys-

tem is being reconstructed at the present writing. Its

demand, however, for some time to come is likely to

consist of only a lighting and fan load.—London Elec-

trician, July 30, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Armored Single-Conductor Alternating - Current
Cables.—B. Emanuel.—Some considerations on ar-

mored single-conductor cables. When operated with
alternating current they show a considerable energy loss

due to hysteresis and eddy currents in the iron of the

armor. In the present paper the author gives values of

the energy loss and of the inductive voltage drop for all

sections of cables used in common practice and for the

different types of armors. It is shown that with well-

designed types of armor the energy loss and the induc-

tive voltage drop may be reduced to very small values.—Elettrotecnica, Jan. 5, 1915.

Installation Rules.—At the 1914 annual meeting of

the German Association of Electrical Engineers it was
decided that the new set of installation and wiring
rules should go into force on July 1, 1915. The prin-

cipal differences between the old and new rules are now
summed up.

—

Elek. Zeit., June 17, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Conduction of Electricity Through Metals.—J. J.

Thomson.—An abstract of a paper read before the

British Physical Society. The discovery by Kamer-
lingh Onnes that at the temperature of liquid helium
some metals can exist in a state in which their specific

resistance is less than the one-hundred-thousand-mil-

lionth part of that at deg. C. appears to necessitate

the abandonment of the ordinary theory of metallic

conduction, as the experimental conditions prohibit the

explanation of the phenomenon by an abnormal increase

either in the number or mean free path of the free elec-

trons. The effects observed by Kamerlingh Onnes may,
however, be accounted for by a theory of metallic con-

duction previously given by the author in "The Corpus-
cular Theory of Matter." On this theory the atoms of

some substances contain electrical doublets— i. e., pairs

of equal and opposite electrical charges at a small dis-

tance apart. The effect of an applied emf. is to alter

the heterogeneous distribution of the axes of these

doublets by bringing them into partial alignment with

the field. The influences preventing complete alignment
are considered mathematically. The function of the ap-

plied field is to produce the alignment of the doublets;

the actual transference of electricity is effected by the

large inter-atomic forces brought into being by the

polarization of the doublets. Thus, if the polarization

remains on withdrawing the applied emf. the current
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will also remain.—London Electrician, July 9, 1915.

The article is published in Philos. Mag., July, 1915.

Determination of Harmonics by the Resonance Meth-

od,—a review of two recent researches on the determi-

nation of the harmonics of an alternating-current wave

by means of the resonance method. A. Blondel does not

employ the usual method of constant capacity and varia-

ble self-induction for the resonance circuit, but points

out that for sharpness of separation of the harmonics

it is better to use in the resonance circuit a constant

self-induction and a condenser of variable capacity. If

an oscillograph is used, an undamped oscillograph should

be selected. P. de la Gorce shows that the variations

of resistance with frequency of the coils usually em-

ployed in the resonance method are comparatively enor-

mous, and that the apparent resistances of imperfect

condensers are also very large. He indicates a method

of construction of the coils which reduces the variations

of the resistance with the frequency.

—

La Revue Elec,

Feb. 19, 1915 (published May 14, 1915).

Miscellaneous

Patents and the War.—When war broke out in

August, 1914, between Great Britain and Germany one

of the first acts of the British government was to intro-

duce a bill into Parliament to extend the powers of the

Board of Trade during the continuance of hostilities to

do such things as might be thought expedient for void-

ing or suspending, in whole or part, patents granted to

persons the subjects of states at war with Great Britain.

To the board power was also given to grant in favor of

any person other than an alien enemy, and on such terms

and conditions and for such period as it might think

fit, licenses to make, use, exercise and vend patented

inventions and registered designs. This act has been

taken advantage of to a considerable extent, and a large

number of applications for voidance or suspension of

enemy-held patents and trade-marks have been filed and
accepted. The Russian government, noting the steps

that had been taken in England, in due course amended

its own laws. The resulting Russian law is in some
respects much more drastic and far-reaching than the

English law. it enacts that patents are not to be

granted to the subjects of states at war with Russia,

that applications lor patents from alien enemies are

not to be received, and that proceedings on pending
applications for patents by alien enemies shall be sus-

pended. It further enacts that all patents for inven-

tions of value for the defense of the country automat-
ically become the property of the state, without
compensation or indemnification, when such patents are

enemy-held, and that the validity of all other enemy-
held patents is annulled. The French patent law has

also been amended, but the amended law is not so severe

against the enemy as are the laws of England and of

Russia, since only the exploitation of patents and the

use of trade-marks belonging to Austrians, Germans
and Hungarians is interdicted. Power is, however,
taken to grant compulsory licenses in respect of any
patented invention the use of which would be to the
public interest or aid in the defense of the country.

In Germany, at the outset of the war, a law was passed
empowering the Federal Council to institute economic
measures by way of retaliation. Up to the end of

June, nevertheless, the government had not taken re-

taliatory action so far as concerned patents, designs and
trade-marks. It has now, however, been deemed desira-

ble to do so, and regulations have just been published
from which it appears that patent and trade-mark rights

belonging to subjects of enemy states may be canceled
or restricted in the public interest, or the right to work
and use the same may be granted to others. An official

has been charged with the duty of carrying out the
regulations and provided with all necessary powers to

that end. It would appear from the regulations which
have been published that the owners of industrial prop-
erty coming within the terms of the regulations will be
afforded an opportunity of opposing the cancellation or
alteration of their rights.—London Engineering, Julv

30, 1915.

Book Reviews

Dielectric Phenomena in High-Voltage Engineer-
ing. By F. W. Peek, Jr. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. 266 pages, 190 illus. Price,

$3.

The title of this book suggests that it is likely to prove

of interest and value to scientists and specialists only,

and that its circulation among practicing electrical en-

gineers will be very small. Those familiar with the

author's writings will, however, know that they appeal

to the engineer notwithstanding a treatment which
may at times be mathematical, and the fact that they

are mainly records of painstaking and accurate scientific

investigations. The author has the gift of presenting

the subject, on which he is an acknowledged authority,

in such form that his conclusions and data become im-

mediately available for the practical designer. This

book is no exception in this respect. It deals not only

with corona effects and losses on high-voltage transmis-

sion lines, but discusses the dielectric field and circuit

generally, touching upon all matters connected with

the design of high-pressure apparatus, whether the in-

sulating material be solid, liquid, or merely the sur-

rounding atmosphere. With the increase of working
pressures it will be necessary for the electrical engineer

of the future to have as thorough an understanding of

the dielectric field as he now has of the magnetic field,

because this knowledge is required for the correct design

and proper care not only of overhead high-tension lines

and insulators, but also of underground cables, trans-
formers and transformer bushings, and indeed all elec-

trical apparatus in which the quality, thickness and
shape of the insulation must be studied on scientific

lines. Although the book includes some material that
has previously been published elsewhere, it contains
much that is new and brings together in convenient
form information and data of the greatest value to the
engineer whose work involves some knowledge of high-
voltage phenomena.

Books Received

Internal-Combustion Engines. By Robert L. Streeter.

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 418
pages, 239 illus. Price, $4.

Arithmetic of Alternating Currents. By Ellis H.
Crapper. New York: The Macmillan Company. 208
pages, 45 illus. Price, 75 cents.

Practical Mechanics and Allied Subjects. By Joseph
W. L. Hale. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc. 228 pages, 201 illus. Price, $1.

Combustion and Smokeless Furnaces. By Joseph W.
Hays. Published by the author at Rogers Park, Chi-
cago, 111. 118 pages, illustrated. Price, $2.

Plane Geometry. By Claude Irwin Palmer. Edited
by George William Myers, Ph.D. Chicago: Scott, Fores-
man & Company. 288 pages, illustrated. Price, $1.
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J. M. Wakeman, who, as the general
manager of the Society for Electrical
Development, tnc, is a central figure
in the work of planning aiul executing
the society's extensive arrangements
for "Electrical Prosperity Week," has
recently completed several extended
journeys throughout the United States
in the interests of the society's work
and addressed many gatherings of elec-
trical men on the plans for that week.
Mr. Wakeman is widely known among
electrical men and was for many years
engaged in the publishing business.
After a successful connection of some
years with the American Machinist and
Locomotive Engineering, Mr. Wake-
man joined the McGr'aw Publishing
Company at its formation in 1899, be-
coming one of its incorporators and
first vice-president. For a number of
years he was general manager of the
Electrical World. In 1910 he resigned
in order to take a year or two of com-
plete physical rest in Europe and to re-
cover his former condition of health.
After an absence of thirty months' res-
idence on the Continent and in Eng-
land, of which latter country he is a
native, Mr. Wakeman returned to the
United States and shortly afterward
took up the general managership of
the Society for Electrical Develop-
ment, of which he has been in execu-
tive charge for the last two years.

Thomas F. Kelly, commercial man-
ager of the Dayton Power & Light
Company, Dayton, Ohio, has been ap-
pointed by President E. W. Lloyd of
the National Electric Light Association
State chairman of the association's
membership committee for Ohio. Mr.
Kelly is also a member of the company
sections committee of the association
for 1915-1916.

A. L. Riker, who with Howard E.
Coffin has been appointed to represent
the Society of Automobile Engineers
on the Naval Advisory Board, of which
Thomas A. Edison is chairman, is an
electrical engineer by profession. As
early as 1888 Mr. Riker devoted atten-
tion to electric motors with a view to
developing a type suitable for vehicle
propulsion. The Riker Electric Com-
pany's first electric vehicle was brought
out in 1894, and some of the machines
produced in 1898 are still said to be in
regular operation. In 1900 Mr. Rik-r

the manufacture of electric
""'•i,s, but for the last thirteen pears
he has been trice president of the Loco-
mobile Company of America, and since
,h; " time has given much of his atten-
""" to the development of gasoline-
engine apparatus.

L L Strickland is the city electrician
ot Ashland, Ore, succeeding H. G. But-
terfield, the former superintendent.
R. L. Fitzgerald, business manager

of the city of Winnetka, 111., has suc-
ceeded F. E. Herdman as manager of
the water and light department of the
city. Mr. Herdman had served in this
position for many years and is well
known among Chicago electrical men.
Samuel Scovil, president of the Cleve-

land Electric Illuminating Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed
chairman of the general convention
committee of the Electric Vehicle As-
sociation of America, which will hold
its convention at Cleveland, Oct. 18 and
19. Mathias E. Turner, general con-
tract agent of the company, is the sec-
retary-treasurer of the committee.
Walter H. Flandreau, who was re-

elected president of the International
Association of Municipal Electricians at
last week's convention, held at Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, is the city electrician of
Mount Vernon, N. Y. Mr. Flandreau
was born Nov. 1, 1870, in the town of
Greenburg, Westchester County, N Y
He was educated in the public schools'
and learned telegraphy in the railroad
office at Hartsdale, N. Y. At the age

B. K. SHEPPARD

W. H. FLANDREAU

of eighteen he became a telegraph
operator in the employ of the Com-
mercial Cable Company and for seven
years served as lineman and operator
with the Postal Telegraph Company,
opening up many new offices for that
company. He was also prominently
identified with the Telephone Tele-

graph & Cable Company of America in
its lifetime, in charge of plants atNew Rochelle and Mount Vernon. Mr
Flandreau has been superintendent of
fire alarms and city electrician of
Mount Vernon for the last nineteen
years and has been an active member
of the International Association of Mu-
nicipal Electricians for nine years.
Robert K. Sheppard, the president of

the recently organized Associated Man-
ufacturers of Electrical Supplies, who
until recently was manager of sales
for the insulated-wire department of
the B F. Goodrich Company, Akron,
Ohio, has been appointed sales manager
of the Simplex Wire & Cable Company
Boston, Mass. Mr. Sheppard was born
at Boston in 1871 and, after attending
the Newton High School, was gradu-
ated from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in 1895 as a chemical
engineer. Entering the employ of the
Washburn & Moen Manufacturing
Company, Worcester, Mass., he con-
tinued with that firm and with the
American Steel & Wire Company
which absorbed it, until 1912. In 1899
Mr. Sheppard represented the insulat
ed wire department of his companym New York City, and in 1902 he
moved to Chicago, where he repre-
sented the insulated wire and rope
department. In 1904 he took charge of
the Philadelphia office, remaining there
u"*! ™12

-
In th^t year he joined the

staff of the Diamond Rubber Company
of Akron, Ohio, manufacturer of rubber
goods, which was afterward amalga-
mated with the B. F. Goodrich Com-
pany. Mr. Sheppard was very active
in the work which led to the formation
o± the Associated Manufacturers of
Electrical Supplies and served as chair-
man of the preliminary meetings lead-
ing up to the formation of the associa-
tion. In recognition of his services he
was, last March, presented with a sil-
ver loving cup by the members of the
organization committee.

Page C. Morris, formerly of Nelson-
ville, Ohio, has been appointed the vice-
president and general manager of the
several properties ownd and operated
by the Ohio Electric Securities Com-
pany, the general offices of which are
at Athens, Ohio. The subsidiary com-
panies are the Hocking Power Com-
pany of Nelsonville, the Athens Elec-
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trie Company of Athens, the Mutual
{Electric Company of Middleport and
Pomeroy, and the Central Electric Pro-

ducing Company, which has a generat-

ing station at Floodwood from which
the entire territory is supplied over

about 40 miles of transmission lines.

Walter S. Dickson, who has been
electrical engineer with the Guggen-
heim Company, operator of power-
transmission systems in Chile, South
America, has been appointed electrical

engineer with Hickey & Schneider, man-
facturers of electrical transmission
equipment and electrical specialties, 61

Broadway, New York City. Mr. Dick-

son, who is a graduate of the electrical

engineering school of Columbia Uni-
versity, New York City, recently re-

turned from an extended trip of in-

spection of the important hydroelectric

transmission lines in the Middle West
and on the Pacific Coast.

M. S. Seelman, Jr., who has just been
appointed chairman of the "Electrical

Salesman's Handbook" committee of

the Commercial Section of the National
Electric Light Association, has for the
last fifteen years been closely associ-

ated with the commercial activities of

the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany of Brooklyn, whose staff he joined

in 1900 as advertising manager. Mr.
Seelman is now assistant to the general
sales agent of the company, T. I. Jones.

Mr. Seelman was born in New York
City in 1868, and, after doing sales

work for four years, went into the

newspaper business at the age of

twenty-one. His experience in this

field covered reportorial, editorial and
advertising work, and he continued in

this connection for a number of years
until his association with the Brooklyn

George M. Curtis, treasurer and a
director of the Meriden Electric Com-
pany and of the Meriden Gas Light
Company, Meriden, Conn., died at his

home at Meriden, from heart disease.

Aug. 28. Mr. Curtis was fifty-eight

years of age and was an official in many
industrial companies and banks in Con-
necticut.

Max Hebgen, general manager of

the Montana Power Company, whose
death at Chicago Aug. 24 was an-
nounced briefly in these columns last

week, was born at Milwaukee, Wis.,

forty-six years ago and began his ca-

reer with the Standard Underground
Cable Company and the Westinghouse
company at Pittsburgh, Pa., about
1886. After working in the shops of
these companies, Mr. Hebgen removed
to Butte, Mont., taking employment as
a lineman with the old Butte Electric

Light & Power Company in 1888. This
company was at that time principally
owned by ex-Senator William A. Clark
of Montana and his immediate asso-
ciates. Mr. Hebgen remained continu-
ously in the employ of this company
through its various changes, and at
the time of his death he was vice-

president and chief engineer of the
Montana Power Company. This corn-

Edison company. In 1906 Mr. Seelman
won the N. E. L. A. prize for submit-

ting the best paper on the subject of a

commercial department for a city of

less than 50,000 people. Later he acted

for a year as editor of the Question

Box of the N. E. L. A. Bulletin. He
has served on many committees and
aided in the compilation and discussion

of many reports. He has also presented

papers before the N. E. L. A. and the

Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies. During the last two years

Mr. Seelman has been in charge of the

work of collecting general data and
editing for the "Handbook" committee
under Charles J. Russell as chairman.
For a number of years Mr. Seelman
was also editor of the Brooklyn Com-
pany Section Bulletin. He was the or-

ganizer and is a past-president of the

Kilowatt Club of Brooklyn.

Obituary
pany, which is a monument to the cre-

ative genius of Mr. Hebgen, has water-
power developments on the Big Hole
River; on the Missouri River, at Great

Falls; on the Yellowstone River, at
Billings, and on the Madison River.

One of the largest hydroelectric com-
panies in existence, it has been uni-

formly successful, both financially and
as an operating organization, in solv-

ing successfully and largely from an

E. N. Sanderson, president of the

Federal Light & Traction Company of

New York City, which is the holding

company for the Gray's Harbor Rail-

way & Light Company of Aberdeen
and Hoquiam, Wash., was the guest of

honor on Aug. 15 at a banquet at the

Washington Hotel, Aberdeen, given by

the Aberdeen Chamber of Commerce.
One hundred prominent business men
of Aberdeen and Hoquiam attended.

William D. Ligon, who is the presi-

dent of the Electric Fuseguard Com-
pany of Newaik, N. J., was until re-

cently connected with the signal engi-

neering department of the Interbor-

ough Rapid Transit Company of

New York City and assisted in laying

out the signals for the dual subway
system now under construction. Prior

thereto he had served for a number of

years in the sales and engineering de-

partments of the H. W. Johns-Man-
ville Company of New York City. Mr.

Ligon is a graduate of the Virginia

Polytechnic Institute of Plattsburg,

Va., receiving in 1899 his degree in

electrical and mechanical engineering.

Following graduation he was appointed

assistant professor in mechanical en-

gineering at the Miller Manual Labor
School of Virginia. After serving with

the Ohio Brass Company at Mansfield,

Ohio, he joined the staff of the Wesc-
inghouse company at Pittsburgh in

1901, becoming a member of the

transformer engineering department

one year later. Three years, from 1904

to 1907, were spent in the Syracuse

office of the Westinghouse company in

charge of central-station work, and in

1907 Mr. Ligon was appointed general

factory manager for the D. & W. Fuse
Company of Providence, R. I.

original standpoint the engineering

problems encountered. Among the

many applications of its vast output

are the supply of electricity for the

electric operation of the Butte, Ana-
conda & Pacific Railroad and the elec-

trification, now under way, of the Bit-

ter Root Mountain division of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Rail-

way. In the work of organizing the

Montana Power Company Mr. Hebgen
was connected with Mr. H. M. Bylles-

by, who writes of his former associate:

"Mr. Hebgen was an intense worker
and a man entirely self-educated. He
entered his profession endowed with
magnificent health, a sound intellect, a
distinct inventive capacity, and an un-

limited ability for hard and successful

work. He was beloved by all who
knew him, and it is probable that no
more successful or popular officer of

any corporation has existed than Mr.
Hebgen, who, while occupying this

position of great popularity in the or-

ganization, was also a thorough dis-

ciplinarian. His popularity, indeed, was
based on the profound respect which
his. organization held for his character,

his abilities, and his physical and
moral courage." Mr. Hebgen is sur-

vived bv his widow and one son.
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New Apparatus and Appliances

DEADERS ot -

lh(> ELECTRICAL WORLD may be grouped into three

classes: users, recommenders and sellers of electrical appliances or apparatus.
As the .journal of an industry, the ELECTRICAL WORLD presents answers
lo three questions: "Why?" "How?" and "With what?" This department
primarily concerns itself with the third question. It describes "with what"
plans and methods for widening the application of electricity may be put into

practice. In fifty-two preceding issues something more than 1100 new apparatus
and appliances have been described. During the fall months lighting equipment
and supplies in all classes, domestic appliances in wide variety, electrical special-

tics for office, store and factory, industrial electrical appliances, and equipment
for the economical generation and distribution of electrical energy, will be de-

scribed, showing how such apparatus and appliances will help readers put their

plans into practice.

Ornamental Fans and Fan Stands

Artistically designed stands and hand-decorated fans, conforming
in color and finish to furniture of various periods, are being made
by the Crucet Manufacturing Company, 256 West Twenty-eighth
Street, New York. In the accompanying illustrations are shown
stands of the Adam, Louis XVI and Chinese designs. That of the
Adam design is 15 in. high and is of hard wood. It is finished in

rubber enamel with dark-blue body. The two Louis XVI stands
are 5 ft. 6 in. high and 12 in. high respectively. The larger stand
is of hard wood with clean-cut relief work and is finished in ivory-
white enamel. The smaller stand is also of hard wood and is finished

in dull-ivory enamel with black lacquer stripes. The large stand
of Chinese design shown is finished in black lacquer with hand-
painted decorations. Either 8-in. or 12-in. oscillating fans, the
blades of which are hand-decorated, may be used with the stands,

to which they are securely attached. The 8-in. fans are of Diehl
make and the 12-in. fans of Westinghouse make. They operate on
either alternating current or direct current, the 12-in. fans on 110
volts to 115 volts and the 8-in. fans on 120 volts. All of the fans
are equipped with wooden rims outside the guards which serve as
additional protection against injury. The stands are so wired that
connections can be made from the bottom of the bases to floor

outlets. Cords of 6-ft. or 8-ft. lengths of any color desired may also
be utilized. The fan stands are easily portable and are well adapted
for use in dwelling houses, high-class offices and stores, and also as
a decorative feature in window displays. Design patents for the
various types of fan stands have been applied for.

Electric Oven for Testing Shrapnel

An interesting development in the form of an automatic
thermostatically controlled electric oven is now being manufactured
by the Hughes Electric Heating Company of Chicago, 111.

The oven has been designed for use in one of the government
arsenals in Pennsylvania for the testing of shrapnel shells. In the
testing of these shells it is necessary that a temperature of 120 deg.
Fahr. be maintained continuously for twenty-four hours. The con-
trol of temperature is obtained by means of a compact thermostat
which makes and breaks the heating cirucit. One contact point is

carried by the expansion member of the device, and the other is

adjustable by means of a thumb-screw which extends outside the
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case. A condenser across the contact points is said to

hold the arcing down to practically nothing.

The oven is fitted with a mercurial thermometer for

indicating the temperature. It is also fitted with a pilot

lamp, connected in parallel with the heating element,

THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED OVEN FOR TESTING
SHRAPNEL

to indicate when the current is on and off. On a con-

tinuous test for twenty-four hours, the temperature of

the oven, it is claimed, did not vary more than 1 deg.

Polyphase Induction Motors with Special Ventila-

tion Features

A line of polyphase induction motors of the squirrel-

cage type in which special attention has been given in

the design to structural, electrical and ventilating fea-

tures has recently been developed by the Diehl Manu-
facturing Company, Elizabeth, N. J. The frame is of

the skeleton type, being made of cast iron and carefully

proportioned to provide adequate ventilating space with-

out sacrificing strength and rigidity. The end bonnets
are of the same material and are of the mill type, being
made interchangeable and so drilled as to permit of

rotating them for mounting the motor on floors, walls

or ceiling. Interchangeable bearings are also employed,
being made large in size and being provided with ring

oilers of large diameter so as to prevent throwing oil.

The bearings are dust-proof by virtue of carefully de-

signed oil-hole covers, oil-vent covers and a medallion
cap provided on the front bearing housing.

For the stator and rotor cores a special grade of

sheet-steel annealed laminations is used. The shafts

are made from a special grade of mild steel carefully

ground to gage size at the bearing surfaces and rotor

punching seat, a liberal oil sling being turned in-

tegral with the shaft at the ends. These shafts are uni-

versally interchangeable between motors of the same
frame sizes.

The stator windings are first partly formed and

shaped and then inserted into the heavy insulated semi-

inclosed stator slots. For motor sizes above 20 hp.,

however, open slots and form-wound coils are used. Six

terminal leads are taken out in the case of three-phase

FIG. 1—SQUIRREL-CAGE POLYPHASE INDUCTION MOTOR

motors, and four in the case of two-phase motors, soft

rubber insulating bushings being provided for each lead.

Riveted to each end of the rotor core are ventilating

blades which maintain a continuous flow of air drawn in

through the end-bonnet openings, passing first over the

lower, then over the upper sides of the coils, and finally

passing over the exposed portions of the stator core,

FIG. 2—SKELETON-TYPE CAST-IRON FRAME

being ejected through openings in the yoke. The re-

sult, the manufacturer claims, is a positive directive

ventilation.

The rotor winding is of the regular squirrel-cage

type. That portion of the winding which goes into the

rotor slots consists of round copper bars. These rotor

bars are provided with a shoulder on the projecting end,
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the tip being carefully turned to size bo thai s close nt

is insured In 1 1 »
«.

- end rings, winch are pressed into the

lectins tips of the rotor bars. These tips are then

headed over to form s regular rivel head. During the

operation <>f heading over tin- tips the body of the tip

expands, insuring an absolutely tight At and perfecl

electrical connection t<> the end rings. After this rivel

ing process is completed the entire mass is dipped into

fiot solder of s very high melting point, which pene-

trates all recesses, completely covering (he end rings

and ends of the rotor bars, preserving the electrical con-

tacts from any possibility of corrosion.

Insulating (over lor Branch Connections

For insulating branch connections when made by
means of cable taps manufactured by Dossert & Com-
pany, New York City, this company has developed the

insulating cover shown in the accompanying illustration.

These insulating covers are made in two parts which

CABLE TAP AND SECTION OF INSULATING COVER

when joined together are held by threaded bolts screw-

ing into metal inserts in the insulating material. They
can hence be readily installed or removed. The insu-

lating material composing these covers has good me-
chanical strength with no tendency to expand, contract

or deteriorate in service. Tests have shown that these

covers may be depended upon up to 28,000 volts. Where
taps are taken off main feeders for motors and where
taps are taken off busbars of switchboards these cable

taps and insulators are said to be very useful and to

have met with extensive application.

A Heavy-Duty Kerosene Engine and Generator

The accompanying illustration shows a 100-hp. heavy-

duty kerosene engine directly connected to a Westing-
house alternator with direct-connected exciter. The en-

gine is made by the John Lauson Manufacturing Com-
pany, New Holstein, Wis., is of the four-cylinder type,

and said to operate on 1 pint of kerosene per brake-

horsepower under three-quarters load. Overhead tap-

lets and valves in the heads of the cylinders are em-
ployed, the arrangement being designed to operate on
kerosene oil or gasoline and fuels having a specific

gravity of 35 deg. Baume scale and a flashing point of

170 deg. Fahr. Gasoline is used in starting engines of

this design, but kerosene is substituted after the engine

has reached full speed. This feature makes them well

suited for reserve service in that the engines can be

started quickly and will assume their share of the load.

In case alternators are connected to the engines the

regulation is sufficiently close to enable parallel opera-

tion.

The cylinders are provided with extra large water
spaces and clean-out plates at their lower ends. Water
jackets are also employed on the cylinder heads which
carry the valves, the latter being installed in such a

manner as to bring the water in close contact with the

valve heads. Any cylinder head can be removed without

di turbing any other head or any adjustment on the

engine. For circulating the cooling water a water-cll
culating pump is mounted directly on the engine and is

driven by means of a chain ami prockels directly from
the crank shaft.

Lubrication is effected bj mean of .i Madi on Kipp
force feed oil pump supplying the five hearings of the

EIG. 1—EOUR-CYLINDER, HEAVY-DUTY KEROSENE ENGINE
DRIVING ALTERNATOR

engine and the cylinders. The connecting rods are

lubricated by means of splash from the crank case.

The fuel-feeding device is of the Venturi atomizer
type, the action of which depends on maintaining a uni-

formly high velocity of air through a Venturi tube

having radial holes in its restricted portion through
which fuel is admitted by suction. The governor acts

directly upon a two-ported barrel valve the ports of

which coincide with ports in the valve housing when
the engine is at rest. When the engine has attained

full speed the barrel valve is rotated by the governor,

thereby closing the lower port and decreasing the

amount of fuel and air admitted into the cylinder.

Simultaneously with the closing of the lower port the

upper port is also closed, deflecting more air through

the nozzle and maintaining practically a constant veloc-

FIG. 2—SECTION THROUGH CYLINDER, SHOWING WATER
JACKET AND VALVE

ity at this point. Adjustments for no load and full load

are made by means of the fuel needle valve in conjunc-

tion with a butterfly valve in the air inlet. A separate

carburetor or atomizer is provided for each cylinder to

prevent liquefaction of the fuel before it reaches the

cylinder. A water feed is provided to prevent prema-

ture ignition on full load.
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Ignition is of the standard nake-and-break type and

is arranged with two timing adjustments, one indi-

vidual and one simultaneous, the latter being used in

starting. An air starter, which is connected to the end

of the cam shaft by means of a flexible coupling and

admits air into the cylinder on the expansion stroke

through an automatic air valve in the head, is also

provided.

Refillable Fuse of Simple Design

In the accompanying illustrations is shown a refillable

fuse which, it is claimed, can be renewed in half a

minute. In order to refill one of these fuses, the ferrule

or knife-blade caps should be renewed. The new fuse

i
m~

^ff f̂f^agsBat<muw»tMaK»

FERRULE-TYPE REFILLABLE FUSE

wire is then inserted through one of the end holes thus

made accessible. As these holes are just large enough

to accommodate fuse wire of the proper rating, it is

impossible to insert a fuse wire of too great a carrying

capacity. After the wire has been inserted it is wound
around the binding posts at each end and the end caps

are replaced. The manufacturer, the Electric Fuse-

guard Company, Newark, N. Y., claims that the advan-

tages of this type of fuse are reliability, a cost saving

of about 90 per cent, minimum amount of time required

for refilling, simplicity, and high-grade construction,

asbestos being used as a lining.

Combined Dimming Socket and Shade Holder

A combination dimming socket and shade holder has

been placed on the market by the Wirt Company, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. This socket, which is shown in the ac-

companying illustration, is so arranged that five steps

can be obtained in the luminous intensity of a lamp

COMBINATION SOCKET

placed in the socket, namely,, full, half, dim, "night-

light" and out. The socket is of the pull-chain type

and is made of brass, the shell being extended to form
a shade holder. A slight turn to the right enables the

cap to be removed, providing easy means for wiring.

Porcelain insulation and special resistance units are

employed.

Steel Poles of Increased Unit Strength

A pole manufactured from a Bpecial rolled H-beam
section by an expansion process which increases the

strength about 400 per cent without adding to the

weight has recently been placed on the market. Com-
paratively light sections, which, as they come from the

rolls, would not be strong enough to serve as poles in
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span-wire construction, are sheared, expanded hot,

treated in a preservative bath, and formed into War-
ren trusses which are of sufficient strength to meet any
average line demand. An expanded 6-in., H-section,

30-ft. pole weighs about 588 lb. and tapers from 6 in.

at the top to 17 in. at the base. Careful tests to deter-

mine the strength of this pole indicate that it will carry
eighty No. 8 wires at 100-ft. spacing or twelve No. 4

wires at 300 ft. spacing.

The advantages claimed for this pole by the Bates
Expanded Steel Truss Company, Chicago, 111., the manu-
facturer, include the points that it is primarily a light-

weight steel structure of great strength which may be
purchased and installed at a cost of material and labor

a little greater than that of a wooden pole line. Maxi-

6x6 xl8Concrete

Block

.

FIG. 2-

6x6x9
Concrete

Block

-FRONT AND SIDE VIEW OF POLE, SHOWING SETTING
AND CONSTRUCTION

mum life is obtained by setting these poles in concrete.

The metal is % in- thick. As all parts are accessible for
painting, the poles when painted will resist corrosion
for a long time. Wooden or steel cross-arms may
be attached to these poles by L-bolts, the poles being
drilled for any number of cross-arms at the time they
are manufactured.
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\\ i ml in 1 1 1 Powei Plant foi Mission In

Arctic ( Ircle • 'o take advantagt

the \\ Ind w hich blow eontinuou

Mount Hope, -i mi Ion ettlemenl i i»o

miles north of the Arctic Circle, •>"

electric lighting plant driven by

windmilli la to be erected. Four hun-

dred people live at Mount Hope during
tin- long Arctic winter, and as fuel I at

.i premium there, the steady winds,

which seldom fall below twenty miles

per hour, are to be used to advantage,

explained.

Comparison Between Electric and Hy-
draulic Elevators. In L914 records

were kept on live new electric elevators

and an equal number of hydraulic ele-

vators performing similar service at the

City Hall of Philadelphia. The records

show the following comparison: Dur-

ing the year it was necessary to make
:54(i repairs to the electric elevators

and 81 r> repairs to the hydraulic eleva-

tors. In the twelve months there were
74 electric-car hours of service lost and
280 hydraulic-car hours.

Electric Pumping for Church Organs.

—Pipe organs in the older Louisville

churches are being rapidly electrified.

Scarcely a week now passes, according

to reports from that city, in which there

is not at least one contract let for dis-

placing the old water-power equipment

by an electric motor. The motor com-

monly used is a 2-hp. single-phase.

The motors can be thrown in and out

by the organist. Formerly the care-

takers had to watch the water systems

in cold weather, but this is, of course,

no longer necessary.

An Electrical Machine for Solving

Equations.—A French author has sug-

gested the possibility of devising an

electrical machine for solving numerical

equations of any degree. The arrange-

ment consists essentially of a cascade

connection of various electromagnetic

machines, the armature current of one

being used in the excitation circuit of

the next, etc. A commentator on the

first author's work has now demon-
strated that by the cascade connection

of transformers one would be theo-

retically able not only to solve algebraic

equations but also linear differential

equations with constant coefficients.

Electric Light on Columbus' Flag-

ship.—Anchored in the Hudson River

near the Fort Lee Ferry, New York
City, where with the aid of big electric

signs it competes with nearby amuse-
ment resorts for the curiosity seekers'

attention—and dimes—is a replica of

Columbus' flagship, the Santa Maria,

one of the three caravels built for ex-

hibition at Chicago at the time of the

World's Columbian Exposition, and
which until a few months ago rested in

peaceful anchorage in the Jackson
Park lagoon, that city. The vessel is

an exact historical duplicate in all di-

mensions of the frail galleon in which
Columbus set sail for the New World
400 years ago, and with the aid of elec-

tric lamps strung across its quarter

deck and in the cockpit, the visitor may
inspect in comfort and leisure the

rfifteenth-century relics under twenti-

eth-century illumination.

Multiphase
Currents

w . Ilaneoua News Items

I',, I., ,i from Hi- Happening!

. • i the Industry

"Hurry-Up" Const met ion in an

Automobile Factory.—The enormous
"production pressure" under which all

apparatus, Including electrical ma-
chinery, is worked in the automobile

factories of Detroit IS shown by a state-

ment of Hie electrical engineer for one

of the plants. He had been speaking of

making a connection in a set of 4000-

VOlt, three-phase leads to an oil switch

and concluded by saying: "It took us

only eighteen minutes to make and com-
plete the joints in those 4-0 copper

leads. We had previously cut away the

3/16-in. rubber insulation and had the

connectors ready. After the joint in

the copper had been made it was taped

and finished. The total time that the

circuit was 'dead' was only eighteen

minutes."

Corporation Jobs as Fellowships in

N. Y. U. Commercial Course.—As part

of the instructional work offered by the

School of Commerce of New York Uni-
versity, "business fellowships" with a
number of large industrial corporations

are offered students who wish to com-
bine practical experience with theoreti-

cal instruction in business subjects. Fif-

teen of these business fellowships are
now available, the men to fill them be-

ing chosen, on their basis of individual

adaptability, by Prof. Jeremiah W.
Jenks, head of the Graduate School,

and by the chiefs of the employing or-

ganizations. The corporations co-op-
erating in the plan include the Ameri-
can Telephone & Telegraph Company,
the Western Electric Company and the
National City Bank of New York.

The Quarter-Century Span of the
Electrical Industry.—The first annual
outing of the Quarter Century Club of
the General Electric Company factory
at Schenectady, N. Y., to Lake George,
Aug. 28, emphasized the fact that most
of the members of the twenty-five-year
organization were connected with the
company at the very beginning of the
period of rapid development of the
electrical industry, that is, in 1890.

Two hundred and six of the 500 mem-
bers of the Quarter Century Club made
the excursion to Lake George. The
average age of the members of the
party was fifty-two years, the young-
est member was thirty-eight and the
oldest seventy-four. G. E. Emmons
held the record for longest continuous
service, thirty-four years. C. E. Cof-
fin, chairman of the board, and Presi-

dent E. W. Rice, Jr., are both members
of the Quarter Century Club.

Institute of Radio Engineers.—On
Thursday and Friday afternoons, Sept.

16 and 17, joint meetings of the Insti-

tute of Radio Engineers and the Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers
will be held at the Native Sons of the

Golden We I Hall, San Franci co. Two
papei i"i the radio engineei will lie

pre Bnted, one on each day. On Sept.

16 Pi of. Harri J. Ryan will read thj

Of inve tigations on thi' "Sus-

tained Radio Frequency High-Voltage
I >i Ii:u <," by Roland <i. Marx and

him elf, taking up the flame and
brush types of di icharge obtained from

conductor when a powerful ai i

orator is used to apply voltages up to

50,000 at frequencies as high as 200*«

000 cycles per second. On Sept. 17

Robert II. Marriotl will read a paper

on "Radio Development in the I

States," giving especial attention to

Pacific ("oast conditions.

Failure to Advertise for Bids Renders
Light Bill Invalid.— In preparing an

opinion for a special committee of the

Bucyrus (Ohio) Council, Solicitor .1. W.
Wright concludes that the Bucyrus
Electric Light & Power Company can-

not collect from the city its bill of

$4,330.47 rendered for lighting service

under a temporary contract entered

into between the city and F. C. Kings-

bury on June 7, 1909. Mr. Wright
claims the bill cannot be paid out of

the city treasury because in making
the contract the service director then

in office, on the evidence of the record,

failed to advertise for bids as the law

provides. "It is not a question of

whether it is a just bill or not," said

Mr. Wright, "for even if there were no

question of its validity, the city could

not legally pay it. It is well settled

that a municipality can become obli-

gated only in the manner fixed by
statute, and persons dealing with a mu-
nicipal corporation must ascertain at

their own peril that contracts are made
in accordance with the statutes."

Electric Light for Home Treatment.

—

The Journal of the American Medical

Association calls attention to the circula-

tion work of a Chicago publishing con-

cern which is putting out a book on

"Beauty and Motherhood." In this

volume considerable space is devoted

to the self-treatment of disease by

means of electric light. "The ordinary

electric light of the home, if used prop-

erly," writes the author, "can cure

many diseases, acute and chronic, and
relieves pain promptly." To further

the circulation of the book the publisher

has written to public service corpora-

tions offering through the volume to

increase local sales of electricity by
one-third or more and to open up a large

new field for the consumption of elec-

tric energy. In one such letter the

publisher wrote: "With the people's

interest in light treatments aroused,

a new vast field for the use of elec-

tricity is opened, with unlimited possi-

bilities for you. Thus, Mrs. of

Chicago, after reading 'Beauty and
Motherhood,' procured a 250-cp. bulb
and has used it ever since. Her light-

ing bills average double the former
figures. In fact, she is recommending
the light enthusiastically to friends and
neighbors. This is but one of the many
instances in which 'Beauty and Mother-
hood' has either doubled or tripled the
light bills of old customers, or forced
electric light into new houses."
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in the Electrical Manvfacturing, Selling

and Central- Station Fields

Associations and Societies
Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies.—

A

meeting of the board of governors of the Associated Manu-
facturers of Electrical Supplies will be held at the Hotel
Biltmore, New York City, Sept. 9, 8 p. m. Mr. C. E.
Dustin, 62 Cedar Street, New York City, is the general
secretary of the association.

Association of Edison Illuminating Companies.—The
thirty-sixth annual convention of the Association of Edison
Illuminating Companies will be held at Spring Lake Beach,
N. J., Sept. 13 to 16. Following is the program: Tuesday
Morning—Report of committee on meters, O. J. Bushnell,
chairman; report of committee on reporting decisions of
public service commissions, E. W. Burdette, chairman;
paper, "Electricity for Everybody, a Complete Canvass of
the Boston Edison Territory," by Leavitt L. Edgar. Tues-
day Afternoon—Reports of committee on electric plant,

R. F. Schuchardt, chairman; committee on steam plant,

J. W. Parker, chairman, and committee to confer with the
Bureau of Standards, W. C. L. Eglin chairman. Wednes-
day Morning—Report of committees on residential service

rate, Alex Dow, chairman; paper, "Analysis of Costs of
an Electricity Supply Company." Wednesday Evening

—

Addresses by Samuel Insull, president Commonwealth
Edison Company, Chicago; Thomas N. McCarter, president
Public Service Electric Company of New Jersey, and Frank
A. Vanderlip, president National City Bank, New York.
Thursday Morning—Reports of committee on street light-

ing, J. W. Cowles, chairman, and committee on incandes-

cent lamps, J. W. Lieb, chairman.

Meeting of the Indiana Association.—The seventh annual
convention of the Indiana Electric Light Association will be

held at the Hotel Deming, Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 8, 9 and
10. The following papers are scheduled for presentation:

"Investment and Return," by Halford Erickson of the Wis-
consin Railroad Commission; "Stability in the Electric

Light and Power Industry," by Frederic Nicholas, associate

editor of the Electrical World; "Methods of Determining
Maximum Demands for Rate-Making Purposes," by Emmet
Ralston of the Indianapolis Light & Heat Company; "Some
Off-Peak Loads," by Q. A. Brackett, engineer of the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh;

"The Incandescent Lamp of 1915," by Preston S. Millar of

the Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York; "Account-
ing," by Fred L. Dennis of the Indiana & Michigan Elec-

tric Company; "Overhead Construction," by E. J. Condon,
Jr., of the Indiana Utilities Company, and "Direct-Current

and Alternating-Current Lines and Their Value," by R. E.

Russell, commercial engineer of the General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y. Among other entertainment

features will be a special automobile tour for the men to

electrically equipped coal mines. Thomas Donohue, Lafay-
ette, Ind., is secretary of the association.

San Francisco Convention of American Electrochemical

Society.—Following is a list of the papers which have been

accepted and placed upon the program of the annual meet-
ing of the American Electrochemical Society, to be held

at San Francisco, Sept. 16 to 18: Charles H. Aldrich, "The
Cottrell Process on Silver Furnace Gases"; R. S. Bos-

worth, "Collection and Therapeutic Use of Radium Emana-
tion"; G. H. Clevenger, "Electrolytic Precipitation of Gold,

Silver and Copper from Cyanide Solutions"; F. R. Pyne,

"Solution Stratification as an Aid to the Purification of

Electrolytes"; Lawrence Addicks, "Electrolysis of Copper
Sulphate Liquors Using Carbon Anodes"; W. R. Mott, "Use
of the Flaming Arc in Paint and Dye Testing"; W. P.

Davey, "Radiography of Metals"; Anson G. Betts, "Elec-

trolytic Antimony Refining"; C. W. Bennett, C. C. Rose
and L. G. Tinkler, "Electrodeposition of Nickel"; D. R.

Lyon and R. M. Keeney, "Power for Electrochemical In-
dustries"; W. D. Bancroft, "Peptonization of Chromium
Oxide"; F. M. Frederiksen, "Synthesis of Phenylhy-
droxylamine"; F. T. Snyder, "Electric Steel Costs"; R. S.

Wile, "Electric Furnace Melting of Ferroalloys"; W. H.
Wills, Jr., and A. H. Schuyler, "Heat Losses from an Elec-
tric Steel Furnace"; J. W. Beckman, "Electrochemical Pos-
sibilities on the Pacific Coast"; W. D. Bancroft, "Electro-
motive Forces."

A. I. E. E. Meetings.—At a regular meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers to be held in
New York, Oct. 8, P. M. Lincoln will present a paper on
"Rates and Rate Making." Arrangements have been made
for an Institute meeting to be held in Philadelphia on Oct.
11, 1915. A two-day Institute meeting will be held at the
Planters' Hotel, St. Louis, Mo., on Oct 19 and 20. There
will be four technical sessions, and the following papers
will be presented: "Municipal Co-operation in Public Util-
ity Management," by Philip J. Kealy; "Automatic Control,"
by C. W. Place; "Recent Results Obtained from Preserva-
tive Treatment of Telephone Poles," by F. L. Rhodes; "To
the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of
Illinois," by Ellery B. Paine; "The Magnetic Properties of
Some Iron Alloys Melted in Vacuo," by Trygve D. Jensen;
"Displaced Hysteresis Loops," by L. W. Chubb and T.
Spooner; "Pole-Face Losses," by Prof. A. S. Langdorf ; "The
Unsymmetrical Hysteresis Loop," by J. D. Ball; "Decom-
posing Magnetic Fields Into Their Higher Harmonics," by
H. Weichsel; "The Repulsion-Start Induction Motor," by
J. L. Hamilton; "Single-Phase Squirrel-Cage Motor with
Large Slanting Torque and Phase Compensation," by Val
A. Fynn; "Calculation of the Long-Distance Transmission
Lines Under Constant Alternating Voltage," by Prof.
George R. Dean.

Convention Program of Northwest Association.—A ten-
tative program for the eighth annual convention of the
Northwest Electric Light & Power Association has been
issued for the meeting, which will be held in Portland, Ore.,
on Sept. 8, 9 and 10. A large attendance is expected from
Pacific Northwest central stations, and in addition a num-
ber of California delegates will be on hand to participate
in the debate on electric cooking. The cooking report will

be from a special committee that was appointed imme-
diately after the N. E. L. A. convention in San Francisco
in June. Following is the tentative program: Call to or-
der, by Franklin T. Griffith, president of Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company; address of welcome, by H. R.
Albee, Mayor of the city of Portland; president's address,
by O. B. Coldwell, Portland Railway, Light & Power Com-
pany; "The Small-Consumer Question," by Hugo Eisen-
menger, National Lamp Works; "Apportionment as Ap-
plied to Analyses of Cost of the Light and Power Busi-
ness," by J. A. Rockwood, Portland Railway, Light &
Power Company; "Special Features of Stand-by Steam-
Power Plant Design and Operation," by E. D. Searing,
Portland Railway, Light & Power Company; report of
overhead-line committee, by J. C. Martin, Pacific Power &
Light Company, Portland; "Development of Small Motor
and Appliance Load," by L. M. Simpson and H. B. Peirce,
Spokane, Wash.; "Determination of Maximum Demand,"
by V. H. Greisser and H. B. Peirce, Washington Water-
Power Company, Spokane; "Practical Application of Mod-
ern Illumination," by F. H. Murphy and George Kumler,
Portland; report of the committee on electric cooking and
heating, by W. R. Putnam, Utah Power & Light Company,
Salt Lake City. The annual banquet will be held at the
Multnomah Hotel, Sept. 10. For Sept. 11 a picnic has
been planned to be held at Oneonta Gorge, about 30 miles
east of Portland, on the newly constructed Columbia River
Highway.
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Public Service Commission News
New \ ork ( iMiimissi.ins

The Public Service Commission, Second Di trlct, cennol

coinpi-l the N;i -an Lighl A POWOT Company to stiinc

wires on the poles of the Glen Cove I .ij^riit A Power Com
pan; In Dosoris Way, Glen Cove, and has diemined 1 1

«

-

complaint asking that tin- companies use poles jointly,

The Nassau company has a contrad for streel lighting in

Dosoi R while the Glen Cove company now 1ms a line

Of poles there upon which it furnishes electricity t<> I"'

vale users. The Nassau company is willing to erect its

own poles and carry out its street lighting contract, but

will not string its wires on the other company's poles.

"While the commission can readily see how much better it

would be for the appearance of the street if there wen

only one line of poles in the Dosoris Way," says the order,

"vet. under the circumstances, it has no power to compel

the Nassau company to abandon any of the rights which

it claims under its existing franchise, nor has it any right

so far as the record in this case is concerned to compel the

Nassau company to put its wires on the poles of the Glen

Cove company in Dosoris Way."

Connecticut Commission

The order of the commission approving rules, regulations

and standards for electric companies became effective on

Aug. 1, with the condition, however, that no provision there-

of shall be construed to prevent an electric company from

making a special contract with any customer involving qual-

ity or service conditions at variance with those established,

and provided further that the rules may be modified by the

commission, as applicable to any particular company, upon

petition and proof that it is impracticable for such company

under its financial or operating conditions to comply fully

with certain designated stipulations.

Nothing in the order establishing rules, regulations and

standards shall be construed to be within the penal provisions

of Chapter 128 of the public acts of 1911 unless and until the

commission shall issue a further order in the premises di-

rected to any or all of such electric companies, fixing by

mandatory order the initial efficiency of electric lamps fur-

nished by such companies, the voltage at which electrical en-

ergy shall be distributed, or any other specific requirement

of the rules, regulations and standards subject to the order.

However, a failure on the part of any electric company to

comply with the rules, regulations and standards established

(or as the same may hereafter be modified as applicable to

any particular company) shall be prima facie evidence

against such company that the operation or service involved

is not of the standard required by the commission.

Special rules cover maintenance of plant, equipment and

facilities. It is contemplated that rules and standards for

joint use of poles will be issued later, pending which the rec-

ommendations made by the commission pertaining to this

subject will remain in force.

Massachusetts Commission

The Massachusetts Public Service Commission has handed

down a decision granting the Norfolk & Bristol Street Rail-

way authority to increase its fares. The decision is the

third of its kind within a year, the Middlesex & Boston

Street Railway and the Blue Hills Street Railway having

been granted fare increases according to a well-defined

policy of the commission which recognizes the importance

of additional revenue in cases where the petitioner demon-

strates its necessity. The income of the Norfolk & Bristol

Street Railway from 1909 to 1915 inclusive shows a net

divisible income ranging from to 6 per cent on the stock

and averaging 3.27 per cent over and above operating ex-

penses and fixed charges. The commission states that "as

they stand these figures indicate an inadequate return on

the stockholders' investment." The inspection department

of the board estimates about $14,000 as the average ex-

penditure which should henceforth be made each year for

several years in order to maintain tracks and overhead

structures in a safe and proper condition and about $11,000

for maintenance and depreciation of equipment. It appears

that for the past two years if the company had expended

$25,000 a year for maintenance and depreciation it would

have shown a deficit during that period. In order to make

up tin deficiency and permit of S 6 per cent return to the

in, I. holders, says the decision, the company must .show an
increase of more than ,$l.

-

!,000 over it average net. earnings

for the past tWO years. With possible economic in opera
t u>ii the Company would appear on this basis to be entitled

to an additional revenue of something mote than $10,000 a

year. The company in its petition tate that an additional

re venue of .$10,00() a year could he raised by making the

CS h fare 6 cents within the limits of any fare zones and
by the issuance of ticket books. The proposed new schedule
has met the approval of the Public Service Commission in

1

1

essential features.

Wisconsin Commission

The Wisconsin commission has authorized the Ashland
Light, Power & Street Railway Company to issue $100,000
in first mortgage 5 per cent bonds to be sold at not less

than 75 per cent of par. The funds to be derived are to be
used to defray the cost of building a 1500-kw. Curtis
steam turbine plant in the city of Ashland to supplement
the company's hydroelectric plant, which does not develop
sufficient energy at times of low water.

The Hussa Brothers Light & Water Company of Bangor
has been ordered to decrease its rate for street lighting

from $27 per 48-cp. lamp per year to $22. The commis-
sion submitted data showing that whereas the cost of

energy per kilowatt-hour generated, exclusive of fixed

charges, was 6.63 cents in Bangor as against a weighted
average for all the Class C plants of 6.71 cents, the cost

of street lighting per capita was $2.18 as against a
weighted average of $1.01 for the Class C plants. The
company is also ordered to substitute a minimum charge
of 75 cents per month in lieu of the meter rental of 25

cents now charged, and to abandon its practice of furnish-

ing free service to its employees.
Upon complaint of citizens of Viola, the commission has

investigated the rates charged by the Viola Light & Power
Company and has ordered a reduction in the rates for

street and commercial lighting. The schedule prescribed

for commercial lighting consists of a primary charge of 12

cents net for the first 20 kw.-hr. consumed per month, a

secondary rate of 9 cents net for the next 30 kw.-hr., and
an excess rate of 6 cents for all energy consumed in excess

of 50 kw.-hr. per month. The present rates are 13.5 cents,

12 cents and 10 cents respectively. The rate for the 60-cp.,

6.6 amp. series incandescent street lamps burning on a
moonlight schedule from dusk to midnight and from 5

a. m. to daylight was reduced from $24 per lamp a year to

$20. The business of the company justifies a greater re-

duction in net revenues than will result from the rates au-

thorized, but the commission held that a further reduction

should not be made at this time in view of the necessity

of amortizing some of the early losses which the plant has
suffered through the loss of the dam by high water.

California Commission

In the application of the People's Water Company for

reorganization before the California Railroad Commission,
Commissioner Edwin O. Egerton discussed the several

methods of arriving at value which should be considered.

To quote the commissioner:
"Various methods have been put forward of determining

the value of a public utility plant. These methods include

a determination of the original cost of the plant by inspect-

ing the records of the company, the opinion of engineers as

to the original cost based upon the reproduction of the

plant as of the time it was constructed under the methods
then existing, but applying present-day unit prices, and an
opinion as to the cost of reproducing the plant at the

present time less depreciation representing deterioration

found now to exist in the plant as it is.

"I hold that these methods are merely guides in the de-

termination of value, and it cannot be said that any one of

these methods may be selected and followed strictly to a
result which produces, without modification, a thorough
value. For instance, the method most favored of recent

years is reproduction new less depreciation, but a very
brief consideration of this method will at once make it ap-

parent that in many instances serious modifications of the

result obtained must be indulged in to avoid absurd and
unjust results.
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"I believe the 'reproduction new' method is valuable as a

guide in arriving at the value, but I believe it only to be a

guide.

"It has been urged at times that the true measure of value

is the actual investment or original cost. But, in addition

to the fact that it is usually impossible to obtain accurate

data as to original cost of the properties which have been
established and operated for a number of years, there is the

further difficulty that if the original cost showed extrava-

gant expenditure or expenditure made largely in excess of

that which was necessary because of some interests of the

constructors, aside and apart from the utility itself, it must
be modified to a point where it is made reasonable. Further-
more, we have the important element of appreciation in

land values to deal with, and it has been held by our courts

that a utility is not bound by the original cost of its land.

I do not mean to say that original cost is not to be con-

sidered and given weight, but I do say that original cost

if it can be obtained does not of necessity fix the value of

the plant.

"It is my opinion that in determining the value of a plant

methods of arriving at depreciation are valuable only as

they indicate the present condition and the probable future

life of the structures."

In finding a fair and reasonable value of this utility upon
which the issuance of securities could be authorized, the

commission considered its properties under five heads,

namely, land, physical structures, water rights, going con-

cern, and rights-of-way. The engineers had placed a value

of $50,000 per 1,000,000 gal. on an estimated output of unde-
veloped sources, but the commission held that as a consider-

able amount of money and effort is required to secure this

supply of undeveloped water upon which a value was placed,

and as at present such supply does not exist, no allowance
can be made therefor. After a review of the various claims
under the head of going concern, it was held that where it

can be shown as a matter of actual cost that a company
has expended a given sum of money to obtain its business,

and that this was done economically within a reasonable
time and with good business judgment, the resultant busi-

ness is of value to the company to the extent of its ex-

penditures to obtain it.

Washington Commission

As the result of a hearing recently held, the Public

Service Commission of Washington forbids the 159 tele-

phone companies operating in the State of Washington to

collect deposits from subscribers and requires the refund-
ing within twenty days of all deposits now held. Follow-
ing are the complete rules as adopted by the Public Service

Commission:
"No cash deposit or other security for installation of

instruments, for the payment of accounts, for local ex-

change service or long-distance service points within the
State of Washington, or for any other purpose, shall be
required of any telephone subscriber by any telephone
company (other than a city or a town) owning, operating
or managing any telephone line or part of telephone line

used for the conduct of the business of affording tele-

phonic communications for hire within the State of Wash-
ington, provided that deposits may be required for any local

or long-distance call originating at a pay station.

"The company may disconnect any telephone, private ex-

change or other instrumentality, device or apparatus, or
any subscriber, and discontinue such subscriber's service,

on or after the expiration of ten days from the date on
which any account for local exchange service or long-dis-

tance service becomes due and payable (in advance or
otherwise), when any such account remains unpaid after
the expiration of ten days from such date. Any telephone
company may exact from any subscriber two months' ren-
tal in advance at the time of ordering service, such charge
in no case to exceed $5. If the service charge ordered shall

exceed the sum of $5 per month, the patrons shall pay
from month to month in advance. If the service charge
shall not exceed the sum of $5, the portion not absorbed in

the first month's rental shall be applied on a succeeding
month's rental, and the patron shall thereafter pay from
month to month in advance. No advance payment shall

be exacted from the patron of the company on account of
change of residence or telephone."

Corporate and Financial
Assessed Valuation of Ohio Utilities Increased.—An ad-

dition of $9,683,710 has been made to the assessed valua-
tions of Ohio public utilities as recently announced by the
State Tax Commission. Of the total gain, $4,721,380 has
been added to the valuations of electric-lighting companies,
their aggregate being boosted from $30,964,730 last year
to $41,686,110 this year. More than a fourth of the total
increase in this valuation is contributed by the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company, for which the total is

raised from $17,792,560 to $19,097,830, an increase of
$1,305,270. The $986,130 increase of the Dayton Power &
Light Company ranks next, its valuation being raised from
$3,876,790 to $4,862,920. The Auglaize Power Company is

set down as worth $400,000. Other increases are as fol-
lows: Cleveland Light & Power Company, $2,560; Bradley
Light, Heat & Power Company, $27,670; Claxton Power
Company, $27,840; Oberlin Gas & Electric Company, $28,-
010; Sandusky Gas & Electric Company, $23,740; Mas-
sillon Electric & Gas Company, $119,470; Medina Electric
Light & Power Company, $4,000; Rocky River Water, Li^ht
& Power Company, $6,780; Trumbull Public Service Com-
pany, $221,190, and Canton Electric Company, $215,840.

American Public Utilities Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.—The report of the directors of the company presented at
the annual meeting reviews the operations of the sub-
sidiary companies for the year ended June 30, 1915. It
points out that, notwithstanding a condition of diminished
industrial activity in Indianapolis which has prevailed dur-
ing the year, the commercial business of the Merchants'
Heat & Light Company has shown a substantial growth.
The electric load of the plant has been satisfactory. A
load-factor of 74 per cent was maintained for a large portion
of a three months' period. During the fiscal year the con-
tract for municipal street lighting was entered upon and is

now being carried out. In spite of the fact that the city
lighting load taken on is a very large one, coming in at the
later hours of the daytime and at night, the business of
the company has been so developed that the peak of the
load comes during the morning hours. An extensive pub-
licity campaign, conducted for the double purpose of giving
the local public an adequate idea of the importance of the
company and its facilities for doing business and of attract-
ing new business, was carried on at an expense which the
directors feel has been justified by the tactical and financial
results realized. The Wisconsin-Minnesota Light & Power
Company, another subsidiary, during the year reported a
contract with the Consumers' Power Company of St. Paul
by which this company purchases for a large amount of
energy its own requirements and those of the Minneapolis
General Electric Company for a period of thirty years.
Under the terms of this contract the Consumers' Power
Company purchases a stated amount of energy in 1917,
increasing the amount each year until 1921, when the maxi-
mum requirements of the contract will be reached. The
performance of this contract will call for the expenditure
by the Wisconsin-Minnesota company of approximately
$2,500,000 in new work and developments. Summing up the
report, the directors say: "The period of depression, coun-
trywide, of which the past fiscal year was a portion, has
made it seem the part of prudence to seek to conserve the
volume of business already aggregated, rather than to make
any expensive attempts to secure new business in com-
munities whose population were having the necessity of
retrenchment in living expenses brought home to them daily.
By much the same process of reason your directors felt

it to be good conservation to take advantage of lowered
prices and increased efficiency of capital by making such
betterments to the properties of the subsidiary companies
as would make them better revenue producers with the re-
turn of good times. This company, following out this policy,

is through its subsidiary, the Wisconsin-Minnesota Light &
Power Company, now actually engaged in the preliminaries
of the construction of a most important hydroelectric pro-
ducing station on the Chippewa River in Wisconsin, thereby
developing the potential values acquired in the past and
making itself ready to secure the income already engaged in

the contract with the Consumers' Power Company of St.

Paul at the earliest date that income production becomes
possible under the terms of that contract. While this new
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in\ e i Hunt will Itself become remunerative Immediately
upon Ita completion In 1917, it will have ;> lecondary effect

of rendering remunerative the forward Investment already

made In the water power reeourcei now end for tome time

held in an undeveloped condition. Tin. double pur]

once served, ihould have an exceedingly favorable effect

upon the eompany'i revenue! i>y reducing the amounl of

Investment In propertiei held to await development." The
earning! of the subeidiary companiei for tin- twelve month.

ended June 80, L916, follow:

ii. 'in operation!
Opel 1.018.239

in operation! 11,818,831

Qrou Income 11,889,760
expenses 88,101

\.i Income 11,801,669

Fixed fii.ii

Interest on underlying securities $862,800
Interest on collateral trust bonds 84,667
I ill. i .st on l;oI(I notes 1 1 . 1 B 'i

Miscellaneous interest 48,958

Total interest Charge! $952,108

$::

234.840
Remainder
Dividend on preferred stock.

Balance $11 1,711

Atlantic City (N. J.) Electric Company.—The outstanding

6 per cent cumulative preferred stock of the company was
recently increased from $300,000 to $370,200. The increase

is now being offered at $98 per share. The earnings for the

company for the twelve months ended May 31 are as follows:
1 9 1 r, 1 9M

Gross operating revenue $493,232 $4fifi,059

Total net revenue 202.4 08 238.615
Interest charges 131.476 120, 873
Net income after charges 130.992 117,742
Annual dividends en preferred stock 22.212
Balance 108,780

Atlantic Power & Light Corporation, New York, N. Y.

—

The 7 per cent preferred stock of the company is being

offered at 95 and accrued dividend with a privilege of buy-

ing common stock at $10 per share in an amount not exceed-

ing half the number of preferred shares purchased. A
consolidated statement of the earnings of the subsidiary

companies after eliminating intercompany charges for the

year ended June 30 follows:
1915 1914

Gross operating revenue $1,1 25.057 $1,068,050
Operating expenses and taxes 574.323 614.983

Net operating revenue $550,734 $453,667
Other income 6,219 3,166

$456,833

365,000

$556,953

365.000
1.016

32,113 1,336

$90,497

Total corporate income
Deductions

:

Rental for properties leased
General interest
Depreciation and contingencies reserve..

Net corporate income applicable to divi-
dends $158,824

Annual dividends on preferred stock 57,750

Balance available for common stock divi-

dends, etc $101,074

Dayton (Ohio) Power & Light Company.—The Public

Utilities Commission of Ohio has authorized the company to

pledge $120,000 of its 6 per cent cumulative preferred capital

stock as collateral security for a loan of $75,000. The com-

pany was authorized to issue $300,000 of this stock on May
24 at not less than 87%, but, owing to the stringent condition

of the market, the company found itself unable to dispose

of any of its capital stock, and, being in need of money at

the present time to meet legal obligations, it petitioned the

commission to authorize the above action.

Hawks Electric Company, Goshen, Ind.—The Indiana

Public Service Commission has authorized this company to

execute a mortgage on its property for $250,000 and to

issue at this time $128,000 of bonds under the mortgage
at not less than 93. The proceeds of the sale are to reim-

burse the treasury for $29,957 for expenditures made, to

purchase the Home Electric Company of Wakarusa, Ind.,

for the sum of $10,000, and to pay for the construction of

a new transmission line from Goshen to Bremen. The
Home Electric Company has been purchasing its energy

from the Hawks company for some time, and since the

Home company at this time was in need of money to make
extensions the Hawks company found the situation favor-

able for purchasing the plant.

Illinois Traction Company, Peoria, ill.-The annual re

port for the year ended Dec, SI, 1914, tate that clo e ap
plication in the effort to ecurc more efflciencj and economy
in the operation of generating station, and reduction of all

Item of expen > which could be effected without, detriment
to the propel ulted In gratifying decrease In

operating coats. Satisfactory increa are hown in the

electric and g rtmenta, They were obtained l>y ju-

diciou! advertising and strenuous campaigns and hy the

introduction of Improved appliance for the u e of gas and
electricity. Electric railway receipts have been affected hy

the general businesa depression, which caused the closing

Of many factories in whole or in part, and hy the increased
use; both in town and country of the automobile, resulting

in a Blight dei tea e in the earnings of these properties.

Receipt! and expenditures for the year follow:

Earning*

:

Intei in dan lines $3,626,688
City lines 3,0L'l
Has 877,982
Eled rie 3,002,878
Heat 814,640
Water
Miscellaneous 254,973

Total gross earnings $11,1 12,854
Total operating expenses, including taxes f,,:>x7,463

Net from operation $4,525,391
Interest on bonds, etc 3,290.786

Balance $i,^34,«05
l depreciation 309,580

Balance
Bond discount for 1914

$925,025
47,956

Surplus, 1914 $877,069

Manufacturing and Industrial
B. J. Morrison, general manager of the National Supply &

Equipment Company of Philadelphia, has left for Europe on
a three to five months' business trip as consulting engineer
for some American companies.

The Electric Shop has recently been opened at St. Joseph,
Mo., by A. L. Utz, who was formerly connected with the

Standard Electric Company. The new company, which will

have its establishment at 918 Francis Street, will deal in

electric supplies, appliances and devices, besides doing gen-
eral electric contracting and repair work.

The Spengler-Loomis Manufacturing Company of 58

East Washington Street, Chicago, 111., has decided to take

up the manufacture of electrical heating appliances and
has retained H. O. Swoboda of Pittsburgh, Pa., as its con-

sulting engineer. It is expected that several of the new
heating devices will be ready for the market in two months.

The Layne & Dewier Company, Houston, Tex., well con-

tractor and manufacturer of the "Layne" centrifugal

pumps and well screens, has opened a general sales office

at 715 Long Building, Kansas City, Mo. The company,
which specializes in city contracts for water supply, was
awarded the gold medal at the Panama-Pacific Exposition

on its screens and pumps for mining, irrigation and water-

well purposes.

Great Demand for Tungsten in European Countries.

—

According to consular reports, the great demand for tung-

sten in Europe and the competition of buyers have doubled

the price of tungsten in Portugal during the last six

months. The production of this metal in Portugal during

the year 1913 was 753 tons, valued at $564,000. At Shef-

field, England, the prices for ferro-tungsten have risen

to $1.64 per pound of tungsten contained in the alloy and

to $1.82 per pound for tungsten powder, 96 to 98 per cent

pure.

Large Demand for Ornamental Fans and Fan Stands.

—

The ornamental fans and fan stands described elsewhere in

this issue have been meeting with considerable favor in

many high-class homes, in New York and vicinity, according

to the maker, the Crucet Manufacturing Company, 256 West
Twenty-eighth Street, New York. A number of these fans

have been sold through Mrs. Alex Van R. Barnewall, a

prominent interior decorator of New York. Recently Lord

& Taylor devoted considerable window space to the display

of ten different types of the fans and stands.
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New Plant for Hamilton-Beach Company.—Work has been

started on the new factory building of the Hamilton-Beach

Company, manufacturer of electric vibrators at Racine, Wis,

Work will be rushed, as the contract specifies that the build-

ing shall be ready for occupancy by Dec. 1. The building,

which will be three stories high, will be 300 ft. long and

50 ft. wide. The power plant will be in a separate building,

and athletic grounds will be provided for the benefit of the

employees.

Organization of Vosburgh Miniature Lamp Company.

—

The Vosburgh Miniature Lamp Company, 289 Valley Road,

West Orange, N. J., which, as reported in the Electrical
World of Aug. 14, has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $25,000, will manufacture tungsten and gas-filled

automobile lamps and will endeavor to develop a line of no-

glare automobile lamps. This company is the successor to

the firm of the same name, the business of which was con-

ducted for thirteen years by Frank A. Vosburgh, who is

president and treasurer of the newly incorporated company.
Arthur A. Tanner is vice-president of the company, and
Frank R. Weller is secretary.

The Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J.,

announces that Bertram Smith has been appointed manager
of the Detroit office of the company. About a year and a

half ago Mr. Smith joined the Edison interests as assistant

manager of the Edison Storage Battery Supply Company
of San Francisco. Directly previous to his connection with

the Edison company he was manager of the battery depart-

ment of the Chicago branch of the United States Light &
Heating Company. He was formerly secretary and treas-

urer of the National Battery Company of Buffalo. In

order to serve better its customers in eastern Michigan as

well as Ohio and adjoining territory, the Edison Storage

Battery Company recently moved its Cleveland office to the

David Whitney Building, Detroit.

Matthews Anchors Reduced in Price and Sold Under
Guarantee.—W. N. Matthews & Brother, St. Louis, Mo.,

having learned that less than 1 per cent of their anchors had

their helix castings broken in transit or in handling by men
before and during installation, have decided to make the

following offer: If any casting, whether eye or helix, of a

Matthews "Scrulix" anchor is broken in transit or before or

during installation, the company will replace the broken

casting and will guarantee that the threads in the helix and
the eye of its 5-in., 6-in. and 7-in. anchors are equal in

strength to the rods to which they are attached. Owing to

the fact that the company's anchors have no steel in them
and because of increased sales and perfection in manufac-
turing methods, an average reduction in price of about 25

per cent has been effected.

General Electric's "Home Electrical" Wins Awards.

—

The "Home Electrical," the exhibit of the General Electric

Company at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition,

has received the distinction of being awarded two gold

medals by the International Jury of Awards. One of the

gold medals was awarded by the department of manufac-
ture for the completeness of the exhibit and for its value

as an Exposition attraction. The second gold medal was
awarded by the department of education in recognition of

the high educational value of the display. The "Home
Electrical" consists of a full-sized model home of simple

Spanish-California bungalow design in which electric en-

ergy is made to perform practically all of the domestic

tasks and labors and to conduce to many of the household

comforts of living. Thus far more than 700,000 sightseers

have passed through the house.

Waverley Electric to Increase Output.—During the 1916

automobile season the manufacturers of the Waverley
electric expect to put out two thousand cars, which is just

double the 1915 output. It has been possible to do this

owing to improved factory conditions and increased facili-

ties for manufacture. The company has of late been en-

deavoring to decrease its overhead costs by increasing its

operating efficiency. As was noted in our issue of Aug. 28,

the price of the Waverley electric has been reduced. This

action was brought about entirely by the above conditions,

which allowed the company to take the entire benefit of

reduced cost due to quantity production. At the present

time indications point to an excellent 1916 season. In New
York City and the East it is not expected that the price

reduction will be instrumental in materially increasing the

demand for "electrics." In the Middle West, however,

Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, etc., and on the Pacific Coast, it is ex-

pected that the reduction will greatly increase the volume
of sales.

Russian Electrical Manufacturing Companies Do Well.

—

The electrical manufacturers in Russia possessing a good

organization both for buying raw materials and selling

their products, as well as abundant working capital, were
never more prosperous than they have been of late, accord-

ing to an article in a recent issue of the London Electrical

Review. That this is so can be seen from the following

figures from published reports for the year 1914, which

show profits in roubles:

1912 1913 1914
General Electricity Company 1, 300.000 1,750,000 2.070,000
United Cables Company 970.000 1,400,000 3,340,000
Siemens* Halske 6-10,000 500.000 810.000
Duflon Constanovitch & Company. . 240,000 250,000 3r,0.000

Siemens-Schuckert .. 1,300,000 1,150,000

The net profit of the United Cables Company was 55.6 per

cent on its nominal capital, or more than double that of

1913. The company was able to show such increases be-

cause it had in stock reserves of metals and other neces-

sary goods for production which had been bought in the

first half of the year at low prices, while finished products

were sold in the second half year, when prices steadily rose.

Copper.—Copper has again taken a turn in price. From
the low price of 16 cents quoted a couple of weeks ago the

price has risen to 18 cents, around which figure it has hov-

ered for some days. In these figures the copper trade sees

evidences of a renewal of buying orders, which have been

notably absent now for some time. Just what the top prices

will be producers seem to be unable to forecast. The de-

mand of ammunition makers is not known nor is it certain.

Manufacturers are known to be getting low in their stocks,

and some are anticipating future deliveries by asking for

part shipments at the present time. Copper exports for the

fiscal year ended June 30 showed a decrease of almost 300,-

000,000 lb. The total for the past year was 677,303,822 lb.

against 974,791,676 lb. for the previous twelve months. The
average export price in 1915 fell off some 0.6 cent from 1914

and over 2 cents from 1913. Full details of the past three

years' exports (in pounds) follow:
1915 1914 1913

Austria-Hungary 2,984,987 42,276,448 37,1 22.105
Belgium 775,060 8,587.024 8.134.400
France 171,202,554 173.301,960 129.634,052
Germany 22,253,505 311,107,962 280.930.086
Italy 100,409,208 45,361,782 43.897,333
Netherlands 31,507,151 179.130.877 174,776.184
Russia 16,749,206 9.394,980 5,870,877
United Kingdom 238.567,015 150.S63.375 111.583.321
Other Europe 63.759.425 17.787,668 10.101,291
Canada 20,659.139 28,973.421 37,648,142
Other countries 8,436,042 8,006,179 5.834,595

Totals 677,303,822 974,791,676 845,532,387

Average
Recapitulation

:

Export
June 30 Pounds Value Price(Cents)
1915 677.303.S22 $96,238,800 14.209
1914 974.791,676 14 1.S95.519 14.864
1913 845,532,387 138,301,482 16.3

Capacity Business for Lamp-Post Manufacturer.— With
the factory working to capacity and iron molders working

day and night, the J. L. Mott Iron Works find business in

electric-lamp standards of an exceedingly prosperous na-

ture. At the present time the company has in the neighbor-

hood of $250,000 of orders booked for future delivery. These

include orders for both the export and domestic trade. In'

Greater New York the company has orders for approximate-

ly 4000 ornamental standards. It is to supply 500 for Phil-

adelphia, 109 for Meriden, Conn., and 115 for Port Jervis,

N. Y., besides numerous other smaller orders for Western
cities particularly. Recent orders include substantial ones

for Havana, Cuba, and Lima, Peru. The export trade to

South America in lamp-posts is picking up. The withdrawal

of European banking facilities has caused a stringency of

money in this market. As money conditions become better,

however, a brisk trade is anticipated. The South Americans
are very particular about the street standards. They have

excellent artistic taste, and for that reason will buy more
expensive types than the average American municipality.

The American city, without an art commission, will almost

invariably choose for weight and size. Just before the war
started the company had made a wedge in the English mar-
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New Industrial Companies
The Salzer Electric Company of Cleveland. Ohio, has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $30,000 by I. J. Salzer.

The Sanitary Stove Top Company of Newark, N. J., has
been incorporated by William W. Smith, William A. White,
E. Carlyle Fenwick and others. The company is capitalized

at $50,000 and proposes to manufacture coal, gas and elec-

tric ranges, stoves, etc. The company's offices are at 9

Clinton Street, Newark.

E. M. Brown of Hempstead, Mass.. has filed articles of
incorporation with a capital of $30,000 for the purpose of
doing an engineering, general contracting and construction
business, manufacturing machinery, electrical appliances,
hardware, etc. The incorporators are A. H. Courtenay, E.
H. Brown and G. L. Brown of Hempstead.

New Incorporations
The Greensboro Mills Company of Greensboro, Vt., has

been incorporated for the purpose of developing land and
water-power, to generate electricity and to control and use
water-power rights and privileges.

The Central Vermont Power Company, Montpelier, Vt.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $200,000 for
the purpose of developing and operating water-powers and
generating, transmitting and selling electricity.

The Nunda Electric Light Company of Nunda, N. Y., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 to gen-
erate light, heat and power. The directors are L. A. Wil-
lard and M. L. and H. J. Gordon, Nunda, N. Y.

The Mount Vernon Light & Power Company of Mount
Vernon, Me., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $10,000. The officers are: Rosendall H. Jacobs, presi-

dent, and Clyde M. Jacobs, treasurer. R. W. Leighton is

clerk.

The Independent Heat & Light Company of Ogden,
Utah, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $70,-

000. The officers are: A. J. Paulson, president; B. P.

Critchlow, vice-president, and W. J. Critchlow, secretary

and treasurer.

The Jacksonville Light & Power Company of Jacksonville,

Ala., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000

for the purpose of operating electric light and power plants

and transmission lines. The officers are: Thomas W. Martin,
president; W. R. Loyd, vice-president, and Wiley Alford,

secretary and treasurer.

Trade Publications
Wiring Device*. The Pmi A Seymour Company, Solvay,

V Y ., ha; issued Catalog \" '.'•"•, Oil Ii.hmIv electric wiring
<ie\ [l

I'osi-iiole Digger*—Several leafleta illustrating and (to-

scribing tin' "Goheen" po I hole digger have beer issued by
the Triple Tool Company, Jacksonville, III.

Electric Washer.—An illustrated folder describing the

"King" electric washer is being distributed l>y the Rex
Manufacturing Company, Johnstown, Pa.

Electric Motor Chairs.—The Electric Motor Chair Com-
pany, San Francisco, Cal., has issued a booklet illustrating

and describing its storage-battery roller chair

Cooking Devices.—The Globe Stove & Range Company,
kokomo, Ind., has issued Catalog No. 37, illustrating and
describing electric ranges, ovens, hot-plates, etc.

Automobile Signals.—Traffic-direction and speed signals

of the electrically operated type for use on automohiles are
described in a bulletin issued by C. A. Singer, St. Louis, Mo.

Inclosed Fuses.—The interior construction and the prin-

ciples of operation of "D & W" fuses are described in a

recent booklet issued by the D & W Fuse Company, Provi-
dence, R. I.

Switchboard Meters.—An illustrated Bulletin, No. 42, de-

scribing the mechanical and electrical details of switchboard
meters has been issued by the Sangamo Electric Company,
Springfield, 111.

Outlet Boxes and Covers.—Leaflet No. 151, giving catalog
numbers and other data on outlet boxes and covers, has re-

cently been issued by the Steel City Electric Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Motors.—The Bodine Electric Company, Chicago, 111., has
issued illustrated Bulletin No. 520, describing and giving
data on its interchangeable motors for use on both alter-

nating-current and direct-current energy.

Folding Portable Lamp.—The folding and adjustable
features of the "Jules" folding portable lamp are described
and illustrated in several folders recently published by the

Rose-Strauss Company, New York City.

Electric Bells and Annunciators.—Wall cards calling at-

tention to the important features of bells and annunciators
manufactured by Edwards & Company, Inc., New York
City, are being distributed by the company.

Insulated Screwdriver.—A circular illustrating and de-

scribing a rubber-insulated screwdriver for use around
automobiles, gas engines and electric motors has bsen issued

by H. D. Smith & Company, Plantsville, Conn.

Insulation.—A booklet illustrating and describing the in-

sulating products of the General Bakelite Company, New
York City, has been published for distribution at the com-
pany's exhibit at the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

Flashlamps and Batteries.—The Usona Manufacturing
Company, New York, N. Y., has issued a thirty-two-page
catalog illustrating and describing its full line of flash-

lamps, flashlamp batteries, flashlamp novelties, etc.

Automatic Reclosing Circuit Breakers.—The Automatic
Reclosing Circuit Breaker Company, Columbus, Ohio, has
recently issued two folders on "types C and D" auto-

matic reclosing circuit-breakers and magnetically operated

switches.

Sheet-Metal Products.—The Globe Iron Roofing & Corru-

gating Company, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, has issued an illus-

trated catalog covering corrugated metal sheets, metal

ceilings and facings, and numerous other sheet-metal build-

ing materials.

Boiler-Furnace Linings.—An illustrated description of the

methods employed and the materials used in constructing

cne-piece furnace linings for boilers by means of a special

plastic compound is given in a booklet recently issued by
the Betson Plastic Fire Brick Company, Rome, N. Y.

Diesel Engines for Water-Works. — The Busch - Sulzer

Brothers Diesel Engine Company, St. Louis, Mo., has issued

a pamphlet on the Appleton (Wis.) water-works describing

features of intake and filtration results from a bacteriologi-

cal standpoint. Data on economical Diesel-engine operation,

efficiency charts and operating data are given.
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Construction News
New England

MANCHESTER, N. H—The Mayor and
the lighting committee have recommended
that a contract be made with the Man-
chester Tr., Lt & Pwr. Co. for Lighting
lamps of the following ratings for a term of
five years at the prices stated per annum :

60-cp. gas-filled tungsten lamp, $22 ; 100-cp.
gas-filled tungsten lamp, $2")

; 250-cp. gas-
filled tungsten lamp, $35.20, and 600-cp.

nlled tungsten lamp, $70.

kkandon, VT.—The Hortonia Power
Company has placed an order with the
Leffel Company, Springfield, Ohio, for a
pair of waterwheels to be placed in the
Brandon station for the purpose of driving
a General Electric generator. The station
will be entirely reconstructed and a trans-
mission line will be built connecting it with
the 1000-hp. hydroelectric plants now in
process of construction at Hortonia. It is
also intended to build a transmission line
from Brandon to Gaysville, connecting with
the Gaysville El. Lt. & Pwr. Co., which is
also owned by the Hortonia Pwr. Co. I.

M. Frost is manager of the Hortonia Co.
CLINTON, MASS.—James Tattersall re-

cently removed his manufacturing business
from Philadelphia to Clinton and is in-
stalling machinery in the building recently
occupied by the Clinton Textile Co. About
fourteen motor-driven machines will be
used, energy being obtained from the Clin-
ton El. Lt. Co.

PAWTUCKET, R. I.—The Rhode Island
Pwr. & Transmission Co. is building a 100-
ft. by 30-ft. brick and concrete power
station which will have an ultimate gen-
erating rating of 30,000 kw. Three 5000-
kva. transformers and a five-panel bench-
board are being installed. The General El.
Co. has the contract for the electrical
equipment and the Connecticut River Tran-
sit Co., Worcester, is in charge of the en-
gineering: work.

Middle Atlantic
ALBANY, N. Y.—Sealed proposals will

be received till 10.30 a. m. Sept. 8 for fur-
nishing the new State Hospital for the In-
sane with incandescent lamps for a period
of one year, delivery beginning Oct. 1, 1915.
For further information address the Pur-
chasing Committee for State Hospital,
Room 138, Capitol, Albany.
BATAVIA, N. Y.—Bids will be received

until Sept. 14 by Dr. F. P. Lewis, president
board of managers New York State School
for the Blind, for alterations and additions
to the hospital building, including heating
apparatus, steam piping, plumbing and
electrical work. L. F. Pilcher, Albany, is

HOOSICK, N. Y.—The Walloomsac Paper
Co. is installing motor-driven machinery
and an electric-lighting equipment. Energy
will be obtained from the transmission
lines of the Connecticut River Transmission

Co, and the electrical apparatus will be in-

Btailed by the Ueneral El. Co.

.\(i I nil HOOSICK, N. Y.—The Stevens
Thompson Paper Mill Co. expects to install

electrical i quipment for operating its vari-

ous machines and for illuminating the

building.

CAMDEN, -\'. J.—The city electrical

hoard is arranging for the installation of

scessary electrical equipment at the
Hrehouses Incidental to changing the fire

department equipment to motor-driven ap-
paratus. The work will comprise dynamo,
wiring, <tc.

FREEHOLD, N. J.—The Monmouth Lt.

Co expects to erect within the next two
months 1", miles of 13,200-volt transmission
line. W. .1. Lanaley is treasurer and con-
sulting engineer.

PLAINFIELD, N. J.—District 5, Town-
ship of Piscataway, in Middlesex County,
is receiving bids for furnishing street light-
ing lor one year.

TOMS RIVER, N. J.—Bids are desired
until Sept. 16 by the Board of Chosen Free-
holders, James E. Otis director, for the en-
largement and repair of the court house,
including electrical work for the county
clerk's office and the court house. Plans
will be furnished by J. C. & G. A. Delatush,
architects, 70 Broad Street, Red Bank, on a
deposit of $5, which will be refunded if

plans are returned in good condition.

WOODBR1DGE, N. J.—The street-light-
ing commissioners of Keasbey will re-

ceive bids up to 8 p. m. Sept. 11 for supply-
ing and maintaining 170 25-cp. and seven
80-cp. street lamps for a term of one year.
M. Everson, F. J. Fee and L. A. Black com-
pose the board of commissioners.
SMYRNA, DEL.—Bids will be received

until Sept. 29 by James A. Wetmore, act-
ing supervising architect, Treasury Depart-
ment, Washington, D. C, for the complete
construction, including mechanical equip-
ment, interior lighting fixtures and ap-
proaches, of United States post office at
Smyrna. Specifications and plans may be
secured at the custodian's office, Smyrna,
and at office of supervising architect, Wash-
ington, D. C.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids are desired
until Nov. 17 by James A. Wetmore, acting
supervising architect, Treasury Department,
Washington, D. C, for the construction of a
central heating, lighting and power plant at
Washington, D. C.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Sealed proposals
will be opened at the supervising archi-
tect's office, Treasury Department, Wash-
ington, D. C., for the installation complete
of an electric-elevator plant in the United
States Appraisers' Stores at Boston, Mass.,
in accordance with the drawings and speci-
fications, copies of which may be had at
the office of James A Wetmore, supervis-
ing architect.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Secretary of the
Navy Daniels will open bids on Sept. 29
for fifteen coast-defense submarines, the

cost of which will not exceed $550,000 each.

Bids, it is said, will also be received in the

future for two seagoing submarines cost-

ing about $1,500,000 each. The Newport
News Ship Building Company, Newport
News, Va , the New York Ship Building

Company, New York City, the Lake Tor-
pedo Boat Company, Bridgeport, Conn., the

Electric Boat Company, New York City,

the Submarine Boat Corporation, New STork

City, and the Cramp Ship Company, Phila-
delphia. Pa., will, it is reported, submit
bids. Some of these companies will go into

ii market for the engines and elec-

tric machinery necessary to equip the sub-
marine's.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign trade op-
portunities are announced by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce m the
Commerce Reports as follows: No. 18076

—

A supply company in Honduras writes an
American consular officer that it wishes
to receive prices and descriptive catalogs
of steel transmission posts for electricity.

The maximum height of the post should be
30 ft. Weight should be indicated and quo-
tations should be made f.o.b. New York
or New Orleans. No. 18032—An Italian

manufacturing company informs an Ameri-
can consular officer that it is in the market
for 60,000 screw sockets per month. Con-
tract for a year or longer will be entered
into. It is stated that the company has
been paying $0,006 f.o.b. port of shipment
and that samples are being forwarded.
When samples arrive they will be exhibited
at the branch offices. No. 18083—A firm
in Serbia informs an American consular
officer that it desires to purchase large
quantities of incandescent lamps for ordi-
narv use. Catalogs and full information
should be sent so that orders may be
placed by cable. Correspondence should be
in German or French. No. 18093—A buyer
of telephone and electric-lamp wire in an
insular possession informs an American
consular officer that he desires to establish
commercial relations with American ex-
porters of galvanized iron wire 0.07874 in.

in diameter for telephone lines, and non-
insulated hard-copper wire for electric
lamps, 0.23622 in. in diameter. He wishes
to receive prices on various kinds of non-
insulated copper wires and cables for elec-
tric light and power transmission. He
states that he has hitherto been given 30
days' credit, but is willing to make pay-
ment against shipping documents upon ar-
rival of goods in the foreign port. No.
18100—A firm of incandescent-lamp manu-
facturers in Brazil informs an American
consular officer that it desires to receive
catalogs, prices and full information from
American manufacturers of glass bulbs of
various sizes, molybdenum, straight and
spiral tungsten filaments, copper, nickel
and platinum wire, tin bases for electric
lamps, chemicals for ground glass, anhy-
drous phosphorus, pure "amorpho" phos-
phorus, modern machinery for the manu-
facture of electric incandescent lamps, in-
cluding vacuum pumps and rubber hose.
Correspondence should be in Portuguese.
Further information may be obtained upon
application to the Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C, or its branches.

Maintaining Utility Service on

Broadway During Subway
Construction

The accompanying illustration shows
two things among a multitude of others.
First, it suggests reasons why the main-
tenance costs of an underground system in
a great city are high, and second, it shows
the tremendous odds against which an
operating company works in maintaining

ontlnuity of its service. Here the
busiest section of Broadway, at Forty-
second Street, in New York City, is shown
disemboweled on account of the construction
work on the new subway.

High-tension 15,000-volt cables are ex-
on the right, the 600-volt third rail

is exposed in the center, and the Edison
low-tension cables are mixed up in a mis-
cellaneous way with telephone, fire-alarm,
Stock-quotation and Western Union cables
Yei ill "I these services have not suffered
an Interruption such that users have been
Inconvenienced in any way.
One of three new concrete and tile duct

lines for the cables shown can be seen at
the lefl Of the surface-line tracks, with
another similar set at the righl of these
tracks to contain the high-tension cables

; from the Kingsbridge station of the
New York Edison Company to the Water-
side station, as well as other feeders for
the New York Railways Company. The
Edison low-tension cables shown at the left
of the photograph and the telephone and
other low-potential cables will be placed
in another duct line constructed under the
sidewalk and connected to manholes.
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"i r ictor, i i < elvlng bldi
f>N i numbai ol motori which * ill i

in the new Penobi « (it Building addition.

K ai \ m \. 00, Id i< ii a tentative i.

-

fici i oi i ii<- miuvv oi the local municipal
ikIihiik plant ins in .ii tendered bj i \\

Ballui J, i hi.i . nglneer ol the <
I

(niiuo municipal electric light plant Mr,
Ballard In hla report recommends that
bond laeue ol |3 iO.OOO be made to i ovor
the coal oi i Ktenalona which it la di
to make In the preaenl lighting plant to
meet the demanda oi the consumers,
BET.LBFONTAINE, OHIO The City

Council is considering a plan presented bj
k. Bhlpley for the Installation ol IS one-
lamp ornamental Iron posts. Underground
construction is recommended, and an extra
swtlchboard \\ ill be required at the local
lighting plant.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Bids will be re-
oelved until Sept -i at United states en-
fdneer'a office. Cincinnati. Ohio, tor furnish-
ng and Installing operating machinery, etc.,
at Dam No. L"J. Ohio River.

CINCINNATI. OHIO.—The court house
building commission has let to the Standard
Engineering i 0. the contract for the me-
chanical equipment of the new court house,
Including a complete lighting plant and a
large amount Of other electrical work, at
1208,855. S. Franklin Gardner is tem-
porarily in charge of the work for the com-
pany.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—C. W. Handman,
business manager of the Board of Educa-
tion, City Hall, is receiving bids for the
electrical and other work involved in several
school buildings, as follows: Until Sept 13
remodeling Washburn School : until Sept
13, remodeling Lincoln Public School; until
Sept. 13, manual training building at Ovler
Public School. Complete plans and specifi-
cations can be had of Mr. Handman.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Sealed proposals

will be received at the office of the Board
of Education, City Hall, Cincinnati, until
12 o'clock noon, Monday, Sept. 20, for fur-
nishing all materials and doing all work
which is necessary in connection with the
construction, including electrical and eleva-
tor equipment of the bridge, tower and
buildings A, B, C, D and E of the new
East Side High School, at the corner of
Madison Road and Erie Avenue, Hyde
Park. Blank forms and other information
may be obtained from C. W. Handman,
business manager, Board of Education,
City Hall.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Sealed proposals
will be received by the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, City Hall, Cleve-
land, until 12 o'clock noon Sept. 8, for
purchasing and installing lighting fixtures
in the City Hall building. Each bid must
be made in accordance with the drawings
and specifications which may be obtained
at the office of the architect, J. M Byer,
Cleveland, upon the deposit of $15, $8 of
which will be refunded upon the return of
the drawings and specifications in good
condition. All proposals must be made on
special forms.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—The Cleveland El.
II. Co. is negotiating with Lakewood, a sub-
urb of Cleveland with a population of about
18,000, for a renewal of its contract for
street lighting. The contract expires in
April, 1917.

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.—S. C. Pollard,
Cincinnati, is engineer for the proposed
$120,000 water-works recently voted for by
the people.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.—Property owners
are being served with the legal notices
necessary to put through the proposed
cluster lighting system for the down-town
streets, which will be partly paid for bv the
owners of the abutting property. It is
hoped to complete the legal requirements
and get the contracts let in time for the
work to be completed this fall.

CLAY, KY.—Within the next six mo/ths
the Perry Lt. & Ice Co. expects to purchase
one belted second-hand 60-cvcle, 2200-volt,
single-phase, 50-kw. to 75-kw. alternator
with exciter, type W. A. L. Fort Wayne
being preferred. A second-hand 50-hp. to
100-hp. steam engine will also be purchased.
The company is also building a 3-mile
high-tension transmission line. C. R. Clark
is secretary.

HENDERSON, KY.—The city purposes
to add a new boiler house to the municipal
lighting plant, replacing the temporary
structure put up after a storm some months
ago. Reports that the plant was to be sold
to a private company have been discredited
by Mayor Johnson.

IRVINE, KY.—The Irvine Lt. Co. ex-
pects to begin operation about Sept. 1.

JUNCTION CITY, KY.—The city trus-

tiavt ordered i ha i ale. ol an alei trl<
light, power and traction fran

I
i.H, one

kw, .ni.i th. othei oi 120 kw
. be

• lectrlci i pump, ai • Included In
the Improvement projected bj the city in
the waj ol an electric llghl plant and a
u iter ) m, in

LOUI8V1LLB, KY.—A 160,000-bualMi
ttor, o> be electrically opt rated)

la projected by w ,\ Thomson, Louisville
grain dealer, who, II It state. i. will proba-
bly give the contract to the Burrell Engl-
neerin I Ihlcugo. The cost is •ntl-
mated at $70,000
PAOUCAH, kv The Citj Commission

hi approprlal Ion to pro*, Ide ttor a
new arc machine, ten are lamps, an oil

ad coal handling chutes.
W'ausaw

, Kl The plant ol the w.n
a« ii i.t A Ice Co. la practically com-
plete!, and it la expet ted to begin service
aboul Sept. l.

GR VK i'> iRDSVTLLE, INl>. — About
March l the Crawfordsvllle El. Lt A Pwr.
plant experts to pnreliase one 1500-KW.
turbo-generator with condenser, pump,
switchboard equipment and steam header.
S, ii Miiur is superintendent
GAS CITY, IND.—Within the next two

months the municipal electric light and
water plant expects to purchase one boiler-
teed pump, and within the next three
months one carload of poles. T. S. McKee
is superintendent.

SHOALS, IND.—The Booster Club and
the town officials have planned to contract
with the National Constr. Co. for the erec-
tion of a water and lighting plant. It is
intended to have the plant in operation by
the end of the year.

BELLEVILLE, ILL.—The lowest bid re-
ceived by the Board of Education for the
electric wiring, fixtures, clocks, bells and
telephones for the new high school was
from the A. E. Kramer El. Co. of this city.
The company's bid was $6,487. The con-
tract is yet to be let.

EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.—The Rapid
Transit Co. has been incorporated with a
capital of $100,000 to construct an electric
railway from East St. Louis to Mount
Carmel by way of St. Clair, Monroe, Ran-
dolph, Jackson, Williamson, Saline, Hamil-
ton, White, Edwards and Wabash County,
with special branch lines to Chester and
Murphysboro. The incorporators are J.
Vonnhame and M. Harned, East St. Louis,
and L. P. Hooltman, Collinsville.

ELIZABETH, ILL.—The Elizabeth Lt. &
Pwr. Co. will accept bids on the installation
of a three-mile transmission line, substa-
tion and distribution system in the town of
Elizabeth up to 2.30 p. m. Sept. 13. Speci-
fications may be had by addressing Dr. A.
J. Nichols, Elizabeth, 111. A deposit of $5
is required.

MACOMB, ILL.—The contract for light-
ing fixtures for the new Macomb high •

school has been awarded to O. P. Hapton-
stahl of this city on his bid of $573.
RANKIN, ILL.—Within the next two

months the El. Lt. Co. expects to install
one 80-hp. boiler, one 100-hp. engine and
one 75-kva., 2200-volt electric generator
with switchboard. Charles J. Crump is
owner and manager.
TOULON, ILL.—Within the next three

years the Toulon Lt. & Pwr. Co. expects to
purchase a direct-current 110-volt switch-
board. Electrical appliances and supplies
will also be purchased in limited quantities.
M. C. Fuller is manager.
WAUKEGAN, ILL.—The Chicago &

Milwaukee El. R. R. has applied to the
Council for a franchise. G. S. Henry,
Highwood, is superintendent.
LODI, WIS.—The present direct-current

220-volt distribution system will be rebuilt
and connected with the three-phase, four-
wire, 2300-volt distribution svstem now
being constructed in connection with the
substation at Dane. Induction regulators
will be installed at Dane for obtaining good
voltage regulation. Vaughn, Meyer &
Sweet, Milwaukee, Wis., are the engineers.

CORRECTIONVILLE, IOWA.—The Cor-
rectionville Lt. & Pwr. Co. expects to in-
stall within two months forty electroliers.

HUNTER, N. D.—The Hunter Lt. & Pwr.
Co. expects to purchase within the next
twelve months an engine-driven generating
unit, pumping equipment, switchboard, con-
duit, meters and various equipment for its
street-lighting system. Within the next
two months the company expects to pur-
chase ten washing machines, two dozen
heating and cooking devices, and a number
of wiring supplies. R. D. Hockridge is
secretary and general manager.
TEKAMAH, NEB.—Within the next two

months the municipal electric-light plant
expects to erect a new power house and
within the next ten days to purchase one

150 tip Corliss type ateum engine, two
boilers, one 1 00 kva si net iti i and a
switchboard V A Nassum Is Mayoi

in T< IHINSON, kan The I nltsd
w ater. < i;iM .v.- I'll. < •.. expects to
Bve additional blocks ol ornamental llghl
Ing system and to build 14 miles of ouo,-
000-circ mil direct-current transmiHMlon
line

Southern States

i.i MBERTON, n. C It is reported thai
Improvements are contemplated to tilt

municipal electrlc-lighi plan) ami water*
works to COSl abOUt $25,000. O. C. White.
< lha i lot i,-, is engineer

RAL.EIOH, N. C—-A "white way" i H to
tailed and opened on Oct 18 -i I

I'ogue is chairman of the "Great White
Way" comml
Q \l.\i;svILLE, FLA.—The Municipal

Wtr., Lt. & l'wr. Co. expects to purchase
within the next twelve months one
water-tube holier, t. m. Early, r Bos
606, Is superintendent.

HENDERSON, TENN.—The city haa
voted bonds, recently noted as proposed, for
constructing an electric-light plant water-
works and sewers. J. I Galbralth is Mayor.
NKWPORT, TENN.—It is reported that

the town will shortly place on the market
an issue of electric-light bonds to the
amount of $23,000.

McNEIL, ARK.—Electric service has
been installed in this town, energy being
obtained from the Arkansas Lt. & l'wr.
Co. Telephone service has also been fur-
nished.

NATCHITOCHES, LA.—Within the next
twelve months the municipal electric-light
and water-works plant expects to erect a
new brick power house, and within the
next four months to purchase one feeder
panel for a 100-kw. generating unit
Within the next six months the plant ex-
pects to erect a distribution line to East
Natchitoches which will require about 5000
ft. of wire and about four 2%-kw. trans-
formers. Walter E. Aymond is superin-
tendent.

WHITE CASTLE, LA.—The citizens of
this town have voted $25,000 in bonds to
be issued for constructing water-works and
electric-light plant from plans of S. V.
Kramer, Magnolia, Miss.

AUSTIN, TEX.—A bond issue of $40,000
was registered in the controller's office for
the building of an electric-light plant.

DENISON, TEX.—The Texas Pwr. & Lt.
Co. has purchased a site on the Red River
for a new $750,000 plant to be completed
by Jan. 1, 1917.

Pacific States

TACOMA, WASH.—The Tacoma Central
Htg. Co., as the result of the action of
the City Council in authorizing a reduc-
tion of electric-lighting rates to 1.5 cents
per kilowatt-hour for office buildings of
200,000 cu. ft. or more, announces that lt

is ready to begin the construction of a
central heating plant and the installation
of lines to business buildings, the project
to entail the expenditure of between $200,-
000 and $250,000.

BAKER CITY, ORE.—The city has de-
cided to improve the municipal light plant,
and 1200 ft. of the penstock at the power
plant will be changed from 8-in. to 24-in.
pipe, to lessen friction. About 2500 ft. of
the penstock will not be changed. When
this improvement is made, City Engineer
L. R. Stockman asserts the output of the
generator in the city plant will be greatly
increased. The cost of the improvements
to the penstock is estimated at about $7,-

500. About 766 20-watt, 15-cp. lamps will
be installed on Main and First Streets,
from Auburn to Church Street, at a cost
of about $2,000.

ROSEBURG. ORE.—A petition asking
the City Council to issue $250,000 in bonds
for the construction of water-works and
electric-light systems is being circulated.
The petition asks that immediate steps be
taken to secure a water right to North
Umpqua River.

PEACH SPRINGS, ARIZ.—The United
States Department of the Interior has
granted permission to Col. Epes Randolph
of Tucson and associates to make prelim-
inary surveys of the proposed dams that
they plan to build across the Colorado River
in the Grand Canyon, near Peach Springs,
and the construction of a series of hydro-
electric plants. J. B. Girard, city engineer
of Phoenix, is one of the promoters of the
project.
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MALTA, MONT.—The Malta Lt. Co. ex-
pects to install 1700 ft. of 2300-volt under-
ground cable within the next month. A
small amount of material will also he pur-
chased in connection with its distribution
and lighting system. A. P. Le Vesconte
Is treasurer and manager.

Canada
HAMILTON, ONT.—It is reported that

engineers of the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission, Toronto, are surveying for an
electric line from Hamilton to cross Dover

and other points on Lake Erie and for a
railway to St. Catharines and all inter-
mediate points, including a branch line to
Dunnville and Cayuga.
PKTROLEA, ONT.—The City Council

has authorized the Reeve to sign a contract
with the Hydro-Electric Commission of
Ontario, Canada, for the purpose of con-
structing a hydroelectric system.

TORONTO, ONT.—An application of the
Toronto Hydro-Electric Board lor the pas-
sage of a by-law by the City Council pro-
viding for the raising of $1,375,000, for ex-
tensions and improvements to the system,
has been approved by City Treasurer Pat-
terson and City Auditor Sterling.

Miscellaneous

I'ANAMA.—Bids will be received until
Se,,t !<; by Major F. C. Boggs, U. S. A.,

general purchasing officer the Panama
Canal, Washington, D. C, for furnishing
electric cable according to Circular 964.

PANAMA.—Bids will be received until
Sept 1:5 by Major F. C. Boggs, U. S. A.,

general purchasing officer the Panama
Canal, Washington, D. C, for furnishing
according to Circular 962 by steamer, free
of all charges, on dock at either Colon,
Cristobal or port of Anoon, Balboa, Isthmus
of I'anama, switchboards, cables, etc., for
Dry Dock No. 1, Balboa Terminals.

Directory of Electrical Associations
Alabama Light and Traction Associa-

tion. Secretary-treasurer, H. O. Hanson,
Mobile Gas Co., Mobile, Ala.

American Association for the Advance-
ment op Science. Permanent secretary, L.

O. Howard, Smithsonian Institution, Wash-
ington, D. C.

American Electric Railway Associa-
tion. Secretary, E. B. Burritt, 8 West 40th
St., New York. Annual convention, San
Francisco, Oct. 4-8.

American Electrochemical Society.
Secretary, Prof. J. W. Richards, Lehigh
University, South Bethlehem, Pa. Meeting,
San Francisco, Sept. 16-18.

American Institute of Consulting En-
gineers. Secretary, Eugene W. Stern, 101
Park Ave., New York City.

American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers. Secretary, F. L. Hutchinson, 33
West 39th St., New York. Board of direc-
tors meets monthly. Sections and branches
In the principal electrical centers through-
out the country. Panama-Pacific conven-
tion, San Francisco, Sept. 16-18.

American Physical Society. Secretary,
Prof. A. D. Cole, Ohio State University, Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

American Society of Refrigerating En-
gineers. Secretary, William H. Ross, 154
Nassau St., New York City.

American Society for Testing Materi-
als. Secretary-treasurer, Edgar Marburg,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

American Society of Heating and Ven-
tilating Engineers. Secretary, Edwin A.
Scott, 29 West 39th St., New York.

Arkansas Association of Public Utili-
ty Operators. Secretary-treasurer, Roy B.
Fowles, Pine Bluff, Ark.

Associated Manufacturers of Elec-
trical Supplies. General secretary, C. E.
Dustin, 62 Cedar St., New York.

Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies. Secretary, George C. Holber-
ton, San Francisco, Cal. Annual conven-
tion, Spring Lake, N. J., Sept. 13-16.

Association of Iron and Steel Electri-
cal Engineers. Secretary, W. T. Snyder,
McKeesport, Pa. Annual meeting, Hotel
Statler, Detroit, Sept. 8-11.

Association of Railway Electrical En-
gineers. Secretary-treasurer, Jos. A. An-
dreucettl, Chicago & Northwestern Railway,
Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Su-
perintendents. Secretary, P. W. Drew,
112 West Adams St., Chicago.

California Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, W. S. Hanbrirljje,
1408 Merchants' National Bank Building,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Canadian Electrical Association. Af-
filiated with N. E. L. A. Secretary-treas-
urer, Alan Sullivan, 10 Adelaide Street
East, Toronto, Can.

Colorado Electric Light, Power and
Railway Association. Secretary-treasurer,
T. F. Kennedy, 900 15th St., Denver, Col.
Annual convention, Glenwood Springs, Sept.
23-25.

Commercial Section, N. E. D. A. Secre-
tary, C. A. Littlefleld, 130 East 15th St.,

New York.

Eastern New York Section, N. 10. L. A
Secretary, Lee Hapgood, General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Illinois. Secretary, H. E. Chubbock, Pe-
oria, 111.

Electrical Contractors* Association of
Massachusetts. Secretary. H. D. Temple,
30 Foster St., Worcester, Mass.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
State op Missouri. Secretary A. J Burns,
318 West Tenth St., Kansas City, Mo.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Tin. State of Pennsylvania. Secretary,
M. G. Sellers, 1518 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Wisconsin. Secretary, Albeit Petermann,
626 Lloyd St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Electrical Manufacturers' Club. Secre-
tary, A. D. Page, 30 Church St., New York.

Electrical Salesmen's Association.
Secretary, Francis Raymond, 125 Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association.
General secretary, Franklin Overbagh, 411
South Clinton St., Chicago, 111. Quarterly
meeting Niagara Falls, Ont., Sept. 14-16.

Electrical Trades Association of Can-
ada. Secretary, William R. Stavely, Royal
Insurance Building, Montreal, Can.

Electrical Trades Association of thb
Pacific Coast. Secretary, Albert H. Elli-

ott, Harding Building, 34 Ellis St., San
Francisco, Cal.

Electric Power Club. Secretary, C. H.
Roth, 1410 West Adams St., Chicago.

Electric Vehicle Association of Amer-
ica. Executive secretary, A. Jackson Mar-
shall, 29 West 39th St., New York. Sections
in the principal electrical centers through-
out the country. Annual convention, Cleve-
land, Oct. 18-19.

Empire State Gas and Electric Asso-
ciation. Secretary, Charles H. B. Chapin,
29 West 39th St., New York. Annual
meeting, New York City, Oct. 7 and 8.

Gas, Electric and Street Railway As-
sociation of Oklahoma. Secretary-treas-
urer, Prof. H. V. Bozell, Norman, Okla.

Georgia Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation. Secretary, J. A. Wier, Athens, Ga.

Illinois Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation. Secretary, E. J. Burns, Moline,
111.

Illuminating Engineering Society.
General secretary, C. A. Littlefleld, 29 West
39th St., New York. Annual convention,
N*w Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C,
Sept. 20-23.

Independent Telephone Association of
America. Secretary, W. S. Vivian, 19 South
LaSalle St., Chicago.

Indiana Electric Light Association.
Secretary, Thomas Donahue, Lafayette, Ind.
Annua] convention, Terre Haute, Sept. 8-10.

Indiana State Electrical Contractors'
Association. Secretary, George Skilman,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Industrial Electric Heating Associa-
tion. Secretary, Homer Kunz, Toledo Rail-
ways & Light Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Institute of Operating Engineers. Sec-
retary, L. Houmiller, 29 West 39th St., New
York.

Institute of Radio Engineers. Secre-
tary, David Sarnoff, 71 Broadway, New
York. Annual meeting, San Francisco,
Sept. 13-18.

Internal Combustion Engineers' Asso-
ciation. President, Charles Kratsch, 416
Wesl Indiana St., Chicago.

International Association of Munici-
pal Electricians. Secretary, C. R. George,
Houston, Tex.

International Engineering Congress.
Secretary-treasurer, W. A. Cattell, Foxeroft
Building, San Francisco, Cal. Congress,
San Francisco, Sept. 20-25.

International Electrotechnical Com-
mission (International body representing
various national electrical engineering so-
cieties contributing to its support). Gi
secretary, C. le Maistre, 28 Victoria St.,

Westminster, London, S. W., England.

Iowa Section, N. E. L. A. Secretary, W.
H. Thompson, Des Moines, la.

rowA Electrical Contractors' Associa-

tion. Secretary. M. T. Humphrey, Water-
loo, la.

Iowa Street and Interurban Railwat
Association. Secretary, H. E. Weeks, Dav-
enport, la.

Jovian Order. Jupiter (president).
Homer E. Niesz, Chicago, 111. , Mercury
(secretary), E. C. Bennett, Syndicate Trust
Building, St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting,
Chicago, Oct. 13-15.

Kansas Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, J. A. Mercer, 108
West 8th Ave., Topeka, Kan.

Kansas Gas, Water, Electric Light and
Street Railway Association. Secretary-
treasurer, Ivor Thomas, 237 South Main St..

Wichita, Kan.
Louisiana Electrical Contractors' As-

sociation. Secretary, J. J. Ziegler, 227
Bourbon St. Meeting every Wednesday, Au-
dubon Building, New Orleans.

Maine Electric Association. Secretary-
treasurer, Walter S. Wyman, Waterville.
Maine.

Michigan Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-
tary, Herbert Silvester, 18 Washington
Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Minnesota Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, G. M. Jones, 14
Seventh St. N., Minneapolis, Minn.

Minnesota Electric Association. Sec-
retary-treasurer, F. A. Otto, St. Paul Gas
Light Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Mississippi Electric Association. Affili-

ated with the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation. Secretary-treasurer, H. F. Wheeler,
Hattiesburg, Miss. Convention, Hatties-
burg, Nov. 10 and 11.

Missouri Association of Public Utili-
ties. Secretary-treasurer, F. D. Beardslee,
Union Electric Light & Power Co., St. Louis.

National Arm, Pin and Bracket Asso-
ciation. Secretary, J. B. Magers, Madison,
Ind.

National Association of Electrical In-
spectors Secretary-treasurer, William L.
Smith, Concord, Mass.

National District Heating Association.
Secretary, D. L. Gaskill, Greenville, Ohio.

National Electric Light Association.
Executive secretary, T. C. Martin, Engi-
neering Societies Building, 33 West 39tb
St., New York.

National Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation of the United States. Secre-
tary, George H. Duffield, 41 Martin Build-
ing, Utica, N. Y. Annual meeting, New
York, October, 1916.

National Electrical Credit Associa-
tion. Secretary, Frederick P. Vose, 134!
Marquette Building, Chicago.

National Fire Protection Association.
Secretary of electrical committee, Ralph
Sweetland, 141 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

National Independent Telephone Asso-
ciation. Permanent headquarters. Room
204, Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, 111.

Nebraska Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-
tary-treasurer, S. J. Bell, David City, Neb.

New England Electrical Credit Asso-
ciation. Secretary, Alton F. Tupper, 60
State St., Boston, Mass.

New England Section, Electric Vehi-
cle Association ok America. Secretary,
L. L. Edgar, 39 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

New England Section, N, E. L. A Sec-
retary, Miss O. A. Burslel, 149 Tremont St.,

Boston, Mass. Annual convention. Mount
Kineo House, Kineo, Maine, Sept. 14-17.

New Mexico Electrical Association.
Secretary-treasurer, E. A. Thiele, Roswell,
N. M. Meeting, Aubuquerque, Feb. 14-16.
put;.

New York Electrical Society. Secre-
tin \. George 11. Guy, 29 West 39th St..

New York.

Xi:\v BCTRIC Railway ASSOCIA-
TION. Secretary. Charles C. Dietz, 36
•J 1st St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
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' MTi-n STATES PATENTS ISSUED
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[Prepared by Mitchell & Allyn, 41 Park
i;«'\v, New York.]
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- Catalytic Material and Pro-cess of Making Same ; Carleton EllisMonte air, N. J. App. filed May 4, 1915Electric nickel in highly extended form
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; « W - Hegenscheidt,Chicago 111. App. filed Oct. 12, 1914
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c material with the metalparts molded therein.

1,1«idl5 -

T^IL7 Ŷ Train-Controlling
bYSTEM

; J. C. McDonald, New York, N. Y.

\|'i>. filed Oct. 9, 1911. Power cut off
from motor seeking to enter occupied
block.

L.161,026 i:\m.wav Tkain-Controlling
SYSTEM

; J. C. McDonald, New York, N Y
Amp. filed Dec. 10, 1912. Employs sec-
tional third-i ail.

1,161,027. Railway Train-Controlling
System

; J. C. McDonald, New York, N Y
\|'P. filed June 26, 1913. Contact shoes
on train engage sectional rail.

1,151,088. Attachment Plug; C. D Piatt
Bridgeport, Conn. App. filed March 9!
19 lo. Has current tap on side.

1,151,077. Storage Battery; T. A Willard
Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed April 29, 1915
Automatically prevents overfilling of bat-
tery cell.

1,151,098. Radiotelegraphic Plant- E
Girardeau, Paris, France. App. filed Dec
l, 1911. New receiver with plurality of
induction jiggers."

1,
','I

1d14
- Flashlight; G. Matthies and A.

Kehberg, Jr., San Antonio, Tex. App. filed
April 30, 1915. Installed in handle of
eane.

1,151,118. Apparatus for Checking Elec-
tro-Cardiographs, Oscillographs andthe Like; G. Mylo, Charlottenburg, Ger-
many. App. filed April 8, 1913. Embodies
a reflecting galvanometer.

1,151,129. Electrical Gas Lamp and
.Method of Producing Light by Means
of the Same ; F. Skaupy, Berlin, Ger-many. App. filed March 12, 1913. Uses
rare gases and obtains phenomena of arc-
light character.

1,151,135. Fuse Cartridge; E. Stransky,
??»TY \°,T^i- ? ,

Y
-
APP- filed Nov. 21

1914. Multiple-fuse construction.
1,151,162. Electric Switch; C. Carson,New Rochelle, N. Y. App. filed March 29

1815. For flashlamp using ordinary dry

1,151,179. Insulator: E. D. Harris, Syca-
more, 111. App. filed April 25, 1914 Re-
quires no tie wires.

1,151,185. Electrical Apparatus- F cJan
Vn°

n
' Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed Aug!

17, 1914. For preventing the freezing ofexpanding nitrous-oxide gas.
1,151,189. Electrically Heated Cooker-

A. J. Kercher, Berkeley, Cal. App. filed
Dec. 14, 1912 "Fireless" principle ; heat
transferred through medium of steam.

1,151,201 Flashlight; L. B. Lincoln, Chi-cago 111. App. filed April 26, 1915 In
simulation of pen or pencil.

1,151,214. Combined Attachment Plugand Base
; M. Norden, New York N YApp. filed Nov. 7, 1913. For connecting

a branch at any desired place in an elec-
tric main.

1,151,216. Selective Electrical Signaling
Apparatus

; L. M. Potts, Baltimore, Md.App filed Nov. 18, 1911. Time intervals
allotted individual signals are divided into
equal impulse periods. ( Fifty-one claims.

)

1,151,241. Magnetic Short-Circuiting
Switch; L. and H. L. Bradlev, Mil-waukee, Wis. App. filed Julv 18, 1913
Compressible-resistance motor starter.

1,151,264. Automobile Alarm
; R C Groh

££• ?au,
1, Minn

-
APP- filed Oct. 3, 1912.'

Thief alarm.
1,151,345. Vapor-Electric Device- W W

?o
ra
Yo?^

d> L/nn '
Mass

-
APP- flled Aprii

\&, I91d. High-pressure vapor lamp.
1,151,403. Electric Heater

; E. P Ryce
and W. Wallace, Louisiana, Mo. App
filed Dec. 12, 1914. Submersible water
heater.

1,151,453. Electric Storage Battery- B
Ford, Philadelphia, and J. L. Phillips!
Haverford, Pa. App. filed Nov. 22, 1909
Prevents agid creeping over top of bat-
tery.
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1,151,497. Mounting rOB Kki.ayh OB tiii
I-n.k

,
io. A. Ri Inke, Rochi ti i N Y

lPP HI.-
1 .May 10, 1915. I...:

mounting renders telephone relays readily
acceaslble.

1, 151, 5 30. MiiToiirvn.E LlQHTINa SYSTEM'
A. i. Neuland, Bergenfleld, N. .1. App'
Bled Jan. 19, 1914. Improved magneto
construction.

1.151,5 11. Calling Device for Automatic
IBLBPHONB lOxCHANGES

; A 10 Keith
Hinsdale, and J. and C. J. Erickson. Chi-
cago, 111. App. filed May 4, 1903. Talk-
ing and ringing circuits separated when
receiver hook descends. (Sixty-one
claims.)

1.151.542. Automatic Telephone - Ex-change System
; A. E. Keith and T GM,^tln

'
T.
Chica^ '

ln
- APP- flled Dec. 20,

1906. Party-line exchange. (Sixty-four
claims.)

1.151.543. Telephone-Exchange Trunk-
ing System

; A. E. Keith, Chicago, 111
App. filed Aug. 28, 1908. Of economical
manufacture and installation

1,151,011—Pedestal

1.151.544. Non-Interfering Extension
Party-Line Telephone System ; T G
Martin, Chicago, 111. App. filed Nov. 25,
1905. Improved lock-out device. (112
claims.)

1.151.545. Lock-Out for Extension ob
Party-Line Telephones

; T. J. Martin
and J. Erickson, Chicago, 111. App. flled
Dec. 18, 1905. Magneto controllable by
subscriber for opening normally closed
switches in the lines. (132 claims.)

1.151.546. Automatic Common-Battery
Party-Line Telephone System ; T G
Martin, Chicago, 111. App. filed Feb. 3,
1906. Improved and highly efficient sys-
tem. (162 claims.)

1.151.547. Automatic Extension Tele-
phone System ; T. G. Martin and F.
Luoberger, Chicago, 111. App. filed Dec.
20, 1906. Improved lock-out arrange-
ment for the extension lines. (Fifty-
eight claims.)

1,151,550. Motor Starter; G. H Whit-
tingham, Bancroft Park, Md. App. filed
Jan. 20, 1911. Magnetic operation with
special provision to prevent premature
operation.
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A Peaceful Revolution

A HUNDRED years ago began an industrial revo-

lution—machinery was invented, and the steam

engine, up to that time used only for pumping water,

was developed as a power unit. Factories grew, busi-

ness developed. Everywhere brains, labor and mate-

rials since that time have become gradually specialized.

Ten years ago another underrunning current came to

the surface. Business men began to think of business

9 ; they began to ask why it paid to specialize and

when it paid to specialize; they began to look for data

and reasons. For the last few years a greater and more

potent force has been developed, for the most part un-

seen. To-day business men are ready to be shown why

business has been broadened. Some men have gone be-

yond the specializing stage and are classifying groups

of specialists and trying to find a philosophy of busi-

ness. In the end perhaps they are seeking a science of

business. This change in general business is being re-

flected in the electrical industry. With this difference,

that the analytical method of taking a business prob-

lem apart is, after all, an engineering method, and in an

industry in which the influence of engineering is so

widely spread, the development of the newer way should

be much more rapid than in the rule-of-thumb busi-

ness. There is one danger. We must not perfect meth-

ods and forget that they were designed to get business.

A beautiful plan is a fine thing; but its perfection is

wasted if it will not produce results.

fc Y their rules against the use of electric appli-

ances in guest-rooms shall ye know them" might

Capitalizing Electric Service

B
be written of the few old-style hotelkeepers whom a

tolerant Providence still permits cunningly to contrive

3-amp. fuses on room circuits so that the guilty way-

farer's iron, curling tongs or toaster stove will fatedly

pull down upon its owner and her suite the awful pall of

retributory darkness—escape from which lies only

through frank appeal and confession of sin at the office.

But, turning from such placard warnings against elec-

tric irons, it is refreshing to find that there are already

many progressive hotel managers who actually encour-

age the use of electrical comforts and conveniences by

their patrons, and who recognize that the few kilowatt-

hours consumed by guests' appliances are of triflng cost

compared with the resulting enhancement of the attrac-

tions of the house. A great new caravansary opened

at Atlantic City has some 2800 plug receptacles

installed unobtrusively in the baseboards of its guest-

rooms. The tavernkeeper who is not yet "in line" needs

to receive a word of advice about what his patrons

expect and demand. Every electrical man who meets

such a hotel man of the old school, either as customer

or as patron, can help—by inquiry and suggestion—to

speed the grateful day of electric service for guests.

Planning Ahead for Business

IN the copybooks of the bygone generation there used

to be a sentence reading, "Procrastination is the

thief of time." To the schoolboy it always contained an

unfair implication of slothfulness, but nevertheless it

is true first, last and all the time. The particular per-

son to whom we here apply it is the man who is re-

sponsible for the business getting in the ordinary cen-

tral station. This gentleman is not usually a "slacker"

by temperament or education, and yet it is extraordi-

narily easy for the days and weeks to slip along at the

high pressure that characterizes central-station work

without those things being done which are necessary to

procure customers. How often have we heard it said

that it is about time to start an aggressive campaign

for appliances, and that it would be a good idea to bring

it to the attention of the salesmen very soon ! It is duly

passed over to these gentlemen with twenty more sug-

gestions as to ways in which they can make themselves

useful. No great attention is paid to the probable de-

liveries of the stuff wanted, and the result is that the

campaign which should start at once is postponed.

The same thing may and often does happen in other

branches of business campaigning. Between the sales-

man, the customer, the engineering department, and the

manufacturer behind in his orders, actual receipts are in

this way long delayed. Very few central-station mana-

gers can search their hearts without a twinge of con-

science in the matter of unnecessary delays. Even per-

sistent and well-trained salesmen are not always so keen

"on the job" as they should be.

Psychology of a Name
ALTHOUGH every successful public-service com-

pany must maintain a department in order to hear

and adjust the complaints of its patrons, it does not

follow necessarily that the department shall be known

as a "complaint department." There are nicer names

for designating this subdivision of the company. It

might be better taste to call it the "adjustment division"

or the "efficiency bureau" and take advantage of the

thought that lies behind the name. To make this plain,
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consider the mental attitude of the customer who

enters a company's office with a grievance. n<' espies

the sign "Complaint Department" or, more Baucy still.

mplaints," and he says to himself, "Ah, bal There

is tin- place \\ here I can one tine larj

Whereupon the < l
i

i > I <> u i
.-

1 1 behind the "complaint" Bign

will tic subjected to a considerable quantity of abu e

Bu1 n' the same complaining customer had been

courteously directed t<» an "adjustment division." in

thoughl of complaining would have properlj become

secondary to the real issue, namely, that of securing an

adjustment of his difficulties. Then conversation be

tween the company's representative and the customer

could have been carried <>u in a spirit of friendliness

and the adjuster could have spent his time profitably

learning the real cause of the trouble instead of being

obliged to devote his entire mind and voice to the task

of convincing his caller that the company believes in

fair dealing. To maintain a publicly acknowledged

"complaint department" is also to the man with a

grievance conspicuous evidence that complaints against

the service must be numerous and well deserved, which

intensifies his ire.

Hunting Trouble on Overhead Lines

The use of an interrupted current and an exploring

coil is a fairly well-known method of locating faults in

cables. Its first use dates back to fourteen or more

years ago, when Thomas W. Varley reduced the prin-

ciples of the methods to practical application for hunt-

ing faults in New York's underground alternating-

current distribution system. The scheme has found

its most extended application in the testing of power

cables. However, it has been re-invented in several

forms and introduced into the telephone field. A recent

adaptation of the method by a New England central

station and the ways in which it is employed in locating

faults on overhead circuits are explained in the columns

of this issue. By this method linemen of ordinary

ability can locate faults with remarkable speed and

accuracy.

A motor-driven test-circuit interrupter, either sta-

tionary or portable, an automobile, and exploring coils

of a character suited to the nature of overhead-circuit

faults, make up the equipment. The troubleman is

able to run down such faults on both live and dead

lines, and determine whether they are due to an open

circuit, a short-circuit, a cross or a leakage. The waves

introduced by the interrupter, having a maximum fre-

quency of about 600 cycles when impressed on a sixty-

cycle line, can be picked up in a properly designed tele-

phone receiver on a circuit carrying 200 amp. The

method facilitates the tagging of cables and the iden-

tification of phase wires even to an individual lamp

socket. The continuity of the street-lighting circuit is

rapidly checked on the Boston system by following the

line in an automobile with a small "fishpole" antenna.

The characteristic electrostatic induction of the line is

interpreted by the troubleman, through the telephone

receiver, and shows to a pole the location of the break.

Other chemei may be, and probably arc, in privati

use that are as effect ive as the ones described when

used bj experienced trouble tinders. We do not know,

however, of any method so developed as to lend it lelf

to such general application on alternating-currenl cir-

cuits up to 13,800 volts and direct current circuit of

.-in \ voltage tor the location of faults of an. charactei

when handled by the average troubleman. These meth-

ods seem worthy of special mention because the} help

in the carrying out of t lie central-station policj

uninterrupted continuous service.

Further Developments of Railroad Wireless

Wireless-telegraph receivers of modern design are

as well suited to the reproduction of vocal sound- a

Morse dots and dashes. To impress articulate speech

variations upon radiant electromagnetic waves, how-

ever, requires apparatus somewhat different from that

which suffices for telegraphy. In each case there must

be a generator of radio-frequency oscillations and a

controller of these oscillations. In telegraphy almost

any sort of condenser discharge will serve as the gen-

erator, and a simple switch or Morse key as the signal-

ing element. For telephony, however, the train of dis-

charges must be refined to a high degree, so that irregu-

lar noises will not interfere with articulation, and the

controller must be of the quantitative type well repre-

sented by the carbon microphone.

In wire telephony the current-handling limitations of

the carbon microphone have not yet put a stop to the

extension of lines over greater and greater distances.

In radiotelephony, however, the radiated energy

spreads over the surface of the earth in all directions.

A very small part of that sent out reaches any given

receiver. The initial disturbance to produce an audible

response must therefore be correspondingly greater

than in wire signaling. For radiotelephony, where the

carbon microphone is the only widely used modulator

so far proposed, the commercial current limit of about

0.3 amp. must be far exceeded if even moderate dis-

tances are to be covered. Microphones to handle heavy

currents have time and time again been shown to be

erratic, and in this lies the reason for irregularity of

operation of very nearly all radiotelephones which have

been brought out up to the present.

The recent work of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Railroad, as described by John L. Hogan, Jr.,

in this issue, is of interest to all concerned with elec-

trical communication. Wireless telegraphy on rail-

roads has proved its worth as a practically indestructi-

ble auxiliary to wire lines and has demonstrated its

practicability for signaling to and from moving trains.

At fixed points the radiotelegraph has been found to fit

into station routine without requiring marked read-

justment. The Morse wire operators are entirely capa-

ble of operating and maintaining the radio plant. On

the train, however, a Morse operator is an extra ex-

pense; it is therefore desired to provide signaling ap-

paratus which can be handled by any member of the
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train crew. The radiotelephone will be such an ap-

paratus so soon as the difficulty of modulating clearly

is overcome, and the Lackawanna experiments will

probably hasten this most desirable end. The wireless

telephone will then find awaiting it a field of operation

which should be extensive and valuable.

Planning for the Factory Substation

A far-sighted commercial policy in central-station

motor-service solicitation is evidenced where a com-

pany's representative confers with the factory architect

before the construction of the mill buildings and obtains

some consideration relative to the location of a future

transformer station within the premises. Even where

a concern is disposed to install its own generating plant,

it is good "missionary work" to study with the owners

or the architects the possible future locations of trans-

former equipment. The days are passing whti. this

apparatus is going to be installed in a haphazard fash-

ion, and as much real engineering can be seen in this

branch of power service now as in the application of

motors. Compared with the limitations in space of an

engine or turbine plant, the factory substation has few

disadvantages. It can be installed in many otherwise

unused locations, but none the less will cost the owner

and the central station more or less according to the

amount of prevision shown in considering it. Material

and copper saved by locations near distribution centers

are certainly worth taking a little extra trouble early

in the game to study, and even if the installation of

purchased power is deferred, the selection of the right

place for the equipment in advance means better and

quicker facilities when the central station finally comes

into its own.

Helping the Switchboard Operator

An examination of a considerable number of electric

generating plants will disclose in altogether too many
cases a scattered formation of switchboard panels

that tends to hinder convenient and efficient operation.

Occasionally, all the station auxiliary electric service

will be controlled from a board mounted against the

wall and at the rear of the main panels for the generat-

ing units, exciters and outgoing feeders. In another

case the board controlling the incoming lines will be

situated at right angles to the main operating board

and' extend so far behind the latter that a part of the

instruments are hidden from the operator when he

stands in the middle of the main panel group. Other

instances might be cited where certain classes of serv-

ice are segregated at panels perhaps fifty feet away
from the main board. Sometimes even sections of the

switchboard are found on different levels.

Circumstances may now and then dictate the aban-

donment of symmetrical arrangements in switchboard

installations, but as a general proposition it is good

practice to lay out the switchboard area so that the

entire group of panels can be dominated from a single

point, with as few corners as possible to turn in order

to reach panels in emergencies. Benchboard control,

of course, largely accomplishes this, but many plants

are not equipped with remotely operated switches and

are not likely to be. Even at the cost of extra duct

construction in the floors or beneath them, it is good

engineering to lay out switchboard equipment, whether
in remodeled or in new plants, so that it can all be seen

within at least a few feet of the same center of manipu-
lation. Quick action is the essential consideration at

times when the dropping out of step of important equip-

ment means penalties for interrupted service. A little

more money expended for cables in order to secure this

quick action goes a long way toward insuring the

quality of service which is the chief commercial asset

of the installation.

High-Frequency Tests of Insulators

In any insulator electrically stressed in the steady
state the electrical stresses are understood to be deter-

mined entirely by the local potential gradients. At low
frequencies the stresses are probably assumed in each
cycle almost as they would be in the steady state. That
is, sufficient time is allowed in each cycle to develop the
system of potentials in and around the insulator, almost
as though the potentials were impressed steadily. If we
now raise the frequency, at least two new things happen

:

first, the alternating charging current in the insulator,

considered as a condenser, increases with the frequency,
and this current passes through the substance of the
dielectric. There may be a critical density of displace-
ment current which a material will withstand without
injury and which would be capable of being reached at
high frequency long before it could be reached at low
frequency. This maximum current density would be ex-
pected near to the electrodes ; that is, near either to the
line-wire terminal or to the pin, or to both. Secondly,
time must be required for the dielectric stress to be pro-
jected through the substance of the pin, and at high fre-
quencies it may be that insufficient time is allowed for
the stresses to deploy. Such a condition might readily
develop unduly intense stresses at and near the elec-
trodes. This time of stress propagation might be occu-
pied in the passage of charging current through insula-
tion-resistance paths, or it might be of a purely dielec-
tric character.

A series of high-frequency tests were lately made upon
insulators to determine their ability to withstand the
over-voltages caused by lightning. The insulators were
subjected to this new "impact" test because an insulator
may rupture at its pin under a voltage at a high fre-
quency which would not be destructive at a low
frequency, and which, moreover, would flash over the
surface, instead of puncturing at the pin. Since, there-
fore, the electrical stresses which a line insulator has to
withstand in practice may sometimes have a high fre-
quency, the inference follows that the ordinary low-
frequency tests of insulators are insufficient to deter-
mine their actual strength. The results of such tests
manifestly have great practical significance in the de-
sign and manufacture of line insulation.
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ELECTRIC TRUCKS IN COVKRN MKNT MAIL SERVICE AT BOSTON

Nine one-toil electric trucks are now employed by the
Huston l'ost Office for hauling the mails. The vehicles

are operated by a private contractor, who from experi-
ence gained in similar work in several other large cities

finds "the electric way" the most economical and reli-

able. The trucks are supplied with energy on the bat-
tery-exchange system and travel on the average about .3500
miles per month.

A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-
tions and Meetings
of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

Merchants to Join in Celebrating "Prosperity

Week " at Louisville

Members of the Jovian League of Louisville, Ky.,

have secured the co-operation of local mercantile in-

terests in the celebration of Electrical Prosperity Week,
and a committee to arrange for the event has been
formed with representatives of all Louisville business

organizations. It was decided at a general meeting,

however, to call the general celebration simply "Pros-

perity Week," the argument being advanced that sup-

port would probably be forthcoming in larger measure
if this were done. The electrical feature will not be

lost sight of in any way, however, as the Jovians will

promote Electrical Prosperity Week as one feature of

the celebration of the more inclusive event. Those in

other lines will develop their own special interests in

the same manner, and it is hoped thereby to get the

greatest possible interest from all quarters. An elec-

trical pfarade is planned as one of the main features of

the week, with prizes to be offered for the best deco-

rated floats. The decorations for this night pageant
will, of course, be chiefly electrical. It is also expected

to have several hundred electric vehicles in line.

Electrical Prosperity Week Campaign Launched in

New England

More than 200 electrical contractors, supply dealers

and jobbers were guests of the Edison Electric Illu-

minating Company of Boston, Mass., at a dinner in the

restaurant of the company's general service buildings

on the evening of Sept. 8, the meeting having been

called to launch a New England Electrical Prosperity

Week campaign in connection with the nation-wide

celebration, Nov. 29 to Dec. 4 inclusive. L. D. Gibbs,

superintendent of the Edison company's advertising

department, presided, and emphasized the benefits of

co-operation in connection with the forthcoming cam-
paign. Plans are afoot to enlist the enthusiasm of

central-station men all over New England in the cam-
paign.

Special publicity will be employed, as in other parts

of the country, to bring home the significance of Elec-

trical Prosperity Week to the population of New Eng-
land. Fifteen large electric signs on the trunk-line

railroad, electric-car and automobile highway routes

into Boston will be devoted to the cause, and advertis-

ing cards will be displayed on every street car in the

forty-two cities and towns in the Edison territory for

two months, at a cost of $2,800. The company will also

spend $1,200 in bill posting. W. H. Atkins, general

superintendent of the company, is chairman of a special

committee on illumination, and at the dinner a com-
mittee of seven contractors, jobbers and dealers was
appointed to concentrate co-operative efforts. This
committee consists of Messrs. Holder, Billings, Potter,

Sanderson, St. George, Jacobs and Brown. The feature

of the evening was an illustrated talk upon the aims and
plans for Electrical Prosperity Week by H. W. Alex-

ander of the Society for Electrical Development, Inc.

Municipal Ownership Plan Discarded at Pepperell,

Mass.

The authorities of the town of Pepperell, Mass., have
accepted a proposition for the supply of electric service

by the Shirley (Mass.) Electric Company, the plan in-

volving the sale of the municipal electric distributing

equipment used in street lighting and the construction

of a substation by the new owners.

At present the town owns the distribution circuits,

poles, etc., required for the operation of 195 40-watt

tungsten lamps in highway service, a moonlight schedule

of 2411 hours per year being in force. Energy for the

operation of these lamps is purchased from the Nashua
River Paper Company at a rate of 11 cents per kilowatt-

hour on the primary side of the constant-current trans-

former. The yearly cost of operation per lamp is $17.97.

The rates for commercial lighting and power are 15.5

cents per kilowatt-hour, 12 cents per kilowatt-hour for

churches, and lamps at the customer's expense. The
street-lighting investment of the town is $7,755.

Under the new schedule the Shirley company will pur-
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chase the street-lighting circuits and poles and will

maintain the service at a rate of 10 cents per kilowatt-

hour at the primary voltage of the constant-current

transformer. The operating cost per lamp will be $11.75

per year. Energy for commercial lighting will be fur-

nished at 12 cents per kilowatt-hour, with a minimum
meter charge of $9 per year. Power rates will range

from 12 cents for the first 100 kilowatt-hours' use per

month to 2 cents per kilowatt-hour for all energy in

excess of 1500 kilowatt-hours per month, with the fore-

going minimum meter charge.

Extensions will be made on the streets for commer-
cial lighting and power service when the cost does not

exceed $50 per extension. All extensions in excess will

be made upon a guarantee of reasonable return upon

the investment. The company will extend its service

wires up to 100 ft. on private property free of charge.

Paper Maker Becomes Central-Station Customer

In negotiating these arrangements the Nashua River

Paper Company advised the town officials that instead

of supplying energy to the municipality it now desired

to purchase electricity from the central-station system.

Rainsford Deware, president of the Pepperell Card &
Paper Company, also expressed himself as desirous of

purchasing electrical energy instead of enlarging his

own plant to meet early requirements in the power field.

A proposition was submitted by the Connecticut River

Transmission Company of Worcester, Mass., for the

supply of energy at the town line at 2.5 cents per kilo-

watt-hour on a five-year or ten-year basis, the town to

distribute electricity except to consumers of 25 hp. and
above.

The town authorities also considered investigating

the establishment of a municipal lighting plant, but pre-

ferred to turn the system over to the central-station

company. The acceptance of the Shirley company's plan

will save the town $2,613 yearly in the cost of street and
commercial lighting, or about $1 per capita, and will

confer upon the community the industrial advantages
of an adequate and low-cost power supply.

Pan-American Financial Congress' Proceedings

The unanimous opinion expressed by the delegates

to the Pan-American Conference recently held in Wash-
ington, D. C, was to the effect that it is essential to the

development of trade and improved relations between
this country and the Latin-American nations that

United States bankers and business men grant ample
credits to Latin-America and make prompt provision

for the necessary organization and facilities for this

purpose, and that the prompt establishment of adequate
steamship facilities is "a vital and imperative neces-

sity." In a letter to the President from the Secretary

of the Treasury in transmitting the proceedings, the

Secretary states that the twelve Federal Reserve banks
could, with the consent of the Federal Reserve Board,

establish joint agencies in each of the countries of

Latin-America. The combined capital stock and re-

sources of our Federal Reserve banks, utilized in this

way, he stated, would give them unrivaled financial

power. The initiative in this plan rests with the Fed-
eral Reserve banks.

The Secretary also recommended that the govern-
ment of the United States promptly provide the neces-

sary transportation facilities by subscribing the capital

stock of a corporation organized for the purpose of own-
ing and operating the necessary steamship lines. He
also recommended that the United States International

High Commission on Uniformity of Laws, created at

the conference, be granted an appropriation of $25,000.

PENNSYLVANIA MEMBERSHIP NOW 1623

Discussion at Bedford Springs Convention of Association

Turns on Problems Confronting the Smaller Utilities

The eighth annual convention of the Pennsylvania

Electric Association, the banner geographical section

of the National Electric Light Association, was held

this week at Bedford Springs, Pa. From the reception

to President Walter E. Long on Tuesday night to the

closing session on Friday, the interest of the delegates

was maintained in the proceedings, which this year

were given over to a discussion of the problems con-

fronting the smaller utilities. Aside from the main
committee reports and one or two papers by manufac-
turing companies, the program was made up of papers

prepared by managers and operators of small systems.

The President's Address

The work of the year was well summarized by Presi-

dent Long in his opening address. An increase of 20

per cent was reported in the number of member com-
panies now enrolled in the association, the total mem-
bership now being 1623. Important work was per-

formed by the standing committee, said the president.

PRESIDENT LONG

The rate committee acting in conjunction with the

bureau of rates and tariffs of the Public Service Com-
mission has been instrumental in drawing up a

complete set of rules and regulations governing the issu-

ance of tariffs, and has submitted these to the commis-

sion for its consideration. The engineering committee,

agreeable to the suggestion of the chief engineer of

the Public Service Commission, has had a number of its

members on a joint committee representing the differ-

ent classes of utilities and has prepared and forwarded

to the commission specifications covering the construc-

tion at crossings of overhead lines of public utilities.

Special consideration was given the report of the

accounting committee which recommended a system of

classified accounts for adoption by the Public Service

Commission. The standard classification of the Na-

tional Electric Light Association has been used with

such minor modifications as were deemed necessary to

meet the conditions existing in Pennsylvania. The
basic principles embodied in the national classification

have been adhered to, however.

Safety and Welfare Work

The workmen's compensation act becoming effective

in Pennsylvania next January, the report of the com-

mittee on safety and welfare work was an important

document and was discussed by Mr. Samuels of Allen-

town, H. N. Mueller of Pittsburgh. V. J. E. Shute of

Allentown. A. E. Parson of New York City, and A. R.
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Granger "i Chester rhe committee emphasized the

fad thai welfare work must in- mutual to be of real

benefit. Unless there is enthusiastic co-operation be

tween employer and employee, welfare work cannol be

properly developed. 'Hi*' committee also opposed the

belief that too little regard has been paid to the physi

cal fitness of new employees tor the duties of the posi-

tion to which they arc appointed. Men should lie placed

where there is at least a probability Of efficient service

due to physical fitness, in discussing accident preven

tion the committee pointed out that an earnest effort

should lie made to eradicate the general impression ex-

isting in the mind of the public that the electrical

industry is one of extreme hazard. The general opin-

ion expressed by those discussing the question of acci-

dent prevention was that educational methods and
demonstrations of first aid are not of themselves suffi-

cient.

Contests for medals were very effective in working
up line crews to a high state of proficiency, the men
profiting more in two weeks by this means than they

had previously learned by two years of demonstration.

Co-ordination of Accounting and Engineering Work

In a paper on the co-ordination of the accounting and
the engineering departments presented on Wednesday,
Edwin D. Dreyfus of Pittsburgh showed how necessary

it is for the engineering and accounting departments to

co-operate in determining valuations, depreciations and
costs. He suggested three means of securing joint

action—meetings and discussions to elucidate in a rudi-

mentary way the procedure necessary to carry out

successfully the work of each department; simple notes

for exchange describing the elements that must be

cared for in fulfilling the functions of the two depart-

ments, and diagrams and such other illustrations as

will show graphically the true nature of other depart-

ments' work, so as to visualize in the engineering de-

partment how the equipment is arranged in order to

provide for the service, how ' the operating force is

organized to maintain the service, and furthermore how
the power supply is divided, and then for the accounting

department the manner in which the information and
costs are routed in order that all expenses shall be

properly distributed and placed on record and after-

ward reclassified for the various purposes of the busi-

ness.

S. E. Doane of Cleveland, in discussing the paper,

said that engineers make excellent accountants because

they make notes rather than write a story.

Closing Sessions of the Convention

Thursday and Friday the following papers and re-

ports were read and discussed: "Opportunities for

Central-Station Steam-Heating Development," by J.

Grant Dermerer; "Protection of Distributing Trans-

formers Against Lightning," by R. T. Wagner; "Effi-

ciency of Boiler-Room Methods," by H. B. Bryans and
John C. Scholl ; report of the rate committee, by George
B. Tripp; report of the engineering committee, by
George E. Wendle; report of a special committee, by
R. S. Orr; "Relations Between Electrical Utilities and
Their Customers," by J. Fred Schaffer; "The Use of

Small Motors on Central-Station Circuits," by B. Les-

ter; discussion on handling of cases involving theft of

electricity; "Electrically Operated General Utility De-

vices," by S. H. Blake; "Factors Entering into the

Supplying of Rural Communities from Adjacent Cen-

tral Stations," by W. H. Acker, and discussion on meth-

ods of obtaining right-of-way on public highways.

On the recommendation of the nominating committee,

Stephen C. Pohe of Bloomsburg was elected president

for the ensuing year.

INDIANA ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION
Reports Shoi increase in Lighting Business Throughout

State Mlilial ion with V K. I.. A. PisCUSSSd

Main papers on different subjects, supplemented by

various entertainment features, made up the program
for the seventh annual convention of the Indiana Elec-

tric Light Association, which began a three-da] ession

on Wednesday, Sept. 8, at the Hotel Deming, Tern
Haute, Ind. After preliminary committee meetings
the delegates heard the welcome of Mayor G0S8OITI

President Comments on Business Conditions

In the annual address the president, T. F. Grover of

Terre Haute, said that for many members the past

year had been a strenuous one. The general depression

in business on account of the European war, however,

and the attitude of the general public toward public

utilities, added to the problems arising through com-
mission regulation, have not only failed to check the

progress of the industry but have been met with in-

creased effort. Statistics show a decided increase in

output and earnings of electric light and power com-
panies in the territory served by members of the asso-

ciation.

Customers have shown their appreciation of the fact

that lighting companies have not hesitated to give

them the entire benefit of the saving due to the tung-

sten lamp and have used more electrical energy. Many
new customers have also been added. With the gen-

eral use of the nitrogen gas-filled lamp, the customer

again has had the full benefit of a reduction in the cost

of illumination. "Notwithstanding an increased service

for a greatly reduced cost to the consumer, there is

still," said Mr. Grover, "a popular demand for lower

rates." This, like other questions affecting the indus-

try, will be met in a spirit of justice. Mr. Grover de-

clared that he was proud to assert that no other busi-

ness can boast of so large and continued reduction in

cost to customers, while maintaining at the same time

such a high standard of service and paying more for

labor and supplies.

The industry is a long way from the end of im-

provements and additions, and Mr. Grover predicted

that in a comparatively short time electricity will sup-

plant all other appliances for cooking in the home as

well as in restaurants and hotels.

Following a recommendation made by President

Grover, it was decided to consolidate the offices of sec-

retary and treasurer. A revision of dues was also ap-

proved. The report of Secretary Thomas Donohue
showed that the association is in good financial condi-

tion.
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Affiliation with X. E. L. A.

The question of affiliation with the National Electric

Light Association was discussed by S. W. Greenland,
Fort Wayne, and it was decided to refer the matter

to the executive committee, which will investigate the

arrangements affecting sectional associations and take

action. The association has now a total of 105 mem-
bers, of whom fourteen were added during the last

year. In connection with the committee reports, the

poetical form of the remarks of J. W. Robb, chairman
of the committee on good fellowship, attracted much
interest.

At the afternoon session President Grover read a

letter from Chairman Halford Erickson of the Wiscon-
sin Railroad Commission, expressing regret at the

pressure of business which made it impossible for him
to present a paper on "Investment and Returns."

A paper on "Stability in the Electric Light and
Power Industry" was read by Frederic Nicholas, asso-

ciate editor of the Electrical World. In this paper,

which is reproduced in full on page 572 of this issue,

was discussed the growth of the electric central-station

industry and the desirability of co-operation between
the public service commissions and companies, in order

that the credit standing of the properties may be pre-

'

served. Meeting upon the middle ground of fairness

to both public and investors, the commissions and com-
panies will relieve the present tension in business and
further the development of an industry which is of

inestimable value to the country.

In the discussion, Mr. Alexander R. Holliday, In-

dianapolis, dwelt upon the rates which central-station

companies have to pay for capital. As showing the un-

willingness of local investors to finance their own utili-

ties, he cited an instance where bonds offered directly

to the public at a yield of 7.2 per cent were not taken.

F. A. Bryan, South Bend, cautioned companies operat-

ing small properties against too much dependence on
one customer. C. C. Perry, Indianapolis, said that cen-

tral companies should pay more regard to the diversity

factor. J. W. Robb, Clinton, spoke of the need for a

fair rate of return corresponding to that obtained by
bankers. E. J. Condon, Angola, discussed attacks on
rate schedules and the apparent tendency on the part

of some of the authorities to refuse an adequate rate

of return. President Grover discussed the difficulty of

raising capital for extensions.

Ways to Determine Customers' Demands

Emmet Ralston, Indianapolis, read a paper on

"Methods of Determining Maximum Demands for

Rate-Making Purposes." The best procedure is a com-
bination of methods. The demands of small consumers
can be estimated in accordance with predetermined
rules. Further, the peak loads of customers could be

often determined from simple indicating tests and a

periodic changing of their operating conditions, while

for others periodic, graphic or printometer tests would
be required. Those who on account of the nature of

their business and operations have extreme fluctua-

tions in demands from day to day should be equipped
with a permanent demand indicator. There is a prac-

tical limit beyond which a company should not go in

defining demand. Much discussion followed, and it was
agreed generally that difficulty is found in making the

basis of rate-making clear to many of the consumers.
It was decided that the committee on standardization

should take up the question of maximum demand and
consider whether or not it will be possible to fix a max-
imum demand that will fit all cases. The entire ques-

tion of rate-making is based on customers' demand.
Among those who discussed the paper were F. A.
Bryan, Thomas Donohue, C. C. Perry, J. P. Ohmer,

E. J. Condon, F. R. Stockwell, T. F. Grover and J. T.

Kester.

A paper by Q. A. Brackett, Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, on "Some Off-Peak Loads

—

Charging rClectric-Vehicle Batteries," was read in his

absence by F. H. Nealis of the same company. This

paper showed the importance of building up the off-

peak load, which is of two classes, day load and night

load. Central stations have done much toward in-

creasing the off-peak day load. This has largely taken

the form of pushing the sale of electric heating and

cooking appliances and the development of the motor

load. The former has the fault that it depends on the

use of small units and the motor load is frequently of

low power-factor. To fill in the light load period be-

tween midnight and morning, however, little has been
accomplished, although this period needs attention

most of all. The first thing that a central station

must do to increase the use of electric vehicles is to

make special rates for energy when used for off-peak

charging and advertise this fact conspicuously. The
second step should be to educate the public on the ad-

vantages of the electric vehicle and its real economy
over other types.

The remaining sessions of the Indiana convention

will be reported in a later issue.

NORTHWEST ASSOCIATION AT PORTLAND
Public Relations, the Small-Customer Problem and Electric

Cooking Among Topics Discussed

More than 150 delegates from the Pacific Northwest,

including many from California, attended the eighth

annual convention of the Northwest Electric Light and
Power Association, which opened at Portland, Ore., on

Sept. 8. Following the call to order by Franklin T.

Griffith, president of the Portland Railway, Light &
Power Company, Mayor H. R. Albee of Portland de-

livered an address of welcome, and President 0. B.

Coldwell of the association presented his official address.

Address by President Coldwell

In the course of his carefully considered discussion

of the affairs of the Northwest association, President

Coldwell referred to the activities of the organization

during the preceding twelve months and spoke in com-
plimentary terms of the work of the committees. Pub-
lic relations of utility companies, the relations of the

Northwest association with the National Electric Light

Association, co-operation with electrical contractors,

etc., were among the topics also treated in the address.
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The speaker recommended giving more attention to

studies of « ht- actual coel of service for i certaining

various classes of rates, including the valuation of the

property utilized. He urged t hut particular attention

be given to tin" subjects of heating and cooking with

electricity, end pointed out the general educational and

publicity value resulting from getting teachers and

schoolchildren interested in electricity.

E, \\
. Lloyd, president of the National Electric Lighl

\ ociation, spoke next, telling briefly of what the

national association lias done during the past year
toward getting all sections of the country unified in the

work of electrical development. He dwelt especially on

the point that the national association presents a wide

field for effort on the part of geographical sections and

member companies, and declared that it the people in

any section feel they have not had the fullest co-opera-

tion on the part of the association they are in a measure
responsible for not taking more interest in the organi-

zation. President Lloyd said that the quickest way to

get the national association to take an interest in local

matters is for the local section to take an interest in

general association matters.

Educating the Public

L. R. Alderman, superintendent of schools for the

city of Portland, addressed the meeting briefly, telling

of the new Portland polytechnical school and inviting

members to visit the city's trade schools and see work
now being done toward getting pupils interested in

practical electrical subjects. He suggested that the

association have its representatives in various towns

co-operate with local school officials for the purpose of

instructing teachers and children in the progress in the

art, especially in electrical heating and cooking.

Resolutions were presented before the convention

urging the federal government to proceed as speedily

as possible toward securing a workable water-power
law, and also commending Electrical Prosperity Week
and the work of the Society for Electrical Development.

Resolutions were also presented urging that members
of the association co-operate with school officials in

getting electrical subjects properly presented to students

in schools, as well as in getting students drilled and
familiar with safety-first principles, especially as re-

lated to resuscitation from drowning and electric shock.

,
Afternoon Session

At the afternoon session the first paper read was
that on "The Small Consumer Question," by H. E.

Eisenmenger of the National Lamp Works of the Gen-

eral Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio. A full discus-

sion followed the reading of this paper, an abstract of

which will be presented later in these columns.

John A. Rockwood of the Portland Railway, Light &
Power Company also read a paper on "Cost Apportion-

ment as Applied to Classes of Service," in which he

showed how actual cost to the utility could be deter-

mined for all classes of service.

Cooking with Electricity in the West

The report of the committee on electric ranges, con-

sisting of W. R. Putnam, chairman, M. C. Osborn and
S. V. Walton, was one of the features of the Portland

convention.

On July 15 the committee mailed 353 central sta-

tions in the States of Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and
New Mexico and all States west thereof a list of thirty-

six questions. By Aug. 10, 161 replies thereto had been
received.

These reports from central stations show a total of

389,842 residence electric-lighting customers. Of these,

220,042 are using gas for fuel and 2481 electricity,

leaving 167,818 homes which use some other form of

furl than gas or electricity. The committee feel that

r.n percent of this last number should become electrd
cooking customers during the next five years, provide!
that there is a proper understanding of the important
of this business and efflcienl co-operation on the pal
nl the central stations and the manufacturers of ranges.

Essentials lor Development of Electric Cooking

The securing of this amount of busine depends upon
having:

1. Economical rates for electric cooking.
2. Moderately priced and yet efficient cooking ami

water-heating equipment.
3. An active publicity and selling campaign, handle!

jointly by the central stations and the manufacturers.
The general opinion of all who have investigated elec-

tric cooking is that a 3-cent rate for this purpose, with

10 per cent cash discount, is necessary to compete with

other fuels. On a basis of heat units alone electricity

at this price cannot compete with other fuels, but, owing
to its much more efficient mode of application and to

the lesser shrinkage of electrically cooked foods, it is

the opinion of the committee that this rate can secure

the business, particularly if range manufacturers use

fireless-cooker features in their ranges and if customers
use flat-bottomed utensils on the top plates of the range.

Water-Heating Service

In the opinion of the committee, water heating can-

not be done economically at 3 cents. With the present

style of heaters a rate of from 0.75 cent to 1 cent is

necessary. This is too low to be profitable and its only

justification is its necessity in order to secure the cook-

ing load at the higher rate. Especial attention should

be given in the future, as is now being done, by the

manufacturers to the development of more efficient

water-heating devices.

A CLOSE APPROACH TO A UNITY LOAD-FACTOR INSTALLA-

TION
Electric range and water heater on lines of Pacific Power &

Light Company, so arranged that the heater is automatically dis-

connected when the range is in service.
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If possible, electric water heating should be dont by

heaters of low wattage connected to the system either

from 11 p. m. to 7 a. m. or at all hours of the day ex-

cepting when the range is in use. This will necessitate

a double-throw switch at the customer's installation and

will require exceptionally good lagging of customer's

water tank and pipes. The advantage of this arrange-

ment is the securing of either an "on-valley" load or a

twenty-four-hour load from residence customers, which

will effect a considerable saving in investment on the

part of the central station and will be a justification

for whatever rate may be finally determined upon as

necessary for this business.

Suggestion for Combination Rate

The committee believes that the final residential rate

will be a block rate, with fairly high minimum bill, thus

allowing the central station to furnish all service in the

house through one meter. In this connection there is

cited the rate designed for this purpose by the Buffalo

General Electric Company, which follows this schedule:

8 cents per kilowatt-hour for first sixty hours' average
monthly use of maximum demand; 5 cents per kilowatt-

hour for next 120 hours; 1.5 cents per kilowatt-hour

in excess of 180 hours. No maximum demand figured

less than 250 watts. Maximum demand shall be figured

as 25 per cent of total installation, not including irons,

heating devices, cooking devices, fans, vacuum cleaners

and utility motors not exceeding 0.5 hp. in size. A dis-

count of 1 cent per kilowatt-hour consumption will be

billed on primary rate, and there will be a minimum
charge of $1.

In preparing such a rate some arrangement must be

made to have the resulting costs to customers equitable

as between different-sized homes and yet not so com-
plicated as to be confusing.

With 389,842 homes covered by this report, each pay-

ing the central station an average of $20 per year for

electric-lighting service, there should be appreciated

the immense field for additional earnings, on the com-
panies' part, with a correspondingly small increased in-

vestment, from the use of lamp-socket appliances, wash-
ing machines, vacuum cleaners, sewing-machine motors,

utility motors, air heaters, water heaters, refrigerating

machines and electric ranges.

The central station cannot expect to increase the
household expenses of its customers, but it must avail

itself of every opportunity to substitute electricity for

other agents in their homes, particularly when by so

doing it materially improves home conditions.

Earnings of $60 per Year per Customer

Eventually the central station will secure average
earnings of $60 per year from a large portion of its res-

idence customers, and this increase of $40 per customer
can be secured by an investment on the central station's

part of less than $70 per customer, including plant,

transmission and distribution system. Meanwhile the

operating expense per customer has very slightly in-

creased, especially so in the case of hydroelectric plants.

In every instance where commission regulation is in

force in the Western States, the committee finds that

the commissions have approved low rates for cooking,

apparently on the basis of "value of service.'" As yet
the committee has been unable to find a single instance
of serious objections on the part of customers using
electric service for other purposes to the low cooking or

heating rates.

Competition with Gas

The following statement was submitted to the com-
mittee by a combination gas and electric official as rep-

resenting the attitude of combination gas and electric

men:

"When the average efficiency of use of gas and elec-

tricity is taken into consideration the following table

shows the rates for each that are comparable:

< ras, per 1000
CU. Ft.

Electricity
per Kilowatt-
hour, < Vnts

Gas, per 1000
Cu. Ft.

Electrlcitj
per Kilowatt
hour, < ints

$0.75 1.25 $1.75 2.92

0.90 1.B0 2.00 3.33

LOO 1.67 2.26

1.26 2. OS 4.17

1.50 2.50

Selling Policy for Electric Ranges

Under present conditions of range prices, lack of de-

mand on part of customers, and general newness of

electric cooking, the committee feels that it is necessary

for central stations to do the bulk of the selling of

ranges. However, as range prices go down, central

stations should maintain their selling prices, so that

electric supply dealers and hardware stores can sell

ranges at a reasonable profit.

Ranges should be sold on time payments extending

over six months or preferably one year. In case dealers

are handling ranges the central stations may be obliged

to finance their time payment sales; the cash price

should be 10 per cent less than the time price.

If possible, costs of wiring should be worked out so

that an average is determined and this should be added
to the range price, so that when a sale is made the cus-

tomer signs a contract containing a specified amount
for the whole installation cost. In some instances, and
particularly as an introductory argument, central sta-

tions may find it advisable to absorb the wiring cost,

The selling policy in regard to water heaters should be

the same as for ranges.

Magnitude of Opportunity—Publicity Needed

With a total of some 160,000 homes to be supplied

with electric ranges at say an average return to manu-
facturer of $35 apiece, the same number of water

heaters at an average of $9 apiece, and a sale on the

part of the manufacturer for each range of $12 in

transformers, $8 in meters and $30 in supplies, the com-
mittee feels warranted in urging upon the manufacturer
an exceedingly active co-operation in the development

of this business.

"We want so to present the advantages of electric

cooking to customers that they will come to us demand-
ing electric ranges instead of our having to use days

of a salesman's time to secure one customer's order

for a range," declares the report. "Our advertising

must be aimed at this end as follows:

"1. Newspapers. Live, snappy advertisements and
stories can be used here to advantage.

"2. Booklets, circulars and post cards. These are of

great importance, particularly cook-books devoted to

electric cooking and post cards featuring electric cook-

ing in a catchy way and mailed systematically to all

'prospects.'

"3. Demonstration work. This is especially neces-

sary in introducing cooking, as nothing impresses the

housewife who knows nothing of electric cooking so

much as the actual cooking in her presence. However,
if the experience of gas companies is a criterion, we
can use demonstration to advantage for many years to

come.
"4. Cooking experts to follow cooking installations.

This is of particular importance, as many housewives

require several visits for instruction before they grasp

the economical handling of their range, and if this is not

done, we are almost sure to have a lost customer, who
will do us more harm than many satisfied customers

can do good."

The closing sessions of the Northwest convention

will be reported in these columns next week.
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Radio Telegraphy and Telephony for Railroads

Experimental on Lackawanna Railroad Show Poeoibilitiee for Wireleea In Train

Dispatching and for Emergency Work

Bi John L. Hogan. Jr.

FIG. 1-

Sl NCE the beginning of

experiments in wire
lees telegraphy for

railroad service i>y the

Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Railroad, in 1918,

there has been ample op

portunity to prove the value

of radio equipments for

provision of an emergency
telegraph service. When
wires fail, because of sleet

storms, washouts, wreck or

other line-destroying oc-

currences, it is found not

only convenient but ex-

tremely valuable to be able

to communicate between
the main dispatching
points of the railroad by
means of wireless. On sev-

eral occasions the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & West-
ern has averted extended
tie-ups by such use of

the radio equipments, and
following these practical demonstrations installations

have been made at Hoboken, Scranton, Binghamton
and Buffalo. The Buffalo station at present has re-

ceiving apparatus only, pending completion of a new
and permanent aerial structure. Hoboken is fitted with
a 5-kw. Marconi set and has a 400-ft. tower supporting
the antenna. At Scranton and Binghamton* 2-kw. Mar-
coni sets are installed, with antennas hung with an aver-

age height of about 175 ft. It is intended that a 400-ft.

tower shall be erected at Buffalo, so as to permit reliable

signaling in both directions between that point and
Hoboken. Experiments made between the National
Electric Signaling Company's plant at Brooklyn and the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western station in Buffalo
have shown that 10 kw. of sending power is ample to

give good signals over the distance of about 400 miles,

under average daylight conditions.

In addition to this work on radiotelegraphy as an
emergency auxiliary to through wires, the Lackawanna
has experimented to some extent on wireless signaling
to and from moving trains. It has been found that
where the traffic or other economic considerations in-

volved warrant the expense of employing a Morse op-

erator, installations of standard commercial radiotele-

graph outfits aboard the trains will allow reliable com-
munication over distances of about 50 miles. The fixed

charge of operator's salary, however, may be the one
element of cost which under some conditions will make
radio equipment of trains impracticable. With this pos-
sibility in view the telegraph and telephone department
of the Lackawanna has recently been experimenting with
a radiotelephone equipment aboard one of the New York-
Buffalo "limited" trains. A similar wireless telephone
installation has been made at Binghamton, for two-way
testing. Since a properly operating radiotelephone can
be manipulated by any member of a train crew, by fol-

-WIRELESS TELEPHONE OUTFIT ABOARD LACKA-
WANNA LIMITED TRAIN

'"Radio Service on the Lackawanna Railroad," by John
Hogan, Jr., Electrical World, Jan. 10, 1911, page 89.

lowing simple directions
;iiid without need of special

Morse training, complete
success of the present ex-

periments would result in

the possibility of wireless

signaling with moving
trains at reduced operating
cost.

If, however, the wireless

telephone is to compete
with the wireless telegraph

for this work, the telephone

must prove its reliability

and efficiency. The tele-

phone apparatus, to insure

its adoption, must be sim-

ple in operation and must
give good articulation and
clear, loud speech at dis-

tances of about 50 miles

without requiring the use
of extremely delicate re-

ceiving instruments. In

other words, the telephone

which the railroads desire

is one which will duplicate the already well-demonstrated
performance of the wireless telegraph and in addition

obviate the need of a Morse operator.

The Lackawanna's first experiments in radiotelephony
have been made with instruments manufactured by Dr.
Lee de Forest. The installation aboard the train com-
prises a complete transmitter, receiver and amplifier,

while that at Binghamton is identical except for a

change in the source of power and the omission of the

amplifier. On the train steam at from 80 lb. to 120 lb.

per square inch is led to the baggage car directly be-

hind the locomotive, through a special hose and fittings,

and there fed to a Terry 5-hp., 2500-r.p.m. turbine di-

rectly connected to a seventy-two-pole 3000-cycle-per-

second inductor alternator of the Radio Telephone &
Telegraph Company. This combined unit, which is

shown in Fig. 2, is installed in a special compartment
at the forward end of the baggage car. Field and arma-
ture circuits of the 3000-cycle alternator are carried to

the next car in the rear, where the radio apparatus is

installed as shown in Fig. 1. From these instruments
wires run to ground, via the car wheels, and to an an-

tenna consisting of three parallel wires run along the

roofs of four adjacent cars and flexibly connected. In

the original radiotelegraph work two wire antennas
were used, but an increase of efficiency was later gained
by adding the third wire along the central line of each

car.

The stationary installation was first made at Scran-

ton, and, as shown in Fig. 3, consists of substantially

the same instruments as those used on the train. This
outfit was later moved .to Binghamton, where somewhat
better results were secured through the use of an an-

tenna more suited to the design of the instruments. The
fixed transmitter secures its power from a similar 3000-

cycle alternator, which, however, is motor-driven.

The circuits of the transmitter and receiver as used
on the train, according to the De Forest Company, are
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FIG. 2—3000-CYCLE INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR WITH TURBINE
DIRECTLY CONNECTED

shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Considering the transmitter,

it is seen that from the alternator G the field circuit is

led to S., and the armature to Slt
which are mechanically

interconnected with the small antenna switch shown to

the right of the microphones in Fig. 3. With this

switch in one position all circuits are arranged for talk-

ing and the receiver is disconnected. In the reverse po-

sition the transmitter circuits are opened and the re-

ceiver made operative. The 3000-cycle current, after

passing S
: , is led serially through the line condenser C

1

and the primary of power transformer T, both of which
may be seen beneath the transmitter cabinet in Fig. 3.

The secondary or high-voltage coil of T is connected
directly across three very short tungsten electrode spark-

gaps in series, each consisting of parallel surface disks

about % in. in diameter, separated about 5 mils (ad-

justable) in open air and having cooling flanges. Across
the spark-gaps G are connected the air condenser C,

and the variable spiral inductance Llt
which determine

the wave-length of transmission. Inductively coupled
to L. is the secondary spiral L,„ also variable, which has
one terminal connected to the antenna A and the other
to earth E, through a small ammeter / and two Berliner
microphones M in series. In operation the meter reads
about 1.7 amp. normal, which is reduced to about 1.3

amp. by talking into the microphones. A small buzzer is

arranged with push-button so that the carbon of the

microphones may be agitated occasionally to prevent
packing, and a short-circuiting switch is provided in

order that an external "chopper" or antenna circuit in-

terrupter may be used for telegraphic purposes.

The receiving apparatus < Fig. 5) comprises the usual

two-circuit tuner (mounted in the base of the telephone

cabinet) and an audion detector. A represents the an-

tenna, L a variable loading coil, C, the antenna series

tuning condenser, L, and L the coils of an inductive

coupler, C
t
the secondary tuning condenser, C, the block-

ing condenser, V the audion with auxiliary batteries #,

and B. and telephone receivers T,. On the train a three-

step audion amplifier is interposed to magnify the tele-

FIG. 4- -WIRING DIAGRAM OF WIRELESS-TELEPHONE
TRANSMITTER

phone currents, but at Binghamton it is found inadvis-

able to use the increased sensitiveness thus obtainable,

on account of the great responsiveness to static simul-

taneously produced.

Some exceptionally good results are stated to have
been secured by the use of this apparatus. Receiving

from Binghamton, the train operator has copied tele-

phonic messages as far as Lounsbury (26 miles) to the

west and Foster (34 miles) on the east. From Scran-

ton east the train has exchanged telephonic messages as

far as 50 miles. The train operator has reported pass-

ing each station in a zone of 40 miles, for the records of

the division dispatcher. Messages have been transmit-

ted a number of times between the fixed stations at

Scranton and Binghamton, 63 miles apart, and at night

time the Binghamton sender has been heard by a station

67 miles away, at New Berlin, N. Y.

The performance of the radiotelephone apparatus ap-

pears to vary somewhat from day to day. Some weeks
ago the writer was invited by the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western to witness tests of the installations,

and it was not found possible to duplicate the best work

fig. 5- -WIRING DIAGRAM OF WIRELESS-TELEPHONE
RECEIVER ON TRAIN

FIG. 3—RADIOTELEPHONE INSTALLED AT SCRANTON, PA.

previously accomplished. The operator at Scranton
heard the westbound train from Cresco (27 miles). Ap-
proaching Binghamton, the fixed telephone was heard
as far as New Milford (20 miles), but the spark was too

noisy for words other than "Hello" to be understood.

At about 15 miles distance such phrases as "I heard
what you said" and "I have not got a newspaper here"
could be deciphered. There was no difficulty as to in-

tensity of signals ; whenever the voice was heard it was
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loud, i>ut articulation waa spoiled by the strong irregular
ipark noises or Improper operation of the microphones.

In spite of Irregularis of operation, however, the
Fact that radiotelephonic communication haa been re

peatedlj obtained to and from movini trains over dis-

tances of 26 milea <>r more [a well worthy of note, it

remains for deaignera and buildera <»c wireless-telephone
instruments to supply apparatus which can he relied

upon for consistently good service. Possibly the diffl

cultiea winch have been developed by the tests on the
Lackawanna are caused merely by lack Of harmony in

detail: if so, there should be little time required to

eliminate them and to provide a Uniformly excellent

.service. Perhaps, h<>\sr\cr, the trouhles ;ur not upcr
flcial hut inherent in some element of the transmittal
BUCh as the microphone. In this event considerahl\ more
experimental work will he required before commercial
service can he provided hy telephone. Until such time
as the railroads are convinced of the radiotelephone's

ability t<> meet then- requirements, however, a- the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western points out, train com-
munication over fairly long distances can always he
obtained by the radiotelegraph, provided that a Morse
operator is available.

Stability in the Central-Station Industry

Causes Which Have Contributed to the Earning Power of Electric-Lighting

Companies and Elements Which Make for Future Growth

By Frederic Nicholas

NO conservative would have said that the electric

light and power industry, in its early days, was
firmly established. It was then a business es-

sentially for the pioneer and promoter. It was a venture
concerning which no predictions could be made with the
certainty of experience. Possibilities, perils, profits,

losses, costs were elements of unknown degree. Such
characteristics are common to the pioneer days of all

industries, yet they are the inevitable inspiration which
leads the experimenter forward. Although we may re-

gret the over-enthusiastic excesses of the promoter, the
first steps of an industry belong to him because he alone
foresees and has courage to embrace the chance involved.
Without him the later years of establishment as an in-

stitution and of permanence could not follow.

With the initial promotion period over, phenomenal
development started. The rapid unfolding of wonderful
opportunities in new and broadening fields was a source
of strength in the early years, and it has so continued
to this day.

With less of the glamour and hazard of the promoter,
there came as time passed more assurance of that viril-

ity which is the ultimate aim of a permanent business.
This was the dawn of a new commercialism, the exten-
sion of markets by sales campaigns and solicitation, the
opening up of new markets, the careful search for every
possible consumer and the large and systematically di-

versified load. To trace the development even roughly
would be less convincing than to quote the evidence
available.

Surprising Progress Made

From 1902 to 1912, according to the Bureau of the
Census report on commercial central electric stations,
cost of construction and equipment increased 334.7 per
cent, outstanding capitalization increased 227.1 per cent,
gross income increased 254.2 per cent, and output in

kilowatt-hours increased 375.8 per cent. The rate of
progress in some other industries during the decade
from 1889 to 1909 is also shown by census reports and
is of interest by way of comparison. The agricultural
implement industry increased in capital 62.5 per cent
and in value of products 44.6 per cent. Slaughtering
and meat packing gained 101.5 per cent in capital and
73.8 per cent in value of products. The lumber industry
increased 57.1 per cent in capital and 50.1 per cent in

*A paper presented at Terre Haute this week before the Indiana
Electric Light Association by Mr. Nicholas, who is a member of the
editorial staff of the Electrical World. In his paper Mr.
Nicholas discussed the elements which have a bearing on the
financial stability of the electric-lighting industry and showed the
influence of rates and regulation on earnings.

value of products. The manufacture of chemicals and
allied industries showed a gain of 102.8 per cent in

capital and of 109.9 per cent in value of products. In

gas manufacture there was a gain of 61.5 per cent in

capital and 120.3 per cent in value of products. The
woolen industry, exclusive of carpets and rugs, increased

in capital 62 per cent and in value of products 75.2 per

cent. The boot and shoe industry increased 101.4 per

cent in capital and 76.8 per cent in value of products.

The paper and wood-pulp industry showed an increase

of 144.4 per cent in capital and 110.2 per cent in value

of products. From 1902 to 1912 the capital of national

banks increased 48.3 per cent, and bank clearings re-

ported by the leading clearing house associations in-

creased 45.2 per cent. In the same period the cost of

construction and equipment of street and electric rail-

ways increased 112.1 per cent and gross income of oper-

ating companies increased 133.9 per cent. It will be

noted how greatly the record of central stations sur-

passes that of any other industry. The figures quoted

show surprising progress, and indicate a still greater

future for the electrical industry.

Growth Despite General Business Depression

The Electrical World returns cover the gross in-

come and kilowatt-hour output of a substantial per-

centage of the industry since May, 1914. The fact of

chief significance which these statistics show is that in

no month has there been a decrease, as compared with

the corresponding month of the previous year, in either

total financial income or total kilowatt-hour output. For
the different months beginning with May, 1914, the

increase in income has ranged from as high as 9.1 per

cent to as low as 2 per cent. The output of kilowatt-

hours has increased in the same months from a maxi-
mum of 13.3 per cent to a minimum of 0.8 per cent.

The figures are conclusive as to the temper with which
the shock of the terrible European war was withstood.

To maintain gross volume and to do a little more is

an achievement. The total gain of roughly 5 per cent

per year in both financial income and kilowatt-hour out-

put which the statistics indicate would represent in

many industries the normal increase attainable in good
times. The figures carry greater emphasis when it is

remembered that" capital expenditures for extensions

and betterments were not made at the usual rate.

Of first importance in an inquiry as to the probable

continuation of such a record is the stability of markets,

the question of whether or not a demand is assured. Of
the fact that the service rendered to consumers is neces-
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sary there is ample evidence. From lighting to the

larger field of energy for motor service in broad indus-

trial markets, it is essential. Continued upbuilding to

large outputs and steady extension in diversity of cus-

tomers have been factors which the industry has appre-

ciated and worked for, and these are well calculated to

increase strength.

Some consumers of electric energy manufacture goods

which are so highly sensitive to business conditions that

disturbance closes their markets; but the diversification

provided by many industrial and residence customers
saves central stations generally from the distressing re-

sults of commercial unrest. If one industry is affected

adversely, another, as is shown by war orders, remains

normal or is speeded by day and night. It was sup-

posed popularly that the "prosperity" automobile manu-
facturers would be affected fatally by the destructive

conflict across the ocean, but they have had unparalleled

orders, leading to a substantial addition in the demand
upon electrical utilities.

Steadiness of Demand

Even where central stations are established in com-
munities that are largely dependent upon one industry

alone or one class of industries, the introduction of com-
mercial ideas lessens the results of depression and adds

qualities of lasting strength. In the great body of

central stations proved steadiness of demand assures

maintenance of output. Constant growth in the needs

of customers and revelations of new uses more than
overcome deflections. In the last disquieting year nota-

bly successful results have been attained by companies
which built up in new business more than they lost in

reduced or discontinued consumption by old customers.

Until the actual and attainable consumers are served

fully, the electrical utility—barring war, world-wide
cataclysm or other unsuspected influence—will continue

to become more powerful in those factors that contribute

to permanence of output. Its supporters will develop

and encourage greater uses of service by old customers
and new uses by new customers. A characteristic illus-

tration of what is being done in the industry is the

enterprising plan of the Society for Electrical Develop-

ment for celebration of "Electrical Prosperity Week."

Rates and Regulation

The next most important element is steadiness or in-

crease of revenue and income. Only when rates are

protected from unreasonable and sudden changes can

maintained earnings be assured. The central station,

however, does not need inflexible rates. It has devel-

oped commercially because of broadened service and
flexibile rates graded and adjusted to meet varied re-

quirements of customers. Electric-railway rate-mak-

ing, which is more rigid, corresponds to the government
charge for a letter delivered either in one's home city

or across the continent, both expecting an average cost

of trip less than the amount received. This is not

offered as a criticism of electric-railway rate-making,

but in order to recall the essential difference. The cen-

tral station has not sought to hold rates firmly, yet it

has had unquestioned stability of earnings. Its average
rate and the charges for most, if not all, classes of busi-

ness have been continually lowered. Absolute rigidity

never would have encouraged or supported the phenom-
enal development that has taken place. A uniform rate

would not have done it. Only enterprising principles

of merchandising and engineering salesmanship could

have produced the large earning power which has been
attained. Lowered cost of production has been an in-

fluence, but in a summation of causes the cultivation

of the high load-factor is a most potent element.

Earnings and Decreasing Rates

The evidence that earnings have been maintained
with decreasing rates is no guarantee that the end of

this process will not be reached. New markets requir-

ing vast increases in production may be developed to

cheapen cost, new ways of reducing cost may be dis-

covered or invented and made practicable, but present

costs, obligations and conditions and standards of serv-

ice mean that revisions of rates should be undertaken
only after very thorough analysis. The foundation of

an adequate level of earnings is rate-making controlled

by scientific investigation and directed with mathemat-
ical regard for all of the considerations involved in

changes.

Central stations must also meet without discrim-

ination the commercial requirement of getting and hold-

ing the business and of developing new markets. Be-
for the era of public service commission regulation,

although frequently a maximum rate was prescribed by
city ordinance, most of the rate-making was done by the

companies without interference from the constituted

authorities. Working below the prescribed maximum
limit they achieved commercial success. With the en-

trance of commissions and rate-making by public au-
thorities the companies have less jurisdiction over this

vital matter.

The consideration to be faced now is the important
one that some of the conditions which have been con-

trolling in the past may not be found in the future.

Commissions have a direct influence, and the war,
although external, will have an effect whose full bear-

ing cannot be foretold. Central stations should seek
to avoid sudden unjustified changes in rates that might
impair both earnings and the ability to raise more
capital. In building and maintaining their rate struc-
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mmcs thej mill tin' application of broad principlei ami
commercial Insight in all probability capital cannol
\>v borrowed a- freelj or i terra a In the pa i

years, rhe devastation "i war ami the great demand
loans h. aid in reconstruction will impose heavj

burdens upon monej markets,

Neeeasitj tor Good Credit Standing in Future

in thf necessity of the service which thej are ren
dering, in the certaintj of wide ami stable markets,
central-station companies, based as the? are mi a Bound
ami large economic principle, have the substantia] Poun
dations which apparently an- capable of sustaining a

powerful, prosperous business, <>r great ami lasting
value to the public. Hut to provide the extensions which
will lie expected when the world again has peace ami
good-will they must command capital. To be preferred
borrowers they will require all of their past strength
undiminished by needless uncertainties. In preserving
a credit standing which has enabled these properties
to finance on terms of increasing advantage to them-
selves as well as to the public, commissions and the
companies, acting in co-operation will produce immeas-
urable results. It is most important that they shall

meet upon the middle ground of fairness to both public
and investors, and by so doing they will relieve the
present tension in business and further the develop-
ment of an industry which has proved itself to be of
inestimable value to the countrv.

TRANSMISSION TOWERS OF 3-IN. PIPE
Structures Hastily Improvised from Materials on Hand to

Take Place of Delayed Shipment of Standard Towers

Owing to the delayed delivery of a number of steel
transmission towers by reason of the war in Europe,
half a dozen inexpensive strong towers were improvised
by engineers of the Chile Exploration Company at Chu-
quicamata, Chile, from ordinary 3-in. pipe to carry some
very heavy and important 500-volt lines which it was
desired to put into active service with the least possible
delay.

The towers were built of ordinary 3-in. pipe solidly

RAISING ONE OF THE IRON-PIPE TOWERS INTO PLACE AT
CHUQUICAMATA, CHILE

framed together by means of clamps made of 2.5-in. by
0.375-in. scrap iron. Of the 36-ft. total height of the
towers, about 5 ft. was set in concrete. Cross-arms were
made of 4-in. channel iron stiffened by 1.5-in. by 1.5-in.

by 0.185-in. angle-iron braces. These towers were de-
signed to support six No. 0000 stranded conductors on
the top cross-arm and six 400,000-circ. mil. conductors
on the lower cross-arms. The average span was 110 ft.,

the insulator.' being -pac.d i.", m . apart. The accompa-
nying halftone ihovi two ol these improved towers
In tailed In place and the third in process of being
erected

Mr. !•:. lleybroek, who acted a elect i ic.-d engineer for
the Chile Exploration Companj at its Chuquicamata

ELEVATION OF IRON-PIPE TRANSMISSION TOWER,
ING METHOD OF CLAMPING MEMBERS

SHOW-

plant, calls attention to the rigidity of these iron-pipe
towers as evidenced by the straight lines of the longi-

tudinal members of the tower which is shown in an
inclined position during erection in the accompanying
halftone illustration.

"Doing It Electrically" at West Point

By John A. Randolph*

Electricity is a twenty-four-hour servant 365 days a
year at the United. States Military Academy at West
Point, N. Y. It not only furnishes the light for streets

and buildings, but performs much of the work in the
bakery, kitchen, pantries, laundry, tailor shop, barracks
and other departments.

In the bakery it does all the heavy work in the mixing
and kneading processes used in the preparation of bread
and pastry.

In connection with the kitchen and auxiliary depart-

ments, electrically driven machinery peels the potatoes

—several bushels at a time; freezes ice cream, chops
meat, washes dishes, pasteurizes milk, chops ice, grinds
knives, polishes tableware, and performs numerous other

functions in the preparation of food.

A "Kitchen King" driven by an electric motor whips
cream, shreds vegetables, mashes potatoes and does

eight other similar varieties of work.
In the tailor shop two sewing tables of seven ma-

chines each and nine individual sewing machines are
operated electrically, as are also a number of overhead
fans.

A slow-speed, 3-hp. electric motor, through the me-
dium of a big ironer in the post laundry, irons linen at

the rate of 1000 pieces an hour. Other laundry machines
operated by electricity are a large extractor, a mark-
ing machine and three glove shapers.

All of the elevators in the various buildings are oper-

ated electrically.

*Of the Society for Electrical Development, Inc.
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Electricity in the Army
Kitchens at West

Point

The preparation of food
for the cadets, army offi-

cers and soldiers at the

United States Military
Academy at West Point is

a task which necessitates

cooking on a large scale

with every attention to

health and sanitation.

Electricity here, as else-

where, has solved the

problem. All dough is

mixed in the Academy
kitchen by electrically

driven machines, and the

bread dough is automati-
cally weighed and cut into

3-lb. loaves. Electric en-

ergy is employed to chop
and work meats and to

peel potatoes, several
bushels at a time if neces-

sary, while the task of

washing dishes is elim-

inated by the use of an
electrically operated dish-

washing machine.
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Searching for a Reason for Eye Fatigue
An Experimental Analysis of the Density of Radiant Energy as It Passes

Through the Different Media of the Eye

Kv !\I. LUCKIESH

It has been taken more or Less for granted that the eyes tire under
artificial light because the media through which the beam of light passes

—

the cornea, the aqueous humor, the lens and the vitreous humor—absorb a

portion of the energy. This energy, it has been suggested, is trans-
formed into heat, which in turn irritates the eye and causes fatigue. In an
earlier contribution ("Electrical World," Oct. 25, 1913) the author of the pres-
ent article summarized the results of certain quantitative experiments which
indicated that the different media of the eye varied as to the amount of
energy they absorbed. In this article Mr. Luckiesh presents the results of
further experimental investigations and shows how the density of energy
varies within the eye. No attempt is made in either article to determine the
answer to the question of the final cause for eye fatigue.

IN
an earlier article the writer gave quantitative data
regarding the absorption of radiant energy (visi-

ble and infra-red) in the eye media. 1 These were
obtained by using as a basis for computation the results

of Aschkinass, who found that the eye media trans-

mitted visible and infra-red rays in quite the same
manner as pure water transmitted them. The ultra-

violet rays are so insignificant from the standpoint of

the possible "energy-effect" considered here that they
are of no interest in these computations. The object

has been to determine the relative magnitude of the
amounts of energy absorbed by the various eye media
as beams of light from sources at various temperatures
passed through them. Many have taken for granted
that eye fatigue is due to the absorption of energy
without experimental data to support such a conclusion.

It seems possible to determine experimentally the effect

of energy absorption by surrounding an ordinary incan-

descent electric lamp with a water bath (or other solu-

tion transparent to visible rays but practically opaque
to infra-red rays) and ascertaining whether or not
the eyes are fatigued as much when used under this

"low-energy" illumination as under the illumination

containing all the original energy unaltered in wave-
length. However, eye fatigue is an effect so vague that

it always has been difficult to draw definite conclusions.

Therefore it has appeared of interest to present as many
data as possible before attempting experimental work
involving such difficulties.

While preparing the earlier article the question of

energy density in various parts of the path of the eye
was considered, but no extensive computations were
made. This question was brought forward several times

subsequently, so that it seemed of interest to consider

the energy density under certain conditions. These
data should be of interest from the standpoint of the

production of cataract. William Crookes 2 and his col-

leagues, composing a committee for the consideration

of glassblowers' cataract, concluded that cataract is due
to the absorption of long-wave energy rather than to a

destructive effect of ultra-violet rays. This conclusion

was based chiefly upon results of spectro-photographic

tests of the radiation emitted by molten glass. The
writer has photographed the spectrum emitted by
molten glass and does not consider that there is present
a dangerous amount of ultra-violent radiation. Contrary
to these conclusions, Schanz and Stockhausen 3

decided
that the radiation from molten glass is rich in rays of

short wave-length. The apparent inconsistency is per-

haps due to the difficulty in expressing the results be-

cause of the lack of agreement regarding the degree of

destructibility of the ultra-violet rays of various wave-
lengths that are transmitted by the cornea.

Recently Burge, 4 working in the Nela Research Labo-
ratory, found that the radiation from a quartz mercury
arc by itself "does not coagulate the protein of the
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FIG. 1—TRANSMISSION OF VARIOUS DEPTHS OF THE EYE
FOR THE RADIATION FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES

normal lens (fresh lenses from pigs' eyes were used)
or of the vitreous and aqueous humors, and hence does

not affect the transparency of these structures after a
continuous exposure of 100 hours." He found, however,
that "the lens protein can be modified by solutions of
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1 "Radiant Energy and the Eye," by M. Luckiesh, Electrical
World, Oct. 25, 1913.

-Trans. Royal Society, A, 214, p. 1.

s Graefe. Archiv f. Ophihal., 1910, 73, p. 553.

*Amer. Journal Phys., 34, No. 1, December, 1914.
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calcium chloride, magnesium chloride, sodium silicate

or dextrose (too weak of themselves to affect the trans-

parency of the lens), so that ultra-violet radiation can

precipitate the modified lens protein and hence produce

opacity of the lens." The effective region in the case of

modification by calcium chloride is from 0.265a to

0.300a, the most effective region being around 0.265a.

FIG. 2—PATH OF LIGHT IN THE EYE (SMALL OBJECT)

It is very doubtful that any appreciable amount of en-

ergy of the foregoing wave-lengths can reach the lens

of the living eye because the cornea is practically opaque
to rays of shorter wave-length than 0.300a.

Analyses of senile cataractous human lenses by Dr.
Burge "show that calcium, magnesium, and, in lenses

from India, silicates, are greatly increased in this type
of cataract." This led him to believe that the accumu-
lation of these substances modifies the lens protein in

such a way that certain ultra-violet rays can precipitate

the protein, thereby producing cataract. Further ex-

periments led him to conclude that long-wave energy
(visible and infra-red) cannot coagulate either the
modified or unmodified lens protein, provided that the
coagulation due to excessive heat be excluded.

Notwithstanding the foregoing lack of agreement, it

is of interest to consider, approximately at least, the
energy density in the useful beam of radiation as it

passes through the eye media. Utilizing the data in

the writer's earlier article and some additional data, the
transmission of various depths of the eye (measured
from the anterior surface of the cornea) is readily ob-

tained. The transmission curves for radiation from a
black body at various temperatures and from a carbon
and a tungsten lamp are shown in Fig. 1. Neglecting
atmospheric absorption, which will be discussed later,

the radiation from the sun can be assumed to be similar

to that of a black body at 5000 deg. C. absolute. In
order to obtain an idea of the energy density in various
parts of a beam of light passing through the eye, it is

necessary to determine the path of the beam. Ob-
viously, the path of the useful beam is slightly different

as the eye is accommodated for near or distant vision.

Data regarding the refractive indices, thicknesses and
curvatures of the various surfaces of the eye media as
determined by Helmholtz were used. Only the beam
that enters the pupillary aperture (in this case assumed
to be 5.8 mm. in diameter) was considered. Computa-
tions give the paths for near and distant vision for a
small object as shown in Fig. 2. The cross-section is

considered circular as determined by the pupillary aper-
ture. An image 0.01 mm. in diameter upon the retina

would normally be formed by a circular disk 10 mm. in

diameter viewed at a distance of about 15.5 meters. The
refraction from the cornea into the aqueous humor is

disregarded owing to the very small difference between
their refractive indices ; that is, for the purpose of com-
putation the aqueous humor is considered as extending
to the anterior surface of the cornea. The thickness
of the cornea is shown to scale by the dashed line drawn
parallel to its anterior surface. The eye becomes
shorter and the lens thicker when accommodated for
near vision.

The mean energy density in various vertical layers of

the eye media under the above conditions is shown in

Fig. 3. Curve A represents the relative energy density

in various parts of the beam if there were no absorption

by the eye media. If the small disk be diffusely and to-

tally reflecting and be illuminated by radiation from a

black body at 5000 deg. absolute, the mean energy den-

sity in various parts of the path of the beam is repre-

sented by curve B, after allowing for absorption. Curve

C represents the conditions when the illuminant is a

tungsten lamp operating at 7.9 lumens per watt. It is

seen, as might be expected, that the mean energy density

becomes relatively high near the retina. There is quite

a uniform mean energy density, however, for more than

half of the distance of the path in the eye. This is due
to the fact that the absorption of energy in the eye

media practically overcomes the concentrating effect of

refraction. In the case of curve C this absorption

more than overcomes any concentrating action. In order

to compare curves B and C on a basis of mean energy

density per lumen, the ordinates of C must be multiplied

by a factor approximately equal to thirty. In other

words, the energy density would be about the same for

a beam of tungsten radiation (7.9 lumens per watt) con-

taining one unit of light flux as for a beam of radiation

from a black body at 5000 deg. absolute containing about

thirty units of light flux. The energy-density curves

are practically the same for near vision as for distant

vision, and hence they have not been plotted.

Before discussing the foregoing further, it is of inter-

est to consider the other extreme case—namely, when
the object subtends a large angle. The limiting visual

field subtends approximately a solid angle of 120 deg.

The useful beam of radiation included within a solid

angle of 120 deg. at the eye is shown by the full lines

in Fig. 4, when the eye is accommodated for reasonably

near vision. If the object that is being viewed be il-

luminated with the same density of radiation of the

same spectral character as the object considered in Fig.

2, it is obvious that the brightness of the retinal image

will be the same and a much greater amount of energy

will pass through the pupillary aperture. In other

words, the energy density at the retina will be the same
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FIG. 3—ENERGY DENSITY IN THE USEFUL BEAMS OF LIGHT
FROM A SMALL SOURCE (DISTANT VISION)

in the two cases, but the energy density in the lens and
anterior section of the eye will be many times greater
in the case of the extended source. The ratio of the

energy densities in the plane occupied by the pupillary

aperture will be approximately equal to the ratio of the

solid angles subtended by the sources. In the two cases

considered, when the brightnesses of the retinal images
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are equal, the energy density In the pupillary plane for

the ease oi the extended source Is several million time
iter than In the case of the small source. This is

shown diagrammatical!) In Fig 5 for equal energy den
sities at tin- retina that Is, for equal brightneeses of

the retinal images. Curve D represents the condition

PIG. 1 PATH OF LIGHT IN THE KYK ( KXTENDED OBJECT)

for the extended source and curve E for the small

source.

The foregoing conditions are of importance in many
es of vision if eye fatigue or cataract is to be at-

tributed to the absorption of energy. For instance, a

small area of molten glass or metal may appear quite
harmless. A larger area of equal brightness should ap-
pear equally harmless, but, as is evident from the fore-
going, the actual energy density in various parts of the
beam would be far different in the two cases. In the
case of a large area the energy density in the lens would
be many times greater than in the case of the small
area. In ordinary vision there are many cases of ex-
tended areas of comparatively high brightness, such as
a snow field, a desert, the sky, the walls of a room, and
pavements.

It is of interest to consider the possible effect of sun-
light (radiation approximately like that presented for a
black body at 5000 deg. absolute), but in doing so al-

lowance must be made for the absorption of radiant
energy by the water vapor in the atmosphere. It has
been observed that water vapor is more transparent to

the sun's radiation than is water in the liquid state.

Assuming that the absorption of the water vapor exist-

ing in the atmosphere is equivalent to a layer of the
liquid 1.5 cm. in thickness, and with due consideration
of the relative luminous efficiencies of a black body at

the apparent temperature of the sun and of the tungsten
lamp; it is found that approximately a hundred times as
much energy is absorbed by the eye per lumen of

tungsten light as per lumen of sunlight. But it is not
uncommon to find sunlight intensities far greater than
a hundred times that encountered with artificial light

under working conditions. In fact, the ratio of actual

working intensities is often greater than 1000 to 1.

This indicates that eye fatigue and cataract should be
quite noticeable under natural lighting conditions if

they can be attributed to an energy effect. In fact, cata-

ract is quite prevalent in India, but in this case, accord-

ing to the work of Dr. Burge, the cause might be traced

to an accumulation in the liquids of the body of some-
thing which so modifies the lens protein that energy of

certain short wave-lengths can precipitate it, thereby
causing opacity. If the energy effect is to be taken
seriously as a cause of eye fatigue, the rejecting power
of the objects ordinarily encountered in the field of

vision should be considered. W. W. Coblentz" gives some
interesting data on the diffuse reflecting power of vari-

ous substances for radiation of various wave-lengths
in the visible and infra-red regions. It would seem that

those who advocate the theory that eye strain is due to

the absorption of energy by the eye media would also

direel attention to the advisability of using wall co\

erings and other surroundings which absorb the near
Infra red rays. For these adherents to the "energj
theory" the ideal surface for use with light source of

low luminous efficiency would be one thai reflects the

visible rays and adsorbs the infra-red radiation. Such a
surface would qoI be one of the popular "warm" colors,

such as yellow and buff, in common use. Of cou

there would be a re radiation of energy which, according
to Coblentz would consist chiefly of rays of wave
lengths 8|t to '.»:>. for bodies at room temperature. The
eye media are quite opaque to these rays.

To summarize, it is shown that when viewing lumi-
nous objects of small area (subtending a small solid an-

gle) there is no serious concentration of energy in the

eye media until the retina is approached. However,
when viewing extended objects (large solid angle) there

is a relatively much greater energy density in the lens

and anterior parts of the eye than in the posterior por-

tions. When the retinal images are of the same bright-

ness, there will be a much greater energy density in the

lens when viewing an object subtending a large solid

angle than when the object subtends a small angle if the

spectral character of the illuminant and the intensity of

the illumination are the same. This indicates that large

sources of a relatively low visual brightness might be

effective in forming cataract or causing eye fatigue if

the "absorption of energy theory" is correct. In fact,

if the deterioration of the lens is due to ultra-violet

rays, the latter might be present in such small amounts
as to appear harmless, but when it is recalled that the

energy density in the lens is very high when viewing
extended objects, such as the sky, pavements, large sur-

faces of molten glass, metal, etc., it appears to be pos-

sible that the ultra-violet rays might be present in

sufficient amount to do damage. From this standpoint

sunlight, owing to the greater intensities encountered,

appears to be probably as effective in producing cataract

and eye fatigue as ordinary artificial illuminants, even

after allowing for the higher luminous efficiency of the

former and the absorption of energy by the water vapor

present in the atmosphere.

It is not claimed that the data in this article and the

previous one settle the question of the influence of

energy absorption in the eye media. However, these

articles contain a review of the subject from standpoints

worthy of consideration. The object has been to show
in what relative quantities the energy is absorbed in

the various parts of the eye and also the energy density
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FIG. 5—ENERGY DENSITY IN THE USEFUL BEAMS OF LIGHT
FROM SOURCES SUBTENDING LARGE (D) AND SMALL
(E) SOLID ANGLES

in the path of the useful beam of radiation in order that

those interested in eye fatigue and cataract might have

these quantitative data available.

The writer takes pleasure in acknowledging the as-

sistance of Mr. H. McMullan in making some of the com-

putations and in the preparation of the drawings.
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Station and Operating Practice
A Department Devoted to the Problems of Installation, Operation and Maintenance of Equipment for the

Economical Generation and Distribution of Electrical Energy for All Uses.

Ways of Hunting Trouble on Distribution Systems

How an Exploring Coil with a Properly Interrupted Current Is Used in Order to Diagnose and Locate

Faults on Overhead and Underground Lines—Method Employed by Boston Edison Company

METHODS for the detection of faults on central-

station distribution systems, some very crude
and others fairly effective, are used by the vari-

ous central-station companies in this country. One of

the largest companies that have given special attention

to this problem is the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany of Boston, Mass., now operating a distribution

system covering an area of about 700 square miles in

the streets and suburban district surrounding the Mas-
sachusetts capital. For many years this company has
successfully used an interrupted-current and exploring-

coil method to locate cable faults.

In brief, this method has consisted of applying a cur-

rent interrupted in the past by hand but now by motor-
driven equipment to a circuit composed of the faulty

conductor and ground or of two defective conductors,

and applying a small exploring coil to the sheath at in-

tervals along the route. A telephone receiver is con-

nected to the exploring coil so that at each make and
break when an induced current flows in the exploring

coil the difference in tone on either side of the fault

enables the trouble to be located with great accuracy.

The apparatus used by the company for this work has
undergone an extended development during the past six

years, and it now has reached a stage of perfection

which permits it to be used by the ordinary troubleman
without technical training. The company's practice in

line trouble hunting has been developed by James A.

Vahey, general inspector, maintenance of lines, of the

Boston company.

The Equipment Used

The original apparatus used in the maintenance of

lines department consisted of several lighting trans-

formers, with the low-tension coils in series with each

other and connected with the fault circuit. The rating

of the outfit was 60 kw., with a maximum available pres-

sure of 1300 volts. From 8 amp. to 10 amp. of sixty-

cycle current was sent out over the faulty conductor and
interrupted an agreed number of times per minute, en-

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SWITCHBOARD OF FAULT-ANALYZING SET IN L STREET STATION OF BOSTON EDISON COMPANY,
AND REAR VIEW, SHOWING SMALL TRANSFORMERS AND INTERRUPTER
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abling the trouble iiunti-i to pick up a well defined lignal
with the exploring coil in manholes. This equipment
became Inadequate to handle troubles on the cable sys
tern when Hie pressure was raised to 6900 volts ami
later to 18,800 volts on certain lines. The present equip
ment, therefore, grew oul of difficulties In locating fault

On a cable 10 miles long, and mi aeeount of its BUCl

3i

;

. Connec • . . anc/

FIG. :; CIRCUITS OF FAULT-LOCATING EQUIPMENT USKD BY
BOSTON COMPANY

three permanent sets are now installed respectively at
the L Street generating station and the Zeigler and
Scotia Street substations of the company. Several other
central stations in New England are also using the
portable apparatus shown in the accompanying illustra-
tions.

The new testing equipment is of 7.5 kw. rating, with
pressures available from 115 volts to 6900 volts, or one-
half the maximum voltage of the Boston system. These
pressures are obtained by different combinations of con-
nections when using standard lighting transformers
with appropriate switches permanently wired to a
switchboard inside a station for the analysis of troubles
on lines whose terminals may be temporarily connected
to the test panel. Varying amounts of current can be
obtained in the fault circuit by connecting loading coils
of certain constant values singly or in multiple, at this
switchboard or on the portable apparatus. The signal-
ing portion of the equipment can be adapted to any ex-
isting break-down apparatus, and consists of a specially
designed motor-driven interrupter impressing waves
with a frequency of about 600 cycles maximum on the
tested line, when used on a sixty-cycle system. The
transformers, loading coils, switches, etc., are desig-
nated as the analyzer. Both analyzer and interrupter
are built in portable styles differing in capacity but es-

sentially the same in principle as the permanent sets.

The waves produced by the interrupter are of a fre-

quency to which the telephone receiver and the ear are
most responsive. An interrupter current of 1 amp.
easily can be heard in a commercial circuit carrying 200
amp. at sixty cycles. Either alternating current or di-

FIG. 5—FAULT IN 13,800-VOLT CABLE SUBMERGED IN

WATER FOUND BY FAULT-LOCATING EQUIPMENT

rect current can be used in the interrupter, and a dis-

tinctly different tone is obtained with each. The ap-
paratus is somewhat simpler when alternating current
is used. The interrupter is of rugged construction,

operates on the system voltage, and runs without atten-

tion, like any small motor-generator set. An ammeter
is a useful but not a necessary addition to the testing

outfit, and a pilot lamp of 16 cp. serves to indicate the

conditions on the tested line. A transformer is gen-
erally placed between the apparatus and the line under
test to protect the supply circuit.

The Portable Apparatus

To locate faults in cables leading from suburban sta-

tions, a portable testing set of about 4-kw. rating is

used. This is carried in an automobile to the substa-
tion from which the faulty line radiates, and the set

works as well as the larger equipment, except for the
time lost in transporting and setting up the apparatus.
For secondary networks and faults of very low resistance

in. isolated wires and cables a portable vibrating inter-

rupter set, operated with two dry cells, is used. This
gives a good signal and produces an audible sound in

the exploring coil through a fault of 1000 ohms. It is

employed in locating trouble on live circuits with pres-

sures up to 250 volts, and the sound produced can be
heard on a circuit carrying 50 amp. at sixty cycles.

The exploring coils illustrated are used to pick up
the interrupter signal, the horseshoe-shaped or trans-

FIG. 4- -FAULT ANALYZER USED BY BOSTON EDISON
COMPANY

FIG. 6—PORTABLE TYPE OF INTERRUPTER USED BY
BOSTON EDISON COMPANY
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verse coil being employed on single-conductor or du-

plex cable and overhead lines, and the straight or longi-

tudinal coil for multiple-conductor, three-phase cable.

The triangle is used in picking up signals along the

surface of the ground.

With the apparatus all the necessary variations in

pressure and current required in testing central-station

distribution and transmission lines can be attained with

ease. Up to 4000 volts grounds on circuits which will

operate grounded can be located alive without difficulty,

and arcing, high resistance and swinging grounds may
be made solid and located without interfering with the

operation of the line. The use of this equipment by the

Boston company on street-lighting circuits has shown
that opens, grounds and short-circuits can be located

with rapidity, say in one-half hour, compared with from
two to three hours under former methods, and troubles

on underground transmission lines can be found even

on circuits 5 miles to 10 miles long inside of two hours,

compared with all day when using the old methods.
Without climbing poles or entering manholes, "opens"
can be located on street-lighting circuits between two
lamps. Also troubles in split-conductor circuits can be

located by the use of the interrupter. Cables can be
identified for tagging, and phases determined in cus-

tomers' premises or outside. If desired, the apparatus
can be used as an adjunct to Wheatstone-bridge and
loop tests. The exploring coils are insulated for 10,000

volts. No outside connection with lines is required.

Carbonizing the Faults

The ordinary procedure in locating all faults except

opens is to use the alternating current of the system to

maintain a path across the burn-out, and to superpose
on the circuit thus formed the signaling current. In
open-circuit work the interrupter only is used in locat-

ing the break. Practice shows a great variation in the
resistance of faults in high-tension cables. With a
working pressure of L3,000 volts a cable may fail, and
upon applying a pressure of 100 volts it may show prac-

tically a short-circuit through the fault. The next
break in the same cable may necessitate a pressure of

5000 volts even to indicate the existence of the trouble.

Hence the testing outfit must be capable of delivering
energy at sufficient pressure to force current through
the fault. It is also desirable to vary this pressure,
since in the use of the exploring coil the best results

are obtained with as low a test pressure as possible,

which is also safer for the system and troubleman.
In lead-covered cables there is usually no metallic

path at the fault. Almost invariably in high-tension
cable breaks there is no metallic path between con-
ductors or between conductor and sheath, a thick wad
of paper or other insulation intervening. To obtain a

closed circuit for testing, a path must be made across
the insulation, and this is done by the application of
pressure high enough to start a flow of current across

the gap, the current value being just enough to burn
or carbonize the insulating medium without destroying
the material by combustion. When carbonized, 5 amp.
or 10 amp. will flow through the fault at 100 volts or

200 volts, and the defect can easily be located at these

pressures. In any case sufficient pressure and current
are applied to the circuit to keep the pilot lamp on the
analyzer dim, and in the actual location of the break
the lowest possible voltage and current are used.
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FIG. 7—TROUBLEMEN LISTENING WITH EXPLORING COILS
IN CABLE TERMINAL HOUSE

The horseshoe coil is used on single-conductor street-circuit
cable, and the longitudinal coil on 13,800-volt transmission cable.

FIG. 8—TROUBLEMAN LISTENING FOR LEAKAGE DOWN
TREE FROM INSULATOR

With the triangular coil at right angles to the line no sound is

heard in receiver unless current leaks down the tree.
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When thfl terminals of the analy/.cr and of the Inter

rupter arc properly connected and the fault} circuit is

disconnected from the system, the troubleman connects

the apparatus between line and ground or across con

ductors, as the case may be, and applies whatever pres-

sure is deemed best. On circuits Working at 2200 volts

Or over, 2200 volts is a good pressure to begin with.

if the fault Is solid or carbonizes at this pressure, the

pilot lamp on the analyzer will show very dim or he out

altogether when one of the load coils is placed in circuit.

If this is the case, the operator puts in more load coils

and notes whether the lamp continues to show dim.

When the tester is satisfied with the carbonizing re

suits, one load coil is left in circuit to hold the faull

-table, preferably one of low rating, as Loo much cur-

rent may hum up the path across the insulation and

destroy the circuit made for the signaling current. In

case of stubborn faults which will not carbonize, by

throwing in a short-circuit switch the sudden applica-

tion of full voltage will sometimes start a flow across

the break; also the starting of the interrupter will

sometimes help to accomplish this.

Ways of Analyzing Faults

If a conductor under test is clear, in no case will

the pilot lamp burn dim, and with the line clear of fault

the lamp will brighten with the circuit connected to the

analyzer. In testing for grounds or short-circuits a

brightening of the pilot lamp indicates that no fault

exists at the pressure applied. A dimming indicates

either leakage or fault current flowing in the circuit

under test. If the leakage is simply distributed as on

overhead lines, putting in more load coils causes the

lamp to brighten, while a lower voltage shows the line

clear. A certain critical voltage is required to make

the leakage appreciable. If an ammeter is inserted in

the supply leads and a load coil of say 5-amp. rating on

short-circuit connected in circuit, more than 5 amp. may

flow. If this is the case and the lamp still shows dim,

it indicates that there is leakage and also charging cur-

rent present in the circuit.

If the pilot lamp flickers rapidly when analyzing at

1100 volts or 2200 volts in a case where the fault takes

considerable current at these pressures but cannot be

carbonized, it indicates either that there is moisture at

the break or that the fault is submerged. If not sub-

merged, the fault can be dried out in half an hour

and made solid. If submerged, the flickering will con-

tinue, 'although from 3 amp. to 5 amp. will flow at 1100

volts to 2200 volts, indicating that the break is under

fresh water. If in salt water, the flickering is gen-

erally evident at 1100 volts or 2200 volts, but 3 amp.

to 5 amp. flows with the application of from 110 volts

to 220 volts. When the resistance of the fault remains

constant and the same small amount of current flows

at 220 volts after having made all possible combina-

tions of voltage and current to carbonize, this also

proves that the break is under fresh water. The 220-

volt connection is generally best to locate this kind of

a fault, and the pilot lamp dims slightly when this

pressure is applied to the circuit if the trouble is under

fresh water. The signal in such cases is not loud, but

it is accurate.

Arcing in water or other liquid can be heard by listen-

ing with the exploring coil against the line at the test

set. Arcing sounds are greatly magnified by listening

with the exploring coil held against the load coils of the

analyzer equipment. If a fault occurs in oil or other

insulating liquid, such as compound, etc., in joints,

the flickering takes place as in the case of water; but

on account of the insulating qualities of the oil no cur-

rent flows at low pressure.

More pressure is generally required to carbonize a

break In a joint than in the cable Itself. Thus, 2000
\dii will almost always carbonize a fault In a i:>,ooo-

voit .able, but it generally requires about 4000 volts to

start a How of current for carbonizing a burn-out in a

joint. This tells the trouble hunter what to expect, as

a fault in the cable itself usually means pulling in a

section of new cable, while a joint can ncarh always be
made over. In multiple-conductor cables there? is some-
times a short-circuit but practically no ground except

at a much higher pressure. This indicates a burn-out

in a joint in a dry place, where the sleeve of the joint

is blown wholly or partly away, or if there is both over-

head and underground construction in the faulty cir-

cuit, it may be in a pothead at the cable terminal. In

multiple-conductor cables faults under water may some-
times be made solid by using rather high pressure be-

tween conductors, thereby welding some of the strands

of the faulty conductors together.

Sometimes with street-lighting circuits the lamp
shows dim if there are lamps between the station and
the fault only when a small load coil is used and it is

impossible to get a circuit of very low resistance even

with higher pressure. If the pilot lamp does not flicker,

it indicates that the fault is solid and the resistance is

due to the number of lamps between the station and the

fault. Arcing at a fault will increase the pressure at

the pilot lamp, and the current in the load coils will be
abnormal. With magnetite street circuits the resistance

of the lamps is about the same whether they are burning
or not, so that when testing, if there are a number of

lamps in series between the station and the fault, not

much current will be taken from the load coils and the

smaller coils must be used to obtain the proper dimming
of the pilot lamp. In tungsten street circuits the re-

verse is true, the resistance being only about one-tenth

as much when cold as when hot, so that it is fairly

easy to obtain a flow of current in the circuit at low
voltages if the fault resistance is low. All overhead
lines, and also underground cables with street fixtures,

transformers, etc., connected to them, will show some
leakage when in normal condition. For tree trimming
and the like the distribution of leakage can be traced

by carefully going over a line with the exploring coil.

Locating Open Circuits

"Opens" in cable can be readily located between two
manholes, and it makes no difference whether the re-

ceiver terminals are touched or not. In no case is it

necessary or advisable for the tester to be personally

grounded when touching the receiver terminals. The
sound on an "open" can be followed in the same manner
as a ground, listening at standpipes, etc., in a combina-
tion overhead and underground circuit. If there is no
sound at a pipe leading from the conduit to the pole

top, the tester listens at the top of the pipe, preferably

at the line-wire side of the cable.

If there is a leak across the "open," such as may
occur in the older type of street-circuit apparatus,

where hood cut-outs, etc., are used, such "opens" are

traced by the fact that while the sound is increased

when near the "open" by touching one receiver terminal,

a point further along the line is reached where the

sound is still heard but it is impossible to increase it

by making contact with either of the receiver terminals.

This effect indicates that the "open" has been passed,

and also that the "open" is shunted by a leak. Gener-

ally the sound can be. increased up to about 400 ft. on

the station side of the "open," while at the same dis-

tance beyond the break the sound cannot be increased.

This will enable the trouble to be located usually within

two lamps.

The next section of this article will take up the loca-

tion of other faults and the methods used.
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Some Problems of Furnace and Boiler Economy

Causes of Low Furnace and Boiler Efficiency, Interpretation of Operating Conditions, Results

of Hand and Automatic Firing Duiing Tests at St. Louis Water-Works

By A. L. Wescott*

IT
is well understood that the greatest opportunity

for improvement in steam-plant economy lies in

the boiler room. With a given equipment of steam

prime movers, the limitations in economic performance

are well understood and are readily attained and main-

tained. But in the processes of combustion in the fur-

nace and heat absorption in the boiler many of the

things which affect economy are obscure and not easily

seen or understood by the operating engineer of ordi-

nary competence.

In what follows some of the problems connected with

boiler and furnace economy as observed by the writer

during a year's connection with the engineering staff

of the St. Louis water-works will be discussed. The
mechanical equipment consists of one low-service and
three high-service pumping outfits. The low-service

station is several miles north of the city at the Chain
of Rocks, where water from the Mississippi River is

pumped into settling basins, filtered and treated, and
made fit for consumption. One high-service pumping
station is at the suburb of Baden, about 3 miles south

of Chain of Rocks, and two others are at Bissell's Point,

4 miles further south. The four boiler plants in these

four stations contain a total of about 7800 boiler-hp.

In addition, the water-works department has charge

of the mechanical equipment at the city sanitarium, in-

cluding six boilers of a total capacity of 2100 boiler-hp.

All of these boilers are of the horizontal water-tube

type.

•Assistant professor of mechanical engineering', University of
Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

The Hawley down-draft furnace is very popular in

St. Louis and is probably the most economical and the

most nearly smokeless hand-fired furnace that has been

designed for Western bituminous coals. The pumping
plants of the St. Louis water-works have, with one ex-

ception, been equipped with these down-draft furnaces.

The accompanying sketch (Fig. 1) shows the principal

features in the construction of this furnace. In one

of the high-service pumping stations at Bissell's Point

Roney stokers and chain grates have been used. The
down-draft furnaces at the Chain of Rocks low-service

station have also recently been replaced by chain grates.

This form of mechanical stoker is in use at the city

sanitarium and seems destined ultimately to replace all

other forms of furnace in plants operated by the Water-

Works Department of St. Louis.

Screened lump coal is burned in the down-draft fur-

naces, and the annual consumption amounts to nearly

60,000 tons, costing in the neighborhood of $100,000.

It was believed that a substantial saving could be made
in this large fuel bill if one mechanical engineer was
employed to give all or most of his time to the problem.

At each plant daily records were kept of coal burned and
feed water pumped into the boilers. The weekly station

reports showed boiler efficiencies of about 60 per cent.

It was planned that improvement should be attempted

by making a study of furnace conditions and losses, by

educating the firemen to better methods of firing, and

by the installation of such instruments and apparatus

as were believed to be essential to enable the firemen to

do their work more efficiently.

W77777'-77Zffi;

FIG. 1—HAND-FIRED WATER-TUBE BOILER EQUIPPED WITH DOWN-DRAFT FURNACE USED IN TESTS

The furnace consists of a double grate, one part above the other. The upper grate is a row of inclined water tubes, through which

water circulates, forming part of the circulating system of the boiler. The lower grate consists of ordinary cast-iron grate bars,

arranged as in a "straight-draft" furnace. Coal is fired on the upper grate. The draft passes from above downward, and from the

ash pit upward through the lower grate. The lower grate is covered with incandescent coke that falls from the upper grate after

the volatile gases have been distilled off. The volatile matter from the green coal passes downward, is mingled with an excess of

highly heated air passing up through the lower fuel bed, and is burned in the combustion space at the rear of the bridge wall. This

mingling of the volatile combustible gases with heated air at just the right place is very favorable to complete combustion without

smoke. The arrow lines show the path of the gases. The combustion arch, shown as A. represents the construction recommended by
the St. Louis smoke and boiler inspector in furnaces of this form. All of the furnaces in the water-works boiler plants in St. Louis have
these arches, and it is believed that they aid materially in keeping down smoke. The distance C is 5.6 ft., O is .". ft., and E 20 in.

T is the top grate of the furnace of water tubes.
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Steps in Studj of i in ii. u. ( ondltiotii

The first step in the study of furnace conditions and

boiler economy was the Installation of certain apparatus.
A steam flow meter was installed on one ol tiic boilers

at the Baden station, a CO, recorder was installed, and

draft gages were placed on each boiler. With this

equipment in place, one man with an assistantcould take

all data necessary in making a hoiler test Inmi which

the efficiency <>t" boiler and furnace could lie determined.

It was realized that it' firemen were to lie taught to use

the dampers to control the draft, and thus control the

Steaming of the boiler, COnvenienl means would have
to he provided to do this from the firing floor. As origi-

nally installed, dampers were controlled from the rear

of the boilers, an arrangement so inconvenient that it

could not be expected that firemen would use it. One
of the first things to do, therefore, was the construction

of improved damper arrangements.

Given draft gages, one on each boiler, convenient

means of regulating the dampers, steam-flow meter and
CO

a
recorder, it remained to determine the setting of

dampers for the best furnace efficiency. A series of

boiler tests were undertaken with these purposes in

view. They were really furnace tests, special study be-

ing made of combustion and the expectation being that

improvement would be mainly through increased fur-

nace economy. The observations made included weight
of coal fired, evaporation (by steam-flow meter), per-

centage of CO., in the escaping flue gases, temperature
of feed water, and draft readings. Samples of the coal

and ash were taken so that the calorific value of the coal

and the combustible lost in the ash could be found. It

was planned to experiment with different intensities of

FIG. 2—CHART TAKEN FROM C0„ RECORDER DURING TESTS

draft, thickness of fire, and methods of handling the fire,

in order to determine those conditions giving the highest

efficiency.

Causes of Low Furnace and Boiler Efficiency

It is the function of a steam boiler to absorb the

sensible heat from the highly heated products of com-

bustion that come in contact with its heating surfaces

in passing from the furnace to the chimney. It is the

function of the furnace to manufacture these hot gases

by the process of combustion. It is helpful in our think-

ing about steam generation to keep these two things

separate in our minds. Boiler efficiency, for instance,

is promoted by keeping the heating surfaces clean, free

from scale and boo! deposits; by promoting rapid cir-

culation of the water, " that team bubblei are removed
as rapidly as formed; DJ keeping all baffles tight so that

the gases shall not lie ihort circuited pasl the heating
surfaces, ami bj keeping the boiler etting tighl o thai

cold air shall not Irak in ami mingle with the hot ga

Furnace efficiency is determined mainly by the effi-

ciency of the priM-ess of combustion. A certain amount
of aii- is required for the complete combustion of each
pound of coal. If it were possible to have a perfect

mixture of the; fuel with the air, and at a sufficiently

high temperature, the amount of air supplied would not

need to exceed that which is theoretically necessary.

But, practically, a considerable excess is necessary, as

a perfect mixture is impossible. The largest single item
of heat waste in the operation of a boiler is that due
to the sensible heat in the escaping gases. This loss is

nearly proportional, with a given temperature of flue

gas, to the weight of air per pound of coal that passes

through the furnace. The importance of keeping the

air supply per pound of coal down to the amount needed
for complete combustion will be clear from the foregoing
remarks.

Causes of Excess Air

Excess air is caused by:

1. Fire of uneven thickness. If thinner in one place

than elsewhere, an excessive flow of air takes place

through the thin area.

2. Holes burn through, allowing excessive flow of

air. Screened lump coal contains more or less fine stuff

mixed with coarser lumps. The fine coal burns out

first, leaving the coarser lumps with large spaces,

through which air passes in excessive quantity. This
is recognized in well-managed boiler plants, where the

firemen are required to break up all lumps to a uniform
small size. Large lumps should never be fired.

3. Dirty fire. Clinkers formed on the grate retard

the flow of air at that point, so that the fuel above does

not get its proper air supply.

4. Excessive draft. The strength of draft should be

proportioned to the thickness of the fire and the fineness

of the fuel. Thus, it is commonly understood by com-
bustion engineers that the successful burning of slack

or screenings requires a very strong draft, on account

of the resistance to the flow of air offered by such a

fuel bed. On the other hand, when the fire in a hand-
fired furnace has burned thin, the demand for steam
being light, the force of the draft should be reduced by
partial closing of the damper. Under such conditions

the uninstructed fireman is almost sure to keep the

damper wide open, resulting in a great excess of air and
consequent heat loss.

Uneven Thickness of Fire.—It was first observed in

connection with the down-draft furnaces that the fire-

men habitually fired heaviest at the back end, heaping

the coal much thicker than at the front end. The use

of long bars or pokers resorted to occasionally to loosen

up the fire is most effective at the front, so that the

combustion was much more rapid there than at the back.

Instructions were given to firemen to maintain an even

thickness of fire.

Holes Burning in Fire.—It was found that coal pass-

ers did not break up the coal as small as they should.

Orders were given to have this remedied. Then, by
the occasional use of a rake and frequent firing of coal

in small quantities where holes formed, a marked im-

provement in this regard was obtained.

Draft Regulation.—Furnace builders usually specify

the amount of draft over the fire that they must have to

deliver the required capacity. Thus, with chain grates,

a draft of 0.25 in. of water over the fire is common.
The draft over the fire is an indication of the density
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of the fuel bed. The thicker the fire and the finer the

fuel, the greater will be the "over the fire" draft, with
a given intensity of draft at the boiler uptake. The
amount of draft over the fire, therefore, will vary under
best conditions with the thickness of fire, which in turn

is governed by the rate of evaporation. But this obser-

vation alone does not give complete information as to

the flow of air and gases through the furnace and boiler,

and it is becoming the practice now in progressive

plants to connect the draft gage to both the furnace
and the flue between the boiler and damper, so that the

draft at either point may be observed at will. The
velocity of flow of gases through the boiler setting is

indicated by the difference in the observed draft be-

tween these two points. The greater this velocity, the

greater will be the difference in the draft. There is a

certain draft difference for any rate of combustion
which coincides with the best combustion conditions.

1. When the draft difference is too great and draft

over the fire is too small, this would indicate that the

fire is too thin, or that holes have burned through. The
remedy is to make the fire thicker where too thin and
to fill up holes.

2. When the draft difference is too small and "over

the fire" draft too large, the fire is too thick, or dirty,

offering too great a resistance to the flow of air. Then
clean the fire or reduce its thickness.

3. When the difference of draft and the draft "over

the fire" both are too great, there is too much draft.

Remedy, partly close the damper.
4. When both drafts are too small, open the damper.
In making these studies we were greatly aided by the

C0 2
recorder. This was connected to the boiler flue so

as to get a sample of gas just leaving the boiler. Any
operation affecting combustion was indicated by its

effect upon the percentage of CO.,. A copy of the record

made during one day is shown in Fig. 2. The curve
of CO, percentage is seen to consist of a series of peaks
and hollows. Whenever the fireman loosened up the

fire by the use of a poker, or cleaned the fire, the record

responded by recording an increase in the CO,,. During
that part of the day when the demand for steam is

greatest the average record is highest. At night less

water is pumped and less steam is used, and it will be
noted that the CO, record is not so good as during the

daytime.

TABLE I- -RESULTS OF SEVEN TESTS ON A BOILER WITH HAND
FIRING

No. Boiler-Hp.
Efficiency of Boiler,
Grate and Furnace

1 218 51.7

2 205 56.9

3 258 69.6

4 266 59.3

5 212 61.3

6 271 58.2

7 232 61.8

In Fig. 3 a graphical log of one test is shown. Five-
minute observations of the rate of evaporation, as indi-

cated by the flow meter, are shown, together with draft-

gage readings over the fire and in the uptake. It will

be noted that the rate of evaporation varied greatly in

very short periods of time. A study of the firing con-
ditions shows the relation between firing operations and
the rate of evaporation. Beginning the test with a
clean fire, the evaporation was maintained at about the
rating of the boiler for the first two or three hours,
falling off during the last hour before cleaning the fire,

at 12 o'clock. The fire was again cleaned at 4 o'clock,

and a decline in the rate of evaporation was again noted
during the last hour preceding the cleaning.

The results of seven tests on this boiler are shown in

Table I, which gives the capacity generated and shows
the efficiencies of the boiler grate and the furnace.
During these tests various settings of the damper were
experimented with. It was found that damper regula-
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FIG. 3- -EVAPORATION AND DRAFT READINGS DURING BOILER
TEST

The data shown represent performance of a Heine-type boiler

at the Baden station of the St. Louis water-works. The boiler was
equipped with a hand-fired Hawley down-draft furnace. The
heating surface of boiler was 2770 sq. ft. The area of upper grate
was 46.6 sq. ft., and that of lower grate 50.3 sq. ft. Water evapora-
tion was measured by flow meter in steam main from the boiler.

The steam pressure was 150 lb. per square inch, and the tempera-
ture of combustion chambers as measured was about 1225 deg.

Fahr.

tion, working with damper partially closed and there-

fore some draft in reserve, was generally an advantage,
as indicated by an increase in the percentage of CO,,.

When the fire was getting dirty, however, the full

damper opening was necessary to maintain the required
evaporation. Another difficulty in damper regulation

was found in the burning off of the combustible on the

lower grate previous to cleaning. If the draft is in-

sufficient, considerable unburnt coke will be removed
with the ash. It was found to be difficult, for this rea-

son, to get firemen to follow instructions as to damper
regulation. They were generally opposed to the damp-
ers being partly closed for any reason. It was found
practicable, however, to obtain a marked improvement
in firing, in regard to holes burned in the fuel bed, level

fire, and other things that affect the furnace efficiency.

Air Leakage.—One great source of loss in boilers with
brick settings is air leakage through cracks that open
up in the walls. The amount of this leakage may be

roughly determined by comparing the percentage of CO,
in the gases leaving the furnace with the gases leaving

the boiler.

Let C = percentage of CO
a
in gas leaving the furnace.

C'= percentage of CO., in gas leaving the boiler

setting.

A = ratio of volume of air leaking into the setting

to the volume of gas leaving the furnace.

Then A = (C—C) h-C.
The heat loss due to the sensible heat in the escaping

gases is clearly increased in the proportion (1 + A) : 1.

Observations made on the boiler under test showed
that there was from 50 to 100 per cent leakage. The set-

ting was between fifteen and twenty years old. Many
of the larger leaks were located and stopped up, thus

materially decreasing the amount of leakage.

A number of tests were made to determine the ad-

vantage, if any, of the Roney stokers at the high-service

station at Bissell's Point, reference to which has been
previously made. Coal is handled by hand-shoveling
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into tram cars, which ere broughl on track to the

proper Bring position in front of the boiler, it was
the original intention to burn low grade slack coal. 'This

was round to make good deal of trouble on account of

clinkers, and resort was made to washed coal, at con

siderable increase in expense. A series of tests were
made to study the working Of these boilers with slack

coal and with washed coal, special attention being given

to damper regulation, clinker formation in the furnace,

and Comparative COSt Of evaporation With the two kinds

of coal. Table 1 1 gives B summary of the results that

were arrived at.

TABLE II TESTS ON *. BOILER WITH AUTOMATIC STOKER
(Teat iocm »ni</( on Heine boiler, with superheater, and Honey

stoker. Beating surface, 3660 eq. ft. Superheating surface, 1430

so ft, (irate eurfaoe, •;.'>.? sa. ft.)

Kind of ooaJ used
Steam-nnesura n.:\nc

Furnace draft, inches water
Oruft between boiler and
damper, inohes water

remperature o( steam, iUt.
Falir

Temperature of Hue gas, deg.
Fahr

Boiler-hp. developed.
Builder's rating
Percentage above rnting

Efficiency boiler and furnace.

.

Cost of coal per ton of 2000 lb.

delivered
Cost of evaporating 1000 lb.

water from and at 212 deg. .

1'KSI \i Mill II

Slack
162.7

228

I7:i

192

527
408
350
16.5

."-7
. 2

$1.14

$0,094

Slaok
164.7

it 254

508
367

'5.6

67. i

$1.14

$0,090

w ashed
169.8

0. 168

507
371

6.0

69.8

$1.76

$0,125

w ashed
159. I

0.25

620
387

10.' 75

62.0

$1.76

$0,122

Washed
159.0
0.20

573
386

10.4

62.5

$1.76

$0,129

An inspection of Table II shows that, while the effi-

ciency was higher with the washed coal, the cost of

evaporation of a given amount of feed water was de-

cidedly less with the slack coal. A comparison of effi-

ciencies and draft-gage readings shows that the higher

efficiencies were obtained with the lower draft. It was

found that to maintain a v
r

< *"*1 fuel lied over the entire
.lite some reduction of draft \va - necessary, and this

more perfect covering of the grate with fuel was prob
ablj the mam reason in the production of bettei

economic results.

Difficulty was encountered at times when burning the

Black On reduced draft on account of clinker forma-
tion on the grate ban and on the bridge wall. The
latter was likely to interfere seriously with the opera
tion of the dumping plates. Accumulations of slag on
these plates sometimes caused serious trouble, even to

putting the boiler out of service, with resulting inter-

ference with the pumping of water. These considera-

tions make it difficult to get even the most intelligent

firemen to follow up the idea of draft regulation in the

case of these stokers.

WOODEN RIVER-CROSSING TOWERS
Details of Tower Construction to Support a 1611 -Ft. Span

of 5/16-In. Galvanized-Steel Conductors

Across the Lewis and Clark River, on the 25,000-volt,

three-phase line between Astoria and Flavel, Ore., is a

1611-ft. span supported on 135-ft. wooden-pole towers.

To construct a wooden tower of this height it was neces

sary to splice the poles used. The design of the towers
is of the flexible type, consisting of two poles set parallel

to each other and cross-braced with horizontal strips

and diagonal struts. This type of construction was
adopted because of the lack of space in which to erect

four-pole A-frame designs. The towers are situated on

tidelands which are below the high-water mark and pro-

tected by dikes. In order to provide substantial founda-
tions each tower was set on 14-ft. by 28-ft. timber cribs

buried 10 ft. below the surface of the ground. As 60-ft.

clearance was required between high water and the

lowest conductors, 5/16-in. Siemens-Martin galvanized-

steel wire was used in the crossing span so that it could

be drawn up fairly taut. Telephone wires of the same
size and material as the electric-service conductors were
strung between the towers 20 ft. below the latter. No.
10,749 Ohio Brass strain insulators were used to dead-

FIG. 1—ONE OF THE WOODEN TOWERS OF A
1611-FT. SPAN

FIG. 2—SPLICED SECTION OF A 135-FT. POLE FOR
RIVER-CROSSING TOWER

end the long-span conductors, from which wires lead

down to the elevation of the standard line, which uses

Thomas No. 2067 pin insulators fastened to the ends

and centers of cross-arms spaced about 13 ft. 4 in. apart.

No. 1009 Thomas insulators were used on the vertical

runs of the telephone circuit.

Arrangement of Cross-Arms

The cross-arms on which the long-span power wires

were dead-ended consisted of two 8-in., 11.25-lb. chan-

nels fastened back to back by spacing plates riveted to

the flanges at the middle, ends and 3 ft. 4 in. each side

of the middle. The end and middle plates, which are
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10 ft. apart, also serve to hold eye-bolts fastened to the

long-span dead-end insulators. The details of this cross-

arm and insulator connections are shown in Fig. 3. The
remaining cross-arms are made of wood. The double

arms dead-ending the telephone line measure 6 in. by

FIG. 3- -ONE-HALF OF DEAD-END CROSS-ARM
RIVER-CROSSING TOWER

end of each pole was mortised and fastened with drift
bolts to 10-in. by 16-in. by 14-ft. timbers bearing on
the footing. The poles were set a distance of 13 ft. 4
in. between bases.

Sixty-foot poles were employed in erecting the towers,
and rather than haul them away after the towers were

0.5. No. 10143
Strain Insulator

* VfMtMrfuto

\\?lfrye
dolt l%Pins

Soldered Three 3-bolr)
Clamps

AT TOP OF FIG. 5- METHOD OF DEAD-ENDING CONDUCTORS USED IN
LONG SPAN

6 in., one being 21 ft. long and the other 15 ft. The
longer arm serves as one of the supports of the vertical

run on the 25,000-volt circuit. The other cross-arms
measure 2 in. by 8 in. by 21 ft., and support only ver-

tical runs and brace the tower. A general idea of the

tower construction can be obtained from Fig. 1.

The towers are guyed by several 0.5-in. galvanized-

steel guy wires. Side guys attached about 10 ft. below
the pole tops and also 51 ft. above the ground hold each
tower against stresses transverse to the line, while
double cables attached to the poles near each dead-
ending cross-arm offset the tension in the long spans.

The head and back guys attached to the tower poles

51 ft. above the ground withstand the buckling action

due to the vertical component of the stress in the main
guys. The shorter guys are fastened to ordinary dead-
men while the longer ones terminate in anchor cribs

placed 100 ft. to 120 ft. from the base of the towers.
Where the guys are wrapped around the poles steel

plates are nailed to prevent the cables cutting into the
wood. Three three-bolt clamps are used in making the
cable loops of the longer guys and two three-bolt clamps
in the others.

Each anchor crib dead-ending a pair of long guy wires
consists of fourteen 12-in. logs 7 ft. long, built up in a
pit which was afterward filled with rock. The anchor

V////////////////////////////////77m^^ //////W///W//////

FIG. 4—METHOD OF CONNECTING LONG SPAN AND LOWER
CONDUCTORS

rods, which were 1 in. in diameter and 12 ft. long, were
run through the two lower logs and prevented from
pulling out by nuts and washers fastened to the ends.
The footings for each tower were made of 6-in. plat-
forms, reinforced on the upper side with 6-in. by 8-in.
by 28-ft. timbers running crosswise. To transmit the
vertical stress in the poles to this grillage the lower

completed they were erected on the land side of the
towers in place of the standard-length line poles, al-

though the latter could have been used, as there was no

No.

DATA ON TOWER CONSTRUCTION

4

8

30
112

2

2

6

8
24

10

112

16

16

20
16
4

4

10
20
20
10

230
32

6

4

16

64
10

28
42
42

28
42

200
200
12

Description of Material Dimensions

Fir poles

Pole-base timbers. . .

.

Pole-base timbers
Pole-base timbers. . . .

Telephone cross-arms

.

Telephone cross-arms. . .

.

Timbers for spacer blocks

.

Bracing cross-arms
Bracing pieces

Bracing pieces

Bracing pieces

Logs—cribbing for guys
Complete steel cross-arms

'-in. steel-guy cable, galvanized
&-in. S. M. steel transmission cable, galvanized

in. by 16

in. by 8
in. by 6
in. by 6

in. by 6

in. by 8
in. by 8
in. by 8

in. by 8

in. by 8
in. by 7

135
in.py 14

in. by 28
in. by 14
in. by 15

in. by 21
in. by 10
in. by 21

in. by 20
in. by 18

in. by 15
ft.

4500 ft.

8100 ft.

Steel anchor rod, galvanized
! | in. by 8

Steel anchor rod, galvanized 1 in. by )

2

Washers, 1-in. hole, galvanized
i 4 in. by 4

Washers, 1 J-in. hole, galvanized 6 in. by 6
Cross-arms I 4 in. by 6

ft.

ft.

jn.by
in. by
in. by

iin.

tin.
15 ft.

Cross-arms
Missing links. . .

Suspension links

.

Pins fi r above . .

Pulleys

Shims
Thimbles for j-in. cable

'< Eye-bolts

Eye-bolts

Drift bolts

Lag bolts

Ohio Brass No. 10,749 insulators

Thomas No. 1009
Thomas No. 2067
|-in. iron pin with 1 J-in. wood top

Locust pins

Porcelain bases for Thomas No. 2067

.

Machine bolts, all heavily galvanized and each
furnished with one nut

J-in. galvanized, round, washers
Three-bolt clamps
Machine bolts

4 in. by 6 in. by 21 ft.

I in. dia.

3 in. by 9 in. by | in

li in. by 2f in.

fin. by 4 in.

A in. by 2 in. by 6 in.

J in. by 2U in.

J in.by39j in.

f in. by 20 in.

1 in. by 6 in.

1J in. by 9 in.

] in. by 10 in.

j in. by 12 in.

3 in. by 16 in.

i in. by 17 in.

i in. by 24 in.

\ in. by 28 in.

I in. by 30 in.

J in. by 32 in.

I in. by 36 in.

5 in. by 38 in.

j in. by 26 in.

necessity of "grading up" the line owing to the con-
struction of the towers. The line which these towers
support is owned by the Pacific Power & Light Com-
pany, Portland, Ore., of which Mr. J. C. Martin is

engineer.

A list of the material used in constructing these two
towers is given in the accompanying table.
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SERVING THREE-PHASE MOTOR LOADS
I « of Small liner Phase Transformeri for 11,000-Voll

Distribution in Southern < sltfornia

r.\ R. E. Cunningham

The use of tlir three-phase t ransforiner in large units

for main-station and substation installations is now

standard practice of operating companies, but the three

phase transformer in small units for distribution pur

poses has not come into general use. This ma\ lie ae

counted for by the fad thai a three-phase transformer

can he best used where a strictly motor-service or other

balanced three-phase load is to he supplied.

\ condition favorable to the three-phase transformer
presents itself, however, on the 1 l,000-VOl1 distribution

systems of the Southern California Kdison Company,
which serves about 500 pumping plants Tor irrigation

purposes, ranging in size from 10 hp. to 100 hp. each.

In the past two or three single-phase transformers have

been installed and in most cases within the pumping
plant building. Such an arrangement involves the use

of high-voltage cable in order to make a safe entrance

to the building, with additional space called for inside

the building, including concrete foundations. More
recently the three-phase transformer designed for out-

door operation has been adopted for this service.

After a rather extended investigation, conjointly with

the manufacturers, a transformer was decided upon hav-

ing a Y-Y winding. Certain taps were desired on the

high-tension side of the transformer, as well as double-

voltage arrangement for the secondary side of the

transformer, and the Y-Y windings allow these arrange-

ments in the simplest manner. The arrangement of

connections is shown in Fig. 2. The high-tension wind-

ing is ungrounded, with the neutral point of the low-

tension winding grounded as a safety measure. The
usual connection of the secondary coils is for a 460-volt

service, although two secondary coils are provided on

each leg of the transformer so that a 230-volt service

can be obtained if desired. With a ground at the neu-

tral point it is impossible to obtain a voltage in excess

of 266 from any secondary line wire to ground. In

•Superintendent of distribution Southern California Edison Com-
pany.

most cases a few lamps are required around the pump-
ing plaid, and to furnish this service a tap is brought
out from a winding <>ii one leg ol ih'- transformer to

upph mo volts to the ground connection.

in Fig, i a typical pumping Installation ol •''.o-kw.

rating is shown. The high tension line is controlled by

a pole top air-break switch operated from a lever at the

S*

Oround

Primary Wii iconeldry windmc,

FIG. 2—WINDING CONNECTIONS AND VOLTAGE TAPS FOR
THREE-PHASE DISTRIBUTING TRANSFORMER

base of the pole. On the same mounting with the switch
are fuses, consisting of 0.75-in. Bakelite tubes, 12 in.

long, in the center of which the fuse wire is placed and
the space filled with plaster of paris. With this arrange-
ment the transformer is disconnected by the customer
at times when the plant is not in operation, and un-

necessary core losses are prevented. In case it becomes
necessary to replace one of the high-tension fuses, the

switch is opened by the troubleman before climbing the

pole, so that he is not called upon to work on energized

apparatus.

There is a saving to the operating company of from
$50 to $75 on each installation through using the out-

door three-phase transformer rather than installing the

single-phase transformers within the building. In ad-

dition to this, there is a saving to the customer, as he
does not have to furnish the extra space and foundation
for the transformers within the building. Even with

the best arrangement of apparatus and the use of in-

sulated high-voltage cables, it is impossible to make an

inside installation as safe as the outdoor installation

which is described above.

FIG. 1—A 30-KW. PUMPING INSTALLATION SHOW-
ING THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMERS AND AIR-BREAK

SWITCHES

Air Lift for Pumping Sand

While the efficiency of the air-lift pump is low, from
20 to 40 per cent, varying with the design and lift, its

practical use for the last twenty-five years for deep-

well pumping, together with its low upkeep, makes it

compare favorably with other systems. In cases where
sand is encountered this type of pumping has an ad-

vantage over other systems. In one case where water

was obtained from wells 400 ft. deep, with the sand so

fine as to form practically a fluid sand, no ordinary

pump could handle the material, and filters soon became
choked so as to cause constant failure of the supply.

Three 14-in. holes were bored down 500 ft., and the

water was raised 170 ft. with an air-lift pumping ar-

rangement to an air-separating chamber with an air

pressure of 94 lb. per square inch furnished by a Diesel-

engine-driven compressor. About 14,000 gal. of the sand

fluid are pumped per hour.

The successful operation of the air-lift pump depends

upon the ratio of the depth of submersion (difference

between total head and distance from discharge outlet

and water level in well) to the total head. The efficiency

increases as this ratio increases from about 0.55 to

0.85, and is equal to the water horsepower divided by
the air horsepower of the compressor.
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Operating Schemes

Two dollars will be paid for each item published

giving ideas and data, new or simplified methods

and experiences in solving troubles.

Value of Clean Bottles for Sampling Trans-

former Oil

The insulation strength of the oil in all transformers

used on circuits operated above 6600 volts in the system

of the Georgia Railway & Power Company, Atlanta,

Ga., is tested once each month. When the oil shows

an insulation strength lower than 40,000 volts it is

filtered and tested until this strength is secured. It is

well known that a small amount of moisture in oil

greatly reduces the insulation strength, and inasmuch
as a small sample must be taken for test, it has been

found that extreme care must be exercised to secure

and deliver the sample to the test room in the same
state as that in which it is found in the transformer
case. To make this possible a specially prepared 4-oz.

sample bottle is furnished to station operators for de-

livering the monthly samples for test. These bottles

are prepared by washing and rinsing in gasoline, then

dried and the corks inserted. The cork and mouth of

the bottle are then dipped in heated paraffin, which
seals the bottle air-tight.

The value of this precaution was recently shown
when a new attendant who did not believe in the value

of the prepared bottle sampled the oil from a trans-

former and delivered it in a used bottle to the test room.
The oil punctured at 32,000 volts and was ordered to be

filtered. The attendant secured a new sample of the

oil and delivered it in a specially prepared sample bot-

tle, when it tested at 42,000 volts. This attendant now
finds it easier to use the bottle than filter the oil.

About 0.04 per cent of water will reduce the insula-

tion strength of oil to about 10,000 volts, the curve of

decrease being very steep up to about 0.08 per cent,

when the insulation strength decreases more slowly as

water is added. The need in sampling oil of care such

as that exercised in this case is therefore apparent, and
the method used is a very simple one to eliminate errors

in tests.

Emergency Baskets for Troublemen

To avoid delays when linemen are called to remedy
trouble on the distribution system, the Greenfield

(Mass.) Electric Light & Power Company maintains
at its service headquarters seven baskets for emergency

use only. These baskets are shown in the accompany-

ing illustration and are 8 in. deep, 26 in. long and 24 in.

wide. Each contains a hand line, fuse-compartment

box, lineman's kit, strap, belt, pliers and other equip-

ment used in quick repairs on 2300-volt and 13,000-volt

lines. The fuse-compartment box is shown in the cen-

ter of the display of the contents of the emergency

FIG. 2—LINEMEN'S BASKETS HELD AT SERVICE HEADQUAR-

TERS FOR EMERGENCY CALLS

basket in Fig. 1. The box is of tin 9 in. by 7 in. by 1.5

in. deep and divided into seven compartments contain-

ing fuses of from 2 amp. to 100 amp. so as to make it

easy for the lineman to pick out the proper fuse ma-

terial in the dark or in stormy weather.

It has been found that much time is saved by this

outfit in enabling a lineman to respond as soon as an

emergency call is received.

FIG. 1—CONTENTS OF LINEMAN'S EMERGENCY BASKET

How an Operating Engineer Can Prevent Accidents

Although most of the accidents occurring in the en-

gine room are of a minor nature, such as cuts and

bruises, the possibility of serious injury to both persons

and property is always present, and men operating

engines should exercise great care at all times.

The first duty of an engineer, according to Mr. C. J.

Smith in a recent safety bulletin issued by the Inland

Steel Company of Indiana Harbor, Ind., is to examine

his engine carefully when coming on duty to see that all

parts are in first-class operating order, taking special

pains to ascertain that all traps and drains are working

properly. He should also check over carefully all the

remarks made on the report of the engineer whom he

relieves and make any necessary additional remarks be-

fore this report is sent to the master mechanic.

When starting an engine driving a generator operat-

ing in parallel with others, the generator should not be

cut in at the board until the voltage is equalized. When
shutting down, the generator should be disconnected

from the buses before shutting the steam off the engine.

An equalizing switch should not be pulled until the gen-
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orator ia disconnected al the board. Whenever an en

gine la shut down, it .should lie done i>> using the safety

switch or safety valve. The speed of an engine should

be taken ever] daj in order to know thai it is running
at proper speed.

One should never attempt to push an engine off center

by means of bar, Or tO pull it oil' center hy pulling on

BLOCK FOR ENGINES WHILE MAKING REPAIRS

the belt when the steam pressure is on. In making ad-

justments or repairs to an engine, it is important to

keep the clearances at the two ends of the piston as

nearly alike as possible. If any difference be allowed,

the clearance at the head end should be the greater. It

is a good idea to provide marks on one end of the guide

bars to show just what the clearances are. An operator

should never carelessly stand in front of cylinder heads

of engines; there are other and safer places to discuss

and observe operating conditions.

A piston should never be taken out of a cylinder

without making sure that the throttle and exhaust

valves are shut tight and that the drains are wide open.

The indicator cocks should also be tested to see that

there is no pressure, for steam pipes should never be

worked on under pressure. Under no circumstances

should safety devices such as circuit-breakers, governors,

engine stops, etc., be blocked or otherwise made in-

effective. The governor should be frequently inspected

to make sure that the stop collar is in such a position

that steam is shut off when the balls drop near the

lower limit. Also be sure that when the governor balls

are at the upper limit the knock-off cams shut off all the

steam and do not pass clear under the crab claw and get

caught. Never put heavy grease in the oil pot of the

governor and exercise care that no pieces of rubber

gaskets or other materials get in the steam pipe where
they may block the governor.

Operators should have at hand standard works on the

operating principles of steam equipment and should

study them. Equipment should not be tampered with

or adjustments attempted without a thorough knowl-

edge of what is being done.

Methods for Determining Diameters of Covered

Pipes Accurately

Pipe diameters often vary from dimensions given in

tables of commercial sizes. While these tables may be

/"

7
U Pipe Piam.- A

GAGE TO MEASURE INSIDE DIAMETERS OF PIPES

used for ordinary purposes, they are not considered suf-

ficiently accurate for use in computations involving the

flow of steam or air in mains.

When it is desired to obtain the internal diameter of

a pipe to which a flow meter is to be connected, it will

he found convenient to use a piece ol brass or other
metal ahout 0.76 in. wide and 0.626 in. thick cut as

how n in the accompan\ Ing diagram. 'That portion

marked "pipe diameter" should be a little longer than the

internal diameter of the pipe. When using this gage,
file oil' the I, haped projection until it. just (its the pipe
when Inserted in the hole drilled for the nozzle plug of

the How meter. This will then he an accurate diameter.

A quick way to timl the outside diameter of a covered

pipe when the pipe covering cannot, readily he removed
is to drive one nail through the covering until it touche
the pipe, and another directly opposite this point on the

other side of the pipe. Measure the distance head to

head of nails hy calipers and deduct length ot naiK

Jumpers Prevent Service Interruptions

At the place where lead wires to series street lamps
leave the pole insulators the wires are subjected to

constant bending. Eventually a break occurs at this

point, causing a failure of the lamp circuit if no more
serious trouble.

To prevent trouble from such breakages, completely,

H. G. Gorr, superintendent of the lighting depart-

ment of the Union Electric Company at Dubuque, la.,

//WW/////)////////)//////////////////////

JUMPER AT POLE INSULATOR OF SERIES STREET-LAMP
CONDUCTOR

has placed jumpers of No. 6 stranded copper wire

around insulators, as shown in the illustration. While
these jumpers do not keep the line wires from break-

ing, they do keep broken lines from falling and in such

cases make operation of the circuit continuous.

Troubles Cured by Shifting Brushes

When a continuous-current generator is operating

and its full-field direction of rotation reversed, it will be

impossible to build up its field with the reversed rota-

tion unless either the field connections are reversed or

the brushes are all shifted a distance equal to the an-

gular distance between the centers of adjacent poles, or

one pole pitch. Similarly, if the field connections are

reversed, the machine will not generate full voltage
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until either the direction of rotation of the armature

has been reversed or the brushes have been given a shift

of one pole pitch in whichever direction the length of

the armature leads will permit. Finally, if the brush

rocker arm has been shifted a pole pitch or less, it will

be necessary either to reverse the rotation or to reverse

the field connections before the machine will generate.

If after making any of these changes on a compound-
wound machine the voltage should decrease with an in-

crease of load, it means that the series-field connections

must be reversed in order that both field windings may
act in the same direction.

A certain cement company purchased a second-hand

generator which refused to operate after it had been in-

stalled. The engineer called in to investigate the trouble

shifted the rocker arm one pole pitch and the machine
built up at once. It seems that the machine was set up
so that the armature revolved in the direction opposite

to that it had operated in before. In another instance

an inspector was called to prescribe for a machine that

had operated all right for months and suddenly refused

to generate. By shifting the brushes one pole pitch this

machine was brought to life also. In this case an am-
bitious engine-room helper had shifted the rocker in

order to clean the holders and had failed to restore it to

the original position. A point worth remembering is

that if failure of a generator to build up a voltage is a

matter of incorrect relationship between direction or

rotation, field connection and brush polarity, a shifting

of the brushes one pole pitch will remedy matters.

Why Feed-Water Lines Should Be Sectionalized

When Operating Economizers in Parallel

An accident which occurred aboard a ship emphasizes

the need of paying careful attention to the operation of

economizers in parallel and the sectionalizing of feed-

water lines so that trouble in any economizer can be
located before serious damage is caused. At the plant

in question two groups of boilers were each fed by large

economizers connected in parallel but utilizing heat

from separate stacks. Each economizer consisted of

two units equipped with by-passes and connected in

series. Early one morning, according to a report in a

recent issue of Locomotive, the attendant heard a rum-
bling noise in the hot section. He assumed that it was
overheated and thoughtlessly attempted to open the by-
pass valve around the colder section. As he did so a

violent rupture of the valve and several tubes and
headers occurred.

An investigation showed that the hot water had cor-

roded the nut on the valve stem between the economizer
and the main boiler feed line, allowing the gate wedge
to drop and close the opening. As the failure evidently

happened during the night prior to the accident, when
the boilers were operating at light load, it was not
noticed, feed water being supplied in sufficient quantity
by the other economizer. With the water circulation

cut off through one set of economizers, however, they
soon began to overheat and generate steam, which prob-
ably accounted for the rumbling noise heard by the
attendant. Therefore, when the relatively cold feed
water was by-passed directly into the hot steam-bound
section, water hammer occurred, causing the damage
mentioned. This theory was further substantiated by
the safety valves failing to open and by the gage hand
being bent from striking the stop pin.

Had the main feed line been sectionalized instead of
being used in common by all boilers, this trouble might
have been averted since failure of an economizer to feed
either section would have been indicated by a lowering
of the water level in the respective boilers. Speeding

up of the feed pumps to raise the water level would have

opened the economizer relief valve and given warning
that an obstruction was between the economizer and the

boilers.

The practice of trying to cool off a cast-iron vessel

suspected of being overheated by passing cold water
through the hottest part of the structure should, of

course, be condemned. The proper procedure in such a

case would be to close the dampers, shutting off the hot

gases and by-pass the heat up the chimney. After this

is done the water supply should be shut off and the

cause of trouble investigated. The corrosion of an iron

valve is not an unusual occurrence, brass having been
long ago recognized as superior to iron where hot water
is handled.

Home-Made Charging Panel for Small Batteries

In order to be able to charge small storage batteries

for ignition and lighting service conveniently, the Lowell

(Mass.) Electric Light Corporation has constructed a

special panel for use in the company's garage. The
arrangement, as shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, consists of a slate panel, 18 in. by 36 in. in size,

mounted on a l^-in. pipe frame which serves as a con-

duit for the wiring leading to the rear of the panel. A
set of series-parallel Ward Leonard resistance units de-

signed to fit Edison sockets are mounted above the panel

so that replacement can be made as quickly as with a

lamp. The use of these units instead of a lamp bank
cuts down the heating to the minimum. The panel is

equipped with two miniature ammeters and one minia-

ture voltmeter of Weston make, and it is so wired that

SMALL BATTERY-CHARGING PANEL WITH RESISTANCE
UNITS AT TOP INSTEAD OF LAMP BANK
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Hut. batteries can be charged at once, with the
addition of i fourth undergoing discharge.

The circuits provide for three charging ran

1 amp, tO 6 amp., 6 amp. tO LO amp., and III amp. to IS

amp. Any batterj ran be plugged Into the voltmeter or
ammeter circuits by push buttons and switches. ,\

double throw switch provides for supplying charging
currenl either from the mam garage tnotoi generator
or from a mercurj are rectifier. Extension plug con
tacts are also provided so that the voltmeter on the panel
max he applied to any outside cell within reach of the
panel without permanently connecting the cell to the
panel contacts. The cost of the installation was about

How the Blow-Off Water from Boilers May Be
Cooled Before Discharge Into Sewer

By T. W. Reynolds
A method of cooling the blow-off water from boilers

and hot waste water from other sources before it is

discharged into the sewer is shown in the accompany-
ing illustration. This arrangement has been devised to
meet the requirements of plumbing codes in cities

where the discharge of blow-off water and hot drips
directly into the sewer is prohibited. These codes

^ 4! .'Reverse Action
•^ ^- ;' Diaphragm Yalrt

B tort- off i ;|

Tank !!=

Sight

Drip

%

£Brass

Thermostat

Water City

Pressure

To Sewer

TANK AND PIPING FOR HANDLING BOILER BLOW-OFF
WATER

stipulate that some form of condensing tank or coil

must be used, and that the discharge be either to the
sewer outside of the building and house trap or over a
publicly placed, effectively trapped and vented sink sup-
plied with water. This stipulation is made because of
offensive odors caused by any water over 130 deg. Fahr.,
and on account of the alternate expansion and contrac-
tion of underground lead-calked pipe joints. Where tile

pipe is used it is liable to be cracked, and the pressure
within the system may force the seals of various plumb-
ing fixture traps, thereby allowing the entrance of sewer
gas into a building.

When the tank shown is in operation the hot water
enters under pressure, the pressure is relieved through
the vent, and the hot water leaves through the outlet
to the sewer. The thermostat expands owing to the
higher temperature of this water and opens a valve that
admits city water pressure through the y8 -in. pipe,
which, acting on the reverse-action diaphragm valve,
causes it to open. The admission of cold water through
this pipe cools the hot blow-off water and condenses the
steam and vapor. Waste from the y8 -in. pipe is con-
ducted to the sewer through a drip having a stop valve
and sight glass.

The capacity of the blow-off tank should be propor-
tioned to the boiler-horsepower which it serves. There
is no fixed rule governing this size; however, in gen-
eral, it is advisable to allow 15 cu. ft. of capacity for
each single boiler of from 30 hp. to 100 hp. This is

equivalent to a tank 36 in. in diameter and 72 in. in

depth. Add for each L00 hp. of hoilers or less ti in. to

the diameter end L2 In. to the depth. The deeper the
tank, the less steam will he Mown into the sewer. For
hoilers from I mi hp. to 200 lip. tanks should not he

less than IK in. in diameter and 72 in. in depth. Add
tor each additional 50 hp. or less IK in. to the depth of
the tank. There should he at le&Sl 80 in. between the
water line and top of tank into which

|
pace the .team

discharges, leaving a \'rw opening lor relief through
t he vent to at mosphere.

The blow oil' and other hot water enters the basin
near the top and leaves through the pipe extended to

the bottom, the latter maintaining a water seal sufficient

to prevent the entrance of sewer gas. The vent pipe
should not be less than 3 in. in diameter for boilers up
to 100 hp., 4 in. for 150 hp. to 200 hp., and G in. tor

boilers over 200 hp. It is advisable to bury the tank
with its top set flush with floor and provided with either

a removable cover or a manhole, yoke and cover acces-

sible from the top for cleaning. All drain lines con-
nected to the tank should be provided with check valves

to prevent a back pressure from the boiler blow-off when
in operation.

Transformer Drains Too Small

When transformers of large capacity are installed at-

tention should be paid to arrangements for quick drain-

age whenever it becomes necessary to discharge the oil

from the casings. The cost of completing a piping in-

stallation designed to carry the oil outside the building

is small in proportion to the usual benefits and is prefer-

able by far to drilling one or two holes an inch or so

in diameter in the transformer compartment near the

floor and trusting to such small outlets for the removal
of oil in emergencies. Sometimes an elaborate concrete
compartment is drained in this way and the provision

for outflow of oil made so small that nothing like satis-

factory working can be had when the occasion arises.

Quick-opening valves and complete piping of liberal size

are worth their moderate cost many times- over in sub-

station and generating-plant transformer bays.

Protection of Pipes When Buried Under the Floor

The accompanying sketch shows a method of pro-

tecting pipes together with their covering when they

are run in a concrete floor fill. Inverted galvanized

iron U-arches of No. 16 galvanized iron are placed im-

mediately below the finished floor and directly over the

pipes, with an allowance of Mz in. for an air space be-

tween the arch and pipe covering. The pipes are al-

lowed to contract or expand independently of the floor

construction, while the protecting of these from pos-

A'P/6 6a/van/zedIron

^"AirSpace ,
:' .-'Finished'Floor

CONCRETE-FLOOR CONSTRUCTION TO PROTECT PIPES

sible contact with the cinder floor fill is also effected.

Where pipes are of necessity buried under floors in

boiler or generator rooms or in floors with an unex-

cavated space below, they should be run in salt-glazed

terra-cotta pipes, with water-tight cemented joints. The
tile pipes should be of sufficient size to inclose fully

the iron pipes, including all fittings.
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Marketing Electricity
A Department on Selling Service and Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

Keeping the Electric Shop Awake and Working
Details of Sustained Activity in Providence, R. I.—and How

It Pays to Hold the Public Interest

ABOUT the hardest problem of storekeeping that

the electric shop must meet and conquer is the

ever-present need of change. It is not enough
to provide an attractive store and good display. The
attracting power of the shop must never be allowed to

falter, and as the public becomes accustomed to it

AN EXTRA WINDOW DESIGNED TO DRAW THE CROWD AND
TURN ITS THOUGHTS ELECTRICALLY

changes must be made continually to maintain its

atmosphere of novelty and appeal. It is difficult but
quite essential.

A Good Example in Providence

An interesting review of the activities of the Electric

Shop of the Narragansett Electric Lighting Company,
in Providence, R. I., was published in the Electrical
World of May 22 of this year, in which the general

merchandising methods that have been employed in

this successful central-station store were described in

detail. It would seem that almost everything had been
done to make this electric shop effective and that little

change was needed to maintain it through the year to

come. But Mr. E. R. Davenport, sales manager for the

Narragansett company, is an enthusiastic merchant and
on constant watch for opportunities to improve the sell-

ing influence of his store by a steady progress in the

improvement of the smaller details of display and ser-

vice. The following outline of innovations which have
been introduced in the Providence merchandising meth-
ods during the first four months of this year illustrates

how easily possible it is for any electric-shop manager
to invoke the helpful influence of constant change and
betterment if he but puts his mind to it.

War News and Portable Sales

During January the Providence Electric Shop con-

tracted for daily war news service in the form of photo-

graphs and a frame for window use, at a cost of $2.75

per month, and in February this contract was extended
to cover one year. The company sends the news photo-

graphs to its two branch offices after their use in the

Electric Shop, which is down town, and thus obtains

multiple exhibits without increase in cost beyond the

expense of mailing. There was also effected at this

time a considerable saving in the price tags used on
displayed goods. Celluloid cards were used, which could

be washed and re-lettered at little expense.

A MOST SUCCESSFUL REFRIGERATION WINDOW THAT PRO-

DUCED MANY ACTIVE "PROSPECTS" WHICH RIPENED

INTO BUSINESS

The company found it to be advantageous to pur-

chase portable lamps in job lots from the various fac-

tories, and is taking advantage of the opportunity, thus

saving materially on each lamp purchased, owing to

the fact that the purchases are made when the factories
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are qoI rushed and at a time when the makers are In

tereeted In a rash proposition. A feature lias been made
< » r portable lamp window displays by the use of pax

titions to isolate each lamp ami show it by itself in

place of the usual method of exhibiting in groups, hi
rangements were also made with a retail house in Provi

dence to display a quantity of silk shade portable lamps
in its store at a substantial profit to the company. The
concern agreed to assume all responsibility tor the goods

ami also to advertise them. 'The reason these goods
were thus placed outside was that the company believed

thai people who would purchase high-priced material of

this grade would he more likely to frequent the store

in question than they would the Electric Shop, making
the former a better channel of distribution.

Window Activities

In January the window displays featured portable

lamps for a large part of the month. Sixty-one lamps
were sold, and the window displays alone were respon-

sible for the sale of fifty lamps. Of these lamps four-

teen were sold at a moderate percentage of profit, since

these were equipped with silk shades and would have
deteriorated if kept over the summer, but a gross profit

of 33.3 per cent was made on the rest. The displays

were usually changed every three days, and at the same
time a smaller window was utilized in showing desk

sets, shaving mirrors, small reading lamps, novelty

lamps, bell ringers, etc., with good results. The Elec-

tric Shop window was also improved by the installation

of a velours curtain, the effect being so pleasing that

the company received many compliments from people

connected with other stores in the city.

In April a window demonstration was conducted with
a vacuum cleaner connected with a glass globe into

which confetti was forced from the floor of the window.
This made a decided hit with the public. In showing a

bell-ringing transformer in the basement of the Elec-

tric Shop, the device was arranged so that the customer,

by pressing a button, operated a bell and, by pressing

another, threw a 2-cp., 6-volt night lamp into circuit in

front of a clock face.

At Easter time an electric incubator and baby chicks

were featured in a most attractive window display that

interested every passer-by. On the approach of warm
weather a complete refrigerating outfit was installed in

the window and proved to be a most effective demon-
stration. The frost-covered pipes caught every eye, and
the descriptive sign, marked with ribbons, covered

every feature. This display resulted in thirty-three

"prospects," and eight installations, aggregating a load

of 87.5 hp., have been secured so far. This display was
conducted by the power division of the sales depart-

ment. Each person entering the store for information
was turned over to an expert in charge of the appa-
ratus and received a descriptive catalog in addition to

an explanation of its service and cost.

Packages and Renewals

To make the packages leaving the Electric Shop more
attractive, the company has adopted a light-blue wrap-
ping paper and used imprinted tape bearing the name
of the Electric Shop. Formerly a dark-drown Kraft
paper was used, but the new type, imprinted with a seal

designed for the shop, gives a distinctive package that

carries a certain amount of advertising value.

A system of renewal charges on gas-filled lamps has
been instituted, basing the charge on the hours of life

derived from the lamp in much the same way as tires

are renewed by automobile accessory dealers. Sched-
ules of charges covering renewals from one hour to a
thousand hours were prepared, and the practice was in-

stituted of stamping on the lamp the date of sale in

ra<h case. Thii gives a check on the number of days
the lamp has been out and aids in approximating the

life of the unit.

Bettoi Handling of Repairs

Special attention lias been given to the prompt hand
ling of appliance repairs of late, and the company hai

reduced the delivery cost from :\:> cents per package In

I'.U 1 to 11 cents in L916 by utilizing a parcel delivery

service in place of the former delivery by an employee
with a horse and buggy or by trolley -cur patronage.
Last year this equipment was distributed from the com-
pany's Electric Shop, but it is now sent out from the

repair department direct, with a decided saving in

handling and in time. This department, established at

the company's waterside generating station, is now sup-

plied with injured appliances at frequent intervals dur-

ing the day, whereas formerly all this apparatus re-

ceived was held until the end of the day before being
sent to the repair shop. The present arrangement often

results in appliances being delivered to their owners in

twenty-four hours, a point that is appreciated by cus-

ELECTRIC SHOP SALES AND BUSINESS SECURED, 1915

Sales:

Number of appliances

.

Watts connected load . .

Gross sales, appliances

.

Profit on appliances. .

.

176
40,800

$1,097.59
$383.05

Jusiness secured:

Lighting, kw. connected 224 .

9

Lighting added income, estimat-

'

ed, per year > $4,897.00
Motor service, hp. connected ! 235
Motor-service added income, esti-

1

mated I $2,946.00

January February

142

38,635
$881.94
$254.41

191.9

$4,734.00
580

$11,609.00

March

178

53,494
$1,127.21
$321.96

471.5

$16,734.00
287.25

$4,698.00

April

283

118,448
$1,775 15

$487.30

236.1

$5,764.00
698.6

$14,149.00

tomers and which means the corresponding shortening

of the time of zero energy consumption due to the

absence of such equipment from the place of its service.

The company handled 224 repairs in January, of which
90 were made in the repair department, and there were
fourteen trouble calls on appliance repairs. The net

cost of operating the repair department for the month
was $89.63, against which the company received $27 for

this service, which it maintains chiefly for the con-

venience of the customer. It is not expected that suffi-

cient revenue can be shown from repairs to carry the

department, but with the present system of charging

on goods on which the guarantee has expired and also

for parts which are destroyed through neglect or care-

lessness on the customer's part, such as broken flatiron

handles, cracked plugs, etc., the customer is impressed

with the necessity of reasonable care in using the equip-

ment. On each cord repaired a tag is attached and re-

turned with the cord to the customer explaining how
to remove the plug from the appliance and how the cord

became damaged. In the repair department a card sys-

tem was inaugurated, showing the appliances and cus-

tomers concerned with repairs, and rubber stamps were
provided to save clerical work and enable the staff to

devote as much time as possible to appliance main-

tenance.
Advertising and Results

In February a contract was signed for street-car ad-

vertising service, using 130 cars running in the best

residential sections. The cost for a three-month period

was $104, and the sales department feels that the pub-

licity gained was well worth while. The first two in-

stallations were cards advertising tungsten lamps. In

this month also advertisements were inserted in five

foreign-language papers, including Swedish, German
and Italian. A contract was signed for four months'
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service for moving lantern slides to be used in a local

motion-picture theater. The slides cost $1.50 each and
the service $3 weekly, the subject being popular heating

devices and fans.

Various results of the four months' work are given

in the tabulation of sales and new business for the first

four months of 1915.

Despite the business depression, the company's ser-

vice has been expanding faster than a year ago. Thus
the power division added 98 hp. in connected load in

January, 1914, compared with 235 hp. this year; 549.5

hp. in February, 1914, against 580 hp. in 1915; 266.5

hp. in March, 1914, and 287 hp. this year, and 621.5 hp.

last year against 699 hp. in April, 1915. Larger power
business is in sight as a result of the recent Brown &
Sharpe contract, and the industrial lighting outlook is

good.

It is an interesting story of sustained activity and
shows how consistently the electric shop may be main-

tained in its popular appeal and merchandising effi-

ciency.

Raising a 135-Ft. Flagpole with Electric Trucks

Using two of its fleet of electric trucks, the Southern

California Edison Company recently made a very suc-

cessful job of raising a 135-ft. flagpole for the Los
Angeles (Cal.) Park Commission. The Oregon cedar

pole thus erected measured 20 in. in diameter at the

butt and 8 in. at the top. As a preliminary to its erec-

tion the Edison crew first set and guyed a 70-ft. gin

pole. Then two of the men put a sling around the flag-

pole at its center of gravity and made attachment to a

1.25-in. rope which was run through the pole tackle and
three sheave blocks to the source of erecting power,

which consisted of one 2-ton and one lV^-ton electric

truck.

Superintendent Fred B. Lewis, who supervised the

job, points out that the sling was so accurately placed

that two men could handle the butt. The men who set

the sling have become so expert that it is almost instinct

with them to locate the center of gravity of the pole

without measurements.
As soon as all attachments were made power was

A "TICKLISH" POLE-RAISING JOB IN LOS ANGELES

thrown onto the wheels of the two trucks, the slack was
slowly stretched out of the rope, and then the trucks,

going forward with a steady, smooth pull, raised the
flagpole up to the required position while the butt was
controlled by the men on the ground. The job was
started at 10 a. m., and by noon the flagpole was up, the

time given including the erection of the gin pole. With-
out the electric trucks the work would have required

four teams and a much larger ^ang.

The erection of the flagpole was a rather "ticklish

job," for the pole was a specially selected timber brought

by sea from the North Pacific Coast and seasoned at

Santa Monica for two years. When erected, the pole

was completely painted, with its gilded ball on top and

the flag lines in place.

An "Old-Business Department" to Serve the

Company's Old Friends

In these days of strenuous upbuilding much may be
heard of the "new-business department," of efforts to

extend, to increase and to develop, but central-station

managers should bear in mind that the company has
old customers, old friends, whose trust and belief in

its methods and its fairness enabled it to start and to

develop to its present state—old customers who will

need more motors or more energy-consuming devices
as time goes on. This point was well presented by
Mr. W. N. Matthews before a recent gathering of cen-

tral-station men in the Middle West.
The requirements of a year or of five years ago un-

questionably have changed. If old customers have
been well served, they will welcome new ideas and
suggested improvements that offer them benefit and
lead to increased energy consumption; therefore the

new business that is to be had by watchfully serving
old customers should not be forgotten or neglected.

The need for an old-business department is evident
from the fact that several men in one large city make
a comfortable living by calling on the lighting com-
pany's customers and offering their services to check
over electric light and power bills, to show the cus-

tomer how he can get a better rate, secure more light

by installing more efficient lighting units, or save
power by putting in up-to-date motors or motors of

smaller yet ample rating. One-half of the first year's

saving is the usual charge for such service.

To cite a particular instance, a certain club which
was using fixtures of the vintage of '95 and old-style

16-cp. and 32-cp. carbon-filament lamps was called

upon by one of these free-lance adjusters, who recom-
mended the substitution of 25-watt, 40-watt and 60-

watt tungsten lamps. He sold the club tungsten
lamps, which were inferior in quality to those being
furnished on a practically free renewal basis by the
lighting company, and he secured for them a sub-

stantial reduction in rate which, when taken with the

reduced lamp wattage, amounted to about $400 a year.

The house committee of the club was elated over the

saving effected, and the news of the saving was made
known generally among the 400 members, most of

whom were prominent business men and householders
in the community. In this case, if an old-business de-

partment had been on the job, it would have offered

this saving for the club quite voluntarily, and the in-

formation spread abroad among the 400 members of

the club would have made each a booster for the

lighting company, instead of creating, as it did, a

rather resentful attitude and a feeling of suspicion

toward the company.
In short, as Mr. Matthews said, the sales department

of the central station should put aside all thought of

the distinction between "new" business and other

kinds, and work for profits, just as any other manu-
facturer does, and the care and development of the

present customer stand high in importance among the

market opportunities.
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Advising Customer! Concerning Correel Lamp
Voltage

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, winch

does nut sell lamps to its customers, has found that

tin- local Ave and ten-cent Btorea are developing quite

a business in buying at wry low prices odd lots of

lamps of different voltages and selling these lamps to

customers on the company's lines, in some cases this
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STICKER ADVERTISEMENTS TO EDUCATE CUSTOMERS IN

THE PROPER SELECTION OF LAMPS

practice has caused users of electricity to become dis-

satisfied because the lamps burned out so quickly. To
overcome this objection the company has had printed

little stickers containing instructions concerning lamp
voltage and is placing these stickers on all advertising

matter given out. It is also publishing 1-in. adver-

tisements in three of the Cleveland daily papers giving

similar instructions.

Central-Station Service in Provincetown, Mass.,

Under Unique Conditions

Energetic commercial methods have been remarkably

successful in popularizing electrical service at Province-

town, Mass., a famous summer resort at the "tip end" of

Cape Cod. During the past year about 240 houses have

been wired, and the local central station has 502 cus-

tomers in a total summer population of 8000. Two-
thirds of the summer cottages which dot the shore of

the historic old town have been connected to the lines of

the Provincetown Light & Power Associates, a company
operated by C. D. Parker & Company of Boston, Mass.

•Electricity at 20 Cents per Kilowatt-Hour

Three men have been constantly at work installing

residence-lighting equipment for the past six months,

despite the fact that as yet the company gives no day

service and in the face of a rate of 20 cents per kilowatt-

hour. Vigorous pushing of new business by the local

superintendent, combined with an up-to-date commer-
cial policy, including liberal advertising through local

mediums, has done much to stimulate the demand for

electrical service.

Several years ago the company was reorganized on

the strength of a recognition locally that rates must be

sufficiently high to enable the supply of electricity to be

continued, and in this connection a widely signed peti-

tion in the form of special post cards was received by

the company on behalf of an increase of rates.

Under the present management an old oil-engine gen-

erating station in the outskirts has been discontinued

in favor of a 125-kva. horizontal Curtis-General Elec-

tric 2300-volt turbo-alternator installed in the business

center of the town and operated by steam generated in

the boiler plant of a large local fish-storage establish-

ment. The central station purchases energy at 3.5 cents

per kilowatt-hour from the latter, and the service for

all customers extends from dusk to dawn nightly.

The company bus recently moved Into enlarged offices,

which it occupies in connection with the singls local

wiring contractor of the place. A well lelected exhibit

of lamps, fixtures and domestic heating devices i |

feature, and in spite of the abseiiee ( ,f ( |,, , , ervice, elee

tric irons are extremely popular in town and an- U led

with appreciation in the evening hours. rOasy chairs

at the office, which is near the steamboat landing, the

post oilice and the railroad station, render the premises
attractive for tourists, and this summer tin; company is

issuing a booklet showing the main automobile roads of

Cape Cod, train and boat schedules, the tide schedules

for July and August, and other information useful to

visitors. From all summer cottages desiring electrical

service a deposit of $12 for a three months' guarantee
is required. This brings the guarantee to about $1 per

week, but the cleanliness, convenience and safety of

electric lighting as compared with kerosene lamps are

strong points in the cottagers' minds in favor of central-

station supply.

House wiring is done at an average cost of about $3.50

per lamp, and no carbon incandescents are used. In

this work a deposit of about 10 per cent is required, and
installment payments are permitted. There are only

two stores in town not wired, and several moving-picture

shows which lately have come to the place are proving

excellent customers. As there is practically no manu-
facturing of any kind in Provincetown, the opportuni-

ties for motor service are meager at present, although

the town water service may at some future time offer a

field for electric pumping. The nearest village is 7

miles distant and as yet has no electrical service other

than that utilized in the Highland Light naval radio

station, which is not available for outside needs. Mr.

H. F. McDonald is superintendent of the company, the

electric-contracting business being handled by Mr. E. J.

Rivard.

Central Station Rents Electric Hoists

Four months ago the Worcester (Mass.) Electric

Light Company purchased a 1500-lb. electric hoist for

about $400 and has since had the outfit in almost con-

tinuous service as a rented portion of building contrac-

tors' plant. The hoist, shown in the accompanying half-

tone, is equipped with a 10-hp., three-phase, 550-volt in-

duction motor, 600 ft. of 0.5-in., seven-strand steel cable,

HOIST RENTED OUT TO CONTRACTORS IN WORCESTER

and a single drum, and it operates at 35 ft. per minute.

The company rents the hoist to contractors at $15 per

week plus the energy charge, which usually runs from
$1 to $1.50 per day. The device is popular among con-

tractors on account of its cleanliness and quiet opera-

tion. The illustration shows the hoist in service at the

new building of Armour & Company.
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A Novel Office Directory and Appliance Display

Customers of the Pacific Light & Power Corporation

of Los Angeles on visits to the company's offices for-

merly experienced some difficulty in finding the proper

places to have their wants attended to. The offices of

the corporation are on the sixth floor of the Pacific Elec-

tric Building, and its patrons often found their way into

the wrong department, although there was a directory

in the lobby of the building

giving the office numbers
of the various departments.

Immediately in front of

and across the corridor

from the elevators are the

offices of the new-business

department, which can be

entered by two separate

doors, one door being di-

rectly in front of the ele-

vators.

The following novel

scheme was suggested by
one of the salesmen: The
entrance opposite the build-

ing elevators was closed

and a special door was de-

signed to replace the regu-

lation door. The upper
three panels, as shown
herewith, contain a com-
plete directory of the dif-

ferent departments of the

company with their respec-

tive room numbers, special

attention being called to

the proper rooms in which
to pay bills and make application for service.

In the space occupied by the two lower panels a com-
partment was constructed for the display of electric

lamp-socket appliances. The directory and appliance

display are illuminated day and night by means of con-

cealed lamps, and the appliance display is changed from
time to time, giving prominence to special appliances on
which the corporation may be making extra induce-

ments. The entire door cost, installed, about $75 and
has paid for itself many times over in saving the time
of the public and employees.

A SHOWCASE IS SUBSTI-

TUTED FOR THE ORDI-

NARY LOWER PANEL OF
THIS DOOR

Using a Sunshine Chart to Advantage

To show its customers the relation between daily sun-
shine and their electric-lighting bills, the Buffalo &
Niagara Falls Electric Light & Power Company, Niag-
ara Falls, N. Y., issues monthly advertising cards one

AvcratfC Hours of PWClbk Sunshint pel Day. IO.S

I

Shaded Area Indicate* Cloudiness.

Total Hours of Possible Sunshine 295 2
Total Hours of Actual Sunshine 101-7
Per Cent of Possible Sunshine 34.0

MONTHLY SUNSHINE CHART DISTRIBUTED BY THE NIAGARA
FALLS CENTRAL STATION

side of which is taken up with a chart showing the

hours of sunshine for each day of the preceding month.
The possible hours of sunshine during the month form
the basis of the chart, and the actual hours of sunshine
are indicated by white spaces, the shaded areas indicat-

ing hours of cloudiness. The data used are reported

daily by the local office of the United States Weather
Bureau.

Rotary Brush for Washing Arc-Lamp Inner Globes

Having small openings, the inner globes employed
with inclosed arc lamps are usually hard to clean by
hand. To facilitate removing the deposit that is formed
in these globes, the Newark arc-lamp department of

the Public Service Electric Company of New Jersey

employs motor-driven rotary scrubbing brushes im-

mersed in water, as shown herewith. The water is held

in a rectangular tub which is divided into two parts

. .
• _ ^ —*-

Motor _j»f
Water ..** Switch

Faucet

Scrubbing ''

Brushes

Tank

'

T
Fcucet

Tank

PLAN

5 I Switch
Controlling-
Motor

Water
'Faucets

Rotary detachable

scrubbing brushes

'

Cham to lower
'brush shaFt

£- Motor driving
rotary brushes

Flexible connection
between motor
and brush shafts

SECTION

MOTOR-DRIVEN BRUSHES FOR CLEANSING ARC-LAMP GLOBES

by a double-walled vertical partition. Passing through
the walls and parallel to the tank bottom are two shafts

connected to the driving motor by chains. In the ends

of both shafts can be inserted cylindrical brushes. The
globes are thus held over the revolving brushes and are

cleaned much faster than they could be by hand. If it

is necessary to use some cleaning compound in the

water to remove the deposit, this can be added without

hindering the operation of the motor.

Complimentary Key Chains as Advertisements

As a means of advertising and to promote its friendly

relations with the customers, the Metropolitan Elec-

tric Company of Reading, Pa., has been giving away
sterling silver key chains bearing the company's trade-

mark in red enamel. The chains are numbered and a

record kept at the company's office so that in the

event of a lost chain being found it may be readily

identified and returned to the owner. Across the front

is the inscription, "Do It Electrically." These chains

are proving very popular gifts, and as they are expected

to serve as constant reminders of the company, they

are bound to do considerable good.
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

and Engineering Press of the World

Generator*, Motors and Transformer!

High-Frequenci) Alternator*. A note on a recent

British patent (No. 1.9,445, L918) of M. Breslauer for

a high-frequency alternator with the armature windings
of lull pole pitch arranged in the armature so that the

center line at right angles to their plane is staggered
in relation to the center line of the salient poles of the

armature l>y half a pole pitch for the purpose of mul-

tiplying the number of alternations of the current with-

out simultaneously increasing the number of reversals

in the magnetization of the iron.—London Elec. Eng'ing,

July 15, 1915.

Alternating-Current Commutator Motors.—Marius
Latour.—The chief difficulty of alternating-current

commutator-motor design lies in getting a high output

per pole with few sets of brushes and small size of com-
mutator. The author describes some machines recently

built according to his designs by a French company.
First he mentions some three-phase series commutator
motors with vertical axles with a capacity of 500 hp.

each, running at speeds between 500 and 700 revolu-

tions, in a Paris plant. Synchronism corresponds to 600
revolutions at a frequency of fifty cycles. The number
of poles is ten. The rating per pair of poles is there-

fore 100 hp. The number of sets of brushes is twelve.

The length of the commutator is 40 cm. The connec-

tions are shown in Fig. 1, which illustrates transforma-
tion from three-phase to twelve-phase. The larger num-
ber of phases reduces the commutator difficulty. The
same object is also obtained by a particular winding
used ("imbrique ondule"), which is shown in Fig. 2

To permit starting and operation at low speeds with
good commutation the star-delta connection is used as

FIG. 1—STAR-DELTA SCHEME FIG. 2—"IMBRIQUE ONDULE"
OF WIRING WINDING

shown in Fig. 1. The author also mentions some other

machines built by the same company for the Montsouris

plant. These are single-phase motors operated at a

frequency of forty-two cycles with an output of 200 hp.

each. They are compensated repulsion motors, and are

also provided with the "imbrique" ondule" winding. In

these motors there is also employed the principle of

FIG. 3—METHOD OF MULTIPLICITY CROSS-CONNECTION

multiplicity cross-connection as shown in Fig. 3.

—

La
Lumiere Elec, June 26, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Rating of Incandescent Lamps in Germany.—The
Siemens-Schuckert company in an advertisement writes

as follows : "Up to now electric incandescent lamps have
been placed on the market rated by candle-power. For
carbon lamps and normal metallic-filament lamps gener-

ally the mean value of the candle-power measured in a

horizontal direction (perpendicular to the axis of the

lamp) has been employed for the rating. Since the light

emission of these lamps is less in all other directions, the

true candle-power of such lamps calculated under the

assumption of a uniform emission of light in space

(the mean spherical candle-power) is about 20 per cent

below the nominal value. The development of the incan-

descent-lamp industry in recent years has led to special

designs, the purpose of which was to produce the maxi-

mum candle-power in a direction different from that

which was heretofore normal. Half-watt lamps which
were to compete with other strong sources of light [arc

lamps] were originally rated according to the mean lower

hemispherical candle-power, the measurement being

made with the fitting applied to the lamp. The ambiguity
in the meaning of candle-power has caused uncertainty

among consumers, and this is likely to produce misun-
derstandings. Therefore the desire has manifested it-

self to find a uniform and clearly defined rating for all

types of lamps. It has been found desirable to use in

future the total watts consumed by an incandescent lamp
for the rating, stating at the same time the mean spher-

ical candle-power. This permits the consumer to calcu-

late for himself the total operating cost of a lamp per

hour of lighting on the basis of the established price of

1 kw.-hr."—Elek. Zeit., June 24, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Protecting Electrical Machinery Against Abnormal
Electrical Conditions.—C. C. Garrard.—A continuation

of his long illustrated article on protective apparatus.

In the present installment the author deals with local-

ized pressure rises between the turns of electrical ma-
chinery and discusses the degree of sensitiveness of elec-

trical machinery as regards pressure rises. The author

then takes up the pressure rise due to causes exterior to

the system and discusses the direct lightning strokes,

induced charges and discharges due to lightning, light-

ning effects due to static induction, lightning effects due

to electromagnetic induction, static charges, and travel-

ing electric waves of steep wave front.—London Elec-

trician, July 9, 1915.
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Traction

Portugal.—W. Reinhart.—A review of the present

status of electric traction in Portugal, which has so far

only five street-railway systems. Among these that of

the city of Lisbon is most important. It has a length

of 93 km. (56 miles) with 280 motor cars and twenty-
four trailers. The system at Braga, which has a length

of 8.5 km. (5 miles) and which is supplied with elec-

tricity from a steam plant, is to be the nucleus of a sys-

tem of interurban railways in northern Portugal which
will be operated from water-powers.

—

Elek. Kraft, u.

Bahnen, May 24, 1915.

Electric Traction.—J. Carlier.—The first parts of

what promises to become a long illustrated serial on
electric traction on trunk railways. In the present in-

stallments historical notes are given, together with
tables of data on the most important electrically oper-

ated trunk lines in different countries of the world.

The author discusses the possibility of increasing the

average speed of trains and the inferiority of the steam
locomotive, and compares the direct-current, three-phase

and single-phase systems of electric traction. He then
discusses overhead-line and third-rail construction.

—

La Lumiere Elec, June 19 and 26, July 3, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

German Electrical Industry.—C. Heiss.—On the basis

of a publication of Czwalina, the author gives statistical

data on the number, age, etc., of employees in different

branches of the German electrical industry.

—

Elek. Zeit.,

June 10, 1915.

Battery Reserve for Single-Phase Railroad.—W.
Linke.—The Albthal railroad from Karlsruhe to Broet-

zingen is a single-phase railroad operated at 8800 volts

and twenty-five cycles from a steam-power plant, which
serves not only for traction but also for lighting and
general power purposes. Each of the three steam en-

gines is connected with a single-phase alternator for

traction and a three-phase alternator for lighting and
power. There are three three-phase generators (two of

420 kva. each and one of 160 kva.) operating at 600
volts and sixty cycles and supplying current for lighting

and power. There are three single-phase generators

(two of 590 kva. and one of 365 kva.) operating at 8800
volts and twenty-five cycles and generating current for

traction. These generators act in co-operation with a

storage battery of 285 cells with a capacity of 1000 amp.-
hr. (if discharged in one hour), operating in parallel

with a motor-generator set composed of an 8800-volt

single-phase generator and a 500-kw., 590 to 780-volt di-

rect-current dynamo. Some details are given of the con-

nections of the battery used as reserve, together with
results obtained in actual practice.

—

Elek. Kraftbet. u.

Bahnen, June 4, 1915.

Moscow.—Kirpitchnikov.—An article, illustrated by
diagrams, on the development of the central-station

system of the city of Moscow, Russia. The first station

was erected in 1888 and the direct-current system was
employed, with a potential of 120 volts to 130 volts.

The rate was 26 cents per kilowatt-hour for "technical

applications" and 33 cents per kilowatt-hour for light-

ing. A discount was allowed to consumers using energy
for more than 600 hours. The maximum rating which
this first station reached was 2000 hp. in 1897, and in

1896 there were sold 870,000 kw.-hr. to 800 consumers
having 25,000 incandescent lamps. In 1895 the com-
pany obtained a new franchise for fifty years. The rate
was fixed at 26 cents per kilowatt-hour for lighting and
18 cents for motor-service purposes, the municipality to

receive 6 per cent of the gross income for lighting and
3 per cent of the gross income for motor service. Fifty
years after entering into the contract the city was to

become the sole owner of the plant and the network.
The new plant generates three-phase energy. Up to

1904 energy was sold almost exclusively for lighting,

but then the use for power purposes began to increase.

In 1913 the new station generated 89,000,000 kw.-hr.;

that is, 100 times as much as did the old station during
1896. There was sold in 1913 to consumers 75,000,000
kw.-hr., or 890 kw.-hr. per kilowatt installed. The de-

velopment of the equipment of the station is sketched.—La Lumiere Elec, June 12, 1915.

Electrical Regulations in Oil Districts.—L. Steiner.—
A review of the new regulations of the use of electricity

in the oil district of Roumania. These regulations were
worked out to prevent accidents in future after various
accidents had happened. The author describes special

designs of switching and starting apparatus and light-

ing transformers worked out by the Siemens-Schuckert
company and permitted for use by the Roumania mining
department.

—

Elek. Kraft, u. Bahnen, May 14, 1915.

Netherlands.—H. Verhagen.—Extracts from the of-

ficial report of the commission which has had under
consideration a scheme for the systematic and rational

electricity supply in the Netherlands. The present status

is first discussed. On Jan. 1, 1913, there were in Hol-
land eighty-two central stations. Of these twenty-four
were municipal and ten also furnished electricity for

traction purposes. Forty stations were privately owned,
four privately owned stations belonged to traction com-
panies, and fourteen stations were operated in connec-
tion with industrial plants. The total rating was 87,500
kw. In 1912 there were supplied 32,200,000 kw.-hr. for

lighting, 33,800,000 kw.-hr. for motor-service purposes,

and 31,400,000 kw.-hr. for traction, or a total of 97,400,-

000 kw.-hr. An estimate of the future demand for

electricity in Holland is also given. At present steam
is most generally used as motive power. Coal costs 0.3

cent per kilowatt-hour produced. One plant uses peat,

the cost of the peat being 0.8 cent per kilowatt-hour.

Diesel engines are used in several plants, the oil costing

from 0.45 cent to 1.1 cents per kilowatt-hour. Twelve
plants use gas, the gas costing 0.8 cent per kilowatt-

hour. In Haarlem there is an experimental windmill
power plant; for small communities, not easily supplied

otherwise with electrical energy, wind may be suitable

for prime movers. For the production of 30,000 kw.-hr.

per year a windmill installation with a battery reserve

to insure continuous service would cost $4,800, so that,

with interest and amortization figured at 10 per cent,

the cost is 1.6 cents per kilowatt-hour.

—

La Lumiere
Elec, June 3 and 10, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Electric Strength of Solid Dielectrics.—W. M. Thorn-
ton.—The author shows that the work done in breaking
down any solid dielectric is constant for that material

and is independent of the thickness. This is shown to

be true for solid dielectrics free from absorption (par-

affin wax) as well as for inorganic and organic insula-

tors which have residual effects.

—

Phil. Magazine, July

1915.

Magneton Theory of Atomic Structure.—David L.

Webster.—An abstract of an American Physical So-

ciety paper. In a previous paper the author has shown
that by means of Parson's concept of the magneton one
may eliminate certain serious conflicts of Planck's

theory of heat radiation with the phenomena of refrac-

tion and related optical effects, and still keep the essen-

tial features of Planck's argument. The present paper
gives an account of the fundamental concepts of this

magneton theory from the chemical point of view from
which Parson originally deduced them. According to

Parson, the electron, or magneton as he calls it, is not
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ft .sphere hut ft vers thin ring, 10" cm. in radius, around

which the negative charge circulate! at a very high

speed, thus combining with its electrostatic properties

the magnetic onee <>f a ring <>f wire carrying a current.

As PaTBOn has shown, the magnetons in an atom will

arrange themselves as tar as possible in compact groups

Of ri>.r ht. This grouping will explain the periodic table

of the elements and the formation of all salts and other

compounds whose bonds are electrostatic. The non-

electrostatlc bonds of organic compounds are explained

as a result of magnetic attractions not strong enough to

draw a magneton over from one atom into the other.

thus the theory covers a much wider range of chem-
ical phenomena than previous ones and even includes

stability relations and the properties of the elements of

the long periods. An added interest is given by the

ability of this model to treat also such a widely different

class of phenomena as those of radiation, referred to

above, and those of optical rotation, for which the

author has more recently found it an improvement over

previous theories.

—

Phys. Review, July, 1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Effect of Porosity on the Output of Storage Batteries.

—C. Heim.—The ampere-hour capacity of a storage bat-

tery depends not only on the quantity of active material

but also on the free access of the acid to the pores in

the active mass during the discharge. The more rapid

the diffusion of the sulphuric acid from between the

plates into the pores of the plates the longer it takes

until the acid concentration in contact with the active

mass in the pores decreases so far that the emf. falls

below the permissible discharge value. The author has

made a series of experiments to determine how an in-

crease of the porosity of pasted plates with a simultane-

ous decrease in the weight of active material affects the

capacity of batteries. In order to produce active ma-
terials of different porosity he mixed the same weight
of minium (lead oxide) with different quantities of sul-

phuric acid of 22 deg. Baume. Four pastes, A, B, C and
D, were made, which contained all the same amount of

minium but different amounts of sulphuric acid, the

weights of the latter being in the proportion of 100 to

121 to 143 to 171. The same quantity of glycerine was
added to the four different pastes, this amount being

negligible compared with the amount of sulphuric acid

used. Exactly the same grids were used for all the

plates, after which they were filled with the different

pastes. The plates were then dried by a special process.

While the apparent volume of paste was the same in the

four types of plates, the weight was different, and there-

fore also the porosity was different. After having been

dried, the plates were formed in the usual way into

negatives, and those which were to be used as positives

were later reformed for this purpose. The output tests

were made with batteries containing all the same type

of negatives, while for the positives plates of the four

different types, A, B, C, D, were used. Other things

being equal, the rating of the batteries with the type

A plates was found to be 28.5 amp.-hr. ; that of type B,

30.2 amp.-hr. ; that of type C, 32.3 amp.-hr., and that of

type D, 34.6 amp.-hr. In other words, by using a highly

porous plate in D the output could be increased 21 per

cent over that of A.

—

Elek. Zeit., June 10, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Optical Pyrometry.—Edward P. Hyde, F. E. Cady
and W. E. Forsythe.—An abstract of an American
Physical Society paper on various problems of optical

pyrometry. These relate to the effective wave-length of

transmission of red pyrometer glass, the temperature
coefficient of transmission of red pyrometer glass, and
the influence of the position of the rotating sectored

disk in use with the Holborn-Kurlbaum type <>( pyrom-
eter, /'/m/.s. /,'. n, a-, July, L916.

Cum nt Transformer, II. 6. Nolen.—The author
gives a circular diagram of the current transformer
(transformer with constant primary current ) for varia-

ble impedance in the secondary circuit with constant
phase difference at the secondary terminals. He also

gives a diagram for variable phase dill'crence at the

econdary terminals while tin; impedance in the exter-

nal secondary circuit is maintained constant. Finally

he emphasizes that for two special values of the phi

dilference the transformation ratio of the current be-

comes equal to the ratio of the number of windings so

that the error for the current coil of the wattmeter
becomes zero.

—

Elek. Zeit., June 3, 1915.

Calculation and Measurement of Capacities.—J.

Sumec.—In the proposed German rules for the defini-

tion of the capacity of multi-conductor cables, Maxwell's
notation of the equations for the charging of a cable

are used, as well as Maxwell's method of calculation of

the partial capacities from which operating capacities

are derived. But the author thinks they are of little use

for engineering purposes. The author shows how the

charge of any conductor can be calculated from the

voltage and the partial capacities against every other

conductor and earth ; further, how the partial capacities

can be measured directly (without making use of the

"combination capacities"), and finally how the operating

capacity can be found from the partial capacities.

—

Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna), July 4, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Pupin Coils for Telephone Lines.—F. Breisig.—The
author points out that there is a certain discrepancy

in European countries with respect to the design of

telephone lines loaded with Pupin coils. Since such

lines are liable to be connected together sooner or later,

they should be designed with a view to uniformity so as

to avoid wave reflections at the joints. The author

explains the principle used in Germany that any part of

a line which can be connected to or separated from ad-

jacent parts should be designed with a view to sym-
metry. The "characteristic" of Pupinized lines (square

root of the ratio of inductance per unit of length to the

capacity per unit of length) is usually between 1000

ohms and 2000 ohms. The author recommends that

lines which may be connected some day to other lines

should be designed for a characteristic between 1400

ohms and 1800 ohms. The problem of distortion is

connected to a certain degree with the number of coils

used per wave-length. The difference of practice in

different countries is indicated by the following figures

:

where 100 Pupin coils are used in German practice seven-

ty-nine are used in British practice and 87.5 coils in

American practice. The author thinks that undoubtedly

the character of the languages of the different countries

has something to do with this. Telephone lines con-

necting different countries should be so designed as to

permit equally well the transmission of different lan-

guages. The author points out, however, that the degree

to which a Pupinized line approaches its equivalent

homogeneous line is probably not of so much importance

for the transmission of speech as the leakage and the

effective resistance of the coils, these two factors de-

pending on the frequency. A more detailed experiment

and theoretical investigation of this problem would be

desirable.

—

Elek. Zeit., June 17, 1915.

. Miscellaneous

Technical Journals.—Artur Hruschka.—An article

on technical journals and their "systematic utilization,"

with special reference to systems of classification, card

filing, abstracting, etc.—Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna), June

20, 1915.
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J. A. BRITTON

John A. Britton, first vice-president

and general manager of the Pacific

Gas & Electric Company, who returned

recently from a vacation trip to Japan,

has just been appointed a member of

the public policy committee of the Na-
tional Electric Light Association. Mr.
Britton is a native of Boston, but in

1868, at the age of thirteen years, he
went with his parents to San Francisco.

There he received such education as

the public schools afforded and after-

ward devoted two years to the study
of law. His active career in the utility

field was begun at the age of nineteen,

when he entered the employ of the

gas company at Oakland, Cal. Nine
years later he was secretary of the
company, and in 1894 he became its

engineer, holding this post for several

years until, in 1900, he was elected to

the presidency of the company. Mr.
Britton installed the first electric-light-

ing plant in Oakland, commencing oper-

ation in 1882 wth equipment rated at

125 hp. In March, 1903, the operation
of the Oakland Gas Light & Heat Com-
pany was taken over by the California

Gas & Electric Corporation, of which
Mr Britton was then appointed general
manager. In 1906 the California Gas
& Electric Corporation was in turn
taken over by the Pacific Gas & Elec-

tric Company, and in June, 1907, Mr.
Britton was elected first vice-president
and general manager of the last-named
company. The Pacific Gas & Electric

Company now serves two-thirds of the
population of California, has 5770 em-
ployees, eleven hydroelectric plants and
four steam plants, developing a total of

519,884 hp., operates sixteen gas
works, and supplies electric, gas and
water service to 349,252 consumers.
Mr. Britton is a member of the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers,
the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, the American Gas Insti-

tute, the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation, the Pacific Coast Gas Associa-
tion i.nd the National Commercial Gas
Association. He is also a member of

the board of regents of the University
of California and a director of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposi-
tion Company.

R. S. Hale, superintendent of the
special research department of the Edi-
son Electric Illuminating Company of

Men
of the Industry

< haiiges in Personnel

and Position

—

Biographies] Notea

Boston, has returned from the business

men's military camp near Plattsburg,

N. Y., where he took part in the courses

in military instruction. Mr. Hale is an
expert marksman and on the rifle

ranges at the encampment made a

number of high records.

William W. Low, president of the

Electric Appliance Company of Chi-

cago, has just had an operation for ap-

pendicitis and is reported as recover-

ing rapidly.

F. R, Cummings, for two years sales

manager of the Empire District Elec-

tric Company, Joplin, Mo., has resigned

to go to Birmingham, Ala., as assistant

operating manager of the Alabama
Power Company.

Dr. August Hund, late of the Univer-

sity of Karlsruhe, Germany, an author-

ity on high-frequency alternating cur-

rents, has been appointed a member of

the faculty of the electrical engineer-

ing department of the University of

Southern California.

Capt. Albert Weston Grant, U. S. N.,

formerly of the superdreadnought Tex-

as, who has just been appointed to

have command of the entire submarine
flotilla of the navy, has for years made
a special study of the applications of

electricity in the navy and on board
modern battleships.

Gen. George H. Harries, president of

the Louisville Gas & Electric Com-
pany, on his retirement as commander
of the National Guard of the District

of Columbia, was presented by the offi-

cers of the organization with a hand-
some sword and other equipment of his

rank of major-general. The presenta-

tion address was made by Brigadier-

General Harvey, and the equipment
presented included the dress sword, ap-

propriately engraved, a full-dress belt

and sash, a gold belt knot and a pair

of silver spurs. In responding General
Harries advocated a country-wide vol-

unteer army, with one month's training

each year.

Stephen C. Pohe, the president-elect

of the Pennsylvania Electric Associa-
tion, is the general manager of the

Columbia & Montour (Pa.) Electric

Company and the Northumberland
County Gas & Electric Company. Born
at Espy, Pa., in 1885, Mr. Pohe re-

ceived his early education at Catawissa,
where he attended public school. He
then studied at the Potts Business
College in Williamsport, Pa., from
which he was graduated in 1902, going
to Berwick, Pa., where he entered the

office of the Berwick Light Company,
in time becoming assistant to the man-
ager, L. J. Townsend. Upon the lat-

ter's death, in 1907, Mr. Pohe was made
manager of the company, holding that

S. C. POHE

position for eighteen months. In Jan-

uary, 1909, the company was merged
into the Columbia Power, Light &
Railways Company of Bloomsburg, Pa.,

and Mr. Pohe was made superintendent

of new business, with offices at Blooms-

burg, which position he held until Sep-

tember, 1910, when he was appointed

general superintendent. During the

year 1912 a controlling interest in the

property was purchased by H. D. Wal-
bridge & Company of New York City,

and the company was reorganized, the

gas and electric properties under the

name of the Columbia & Montour Elec-

tric Company, and the railway prop-

erties as the North Branch Transit

Company. Mr. Pohe became general

manager of both companies. In No-
vember, 1913, the Walbridge interests

acquired control of the gas and elec-

tric properties of the Northumberland
County Gas & Electric Company,
operating in Sunbury, Selinsgrove,

Northumberland and Milton, Pa., and

at that time Mr. Pohe was made gen-

eral manager of that company also,

with offices in Bloomsburg. Mr. Pohe

is a member of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers and of the

Jovian Order.

Obituary
Edward B. Moore, former United

States commissioner of patents, died at

his home in Washington, D. C, on Sept.

8. Mr. Moore first entered the employ
of the United States government in

1883, when he was appointed an assist-

ant examiner in the Patent Office.

Later he became a law clerk, and in

1899 he was appointed principal ex-

aminer, being made assistant commis-
sioner in 1901. From 1907 until 1913

he served as commissioner of patents,

resigning in 1913 to become a member
of the patent law firm of Moore &
Clark, of Washington. Mr. Moore was
United States special commissioner to

the Paris Exposition in 1900, and in

1908 he was the United States delegate

to the International Patent Congress at

Stockholm. He successfully completed
in 1908 the treaty with the German gov-

ernment relating to the non-working of

patents in Germany by American in-

ventors and manufacturers.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
I Record of Latest Developments and Improvements m Manufacturers'

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Protective Apparatus for Alternating-Current
Tie Lines

Single pole, double-throw relays designed to provide
a simple and effective means of automatically isolating

FIG. 1—SIDE VIEW OF REVERSE-POWER RELAY, SHOWING
PART OF INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION

trouble on a single tie line joining parts of an alter-

nating-current system have recently been developed by
the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Under normal conditions, irrespective of the direction

of energy flow, which may reverse at any time over the

FIG. 2—TOP VIEW OF REVERSE-POWER RELAY, SHOWING
METHOD OF OPENING AND CLOSING CIRCUIT

entire tie line, depending on the distribution of the load

and also on the characteristics of the system, the relays

have no effect on the oil switches. If, however, a short-

circuit occurs in the tie line while energy is being fed

from one part of the system to the other, this energy

will go directly into the point of short circuit, while the

energy flowing in the tic line between the place of short-

circuil and the pact of the system previously receiving

power will reverse and also How into the place of short-

circuit. This will operate the contacts of the relays in

the reversed portion of the line, and this relay will <;.

the oil switches on both ends of the line to trip and
isolate the line from the rest of the system.

The relays will not operate on overload or on account

of trouble unless accompanied by a reversal of energy
only on one end of the line which they are meant to

protect. They will, however, operate when reversal of

energy flow takes place, even though the amount of

energy, the voltage or the power-factor of the line may
be low.

Fused Switch That Prevents Replacement of Fuses

While Switch Is Closed

The accompanying illustrations show a type of fused

switch in which the fuses cannot be touched except when
entirely disconnected from the circuit, as specified in

the proposed safety code of the National Bureau of

Standards. While the switch and cut-out can be read-

ily reached, no current-carrying parts are made accessi-

ble by opening the switch either for the purpose of

interrupting the circuit or to expose the fuses for in-

spection. Referring to the illustrations in which one
side of the box has been cut open to show the construc-

FUSED SWITCH—CLOSED AND PARTLY OPENED POSITIONS

tion, it will be seen that the cover of the box is hinged

at its middle point H, the upper portion of the cover

swinging out of the box and the lower part swinging
into the box. The flange I on the cover projects a

sufficient distance into the box to keep the box effectively

closed during the opening motion, until the contact A
has broken its electrical connection with contact C.

The porcelain base B, which is shown partly cut away,

swings in close relation with the service contact base D,

the baffle plate F and the bottom of the box, effectively

blocking all access to the service terminal block D of

the switch on which the service contacts C are mounted.

The box is provided with six conduit holes and inter-

changeable knock-out buttons, the arrangement being

such that a conduit hole is available from any direction
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of conduit run. The cover of the terminal chamber and
the upper front cover are arranged for sealing and may
be readily removed to facilitate wiring. These seals,

however, do not in any way hamper the normal opera-
tion of the switch. The device is made by the Palmer
Electric & Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.

Brush-Type Lever Switch

A lever switch of the Brush type designed for panel-

board and switchboard construction where there are no
live parts on the front of the board is being made by
the Krantz Manufacturing Company, 160 Seventh
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. The contact blades are of lami-

it
~
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I
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FIG. 1—BRUSH-TYPE CONSTRUCTION—REAR OF BOARD

nated construction and are held by a steel cross-bar

which rotates between bearing blades on the base, so

that each end of each brush is drawn against its re-

spective terminal plate. The cross-bar is moved by
means of an insulated handle. The manufacturer claims

that with this switch a considerable saving in slate and
in busbar copper can be made. The switch is mounted
on the rear of the board, the laminated blades forming
direct contact with the horizontal busbar which runs
across the rear of the board and the fuse terminals

mounted on the sides of the slate compartments. The
outgoing leads are connected directly to the fuse ter-

FIGS. 2 and 3- -SWITCH IN CABINET, WITH DOOR OPEN
AND DOOR CLOSED

minals by cables and run through the wiring compart-
ments to a pull box at either the top or bottom of the
switchboard. The space required from the front to the
rear of the board is not more than 8 in. for switches of
ordinary size and 12 in. for the larger-sized switches.

Contact Strips lor Electric Signs and Lamps
In order to enable the wording of electric signs to

be frequently and quickly changed when desired, and
in order to provide means of enabling one to use lamps,

appliances, etc., at various places in a room without

FIG. 1—SECTIONAL UNIT CONTACT STRIP

the use of long flexible conductors, a novel form of con-

tinuous contact strips has been developed by the Chase
Electric Company, Chicago, 111. These strips are made
in various forms for exterior mounting on the fronts

of buildings, around the edge of canopies, in lobbies, on
bulletin boards, attached to the framework for roof

FIG. 2—CONTACT PARTS AND CONTACT HOOKS

advertising signs, etc. The strips can also be used to

form slotted. contact moldings for use embedded in in-

terior walls of buildings such as libraries, clubs, hotels,

residences and hospitals. In order to give flexibility to

these strips, they are made in unit sections, which can
be joined together by means of jointed steel sections.
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FIG. 3—CONTACT STRIP, WITH BACKGROUND FOR SIGNS

Two phosphor-bronze contact rails embedded in insula-

tion compose these rails. Special contact hooks enable
one to place sign letters or to attach lamps, fans, appli-

ances, etc., to any point on the strips. Letters for use
with electric signs made with these strips are provided
with contact hooks, and the strips can also be furnished
with background for the letters made of enameled steel.

"Readers of the Electrical World may be grouped
into three classes: users, recommenders and sellers of

electrical appliances or apparatus. As the journal of an
industry, the Electrical World presents answers to

three questions: 'Why?' 'How?' 'With what?' This
department primarily concerns itself with the third

question. It describes 'with what' plans and methods
for widening the application of electricity may be put
into practice. In fifty-two preceding issues something
more than 1100 new apparatus and appliances have
been described. During the fall months lighting equip-

ment and supplies in all classes, domestic appliances in

wide variety, electrical specialties for office, store and
factory, industrial electrical appliances, and equipment
for the economical generation and distribution of elec-

trical energy, will be described, showing how such ap-
paratus and appliances will help readers put their plans
into practice."—ELECTRICAL WORLD, Sept. 4.
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\ Five-Place Calculating Device

\ calculating device for engineers which ohm ure
only 8 in. m diameter, bul which la capable of perform
ing operations for which i slide-rule la generally em
ployed havinf an accuracy <>f i m 100,000, baa been
developed bj Mr. Louis Ross, San Francisco, Cal. This
calculating device consists of i graduated dial rotating

under a slotted cover, a floating guide, and a slide

mounted at the righl of the slot. The operation of the
dial gives results to an accuracy of five significant tie

urea throughout. An accuracy of three digits can be
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8-IN. CALCULATING DEVICE FOR ENGINEERS

obtained by operating the miniature scale dial which
ordinarily is used to check and point out the precise

answer and to locate its decimal point. Variable grad-
uations have been eliminated, the dial containing equal

graduations.

To multiply and divide any series of numbers it is

only necessary to set each number in succession under
the reading line in the slot, the result being read under
the slot line. The instrument may also be used for

logarithmic calculations involving as many as five sig-

nificant digits, also for performing such complex opera-

tions as power, roots, etc. Trigonometric calculations,

it is claimed, can be made with an accuracy of from
3 to 5 seconds of arc.

The instrument is made of metal throughout, the

graduations being engraved on silvered metal surfaces.

It is made by the Computer Manufacturing Company,
San Francisco, Cal.

Adjustable Lighting Brackets

Two types of adjustable lighting fixtures, one of which
may be attached to the wall or horizontal surface and
the other to the ceiling, as shown in the accompanying
illustration, are being placed on the market by the

Newman Manufacturing Company, 717 Sycamore
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. Numerous adjustments can

be made with these fixtures, which are especially adapt-

able for use by machine, bench and desk workers. The
manufacturer points out that any style of shade can be
attached to the bracket. The bracket, which can be at-

tached to the wall, lathe or bench, r- made in 1 wo
lions, each section being is in. long, making the bracket
with attachment 10 in. long when in a straighl extended
position. The aockel holding tie- bracket permits eaay

Wlveling to any side position, and the two knuckle

joints permit easy vertical adjustment. The bracket
can therefore he adjusted to any angle or position de-

ired. Tin' joints are of cold-rolled pressed steel and
are provided with friction disks. The ceiling type of

bracket can be easily attached to the ceiling, it is de-

dared, and by means of the friction-hall joint an ad-

ADJUSTABLE WALL AND CEILING LIGHTING FIXTURES

justment of any desired angle can be obtained. The
latter-named bracket is provided with telescoping rods,

which can be raised or lowered to any desired height.

The telescoping rod fits tightly in the pipe, so that no
adjustment of thumb-screws or set screws is required.

The brackets are finished in oxidized copper.

Rigid Boring-Tool System

.A series of holders for boring tools in which special

efforts have been made to obtain great rigidity have
recently been placed on the market, having been devel-

oped by Mr. E. F. Gibbs, a mechanic in the United

States Bureau of Engraving and Printing. The system

consists of a special lathe boring bar made in ten sizes

from 0.5 in. to 2.25 in. in diameter and four types of

holders to meet various requirements. The bars are of

solid crucible steel or high-carbon steel. Three of the

four holders are one-piece tools. Tool steel is used for

the port screws, which are extra large and elongated

horizontally. The bars have two solid bearings in the

port holes and take cutters of all sizes up to their re-

spective limits.

The boring bar's cutter clamp is greatly strengthened

by the action of the push screws shown in the illustra-

tions, yet the normal exterior of the bar is not mate-

rially altered by the clamping mechanism. No special

wrench is required, and the cutter, it is claimed, cannot

tighten and affect the boring in any way, or unscrew

and loosen in turning. The adjustable boring-tool holder
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fits most lathes from 12 in. up. It has a broad square

cast-iron base of great strength and rigidity. Its hinged

elevating steel yoke which carries the bar is locked by

the clamping nut at any exact elevation.

The double reversible steel holder is made in two
sizes. It can be reversed horizontally and vertically so

as to give four bar elevations from 1% in. to 1% in.,

progressing by eighths. A '

L.-in. liner furnished with

the holder makes it practically universal. The single

HOLDERS FOR BORING TOOLS

reversible cast-iron holder is also made in two sizes

and is a one-piece rigid tool. It reverses vertically only

and is intended for two specific lathes, to the elevations

of which it is exactly fitted.

Another one of these holders is the tool-post boring-

tool holder, which is made in seven sizes. It, too, is a

one-piece tool especially designed for great rigidity.

The angular opening between the shank and the barrel

brings the strain-receiving cutter point as near as pos-

sible to the supporting tool-post wedge. The angularity

of the opening also throws the cutter point directly in

front of the wedge. These tools are being manufactured
by the Rigid Tool Holder Company, Baltimore, Md.

Small Generating Sets

The Main Electric Manufacturing Company, 500

Aiken Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., has developed several

types of small gasoline-engine-driven 30-volt generating
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FIG. 1—GENERATING SET WITH RATING OF 200 WATTS

plants. In Fig. 1 is shown the "junior" outfit complete.
The dynamo is belt-connected to a 1.5-hp. engine, as

shown, and is designed to operate twelve 20-watt lamps.
Either a 40-amp.-hr. or a 60-amp.-hr. battery of the in-

closed type may be used with the outfit. The switch-

board is of Vermont blue marble, and on it are mounted
the meters, automatic circuit-breaker, rheostat and
switches, fuses, etc. The shipping weight of the set

with the 40-amp.-hr. battery is 600 lb., and with the

60-amp.-hr. battery 700 lb.

The set illustrated in Fig. 2 is rated at 0.75 kw.

and is operated by a 1.5-hp. engine. Batteries of the
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FIG. 2—30-VOLT, 0.75-KW. PLANT

inclosed type with ratings of 40 amp.-hr., 60 amp.-hr.,

95 amp.-hr., 130 amp.-hr. and 165 amp.-hr. may be

utilized, and the total shipping weights with the re-

spective batteries are 900 lb., 1000 lb., 1250 lb., 1500
lb. and 1650 lb. The space occupied by the plant is 2.5

ft. bv 8 ft.

Recorder for Measuring Flow Over Weirs
With any type of weir or orifice the rate of flow is

dependent upon the head and, once the law of the weir
or orifice is known, may be calculated directly there-

from. For most purposes of measurement, however,
mere knowledge of the rate of flow at a given instant is

not sufficient, but continuous or total results are essen-

tial. Various types of flow recorders have, therefore,

been developed, one of which is illustrated herewith.
The apparatus includes a float which moves vertically in

response to changes in head. With weirs or orifices

where there is a free surface of the liquid on the up-
stream side, this float rests directly on the surface,
whereas with Pitot tubes and Venturi tubes it ordinarily
rests upon the surface of mercury in one of the legs of
a U-tube, the ends of which are subject to the differen-

tial pressure due to the Venturi or Pitot tube.
If the motion of the float is employed directly to actu-

ate the recording device, so that the motion of the re-

cording pen is directly as the motion of the float, or in

proportion to it, a record of rate of flow can be obtained,
but the divisions on the chart are not in general equal
for equal increments in rate of flow. It is therefore
necessary to incorporate some kind of translating or
modifying mechanism between the motion of the float

and the motion of the recording pen. This translating
mechanism is ordinarily a cam. Besides taking account
of the law over the weir, the translating mechanism
must also provide the proper ratio between float move-
ment and pen movement. In the design of recorders for
use with V-notch and rectangular weirs it is customary
to make the total length of the cam much greater than
the movement of the float, using a multiplying gearing
between the float stem and the cam.

In the flow recorder shown herewith the cam is laid

out as a spiral on a flat circular plate, and the multiply-
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Inj mechanism consist "t .1 imall drum mounted upon
the spin. lie of the cam and having wrapped ;ii">ui it a

thin metal cable which la attached to the floal pindle, a

counterweight on another cable serving t" keep the fir 1

cable taut. Tin' spiral groove is cu1 mto tii«' surface >»i

the disk and is so arranged thai tin- pari "i the cam
corresponding to low heads is near the center of the

disk, and the part corresponding to high heads is near

(he periphery of the disk, whereb] the angle between

a tangenl to the earn at any point and a tangenl at the

FIGS. 1 AND 2—RECORDER REMOVED FROM CASE, WITH
CHART DRUM, PEN AND INTEGRATOR REMOVED, AND
INSTRUMENT COMPLETE IN DUSTPROOF CASE

same point to a circle concentric with the disk is kept

small, owing to the fact that what would otherwise be

the steeper part of the cam is at the greater radius.

To accommodate the recorder for use with weirs of dif-

ferent heights it is necessary only to substitute cable

drums of the proper respective diameters. One cam
serves for all weirs, having the same law connecting

head and flow.

The chart being driven uniformly by a clock, the pen

not only records the rate of flow at each instant but the

area under the pen-trace is proportional to the total flow

for any elapsed period. In other words, the user of this

recorder is supplied not only with a history of the rate

of flow, as, for instance, the rate at which his boilers

have been fed throughout the day, but may also obtain

by the use of an ordinary engine planimeter the total

amount of water which has been fed to the boilers, and

by comparing this quantity with the amount of coal

used may determine the total and average evaporation

for the day.

Many users, however, desire to obtain the total flow

directly, without the use of a planimeter, and for this

purpose an integrating attachment has been added. To
meet another requirement a visible pointer moving along

a large scale with open divisions has been added, mak-

ing it possible to read the rate of flow from a distance

away from the instrument.

The instrument is properly adjusted when the float

is at zero position ; that is, when the level of water upon

which it rests is at the zero level of the weir, the cam
must be at zero position, the pen on the zero line of the

chart, and the integrator roller at the center of the

aluminum disk.

One clock is employed with the instrument. It is

equipped with a weight-operated pendulum movement,

making eighty beats per minute. Both chart drums and

integrator disk are attached directly to spindles ol the

clock tram. The heav) propelling weight 1 bu pended
1 >y a cable which wind ov< 1 a drum, the pindle ol which
also Carrie the chart drum. This spindle is directly

upported bj ample bearings on eith 1 ide ol the cable

drum and is connected by a flexible roupling to the flr 1

shaft of the clock movement. Inasmuch as the chart

drum makes one revolution 111 twentj lour houi . tin

is the speed of rotation of the cable drum, which
i

such diameter that the clock urn. lit. will fall a little

than half the height of the recorder casing in that time,

When the record drum is removed a handle is exp<

hy means of which the cloek may be wound, 1 he intention

being that the operator shall wind the clock for a day's

run when changing records, thus making it a regulai

routine that will become habitual. The weight used if

of the size ordinarily used for eight-day clocks, and as

it expends its entire energy in two days instead of eight

days, the clock movement has considerable power.

The clock spindle which revolves with the weight
drum carries at its other end a gear meshing with a

pinion on the spindle of the integrator disk, the motion
thus being transmitted directly. The integrator disk is

on the same level with the chart drum, so that the two
are side by side, symmetrically placed in the casing and

at all times visible through the door, as shown in Fig. 2.

A gear on the spindle of the integrator disk drives an

intermediate pinion on the spindle of a gear which
drives the escapement, giving altogether only three gear

reductions from driving weight to pendulum.
The Cochrane flow recorder, as it is called, is being

manufactured by the Harrison Safety Boiler Works,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Ventilated Semi-Indirect Fixture

In the accompanying illustration a semi-indirect fix-

ture is shown in which a small hole is drilled in the

bottom of the bowl to cause a circulation of air in the

proper direction. As a result the fixture is well adapted

for use with gas-filled lamps. The reflector measures 17

SEMI-INDIRECT UNIT FOR GAS-FILLED LAMPS

in. in diameter and is white-enameled. Three straps

suspended from the reflector engage the bowl. The bowl

is of translucent glass, sand-blasted, and can easily be

removed by spreading one of the three straps holding it.

These fixtures are made for lamps up to 500 watts

rating by the Cleveland Chandelier Company, Cleveland,

Ohio.
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Wiring Statistics for the City of

Philadelphia.—In the annual report of

the electrical bureau of Philadelphia for

1914 it is shown that on Dec. 21,

1914, there were 87,761 poles and

18,754 miles of overhead wire on city

streets and 8,052,474 ft. of conduit,

61,268,368 ft. of duct and 556,030 miles

of conductor under city streets. There

has been a gradual decrease in the

mileage of overhead lines since Dec.

31, 1910, and an increase of under-

ground circuits.

Kansas City's Fall Festival Electric.

—The Kansas City Electric Light Com-
pany is completing its plans for the

"fall festival electric," which will be

held at the Electric Shop Sept. 30 to

Oct. 11. All devices except vacuum
cleaners and washing machines will

be sold at 20 per cent discount. Local

manufacturers and jobbers are co-op-

erating, as in the past, and the event

will be advertised in many unusual

ways. As heretofore prizes will be

given, but this year these prizes will

consist of definite amounts of electric-

service, the commodity the sale of

which the festival is designed to extend

and augment.

To Fight Bagdad Mosquitoes with

Electric Fans.—Electric fans of great

size and power form an important part

of the equipment with which two in-

trepid American adventurers purpose

to exterminate the gigantic mosquitoes

which infest the caliph's palace at Bag-
dad. According to the unimpeachable
testimony of a newspaper interviewer

who talked with these Jersey experts

just before they sailed for the banks
of the Euphrates at the caliph's royal

invitation, the electric fans are to be
used to blow the aroma from a power-
ful narcotic through the rooms of the

palace, causing the mosquitoes to fall

into a condition of coma, when they can
be swept up by thousands and de-

stroyed.

Atlantic City's Electric Signs.—In

reply to a recent agitation at Atlantic
City, N. J., looking to the removal of

all overhead and roof electric signs,

an interested citizen offers the follow-

ing estimate of the value of the local

electrical displays: "Space for signs on
top of buildings facing the Boardwalk
rents for from $300 up to $1,500 a year.
I have heard it said that in one or

two instances $2,000 is paid, but I do
not believe this. As for the charges
that the signs create fictitious values,

I know that in one instance $800 de-

rived from the rental of a sign space
made it possible to take $200 per
annum each off the rental of four
stores and thus helped the lessees with-
out doing the landlord any harm. And
that isn't all by any means. Take
down the signs and the city will have
to spend $25,000 a year more than at

present to make up for the lost illumi-

nation."

Automobile Output of the United
States for 1914 Was 700,000 Cars.—
Statistics on the manufacture of auto-
mobiles, both gas and electric, in the

United States for last year, collected

by the Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce, place the number of cars built

Multiphase
Currents

Miscellaneous News [terns

Picked from t i i* - Happenings

of the Industry

during the twelve months ended June

30, 1915, at 703,527. These cars are

valued wholesale at $523,463,803, which

is an advance of 36 per cent in the

number of cars, and more than 10 per-

cent in value over the previous year.

Sales of passenger cars of all types

to June 30, which is the end of the

year in the industry, were 665,826, for

which the manufacturers received

$450,941,131, while the sales of com-

mercial vehicles of all types are esti-

mated at 37,700, valued at $72,522,692.

The figures for twelve months ended

June 30, 1914, were 515,101 cars, pas-

senger and commercial, valued at

slightly more than $485,000,000. More
than 2,000,000 cars are now registered

in the United States, based on the

reports of the States which require

registration.

Los Angeles Passes Wiring Ordi-

nance.—The new electric-wiring ordi-

nance for Los Angeles, which has been

under discussion for nearly two years,

has been passed by the City Council.

The principal feature of the ordinance

requires that all wiring installed in

residences and other buildings must be

inclosed in metal conduits and all out-

lets must be of approved design and

construction. The ordinance, while it

is patterned after the model specifica-

tions of the National Fire Protection

Association, exempts small cottages and
bungalows of inflammable construc-

tion, and the danger to such structures,

which are very popular in Southern

California, will be as great as formerly.

The city's electrical department is

working on a revision of the building

code, and it is proposed that the new
regulations shall be enforced strictly.

Recent inspections have shown that

the storage of goods in attics has be-

come a source of fire hazard, especially

in the residence district, and efforts

will be made to require all electric

wires in attics to be protected.

A 25,000-Subscriber Telephone Ex-
change for Chicago.—What will be one

of the largest telephone exchanges in

the world is now being completed by
the Chicago Telephone Company at

6041 Kenwood Avenue, Chicago. The
original equipment will serve more
than 25,000 telephones, which is a larg-

er number of instruments than are in

use in the whole city of New Orleans or

Jersey City, N. J., and more telephones

than are in service in the countries of

Greece, Portugal, Serbia and Bulgaria
combined. The "A" switchboard of the

exchange, where all incoming calls are

received, will have positions for nearly

100 operators and will extend in a con-

tinuous line as long as half a city block.

The distributing frame, where the ca-

bles containing the wires that connect

subscribers' telephones terminate, is

the largest frame of its kind ever in-

stalled. Three Beparate exchanges

—

Hyde Park, Midway and Blackstone

—

will be housed in the new office building

at the outset, and the structure is large

enough to care for three additional ex-

changes, which it is expected will be re-

quired in this company's territory ulti-

mately.

Educating Meter Testers. — The
meter testers of the Duquesne Light

Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., are accu-

rate and experienced wiremen who have

been advanced. In order to check up
their work thoroughly and accurately

and so remedy any defects, the com-

pany has caused an educational test

board to be erected on which is in-

stalled one of each of the various

makes and types of meters in use

on its lines. There are five makes
and twenty-six types. The meters on

the board are purposely put out of cali-

bration and defects introduced, all of

which the tester is expected to remedy.
When his work is completed the fore-

man checks up the meters and thereby

informs himself of the tester's ability,

knowledge and workmanship. Over
each meter is a slip of paper with a

typewritten name and address of the

customer on whose premises the meter
is supposed to be installed, and the

tester is required to write up a report

of the test accordingly. This examina-
tion is proving of value in enabling the

testers to discover their own deficien-

cies and in raising the standard of

work. The board also enables the ap-

prentices in the meter department to

learn the characteristics of the vari-

ous types of meters.

Calculation of the Strength of Elec-

tric Currents.—The Bureau of Stand-

ards, Washington, D. C, has just pub-

lished Scientific Paper No. 255, entitled

"The Calculation of the Maximum
Force Between Two Parallel, Coaxial,

Circular Currents." The paper contains

a formula which gives the critical dis-

tance as a function of the ratio of the

radii of the coils. Probably the most
accurate method for the determination

of the value of the strength of an elec-

trical current in absolute measure is by
means of the Bayleigh current balance,

in which the current to be measured is

passed in series through two parallel

circular coils of unequal radii, one of

which is suspended from the beam of a

balance. The distance between the
planes of the coils is varied until the

force of attraction between the two
coils is a maximum, and the value of

the force is obtained by adding weights
to the other arm of the balance until its

equilibrium is restored. Since the maxi-
mum force obtainable depends on the
ratio of the radii of the coils alone, and
not on their individual dimensions, it is

necessary only to determine further the
ratio of the radii of the coils, and this

may be done with great accuracy by
electrical means. The formulas given
in the paper are illustrated by
numerical examples and tables, and the
new formulas are shown to give results
in agreement with those derived by the
more indirect and laborious method of
interpolation.
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News of the Industry
I Review nf Activities in the Electrical Manitfacturing, Selling

uihI Central-Station Fields

Associations and Societies

Vermont Electrical Association.—The midsummer net

ing ami outing of the Vermonl Electrical Association was

held at Rutland, Sept 9 and it), this being the week of the

Rutland fair and carnival. It was planned to have a clam-

bake on Sept. in. C. 11. West, Rutland, Vt., is Becretary-

ireasurer of the association.

ssissippi Klectric Association.—The annual meeting of

issippi Electric Association will he held at Hat-

tiesburg, Nov. 10 and 11. There will be no papers at the

convention, the time being given over to discussions of

of interest to all. These subjects will be decided

upon by a committee appointed by the president.

Electrify Dallas."—The Dallas (Tex.) Electric Club has

taken as its slogan the motto "Electrify Dallas," and al-

ready has a large membership enlisted in this campaign.

At the August meeting J. H. Mosely was appointed editor of

Kilowatts, the club's little bulletin, which will hereafter be

issued monthly. The resignation of H. S. Cooper as sec-

retary has been accepted and E. N. Willis has been elected

to the office of secretary-treasurer. Communications to the

secretary's office should be addressed to 1701 North Mar-

ket Street, Dallas.

Conventions Next Week.—As already announced in these

columns, the following conventions are scheduled for next

week: Association of Edison Illuminating Companies,

Spring Lake, N. J., Sept. 13 to 15; Institute of Radio Engi-

neers, San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 13 to 18; Electrical Supply

Jobbers' Association, Niagara Falls, Ont., Sept. 14 to 16;

New England Section, N. E. L. A., Mount Kineo, Me., Sept.

14 to 17; American Electrochemical Society, San Francisco,

Cal., Sept. 16 to 18; American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 16 to 18.

Revision of A. I. E. E. Constitution.—The constitutional

revision committee of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers has notified the membership urging it to submit

suggestions on the revision of the constitution of the so-

ciety through the secretary by Oct. 1. On account of the

requirements of the constitution relating to the adoption

of amendments, it is necessary that the committee shall

formulate its recommendations regarding amendments

within the next few months if there is to be any action

during the present administrative year. Bancroft Gherardi

is chairman of the constitutional revision committee.

Program for Convention of Southeastern Section, N. E.

L. A.—The annual convention of the Southeastern Section

of the National Electric Light Association, as already an-

nounced in these columns, will be held at Asheville, N. C,

Sept. 22 to 24, with headquarters at the Grove Park Inn.

At the opening session of Wednesday afternoon Mayor

Rankine of Asheville will deliver the address of welcome,

the response to which will be presented by E. C. Deal. Capt.

W. T. Weaver, president of the North Carolina Electrical

Power Company, will follow with an address on the topic

of hydroelectric development. At the public-policy session

of Thursday evening Governor Craig of North Carolina

will speak on the public relations of utility companies.

Among the papers to be presented at the technical sessions

are the following: "Accounting," A. A. Wilbur, Columbus,

Ga.; "Advertising and Its Direct Relation to the Central-

Station Field," J. J. McManus, Harrison, N. J.; "Electric-

Heating Devices," W. M. Stearns, Pittsfield, Mass.; "Ef-

ficiency in Serving the Consumer," J. M. Mohl, Cordele,

Ga.; "Electric Power for Driving Textile Mills," H. A. Orr,

Anderson, S. C; "Distant-Control Switchboard Design,"

Stephen Q. Hayes, Pittsburgh, Pa.; "Sale of Energy to

Municipally Owned Distributing Systems of Street Light-

ing," W. Rawson Collier, Atlanta, Ga.; "High-Tension Sys-

tems and Their Operation," W. E. Mitchell and H. H. Dewey,

Birmingham, Ala.; "Electric Drive in a Cotton eed-Oil
Mill," J. W. Run*, Charleston, S. C; -Taxes and Public

Service Companies," n. II. Carr, Raleigh, N. C.

E. V . A. Cleveland Meeting to He an "Efficiency Conven-
tion."— In view of i he heavy drain on business organize
tions resulting from the "convention habit," it has been
determined to make the coming meeting of the Electric

Vehicle Association at Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. IX and 1'.), an
"efficiency convention," and to this end the meeting will be

a working session throughout. Following is a list of some
of the papers to be read: "Industrial Trucks in the Service

of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company," T. V. Buckwalter,
Pennsylvania Railroad; "The Electric Taxicab," I. S. Scrim-
ger, general manager Detroit Taxicab & Transfer Com-
pany; "The Hartford Electric Company's Experience with
the Battery Maintenance and Battery Exchange System,"
Samuel Ferguson, vice-president Hartford (Conn.) Electric

Light Company; "The Function of the Electric Garage," R.

Macrae, Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago; "Com-
parative Development of General Power and Commercial
Electric-Vehicle Loads and Function of Power Salesmen as

Electric-Vehicle Solicitors," H. H. Holding and S. G.

Thompson, Public Service Corporation of New Jersey;

"Problems We Are Facing and How They May Be Met,"
George H. Kelly, secretary Baker, Rauch & Lang Com-
pany and president Electric Automobile Manufacturers'
Association; "The Field for the Small Electric Delivery

Vehicle," Charles A. Ward, secretary and treasurer Ward
Motor Vehicle Company; "Electric Vehicles in Municipal
Service," Arthur J. Slade, consulting engineer for New
York City; "The Comparative Operation of Electric and
Gasoline Machines in the Same Service," by D. N. Nims and
W. J. Miller in collaboration with Mr. Pratt.

Washington Convention of Illuminating Engineering So-

ciety.—At the ninth annual convention of the Illuminating

Engineering Society, to be held at the New Willard Hotel,

Washington, D. C, Sept. 20 to 23, there will be presented,

in addition to the reports of the committees on nomenclature
and standards, on lighting legislation, on research, and on

progress, papers on the following subjects: "Lighting of

Ships," by H. A. Hornor; "Lighting of a Passenger
Steamer," by H. F. Spaulding; "Life-Testing of Incandes-

cent Lamps at the Bureau of Standards," by Dr. G. W.
Middlekauff, J. F. Skogland and B. Mulligan; "Use of Port-

able Photometers," by W. F. Little; "Compensating Illumi-

nating Test Plates," by Dr. C. H. Sharp; "Illumination Ef-

ficiencies as Determined in an Experimental Room," by
Ward Harrison and Earl A. Anderson; "Semi-indirect Office

Lighting of the Chicago Edison Building," by W. A. Dur-

gin and J. B. Jackson; "Street Lighting with Gas Lamps,"
by George S. Barrows; "Arc Lamps for Street Illumina-

tion," by H. E. Clifford; "New Types of Incandescent Lamps
and Their Relation to Street-Lighting Problems," by W. H.

Rollinson; "Application of Principles of Scientific Street

Lighting," by F. A. Vaughn; "How Can a Combination Gas
and Electric Company Render the Best Service to the Cus-

tomer?" by A. B. Spaulding and H. N. Potter; "The Selec-

tion of a Standard Unit for Lighting," by W. H. Moulton;

"Small Incandescent Lamps and Special Illumination

Problems," by R. P. Burrows; "Illumination and One Year's

Accidents," by R. E. Simpson; "The Application of Crova's

Method of Colored-Light Photometry to Modern Incandes-

cent Illuminants," by Dr. H. E. Ives and R. F. Kingsbury;

"The Relative Photographic and Visual Efficiencies of Light

Sources," by L. A. Jones, M. B. Hodgsen and Kenneth Russ;

"A Method for Studying the Behavior of the Eye Under
Different Conditions of Illumination," by Prof. F. K. Richt-

myer and H. L. Howes; "The Flame Pilot Ignition of In-

candescent Gas Lamps," by C. W. Jordan; "Practical Illu-

mination as Exemplified by Some Recent Installations of In-

candescent Gas Lamps," by R. F. Pierce; "Mercury-Vapor
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Lamps for Industrial Lighting," by W. A. 1). Evans; "The
Retinal Sensibilities Related to Illuminating Engineering,"

by Dr. P. G. Nutting; "Vision and Brightness of Surround-
ings," by P. W. Cobb; "A Flux Method of Obtaining Aver-
age Illumination," author to be named later; "Artificial Il-

lumination of Architectural Interiors," by David Crownfield;
"Artificial Lighting of Typical Offices in the State, War and
Navy Department Building," by W. E. Chapman; "Lighting
in Down-Town Office Buildings," by A. O. Dicker and J. J.

Kirk; "Present Practice in the Lighting of Armories and
Gymnasiums with Tungsten-Filament Lamps," by A. L.

Powell and A. B. Oday; "Ultra-Violet Light and the Eye,"
by W. E. Burge; "Production and Application of Ultra-

violet Rays," by Max von Recklinghausen; "The Parabolic-

Mirror," by F. A. Benford; "Some Experiments on the Eye
with Inverted Reflectors of Different Densities," by Prof.

C. E. Ferree and G. Rand; "The Effect of Variation of At-
mospheric Pressure on the Candle-Power of Flames," by
Dr. E. B. Rosa, E. C. Crittenden and A. H. Taylor.; "Yellow
Light," by M. Luckiesh, and "Artificial Illuminants for Use
in Practical Photography," by C. E. K. Mees.

Public Service Commission News
Indiana Commission

The contest that has centered about the Danville Light,
Heat & Power Company has again been brought be-
fore the Public Service Commission for settlement, citizens

having petitioned the commission for authority to erect

a competing plant. They charge inadequacy of service and
discourtesy of officials. The Merchants' Heat & Light Com-
pany of Indianapolis has sought to connect transmission
lines with the Danville plant as a remedy for the situation,

but the county commissioners of Hendricks County, in

which Danville is situated, refused permission. The ques-
tion of rates also is involved, and it is understood an at-

tempt is to be made to agree on rates that will satisfy

the citizens. The commission also is asked in the petition

to abrogate rules of the company which are objectionable to

the citizens.

Missouri Commission

Another valuation of the property of the Springfield

(Mo.) Gas & Electric Company is being made during Sep-
tember by Engineers Baldwin and Harrup of the force of
the Missouri Public Service Commission, preparatory to

further hearings of the injunction suit against the commis-
sion in the federal court. The valuation upon which the
commission based its report and ordered the reductions of
rates against which the company is contending was made by
engineers hired for the purpose by the commission.

Massachusetts Commission

The Public Service Commission has received a notification

from the Bay State Street Railway, Boston, that it pro-
poses to establish a 6-cent fare unit on its system, begin-
ning Nov. 1. The company operates probably the largest
system in the world in track mileage, about 960 miles of
line being in service. Its operations extend from Nashua,
N. H., to Newport, R. I., and its steps toward an increased
fare have been viewed as constituting one of the most
courageous and frank actions of a public service corporation
in Massachusetts in many years.

Idaho Commission

The Public Utilities Commission recently issued an im-
portant order in granting the petition of the Great Shoshone
& Twin Falls Water Power Company, approving a contract
entered into by the receiver of that corporation, William T.
Wallace, with the Electric Investment Company, by which
the lines of the two companies will be connected at or near
Mountain Home for the delivery of electrical energy to the
Electric Investment Company for the use of irrigation
pumping plants in the southwestern part of the State of
Idaho. Under the terms of the contract the Great Shoshone
Company will deliver 44,000-volt energy in an amount up to

a demand of 1200 kw. at a rate of 0.4 cent per kilowatt-
hour, with an optional understanding that additional power
over and above the 1200 kw., if needed, will be delivered
at a rate of $1 per horsepower per demand per month, plus
0.2 cent per kilowatt-hour.

Corporate and Financial
American Water Works & Electric Company, New York

City.—This company has issued its first annual report cover-
ing the year ended June 30, 1915, on the properties con-
trolled by it. The gross income of $994,475 does not include
the revenues from the West Penn Traction Company, one of
the principal subsidiaries, as the returns have not yet been
received from that property. The surplus for the year,
$478,638, was much in excess of the requirements for divi-

dends on the first preferred stock, but the setting aside of
$500,000 for the fourteen months ended June 30, 1915, toward
the reserve fund of $1,250,000 for the purpose of assisting
the financing of the construction of subsidiary water com-
panies prevented the payment of dividends on this stock.
The report is as follows:

cross Income (excluding West Penn Traction Company) 1994.476
Expenses ".

. 48,358

Net earnings $946,121
Interest on bonds, trust notes, etc 467,483

Net income $478,638
Net income April 27, 1914, to June 30, 1914 89,969

Total credits $568,607
Set aside for reserve fund $500,000
Savings in interest through exchange of notes. . 19,455

Total debits 519,455

Credit balance remaining June 30, 1915 $49,152

Cities Service Company, New York City.—The Cities
Service Company and its subsidiaries for the year ended
July 31, 1915, broke all previous records in earnings, the
combined gross earnings of the subsidiary companies being
$20,256,539. Earnings applicable to the securities of the
holding company are shown below:

Twelve "Twelve
Months Months
Ended Ended Month of Month of

July 31, 1915 July 31, 1914 July, 1915 July, 1914
Gross earnings. $4,003,721.67 $3,543,736.90 $297,625.58 $271,637 1."

Expenses 153,578.41 97,269.26 14,370.29 8,962 29

Net earnings. $3,850,143.26 $3,446,467.64 $283,255.29 $262,674.86
Interest on notes 489,999.99 320,991.07 40,833.33 40,833.34

Net to stock. .$3,360,143.27 $3,125,476.57 $242,421.96 $221,841.52
Dividends pre-

ferred ttock
paid and ac-
crued tL593, 996. 00 1,422,124.60 fl30, 833.00 fl36.833.00

Net to com-
mon $1,766,147.27 $1,703,351.97 $111,588.96 $85, 00s .52Dividends to

common stock 702,686.01

Net to surplus. $1,766,147.27 $1,000,665.96 $111,588.96 $85,008.52

Surplus reserve $358,198.48
Surplus 4,163.667.12

Total surplus and reserve $4,521,865.60

*The twelve months statement ending July 31, 1914, covers the
period three months prior and nine months subsequent to the
acquisition of the Utilities Improvement Company and the Con-
solidated Cities Eight, Power & Traction Company. fAccrued.

An upward tendency in the earnings of electric and gas
companies is shown. For July the earnings applicable to
the Cities Service Company were $297,626, which was an
increase of $25,989 over July, 1914. The net earnings
were $283,255, a gain of $20,580, and the balance applica-
ble to dividends for the month was $242,422, a gain of
$20,580. After providing for preferred dividends there was
a surplus for the common stock of $111,589, as compared
with $85,009 for July, 1914. The improvement of indus-
trial conditions in central and northwestern Ohio has
helped materially the earnings of the Central Ohio Gas &
Electric Company. The Bristol Gas & Electric Company
has obtained a five-year 200-hp. contract, while the Dan-
bury & Bethel Gas & Electric Company has extended its

lines into new territory and the Empire District Electric
Company is making a good showing as a result of the
activity in the zinc-mining and lead-mining districts of

Missouri and Kansas. The Meridian Light & Railway Com-
pany's report shows increasing business and improved condi-
tions are reported throughout that region. The increased
demand for energy from the Ohio electric light and power
properties is causing estimates to be made for additional
generating installations.
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Commonwealth Power, Railwa) \ Light Company. \i

though the reporl of tin- company for Julj ho^ a greetei

surplus than for July, 1914, the surplus for the twelve

months ended July 81, 1916, Is less than (>>> the tame

period Iaa1 year. The reporl is as folh

Month •! Jul) 1916 19H Incn
Gross •... him,: . m.i 82, '" |1,1 18,83 i |89
<

»
i •• -

1 .ii 1 1 1

»
i ricludlns

i, . 1,686

\. i earnings >.'..- :i 10.435
Intere t, et< 365,166 858,81 2

Surplus - L8 1,668 1 1,081
Tvt eh . months ended Julj 1

1

Iross • arnlngs . - (1 1,01 1,618 \1 $108,202
Operating expenses (Including

taxi
i r,56 i,188 7,699,022 183,884*

Mel earnings 86, 380 16,271,294 8236,086
Interest, etc L6 271,808

Surplus $2,179,757 82,215,479 $86,722*
Preferred stock dividend 960,000 960,000

Balance 11,219,1 i.479 $35,722*

'Decrease fin the above statement all earnings from business
done between the companies, suoh as the sale ot energy by one
company to another, have been eliminated.

Dallas (Tex.) Electric Company.—The operating income
of this company for July, 1915, although considerably less

than was reported a year ago, shows a marked improve-
ment over the preceding month. The loss in gross income,

which amounted to $144,101, was $35,030, while a decrease

of only $15,850 is shown in the net earnings of $50,099.

The surplus, after interest charges, etc., were deducted,

was $16,702, as compared with $32,299 for the same month
last year.

Eastern Power & Light Corporation, New York City.

—

This company has declared the regular quarterly dividend

of 1.5 per cent on its preferred stock, payable Sept. 15 on
stock of record Sept. 2.

Galveston-Houston (Tex.) Electric Company.—A decided

decrease in the gross operating revenue for July of this

company is noticeable in comparison with the same month
a year ago. The gross operating revenue amounted to

$174,093, which was $52,571 less than was earned in 1914,

and the net income decreased from $114,229 to $66,457.

The surplus after charges were deducted was $30,541

against $75,788 in the preceding year. There was a loss

of $321,854 in gross income for the year ended July 31, the

total earnings amounting to $21,132,941, while the net

earnings after expenses were deducted were $896,508, a de-

crease of $192,117.

Mexican Northern Power Company, Santa Rosalia,

Chihuahua, Mexico.—The directors state it to be manifest
that the company will not be able to meet the interest

coupons due Jan. 1, 1916, on the $10,000,000 thirty-year 5

per cept first mortgage bonds, and default will again take
place on that date. A committee has been formed to receive

deposits of these bonds, and it is hoped that all holders will

make such deposits by Oct. 1. These deposits are being
asked as a preliminary to arranging a plan of reorganization
for the company, the troubles of which came about through
the internal difficulties of Mexico. With the proceeds realized

from the sale of a part of the $3,000,000 6 per cent thirty-

year prior-lien bonds authorized last May and from loans
made with the prior-lien bonds as security, the company has
been able to make considerable progress on the completion
of the company's dam and transmission lines to Parral. The
plant, which is designed to furnish 40,000 hp., is situated on
the Conches River, 20 miles from Santa Rosalia. The com-
pany hopes to furnish energy for industrial plants within a
radius of 150 miles by Oct. 1.

North Platte (Neb.) Light & Power Company.—An issue
of $150,000 of first mortgage 6 per cent twenty-year gold
bonds is being offered at par and interest. The earnings
statement for the year ended April 1, 1915, follows:

Gross earnings $43,314
Operating expenses, maintenance, taxes, etc 22,951

Xet earnings $20,363
Interest on $150,000 bonds 9,000

Surplus $11,363

Northwestern Ohio Light Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

The Ohio Public Utilities Commission has authorized the

companj to I ue 1400,000 of common stock and $400,000
of 5 per cenl drat mortgage oi fti il and refunding morti
fortj year bonds at not le than par. The company, which
was recently authorized to operate everal properties in

Ohio, has been authorised i>y the commission to take ovei
lie Urbane Light Company, the Leip ic electric lighl plant,

the De bier lighl and power plant, the Van Wort Public
Service Company and the Delpho Electric Light A P<

Company. These propertie are to be paid for with the

above Is ue in the following manner: Delphoi Electric

Lighl A Power Company, $400,000 of new common Btock to

be exchanged for a like amount of Delphos common st<

$60,500 new common stock and $27,600 bonds to retire a

like amount of notes; $84,000 new bonds to be exchanged
for a like amount of Delphos bonds. Van Wort Public

Service Company, $111,000 of the new company's stock to

be exchanged for $125,000 of the Van Wort common stock;

$48,000 Of new Btock and $76,000 Of new bonds to retire a

like amount of Van Wort notes; $73,600 of new bonds to

retire B like amount of Van Wort's bonds. Urbana Light
Company, $85,000 new stock to be exchanged for a like

amount of Urbana stock; $55,000 new stock and $18,500
of new bonds to retire a like amount of the Urbana notes;

$85,000 of new bonds to retire a like amount of Urbana
bonds. The proceeds of $30,000 of new bonds are to pay
for the Deshler Light & Power Company. The proceeds

of $56,000 of bonds are to pay for the Leipsic Electric

Light plant.

Puget Sound Traction, Light & Power Company.—This
company has reported as follows for the month of June and
for the twelve months ended June 30. Comparisons with the

similar reports for the previous year show losses in gross
earnings, net earnings and surplus after charges in both

cases:

Month of June

:

1915 1914 Decrease
Gross earnings $.">92,737 $668,255 $75,518
Net earnings 210,380 254,746 44,366
Surplus after charges 29,037 78,087 49,050

Twelve months ended June 30:
Gross earnings $7,908,397 $8,701,960 $793,563
Net earnings 3,082,579 3,642,788 560,209
Surplus after charges 930,807 1,546,175 615,368

River Raisin Hydraulic Electric Company, Monroe, Mich.

—Under the authority of the Michigan Railroad Commission
the company has executed a trust mortgage to secure the

issue of $30,000 in bonds for extending and improving the

company's plant, 9 miles west of Monroe.

Southern Sierras Power Company, Denver, Col.—The
company has filed with the Railroad Commission an appli-

cation for a supplemental order approving the disposition

of the proceeds of the sale of $798,000 par value of first

and refunding bonds, and for authority to sell $150,000

additional bonds. Of the money obtained from the sale of

$79~8,000 of these bonds, $10,003.60 is to be applied to re-

imburse the company's treasury for retiring notes, and the

remainder is to be used to reduce indebtedness to the

Nevada-California Power Company. If the bonds are sold

at 90, this remainder will amount to $708,196.40, the total

being $718,200. The $150,000 of bonds are desired to be

sold to net not less than 90 per cent, the proceeds to apply

on indebtedness to the Nevada-California Power Company
and" the Sierras Construction Company.

Utah Securities Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah.

—

During the month of July the subsidiary properties showed
favorable increases both in gross and net earnings. The
gross earnings increased 7 per cent and the net earnings

increased 18 per cent. These gains are largely the result

of strenuous new-business efforts in Salt Lake City and

the renewed activity of the copper mines. The gains in

July are more remarkable when compared with a 1 per cent

gain in gross earnings for the seven months ended July 31

and a gain of 5 per cent in net earnings for the same

period.

Stone & Webster Properties.—The companies under the

Stone & Webster organization have reported on business

during July and for the twelve months ended July 31.

With the exception of the Puget Sound Traction, Light &
Power Company, the Houghton Valley electric properties,

the Savannah Electric Company, the Northern Texas Elec-

tric Company, the Keokuk Electric Company, the Cape

Breton Electric Company, the Jacksonville Traction Com-
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pany, the Galveston-Houston Company, the Sierra Pacific

Electric Company, the Key West Electric Company and

the Dallas Electric Company, all properties showed in-

creases in their surpluses after charges for the twelve

months ended July 31, 1915, as compared with the twelve

months ended July 31, 1914. The reports of several of the

larger companies follow:

Mississippi River Power Compant
Month of July : L915 1914
Gross earnings $139,828 $133, 479
Net earnings 111,110 L05.114
Surplus after charges 3,033 15,31 4

Twelve months ended July 31 :

Gross earnings $1,618,160
Nel earnings L, 272,751
Surplus after charges 7m, 740

Increase
$6,349
5,996
L2.281*

'Decrease.

Month of July :

Gross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

Twelve months ended July 31
Gross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

Keokuk Electric Compant
i !i i :,

$18,687
6,575
i.t;: i

$238,263
7.S.I2I

55,947

r.t i i

$21,643
7,796
5,982

$249,901
9 1,667
64,576

Month of July :

Gross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

Twelve months ended July 31 :

< '.ross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

Dallas Electric Compant
L915

$144,101
50,099
16,702

1914
$179,131

65,949
32,299

51,933,274 $2,283,051
806,979 929,027
406,161 594,762

El Paso Electric Company
Month of July :

Gross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

Twelve months ended July 31
Gross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

l !i i :,

$77,426
33,419
29,217

$991,199
455,04.")

404,710

1914
$83,641
34,968
30,773

$98 L.560
436,090
386,4 I 1

•Decrease.

Month of July :

Gross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

Twelve months ended July :si :

Gross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

Savannah Electric Company
191

$67,285
22,979

296

$806,732
284,164

6,476

Month of July :

Gross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

"Twelve months ended July 31 :

Gross earnings
Net earnings
Surplus after charges

Tampa Electric Company
191!
$78,979
37,524
33,159

5982,096
477,913
425,169

1914
$73,627
25,332
2,401

5850,681
284,224
10,266

1914
$83,683
39,044
34,588

$945,837
426,297
370,669

Decrease
$2,956
1,221
1,248

$11,638
16,246
8,629

Decrease
$35,030
15,850
15,597

$349,777
122,048
188,601

Increase
$6,215*
1,549*
1,556*

$9,639
18,955
18,266

Decrease
$6,342
2,353
2,697

$43,949
60

3,790

Increase
$4,704*
1,520*
1,429*

$36,259
51,616
54,500

'Decrease.

Manufacturing and Industrial
The Kuhlman Electric Company has moved from Elk-

hart, Ind., to Bay City, Mich., where it has built a new
"factory double the size of its former plant.

The Adams-Bagnall Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

has appointed H. E. Merrithew district manager of its St.

Louis office, which is at 1434 Syndicate Trust Building-

.

C. O. Mailloux, consulting- engineer, 20 Nassau Street,

New York, is in the market for between 2,000,000 and 3,000,-

'000 lamp bases which are to be supplied to a foreign con-

cern.

The Westinghouse Lamp Company, 1261 Broadway, New
York, has moved its Chicago office from 39 South La Salle

Street to the Conway Building, Clark and Washington
Streets.

H. M. Wicker, 41 Park Row, New York, has taken over
the manufacture and sale of an electric linotype pot for-

merly made by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
•Company.

C. H. Guckel, formerly general manager of the Spring-
field (Mo.) Gas & Electric Company, is planning to open an
•establishment in Springfield, with an agency for electrical

devices and supplies.

New Western Electric Quarters in Portland, Ore.—The
Western Electric Company, 4G3 West Street, New York, has
recently moved its establishment at Portland, Ore., to a
new two-story briek-and-concrete building at East Ash and
Union Streets.

Young & Vann, Birmingham, Ala., dealers in electrical

supplies, have recently taken over the business of the Tur-
ner Electric Supply Company, which was formerly the

Southern Wesco Supply Company.

The Stuart-Howland Company, Congress and PtlTCB

Streets, Boston, Mass., dealer in electrical merchandise, ha>
appointed M. B. Chase, formerly New York manager for the

Sangamo Electric Company, as representative in the New
England territory.

Wallace & Smith.—F. J. Wallace, who has conducted an

electrical store at Lodi, Cal., for more than two years, has

formed a partnership with B. L. Smith of New Orleans, and
the business will hereafter be conducted under the firm

name of Wallace & Smith.

The Burke Electric Company, Erie, Pa., manufacturer of

motors, generators and welding equipment, motor generator

sets, transformers, etc., has appointed W. T. Osboi i

direct sales representative in charge of its Kansas City

branch sales office at 1505 Commerce Building.

The Remy Electric Company.—The engineering, sales and
advertising departments of the Remy Electric Company of

Anderson, Ind., manufacturer of magnetos, have been moved
to Detroit, Mich., in the company's new building on East
Grand Boulevard, opposite the plant of the Packard Motor
Car Company.

The Clinton Electric Company, Worcester, Mass., has just

opened an electrical supply store in the Associates' Block,

Worcester. William O'Toole, for the past twelve years en-

gaged in the electrical business, is superintendent of the

company, and Thomas Moriarity, formerly with the Bruce-
Heustis Electrical Company of Fitchburg, Mass., is

manager.

Performance of Baker's Oven.—D. H. Heywood, American
Ford, Utah, reports the following performance and cost of

operation for July, 1915, of a No. 220 baker's oven manu-
factured by the Hughes Electric Heating Company of Chi-

cago, 111.: 10,000 loaves of bread, 260 dozen cinnamon rolls,

312 layer cakes, 600 dozen small cakes and cookies and
130 jelly rolls, with a total energy cost of $12.

The Smith-Ward Brake Company.—The Sauvage-Ward
Brake Company, 833 Whitehall Building, New York, manu-
facturer of electric-railway appliances, has recently changed
its name to the Smith-Ward Brake Company. The W. R.

Kerschner Company is Eastern sales agent, at 50 Church
Street, New York. The Southeastern sales agent is J. B. N.

Cardoza, Inc., Citizens' Bank Building, Norfolk, Va.

Demand for Tungsten Results in New Transmission Line.

—As a result of huge orders from Europe for tungsten, a

six-mile transmission line has been built by the Southern
Sierra Power Company from Randsburg, Cal., to the

tungsten mines at Atola, Cal., for the purpose of supply-

ing energy for enabling a great increase of production at

these mines. So urgent were the orders for tungsten that

the contract called for the completion of the line in two
weeks' time.

New Courses in Industrial Instruction.—The Wentworth
Institute, Huntington Avenue and Ruggles Street, Boston,

Mass., has this year added two new courses, a description

of which appears in its current catalog just issued. One
is a one-year day trade course in forging, hardening and
tempering, which is intended to give training to young men
who wish a thorough knowledge of both hand and machine
forging in wrought iron and steel. The second new course

is intended for those who wish to enter some one of the

manufacturing industries. The institute also offers next

year for the first time the second year of its course in archi-

tectural construction. This course is for training building

superintendents, specification men and constructionists for

architects and building contractors.

Former Importer of Ball Bearings Turned Manufacturer.

—Among the ball-bearing importers seriously affected by
the European war was the Norma Company of America.

1790 Broadway, New York, organized in 1911 to handle in

America the products of the Norma Compagnie of Cann-

statt, Germany. The "Norma" line includes single and

double annular-ball bearing, roller bearings, single-ball and
double-ball thrust bearings, combined annular-ball and ball-

thrust units and combined roller and ball-thrust bearings.

The Norma ball bearings have met with favor, it is
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claimed, foi magnetos and foi lighting generator! and
tarting motors for automobiles. In L912 the Norma Com
pany <>i' America establ mall plant In thii country
i" :i<ld to the supply of ball bearings Imported. Up to

the outbreak of tin- war the plant had gradually been en
larged. Fortunately, at thai time the company was well

stocked with bearings <>f all sixes and had several large

shipments In transit. Additions are still being made
which the manufacturer claims will continue ho long as

the demand for Norma bearings promises to exceed the sup-

ply.

Medals for Western Electric Company. The Grand Prix
was recently awarded to the Western Electric Company,
469 \\'< st street, New York, by the International Jury of

Award of the Panama Paeilie I nternat ional Exposition foi

its exhibit as a whole. Gold medals were awarded as I'ol

lows: one for telephone switchboards and equipment; an-

other for telephone train-dispatching and control appara-
tus; a third for insulated wire and cable. Two bronze med-
als were given to the company for its mine-rescue equip-

ment and mine telephones. Silver medals were awarded to

the following manufacturers, with the distribution of whose
products the Western Electric Company is closely identified;

those companies had their products displayed in the West-
ern Electric Company's exhibit: The American Electrical

Heater Company, for electric irons; the Gray Pay Station

Company, for telephone pay stations; Edwards & Company,
for annunciators; the Conlon Washing; Machine Company,
for Western Electric-Conlon washing- machines.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Aug. 31 N , Sept. 7 x

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

£ s d £ s d
London, standard spot*... 6N 10 66 .

r
>

Prime Lake 17.50 tol7.87y2 f 17.37i/> to 17.62y2 t
Electrolytic 17.37& to 18.62%t 17.25 " to 17. not"
rastins 16.50 to 17.00t 16.37% to 16.62%

t

Copper wire base 19.25f 19.25f
Lead 4.90 4.90
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter... 16.00f 16.00t
Spelter, spot 16.50 to 16.75t 15.00 to 15.25
Tin. straits 33.50 33.37%
Aluminum, 9S to 99 per cent 35.00 to 37.00 41.00 to 46".00

*OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 15.75 15.75
Brass, heavy 10.75 10.75
Brass, light 9.50 9.50
Lead, heavy 4.60 4.60
Zinc, scrap 14.00 14.00

^COPPER EXPORTS

Total tons to Sept. 7 '. 395

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
tNominal.

New Incorporations
The Lamoni Electric Company of Lamoni, la., has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $40,000. The officers

are: Albert Carmichael, president; Joseph Roberts, vice-

president; H. C. Burgess, secretary, and F. D. Blair,

treasurer.

The Marine Electric Service Company of Marine, 111., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500 by H. F.

Neale, Gertrude Neale and R. S. Seese. The company pro-
poses to supply electricity for lamps, heaters and motors;
also accessories and equipment.

The Wright Brothers Light & Power Company of Ram-
sey, 111., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$2,500 by Alva B. Wright, Raymond C. Wright and J. J.

Wright. The company intends to generate and distribute

electricity for lamps, heaters and motors.

The North Glidden Electric Company of Glidden, la., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 for the pur-
pose of supplying electricity in the township of Glidden.
The officers are: J. G. Merritt, president; J. J. Sylvester,
vice-president; C. C. Briggs, secretary, and F. P. Briggs,
treasurer.

New Industrial Companies
The Eagle Electric Companj of Detroit, Mich., hai been

Incorporated with a capital stock of (100,000 by Herman A.
Schmidt, <'. C. Shith, Arthur Greasley, Frederick S. Ba
and Henry ('. Judson.

The Cayer Siunal Companj •! Chicago, [11., ba beea
chartered with a capital stock of $250,000 to manufacture
and deal in electrical and mechanical attachment and de
vices. The incorporators are .1. I.. Cayer, Frank McDonald
and John VV. Kskholine.

Trade Publications

Test inn Of Insulators.—The R. Thoma £ Son Company,
Last Liverpool, Ohio, is sending out a folder on the testing
of its insulators.

Pole-Line Devices. -W. N. Matthews & Brother, St. Louis,
Mo., have issued a small folder which illustrates and lists

a number of their pole-line fixtures.

Outlet Boxes and Covers.—The Steel City Electric Com-
pany, 1207 Columbus Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., has prepared
Leaflet No. 151 on its outlet boxes and covers.

Water-Tube Boilers.—The A. I). Granger Company, 90
West Street, New York, has just published Bulletin No. 2

on its Oswego internally fired water-tube boilers.

Electricians' Tools.—Catalog No. 16 published by Mathias
Klein & Sons, Chicago, 111., illustrates and describes a large
number of tools for electricians, linemen and mechanics.

Water-Tube Boilers.—The Heine Safety Boiler Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo., has issued an illustrated bulletin en-

titled "Boiler Logic," which contains information on its

water-tube boilers.

Rust-Resisting Iron.—The American Rolling Mill Com-
pany, Middletown, Ohio, has issued catalogs entitled "De-
feating Rust: The Story of Armco Iron," and "Armco Rust-
Resisting Products." Both catalogs are illustrated.

Silent Chains for Textile Mills.—Publication No. 13, en-

titled "A Chain of Evidence," has been issued by the

Morse Chain Company, Ithaca, N. Y., and contains in-

formation on its silent chains for use in textile mills.

Electric Protective Equipment and Material.—Catalog
No. 1 published by the Electric Fuseguard Company, 391

Mulberry Street, Newark, N. J., contains information on
various types of inclosed fuses and other electric pro-

tective equipment.

Electrically Heated Linotype Pot.—The Mergenthaler Lin-

otype Company, New York City, has recently published an
illustrated booklet in which its experience with Cutler-Ham-
mer electrically heated linotype pots is discussed and oper-

ating cost data are given.

Motors and Generators.—The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued

descriptive leaflets as follows: No. 3796-A on its small type

CD direct-current generators, No. 3820 on its type CW
alternating-current heavy-duty slip-ring motors, and No.

3841 on its small type CD direct-current motors.

Electrical Devices.—The Western Electric Company, 463

West Street, New York, has recently issued folders on its

interphone outfits, interwoven "Flextube" conduit, Pyrene
fire extinguishers, silk shades for electric portable lamps,

Matthews "Scrulix" anchors, Diamond expansion bolts,

Standard porcelain spark plugs, Hubbell shade holders,

magneto telephones, Blue Bell batteries, magneto-telephone

switchboards, small electric motors and small generating

plants.

Inclosed Switches, Fuses and Motor Starters.—The De-

troit Fuse & Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich., has

published an illustrated bulletin, No. 37, on its "Square D"
steel-inclosed switches, Bulletin No. 38 on its "Arkless"

fuses, Bulletin No. 39 on its "Square D" steel-inclosed serv-

ice switches and distributing cabinets, Bulletin No. 40 on

its "Square D" ironclad fused switches, Bulletin No. 41 on

its "Square D" induction-motor starters, and Bulletin No.

42 on its "Square D" fused plug receptacle and attachment

plug.
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Construction News
New England

BAB HARBOR, ME.—The town haa rati-

fied the Legislative ad empowering it to

establish a municipal lighting plant

UNITY, ME.— it is reported that plans
are being considered whereby 1 1 1 <

r town will

have an < lectric street-lighting system by
the first of next year.

SWANTON, VT.—The Swanton munici-
pal electric plant is replacing its old wood
flume with a dam and a retaining wall of
concrete, making a larger forebay and add-
ing a short section to penstock to connect
with the waterwheel. Next summer the
company plans to build a new dam and to

add another hydroelectric unit. C. J.

Parker is manager.

BOSTON, MASS.—Bids will be received
at the ollice of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, 1). C.,
until Oct. J>, for the installation of a com-
plete elevator plant in the United States
appraisers' stores at Boston, Mass., in ac-
cordance with drawings and specifications,
copies of which may be obtained at the
above ollice.

PBPPERELIi, MASS.—The Town Council
has accepted the proposal of the Shirley
El. Co. of Shirley to supply electrical serv-
ice here. The proposition provides for the
purchase of the municipal distributing sys-
tem by the Shirley company, the erection of
a new substation in Pepperell and exten-
sions of lines for commercial lighting and
power services.

NAUGATUCK, CONN.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising ar-
chitect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Oct. 13, for construction, in-
cluding mechanical equipment, lighting fix-
tures and approaches, of the United States
post office at Naugatuck. Drawings and
specifications may be obtained at the above
office or from the custodian of site at
Naugatuck.
WESTPORT, CONN.—Sealed proposals

will be received up to 2 p. m., Sept. 22, by
the State Highway Commissioner, C. J.
Bennett, Hartford, for the construction of
a single-leaf deck-lift bridge over the
Saugatuck River at Westport, the bids
to include the furnishing and installing of
the necessary electrical equipment for op-
erating the bridge.

Middle Atlantic

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Bids will be re-
ceived by L. H. Pounds, president of bor-
ough of Brooklyn, Borough Hall, Brooklyn,
until Sept. 15, for installation of electric
wiring and fixtures, etc., in various offices
and rooms in basement and first floors of
the Borough Hall. Blank forms and
further information may be obtained at the
office of the Bureau of Buildings and < if

flees, 50 Court Street, Brooklyn.

EAST ROCHESTER, N. v The I

,,i Trade ha- recommended to the Village

Board a proposition for Installing orna-
mental lighting on Commercial Street from

.M to VN ashington Streel and on Mam
Street from Maple Streel to Ka n port Road.

GOWANDA, X. V. The Gowanda Lt.

8, Pwr. Co. has taken possession ol the

former Keyes El. Co, and has begun active
work in improving the lighting system here.

New poles are being erected and a large
generator for temporary use is being in-

stalled. Plans are now being made for a

new power house.

NEW YORK, X. ST.—Bids will be re-

ceived by R. A. C. Smith, commissioner of

docks, Pier A, foot of Batters Place, North
River, until Sept. 16, for furnishing cyl-

inder, dynamo and marine-engine oils.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will lie received
by William Williams, commissioner of de-
partment of water, gas and electricity,

Room 234 2, Municipal Building, New York,
until Sept. 13, for furnishing electric incan-
descent lamps. Blank forms for proposals
and further information may be obtained
at the above office.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the Board of Water Supply, city

of New York, Municipal Building, New
Y'ork, until Sept. 28 for furnishing and in-

stalling electrical operating equipment for
gang-driven valves and sluicegates at Asho-
kan, Kensico, Hill View and Silver Lake
reservoirs. For details see proposal col-

umns.
NEW Y'ORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the State Hospital, Commission,
Albany, N. Y., until Sept. 24 for addition to

power house, including construction, heat-
ing and equipment, plumbing and drainage,
electric work and coal and ash conveying
equipment, at Manhattan State Hospital,
Ward's Island, N. Y. Drawings and speci-
fications may be obtained at the Depart-
ment of Architecture, Albany, N. Y., upon
deposit of $10, and may be consulted at the
Manhattan State Hospital and at the New
Y'ork office of the Department of Architec-
ture, Room 1224, Woolworth Building.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the board of trustees, Bellevue
and Allied Hospitals, Bellevue Hospital, 415
East Twenty-sixth Street, New Y'ork, until

Sept. 16, for furnishing and installing the
interior telephone system, including main
trunk cables, etc., of Bellevue Hospital.
Blank forms and further information may
be obtained at the office of contract clerk,
400 East Twenty-ninth Street, New York.

SKANEATELES, N. Y—The Niagara,
Lockport & Ontario Pwr. Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., has petitioned the Public Service
Commission for permission to construct
electric lines here.

JHNKINTOWN, PA.—The State Public
Service Commission has granted the Jen-
kintown Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co. a rehearing
of application for approval of the contract
between that company and the township
to supply a municipal electric-lighting sys-
tem using 25-cp. tungsten gas-filled incan-
descent lamps.

NORTHAMPTON, PA. The Borough
Council has entered Into contract with
lie- Lehigh Valley Lt. ^ Pwr. Co. of Allen-
town for the installation of aboui
magnetite-arc lamps and a large number
of 40-watt series Incandescent lamps for

i Illumination.

SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA The L. P.

Lipshutz Cigar Co. of Philadelphia la con-
templating the construction of a large cigar
factory in Soutli Bethlehem The plant, it

is understood, will i»- equipped throughout
with electrically driven machinery.

TARENTUM, PA. The borough
authorized tie- expenditure of (21,000 foi

Improvements to the municipal electric
plant, famine.! s. h Martin of Pittsburgh
will have charge of the work.

( 'AMI HON. N. .1 A special committee
has been appointed by the Hoard of Educa-
tion to engage an architect and make ar-

rangements for preliminary work for the

construction of a new manual training and
high school, to cost about ¥400,000.

CAPE may, N. J - At an election to be
held Sept. II the proposal to establish a

municipal electric-lightfng plant will be sub-
mitted to the voters.

M I LI. VI LLE, N. J.— Bids will be received

by It B. Corson, director Of public safety,

Millville, until Sept 17 for lighting the
streets and public places of the city of

Millville for a period of Ave years, in ac-
cordance with plans and specifications pre-
pared by W. E. S. Temple, consulting en-
gineer.

NEWARK, N. J.—The American Syn-
thetic Dyes, Inc., will erect a new power
plant on Avenue R, to be used for manu-
facturing operations.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Mayor Preston is

considering the advisability of utilizing

Jones' Falls as a source of hydroelectric
power. The projected development will

cost about $200,000, it is reported, and the

plans are in the hands of E. 1). Whitman,
consulting engineer to the Water Board.

WINCHESTER, MD.—It is reported that
the advisability of establishing a municipal
electric-light plant is being considered. Dr.
Hunter H. McQuire is chairman of the light

committee.

BERKELEY SPRINGS, W. VA.—The
Northern Virginia Pwr. Co. of Winchester,
Va., is planning to increase the water-
power development of its hydroelectric
plant on the Cacapon River, five miles from
Berkeley Springs. The plans provide for

the installation of a 1200-hp. water turbine,

already purchased.
FARMVILLE, VA.—The contract for ex-

tensons to the municipal electric light and
water systems has been awarded to the

J. B. McCrary Co. of Atlanta, Ga.

NORFOLK, VA.—Bids will be received at

the office of the supervising architect.

Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Sept. 28 for elevator repairs in the

United States court house and post office at

Norfolk, Va. For details see proposal col-

umns.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the superintendent.
State, War and Navy Building. Washing-

How Construction Plans Were Laid to Repair Houston's Storm Damage Before It Happened

Rapid reconstruction work — planned
while the great tropical hurricane which
swept the Oulf Coast of Texas on Aug. 16
was still at its height, and executed with
the help of line crews and supplies that had
been summoned from neighboring cities be-

i mJflr 4 € a *>ffi e sj e a toXJlli < c a telf't < e e uX/lU * e e <c i

At Houston the Advance Antics of the
Barometer Gave the Cue for Summoning
i lutside Construction Help Before the
Telegraph Lines Went Down

fore the telegraph lines went down as the
storm approached — resulted in restoring
service to the customers of the Houston
(Tex.) Lighting & Power Company with a
minimum interruption of only five hours.
Early on Monday, the day of the hurri-
cane, when the swiftly falling barometer
and the threatening Weather Bureau re-
ports gave the first warnings of the blow,
Dan Hegarty, general manager of the Hous-
ton company, began to use the telegraph
wires in an effort to get outside line crews
and construction material into Houston in
preparation for any damage that might be
wrought. Before the telegraph circuits
finally ceased working—for during the next
fortj eight hours Houston was isolated
from all outside communication—men were
reached in towns and cities as far away as
New Orleans, and during the ensuing two
days, while Houston was still cut off from
the world, the railroads which were able
to resume partial operation were already
bringing men and supplies into Houston,
reaching there in time to render much as-
sistance- in the work of restoring service.
The company's power plant, storeroom and
ollice building became camps for the work-
ers during the following busy days and
nights of reconstruction. Two hundred
extra arc lamps were ordered shipped by
express to Supplement the Houston coin
pany'S normal stock of fifty, which went
quickly to replace lamps destroyed. Fortu-
nately the Houston properties went through
the storm with only slight damage to lines.

but the fact that service was restored to the
business district with only five hours' In-

terruption was largely due to the sound ex-
ecutive judgment in planning to meet the
contingencies of the storm while they were
yet impending.

Some Effects of the Gulf Coast Storm of

Aug. 16. Overhead Lines, Poles and
Roofs All Suffered In the High Wind and
the Accompanying Deluge of Rain
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NotHi Central
Bl RR OAK, MICH The elector! of

Burr Oak Township, St Clair County, have
confirmed the arrant of franchise i<> the
i 'nii.'ii El t 'o tor ilw pm I- rating
in the township The plan of the company
Is to conned us stations In Bun Oak,
Colon, M.ii, ion. Leonldas and Parkville
Townships togethei so as to )>•• able to fur
nlsh electricity al a reduced coat Pran
chises have already been secured In other
tow nshlpe

HOLT. Mil n The Consumers' Pv<
ol Lansing Is to extend Its lines to this
village.

MONROE, Mien By authority of the
State Railroad Commission, the River
K.iisin Hydraulic Bl. c<>. has executed a
1

1
ust mortgage to secure the issue of $30,-

000 in bonds for extending and Improving
the company's plant. 9 miles wesl of Mon-
roe

MOUNT PLEASANT, MICH.—The City
Council Is considering the plan of the cit'v
owning and operating the planl and equip
ment ol the Consolidated Lt. & Pwr. Co.,
Mount Pleasant, which Is now In the hands
of the receivers.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.— Joseph Reichert
and others are interested in the construc-
tion of a new 50-ton Lee plant, to be con-
trolled by independent ice dealers of this
City. Plans will be furnished by the York
lee Machine Co. of York, Pa.
DAYTON, OHIO.—The Davton Pwr. &

Lt, Co. has secured franchises and street-
lighting contracts in the villages of Spring
\ alley and Bellbrook, and expects to fur-
nish electrical service in both villages be-
fore the end of the year. Thomas F. Kellv
is commercial manager.
LOGAN, OHIO.—Bids will be received at

the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Oct. 14, for construction, including
mechanical equipment and approaches, of
the United States post office at Logan.
Drawings and specifications mav be ob-
tained at the above office or from the cus-
todian of site at Logan.
LONDON, OHIO.—Arrangements are be-

ing made to erect new ornamental street
lamps on several streets for which funds
are available. The system will be extended
to other streets as soon as the money is
appropriated.
MASSILLON, OHIO.—The Citv Council

is considering the installation of a new
ornamental street-lighting system, plans
for which have been submitted by E Whit-
ford Jones, consulting engineer of Cleve-
land. The plans call for the erection of
1121 lamps and will be installed by the
Massillon Gas & El. Co., if approved bv the
Council.

OSTRANDER, OHIO. — Electricity for
street lamps and other purposes will be
supplied by the electric plant installed in
the garage owned by J. C. Maugans.
SALEM, OHIO.—An ordinance was re-

cently passed granting the Salem El. Lt.
& Pwr. Co. the right to construct and main-
tain an electric light, heat and power plant
in Salem. The company agrees to replace
motors now in use on the lines of the Co-
lumbia County Lt. & Pwr. Co. with motors
that will be suitable to 60-cycle energy,
which the new company expects to furnish.

UHRICHSVTLLE. OHIO.—A committee
of the City Council is inspecting munici-
pally owned plants in the State with a
view toward considering plans for a local
plant.

WOOSTER. OHIO.—The Wooster El.
Co. is constructing a line from Wooster to
Smithville for the purpose of lighting the
streets of that village and the residences,
business houses, etc. The line will also
extend to Oak Grove church, to furnish elec-
trical service in that vicinity, and to resi-
dents along the line. A lighting service will
also be installed in the village of Madison-
burg. The transmission line will be from
9 to 12 miles in length and will involve the
use of about 600 poles, about 250 meters
and 40 60-watt tungsten lamps for street-
lighting purposes. C. P. Allis of the elec-
tric company is the engineer.
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are being considered by II. P. SeUl
CO.. POUrth and Walnut Streets, lor the in

stailatlon of a private llghl Ins plant, to be
driven bj an ofl engine
PRESTONBURG, KY, Construction of

the < lonsolldal Ion Coal < to.'s long distance
power transmission line has been completed
from Jenkins to Preatonburg. This line, In

tended primarily t" supply energy for mln-
". rations, will also supply electricity

for lighting a number of towns In the Big
Sandy Valli j

PROVIDENCE, KY. The proposal to
10,000 in bonds to establish a munici-

pal electric-lighl planl will be sui tted
to the voters al the November election.
The Providence Bl, Lt. Co., now operating
without a franchise, has offered Its plant
to the city.

AUBURN, INI).- City bonds to the
amount of $6,000 have been sold to cover
the cost of Installing a boulevard lighting
system.
BOONYILLK, [ND.—Within the next

twelve months the Boonville El. Lt. & Pwr.
Co. expects to install a stationary boiler.
K. H. weyerbacher is manager.
COLUMBIA CITY. IND.-The Columbia

City El. Lt. & Waterworks Co. expects to
install within the next eight months an en-
gine, generator and switchboard. S. C.
Schultz is superintendent.

ALTON, ILL.—The contract for construc-
tion of a power house for the Illinois Insane
Hospital (under construction) at Alton has
Li ii awarded to J. J. Wuellner & Son of
Alton, at $64,000.

CARTHAGE, ILL.—Arrangements are
being made to transmit electric energy
from the Keokuk-Hamilton plant to Car-
thage to be utilized for power and illumina-
tion purposes.

CHICAGO, TLL.—The Chicago & North-
western Ry. Co. has engaged the John S.

Metcalf Co., grain elevator engineer, 619
Temple, Chicago, to act as designing and
consulting engineer for its new grain ele-
vator plant at South Chicago. The plant
will be equipped with electrically driven
machinery, deriving power from a complete
independent power plant of 4700 hp. Water-
tube boilers and turbo-generators will be
used. An independent office building for
convenience of operators, a welfare building
for employees, a shop building and 1200 ft.

of wharf are also included in the project.
Plans will be submitted to contractors at
an early date.

HOOPESTON. ILL.—The Hoopeston Gas
& El. Co. is installing a main steam plant
to replace its former gas-engine and pro-
ducer plant. H. D. Hayden is manager.
INCEVILLE, ILL.—E. P. Ince has closed

negotiations for the purchase of an electrie-
nower plant to furnish electricity for lamps
and motors in Inceville, to be operated in
connection with the New York Motion Pic-
ture Corp. The equipment purchased
amounts to about 250 hp.

LORAINE, TLL.—Bert Van Blair, re-
cently granted an electric-light franchise,
has begun work on construction of an elec-
tric plant in Loraine.
NASHVILLE. ILL.—The Nashville El.

Lt. Co. is building 18 miles of transmission
lines for the purpose of connecting Addie-
ville and Hoyleton, 111., to its present plant.

BARABOO. WIS.—Work has begun on
the construction of the new power house for
the municipal electric plant, which will sup-
ply electricity for street-lighting and other
purposes and also for operating the city
water-works pumping station.

CLINTON, WIS.—The Clinton El. Lt.
Co., a Wisconsin corporation, has been
formed and a proposition has been made to
the town to light the streets with electricity.

DANE, WIS.—The village of Dane has
contracted with the Wisconsin River Pwr.
Co. for electrical energy for electric light-
ing and power service. The power com-
pany will erect a substation at Dane, step-
ping down from high-tension, three-phase,
to three-phase, four-wire, the secondaries
of the transformers being connected in star,

the delta voltage being 3980. with 2300
volts from one wire to ground. The sys-
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NEW Bl TLER, u IS The Btate Rail
i ...ni i lommli Ion hai granted the I

i:i Li I

'

ml Ion to I u< • 10,( D
capital stock, the proceeds to l>e used tot
COmplel ion ol plant now iiihIh COH l i UC
lion.

twin PALLS, wis The Penli
i'w r,

' '"
, ownei ol the hj dro< l< cl ri<
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ate e\t elision of it: I i an' mi BlOn Inn •

Alpha to the Crystal Palls, Mich., dl

itracted to fu

to opi rati the machinery
Of the Bristol Minn,:

WASHBURN, WIS. N< are
under was between the. Commercial
ami P, w. Downs, manager of the Waah-
burn El. Lt A Pwr. ( '<>., for the Im tails -

lion of an urn; -nlal st r.-.t - light inn sys-
tem in Washburn
MAGNOLIA. MINN. A contract,

reported, has been awarded to W. T
gnolia to construct an electrii

plant here
ULDWOOD FALLS, MINN—The Wher-

land 101. Co. of Redwood Falls is reported
to be contemplating enlarging its plant.

ST. CLOUD, MINN.—The Pub. Ser. Co.
of St. Cloud, it is reported, has com:
negotiations for a bond issue of $4,000,000,
the proceeds to be used for the construc-
tion of a new power house and for extt B-

sions of its transmission lines to every town
within a radius of 60 miles. A. G. Whit-
ney is president.

SLAYTON, MINN.—The Slayton Pwr.
Co. is planning to enlarge its power plant.

New equipment, consisting of a 100-hp. en-
gine, generator and switchboard, will be in-

stalled. The company will install either

oil, gas-producer or steam engine ; not yet
decided. It will also erect 6 miles of trans-
mission line. F. H. Eddy is manager.
STRANDQUIST, MINN.—G. P. Janson

is reported interested in a project to in-

stall an electric-lighting system in Strand-
quist.

BAGLEY, IOWA.—Within the next six
months the electric-light commissioners
expect to purchase one 35-hp. power en-
gine, one 20-kw. three-wire generator and
a switchboard arranged for paralleling
with a present equipment of the same ca-
pacity. E. G. Nichols is manager.
CHARITON, IOWA.—The Union Service

Co. is now constructing 37 miles of trans-
mission lines east and west from the city.

It is also installing a 600-kw., three-phase,
fiO-cycle, 2300-volt steam-driven generating
unit. Willis Todd is vice-president and
manager.
CLINTON, IOWA.—The City Council has

passed resolutions providing for the in-
stallation of type "C" 250-watt series light-
ing unit lamps with Holophane refractor
and porcelain reflector within sixty days to
take the place of the present lamps.
DUBUQUE, IOWA.—The Union El. Co.

has secured a franchise from the board of
highway commissioners of Dunleith for ex-
tending its transmission lines from Dubuque
to St. Clara's College at Sinsinawa. Energy
will not only be transmitted to the college,
but will be utilized by farmers along the
right-of-way.

JOLLEY, IOWA.—The Council is con-
sidering the question of establishing a
municipal electric-light plant in Jolley.

LONE TREE, IOWA.—The Zimmerman
Steel Co. has sold its electric plant and
distributing system to the Fairfield Incu-
bator Co., Fairfield, Neb. The new concern
will make a number of changes, necessitat-
ing the installation of motor-driven ma-
chines used in the manufacture of incu-
bators.

OGDEN, IOWA.—Bids will be received
by D. A. Good, president of the Indepen-
dent School District of Ogden, Ogden, until

Sept. 17, for construction of school build-
ing, including general construction work,
heating and plumbing, electrical work and
equipment. Plans and specifications may
be procured at the office of Alban & Lock-
hart, architects, St. Paul, Minn.
WATERLOO, IOWA.—The Citizens' Gas

& El. Co., Charles City, is erecting trans-
mission lines through certain portions of
Black Hawk County.
AURORA, MO.-—The Lawrence County

Lt. & Cold Storage Co. of Aurora has closed
a contract with the Ozark Wtr. & Pwr. Co.
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for energy for a period of I
•"• years, to be

supplied from the hydroelectric plant at

I 'owersite.

BBVIER, MO. The Council Is contem
plating calling an election t<> submit the
proposal to issue from $10,0oo to 115,000 In

bonds for extensions to street-lighting sys-
tem and other Btreel improvemi

BRANSON, M<>. The Ozark Pwr, & wtr.
Branson is perfecting plans for ex-

tending its service t<> many cities of west-
central Missouri and possiblj Into Kansas.

DREXEL, MO.—Work lias begun on the
construction oi the proposed municipal elec-
tric-light plant in Drexel, to cost about
$9,000. The Bicknell Co., International
Building, Kansas City, has charge of the

neering work.

.\I.\i 'ON, MO.—Kids will be received by
C. H Payson, Mayor, until Sept. 14, for
improvements to water-works system, in-
cluding the construction of a mechanical
filter plant having a capacity of 654,000
gal. per day, equipped with four motor-
driven centrifugal pumps, capacity from
400 to 500 gal. per minute, barometric con-
denser, etc. E. E. Harper, 914 Grand Tem-
ple Avenue, Kansas City, Mo., is consulting
engineer.

WEST I'LAINS, MO.—Plans are being
considered for improvements to the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant.

DRAYTON, N. D.—Work will soon be
started on building and equipping an elec-
tric-light plant of the direct-current, three-

1'20-110-volt type. H. M. Waldren,
.' I: Strong, E. R. Buchanan, W. S. Dry-
den and W. J. Lean are the directors of
the company.
ST. HILAIRE, N. D.—It is reported that

in a few weeks electric service from the
lines of the Red River Pwr. Co., Grand
Forks, will be available for lighting and
power purposes.

TOWNER, N. D.—A tentative ordinance
granting a franchise to C. S. Rygh, Alex-
andria, Minn., was recently placed before
the City Council. Mr. Rygh, formerly at
Edgeley, has asked for a twenty-year fran-
chise under the terms of which the city has
the privilege of purchasing the plant at the
end of the franchise period.

BAVELOCK, NEB.—R. E. Taylor, elec-
trical engineer, recently submitted to the
City Council specifications for the erection
of cluster lamps in the business district,
and he was directed to procure bids from
electrical contractors for laying the cable
conduit system. The type of pole selected
will carry hanging globes 6 in. by 12 in.

and one upright globe 8 in. by 14 in. The
poles will be 12 ft. in height.

MASON CITY, NEB.—Bids will be re-
ceived by John T. Wood, village clerk, until
Sept. 17, for one 25-hp. oil engine, one 15-
k\\\, 125 to 250-volt, direct-current gen-
erator, switchboard, storage battery, etc.,
and construction of brick power station.
Cost of the work is estimated at about
$6,600.

OMAHA, NEB.—The Field Club district-
lighting system will be taken over by the
city if the ordinance introduced by Com-
missioner Butler is favorably acted upon.

\LCONTA, KAN.—The City Council has
adopted an ordinance providing for the in-
stallation of a municipal electric-light plant.
Nathan L. Jones. Smith Building, Welling-
ton, it is reported, has been engaged as en-
gineer.

HOYT, KAN.—The installation of a mu-
nicipal electric-light plant is reported to
be under consideration.

LARNED, KAN.—The United El. Co.,
Wichita, Kan., has secured a $15,000 con-
tract for the equipment of the new elec-
tric-light plant. This contract includes
pole-line hardware, wire, transformers,
switchboards, etc.

LAWRENCE, KAN.—The City Commis-
sioners and the business men along Massa-
chusetts Avenue, it is reported, are consid-
ering the advisability of installing a "white

five blocks long on Massachusetts
Avenue.

LONOTON, KAN.—The proposal to is-
sue $10,000 in bonds for the installation
of a municipal electric-light plant, it is re-
ported, will soon be submitted to the
voter's.

MARION. KAN.—Plans have been com-
pleted for the construction of a now power
house for the municipal electric-light plant,
to cost about $5,000. The plant, it is re-

ed, was recently destroyed by fire.

MILAN, KAN.—The City Council, it is

reported, has engaged Nathan L. Jones, en-
gineer, Smith Building, Wellington, to pre-

plans for the proposed municipal elec-
tric-light plant.

Southern States

BURLINGTON, N. C. The Alamance,
Durham & < Mange Ry. Ai Kl. Co, plans to

build extensions from Burlington to EJlon

College and Gibsonville and to Altamahaw
and Ossipee. Julius Harden, Burlington,
is reported to lie ml 1 1] I

Bl RNSVILLE, N. C. Plans are being
considered bj Charles W. Harper, consult-
ing engineer of Burnsville, and associates,

for the construction Of a hydroelectric
power plant, to be equipped with a 1 25-hp.
water turbine, a 76-kva. generator, etc. .

also
the erection of four miles of transmission
line, it is proposed to organize a company
with a capital stock of $16,000 to carry oul
the projl i

COVINGTON, GA.—The municipal elec-
tric light and water plant expects to erect
within a short time a water-filter coagula-
tion basin to cost about $2,000. P. T. Harri-
son is superintendent.

GRAYMONT, GA.—The cities of I

mont and Summit are contemplating call-

ing an election to submit to the voters the
proposal to build an electric-light plant, to
cost about $5,000, to supply both cities with
electrical service.

SUMMIT, GA.—The cities of Summit and
Graymont are considering a proposal to

build an electric-light plant, at a cost of
about $5,000, to supply both municipalities
with electricity.

in 'A LA, FLA.—Bids will be received by
the city of Ocala until Sept. 20 for the
construction of a municipal electric-light

plant and water-works system. The cost
is estimated at about $150,000. Twombly
& Henney, 55 Liberty Street, New York,
N. Y., are consulting engineers.

PERRY, FLA.—The Allis-Chalmers Co.
will construct an electrically operated plan-
ing mill addition to the plant of the Bur-
ton-Swartz Lumber Co. here, using indi-
vidual drive and installing a 300-kw.
Westinghouse turbine generator. The com-
pany is now building two lumber mills with
electric drive, one for the Finkbine Lumber
Co., Dlo, Miss., and the other for the Caddo
River Lumber Co., Rosboro, Ark.

TAMPA BAY, FLA.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising ar-
chitect. Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Sept. 20, for construction, in-
cluding mechanical equipment, of at-
tendants' quarters, disinfecting shed, oil

house, wharf, etc., for the quarantine sta-
tion at Tampa Bay. Drawings and specifi-
cations may be obtained from the above
office or from the custodian at Tampa Bay.
NASHVILLE, TENN.—The City Council

has decided to install new stoking equip-
ment in the municipal electric-light plant,
as recommended by M. A. Rooney, cits-

smoke inspector.

SHRLBYVILLE, TENN.—The Valley
Cotton Mills, recentlv organized with a cap-
ital stock of $50,000 by W. J. McOill and
others, is planning to build a cotton mill to
be equipped with electrically operated ma-
chinery. Electricity will be obtained from
the transmission system of the Chattanooga
cV- Tennessee River- Pwr. Co. of Chatta-
nooga, which will increase its output by
the construction of a hydroelectric power
plant on Duck River.

WESSON, MISS.—The City Council has
engaged M. L. Culley, engineer, of Jackson,
to prepare plans for the installation of a
municipal electric-light plant and water-
works system.

COTTER, ARK.—E. D. Griswold & Co.
have sold their generating plant to the
Gertrude Mining Co., Push, Ark.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. Prepara-

tions, it is reported, are being made by the
Southwestern I'wr., Lt. & Ry, < 'o. to finance
and construct three hydroelectric power
plants at a cost of about $1,000,000. The
plans provide for an initial development of
about 23,500 hp. for transmission by elec-
tricity for lamps and motors, also for the
operation of the proposed interurban elec
trie railway from Oklahoma City to Deni
son, Tex. The company also contemplates
the construction of several hydroelectric
plants ill south and southeast Oklahoma,
increasing the developments to 75,000 hp.
W. T. Croslen, Securities Building, Okla-
homa City, is president.

DALLAS, TEX.- Ponds to the amount of
$10,000 have been voted for- tin- installa-
tion of a lighting system in Highland Park
I listrict.

DENISON, TEX.—The Texas Pwr. A i.t

Co.. Dallas, has purchased a site cm th°
Red River, near Denison, on which to build
and have in operation by Dec. ,'i 1 , 1916, a

power plant to cost about $750,000. It is

proposed to furnish electric energy from
this plant to operate the car's of the Texas
Trae Co.'s line and also for power and
lighting pur-poses throughout North Texas
and Southern Oklahoma by means of high-
tension transmission lines.

JEFFERSON, TEX.—Electric eneri
daylight us. is now being supplied in tins

town from the Marshall plant Of the -Mar-

shall Kl. I'n, of which i'. H Maendall is

ma nager.

MARBLE FALLS, TEX E M
oi Dallas has been appointed receive! ot the
Colorado Pwr. Co.. which is constructing a

the Colorado River hi

a tneand ot providing power for a large
hydroelectric plant that it is planned to

build, it is reported that Mr, Turner will

carry out the original construction purposes
of tie- companj as rapidly as possible

Pacific States

COULEE CITY, WASH.—The Town
Council has granted a franchise to Oscar
Ellefson to construct and operate at

trie light and power plant in Coulee City.
Work, it is under-stood, will begin at once
on construction of the plant.

GOLDENDALE, WASH.—The Pacific
I'wr-. & Lt. Co. of Portland, Ore., has pen
tioned tie' Commissioners of Klickitat

COUntJ for a franchise to erect and oper-
ate electric transmission lines throughout
the county.

MEDICAL LAKE, WASH. Bids will be
received bj the- state Board of Control,
Capitol Building, Olympia, until Sept. 21 for
construction of buildings on the site of the
State Institution for Feeble-Minded at
Medical Lake, to be let in four contracts as
follows: For general contract, plumbing
and drainage, heating and ventilating, and
electric wiring and fixtures. Drawings and
specifications may be obtained at the office

of Julius Zittel, architect, Jamieson Build-
ing, Spokane, Wash. E. S. Emigli is secre-
tary of board.
MORTON, WASH.—The Lewis I ounty

Lt. & Tele. Co., with head offices here, is

rearranging all its main lines and is remov-
ing its telephone lines from the main streets
to the alleys inside the city limits. The
company is making preparation for string-
ing aditional power transmission lines and
will make needed extensions and improve-
ments, the major portion of this work to
be done early next spring.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—Bids will be received
by the State Board of Control, Capitol
Building, Olympia, until Sept. 21 for con-
struction of buildings on the site of the
Northern State Hospital at Norlum, near
Sedro-Woolley, to be let in four contracts
as follows: General contract, plumbing and
ventilating, heating and ventilating, and
electric wiring and fixtures. Drawings and
specifications may be obtained at the office
of Heath & Gove, architects, National
Realty Building, Tacoma. E. S. Emigh is

secretary of board.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Commissioners
of King County have granted the I'uget
Sound Trac, Lt. & Pwr. Co. a franchise to
supply electricity over the entire southern
portion of the county, the area involved
being bound on the north by the southern
limits of the city of Seattle, extending east-
ward to the summit of the Cascade Moun-
tains, following the Kittitas County line
on the east, the Pierce County line on the
south and Puget Sound on the west.

TACOMA, WASH.—Plans have been pre-
pared for the installation of ornamental
lamps, erected on iron standards, on E
Street, from Tacoma Avenue to Jefferson
Avenue. Bids, it is understood, will be re-

ceived at an early date. B. W. Collins is

manager- of the municipal electric plant.

NEHALEM, ORE.—The West Coast Kl.

Co. of Tillamook. Ore., has been awarded
the contract for installing a street-lighting
system here.

BERKELEY, CAL.—The City Council
has directed the Department of Public
Works to prepare specifications for a street-
lighting plan involving the use of one-lamp
electroliers as proposed by Commissioner
F. T. Robson.
SAUSALITO, CAL—The Board of Town

Trustees has awarded the contract for the
installation of electroliers, covering a dis-

tance of about on,, mile, to the Pacific Kne
Extinguisher Co. of San Francisi
$..717. The plans call for the erection of

66 one-lamp compressed-steel standard
electroliers. Leonard L. Hohl is tow
neer.

KKNDRICK, IDAHO.—The City Council
le reported to have granted a franchise t"

A V. Dunkle of Plummet- for the construe
Hon of an electric-light plant in Kendrick,
to cost about $10,000.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—James B Girand,
City engineer, has announced that the De-
partment of the Interior has granted i" r-

mission to conduct preliminary operations
in connection with the establishment of
six dams, reservoir and power sites in the
Grand Canyon of Arizona, by which it is
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED
SEPT, 8, 1915.

[Prepared by Mitchell & Allyn, 11 Park
Row, New fork, I

1,151,588. Apparatus for Melting and
Spraying Fusible Substances; P. Herk-
enrath, Zurich, Switzerland. App. tiled

March 21, 1914. Usea blowpipe flame.

1,151,606. Relator; J. C. Morgan, Chicago,
111. App. tiled .June 17. 1IM2. Sterilizer
t'or dentists and surgeons.

1,151,670. Wire Strainer; i >. Donald,
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.
App. riled June 3, 1914. Lexer and wire-
grlpping construction.

1,151,683. Tki.kimio.nk System ; H. L.
Harris, Elyrla, Ohio. App. filed Dec. 12,
1913. Control of cut-off apparatus.

1.151.706. Electric Welding Machine;
F, .Muller, Hartford, Conn. App. filed

Dec 23, 1911. For butt-welding around
pieces of work.

1.151.707. Electric Relay oh Repeater:
T. A. Nathans, New York, N. Y. App.
filed July 25, 1907. Eliminates parts
having mechanical inertia.

1,151,720. Electric Railway Signal Sys-
tem ; J. J. Ruddick, Newton, Mass. App.
filed Jan. 3, 1911. Employs insulated
rail sections.

1,151,726. Horn-Cap Lightning Ar-
RESTER ; E. O. Schweitzer and N. J. Con-
rad, Chicago, 111. App. filed Oct. 12, 1914.
Xo resistance path at formation of dis-
charge, with increasing difficulty for con-
tinuance of discharge.

1,151,739. Circuit-Breaker; C. A. Tucker.
Edgwood Park, Pa. App. filed. Dec. 29,
1909. Readily operable for large cur-
rent.

1,151,756. Carriage Return Mechanism
fori Typewriting Machines; O. Bennett,
Placerville, Cal. App. filed Aug. 21,
1914. Solenoid returns carriage and an-
nular rack rotates platen.

1,151,761. Electrical Measuring Instru-
ment: J. Le C. Davis, Pittsburgh, Pa.
App. filed June 14, 1912. For ascertain-
ing energy lost in circuit.

1. I'll, 783. Protective Apparatus for
Alternating-Current Distribution Sys-
tems: G. Harlow and K. M. Faye-Han-
sen, Stratford, England. App. filed April
18, 1911. Primary of series transformer
connected at each end of the feeder sec-
tion.

1,151,796. Relay: A. E. Keith, Chicago,
111. App. filed Nov. 15, 1911. Individual
springs readily accessible for adjustment.

1.151.799. Casing for Lamp Sockets,
Pendent Switches and the Like: C. J.

Klain, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed March
17, 1913. Special lock securing the cap
to the shell body.

1.151.800. Lamp Socket; C. J. Klein, Mil-
waukee, Wis. App. filed Jan. 28, 1914.
Push-button structure mounted in molded
insulating casing.

1,151,804. Electric Motor: B. G. Lamme,
Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Jan. 26, 1910.
For alternating-current or direct-current
electric-railway work.

1,151,824. Electric Condenser; G. Routhe,
Sayville. N. Y. App. filed March 24,
191:5. Designed for wireless work.

1,151,841. Electric Arc Lamp; W. C. H.
Wefel, Denver, Col. App. filed May 13,
1912. Novel regulating mechanism.

1,151,867. WiRBLBB8-< !ontrqllbd Steering
Mechanism; k. Dougan, .Minneapolis,

Minn App tiled April 21, 1910. For
dirigible torpedoes and the like.

1,151,946. Ignition System; C. Hartmann,
Lancaster, N. v. App. filed June 11,

1913. New arrangement of interrupter
connections.

1,151,981. Trolley - Operated Contact;
.'. \Y Ward, East St. Louis, 111. App.
tiled Feb. 4, 1911. Vertically movable
hanger lifted by trolley to operate switch.

1.151.990. Reversing Mechanism for
Cylinder Washing Machines; F. Bal-
zer, Chicago, 111. App. filed Nov. 8,

1913. Reverses current flow through the
operating motor.

1.151.991. Reversing Mechanism for
Electrically Driven Washing Ma-
chinks; F. Balzer, Chicago, 111. App.
flled Nov. 8, 1913. Single mechanism re-
verses plurality of machines.

1,152,005. Coupling Connector for Sub-
marine Cables ; Le Roy Clark, Engle-
wood, N. J. App. filed Sept. 19, 1913.
For mechanically and electrically con-
necting cable sections.

1,152,155—Electric Flashlamp or
Lantern

1,152,01s. Telegraph Circuit; J. J.

Ghegan, Newark, N. J. App. filed May
7, 1914. Uses inductorium at terminal
station.

1,152,027. Temperature Regulator ; F.
T. Kitchen, New York, N. Y. App. filed

April 1, 1915. Reduces sparking in

thermostatic controlling devices.

1,152,059. Type-Printing Electric-Tele-
graph System ; W. S. Steljus, London,
England. App. filed Sept. 10, 1912. Elec-
tric printing machine ; uses polarized
relay.

1,152,062. Automobile Lock Switch :

C G. Terfler, Chicago, 111. App. filed

March 31, 1913. Key-operated ignition
switch.

1,152,082. Electric Flashlamp or Lan-
tern ; A. L. Edwards, Wheeling, W. Va.
App. filed May 13, 1915. Entire elec-

trical connections secured to top of bat-
tery cell.

1,152,085. Sparker for Explosive En-
gines ; W. H. Ferguson. Columbus, Ohio.
App. filed March 12, 1915. Makes the
leaving of the contacts closed im-
practicable.

i, 152, 088. Relay; l. a. Hawkins,
Schenectady, x. v App. filed Nov. is.

1911. Responsive to current of only one
frequency.

1,162,092. Method op Advertising am.
Apparatus Therefor ; F. T. Hopkins,
St. Louis, Mo. App. filed Feb. 14, 1914.
For displaying routes and tuns of trains
or boats.

1,152,094. Railway-Car Signal J B
Johnson, Anderson, Ind. App. filed June
7, 1913. Car signal system.

1,152,096. Braking Apparatus fob
trically Propelled Vehicles; P. N.
Jones, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed May
12, 1913. For running propelling motors
as braking generators; operated by a
single control.

1,152,139. Station Indicator; W. Beck,
Rochester, N. Y. App. filed May 14,
1914. Electrically controlled indicating
belt.

1.152.147. Electric Fuse; C. W. Davis,
Edgeworth, Pa. App. filed April 22, 1913.
Free from tensile strain and separated by
the explosive force of fusing.

1.152.148. Electric Fuse; C W. Davis,
Edgeworth, Pa. App. flled April 22,

1913. Has means for relieving the ten-
sile strain.

1.152.149. Electric Fuse; C. W. Davis,
Edgeworth, Pa. App. filed July 22, 1913.
Readily removable oil fuse.

1,152,155. Electric Flashlamp or Lan-
tern ; A. L. Edwards, Wheeling, W. Va.
App. filed May 13, 1915. Casing for com-
mercial dry cell carrying lamp struc-
ture.

1,152,170. Attachment Plug; G. W.
Goodridge, Bridgeport, Conn. App. filed

May 11, 1910. Has a snap switch in-

corporated therewith.

1,152,211. Secondary Rack; C. L. Peirce,
Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed May 4,

1914. For supporting heavy wires at

some distance from supporting pole.

1,152,219. Automobile Headlight; C.

Reinker, Lakewood, Ohio. App. filed

Aug. 31, 1914. Has dimmed and colored
lamps.

1.152.246. Battery Cell; W. L. Walker,
Groton. Conn. App. filed March 17, 1915.

For submarine and boat use.

1.152.247. Battery Jar: W. L. Walker,
New London, Conn. App. filed May 8,

1915. Air circulation keeps cells cool.

1,152,269. Trolley Retriever; E. Benson,
Hartford, Conn. App. filed Aug. 15,

1914. Simplified and compact construc-
tion.

1,152,272. Electric Spark-Gap ; H. Boas,
Berlin, Germany. App. filed Oct. 22,

1912. Quenched spark-gap with tungsten
electrodes.

1,152,336. Telephone Switch ; F. L. My-
ers, Dewitt, Iowa. App. filed Jan. 29,

1915. Operated by receiver hook to pre-

vent eavesdropping.

1,152,362. Electric Protective System ;

E. G. Waters, Forest Row, England.
App. filed April 27, 1915. For cutting
out both ends of faulty cable sections.

1,152,376. Motor-Control System : J. H.
Albrecht, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed

July 29, 1913. Dynamic breaking.

1,152,385. System of Supervision for the
Apparatus of a Telephone or Other
System : A. E. Keith Chicago, 111. App.
filed May 6, 1907. For enabling location

of thermostatic switches which have been
operated by abnormal currents.
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The Naval Advisory Board

THE industry may take some measure of pride in

the personnel of the Naval Advisory Board, just

announced; for, besides being men of rare inventive

genius, the nominees for the most part are electrical

engineers of the first rank in the profession. War is

said to be the only science that lays under tribute all

other sciences, and it is well that when needed the re-

sourcefulness and ingenuity so characteristic of Amer-

ican engineers should be given freely in the nation's

service. It is noble indeed to marshal the forces of na-

ture for the upbuilding of the country, but it is far

nobler to use them in its defense. The nation found

it expedient in the Spanish-American War to enlist the

aid of volunteer scientists, and the highly patriotic co-

operation then given to the army and navy by electrical

engineers was greatly appreciated. Great advantages

are sure to follow the conferences between the profes-

sional engineer in civil life and the naval officer. The

one is by training skilled to discern between what is

excellent and what is worthless in invention and in the

application of scientific principles; the other is quali-

fied to appreciate the conditions on shipboard and knows

the requirements of the service so far as the application

of engineering is concerned. The country as a whole

will follow with as much enthusiasm and satisfaction as

the electrical industry the achievements of the board as

they develop.

Getting a Sense of Direction

JUNE and September are favorite convention months

in the industry. This month seventeen conventions

have taken place or are in progress in various sections

of the country from Kineo, Me., to San Francisco. One
of the problems which face the growing industry is

the increasing waste in effort because of possible dupli-

cation of activities between organizations. The prob-

lem is a difficult one. Probably one reason for the re-

markable advance of the industry is the cohesion of

forces within it which has been fostered by the national

associations. Manufacturing, engineering and business

elements in the industry have met and discussed com-

mon problems to the advantage of all. But the mem-
bership in the various organizations has become so large

and the activities of each body so many-sided that there

is a serious duplication of effort in some cases and a

lack of directed effort in others that call for thought.

The editors of the Electrical World have no definite

plan to propose, but a broad survey of conditions indi-

cates the elements that such a plan must comprehend.

Conventions attain two results—first, they provide ar.

agency for the interchange of policies and methods be-

tween individuals; second, they furnish a means for

welding what seem to be the common objects of indi-

vidual discussion into papers or reports which advance

the industry as a whole. In our observation, the first

subject brings more men to conventions than the sec-

ond. We lack to-day a common denominator for these

various discussions. Within each branch of the indus-

try certain generalizations must be made if individual

attainment and universal advancement are to be synon-

ymous. The conventions for the year 1915, taken as a

whole, suggest that the needs of the final user of elec-

tricity afford the basis for such a common denominator.

One convention we find generally suggestive in telling

the man in the street how electricity can help him, an-

other is directly concerned with the intimate engineering

problems of one group of users, a third with the detail

problems of reducing the costs of making and supply-

ing electrical energy and the improvement of the serv-

ice. Do not these all indicate a sense of direction on

the part of the industry as a whole? More, do they not

suggest to committees on papers the possibility of uni-

fying the efforts of their association toward a common
goal?

The Unseen Benefits

NO man can tell how far the influence of a selling

campaign may extend nor over what apparent

obstacles it will prevail. Last month in Dayton, in the

course of the special six-day electric flatiron sale de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue, several letters were
received by the Dayton Power & Light Company from
customers who were out of town but had received the

local papers at their vacation places and read about the

special bargain offer. They requested that an iron be

reserved for them until their return. A number of

people who already owned electric irons desired to secure

the folding iron-board offered as a premium in this

sale and so bought another iron, which they will give

away at Christmas time. In another case, when the

iron was delivered it developed that no service was as

yet available in the home, but that the customer had

bought the iron because she hoped soon to be able to

have the house wired and wished to take advantage of

the bargain opportunity. In still another case a woman
from Louisville, Ky., came into the Dayton Electric

Shop and, in conversation, stated that she would be glad

to know what it would cost to wire her home in Louis-

ville. Of course, the Dayton company notified the

Louisville central station. Here is stimulating evidence

that good seed can be counted on to grow even though
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the winds ui chance may carry it beyond one's Bight.

The benefits thai follow any Intelligent effort for market

development are more than one can prove, and the

influence of r well sustained program <>i advertising

and promotion work is, moreover, cumulative, in spite

of their obscurity, unseen benefits remain a positive

factor and one that should eurom arc e\ery man wim

guides the work of popular education. It docs not pa\

to lie too exacting. A nop cannot he measured before

the seed is sown. If good seed and plenty of it is

planted, the returns will eomc, sometimes where least

expected just as they did in Dayton.

Some Dangers of Standardization

\ cynical engineer once defined standardization as the

cessation of improvement in the interest of routine.

This is perhaps putting the case somewhat strongly,

yet there is an element of truth in it which it were well

not to forget. To standardize an article means bring-

ing it down to a fixed form from which departure is in

one way or another penalized, in cost, in efficiency, or

in deliveries. It is the materialization of the spirit of

indisposition to fresh exertion. Granting that stand-

ardization is indispensable to attaining the lowest man-

ufacturing cost; granting that it facilitates the suitable

supply of repair parts and simplifies the general care

of the product concerned ;
granting also that the Amer-

ican method of manufacture which leads to turning out

standardized articles in vast numbers at a low figure

has much to commend it, are there not dangers lurking

about standardization which lead one sometimes to

wonder wrhether American manufacturers do not rather

needlessly make a fetish of it? The danger is in fact

a threefold one—first, that the inertia produced by

standardization may actually lead to falling behind in

the race, causing a certain dogged persistence in a

course which has been abandoned by more wide-awake

competitors ; second, there is serious commercial danger

in a tendency toward too great specializing on one par-

ticular standard line when a more flexible temperament

would lead to valuable improvements, and, finally, there

is a danger of losing valuable markets when the con-

sumer finds out that the standard thing which it seems

cheapest for the manufacturer to produce is not the

best fitted for his particular use, with the result that

he goes elsewhere to supply his needs.

As regards the first count of this indictment, one

could easily cite many concerns in various lines of

business which, laying over-much stress on standardiza-

tion, turn out a good article, and yet one could not in

confidence look to those concerns for advanced practice

or the highest grade of manufactures. They pass out

the same things which answered requirements ten or

twenty years ago, but are not ready to meet the more

recent trend of affairs and yield up their prejudices to

the requirements of progress. The second count deals

with short-sightedness rather than with back-sighted-

ness. It bespeaks, not the mind that will not compre-

hend the drift of events, but the penurious spirit that

clings so long to the savins "' pennies that it will not

lei them go to get the dollars that are within reach.

,\ concern Infected with tin: particulai mental di i

goes on producing standardized materia] on the tip

that it is quite >
r ',od enough, rather than spend, as

others are doing, a little time and money in making

preparations for the next great move forward.

Finally, it is an indisputable fart that after an article

has been thoroughly standardized the need of impro

ment frequent l\ appeal's, and those who are not will-

ing to take the medicine as prescribed go somewhere else

for remedial aid, and very soon thereafter competitors

are doing an active business which cannot easily he

won away from them. It requires a very steady head to

tell just when it will pay to adopt a radically prog]

sive policy in manufacture.

There is one other phase of the matter which de-

mands attention from the standpoint of the manufac-

turer. In the case of many articles certain variations

which are of practical importance are also relatively

easy to accomplish. Does a method of manufacture

reach its highest point of efficiency when it penalizes

variations which are of commercial importance? Has

the routine of manufacture been properly developed

when it is thrown quite out of joint by so simple a

thing, let us say, as a call for a variation in shaft

length or pulley diameter? We are quite aware that

the foreman will at this point throw up his hands and

tell of the awful things that are sure to happen if any

variation is attempted; but does not this cast discredit

on the system in which that foreman has been educated,

rather than prove the truth of his contention? To us

it seems that the most efficient organization is not that

which can turn out a given particular product at a

minimum price, so much as that which can meet

promptly and fully the demands of the market, present

and future, with the least internal friction. In the

long run progress pays, and standardization should be

its servant rather than its master.

Choice of Voltage for Electrical Distribution

Gradually the evidence is accumulating showing the

desirability of working toward higher voltages, both

for the primary transmission and for the general dis-

tribution, than have heretofore been commonly in use.

Curiously enough, a difference develops between the

moderate pressures used for distribution and the higher

ones used for transmission, for while at voltages of

6600 used on underground cables there is a greater loss

of energy upon the whole and greater expense for

cables, there appears to be a compensating gain in re-

liability compared with the 11,000-volt or 13,000-volt

systems now coming into use. On the other hand, in

comparing overhead lines of 40,000 volts or 50,000 volts

with those of double this amount constructed according

to present good practice for these pressures, the advan-

tages seem to lie with the extremely high-tension line

in point of security. Not only is the 100,000-volt line

cheaper, for the same loss, by a very large percentage,
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including the extra cost of high insulation and special

towers, but experience indicates that it is at least as

reliable as the line at lower voltage and probably more so.

Installations of cables abroad seem to speak well for

their reliability at even as high as 60,000 volts. What,

therefore, snould one say regarding the performance

of the cables at the very moderate distributing voltages

for which the opposite conclusions as a matter of ex-

perience are reached? Why should one in doubling the

voltage from 6000 volts to 12,000 volts gain in cost,

though with some loss of reliability, and in doubling

the main transmission pressure from 50,000 volts to

100,000 volts gain in both respects? Is there a point

in voltage above which its rapid increase pays and

below which it does not pay so far as reliability of

operation goes? An answer to these questions is prob-

ably to be found in the design of the cable with respect

to the factor of safety allowed. Cables fail not so much

through break-down or the deterioration of the insu-

lating material as by failure at weak spots; and while

i 12,000-volt cable may have a nominal factor of safety

glial to that of a 6000-volt cable, yet this is no guar-

antee that its weak spots have the same factor of safety.

[n fact, it is perhaps not putting the case too strongly

;o suggest that it is quite likely that a 12,000-volt cable

nay at its weakest point have no more reserve strength

neasured in volts than a cable made for half this ten-

sion. While cables usually receive a high-voltage test

vhen new, the measurement of insulation resistance

s always, as a matter of convenience, conducted at

i relatively very low voltage, so that unless a cable ab-

solutely breaks down on a few minutes' test its condi-

;ion of deterioration with respect to the voltage at which

t is customarily used remains an unknown factor. Con-

iidering the success which has been attained with trans-

nission cables at from 30,000 volts to 60,000 volts,

here would seem to be no particular reason why cables
:

or 12,000 volts or thereabout cannot be made quite as

•eliable as those for lower pressure, provided that they

ire equally well designed.

As the distances of underground transmission in-

:rease, the importance of high-tension insulation for

;his class of work becomes greater and greater, and we
'eel that the time has come when more attention will

lave to be paid to the design and testing of extra-high

;ension cables. It will be particularly desirable to test

he apparent insulation resistance with somewhere near

he working pressure in order to ferret out incipient

rouble, and in particular to get a clew to the local

:auses of break-downs. The contest between insula-

ion and voltage is something like that between guns
ind armor in naval warfare. In current cable practice

it moderate voltages the gun seems to have rather the

)etter of the argument; at very high transmission volt-

iges the armor for once is ahead, but with all this

ve wish to register our profound conviction that the

iverage insulation, like the average armor, must stead-

ly go up toward higher values even on distributing

ystems, and the tests applied must be increased in

everity.

School and Library Litfhtin#

The general resumption of all educational work after

the summer vacation brings up again the important

subject of school and library lighting. Thanks to the

very able work of the Illuminating Engineering Society

and of illuminating engineers in general, an appreciable

amount of labor has been expended here to improve the

condition of illumination in public buildings. Com-
parison with other countries shows that the advantages
we have rest very much on the relatively greater devel-

opment of diffusing globes and the like in this country.

American illuminating engineers have been hammering
away so long on the subject of proper diffusion that

they have been enabled to make a strong impression

upon current practice. The movement had made such

progress at the time the active introduction of the high-
efficiency, gas-filled tungsten lamps began that it is

rather the exception to see these installed without at

least some provision being made for lessening the glar-

ing brilliancy of the filament.

Schools and libraries, especially the former, have re-

ceived a great deal of attention, and while it is some-
times difficult to goad school boards into taking notice

of the necessity for good lighting, yet very substantial

progress has been made. Investigators have reached
nearly identical results, both as to the amount of illumi-

nation and as to the arrangement of the light sources.

While 3 ft.-candles is ample for ordinary school work,
there are plenty of instances in which that figure may
with advantage be exceeded, particularly in cases where
the print is unusual in character or exceptionally small

in size. In trade schools, too, where some of the work
involves the observation of close detail without much
contrast, it is desirable to raise the illumination con-
siderably above the ordinary amount. As regards the
arrangement of light sources the best practice dictates

that lighting outlets should not be symmetrically placed

with respect to the axes of the room, but should be
shifted somewhat forward and to the left from the posi-

tions of symmetry in order to diminish head shadows
and hand shadows. This arrangement is much less

frequently used than it should be, owing to the obsession

of symmetry which often afflicts the designer of build-

ings, with whom unhappily the structure is too often

the end rather than the means. This same psychological

aberration has exercised a malign influence in libraries.

The primary purpose of a library building is to facili-

tate the use of the books which it contains and not to

glorify the architect or the decorator. If library trus-

tees and other responsible persons would bear this in

mind, badly arranged and badly lighted libraries would
be less common than now. The amount of light neces-

sary for reading purposes is by general agreement about
3 ft.-candles, with an increase to perhaps 5 ft.-candles

in cases where manuscripts, drawings and books con-
taining large amounts of fine detail have to be used.

This is considerably stronger illumination than has gen-
erally been considered necessary in schools, but the
cases are not identical and a moment's thought will show
the necessity for stronger illumination in libraries.
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A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

NAVAL ADVISORY BOARD
Leading Inventors and Scientists of the Country Appointed

to Advise the Secretary of the Navy

Secretary Daniels of the United States Navy Depart-

ment announced this week the personnel of his newly

appointed Naval Advisory Board of twenty-three mem-
bers, headed by Thomas A. Edison. Mr. Edison is the

only man appointed directly by Secretary Daniels, the

others having been nominated, at the suggestion of

Frank J. Sprague, with the approval of Secretary Dan-
iels and Mr. Edison, by the leading engineering and
scientific societies of the country. Each of the eleven

societies selected two members to represent it on the

board, and the nominees were all acceptable to the Sec-

retary of the Navy.
The first general meeting of the Naval Advisory

Board will be held in the office of the Secretary of the

Navy in Washington on Oct. 6. Following is a list of

the societies invited to make nominations and the names
of the men chosen by each. It will be noted that the

great majority of the board are identified with the

electrical industry:

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Frank J. Sprague, New York. Naval Academy, '78.

Consulting engineer, inventor of the multiple-unit sys-

tem of electric train control, and pioneer in the develop-

ment of electric traction. B. G. Lamme, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Ohio State, '88. Chief engineer of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company and designer

of alternating-current machinery.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

William Le Roy Emmett, Schenectady, N. Y. Naval
Academy, '81. Consulting engineer, developer of the

Curtis steam turbine, and promoter of electric ship

propulsion. Spencer Miller, South Orange, N. J.

Worcester Polytechnic, '79. Inventor of marine cable-

wax- for coaling ships at sea and designer of overhead
cableway system used in the construction of the Panama
Canal.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

Andrew Murray Hunt, San Francisco and New York.
Naval Academy, '79. Consulting engineer, designer of

hydroelectric developments, irrigation, steam and gas
plants, etc. Alfred Craven, New York. Naval Acad-
emy, '67. Chief engineer of the Public Service Com-
mission, First District, New York; identified with con-

struction of great civic work in New York City, includ-

ing the Croton Aqueduct and Rapid Transit subways.

AMERICAN ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY

Joseph W. Richards, South Bethlehem, Pa. Le-
high, '86. Professor of electrochemistry, Lehigh Uni-
versity, and past-president of the American Electro-

chemical Society. Lawrence Addicks, Douglas, Ariz.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, '89. Consulting
engineer and authority on metallurgy of copper. Pres-
ident of the American Electrochemical Society.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

W. R. Whitney, Schenectady, N. Y. Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, '90. Director of research
laboratory of the General Electric Company; noted for

his work in vacuum tubes, wire-drawn tungsten and

gas-filled incandescent lamps. L. H. Baekeland, Yon-

kers, N. Y. University of Ghent, '82. Inventor of

photographic paper and insulating compound known as

"bakelite"; past-president of American Electrochemical

Society and American Institute of Chemical Engineers.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS

William Laurence Saunders, New York City. Penn-

sylvania, '76. Chairman board of directors Ingersoll-

Rand Company and inventor of many devices for sub-

aqueous and rock drilling. Benjamin Bowditch Thayer,

New York City. Harvard, '85. President of Anaconda

Copper Mining Company and an authority on explosives.

THE INVENTORS' GUILD

Peter Cooper Hewitt, New York City. Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology. Inventor of mercury-vapor electric

lamp, mercury rectifier and mercury-vapor interrupter.

Thomas Robins, Stamford, Conn. Princeton. Presi-

dent of Robins Conveying Belt Company and inventor

of many devices for conveying coal and ore.

AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

Robert Simpson Woodward, Washington, D. C. Mich-

igan, '72. President of Carnegie Institution and an

authority on astronomy, geography and mathematical

physics. Arthur Gordon Webster, Worcester, Mass.

Harvard, '85. Professor of physics Clark University

and an authority on sound, its production and measure-

ment.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS

Andrew L. Riker, Detroit. Vice-president of Loco-

mobile Company, electrical and mechanical engineer,

and inventor of many automobile devices; past-presi-

dent American Society of Automobile Engineers. How-

ard E. Coffin, Detroit. Michigan, '96. Vice-president

of Hudson Motor Car Company and active in the devel-

opment of internal-combustion engines; past-president

American Society of Automobile Engineers.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AERONAUTIC ENGINEERS

Henry Alexander Wise Wood, New York City. Engi-

neer and manufacturer of printing machinery; student

of naval aeronautics. Elmer Ambrose Sperry, Chicago.

Cornell, '76. Founder of Sperry Electric Company, de-

signer of electric appliances and gyroscope stabilizer for

ships and aeroplanes.

AMERICAN AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY

Matthew Bacon Sellers, Baltimore, Md. Lawrence
Scientific School. Director of technical board of the

Aeronautical Society of America and first to determine

dynamic wind pressure on arched surfaces by means of

"wind funnel." Hudson Maxim, Brooklyn, N. Y. Ord-

nance and explosive expert and maker of first smoke-
less powder adopted by the United States government.

It is of interest to note in this connection that W. D.

Weaver, Naval Academy '80, and formerly editor of the

Electrical World, was nominated by the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers but declined the nomi-
nation, finding it impossible to serve. Preliminary
nominations also showed that Frank J. Sprague, Dr.

Whitney and L. H. Baekeland were chosen by more than
one society.
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association OF EDISON COMPANIES
Discussion si Spring Lake (N. J.) Meeting Centers I pon

Public Relation! and Stud) <>t Local Sales Markets

Leading men in the central stat and manufacturing
branches of tin- electrical industry assembled at the
thirtj aixth annual convention of the Association of

Edison Illuminating Companies, held at Spring Lake,
N. J., Sept. 18 to it;.

The convention, as usual, was marked ii\ several pleas-

ant social functions for the ladies, including golf, tennis,

riding, motoring, croquet and archery. Entertainment
features for the men indicated the same background of
careful planning.

Reports, Papers and Discussion

As is the practice of the association, the reports of

the business sessions will not be available for publica-
tion until released by the publicity committee.

Reports of the several committees and the discussion
in both the day and evening meetings centered about
public relations, analysis of the local sales market, street

lighting, lamp and meter policies, technical considera-
tions of electric and steam plant design, and the rela-

tions between local requirements and national standards.
These various questions during the past year have been
analyzed, and reports have been developed by special

committees.

On Tuesday morning 0. J. Bushnell, chairman of the
committee on meters, and E. W. Burdett, chairman of
the committee on reporting decisions of public service
commissions, presented their reports.

Electricity for Everybody

These were followed by an interesting paper by
Leavitt L. Edgar of Boston on "Electricity for Every-
body, a Complete Canvass of the Boston Edison Terri-
tory." Mr. Edgar presented the results of a fine-tooth-

comb analysis of the electrical possibilities of a thickly

settled community. This detailed study of local market
possibilities was carried out during a period of low
activity in construction work, and the employees ordi-

narily engaged in this work were turned to the making
of the analysis. The mass of detail figures have been
analyzed and tabulated by the Hollerith system in such
a way that the company can at any time concentrate its

forces in the most productive field.

The committees of the association on street lighting,

J.,W. Cowles chairman, and on incandescent lamps, J. W.
Lieb chairman, presented their reports on Tuesday after-

noon. It was voted that portions of the lamp report be
given wider circulation, and abstracts of this always in-

teresting branch of the association's work will be pre-

sented in a later issue.

Rate-Making and Cost Analysis

Central-station rate-making was the subject of the
committee on residential service rates, of which Alex
Dow is chairman. Then followed a paper on the
"Analysis of Costs of an Electricity Supply Company,"
the first, "Making the Analysis," by Arthur D. Spencer
and Russell W. Symes, the second part, "Use of the
Analysis," by Alex Dow.
Members of the association were addressed on

Wednesday evening by Thomas N. McCarter, president

Public Service Electric Company of New Jersey, and
Frank A. Vanderlip, president National City Bank,
New York.

Frank A. Vanderlip on Financial Situation

Mr. Vanderlip said in part:

"The world's investment funds are being drawn on at

a tremendous rate. Our minds are beginning to com-
prehend a new unit in finance. We speak in terms in

which we use total- of a billion dollars, and what
di tressing is thai the billion-dollar totals, real dollars

of wealth, real drafts on the inve tmenl fund, are being

diverted to the melting p<>t of military waste.

"England, France and German) were formerly bank-

ers for the world. Capital from those countries helped

largelj in the development of the public utility business.

Since the beginning Of the war these nations have fur-

nished DO new capital to other countries heretofore

largely dependent upon them. Practically every country
in South America has been caught in the midst of the

construction of public works, the completion of which it

was expected would be financed in Europe. Such coun-

tries are now turning to America for capital. It has

been estimated that the European market in 1910 to

L913 furnished for public utility development in this

country $100,000,000 per annum. To-day, instead of

placing new securities in Europe, we are buying back

securities that were formerly placed there. Instead of

counting on fresh funds from that quarter, we are giving

consideration to carrying on interrupted development

in other countries which had expected to finance in

Europe.
"We have an opportunity now—indeed, we have a

duty—to become a wellspring of capital for the world.

Anxious hands are reaching toward us from every quar-

ter. The old main sources of capital for the world's

material development may not have run permanently

dry, but for the present at least their supply is wholly

diverted. While we shall ourselves feel the cessation

of that flow in our own direction, there are other coun-

tries that are left with needs so pressing that our op-

portunity to supply those needs becomes almost an in-

ternational obligation.

"So we face the need of a new fund of accumulated

capital, a fund not only large enough to meet the de-

mands of our own industrial development, in so far as

those demands have heretofore been met by Europe,

but large enough to pay back to Europe the greater part

of what we have heretofore borrowed there; large

enough also to make now, in turn, some great loans to

the very sources of our former springs of capital, so

that those nations may continue to buy from us our

produce and products."

At the Wednesday evening meeting the following reso-

lution was passed by the association pledging support

of Edison Day at- the San Francisco Exposition:

"Whereas the Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies has been officially advised of the designation

by the Panama-Pacific International Exposition of

Thursday, Oct. 21, as Edison Day, in special recognition

of the enormous benefits that have been conferred on
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mankind by the inventive genius and indefatigable labor

of Thomas Alva Edison, it is hereby resolved that this

association expresses its hearty indorsement and ap-

proval of the proposal and pledges its active support

and co-operation toward making the celebration a notable

success, and to this end be it further resolved that this

association appoint three official representatives to rep-

resent it on this occasion, and that it use its good offices

in securing the active support and co-operation of other

organizations interested in the electrical industry."

Closing Session and Banquet

Thursday morning was devoted to the reports and ac-

companying discussion of three committees—R. F.

Schuchardt on "The Electric Plant," J. W. Parker on

"The Steam Plant," and William C. L. Eglin on the sub-

ject of conference with the Bureau of Standards at

Washington. These followed a general open discussion

of technical problems.

The meeting closed with a banquet on Thursday
evening given in honor of the past-presidents of the

association.

MEETING OF THE SUPPLY DEALERS
Trade Conditions and Many Other Matters Discussed at the

Niagara Falls Gathering

A little less than the usual number attended the sum-
mer meeting of the Electrical Supply Jobbers' Asso-
ciation, held at the Clifton Hotel, Niagara Falls, Can-
ada, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of the pres-

ent week. Many representatives of manufacturers
were at the hotel during the sessions, and there was a

large attendance at the joint meeting of manufacturers
and jobbers.

The meeting was called to order at 10.30 a. m. on
Tuesday by Franklin Overbagh, general secretary of

the association. This session was devoted largely to

routine matters and reports from various committees.

Much of the discussion of the morning centered about
the method of publication of sheets for the association

catalog. Various suggestions as to detail changes were
offered. After full discussion, however, it was decided

to make no change in the method followed. The mem-
bers held that, even though the association copies of

manufacturers' catalogs are received after information

is obtained directly from the manufacturers, the uni-

form form of issue is an advantage.
In connection with the report of the committee on

statistics some discussion took place on the relative im-

portance of gross or net cost as a trade barometer.
While it was stated that gross business is an index of

the volume of sales attainable, net profit was held to be
the real measure of prosperity of a concern. The profit

on some lines, it was declared, has become lower stead-

ily for several years.

A telegram was sent to W. W. Low of Chicago ex-

pressing the great pleasure of the members at his re-

covery after an operation.

The joint session of manufacturers and jobbers was
opened at 10 o'clock on Wednesday morning by a paper
on "The Selection of Jobbers as Viewed by the Manu-
facturer," by William Gloeckner, secretary and sales

manager of the V. V. Fittings Company, Philadelphia.

Mr. Gloeckner said that the distributer who, in good
faith, places a manufacturer's line on his shelves and
is willing to invest his money in the product should be
supported by a selling policy that, as nearly as possible,

will assure the distributer an adequate profit on his

sales and a reasonable net return at the end of each year
on the investment he has made in the product. When the
manufacturer has placed his distributer in this position

it is the duty of the distributer to appreciate the situa-

tion and co-operate whole-heartedly by helping the sale

of the products, by carrying a comprehensive stock of

the goods in his warehouse and in every other possible

way helping to create, establish and maintain a demand
for the line he undertakes to handle.

In the selection of distributers it is far better, said

Mr. Gloeckner, for the manufacturer to work on the

theory that one satisfied distributer is better than a

half dozen or more who are dissatisfied. For this rea-

son he is in favor of limiting the number of dis-

tributers according to the demand and conditions pre-

vailing in each city and section of the country. The
missionary work done by a manufacturer to create a

demand for his line is always expensive, and it is but
natural for him to resent any lack of effort on the part

of his distributer to look after his interests and to see

that the demand created is met in a satisfactory man-
ner. If the manufacturer is willing to bear his share

of the work and expense necessary to dispose of the

goods carried by the distributer on his shelves, the dis-

tributer should be just as willing to bear his share.

It is not always the largest jobbing establishment,

said Mr. Gloeckner, that offers the best means of out-

let for the manufacturer's line. Sometimes the little

fellow gives better co-operation and more faithful at-

tention and service to the manufacturer's interests. It

is not always the house with the largest staff of sales-

men and covering the largest area that proves best;

sometimes a few good salesmen, covering a smaller

area in a thoroughly conscientious manner, are more
productive of good results.

George W. Hill, representing the Society of Elec-

trical Development, Inc., discussed the work of the

society in the promotion of "Electrical Prosperity

Week." He described the organization, read extracts

from letters pledging co-operation in different sections

of the country, and showed how non-members as well

as members can participate in the movement.
The association favors Hot Springs, Va., as the next

meeting place in the latter part of November or early

in December, the exact date to be determined later.

The action of the executive committee in voting to re-

duce the number of meetings per annum in 1916 from
four to three was approved. The meetings will be held

in February, June and October. It has been found
that the attendance at the summer meetings is light,

and the executive committee decided that with three

meetings a fair attendance at each would be had.

Col. H. V. Carter, Pacific States Electric Company,
San Francisco, was asked to describe jobbing condi-

tions on the Pacific Coast. He showed the tangible

results which have followed co-operation between the

different branches of the industry—central-station,

jobber, contractor and manufacturer. In every possi-

ble way the jobbers have helped the contractors to pre-

pare to take care of retail business. They have tried to

lead the central stations to see the advantage of co-

operating with the jobbers. The result is that some
of the principal central-station companies have mem-
bers in the Pacific Coast Jobbers' Association. On
various occasions, when some matter affecting the elec-

trical industry as a whole has been pending, the vari-

ous interests have been able to demonstrate that they

stood together in seeking a constructive policy and

were able to accomplish desirable ends which other-

wise would have been impossible.

Thomas M. Debevoise, general counsel of the asso-

ciation, outlined the recent decision of Judge Hough of

the United States Circuit Court in the "cream of

wheat" case. He also discussed the Stevens bill.

Sessions were held on Wednesday evening and
Thursday morning. The lamp situation was discussed.
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STEEL-MILL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Discussion ;ii Detroit Convention on [mproring Oyer-AU

I conomiea of Production Possibilities of Central-

station Supplj

Pour paal presidents of the American institute of

Electrical Engineers Schuyler Skaata Wheeler, Charles
p. Steinmetz, Gano Dunn and P. M. Lincoln sat at the

speakers
1

table at the banquet of the convention of the

\ ociation <»t' Iron and steel Elecl rical Engineers at

the Hotel Statler in Detroit on the evening of Sept. 9.

The dinner, at which 250 were present, marked the

climax to a most interesting joint meeting <>f the elec-

trical engineers of the steel industry and the local

section of the A. 1. E. E. other guests and members
at the speakers' table were Henry Ford, Henrj P. Hope,
first vice-president Carnegie Steel Company; E. Fried-

laender, past-presidenl <>t' the steel-mill Electrical Engi-
neers' Association; YV. T. Snyder, former secretary and
newly elected president of the association; the members
of the retiring board of directors, and the newly elected

officers. Mr. Friedlaender presided in the absence of the

retiring president, 0. B. Jones, who was seriously ill.

Mr. Bope acted as toastmaster.
Announcement was made of the election of the follow-

ing officers for the year 1916: W. T. Snyder, president;

F. D. Eagan, first vice-president; John C. Reed, second
vice-president, and W. 0. Oschmann, secretary. The
treasurer, James Farrington, was re-elected. At the
meeting Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler was elected an
honorary member of the association.

Applying Electricity to Steel-Mill Work

The convention of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers
opened on Sept. 8 and closed on Sept. 11. Papers and
discussion dealt chiefly with the problem of generating
and applying electricity to the heavy-duty requirements
of steel-mill work. Discussion of the papers revolved

about these special problems. In discussing the ques-

tion as to whether it would pay to purchase central-

station power, for example, point was made of two
factors—first, the relatively low power-factor of the
load, and, second, the problem of utilizing waste heat.

It was pointed out by several that "over-all" economy
was the end sought, not individual unit efficiencies.

A paper on "Wire Rope and Its Relation to Steel

Making," by James F. Howe, was especially appreciated

by the engineers present. Another day a talk, in quite

a different vein, by Prof. W. S. Franklin, on "Mechan-
ical Analogies in Electricity and Magnetism," resulted

in a special vote of thanks to the speaker. By a series

of experiments with ingenious mechanical counterparts

Professor Franklin explained various phenomena of in-

duction and capacity in alternating-current circuits.

Discussion by Dr. Steinmetz

Dr. Steinmetz during the discussion of many of the

papers was called upon to express his views. He declared

that sooner or later the individual power plants of the

steel industries must be linked with public service plants

to the end that the greatest advantage may be taken of

the common generation and distribution of electric

power. His paper on "Protection and Control of In-

dustrial Electric Power" was developed around these

two problems: (1) To limit the power which may be
let loose destructively by an accident in any part of the

system, without interfering with the normal flow of

power, and (2) to protect the system against being in-

volved by any accident in any part of it. He emphasized
the use of additional reactance in the generator and
other circuits, lightning-protective choke coils, and the

aluminum-cell lightning arrester. Discussion brought
out the need of further detailed study of this problem

based on exact knowledge. Without automati* records

of some sort it i very difficult to place exact cau i

r. .M. Lincoln called attention to the Increasing \M
of generating units. Twelve to fourteen yeai ago
iOOO-kw. units were considered remarkable. To-day
35,000 lew. units are not unknown anil 50,000 kw. are not

thought of as improbable. With the increase in

there have come improvements on the team ide and
increases in thermal efficiency. Discussion again in-

volved the question of whether to buy or generate

power, and it was remarked that in Duluth the steel

companies are already purchasing power in considerable

quantities, as is also the Illinois Steel Company in

( !hicago.

Following is a complete list of the papers:

"Improving a Non-Condensing Power Plant bj

of Direct-Current Mixed-Pressure Turbine Equipment,
Etc.," by R. F. Patterson; "Wire Rope and Its Relation

to Steel Making," by James F. Howe.
Thursday, Sept. 9.—Joint session with American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers. "Recent Developments
in Power-Generating Apparatus," by P. M. Lincoln;

"Protection and Control of Industrial Electric Power,"
by Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz; "Motor-Generators Versus
Rotary Converters," by E. Friedlaender; "Some of the

Latest Developments in Electrical Equipment," by K. A.

Pauly ; "Progress in the Iron and Steel Industry and
the Electric Furnace," by Dr. Karl G. Frank ; "Mechan-
ical Analogies in Electricity and Magnetism," by Prof.

W. S. Franklin.

Friday, Sept. 10.
—"The Electrification of Steel Mills

and the Use of Central-Station Power," by Brent Wiley
and Wilfred Sykes ; "Purchased Power for Steel Mills,"

by C. S. Lankton ; "Some Electrical Applications in

Steel-Mill Practice," by D. M. Petty; "Latest Develop-

ment of Electric Cranes for Steel Mills, Manufactured
by the Alliance Machine Company," by E. H. Kendall;

"Installation of Electrical Equipment to Comply with

Requirements of Safety," by Walter Greenwood.

NORTHWEST CONVENTION AT PORTLAND
Overhead-Line Construction and Water-power Legislation

Principal Topics Following Electric-Cooking Discussion

The convention of the Northwest Electric Light and
Power Association held at Portland, Ore., on Sept. 8, 9

and 10 was, in the opinion of all present, the most suc-

cessful in the history of the association, not only in

point of attendance but in the diversity of subjects dis-

cussed by the delegates. A report of the first day's

session was presented in these columns last week.
The proceedings of the second day included the report

of the overhead-line committee, read by J. C. Martin,

engineer of the Pacific Power & Light Company, Port-

land. Mr. Martin is also a member of the overhead-line

committee of the National Electric Light Association.

The committee concluded its report with the following

paragraphs, which, in a measure, summarized its recom-

mendations:

Recommendations of Overhead-Line Committee

"In conclusion, the committee wishes to emphasize
the importance of the member companies of the North-

west Electric Light & Power Association taking an

active personal interest in all of these movements and

keeping the overhead-line committee fully informed of

any local problems that have a bearing on any of them.

The importance of organized effort and vigilance in

these matters was never more urgent than at the present

moment. While there is no denial of the importance

of maintaining high standards of construction and of

providing all necessary protection to employees and the
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public, it must be borne clearly in mind that many of

the dangers that are discussed and urged as being haz-

ards are in the 'possible but entirely improbable' class,

and that before protection against specific things is

required definite proof of the need of that protection

must be shown.
"Our industry bears a very important relation to the

development of our territory in that it must to a large

extent assume the burden of furnishing the power sup-

ply for the many industries that are rapidly developing.

The high cost of fuel due to its comparative scarcity

and distance deprives these industries of a means of de-

velopment that has been a large factor in the develop-

ment of industries in many sections of the country, and
dependence must be placed on the development of the

water-power resources of the territory, through the

electrical industry, for the necessary power supply. It

is of the utmost importance that the electrical industry

be free within the widest possible limits to cope with

the many new problems that it must solve. It will not

do to sit back with folded hands and let matters take

their own course; we must be ready to contend at all

times for those things that tend toward the largest de-

velopment of the industry and of its territory."

There was a full discussion of Mr. Martin's paper, and
after a number of delegates had expressed their opinions

in the matter H. B. Peirce of the Washington Water
Power Company, Spokane, Wash., read a paper on the

"Development of Small Motor and Appliance Loads,"

written jointly by himself and L. M. Simpson. In the

paper there were discussed methods for developing the

use of electric energy by motors and appliances in resi-

dences. The authors covered a wide variety of subjects,

including the value of the domestic appliance load as a

revenue producer, effect on peak, character of appli-

ances, best methods of reaching the consumer, etc.

Resolution on Water-Power Legislation

In an important resolution passed by the association,

its membership, "recognizing that it is of prime impor-

tance to the development of the West that such legisla-

tion be passed as will make possible the ready financing

of water-power projects, hereby respectfully calls to the

attention of the Congress of the United States the need

of action looking to the passage of such legislation, and

hereby directs the president and executive committee

of this association to take steps to bring this impor-

tant matter to the attention of the members of Congress

of the Western States."

On Thursday afternoon H. B. Peirce and V. H. Greis-

ser presented a paper on the "Determination of Maxi-

mum Demand," and George Kumler and F. H. Murphy
discussed "Practical Applications of Modern Illumina-

tion." Mr. Greisser dwelt on the need of determining

maximum demands and the best methods of ascertain-

ing them, using integrating and graphic instruments.

The paper on illumination covered illumination units,

efficiency, comfort, harmony, reflectors and glassware,

and the use of plain, frosted and colored lamps. In the

evening Henry Berger, Jr., of Portland, gave an illus-

trated lecture on the new method of color photography

perfected by him.

Election of Officers

Friday was given over entirely to the discussion of

the report of the electric-range committee—consisting

of W. R. Putnam of the Utah Power & Light Company,
M. C. Osborn of the Washington Water Power Company,
and S. V. Walton of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company,
an abstract of which was published in the Electrical
World of last week. The election of officers was held

late in the afternoon, with the following results:

President, E. G. Robinson, Arlington, Wash.; vice-

Spectacular Illumination Marking the Mardi Gras Carnival That Closes Coney Island's Season
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Ending the brilliant Coney Island season each year with
a still more brilliant finale of special lighting effects that
outdo even the most spectacular summer night's illumina-
tion at this famous resort, the Mardi Gras celebration for
1915, which has been in progress during the present week,
has eclipsed all previous records for decorative lighting and
gay crowds. The hot weather which New York has been

suffering served to drive thousands of late-season visitors

down to the shore, swelling the usual Mardi Gras attendance
to several hundred thousand persons. Electrical energy for

the special illumination effects of Mardi Gras week at Coney
Island is donated through the generosity of the Brooklyn
Edison company, which furnishes the central-station serv-

ice to the resort city.
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president for Washington, il. J. Gille, Seattle; vice

presidenl for Oregon, Ait 1 1 Li Norman, Bugene;
president for Idaho, E. P, Bacon, dent
for Montana, J. P. Roche, Billings, executive commit
tee: •). M. Kinkaid, Port Townsend, Wa h.; ML C.

Osborn, Spokane, Wash.; J, E. Davidson, Portland; 0.
B. Caldwell, Portland; n. w . Brockett, Seattle; Arthur
Gunn, Wenatchee, Wash.; P. a. Bertrand, Aberdeen,
Wash.; I.. B. Faulkner, Olympia, and W. J, Grambs,
Seattle.

Banquet and Entertainment

in the evening the regular banquet for the delegates
took plaee at the Mult noinah Hotel, the toast masters
being A. C. McMicken of the Portland Railway, Lighl
A Power Company and Lewis A. McArthur of the Pacific
Tower & Lighl Company. C. C. Chapman of Portland,
for mam years eonnected with Portland commercial
organizations, addressed the banquet on the present
complexity o( legislation and its harmful effect on busi-
ness generally.

On Saturday, Sept. 11, the delegates were taken to

Oneonta Gorge on the Columbia River, 30 miles from
Portland, over the recently completed Columbia River
Highway.

PUBLIC POLICY DISCUSSION IN INDIANA
Papers Read Before Electric Light Association of That State

on Service and Depreciation—Election of Officers

The concluding sessions and features of the seventh
annual convention of the Indiana Electric Light Asso-
ciation, held last week at the Hotel Deming, Terre
Haute, Ind., maintained fully the standard of past meet-
ings. In last week's issue of the Electrical World
a report of the opening sessions was published. The
two closing days of the convention, Sept. 9 and 10, were
devoted to business sessions, a banquet with the largest
attendance in the life of the association, a tour by auto-
mobile to electrically equipped coal mines, and many
entertainment attractions.

Mr. Gaskill on "Service First"

D. L. Gaskill, Greenville, Ohio, secretary Ohio Elec-
tric Light Association, in a paper on "Service First,"
brought out many important points affecting service
and safety. He spoke of the remarkable protective
effect of the use of the phrase "safety first." Appre-
ciating what has been done by this and asking a bless-

ing for the man who is responsible for it, the next step
is to look further and see what more can be done to
upbuild. Mr. Gaskill showed that there has been a
tendency to amplify the faults of utilities and to forget
the blessings. In the past the utilities tried to over-
come this tendency by fighting the public on the basis
used by the public; but the public occupied a much
stronger position by reason of its power to control. The
real weapons of the utilities are those of diplomacy and
good service.

Depreciation Fund and Conservation of Capital

J. L. Clark, member of the Indiana Public Service
Commission, read a paper on "The Depreciation Ac-
count." The purpose for which a depreciation fund is

set aside, he said, is to prevent the distribution of cap-
ital to stockholders as dividends. If the people are will-

ing to, and do, patronize the business to an extent and
at a charge that will enable the concern to operate and
lay by a fund for repairs and replacements which will

keep the original investment intact, they have a legal

right to demand that it be so kept. If it is not so kept,

the business eventually must fail. Equally is the in-

vestor interested in maintaining the integrity of the

property, and he h;is a legal right, Where he lias made a

prudent investment ami prudently managed his busi-

.
I" demand a t :i t

.- iiHui.nl lo keep hi, m\e Imeiit

intact and pa\ a reasonable income tlienmi
When an line tment is once made in a utility plant,

Mr. ciark sani, it at once incomes Impressed wilh a

public duty, and the public has a right bo demand that

the investment be Kept. In the busini
i
i in order that this

public function can !>< performed. It is a difficult

matter to determine whether a case is one tor repairs,

to he paid for out of the maintenance fund, or of re-

placement, to he paid Cor out of the depreciation fund.
The imaginary line between the two is one to he drawn
in a way arbitrarily, and yet there should not he too

much latitude given, or the purpose of the depreciation
fund and account might be largely defeated.

Discussion

The paper by Mr. Clark was discussed at length. J.

W. Robb, Clinton, Ind., asked how the Tax Commission
would be likely to regard an accumulated depreciation
fund. Mr. Clark said that that question would have
to be answered by the Tax Commission, but that such a

fund would represent merely plant which was worn
out and would not be available for distribution or for

any other purpose. C. C. Perry, Indianapolis, said that

as the money was usually reinvested a depreciation fund
was largely a bookkeeping account; the depreciation

charge is mandatory and rate schedules should be high
enough to provide for it. F. A. Bryan, South Bend,
Ind., said that he felt that as long as property is in

good operating condition the utility should have the

right to earn a return on it. Mr. Clark called attention

to the fact that he did not discuss "value" in his paper,

but "condition" and "efficiency." E. J. Condon, Angola,
Ind., said that probably the neglect to provide for depre-

ciation is the cause of more failures of plants than the

condition of the business.

P. H. Palmer, Kokomo, Ind., asked how a stockholder

could earn a return on his investment if part of the

assets were held in a depreciation fund. T. F. Grover,

Terre Haute, Ind., showed how a consolidation of un-

successful competing companies in Terre Haute and
the development of interurban lines, consuming a large

amount of energy, had preceded and helped to make
possible a reduction in the cost of energy to the public.

He said that under these conditions the different oper-

ating parts of the system could not be segregated. It

was decided to have copies of Mr. Clark's paper printed

and distributed to companies throughout the State.

Progress in Incandescent Lamps

P. S. Millar, Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc.,

New York, addressed the convention on "The Incan-

descent Lamp of 1915." After indicating by a simple

comparison with candles the high efficiency of the mod-
ern "Mazda" lamp, he proceeded to discuss the factors

which influence the lamp in operation on the premises

of central-station consumers. By data taken from tests

of lamps obtained from various manufacturers through
various selling agencies, he showed that the quality of

lamps varies largely. With this condition as a premise
he urged that central stations control the supply of

lamps to consumers, this being the only way in which
the quality of the lamps and their suitability for a

given service can be assured.

G. S. Merrill, assistant to the chief engineer, Na-
tional Lamp Works of the General Electric Company, in

opening the discussion on Mr. Millar's paper, outlined

the action taken by the Ohio Electric Light Association

in the direction of standardizing voltages for incandes-

cent lamps. The Ohio companies will work in the direc-

tion of standardization on three voltages—110, 115 and
120 volts. Mr. Merrill said that until recently the incan-
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descent lamp has been inherently difficult to control with

respect to accuracy of rating. There is good reason to

believe that the lamps which are being produced at

present will show a material improvement. The de-

mand for incandescent lamps shows marked seasonal

variation, so that in order to maintain a nearly uniform

rate of production stocks of considerable size must be

accumulated at certain periods of the year. Naturally

under such conditions certain practical difficulties are

encountered in getting any improvements or changes

on the general market immediately. The manufacturers
realize the desirability of bettering conditions in this

respect, and here the standardization of circuit voltages

becomes a matter of mutual importance to the central

station and the manufacturers, as this will simplify the

stock situation. The conditions under which lamps have

been used practically up to the present time have been

such as to make it seem unwise to attempt to work to

exceedingly close limits, as this, of course, would have

increased costs.

To illustrate this point, Mr. Merrill said that several

years ago a voltage survey of about eighty stations in

the Middle West showed that practically one-half were
operating lamps at four or more volts under voltage.

These conditions are improving gradually, and another

voltage survey to-day would undoubtedly show opera-

tion at more nearly normal rating. As the circuit con-

ditions improve it naturally becomes incumbent upon
the manufacturer to show at least equal progress in the

closeness with which his product is rated, and Mr. Mer-
rill said that he thought this is being done.

Plans for Electrical Prosperity Week

At the afternoon session on Sept. 9 Frederic Nicholas,

associate editor Electrical World, outlined the move-
ment for "Electrical Prosperity Week." C. C. Perry,

Indianapolis, said that member companies should co-

operate with the society. A motion providing for this

action was passed. President Grover also commended
the movement.

Better Standards in Line Construction

E. J. Condon, Jr., Indiana Utilities Company, in a

paper on "Transmission Line Construction," described

an installation on that system. Mr. Condon said that

the demand for high-tension lines has brought out the

important fact that the supply of electric service for

small towns can be put on a paying basis, consequently

there is more or less mushroom growth of lines in all

parts of the country. In many cases these lines have
been built thoughtlessly and with a decided leaning to-

ward the commercial side of the problem, with conse-

quent sacrifice of the engineering phase. The paper
was written to promote a co-operative movement to in-

sure a higher standard of construction and to further

a better understanding and preparation for more ex-

tensive transmission-line development.

Among those who discussed the paper were D. L.

Gaskill, F. A. Bryan, C. C. Perry, E. J. Condon, J. W.
Robb, H. L. Crawford, W. H. Palmer, C. C. Condon, E.

Kuhlman, T. F. Grover, Thomas Donohue and S. W.
Greenland.

Storage-Battery and Motion-Picture Loads

A paper by R. E. Russell, General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., on "Direct-Current Loads on Al-

ternating-Current Lines, and Their Value," was read

in the author's absence by W. S. Liggett of the same
company. The principal loads discussed in the paper-

were those for the storage battery and the motion-pic-

ture arc. A mercury-arc rectifier was displayed in con-

nection with the paper. The sale of electrical energy
for charging starting, lighting and ignition batteries,

while not great, adds to the revenue of the central

station an amount equal at least to one 25-watt each

and with no expense to the company. The income from

telephone, telegraph, railway signal, etc., is not large,

but as an indication of what it may be several examples

were cited, taken from actual practice in Schenectady.

In motion-picture theaters the load for one hour will

be about 2.5 kw. or 3 kw., so that a theater will pay on

the basis of from 260 kw.-hr. per month to a possible

maximum of 2000 kw.-hr. The last figure is rare

Linton T. Block, Utilities Indemnity Exchange, St.

Louis, Mo., described the work of that organization in

providing insurance for utilities. After discussion by

Mr. Greenland and E. J. Condon it was decided that

the executive committee should investigate the proposi-

tion outlined by Mr. Block and report to members.

The election of officers resulted as follows: President,

E. J. Condon; vice-president, S. W. Greenland; secre-

tary and treasurer, Thomas Donohue; executive com-

mittee, T. F. Grover, T. F. English, A. R. Holliday, F.

A. Bryan and C. C. Perry.

Convention of Ontario Electrical Dealers and Con-

tractors at Toronto

The Electrical Dealers and Contractors of Ontario

concluded at Toronto on Sept. 9 one of the best and

most helpful conventions in the history of their associa-

tion with the election of officers as follows: President,

J. W. Commerford, Toronto; first vice-president, William

Greenleaf, Belleville; second vice-president, J. R. Ze-

north, Windsor; secretary, Rufus Earle, Toronto; treas-

urer, J. C. Soules, Toronto; president of Dominion

Board, B. W. Ziemann, Preston; secretary of Ontario

Provincial Board of Retail Merchants, W. C. Miller,

Toronto.

Many of the discussions during the convention were

very instructive. H. F. Strickland, provincial chief in-

spector, Toronto, talked on "Rules and Regulations of

the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario."

"The Resale Problem" report, presented by the commit-

tee formed to introduce a fair scale of resale prices from

jobbers, was introduced with an address by G. T. Dale,

Toronto. Gordon C. Keith, editor of the Electrical

Dealer and Contractor, spoke of "The Relation of the

Trade Paper to the Electrical Trade." The subject of

the licensing of contractors was taken up by F. C.

Whatmough of Stratford, and Wills MacLachlan, in-

spector of the Electrical Employers' Association of On-

tario, spoke on "Accident Prevention." The discussions

were concluded with an address by R. Hinsdale, chief

inspector of the advisory board of the Workmen's

Compensation Board.

Convention of New England Section, N. E. L. A.

With a registration of about 400, the convention of

the New England Section of the National Electric Light

Association opened at Mount Kineo, Me., Tuesday eve-

ning. Wednesday was given over to a discussion of the

difficulties of securing large motor loads, ten pithy

papers on the subject being presented. These elicited

free and frank discussion between central-station, hy-

droelectric, textile and shoe-machinery men which was
most instructive. At a banquet on Wednesday night the

guests included State officials, New England Public

Service Commissioners, and President E. W. Lloyd of

the parent body. The topics for discussion on Thurs-

day had to do with commission regulation, electric

vehicles and Electrical Prosperity Week. The relations

of the public utility companies with the electrical con-

tractors were also considered.



FIG. 1—SUBSTATION OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY CONNECTED TO SYSTEM OF BROOKLYN EDISON COMPANY

A Plant Problem Solved by Purchased Service

How a Study of All the Conditions in a Mill Operating 5000 Hp. of Station Equipment

Resulted in One of the Largest Long-Term Contracts Ever Secured

THE present tendency of industrial managements
to confine operating capital to productive manu-
facturing processes is exemplified by the arrange-

ments of the American Manufacturing Company of

Brooklyn to use purchased motor service. In this case

the production of home-made energy in existing stations

as against purchased service from a central-station com-
pany was not considered solely as an engineering prob-
lem but taken up from a broader viewpoint, one that

considered the manufacturing advantages in the con-

trol of production costs through concentration of operat-

ing activity and expenditures on processes actually

called for by the materials handled. Of particular in-

terest, therefore, are the conditions under which it

seemed advisable to replace two generating stations

containing 3800 hp. in boilers, 5000 hp. of triple-expan-

sion, compound engines and exhaust-steam turbines,

with generators operating 4000 hp. of direct-current

motors, by alternating-current motor drives served

from the distribution system of the Edison Electric

Illuminating Company of Brooklyn under a long-term
contract.

About two years ago the American company real-

ized that the business would soon demand more power.
To provide this under existing conditions called for the

addition of more generating units or the substitution of

more powerful units for some of the smaller machines
in the two generating stations then operated. These
schemes were impracticable because both plants were
already filled with units so that a third generating sta-

tion was required which would still further increase
labor expense and supervision. Again, many of the

prime movers could not be depended on much longer for

reliable operation. The substitution of higher-rated

prime movers and generators would have required con-

siderable expense, to say nothing of the difficulties in-

volved in replacing the older machines without inter-

rupting manufacturing operations, since increasing the

generating rating would have been accompanied by
changes in the boiler room and improvements in the

coal and ash-handling system. For these reasons and on

account of the fact that general distribution conditions

had become unsatisfactory, it was decided that com-
plete rehabilitation would be most economical.

About the time that this decision was reached the

power engineering bureau of the Edison Electric Illu-

minating Company of Brooklyn suggested a study of

operating conditions. This request was granted by the

American Manufacturing Company and tests were con-

ducted for six months. From results of these tests and
others conducted by the plant engineers, it was found
that only about 60 to 70 per cent of the power developed

by one of the large engines was actually delivered to

machines owing to the energy wasted in belt, pulley

and shaft friction. The total load, which was calculated

to be about 3800 kw., never dropped less than about 300

kw. during the night, while the yearly consumption of

energy was estimated at over 9,000,000 kw.-hr. At that

time the daily load-factor was about 35.8 per cent, fig-

ured on the largest peak. Judging from the rate

at which the business of the company was growing, it

was estimated that the maximum load was increasing

about 340 kw. each year. At the completion of the

tests a report was submitted to the American Manufac-
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turing Company which resulted in a contract calling for

a supply of untransformed 6600-volt energy at the plant.

In the meantime a careful study of the methods of

driving the machinery had been made by the manufac-
turing company, and the decision had been reached that

the motor equipment and distribution system would be

the same whether central-station or private-plant en-

ergy were used. Since the plant was equipped with

direct-current motors and the central-station company
supplied only alternating-current energy in that terri-

tory, rotary converters were considered at first. After

careful study, however, it was decided that direct-cur-

rent drive would not be economical in either initial or

operating costs, since the rotary converters would cost

considerable and not be so efficient as transformers.

Furthermore, by replacing the direct-current motors
with the alternating-current type some saving in the

initial expense could be realized from their salvage value,

thus making the new alternating-current installation

most desirable. Another point in favor of the alter-

nating-current installation was the decreased fire hazard

with alternating-current motors, a matter of consider-

able importance in this mill where flying lint is present

in the air at all times.

Changing Over the Equipment

To re-equip the plant throughout with alternating-

current motors several difficulties, such as securing

space for a substation, installing a new distribution

system, finding suitable locations for the motors, and
preparing for a quick change-over in drive without seri-

ously reducing the output of the plant, were handled in

an interesting way. The first obstacle met was the

abandoning of one of the boiler plants and installing in

its place transformers, motor-generators (used for sup-

plying energy to lamps and some variable-speed mo-
tors), and high and low-voltage switching equipment.
As far as space was concerned, the location was satis-

factory, but from a distribution point of view it was
not the most desirable. It was far from the load center

and impracticable to lead out the feeders through the

walls or underground. A rather unique scheme of dis-

tribution was therefore adopted, that of running more
than 5000 hp. in feeders through concrete-incased ducts

over the roofs of the buildings and connecting with the

loads through vertical, horizontal and inclined branches
opening into outlet houses on the roof.

To avoid shutting the plant down entirely when the

motors were changed the work was confined to one de-

partment at a time. It was possible to install some

of the motors and connect them for operation without

shutting down the part of the plant they were to drive.

In such cases the driving sheaves or pulleys were at-

tached to the shafts Oil Sundays. Where the old direct-

current motors were located satisfactorily, it was only

necessary to shut down the plant long enough to set

the new motors. In general, the motors were mounted
on elevated structural-steel platforms which do not ob-

struct the aisles or take up valuable floor space. Some
of the motors, however, were installed in separate

rooms. Francke flexible couplings were employed be-

tween the motors and the shafts of direct drives. In

some cases the motors were connected to the ends of

shafts, and in others they were inserted at the middle.

Many of the shafts are at least 200 ft. long and drive

two or three countershafts of the same length. As
shown by the accompanying cross-section of the plant,

many large motors were used.

With a few exceptions all motors rated under 100 hp.

are of the squirrel-cage type, and all rated at 10 hp. or

more are equipped with compensators to limit the start-

ing current. Smaller motors are connected directly to

the line through oil switches. Motors rated at 100 hp.

and greater have wound rotors and drum controllers

with resistors housed in ventilated cases to prevent fly-

ing lint from catching on fire. The machines designed

for 200 hp. and more have, in addition, slip-ring short-

circuiting devices and panels bearing oil switches, am-
meters, low-voltage and inverse-time-limit overload re-

lays. Switches with ammeter tops are used on all

slip-ring motors rated at 150 hp. and lower.

In series with the no-voltage release of each motor
are several closed-circuit push-button switches attached

to columns near the machines which the motor drives.

If any accident happens or the machines become clogged,

they can be instantly stopped by pressing these buttons.

The push-button switches are set in cases similar to

lamp-circuit switches so they cannot be tampered with,

and over them are placed hinged metal covers. The
hinged cover does not hinder pushing the button when
raised, but removes the invitation to push the buttons

on the part of curious employees. Two blue bands are

painted around the post on which the buttons are

mounted, and a sign readable from four directions calls

attention to the purpose of the button.

A signal system is used for starting the machines in

rotation so that an excessive load will not be thrown
on the feeders by the starting currents. About twenty
minutes is required to get all machines in operation.

All of the motors rated at 150 hp. and larger are con-

FIG. 2—A 750-KW. EXHAUST-STEAM TURBINE SET HELD FIG. 3—

A

FOR OCCASIONAL USE
1200-HP. TRIPLE-EXPANSION ENGINE USED IN

THE OLD STATION
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nected to the line shafts bj rope drive on account <»r

low first cost, little noise, long life of drive and little

Btatic electric disturbances. Where the driving and
driven shafts are fairlj close together and not m the
same horizontal plane, American drive has been era

ployed. Where the shafts are in the same horizontal
plane, or verj close t<> it. and farther aparl English
drive is used. Those who have objected to English drive
on the ground that each rope docs not take its share of
the load would be surprised to sec how uniform the
and consequently the tension, is on the tension side of
the English POpe drives in this factory. The ropes
Which are employed are one of this company's principal
products. Leather belts are used between the line shafts
and the machines in most cases. No fuses are used on
the large motors, inverse-time-limit overload relays be-
ing depended on for protection.

FIG. 4—THE 1000-HP. TANDEM-COMPOUND ENGINE WHICH
STOOD WHERE FIRE PUMPS AND GARAGE NOW ARE

Substation

The plant substation is at the end of the factory where
four Heine boilers of the main plant formerly stood.
Twenty-five-cycle energy is delivered to it by the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn at 6600 volts
through four three-phase, 250,000-circ. mil cables.

Two of these come from the company's Ainslee Street
substation, while the other two connect with the Gold
Street generating station. The Ainslee Street substa-
tion is connected with both the Gold and Sixty-sixth
Street generating stations, so that there is very little

possibility of complete interruption to service.

The high-tension switching equipment is installed on
the first floor of the substation, and consists of two banks
of three single-phase, 6600/440 volt air-cooled trans-
formers rated at 3000 kva. per bank and a motor-driven
blower supplied with cooled air by a King-Welton
washer. On the floor above are the distribution panels,
two motor-generator sets and the control panel for the
signaling system used to start and stop motors as men-
tioned before. The incoming 6600-volt cables are con-
nected with one leg of a U-shaped bus through oil
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Motors

Control Equipment* Feeder
No.

Pl'I.I 1 AVE Transmission (Rope or Belt)

Key to
Drawing

Type

RATING

Key to
Drawing

1 ITION

Key to
Drawing

Hp. R.p.in.
Diame- No. of
tcr (in.) Grooves

M
M
K
K
K

Ten 35
Five 25
One 20
One 10
Six 3

715 T-l-H controller, K-20 switch with ammeter top]
715

715 K-20 switch )

Individual-drive motors

A M 200 242 T-29 controller panel with K-13 oil switch and
low-Voltage release, also slip-ring short-circuit-

ing devioe

10 4
3
2
1

45
48
48
48

7 b
7
3 a
3

Seven 1.75-in. ropes

Three 1.75-in. ropes

B M 200 242 Do. 6. 8
7
6
5

45
48
48
48

7
8
3
3

d

c

Seven 1.75-in. ropes

Three 1.75-in. ropes

C M 300 290 Do. 2 12
11
13
10
9

56
72
48
48
48

11
12
3
6
3

f

g

e

Eleven 1.75-in. ropes

Three 1.75-in. ropes

Three 1.75-in. ropes

D K 75 480 3 16
15
14

28 Double 12-in. belt
60 h
60

E M 200 290 T-29 controller panel with K-13 oil switch and 10
low-voltage release, also slip-ring short-circuit-

ing device

17
18
19
20

47 9 i

60 8
48 6 k
48 6

Nine 1.75-in. ropes
American drive

Four 1.5-in. ropes

F M 200 290 Do. 5 24
23
22
21

47
60
60
60

10 m
9
5 1

4

Nine 1.5-in. ropes
American drive

Four 1.5-in. ropes

G M 300 290 T-29 controller panel with K-13 oil switch and
low-voltage release, also slip-ring short-circuit-

ing device

1 30
27
26
25
29
28
31

47
60
42
42
42
42
42

15
15
4
4
1

3
2

o

n

P

q

Fifteen 1.5-in. ropes

Four 1.75-in. ropes

One 1.175-in. ropes

Two 1.75-in. ropes

H M 150 290 T-20 controller, K-20 oil switch with ammeter top 3 35
34
33
32

47
60
60
60

6
6
2
2

s

r

Six 1.75-in. ropes

Two 1.75-in. ropes

I K 35 715 A-13.. . 36
37

15
48

t One 10-in. belt

J M 200 290 T-29 controller panel with K-13 oil switch and
low-voltage release, also slip-ring short-circuit-

ing device

11 38
41
40
39

47
60
42
42

11
11
2
2

u

V

Ten 1.5-in. ropes
American drive

Two 1.5-in. ropes

K M 100 485 T-20 controller, K-20 oil switch with ammeter top 6 44
42
43
45

28 w
60
42 1 x
42 1

16-in. double belt

One 1.5-in. rope

L M 150 290 T-20 controller, K-20 oil switch with ammeter top 14 50
49
47
46
48
51

47 6 z

60 6
60 3 y
60 3
42 1 aa
42 1

Six 1.75-in. ropes

Three 1.75-in. ropes

One 1.75-in. ropes

M M 300 290 T-29 controller panels with K-13 oil switch and
low-voltage release, also slip-ring short-circuit-

ing device

4 59
57
55
54
53
52
56
58

47
60
60
60
42
42
42
42

11 ee
12
8 cc
8
2 bb
2
2 dd
2

Eleven 1.75-in. ropes

Eight 1.75-in. ropes

Two 1.75-in. ropes

Two 1.75-in. ropes

N K 50 480 18 60
61
62
63

22 I ff

47
42 1 gg
42 1

One 1.75-in. rope

M 150 290 T-20 controller, K-20 oil switch with ammeter top 14 73
70
71
72
69
68
67
66

47
60
42
42
42
42
42
42

6
6

kk

jj

ii

hh

•nx 1 ,75-in. ropes

P K 75 480 4 75
76
77
74
78
79

28
60
18
30
18
36

nun

11

mi

12-in. double belt

Q M 150 290 jT-20 controller, K-20 oil Bwitch with amraetei top 3 80 47 6

R K 20 715 18

S K 20 715 IS Do.

"Type numbers refer to designs of Sprague Works of Q neral Electric Company.
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v K 20 715 11 88
s7
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28

rr in ,,, bell

w M 300 21111 T-29 oontroller panel with K-18 oil switch and
Ion voltage release, also slip-ring short

log dr\ ioe

13 89
00
'.il

92
93

en
•17

BO
42
12

3
12
6
4
I

tt

11

U

Threi l.'i

Five 1 .75-in n

Four 1.7'. in

The Following equipment is also included in the plant but is not

Indicated In the drawing:

No

Motor

Transmission Control Equipment

Hp. ll.p.m. Type

One

Two

300

200
100

50
35

35
25
20
15

10

7.5

3

300

250
500

500
750

750
750
750
750
750

750
750

M

M
M

K
K

M
M
K
K
K

K
K

Rope drive

Rope drive

T 29 controller panel with K 13 switch

and low-voltage release

Do.

top

Two

One
One

T-l-H, K-20, ammeter top

Do.
Four
Three

Flanged couplings . . A-S compensator

Five

Two
K-20 switch

Total hp. installed 5659

switches and disconnecting switches. These feeders are

protected by reverse-power relays using direct-current

energy through the contactor circuit. At the bend in

the U-shaped busbars is a totalizing series transformer.

Connected with the other leg of the U are two sets of

Maximum Demand
\<±=*^c-/ V *» z-

3000

+-

1 2000
~
i£

1000

'

1

"" v \

\Z\ 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II \l 1 I 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II II

A.M. PM.
Time.

FIG. 6—TYPICAL DAILY LOAD CURVE

three-phase cables feeding the two banks of trans-

formers.

The direct-current energy is being furnished by a

storage battery installed for this purpose. This is

considered necessary as a short-circuit would reduce the

voltage so that alternating current in the contactor cir-

cuits would be ineffective. Both banks of transformers

are equipped with differential relays which disconnect

both the primary and secondary windings when trouble

occurs within them. To permit disconnecting them on

the secondary side, three single-pole, simultaneously

actuated 6000-amp. General Electric air-brake switches

are employed, which are probably the largest in use

for this purpose.

The secondary cables from the transformers pass up
through the ceiling into the switching room. The 440-

volt oil switches are conveniently laid out, being placed

back to back several feet behind the switchboard and
readily accessible. They are mechanically operated by
rods and bell cranks. All conductors are covered with
rubber tape and wrapped with pure asbestos listing to

FIG. 7—ELECTRICALLY OPERATED FIRE PUMP

prevent fire from short-circuits and accidents due to

contact.

One of the motor-generators is rated at 150 kw. and
the other at 300 kw. Both are driven by synchronous

machines which are started as induction motors and
excited directly from the generators when synchronous

speed is attained. As mentioned before, they supply

energy to lamps and direct-current motors. Each unit

is provided with a speed-limit device to prevent their

running away in case the alternating-current supply is

interrupted and direct-current feeds back from the other

motor-generator.

Complete records are kept showing voltage, frequency,

current per transformer bank, power demand (per
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FIG. 8—300-HP. WOUND-ROTOR MOTOR WITH AMERICAN
ROPE DRIVE

transformer bank and total) and total energy used in

this factory. Indicating and graphic instruments are

installed on the primary side of the transformers and
belong to the American Manufacturing Company. Re-
cording watt-hour meters and maximum-demand meters
are also installed by the Edison company. Each feeder

panel is equipped with two oil-switch handles, inverse-

time-limit overload relays and indicating wattmeters.

Distribution System

The feeder cables, twenty in number and designed

for 300 hp. each, extend up the wall back of the switch-

board through fiber ducts into a duct house on the roof.

There the cables emerge and run into a nest of hori-

zontal concrete-incased fiber ducts extending over the

roofs and branching off into vertical, lateral and in-

clined conduits leading to points of distribution. Paral-

lel I-beams were employed between each building wall

and column to support the concrete duct line, which
weighs about 762 lb. per linear foot and contains thirty

ducts. Cables feeding loads close to the substation were
placed in the upper layers of the duct line, those for

more distant loads being at the bottom of the nest, thus

making it possible to connect with branch lines without
breaking the continuity of the other ducts.

Fiber duct was used to prevent excessive heating by

V

FIG. 10—100-HP. MOTOR WITH TYPICAL BELT DRIVE AND
FLEXIBLE COUPLING

induction. Each cable when not protected by a duct is

wrapped with rubber tape covered with a layer of 0.25-

in. asbestos listing painted with two coats of silicate of

soda. Iron conduit had to be used in one vertical

branch, as it was much easier to support and lighter

than fiber incased in concrete. Where the distributing

circuits extend across the street to the office building
and warehouse, overhead construction is used and light-

ning arresters are connected with each line.

Fire Pumps

The fire pumps were formerly operated by steam, but
as three separate sources of electrical supply are now
available, two motor-driven pumps are used. Either
one of these units can be automatically controlled by a
speed regulator, consisting of a Mason valve, a hydraulic
piston and a pilot valve with a variable fulcrum, so

that the pressure can be maintained at 80 lb. Hand
control is also provided. The pressure afforded by these
pumps can be supplemented by that of a tank system,
steam pumps and the city service. Water is used from
the fire line for sanitation, to prevent the pipe clogging
and being ineffective during a fire.

Mr. Hubert C. Sparks, London, England, acted as

consulting engineer for the company when the electrical

and mechanical changes were contemplated.

FIG. 9—300-HP. WOUND-ROTOR MOTOR WITH ENGLISH
ROPE DRIVE

FIG. 11—150-HP. MOTOR DRIVING IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS

WITH ENGLISH TRANSMISSION
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Analyzing Electric Waves
for Harmonics

An Artificial Transmission Lino Oilers an

Accurate Method of Determining the

Presence and Order of the Super-

imposed Oscillations

By C. w. Ricker

Even by the use of common standard methods, the separation of a voltage wave into

its component harmonics is often a difficult task. In this article Mr. Ricker points out
that an artificial transmission line, when divided into different fractions of a wave
length, can be employed to magnify any particular harmonic in the current, thus show-
ing the presence of the corresponding harmonic in the voltage wave. The order of the
harmonic can be computed from the length and electrical characteristics of the line

used to magnify each particular harmonic, while the form of the voltage wave can be
determined by applying certain corrective factors. It is further explained that a short-

circuited line will magnify even harmonics more than odd harmonics, thus affording a

convenient method of observing the former. The artificial transmission line used in

the experiments was that of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, at Boston,
described in the "Electrical World" of May 2, 1914. This artificial line, several sections of

which are pictured above, is the electrical equivalent of one phase of a 750-mile three-

phase line made up of 500,000-circ. mil copper conductors spaced at 9-ft. distances.

THE analysis of the voltage wave of an alternating-

current generator may be carried out by any one
of several standard methods. The process is

apt to become tedious and inaccurate where the

harmonics are small in magnitude, and especially where
the analysis is carried to the higher harmonics. It is

often desirable to magnify the harmonics by impress-

ing the voltage on a condenser and taking the wave
form of the condenser current. The harmonics then
appear in the current, magnified in direct proportion to

their order. The current wave can then be analyzed by
some standard method, and the wave-form of voltage

determined by applying the proper corrective factors

to the harmonics.
During the past year the writer had occasion, as part

of a thesis for an advanced degree, to make a series of

tests on the artificial transmission line which was re-

cently installed in the electrical engineering department
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1 This
line is made up of twenty-five El-sections, each section

representing 30 miles of smooth line. It represents one
phase of a three-phase line, of 500,000 circ.-mil copper
conductors, at 9-ft. triangular spacing. Both the steady

and the transient states of impressed alternating volt-

age on the line were investigated.

Oscillograms show that the wave form of the current

at the sending end, when the receiving end is short-

circuited, is not symmetrical; e.g., the negative half of

the wave is not an exact repetition of the positive half

of the wave. This means that the wave must contain

some even harmonics. This condition is not found when
the receiving end of the line is on open-circuit.

The problem was investigated from the mathematical
point of view, with the result that the impedance which
the quarter-wave line offers to an even harmonic when
the receiving end is short-circuited was found to be

about 1.54 per cent of that which is offered to a low odd
harmonic under otherwise unchanged conditions. Con-
versely, when the receiving end is on open-circuit, the

impedance to a low even harmonic is sixty-five times the

impedance to a low odd harmonic." When, therefore,

the quarter-wave line is on open-circuit at the receiving

end, the fundamental and the odd harmonics are greatly

magnified, but when the receiving end is short-cir-

cuited the even harmonics are greatly magnified.

The following is a very simple mathematical demon-
stration. The impedance of a line as measured at the

sending end, when the receiving end is short-circuited,
3

is

Zg
= Z tanh 6 ohms Z (1)

where Z = surge impedance of the line,

= line angle,

Zo V r + jioL

g + jo>c
ohms Z (2)

hyps. Z (3)6 = V ( r + 3^L) (g + ;'a)C)

I = length of line in miles,

r = ohms resistance per mile,

L = inductance per mile,

g = leakance per mile,

C = capacitance per mile,

w = radians per second.

The angle is complex, and may be written in the

form

'Thesis by R. Huxley. Also Electrical World, May 2, 1914,
p. 9S0. "Resonance Tests of Long Transmission Line," by A. E.
Kenntlly and Harold Pender, Electrical World, Aug. 8, 1914.

-This condition applies to the low harmonics, because the mag-
nification decreases slightly as the order increases.

3Kennelly's "Application of Hyperbolic Functions to Electrical
Engineering Problems."
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tanh (a + ;p) =

6 = a + ;p

tanh a + tanh ;ji

1 -f tanh a . tanh j[i

tanh a -f- ; tan £

1 + ; tanh a . tan p

If the line is quarter-wave length, fJ

tanh a -|- /oo

hyps. Z (4)

numeric Z (5)

numeric Z (6)

tanh

tanh =

7 oc

= coth

= tanh a

and

(7)

numeric (8)

and

1 -j- j tanh a

1

tanh %

If the line is half-wave length,
J3

tanh a + /0

1 + 3 tanh a . ;0

The impedance of a line, as measured at the sending

end, when the receiving end is on open-circuit, is

numeric (9)

Z
t
= Zocoth

By reasoning similar to that above,

when p =—

,

coth = tanh a

ohmsZ (10)

numeric (11)

numeric (12)

0.1225 hyp.

and when (3 = u, coth = coth a

The value of a for the line used

when / = 60 cycles per second.

tanh 0.1225 .= 0.12246,

coth 0.1225 = 8.166.

When / = 60 cycles per second, Z„ - 342.8 '4° 28' ohms,

and when / = oo, Z = 340.7 0.0 ohms.
The impedance of the quarter-wave line when on open-

circuit at the receiving end is

Zf = 342.8 / 4° 28' X 0.12246 = 42.0 ' 4*~28' ohms.
The impedance of the same line, when short-circuited at

the receiving end, is

2799Zg = 342.8 / 4° 28' X 8.166

|* = 66.7.
Zf

4
J
28' ohms.

This shows that the impedance of the quarter-wave line,

when short-circuited at the receiving end, is over sixty-

five times as great as when on open-circuit.

If now we consider the impedance to even harmonics,
when the line is short-circuited, the formulas show it to

be 42.0 ohms, when the line is some multiple of half-

wave length. For the higher harmonics, the line is no

with the receiving end short-circuited will thus be mag-
nified about sixty-five times above the scale of either

the fundamental or the triple-frequency harmonic. The
same condition will apply in a somewhat lesser degree

with all higher even-frequency harmonics.

Oscillogram No. 1 shows the wave form of the voltage

impressed upon the line, and also the currents at the

sending end both when the line is on open-circuit and
on short-circuit at the receiving end. Three exposures

were made for this purpose on the same film, so that

the phase relations, being unimportant, are not shown.
The voltage was obtained from a Mordey alternator,

the coils being connected in series in a special manner.
The wave-form of the current at the sending end of

the line, when the receiving end is on open-circuit, is

almost exactly the same as that of the voltage, because

the odd harmonics are magnified by about the same
amount as the fundamental, and the even harmonics,

which are very small, are suppressed. In the short-

circuited case, however, the odd harmonics are sup-

pressed and the even harmonics are greatly magnified,

giving a wave which is far from symmetrical with re-

spect to the time axis. The magnification decreases

slightly as the order of the harmonic increases, the mag-
nification for the twelfth harmonic being about 60 per

cent of that for the second harmonic.

Oscillogram No. 2 shows the impressed voltage and
the sending-end current when one-third and one-fifth of

the artificial line length are used. These curves show
that it is possible to divide the line into fractional

parts and greatly magnify any particular harmonic at

will. If the line is made quarter-wave length for a high

harmonic, the magnification is very large. The Ferranti

factors of this particular line for the fundamental, the

third and the fifth harmonics are 7.81, 20.06 and 52

respectively.

Since all conditions are subject to accurate calcula-

tion, the analysis of voltage waves may be more easily

determined after the harmonics have been magnified by

the artificial transmission line. A large magnification

is desirable, consequently the resistance of the line used

should be as small as possible. A table may be computed
showing the magnification of all the harmonics for the

different conditions, so that it then becomes only neces-

sary to analyze the prepared wave and apply the cor-

rective factors. The method has an advantage over the

FIG. 1—WAVE-FORMS WITH QUARTER-WAVE LINE
When open at distant end, the current is a nearly smooth funda-

mental sinusoid. When shorted at distant end. the current has a
distorted wave-form with positive and negative half waves unlike,
showinK presi nee of strong even harmonics.

longer a multiple of half-wave length. The deviation
from half-wave length increases as the order of the
harmonic increases, thus causing the impedance for the
higher harmonics to be greater than that for the lower
harmonics. To the double-frequency harmonic the line

becomes a half-wave line.

The impedance to a low odd harmonic under these
conditions will be Zg = 2799 ohms Z.

When a wave of the voltage impressed on the sending
end of the line in the steady state contains a double-
frequency harmonic as well as a triple-frequency har-
monic, the double-frequency current at the sending end

FIG. 2—VOLTAGE AND CURRENT WITH SHORTENED LINE

With one-third of the line the third harmonic is magnified
about twenty times and the fundamental not appreciably. The
ninth, fifteenth, etc., are also increased. The third curve shows
the fifth harmonic greatly magnified

simple condenser method, because any harmonic may be

picked out at will and magnified largely over all the

others. This is exceedingly desirable when an accurate

analysis is desired for only one or two harmonics.

By this new device, therefore, an artificial transmis-

sion line containing an adjustable number of sections

becomes not only applicable to the accurate magnifica-

tion of some selected harmonic in an alternating-current

voltage wave, but also to magnify largely all of the even
harmonics over the odd harmonic currents
The writer is indebted to Dr. A. E. Kennelly for many

useful suggestions in connection with this research.
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The Effect of Temperature on the

Accuracy of Watt-Hour Meters
i'.' B E, Miller

In many Mates commission rulings or statutes arc in force specifying the degree
of accuracy within which service meters must he adjusted. Since, however, such meters
when installed may be subjected to extreme ranges of temperature in cellars, in attics,

and on outside porches, some writers have suggested that the inherent variations of

registration caused by temperature changes may be even greater than the amount of

error permissible under the service rules. With the aid of a refrigerating machine and
electric heating apparatus, as described here, tests were conducted on a group of watt-
hour meters of different makes at temperatures between 20 deg. below zero and 140 deg.

above zero Fahr. Within this range the tests seemed to show variations of registra-

tion of 3, 5 and even 7 per cent from the original calibration, the widest discrepancies

being observed under temperatures corresponding to winter conditions. The author
presents curves, reproduced on the opposite page, to show the magnitude and character
of the registration errors observed at various loads, and suggests explanations to account
for the various effects noted.

ALETTER published recently in the Electrical
World on the effect of temperature changes on
accuracy of watt-hour meters has led the writer

to believe that the following results, obtained from a

series of tests made by students in the electrical en-

gineering department of the University of Wisconsin,
may be of general interest.

The rules of the Wisconsin Railway Commission re-

quire that service meters when being adjusted shall

read within 1 per cent, and all test meters within 0.5 per
cent, of 100 per cent accuracy. Similar rules are in

force in other States. Since watt-hour meters used by
residence consumers are often so placed as to be ex-

posed to wide variations of temperature, it was thought
advisable to determine whether an error as great as

that allowed in the commission's rules might arise

with normal changes in temperature. A preliminary
test showed conclusively that a change in accuracy does

take, place as the temperature varies. This test was
followed by a more thorough one which had for its ob-

ject the determination of the magnitude of these

changes in accuracy.

A brief description of the method followed in mak-
ing this test may be of interest. The current coils of

five watt-hour meters of the same rating, each of

different make, were connected in series, and the poten-

tial coils were connected in parallel across constant-

potential mains. The meters were permanently and
securely mounted within a wooden box, which was
lined with paper and sheet asbestos. Besides the me-
ters the following apparatus was also mounted in the

box: Several lamps with separate circuits for estab-

lishing temperatures above that of the room, a bimetal-

lic thermostat for maintaining the temperature con-

stant at any desired value, a small fan motor and fan
for equalizing the box temperatures, and recording and
indicating thermometers. The box with its contents

was placed in a pit, which was equipped with coils from
a refrigerating machine, thus furnishing a means of

producing temperatures lower than that of the room. By
means of a peephole in the pit covering, a glass window
in the meter box, a mirror mounted outside the box
at the proper angle, and a spot light, it was possible

to calibrate any one of the five meters without uncover-
ing or entering the pit. The test meter and other

apparatus controlling the various circuits were mounted
at a distance from the pit and were at room tempera-
ture during the entire test. To insure correct results

the test meter was calibrated at frequently recurring

intervals.

The test was a simple matter of routine. All meters
were adjusted to read accurately for room temperature
(70 deg. Fahr.). From this temperature a complete

cycle was made by means of the lamps within the box
and the refrigerating machine. The curves show the

range of temperature over which the test extended
and the variation in accuracy. It was necessary to

maintain each fixed temperature for a considerable

length of time in order that all parts of the meter
might come to the same temperature. In most cases

the temperature was held constant for a period of

twenty-four hours before any readings were taken.

Following this procedure, curves were obtained for each

meter for 150 per cent, 100 per cent, 50 per cent and
10 per cent of full-load current (non-inductive).

While the curves show the results of these tests, no

attempt has been made to determine the causes of the

variations in accuracy found. These variations may be

due wholly or in part to any one of the following effects

:

Change in friction, change in the electrical resistance

of rotor, change in the electrical resistance of the volt-

age coils, or change in the reluctance of the magnetic

circuit. As the temperature decreases friction of the

moving parts increases on account of the shrinking and

warping of the frame and bearings and the thickening

of the lubricants. The electrical resistance of the rotor

increases with increase of temperature. This would

cause a decrease in the eddy currents in the disk under

the brake magnets, but there would also be a decrease

in the currents induced in the rotor by the driving

magnets, resulting in a decrease of the driving torque.

In a similar manner the resistance of the voltage coils

increases with increase in temperature. The reluctance

of the magnetic circuit may be due to a change in the

permeability of the iron with the temperature or to a

change in the dimension of the air-gap.
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Station and Operating Practice
I Department Devoted /<> the Problems of Installation, Operation and Maintenance of Equipment for the

Economical Generation and Distribution of Electrical Energy for -ill Uses.

Ways of Hunting Trouble on Distribution Systems—II

How to Locate Faults Other Than Those Described in Last Week's

Issue by Use of the Method Explained

IN
the section of tins article which was published in

last week's issue of the ELECTRICAL WORLD some of

the ways of analyzing faults in cables and street-

Lighting circuits that are used by the Edison Electric

Illuminating Company of Boston were described. In

what follows the locating of opens, leakages, crosses

and grounds is taken up.

Locating Open Circuits

In testing for an "open" on a street-lighting circuit

the test set is connected for 550 volts, which is applied

across the circuit terminals. If with appropriate coils

in circuit the lamp winks downward even slightly when
the street circuit is connected, it shows that the circuit

is not open. If it winks upward even slightly, the cir-

cuit is open. With the same connections on the test-

ing equipment, a ground test may be made. If the lamp

dims, there is either leakage or ground, and it may be

best to locate the ground. If it brightens, there is no

ground, and it is better to locate the "open." To do this

the interrupter is started and the load coils are cut out.

The tester listens on each lead of the street circuit to

see if there is any differ-

ence in the volume of

sound, and connects to the

side showing the least

sound before starting into

the field to hunt the

trouble. The side with the

least sound is the shortest

route to the "open." The
short way around can also

be determined by observ-

ing the pilot lamp when
analyzing, the side with

the larger amount of wire

causing the greater bright-

ening of the lamp, and the

shorter side a lesser amount
of brightening. If, in ad-

dition to this, an am-
meter be used with the

testing equipment, the

longer side will be indi-

cated by the larger value of

charging current shown by
the meter. After some ex-

perience on a particular

system, considerable suc-

cess can be attained with

this method in predicting

the location of the "open."

With the exploring coil,

the trouble hunter goes

along with the sound from

the station, listening at

different loops. The sound

steadily diminishes toward the open end, with no
sound beyond the "open." When within a few sec-

tions of the open end overhead, the sound in the tele-

phone is very weak. When the sound becomes weak,

the tester touches each of the two terminals of the

telephone receiver in turn with his ringer without short-

circuiting them. Touching one terminal makes the

sound louder and touching the other makes it weaker.

This holds gcod up to the spot where the line is open,

but will not give any results beyond the open. As long

as the troubleman can hear the interrupter he knows
he is on the closed end of the line.

Hunting Faults with Fishpole Antenna

"Opens" in underground and overhead street circuits

can also be readily located without climbing poles or

entering manholes. The extra apparatus necessary con-

sists of a pole or rod similar to a fishing rod, of any
light material such as bamboo, usually about 14 ft. long,

and made in sections if convenient. Along the rod

either inside or outside is run a small wire from the

top to a point about 1 ft.

FIG. 9- -TROUBLEMAN TRACING A GROUND ON A 4000-VOLT

LINE

When the triangular coil at the side of the automobile is

parallel to the line, a radical change in sound is noticed in the
telephone receiver when passing the trouble.

from the bottom or handle

end. If the wire be run
outside, extra insulation,

as in a fiber tube, should

be extended from the top

down about 6 in. or 8 in.

To this wire at the lower
end is attached one termi-

nal lead from one or a pair

of high-resistance wireless

receivers, the other lead

from the receiver being
taped dead.

When the test set is con-

nected in the usual way for

"opens"—that is, between
one side of the open circuit

and ground—with the 550-

volt connection, the proced-

ure is as follows : With the

rod held somewhere near

but not in contact with the

wire leading to a lamp or

at the lamp itself, a loud

sound is heard if the finger

is pressed against the re-

ceiver terminal left discon-

nected at the end near the

rod. The sound of the in-

terrupted waves is the same
at any lamp or point on

the closed side and so con-

tinues up to the "open."

Either no sound is heard

at all at lamps in the open

part of the circuit or the
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sound is very much weaker and is due to induction

from the parallel running of the opened and closed

sides. In a single wire or belt circuit no sound exists

at a point about 25 ft. beyond the "open," and in two-

wire or loop circuits there is a very great and unmis-
takable change between the two lamps on either side

of the "open." The sound can be picked up along the

line or in fact anywhere within a radius of about Z5 ft.

with the 550-volt connection, about 10 ft. with the 220-

volt connection, and about 5 ft. with the 110-volt con-

nection made at the test set in the station. Inside the

station the sound is best with the ordinary exploring

coil on "opens," but outside it is much stronger with

the rod arrangement. No sound will be heard with the

rod on lead cables, or at standpipes or iron poles. In

these cases all that is necessary is to get the top of the

rod just above the inclosing metal or at the lamp or

globe.

At wooden poles on underground circuits where the

lead cable stops several feet from the earth inside the

pole, it is simply necessary to touch the pole with the

tip of the rod above the lead, this point being easily

found in testing for the "open." If it is desired to test

at the different loops, this is done by bringing the rod

close to each wire in turn. If the sound is the same on
each wire, the loop is closed, but if loud on one side and
weak on the other, the "open" is in the loop. Testing

on the pole itself is effected by insulating a piece of

wire about 6 in. long, connecting it to one terminal of a

wireless receiver, just as with the rod, and holding the

wire parallel to each side of the loop. The sound is in-

tensified by touching the receiver terminal not con-

nected to the short wire, as when working from below.

In using the rod on "opens" it is not necessary to

stand upon the ground to obtain the different effects.

The results are the same if the tester sits in an automo-
bile or wagon, stands on the ground, or climbs a pole,

the proximity of the rod to the wire or lamp being the

chief factor. This is a point of the utmost value in re-

ducing the amount of time needed to locate an "open"
in the field. "Opens" in any sort of overhead line may
be traced as on street-lighting circuits. "Opens" in

underground circuits other than street lighting are
traced with the exploring coil as before stated.

With ordinary low-voltage station tests, street cir-

cuits sometimes show open, which close when analyzed.

Also, when the interrupter is run a short time and the

circuit is again tested, it may show closed. This is be-

cause the film cut-out in an incandescent lamp which
failed to puncture with the station test has done so with
the type of current used in the analyzer or interrupter.

In general, it is considered that alternating current at

a certain pressure is equal to about three times the

same direct-current pressure for testing and break-down
purposes.

If a transmission line appears to be open, it is tested

in the same manner as an open street circuit, an amme-
ter being inserted in the supply circuit feeding the

analyzer. Between each leg of the circuit and
ground about 2200 volts is impressed. The amount

FIG. 10—TESTING FOR AN "OPEN" ON ARC-LIGHTING
CIRCUIT FED FROM UNDERGROUND CABLE

The troubleman is touching the pole just above the cable-outlet
level with flshpole antenna and listening' for sound of interrupted
waves in telephone receiver

FIG. 11—ANOTHER TEST FOR AN "OPEN" IN AN OVERHEAD
ARC-LIGHTING CIRCUIT

The troubleman is using a flshpole antenna held near tin 1 wire
leading to the arc. lamp and listening for the sound of interrupted

waves
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of charging currenl flowing In each leg Is com
pared. The good lege will take more charging cur
rent than the open leg, the distance to the "open"
being In tin- same ratio as the smaller amounl of
currenl is to the larger, n all conductors arc burned
off, either the total charging current for the cable must
be Known, in order to estimate the distance to the open
end, or the charging current can be measured from
both stations and the location Of the break predicted.

Po locate the "open" exactly the test set is connected at
volts between the open leg and ground, the load coils

left disconnected, the interrupter started, and the
"open" located in the same manner as the street circuit.

Faults on Live Circuits

In locating faults on live lines, the supply switch is

left open on the analyzer, and the potential between dif-

ferent conductors or between conductors and ground is

observed in the same manner as the ordinary station
test. In all fault analyses connections are made as close

to the outgoing line or cable as possible, as at the ter-

minal switches, beyond station transformers, regula-
tors, etc.

In case of a ground on a live circuit, the transformer
connections are set at the line pressure, with the supply
switch open. The pilot lamp is then observed, trying
the next lower voltage connection if it is out. When
the lamp begins to brighten, the procedure is to make
the fault more solid as previously described, using due
care on account of being connected with a live circuit.

If, in analyzing, the primary shows about 110 volts to
ground, this indicates that there is a cross either on
the line or in a transformer between the primary and
the live side of a grounded secondary. In such case the
550-volt connection is preferred for locating the "cross"
on account of the 110-volt back-pressure from the line.

To determine whether voltage feeding back from out-
side is from a cross, leakage, or simply an induced
pressure, the tester throws the supply switch to a spe-
cial "feed-back" point, puts in load coils, and notes the
behavior of the lamp. If the pressure is simply in-

duced, the lamp will go out; if the trouble is from a
cross or leakage, the lamp will remain normal or dim
a little, and current will flow in the load coils. Before
removing the ground when a defect on a live wire is

located it is customary to disconnect the fault-finding

apparatus from the line.

Faults and leakages on live series arc or incandescent
circuits can be analyzed and located under certain
conditions, depending upon the number of lamps be-
tween the station and the fault, that is, upon the pres-
sure to ground. If there is over 1000 volts to ground,
the rectifier coils will "bump" and arc machines flash

when the second ground is made at the test set. If the
pressure to ground is not very great, it can be done
while the circuit is alive. In this work care has to be
taken to use a transformer of such size that its coils

will not burn out with 6 amp. or 7 amp.

Dealing with Charging and Sheath Currents

Charging current, especially in cables, is an obstacle
to fault-finding except on "opens," as it tends to allow
sound to be heard beyond the fault. If the resistance
of the break is high or the pressure used is consider-
able, this is apt to deceive the troubleman on long lines
or cables. Sheath current is also puzzling at times, but
with practice these disadvantages are lessened if not
overcome. Sheath and charging currents are more or
less neutralized in locating faults in multiple-conductor,
three-phase cables on account of using the twist or lay
of the conductors as a sort of spiral, the core of which
is the straight or longitudinal coil. By laying this coil

parallel with the axis of the cable the sheath current

effect is eliminated, and il there [g a fault in onh one of
the conductors, bj connecting the three conductors to-

gether at tiie te t set, the charging current, together
with the .heath current, le entirely neutralized, giving
an absolutely true signal, however slight. With a fault
of high resistance, such as one submerged in fresh wa-
ter, careful adjustment has to he made to obtain a
paralleling or the exploring coil with the axis of the
cable and sheath. This is especially necessary to make
sure the fault has been passed On account of the slight
field obtained from the 20-in. lay or twist of American
cables and the 7-ft. twist of British cables, the sound is

not nearly so loud as obtained from the very strong
field around a single conductor or cable; but this dis-

advantage is more than overcome in the greater ac-

curacy of the parallel relation.

In the case of single-conductor cables it is impossible
to eliminate sheath and charging currents altogether,

but by making test cuts in the lead of the cable at man-
holes the sheath continuity can be broken. In working
on single-conductor cables the sound is proportional to

the amount of current that leaves the faulty cable for

other sheaths and ground paths. The reverse is true

on multiple-conductor, three-phase cables, as the sound
is proportional to the amount of current flowing on the
sheath of the defective cable. Connecting to the common
station ground is satisfactory for all except three-phase
cables, in which case the practice is, so far as possible,

to connect to the sheath of the faulty cable for the
ground contact.

If the current flowing in a circuit is charging cur-

rent, the pilot lamp will show bright or be of abnormal
candle-power, depending upon the capacity of the line

or cable. If an ammeter be connected in the supply cir-

cuit, it will register more current than the load coils

would deliver if the faulty circuit were short-circuited

at the test set. If the ammeter shows abnormal current
flowing in the load coils and the lamp is dim, leakage or

fault current, together with charging current, is present
in the circuit, indicating a fault or leakage of consider-

able resistance, and the trouble hunter is liable to be
misled unless specially careful in discriminating be-

tween the tones heard in the exploring coil. Charging
current in a conductor is practically constant at all

times with or without load at a certain voltage. If the

potential is raised or lowered, the value of current is

changed directly with it in the same proportion. Also,

with a charging current the ammeter needle will not

fluctuate, but with leakage or faults it will vary.

In multiple-conductor, three-phase work, it is easy to

compare and check up charging current, as each con-

ductor has practically the same capacity. If there is a

fault in one conductor or in two, with one clear, at the

pressure to be used, by changing the test lead from one

to the other, the charging current will be heard in the

clear lead and fault current in the defective leg. If a

considerable difference is noted, the troubleman knows
he will trace the burn-out successfully. This condenser

effect is also used to find out which conductor of a live

multiple-conductor circuit may be the most leaky—that

is, nearest to being grounded. This is done by connect-

ing the apparatus for feeding back, setting up trans-

formers at line pressure or with pressure from line to

ground, and reading the charging plus the leakage cur-

rent to ground. The line with the least current flow with

this connection is the one nearest to ground potential,

and is the one to try to break down to ground if de-

sired. To read charging current only, as in accurate

work, such as estimating the distance to an open end,

no load coils are used, on account of distortion. The

charging current in rubber-insulated cables is about

twice that of paper-insulated cables, and in overhead

lines (without a parallel ground wire) about one-twen-
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tieth of the amount in underground cables, although

with transformers connected, having secondaries

grounded, the capacity effect is appreciable.

Handling and Locating Crosses

If pressure comes back on a line from an outside

cross, it may sometimes be direct current, as a 600-volt

railway service. If this happens, when analyzing the

back pressure, the apparatus is set up as if analyzing a

live line. If the cross is direct current, no lighting of

the pilot lamp can be obtained except possibly at the

moment of making and breaking the circuit, yet there

will be evidence of current flow by arcing when the line

is disconnected from the test set, or if it is left con-

nected long enough, the transformer between the line

and the test set may burn out. The cross is then lo-

cated by putting a condenser in the set in series with
one side of the test set and the defective line, the con-

denser always being placed on the line side rather than
on the ground side. This blocks the entrance of direct

current into the alternating-current test apparatus, but
allows the interrupter current to flow out into the fault

circuit. The interrupter is used in such a case without
the load coils and with the 220-volt connection, never
employing higher than 550 volts on account of the

danger of puncturing the condenser.

In analyzing a short-circuit across two wires having
transformers connected, care is taken to see that when
high pressure is used the current is not being absorbed
by the transformers instead of by a fault. This is gen-

erally found out by listening at the leads of a few trans-

formers on the line.

If a short-circuit occurs on a three-wire, three-phase,

or four-wire, three-phase, distributing circuit, it is

sometimes necessary to pull out one of the legs in-

volved in the trouble, leaving the other legs working.
If, upon analyzing, the line does not show a ground or

pressure feeding back, the tester connects (through the

proper transformation) between the leg disconnected

from the circuit and each of the other legs in turn, until

the one which completes the "short" is found. As low
a pressure is used as possible to hold the "cross." If

1
1 V222 [H

j Ifcjs
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FIG. 12—TESTING FOR PHASE AT CUSTOMER'S LAMP SOCKET

there are both underground and overhead lines in the

circuit, a short-circuit without a ground indicates that

the trouble is overhead. Sometimes in circuits with con-
siderable cable in their make-up apparent short-circuits

are caused by an arcing ground in one leg only, and it is

possible that a sound leg may be pulled out, which, by
reason of the lessening of the strain and the reduction
of the charging current flowing at the fault, eliminates

the tripping of the breaker. Careful analysis is re-

quired to bring out such a condition.

Tagging Cables and Lines

To identify and tag cables alive or dead, the inter-

rupter alone is used. One method on live alternating-

current circuits is to connect the interrupter and motor
terminals in multiple across the 110-volt coils of a trans-

former, the primary leads of which are connected across
the two wires to be identified. The signal current is

thus sent out over these two wires, all over the circuit,

depending on the load distribution. The larger the load

the greater the sound, which is even transformed down
into the customer's wiring so as to be heard in the ex-

ploring coil if a lamp or two is turned on. If desired, a
much greater sound can be heard all the way back to the

station buses if the interrupter is located out at the

end of the line to be tagged either on a customer's sec-

ondary or on a transformer secondary elsewhere. If

more than one phase is desired to be identified, the inter-

rupter is connected across different pairs of primaries
through a transformer, and if desired a different signal

can be obtained by screw adjustment on the side of the

interrupter. If two interrupters are available, three
wires can be tagged at the same time by sending two
different signals over the three lines at once, two of the

three having having a separate signal and the other

wire having both signals impressed upon it. Dead lines

such as street arc circuits are tagged by connecting as

for an open-circuit test.

In identifying cables carrying heavy working currents

sometimes the proportion of sixty-cycle current to the

interrupter current is so great as to make it hard to

pick out the signaling current. In this case, by draw-
ing the exploring coil away from the conductor, a point

will be reached where the field of the working
current fails to induce a current in the coil, while the

interrupted current can be heard. For dead lines and
cables the 550-volt current is generally used.

It has been found that on account of ground distribu-

tion, with the powerful waves from the interrupter,

sound will be heard on other cables than the one in trou-

ble, and likewise on other wires, from induction, but in

every case the conductor with the "real" sound, or that

to which the interrupter is connected, can be picked out

readily, on account of the strength of the signal received

from it. When a slow beat is used in trouble finding,

if there is sound beyond the fault due to condenser

effect, the beat is generally faster on the further side

of the break. The interrupter is self-contained and
can be used without any connection with the analyzer

on a faulty circuit; but in practice it is generally used

in connection with a load coil of the analyzer for the

reason that the pilot lamp always indicates the con-

dition of the fault. Also, if by any chance the fault

disappears while the tester is listening on the circuit,

the sound changes in tone, helping the trouble hunter

to avoid being misled. If in using direct current in

the interrupter it is desired to make and break the

continuous sound, an ordinary "skeedoodle" socket can

be inserted in the direct-current feed across the inter-

rupter brushes, with some slight changes in the other

connections. The maximum current delivered by the

interrupter at 110 volts is about 6 amp. The capacity

of the load coils is about 40 amp. maximum. Almost
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;ui\ i.uiit can !"• carbonized In from fifteen to fort] five

minutes, If it is possible to do it al all. it is not cu

iiimarv to run the coils at full load over fifteen minute

without oil.

Safet] <>i Method

in using this method Bafety is assured, as it is

never necessarj to touch a line outside the station

except with the exploring coil, which is heavily insulated.

Also, the lower the pressure the louder the signal, and

hence the greater the incentive for the t rouhlemaii to

employ safe voltages. The exploring coils are insulated

tor 10, 000 VOltfl and can safely he used on live 4000-

volt lines in any weather. In dependence upon the ear

rather than the eye for trouble location, this method

has proved invaluable, not only in remedying faults

at night hut in enabling service to he restored in the

shortest possible time during the daylight hours over

extended areas of distribution.

Simple Physical Tests for Condenser Tubes

By Henry A. Cozzens, Jr.

Considerable study has been given in late years to

the corrosion of condenser tubes, and various theories

have been advanced explaining the causes. The con-

sensus of opinion demands that a tube manufactured

must meet the following specifications: (1) Mechani-

cal perfection; (2) uniform hardness, and (3) uniform

grain size in cross-section.

These specifications have been adopted in view of

the erratic behavior of the tubes, it sometimes being

difficult to determine whether the corrosion is due to

the conditions under which the tube operates or to the

composition and manufacture of the tube itself. To

determine whether condenser tubes have been properly

manufactured, they may be submitted to a few simple

physical tests which with a surface inspection serve to

detect faulty production. These inspections are usually

made by the manufacturer, although many public utility

companies privately inspect either all or a percentage

of the tubes.

The tubes should first be placed on supports resting

about 6 ft. apart. Good tubes should be of such stiff-

ness as to lie straight between these supports. An-

other simple test to determine uniform annealing is

performed by grasping the tube about 4 ft. from one

end .with the left hand held waist-high. Then grasp

the end of the tube with the right hand and, using the

left hand as a fulcrum, move the tube slowly up and

down in the air. If properly annealed, the tube should

withstand this movement without taking a permanent

set.

While the tubes are resting on the supports they

should be calipered for outside diameter and thickness

and checked up for length. It should also be noted

whether or not the tubes are clean-sawed at right an-

gles to the axis at the ends. Tubes should now be sub-

mitted to a surface inspection, both external and in-

ternal, to detect cracks, seams, slivers, threads and

other defects. In some cases it is wise to run a piece

of cloth mounted on a rod through the tube, which serves

not only to clean the interior but also to raise the

slivers. The internal inspection is accomplished by

means of reflected light obtained by placing a ground

glass or a white sheet at one end of the tube and look-

ing into the other end.

From each lot inspected one or two tubes should be

selected for the application of physical tests. Most

condenser-tube specifications contain a clause demand-

ing a certain weight of metal per cubic inch, and each

of the tubes should now be weighed so as to obtain a

comparison between the actual and the specified weights.
The samples should now he subjected to a hydrostatic

test without leakage. The pressure applied i deter

mined by the size and thickness of the tube; for iii

stance, for Adini rally mixture I uhes 1 in. in outside
diameter and No. IK I!. W. <i. the pressure is usually

1000 lb. From each of these samples an IK in. section

should he sawed and submitted to the hammered Hat

test. A section after this test is shown as A in the

illustration. This test, sometimes termed the "wind-
mill test," consists of hammering the tube (hit on dif

ferenl elements throughout its length so as to make it

resemble the vanes of a windmill. The objeel of this I

is to insure sound material and proper annealing. Tube
should withstand this treatment without showing signs

of cracking at the bends or elsewhere. Instead of ham-
mering, the tubes may be placed in a vise and pressed

flat. Either test serves the same purpose. By the term
"hammered flat" is meant that calipers set at three

times the wall thickness should pass freely over the

flattened part.

Another 18-in. length should be given the twisting

test, consisting of sawing the sample along the axis to

a point about 5 in. from one end and then twisting each

half upon itself. The effect is shown as C in the illus-

tration. In addition to the twisting test this sample
has had one half doubled over and hammered flat, which
is another form of the hammer test.

In order to determine the soundness of the material,

each sample should be submitted to an expansion test.

A section about 5 in. in length should be expanded by
driving a steel pin in one end until the inside diameter
has been increased 16 2/3 per cent. It is obvious that

if the material is not uniform or if a sliver exists at

the point of expansion, the tube will split when ex-

panded in this manner. A steel pin that has a taper

of % in. to the foot should be used. All tubes of uni-

form cross-section should stand this test. A tube ex-

panded at one end is shown as B in the illustration.

To determine the proper hardness, tubes should be

submitted to a compression test. One inch of the end

of each sample tube can be compressed in a testing ma-
chine and the amount of compression varied from 150

lb. to 500 lb. for 1-in. Admiralty tubes. An average

can be taken at about 250 lb. The maximum difference

in outside diameter resulting from this compression

should be 0.005 in.

These simple physical tests made on cold tubes are

designed to determine the proper manufacture of the

tubes and are of such nature that they may be per-

formed in any plant by the operating engineer.

SAMPLES OF CONDENSER TUBES THAT HAVE BEEN SUB-

JECTED TO TESTS
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Automatic Control of Pumps to Boost City Water
Pressure

In the twelve-story Hotel Baltimore building at Kan-
sas City, Mo., water is distributed from a large pressure

tank on the roof. This tank is kept full normally by
city pressure, which is about 80 lb. to 85 lb. at the

building basement. Since this pressure drops at times,
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PUMPS USED TO SUPPLY WATER TO HOTEL IN EMERGENCIES

"booster" pumps are installed in order to keep the tank
filled under all conditions.

Three pumps of the Goulds double-suction centrifugal

type, motor-driven, are installed as shown in the ac-

companying illustration. Two of these pumps are con-

nected in parallel, each equipped with a Cutler-Hammer
pressure-controlled self-starter to cut in one of them
when the pressure drops below a certain predeter-

mined point. One of these is kept in reserve.

The discharge of the third pump is connected to the

suction openings of the first two and has a pressure
control which will cut it in if the city water pressure
should fail entirely as it sometimes does. When this

happens the reserve pump and one of the first two
operate in series. The pumps have a capacity of 300
gal. per minute each and are driven by 25-hp., 1400-

r.p.m. Westinghouse motors.

The Effect of Field-Coil Reversals

By E. C. Parham

The effect of reversing one field coil of a continuous-

current generator or motor depends somewhat upon how-

many coils the machine has. The reversal of one coil of

a two-coil generator will prevent the building up of a
voltage, while the reversal of one coil of a two-coil motor
will prevent starting. On machines of ten poles or more,
however, such a reversal, aside from causing a local

sparking, may not materially affect the voltage of a gen-
erator or the speed of a motor. There would be some
effect, but on many machines it would not cause serious

trouble, because the operator can make compensating
adjustments of the generator-field rheostat or of the
motor brushes.

An operator once complained that his compound-
wound motor ran so fast when loaded that he could not
keep the belt on. By disconnecting the series field and
bridging the gap with the series-field shunt so as to

operate the motor as a shunt motor, it was found that
the speed decreased as the load was increased. This
proved that the shunt and series windings were oppos-

ing each other. By reconnecting the series field in the
reverse direction and again loading the motor, the full-

load speed proved to be just what the operator wanted.
In another case of a multipolar generator the machine

failed to give normal no-load voltage with the original

field-rheostat setting. The speed was checked and was
found to be a little high. A sparking at one set of

brushes which seemed to be perfectly regular in them-
selves suggested a field-coil reversal and a polarity test

proved this to be the case.

It seems that some time before a grounded-bottom
field coil had been replaced, and in making the change no
attention had been paid to the direction arrows on the
field shell. As a result the coil was installed end for

end, so that its polarity was reversed. Since consider-

able time would have been required to turn the coil

around, and as the machine could not be spared from
service, the error was temporarily rectified by making a
neat job of reversing the connections of the coil.

The original exchange of field coils was made between
midnight and morning, a time not conducive to men's
best efforts, and the work had to be done in a hurry. The
point of interest here is that the day operator should
have noticed that something was not exactly as it should
be, because he had two private marks on his field rheo-

stat. One mark showed where the rheostat arm always
rested at normal voltage when the machine was cold,

and the other showed where the arm rested at normal
voltage when the machine operated at its highest tem-
perature. When he found that it was necessary to move
the rheostat arm farther than usual in order to get nor-

mal voltage, he should have known that there was some-
thing wrong with the speed, with the rheostat or with
the fields. As the field was the only part that had been
disturbed, it was natural to look there for the trouble,

and there the trouble was.

Motors Operating at 3600 R.p.m. Directly Connected

to Woodworking Surfacers

The principle of economical motor drive has been
carefully carried out in the new woodworking factory

of the American Box & Crate Company at Louisville,

Ky. Wire-bound boxes and crates are made, and while
the equipment used does not differ essentially from'

that of many other woodworking plants, the entire ab-

sence of shafts and belts from the accompanying illus-

trations is decidedly noticeable. The machines are in-

stalled so as to produce the greatest economy of time
and labor in handling of material between operations

and in disposition of the finished product. The fac-

FIG. 1—A WOODWORKING PLANT WHERE INDIVIDUAL MOTOR
DRIVES PERMIT ECONOMICAL HANDLING OF MATERIAL
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torj building li 76 ft, wide bj L60 ft long, two storic

high, and of wood and Bheel metal construction,

shown m Pig. I. Dull and shavings ducts arc pro-

vided for each machine with one additional opening ;d

the Boor level so that the doors may he kept clean. The
refuse h earned to a bin in the rear for storage and sale

for Stable use. The motors are I Id volt, t hree phase.

sixtj cycle Genera] Electric designs with all wiring In

conduit. Lighting service is taken from the motor cir

CUits. 'Two small transformers of four-to-one ratio are

installed, connected to the 440-VOll service lines of the

Louisville Gas ft Electric Company.

DATA ON INSTALl kTION FOB WOODWORKING PLAN!

Machine Driven

IS double-end Fay A- Egan orate trimmer
single ripsaw

Hull A Brow n Single cul-olT saw
J i -in. American single surfaoer
Hall A- Brown ti.Mii >1>- self-feed ripsaw

9 i-in Hall A Brown single surfaoer
•i.vin. Garden Citj blowei
36-in. Fas A Bgan bandeaw
36-in, Hall A Brown sand disk
Line shaft drives one No. 8 anil our No. I Dqig nailer .

Line shaft drives special miter machine, 36-in. Hall &
Brown knife grinder, 7-in. Emery Ball A Broun saw
sharpener, Hall A Brown hand-hole machine and
enicrv stand

2000-11). freight elevator

Total "connected load

Motoi Motor
li.

•

Bpeed

15 i ioo

6 L800
S 1800

Hi

10 1 Still

10 3600
10 L200
2 1 Still

3 L800
5 1800

5 1800
5 1800

86

An interesting feature of the installation is the use

of motors operating at 3600 r.p.m. directly connected to

the planer heads of two 24-in. American single sur-

facers. One of these drives is shown in Fig. 2. It was
thought at first that there might be excessive vibration

and wear due to high speed of motors. However, this

FIG. 2—A 24-IN. SINGLE SURFACER DRIVEN BY 10-HP.

MOTOR AT 3600 R.P.M.

has not proved the case. The drive as such is said to

be most successful and economical in energy consump-

tion. The cost of operating this plant to date has aver-

aged about $5 per day at a rate slightly under 3 cents

per kilowatt-hour.

Safety Idea for Are-Lamp Trimmer!

The accompanying illustrations show a danger signal

devised by the engineers of the Minneapolis (Minn.)

General Electric Company for use by arc-lamp trim-

mers. The signal consists of a light iron tripod on
which two red and white panels are mounted at right

DANGER SIGNAL IN USE BY ARC-LAMP TRIMMER

angles to each other. Before the trimmer lowers a

lamp he places the signal in the street over the spot at

which he judges the lamp will hang when down. The
signal in this position prevents drivers from running
between it and the curb and also gives the trimmer an
opportunity to lower the lamp as soon as he has set the

signal, whereas without the signal he might have to

wait for a long stream of traffic to pass under the lamp
before he can lower it. Men who have been using the

signal say that it has not only reduced lamp breakages
and damage to automobiles but has materially shortened

the time required for trimming an "arc-lamp route."

The device complete weighs less than 5 lb.

Cost of Installing Ornamental Arc-Lamp Posts in

Fort Wayne, Ind.

The ornamental street-lighting system of Fort Wayne,
Ind., is made up of twenty-four blocks of five-lamp

tungsten clusters and thirty-three blocks of 4-amp. arc-

lamp posts. Altogether 250 tungsten lamp standards

and 189 ornamental arc-lamp posts are used. Approxi-

mately 36,000 ft. of lead-covered cable and conduit was
required, 10,000 ft. of which was laid in streets with a

10-in. concrete foundation and 26,000 ft. in streets with

a 6-in. concrete foundation. The arc lamps are spaced

on 90-ft. centers and placed so that no two lamps are

opposite each other.

The cost of the arc-lighting installation was $281.01

per post, which was paid by the owners of property

fronting on the streets. Energy for the system is sup-

plied by the city's lighting plant. Frank Dix, who is

chief electrician for the city, states that, while the cost

of installation per post may appear high, it is not ex-

cessive when it is considered that the conduit was laid

beneath streets with concrete foundations in all cases.
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Marketing Electricity
A Department on Selling Service and Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

A Practical Policy of Local Co-operation

And the Story of a Six-Day Appliance Sale in Dayton, Ohio, Which

Recognized and Protected the Rights of the Electrical Dealer

LAST month the Dayton (Ohio) Power & Light

Company conducted a six-day electric-flatiron

sale that is particularly interesting in view of the

fact that for several years it has not been the policy of

the company to sell appliances. The sale was a distinct

success in spite of adverse weather. It is, moreover,

a gratifying illustration of the fact that it is possible

for a central station practically to turn the appliance

market over to the dealers and contractors and yet

maintain a co-operative influence and participation that

will sacrifice no stimulus and waste no opportunity.

The Co-operative Policy

Away back in the early months of 1910 the Dayton
Power & Light Company discontinued the sale both of

lamps and of other energy-consuming appliances. The
local dealers were advised that in their interest the

company would withdraw from the actual merchan-
dising but would continue in its efforts to increase the

popularity of electric household devices through the

medium of advertising and direct co-operation with the

retailers themselves. This co-operation has taken the

form of newspaper publicity and the dissemination of

advertising matter with the bills service, etc. The com-
pany's display windows have been given over to the use

of the different dealers, a week at a time, to enable

them to take advantage of the favorable location of the

company's office and the circulation power of the big
windows. At other times actual sales of apparatus have
been conducted by the light and power company, and a

commission of 50 cents has been paid to the dealers on
every designated device sold during the period. The
plan has worked well, and the increase in the use of

these off-peak appliances has been satisfactory.

The August Feature Sale

The Dayton Power & Light Company is operating
without a minimum charge, and this is naturally a
factor in the situation. The only way to raise the in-

come from small resi-

d e n c e and apartment- |

—

house customers to a
point that shows a profit

to the company for the
service rendered is to en-

courage and stimulate the
appliance business, and to

this end it was decided
to feature a special dem-
onstration and sale of the
full line of heating appli-

ances made by the West-
inghouse company,
though the emphasis was
to be put on the electric

flatiron in every way pos-
sible. The plan was to

W^t •jBirgtmt |tonier 8c ^Ijt Company;

requests tfye ijottor of a &t»tt from gou mth gour frinto» at tljeir temporary

^Electric j&jop

buring tlje me*k of August 16, 1915

,Misa ,3[rual]

of Hie 3ITrotingI|ou6f TElrrtric Sc ^JHanufarturutg Company, Pittsburg, \Jn
.

,

mill giur a practical oemonstratum of

^Electric (Hooking ana ^Hwrruta, (Appliances

^Electric ^hT. 4a ^^h #«»" <£««* ^P™ 8 A- <^- ia 9 V- <&
Isvn)

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE SPECIAL SIX-DAY APPLIANCE SALE

handle the sale from a strictly merchandising stand-

point, and a special store was secured, favorably situated

on Main Street, about half a block from the center of

the city. This store was fully equipped as an electric

shop, with special telephone installed and an experienced

woman demonstrator in charge.

Advertising and Sales

The advertising of this sale was confined entirely to

the card of invitation, reproduced here, and a series of

newspaper advertisements extending from the Friday

preceding the sale until the last day, distributed among
the local papers. The advertising schedule was as

follows

:

Space

Date and Newspaper Occupied

Friday, Aug. 13, J 915

—

Herald 4 4 in.

Friday, Aug. 13, 1915

—

News 44 in.

Saturday morning, Aug. 14

—

Jou. >uil 44 in.

Sunday, Aug. 15

—

Journal Half page

Sunday, Aug. 15

—

News Half page

Monday, Aug. 16

—

News 55 in.

Tuesday morning, Aug. 17

—

Journal 55 in.

Tuesday evening, Aug. 17

—

Herald Half page

Wednesday, Aug. 18

—

Herald 55 in.

Thursday, Aug. 19

—

News 55 in.

Friday, Aug. 20

—

Herald 55 in.

Saturday morning, Aug. 21

—

Journal 55 in.

The daily record of sales showed the usual rush of

buying on the last day but maintained a very steady

activity through the rest of the week. The sales were:

Monday 50

Tuesday 74

Wednesday 76

Thursday 82

Friday 63

Saturday 205

Total 550

The Plan of the Week

The shop was opened for business at noon on Monday,

Aug. 16, and the sale was continued until Saturday
evening, Aug. 21. Dur-
ing that period 550 6-lb.

flatirons were sold, in ad-

dition to a large number
of other appliances. For,

although the salesmen

and saleswomen in the

shop endeavored to sell

irons to every visitor and
did not actually push the

sale of other devices, nat-

urally many people came
in quest of other things

and many other appli-

a n c e s sold themselves.

The irons were sold at

the regular retail price

— i n Dayto n—of $3,
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Extraordinary Bargain
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Springer Folding

[roning Board
NIK ll (.iv, ti |^R|^[^ W 1 1 h taili

Westinghouse Electric Iron
Du.m, ih, OmtuHnti / EhcMcmlAppk .,< On '.">/ -> Ebctrfc Shop

At 40 South Main Street
j... ..i i... ,/., .„..) i.. I.:,,., ; KowMy Paymmu

* -" •" ' '•'•'• S**fOf l >ll nJll.i.il.,. Rf.„. IP M l.,„,.i J|« .

THE DAYTON POWER & UGHT COMPANY
40 South Mam Street jiiJ M> .South Jcffenon Street

-;,..,, I /,... . •/ /' M >«n..Jov. Au,u,l 21.1. 131S

BY SKILLFUL ADVERTISING THE DAILY SALES WERE MADE
TO INCREASE TO A MAXIMUM AT THE END OF THE WEEK

but as a premium a folding ironing board was presented
to each purchaser without charge. These ironing boards
were secured from the Oregon Woodenware Manufac-
turing Company of Portland, Ore., and Lowell, Mich.,
its No. 3 board being used. The irons were sold either

for cash or for $1 with the order and easy payments of

$1 each month thereafter with the current bills. An
interesting feature of the sale was the fact that prac-
tically two-thirds of the aggregate retail price of the
irons sold was paid down with the order, and naturally

a large portion of the balance will be paid upon the de-

livery of the irons.

In commenting on the way the business came in, Mr.
Thomas F. Kelly, commercial manager for the Dayton
Power & Light Company, says: "Unfortunately the
weather was against us throughout the sale, for it was
very cool every day until Friday, and on both Friday
and Saturday the rain poured down in torrents. It only
goes to show the pulling power of a bargain offer. A
large majority of the people who actually purchased
flatirons on Saturday walked into the store and said:

T want to buy one of those irons and ironing boards
that .you have been advertising during the week'—or

something of that kind. It demonstrates to my mind

thai it was the newspaper publicity and the premium
that did the trick. I believe thai If the weather had
been better sales would have been greatlj Increa ed."
Throughoul this sale the local dealer was still recog-

nized and protected in accordance with the previous
policy. All other appliances besides Hal irons were sold
in the Electric shop for the accounl of the Dayton
dealers who earn the We tinghouse line, in considera-
tion of the expense to which the compan .'-.i going in

the opera! ion of t he sale, t Ik Hat iron sale were made for
its own account. Tin- dealers recognized the benefit ac
cruing to them through the quickening of the mai
and the better sales sure to follow and assisted in every
way possible to bring in the business. In short, the
policy of co operation in the retailing of appliances has
been reduced to a working basis in Dayton.

Effect of Electric Ranges on Central-Station Load
in Seattle

In Seattle, Wash., the Puget Sound Traction, Light &
Power Company recently conducted a series of tests on
fifteen customers' electric ranges to determine ( 1) their

effect on the central station's load, (2) the nature of
the electric cooking demand itself, and (3) its revenue-
producing nature. The tests were conducted with four,

ELECTRIC KITCHEN IN STREET-CAR MAN'S COTTAGE

INSTALLATION AND OPERATING COST DATA ON ELECTRIC RANGES

Average
Customer Connected Extension Installing Cost of Meter Cut-in Total Cost Cooking Lighting Lighting Bill

No. Kilowatts Type of Range Cost Cost Transformer Cost Cost to Company Bill,

May, 1915

Bill,

May, 1915
May, 1914, to

April, 1915

1 7.7 Copeman and Hughes $5.46 $2.36 $3.97
2 6.3 Hughes $66.76 $4 54 $56.50 $10.25 $10.00 $148 05 4.74*
3 6.3

2.2
Hughes
Hughes plate 33.22 5.05 29.80 10 25 10.00 88.32

2.19
2 64 .504 60

5 3.6 General Electric 68.89 4 70 42.40 10.25 10 00 136.24 4.08 2 63 3.38

6 16 5

6 3 Hughes 44.80 4.78 56.50 10.25 10.00 126 33 4 41 1 107 2.62
8 7.5 Copeman and Hughes oven 5 24 56.50 10.25 10 00 81.99 6.48 2 25 3.25
9 12 2 Hughes 20-amp. General Elec-

tric oven
7.50 7.50 70.20 10.25 10.00 105.45 8.47 4.72 6.89

10 6.3 Hughes 13 09 56.50 10.25 10 00 89.84 7.47 2.75 3 70

11 3 6 General Electric range 44 34 5.98 56.50 10.25 10 00 127.07 3 54 2.77 4.11
12 4 35 Fireless cooker, Hotpoint grill

and stove
1 00 .50 .62

13 6.3 Hughes 7.64 4 31 56.50 10 25 10 00 88.70 4 .75* .98
14 6.3 Hughes 42.40 10 25 10 00 2.16 50 .78
15 6.3 Hughes 21 66 5 17 56 50 10.25 10 00 103 58 2.23 1.16 1.74

16 5.8 Copeman range 3.24 .84 1 09
17 6.3 Hughes 2 10 .82 1 47
18 2.4 Hughes plate. Simplex range

and oven

Average

28.00 5.73 56 50 10 25 10.00 110.48 1 00 .55

$30 53 $4.81 $54 03 $10.25 $10 00 $109 63 $4.96 $4.27
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eight, eleven and fifteen ranges in service, the tests be-

ing carried on over considerable periods of time and

with the ranges grouped in various combinations. From
the accompanying curve it might appear that the bene-

fits of diversity are practically realized with an installa-

tion of fifteen ranges., where a diversity factor of 2.5 is

obtained. G. E. Quinan, superintendent of the com-

pany, does not, however, share in this conclusion. With
fifteen ranges it will be noticed that the ratio of installed

rating to actual demand is about 5.5 to 1, whereas for

twenty-four ranges in an apartment house in Salt Lake

City the Utah Power & Light Company found this ratio
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CURVES SHOWING ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF HEATING AND
LIGHTING LOADS

to be about 13 to 1. This the Seattle company feels is

not due to the difference in the number of ranges under
test, but to the difference in the habits of the two classes

of consumers, the Seattle data being obtained entirely

from residences. As electric ranges come more gen-

erally into service, Mr. Quinan feels that the greatest

difference in the character of use will be found among
apartment-house users and that the average value of the

diversity ratio for a thousand ranges scattered over a

city distributing system will be about 8 or 9.

Free Energy Premium in House-Wiring Campaign

In South Norwalk, Conn., a territory with a popula-

tion of approximately 20,000 people, seventy-six old

houses were wired and placed on existing lines of the

United Electric Light & Water Company in two months
as the result of an offer of free energy for a time.

The offer made by the company stated that three

months' free electric lighting would be given to every

old house that was wired and connected to the com-

pany's lines during the months of April and May.

There was one condition. The house had to be on exist-

ing lines. The inducement did not hold if an exten-

sion was required.

The superintendent of the company, B. H. Gardner,

gives interesting reasons for adopting the free-

energy plan. "The desire in the breast of the average

American to get something for nothing is very strong,"

he says, "and 1 thought that an offer of this kind would

probably not cost us very much and would at the same

time be quite an inducement to the customer. I think

three months' free lighting would make more of an

appeal to the average individual than an equivalent

amount given in heating devices, and at the same time

it costs the central station a great deal less. Heating

devices cost real money, whereas a few extra kilowatt-

hours would not cost anything in proportion to the value

that the customer puts on it."

Central-Station Electric Time at New Bedford,

Mass.

An effective advertisement of lighting and motor serv-

ice has been erected by the New Bedford (Mass.) Gas &
Edison Light Company on its new office building. Here

a clock is mounted with 10-ft. dials at the level of the

fourth floor of the building. The figures are illuminated

by 8-cp. ruby incandescent lamps, seventy-one being re-

quired, and the hands are similarly lighted by twelve

white lamps. The words "Light," "Heat" and "Power"

are illuminated by ninety-four 8-cp. lamps, with clear

bulbs, the letters being formed by metal channels re-

cessed as shown in the half-tone. The inside surfaces

of the hands and lettering are of white enamel paint, so

that the clock and its message are equally serviceable

day and night. Owing to the conspicuous location of the

equipment above one of the principal thoroughfares of

the city, it attracts much attention. The clock mecha-

nism was manufactured by Betts & Betts, New York, the

metal work and wiring being done by the Edison com-

pany's employees under the personal direction of C. M.

Farmar, chief electrician.

THE ATTRACTIVE AND USEFUL BUILDING-FRONT SIGN

THE NEW BEDFORD CENTRAL-STATION COMPANY
OF
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THE "IRON SLIDE" IDEA ADAPTED TO A WINDOW DISPLAY

AT ROME, N. Y.

A Smashing Iron Slide" Slogan of Rome (N. Y.)

Sales Campaign

Combining the window-display idea of the "big iron

slide," recently used by the Paducah (Ky.) company
and described in the Electrical World of July 24, with

the "teaser" bargain sale of irons arranged by the St.

Louis company and described in the same issue, A. B.

Morton, superintendent of the Rome (N. Y.) Gas, Elec-

tric Light & Power Company, laid the foundation for a

very successful electric-iron sale in his own city.

First, the two show windows of the store were so

dressed as to contrast the old method of heating Mrs.

Potts' sadiron with the electric way. The Paducah "iron

slide" was then reproduced in one window and was im-

proved upon by causing irons to "slide" down the incline

by fixing them onto a motor-driven belt. As in the

Paducah display, one iron was shown as if it had crashed

into the plate-glass window and had passed partly

through it. This effect was secured by sawing the iron

in two, and fixing part of it inside and part outside the

glass. Broken strips of glass glued onto the plate glass

gave the appearance of a fracture. This display sug-

gested the idea for the "teaser" advertising phrase, "a

smashing slide."

For one week before the sale two types of "teaser"

advertisements were run in the local newspapers. One
type consisted of two-line "ads" reading, "What about a

smashing slide?" "Who did a smashing slide?" etc. The
other advertisements run in local papers during the

period emphasized the convenience and cleanliness of

electric irons and the date that should be borne in mind.

On the day before the sale the phrase "a smashing
slide" was connected with the electric-iron advertising,

the "slide" in price being explained as from $3 to $2.85,

with a folding ironing board given as a premium. As
a result, in this city of about 20,500 population, ninety-

six electric irons were sold in one day, causing the elec-

tric-iron saturation factor in the town to become 94

per cent.

A Way to Save Battery Energy When Trucks

Enter the Garage

At the entrance to the garage of the Greenfield

(Mass.) Electric Light & Power Company is an 8 per

cent grade. To avoid the delay and extra power re-

quired in the starting of electric trucks when a stop is

made to open the garage doors in cool weather, the com-
pany's electrician has devised the simple call system
shown in the accompanying illustrations.

When the truck reaches the grade shown in the first

THE ENTRANCE TO THE GARAGI . SHOWING THE SIGNAL
CORDS OPERATED BY DRIVER

picture, which begins about 30 ft. from the garage en-

trance, the chauffeur pulls either of the cords shown sus-

pended from an arched frame built of conduit. By clos-

ing a switch, this cord operates an electric horn installed

inside the door. The cords which operate this spring

switch are run in conduit on a level with the garage

§In
1 H

I
!

ELECTRIC HORN AND DOOR-OPERATING CONTROL VALVE

floor, the switch being installed on the ceiling of the

basement directly under the electric horn. The sound-

ing of the horn is a signal to the garage attendant to

operate a two-way valve in the compressed-air line of a

plunger which opens and closes the door.

Electric Panelboards Installed for $2.99

The Louisville Gas & Electric Company and the con-

tractors of Louisville are meeting with an active re-

sponse to the announcement of a new electric-service

panelboard, which can be installed in the customer's

residence for $2.99, the customer agreeing to use energy

to the amount of at least 50 cents a month. This board,

on which is mounted a standard meter and entrance box,

contains a switch and two sockets, providing for a lamp

and a fan or for any two appliances. Announcement
was made of the offer on the backs of the regular July

bills of the company, while a display of an actual panel-

board, with fan and iron attached and the figure of a

woman at an ironing board, has been on exhibit in the

main showroom of the company's office. The advertising

on the backs of the bills has proved to be an excellent
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business getter. The bills for a recent month, among
other things, carried invitations to subscribers to tele-

phone the company about arc-lamp outages, it being
explained that such action would be a favor to the com-
pany.

Getting Ready for Moving Day—Enlisting the

Public's Help

"Moving day," Oct. 1, now barely two weeks off, marks
the mid-point of that semi-annual exchange of houses

and apartments in which the great American public

periodically indulges. With this time of trial for the

housewife and paterfamilias there come busy days for

the utility companies also. With meters to be taken

out, others to be installed, and many more to be changed

ON THE MOVE
October 1st will witness the annual exchange of homes. All Columbus (ant

more in a day— it is physically impossible. Somebody has to be l" k t.

We aro very muoh concerned with MOVING DAY, our part in the general

•'mix-np" is very important to 95 per cent of the people who move

EVERYBODY wam« his or her GAKsTOVK, WATEH HEATEB, ELECTRIC

METER, etc., moved RIGHT NOW. Just think what a tu-sk it puts, up to us to do

II this AT ONOJI

In order to get your gas and electric service "transferred" and your gas

range and water heater moved and installed, it is necessary thai yon fill out be-

forehand, toe necessary applications for gas hikI electrioity. It' you telephone at

once, we will be glad to send a salesman with the necessary applications for you lo

sign.

Many people will move this year, a nd in order to do our part promptly, we

will have to serve our customers in the ord er of their applications. This means:

"First come, first served." This again means- " [> () not put off until tomorrow

what ran be done today."

We are going to do our part, and in advance, we want lo ask that yon be pa-

tient with us, because it is not practicable to secure trained men for ji'st a few

d3>s in the technical service we must gi ve you. Therefore, we cannot promise an

"extra" force to take care of the "rush." We do promise, however, to serve you as

quickly and as satisfactorily as lies within our power, with the greatest number of

men we can secure for this class of work.

Consider what we are up against. Our troubles are your troubles multiplied by

the number of customers we have to serve.

PHONE 3000

GAS LIGHT COMPANY
COLUMBUS RAILROAD CO.

Member Chamber of Commerce

THE FRIENDLY APPEAL ISSUED TO THE CUSTOMERS OF THE
COLUMBUS (GA.) CENTRAL STATION THROUGH THE
MEDIUM OF A NEWSPAPER "AD"

from one customer's account to another's on the records,

the task is no small one. But much of the confusion and
annoyance which accompany the semi-annual hegira

can be avoided if preparations are made to have all cus-
tomers who plan to move notify the company to this

effect in advance, advising it where they will move to

and when they wish service turned on at the new ad-

dress. With the activity of moving day thus spread
over several weeks instead of being concentrated in

twenty-four hours of confusion, the problem of taking
care of customers' changes becomes much less formid-
able. The accompanying newspaper advertisement,
which was inserted by the Columbus (Ga.) central-sta-

tion company, illustrates one effective way of handling
the public's side o'f the problem as the public sees it.

Battery-Driven Sprinkling Wagons in Europe

Many European cities operate electric sprinkling and
street-cleaning wagons, declared Mr. Frank Ayton, sec-

retary of the electric-vehicle committee of the (British)

Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association, which
met recently in England. One important Continental
city, he reported, has about thirty such machines in use.

Each electric sprinkling cart waters about 50,000 sq. yd.

of road surface per day, in contrast with 30,000 sq. yd.,

the best average for the horse-drawn sprinkling carts.

The Ipswich corporation, he said, has an interesting

double-purpose machine with two bodies, one of which
carries a water tank while the other is provided with a

tipping mechanism for use when hauling materials for

the repair of municipal roadways.

Projector Flood-Lighting of Modern Industrial

Buildings

Among recent interesting outdoor illuminating

schemes is the flood-lighting of the new plant of the Eli

Lilly Company, near Greenfield, Ind. This firm, which
is a large manufacturer of antitoxine and serums, re-

cently built an imposing laboratory consisting of two
main buildings connected by a long pergola, with an
impressive tower at the center.

First installed as an experiment, a trial installation

of ten Esterline harbor range lamps was made, the lamps
being burned five in series on the 600-volt interurban

circuit of the Terre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern
Traction Company and the electrical work being in-

stalled by the Sanborn Electric Company of Indianapo-

lis. The resultant illumination was so satisfactory that

the entire equipment was purchased. The lamps are

mounted on concrete bases and are so close to the ground
as not to be noticeable in daytime, while after dark, it

is claimed, they are barely distinguishable from the

road. Each unit is equipped with a 120-volt, 250-watt

concentrated-filament, gas-filled tungsten lamp with a

mirror-type reflector.

FLOOD-LIGHTING OF THE NEW LABORATORIES AND BUILDINGS OF THE ELI LILLY COMPANY, NEAR GREENFIELD, IND.
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\w Electrified Milk-Distributing Depot I'sin^

Central station Service

11 r. Hood & Sons, a large New England firm of

milk contractor! and retailers, have just completed a

new branch distributing station in Lynn, Mass., from

which a territory aboul 5 miles in radius is served.

Electricity, obtained from the local central station, the

Lynn Gas A Electric Company, playi an Important part,

in the operation of the new plant, which is regarded as

a model ot" its kind and is daily visited by a large mini

her o( people, mainly members of women's clubs, Civic

MOTOR-OPERATED OATS CRUSHER

organizations and other advocates of pure milk supply.

The station has a capacity for handling 75,000 quarts of

milk daily.

Adjoining the offices, on the second floor, is a lecture

and demonstration room which accommodates about 150

persons. Large plate-glass windows open upon a cen-

tral area in which the processes of milk handling are

publicly demonstrated. At the same level with the lec-

ture room are located, on a gallery opposite, a holding

vat and pasteurizer and a copper cooling coil which is

operated by the brine process. Below, on the first floor,

is to be seen the process of bottling and capping. The
entire interior of these rooms is of white enamel tiles,

making for the best hygienic conditions. The lecture

room is lighted by large tungsten units in semi-indirect

fixtures, and the cooling coil by bracketed hood reflect-

ors .each containing a 40-watt unit.

From the receiving tanks the milk is pumped to a

clarifier. The pump is driven by a 75-hp., three-phase

motor in 220-volt service, and the clarifier, which oper-

ates at a speed of 4300 r.p.m., is belted to the same line

shaft. <)n aiCh of the two receiving tanks is a '--hp.

motor driven agitator, these motors, In common with the

receptacles, being painted with white enamel. The pas-

teurizer is also Connected by belt to the 75-hp. motor
which runs the pump and clarifier. The two bottlers

and cappers have a capacity of sixty bottles a minute
each. A

J

• hp., three-phase motor operate each ma-

MOTOR DRIVING THREE CREAM RIPENERS

chine, one part of which revolves a drum carrying a
dozen bottles into which the milk flows from the tank
above, while simultaneously another part of the ma-
chine presses in the caps as the bottles are moved for-

ward automatically from the bottler. The tank on each

machine holds 200 8-quart cans and is provided with a
x/4-hp. motor-driven agitator.

In the receiving department is a can straightener, con-

sisting of a hammer device operating on a horizontal

iron standard, on which bruised milk cans are placed and
pounded into their normal round shape. This machine
is belted to a 2-hp. motor inverted from the ceiling

beams. In the butter room are four motor-operated ma-
chines. There are three "cream ripeners," each of 600

gal. capacity, all run by a 10-hp. motor installed in an
inverted position on the ceiling, with line shafting. A
5-hp. induction motor, similarly installed, is belted to a

butter churn. The stables also have their electric equip-

ment. There is an oat crusher of about 50 bushels

capacity per hour, operated by a 3-hp. motor which runs

at 1800 r.p.m.

MOTOR-DRIVEN BOTTLING AND CAPPING MACHINE THIS FAN KEEPS FLIES OUT OF THE BOTTLE ROOM
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

and Engineering Press of the World

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Calculating the Ampere Turns of Teeth.—J. Sumec.—
A brief article describing a simple graphical and an
analytical method for determining the ampere turns of

teeth. A comparison of the two methods is added.

—

Elek. Zeit., Aug. 19, 1915.

Induction Motor Diagram.—H. Kafka.—A mathe-
matical article, illustrated by sketches, on the construc-

tion of the circular diagram for the polyphase induction

motor from synchronism and short-circuit experiments,

special attention being given to the determination of the

point which relates to infinite slip.

—

Elek. u. Masch.
(Vienna), June 20 and 27, 1915.

Single-Phase Traction Motors.—Riccardo Vallauri.
—An article illustrated by various diagrams discussing

the suppression of sparks in the principal types of sin-

gle-phase traction motors.

—

Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna),
May 9, 16 and 23, 1915.

Armature Reaction.—A. Blondel.—A highly mathe-
matical paper in which the author analyzes in a new
way the armature reaction of an alternator, basing the

discussion of the fluxes, first, on the case in which there

is no current in the armature and, second, on the case

in which there is nothing but a wattless current in the

armature.

—

La Lumiere Elec, May 22 and 29, 1915.

High-Speed Machines.—Niethammer.—A summary
of the extended investigation of Maurice Leblanc in

the Bulletin of the Society of Civil Engineers of France
of February, 1913, concerning some fundamental prin-

ciples of the design of high-speed revolving machines.

—

Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna), May 23, 1915.

Testing Transformer.—An illustrated description of

a 500,000-volt testing transformer of the Oerlikon com-
pany. The continuous output is 500 kva., but it can be
increased momentarily to 2000 kva. With an effective

pressure of 100,000, 500,000 and 700,000 volts, the
length of the spark-gap is 244 mm., 1320 mm. and 1850
mm. respectively.—London Electrician, Aug. 20, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Electricity from Refuse Destructors.—A. J. Abra-
ham.—On the basis of an experience of fifteen years in

combined electric generating and refuse-destructor

stations, the author discusses the correct way of design-

ing destructor plants and the results which can thereby
be obtained. Last year the Aberdare electricity works
generated 1,110,229 kw.-hr. Only 9 tons of coal was
burned, which produced 1827 kw.-hr., whereas 13,011
tons of refuse was destroyed and 1,108,402 kw.-hr. was
generated by refuse, or an average of more than 85
kw.-hr. per ton of refuse for the whole year. This
figure includes all refuse used for steam raising and
banking, steam for forced draft, pumps, crusher engine
and the large quantity of steam which was blown off at

atmosphere. The engines are small units, consisting of

100-kw. and 200-kw. sets, which exhaust to the atmos-
phere. No economizers are installed. From experi-
ments which the author has carried out, and from his
experiences with front-feed, back-feed, top-feed and tub-
feed destructors, he has come to the conclusion that if

steam and proper combustion is wanted without undue
dust, the following requirements must be fulfilled: The
ash-pit pressure of any destructor should not exceed
1 in. of water. The cells should be front-fed and below

the combustion chamber, and the latter should have a
false bottom for dust. Large water-tube marine-type
boilers with superheaters should be placed directly on

top of the combustion chamber. Separate steel stacks

complete with dust catcher (which can be cleared while

working), economizer and fan draft at the chimney base
should be provided for each boiler. Turbo-generators

and condensing plant should be installed on the elec-

trical side.—London Elec. Review, July 16, 1915.

Traction Substations.—A review and critical com-
parison of traction substations employing motor gen-

erators, cascade converters or rotary converters.

—

L'Industrie Elec, June 25, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Heat Insulation of Electric Water Heaters.—A.
Rittershaussen.—An illustrated discussion of differ-

ent designs of electric water heaters with special refer-

ence to their heat losses. The author distinguishes be-

tween closed and open heaters. "Closed" are those in

which during non-use the pipe from which the hot

water is to be taken is closed. The "open" heaters are
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FIG. 1—CLOSED ELECTRIC WATER HEATER WITH RESISTOR

those heaters in which the hot-water pipe is open and
the operating valve is placed in the connecting pipe be-

tween the cold-water supply and the electric heater.

With respect to the position of the electric resistor

which heats the water, three arrangements are dis-

tinguished: the resistors may be suspended in the

water, placed in the side wall of the heater, or mounted
in the bottom of the heater. With respect to heat in-

sulation it is shown that "closed" heaters with resistors

suspended in the water are most economical. The cold

water should always enter the heater at the bottom and
the hot water should be taken out near the top, and the

design should be such that there is always a sharp
division between the cold layer at the bottom and the

hot water above. The cold layer at the bottom should

not be disturbed, and when the cold water enters it

should not intermingle with the hot water above. The
chief source of loss of heat is through the pipe through
which the hot water is taken out near the top, and the

best way of obtaining as much heat insulation as possi-

ble at this point is indicated in Fig. 1, which represents

a "closed" electric water heater with a resistor sus-

pended in the water, a is the pipe through which the
cold water enters and b is the pipe through which the
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lu>t water is taken out. The Important point In the

arrangement of the latter pipe [a that, aa shown in the

illustration, it Aral passes vertically downward in the
wall before it leaves the heater in the horizontal din
tion. By this arrangement heat insulation is auto

matualh obtained because the downward convection of
heat through a vertical and well insulated pipe Idled

from the top with hot water Is practically zero. Some
diagrams are given showing heating curves and cooling
Curves of heaters and giving some figures on "el

ficiency." Large electric heaters with a mean efficiency

of 'jo to pi per cent are able to compete with ordinary
domestic hot water installations at. a price of 1 Cent to

L.25 cents per kilowatt-hour. A heater of only <>(i per
cent efficiency can compete only if the price of the kilo-

watt-hour is as low as 0.7 cent to 0.9 cent.- -Elek. Zeit.,

June 17. L916.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Protection of High-Voltage Lines Against Birds.—
R. VON ERHARDT. Many birds are killed along trans-

mission lines, and occasionally a short-circuit is pro-

duced. Such accidents may happen for three reasons:
They may be due (1) to mechanical force if flying birds

hit the lines, or (2) to short-circuit between two lines

of different potential caused by flying birds, or (3) to

birds alighting near the insulator and pecking at the

conductor, whereby an earth through the pole is pro-

duced. The first and second cases occur very seldom.

The second case refers not only to larger birds; in

some cases a whole chain of smaller birds touching each
other with the ends of their wings have made a short-

circuit and have been burned. The third cause is of

most practical importance, and lines in Germany are

now being so constructed as to prevent this type of

accident. On all new high-tension lines grounding
hoops bent around the insulators in a hook-like fashion

are omitted, since they offer the birds a convenient
perch. Overland lines with a voltage of more than
30,000 have never been damaged by birds on account of

the insulators being too high, and most firms are now
placing insulators for lower voltage high also. Various
designs of insulators and insulator supports which have
proved successful in Germany in preventing accidents

from birds are described and illustrated. The essential

feature common to all of them is that they are so de-

signed that birds cannot rest on the supports of the

insulators.—Elek. Zeit., May 20, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Laws of Induction.—A. E. Clayton.—With reference

to the recent paper of Blondel and the long discussion

which has followed, the author says that from experi-

ments made by him some time ago he has concluded

that, in the case of a closed circuit, both statements
of the induction law are in every case true; i.e., if cor-

rectly considered, both the theory of rate of change of

flux and that of the cutting of magnetic lines will give

identical results. The author's model was of the dou-

ble-armature homopolar type shown in Fig. 2. The
stator rings were magnetized by coils wound on the

four stator-yoke pieces—the coils all carrying current

in the same direction. The essential parts of the rotor

consisted of the two armature rings joined by four-yoke

pieces. The magnetic lines entering the rotor rings at

its outer periphery are led out by means of the yokes,

there being no magnetic field in the space on the inner

side of the rings, and the flux distribution in the rotor

ring being constant and independent of its rotation.

This was quite confirmed experimentally with the rotor

at rest, and in addition the flux density in the air-gap

was found to be constant. A coil was wound ring-fash-

ion upon the portion of the rotor rings between the

yoke pieces. It would appear that the case corresponds to

that of an ordinary ring winding ol a continuous-cur
rent machine In bo far aa the outer conductors onlj cut

the lines of magnetic force. On the other hand, the

rate of cutting of the lines by the outer conductor is

constant, and the iiu\ embraced by the winding is q

constant. The two formulas then seemed to be at vari-

ance for this machine, which, on being tested, ;

the expected result, no emf. being Bet up in the ring

winding. The explanation of the apparent discrepancy
was found by measuring the emf. set up in a single

conductor placed on the inner side of the rotor ri]

instead of being zero, an emf. equal and opposite to

that set up in .'i conductor on the outer periphery was
established, in spite of the fact that with the model

at rest no field could be detected on the inner side of

the ring. A careful consideration of the facts led to the

conclusion that the case is analogous to that of a slotted

armature, where, although there is no appreciable field

in the slots when the machine is at rest, the lines of

force cross the slot laterally during its rotation in

order to conserve their identity with their remaining
portions in the poles, etc. In every known case correct

results can at once be obtained from the formula:

e — t- ; in addition, a proper consideration of the

passage of the lines of force transversely across the con-

FIG. 2—DOUBLE-ARMATURE HOMOPOLAR DYNAMO

ductors will also give correct results, although in some
cases—as in transformers—the cutting, although pres-

ent, is not so obviously apparent as in others. It is

impossible to conceive of any change in the number of

magnetic lines embraced by a circuit without a cor-

responding passage of magnetic lines taking place across

the conductors forming the circuit, no matter whether

the change is due to motion, as in the case of a dynamo,
or to alternating currents, as in the case of a trans-

former. A correct conception of the growth and disap-

pearance of a magnetic field is all that is necessary to

make it apparent that, even in the case of the static

transformer, cutting of lines of force by a circuit always

accompanies any change in the magnetic field embraced

by the circuit.—London Electrician, July 2, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Testing Insulators.—Fritz Schied.—The author de-

scribes an overhead line of 200,000 volts erected by

H. Schomburg for testing high-tension insulators under

conditions which approach those in practice.

—

Elek.

Zeit., Aug. 19., 1915.

Weston Cells.—In the recent annual report of the

(British) National Physical Laboratory it is mentioned

that the investigation of the Weston standard cell has

been completed during the year. It was pointed out in

last year's report that the mere hydrolysis of mercurous
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sulphate does not afford a complete explanation of the

slight changes commonly observed, and that there was
evidence of another disturbing agency. The result of

last year's work indicates that complex ions exist, not
only in solutions of cadmium sulphate, but also in solu-

tions containing mercurous sulphate and cadmium sul-

phate. In the latter case it appears probable that a
molecule of Hg,S0

4
attaches itself to an ion of SO,.

One great difficulty in the work was the correct estima-

tion of the acidity of many of the solutions. An acidity

of one part in ten thousand has in many instances a
marked, though usually temporary, effect on the con-

centration of the mercury ions, and in consequence the

preparation of neutral solutions was essential. A sum-
mary of the experiments made is given. A very large

number of cells have been constructed with materials,

some normal, some hydrolyzed, some acid. Observa-
tions on these cells have been regularly made. A review
of the results obtained indicates that a cell will decrease
in emf. if the depolarizer is partly hydrolyzed, the rate

of change depending on the extent of hydrolysis in the

layer of salt next to the mercury surface. The forma-
tion of complex ions leads to an increase of emf., but
the mercury ion concentration diminishes somewhat
rapidly in the presence of a large surface of mercury.
A cell containing a small quantity of free acid with a
gray depolarizer (the gray color being due to the pres-

ence of minute globules of mercury) appears to be the

most constant form of cell.—London Electrician, July

2, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Loaded Telephone Line.—T. F. PURVES.—An illus-

trated article on the completion of the loaded telephone

cable between London and Liverpool via Birmingham
with a description of transformers used and of the tests

which they must pass.

—

Post Office Elec. Engrs'. Journal

(London), July, 1915.

Characteristics of Telephone Lines.—J. Puget.—
The conclusion of his mathematical article on telephone-

line measurements and the calculation of their damp-
ing coefficient and their characteristics. The author

considers the combination of a telephone line with an
impedance in series, the combination of the line with

an impedance in parallel, the interconnection of two
lines through a transformer, and the effect which the

apparatus in exchanges has on the damping coefficient

of transmission.

—

La Lumiere Elec, May 15, 1915.

Automatic Telephony.—J. Hedley.—A very long and
profusely illustrated article on recent developments in

the Strowger automatic system in England.

—

Post

Office Elec. Engrs'. Journal (London), July, 1915.

Miscellaneous

Large Manufacturing Plant.—An illustrated article

on the development of Siemens City, near Berlin, which
comprises dynamo works, motor works, cable works, etc.,

of the Siemens-Schuckert company. Besides the office

building, power plant, foundries, school and children's

home there are eight large manufacturing plants.

—

Elek. Zeit., June 24, 1915.

Book Review

Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers. Pre-

pared by a staff of specialists; Frank F. Fowle,

editor-in-chief. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc. 1984 pages, illustrated. Price, $5.

So rapid has been the development of the art and
science of electricity that the compilation of a hand-
book covering even the engineering phase of the indus-

try is an extraordinary task. Two problems are in-

volved—first, a consideration of a master index with a

choice of main subjects, which taken together consti-

tute a broad classification of electrical-engineering ac-

tivities; second, the compilation under the headings
chosen of that information and those data which, in

the opinion of the editors, constitute the best, freshest

and most useful developments in established theory and
practice. It seems to the reviewer, who is an engineer
engaged in active practice, that the new edition of the

Standard Handbook accomplishes these two purposes
admirably.

The book appeals to the reviewer because its contents

are arranged on a basis that might be compared, in

engineering terminology, with the multiple unit with
master control. The compilation of the various sec-

tions under an experienced chief, each section having
been built up through the co-operation of recognized

experts in a particular field, speaks for the quality of

material secured and at once makes it recognized as the

most authoritative of material available. The standing
in engineering circles and the work of the men whose
names stand at the head of the various sections bear
out this statement. Among these there may be men-
tioned Dr. Arthur E. Kennelly, Henry Barnes Gear,

Frank F. Fowle, Charles Le G. Fortescue, Preston S.

Millar, Prof. Albert G. Ganz, Alexander Gray, Prof.

Vladimir Karapetoff, Dr. Ernst J. Berg, F. D. New-
bury, Prof. Comfort A. Adams, F. Malcolm Farmer,
Dr. George K. Burgess, Paul D. Foote, Reginald J. S.

Pigott, William J. Drisco, Charles R. Underhill, Leonard

Kebler, Henry M. Hobart, Arthur T. Stafford, George
I. Rhodes, Henry A. Clifford, Chester L. Dawes, Ter-

rell Croft, Albert H. Armstrong, Norman W. Storer,

Azel Ames, Stephen G. Thompson, Dr. E. F. Roeber, Dr.

W. E. Winship, Dr. Louis W. Austin and James Raley

Cravath.

The handbook appeals to the writer also because in-

formation can be located with little or no searching for

the particular heading under which it is presented. The
sectionalization of the contents, the printing of these

section headings on the inside of the covers with the

corresponding thumb-index numbers, a subject index at

the beginning of each section, and an elaborate rear

index which has been improved by the tests already

given to previous issues that have used numbered para-

graphs, make the book particularly serviceable for this

ready reference.

A classification of subjects for everyone in the in-

dustry is difficult. Many engineers, teachers, operating

men and students will have "personal" methods adapted

to their individual needs, but if the reviewer's experi-

ence with such classifications is a guide, the present

handbook can be dovetailed into any such personal sys-

tem with good results.

All data presented show a thorough revision to bring

them up to date. Certain sections, such as "10—Power
Plants," "15—Industrial Motor Applications," and "25

—

Engineering and Central-Station Economics," have

proved of particular interest to the reviewer. Section 25

is particularly fresh and informing, and the contents

are presented in the thoroughly analyzed form in which

these factors in engineering and operating economics

are conceived. The definitions of the various factors

are concisely expressed, and they should serve to clarify

many of the rather hazy conceptions that the young
engineer is prone to form.

All the sections have a wealth of concrete and prac-

tical data, and the manner in which these are correlated

with the theory of their application gives the hand-

book a place by itself among the publications of this

character.
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Men
of the Industry

( !hangei in Personnel

ami Position

Biographical Notes

J. K. Harsh, general manager of the

Saline (Kan.) Light, Power & Gas
Company, is recovering from an at i ark

of appendicitis.

I). <;. Bowej of Kilbourn, Wis., has
been appointed superintendent of the

municipal lighting plant at Barron,
Wis., succeeding K. 11. Jaekel.

W. D'A. Ryan, chief of the depart-
ment of illumination of the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition, San
Francisco, who recently underwent an
operation for appendicitis, is rapidly
recovering from the effects of the
operation.

Henry R. Carse, vice-president of the

Hanover National Bank of New York
City, has resigned to become president

and treasurer of the new Submarine
Boat Corporation, which succeeds the
Electric Boat Company, manufacturer
of submarines.

George E. Hayler, Jr., formerly gen-
eral superintendent of the Empire Dis-

trict Electric Company of Joplin, Mo.,

has been appointed general manager
of the company. Mr. Hayler was re-

cently elected president of the Missouri
Association of Public Utilities.

E. H. Jaekel has resigned as su-

perintendent of the municipal electric-

lighting and pumping station at Bar-
ron, Wis., to enter the electrical con-
struction business at La Crosse, Wis.
Mr. Jaekel is to be succeeded at Bar-
ron by D. G. Howey, formerly of Kil-

bourn, Wis.

Dr. William II. Tolman, dired I

the American Museum of Bafety, Nen
City, ha been appointed an hon

urary member of the Statistical Society

of Pari i, Prance, an organisation
founded In I860 writh the objed of

popularising statistical Information.

Mi.ii s. Miller, formerly pre Ideni

and general manager of the Union

Electric Light A Power Company of

St. Louis, Mo., and fur the lail few
years a member of the firm of

Humphreys A Miller, Inc., New York
City, has joined the management of the

Baltic! I I lay ward Company of Balti-

more, Md.
('. S. Em inert, manager of the

Leavenworth (Kan.) Light, Heat &
Power Company, is one of the commit-
tee of fifteen representative business

men appointed at a mass meeting of

citizens of Leavenworth to make a
thorough investigation of conditions in

the public schools of the city and to

recommend measures for their improve-
ment.

P. P. Crafts, the new general man-
ager of the Kanawha Traction & Elec-

tric Company of Parkersburg, W. Va.,

has arrived at Parkersburg to take
charge of the Kanawha property. Mr.
Crafts was until recently general man-
ager of the Mobile (Ala.) Light &
Railroad Company, and prior to this he
served as manager for the Tri-City
Railway & Light Company of Daven-
port, Iowa.

Charles A. Russell of Gloucester,

Mass., has been appointed a member of

the Massachusetts Public Service Com-
mission by Governor Walsh. The new
appointee is a native of Canton, Mass.,
and was educated at Colby College and
Boston University Law School. He
was admitted to the Massachusetts bar
in 1880 and was city solicitor of

Gloucester for eight years. Mr. Rus-
sell fills the vacancy caused by the re-

tirement of Clinton White, who reached,

last July, the age limit set by the
Massachusetts statutes.

Edward J. Condon, who was last

week elected president of the Indiana

Electric Light Association, is a native

of Massachusetts. After several years

spent in the United States Revenue
Cutter Service, Mr. Condon came to

Chicago and was appointed superin-

tendent of streets by the elder Carter

Harrison, Mayor of Chicago, and by
his successor, Mayor Hopkins. Resign-
ing to take a partnership in a large

construction company which built sev-

eral important water-supply undertak-

ings for Chicago, Mr. Condon after-

ward organized the Condon Construc-

tion Company and has thus far super-

vised the construction or rebuilding of

some thirty electric-lighting, gas and
water-works plants. Included in the
number was the water-supply system
for the city of Victor, Col., with its

100-acre reservoir on the west slope of

Pike's Peak, 12,000 ft. above sea level.

Mr. Condon is now president and gen-
eral manager of the Indiana Utilities

Company, which furnishes electric

service for the towns of Waterloo,
Hudson, Ashley, Pleasant Lake and
Angola. Mr. Condon has three sons

associated with him in electrical work.

Public Utility Men at the Plattsburg Encampment for Military Ins I ruction

About forty public utility officials

and employees were members of the

First Military Instruction Camp at
Plattsburg, N. Y., Aug. 10 to Sept. 6,

1915. A group view of a few of the
men well known in the electrical in-

dustry is reproduced herewith. From
left to right, standing, the men are:

E. B. Nye, American Telephone & Tele-
graph Company, New York; Philip L.

Spalding, president New England Tele-
phone & Telegraph Company, Boston;
R. W. Sherwin, of the same company;
H. A. Gidney, general auditor Charles
H. Tenney & Company, Boston.
Kneeling, from left to right, are A. B.
Tenney, vice-president Charles H. Ten-
ney & Company, Boston; E. F. Sidley,

New England Telephone & Telegraph
Company, Fitchburg, Mass.; W. A.
Gifford, American Telephone & Tele-
graph Company, New York; Robert S.

Hale, superintendent special research
department, Boston Edison Company,
and C. D. Robinson of Forstall & Rob-
ison, New York.
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George B. Muldaur, field lecturer for

the Society for Electrical Development,
Inc., has been confined to a room at

one of the San Francisco hospitals for

the last sixty days with a severe case

of inflammatory rheumatism.

Major C. McK. Saltzman of the Sig-

nal Corps of the United States Army,
who was detailed to the first business

men's camp at Plattsburg, N. Y., as

chief signal officer, has been ordered to

Panama, where he will have charge of

electrical work in the Canal Zone, in-

cluding the electrical equipment for the

coast-defense guns. Major Saltzman
has been succeeded at the second
Plattsburg military encampment by
Capt. C. A. Seaona of the Signal

Corps.

Herbert Markle, the newly elected

president of the West Virginia Public

Utilities Association, which is made up
of the electric light, power and traction,

artificial-gas, water and telephone com-
panies of West Virginia, is a native of
Indiana and a graduate of the school of
electrical engineering of Purdue Uni-

versity, class of 1895. Following
graduation Mr. Markle spent a number
of years with the Jenney Electric Com-
pany of Indianapolis and later went
with the Northern Electric Manufactur-
ing Company as district sales manager,
with headquarters at Chicago. For a

few months he also served with the

Fort Wayne Electric Company after the

consolidation of the Fort Wayne and
Northern Electric companies' interests.

Six years ago Mr. Markle joined the

Byllesby organization and for three

years was stationed at Stillwater,

Minn., as manager of some of the

Northern States Power Company's
properties. For the last three years he
has been general manager of the Appa-
lachian Power Company, with head-
quarters at Bluefield, W. Va.

Harrison A. Smith, electrical engi-

neer, announces his association with

W. G. Kirchoffer, sanitary and hy-

draulic engineer, Madison, Wis., where
he will engage in the general practice

of electrical engineering, furnishing

plans, specifications, estimates and ap-

praisals, and will supervise and operate
power and lighting plants and trans-

mission lines. Mr. Smith received the

degree of bachelor of science in elec-

trical engineering from the University
of Wisconsin in 1898. After complet-
ing his course he spent eleven years
in the factory, engineering and com-
mercial departments of the General
Electric Company of Schenectady,
N. Y. During the last six years he
has been secretary and manager of

the Monroe Electric Company of Mon-
roe, Wis., and has also been operating
engineer for several utilities.

William J. Doherty, who has resigned

as general supply sales manager of the

Northern Electric Company, Ltd., with
head office at Montreal, Quebec, to re-

turn to Chicago, where he will repre-

sent the Collyer Insulated Wire Com-
pany and Stanley & Patterson for the

Central States, was, on his departure
from Montreal, presented with a hand-
some watch by the employees of the
Northern Electric Company, and at a
banquet tendered him by the jobbers
and manufacturers he was the recip-

ient of a handsome silver and gold
loving cup. Prior to his connection
with the Northern Electric Company
Mr. Doherty was for a number of years
sales manager for the Western Elec-

tric Company's Chicago house. Mr.
Doherty is a Jovian and has held the
offices of statesman and statesman-at-

large. He is at present a member of

the thirteenth congress, holding the

office of Chiron.

Ferdinand J. Derge, superintendent
of the light and power department of
the Toledo (Ohio) Railways & Light
Company, who on Oct. 1 becomes chief

engineer for Henry L. Doherty & Com-
pany, with offices at 60 Wall Street,

New York City, is a graduate of the

University of Wisconsin, having been
born at Eau Claire in that State. His
first practical experience in engineer-

ing was at the Doherty school of gas
and electric practice, which is operated
in connection with the Denver Gas &
Electric Light Company. From Den-
ver he was sent to the Massillon
(Ohio) Electric & Gas Company, where
he was chief engineer in charge of pro-

duction. Later he was called to New
York as a member of the traveling en-

gineering staff of the Doherty organ-
ization. His next move was to War-
ren, Ohio, as chief engineer of the
Trumbull Public Service Company, and
when the Toledo company became a
Doherty property he was sent there as
superintendent of the lighting depart-
ment. Mr. Derge succeeds M. R.
Bump, who resigned the position of
chief engineer of the Doherty organ-
ization in order to become vice-presi-

dent of the Picher Lead Company of
Joplin, Mo.

Orin H. Norton, organizer and for-

mer president of the Central Electric

Company of Peoria, 111., died at Peoria,

Sept. 5, after having been bedfast for

eighteen months. Mr. Norton was
totally blind when the end came. For
years he had been prominent in Peoria.

He was at one time a member of the

electrical firm of Wetherill & Norton.

Karl H. Hansen, formerly electrical

engineer and chief of the distribution

department of the Union Electric

Light & Power Company of St. Louis,

Mo., whose death occurred several

weeks ago, first entered the employ of

the old Missouri Edison Company in

1899, later joining the staff of the La-
elede Power Company. In 1901 he be-
came assistant superintendent of the
Missouri Edison Company, and at the

Obituary
time of the latter's consolidation with
the Union Electric Light & Power
Company was appointed assistant to

S. B. Way, electrical engineer, to
whose position he succeeded when Mr.
Way left St. Louis to become vice-

president and assistant general man-
ager of the Milwaukee Railway &
Light Company.

William A. Smith, vice-president of
the Light & Development Company of
St. Louis, which owns and operates a
number of utility companies in the
Middle West, died at the Deaconess
Hospital, St. Louis, Aug. 29. Adopt-
ing the signature "Your friend, Bill

Smith," in his letters and circulars to

the company's customers scattered
throughout the country, Mr. Smith se-
cured a rare and close touch with his

patrons, and his advertising literature,

written in the same personal and
friendly style, examples of which have
been reproduced in these pages, at-
tracted wide attention. A Virginian by
birth, Mr. Smith had lived in St. Louis
twenty-two years. He was one of the
organizers of the Light & Develop-
ment Company, which operates the
Cupples Station Light, Heat & Power
Company of St. Louis and utility

properties at Cape Girardeau, Illmo,
Fornfelt, Chaffee, Charleston, Sikeston,
Morehouse, Dexter, Poplar Bluff,
Webb City, Wellston, Cartersville,
St. Charles and Doniphan, Mo.;
Marianna, Ark.; Tahlequah, Okla.;
Fort Scott, Kan.; Mitchell, S. D.;
Monmouth, 111.; Ravenna, Ohio, and
Paris and Danville, Ky.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
I Id tor, I qj Latest Developments and Improvements in Manufacturers*

I' rod nets I ted hi the Electrical Industry

silk Shades with Mica Centering Disks

Silk shades, the inner surfaces of winch are treated
with a special mixture containing ground mica, designed
for use with incandescenl lamps rated from i ( > watts
(o 60 watts, are being placed on the market by the
Storrs Mica Company, Owego, N. Y. The shade is

slipped over the lamp hull) and is held in place by three

Spring wire grips which are in contact at six points on
the sides of the bulb. A centering mica disk is securely
fastened in the top of the shade and rests on the top
of the lamp bulb when the lamp is in an upright posi-

tion. With the lamp in a pendent position the mica
disk fits closely around the neck of the bulb, as shown
in Fig. 2. As mica is a non-conductor of electricity, it

is claimed that the wire frame on the shades cannot

FIGS. 1, 2 AND 3—SECTIONAL VIEWS OF SILK SHADES
TREATED WITH GROUND-MICA COMPOUND ON INNER
SURFACES

become grounded or cause a short-circuit. A circular
silk disk of the same material as the shade is fastened
in the top of the shade for upright use so as to cast a
tinted light on the wall or ceiling. Instead of silk the
shades may be made of any fabric desired to match
other material.

Electrically Heated Device for Keeping Automobile
Wind Shields Clear

In the accompanying illustration is shown a device
developed by the Fuller Electrical Appliance Company,
Wellesley, Mass., for keeping the wind shields of an
automobile clear on rainy or foggy days in sleety

weather. The "Way-C," as it is called, consists of a
metal frame which fits closely to the wind shield and
dries the space inside the frame by means of electricity,

thereby permitting an unobstructed view of the road
ahead. The frame contains a coil of insulated wire
which rests against the glass and is connected to the
automobile storage batteries, sufficient energy being
supplied for heating the glass within the frame and
keeping it free from all moisture. The device is

equipped with two silver-alloy hooks and two steel

springs for attaching it to the wind shield, and al o

w it h a cord and plug to connecl it to the battery circuit.

To place the device in position one hook is hung o

the upper edge and the other hook is attached to the
lower edge Of the wind shield; a spring is inserted in

each of the hooks, and the frame is fastened to th

springs. The frame may be quickly attached or de-

ELECTRICALLY HEATED DEVICE ON WIND SHIELD FOR
KEEPING GLASS CLEAR

tached as needed, and can be adjusted to wind shields

of different widths and elevations by shortening one of

the springs.

Electric Soldering Device

An electric soldering device which is designed to pro-

duce heat at the point of contact and directly at the

spot where the heat is needed for soldering purposes has
just been developed by the Monarch Refillable Fuse Com-
pany, 1048 Jefferson Street, Buffalo, N. Y. It is

especially adaptable for use in soldering electric wires

and in cable work and repairing armatures. As soon as

the object to be soldered bridges the two carbon or car-

borundum high-resistance heating points, a white heat

is generated directly at the tips of the high-resistance

material, thereby conducting the heat directly to the

spot needed. As soon as the soldering operation is com-

ELECTRIC APPARATUS FOR SOLDERING

pleted the tool is removed and the circuit is auto-

matically opened. According to the manufacturer, the

high-resistance points will last indefinitely; if they

should become injured they can be readily renewed. A
small transformer is utilized with the soldering device.

It is claimed that a No. 14 splice can be effectively sol-

dered with this device in from three seconds to five
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seconds. Some of the advantages of this device for

soldering are as follows: When not in use it is always
cold, and when in use it is always hot, therefore the

danger of setting fire to combustible material is con-

siderably reduced; there is no loss of heat through
conduction or radiation ; the device is always ready
for use.

Electric Rain Alarm

An alarm device which may be placed on the window
sill at night when the window is left open for ven-

tilation, and which is designed to operate a signal

whenever it commences to rain, has been developed by
the Electric Devices & Manufacturing Company, 466

Portable Magnetic Separator Outfit

An interesting portable magnetic separating outfit

has recently been installed at the plant of the Graphite
Lubricated Bearing Company, Bound Brook, N. J. It

is used for removing magnetic content from brass in

various parts of the plant, the apparatus being moved
to where a separation is to be made and the material

conveyed to it by means of a belt. The brass is pro-

jected beyond the pulley, freed from magnetic pieces,

since such material hugs the belt in passing over the

pulley, which is magnetized. This magnetic material is

dropped where the belt leaves the pulley.

BATTERY-OPERATED DEVICE FOR GIVING AN ALARM WHEN
IT RAINS

PORTABLE MAGNETIC SEPARATOR OUTFIT WITH MAGNETIC
PULLEY SHOWN AT LEFT

People's Gas Building, Chicago, 111. The apparatus con-
sists of a box containing a battery, a buzzer, a small
electric lamp and a switching arrangement which holds
what the maker calls a "Raino-disk." The falling rain,

which is likely at any time to drive into the room and
damage the furnishings, drops on the disk, causing the
circuit to be closed, lighting the lamp and operating the
buzzer. In its latest form the rain alarm is provided
with a disk at the top of the box instead of at the back.

In this way the alarm is operated only when the rain is

actually driven into the room.

Electric Heating Pad

A hot-pad or "Safety Comfo," as it is called by the
manufacturer, the Hotpoint Electric Heating Company,
Ontario, Cal., has recently been developed and is shown
herewith. The device consists of eleven hinged or inter-

locked units which form a metal jacket or case, 6.25 in.

by 10.5 in. by 0.5 in., with mica heating elements inside.

The direct-current energy for magnetizing the pulley

is furnished by a small 110-volt generator, which is

driven by the induction motor that drives the pulley. A
small panel mounted at one end of the frame carries

the three-pole motor knife switch and fuses, the double-

pole generator knife switch and fuses, back-of-board

type generator, field rheostat and pilot lamp. The com-
plete outfit was built by the Cutler-Hammer Clutch Com-
pany, Milwaukee.

Cable Grip

A tool which is called the Maine's feeder grip, and
which is designed for handling cable from 250,000 circ.

mil. to 500,000 circ. mil. in size and steel mes-
senger wire, is being placed on the market by
Mathias Klein & Sons, 562 West Van Buren Street,

Chicago, 111. The main body construction of the

tool is of a substantial steel casting. Pivoted side

plates control the action of the upper and lower jaw.

To facilitate application of the cable, the upper jaw
can be removed by disengaging lugs from notches in the

FLEXIBLE METAL HEATING PAD TOOL FOR HANDLING CABLE AND STEEL MESSENGER WIRE

It conforms to the body curves and may be wrapped
around a limb. The device is covered by a washable
eiderdown pad which slips over the metal case. The
pad operates from any lamp socket and takes 40 watts.
By moving a small lever the temperature can be varied
from 100 deg. Fahr. to 200 deg. Fahr. The temperature
is automatically controlled by a thermostat.

side plates. According to the manufacturer, the grip

can be employed as an improved substitute for the old

chain-and-ring method of handling cables. The grip

is automatic in action, and the greater the pull the

greater the hold on the cable. It is made in two sizes,

one for %-in. strand and the other for cables of 250,000
circ. mil. to 500,000 circ. mil.
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Motor-Driven Meat Chopper
Although the machine shown m the accompanying

illustration la designed particularly as a meal chopper
ii m:iy also be utilised for s varietj of other purposes,
ami tin' following attachments may be provided for some
Of the operations for which it is adapted: a grindstone
tor tool grinding, a pulley tor light work such as cab
bags cutting and meat slicing, a hone cutter to inter

tion is practically eliminated and accuracy of bearing
is maintained. These factors insure the maintenance oi

the motor ;nr eaps, it is claimed, ami practicall) slimi
nale the danger of armatures dropping mi the pole
shoes. Their effect upon the accuracj ol geai etting

ELECTRIC MEAT CHOPPER
FIGS. 3 AND 4—BALL-BEARING MOTOR FOR BELT DRIVE, AND COMPAR-
ISON OF MOTORS EQUIPPED WITH BALL AND BABBITTED BEARINGS

change with the chopper, and a grinder for grinding
coffee or pepper. The machine is particularly useful in

a combined meat and grocery store. It is operated by
a 0.5-hp. Westinghouse motor of special design, and
it is claimed that it will chop over 3 lb. of meat a min-
ute. The machine is equipped with a snap switch for
starting and stopping the motor. The cleanliness and
quick service obtained with this device are great advan-
tages and will, it is declared, help the dealer to make
quick sales. The machine is being made by the Hobart
Manufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio.

Ball Bearings in Electric Motors

Developments in motor drives include the use of ball

bearings in motors and shaft hangers employed in mills,

mines and factories. Ball bearings have been found to

be especially reliable in service where high speeds, heavy

and the consequent prolongation of the life of the gears
is also said to be pronounced.

Ball bearings in motors are especially advantageous
on account of the saving in space obtained. As com-
pared with a plain bearing, a ball bearing, including a
liberal lubricant chamber surrounding it, will occupy
approximately one-half to one-third the distance along

the shaft required by a babbitt bearing. In some cases

the motor with ball bearings will be as much as 20 per
cent shorter than a motor with plain bearings and with
similar characteristics and rating. This feature is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4.

The use of ball bearings is also an important con-

sideration for motors designed for service where there

is a fire risk. This is particularly the case in the flour-

milling and textile industries, where sealed bearings

are an absolute necessity; also in the individual-ceiling

motor drive, or the four-frame drive, where directly

connected motors are employed, possibilities of dripping

oil are a constant menace unless the bearings can be
sealed against leakage. Sealed ball bearings are also

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SECTIONAL VIEWS OF HORIZONTAL AND
VERTICAL MOTORS EQUIPPED WITH BALL BEARINGS

loads and dusty-mill conditions exist, and where installa-

tions are subject to neglect and possible misuse by inex-
perienced workmen.
The ball bearings consist essentially of hardened-steel

outer and inner races, between which roll hardened steel

balls, and retainers for properly spacing the balls in the
raceways. Since the balls roll in the races rubbing fric-

fig. 5—40-HP. SHUNT-WOUND MOTOR WITH BALL
BEARINGS

practically necessary in vehicle motors, motors for grind-

ing rooms, buffing rooms, motors for cement plants, or

mill installations where abrasive dust or grit is present.

In these cases the abrasive material must be kept out

of the bearings in order to prevent rapid wear. The
ball bearing is also being used in railway motors.

In Fig. 3 is shown a sectional view of a motor
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equipped with sealed ball bearings. The inner race of

the ball bearings is securely locked in position against

the shoulder on the shaft so that the inner ball race is

firmly seated on and forms practically an integral part

of the shaft. With the lubricant chamber filled with
oil to the level of the balls in the lower part of the bear-

ing head, and with a suitable grease, the ball bearing

FIG. 6- -SLIP-RING MOTOR IN ICE-MAKING PLANT EQUIPPED
WITH BALL BEARINGS

of the holder. A rigid unit is therefore provided, and

the possibility of the holder working loose from the

socket, it is declared, is eliminated. Upon insertion of

the reflector the holder is automatically centered by

the wire.

Automobile Magneto Grounding Switch

In order to prevent theft of automobiles, the Cutler-

Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has

MAGNETO GROUNDING SWITCH FOR PREVENTING THEFT OF

AUTOMOBILES

is its own lubricator, without the need of oil rings or

other auxiliary devices. Alignment is taken care of, it

is claimed, by the spherically ground surface of the

outer bearing race, and a compact, rugged mounting is

obtained, which is said to be free from the inspection

of the curious and practically proof against neglect.

This arrangement is suited to floor or ceiling use with-

out need of reversal of the motor end shields.

Where there are several radial bearings on the same
shaft one bearing only should be used to stabilize the

shaft against end motion; otherwise, if an effort is made
to fix the outer races of both bearings against end
motion, there is danger of cramping, on account of the

difference in expansion of the shaft and the motor frame
with changes in temperature.

In Figs. 1 and 2 are shown two Fairbanks-Morse in-

duction motors equipped with ball bearings made by
the S.K.F. Ball Bearing Company, 50 Church Street,

New York. The induction motor illustrated in Fig. 3 is

designed for belt drive. A 40-hp. ball-bearing motor of

General Electric make is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 is

illustrated a 150-hp. ball-bearing slip-ring motor of

Fairbanks-Morse make used in an ice plant.

Locking Spring Holder

The operating wings of the 2.25-in. holder shown here-
with are set vertically for providing a convenient grip.

The slots from which the operating wings protrude are
cut eccentric, eliminating, it is declared, practically all

[HUBBEJIMJI]

HOLDER WITH CONTRACTILE COLLAR

friction as the wires pass each other and therefore
greatly prolonging the life of the holder. Both wings
must be brought to the center before the reflector can be
withdrawn, thus minimizing the possibility of uninten-
tional release. The device can be readily attached to any
standard brass-shell socket by means of a contractile
collar made by Harvey Hubbell, Inc., the manufacturer

recently designed a switch for grounding the magneto.

The switch, which is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration, is equipped with a removable plug. By pulling

out this plug the magneto is grounded, and the car can-

not be operated until it is replaced. The switch may be

installed in the same location as the lighting switches

or in any other place on the car. The plug is provided

with a ring so that it can be attached to a key-ring

when not inserted in the switch.

Receptacles for Indirect-Lighting Fixtures

Receptacles developed by the Luminous Unit Company,
2615 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., for use with

its "Brascolite" indirect-lighting fixtures are shown
herewith. The contact terminals are of the ordinary

screw type but are inclosed and protected by porcelain

which is part of the receptacle body. An aperture is pro-

vided for the insertion of the wire and also for a

screwdriver to turn the terminal screws. The recep-

INDIRECT-LIGHTING RECEPTACLES

tacles are being made in both the medium and "mogul"
sizes. By using these receptacles the use of "pigtails"

is eliminated; therefore, the expense of making a sol-

dered and taped joint is also obviated. Although de-

signed primarily for use with its "Brascolite" fixtures,

the devices can also be adapted to other types of indirect-

lighting fixtures.
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Small Electric Wisher
The electric washing machine shown In (in 1 accom

panying illustration has t > * - *
-

» i designed by the Capital
Electric Company, 321 North Sheldon Street, Chica
ill., for us*- in cleansing babies' soiled clothes. The
clothes are placed in a cylinder, which is revolved by
the force of the water from the propeller. No belt,

chains or gears are employed. The cylinder runs con
tinuousl) in one direction, and it is claimed thai there

is no wear on the clothes because they are always en

tirely under the water. 'The inside of the tank and the
metal cylinders are treated by a special process so that

the washer can easily he kepi clean. The machine is

only ll in. wide and can be used in a bathroom <>r small

kitchen. In the accompanying illustration is shown a
method of employing the washer in a bathroom. Hot
water is run into the washer with an ordinary bathroom

SMALL ELECTRICALLY OPERATED WASHING MACHINE

hose, and the dirty water is drained into the bowl as

shown. The washer may be also utilized for cleaning
other clothes, and three sheets or the equivalent can be
washed at one time. A small hand wringer can be

clamped to the back of the machine.

Sliding-Contact Tube Rheostats

In the accompanying illustration is shown one of

several types of sliding-contact rheostats which are

being placed on the market by James G. Biddle, 1211

Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. These "Jagabi" rheostats,

as they are called, consist of a thin-metal tube, coated

with enamel, around which the resistance wire is wound.
The tubular unit is mounted on two substantial iron

supporting feet, each of which is provided with two
screw holes. A triangular or square rod, along which
the regulating slider moves, is fixed parallel to the

longitudinal axis of the tube. The slider carries a

brushing device, consisting of two or more laminations,

which makes contact with the resistance wire. Excel-

lent ventilation is obtained by using the tube form, and
consequently the maximum temperature for any given

load is soon reached. The coefficient of expansion of

the tube is practically the same as that of the wire,

which is of a special resistance alloy.

Bare wire (or strip) is used and is covered with a

thin coating of oxide, which affords sufficient insulation,

it is declared, for the small potential difference between

adjacent turns. No open -pace between turns is neces-
sary; the entire surface of the tube therefore can be
utilized, thus greatly increasing the rating or the instru
men! lor an\ given dimensions. Three double binding
post terminals are provided. One is attached to the
slider rod and one is at each end of the resistance wire. It

is possible, therefore, to make either "series" or "shunt"

TUBE RHEOSTAT WITH SLIDING CONTACT

connections. Windings for these instruments are pro-

vided for resistances of 0.7 ohm and currents of 25 amp.
to resistances of 3200 ohms and currents of 0.3 amp.

Motor-Driven Tool Grinders for Woodworking
Shops

The accompanying illustration shows a compact
motor-driven tool grinder of the floor type for use in

pattern and other woodworking shops. This grinder,

which is also made in the bench type, is regularly sup-

plied with one 10-in. by 1-in. wheel with flat race, for

grinding chisels and other straight-edged tools, and
three round-faced wheels 10 in. in diameter and 1 in.,

0.5 in. or 0.25 in. in thickness, for grinding gouges
and other special cutters. Wheels with other face

shapes can also be furnished.

The spindles are 0.75 in. in diameter, and ample space

is allowed between the wheels. For protection the motor
frame is continued so as to form a guard over the wheels

as shown. The tool rests are adjustable in two direc-

tions and have ball bearings thoroughly protected from
dirt and grit by double-grooved covers. The motor is

of the fully inclosed, squirrel-cage induction type and

GRINDER AND TOP OF STAND OF FLOOR-TYPE MACHINE

can be supplied for either two-phase or three-phase

energy. The speeds of operation are 1800 r.p.m. for

sixty-cycle energy and 1500 r.p.m. for twenty-five-cycle

or fifty-cycle energy. These tool grinders, which in the

bench type weigh only 130 lb. and in the floor type oc-

cupy a space of 16 in. by 28 in. and weigh 300 lb., are

manufactured by Forbes & Myers, Worcester, Mass.
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

a ltd Central-Station Fields

Pennsylvania Suburban Electrification at Philadel-

phia Now in Service

Regular electric service on the main line of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad between the Broad Street station,

Philadelphia, Pa., and Paoli was successfully inaugu-
rated on Sept. 11. The first passenger train in the new
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SUBURBAN ELECTRIC TRAIN ON MAIN LINE, PENNSYLVANIA
RAILROAD, PHILADELPHIA

service left Paoli at 5.55 o'clock in the morning, reach-

ing Broad Street three-quarters of an hour later, on

schedule time. Only one electric train will be operated

on the line for the present. It will make four round

trips every day. Electrification of the Chestnut Hill

line will begin immediately.

PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION
Operating and Managerial Problems Discussed at the

Eighth Annual Convention at Bedford Springs

Matters of particular interest to the smaller util-

ities formed the main topics of discussion at the eighth

annual convention of the Pennsylvania Electric Associa-

tion, held at Bedford Springs, Pa., Sept. 7, 8, 9 and 10.

As announced in last week's issue, which contained a

general account of the meeting up to Thursday morn-
ing, Stephen C. Pohe of Bloomsburg was elected presi-

dent. The other officers consist of G. B. Tripp of Har-
risburg, vice-president, and Henry N. Miiller of Pitts-

burgh, secretary-treasurer. Ernest H. Davis of Wil-

liamsport, E. B. Green of Altoona and F. M. Noecker
of Renovo were elected members of the executive com-
mittee to serve two years. All things considered, the

convention was without doubt the most successful ever

held. In point of attendance and on the social side the

meeting left nothing to be desired.

In addition to the regular papers and addresses

scheduled in the program, Prof. E. E. Creighton of

the General Electric Company made an address and
iemonstration on lightning protection, and J. M.
Wakeman of the Society for Electrical Development,
Inc., outlined the plans for celebrating Electrical Pros-

perity Week and offered the members the fullest co-

>peration in any plan they had in view. William D.

Ainey, chairman of the Public Service Commission of

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, also addressed the

convention on Friday. He said the functions of the
Pennsylvania commission were administrative rather

than judicial and that the commission sought for rules

based on experience, in the drafting of which the cen-

tral-station men could be of great help. Standardiza-
tion, also born of experience, was what was desired,

and he suggested that the central-station companies
confer with the commission concerning any difficulties

so that reasonable solutions may be found.
Two papers of operating interest were presented at

the Thursday morning session, one by J. C. Scholl of

Altoona and the other by H. B. Bryans of Norristown,
on "Efficiency of Boiler-Room Methods." The latter

paper covered briefly the methods in use in a plant of

2000 hp. using hand firing and handling coal and ashes
without any mechanical appliances. The former paper
treated of the methods used in the Penn Central Light
& Power Company's Warrior Ridge power station,

which is larger than the Norristown station and where
a bonus system is in vogue. Both papers were dis-

cussed by J. M. Graves of Pittsburgh, Ira Walborn of
Pottsville, G. E. Wendle of Williamsport, E. D. Dreyfus
of Pittsburgh, E. B. Greene of Altoona and J. Reed of

Altoona.

Utilities and Their Customers

In a paper at the executive session on "Relations
Between Electric Utilities and Their Customers," by
J. Fred Schaffer, the legal responsibilities of central-

station companies were dwelt on at some length. The
paper was suggested by a suit brought against the
Northumberland County Gas & Electric Company and
the necessity of sharply defining where a central-station
company's service and responsibility end was empha-
sized. An important report, that of the engineering
committee, was also made at the executive session. The
specifications for overhead-wire crossings drawn up by
the committee were submitted to the chief engineer of
the Public Service Commission with the recommenda-
tion that they be adopted by the commission as covering
standards for crossings hereafter constructed and used
in connection with any rule or order which the Public
Service Commission may issue. In carrying out the
work many interesting and important engineering ques-
tions came up for discussion and solution. One of the
most important was the general problem of sag and
changes in sag in overhead wires under specified con-
ditions of loading. The committee proposed a complete
solution which would cover practically every size and
kind of wire, bare and covered, for strands from 100
ft. to 1000 ft. A special method was devised for rap-
idly and accurately solving sag problems, and the
results were plotted on various curve sheets. Twenty-
five pages of curves plotted on special logarithmic rul-

ing form part of the report.

There was an informal discussion on handling of
cases involving the theft of electricity at the Friday
morning session, and as a result of its experience in one
of the Southern cities, where out of 1953 customers
191 were found to have been stealing electricity, one of
the lighting syndicates contemplates making a very
thorough inspection of every one of its services in Penn-
sylvania. The difficulty of securing conviction was
mentioned by several speakers, and stress was placed
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(in the : of thoroughly protecting all service

From iii«' meter t<> the outside of the building.

The entertainment features were particularly elabo-

rate ami formed one of the features of the convention.

Games ami contests in abundance were provided everj

afternoon ami motion pictures and dancing every eve-

ning, in addition, the spacious lawn fronting tin 1 Bed
fold Springs Hotel was converted into a fairyland on

Thursdaj evening. Low voltage varicolored lamps were
festooned from the trees ami shrubberies surrounding
the hotel and lawn, and the :'».">() members and guests in

attendance danced on the lawn until after midnight.

Refreshments were served throughout the evening on
tables lighted h.v elect lie candelabra. Many very cred-

itable exhibits Of apparatus were made by manufac-
turers on the hotel veranda and immediately back of the

Convention hall. The Sons of Jove held a successful

rejuvenation on Thursday night.

OHIO COMMERCIAL MEN IN SESSION
Relations of Central Stations and Contractors Topic of

Lively Debate at Sandusky Meeting

The relations of central stations with electrical con-

tractors and dealers were the subject of a vigorous de-

bate at the meeting of the committee on new-business

co-operations of the Ohio Electric Light Association,

held at Sandusky, Sept. 15. Great interest was also

manifested by the Ohio men in the plans for Electrical

Prosperity Week, many valuable suggestions for which
were brought out in the paper on the subject by Thomas
F. Kelly, sales manager of the Dayton Power & Light

Company and retiring chairman of the committee on

new-business co-operations. At the noon luncheon

Major Wilcox of the Sandusky company gave an address

on "Salesmanship," which was enthusiastically received.

About forty sales managers and salesmen attended the

meeting, which was in charge of J. E. North, Springfield,

chairman.

Relations Between Contractor and Central Station

The subject of relations between dealers and contrac-

tors on the one side and the central station on the other

-was opened for discussion by the paper read by A. E.

Loeb of the Avery & Loeb Electric Company, Columbus,

in which the author discussed in particular relations be-

tween central stations and contractors in cities of less

thqn 25,000 population.

"It has been the cry of the central-station man," said

Mr. Loeb, "that the dealer has wanted too much for his

work, that he has been irresponsible, that he can never

be found in his place of business, etc. No doubt any

one or all of these statements are true. Men who en-

gage in the business of electrical supplies are usually

young men who have graduated from the calling of

wiremen and who are striving to better their condi-

tions. And what do they find when embarking in this

new venture? A central station usually adverse to

their starting in at all—giving them no encouragement,

much less support.

"The central-station man says that if the price for the

job is too high the prospective customer will not come
onto the company's lines and that therefore the price

must be low. To my notion," said Mr. Loeb, "the edu-

cation of the public to cheap prices has been due largely

to the attitude of the central station.

"The buying public is fair. It wants right service

with as low a price as is consistent with value received.

It is willing to pay a decent profit for a service per-

formed, as long as it feels that the price is justifiable.

The central station, however, has taken the path of

least resistance and, instead of helping to maintain the

electrical merchandising business <>n a paying basis, has
tried to meet tlie popular demand for omething cheaper
h\ cutting the price and taking Hi'' bU me .-it cost or
less, with the hope ol getting the loss back in revenue
from energy tales, Whj should it not Injecl alesman-
liip into its proposition and convince the public that it

is already getting a square deal ami that the price is in

line with gOOd practice and service? The result of its

present methods is that now the public does not know
whether the price is high or low and it thinks that what-
ever it pays is too much and that there must be a lot of
money in the business.

"The central station, for its own good," advised Mr.
Loeb in closing, "should, if necessary, go out of its way
to assist and encourage the dealer, thereby adding an-

other valuable asset to its new-business department.
It the dealer's prices are too high, go into the matter
with him. Get into his confidence; get him to co-oper-

ate with you. Help him keep down his expenses. Let
him have space in your office, charging him a nominal
rent. Help him to put on your house-wiring and cook-

ing-appliance campaigns. Let him know that you want
to be fair with him, and he will be the best booster you
have in town."
The discussion following Mr. Loeb's paper brought

out a variety of opinions regarding the advisability of

central stations engaging in the wiring and supply busi-

ness. The consensus of the views expressed, however,
was to the effect that the electric company would do well

to keep out of the field of the dealer and contractor, pro-

vided that the latter would deal fairly with the public.

Major Wilcox on Salesmanship

Education in salesmanship is impossible without or-

ganization, declared Major C. S. Wilcox, chairman of

the board of the Sandusky Gas & Electric Company, in

his address on salesmanship. That day has gone by, he

continued, when any one man can play a lone hand in

business. No business, however, can be successful with-

out a definite responsible head and a harmonious, intel-

ligent and enthusiastic working body. Organization is

absolutely necessary in every line of human activity.

In any well-organized body every individual has a cer-

tain responsibility. One of the duties of the responsible

head of the organization is to develop the sense of re-

sponsibility of the units of his staff along with the other

qualities needed. The man who cannot unhesitatingly

accept responsibility can never be a good salesman—or

good at anything else. Great responsibilities naturally

come to those who are willing to accept them and have

trained themselves for the burden.

Major Wilcox also referred to the attitude to be mani-

fested by the electrical salesman toward the public his

company serves. A gruff, thoughtless or quick-tempered

salesman can make more enemies for his company in a

day than all the rest of the force can gain for it in a

year. The speaker recommended to his audience a

study of the paper "Snuggling Up to John Smith," by

E. Burt Fenton, publicity manager for W. S. Barstow
& Company, presented before the recent Ohio conven-

tion. This paper, said Major Wilcox, which has re-

cently been adopted as an expression of policy by one

of the largest utility corporations in the country, points

out very clearly the necessity for the utmost courtesy,

good humor and patience in dealing with the salesman's

and his company's "meal ticket"—the present and the

prospective customer.

The afternoon meeting was devoted to a discussion

of the paper by F. 0. Alton, power engineer of the Co-

lumbus Railway & Light Company, on the subject of

"Methods of Disposing of Refuse from Woodworking
Plants." Discussion of this topic will also be continued

during subsequent meetings of the committee.
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To Light Ireland from the River

Shannon.—A great water-power trans-

mission scheme to furnish electrical

energy to most of Ireland has been in-

corporated at Dublin, and permission

is now being sought from the British

Parliament to construct the extensive

canals required. The Lough Erne and
Shannon Falls are to be harnessed for

the development.

Gyro-Stabilizers on Monster Aero-
planes.—The great new aeroplanes

built by Glenn H. Curtiss in Canada for

the use of the British army, which have

a total wing spread of 102 ft., have
been equipped with Sperry motor-
driven gyroscopic stabilizers, which
assure the stability of the machines
under all conditions of flying. These
huge new aeroplanes are provided with
twin propellers, each driven by a 160-

hp. engine, and are capable of flying

at speeds of 95 miles per hour.

To Lay the California's Keel Oct. 14.

—The keel of the new 32,000-ton elec-

trically propelled dreadnaught Califor-

nia will be laid at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard, Oct. 14, with the usual cere-

monies. The California is the first

ship of her class to be driven by elec-

tric motors. These motors in turn re-

ceive their energy from turbine-driven

alternators. The vessel will require

two or three years to build and will

cost $16,000,000. Her armament will

include twelve 14-in guns mounted in

four triple turrets.

Patentee Controls Resale Price.—

A

patentee-manufacturer, according to

the decision handed down Sept. 4 by
Judge Geiger of the United States
District Court at Chicago, has the right

to fix the retail price of a patented
article. In the case in question a

phonograph company sold records to a
retail store in Chicago on condition

that a certain retail price would be
maintained. Later the manufacturer
charged the store with having disre-

garded the terms of his agreement, and
brought suit, getting a verdict in his

favor. The case may be taken to the

Supreme Court.

A $l,700-per-Month Electric Sign
Space.—The part played by electric

signs in contributing to rental revenues
of buildings on which they are in-

stalled is not always appreciated by the

passing public whose interest the signs

are erected to attract. For example,
one of the most favored electric-sign

locations on a thirteen-story hotel

overlooking Times Square, New York
City, earns a monthly rental of $1,700,
or about $57 per day. As the guesl
rooms in the hotel itself average in

price about $2 per day, the rate for the
roof sign practically equals the charge
for about thirty ordinary rooms.

"Tai Ping Chai See."—The Pacific

Gas & Electric Company now has on
its lines 272 Chinese customers, who
consume nearly 45,000 kw.-hr. per

month during the season of greatest
lighting use. This represents an in-

crease of five or six times the figures

for the energy taken seven years ago,

when, following the fire, the company
had only fifty "Celestials" on its lines,

with a monthly energy consumption of

Multiphase
Currents
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Picked from the Happenings

of the Industry

about 6700 kw.-hr. In Chinatown the

company's familiar slogan, "Pacific

Service," is translated "Tai ping chai

see," "Tai ping" being the Oriental

name for the Pacific Ocean, and "chai

see" being the equivalent of "public

service" in purest Cantonese.

A "Wireless" Self-Starter.—A fea-

ture of the Indiana State Fair held at

Indianapolis this month was the auto-

matic starting of an automobile engine

by wireless-telegraph impulses, the

starting button being pressed by Gov-
ernor Ralston from a point five miles

away. John Harris, instructor in elec-

tricity at the Indianapolis Technical In-

stitute, arranged the apparatus.

Ohio Eight-Hour Amendment Applies

to Municipal Light Plants as Well as

Other Public Works.—Attorney-Gen-
eral Turner of Ohio issued a ruling on
Sept. 10 which reverses that of his

predecessor, T. S. Hogan, inasmuch as

he holds that the amendment to the

constitution fixing an eight-hour day
for public employees applies to all

employees of the State, counties and
municipalities engaged in cleaning, re-

pairing, constructing and maintaining
streets, and to employees of municipal
power, light, heat and water plants,

as well as wharves, docks and some
other plants. Attorney Hogan held
that the eight-hour law applies only to

employees of contractors on public
works.

Electricity on Board a Land-Going
Yacht.—Every convenience for the com-
fort of its occupants has been included
in the equipment of the remarkable
"land-going yacht," or passenger bus,
in which a party of intrepid Long
Islanders are now journeying overland
from New York to San Francisco.
Electricity is, of course, used to light

this huge double-decked vehicle, and
there are electric fans, a vacuum

electrical conveniences in
"yacht's" cabin

cleaner, an electric soldering iron, an
electric drill and other conveniences for

the benefit of the passengers and crew,

while an electric range is used to do all

cooking for the party en route. All of

the appliances were specially designed

for 32-volt operation on the bus circuits.

Kites to Increase the Range of

Portable Wireless Stations.—During
recent maneuvers in Massachusetts, the

United States Signal Corps experi-

mented with a wireless aerial made up
of box kites. A string of such kites

was sent up to an altitude of 6600 ft.,

and messages were transmitted a dis-

tance of 150 miles from a field wire-

less set attached. The ordinary range
of the set without the kites was 25
miles. It is also reported that the re-

ceiving quality of the set was improved
by the use of the kites and that mes-
sages were received from government
stations at Arlington, Va., and Ber-
muda. An extensive series of experi-

ments is to be conducted, and if

present expectations are realized the

ordinary range of field wireless outfits

will be increased from six to sixteen

times.

Reception Marks Opening of New
Noblesville Central-Station Office.

—

The Noblesville Heat, Light & Power
Company of Noblesville, Ind., which
has just completed a new office build-

ing, celebrated the opening of the
structure for business Sept. 16 with a
reception, to which the company's cus-

tomers and other citizens of the place

were invited. An illustrated descrip-

tive booklet was issued to visitors

during the day, and in the history of
the company's growth the following
comparison is made therein:

December, August,
1906 1915

Number of customers 284 1,(592
Hp. of motors connected. . . 60 1,176
Hp. of boilers in plant 400 1,050
Hp. of generators 300 1,200
Employees in regular service 8 28

The new office building, which provides

also for a stockroom and meter-testing
laboratory, is of concrete, with tile

walls covered with stucco and sur-

mounted by a slate roof.

Drowning in Transformer Oil.—In a
peculiar accident which happened re-

cently in the factory of one of the

large electrical manufacturers a man
fell into a great tank of transformer
oil and, although a good swimmer, in-

stantly sank to the bottom of the low-
density fluid and was drowned. This
company tests its large transformers
by lowering them, without their cases,

into a big concrete tank—a veritable

swimming pool—of transformer oil.

The man was working on some trans-

former connections when he lost his

balance and fell into the oil. His at-

tempts at swimming availing nothing
in a fluid having a specific gravity of

80 per cent that of water, he sank like

a stone, and when pulled out a few
seconds later was dead. Since that
time the company has issued instruc-

tions that men working about the open
tank of transformer oil must wear life-

belts attached to ropes anchored at the
sides of the tank, so that in case of a
similar accident the victim can pull

himself to the surface.
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Associations and Societies

Purchasing tgents' Association <>• Nan Ifork. Tin fli I

fall meeting of 1 1 » *
- l'w>

'

'

\ ociation of New
York will be held a1 t h»- Hotel Breslin, New York City, Sept.

21, when H. B. Twyford. Author of "Purchasing," will deliver

an address on thai ubjeel Motion pictures in Colon will

afterward be shown to illustrate 1 1 * * - manufacture of steel

pipe at the work, of the National Tnl>e Company, Pitta-

burgh, Pa.

Second Pan-American Scientific Congress.— In accordance

with the resolutions of the Aral Pan American Scientific

Congress, held at Santiago, Chile, in December, 1908, a

BOCOnd similar congress will meet at Washington next he

cembei under the auspices of the United States government.

The COngTOSa Will Open on Monday, Dec. 27, 1916, and adjourn

On Saturday. Jan. 8, 1916. William Phillips, Third Assistant

Secretary of State, is chairman ex officio, and the organiza-

tion officers are John Barrett, LL.D., secretary-general, and
Glen Levin Swiggett, Ph.D., assistant secretary-general.

The headquarters of the congress are in the Pan-American
Union, Washington, 1>. C. Of the nine principal sections

of the program of the congress, that devoted to engineering

is in charge of (Jen. W. H. Bixby as chairman, and that

relating to transportation, commerce, finance and taxation

is under L. S. Rowe as chairman. General Bixby, the chair-

man of the engineering division, was chief of engineers of

the United States Army, L910 to 1913, and prior to that time

was president of the Mississippi River Commission. The
secretary of the engineering division is Dr. Elmer Lawrence
Corthell, a distinguished American engineer, who is particu-

larly well known throughout South America for his harbor
improvements on the Rio Grande do Sul. The American
Institute of Electrical Engineers will be represented on the

congress organization board by F. L. Hutchinson, P. H.
Thomas, J. H. Finney and J. B. Whitehead. Many distin-

guished scientists and engineers of both North and South
America have been invited to present papers at the forth-

coming meeting.

Public Service Commission News
District of Columbia

In the case of the Washington Railway & Electric Com-
pany and the Potomac Electric Power Company, the Public

Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia has handed
down an order calling for a formal hearing at which both

utilities shall be represented. The premises considered, it

is the present opinion of the commission, from the evidence

now before it, that the following plan should be carried out,

pending the complete returns from the valuation of these

companies:

(1) That the Washington Railway & Electric Company
be ordered to discontinue the sale of electricity and the

appropriation of the revenue therefrom.

(2) That the Washington Railway & Electric Company
be ordered until further notice to pay the Potomac Electric

Power Company for the energy used by it and its subsidiary

lines in the operation of their railways a reasonable com-
pensation, and that said reasonable compensation be the

compensation stated in the contract of 1906, namely, "the

actual cost to the power company of producing such elec-

trical energy, inclusive of interest at the rate of 6 per cent

per annum upon the property of the power company em-
ployed in such production, together with a profit at such
rate as may be agreed on from time to time between said

parties, or, failing such agreement, at the rate of 10 per
cent upon such cost of production," and that the Washington
Railway & Electric Company be ordered to prorate the
amount so paid among the Washington Railway & Electric

Company and its subsidiary companies in proportion to the
car mileage of each.

(3) That the Potomac Electric Company be ordered tG

file with the commission rates for the sale of electricity to

all utilities other than the Washington Railway & Electric

Company and its subsidiaries.

(4) That the Potomac Electric Power Company be ordered
to charge to railway companies other than the Washington
Railway & Electric Company the scheduled rates for the

electricity fuinihed llieni. collerl tile re\i-nue therefrom,

ami Include ui h revenue In then revenue undei the pre

cribed accounts.

(6) That the Potomac Electric Power Company be ordered

tO reduce its rate: to con umei other than puhlic utilila-

by an amount tiiat will offset the meres sd smounl received

from public utilities by reason of theSC proposed Ordei

Massachusetts < lommission

The Public Service Commission has issued an ordei re

quiring the Western Union Telegraph Company, le ee

of the Gold & Stock Telegraph Company, and the United

Telegram Company of Boston to furnish ticker ervice to

(alvin H. Foster of Boston, in an extended discussion of

the case the hoard find thai the respondents have i

cised unlawful discrimination against the petitioner; that

no evidence was submitted to show that he desires stocl

quotations for improper or unlawful purpo i ,
and that

the commission has full authority to issue the order for

th( restoration of service, in view of its intrastate charai i. r

after the arrival of the quotations by wire from New York at

the main office of the respondents in Boston. It is antici-

pated that the case will ultimately be carried to the Supreme
Court of the United States.

The Public Service Commission has authorized the New
Bedford & Onset Street Railway to establish a 6-cent fare

unit on its system, the present cash fare being 5 cents. It

is estimated that the increase will add approximately $20,-

000 per annum to the company's revenue, exclusive of a

depreciation allowance. The company has paid but four

dividends of 3 per cent each in its fourteen years of ex-

istence, no other return being obtained by the stockholders.

The commission finds that the road has been well managed
and that it is entitled to more income in order that a

reasonable return may be had by the investors. There is

44 miles of track, and many summer resorts are served

east of New Bedford in the Buzzard's Bay district.

Ohio Commission

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company has filed

an appeal with the Public Utilities Commission from the

ordinance passed by the Cleveland City Council requiring

the company to supply steam for heating purposes to the

new city hall at a rate determined by the city. The com-
pany charges that the Council acted without authority in

passing the ordinance and asserts that it has no franchise

for that district of the city. The company's plants are not
equipped to furnish steam to the city hall, the petition

says, and the cost of laying mains alone would reach

$86,380. Further, it has no assurance that the service will

be used more than one year, since the municipal light

plant is preparing to furnish such a service. Any equip-

ment installed for this purpose would be useless after the

expiration of the year. The cost of furnishing steam to

the building would be 64.3 cents per 1000 lb., while the rate

the city would pay under the ordinance would not be in

excess of 35 cents.

New York Commission

The Public Service Commission, Second District, has
decided that it has no power to modify the terms of a fran-
chise granted by a municipality. The New York & North
Shore Traction Company applied to the commission asking
that it determine that the just and reasonable fare between
Mineola and Port Washington was 15 cents instead of the
10 cents to which the road is limited by the terms of the
franchise granted by the Supervisors of Nassau County
and the Highway Commissioners of the town of North
Hempstead. The attorneys for the road contended that the
power to grant franchises in a municipality was but a

power delegated to the municipality by the Legislature,
and that the Legislature itself, or the commission, to

which the Legislature has delegated general power over
rates, could amend the franchise. The commission cites a
clause in the constitution providing that no law granting a
street-railway franchise can be passed without the consent
of the local authorities and the abutting property owners,
and says that if the language of the Public Service Com-
mission law giving the commission power over rates were
to be construed as giving the commission power to change
the terms of a local permission, it would undoubtedly be
unconstitutional.
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Corporate and Financial
E. W. Clark & Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—This company

has reported as follows on the electric properties listed be-

low. In all cases the balance is the amount of money avail-

able for renewals, depreciation, financial requirements of the

company, and dividends on the common stock:

Bangor Railway & Elbctric Company, Bangor, Mains
Month of July : 1915 1914 Increase
Gross earnings $68,146 $67, so:, $341
1 »pi ratins expenses (including

taxes) :i7.948 34,246 8,702

Net earnings $30,198 $33,559 $3,361*
Interest, etc 17,462 17,:ir. 1 111

Surplus $12,736 $16,208 $3,472*

Twelve months ended July 31 :

I Iross earnings $780, S45 $77S,667 $2,1 7S
Operating expenses (including

taxes 378,809 367,699 11,110

Net earnings $402,036 $410,968 $8,932*
Interest, etc 211,629 208,850 2,779

Surplus $190,407 $202,118 $11,711*
Preferred stock dividend 105,000 105,000

Balance $85,407 $97,118 $11,711*

•Decrease.

Consumers' Power Company, Michigan

Month of July: 1915 1914 Increase
Gross earnings $305,310 $258,356 $46,954
Operating expenses (including

taxes) 129,916 117,008 12,908

Net earnings $175,394 $141,348 $34,046
Interest, etc 67,682 72,687 5,005*

Surplus $107,712 $68,661 $39,051

Twelve months ended Julv 31 :

Gross earnings $3,602,490 $3,322,258 $280,232
Operating expenses (including

taxes) 1,504,215 1,572,131 67,916*

Net earnings $2,098,275 $1,750,127 $348,148
Interest, etc 861,682 843,404 18,278

Surplus $1,236,593 $906,723 $329,870
Preferred stock dividend 391,500 337,500 54,000

Balance $845,093 $569,223 $275,870

•Decrease.

Columbus Hah. way, Power & Light Company, Columbus, Ohio
Month of July : 1915 1914 Increase

'Irons earnings $239,594 $241,965 $2,371*
Operating expenses (including

taxes) 146,303 156,675 10,372*

Net earnings $93,291 $85,290 $8,001
Interest, etc 40,232 37,741 2,491

Surplus $53,059 $47,549 $5,510

Twelve months ended July 31 :

I Sross earnings $3,057,558 $3,065,769 $8,211*
Operating expenses (including

-) 1,816,271 1,966,740 150,469*

Net earnings $1,241,287 $1,099,029 $142,258
Interest, etc 470,860 482,1S8 11,328*

Surplus $770,427 $616,841 $153,586
Preferred stock dividends:

Series A $75,978
Series B 209,14 5

285,123 lis."., 123

Balance $485,304 $331,718 $153,586

•Decrease. tOn account of the acquisition of the property of
the Light, Heat & Power Company, the 19 L4 figures for "interest,
etc.," and "dividends" have been made on the same basis as those
of 1915.

Portland Railway, Light & Power Company, Portland, Ore.

Month of July : 19 15 1914 Tnorea.se
Gross earnings $467,946 $511,005 $43,059*
Operating expenses (including

taxes) 260,486 280,020 19,534*

Net earnings $207,460 $230,985 $23,525*
Interest, etc 183,947 1S2.303 1,644

Surplus $23,513 $48,682 $25,169*

Twelve months ended Julv 31 :

Gross earnings $5,694,808 $6,644,511 $949,703*
Operating expenses (including

taxes) 3,103,158 3,340,255 237.097*

Net earnings $2,591,650 $3,304,256 $712,606*
Interest, etc 2,210,534 2,127,126 83,408

Surplus $381,116 $1,177,130 $796,014*

•Decrease.

City Light & Power IMant, Frankfort, Ind.—The first

annual report for the year ended June 30, 1915, shows the
number of customers to be 2000, an increase of 1200 in the
last four years. The connected lighting load is now 1400
kw. and the connected power load 1X00 hp. The output for
the year was 2,298,051 kw.-hr. The year's earnings .state-

ment is as follows:

I Iross income $60,842.19
operating expenses 13,899.54

Net earnings $ 1 •;,'.! 1 2 >;:.

Interest charges 264.46

Balance, including depreciation $16,678.19

The City Council in 1909 made two wholesale contracts,
one with the Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company
at 0.5 per cent per kilowatt-hour and the other with the
McDougal Kitchen Cabinet Company at 1 cent per kilowatt-
hour. These contracts are for ten years. The sale of
energy at these prices causes quite a loss, according to the
accompanying table prepared by R. W. Hendrix, secretary
of the plant:

£_ 41 y -

z K 1 a
3 z- Ph

-
Si - Uo '-- -..-
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~tr > ^ »J
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— tf
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Municipal lighting.. 374,557 13 $6,026.00 :) $0.01610 —$1,000
Commercial lighting 595,822 20 39,805.66 67 0.06681 + 28,385
Commercial motor

service 1,288,359 45 14,274.01 24 0.11080 — 10,423
Total sold 2,258,738 78 60,842.19 0.26940
Line loss 639,313 22
T., St. L. & W. R. R. 670,150 23 3,367.55 6 0.00500 9 1:0;
McDougal Company. 293,880 11 2,943.60 5 0.0100 —2,694

Cents Per Kw.-hr.
Kuel cost 1.

Switchboard cost 1 ..">.'!
1

< 'ost delivered 1 [91

7

Average selling price 2.694

Total kilowatt-hours generated 2,898,051

Massillon (Ohio) Electric & Gas Company.—There is

being offered at 92 and accrued dividends $125,000 of 6

per cent cumulative preferred stock. The purpose of this
issue is to finance permanently a portion of the recent
extensive additions to the company's plant and equipment.
Last fall the company enlarged its plant to take care of
large contracts which became effective Jan. 1 of this year,
financing this construction in part by means of an issue of
collateral trust notes. The sale of the new issue will retire
the company's floating indebtedness.

Standard Gas & Electric Company, Chicago, 111.—The
board of directors has mailed to the stockholders a cir-

cular describing a plan of financing for the further de-
velopment of the company. This plan contemplates the
issue of $3,750,000 twenty-year per cent gold notes, which
are offered for immediate subscription. The proceeds of
$'1,000,000 par value will retire all of the company's short-
maturity obligations, its floating debt, and furnish some
additional funds, which, with the proceeds of the remaining
$750,000 par value now offered, will enable the company
effectively to increase its earnings. The plan will not be
effective unless the stockholders subscribe at least $2,-

000,000 of the notes. The notes are offered to the share-
holders at 90, payable in cash or by installments. The
notes are to be issued under a trust agreement authorizing
a total issue of $15,000,000 and providing certain restric-

tions. Subscriptions will close Oct. 15, unless the time is

extended by the directors. If the proposed financing now
submitted to the shareholders is successful—and consulta-
tion with a number of the large preferred stockholders
indicates that it will be—the company's preferred stock
will be immediately placed on a cash dividend basis, start-
ing with 1 per cent for the first quarter. The directors
also express the belief that the steady upward progress of
the company will continue, and that dividend distribution
will increase until it again reaches the 8 per cent per
annum provided for the preferred stock. The circular
shows recent earnings of subsidiaries for the twelve months
ended June 30, 1915, and Dec. 31, lull, as follows:

June 30, I'M". I »ec 31, 193 i
Gross earnings $15,002,759 $14,354,689
Net earnings 7,216,909 6,7 '

Undistributed surplus ami depreciation
reserve 1,092.477 864,535
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The physical condition of the propertic bai been fully

maintained, L8 per cant of their gross earnings, or II,.

!10, having been expended for maintenance and e1

b Ide for depreciation and undistributed Burplua during
the year ended June 80. The Income of the company for

the twelve months ended June 80 waa 81,461,868, leavii

balance after operating expenses and all interest charges
of 8027,996, which Is equivalent t<> 5.88 per cenl on the

preferred stock. In 1948, owing to the disturbed financial

ilion of the country at large and to unfunded debts of

the company and its subsidiaries, tbe company Suspended
payment of cash dividends and issued £8,000,000 of serial

6 per cent notes. Of these notes, $1,112,000 bad been re

tired by Sept. l, 1915, leaving outstanding a balance of

$1,888,000, Which mature June I, L916. By operation of

the Sinking fund $108,000 or more par value convertible

6 per cent bonds are retired annually, $113,000 Of these
bonds having been redeemed thus far in the present, year.
In a personal letter to the shareholders, President II. M.
Byllesby says: "We believe the continuing improvement
in the Standard (ias & Electric Company is assured.
There appears to be every evidence of a revival of activity

in the communities which are served by the subsidiaries.

The period lias now arrived when substantial enlargements
to the Standard's subsidiary properties are not only justi-

fied by the demands of the business but can prudently be
made on a distinctly profitable basis. We (H. M. Byllesby
& Company) are the largest shareholders of the Standard
Gas & Electric Company. Our holdings of both preferred
ami common stock have been continuously increased and
to-day are larger than at any previous period. In addi-

tion, individual members of H. M. Byllesby & Company are
large stockholders of both classes of Standard Gas & Elec-
tric Company stock. We have subscribed for our full al-

lotment of the twenty-year 6 per cent gold notes referred
to in the circular which you received officially from this

company."

Manufacturing and Industrial

The Holtzer-Cabot Electric Company has moved its plants

from Brookline, Mass., 621 Albany Street, 613 Albany
Street and 101 Bristol Street, Boston, Mass., to Roxbury,
Boston, Mass.

The Chelten Electric Company, 314 Armat Street, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has recently appointed Walter C. Rardin of

541 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, 111., as its repre-

sentative in Chicago and vicinity.

The Argus Sign Company is the new name for the concern
formerly known as Harvey Deschere & Company. The com-
pany has recently moved from 1501 Garden Street, Hoboken,
N. J., to 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York.

New Building for Pacific Electric Welding Company.

—

According to Hugo Thornblade, president of the Pacific

Electric Welding & Manufacturing Company, Seattle, the

concern has purchased a building at Renton, Wash., and will

immediately install machinery for the manufacture of elec-

tric welding machines, sheet metal and ornamental iron.

The Roller-Smith Company, 203 Broadway, New York,
lias added to its list of agents the Conant Electric Company,
Equitable Building, Baltimore, Md. The Conant Electric

Company will handle the company's instruments and circuit-

breakers and Columbia meters in the territory composing
the States of Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, part of
West Virginia and the District of Columbia. Associated
with S. M. Conant is C. L. Ball.

Exhibit of Small Generating Plants at Ohio State Fair.

—

The Main Electric Manufacturing Company, 500 Aiken
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., exhibited several of its small
generating outfits, together with various accessories and
fixtures and household appliances adapted for use with the
sets, at the recent Ohio State Fair. According to M. E.
Main, president of the company, the exhibit was very suc-
cessful, many sales resulting and hundreds of inquiries being
received.

Field for the Ventilating Fan in Winter.—The Emerson
Electric Manufacturing Company, 2024 Washington Avenue.

St. Loul .
M"

, poinl out that, though the ea on of hot

weather la about over, there are til] opportunitie for fan
"pen id the dealer or contractor. Particularly is this

the case in connection with ventilating kitchen ol apart

menti and residences. In cool weather windows are usually
I" ed, and it is desirable to have a ventilating fan to

remove the undesirable odor., of cooking, etc., which come
from the kitchen.

New Factory lor Monarch Kcli liable I use Company.

—

The Monarch Refutable hi <• Company, Buffalo, N. Y., has
recently purcha ..ed property Oil LiS lie \ Bnue, Buffalo, with
a front of L50 ft., on which will be built B new plant and
an experimental laboratory. The r< 1 i 1 1 ; 1 1 . 1 < fuse business of
the company has been Increasing considerably of late and
has necessitated the building of the new factory. Besides

the manufacture of fuses, the company is making an elec-

trically operated soldering device and is experimenting on
other devices which will probably be brought out in the
near future.

Medal of Honor for Oil-Engine Exhibit.—The Superior
Jury of Awards of the Panama-Pacific International Ex-
position has raised from gold medal to medal of honor the

award made to the August Mietz Machine Works, New
York, for their exhibit of injection oil engines. The exhibit

includes eight engines ranging in rating from 3 hp. to

200 hp. One of these units, a 75-hp. vertical three-cylinder

engine, is directly connected to a generator and is employed
to operate the transformer exhibit of the Thordarsen Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company of Chicago. The output of the

generator varies from 20 kw. to 22 kw.

Westinghouse Electric Export Company.—At a meeting
in New York of the board of directors of the Westing-
house Electric Export Company of East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

July 28, the following officers were elected: E. M. Herr,

president; L. A. Osborne, vice-president; Calvert Town-
ley, vice-president; Maurice Coster, managing director;

J. C. Bennett, secretary; H. D. Shute, treasurer; F. E.

Craig, auditor, and W. H. Jones, assistant secretary and
assistant treasurer. In addition to the above officers, the

president announces the appointment of the following: E.

D. Mills, manager; E. R. Ellis, European manager, and H.

F. Griffith, assistant export manager.

Medals for Subsidiary Companies of United States Steel

Corporation.—Several subsidiary companies of the United

States Steel Corporation, the products of which are of

interest to the electrical industry, have been awarded gold

medals by the Superior Jury of Awards of the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition. Among these companies
are the National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., manufac-
turer of steel tubing and steel poles, which has been awarded
the grand prize (the highest possible regular award in its

class); the American Bridge Company, New York, manufac-
turer of galvanized-steel towers and poles, awarded a grand
prize, and the American Steel & Wire Company, New York,

also the recipient of a grand prize.

Prizes for Window Displays.—In connection with their

November campaign for selling "Universal percolators,"

Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn., are offering

cash prizes of $25, $15 and $10 for the three best window
displays in which a large lithograph cut-out and four show
cards are used. The cut-out shows a life-sized portrait of

a woman operating one of their percolators. The contest

is open to every dealer, and originality of display, selling

value and artistic arrangement will be the basis on which
the prizes will be awarded. The judges of the contest will

be W. C. Warren, president of the House Furnishing Review
Company, New York; Major P. F. O'Keefe, president of the

P. F. O'Keefe Agency of Boston, and Herbert Flansburgh
of the Herbert Flansburgh Advertising Service, Bridgeport,

Conn.

The Stewart & Hayes Electrical Company, Weed Building,

Fulton Street, Troy, N. Y., has recently been organized by

W. N. Stewart and G. L. Hayes. The company will deal in

gas and electrical supplies and appliances and install gas

fittings and electric-wiring systems. The company will

commence business about Oct. 16. Mr. Stewart was for

several years connected with the E. G. Bernard Company of

Troy, for eight years he was superintendent of the Adams
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(Mass.) Gas Light Company, and later he was superin-

tendent of distribution for the North Adams & Williams-

town Gas Company. For the past four years he has been

with the Devoe-Stewart Electric Company, which connection

he now severs to form the new company. Mr. Hayes has

resigned his position as commercial manager of the Green-

field (Mass.) Gas Light Company to associate himself with

the new company. Previous to his connection with the

Greenfield company Mr. Hayes was commercial manager
for the North Adams & Williamstown Gas Company, and
prior to that he was for eight years secretary to the Albany
(N. Y.) Foundry Company.

New Uses for Flashlamps.—Autumn is a busy season for

flashlamps, according to G. G. Beers, secretary of the Usona
Manufacturing Company, 1 Hudson Street, New York.

New uses are continually being found for flashlamps, he
declares, and most of the types can be considered no longer

as novelties but as useful and necessary appliances. They
are being employed increasingly by electric and gas com-
panies for reading meters, by people dwelling in suburbs,

and for use in nurseries and sick-rooms. Flashlamps are

especially popular, Mr. Beers asserts, as Christmas gifts.

The Usona company is inaugurating an extensive selling

campaign and is employing various kinds of placards, display

cards, folders, etc., to assist the dealer in disposing of the

lamps. The company has recently developed several types of

tubular and cigarette-case-type flashlamps which are meet-
ing with considerable favor. A feature of the lamps is the
telescope case, by means of which springs are eliminated.

Eight Thousand Show Windows to Display "Eveready"
Flashlamps Oct. 1 to 9.—An elaborate show-window cam-
paign which contemplates the exhibition of the flashlamp
products of the American Ever Ready Works in the show
windows of 8000 or more dealers in all parts of the United
States has been planned for the ten-day period of Oct. 1 to

9 inclusive. For the 128 best displays prizes totaling in

value $4,000 have been offered by the American Ever Ready
Company, whose headquarters are at Long Island City, N. Y.
The first award is $200, the next two prizes are valued at

$150 each, the next five at $100 each, then twenty at $50
each, and finally 100 at $20 each. Hardware, electrical,

drug, sporting goods, automobile-supply and other dealers

will take part in the contest. An unusual feature of the
plan is the condition that each of the winning dealers must
share evenly with his clerk who sells the greatest number of

flash-lamps during the week of "the big drive" the prize

money won by the window display. Each dealer will plan
and execute his own display, but is offered a "big package"
of "business boosters" by the Ever Ready company, sent
free and prepaid upon application to the company.

The S. K. F. Bail-Bearing Company of Hartford, Conn.,
has recently been organized with a capitalization of $2,000,-

000, and intends to manufacture and sell ball bearings of the
type manufactured by the Aktiebolaget Svenska Kullager-
fabriken of Gothenburg, Sweden. The new company will

be affiliated with the present S. K. F. Bali-Bearing Com-
pany of 50 Church Street, New York, which was organized
in 1910 as a selling organization for the products of the
Swedish concern. The company will build a factory at
Hartford, Conn., for which a site of eight acres along the
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has already
been selected. It is intended to start with a plant employing
about 300 men, which will, at the beginning, be able to pro-
duce only a portion of the bearings annually sold by the
company in this country. Special Swedish crucible steel,

known as the S. K. F. steel, which is used by the parent
concern, will be employed in the manufacture of the ball

bearings and will be imported from Sweden. Among the
directors of the new company will be B. W. Hanson, vice-

president of Pratt & Whitney of Hartford. The general
selling policy of the company will not in any way be affected
by the new organization, and the executives and other mem-
bers of the old company will join the new corporation.

Prices of Electrical Goods in South Africa.—Consul E. N.
Gunsaulus, stationed at Johannesburg, South Africa, reports
the following prices for electrical material: Lamps, British,

$3.89 to $4.86 wholesale and $5.10 to $6.57 per dozen retail;

Holland, $4.38 to $5.84 wholesale and $5.84 to $7.30 retail;

double pure-rubber flex, 12 cents per yard; 3/20 coils of wire,

$5.23; same, 3/22, $4.26; round blocks, 3V-; in., 85 rents per
dozen, local; lamp-holder cord grips, $1.82 per dozen;
switches, $2.92 per dozen; British, opal-glass shades, $5.10
to $5.84 per dozen; porcelain shackles, $3.53 per dozen;
same, bobbins, $2.68 to $3.65 per 100; cleats, $3.05 per 100;
P. O. insulators, $4.38; motors, 3-hp., about $146 new. It

is reported that the difficulty of obtaining electrical supplies
in Africa has greatly increased. Round blocks, 3.25-in. in

diameter, for wall switches are very scarce. Double pure-
rubber flex has advanced in price 100 per cent and is very
difficult to obtain. Coils of wire have also increased con-
siderably in price. The prices of glass lamp shades, as well
as all kinds of porcelain ware, have risen anywhere from
100 per cent to 300 per cent since the war started, simply
because the Continental supplies have had to be replaced,
it is claimed, with other goods. Most of these goods have
come from Great Britain or America, though there have been
a few consignments from Holland.

Lamp Sales Contest for Boys and Girls.—As already
noted in the Electrical World of Sept. 4, page 513, a
nation-wide prize contest for boys and girls for the sale
of tungsten lamps has been planned by the Edison Lamp
Works of the General Electric Company, Harrison, N. J.,

in which thirty-three principal prizes and 2000 smaller
prizes, amounting to a total value of $2,500, will be offered.
The first prize for boys is a motorcycle valued at $275,
and that for girls a two-hundred-dollar phonograph. The
second prize for boys is an eighty-dollar detachable row-
boat motor, and that for girls an order on any jeweler
for $80 worth of jewelry. The other principal prizes in-
clude jewelry, musical instruments, cameras, etc. Each
of the 2000 boys or girls in the contest below the first

thirty-three winners will receive a fountain-pen flashlamp.
The boy or girl winner has the privilege in each case of
accepting the cash equivalent instead of the prize. The
conditions of the contest provide that each entrant must
be under eighteen years of age and live in or near a city
or town having electric light in which a distribution of
the cards for crediting the lamp sales can be made. Of-
ficial contestant cards have been issued, and these can be
obtained from the local lighting company or agent for the
Edison lamps. Printed order cards are also being given
out which are to be distributed by the contestants during
the time authorized, which extends from Sept. 21 to Oct.
21. The purchaser fills in his order for the lamp on the
card, which can be returned to the local lighting company
or agent by the contestant, or mailed in or delivered per-
sonally by the purchaser during the stipulated period.
Sales to individuals or firms holding contracts for lamps
will not count, nor will free renewals. The points of the
contest are counted by watts, the energy consumption of
each new lamp being given in watts on the sticker. Scores
will be counted only on a basis of retail sales of lamps
through regular appointed agencies.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Sept. 7
, , Sept. 14

,

Selling Prices Si llinp; Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked
£ s d C s d

London, standard spot*... 66 5 68 15
I 'rime Lake 17.87% to 17.62% + 17.62% to 17.87'At
Electrolytic 17.25 tol7.50t 17.50 to 17.75+
Casting 16.37J4 tol6.62V2 t 16.50 to 16.76+
Copper wire base 19.25+ 19.25+

Lead 4.90 l.SO
Sheet zinc, f.o.b smelter. . . 16.00+
Spelter, spot 15.00 to 15.25+ 13.87% to 14.12%
Tin, Straits 33.87% 33.::.
Aluminum, 9S to 99 per cent 41.00 to 46.00 50.00

OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 15.75 15.75
Brass, heavy 10.75 1 75
Brass, light 9.50 9.00
Lead, heavy 4.60 4.20
Zinc, scrap 14.00 11.00

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Sept. 14 1,750

•Prom daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
tNominal.
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New Incorporations
i iu- ii.iw « -s\ ill.- Water <v liv.hi Company of rlawesville,

K> . ii:i . been Incorporated with s capital stock of $12, '•••'•

bj \\ ii. Williami end associates.

iii< Steelville Electric Companj of Steelville, Mo., hi

been Incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 by John

Zahorsky, Jr., \ H Harrison and W, E. Evans.

The Warren Electric Company of Branchville, S. C, has

been panted s charter with s capital stock of $10,000. The
incorporators are W. M. Warren and R. M. Warren.

The Calmer Electric Company of Calmer, Iowa, has been

Incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000. The officers

are: Andrew Latimer, president; George A. Wood, secretary,

and Arthur Latimer, general manager.

New Industrial Companies
The Blumberg Motor Manufacturing Company of San

Antonio, Tex., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$25,000 to manufacture motors. H. G. Blumberg is one of

the incorporators.

The Utilities Engineering Company of Albany, N. Y., has

been chartered with a capital stock of $5,000 and purposes

to do a general electrical and mechanical engineering con-

struction business. The incorporators are E. E. Sheldon,

E. J. Tosh and C. Ashmusen, 3 Fulton Street, Albany, N. Y.

The United Battery Corporation of Brooklyn, N. Y., has

been incorporated by A. E. Maloney, A. M. Sullivan and
David Burr Luckey, 20 East Thirty-first Street, Brooklyn.

The company is capitalized at $100,000 and purposes to

manufacture electrical batteries, flashlights, carbons, ap-

pliances, etc.

The Machine Metals Products Company of New York,

N. Y., has been incorporated by I. Staigerwald, I. N.

Levinson and H. S. Levinson, 312 West Eighty-second

Street, New York, N. Y. The company is capitalized at

$100,000 and intends to manufacture hardware and elec-

trical supplies and deal in metal products, firearms and
explosives.

Trade Publications
Pull Sockets and Receptacles.—Harvey Hubbell, Inc.,

Bridgeport, Conn., has issued folders on pull sockets and
three-wire plugs and receptacles.

Electric Washer.—The Boss Washing Machine Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, is sending out a leaflet containing informa-
tion on its motor-driven wooden washer.

Used' Machinery.—Archer & Baldwin, 114 Liberty Street,

New York, have just issued a list of used electrical and
steam machinery which they have available for immediate
delivery.

Line Brackets.—Hubbard & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

have recently published a large-sized illustrated folder

which contains information on their recently developed

Peirce brackets.

Electric Rain Alarm.—The Electric Devices & Manufac-
turing Company, People's Gas Building, Chicago, 111., has

prepared a folder containing information on its battery-

operated rain alarm.

Small Self-Contained Generating Plant.—The Swartz
Electric Company, Speedway, Indianapolis, Ind., has issued

an illustrated folder on its self-contained gasoline-engine-

driven generating plant.

Constant-Current Transformers.—The General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has prepared Catalog Y-685
on its constant-current transformers for tungsten-lamp
street-lighting systems.

Wiring Devices.—Catalog No. 23 recently issued by Pass

& Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y., describes and illustrates

a large number of electrical wiring devices. A feature

of this catalog is the illustrations in natural colors of de-

vices with special finishes.

Small Electric Waaher. The Capital Electri Company,
North Sheldon Street, Chicago, 111., Is sending oul e

leaflet containing Information on H small wi. hei dc Igned

for cleansing infants' soiled clothes.

Time Switches. The Hail ford Time Switch Company,
for winch A. Hall Berry, ;>7 Warren street, New York, is

general sales agent, has issued a folder which de crihes

and Illustrates its automatic time switch'

Indirect Lighting. "The Revolution in Lighting" is the

title Of a folder issued hy the National \ Ray Kelleclor

Company, Chicago, 111., which contains information on Pro
fessor Fence's researches with Indirect lighting.

Electric Cooking and Seating Appliances. The Canon
I ompany, CaiTOn, Stirlingshire, England, has recently

issued an attractive catalog of eighty-seven pages on various

types of electric cooking and heating appliance

Lighting Fixtures.—The General Electric Company, Ltd.,

of Great Britain, 67 Queen Victoria Street, London, Fug
land, has recently issued the fourteenth edition of a catalog

entitled "Electric Light-Fitting Accessories, 1915."

Adjustable Lighting Fixtures.—The Newman Manufac
turing Company, 717 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio,

has issued an illustrated catalog containing information
on its adjustable brackets of the ceiling and wall type.

Washer with Motor and Drive Wheel Under the Tub.

—

The Haag Brothers Company, Peoria, 111., is sending out a

leaflet descriptive of its electrically operated washing ma-
chine with motor and driving wheel underneath the tub.

Salesmen's Lamp Handbook.—The Westinghouse Lamp
Company, 1261 Broadway, New York, has just published the

fourth copy of its Salesmen's Lamp Handbook Series,

which contains information on "Mazda C" nitrogen-filled

tungsten lamps.

Small Lighting Plant.—The Main Electric Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently issued an attract-

ively illustrated catalog on its various types of small gaso-
line-engine-driven generating plants. This catalog is desig-

nated as No. 30.

Automatic Reclosing Circuit-Breakers.—Bulletins No. 5

and No. 7 issued by the Automatic Reclosing Circuit

Breaker Company, Columbus, Ohio, are descriptive of the

type C and type D automatic reclosing circuit-breakers for

direct-current circuits.

Electric Machinery.—The Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Company, Milwaukee, has recently published Bulletin No.
1096 on its type K and type KC direct-current motors and
generators, Bulletin No. 1635 on the hydroelectric plant of

the Cerro de Pasco Mining Company, Peru, South America,
and Bulletin No. 4122-A on its crushing rolls.

Electric Controlling Devices.—The Igranic Electric Com-
pany, 147 Queen Victoria Street, London, England, has
issued several illustrated catalogs on electric controlling

devices for direct-current and alternating-current operation.

The company has also prepared Pamphlet No. P-8 on "Con-
trol Apparatus for Woodworking Machinery," Pamphlet
No. P-7 on the "Adams Igranic Metallic Dimmers for Stage
Lighting," and a catalog entitled "Electrical Controlling

of Printing Machinery."

Standards for Rubber-Covered Wires and Cables.—The
Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., 207 East Ohio Street, Chi-

cago, 111., have issued a manual which deals with the label

service as applied to rubber-covered insulated wires and
cables to be employed in electric lighting and power cir-

cuits under the conditions of insulation and use prescribed

by the "National Electrical Code." The manual is in loose-

leaf form so as to permit of ready substitution of amended
or revised pages or of the insertion of additional matter
as there may be occasion for so doing.

Electric Apparatus.—The Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued Leaflet

No. 3568 on its condenser-type bushing, Leaflet No. 3826 on

its motors for oil-well operation, Leaflet No. 3506-A on

its motors for paper mills, Leaflet No. 3846 on its outdoor

switch houses. Leaflet No. 3842 on its type W battery-

charging outfits, Leaflet No. 3695-A on its direct-current,

120-volt, 1-kw. turbo-generator lighting sets, and Leaflets

Nos. 3805, 3806 and 3807 on the application of automatic

control apparatus to cranes and steel mills.
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Construction News
New England

MILFORD, N. H.—The Milford El. Lt.
& Pwr. Co. has secured right-of-way for
the erection of a transmission line from
Milford to Townsend, Mass., where it will
connect with the main line. Contract for
the erection of the line has been awarded
to Fred T. Ley & Co. of Springfield, Muss.

ENOSBURG PALLS, VT.—Preparations
are being made by the Electric Light Com-
missioners for the installation of an elec-
tric-lighting system to replace the gas lamps
now in use. Tungsten lamps will be in-
stalled.

NEWBURYPORT, MASS.—Plans are
being considered by the Newburyport Gas
A: i:i Co. for furnishing electricity to sur-
rounding towns and cities.

PROVINCETOWN, MASS.—The Prov-
incetovvn Lt. & Pwr. Co. has applied to
the Public Service Commission for per-
mission to issue $45,000 in capital stock
for the purpose of purchasing the prop-
erty! franchises and holdings of the Prov-
Incetown Lt. >v- Pwr. Associates.

MOW BRITAIN, CONN.—The United
El. Lt. & Wtr. Co. has notified the Board
of Public Works that it wishes a subway
in Bigelow Street in order to supply elec-
tricity to the New Britain Machine Co.
The Board of Public Works proposes to
build the Elm and Bigelow Street subway
this season. The Elm Street subway will
serve the I'. & F. Corbin Co., Landers,
Frary & Clark, North & Judd, the Traut
& Hine Mfg. Co. and the Stanley Rule &
Level Co. factories. The United El. Lt. &
Wtr. Co. is to supply energy to operate all
these plants.

SEYMOUR, CONN.—The Seymour El.
Lt. Co. has closed a contract with the
Seymour Mfg. Co. to supply electricity to
the amount of about 600 hp.

Middle Atlantic

BROOKHAVEN, N. Y.—The contract for
installing and operating an electric-lighting
system in the newly established Stony
Brook district has been awarded by the
Brookhaven Town Board to the Port Jef
ferson El. Lt. Co. of Port Jefferson for a
period of five years. Under the terms of
the contract the company is to furnish 50
or more lamps of 32 cp.

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.—Negotia-
tions have been closed whereby the Inter-
borough Rapid Transit Co. has purchased
a site fronting on Jackson Avenue, near
Barn Street, on which it proposes to erect
a substation, to cost about $40,000.
George H. Pegram, 165 Broadway, New
York, is chief engineer of the company.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.—Plans are

under way by the New York & Queens El.
& Pwr. Co. of Long Island City for the
erection of a new substation in one of its

districts, replacing one now in use, work
on which will probably not be undertaken

next year. The company Will
probably build a garage for its vehii
this district within the next 60 days. Other
improvements include the construction and
equipment of a little more than 2 miles of
subway, some additional switchboard ap-
paratus, together with about 5000 kva. in
step-down transformers, necessary switch-
board panels and feeder regulators, and a
three-phase, 6600-volt feeder regulator of
4500 kva., together with poles, wire, con-
stant-current transformers, etc., to take
care of about 3000 additional street lamps.
C. G. M. Thomas is president.

MIDDLETCWN, N. Y.—Bids will be re
ceived by the State Hospital Commission,
Capitol, Albany, until Sept. 24, for power-
house equipment and heating work at the
Middletown State Homeopathic Hospital.
Drawings and specifications may be seen
at the hospital, Middletown, at the New
York office of the Department of Archi-
tecture, Room 1224, Woolworth Building,
and at the Department of Architecture,
Capitol, Albany.
NEW YORK, N. Y.—The Long Island

Ltg. Co. of New York has applied to the
Public Service Commission for permission
to issue $135,000 in bonds and $85,000 in
capital stock.

SPENCERPORT, N. Y.—Work has be-
gun on the installation of the new elec-
tric-lighting system in Spencerport. The
street-lighting system will consist of about
100 SO-watt lamps, maintained by under-
ground wires. The substation will be sit-
uated on the property of the Buffalo, Lock-
port & Rochester Ry. Co., just east of the
village.

STARKEY, N. Y.—The town of Starkey
has granted E. L. Bailey, owner of the
Dundee electric plant, a franchise to sup-
ply electricity in Starkey and also to ex-
tend the service to Lakemont.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.—It is reported

that Wisinus College will install a new
electric-lighting system.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Oct. 1 for furnishing and in-
stalling new plumbing fixtures, fans, com-
pressors, etc., in the United States post
office and court house in Philadelphia. For
details see proposal columns.

BLOOMFIELD, N. J.—The International
Arms & Fuse Co. of New York, which is
erecting a million-dollar plant in Bloom-
field, has filed plans with the building in-
spector for a power house, to cost about
$9,000.

CALDWELL, N. J.—The Borough Coun-
cil is considering the installation of addi-
tional street lamps on Arlington, Myrtle
and Park Avenues.

CAMDEN, N. J.—The C. B. Coles &
Son Co. is planning to build a new power
plant at its woodworking factory. The

equipment will include boilers, engines, gen-
• i a tors and auxiliaries.

FLEMINGTON, N. J.—The Pennsylvania
R, u Co. Is reported to be planning the
construction ol an electrlc-pow<

won with equipping its railroad from
Remington to LambertviUe for eh.
opera tion.

LYNDHURST, N. J.—The New York
Tel. Co. has been granted a 50-year fran-
chise to install an underground conduit sys-
tem on certain streets In LyndhursL
PATERSON, N. J. The Board of Esti-

mate has appropriated $5,686 for the in-

stallation oi an electric Ughl and power
plant in the high-school building. The
plant will in- equipped with two units of
135 kW. each.

TRENTON, N. J.—The installation of an
ornamental street-lighting system on Ard-
more Avenue Is reported to be under con-
sideration.

BALTIMORE, MD.—The municipal Bub-
way system is being extended into Balti-
more and Anne Arundel Counties to provide
for future connections on the south side of
Spring Gardens, which it is planned by
Mayor Preston of Baltimore to develop for
factory and commercial purposes if per-
mission can be obtained from the General
Assembly.
RICHMOND, VA.—The Administrative

Board has adopted a resolution asking
Mayor Ainslie to recommend to the Coun-
cil an ordinance appropriating (20,000 for
a special street-lighting fund. The money
will be expended during 1916.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids for con-
structing a central heating, lighting and
power plant will be received by James A.
Wetmore, acting supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, until
Nov. 7.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the chief signal offi-

cer, War Department, Washington, D. C,
until Sept. 20, for furnishing (under Pro-
posal No. 771) 500 camp-type telephones.
For further information address the above
officer.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington,
D. C, until Sept. 28, for furnishing at the
various navy yards and naval stations sup-
plies as follows : Washington, D. C.,

Schedule 8770—50,000 ft. high-frequency
cable, 1100 hard-rubber electrose knobs,
400 lb. sheet aluminum, 14 y2 ounces
platinum. Philadelphia, Pa., Schedule
8774—6000 lb. aluminum ingot; Schedule
8775—miscellaneous copper sheet. Bids
will also be received until Oct. 12 as fol-

lows : Olongapo, New York, or f.o.b works ;

Schedule 8767—one 20-ton electric-trav-
eling crane and one foundry crane. Mare
Island, Schedule 8765—two torsion meters.
Puget Sound, Wash., Schedule 8766—two
electrically driven pumps and four valves.
Norfolk, Va., Charleston, S. C, Schedule
8804—two auxiliary condensers, two boiler
injectors, two single-acting air pumps,
four fuel-oil pumps, miscellaneous pumps,
valves, etc., feed wire. Brooklyn. N. Y ,

The New Essex Station of the Pub-

lic Service Corporation of

New Jersey

The new Essex generating station of the

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey,

now under construction at Point-no-point,

on the Passaic River in the Newark mead-
ows, will when completed have a total rat-

ing of 200,000 kw. in modern steam-turbine

equipment. The initial installation will

comprise, however, two 25,000-kw. sets and

is expected to be in operation this fall. The
entire power-house group of structures is

foundationed on 9000 piles and consists of

three buildings—a turbine house, 95 ft. by
160 ft.; a l-oiier house. 124 ft. by 168 ft.,

and a switch house. 70 ft. by 105 ft. Two
16-ft. stacks, 250 ft. high, will surmount the

boiler structure. The mechanically stoked

boilers, which are now beinn installed, are

sixteen tubes high and forty-one tubes wide.

Water for condensation purposes will be

taken from the Passaic River through con-

crete tunnels capable of passing L'O,nnn,000

gal. an hour. A dock extending 500 ft.

along the river front is also under construc-

tion. Here boats laden with coal will be

tied up and unloaded, the coal being carried

by means of lorries to the bunkers.
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North Central
CHEBOYGAN. MICH The Chi

El. i.t. A Pwr. Co. la planning i<> Install a
new 850-hp, auxiliary planl adjoining the
gas piani, to be used In cases ol en
cles and during low wain- periods.
DETROIT, .Mien. The Hudson Motor

o ui Detroit Is reported to have pui
chase.

i
a site on which it will ereel a new

power plant and engine room.
[RON MOUNTAIN, MICH. Improve-

ments and additions will be made to the
power plant of the Peninsular Pwr. Co.,
involving an expenditure of about $50,000.
A contract has recently been placed with
the Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co. for a
2200-kw. generator.
KALAMAZOO, .MICH.—At an election

held recently the proposal to issue $350,000
In bonds to enlarge the municipal electric
plant to enable it to furnish electricity for
commercial lighting and power purposes
was defeated.
OAKWOOD, MICH. — The Oakwood

Board ol Commerce has voted to extend
the limits of oakwood so as to enable the
village to extend the water, electric-lighl
and gas service to the new subdivisions
being opened up. Post office address, Oak-
wood, K. K. I), from Oxford.
ATHENS, OHIO.—The Athens El. Co. is

contemplating rebuilding its electric distri-
bution system in Athens this fall and ex-
tending its transmission lines throughout
the city to reach new patrons. Page C
Morris is vice-president and general man-
ager.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Construction ma-
terial for extensive improvements to the
electric light and power service of the
Columbus, Delaware & Marion Rv. Co. has
been ordered by Eli M. West, receiver. The
proposed work will include a new feeder
line to the West Side, pole-line extensions
to the New Oakland Heights addition and
to the Marion-Osgood addition, extension
to the feeder line on Columbia Street, a
new feeder line on Bennett Street to the
Latourette schoolhouse to supply elec-
tricity to the new schoolhouse, etc. The
cost is estimated at about $4,000.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.—The contract for

ornamental lamp-posts has been awarded
to the Union Metal Mfg. Co. at $12,870.
The Board of Control has appropriated
nearly $100,000 for the municipal electric-
lighting plant.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, 511 City Hall,
Cleveland, until Sept. 22, for coal-weigh-
ing apparatus with hoppers and chute for
the Division Avenue pumping station.
Specifications may be obtained of the com-
missioner of water, 413 Superior Avenue,
City Hall.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, 511 Citv Hall,
Cleveland, until Sept. 22 for non-conducting
covering for steam pipe, feed water, con-
densate and drain pipe for the Division Ave-
nue pumping station. Specifications may be
obtained of the commissioner of water, 413
Superior Avenue, City Hall.
CLEVELAND, OHIO—Bids will be re-

ceived at office of the commissioner of pur-
chases and supplies, 511 Citv Hall, Cleve-
land, until Sept. 22, for two steam-turbine-
driven centrifugal feed pumps and one re-
ciprocating pump for the Division Avenue
pumping station. Specifiations mav be ob-
tained of the commissioner of water at 413
Superior Avenue, City Hall.
DAYTON, OHIO.—Plans are reported

under which there will be established at
Woodsdale, south of this city, a large hydro-
electric plant sufficiently powerful to supplv
electricity to a large section in southern
Ohio. The Chatfleld & Woods Co. of Cincin-
nati now has a dam at the site contem-
plated.

UKICICN C \ \ir. OHIO The \ii<
i 'ami' will erect a ti on line

' mlli id in i. iii u ii • i llghtiiiH
ii ' • Klshoi ..i Toll .i"

Ll >R \i.\. OHIO No bl I ui.
""" n
"'"' electi Ii itj al .. ii. ii rate to elts
» II. 1,1.. Ml ,|

MILLKR8B1 R( ;. OHK I, The City Coun
ell ii.. granted thi Dover, Mil
"< tern It) Co. of < anal I (over a franchise

nstrucl and operate an electric railW«J In thi i ii.-. is oi the city for b pe i ol
twentj yean Under the terms ol the
franchlBi the dtj Is granted the
the traction compan tor us own

i'ii.- compan) has also been g
' franchise bj the Holmes County I lommls
lonei b I,, build an electric rail*

i

Holmes County to conned Milleraburg with
Sugai < !reek and Canal i >o

SANDUSKY, OHIO. The contract for
the installation ol service wire conduits
for the ornamental street-lighting system
in the business district has been a-
in ll w Bamberger, at |8,152.
TROY. OHIO, John B. Hurst of Trov is

negotiating With New York interests, ropre-
rited by w, 10. Hunter, for the sale of the

dye-mill property, in connection with a
i' 1

i utilise the water-power available to
generate electricity to operate a largi
lory to be built. It is estimated that loon
hp, can be developed.
WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE, OHIO.
Plans prepared bj ll. Whitford Jones &

Co., consulting engineers, for a new street-
light ing system have been adopted by the
City Council and agreed to by the Wash-
ington Gas & El. Co., which will begin
work at once on the installation of the new
system. This includes 685 nitrogen-filled
lamps of various sizes, 212 of which will be
used in connection with ornamental stand-
ards in the business district. The contract
with the company is for a period of ten
years,

FORT THOMAS, KY.—The Board of
Town Trustees has approved the bids sub-
mitted by the Union Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co. of
Newport for furnishing electricity, gas and
water to the town. The company is pre-
paring to make considerable extensions to
its service.

JUNCTION CITY, KY.—The electric-light
franchise recently offered for sale by the
City Council has been purchased by Jesse
O. Carpenter of Hustonville, who, it is said,
will install a system here at once. Ar-
rangements have been made with the Dan-
ville Lt., Pwr. & Trac. Co. of Danville to
extend its transmission lines to Junction
City to furnish electricity to operate the
system.
NEWPORT, KY.—The School Board has

announced that equipment and other facili-
ties for use in connection with an electrical
course in the manual-training department
of the public schools, for the use of 300
pupils, will be installed in a short time.
WHITESBURG, KY—The long-distance

transmission line of the C'onsol. Coal Co.
has been completed from Jenkins, via Way-
land and Allan, on Beaver Creek, to Pres-
tonburg, Floyd County. A number of towns
in the Big Sandy Valley, it is reported,
will receive energy from the Jenkins plant.
CARTHAGE, IND.—Within the next 30

days Fred F. Brenan, owner of the local
electric-light plant, will install a 75-hp.
boiler and engine, already purchased.
HAMMOND, IND.—The city of Ham-

mond has closed a contract with the North-
ern Indiana Gas & El. Co. of Hammond for
lighting the streets of the city for a period
of ten years. The contract calls for the
use of the nitrogen-gas-filled lamps, and
also fixes the rate for the five-lamp clus-
ters at $48 per year, five lamps burning
until 11 o'clock and the top lamp burning
all night.

MONROE, IND.—The Town Board is re-
ported to have rejected all bids submitted
for the erection of a transmission line from
Columbia City to Monroe. The clerk has
been instructed to readvertise for bids for
erection of the line, which will be about 6
miles long.

RICHMOND, IND.—A petition is being
circulated by a committee of the Commer-
cial Club asking for permission to erect
ornamental cluster lamps on the principal
business streets of the city.

WAKARUSA, IND.—The Public Service
Commission has authorized the Hawks El.
Co. of Goshen to purchase the plant of the
Home El. Co. of Wakarusa for $10,000.
The Hawks El. Co. was also authorized to
issue a $250,000 mortgage and $128,000 in
bonds, to reimburse the treasury, to buy the
Wakarusa plant, and to pay for the new
transmission line from Goshen to Bremen.
MOUNT STERLING, ILL.—The Citv

Council has granted the Central Illinois
Pub. Ser. Co. of Mattoon a renewal of its
franchise for a period of 20 vears and a

treet-llghtli • cl toi a term ol Hv<
, tinder whli h i hi i ompa nj agrei U

:
-
mill, buslm

<i.i 10-cp Lamp in 1
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Capitol i:mi. inn-, Springfield, until Oc1 i,

im construction "i buildings and Improve
i

• .I on i he elti "i i he A Iton
HOI I'll a I, n. ar I pp' i Alton, .

• in.- bakery building, one laundrj
building, on.- kitchen, ton and dining-
room building. Separate contracts will be
awarded for general work, plumbing, heat
Ing system and electric wiring, Bids will
a iso bi received al thi sa me i one for
plumbing I'm im •. po - •

i houi t at l be ' 'hi

eago State Hospital al Dunning. Plant
and spi for the a bove work ma

v

be obi a Ined upon applies tlon to Ja mei 1

1

Dlbelka, state architect, L80 North Fifth
\v. line, Chicago.
MADISON, WIS. The Wisconsin RlVST

Pwr, Co. of Madison Is erecting .

tower transmission line from its power
plant in Prairie du Sac to Madison, a
distance of 88 miles. The towers will
carry two complete circuits of three wins
each. A separate line is being const I

to supply service to the small towns through
which the circuit passes.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—The Heffernan
resolution directing the commissioner of
public works to provide lamps in any sec-
tion of the city where they may be needed
and to purchase electricity to maintain
same has been passed under suspension of
the rules. The Railroad Commission will
be asked to set the price.

MONDOVI, WIS.—The plant of the Mon-
dovi Lt. & Pwr. Co. and the flour mill was
recently destroyed by fire, causing a loss
of about $16,000.

WATERTOWN, WIS.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Board of Education of
Watertown until Oct. 11 for construction of
high-school building as follows: (1) For
entire building complete; (2) separate bids
on heating, plumbing, electric wiring,
painting, roofing and remainder of general
contract. Plans and specifications may be
obtained at the office of Parkinson &
Dockendorf, architects, La Crosse.
HAMPTON, MINN.—The village of

Hampton has granted the Consumers' Pwr.
Co. of St. Paul a franchise to supply elec-
tricity here. The company will erect a
short pole-line extension and will supply
electricity for street lighting and pumping
water and also to furnish an electric light
and power service.

MINNESOTA FALLS, MINN, (not a
post office).—The Minnesota Valley Pwr.
Co., it is reported, is planning to make ex-
tensive improvements to its plant at Minne-
sota Falls, to cost about $20,000.

ST. CLOUD, MINN.—The Pub. Ser. Co.
of St. Cloud, it is reported, will begin work
at once on the construction of the Sauk
Rapids power house and dam, the erection
of a power house on the east side of the
river near the St. Cloud dam, and exten-
sions of transmission lines to supply elec-
tricity to towns within a radius of 60 miles
of St. Cloud. Extensions of gas mains to
East St. Cloud and Sauk Rapids is con-
templated and additions to the street-car
service are also under consideration. A. G.
Whitney is president.

ST. HILAIRE, MINN.—The village of
Hampton has granted the Red River Pwr.
Co. of Grand Forks a franchise to supply
electricity for lamps and motors here. The
company will erect a pole transmission line
from Red Lake Falls to St. Hilaire.

CHARITON, IOWA.—The Union Ser.
Co. of Chariton has been granted franchises
to supply electricity in the towns of Lucas
and Woodburn. The service will be sup-
plied from the Chariton plant. A new elec-
tric plant, it is reported, is to be built in
Chariton.
INDIANOLA, IOWA.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the city of Indianola at the
office of the city clerk until Sept. 20 for
one two-unit three-bearing motor-generator
set w;th direct-current motor and alter-
nating-current generator without exciter,
and a four-panel switchboard, according
to specifications on file in the office of the
city clerk.

IOWA FALLS, IOWA.—The Iowa Falls
El. Co., which is building a new plant in
Iowa Falls, is securing franchises in a
number of towns in this and adjoining
counties to supply electrical service. The
town of Wellsburg has granted the com-
pany a franchise and the town of Alden
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will soon vote on the proposal to grant the

ompany a franchise there. The ten

,, Popejoy and Downs are also con-

g the installation ol' lighting Bjrs-

tems.
l.i CAS, LOWA.—The Union Servici

of Chariton and Osceola has been granted
. Ins.- to furnish energy for lighting

the streets and buildings of Lucas and
Woodburn. It is reported that a new power
plant is to be erected at Chariton for the

pui pose.

LUVBRNE, IOWA.- Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the town clerk, Lu-
verne, until Oct. 6 for the erection of about
8 miles of transmission line, substation,
distribution system, etc., in accordance with
pl.t us and specifications prepared by
Etaasch & Brooks, engineers, of Fort
Dodge. For details see proposal columns.

PERRY, IOWA.—The erection of a new
power house ai Perry to supply electrical

Eervice for surrounding towns Is reported
to be under consideration by the Iowa
fa . Lt. & Pwr. Co. William G. Dows of

Cedar Rapids is president and general
manager.
WALL LAKE, IOWA. Bonds to the

amount of $7,500 have been voted, the pro-
iu be used for the erection of a trans-

mission line from Lake View and the in-

stallation of a distribution system in v7all

Electricity will be purchased from
the Sac City El. Co.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.—At an election to be
held Sept. 21 the proposal to issue bonds
for additional equipment for the municipal
electric-light plant will be submitted to the
voters. The plans also provide for doubling
the number of street lamps now In use and
for installing additional lamps in the city
parks.

TOWER, N. D.—Plans are being consid-
ered by the Council for the installation of
an electric-light plant in Tower.
HOWARD, S. D.—At a special election

held recently the proposal to purchase the
local electric-light system, to be owned
and operated by the municipality, was
carried.

LEOLA, S. D.—The installation of a mu-
nicipal electric-light plant in Leola is re-
ported to be under consideration.

LINCOLN, NEB.—Bids will be received
by the property committee of the board ot

regents of the University of Nebraska, at
the office of J. S. Dales, secretary of the
University of Nebraska, Station A, Lincoln,
until Sept. 25, for the construction of a
botanv-zoology building, including heating
and ventilating, electric wiring, plumbing
and vacuum cleaning, according to plans
ami specifications on file at the office of
superintendent of construction. The build-
ing is to be erected on the University City
Campus and to cost about $180,000.

ORD, NEB.—Bids, it is reported, will be
received bv John C. Work, Mayor, until
Oct. 1 for the installation of an electric-
light plant, to cost about $22,691.

ATTICA, KAN.—Bonds to the amount
of $30,000 have been voted for the installa-
tion of an electric-light plant and water-
works system in Attica.

DODGE CITY, KAN.—Within the next
three months the Midland Wtr., Lt. & Ice
Co. of Dodge City expects to purchase a
generator, engine, turbine and switch-
board ; also the regular amount of elec-

trical appliances and supplies. Otto Theis
is treasurer.

GOFF, KAN.—At an election held Sept.
proposal to issue bonds for the in-

stallation of an electric-lighting system in

Goff was carried.

I..\UNED, KAN.—The city of Larned, it

is reported, has decided to purchase the
local electric distributing system, owned by
the C. W. Smith El. & Ice Co., for $15,000.

Southern States
MOUNT AIRY, N. C.—The Mount Airy

Municipal Lt. & Pwr. Co. expects to install

an auxiliary generating station to be driven
by crude-oil engines. I. W. Barber is su-
perintendent.

GREER, S. C.—Bonds to the amount of

$10,000 have been voted for extension to
the street-lighting system.
BACONTON, GA.—Bonds to the amount

of $12,000 have been voted for the construc-
tion of an electric-light plant and water-
works system.
COLUMBUS, GA—The City Council, it

is reported, will make investigations as to
the cost of installing and operating a
municipal electric-light plant.

COLUMBUS, GA.—The Columbus Pwr.
Co. is reported to be contemplating
doubling the output of its transformer sta-
tion at Goat Rock hydroelectric develop-
ment to provide for increasing demands at

Newman, West Point and other cities In
west ( reorgla.

MORELAND, GA.- Plans are being con-
sidered, it is reported, by A. M. Camp A
Sons for- the installation of an electric-
lighting Bystem in Moreland. Electricity

rate the system will be purchased
from the Columbus Pwr. Co. of Columbus.
MOUNT DORA, FLA.—Application has

io the Town Council, it is re-
ported, by F. L. Barrett of Houghton,
Mich., for a franchise to acquire the light-
ing rights of the Eustis Wtr., Lt. & Pwi
Co., which now supplies electrical service
in Mount i >ora.

.MADISONVILLE, TENN.—The town of
Madisonville has granted a franchise to M.
C. King and others of Copperhill for the
installation of an electric-light system here.

KOSCIUSKO, MISS.—The city of Kos-
ciusko has engaged M. L. Culley, engi-
neer, of Jackson, to make an appraisal of
the local electric-light plant and water-
works system, which may be purchased, or
to prepare estimates of cost for new plants,
for which bonds to the amount of $30,000
have been \

AUKADELPHIA, ARK.—The Arkansas
Lt. <5t Pwr. Co. of Arkadelphia has filed

a notice with the Secretary of State of an
increase in capital stock from $650,000 to
$2,250,000.

WHITE CASTLE, LA.—Bonds to the
amount of $25,000 have been voted for the
installation of an electric-light plant and
new water-works system in White Castle.

GROVE, OKLA.—Plans are being con-
sidered by the City Council for improve-
ments to the municipal electric-light plant
and water-works system at a cost of about
$10,000. The work, it is understood, will
be done under the supervision of the super-
intendent of the electric plant.

JONES, OKLA.—Bonds to the amount
of $10,000 have been voted for the instal-
lation of a municipal electric-light plant
and water-works system. The Benham
Engineering Co., Colcord Building, Okla-
homa City, has charge of engineering
work.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. — James

Stewart & Co., who have secured the con-
tract for the construction of the State Cap-
itol Building in Oklahoma City, have signed
a contract with the Oklahoma Gas & El.

Co. to supply electricity to operate machin-
ery to be used in connection with the con-
struction cf the building. Several hundred
horsepower in motors will be used.

THOMAS, OKLA.—Within the next 18
months Ross R. Thomas, lessee of the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant, expects to pur-
chase two transformers, six lightning ar-
recters, wire and meters; also some elec-
trical appliances and supplies, including
irons, stoves, washing machines, wiring
supplies, etc.

DENTON, TEX.—Contracts, it is re-
ported, have been awarded to J. F. Johnson
of Denton for construction of power houses
for the State North Texas Normal School,
to cost $12,750, and for the State College
of Industrial Arts, to cost $7,500.

HIGHLAND PARK, TEX.—An issue of
$10,000 of bonds has been voted here, the
proceeds to be used in installing a system of
ornamental street lighting.

JOURDANTON, TEX. — The Atascosa
Ice, Wtr. & Lt. Co. is contemplating ex-
tending its lighting system to the residence
portion of the town.
ORANGE, TEX.—The Orange Ice, Lt. &

Wtr. Co. is now erecting a temporary-
building for use as a boiler house, the
building formerly used having been recently
destroyed by a hurricane. Later the com-
pany will build a permanent structure of
concrete or other fireproof construction.

EVERETT, WASH.- Voters oi thi

on Aug. ^i at a special election authorized
unci! to procure necessary data

and information concerning the pi

ability of the development and construction
ol a plant lor generating electric energy
io water-power from the Sultan River.

REPUBLIC, wash. Preparations are
being made- by F. It. Clark trans-
mission line from Republic to Danville.
The proposed line will connect with the
power line from Bonnington Falls
Danville and will supply electrlcitj to ope r-

chinery In the local mines and stamp
mills.

SPOKANE, WASH. Tie ncil is

considering the installation of a cluster-
lamp lighting Bystem on Brooklyn Avenue
from East Fortieth street to Ravenna
i toulevard.

EUGENE, ORE —Bids are being received
by the Eugene Water Board for the con-
struction of a 1250-kw. electric-power plant,

to be use, | as an auxiliary to the municipal
hydroel' cti i( plant on the McKenzie River,
near Watervllle, at a cost of from $50,000
to $60,000. Two sets of bids are being
asked for, one for the installation of a

driven plant and the other for a
Diesel-oil-engine-driven plant.

PRICSNO, CAL. According to estimates
submitted by T. R. Harrold, deputy county
surveyor, it will cost about $6,500 to install

an electrolier lighting system in Court
House Park.

OROVILLE, CAL.—The Board of City
Trustees, it is reported, is considering the
purchase of the local system of the Oro El.

Corpn. The State Railroad Commission will

be asked to place a valuation on the prop-
erty.

SAND POINT, IDAHO.—The Northern
Idaho & Montana Pwr. Co. of Sandpoint
will install and operate an ornamental
street-lighting system on Cedar Street.

Construction work has been started.

BOZEMAN, MONT.—The City Council,

it is reported, has rejected all bids sub-

mitted Aug. 19 for the installation of an
ornamental street-lighting system. The
work, it is understood, will be done under
the supervision of the municipal engineer-
ing department.

BUTTE, MONT.—The contract for the

installation of the new street-lighting sys-

tem has been awarded to D. J. Reardon,
electrical contractor of Butte, for $31,755.

BPTTE, MONT.—Bids, it is understood,
will soon be called for by the city clerk

for the installation of ornamental lamps on
Park, Main, Broadway, Dakota, Montana,
Arizona and Wyoming Streets.

FORT COLLINS, COL.—Plans have been
prepared by Fisher & Fisher, architects,

Century Building, Denver, for the construc-

tion of power house for the State Agricul-
tural College at Fort Collins, to cost about
$20,000. Bids, it is understood, are now-

being received for the work.

RED CLIFF, COL.—The Colorado Pwr.
Co. of Denver has been granted a 20-year
franchise to supply electricity in Red Cliff.

Pacific States

ALBION, WASH.—At an election held
recently bonds to the amount of $8,000 were
voted to establish an electric light and
power system here. The city has not yet
decided whether to construct a plant I

purchase energy to operate the proposed
aystem,
CHINOOK, WASH.—The County Com-

missioners of Pacific County have granted
a fifty-year franchise to construct, operate
and maintain electric transmission lines
over the Columbia North Bank Road and
the Prest Road in Pacific County to E. S.

Lakeman, Chinook. According to the terms
Of the franchise, construction must begin
within thirty days and be completed within
six months.
COLFAX. WASH.—The Washington Pwr,

Co. of Spokane has purchased a site at the
corner of Mill and Spring Streets, where
it will erect a two-story^ building, to be
used as a substation and office building.

Canada
LIVERPOOL, N. S.—The Council has

authorized T. R. Bartling, town engineer,

to prepare plans for improvements to the

municipal electric-light plant, to cost

about $15,000. Bids, it is understood, will

soon be called for.

NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.—The City
Council is considering changing all street

arc lamps in Sincoe Street for incan-
descent lamps, as recommended by <

'. E.

Foster, superintendent of the municipal
electric plant. The cost is estimated at

about $4,000.

ORANGEY II. LP, ONT.—By-laws author-
izing the town to secure electricity from
the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commis-
sion have been approved by the ratepayers.
The first authorized the introduction of the
Hydro-Electric service and the second the
issue of $33,000 in debentures to purchase
the plant of the Pine River Lt & Pwr. Co.

-ngeburg and $27,000 to build the new-

system to utilize the Hydro-Electric power.

TORONTO, ONT.—Several new trans-
mission lines will be erected by the Hydro
Electric Power Commission of Ontario as
a result of the decision of the commis-
sioners at the meeting held Sept. S. The
new lines will be located as follows: From
Chatham to Petrolea and thence to Oil City.
a distance of 24 miles; from Granton to

ECirkton and thence to Exeter, a distance
of about 25 miles, and from Lucan to Allsa
Craig, a distance of 10 miles. The power
development at Eugenia Palls in Grey
County is nearly completed and will be
placed in operation early in October.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
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1,152,448 Railway Signaling; T. B Ste
Topeka, Kan App, filed June ..

Automatic control of current to
signal lamp as irain proceeds.

1,152,601 Brake Magnet Demagnetizing
i >i:\ i.i i ' i .

i iale, Sr., fonkers, \ 5

App. filed July i i. L910. i teslgned for
alternatlng-curreni elevator work,

105, ELECTRICAJ 1''i i:\ \ii: ; W. 1

1

Hampton, New Fork, N. v App. filed
Feb, 28, L913 Heating takes plan' while
material is flowing slowly over sloping
surfaces.

1,162,506 Method of Manufacturing
Carbide; it. L. Hartenstein, Constantino,
Mich, A|.p. Bled Feb. 18, 1907. Resmelt-
Ing carbide waste with adjusted quan-
tities of carbon,

1,152,580—Electric Switch

1,152,516. Electric Change-Over Switch;
T. Jessen, Altona-Bahrenfeld, Germany.
App. filed Feb. 24, 1914. Prevents inter-
ruption while changing over from one
supply line to another.

1,152,527. Fire-Alarm System ; J. Mc-
Fel}, Chicago, 111. App. filed Nov. 5,

1914. Sectionalized arrangement.

1,152,536. Telephone Receiver; A. S.

Moffat, Belmont, Mass. App. filed Aug. 8,

1914. Loud-speaking, armature support-
ing pole being adjustable toward and
from the other pole.

1,152,578. X-Ray Tube; R. H. Wappler,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 13,
1912. Pointed conductor extending from
reflecting surface of anode directs the
current at the cathode.

1,152,5S0. Electric Switch : L. "Weidlich,
Stratford, Conn. App. filed April 27,
1915. For "candlestick" portable lamp.

1,152,586. Electric Furnace; P. Wright,
Seattle, Wash. App. filed Sept. 13, 1913.
Preheats the charge by a portion of the
waste heat.

1,152,594. Alternating-Current Rectify-
ing Sy'Stem ; D. M. Bliss, West Orange,
N. J. App. filed June 7, 1912. Plurality
of rectifiers in series for battery charg-
ing, etc.

1.152.615. Alternating-Current Recti-
fying System ; T. A. Edison, Llewellyn
Park, West Orange, N. J. App. filed
June 13, 1912. Obviates liability of over-
loading.

1.152.616. Contact for Electrical Ap-
paratus ; T. A. Edison, Llewellyn Park,
West Orange, N. J. App. filed June 13,
1912. For alternating-current rectifiers
of the vibrating type.

1,152,622. Alternating-Current Motor ;

V. A. Fynn, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed
April 1, 1914. Limits the no-load speed

nf single phase motors without changing
connect loni

1,162,621 'I'm RMO TBI EPHONE OR THE
Like; ii Gwozdz, Sohuiielche, Herman)
\|.|. filed \ in- i .. 1911 Wi.ii. i ton wire
held bel ween th< i (i o part ol thi

porting bod)

.i i.i logs ii. .ii .. New "i o App,
Died Ma) 16, 1912 Fo lasurlng the
wave Lengths iii wireless work.

Electric Contact Di
\ v Kent, Philadelphia, Pa Ipp. Bled

i x 16, i [gnit Ion \ Ibrator . pel iod
of contact constant at different engine
Speeds.

i
,

i 52,6 16 \ i 1
1 , rent Recti

in:i; ; s. <:._ Langley, Orange, .v .1 App.
filed June 7, 1912. Has a stationary con-
tact with a plurality of usable faces.

Electric vl < ibcill itoh . F. K.
Vreeland, Montclair, N J. App. filed

Dec 18, 1 906 i nclamped oscillat inns
produced b) discharge In rarefied gaseous
medium. I Fort) Beven claims.

)

18, Dynamo Electric Mach tNE ; R,

B. Williamson, Milwaukee, Wis. App
liled May 17, L912. Coils <>f removabli
stator unit protected against Injury In

removal.

1,152,693. Apparatus for Making v.

Lead; L. V. Barton and W. P. Thomp
Bon, Liverpool, Eng. App. filed Jan. :;,

i*»i i. Carbonic acid, oxide of lead, water
and a catalyte stirred In chamber having
perforated diaphragm.

1,152,705. Binding Post; O. a. 11. Church-
ill. Rutnson, N. J. App. filed Aug. 4,

1914. Conductor is clamped between
concentric spirals of wire.

1,1 52,710. Non-Interfering Succession-
Movement Fire-Alarm Signaling Ma-
chine ; G. O. Cranmer and G. V. Tud-
hope, Oakland, Cal. App. filed Feb. 26,
1914. Prevents simultaneous transmis-
sion of more than one signal.

1.152.730. Electric Level Indicator; G.
E. Henderson, Manton, Cal. App. filed
Sept. 26, 1912. For tanks and ditches;
operates independently of changes in the
current used.

1.152.731. Arc Lamp; C. Henrichsen,
Pittsfield, Mass. App. filed Oct. 11, 1912.
Corrects magnetic action upon the arc of
the current conducted through the side
rod past the arc.

1,152,741. Process of Constructing Win-
dow Sashes ; M. Lachman, New York,
N. Y. App. filed Nov. 15, 1911. Welding
current sent through button spanning
inner section of sash bars.

1,152,758. Electric Switch: C. D. Piatt,
Bridgeport, Conn. App. filed Jan. 4. 1915.
Insulating cover for push-button
switches.

1.152.790. Switch and Signal System ;

R. V. Collins, New York, N. Y. App.
filed Sept. 23, 1909. For tower-control
mechanism.

1.152.791. Switch-Throwing Mechanism ;

R. V. Collins, New York, N. Y. App.
filed Nov. 10, 1911. Switch point under
control of motorman.

1,152,801. Liquid Rheostat; G. H. Dorge-
loh, Schenectady, N. • Y. App. filed Feb.
2, 1914. Constructed to have high-resist-
ance ratio.

1,152,822. Battery-Controlling Device
for Axle-Driven Generators ; R. C.
Lamphier, Springfield, 111., and E. M.
Fitz, Columbus, Ohio. App. filed Feb. 17,
1912. Involves a nearly complete dis-
charge after a full charge.

1.152.841. Electrically Operated Piano
Player ; W. C. Reed, Dalton, Mass. App.
filed Sept. 18, 1912. Special resistances
for each playing magnet circuit are made
unnecessary.

1.152.842. Variable-Resistance Device ;

W. C. Reed, Dalton, Mass. App. filed

Oct. 16, 1913. For electric piano player.

1.152.843. Circuit Controller; W. C.
Reed, Dalton, Mass. App. filed Aug. 23,
1910. Particularly for normally open
circuits.

1.152.877. Repeater for Telegraph Lines :

H. C. Cahill, Akron, Ohio. App. filed

Sept. 19, 1914. Impulses in one circuit
reproduced in second contact without
contact between the two.

1.152.878. Electric-Lighting and Bat-
tery-Charging System for Vehicles ;

A. Churchward, Boston, Mass. App. filed

Jan. 2, 1914. When electromotive force
of battery rises to the gassing point
dynamo current is reduced to its normal.

1,152,880. Fault Detector; W. H. Cole,
Waltham, Mass. App. filed June 26,

iii' Detecti tnd automat Icall) I

i .i ulted condui
I

i i itn-.M. I HH'i-itinu-

\\ 1 1 i lole, Waltham, Mima \pp
filed ' let 31, 1913 Km oi Illatlng
faulted conductoi

llir ^1 n I a I i iiniMicmi

1,162.982 Automatic Fire Alarm; w k
< !aldwell, i tot Springs, Ai k \pi<
Aug. 19, 1910 Indicate at tin di part
in. 'i.i IOCS I ion Of Iii i

Vlakm Hi I
'ioits-

chalk, Stirling, N. J. App. Hied i
•

i :i i i I'd control recelvi
switch of telephone

I
.ii. I [or P ; im; Mk,\

Corn-Popping Machines and the
F. Hoke, Indianapolis, Ind. ADD filed
July 16, L914. Regulatable to different
heats and to currents of different vol

1,152,953, Means for Prevention o
cidents on Railways; t. C Kerr,
Stevenston, Scotland, App. filed June 12
lull. Involves parallel conductors or
roadbed,

1,152,963. Non-Interfering Switch \>k-

vicb ; Q. E3. Mueller, La Orange, ill. App.
filed Nov. l, 1912. Non-intci
plunger switches.

i ,i 52,968. Subscriber's Auto-Switchinc
System for INTERCOMMUNICATING Tele-
phones; R. K. Pickens, St. Louis, Mo
App. filed May 19, 1914. For rural part]
lines ; has special switch operated by re-

ceiving hooks.

1,153,039—Electric Horn

1,152,986. Electrical Indicator; R. S
Smith, Jr., Woodbury, N. J. App. filed

Jan. 13, 1913. Mounted on automobile
dash to show operation of spark plugs

1,153,003. Miner's Safety Damp; M. Al-
brecht, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany
App. filed Nov. 24, 1913. Detects pres-
ence of injurious gases.

1.153.005. Spark Coil: B. Ames, Lowell
Mass. App. filed March 28, 1914. Con-
struction reducing noise of compound
vibrator.

1.153.006. Armature for Magnetos; B
Ames, Lowell, Mass. App. filed March
28, 1914. Built up so that it can be
readily disassembled.

1,153,019. Connection Box; W. F.
Bouchg, Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed Nov
23, 1911. Especially for car-lighting
systems.

1,153,029. Telephone Attachment; J. H
W. Champion, Hermon, Cal. App. filed

Nov. 4, 1914. Cord reel arranged in base
of portable telephone.

1,153,037. Magnetic Ore Washer; E. W
Davis, Minneapolis, Minn. App. filec

March 4, 1915. For separating iron ore
from gangue.

1,153,039. Electric Horn; W. W. Dean
Chicago, 111. App. filed Oct. 15, 1913.
Simplified construction and arrangement
of parts.

1,153,076. Dynamo-Electric Generator;
J. O. Heinze, Jr., Lowell, Mass. App.
filed Dec. 20, 1911. Variable-speed, con-
stant-potential type in which delicate de-
vices are eliminated.

1,153,127. Magnet Charger; P. Lynch
and H. Wochner, Rock Island, 111. App.
filed May 15, 1914. For charging per-
manent magneto of magneto generators

1,153,168. Electrolytic Apparatus; I. H
Levin, Newark, N. J. App. filed May 9,

1913. Diaphragm apparatus for disso-
ciation of oxygen and hydrogen.

1,153,182. Purification of Coal ; F. W
C. Schniewind (deceased), Englewood
N. J. App. filed Dec. 19, 1912. For
purifying coal from pyritical gangue.
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Lower Rates for the Householder

THE campaign for widening the application of elec-

tricity depends greatly for success on the attitude

of the central stations. The use sparingly or increas-

ingly of lamp-socket devices will be conditioned on the

rates for energy. Far-sighted managers appreciate this

and are acting accordingly. With the greater efficien-

cies being reached year by year in the incandescent

lamp, the revenue from household lighting, no matter

how high the base rate, is bound to decrease. The in-

vestment, however, remains, and salvation lies in the

direction of increasing the household load. This can be

accomplished only by reducing the rates to a point

where the use of heating, cooking and other lamp-socket

appliances becomes attractive and feasible. There can

be no question of the desire for more and more elec-

tricity in the home. Argument is not needed to intro-

duce electrical appliances; the user is already convinced.

Indeed, the desire for an electric iron or a vacuum

cleaner has been the sole cause for many an installation

of electricity. Devices will be bought and used if they

can be operated at reasonable cost. The problem of

increasing the residence load is therefore easy of solu-

tion. A little faith in the community and in the efficacy

of electricity as a panacea for household drudgery is

all that is required.

Competing for Shoppers' Money

IN recounting the story of the development of an

electric shop in a certain city of the South the other

day the manager of the parent central station made
this statement: "I impressed upon our salesmen the

fact that we were virtually embarking in the retail busi-

ness, in a retail neighborhood, surrounded by competi-

tors." The point is one that is lost sight of far too

often. For, after all, the fact that the electric shop is

selling merchandise of quite a different character from

that displayed in neighboring windows brings no re-

lief from basic competition, which is competition not of

kindred goods but for accessible money. In other

words, the strife is to induce the public to bring its

money to the electric shop instead of to some other

store, and in this effort the proprietor of the electric

shop is fighting hand to hand with every other mer-

chant in town. The man who feels that because his is

the only store that sells electrical appliances he will

automatically receive all the business that is to be had
is looking at the matter upside down. He forgets that

money spent in his store does not reach the merchant
up the street and likewise that it lies within his power
to divert as much from other stores as his good service,

advertising and display can lure. Every man who sells

is verily "surrounded by competitors," who are vying
with him, not to sell the same goods but to get the dol-

lars which the public has to spend. It is well to bear
this point in mind and to recognize the scope and spirit

of the contest.

Financial Impediments to Service

THE colossal loans being floated in America by the

belligerent nations of Europe necessarily mean
that there is so much less money available for invest-

ment in American electrical securities. Not only are

the millions formerly derived from Europe for electrical

enterprises in this country no longer forthcoming, but

billions are now being sought in the United States by
the greatest foreign governments of the world. Com-
petition for money is keen, and, following the law of

supply and demand, the price will go soaring. Only
those having all at stake or enjoying immense profits,

like the munition manufacturers, can afford to pay the

price. Thus electrical developments and extensions will

be seriously hampered unless cheaper money is to be
had. But where are we to look for new capital? Cer-

tainly not in Europe, for those sources will be dried up
for years to come. Fortunately, there is still plenty in

America, but it will not be available for public utility

work unless better treatment is accorded the utilities

by the public and by the commissions. There are in-

creasing demands for electric service, but the utilities

cannot make extensions without money. Appeals to the

municipality for such service cannot avail, because
municipalities now have difficulty in selling bonds for

strictly legitimate municipal purposes. And if the gov-

ernment cannot raise money readily, how can a private

enterprise? A just and reasonable consideration of the
situation is in order. Lighting companies must not
only be solvent, but must be in a position to increase

their facilities for rendering service and contributing

to the upbuilding of the communities they serve.

Whether they shall do so or not depends on the public.

Federal Control of Water-Power

AT Portland, Ore., this week governors and delegates

from thirteen Western States met to discuss

whether the proprietary rights of the federal govern-
ment vest in it the power to regulate an industry within
a State. The West demands that it be permitted to

develop its own resources in conformity with its own
laws, usages and customs, with due regard to the fed-
eral government's right to regulate such industries as
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become interstate in character. The Ferris t»ill Inter

poses Borne hindrances which are obnoxious to Western

people. Hydroelectric power they feel is vital to theli

continued prosperity end well-being, r<>r, as we have

pointed out on numerous occa Ion . everj industry on

he Pacific Coast that makes for wealth, productivity

.Hid development depends <>n the electrical energj gen

erated from the Palling waters of the Sierras. For then

benefit Obstacles in the Way <>t' water power development

must he surmounted. We care naught tor theories of

ideal legislation, nor are we concerned with the doc

trine of State rights. We see only a wanton waste of

power and the immense good it s use might bring to the

Western States. Whatever stands in the wa\ of that

use stunts Western growth, is inimical to its life and

antagonistic to American institutions. The constant

dilly-dallying mi water-powers only engenders strife and

incidentally hurts the electrical industry. There is need

for the development of the water-powers. Of that there

can be no doubt. As sane and reasonable men, why

cannot the advocates of State and federal control meet

with engineers and bankers and determine on just what

basis development of existing water-power sites is pos-

sible? Some solution must be forthcoming. It is wrong

to vacillate further.

The Cost of Money

Money for investment in fixed improvements enters

into costs in a way sometimes overlooked. Many of us

think loosely about intangible commodities such as

money, and serious consequences may easily follow if

such loose reasoning is allowed to underlie a project

otherwise excellent in its engineering phases. Just now

it seems worth while calling attention once more to the

point that electrical energy generated by water is not

necessarily a cheap form of power. Cheapness is a

relative term. It may turn out that a steam plant fed

by coal hauled from a distance can actually compete in

cost with a "free" national water-power. In one or two

instances in Canada in relatively small installations

Dies.el engines actually proved cheaper sources of power

than waterfalls after all the local conditions were taken

into consideration. These local conditions broadly sum

up as an item of investment charges in final costs.

Assume a water-power, for example, capable of deliver-

ing several thousand horsepower. The immediate mar-

ket for the sale of energy may be so small, however, that

for a number of years the plant will actually be required

to produce only a fraction of its total possible output.

It is at this point that the cost of money pokes its

head into the line of items in total cost. A water-power

plant cannot be developed piecemeal. It is necessary to

invest at the start practically the full sum of money in

right-of-way, dams and approaches, foundations, and

so on. The few horsepower generated at the start,

therefore, must carry the load of interest charges for

a very large proportion of the final total cost of the

installation. It is thus easily seen that it may actually

be cheaper per unit output to put in a much smaller

steam plant with its relatively much lower investment

charges than to develop the water power project. This

is a generalization onlj and not an analysis of a particu

lar case, it seems worth stating, however, simply to

point out that money costs mone\ . From a given total

income interest may cut a very much larger Blice than

running expenses, it costs money to in\c i money.

An Out-ol-Doors I'ower Station

We present this week a moel interesting design, an

happily not yet executed, for a power station entirely

out of doors, iii those parts of our country which have

fairly moderate climates outdoor substations and trans-

former equipments are becoming somewhat common
and have shown first-class operative qualities, but the

extension of this idea to a plant in which all the mam
machinery is out of doors is decidedly novel. There

seems to be no reason, however, why such a design

should not prove entirely successful, for modern um-
brella-type generators furnish their own protection

against the weather, and there is always enough heat in

the armatures to free them from such danger of extra

moisture in the air as might possibly be encountered

out of doors. The plan proposed is to put the regulat-

ing apparatus and commutating machines used as ex-

citers, and the more delicate portions of the equipment

generally, under cover, but to leave the generators and

transformers to take care of themselves. So many high-

tension transformers are already used out of doors that

nobody now gives the matter of protection from the

weather a thought, even in northern climates. The

types of transformers for this service have been so

thoroughly developed as to make their use entirely

feasible.

It is emphatically a step in the right direction to lay

less and less stress on elaborate power houses. If a

plant is to be commercially efficient, the overhead

charges ought to be kept down to the lowest point con-

sistent with thoroughly reliable operation. There has

been a strong tendency toward extreme complications

due to somewhat unnecessary requirements of inter-

changeability. This has resulted in the construction of

power houses in which very large expense has been due

to somewhat fanciful theoretical demands. One does

not encounter the extreme requirement that any gen-

erator should be driven by any waterwheel, but most

stations are immensely complicated in the effort to pro-

duce a set of conditions under which any generator,

say A to Z inclusive, can be connected to any trans-

former, a to z inclusive, and in turn any transformer

to any feeder, 1 tow inclusive. Now, this gives great

theoretical flexibility at the expense of an enormously

intricate and costly switchboard, which perhaps on the

whole is the most frequent source of trouble in the

plant. Looking at the problem from a broader viewpoint,

the only thing necessary is that for any feeder one or

more generators and one or more transformers should

be always available.

The transformer nowadays is on the whole the cheap-

est part of the equipment, and the question to be solved
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is what amount and arrangement of spare units will

enable the station to get rid of part of its transposition

equipment with economical results. For practical pur-

poses it is nearly as simple to consider turbine, gen-

erator and transformer as a unit as it is to regard the

first two elements as a unit and provide an intricate

switching system to promote the full theoretical amount

of interchangeability between the transformers. Mat-

ters of this kind have to be settled on a common-sense

plan, depending on the requirements of the plant, but

there is little doubt that a good many simplifications

can be made without any material sacrifice. The out-

of-doors station we here describe is a well-considered

revolt against undue expense in station structure, and

something of the kind is very likely to be carried out

when opportunity offers. To build a station of maxi-

mum simplicity with due regard for operating quali-

ties is a feat well worthy of the best efforts of the

engineer, and suggestions of this kind are directly in

line with the attainment of that end.

used the results claimed for them will usually be

secured and their right to existence will be justified by

the return which they show on the money that has been

invested in their installation.

Boiler-Room Devices and Common Sense

How closely inventive genius has kept pace with

efficiency and economy is strikingly displayed in the

numerous devices now available for the operating con-

trol of steam plants. To men outside the operating

field, and to many inside, the array of devices offered

through the advertising pages of engineering journals

sometimes invites question as to where places can be

found for all of them. When the claims of the makers,

which in many cases refer to a guarantee of certain

reductions in operating costs, are analyzed, the man
who pays for these refinements either at once gets the

impression that conditions in his plant must be most

disgraceful or he discounts their value altogether.

Neither view is correct, and both are dangerous to plant

efficiency. Many plants which cannot boast of anything

more complicated than a shaking grate and a damper

regulator are producing results which would leave little

opportunity for improvement were the plant much more

elaborately equipped. Such operation, however, calls

for supervision of the first order. In plants where un-

usually poor combustion is found or high flue-gas tem-

peratures prevail a general lack of efficiency will be

noted from the front door. Before accessories are

installed there is urgent need of operators whose ability

is strongly flavored with common sense. When this cor-

rection has been applied there are a great many devices

that are of real assistance to the men in the boiler room.

In plants where common-sense methods are in opera-

tion and the devices called for by these methods are

A New Code of Industrial Lighting

Many differences of opinion arise from misunder-

standing as to the points involved. The formulation of

codes of practice in the industry, therefore, puts dis-

cussion on a basis in which both sides understand each

other and in this way goes far to advance the science

and art. The new code of lighting for factories, mills

and other work places presented this week by two com-
mittees of the Illuminating Engineering Society and
published formally by the society is a constructive

piece of work. In its plan and scope, its phraseology

and arrangement, it presents a classified arrangement
of the subject of factory lighting which is of help and
interest at once to factory men, engineers, state and
municipal commissions, and others whose work touches

the subject of workshop illumination. Following out

the general plan of the Wisconsin Industrial Commis-
sion, this new code is divided into three parts, one of

which at the outset is devoted to articles of more or

less mandatory nature. A second contains simple rules

governing practical lighting work, while the third is

devoted to explanatory notes covering considerable space
and going into the details of the subject. The difficulty

in the complexity and breadth of the factory-lighting

field, which must always be faced when drafting such
regulations, has been met by specifying the illumina-

tion intensities for a number of representative cases
and selecting these so as to include the probable ex-

tremes.

Both natural and artificial lighting are treated in the
code. Gas and electric practice are discussed, and the
interplay of information and opinion between two com-
mittees renders the report broader in scope than would
have been possible if a smaller committee had presented
it. Industrial lighting seems increasingly in the eye of
state and municipal commissions, and this new code,

which defines and standardizes so much that has been
undefined and under-standardized, should advance
greatly the useful work which the Illuminating Engi-
neering Society is accomplishing. The committee on
lighting legislation, which is authorized to act in an
advisory capacity wherever laws pertinent to lighting
are contemplated, has already achieved a measure of
success as collaborator on New York State lighting

enactments.

N addition to the general news, edi-
lfl" ^"min& l»»ues

technical and engineering' articles and the
. . • HIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIHillllllUIIIIIIMtlllMIMMIlllllllllHMIIIIIIIIIIIHfllllllllinil - . .

Itorials, departments and short articles,

beginning Oct. 2 the first issue of each month will

regularly contain special articles on the broad questions

of public relations in the industry; the second issue

will give emphasis to developments in station and op-

erating practice; the third issue will contain special

fourth issue will feature commercial de-
velopment and practice. In accordance with this gen-
eral plan, next week's Electrical World will contain
an article dealing with "The Scope of Public Relations"
and the usual monthly statistical summary of central-
station activity.
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Flood-Lighting of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company's Latest

Architectural Gem—Substation K
Station K. the latest of the handsome

substations to be built in San Francisco by

the Pacific Gaa ft Klectric Company, em-
bodies the same classical outlines employed

in the company's other city substation

bulldlnga, but has as its distinguishing

features interesting Illuminating systems,

both interior and exterior. The interior is

lighted by six indirect fixtures placed near

the ceiling and finished in white enamel.

Bach fixture contains a 750-watt Edison

Mazda nitrogen-filled lamp. The exterior

of the building is lighted from specially de-

signed cement posts placed near the curb,

the tops being so constructed that the light

from the concealed 500-watt lamps is

thrown directly on the walls of the building
and thence reflected into the street, thus il-

luminating not only the street but the en-
tire building as well. As the station is

situated on a hill, its architectural features
stand out in striking relief against the
darkness of the night. Like other station

buildings of the Pacific Gas & Electric Com-
pany, Substation K was erected by the en-
gineering department under the supervision

of H. C. Vensano, civil and hydraulic en-

gineer. Ivan C. Frickstad handled the

architectural features.

A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING CONGRESS
Engineers at San Francisco Manifest Chief Interest in

Diesel-Engine Developments and Hydroelectric

Transmission

Interest in the administration and technical problems

of the Panama Canal and in the development of the

Diesel engine were the chief features of the earlier ses-

sions of the International Engineering Congress held at

San Francisco during the present week. Sessions de-

voted to these subjects drew large attendances. Dis-

cussion, however, in all of the meetings was disappoint-

ing, as a result of the limited advance distribution of

papers. Furthermore, the authors in most cases were

absent, a fact tending to suppress the questions which

might ordinarily be put. The papers, however, pos-

sessed unusual value and, collected in volume form, will

make most valuable contributions to the literature of

engineering.

Addresses by Dr. Durand and General Goethals

The first session, Monday morning, was an impressive

gathering fully befitting the magnitude of the great

work—the Panama Canal—which occasioned the con-

gress. On the platform with the honorary president of

the congress, Major-General George W. Goethals, were

the vice-presidents, the foreign delegates and the presi-

dents and secretaries of the great national engineering

societies. The keynote speech, emphasizing the pur-

pose and the occasion of the congress, was made by

Dr. William F. Durand, chairman of the committee of

•management.
General Goethals followed with an address in which

he sketched the historic setting of the canal and the

efforts made and the plans projected since Spanish
times for connecting the two oceans. He emphasized,

also, the thought that the canal—calling into play, as

it did, almost every branch of engineering—might well

be the inspiration for a gathering of specialists of every

kind, while its worldwide influence on commerce justi-

fies its selection as the prime motive for an interna-

tional gathering.

The Delegates from Abroad

Following his address, General Goethals introduced

the officially accredited delegates from foreign countries,

each of whom responded with a few words of felicita-

tion. One could not but be impressed by the sincerity

of the delegates, their evident admiration for the suc-

cess of American engineering genius, and their appre-

ciation of the honor conferred in inviting their coun-

tries to be represented at the gathering. The enthusi-

asm of the French delegate, Jean de Pulliquy, and the

polished response of the Swiss delegate, Prof. A. E.

Rohn, were especially noteworthy. Besides these two
delegates, the representatives of Canada, Cuba, China,

Guatemala, Japan, the Netherlands, Nicaragua, Spain

and Sweden presented their felicitations.

Location Practice for Railroads to Be Electrified

On Tuesday morning the congress split into its vari-

ous sections, with six to eight sessions in progress sim-

ultaneously.

At the second session on "Railways," following the

presentation of the paper on locating new lines by
William Hood, chief engineer of the Southern Pacific
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Railroad, some interesting discussion occurred on the

extent to which practice for locating steam lines can be

modified for a line which is to be operated electrically.

The idea was advanced that the shorter wheelbase of

the electric locomotive allows the use of sharper curves,

while the electric motor's great overload capacity for

short periods permits steeper short grades than does

the steam locomotive. Mr. Hood, however, was of the

opinion that it is not advisable to locate a line on the

theory that steam equipment will never be used on it.

Such an assumption is not likely to be borne out, he
thought, and consequently, he said, he does not favor

modification of steam-line locating practice for sections

to be electrified.

Electrical Engineering Sessions

The sessions of special interest to electrical engineers

were scheduled for the latter part of the week, begin-

ning Thursday morning. While the discussion at the

earlier sessions was meager, the great number of elec-

trical engineers in attendance and the familiarity of

the Pacific Coast engineers with hydroelectric develop-

ment and long-distance transmission gave promise of

interesting sessions. The papers on hydroelectric de-

velopment were especially strong and much advance
interest was shown in them. Abstracts of two congress

papers on station and operating practice are given on
pages 690 and 691 of this issue.

PANAMA-PACIFIC CONVENTION OF A. I. E. E.

Papers Presented at Technical Sessions Held Jointly with

Other Engineering Organizations

The Panama-Pacific convention of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers was held in Native Sons'

Hall, San Francisco, Sept. 16, 17 and 18. The program
was subdivided into ten sessions, so as to provide time

for the presentation and discussion of all of the twenty-

six papers scheduled. Sessions were held in conjunction

with the American Electrochemical Society and the In-

stitute of Radio Engineers in order to give delegates an
opportunity to participate in discussing those phases

of the electrical industry in which they were interested.

The attendance was 325.

The technical program was opened Thursday morn-
ing, Sept. 16, at 10.30, with two parallel sessions. At
one of these sessions a paper by B. G. Lamme of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company on
"Physical Limitations in Direct-Current Commutating
Machinery" was presented. Mr. Lamme's paper
brought out the relationship which exists between
actions which should take place at the brushes and on

the commutator of direct-current machines and pointed

out that the limitating emfs. per commutator bar and
per brush can be fixed principally by the brush-contact

resistance. Burning and blackening of commutators,
high mica and picking up of copper were subjects

treated in detail. A simple explanation was given for

the winking of lights connected with direct-current gen-

erators, with brief remarks on how design is affected

by commutator peripheral speed.

In another paper, entitled "Automatically Controlled

Substations," by E. W. Allen and Edward Taylor of

the General Electric Company, presented at this session,

the authors advocated a reduction in the size and an
increase in the number of substations, since it permits

a large saving in feeder copper. A description of an
automatically controlled substation on the lines of the

Elgin & Belvidere (111.) Electric Railroad closed the

paper.

An important session of the three held during Thurs-
day afternoon was the one devoted to valuation of public

utilities. C. L. Cory of the University of California, W.
G. Vincent, Jr., of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company,
and W. J. Norton, consulting engineer of Chicago, con-

tributed a symposium on inventories and appraisals of

properties. In the paper by Mr. Cory attention was
called to five purposes of inventories and appraisals

—

to determine the investment, the original cost, cost of

reproduction, present production costs, and present

value. The author pointed out which factors are usually

universally recognized as belonging in appraisals and

those concerning which there is serious controversy.

Mr. Vincent outlined the procedure necessary to ob-

tain reliable inventories and reasonable appraisals that

can be defended from the standpoints of the company
and the public. Among topics taken up were the fol-

lowing: Preliminary investigations, organization of

the appraisal staff, design of forms on which to tabulate

information, assembling and summarizing field notes,

PRESIDENT CARTY, WHO REPRE-
SENTED THE A. I. E. E. AT THE
ENGINEERING CONGRESS

preparation of unit prices, indirect construction costs,

overhead charges, and the form in which to present an

appraisal.

In any valuation for rate-making purposes it is essen-

tial that a careful and accurate determination be made
of the item of working capital, declared Mr. Norton in

his paper. The theory of the development of working
capital should be based upon the customer's individual

responsibility for the cash investment required by a

utility in its general business operations.

In the discussion of these papers John H. Finney,

general manager of the Aluminum Company of Amer-
ica, Washington, D. C, pointed out that in the compara-

tively hazardous field of public utility investment, with

commissions exercising strong control, capital is not

likely to be invested if only an 8 per cent net return is

allowed, a figure proposed as adequate by one of the

speakers.

Electrophysics and Radio Sessions

The electrophysics session of Thursday afternoon was
devoted to three papers. F. W. Peek of the General

Electric Company, in his paper on "The Effects of

Transient Voltages on Dielectrics," pointed out that fail-

ures of dielectrics are generally caused by transient

voltages. He showed that the difference between the

apparent and actual break-down values will be greater

the greater the rate of application, and that the time

required for rupture depends on the nature of the dielec-

tric, the dielectric field, the shape and spacing of the

electrodes, initial ionization, etc.

In a paper, entitled "Arc Phenomena," by A. G. Collis

of Essex, England, a number of experiments made to

determine the influence of differently shaped switch

contacts on the disturbances following rupture of an
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alternal me. current circuit were described. Various

theoretical consideration! were discussed with i view
to modifying tin- design of oil switches.

The thud paper of this session, (iii "Experimental
sarchea on Skin Effect in Conductors/ 1

by Prof. A
iv Kennelly, Prof, F. a. Laws and T. n. Pierce of liar

vard Universitj and the .Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, presented results of s large number of

tests to determine the impedance of long loops of pare!
lei conductors of different metals, sizes and cross-sec

tional forms, at frequencies up to 5000 cycles per second.

The measuring apparatus was described and the con
elusions obtained were stated.

At the joint session with the institute of Radio En
gineers the only paper presented, entitled "Sustained
Hi^rh Frequency, High-Voltage Discharges," by Prof.
Harris ,1. Ryan, was discussed by Frank Richer. San
Francisco; Elliott W. Stone, assistant United States
radio inspector of San Francisco; R. W. Thompson,
Seattle, Wash., and Haraden Pratt, U. S. N., Mare
Island.

On Friday morning the telephone and telegraph ses-

sion and the mine-works session were held in parallel.

Bela Gati of Budapest, Hungary, in his paper on "Sub-
marine Cable Rapid Telegraphy, Ocean and Interconti-

nental Telephony," explained that every limit to ocean
and transcontinental telephony can be removed by em-
ploying strong-current microphones, more sensitive re-

ceivers, improved single-wire loaded circuits and tele-

phone relays. It was explained that by placing induc-

tive shunts with low-resistance in the circuits high-speed
telegraphic transmission can be obtained through long
cables stretching across the Atlantic and even across

the Pacific Ocean.

Sessions with Electrochemical Society and Radio Engineers

On Friday afternoon three sessions were held in

parallel, a joint session with the American Electrochem-
ical Society, a transmission session, and a joint session

with the Institute of Radio Engineers. The subjects of

papers presented at the first session were "Overhead
Electrolysis and Porcelain Strain Insulators," by S. L.

Foster of the United Railways of San Francisco; "Cor-
rosion of Copper Wireless Antennas," by L. W. Webb of

the Norfolk Navy Yard, and "Electrochemical Possi-

bilities in California and on the Pacific Coast," by J. W.
Beckman.

Transmission Sessions

At the transmission session on Friday these papers
were read: "Delta-Cross Connection of Transformers,"
by G. P. Roux of Philadelphia, Pa.; "Harmonics in

Transformer Magnetizing Currents," by J. F. Peters of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company;
"Phenomenon Accompanying Transmissions with Some
Types of Star Transformer Connections," by L. N. Rob-
inson of San Francisco; "Abnormal Voltages in Trans-
formers," by J. Murray Weed of the General Electric

Company, and "Calculation of Short-Circuit Phenome-
non of Alternators," by N. S. Diamant

Mr. Roux in his paper described the voltage, current

and phase relations and dephasing action which take

place in T-cross and delta-cross-connected transformers.

He explained how the delta-cross system of connections

lends itself to a number applications.

This paper was discussed by Selby Haar, New York;
W. A. Hillebrand, Palo Alto, Cal.; F. G. Grant,

D. I. Cone, H. S. Osborne and L. P. Ferris of San
Francisco.

Mr. Peters in his paper gave a non-mathematical dis-

cussion of causes and effects of higher harmonics in

the magnetizing currents of transformers. Commonly
used schemes of connecting transformers were taken up
and the effects of harmonics in each case pointed out.

This paper was discussed by I'rol. Il.iiris J. Ryan
and .1. c. dark of Stanford University, F. F. Brand, V.
Off, Mont Inger and II. 0. Stevens of Pitt ., held, Mass.,

and W. A. Hillebrand and .1. P. .lollynian of San Fran
cisco.

Mr. Robinson, in his paper on "Phenomenon Accom
panying Transmission, with Some Types of star Trans-
former Connections," explained the conditions attend
ing the operation of star-star transformers with
grounded neutral on the line side and expressed the be-

lief that abnormal voltages and destructive effects which
often accompany the star-star Operation are dui' In

even harmonics in many cases. A number of conclusions
were given which were based on about [60 oscillogram

VICE-PRESIDENT RYAN, OFFICIAL
A. I. E. E. REPRESENTATIVE ON
THE PACIFIC COAST

waves and a correspondingly large number of meter
readings.

Professor Ryan, in commenting on the paper, sug-

gested that more original data be furnished for the

Institute proceedings on account of the importance of

the subject. Mr. Stevens stated that even as well as

odd harmonics are sometimes a result of certain trans-

former connections. In superimposing alternating-cur-

rent excitation over direct-current excitation a pro-

nounced even harmonic was notable in the resulting

current in one case. These points were considered of

special interest in arc-furnace work. Mr. Brand pointed

out that when transformers are provided with separate

tertiary winding this should have a copper section

equal to that of other windings because it may have to

carry the total triple tertiary current of the whole
system.

J. Murray Weed, in his paper on "Abnormal Voltages

in Transformers," discussed the electrical behavior of

transformer windings when submitted to steep wave
fronts and high-frequency wave trains. The internal

voltage distribution for windings with uniform and
distributed capacity and inductance were plotted for

various frequencies and curves were presented to show
the relations of maximum internal voltages to fre-

quency.

This paper was discussed by Prof. R. W. Sorenson,

Pasadena, Cal. ; F. F. Brand, Pittsfield, Mass., and F. D.

Newberry, Pittsburgh, Pa.

N. S. Diamant, in a paper entitled "Calculations of

Short-Circuit Phenomena of Alternators," discussed the

general theory and gave an explanation of electromag-

netic phenomena of sudden short-circuits of alternators,

experimental methods for determining alternator con-

stants, and sudden short-circuit tests of armature

reactance.

This paper was discussed by C. J. Fechheimer and

F. D. Newbery, Pittsburgh, Pa. After some discus-
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sion of troubles encountered it was suggested, with the

approval of all, that the Institute take up an investi-

gation of short-circuits so that an accurate definition

of this term might be established.

At the joint session with the Institute of Radio En-
gineers on Friday afternoon Robert H. Marriott,

United States radio inspector, New York City, discussed

the radio developments in the United States with
numerous lantern slides to show the development of the

science. The paper was discussed by Ellery W. Stone,

assistant United States radio inspector, San Francisco;

R. E. Thompson, Seattle; A. H. Babcock, Southern
Pacific Company, San Francisco; Gano Dunn, New York;
Prof. Harris J. Ryan, Stanford University, California;

J. D. Lockwood and C. D. Cousins, San Francisco.

A. I. E. E. Day at the Exposition

The entertainment features of the convention in-

cluded luncheon for the ladies at the Old Faithful Inn,

in the Exposition grounds, on Thursday noon, after

which parties were made up to visit various parts of the

grounds. On Thursday evening a dinner and dance
were held at the Hotel San Francisco attended by about
150. Saturday, Sept. 18, was designated as A. I. E. E.

day at the Exposition, and W. W. Briggs, general agent

of the Great Western Power Company, San Francisco,

acted as chairman of the day. Exercises were held in

the Court of Abundance, where a bronze medal was
presented to the Institute by the Exposition authorities

and accepted with appropriate remarks by President J.

J. Carty. A bronze medal was also presented to the

American Institute of Radio Engineers and was re-

ceived by Robert H. Marriott, vice-president of the

organization.

MEETING OF ILLUMINATING ENGINEERS
Rapid Increases in Efficiency of Illuminants Discussed at

Washington Convention—Reception by President Wilson

It speaks well for an association which, as Dr. Stein-

metz, its president-elect, says, is dealing with a science

scarcely five years old when it can gather together a
body of more than 150 engineers for the presentation

and discussion of forty papers and reports on various

phases of its subject—illuminating engineering.

The ninth annual convention of the Illuminating

Engineering Society was held this year at the New
Willard Hotel in Washington, D. C. Papers and dis-

cussions emphasized four factors—the rapidly increas-

ing efficiency of lighting units in both arc and incan-

descent types, the development of better methods of

measurements, the control and scientific predetermina-
tion of the possibilities of light sources, and the widen-
ing of the illuminating engineer's field in the applica-

tion of better illumination for streets, office buildings,

ships and other fields.

Features of Opening Session

The sessions opened Monday morning with the presi-

dential address of Dr. A. S. McAllister, contributing

editor of the Electrical World. Then followed the

presentation of the reports of four committees. Mr.
L. B. Marks, chairman of the committee on lighting

legislation, presented a most comprehensive report.

Editorial comment on this report is made in another
section of this issue. The report of the committee on
research, whose chairman is Dr. E. B. Rosa of the

National Bureau of Standards, the report of the com-
mittee on nomenclature, by Dr. C. H. Sharp, its secre-

tary, and the report of the committee on progress, F. E.

Cody, chairman, were then presented.

The meetings of the society were divided into three

classes, general sessions, commercial sessions and

laboratory sessions. This subdivision made possible

parallel meetings on two days. The program follows

:

rropram of the Sessions

On Monday at the general session the following

papers were presented: "Illumination Efficiencies

Obtained in an Experimental Room," by Ward Harrison

and Earl A. Anderson; "Semi-indirect Office Lighting

in the Chicago Edison Building," by W. A. Durgin and

J. B. Jackson, and "Artificial Illuminants for Use in

Practical Photography," by C. E. K. Mees.

Tuesday, general session
—"The Use of Portable

Photometers," by W. F. Little; "Compensated Test-

Plate for Illumination Photometers," by C. H. Sharp

and W. F. Little; "The Lighting of Ships," by H. A.

Hornor; "Lighting of a Passenger Steamer," by H. T.

Spaulding. Evening, street-lighting session
—"Street

Lighting with Gas Lamps," by G. S. Barrows; "Arc

Lamps for Street Illumination," by C. A. B. Halvor-

son; "New Types of Incandescent Lamps and Their Re-

lation to the Street-Lighting Problem," by W. H. Rolin-

son; "A Practical Application of the Principles of

Scientific Street Lighting," by F. A. Vaughn.
Wednesday morning, commercial session

—"How Can

a Combination Gas and Electric Company Render the

Best Service to the Customer?" by A. B. Spaulding and

N. H. Potter; "The Selection of a Standard Unit for

Commercial Lighting," by W. R. Moulton; "Small In-

candescent Lamps and Special Illumination Problems,"

by R. P. Burrows; "The Flame-Pilot Ignition of In-

candescent Gas Lamps," by C. W. Jordan. Laboratory

session
—"The Effect of Variation of Atmospheric
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Pressure iMi the Candle-Power of Various Flames," by
Dr B. B. Rosa, E. C. Crittenden and a. ii. Taylor;
"Life Testing of Incandescent Lamps at the Bureau of

Standards," by G. \v. Middlekauff, B. Mulligan and
J. P. Skogland; "Ths Application of Crova'a Method
of Colored Light Photometry to Modern [ncandescenl
[lluminants," bj Dr. li. B. Ives and E. V. Kingsbury;
"The Relative Photographic and Visual Efficiencies of

Light Sources," by D. A. Jones, M. B. Hodgson and
Kenneth Muse.

Commercial Sessions

Wednesday afternoon, commercial session—"Present
Practice in the Lighting of Armories and Gymnasiums
with [ncandescenl Lamps," by A. L. Powell and A. B.

Odaj ; "Industrial Lighting with Mercury-Vapor
Lamps," by W. A. D. Evans; "Practical Illumination as

Exemplified by Some Recent Installations of Incan-
descent Gas Lamps," by R. F. Pierce. Laboratory ses-

sion
—"The Retinal Sensibilities Related to Illuminat-

ing Engineering," by Dr. P. G. Nutting; "Vision and
Brightness of Surroundings," by P. W. Cobb; "A Flux
Method of Obtaining Average Illumination," by F. A.
Benford and H. E. Mahan.
Thursday morning, commercial session

—
"Artificial

Lighting of Typical Offices in the State, War and Navy
Department Building," by W. E. Chapman; "Lighting
in Down-Town Office Buildings," by A. 0. Dicker and
J. J. Kirk; "Illumination and One Year's Accidents,"
by R. E. Simpson; "The Illumination of Interiors as
Related to Architecture and Decoration," by David
Crownfield. Laboratory session—"The Parabolic Mir-
ror," by F. A. Benford; "Ultra-Violet Radiation and
the Eye," by Dr. W. E. Burge; "A Method for Study-
ing the Behavior of the Eye Under Different Condi-
tions of Illumination," by F. K. Richtmyer and H. L.

Howes.
At the closing session Thursday afternoon two papers

were presented: "Yellow Light," by M. Luckiesh, and
"Some Experiments on the Eye with Inverted Re-
flectors of Different Densities," by Prof. C. E. Ferree
and G. Rand.
A full report of the papers and discussions of the

convention will be presented in next week's issue of the
Electrical World.

Reception by President Wilson

On Tuesday evening the members of the association
and their friends were received by President Wilson.
In the evening, after the presentation of three papers
on street lighting, two parties inspected the lighting
of the Capitol, the library of Congress and the Union
Station, as well as the street illumination.

Wednesday evening was given over to a banquet at
the New Willard, and on Thursday the closing meet-
ings were held.

E. S. Marlow of the Potomac Electric Power Company,
Washington, was the chairman of the general committee
in charge of arrangements for the convention, and C. M.
Marsh was chairman of the committee on transporta-
tion and attendance.

Officers for 1915-1916

Officers for the year 1915-16, who will take up their
duties on Oct. 1, are: President, Dr. Charles P. Stein-
metz of Schenectady; junior past-presidents, Charles
O. Bond of Philadelphia and Dr. A. S. McAllister of
New York; vice-presidents, C. L. Law of New York,
F. A. Vaughn of Milwaukee, George A. Hoadley of
Swarthmore, Pa., and J. L. Minnick of Chicago. Alten
S. Miller was elected secretary, but because of a change
in personal plans has resigned before taking office.

His successor has not yet been determined upon. L. B.
Marks of New York was re-elected treasurer.

NEW i-:n(;land suction, n. EL l. a.

Motoi SciMi'c Problem and ( ustomirs' Viewpoint Subjects

<>! Discussion al Kim-o (Me.) COBTStttiOB

With nearly 400 members and guests present, thesev-

riitli annual Convention of the Ni'\v Kngland Section of

the National Electric Light Association was held at ths

Mount Kineo House, Kineo, Me., from Sept. II to 17.

The meetings were among the most successful in the

history of the organization, and noteworthy feat

were the presence of public utility commissioners from
Maine and Connecticut as guests of the section, an ad-

dress by President E. W. Lloyd of the national associa-

tion upon the work of the parent body, and papers by
representatives of the shoe-machinery and textile indus-

tries upon purchased motor service from an outsider's

point of view. The natural and athletic attractions of

Moosehead Lake and Mount Kineo were also greatly

enjoyed, and the "mobilization" of electrical talent re-

quired a special train of nine cars from Boston and
Portland, Me., many other delegates making the journey

by automobile and boat.

At the opening session on Sept. 15 the treasurer's

report was read. This showed a balance on hand of

$793 and yearly expenses of about $3,300. The report

of Miss O. A. Bursiel, secretary, showed a membership
of 1100, of whom 246 have been added since the be-

ginning of the year.

President Gibbs' Address

President L. D. Gibbs emphasized the stability and

helpfulness of the section, and urged the need of per-

manent committees to capitalize the experiences of the

past. These, he thought, should meet at least four

times a year and should cover membership, publicity,

rates, co-operation with kindred organizations, com-

mercial problems, discussion of papers, entertainment,

and transportation.

The section, he declared, needs a better and higher

class of publicity, and he emphasized the desirability

of trying to enlist the personal support of the financial

backers of the industry in developing public goodwill.

Mr. Gibbs also held that the publicity committee could

be helpful to members in small companies through con-

ferences on the latter's difficulties. Not a Class D mem-
ber in New England withdrew because of the recent

increase in dues.

Papers on Motor-Service Topics

"Why Central Stations Do Not Get All the Big Power
Business" was the common topic of an interesting group
of papers prepared by John J. Gillespie, United Shoe
Machinery Company, Boston ; H. B. Emerson, Arlington
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Mills, Lawrence, Mass.; K. P. Applegate, Hartford

(Conn.) Electric Light Company; Jesse E. Gray, Nar-

ragansett Electric Lighting Company, Providence, R. I.

;

James E. Spike, Cambridge (Mass.) Electric Light

Company; John West, C. H. Tenney & Company, Bos-

ton, and H. W. Eells, Central Maine Power Company,
Augusta, Me. Abstracts of these instructive discus-

sions have been held over to later issues owing to lack

of space in this number.
"Central-Station Service in Large Mills and Fac-

tories" was the title of the paper read by James E.

Arthur of the Boston Edison company. The author said

that the most favorable time to approach the factory

manager is when a change in equipment becomes neces-

sary. At this time he will readily discuss the cost of

production and consider the problem from the invest-

ment side. The fair profit on capital diverted by a
power-plant investment should be properly charged to

such equipment. In conservative banking circles it is

not considered good financing to tie up money in a fixed

plant investment, which is in reality non-productive and
is not quickly negotiable. Shoes costing $2 per pair to

manufacture itemize expenses as follows: Material, 40

per cent; heating and overhead, 39 per cent; labor, 20

per cent; light and power, 1 per cent. There is little

advantage in a manufacturer's trying to develop his

own power under such conditions, in view of the value

of working capital.

Central-Station Practice in Renting Motors to Factories

G. F. Parsons of C. D. Parker & Company, Inc., Bos-

ton, Mass., described the motor-rental and installment-

payment system of two companies managed by this firm,

which have been previously outlined in the Electrical
World. To make the central station a partner with
the consumer the capital of the former in the way of

motors and equipment is placed against that of the

prospective customer in the form of the service bill

and the rental charges on the new installation, plus the

fear of scrapping the original power equipment. The
contract price for installing is obtained from the local

contractors. Where a contractor works up the power
business the central station purchases the motors and
equipment from him at cost prices, which helps the cor

tractor to earn an increased discount on all his motor
purchases.

The foregoing papers were briefly discussed by C. A.

Mixer of Rumford, Me.; R. E. Simpson of the Travelers'

Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn.; Frederick Cutts,

New Haven, Conn., and K. P. Applegate, Hartford,

Conn. With the exception of Mr. Simpson, all favored
the use of 2200-volt motor service in mills in suitable

cases, in addition to the voltages previously mentioned.

Dinner to Commissioners and President Lloyd

On Wednesday evening a formal dinner was held, the

guests of honor being Richard T. Higgins, chairman of

the Connecticut Public Utilities Commission; C. C. El-

well, member of the Connecticut commission ; Benjamin
F. Cleaves, chairman of the Public Utilities Commis-
sion of Maine, and E. W. Lloyd, president of the Na-
tional Electric Light Association, who crossed the con-

tinent from Portland, Ore., to attend the convention.

In a comprehensive sketch of the association's activi-

ties, President Lloyd said that there are now ten geo-

graphic and many company sections, aggregating 14,000
members. Over 500 men are devoting themselves to

committee work and papers. The tasks of the more im-
portant committees were outlined, and the increased
attention to commercial work was cited. Efforts are
being made to pay more attention to the problem of

distributing energy efficiently to the small consumers,
many of whom are now served at less than cost. The

Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago, for ex-

ample, in one winter month last year sent out 26,000

bills amounting to less than $1.

Public Service Commissioners Speak

Benjamin F. Cleaves, chairman of the Maine com-
mission, said that if the commissions are to live and
be of use they must be regarded as the third party in

interest, the public and the companies being the other

two. Under the recently organized Maine board's juris-

diction are 700 companies and individuals. Rates need

to be made clearer to the ordinary individual, and the

commission desires enlightenment in regard to the work
and problems of the industry. Judge Cleaves said that,

somewhat to the disappointment of the public, no evi-

dence of fraud had been disclosed in public utility man-
agement in Maine. Confidence needs to be increased

between the public and the companies, and this can be

done by thoroughly acquainting the commission with

the business of the latter. "Regard us as human be-

ings," said the speaker; "don't make us drag it out of

you. You should have a fair return under all circum-

stances, and the public should not only receive fair

treatment but should believe it is getting this. The
public has got to know where it gets on and off in con-

nection with this vehicle that you are driving."

Chairman Richard T. Higgins of the Connecticut com-

mission expressed the benefits of confidence between the

commissions and the companies. W. S. Wyman, Augus-
ta, Me., voiced the co-operative attitude of public utili-

ties toward the commissions and set forth the advan-

tages of flexible rate schedules as compared with flat-rate

methods of charging. The speaker anticipated closer

relations between hydroelectric networks in the future.

Commission Session

Thursday morning a "commission" session was held,

with an informal discussion of public relations and
rates. President Lloyd of the national association ad-

dressed the convention on the subject of off-peak rates

and contracts.

Chairman Cleaves of the Maine commission said that

the public is honest at heart, but that every American
citizen demands his money's worth in service and
the entire elimination of special privileges and dis-

criminations.

Others who spoke briefly were C. C. Elwell of the Con-

necticut commission; Bowen Tufts, Boston; B. H.

Gardiner, Waterbury, Conn., and H. T. Sands, Boston.

N. J. Neall, Boston, then addressed the convention upon

the importance of consolidating accounting systems.

Plans for Electrical Prosperity Week

On Thursday J. M. Wakeman, general manager of the

Society for Electrical Development, New York, de-

scribed the plans for Electrical Prosperity Week.
The remainder of the session was devoted to dis-

cussing recommendations adopted by the joint commit-
tee of central-station men and electrical contractors of

Massachusetts, and to the report of the electric-vehicle

committee. On Friday the annual business meeting was
held, followed by papers on "Developments in Gas-Filled

Lamps and Their Effect on Central-Station Business,"

by Henry Schroeder, Harrison, N. J., and C. A. Dean,

Cambridge, Mass. The election of officers resulted as

follows: President, W. S. Wyman, Augusta, Me.; vice-

president, R. W. Rollins, Worcester, Mass.; treasurer,

Bowen Tufts, Boston, Mass. ; secretary, Miss O. A.

Bursiel, Boston, Mass. ; executive committee, A. H.

Ford, Portland, Me.; R. D. Smith, Keene, N. H.; W. H.

Vorce, St. Albans, Vt. ; C. R. Hayes, Fitchburg, Mass.;

A. B. Lisle, Providence, R. I., and G. B. Leland, Stam-
ford, Conn.
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WESTERN CONFERENCE ON WATER-POWERS
State Control o( Water Power Reeourceaoi the Weal Versus

Federal Control Dlacuaaed in Portland

The Western state Water I onference began ;it Port-
land, Ore., mii Tuesday of this week with represents
kives from thirteen Western states. The list «.t' dele

ss includes practically all tin- Governors of tl

States, and in addition to delegates there were present
federal officials, senators, congressmen and public utilitj

operators.

The first two days' sessions were largely devoted to

organization and addresses by delegates and others.
An address of welcome was made by (iovernor .lames
Withycombe of Oregon. Governor William Spry of
Utah and C. C. Chapman of Portland were unanimously
elected chairman and secretary respectively of the con-
ference, and a resolutions committee consisting of
twelve members was appointed on Tuesday. Resolu-
tions representing the opinion of the conference had
not been presented up to the time of going to press,
although the Idaho, Utah, Washington, Colorado and
Montana delegations reported themselves as unanimous
for State control. During the first day of the confer-
ence the position of the federal government was pointed
out by Clay Tallman, commissioner of the General Land
Office, acting as the representative of the Secretary of
the Interior, and by Henry S. Graves, chief of the
Forest Service, representing the Department of Agri-
culture. 0. C. Merrill, chief engineer of the Forest
Service, also addressed the conference. Samuel H.
Piles of Seattle, ex-United States Senator from Wash-
ington, vigorously defended the principle of State con-
trol of water-powers.
Many of the Western States object to the passage of

the Ferris water-power bill by the next Congress and
to the general policy of the government in seeking to
control and administer State resources. They claim
for their citizens the full privilege of developing and
controlling the natural resources of the State. To be
forced to pay rentals for power sites or other govern-
ment lands, to be forced to seek from officers of the
federal government permission to use the public lands
and resources and be guided in their development by
rules and regulations of these officials, to be forced
to pay in addition to the cost of their development a
tax or tribute to the federal government for use of the
resources, are viewed by them as heavy burdens.
John H. Roemer, ex-chairman of the Wisconsin Rail-

road Commission, now of Chicago, delivered an address
on the term of franchise proposed in the Ferris bill,

calling attention to the fact that conditions must be
sufficiently attractive to induce capital to enter the
business.

Governor Ernest Lister of Washington addressed the
conference on Tuesday, indicating in his speech that he
believed a compromise could be worked out with the
Ferris bill as it now stands. Commissioner Tallman
urged the same thing.

On Tuesday evening the principal speech was made
by J. C. Ralston, consulting engineer, of Spokane, who
assailed the government's position. Mr. Ralston be-

lieves the government is now standing in the way of

cheap electrical energy.

On Wednesday morning Senator George E. Chamber-
lain of Oregon spoke in strong defense of the Ferris
bill, and he was followed by Senator Thomas J. Walsh
of Montana, who also defended the Ferris bill. Reed
Smoot, United States Senator from Utah, however, as-

sailed the government's position in its effort to tax
water-power, asserting that it was an infringement of

State rights. On Wednesday afternoon S. Z. Mitchell,

president of the Electric Bond & Share Company, ad-

dreesed the conference on the matter oi obtaining fundi
for water-power development and called attention to

the economic laws that gOVOm such matter and the

difficult} of obtaining funds when re trictive govern
mental policies are in TOgUe. On Wednesday evening
a banquet was given to the delegates by the Portland
Chamber of ( omniei.

Commonwealth Edison Company Formally Opens
New Headquarters in Edison liuildintf, Chicago

In the new Ivlison Building, corner of Adams and
Clark Streets, Chicago, during the present week, the
Commonwealth Edison Company held a formal opening
of its splendid new headquarters, including the spaolou
electric shop and display room just completed on the
ground floor beneath the general office. A cordial invi-

tation was extended to the company's patrons and to

the public to visit the building during the week and to

inspect the many facilities afforded for the convenience
of customers in the transaction of business with the
company, whether in person or over the telephone.

Musical programs were rendered each evening by the
Commonwealth Edison orchestra of 100, and there were
motion pictures and demonstrations of electric cooking.

The Commonwealth Edison Company, with its offices

and salesrooms, itself occupies more than one-half of

the huge Edison Building, which is a nineteen-story

structure containing 7.5 acres of floor space. Other
utility companies and electrical concerns make up a
large part of the remaining tenants.

The sub-basement is occupied by the storage-battery
rooms, meter readers, construction crews and other out-

side men. In the basement proper are extensive safe-

deposit vaults.

On the ground floor is the company's new Electric

Shop, which contains 11,000 sq. ft. of floor space.

Everything electrical is shown here, from a pocket flash-

lamp to the latest electric automobile. There are also

separate rooms where lamps and other appliances can
be demonstrated. A handsome dining-room is equipped
to show various lighting arrangements.

In the lofty second-floor apartment, which is entered

by imposing bronze and marble staircases, are depart-

ments which come into direct contact with customers
—such as the information bureau and the contract,

bookkeeping and cashier's departments.
Upper floors are given over to the clerical, sales, en-

gineering, operating and construction staffs, and to the

executive offices. In all, some 1500 employees are quar-

tered in the building.

To handle the 20,000 telephone calls per day (7,500,-

000 messages per year) received by the company, a

seventeen-position switchboard with 83 trunk lines and
456 terminals, has been installed.

Every facility is offered for the convenient dispatch of

business by telephone. A special staff handles applica-

tions for connection received over the wire, and there

has just been instituted the new Service Bureau, which
receives requests for lamp renewals and customers' re-

pairs, reports of trouble on service circuits or on streets

—in fact, anything the customer wants to talk to the

company about.

On receiving such a communication from the cus-

tomer the Service Bureau sees that the request, com-
plaint or information goes to the proper department.

In this way it is believed the relation of the customer
with the company is put on a much easier and more
effective basis than heretofore, inasmuch as the cus-

tomer need talk to only one clerk about lamp renewals,

repairs, etc., instead of being referred to different

departments.
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More than one-half of the great nineteen-story
Bdison Building is occupied by the central-station

company's own offices.

Thirty operators and eighty-three trunk lines are
required to handle the company's 20,000 'phone

calls daily.

Special telephone bureaus enable customers to
apply for service, register complaints and trans-

act all business by telephone if desired.

The Splendid New Home
of the Commonwealth

Edison Company
An imposing bronze staircase
leads from the ground-floor
Electric Shop, with its many
beautiful and useful displays,
to the lofty second-floor gen-
eral office, where are the con-
tracting, cashier's and other
departments that come into
direct contact with customers.
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Financial Needs of the Electrical Industry
\w Prank a. Vandbrltp, Prbsidbnt Nationaj Cm Bank of New York

IN
these days, when we are witnessing a destruction

o( capita] on a scale unparalleled in history, there
is both comfort and inspiration in the coming to-

gether of a group of men who are engaged in a business
where the constructive development has also been un
paralleled.

The statistics in the growth of the

electrical business are among the most
amazing of all modern industry. Those
figures are commonplace to you, but to

Borne of us, who perhaps too infre-

quently turn our minds toward statis-

tics in the electrical field, they are

startling totals. In five years we saw
your business double, the investment
going from a half-billion to a billion;

and then in the next five years we saw
it more than double again and the in-

vestment exceed two billion. Such
figures bring a forcible realization that

you are working in a field of construc-

tive development that cannot be
matched in industry.

Just two years ago I had the pleas-

ure of speaking to some of you and
said at that time that it seemed possi-

ble that the electrical business could

employ fresh capital at the rate of $400,000,000 a year.

Those figures looked startlingly large even to you who
are familiar with the business. When the government
census statement was issued a year later the figures fully

bore out the prediction that you were more than doubling

your business in five years. I have been quite careful not

to say that capital would continue to be furnished in such

amount, but only stated that the statistics of growth
indicated that such an amount of capital might reason-

ably be employed in new electrical development. Nat-
urally, even under the conditions existing two years ago,

I raised the question as to whether or not you could

entertain the hope of securing so much fresh capital for

the business. To-day conditions are very different from
those of two years ago. There has come into the situa-

tion a new and preponderating factor. In the light of

present conditions, therefore, it becomes particularly in-

teresting to examine the probabilities in regard to the

amount of new capital you may reasonably expect to

draw into your business.

Europe Drawing on World's Investment Funds at

Tremendous Rate

I still think that it is entirely within reasonable limits

to say that for several years $400,000,000 a year of

fresh capital could be employed in new electrical devel-

opment. I believe there would be found a market for

the additional amount of electric energy which such

extension in the business would produce. If the course

of world affairs had gone on with peaceful prosperity,

however, it still would have been doubtful if you could

have drawn on the investment fund for so large an

amount. To-day it is certain that you will have to be

satisfied with a far smaller figure for the new capital

that will be put at your command.
England, France and Germany were formerly bankers

for the world. Capital from those countries helped

•Abstract of an address before Association of Edison Illuminat-
ing Companies, Spring Lake, N. J., Sept. 15.

largely in the development of your business. Since the

beginning of the war these nations have furnished no-

new capital to other countries heretofore largely de-

pendent upon them. This withdrawal of European cap-

ital lias meant that practically every country in South
America has been caught in the midst of the construc-

tion of public works, the completion
of which it was expected would be
financed in Europe. Such countries

are now turning to America for cap-

ital. It has been estimated that the
European market in 1910 to 1913 fur-

nished for public-utility development
in this country $100,000,000 per an-

num. To-day, instead of placing new
securities in Europe, we are buying
back securities that were formerly
placed there. Instead of counting on

fresh funds from that quarter, we are-

giving consideration to carrying on
interrupted development in other coun-
tries which had expected to finance in

Europe.
The last time I talked to you I had

something to say about the way elec-

trical securities were in some measure
beginning to compete in the minds of

conservative investors with our railroad securities. To-
day electrical and railroad securities are alike suddenly
placed in a situation where they are competing with the

obligations of the greatest governments in the world,
and these governments are paying a rate of interest

higher than you would have believed conservative in

financing the best of your electrical enterprises two
years ago.

You are facing a period when the demands upon cap-

ital are going to be very great, and the rates are going
to average higher than we have been used to. In addi-

tion to the requirements of foreign governments, the

railroads and industrial concerns which have been pur-

suing a policy of retrenchment will have importunate
demands for capital. Certain industries, notably those

engaged in the production of munitions of war, are

growing rapidly, and the improvement of their credit is

placing them in a position to demand capital in large

amounts.
You may answer that, in spite of this, money is plen-

tiful, that the banks have extraordinary surplus reserves

and are lending money at a lower rate than they have
done in years before. Do not be deceived by the present

banking situation. Do not let low rates for bank loans

lead you into any belief that the destruction of capital

in Europe will not have its effect upon the price of

investment capital in America. It is true that we see

the lowest bank rates that we have known in years, and

that there are the greatest surplus reserves that our

banks have ever held; but there is an essential, funda-

mental difference between bank funds and investment

funds.

The great fund of money held in the banks is not

capital owned by the. bankers that they may invest at

will. It is a fund held by the bankers subject to the

order of their depositors and must be invested in the

main by the bankers in such manner that they can get it

back at short notice. It is true that the banks at the

moment find their most pressing problem in seeking
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ways to invest their idle funds, but they can only invest

a moderate amount of these funds in securities that

represent permanent expenditures. There is nothing in

these low bank rates to controvert the statement that

investment funds promise to be increasingly difficult

to obtain as long as the destruction of wealth and the

prodigious borrowing by governments goes on. Our
plethora of bank reserves is the result of dull business

conditions, of changed reserve requirements under the

law, and of a considerable influx of gold.

Broadening iMarket and Stability of Electrical Securities

You have noted with considerable satisfaction at

previous meetings the broadening market for electrical

securities. The extremely interesting report of your
committee on progress refers to this broadening tend-

ency. It has called your attention to the fact that the

banks of the country hold over half a billion of public

utility bonds, and that more than 10 per cent of their

total bond holdings are in such securities. That does
indicate progress in broadening the market for this type
of security. On the whole, how-
ever, the ground gained by
electrical securities in the last

two or three years has not been
particularly impressive. That
is true in the face of some very
satisfactory conditions. Your
earnings have been steadier

than those of any other great

industry. There is general be-

lief that the quality of manage-
ment in the electrical business

is, on the whole, better, more
scientific, more clear-sighted in

regard to methods, and more
co-operative in the interchange

of useful opinion, than is the

case in any other important in-

dustry. The nominal market
for electrical securities has
shown less violent fluctuation

than even the market for rail-

road securities, but it must be
remembered that the market
has been largely nominal and
that the quotations do not measure the figure at which a

large amount of business could have been done.

Harmonious Relations Between Utilities and Public Essential

All these are substantial reasons for an investor's

confidence in this type of security. Why, then, have in-

vestors been slow in giving a broader recognition to this

type of investment? I believe the main reason lies in

the experience that investors have had of the treatment

of public utility corporations by municipalities and pub-

lic service commissions. We have seen some flagrant

cases of unfairness in the last few years, and through-

out the whole field there is pretty generally a lack of

cordial and sympathetic attitude on the part of munici-

palities toward public utilities. The rulings of commis-

sions at times have injected a great element of uncer-

tainty into the situation. There have been doubts as to

the status of expiring franchises. It would be well if

commissions could be brought to take a more liberal

attitude. Municipalities will in time see that they re-

tard development by imposing unfair restrictions upon

their public utilities. The fear of unfair treatment by
the public authorities is, in my opinion, the cause that

has most to do with circumscribing the investment fund
specially available for electrical development. I want to

emphasize the point that you must not sit down and
permit this barrier to continue to offer an important

FOR several years $400,000,000 a

year of fresh capital could be em-
ployed in electrical development.

In 1910 to 1913 the European market
furnished $100,000,000 a year for public-

utility development.

Electrical and railroad securities are

to-day competing with the obligations of

the greatest governments.
The demands on capital are going to

be very great, and the rates are going

to average higher.

Investment funds promise to be in-

creasingly difficult to obtain as long as

the European war lasts.

Capital must have something like a
certainty of return if fresh streams are

to flow into any enterprise.

Fear of unfair treatment by authori-

ties circumscribes the investment fund.

check to the development of the electrical industry. One
of your most important duties is certainly to do all that

you can to inform public opinion, to combat uneconomic

theories in the public mind, and to secure sympathy and

harmonious relations between your companies and the

public authorities.

Unwise Regulation and Restrictions Scare Investors

Business men have had a good many charges brought

against them in recent years. Most of these charges, I

believe, have had little foundation. But there is one

charge that can certainly be brought against the average

business man. As a rule, he has neglected to do his

share in properly enlightening and informing public

opinion. Unwise regulation, unwise restrictions by law

and by commissions, unfair action by hostile and unin-

formed legislative bodies form a good part of the trou-

bles which business of all kinds in the United States

has been experiencing. Too little work has been done

by business men in the direction of better informing the

public mind, in clearly pointing out the unfairness with
which their interests are some-
times treated by public authori-

ties. The public wants rapidly

increased electric facilities.

When the public is made to

understand that the investor

will withhold capital from the

business in the measure that

the business is unfairly treated

there will be less unfairness.

Capital must have something
like a certainty of return if

fresh streams are to flow into

any enterprise. That sounds
like a very axiomatic statement,

but the force of it has not yet

been grasped by many legisla-

tive bodies and public commis-
sions.

Of course, you will not un-
derstand me as holding that

business should be left to run
its own course unhampered in

any of its phases by public

supervision. I thoroughly be-

lieve in sound public control, but I also believe that we
have come to a vast amount of public control that is

thoroughly unsound. We have theories of control that
have no proper economic or social basis. That sort of

control is hampering development and taking the cour-
age and ambition out of business men. I am afraid
that business men are themselves in no small measure
responsible for this.

Meeting the Public with Fairness

In no other large line of business is there more to be
done than in the field that is concerned in getting a
square deal from the public. If you are neglecting to

inform the public frankly and honestly, if you are fail-

ing to give the public data by which it can reach sound
conclusions, you are neglecting one of the most impor-
tant parts of your business. If you are meeting unfair-

ness from the public with unfairness toward the public,

you are laying the foundations for a worse condition

of affairs than exists at present. On the whole, how-
ever, I am not pessimistic in regard to the outlook in

this direction. The public is generally inclined to be
fair. Remember, however, that there is no good reason
for you to expect intelligent and fair regulation if the
knowledge necessary for reaching intelligent and fair

conclusions has not been forcefully and continuously
presented to the public's mind.
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Electric Wiring in a Great Government Plant
Design and Details of Wiring and Switchboard Construction in the New Bureau of

Engraving and Printing, Washington, D. C.

By E. C. Stanton

THE new building for the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, Washington, is a massive limestone and
granite structure of four stories, with a basement

and attic and a total floor area of approximately 450,-

000 sq. ft. The building in plan consists of a main
structure 508 ft. wide, with four wings, approximately

220 ft. by 60 ft,, which extend from the rear. Following

the completion of the structure, the contracts for the

interior finish, vaults, elevators, and heating, ventilating,

plumbing and electrical equipment were let separately,

the work being done according to plans prepared in the

office of the supervising architect, Treasury Depart-

ment.
Necessity for Continuous Electric Service

The work of the bureau consists mainly of preparing

the plates for and printing the nation's paper currency,

national-bank and federal-

reserve notes, and postage

and internal - revenue

stamps. A brief descrip-

tion of the processes which
this work calls for will give

some idea of the governing

conditions when planning

and laying out the mechan-
ical equipment and arrang-

ing for lighting and motor
services.

The distinctive paper
used for the currency
comes to the bureau in

boxes containing 20,000

sheets each, and goes first

to the wetting division,

where the sheets are passed

singly through a tank of

water, laid up in piles

under pressure, and stored

in moisture - proof closets

ready for the printers. FIG. 1—LONG RUN OF BUS-FEEDER CONDUITS

When removed from these closets the sheets are printed

on one side, dried and examined. They are then wetted

and printed on the reverse side, dried, examined, sized,

trimmed and sent to the numbering division, where they

are numbered, sealed and separated. The finished prod-

uct is then stored in a vault over night and sent next day
to the Treasury Department for circulation. The divi-

sions where these several activities are carried on are

separate and distinct, each being responsible to the di-

rector of the bureau for the safe-keeping of the stock

while in its possession. The sheets are each counted

twenty times during their passage through the bureau.

The employees are held personally responsible for the

face value of each sheet in their possession, and in

case a sheet is lost or an error made in counting the

entire division where the discrepancy occurs is held

until it is rectified. The
work of each division must
be completed each day and
all stock, plates, etc., turned
into the vaults each eve-

ning. Since each division

has assigned to it each

morning a fixed amount of

work which is very near

its normal output, it is

readily seen that interrup-

tions to the lighting or

motor service are serious,

especially since employees

on piece work can collect

their average pay during

periods of enforced idle-

ness. Therefore a serious

break-down in the electri-

cal equipment may not only

compel a large number of

employees to remain in

the building for an indefi-

nite time, but also cause
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FIG. 2—BASEMENT PLAN OF THE BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING BUILDING

the government the direct loss of hundreds of dollars.

The critical nature of a large part of the work and
the fact that employees are required to make good the
value of raw material spoiled by them in their work
beyond a certain allowance—the loss always being at-

tributed by them to bad light—makes the question of

illumination one of first importance and worthy of

careful consideration. Direct, semi-direct and indirect

lighting are used. The varieties of lighting units in-

stalled are limited to tungsten-filament lamps and
Cooper Hewitt mercury-arc lamps. The latter, which
are of the 110-volt automatic lighting type, are in-

stalled in all pressrooms where printing from engraved
plates necessitates a minimum amount of glare. They
are installed 14 ft. 6 in. by 15 ft. on centers, 12 ft.

above the floor. In the engraving division semi-indi-
rect fixtures with 16-in. bowls and 150-watt lamps are

installed for general illumination only, local lamps being
provided for the use of the engravers. Semi-indirect
lighting is also provided for the main offices and cor-
ridors. The main lobby, 72 ft. by 33 ft. by 32 ft. high,
is lighted by thirty 60-watt lamps on each of the longer
sides, the lamps being equally spaced behind a project-
ing cornice 21 ft. 6 in. above the floor. The lamps are
each provided with a National X-ray cone reflector set

to direct the light against the ceiling, the lamps having
their axes about 30 deg. from the vertical. Two lamp
standards are provided at each end, but as they are
mainly for architectural effects, no account is taken of
them for illuminating purposes further than their utili-

zation for patrol purposes at times when the building
is closed.

The remainder of the building, which is about 80 per
cent of the whole, is lighted by tungsten lamps of vary-
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FIG. 3 A TYPICAL DISTRIBUTION BOARD FIG. 4—REMOTE CONTROL AND METER BOARD
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Ing Bizes. Most of these lamps are <>f the LOO watt and
|>n\\.ill lies. One lamp per owtW't is employed, the

lamps being mounted on chain suspended fixtures

equipped with satin-finished Intensive-type Holoplane

reflectors ami hung n it. above the Qoor. The spacing

of all fixtures thrOUghOUl the working areas is 11 It.

6 in. by approximately L6 ft.

The lamps are grouped en three kinds <il' circuits,

which may be referred to as "day," "patrol," and "emer

gency." The branch switches of each are distinguished

respectively by black, red and white-colored handles.

The former are controlled collectively at each distri-

bution board by a remote-control switch operated from
a central point When the switch is opened the larger

portion of the lamps are thrown off, only a few circuits

remaining connected for watch purposes. These con-

stitute the patrol circuits. The emergency circuits, like

the patrol circuits, are always connected, but differ from
the latter in being supplied by a separate and inde-

pendent set of feeders, so that in case of failure of some
important part of the lighting system the building, or

FIG. 5—TYPICAL FLUSH-TYPE DISTRIBUTION CABINET

large sections of it, will not be left in total darkness.

An outlet connected to the emergency system is installed

over each switchboard, fire-alarm station, in front of

and inside of each vault, over each exit door and stair-

way, and occasionally in the main corridors.

The electric service is direct-current, 113-226-volt,

three-wire for lighting and 226-volt for motors.

Energy for motor service will be furnished by the

plant supplying the present bureau, while that for light-

ing will be purchased from the public-service company
during the day and furnished by the bureau plant at

night after the motor load falls off. Energy may also,

if desired, be supplied entirely by the public-service

company, or by a future station to be built by the

government near the site of the new building and in-

tended to serve a number of the department buildings

in that vicinity. The three possible services enter the

building at widely varying points—a factor that had
to be considered in the design of the feeder system.

Other factors entering into the design were reliability,

first cost, efficiency, and control. One feature of the load

FIG. 6—FRAME FOR DISTRIBUTION BOARD BUILT IN WALL

which is unusual in an installation of this size is the

absence of large motors. Out of an aggregate of 551

hp. in use in the old building for printing purposes,

there were only three motors of over 5-hp. rating, while

there were 178 motors of 0.5 hp. or under, not including

ceiling and desk fans, of which there were a large num-
ber. These small motors and fans, together with many
more, are scattered with more or less uniformity over

the entire new building. It was desired by the bureau

officials that not more than two motors be placed on

one branch circuit. This requirement naturally neces-

sitated a large number of distribution centers for

motor as well as lighting service.

Features of design of the electrical installation will

be discussed in a second installment of this article in

an early issue of the Electrical World.

FIG. 7—DISTRIBUTION BOARD AND JUNCTION PANEL
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An Outdoor Hydroelectric Generating Plant
Suggested Design for a 50,000-Kva. Station, Reducing Building Cost

and Introducing Operating Advantages

OUTDOOR-TYPE switching and transformer sta-

tions are quite common nowadays, but an outdoor
generating station has still to be erected. R. J.

McClelland, chief engineer of the Electric Bond & Share
Company, some years ago designed such a station, rated

at 50,000 kva., for installation in the South. Its fea-

tures are shown in the accompanying engravings. Cli-

matic conditions and violent winds were the determining
causes for eliminating the power-house superstructure,

although certain operating advantages would accrue
from exposed equipment. The estimated cost of the

development following standard lines was $3,500,000,

or $70 per kilowatt. Of that amount the power house
represented $84,000. Not all of this would be saved by
the arrangement shown, owing to the necessity for a

gantry crane and trackway.

In this projected installation the generators and trans-

formers are all outdoors. The control boards and ex-

citers are installed in the structure over the tailrace,

where provision was also made for repairing equipment.
The power site having passed into other hands, the perspective of 50,000-kva. outdoor-type generating
installation depicted herewith was not made. A simpler station
design for an outdoor generating station of much
greater rating has since been made for a development, used in carrying on electrochemical processes. The
of a different nature, the energy from which would be design calls for the largest waterwheel ever built.

flak/rah
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PLAN, LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS AND CROSS-SECTIONS OF GENERATING STATION AND TRANSFORMER YARD, OUTDOOR-
TYPE HYDROELECTRIC INSTALLATION
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Engineering Considerations in

Steam-Electric Station Design

The benefits from large sizes of steam-planl equipment are due largely to the cen-

tralization thus obtained. Under ideal operating conditions capital, fuel and labor arc

used to the best advantage. The economy of the modern steam turbine is good and does

not proceed from the same causes as in boiler and condensing equipment, since the ef-

ficiency of the turbine of a given rating is not a function of the total operating costs.

Progress in the design of prime movers and the conditions governing the generation and
use of steam from coal in electric stations demand careful attention from the standpoint

of general economies of design—the balancing of capital against economies effected by

the various types of station equipment. This subject was under discussion at the San
Francisco meeting of the International Engineering Congress held this week. Two
papers dealing with some of the points involved are abstracted in what follows.

ECONOMICAL considerations in steam-electric sta-

tion engineering, as taken up by H. F. Parshall of

London, England, in a paper on "Economics of

Electric Power Station Design," are divided for treat-

ment according to two viewpoints. Matters relating to

type and arrangement of plant are viewed separately

from matters involving the balancing of capital against

the economies effected by the use of various sizes

or types of plant upon which the consumption of fuel

depends either directly or indirectly. The general prin-

ciple laid down was that the amount of capital that can

be used in effecting any economy in generation is pro-

portional to the number of hours in the year during

which such economy can be realized. In order to estab-

lish a basis from which the effect of varying condi-

tions may be determined, the operating and capital costs

are given for modern power stations designed to give

the most economical results under certain assumed con-

ditions. Relative operating costs are shown on a com-
parative basis in Fig. 1, and derived by the writer

through a combination of operating and capital costs.

Coaling and condensing facilities are given as the

chief considerations in the selection of a site for a sta-

tion. When it is necessary to locate a station away
from the area of supply, the problem of balancing the

cost of transmission against the saving effected to

determine the best distance is solved chiefly by the

load-factor. The cost of transmission includes main-
tenance, energy loss and 10 per cent on the cost of

feeders. The cost of cables per mile laid under average

conditions is given by the author as $2.90 per kilowatt

of maximum load, and the energy loss is calculated upon
the assumption of 20,000-volt transmission and 500

amp. per square inch maximum working current density

at 0.8 power-factor. With these values the total annual

cost of transmission works out at 33 cents per kilowatt

of maximum load per mile and is practically constant

for any load-factor or maximum load. The saving to be

effected includes the saving in generation, price of coal,

water lost in cooling towers, and 10 per cent upon the

cost of cooling plant. For this purpose it is assumed
that the vacuum is increased from 27 in. to 28V2 in.

and that the price of coal is reduced from $3.65 to $3.40

per ton. Assuming a station thermal efficiency of 12

per cent and the total annual cost of transmission as 33
cents per kilowatt-mile, the distances at which the saving
balances the cost of transmission for varying load-

factors are given in Fig. 2.

The determination of the steam and exhaust condi-
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FIG. 1—RELATIVE COSTS OF STATION EQUIPMENT ACCORD-

ING TO RATING AND LOAD-FACTOR

tions under which a station should operate is also, al-

though more complicated, a matter of balancing the

saving in fuel cost against the cost of effecting such

saving.
Boiler Practice of 1915

In a paper on "Boiler Practice of 1915," Arthur D.

Pratt of the Babcock & Wilcox Company refers to-

developments in this field from the standpoint of refine-

ment of design, stating that steam-generating apparatus
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FIG. 2—DISTANCE AT WHICH POSSIBLE SAVING DUE TO

BETTER OPERATING FACILITIES BALANCES COST OF

TRANSMISSION

of to-day is not radically different from the designs

offered for twenty years past. The modern tend-

ency toward the use of high-pressure steam has been

the prime factor in causing constructional changes. Ten
years ago boiler units of 500 hp. or 600 hp. were looked

upon as approaching the practicable limit. The largest

units now in operation are Stirling boilers installed at

the Conners Creek station of the Detroit Edison Com-
pany. These boilers are shown in Fig. 1. They contain

23,654 sq. ft. of heating surface each and are nominally

rated at 2365 hp., developing, under ordinary operating

conditions, 4000 hp. and over. Thirteen boilers of this

size have been installed and operate at 225 lb. per

square inch pressure. The units next in size are those

installed by the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chi-

cago, each containing 12,200 sq. ft. of heating surface

and nominally rated at 1220 hp. Increase in size of

boiler units is a logical result of the increase in size

of generating units. The features of economy resulting

therefrom include an increase in the thermal efficiency

of the boilers through minimizing the radiation losses

and through the higher temperatures and better min-
gling of the gases possible in the larger combustion
chambers.
The two marked tendencies of modern boiler-room

practice are the effort to secure high efficiencies and to

obtain greater capacity from a given heating surface.

The factor having the greatest bearing on modern high

efficiency is improvement in furnace design so that the

question of boiler efficiency becomes a question of eco-

nomical combustion. With hand-fired furnaces any in-

crease in efficiency is due to improvement in furnace

form. The features of modern stokers leading to high
efficiencies may be summed up as the perfection of the

automatic features which comprise the entire auto-

matic feeding of the fuel, its automatic movement
through a properly designed furnace, and the automatic
and continuous discharge of ash and refuse.

The modern tendency toward more capacity from
boiler heating surface is shown by the fact that in 1903

4000 rated boiler-hp. was considered necessary for a

steam unit whose maximum output was 7500 kw., while

in 1915 for a unit four times as large only 50 per cent

more boiler-horsepower is necessary. The success in

securing the higher ratings is attributed almost entirely

to improvements in methods of feeding fuel to the fur-

nace and in the design of this furnace. The higher

rates of combustion made possible by stoker installa-

tion are obtained without an appreciable loss in boiler

and furnace efficiency and are due to the proper rela-

tion of grate and furnace to the boiler heating surface.

Efficiencies are common in modern practice at rates of

evaporation of 7 lb. per square foot of heating surface

per hour that were formerly not considered possible at

rates of 3.5 lb.

It should be borne in mind that, apart from the ques-

tion of furnace and stoker design, there are three factors

that have an important bearing on the determination of

the point of maximum continuous overload. The first

of these factors is feed water, the second, furnace brick-

work, and the third, draft. It is essential that the feed

water be particularly free from scale-forming ingredi-

ents and matter which might tend to cause foaming or

priming. In regard to draft, reference is made not to

draft as affecting combustion rates but in connection

with the life of the brickwork setting, for increased

combustion rates and higher furnace temperatures

make this an important problem in furnace upkeep.

Aside from coal, oil is by far the most common fuel

for boilers. In general, the factors that have brought

about modern increased efficiencies and capacities with

oil fuel are the same as for coal. Wood refuse, sugar-

mill refuse and blast-furnace gas are other fuels that

are being used with satisfactory results.

The efficiency of a boiler operation has been increased

by the integral superheater; however, the added effi-

ciency due to the superheater is difficult to determine.

Under the improved modern plant conditions there seems

to be within the past two years a strong tendency to-

ward the use of superheated steam considerably in

excess of 150 deg.

I

FIG. 3—SECTION THROUGH A 2365-HP. BOILER INSTALLED

IN THE CONNERS CREEK STATION OF DETROIT EDISON

COMPANY
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PREVENTING SMOKE ELECTRICALLY
Results Achieved i>\ Meani of an Electric Precipitator in

Smokestack

Bl ll. ('. Wolf

Smoke precipitation and the purification of gases by

electricity have at times received considerable atten-

tion. The idea of using electricity for this purpose
is not a new one, being first conceived by Hohlfield in

1824 and later put into practice by Sir Oliver Lodge
for clearing fog. It is only of late, however, that prac-
tical methods of producing the required high unidirec-

tional voltages have been devised. In particular, the

use of high voltage rectifiers, whereby alternating
voltage is converted into unidirectional voltage, has

been an important step in advance.
When a strong electric field—i.e., a high potential

gradient—is established in a gas, a certain number of

"free" negative and positive electrons are formed in

the gas. Negative electrons are smaller and travel

with a greater velocity than the positive electrons;

hence, when a unidirectional voltage is applied to two
similar electrodes, a strong circulation takes place

from the negative to the positive pole. If the medium
is a gas containing suspended particles, the electrons

strike and attach themselves to these particles, and
the particles are then attracted by the electrode of

opposite sign. Coming into contact with one another,

unlike charges attract and agglomerate into larger

particles, which fall of their own weight. Those par-

ticles which do not agglomerate travel on to the oppo-

site electrode and are deposited there. When an alter-

nating voltage is applied, the reversals of polarity

prevent a strong circulation in one direction, and
hence the resulting precipitation is only that due to

agglomeration. Accordingly, more efficient results are

obtainable with unidirectional than with alternating
voltage. The most efficient arrangement for a given
applied voltage consists of a system of points as the

negative electrode and a smooth surface as the posi-

tive electrode. The deposition of the particles then
takes place only at the positive or smooth electrode.

The force due to the velocity of gases through a flue

tends to carry along particles even after they have
been agglomerated and deposited. It is, therefore,

necessary to use long precipitation chambers, the re-

quired length increasing with the velocity of the

gases.

The success of the electric precipitation process is

largely dependent upon the rectifier used for obtain-

ing unidirectional from alternating voltage (see the

article by the author and Mr. H. Mathews in the

Electrical World for Oct. 31, 1914). The type of

precipitation chamber is equally important. For the

precipitation of smoke a convenient and practical

form of precipitator consists of a rough iron pipe

coinciding with the axis of the stack, with a metal

casing around the stack if the latter is of brick.

The effect of placing such a precipitator in a stack

is shown in the accompanying photographs (Figs. 1

and 2). These are two views of the same stack taken

a few moments apart with the voltage respectively off

and on. With a longer pipe than here shown, even
denser clouds of smoke were cleared. No decrease in

the draft was noticeable when voltage was applied.

The movement of the gases from the negative to the

positive electrode could be plainly seen, being more
pronounced at the end where the gases enter the field.

In order to show the relative amounts of precipita-

tion at various points after the gases entered the flue,

strips of white paper were attached to the inner sur-

face of the stack, extending throughout its full length.

FIG. 1—SMOKESTACK BEFORE APPLYING VOLTAGE FIG. 2—SMOKESTACK AFTER APPLYING VOLTAGE
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The hydrocarbons from freshly burned coal and oils

gave a brown deposit on this paper, shading from a

very dark brown at the point of entrance of the gases
to a clear white at the point of leaving. The shading
from the one extreme to the other seems to follow

somewhat a hyperbolic law. When a gas becomes too

moist (that is, approaches steam) there is great diffi-

culty in maintaining a stable medium and dependable
results are not obtainable. For this reason the ag-

glomeration of water particles in steam by this process

has proved very unsatisfactory.

Steam Traps Save One Plant $1,000 Annually

In the steam plant of the L. S. Starrett Manufactur-
ing Company, Athol, Mass., steam traps are used to

handle all the condensation from high-pressure and low-

pressure heating systems, the return drips from high-

pressure mains and steam lines to compound engines

and pumps. The complete drainage system comprises
six non-return traps, one lifting trap, and one direct-

return trap, returning the condensation to two batteries

of Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers rated at 1500
hp. each and operated at a steam pressure of 145 lb.

From the temperature and amount of water returned

to the boilers, it is calculated that 0.75 ton of coal per

day is saved. With coal at $4.50 a ton, this shows a net

saving of $1,012 per year of 300 working days. It is

understood that the installation cost about $2,250, in-

cluding piping, traps, fittings and the like. The saving
of $1,012 annually, then, will pay for the entire cost of

the installation in a little more than two years and after

that show a return of 44 per cent annually on the in-

vestment. Even though the calculated amount of coal

saved may be high in this case, there is sufficient evi-

dence to show that the investment was a profitable one.

Obtaining Constant Potential for Meter Testing

To "smooth out" the variations which occur in the

voltage on commercial circuits and to make any desired

potential easily attainable for meter testing, the Day-
ton (Ohio) Power & Light Company has purchased and
installed a special motor-generator set and switchboard,

both of which are of unusual design. The motor-gen-
erator unit consists of a 6-hp. induction motor and a

3-kw., 220-volt, three-wire, direct-current generator,

which has, in addition to its commutator, slip-rings

from which single-phase alternating current can be

taken off. The induction motor starts on 110 volts and
runs at 220 volts. Its wiring has been so arranged that

in case of trouble on the alternating-current line the
set can be started from the direct-current side. Cur-
rent collected by the slip-rings on the generator is taken
from the machine at 163 volts, conducted through a

FIG. 2—MACHINE AND DISTRIBUTING PANELS

compensator, and delivered to the switchboard as 110
220-volt energy. A diagram of the machine wiring and!
by-pass switching arrangements is shown herewith.
From the distributing panel of the switchboard, which

is equipped with knife switches and plug connectors,
service lines from both the constant-potential set and
a storage battery are run to outlets on a testing table
in the center of the test room. As the building in

which this room is situated is old and suffered some-
what during the flood of 1913, the table is carried on a
foundation entirely independent of the building. The
legs of the table extending through the floor to solid

footings below are shown in Fig. 1.

To make it easier for the testers to read the rotating
standards and to lessen the danger of accident to these
instruments, they are set on shelves beneath the table
top at such a height that the face of the instrument is

flush with the top of the table. The shelves are ad-
justable to accommodate standards of several types.
The layout of the meter-testing equipment of the

Dayton Power & Light Company was worked out by
the men of the meter department, of which Mr. John K.
Himes is foreman. The motor-generator set described
was developed by the General Electric Company for the
Dayton Power & Light Company.

220 Vjft Dined
Current lint

7TO)htt Alternating
Current Line

FIG. 1—TESTING TABLE ON INDEPENDENT FOUNDATION,
WITH ROTATING STANDARDS INLAID

Jo AC Test

Board

FIG. 3—ARRANGEMENT OF DOUBLE-POLE, DOUBLE-THROW
SWITCHES FOR BY-PASSING MOTOR-GENERATOR SET
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\ Case Where an Instruction lug Received with

Apparatus w an Needed

B\ E. C. P \i;n \m

The accompanying diagram shows the circuits of

panel wiiirh, in conjunction with a pressure regulator

or a thermostat, may be used for automatically starting
and stopping an induction motor-compensator unit, in

the particular rase to be considered, however, the motor
was controlled by means <>f control switch K. The
closing of this switch energizes the operating coil a <>f

contactor No. 1, Causing that contactor to close, thereby
applying full line voltage to the transformer and frac

tional voltage to the motor by means of the transformer
taps. The first rush of current through the series coil

of the current-limit relay A holds the plunger of that

relay up and maintains the effective circuit combina-
tions initially established.

As the counter emf. of the motor increases the current
decreases, and at a certain current value the series relay

CIRCUITS OF AN INDUCTION-MOTOR-STARTING
ARRANGEMENT

plunger drops and establishes a new circuit that is in-

strumental in energizing the operating coil b of the con-

tactor No. 2. The closing of this contactor applies the

full line voltage to the motor. The current value at

which the series relay plunger descends depends upon

its initial position within the coil. In order to raise

or to lower this initial position, the plunger has at its

lower end an adjusting nut. By turning this nut in one

direction or in the other the interval between the clos-

ing of the first contactor and of the second contactor

<ian be varied to suit the acceleration requirements of

the connected load. This adjustment is necessary be-

cause for a given position of the plunger corresponding

to smooth acceleration with heavy loads the acceleration

will not be the same with light ones.

In one case an operator had been using such a panel

for controlling a motor which was used for driving a

•compressor. For that duty the acceleration had been

satisfactory. The panel and motor had, however, been

transferred to duty in which the load of the motor was

not applied until the motor was up to peed. Naturally

the relay plunger dropped at the samecurrenl value as

had actuated it in the former applieat ion. Tin meant
that the two contactor, closed practically together as

soon as the control switch wa I closed. This would have
done no damage because the load was litfht, but the op-

erator was not accustomed to such action and accord-

ingly cheerfully paid for having an inspector come 100

miles to give B COUple Of turns to the adjusting nut, an
adjustment that was clearly explained and emphasized
in the instructions that were shipped with the panel.

Manila Plant Employees Receive Bonus for

Increasing Coal Economy

According to a bonus system of wages recently

adopted by the Manila (P. I.) Electric Railway & Light
Company, eighty-two employees, including coal handlers,

water tenders, oilers, engine and switchboard at-

tendants and mechanics, are sharing 50 per cent of

the value of coal saved each month. During June of

this year, the first month the plan was tried, the saving

in fuel was sufficient to make it possible to distribute

$208.50, which is equivalent to an increase of about 10

per cent in wages. The coal consumed per switchboard
kilowatt-hour output was 3.3 lb. of 12,013 B.t.u. coal.

The output for the month was 1,742,200 kw-hr., and the

average cost of coal was $4.77 per ton of 2240 lb.

The allowance of this additional compensation is made
contingent on the continuous and economical operation

of the plant, that is, an increased efficiency obtained at

the detriment of the equipment will not be considered

as reducing expenses. The bonus system was formu-
lated primarily to establish and emphasize mutual
interests between the company and its employees,

thereby making it an object for them to effect every

possible economy.
The saving in fuel is based on an arbitrary standard

consumption of 3.5 lb. of Fushun coal (11,715 B.t.u.),

or 41,000 B.t.u. per kilowatt-hour at the switchboard, a

performance obtained during a recent economy test.

The distribution of the bonus is supervised by the chief

engineer, who has prepared a schedule of points and
penalties which will be applied to each employee. The
number of points to be credited each day to the

employees is given in the accompanying table.

SCHEDULE OF POINTS FOR A BONUS SYSTEM OF WAGES
BASED ON COAL ECONOMY

Occupation Points per Day Occupation
Assistant chief engineer.... 40 Water tenders

Foreman 20 Watchmen . . .

Chief coal checker 5 Other labor. .

.

Points per Day
10

2

2

Assistant checkers 3 Foremen of mechanics 15

Clerk : 5 Mechanics 5

Engineers 20 Helpers 3

Oilers 3 Laborers 2

Switchboard tenders 5 Construction and reconstruc-

Switchboard helpers 3 tion 2

Firemen 6

Coal passers 3 Total 154

A table similar to this and forms showing the method
of determining and distributing the bonus are posted

on bulletin boards so that each employee is kept

acquainted with his standing. If found practicable,

the crew making a better record in any one month than

the corresponding crew made in the preceding month,

all conditions of operation being taken into account,

will receive an additional bonus. The crew making the

poorest showing in the same month will be correspond-

ingly penalized. The Manila plant is under the man-
agement of the J. G. White Management Corporation.

C. N. Duffy is vice-president and general manager.
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•Condenser Cooling Water per Pound Steam Con-

densed for Turbines and Engines

In a discussion on steam-turbine operation at the
Philadelphia local section of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, Mr. J. S. Barstow explained that

.good turbine operation at a 28-in. vacuum and a tem-
perature rise of the cooling water to within 10 deg.

Fahr. of that due to the vacuum calls for the circula-

tion of fifty-two units by weight of cooling water for

each unit of steam condensed. In the case of a steam
engine which will operate at a 26-in. vacuum, there will

be needed twenty-five to twenty-seven units of cooling

water for each unit of steam condensed.

When the water returned to the condenser is 90 deg.

Fahr. to produce a 27-in. vacuum for a turbine, the

pump must circulate 70 lb. of cooling water per pound
of steam condensed, as against about 30 lb. required to

produce a 25-in. vacuum for the reciprocating steam
engine. These are considerations that demand atten-

tion when selecting a steam prime mover where arti-

ficial cooling of condenser water and recirculation of it

is required.

A Scheme for Weighing Coal During Stoker Trials

In conducting stoker trials one operating company
has experimented with ways of easily and rapidly feed-

ing weighed coal into the hoppers and also weighing the

•coal. Numerous schemes were tried, one of which em-
braced the transportation of coal in wheelbarrows from
the pile to the scales, where, after being weighed, it

was deposited upon the floor and then shoveled into the

hopper. This scheme called for several laborers and
was rather expensive. It had the advantage, however,
that little weighed coal was lost, since it was easy to

keep the floor swept clean during the test.

Another scheme called for a platform to be built on
a level with the top of the hopper and extending across

the firing aisle. Coal was fed into a box by use of the

chute on the stoker opposite that being tested, then

weighed and transferred to wheelbarrows. These were
wheeled across the platform and dumped into the hop-

SCALES USED AS TRUCK AND WEIGHING BOX WITH A
CONSTANT TARE

per. This method also demanded much work, and the

coal dropped from the barrows and was lost after being

weighed.
In the following method, which has been found more

successful, the handling of the coal is practically elimi-

nated. A narrow platform is built close to the stoker

hopper and on a level with it, as shown in the illustra-

tion. A scale is mounted on tracks so as to run parallel

to the hopper and high enough from the platform to

enable the tracks to be kept clear of siftings. A box
built in the shape of a hopper with the outlet at the
side is mounted on the scale platform as shown. This
hopper has the sides inclined at a steep angle and is

lined with tin so that when the door is opened all of the
coal slides out. Further, when the door is opened the
scale may be pushed along the track and the coal dis-

tributed in the hopper. Since all of the coal leaves the
hopper, the tare remains approximately the same and
it is unnecessary to reweigh each time to determine the
tare. The coal is fed into the box by means of the reg-

ular chute.

Largest Industrial Substation Served by Boston

Edison System

The Hood Rubber Company, Watertown, Mass., oper-

ates the largest industrial substation on the system of

the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston.
The Hood factory is electrically driven throughout,
about 420 motors being in service with a range of rating
from 0.25 hp to 150 hp. On account of the size of the
plant, which is situated about 9 miles west of the South
Boston generating station of the Edison company, two
independent 13,800-volt No. 4/0 underground feeders
are run to the factory from the Commonwealth Avenue
substation of the Edison system at Allston. Either line

is capable of carrying the entire Hood load, which
reaches a maximum of about 1600 kw., and in normal
operation only one line is used.

The two incoming lines are carried from cable pot-

heads behind the switchboard shown in the background
to disconnecting switches, through current transform-
ers, automatic oil switches and disconnectors, to a bus
compartment of reinforced concrete at the rear of the
board in a screened-in area. There is one set of three-
phase buses, the No. 4/0 cables being continued to form
these, and tapped from the buses are connections to a
bank of electrolytic lightning arresters mounted on a
gallery as shown.
About 70 per cent of the motors in the plant are three-

INTERIOR OF HOOD RUBBER COMPANY'S SUBSTATION AT
WATERTOWN, MASS.

phase, 600-volt induction-type machines, the remainder
being direct-current motors of 120-volt and 240-volt

rating. The latter are used mainly for adjustable-speed

work. The average daily energy consumption of the

Hood plant is about 22,000 kw.-hr. The direct-current

service is supplied through two 160-kw. synchronous
motor-generator sets and a 500-kw. rotary converter.
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W. T. Snyder, the new president of

the Association of Iron and Steel Elec-

trical Engineers, has for the last six

years been in charge of the extensive

electrical equipment employed by the

National Tube Company in its great

works at McKeesport, Pa. Mr. Snyder

was born at Alpsville, Allegheny

County, Pa., Feb. 20, 1880, and has

been connected with the National Tube

Company in different capacities since

1898. He has served as secretary of

the Association of Iron and Steel Elec-

trical Engineers for the past two years.

Mr. Snyder is an associate member of

the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers and a member of the En-

gineers' Society of Western Pennsyl-

vania.

S. W. Crothers of the Dallas City

(111.) Light Company has been placed

in charge of the Fort Madison Electric

Company, Fort Madison, Iowa, from
which J. L. Scadding recently resigned

as superintendent.

Frank C. Austin, who for a number
of years has had charge of the West
Penn Electric Light Company's plant

at Woodlawn, Pa., has been appointed

superintendent of the company's Kit-

tanning (Pa.) district.

William J. Cooper, who has been as-

sociated with the interests of the late

Dr. F. S. Pearson in Mexico and Spain

for the last ten years, has resigned his

position with the Compania Riegos y
Fuerza del Ebro, S. A., where he has

had charge of the erection and opera-

tion of the hydroelectric plants for

that company at Seros. Mr. Cooper

was formerly superintendent of power
stations for the Mexican Light & Power
Company at Necaxa, Mexico.

H. M. Roberts, until recently rail-

road representative of the General

Lead Battery Company, has been ap-

pointed railroad sales engineer of the

Edison Storage Battery Company,
Orange, N. J. Mr. Roberts was grad-

uated with the class of 1905 from the

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale Uni-

versity and for six years was con-

nected with the engineering depart-

ment of the New York Telephone Com-
pany in power-plant work. Later he

spent several years in general con-

tracting engineering on railroad and
other large enterprises with James
Stewart & Company, Inc., New York.

Men
oj the Industry

ChugM i" IVr.sniinrl

anil PoatlOO

Biographical NotM

J. <;. Nusbaura baa been transferred

from the position of local superintend-

ent of the Perris division of the

Southern Sierras Power Company to

be local superintendent at Randsburg,

Cal., succeeding I). M. Young.

C. E. While, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Ozark Water &
Power Company, which has a hydro-

electric plant at Powersite on the White

River, has moved his offices from Jop-

lin, Mo., to the Landers Building,

Springfield, Mo.

G. D. Bradshaw has resigned as

steam engineer of the Cambria Steel

Company, Johnstown, Pa., and on Oct.

1 will enter business for himself at

Pittsburgh, Pa., under the firm name of

the Andrews-Bradshaw Company. Mr.

Bradshaw has been in the steam engi-

neering department of the Cambria

Steel Company for the last five years.

Prior to that time he was employed by

the Indiana Steel Company at Gary for

one year, and by the Illinois Steel Com-
pany at Chicago for five years. The
Andrews-Bradshaw Company will en-

gage in the sale of equipment to steam-

power plants and will represent several

well-known manufacturers. Mr. Brad-

shaw will have associated with him
R. W. Andrews, who has had consider-

able experience in the sale of steam

specialty equipment.

William E. Keily, recently associate

editor of the Electrical World, has

opened an office in the Edison Building,

72 West Adams Street, Chicago. For

nearly a year past Mr. Keily has been

engaged in literary and consulting work
having to do with public-utility prob-

lems and relations, and he will continue

work of this character, with improved
facilities, in his new office. An experi-

enced writing man, Mr. Keily has done

journalistic work in both daily-news-

paper and technical magazine fields.

For a number of years he was man-
aging editor of the old Western Elec-

trician of Chicago, and thereafter he

became associate editor (in Chicago)

for the Electrical World. Mr. Keily

has been familiar with electrical and
public-utility development in Chicago,

and indeed throughout the country,

during the last twenty years. For the

years 1910-1914 he was editor of the

Convention Daily, published at the an-

nual conventions of the National Elec-

tric Light Association held in St. Louis,

New York, Seattle, Chicago and Phila-

delphia. Mr. Keily is an associate of

the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, a class B member of the

National Electric Light Association,

and a member of the Jovian Order,

Electric Club-Jovian League of Chi-

cago, National Geographic Society, and
the City Club of Chicago.

c e. scribner

Charles E. Scribner, chief engineer

of the Western Electric Company, New
York City, and one of the country's

most prolific inventors, who has been
granted nearly 500 patents and has

filed applications for some 700, first

came into the Western Electric factory

in 1877, when from his home in Toledo,

Ohio, he went to the plant at Chicago
to exhibit a model of the telegraph re-

peater he had made. Receiving from
E. M. Barton, president of the com-
pany, an appointment as inspector of

printing-telegraph apparatus for a lo-

cal telegraph company, Mr. Scribner
shortly afterward entered the labora-

tory of the old Western Electric Manu-
facturing Company, remaining at the

Chicago plant until 1908, when he be-

came connected with the New York
office as chief engineer in charge of

development and experimental work.
Mr. Scribner's principal inventions

have related to telephone apparatus,
although at the outset of his career he
gave attention to other electrical de-

vices, including electrical generators
and arc lamps. In recent years many
of Mr. Scribner's contributions have
been to the development of the switch-

board. Mr. Scribner is a fellow of the
American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, and in 1913 served as a director

and vice-president of the organization.
He is a trustee of the United Engineer-
ing Society, New York City, and is also

a member of the Machinery Club and
the Engineers' Club of New York City

Obituary
Stephen C. Walker, vice-president of

the Erie County Electric Company,
Erie, Pa., died at Chestertown, Md.,

Sept. 17, after a long illness.

Cornelius J. Field, who in recent

years had been associated with Thomas
A. Edison in the development of the

Field-Beach battery-operated passen-

ger bus, died at his home in Brooklyn,
N. Y., Sept. 20, at the age of fifty-four

years. Mr. Field was in the early days
general manager of the Edison Illumi-

nating Company of Brooklyn, resign-

ing in 1891 to go into electric-railway

construction work. Later he went to

Europe and the West Indies and built a

number of railway lines and industrial

plants.
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The Electrical Merchant—Who Will He Be?
Some Facts and Figures Showing How the Non-Electric Distributer Is "Winning Into"

the Local Market

By Earl E. Whitehorne

This bit of research has been done and this article has been written for several rea-

sons and for several purposes. It is surely none too soon for the contractor and dealer

to consider the fact that department and hardware stores are actively pushing electrical

appliances nowadays and developing this profitable business for themselves. If this

electrical opportunity offers a market good enough to lure these merchants into a new
field, then certainly it is good enough for the local electrical man to retain. And yet if

the present contractor-dealer is not to be the electrical merchant ultimately, and if the

central station does not mean to satisfy the growing demand with a real store of its

own—what then? It seems a pity for the electrical fraternity to let this merchandis-

ing opportunity slip away when it could help so properly and so profitably, but right

this minute it is slipping, just the same. We cannot believe that the electrical contrac-

tors and dealers mean to turn this budding business over to somebody else, but how
much longer will it linger with them? Apparently the days are numbered.

ASK the average central-station man or contractor

or dealer who is going to be the reigning mer-
chant in this industry of ours and he will point

his finger at himself. I want to tell you what the man
who makes the goods has got to say about it. For the

growth in both the number and the size of manufac-
turers who are steadily and continuously producing all

the varied line of electrical material that is going into

the modern household has seemed to outspeed the devel-

opment of the electric shop as a distinct local institu-

tion, and it has raised the pertinent question, Who is

selling it? Who is going to be the big distributer five

years from now? It is a most important matter to the

central station. It is doubly vital to the contractor and
dealer. It is interesting to every business man because

conditions have been so unique.

An Industry Built Backward

From a commercial point of view the electrical indus-

try has built itself up backward. Rudiments and funda-

mentals have been left until the last, and now, after

many busy years of work, we find ourselves all looking

at a problem that in any other normal industry ha*

solved itself quite automatically at the very outset. The
central station in its evolution has reversed all the rules

of regular commercial progress. It learned to manu-

ALTHOUGH WANAMAKER'S DISPLAYS MANY ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES UNDER GLASS CASES, THE SHREWD DEPARTMENT
MANAGER CATERS ALSO TO THE PUBLIC'S DESIRE TO "HANDLE THINGS" ON OPEN COUNTERS
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fact ura in enormous quanl

i

t ifs before it learned t<> sell.

When Belling came i<» be an

o 1 u t e necei sity, it

learned to w holesale In I

.

though everj other business
has begun hi individual

barter and has grow n y real

through retail enterprise

that has in turn induced

production on a I a r g e r

scale. Bui wholesale pro

duction it was that blazed

the t rail of electricity, and
so to-day, in spite of all the

volume of the business, we
are facing the very vital

question, Who is going to

lie the ultimate ami perma-
nent electrical merchant in

your town and in mine?
Everybody lias taken it for granted that this further

department of retailing would be developed within the

industry. The central station lias been importuned to

establish an electric shop and make itself the retail head-

quarters for electrical merchandise. The contractor and
dealer has been urged to make a regular merchant of

himself and broaden his opportunities by appropriat-

ing to himself this rapidly growing local market for

electrical appliances and accessories. Within this in-

verted industry of ours this seemed the logical next step,

hut there are other factors that we had not counted on.

We had overlooked the buying habits of the public. We
had forgotten that the hardware man, the druggist and

the department store can sell our goods for us more
easily than we can do it for ourselves. And all the time

the "non-electrical distributer" has grown in strength

and value to the industry.

The Attitude of Manufacturers

Among the manufacturers of household cooking, heat-

ing and power appliances we find a wide difference in

the attitude toward market trend. They seem to divide

themselves into two classes in their expressions of policy

on this point—the distinctly electrical manufacturers

who have grown up in the industry and look upon it as

electrical men, and those other outside interests who
have embarked in the manufacture of electrical appli-

ances as a new line and look for distribution largely to

the trade with which they are affiliated. We find that

the firm that in the past has done business mainly with

THIS ll \KD\N \!;i DEALER RECOGNIZES THE APPEAL OF
l LECTRIC HOUSEHOLD COMFORTS IN Tin: AUTUMN

central stations is selling

pplian< e output mainly
to i in 1 cent ral • tat Ion. That

intera I Ins but loo

this. We aho find that

manufacturers who
have been producing non
elect in ai pecialties for i he

department store, and who
have entered the field and
are making elect nc heat ing
goods to-day, are Belling

them entirely through de

partment stores. other
linns because they have
been doing business with
the hardware trade are de-

voting their chief effort to

developing a market there.

And every one of them is

making headway.
In other words, the old idea that all of us have taken

more or less for truth is utterly without foundation or

defense. It doesn't need an electrical man to sell elec-

trical devices to the home. The manufacturer has sold

them to the trade that he has known, because he knew
that he could win his orders there most easily. And
the dealer who has stocked the goods because this manu-
facturer's trademark was a guarantee with him, this

dealer knew that he could sell the new line readily

enough, because already he was selling other merchan-
dise to the home. For to an experienced merchant no
new problems are presented by a line that can be sold to

his old customers. And so we find that quietly, without

a bit of noise or stir, the non-electrical distributer has

grown and multiplied until he is a factor of most for-

tunate importance. For the great objective is to sell the

goods that induce the further installations and consume
the kilowatts.

But why not keep this merchandising opportunity

within the family? If there is so much money to be

made, would it not be better for the industry by far if

all this retailing could be accomplished by electric shops

that are in closer tune and more complete co-operation

with the spirit of the industry? Assuredly, but if the

electrical distributer does not assume the full scope of

the opportunity—what then? And there you put your
finger on the soft spot.

Attitude as a Factor

Suppose you were an outside man who came into the

BATTERY-OPERATED DEVICES OFTEN GIVE THE GENERAL
DEALER HIS FIRST EXPERIENCE IN SELLING ELECTRICAL

GOODS AND ATTRACT HIM TO THE MARKET

ELECTRIC HEATING AND COOKING APPLIANCES SEEM LOGI-

CAL MERCHANDISE IN A STORE THAT SELLS TABLEWARE
AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS
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field untrammeled by tradi-

tions or affiliations that

warped your judgment in

any way. It would become
a simple question. You
would say, "Here is my
product—these appliances.

How can I secure the most
effective local retail distri-

bution?" It would not

seem to you a matter of

inducing the electrical con-

tractor or any other man
to push these goods. You
would say, "Where will it

be most natural for the

American housewife and
her husband to buy these

HARDWARE WINDOWS OFTEN CATALOG THE GOODS ON SALE

INSIDE; NOTE THE PROMINENCE OF ELECTRICAL

MATERIAL HERE

goods, and what will be the easiest and the most pro-

ductive way for me to serve them?" On the one hand
lies the buying habit of the public that continually

carries every man and woman to the handy market, to

the hardware and department stores. You can lay your
goods before them there, but the goods will be in com-
petition with the diverting influences of a hundred other

and alluring lines that will tempt the housewife quite as

strongly and turn her thoughts away from things elec-

trical. Moreover, from the average non-electrical dis-

tributer you cannot hope for the support of eager, active

campaign salesmanship.

On the other hand, however, in an electric shop appli-

ances are exhibited in an atmosphere that is all their

own. The united chorus of appeal sings, "Do it elec-

trically," and all the vast combined co-operation of the

whole harmonious industry is massed behind you in its

steady pressure of publicity and educational endeavor.

And yet—and yet, because the central-station man, con-

tractor or local dealer in electrical supplies is first and
foremost engaged in what he calls the "electrical busi-

ness," and is only secondarily a merchant, there is a

drawback, and it is doubtful at the moment just which
outlet is the best to choose. It is hard to prophesy just

who will reign as electrical merchant five years hence.

The non-electrical distributer has learned the trick

of training trade to come
his way; the electrical man
has not. I wonder whether
the better merchandising
instincts of the druggist,

hardware man and depart-

ment-store manager will

ultimately prevail over all

the present-day advantage

of our own industrial kin.

What do the manufactur-
ers think about it now

—

to-day? Here are some
figures and predictions.

A Manufacturer's Experience

One of the largest
manufacturers of a most

varied line of electric-heating goods has this to say:

"It is hard to give you figures on the amount of busi-

ness we get from other than the electrical channels, but

the contracts signed with other than the electrical trade

indicate that our distribution through hardware dealers,

department stores and the miscellaneous stores (which

would include drug stores, jewelry stores, etc., not affili-

ated with the electrical trade) is just about equal to the

number of contracts received from the electrical trade.

We feel, therefore, that we should be safe in saying that

we get as much business from the hardware, drug and
department stores as we get from the electrical stores,

including lighting companies and holding companies.

"In one territory, for instance, in which 28,000

household appliances have so far been sold by this com-
pany, 15,000 appliances went to the electrical-dealer

trade and the remainder to the hardware and other

stores. It leads us to the conclusion that our volume
of business is just about equally divided among the

electrical trade and the non-electrical trade, as all of our

figures go to show this segregation."

This company has made tremendous efforts to co-

operate with the electrical industry, and continues to

do so, but a ready machinery available among the non-

electrical merchants has afforded quite as large a

market. Do you wonder that it takes the business?

HOW THE GIMBEL DEPARTMENT STORE USES ARTISTIC DISPLAYS AMID RICH HANGINGS TO ATTRACT THE INTEREST OF
THE NEW YORK WOMAN AND HOUSEFURNISHER AND SELL ELECTRIC PORTABLES
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rhere la another manufacturer that markets an ex

tensive variety of specialties through the department
store end recently put on a very attractive line of elec

trio<ooking devices. This manufacturer sells t<> its

presenl Bold exclusive]] and has never offered Its appli-

ances to a contractor or central station. Another manu-
facturer almost exclusively Identified with the electrical

Industry reports Its distribution of household appliances

as 96 per rent through electrical distributers, and of

the remainder 8 per cent goes to the department store

and 1 per eent eacli to the druggist and the hardware
dealer. Similarly, another large producer, which de-

votes itself to the development Of ;i market within the

industry, reports its sales as 70 percent to central sta-

tions, 20 per eent to local electrical dealers, S per cent

to department stores, 1 per cent to hardware stores and
1 per cent to drug stores. Another says 85 per cent

within the industry and 10 percent to department stores

and 5 per cent between the drug and hardware dealers.

Another says, "While we sell a little to hardware stores,

we sell practically nothing to drug stores and depart-

ment stores, not wishing to encourage these non-elec-

trical dealers to go into the business." That has been

the natural and consistent attitude of all the big manu-
facturers who have been so largely the creators of our

industry, and we find that where their efforts are ex-

pended on the upbuilding of business within the family

the pro rata distribution figures about the same.

But I was searching for the answer to the problem
of who is to sell the bulk of the appliances in 1920, and

I find that other manufacturers with a possible predilec-

tion for the non-electrical distributer, or at least a

greater eagerness to try him out, have had a very

different experience.

Predicts Three Years of Grace

One company that manufactures washing machines
and vacuum cleaners offers this opinion

:

"The advertising and development of our business

has been secured through the electrical trade and we do

not sell to department stores ; but we have a number of

SPECIAL BARGAINS "NOT ADVERTISED IN THE NEWSPAPERS"
ARE FEATURES OF THE MACY SALES POLICY OF GETTING
CUSTOMERS TO COME TO THE STORE; NOTE THIS ONE

hardware stores handling our machines, and the] have

been very successful with them. \\v have recently been
working the hardware trade pretty hard and have had
good success, particularly where it handles housefur
nishing goods in connection with the hardware line

Such merchants are better than the average hardware
dealer. We don't, believe the hardware dealer is going to

amount to verj much in the electrical business for tin

next three \ears, but the housel'urnishing people who
run their stores in connect ion with hardware will mal.<

the best possible dealers. The few that we have arc

exceptionally good. They have their own men on the
outside, they advertise in the local papers, they sell on
the installment plan, and do everything they can to

promote electrical devices. We possibly have ten of

these concerns in different cities, and they are very high-
class distributers with plenty of ready money, and they
want to get the business in a good way. In our judg-
ment, nobody can be a great success in handling expen-
sive electrical appliances unless he puts them out on
the installment plan."

Believes in the Specialty Man

Another washing-machine and vacuum-cieaner manu
facturer says:

"We are disposing of probably 60,000 machines a

year, and of this number about one-half are sold through
our mail-order proposition. Of the remaining 30,000
about 50 per cent are sold through specialty houses,

people who are handling washing machines and vacuum
cleaners exclusively. A great proportion of the rest are

sold through the hardware trade, and only a compara-
tively small number are sold to the department store.

The department store has never been a success with us,

for the reason that we rigorously maintain our price,

and the average department store likes to get hold of an
advertised article to sell at a cut price in order that it

may convey the impression that it is selling goods lower

than its competitors. So, as a usual thing, the depart-

ment store buys some other washing machine which
sells for a low price and upon which the price is not

restricted.

"We are selling quite a number of our machines to

hardware dealers, but it is a difficult proposition, as a

large number of the hardware dealers still hold up their

hands in horror at selling anything at the price neces-

sary for a good electric washer. Nevertheless, more and
more of them are taking hold of the proposition, and I

believe that in the future the hardware dealer will

handle a goodly number of such appliances.

"Our experience has been that the average contractor

and dealer does not do very much for us. Of course,

there may be a reason for this in the fact that there

are a great many electrical contractors who are young
men without very much capital, and we refuse to sell

our goods on consignment. Personally, I believe that

the bulk of electric machines in the future will be sold

by specialty men who sell washing machines, vacuum
cleaners and such articles exclusively. A great many of

these specialty houses will be run by men who have been

electrical contractors but have seen the opportunity

open to them. They will probably still continue their

electrical contracting, because that gives them an open-

ing into homes where they will be able to sell these

specialties, but the contracting business will be a side

issue subordinate to the selling business. It may in-

terest you to know that we now have a number of such

customers who are handling nothing but washing ma-
chines and vacuum cleaners, and who are selling on the

average more than $15,000 worth of our machines a

year. We have one customer in a city of about 125,000

inhabitants who has sold in one year nearly $25,000

worth of our washing machines on this basis."
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The "Nubbin" of It AH
And there you are. The evidence is contradictory, if

you are trying to find out who is the best distributer at

the present moment. That is not the point we are inter-

ested in, however, and when you look from the other
angle the two things that impress you the most are
these:

1. Each manufacturer who has devoted himself to

the development of a specific class of distribution, to

fit the particular proposition that he is offering, has
found that distributer the most effective;—and quite

naturally. In other words, it's all a matter of merchan-
dising after all, and anybody can sell the goods, give
him the chance and the ability.

2. The patent which the electrical industry has seemed
to hold on this market opportunity has apparently about
run out. There is free competition ahead for all, and if

the electrical man is going to beat the regular merchant
at this retailing game then he must be the better mer-
chant of the two. There is no other way.

An Interesting Prediction

A high official of a very large manufacturing enter-

prise that has entered the field from the outside within
the last few years, and built up an enormous sale of

electric cookery appliances through the hardware and
department stores, has this to say about the future
electrical merchant:
"The hardware store and the department store are

becoming greater factors in the distribution of heating
appliances every day, and the department store par-

ticularly, because the women come into this store most
frequently, and it is the women who buy heating appli-

ances. The hardware store is becoming more of a

factor in the distribution of these goods because as a
rule the hardware men are splendid merchants, knowing
how to make attractive window displays and how to

advertise intelligently, and now that heating appliances

have been featured so strongly by manufacturers who
have been long established in the hardware trade and
enjoy prestige among them, they feel that they can
safely put out heating appliances with a complete sense
of security. The drug store is becoming a greater fac-

tor continually in the sale of such items as properly

belong in the druggist's sphere, such as the curling iron,

milk warmer, portable water heater, electric hair drier,

vibrator and traveler's iron. It is our opinion that the

drug store should be confined to such items as properly
belong in its field, and that it would be a mistake for a

manufacturer and an injustice to other customers if the

manufacturer encouraged the drug store in enlarging its

field so as to include sadirons, grills, toasters and arti-

cles intended strictly for cooking purposes, or other

devices not usually found in drug stores.

"'It is up to the electrical man whether or not he is to

hold his own in the electrical-appliance business. One
handicap under which the average electrical contractor
and dealer suffers is an inadequate means of displaying

heating appliances. Notwithstanding that handicap,
which can be overcome by co-operation with the manu-
facturer, the electrical dealer and contractor has within
his grasp a big percentage of the business on electric

appliances, because a consumer naturally feels that an
article bought from a reputable electrical concern is

bound to be correct from an electrical standpoint, and,

properly handled, this advantage can be made much of

by the electrical contractor and dealer if he will display

the goods well and give good service.

"Both the hardware man and the electrical man ex-

pect and should have about the same percentage of profit.

The hardware man is a merchant. He is generally an
advertiser. He enjoys good standing in his community.
As a rule he does not develop business by canvassing.

but he does so through advertising and sending goods
out on trial to customers whom he knows. Great judg-

ment, of course, is required in order to do this safely,

but used with discrimination it is a very effective way
of developing business. As a rule he is on the lookout

for opportunities to increase his business, and as elec-

tric-heating appliances are quite as much a housefur-

nishing proposition as they are an electrical proposition,

he realizes that it is up to him to get his share of that

business. As we see it, the function of the central sta-

tion is rather to exploit heating devices than to sett

them. If it is not feasible to push them without also

offering them for sale, the goods can be sold at list prices

put upon them by manufacturers, so that the town mer-

chants can meet the competition and make a profit on

the line. There can be no reasonable objection from the

dealers, and a great deal of business for all concerned

should follow the activities of the central station in the

field. Because of the increasing activity of local mer-

chants it is inevitable that central stations should be

less of an actual sales factor in the distribution of

appliances than heretofore. As they are primarily deal-

ers in electric energy, this is as it should be. It is open

to considerable debate, however, whether or not a cen-

tral station serves the local dealers best by withdrawing
from the field entirely. The average merchant needs the

stimulation of active competition, and so long as com-

petition is fair and not combative it is the best help that

a merchant can have in developing his appliance busi-

ness."

I don't believe that any man can tell who is to be the

electrical merchant in five years' time. The hardware
store and the department store will steadily gain as long

as the electrical dealer fails to beat them at their own
game of merchandising. Year by year the fact that he is

an electrical man will count for less and less, for greater

familiarity with such appliances will make it easier for

any merchant to sell them and more and more it will be-

come a matter of selling goods. The question, I believe,

will solve itself through the simple medium of window
displays, store salesmanship and advertising.

THE WOMAN SHOPPER IN SEARCH OF ARTISTIC LAMPS
FINDS HER QUEST MADE EASY BY COURTEOUS AND COM-
PREHENDING FEMININE SALES HELP AT GIMBELS'
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Some Interesting Electric-Cooking Costs from Germany

Data Taken from a Large Elcctrk Kitchen in Which Pood Is Prepared

lor About 1600 Persons Daily

IN
the electric kitchen of the Siemens Schuckeri com

pany near Berlin, Germany, Food is prepared for an

average of L600 persona daily, and in the course

o\' the flrsl t'tw months of operation some particularly

interesting statistics have been developed. This la

utilization of energy for cooking Is made possible bj

use of the generating equipment of the building which

is required for lighting only during the afternoon hours

in the winter months. Service from the idle plant is,

therefore, available for cooking at the low rate of 1.25

cents per kilowatt-hour.

The total amount of energy consumed per person fed

is found to average about 0.44 kw.-hr. a day. This

makes the total cost of energy per person per day 0.55

cent, which is comparable with the cost of cooking in

similar establishments where gas, coal or steam is

used for heating. The average energy consumption per

person per day for cooking only, during the same month
to which the other figures refer, was only 0.309 kw.-hr.

As fewer persons are fed on Saturday than on other

weekdays, the unit energy consumption is higher. It

is expected that the total yearly energy cost of $2,500

to $3,000 can probably be decreased by 10 per cent after

the kitchen attendants have become more familiar with

the niosi economical handling of the electrical apparat
hut as conditions exist at. present, the cost of energy is

Only abOUl 2 per cent of the total kitchen expenses.

The electrical equipment in the kitchen includes font
roasting ovens, eighteen roasting pans, eleven heating
caldrons, and two heating closets. Most of the appa-

ratus is connected across the 220-volt three-wire system
which is employed, the middle point of the heating ele-

ments being connected to the metal bodies of the con-

taining apparatus and to the neutral of the distribution

system. The outer circuits contain fuses and a switch

for temperature regulation.

The roasting-pan heating elements are placed below
the pans and are pressed against them by plates. Each
unit is rated at 7 kw. and can grill 200 chops an hour.

The heating caldrons contain two sets of heating units.

These can be easily taken out by tilting the vessels.

These vessels are employed to heat soups and to cook

meats and vegetables. Some of the caldrons have oil

jackets to store the heat, while others depend on direct

radiation. The latter have an efficiency of 90 per cent

as compared with 82 per cent for the oil-jacketed type.

The caldrons have ratings ranging from 12 kw. to 36

kw., depending on the contents.

DETAILED TABLE OF COOKING COSTS IN AN ELECTRIC KITCHEN IN GERMANY

Mew Classification op Energy Consumption. (Kw.-hr.)

Day

Friday

Saturday
Monday

.

Tuesday-

Wednesday

Thursday. .

Friday

Saturday
Monday

.

Tuesday

Wednesday

.

Thursday. .

Friday
Saturday
Monday. . .

Tuesday . . .

Wednesday

Friday

Saturday
Monday

Tuesday . .

.

Wednesday

.

Thursday .

.

Friday
Saturday .

Total

Date No.
Persons

Average per
work day.

1,817

736
1.S57

1,754

1,636

1.868

1 . 79.S

780
1,868

1,733

1,708
1,817

1,695
811

1,675

1,906
1,632

1,755

661

1,779

1,815

2,011
1,710
1,824

615

39,261

1,570

Lb.

371

642

276
33.1
22 1

55.2
838

779

167

391
167

80

331
567
66.2

331
98.2
33.1

695
728
662
265
666

735
331

154
26.5

662

371

610
61

816
523
610
181

14,566.1

Kind

Boiled ham

Leg of mutton
Veal

Beef
Pork
Veal

Leg of veal

Leg of mutton

Pigs' knuckles

Leg of veal

Beef
Pork
Pork sausages

Beef
Pot roast

Fresh ham
Beef
Pork
Leg of veal

Spare ribs

Beef
Leg of veal

Roulade
Beef

Cutlets
Beef
Leg of veal

Pork
Beef

Mutton bouillon

Beef

Pot roast

Fresh ham
Venison
Frankfurters

Leg of veal

Roast beef

VEGBTADLES

Potatoes,

Lb.

1 , 650

772

1,760

1,760
1,100

331

1,760

1,760

1,100

1,210
1,320
661
661

1,540

661

1,210

331

661

1,100

1,870
1,100
1,760

772

22.1
331

662

221

276

331

386

463
609
139

110

386

1,100 551

Kind

265 Baked apples

33.1 Carrots

Peas
Cabbage

String beans

Peas
Sauerkraut

Peas

Spinach

Parsnips
Mushrooms
Rice
Cucumbers

Macaroni
Spinach

Kohlrabi

44 1 Barley
59 5 Carrots

110 .Noodles

276 Sauerkraut

441 Spinach

28,832 5,715 8

1,153

Soup,
Gal.

5.8
15.3

22.7
25.3

12.4

21.9

4.5
26.8

19.1

14.3

22
7.2

27.1

15.1

23 6

Water,
Milk,

Coffee,

Etc..

Gal.

Total Consumption

20.1
84.7

85.3
81.8

76.8

84.2

17.7
86.5

83.6

84.5
77.3
88.2
17.2
80.5

69.4
75 5

82.4

16.9

Warming
Cabinet

Per Day Per Person

210

140
210

210
210

210

210

140
210

210

210
210
210
140
210

210
210

140
210

13.8 83.2 210

18.8 85 210
32.1 86 210
26 88.5 210
4.8 16 .1 140

387
879

797
654

587

849

443
884

661

809
647
578
397

389
633

854
711
762
402

0.30

0.525
0.470

0.557
0.40

0.314

0.472

0.568
0.473

0.381

0.473
0.356
0.340
0.489
0.416

423
0.446

0.359

0.588
0.356

0.467

0.422
0.416
0.417

654

For Cooking Onlt

Per Day Per Person

466 1 1,746.8 16,354

443

247
669

769
444

377

639

303
674

451

599
437
368
257
459

598
520

249
423

640

644
501
552
262

11,836

0.183

0.336
360

0.437
0.270

0.202

355

0.388
0.360

0.260

0.350
0.240
0.217
0.316
0.274

0.314
0.318

0.377
0.238

0.353

0.318
0.293
0.308
0.426

0.309
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Marketing Electricity
.1 Department on Selling Service and Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

Utilizing an "All-Electric" Dining-Room to Dis-

play Household and Cooking Appliances

Unusual methods have been employed in the office of

the Beverly (Mass.) Gas & Electric Company's new
building to display appliances in such a way that every
man and woman who visits the office will be attracted

and interested if possible. For this purpose the influ-

ence of a special showcase beside the cashier's window
and a model dining-room in the basement have been
combined. The pictures give a good impression of the
effect produced.

The elevated showcase in the main office displays a
full assortment of electric heating devices of the latest

type, among which several electric-lighted floral dis-

plays are attractively placed. These same cookery
appliances that are displayed within the case are demon-
strated in actual service in the dining-room below.
Therefore the case becomes the advance agent of the
demonstration room, and it is most natural that she
whose eye is caught by this case display should be
attracted to the dining-room. This room is completely
equipped with a handsome mahogany dining-set and a
full equipment of apparatus, including radiator and
fans. An etched alabaster-bowl indirect fixture, which
is equipped with a 100-watt gas-filled lamp, provides
effective illumination.

This dining room is being used constantly for the
demonstration of appliances, and every effort is made
to induce customers who come into the office on any
errand to visit it. Large appliances, such as washing
machines and suction sweepers, are also on display in

the basement, and other cases upstairs contain radi-

ators, sewing-machine motors and other devices not

suitable for the dining-room.
The new Beverly building is handsomely appointed

in every way and is greatly increasing the public inter-

est in the modern household applications of electric

service that appeal so strongly to the progressive woman
of to-day.

Fuse Inspection at Time of Appliance Delivery

Forestalls Trouble

Interesting "prevention" methods were adopted in

connection with a recent appliance sale in Dayton, Ohio,

to guard the customer against the possibility of future

trouble through the overloading of circuits. All appli-

ances sold by the Dayton Power & Light Company in

this campaign were delivered by the company's electric

vehicles, and in every case the delivery man made a
careful reading of the voltage in the house to ascertain

that conditions were proper and that good service from
the new appliance was assured.

If the voltage was low, the proper department was
notified so that steps could be taken immediately to

correct the fault. At the same time the company's man
found out on which circuit the device was to be used and
looked to see if the fuses were heavy enough to carry

the load without danger of a blow-out. If the circuit

was fused for 6 amp., he substituted a 10-amp. fuse

before he left the house, thus undoubtedly preventing
many trouble calls which would have cost the company
far more and involved the customer in disappointments
harmful to the reputation of the service.

THE ATTRACTIVE OFFICE AND "ALL-ELECTRIC" DINING-ROOM IN THE BEVERLY (MASS.) GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
NEW BUILDING
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1 IMBER CONVEYOR AND SOLENOID-OPERATED DEFLECTORS
FIRST DEFLECTOR SHOWN OPEN, SECOND CLOSED

Automatic Handling of Lumber with Aid of Elec-

tric Motors and Solenoids

In the modern electrically equipped lumber yard of
the Church E. Gates Company, along the East River,
New York City, electrical energy unloads the lumber,
motor-driven conveyors transport it, and solenoid-oper-
ated deflectors sort and dump it at various points along
the yard "streets."

Along both sides of the slip into which the lumber
boats come are auxiliary lumber conveyors. These carry
the lumber over to the two main conveyors, which are
600 ft. long.

Each of the two smaller conveyors at the docks is

driven by a 12-hp., 220-volt, three-phase motor of the
slip-ring type. The long conveyors are operated by

20 hp. motors of the same type. The method of operat-

the conveyor is by means of an endless-chain

arrangemenl which drives a scries of rollers spaced

abOUl I" ft. apart.

a feature of particular Interesl Is the method of

throwing the lumber out into tin- yard "streets" at

various points so that the electric hoists can pick it

up and place it on the proper piles. This is accomplished

by means of magnetically operated remote-controlled

deflectors inserted .it intervals of about 60 ft., two being
shown herewith. The deflector in -the foreground is

open BO that lumber may pass by without interference.

The next deflector, however, is (dosed, and lumber travel-

ing "ii the conveyor is deflected onto that "street" until

the operator allows the deflector to open. These
deflectors are operated by an attendant, who is so

stationed that he has a panoramic view of the conveyors
and can thus close or open any deflector desired. A
Cutler-Hammer solenoid at each deflector does the

work of closing or opening, depending on whether it is

energized or de-energized. To close the deflector the

attendant throws in a switch in the corresponding
solenoid circuit, causing the deflector to move over and
set itself at an angle so as to discharge into the street.

THE 20-HP., THREE-PHASE MOTOR WHICH DRIVES ONE OF
THE 600-FT. CONVEYORS

Resale of Energy by Customer to Second Central

Station

An interesting example of the benefits of purchasing
energy from a central station on a sliding scale is fur-

nished by the New Bedford & Onset Street Railway of

Massachusetts. Until recently the railway company
generated all electricity required at its own plant, with
the exception of small amounts purchased from other

traction companies. The station equipment was of an
antiquated and uneconomical type, so that the cost of

water service was high, even when the receipts from the

sale of electricity to a local gas and electric company in

Marion and the comparatively small investment in plant

were taken into consideration. To remedy this situation

the company in May, 1915, executed a contract for a

term of about nine years with the New Bedford Gas &
Edison Light Company for the supply of energy. Under
this contract the railway company has shut down its

generating plant and has installed apparatus to trans-

form 22,000-volt alternating-current energy received

from the New Bedford central station into 600-volt

direct current for use on the cars.

The Terms of Contract

The energy is supplied by the New Bedford company
at a price per kilowatt-hour varying from 1.1 cents to

0.95 cent, according to the amount supplied in the

course of the year. The railway company has also

executed a contract with the Marion Gas Company
under which it sells to that company a certain amount
of the energy received from the New Bedford company
at a price varying from 1.1 cents to 1 cent per kilowatt-

hour, according to the amount sold. Under certain

conditions the railway company makes a slight profit

upon the energy sold, and under others it makes no

profit at all ; but in no case does it lose. This arrange-

ment, by increasing the quantity of electricity pur-

chased from the New Bedford company, makes it

possible for the railway to decrease the cost of energy
used in its own service. Under the agreements no trans-

mission losses are assumed by the railway company
except between its own substation and its cars. The
advantages of this arrangement were favorably com-
mented upon by the Massachusetts Public Service Com-
mission in its recent decision granting an increase in

fares to the New Bedford & Onset Street Railway.
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The need of additional energy supply arose chiefly

from the increased demands on the Marion Gas Com-
pany for supplying energy to the Marconi Wireless

Telegraph Company of America at its new station in

Marion, and of the Cape Cod Canal Company and other

users in the Marion district. This necessitated either

the reconstruction of the railway company's generating

plant in Wareham or the purchase of energy from New
Bedford, and the latter course was decided upon in

view of the facilities offered by the New Bedford Edison

company, which has lately undergone a progressive

commercial and engineering development. By the agree-

ment between the railway company and the Marion Gas
Company, a two-circuit transmission line was built

and equipment of about 1000-kw. rating was set apart

for the generation of energy for the Marion company,

the energy being delivered at a switching station of

the Marconi company at Marion at 22,000 volts and

at the buses of the railway company at Wareham at

2300 volts. If the Marion company receives in any one

year 5,000,000 kw.-hr. or more from the railway, the

unit price becomes 1 cent; otherwise it is 1.1 cents

per kilowatt-hour.
The Resale Term

These prices are based for one year on an average

cost of coal alongside the generating station not exceed-

ing $4 per ton, less the discharging cost. In case the

price of coal exceeds $4 per ton less discharging cost,

the excess in cost is to be added to the above prices in

the proportion that the increased cost increases the

manufactured cost of the electrical energy generated.

In the event that the price of coal is below $3.50 per

ton, the decrease in cost is subtracted from the above
prices in the proportion that the decreased cost de-

creases the manufactured cost of the energy generated.

The Marion company agrees to pay a minimum yearly

bill of $9,428 to the railway, and arrangements are

included for the temporary supply of energy from the

Plymouth (Mass.) Electric Light Company in case

of failure or shortage of supply. The more modern
portion of the equipment in the railway company's
Wareham station is held for stand-by service under the

agreement. The Marion company has a ten-day option

on the commercial supply of electrical energy outside

its distributing territory, provided application for such
service has been made to the railway company.

Ornamental Lighting Posts That Show the House
Numbers

By Albert Marple

At this time the municipalities in the far West, and
especially in the southern part of California, seem to

be endeavoring to ascertain how many uses they can
find to which to put their street-lighting fixtures. The
first step in this evolution of the street lamp was the

substitution of the parkway electrolier for the lamp
which was formerly swung between posts above the
center of the street. Later there was presented the
idea of painting the street names on the globes of these

electroliers, this enabling the passer-by to learn readily

the names of the various streets by night as well as

during the day. A little later there came the idea of

placing the block number immediately below the street

names, these numbers, however, appearing in the even
hundreds.

The latest improvements made to the carbide elec-

trolier, as shown by the two accompanying illustrations,

is the placing of the exact numbers of the houses on
the globes. For instance, if the block is a short one and
Ahe homes in that block are numbered only from, say,

BOULEVARD LIGHTING POSTS THAT TELL STREET NAMES
AND HOUSE NUMBERS

100 to 176, the number 176 is placed upon the globe at

the end of the block. This method of numbering gives

the person who is looking for a certain house a fair idea

of where that house is situated. In addition, electroliers

are placed in the blocks between the corners, and upon

the globes of these a number is painted corresponding

to the number of the home before which the electrolier

stands. This arrangement proves particularly conveni-

ent to persons in vehicles who can find locations without

descending.

Converting Arc-Lamp Casings for Gas-Filled Units

At the West Springfield (Mass.) shops of the Boston

& Albany Railroad, Mr. J. F. Gleason, chief electrician,

is installing 400-watt gas-filled incandescent lamps in

place of inclosed arcs. To avoid scrapping the cases,

reflectors and bases of the latter, the nitrogen-filled

THE ARC-LAMP MECHANISM IS REMOVED AND A SOCKET
FITTING IS SUBSTITUTED
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lamps ire mounted m shown In the accompanying half-

tone, utilizing the base of the <»hi lamp in each instance

ami securing a location of the filament center corre

sponding approximately t«> the former position of t
h«-

arcs. A 0.6 In. iron pipe threaded at each end li

screwed into the base, the lower end being used as a

receptacle for a 600 watt. 250 vol1 socket. The mechan-
ism of the arc lamp is, of course, removed when the

Change is made.

Central-Station Investment to Serve Electric-

Range Load

In the report of the committee on electric ranges--
W. li. Putnam, chairman. M. C. Osboni and S. V. Wal-
ton—presented to the Portland (Ore.) convention of

the Northwest Electric Light and Power Association,

some costs were included to show the central-station

investment necessary to serve an eleetric-range load in

a small country town recently connected to a nearby

electric distributing system.

Following are the conditions:

Present System:
A. Connecting line to main system. Five miles, 11,500

volts. Three No. 6 iron phase wires, one No. 9 iron

neutral wire, placed on 7-in. 35-ft. cedar poles with

250-ft. spans.

B. Distribution system: Length of pole line in town,

11,000 ft.; average length of spans, 165 ft.; number of

residences in town, 66; length of blocks, including width
of street, 660 ft. ; average length of spans, 165 ft.

Handling Cooking Business of Residences Having
3600-Watt Ranges:

1. Number of transformers 14

2. Total transformer capacity, kva 88

3. Average number o.f ranges per transformer 4.7

4. Average length of secondary circuits, ft 450
5. Average distance from transformer to end of secondary, ft. .225

6. Percentage of secondary consisting of three No. 4 copper
wires 53

7. Percentage of secondary consisting of three No. 2 copper
wires 47

8. Size of service leads—three No. 6 copper —
9. Assumed maximum demand of sixty-six ranges on feeder

line, kw 35

The above requirements are worked out on the follow-

ing assumptions as to transformers and secondaries re-

quired:

1. Number of ranges connected to transformer:
Size of Trans- Size of Trans
former, Kva. former, Kva.

1 3 7 7.5

2 5

5

8 7.5

3 9 7.5

4 6 10 to 16 inclusive. .. . 10

6 7.5 17 to 25 inclusive. .. . 15

6 7.5

2. Rating of secondary circuits for electric ranges

:

(Based on 3 per cent secondary drop with 1500 watts load on one
side of 224-volt, three-wire circuit.)

Size of Distance from Size of Distance from
Secondary. Transformer Secondary. Transformer

(B. &S. to One (B. &S. to One
Gage Copper). Range, Ft. Gage Copper). Range, Ft.

No. 6 260 No. 850
No. 4 .... 400 No. 000 1,200

No. 2 600

Effect of Cost on Present Extension if Each Residence
Uses 3600-Watt Range:
1. Number of residences 66
2. Total investment required to serve the sixty-six resi-

dences with ordinary lighting, including feeder line,

distribution system in town and meters $5,400.00
3. Additional investment required in feeder line to take

care of ranges

:

a. An induction regulator with same No. 6 iron wire 1,500.00
or b. No. 6 copper wire instead of No. 6 iron 1,500.00

4. Additional investment required in transformers 900.00

Additional Investment required in secondsriea
I additional Investmsnt roQuirod in servlcei
7. Additional in v. i mi iii required In metert
s Total additional Investment required for lange*
'.i Baying In Investment under above situation II

denoe service ih furnished (<» both lighting and cook
Ing "ii oomblnation rata, thus using onlj one nai U i

io. Aiiiiiiiini.il Investment required if IB per cent of cua-

tomers bad raagas
i i I Mtto— 50 per cent
12 Ditto 76 per oent
13. Ditto inn per cent

14. Additional Investment If all reSldenOSS uhc B COO-watt
water beatei In addition to range, with 'iouM<-throw
switch so Installed thai both range and heater can-
not i»' used at same time water-heater flat rate....

IE Additional Investment If all residences USS a 2000-
watt water heater in addition to range Without
double-throw .switch—water heater on mi tei

The above costs per customer are as follows:

Additional line or regulator
Additional transformers
Additional secondaries
Additional services

Additional meters

Total

Deduct in case one meter used for combination rate.

Total
Additional investment to handle 600-watt heater.

Additional investment to handle 2000-watt heater.

$500.00

300.00

600.00

3.X00.00

tr.o oo

1,700.00

8,200 ""

3,800.00

2,500.00

4,000.00

$22.73

13 64

7.58

4.55

9.09

$57.59

6.82

$50.77

37.88

60.61

These cost figures are intended for a small scattered

town, and one is safe in assuming that the total invest-

ment in the average town outside of additional plant

capacity will be $50 or less per range.

The load-factor curves that were published with the

report show that the peak load of a large system with

an assumed addition of 20,000 ranges is increased 190

watts per range. As a considerable portion of this can

be carried by pondage in the case of hydroelectric sys-

tems and by the overload capacity of steam equipment,

the additional plant investment required will not exceed

$20 per range. This gives a total of $70, from which
investment an average annual earning of at least $30
will be secured.

Eighteen Electric Vehicles Displace Forty Horse-

Drawn Units

How the electric vehicle can effect economies in laun-

dry delivery service is well exemplified in the case of

the Brunswick Laundry, Jersey City, N. J., where the

proprietor, Henry Sieminski, finds that the use of

electric vehicles effects a saving of about $600 a month
as compared with the horse-drawn vehicles previously

in service. This laundry purchased its first electric

vehicle about three years ago and is now operating
eighteen, which not only do the work previously per-

formed by forty horse-drawn vehicles, but are also

taking care of an unusually heavy increase in business.

Three stablemen were required to take care of the

horses, while one mechanic now attends to the electric

vehicles and also overlooks the operation of the motors
in the laundry.

A private steam-driven electric generating plant had
already been installed for the purpose of heating water
and furnishing energy for operating the motors used in

connection with a number of machines throughout the

laundry. It was found, however, that the amount of

water that could be heated during the day by this plant

was not sufficient for the company's needs, and it was,

therefore, decided to heat water at night for the next

day's washing. So the batteries of the electric vehicles

are charged at night, and distilled water for the bat-

teries is obtained from condensed steam used for ironing

purposes. A careful study of the coal bills for several
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THE EIGHTEEN ELECTRIC LAUNDRY WAGONS THAT RE-

PLACED FORTY TEAMS, SAVING $600 A MONTH

months has shown that the cost of the additional coal

required for charging the electric vehicles averages

about $71 per month. No extra labor is required as a

night mechanic in charge of the water-heating plant

also looks after the electric vehicles.

Data on Operation

Some of the more important operating data on the

vehicles are given in the accompanying table. Nickel-

iron type batteries are employed, and one battery which
had been in service four years when purchased has

been used by the laundry for one and one-half years and
is still said to be in good condition. It is found that

OPERATING DATA ON 1000-LB. LAUNDRY WAGONS

Number of electric vehicles operated 18

Coal cost per month (for charging purposes) $71.00

Cost of energy per car mile $0.05

Average daily trip in miles 25

Number of bundles delivered per week per vehicle 900

Cost of energy per bundle delivered $0,001

Life of tires in years 1.5 to 2

Repairs $16.00

the vehicle tires last from one and one-half to two years,

while the average life of tires on six gasoline trucks

which are used for very long hauls is from three to four

months. During the most severe snowstorms last win-
ter the electric vehicles made their usual number of

trips in the normal average time, while the gasoline

cars became stalled in a number of cases.

Port Arthur Popularizes Electric Baking and

Cooking

Realizing the difficulty of arousing the interest of

the public in a demonstration of new devices of any
kind, the Public Utilities Commission of the city of

Port Arthur, Canada, when conducting a two weeks'
demonstration on cooking by electrical means decided
to have the ladies' societies of different churches,

women's clubs, etc., give bake sales daily at the exhi-

bition. To these societies and clubs was given the
privilege of using all the stoves, and a capable cook
demonstrator was in attendance. Afternoon tea was
served to the visitors daily, and music was provided at

all times. Much interest was shown in the different

styles of electric stoves, water heaters, table devices,

etc., largely because of the co-operation of the societies

and clubs. The dealers in town report that excellent

results were obtained on account of the demonstrations
and also because a special rate of l 1^ cents per kilowatt-

hour was recently granted for cooking.

TWO WEEKS' DEMONSTRATION GIVEN WITH THE HELP OF
THE LOCAL WOMEN'S SOCIETIES AT PORT ARTHUR

Manufacturers of foodstuffs had booths and demon-
strated the cooking of their products by electrical

means. In addition to heating and cooking devices,

which formed the major part of the exhibit, electrical

devices and appliances of all kinds were shown. The
demonstration proved to be such a success that the
commission intends to repeat it on a larger scale in the
spring of the year.

Packing House to Use Hickory Refuse from
Electrified Woodworking Plant

"We have in Columbus a woodworking plant in which
only two kinds of wood are used," said Mr. F. O. Alton,
power engineer for the Columbus (Ohio) Railway &
Light Company, in a talk on the electrification of wood-
working plants before the Ohio new-business men at
Sandusky on Sept. 15. "Eighty per cent of the wood
consumed by this plant is hickory, and the rest is ash.

The company has burned its refuse as fuel for steam
drive for the past fifteen years, but at the present time
this prospective customer has been convinced that
electric drive is by far the best and will install motor
operation just as soon as the best method of disposing
of its chips and sawdust has been decided upon. These
hickory chips and the sawdust, however, offer a solution
of the problems of one of the larger meat-packing
houses in Columbus, which has experienced great diffi-

culty in obtaining hickory wood for the 'smoking' of
its hams and sausage.

"This example serves to illustrate," said Mr. Alton,
"that, while each locality has its own peculiar problem,
the engineer will, nevertheless, invariably find a local

solution."

Electric-Lighted Bulletin Inset in Church Wall
A convenient electric bulletin of services is in use at a

Worcester (Mass.) church, the lettering being set up
weekly on a panel inserted in the wall of the building.
The panel measures about 6 in. deep, 3 ft. 6 in. long and
30 in. wide, and is mounted about 12 ft. above the street.

A 25-watt lamp of the tubular variety, equipped with a
reflector 8 in. long, is mounted in the upper center of the
panel, enabling the message to be read with ease from
the opposite side of the street. White letters on a black
background help the reader, and a neat glass covering
flush with the wall lends a distinction to the bulletin far
beyond that of the usual projecting equipment. The
wording may easily be altered by opening a hinged cover
in the interior of the church, and the whole equipment
gives one an idea of being designed to fit into its sur-

roundings instead of seeming to be an afterthought.
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MOTION FILMS OF MOLECULAR MOVEMENTS
Applying tho EUnetoaeopc Camera to the Ultoa-MicreaeQfx

to Show ltiownian Movements of Colloids

All matter, according to accepted views of the physi-

cists, is made up of molecules which are in a constant

state of vibration or motion. This vibration is ordi-

narily made known to our senses as heat, the degree of

motion of the molecules corresponding to the tempera-

ture of the mass. With the most powerful microscope

thus far constructed we can see down to particles which
are about 10,000 times the estimated size of a single

molecule. By applying the ultra-microscope—an opti-

cal arrangement by which particles in size even one-

thousandth of the above can be examined by transmitted

light against a dark field—to the examination of col-

loids and emulsions, it can be shown that this colloidal

matter is in a continuous state of movement, and this

motion is assumed to be caused by the bombardment
and impact of the vibrating molecules themselves as, in

their motion, they strike the colloid bodies. This phe-

nomenon, known as the Brownian movement, brings

the observer, therefore, to a visualization of the direct

effects of the molecular motions, although, of cour e,

even the ultra-microscope has not yet been able to re-

solve the molecules themselves.

Heretofore it has been possible to exhibit these

Brownian movements only under special conditions to

delighted visitors to the laboratory.

At the National Exposition of Chemical industries

held at the New Grand Central Palace, New York City,

during the present week Mr. D. T. Pierce, of the Bar-
ber Asphalt Company, in the course of an address on
"Asphalt," exhibited some remarkable motion pictures

of the Brownian movements of the colloids of Trinidad
asphalt. These pictures were taken by joining the lens

of the motion-picture camera to the eyepiece of the

ultra-microscope, thus reproducing on the film the move-
ments as seen by the eye through the microscope. So
far as is known this is the first time such a motion pic-

ture has been made, and the film, a section of which is

reproduced below, was exhibited for the first time this

week. When it is considered that the colloid particles

pictured are as small as, or smaller than, 0.0001 mm.,
or 0.000004 in., this example of motion photography be-

comes all the more remarkable.

Hi • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • » . . . . » •

SECTION OF MOTION-PICTURE FILM, SHOWING MOVEMENT OF COLLOID PARTICLES UNDER MOLECULAR IMPACTS

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Field Leakage of Turbo-Alternators with Non-Salient
Poles.—R. G. Jakeman.—The magnetic leakage of

cylindrical turbo-rotors is composed of two parts—first,

that flux which passes from one pole to the next through
the wedges at the top of the rotor slots and the air-

gap, and, second, that which passes from the rotor core

into the end-caps inclosing the ends of the winding
and back to the rotor core. The author discusses with
the aid of diagrams how these two leakage fluxes may
be found and then shows how these two leakage fluxes

may be taken into account in the calculation of the
saturation curve. A numerical example is added.

—

London Electrician, Aug. 27, 1915.

Incremental Armature Copper Losses at No-Load and
Armature Teeth Eddy-Current Losses.—A. Press.—
When any solid conductor passes through a variable

magnetic field the various lateral portions of the con-

ductor have slightly different voltages induced in them,
thereby giving rise to eddy-current losses. The result

is that the observed no-load input to overcome the losses

in a locked unwound rotor of an induction motor will

be manifestly different from the observed losses with
the same locked rotor having a solid open-circuited

bar winding. In the case of a dynamo, in addition to

an eddy-current loss set up by the self-induction

field at right angles to the main field, there is an eddy-
current loss set up by the main field itself. The latter

loss is independent of any load and is dependent only

upon the main-field density in the slots and the speed

of rotation. The object of the paper under notice is

to give formulas and curves for estimating this incre-

mental copper loss so that such data may be available

for the designers in dealing with very small and also

very large armatures.—From Journal (Brit.) Inst. Elec.

Eng., abstracted at length in London Electrician, Aug.
27, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Rating and Designation of Incandescent Lamps.—
R. Naujoks.—The author is in favor of the rating of

incandescent lamps by watts, but insists that the can-

dle-power should also be stated. Instead of omitting

the candle-power, it should be stated more fully than

heretofore. He recommends that on each lamp not only

the volts and watts should be designated but also the

mean spherical candle-power and the maximum candle-

power, together with the direction in which the candle-

power is the maximum; for instance, as follows: 120

volts, 100 watts, 80 mean spherical cp.; 110 cp. maxi-

mum in direction of 65 deg. to 80 deg. This statement

would fully characterize the lamp as far as necessary

for practical use.

—

Elek. Zeit., July 8, 1915.

Nitrogen-Filled Tungsten Lamps.—An article on ni-

trogen-filled tungsten lamps of the Allgemeine Elek-

tricitats-Gesellschaft. Curves for the distribution of

candle-power are given for lamps with and without
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fittings and reflectors, as well as curves for the watts,

current and candle-power as functions of the voltage.

Figs. 1 and 2 are oscillographic curves showing the

temporary high current which exists when a lamp is

FIG. 1—DISTRIBUTION OF CANDLE-POWER FOR 110-VOLT,

2000-CP. LAMP

switched on. This temporary initial current may be

eight or nine times the normal current, because the

resistance of the cold filament is only one-tenth the

resistance of the incandescent filament. As shown in

the curves, these initial high currents last only a small

portion of a second. Fig. 1 refers to a 110-volt lamp
of 2000 cp., and Fig. 2 to a 100-volt lamp of 500 cp.

The normal current for the former lamp is 10.3 amp,,

for the latter lamp 2.25 amp., while the initial current

in the first case is 95 amp. and in the last case 18.6

amp. Nitrogen-filled tungsten lamps were formerly

A,„p

1-" 7, Sck. -4—— '/»SeL -i

FIG. 2—DISTRIBUTION OF CANDLE-POWER FOR 100-VOLT,

500-CP. LAMP

made in Germany for candle-powers between 600 and
3000, but more recently such lamps have been placed

on the market for 100 cp. at 110 volts and 200 cp. at

220 volts.—Elek. Zeit, July 22, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Boosters. — Ludwig Muenster. — An illustrated

article on automatic reversible battery boosters, with
special reference to the Lancashire machine.

—

Elek.

Kraft, u. Bahnen, May 24, 1915.

Water-Power Plant.—J. Reyval.—An illustrated de-

scription of the water-power plant of the Compagnie
Electrique de la Loire et du Centre, which utilizes the
fall of the Ance. There are four 3700-hp. turbines, the
net fall being 140 meters and the available water 2500
liters per second. Each turbine drives an alternator of

the same capacity at a speed of 600 r.p.m.

—

La Lumiere
Elec, July 10, 1915.

South African Power Plant.—R. Turnbull Mawdes-
LEY.—The first part of an illustrated article on the cen-

tral power station of the Randfontein Estates Gold
Mining Company, which is an amalgamation of smaller
companies on the extreme west side of the South
African Rand. The power station is entirely turbine-
driven, there being two 6000-kw., three 2000-kw. and
two 1000-kw. turbo-generators. Recently another 6000-
kw. set has been installed, so that the total rating is

now 26,000 kw.—London Elec. Review, July 16, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Supply of Electricity for Small South African Towns.
—H. Bohle.—An illustrated paper in abstract, read
before the Cape Town section of the South African
Institution of Electrical Engineers. The author dis-

cusses in a general way the question of electricity

supply for small towns in South Africa, going on to the

consideration of the choice of system, plant, network,

etc. Special attention is given to the measurement of

feeder voltage, switching of street lamps, and method of

charging. In conclusion, the author gives particulars

of a typical undertaking at Stellenbosch, a city of 6500

inhabitants. Diesel engines are used as prime movers,

although fuel oil is expensive, costing 19 cents per

gallon. During the first seven months 38,963 kw.-hr.

was sold, which is very satisfactory. The number of

consumers is 234. The number of kilowatts connected

is 118, the cost of fuel per kilowatt-hour sold is 2.36

cents, and for lubricating oil, waste, etc., 0.60 cent.

—

London Electrician, July 9, 1915.

Protective Apparatus.—C. C. Garrard.—A continua-

tion of his illustrated serial on apparatus for protecting

electrical machinery against abnormal electrical condi-

tions. In the present installment the author deals with

water-jet earthing resistances, earthing choke coils, and
the use of condensers for protective purposes, discussing

the current passed through a condenser if the discharge

be of high frequency. He finally discusses switches for

disconnecting the condenser batteries.—London Elec-

trician, July 16, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Cables for Mont Cenis Three-Phase Railroad.—E.

Soleri.—The feeders for the three-phase railway of

Mont Cenis, in the Freyus Tunnel, consist of three

non-armored, single-conductor cables. The author gives

a description of the cable and of the method in which
it was laid. The work was complicated by numerous dif-

ficulties. The author also examines the problem of armor
for single-conductor alternating-current cables, giving

the results of measurements on special types of armor
which reduce the energy losses and the voltage drop to

very small values, even with a frequency of fifty.

—

Elet-

trotecnica, Feb. 5, 1915.

Transmission-Line Construction.—WiLHELM Kue-
BLER.—The first parts of a long illustrated article on

various practical points in the design and construction

of transmission systems for agricultural districts with

special reference to line construction, protective devices,

etc.

—

Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna), June 27 and July 4,

1915.
Electrophysics and Magnetism

Laws of Induction.—Carl Hering.—An illustrated

article with reference to the recent paper of Blondel.

The writer points out that his own work on this subject,

carried out several years ago, would have permitted one

to predict correctly and positively the result of Blondel's

experiments. Since from Hering's experiments it fol-

lowed that to produce induction the material of the con-

ductor itself must cut the flux, and that it is not suf-

ficient to have the circuit alone do so, it is important to

make a sharp distinction between circuit and conduc-

tor.—London Electrician, July 16, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Winding of Flat Rings.—H. Chireix.—A translation

of his recent French paper on the inductance of a num-
ber of concentric flat rings one inside the other. The
flat rings are assumed to have a rectangular section and
only one layer of winding.—London Electrician, July 2,

1915.

Calculatioyi of Choking Coils.—Arle Ytterberg.—
The author has developed a new method for making cal-

culations as to the best dimensions in order to make
cost of construction a minimum. The method requires

the plotting of curves, which is rather laborious, but

after it has been once done the application to special

cases is exceedingly simple. In the present article the

author applies this method to the calculations of choking
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Hi' intend to applj H late* to transformers, [n

tin" present installment he gives i hi- equations for ehok

Ing colli of iron. The article Is to be concluded,

me 24, 19

C. C. Garrabd. in .in article

on protective apparatus the author describes varioui

condenser designs. The Moscicki condenser consists of

is tube i, coated on the inside and outside with

chemically deposited silver, which is afterward electro

plated. The construction Is shown in Pig. :'.. The gla

tube is thin, i>ut to guard againsl

break down of the glass at the edges

of the coatings, the tube Is thickened

at the upper end. In order to Ob

viate surface discharges taking

place from the alxv* of the coating,

the neck of the condenser is fixed

inside a porcelain insulator, and the

whole space is tilled with insulating

compound, in which the edge of the

coating Is buried. The condenser

proper is mounted in the outer me-

tallic tube />', the annular space be-

tween the two being filled with a

low- freezing-point mixture of water
and glycerine. By this means local

heating is avoided. Moscicki con-

densers can be constructed to with-

stand peak voltages of 60,000 volts,

aand a single tubular condenser 3

over all and 4 ft. 9 in. long over all has a rat-

ing of about 0.005 mfd. The tubes are assembled in

metallic frames in the form of batteries, a sufficient

number being connected in parallel to give the requisite

rating. The Meirowsky condenser as made for protec-

tive purposes is somewhat similar in external appear-

ance to the Moscicki condenser. As dielectric, a

fibrous material known as "pertinax" is used, the con-

denser plates being of tinfoil pressed into the pertinax.

The chief advantage claimed for the Meirowsky type is

that it is unbreakable. "Pertinax" consists of paper

treated with "bakelite" insulation.—London Electrician,

July 16, 1915.

PIG. 3.—MOSCICKI
CONDENSER

in. in diameter

Book Reviews

Catalogue of Technical Periodicals. Libraries in

the City of New York and Vicinity. Compiled and
edited by Alice Jane Gates, of the Library of the

Engineering Societies, with the co-operation of a

committee of the New York Library Club. New
York: Library Board of the United Engineering

Societies. 110 pages. Price, $3.

This catalog is a valuable contribution to the biblio-

graphical history of technical serials. It contains about

2600 main entries and cross-references, with an entry

foi all general indexes and an indication of the library

or libraries in which each periodical is to be found.

Practical Mechanics and Allied Subjects. By
Joseph W. L. Hale. New York : McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc. 228 pages, 201 illus. Price, $1.

This book is designed as a text for use in railroad

shop-apprentice schools and mechanical trade schools in

general. Within its pages are presented such elemen-

tary principles of science and mathematics as will en-

able one to understand many of the processes and oper-

ations carried on in the average machine shop, as well

as the simpler principles underlying the adjustment,

mechanical arrangement and operation of common shop

relegraphy, Telephonj and Signals

Di> tin Wans of WirsUtt TtUgraiphy Affect Orgamin

Cifet C. Abel blusgrave has put the following quea

tions to a number of German scientists : (1) Is it proved

that electric forces are aide to alien the life of p|..

and animals? (2) Is the influence injurious or bene

flcial? (8) Is it possible thai the electric force produced

in wireless telegraph) affect organic life? And to what

wtent? Doe., any proof of such effects exist? (4; Is

the biological effect of the various systems different?

Would d be desirable from biological considerati

Id make international regulations controlling wire

communications? (6) Do you recommend that any steps

should be taken to protect organic life against such influ-

ences? {1 ) Are the forces mentioned in (3) capable of

influencing the weather or even the climate? (8) Can
these forces be made answerable for apparent change of

the climate or the mildness of the weather during recent

j ears? As to question 1, all answered in the affirmative

so far as the question related to the direct application of

electricity to organic life. Some experiments made with

four kinds of crops (strawberries, carrots, cucumbers
and radishes) by Max Friedmann in 1907, near Vienna,

gave mostly negative results, only one kind of crop

—

carrots—showing an increased rate of growth under
electric influence. This electric influence (earth cur-

rents and also a high-tension electric field acting through

the surrounding air) was applied for only about two
hours a day. As to question 2, the detrimental or bene-

ficial effect of the electricity depends on the magnitude
or power of the forces acting. As to question 3, Profs.

R. M. Weber and Bredig answered this in the negative,

Prof. H. Boruttan adding that even the operators in

sending stations had not experienced any noticeable

effects. This also disposes of questions 4, 5 and 6. As
regards questions 7 and 8, Prof. R. N. Weber stated that,

although certain electric stresses were capable of ac-

celerating an impending rainfall, he was nevertheless of

opinion that the waves used in wireless telegraphy

would have no such effect. Wireless is thus discharged

by the German professors without a stain on its char-

acter.—Abstracted from Elek. Zeit., Vol. 36, page 7, in

London Electrician, July 16, 1915.

tools. Such subjects as screw threads, levers, pulleys,

wedges and jacks, lathe gearing and cutting speeds,

belts and pulleys, etc., are discussed. Chapters on

logarithms, plane trigonometry, electricity and the

strength of materials are also included. Throughout
the book chapters are devoted to such principles of

physics as to enable an intelligent discussion of the sub-

jects mentioned to be given. Numerous problems are

included, being of such a nature as to show the student

the methods of applying the principles of science and

mathematics given. The subject matter is presented

throughout in a direct, simple and logical manner, and

the book seems to fulfill the need for a text especially

adapted to the requirements of trade-school and shop-

apprentice-school students.

Books Received

The Book of Wireless. By A. Frederick Collins.

New York: D. Appleton & Company. 222 pages, 219

illus. Price, $1.

Effective Business Letters. By Edward Hall Gard-

ner. New York: The Ronald Press Company. 376

pages. Price, $2.

The Electrical Nature of Matter and Radioactivity.

By Harry C. Jones. New York: D. Van Nostrand Com-
pany. 212 pages. Price, $2.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
A Record of Latest Developments and Improvements in Manufacturers'

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Porcelain Cleat Receptacles

In the accompanying illustrations are shown several

types of porcelain cleat receptacles recently placed on

the market by Harvey Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

CLEAT RECEPTACLES OF SINGLE-PIECE PORCELAIN

The receptacles are provided with large binding screws

which are upset at the end for simplifying the wiring

operation. The entire husk is composed of a single

piece of heavy porcelain so as to minimize the liability

of breakage.

Telephone Equipment for Churches

Telephone apparatus designed for use in churches,

lecture halls and theaters where the acoustic properties

are poor or where the audience includes persons whose
hearing is not normal has been developed by the West-

FIG. 1- -TRANSMITTER FOR MOUNTING ON PULPIT OR

PLATFORM

ern Electric Company, 463 West Street, New York. This

equipment consists of a special telephone transmitter
for mounting on the pulpit or platform and receivers

to be used by those in the audience requiring them.
The transmitter consists of three special microphone
transmitter units in an ebony-finished case. The re-

ceiver is of the ordinary watchcase type with a lorgnette

handle provided with a special sliding extension to

vary its length from 4 in. to 7 in. The receiver is con-

venient to use, it is declared, and may be held to the
ear for any length of time without fatigue. Each re-

ceiver is provided with a cord and plug. A jack which

FIG. 2—RECEIVER WITH LORGNETTE HANDLE

is connected to the line leading to the transmitter is

placed in the pews. When the plug attached to the

receiver is inserted in the jack, the user is in a posi-

tion to listen through the telephone to everything that
is said on the pulpit or stage, no matter where he or

she may be sitting. The apparatus is designated as the

"church telephone equipment," but it can be used equally

well in theaters or lecture halls.

Electric Edger for Safety Razors

A motor-driven machine for sharpening or re-edging
safety-razor blades has recently been developed by Coch-
rane & Elwood, Seattle, Wash. The blades are clamped

FIG. 1—MACHINE FOR RE-EDGING SAFETY-RAZOR BLADES

in a holder and inserted in the machine shown in Fig.

1. The holder moves backward and forward while the

grinding cylinders are revolving, and the blades are

edged by even pressure applied to both sides. The
blades are held against the cylinders, as shown in Fig.

FIGS. 2, 3 AND 4—ROUND AND CONCAVE EDGES AND
METHOD OF OBTAINING LATTER

4, giving a concaved edge as shown in Fig. 3. The man-
ufacturers assert that a set of blades can be re-edged
more than 100 times without changing the width of any
of the blades. In contrast with the edge obtained with
the machine described above is that shown in Fig. 2,

obtained either by honing on a flat leather carborundum
surface or by flopping the blade between two sharpen-
ing rollers. The edge is round and blunt, and in sharp-
ening by the latter method a blade will, it is declared,
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be worn down to a poinl where it will cease to be ser\ Ice

able.

riic machine described is operated by Westinghouse
lip. motor, which drive* it at a speed suitable foi

re edging a set of blades in from ten seconds t<> sixty

seconds, it is therefore adaptable for use where a

large number of blades arc to lie sharpened.

Combined Timepiece and Switch

a tunc switch actuated by the striking mechanism <>r

an eight-day clock is now being produced by the (;. L.

Time Switch Company of 8419 Rutger Street, St. Louis,

Mo. The switch itself is of the rotary snap type made
by the Arrow Electric Company and is rated at 10 ami).

CLOCK USED TO OPERATE SWITCH

and 250 volts. Indicators on the small dial just above

the center of the clock face control the time of action of

the switch. The clock is equipped with a Waterbury
movement and is incased in oak.

Small Sewing-Machine Motor

The Hamilton-Beach Manufacturing Company, Ra-

cine, Wis., has developed a small motor for operating

sewing machines, as shown in the accompanying illus-

SMALL MOTOR OPERATING SEWING MACHINE BY FRICTION

DRIVE

tration. The motor rests firmly on the top of the ma-
chine without the aid of clamps, bolts, screws or brack-

ets. The shaft of the motor is extended and is equipped
with a friction pulley which is pressed against the hand
wheel of the machine, thereby operating the sewing

machine. The motor is controlled by a rheostat optf
ated from a specially designed toot pedal, as shown

Ijj

tiir Illustration. A reversing lever la provided so that

the motor can lie utilized with either the forward typi
or the backward-type ewing machine. The motes
weighs only 1 II). and is wound lor operation on LM
volts to L20 volts, with either alternating current is

direct current. It is rated at 1/18 hp. and will run the

machine BO that from 75 stitches to 800 stitches can he

made in a minute

Plug Cap lor LTse with Armored Cable

A plug cap has recently been developed by Harvej
Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., for use with armored
cable. A brass ring swivels around a specially formed
composition bushing, securely gripping the metal cover-

PLUG CAP FOR ATTACHING TO CASING OF ARMORKI) ( AHI.K

ing, thus making the knotting of wires unnecessary.
There is no strain, it is claimed, on the wire itself. The
plug cap illustrated herewith is designated as a No.

6328 device and is equipped with standard contacts.

Another device of the same type, designated as a No.

6329 cap, is provided with small contacts. Both plug

caps are interchangeable with a number of "T" slot

wall and flush receptacles, made by the above manu-
facturer.

Light-Weight Vacuum Cleaner

An electric vacuum cleaner of aluminum and nickeled

steel, weighing only 9 lb., has recently been placed on

the market by the Hotpoint Electric Heating Company,
Ontario, Cal. The machine is provided with a pistol-

grip handle, rubber-tired wheels, locking device on

handle so that it will remain in upright position, push-

button control in the handle, and a rear roller to keep

the nozzle at the proper distance from the nap of the

ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANER WITH PUSH-BUTTON CONTROL
IN HANDLE

carpet. An air-cooled motor is employed to drive the

machine, and it operates on either alternating current

or direct current from an ordinary lighting socket, tak-

ing from 200 watts to 240 watts. The following attach-

ments are utilized for various cleaning purposes:
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Nickel-plated tube, attachment for cleaning radiators in

cracks, etc., blowing attachment, device for connecting
hose and cleaner, brush for cleaning clothes, and nozzle

tool for cleaning walls, curtains, etc.

A Portable Lamp Demonstration Stand

A portable stand, an illustration of which is shown
herewith, has been used to good advantage by the
salesmen of the Houston (Tex.) Lighting & Power
Company in demonstrating the proper illumination of

lamps they were trying to sell

to customers. As will be ob-

served, the stand is so designed
£ 4

J that it may be raised or low-

<fJ
J

ered to suit the requirements
met in the average condition
of residence or store lighting,

and to enable the demonstrator
to place the lamp at the proper
height before lighting, there-

by keeping the glare of light

from striking the customer's
eyes. The reel fastened on the

middle part of the stand car-

ries about 100 ft. of No. 18
lamp cord, long enough to per-

mit carrying the stand quite a
distance from the source of

energy supply, and is very
handy when the prospective

|§#> customer does not have service

on the premises, in which case

connection is made to the near-

est service. Two snap switches
control each arm separately.

Since a demonstration of

lighting units can be given
to better advantage at night,

each salesman has been al-

lotted two weeks during which
he has the use of this demon-
strator after dark. The nov-

elty of the stand, coupled with
the many interesting features

of the lamps used, always at-

tracts a crowd of interested

observers at each stop, and by answering the questions

asked by the spectators regarding the proposition each

person in the crowd becomes thoroughly familiar with
it, and as a result each night two or three new requests

for demonstrations are received. In every case where
a demonstration has been held on the premises of a cus-

tomer the result has been a great improvement of illu-

mination and usually an increase in connected load.

In commenting upon the apparatus the company's
bulletin says: "By using this stand to give a demon-
stration of electric illumination there are many benefits

to the central station salesman, for it enables him to

dispel all doubt in the prospective customer's mind as

to the proper size units for his particular needs. If

the demonstration is properly carried out, the cus-

tomer is left with a firm conviction in his mind that

the company feels a sincere interest in his welfare and
is doing everything it possibly can to co-operate with
him in solving his lighting problem by going over the

ground thoroughly before recommending an electric in-

stallation and by giving an explanation as to the oper-

ating expense for the various size units used during the
demonstration. The Houston Lighting & Power Com-
pany has yet to experience a complaint on account of

high bills."

THE DEMONSTRATOR

Angle Socket with Shade Holder

An angle socket of the pull-chain type equipped with
a 2.25-in. shade holder is shown in the accompanying
illustration and has been developed by the Benjamin
Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111. The

ANGLE SOCKET WITH CHAIN PASSING THROUGH SHADE
HOLDER

pull mechanism is provided with a straight-down, ver-

tical action. The shade holder has a specially formed
opening of sufficient size for the chain to pass through;
therefore, when the reflector is attached, the chain
passes down inside where it is easier to handle than it

would be if it were outside. In this position also it

serves to relieve the reflector and fixture of all side

strain.

Electric Lantern with Bail Handle

The electric lantern shown herewith is operated by
an ordinary dry battery. A fiber disk is placed on top
of the battery, as shown, and is held in place by two
metal strips attached to the battery terminals. One of

these strips terminates in two prongs which make con-
tact with the metal container. The other strip is bent
upward at one end and comes in contact with the screw
switch when the switch is turned in the "on" position.

The contact disks of the switch are of unequal size so

that it is impossible to close the circuit accidentally.

The reflector is held in place by a so-called bayonet-
catch cap. The container is upset at the points where
the bail handle is attached so that the handle will not
come out. Use is made of a silver reflector 2.5 in. in

diameter. The total height with the bail in the upright

FIGS. 1 AND 2—LANTERN OPERATED ON DRY BATTERY

position is 12 in., and with it in the down position 6.75

in. The lantern is called the "Mescolight" and is pro-

vided with a japan finish. It is being placed on the

market by the Manhattan Electrical Supply Company,
17 Park Place, New York.
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Equipment tor Single-Circuit Transmission-Line

Poles

Several kinds of equipment for single-circuit metal
for transmission-line poles have recently

been brought out by the Electric Service Supplies Com
pans of Philadelphia, Pa. in Pig. l is shown a typical

"Keystone" triangle without bayonet support, winch

FIGS. 1 AND 2—TYPICAL TRIANGLE WITHOUT
SUPPORT, AND GROUND-WIRE CLAMP

BAYONET

consists essentially of one horizontal lower member of

steel-angle section and one upper member of flat steel,

formed as shown and assembled by means of two bolts.

In order to increase the strength and rigidity of the
installation, particularly against strains applied hori-

zontally with the wire, the bottom bolt is placed at right

angles with the two upper bolts. Advantages claimed
for the triangle are equal distribution of load, placing
the wires in a true triangle, and economy in the length
of pole. The triangle may be used either without or
with a bayonet or ground-wire support. When fitted for

a bayonet the support is attached to the pole by the bolts

used for attaching the arm.
For holding the ground wire use is made either of

a ground-wire clamp, which is shown in Fig. 2, or of

a U-bolt clamp. The clamps are of malleable-iron cast-

FIGS. 3 AND 4—TRIANGLE WITH BAYONET SUPPORT, AND
TRUSS PIN

ings held in position by a single bolt with lock nut and
washer. These castings are identical and are either gal-

vanized or sherardized. They are so designed that they

clamp the strand, cable or wire in such a manner that

it is held away from the sharp edges of the steel angle

or other means of support, thus preventing cutting or

chafing of the strand. The groove with flared ends is

de Igned with a Bimilar purpose in view und i ei

corrugated or plain. While the clamps are de igned pat
tirularlv for use with the bayonet supports, thej

also well adapted for use in attaching the ground w i re

directly to a wooden pole, by means ol one through bolt.

One of the types of truss pins used with the trial

described above is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is of the

eparable thimble type and designed for angle-iron

mounting and for curved-base wooden-crosn arm mount
ing. Considerable strength and rigidity are ecured, it

is stated, by Using a trussed base and drop-forged iteel

stud bolts. The bolts cannot be rotated. Locke in

lators are employed With the truss pins.

Large Frequency-Changer Set

Some months ago the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light

& Power Company of Baltimore, Md., placed in service

a frequency-changer set built by the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh,

Pa., which consists of a 5000-kva., 80 per cent power-

factor, 4io0-volt, b2.5-cycle, twenty-pole generator, and

a 5600-hp., 1300-volt, 25-cycle, eight-pole motor. An-

other machine that is practically a duplicate of the

above set, except that it has a rating of 6825 kva., has

recently been ordered.
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FREQUENCY-CHANGER APPARATUS FOR CONSOLIDATED GAS,

ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER COMPANY

The power for the sets is taken from a 70,000-volt

transmission line approximately 40 miles long, and ow-
ing to lightning and other causes the operation is fre-

quently interrupted. To facilitate a quick restoration

of service following such temporary interruptions, ar-

rangements are provided that the motor and generator

remain on the buses. After one-quarter minute inter-

ruption the motor, with return to power, comes back to

full speed at normal voltage with one-half load on the

generator, without taking more than three times the

normal amount of energy. In other words, the motor
must develop a "pull-in" torque of 50 per cent normal
full-load torque. Tests made on the set have shown that

the motor developed 62.5 per cent torque at only 77 per

cent normal voltage and three times normal current.

The generator is wound three-phase and arranged for

four-wire distribution from neutral to either terminal,

as well as between terminals.

The set is to operate in parallel with a number of

other outfits of different ratings and characteristics, and

to secure proper division of load between it and the

older sets the motor is carried in a cradle frame, which

permits its angular position to be shifted approximately

15 electrical degrees either way from a neutral posi-

tion. The unit is equipped with a directly connected
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wound-secondary starting motor, which is of sufficient

rating to bring the set up to speed and drive it for a

period of not less than fifteen minutes with full no-load

losses on both main motor and generator. Both motor
and generator are excited from a common directly con-

nected 75-kw. exciter. Bearing lubrication is accom-
plished by means of oil rings. Both motor and gener-

ator are standard open-type machines and are equipped

with ventilating vanes on both sides of the rotating

parts.

Improved Battery-Operated Lamps
Several types of flashlamps and battery-operated lan-

terns of improved design are being placed on the mar-
ket by the Usona Manufacturing Company, 1 Hudson
Street, New York, and 308 South St. Clair Street,

Toledo, Ohio, under the trade name of "Kwik-lite."

They include flashlamps of the tubular and vest-pocket

\fmmmmjm
FIG. 1—TUBULAR FLASHLAMP WITH TELESCOPIC CASE

types (Electrical World, May 1), with telescopic

cases, and the watch-chain and ivory-and-gold tubular

lamps and the pistol flashlamp shown in the accompany-
ing illustrations. The company has also just brought
out the electric lanterns and bicycle lamp shown here-

with.

The lower piece of the tubular flashlamp shown in

Fig. 1 telescopes the upper near the center. The
threads on the inner piece are set back from the end
to facilitate the threading operation. The lens is se-

cured by a separate screw end ring; in case the lens is

broken it can, therefore, be replaced without procuring
an entirely new head. The heads of the lamps are of

the standard type and of the broad or so-called miner's

type. Two contact buttons are provided, one being a

push-button for flashes and the other a slide button
for continuous lighting. The flashlamp is made in the

following sizes with the small head: 1.25 in. by 5 in.,

1.5 in. by 6.5 in., and 1.5 in. by 8.5 in. With the large

lens and reflector the sizes are 1.5 in. by 6.5 in. and 1.5

in. by 8.5 in. The lamps are finished in nickel, gun-
metal and statuary bronze. A three-cell "Kwik-lite"

battery, 7 in. high by 1% in. wide, is used with the

largest of the tubular lamps and will give a continuous
service of ten hours to fifteen hours. For the other
lamps two-cell batteries 4.75 in. high by 1% in. wide
and 3.75 in. high by 1 in. wide are utilized, giving from
ten hours to fifteen hours' service and four hours to six

hours' service respectively.

The flashlamps shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 are of novel

design and are well adapted as gifts. The watch-chain
tubular flashlamp operates from one and one-half hours

ffl H B
FIG. 2—TUBULAR FLASHLAMP FINISHED IN IVORY AND

GOLD

to two and one-half hours and resembles in appearance
a silver pencil. The lamp is operated by turning a
switch on the top cap. A small metal ring or link is

attached to the case so that it can be clasped to a watch
or vest-pocket chain. The lamp is also very useful for

physicians in making close examination of the throat,

ears, etc. The case is of metal and is so constructed

that it does not require any insulation. It is % in. by
4~

s in. in size and may be finished in nickel, gun-metal,

statuary bronze, silver or gold.

The ivory and gold tubular flashlamp shown in Fig. 3

is provided with a name-plate of gold. The body of the

case is of white Parisian ivory and is so treated that

it will not crack or peel. The trimmings are gold-

FIG. 3—WATCH-CHAIN TUBULAR FLASHLAMP

plated, and on the end cap is a plaque with veiled fig-

ure, which gives an artistic finish to the article. Two
buttons are provided, one for intermittent service and
the other for continuous service. The lamps are made
in three sizes as follows: 1.25 in. by 5 in., 1.5 in. by
6.5 in., and 1.5 by 8.5 in.

The flashlamp shown in Fig. 4 is an exact reproduc-

tion of an automatic pistol of the latest type and is

operated by pressing the trigger. It is made of brass

and may be finished in either gun-metal or nickel. In-

stead of having to close down the hinge cover in order

to test the lamp, it is possible to place the battery in

the case and operate it without first closing the cover

to make the contact.

The search-lantern, as it is called, shown in Fig. 5 is

operated by a 6.2-volt, five-cell battery which operates

from ten hours to fifteen hours. The lantern is of brass,

is highly nickel-plated, and is equipped with large re-

flector and powerful ground lens. It is meeting with

considerable favor, the manufacturer points out, from
large gas and oil companies and automobilists. The
battery is 6.5 in. by 3% in. by 1.5 in.

The electric bail lantern shown in Fig. 6 is especially

useful, it is declared, to housekeepers, farmers, auto-

mobilists, watchmen, sportsmen, deliverymen, etc. It

will operate from thirty-five to fifty hours on a standard

No. 6 dry-cell battery. To renew the battery it is only

necessary to unscrew the top cap. The case is of steel

and is provided with a black-rubber finish with trim-

mings of nickel. The length over all is 7.75 in. and the

diameter is 2% in-

FIGS AND 6- -PISTOL FLASHLAMP, SEARCH-LANTERN
AND BAIL LANTERN
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Vacant Bouse* Electricallj Lighted
to Increase Rentals, A real estate

company of Toledo, Ohio, Is having
Sighl of Its \acant houses elect rically

lighted each night (oi In pection. With
tin- bouses tin)-; lighted pro pective ten

ants may do their house bunting under

mors egreeable conditions!

Mobilisation and S>\iss Oentral Sta-

tions.- \ ult of the scarcity of

oil in Switzerland since the European
war began, the Luzerne central

tion, which is municipally owned, has
offered to install without charge cus-

tomers' wiring installations costing less

than $25, while for larger installations

payment may he made in monthly or

quarterly installments extending over
three years. Owing to the large num-
ber of men now serving in the Swiss
army to preserve the neutrality of the

mountain republic, and to the uncer-

tainty of operation of some of the

Swiss factories, pressure has been
brought upon the Swiss central stations

to forego their customary minimum
charges during the period of the war.

A Machine That Presses Trousers
While the Wearer Has Them On.—One
Joseph Jeannetand of Dubuque, Iowa,

has devised an electrically heated ma-
chine with which trousers can be
pressed without being removed from
the person of the wearer. The device

consists of two electrically heated roll-

ers or cylinders of brass, nickel-plated,

which are held together by powerful
springs. To use the machine the

trousers leg has only to be folded along
the remnant of the last crease and
the fold run between the rollers. The
usefulness of such a machine at Greek
shoe-shining and hat-cleaning stands
has been suggested. When not in serv-

ice for creasing trousers, the device

can be employed for vulcanizing auto-

mobile tires and also as an immersion
heater.

Electric Compasses on American
Battleships.—Motor-driven gyroscopic
compasses have now been installed on
twenty United States battleships, one
armored cruiser and fifteen sub-

marines. Master compasses in dupli-

cate are soon to be placed on all battle-

ships of the Delaware and later classes.

The Bureau of Navigation maintains
with the Atlantic fleet two chief gun-
ners who have been specially trained
as gyro-compass experts, and it is the
duty of these men to inspect and ad-
just the compasses and to give instruc-

tions in their use. Special attention is

also given to the instruction of officers

and men in the care and use of the
compasses, the men of the ship's crews
who have to do with these compasses
being sent to the New York Navy Yard
or the works of the manufacturer for
thirty days' instruction.

Electric Luncheon Inaugurates Home-
Economics Department.—For the pur-
pose of getting household editors of
women's magazines interested in things
electrical for the home, an electrically

cooked luncheon was served to several
journalists at the Edison Shop on
Forty-second Street, New York City,

Sept. 17. This luncheon, which was ar-

ranged by Miss Grace Hadley of the

Multiphase
Currents

Miscellaneous News Items

Picked from the Happenings
of the Industry

Society for Electrical Development,
Inc., also marked the formal opening of

activities in the home economics de-
partment of the New York Edison
Company, under the supervision of
Miss Anne Broome. The meats were
electrically cooked, and hot tea was
made electrically and then iced from
an automatic electric refrigerator. The
cake was baked in an automatic electric

range. Electric fans cooled the party
while at the table, and an electric dish-

washer "finished up" the dishes after-

ward. The dining-room table was
equipped with a cluster outfit to which
was attached the tea wagon. This was
drawn up near the table, making it

very convenient to brew the tea in an
electric samovar and serve it.

Tinned Transmission Wires Elimi-
nate Corrosion Caused by Salt Air.

—

Finding that the salt air caused con-
siderable corrosion on its transmis-
sion lines and especially on the tie

wires used to fasten them to the insu-

lators, the Atlantic City Electric Com-
pany recently decided to attempt the
elimination of this trouble by using
tinned conductors for both the trans-
mission lines and the tie wires. The
results thus far obtained have been
very satisfactory.

Training Employees in Safety and
Rescue Work.—Recognizing the value
of having its employees trained in the
actual administration of safety and
resuscitation measures, the "lighting
and power department of the city of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, has a first-aid

brigade which, trained in rescue work,
is often called upon to give demonstra-

LOWERING AN INJURED LINEMAN

tions of its methods before other em-
ployee and for the benefll of the pub-
lic, The accompanying picture shows.

an exhibition drill presented during
"Patriotic Pair Week" at Winnipeg, in

which a nppo <dly injured man is

being lowered from a pole, while other
members of the brigade stand hy,

ready U) e;ive resuscitation treatment.

Electrical Material in Ford CarH.—

A

statistician with a taste for curious
data has just completed a compilation
of the material entering into the con-
struction of the 300,000 Ford cars
turned out last year. He estimates
that the magnets for the magnetos
consumed 4,200,000 lb. of steel, the

coils in the magnetos 10,050 miles of
wire, and the radiators 0,000,000 lb. of
copper.

Some Big Fleets of Electric Trucks.
—That the electric vehicle is especially

adapted to house-to-house delivery and
other transportation requirements de-

manding frequent stops is reflected by
the fact that many department stores,

bakeries, breweries, laundries, etc.,

have adopted its use on a large scale.

In fact, some of the largest delivery

fleets are composed chiefly of electric

vehicles. It is, moreover, significant

that these fleets are the result of "re-

peat" orders extending over a period
of ten or fifteen years. The accom-
panying table shows some of the larg-

est electric-vehicle fleets:

Ward Baking Company 610
Adams Express Company (in two cities). 326
Marshall Field & Company 230
American Express Company (in two

cities) 220
Jacob Ruppert 145
George Ehret Brewing Company 136
New York Edison Company 130
Commonwealth Edison Company 114
Gimbel Brothers 119
Carson, Pirie & Scott 67

Dividends Paid with Coffee.—Owing
to the prohibitive rates of money ex-

change and other causes, the Brazilian
Traction, Light & Power Company,
Ltd., found itself for many months un-

able to remit money from Brazil for

the purpose of the payment of coupons
and dividends, and because the situa-

tion did not improve the board of di-

rectors decided to remit its funds in

coffee. As the Rio de Janeiro Tram-
way, Light & Power Company, a sub-

sidiary, has under charter a fleet of

steamers for the purpose of carrying
the coal and other material required by
the company's subsidiaries in Rio de
Janeiro and Sao Paulo, the directors

employed these steamers on their re-

turn journeys for freighting the coffee

purchased in Brazil to the New York
and European markets. Since coffee is

a staple product in commerce, it offered

a safe, and at that time the only prac-

ticable, means of remitting the com-
pany's funds. Up to the end of the

year there had been purchased and
shipped from Rio de Janeiro and Santos
278,400 bags of coffee, to the value

of 11,695,000,000 reis, or more than

$6,000,000, all of which has since been
disposed of in New York at prices

which have enabled the company to

net an average of 27.7 cents per milreis,

which is materially in excess of the

average rate of exchange during the

same period.
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

and Central-Station Fields

Boston Edison Company Adopts 2-Cent Cooking Rate

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Bos-
ton, Mass., will establish a new reduced rate for

electric cooking, heating and refrigerating service be-

ginning Oct. 1. The rate is based upon a price of 10

cents per kilowatt-hour for the first 10 kw.-hr. per
month, with a price of 2 cents per kilowatt-hour for all

energy furnished in excess of 10 kw.-hr. per month
when used in the above classes of service. The mini-
mum meter charge will be $9 per year. The 2-cent rate

marks a reduction of 33.3 per cent below the 3-cent

charge applicable as a first reduction from the regular
maximum retail rate when used in miscellaneous energy
applications. It puts the residential customer desir-

ing to take advantage of the convenience and economy
of electric heating on as favorable a plane as the in-

dustrial patron. Under the new schedule the first dol-

lar's worth of energy will often be absorbed by a very
moderate use of appliances, and the billing of the re-

mainder of the monthly consumption at 2 cents per
kilowatt-hour enables the company to compete closely

with 80-cent gas, wholly apart from the superiority of

electric service.

N. E. L. A. Wiring Committee Reports on Installa-

tions of Concentric Wiring

A meeting of the wiring committee of the Commer-
cial Section of the National Electric Light Association
was held on Sept. 17 in New York City.

On the question of the standardization of plugs and
receptacles a report was presented from Mr. Benjamin,
representing the manufacturers of the angle-pull type,

and H. P. Sargent, representing the manufacturers of

the straight-pull type, and other information was pre-

sented to the committee which will be submitted to the
manufacturers before being further published.

On the question of bare concentric wire several mem-
bers reported on installations already made in their

cities, using standard American fittings, and H. P.

Sargent of the General Electric Company reported that,

in accordance with the request of the committee, the
General Electric Company was going ahead with the

preparation of special fittings and possibly a few spe-

cial tools and hoped to have these ready by the middle
of November. It is the opinion of the committee that

as soon as these fittings are ready a very large number
of additional installations will be made with the per-

mission and for the information of the Underwriters
and other inspectors.

On the question of the solid neutral it was reported
that the Sprague company is getting out a bulletin

showing panelboards designed for the use of solid neu-
trals without fuses or switches on the grounded wires,

either the grounded neutral or the grounded side of the
two-wire circuits, which would result in a very distinct

reduction in the cost of large installations as well as
being in accordance with the new safety rules. It was
recommended that the various members of the commit-
tee take steps in their various cities to have this prin-
ciple recognized and approved by the local inspectors.

Circular 54 of the Bureau of Standards had been re-

ferred to the committee by the National Electric Light

Association for report, and a number of recommenda-
tions in regard to it were drawn up which will be sub-
mitted to the representatives of the National Electric
Light Association who are to appear before the Bureau
of Standards at a conference in Washington on Oct. 27.

Battery Rental with Low-Priced Vehicle

At the works of the Edison Storage Battery Company
in West Orange, N. J., last Monday a plan was inaug-
urated whereby a dependable electric delivery wagon
may be obtained in New York City and in New Jersey
for $875 on installment payments covering one year and
including the first year's rental of an Edison battery,
after which the owner rents the battery at a fixed sum
per month on a mileage basis. The vehicle is built by
the Ward Motor Vehicle Company of New York City.
The "Ward special" is one of the lightest and most

durable vehicles on the market. It is equipped with
Westinghouse motors, Timken roller-bearings and Fire-
stone solid tires. The rear axle is shaft-driven from
the motor, which is placed under the center of the body.
The battery is contained in a box under the driver's
seat and out of harm's way. The vehicle has a normal
loading capacity of 750 lb. and a roomy delivery wagon
body. It is intended for bakers, grocers, butchers,
laundries, etc., and the builders have had a rectifier de-
veloped which gives a tapering charge so that the bat-
tery cannot be overcharged negligently. The Edison
battery which forms part of the equipment is a sixty-
five-cell G-4 type which has the normal charge and dis-
charge rate of the A-4 cell but has positive tubes 3/16
in. in diameter instead of y4 in. The battery weighs
800 lb. and can be charged fully in four and three-quar-
ter hours. It has a rated ampere-hour output of 100
amp.-hr., or 130 amp.-hr. on overcharge. After the
end of the first year the owner of the wagon pays the
Edison Storage Battery Company a monthly battery
rental of $10.50, provided that the odometer does not
record more than 625 miles in that month. For all

excess mileage over 625 there will be an extra charge
of 1% cents per mile.

Representatives of the New York Edison Company,
the United Electric Light & Power Company, the Edi-
son Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, the
electrical department of the Flatbush Gas Company,
the New York & Queens Electric Light & Power Com-
pany and the Public Service Electric Company of New
Jersey gave the new plan their indorsement and have
promised their co-operation and support to a specific
sales campaign proposed by the Ward Motor Vehicle
Company. This offer will be open only until Oct. 31,
and the electric light companies have pledged their as-
sistance to a joint campaign with the Ward and Edison
interests. The plan is to be tried in Greater New York
and New Jersey and may be extended to other cities
in the future.

A preliminary fund of $10,000 has been pledged by
the manufacturers of the battery, the vehicle makers
and the central-station companies mentioned for adver-
tising the offer in the press of New York City and in
the territory of the Public Service Electric Company in
New Jersey.
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JOBBERS ON TRADE CONDITIONS
Statements Made to the "Electrical World" show an [n

|iio\ (in. m( in I he Siluat ion

in connection with the meeting of the Electrical Sup
pi\ Jobbers' Association held last week :it Niagara
Falls, Canada, tin- Ele< nut u World obtained bj

terviews from some of the jobbers on business condi-
i ions, ;is follows

:

Looks for Good Trade This Fall

N. G. Harvey, Illinois Electric Company, Chicago,
saul: "Since the beginning of the war the trade in the

central section of the country, except in certain dis-

tricts, has been below normal. In the northwestern part

of this section it has been as good as ever. The reduc-
tion in trade in the district as a whole amounts to a
considerable percentage, varying, of course, with dif-

ferent communities. This condition is due more to the
European war than to any other single influence, al-

though the Chicago local situation has been affected

seriously by the strike in the building trades, which
lasted a number of months. In the last two months
conditions have improved slowly, but business is still

spotted. 1 believe that we are going to have a pretty

good trade this fall. Many purchasers, have held back so

long that from necessity they must buy materials for

their operations. Prices have not been demoralized seri-

ously, as has often been the case during other times of

decreased business. After the settlement of the Euro-
pean war, I think that we can look forward to years of

the best business we ever had."

Good Periods at More Frequent Intervals

Franklin Overbagh, Overbagh & Ayres Manufactur-
ing Company, Chicago, said: "According to my observa-

tions the average of business conditions during the last

thirty days has been somewhat better than in the cor-

responding period of 1914. Business, however, is not

steady. Improvement comes in spots ; sometimes con-

ditions are good and business is well maintained in

substantial volume for a week, then in the following

week it declines. Conditions of this general character

have existed for a long time, but one encouraging factor

is that the good periods now come at more frequent in-

tervals. On the whole, I believe that business has tended
toward improvement over the corresponding time in

1914. With conditions as they are, the outlook for the

future is necessarily very uncertain. Of course, the

volume of business dependent on war materials affects

the general situation materially in the sections where
such business prevails. This is not permanent business,

but it will probably influence more and more distribut-

ing centers. The economic results of the war are bound
to be far-reaching, but they cannot be gaged now. It

seems to be inevitable that to some extent the entire

world will be affected by the economic conditions that

will be created."

Improvement in New England

G. M. Stuart, Stuart-Howland Company, Boston,

said: "During the last year the volume of business in

New England has been substantially lower than would

have been expected under normal conditions. However,

I think that there is a little improvement now, although

it develops in spots and does not apply generally to all

sections. The improvement is due in part to increases

in factories which are taking war orders. On account

of this business trade is fairly good in Connecticut; in

fact, when we consider the situation as a whole, con-

sumption in that State has been fully up to normal

during the present year, although there are some dis-

tricts which show no improvement. Aside from the ac-

tivity due to war orders business is still dull. At the

• time it shows an improvement over tin- conditions

Of six months ago. While the future is still clouded I,,

the uncertainty OVef the international sit iiat ion, I .nil

hop. 'till thai the improvement which is apparent now
will be permanent As their are no precedents to guide
US I feel reluctant to prophesy, but I am inclined to

believe that, notwithstanding the doubtful elements in

the situation, business will continue to improve. We
have a Presidential contest before us next year which

may complicate matters, hut the European war is the
main factor, and when that is settled I think that busi-

ness will Itooin."

Outlook in Staple Lines Satisfactory

('. W. rlobson, president and general manager South-
west General Electric Company, said: "The first and
immediate effect of the war was to reduce the volume
of business in every direction. However, trade in staple

lines, representing supplies for ordinary daily consump-
tion, recovered in a very short time and is now prac-

tically normal. The part of the business which develops

from new plant construction, improvements and exten-

sions is still under the influence of war-time conditions,

but is now showing signs of slow improvement. The
indications of a return of these development expendi-

tures were apparent first in April and May, and they

have continued on about the scale that was shown then.

As we have been making comparisons with the war
period since August, I think that we shall have a de-

cidedly better showing from this time forward, al-

though it will be less favorable than the record of either

1913 or 1912. The outlook for the future is satisfactory

so far as ordinary staples provided for regular con-

sumption are concerned; but the prospect for a re-

sumption of new construction on the old scale is sur-

rounded by doubts which arise from the financial sit-

uation. Undoubtedly money rates will be higher, but

no one can tell what permanent effect they will have on

capital expenditures."

Opportunity in "Electrical Prosperity Week"

E. W. Rockafellow, Western Electric Company, said:

"Business conditions generally in the jobbing industry

show improvement. In the closing months of the year I

think that they will be better. From this time on they

should be stimulated by the campaign for 'Electrical

Prosperity Week.' This movement offers jobbers and
contractors the best opportunity that they have ever had
to co-operate with central stations. It will bring them
into close touch with central stations in a strictly trade

and merchandising movement which will benefit all in-

terests and will do much to stimulate business."

On the Verge of Prosperity

M. B. Austin of M. B. Austin & Company, Chi-

cago, said : "I am of the same opinion that some of the

bankers have expressed recently, that is to say, that we
are on the verge of an era of prosperity in this country.

I believe that there will be a gradual improvement rather

than a boom. In my opinion the effect of the war has

been largely discounted ; as it appears to be unlikely that

this country will be involved, we can look forward to

improvement in business even while the European war
continues. Crops are good and banks are full of money,
and all that we need is a little confidence. The price

question will be settled by the relation of supply and

demand. The general feeling toward the railroads has

changed for the better, and while the increases granted

in freight rates have not been so much as the roads

wanted, they have shown a more wholesome spirit on the

part of the public and the public authorities. If this

attitude develops it means that the railroads will start

buying soon. Nothing will help general business, and

particularly the electrical jobbing business, so much as
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to have the railroads buying again. The money situa-

tion will take care of itself. Funds lying idle in the

banks will have to be invested, and the result will be

that the railroads will have capital for their needs. The
hard times have been good experience for the railroads,

and they mean the end of the extravagant methods on

which some of the properties did business in the past.

"With prosperity not far ahead of us, the principal

danger to avoid is that of over-expansion. The bankers

have sounded a warning against this peril. I can illus-

trate this by the situation in the rubber-covered wire

industry. A few years ago there were seventeen manu-
facturers of this wire, and business was good. It was
so good that everybody began to enlarge plant capacity.

Some of the men employed by these manufacturers
withdrew and organized new companies. The result is

that while the original seventeen companies have
capacity sufficient to-day for the full demand, there are

actually thirty-eight manufacturers and prices are 'shot

to pieces.' If plant capacity is greatly enlarged during
the next wave of prosperity, there will be the same kind

of reaction, which is what the bankers are now warning
us against.

"If electrical manufacturers can get copper, they will

have no difficulty in meeting the demand for goods.

There has been some difficulty recently in getting copper,

because the copper producers could get higher prices in

other markets. The price of copper is as high now as it

ought to be. I should like very much to see it held

steady at about 18 cents. With a fluctuating price the

appreciation or depreciation in the value of stock is

serious. If there could be a fairly uniform, steady

market it would be a great advantage. The public

service corporation which has hundreds of thousands of

pounds underground confronts a large problem when it

makes a new investment in copper. If it pays the top-

notch price it will have to provide for a heavy deprecia-

tion in its investment in a few months."

Some Indications of Improvement

Thomas I Stacey, Electric Appliance Company,
Chicago, said: "Conditions are unsatisfactory and have
been so ever since the war began. The electrical busi-

ness is so dependent on new enterprises that it has
suffered more than the average industry. New enter-

prises have not been able to finance construction. In

the spring we were under the impression that through
the summer there would be a gradual improvement and
that by fall business would be on a somewhat normal
basis. But comparisons month by month have not shown
any improvement. I think that just now there are
indications of some improvement, although they are
not very marked. Here and there a factory starts pro-
duction or puts on more men. The labor situation in

Chicago is clearing up, and I believe that this means
more activity. So long as the war lasts I do not look

for good conditions until after the next election any-

way, but of course the war might be ended suddenly,

and in that event the situation would change im-

mediately for the better."

Convention of Electrical Contractors in Massa-

chusetts

A largely attended and enthusiastic convention of the

Electrical Contractors' Association of Massachusetts

was held at the Hotel Kimball, Springfield, Mass., Sept.

22 and 23. The program included an address of wel-

come by Mayor Stacy and a speech by President John
R. Galloway of the National Electrical Contractors' Asso-

ciation, Washington, D. C, on Wednesday morning,
followed by the business sessions. At the first session

the relations between central stations and contractors

were discussed by Herbert A. Holder of Boston, Mass.,

for the contractors, and Clifton R. Hayes, Fitchburg,

Mass., for the central stations, the latter speaker bring-

ing the greetings of the Kineo (Me.) convention of

the New England Section of the N. E. L. A. to the

contractors' gathering.

On Wednesday afternoon there was scheduled a report

from the legislative committee of the association by
Chairman A. J. Hixon of Boston, discussion centering

upon the 1915 Massachusetts electricians' license law.

The labor committee of the association also was sched-

uled to report, with discussions by Robert R. Hallo-

well, Lord Electric Company, Boston, and L. W. E. Kim-
ball, Boston, representing the Independent Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers. Other features were a report of

the committee on the National Electrical Code, presented

by Herbert W. Kimball of Haverhill, Mass., with an
address by J. P. Mallet.

Thursday morning's program consisted of a discus-

sion of the relations between jobbers, manufacturers
and contractors, opened by George J. Murphy of the

Pettingell-Andrews Company, Boston; Arthur J. New-
ell, secretary of the Roland T. Oakes Company, Holyoke,
Mass., and William F. Abely, sales manager of the

Western Electric Company, Boston. In the afternoon
J. P. Coghlin of Worcester, Mass., presented a paper on
"Cost Accounting and Methods of Bookkeeping," fol-

lowed by the election of officers and a banquet in the

evening. A notable feature of the convention was an
exhibit of electrical appliances in the billiard room of

the hotel by various manufacturers. An extensive elec-

trical illumination of the streets between the Union
Station and the hotel, including fifty 1000-watt gas-filled

lamps, attracted wide attention.

Electricity at the Biggest Baseball Park
"Braves' Field," Boston, said to be the largest

baseball park in the world, was opened for business
last month by the Boston National League club.

Besides seating about 48,000 "fans," the new park
is equipped with a fifty-line Western Union tele-

graph switchboard for the handling of direct-Wire

reports. A view of the operators at work on the

opening day is shown herewith. In the center of

the press box is a special telephone equipment for

transmission of scores and for the checking of de-
risions of umpires at the scoreboard, a 22-ft. by
10 It. structure in deep center field. Excellent pay-
station facUIOM arc maintained in the park by the

New England Telephone & Telegraph Company, and
to provide for electric transportation to and from
the grounds the Boston Elevated Railway operates

a special loop track with double storage facilities in

an inclosure 600 ft. long and 50 ft. wide adjoining
the ramp outlets from the grand stand.
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Associations and Societies

Dallaf Electric Club. The fall program of the Dal

i l.\ i BHectric Club was opened Sept. 17 with an iiililn'.v

on the subject of meters by H. M. Hallenback of the w.-
|

Inghou «• Electric A Manufacturing Company of Ti

Dr. Newell Iddreaaea lesociation <>i Engineera An in-

formal "booster" dinner was held by the American Aseocia
lion of Engineers at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, Sept. i i.

when Prof. !•'. ll. .Newell of the engineering department of

the University of Illinois, ami until recently director of the

United states Reclamation Service, spoke on "The Need for

Co opei .ii ion Among Bngineei

Connecticut Lighting Vaeoclation Meeting.—The Con
necticul Lighting Association held a meeting in Danbury,
Conn., on Sept. in' which was in the nature of a symposium.
The uniformity of poles and lamps and other matters in

which the members are seeking to co-operate to obtain

Standard practice all over the State were considered at

length. The next meeting will be held at Meriden on Oct. 5.

New York Section. EL V. A.—The council and the finance

committee of the New York Section of the Electric Vehicle

Association of America having carefully investigated the

association's finance, and having considered ways and means
of providing a sufficient income from membership dues to

meet ordinary expenses incurred in furthering its promotion
work, the finance committee reported to the council at its

meeting on Sept. 23. In conformity with the association's

constitution relating to amendments a meeting is called for

Sept. 30 at 5.15 p. m., when active members may vote on the

proposed amendments.

New Officers of Buffalo Section, N. E. L. A.—The Buffalo

General Electric Company Section of the National Electric

Light Association held its annual meeting and election of

officers Sept. 15, following an interesting address by
Augustus C. Smith on the new rates now in force. The
election of officers resulted as follows: President, Adam
B. Gunn; vice-president, Edward C. Cursons; corresponding

and recording secretary, Roscoe McMillan; financial secre-

tary, Frank E. Bowes; treasurer, William C. Bingham;
executive committee: William R. Huntley, Robert M.
Emblidge, Earle A. LeFeyer and Augustus C. Smith.

Pennsylvania Industrial Conference and Exhibit.—The
third Pennsylvania Industrial and Public Welfare and En-
gineering Conference will take place at Harrisburg, Pa.,

Nov. 16, 17 and 18. During the week of the conference an

exhibit of manufacturers' products will be held under the

supervision of the Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. The
joint committee on arrangements consists of John Price

Jackson, State Commissioner of Labor; F. Herbert Snow,
chief engineer Pennsylvania Public Service Commission,

and Farley Gannett, president of the Engineers' Society

of Pennsylvania.

New York Jovian Prosperity Week Luncheon.—"Electrical

Prosperity Week" furnished the theme for addresses at the

second of the weekly luncheons held this fall at the Hotel

Martinique on Sept. 22 by the New York Jovian League. T.

I. Jones, sales manager of the Edison Electric Illuminating

Company of Brooklyn, spoke of the plans his company was
making to further the success of the week, principal among
which will be a special-inducement easy-payment plan for

wiring existing houses. Harry N. Alexander, who has charge

of the publicity campaign for Electrical Prosperity Week,
told what the Society for Electrical Development was doing

to promote the week. He outlined the progress that had
been made by several of the local committees, laying special

emphasis on Cincinnati and Cleveland. In the latter place

plans have been laid for a beginning of electrical prosperity

promotion in October, using the national week as a wind-up

for the local activities.

Colorado Electric Light, Power and Railway Associ-

ation.—The thirteenth annual convention of the Colorado

Electric Light, Power and Railway Association was held

at Glenwood Springs, Col., on Sept. 23, 24 and 25. The
program included the following papers: "The Electric

Range," by B. S. Manuel, Denver sales manager Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company; "Rate Making
to Stimulate Other Than Lighting Uses," by Franklin P.

Wood, Trinidad Electric Transmission, Railway & Gas

Company; "Keeping Appliancei In U a Aftei They Are
Sold," l>y Miss Jane Aldred, Colorado I'owir Company;
"Valuation of Public Utility Propartif ." by F. J. Rankin,

engineer of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission; "A
Uniform System of Accounting," liy Fred W. Herbert,

auditor of the Colorado Public Utilities Commii ion; "The
Indeterminate Franchise and the Certificate of Public Con-
venience and Necessity," by M . II. \ylc worth, member and
attorney of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission;
"Depreciation as Affecting Valuation and Asm ment," by
Daniel W, Knowlton Of Smith, Knowlton A Hatch, attor-

neys; "Pre en1 Hay street Railway Problems," by W. N.
v, Denver City Tramway Company; "Electrical Pros-

perity Week," by Clare N. Stannard, Denver Gas & Electric

Light Company; "Improvement! in Mazda Lamps," by
S. E. Doane, chief engineer National Lamp Works of the

General Electric Company; "Modern Store and Window
Lighting," by R. Arnold Lewis, illuminating engineer Gen-
eral Electric Company; "Safety Rules for Construction of

Stations and Mines," by W. J. Canada, Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C.

Public Service Commission News
Ohio Commission

The appeal of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Com-
pany from the ordinance passed by the Cleveland City
Council requiring it to furnish steam heat for the new city

hall at a fixed price was heard in part by the commission
on Sept. 15 and 16. Director of Law Stockwell of Cleve-

land, in an address, charged the company with attempting
to freeze the occupants out of the new building, because the

city is furnishing energy from its own plant in competition
with the company. Attorneys for the company informed
the commission that they considered the ordinance unrea-
sonable, and if relief is not granted by it the case will be

taken to the courts. The hearing was finally adjourned to

Sept. 21, when it is expected that the arguments will be
completed.
The hearing on the valuation of the electrical property

of the Union Gas & Electric Company of Cincinnati will

be resumed on Sept. 28. The No Referendum League of

Cincinnati filed a statement with the commission recently

in which it was asserted that the rates fixed by Council

are too high, but that the organization has faith in the

wisdom of the commission to fix a fair rate. The officers of

the organization will be called to testify before the com-
mission.

Indiana Commission

The commission has entered an order approving a new
schedule of rates for the large power customers of the

Southern Indiana Power Company, which supplies stone

mills and quarries in the Bloomington-Bedford stone dis-

trict of Indiana with power from its big hydraulic plant at

Williams, Ind. The new rates estimate the maximum de-

mand by taking 65 per cent of the connected load of 25-hp.

to 50-hp. motors, and "50 hp. and above by a suitable maxi-

mum demand indicator registering over a period of thirty

minutes," and make a primary charge of $1.25 per kilowatt

of maximum demand per month. Thereafter a secondary

charge ranging from 3.5 cents to 0.75 cent per kilowatt

is provided. Minimum charges equal to 50 cents per horse-

power a month are provided, and the consumer is given

a discount equal to 10 per cent of the secondary charges

only for prompt payment.

Washington Commission

The Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company, operating

in the State of Washington, will refund on Sept. 27 all

five-dollar deposit fees, in accordance with a recent Public

Service Commission order, according to C. A. Reynolds,

chairman of the commission, who states that the company's

attorneys have agreed not to carry the matter into the

courts or to ask for "an extension of time. "It has been

agreed," said Mr. Reynolds, "that subscribers may obtain

their five-dollar fee after Sept. 26. Those who do not de-

sire cash may have the deposit credited on their account."

Twelve small independent companies scattered over the

State are involved in the ruling on deposit.
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Corporate and Financial
Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft.—The "A. E. G."

of Berlin has proposed to the shareholders of the Berliner

Elektricitatswerke an exchange of the shares of the latter

company against shares of the Allgemeine Elektricitats

Gesellschaft. To make possible that exchange it is con-

templated to raise the share capital of the Allgemeine

Elektricitats Gesellschaft from $38,750,000 to $47,750,000.

The Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft hopes for an in-

crease in its sphere of interest in Germany by bringing

about this combination of the interests between the two
companies. It is said that the present coalition is the

pioneer of others to be expected in Germany as an offset

against the probable reduction of the work in foreign fields

which is expected as a consequence of the present war.

American Gas & Electric Company, New York, N. Y.

—

With the gross earnings running about 18 per cent ahead
of last year, the company feels itself to be in a very strong

position. Its growth has been due entirely to new business.

Where there has been a falling off in the demand of old

customers, the load created by new customers has been

more than enough to fill the gap. In Marion, Muncie and
Elwood, Ind., and adjoining towns business is picking up.

Here the company practically has reached the saturation

point both in the industrial and domestic field and there-

fore is not in a position to secure new business when the

old falls off. In the Canton (Ohio) properties the August
earnings were fully 30 per cent greater than those in 1914.

The season at Atlantic City was such as to bring in but
fair earnings for the light and power company. The prop-

erties in Wheeling, W. Va., and Scranton, Pa., report satis-

factory earnings.

Arkansas Light & Power Company, Arkadelphia, Ark.

—

Notice has been filed with the Secretary of State of an

increase in capital stock of the company from $650,000

to $2,250,000. The company operates plants in ten cities

and towns in Arkansas.

Coffeyville (Kan.) Municipal Electric-Light Plant.—The
annual report of the Water and Light Department shows a
valuation of the electric-light plant on Jan. 1, 1915, of

$145,437. During the year ended Dec. 31, 1914, 121 new
customers were received, making a total of 1353 customers.
During the year the income per kilowatt station rating was
$66.38 and per consumer was $44.15. The earnings were as

follows:

Gross revenue $59,745
Expenses

:

Operation and maintenance $34,120
Bond interest 1,827
Sinking fund 700
Depreciation 7,654
Taxes 383 44,684

Net profit $15,061

Detroit (Mich.) Edison Company.—With a gross oper-

ating revenue of $548,564 for the month of August, the

company exceeded August of last year by 19.3 per cent
in this item. The principal gain was from municipal elec-

tric service, the revenue from which was almost doubled.
The lowest gain was in the sales to street railways, the
gain being but 7.2 per cent. Expenses showed an increase
during the month of 13.6 per cent over last year. The net
income, $169,820, showed an increase of 34.3 per cent.

After making interest and other deductions, a net income
applicable to dividends of $71,840 remained. This was a
gain of 46.4 per cent: During the first eight months of

1915 the company's gross revenue was $4,825,896, or 18.2

per cent more than last year. Net income was $1,748,314,

a gain of 27.9 per cent, while net income applicable to

dividends was $1,046,296, a gain of 29.9 per cent. For the
twelve months ended Aug. 31, 1915, the company earned
over 12 per cent on the $13,500,000 of stock outstanding on
Aug. 31. Since this amount has not been outstanding the
entire twelve months, the company has in fact earned a
larger amount on its stock. The entire stock of the com-
pany is common stock and bears dividends at the rate of

7 per cent. The capital stock of the company is con-

stantly increasing owing to the conversion privilege of the
ten-year 6 per cent debentures. Of the $1,500,000 of de-

bentures issued in April, 1910, but $53,400 remain un-
converted. The same is true of the $1,500,000 issue of Feb.

1, 1911. The remaining $6,000,000—$3,354,500 of which
were issued Feb. 1, 1914, and $2,645,500 issued Jan. 15, 1915

—are not convertible until two years after date of issuance.

It is thought that a large amount of the unconverted
debentures of the two first issues is held by estates which
by law are prohibited from holding stock. Since the be-

ginning of the year the company has made large strides

in the getting of new business. There are at present over

120,000 customers on the company's books, which means
that on the average 1000 customers were added monthly
since Jan. 1. Besides large gains in new customers the

company has experienced greater demands for energy for

industries already on its lines. Mention will be made of

the automobile industry, which is but a part of Detroit's

business, although the most spectacular and widely known.
The company is serving the General Motors Company and
the manufacturers of the following cars: Hudson, Cadillac,

Ford and Packard, all of which are at present running
full force.

Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brockton,

Mass.—The company has petitioned the Board of Gas &
Electric Light Commissioners of Massachusetts for per-

mision to issue $211,000 of new capital stock for the pur-

pose of paying indebtedness already incurred and to be

incurred on account of additions to its plant and property.

Electrical Investment Company, Boise, Idaho.—It was an-

nounced by S. Z. Mitchell, president of the Electric Bond &
Share Company, who has been in Boise the past few days
attending to plans for the reorganization of the Idaho prop-

erties, that the Boise Valley Traction Company, recently

incorporated, is a permanent corporation and will hold all

fee titles of the electric railway properties at present owned
by the Investment company in Idaho. The new corpora-

tion to succeed the Electrical Investment Company will

hold fee title to all of the electric rights and power plants.

The Electrical Investment Company was organized tem-

porarily, pending the straightening out of the litigation

which involves the several properties and their purchase.

To it were transferred all deeds, etc. On Oct. 1, when the

new operating company is organized, these deeds will be

transferred to it.

Galveston-Houston (Tex.) Electric Company.—Accom-
panying the notification to stockholders that no dividend was
declared on the common stock at this time was a state-

ment which we quote in part: "The passing of the divi-

dend on the common stock at this time is due chiefly to

a loss in earnings on account of the operation of 'jitney'

busses in Houston during a period when business condi-

tions have been generally unsatisfactory. Another burden
has been added by the recent storm which swept the Texas
Gulf Coast cities, causing an interruption of service which
also will be reflected in a temporary reduction of the com-
pany's earnings, and necessitating unusual expenditures for

rehabilitation. The company is at present in a strong posi-

tion financially, having a substantial cash balance and prac-

tically no floating debt. With the enforcement of the regu-

latory ordinance in Houston and the resumption of normal
through service on the Interurban, the earnings of the com-
pany should show gradual improvement. Under present

conditions, however, your directors feel that the company's
cash resources should be conserved by not declaring a

dividend on the common stock at this time."

Interstate Public Service Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

The Public Service Commission of Indiana has authorized

this company to issue $23,000 of bonds to reimburse its

treasury for payments made in retiring underlying bonds of

the Corydon (Ind.) Light & Water Company and for better-

ments and extensions on new properties acquired by the

company during the period between May 1 and July :>1

of this year.

Montana Power Company, Butte, Mont.—This company
recently declared its regular quarterly dividend, totaling

$303,415. The disbursement will be made Oct. 2 to the

stockholders of record Sept. 12. This dividend increases the

payments for the current year to $910,246 and the grand

total to $3,337,570. The annual income of the company,
according to recent official reports, is approximately $6,-

299,350, and the annual interest requirement on bonded
indebtedness is $1,405,450.
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Municipal Serfice Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Ths pro
I

1 " -ii to purchase the Interests In Salem, Ohio, of the Salem
Electric Lighl A Power Company and the Columbiana
County Light & \'<>wr, Company, and In future do the light
and power I'll in< of Salem, will be decided at 1 1 1

«
- general

elections on Nov. :'. Tin- Municipal Service Company pur
po ea !<• double Che capacity of the Salem Electric Lighl A
Power Company's plant.

Northern < alifomia I'iihci- Company, Ssua Francisco. CaL
In connection with the report I'm- the first hair of the

year the president of the company lias issued the follow-
ing statement: "Efforts to secure an extension in the
maturity date of this company's series 'A' debentures he

yond next February have resulted in securing the signa-
tures of holders of $616,060 out of the total of $<w.r>,2<>0 to

an agreement extending the maturity date to February,
L920, hut with the provision that payments on account to

the amount of $6,000 a month shall he made up to that

• late, and that the balance of $375,200 remaining unpaid
in 1920 may he paid in cash or 'consolidated' honds at 85.

The agreement has been executed subject to the approval
o( the California Railroad Commission. In order to pay
off maturing notes, meet additional sinking-fund payments
and take care of new construction which will be required
during the period from July 1 to Dec. 31, there will be
required something over $200,000 more than will be avail-

able from estimated earnings, after taking care of operat-
ing expenses, maintenance of plant and bond interest.

Among: the items of new work necessary is an additional
gasholder at Red Bluff, a street-lighting system at Will-
iams, and a new transmission line to connect the mine
and concentrating plant of the Mountain Copper Com-
pany. To provide the above $200,000 it will be necessary
to levy in September an additional assessment of $2 a
share, payable in October. This, however, will not take
care of the balance of series 'A' debentures not extended
and payable in February, 1916, unless the extension can
be obtained." The earnings for the first half of the year
follow

:

i iross operating revenue $358,099.51
Expenses and taxes. .

.' 167,484.90

Net earnings $190,614.61
Non-operating revenue 1,365.77

Total net income $191,980.38
Interest 182,489.78

Balance $9,490.60
Discount and expenses 211.10

Balance $9,279.50
Maintenance and depreciation 5,748.55

Net profit $3,530.95

Manufacturing and Industrial
Canadian Electrical Imports.—During the fiscal years

ended March 31, 1914 and 1915, Canada imported electrical

goods from Great Britain, United States and other coun-
tries as follows:

Tin- Bangame Electric Company, Bprlngieid, in, be ap
pointed C. L Miller, formerly assistan! to the president
"f the Toledo Railways A Light Company, to have ch

of ii Wu York office at •*< Church Street.

Tin- Electric Bed Mill, inc.. Koine, \. v . ha recently
been formed for the purpose of rolling coppei rod . The
officer! are: President, ll. T. Dyett; vice-pre ident, F. M.
Potter, Jr.; secret a r\ 1 rea..urrr, Clarence I ). Kecney. Ml
of these occupy official pe ttion with the Rome Wire Com
p.iny.

Porl Wayne Klcctric Works to Consolidate riant.—It is

reported that the Port Wayne Electric Works will move
their Madison (Wis.) plant, to foil Wayne, Iml., and that

the buildings at Madison will he taken over hy the Gisholt
Machine Company. It will probably require everal months
to move the stock and machinery. Meanwhile the Gl holt,

company will take possession of and operate parts of the
Madison factory as they are vacated hy the Fort Wayne
Electric Works.

The Waller C. Buggies Company, 54 High Street, Boston,
Mass., sole distributer in New England of National feed-
water heaters and other apparatus, has just started a
small factory for the manufacture of various kinds of
steam appliances such as engine stops, back-pressure
valves, atmospheric relief valves, reducing valves, regula-
tors, etc. The number of employees at the start will be
rather small, but will be increased gradually. The com-
pany will retain its sales offices in Boston.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company, Madison Avenue and
Forty-first Street, New York, has recently moved its estab-

lishment at Chicago to Michigan Avenue and Eighteenth
Street. The main floor in the new building will be divided

into sales showrooms for the many products handled by
the Johns-Manville company, conspicuous among which will

be a completely equipped automobile service station where
the automobilists may drive right in and have their cars

equipped with any of the automobile specialties that the

company is selling. The executive and general offices will

be on the second floor.

Demand for Subway Wiring Devices.—On account of the

extensive subway construction taking place in New York,
the Walsh Electrical Supply Company, 129 West Thirty-

first Street, New York, maker of and dealer in wiring
devices for subways, is receiving orders for considerable

material from New York contractors. J. J. Walsh of the

above company thinks that this demand will continue indefi-

nitely, for as soon as the present subways are completed in

New York there will be need for other subways. Other
large cities are also contemplating the construction of sub-

ways, which will tend to hold up the demand.

Electrical Exports to South America During August.

—

The total value of electrical and allied goods exported to

South America from the port of New York during August,
1915, according to figures compiled by the foreign trade

department of the National City Bank of New York, was
$186,580. The value of electrical supplies was $137,773,

and these were exported as follows: Argentina, $13,551;

Brazil, $85,836; Chile, $19,593; Colombia, $2,187; Peru,

From
Great Britain

Articles 1914 1915
Electric apparatus $952,428 $715,198
Engines, gasoline and gas 110,617 85,180
Copper and manufactures of 86,243 34,385

From
United States

1914 1915
57,505,244 $5,137,382
2,456,507 1,873,486
6,410,748 3,506,052

From
Other Countries
1914 1915

$466,642 $183,109
3,014 44,019

84,494 20,418

It will be noticed that the United States supplies Canada
with practically all of her electrical imports.

Charles L. Mooney has opened a store for electrical

goods on South Lake Street, North East, Pa.

J. F. Shore & Son have just opened a new electrical shop
at 507 West Third Street, Davenport, Iowa.

The Philadelphia Storage Battery Company has moved its

Chicago depot and offices to larger quarters at 1621 South
Lexington Avenue.

The Electro-Set Company, Ramsey Building, Cleveland,
Ohio, manufacturer of wireless telephone and telegraph
equipment and electrical toys, has obtained a five-year lease

on a storeroom at 1874 East Sixth Street, Cleveland, where
it will open a retail store.

$4,221; Uruguay, $741; Venezuela, $9,865; all others, $1,779.

The value of engines and boilers was $43,315, the largest

amount, $21,519, going to Chile. Only $5,492 of electrical

machinery was taken during the month by South America.

Decrease in Prices of Walker Electric Passenger Vehicles.

—The Walker Vehicle Company, Chicago, 111., has reduced

the prices of its 1916 model electric passenger cars as fol-

lows: Model 151 (four-passenger, rear-drive, inclosed),

from $2,600 to $1,985; Model 153 (four-passenger, rear-

drive, inclosed), from $2,600 to $1,985; Model 152 (five-

passenger, front-drive, inclosed), from $2,800 to $2,150;

Model 154 (four-passenger cabriolet roadster), from $2,600

to $1,985. A few improvements have been added to the 1916

models, including certain body refinements and better

methods of lubrication and steering. In the city of Chicago
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the company is providing a battery-rental service, and a

reduction of $27(> from the list prices of its 1916 model cars

I
is made to purchasers desiring to rent the batteries.

Small Electric Range for leaching Children How to Cook.

I
—An interesting device which will be displayed in the New
York Edison Company's exhibit at the Electrical Exposition

and Motor Show, to be held in New York from Oct. (> to

[
If,, will be a small electric range designed for use by children

'which was described in the Electrical World of April 24.
' This junior range, as it is called, is of Hughes make and is

being handled by the Western Electric Company. The
Board of Education of the city of New York has arranged

I with the New York Edison Company to send squads of
• young girls from the public schools to visit this exhibit and
receive instruction in electric cooking, using the small

range in the demonstrations. Opportunity is to be afforded

the school children to do some of the cooking themselves,
in order to give the instruction work its greatest possible

value.

Electric Passenger Vehicle Makes 150 Miles a Day.

—

('. S. Chamberlain of Buffalo and his wife recently made a
trip to Albany in two days, leaving Buffalo at daylight
Saturday, Sept. 4, and reaching Syracuse the same evening.

Two boosting charges were given the batteries on the way.
At Syracuse the car was left on charge all night, and the

tourists started at 6 o'clock Sunday morning for Albany,
where they arrived at 8.30 o'clock that evening. A boost-

ing charge was given the batteries at Utica and another
at Schenectady. It was intended to extend the trip from
Albany to New York, but as Monday was Labor Day it was
found impossible to get battery charges at proper inter-

vals. Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain therefore stopped for

the night in Peekskill, running into New York Tuesday
morning. The car was of Waverley make and was equipped
with a Gould battery and Firestone "cushion" tires.

Prizes for the Westinghouse Company at San Francisco
Exposition.—The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has been awarded the fol-

lowing prizes for its exhibits at the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition at San Francisco: The grand prize,

the highest possible award, on the 4000-hp., 650-volt, direct

current, double-unit Pennsylvania electric locomotive which
is mounted on a turntable under the dome of the Transpor-
tation Palace; the medal of honor on alternating-current

and direct-current industrial motors and control apparatus;
the medal of honor on precision instruments; the medal of

honor on Le Blanc condensers; the medal of honor on
motor-generator sets for motion-picture machines; the

medal of honor on high-voltage oil switches; the gold medal
on a number of different classes of apparatus, among which
are steam turbines, alternating-current and direct-current

generators, alternating-current and direct-current railway
motors, transformers, rectifiers, starting, lighting and igni-

tion systems, switchboards and accessories, and mining loco-

motives. A number of silver medals and bronze medals
were also received. The Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company was also awarded the gold medal for

the most complete and attractive installation in the Palace
of Transportation.

Orders for Electric Ranges.—A 30-ft. eight-oven electric

range made by the Simplex Electric Heating Company,
Springfield, Mass., has recently been sold by the Montana
Power Company, Butte, Mont., to the Montana State

Hospital, Warren Springs, Mont. This range is designed

to cook meals for from 1200 to 1500 persons daily and is

said to be the largest range of its kind in the world. The
purchase has been made, it is reported, as a result of an
investigation of the service given by Simplex ranges in

other similar institutions, including one which does the

cooking for 1000 persons at the Southern Indiana Hospital

for the Insane, at Evansville, Ind. The "new central dormi-
tory" which is nearing completion at Wellesley College,

Wellesley, Mass., is equipped with a Simplex electric range
and bake-oven equipment that will cook meals for 250

students and the help. The equipment comprises a special

12-ft. three-oven range and a No. 158 bake oven, which has

a capacity of ninety 1-lb. loaves. A two-oven Simplex
range for hotel use has also recently been shipped to the

Wyoming Electric Company, Casper, Wyo. This range is a

duplicate of a Simplex range installed some time ago in the

restaurant of the Fold Motor Company's administration
building at Detroit and is designed to serve about sixty

oris. Another order has been received by the Simplex
company tax I special range with two ovens and hot closets
above it, intended for use in a large private residence at
Greenwich, Conn. This range was sold through the United
Electric Light & Water Company. Electric equipment for
a kitchenette in the new Merritt Building, Los Angeles,
CaL, has also been sold through the Southern California
Edison Company. The Simplex range included in this equip-
ment can be used to prepare meals for fifteen persons.

Electric Meters for Measuring Gas Supplied to Panama-
Pacific Exposition.—When the Pacific Gas & Electric Com-
pany contracted to furnish all the gas to the Exposition
grounds at San Francisco there arose the necessity of
measuring the total quantities supplied to the Exposition
and to the "Zone" respectively, and it was essential that
this measurement be made in lines in which the gas pres-
sure varied from 30 lb. to 50 lb. gage. To measure the gas
under these varying conditions electrically operated Thomas
meters, made by the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., were chosen. The meters, which are
installed in underground pits in the gas line, give results
directly in standard cubic feet regardless of the variations
in pressure. The recording panels are housed in a small
building on the Exposition grounds in the rear of the "Old
Red Mill," and the pits containing the housings are each
about 500 ft. distant, one being in the line supplying the
Exposition proper and the other in the line supplying the
"Zone." Underground wiring in conduit connects the two
parts. The Thomas meter operates on the principle of
measuring electrically the heat required to raise the tem-
perature of the flowing gas 2 deg. Fahr. The heat capacity
of the standard unit—that is, the quantity of heat required
to warm a standard cubic foot through a known temperature
range—remains essentially the same when the pressure and
temperature of the gas change. The meter dial and chart
therefore always register standard units of gas whatever
may be the pressure, temperature or volumetric conditions
of these standard units at the point of measurement. No
corrections whatever need be applied for gas temperature,
pressure or gravity, or for barometer reading. The meter
is entirely automatic and requires very little attention and
care. Other interesting installations of the Thomas meter
are in the plant of the Wisconsin Gas & Electric Company,
Racine, Wis., where it is employed to measure coal gas,
and in the plant of the Kansas Natural Gas Company, where
the meters are used to measure at the city gates the total
quantity of gas supplied to Kansas City, Kan.

Storage Batteries Perform Well in the Far North.—In a
letter to William Van C. Brandt of the Electric Storage
Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa., Lieut. Fitzhugh Green,
U. S. N., a member of the staff of the Crocker Land Expedi-
tion, made some interesting remarks about an "Ironclad-
Exide" battery which withstood the hardships of a 4000-
mile journey and went through a shipwreck. The letter
was sent from Etah, North Greenland. Lieutenant Green
says in part: "Our battery of seventy-six cells was shipped
to New York in June. They were stored in the Navy Yard.
Then by freight we took them to the ship and into the hold.
Stevedores handle everything as though it were baled waste,,
and the batteries were not excepted. At Sydney several
were buried under tons of coal on our little sealing ship.
Off Barge Point, Labrador, the Diana was wrecked on the
rocks with icebergs on every hand. In a black night, heavy
with fog, we managed to get most of our equipment over-
board and ashore. When the Erik finally rescued us and we
renewed our advance north, I dared not hope that the bat-
teries would survive this last catastrophe. At Etah we
were forced to land over the ice and rocks. Putting up the
house required three weeks, and the motor-generator meant
another week's delay before we finally got at the batteries
early in October. Filling the jars and giving the whole a
good overcharge, we switched over to our lights, which we
had wired throughout the house. There was a blaze of
light. The Eskimos gathered for the occasion and were
wild with delight. Although several jars were broken in

transit, we renewed them, and there was not a single cell

out when we switched in. All were in excellent condition,
and I doubt whether you could have told them from a bat-
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Brisk Bueineee In Electric Fire Extinguishers.—Orders
in lerge numbers for lit*' extinguishers heve been received

during the past year, both from foreign countries and
from differenl parts of the United States, by the l'yrone

Manufacturing Company, f>~ Yanderl>ilt Avenue, New
York. The H. iM. Byllesby Company, the stone ,v Webstei
Management Association, the Kleetric Bond & Share Coin

pany and tlie II. L. I'oherty Operating Company have
ordered quite numlier of extinguishers during the past

year, and the following are some of the large central

station companies in whose plants Pyrene fire extinguish-
ers are installed: The Edison Illuminating Company of

Detroit, the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of

Brooklyn, the Hartford (Conn.) Electric Light Company,
the Hudson River Electric Company of Glens Falls, N. Y..

the Interstate Light & Power Company of Galena, 111.,

the Michigan Power Company of Lansing, Mich., the

Montreal (Que.) Light, Heat & Power Company, the New
Orleans (La.) Railway & Light Company, the New York
Edison Company, the Niagara Falls Power Company, the

Pacific Light & Power Corporation of Los Angeles, Cal.,

and the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. The
Pyrene company has also received its share of war business,

having recently obtained an order from the British govern-
emnt for 45,000 extinguishers and 105,000 extra quarts of

liquid. Recent orders from other foreign countries are as

follows: France, 5000 extinguishers; Russia, 10,000 ex-

tinguishers; Italy, 1000 extinguishers; Denmark, 200 ex-

tinguishers; Norway, 200 extinguishers, and Belgium, 1000
extinguishers. From Sept. 5, 1914, to Sept. 1, 1915, the

Pyrene Manufacturing Company sold 150,000 fire ex-

tinguishers in the United States alone. With the idea of

making still greater increases in its business the company
has set itself the task of disposing of 300,000 extinguish-

ers from Sept. 1, 1915, to Sept. 1, 1916. As an incentive

to its sales force various prizes are being awarded to sales-

men with the highest percentages of sales. The Pyrene
company has a large staff of salesmen and a number of

selling agencies, distributed in various parts of the coun-

try. Usually sales are made to the central stations through
its direct sales representatives. Other electrical companies
usually obtain their fire extinguishers through dealers. For
the assistance of the dealers various kinds of selling helps

are provided. The company also takes a lively interest in

various fire-prevention movements and on this account is

doing its best to make the National Fire-Prevention Day on

Oct. 9, which is the anniversary of the Chicago fire in

1871, a success. The factory of the Pyrene Manufacturing
Company is at 410 East Thirty-second Street, New York,

and on account of the large increase of business its capacity

has been recently doubled.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Sept. 14
, ,

Sept. 21
,

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked
£ s d £ s d

London, standard spot*... 68 15 70 7 6

Prime Lake 17.62% to 17.87%t 17.62y2 to 17.87%t
Electrolytic 17.50 to 17.75t 17.75 to 18.00f
Casting 16.50 to 16.75t 16.62y2 to 16.87y2 t
Copper wire base 19.25f 19.25 to 19.50t

Lead 4.50 4.50
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter.. .... 16.00t
Spelter, spot 13.87% to 14.12% 13.62% to 13.75t
Tin, straits 33.37% 33.00
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent 50.00 47.00f

*OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 15.75 15.75
Brass, heavy 10.75 11.00
Brass, light 9.00 9.00

Lead, heavy 4.20 4.20

Zinc, scrap 11.00 10.50

*COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Sept. 21 6,609

*From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
fNominal.

New Industrial Companies
The William II. Delton Company of Salem, Blase., has

been Incorporated with e capital stock of $80,000 to manu>
facture electrical appliances. The incorporators are William
ii. Dalton, Frederick n. Jackson and Francis H. Latimer.

The Calox Steam Engineering Corporation of New York,
N. v., baa been Incorporated with s capita $100,000
to do ;i general mechanical and electrical engineering con-
traction business. The incorporate] are C. M. Walter,

600 West II Itli Sheet; A. Alexandre, 3X00 [{roadway, and
M. Iriedlander, 03 Fast ll*)th Street, New York, N. Y.

New Incorporations
The Socorro Light & Power Company of Socorro, N. M.,

has been chartered with a capital stock of $50,000 for the
purpose of building an electric light plant in Socorro. C. T.

Brown is one of the incorporators.

The St. John Valley Power Company of Van Buren, Me.,
has filed articles of incorporation with a capital stock of
$50,000 for the purpose of generating and distributing elec-

tricity for lamps, heaters and motors.

The Battle Ground Light & Power Company, Battle
Ground, Ind., has been incorporated by Frank M. Biddle,
William J. Walters, Samuel L. Mitchell, W. S. Dillman and
G. Frank Doyle. The company is capitalized at $10,000 and
purposes to supply electricity for lamps and motors to the
Tippecanoe County battlefield and surrounding territory.

Trade Publications
Lamp Guards.—W. N. Matthews & Brother, St. Louis,

Mo., have prepared a folder on lamp guards for incandes-
cent lamps.

Double Rotary Engine.—The Motsginer Rotary Engine
Company, Fredonia, Pa., has published an illustrated bul-

letin, No. 3, which contains considerable information on its

double rotary engine.

Fire Extinguishers for Electric Service.—The Pyrene
Manufacturing Company, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York,
has issued an illustrated booklet on the uses of its fire ex-

tinguishers for electric service.

Panelboards and Cabinets.—The Trumbull Electric Manu-
facturing Company, Plainville, Conn., has published a folder

which directs attention to the adjustable features of its

panelboards, boxes and cabinets.

Metal Boxes and Conduit Fittings.—The Columbia Metal

Box Company, 246 East 144th Street, New York, has re-

cently published Catalog No. 8, which describes and illus-

trates its cabinets, cut-out boxes, gang-switch boxes, con-

duit fittings, conduit clamps and bushings.

Lubricating Ball and Roller Bearings.—"The Use and

Abuse of Ball and Roller Bearings" is the title of a twenty-

page treatise by F. J. Jarosch, chief engineer of the Bear-

ings Company of America, which is being sent out by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.

Cooking by Electricity.—The Hughes Electric Heating

Company, Chicago, 111., has issued a booklet entitled "The

Junior Cook Book," which contains information on a small

electric range for children and gives a few recipes for the

children's guidance. The company is also sending out a

leaflet on its No. 50 electric range and its No. 33 electric

range.

Decorative Lighting Fixtures.—The Beardsley Chandelier

Manufacturing Company, 216 South Jefferson Street, Chi-

cago, 111., has just issued a large-sized cloth-bound catalog,

designated as No. 22, which contains information on and

illustrations of a large number of decorative lighting fix-

tures. The catalog also contains a colored plate illustrating

the various colors of the company's chandeliers and shades.

The Beardsley company is also sending out plates which

contain sketches of various decorative units manufactured

by the company.
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Construction News
New England

GEORGES MILLS, N. H.—Application
has been made to the Public Service Com-
mission by Arthur S. Stocker for permis-
sion to install and operate an electric-light-
ing system in Georges Mills.

LUDLOW, MASS.—The Ludlow El. Lt.

Co. is planning to build a new power house,
30 ft. by 60 ft., on upper East Street.

MILFORD, MASS.—The Board of Select-
men is considering the advisability of the
town purchasing the property of the Mil-
ford El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. at a cost of about
$200,000.

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.—Members of
the summer colony at Long Pond have pe-
titioned the New Bedford Gas & El. Lt.
Co. to extend its service to cottages along
the pond. The company, it is understood,
has agreed to extend its lines, provided
that sullicient business is guaranteed to
warrant the expenditure.

PEPPERELL, MASS.—At a special town
meeting held recently the town voted to sell

the municipal electric distributing and street
lamps to the Shirley El. Co. of Shirley for
$10,000. The Selectmen were also author-
ized to enter into a contract with the Shir-
ley El. Co. for lighting the streets and
public buildings for a period of not more
than five years.

WATERBURT, CONN.—The Board of
Aldermen has authorized the Mayor to enter
into a new five-year contract with the
United El. Lt. & Wtr. Co. of Waterbury,
under which the company will furnish not
less than 85 ornamental-type luminous-
arc lamps of not less than 5-amp, not less
than !» 90 nitrogen-filled incandescent lamps
of 400 cp., and not less than 60 nitrogen-
filled lamps of 80 cp.

Middle Atlantic

CANISTEO, N. Y.—Two proposals have
been submitted to the Board of Village
Trustees to supply electricity in Canisteo.
The Hornell El. Co. asks for a 30-year
franchise and agrees to light the streets
of the village, using 60-cp. lamps, for $1,600
per year. C. A. Larrowe of Bath asks for
a 25-year franchise and agrees to install a
two-unit plant and will use 100-cp. lamps
for street-lighting purposes and place the
wires in the business section under ground.
Dome lamps on ornamental standards to
be used, and after ten years the village is

to have the privilege of purchasing the
plant

COHOES, N. Y.—The Public Service
Commission has under consideration the pe-

tition of the Cohoes Co., Cohoes, to con-
struct transmission lines along the Erie
Canal between Cohoes and Watervliet and
on Green Island.

GREEN ISLAND (not a post ollice), N.
Y.—The Board of Trustees is considering

to secure electricity to operate the
street-lighting system. With the removal
of the old State dam the village will soon
be without power to operate the village
lighting plant.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-
ceived by C. B. J. Snyder, superintendent
of school buildings, Park Avenue and Fifty-
ninth Street, New York, until Oct. 4 as
follows: (1) For installing heating and
ventilating apparatus, installing tempera-
ture regulation, installing boilers and
forced-dratt apparatus, installing steam en-
gines and generators and electric ash hoist
in the Evander Childs High School at
East 184th Street and Field Place, bor-
ough of the Bronx; (2) for installing pre-
vocational shop equipment in Public
School 4 2, Washington Avenue and Clare-
mont Parkway, borough of the Bronx; (3)
for installing electric equipment in new
Public School 48. on Spofford Avenue, be-
tween Coster and Faile Streets, borough of
the Bronx; (4) for installing electric
equipment in new Public School 41, corner
of Crocheron and Franklin Avenues, Bay-
side, borough of Queens. Blank forms,
plans and specifications may be obtained or
seen at the office of the superintendent.
Park Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street, New
York, and at branch office, 69 Broadway,
Flushing, borough of Queens.
SKANEATELES, N. Y.—The Public

Service Commission has approved the fran-
chises of the Niagara, Lockport & On-
tario Pwr. Co. to apply electricity in
Skaneateles.

WARSAW, N. Y.—The Warsaw Gas &
El. Co. has applied to the Public Service
Commission for permission to construct an
electric-light plant in the towns of War-
saw and Gainesville and in the incorporated
village of Gainesville.

CONFLUENCE, PA.—Plans are being
considered to extend the transmission lines
of the municipal electric-light plant to the
town of Ursina to supply electrical service
there.

ELLWOOD, PA.—The Pittsburgh, Har-
mony, Butler & New Castle Ry. Co. has ap-
plied to the Borough Council for a fran-
chise to supply electricity to operate the
borough electric-lighting system at lVt
cents per kw.-hr. The contract of the
Pennsylvania Pwr. Co., which now supplies
the service, will expire Jan. 1, 1916.

HARRISBURG, PA.—The contract for
electrical work in connection with the erec-
tion of three buildings (to cost about $300,-

000) at the State Hospital for Insane at
Fairvlew. Wayne County, has been awarded
i" Francis Buchanan, Philadelphia.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. — The United
Electric Construction Co. of Philadelphia
has secured the contract for electrical
equipment of the six-story building to be
erected at Eleventh and Race Streets,
Philadelphia. Kallinger & Perrot of Phila-
delphia are architects.

WILMINGTON. DEL.—Plans are being
the William Freihofer Baking

Co. for the erection of a large baking
plant, stable and power house in Wilming-
ton. Peucket & Wunder, 310 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., are the architects.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Preparations are
being made by the Carnegie Steel Co., it is

r< poi t'd, for the construction of a combined
storage and power plant building here. The
building will be erected on Wicomico Street,
between Bush and Elk Streets, and will
cover an area of about 30,000 ft. H. D.
Bush is local manager.
MARTINSBURG, W. VA—Improvements

of four existing dams and five plants of the
Martinsburg Pwr. Co., which is changing
its name to the Potomac Lt. & Pwr. Co., to
the amount of $100,000 are to be under-
taken. This is in connection with reor-
ganization of the company with $1,000,000
authorized capital.

NORTON, VA.—Bids will be received at
the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Oct. 19 for construction complete, in-
cluding mechanical equipment and ap-
proaches, of the United States post office
at Norton. Drawings and specifications
may be obtained at the above office or from
the custodian of site at Norton.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Nov. 17 for construction of a
central heating, lighting and power plant
at Washington, D. C. An item published
in the issue of Sept. 18 stated that bids
would be received until Nov. 7.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign trade
opportunities are announced by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in the
Commerce Reports as follows: No. 18,144—A mechanical engineer in France informs
an American consular officer that he de-
sires to be placed in direct communication
with American manufacturers of iron and
steel tubes for gas, electric, water and heat-
ing installations, as well as accessories for
these systems. No. 18,14 7—An American
consular officer in the United Kingdom re-
ports that he has a request for quotations
on arc-lamp carbons. He states that a
similar request was recently published
which brought unduly high quotations.
The inquirer desires to act as an agent.
No. 18,149—An agency in Italy writes an
American consular officer that it wishes to

The New Conners Creek Turbine Station of the Detroit Edison Company

The new Conners Creek power plant of
the Detroit Edison Company, the first

50,000-kw. section of which is now in op-

eration, has been planned for a total in-
stalled rating of 150,000 kva. in six 25,000-
kva. units. Like the Detroit company's
companion generating station at Delray,
south of the center of the city, a notable
feature of the new Conners Creek plant is

the great size of its boilers, each of which
has 23,654 sq. ft. of water-heating surface
and is built to operate at 225 lb. pressure.
Two such boilers will be used to supply
steam to each turbine unit—no provision
being made, in the strict sense of the word,
to provide for spare units, although pro-
vision has been made whereby three boilers
can be used to supply steam to two turbine
units. The boilers, however, can be safely
and economically operated at outputs con-
siderably more than 170 per cent of their
ratings at the ordinary accepted steaming
rates. The superheaters have about 2400
sq. ft. of surface and are designed to give
200 deg. Fahr. superheat at 200 per cent
of rating. The smokestacks are 325 ft. in
height and are supported entirely on the
st til work of the boiler-room structure.
They extend about 240 ft. above the roof
of the boiler house and are brick-lined,
having an internal diameter inside the lin-
ing of 16 ft. Very complete provision has
been made for the utilization of thermal
energy radiated from the steam equipment
and die electric generators. Air enters the
turbine room principally through louvers
situated above the air washers. This air,
after being washed if necessary, passes
down through the turbine room, absorbing
the heat radiated by the turbine equipment
and later the heat losses of the generators.
Alter being discharged into a duct below
the turbine-room lloor, it is carried into the
pipe gallery in which the stoker blowers
are installed. On its way to the blowers
the air also comes in contact with the
coverings of all steam pipes, thus absorbing
additional heat. Tn this way a large frac-

tion of what are generally considered un-
avoidable losses is conserved by heating
the air supplied to the furnaces.
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Correspondence should be in Spanish. No
18,816 A Arm In Spain la anxious to com
municate with American manufacturers <>f

electrical supplies, such as electrical lamps.
switches, shade holders and small appara-
tus No, 18,850 An American consular
officer reports Dial a Norwegian telegraph
companj wishes to purchase 8000 Icega
(6,613.86 lb. of slliclum wire, the diam-
eter of wire to be 0.061181 in. In width
with m per rem minimum conductivity,
ami 70 kegs (164.3234 lb.) minimum break-
ing strain per square 0.03987 in., the wire
being according to British post office in-
spection. Further Information may be ob-
tained at the Bureau of Foreign and i

>,,-

mestic Commerce, Department of Com-
merce, Washington, D. C, and its branch
offices.

North Central
BATTLE CREEK, MICH. —Work has

started on an addition to the plant of the
Citizens' El. Co. to be erected on Bast Main
str.it. The work will include a new power
house i ii it. by 60 ft), an addition to the
boiler house ( Ii' ft. by 60 ft.), and a new
brick chimney 17.", ft. high. The cost of
buildings with equipment is estimated at
about $30,000.

FLINT, .MICH.—The City Commission
has awarded the contract for furnishing 75
standards for the new ornamental lighting
system to the King Foundry Co.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.—Bids will be

received by the State Military Hoard, Lans-
ing, until Sept. 29 for construction of anarmory building for the Grand Rapids
Battalion, at Grand Rapids, as follows- (l)
General construction: (2) heating: (3)plumbing; ( -1 ) electrical work. Plans and
specifications may be secured from Will-iamson & Crow, architects. Grand Rapids
upon deposit of $10.

JACKSON, MICH.—The contract for
standards for the ornamental lighting sys-
tem has been awarded to the King Foundry
Co. at $30 each. A petition has been pre-
sented to the commission signed by the
business men asking that the ornamental
lamps be extended from the first alley west
of the Consumers' Pwr. Co., the planned
western terminus, to Blackstone Street.
MORLEY, MICH.—Negotiations, it is re-

ported, are under way for the purchase of
the dam and flowage rights of the Little
Muskegon Pwr. Co. by Detroit business
men. If the deal goes through, it is said
that a power plant (to cost about $30,000)
will be erected in Morley.
SAGTNAW, MICH.—Steps have been

taken by the North Side business men and
property owners toward the installation of
an ornamental lighting system on West
Genesee Avenue from the bridge to Michi-
gan Avenue and probablv to Fayette Ave-
nue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—A contract for me-
chanical equipment, including complete
power plant and other electrical equipment,
has. it is reported, been awarded to the
Standard Engineering Co. at $203,855. S
Franklin Gardner is engineer in charge.
GREEN CAMP. OHIO.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the village clerk of Green Camp
until Oct. 1 for the installation of an elec-
tric-lighting system in Green Camp. Plans
and specifications are on file in the office of
the village clerk.

LIMA, OHIO.—The Council has author-
ized the service director to engage an elec-
trical engineer to prepare plans and esti-
mates for the installation of an ornamental
street-lighting system in the business dis-
trict and a municipal electric plant to sup-
ply electricity to maintain the system.
MASSILLON. OHIO—The Massillon El.

& Gas Co. has recently completed an ex-
tensive addition to its plant in Massillon
for the purpose of supplying about 4 000 hp.

tn t in i lentral Steel I ted In
. 1 1 1 1 1 1

. m 1 1 1
1 city.

\l II 'I 'I.l I
I l\\ \. HUM I The Ml, I. lie
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,• a i.i Co has applied to n>.-

Public i tllltlei Commission foi pi rmlaalon
6,61 i capital stock, th< pro

ceed I- I- u ed for enlai glng Iti plant,
I I I 'FIN, "llh > The < -I .1 | PWl

Co "i Tiffin, it i re] I, haa oflfei ed i"
supply electrlcitj In A. I tlca, Blootm Ills
ami New Washington The companj pro-

tO 'I SCI a I ran mi inn lin.- t<, i jai

rol hers, n town cenl rail} alt uated a mons
the three villages, and u ill oil, i to fl
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minimum nl 10,000 kW,
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i Hi. W.st Salem 1,1 A I,, CO I
1

1 h n< ins,- in install an ei, , i ii, in-lit planl
in Weal Salem iii connection with an Ice
i.i. tory.

\\ i ii i.STKl;. I Hill .. The Slate Industrial
Commission has approved the Incri
capital stock ot the Wooater BL «'o. troxn
J50.I to $ 175, oi which the proa • d
of $30, will be used to retire bonds to
thai amount, and 120,000 I'm election of 8
transmission line to Smlthville. C. V. Hard
is president and manager.
ZANESVILLE, OHIO. The Cits Coun-

cil, it is reported, is contemplating employ-
ing an electrical engineer to prepare plans
for an entirely new street-lighting system.
The City liKbtiiiK contrail will expire next
February.
JOHNSON CITY, KV. The installation

oi a municipal electric-light plant in John-
sou City is reported under consideration.

MATFIELD. KV. The installation of an
ornamental lighting system on Broadway is

under consideration.

COVINGTON, INI) Improvements have
just been completed to the municipal elec-
tric-light plant, including an addition to
power house, installation of a Chuse en-
gine and Port Wayne generator and outfit,
at a cost of $1,700. The old arc lamps
have also been replaced with a new street-
lighting system. Charles A. Baldwin is
City clerk.

HUNTINGTON, IND.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Board of Public Works, at
the office Of the city clerk, Huntington, until
Oct. 5 for furnishing and installing a street-
lighting system as follows: 301 lamp-posts,
three 34-kva. regulator transformers and
control panels, accessories for 391 lamp-
posts, 84,000 ft. single conductor, steel-
taped cable, and installing 1500 Mazda
lamps, type C (750 400-cp., 15 amp., and
750 250-cp., 6.6 amp.). For details see pro-
posal columns.
PORTLAND, IND.—The City Council has

instructed the city engineer to prepare esti-
mates of cost for an extension to the mu-
nicipal power house, 10 ft. by 20 ft., to pro-
vide space for transformers.
BONDVILLE. ILL.—Steps have been

taken by local business men, it is reported,
to organize an electric-light company.
CICERO, ILL.—The Public Service Corp.

of Northern Illinois of Chicago has applied
for a 25-year franchise to furnish electricity
for both street and commercial lighting
service. The Sanitary District of Chicago
now supplies energy for street lighting here.

DTXON, ILL.—Bids will he received by
the Board of Administration, Capitol Build-
ing, Springfield, until Oct. 18 for erection
of four new buildings on the site of the
State Colony for Epileptics, about 3 miles
north of Dixon, as follows : Power house,
laundry building, cold storage building and
oakery building. Separate bids will be re-
ceived for general construction work, heat-
ing, wiring and plumbing. Specifications
may be obtained upon application to James
B. Dibelka. State architect, 130 North Fifth
Avenue. Chicago.
EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.—The Village

Board of Fairmount City, a suburb of East
St. Louis, has granted the East St. Louis &
Suburban Lt. & Pwr. Co. a 25-year electric-
light franchise.

NORMAL, ILL. — The installation of
cluster lamps on a number of streets is

under consideration by the Business Men's
Association of Normal.
STREATOR, ILL.—The Board of Local

Improvements has passed a resolution pro-
viding for the installation of an ornamental
bghting system on Main Street to Illinois
Street and on Vermilion Street from Hick-
ory to Bridge Street.

ASHLAND. WIS.—The Ashland Lt., Pwr.
& St. Ry. Co. is contemplating the con-
struction of a new power plant, plans for
which are being prepared by Henry Wild-
hagen.
FULTON. WIS.—The local plant of the

Janesville El. Co. is reported to have been
damaged by flood.

HAUGEN. WIS.—The Wisconsin-Min-
nesota Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Eau Claire has
been granted a franchise to construct and

operate an electric light and power plant
in I lain-, n The •,, nip. .ii-. i M I, ml,

i

op,
111 II. inc. n 'ii,. , • • 1 1

1
1 . . . 1 1 •. In ii I, ml. i
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MENOMONIK, WIS I bulnf
prepared bj the Wisconsin Mum. i»ta Lt. &
Pwr Cii in place the o\ ei In ad
ground In the downto

nil Mam St rei Ih Tin
I
mi. Med at $::7,0H<i A L

of Ea H ' 'la ii . |i \ Ice president
l*< UtTAliK, WIS. A special •

bi hi Id Sept. L's to Mil, nut the pi nin
purchai i hi planl ol the I'oi tag, 101 I ,i *
I 'wr. Co., in In- owned a ml opei a ted
nunlclpallty, to the \ oters.

ST. CKOIX FALLS, WIS I ill 1„.

received h) .1 C. I loglund, villa
( 'mix Falls, mil il S. pi 30 lor I he h
t Ion of plumbing, hen I ing a nd elei tri,

in t he a uditorium building, in ac< i

with plans and specifications prepan
i i.i 1

1
lord & Hausler, archlti i I

Building, St. Paul.

SPARTA, WIS. The O. 1. Newtonl
Sons Co. of Sparta is making improvements'
to its electric plant, including a change in

the steam equipment,
WESTBY, WIS. The equipment in the

municipal electric-lighting plant Is held
changed from direct to alternating current

GLENWOOD, MINN, P.ids will
ceived by VV. F. Daughert: .

of education, Glenwood, until Oct. 5 for the
construction of a high-school building at
Glenwood, including general construction^
heating and ventilating work, plumbing and
electrical work. Plans and specification
may be obtained from the architects, Albas
& Lockhart, Endicott Building, St. Paul,
upon deposit of $10.

HALLOCK, MINN.—The Village Board I
reported to have awarded the contracl for
construction of power plant, pole I

lighting system to J. G. Robertson of St.

Paul, at $17,750.

MORRIS, MINN.—Bids will be re
by the State Board of Control, State Capita
Building. St. Paul, until Sept. 28 for con-
struction complete of the Engineering Pudd-
ing at West Central School of Agriculture
in Morris, including general contract work,
plumbing, electrical work and heating, in

accordance with plans and specifications
prepared by C. H. Johnston, architect. t'api-

tal Bank Building, St. Paul, Minn. Bids are
to be submitted separately.

NASHWALK, MINN.—The contract for
construction of power house at the Crosjfl
Mine in Nashwauk is reported to have been
awarded to Hugh Fawcett of Duluth, at
about $10,000.

THIEF RIVER FALLS, MINN.—A spe-
cial election has been called for Sept. 30
to submit the proposal to issue $38,000 in
bonds for improvements and extensions to
the municipal electric-light plant.

WAVERLY, MINN.—The installation of
an electric-light plant in Waverly is re-

ported to he under consideration by E. G.
Howard of St. Cloud.

MARATHON, IOWA.—Bonds to the
amount of $12,000 have been voted for the
installation of a municipal electric-light
plant.

MAQUOKETA, IOWA.—The Council has
called an election to be held on Sept. 28 to
submit the proposal to grant the Consum-
ers' El. Co. of Maquoketa, recently organ-
ized, a franchise to supply electricity here.
A. A. Hurst, R. E. Stephens, and others,
are interested.

SIBLEY, IOWA.—Bids will be received
by the Board of Supervisors of Osceola
County, at the office of D. W. Clayton, au-
ditor, Sibley, until Oct. 4 for electric wiring
of the Osceola County court house. Plans
and specifications are on file in the office

of the auditor.

COLUMBIA, MO.'—Plans are being con-
sidered to extend the transmission lines of
the municipal electric-light plant to the
County Infirmary, to supply electricity to
the infirmary at a cost of about $1,200.
Electricity will also be supplied to farmers
along the lines.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.—The contract for
electric fixtures for the Central High School
(mostlv brascolites) has been awarded to
the Electric Shop. 918 Francis Street, St.

Joseph, Mo., at about $1,400.

. FLAXTON, N. D.—A franchise has been
granted to Harley E. Potter of Bowbells to
construct and operate an electric-light plant
in Flaxton.
BRADLEY, S. D.—E. H. Lewis of Lake

Preston, it is reported, is contemplating the
installation of an electric-light plant in

Bradley.

LAUREL, NEB.—At an election held re-
centlv bondo co the amount of $12,000 were
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voted for the installation of a municipal
electric-light plant.

CENTRALIA, KAN.—Three towns within
20 miles of Cent! alia are considering i red
ing a transmission line to the municipal
electric plant In Centralia to secun
trical energy, The town of Goff will .sub-
mit ;i proposal to its voters to issue $6,000
in bonds to carry out the projeol The
town of Soldier has called an election to
vote on the proposal to issue $S,000 in bonds
to install an electric-lighting system, and
the town oi 1 lavensville will vote on a
proposition to issue $S,000 in bonds for an
al< ctric-lighting system.
EMPORIA, KAN.—The City Commission-

ers have adopted the plan submitted by the
Emporia Fty. <fc Lt. Co. for making a change
in the general lighting system and orna-
mental lamps. The plans provide for sub-
stituting 60-cp. tungsten lamps for 291 40-
c|>. lamps; 50-watt lamps and 100-cp. lamps
will be substituted for 15 lamps of 80 cp.
now in use, also 250-cp. incandescent lamps
will replace the old carbon arc lamps now
USei I.

NETAWAKA, KAN.—At an election held
tlj the proposal to issue bonds for

the installation of a municipal elecstric-
light plant Was defeated.

Southern States

GRANITE FALLS, N. C.—Plans are be-
ing considered by the Granite Falls Mfg.
Co. of Granite Falls and Hickory to equip
its cotton mill with electrically driven ma-
chinery. The cost of the work is estimated
at $40,000 and includes the construction of
a 4.r>-ft. dam. Plans and specifications have
been prepared by Tucker & Laxton of Char-
lotte, engineers.

LUMBERTON, N. C.—Bids, it is reported,
will be received by the city of Lumberton
until Oct. 12 for improvements to the mu-
nicipal electric-light system, including the
erection of about 6 miles of 2200 220 volt
transmission line, series tungsten street
lamps, switchboard and transformers ; also
centrifugal pumps, filter equipment, etc., for
water-works system. Gilbert C. White of
Charlotte is engineer in charge.
RnCKY MOUNT, N. C.—The construc-

tion of a lock in Tar River at Dupree's
Landing in connection with the proposed
development of a 6-ft. waterway to Tar-
boro, a distance of about 12 miles, for
power development, is reported to be un-
der consideration. Congressman John H.
Small is said to be interested.

WILKESBORO, N. C.—Bids will be re-
al the office of the supervising archi-

tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. ('., until Oct. 14 for construction com-

Including mechanical equipment and
approaches, of the United states post office
and court house in Wilkesboro. Drawings
and specifications may be obtained at the
above office or from the custodian of site
at Wilkesboro.

COOLIDGE, GA.-The City Council is

reported to have engaged W. Hopson Good-
loe, engineer, American National Bank
Building, Macon, to prepare plans and speci-
fications and supervise the construction of
the proposed electric-lighting system.
CORNELIA, GA.—The Watford Shoals

Lt. & I'wr. Co. of Cornelia is planning to
double the transformer capacity of its plant
at W'afford Shoals, near Baldwin.
TOCCOA, GA.—Bids will be received by

the Mayor and City Council of Toccoa until
Sept. 29 for construction of steel flume,
power house and transmission line as fol-
lows: (1) For furnishing and installing
340 linear ft. of steel flume (42 in. inside
diameter); (2) for construction of con-
crete power house; (3) for erection of
transmission line from power site to town,
substation, distribution system and street-
lighting system, including ornamental light-
ing system. For details see proposal
columns.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—Preparations
are being made to install four new Gen-
eral Electric generators at the Hales Bar
plant of the Chattanooga & Tennessee
River I'wr. Co. of Chattanooga, increasing
the output from 40,000 hp. to 60,000 hp.

Ml RFREESBORO, TENN.—At an elec-
tion to be held Oct. 5 the proposal to pur-
chase the local electric-light plant, to be
owned and operated by the municipality,
will be submitted to the voters. •

AISTINVILLE (R. F. D. from NEW
DECATUR), ALA.—The Alabama Pwr. Co.
of Birmingham has applied to the Council
for an electric light and power franchise in
Austinville, to include street-lighting. If
the franchise is granted, a transmission line
will be extended from New Decatur to
Austinville.

KAIRHOPE, ALA.—At an election held
rcently the proposal to issue bonds for the

installation of a municipal electric-light
plant was carried.

BENTON, ARK.—Bids will be received
by the commissioners of water-works and

•e improvements. District No,
ton, until Sept. 28 for machinery for water -

works system as follows: Two 100-hp. re-

turn-tubular- boilers, with steel castings,
cross Hue and stack ; one 200-hp. open-type
beater, one feed pump, two D00-gal.-per-
minute underwriters' steam pumps, twi
gal. vertical motor-driven centrifugal
pumps, one noo-gal. vertical motor-driven
centrifugal pump, one !tO-hp. non-condens-
ing uniflow engine, one 60-l<va. generator
for dlred council..:! to above engine, one
switchboard and belt-driven exciter. Speci-
fications may be obtained from the J. B.
McCrary Co., Atlanta, Ga., and Little Rock,
Ark., engineers.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.— Plans are being
considered by the Board of Public Affairs
and the finance and lighting committees of

the City Council for the installation of
about 200 additional street lamps in the
outlying districts. The cost is estimated
at about $25,000.

BOGALUSA, LA.—The Public Utilities
Commission lias accepted the report sub-
mitted by G. C Horde of New Orleans
relative to the installation of an electric-

light plant, water-works and sewer systems.

SOPER, OKI. A.—At an election held re-

cently the proposal to issue $0,000 in bonds
for the purchase of the local electric light

and power- plant, to be owned and operated
by the municipality, was carried.

DALLAS. TEX.—The Board of City Com-
missioners has passed an ordinance grant-
ing the Katv Railroad permission to lav a

conduit from its office building to the pas-
senger station and freight yards. The con-
duits will carry wires for lighting the sta-
tion and yards from a central plant.

KYLE. TEX.—Arrangements are being
made by the Excilo Storage Battery Co.
of San Marcos to install an electric-light
plant in Kyle. A company has been organ-
ized under the name of the Kyle Lt. & Pwr.
Co. with a capital stock of $5,000. A fran-
chise has been granted the company, and
it is understood that orders have been
placed for equipment.
SAN AUGUSTINE, TEX.—A committee

has been appointed by the City Council to

make investigations as to the cost of in-

stalling a municipal electric-lighting plant.

Pacific States
BURLINGTON, WASH. — The Pacific

Northwest Trac. Co. of Everett contem-
plates the erection of a single-phase, 2300-
volt transmission line from the plant of

the Burlington Pwr. Co. west on the Bay-
view Road to contiguous villages and the
farming community.
RENTON, WASH.—The Pacific El. Weld-

ing & Mfg. Co., Arcade Building, Seattle, is

planning to install a plant for the manu-
facture of electric welding machinery in a
building- recently purchased in Renton.
Hugo Thornblade is president.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Stimson Mill

Co. has submitted a proposal to the City
Council offering to furnish energy to the
municipal electric-light and power plant
at 0.5 cent per kw.-hr.

SEATTLE. WASH.—P. H. Hebb. presi-
dent of the Mountain Development Co.. has
again submitted an offer to the City Coun-
cil offering to sell to the city the White
River power site for $1,000,000 under the
same terms and conditions made in the
former offer-. As an alternative proposi-
tion, Mr-. Hebb offers to furnish the city

for a period of 40 years with 20, 000 hp.
(continuous) at the rate of 1 /:', out per
kw.-hr.. and upon one year's notice will

furnish any additional amount in excess of
2fi,oo(i hp, up to 50.000 hp. at ', cent per
kw.-hr. for additional power-, delivery to

begin within 18 months after the signing
of the contract.

STEPTOE, WASH.—The Counts- Com
missioners of Whitman County have
granted the Steptoe Lt. & Pwr. Co. a

franchise to construct and operate trans-
mission lines in Steptoe for- a period of 50
years. E. M. Woodin of Colfax is inter-
ested in the company.
BAKER, I IRE. The plant of the W. 11

Eccles Lumber Co., which was recently de-
stroyed by tire, entailing a loss of about
$100,000, will be rebuilt at one. The com
pany, it is understood, will equip the plant
with electrically driven machinery and is

in the market for motors and other elec-
trical equipment.
ROSEBURG, ORE.—Petitions are being

circulated asking the City Council to issue
$225,000 in bonds for installation of a
municipal electric-lighting system in Rose-
burg.

CALEXICO, CAL.—The Holton Pwi Co
of lloltville is contemplating tie- er<

of a new substation in CaleXlCO to n place
the present station.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.- The Harboi
missioners have awarded tie conn
equipping the, municipal belt line i ' a

miles long> for electrical operation to tie

Pacific Bl. k.

OROV1LLE. <'AI. Water rights have
been filed by Malcolm I). W. Green, \s ho is

Interested in mining properties along the
Magalia Ridge, appropriating 6000 miners'
inches of water- in Little Butte Creek, which
is to be diverted by canals and ditches and
carried to mining property owned by Mi.
Green, where it will be used to generate
about 1500 Iqi. of electrical energy. L A.
Bunnel is also Interested in the project.

PASADENA, CAL.—Steps have
taken toward changing the ornamental lamp
{luster's in the central part of the city to
nitrogen lamps mounted on single
aids. It is proposed to add in. to the
present posts.

SANTA ANA, CAL. Plans are being con-
sidered for the installation of ornamental
cluster' lamps on .Main and l-'ourth Streets.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Ordinances
are now being prepared by the city Coun-
cil for the creation of special lighting dis-

tricts in the business section of the city,

the cost to be assessed against abutting
property owners. The plans provide for

the erection of 70 standards on Main
Street from South Temple to Fifth South
Street, carrying 210 luminous-arc lamps.
The cost of the standards is estimated at
about $400, making a total of $2S,Ooo on
Main Street. The cost of wiring, etc., will

•be borne by the company.
GREAT FALLS, MONT.—The Montana

Pwr. Co. of Great Falls, it is reported,
contemplates extending its transmission
lines down the Milk River- Valley to Malta
and beyond to Zortman, where it will sup-
ply energy to operate the stamp mills in

the mining district there.

TERRY, MONT.—The Town Council has
granted L. H. Gaffney of Terry a franchise
to install and operate an electric-light
plant here.

PUEBLO, COL.—Plans have been com-
pleted for the installation of ornamental
street-lamp standards on Second, Third
and Fourth Streets, between Main Street
and Santa F6 Avenue. lt is proposed
to install similar standards eventually
throughout the entire city.

Canada
CALGARY, ALTA.—The city officials, it

is reported, are considering the proposal of
the Alberta Hydro-Electric Pwr. Co. to build
a plant and supply electricity to the city.

VANCOUVER, B. O—Application has
been made to the comptroller of water
rights, Victoria, B. C, by the Pacific Mills.
Ltd., Standard Bank Building, Vancouver,
for permission to appropriate the use of
500 cu. ft. per second and to store 360,000
acre-ft. of water out of Link River- and
Link Lake, the water to be utilized for the
manufacture of pulp, paper and wood
products and to generate electricity for
lamps and motors.
BRIGDEN, ONT.—Plans are being pre-

pared by C. C. Watson of Brigdeii for im-
provements to the municipal electric-light
plant, including the installation of a new
engine, generator, etc., to cost about $10,-
000.

GRANTON, ONT.—The installation of a
new hydroelectric system, to cost about
$5,000, is under consideration by the Town
Council.

GRAVENHURST, ONT. — The Council
has approved the by-law approving a con-
tract with the Hydro-Electric Power- Com-
mission of Ontario for the sale of the South
Falls power plant. The plant now has an
output of 5IMI hp., but tlie engineers of the
commission have estimated that it can be
increased to 15oo hp., with a maximum of
2500 hp. without storage and of loon hp.
with storage. The surplus power will be
used to supply the municipalities in the
surrounding districts,

MARKDALE, ONT. A by-law has been
passed authorizing an appropriation of
- 1

'. for- hydroelectric purposes.

XIAOARA falls. ONT. The Ontario
Hydr'O-ElectriC Power Commission, it is

reported, will use the gulley on Smeaton
farm, a short distance from Brock's monu-
ment, as a forebaj for the electric generat-
ing plant to be constructed there, Surveys
have been completed for the proposed power
canal from Chippewa Creek to Smeaton
farm, through which the waste waters of
the Welland Canal will be conveyed to the
generating station.

PALMERSTON, ONT.—The Town Coun-
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<'ii hat Ign< d .1 i onti sol « 1th the Hydro.
Electric I'ower Commission calling for 100
hp al M0.8S pei hp Tl inn

i onnectlon i>\ J
l g i 6

PORT COLBORNB, ONT \n . i, •
will i i be called i>> vote on 1 1 * - proposl-
turn i" confirm a contract agreement en-

Into with the Ontario Pwr. i

ilia ii the contract
I

the pn i larapa will be replaced
wnii inn u.iu lamp*.

BT tii. i.mas. . int The Hydro Electric
Power Commission of Ontario la planning
i" imiiii a new power house and trai
alon station on Gas sunt

i.'i i: The Armagh Ki. Co, is
planning to i>mi<i an electric plant which
will supply electricity to five oi the princi-
pal villages In the county of Bellechasse
Contracts, u is understood, will soon be
awarded, and work will in-gin in the spring.
Joseph Leclarc, Mayor of St Charles, is

president of tlio company.

[Mist-t'llaiicou.s

PAN \M \ Blda w ill be reci Ived at thi
olllcc of Hi hi, the
i'. in mi. i Canal Commlaslon, Washington,

until ( in 6 for 1 • nglne
lathi', boll heading and forging machines,
copper wire, copper, steel and braaa tubing,
globe v.i Ives, etc i Us nH nd g< net al In
formation relating to thla circular < No,
910) in. i s be obtained at the above office
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED

SEPT. 14, 1915.

[Prepared by Mitchell & Allyn, 41 Park
Row, New York.]

Electric-Lamp Socket ; C. B.
Clark, East Orange, N. J. App. filed
June 4, 1914. Support for porcelain
socket and lamp shade.

1,153,210. Apparatus for Operating Two
Mechanisms in Synchronism- G. W.
Ford, Gourock, Scotland. App. filed Jan.
6, 1914. For talking motion pictures.

1,153,257. Switch; L. Reinhard, Milwau-
kee, Wis. App. filed Feb. 28, 1914. Cen-
trifugal type, having a snap action.

1,153,284. Lamp and Support for Same:
J. T. Beechlyn, Lynn, Mass. App. filed
Nov. 23, 1911. Chimney can be lifted
away to give access to the upper and
lower electrodes.

1,153,290. X-Ray Target; W. D. Coolidge,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed April 10,
1915. Tungsten body mechanically fitted
in body of molybdenum.

1,163,364. Txternal-Combustion Engine;
W. P. Warner, Davenport, Iowa. App.
filed Dec. 22, 1913. Air heating and
spark timing automatically controlled.

1,153,384. Electric Welding Apparatus ;

J. A. Heany, New York, N. Y. App.
filed July 20, 1915. Regulator for weld-
ing pressure.

1,153,394. Outlet Box; C J. Klein, Mil-
waukee, Wis. App. filed March 16, 1914.
Has corrugated edges to grip the plaster.

1,153,400. Automatic Sprinkler Alarm
and Indicator System ; F. W. Milliken,
Auburn, Me. App. filed Feb. 2, 1915.
Gives alarm when supply from the main
to the system is cut off.

1,153,420. Push and Pinch Contact Plug
for 'Flashlights ; A. Brody, New York,
N. Y. App. filed May 7, 1915. A lamp
in simulation of cigar, with switch to be
pinched between the teeth.

1,153,422. Potential Regulator; H. W.
Cheney, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed
April 22, 1910. Part of the transformer
winding can be connected to assist or op-
pose remainder of winding.

1,153,438. Electrolytic Cell; E. E. Nor-

car, but can be extinguished only from
rear of car.

1,153,507. Combined Electrolier and
Telephone Coves ; J. Mcintosh, New
York, N. Y. App. filed June 1, 1915.
Electrolier with casing in its base to re-

ceive a telephone.

1,153,530. Indicator ; C. F. Zinn, St. Paul,
Minn. App. filed July 31, 1913. For in-

dicating proposed movements of a vehicle.

1,153,573. Supervisory System for
Sprinkler Valves ; W. A. Rogers and
McRae Parker, Washington, D. C. App.
filed Feb. 6, 1915. Indicates at central
office condition of every valve in the
system.

1.153.580. Electrical Connector; C. L.
Sheppy, Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed April
23, 1913. For connecting the flexible
headlamp conductors with the automo-
bile lighting system.

1.153.581. Electrical Connector ; C. L.
Sheppy, Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed April
23, 1913. For connecting flexible con-
ductors of tail-lamp to auto-lighting sys-
tem.

1,153,617. Lightning Rod; J. F. Goetz,
Hartford, Wis. App. filed Dec 14, 1911.
Wire wound around a hollow twisted
cord.

1,153,653. Undertow-Warner Indicator
Register ; M. M. Voorhees, Oak Park,
111. App. filed Sept. 4, 1914. Warns
bathers of force of undertow.

1,153,655. Telephone Cable ; K. W. Wag-
ner, Berlin-Lankwitz, Germany. App.
filed Feb. 16, 1915. Has gutta-percha-

A 0W6c<»t6v»11
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1.153,703. Electric Heater; S. I. Phelps,
Buchanan, .Mich. App Bled April I.'i,

1911. Resistance wire wound in slits In
insulating sheet.

Wt$m
1,153,653—Undertow-Warner Indicator Register

quist, Kansas City, Mo. App. filed May
1, 1914. For decomposing water; special
provision to prevent intermingling of the
hydrogen and oxygen.

1,153,474. Armature; T. Abtmeyer, Wil-
kinsburg. Pa. App. filed Mav 22, 1911.
Special construction for meters and small
motors.

1,153,505. Means for Divided Control of
an Electric Signal Device ; M. Levison,
Chicago, 111. App. filed July 21, 1913.
Tail-lamp can be lighted from front of

insulation cover in which the portion of
resin is small.

1,153,657. Fuse-Carrying Connecting De-
vice for Electrical Conductors ; F. N.
Wake, New York, N. Y. App. filed Oct.
12, 1914. Cartridge-fuse, end-cap con-
struction.

1,153,667. Power Generating and Trans-
mitting System ; V. G. Apple, Dayton,
Ohio. App. filed June 2, 1913. Motor-
generator built in flywheel of internal-
combustion engine.

1,153,667—Power Generating and Trans-
mitting System

1,153,717. Means for Generating and
Radiating Electromagnetic Waves ; G.
Seibt, New York, N. Y. App. filed Aug.
25, 1909. Shock excitation.

1,153,737. Bargain Indicator; L. J. J.

van der Hoorn and S. Wouda, Utrecht,
Netherlands. App. filed April 11, 1914.
For use in the sale of perishable goods.

1,153,765. Circuit-Breaker; J. Cuculic,
Fiume, Austria-Hungary. App. filed
June 28, 1913. Overload type.

1,153,767. Igniter Mechanism for Inter-
nal-Combustion Engines ; H. R. Van
Deventer, Sumter, S. C. App. filed Jan.
15, 1915. Unit construction for make-
and-break igniter.

1,153,794. Mercury-Vapor Rectifier and
the Like ; J. Jonas, Baden, Switzerland.
App. filed Oct. 1, 1914. Working of rec-
tifiers by means of a common trans-
former.

1,153,813. Conductor Support; W. M.
Mordey, London, and J. W. Astley and
D. B. Saunderson, Prescot, England.
App. filed Dec. 9, 1913. Ears for sup-
porting the trolley wire engaged in an
undercut groove in the upper side of a
trolley wire.

1,153,821. HlGH-VOLTAGE PROTECTION; W.
Petersen, Darmstadt, Germany. App.
filed Sept. 21, 1914. Arrangement of
choke coil with condenser and resistance.

1,153,839. Electrical Therapeutic Ap-
paratus ; R. W. Chapman, Oldtown,
Me. App. filed May 21, 1915. For de-
livering alternately increasing and de-
creasing voltage to a patient first in one
direction and then in another direction.
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The International Engineering Congress

BRIMFUL with enthusiasm and optimism was the

cup of good fellowship offered the engineers of the

country who attended the International Engineering

Congress at San Francisco last week, and they drank

of it to the full. But the congress, with its manifold

activities and with its vigorous and refreshingly frank

discussion of topics on which Western engineers are

particularly qualified to speak, was but a part of each

visitor's return. Only to see the West and its great

engineering works gives one a newer vision and a clearer

conception of the calling of the engineer. There every-

one appreciates the constructive and sympathetic genius

by which and through which the wealth of nature has

been unfolded, developed and translated into permanent

prosperity. Often when the burdens of great under-

takings have fallen on the shoulders of engineers the

credit has been accorded to others. This was not so in

the West. A gratifying feature was "Engineers' Day"

at the Exposition, when public recognition was made of

the engineer's work in that artistic monument. To San

Francisco and to the committee of management credit is

due for the excellence of the congress arrangements

and for the hospitality that lacked nothing. Consider-

ing all of the circumstances, it was a monumental feat

to have an international congress at all ; but San Fran-

ciscans have again lived up to their reputation of ac-

complishing the next to impossible.

Simplicity and Science

MYSTERY and science are unnatural partners.

When the greatest scientists express themselves

in writing, their words as well as their reasoning are

clear and comprehensive. Modern engineering and sci-

entific writing occasionally err in lacking simplicity.

There seems to be a tendency to crowd sentences with

unusual words, to find terms and to coin phrases which

in themselves are almost meaningless and have to be

read with a background of subconscious knowledge of

the subject in order to be interpreted. Perhaps this is

a fault of youth. Perhaps younger men are confusing

heaviness of expression with weight of thought. It is

pleasant to record, however, that in one of the newest

branches of engineering expression has been given in

the recent presidential addresses to the ideals of sim-

plicity. Dr. A. S. McAllister, the retiring president of

the Illuminating Engineering Society, presented a

method of mathematical analysis of illuminating engi-

neering problems which had for its keynote the sim-

plification of all such calculations. Dr. Steinmetz, the

incoming president, in his address outlined the funda-

mentals of the problem in what one listener termed a

luminous summary of progress. The leaven of simplic-

ity is good for all of us, including editors. We need

more luminous summaries.

Lighting Industry Still Forges Ahead

RETURNS collected by the Electrical World
show that at the end of the first year of the Euro-

pean war the central-station industry was still moving

forward. This is indeed encouraging, considering the

handicap which that struggle has placed on many of

the industries of the country. During the same period

other commodities, like steel and cotton, did not even

approach normal, although during recent months the

output of steel has become enormous and the demands
now tax the facilities of the country. There are, of

course, reasons for this showing by the electrical in-

dustry. When confronted by depressions the central

stations usually increase their activities for more busi-

ness. As Frank Vanderlip has expressed it, "The qual-

ity of management in the electrical business is, on the

whole, better, more scientific, more clear-sighted in re-

gard to methods, and more co-operative in the inter-

change of useful opinion, than any other important in-

dustry." If money is too costly, extensive developments

are curtailed and intensive development begins. The
industry is thus able to show material growth without

great expenditures of new capital. However, during

the period under discussion the central-station industry

had not only to contend with the general depression in

business and the consequent economy enforced on the

general public because of it but was also brought face

to face with the higher efficiencies of translating de-

vices, especially the tungsten lamp, which has now come
into almost universal use. That it has met both these

situations so successfully speaks well for the soundness

of the industry as a whole.

Shrinkage Between Energy Made and Energy Sold

AN examination of the returns of energy generated

and energy sold by any large central station

brings out facts which, while really well known to

engineers, are half forgotten. It is not unusual

to find that from one-quarter to one-third of the

energy generated is somehow lost in the shuffle and

is not paid for in the day of reckoning with the cus-

tomer. Now, a commodity which shows a shrinkage

of 30 per cent or so deserves more than casual atten-

tion on the part of those who deal in it, and it would

be an exceedingly good thing for the central-station
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business If s careful analysis were customarily made
o( the sources of loss which affecl the electrical

energy between the busbar and the consumer's meter.

it is a Bubjecl to which attention has nol been suffi-

ciently devoted, in spite of the Full realization of the

unpleasant facts. Some stations do actually keep B

fairly careful reckoning Of the various losses which
are incurred, but most do not, and all owe it to them

selves to Institute an inquiry as to the nature and
amount of their losses and the means of prevention.

There is no doubt at all that the average electrical

distribution from busbar to consumer is very much
less efficient than it is credited with being, merely in

the matter of energy losses in the lines. Station men
sometimes talk very cheerfully about the low drop in

their circuits without speaking by the card from
actual tests. A system of feeders and mains may be
planned originally for small losses, but by the time
the service has been fairly well filled up there is

serious trouble, usually noticed first in a lack of

regulation, but continually eating away at the balance
sheets of the station. It is not the loss at full load,

which rarely comes on any normal distributing sys-

tem, that makes the trouble; it is the continuing

losses all over the system at partial loads, and these

must be carefully looked after if the energy sold and
paid for is to come anywhere near that which is gen-

erated. Very often feeders and mains are planned
with liberality, and then as a matter of convenience
calmly overloaded until the drop instead of being 3

per cent or 5 per cent is 10 per cent or 15 per cent.

It is so serious a matter to run a new circuit, par-

ticularly if underground, that it is very generally

dodged and put off until the last minute. Meanwhile
the efficiency of the system is suffering.

The figures for lost current are practically just as

bad in some of the big city stations as they are in

the little plants that serve most rural communities.
The reason for this unhappy common lot is that what
the big stations lose in overloaded conductors the

little stations lose in underloaded transformers. The
modern transformer is a marvel of efficiency even at

varying loads, but it has a core loss which goes on
twenty-four hours per day and 365 days in the year.

It is with the central station first, last and always,

and while it may not be more than 2 per cent of the

energy transformed at full load, it is anywhere from
50 to 100 per cent at times of light and no load. Dur-
ing the hours of daylight most of the transformers,

numerically speaking, on the average system are run
merely for core loss, which may easily aggregate dur-

ing this period almost as much as the whole output

during the evening lighting time. A big station with
widespread mixed distribution gets caught both by its

long feeders and by its transformer losses, so that it

is not much better off than if it were less imposing
in total aggregate output.

Attention should be given to this matter particu-

larly, because it is one which grows on the station

and attains serious dimensions before anybody rea-

lizes that things arc goins badly, a things are now,

anything less than 'jo per cent shrinkage in energy
bet ween production and sales is extraordinarily good
practice reached by relatively leu stations. The gas

Companies, despite accusations of bad service and
leaky mains, show a good deal better record in actual

shrinkage than the electric companies, and 25 per

cent loss would be (it to make a gas manager rave

and discharge most of the heads of departments for

incompetency. Perhaps the ice business may show a

worse shrinkage than electrical distribution, but 30

per cent or 35 per cent is a figure hard to beat. The
long and short of the whole matter is that most
electrical systems are not planned—they just grow

—

and without negligence fairly chargeable to anybody
in particular the losses pile up unpleasantly. The
remedy is obvious—more copper where it is needed,

and the use so far as possible of networks both for

primary and secondary, fed by large transformers

with relatively small core loss, for the core loss works

overtime and falls heavily on widespread distribu-

tions. As the first preliminary toward remedy there

is acutely needed closer examination of the network

and more exact location of the energy losses than is

now common.

Eliminating Excuses for Runaway Engines

The explosion of a steam boiler sets free in an

instant an enormous quantity of stored energy, and it

is the sudden release of this energy that causes the

destruction of life and property. It would seem that

by this time engineers should have come to realize that

wherever energy is stored in a form that may easily

become destructive if suddenly set free ample precau-

tions should be taken to prevent its liberation except

in safe and desired channels; yet there are hundreds

of power plants in which the flywheels of steam engines

are run daily with absolutely no provision against over-

speeding except the action of the governor. It is true

that the governor, if correctly adjusted and maintained

in good order, will prevent the engine from attaining

too great a speed ; but governors are subject to derange-

ments. Let there be the parting of a governor driving

belt, the sticking of a lever on its pin, the breaking off

of a weight, and there may be nothing to prevent a

runaway engine except the watchfulness and prompt

action of an engineer. A flywheel weighing twenty

tons or more, speeded up to the point at which rupture

will occur, has accumulated a store of energy that is

bound to cause considerable damage if suddenly released

by the breaking of the wheel. Accidents of this nature,

commonly called flywheel explosions, are all too fre-

quent, and result in almost as much destruction as the

explosion of a steam boiler.

It is possible to safeguard life and property against

such accidents by the adoption of some form of safety

stop. This device, which is made in different forms,

comes into action as soon as the speed of the engine

increases to a point somewhat above the normal run-

ning value, and throws the valves into such positions
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hat the engine cannot take steam, or acts on the main

hrottle and prevents steam from passing to the engine

it all. In addition, it is usually so arranged that it

nay be set in operation from one or more stations

hroughout the plant, thus making it possible to shut

lown the engines immediately in case of the failure

>f other parts of the plant equipment. It is one of the

'ew power-plant accessories that may not be operated

jxcept while it is being tested to show that it is in

food working condition, and it is therefore apt to be

•egarded as yielding no return on the amount invested

n it. But it will prove to be an inexpensive form of

iccident insurance.

An Asset That Never Depreciates

The customer's eye sees first the things that affect

lim personally, and the effect of a disappointing per-

sonal experience is ten times as powerful and far-

-eaching as the influence of good service, for the simple

reason that bad news travels faster always. If a cus-

;omer comes into the office of a lighting company to pay

lis bill and is greeted cordially by the cashier and re-

ceives such treatment that he goes away smiling, he is

iot apt to talk about it to his friends. Courtesy and

?ood-natured fair dealing are expected nowadays, and

:hough the enjoyment is no whit less, they do not

Dccasion comment. However, let the man who comes to

pay his bill encounter the dark looks and short answers

that are so freely dispensed by the clerk who is tem-

peramentally afflicted with an uncontrolled and chronic

grouch, and the customer walks out with a feeling of

irritation that will outlive and outwork any good im-

pression that could possibly be implanted there. The

man who has been offended can't help remembering, and

there are very few of us who do not talk about the of-

fense while the sting is felt. No one can tell how far

the word will spread nor with what accumulation of

hurtful influence.

New Sources of Load

The central-station manager is constantly on the

look-out for new opportunities for disposing of his prod-

uct. The lighting business is pretty well developed, yet

could be pushed much further in the matter of resi-

dence lighting. The ordinary "power" service, too, has

had much attention, and efforts are now directed toward

the larger commercial use of electricity for electrochem-

ical work and various heavy tasks as yet hardly touched.

The heating business has been worked at in some of

its rudimentary forms and constitutes perhaps the

largest unexploited field for the use of electrical energy.

The one consideration that has commonly stood in the

way is excessive expense. We are interested to note

that the Boston Edison company is just promulgating
a schedule of rates deliberately intended to reach the

heating and cooking field as well as that of refrigeration

and analogous processes. The point of the schedule is its

low secondary rate, 2 cents per kilowatt-hour, and also

the small extent of the primary rate, covering only 10

kw.-hr. per month at 10 cents per kilowatt-hour—hardly

more than enough to recoup the necessary expense of

separately metering the load. This represents a very

long step in the right direction, for it immediately open*

the way not only to the very extensive use of electric-

cooking appliances but to a considerable amount of gen-

eral heating load.

It is a fact of which all of our readers are painfully

aware that in every house one or more rooms prove

at times difficult to heat by the ordinary domestic ap-

pliances, and they are usually uncomfortably cold in

the morning when the furnace is not working at its

best. Hot-air furnaces are special sinners in the direc-

tion of uneven heating, and even steam and hot water

are by no means exempt. With the rate such as here

mentioned, it becomes feasible to install auxiliary elec-

tric heaters quite sufficient to make amply warm the

rooms which are now uncomfortable at the expenditure

of a very modest amount of energy. A 500-watt heater,

running cost practically 1 cent per hour, will take the

chill from a bathroom most effectively, and a 1-kw.

heater at 2 cents per hour will rob the breakfast room

of its shivers. And the beauty of the scheme from the

central-station standpoint is that the load thus taken

on is from a practical standpoint wholly off-peak, as is

indeed most of the cooking load. Long before the peak

comes on the furnace is on duty and the need for auxil-

iary heat is removed.

Few data are at hand regarding the actual amount of

energy required for the general heating of a house in

various temperate climates. The average American

residence is certainly overheated most of the time with

its present apparatus, and there is little doubt that in

spring and autumn it could be made comfortable by the

consumption of a reasonable amount of electrical energy.

To heat a house entirely with electricity would, of

course, be out of the question throughout the greater

part of this country ; coal, gas and oil are still too cheap

to permit electricity even at very, very low rates to com-

pete—but there is very little doubt that on a 2-cent rate

a great deal of auxiliary heating can be done with great

advantage and convenience to the consumer.

Electricity as a "Talking Point"

That the non-electrical manufacturer is not always

abreast of the possibilities for improving his product

offered him by the rapid advance of electricity, and does

not always serve his customer's needs as he might, is

illustrated in many lines. Small motors for talking

machines present no great problem of design or expense,

yet the most popular of these machines in all sizes below

the few luxurious patterns sold at high prices must be

cranked by hand after every few records. Electrically

driven piano players of artistic possibilities have lately

appeared which, while saving the operator from the

need for foot-pumping, leave him free to exercise subtler

control of expression and melody. The field of applica-

tion of electricity in the non-electrical arts is still wide

and the sale of such devices will depend in part upon

the education of the public in everything electrical.
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High Winds Along Atlantic Seaboard Wreck New 800-Ft Radio Tower
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Wireless Telephony Across Continent

Announcement has been made at Washington of the
successful outcome of experiments which have been
carried on for the last few months by the American
Telephone & Telegraph Company and the Western Elec-
tric Company in co-operation with radio stations under
the jurisdiction of the Navy Department by which long-
distance wireless telephony has been made possible.

On Wednesday speech was successfully transmitted
from the Arlington radio station to the radio station at
Mare Island, Cal., and there successfully received, thus
making possible conversation without wires over a dis-

tance of approximately 2500 miles, the first time this

great distance has been covered by wireless telephony.
Conversation originating in New York was trans-

mitted over the land wire to Arlington, there automat-
ically connected to the radio transmitter, which carried
the voice to Mare Island, where it was clearly and dis-

tinctly received, and answers and other conversation
were from there transmitted over the transcontinental
line to the originating office in New York.

Speaking of the experiment in San Francisco, J. J.

Carty, chief engineer of the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, said:

"Our achievement is fraught with great meaning.
It means primarily that the problem of talking across

the Atlantic has been solved. It means that before we
have finished our labors a man in this city can talk to

London or Paris as easily as he now talks to New York.
"We have secretly been trying to telephone by wire-

less for years. Three years ago we got things to a
practical basis, and one year ago we felt that our
hopes must soon be realized. On Aug. 27 a secret test

was made, and Washington successfully communicated
with Darien on the Isthmus of Panama, an approxi-

mate distance of 2100 miles. As the messages went via

water, they were very clearly heard.

"The feature of our demonstration was that we suc-

ceeded despite the great mountains which obstructed

the messages ,and despite the fact that there are unusu
ally powerful disturbances in the atmosphere at this

time of year. It is vastly more difficult to traverse lan<

than water, so we are now very sanguine of success ir

transoceanic wireless telephony."

According to Mr. Carty, the immediate results of th<

demonstration will be the invention of an apparatus t(

enable motorboats, yachts and coastwise steamships t<

converse with the shore or with one another. If con

ditions in Europe were not so unsettled, he asserted

an immediate effort might be made to bridge tht

Atlantic.

INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING CONGRESS
Points Brought Up in Discussions on Subjects Pertaining

to the Electrical Industry

The general features of. the International Engineer-

ing Congress were outlined in the Sept 25 issue of the

Electrical World. In what follows the main points

brought up in the discussions during the different ses-

sions that have to do with problems of the electrical

industry are given. Fourteen papers were presentee

at the three electrical engineering sessions held Thurs-

day morning and afternoon and Saturday, Sept. 23 and

25. The subjects taken up Thursday morning were as

follows : "Economics of Electric Power-Station De-

sign," by H. F. Parshall, London, England; "The Water-

Power of Sweden," by Sven Lubeck, Stockholm, Sweden

;

"Electric Power in Canadian Industry," by Charles H.

Mitchell, Toronto, Canada; "Industrial Effect of Low
Cost of Electrical Energy," by L. A. Ferguson, Com-
monwealth Edison Company of Chicago, and "The

Effect of Hydroelectric Power Transmission on Eco-

nomic and Social Conditions, with Special Reference

to the United States of America," by Frank G. Baum,
San Francisco, Cal.
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Steam-I'ower-Station Design

An abstract of the paper by Mr. Parshall appeared

i last week's issue of the Electrical World. It took

p matters involving the balancing of capital against

sonomies effected by the use of various sizes or types

f plant equipment upon which the consumption of fuel

epends either directly or indirectly.

In discussing this paper D. B. Rushmore, Schenec-

idy, N. Y., pointed out that the design of a power
tation should be considered as a plant for manufac-

aring electricity, with ample provisions for taking

dvantage of improvements in apparatus and for in-

reasing capacity. He explained that efficiency of ap-

arstus is now approaching limits and that engineering

ffort in effecting savings is being directed toward the

oiler room and transmission and distribution systems.

. R. Weymouth of San Francisco said that the trend

f power-plant design oh the Pacific Coast is toward

igher steam pressures, 250 lb. to 350 lb. and 200 deg.

uperheat being often used. H. H. Barnes, Jr., of New
ork City thought that boiler pressures much higher

lan 250 lb. would be found feasible and economical. It

ras pointed out, however, that increased steam pres-

ides render the design of turbines and auxiliaries

lore difficult since the number of blades and stages

lust be increased and different drives provided for

uxiliaries. Rudolph Tschentscher of Chicago com-
lained that papers on this subject have been written

rom the viewpoint of central-station companies and
lat industrial establishments of large size should be

Dnsidered.

Cost of Service to Consumer

In commenting on the paper devoted to marketing of

ydroeleetric energy in California, during the discus-

lon, John Coffee Hayes of the Mount Whitney Power &
llectric Company, Visalia, Cal., emphasized the impor-

ince of the commercial department and its ability to

jcure profitable loads. It is frequently necessary for

is company, he said, to advance capital for long periods

) customers in an agricultural community by carrying
ver the bills and taking notes for them. Mr. Hayes
oes not believe there are many "cheap" hydroelectric

ower possibilities in California, since it has not been
ossible to create developments at a cost less than $200
er horsepower, and naturally the cheapest develop-

lents have been most attractive. The gross earnings
f the California hydroelectric companies, he thought,
rere less than 25 per cent of the investment and reduced
) less than half this on the net income. J. B. Fisken
f the Washington Water Power Company, Spokane,
fash., pointed out that the power house ready to oper-

te is only a small part of the system. The cost of sup-

lying power to small customers is largely due to dis-

tribution, and until distribution costs can be reduced
tie small customer may in such cases be supplied at a

>ss. The cost to power companies may be $1 to $1.25
or the service to small customers, whereas the Wash-
igton State Railroad Commission has established a
0-cent minimum rate. About 20,000 customers are
eing supplied by the Washington Water Power Corn-

any, he thought, who could profitably be dropped so far
s present revenue from energy consumption is con-
erned.

At the session on Thursday afternoon the following
apers were presented : "Electrical and Mechanical In-

tallations of the Panama Canal," Edward Schildhauer
lew York City; "Electric Welding," by C. B. Auel,
•ittsburgh, Pa. ; "The Application of Electricity to the
[eating of Metals," by F. L. Bishop, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

nd "Electric Motors as an Economic Factor in Indus-
rial Life," by David B. Rushmore, Schenectady, N. Y.
The subjects of papers presented at Saturday's ses-

sion were: "The Influence of the Electric Motor on

Machine Tools," by A. L. De Leeuw of Elizabethport,

N. J.; "Effects of Electrolysis on Engineering Struc-

tures," by Albert F. Ganz of Hoboken, N. J.; "The
Mechanical Problem of the Electric Locomotive," by

G. M. Eaton, East Pittsburgh, Pa.; "The Production of

High Permeability in Iron," by Ernest Wilson, London,

England, and "Electric Illumination," by S. H. Blake,

Schenectady, N. Y.

In discussing the application of electricity to the heat-

ing of metals at the Thursday afternoon session, J. B.

Fisken pointed out that mining camps have use for two
types of electric furnaces. The muffle furnace has great

application on account of its constancy of temperature,

while an electric furnace for heating drills would be

very superior to the oil furnace as it avoids transport-

ing oil in mountainous districts.

Electric Propulsion of Ships

In discussing the development of turbines at one of

the sessions devoted to mechanical engineering sub-

jects, W. J. Davis, Jr., San Francisco, Cal., referred to

the use of turbines in battleships to supply energy to

motors driving propellers. He stated that the efficiency

of the direct-connected generator and turbine is 98 to

98 :
2 per cent in the United States collier Jupiter when

the screw speed is 90 r.p.m. The efficiency of the in-

duction motor connected to the screw is 94 x
/2 per cent.

The efficiency of the drive in a system of this sort is

dependent largely upon the propeller speed, and the best

plan is to use alternating current with a lower turbine

speed. The efficiency of the motor drive for faster

screw speed, as in the case of torpedo boats, is about

96 per cent. Mechanical gear reductions even as high

as forty to one have proved satisfactory, he said, but it

is not considered that the electric drive is applicable to

merchant vessels generally, because of the low screw
speeds usually used. O. W. Dickie of San Francisco
thought that the electric drive would be confined to

ships with 5000 hp. or more per shaft. Where a vessel

has to do much maneuvering and when an astern turbine

is required this detracts much from the advantage.

Purchase or Generation of Electricity for Railroads

In discussing papers on electrification of railways,

the question of whether to purchase or generate power
and problems of speed changes and regenerative control

were among the subjects of debate. George M. Eaton,

Pittsburgh, Pa., reviewed the fruitless search thus far

for some satisfactory speed-changing scheme for elec-

tric locomotives, pointing out the impracticability of

various gear systems that have been tried. The mer-
cury-vapor rectifier experiments on the New Haven
Railroad had been completed and the equipment is again
in the laboratory, he said. This might prove to be an
important development, but it is yet too early to predict

the outcome in this matter as well as in the case of the

split-phase scheme tried on the Norfolk & Western Rail-

road. As to the source of power, Mr. Eaton pointed out

the undesirable nature of the electrified railroad load

when a power system carried no other, and he recom-
mended the purchase of power under contract. In reply

to this, A. H. Babcock, consulting electrical engineer
Southern Pacific Railroad, said that the load-factor for

operating trains on mountain divisions would be such

that power companies could not handle it. nor could the

train schedules be adjusted to make it more favorable.

because of the fixed time for moving crops and the con-
gestion on the line in emergencies. On the subject of

regeneration, Mr. Babcock said that the value of power
thus obtained was negligible as compared with the
effective means of braking thus afforded. The advan-
tages are in the elimination of troubles resulting from
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overheated brakeshoee and other brake derangements

thai often lead to derailments. The great percentage of

such trouble! thai occur with ordinary brake systems

near the loot of grades emphasizes the d"sirahilit y of

iici-.it Ive control.

I nderground Conduit Construction

At one of the sessions, when the tearing up of pave-

ments to lav conduits was under discussion, M. M.

O'Shaughnessy, city engineer of San Francisco, pointed

out the necessity for laws under which public service

corporations would be made to conform to reasonable

rules. It was mentioned that in a half mile on Broad-

way in New York City during six months seventy-five

holes were made in the pavement. The suggested

remedy of using Bub-sidewalk space for conduits usually

laid in the streets can he applied only in some cities,

for in others this space has heen appropriated by prop-

erty owners.

Water-Power Developments

At the mechanical engineering session devoted to

waterwheels it was suggested that the fields of civil,

mechanical and electrical engineers overlap in hydro-

electric power-plant design and construction to such an
extent that a committee representative of these branches

of engineering could formulate rules of much value. In

the discussion on impulse wheels it developed that local

conditions govern the question of single-jet or multiple-

jet design. The latter permits of lighter castings, but

the single jet simplifies control. Sustained efficiency of

the waterwheel for a period of years, it was pointed out,

should be considered as carefully as first cost. In

choosing between impulse and reaction wheels, the

clarity of the water should be carefully considered. The
efficiency of a turbine runner, W. A. Doble of San Fran-

cisco, Cal., who presented the paper on "Waterwheels
of the Impulse Type," said, depends first on its design

and second upon the quality of the water. In general,

the greatest tendency to cut appears in runners of lower

specific speed.

At these sessions there was considerable criticism of

the federal government's policy in water-power matters.

In a paper by William Hood of San Francisco, Cal., on
"Electric Motive Power in the Operation of Railroads,"

it was claimed that national laws are such as to prevent

Western railroad companies from considering develop-

ment of water-power to electrify their lines. In the

paper by John D. Galloway of San Francisco, Cal., on

"Hydroelectric Power Development and Use," it was
stated that a well-defined policy, both State and national,

of hampering all initiative in hydraulic development is

the only obstacle to the greater use of hydroelectric

energy. However, G. H. Marx, professor of mechanical

engineering at Stanford University, took exception to

this view and expressed the opinion that legislative

effort has been necessary solely to protect the public

against monopolistic exploitation.

Public Versus Private Ownership of Utilities

On the subject of utilities there was a sharp disagree-

ment with the anti-municipal-ownership views of Dr.

A. C. Humphreys of New York. M. M. O'Shaughnessy,

city engineer of San Francisco, Mr. Ranson of Mr.

O'Shaughnessy's staff, and A. H. Dimock, city engineer

of Seattle, contended that, with proper personnel and
with the utilities removed from politics, municipal

plants can be operated economically and with advantage

to the people. Mr. Dimock cited the drop in power rates

in Seattle from 20 cents to 6 cents per kw.-hr. as a

result of the city's entry into the field. M. H. Brink-

ley of the California Railroad Commission, also dis-

senting from Dr. Humphreys' views, declared that cities

should be allowed to work out their own problems,

adopting municipal ownership it the majority believed

it of advantage to tin- city. He contended that public

Ownership was the ultimate solution of the utility

problem.

Discussion of the papers on technical education pre-

sented by Prof. George F. Swain of Harvard and IV
dent ha N. Mollis of Worcester Polytechnic Institute

was mainly to the effect that penalization has bees

carried too far, and that colleges seek rather to give a

mass of facts than to develop the thinking power of the

students.

STATE CONTROL OF WATKIM'OWKR
Western States Water Power Conference I r^cs Recogni-

tion by Congress of State Rights in Public Lands

As a result of the Western States Water Power Con-
ference held in Portland last week resolutions were
adopted by the delegates on Thursday, Sept. 23, strongly

urging the contention of State rights as opposed to gov-

ernmental control and contending that the Western
States are fully capable of dealing with water-power
legislation themselves.

The resolution specifically called for a declaration

from Congress recognizing and acknowledging that the

interest of the United States in the public lands should

be subject to the jurisdiction and eminent domain of

the States in which the lands are located. It was con-

tended by the delegates that the State ownership of

the water was far more valuable than the federal gov-

ernment's ownership of the land, and that the States

could handle the situation from that viewpoint.

The conference was the direct result of a resolution

passed by the Oregon Legislature in the spring of this

year calling for a conference of delegates from Western
public-lands States. In consequence, fourteen Western
States appointed delegates, and of these fourteen States

all but South Dakota and New Mexico were represented

at the convention.

The first two days of the conference were spent largely

in listening to addresses by well-known officials and util-

ity operators. The position of the government was out-

lined by Messrs. Tallman, Graves and Merrill, and Sen-

ator Chamberlain of Oregon stoutly upheld the merits

From Portland Oregonian

PERCENTAGE OF WESTERN STATES UNDER FEDERAL CONTROL

WHICH PAYS NO TAXES
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of the Ferris bill. Messrs. Dawson, Piles, Roemer and

Ralston spoke in favor of a logical conservation that

would permit development of the country's resources on

an economical basis.

Water-Power Franchises

In discussing the terms of federal water-power fran-

chises John H. Roemer recommended the indeterminate

permit with an initial fixed period of fifty years. He
suggested that an independent tribunal, such as the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, be intrusted with the

administrative features of such legislation and said:

"The Ferris bill seems to be designed to limit the

compensation as nearly as possible to the depreciated

value of the physical property, or, as characterized by
Justice Lurton in the Omaha water case, the 'bare bones

of the plant.' This in most cases would be far from
rendering the owner just compensation, and its advo-

cacy is having a baneful influence upon the public util-

ity industries of the country. Those who are endeavor-

ing to have this doctrine prevail as a matter of law in

the belief that they are rendering a great public service

will, if successful, sooner or later awake to a realiza-

tion of the fact that men of ability, experience and char-

acter who have developed the public-service industries

of the country, have made new discoveries and inven-

tions in the arts involved, devised new methods of oper-

ation, and, through combination of properties and man-
agement, have reduced the cost of service to the bene-

fit of the public, will be either driven out of or volun-

tarily abandon the field of such industrial activities,

allowing it to pass into the hands of a mediocre class,

to the great detriment of the public.

"Unless the highest order of technical skill and acu-

men and organizing financial and executive ability can
be attracted to and retained in the industry, little ad-

vancement can be expected."

On the floor of the conference Senator Thomas J.

Walsh of Montana was the recognized spokesman of

the administration, and he strongly assailed the posi-

tion of the power companies and the opponents of the

Ferris bill. Senator Reed Smoot of Utah attacked the

Ferris bill, contending that it was an infringement of

State rights and that it would be legislation on matters

From Seattle Post-Intelligencer

PROMETHEUS BOUND—A WESTERN CONCEPTION OF THE
WATER-POWER SITUATION

that could be far better handled by the States concerned.
There seemed to be a general disposition on the part
of the delegates to object to any governmental taxation
of water-powers that would result in these being turned
into revenue-producing enterprises at the expense of

the Western States.

S. Z. Mitchell, president of the Electric Bond & Share
Company, spoke at considerable length against the pro-

posed legislation, contending that it was impracticable
and that it would be impossible to finance water-power
development under its provisions. Frank H. Short of

Fresno, Cal., spoke strongly against the Ferris bill.

The last day of the conference was marked by heated
debate between Senators Walsh and Smoot and Clyde
C. Dawson, a delegate from Denver. Senator Clarence
D. Clark also assailed the Ferris bill in the closing hours
of the conference.

Resolution on Water-I'ower Control

As a result of the conference the following resolutions

were passed by a vote of twenty-eight to seven

:

"Whereas the new States admitted into the Union
are of necessity upon an equal footing in all respects

whatever with the original States; and
"Whereas each State has full jurisdiction over all

lands within its borders, including the beds of streams
and other waters; and
"Whereas the ownership by the federal government

of the technical title to vacant public land within a State

does not confer upon the federal government any greater

or other governmental powers than it possesses within
the original States; and
"Whereas the long-established and sound policy of the

United States with respect to the disposition of its

unappropriated public lands is opposed to the making of

a direct revenue therefrom, beyond the expense incident

to the surveying, classification and disposing of such
lands, but, on the contrary, said policy is intended to

encourage and promote the settlement and development
thereof, and any act of Congress or any administrative

interpretation thereof which is not in harmony with
this policy does an injustice to the new States by plac-

ing them on an unequal footing with the original States,

and by discouraging and preventing the settlement of

such new States and the development of their resources

;

and
"Whereas the vacant land belonging to the federal

government constitutes two-thirds of the area of the

States represented in this conference and amounts to

more than twice the area of the thirteen original States

;

and
"Whereas the vacant lands belonging to the federal

government are under the law exempt from taxation,

while the burden of maintaining local government over

their entire, area rests upon the States ; and
"Whereas the maintenance inviolate of the constitu-

tional equality of the States of the Union is essential to

that balance of power on which the perfection and en-

durance of our political fabric depend, and to the har-

monious operation of the scheme upon which the Re-

public was organized; now, therefore, be it

"Resolved, That we are unalterably opposed to any
legislation which is in conflict with the fundamental
principles above declared.

"Resolved, That the States have the constitutional

right and power to control and regulate the appropria-

tion and use of the waters within their boundaries for

all beneficial purposes except navigation, and also the

right and power to control and regulate the rates and
service of their public utilities.

"Resolved, That we are opposed to any policy that

looks toward imposing the system of leasing generally

upon the public domain, for the reason that such system
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is contrary to the -pint of our free Institutions and

would retard the development of the resources of the

States in which there Is still anj public land.

"Re olved, Thai in view of what we believe to be

administrative misconstruction of existing legislation,

we are in favor of a declaratory act bj Coi

ing and acknowledging thai the proprietary interest

of the United States in the vacanl land within the states

is subjecl to the jurisdiction and eminenl domain of

those states for all uses which are declared by the laws

Of those States to he public uses and which are essen

tial to the development, well-being and prosperity of

those States.

"Resolved, Thai the purposes of encouraging the de
velopment and utilization of the natural resources of

the country by private enterprise which actuated Con
gress in the enactment of the right-of-way acts of July

26, 1866, and .March 8, L891, and in the enactment of the

acts of .March :'». 1877. and June l. 1897, making all

non-navigable waters en public lands, including forest

reservations, tree for appropriation for beneficial uses,

should actuate Congress to-day in the enactment of any
further legislation upon those subjects.

'"Resolved. That any legislation by Congress the pur-
pose or effect of which is to substitute arbitrary or dis-

cretionary authority of executive officials for the fixed

rules of law governing the administration, sale or other
disposition of public lands and reservation and rights-

of-way over the same will be unwise and inconsistent

with the spirit of our Constitution.

"Resolved, That we are opposed to ownership or con-

trol either direct or indirect by the United States gov-
ernment of intrastate public utilities."

The dissenting votes were cast by Messrs. Chandler
of California, Walsh, Goza and Erickson of Montana,
Kearney of Nevada, Hanchett of North Dakota, and
Adams of Washington. The other delegates voted in

favor of the resolution, with the exception of Governors
Alexander of Idaho, Withycombe of Oregon, and Lister
of Washington, who were called away from the confer-

ence by other duties.

During the conference a banquet was tendered the

members by the Portland Chamber of Commerce, at

which a series of moving pictures illustrating the neces-

sity of water-power development was presented by
Henry J. Pierce of Seattle, and on Friday the delegates

were taken over the recently completed Columbia High-
way.

Bureau of Standard's Safety Rules

On Oct. 27 the Bureau of Standards will hold a hear-

ing in Washington on its proposed code of safety rules

for electrical practice. For two years the Bureau of

Standards has been engaged in the study of safety rules

to govern the operating practice of employers and em-
ployees in electrical work. Meetings have been held in

various sections of the country for the purpose of in-

viting criticism and discussion of the rules, and all of

the national electrical engineering societies have been
asked to co-operate with the bureau in revising the

code.

There is every indication that strenuous objections

will be made to certain portions of the proposed code at

the forthcoming hearing. The sub-committee of the

National Electric Light Association, of which W. H.
Blood, Jr., of Boston is chairman, will meet in New
York on Oct. 6 to canvass the situation and prepare its

case for presentation at the hearing, and the American
Electric Railway Association also has a committee busily

engaged in formulating its case. Interest in the work
of the bureau has increased immensely with the ap-

proach of the date of final hearing.

SOUTHEASTERN SECTION, N. E. L A.

Southern Central-Station Managera Consider ;ii Vsheville,

v < . Development <>i Loada Peculiar i<> Their Section

The annual convention of the Southeastern Section
of the National Electric Light Association was held at
the Grove Park inn, Asheville, \. C, Sept. 22, 23 and
24, with an attendance of L25 members. Among the
features of the first session were an address of wel-
come by Charles I). Waddell, representing Mayor J. E
Rankin; a response by E. C. Deal of Greensboro, N. C;
an address on "Hydroelectric Development— Its Pre ent
Potentialities and Its Future Possibilities as Applied to

Our Southland," by ("apt. W. T. Weaver, president of
the North Carolina Electrical Power Company, and
President C. M. Benedict's address.

During the second day of the convention three papers
were presented—"Sale of Energy to Municipally Owned
Distributing Systems of Street Lighting," by W. Raw-
son Collier of the Georgia Railway & Power Company,
Atlanta, Ga. ; "A Modern High-Tension System and
Operation," by W. E. Mitchell of the Alabama Power
Company and H. H. Dewey of the General Electric
Company, Birmingham, Ala., and "An Accounting Sub-
ject," by A. A. Wilbur of the Columbus (Ga.) Power
Company.
W. R. Collier's paper contained curves showing the

general relations existing between the population of
districts and the energy required, maximum power de-

mand, revenue per year, and costs of isolated-plant and
central-station energy per 1000 population. Other data
were given to show the average unit cost of energy with
different yearly load-factors and different annual con-
sumptions.

Available Southern Loads

Seven papers were presented at the last day's ses-

sions—"Electric Power for Driving Textile Mills," by
H. A. Orr of the Southern Public Utilities, Anderson,
S. C. ; "Efficiency in Serving Consumers," by J. M. Mohl,
manager of the Cordele (Ga.) Electric Company; "Elec-

tric Heating Devices," by W. M. Stearns of the Gen-
eral Electric Company; "Distant-Control Switchboard
Design," by Stephen Q. Hayes of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company; "Present Assess-
ment Methods for Taxation," by H. H. Carr, general

manager Carolina Power & Light Company, Raleigh,

N. C. ; "Advertising and Its Direct Relation to Central-

Station Fields," by J. J. McManus of the General Elec-

tric Company, and "Electric Drive in a Cottonseed-Oil

Mill," by J. W. Ruff of the Charleston (S. C.) Con-
solidated Railway & Lighting Company.

H. A. Orr's paper contained reasons why motor drive

is particularly desirable in cotton mills.

W. L. Southwell, Macon, Ga., in discussing this

paper, declared that the chief arguments in favor of

individual drive in cotton mills are increased produc-

tion and a better product, thereby making the unit cost

of production relatively small even if the electrical

equipment does cost more. A. M. Schoen of Atlanta,

Ga., representing the Southeastern Underwriters, E. C.

Deal of Greensboro, N. C, and H. H. Carr of Raleigh,

N. C, also took part in the discussion.

In his paper J. M. Mohl explained how customers'

complaints and requests should be handled to secure

their good will. T. W. Peters of Columbus, Ga., and

F. Hammond of Birmingham, Ala., took part in the

discussion of this paper.

W. M. Stearns declared in his paper that if proper

steps are taken to create a demand for electric-heating

devices the energy which will eventually be requirec

for this business will exceed that used for illuminatinj

purposes.

The paper entitled "Electric Drive in a Cottonseed-
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Oil Mill" contained descriptions of the hydraulic and

cold processes of extracting oil from cottonseed and a

mass of valuable tabulated data on the electrical equip-

ment, operating conditions, energy consumption, and

unit-production .costs for a particular mill.

New Officers

The following officers were elected: President, J. C.

Woodsome, Tampa (Fla.) Electric Company; first vice-

president, J. H. Plummer, Asheville (N. C.) Power &
Light Company; second vice-president, H. A. Orr,

Southern Public Utilities Company, Anderson, S. C.

The members of the executive committee include J. W.
Lindsey, Durham (N. C.) Traction Company; A. Wal-

lace, Columbia (S. C.) Light & Power Company; C. I.

Day, Southern Utilities Company, Jacksonville, Fla.

;

C. D. Flanigen, Athens (Ga.) Railway & Electric Com-
pany, and W. E. Mitchell, Alabama Power Company,
Birmingham, Ala.

MILESTONES OF ELECTRICAL PROGRESS
A Review of the Chicago Central-Station Situation by

Samuel Insull Apropos of the Passing of the Adams
Street and Harrison Street Stations

Addressing an audience of about 350 representative

electrical men at the Electric Club-Jovian League lunch-

eon of Sept. 23, Samuel Insull, president of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company, made a brief survey of

the central-station situation in Chicago apropos of the

public opening of the new Edison Building, the aban-
donment of the old Edison Building at 120 West Adams
Street, and the approaching demolition of the Harrison
Street station. Victor H. Tousley, vice-president of

the club, introduced Mr. Insull as one who had done
more than any other one man in the upbuilding of the

electrical industry in Chicago.

A Bit of History

In the original Adams Street station of the Chicago
Edison Company at 139 Adams Street (later 120 West
Adams Street) the initial equipment of 1888 consisted

of four 200-hp. Armington & Sims reciprocating en-

gines, which operated two No. 32 Edison bipolar dyna-
mos with a rating of about 80 kw. each. Thus the

largest electric generator on the company's system was
at that time rated at 80 kw. To-day the largest gen-
erator in use by the Commonwealth Edison Company is

at the Northwest station and is rated at 30,000 kw.
This shows the amazing increase of 37,000 per cent in

size of generating units in twenty-seven years. In the

same period of time the total rating of the Chicago cen-

tral-station system has increased from about 500 kw. to

about 350,000 kw.
When the Harrison Street station was put into serv-

ice in 1894 it was considered one of the most econom-
ical producers of electrical energy from steam to be
found anywhere. The entire rating of this station when
at its maximum was about equal to two-thirds of that
of the last turbo-generator installed at the Northwest
station. Mr. Insull also spoke of the old South Side
generating station at 2640 Wabash Avenue, the old

North Side station on North Clark Street, and the

Fifty-sixth Street station. These, as well as the Adams
and Harrison Street stations, have been practically

abandoned as generating stations by the company. All

the generating stations of the Chicago surface rail-

ways and practically all the generating stations of the

elevated railways except one—that of the South Side
company at State and Fortieth Streets—have been shut
down, energy for railway operation being obtained from
the central-station company. Nearly all of the energy

produced by the Commonwealth Edison Company is

generated in three modern stations—Fisk Street, Quar-
ry Street and Northwest. The oldest of these, Fisk

Street station, is but twelve years old. It was probably

the first electric generating station in the world to be

built exclusively for steam turbines.

Large Output per Capita at Chicago

The speaker then proceeded to give some statistical

information. Among other things, he said that the

Commonwealth Edison Company has a larger output

per capita of the community served than any other cen-

tral-station company in the world producing electrical

energy from steam engines. Further, the energy is

sold, on an average, at a lower price than in other

cities served from steam-driven stations, while the re-

turns to the owners of the securities are at a satis-

factory rate. The company owns about 140 acres of

land in Chicago and has about $100,000,000 invested

in its business. It is not owned by a few men but has

about 3000 stockholders, of whom about 40 per cent are

women. It is a home-owned institution, about 72 per

cent of the stockholders living in Chicago. Over one-

half of the employees are stockholders or are in process

of becoming stockholders. About 8 cents of every dol-

lar taken in is held in custody, to be turned over to

the authorities in the shape of taxes or municipal com-
pensations.

Considering the lesson to be drawn from central-sta-

tion progress in Chicago, Mr. Insull said that his com-

pany has been built up on the boldly avowed basis of

monopoly and that, too, during an era when it was
not fashionable to talk about monopoly in this country.

The results show that the only way to build up a great

public-service business is on the basis of monopoly,

thus securing the lowest cost of the product and conse-

quently the lowest price to the consumer. Mr. Insull

gave it as his opinion that such a monopoly should be

privately owned, for the incentive of private ownership

is needed to obtain the best economic results.

Some Predictions for the Future

Glancing at the future, the speaker made some inter-

esting statements. Central-station progress has by no

means reached a finality. The introduction of the steam

turbine brought about a new era in the electricity-sup-

ply business. It is probable that the advances to be

made in the future will be greater than those which

have been made in the last ten years. Mr. Insull be-

lieves that improvements will be made in the steam

turbine that will bring about results in lowering cost

far beyond anything now achieved. He believes that

these results will exceed the economy of the producer-

gas engine and be better than the best oil-engine prac-

tice of the present day.

It is probable, also, that the area of transmission and

distribution from the great central stations of the fu-

ture will only be limited by density of population. The
future will see, no doubt, trunk lines of energy radiat-

ing from centers of energy production just as we see

trunk lines of transportation radiating from railroad

centers to-day. Mr. Insull concluded with an appeal to

the younger men to study the development of the elec-

tric central-station industry and make it their business

to obtain a thorough fundamental knowledge of it. The
opportunities for the production and use of electrical

energy in the great Mississippi Valley in years to come

are almost beyond the scope of the imagination, for elec-

tricity must be used in many of the manifold operations

of human life.

Prof. P. B. Woodworth of Lewis Institute moved a

vote of thanks, which was adopted unanimously, amid

hearty applause.
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Exchanging Ideas on Illuminating Engineering

i:v .). R. ( IRAVATH

Tills review of the Washington convention of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

Sept. 20-23, at the New Willard, does not touch on every paper and every discus-

sion in detail. It presents rather the Viewpoint of B man who attended the
meetings and took away with him those ideas which are of interest to the man who plans
electric lighting, the consulting or sales engineer, the contractor and dealer, and the
central-station man.

Semi-direct lighting has been very popular in the
last few years, and in so far as it marks a reduction in

the brightness or intrinsic brilliancy of the visible
sources of light it is to be welcomed as an improve-
ment in the direction of eye comfort and hygiene.
However, a majority of the bowls now being sold for
tli is purpose are too bright if we take the various opin-
ions and evidence offered by the best of authorities from
time to time in the convention papers and discussions.
W. A. Durgin and J. B. Jackson described the model in-
stallation of semi-direct lighting in the new office build-

THE sessions of the convention were divided
into general, laboratory and commercial. A

few of the points developed in the laboratory and
general sessions are presented below:

Much discussion revolved around the question, If one
has all the light he can use, how much will he use ?

One source of error in portable photometers has al-

ways been the white-glass test plate, which does not
register full value to light striking it at very oblique
angles. Thus, in a test for the quantity of light, or
flux, reaching the working plane in a room, this error
has usually meant that the results given by the photom-
eter in a system of general lighting would be from
5 to 12 per cent low. While for ordinary comparative
purposes this has not been a serious matter, since it

affects all test results with a similar form of test plate,

nevertheless it is something all would be glad to be rid

of. Dr. C. H. Sharp and W. F. Little described a com-
pensating test plate which largely eliminates these
errprs and in one form allows polished glass (which is

easy to keep clean) to be used instead of etched or
roughened glass. This is done on the principle of al-

lowing some of the light from very oblique angles to

be directed onto the lower side of the plate. The sketches
at the top of the opposite page show the plate in its re-
flecting and transmitting forms.

W. F. Little gave a paper on "Practical Hints on the
Use of Portable Photometers," which is of interest to
every one operating such instruments but cannot be re-

viewed in the necessary detail here.

Mechanical and electrical perfection of measuring
appliances in the laboratory is bringing about the elim-
ination of clerical work and the checking of figures,
with consequent increase in the accuracy of results.
The Bureau of Standards has perfected and refined
many methods of photometry.

It may pay a large buyer to spend considerable money
in testing lamps, in the opinion of Mr. Mees of Roches-
ter, because the cost of testing is not to be compared
as a relative expense with the cost of the lamps only.
Reliability in service may directly affect the economy
of manufacturing operation, and the money spent for
insurance of long life may consequently be relatively
small in consideration of its influence in holding down
the cost of the product.

ing of the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago,

in which much care was given to the engineering that

it might be right from the hygienic, artistic and effi-

ciency standpoints. The triple-cased glass bowls se-

lected after trials of a number result in an illumina-

tion which is about 18 per cent direct and 82 per cent

indirect, thus rendering shadows unobjectionable and
at the same time cutting down the brightness of the

bowl to a safe and comfortable point for continuous
work. This brightness is only 90 millilamberts, as

against 500 and more for several bowls that were tested.

The contrast of bowl and adjacent wall is only 2.6 to 90
and of bowl and darkest ceiling area 1.4 to 90.

Confirming the judgment in this selection was the

announced decision of the "glare" committee during the

past year to recommend that contrasts of brightness be-

tween bowls and their backgrounds be kept within the

ratio of 1 to 100 or at most 1 to 200. This was de-

cided upon as a result of a study of all the evidence at

hand on interior-lighting conditions giving rise to an-

noyance or eye fatigue.

Dr. C. E. Ferree of Bryn Mawr, originator of the

now famous Ferree test for eye fatigue, also presented
the results of further investigations along this line in

which inverted opal reflectors of different densities were
tried for their effect on eye fatigue after three hours'

work under each equipment. With reflectors of 128

millilamberts brightness, and a contrast of 1 to 95 be-

tween bowl and wall near it, there was markedly less

fatigue than with reflectors of lighter density.

It was brought out that bowls of proper size and
density are harder to sell than thinner ones that will

produce glare. This is partly because low bowl bright-

ness means a larger and more expensive bowl for a

given quantity of generated light, partly because the

efficiency is somewhat lower with the larger bowl, and
partly because the general public and fixture salesmen
have not entirely got over judging the advantage of a

method of lighting by the relative brightness of the

visible source. The brightness of a bowl and its prob-
able ocular effect are matters for test rather than snap
judgment. Speaking of efficiency, the Commonwealth
Edison installation is remarkedly good in that respect,

for a system which is so nearly right from an ocular

standpoint, namely, 42.5 per cent with clean bowls and
new lamps. The average illumination is 6 ft.-candles

on the working plane.

Effect of Dust on Glassware

Service tests on the reduction of illumination caused
by the collection of -dust on glassware are always of

practical value. In the dirtiest location in the Common-
wealth Edison offices this was found to be a straight-

line depreciation amounting to 25 per cent in three

weeks. This is considerably higher than the 11 per
cent per month that has been found in some other Chi-
cago office buildings in more favorable locations. This
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ABOVE—COMPENSATED REFLECTING TEST PLATE WITH
DEPOLISHED WHITE-GLASS TEST PLATE AND DIFFUSER

AT LEFT—COMPENSATED TRANSMITTING TEST PLATE OF
POLISHED WHITE GLASS, WITH OPAL RING

figure doubtless varies greatly on different floors of the

same building.

The contest between various electric lamps for street

lighting has apparently for the present narrowed down
to the luminous or magnetite arc on the one hand and
the gas-filled tungsten lamp on the other. Messrs.

Halverson, Rogers and Hussey presented the case for

the arc-lamp, and W. H. Rolinson that for the gas-filled

tungsten. There are also some notes on this subject

in the progress report. The inclosed long-burning

flame-arc lamp seems for the present to be out of the

running, as it is being replaced in Chicago, where it

was installed extensively, with tungsten lamps of less

wattage. The situation summed up seems to be that

the magnetite arc has a somewhat higher efficiency,

especially in the larger sizes as equipped for street

illumination, but is not so adaptable to existing series

circuits in many places, and unless well maintained
may fall farther short of its laboratory performance
than the incandescent lamp. The latter is also avail-

able in much smaller units for locations where the

smallest arc would be unnecessarily large. For the

highest class of street lighting where high efficiency in

large units is needed the magnetite arc, if well main-
tained, seems to have the best of it unless problems of

electrical distribution and cost of station equipment
modify the answer in some particular cases. It was
shown that the magnetite arc can be easily altered in

luminous output by simply adjusting for longer arc.

Thus a 4-amp. lamp will operate anywhere between 65

volts and 90 volts'. The Halverson paper gives a table

showing the manufacturer's figures from laboratory

tests on light output from various kinds of arc lamps.

In these the output of the luminous or magnetite arc

without glassware is shown to be from 12.7 lumens per

watt to 38.5 lumens per watt. When the lamp is

equipped with a prismatic refractor, these figures be-

come 10.5 lumens to 23.1 lumens per watt. While no
figures were given on the incandescent lamp similarly

equipped, its bare output is known to be about 13 lumens
to 20 lumens per watt. Operation of incandescent lamps
on direct-current magnetite-arc circuits is not recom-
mended at the present time on account of socket cut-out

difficulties, but this trouble is likely to be soon overcome.
The Halverson paper shows that by the use of a single

reflector 25 ft. in diameter or a tri-plane reflector 26 in.

in diameter results similar to those with the band-type
prismatic refractor could be obtained. The Rolinson
paper gives considerable attention to the regulation of

series circuits for tungsten lamps. Curves are given
showing the relative regulation obtained with a moving-
coil regulator or constant-current transformer, the ad-

juster-socket system, the reactance regulator, and a
circuit without a regulator.

Street-Light Engineering Versus Guesswork

It is sometimes said to be an American characteristic

to blunder along by expensive cut-and-try methods
rather than make use of thorough engineering studies

and proceed according to a well-thought-out plan.

There are certainly plenty of examples where this has

been done. However, the recent Milwaukee street-

lighting survey described in a paper by F. A. Vaughn
is a pleasing exception to this practice. Milwaukee had
an engineering study of street lighting made. The pro-

posed system resulting from this study has a number of

interesting features. The lamps proposed are all to be

incandescent electric except for the possibility of sub-

stituting gas for some of the smaller units. The supply

is to be by series circuits supplied from multiple-tap

constant-potential transformers at various points on the

electric-lighting company's 2200-volt, sixty-cycle pri-

mary lines. Each lamp is to have a small individual

transformer at the base of the pole, thus making all the

pole wiring low-voltage and inexpensive and obviating

series cut-outs for the lamps. The street-lighting en-

PAPERS and reports were outlined in the Elec-

trical World for Sept. 25. Following are

ideas developed in the commercial and general

sessions:

Small tungsten lamps for 220 volts are now avail-

able for marine work. Parabolic reflectors reflecting a

parallel beam of light from a small concentrated source

render night signaling more secret. Flood-lighting

presents possibilities for lighting the coaling of ships.

Ideals of illumination can be approached, if not real-

ized, in each case by the adoption of certain standard

fixtures to compete with other forms of illuminants in

commercial work. Standardization of fixtures for small

stores, for example, makes possible a competitive sales

proposition on a price basis. The installation will not

be ideal from an illuminating engineering viewpoint, but

will be an advance in practice for that store.

For headlights the Pennsylvania Railroad has ex-

perimented successfully with a semaphore type of re-

flector, a glass reflector which throws light practically

in a parallel beam and which can be kept clean and so

be maintained at a higher relative projecting efficiency

in service than a polished parabolic mirror.

General discussion of both sides of the question seems
to indicate that in a public utility selling both gas and
electricity separate salesmen should be employed for

each class of service. This plan has the advantage of

any single-purpose idea; it has the disadvantage of

losing the opportunity at times to interest the pros-

pective customer in both gas and electricity.

The fixture salesman is the real illuminating engi-

neer in the average case. On him the average house-

holder depends for advice when it comes to putting in

new fixtures. Central-station salesmen, it was sug-

gested, could work in certain districts after nightfall.

It is then that there is an opportunity to discuss better-

ments in illumination when the householder can see re-

sults.

Flood-lighting of rifle ranges with illuminating fix-

tures placed behind the marksmen is suggested as a

feasible plan.
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At the i. 'it the photograph Illustrates the sky-
line effect obtained with electric lamps In a
banking room.

Tones of gray predominate in the church
shown in th.- central picture, ami the lighting
was designed to help carry the decorative motif.

In another church, at the right, artificial light
lias been adapted to bring out architectural de-
tails rather than Obscure them as sometimes
happens in night illumination when this point is
forgotten.

Combining the Esthetic and the Utilitarian in Illumination

THE architect finds electric light adaptable for se-

curing esthetic values in effects and impressions
as well as for obtaining the purely utilitarian

qualities of efficient illumination. This group of pic-

tures, presented through the courtesy of Mr. David
Crownfield of Boston, indicates certain of the possibil-

ities of adapting electric lighting for these purposes.
Mr. Crownfield's complete paper and his illustrations

presented before the Illuminating Engineering Society
at its Washington convention were a distinct contribu-
tion, not only because of the detail material in the paper,
but also for the suggestion it contained, as a whole, of
the results which may be obtained when architect and

engineer have a common understanding of the lighting
of large public and private buildings.

The engineer usually places the emphasis on the ef-

ficiency of the light source alone. The architect in his
turn thinks of the lighting units as fixtures contributing
or detracting as an element in design. Sound illuminat-
ing engineering must recognize that the final result is

a composite of both viewpoints. When architect and
engineer confer the result is usually much better than
if each works alone. Esthetic values are matters of
personal taste. Utility values can be standardized and
measured. Combining both values will improve our
public lighting.

Lighting plans in

public buildings of-

ten give the im-
pression that the
idea behind them is

to get the maxi-
mum amount of
metal into the
fixtures. The light-

ing in this hotel, on
the contrary, helps
to carry out the in-

dividuality of the
building, combining
the ideas of the
architect and the
engineer.
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ergy is to be metered at each constant-potential trans-

former, where also will be automatic circuit-breakers

and a time switch (self-winding), which will turn the

circuits on and off at the proper time. It is proposed

that the city own the street-lighting equipment up to

the point of connection with the company lines. The
circuits are to be all underground in steel-taped, lead-

covered cable. The annual cost per capita with this

proposed system, according to the engineer's estimates,

will be about 85 cents, or about the average for Amer-
ican cities, yet the street illumination will be much
superior to that which has been common or that previ-

ously proposed for the same cost. The city is about to

make a start on the new system by equipping a square

mile of territory, which will demonstrate whether its

lighting performance and costs are correctly stated by

the engineers. If the estimates are correct, the city

has been well repaid for the engineering study.

Efficiencies in Various-Shaped Rooms

The efficiency of light utilization in some sizes and
shapes of rooms has been fairly well established, but

there is room for considerable testing on certain other

sizes. Some of this missing information, which is very

welcome, is supplied by Messrs. Ward Harrison and

Earl A. Anderson in their paper "Illuminating Effi-

ciencies as Determined in an Experimental Room."
Both the size of the room and the color of the walls

and ceiling and floor were varied, and a large amount of

data were obtained which are available only by a careful

study of the paper. It should be in the hands of every

engineer who figures on illumination.

Dark Walls Absorb Much Light

Among the points brought out by the Harrison paper

is additional confirmation of the fact that making a ceiU

ing lighter in color increases the light on the working
plane in about the same proportion as the reflecting

power of the ceiling is increased, while increasing the

reflecting power of the walls increases the working plane

illumination at a greater rate than the increase in wall-

reflecting power.

Bright Versus Dark Surroundings

There have been many discussions and some rather

unsatisfactory attempts to determine how bright the

surroundings should be for the best conditions of eye

work; in other words, to determine whether light-col-

ored or dark-colored walls should be used in offices and
libraries. Dr. P. W. Cobb, after several years of in-

vestigation, summarized his results in a paper on

"Vision and the Brightness of Surroundings," from
which it appears that the eye is most sensitive to bright-

ness differences when the test object upon which it is

working is of about the same brightness as the sur-

roundings. Dr. P. G. Nutting reported some experi-

ments which indicate that the eye is less sensitive when
the field of vision is filled with bright spots and dark

shadows.
Opportunities

A. 0. Dicker and J. J. Kirk called attention to the

numerous opportunities for improved illumination in

office buildings. Most of these still have out-of-date

equipment. Messrs Durgin and Jackson in their paper

already mentioned urged central-station companies to

make proper use of their opportunities, now that the

production of light has become so cheap, and see that

consumers get the quantity and quality of illumination

they should have for the best results since they are not

tied down by the old limitations. A glaring installa-

tion is no longer needed to secure economy.

Eye-Fatigue Tests

The eye-fatigue tests devised and carried out by Dr.

C. E. Ferree and previously mentioned have heretofore

been the only method of testing the effect of a period

of work under different conditions of illumination.

Prof. II. L. Richtmyer and H. L. Howes propose a new
method in which the criterion of fatigue is the rapidity

of reading backward a given number of words, using

certain precautions. This is of practical interest in so

far as it means the possibility of another accepted test

method that will make easier the determination of what
hygienic lighting conditions are.

Yellow Light

M. Luckiesh in a paper on this subject shows the lack

of scientific evidence that yellow light is superior to any
other from the standpoint of ocular comfort and visual

acuity. When it is preferred it is apparently entirely a

matter of personal taste, on which there is no room for

argument. In this connection it is notable that the

Commonwealth Edison building already mentioned has
bowls of a distinctly yellow hue, on the theory that this

would be more agreeable to a larger number of people

than would a whiter color.

Best Light for Photography

Definite answers to the question of the relative value

of various illuminants for photography are given in the

results of tests at the research laboratory of the East-

man Kodak Company by Messrs. Jones, Hodgsen and
Huse. The quartz-mercury arc heads the list in photo-

graphic efficiency per watt input. This is followed by
the long 16-amp. inclosed carbon arc, the white-flaming

carbon arc, the mercury-vapor tube, the magnetite arc

and the tungsten lamp in the order named.

Accidents and Light

Industrial accidents are carefully studied by the Trav-

elers' Insurance Company, and R. E. Simpson pre-

sented a study of these reports for the year 1910. Of
a total of over 91,000 industrial accidents, 10 per cent

were due primarily to inadequate illumination, and in

13.9 per cent the lack of proper lighting was the con-

tributory cause. Curves are given showing how the

accidents increase during the dark winter months.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY MANUFACTURERS
Formation of Lamp-Receptacle and Socket Section Approved

—Six Other Sections Under Formation

A meeting of the board of governors of the Asso-

ciated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies was held

at the Biltmore Hotel, New York, on Sept. 9. There
was a full attendance, and much interesting and im-

portant business was transacted.

The formation of the lamp-receptacle and socket sec-

tion, a meeting for which purpose was held July 28, was
fully approved by the board, and B. E. Salisbury was
appointed as permanent chairman by the president, with

the approval of the board. A set of rules was also

formally approved governing the section, one of which
provides that there shall be three standing committees
as follows: Key and pull-socket committee, sign-recep-

tacle committee, other sockets and receptacles commit-
tee. Each committee will consist of five members, and

the chairman of the section will appoint all committees
and fill vacancies that may occur. Six or eight other

sections in various lines are under formation and will

be acted upon in detail at a later meeting.

The president reported having received a communi-
cation from the Federal Trade Commission to the ef-

fect that work was being done in the development of

export business and asking the co-operation of the as-

sociation. In a canvass of the members all were found

favorable, and the Federal Trade Commission was so

advised.
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THE RELATIONS OF THE CENTRAL STATION WITH ITS

PUBLIC ARE EVEN MORE COMPLEX AND DIVERSIFIED THAN
THE BUSINESS INTERESTS AND INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES

OF THE COMMUNITY IT SERVES

Public Relations as

Business Assets
A Point of View on

the Broad Scope of

Public Policy Issues

POLICIES are established within public utility or-

ganizations to guide the conduct of the business.

Sometimes these policies are developed with a
foresightedness that marks them as underlying princi-

ples for future generations; sometimes they are set

down ' simply as expedients to meet some immediate

problem in a business. Wanamaker's "same-price-to-

all" and Marshall Field's "the-customer-is-always-right"

policies have a recognized standing in commerce. The
obligation to maintain service at any cost is a well-

recognized basic public-service policy. A decision to

use Western Union one month and Postal Telegraph the

next, on the other hand, is an example of a policy fixed

to meet a particular condition in one business.

As public utilities have developed, their officers have

given an increasing amount of serious consideration to

the large matters of policy which in their judgment best

conserve their interests.

The Utility Both a Business and a Public Institution

The public utility is not only an ordinary business

with many daily vexatious problems to solve, but it is

also subject to additional pressure because of its pecu-

liar position as a quasi-public institution. From the

nature of the business, public utility managers and

directors find themselves the recipients of much un-

solicited free advice from outsiders who believe that

they know how to run the business. Notwithstanding

this gratuitous advice, they carry on a business with

customers which in most cases calls for the same dis-

play of Initiative, energj and judgment ai thai which

marks t h»- successful oondud of any large e tab

lishment. As a natural monopoly the public utility has

heel) required to deal with an Increasing Dumber of

questions Which arise from its relations with the public

as a community. To steer a course which will save the

business from shipwreck becomes more and more diffi-

cult. The public has demanded a voice in a business

to which it grants the right of monopoly. Bui the

public, at heart fair, lainmt feci the individual respOTi

sibility Of management and take the time, except

through its representatives, to understand the necessity

for this or that course of action. Under present con-

ditions, therefore, the management of the utility must
establish its policies with the business recognition of

the needs of a growing enterprise as one factor and, at

the same time, with the recognition of the public's

right to know the reason for the establishment of such

policies.

The Manager Must Take Conditions as He Kinds Them

Long ago the public utility managers learned that

there is no golden key that will unloose the policies of

good management and leave them free to regenerate
the business without further direction. They have
learned, however, that the conduct of their every-day
transactions may have its reaction on the broader poli-

cies which have to do with the relations of the company
with the public as a community.
The dual relations of the public utility company with

the public are set forth on the chart published oppo-

site. The activities of the business as a whole may be
divided into two groups—first, those having to do with
the public as individuals, and, second, those having to

do with the public as a. community. The relation of

these factors to each other is clear and definite.

Classifying the problems broadly, the chart offers an
opportunity of study in a way that will keep in mind
the very important bearing that the handling of small

matters may have upon the outcome of some vital trans-

action on which the whole future of the property de-

pends. No company knows, for instance, when the fair

treatment of a customer will make a friend who will

have a powerful voice in the just settlement of a
grave franchise issue. In other words, "public rela-

tions" means not only the group of activities which is

generally entitled public policy, but also the relations

which the company has with its prospective consumers,
its consumers and its employees.

The Importance of Everyday Dealings

The public reputation of a company depends so largely

on the way in which it handles every-day dealings with
individuals that no manager can afford to overlook his

responsibilities in this direction. The growing move-
ment within the industry to train employees in serving

the public shows the development of the idea that upon
the impression left in the transaction of the daily

routine depends to a large extent the final outcome of a
larger issue. In the personal point of contact between
employee and prospective customer the buyer of service

or of appliances gets his first impression of the com-
pany. A careless or untrained clerk may overthrow
the result of a year's expenditure for advertising. The
company advertises its desire to please the customer,
but a bilious clerk may give the lie to the printed policy.

Public opinion may crystallize for or against a com-
pany as a summation of individual opinions resulting

simply because the individual does not understand. If

the public be given an opportunity, it will have a better

understanding. The newspapers and the public utility

are both interested in the welfare of the community.
Since the progress of the public utility means the prog-
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ress of the community, the management of the public

utility has the opportunity to keep the newspapers in-

formed about its business. A fair policy of co-operation

with the newspapers, articles explaining a new develop-

ment or local enterprise on the part of the company in

overcoming some obstacle, for example, will help the

development of a better public understanding.

Interpreting Engineering Facts

Managers have found the engineering facts and the

final public impressions of these same facts differ

greatly. Facts alone, uninterpreted, may confuse rather

than clear up a situation. It is unsafe to assume that

a mere statement of the facts necessarily means their

acceptance by the public. Explanation is necessary.

Railroads constantly publish interesting facts about

their business. In time-tables and on bills-of-fare in

dining-cars the constant explanation of service condi-

tions undoubtedly has helped leading railroad companies

in establishing their good reputations as public carriers.

Before the public can be expected to appreciate the

interrelations of the many different considerations in-

volved, the understanding and acceptance of them on

the part of the companies should be universally recog-

nized. Important as the problems have been in the past,

this importance will increase in the future. They de-

mand the best thought and most earnest effort of the

industry. Full responsibility for initiative rests with

the managers of the public utilities.

WHAT "PUBLIC RELATIONS" MEANS

The Public as

Individuals

.

1' olicies Affecting the
Prospective and New
Customer

:

Impressions from Mak-
ing the Application,
Advertising, Sales-
men, Other Custom-
ers.

, Policies Affecting the Cus-
tomer :

Impressions from Meter
Reading, Lamp Re-
n e w a 1 s , Accounts,
Complaints, Collec-
tions.

Policies Affecting Others:
Employees — Selection,

Training, Promotion,
Welfare Work;
Claimants in Minor
Legal Cases, Dam-
ages, Collections, and
so on.

The Public as

a Community

Franchise Relations:
Charter and Ordinance

I tights, Dealing with
Public Service Com-
missions and Other
Regulative Authori-
ties, Interpretation by
Courts, Renewal of
Franchises, Rate-
Making,

Public Policy:
Service Is First, Atti-

tude Toward Public,
Community Upbuild-
ing, Co-operation with
Newspapers, Courte-
ous Employees, Rela-
tions with Other
Branches of the In-
dustry.

DEPRECIATION IN PUBLIC UTILITIES

Idaho Supreme Court Decides Question May Be Entirely

Disregarded if Plant of Utility Company Is in Good

Operating Condition

The Supreme Court of Idaho on July 1 handed
down a decision involving the question of depreciation

as it relates to public utilities. The substance of the

decision has just come to hand. In reversing an order

of the Public Utilities Commission of Idaho, the Su-

preme Court said, regarding a deduction by the commis-
sion from the value of the property of a water company
of so-called "accrued depreciation":

"So far as the question of depreciation is concerned,

we think deduction should be made only for actual,

tangible depreciation, and not for theoretical deprecia-

tion, sometimes called 'accrued depreciation.' In other

words, if it be demonstrated that the plant is in good
operating condition and giving as good service as a new
plant, then the question of depreciation may be entirely

disregarded."

The court evidently did not bind itself to follow prec-

edents in the case and was influenced solely by the facts

as applied to studies of the subject made by economists.

In view of the great importance of a court decision on
a matter of such vital interest to the central stations

of the country, the following facts are appended:

"Accrued Depreciation" Reaching $77,000

The Idaho Public Utilities Commission, from which
an appeal was taken, had before it an application to fix

the reasonable rates to be charged by the firm doing
business as the Pocatello Water Company. In ascer-

taining the value of the company's property, the com-
mission deducted more than $77,000 for so-called

"accrued depreciation." Public Utilities Commissioner
Ramstedt wrote a dissenting opinion, which was prac-
tically sustained by the court, in which he said

:

"Physical depreciation, resulting from use, decay and
the action of the elements, is a constant factor com-
mencing simultaneously with construction and ending

with replacement. A person having invested his money
in a continuous business enterprise for the benefit of

others must always be ready to replace the constructive

portions of his plant as they wear out. A person having
embarked on such an enterprise is justly entitled to

compensation to cover this depreciation in addition to a

fair return, over and above expenses, upon the reasona-

ble value of the property. Allowance for depreciation

cannot, in my judgment, be considered as profit or an
earning factor in the business. The fact that the

amount he has received from the public at any time is

either greater or less than the amount which he has
expended for replacements, if the allowance for depre-

ciation is correctly computed, does not affect the returns

to which he is justly entitled on his original investment.

He is entitled to a fair return on his investment and
to hold the undepreciated property, or its equivalent in

value, which he has employed for public use.

Cannot Deduct Depreciation

"The fact that in an investigation of the petitioner's

property, undertaken at this particular time, for the

purpose of fixing rates, it is found that the market value

of his physical property employed for public use has de-

preciated $77,188.39 does not, in my judgment, justify

the commission, in its determination of a fair value for

rate purposes, to deduct the amount of depreciation

from the present estimated cost of reproducing the

property now, and thereby reduce the earning power of

his property. The petitioner has undoubtedly in the

past twenty years made such replacements from time to

time as the public service demanded, and must at all

times be prepared to make such replacements as the

public service justly demands. I cannot see how we can

justly decrease the earning power of his property by
decreasing the investment on which he may earn a fair

return. Whenever the time comes when any great

amount of replacement is necessary, and that may be at

any time, he may be required to expend all that he has
ever received to cover depreciation, besides a good por-

tion of his earnings."
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Electric Wiring in a Great Government Plant—II

win the Customary Main Switchboard Was Omitted in the Design Arrangement of

Control Board Provision for Testing Circuit Insulation

iiv E. C. Stanton

IN the Brat installment of thia

article, published last week,
details of the wiring for light

ing and motor sen ice in the

splendid new building of the Bu-
reau of Engraving and Printing

at Washington were Riven. A
further account of the switchboard
and control arrangements and of

the elements entering into the

choice of design now concludes the

article.

Design of Electric Installation

The comparative merits of two
designs were studied. One design

was the customary main switch-

hoard with a feeder to each dis-

tribution center. The other de-

sign was the omission of a main
switchboard and the substitution

of a control board with remote-

controlled apparatus on the vari-

ous distribution boards, the feed-

ers taking the most direct route and feeding through one

board to another. The latter design was adopted as of

equal merit in every respect and superior in many fea-

tures to the former. It permitted of better control

under the conditions, was less expensive to install, re-

quired less room where space was small, was better

adapted to varying points of service entrance, gave a

smaller copper loss, and was of equal reliability.

The design of thesmotor-service wiring is shown in

Fig. 9. The bus feeders extend the full length of the

basement corridor, connecting switchboards B-A lf B-D„
and junction panels I and II. These bus feeders are of

uniform size throughout, and consist of 800,000-circ.

mil cables run in steel conduits along the wall of the

corridor near the ceiling. The motor-service bus is

made up of six pairs of cables in multiple, and the light-

ing-service bus of two sets of three cables each. Each
line in the diagram of Fig. 9 represents a conductor,

and the conductors that are run in one conduit are in-

closed in circles in enough instances to show the con-

struction. Beyond the bus feeders, the motor-service

feeders consist of three pairs of conductors in multi-

ple and the lighting service of one set.

The amount of money available did not permit a

duplication of feeders. However, a partial break-down
service for the power system was obtained by running
all the motor-service feeders with three pairs of con-

ductors in multiple, any two of which will carry the

load. This permits repairs to one pair without in any
wise crippling the system. Each pair is protected by
inclosed fuses on the supply end and reverse-current

circuit-breakers at the load end. A connection to in-

termediate loads is made through fuses (Fig. 10). In

the case of a number of presses and other machinery
push-button Monitor control is used.

Present service connections are made to the bus
feeders at distribution board B-D^ Provision is also

made for a connection either at junction panel I or at

board B-A
x
, without any changes in the system.

The control board, situated in the engineer's room

FIG. 8—A TYPICAL CABINET

near I be center of the main build-

onsists of '•. panel mountel
on pipe legs and carries, in addi-

tion to the control switchi

ponding indical ing lamps, a

power circuit ammeter for

distribution board, two voltmet-

ers, one recording and one indicat-

ing, and two lighting-circuit am-
meters, one in each outside leg of

the main service connection. The
ammeters are all external-shunt

instruments, the shunts being in-

stalled on the various distribution

hoards, some of which, when
measured by way of the leads,

are 500 ft. or more distant. One
lead of each meter is utilized as

a testing wire for making insu-

lation tests of one side of the

power branches on the distribu-

tion board, as described later.

The other side is tested through
a red indicating-lamp connection.

The indicating lamps are so arranged that the engi-

neer can tell at a glance whether the circuit-breaker is

in or out, and, if out, whether or not it was opened by
overload or shunt trip. The connections and operation

are shown in the diagram of Fig. 10. When the breaker
is closed, no energy will flow through the tripping coil

and R, as connections at both ends are negative. The
armature of R, therefore, is down, closing the circuit of

the green lamp. The red lamp also burns. When the

breaker is open, the red lamp is extinguished, while the

green lamp may or may not be. If the breaker is opened
by the shunt trip, the control switch Op (or the tripping

button) is closed, thus energizing the tripping solenoid

and at the same time the coil R, which raises its arma-
ture, opening the circuit and extinguishing Gp. If the

breaker opens on overload, coil R is not subjected to the

full line voltage, but is energized partially through the

closing relay coil. This partial energization is not suf-

ficient to raise the armature, so the green lamp con-

tinues to burn. The adjustment is such that while

partial energization of R will not raise its armature it

is sufficient to hold it up if raised by other means,

so that the lamp remains extinguished when the breaker

is opened by the shunt trip after the opening of Op.

For the lighting service only one indicating lamp is

provided—a red one—which burns when the distant

switch is closed and is out when the switch is open. Its

circuit includes the tripping solenoid, but the current

taken is too small to trip the switch until the lamp is

short-circuited by the closing of the tripping control

switch.

The voltmeters are each provided with a four-point

switch so connected that the voltage of the motor-service

circuit and the voltages between the outside mains or

between the neutral and an outside main of the lighting

service may be read on either instrument. To secure

large-scale readings on the lower voltages, the meters

have a nominal rating of 150 volts, and a supplemental

resistance is automatically placed in series with the

meter when higher voltages are to be read. Two scales
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;uv marked on the meter dials, one for use with the

supplemental ace having scale division cumberi
which arc two tunes as great as those on the scale for

lower voltages.

Provision for Testing Circuit Insulation

In order to detect any weakening Of the insulation

n( the branch circuit wiring for motor service and to

forestall possible break-downs, method of conveni-

ently measuring the insulation resistance at each dis-

tribution hoard from the control board has heen de-

vised. The dial switch .1 (Fig. 10) is provided on its

negative side with a button which can be grounded
through lamps by Closing the switch Cs and a button

appropriately marked for each distribution board. A
button may be connected with one aide of the branch-

circuit motor-service wiring of the corresponding dis-

tribution board through the red indicating-lamp wire,

or with the other through the ammeter lead. The
change is made collectively by means of a twenty-eight-

pole, double-throw switch, one pole of which is shown
at Ds in the diagram. The indicating lamps are col-

lectively disconnected by means of a twenty-eight-pole,

single-throw switch, one pole of which is shown at Ss,

the switch S being normally open. The normal position

of the switch Ds is open, and that of Ss closed. To
make a complete insulation test of all the branch motor-
service wiring in the building, the attendant sets the

four-point voltmeter switch on the points corresponding
to the power voltage, and reads the line voltage by turn-

ing the dial switch on the negative button, which is

grounded bj closing switch Gt. The witch St
Opened, Di is closed in one direction, and the dial switch
run OVer the buttons, the attendant meanwhile observ-

ing the voltmeter needle, which should remain at or near
zero. Switch Ds is then closed in the oilier direction

and the dial switch again run over the buttons, the volt-

meter being observed as before. Should a dellection

OCCUr, showing a leak or ground, its location may be
determined from the corresponding button and its mag-
nitude computed by the well-known formula,

14

i.

ch

v-

R £-)
The voltmeter resistance r is stamped on the nameplate
of the instrument. The tests are made with the remote-

control breakers open. At the conclusion, the switches

Gs and Ds are opened and Ss closed. As it is not neces-

sary for the attendant to move about in performing the

necessary test operations, and as the time required for

making a test is only a few seconds, it is believed that

the tests will be repeated at sufficiently short intervals

to lessen materially the probability of delays due to de-

fective wiring or apparatus.

The contract price for the electrical work was $65,000,

and, together with the heating, plumbing and ventilating

systems, was installed by the Thompson-Starrett Com-
pany, New York City, under the direct supervision of

the supervising architect of the Treasury Department.
The entire work was completed about May 1, 1914, al-

though the building had been used in part for more
than two months previous to its completion.

The Cost per Pound of Electrical Machinery

By Leonard A. Doggett

W. S. Murray was once asked how much electric locomo-

tives cost. His reply was that such locomotives cost about

as much per pound as turkey, i. e., 18 cents. This article

aims to give a partial answer to the question, How much
does electrical machinery cost per pound?

THE cost of any article is not as a rule a fixed quan-

tity, but varies more or less widely. It varies

with the prosperity of the country, it varies

with the business relations between the customer and
manufacturer, it varies with the size of the order, it

varies with the reputation of the manufacturer, it varies

with the newness of the machine, and, of course, with
the many elements entering into the original manu-
facturing cost.

All these variables render any accurate estimate im-

possible. The best that can be done is to set limits

within which the cost figure will lie. Of course, to a

certain limited number in the offices of the manufac-
turing companies, accurate information is available, but
such data are not generally accessible. However, there

are other sources of information which serve to indi-

cate the limits of the cost figure. The figures given

below are based upon (1) a paper entitled "Prime
Movers," by H. G. Stott, R. J. S. Pigott and W. S.

Gorsuch (Proceedings, A. I. E. E., June, 1914) ; (2)

cost figures for a recent line of direct-current ma-
chines of one of the largest manufacturing companies,

the prices being those offered to a small contractor by

a local office of this company; (3) cost data in Pender's

"American Handbook for Electrical Engineers"; (4)

miscellaneous data gathered by the writer within the

last two years; (5) data on second-hand machines as

published in the "Searchlight Section" of the Elec-

trical World and in the "Curb Market" of the Elec-

tric Journal.

It is a well-known fact that a 1-hp. motor having a

rated speed of 2000 r.p.m. is much cheaper than, and

about one-half as heavy as, a 1-hp. motor having a

rated speed of 1000 r.p.m. Therefore, the rational way
to tabulate either cost or weight data is in terms, not

of dollars or pounds per kilowatt, but of dollars or

pounds versus kilowatts divided by speed. The term

(kw. -f- r.p.m.) is really torque, and of any machine it

can be said that the greater the torque the greater the

necessary size, weight and cost Therefore, in this pa-
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per the independent variable is taken as (kw. -^ r.p.m.).

In Figs. 1 and 2 the accumulated data are plotted.

From these curves Table I has been prepared, show-

ing the average cost in dollars at various values of

kw .
_i_ r.p.m. From some weight data published by the

author in the Electrical World for May 3, 1913, Table

Kw Kw, Kw

R.Pn RPM RPM

0001 0002 0003 0.005 0007 0.01 00? 003 00b 007 01 0? 0.3 OS 0.7
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FIGS. 1 AND 2—CHARTS PLOTTING COST DATA FOR
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

II was obtained. Table III is obtained from Tables I

and II.

From curves, such as Figs. 1 and 2, it is possible to

obtain formulas which will represent the average result
in a compact form and also be serviceable for a certain
amount of extrapolation. For example:

Name of Machine

New direct-current generators and motors

Second-hand direct-current generators and motors

3600-r.p.m. turbo-alternator sets. .

1800-r.p.m. turbo-alternator sets

Cost in Dollars

1,800

."i 500

(—1\ R.p.m./

/ Kw. \»

V R.p.m./

(Kw. V"

R p.m. /

(—)VRpm. /

\

However, the curves present the information in the

best form, for the limits between which the cost of a

machine lies can easily be seen. In using Figs. 1 and 2

it should be remembered in the case of new machinery
that these figures represent standard or stock machines,

TABLE I—COST IN DOLLARS

Name of Machine
New or

Second-
Hand

Kw. : R.p.m.

001 01 0.1

Direct-current generators and mo-
tors I New

Induction motors New
Alternators

)
New

Turbo-alternators New

Low-speed engines New
High-speed engines New
Low-speed engines New
High-speed engines New

85
100

280
260

Com pound
Com pound
Sim pie

Sim pie

Direct-current generators and mo-
tors Second-hand

Induction motors Second-hand
Alternators Second-hand
Engine-driven direct-current and

alternating-current generators. .

.

Second-hand

120
170

140

1,160 5,500
850 3,500

|
....

1,200 4,600 16,000
37,000 136,000

6,000 17,700
4,900
3,200 13,500
2,530680

450
550
450

1,600
2,500
2,200 8,000

3,000 13,000

TABLE II—WEIGHT IN POUNDS

Name of Machine

Direct-current generators and motors.

.

Induction motors

Alternators

Turbo-alternators

Low-speed engines

High-speed engines

Engine-driven direct-current and alter-

nating-current generators

Kw. -R.p.m.

001 .01 0.1

130

80

130

810

510

810

1,400

4,200

2,800

4,200

2,400

4,500

8,000

10.0

22,000 110,000

15,000
;

81,000

20,000
j

90,000

170,000

19,000

31,000

640,000

140,000

50,000 250,000

TABLE III—CENTS PER P01 ND

Name of Machine
New or

Second-
Hand

Direct-current generators and mo-
tors

Induction motors
Alternators

Turbo-alternators

Low-speed engines
High-speed engines
Low-speed engines
High-speed engines

Direct-current generators and mo-
tors ....

Induction motors
Alternators

Engine-driven direct-current and
alternating-current generators . Second-hand

New
New
New
New

New
New
New
New

Second-hand
Second-hand
Second-hand

Kw.-h R.p.m.

001 (11 1

65

125

Com pound
Com pound
Sim pie

Sim [lie

1 10
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and that machinei with unusual specifications will lie

above anj data there plotted, in gatheririg and plot

tiii v*. the information intere tinfl facta developed! many
of which could be explained. For example, coal figures

on Edi "ii bipolars, Stanlej Inductor alternators' and
cycle alternators, If they had been plotted, would

always have fallen below the general trend of the

plotted points. Thai is, obsolete types of machines lie

between the curve for second hand machines and the

p value of the machine, In Fig. I are plotted some
data On new one hour rat nig Series motors, these points

beini represented bj -.:.. As would be expected,

lie between the points for new and tho a

for second hand direci current machini
it is interesting to note that the average coal of all

the new maehiner.\ tabulated is 82 <<nt pec pound,
and of the second hand machinery 17 cents per pound,

representing a depreciation of machinery which is sec-

i nd hand bu1 not obsolete of about BO per cent. Some
dealer.', speci lically advertise used machine at 10 ]>er

cent Of the new price, so that 10 to BO per cent m;i be
taken as a reasonable figure.

Substantial Growth in the Central-Station Field

End of First Year of the European War Finds Lijrht and Power Companies

in Nearly All Parts of the Country Again Growing at Normal Rate

THE results of the July operations of the electric

lighl and power companies of this country ac-

cording to the returns received by the Elec-
trical WORLD, show increases over July, 1914, of 6.6

per cent in gross operating revenue and 9.9 per cent

in kilowatt-hour output. While both of these figures

are slightly less than the June figures, they are suffi-

ciently close to indicate that the high percentages of

June in the growth of the light and power industry

had again reached the plane of activity in normal times.

In both of the Eastern groups, New England and
the Atlantic States, the percentage increases for July,

1915, were less than for June, while in the Far West
and Middle West the growth percentages continued to

increase. An increased demand for zinc has caused

the companies supplying zinc mines to increase largely

a load which is very profitable. Several companies in

the zinc-mining region have felt the necessity of in-

creasing their equipment capacity.

Increased Industrial Load

In all sections of the country there is one particu-

larly noticeable feature, namely, the increased indus-

trial load. Some of it is that of industries newly

UNIT

1 1

ED STATES

Hoy June July Aug 5ept Oct Nov Dec. Jan Feb Har. Apr May June July

FIG. 1—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT GAIN BY

MONTHS IN PER CENT FOR UNITED STATES

equipped for electricity, some that of industries which
have already been equipped and have greatly increased

their demand. Much of this is due to war orders, but

just how much is not known. It is known, however,

that plants all over the country manufacturing boots,

shoes, cotton and woolen goods, ammunition, tools, auto-

mobiles, guns and other war accessories are utilizing

central-station energy. The number of companies re-

porting losses due to the "jitney" invasion is growing
less and less. It must also be remembered that to

a certain very appreciable extent these returns are

affected by rate reductions. At the same time, the

improvements of the incandescent lamps have caused

a marked decrease in consumption of energy per cus-

tomer for lighting, which is the largest source of

revenue of the light and power companies. The carbon-

filament lamps with a rating of 3 watts per candle-

power have been and are still being replaced by tungsten

lamps which in the same time consume but one-third

the energy consumed by carbon lamps of the same
candle-power. Also, the new gas-filled lamps with rat-

ings in the neighborhood of 0.5 watt per candle-power

for large sizes are replacing older types of electric lamps
for street lighting. On the other hand, the new busi-

ness which a lower schedule of rates and the introduc-

tion of lamps with a lower energy consumption will

place on service lines tends in a measure to offset these

reductions in output and income.

It is interesting to note that the July figures for

companies operating in cities with between 50,000 and
100,000 inhabitants are almost invariably better than

TABLE I—CENTRAL-STATION RETURNS FOR TWELVE-MONTH PERIOD

Percent-

age of

Industry
Repre-
sented

Income prom the Sale of
Energy Kw.-Hr. Output

1914 1913

Per
Cent
In-

1914 1913
Per
Cent
In-

crease crease

1914

Aug..
Sept..

Oct..

51

51

59

$15,298,226
15,708,695
17,667,912

$14,200,649
14,694,205
17,174,567

7.8
7.0
2.8

778,109,565
782,450,267
969,817,024

718,274,456
733,754,420
935,249,519

8.2
6.8
3.0

Nov..
Dec .

65

65

19,777,650
20,978,430

19,260,451
20,281,812

2.7
3.3

986,456,324
1,074,083,543

978,934,946
1,043,457,795

0.8
3.0

1915
Jan. .

Feb..
Mar..

65
63

64

1915
21,582,547
19,395,518
18,654,443

1914
20,697,423
19,023,107
17,529,054

4.1
2.0
6.4

1915
980,085,036
853,817,221
939,117,179

1914

966,200,323
835,288,039
896,903,968

1.4
2.2
4.8

April

.

May.
June.

65

65
65

18,406,412
17,467,581
17,414,009

17,675,784
16,601,456
16,304,317

4.2
5.2
6.9

900,536,022 859,235,144
914,768,458 838,490,437
918,917,710 832,152,235

4.8
9.0
10.4

July- 63 16.158,760 15,157,264
1

6.6 885,053,016 804,890,064 9 9

the June figures so far as growth percentages are

concerned. On the other hand, companies operating in

cities with more than 100,000 population show smaller

percentages of growth in July than in June.

Results of First Year of War

With July ended the first twelve months of the Euro-

pean war. To what extent it has affected the light and

power industry can be seen from the accompanying
figures. During this twelve months' period the average

growth in income was' 4.9 per cent and in output 5.2

per cent over the preceding year. For the three months
immediately preceding the war the average rate of in-

crease compared with May, June and July of 1914 was
8.8 per cent in income and 12.8 per cent in output.

During the first half year of the war the increase
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TABLE II—CENTRAL-STATION RETURNS BY SECTION OV] i: \ TWELVE-MONTB PERIOD

Month

o
u

Bep1

Oct
Nov.
Dec

Jan

March
April . .

May.

.

June. .

.

I July...

Bu
s

New England States

1014

Atlantic States Cc/.tra:

! Illinois Excluded)

1013 go! 1013 1014 1013

$1,734,883 $1,807,648 7 5

1,786,687
1,063,570
2,220,742
2,385,711

1015
2,423.705
2,246,704
2,146,032
2,109,767

2,036,880
2,053,065
1,744,003

1,G47,045 7.3
1,880,255 4.0
2,115,057 5.6
2,218,387 7.5

1014

2,271,881
2,134,341
1,900,326
1,976,473

6.8
5.4
7.5
6.8

1.887,606 7.0
1,865,687 10.2
1,601,287 0.1

55

69

$6,224,896 $5,755,515

6,608,221
7,451,220
8,373,772
8,765,275

1015

0,075,335
8,037,878
7,777,126
7,510,810

7,100,334
6,045,986
(1,502,346

6,221,000
7,232,003
8,157,966
8,594,773

1914
8,695,593
7,968,625
7,419,808
7,241,164

6,012,581
6,628,523
6,322,560

8.2

6.1

8.1
2 7

2.2

4.4 57
0.9 55
5.2 55
3.9 57

57 $1

57 4,704,780
57 5, 105, ski

57 5,408,672
57 5,992,542

1915
5,827,097
5,296,786
4,885,384
5,003,673

4,770,283
4,814,161
i ii.; 906

$4,061,678

4,368,251

5,158,981
5,654,740

1914

5,525,579
5,148,439
4,465,728
4,773,949

Pacific and Mountan.

1914 1913

8 4

7.9

6 8

4.8

6.9

5.4
3.0
9.5
4.8

4,414,728 8 3
4,320,3(11 11.2

3,979,256 n 7

75 $2,386,677 >.

2,487,518
3,146,160

3,834,902

1915

3,960,608
3,576,432
3,605,893
3,475,740

8,409,738
3,305,598

3,574,086
8,818,912

1914

3,917,371

3,412,842

3,233,989
3,281,696
3,085,146

3.7
0.3*
2.0*

0.3

1.0
1.2

3.2

4.8
3.9
7.2

4 2

3.2
2 4*

5.1*
1.6*

14*
3

1

2.8

Aug.

Sept.

Oct .

Nov
Dec.

Jan.

.

Feb
March
April.

.

May
June . .

July..

61 55.,so 1,224 52,913,483 5.4

55,525.272
67,520,070
69,480,163
78,510,793

1915

72,550,608
66,600,132
72,121,319
68,475.232

68,823,914
71,300,672
57,284,735

53,267,877
65,068,938
66,988,456
71,990,132

1914
69,317,803
61,515,979
65,343,335
62,442,110

61,060,621
60,771,719
49,798,193

4.3
3.8
3 .

8

7.8

4.7
8.3
10.5
9.7

12.9
16.3

15.0

264,717,319

270,974,533
358,458,539
361,364,405
401,623,514

1915
374,972,536
312,443,505
346,341,496
320,142,323

326,191,569
318,245,370
312,118,409

237,984,895

252,648,550
351,362,247
364,155,759
396,251,867

1914

373,336,906
305,307,260
335,506,429
311,476,008

301,440,779
293,751,083
286,115,893

11.2

7.3
2.1
0.7"

1.2

57 267,501,400 226,276,638 9.4 75 193,216,699 185,330,705

260,705,339
295,400,712
200,681,750
315,027,232

1915
272,623,760

I

238,938,034
257,136,231

! 257,967,434

57 256,758,177
57

I

260,046,1(18

57 253,859,746

237,832,934
266,827,567
269,220,528
201,511,670

1914

258,572,903
232,520,476
235,656,647
237,673,326

0.7
10.5
8.0
8.0

5.5
2.7
0.2
8.5

232,258,318 10.6
230,347,150 12.8
223,900,860 13.3

190,979,706
245,906,868
255,661,947
278,922,004

1915
252,531,483
229,865,568
255,529,704
246,287,781

254,686 394

261,083,835
254,340,034

185,000,658
252,047,828
269,467,354
283,704,076

1914

256,198,272
229,185,967
263,423,951
239,661,364

236,082,868 7.8
237,843,021 9 8
237,249,604 I 7.2

•Decrease.

in income compared with the corresponding six months
of the previous year was 4.6 per cent and that in output

was 4.0 per cent. In the second six months of the war
these percentages of growth had increased to 5.1 per

cent in income and 6.9 per cent in output. A further

separation of the first year of the war into quarters

shows the following percentage growth over the corre-

»

NEV, EN >LAf
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1

May June July Aug Sept- Oct Nov Use. dan. Feb Mar Apr. May JunoJuly

May June July Aug 6ept Oct Nov Bee Jan Feb. Mar Apr flay JjneJulu

May June July Aug 5ep+ Oct. Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr Hay June'July

May June July Auy 5epr.0cr Nov Dec dan Feb Mar Apr May June July

FIGS. 2 TO 5—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT
GAIN BY MONTHS IN PER CENT SECTIONALLY

sponding period one year previous: First quarter

—

income 5.9 per cent, output 6.3 per cent; second quarter—income 3.4 per cent, output 2 per cent ; third quarter—income 4 per cent, output 3.9 per cent; fourth quar-
ter—income 6.3 per cent, output 9.8 per cent.
The full effect of the war on the industry, it is seen,

was therefore not instantaneous, but was most strongly
felt about half a year after the beginning of hostilities.
Since then, however, the percentages of growth, in-

stead of falling off, have become larger. However, it

must not be forgotten that at no time have the total
gross earnings of the electric light and power industry
fallen below the mark set in the previous year, but on
the other hand the returns of every month have shown
a substantial increase. Using our figures as indicative
of the entire industry, it is estimated that the gain in
gross operating revenue for the entire industry was in

TABLE HI—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AM) KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOR UNITED STATES-CITIES GROUPED ACCORDING TO

SIZE

Nov. Dec.

INCOME:
Group 1.

Group 2

Group 3.

Group 4.

Group 5..

OUTPUT:
Croup 1

Crimp 2. . . .

Group 3 . . .

Croup 4. . .

.

Group 5

2.6
4.7
0.5
4.8
1.5

0.5
4.2
7.2*

5.7
2.6*

0.6
0.9
3.3
4.8
3.2

3.1

3.0

9.2
1.8

Jan. Feb. March April May June

2.7
8.8
2.4
5.8
4.5

3.9
4.3
1.2

9.0
7.5

2.0
3.7
2.5
6.8
0.9

2.8
5.7
3.9*

5.5
15.0

8.0
6.9
5.2
5.0
1.6*

5 7

7.9
3.6*

7

3.8
5.0
5.5
3.9
1.9

5.4
II 2

1
."

3.0
5.9

4.8

7 1

6 5

7.2
13 1

(1 I

29.1

15.5

6 3

2.8
Id o

6.9
4.7

10 (I

9.1
11 2

6.0
14.8

July

g o
6 7

19 ii

•Decrease.

the neighborhood of $16,500,000, while the output had
increased by 896,000,000 kw.-hr.

During the first year of the war the average per-
centage rate of increase in New England was 6.8 in
income and 8.2 in output, as compared with the 8.5 per
cent in income and 8.1 per cent in output during the
preceding three months, when conditions were normal.
It is interesting to note that the average rate of growth
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in output in New England during the twelve months
of the wax was 0.1 per cent greater than during 1 1 1

«

-

average of tin- quarter preceding t h«- war. The aver
rate of increase In tin- Atlantic States was 4.8 per

cent in Income and 1.6 per cenl En output during the

cent in Income and L.6 per cut In output, as compared
with 6.6 per cent in income and 9.6 per cent in output,
the rates of increase attained during May, June and
July, 111 14.

'The accompanying curves show graphically the

l'uur l\ PERCKNTAOl RATE OF INCREA8I IN INCOME AHD KILOWATT
lioi i; 01 mm i FOR m u i NQ1 wo I

mi CITIB8 QROl RED ICGORD-
im; TO SIZE

Feb \|:irili \pr,l .lull.' Job

INCOMB
i;r.ni|i 1 B i 7 1 B 7 B 8 8 'i

i II 8 B i

Qroup B i i
'.I (1 i in 7 :» 7 II i

Group

)

B : ii i 7 S II 7 7 8 S B _'l S 111 s

Group i \t rj ".1 8 1 7.1 111. II B
Group .'i S 5 a i- 1.9 11 7* II 1*

I o* a a 11 ii

oi rw r

Qroup l i, ! ia b 111 12 13 7 le ii in ii (1.8
Croup I l

:.* .-. o 5 i 8 i 12 3 12 8 IS 'i jii 8 27
Qroup 8 : ;» 11 11 i a 8 6* 7 II 17 '.) 19.5
Group 1 i a ia s in v '.i l ia s 13 l 8 8 14.0 6.2
Qroup 5 4 1 ii- e i 28 B* as

->•
18 6* 10 12.7

TABLE M PERCEN1 \<;i. RATE OF INCREASE IN INI OME IND hll.owATT-
rB OUTPDl FOE CENTRAL TATBfl CITIES GROUPED wording

ro size

INCOME:
i (roup l

Qroup 3

Qroup '!

Qroup 4 .

.

Qroup 5 .

.

OUTPUT:
Qroup I . .

.

Qroup 2 us
Qroup 3 ,..| 6.6
Qroup 4..

.

Qroup •">

\,,\ Dai Ju \pril May Junt

4 7 "> 2 (1 1 :j :. in I 7.8 ii 8 117
.-. a 7 r> l

: 1 4 8 o
4 (1 7 :, 2 1 II 8 10 4 i:, B 19.6
I :i ', 1 6 k :i 8 II (1 7 12 4
ii :>•

1 V :i 7 7 7 7 <i IS w SO

2 4 4.2 9.0 4 7 7 7 6.8 8 4 9.2
11 s 12 4 4.8 1 2 8 12 5 6 7 13.8
6.6 12.4 K.2 6 2 14 7 18 I 27.0
x ,3 18 :i 8 4 10.0 12 8 7 9 10 15.7
4.9 18 o 13 7 18 3 13 S 39.7 28 8 20.4

July

II B

7 2

IB i

I 2

11.0

11.9
28.9
19.7

24.9

'Decrease •Decrease.

TAB1 i: \ PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOB ATLANTIC STATES—CITIES GROUPED ACCORDING

TO BIZE

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Marc 1
! April May June July

INCOME:
Group 1 3.0 1.6 1.3 1.3 4.7 1.6 2 3.8 14
Group 3 3 7 3.9 5.0 4.2 7.1 5.6 8.2 8.0 12.7
Group 3 0.3* 0.4 3.3 3.6 3.8 4.1 1.6 7.5 7.5
Qroup 4 .

.

4.S 7.9 4.9 10 1 6.8 2.9 6.2 3.9 5.6
Group 5 . . .

.

13.5 11.2 9.0 t t 15.2 19.6 14.8 t

OUTPUT:
Group 1 .

.

0.0 3.2 1.7 3.0 6.1 4.8 9.0 8.2 8.0
Group 3 5 4.3 3.1 7.0 9.7 7.6 7.1 11.0 15.0
Group 3 . . .

.

S 5* 7.7* 7.4 2.7* 8.5* 4.1* 3.2 7.2 7.5
Group 4 . 3.8 6.2 7.8 6.3 10.2 1.9 22.5 7.1 13.2
Group 5. . .

.

57.5 11.1 13.5 t t 57.2 71.5 61.8 t

TABLE Ml PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT
BOUB OUTPUT FOR PACIFIC AND MOUNTAIN STATES—CITIES GROUPED

ACCORDING TO SIZE

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June July

INCOME:
Group 1 . . .

.

2.4* 0.6* 10* 0.4 8.1 4.0 3.1 9.0 5.3
Group 2.. .

.

1.1 1.0 4.9 8.0 7.5 9.4 12.7 11.1 13.0
Group 3.. .

.

3.5* 1.0 0.6 2.6* 1.0* 0.3* 3.4 3.6 7.9
Group 4.. .

.

1.4 6.5 6.2 6 2.6* 3.8* 8.7 1.6* 10.9
Group 5 3.1* 2.5* 1.8 2 0* 3.5* 2.7* 2.4* 3.3 4.5

OUTPUT:
Group 1 . . .

.

2.1* 0.0 1.5 5* 2.5 4.5 2.3 10.8 7.1
Group 2.... 7.7* 13.0* 7.2* 13.5 3.0 11.6 19.0 14.9 27.5
Group 3 . . .

.

14.1* 14.2* 13 5* 11.5* 4.0* 3.5* 3.8 12.4 8.4*

Group 4. . .

.

4.4 3.7 9.5 0.6* 9.5* 4.7* 87.0 4.5* 20.0
Group 5 . . .

.

2 9* 1.0 4.1 9.9 18.0 9 6 18.5 3.6 10.9

•Decrease. tResults omitted owing to insufficient returns. 'Decrease.

twelve months, as compared with 11.3 per cent in in-

come and 10.5 per cent in output during May, June and
July, 1914. In the Central States the average rate

of increase during the first year of the war was 6.6

per cent in income and 9.7 per cent in output, as com-
pared with 13.7 per cent in income and 19.8 per cent

in output during the three preceding months. In the

Pacific and Mountain States the percentages of in-

crease for the first twelve months of war were 1.7 per

monthly percentage increases contained in Tables I and
II. The remaining tables show the percentage in-

creases both in income and output for cities grouped
according to size. Group No. 1 includes cities whose
population is over 100,000; group 2, those cities having
a population between 50,000 and 100,000; group 3,

those between 25,000 and 50,000; group 4, those be-

tween 10,000 and 25,000; group 5, those between 5000
and 10,000.

Burning Coke on an Ordinary Flat Boiler Grate

Experimenting with blast furnace and gas cokes in

factories and electric plants carried on by German au-

thorities since the beginning of the war seems to show

that under favorable draft conditions pure coke can be

satisfactorily burned on an ordinary flat grate. It was
found that large-sized coke can be burned on flat grates

with hand firing only when a strong draft and a good

grate cooling are available, as in locomotives. In order

to use small coke not mixed with coal, special types _>f

grates with blowers under them were required. This

size of coke could be burned on the ordinary flat grate,

however, when mixed with an easily baking coal. In

the district of the Bergisch Steam Inspection Associa-

tion several concerns are reported as using a mixture

of two parts of coal to one part of coke, hand-fired on

flat grates with fairly good results. Gas coke has been

found more satisfactory in boiler furnaces than blast-

furnace coke.

When using a coke-coal mixture on an ordinary flat

grate, the furnace must be fired up with pure coal and

the coke-coal mixture not used until after the fire has
burned up well and is of high temperature. The fuel

bed must also be kept somewhat thicker than with coal.

In order to prevent unconsumed coke from falling

through the grate when cleaning the clinkers, it has been
found advisable to use pure coal some time in advance
of the time of cleaning so that the fire will burn away
uniformly.

Little success was secured when attempting to burn
pure coke on traveling grates. When coal is burned on
traveling or chain grates the ignition of the gases keeps
the arch at a high temperature, a feature that permits
the combustion of coals rich in gases with little smoke.
When coke is used in a furnace of this character, how-
ever, there is no flame and the arch remains at a much
lower temperature than with coal. As the coke moves
forward on the grate there is difficulty in maintaining
a zone of incandescence and the fire goes out. A mix-
ture of one-fourth coke and three-fourths coal has been
found to burn fairly successfully, however, on chain
grates.
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Measuring the Current in D. C. Circuits

A Method That Does Not Require Circuit to Be Opened and Is Suited to Large and

Small Current Measurements—Adapted to Central-Station and Electrolysis Work

By Otto A. Knopp

i

N making direct-current tests in power stations and
in other cases where it is undesirable or expensive

to interrupt service or open circuits to make con-

nections a method for securing such measurement
quickly and accurately is very advantageous. Special

apparatus for this purpose has been devised by the

engineering department of the Pacific Gas & Electric

Company. This apparatus operates on the principles

shown in Fig. 1. The device consists of a split iron

ring arranged so that it may be slipped over the con-

ductor whose current is to be measured. This ring

carries a secondary winding consisting of a number of

turns of fine wire with a low-voltage battery, a variable

FIGS. 1 AND 2—OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF NON-AUTOMATIC
AND AUTOMATIC APPARATUS

resistance and a direct-current ammeter connected in

series. In the gap between the two poles of the split

ring a small magnet needle is placed so that when
current flows in the conductor shown as C in Fig. 1 a

magnetic flux is set up in the iron ring which may be

neutralized by the current in the auxiliary winding.

The position of the small needle shows when this

neutralization occurs or when the ampere turns of the

conductor and the auxiliary wiring are equal. The
current in the conductor C is then obtained from the

reading of the ammeter multiplied by the ratio of the

turns of auxiliary winding and conductor.

The device has been built in two forms, one known as

the direct-current ratio relay and the other as the

direct-current line-current-testing set. In the first de-

sign the secondary current is made to follow auto-

matically the fluctuation of the line current, and in the

other the current in the secondary circuit is controlled

by the observer. The first type is shown in Fig. 3 and
the second type in Fig. 5. The circuit diagram for the

automatic instrument is shown in Fig. 2. In this

design any magnetization due to unequal primary and
secondary ampere turns causes a deflection of the elec-

tromagnet M, which in moving opens or closes a relay

contact at K. If the primary ampere turns are in ex-

cess, the contact at K closes, the relay P is energized,

and its plunger compresses a small carbon pile rheo-

stat R, causing the secondary current to increase until

the secondary ampere turns are slightly in excess and

contact K opens. When current in the relay P is in-

terrupted at K, the plunger recoils, the resistance of

the carbon pile R increases, and the secondary current

falls until the contact at K closes again. There is thus

maintained in the secondary circuit a pulsating cur-

rent, the average value of whose ampere turns is ex-

actly equal to the ampere turns of conductor C thread-

ing the coil.

The non-automatic or direct-current line-current-

testing set is based on the same operating principles

as the ratio relay, with the automatic rheostat in the

latter replaced by a small hand-operated compression
carbon rheostat.

The ratio relay accomplishes for direct-current meas-
urements what the current and potential transformer
accomplishes in the measurement of alternating cur-

rent and electromotive force. By means of this ap-

paratus and a standard low-rated direct-current

ammeter variable direct currents of several thousand
amperes can be measured with the same facility and
with greater accuracy than alternating currents of

equal magnitude can be measured with a split-core cur-

rent transformer. By means of a high-resistance pri-

mary winding of a large number of turns, properly in-

sulated, the relay can also be used to measure direct-

current electromotive force of any magnitude, such,

for instance, as the potential of a direct-current mag-
netite-arc circuit, which may run as high as 9000 volts,

or other high direct-current potentials such as are used
in railway and constant-current transmission, with the

added advantage that the high potential being meas-
ured is not carried through the measuring instrument.

Two methods are used for operating the non-auto-

matic instrument. One is called the zero-flux method,

the other the residual-flux method. When using the

zero flux method, the object is to keep the secondary

current alternatively above or below the value neces-

sary to neutralize the flux produced by the primary

FIG. 3—AUTOMATIC RATIO RELAY AND INDICATING METER
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current; in other words, t<> kern the flux in the core

Mr around the zero iiti \

point, rhi method will give excellent re ult for pri

mar} ampere turns over one hundred and up to the

est likelj to be used m practice. This method can

be w.M'il for current of any magnitude, if for current

below leu amp. a number of turns arc used in the

primary. For all measurements where it is desirable to

slip the core over the conductor, this method will give

id results from LOO amp. up. Belov* LOO amp. the

accuracy of the measurements decreases rapidly, and

below 20 amp. the method becomes inoperative, as it

requires some twenty ampere turns to throw the needle

one way <>r the other in the instrument.

The second method under which the non-automatic

instrument can be operated is the residual-flux method.

In this method use is made of the residual magnetism
which is left after a definite magnetization. This mag-
netization is obtained by sending the full-load current

through the secondary for an instant. After this the

secondary current is raised slowly, flowing in the oppo-

site direction, until a small signal lamp indicates that

the flux has been neutralized. The reading obtained

nn the ammeter at this moment will be a constant value

and can be used as an instrument constant for deter-

mining small currents. If, for instance, after such a

preliminary magnetization, the core is placed over a

conductor carrying a small current, this current will

either strengthen or weaken the residual magnetism in

the core, and the current necessary to neutralize this

altered flux will be either larger or smaller than the

constant mentioned. The difference between the con-

stant and the value read on the ammeter will equal the

current flowing in the conductor.

Both the automatic and the non-automatic instru-

ments have a wide field of application, being of par-

ticular value in all cases where it is undesirable or ex-

pensive to interrupt the service or to open the circuit

for the purpose of current or power measurements and

,
iHj|-

\
"2 *

Sttk^n.'^^^ifl

F1C. 5—HAND-OPERATED RATIO RELAY AND INDICATING
METER KNOWN AS LINE-CURRENT-TKSTINC SET

where it is essential that no additional resistance be
introduced into the circuit in which measurements are

made.
It is often advantageous to measure current and

power transmitted through a conductor at a distance.

In this case the ratio relay is of value, as the resist-

ance of the secondary has no effect upon the accuracy
of measurement, and it is therefore possible, with less

copper than would be required with alternating cur-

rent, to transmit measurements over great distances.

The non-automatic instrument, on account of its

wider range, flexibility and simple construction, has been

used mostly for distribution and electrolysis work,
whereas the automatic instrument adapts itself par-

ticularly for the permanent integration of large direct-

current power with a small direct-current meter and
for testing medium and large size direct-current am-
meters, wattmeters, ampere-hour or watt-hour meters.

FIG. 4—THE AUTOMATIC RATIO RELAY BEING USED TO
MEASURE CURRENT FROM A DIRECT-CURRENT MACHINE

FIG. 6- -THE LINE-CURRENT-TESTING SET BEING USED IN

ELECTROLYSIS INVESTIGATIONS
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Station and Operating Practice
A Department Derated to the Problems of I nst(illation, Operation and Maintenance of Equipment for the

Economical Generation and Distribution of Electrical Energy for .ill Uses

A Method of Anchoring and Tightening Switch-

board Instrument Buses

By C. H. Sanderson*

It is often said that the real merits of a switchboard

lie in the design and arrangement of the parts on the

backs of the panels. A well designed and executed

scheme of switchboard wiring always conveys to the

casual observer the impression of system and therefore

safety in operation of the entire electrical installation.

It has been a long and difficult problem to devise a

system of instrument bus wiring such that it would

always be free from unsightly sagging. The instrument

Sr/itchboard frame
Board

,

oo/a

ThreadedTube Insirumenr Besses

FIG. 1—TIGHTENING ANCHORS FOR INSTRUMENT BUSES
SHOWN IN PLACE

buses must necessarily be installed in an accessible, and
therefore a very prominent, position, and because of

their parallel arrangement and usual length 1'ie least

sagging is at once apparent. Moreover, bus c i nections

which are frequently made or unmade, as well as work
on other parts of the board, often cause derangement of

these trunk wires, resulting in kinking and sagging.

Many schemes have been employed for eliminating

this difficulty, some of which are designed to tighten the

entire set of buses as a unit, while others permit sep-

arate tightening of the individual members. The diffi-

culty has been avoided in other instances by the use of

brass or copper rods or tubes for buses instead of

copper wire. The danger of short-circuits, however, de-

Brass Mack Sere*Nur

Fn
Ffben

r

Bendon th/sl/ne.. Cuf here

rpr.

SI O i

Development of Piece 5

FIG. 2

—

DETAILS OF A SHEET-METAL ANCHOR

mands that they be protected with insulating tubing or

tape, which involves additional labor and expense.

The most practicable material for buses for the ma-
jority of installations is No. 10 to No. 6 copper wire,

preferably with 600-volt rubber or varnished-cambric
insulation and one or more protecting braids, the outer
of which should be flame-proof. Fig. 1 shows a prac-

*Electrlcal engineer Havana Electric Railway, Light A.- Power
Company, Havana, Cuba.

ticable and simple method of anchoring the buses at

their ends, which at the same time keeps them perma-
nently taut. The amount of slack which may be taken

up depends entirely on the length of machine screw and
threaded tube employed. It is obvious that their lengths

should be proportioned to the length of the buses.

All the materials used are ordinarily found in any
electrical storeroom or hardware store. If, however,

it is found more convenient to use sheet metal in place

of tubing, the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 may be em-
ployed. It will be found, however, that the arrangement
shown in Fig. 1 will usually present the better appear-

ance. This method may readily be applied to either

angle or tubular frames, and to control desks or instru-

ment stands, as well as switchboards.

Relation Between Steam-Turbine Rating

and Water Rate

In a paper presented at the convention of the Asso-

ciation of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers held at

Detroit, Sept. 8 to 11, P. M. Lincoln, past-president of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, referred

to the economy wrought by the units installed during
the past year in the power house of the Interborough

Rapid Transit Company of New York as the high-water
mark in steam-turbine operation. Under specified

conditions of operation—namely, 200 lb. boiler pressure,

120 deg. superheat and 29 in. vacuum—the economy is

4 8 10 12 14 16 18 10

Capcici'ru in Thousands of Kw

RELATION OF WATER RATES TO TURBINE RATING

even better than the guarantee of 11.27 lb. of water per

kilowatt-hour at the busbars. Up to date this is the best

water rate ever secured by any apparatus deriving its

power from steam. Such high economy is due in con-

siderable part to the large size of the particular unit.

The normal rating of this unit is 30,000 kw., but in

actual practice it has been found to be good for from
10 to 15 per cent more than this.

The curves herewith show the relation between the
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output of steam turbine units and the water rate

the best load and jive re ults for three conditions <d'

steam supply. Under actual operating condition!, the

slope of the water rate curve is much mors than Indi-

cated in these curves, Bince steam conditions also vary
with unit si.'e. li is onlj in plants using units of the

that it pays tO secure the higher vacuums,
superheats and lioiler pressures that add so much to

economy In water rate. A plant operating a 1000-kw.

Unit, the author maintained, would not save enough in

fuel to make it pay to install the boiler and condenser

equipment necessary to secure the highest possible
superheat and vacuum, while in one using a 80,000-kw.
unit the installation of such equipment would pay
handsomely.

Economy in water rate is not the only advantage
possessed by the larger-size unit. An increase in the
amount of load brings economies in practically every
direction. For instance, there is no inherent reason why
a plant containing a given number of 30,000-kw. units

should require a larger number of attendants for tur-

bine and generator operation than one containing the
same number of 1000-kw. units. There usually are a
larger number provided in the 30,000-kw. plant for the
purpose of securing a higher degree of reliability rather

than from any fundamental necessity.

Ways of Handling Outgoing Lines from a
Generating Station

Three methods of caring for the outgoing lines from
a generating plant are shown in the accompanying
illustrations. The steam plant shown in Fig. 1 sup-

plies electric service to a group of railroad shops. The
principal feeders are carried from the station buses

in 3.5-in. conduit underground to the steel tower just

outside the building. This tower is 45.5 ft. high and
is built of 2.5-in. by 0.375-in. steel angles, with lattices

of the same cross-sectional area. The tower is mounted
on a 5-ft. 9-in. by 14-ft. concrete pier with 1.5-in. foun-

dation bolts, and carries a platform of 2-in. plank about

9 ft. above the ground which supports transformers
and meters connected with a 2300-volt circuit feeding

a distant corner of the shop yard. The arrangement
avoids the use of roof and wall bushings in the sta-

.•iii<i gives increased space inside the building
compared with the usual plan of running feeders spread
Well apart from the rear of the switchboard to the out-

ng line insulators, Besides, an accessible construc-
t Ion is provided.

In Fig. 'J are shown the present method and a dis-

carded one of running cables out of a hydroelectric-

FIG. 2- -USE OF CABLE AND OPEN CONSTRUCTION FOR LINE
SERVING STATION

station generating room to a transformer house near

by. Originally the outgoing lines were run to the

transformer house in lead-covered, rubber-insulated ca-

ble, but the lack of radiating surface led to excessive

heating. In the new arrangement the cables are run
in the open, mounted on insulators within rectangular
iron frames to prevent the lines from sagging over

a tailrace in case an insulator breaks.

FIG. 1—TOWER USED AS DISTRIBUTION CENTER FOR STEAM
PLANT SERVING RAILROAD SHOPS

A Simplified Method of Determining Cost of Coal

per 1000 Lb. of Steam

By W. H. Schott*

The accompanying chart has been devised to ascer-

tain quickly the cost of any fuel required to produce a

thousand pounds of steam. If the fuel is given in the

column at the right, it is only necessary to follow the

arrow opposite the particular fuel to where it untersects

the diagonal line representing the cost per ton and then

drop vertically to the scale giving the cost of coal per

1000 lb. of steam from and at 212 deg. Fahr. Refer

next to the evaporation chart above and follow the hori-

zontal line from the feed-water temperature until it

intersects the diagonal line representing the steam
pressure. Directly above will be the evaporation factor.

Multiply this factor by the cost of fuel per unit of

equivalent evaporation, and the actual cost of coal to

produce 1000 lb. of steam is determined. The arrows

opposite the fuel in the column at the right of the chart

point to the amount of evaporation which can be ex-

pected by burning 1 lb. of the particular fuel.

When the fuel used or considered is not listed in the

Engineer Harris Trust Building, Chicago.
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column ;ii thr right the proportions of combustible and

fixed carbon must be known and the evaporation per

pound "i fuel estimated. After tins la found the pro

cedure is the same as for fuels listed In the chart.

The diagram <>n the lefl la to facilitate ascertain

ing the equivalent evaporation obtainable with a pound

of fuel. The method of using it Is ;is follows:

Start with the percentage of combustible matter in

the fuel (at the (<>i» of the left hand diagram)
and follow the vertical line downward to the horizontal

line representing the percentage of fixed carbon, thence

upward along the diagonal line to the left-hand margin,

where the percentage of carbon in the combustible will

be obtained. From this point proceed upward along the

diagonal line to the top margin, then downward along

the vertical line to the efficient B.t.U. curve and hori-

zontally to the scale marked B.t.u. (which gives the

calorific value on 1 lb. of combustible). From this point

again follow the diagonal line downward until it inter-

sects the vertical line marked with the percentage of

combustible in coal and thence horizontally to the scale

marked "pounds of water evaporated."

These charts are based on the efficiency which should

be obtained with high-class operation. The upper curve

in the left-hand diagram is based on Du Long's formula

for figuring the B.t.u. in the combustible. The dotted

curve is for determining the efficiency which should be

obtained when burning coal under good conditions. The
basis for charts similar to these was furnished by the

author to the station-operating committee of the Na-
tional District Heating Association for presentation at

its convention.

An Incident That Shows the Importance of Correct

Synchronizing Connections

By E. C. Parham

Some switchboards are wired for closing the main

switch between two alternators when the synchronizing

lamps are brightest. Others are wired for closing the

switch when the synchronizing lamps are dark. Both

methods are good. However, before synchronizing two

machines for the first time the operator should examine

the board to ascertain for which method the lamps are

connected. For synchronizing "dark," a given lamp a

or b (Fig. 1) will be connected to directly opposite ter-

minals of the switch ; for synchronizing "light," a given

lanip a or & (Fig. 2) will be connected to diagonally

opposite terminals of the switch. In the first case, clos-

ing of the main switch will extinguish the synchronizing

lamp or lamps, while in the second case it will not. In

both cases the lamps will be brightest when maximum
emfs. concur in the circuit completed by the lamps and

the lamps will be dark when the emfs. are opposed. In

Fig. 1, in which the lamp connections are straight, op-

posing, equal, synchronous emfs. produce zero current.

In Fig. 2, however, where the lamp connections are on

the diagonal, opposing, equal, synchronous emfs. of the

mains concur in the lamps, so that phase opposition and

synchronism are indicated by maximum lamp bright-

ness. The diagrams indicate that any attempt to syn-

chronize for either condition when the connections are

for the opposite condition will cause a short-circuit.

An incident in a small municipal plant where a new
generator had been installed shows the importance of

this apparently simple matter. When the day came for

throwing the two machines together every officer of

prominence was on hand. The old operator had been

duly coached by the operator of a neighboring plant,

but he had received his instruction in the neighboring

station. He brought the incoming machine up toward

normal speed, and as soon as the synchronizing lamps

indicated "bright" he closed the switch. The static

Voltage went down, and hoth of the machines showt
their distress by a series of tugs and inten i groa&l

however, the} soon pulled together, and a far as coul

he determined no damage was done. The official eorj

entirelj satisfied, bul the old operator wa no

lie took counsel with his mentor from the other tatio

and together they compared the lamp connections of th

two stations. They did not know much about the theor

FIG. 1 — LAMP CONNEC-
TIONS FOR SYNCHRONIZ-
ING DARK

FIG. 2 — LAMP CONNEX
TI0NS FOR SYNCHKONIi
ING LIGHT

of 8j nchronizing, but were able to see that the connec

tions of the two stations were different and made then

alike by changing the connections of the newer outfi

from those indicated in Fig. 1 to the connections of Fig

2. When the machines were then synchronized th'

lamps showed "bright" and the trouble of the day befor<

was absent.

What the Operator Should Know About Slotted

Commutators
The slotting or grooving of commutators by cutting

away the mica below the surface of the copper is i

practice that seems to be effective in the prevention oi

some commutator and motor troubles. Advocates oi

this practice claim that during the last eight years

since commutators have been so treated about 70 per

cent of annoying motor troubles, such as flash-overs,

grounded and burned-out armatures, have been reduced

or effectively handled with a saving of commutator
wear and increase of brush life. Slotting has been

most extensively practised in the electric-railway field

and is now being applied to other motors where com-

mutating conditions are severe, as with crane and ele-

vator motors, and to some extent to the commutators
of direct-current generators and rotary converters

where the peripheral speed is high enough to prevent

dirt from collecting in the grooves between the bars.

When operating machines with slotted commutators
certain precautions must be observed to secure the best

results. By blowing out frequently with compressed

air, the slots should be kept free from oil, dirt, car-

bon and copper dust to prevent short-circuits between

bars. Oil or grease forms a gummy deposit when
mixed with carbon or copper dust and cannot be blown

out of the slots, so that a careful inspection should be

frequently made to see that oil from bearings is not

leaking into the motor case and getting on the com-

mutator. The use of high-grade carbon brushes is ad-

vised for slotted commutators. Brushes that wear

away rapidly and cause a considerable carbon dust

should not be used. The brush tension with slotted

commutators is usually less than with a non-slotted

commutator. For railway work the brush pressure

usually varies from 4 lb. to 7 lb. per square inch of

surface contact, while for stationary machines the

pressure varies between 1.5 lb. and 3 lb. per square

inch. The determining factors in slotting commutators

are the peripheral speed of the commutator, the per-

centage of mica, and the grade of the brush used. The

size of the machine has little or nothing to do with it,

except that the conditions—high speed, large per-

centage of mica and high-current-density brushes

—

are

usually found in large machines.
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Marketing Electricity
A Department on Selling Service and Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

Electric Service as a Reason for Town Pride
Why the Central Station Is So Seldom Featured by the " Brag Squad "

of Its Home Community—Whose Fault It Is

By E. Burt Fenton*

[N every city in the land there are two elements in

the population that wield tremendous influence for

the betterment or the detriment of the men who
t present its business interests. They are, in the com-
lon parlance of the day, the "boosters" and the

knockers," and they little realize what power they

xert. For, after all, a personal testimonial is far more
iteresting to every one of us than any printed sign or

rinted message that the most energetic local board of

rade has ever published. In fact, the Chamber of Com-
lerce itself accomplishes its best work through the en-

ghtenment and stimulation of the men and women in

tie community, that they may individually become
boosters" for the town and all its institutions.

The Song of the "Brag Squad"

Every live town has its "brag squad," as they aptly

all it in the West. The more alive the town the bigger

he membership in this purely voluntary army and the

etter the quality of the "brag" produced. And the

tranger who visits the community is in contact with it

rom the time he steps down on the station platform till

e travels on, impressed with all the wonders he has
eard of and seen. The man
e speaks to at the sta-

ion as he asks his way to

he hotel gives him his first

mpression of the town. He
ays: "Right over there

md around the corner,

fou will find it one of the

inest hotels in the State,

rhey'll make you comfort-
ible and treat you right."

^nd so it goes. The chance
icquaintance in the hotel

obby, the clerk, the barber,
he newsboy, the conductor
>n the street car—every
>ne of them passes out a
vord of cheer and confi-

lence. Every man who has
)een about the country
nuch is familiar with the
'brag squad's" comments.
["hey run like this:

"Yes, sir, for its size

his town has one of the

•Mr. Fenton is the manager
>f 1 1 \

.

- publicity department of
V. S. Barstow & Company, 50
'in.' Street, New York City,
lis own field headquarters are
vith the Sandusky Gas & Ele-:-
ric Company, Sandusky, Ohio.
Ifr. Kenton's paper on "Snug-
fling Up to John Smith," pre-
lented :it the recent convention
* tl i »hio Electric Light Asso-
ciation, attracted wide attention.

Do You Know
That the Electrical Industry is the biggest thing

in Boomville?
That nearly all other industries depend upon

this one for power and light ?

That practically all of the stores and shops and
a large proportion of the residences rely upon it

as their only source of artificial light?

That hundreds of housewives have their daily

burdens lightened and made easier by using the

service it supplies?
That it has lessened the cost of living and the

cost of doing business because it does its work
more efficiently than any other agency?
That its contribution to the safety of person

and property in this town is greater than those of
the police and fire departments?

That the business, social, educational, moral
and religious life of the city have been improved
because this industry exists?
And that these things are true because this

company is operated on the basis of SERVING
THE PUBLIC in the most efficient manner pos-
sible by remaining "on the job" EV ERY SEC( )ND
OF EVERY TWENTY-FOUR HOURS?

Isn't it worth while to tell your out-of-town business
,md social acquaintances—and the stranger passing through
with whom you chance to meet—that this town ran boi
of one of the best Electric Light and Power companies
m the count i j

Do you know of a hctter way of "booming" Boom

The Boomville Light & Power Co
Telephone 23

ADVERTISING TO THE CIVIC SENSE OF THE t OMMTNITY

best police forces to be found anywhere in the country."

"Did you know we have the largest crayon works in

the world here? Our crayons go all over the world?"
"Have you noticed our parks? Ever seen any finer

ones for their size? We're proud of 'em."

"Our water-works system is the best in this section

of the country."

"Say, you should see our fire department in action.

It's a wonder. Bill Hawkins, the chief, is recognized all

over the State as the best man in that job."

"You know, of course, that we make more paving
brick here than any town in the country."

"This is a great town to raise children in. We've
got the finest schools of any city of our size in the Mid-
dle West. And, man, it's healthy here! Lowest death

rate in the State."

And so on.

They even tell about one booster who was garrulously

enthusiastic over the number, variety and quality of the

cemeteries appurtenant to his town.

But—how often do you hear one of the "brag squad"
grow enthusiastic over the lighting company in his

town? How often do you hear the good service, the ex-

cellent street lighting and
the fine treatment accorded

patrons expounded as a

means of "boosting" the

place? And yet, why not?

The answer is not hard to

find.

The trouble is that elec-

tric service is not a visible

monument that cannot be

overlooked nor yet forgot-

ten. It is not like the new
high school that can be

pointed out with pride. It

does not bring itself to

the immediate attention of

every visitor and automat-

ically suggest itself to the

"booster" who may be in

eager search for something
more to boast of to the

stranger. The part that

the central station plays is

an abstract feature of the

community, and because it

is so largely out of sight it

naturally comes to be taken

as a matter of course. The
service may be letter per-

fect. The cost may be low.

The treatment accorded the

public may excel the po-

liteness of Alphonse and
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ton. Bui the town booster never thinks to mention
it as one of the attractions of the place, in spite of the
feci that the Influence of the electric company la one
of th.' largeel single factors in the civic, Intellectual,
moral and industrial development of the town, it is a
vital element In the family life, the commercial life

and tlu> industrial life of the community, and every
man appreciates it when you foCUS his attention on it.

Win. then, shouldn't it he "boosted" and "bragged"
about, on equal terms with the police and Are depart-
ments, the water-works, the cemetery, the new Carnegie
library and the architecturally-freakish county court
house? Is it because the central-station men have been
overlooking the opportunity? Because they do not talk
enough in print and on the streets about the large and
beneficial part they are playing in their town's devel-
opment ?

The Simple Remedy

There is no good reason why every resident of every
town should not be as proud of his central-station serv-
ice as of his other civic institutions and industries, and
every electrical man can, if he will, help inoculate the
"brag squad" with an enthusiastic belief that the service
which the central station renders is worth shouting
about. It is merely a question of "tooting your own
horn" in the right quarters—and all the time. Failure
to do this may enhance your reputation for modesty

—

but in this connection modesty is not a virtue. It is a
crime.

But no man's modesty need be involved. It is not a
matter of "brag" in so far as the central-station man-
ager is concerned; it is a matter of giving information
and enlisting the ready interest of the public. The work

done bj electricity in every citj affects each man am
woman intimately. The whole broad subjeel of dec
tricitj in all its applications is a fascinating one tha
never fails to win attention, and the story only need

the teiimg.

Opportunity In civic Berries

Among the duties Of the central-station manage]
there is no more essential obligation and responsibility

than the nurturing of public sentiment by an active

eager participation in all the civic enterprises of th<

community. And if he is a working member of th<

board of trade, and if the other employees of the com
pany are conspicuous in their interest in all the socia

and business movements of the town, the part that elec-

tric service plays soon becomes a matter of general com
ment. It wins the friendship of the people and gives th(

opportunity for the featuring of frequent news about

the company that will sustain the interest and prevent

the most short-sighted visitor from overlooking the im-

portance of the surpassing service to the common com-

fort. In the city where the central-station manager, in

addition to giving good electric service, has made him-

self a leading civic worker in the town one always finds

that "Cheap electric power" is a slogan of the board of

trade. We find that newspapers are friendly and the

public sympathetic and the stranger learns immediately

that "we've got one of the finest electric power stations

in the country right here in this town; service is good,

rates are low and the company treats everybody fair

and square. You certainly ought to come down here to

live."

And no man can compute the influence and value of

such support.

Preaching Electric Service from the Housetops at

Janesville, Wis.

The picture reproduced herewith shows the very
extraordinary wall sign on the side of the office building
of the Janesville Electric Company at Janesville, Wis.
This sign, which is painted on the rough brick surface
of the building wall, is lighted by seven 200-watt gas-
filled lamps with billboard reflectors, and since the com-
pany's office occupies one of the most prominent corners
in the city, this advertising display has proved itself

very valuable as a means of attracting the interest of

the public and suggesting universal use for electric

service. The unique idea of the sign consists, of course,

in showing the various rooms in an average dwelling,

with suitable lighting and electrical appliances for each.

P. H. Korst is president of the Janesville company.

Central-Station Energy for Private Yachts While

at Dock

To eliminate the necessity of operating electric-light-

ing plants on private yachts while they are "docked,"

the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn,

N. Y., makes a practice of supplying energy to the Tebo

Yacht Basin Company, which in turn delivers it to the

boats from marine outlets on the piers. The total en-

ergy consumed is measured in the office of the Yacht

Basin Company, while that supplied to each boat is

measured by meters on the yachts. A maximum-demand
meter is also installed in the office. The average peak

load is about 10 kw., twenty 500-watt lamps being con-

nected in the office and about 2500 50-watt lamps on the

yachts, of which there are sometimes twenty tied up at

the piers.

"DOING IT ELECTRICALLY" AT JANESVILLE, WIS. YACHTS UNDERGOING OVERHAULING AT BROOKLYN
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"Why Central Stations Do Not
Get All the Big Power Business"

Frank Discussion from the Viewpoints of Both the Factory Manager and the Motor-

Service Solicitor in Symposium at Kineo Convention of New England Section

Among the interesting features of the convention of the New England Section of the

N. E. L. A. at Kineo, Me., which was reported in last week's issue, were the presence at

the sessions by invitation of several factory managers and the presentation by these

guests, and by their central-station hosts as well, of a group of papers discussing various

phases of the topic "Why Central Stations Do Not Get All the Big Power Business."

Those who took part in this symposium were John J. Gillespie, United Shoe

Machinery Company, Boston; H. B. Emerson, Arlington Mills, Lawrence, Mass.; K. P.

Applegate, Hartford (Conn.) Electric Light Company; Jesse E. Gray, Narragansett

Electric Lighting Company, Providence, R. I.; James E. Spike, Cambridge (Mass.) Elec-

tric Light Company; John West, C. H. Tenney & Company, Boston, and H. W. Eells,

Central Maine Power Company, Augusta, Me.

IN
opening the discussion on this topic, Mr. Gillespie

emphasized the importance of the heating prob-

lem in securing large power business and urged
that central stations take up this line of service, cover-

ing both industrial heating and the heating of buildings.

Scarcely 6 per cent of the live steam in a shoe factory

is, for example, required for power production. The
author also advocated simplifying contracts and rate

schedules, and pointed out that customers are not inter-

ested in the central-station man's troubles, but desire

the best service and at a cost spelling either economy
of operation or increased production at the machine.
A central station should cultivate the use by its men,
of methods which include the study of human nature
and the ability to tell "the whole story" in such a man-
ner as to leave an indelible impression upon the con-

sumer's mind, no matter what may be the size of his

installation. Service is the greatest business-getter in

American money-making, declared the speaker. Re-
sponsibility does not cease at the completion of a sale,

but, on the contrary, it commences and continues from
that moment.

Estimates of Production Costs

Mr. Emerson cited the following as reasons why indi-

vidual industries build their own generating plants:

First, because owners can obtain cheaper energy in

this way, and, second, because they have absolute con-

trol over this energy. The author contended that a
number of private plants in industrial service are pro-

ducing energy at costs of from 0.75 cent to 1 cent per
kilowatt-hour, including fixed charges. He presented
illustrative figures for power cost in a plant generat-
ing 10,000,000 kw.-hr. annually on a working year of

2730 hr., and reached the conclusion that the annual
saving over central-station service purchased at 1 cent
per unit would be $19,500.

The author took as his power-plant investment
$220,000, covering one 3700-kw. turbo-generator with
boilers and auxiliaries, and assumed a coal cost of

$40,826; labor in boiler room, $2,850; labor in turbine
room, $2,950; repairs, renewals and supplies, $3,146;

total operating expenses, $49,772; interest, 6 per cent;

depreciation on buildings, 2 per cent; depreciation on

machinery, 5 per cent; insurance and taxes, 4 per

cent—giving fixed charges of $30,750 per year. The
author concluded that the total cost of production would'

be 8.05 mills per kilowatt-hour with coal at $4.75 per

ton. In the discussion the point was, however, made
that a modern central station would meet this rate with-

out difficulty on such a large output, rendering the

author's conclusion untenable.

Vagaries of "Prospects"

In approaching this topic, Mr. Applegate stated that

at present there are only three reasons for the existence

of private power plants: First, the central station may
be at fault for not going after the large power business ;-

second, the isolated plant has reasons other than costs-

for making its own power, and, third, the isolated plant

has uses for steam for heating and manufacturing
purposes in such large quantities that the percentage

which is needed for the production of power is ex-

tremely small.

Citing cases in his own practice, the author stated

that in one 1500-hp. installation the central station

failed to get the business because the owners allowed

practically nothing for fuel in figuring their costs, on

account of the use of coaldust or screenings, and because

the owners estimated that their lighting cost them
nothing on account of their practice of using steam
from banked fires.

In another instance the central-station report showed
a saving of $300 a year by purchased power, but the

owner would not give up his independence, as he ex-

pressed it, for this sum. This company is at present

purchasing energy in large quantities for testing and
heating, and it is hoped that this service will form an
entering wedge for complete equipment. Again, where
an owner placed more faith in the figures of his oper-

ating engineer than in the central station's, and the

two disagreed, the installation of central-station service

was held up in the absence of proof so conclusive that

it could not be gainsaid.
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Niere are several companies in the Hartford territory
which aiiimi the advantages <>r central-station power
I'ui which arc unwilling to contracl for it because In
their opinion their businesses do uo1 warranl the ex
pense of a change. This obstacle could probabl
overcome i».\ tin- power company's making a pn

|

tion wherebj a pari of their installation costs would he
placed on (In- central station. Must o| these CS86
not exceed too hp.

irate data on beating can be obtained only by
obtaining actual costs from operating plants. :-

companies solve their heating problem by running an
engine during the months when heal is needed. .v
other tunes the engine is shut down and service pur
chased, riant managers generally figure heating costs
at least 50 per cent too high and power costs 50 per cent
too low. The last factories to change will undoubtedly
he those which do not consider costs. Systematic atten-
tion is necessary, including prompt attention to service
needed in any field other than power, making the ac-
quaintance of plant heads in social as well as in busi-
ness life, and continually keeping central-station service
before them. Large business must be met with large-
business methods, and a consumer must not be lost
through the price of a transformer platform. The extra
money that an isolated plant costs can be made to
produce larger earnings if invested in the consumer's
own business, and each manufacturer should keep to
his own particular product and not go into power
production.

Must Attack Problem Along Lines of Cost

Mr. Gray's paper pointed out that the advantages of
the electric drive are usually no longer a factor in the
choice between electrical service from an isolated plant
or a central station, and most of the latter companies
do not now claim that their service is materially better
than that of a good isolated plant; so that the prospec-
tive customer must be convinced that the cost of oper-
ation will be less with central-station service. An
engineering test and report on the plant is probably
the best line of attack. The author discussed the form
of the report as developed at Providence, which is so
framed as to present the conclusions to the reader at
the beginning of the material submitted, with full
opportunity for checking data included in the body of
the report and the appendix. Value has been added to
later reports by the use of tabs designating its prin-
cipal features, such as coal, labor, depreciation, etc., a
method far preferable to an index.

Mr. Spike discussed various classes of isolated plants
from the standpoint of generating equipment, the com-
bination of rentals with power supply, unfamiliarity of
industrial managers with electrical terms, mistaken
opinions of factory owners that gas engines maintain
continuous high economy, and the existence of water-
wheel equipment as obstacles to the entrance of central-
station service. He pointed out that the Cambridge
company now has 521 power customers, the larger in-

stallations ranging from 1945 hp. to 225 hp. Some
new customers are connected after investigating the
plants of a few of the largest consumers on the system.

Broad Viewpoints in Soliciting Power Business

Mr. West's paper conceded that some competitive con-
ditions of operation in manufacturing plants, such as
utilization of waste product for fuel, exhaust steam
heating and useful life of isolated plant apparatus, can-
not be overcome under existing rates. Frank admis-
sion of this wins the confidence of the "prospect" and
paves the way toward securing the business during later

devolpm< nt of the plant. Central tation powei ma;
l»e Installed for a minimum investment, n reliability

and flexibilil • are pi e eminent, and monej put into

lated plants can usually he invested v\ ii

el ewhere points often unappreciated. Central
lion.; should emphasize the true value of power ••

in their advertising. Statements that electric pi

Will Save money for the manufacturer should not be
made until after each case is thoroughly investigated.
The customer will lie far more intere ted if a method
(•an lie shown him for making more money withoul in

creasing his costs. The central-station representative
should he well versed j M tin' reasons which make differ

ences in rate schedules imperative.

The Personal Factor

Air. Eells pointed out that many isolated plants oper-

ated by large power users render high-class service, and
that efficiency of operation is frequently made sub-

servient to personal relations between officers and em-
ployees. Pride in owning a plant is not uncommon, and
confidence in one's own figures often renders the central-

station advance difficult. In view of the enormous radi-

ation losses with steam heat, the prospects of electric

heating with its concentrated application are constantly

growing brighter. In Maine short transmissions are

required, seldom exceeding 30 miles, and in many in-

stances large industrial establishments own or control

hydroelectric plants from which central-station service

is in a degree a by-product. In such cases "big busi-

ness" has secured the central station. The author em-
phasized the importance of analyzing local conditions

and of considering the effect of regulation, speed-con-

trol requirements, surplus water-power, control of steam

flowage at different hours, and supplementary plant op-

eration, in reaching a conclusion as to the economy of

central-station power service in a given situation. Work-
ing with large power users in groups is desirable when
possible, and there is an important field for the use

of synchronous apparatus in large industrial plants to

reduce investment in generating equipment.

Electricity Makes Possible "Quick Service'

Cotton Gin

at

Although cotton gins are operated for only a few
months each year, the advantages of electrically driven

machines in such establishments may be made a real

business asset to gin owners. In Waco, Tex., the in-

stallation of motor-driven machinery in the cotton gin

illustrated herewith has enabled it to specialize on

"quick service," a factor which has been found of great

value as a business getter. The total cost of electric

energy per bale of cotton ginned last season in this gin

was only 49 cents.

MOTOR-DRIVEN GIN AT WACO, TEX.
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A GLIMPSE OF TUCSON'S MAIN STREET AFTER NIGHTFALL

TUCSON'S ORNAMENTAL LIGHTING
Widespread Civic Effects of Better Illumination for Ari-

zona City's Business Section—Cost of Instal-

lation of System

The new lighting system recently completed at Tuc-
son, Ariz., employs a No. 8 lead-covered cable carried

in fiber conduit laid in concrete from the substation.

The lamps are controlled from the substation switch-

board by two 17-kva. and one 12-kva. Westinghouse
:onstant-current regulator.

There are seventy-five of the five-lamp standards and
the same number of single-lamp posts, and a number of

combination poles are now being installed where the

lighting company's posts interfered with the ornamental
standards at street intersections.

The standards are placed at intervals of 120 ft., the

ive-lamp posts being set opposite each other, while the

single-lamp standards are staggered.

The standards measure 13 ft. 6 in. high and are

fastened by bolts to a concrete base. Each five-lamp

post has a four-lamp arm 12 ft. above the curb and
:arrying four 60-cp., 6.6-amp., 2300-volt series-burning

?as-filled tungsten lamps inclosed in 12-in. by 6-in.

.•*

1 .

gg f >^

"Nuglass" globes. The top sockets of these posts each
carry one 100-cp., 6.6-amp., 2300-volt lamp inclosed in

16-in. by 8-in. "Nuglass" globes. The same kind of
lamp is carried by the one-lamp posts.

All costs for installing, maintaining and operating
the system are paid by the city of Tucson.
The installation cost for live-lamp standards was

$143.23 per standard, the proportionate cost being as
follows

:

I 'ercentage
Conduit, wire and terminals 60.0
Standards 2G.2
Lamps and glassware 7.7

Labor ami incidentals 6.1

The installation cost of the single-lamp standards was
$101.76 per standard, which cost may be proportioned
as follows:

Percentage
Conduit, wire and terminals CI.

3

Standards 28.4

Lamps ami glassware 3.6

Labor and incidentals 6.7

The above costs do not include the transformer, sta-

tion and current regulators, this portion of the installa-

tion having cost $2,389.25.

The maintenance expense is estimated as follows:

Per Post Yearly
Lamp renewals, five-lamp standards $4.12

Lamp renewals, single-lamp standards 2.00

Globe renewals No estimate
Painting and miscellaneous No estimate

The cost of energy for operating the lamps will be

5 cents per kilowatt-hour.

The top lamps of the five-lamp posts and the lamps
on the one-lamp standards burn every night and all

night. The other four lamps on the five-lamp posts are

operated every night from dusk to 10.30 p. m. The
lamps are turned on and off by patrolmen at the trans-

former station.

Some Indirect Results

The civic effect of installing this ornamental system
has been highly satisfactory in every respect. Mer-
chants are remodeling their windows to keep pace with
the lighting improvements, more people now are out in

the evenings, and fewer city patrolmen are needed.

The installation was made under the direction of the

city's electrical engineer, John Whitestone, the design

for the standards having been submitted by E. E.

Russell of the Russell Electric & Machine Company,
which supplied the equipment.

>NE OF THE ORNAMENTAL TUNGSTEN LIGHTING POSTS

NEAR THE RAILROAD STATION

Rental-Paid Sweeper Presented to a Customer

An interesting innovation in the rental of vacuum
cleaners has been introduced by a central station in

a small Middle Western city, which commends itself in

situations where missionary work is to be done and a

bargain feature seems to offer a good influence. To in-

troduce vacuum cleaners, this central station purchased

a good cleaner of the sweeper type and advertised it

for rent at $1 per day, stating that as soon as the ma-
chine had been rented a sufficient number of times, bo

that the rental income covered the purchase cost of

the machine, the sweeper would be presented outright

to one of the rental customers. It was explained that

this proposition was being offered to give the public an

opportunity to try the sweeper and become acquainted

with its merits. A list was kept of all consumers who
had rented the machine at any time, and when the cost

of the sweeper was covered by the rentals one of these

names was chosen by chance and the sweeper presented

to this customer with the compliments of the company.
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The Attitude of the Man Who Gets the

Business

The representative of the electric

power company had just left the man-
ager of a large manufacturing enter-

prise. The manager swung around and
said: "What a pity it is for any man
to send out salesmen whose individual

personality actually misrepresents him!
This young man came to tell me about
this power proposition, and as I listen

to him and watch his face as far as I

am concerned he is that company. His
manner, his attitude, his spirit either

repels or inspires me with confidence

not for him as a man but for the
company that sends him and the serv-

ice that he advocates. In this case the

man knows his business and I am glad
to go into the matter with him, but the

chap they sent before was the other

kind—both manner and appearance
were against him. I simply would not

waste my time with him, no matter
whom he spoke for, and so he failed."

The Manager Who Accepted the Other

Man's Viewpoint

"Quite a change in the office of our

lighting company," said a boarding-

house keeper in a small Southern town.

"I like to go there now. I've been

without electric light for some time

merely because I was prejudiced by
something that happened to me when
the former manager was here.

"I was having trouble with my light-

ing. Something was wrong so that the

lamps flickered in the different rooms,

and my boarders were complaining. I

received two telephone promises from
the company that the case would be

looked into immediately. Finally, at

the end of the week, I called at the

office. I spoke to the clerk at the coun-

ter, and he referred me to the former
manager. He was sitting at his desk

with a cigar in the corner of his mouth.

I explained my case— a houseful of

boarders, dim and flickering lamps, and
my wish to get something done at once.

The manager looked me over as though

doubting my word and then said, 'We'll

get to it as soon as we can.'

"I had received two promises like

this and asked for a more definite time.

The manager took out his cigar and
said, 'All I can say is that we'll get to

it as soon as we can.' He didn't see my
side at all. Finally I said that unless

the case were fixed up that afternoon
I'd get along without electric light.

'All right,' said he, drawing a blank
card toward him; 'we'll disconnect if

you say so.'

"Compared with the present methods,
this story seems out of reason, yet it's

true. I signed the disconnect blank and
have only renewed after a change in

management. The new manager has a
way of shaking hands that makes you
feel when you have a complaint that
about half the trouble is your own."

Is This Farm on the Lines of Your

Company?

A well-to-do business man estab-

lished a farmhouse in a town which
shall be nameless. His farm was his

hobby, and he was interested in mak-
ing it as modern in equipment as such
an "agriculturist's" place can be. One
week-end a friend of his, an electrical

engineer, visited him. He naturally
expressed his surprise when he found
that his farmer acquaintance was not
lighting his house and barn, pumping
water, cutting and handling his stock
feed and so on by electricity. "I want
to" was the answer that the farmer
made, "but the manager of the central

station nearest me isn't interested, and
I don't want to bother with making
my own electricity." "You leave it to

me," said the engineer, "and I'll write

and explain the situation to him."
The engineer was as good as his

word. He wrote the president of the

company, and some time later received-

an answer saying that his earlier letter

had been forwarded to their manager,
and that the manager's reply was that

the farm was situated so far from the

company's lines that it would not pay
to run a line to get the load.

A week or two afterward the engi-

neer called on his friend again. "Well,"

he said, "I suppose you've had a call

from the manager of your central sta-

tion and know the worst." His friend

was puzzled. "I thought you probably
forgot all about it after you left," was
his unexpected answer. "I haven't

seen our friend, the central-station

manager, although since I saw you last

I've been figuring out several more
ways we could use electricity here."

The engineer told us this story. He
thinks it quite possible that the central-

station manager may be right. But he

is equally sure that the case is at least

worth his investigation. He knows
his friend is ripe to spend the money
for the convenience and certainty of

elec ricity for power and light. He be-

lieves that along the transmission line

leading to his friend's house there

would be other farmers who would be

interested in getting power if they

were approached. He wonders how
much unconnected load like this is

awaiting at least an investigation as to

its possibilities not only on this but on

other lines.

A Contractor Who Shows a Personal

Interest

The influence of a little personal in-

terest from the "boss" is just about the

least expensive and most profitable

service that a contractor can offer to

his patrons. There is a man in a West-
ern city who has built up a contract-

ing and merchandising business that is

making him rich in both friends and

money, and the basis of it is his habit

of dropping in on customers where work

is under way and saying, "Well, are

they taking care of you and making
you entirely satisfied?" He makes it

a custom to show a personal interest

in every job, but in each case it is his

eagerness personally to please the cus-

tomer himself that wins him friend-

ships and more and better business.

He accentuates the service feature by

a show of interest that is not forgotten

soon.
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

and Engineering Press of the World

MEASURING ONE-MILLIONTH OF AN OHM
Adapting Simple Apparatus to the Detection of the Most
Minute Differences of Resistance—The Use of the

Wheatstone Bridge and Kelvin Double Bridge for Verify-

ing Precise Measurements

An interesting paper read by E. H. Rayner before the

Physical Society in London gives useful hints for the

comparison and measurement of resistances to a higher
degree of accuracy than is usually attempted, although

using, at the same time, very simple apparatus. Among
other points raised, it is suggested that the accurate

determination of the temperature coefficient of alloys

might form a sensitive test, and one quickly carried out,

of the chemical and physical similarity of such alloys.

The first part of the paper deals with the comparison
of nearly equal resistances. This measurement shares

with the comparison of nearly equal weights and lengths

the capability of being carried out with the highest

fig. 1 -SIMPLE ARRANGEMENT TO FACILITATE ACCURATE
RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT

accuracy attainable in any physical measurement. Dif-

ferences of one part in a million may generally be easily

detected between resistances of not less than 1 ohm. It

is essential for satisfactory work that they should be

capable of carrying a reasonably strong current. As
shown in Fig. 1, the two resistances are made part of

a Wheatstone bridge A B, the other two sides, P Q,
being nearly equal resistances, which may or may not

be of the same nominal value as A and B. In the latter

case A and B should be in series with respect to the
supply current, as this allows the largest current to pass
through the bridge and is, therefore, the most sensitive

arrangement. It is also the most convenient. Balance
is obtained by shunting one of the resistances with a
relatively high resistance.

An Expedient When a High-Resistance Shunt Is Lacking

If the bridge is nearly balanced without a shunt, a
very high shunting resistance—perhaps 100,000 or

1,000,000 ohms—will be required. This is very seldom
obtainable. The difficulty can be got over by shunting
one of the other arms, say Q, by any convenient re-

sistance Q', whose value is not required to be accurately
known, so that the required shunt on P is of convenient
dimensions. It has the advantage that the variable

resistance is always connected to the same part of the
bridge, which conduces to ease and quickness of work-
ing. Thus, suppose that Sa is the shunting resistance

required in parallel with P when A is connected to P,
and Sb the shunting resistance when B is next to P.

If P/Sb and P/Sa are small compared with unity, the
author shows that A/B = 1 + V2P(l/Sb— 1/Sa ) . Thus
P = Q = 50 ohms, Q being shunted by a fixed resistance
Q' of about 9000 ohms. A = B = 20 ohms. Sa = 8572
ohms. Sb = 8493 ohms. A/B = 1 + (25 X 0.00000108)
= 1 + 0.000027. Thus it will be seen that a difference

of 80 ohms in the value of the two shunting resistances

corresponds to a difference of twenty-seven parts in a

million in the ratio A/B, and as this difference may
often be observable to 0.2 ohm or 0.3 ohm, the ratio of A
to B may be determined to a few parts in 10,000,000
when A and B are nearly equal. It will be noted that

absolute accuracy in P or in Sa and Sb is not required,

except that the difference between Sa and Sb should not

be seriously in error.

The second part of the paper discusses the compari-
son of resistances of different magnitudes. The author
describes the verification of the potential divider, the
construction and use of the Kelvin double bridge and a
special form of Kelvin bridge for verifying the resist-

ances used in precision alternating-current measure-
ments. The paper is printed with illustrations, although
somewhat abstracted, in the London Electrician, Sept.

10, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Water-Powers in Prussia.—Br. Thierbach.—An
article on a recent German government publication on

statistics of the water-powers of the mountainous and
hilly districts in Prussia. The area covered by the sta-

tistics is 91,800 sq. km., or about one-quarter the whole
area of Prussia. There is available in this district

1,800,000 hp. of water-power, of which only 450,000 hp.

has been developed, while 1,350,000 hp. remains still to

be developed. The author discusses under what condi-

tions this can be done economically, and shows that

these conditions are fulfilled in many cases.

—

Elek.

Zeit., July 8 and 15, 1915.

Operation of Diesel Engines on Tar Oil.—Hans
Schmidt.—Since the oils of the Galician oil fields are

no longer available on account of the war, it has become

necessary in Austria-Hungary to operate Diesel engines
with tar oil. The author discusses the fundamental
principles of the change, and thinks that after the war
is over and Galician oils become again available, tar oil

will still be retained for the operation of Diesel engines.—Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna), June 6, 1915.

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Speed Regulation of Induction Motors.—F. W.
Meyers.—An illustrated article on the use of induction
motors compensated by double rectifiers. This combina-
tion resembles the behavior of direct-current shunt
motors. Fig. 2 shows the arrangement. M is the in-

duction motor, which is fed from the three-phase net-
work N. The stator Em has besides the main winding
A (which carries the energy current) an artificial wind-
ing S for the magnetizing current for regulation. For
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tin- sake of 1 1

«
- 1 1 i compensation and I'm' the additional

problems of speed regulation the double rectifier a is

provided, the half G, being connected i<> the stator and

the other half G to the rotor. They acl In series on the

dired current network v
.

The windings of the motor

PIG. 2—WINDINGS OF INDUCTION MOTOR USED WITH
DOUBLE RECTIFIER

are shown in the diagram for only one of the three

phases. The theory of this arrangement is given, to-

gether with test curves. In order to simplify the con-

struction, only one winding may be used for both the

watt current and the magnetizing current in the stator

and the two circuits kept separate only as far as neces-
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FIG. 3—ARRANGEMENT WITH SAME WINDING FOR THE
WATT AND THE MAGNETIZING CURRENT IN STATOR

sary for regulation purposes. This is shown in Fig.

3, where the regulation takes place at R.—Elek. Zeit.,

July 8 and 15, 1915.

Traction

Electric Railway in Sweden.—Sweden, which has few
coal deposits but is rich in water-powers, has electrified

the main railway from Kiruna to Riksgransen, a length

of 130 km. (78 miles). The single-phase system is em-
ployed and water-power is utilized for generating the

current. The voltage for transmission is 80,000 and
the voltage on the trolley wire 15,000. The power plant

contains three single-phase alternators, each of 10,000

kva., for the railroad, and one three-phase generator of

11,000 kva. supplying energy for the operation of the

mines.

—

Elek. Zeit., Aug. 5 and 12, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Laws and Regulations on the Distribution of Elec-

trical Energy.—Uytborck.—A summary of the differ-

ent laws and regulations on electricity supply in Eng-
land, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Norway,
Japan, Canada, Holland and Belgium.

—

Bulletin Mensuel
de la Soc. Beige des Elec, Vol. 30, page 429. A German
translation in abstract by R. Rinkel in Elek. Zeit., July

8, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

14

Roentgen-Ray Tube, Ernest Ri i hisrkord and J.

Barnes. Two papers giving the results of an extended
experimental investigation of the Coolidge Roentgen
raj tube. The first paper deals with maximum frs

quency of the Roentgen rays from the Coolidge tube fox

different voltages, the econd pari with the efficiencj >>\

production of Roentgen rays from the Coolidge tube.

The authors found that the voltage required to e

the mosl penetrating lays in tungsten is about tv.

that to be expected on the quantum theory, indicating

that about hall' of the energy of the exciting elect
I

can be transformed into radiation. From the low value
nt the efficiency at high voltages—viz., about 1/500

—

it is clear that, on the average, one electron only in 200
is efficient in producing radiation.

—

Philos. Man., Sep

tember, 1915.

The Magnetostriction and Resistance of J run ant)

Nickel.—C. W. Heaps.—An account of experiments
which were undertaken with the object of making sim-

ultaneous measurements of magnetostriction and resist-

ance in the same specimens of iron and of nickel. The
importance of making different experiments on the same
specimen is evident when a comparative study is to be

made. The galvanomagnetic properties of a metal are

so intimately connected with the other properties, such

as purity, hardness, crystalline structure, etc., that re-

sults of different investigators using different samples

cannot be compared with each other with any degree

of exactness. In the author's experiments the speci-

men of iron was found to contract when magnetized
either transversely or longitudinally. The specimen of

nickel contracts in the direction of a magnetic field and

expands perpendicularly to the magnetic field. For a

longitudinal field the magnetostriction and resistance

curves are found to be very similar—in iron the resist-

ance increase is proportional to the contraction. For a

transverse field the magnetostriction and resistance

curves of nickel are very similar, showing a close rela-

tionship between the two effects. In iron the relation-

ship is also evident, but is more complex than in the

case of nickel. A decrease of resistance is associated

with a diminution of magnetostriction, and an increase

of resistance with an increase of magnetostriction.

Except with iron in a transverse field contraction is

always coupled with an increase of resistance, and ex-

pansion with a decrease of resistance. Application of

the electron theory to the experimental results is as

satisfactory as could be expected, though ignorance of

the laws governing intermolecular actions in different

metals prevents to a considerable extent thorough test-

ing of any theory.

—

Phys. Review, July, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Mercury-Type Electrolytic Meters.—R. Bossom.—
The author refers to the ease with which electrolytic

meters can be used for checking other meters in situ

and their advantages in certain kinds of work, such as

the testing of primary cells for ampere-hour output.

Some notes- are given on the testing of such meters in

quantities.—London Electrician, July 9, 1915.

Predetermination of Instrument Magnets.—Kenelm
Edgcumbe.—An article on the design of magnets for

instruments. The work which has been done in connec-

tion with the magnetic circuits of generators and motors

is of little use in this connection, since the fundamental

requirement in that case is maximum flux compatible

with moderate weight, whereas for instrument magnets

it is the value of the hysteresis which is the determin-

ing factor, a maximum being required for permanent

magnets and a minimum for electromagnets. The author

discusses in detail graphical methods for the predeter-
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mination of the residual flux in magnets.—London
Electrician, July 16, 1915.

Distributed Capacity of Single-Layer Solenoids.—J.

C. Hubbard.—An abstract of an American Physical

Society paper. The period of oscillation of circuits con-

sisting of a single-layer solenoid and an air condenser

has been precisely measured by a method devised for

the purpose by the author. One of the objects of the

measurements has been to determine the effective, or

so-called distributed, capacity of solenoids, special at-

tention being paid to the independent variation of all

the factors upon which that quantity might depend.

These are the diameter and axial length of the solenoid,

the number of turns, the diameter of wire, and the

dielectric effect of the insulation and of the core. The
distributed capacity of a single-layer solenoid measured
in electrostatic units is found to be a number of the

same order of magnitude as the radius of the coil, meas-
ured in centimeters, but it shows relatively very slight

variation with the axial length, number of turns and
diameter of wire.

—

Phys. Review, July, 1915.

Curves for Designing Inductance Coils.—Philip R.

Coursey.—An article on the calculation and design of

inductance coils such as are required in radiotelegraphy.

Besides the fundamental formulas, the author gives two
curve sheets which facilitate the calculation of such coils

and numerical examples illustrating the use of the

curves.—London Electrician, Sept. 10, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Automatic System for Transmission and Retransmis-
sion of Baudot Signals.—Jovene Marcel.—An illus-

trated account of the Taccani telegraph detector used in

connection with Baudot apparatus, modifying the condi-

tions of work of the employees and increasing their

efficiency and the potential utilization of the line.

—

Journal Telegr. (Berne), June 25, 1915.

Alternating-Current Cable Telegraphy.—Edward
Raymond-Barker.—With reference to Squier's recent

paper, the author gives an account of some work of his

own on cable telegraphy. Apart from devising two
forms of electromagnetic transmitter for the transmis-

sion of two-power alternating-current impulses as advo-

cated by the late Mr. Gott, he has investigated especially

two problems—first, how to cause two-power alternat-

ing-current signals to be registered in the usual familiar

siphon-recorder code; second, how automatically to re-

transmit two-power alternating currents from one cable

into another.—London Electrician, July 9, 1915.

Trench Telephones.—T. F. PURVES.—An illustrated

article on special portable telephone equipment for use

in trench warfare.

—

Post Office Elec. Engrs'. Journal

(London), July, 1915.

Wireless Telegraphy.—M. Bavlovsky.—A mathema-
tical note on the theory of the coupling of oscillating

circuits not tuned to each other.

—

La Lumiere Elec,

June 5, 1915.

Wireless Telegraphy in a Certain Direction.—E. Bel-
lini.—An article illustrated by diagrams describing

some fundamental arrangements of the antennas for

wireless telegraphy for the purpose of sending messages
in a certain direction only. The fundamental equations

are given.

—

La Lumiere Elec, July 3, 1915.

Radio-Frequency Changers.—Alfred N. Goldsmith.
—A paper read before the Institute of Radio Engineers
in New York in which the author deals with the various

frequency changers that have been proposed for use in

radiotelegraphic stations, including the static method,
the Goldsmith alternator, and methods dependent upon
the arc electrolytic rectifier and transformers. The
paper is to be concluded.—London Electrician, July 2,

1915.

Automatic Telephone Exchanges.—A. Kruckow.—An
illustrated description of the technical equipment of,

and the commercial results obtained with, small auto-

matic telephone exchanges for agricultural districts.

—

Elek. Zeit., July 8 and 22, 1915.

Direction Finder.—E. Bellini.—An illustrated arti-

cle on the Bellini-Tosi radioganiometer, which permits
the determination of the direction of a wireless trans-

mitting station. The author describes how this instru-

ment has been developed more recently for practical use

by the Marconi company.—London Electrician, Aug.
27, 1915.

Book Reviews

Plane Geometry. By Claude Irwin Palmer and Daniel

Pomeroy Taylor. Edited by George William Myers,
Ph.D. Chicago: Scott, Foresman & Company. 228
pages, illustrated. Price, $1.

In this book the material is so arranged that a con-

crete, experimental and somewhat informal approach is

given to the subject of plane geometry. Experimental
methods tending to vitalize the text are employed in the
earlier pages, and as the student is assumed to progress
inductive methods of presentation are employed. The
usual formidable arrays of definitions, axioms and
principles composing the first few pages of most texts

are omitted. Care is taken in introducing the subject
to cause the student to appreciate its worth and to ob-
tain an insight into the meanings of the tasks pre-
sented. The book is one that presents the subject not
only as a system of mathematical thought, but also as a
matter of vital interest to the growing intellect.

The Year Book of Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony. Prepared by the Marconi Publishing
Corporation, New York and London. 800 pages,
illustrated. Price, $1.50.

The 1915 edition of this year book follows closely the
arrangement of material given in previous editions, ex-

cept for revisions and expansion of contents. Included
in the new material in this edition are articles on "Wire-
less and War at Sea," by Archibald Hurd; "The Influ-

ence of Wireless Telegraphy on Modern Strategy," by
Col. F. N. Maude, and "Wireless Telephony," by H. J.

Round. A brief record of the laws and regulations gov-

erning the operation of stations, as agreed upon at the

international radiotelegraphic convention of 1912 and at

the international conference on the safety of life at sea

of 1914, is given. A list of the wireless-telegraph sta-

tions of the world, both land and ship stations, is also

included, together with their call signals, normal ranges,

wave-lengths, nature of service, ownership, hours of

service and message charges. The whole field of radio-

telegraphy and radiotelephony is thus covered.

Books Received

Alternating-Current Work. By W. Perren Maycock.
New York: Macmillan & Company. 416 pages, 258 illus.

Price, $2.25.

The Electric Railway. By A. Morris Buck. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 390 pages,

192 illus. Price, $3.

Specification and Design of Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chinery. By Miles Walker. New York: Longmans,
Green & Company. G48 pages, 533 illus. Price, $10.
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M. G. LAMME

Benjamin G. Lamme, who, with

Frank .1. Sprague, has been appointed

to represent the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers on the Naval Ad-

visory Board, as already noted in these

columns, was born on a farm near

Springfield, Ohio, and was educated in

the country schools of that vicinity.

Later he entered the Ohio State Uni-

versity and in 1888 was graduated with

the degree of mechanical engineer. In

May, 1889, he entered the employ of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company in its testing depart-

ment, and soon afterward he took up
design work, which he has followed con-

tinuously since. In 1900 Mr. Lamme
was made assistant chief engineer, suc-

ceeding in 1903 to the post of chief

engineer, which position he now holds.

Mr. Lamme has been a leader in the

development of alternating-current ap-

paratus, including induction motors,

polyphase generators, rotary converters

and single-phase railway apparatus. He
has also been a pioneer in the develop-

ment of direct-current apparatus for

railway, lighting and power work. Mr.

Lamme has been an exceedingly fertile

inventor, having to his credit a very

large number of important patents

covering electrical apparatus. Among
the more prominent installations with

which Mr. Lamme has been identified

may be mentioned: the famous 5000-hp.

revolving-field Niagara Falls gen-

erators installed in 1895; the design of

single-phase motor and generator

equipment for the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad; the Phila-

delphia-Paoli electrification of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, and numerous
other installations of importance.

W. F. Wallace of Twin Falls, Idaho,

who was some time ago appointed re-

ceiver of the Great Shoshone & Twin
Falls Water Power Company by Judge
Frank S. Dietrich of the federal District

Court, has just been elected vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the Elec-

trical Investment Company, and as such

on Oct. 1 took over the direct manage-
ment of the merger corporation as yet

unnamed which will include the Idaho

Power & Light Company, the Idaho

Railway, Light & Power Company, the

Idaho-Oregon Light & Power Company,
and probably the Great Shoshone &
Twin Falls & Southern Idaho Power

Men
of the Industry

( lhangee in Personnel

and I'osit inn

Biographical Notej

Company, 01 this merger the National

Securities Corporation is the holding

concern and the Electrical Investment

Company is the temporary operating

company.

Alten S. Miller of the firm of

Humphreys & Miller, consulting en-

gineers, New York City, has been re-

tained by the Bartlett-Hayward Com-
pany, founder and engineer, Baltimore,

Md., to assist the company with the

large amount of work it has on hand.

Through an error the statement was
recently made in these columns that

Mr. Miller had joined the organization

of the Bartlett-Hayward Company.
The connection is only of a consulting

nature.

Dr. Michael I. Pupin, inventor of the

Pupin loading-coil for long-distance

telephone lines and of improvements in

wireless telegraphy, has been granted

a year's absence from his post of pro-

fessor of electromechanics in Columbia
University, New York City, and will

devote his time to the interests of his

native country, Servia, his work, how-

ever, not necessitating his return to

that land. Dr. Pupin is the president

of the Pan-Servian Alliance of the

United States and is, as well, the

honorary Servian Consul-General.

E. P. Chalfant has been appointed

Eastern division manager for the An-
derson Electric Car Company of De-

troit, Mich., with headquarters in New
York City. He was at one time con-

nected with the Packard Motor Car

Company as sales manager, and was
also president of the E. R. Thomas
Motor Car Company of Buffalo. Mr.

Chalfant was recently secretary of the

Electric Automobile Manufacturers'

Association of Chicago.

FRANK J. SPRAGUE

Frank J. Sprague, appointed with

Benjamin G. Lamme to represent the

A. I. E. E. on the new Naval Advisory
Board, was born at Milford, Conn., July

25, 1857. Winning a competitive ap-

pointment to the United States Naval
Academy, he was graduated with

honors in 1878, distancing both line and
engineering corps in naval architecture.

He early developed strong mathe-
matical, constructive and inventive

tendencies, and in 1880 attempted to

introduce the electric light on the

U. S. S. Minnesota. Failing to get to

the Paris Electrical Exhibition, he got

orders to the Crystal Palace (Syden-

ham, England) Exposition of 1881-82.

Here he was the youngest member of

a jury of awards made up of distin-

guished scientists, and made a complete
report to the Naval Bureau of Intelli-

gence. Ambitious to take up electrical

work, he resigned from the naval

service in 1883, with a year's leave,

during which time he was an assistant

to Mr. Edison in the early electric-

light development and devised a mathe-
matical system for determining the

characteristics of central-station dis-

tribution. Resigning from Mr. Edison's

employ because of his own develop-

ments in electric motors, he founded in

1884 the Sprague Electric Railway
Motor Company, made a notable ex-

hibition at the Philadelphia Exposition,

and actively began the commercial ap-

plication of electric motors to all kinds
of stationary work. He installed on
the U. S. S. Chicago the first elec-

trically trained gun in the service. He
soon began developments in electric

railways along lines originated while

abroad, and there followed the construc-

tion under his direction of the first

typical electric trolley railway in the

United States, that at Richmond, Va.
Later he founded the Sprague Electric

Elevator and Sprague Electric com-
panies, and introduced electric high-

speed and house elevators in competi-

tion with hydraulic elevators. In 1895

he invented the multiple-unit system of

"electric train control, for increasing

traffic capacity, now used on all ele-

vated and subway roads here and

abroad, and in all electric train opera-

tion where two or more locomotive

units are under common control. He
is the inventor of a system of control
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for the automatic braking of trains

when violating signals, and is also con-

cerned in the development of high-

angle-fire shrapnel. Mr. Sprague is

now consulting engineer for the

Sprague, Otis and General Electric

companies. He served as a member of

the terminal electrical commission of

the New York Central Railroad and as

consulting engineer for the Southern

Pacific Company on its proposed Sierra

Nevada electrification. He is also vice-

president of the Sprague Safety Con-

trol & Signal Corporation, which is en-

gaged in developing his system of auto-

matic train control. He was awarded

a gold medal at the Paris Exposition

in 1889, the Elliott Cresson Medal by

the Franklin Institute in 1904, and a

grand prize at the St. Louis Exposition

in 1904 for his inventions and develop-

ments in electric railways, and the

Edison Gold Medal by the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, 1911,

for meritorious achievements in the

electric arts. Mr. Sprague is a member
and past-president of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, the

American Institute of Consulting En-
gineers and the New York Electrical

Society, and is vice-president of the

Inventors' Guild. He is also a member
of the American Society of Civil En-
gineers and the English Institutions of

Civil Engineers and Electrical En-
gineers, and an associate member of

the Society of Marine Engineers and
Naval Architects. He is a member of

the University, Century, Engineers',

Bankers' and City Lunch Clubs.

E. G. Robinson, the president-elect of

the Northwest Electric Light & Power
Association, is the general manager of

the Jim Creek Water, Light & Power
Company, Inc., of Arlington, Wash.
Born at Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 12, 1875,

Mr. Robinson attended the Memphis
Military Institute, the University of

Tennessee, and later Leland Stanford
University, California, receiving the
degree of B.S. in electrical engineering
from the last-named institution in 1897.

For the next year Mr. Robinson en-

gaged in electrical construction work
and then went to the Klondike, Yukon
Territory, where he spent four years in

electrical and steam engineering work,
installing many isolated plants and
serving as chief electrician for the
Dawson Light & Power Company. In

1902 he left Dawson to settle in Seattle,

later becoming superintendent of the

Ballard Electric Company, which had

taken over a defunct municipal plant.

This plant Mr. Robinson rebuilt and

put on a sound financial footing, but

soon resigned his position to become
superintendent and manager of the

Skagit Improvement Company of

Sedro-Woolley, Wash. Eighteen months
later he was appointed manager and
engineer of the Jim Creek Water, Light

& Power Company, which position he

now holds, although he continues to act

as consulting engineer for the Skagit

Improvement Company. Mr. Robinson

is a charter member of the Seattle

Section of the A. I. E. E. and has been

active at the conventions of the North-

west Electric Light & Power Associa-

tion from its inception. Besides acting

on various committees, he served for

the last two years prior to his election

as vice-president for Washington of the

Northwest Association.

C. L. Oechner, publicity manager of

the British Thomson-Houston Com-
pany, Ltd., of Rugby, England, who was
for many years with the Thomson-
Houston Company at Lynn, Mass., and

with the General Electric Company at

Schenectady, N. Y., is now on an ex-

tended visit to the United States. Mr.

Oechner plans to travel from Boston to

California, and can be addressed while

in this country in care of the Elec-

trical World, New York.

T. Takahashi, chief engineer for the

Government General of Taiwan, For-

mosa, is now on a visit to the United

States to attend the International En-

gineering Congress at San Francisco.

While here Mr. Takahashi plans to in-

spect engineering works, especially

those of a public character, and wishes

to meet manufacturers of structural

materials.

K. M. Rhett has resigned as chief

electrical engineer for the Central of

Georgia Railway, with headquarters at

Savannah, Ga., in order to accept a

position with the Du Pont de Nemours
Powder Company of Wilmington, Del.

Mr. Rhett is a graduate of West Point

and served for a time with the engineer

corps of the United States Army. Fol-

lowing this he was employed by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and for sev-

eral years past has been with the

Central of Georgia Railway, engaged

particularly in the design and construc-

tion of the company's new shops at

Macon and Savannah.

G. Wilbur Hubley, who resigned re-

cently from the Louisville (Ky.) Gas &
Electric Company, had served for more
than twenty years as chief engineer

and superintendent of public service

properties in Louisville. Mr. Hubley
was prior thereto connected with the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing Company and also with the Citi-

zens' Traction Company of Pittsburgh,

Pa. In the foregoing connections his

experience embraced construction and

operation of plants and also the man-
agement and organization of properties.

He had charge of the complete elec-

trical installation of the Terre Haute
(Ind.) street railway, which was one of

the first electric railways in the country

to be converted to electric traction. At
Louisville he supervised the construc-

tion of a new 20,000-kw. steam-turbine

plant and a 5000-kw. substation and the

installation of a complete system of

underground distribution subways. Mr.
Hubley is a member of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and
is a past-president of the Engineers
and Architects' Club of Louisville. As
chairman for the State of Kentucky he

was a member of the organization com-
mittee of the N. E. L. A. Some time
ago he presented a paper on "Trans-
former Losses" before that body.

Obituary

James S. Grant, former superintend-
ent of the Cumberland (Md.) electric-

lighting system, died at Cumberland,
Sept. 21, at the age of eighty-four.

William Riley Pope, electrical engi-

neer of the National Conduit & Cable
Company, Hastings, N. Y., died Sept.

16 of apoplexy. Mr. Pope was born in

1856 at Lake Roland, Md. He is sur-

vived by his widow and a daughter.

John W. Bookwalter, who retired

some years ago as the head of Leffel &
Company, manufacturers of water tur-

bines, Springfield, Ohio, died Sept. 27,

at San Remo, Italy. Mr. Bookwalter

was seventy-seven years of age and was
a pioneer in the application of water-

wheel apparatus. For the last fifteen

years he had lived abroad.

William Dulles, president and di-

rector of the Dulles-Baldwin Electric

Drill Company, died at Fishers Island,

N. Y., Sept. 14, at the age of fifty-

seven years. Mr. Dulles, who was born

in Philadelphia, was a graduate of

Princeton University, class of 1878. In

1883 he came to New York and en-

gaged in the practice of law, later be-

coming prominently identified with

many manufacturing interests.

S. C. Walker, vice-president and sec-

retary of the Erie County Electric

Company, Erie, Pa., whose death, fol-

lowing a long illness, was recorded in

these columns last week, was also

vice-president and director of the Erie

News Publishing Company, and first

became identified with the Erie County
Company in 1896. He was born at

Peekskill, N. Y., forty-nine years ago
and received his early training at the

Peekskill Military Academy. Before
coming to Erie he had been identified

with several engineering, electrical and
contracting firms.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
.1 Record oj Latest Developments mid Improvements in Manufacturers

1

Products Used in ih<- Electrical Industry

Hinged Lan\p Guard with Locking Attachment

Tin* lamp guard shown in the accompanying lllustra

tion is formed from two shells of expanded steel which
are hinged together at the base and are fastened to-

gether at the BOCket by means of a speeial key-locking

STEEL-HINGED GUARD WITH LOCKING KEY

screw. The guards are being made for standard brass
sockets with ratings of from 15 watts up to 60 watts.

By means of the locking screw the guard can be ad-

justed to fit as tightly as desired, and when the screw
is removed theft is prevented. The guards are packed
nested, a dozen to the carton, the twelve guards weigh-
ing only 2 lb. The guards are being placed on the

market by the Flexible Steel Lacing Company, 522
South Clinton Street, Chicago, 111.

Electric Lamp lor Horse- Drawn Vehicles

In the accompanying illustration is shown niir ol

era! types of electric lamps developed by the i:., ,- Manu-
facturing Company, 910 Arch Street, Philadelphia, I';..

for use on horse-drawn vehicles. The "Neverout"
lamps, as they are called, are equipped with variou

VEHICLE LAMP GIVING REAR, FRONT AND SIDE LIGHT

types of brackets, so that they are suited, it is declared,

for any purpose desired. The lamp illustrated is

equipped with a so-called universal-clamp bracket, by
means of which the lamp can be employed on either the

right or the left side of the vehicle. It is of heavy-gage
brass and gives a red rear signal light and a white side

light for illuminating the curb or step. An "on" and
"off" switch is provided at the rear of the lamp. Use
is made of 3.5-volt or 6-volt, 2-cp. or 4-cp. bulbs. The
lamp is operated by two dry cells.

Radiant Electric Heater

As an outgrowth of the development of its luminous
radiant heater, which is called the "El Radio," the Hot-
point Electric Heating Company, Ontario, Cal., has just

brought out the unit shown herewith. While the "El
Radio" was designed as a supplementary heater for

small rooms, offices and bathrooms, the device illustrated

herewith has been developed for heating large rooms.
The heater is being made in two sizes, the smaller taking

ELECTRIC RADIANT HEATER FOR LARGE ROOMS

600 watts to 1800 watts and the larger from 600 watts

to 3000 watts. The device is of pressed steel and is

trimmed in polished nickel. The larger heater has five

elements and three indicating snap switches, allowing

the use of either one, two, three, four or all elements.

The smaller heater is equipped with three heating ele-

ments and two snap switches.

Bowl-Type Steel Reflectors

Two 6-in. bowl-type diffusive reflectors designated by

the manufacturer, Harvey Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport,

Conn., as No. 5860 and No. 5865, have recently been de-

veloped. The shades are designed particularly for in-

dustrial service, being adapted especially for bench

work. The maximum efficiency is obtained when used

with 25-watt and 40-watt lamps, the neck being so

arranged that when the lamp is inserted a considerable

radius is illuminated and at the same time the strongest

light is concentrated directly beneath the unit. The No.

5860 reflector is finished with a heavy coating of porce-

lain enamel and is green outside and white inside. The
No. 5865 unit is a painted shade and is finished green

SB

STEEL-BOWL-TYPE REFLECTOR FOR 25-WATT AND 40-WATT
LAMPS

outside and aluminum inside. The unit is especially

adapted for installations where it will be subject to

rough usage. The reflectors are of heavy steel and are

equipped with contractile collars, making the use of

separate shade holders unnecessary and assuring, it is

declared, absolute center suspension. The collars are

also of Harvey Hubbell make.
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• Decorative Lamp Stand

The lamp stand shown herewith is 5 ft. G in. high and

is provided with a 14-in. base and a 20-in. shade and
equipped with two pull-chain sockets. The shade is

provided with lining in various colors, the lining being

WOODEN LAMP STAND

stretched on a loose-wire frame which may easily be

taken out to change the lining if desired. The stand is

of hard wood and finished in ivory-white enamel rubbed

to a dull gloss with the fluting and parts of the shade

finished in black lacquer. The stand is being placed on

the market by the Crucet Manufacturing Company, 256

West Twenty-eighth Street, New York.

Electric Head Lamp for Bicycles

In the accompanying illustration is shown a battery-

operated headlamp mounted on a bicycle. The device

may be also utilized with vehicles, motorcycles and boats.

It operates on one standard No. 6 dry battery and can

be used for fifty hours. The headlamp can be so ad-

justed that the ray of light may be thrown in any
direction desired, throwing a beam of light, it is claimed,

for a distance of 200 ft. The device is constructed

BATTERY-OPERATED LAMP FOR BICYCLE

throughout of brass and is finished in nickel. A black

steel container is provided for inclosing the battery and
is equipped with a clamp for attaching it to the frame
of a bicycle or motorcycle. Weatherproof wire with ter-

minals is employed for connecting the battery to the

headlamp. The lamp is being made by the Usona Manu-
facturing Company, 1 Hudson Street, New York.

Pressed-Steel Bracket with Resilient Thread for

Insulators

Pole-line brackets of pressed steel have recently been
developed by Hubbard & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. The
Peirce bracket, as it is called, is of unusually strong

PRESSED-STEEL BRACKET WITH SPRING THREAD

construction, the manufacturer asserts, and is provided

with rounded surfaces which cannot scrape the insula-

tion from the wires. The bracket is equipped with a

spring thread, as shown in the illustration, which, it

is claimed, cannot lock the insulators. The spring

thread yields and adjusts itself to the insulator.

Electric Stationary Vacuum-Cleaning System

In the accompanying illustration is shown a simple

stationary motor-driven vacuum-cleaning apparatus

made by the George S. Knox: Company, 513 Pennwood
Avenue, Wilkinsburg, Pa. A large tank (without a

bag) is the dirt receptacle and, according to the manu-
facturer, it is only necessary to clean this about once a

year. When operated by an 0.5-hp. motor, the machine

displaces 170 cu. ft. of air per minute. The piping sys-

VACUUM-CLEANING SYSTEM WITH LARGE TANK
NEED BE CLEANED ONLY ONCE A YEAR

WHICH

tern utilized with this cleaner consists of 2.5-in. pipe

with a 2-in. opening. The tank is usually placed imme-

diately under the riser or as near to it as possible; the

motor or fan, however, can be removed to quite a dis-

tance from the riser, in the laundry if desired, where

it can be employed to operate other devices, such as

washing machines, ice-cream freezers, etc. Only two
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bearings arc employed, tod these require oiling aboul
once every si* months. The manufacturer claims thai
u machine operated bj an 0.5 bp. motor Is large enough
for residences, while one driven bj ;i L-hp. motor will

clean s ten room school building or auditorium.

Rubber-Insulated Screwdriver

i'"i use around automobiles, gas engines and elect]

apparatus where it is possible for one to receive elecq

shocks, II. 1). Smith & Company, IMaidsville, Conn.,
"

Overhead Protective Crossing (lamps

For the safeguarding of line crossings above rail

road rights-of-way, telephone and telegraph lines, Kdwin
(i. Hatch, L20 Broadway, New York, has developed the
overhead straight-lino crossing clamp and the angle

FIG. 1—OVERHEAD STRAIGHT-LINE CROSSING CLAMP

protective crossing clamp illustrated herewith. For
straight-line crossings the clamps are pivoted at A
(Fig. 1) so that the clamp will readily assume any ver-

tical angle which the line takes without kinking the
conductor. A slot is provided at A to give a small

amount of motion and to keep the line in the top groove
of the insulator, where the weight should be carried,

allowing for any small variation in the size of the in-

sulator heads. The steel tie rods provide easy adjust-

ment, it is declared, in case of different spacing be-

tween the insulators. On account of the fact that the

insulator necks are rarely true circles, and that the
clamping bands bind at a few points only, thin lead

strips are provided. The lead is plastic and distributes

the strain over a greater surface, thereby preventing
severe strains being imposed at a few points. The
clamping bolts are made to straddle the line, in order

8CREWDETVER WITH HANDLE COVERED KV RUBBER

put on the market, a screwdriver such as is illustrated

herewith, the handle being covered with a layer of bl

rubber. The blade length is (> in. and the over-all length

11.25 in.

Electric Steam Tables for Lunch Counters and

Restaurants

A steam table adapted for use with 8-in. disk-type

immersion heaters made by the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., is

shown herewith. These heaters are designed for two-
heat regulation and take 1100 watts and 275 watts.

They are very thin and are especially well adapted for

steam tables where the space between the food containers

and the bottom of the tank is small. An ordinary gas-

operated steam table may easily be changed over for

electric operation by suitably insulating the walls and
bottom with 1.5-in. asbestos felt and by installing

immersion heaters as shown in the illustration. In

operating the electric table it is advisable to fill it with

warm water at the start, as in this case the three heaters

may be used at low heat and the maximum demand on

the table can be reduced to 825 watts. After the tem-
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STEAM TABLE FITTED FOR ELECTRIC OPERATION

to give the best possible clamping action, the line being
protected by bushings in the clamping jaws. These
jaws serve to protect the conductor in case of a flash-

over and act as arcing shields. For use where the line

crosses at an angle the clamp shown in Fig. 2 is being
employed. The clamp can be utilized with any angle up
to 90 deg.

perature of the water reaches 180 deg. to 200 deg. Fahr.,

two of the heaters may be turned off, as one unit will

maintain the temperature sufficiently high for ordinary

conditions. Operated in this way for twelve hours a

day, the energy consumption is about 7 kw.-hr. and the

daily load factor about 35 per cent, making it very

desirable business for central stations.
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Electric Equipment for Ford Cars

An electric starting and lighting system to which an
electric ignition apparatus may be added if desired has

recently been developed for Ford automobiles by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East

FIGS. 1 AND 2—ELECTRIC UNIT WITH BRACKETS, PINION
AND FAN PULLEY, AND IGNITION APPARATUS

Pittsburgh, Pa. The system consists essentially of a

single unit, which acts as starting motor and lighting

generator, and a storage battery. When the starting

switch is closed, the unit operates as a motor taking

energy from the battery and driving the engine at a

speed of about 175 r.p.m. When the car reaches a

speed of 9 miles per hour on high gear, the unit is

operated as a generator and provides energy for the

lighting system and for charging the storage battery.

Use is made of the single-wire (ground-return)

method of wiring, the frame of the car being utilized as

the return circuit. With such a wiring system it is

claimed greater clearance for insulation, ample size of

contact parts, a small number of connections, low-volt-

age loss, and reduction of trouble on account of short-

circuits are obtained. The unit is driven by an inclosed

Morse silent chain, which is connected to a special

shock-absorbing pinion. Use is made of ball bearings.

At high speed the charging current tapers off so that

the battery does not overcharge when touring. The
windings of the electrical unit are given a special im-

pregnation treatment, so that they will not be damaged
by heat, water, gasoline or oil. The manufacturer points

out that the winding can withstand a temperature of

250 deg. Fahr. without harm.
The vertical ignition unit is made up of an inter-

rupter (timer) ignition coil and condenser and flat-

FIG. 3—STARTING, IGNITION AND LIGHTING SYSTEM ON
FORD ENGINE

surface distributer. Energy is taken from the battery,

only one wire from the dash being required. A circuit-

breaker with platinum contacts is provided in the pri-

mary circuit for giving a spark in the cylinder at every
power stroke. The ignition coil and condenser are given
an impregnation treatment to withstand the effects of

heat and water. They are inclosed in a tube of "bake-

lized micarta," which protects them from oil and gaso-

line. The core of the coil is of silicon steel. To direct

the spark to the proper cylinder is the sole function of

the distributer, the interrupter doing the timing.

Alternating-Current and Direct-Current

Instruments

An interesting line of electric measuring instruments

for both alternating-current and direct-current circuits,

which, according to the manufacturer, the Weston Elec-

trical Instrument Company, Newark, N. J., are meters

FIGS. 1 AND 2—WATTMETER FOR SINGLE-PHASE ALTER-

NATING CURRENT AND DIRECT CURRENT, AND POLY-

PHASE METER

of precision, is shown herewith. The instruments are

guaranteed, it is declared, to have an accuracy of 0.25

per cent full-scale value on either direct current or al-

ternating current of any frequency up to 133 cycles per

second and of any wave-form. They can also be utilized,

it is claimed, with any commercial frequency up to 500

cycles per second with slight error due to phase displace-

ment. Double ranges are provided in all the instru-

ments. The manufacturer points out that the meters

are provided with movable systems which have low mo-
ments of inertia and which can be effectively damped,
that indications are independent of room temperature,

or the heating effect of the energy passing through the

windings, and that they are shielded from external mag-
netic influences.

The scales are 5.25 in. long. Each scale is hand-

calibrated and is provided with a mirror over which the

knife-edge pointer travels. The pointers are equipped

with simple zero setting devices.

In Fig. 1 is shown a portable electro-dynamometer

FIG. 3—SECTIONAL VIEW OF WATTMETER FOR DIRECT

CURRENT AND SINGLE-PHASE ALTERNATING CURRENT

Model 310 wattmeter. Meters of this type are being

made for both single-phase alternating current and di-

rect current, and special types can be provided for cir-

cuits where the power-factor is very low. The instru-

ment is inclosed in a mahogany case, 8 in. by 10.25 in. by
5.75 in., and the total weight is approximately 11 lb.

A sectional and phantom view of the Model 310 watt-
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meter is shown in Ki>.r .
•'>. The Model 829 polyphi e

wattmeter illustrated in Fig. - la inclosed in mahofl
:m\ box, 9.6 in. by 10.6 in. by 8 l i»'> in., and tin 1 total

\ " ilicone" filler is employed for the purpo
isolating the fuse wire from the walls of the tube. Ths
\'u*r tube can be renewed and is made in any length up

PIG. 4—PORTABLE VOLTMETER

weight is approximately 17. 5 11). The scales of this type

of meter are also uniform throughout.

A portable Model 341 voltmeter is shown in Fig. 4,

and a portable Model 370 ammeter in Fig. 5. Both in-

FIG. 5—PORTABLE AMMETER

struments are designed for use on direct current and
alternating current. On account of the principle of

operation of these instruments the scales are not uni-

form, although the upper four-fifths of the scales is

quite uniform and legible. Both instruments are in-

closed in mahogany boxes. The dimensions of both the

ammeter and voltmeter are 8 in. by 10.25 in. by 5.75 in.,

and the weight is approximately 11 lb.

A Fused Transformer Cut-Out

A' means of protecting distribution transformers,

consisting of a fused tube mounted as shown in the

accompanying diagram and attached to insulators which
are supported by arch clamps, has recently been brought
out by the Pacific Electric Manufacturing Company,
San Francisco, Cal. The arch clamp permits the use

of a "half hitch" in the line wire about the groove of

the insulator, with electrical contact made by means of

brass lugs, each of which is fitted with two sherardized

set screws. These lugs securely bind the line wires

after the "half hitch" has been made. The contact shoes

are flexibly mounted on the tube-supporting arms, which
are of brass reinforced in the fashion of a buggy spring.

The shoes are shouldered just back of the flared tips

which engage the adapters holding the fuse tubes. The
adapters are of contact metal castings machined to fit

the contact shoes. One-half of the casting is circular in

form to engage the ferrules of the fuse tube, which is

of "micalite," and, it is claimed, will not warp or de-

teriorate with age and is impervious to oil, water, light

acids and ordinary solvents. The tube is fitted at both

ends with knurled brass ferrules. The knurl in the fer-

rules binds two soft-lead disks, which firmly clamp the

aluminum fuse wire without shearing.

FUSED EQUIPMENT FOR PROTECTING DISTRIBUTION

TRANSFORMERS

to 40 in. Handles for clamping or releasing it are 6 ft.

in length and are built in two types, one being solid and

the other in two sections for convenience in carrying by

a mounted patrolman.

Electric Washer with Swinging Wringer

The Horton Manufacturing Company, Fort Wayne,
Ind., has just brought out its No. 32 electrically oper-

ated washing machine, the feature of which is the

"three-way" wringer. The driving gears of the washer

DOLLY-TYPE ELECTRIC WASHER

are machine-cut, and noise and friction are therefore

reduced to a minimum. The wringer is equipped with

ball bearings and is reversible. An automatic safety

device is provided to prevent injury to the operator.

All exposed gears are covered, and the dolly is guarded

so as not to tear the clothes. The motor is of Fort

Wayne Electric Works make.
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in ihr Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

and Central-Station Fields

MASSACHUSETTS CONTRACTORS CONVENE
Mscussion of Relations with Central Stations and with

Labor—Operation of License Law

Nearly 250 members and guests attended a convention

if the electrical contractors of New England, under the

luspices of the Massachusetts association, at Spring-

ieltl, Mass., on Sept. 22 and 23, headquarters being at

he Hotel Kimball. At the opening session President

ohn R. Galloway of the National Electrical Contractors'

Association, Washington, D. C, delivered an address

lepicting the evolution of the electrical contractor and
(ointing out the importance of engineering education

n meeting present and forthcoming responsibilities.

Abstracts of the papers and the discussions are given

>elow.

Relations of Contractor with Central Station

Herbert A. Holder, Boston, Mass., presented the joint

eport submitted at the convention of the New England
section of the N. E. L. A. at Kineo, Me., Sept. 15-17, on

he above topic. The author concluded with the opinion

hat it is the privilege and right of the central station

o dictate to the wiring contractor the conditions which
nust be observed before the contractor's work can be

onnected to the system, but that beyond this the cen-

ral station should not continue to take measures which
nay adversely affect the contractor's business. The
taper averred that electrical contractors and dealers

ire now fully capable of taking over the entire handling

if all installation equipments, and that they should be

he sole final medium between the product of the manu-
acturer and the consumer.
Clifton R. Hayes, manager of the Fitchburg (Mass.)

Jas & Electric Light Company, read a paper urging

ull consideration of mutual viewpoints and recalling

iome of the difficulties of contractors and central sta-

ions that are appreciated by each. The writer said

hat the contractor best flourishes in a territory served

>y a live, progressive electric company, and that the

ontractor serves himself as well as the central station

vhen he secures new customers for the latter. In view
>f the mutual benefits, the author held that no ground
ixists for the contractor to consider something due him
is recompense from the central station for the business

urned in to the latter. The progress and prosperity of

he electrical industry as a whole assure the contractor

)f his reward, and all interests are headed in the right

lirection. Much is to be gained by discussing local

lifferences frankly, but the contractor should realize

hat the central station is a fundamental factor in the

iupply of electrical service and hence in the development

>f all related branches of the industry.

Discussion

L. R. Wallis, superintendent of the sales department,

Boston, Edison company, emphasized the need of doing

NUiness systematically in large central stations. This

eads to regulations often not appreciated by the con-

ractor. The central station cannot treat its public with

liscrimination and hence has to work by rules. Small

:ontractors, of whom there are so many, fail often to

ippreciate the need of system. The contractor can help

he industry if he will turn in the names of persons in-

miring for service or appliance information to the cen-

tral station, so that they can be followed up and not

overlooked as is often the case. New business at little

cost would then be added to the contractor's portion.

Many prospective customers want to see the man who
is going to do their installation work, and in this there

is a chance for team play. A general discussion then

arose relative to the efficiency of handling orders in

large companies, centering about the Boston organiza-

tion. Several speakers urged the benefits of a policy

which would enable a contractor rapidly to ascertain the

exact status of each order for service at all times by
telephone, while others held that this might cause con-

fusion. A. J. Hixon, Boston, said that only a small per-

centage of service orders are likely to be delayed on any
central-station system, and that special arrangements
for tracing these delays might be made without serious

difficulty. Fred H. Smith, Worcester (Mass.) Electric-

Light Company, said that in his company a girl is dele-

gated to do this tracing work, and that the contractor

should realize that the loss of earnings prior to the

connection of the customer is a powerful incentive to

the company to push applications for service through
to immediate completion.

Status and Outlook of the Electrical Contractor

L. D. Gibbs, superintendent of the advertising depart-

ment, Boston Edison company, addressed the conven-
tion on the conditions confronting the electrical con-

tractor as a result of the passage of the Massachusetts
electricians' license law this year. The effect of the law
is toward the elimination of incompetent contractors

and workers, from whom the qualified men have long

suffered. "You have begun to cast off these barnacles,"

said the speaker, "but if you do not take care of them
they will go into the submarine business. When you
get rid of them many of the questions now perplexing

you will disappear in the face of the great opportunities

ahead in the electrical industry." Mr. Gibbs advocated
doing everything possible to utilize the services of the
men thrown out by the law, training them for useful

work in the industry and giving them employment where
possible. He advocated stiffening the examinations for

licenses. On behalf of the New England Section of the

N. E. L. A. Mr. Gibbs said that it would meet half the
legitimate expenses of conferences between members
of a joint committee representing central stations and
contractors to discuss points of mutual concern. He
urged the contractors to use the good offices of their

friends in the central-station organizations to follow

up the progress of orders. The companies stand ready
to improve the handling of these wherever this proves
possible.

The speaker suggested the opportunity for the smaller

contractors to expand their business by employing
bright young men as solicitors on a commission basis,

plus a drawing account of. Bay, $5 per week for ex-

penses. The influence of giving promising young men
a start in this way will last long after the solicitor has

left the employ of the contractor, assuming that he only

stays a few months on his way forward. Another neg-

lected opportunity is to call upon old customers of sev-

eral years' standing to inquire about their satisfaction

with the service, perhaps dropping in some evening with
a new electrical device under one's arm which will arouse
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interest as it is being taken to the contractor's own
home, in reference to the Boston house-wiring. cam*
psign, Mi", Glbbs said that some contractors made the

mistake of looking only al the basic figure of 914.85,

representing the cost of wiring the Initial outlet In the

Boston campaign, and concluding from tins that no
nullify could be made from the proposition. Aboul 8500
wiring contracts have up to the present been let in this

house-wiring campaign at an average outlaj of from
about 280 to 890.

Massachusetts License Legislation Results

Alfred J. Hixon, Boston, presented a committee re-

port on the results of the .Massachusetts electricians'

license law of L915. The hoard of examiners has

granted 050 contractors' licenses and 5000 workmen's
licenses out of 700 applications for the former and 5500
for the latter. The report held that the law must be
followed up to make it duly effective, first, by keeping in

touch with the examiners, who are its administrators,

and keeping them properly informed as to the true con-

ditions to be met, and by strenuously following up all

infractions, and, second, by collecting data for presenta-

tion to the next Legislature in connection with amend-
ments required by experience. In the rush of business
accompanying the inauguration of the law, the examin-
ing board was obliged to accept the sworn statement of

the applicant for exemption from examination, but
future applicants will be investigated in this connection.

The examinations will also be made more difficult as

time passes. Many unfit persons received licenses,

which are subject to revocation in case of false state-

ments. Thus journeymen's electricians' licenses have
been applied for and granted to practically the whole of

the motion-picture operators' union, members of which
claimed that at least a portion of their livelihood is ob-

tained by the installation of electrical work, and in

the opinion of the committee these applications are de-

liberate perjury and misstatement. The law is a part

of the criminal code and is enforcible by the local police

authorities.

Discussion

In the discussion it was brought out that the board of

examiners have referred to the Attorney-General the

point whether a workman with a journeyman's license

can take a contract. President Tuohey said that the

contractors at Springfield are following the application

of the law closely and have retained a man who is vir-

tually a detective to run down violations. Other speak-

ers pointed out the possibility of enlisting the aid of

municipal wiring inspectors in bringing violators to

book. J. P. Coghlin, Worcester, Mass., said that the

inspector should have authority to require the workman
to show his license in every case. There are no in-

spectors in small towns, and contractors must depend

upon their own observation and information in such

cases, and should not be too sensitive about reporting

infractions of the law.

Relations Between Employers and Labor in Electrical

Contracting Business

Robert H. Hallowell of the Lord Electric Company,
Boston, Mass., in an inspiring address on the relations

of capital and labor in the electrical contracting indus-

try, said that arbitration is now conceded to be a better

method of settling disputes than the strike or the lock-

out. Profit sharing is the most successful means of

attempting to secure harmony, but it is not yet applica-

ble to the building trades, where the hourly basis is

the only practicable one for payment. Labor fluctuates

in ability, and getting mutual points of view is most

desirable. The Electrical Contractors' Association of

Greater Boston, composed of equal representations of

employers hiring union and nonunion labor, lias an

agreement with tin- electricians' union providing for a

permanent conference board of ten members, live iron,

the employers and live from the union. This hoard ha.s

been successful beyond expectations, notably in securing

a postponement of a wage increase agreed upon just

prior to the opening of war in Europe, following con-

ferences upon the condition of the industry subseq
to the inauguration of hostilities. Six months' notice

in writing is required by either party in case a change
in an agreement is desired. In closing, Mr. Hallowell

said that in the maintenance of harmonious relations

between labor and capital the objects of preparedness
are advanced throughout the country.

L. W. E. Kimball of Boston, representing the Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, addressed the

convention upon co-operation, citing the work done by

labor leaders and employers in securing the passage of

the Massachusetts electricians' license bill. He then

discussed the educational situation in Massachusetts
with respect to the training of electricians, contending
that the vocational schools are doing work inimical to

the industry in permitting students to perform outside

construction jobs in competition with licensed journey-

men and contractors, particularly on public buildings.

The speaker advocated establishing a ratio between the

market for electrical labor and the number of students

accepted in vocational and industrial electrical courses.

The organization, he said, is not opposed to industrial

training and education or to raising the standards of

workmanship, but it desires that all productive work
shall be done in the shop and that one-half day per

week shall be devoted to the study of principles in the

vocational school. A. J. Hixon, Boston, said that the

problem was again one of getting the contractor's side

before the public authorities, and, on motion of J. P.

Coghlin of Worcester, a committee was appointed to

investigate the subject.

Report of Code Committee

H. W. Kimball, chairman of the code committee, read

a report outlining the history of the electrical code and

pointing out the excellent relations now existing be-

tween the contractors' and other associations and the

code makers. Uniform rules and uniform interpreta-

tion are most desirable for different localities. The

proposed plan of having electrical materials tested at

the Bureau of Standards, Washington, instead of by the

Underwriters' Laboratories, was commended.

Resolutions Addressed to Electrical Examiners

A resolution addressed to the Massachusetts board

of electrical examiners was passed asking that the inter-

pretation of the meaning of "journeyman electrician"

be not other than one working for a daily wage, and

that it should not include the right as to barter and

sale of material or labor other than as a daily wage.

The resolution also urged that "gaining a livelihood"

be interpreted to mean gaining the principal part of

one's livelihood by the actual installation of electrical

construction materials, and not the replacement or oper-

ation of moving parts of electrical apparatus. It was

also recommended that the examination shall in part

consist of a practical demonstration of the applicant's

mechanical and electrical skill.

Election of Officers

At the annual business meeting the following officers

were elected : President, Alfred J. Hixon, Boston, Mass.

;

vice-president, Charles W. Stiles, Milton, Mass.; secre-

tary, Henry D. Temple, Worcester, Mass.; treasurer,

Frank L. Barnes, Boston, Mass. The 1916 convention

will be held at Hartford, Conn.
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A Veteran Tungsten Lamp.—After

mrning almost continuously during the

right hours for the last five years, a

100-watt tungsten lamp first put into

service in a garage at Sonoma, Cal.,

jarly in 1910, has just been taken down

with filament still intact. The lamp is

• stimated to have burned 20,000 hours,

which, at 10 cents per kilowatt-hour,

represents the consumption of $200

worth of electricity.

Make Electrical Connections Before

Street Is Paved.—One of the latest

iteps taken by the President of the

3orough of Manhattan, New York City,

n his efforts to keep the streets of the

•ity open to traffic is to have signs at-

ached to the lamp-posts situated along

:he streets about to be paved reading

js follows: "Notice.—Street openings

•equired for water, steam, gas or elec-

trical connections should be made at

)nce, as this street is about to be paved

ind no pavement cut will be permitted
:or one year."

Prisoners to Excavate for Conduit

Installations.—Under an agreement

vith the Lawrence Railway & Light

Company, the city of Lawrence, Kan.,

s to furnish prisoners from the city

jail to help make excavations in the

sidewalks for the installation of the

•onduit for the new "white-way" sys-

tem. The lighting company, which

will get a five-year contract on the

basis of 4 cents per kilowatt-hour, will

meet all expenses above 50 cents a

running foot, except the cost of street

intersections, which the city will as-

sume in full.

Rifle Range with Electric Target In-

dicators.—The Marksmen's Society of

Spandau, near Berlin, Germany, just

before the outbreak of the war had all

its rifle ranges fitted with electric re-

mote-target indicators. After a marks-
man has fired his shot he presses a

push-button which actuates a buzzer

to call the attention of the operator at

the target. The operator points out

whether the shot was high or low, or

to the right or left, and adjusts his

transmitter index to the number of the

ring hit by the marksman. While he

is shifting this index, the electric

buzzers of the transmitter and the re-

ceiver are sounded simultaneously, and
the receiver index takes up the same
position as that of the transmitter, in-

dicating to the marksman the value of

his shot.

A Daytime Electric - Lighted Rail-

road-Crossing Signal.—At Tropico,
Cal., the Southern Pacific Railroad has
installed at the approach to one of its

crossings a "distant" signal, the fea-

ture of which is a powerful incandes-
cent lamp mounted in a cylindrical

tube, 8 in. in diameter and 2% ft. long,

supported horizontally at the top of a
pipe 6 ft. high. The rear end of the
tvbe is closed, and inside, about 18 in.

from the open end, is a red-glass lens,

behind which is the lamp and its re-

flector. Wires are carried to this lamp
from the regular crossing signal,
which is of the "wig-wag" type and
which is also electrically operated.
Both the "wig-wag" and the tube or
"distant" signal are used in the day-

Multiphase
Currents
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of the Industry

time as well as at night. As the in-

side of the tube is painted black and as

the lamp is set far back in the tube,

the distant signal can be seen almost

as plainly in daylight as at night.

The Predicament of Mr. Taylor.

—

Because he is the president of the

Jersey Electric Company of Clinton,

N. J., the only electric company that

can possibly supply the State Reforma-
tory for Women at Clinton, Knox
Taylor of High Bridge has been obliged

to resign as a member of the board of

managers of the institution. Governor
Fielder accepted the resignation with

regret. Mr. Taylor was the vice-presi-

dent of the board and, in the opinion of

the Governor, was one of its most valu-

able members. It is a violation of the

erimes act for any member of a board

to supply any commodity to an insti-

tution, and as the reformatory could

not purchase electric power except

from Mr. Taylor's company, there was
nothing for him to do but resign. Mr.
Taylor's home is not far from the re-

formatory, and he gave valuable

services by his supervision of the con-

struction work and in other ways.

Motion-Picture Films Dried Electri-

cally.—At the studios of the Standard
Film Company, near Yonkers, N. Y.,

four electrically heated machines are

employed for drying films in damp
weather. Each machine is equipped

with a 3-kw. heating unit past which
the film to be dried is caused to move
by being rotated on a large drum. Two
such drums are installed on one shaft

and a 1-hp. motor is used for driving

each pair of drums. The New York
Edison Company, which supplies the

DRYING MOTION-PICTURE FILMS WITH
ELECTRIC HEAT

electrical energy, estimates the yearly

energy consumption of these four

driers to be about 2000 kw.-hr.

Electric Light! Mobilize Texas Crick-

ets.— During August of each year a

cricket plague, it is said, comes down

upon that section of Texas within a

100-mile radius of Taylor. In Austin

there are a number of steel towers

about 100 ft. high, each carrying six

large nitrogen-filled tungsten lamps.

These lamps can be seen for miles

around, and during the plague crickets

attracted by the light swarm into the

city. The trouble has at times become
so serious that all street lamps are ex-

tinguished except on very dark nights.

Idaho, "the Electric State."—"Elec-

tricity, air, water, sunshine and soil

are the five cardinal points in the prog-

ress of human life," is the epigram-

matic comment attributed to Gov. Moses
Alexander of Idaho by a recent inter-

viewer. "Although electric energy is

being used by great numbers of farm-

ers in Idaho to-day, we need more of

it," he continued. "I know of farmers

living 40 miles from the railroad who
are using as many electrically driven

machines as the farmers whose land

lies close to the big towns. There are

thousands of struggling farmers who
are unable to hire help and who are

only too ready to adopt electric service

and appliances in working their land. I

see the time not far away when our

farmers will obtain electric energy as

cheaply as they obtain water to-day.

In Rupert, Burley, Hayburn, Twin Falls

and other sagebrush towns of Idaho

more than 50 per cent of all the houses

are not only wired for lighting but are

actually heated by electricity. And
these towns are not more than eight

years old. This is an illustration of

why Idaho is an electric state."

A Small Boy, a Kite, and a Transmis-
sion Line.—On a three-phase, 11,000-

volt transmission line on Long Island

considerable trouble was experienced

from the frequent opening of the oil

switches at both ends, apparently caused
by momentary short-circuits. This
trouble always occurred on windy days,

which led to the belief on the part of the

maintenance crew that something was
swinging into the line. A careful in-

spection of the whole line failed to dis-

close any tree branches or other ob-

jects that could possibly touch the
conductors, and it was purely by acci-

dent that the real cause of disturbance
was later discovered. It consisted of

two small boys and a kite with a pic-

ture-wire tail. Two of the linemen
noticed the boys in a vacant lot

through which the line passed and
stopped a minute to watch them get
their kite up. Once in the air the kite

was maneuvered toward the line by the
boys and when directly over the wires
the boys cut the string, causing the
kite to drag its wire tail over the
conductors, short-circuiting two. The
fireworks which resulted were greeted
with howls of delight from the boys,
but after persuasion of a most practi-

cal character from the linemen the
young Franklins decided to seek safer
fields for flying their kite.
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Associations and Societies
Mayor Blankenburg Iddreaeei Philadelphia Joriane.

—

Mayor Rudolph Blankenburg addressed t h«- Philadelphia

Jovian League :ii the luncheon held at the Hotel Adelphla

Sept. 30. The league has planned rejuvenation to be held

Oct B. Washington Devereux, Bullitl Building, Philadel-

phia, i t ribune.

\,mn York \. i. E. E. Meeting. The 812th meeting of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers will be held in

the auditorium of the Engineering Societies Building, New
York, Oct 8. The general Bubjecl of the meeting will be

"Kates," ami a paper will lie presented by I'anl M. Lincoln

on "Kates and Rate-Making."

Change of Date in Mississippi Convention.—The Missis-

sippi Electric Association, which is affiliated with the

National Electric Lighl Association, lias changed the date

of its annual meeting at Hattiesburg from Nov. 10 and 11 to

Nov. t'J and 13. II. P. Wheeler, 1 latt icsburg, Miss., is secre-

tary and treasurer of the association.

Telephone Society of New York.—The 1915-1916 season

o( the Telephone Society of New York will be opened with

a meeting at the Engineering Societies Building, New York

City, on Oct. 5. Theodore N. Vail, president of the Ameri-

can Telephone & Telegraph Company, will make the ad-

dress, the subject of which has not been announced.

Dallas Electric Club Yisits Power Plant.—Another edu-

cational trip was made by the members of the Dallas (Tex.)

Elect lie Club on Sept. 24, when they made a tour of in-

spection of the works of the Dallas Electric Light & Power
Company. On Sept. 14 M. H. Hallenbeck of the Westing-

house Manufacturing & Electric Company gave an interest-

ing talk on "Meters."

Rochester Section, A. I. E. E., Meeting.—The Rochester

(N. Y.) Section of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers held a meeting on Sept. 17 at the headquarters

of the Rochester Engineering Society in the Sibley Building.

"The Erection of Cables on Transmission Lines" was dis-

cussed by J. P. King, erecting engineer on the Big Creek

and California-Nevada systems.

Pittsburgh Section, A. I. E. E., Opens Season.—The first

meeting of the 1915-1916 season of the Pittsburgh Section of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers was held on

Sept. 21 at the Seventh Avenue Hotel. The program in-

cluded a dinner, after which a paper on "Outdoor Sub-

stations" was presented by B. W. Kerr, manager of the

Railway & Industrial Engineering Company.

Chicago Electric Club-Jovian League Hears Talk on

Radiant Energy.—At the Sept. 30 meeting of the Chicago

Electric Club-Jovian League Dr. Robert A. Millikan, pro-

fessor of physics, University of Chicago, gave an interest-

ing illustrated address on "The Nature of Radiant Energy."

At the Oct. 14 meeting a symposium will be held by im-

portant men in the industry who will be in Chicago attend-

ing the Jovian convention.

Eastern New York Section, N. E. L. A.—At a meeting

held in the Roricks Glen Theater, Elmira, N. Y., by the

Eastern New York Section of the National Electric Light

Association, C. H. Hill, designing engineer of the electric

control equipment of the Panama Canal, gave an address

illustrated with motion pictures on "The Panama Canal

Locks." D. P. Burleigh, meter specialist with the General

Electric Company, addressed the meeting on "Watt-hour

Meters."

October Conventions.—Annual conventions will be held

in October by the following electrical societies: American

Electric Railway Association, San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 4

to 8; Jovian Order, Hotel Sherman, Chicago, 111., Oct.

13 to 15; Electric Vehicle Association of America, Cleve-

land, Ohio, Oct. 18 and 19; Kansas Gas, Water, Electric

Light & Street Railway Association, Topeka, Kan., Oct. 21;

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers, Hotel LaSalle,

Chicago, 111., Oct. 18 to 22.

Annual Congress National Safety Council.—-The fourth

annual congress of the National Safety Council will be held

at Philadelphia, Oct. 19, 20 and 21. Accident prevention

in all its phases will be discussed and the particular prob-

lems of the various industries will be presented in separate

meetings. Dr. E. B. Rosa of the Bureau of Standards will

be chairman of the public utilitie ectional meeting . t.,

be held Oct. 20. The program for this session is as folic

"Linemen and Their operations," by ('. I'.. Sn.it, mam
Bureau of Safely, Middle West Utilities Company, < liii

111.; "Danger of Low Tension Shocks," by II. S. Wai
Americun Telephone i iph Company, New Yot

"Hazards <>l' High-Tension Lines," by I'.ryce K. Moi

chief engineer Utilities Mutual Insurance Company, '.

York; "Hazards of Has Works," by .1. 15. Douglas, mat

claim department, United (las Improvement Cornpu

Philadelphia; "Hazards of Street Work," by K<\

Spring, assistant to the president Lehigh Valley Tra>

Company, Allentown, I'a., and "Education of S

Platform Men," by Rex I). Hillings, general claim agent

Reading (I'a.) Transit, & Lighl Company.

Public Service Commission News
Illinois Commission

An indication of the manner in which the Illinoi

Public Utilities Commission will compute depreciation of

property in all cases where that question comes up was given

in a decision just handed down in the case of the complaint
of the city of Belleville, 111., against the St. Clair County
Gas & Electric Company. The commission adopted the

"straight-line" method of determining depreciation ini tead

of the "sinking-fund" method of the company. While the

complaint was against both the gas and the electric company,
the ruling is only in regard to gas, and the price for gas to

Belleville is cut from $1.15 net to $1 net per 1000 cu. ft.

The commission fixes the value of the Belleville property at

$265,000, considerably less than the value fixed by the com-

pany. It allows a return of 7 \i per cent, on investment and

3 per cent for depreciation.

The text of the commission's ruling on the method of

determining depreciation of property is as follows:

"The two principal methods of determining depreciation

have been introduced in the hearings of this case. The re-

spondent has submitted a valuation in which the present

worth of the property is deduced by the sinking-fund method
of reckoning depreciation, whereas the commission's en-

gineering staff has submitted a valuation in which present

worth is deduced by a simple straighc-line method. Neither

method needs elaborate explanation and amplification at

this time. It is sufficient to note that the sinking-fund

method provides for a slower depreciation in value during

the early years of the life of the equipment than is provided

by the straight-line method. The sum to be set aside an-

nually to cover the sinking-fund depreciation, however, is

a relatively smaller operating charge than the sum required

by the straight-line method. Thus in computing a fair rate

schedule the interest on a higher capitalization which may
be found by using sinking-fund methods is offset to a certain

extent by the lower annual depreciation charges on operating

accounts. It is to be noted, moreover, that the straight-line

method seems to be the best average of all the theoretical

methods of computing depreciation."

Philippine Islands Commission

In considering the valuation of the Manila Electric Rail-

way & Light Company the Philippine Islands Board of

Public Utility Commissioners pointed out that "going cost"

should be understood to mean the cost of placing the opera-

tion of the property on a paying basis, made up of the

difference between the gross earnings derived from the

operation of the property and the cost of operating it. The

cost is to include operating expenses, taxes, depreciation,

safeguarding the investment, return on investment, together

with interest on deficits from operation, figured cumu-

latively. Bond discount is in the nature of an advance pay-

ment of interest and should not be treated as capital invest-

ment. It should be made up out of income by the creation

of a sinking fund or reserve sufficient to cover the item by

the time the bonds mature. The cost of properties pur-

chased for the purpose of scrapping them and replacing

them with other properties should not be treated as a part

of the fixed investment, but should be met out of income

just as any other item of depreciation. It is in the nature

of a charge for maintenance, and is not an item on which the

company is entitled to earn a return.
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Corporate and Financial
Allis-Chalmers Company's Statement Shows Better Busi-

ness.—The quarterly statement of the Allis-Chalmers Man-
ufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., shows the great im-

provement which has been accomplished in the company's

manufacturing operations during the last year. The sales

billed, expenses less other income, and the net profits of

the company by months, as far as reported, have been as

follows:

1914 Sales Billed Expenses Profit

April $990,834 $972,279 $18,556
Mav 939.950 939,006 944

June 820,335 825,078 »4,743

July 871,693 848,682 23,011
Aucust 803,985 803,186 799
September 856,865 861,803 »4,938

October 862,152 864,402 *2,250

November 701,640 731,593 »29,953
December 684,383 699,083 *14,700

1915
January 535,284 580,000 «44,716
February 652,998 667,164 •14,666
March 928,429 778,962 50,467
\p,ii 927,832 889,317 38,515
Mav 969,017 912,113 56,904

j u ,ie 919,332 S19.934 99,398

•Loss.

For the year ended Dec. 31, 1914, the company reported

a loss of* about $25,000 on sales of about $10,000,000. In

the twelve months ended June 30, 1915, the company made
a profit of $158,371 on gross sales billed of $9,600,000. The
quarterly business since Jan. 1, 1914, has been as follows:

Unfilled
OrdersQuarter ended Sales Billed

March 30 $3,791,312
June 30 2,751,119
Sept. 30 2,532,544
Dec. 31 2,248,175

Year $10,323,150

March 30 2,017,712
June 30 2,816,181

Six months $4,833,893

•Expenses
$2,803,105
2,736,363
2,513,672
2,295,078

$10, 349.21S

2,026,627
2,621,368

$4,647,995

$3,086,795
2,638,569
2,400,663

3,279,630
7,657,185

•Less other income.

The net profits of the company for the June quarter

were at the rate of 5 per cent a year on $15,849,500 pre-

ferred stock.

Central Indiana Lighting Company, Columbus, Ind.—The
Indiana Public Service Commission has authorized the issu-

ance of $14,000 bonds by the company, to reimburse its

treasury for $3,000 expended in the retirement of under-

lying bonds of the People's Gas, Electric & Heating Com-
pany, and $11,000 for extensions and betterments made to

the property of the company in the cities of Bloomington
and Columbus, Ind.

Duquesne Light Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—A large

amount of an issue of $2,500,000 of 7 per cent cumulative

preferred stock of the company having been sold, the re-

mainder is being offered at 104 and accrued dividend to

yield 6.73 per cent. The present issue increases the total

of this stock outstanding to $4,426,000.

Housatonic Power Company, New Haven, Conn.—The
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has decided to

reduce the book value of $2,985,978, at which the 30,000

shares of Housatonic Power Company stock are carried,

by approximately $1,200,000. This is with a view of bring-

ing the book value more nearly into line with the estimated

value. Several interests have made inquiries looking to

the possible purchase of the Housatonic Power and Water-
bury Gas properties, and negotiations, it is reported, are

still in progress.

Lorain County Electric Company, Elyria, Ohio.—The
Ohio Public Utilities Commission has authorized the com-
pany to purchase the light and power business and plant

of the Elyria Milling & Power Company, the Ely Realty

Company and the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, to

lease the Citizens' Gas & Electric Company, and to pur-

chase other H. L. Doherty & Company interests in Elyria

and Lorain. In payment therefor the commission has au-

thorized the company to issue $750,000 of common stock

and $750,000 of first mortgage forty-year 5 per cent bonds.

Montana Power Company, Butte, Mont.—The New York
Stock Exchange has admitted the listing of $75,500 addi-

tional common stock, making the total amount listed to

date $27,133,300. The surplus of the company as of July 31,

L91B, was |l,060t681. A consolidated income account for

the seven months ended July 81, 1915, shows the following

earnings:

Operating expenses and taxes 662,178

Net earnings f1,668
Dividends on Investments
[uteres! received from ban itside sources

Net Income $1,596,274
interest paid

:

On bonds $756,452
Bond discount
on floating debt 20,539

$827,456
Less: Charged to construction 176,1

65

Surplus income for the seven months $945,486

Standard Gas & Electric Company, Chicago, 111.—Although
subscriptions to the company's new $3,750,000 twenty-year
(5 per cent gold note issue do not close until Oct. 15, a large

response has already been had from many stockholders.
It is realized that the success of the present financing will

restore cash dividends on the preferred stock much sooner
than would otherwise be possible.

Tulare (Cal.) County Power Company.—A meeting of the
stockholders has been called for Oct. 5, at which time it is

expected the company will be dissolved. At the meeting it

is planned to make another payment to the stockholders of

about $50,000 and to burn the bonds signed by about 285
stockholders in connection with the Wrightsman loan.

United Gas & Electric Company, New Albany, Ind.

—

The Indiana Public Service Commission has authorized the

company to issue $4,000 of bonds, to be sold at not less

than 80, for extensions and betterments.

United Light & Railways Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

—

A block of $750,000 of 6 per cent gold coupon notes is being
offered at par and interest. The proceeds from the sale

of these notes will be used to complete payments on prop-
erties heretofore acquired and to reimburse the treasury
of the company for the cost of improvements to subsidiary
properties.

Washington-Oregon Corporation, Vancouver, Wash.—The
sale of the company's properties, which was originally set

for July 3 but was postponed, will be held on Oct. 16. The
properties to be sold include a plant in Hillsboro, Ore.,

another in southwest Washington, a railway system in

Clarke County and an interurban railway between Cen-
tralia and Chehalis. It is expected that they will be pur-
chased by the bondholders' reorganization committee.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. Pitts-

burgh, Pa.—The directors have declared a 1V& per cent
quarterly dividend on the common stock, an increase of

0.5 per cent, thereby placing the stock on a 6 per cent
basis. It is significant that the dividend increase was war-
ranted solely for normal business during the quarter, for

the quarter's earnings included nothing from the rifle

business. The following statement regarding war orders
has been issued by the directors: "Westinghouse Electric

has received contracts for the manufacture of war muni-
tions aggregating approximately $60,000,000, the greater
proportion of which is a contract for rifles which is to be
executed at factories in New England especially acquired
for the purpose." The company made the following an-
nouncement regarding conversion of its bonds, issue of
1915: "Bonds presented for conversion up to and includ-

ing Sept. 29 will be converted on the basis of an allowance
of interest on the bonds at the rate of 5 per cent per
annum from July 1 to the date of conversion, with a reduc-
tion at rate of 6 per cent per annum from July 30 to date
of conversion. Bonds presented on Sept. 30 and up to

and including Oct. 29 will be converted on basis of an
allowance of interest on the bonds at rate of 5 per cent
per annum from July 1 to date of conversion, with a further
allowance of dividends at the rate of 6 per cent per annum
from date of conversion to Oct. 30. Bonds presented for

conversion on Oct. 30 and up to the date of action by the
board at its meeting in December will be converted on the
basis of an allowance for interest on the bonds at rate of
5 per cent per annum from July 1 to date of conversion,
with a deduction for dividends from Oct. 30 to date of con-
version at rate of 6 per cent per annum."
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Manufacturing and Industrial

Tlu- Brokaw-Eden Manufacturing Company, manui
iiiii'i of electric ws hei . has moved from Chicago to

\ it on. ill., where it haa a new factory building.

The Fibre Conduit Company, Orangeburg, N. v., ha

changed its New York office from 108 Park Avenue to 10]

Park Avenue. The new quartera are three times ;is hut'*'

aa tin* old.

The Canadian Carbon Company, Toronto, Canada, manu
facturer of dry cells, flashlamps and other electrical special

ties, l>as just appointed W. M. Turnley manager. Mr.

Turnley was formerly sales manager for the Northern

Electric Company, Montreal.

The Boston Belting Company, 84 Linden Park Street,

Boston, Mass., manufacturer of rubber belting and packing,

lias appointed \V. E. Hardy, for the past eleven years con-

nected with the Diamond Rubber Company and the B. P.

Goodrich Company, its sales manager.

Robert S. Ingle, Cleveland, Ohio, formerly sales manager
for the Tregoning Electric Manufacturing Company, is now
connected with the New York Life Insurance Company and

is making a specialty of protection for electrical and auto-

mobile men. Mr. Ingle's name appears on the company's

July and August honor roll as one of the twenty leaders

on both the number of policies and the volume of business

written.

The Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company, Plain-

ville, Conn., has appointed Max. L. Spaulding a member of

its sales force. He will assist J. S. Jacobson, who is man-
ager of the company's Chicago office at 15 South Desplaines

Street. Mr. Spaulding was formerly connected with the

Julius Andrae & Sons Company, Milwaukee, and the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

The Aladdin Lamp Corporation, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York, manufacturer of portable lamps, has recently

appointed the following as district managers: T. E. Nesom,
Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La., who will handle

the company's business throughout the State of Louisiana,

and A. Manton Chase, 714 Merchants' National Bank Build-

ing, Los Angeles, Cal., and T. J. Nielan, 41 Arlington

Street, San Francisco, Cal., who will have charge of south-

ern and northern California territory respectively.

Electrical Exports.—Figures compiled by the foreign-

trade department of the National City Bank of New York
show that there was exported from the port of New York
during the week ended Sept. 4, 1915, $208,354 of electrical

material, as compared with $36,974 during the week ended

Sept. 5, 1914. During the week ended Sept. 11 the value

of electrical exports for New York was $197,402, as com-

pared with $140,187 during the corresponding week in 1914.

About 55 per cent of the goods of American manufacture

exported from the United States go from the port of New
York.

Julio Compte y Rique, commissioner and engineer of the

department of electric light of Uruguay, South America,

will be in this country for the next six months to meet

manufacturers of electrical goods with a view to purchas-

ing supplies for his department. Mr. Rique is principally

interested in 100-hp. to 200-hp. steam engines, 8000-kw.

steam turbines, three-phase motors, cables and wire, insu-

lators, lamps and materials for electrical installations.

Such orders were formerly placed in Germany, but with

this market closed America is turned to. Mr. Rique can be

reached at the Consulate General of Uruguay, 17 Battery

Place, New York City.

Edison Lamp-Sales Contest Popular in Louisville.—In

Louisville, Ky., a keen interest is being manifested in the

lamp-sales contest for boys and girls which has been in-

augurated by the Edison Lamp works of the General Elec-

tric Company and which was described in the Electrical

World of Sept. 4 and Sept. 18. Besides the numerous

prizes being offered by the Edison Lamp Works as an in-

centive, the Belknap Hardware & Manufacturing Company,

agent for the Edison Lamp Works, is offering a "Belknap

Motorbike" bicycle to the boy who makes the largest num-
ber of sales among the boys and $20 in gold to the girl

credited with the greatest number of sales among the girls.

The Goulds Manufacturing Company, Seneca Palls, \\ v.,

|u i opened an oilier al ill North Third Street, Phila-

delphia, Pa. The company has purchased the business of

II. E. Trotman, who up to the present time ha been dis-

tributer for Goulds pumps In the Philadelphia territory, and
b.i leased from him the storeroom and warehouse at the

above address. E. S. Jenison, formerly with the Canadian
Pairbanki Moi a Company, Ltd., .Montreal, has been ap-

pointed manager of the office, and P. (!. Kramer, formerly

in the employ of II. E. Trotman, will be assistant manaj
.1. B. Trotman will continue his connection with the Co
Manufacturing Company. The Philadelphia office is the

third thai has been opened within the past ten months by

the Goulds company, the other offices having been opened

at Pittsburgh on Aug. 1, L915, and at Atlanta on Dec. 1,

l'.ll I.

Resuscitation Apparatus for United States Bureau of

Mines.—The "lungmotor" made by the Life Saving Devices

Company, 180 North Market Street, Chicago, III., has been

approved by the United States Bureau of Mines. The
bureau has purchased fifteen of these devices, which will be

installed in its mine-rescue cars and stations. There are

mine-rescue stations at Pittsburgh, Pa.; Scranton, Pa.;

Billings, Mont.; Denver, Col.; Birmingham, Ala.; Evansville,

Ind., and Urbana, 111. The instrument is also installed on

mine-rescue motor trucks and in "The Mine" at the Panama-
Pacific Exposition at San Francisco, Cal. The "lungmotor"
is being used in various other departments of the United
States. It is also employed on the Greek battleship Kilkis,

in The Hague (Holland) General Hospital, and in a large

number of city and state departments, hospitals, municipal
plants, park and bathing-beach resorts, coal, copper and iron

mines, schools, hotels, undertaking establishments, etc.

Westinghouse Company Establishes Saving Fund for

Employees.—In order to encourage a spirit of thrift among
its employees the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has just established

a savings fund which offers facilities to its employees
for handling their savings accounts. This fund is open
to any employee of the company wherever he may be

stationed, and he may become a depositor at any time

and discontinue at any time. The amount of the deposit

cannot be less than 10 cents and may be any multiple

thereof, and the deposits must be made from each regular

payment of wages. The deposit, however, is limited to

one account, the amount of which in any one year can-

not exceed $500. The idea of this plan is to encourage
the employee to save his earnings, and when he has been
successful up to a certain point allow him to handle his

own finances. Interest is paid on the deposits at the rate

of 4.5 per cent and is credited semi-annually. An in-

teresting feature of the fund is that the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company acts as a trustee and

guarantees the deposits and interest. The rules provide

that an amount of $100 or less may be withdrawn with-

out notice, but an interval of two weeks must elapse before

subsequent withdrawal can be made, and for withdrawals

of more than $100 notice of one week must be given.

An auditing committee not to exceed seven persons is to

be elected by the depositors from their own number, and

this committee shall have an opportunity to examine the

condition of accounts at each semi-annual-interest period,

and its findings shall be published.

The Increasing Use of Motor-Driven Blowers for Me-
chanical Orchestras.—The Kinetic Engineering Company,
Baltimore Avenue and Sixtieth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

manufacturer of electrically operated blowers for church

organs and mechanical orchestras, is noting a large demand
for its combined blowing and suction machines for use in

amusement places, particularly in motion-picture theaters.

Especially is this the case in New York and vicinity, where

the mechanical playing instruments or orchestras are fre-

quently being employed as substitutes for the orthodox

orchestra, with economy both in money and in space. The

Kinetic company's blowers are used exclusively by the fol-

lowing concerns with their mechanical players: the Amer-
ican Photo Player Company, the Seeburg Piano Company,
the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, and the Symphony Player

Company. The blower usually consists of a single fan for

blowing purposes and five fans for creating a suction, all
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of the fans being mounted on the same shaft, which is

connected directly to the motor shaft. Ball bearings are

employed, and in operation the entire apparatus is practi-

cally noiseless. One of the theaters which have recently

adopted the mechanical orchestra is the famous New York
Hippodrome. A 7.5-hp. Kinetic blower will be utilized to

operate the apparatus. Following are other prominent
theaters in New York where the Kinetic blower is em-
ployed: The Cort, a 3-hp. machine; the Criterion, a 3-hp.

machine; the Vitagraph, a 15-hp. machine; the Claremont,
a 3-hp. machine; the Broadway, a 5-hp. machine; Loew's
Orpheum, a 7.5-hp. machine, and the Academy of Music,

one machine (3-hp.) on the stage and another (3-hp.) in

the upper gallery. In the smaller motion-picture theaters

1-hp. and 2-hp. outfits are generally employed. The Tel-

Electric Piano Company and M. Welte & Son are also de-

veloping musical apparatus of the mechanical-orchestra

type for use in residences. A wide field presents itself for

these instruments, which are operated by Kinetic blowers.

For use with church organs a blower without the suction

fans is employed. Several fans are mounted on one shaft,

which is directly connected to the shaft of the motor. The
outfit is mounted on ball bearings and is very quiet in

operation. A large number of churches throughout the

country are equipped with blowers made by the Kinetic

Engineering Company, there being over 400 churches in

New York State alone using the machines.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

-Sept. 21-

Selling Prices
Bid Asked

£ s d
London, standard spot*... 70 7 6

ime Lake 17.62y2 to 17. s i

Electrolytic 17.75 to 18.00t
Casting 16.62y2 to 16.87V2 t
Copper wire base 19.25 to 19.50f

4.50
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter. . . lfi.OOt

. spot 13.62 i/i to 13.75f
Tin, Straits 33.00
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent 47.00f

Sept 28
Sell ing Prices
Bid Asked
£ s d
71

17.90 to 18.00
17.90 to 18.00
17.00 to 17.25
19.25 to 19.50f

4.50
16.00t

14.37V2 t

33.12%
48.50t

OLD METALS

Heavy copper and wire 15.75 15.00t
Brass, heavy 11.00 9.75t
Brass, light 9.00 8.00t
Lead, heavy 4.20 3.75t

snap 10.50 9.50t

COPPER EXPORTS

Total tons to Sept. 28 12,071

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
tNominal.

New Incorporations
The Campbell Electric Light & Power Company of Camp-

bell, Mo., has been chartered with a capital stock of $30,000

by Benjamin F. Eicholz, R. C. Jones and W. E. Glenn.

The Cumberland County Electric Company, Bridgeton,

N. J., has filed articles of incorporation with a capital stock

of $100,000 for the purpose of generating and distributing

electricity.

The Florida Ice & Power Company, Lake Wales, Fla., has
been chartered with a capital stock of $100,000. The officers

are: E. C. Stuart, president; G. V. Tilman, vice-president,

and E. D. Edis, secretary and treasurer.

The Prince George Electric Light & Power Company,
Hopewell, Va., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $100,000. The officers are: H. D. Eichelberger, Chester,

president; M. H. Mulligan, Richmond, secretary, and W. H.

Hoyt, Hopewell, general manager.

The Middle Georgia Power Company has filed articles of

incorporation under the laws of the State of Delaware with

a capital stock of $700,000. The incorporators are Herbert
E. Latter and William J. Maloney, both of Wilmington, Del.,

and Clement M. Egner of Elkton, Md.

New Industrial Companies
The Kc\ nolds-Chellman Electric Company of Boston,

Mass., has been incorporated with a capital stock of .si 5,000

by Chester H. Reynolds, J. Edward Chellman and George
R. Colburn.

The Equitable Contracting Company, New York, N. Y.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 to do
general engineering and electrical construction work. The
incorporators are Samuel M. Richardson, Frank L. Mueller
and William J. Canary, 143 Sumner Avenue, Brooklyn, N. V.

The Electric Changeable Sign & Illuminating Company,
New York, N. Y., has been chartered with a capital stock
of $50,000 by M. Freixas, 136 Front Street, New York, X. Y.;

S. Weinstein, 1149 Stebbins Avenue, the Bronx, and P.
Weinstein, Belmar, N. J. The company proposes to do
general electrical contracting, sign and illuminating
work, etc.

Trade Publications
Single-Phase Motors.—The Century Electric Company,

St. Louis, Mo., has prepared an illustrated folder which
shows various applications of its small single-phase motors.

Stationary Vacuum-Cleaning Machines.—The George S.

Knox Company, 513 Pennwood Avenue, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
has published an illustrated leaflet which describes its sta-
tionary vacuum-cleaning apparatus.

Large-Sized Power-Transmission Chains.—The Morse
Chain Company, Ithaca, N. Y., is sending out its illustrated
Publication No. 14, which contains information on its

chains for large power-transmission systems.

Show-Window Reflectors.—The National X-Ray Reflector
Company, 235 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111., has
just brought out an attractive illustrated catalog which
contains information on its fixtures for show-window, store
and showcase lighting.

Motors and Other Apparatus.—"The Plant and the Prod-
uct" is the title of an attractively illustrated booklet which
contains a short outlined history of the Wagner Electric-

Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo., and briefly de-
scribes and illustrates the various products of the company.

Electric Measuring Instruments.—The Weston Electrical

Instrument Company, Newark, N. J., has just issued Bulle-
tin No. 2002, on its recently developed Model 310 and Model
329 wattmeters; Bulletin No. 2003, on its Model 370 am-
meters, and Bulletin No. 2004, on its Model 341 voltmeters.

Lighting of Moving-Picture Studios and Glass Factories.—"The Artificial Lighting of Moving-Picture Studios" is

the title of a reprint from the Illuminating Engineer, and
"The Illumination of Glass Factories" is the title of a
reprint from the Electrical Review and Western Electrician

,

which have been issued by the Cooper Hewitt Electric Com-
pany, Hoboken, N. J.

Incandescent Lamps.—The National Lamp Works of the
General Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, have just

issued Bulletin No. 13E, on their nitrogen-filled and vacuum
tungsten lamps with ratings from 10 watts to 1000 watts;
Bulletin No. 25, on street series alternating-current incan-
descent-lamp circuits, and a supplement to Bulletin No. 20,

on industrial lighting. The company is also sending out a
reprint of an article entitled "Life-Testing Equipment for
Tungsten Lamps," which appeared in the Electrical
World of July 3.

Exporting.—A series of pamphlets have been prepared
by the West. Side Y. M. C. A., 318 West Fifty-seventh
St net, New York, which deal with practically every phase
of exporting. They cover such subjects as trade methods,
geographic problems, packing, forwarding, competition,

etc., and are written by such men as Welding Ring, presi-

dent American Exporters and Importers' Association; Wil-
liam L. Peck, Emerson E. Parvin, secretary International

Mercantile Marine; William S. Kies, foreign department
National City Bank, O. P. Austin, James I. McCleary, secre-

tary Iron and Steel Institute, and others.
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Construction News
New England

Mi >i NT \ i :RN< »N, MAINE The Public
i t iiii i. Comml . ,i i he
Mounl Vernon LI d i '« r Co
mid .i city In the to\
Mi'iini \ . 1 1 1

>
1

1 . \ lanna and Rome
MAN< IHESTER, N n The oltJ officials

I
.i conl i acl with i he Mn ncheo

i ,\ Pwi Co foi lighting the
ol the cits for > period ol Bve
The new contracl provides for 680

arc lamps and 166 tungsten Limps The
lighting of Elm Street has nol yel been de
elded upon it is expected that ornamental
lamp standards will be used,

PORTSMOUTH, v ii Steps have been
taken bj several of the business men on
\ augha n Streel for the Installation i

ornamental lighting system on thai thor
oughfare

Middle Atlantic

ULBANY, \. v. The Public Service
Commission, Second District, has approved
tiio franchises of the Municipal Gas Co.,
Albany, for furnishing electricity for lamps,
heaters and motors In Bethlehem, New
Scotland, Guilderland, Altamount and
Yoorheesville. The commission has also
approved the sale of the property at tne
Altamount 111k Co, The plant, it is under-
stood, will be abandoned.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.—The Kings County

Ltg. Co., Brooklyn, has applied to the Pub-
lic Service commission for permission to
issue $675,000 in bonds.

BUFFALO, N. Y. -Plans have been
filed by the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western K. R. Co. for the erection of a sub-
station at 60 Ohio Street, to cost about
$s,ooo.

CAPE VINCENT, N. Y.—The Northern
New York Utilities, Inc., Watertown, has
applied to the Public Service Commission,
Second District, for authority to acquire
the municipal electric-light plant ill Cape
Vincent, construct a transmission line and
exercise a franchise granted by the village,
and also to issue $3 b,l 92 in capital stock
and mortgage bonds. The village of Cape
Vincent has filed a petition asking for the
consent of the transfer of the plant.

COBLKHKILL, N ^ The Mohawk
Hydi • i : i

« 1
1 ic Co., Rphratah, h i i"

i n
awai d( 'i i conl raci to furnish i lecti tell •

for lighting this villa

FORI ii •: u RIGHT, N 1 Bids will
Ived urn ii i >. i i ioi furnlshii

Installing a new undei gi ound i
1

1 eel llghl
Ing system, including i i lampi al "orl
Terrj Furl hi r Infoi mal Ion mas be ob
tain.d upon application to constructing
quart i rma

PR] i m in i \. \ j The Niagara 4 Brli
i 'u r Co of !•'! • donia ha applied to i ha
I 'ublic Servici ' lommli sli m fi ir pei i

i" erect ti nd operati
fi anchlsi • In t he tow m ol Shei Idan, i 'on
fret, Portland and Brant and the vlllagi
of Farnham,
GENEVA, N. 1 The Public Servici

i tommisslon. Second Dit ti let, has ap]
of issues of securities by the ESmpin
& El. CO.. the Central New Vnrk QaS & EE1.

i !o and the Empire < !oke < !o., all
winch will result in an expenditure of $161,
200 for Improvements In the electric de-
partments of the companies as follows: In
Auburn, $20,204; Geneva, $31,705; Water

11,475 . Seneca Palls, $7,385 ; Phelps,
$2,011; Palmyra, $2,504; Newark, $20,108;
Lyons, $4,008, and Clyde, $2,504. In addi-
tion, $1,824 will be silent on a telephone
line and $8,000 on a transmission line be
tweeii Seneca Falls and Waterloo. Im-
provements will also be made to the gas
plants of the companies.
LANCASTER, N. Y.—The Public Service

Commission has authorized the Depew &
Lancaster Lt., Pwr. & Conduit Co., Lancas-
ter, to issue $111,000 in bonds, at 80, the
proceeds to be used for completion of dis-
tributing system in Seneca and for other
improvements.

NEW YORK, N. Y—Bids will be received
by C. B. J. Snyder, superintendent of
school buildings, Department of Education,
Park Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street, New
York, until Oct. 11 for installing electric
equipment in new Public School 8, at in-
tersection of Linwood Avenue and School
Street, Great Kills, borough of Richmond.
Blank forms, plans and specifications may
be obtained or seen at the above office and
also at branch office, Borough Hall, New
Brighton.

NEW YORK, N. Y—The Public Service

• Commission, Second Dlsti let, i

the Long Ii land Ltg. < rk, pei
i in buni

' In capital stock to provldi fum
Improvements and additions to il- plants
and dit tributlon Bysti

orthporl
i tut Ion,

tran mil Ion Una
I 2, I p0 de Ii |c| Impl u

in Ami! vville, $20,0
in Brentwood,

• vnti ill IhII

I 10, i02, lilid in llunl mi-Ion,
nalndei to
"i rlghl ol way, mlwi-llatx-nu

tructlon expenses, eti

R( " HESTER. N. v. plani are bi lag
i on id, i ed by the ( 'ii \

( 'ouncil foi i

reel lightli
numbi i ol streets in the city.

'ii.' 1 >'.
.

x. J The contracl for thi
trlcal work in the new dining hall and
dormltorii h being erected al i In

hnic Institute al been
awarded to the Bai nes & Pa s ton ( !o., Ti o
at aboul $4,000.

FONKERS, N. Y- Tie- Board of Alder-
men hai pa '! an ordinance providing fot
the installation of 237 new ornamental

I la nips.

BENTON, PA.- Negotiations have beefl
whereby S. Ii. Seelev, Willi

Mailman and M. S I'.redbeimer of Berwick.
who are now erecting the Harbred Bilk mill
in Benton, will purchase the propertj of the
Benton EH. Co. The new owners will take
over the plant ( )el 1.

COATESVILLE, I 'A.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Borough Council until Od
7 for construction of a hlgh-sei
pumping system, including a 250,000-gal.
steel tank, a 750,000-gal. electrically driven
centrifugal pump, and furnishing and lay-
ing 15,540 ft. of cast-iron pipe. Plans and
specifications may be seen at the office of
the borough clerk, and copies may be se-
cured at the office of Alexander Potter, 50
Church Street, New York, N. Y., upon de-
posit of $5.

MILTON, PA.—A special election will
soon be called to vote on the proposal to
establish a municipal eelctric-lighting plant
in Milton.

BRIDGETON, N. J.—The City Commis-
sion has awarded the contract for street
lighting to the Bridgeton El. Co. for a
period of five years. Under the terms of
the new contract the company agrees to in-

New Christian Street Station (" A—2 "), Philadelphia, Now Nearing Completion

The new generating station of the Phila-
delphia Electric Company, which is now
nearly completed, will contain the largest
steam turbine in the world. This turbine
has a rating of 35,000 kw. and weighs 600
tons. It drives a 13,200-volt, sixty-cycle,
three-phase generator at 1200 r.p.m. The
new station also contains a 30,000-kw.,
13,200-volt, three-phase, twenty-five-cycle
turbine set. This machine will operate at
1500 r.p.m. The exciters for these machines

will be mounted on the end of the shaft of
each unit. Separate duplicate sets of un-
sectionalized high-tension busbars are ar-
ranged for each frequency, and the control
of three of the turbo-generators of the ad-
joining plant, as well as the frequency-
changer sets in the nearby substation, will
be centralized in the new station. This will
make possible the control of 69,000 kw. in
twenty-five-cycle apparatus and 50,000 kw.
in sixty-cycle machines, or a total of 119,000

kw. from this station. With the exception
of these electrical interconnections and com-
mon condensing-water tunnels, there will be
no physical connections between the new
station and the adjoining old one. Twenty
Babcock & Wilcox boilers, each rated
nominally at 1000 hp. and each capable of
evaporating 60,000 lb. of water per hour,
will compose the boiler equipment of the
new station, which will rank among the
most important in the United States.
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stall an entire new street-lighting Bystem
and make extensions in different ctlsti

CAPE MAY, N. J.—At . m iu lil

Sept. li the proposal to issue bonds for the
construction of a municipal electric-light
plant was carried.

EAST OKANGE, N. J.—The City Council
is considering improvements to the street-
lighting system on Central Avenue
JAMESBURG, N. J.—Bids will be re-

eeived by the New Jersey State Home for
Hoys, Jamesburg, until Oct. 5 for furnish-

lectrical supplies, steamfltting and
plumbing supplies, food, provision)

etc., fl om Nov. 1, 19 15, to .March
:; i , L916. Applications for schedules and
specifications should be addressed to the
superintendent, state Home for
Jamesburg. John C. Kalleen is superin-
tendent.

CUMBERLAND, MD.—Plans are being
considered by Joseph S. Schriver, water
and light commissioner, to reconstruct the

system and install additional
call boxes.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-
al the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-

counts, Navy Department, Washington. D.
C, until Oct. 12 for furnishing at the vari-
ous navy yards and naval stations supplies
as follows: F.o.b. works, Schedule 8S0G

—

144,900 lb. rotating copper bands. Brook-
lyn, N. V., Schedule 8816—2500 ft. leaded
anil armored conductor; Schedule 8811

—

furnishing and installing mechanical tele-
graph transmitters; Schedule 8823—1200

s ; Schedule 8820—miscellaneous
rubber-covered wire. Norfolk, Va., Schedule
8805—one storage-battery truck. Bids will
also be received until Oct. 19 for furnishing
two motor-driven fans at Mare Island, Cal.,
as per Schedule 8813. Applications for pro-
posals should designate the schedule de-
sired by number.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign trade

opportunities are announced by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in the
Commerce Reports as follows: No. 18,293—An American consul in Spain reports
that a concern in his district desires to
communicate with American manufacturers
of copper wire, tubes, bars and sheet cop-
per. Prices and catalogs are requested al
once. Correspondence should be in Spanish
or French. No. 18,363—A report from an
American consular officer in Spain states
that a firm is in the market for metal parts
for electric-light bulbs manufactured by
American firms. Correspondence should be
in Spanish or French. No. 18,375—A re-
port from a consular officer in India states
that a firm desires to be placed in commu-
nication with American manufacturers of
electric ceiling fans. It is stated that there
is a very large market for this type of Ian.
It would like exclusive representation on a
commission basis, but if necessary will buv
outright. No. 18,398—A consular officer
in the Netherlands reports that a firm in
that country wishes to establish relations
with American manufacturers of electrical
supplies. Further information may he ob-
tained upon application at the Bureau of

:n and Domestic Commerce, Depart-
ment of Commerce, Washington, I >. C, and
its branches.

North Central

JACKSON, MICH.—A petition, signed by-
business and professional men, has been
presented to the City Council asking that
ornamental lamps be erected on the cross
streets in the business district.

MONROE, MICH.—Mills, Rhines, Bell-
man & Nordoff, architects, Ohio Building,
Toledo, it is reported, are asking bids for
the construction of a factory, 92 ft. by 22 1

ft., one story, and power house, 5 ft. by 5b
ft., for the Weis Fibre & Container Co'rpn.
in Monroe.

Til REE RIVERS, MICH—Bids will bo
received by the city of Three Rivers until
Oct. 21 for construction of electric-light
plant and water-works system as follows :

Furnishing and installing two vertical-type
waterwheels and generators, including ex-
citers, switchboard, street-lighting regula-
tors, transformers, one motor-driven cen-
trifugal fire pump, reset two steam pumps,
boiler, heater, feed-water pump and stack,
all piping and electric wiring for connect-
ing the above, and a complete street-light-
ing distributing system and ornamental
standards; also one elevated steel tank
(150,000 gal. capacity), with necessary
piping valves. Plans and specifications
may be obtained from Eugene A. Schall,
city clerk, or from George Champs and F
H. Froelich, engineers, National Bank
Building, Toledo, Ohio.

WYANDOTTE, MICH—The proposal to
issue $30,000 in bonds for improvements to
the municipal electric-light plant and
water-works svstem was defeated at the
election held Sept. 7.

LIMA, OHIO.- Tin- Reed Brother* I ill -

trical Co., lama, it is reported, has been
engaged to prepare plana ami estlma

i installing an ornamental street-
lighting in the business district and for a
municipal electric- plant to maintain same.
LORAIN, OHIO.—A petition has been

filed with I
1 lOUnCll asking that an

election lie held to submit to the voters
the proposal to issue (350,000 In bonds to
establish a municipal electric-lighting
plant.

.MARIETTA, OHIO.—The city Council
i tded to submit to the voters the pro-

posal to issue $45,000 in bonds to install a
new municipal electric plant to supply
electricity for both street and commercial
lighting.

MARTINS FERRY, OHIO.- Prepara-
tions are being made to extend the service
of the municipal electric-light plant to the
Rothermund addition.

MIPDLETOWN, OHIO.—The Middletown
Gas & El. Co. is contemplating placing its

wires underground in the business
of the city.

LOUISVILLE, KT.—Work has begun
by the Pouisville & Nashville R. R. Co. on
the extension of the ABC block electric
signal svstem from Lafollette to Etowah,
Tenn. The cost is estimated at $178,000.

NEWPORT, KY.—The City Commis-
sioners have passed an ordinance requir-
ing the South Covington & Cincinnati Ry.
Co. to place all its high-tension wires
underground.
BATTLE GROUND, IND.—The Battle

Ground Lt. & Pwr. Co., recently organized,
has, it is reported, made arrangements to
secure electricity from the Fort Wayne &
Northern Indiana Trac. Co. to operate the
local system. Transformers will be in-
stalled at the Buck Creek station of the
traction company and from there trans-
mitted to Battle Ground.

EVANSVILLE, IND.—The power house
of the Evansville Pub. Ser. Co. was recently
damaged bv fire, causing a loss of from
$75,000 to $100,000.

GOSHEN, IND.—Within the next two
weeks the Hawks El. Co., Goshen, expects
to purchase boilers, engines, condensers, ex-
citer and switchboard.

GRANDVIEW, IND.—The Rockport Wtr.
Wks. Co., Rockport, has applied to the
town of Grandview for a franchise to sup-
ply electricity here.

INDIANAPOLIS, INI).—The Board of
Park Commissioners has authorized the
Merchants' Ht. & Lt. Co. to install new or-
namental lamps on the new Fall Creek
Boulevard, from Thirtieth Street to Thirty-
eighth Street. About 85 lamps will be re-
quired.

NEWCASTLE, IND.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Oct. 27 for construction com-
plete, including mechanical equipment and
approaches, of the United States post office
at Newcastle. Specifications may be ob-
tained at the above office or from the cus-
todian of site at Newcastle.

CHICAGO, ILL.—The Lincoln Park Com-
missioners are contemplating the installa-
tion of two 300-kw. turbo-generators to be
driven by steam from the steam-heating
system. Claude H. Shepherd is electrical
engineer.

CLINTON, ILL.—Within the next six
months the Clinton Gas & El. Co. expects
to purchase some electrical appliances, in-
cluding heating and cooking apparatus,
vacuum cleaners, etc., and wiring supplies.
Charles A. Cline is superintendent.
GALESBURG, ILL.—The Board of

County Supervisors has authorized the jail
committee to take steps to equip the county
lie;, tmg plant with machinery to enable it

to supply electricity to light the court
house.

MOUNT CARMEL, ELL.—The Mount
Carmel Public Utility & Service Co. is

contemplating extending its service to
Allendale and St. Franclsville. The com-
pany also proposes to supply electricity to
residents along the line If the proposition

1 h rough.

STERLING, ILL.—The City Council is

contemplating extending the ornamental
street-lighting system in Sterling.

CORLISS, WIS.—The Village Council has
granted the Milwaukee Lt., lit. & PWT. Co.,
Milwaukee, a franchise to supply electricity
in Corliss, and a contract for street-lighting,
which provides for thirty street lamps. The
Company will extend its transmission line
from Racine on the Durant Road. Elec-
trical service will also be furnished to resi-
dents along the route of the line.

MAIDEN ROCK, WIS—A franchise has
been granted to L. Mathys to install and
operate an electric-lighting system in Mai-
den Rock.

OAK CENTER, WIS. -The installation of
an electric-lighting system in Oak Center Is

reported to be under consideration.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN- cluster lamps,
it is reported, will be extended on Henne
pin Avenue to Harmon Place.

VIRGINIA, MINN. -The budget for 1916
provides 115,000 for the ornamental light
ing system.

CLERMONT, IOWA.—Plans are being
considered by C. Miller .v- Sons, owners of

cal electric-light plant, to double the
output of their plant The work will In-

the installation of a turbine water-
wheel and a 300-kw. generator, directly
connected, addition to power house, new
Hume and tailrace. The cost is estimated
at |20, I.

CLINTON, IOWA.—The local el<

light plant is reported to have been de-
i by lire, causing a loss of about

I I, nun.

MONDAMIN, IOWA.—The erection of a
transmission line from Mondamin to Mis-
souri Valley to supply electricity in Mo-
dale and Mondamin is reported to be under
consideration.

ODEBObT, IOWA. — An electric-light
plant is being installed in Odebolt by
Messrs. Russell & Fry. The proposed plant
will have an output of 150 kva. For fur-
ther information address H. E. Russell of
Odebolt.

ROCK RAPIDS, IOWA.—Bids will be re-
ceived bv E, J, Reigel, auditor, Rock Rap-
ids, until Oct. 18 for construction of court
house for Lyon County at Rock Rapids as
follows: (1) For building complete; (2)
for building proper, exclusive of heating,
plumbing and wiring; (3) for heating plant
separate; (4) for plumbing ; (5) for electric
wiring. Plans and specifications may be
obtained at the office of Joseph Schwarz,
architect, Sioux Falls, S. D., and E. J.

Reigel, auditor, Rock Rapids, upon deposit
of $25. Copies of plans and specifications
are on file at the Builders' Exchange in
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., and Des
Moines, Iowa.

WEST UNION, IOWA.—Improvements,
it is reported, are contemplated to the
plant of the Turkey River Pwr. Co., West
Union, to cost about $20,000, and will in-

clude a 300-kw. generating unit, consisting
of turbine waterwheel and generator.

JEFFERSON CITY, MO.—The contract
for electrical work in the Central Trust
Building, Jefferson City, has been awarded
to Charles J. Sutter, electrical engineer ana
contractor, 1220 Pine Street, St. Louis.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Contracts for elec-
trical work in connection with the new St.

Joseph Hospital in Kansas City have been
awarded as follows: For electric wiring, in-
cluding wiring for power plant, to F. E.
Newberry El. Co., St. Louisa $18,000 ; one
150-kw., four-valve unit, and one 100-kw.,
single-valve generator, 220/110 volts, three-
wire, direct current, to the Ridgway
Dynamo & Engine Co., Ridgway, Pa., $9,-
000 ; switchboards to William Murdock
El. Co., St. Louis, $2,100 ; four-sweeper
vacuum cleaner to the B. F. Sturtevant
Co., Boston, Mass., at $1,500.

SLATER, MO.—Bids will be received by
the City of Slater, until Oct. 20 for fur-
nishing and installing a 250-kva., dO-cycle,
three-phase, 2300-volt alternator with ex-
citer, directly connected to a 300-hp. en-
gine. Bidders to furnish their own speci-
fications and guarantees. J. A. Stern is

city clerk.

CANDO, N. D.—The local electric-light
plant, owned by J. C. Rader, is reported to
have been purchased by the Frank A. Cor-
son Co. of Fargo.
RYDER, N. D.—Plans are being con-

sidered by local business men to establish
an electric plant in Ryder. Surveys, it is

understood, have been made, together with
estimate of equipment required.

ST. HILAIRE, N. D The Red River
Pwr. CO, Grand Forks, has been granted a
franchise to supply electricity In the vil-

lage of st Hilaire for a period of 25 years
Energy Will be supplied from the Red Lake
Palls, in miles distant. William H. Brown
is general manager.
TOWER CITY, N I> Preparations are

being made by A. M. Yoorhces to install
an electric-lighting plant in Tower City.
An item in the issue of Sept. IS stated that
the ('01111111 was contemplating the installa-
t ion of an elect rlC-llght pin nt.

BROOKINGS, s. l>- Bids will be re-
ceived bj the regents of education, care of
State College, Brookings, until Oct. 19 for
the construction of a four-story brick, fire-

proof girls' dormitory and pavilion for the
State College, ai Brookings, as follows: ( l

)

For- buildings complete; (2) buildings
proper, exclusive of heating, plumbing and
wiring; i .". ) steam heating; (4) for plumb-
ing; (5) for wiring. Plans are on file at
the Builders' Exchange in St. Paul and
.Minneapolis, Minn. Copies of plans and
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specifications m.n be obtained ( Joseph
Schwnrs, architect, Sioux Kails, s. i>, upon
deposll n( |15,

BIOl \ PALLS, s d \ beard of ap
has been appointed t" ma

appraisal of the electric plant <>r the Con
Burners' Pwi I

'<> with a view of II pui
bj i he ell y, to be "« ned and <M" i

ated bj i he munlclpallt \

.

FREMONT, NEB The Council la con
aiderlng extending the municipal electric
iiKiuin^ system to the Lee Hall addition.
PAWNEE CITY, NEB Bonda to the

amount ol 17,000 have been voted for Ira
provementa ii> the municipal electrlo-llgni
plant.

i \i\ kksitv PLACE, m:i: Within
the next atx montha tin- water and light
commission expects in purchase from 12

ornamental street lamp standards.
K. s Hyatt in superintendent
attica, k \ \ Blda will be received

until « vi. i i tor the construct Ion of a
municipal electric-light planl In attica it
T, Archer A Co., New England Building,
Kansas City, Mo., air engineers in charge.
J. C. McCadden is city clerk

ATWOOD, KA.\, Plana are being pre-
pared for the installation of a municipal
electrlc-llghl plant In Atwood, to cost about
116,000. Black A Veach, Interstate Buiid-
Ing, Kansas City, Mo, are engineers.
HIAWATHA. KAN- 'I'll,- Hiawatha Lt.,

Pwr. A Uo Co. la planning to increase the
output of its electric plant at a cost of about
$10,000. The proposed Improvement is de-
pendent upon an agreement with the city to
furnish electricity for light and power.
LAWRENCE, KAN. Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of K. D. Brooks, city
clerk, Lawrence, until Oct. n for installing
an ornamental-lighting system for five
blocks on Massachusetts Avenue, the equip-
ment to include 80-100 ornamental single-
lamp standards, 80-100 14-in. (diameter)
Alba street-lamp globes or equal, 80-100
L6-ln. (diameter) Alba street-lamp globes
or equal, S0-100 heavy copper ventilators
for use in connection with above globes.
10-20 200-watt nitrogen-gas-fllled, type C,
120-VOlt lamps, and 70-140 200-watt nitro-
gen-gas-filled lamps, type C, 115-volt lamps,
or 10-20 300-watt nitrogen-gas-filled, type
C, 120-volt lamps, and 70-140 300-watt,
nitrogen-gas-filled, type C, 115-volt lamps,
320-400 %-in. by lS-in. hot-dipped galvan-
ized anchor bolts ; park and suburban cable
for 220-volt insulation as follows: 160 ft.
No. 2 six-conductor, 3450 ft. No. 2 six-con-
ductor, 850 ft. No. 1 six-conductor and No.
1 ten-conductor, 3100 ft. No. 2 six-conduc-
tor and No. 1 ten-conductor cable, 1000 ft.
No. 14 duplex insulated wire. Plans and
specifications may be seen or obtained at
the office of the city engineer, or copies of
plans and specifications may be obtained at
the office of the city engineer upon deposit
of $5. P. D. Brooks is city clerk.

WICHITA, KAN. — Improvements are
contemplated by the Kansas Gas & El. Co.
on its properties, involving an expenditure
of about $1,800,000, of which about $1,-
000,000 will be expended in Wichita and
Wichita territory and the remainder on its
system in Pittsburgh, and on Independence
and eastern Kansas interests. The work
in Wichita will include an addition to
power house, 30 ft. by 100 ft., and installa-
tion of new equipment to increase the out-
put of the plant from 12,000 hp. to 18,000
hp. Part of the funds will be used to com-
plete the erection of the transmission
line from the main line north of the city
to El Dorado and intervening towns from
Valley Center, the cost of which is esti-
mated at $60,000. The cost of the trans-
mission line to Burrton is placed at about
$40,000. About $100,000 will be expended
on the power plant in Pittsburgh.

Southern States
BURNSVILLE, N. C.—The Yancey Lt. &

Pwr. Co., recently organized, is planning to
build a hydroelectric plant, at a cost of
about $16,000. Plans for the initial instal-
lation, it is reported, provide for 100 hp.,
with an ultimate development of 200 hp.,
and 3 miles of transmission line. Charles
W. Harper, engineer, of Burnside, will have
charge of the work.
HICKORY, N. C—The city of Hickory

has closed a contract with the Granite
Falls Mfg. Co., Granite Falls, for furnish-
ing electricity in Hickory for a period of
30 years. Preparations are being made by
the company to raise its dam in Granite
Falls and increase the output of its plant
from 175 hp. to 400 hp. The cost of the
work is estimated at about $40,000. G. H.
Geitner is president of the company.
GRAYMONT, GA.—At an election held

recently bonds to the amount of $5,000 were
voted for the installation of an electric-
lighting system in Graymont.

ii> 'i.i.s, <; \ Pr< paratioi
Ing in ..I. bj the Public [Jtlllts l !o . Way-

foi the Installs! Ion ol an •

lu-.iii plant and water system In Nlcholls,
The equipment will Include oni id bp crude
'" koi ne to be used In connec
i ion u nil a :;.. kva , tin ,

. cycle,
2800 volt generator I belt< d deep
W( ii pump, capacity ( ,t ::u gal. per minuti .

Connected ( belted ) In above i iii-jih . a nd
watei tank ol 1 1 ora 1 8,000 nil to 20,000
gal. capacity. Insinuate, on SDOVC an- now
being received by tin- companj
BIRMINGHAM, \i..\ \ proposal to la

stall additional machinery at the municipal
electric light pi. mi at North Bli mlngham
in order to supply electrlcltj for lighting
Hie entire eity and to piival. . on imii-r.s has
been submitted to the Cltj Commissioners.
Tii.- cost oi the necessary machinery
mated at about * I 2, I

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—The contract
lor electrical work in tin- new State Capitol
Building has been awarded to Charles .1.

Sutter, electrical engineer and contractor,
L220 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo
Atlanta, TEX. The Atlanta EL &

Lee CO. has taken over and will opiiat.
tor a term of live yea rs the municipal
water-works system. The company is con-
templating Installing new equipment in its
electric-light plant and in the water-works
s\ stem.

CELESTE, TEX.- The Local electric-
light plant, owned by T. J. Vines & Sons,
Which, it is reported, was recently de-
stroyed by fire, will be rebuilt.

HIGHLAND PARK (I'. (). DALLAS),
TEX.—The City Council has entered Into
a contract with the Dallas El. Lt. & Pwr.
Co. to install an ornamental street-light-
ing system in Highland Park, to cost about
$9,500.

Pacific States

BKLLINGHAM, WASH. — Mayor De
Mattis has vetoed the ordinance authoriz-
ing the city to enter into a contract with
the Whatcom County Rv. & Lt. Co., a sub-
sidiary of the Puget Sound Trac, Lt. &
Pwr. Co., to replace the present arc-lamp
street-lighting system with tungsten lamps.
SEATTLE, WASH.—As an experiment,

and without cost to the district, the school
board will install an electric-heating sys-
tem in a portable building at the Walla
Walla school.

SPOKANE, WASH.—-We are informed
that the Washington Wtr. Pwr. Co. of
Spokane does not contemplate the construc-
tion of a substation in Colfax at the pres-
ent time, as reported in the issue of Sept.
18. C. S. MacCalla is vice-president and
general manager.
ASHLAND, ORE.—The proposal to pur-

chase the equipment of the California
Oregon Pwr. Co. within the city limits and
to purchase energy of the company at
wholesale was defeated at a special elec-
tion held recently.

BEND, ORE. — The steam auxiliary
pumping plant of the Bend Wtr., Lt. &
Pwr. Co. was recently destroyed by fire,
causing a loss of about $1,200.

SUMPTER, ORE.—The Powder River
Gold Dredging Co. is planning to build a
new power house for dredge No. 1, below the
one now in use.

BURBANK, CAL.—A special election will
be held Oct. 12 to submit to the voters the
proposal to issue $30,000 in bonds for the
installation of an electric-lighting system
in Burbank.
FRESNO, CAL.—The City Council has

authorized the city attorney to draft an or-
dinance providing for placing all electric
wires in the business district underground.
LA MANDA PARK, CAL.—The proposal

to erect ornamental lamps on about 20
miles of streets, it is reported, will soon
be submitted to the voters.

MARTINEZ, CAL.—The Great Western
Pwr. Co. of San Francisco has applied to
the Board of Supervisors for permission
to extend its transmission lines from
Martinez through Port Costa to Crockett,
and from Concord to Walnut Creek.
BLACKFOOT, IDAHO—The proposal

to install an electric-light plant, to be
driven by a Diesel oil engine, has been sub-
mitted to the Council by F. V. Riley, civil
engineer, Idaho Falls.

POCATELLO, IDAHO.—The City Coun-
cil, it is reported, will soon ask for bids
for rewiring and repairing the lighting sys-
tem in the subway and other districts.

SPRINGVILLE, UTAH.—Work has been
started on the construction of a new sub-
station at Springville to furnish energy to
operate the extension of the Salt Lake &
U"tah Railroad from Springville to Payson.
The station will be equipped with three
250-kw., 1500-volt rotary converters, three

i ..ii kw
. 1 1,000 voll tranafoi mi n . ind n«

essary high tension equipment Th<
im estimate d at ..bom
be supplied bj the i rtah Pwi i Lt Co
EUREKA, UTAH Ura ng< mi nts •

1

1

being lo.oi. io equip a numbei ol n< w
mining propi rtloi In Tlntlc with electi Ically
.ii Iven machine) •. \ mon^ i he mines,
n hlch \\ in i" upplb .i wll Ii ei, 1 1

1.

I In Utah Pwi Co., an I he i 'In. I I i

dated, il P.lu.-h.-ll. . uch ol which
will Hi i about 300 hp Tin- E.igh
1 1 .

i \ i an •
• 1 1 1 1 1 • I \ new plant, w > 1 1 1 1 tin

illdated will equip ii lari •

hoi foi i hoi rlcal opera! Ion \ ulmtal Ion
io be owned lolntly by I he < 'hi, I C<
elated, !•; ari, and I '.in, I., il and < lernlnl
Mines will be erected al on.
phoenix Construction Co., Salt L

TUCSON, AIM/. The Cltj Council J
considering callliiK an elect Ion to
tin proposal to issue $IO(l,000 in bonds.
part <d' which proceeds will be used td
complel '

1 he municlpa 1 electric light int;

system. ( '. k. Clarke Is city managei
PLENTYWi IOD, MONT The 1

wood El, Co, has awarded the contrai
the installation ol a new electric light ami
power plant io the Sheridan El, Co., ami
work will begin at once on con
plant at the Pierce and Wheeler coal
The power house will be 52 ft. by
and will be equipped with two
boilers, one 150-np. compound Corll
gine, and a 125-kw., three-phase, 61

2800-VOlt generator. When the plant is
completed a twenty-four-hour service will
be established.

MOGOLLON, N. M.—The construction
of an electric power plant on Willow Creek
is reported to be under consideration by
Earle C. Cleveland. It is proposed to
develop about 1500 hp.

Canada
BEETON, ONT.—The purchase of new

boilers and power-house equipment for the
municipal electric-light plant is under con-
sideration by the Town Council.

CHATHAM, ONT.—Tenders, it is re-
ported, are being received by F. P. Adams,
city engineer, for machinery and equipment
for the municipal electric-light plant, in-
cluding gas engines and producers and elec-
tric generators.

CREDITON, ONT—The Council is con-
sidering the installation of an electric-
lighting and power distribution system.
HUMBERSTONE, ONT.—An election

will soon be called to submit the by-law
to enter into a contract with the Ontario
Pwr. Co. of Niagara Falls for lighting the
village. The by-law also provides for the
installation of 67 street lamps.
MERRICKVILLE, ONT—M. G. Hen-

niger and J. S. Gould of Smith's Falls
have purchased an interest in the Rideau
Pwr. Co. of Merrickville. The company
under the new management, it is under-
stood, will enlarge the plant.

OTTAWA, ONT.—The Board of Control
has recommended to the City Council that
a contract be entered into with the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario for
the purchase of energy to the amount of
750 hp. from the Hull & Ottawa Pwr. Co.
to operate the new pumps at Lemieux
Island.

Miscellaneous
PANAMA.—Bids will be received at the

office of the general purchasing officer, tne
Panama Canal, Washington, D. C, until
Oct. 11, for furnishing motor-driven cap-
stans at either Colon or Cristobal (Atlantic
ports) or port of Ancon (Balboa, Canal
Zone) (Pacific port), Isthmus of Panama,
as per Circular No. 975. This circular is a
readvertisement of the capstans advertised
under Circular No. 962, dated Aug. 14,
1915. Major F. C. Boggs is general pur-
chasing agent.

PANAMA.—Bids will be received at the
office of the general purchasing agent, the
Panama Canal, Washington, D. C, until

Oct. 18, for furnishing frames and covering
for flooding and sluice valves, crane run-
ways, switch points, upright drill, switch-
boards, voltmeter, steel cable, barbed wire,
steel or iron pipe, copper tubing, wire
staples, fusible plugs, marine lamps, marine
clocks, steam gages, water gages, steam
gage lamps, steam whistles, automobile
bells, oil cups, grease cups, etc. Blanks and
general information relating to this circular
(No. 974) may be obtained from the above
office or the offices of the assistant purchas-
ing agents, 24 State Street, New York, N.
Y. ; 614 Whitney-Central Building, New
Orleans, La., and Fort Mason, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. Major F. C. Boggs is general
purchasing agent.
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Directory of Electrical Associations

Alabama Lie fit and Traction Associa-
tion. Secretary treasurer, H. o. Hanson,
Mobile Gas Co., Mobile, Ala.

American Association FOB THE Advance-
ment of Science. Permanent secretary, L.

O. Howard. Smithsonian Institution, Wash-
ington, D. C.

American Electric Railway Associa-
tion. Secretary, E. B. Burritt, 8 West 40th
St., New York. Annual meeting, San Fran-

0, Oct. 4 to 8.

American Electrochemical Society.
Secretary, Prof. J. W. Richards, .Lehigh
University, South Bethlehem, Pa.

American Institutb of Consulting En-
rs. Secretary, F. A. Molitor, 3") Nas-

sau St., New York City.

American Institute OP ELECTRICAL En-
Secretary, F. L. Hutchinson, 33

West 39th St., New York. Board of direc-
tors meets monthly. Sections and branches
in the principal electrical centers through-
out the country.

American Physical Society. Secretary,
Prof. A. D. Cole, Ohio State University, Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

American Society of Refrigerating En-
gineers. Secretary, William H. Ross, 154
Nassau St., New York City.

American Society for Testing Materi-
als. Secretary-treasurer, Edgar Marburg,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

American Society of Heating and Ven-
tilating Engineers. Secretary, Edwin A.
Scott, 29 West 39th St., New York.

Arkansas Association of Public Utili-
ty Operators. Secretary-treasurer, Roy B.
Fowles, Pine Bluff, Ark.

Associated Manufacturers of Elec-
trical Supplies. General secretary, C. E.
Dustin, 62 Cedar St., New York.

Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies. Secretary, George C. Holber-
ton, San Francisco, Cal.

Association of Iron and Steel Electri-
cal Engineers. Secretary, W. O. Oschman,
Oliver Iron & Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of Railway Electrical En-
gineers. Secretary-treasurer, Jos. A. An-
dreucetti, Chicago & Northwestern Railway,
Chicago. Annual convention, Chicago, Oct.
18-22.

Association of Railway Telegraph Su-
perintendents. Secretary, P. W. Drew,
112 West Adams St., Chicago.

California Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, W. S. Hanbridge, 505
Rialto Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Canadian Electrical Association. Af-
filiated with N. E. L. A. Secretary-treas-
urer, Alan Sullivan, 10 Adelaide Street
East, Toronto, Can.

Colorado Electric Light, Power and
Railway Association. Secretary-treasurer,
T. F. Kennedy, 900 15th St., Denver, Col.

Commercial Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-
tary, C. A. Littlefield, 130 East 15th St.,
New York.

Eastern New York Section, N. E. L. A.
Secretary, Lee Hagood, General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Massachusetts. Secretary, H. D. Temple,
30 Foster St., Worcester, Mass.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
State of Missouri. Secretary, A. J. Burns,
318 West Tenth St., Kansas City, Mo.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
the State of Pennsylvania. Secretary,
M. G. Sellers, 1518 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Wisconsin. Secretary, Albert Petermann,
626 Lloyd St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Electrical Manufacturers' Club. Secre-
tary, A. D. Page, 30 Church St., New York
Electrical Salesmen's Association.

Secretary, Francis Raymond, 125 Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association.
General secretary, Franklin Overbagli, 411
South Clinton St., Chicago, 111.

Electrical Trades Association of Can-
ada. Secretary, William R. Stavely, Royal
Insurance Building, Montreal, Can.

Electrical Trades Association of the
Pacific Coast. Secretary, Albert II. Elli-
ott, 34 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Electric Power Club. Secretary, C. H.
Roth, 1410 West Adams St., Chicago.

Electric Vehicle association of Amer-
ica Executive secretary, A. Jackson Mar-
shall, 29 West 89th St., New York. Sections
III the principal electrical centers through-
out the country. Annual convention, Cleve-
land, Oct. 18-19.

Empire State Gas and ELECTRIC Asso-
ciation Secretary, Charles H. B. Chapln,
29 West 39th St., New York. Annual
meeting, New York City, Oct. 7 and 8.

Gas, ELECTRIC and Street Railway As-
sociation of Oklahoma. Secretary-treas-
urer, I'rof. H. V. Bozell, Norman, Okla.

Georgia Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation. Secretary, J. A. Wier, Athens, Ga.

ILLINOIS ELECTRIC Association. Secre-
tary, H. E. Chubbock, I'eoria. 111.

Illinois Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation. Secretary. M. L. Blumenthal, 179
West Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Illuminating Engineering Society.
Assistant secretary, Joseph Langan, -9 West
39th St., New York.

Independent Telephone Association of
America. Secretary, W. S. Vivian, 19 South
LaSalle St., Chicago.

Indiana Electric Light Association.
Secretary, Thomas Donahue, Lafayette, Ind

Indiana State Electrical Contractors'
Association. Secretary, George Skillman,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Industrial Electric Heating Associa-
tion. Secretary, Homer Kunz, Toledo Rail-
ways & Light Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Institute of Operating Engineers. Sec-
retary, L. Houmiller, 29 West 39th St., New
York.

Institute of Radio Engineers. Secre-
tary, David Sarnoff, 71 Broadway, New
York.

Internal Combustion Engineers' Asso-
ciation. President, Charles Kratsch, 416
West Indiana St., Chicago.

International Association of Munici-
pal Electricians. Secretary, C. R. George,
Houston, Tex.

International Electrotechnical Com-
mission (international body representing
various national electrical engineering so-
cieties contributing to its eupport). General
secretary, C. le Maistre, 28 Victoria St.,

Westminster, London, S. W., England.

Iowa Section, N. E. L. A. Secretary, W.
H. Thompson, Des Moines, la.

Iowa Electrical Contractors' Associa-
tion. Secretary, M. T. Humphrey, Water-
loo, la.

Iowa Street and Interurban Railway
Association. Secretary, H. E. Weeks, Dav-
enport, la.

Jovian Order. Jupiter (president),
Homer E. Niesz, Chicago, 111. ; Mercury
(secretary), E. C. Bennett, Syndicate Trust
Building, St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting,
Chicago, Oct. 13-15.

Kansas Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, J. A. Mercer, 108
West Eighth Ave., Topeka, Kan.

Kansas Gas, Water, Electric Light and
Street Railway Association. Secretary-
treasurer, Ivor Thomas, 237 South Main St.,

Wichita, Kan.

Louisiana Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation Secretary, J. J. Ziegler, 227
Bourbon St. Meeting every Wednesday, Au-
rubon Building, New Orleans.

Maine Electric Association. Secretary-
treasurer, Walter S. Wyman, Waterville,
Maine.

Michigan Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-
tary, Herbert Silvester, 18 Washington
Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Minnesota ELECTRICAL Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, G. M. Jones, 14
Seventh St. N., Minneapolis, Minn.

Minnesota Electric Association. Sec-
retary-treasurer, F. A. Otto, St. Paul Gas
Light Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Mississippi Electric Association. Affili-

ated with the N. !<; L. A. Secretary-treas-
urer, H. F. Wheeler, Hattieshurg, Miss.
Convention, Hattiesbur^, Nov. 12 and 13.

MISSOURI Association of Public Utili-
ties. Secretary-treasurer. F. D. Beanlslee,
Union Electric Light & Power Co., St. Louis.

National Arm, Pin and Bracket Asso-
ciation. Secretary, J. B. Magers, Madison,
ma.

National Association ok Electrical In-
bpbctors. Secretary-treasurer, William L.
Sunt h, < OnCOrd, Mass.

National Distrht Hkatim; Association.
i ;. , l> I.. QaskllL Creenville, Ohio.

National Electric Light Association.
Execul iv, T. C. Martin, 33 West
39th St., New York.

National !AL CONTBACTOBS* As-
sociation of the United Stati
tarv, George H. Duffleld, 41 Martin Build-
ing, Utlca, N. v. Annual meeting, New
York, July, 1916.

National Electrical CREDIT Associa-
tion. Secretary, Frederick P. Vose, 1343
Marquette Building, Chicago.

National Eire Protection Association.
Seer. tarv of electrical committee, Ralph
Sweetland, i n Milk St., Boston, Mass.

National Independent Telephone Asso-
ciation. Permanent headquarters, Room
204, Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, 111.

Nebraska Section, N. E. L. a. Seen
tary-treasurer, S. J. Bell, David City, Neb.

New England Electrical credit asso-
ciation. Secretary, Alton F. Tupper, 60
State St., Boston, Mass.

New England Section, ESlbi raiC VEHI-
CLE Association of America. Secretary.
L. L. Edgar, 39 Boylston St., Boston. Mass.

New England Section, N. E. L. A. Sec-
retary, Miss (). A. Bursiel, 149 Tremont St.,

Boston, Mass.

New Mexico Electrical Association.
Secretarv-treasurer, E. A. Thiele, Roswell,
N. M. Meeting, Albuquerque, Feb. 14-10.

1916.

New York Electrical Society. Secre-
tary, George H. Guy, 29 West 39th St..

New York.

New York Electric Railway Associa-
tion. Secretary, Wm. F. Stanton, Schenec-
tady Railway Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Northwest Section, N. E, L. A. Secre-
tary, E. H. LeTourneau, 602 Electric Build-
ing, Portland, Ore.

Northern White Cedar Association.
Secretary, R. N. Boucher, 743 Lumber Ex-
change, Minneapolis, Minn.

Ohio Electric Light Association. Sec-
retary, D. L. Gaskill, Greenville, Ohio.

Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electri-
cal and Steam Engineers Secretary,
I'rof. F. E. Sanborn, Ohio State University,
Columbus.

Oregon Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation. Secretary-treasurer, J. W. Ober-
ender, 502 Dekum Building, Portland, Ore.

Pennsylvania Electric Association
(State Section N. E. L. A.). Secretary-
treasurer, H. N. Muller, 435 Sixth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Public Service Association of Virginia.
Secretary, W. J. Kehl, Virginia Railway &
Power Co., Richmond, Va.

Public Utilities Association of West
Virginia. Secretary, W. C. Davison, West
Virginia Water & Electric Co., Charleston.
W. Va.

Railway Signal Association. Secre-
tary-treasurer, C. E. Rosenberg, Times
Building, Bethlehem, Pa.

Society for Electrical Development.
Inc. General manager. J. M. Wakeman, 29
West 39th St., New York.

Society for the Promotion of Engi-
neering Education. Secretary, Dean E. L
Bishop, University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Southeastern Section, N. E. L. A.
Secretary-treasurer, George H. Wygant,
Tampa, Ela.

Southwestern Electrical and Gas As-
sociation. Secretary, H. S. Cooper, 405
Slaughter Building, Dallas, Tex.

Tri-Statb Water ft Light Association.
Secretary-treasurer, W. F. Steiglitz, Co-
lumbia, s. c.

Vermont Electrical Association.. Sec-
retary-treasurer, C. H. West, Rutland, Vt.

Western Association of Electrical In-
spectors. Secretary, W. S. Boyd, 175 Jack-
son Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Wtestern Society of Engineers, Elec-
trical Section. Secretary, J. H. Warder,
17:', 7 Monad nock Block, Chicago.

Wisconsin Electrical Association. Sec-
retary, George Allison, 1410 First National
Hank Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
I NITIOP sr \ti:s

SEPT
i- STENTS
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[Prepared by Mitchell a Ulyn, 11 Park
i;,,u . \. u fork 1

1 -\i 1 m 1 . B. S
Alkman, Chicago, in App Bled July 81,

. .mil oll< r for air oom-

1.1 58,91 ' Toi Rah \\ u . P. •' Hummel,
Pittsburgh, Pa App, flled Feb, 85, L915,

and signaling sys
i. in

1,1 58,98 ,'. T« \nsm ittini] Ti in; \pn
I' ii Main i, i lallaa, Tea App, filed

Sept, 88, L918, Has n polarised arms
(mi'.

1,168,944, Maqnbto-Genbrator : T W
in. Wati i ion. [owa, App. died

March 86, 1912, Special timing means
an, i has pole pieces formed from Bheel
metal

1,168,9(10 Lighting Fixture; E. J.

Schweltser ami i: Q, Wagner, Loa An-
geles, Cal, App, in. -a D«-«-. ::, L914, Bpe-
olal canopy structure for Indirect li^lit-

Ing.

1,158.969, Gab Lighter; E. H. Sturts,
Philadelphia. Pa. App. filed Oct. 27,
1914. Pilot light is given increased flow
when gas is turned on to burner.

1,168,976, Mercury-Vapor Apparatus; P.
ii. Thomas, Upper Montclair, N. J. App.
flled Sept. 12, 1912. High-pressure type.

1,168,978. Electrical Controller; F. W.
Van Xess, Milwaukee, Wis. App. flled
April IS, 1910. For vacuum cleaning
systems.

1,154,009. Apparatus for Producing
Gases; ll. ii Goddard, Worcester, Mass.
App. flled Jan. 4, 191;"). By electrolysis;
production and compression of gases sub-
stantially simultaneous.

1,164,016. Dynamic-Braking Controller;
C. T. Henderson. Milwaukee, Wis. App.
flled Oct. 2, 1913. For alternating-cur-
rent motors ; braking connections main-
tained until motor speed is reduced to a
predetermined point.

1,154,025. Electric Meter; C. F. Ketter-
ing, Dayton, Ohio. App. filed May 29,
1912. Protected from short or abnormal
circuits.

1,154,030. Electric Switch; C. J. Klein,
Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed June 19,
1911. Three-point pendent push-button
construction.

1,154,047. Railway-Crossing Alarm; G.
Neville, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada. App. filed Nov. 8, 1912. Dash-
pot construction maintains alarm.

1,154,058. Rectifier; L. R. Rogers, Chi-
cago, 111. App. filed Jan. 23, 1915 Re-
quires no starting devices.

1,154,069. Audiphone ; C. Soret, Havre,
France. App. filed Oct. 5, 1912. Tele-
phone-receiver construction, insertible
into the ear.

1,154,075. Tlelphone Ststem
; J. A. Tag-

gart, Rochester, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 29,
19J3. Automatic switching mechanism
effects the trunk connection.

1,154,081. Leading-in Conductor; O
Weintraub, Lynn, Mass. App. filed May
14, 1912. Tungsten conductor sealed in
magnesium boro-silicate.

1.154.091. Electrolytic Apparatus; J. B.
Burdett, Chicago, 111. App. filed Oct. 29,
1912. For decomposition of water.

1.154.092. Electrode for Electrolytic
Cells

; J. B. Burdett, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Oct. 29, 1912. Reduces the internal
resistance of cell.

1.154.093. Inclosed Flaming-Arc Lamp
;

T. L. Carbone, Charlottenburg, Germanv.
App. filed July 28, 1911. Blocks of mois-
ture-absorbing material in the path of
the circulating gases.

1,154,099. Ground Connector; W. H
Curry, Lake City, Iowa. App. filed Feb.
2o, 1913. Wire attached to pointed plug
and protected by inclosing tube.

1,154,103. Automatic Steering Mechan-
ism

; K. Dougan, Minneapolis, Minn.
App. filed April 18, 1910. Holds vessel
in its course irrespective of wind and
tide.

1.154.111. Electric Heater; W. S. Hada-
way, Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y. App.
filed Sept. 26, 1913. For the ironing rolls
of laundry machinery.

1.154.112. Socket for Electric-Heater
Units ; W. S. Hadaway, Jr., New Ro-
chelle, and J. Amon, New York, N. Y.
App. filed Sept. 26, 1913. For support-
ing removable heater units.

1,154,114. Stove; W. S. Hadaway, Jr.,

c. Grossman,
flled Jan 15,
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1,164,1 80 Circi Dm N i
. F m

nfeld, \ew Fork, N i App flled
Jan. 16, 1915, Thumb Bwltch for port-
able llashlamp.

1,164,182 High Tbnsio . Ts k nsformbh ;

c. Schrader, Halensee, Germany, App.
flled Dec. 2, L910. Magnetic material
surrounds primary, and secondary Is dis-
posed on said magnetic material,

1,154,189 TELEGRAPH OF TELEPHONE RE-
LAY; c stiiie. Zehlendorf. Berlin, < ler-
many, App. filed .March 21. 1914. Has
two colls rotating In opposite directions
and strong magnet Ic field.

1,164,144. Thermo-electric Device ion
Therapeutics; J. b. Wagoner (de
ceased), Los Angeles, Cal. App. tiled

Auk- 31, 1914. Electrode with means in-
dicating when current is on.

1,154,162. Signal Apparatus ; D. Baker,
Los Angeles, Cal. App. flled July If,,

1914. Indicates safety of bridge in re-
spect to height of water.

1,154,184. Electric Signaling Apparatus ;

F. B. Herzog (deceased), New York,
N. Y. App. tiled July 12, 1889. Fire and
police precinct system.

1,154,201. Spark-Plug Connector; A. H.
Oohs, Louisville, Ky. App. filed Dec. 21,
1914. Clamp for attaching wire end to
.spark plug.

1,154,226. Register for Pool or Billiard
Tables ; M. L. Adler, New York, N. Y.
App. filed July 1, 1913. For registering
the games.

1,154,243. Adjustable Lamp for Beds; A.
Goldknopf, New York, N. Y. App. filed
Aug. 5, 1914. Battery containing cyl-
inder supports a lamp.

1,154,250. Operator's Calling Device ; W.
Kaisling, Chicago, 111. App. filed Sept.
19, 1912. Series of impulse-controlled
keys in connection with impulse mech-
anism.

1,154,252. Range Finder; A. M. Kennedy,
West Orange, N. J. App. filed Jan. 27,
1913. Does away with computation.

1,154,257. Combined Removable - Key
Single-Piece Shell and Automatically
Interlocking Shell and Switch-Mech-
anism Socket ; H. W. Lawrence. Denver,
Col. App. filed May 12, 1914. One-piece
porcelain shelf connection.

1,154,264. Rail Bond; G. A. Merkt, Wor-
cester, Mass. App. filed April 8, 1912.
Rail bonds have steel terminals welded to
the steel rails.

1,154,266. Circuit Controller; E. J. Mur-
phy, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed June
28, 1912. Pawl-and-ratchet, step-by-step
mechanism replaced by magnetic attrac-
tion.

1,154,270. Electrically Heated Kitchen
Range ; O. Saelid and K. Pettersen, Sarps-
borg, Norway. App. filed Nov. 4, 1914.
Accumulator type, heating from top as
well as from below.

1,154,274. Limit Controller for Motors;
G. J. Stuart, Bellevue, Pa. App. filed Nov.
1, 1913. For gate valves, etc.

1,154,293. Electrically Propelled Road
Vehicle ; E. Cross, Rotherham. England.
App. filed June 6, 1914. Combined cur-
rent collector and steering arm engage the
tramway rail.

1,154,306. Vacuum Indicator; G. F. Gray,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed Sept. 7,
1912. For vacuum lightning arresters.

1,154,311. Mechanical Interrupter for
Electrical Ignition Systems ; G. Hon-
old, Stuttgart, Germany. App. filed May
22, 1914. For abnormally high engine
speeds.

1,154,320. Electric Welding Apparatus;
O. A. Kenyon, Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.
App. filed Oct. 29, 1912. Special pro-
vision for controlling the welded arc.

1,154,354. Electric Connector; E. F.
Wakefield, Chagrin Falls, Ohio. App. filed
Aug. 27, 1913. For high-tension cable.

1,154,356. Electrical Heater for Liquids;
U. Wedge, Ardmore, Pa. App. filed Feb.
28, 1914. Insertible into a cup of coffee
to warm the same.

1,154,359. Protective Device; D. Basch,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed June 17,
1913. Operates quickly or slowly as over-
load is heavy or light.
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K. E. Shailor, Detroit, Mich. App. tiled

Jan. 31, 1911. Broiler and toasti

i,i:, i.iii. Electric Heater; P. Kuhn and
K. \v. Shailor, Detroit, Mich. App

. limit 11, 1914. Has a removals 1 1 fle< tor
plat,'

L,154,412 Electrical Heater; P. Kuhn
and I''. E. Shailor, Detroit, Mich. App.
flled July 1, 1914. Radiator for 1,

rooms.
1.154.413. Connector for Electrkallt
Heated Instruments; F. Kuhn and P.

E. Shailor, Detroit, Mich. App. filed July
9, 1914. For sadirons, etc.

1.154.414. Electrically Heated Solderino
Iron ; F. Kuhn and F. E. Shailor, De-
troit, Mich. App. filed Aug. 21, 1914.

Has a heat-dissipating surface prevent-
ing overheating of the resistor.

1.154.415. Handle and Terminal Connec-
tion for Electrically Heated Instru-
ments; F. Kuhn and F. E. Shailor, De-
troit, Mich. App. filed Sept. 28, 1914.

For soldering irons, etc.

1.154.416. Electrically Heated Oven; F.

Kuhn, Detroit, Mich. App. filed Oct. 31,

1914. Has naked
frame.

1.154.417. Electrical
Detroit, Mich. App.
Naked resistor.

1.154.418. Electrically Heated Cooking
Utensil ; F. Kuhn and F. E. Shailor, De-
troit, Mich. App. filed April 12, 1915.

Chafing dish.

1,154,441. Transformer Regulation; E.

O. Schweitzer, Chicago, 111. App. filed

Dec. 7, 1910. Alternating-current trans-
former for maintaining pressure con-
stant.

1,154,449. Stop Motion for Looms; J. J.

Smith, Cambridge, Mass. App. filed Dec.
19, 1914. Requires only light current.

1,154,462. Wiring System ; E. A. Walz,
Jr., New York, N. Y. App. filed July 28,

1914. Direction signaling system for au-
tomobiles.

1,154,473. Electric Snap Switch ; J.

Zakrzewski and J. Karasinski, Detroit,
Mich. App. filed April 26, 1915. Oper-
ated by a single push-button.

1,154,480. Fire Alarm; R. L. Brinkley,
Winston-Salem, N. C. App. filed Jan. 11,

1915. Includes a telephone and grapho-
phone.

1,154,496. Slot-Closing Device for
Dynamo-Electric Machines ; W. L. R.
Emmet, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed

Oct. 25, 1911. Made up of slightly sep-
arated laminations.

1,154,514. Incandescent Lamp; R. Jacoby,
Berlin, Germany. App. filed June 27,

1914. Contains argon and nitrogen.

1,154,549. Safety Appliance for Steam
Engines ; H. M. St. John, Passaic, N. J.

App. filed June 5, 1914. Closes throttle
in case of excess water from boiler.

1,154,574. Repeater; C. D. Lanning, Dor-
chester, Mass. App. filed Dec. 13, 1905.
For reinforcing telephonic repeated cur-
rent.

1,154,576. Switch Box; C. C. Maison and
R. H. Robinson, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed

Feb. 24, 1914. Made of built-up boi
units.

1,154,583. Binding Post for Electric/
Conductors ; C. J. Klein, Milwauke
Wis. App. filed Feb. 24, 1913. Soft-

. metal washer is clamped over wire end

1.154.587. Heating System ; H. S. Wil-
liams, Detroit, Mich. App. filed Sept. 22,
1913. Thermostatically controlled far
for circulating the heated air.

1.154.588. Electric Signaling System ;

M. Young and F. Townsend, New York,
N. Y. App. filed Nov. 21, 1903. For
electric railways.
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Rewards of Taking Civic Responsibility

WITH the approach of Electrical Prosperity Week
managers of central stations in towns and small

cities realize as never before the influence and power

that comes with a record for civic service. The central-

station manager or the leading electrical contractor in

the city or town who has identified himself with the

board of trade and worked as a fellow member, shoulder

to shoulder with the other representative merchants

and business men, is in a position to claim support from

his entire city. The man who has been a stay-at-home

cannot. Of course, he has an enterprise in the Pros-

perity Week celebration that will make a strong appeal

to non-electrical interests as a purely business proposi-

tion, but beyond that there is a much wider opportunity.

Within the last few years it is gratifying to find so

many managers participating in the life of their com-

munities and assuming the responsibilities of public

office and the opportunities for service that come with

it. In several cities electrical men are to be found at

the head of the chamber of commerce or in the fore-

front of committee work, and by this activity each one

of them has earned a popularity that is an invaluable

asset not only for himself but for his company and his

personal business future. Consider the degree of sym-

pathy which these men can command for the widening

of the application of electricity and what it will be

worth to their communities. Electricity as represented

by them, in the local point of view, has become a friend

to all the town and as a friend will prosper.

The Chance for the Motor Vehicle

AN electric motor is not simply a substitute for a

horse between the shafts of a truck. The motor-

driven vehicle does more than replace the horse-driven

vehicle. The installation of a motor-driven vehicle sets

a faster pace for the complete delivery or haulage system

and enables new and better standards of performance to

be maintained for the general methods of handling and

transporting products. Our delivery systems have been

built up around the horse as a motive power. The horse

has physical limitations of endurance. Observations

show that the horse stands six and one-quarter hours

out of every ten. As a consequence, loading and un-

loading operations and the flow of products in and out

of merchandise-handling establishments have all been

planned with the physical capacities of the horse as the

prime consideration. The motor truck has no such

physical limitations. It can work and must work almost

continuously to be most economical. Specific informa-

tion as well as interesting generalizations on this impor-

tant relation between horse, electric and gasoline trucks

are presented in the final report of the electrical engi-

neering department of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, published under an appropriation by the

Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston. Motor
trucks to be most successfully operated must be the

nucleus of a delivery plan which may differ materially

from the delivery system for which the horse is the

motive power. An electric motor truck puts the delivery

of products on an engineering and not on a rule-of-

thumb basis. Manufacturers, therefore, in general

must sell not only the electric vehicle itself but a plan

for using it successfully. They must offer the user the

modern substitute for an old-fashioned method of pack-

ing, receiving, storing, handling, shipping and discharg-

ing merchandise which has been developed with the

horse as the motive power. The wider distribution of

any special product which knocks the props from under
the traditional way of doing work generally depends on
accompanying that product with a plan showing how
the better way is brought about. The price of the

product legitimately must include the cost of showing
buyers how they can improve their methods.

The 50,000-Kw. Steam Turbine in Sight

BULK demands for energy on metropolitan stations

are creating designs of equipment and operating

practice that point to a marked advance in steam-station

engineering. The operating experiences with turbo-

generators of 20,000-kw. rating and over in several of

our large cities seem to indicate that a water rate of

12 lb. per kilowatt-hour at full rated load is an average

performance, while at least one installation of a 30,000-

kw. unit during recent tests has shown a water rate

as low as 11.3 lb. per kilowatt-hour. In general, the

economy of the larger machines now in operation and
going into operation seems to be from 10 to 20 per

cent better than for units built not more than three

years ago, making a possible saving in operating costs

that amounts in some cases to at least 20 per cent. Two
types of large turbines are now competing for first

place in operating efficiency, namely, the design with a

single runner and a single generator and the design

which carries out the steam expansion in two elements

operating at different speeds with each element driving

its own generator. The latter design is the one used by
the Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New York
City. A unit of the former type having a rating of

35,000 kw. is soon to be started in the new station of

the Philadelphia Electric Company, as mentioned else-

where in this issue of the Electrical World. While
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this unit is the largesl one buill up to this time, there is

imw un the horison a unit <>r 50,000 kw, rating concern-

ing whu-h engineer! are expressing considerable confl

dence as a further solution <>t' the problem! brought

about bj the growing demands for energy ami higher

operating efficiencies, in connection with the operation

of such large units new developments in station design

are suggested. Higher steam pressures seem certain,

ami it is probable thai even >"" lb. or 600 lb. per square

inch will he considered a practical pressure in many
eases, while a pressure of 1000 lb. has been suggested

tor units of 80,000-kw. to r>0,000-kw. rating. This will

virtually mean a revolution in the design of steam

piping and fittings and involve a thorough study of the

rtlation of auxiliaries to the turbine pressure and the

limitations of pressure available for use with condensers

and other equipment. Unless there is an increase in

steam pressure or superheat, marked gains in water

rates cannot be expected in going to the higher ratings.

With an operating steam pressure of 500 lb. per square

inch or thereabouts, it is reasonable to expect a gain in

efficiency of around 10 per cent, which will certainly be

an interesting performance in view of the results now

secured under ordinary steam conditions. A further

and an interesting possible saving with the larger units

is that due to labor. It is not probable that a larger or

a more skilled force of men will be required to operate

a 50,000-kw. unit than is now called for by the 30,000-

kw. turbine, so that the cost of labor per kilowatt-hour

generated will be appreciably reduced. With few me-

chanical difficulties in the way of building and operating

these monster turbo-generators, and with the demands

for energy in bulk certain to increase more rapidly in

the future than in the past, not only is the early arrival

of the 50,000-kw. unit probable, but even one of larger

rating may make its advent.

Test Installation of Bare Concentric Wire

Pare concentric conductors for interior wiring

will have their place in future applications of elec-

tricity. Many problems are involved in the general

application of this form of wiring; but only the fullest

discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of this

system will give it its place in the industry. It is there-

fore worth while summarizing the results of the first

installations of concentric wiring in America, described

on other pages of this issue. Great credit is due the

local central-station company, the manufacturers, the

contractors, the insurance company and the N. E. L. A.

committee on wiring for their co-operative and suc-

cessful effort. Practical tests help settle many miscon-

ceptions and clear the way through much discussion.

The trial installations were completed with American-

made products exclusively except for the "twist-ons,"

which were not available. Naturally, in these trial in-

stallations it was not possible to procure standard types

of fittings for concentric work. It is to be hoped that

within the next year or two different manufacturers

will add such lines to the fittings already available for

liar work and which will continue L. he needed.

Such a line of material Will not seriouslj interfere with

existing types; on the contrary, it will permit the manu-
facturer and contractor to gel new business where ap-

parent h there was none before. While no figures of

cost are available at this time, there was a substantial

gain in efficiency in wiring the second and third resi-

dences, so that the Anal house was wired at a cost

Closely comparable with the present house-wiring cam-

paign prices of the Boston ftdison company. The trial

installation indicates that with fittings and appliances

especially designed for the work a field for wiring homes
and small mercantile establishments will be opened

which could not use present Btandard equipment. Ap-

pearance, also, has come in for its share of discussion,

which the trial helps to settle. By painting the sheath

to match wallpaper and interior woodwork the appear-

ance of the test installation is by no means unattractive.

All in all, these trial installations have shown what can

be done in a most admirable manner. The possibilities

are evident, as has been pointed out in the earlier pres-

entation of this subject in the Electrical World. It

will be surprising if this practical working out of the

bare concentric-wiring system in Boston does not open

a fruitful field for popularizing electric service in com-

munities, such as those which surround industrial es-

tablishments, where kerosene and gasoline are competi-

tors of electric light.

Long-Distance Radiotelephony

It has become a habit to accept the marvelous as com-

monplace. Since the Philadelphia Centennial, only

thirty-nine years ago, so many prophecies of fiction have

become scientific fact that new announcements are quick-

ly taken for granted. Radiotelephony from New York to

Hawaii has become fact. Yet the wonder of the achieve-

ment is nearly lost sight of. We accept the fact and

immediately discuss how soon a way will be found to

transmit visual images as well as sound electrically.

The announcement of the transmission of telephone mes-

sages over long distances without wires follows, more-

over, only a few months after the establishment of wire

communication between New York and San Francisco.

While the exact detail methods by which both these

achievements have been made possible cannot be made

public at this time, that long-sought device, the tele-

phone relay of great delicacy and practically zero iner-

tia, is considered to be the element which, in combina-

tion with modern forms of almost distortionless line

construction, has made possible the transcontinental

telephone.

It is both interesting and significant to learn that

this same device is the single new instrument which

has, in the past few months, extended the attainable

signaling range of radiotelephony from some few hun-

dreds to nearly 5000 miles. The development of these

devices has been going forward for some time. The

several steps have been taken, as a rule, hand in

hand with those in the closely analogous art of radio-

telegraphy; in fact, the advances have in general been
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iade for telegraphic use and thereafter applied to the

adiotelephone. In this way the sensitiveness and se-

ictivity of receivers have been improved, the design of

adiating and absorbing aerial structures has been bet-

?red, and plants for the generation of large amounts of

jstained-wave energy have been produced. All of these

re equally applicable to both radiotelegraphy and radio-

ilephony. Telephony without wires has been unable

) progress much beyond its early stages, however,

irough the lack of apparatus for modulating powerful

igh-frequency currents according to variations of the

oice. The commercial carbon microphones handle at

lost a few watts, whereas for radio hundreds of watts

lould be controlled. The discovery and development

f the vacuum-tube repeater has now provided the

eeded instrument; in this instance radiotelephony has

alien heir to that which was created for wire telephony.

he type of relay which amplifies the effect of an ordi-

ary transmitter connected by wire with the sending

adio station may, in much the same manner, be used

> build up the strength of the received signal. Thus

sice variations which are inaudibly weak in the usual

ireless receivers may be magnified so that they are

iud enough to be heard easily by a receiving operator,

rid, in the absence of disturbing noises from interfer-

ice or "static," tremendous distances may be covered

y radio.

The greatest remaining problem in radiotelephony is

lat of overcoming atmospheric interference. This

andicap also exists for the radiotelegraph, and until

s solution is reached or approximated it will be im-

Dssible to make continuous commercial use of these

lost delicate receivers for radio communication, either

v Morse or by voice. The accomplishment of the men
orking under Chief Engineer Carty of the American

elephone & Telegraph Company in carrying to a suc-

jssful demonstration the development and application

f amplifiers in radiotelephony is, nevertheless, a work

eserving the fullest appreciation. Distortion-free,

on-depreciating trunk "lines" are a great stride nearer

> realization than was generally believed a few months

Tower-Line Protection Against Sleet Havoc

With the approach of the season during which sleet

nd snow storms work their greatest havoc to trans-

lission lines it will be found profitable from the stand-

oint of preparedness to consider the lessons of last

ear's experience. Of particular interest is one storm

f the past spring that raided the South Atlantic Coast

f the United States, becoming most ferocious in a see-

on of North Carolina, where a whole hydroelectric

'stem was seriously disabled. Unusual atmospheric

editions with snow, followed by rain at freezing tem-

erature and by a strong gale, loaded the line wires to

point which at the time of the design of the line had

een considered entirely unlikely for that section, cover-

lg the conductors with snow, in semi-ice condition, to

diameter of six inches. From an engineering stand-

oint the interesting feature of the damage to the trans-

mission lines was that it fell upon wooden-pole lines and

steel-tower lines alike, putting them out of commission

with an even hand. The wooden lines failed in the

usual manner, but the tower lines appear to have given

away chiefly by twisting and buckling from the sheer

weight and drag of the loaded wires. The wind in

itself was really not heavy; in fact, hard winds rarely

coincide with conditions which permit the formation of

sleet.

The modern tower line, with its very widely sepa-

rated wires and long overhang of the insulator supports

beyond the tower head, seems to be particularly liable

to twisting from the mere length of the lever arms, and

this, from the reports which have reached us, seems to

have been the chief cause of failure. A twisting tower

is quite likely to buckle under the combination of torque

and weight, and it appears to have been satisfactorily

demonstrated in this storm that the tower line, like any

other overhead line, is subject to considerable risks

from the combination of sleet and wind pressure. It is

somewhat difficult to say what the moral of the tale

may be. It is entirely evident that the resisting

strength was inadequate. It is not at all clear, however,

just what the remedy should be. Perhaps the tendency

in building tower lines has been to employ too long a

span for too light rigid construction. It is not impos-

sible that a more flexible tower system, depending for

security not on the rigidity of each and every separate

structure but on extremely secure anchoring at inter-

vals of a few towers and considerable flexibility be-

tween these limits, would have resulted in less damage.

The other alternative for safety would seem to be much
greater conservatism in spacing and factors of safety

on the one hand or the actual consideration of under-

ground circuits on the other. Underground operation

over long distances represents a serious task not to be

undertaken without extreme need. Underground work
at high voltage and fifty cycles has become fairly com-

mon on the Continent, but the ordinary distance of

transmission there is so much less than here that paral-

lels cannot be safely drawn.

It would seem desirable in any event to take greater

precautions in the construction of important main lines

such as may be damaged by heavy storms. If at every

mile or so the supporting structure was built in the

form of a bridge, thus freeing the supports from heavy
torque, well anchored against pull in the direction of

the line, considerable flexibility could be allowed in the

intermediate supports and the attachment of the wires

to them. In designing a line one must either make it

strong enough to support any conceivable strain at every

point or deliberately provide flexibility except where the

strains are intentionally concentrated and taken care of.

In any event the failure of service from severe storms

points to the great desirability of separating large cir-

cuits as far as may be, and reaching all important load

points by way of an interconnected network so that

nothing short of a very complete destruction of the

lines can interfere with a prompt resumption of inter-

rupted service.
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Opening of the Now York Khxtri

cal Show
Tht BS«Ctl I'.'l Kxpoi it ion anil Moto

Bhow, tin' ninth kIv<-h in .New v..ri< cUv
lllllli'l the p. Hi <<n )• ol Hi. . entl ;,| Htntloi

computet ol Qraater New \<„y. and o
New .l'i \, Opened at Hi.- Craml Centrt
I 'ala. -i- on \\'i .p i |,| H Week. 10. W

It
. president (>r tin- Cenei a| I

Company, had rhargi "I tht prelli

fUnCtiOni Incident to Hi>- formal opening
and .1 W I.I. I. ol Hi.- ,\.w ,

Company outlined tin- objects .,r the shov
and ih«- aspirations oi tin latlom
oi the pit] regarding electric service. Tele
phonic connection wai made between thi,

Panama Pacific International Exposll
San Francisco and the ' (rand < lentl

ace, and (
'. W. Moore, pr< : Ident of i

position, and Arthur Williams,]
the Show, exchanged greetings,
other years, almost every electrical devla
suitable for the home is shown in operation
The Palace itself Is a blaze of llghl

the avenue leading to it is also special!]
lighted for a number of blocks. All

metropolitan central-station companies hav«
booths, the space occupied by the largei
companies being especially conspicuous and
appropriately decorated. The show wll

close on Oct. 16.

A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

VOICE CARRIED 4900 MILES BY RADIO
Wireless Telephonic Communication from Washington,

D. C, to Honolulu—Events Leading Up to Present Re-

markable Tests Outlined, with Comments by Leading

Wireless Experts

The human voice was successfully carried across the

continent by wireless telephony on Sept. 29, when Theo-
dore N. Vail, president of the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, in New York, spoke to J. J. Carty,

chief engineer of the company, in Mare Island, San
Francisco Bay. Speech transmitted from the radio sta-

tion at Arlington was also heard clearly at the Pearl

Harbor station in Hawaii, 4900 miles away.
With a few notable exceptions, radiotelephone workers

of the past have been so much given to claiming great

things for their various instruments and then failing

to accomplish anything even remotely resembling the

original promises that it is gratifying to find a real

accomplishment in the art not previously advertised.

Fessenden's demonstrations were made without ostenta-

tion ; the radio transmission of speech from Brant Rock
to Plymouth, although covering a distance of only 12

miles, in which the high-frequency current of 70,000

cycles was produced by a special alternating-current

dynamo directly connected to the aerial wires and was
modulated by voice waves received over a line wire and
acting through a new type of microphonic relay, came
as a surprise to the world. This work was extended
gradually, until at a distance of about 400 miles the

power-handling limit of the carbon modulators was
reached. In spite of many inventors' announcements
of transatlantic telephony about to be established by
wireless, the early work has remained a complete record

(except for a few sporadic communications established

under extremely favorable conditions) until recently.

Practical radiotelephony over long distances has

awaited the development of instruments suitable for

modulating large powers, in much the same way as

transcontinental wire telephony was delayed until suit-

able relays were developed. Although the American
Telephone & Telegraph Company cannot now make any

definite statements as to the technology of the apparatus

which it has worked out for both these purposes, on ac-

count of a somewhat complicated patent situation, it is

stated in radio engineering circles that the use of ther-

mionic relays as "singing repeaters" for the generation

of high-frequency oscillations, similar devices for modu-

lating the large radio-frequency power thus produced,

and additional amplifiers for magnifying the response

at the receiving station, have made possible the recent

long-distance telephonic transmissions.

The work of the American Telephone & Telegraph

Company on these lines has continued for some little

time past. Early this year an experimental station

having an antenna of six 600-ft. wires strung between

steel towers 160 ft. in height was erected at Montauk
Point, L. I. Wireless telephonic speech transmitted

from this plant was received at New York and then at a

receiving station at Wilmington, Del., 200 miles away,

loaned for the tests. Soon thereafter an experimental

receiving station having an antenna some 1000 ft. long

on 120-ft. masts was erected on St. Simon's island, about

1000 miles from Montauk Point. Radiotelephonic speech

was received here and relayed back over the wire lines

to New York City. As Bancroft Gherardi of the com-

pany puts it : "The results of these earlier tests so con-

clusively demonstrated the correctness of our theories

and the value of our work and its possibilities that

steps were immediately taken to try distances compara-

ble with those involved in transatlantic and transpacific

telephony."

It had been known for some time that the American

Telephone & Telegraph Company and the Western Elec-
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•ic Company had been experimenting in radio-trans-

lission from the Arlington station of the United States

avy Department, the aerial of which was loaned for

lat purpose. That the results which would be secured

ere to be of such great importance and interest was
;irdly suspected, however. After a period of prelimi-

ary experimentation, in which the special apparatus of

le telephone company was connected to the aerial sup-

arted from the three tall towers at Arlington, on Aug.
1 a telephonic test was made from there to Darien,

;thmus of Panama, 2100 miles away. Satisfactory

Deech was actually transmitted between the naval sta-

ons at these points, and greater likelihood of success

)r the anticipated transcontinental tests was thus

idicated.

On Wednesday, Sept. 29, shortly after noon, every-

ling was ready for talking by radio from Arlington

> the California coast. Receivers were adjusted at the

aval stations at Mare Island and San Diego, 2500 and

500 miles distant respectively from Arlington. Wire
mnection with New York was made from Arlington,

tid the relays there were arranged so that speech from
le company's New York offices could be impressed upon
le wireless radiation. Thereupon President Theodore
. Vail in New York spoke to Chief Engineer John J.

arty at Mare Island, his voice being carried by wire

) Arlington and from there across the continent by
ireless. The wave-length used was about 6000 meters,

ad the sending antenna current was in the neighbor-

ood of 100 amp.

"Speech Possible with Japan"—J. J. Carty

In commenting on the success of the experiment, Mr.
arty said : "What pleases me is that the standard office

jlephone instruments were sufficient for sending and
eceiving. A most interesting part of the achievement
i the automatic transmission of messages from wires

> wireless and back again to wires. The transconti-

ental experiment might have been conducted from a

an Francisco office building, but we wanted to be near

le apparatus at Mare Island. It is only a matter of

ime until it will be possible to telephone by wireless

rom the United States to Japan. Conversation with
luropean capitals will be perfectly possible, and but for

le war we should have tried to talk across the Atlantic

i this first experiment.

"Overcoming atmospheric disturbances is the greatest

roblem we have. During the conversation with New
'ork there was sometimes a roar like the sound of dis-

ant musketry, which was recognized as static distur-

ance, the source of far greater trouble to the wireless

slephone than to the telegraph. Owing to the large

umber of vibrations required for transmitting a tele-

hone message, tuning for wireless telephony permits
f a very much smaller number of separate conversa-

ions than in telegraphy. This is but one of the reasons

hat have developed which show clearly that the func-

ion of the wireless telephone is primarily to reach

laccessible places where wires cannot be strung. It

'ill act mainly as an extension of the wire system and
feeder to it."

Honolulu Hears Arlington

A number of other officers of the company, both at

lew York and Arlington, used the transcontinental

adiotelephone during the remainder of the same day.

Reports on the speech as heard at Mare Island and San
>iego were received from time to time by wire tele-

hone and telegraph. Word also came from Darien,

'anama, that the speech was being heard there. But
he climax was reached when, soon after midnight, re-

eipt of the transmitted voice waves was reported from
'earl Harbor, near Honolulu, Hawaii, about 4900 miles

rom Arlington. As would be expected, the signals at

that great distance were not so strong or easily handled

as at San Francisco, but nevertheless a number of dif-

ferent observers were able to receive words and con-

nected sentences distinctly.

When not subject to static interference the articula-

tion was good aod the volume so great that the received

words could be heard with the telephone receiver some

distance from the ear. At many times, however, static

interference was bad and prevented the reception of

intelligible speech, and at times there was serious in-

terference from nearby high-powered wireless-telegraph

stations, according to Mr. Gherardi. All this is espe-

cially interesting when considered in the light of the

small antenna used at Pearl Harbor. Here the Amer-

ican Telephone & Telegraph Company erected a tem-

porary structure consisting of a span about 250 ft. lonK

running from the top of a smokestack about 100 ft.

high to the top of a water tank about 80 ft. high. The

connection to the receiver was made by a lead from the

smokestack end, at right angles to the main aerial, to a

pole 30 ft. high and 400 ft. away.

Considering the tests as a whole, it appears that some

MAP SHOWING 4900-MILE RADIUS OF ARLINGTON-

HONOLULU EXPERIMENT

degree of transatlantic telephony is assured. The an-

tennas used were not exceptionally large in any case,

except possibly that of the receiving plant at Darien,

and with structures of modern design it seems not too

much to anticipate the possibility of telephony across

the Pacific from Seattle to Yokohama. The map which

is reproduced herewith sets out in striking manner the

several great spans actually covered.

Wireless to Be Adjunct to Wire System, Declares Gherardi

Under favorable conditions even the transmission of

speech from the Pacific Coast to New York and thence

by radio to London, through the relaying system, seems

within the bounds of possibility. This feature of inter-

connection, at both sender and receiver, between the

wireless and the wire telephones is one of the most

satisfying results of the new developments. The possi-

bility of relaying messages in this way opens up a great

new field for the radiotelephone, and therefore, Mr.

Gherardi says, he expects it to form a new and impor-

tant adjunct to the wire system of communication. By
means of wireless there can be established communica-
tion between points to which it is impossible to extend

wires. Nevertheless, both he and Mr. Carty point out,

for many reasons radiotelephony can never take the

place of wire systems. Wireless communication, both

telephonic and telegraphic, is from its nature subject to

interference and disturbance from numerous natural

and artificial conditions. The great problems of elimi-

nating static or atmospheric interference and station
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interference and of providing lecrecj have still to in-

solved commercially.
.said h\ .Mr. Vail: "So far as tin- perfection of

the wireless telephone r."< ,s
. there has been no Dew bi

invention, merely a perfection of the sending and re

ceiving instruments, Of course, in the perfection of

these delicate machines there have been minor in

i ions." So rapid and phenomenal has been 1 1 1
«

* growth
of radio investigation thai many men of unusual scien-

tific ability have been attracted to its fields. The com
ments of these men are particularly interesting.

Marconi Believes London-Neil York Service Assured

William Marconi, the pioneer in commercial wireless

telegraphy, is quoted in a London special as saying:
"There is not a shade of doubt thai wireless telephony

across the ocean is assured in the future. The time will

come after the war when a man may take up a receiver

in his London office, ask central to connect him with
New York, and do his talking without any more effort

than if he were in conversation over the wire with Paris.

An ordinary receiver such as is now used could be em-
ployed at each end."

Audion Principle Outlined by De Forest

Dr. Lee de Forest said to a representative of the
Electrical World:

"In 1907 I secured a patent on the audion as an ampli-
fier of pulsating or alternating current. There appeared
to be no lower limit of sensitiveness of the audion ampli-
fier, and unless overloaded there was no observable
distortion in the amplified current. By use of two or
three audion amplifiers in connection with very faint
telephone currents an amplification of 100 to 1000 times
is obtainable. As an amplifier of telephonic current the
audion has certainly proved its value in the long-distance
telephone lines of the American Telephone & Telegraph
Company. This company is licensed under all the issued
audion patents, both for wire and wireless telephony,
and has made remarkable advance in both these depart-
ments by use of the audion principles.

"It is, however, as a source of high-frequency elec-

trical oscillations suitable for radio communications
that the audion-type bulb is just now arousing the
greatest interest. From one audion oscillion bulb, 3 in.

in diameter, I am able to generate 25 watts of high-
frequency energy, capable of telephoning 3250 miles. I

built these bulbs up to 7 in. and can get very much
larger power out of larger sizes. Dr. Langmuir of the
Qeneral Electric Company, I understand, has succeeded
in getting as high as 1 kw. in a single bulb by using a
very high voltage and exhausting the lamp to the highest
degree possible.

"By connecting the bulbs in parallel greater power is

obtainable. The Western Electric Company's engineers

have been quick to recognize the possibility of this mul-
tiple-unit service, for in the Arlington installation they
have employed some 300 audion oscillion bulbs in multi-

ple, from each of which they obtained about 0.5 amp.
of high-frequency current. The use of the audion prin-

ciple in transmission and for amplification and detec-

tion has made transcontinental telephony possible."

Pupin Points Out Effects Due to Static Forces

Prof. M. I. Pupin, whose invention of the "loading

coil" made long-distance wire telephony possible, said to

a representative of the Electrical World:
"The greatest problem of all wireless work, and par-

ticularly wireless telephony, is the elimination of the

effects of static disturbances. Every grounded system
is acted upon by these forces. The Delaney system of

wire telegraphy was a failure because of static in-

fluences. The Wheatstone system was successful be-

cause it had solved this problem.

"In wireless work, however, the effeel is much mort

pronounced because oi the vertical system, in fact

rioua are these Btatic effects thai stations on tin

Atlantic ('oast have frequently had to suspend oper-

ations for forts eighl hours at a time. These disturb-,

ances are, however, not always BO serious; at times there

conies a lull or calm. It is at these tunes thai we hear

of record breaking achievements in long d\, tance wire-

less telegraphy.
"The Olutioo Of the problem of overcoming static

influences does nol lie in increasing tin; sending power.

This has been repeatedly tried only to fail. Owing
to the necessity Of secrecy at the present time because

• if pending patents, I am not at liberty to say just what

the solution is. I will say this, however: I have solved,

this problem. Theory, experimental results obtained in

my laboratory and actual antenna results all agree ex-

actly. There is absolutely no question regarding th<

THE ARLINGTON STATION FROM WHICH THE VOICE

IMPULSES WERE SENT

successful operation of my discovery. It works both

practically and theoretically."

In an interview with a representative of the Elec-

trical World, Edward J. Nally, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Com-

pany of America, said:

"The recent demonstration by the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company has drawn forth discus-

sion as to the arrangement and character of apparatus

employed, and the claimants for complimentary mention

and for priority of invention are cropping up in many

directions. The success of this experiment was largely

due to the employment of an improved form of vacuum

valve. Of course, the work of Dr. Lodge and of Mar-

coni in tuning the circuits is indispensable and of pri-

mary importance in wireless telephony as well as in

wireless telegraphy. Professor Fleming of the College

of the City of London has pointed out that a vacuum

chamber containing a hot element and a cold element is

well adapted to receive and respond to these extremely

minute oscillations of current. He also pointed out that

the vacuum valve was a rectifier of these oscillations
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and that it was well adapted for a detector in wireless

signaling.

"Undoubtedly Professor Fleming's invention is the

keystone of the arch on which this successful demonstra-

tion is supported. The Fleming vacuum valve has been
used by the American Telephone & Telegraph Company
in its land-line work and was very extensively employed
as a repeater in the demonstration made on land lines

between New York and San Francisco some time prior

to the wireless demonstration above referred to. It is

well known that that land-line demonstration was
founded on the invention of Professor Pupin, who con-

tributed the 'loading coil.' It also involved the use of a

composite circuit and much experience gained by ex-

perimental work. Without the vacuum valve of Fleming
it would be impossible to telephone any such distance as

indicated. Dr. Langmuir of the General Electric Com-
pany greatly improved the Fleming valve, and Roy A.

Weagant, chief engineer of the Marconi company, has,

while working in the laboratory of that company, ob-

tained much information and valuable data and has

invented improvements which go far toward rendering

the valve more practical, more constant and more use-

ful as a commercial apparatus."

A. E. R. A. AT SAN FRANCISCO
Electric-Railway Men Discuss Problems of Public Relations

and Business Conditions Confronting Their Industry

The convention of the American Electric Railway
Association and its allied and affiliated bodies, which
met in the Native Sons' Building at San Francisco, Oct.

1 to 8, was characterized by a spirit of enthusiasm and
energy and by a number of important addresses on
leading topics of the day by men of national reputation.

Notable among the papers were those on "Evils of Gov-
ernment Ownership" by ex-Senator Bourne, "The
Foundation Principles of the Valuation of Electric

Railways" by B. J. Arnold, "Welfare Work" by J. W.
Lilienthal, and "The Relation of Electric Railways to

Agriculture" by Paul Shoup.
President C. Loomis Allen in his address gave a

vivid picture of the problems now confronting the elec-

tric-railway industry. He pointed out that business de-

pression has wrought such havoc in earnings that the
value of securities has been seriously affected and the

market for new securities with private investors almost
completely destroyed. Furthermore, municipal owner-
ship, partnerships with municipalities, State regulation

and home rule have from time to time been sources of

great concern to owners and operators of electric rail-

ways. The speaker pointed out that if there is to be

successful railway operation all parties interested in

railway operation—meaning the public, employee, State

and municipality, and investor—must be reasonable

in their demands. In addition, it was pointed out that

quality of service is dependent wholly upon the securing

of capital to provide the facilities for rendering such
service. Therefore the public and regulating bodies

should not make it difficult to secure necessary capital.

In referring to the past year's work of the association,

the president mentioned the participation of the asso-

ciation's representatives in the conference called by th3

United States Bureau of Standards to consider its pro-

posed safety rules. By means of inquiries addressed to

its member companies the association is collecting a con-

siderable quantity of valuable data for the use of these

representatives. It is anticipated that their co-operation

will have an important influence upon the character of

rules to be finally promulgated by the Bureau of

Standards.

In closing his address, the president made the follow-

ing recommendations: That members of the legal de-

partments of member companies be brought in closer

touch with the association's work, and that the now.

allied manufacturers' association be granted a charter,

placing it on the same basis as the engineering, ac-

countants', transportation and traffic, and claims as-

sociations.

The engineering association's committee on power

generation presented a report outlining a method for

analyzing power-station costs that was decidedly novel.

This affiliated association has also contributed liberally

to this year's progress by a report on power distribu-

tion, including specifications on overhead-line materials.

One of the most important addresses before the ac-

countants' association was that by G. B. Willcutt, em-

phasizing the important part that accountants' reports

play in administrative work when they are properly

compiled, compared and analyzed.

Friday morning was Exposition Day at the conven-

tion, and a bronze plaque was presented to the associa-

tion by the officers of the Panama-Pacific Exposition

Company, commemorative of the 1915 meeting. Among
those who spoke at this assembly was James H. McGraw
of the McGraw Publishing Company, who referred to

the important influence exercised on the industry by the

American Electric Railway Association and allied man-

ufacturers' association. He pointed out that the electric-

railway industry has kept pace with the best in Amer-
ican industrial life and has gone hand in hand with

other important developments that have made this

country the leader of the world in prosperity and those

things that make for the convenience and comfort of

its people. During a short period of thirty-five years a

tremendous industry has been created, now capitalized

at more than $4,500,000,000, exclusive of the large

amount of capital invested in the immense industries

required to supply these railway companies with appa-

ratus in the way of cars, electrical equipment, generat-

ing apparatus and rails. The number of passengers

carried increased from 2,023,010,290 in 1890 to more

than 12,000,000,000 in 1912. More important than

these figures, however, is the effect which electric rail-

ways have had on the comfort, health and prosperity of

citizens.

Jovian Convention Arrangements

Arrangements have been completed and all prepara-

tions made for the thirteenth annual Jovian convention,

to be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, 111., Oct. 13,

14 and 15. Many prominent men both within and with-

out the industry have signified their intention of being

present at the convention and of delivering addresses.

Papers will be presented on the following topics:

"Extending the Utilization of Electrical Energy," "A
Clearing House for Electrical Associations," "The Re-

lation of the Jobber to the Electrical Industry," "Safety

in Electrical Installations," "The Relation of Technical

and Non-Technical Men in the Electrical Field." "The
Progress of the Electrical Industry," "Contingent Bene-

fits from Promotion of Electric-Vehicle Sales," "The

Making of a Man," "Electrical Prosperity Week," "The

Public Utility as a Factor in the Development of a

City," "Merchandising Methods," and "Thrift Among
Employees of Electrical Companies."

Many entertainment features have been provided for

those attending the convention. Arrangements have

been completed whereby visiting ladies will be escorted

to various points of interest by Chicago hostesses, who
will also personally conduct shopping tours. Under the

direction of Oscar Dane of St. Louis over 200 costumed

performers, assisted by a number of orchestras, will

provide the entertainment on Friday evening.
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CONVENTION OF COLORADO ASSOCIATION
Organisation In Convention Protests kgalnst Ferris Bill and

Federal Regulation oi Water-Power

The thirteenth annual convention of i in- Colorado
Electric Light, Power A Railway Association was called

to order al Glenwood Springe bj President w. F. Etaber

on Thursday . Sept. -•">.

The attendance was the largest In the history of the
association, the central stations being particularly well

represented. The presidenl In his address drew atten-

tion to the work of the association. "During the past

year," he said, "the association has made an earnest,

effort to bring about the recognition of that fundamental
principle of all public utility legislation the elimination
of competition, with complete regulation. Unfortu-
nately, Colorado lias not fully recognized this principle
to the extent of writing it into her laws." The asso-
ciation, he said, contends lor such reasonable legislation

as will afford the industry protection and make it pos-
sible for it to continue to obtain the necessary capital

for the expansion of business at reasonable rates of
interest. This is necessary to the welfare of the busi-

ness as well as to the people of Colorado if the utilities

are expected to continue to develop new territory or
make any considerable expenditures upon existing prop-
erties. The future of the business depends largely upon
the inducements offered capital for permanent invest-

ment.
Federal Control of Water-Power

Mr. Hammond of the Colorado Power Company moved
that some action should be taken at once in regard to
the Ferris bill, which puts the water rights of the State
in the hands of the federal government, tending to stop
all future developments of use of water for power in the
State. The following resolution was unanimously car-
ried:

"Whereas the expressed policy of the federal govern-
ment upon the utilization of public lands in development
of water-power, as exemplified in the so-called Ferris
bill, denies the sovereignty and the eminent domain of
the State of Colorado and would place burdensome re-

strictions upon all further development of water-power

;

and
"Whereas we believe that the right to condemn all

property, except that property devoted to federal uses
upon which sovereignty is vested in the United States
by its Constitution, for public or quasi-public use,

whether the proprietorship of such property lies in the
federal government or in private ownership, is a funda-
mental, constitutional right of our State; and

"Whereas, further, we believe that from an economic
standpoint alone wisdom and sense would dictate that
the State and not some remote authority should deter-

mine and control whatever degree of stimulation, con-
dition or restriction, as determined by local needs and
conditions, should be placed upon the development of

the natural resources within the State:
"Be it resolved, That the Colorado Light, Power &

Railway Association in annual convention assembled
deprecates and protests against the federal policy con-
tained in the Ferris bill directly contravening the views
herein expressed, and against any federal policy denying
to the States the right to condemn public lands at not
exceeding the fair market value of the lands so con-
demned, or any policy depriving the States of their

inherent right to control and regulate their own internal

affairs, or conflicting with such control and regulation
by the State ; and
"Be it further resolved, That this association pro-

tests against lodging in the federal government the tre-

mendous power over all future industrial growth in

public-land States now sought to be arrogated to the

federal government, and declares that the policy of the

federal government Is most portentous to the future

political welfare of the citizens of all public land St.v

and
"Me it further resolved, That tin- resolution be spretl

upon the minutes of the association and copies thereof

he sent, to the I' resident of t he I'm ted States, the Sei

tarj of the Interior of the United States, the Governor
of Colorado, I he Colorado Senators and Representatives

in Congress, the presidenl of the Investment Banki

Association of America, the president of the American
Mining Congress, the presidenl of the National Ele<

Light Association, and to the proper presiding officer

of the Portland conference of Western executives and

legislators now in conference at Portland, Ore., upon the

matter of federal policy on water-power development."

Keeping Appliances in Use

Miss Jane Aldred, demonstrator of electrical appli-

ances for the Colorado Power Company, presented a

paper on "Keeping Appliances in Use After They Are

Sold." Miss Aldred described in a witty manner the

appliances that are now in use and recommended that

the companies selling these appliances should see that

they are kept in repair. She also said that there is

a great need of appliances better suited to the require-

ments of the housewife, that the ones now in use are

inadequate in shape, in arrangement and in what they

would accomplish. The inconvenience of attaching an

electrical appliance was also brought out, and she hoped

the unsightly cord dangling from the chandelier might

be overcome, as well as the danger of stumbling over

the cord attached to a wall socket. The paper brought

forth an animated discussion.

W. N. Casey of the Denver City Tramway Company,
in his paper on "Present-Day Street-Railway Prob-

lems," treated principally of the matter of taking the

public into one's confidence, remarking that the relations

of the street-railway company to the public embraced a

great many of its problems.

Franklin P. Wood followed with a paper on "Rate-

Making to Stimulate Other Than Lighting Uses." Mr.

Wood made the following statement: "Except perhaps

for such special questions as power-factor, it should

make little difference to us to what use the customer

applies the electricity. Assuming, for instance, that one

desires electricity for residence purposes, theoretically

we should not inquire whether it is to be used for light-

ing, heating, cooking or power; rather we should ask

what the demand will be, and the rate should be based

on that demand, and on the cost of production and

distribution."

Mr. Dostal, in discussing the paper, told of a new
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meter device that is to be put upon the market which

will measure the demand. That this would be a great

boon was conceded by all.

The special feature of the convention was the pres-

ence of three members of the Colorado Public Utilities

Commission, Messrs. Aylesworth, Rankin and Herbert.

They came to discuss matters of vital importance to all

central stations, and Friday's session proved one of great

interest and benefit.

The "Fair Value" of Utility Properties

Mr. Rankin, engineer of the commission, gave the

first paper, "Valuation of Public Utility Properties."

He said that the whole theory of regulation is built upon
the foundation that private ownership shall be required

to furnish adequate and satisfactory service at reason-

able rates and shall be allowed to earn a reasonable re-

turn upon the fair value of the property dedicated to

the use of the public. There are at least four items

that are to be given such consideration and weight as

may be fair and right in arriving at the "fair value"

of a property, namely, original or actual cost of con-

struction, amount of bonds and stock, cost of reproduc-

tion, and probable earning capacity of property. Gen-
erally speaking, Mr. Rankin believed that the most
equitable rates are those that serve the greatest num-
ber of people at the least cost and at the same time
provide for a fair return to the utility.

Effective Accounting Methods

Fred W. Herbert, auditor of the Colorado Public Util-

ities Commission, followed with a paper on "A Uniform
System of Accounting." Mr. Herbert said that any sys-

tem of accounting must be simple but accurate and
effective and designed to show satisfactorily a complete
analysis of the investment, the earning and operating
expenses, and embody enough detail to enable the com-
mission to determine the profitableness and efficiency of

the utility and to enable the utility to make its annual
report to the commission in conformity with this classi-

fication.

"The Indeterminate Franchise and the Certificate of

Public Convenience and Necessity" was the subject of

a talk given by M. H. Aylesworth, member and attorney
of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission. Mr.
Aylesworth interpreted the indeterminate permit as the

right to occupy and use the streets of a city or a part of

the State highways, service being given for reasonable

compensation under regulation by the State, and
monopoly being assured to the operating company, but
with the power vested in the municipality to buy the
property through a vote of its people at a fair value to

be fixed by the regulating body of the State. The right

to do business as a natural monopoly is modified by the
power of the State to issue a certificate of public con-
venience to a competing operating company if the
service given by the company already operating is not
sufficient or is not subject to proper regulation.

Some Effects of Depreciation

The next paper, "Depreciation as Affecting Valua-
tions and Assessments," was given by Daniel W. Knowl-
ton of Smith, Knowlton & Hatch, attorneys of Colorado
Springs, Col. Mr. Knowlton presented one of the best

papers of the convention, discussing his subject fully

and with complete knowledge. He treated of tax assess-

ments, "sinking-fund" and "straight-line" methods, and
left no point uncovered.
A special session was held Friday evening, when

B. S. Manuel, sales manager at Denver of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, read an in-

teresting paper on "The Electric Range." Mr. Manuel
urged the members of the association to look carefully
into electrical cooking and deplored the fact that out of

1,000,000 users of electricity served by the member
companies of the association at least 400,000 were not
encouraged to cook electrically. Mr. Manuel showed
by a series of stereopticon slides how the load-factor

was affected by various installations of electric ranges,

demonstrating that the cooking load did not afFect the
peak load. He said that, in his opinion, the evolution
of the electric range is going to be more rapid than in

the case of many other improvements, and he impressed
upon the members of the association the importance of

appointing a committee to investigate the subject as
to the proper range, the proper price for electricity, and
the education of the public to "do it electrically."

Clare N. Stannard, secretary of the Denver Gas &
Electric Light Company, gave a talk on "Electrical

Prosperity Week." Mr. Stannard told of the nation-

wide movement to celebrate the week of Nov. 29 to Dec.
4. Throughout this whole country that week will be
one of celebration of the prosperity enjoyed, especially

in the electrical world. The Society for Electrical De-
velopment is ready and willing to assist any one inter-

ested in this campaign and has many suggestions to

offer, as well as an abundance of advertising matter
which is sent free to members and at a nominal cost to

non-members.
Talks on Lighting Topics

Saturday morning's session was opened with a talk

by S. E. Doane of the National Lamp Works, Cleveland,

Ohio. Mr. Doane's subject was "Improvements in

Mazda Lamps." He divided his talk into three divisions

—lamps which have been developed and which are liable

to be developed; policies under which these lamps are
being used as they are being developed over the country,
and the technical phases of their application. The
newest small lamp is a 7.5-watt sign lamp, and the
newest large lamp, which has not yet been standardized
in outdoor lighting, is a 1500-cp. series and corresponds
to the large municipal unit. Mr. Doane suggested that
the association appoint a committee to consider the
question of voltage standardization over the Colorado
territory.

R. Arnold Lewis, illuminating engineer for the Gen-
eral Electric Company at Denver, followed Mr. Doane
with a paper on "Modern Practice in Store Lighting."
Mr. Lewis told of the various forms of lighting for
stores, direct, semi-indirect and indirect, and showed
where each could be used to its best advantage.
The last paper of the convention, "Safety Rules for

the Construction of Stations and Lines," prepared by
W. J. Canada of the Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C, was read by H. S. Russell, as Mr. Canada was
unavoidably absent. In his paper Mr. Canada gave the

general rules for electrical construction and the safe-

guards to be observed. After a thorough treatment of

his subject, he closed by referring to the adoption of a

national safety code for use in Colorado and neighbor-
ing States, and to the valuable assistance rendered in

its preparation by members of the Colorado association.

Following is the list of officers elected: President,

John J. Cooper, Denver, Col., secretary Gilpin County
Light, Heat & Power Company; vice-president. L. P.

Hammond. Denver, Col., general manager Colorado
Power Company; secretary and treasurer, Thomas F.

Kennedy, Denver Gas & Electric Light Company. The
executive committee will comprise H. U. Wallace,

Boulder, Col., vice-president and general manager West-
ern Light & Power Company ; W. J. Barker. Denver,
Col., vice-president and general manager Denver Gas &
Electric Light Company; F. P. Wood, Trinidad, Col.,

general manager Trinidad Electric Transmission, Rail-

way & Gas Company; W. F. Raber Ox officio), Pueblo,
Col., general manager Arkansas Valley Railway, Light
& Power Company.
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Julj Electric*] ESzporti

riii- electrical export trade was over 60 per cenl

greater In July, L915, than In July, L914. The figures

compiled bj the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Cora
metre show t hi- total increase tO ha\e hcen over $700,-

000. For the flrsl seven months of L914 and 1915 there

is a difference In favor of the presenl year of more than

1500,000.
The principal gains in July were in wire, motors and

telephones. The trade in generators showed a slight.

falling Off; in fail, the total for the year up through

ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR JULY and FOR SEVEN-MONTH
PERIOD

Ji i.i I D .li i I

I'M.-, mil mi:, mil

Kltvtneul machinery, ftpplitnoet :i>ul

instruments;

Batteries 191,844

Dyntmoa or generators 160, mi

Pub 28, 138

Insulated wiw and oables 817,379

Interior wiring supplies, etc., in-

ohlding fixtures 80,933

Limps:

Arc 433

I neandeseent

—

Carbon-filament 9,715

Metal-filament 55,929

Meters and other measuring instru-

ments 55.4C3

Motors 381,696

Telegraph instruments including

wireless apparatus) 8,530

Telephones 101.277

Transformers 73,292

All others 916,(582

Total electrical machinery, etc... $2,147,307 $1,415,360 $13,171,148 $12,630,559

July is considerably less than for last year. While the

motor trade showed a large gain in July, the total for

the seven months ended July still showed a large de-

crease in comparison with the first seven months of

1914. The same is true to a less extent of telephones.

The largest total increase during the seven months
was in insulated wire and cables, in which trade the

value of the 1915 exports was $650,000 greater than
that of the 1914 exports. Interior wiring supplies, bat-

teries and meters and other measuring apparatus also

registered large increases.

169,714 1749,488

196,988 1,232,617 I, 682,096

216,268 248,116

127,697 1,513,217 863, L36

47), (177 555,964 357,893

1,672 15,212 28,249

3,143 80,202 59,732

13,581 346,473 109,037

31,585 338,993 31,585

101,798 1,765,446 2,028,645

5,340 58,653 71,749

59,347 632,018 692,515

72,443 346,145 655,125

614,351 5,321,455 5,466,451

Boiler Code Committee Reports Favorable Progress

on Pacific Coast

Thomas E. Durban, chairman of the committee on
uniform standard specifications for boilers, reports that
the outlook on the Pacific Coast and in Minnesota is

bright for the adoption of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers' boiler code. In California the
A. S. M. E. code has been favorably received by John
R. Brownell, commissioner of public safety. The com-
mittee appointed by the commissioner to act on this

matter, while favoring the part of the code on.new boil-

ers, believes the specifications on old boilers to be too
drastic. The revised code will be adopted about Jan.

1, 1917, it is reported.

Although five efforts made through the Legislature
to have Oregon adopt the code have been fruitless, the
matter has been threshed out, and it is anticipated that,

with the assistance of O. B. Hoff, commissioner of labor,

and Carl F. Caulfield, deputy commissioner, the next
Legislature will be induced to give the State Labor
Bureau power to adopt the code. Adoption of the code

in Washington is being supported by li. M. Murray.
chief inspector of the citj of Seattle. The facl that
existing boiler specifications in Seattle, Tacoma and
Spokane differ considerably has made the State authori-
ties alive to the necessity of a standard code throughout
the Stale. In .Minnesota it was not deemed udvi able to

take up the movement until the Legi latum' meets in

1917.

Conference on National Safety Code at Bureau of

Standards, Washington

The deferred conference in Washington on the pro-

posed National Electrical Safety ('ode will be field at

the Bureau Of Standards on Oct, 27 and 28, 1915. Offi-

cial delegates have already been appointed from Hie

following organizations: The American Institute o:

Electrical Engineers, the National Electric Li^ht Ass
ciation, the American Electric Railway Association, the

American Railway Association, the Independent Tele-

phone Association, the Association of American Rail-

way Telegraph Superintendents, the American Telephone
& Telegraph Company, the Western Union Telegraph
Company, the Postal Telegraph Company, the General
Electric Company, the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, the National Fire Protection Asso-

ciation, the Workmen's Compensation Service Bureau,
the National Safety Council, the National Electrical

Contractors' Association, the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, the International Association of

Municipal Electricians, and the Western Association of

Electrical Inspectors.

State, industrial and public service commissions and
municipalities will also be represented. In addition, a

number of electrical engineers, representing the differ-

ent groups of engineers with whom conferences have
been held by the Bureau of Standards from time to

time, will attend by special invitation. Among the

places where such conferences have been held are the

following : Boston, New York City, Philadelphia, Cleve-

land, Columbus, Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha, Denver, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Boise.

The Bureau of Standards will report to the conference

concerning the work which has been done in the prepara-

tion of the proposed National Electrical Safety Code and

present the latest revised copy of the text of this code.

It will also present some recommendations with regard

to the method of revising the code in future and of its

administration by the various States and municipalities.

This will be followed by a discussion of the code and its

administration and of the subject of electrical inspec-

tions by public authorities. All proposals in writing

for amendments to the code as submitted to the confer-

ence will be referred to a special committee which will

report back to the conference on the second day. After

this report has been presented and discussed, it is hoped

that the conference will approve the code as amended.
The Bureau of Standards will recommend, however, that

the code shall not be made mandatory until after its

tentative use for one year, in order to give the commis-
sions and municipal authorities, as well as the utility

companies, an opportunity to become thoroughly famil-

iar with it and to permit the experience of one year to

be utilized in its further revision.

A revision of the proposed code has been made during

the summer, and on Sept. 1 revised copies were sent out

to a large number of persons with whom the Bureau of

Standards had been in conference or correspondence.

Replies have been received from a number giving addi-

tional suggestions for the further improvement of the

code. These latest suggestions will be used in prepar-

ing the final draft to be submitted to the conference for

discussion and approval.

ie

t
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Developments in Plans for Nation-Wide Celebration

of Electrical Prosperity Week
Electrical Prosperity Week activities are speeding up,

and each mail of the Society for Electrical Development
contains fresh details of the plans and BUCCessea of the

local committees. Charles L. Edgar, president of the

Boston Edison company, states that space has been se-

cured for Electrical Prosperity Week car cards in 1400

street cars in Boston. W. H. Atkins, general superin-

tendent of the same company, estimates that $35,000
will be spent on advertising in New England in addi-

tion to the advertising matter furnished by the society.

Plans are in progress to have the United States gov-

ernment recognize the campaign to the extent of author-

izing the use of a special form of cancellation stamp
up to Dec. 1. The proposal has been set in motion
through Senators Lodge and Weeks of Massachusetts.

Louisville, Ky., is making large preparations for the

celebration of the week. Each of the seven days will

be separately named, and particular appeals will be made
as the names suggest. Names suggested for some of

the days are: "Suburban Day," "Household Day,"
"Ladies' Day," "Fathers' Day" and "Mothers' Day."

Souris, Manitoba, plans to have an electrical show
during the week in which every electrical man and
many of the wholesale firms of other industries will

exhibit.

Publicity in the Local Electrical Press

Many local newspapers have signified their intention

of running special electrical editions. Among those

that have already set out a special issue are the Spring-
field Republican, Albany Knickerbocker Press, Buffalo

Courier, South Bend Tribune and Houston Chronicle.

A letter has been sent to 1100 advertising agencies

all over the country suggesting that when their ad-

vertising copy contains illustrations of household de-

vices they should use electrical devices rather than the

old-fashioned kind. Instead of a broom in the corner

a vacuum cleaner is suggested; instead of a coal range
an electric range; electric lighting instead of other

lighting, etc.

The mayor of every city of 5000 or more population

in the United States has received a letter from the

society outlining the entire Electrical Prosperity Week
movement. Letters have also been sent to about 2600
secretaries and general managers of the chambers of

commerce, boards of trade, merchants' associations and
other civic and neighborhood bodies throughout the

country, and many replies state that the week has been

accepted as an opportunity to establish a "white way"
and to develop a "city slogan" sign. One board of trade

announces a "Peace-Prosperity-Preparedness Parade,"

in which the local military organizations will take part.

The program of the Utah committee includes the

lighting of all office buildings, an electric-vehicle endur-

ance run, guessing contests on the amount of candle-

power in some unusual lighting display, demonstrations
in the University of Utah and in the domestic-science

department of the Agricultural College of Utah, an elec-

trical show, the laying of the cornerstone of Salt Lake
City's new "white way," and motion pictures. The com-
mittee's slogan will be, "Make your Christmas present

an electrical one."

Through the Chamber of Commerce, the Portland

(Ore.) committee is endeavoring to get the city officials

to install extra lighting during the week on Portland's

streets and bridges.

Included in the Toledo plan are electric-vehicle

parades, an electric show, illumination and decoration

of the city, the crowning of a young woman of Toledo
as "Electra" during the festivities, and the exhibiting

through the city's streets and in the small towns about

Toledo of a railroad fiat car fixed up as an electrical

home and exhibiting appliances used in the household

and about the farm.

The 300 students of the department of electrical engi-

neering of the University of Illinois have adopted the

week's campaign as a special subject for study. "These

students will soon come into the electrical industry to

fill responsible positions," says Prof". L. V. James, "and

they enter upon the course with great enthusiasm."

A Commercial-Vehicle Tug-of-War at Salt Lake City

Among the many interesting activities of the week
the following stand out as unusually interesting: A tug-

of-war for electric and gasoline trucks in Salt Lake City,

outdoor static discharges and electric-vehicle races in

Denver, and a household-appliance campaign under the

auspices of women's clubs in Idaho.

The Cleveland committee has worked out a plan hav-

ing twenty-nine different lines of activity. Among these

are the following: A small Electrical Prosperity Week
pennant to be placed on all automobiles owned by mem-
bers of the industry; all hotels in the city to serve

dishes with appropriate electrical names; arrangements

to be made for a special discount to be given by con-

tractors on all orders for wiring taken during the week

;

stores giving trading stamps to be urged to make Elec-

trical Prosperity Week a double-stamp week; a "Goddess

Electra" "missing-woman" contest with an electrical

prize for the first person approaching her and saying,

"You are the Goddess of Electricity."

The opening gun of the campaign to make Electrical

Prosperity Week successful in Colorado was a full-page

advertisement in the Denver Post telling the story of

Electrical Prosperity Week and showing Colorado's elec-

trical statistics, together with those of the country at

large.

The New England district committee is forming local

committees in all the cities of New England, and a meet-

ing of the chairmen of these local committees will be held

soon in Boston to consider further plans. On Oct. 1 a

joint meeting of the salesmen of the electrical jobbers

in Boston was addressed by H. W. Alexander, director

of publicity of the movement.

Plans of Ohio Cities for Prosperity Week

The Dayton (Ohio) Jovians pledged support at a

meeting held on Sept. 21, which was addressed by J. M.
Wakeman, general manager of the society. City Man-
ager H. M. Waite and former Governor J. M. Cox were

present to participate in the Jovian celebration.

At Cincinnati, Sept. 22, Mr. Wakeman addressed the

members of the Electric Club. The meeting was at-

tended by many city officials, who indorsed the cam-

paign. W. W. Freeman, president Union Gas & Elec-

tric Company, pledged the hearty support of his com-

pany. Cincinnati is planning to have an electric show,

parades, etc. The Pittsburgh Electrical Prosperity

Week committee met with Mr. Wakeman and discussed

the work of the society at a meeting held in the Fort

Pitt Hotel Sept. 23. A general Pittsburgh meeting will

be held Oct. 8 to which representatives of all electrical

interests and city officials will be invited.

Electrical Prosperity Week was indorsed at the con-

vention of the Southeastern Section of the National

Electric Light Association at Asheville, N. C. It met
with the hearty approval of the delegates, who pledged

their support in the interests of the campaign in the

South.

The society is obtaining interviews from fire chiefs

and police-department heads all over the country in

which great stress is placed on the safety, from both

fire and crime, afforded by electricity.
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THE FIRST HOUSE IN AMERICA TO BE WIRED WITH BARE CONCENTRIC CONDUCTOR—DWELLING IN DORCHESTER, BOSTON,
SHOWING METER ENTRY, GANG SWITCH, TYPICAL OUTLET CONSTRUCTION, AND PORCH-LAMP WIRING

BY special permission of the Boston Board of Fire
Underwriters and the Boston Commissioner of

Wires, three houses in Boston were equipped
during the past summer with bare concentric wiring,
these being the first installations of the kind in America.
The insurance and city authorities authorized these in-

stallations as an experimental demonstration of the
applicability of bare concentric wire to interior-wiring

conditions in this country, interest in the matter having
been widely developed in the United States during the
last eighteen months as a result of the investigations of

S. E. Doane and others in Europe prior to the outbreak
of the war and also of the activities of the N. E. L. A.
committee on wiring. Early in the spring about a
mile of bare concentric wire was manufactured by the
General Electric Company through the special interest

of H. R. Sargent, Schenectady, N. Y., on an order
from the Boston Edison company for experimental
use, and the first installations were carried out by
Herbert S. Potter, a Boston electrical contractor.

An exhaustive article by Mr. Doane on the use of bare
concentric wire abroad was published in the Electrical
World of May 23, 1914, and later issues have carried
frequent references to this material and to its possible

application in America, particularly in relation to the
wiring of existing buildings. The experience of central

stations abroad has led to the belief that if this type of

construction is standardized here it will enable a great
number of buildings not now equipped with electric

The First Installation of Ba

Noteworthy Features of Three Houses at Bo:

Edison Company to Demonstrate Applicab

service to be wired at lower cost than by using existing

systems, not only without sacrificing in any way the

safety of the installation, but possibly with an actual

gain in this respect. The manufacturers are now at work
upon fittings specially adapted to this type of wiring

under American conditions, and considerable improve-

ment in the mechanical side of such installations is an-

ticipated in the near future. In the Boston installations

it was necessary to adapt existing fittings to the new
type of service, and various lines of improvement were
discovered as the work progressed. In view of the ex-

perimental character of the work under these conditions,

the experienced wireman will find points to criticise, but

the installations are thought to be most significant

despite their admittedly pioneer characteristics.

The first of the three houses thus wired is in Dorches-

ter and, like the other houses, contains about 500 ft. of

No. 14 B. & S. gage bare concentric wire. There are

twenty-five outlets, which supply six 15-watt, five 25-

watt and ten 40-watt lamps. Two of the rooms in this

residence were wired with concealed conduit in the usual

manner, all other portions of the house being equipped

with bare concentric wire. The leads to the meter are
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THE SECOND CONCENTRICALLY WIRED HOUSE, DORCHESTER—PARLOR BRACKET LAMP AND BASEBOARD OUTLET, DINING-
ROOM WIRING, FIXTURE IN HALL, SERVICE ENTRY IN BASEMENT, AND ELECTRIC-IRON OUTLET WITH PILOT LAMP

icentric Wiring in America
Experimentally on Initiative of Boston

struction to American Conditions

brought into the house by overhead service carried in

pipe to a condulet from which the leads are run open to

the cut-out box and meter, one side of the circuit being
grounded to the entering pipe with a standard ground
clamp. A No. 6 tap runs from the grounded leg across
the cellar to a water-pipe connection. Beyond the meter
taps are taken at a fuse block to feed the two rooms
wired in conduit, the leads being continued to a point
near the upper left-hand corner of the board, where one
side is dropped to form a short horizontal bus from
which three taps are taken through inclosed fuses of

10-amp. rating. Each fuse controls one bare concentric
circuit, the sheath of the wire being connected to the
upper lead from the meter, while the fuses are con-
nected to the inside conductor of the concentric run in

each instance. The connection between the sheath and
the meter lead is made by "twist-ons" of the European
type, one end of the twist-on being soldered to the meter
lead and the other merely clamped around the sheath as
shown. The meter board measures 3 ft. 8 in. by 2 ft.

6 in. in length and width, being of 0.875-in. plank. In
the extreme upper left-hand corner of the board a ground
connection is made between the sheaths and the No. 6

lead running to the water pipe. The three bare con-
centric wires leading from the meter board feed several
lamp circuits in the house through appropriate junction
boxes.

In the sewing-room of the Dorchester house two out-
lets were provided, one for a 60-watt bracket lamp
mounted on the wall about 6 ft. above the floor, and the
other for a baseboard receptacle available for sewing-
machine motor or other service. The wire is about 3/16
in. in outside diameter and is attached to the wall on
the surface of the papering by 1.25-in. by 0.375-in. metal
clips screwed into the laths. In the future outlets will,

as a general rule of practice, be fed from above,
thus avoiding as far as possible bringing the concentric
wire so close to the floor that it is likely to be struck by
chairs, brooms or vacuum-cleaner handles, etc., when
moving furniture and other domestic equipment about.

In the first house wired the bracket lamps were
mounted on circular wooden blocks about 0.875 in. thick,

at the request of the insurance interests, but in the later
work the canopy surmounts a small metal plate of
"Renim" make, which provides ample clearance. This
plate is 3.5 in. in diameter and had to be slotted at the
top with a hack saw in order to admit the concentric
wire. It is screwed into the wall at three points and
affords a convenient canopy base prior to the develop-
ment of a standard base for this type of service.

In the first Dorchester house a gang of three-way
switches is installed in a wall plate in the front hall, as
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CONCENTRIC-WIRED DWELLING, JAMAICA PLAIN, BOSTON, SHOWING JUNCTION BOX WITH BRACKET LAMP AND
VACUUM-CLEANER OUTLET; SWITCH AND BASE, AND TYPICAL BRACKET FEED FROM ABOVE

shown in the illustration. One switch controls a porch

lamp, another a lamp in the front hall, and the third

governs a lamp in the hall on the second floor. The
switches are of the three-way type for interior lamp
control, and the main feed is brought up from the cellar

and runs along the baseboard of the hall until it reaches

a point immediately under the plate, when it rises to

the latter as shown, passing under the wooden base to

the terminal points. Five concentric leads leave the

switch plate at the top for the various services above

enumerated. Although these leads are run exposed on

the face of an attractive wall paper, the tinned sheath

of the wire is rendered less conspicuous than at first

might seem to be the case by a coat of brown paint.

The porch lamp in this house is supplied by a con-

centric-wire circuit run from the door frame across the

ceiling to the lamp base. Here again, by painting the

wire to accord with the piazza ceiling and to match the

shingles, the feed is rendered inconspicuous, being much
smaller than a gas pipe and only a trifle larger than the

capillary tubing used in acetylene distributing systems.

The Second Concentric-Wired House in Dorchester

The second house wired, also in Dorchester, is pro-

vided with bare concentric equipment throughout. It

has seventeen outlets, supplying lamps ranging from
15 watts to 60 watts in size, and is fed by 3-in. iron

conduit run from an adjacent manhole to a 3-ft. 5-in. by
2-ft. 6-in. service board in the cellar. Beyond the meter
the leads are separated, one being connected bus-fashion

to the terminals of three fuse plugs, while the other lead

is carried upward and connected to the sheaths of the

bare concentric distribution circuits. The ground con-

nection is made from the sheath to the water pipe as

before, and "twist-ons" are used. There are three main
circuits in the house, bunched with common clips and
running along the ceiling of the cellar to distributing

points from which the upstairs services are taken. In

the case of the cellar drop lamp the bare concentric wire

is run from a junction box on the ceiling to a standard

rosette, the connections at the latter being made by the

inside conductor and by the short lead run from the

sheath as indicated. Each circuit is fused at 10 amp.
A 5-amp. meter is installed and the fuses are mounted
on a common 3-in. by 4-in. block. One circuit runs

directly to an electric flatiron receptacle in the kitchen.

It is carried up from the cellar and run upward along

the wall inside a mechanical protecting sheath of brass

until it reaches the level of the paneling top, whence it

is run open and bare horizontally to a porcelain block

carrying the fuses, pilot lamp, switch and receptacle.

In the wiring of the dining-room in the second house
the feed is brought up through the cellar, with a pro-

tecting sheath which it is hoped in the future can be

eliminated by running the lead behind the baseboard,

and is carried along the door frame to a snap switch.

Thence it rises to the height of the picture molding,

runs parallel to the latter along the face of dark-colored

wall-paper, and crosses the ceiling in a short run lead-

ing to the fixture canopy. Mechanical protection at the

edge of the canopy is provided by a short fiber tube

surrounding the concentric wire sheath. Lamps of 15-

watt, 40-watt and 60-watt rating are installed, ordinary

rubber-covered wire being run from the canopy to the

lamp bases. The lamps are hung about 4 ft. above the

table. In this house one circuit feeds the flatiron, an-

other the first floor, and a third the second floor.

The Jamaica Plain House

The third house of the trio wired is at Jamaica Plain.

The feed is by overhead service through pipe and con-

dulet to a meter board in the basement just below the

front hall. The general arrangement of connections is

as previously described. Three bare concentric circuits

are used, with a 6-amp. fuse in one lead of each, "twist-

on" connections, and ground wire to water pipe. One
flatiron and two lighting circuits are provided. The
junction boxes are of the usual recessed type, inverted

and slotted to receive the concentric conductors. There
are eighteen outlets in the house.

Diagonal pliers, ordinary pliers and a knife were the

principal tools used in the installation of these wiring

jobs, with a home-made bending block 5 in. long, 1.5 in.

wide, and provided with a 5/16-in. slot 0.125 in. deep.

The minimum radius of bending was about 2 in., the

sheath having a tendency to crack below this. In view

of the experimental nature of the work, no cost figures

are available, but it was found that the cost decreased

rapidly between the first and third jobs, the last being

about on a par with the cost of wiring according to the

present Boston Edison house campaign.
With improved fittings and experience, the field of

this kind of wiring is thought to be assured. The occu-

pants of the residences so wired are satisfied with the

service, and the wiremen who put in the installations

were enthusiastic in praise of the concentric conductors.



PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY'S NEW STATION, CONTAINING LARGEST TURBO-GENERATOR YET BUILT—35,000 KW.

Metropolitan Needs and Sizes of Prime Movers
Some Tendencies That Point to an Increase in the Size of Turbo-Generators and the

Feasibility of Making and Operating 50,000-Kw. Units

WITH the advent of the 20,000-kw. steam turbine

many of the problems then confronting large

modern generating stations were solved. How-
ever, the equipment soon proved to be too small to meet
;he rapidly advancing loads. The installation of 30,000-

cw. and 35,000-kw. units since made has been another

step forward in meeting pressing metropolitan needs,

ind now units of 50,000-kw. rating are being seriously

lonsidered. High economy and reliability are not the

>nly desiderata in increasing the size of prime movers.

Labor, real estate and other considerations depending
lpon loads, design and location of the plant in a large

:ity are factors almost as important. Recently many
)f the large lighting companies have acquired huge
railway loads, it being generally recognized by railway

officials that this is advantageous to them.

In New York City 30,000-kw. units are used to handle

:he elevated-railway and subway demand of the Inter-

Dorough Rapid Transit Company. Units of 20,000 kw.

ire used by the central stations of New York, Cleve-

and, Detroit and Chicago, and 30,000-kw. units in New
ifork, Chicago and Philadelphia. Philadelphia has the

iistinction of possessing the largest steam turbine thus

far installed, the 35,000-kw. unit shown in an accom-
panying illustration.

Higher Steam Pressures Probable

Further increase in size of turbo-generators beyond

35,000 kw., and even future operation of existing smaller

units, suggest new problems in station design and oper-

ating practice. Higher steam pressures are certain, and
these will introduce new problems in piping and fittings

and possibly a further development in the methods of

driving auxiliaries. In the discussion on economics of

power-station design at the recent International Engi-

neering Congress at San Francisco, H. H. Barnes, Jr.,

engineer in the New York office of the General Electric

Company, spoke of the tendencies in steam practice,

intimating that boiler pressures much higher than 250

lb. would be found feasible and economical. A pressure

as high as 1000 lb. was suggested as a possibility for

turbo-generators of 40,000-kw. to 50,000-kw. rating.

That these high pressures would not introduce oper-

ating difficulties is the opinion of C. W. E. Clarke of

the Stone & Webster organization, Boston. To a repre-

sentative of the Electrical World Mr. Clarke said that

it is entirely feasible to build steam boilers for 400 lb.

pressure per square inch and that the use of high steam
pressures rather than very high superheat, with its

operating difficulties, is sure to mark decided gains in

turbine efficiency. Steam pressures of 500 lb. to 600 lb.

per square inch are to be looked for in due course, and
this means a gain of about 9 per cent in turbine effi-

ciency. The 50,000-kw. unit may be said to be on the

horizon, and the whole problem of high-pressure opera-

tion is being opened up by the demands of large power
engineering.

Feasibility of 50,000-Kw. Units

According to engineers of repute there are few seri-

ous mechanical difficulties in the way of constructing a

steam turbo-generator of 50,000-kw. rating. P. M. Lin-
coln of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company in a recent paper said : "It is astonishing how
rapidly we have advanced of late years in our ideas on
this matter of size." He cited the first 6000-kw. units

installed in 1898 in the Manhattan Railway station,

which were driven by reciprocating engines. That sta-

tion now contains three 30,000-kw. units, but in phys-
ical dimensions and in weight the reciprocating units

still hold the record. However, in ability to generate
electricity they have been left far behind. "To-day,"
said Mr. Lincoln, "we talk of the coming 50,000-kw.

turbo-generator with as much freedom as we did of

those 6000-kw. reciprocating engine-driven units a short

seventeen years ago. How much further this increase

in size of units will go I make no attempt to predict,

but it is safe to predict that the capacity of the future
unit will be fixed by the demand for such units rather
than by any inability to produce them."
On this same point, Prof. Edward F. Miller, head of

the department of mechanical engineering, Massachu-
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MAMMOTH STEAM TURBINE
Philadelphia Electric Companj About to

Place a 35,000-Kw. Unit, the Lai

in the World, in Operation.

The accompanyii
the new A '1 Christian Street tation of

the Philadelphia Electric Companj
shows the two largest steam turlx,

erating sets ever built. The combined
rating of these two sets—namely, 65,000

kw.— is the largest for any pair of

yet installed in any station in the world.

The turbo-generator set in tin

ground is rated at 30,000 kw., 13,200

volts, twenty-five cycles, three-phase,

and the one in the background i

at 35,000 kw., 13,200 volts, sixty cycles,

three-phase. Both units consist of hori-

zontal Curtis turbine elements directly

connected to the generators. The tur

bine element of the 35,000-kw. machine
has thirteen stages and operates at 216

lb. pressure, 150 deg. Fahr. superheat,

exhausting into a 50,000-sq. ft. center-

flow surface condenser, the condenser

also being the largest yet installed for

a steam turbine.

The generator element of this 35,000-

kw. set has a current output of 1460

amp. per phase at full load at 90 per

cent power-factor. The rotating field

member is of six-pole design driven at

1200 r.p.m. with a 150-kw., 250-volt,

600-amp. shunt-wound exciter mounted
on the end of the same shaft. When ex-

hausting against a back pressure of 1.5

in of mercury column, absolute pressure,

the steam consumption, according to

guarantees, will be 11.8 lb. per kilowatt-

hour at the most efficient load—namely,

25,000 kw.—and 12.5 lb. per kilowatt-

hour at full rated load of 35,000 kw.

The entire machine measures 63 ft. 2

in. in over-all length, is 21 ft. 7 in. wide

and 15 ft. 10 in. high.

The station building, illustrated on

page 799, is known as A-2 and adjoins

the A-l station on Christian Street.

The new structure measures 188 ft. in

length by 262 ft. in width and is 98 ft.

high. The part fronting on Christian

Street is devoted to station switching
apparatus and turbine room. This part

comprises one-third of the total build-

ing floor area, and the boiler house

takes up the remainder. The total

rating of stations A-l and A-2 is 151,-

000 kw. in nine generating units, the

seven sets of station A-l having an ag-

gregate rating of 86,000 kw. The trac-

tion demand is nearly one-third of the

load on the stations of the Philadelphia

Electric Company. Part of this is fur-

nished at twenty-five cycles and part

at sixty cycles for feeding energy to

synchronous converters of the same fre-

quency. In addition, twenty-five-cycle,

single-phase energy will be used at the

rate of several thousand kilowatts by

the Pennsylvania Railroad electrified

section. Last year the total output of the

Philadelphia Electric Company's gen-

erating station was 250,697,952 kw.-hr.,

and the peak load was 77,728 kw. The

new Christian Street station, with its

65,000-kw. in turbo-generators, is,

therefore, the outcome of these grow-

ing conditions and provides for meeting

economically the conditions in Philadel-

phia,
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-tts Institute of Technology, intimates that with the
ime steam pressure a 50,000-kw. unit should show
ightly better economy than a 35,000-kw. unit in re-

ject to water rates, and that noticeable gains in labor
»st should result per unit of output when a machine of
ich capacity is operated at or near its rating. Professor
iller is of the opinion that along with the design

f
such units, which can be improved in efficiency

lit slightly with existing steam pressures and super-
sats, are likely to come increases of steam pressure
arking a new departure in power-plant practice and
using the efficiency on the Rankine cycle considerably
jove the present maximum of about 73 per cent. These
igher boiler pressures introduce some interesting prob-
ms in the design of auxiliaries and piping systems,
id developments in this direction may be forecast
ith confidence.

H. G. Stott of the Interborough Rapid Transit Com-
iny of New York, referring to the 30,000-kw. turbo-
enerators of that company, has stated that the large
earn turbine has surpassed the gas engine in thermal
ficiency, the figure of 26 to 28 per cent for the former
sing only surpassed by the Diesel type of oil engine,
he floor space occupied by the modern horizontal steam
lrbo-generator, moreover, is about 1/10 to 1/15 sq. ft.

?r kilowatt.

H. T. Herr of the Westinghouse Machine Company,
l a recent address before the Railway Club of Pitts-
urgh, showed that each of 30,000-kw. units in the
iterborough station replaced three 6000-kw. recipro-
iting engines, and that while five times larger in rating
le turbines only cost as much as the 6000-kw. recipro-

cating units did twelve years ago. Moreover, the same
hand-fired boilers used for the 6000-kw. engines were
equipped with underfeed stokers and their rating in-

creased to 300 per cent for peak-load operation.

Operating Problems of Large Units

While many engineers are confident that a 50,000-kw.

unit will make its appearance shortly, they do not an-

ticipate any operating difficulties. Irving E. Moultrop,
assistant superintendent of construction of the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, believes that

no more men would be likely to be required for operat-

ing such units, as compared with the 30,000-kw. size,

and therefore the saving in labor should be attractive

when figured on the kilowatt-hour basis. Without in-

creasing the steam pressure or the superheat, marked
gains in water rate can hardly be expected with the

50,000-kw. machine as compared with the 20,000-kw. and
30,000-kw. units. As yet the makers of auxiliaries are
probably not fully prepared to meet the demands of

such large units. Speaking on the investment, Mr.
Moultrop said the value of plant in charge of the oper-

ator in the latter case might easily approach $750,000,
the horizontal type being the settled standard. The
cost of installing such large units is an important fac-

tor in relation to reserve capacity and the shape of the
load curve. Where the load conditions permit virtually

continuous operation at economical water rates, there
is little doubt that the 50,000-kw. machine will find an
immensely useful field. This will be true only in very
large cities. In most cities the load at present is too
small to warrant the installation of such a large unit.

)NE OF THE THREE 30,000-KW. TURBO-GENERATING SETS INSTALLED IN THE SEVENTY-FOURTH STREET STATION OF
INTERBOROUGH COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY, CARRYING OUT STEAM EXPANSION IN TWO ELEMENTS

This station was laid out for eight of these units, the three mentioned being ordered In 1918 The flrst one waa started Dec. 29, 1914,
»e second Feb. 24, 1915, and the third July 30, 19ir>. The units operate at 200 lb. pressure, 120 deg. Fahr. superheat and 29 in. vacuum,
nd under preliminary test with variable load show a steam consumption between LI. 3 lb. and 111 lb per kilowatt-hour when carrying
Jtween 32,000 kw. and 33,000 kw. Further tests will be made on these unite under constant -load conditions when better economy is
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Station and Operating Practice
I Department Demoted /<> the Problems of Installation, Operation <i>nl Maintenance of Equipment for the

Economical Generation <iml Distribution of Electrical Energy for All Uses

Outdoor-Indoor Design of Substation at East St. Louis, UK
How an Economical Layout Was Secured Why Three-Phase Transformers Were Selected

Use of a Small Cooling Tower for Transformer Circulating Water

SPACE tvoiioim ', a saving in material and labor and
improved operating conditions are among the ad-

vantages gained in constructing a substation of the

outdoor-indoor type, according to the judgment of the

engineers of the E. W. Clark & Company Management
Corporation of Columbus, Ohio. A station of this type

recently constructed on the lines of the East St. Louis

(111.) Light & Power Company receives energy from
the hydroelectric station at Keokuk, Iowa, for distribu-

tion. This station, with a rating of 10,000 kva., occu-

pies a space only 61 ft. wide by 105 ft. long by 31 ft.

high, and provides facilities not only for operating all

indoor and outdoor equipment but also for repairing

the large transformers at the station. The object of

the entire design was to place outdoors all equipment

which could be operated economically in the open.

The large three-phase transformers and 66,000-volt

lightning arresters, when placed out of doors, not only

made the building itself smaller but made it possible

to take advantage of lower outdoor temperatures for

transformer operation. Three-phase units were selected

in preference to three single-phase transformers on

account of the lower first cost and lower core loss of

the former. It is often contended that three single-

phase units are preferable to a three-phase unit of like

rating because in case of failure of one unit it is still

possible to operate the installation with open-delta con-

nection. It is generally agreed, however, that open-

delta operation should be limited to comparatively low

voltages, so that practically all high-voltage, single-

phase transformer banks are installed in fours or

sevens, and if trouble develops in one phase the spare

unit can immediately be placed in service. This spare

phase adds nothing to the available rating, but does add

materially to the first cost.

No trouble is expected to develop in the three-phase

transformers at East St. Louis, since they are ade-

quately protected. Owing to the fact that it is neces-

sary to have the cores of units of this size shipped sepa-

rately from the tank, and that it is also more con-

venient to dry the core and windings before placing

them in the tank, arrangements have been made for

handling them at the station. In case of damage to

one of them, it is possible to move the damaged unit

inside the station for repairs. To make this operation

as simple as possible, the transformers are mounted on

FIG. 1—THE LAKE AVENUE 10,000-KVA. OUTDOOR-INDOOR SUBSTATION OF THE EAST ST. LOUIS (ILL.) LIGHT & POWER

COMPANY
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FIG. 2—SUBSTATION INTERIOR, SHOWING SYNCHRONOUS
CONVERTER AND A PEDESTAL SWITCHBOARD

FIG. 4—A SMALL COOLING TOWER THAT SAVES THE EXPENSE
OF CIRCULATING WATER FOR THE TRANSFORMERS

four-wheeled trucks which rest on steel rails laid in

the transformer foundations. Tracks of like gage have
also been laid in the substation floor, which is at the

same level as the transformer foundation. Between
the building and the transformers there is a railroad

spur which is 4 ft. lower than the station floor. To
fill the gap between the transformers and the station

an ordinary railroad flat car is used. The transformers
can be pulled into the station across the car through
the large steel door shown in Fig. 1. When indoors,

the unit is lifted by a crane and lowered into a trans-

former pit constructed especially for the purpose. The
depth of the pit is such that the core can be lifted

from the tank by a traveling crane mounted at the

minimum height necessary for handling the other

equipment.

Further economy of space in the building has been
effected by unusual but judicious placing of the operat-

ing mechanism of the oil switches and the busbars. As

66000 Volt

5urke Air Break Switch

shown in one of the illustrations, the oil switches are
installed in the lower concrete cells, while the solenoid-

operating mechanisms which control these switches are
mounted on the front walls of the concrete compart-
ments containing the buses. The location of current
and potential transformers and disconnecting switches
may be seen in the accompanying diagram showing a

section of the substation. With this arrangement it

is possible to provide ample space for twenty three-

phase switch compartments, although the switchroom
measures only 15 ft. in width by 12 ft. high by 43 ft.

long. A similar arrangement is in use at the Alton
substation of this company. In constructing the con-

crete cells at the latter plant, however, the entire battery

of cells was made a solid monolith. At the newer sub-

station parts of the compartments and bus structures

were first made as concrete slabs in forms outside the

station, and these slabs were set in position later as

the remainder of the bus and switch structure was

I
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FIG. 3—SECTION THROUGH LAKE AVENUE SUBSTATION (EAST ST. LOUIS), SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT,
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pound, Of the two methods of construction, the Latter

was Pound to be much lesi expensive,

The switchboard la a combinal loo of panela and p< de

tale. The panels arc set 111 the hirin of an I,, with

the pedestals set about 7 ft, In fronl of the panela.

The panelboard is 86 ft. 1 in. long. There arc Ave

pedestals, with space for two future ones, which control

the 13,200-volt and 66,000 Volt apparatus. The equip-

ment on the pedestals, if plaeed on standard panels,

would have added IS ft. 8 in. to the length of the

panelboard.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ok a 10,000-KVA. SUBSTATION

Two 6000-kva ., 66, 000/1 3,200-volt, three-phase, twcnty-flve-cycle
transformers,

ono 1500-kva, .synchronous condenser with directly connected ex-

otter ami Turin regulator.

One 1250-kva., twenty-llve-slxty-cycle frequency changer with

directly connected ezolter and Tirrill regulator.

One 500-kva., twcuty-tlvc-cycle, 600-volt synchronous converter.

One 750-Uva., twenty-flve-cycle, COO-volt synchronous converter
(future).

One three-phase, 66,000-volt air-break switch.

Four three-phase, 13,200-volt air-break switches.

Two three-phase, 66,000-VOlt electrically controlled oil switches.

Fourteen three-phase, 13,200-volt electrically controlled oil switches.

One 66,000-volt electrolytic lightning arrester.

Five 13,200-volt electrolytic lightning arresters.

Switching equipment for four 2300-volt, three-phase, sixty-cycle

feeders and space for two future three-phase feeders. (No
switching equipment for 600-volt direct-current feeders has
been installed, but space is provided for six future lines.)

One 60-ft. square-base steel tower for 66,000-volt line.

One 100-ft. square-base steel tower for 13,200-volt line.

One 30-ton electrically operated crane.

One 15-cu. ft. air compressor driven by a direct-current motor.

One 3.5-kw. battery-charging set and 7.5-amp. storage battery for

control system.
One 25-kw., 13,200-volt, three-phase auxiliary transformer for

station lights and motors.

Another unusual practice at this station is that of

cooling and re-circulating the transformer cooling water

in a miniature cooling tower. Water is pumped through

the two three-phase units at the rate of about 100 gal.

per minute by a 5-hp. motor placed in a housing beside

the cooling tower. The fact that water purchased

from the city is used for cooling the transformer has
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FIG. 6—SECTION SHOWING BUS AND OIL-SWITCH CELLS

made the installation of the cooling system profitable.

The space economy in this substation is best appre-

ciated when it is considered that it provides for a

rating of 10,000 kva. The energy is received at 66,000

volts and at 13,200 volts, twenty-five cycles, and dis-

tributed through 13,200-volt, twenty-five-cycle, 2300-

volt, sixty-cycle, and 600-volt direct-current feeders.

Unit Energy Consumption in Electroplating

Establishment
The following data, while not based on the unit out-

put of product, may be utilized in estimating the

approximate energy consumption in an electroplating

establishment where equipment of similar rating is in-

stalled. Direct current for electroplating is furnished

by a 3-hp. motor-generator set. Three buffers are em-

ployed and driven by belting from a line shaft con-

nected with a 7. 5-hp. motor. Lathes, saws and presses

which are used intermittently—and rarely ever at the

same time—are driven by a 3. 5-hp. motor. These elec-

troplating works, which operate under the name of the

Gotham Silver Company, New York City, consume

FIG. 5—SWITCH COMPARTMENTS AND SWITCH-OPERATING
MECHANISMS IN A 12-FT. BY 15-FT. BY 43-FT. ROOM

A NEW YORK CLTY SILVER-PLATING INSTALLATION

about 1225 kw.-hr. per month or, based on the con-

nected load, 87.5 kw.-hr. per horsepower. Energy is

used fifty-three hours a week and service is supplied by

the United Electric Light & Power Company.
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Operating Costs for Oil-Engine Installations

Results Secured by the Use of Different Types of Oil Engines in Small California Plants

Arranged for Comparison with Steam-Engine Performance

THE design of heavy-oil engines has been rapidly

improved of late years so that now thermal effi-

ciencies as high as 32.5 per cent are being ob-

tained on full load and the reliability of operation is

being confirmed by records of many installations. As
often pointed out, oil engines are best suited to operate

where they can carry uniform loads close to their rating

and where the equipment may have to be idle part of the

time but in readiness for immediate service. The chief

factors which affect their suitablity are the relative

costs of coal and oil in any locality and the cost of

maintenance.

Some valuable information on the last item, with
costs of operating different types of oil engines and
comparisons of turbine and Diesel-engine operating
expenses, was given in papers presented at the recent

Panama-Pacific Exposition meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers by A. H. Goldingham
of the De La Vergne Machine Company, New York City,

and Walter Holbrook Adams, professor of mechanical
engineering at Throop Polytechnic Institute, Pasadena,
Cal. These papers have been drawn on for the data
presented in this article.

The curves in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 permit a compari-
son of the total annual expense of operating various

types of oil engines at full load for different lengths of

time per year. These curves are based en interest at

6 per cent, taxes and insurance at 1 per cent, repairs at

3 per cent, depreciation at 10 per cent, and fuels and
engines at the prices given in Table I. No allowance
has been made for labor. These data might be made
somewhat more accurate by assuming repair and de-

preciation percentages according to operating condi-

tions, which are practically zero with no operation and
increase in direct proportion to the horsepower-hours
operated. If this had been done, all of the curves would
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have had a slightly increased slope. One thing which
should be remembered in studying these curves is that
their relative positions will change with relative changes
in the cost of oil fuels and engines.

The horizontal lines have been added to each set of
curves to facilitate estimating the total operating cost
when the average load on a machine is less than the
rated full load. To make such an estimate the procedure

TABLE I—PRICES AND DATA ON I'TEL OILS AND ENGINES

Specific

Gravity
of Oil

(Deg.
Baume)

Approxi-
mate

Price of

Oil per

Gal.

(Cents)

Thermal
Efficiency

at

Full

Load

Brake-
hp.-hr.

per Gal.

Of fuel

Ai'i-hoximatk Con or
Brand n b Brake-hp.

Type of
Pinging

HORSEPOWER

50 100 150 250

Distillates.. .

.

Tops-distil-
lates

Semi-Diesel . .

.

Hot-surface,
high - effi-

ciency

Diesel

48-51

38-42

24-28

16

18

5

2.75

2.143

2.143

2.143

20

20

18

27

28 4

10

10

10

10

It)

$25

25

60

75

$30

30

55

65

75

$30

30

50

65

70

$30

30

50

80

65

is as follows: Measure the ordinate corresponding to
the hours the machine is operated between the inclined
and horizontal line for the particular engine and by
laying off an equal distance on the scale at the left

obtain the number of dollars representing the cost of
fuel which would be required with the engine operating
at full load.

.
Then multiply this amount by the average

percentage of rated load carried and also by the ratio
of the fuel economy at the particular load to the economy

4500

4000

£ 3500

? 3000

<^>
c

t 7.500

^> 2000

1500-

1000

500

2400 3600 4800 6000 7200 8400

Hours Operated per Year Hours Operated per Year

FIGS. 1 AND 2—TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF OPERATING 50-HP. AND 100-HP. OIL ENGINES AT FULL LOAD: THE HORIZONTAL
LINES INDICATE THE FIXED CHARGES ON EACH TYPE OF EQUIPMENT
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FIGS. 3 AND 4—TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF OPERATING OIL ENGINES AT FULL LOAD. THE HORIZONTAL LINES INDICATE
THE FIXED CHARGES ON EACH TYPE OF EQUIPMENT

at full load. By adding the result so obtained to the

ordinate of the fixed-charge line the approximate yearly

operating cost at that average load will be obtained.

This arrangement of curves also permits a compari-

son of fuel costs for different engines and periods of

operation. It is interesting to note that 50-hp. tops-

distillates engines are cheaper to operate than any of

the other types of the same rating up to 7200 hours a

year. In 100-hp. sizes hot-surface, high-economy en-

gines are cheapest to operate when used more than 5000

hours a year. Below this tops-distillates engines show
an advantage. With higher rated engines tops-distil-

lates and hot-surface, high-economy engines remain the

least expensive to operate, the point at which it is best

to change from one to another changing with the rating

needed. In practically all cases it can be seen that dis-

tilla'tes engines are practically out of the question be-

cause of their high cost of operation.

Table II shows the cost of generating energy in a New
Mexico mining plant which is operating continuously

twenty-four hours a day. The equipment includes four

hot-surface, high-economy engines, two rated at 180

brake-hp., one at 250 hp., and the other at 280 hp. These

are belted or directly connected to electric generators.

The engines are operating at an altitude of 7000 ft. and

are 90 miles from a railroad station. The cost of haul-

ing over this distance is about 1 cent per pound, which
accounts for the high price of fuel and lubricant. If

fuel oil could have been obtained at 2 1/7 cents per gal-

lon and lubricant at 35 cents per 1000 hp.-hr., the equiva-

lent cost of operating this plant would have been $45.70

per horsepower-year at the engines and $74.50 per kilo-

watt-year at the switchboard, instead of $136.51 per

horsepower-year and $164.41 per kilowatt-year, with

fuel oil at 16.5 cents per gallon and lubricant at 71 cents

per 1000 hp.-hr. These figures do not include the fixed

charges of interest, taxes and insurance, and deprecia-

tion, which may amount to from 17 to 20 per cent of

the cost of the machines.
The curves of Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicating Diesel-

engine operating costs were based on the use of 18-deg.

Baume oil. The curves in Fig. 6 compare the economies

of Diesel engines when using different grades of oil

and operating at different percentages of rated horse-

power. With these fuels the range of the full-load

economy is about 0.4 lb. to 0.5 lb. of oil per brake-hp.-hr.

To permit comparing expenses in a turbine-driven

plant burning oil with those in a Diesel-engine plant the

TABLE 11- -OPERATING EXPENSES IN A NEW MEXICO HOT-SURFACE OIL-ENGINE PLANT
Based on 8640 hours per year, with fuel at 16.5 cents per gallon and lubricating oil 71 cents per 1000 hp.-hr.

Estimated Output Oil Consumed

LABOR

Cost of Operation

JES

At Engine 1

Hp.-hr.

Gal. Lb.

LB. PER MATERIALS AND SUPP1
Total

At Switch-

board, Kw.-hr.
Kw.-hr.
Switch-
board

Hp.-hr.
Engines Operating

Main-
tenance

Fuel
Oil,

WA Cents
Gal.

Lubricating

Oil, 71 Cents
per 1000
Hp.-hr.

Repair
Parts Belts

Miscel-
laneous

Supplies

2,469,293

Per kw.-hr

Per hp.-hr

3,996,196 278,595

0.113

0.083

2,061,602

0.835

0.516

0.84 0.52 $7907.31

0.0032

0.0019

$2211.76

0.0009

0.0006

$46,603.62

0.0189

0.0116

$2838.82

0.0011

0.0007

$1659.50

0.0007

0.0004

$1792.92

0.0007

0.0005

$1044.64

0.0004

0.0003

$64,052.57

0.0259

0.0260
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ABLE III-RELATION OF ITEMS OF EXPENSE TO TOTAL OPSBATINI

Item

PhofOBCION or Total Operating Kxpkn.ne (jM per

Under Actual Condition!
(Oil at 16.5 Cento per Gal.
ami Lubricant at 71 Cento

per 1000 Brake-hp.-hr.)

Willi Oil at > 1-7 Cents pet

Gal. ami Lubricant

Cento per looo Brake-lip.

-

hr.

1L'

3

73

4

3

3

2

86

10

27

6

8

8

5

,-urves in Fig. 5 and Table IV are presented. The plants

ire imaginary, but the cost figures can be considered

ipproximately correct. The table seems to show that a

Jiesel-engine plant may enter into serious competition

vith steam plants when the load-factor is better than

15 per cent. The curves show the effect of the price of

>il on the operating cost. When the price of oil is about

>3 cents a barrel the yearly cost will be the same for

joth plants. Above this price the Diesel plant has the

idvantage. In the turbine plant the fuel expense is the

argest single item, whereas in the Diesel plant fixed

:harges constitute the largest single expense. It is diffi-

:ult to make any definite conclusions, as the life of Diesel

mgines is still open to discussion.

By analyzing the data in Table II it is found that the

•elation each of the items of expense bears to the total

>perating cost is as shown in the first column of Table

[II, whereas if fuel oil and lubricant could have been

)btained without considerable haulage—say at 2 1/7

:ents per gallon and 35 cents per 1000 brake-hp.-hr.

respectively—the relations would be as shown in the

>econd column.

FIG. 5—COMPARISON OF OPERATING EXPENSES OF 600-KW.

STEAM TURBINE AND DIESEL-ENGINE PLANTS

TABLE IV COMPARISON I \M TURBINE LND DIESEL ENODfl
K\V. POWER PLANT

Assumptions: I/oad-facUir
i unman load equal to rated output. 'This gives

turbinei slight advantage in overload capacity.* Turbinai operated eoodanaing, n

oondeneer and oooling tower. OilfueL Crude oil barrel; dJatilled oil, $1

barrel. Turbine plant develops ii'i kw -hr. per barrel develop! 447 kw.-bx.

per barrel.

Turbini

One 200-Kw . OneaOO-Kw,
Unit Three 200-Ka

One 200-Kw- One
lOO-Kn

Boilers and settings $6, 200 1 Engine Ml. 000
Pumps... 250| Erecting 5,000
Piping 500 Piping 1,400
Stack and flues 2, 950; Oil tank- 1.000

500 \\ ater-eoolinn apparatus . 1.000

Turbinea 12,500 Generators 11,400

Generaton, etc 11,400 Building 6,000
( londensera. -'. WO
Cooling tower 8,500
Building 10,000

Total M0, 200 Total $76,800

$47,500
5,000
1,400
1,000
1,000

11,400
6.000

$73,300

Operating Costs (1,314,000 Kw.-hr. per Yeahi

Turbine Plant Diesel-Engine Plant

$3,000 Waees ... . $3,00<
.Mi

10(

40(

5C

14,0M

)

Maintenance

500
100
400
250

$4,250

.$8,910

7,030

Maintenance.
Water

)

)

1

Fuel, 95 cents bbl

Three Engines Two Engines

Fixed charges U
per cent 95 Cents $1.50 Bbl.

Bbl
05 Cento

Bbl.

$2,790

10,280

$17,120

$1.50 Bbl.

Total $20,190
Fuel $2,790

Fixed charges,

14 per cent. 10,780

$4,410

10,780

$4,410

10,280

Total $17,620 $19,240 $18,740

In this comparison interest was assumed at 6 per cent,

depreciation at 6 per cent, and insurance and taxes at

2 per cent for both plants. The items of first cost are

only approximately correct ; the output per barrel of oil

is based on reports from both Diesel and steam plants

(the steam plant is in California and the oil-engine plant

in Texas) ; the cost of distilled oil was purposely placed

high to be fair to turbines ; and operating expenses were

based on reports from the above-mentioned plants.

10 10 10 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 150 MO 150

Percent of Rated B.H.P

FIG. 6—UNIT AND TOTAL FUEL CONSUMPTIONS FOR DIESEL

ENGINES AT DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF RATED LOAD
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COSTS ON COOLINIM'ONI) CONSTRUCTION
Installation and Operating Data for Different Types of

Pondi Where Water is Bprajred

The accompanying tablee give data on the operation

and cost of constructing cooling ponda equipped with

spray Dozzlea for cooling the circulating water of con-

densers used with steam engines and turbines, in or-

der to make a proper comparison of the costs of cool-

ing arrangements for prime movers varying in rating

from 500 kw. to 2000 kw. it is necessary to assume 8

steam consumption that is fairly consistent with plaid

practice in each case. For the 500-kw. turbo-generator
a steam consumption of 22 lb. per kilowatt-hour, when
operating at a 27.5-in. vacuum referred to a 30-in.

barometer, is taken as an average water rate for sum-
mer weather in the Middle and Southern States, or a

total steam consumption of 11,000 lb. per hour for the

unit. In order to obtain the vacuum mentioned, it is

necessary to have a ratio of circulating water to steam
of sixty to one, therefore 1320 gal. per minute of water
will be circulated and sprayed at the cooling pond. This

will require about thirty-five nozzles of a size to dis-

charge approximately 40 gal. per minute at 7 lb. pres-

sure at the nozzle. The cost of such an equipment of

nozzles, spray heads, spray arms, drip sprays and pip-

ing, including eccentric spray, tees, valves when re-

quired, suction-well wall piece and flange-by-bell elbow,

is about $825, as shown in Table II.

The size of the pond required for a 500-kw. installa-

tion should be about 50 ft. by 128 ft. with the sprays

arranged in seven groups of five nozzles each, connected

to a pipe line down the center of the pond. If a con-

crete basin is required, it should have a 5-in. reinforced

concrete bottom and side walls, the side walls having a

slope of two to one to avoid the cost of forms. In this

case the pond should have a suitable suction well with
double screens to prevent the nozzles from clogging and
also piers carrying plates and rolls on which the piping

can rest. The total construction cost for such a pond,

including the excavation, will be about 40 cents per sq.

ft. under average conditions with no hazards, or a total

of $2,560 for the concrete basin complete. This amount
added to the cost of the special equipment and piping

FIG. 1—CONCRETE SPRAY COOLING POND FOR A 500-KW.
MASSACHUSETTS STATION

makes the total approximate cost for the 500-kw. in-

stallation $3,385.

If the conditions are such that a pond can be con-

structed with a 6-in. puddled clay bottom and the bank
lined with puddled clay of the same thickness, the cost

would be about 20 cents per square foot, or $1,280 for

the basin complete. Adding the cost of the special

equipment and piping to this amount, the total cost of

a pond of this character would be about $2,105.

On a similar basis for the 1000-kw. unit, assuming a

steam consumption of 20 lb. per kilowatt-hour, a ratio

of circulating water to steam condensed of sixty to one,

and the same size of nozzles as before spraying 2400

gal. per minute, sixty nozzles would be required. The
cost of this equipment, with the necessary piping, fit-

tings and the like, would be around $1,585. This in-

stallation would require a pond 90 ft. by 90 ft. or 65 ft.

by 125 ft., with an arrangement of three or two lines

of pipe having four or six groups of sprays of five noz-

zles each per line. The cost of a concrete basin of these

dimensions at 40 cents per square foot would be $3,240

and, including special equipment and piping, $4,825.

For a pond with puddled clay bottom and sides the

total cost would be $3,205. The costs for the 2000-kw.

installation shown in Table I are arrived at in the same
manner, assuming a steam consumption of 18 lb. per

kilowatt-hour.

In Fig. 1 a concrete basin for a 500-kw. installation is

TABLE I—OPERATING DATA FOR SPRAY COOLING SYSTEMS USED WITH PLANTS OF VARIOUS RATINGS

Location of plant
Rating of engines or turbines, in kw
Type of condenser
Operating vacuum
Gallons water per minute to condenser

Rating of spray system, gallons per minute
Number of nozzles
Temperature of water leaving condenser, deg. Fahr

.

Temperature of water in cooling pond, deg. Fahr . . .

Average air temperature during summer, deg. Fahr

.

Relative humidity during summer, deg. Fahr
Pond area in square feet

Capacity of pond in thousand gallons

Number of times water is sprayed
Source of water supply

Cost of water per 1000 gallons in cents

.

Pumping charge per hour in kw.-hr
Approximate cost of cooling system

Mass- N.J. N.J. N.J. Md. Pa. S. C. Tex.
500* 550 1200 125 IF 14,250 2600 1500

Surface Jet Surface 11 Jet Jet Surface
28.5 27.5 28.0 28.0 1[ 29.0 25.0 28.5

1610 2000 3200 150 850 10,000 4000 3700

2880 2000 8000 660 1600 7920 4500 3840
72 50 200 20 40 132 75 96
90 100 100 115 182 99 130 105
75 88 90 89 100 82 100 96
71.3 72.5 72.5 72.5 77.3 71.8 77.8 80.5

70.0 84.0 84.0 84.0 70.0 68.0 69.0 76.0
9240 2500 14,000 4800 3500 360,000 40,000 10,000
230 100 350 72 80 14,889 1800 300

1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

Well Mine Well Well Well Well River River

0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0 0.0 0.0
10.0 40.0 40.0 10.0 22 250 60

$7003 $8000t $10,000* $1000 $7500 $4000 $3000

§

Tex.
300
Jet
27.0

866

800
20
110
94
83.0

51.0
2000
......

Well

0.0
10

$1800

:

Low-pressure turbine. tSpecial equipment. tPond and spray capacity for double the load. IfCooling system for gas engine. §Natural pond.

TABLE II—COST OF CONSTRUCTING COOLING PONDS WITH SPRAY NOZZLE EQUIPMENT

Size of

Steam Unit,
Kw.

Assumed
Steam

Consumption
Lb. per
Kw.-hr.

Total Steam
Condensed

per Hour, Lbs.

Circulating

Water
Required,

60 to 1 Ratio,

G.p.M.

Number of

Nozzles
Required

Cost of

Nozzles,

Equipment
and Piping
Complete

Size of

Cooling Pond
Required, Ft.

Approximate
Cost Concrete
Basin Complete

Approximate
Cost Puddled
Clay Basin
Complete

Approximate
Cost Concrete
Basin, Equip-
ment and
Piping

Complete

Approximate
Cost Puddled

Clay Basin,

Equipment
and Piping

Complete

500

1000

2000

22

20

18

11,000

20,000

36,000

1320

2400

4320

35

60

110

$825

1585

2310

50x128

90x 90

112*120

$2560

3240

5400

$1280

1620

2700

$3385

4825

7710

$2105

3205

5010
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FIG. 2—PUDDLED-CLAY-BOTTOM SPRAY COOLING POND FOR

1000-KW. SOUTH CAROLINA STATION

shown, and in Fig. 2 a basin with a puddled clay bot-

tom and sides for a 1000-kw. installation. The illustra-

tion in Fig. 3 shows the basin and spray system used

for cooling the circulating water of gas-driven blowing

engines at a steel plant. The performance of the equip-

ment in Fig. 1 is shown in the first column of Table I,

and the performance of the installation in Fig. 3 is

shown in column 5 of the same table. The data in Table

I have been furnished by plants operating spray ponds,

and the costs given in most cases represent the total

investment in the cooling equipment, including pumps.
In a discussion on cooling systems at a recent meet-

ing of cotton manufacturers at New London, Conn.,

Lee H. Parker of Boston, Mass., described various

spray-cooling systems and explained how in one case a

mountain stream in the South was used as a cooling

pond for a cotton-mill plant. Owing to high water in

the spring and to avoid placing supports for the piping

in the stream, the piping and nozzles were placed on

each side of it and the water was sprayed into a pond
created, at an angle of 60 deg. from the horizontal.

Tests referred to at this meeting seemed to show that

the average amount of heat dissipated from the surface

of a natural cooling pond with partitions is about 3.5

B.t.u. per square foot per hour per degree of difference

of temperature, and that the average heat dissipated by
a spray cooling pond is 127 B.t.u. per square foot per

degree of difference per hour. This means that a cool-

ing pond without sprays capable of caring for a 100-hp.

plant may be increased in capacity to handle a 3600-hp.

plant by the use of spray cooling. With cooling ponds
of any type the feed water may be taken from the pipe

line between the condenser and the pond to save heat

units.

THE FRICTION LOAD OF SHAFT BEARINGS
Power Represented by Friction of Different Bearings and

Motor-Drive Arrangements

The results of various tests on line shafts and

countershafts in mills and factories equipped with plain

babbitt bearings, roller bearings and ball bearings have

shown that a considerable amount of electrical energy

can be saved, where the shafts are driven by motors,

through a proper selection of the bearings and ar-

rangement of the drives. The friction load of many
line-shaft installations is larger than it should be, and

in such cases there is ample opportunity for an analysis

of the losses due to friction and a balancing of this

against the cost of more economical bearings. From
tests* by Prof. Carl C. Thomas made at the University

of Wisconsin some interesting performances of differ-

ent kinds of bearings were formulated, as shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. The losses due to increase of load on

FIG. 1—POWER CONSUMED BY FRICTION OF BEARINGS WITH

DIFFERENT LOADS AND SPEEDS; TEMPERATURE, 77 DEG.

FAHR.

bearings of different types with increase of speed and

different operating temperatures are clearly shown.

While shafting is running idle the power consumption of

plain and ball bearings may differ but slightly. As the

load increases, however, the power consumption of the

plain bearing increases at a much greater rate, as

shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The excess of the power re-

quired by babbitt over roller and of roller over ball

bearings increases with an increase of speed for all

loads. The relative amounts of power as determined

by Professor Thomas consumed in friction by the dif-

ferent kinds of bearings are shown in Table I on page

810.

FIG. 3—COOLING POND AND SPRAY SYSTEM INSTALLED ON
ROOF OF MARYLAND STATION

•Presented before the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers in 1913.
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The data In Table ll show tin- friction load due to

shaft bearings and belt drives In the punch press, scroti

machine, drilling and tapping, milling and profiling,

rough tore, tool room, polishing and buffing, and In-

itial-assembly departments of a new manufacturing
plaid in Indiana. The machines driven handle a prod-

mi which weighs less than L0 lb., so thai the friction

losses an- an important consideration in th<' total energy

demand. The shafting is supported In ball-and-socket,

two point, double-arm, ring-oiled, 24-in. drop hangers.

The data given In Table II were obtained from read-

ings of a recording watt-hour meter, with all of the

belts up to idle pulleys left running during the test.

The results Indicate that belting back from a main-line

shaft to a sub-shaft increases friction losses and that

it is better to install separate motors to drive such sub-

shafts. It is also apparent that the number of bearings

and the speed of the shaft have but little effect on the

friction losses. Liquid grease costing 10 cents per lb.

or $40 per bbl. was found satisfactory for all line-shaft

and countershaft bearings and loose pulleys except those

running at very high speeds.

Determination of Saving Possible

The curves of Fig. 2 have been plotted to show the

reduction of power consumed by ball bearings over ordi-

nary bearings of the sleeve type. The data from which

TABLE I—RELATIVE AMOUNTS OF POWER CONSUMED IN BEAR
ING FRICTION

TABLE III mm rED IN ONE PLANT BY BALL-BEARING
ll w.i i:

100 Ft. per Minute 300 Ft. per Minute

Bearing

77 Deg. Fahr. 100 Deg. Fahr. 77 Deg. Fahr. 100 Deg. Fahr.

Babbitt 3.0 3.6 4.5 4.0

Roller 2.2 2.5 2.7 3.0

Ball 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

the curves were plotted were secured by using a motor

under the same conditions to drive a long shaft equipped

first with ring-oiled babbitt bearings and second with

ball bearings. Readings were taken of the energy con-

sumed by the motor under varying loads and speeds.

As an illustration in the use of these curves, take the

case of a shaft operating at 300 r.p.m. with ordinary

bearings under an average load of 840 lb. per bearing.

By following the ordinate 300 r.p.m. to curve B the re-

duction of power consumed by friction is about 64 per

Plain-Bearini
Bangui

Ball Hi-uring
llniikT.-rs

I Otftl 1. il

O.'i

32
110

|4,8M 88

71 fl

(Una ""'' belti
i.i B

1 ID

> lir., for

$3 524 . 85
Co i "i ball beai Enj , including en of ion
Interest on investment :ii 8 per cent

81,208 00
872.48
$1H 83

81.828 ko
8880 i'i

Savins '" maintenance rod lubrication
Total annual Bavins <lu'- to bangera

Return on Investment after sixteen months,

$l2.V7.r,
8008.18

75.0

470
300

157 R.R M. 314
100 Speed.Ft.perMir... 200

FIG. 2—POWER CONSUMED BY FRICTION OF BEARINGS AT
DIFFERENT LOADS AND SPEEDS; TEMP., 100 DEG. FAHR.

TABLE II—LINE-SHAFT FRICTION LOAD IN A MANUFACTURING PLANT AS SHOWN BY TESTS

Link Shafts Number of

Counter-
shaft

Bearings

Total
Number of

Bearings

Number of
Machines
Driven

Friction
Load in
Hp.

Friction
per

Bearing
in Hp*

Friction
per

No.
Length
in Feet

Diameter,
Inches

Speed,
R.p.m.

Number of
Hangers

Machine
inHp.t

1 160
120
150
170

80
70

90
20
90

100
100
20
60
70

2.6875
2.1875
2.6875
2.6875

2.1875
2.1875

2.4375
2.1875
2.4375

2.4375
2.4375
2.1875
2.4375
2.1875

150
150
200
200

200
200

200

16 \ 32

90

49

46

0.107

0.076

0.046

0.075

0.029

0.076
0.107
0.234
0.540
0.063

0.171

0.235

0.134

0.201

Drilling and tapping

2
1

2

1

2

1

2
3

1

2
1

1

1

12}
15
17

8
7

9

36 \
22/

181
i6

;

34

30

20
22
2

24

29

17

17

6.83

2.28

3.42

i'i-4

2.28
3.42
1.17

10.25
1.51

Milling and profiling ....

Polishing and buffing . . .

200
200

200
200
150
300
200

3
9

10
10
3
7
8

39

30
32
5

105
32

is

10
" 11

3
9
12

0.076

0.228
0.311
0.390
1.140
0.125

In the punch-press, screw-machine and drilling and tapping departments a motor is belted to No. 1 shaft, which belts back to shaft No. 2. In the milling

and profiling, rough-store, polishing and buffing and initial-assembly departments a motor is belted to each line shaft. In the tool room the motor is belted to shaft

No. 1, which is a main shaft, and back to shaft No. 2, which is a sub-shaft. Shaft No. 3 is driven by another motor.

*Includes belt losses, t Includes all losses. JA 30-in. exhaust fan was running under load during test. § Includes six loose pulleys and two fan bearings-
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cent. In cases where the friction of ordinary bearings

runs high, from 20 to 40 per cent of the total energy
consumed, the saving due to the ball-bearing shaft

hangers has ranged from 12 to 24 per cent of the cost

of energy, depending upon the character of drive and

yo

80

.
=

A- 10601b.

i

<£ 60

c

s> 50

n-H4Ulb^

1

-D- 395 lb.

c

? 30

c.

z to

10

100 500•200 300 400

Revolutions per Minute.

FIG. 3—RELATIVE REDUCTION IN POWER CONSUMED BY

FRICTION FOR BALL BEARINGS AS COMPARED WITH
BABBITT BEARINGS

the way the shafts were loaded. The bearing pressures

for the tests referred to with reference to the projected

area for babbitt bearings were about 30 lb. to 100 lb.

per square inch at speeds above and below normal
practice of 200 r.p.m.

Sound Effects When Using an Exploring Coil to

Locate Cable Faults

In using the exploring-coil method of finding faults

explained in the articles of the Sept. 11 and 18

issues of the Electrical World the location of a

fault is generally determined by the difference in

sound on either side of the break. In nearly all cases

there will be some sound beyond the fault, but the dif-

ference is generally marked, and at any abrupt change
in sound the tester looks closely for trouble. Bonds be-

tween cables are sometimes a help and sometimes a

hindrance in fault location. The general practice is to

listen on the bonds, if there are any in the manholes,

as they may help the trouble hunter in his decision.

Thus, on street circuits where the loop is bonded and
the trouble is quite near the station owing to the re-

turning of the testing current on its own sheath, the

sound is often considerably lessened by neutralization,

and it is not so loud as would be expected up to the

fault. Absolute proof is obtained by taking off a

small strip of lead from both legs on the station side

of the bond and noting the sound difference.

In case of short-circuit, the sound is alike from sta-

tion to fault, the sheath current being eliminated and
the only possible false sound beyond the fault being due
to charging or condenser effect. With the short-circuit

connection the sound in the longitudinal coil is always
louder than with the ground connection, maximum sound
being obtained every 10 in. (the length of the coil),

while in case of ground the maximum sound occurs

every 20 in. In three-phase, three-conductor cables the

30und is generally not so loud as with single-conductor

cables. Listening with the triangle against street-rail-

way tracks running parallel with cables is often suffi-

cient to trace a fault, and the sound from the Edison
tube system is nearly always very loud.

Operating Schemes

Two dollars uill be paid for each item published

giving ideas and data, new or simplified methods

and experiences in 80lving troubles.

A Simple Scheme for Dead-Ending a Crane Trolley

Wire

The accompanying illustration shows a convenient

and serviceable way of dead-ending a traveling-crane

trolley wire. For a No. 2, copper wire a 0.75-in.

punched wrought-iron bolt washer may be used, and for

other sizes reference to a wire table will show the size

fiber Tube

PLAIN WASHER USED TO GRIP TROLLEY WIRE AT DEAD END

of washer required to fit over twice the diameter of the
wire used. The fiber tube shown is used as a safety
stop. It should be long enough so that the crane trolley

will be lifted off the wire a sufficient distance from the
end of the crane travel to prevent an accident in case

of emergency.

A Way of Lighting a Tailrace Gage to Facilitate

Night Readings

At the Turners Falls (Mass.) hydroelectric plant of

the Turners Falls Power & Electric Company the tail-

race gage shown in the accompanying illustration is

fixed in a vertical position by bolts and braces sunk in

the station wall. Since the height of water in the tail-

REFLECTOR AND LAMP FOR READING TAILRACE GAGE,
SHOWN JUST ABOVE WATER

race varies considerably and since night readings are
required, a screened drop light is used with a conical

reflector cut away sufficiently to enable the water level

to be checked easily against the gage. The lamp is

raised and lowered from the station window, and the
gage is read from a small iron platform overhanging
the tailrace.
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Remodeling old Meten i«» Keep Pare \> i t ii Improve-

ments in New

For years the Metropolitan EClectrlc Company, Read

tag, i'a . hai been using 110 volt Thomson type M watt

hour meters on both alternating-curreni and direct

current circuits. When LO-watl lamp, were Introduced,

however, it was round thai thej would not record ac

curatelv On light loads. Several changes were their

tore made in all of the Instruments, with the result that

they now operate as accurately as the recent models and

ate more rugged than some types.

The changes made are as follows: The commutators,

spring brushes, copper disks, steel pivots and low-torque

armature- were removed. New
| s -in. commutators with

tilled-in segments were made and plaeed on the shafts

with armatures weighing slightly more than those in

the Thomson type C-6. Gravity brushes were employed

and aluminum disks and sapphire pivots substituted for

those formerly used. The field coils were reinsulated,

and on the three-wire meters different devices were

provided for holding the adjustable compensating coils.

When the alternating-current meters are removed from

a location they are subjected to a 2200-volt break-down

test to detect faults in insulation.

An Alarm Arrangement Designed for the Purpose

of Indicating Grounds

A simple alarm arrangement to indicate grounds is

shown in the accompanying sketch. The electromag-

net is wound with No. 6 B. & S. copper wire and re-

quires little energy to energize it and make the connec-

tion at the contact point to sound the gong. In a quiet

\PryCeUl

CIRCUITS FOR GROUND-WIRE ALARM

station a small vibrating bell with a gong of high pitch

will serve as a signal, and in this case batteries as

shown may be used. In a noisy station it may be ad-

visable to install a larger gong operated from a bell-

ringing transformer connected to the low-voltage sta-

tion or lighting circuits.

Protecting Linemen When Using Telephone Circuits

Paralleling Transmission Lines

When telephone circuits and high-voltage lines are

supported on the same structure, care must be taken to

protect operators from dangerous voltages when tele-

phoning. After considerable experimenting the San
Joaquin (Cal.) Light & Power Corporation has adopted

the method of protection shown in Fig. 1, which pro-

tects the telephone instrument as well. Across telephone

branch lines leading to instrument terminals bleeder

transformers are connected with the middle points per-

manently grounded. These afford a metallic path to

ground for induced and foreign voltages and still offer

sufficient resistance to the high frequency ringing and

talking em-rents. For additional protection ;{<;-in.,

0.6 amp. porcelain inclosed fuses are connected in

es with the branch circuit., on the instrument
of the bleeder transformers. Between these and the

telephones arc wi-at hei proof spark-gaps, the centfl
points of which are substantially grounded. The g

hone line

,;,;:, .-,.-,.v, r.r.r-.r,

36" 05 Amp fuses

Spark Gaps

^Terminals to which f
portable Telephones maybe

Connrr*r-i

FIG. 1—PROTECTIVE ARRANGEMENTS USED WITH
TELEPHONE SET

are set 1/32 in. to 1/16 in. apart. These devices will

ground high voltages and blow the fuses, thereby inter-

posing 36-in. gaps between the line and instrument ter-

minals. The fuse blocks are supported on high-voltage

insulators and the fuses are handled with 6-ft. shel-

lacked sticks.

Portable telephones are employed on these lines, and
electrically connected to the branch-line terminals by

spring-clips which are handled with 4-ft. shellacked

sticks. In order that the telephones need not be touched

while being used, they are attached to the poles about

9 ft. above the ground by straps. Portable insulating

platforms are provided which can be attached to the

poles about 2 ft. above the ground. The side of the

platform adjoining the pole is curved to fit, and straps

are used to buckle it thereto and support the outer end,

as shown in Fig. 2.

Wires leading to

Telephone Line

Spring Clips

-Insulator Deaot-
ending branch Line

1- Portable Telephone

Strap Buckled around Pole

to hold Telephone

FIG. 2—SHOWING PORTABLE PLATFORM AND TELEPHONE
READY FOR USE
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Setting Poles by Use of a Water Jet Furnished

by Fire Engine

In the accompanying illustration a method of setting

poles is shown where trouble is encountered due to

quicksand. In this case a 1.5-in. jet of water from a

fire hose connected to a steam fire engine is used. The
water jet displaces the sand and permits the pole to be

lowered the required depth. Before the adoption of

SETTING A POLE IN QUICKSAND WITH WATER JET

this scheme barrels were sunk in the quicksand and it

was impossible to lower the poles more than 3.5 ft. to

4 ft. The use of the fire engine, however, overcame the
trouble, and the jet works satisfactorily in all kinds of

sand.

This method of setting poles is used by G. A. Frog-
ner, superintendent of the municipal electric light and
water plant of Gladstone, Mich.

Some Results Attributable to Inefficient Brush
Contacts

By E. C. Parham
Poor brush contacts may cause sparking or several

other characteristic symptoms. On a bipolar generator
it may render the machine unable to "build up" its

field. This is not so likely to happen on a multipolar
machine, however, unless the poor contacts are due to

high mica or to excessive glazing of the commutator,
because there are several independent sets of brushes
and not so much chance of all making poor contact.

High mica or a glazed commutator, however, will affect

all brushes alike. On multipolar machines poor brush
contacts will cause unequal division of the load among
the several brushes or sets of brushes, thereby pro-

ducing sparking and possibly overheating of some of

the equalizing sectors. Also, where two or more ma-
chines are operated in parallel, poor brush contacts may
materially affect the division of the total load among
the machines. Even when the condition is not indicated

by sparking, the shunts of the overloaded brushes are
likely to become discolored by the heat of the abnormal
currents carried by them, and if the condition goes on
unnoticed the shunts will eventually burn out.

In one case a troubleman was called to look at a four-

pole motor the sparking of which had been gradually
getting worse. The operator claimed that the motor
had been operating satisfactorily for several years and
had begun to spark only within recent months. Upon
removing a brush to inspect its contact surface it was

noticed that the shunt was rather short. Further
inspection disclosed that all of the shunts were too

short, in fact, in many cases the shunts were actually

holding the brushes away from the commutator. Com-
parison of the brushes with old ones that came with the

motor showed that the shunts of the existing brushes

were uniformly too short to permit of getting anything
like full wear from brushes of that length. As a tem-
porary relief the brush shunts were cut with pliers.

This made it possible for the brushes to reach the com-
mutator, which promptly took on a healthy polish. As
a permanent relief a new set of brushes with standard
pigtails was ordered. On all modern generators and
motors it is the practice to attach a plate on which is

given the catalog number of the brushes to be ordered

for that unit.

Boiler-Compound Injector Made Up of Pipe

Fittings

By T. W. Reynolds
A device for injecting compounds into boilers that

can be easily made up of pipe fittings at a slight cost

and has proved satisfactory in operation is shown in

the accompanying illustration. The injector is installed

in a by-pass with the valves arranged as shown. The
by-pass should be of the same size as the main feed line

from the pumps, while the height and diameter of the

chamber will vary in accordance with local conditions

or the quantity of compound to be used at one time.

Ordinarily a piece of 6-in. pipe 2 ft. long will suffice.

To cut out the injector, valve C is opened, then valves

A and B closed. The contents of the chamber are dis-

charged by opening the valve on the 1-in. drain to the

sewer. To fill the chamber with compound, the latter

valve is closed and valve D is opened. The charge
is then injected into the boilers by closing valve D,
opening valves A and B, and then by closing valve C,

in the order mentioned.

fa Expansion Bolts
*»n \ Wall
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(}\//////J/(/f
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ASSEMBLED HOME-MADE BOILER-COMPOUND INJECTOR
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Campaigning Past the "Saturation Point"

\ stor\ of itiisiius.N Gained Where Figurei Showed There Was None

Schedule of House-Wiring Prices at Columbus, (Ja.

IT
is a stimulating lesson to the man who thinks there

is no business to be had in his town when a central
station m a medium-sized city finds L48 new con

Burners in the face of statistics thai proclaim a state of
"saturation." Everybody used to talk and write about
th<" time When all the houses would be wind and all the
business that was worth tin- having wmdd be tied up
to the pole line. They worried mueh about this mystical
point of saturation and "What would the central station
do then, poor thing?" -lust listen to what happened
recently in Columbus, Ga.

Condition!

Peters, the

in Columbus

Thomas W. Peters, the commercial agent of the
Columbus Railroad Company, which serves Columbus
with both electricity and gas, in addition to transporta-
tion, says:

"We serve approximately 40,000 population, and my
impression is that the census gives five persons per
family. This makes a total of approximately 8000
families in Columbus and vicinity, and if we eliminate,
as we should, the 'no 'count nigger' and the class of
white people whom the negro calls 'po' white trash,' we
shall have the available number of families which we
can serve down to approximately 4000. At the present
we have on our lines a fraction over 4000 customers,
from which you can see that we have practically reached
the 100 per cent saturation point as far as customers
go. Of course, in actual practice we find that we keep
gaining customers from month to month, most of which
are customers bringing us in only from
$15 to $18 per year, but theoretically we
have reached full saturation, when it

comes to opportunity for winning profit-

able residence consumers."
Naturally, it has been a gradual devel-

opment in Columbus as elsewhere, and
continuous effort has brought its cumula-
tion in the field both of lighting and of
power. The better-class houses came first,

the homes of the people of property; then
the salesmen were directed toward the
rented houses.

"At first," says Mr. Peters, "it was
very hard to get the owners to realize

that it was desirable to

have their rented prop-
erty wired, but the
groundwork has been
very thorough and our
persistent efforts are be-

ginning to show. There
is hardly a house built

in Columbus to-day
which is not wired for
electric light, and, as a
matter of fact, for some
time now our greatest

effort in soliciting has
been spent entirely on
houses of three and four
rooms which have been
built for years."

It was determined,
however, that in spite

of figures a campaign of

For

cooperation embracing the company and all the local

contractors would probably result in the development
of many hidden "prospects" and much apparently inac-

cessible business both for service and construction.

Also, it was believed that such a campaign would benefit

both the contractors and the company's sales force by

the natural enthusiasm and co-ordination it would in-

spire. And so a flat-rate, easy-payment offer was
worked out and the stage was set, the objective being

to make a whirlwind drive on the small-house business

waiting possibly among the homes that had been in-

cluded in the 50 per cent of "ungettable" houses segre-

gated in those figures that had dealt with "saturation."

The schedule of prices and points used in the cam-
paign in Columbus is given on the following page.

Methods and Results

"The success of this campaign can readily be seen,"

says Mr. Peters, "in the fact that we secured 143 new
electric customers in four weeks besides selling a good
many appliances. Considerable newspaper space was
used, a feature of which was the display of much red

ink. The 'copy' was simplified and so worded as to

influence the specific class of 'prospects' we were talking

to. You will probably be surprised when I tell you that

a good many wiring jobs were closed which called for

easy payments distributed over terms of from six to

eighteen months. We did not handle one of these ac-

counts, however, the contractors assuming all responsi-

bility of collections and carrying accounts. In addition,

each contractor loaned us a man
to supplement our own salesmen.

On each Saturday night the com-

mercial department gave a sup-

per to its members and one or

two invited guests, at which

time prizes for the week were

distributed. Everything was
done to keep the campaign spirit

strong and knit us all together

in the work, and although this

campaign was not so big

the Mansion
Cottage

and

ELECTRIC LIGHTS
Are Better Than Any Other Form

ol Light, Except Daylight

The Cost ol Wiring Is Small and the

Terms are Easy. Call 166 or 384 and
Have a Solicitor Call and Explain Our

SPECIAL N
WIRING PI

Columbus I

GOOD LIGHT IS NO
LONGER A LUXURY

Electric Light Is the Best Light
Remember that this Is the Lart

Week of Our

SPECIAL HOUSE WIRING CAMPAIGN

Call 166 or 384 for a Solicitor

to Come and Explain to you
Our Proposition.

Columbus Railroad Co.

Going! Going! Gone!

Don't forget that to-

day Is the last day
Ipeclal Prices on
se Wiring

ORDER MUST BE

ED BEFORE 6 P.M.
enable you to

the benefit of

.Prices. Call 166

84 for a solicitor

all and get your
er.

ibus Railroad Co.

THREE ANTI-SATURATION ADVERTISEMENTS

a success from a numer-
ical standpoint as some
other campaigns, I be-

lieve it has helped us

considerably and will

continue tc do so. Cer-

tainly it has demon-
strated that there is no

such thing as saturation.

"We have in Columbus
what we call a patrol

rate figured out on a flat-

rate basis and applicable

to signs and window
lights. Almost 95 per

cent of the merchants

avail themselves of this

service, and the other 10

per cent—or at least 9V2

per cent of this 10 per cent—burn their

lights on the meter every night. The de-

velopment of power business has been

even more successful, and it is our boast

that there is not a shop or factory in
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Columbus which is not on our lines; that is, we are

selling them either light or power, or both. We have
all the woodworking plants in this territory connected

to our lines, with most of them using electricity exclu-

sively, and the plants not having a complete installation

are the ones which have too much refuse to burn under
the boilers heating their dry kilns.

"All of the fertilizer plants in this section are elec-

trically driven, and there is only one cotton gin in this

WIRING PRICES IN COLUMBUS (GA.) CAMPAIGN

Stores

Two lamps $5.00
Three lamps 7.00
Four lamps 8.50

Snap switches, extra, each 1.75

Terms: 10 per cent off for cash with order or $2 down and
$1.50 per month until paid.

Residences

Three lamps $7.50
Four lamps 9.00
Five lamps 11.50
Six lamps 14.00
Seven lamps 16.50
Eight lamps 19.00
Nine lamps 21.00
Ten lamps 22.50
Additional ceiling lamp complete 1.70
Additional side lamp complete 1.70
Snap switches, extra 1.75

Flush switches, extra 3.00

For two-story homes double the above price for the first floor,

using regular price for second floor.

Terms: 10 per cent off for cash with order or one-quarter
down when current is turned on, balance in four monthly pay-
ments.

Nitrogen Lamps
200-watt $3.00
300-watt 4.00
500-watt, Mogul socket 6.00
750-watt 6.50
400-watt 5.00

1000-watt 8.50
1500-watt 8.50
Mogul socket 1.00

Where the above lamp replaced Mazda lamps a credit of 50 per
cent, original cost of Mazda lamp, was allowed.

Points to Be Awarded to Salesmen
Points

Old houses wired 5

New houses wired 4

Old houses reconnected 3

Each heating device 1

Every $25 yearly revenue on flat rate 5

Every 200 watts additional load on present meter 1

Points on Gas Sales

New stoves in old houses 5

Old stoves in old houses reconnected 4

Heaters and miscellaneous devices, additional business 2

Auto water heaters, additional business 5

Coke, 0.5 ton 2

Prizes (in Gold)

200 points or more per week $2.50
Highest number of points per week 2.50
Highest number of points during campaign 5.00

territory which is not driven by an electric motor. All
of the smaller industries are driven exclusively by elec-

tric power. At present, however, there are adjacent to
our lines two ice plants, one large machine shop and
factory and two cottonseed-oil mills which are not using
our service exclusively, but we hope within the next
twelve months to be able to cut these exceptions to one.

"During the campaign we also obtained fifty-nine new
gas customers and sold a good many extra gas
appliances."

In other words, down in Columbus they believe in

getting just as close to "saturation" as they can—and
then a little closer.

A Perambulating "House Without a Chimney" at

Reading, Pa.

As the "opening gun" in its fall house-wiring cam-
paign, the Metropolitan Electric Company, Reading,
Pa., fitted up one of its electric trucks to represent a
bungalow without a chimney. In order to attract atten-

tion to this float and to arouse interest in the campaign,
the slogan "The House Without a Chimney" was

A FLOAT WHICH CONVEYED A DEFINITE IDEA

adopted and painted on the sides of the float, together
with a notice of the coming campaign. The truck was
decorated with miniature electric lamps and a string

orchestra inside the "house" played popular music as

the truck made its way through the residential dis-

tricts. In the business section of the town the truck
was stopped from time to time at favorable locations

while impromptu concerts were given. Charles J.

Esterly, sales agent of the company, who conceived the
idea, attributes much of the success thus far obtained
in the company's campaign to the use of the float.

Electric Vehicles Used for Pole-Line Work
In Long Island City, N. Y., and the surrounding ter-

ritory the New York & Queens Electric Light & Power
Company makes extensive use of its 4000-lb. electric

"OFF FOR THE JOB" WITH POLE AND TACKLE

trucks in pole-line work. These trucks are not only

used to transport wire, insulators, pole-line tools, etc.,

but also for the transportation of poles. The accom-
panying illustration shows how the latter is accom-
plished, one end of the pole being fastened to the rear
of the truck, while most of the weight is supported by
a "dolly" or pair of wheels as shown.
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Marketing Electricity
Department on Selling Service and Widening the Uee of Electrical Energy

The Light and Heal Factors in Department -SI ore

Costs

A recent analysis of groups of representative busi-

neei firms, made by tin' Boston Edison company, showed
that the average expense, outside of merchandise itself,

was 21.5 per cent—salaries running 3 per cent, insur-

ance and taxes 1 per cent, while light and heat ran from
0.8 per cent to 0.9 per cent and averaged 0.5 per cent.

The highest figure for light and heat was 0.9 per cent.

This was for department stores, for which the total

expense for salaries, rent, light, heat, etc., was 24.4 per

cent of the sales.

If, therefore, a department store should produce its

own light, it would save only an amount equal to 0.9 per

cent of its sales, even if it produced light for nothing.

In reality, if such a department store produces its own
light, it unconsciously increases the rent, salary, sup-

plies, insurance, taxes and general expenses, with de-

preciation and all similar accounts. These, brought to-

gether, amount to from twenty to forty times the total

of light and heat; so that it would take but a very nomi-
nal increase in all these other expenses, and one easily

unnoticed, to wipe out any saving if the department
store produced its own light. Indeed, as pointed out by
L. D. Gibbs, if a department-store manager could by
hard work cut his expenses of light and heat in two he

would not increase the profits as much as if he merely

increased his sales by a very small amount without in-

creasing his cash expenditures.

New Developments in Electric Heating for Shoe-

making Machinery

In factories making men's Goodyear welt shoes, which
retail from $3.50 to $8 per pair, it has been at times

difficult to interest the owner in central-station motor
service because in Massachusetts the owner is under
such conditions required to employ a licensed fireman

to operate his boiler at 50 lb. gage pressure to supply

heat for his manufacturing processes.

In order to make it easier to secure shoe-factory busi-

ness by eliminating the necessity of using high-pres-

sure steam, Stone & Webster two years ago took up
with the United Shoe Machinery Company the matter

of making an electrically heated welter and stitcher.

In March, 1914, the Shoe Machinery company installed

in one of the factories on Brockton Edison service a

machine of this type for experimental service, and after

some improvement the Shoe Machinery company an-

nounced last July that it had adopted an electrical equip-

ment for heating its Goodyear welt and turn shoe-

sewing machines, outsole rapid lockstitch machine and
rapid bobbin-winding machine. Present machines can

also be arranged for electric heating. The equipment,

according to D. M. Debard, requires 5.3 amp. at 110

volts. In a given trial period 48,384 pairs of men's

shoes were welted, requiring 1082 kw.-hr. for heating

the wax pots. The energy consumption was, therefore,

2.23 kw.-hr. per 100 pairs. The average electric heat-

ing rate was 2.45 cents per kilowatt-hour, making the

electric heating cost 5.46 cents per 100 pairs, whereas
with steam the cost would have been close to 50 cents.

With the introduction of these electrically heated ma-
chines, the shoe-factory steam requirements are now
reduced to those of a low-pressure heating plant with

the safety valve set for 15 lb. per square inch—a plant

which can be operated by any laborer working part

time.

Picturing Past and Present in a Rutland Window
Display

The accompanying photograph of the show window of

the Rutland (Vt.) Railway & Light Company illustrates

a recent exhibit made by the commercial department of

the company for the purpose of emphasizing to the pub-

lic the difference between the modern high-efficiency

"YESTERDAY AND TO-DAY" CONTRASTED IN LAMPS AND
LOCOMOTION

tungsten lamp and the old-fashioned carbon lamp. The
old velocipede displayed was borrowed from the estate

of an old Rutland family and attracted great attention

locally. According to B. T. Burt, vice-president and

general manager of the company, this window display

proved itself an excellent advertisement for the com-

pany's service.

Fixed-Price Central-Station Power and Steam-

Heating Service

The Providence (R. I.) Steam Company, a subsidiary

of the Narragansett Electric Lighting Company, has a

plan by which it takes over the operation of existing

plants and furnishes light, heat and power to the cus-

tomers for a fixed sum per year. If the cost of produc-

ing this service is less than the charge made, the saving

above 110 per cent of the agreed-upon cost is returned

to the customer. The engineering force of the customer

remains at its usual work by this arrangement. Provi-

dence customers whose demand and energy consumption

can be readily obtained, can be supplied, if desired, at a

flat rate per kilowatt-hour which approximates the reg-

ular sliding scale of charges. This arrangement has

been approved by the Public Utility Commission.
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WHICH CAGE IN THE ZOO ATTRACTS THE CROWD? WHY
NOT, THEN, APPLY THE SAME IDEA TO A SHOW WINDOW?

A Window Demonstration That Nearly Tripled

Lamp Sales

Average daily lamp sales, which had previously been

running from $15 to $20, jumped to $47 a day during

the two weeks the monkey exhibit illustrated herewith

occupied the window of the Electric Lighting Supply
Company at Los Angeles, Cal. Indeed, the window
drew such crowds that a traffic officer had to be sta-

tioned near by to keep people from blocking the side-

walk.

The live monkeys for the display were secured from
the Jungle Motion Picture Corporation, and the illu-

minated lamps, in lamp guards, received plenty of shak-

ing to emphasize the text of the principal sign in the

foreground. The window was planned and installed by
the proprietors of the companv, F. H. Trimble and
C. F. Baker.

Getting Illumination Loads During Conventions

Recognizing that conventions result in bringing a

comparatively large amount of business to merchants
in the convention city and incidentally increase the illu-

mination and trolley loads, the Metropolitan Electric

Company, Reading, Pa., co-operates with the business

men and the publicity and convention committees of the

Chamber of Commerce in their organized efforts not

only to bring conventions to the city but also to make

such conventions when held highly successful. Luring
a recent convention which lasted a week Charles .1.

Esterly, sales agent of the company, was successful in

obtaining special illumination for the occasion in the
form of an electrically lighted "court of honor." This
court was over a half mile in length, and its beauty was
augmented by the private electrical displays made by
the merchants, a special campaign being made for this

class of lighting. Form letters were sent to the mer-
chants offering a fiat rate for "fairyland" lighting dis-

plays. These letters, together with personal calls by
salesmen as a "follow-up," brought excellent results.

Data on Motor-Driven Laundry Equipment

The advantages of electric drive and of a reliable

source of power hardly need emphasizing, but in the

case of a laundry it may be pointed out that if pur-

chased energy is used for operating laundry machinery,
then only water heaters instead of expensive high-pres-

sure boilers will be required. In the Wright Laundry,
424 Columbus Avenue, New York City, the washing-

MOTOR-DRIVEN MACHINES IN WRIGHT LAUNDRY

room of which is shown herewith, central-station serv-

ice is employed to operate all of the equipment. One
of the motors, rated at 7.5 hp., drives a line shaft to

which are connected four cylindrical washers, two cen-

trifugal extractors and a starcher. A 0.5-hp. motor

operates a blower, and the ironing machines are driven

by a 3-hp. motor. Several months' records show an aver-

age monthly energy consumption of 1600 kw.-hr., or

145.5 kw.-hr. per connected horsepower. The United

Electric Light & Power Company furnishes the service.

"COURT OF HONOR" ILLUMINATION AT READING, PA.

Commonwealth Edison Opening Attended by 20,000

About 20,000 persons visited the Edison Building,

Chicago, the new headquarters of the Commonwealth
Edison Company, during the "opening" week, Sept. 20

to 25, reference to which was made in these columns.

The building was specially illuminated, and the first,

second and third floors, as well as the service bureau,

telephone exchange and load dispatcher's office on other

floors, were thrown open to the public from 8.30 a. m.

to 10 p. m. There were free concerts of classical and

popular music every evening in Customers' Hall (sec-

ond floor) by the Commonwealth Edison Orchestra, of
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which Morgan L. Ea tman ia conductor. Thia orche

tra, of too piecea, is believed to be the la

kind in iiif country. It [a composed entirely of era

ployeea of the Commonwealth Edison Company. There
u.i- also an inter. line motion picture .shew, tO which

admission was free. In the handsome Electric shop

on the ground floor samples of electrically baked rake

were given awa\ , tea from an electric samovar was

served bj a Japanese girl in native costume, and
various elect inal appliances were demonstrated.

COST-KEEPING ON ELECTRICAL CONTRACTS
Collecting Data for Estimating Labor Charges «itl> Accu-

racj Proportion of Expenses t<» Be Assigned

to "Overhead"

At the Springfield (Mass.) convention of New Eng-

land electrical contractors J. P. Coghlin of the Coghlin

Electric Company, Worcester, Mass., read an extended

paper on "How to Estimate Cost and Keep Accounts."

The author criticised the tendency of contractors to

guess at labor costs in estimating, with the result that

a large amount of electrical work is done at a loss or at

too low a profit. Omission of items in the estimate is

another cause of trouble, and taking chances because

previous jobs have been lost in competition is a third

reason for losses. The paper emphasized the impor-

tance of having an estimate sheet with printed material

items for each kind of work done by the electrical con-

tractor, and with space for materials estimated and

materials actually used on the job.

All material should be checked back, noting that fit

to go into stock when not used, that suitable only for

scrapping, and that actually employed in the work.

Periodical checking of material is one of the best means
of acquiring the ability to make close estimates. Both

material and labor are saved when the workmen know
that the work is being carefully followed in the office.

Too often contractors spend hours scaling plans in the

effort to estimate materials accurately and then conclude

the estimate with the roughest labor percentages.

In the author's experience in checking up the costs of

contracts on new-house work, labor will run from 40 to

50 per cent, on old-house work from 50 to 65 per cent,

on iron-conduit work from 33 to 55 per cent with fire-

proof construction, and on iron conduit with wooden
construction from 50 to 75 per cent.

Computing Labor by the Unit System

The best way to figure labor is by the unit system,

finding out the cost, per foot of wire installed, on knobs

and tubes, running wire on cleat work, pulling wire

into conduit, the cost per foot of running conduit on

different kinds of construction, cost of setting switch

boxes, of connecting cut-out cabinets, per circuit, etc.

The only certain method of finding out these labor costs

is through time slips sent to the office each day, no

matter where the job is being done. On these slips

should be indicated the kind of work done, the hours
required to do it, the quantity of material installed dur-

ing this period, and the nature of the conditions under
which the work was done. The average of a series of

these gives the unit cost of labor. No firm, no matter
how small, can afford to omit this practice. No busi-

ness, electrical or otherwise, the author said, can suc-

ceed unless it knows the cost and figures in overhead
expenses and profits. The study of cost sheets is an
invaluable practice. Lines of work which the contractor

finds profitable should be cultivated, leaving to his com-
petitor the other classes of work. Time slips should be
large enough for the workmen to give all the story.

To carry out such a system in detail, one additional

'.'ill in the oll'hc at about $8 a week is all that is ncces-

not an expert bookkeeper but a girl who is

accurate al figures. Such an Investment will save many
limes the cost at the end of a year, anil with it the con-

tractor will flnd that he is beginning to he a bigger
man. with more time to give to older matter; and Willi

a growing business besides.

Overhead Expensed

The approved way to determine overhead expen
said Mr. Coghlin, is to keep an accurate accoUnt of

every outlay in the business. Even a contractor with
no office who does his own work with one or two n

finds that his overhead cost runs from 30 to Id per CI

of the gross business. First, he must charge a reason-
able amount for his own wages, at least as much as if

employed by another. If he carries a stock of goods,

the interest on the money thus invested, insurance, tele

phone rental, advertising, purchase of tickets, dues in

clubs, association contributions, etc., all count.

Giving his men 10 or 15 cents at a time for gasoline,

solder, car fares, etc., amounts to quite a sum viewed
annually. Automobile running costs, horse hire, sta-

bling, etc., also fall within this group. Everything
should be charged and the bookkeeper instructed to

separate productive from non-productive items, the lat-

ter being those which cannot actually be charged against
the job, whether contract or stock and labor. Bad
bills, collecting cost, and broken, lost or stolen stock

must be added.

An Effective Sign for Side Streets

A type of electric sign which is effective, compara-
tively low in cost and well adapted for use on buildings
situated on side streets in view of a main thoroughfare,
particularly where little overhang is allowed by city

ordinances, has recently been installed in several Eastern
cities. The sign illustrated, which is on the front of the
Republic Theater, New York City, is so arranged that

it can easily be seen from Broadway, a short block dis-

tant. A separate angle-iron support is provided for

each letter, the letters themselves being set at an angle
to the building wall. The installation was made bj

Strauss & Company and energy for lighting the sign is

furnished by the New York Edison Company.

A NEW TYPE OF SIGN OVERLOOKING BROADWAY
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

and Engineering Press of the World

COMMUTATION AT OVERLOADS
Description of an Automatic Adjustment Designed tor In-

terpole Machines

At the recent convention of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science, Miles Walker read an

interesting paper on a self-adjusting commutating de-

vice for interpole motors which is both theoretically

interesting and practically valuable. It is well known
that direct-current machines with interpoles will not,

without readjustment, commutate very heavy overloads,

owing to the magnetic saturation which occurs in the

iron of the interpole. When the excitation becomes very

great the saturation of the iron interferes with the

proportionality that should exist between the current

to be commutated and the commutating flux. The rat-

ing of a frame, regarded from the commutating point

of view, may be very much increased if for all loads

the excitation of the interpole can be automatically

face of the compound brush AB. If, however, the num-
ber of turns in W is too great, there is a tendency to

over-commutation ; that is to say, the current in B be-

comes greater and the current in A less. This has the

effect of automatically weakening the commutating pole,

and the pole remains of just such a strength as to bring

about the required distribution of current between A
and B. It will be found that on machines of ordinary

rating, and more particularly on machines of very large

rating, the "correcting" voltage between A and B neces-

sary to bring about a suitable division of current be-

tween the two brushes is normally very small, being of

the order of 0.5 volt, whereas the voltage which can be

generated between A and B because of a pole being too

weak or too strong may easily amount to 5 volts or

more. Thus a very little disturbance in the equality

of loading on brushes A and B is sufficient to yield the

desired "correcting" voltage. If for any reason that

commutating pole tends to become too weak owing, let

FIGS. 1 AND 2—WIRING ARRANGEMENTS FOR DOUBLE BRUSH GEAR OF 500-VOLT ROTARY CONVERTER

varied so as to give the right commutating field. The
arrangement shown in Fig. 1 was first tried at the Man-
chester School of Technology. Its object is to produce
automatically the right amount of commutating flux

from very wide ranges of load. The brush (say the
nositive brush) consists of two parts, one part (A)
being slightly in advance of the other (B) on the com-
mutator and lightly insulated from it. The winding on
the commutating pole has twice as many turns as one
would ordinarily have, and the cross-section of the cop-

per conductor is only sufficient to carry one-half the
current continuously. Thus the weight of copper on the

commutating pole is the same as on machines as at pres-

ent constructed. The part of the brush B may be con-
nected through a diverter D, having the same resistance
as the winding W, or the diverter may be dispensed with
altogether. The direction of rotation of the machine
in Fig. 1 is supposed to be clockwise. The action is

as follows:

Assuming that the number of turns on the commutat-
ing pole is such as to give the right commutating flux

when half current is passing through them, then it will

be found that the current will divide evenly between A
and B, because the correct excitation of the commutat-
ing pole gives an even distribution of current over the

us say, to the saturation of the iron of the pole, the

self-induction of the armature coils carries the current
forward to brush A and tends automatically to in-

crease the excitation of the commutating pole. The
other brush (say the negative brush) may be either a

simple one or it may be divided into brush A' and B'.

In this case half the commutating poles would be in

series with A and the other half in series with A'.

In actual tests with the correcting device the machine
would take nine times full-load current without spark-

ing, whereas with a normal adjustment of the diverter

the machine sparked badly at a lower load. A 500-kw.,

500-volt rotary converter, built by the British Westing-
house company, was fitted with the double brush gear,

arranged as in Fig. 1, and was found to give most ex-

cellent results. The machine was loaded by circulating

the power through a 1000-kw. converter provided with
an alternating-current booster. It was found that with

3000 amp. (the largest current which could be circulated

through rotaries and transformers with the existing ar-

rangement) flowing the commutation was sparkless.

The device is being at present installed on a 1 500-kw.

rotary converter, on which the commutating conditions

would otherwise be rather difficult.

An alternative arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. Here
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the current coming from B passes round the »
- « > 1 1 w, bo

He opposing ampere turns on the Interpole.

h the n turns are sufficient^ great to wipe out i h<- 10

turns and give the required excitation, then the ar

rangement works as described in connection with Fig, L.

1 1 it is desired t<> keep W and mi the same, thru t in- extra

turns (' ran be added as shown in Fig, 2. it is found
in practice thai the Bimple arrangemenl Bhown in Fig. I

is sufficient!) effective. The paper abstracted is pub
I ished in the London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915.

Generators, Motors and Transformer*.

I.Kikain Fln.r Calculations. J. K. H. DOUGLAS.—

A

mathematical paper illustrated by diagrams in which

the author points out that accuracy in leakage calcula-

tions is as important as in any other llu\ calculations

in an electric machine. The customary formulas for

leakage flux permeance give values which are much too

small. A table of leakage permeance is given in this

paper with values of permeance much nearer the truth.

The most convenient way to use these would be to plot

the table in the form of a curve. The effect of distrib-

uted pole-core leakage may be taken into account by

assuming that 72 per cent of the leakage occurs at the

pole tips, or else that all the leakage occurs at a point

exactly half way between the pole tips and the pole yoke.

—London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915.

Transformer Core Loss as Affected by Triple Har-
monics.—H. M. Lacey and C. H. Stubbings.—An illus-

trated paper read before Section G of the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science. It is shown
that there is considerable saving in the core loss of star-

connected three-phase transformers if the neutral point

is insulated. In the particular case investigated this

saving amounted to 22.5 per cent.—London Electrician,

Sept. 17, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Sterilizing Water with Ultra-Violet Light.—An illus-

trated description of the Billon-Daguerre system of

sterilizing water by ultra-violet rays. The special fea-

ture of this system is that the water is made to flow

in a very thin sheet across a zone of intense ultra-violet

radiation immediately before it is drawn off for use.

Instead of drawing water off indiscriminately from a

FIG. 3—ARRANGEMENT OF STERILIZING SYSTEM

tank full of more or less completely sterilized liquid, a T-

shaped outlet pipe P (Fig. 3) is used. This is of pure

transparent quartz and has a horizontal window or slot

W, so that liquid drawn off at has to pass in a thin

sheet over the surface of a mercury-vapor lamp L, and

is thus subjected to maximum ultra-violet action. To
deal with large quantities of water—say, 1000 gal. to

'.on ,.;il. per hour the intake of the millet piece is

provided with a dot on each side, and two quartz mei

CUry lamps are used as shown to the righl of Fig

I lie e lamps nia.v consume aboul I amp. and lie used in

erie on a LOO UO-voll circuil (the actual lamp poten
i ial difference being about 48 volts each). The gross

energy consumption thus works out at about 0.2 kw. hr.

per 1000 gal. sterilized, and the cost of treatment is

negligibly small. London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915,

Traction

Electric <'<niui Haulage. An illustrated article de

scribing the haulage system on the Trent and Mei
(anal, which has two long tunnels. A motor barge haul

itself along a fixed steel cable laid on the bed of the

canal. Electric motors work the haulage; machinery in

the barge, the energy for these being obtained from
another boat containing accumulators which follows im-

mediately behind the tow barge. There is not sufficient

headroom in the tunnel for overhead-trolley collection

(aides.—London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Electricity on Board Ship.—O. Krell.—A long illus-

trated serial in which, after a historical sketch of the

use of electricity on board ship, modern electric instal-

lations for light and power are described, with special

reference to the difference of practice on board ship and
on land. On board ship compact construction, small

weight, resistance against weather conditions and
"foolproofness" are most important. The electric in-

stallations of submarines are described in detail. For
traction under water they are equipped with lead stor-

age batteries. The development and present status of

searchlamps is dealt with. The serial is to be continued.

—Elek. ZeiL, Aug. 12, 19, 26, Sept. 9.

Glasgow.—An abstract of the last annual report of

the municipal electric station of Glasgow for the year

ended May 31, 1915. At that date the number of con-

sumers was 32,030, as against 30,098 in 1914, or an

increase of 6.42 per cent. The sales to private con-

sumers amounted to 85,718,795 kw.-hr., compared with

73,988,649 kw.-hr., or an increase of 15.85 per cent.

The total maximum demand connected is 101,148 kw.,

as compared with 89,592 kw. in 1914, or an increase of

12.9 per cent. The maximum load on the busbars was
reached on Dec. 7 last, when the demand was 39,750 kw.

The load-factor has improved and now stands at 25.5,

which shows a notable advance on the previous figure

of 22.8. The total cost, including capital charge, was
1.9 cents per kilowatt-hour sold, against 2 cents last

year. The total revenue was 2.18 cents, so that there

was a balance of 0.28 cent per kilowatt-hour sold.

—

London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Aluminum Alloys.—Ernest Wilson.—A British As-

sociation paper on the results of tests of light alumi-

num alloys in which the influence of exposure to the

London atmosphere upon the electric resistance of the

alloys was studied.—London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Heating of Iron When Magnetized at Very High
Frequencies.—N. W. McLachlan.—A paper read be-

fore Section G of the British Association. Iron is

heated by eddy currents produced in alternating fields

of high frequency, between 3 X 10
5 and 5 X 10

6
cycles.

Various general results are described as regards losses,

permeability and skin effect. When iron is heated above

a temperature of about 700 deg. C.—i. e., above the

recalescence point Ac,—it passes from the alpha state

to the beta state. The former is magnetic while the

latter is non-magnetic. Just before reaching the point
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Ac,, the permeability, provided the magnetizing force is

weak—say, 0.4 C.G.S. unit—increases very rapidly for

a comparatively small increase in temperature, attains

a maximum value somewhat after the nature of a reso-

nance curve, and then suddenly drops to unity when the

iron reaches the non-magnetic state.—London Electri-

cian, Sept. 17, 1915.

Magnetism.—An account of a lecture by Professor

Weiss before the British Association on new theories of

magnetism, and especially on the magneton hypothesis.

An account of the discussion which followed is also

given.—London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915.

Magnetic Eield.—0. Billieux.—A mathematical

paper giving analytic expressions of the intensity of a

magnetic field.

—

La Lumiere Elec, Aug. 14 and 21, 1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Electrolytic Copper Refining.—A. C. Clark and L.

Addicks.—Abstracts of two papers read before the In-

ternational Engineering Congress on the development

and present status of electrolytic copper refining.

—

Met.

and Chem. Eng'ing, Oct. 1, 1915.

Electrolytic Iron.—L. Guillet.—A sketch of different

electrolytic processes for iron refining. The latest proc-

ess is that of a French company which uses a revolving

cathode and a neutral solution of ferrous salts. The
results obtained in practice are described and the prop-

erties of electrolytic iron are discussed. Its industrial

uses are either in form of tubes or of plates (especially

for the construction of dynamo-electric machinery), or

as a starting material for remelting.

—

Revue de Metal-

Uurgie, February, 1915; La Lumiere Elec, Sept. 11,

1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Instrument Transformer.—E. Pfiffner.—Voltme-

ters, ammeters and other meters are usually connected

to the network by means of series transformers. While
in the design of commercial instrument transformers

the secondary current may be selected at will, designers

usually choose a secondary current of 1 amp., 5 amp. or

10 amp., these figures relating to normal full load. The
author shows why the choice of 1 amp. is the most ad-

vantageous one. It has, however, the disadvantage that

in case of an accidental break in the secondary circuit

with many windings a voltage is induced which may be

1000 volts or more so that an insulation break-down of

the secondary winding may result. This disadvantage

can be avoided if the magnetic core is so designed that

a section of it is saturated so that the magnetic flux

cannot increase beyond a certain value.

—

Eld;, u. Masch.
(Vienna), July 1.% 1915.

Indicators for Rifle Iiiuh/cs. —An illustrated descrip-

tion of an electric system for rifle ranges for indicating

at a distance the value of each shot.—London Elec
Review, Sept. 10, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Capacity of Aerials.—G. W. O. Howe.—The author
calculates the capacity of aerials of the umbrella type

according to a general method which he published last

year. The calculated results agree with those of meas-
urement within the errors of observation and estima-

tion.—London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915.

Wireless Relays.—A note on a recent British patent

(No. 252, 1914) of G. von Arco and A. Meissner for a

relay for alternating current, particularly suitable for

wireless telegraphy and telephony, employing a bulb con-

taining an ionized-gas path in which the current,

strengthened by the relay, is led with unchanged fre-

quency directly or indirectly to the primary circuit of

the relay again, so that the whole of the current or a

part thereof repeatedly passes through the relay and is

further strengthened.—London Elec. Eng'ing, Sept. 16,

1915.

Miscellaneous

Bullet Locater.—A note on a recent British patent

(No. 23,170, 1914) of D. Finlay. A probe consisting of

a silver tube insulated from a central rod, the head of

which protrudes from and is also insulated from the

tube, is connected to a telephone circuit. A sound is

heard in the telephone when the flow of current between
the tube and the rod through the tissues is redistrib-

uted by the proximity of a metal object.—London Elec.

Eng'ing, Sept. 9, 1915.

Book Reviews

Alternating-Current Work. By W. Perren Maycock.
New York: Macmillan & Company. 416 pages, 258
illus. Price, $2.25.

This is a revised edition of the author's earlier work,
"The Alternating-Current Circuit and Motor," extended
to include generators and transformers and intended
for readers who have an elementary knowledge of the

continuous-current side of electrical engineering. The
book opens with an explanation of the theory regarding
alternating currents, mechanical analogies being used
extensively to clear up some of the intangible ideas con-
nected therewith. The methods of using vectors are ex-

plained, but no complicated mathematics is employed
anywhere in the book. Before discussing the operation
of alternating-current apparatus the author explains
what relation power and energy bear to emf. and cur-
rent and describes how they are measured. The major
part of the book is devoted to describing typical forms
of apparatus, explaining their operating principles, and
outlining their purposes and limitations. Wherever
illustrations of apparatus are shown the manufacturer's
name is given below in the explanatory caption. At the
end of each chapter are examination questions which
serve to "drive home" and correlate the principles

brought out in the preceding text. The book is com-

pletely indexed as to subject matter, illustrations and
formulas.

Handbook of Mathematics for Engineers. By L. A.
Waterbury. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

214 pages, 80 illus. Price, $1.50.

The first half of this concise little pocket reference
book is devoted to formulas required in engineering
problems involving algebra, trigonometry, analytic ge-
ometry, differential and integral calculus, theoretical

mechanics, dynamics, mechanics of materials or hy-

draulics. Brief explanatory remarks and illustrations

show how these formulas should be applied. The latter

half contains five-place logarithms of numbers and func-

tions of angles as well as the natural value of the latter

and conversion factors. The book is provided with a

thumb index in addition to the usual index.

Hooks Received

Physik. Edited by E. Warburg. Leipzig and Berlin

:

B. G. Teubner. 762 pages, 106 illus. Price, 24 marks.
Telephone Appraisal Practice. By J. C. Slippy. Pub-

lished by the author at 429 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh,
Pa. 100 pages. Price, $4.

Principles of Direct-Current Machines. By Prof.

Alexander S. Langsdorf. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. 404 pages, 313 illus. Price, $3.
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John J. Cooper, who was elected

president of the Colorado Electric

Light, Tower & Railway Association at

its Clenwood Springs convention, is

secretary and operating manager of the

Gilpin County Light, Heat & Power

Company, the Arkansas Valley Electric

Company, and the Brush Light & Pow-

er Company, and is vice-president of

the Hinsdale Mining & Development

Company. He has lived twenty-five

years in Colorado and has always been

engaged in the electrical business, hav-

ing worked his way up from office boy

and stenographer. He was at one time

manager of the Trinidad Gas & Electric

Company and is at present stationed in

Denver as manager of the supply de-

partment of the Mountain Electric

Company.

C. A. Menk of the Carnegie Steel

Company, Homestead Works, Home-
stead, Pa., was elected second vice-pres-

ident of the Association of Iron and

Steel Electrical Engineers at the time

of its recent convention at Detroit,

Mich.

Charles L. Edgar, president of the

Edison Electric Illuminating Company
of Boston, Mass., left recently for a six

weeks' trip to the Pacific Coast. He
was accompanied by Mrs. Edgar and
plans to be at the San Francisco Expo-
sition on Oct. 21, which day will be de-

voted to a celebration of Mr. Edison's

achievements.

G. H. Gamper has severed his con-

nection with the Ohio Electric Securi-

ties Company as general manager and
consulting engineer, and has been re-

tained by the city of Columbus, Ohio,

to check up the appraisals made by the

Columbus Railway & Light Company
on its properties. After completing
this work Mr. Gamper expects to take
up practice as a consulting engineer.

William H. O'Brien, chief of the tele-

phone and telegraph bureau of the
Massachusetts Public Service Commis-
sion, has been designated to represent
the board at the forthcoming conven-
tion of railroad commissioners in San
Francisco, as a mark of appreciation of
his services since the inauguration of
the bureau. He will also represent for-

mer Commissioner Clinton White on
the telephone and telegraph committee
of the association. Mr. O'Brien will re-

turn in about three weeks.

Mm
of the Industry

( 'lumpen in Personnel

and Pont ion

Biographic*] Notei

Nicholas J. \\ helan, a former Speak
.•! of the House of Representatives of

the State of Michigan, and well-known

at Lansing, the capital city, has lir

come industrial commissioner for the

American Public Utilities Company at

Kan Claire, Wis.

H. B. Hogne has been appointed pub-

licity manager for the Dallas (Tex.)

Electric Company. Mr. Hogue was for-

merly associate editor of the Times-

Herald of Dallas, and in his new posi-

tion he will also serve as assistant to

E. T. Moore, the general manager of

the Dallas property.

E. S. Marlow, manager of the com-
mercial department of the Potomac
Electric Power Company, Washington,
D. C, is critically ill at a Washington
hospital and is receiving the sincere

sympathy of his many friends through-

out the electrical industry, and in the

Electric Vehicle Association and Illumi-

nating Engineering Society, in which
he has been so active. Mr. Marlow be-

gan his electrical career as office boy
and assistant bookkeeper for the old

United States Electric Light Company,
the pioneer utility corporation of the

city. Through various positions he was
promoted until at the time of the con-

solidation of the United States company
with the Potomac Electric Power Com-
pany he was manager and treasurer

of the former. Mr. Marlow has been
active in the work of the Electric Vehi-

cle Association of America and served

as the first chairman of its Washington
section, as well as the Washington
member of the national committee on

parcel-post delivery. He was chair-

man of the general convention commit-
tee of the Illuminating Engineering So-

ciety, which from Sept. 20 to 23 held

the largest convention of its history at

Washington.

W. Le Roy Emmet, appointed to rep-

resent the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers on the Naval Ad-
visory Board, is himself a graduate of

the United States Naval Academy and
served in the navy from 1881 to 1883

and during the Spanish-American War.
For many years Mr. Emmet has de-

voted much of his time to the study of

electric ship propulsion, and he is the

designer of the electrical propulsion

equipment on the U. S. collier Jupiter,

the success of which has led to the use

of electric drive on the new battleship

California. Mr. Emmet has been con-

nected with the General Electric Com-
pany at Schenectady, N. Y., since 1892,

and much of his present and past work
with the company has been in connec-

tion with the development of the steam

turbine. Mr. Emmet has also con-

ducted extensive experiments with mer-

cury vapor as a substitute for steam in

the higher-temperature stages of tur-

bines and has developed a model

mercury turbine.

F. F. Johnson, formerly cashier of

the Boise (Idaho) City National Bank,

has been appointed president of the

Electrical Investment Company, which

will operate the power companies in

southern Idaho controlled by the Elec-

tric Bond & Share Company until the

properties are disposed of through pub-

lic sale. It is reported that Mr. John-

son will also head the company which

will permanently operate these proper-

ties.

T. Lee Miller, who has been placed in

charge of the Sangamo Electric Com-
pany's New York office, 50 Church

Street, was graduated from Cornell in

1909. Establishing connections with

Warwick, Mitchell, Peat & Company,
accountants, he originated and estab-

lished the present efficiency system for

the Buick Motor Company. For the

past four and a half years he has been

associated with the Toledo Railways &
Light Company in the capacity of as-

sistant to the president and manager

in charge of operations. Mr. Miller is

a member of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, the Na-

tional Electric Light Association, the

Racquet and Tennis Club, and the Cor-

nell University Club of New York

City.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
A Record of Latent Developments and Improvements in Manufacturers'

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Silver-Plated-Nickel Electric-Cooking Appliances

Electrically operated cooking appliances of beautiful

old-English chased pattern and of American-Sheffield

silver-plate construction have recently been brought out

by Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn. The
silver is plated on a fine quality of solid white nickel-

silver. All the appliances shown herewith, excepting

the toaster, are equipped with a fusible-plug safety de-

vice. The coffee urn shown in Fig. 1 is rated at 450

watts and is being made in two sizes, the capacity of

one being six cups and that of the other nine cups.

The smaller urn weighs 10 lb. and is 15.5 in. high, while

FIGS. 1 AND 2—COFFEE-URN SET AND COFFEE PERCOLATOR

the larger weighs 11 lb. and is 17.5 in. high. The tray

for the urn set is 12 in. by 18 in.

The electric coffee percolator shown in Fig. 2 is also

made in two sizes, the capacity of one being six cups
and that of the other nine cups. The smaller percolator

is 9.5 in. high and weighs 5 lb., and the larger is 11 in.

high and weighs 6 lb. The percolator has a rating of

450 watts. Another coffee urn is shown in Fig. 3. It

takes 450 watts and is built in two sizes, the capacity

of one being six cups and that of the other nine cups.

The weight of the smaller is 8.25 lb. and it is 13.5 in.

high. The larger urn weighs 9.25 lb. and is 15 in. high.

The electric teapot shown in Fig. 4 takes 450 watts,

has a capacity of six cups, weighs 4 lb., and is 8.75 in.

high. The tea-ball samovar illustrated in Fig. 5 takes

FIGS. 3, 4 AND 5—COFFEE URN, TEA-BALL TEAPOT, AND
TEA-BALL SAMOVAR

450 watts, has a capacity of six cups, weighs 9 lb., and
is 11.75 in. high.

In Fig. 6 is shown an electrically operated hot-water
kettle, which has a capacity of 2.5 pints, weighs 4 lb., is

9.5 in. high, and takes 450 watts. The electric chafing
dish shown in Fig. 7 is equipped with an ebonized
handle, weighs 12.5 lb., and takes 450 watts at high heat

and 160 watts at low heat. The electric toaster illus-

trated in Fig. 8 is 6% in. high, weighs 2 7/H lb., and is

rated at 340 watts. Each of the above devices is

FIGS. 6, 7 and 8- -HOT-WATER KETTLE, CHAFING DISH
AND TOASTER

equipped with 6 ft. of silk flexible cord and a seven-point

contact terminal plug.

High-Potential Pole-Type Cut-Out

Schweitzer & Conrad, Inc., 1770 Berteau Avenue,
Chicago, have recently adapted a high-potential fuse for

use as a pole-type cut-out and have developed, they
claim, a device which is simple and safe and can be
handled at all times under the most unfavorable condi-

tions. All live parts are protected, the fuse is locked

in place before the circuit is closed, and gases freed

when the fuse operates on short-circuit are directed

upward and away from the operator through a vent in

the top instead of in a downward direction. A positive

indication of the condition of the fuse, it is asserted,

can be obtained without disturbing the cut-out.

The fuse consists of a glass tube containing a spiral

spring the lower end of which is connected to the bottom
ferrule. The upper end of the spring connects to the

fuse wire, which, passing through a liquid directer, is

FIGS. 1 AND 2—4400-VOLT, 200-AMP. POLE-TYPE CUT-OUT

connected to a short wire, which in turn is soldered to

the cap on the top ferrule. The glass tube is filled with
a non-inflammable liquid having a high dielectric

strength about 250,000 volts per inch. When the fuse
blows, the spring is released and instantly retracts, in-

troducing a gap into which the liquid immediately
rushes, thereby quenching the arc. The action is suffi-
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cientlj rapid, 11 it declared, to clear the trouble before

Bynchronou apparatus Is thrown out of step or circuil

breakers have i ime to open,

To make the fuse adaptable as cxA out tot pole u e

a casing has been designed in which the fuse is inserted,

as shown in Fig. l. This casing Is made entirely ol

insulating material, which is unaffected by climatic

conditions. A vent is introduced at the top, as shown in

the illustration, t<> allow the escape of any g;»* thai may
form at the tun*' the fuse operates on short-circuit, and
also to prevenl breathing and sweating due to atmos-

pheric changes. A glass window, which is also shown

in the illustration, on two sides of the cul out, permits

quick and easy inspection of tin- fuse without touching

the cut-out or in anj other waj interfering with the

continuity of energy supply.

To charge the cut-out the handle is screwed to the

fuse as shown in Fig. 2, and the latter is inserted as

far as it will go into the casing. The fuse is then given

a turn and pushed in as tar as it will go, when it is

given one more turn. The first turn is made before the

fust" closes the circuit and serves to prevent the fuse

from falling out or being kicked out should a short-

circuit exist at the time the circuit is actually closed.

The cut-out is being made in various sizes, that shown
herewith having a rating of 200 amp. at 4400 volts.

This cut-out takes fuses with ratings of from 1 amp.
to 200 amp. While designed, primarily, for the protec-

tion of distributing transformers with high ratings,

the cut-out is also well adapted for sectionalizing and

isolating branch lines in time of trouble, for the pro-

tection of underground services fed from overhead

networks, and as a fuse or disconnection in substations

of the indoor or outdoor types such as are commonly
served from rural lines. In cases where the cut-out is

to be used as a disconnection only, instead of as a fuse,

a "dummy" is employed to replace the fuse.

1916-Model Electric Passenger Cars

Some noteworthy changes and improvements have

been made in the 1916-model electric passenger vehicles

manufactured by the Anderson Electric Car Company,
Detroit, Mich., and at the same time reductions in price

ranging from $600 to $725 have been inaugurated. The
company has adopted the one-chassis basis of produc-

tion, and upon one chassis will be built four body styles.

The forty-two-cell lead-battery equipment utilized with

FIG. 1—SIDE VIEW OF CHASSIS SHOWING METHOD OF

MOUNTING BATTERIES

the cars has been designed and will be made by the An-
derson company. It consists of eight identical trays

arranged lengthwise of the car. When the hoods are

raised all the battery connections are outward and are

easily accessible. The new 1916 battery will weigh at

least 50 lb. less than the older types. In order to elimi-

nate the vibration in the steering handle of the rear-

drive i ,ii , the Idler bracket ha been adopted and two
hort rod-, have been substituted for the long-reaej

I oil.

Among the L916 model cars being brought out by the

Anderson Electric Car Company are the Model 61 foun
passenger brougham, the Model 60 five-pa enger du-

plex drive brougham, the .Model .mi five pa ei ger rear-

in;. 2—VIEW LOOKING DOWN ON CHASSIS AND MOTOR

driven brougham of 100-in. wheelbase, the Model 58

five-passenger front-drive brougham, the Model 57 four-

passenger rear-drive brougham and the Model 56 three-

passenger cabriolet.

With the Model 61 four-passenger brougham two
separate sets of brakes are utilized, either of which

may be operated independently. The foot brakes are of

the internal-expanding type, 14 in. by 2.5 in. in size,

and operate on the rear hubs. Pressure on the left

pedal not only applies the brakes but cuts off the power;
pressure on the right pedal merely, applies the brakes.

The hand brake is of the electric type, operating on the

motor, and is applied by a backward movement of the

controller lever. Operating levers are mounted at

the side of the rear seat, in parallel position, one

above the other. The longer (steering) lever is oper-

ated by the right hand and the shorter (controller)

bracket by the left hand. When leaving the car the levers

may be turned out of the way and locked, thus pre-

venting theft of the car. All parts of the body exposed

to the weather are of aluminum. The wide rear seat of

this car accommodates three people quite comfortably,

and there is a fourth seat on a revolving Pullman chair

in the front right corner. The equipment of the car

includes headlamps, sashless side-door window lifts

which raise and lower the windows by merely turning

a knob, side-body lamps, two interior lamps, a tail-lamp,

Weston volt-ammeter, Veeder odometer, alarm bell or

horn, and worm type of gear.

The braking system of the Mcdel 60 five-passenger

brougham consists of two separate sets cf brakes, one

operating on the rear hubs, applied by pedal, and the

other on the motor, applied by a backward movement
of the control lever. The brakes may be operated from

either the front or the rear driver's seat, either set

being automatically locked when the other set is in use.

A small pedal to the right of the foot-brake pedal oper-

ates the automatic cut-out switch when pushed back-

ward. The wheelbase of the car is 100 in. The oper-

ating levers can be manipulated from either the front

or the rear seat, two independent sets of parallel con-

trol levers being provided. In order to have one set of

control levers in operating position, the other set must

be folded fiat against the side of the car and locked in

that position; thus the possibility of tampering with the

set not in use is prevented.

The Model 59 five-passenger rear-drive brougham is

provided with a 100-in. wheelbase. Two separate sets

of brakes are provided, operating independently. The
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Model 58 five-passenger front-drive brougham has a
wheelbase of 100 in. and is operated exclusively from
the front Pullman chair. The Model 57 four-passenger
rear-drive brougham has a wheelbase of 100 in. and its

construction is similar to other types of broughams
made by the Anderson company.
The Model 56 three-passenger cabriolet has been de-

FIG. 3—MOTOR AND BRAKE ARRANGEMENT

signed especially for use by business men. The car
seats two people on the wide rear seat and one on the
auxiliary front seat. The car is equipped with an
adjustable top, which may be raised in inclement
weather to protect the occupants of the car. The prin-

ciples of construction and the equipment of the cabriolet

are in accordance with the other 1916-model cars.

Silvered-Mirror Reflectors for Flood Lighting

A silvered-mirrored reflector has been developed in

which a special heat-resisting backing is employed to

protect the silver reflecting surface from any possibility

of becoming oxidized or tarnished owing to the action

of the air at high temperatures. This reflector differs

from all other reflectors made by the same company, the

National X-Ray Reflector Company, Chicago, 111., in

that it is made without corrugations, which would be

unsuited for the purpose. The reflector is designed for

use with tungsten stereopticon lamps of 100-watt and
250-watt sizes, and when thus equipped gives a very

high degree of concentration and at the same time pro-

duces a uniformly illuminated field. Various degrees

of concentration may be secured by varying the distance

15 30 15 30

FIG. 1—DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT FLUX WITH 250-WATT
STEREOPTICON LAMPS, LAMP BASES 1 3/32 IN. AND
1 11 32 IN. BELOW REFLECTOR NECK

of the lamp-base contact point from the neck of fixture.

The distribution of light flux for two positions is shown
in the accompanying illustrations, one of which shows
the distribution of light flux when the lamp is forward
in the reflector the maximum possible practical distance.

If the lamp is moved further forward, a dark spot begins

to appear at the center of the field. The design of the

reflector is such that the light flux from the lamp in the

zone 57 deg. to 110 deg. above the nadir is intercepted

by the reflector, resulting in the reflection of approxi-

mately 50 per cent of the total light flux of the lamp in

the main beam.
It is necessary for interior use to install this reflector

O/ass Cover

FIG. 2—FLOOD-LIGHTING UNIT, SHOWING PROTECTIVE HOOD

within a weatherproof housing such as shown. Such a

housing protects the lamp and keeps the reflector free

from moisture and dirt deposits, for although the re-

flector backing itself is moisture-proof, the lamp and
the glass crystal are not able to withstand moisture,

rain and snow while in operation. This housing is pro-

vided with vent holes and a high-temperature annealed

glass cover. The glass disk is held to be capable of

withstanding sudden and extreme temperature changes.

The external housing is made of brass enameled inside

and outside. The reflector is adapted for use in the

flood lighting of buildings, statues, etc., for illuminating

signs and show windows, as well as for lighting swim-
ming pools, stages, etc.

Composition Cord Connector

A cord connector of non-breakable composition ma-
terial has just been placed on the market by the Chelten

Electric Company, Philadelphia, Pa. The connector is

CORD CONNECTOR OF NON-BREAKABLE COMPOSITION

MATERIAL

small, neat and compact in design and is easily adjust-

able. The contacts are strong and heavy, the manufac-
turer points out, and are designed for considerable

overload. The cap is interchangeable with composition

receptacles and attachment plugs made by the above
company.
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Automatic Starters for Alternating-Current Motors

in the accompany m^. illust rat Ions are shown two types

of automatic Btartera recently developed for alternating

current motors operating on l i<> volt to .'>.".u voii, twenty
five-cycle to Bixtj cycle systems. One of the startei

FIG. 1—STARTER FOR SQUIRREL-CAGE POLYPHASE OR SELF-

STARTING SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS

(Fig. 1) is designed for use with single-phase, self-

starting motors or polyphase squirrel-cage motors, a
resistor being provided in the primary circuit of the
motor to reduce the voltage for starting. Use is made
of two double pole-magnet switches and a solenoid-
operated timing relay. One of the switches is em-
ployed to connect the motor to the line through the re-

sistor and the other to short-circuit the resistor after
a definite time interval, which is determined by the
setting of the relay.

The controller shown in Fig. 2 provides an automatic
means for starting and stopping polyphase slip-ring

motors driving pumps, compressors and similar ma-

FIG. 2—AUTOMATIC STARTING CONTROLLER FOR POLY-
PHASE SLIP-RING MOTORS

chines. A double pole-magnet switch with blow-outs is

utilized for the primary current, while the secondary
resistor is cut out of circuit and the motor accelerated
by means of a multiple-finger, solenoid-operated rheo-
stat. The automatic starters are particularly applica-
ble to installations where the load is likely to vary

between wide hunts. Both types of controller can !>•

actuated by single pole knife or snap switches, by float

switches on open-tank pumping systems, or by pressure

or vacuum regulators <>n cloeed systems. They are being
made by the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Tree Insula tor

In order t<> prevent damage to shade treei and elimi-

nate dangerous grounds, the insulator shown herewith
has been developed for use on city transmission lite-

The device consists essentially of two pieces of semi-

tubular galvanized iron which arc fitted together and

INSULATOR FOR PROTECTING SHADE TREES

held in place by circular screw clamps. The ends of the

tube are equipped with porcelain insulators as shown.
The insulator is being made in lengths of from 1 ft. to

6 ft. When over 1 ft. long, porcelain-mica insulators

are inserted in the tube 1 ft. apart. The device is being
made by the Frank Ridlon Company, Boston, Mass.

Electric Washer with Motor and Drive Wheel Under
the Tub

An electrically operated washing machine of the stave-

leg type, with a folding extension rack attached to the

machine which folds back against the tub when not in

MOTOR-DRIVEN WASHER WITH INCLOSED GEARS OPERATING
IN BATH OF OIL

use, is shown in the -accompanying illustration. The
"Blue Ribbon" machine, as it is called, is provided with
gearing which is entirely inclosed. The gears run in

a continuous bath of oil, oil being fed into the case by
means of oil cups. Both the motor and the drive wheel
are entirely under the tub, the wheel being guarded to
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provide against accidents. The wringer can be set to

work into and out of from two to four tubs; it can be

moved back and forth any distance and locked securely

at any desired position. The tub is of Virginia white

cedar of 1.25-in. stock. It is provided with deep cor-

rugations for facilitating the washing operation. The

speed of the main drive shaft of the machine is 250

r.p.m. The washing machine is being placed on the

market by the Haag Brothers Company, Peoria, 111.

A Jack for Lifting Poles Without Digging Around
Them

A tool for facilitating the removal of transmission-

line and telephone poles from one location to another,

or for removing them entirely, is shown herewith, as

the horizontal and follows, it is declared, the angle of

the pole being pulled. The cap is recessed to hold the

links of a chain firmly when they are dropped in posi-

tion. A grab hook is attached to the chain which is

of sufficient length to wrap once around a pole of aver-

age size. An I-beam-base support is provided which

acts as a substantial foundation where the ground is

soft or hollowed. The standard is a heavy malleable

casting. All other parts are drop forgings. The
double-lever socket insures a convenient position of the

lever bar, it is asserted, with a jack at any angle. The
complete weight of the jack, including chain and oper-

ating bar, is 127 lb. The jack is shown in opera-

tion in Fig. 1. The pole illustrated was about 5

ft. in the ground, had a large butt and was solidly em-
bedded. With no preliminary digging the pole was
removed in nineteen minutes.

FIG. 1—JACK USED TO PULL OUT POLE WITH 5 FT. IN THE
GROUND

developed by Templeton, Kenly & Company, Chicago,

111. With the No. 318 simplex pole jack, as it is called,

digging around the pole is unnecessary for its removal.

FIG. 2—15-TON POLE JACK

The jack is single-acting and operates on the down
stroke of the lever, tripping at any point desired. At
the end of the total lift the cap may be dropped back to

take a new hold on the pole. The capacity of the jack

is 15 tons. It is 39 in. high and has a lift of 24 in. It

pivots on its own base from 30 deg. to 90 deg. from

Electrically Operated Pumping Outfit

Recently developed pumping apparatus of the triplex

type for house service is shown in the accompanying
illustration. The outfit, designated as No. 10 by the

manufacturer, the Buckeye Pump & Manufacturing

Company, Columbus, Ohio, has a capacity of 180 gal.

per hour and is designed to pump against pressures of

25 lb. to 50 lb. per square inch. The over-all dimensions

of the complete outfit are 17 in. by 13 in. by 12 in., and

total weight is 100 lb. If desired, the apparatus can be

MOTOR-DRIVEN TRIPLEX HOUSE PUMP

mounted on the wall instead of the floor by means of

brackets instead of the legs shown in the illustration.

The plungers, which are self-lubricating, are of bronze

and are driven by a cam shaft. Each cylinder is pro-

vided with independent suction and discharge check

valves. Any obstruction becoming lodged under one

check valve will, therefore, it is declared, not interfere

with the operation of the other cylinders. The appa-

ratus is operated by a 1/6-hp. direct-current or alter-

nating-current motor as specified, made by the Robbins

& Myers Company, Springfield, Ohio. The pump and

motor are connected through a worm and spiral cut

gear which operates in a tight grease-packed case. An
automatic controller is utilized which places the motor

in the circuit when the pressure in the tank falls to 25

lb. per square inch and opens the motor circuit when
the pressure reaches 50 lb. per square inch. The outfit

is equipped with a knife switch and fuse block, which

are mounted in front of the motor on the base plate.
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Small Electric Hand Lantern

The accompanying illustration shows novel electric

lantern 6 in. high which has been developed bj the

Lincoln Electric Works, 112 West Adams Street, I in

•. in. The "Boy Scout" lantern, as it is called, is

equipped with a small tungsten lamp and la operated by

SMALL BATTERY-OPERATED LANTERN

turning the screw shown in the illustration. It may be
finished either in baked enamel or satin telephone finish.

The globe may be of clear ribbed glass, plain clear

glass, or of red, blue or green glass. A feature of this

lantern is the small price. It sells for only 25 cents

retail.

Small 32-Volt Lighting Plant

The Swartz Electric Company, Speedway, Indian-

apolis, Ind., has developed a small lighting plant consist-

ing of a two-stroke-cycle gasoline engine of 2%-in. bore

SMALL SELF-CONTAINED LIGHTING OUTFIT

and 2.5-in. stroke, which is directly connected to a

0.5-kw., 32-volt direct-current generator. This plant

is designed especially for use on the farm. It can be
employed with or without a storage battery. The manu-
facturer directs attention to the fact that the outfit is

simple, reliable and economical in operation.

Swivel Attachment Ping with Flexible Extension

To provide an easy attachmenl for portable electric

appliances such a vacuum cleaners, etc., which beca

of the work required oi them musl be carried from
room to room, and to avoid the d© of removing
glassware from fixtures, the swivel attachment plug

hown herewith has recently been developed. To the

swivel portion <>f the plug ia added a flexible extension

6 in. In length. The hollow stem turns freely upon the

FLEXIBLE EXTENSION PLUG

cord, thus preventing twisting, and the flexible handle
protects the cord at a point exposed to much wear.
Means for gripping the cord is provided in the cap. In

cases where the socket is slightly out of reach, the

device can be conveniently used, as it increases the arm
length some 5 in. The device is also useful where shades
are too narrow or too deep for the hand to enter easily.

The plug is being placed on the market by the Benjamin
Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.

Electric Washer with Self-Adjusting Cylinder

The wooden washer shown in the accompanying illus-

tration is operated by a small motor which is belt-

connected to the large wheel. In case of trouble with

the motor or service lines a wheel handle is provided so

that the machine can be operated by hand if desired.

The tub and all wooden parts are of Louisiana red

cypress. A self-adjusting cylinder is utilized, making
it possible to wash a large or small amount of clothing

at one time. The lower rub-board is removable for

cleaning purposes. No gears or breakable parts are

employed. The bearings of the machine are practically

noiseless, and the inside iron parts are rust-proof.

The motor is so mounted that it can also be employed

MOTOR-DRIVEN WOODEN WASHER

for operating a churn, an ice-cream freezer, or any

other small household appliance adapted for the purpose.

The motor for operating the machine, the latter being

made by the Boss Washing Machine Company, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, is manufactured by the Fort Wayne Electric

Works.
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

and Central-Station Fields

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER AND DEALER
Their Relations as Viewed from Three Angles Discussed at

New England Contractors' Convention—The Functions

of the Electrical Jobber—Better Merchandising Meth-

ods for the Dealer and Contractor

At the Springfield (Mass.) convention of New Eng-
land electrical contractors, held on Sept. 22 and 23,

1915, an entire session was devoted to the presentation

and discussion of papers on the relations between man-
ufacturers, jobbers and dealers. Abstracts of these

are given below.

From the Jobber's Standpoint

George J. Murphy, treasurer of the Pettingell-An-

drews Company, Boston, Mass., read a paper stating

that the electrical jobber is a necessity, since there are

several hundred manufacturers in the industry who
cannot profitably assume the burden of warehousing,
selling and exploiting the small articles, as to size and
cost, which form a large portion of an electrical stock.

The chief functions of the electrical jobber are to pur-

chase and stock in a suitable warehouse from 30,000 to

40,000 different articles, which must be assembled for

quick distribution as ordered by his customers. This
involves an expense before any material is sold of 6

per cent of the amount of stock carried in warehouse,
as interest charges on this amount of capital. There
is also a yearly charge of 5 per cent, representing de-

terioration from breakage, a large item, and from
changing values in various lines of goods, owing to

improvements and new insurance requirements. The
wholesale electrical distributer must also furnish his

customers with a catalog with price lists corrected to

the ever-changing metal prices.

The jobber's most important task is the creation of

a selling staff. Sales and advertising charges amount
to from 25 to 30 per cent of the entire yearly expendi-
tures. The jobber is closely in touch with the co-opera-

tive promotion of new articles, which opens an immense
field for the development of sales by the contractor.

There is one important policy adopted by the manufac-
turer and jobber which is at times misunderstood, and
that is the elimination of the differential between the

wholesale and retail price, and the substitution of the
principle of quantity prices, graded from less than car-

ton to standard package of maximum-quantity pur-

chases. These graded discounts take into considera-
tion the benefits derived from the volume of the order
as a factor in increasing their sales and moving their

merchandise, and make allowance for the additional

warehouse and clerical cost for handling the smaller
unit shipment. The difference between the maximum
and minimum discounts on any class of material has
been carefully defined, and every jobber or contractor
buys at an equitable cost, based on his working capital

and the requirements of his trade.

Standard-Package and Broken-Package Prices

In other words, the contractor or buyer, who in turn
places with the jobber a standard package order, as-

sumes the risk and expense of such merchandise invest-

ment and receives a protective margin in his cost over

his competitor who buys only a smaller quantity. This
contractor, adopting the broken-package prices of the
jobber, finds a sufficient margin of profit to permit him
to resell to his local trade. The contractor can and
should sell to the various manufacturing plants and
local firms in his town, but in order to resell at a profit

should buy of the jobber in standard packages and
incur the expense of stocking this material. The job-
ber is forced to warehouse goods in large quantities
and sell in smaller amounts, and this principle applies
equally to the contractor seeking to merchandise elec-

trical goods to local concerns. Improvements in the
methods and devices for the installation of electric
service, and in particular the more artistic designs of
fixtures, afford splendid talking points for the electrical
contractor and dealer with which to approach the own-
ers of old installations and point out the advantages of
more modern outlet arrangements and the pleasures of
a more up-to-date lighting scheme, thus supplementing
the loss of business through the gradual wiring of old
houses. The manufacturer should sell his products only
through firms who carry out the functions of a whole-
sale distributer by employing sufficient capital actually
to warehouse and properly sell his goods. The jobber,
in turn, must exact certain requirements and have cer-
tain known standards by which he recognizes a firm
entitled to the consideration and prices of a contractor.
He cannot create, as in the past, damaging competition
by selling to every business firm and boy who style
themselves electrical contractors with only a business
card as evidence. The contractors can do their share by
eliminating every so-called jobber and commission firm
whose acts and principles appear to be of destructive
character.

From the Contractor's Viewpoint

A paper by Arthur J. Newell, an electrical contractor
of Holyoke, Mass., frankly discussed cases of price dis-
crimination which had caused trouble in the relations
between jobbers and contractors. Most of the difficulty
was due to the sending of lower quotations by jobbers
directly to contractors' customers, to marking the
wholesale prices on bills sent by a consumer to the job-
bing house, to extension of credit to unsuitable firms,
and to soliciting the contractor's customers directly!
The author pointed out that the contractor should meet
these conditions by improving his credit through mak-
ing sure that every contract taken is secured at a price
showing a profit, necessitating more careful estimating
and a better system of keeping costs. Prompt payment
of bills is another point. The contractor should if nec-
essary borrow from his banker in order to pay his bills,

so that bills can be discounted where this is allowed and
all others repaid in thirty days. The contractor should
learn to borrow from the banks rather than from the
jobber in the form of extended credit. More attention
should be given to the appearance of the contractor's
place of business, studying the art of show-window
dressing, co-operating with the central station in the
sale of motors and appliances, and avoiding lines of
merchandise in which the margin of profit allowed the
dealer is too small. The author recommended refusing
to do business with any jobber who sells to the con-
tractor's legitimate customers. In closing, the paper
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expressed the view thai the jobber li no longer ne

itj ti> the Industry, advocating direct orders to the

factor} and the establishment of a committee to which
ni improper treatment can be referred.

Prom i in- M.mui ;u-i ui'fi' Bide

\v I''. Abely, sales manager Western Electric Com
pany, Boston, Mass., presented paper emphasizing
the importance of building up a reputation in the con

tracting business by carrying accepted standards of

materia] and equipment. A concern always pushing
standard lines becomes identified in the customer's mind
with such standards. I'nmrnis handling cheap prod-

ucts at low prices are frequently changing from one

to the other, with the result thai customers arc never

sure of what they are going to get or whether or not

the quality will be satisfactory. The contractor's mer
chandise investment is also affected by varied materials,

also his ability to "match up" parts or to send out a

man on a repair job with the confidence that the right

article is being carried the first time. If the contractor

does not have a fixed policy of buying only accepted

standards, the price he gets for the cheaper substitutes

is of no advantage to him unless he has a monopoly on

that particular price, which has never yet occurred.

Usually no greater percentage of profit is made in

handling cheap goods than in carrying standard prod-

ucts. The contractor should strive to sell, not the

cheapest articles, but those which bring the highest

prices and are of the best-known quality.

Discussion

The foregoing papers were discussed by H. F. Has-

kell, Holyoke, Mass.; J. 0. Morris, Hartford, Conn.;

Joseph E. Green, Boston; John J. Collins, Springfield,

Mass.; F. L. Barnes, Boston, and J. C. Coghlin, Wor-
cester, Mass. Mr. Green, as an independent jobber with

previous contracting experience, asserted his belief in

the policy of buying from the manufacturer and dis-

tributing only through the contractor. He issues no
catalog. Mr. Collins advocated publishing a list of

agents in the jobber's catalog and sending discount

sheets separately to the accredited contractors. Mr.

Murphy said that no special privileges are accorded the

jobber by the manufacturer, who merely gives a fair

and reasonable price for marketing the products. The
jobber must carry certain special lines in order to keep

down his investment, to get better relations with the

manufacturer, and to secure a better turn-over. In such

cases fetock can be returned to the manufacturer with a

better allowance in case of improvements. The resale

policy of the jobber does not prevent the contractor's

getting the business. A committee, consisting of the

following representatives of the manufacturing, con-

tracting and jobbing interests, was then appointed for

the purpose of reporting next year on means of improv-

ing relations : W. F. Abely, Boston ; W. H. Hoppin, New
Haven, Conn.; J. E. Green, Boston; George J. Murphy,
Boston; Henry D. Temple, Worcester, Mass.; P. C.

Fitzpatrick, Springfield, Mass., and E. M. Baldwin,

Hartford, Conn.

Resolution on Contract Electrical Work

The convention passed a resolution favoring letting

separate contracts for electrical work in building con-

struction, taking up details with the owner or architect,

eliminating the percentage added by the general con-

tractor to his bid, and getting away from the tendency

toward accepting the lowest bidder without regard to

anything except price. Passing inspection is frequent-

ly the sole interest of the lowest bidder. Where elec-

trical contracts are included in others, the estimates are

usually hurried, inaccurate and unduly low.

Meeting! Of Important N. 10. L A. Committees at

New York During Week

During the past week many of the standing commit*
tees of the National Electric Lighl A lociation mel in

New York headquarter for organization. On Tuesdaj

the "Salesman's Handbook" committee mel to discuss

the revision of some of the lections of t h<- handbook,
and on the same day the committee on the education of

salesmen also was in session. The latter commit Id

ported that it had then 600 applications for the cou

which will begin on Nov. L. The aim is to gel looo

persons to take the seventeen lessons of the COUI

The tuition is $12, and the course is to be given by

correspondence supplemented where possible by local

class meetings.

The publications committee of the Commercial Section

met on Wednesday morning and decided on the revision

of some of the publications. A new booklet appropri-

ate for the Christmas reason will be published shortly,

and it is confidently expected that the sale will reach

over 200,000. There was also a meeting of the com-
mittee having in hand the proposed code of the Bureau
of Standards, of which W. H. Blood, Jr., of Boston is

chairman. On Friday the executive committee of the

association held an all-day session for the discussion of

important association matters.

New York City's Electrical Licensing Board a

Representative Body
Pursuant to Chapter 9 of the Code of Ordinances of

the City of New York, Commissioner William Williams
of the Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity

has appointed the following persons members of the

board to determine the fitness of applicants for licenses

for installing and repairing electrical wiring and appli-

ances for light, heat and power in buildings : Hubert S.

Wynkoop, chairman, electrical engineer, Bureau of Gas
and Electricity, Municipal Building, Manhattan; John
P. Ryan, electrical contractor; Paul McNally, journey-

man electrician ; Joseph C. Forsyth, electrical inspector

;

Arthur A. Pope, electrician in employ of New York Edi-

son Company; Fred G. Webber, practical builder, and
Elmer D. Coulter, real-estate owner.

This board will proceed at once with the formula-

tion of rules governing the issuance of licenses. These
rules, when approved by the commissioner, will be

published.

Telephonic Serenade Across Continent Taken Part in

by Thousands of Utility Employees

A chorus of nearly 5000 employees of the New Eng-
land Telephone & Telegraph Company, gathered in Me-
chanics' Hall, Boston, Mass., on Sept. 27, sang "Amer-
ica" to an audience of several thousand employees of

the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company at the San
Francisco Exposition. As soon as the applause on the

"Coast" subsided the Californians responded with the

"Star-Spangled Banner" and in turn were cheered to

the echo. The occasion was a special "demonstration

night" arranged by the officials of the two companies,

and a forty-piece orchestra on the Boston stage sup-

plemented the voices of the great gathering. A special

loud-speaking transmitter was used, and 2500 telephone

receivers, allowing one to every alternate chair, were

installed to enable the audience to hear the interchange

of greetings and song. Addresses were given by offi-

cers of each company, and the occasion did much to em-

phasize solidarity of interest among the employees.
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Per Capita Consumption East and

West.—President Henry I. Harriman
of the Connecticut River Transmission

Company, Boston, Mass., is authority

for the statement that New England
central-station customers call for only

200 kw.-hr. per year per capita,

whereas the average consumption is

450 kw.-hr. in the Middle West and
from 500 kw.-hr. to 740 kw.-hr. on the

Pacific Coast.

Twentieth-Century Ways Suit Athe-

nians.—A new office and supply store

has been opened by the Athens Elec-

tric Company, of Athens, Ohio, for the

double purpose of facilitating the pay-

ment of bills and the sale of electrical

appliances. A full stock of energy-

consuming devices for domestic use

will be installed for demonstration and
sale, and house-wiring estimates will

also be furnished through this office on

request.

Examination for Electrical Drafts-

men.—The United States Civil Service

Commission announces an open exami-

nation for electrical draftsmen, Nov. 3

and 4, to fill vacancies in the Navy De-

partment at Washington, at a begin-

ning salary of $4 per day. The duties

of the position require originating and
supervising the preparation of plans

for electric plants, installation plans

for ships, tower lighting and interior

communication, the design of switch-

boards, etc.

Zinc Plant to Use 10,000 Hp.—The
new zinc plant of the Consolidated
Mining & Smelting Company, Toronto,

Canada, the metallurgists of which have
discovered a satisfactory process for re-

ducing ores electrochemically, will be
constructed with a capacity of 10,000

electric hp. Energy for this service will

be furnished by the West Kootenay
Power Company. This plant, which will

be at Trail, British Columbia, it is ex-

pected, will be producing 25 tons of

spelter daily before the end of the year.

An Electric Shower for the Bride-
Elect.—One of Cleveland's young
ladies upon the announcement of her
engagement was tendered, instead of

the customary linen shower, an "elec-

tric" shower. The garden where the
guests gathered was tastefully decor-

ated with electric Japanese lanterns,

which were strung among the trees.

An electrically cooked supper was
served. Among the electrical devices

presented to the bride-to-be were a
coffee percolator, a toaster, a grill, an
electric iron, a hair drier, a tea urn
and a table lamp.

Banquet Cigars by Electric Express.

—S. B. Way, vice-president and general

manager of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light Company, was the

host at a unique dinner to local news-
paper men Sept. 24, at which each guest
cooked his own steak on an electric

grill. Besides the meat there were
baked potatoes, boiled corn, coffee and
pie, all cooked by electricity. Then over
a track on the table came an electrically

propelled train bearing cigars, cigar-
ettes and matches. Following the meal
Mr. Way explained the welfare work
being done for employees by the com-
pany.

Multiphase
Currents

Miscellaneous News Items

Picked from the Happenings

of the Industry

Ohio Company Voluntarily Reduces
Commercial Rates.—Pending the action

of the Ohio Supreme Court on the

question of jurisdiction which was
raised when the new contract between

the city and the company was taken

up by the State Public Utilities Com-
mission at the request of a number of

Marysville citizens, the Marysville

Light & Water Company has volun-

tarily reduced its rate on commercial
lighting. In case the court decision

should be against the company, several

serious obstacles and extra clerical

work will be avoided by this course.

Exposition Grounds to Become Play-

ground for Electric Employees.—John

A. Britton, vice-president of the Pa-

cific Gas & Electric Company, San
Francisco, Cal., has announced that that

portion of the grounds now occupied by
the Panama-Pacific International Expo-
sition which is owned by the Pacific

Gas & Electric Company, consisting of

several blocks at the Fillmore Street

entrance to the grounds, will be made
into a playground and recreation field

for the 2500 employees of the Pacific

company. The future recreation grounds
will include a baseball field, a football

gridiron, a tennis court, and many oth-

er provisions for employees' athletics.

A Huge Illuminated Thermometer at

Kansas City.—An electrically lighted

thermometer 9 ft. in height is a feature

of the office building of the Kansas
City Electric Light Company, and
nightly indicates the temperature to
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A 9-FT. ELECTRIC-LIGHTED THERMOMETER
AT KANSAS CITY

passengers in street cars and automo-
biles out in the roadway, as well as to

pedestrians on the sidewalk. The glass

background of the huge instrument is

illuminated by fourteen 25-watt tubular
lamps so arranged that their heat does
not affect the proper expansion and
contraction of the indicating mercury
column.

A Case Where Electric Drive Averted
a Strike.—In a New England mill the
weave-room of which had been oper-
ated for some months by central-sta-
tion service, with motors leased from
the local electric company, the owners
proposed to utilize waterwheel me-
chanical drive, holding in reserve the
electrical service from outside. When
the weavers, who were paid by the
piece, heard of the plan they threat-
ened to strike because of the dimin-
ished production expected. Upon in-

vestigation, therefore, the owners
quickly decided to continue to operate
with electricity from the central sta-
tion and industrial peace was again
restored.

Setting Microphones to Catch
Zeppelins.—Edward F. Chandler, in-

ventor of a system of harbor defense

now being tested by the United States

Navy, has proposed a scheme for de-

tecting the approach and direction of

travel of Zeppelins and other hostile

air craft when the airships are them-
selves lost to view in clouds and mist.

Mr. Chandler's plan contemplates the
use of a number of sensitive micro-
phones, installed at fixed positions

about the station to be protected,
through which an observer at a central
point can listen to and compare the
sound of the airship's propellers as
heard through the different transmit-
ters. In this way, declares the inventor,
the height, speed, range and direction
of the Zeppelin could be easily deter-
mined and a counter-attack prepared
before the airship manifested its posi-
tion by dropping bombs or coming into
open view.

An Electric Ferry Run by Trolley.—An electrically operated ferry at
Strassburg, Germany, receives its en-
ergy from an overhead-trolley con-
ductor. The boat is a flat raft, 45 ft.

long, with 20-ft. beam, having a deck-
house on one side in which are in-

stalled the motor, control gear, gear-
ing, etc. Resting on the bed of the
lake is a %-in. galvanized-steel rope
which passes around a 3-ft. hauling
drum on the boat, and which also con-
stitutes the return conductor for the
trolley circuit. The motor drives this
drum through two belts and a counter-
shaft. The positive conductor is an
ordinary trolley wire of hard-drawn
copper 9 mm. in diameter, stretched
between two 30-ft. lattice masts, one
on each side of the lake. Connection
between the trolley wire and the boat
is made by means of a collector con-
sisting of a single light over-running
wheel attached to the raft by a flexi-

ble insulated copper cable, the slack of
which is taken up by an ingenious ar-
rangement of hanging weights and
pulleys suspended from loops in the
cables.
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Associations and Societies
Philadelphia Jovians Rejuvenate. Tha Philadelphia (Pa.)

Jovian League held a rejuvenation on Oct. B a1 the Hotel

Adelphia. Waltai H, John on, vice-president of tha Phil

adelphia Electric Company, outlined tha plant for Electrical

Pro peritj Week. Harrj Kepler ab <> addressed the meeting.

Kaneas I tllltlea Isaodatlon at Topeka.—Tha animal con-

vention of tha Kai G Water, Electric Lighl and Streel

Railway Association will be held at Topeka, Kan., Oct. 21,
' \in.iii!' the men prominent in Kan ai public util

Ky management who are expected to deliver papers arc Ai

bert Newman of the Kansas (las A Electric Company, Ail. an

sas City; W R. .Morrow, Independence; P. J, Long, Topeka;
\\ A. Scothorne, Junction City, and C. B. Jacks, Saline. The

Ing of Oct. 22 has been Be1 aside for the Jovian rejuve

nation, which will be conducted by a Wichita team.

I mud Stales Military Telegraph Corps Annual Reunion.
The annual reunion of the Society of the United St-

Military Telegraph Corps will be held at the Broadway
Central Hotel. New York City, on Oct. 13 and 14. Fol-

lowing the banquet on the opening night, D. H. Bates,

secretary of the society, will throw on the screen a repro-

duction of the first telegraph message sent, May 24, 1844,

with Professor Morse's autograph certificate. The owner
of the original tape message, Mrs. George Innes, daughter
of Annie Ellsworth, who sent the first message, will be

present, together with Professor Morse's son Edward.
There will also be exhibited pictures of civil war scenes

related to the telegraph corps, including war-time and
more recent photographs of prominent members of the

corps.

Chicago E. V. A. Elects Officers.—At the fourth annual
meeting and dinner of the Chicago Section of the Electric

Vehicle Association of America, held at the Hotel La Salle

on Oct. 5, the following officers were elected for the ensu-

ing year: Chairman, George B. Foster, assistant to the

vice-president Commonwealth Edison Company; vice-chair-

man, W. F. Bauer, Chicago manager for the Edison Storage
Battery Company; secretary-treasurer, F. E. McCall, elec-

tric-vehicle engineer of the Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany; executive committee, D. M. Simpson, Western man-
ager for the General Lead Battery Company; Gail Reed,

manager of the passenger-car department of the Walker
Vehicle Company; A. J. Brechtel of the General Vehicle

Company, and W. C. McNitt, owner of the Hollywood
Garage.

The Avo Club, Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, Pa.—The
Avo Club of the School of Applied Industries, Carnegie

Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa., is planning a

special program for the celebration of Edison Day. The
club is composed of students in the electrical courses, its

object being to promote interest in electrical work and to

bring the men together socially. The custom of celebrat-

ing Edison Day in the school was inaugurated last year by
the electrical equipment department and was very suc-

cessful. This year papers will be read on appropriate sub-

jects by members of the club, and liberal use will be made
of stereopticon views and possibly of motion pictures.

Models of Edison's early inventions as well as of some
modern ones will be shown. The club also expects to pre-

pare a program for Prosperity Week during November.

Philadelphia A. I. E. E. Meeting.—Tbe 313th meeting of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers will be held

at the Engineering Building, University of Pennsylvania,

Thirty-third and Locust Streets, Philadelphia, Oct. 11, under

the auspices of the Philadelphia Section of the power-station

committee. The papers presented at the afternoon session

will be "Supplemental Power for Hydroelectric Systems,"

by J. F. Vaughan, and "Combined Operation of Steam and

Hydraulic Power in the Pennsylvania Water and Power
Company System," by John Abbet Walls. Immediately after

the session there will be a visit to the new generating station

of the Philadelphia Electric Company at Twenty-sixth and
Christian Streets. A dinner at the Normandie will be fol-

lowed by an evening session, at which a paper on "Con-
struction Elements of the Tallulah Falls Development," by
Charles G. Adsit, assisted by W. P. Hammond, will be

presented.

Pllbjic Service Com mission News
EnTaaaachaaet is Com mission

'The commi lion cave a hearing on Sept. :;u relative i"

the i.iiu of the sliding scale agreement between the State
ami the Boston Consolidated Qa Company, anticipating a

report In the in\t I .<:• i l.i t u i
< upon the de liability of con

tinuing the agreement Cor another ten years. President
.1. Li Richards of the company appeared before the board
and explained thai under tha agreement dividends have
been Increased while tha price has dropped from $1 to 80

cents per looo en. ft. and $420,000 has been paid to em-
ployee-, through a profit-sharing system. The coi i of manu-
facture has been reduced from 57.11 cents per 1000 cu. ft. in

L906 to 19.1 1 cents in 1915. President Richards said that the

company could not reduce the price to 70 or 75 cents and
maintain the dividends allowed by law. The board will

consider whether the scale should be applied to other cities

besides Boston. L. W. E. Kimball of the Independent
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Boston, opposed the
sliding scale.

The Western Union Telegraph Company and the United
Telegram Company have petitioned the Massachusetts
Supreme Court to annul the recent decision of the commis-
sion requiring them to supply stock-ticker service to Calvin
H. Foster, a Boston broker. The petitioners contend that
the Interstate Commerce Commission is the proper adjudi-

cator of the case and that to comply with the board's order
it would be necessary to appropriate the property of the

New York Stock Exchange for the benefit of Foster and
thereby destroy their contracts with the exchange.

California Commission

The commission has issued a first supplemental opinion
to its decision of May 17, 1915, in its investigation, upon its

own initiative, into the financial condition of the United
Railroads of San Francisco, postponing the beginning of the
depreciation fund of $550,000 a year. The original order
provided that the depreciation account should be established

so as to show an appropriation from earnings of $550,000
not later than June 30, 1915. This amount was to accrue in

equal monthly installments of $45,833.33. Provision was
also made whereby $300,000 of this sum should be used for

certain specified purposes and the balance of $250,000 a year
should be used by the railroads for expenses of betterments
and repairs. The railroad applied for a rehearing, but the

commission found no merit in its contentions.

The commission has rendered a decision denying the

application of the Wells-Fargo Express Company, the

American Express Company and the Great Northern Ex-
press Company to increase their rates within the State of

California. The raise sought was that authorized by the

Interstate Commerce Commission on interstate business.

The application for the increase, as presented by the com-
panies, would, if granted, give them a profit of something
more than 36 per cent upon the value of their property.

The commission regarded this as unreasonable and con-

sidered that the companies should be content with a profit

in excess of 22 per cent upon their property.

New York Commission

The Public Service Commission of the Second District

has rendered a decision in the long-pending Lockport inter-

change case and has ordered the New York Central Rail-

road and the International Railway to provide facilities for

the switching of freight between the two roads in the city

of Lockport. This it did in the public interest. Speaking of

the unwillingness of the railroads to grant this interchange

through fear that one or the other may gain an advantage

not now existent in the handling of the Lockport business,

the opinion says: "The underlying theory of the respondents

as to their freight service in Lockport seems to be the main-

tenance of competition, while the complainants seek to in-

voke the more modern theory of regulation. . . . How-
ever this may be, it now becomes the duty of the commis-

sion, regardless of what has gone before, to make a declara-

tion of the rights and obligations of both shippers and

railroads with reference to these matters, and in such

declaration to show, if possible, that the interests of the

parties are mutual and not antagonistic; and if we can do
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that we have gone a long way toward proving the efficacy

of regulation of common carriers in the interest of the

public and for the benefit also of the carriers themselves.
"Both carriers seem to forget that they have no pre-

scriptive right to the freight business at Lockport but are

only common carriers who may or may not be employed
to transport such freight and that the shippers have some-
thing to say as to which railroad the business belongs to."

Indiana Commission

The Public Service Commission of Indiana has granted
authority to Tell City to furnish electricity to Dehaven and
Mclntyre from the municipally owned plant at Tell City,

for the use of the town of Troy, the energy to be measured
at the city's master meter at the north corporation line of

the town of Troy. The petition asks authority to charge a

rate of 5 cents per kilowatt-hour for all energy furnished

the private contractors, but the commission's order reads

that the rate shall "be subject to the regulations authorized

by law." The contract will run ten years.

A suit has been filed at Logansport to test the validity of

the Indiana utility statute. The plaintiff, M. Winfield, a

lawyer, charges that the commission exceeded its powers in

increasing the rates of the Logansport Home Telephone
Company above the rates fixed when the company took a

franchise from the city. The complaint further contends
that the telephone company cannot legally surrender its

franchise, as provided by the utility law, and that the com-
mission cannot take over the powers of the city in the matter
of fixing rates for public utilities. The complaint contends
that the utility act is unconstitutional in Indiana because it

tends to impair the validity of a contract. The commission
recently granted to the Logansport Home Telephone Com-
pany an increase in rates (Electrical World, Aug. 28) on
a snowing of insufficient earnings to pay proper return on
the investment and keep up a proper depreciation fund. The
telephone company thereupon offered to sell the property

to the city at the value placed on it by the appraisers for

the commission.
Ohio Commission

The hearing before the commission of the Cleveland Elec-

tric Illuminating Company's appeal from a city ordinance
requiring it to extend its steam-heating mains to the new
City Hall in Cleveland was completed on Sept. 21. Attor-

neys for the company presented an affidavit from Samuel F.

Haserot which stated that Mayor Newton D. Baker had
told him that the company would not be permitted to extend
its heating mains to the new Haserot Building on Huron
Road until it complies with the ordinance requiring it to

extend its mains on East Sixth Street to the new City Hall.

Mayor Baker admitted that he had made such a statement
to Mr. Haserot. He denied the reported statement that he
would use the police force to tear out the company's mains
if it does not come to terms, but said that if he had the

power he would not only have this done but would get down
in the trenches and help do it. John Wolf, mechanical
engineer for the company, testified that it would be imprac-
ticable to tap either the Superior Avenue or the Euclid

Avenue mains, since the building would require 42,000 lb.

of steam heat per hour, and this could not be piped from
either of these mains. Light and Heat Commissioner
Ballard asserted that the building would require but
21,000 lb. of steam heat per hour. Several witnesses for the

company testified that an investment of about $100,000

would be required to lay the necessary mains from the plant

to the City Hall building. Arguments of attorneys were
presented on Sept. 22. The company asked that the terms
of the franchise be declared unreasonable and the city re-

quested the commission to name reasonable terms in case it

finds the terms and rates included in the present franchise

unreasonable. The commission has selected the following

men to conduct a civil service examination for an expert
electric engineer for the department: F. C. Caldwell, head of

the electric engineering department of the Ohio State Uni-
versity; Henry B. Dates, professor of electrical engineering
in the Case School of Applied Science at Cleveland, and
A. M. Wilson, head of the electrical engineering department
of the University of Cincinnati. A law passed last winter
vacated the position held by L. G. White, and he has for

some time been serving as a provisional appointee. The
examination will take place on Oct. 6.

Corporate and Financial
Consolidated Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal.—The

California Railroad Commission has issued a supplemental
order approving an agreement between the Consolidated
Electric Company, the Great Western Power Company, the
Anglo-California Trust Company and the prospective pur-
chasers of the general mortgage bonds of the Consolidated
company, to exchange the bonds of the United Light &
Power Company of California and the three-year collateral-
trust gold notes of the United Light & Power Company of
New Jersey for bonds of the Consolidated company to be
placed in trust with the Anglo-California Trust Company.
The Consolidated company at the same time shall issue the
bonds to the depositors. The agreement also gives power
to the Consolidated company to clear the properties from
liens.

Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Company of
Baltimore, Md.—Recent marked improvements in business
conditions in Baltimore will probably continue and be re-
flected in the income of the company during the ensuing
fiscal year, according to the annual report of the company
for the year ended June 30, 1915. The gross income for
the year shows an increase over the previous fiscal year
of $388,506, or 6.1 per cent, and the net earnings an increase
of $145,744, or 4.8 per cent. The sales of both gas and
electricity showed satisfactory increases. The widespread
business and financial depression during the year merely
had the effect of slightly retarding the normal growth of
the company's business. The gross income from gas sales
increased $124,713, or 3.8 per cent, and the gross income
from electric sales increased $227,261, or 7.4 per cent. Im-
provements and betterments completed during the year and
in course of completion amounted to $1,110,594.87. The
growth in the electric operations is shown in the following
comparison:

Per
Cent

1914 1915 Inc.
Gross income from sale of electricity $3,073,938 $3,301,200 7 4
Kilowatt-hours sold 123,837,695 126,933,209 2 5Customers 31,330 38,419 11.9
In the amount of electricity sold the actual gain in gen-
eral business was 17 per cent as compared with that shown
above, this real improvement in the company's output being
apparent upon the elimination from the output of both
years of a certain very limited number of large consumers
whose requirements decreased during the year owing to
the fact that their products had heretofore been produced
largely for export. These same consumers are, however,
finding home markets for their products and are rapidly
approaching their normal requirements for electricity. Dur-
ing the year there has been an increasing demand from
the industries of Baltimore for electric motive power, and
the company closed contracts during the year for large
industrial and general power purposes, aggregating 16,817
hp., this being over 12 per cent greater than the amount
contracted for during the previous year and next to the
largest amount obtained in any one year of the company's
history. The equipment in several substations has been
added to, and the electric lines have been extended to serve
many districts of the city better and to provide for the
new business secured. Approximately 100 miles of cable
were added to the underground distribution system. The
appliance and merchandise business was vigorously ad-
vanced. The sale of electrical devices and accessories
amounted to $400,353, and the sale of gas-consuming devices
and accessories amounted to $422,131, a total of $822,484.
In concluding the report President H. A. Wagner makes
the following statement with regard to the company's
policies: "As has been stated in the past, the company's
policies include the consideration of the public's interests
from every standpoint, the mutualizing of the interests
of the company, its consumers and its employees through
stock ownership, the rendering of the best possible service
at the lowest rates consistent therewith, and sharing with
the public in the form of rate reductions from time to
time the increased prosperity of the company, resulting
from the development of its business. These policies and
the company's active efforts in the line of co-operation have
brought greater fruits this past year than ever before, as
evidenced particularly by its recent adoption of the lowest
fair rates and its success in distributing its shares among
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Since the beginning of the plan some four months ago to

soil stock to customers more than 840 gas and electric

consumers have been added to the list of stockholders. The
average number of shares subscribed for per customer was
between four and five. Subscriptions continue to come in,

and many more customers are expected to take advantage
of the opportunity.

Eastern Pennsylvania Railway Company, Pottsville, Pa.

—

During the year ended June 30, 1915, the company added
725 now customers to its lines, according to its annual re-

port. The earnings of the electric department increased

$26,609, or 9.82 per cent. A comparative earnings statement
shows the following revenues for the years ended June 30,

L914 and 1915:
1914 1915

Gross earnings $826,416 $825, 4.")

Operating expenses and taxes 503,488 486,570

Net earnings $322,928 $338,885
Fixed charges (all companies) 244,019 227,783

Surplus $98,909 $111,102

Long Island Lighting Company, New York, N. Y.—The
Public Service Commission for the Second District of New
York has authorized the company to issue $135,000 of 5

per cent bonds at 87.5 and $66,000 of common stock at par

to provide funds for improvements and additions.

Manchester (N. H.) Traction, Light & Power Company.

—

For the year ended July 31, 1915, the company shows the

following earnings:
1915 1914

Gross earnings $1,330,624 $1,308,542
Operating expenses and taxes 770,028 767,783

Net earnings $560,596 $540,759
Interest charges 143,892 144,569

Balance $416,704 $396,190
Bond sinking fund 3,000 3,000

Balance (for reserves, depreciation and
dividends) $413,704 $393,190

Midland Counties Public Service Corporation, San Luis

Obispo, Cal.—The California Railroad Commission has

authorized the company to renew four promissory notes

amounting to $9,218.64 to electric and engineering com-

panies for construction and improvements of a plant. The
term of the notes shall not exceed one year from Dec 31,

1915.

Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company, Akron, Ohio.

—

Notwithstanding the jitney bus competition, which has ad-

versely affected the earnings of the company, the revenue

from the electric light and power business has been growing

at such a rate as to entirely overcome the decrease in gross

and net receipts reported in the earlier months of the year.

In July the gross receipts increased $20,000 over July, 1914.

The surplus, after all fixed charges, was $100,228, as com-

pared with $94,641 for the preceding year, a gain of $5,587.

The earnings for the first seven months of the calendar year

compared with last year follow:
1915 1914

Gross earnings $2,128,388 $2,073,359
Operating expenses and taxes 1,321,350 1,265,805

Net earnings $807,038 $807,554
Interest 360,270 352,683

Surplus $446,768 $454,871

Shawlnigan Water t Powai Company, Bhawinigan I alls,

Quebec, Canada. The unusual conditions brought aboul hy

the European war have affected the operation <>f the com
pany neither disastrously nor favorably, its output, which
Li reached the poinl of maximum production, i contracted
for by industries uhirh air manufacturing nece itie and
which therefore continue to operate in spite of a general

business deprei sion. Its subsidiary, the I edai Rapid
Manufacturing A Power Company, is operating under con-

tracts which call for the utilization <>r 83,000 hp. of its

generating equipment. An additional contract for L0,000 bp,

calls for delivery on Jan. l. This will leave but 6000 hp. of

the initial development of this plant nol under contract.

Manufacturing and Industrial

The Ueona Manufacturing Company, 1 Hudson Street,

New York, manufacturer of "Kwik-lite" flashlamps and

battery-operated lanterns, has just opened an office and

warehouse in the Wells-Fargo Building, San Francisco,

( al. The company has also recently opened offices n Toledo,

Ohio, and Windsor, Ontario, Can.

Walter E. Holland has resigned his position as research
engineer for the Anderson Electric Car Company, Detroit,

to become a firm member of the Broadway Automobile
Company of Seattle, Wash., agent in the Northwest for

Detroit electric pleasure cars, Walker balance-drive electric

trucks, Elwell-Parker industrial trucks, and Philadelphia
"Diamond-Grid" storage batteries. Mr. Holland will be
secretary and treasurer of the company. Mr. Holland was
connected with Thomas A. Edison, Inc., for ten years.

Electrically Driven Boats.—Fredrik Nannestad, manager
of the municipal electric-lighting system at Stavanger,
Norway, will visit the United States during October to

attend the Exposition at San Francisco, and while in this

country desires to collect information relating to the use of

electricity for the operation of boats. In the harbor of the

city of Stavanger are several islands with which ferry com-
munication is contemplated. The round trip will consist of

a total travel of about 2500 yards and will take about thirty

minutes, including five stops.

Electric-Car Manufacturer Optimistic.—The Anderson
Electric Car Company, Detroit, Mich., is expecting the
coming year to be one of the best that the electric-car in-

dustry has ever experienced. As already noted in the
Electrical World, the company has reduced the prices of
its cars from $600 to $725 each, and on account of this

reduction expects the range of its sales to widen consider-
ably. Because of the increased possibilities for business,
the Anderson company is appointing a number of new deal-
ers in certain desirable territories which have not up to the
present time been represented.

Strike at Schenectady Works of General Electric Com-
pany.—Labor unrest which has culminated in strikes among
manufacturers of munitions during the last few months was
extended this week to the Schenectady works of the General
Electric Company. Shorter working hours have been de-

manded by the employees, while some of the labor officials

have insisted on closed-shop conditions at the Schenectady
plant before the 10,000 strikers return to work. Thirteen
crafts are represented in the strike. Several demonstra-
tions by the strikers occurred on Tuesday and Wednesday,
but no disorder of any kind has been reported. Prior to the

general strike a grievance committee appointed by the em-
ployees is reported to have accepted a compromise plan of-

fered by G. E. Emmons, general manager, but this action is

said to have displeased the members of the various crafts

and the general walkout followed.

Demand for Fault-Locating Apparatus Increasing.—The
Lundin Electric & Machine Company, Boston, Mass., reports

the sale of five sets of Vahey fault-locating apparatus for

central-station distributing systems at Lynn, Springfield,

Maiden and Brockton, Mass., and at Hartford, Conn. Since

the recent descriptions of the equipment published in the

Electrical World inquiries have come in, and a second lot

of apparatus is now going through to fill orders orally

arranged for and about to be completed. Representatives

of large central-station operating syndicates and of hydro-
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electric transmission companies have become interested in

the possibilities of the equipment and have examined it in

service on the Boston Edison system and elsewhere.

The Acme Die-Casting Corporation, Bush Terminal No. 5,

Brooklyn, N. Y., which was organized some eight months

ago, has met with such success, according to E. N. Wolf,

treasurer of the concern, that it has been found necessary to

increase its capital from $125,000 to $200,000. The company
is engaged in the manufacture of die castings for small mo-
tors and various kinds of electrical devices. Mr. Wolf states

that the company has been working its plant to full capacity

and has been obliged to refuse business. The Acme Die-

Casting Corporation has now contracted for more space and

will increase its plant so that more work can be taken in.

It contemplates doubling the size of its present plant with-

in the next four months.

Westinghouse Lamp Company Opens Milwaukee Plant.

—

Owing to the general betterment in business conditions, the

Westinghouse Lamp Company, 1261 Broadway, New York,

has decided to open its Milwaukee plant for the manufac-
ture of incandescent lamps. Large display advertisements

have been inserted in the various Milwaukee papers, offer-

ing places to 500 girls, who will be employed in the manu-
facture of half a million lamps a month. The Milwaukee
works of the company are at 3100 Center Street and con-

sist of five large buildings, occupying about five acres of

ground. Frank Wick, who has been superintendent of the

New York plant of the Westinghouse Lamp Company, will

assume the management of the Milwaukee works.

Bakelite Insulation for Wireless Apparatus.—Because of

its mechanical and dielectric strength and the fact that it is

impervious to moisture, oils and dust and is unaffected by
change in temperature, bakelite has been adopted by the

Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company, Boston, Mass., for

insulating material on its radio equipment. Bakelite is

especially useful for apparatus employed in the tropics,

where the high humidity and extremes of temperature, it is

declared, have rendered many other kinds of materials un-

satisfactory. The insulating material in the form of "bake-

lite dielecto" is obtained in sheets from the Continental

Fibre Company, Newark, Del., and all parts, such as auxil-

iary key, receiver, quenched-spark-gap frame, oscillation

transformer, etc., are made of it. The Wireless Specialty

Apparatus Company recently made a wireless set for the

United States Navy Department, which after tests proved
quite successful. The insulating parts of this set were
made of bakelite.

Frantz-Premier Company Broadening Scope of Its Activi-

ties.—The Frantz-Premier Company, Cleveland, Ohio, is

about to place on the market a comprehensive line of elec-

trically operated household devices, including washing
machines, wringers (which will be sold separately from the

washing machines as well as in conjunction therewith), dish-

washing machines and an electric fan for household and
office use. As noted in the Electrical World of June 5, the

company is building a new plant at Ivanhoe Road and Euclid
Avenue, which will provide the company with greatly in-

creased accommodations. The factory, which is nearing
completion, will be of four stories and built of concrete.

The company expects to move from its present quarters in

the Whitney Power Block to the new building about Nov. 1.

The new plant will also enable the company to increase the
production of its vacuum cleaners which it has been turning
out in large numbers, some 75,000 machines having been
made, it is reported, during the past year.

The Labor Outlook.—In an address delivered on Sept. 24
before the students of the Northwestern University School
of Commerce in Chicago, W. S. Kies, vice-president of the
National City Bank of New York, drew attention to the fact
that the huge war orders placed in this country and the ex-
aggerated reports of profits spread through the newspapers
have encouraged labor to demand its share of these great
profits. As a result, he said, hours of work have decreased
and wages have gone up. Laborers in other lines, envious
of the wages of munition workers, are making similar de-
mands, with the result that gradually but surely wage
standards throughout the country are being lifted. If wages
increase, cost of production must necessarily increase. Mr.
Kies added: "Easy and quick profits are always demoraliz-
ing. There are many manufacturing concerns to-day sacri-

ficing permanent and substantial markets for the pr<

quick gains. The public, excited by tales of huge profits, is

speculating as never before. A period of inflation is threat-

ened, and it might be well to count the cost in advance. If

wages keep on increasing, if speculation becomes rife, if

extravagance induced by easy money permeates our national

life, we shall, after the war is over, face a great commercial
and industrial crisis. Not only the foreign markets which
we now have but our domestic markets as well may be in

danger. Realizing the competition in store for us, ought we
not to begin immediately to prepare for this commercial
warfare?"

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Company Moves into New Factory.
—The new factory of the Holtzer-Cabot Electric Company
on Amory Street, in the Roxbury district of Boston, has just

been occupied by the company. The new factory consists
of a main building, 300 ft. by 60 ft., six stories high, with
an annex 100 ft. by 60 ft., six stories high, and with a sub-
basement 60 ft. by 60 ft, which is employed as a garage.
The boiler house is 42 ft. by 42 ft., 20 ft. high, with a 5-ft.

6-in. chimney, 120 ft. high. The foundry building is 60 ft.

by 60 ft. and is one story high The buildings are on a lot

containing approximately 250,000 sq. ft. which backs on the
shore line of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

way. The construction is reinforced concrete with brick-
paneled walls on the outside and terra-cotta partitions
plastered on the inside, and the buildings are fireproof
throughout. Energy for operating the plant is obtained
from the Edison Electric Illuminating Company. The
central-station mains are led into a transformer house,
16 ft. by 24 ft., which is in the yard outside of the main
building. Seven large conduits run directly from the trans-
former house to the south end of the third floor of the
building, which is the test room for all electrical apparatus.
The mains are connected to a large switchboard, 30 ft.

long, specially designed and built by the Holtzer-Cabot
company. A complete system of direct-current wiring is

also installed and takes care of the telephone and factory
signal apparatus. The new plant has enabled the company
to consolidate its offices and factories, which were on Albany
Street, on Bristol Street and in Brookline, Mass.

Good Demand for Lighting Fixtures.—There is at the
present time an excellent demand for lighting fixtures in
New York City, according to the Lighting Studios Com-
pany, manufacturer of decorative lighting fixtures. Orders
are coming in for the equipment of office buildings which
were finished in the spring, but where, for different reasons,
it was decided to wait until the fall to install the fixtures.

Another interesting large source of present orders is the re-
equipment of a number of large buildings, both office and
apartment. When the buildings were put up no care appar-
ently was taken to install fixtures that were either efficient

or artistic. Cheapness and thoughtlessness seem to char-
acterize these installations. The result has been that in the
fall when new tenants took the apartments and when the
lighting hours began to overlap business hours the tenants
demanded better and more efficient equipment. Orders of
this nature have been quite frequent of late with the Light-
ing Studios. When asked as to the effect of the war, it was
stated that so far there had been no decrease in the export
trade to France, Great Britain or the colonies of the latter
country. After the war it is thought that this trade will be
larger. One interesting point was brought out, namely, that
before the war Germany had supplied this country with a
large amount of decorative glassware. Our glass manufac-
turers, having been forced to it, now find themselves in a
position to make the same ware cheaper and better than
Germany did previous to the war. The Lighting Studios
Company feels that the advances made in this direction will
not only cut down the German competition largely after the
war but will also considerably strengthen the position of the
American glassware and lighting-fixture manufacturers.

Recent Orders for Electrical Equipment.—The Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh,
Pa., reports the following among the orders recently re-
ceived: The Public Service Electric Company, Newark,
N. J., two 1083-kva. air-blast transformers; the Board of
Commissioners of State Institutions, Lincoln, Neb., one
200-kw., 240-volt engine-type generator, one 15-kw. turbine-
gear-driven exciter, one 20-kw. motor-driven exciter, twelve
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transformers with total rating of L90 kva., four 220 volt,

throe phi ' tnotoi wrlth total ratlni of L6 lip-, and eight

volt, three phase moton with total ratlni i bp.;

G Robertson, citj of Warren, Minn., one L50-kva., 2400
Milt, three-phase engine-type generator, one !400
\oit engine type generator, one 10.76 lew. belted exciter, one

w
.
belted exciter and one four-panel switchboard; the

Harrisburg Foundry A Machine Works, for Installation In

the Home for Colored Persons at Philadelphia, Pa., one
w. dired current generator with switchboard; t J i

«
- Inter

urban Construction Company, for the Sail Lake & Utah
Railroad Company, three 250-kw., 760-voll direct-currenl
rotary converters for series operation <>n 1500-voll circuit,

three phase current, and three 160-kva., 14,000 volt, sin

phase, sixty cycle transformers with triple secondaries and
complete switching equipment; the Craig Electric Company,
for the Schenley High School, Pittsburgh, Pa., two 800-kw.,
250-voll (direct-current), sixty-cycle, 1200-r.p.m. self-start-

ing rotary converters with one ten-panel switchboard; the
Public Service Electric Company, Newark, N. J., one
1083-kva. air-blast transformer, four 48-kva., single-phase,
sixty-cycle, 2400-VOlt, 10-per-cent-ie.milation induction regu-
lators, and two 24-kva., 2400-volt, sixty-cycle, single-phase,
10-per-cent reuulation induction regulators; the New York
A Queens Electric Light & Power Company, Long Island
( ity, N. Y., two 1500-kva. air-blast transformers, two
1000-kva. air-blast transformers, three 1500-kva. air-blast
transformers with dial regulator of the step type, and four
46-kva. induction regulators; the Burlington (Vt.) Traction
Company, one 500-kw. rotary converter, three 165-kva.
transformers and one two-panel switchboard.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Sept. 28 » s-
Selling Prices

-Oct.

Bid Asked
£ s d

London, standard spot*.... 71
Prime Lake 17.90 to 18.00
Electrolytic 17.90 to 18.00
Casting 17.00 to 17.25
Copper wire base 19.25 to 19.50t

Lead 4.50
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter. . . 16.00f
Spelter, spot 14.37 y. to 14.02 i/

2 t
Tin, Straits 33.12 y,f
Aluminum, 9S to 99 per cent 48.50t

Selling- Prices
Bid Asked

£ s d
72 2 fi

17.87% to 18.12i/2
17.87 y2 to 18.12y2
17.25 to 17.50
19.25 tol9.50t

4.50
16.00t

32.12y2 t
50.00 to 51.00

*OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 15.00f
Brass, heavy 9.75f
Brass, light 8.00f
Lead, heavy 3.75t
Zinc, scrap 9.50t

16.25
11.00
9.25
4.20

10.75

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Oct. 5 3,556

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
tNomfnal.

New Incorporations
The Consumers' Electric Company of Maquoketa, Iowa,

has been chartered with a capital stock of $50,000 by A. A.
Hurst and H. E. Stevens of Maquoketa.

The North Arkansas Utilities Company of Corning, Ark.,
has been incorporated by G. A. Booser, C. L. Daniel, Eliza-

beth Morrison and H. B. Hays. The company is capitalized

at $75,000 and purposes to contract and operate power
plants and railroads.

The West Salem Ice & Light Company of West Salem,
111., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000
to generate and distribute electricity and to manufacture
and sell ice. The incorporators are E. H. Hallbeck, P. O.
Hallbeck and W. E. Scheurer.

The Commonwealth
Falls, Iowa, has been
stock of $250,000 for

tributing electricity.

Frank H. Tichenor of

Clarke of Wilmette,
Humphrey of Chicago,

enor of Wilmette, 111.,

Light & Power Company of Iowa
granted a charter with a capital

the purpose of generating and dis-

The officers of the company are:
Wilmette, 111., president; Harley L.

111., vice-president; Clifford W.
111., secretary, and Frank H. Tich-
treasurer.

New industrial Companies
The Lancaster Automatic Lighl tt Power Company of

Lancaster, Ohio, lias baan ehartared for the purpose of
manufacturing small electrically driven light and power
plant for fauna and othei i lolated plat i

The Sumter Klectrical Company of Chicago, III., ha: been
Incorporated with a capital tod. of *;,,()()() ),, manufacture
and deal in machinery. The Incorporator! are f. c. Mann
Ulg, Charles C. Strickland and L N. Mcintosh.

The Talking Electric Sign Company of Minneapolis,
Mmn., has been chartered with a capital stock of $80,000
by E. Lynn Leach, A. M. Ellert and William II. Kiau S,

Minneapolis, and J. II. S. (iifford, St. I'anl, Minn.

Trade Publications
Resistance Metals.—Ellsworth Haring, 114 Liberty Street,

New York, has prepared a booklet on resistance metals and
nickel sheets, wires, bars, etc.

Wiring Devices.—"Condulet Stock for Electrical Dealer,
Contractor and Central Station" is the title of a booklet
issued by the Crouse-Hinds Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

Resuscitating Apparatus.—The Life-Saving Devices
Company, 180 North Market Street, Chicago, 111., has
published folders which contain information on its "lung-
motor."

Ball Bearings.—The Ball Bearing Company, 50 Church
Street, New York, has prepared a booklet, entitled "Special
S K F Bulletins," which directs attention to the various pub-
lications issued by the company.

Flashlamps.—The Usona Manufacturing Company, 1

Hudson Street, New York, has prepared several illustrated

folders which contain information on various kinds of flash-

lamps and battery-operated lanterns.

Vacuum Cleaner and Heating Pad.—The Hotpoint Elec-

tric Heating Company, Ontario, Cal., has issued a catalog

which contains information on a recently developed vacuum
cleaner and flexible-metal heating pad.

Transmission Systems.—Fred T. Ley & Company, Spring-

field, Mass., have prepared an attractively illustrated cata-

log which shows various installations of transmission lines,

substations and underground systems installed by them.

Cabinets and Switching Apparatus.—The Large-Dail
Manufacturing Company, 114 North Thirteenth Street,

Philadelphia, Pa., has prepared an illustrated catalog on its

steel cabinets and boxes, panelboards, switchboards and
special switches.

Small Lighting Plants.—The Suburban Lighting Com-
pany, Toledo, Ohio, is sending out illustrated catalogs en-

titled "Lighting Country Homes" and "Electric Lighting

Systems," which contain information on its gasoline-engine-

driven generating plants.

Gas Engines.—The Bruce-Macbeth Engine Company, 2122

Center Street N. W., Cleveland, Ohio, has prepared a book-

let which contains illustrations of various gas-engine in-

stallations, information on producing-gas plants, and mis-

cellaneous gas-engine data for the operator.

Electric Organ Blowers.—The Kinetic Engineering Com-
pany, Baltimore Avenue and Sixtieth Street, Philadelphia,

Pa., is sending out illustrated catalogs on its electrically

operated combined suction machine and blower for operat-

ing mechanical orchestras and of its blower for use with

church organs.

Lighting Handbook.—The Holophane Works of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, have just issued

an interesting ninety-four-page handbook on lighting. The
book is divided into five sections and contains numerous
diagrams and illustrations. Section I deals with "Holo-

phane service" and Section II with the fundamentals of

illumination; Section III outlines methods of installing the

products of the Holophane works; Section IV deals with

practical applications in armories, gymnasiums, banks,

bowling alleys, churches, factories, etc., and Section V is

on photometric curves. Appendix A contains supplement-

ary engineering data, and Appendix B gives tables on

watts per square foot for various classes of service.
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Construction News
New England

PEPPERELL, MASS. — Negotiations
have been closed whereby the Shirley El.
Co., Shirley, will take over the electric dis-
tribution system in Pepperell. The com-
pany is to erect a high-tension transmis-
sion line from its present terminus at the
cordage works to Pepperell to supply elec-
tricity for commercial and municipal pur-
poses.

GROTON, CONN.—The United States
government has awarded the borough of
Qroton a contract to supply electricity to
the naval station, which is to be opened
as a submarine base this fall.

Middle Atlantic

BEACON, N. Y.—The City Council has
voted to install ornamental lamps on Main
and Beekman Streets. The plans provide
for the erection of ornamental iron stand-
ards mounted with 600-cp. nitrogen lamps,
of which eighty will be placed on Main
Street and sixteen on Beekman Street. The
cost is estimated at $6,000.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—The Buffalo Cold Stor-
age Co., it is reported, is contemplating the
construction of a power house, at a cost
of about $45,000.

CHATHAM, N. Y.—The Chatham El. Lt.,
Ht. & Pwr. Co. has been granted a fran-
chise to supply electricity in the town of
Austerlitz, and has applied to the Public
Service Commission to extend its trans-
mission lines to Morehouse Corners, about
half way between Chatham and Spencer-
town. The lines have already been ex-
tended to the town limits of Chatham. The
company has offered to extend its lines to
Spencerport, which is about 2 miles from
Morehouse Corners, provided that sufficient
patronage is guaranteed to warrant the ex-
penditure. The company is also consider-
ing a proposal to be submitted to the vil-
lage of Hillsdale which would require the
erection of 10 miles of line. A proposal
has also been submitted to the residents of
the Rock City section, about 3 miles north
of Chatham, offering to extend its service
there, provided that the property owners
and others desiring electricity will furnish
and erect the poles.

CORNING, N. Y.—Plans, it is reported,
have been prepared for the construction of
a large reservoir to utilize the waters of
Lake Wayne and Lamoka and a hydro-
electric plant on the shores of Lake Keuka
to develop 15,000 hp. Electricity gener-
ated at the plant will be transmitted to
Corning, 24 miles distant, and also to Ham-
mondsport. At a dam to be built on the
David Smith farm, 3 miles from Savona,

electricity will also be generated Cor trans-
mission to Savona, Campbell, Bath and
other places. All leases nave been secured

rry out the project, and it is under-
stood that the capital lias been pledged. A
company will soon be organized to con-
struct and operate the system. Robi
llayt, Corning, is engineer in charge of the
work.
BAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.—Plans are be-

usidered by the Board of Trustees and
the Syracuse Ltg. Co. for installing a new
street-lighting system. It is proposed to

replace the present system, which consists
(.1 15 arc lamps and .!•; incandescent lamps,
with Incandescent lamps.
FREDONIA, N. Y.—The Public Service

Commission has granted the Niagara &
Erie Pwr. Co., Fredonia, permission to ex-
tend its transmission lines to the town of
Brant and village of Famharn, Erie
County, and in the towns of i'omfret and
Sheridan, Chautauqua County. Local
franchises have been secured in all of the
towns.
ITHACA, N. Y.—A committee has been

appointed by the Business Men's Associa-
tion to make investigations relative to the
installation of an ornamental lighting sys-
tem on the principal business streets.
Present plans provide for the erection of
sixty lamps, to cost from $4,000 to $6,000.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-
ceived by C. B. J. Snyder, superintendent
of school buildings, Department of Educa-
tion, Park Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street,
New York, until Oct. 18 for installing elec-
tric equipment in the Evander Childs High
School, East 184th Street and Field Place,
the Bronx. Blank forms, plans and
specifications may be obtained or seen at
the above office.

PARMA, N. Y.—The Hilton El. Lt.,

Pwr. & Ht. Co., Hilton, has applied to the
Public Service Commission for permission
to erect an electric distribution system in
the town of Parma and for approval of a
franchise granted by the town.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—The Syracuse Ltg.
Co. is contemplating the erection of a sub-
station on West Fayette Street for the
distribution of Niagara and Salmon River
power in Syracuse. The station will be
equipped with three motor-generator sets
having an aggregate output of 12,000 hp.
to convert energy received at 11,000 volts,
25 cycles, to 2300 volts, 60 cycles, and
4000 hp. in transformers, transforming 11,-
000 volts, 25 cycles, to 2300 volts, 60
cycles. The station will also include appa-
ratus to supply electricity for about 700
street lamps. An addition will also be
built to the Solvay substation, which will
include a new building equipped with 20,-
000-hp. transforming apparatus. The
plans also provide for a 11, 000-volt subway
from Solvay to Fulton Street, with a branch

leading to the station to be erected in West
Fayette Street, The cost of the work is

estimated at $500,000. J. C. De Long is

president of the company.
TONAWANDA N. Y.—Plans are being

considered for the installation of an orna-
mental lighting system in the business sec-
tion. The Tonawanda Pwr. Co., North
Tonawanda, has agreed to install three dif-
ferent styles of lamps tor demonstration
purposes.

BALLY, PA- Bonds to the amount of
";,

I have been voted for the installation
of a municipal electric-light plant in Bally.

CONNELLSVILLE, PA.—Ground has
been broken for an addition to the power
plant of the West Penn Railways Co m
Connellsville. The equipment will consist
of a l'J,000-kw. Westin^house turbo-gen-
erator, three larxe Stirling type boilers
equipped with stokers, four large trans-
formers and high-tension switches, etc Con-
tracts for building and equipment have al-

heen placed. The cost ot the plant is
ted at about $1,000,000.

HARRISBURG, PA. — Charters have
been granted by the State Department to
the Farmers' El. Co. of Warewich Town-
ship and the Farmers' El. Co. of Penn
Township, both in Lancaster County. Each
company is capitalized at $5,000.

HARRISBURG, PA.—The Public Service
Commission has approved the following
contracts : The Duquesne Lt. Co. of Pitts-
burgh and the city of Pittsburgh, and the
Penn El. Ser. Co. of Somerset and the
county of Somerset. Charters have also
been approved for the Paint El. Co. of
Somerset County and the Scalp Level El.
Co. of Cambria County.
MONONGAHELA, PA.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington, D.
C, until Oct. 27 for construction complete,
including mechanical equipment, lighting
fixtures and approaches, of the United
States post office at Monongahela. Draw-
ings and specifications may be obtained at
the above office or from the custodian of
site at Monongahela.
MTLLVILLE, N. J.—The City Com-

mission has awarded the contract for street
lighting to the Millville El. Lt. Co. The
contract provides for the installation of
new lamps.
VIENNA, N. J.—The Hackettstown El.

Lt. Co. has submitted two proposals for
lighting the streets of Vienna and Great
Meadows. The first is to install the lamps,
ten in each place, provided that a 10-year
contract is signed. The other is that each
town is to install its wires and lamps and
the company to supply electricity to main-
tain them.
SALISBURY, MD.-The Eastern Shore

Gas & El. Co. of Delaware, which recently
acquired the properties of the Salisburv Lt.,
Ht. & Pwr. Co. of Salisburv and the Cam-
bridge Gas, El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Cam-
bridge, is contemplating improvements and

Completion of Arrowrock Project Using Energy from Boise River Development

BOISE, IDAHO.—The completion of the
Arrowrock Dam in the Boise River Canyon,
the formal inauguration of which took place
in Boise on Oct. 4, will mean the irrigation
of 240,000 acres of land in western Idaho.
The dam was built with hydroelectric energy
developed from the river itself and stands

it. high, 90 ft. of which is below the
bed of the stream and is anchored to solid
granite. The cost of the dam is estimated
at $5,000,000. The Boise hydroelectric
power plant, which was constructed pri-
marily for supplying energy to build the
Arrowrock dam, is at the site of the di-
version dam, the point where the water re-

leased from the great dam above is di-
verted into the main canal leading to the
lands of the irrigation project 30 and 40
miles below. The power house is of con-
crete and steel and utilizes a 2 5-ft. fall.

The equipment consists of three Allis-
Chalmers 725-hp, hydraulic turbines, each
directly connected to a generator. The
dam was built in four years (a record in
dam construction), and credit for this
rapid construction is largely given to the
use of electricity, which made possible the
employment of three shifts of workmen on
the task. The plant also furnished all the
electricity for lighting the town of Arrow-

rock, which sprang up below the dam and
had a population of 1500. To one side of
the dam a spillway (400 ft. long) has been
cut through a cliff of solid granite. On the
opposite side of the dam a concrete log
chute has been built to permit the passage
of logs from the reservoir to the river be-
low. On this same side, should it be
deemed advisable to build an additional hy-
droelectric plant, a tunnel can be bored
through the mountain side to tap the reser-
voir and provide sufficient water to develop
50,000 hp. The plant also supplied elec-
tricity to operate the dredges in connection
with the building of the drainage ditches.
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WASHINGTON, iv C Foreign trade
opportunities are announced by the Bureau
of Foreign ami Domestic Commerce in the
Commerce Reports as follows: No. 18,88'

\ commercial agent informs this bureau
that information ami prices arc desired bj
a business man in Central America rela-
tive ti> storage batteries suitable for use
on tram Lines ami in the operation of mo-
tor boats. Correspondence mas be in Eng-
llsh, No, 18,461 A commercial agent of
the bureau reports that the following ar-
ticles an- urgently needed in the Nether-
lands: copper brushes for electric motors,
copper sheets tor the manufacture of print-
ing blocks, Bteel wire, etc. No. 1S.4S1

—

An American consular officer in Brazil re-
ports that a firm of civil and electrical
engineers has just begun business in his
district and desires to be placed in com-
munication with American exporters. The
rlrm desires to make a specialty of the
sale of American goods. Correspondence
may be in English. No. 18,502—A com-
mercial attache of the Department of Com-
merce reports that an American consular
agent in Spain has requested the names
of firms in the United States able to sup-
ply copper tubes, planing, drilling and
punching machines, bending rolls, wood-
working machines, electric motors and au-
tomatic tools. No. 18,551—An American
consular officer reports that bids will be
received by the Direccion-General de
Obras Publicas, Ministerio de Fomento.
Madrid, Spain, for the construction of
strategic railways, (1) from Estada and
Tamarite to Balaguer, (2) from Gibraleon
via Paimogo to the Portuguese frontier.
Tenders for electric traction will be con-
sidered. Bids will be received until Feb.
19, 1916, for No. 1, and until Nov. 20, 1915,
for No. 2. No. 18,558—An American con-
sular officer in the United Kingdom re-
ports that a firm in his district desires
catalogs and price lists from the manu-
facturers of brass parts for electric-light
accessories. Samples accompany the re-
port and may be examined at the bureau
and its branches (refer to file No. 66,372).
Further information may be obtained upon
application to the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Department of Com-
merce. Washington, D. C, and its branches.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-

ceived at the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington,
D. C, until Oct. 19, for furnishing at the
various navy yards and naval stations sup-
plies as follows : Charleston, S. C.,
Schedule 8846—one ambulance automobile.
Brooklyn, X. Y., Schedule 8832—miscel-
laneous electric heaters, single-boat type

;

Schedule S836—miscellaneous interior-
communication cable, 7500 ft. soft-steel,
single-conductor wire: Schedule 8833

—

4300 ft. lighting and power wire, 6000 ft.

rubber-covered, single-stranded wire, 1000
ft. rubber-insulated, lead-covered wire.
Washington, D. C, Schedule 8844—one out-
fit for pumping water; Schedule 8847—25
electrically illuminated sextants. Norfolk,
Va., Schedule S845—one storage-battery
truck. Bids will also be received until
Oct. 26 for the following supplies : Mare
Island, Cal., Schedule 8839—six nortable
ventilating sets. Brooklyn, N. Y., Schedule
8867—160 side lamps for motor boats:
Schedule 8869—6300 ft. interior-communi-
cation cable. 1500 ft. rubber-insulated, rat-
tail wire, miscellaneous single and twin-
conductor wire ; Schedule 8871—25 0.25-
hp. portable ventilating sets. Boston,
Mass., Schedule 8861—one electric blue-
printer machine. Philadelphia, Pa., Sched-
ule 8862—miscellaneous interior-communi-
cation cable, miscellaneous lighting and
power wire. Washington, D. C, Schedule
8857—6650 ft. single-conductor cable, three
125-hp. induction motors. Bids will also
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North Central

BAT CITY, MICH. The Bay City Pwr.
Co. has secured the right-of-way for the
erection of an electric transmission line

from the clt\ of Bay City to the mines
operated b\ the Robert Cage Coal Co., west
of the city.

vTSLAND, OHTO.—A bond issue of

$76,000 to extend the "West Side municipal
light distributing system has been approved
by the Council committee on finance.

CLEVELAND, OHTO. — The Cyclone
Woven Wire Fence Co.. Cleveland, has se-
cured a site at East Fifty-fifth Street and
New York Central Railroad, on which, it is

reported, it will erect a power block, to cost
about $150,000, one-half of which will be
used by the Cyclone company and the other
half rented out to small industries.

CLEVELAND. OHTO.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, 511 City Hall,
Cleveland, until Oct. 13 for furnishing- and
installing conduit and insulation for under-
ground steam mains and returns. Plans,
specifications and proposal blank may be
obtained of the commissioner of water, 413
Superior Avenue, City Hall.

ELYRIA, OHIO.—The report submitted
to the City Council by the Lorain County
Engineering Co. estimates the cost of the
installation of a municipal electric plant
at about $200,000. The H. L. Doherty Co.
and the Green line, it is understood, will
be asked to submit bids to supply energy
to operate the proposed system.

FORT LORAMIE, OHIO.—The Public
Service Commission has authorized the
Fort Loramie Lt. & Pwr. Co. to issue
$4,000 in capital stock and $5,000 in bonds,
the proceeds to be used for extensions and
improvements to its system.

MARIETTA, OHIO.—The lighting com-
mittee of the Chamber of Commerce has
submitted a report in which it recommends
the purchase of energv from the Kanawha
Trac. & EI. Co. of Parkersburg, W. Va., for
a period of at least five years.

TIFFIN, OHIO.—The Ohio Lt. & Pwr.
Co., Tiffin, is planning to extend its serv-
ice to Greenspring, Bettsville, Old Fort and
Maple Grove, villages in the north side of
Seneca County.
WEST LAFAYETTE, OHTO. — The

Council has awarded the contract for street
lighting to the Ohio Ser. Co., Cambridge.
The contract calls for 15 lamps of 250 cp.,
which will replace the gas lamps now in
use.

GOSHEN. IND.—The Hawks El. Co.,
Goshen, has applied to the Indiana Public
Service Commission for permission to ex-
pend $40,000 for the erection of a third
power plant in Goshen.

SEYMOUR, IND.—Bids will be received
at the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, "Washington. D. O,
until Oct. 30 for construction, including me-
chanical equipment and approaches, of the
United States post office at Seymour.
Drawings and specifications may be ob-
tained from the custodian of site at Sey-
mour, Ind., or the above office.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Bids will be received
by the clerk of the Sanitary District of
Chicago, Room 700, 910 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, until Oct. 14. for furnish-
ing and installing at the H. N. May plant,
Fullerton Avenue and Chicago River, Chi-
cago, the following equipment : Division A—For furnishing four-conductor lead-
covered cable ; (B) furnishing multiple-
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ROSEVILLE, ILL The Villa

it is reported, has signed a contract with
the Central llllnoli Public Service Co to
supply electricity to operate the municipal
electric system. Thi Public
will secure energy from the plant oi thi
Monmouth Tub Sei Co, A ti

line will bi erected from Rosevllle to Mon-
mouth, The board has decided tO |>iii

chase i net gj rather than install new
equipment iii the municipal plant

HAYWARD, wis. Thi Council, it la

reported, is contemplating Improvements
to the water works system, Including the
installation of steam, oil or electrically
driven pumps, steel tower and tank, to coBt

i J 10,000.

MERRILL, WIS Bids will be received
at the oflice of the .supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, i> •'.

until Nov. 1 for construction, including me-
chanical equipment and approaches, of tin
United States post ollice at Merrill. Draw-
ings and specifications may be obtained at
He i hove oflice or of the custodian of site
at Merrill.

NEENAH, WIS.—Arrangements have
been made whereby all electric and tele-
phone wires in the business section will be
removed.
BERTHA, MINN.—The Bottenmiller Co.,

it is reported, has been granted a fran-
chise to install and operate an electric-light-
ing plant in Bertha.
BUTTERFIELD, MINN.—Bonds to the

amount of $8,000 have been voted for the
installation of an electric-lighting system.
It is proposed to erect a transmission line
to connect with the transmission system of
the Consumers' Pwr. Co. at St. James.
KINNEY, MINN.—The Great Northern

Pwr. Co., Duluth, has secured a contract
to supply electricity to the Helmer mines.
PERHAM, MINN.—Bids will be re-

ceived by George M. Young, village re-
corder, Perham, until Oct. 15 for furnish-
ing and installing a new boiler at the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant.

PIPESTONE, MINN.—The Northwest Lt.
& Pwr. Co. of Pipestone will build an ad-
dition, 23 ft. by 39 ft., to its power house
to provide space for the installation of a
225-hp. Busch-Sulzer Diesel oil engine, a
200-kva., 2300-volt, 60-cycle General Elec-
tric generator and switchboard. Equipment
has already been purchased and will be
installed at once. The company is now in-
stalling single-unit ornamental lamp-posts
on four blocks. Six ornamental lamp
standards will be erected in the near fu-
ture. Carl I. Oppen is manager.
WEST CONCORD, MINN.—The Village

Council has granted the Commonwealth
Pwr. Co., Mankato, a franchise to install
and operate an electric-light system in
West Concord.
AMES, IOWA.—Improvements are con-

templated to the local system of the Iowa
Tel. Co., including switchboard and under-
ground conduits, to cost about $25,000.

DES MOINES, IOWA.—The City Council
has decided to submit to the voters the pro-
posal to grant the Des Moines El. Co. a
franchise to install a heating system in the
business district at a special election to be
held Nov. 15.

FORT DODGE, IOWA.—Plans are being
prepared by Burns & McDonnell, consulting
engineers, Scarritt Building, Kansas City,
Mo., for construction of a dam in the Des
Moines River, in connection with the in-

stallation of a hydroelectric power plant
for the city of Fort Dodge.
LEE'S SUMMIT, MO.—Plans, it is re-

ported, have been prepared by Henrici,
Kent & Lowry, consulting engineers, Re-
serve Bank Building, Kansas City, for the
construction of a water-works system at
Lee's Summit, to cost about $45,000. It is

proposed to install electrically driven
pumps.
SLATER, MO.—Bids will be received by

the city of Slater, addressed to J. A. Stern,
city clerk, until Oct. 20 for furnishing and
installing a 250-kva., three-phase, 60-cycle,
2300-volt alternator with exciter, directly
connected to a 300-hp. engine. For details
see proposal columns.
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EDMORE, N. D.—The Edmore El. Lt.

& Pwr. Co. has awarded the contract for
construction of an electric-light plant in

Edmore to the McGuire El. Co., Grand
Forks, N. D.

WILLISTON, N. D.—The movement to

supply electricity from the electric plant of

the federal irrigation project near Willis-

ton for a number of towns and villages
along the Great Northern Railroad, east
of here, including Ray, the prime mover
in the proposal, has the support of the vil-

lage of Epping, which will accept such
service if the project is carried through. It

is proposed to erect a high-tension trans-
mission line to supply the service. From
ten to fifteen towns will be interested in the
proposition.

EMERY, S. D.—The Commercial Club
has adopted a resolution granting Kit

Laing, Bridgewater, a franchise to furnish
electricity in Emery for a period of ten
years.

BLAIR, NEB.—Bids will be received by
S. W. Chambers, village clerk, until Oct.
15 for the construction of a municipal elec-
tric-light plant. The Martz Engineering
Co., First National Bank Building, Lincoln,

targe of the engineering work.
DUBOIS, NEB.—At an election held re-

cently an issue of electric-light bonds to the
amount of $7,000 was authorized.

KLIN, KAN.—Extensions and im-
provements (including a steam-heating
plant) are contemplated to the municipal
electric-light plant.

FORD, KAN.—The new Commercial
Club is reported to be considering the ques-
tion of establishing a municipal electric-
light plant and water-works system.

KANSAS CITY, KAN.—City improve-
ment bonds to the amount of $124,000 have
been sold by the City Commissioners, of
which the proceeds of $60,000 will be ex-
pended on the municipal electric-light plant,
completing plans already made and being
carried out. No more equipment, it is

understood, will be purchased at present.

LOUISVILLE, KAN.—The contract for
the construction of the municipal electric-
light plant has been awarded to the Fegan
company.
WICHITA, KAN.—The Kansas Gas &

El. Co., Wichita, is contemplating extend-
ing its service to Buhler and Inman. If
it is decided to extend the line, the exten-
sion will be made from Burrton.

merce and business men for the installa-

tion of an ornamental lighting system from
the Vallev railroad station on Washington
Street to Walnut Street and thence to the
Southern railroad station.

STUTTGART, AKK.—An improvement
i
n organized by the city of Stuttgart

with a view of acquiring the elect ric-

light plant and water-works system.

TUCKERMAN, ARK.—Steps have been
taken, it is reported, for the organization
of a company to install and operate an elec-

tric-light ink' plant in Tuckerinan.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Bids will be re-

ceived by Commissioners of Port, New Or-
leans, until Oct. 13, for furnishing and in-

stalling one 100-kw. and one 200-kw. motor-
generator set, equipment for series circuit

anil switchboard for cotton warehouses and
terminal on the Mississippi River. Plans
anil specifications ate on file at the office of

Ford, Bacon & Davis, 921 Canal Street,

New Orleans. Ernest M. Loeb is president
of commission.
GOLTRY, OKLA.—An election will soon

be called to submit to the voters the pro-

posal to issue $10,000 in bonds for the
installation of a municipal electric-light

plant in Ooltry.

LAHOMA, OKLA.—The installation of a
municipal electric-light plant in Lahoma is

under consideration.
BROWNSVILLE, TEX.—The Council is

considering the extension of the ornamental
street-lighting system, at a cost of $4,500.

M I :XIA, TEX.—The Central Texas Ice
Co ol" Mexia has filed amendments to its

charter changing its name to the Central
Texas Ice, Lt., Pwr. & Wtr. Co. and increas-

ing its capital stock from $60,000 to $120,-

000.

NEW BRAUNFELS, TEX.—Bids will be

received at the office of the supervising
architect. Treasury Department, Washing-
ton, D. C, until Nov. 5 for the construc-
tion, including mechanical equipment (ex-

cept lighting fixtures and approaches), of

the United States post office at New Braun-
fels, Tex. Drawings and specifications may
be obtained at the above office or from the
custodian of site at New Braunfels.

SAN ANGELO, TEX.—The Council is

contemplating installing electric lamps on
the new concrete viaduct and on Chad-
bourne Street.

WHARTON, TEX.—The Texas Southern
El. Co., Victoria, is reported to have pur-
chased the electric plant of the Wharton Ice

& Pwr. Co. and will make improvements
to it.

Southern States
AYDEN, N. C.—The City Council has

awarded the contract for the construction
of an electric-light plant, for which bonds
to the amount of $15,000 were recently
voted, to the J. B. McCrary Co., Atlanta,
Ga.
LENOIR, N. C.—The Citizens' Lt. & Pwr.

Co., Lenoir, it is reported, is contemplating
the construction of a hydroelectric plant
at Poovey Shoals.

ORANGEBURG, S. C—The City Council
has authorized James E. Salley, city elec-
trician, to prepare plans for extensions to
the municipal electric-light plant and
water-works system, to cost approximately
$50,000.

CUMBERLAND SPRINGS (P. O. TUL-
LAHOMA), GA.—The Cumberland Springs
Co., it is reported, is planning to install an
electric-lighting plant.

SUMMIT, GA.—Bonds to the amount of
$5,000 have been voted for the installation
of an electric-light plant in Summit.
WACO, GA.—Plans have been prepared

by Boyd W. Little, Bowdon, it is reported,
for the installation of an electric distribu-
tion system in Waco, to cost about $2,000.
Electricity will be obtained from Bremer,
two miles distant.

BOLIVAR, TENN.—The electric-light
plant, engine house, laundry, ice plant and
storehouse at the Western Tennessee Hos-
pital for the Tnsane, recently damaged by
Are, will be rebuilt.

l:li:MlNGHAM, ALA.—The City Com-
mission has authorized Julian Kendrick,
city engineer, to ask for bids for an addi-
tional engine and generator for the North
Birmingham municipal electric-light plant
The cost of the proposed improvements
is estimated at $11,000, and they will
double the output of the plant.

GADSDEN, ALA.—The installation of a
municipal electric-light plant has been
recommended bv Mavor W. G. Bellenger to
the City Council.

CARRIERE, MISS.—The electric' plant
of the Lacey Lumber Co., Carriere, was de-
stroyed by fire on Sept. 22. The town at
present is without electrical service, steps
will be taken at once to rebuild the plant.

GREENVILLE, MISS. — Arrangements
are being made by the Chamber of Com-

Pacific States

BELLTNGHAM, WASH. — The City
Council has passed unanimously over the
veto of Mayor De Mattis an ordinance
calling for tungsten street lamps to re-

place the arc lamps in use. The installa-
tion, which will cover the entire city, will

be made by the Puget Sound Trac, Lt., &
Pwr. Co.

OKNTRALTA, WASH.—The City Com-
mission has granted H. G. Fleischhauer,
Portland, Ore., who was recently granted
a franchise to supply electricity in Oen-
tralia, an extension of 60 days to complete
arrangements to furnish electrical service in

the city.

OLYMPIA, WASH.—Ne Page, McKenny
& Co.. Armour Building, Seattle, have been
awarded contracts for electrical installa-
tions at the Institute for Feeble-Mindod ar

Medical Lake and the School for the Blind
at Vancouver, Wash., for $2,983 and $1,285
respectively.

SEATTLE. WASH.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Board of Public Works un-
til Oct. 15 for furnishing the City Lighting
Department with approximately 292.3T.O

incandescent lamps for the ensuing year.
Snecifications are on file at Room 115.
City Hall. L. B. Young is chairman of
board.
WKNATOHKE. WASH.—The Dryden

station of the WenatChee Valley Has & El.
Co. was damaged by fire on Sept. 24.
causing a loss of between $5,000 and
$6,000. The residence and street-lighting
circuits in Wenatchee, Watervilli
Cashmere will be out of commission until
the plant is repaired. The business and
water-works circuits will be in service.

PORTLAND. ORE.—Commissioner Baker
will recommend to the budget committee of
the City Commission this year the lighting
of two or three of the city parks, particu-
larly Holladay and Sellwood Parks.

FALL RIVER MILLS. CAL.—The Cali-
fornia Pwr, A Mfg. Co., San Francisco, has
begun work on the construction of a new
power plant in Fall River Mills to supply
electricity for irrigation purposes (mainly)
and for lamps and motors throughout the
entire valley. The water of both Fall and

Pitt Rivers will be utilized. Ml' Hi

San Francisco, construction engineer, will

have charge of the work.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The city of Lot
Angeles has posted notices announcing the

control of tin- waters of Rush ami Leevln-
ing Creeks in the Owens River Val
additional power sites for the city.

ORANGE, CAL.—The city of Orange is

considering the question of establishing a

municipal electric-light plant. A commit
tee has been appointed to make investiga-

tions as to costs, etc.

QUINCY, CAL- Ti of Super-
visors has granted tin Creat Western Pwr.
Co., San Francisco, a franchise to construct
and operate electric transmission lines

over the streets and highways in the county
of Plumas.
SANTA BARBARA, CAL.—The Santa

Barbara Gas & El. Co. has applied to the
Public Service Commission for authority
to issue $13,000 in bonds, the proceeds
to be used for extensions to its system in

Santa Barbara.
FISH HAVEN, IDAHO.—The Public-

Service Commission has granted the Swann
Creek El. Co. permission to extend its

transmission lines into the town of St.

Charles. The company now operates in

Garden City and Laketown, Utah, and Fish
Haven, Idaho.
KELLOGG, IDAHO.—The Washington

Wtr. Pwr. Co., Spokane, it is n
has decided to erect electric transmission
lines to the Highland-Surprise mine prop-
erty on Pine Creek, near Kellogg, to sup-
ply energy to operate the mine and stamp
mill.

KENDRICK, IDAHO.—Application has
been made to the Public Utilities Commis-
sion by A. V. Dunkle, Wallace, for

i

sion to construct and operate an electric-
light plant in Kendrick. The cost of the
plant is estimated at $8,000.

SHELLEY, IDAHO.—The City Council
is reported to be considering the installa-
tion of an electric-lighting system.

FLORENCE, ARIZ.—Surveys are now
being made for the erection of a transmis-
sion line from Sacaton to the State prison
and to Florence. Arrangements will be
made with the Salt River Valley Water
Users' Association to obtain electricity for
the prison and the city of Florence. The
State is to build the line, and the city of
Florence will enter into a joint contract
with the State for energy.
ANACONDA, MONT.—The City Council

has passed a resolution creating special
improvement district No. 70 for the pur-
pose of installing ornamental street lamps.
The cost of the installation is estimated
at $5,000, and bids will, it is understood,
soon be asked.
GLASGOW, MONT.—Bids will be re-

ceived by H. D. Palmer, city clerk, until
Oct. 13 for furnishing either a 225-hp. or
a 240-hp. oil engine, air compressor, oil

tank, etc. : also a 200-kw. generator, belted
exciter, switchboard, etc.

MONTE VISTA, COL.—Preparations, it

is reported, are being made by the Monte
Vista Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co. for improvements
to its system.
PLATTEVILLE. COL.—The Arapahoe

El. Lt. & Pwr. Co., Littleton, it is reported,
is planning to erect a substation (44,000
volts) in Platteville, to cost about $60,000
O. F. Nars, Littleton, is superintendent.

Canada
CALGARY, ALTA.—Preparations, it is

reported, are being made by the Alberts
Hydro-Electric Pwr. Co. to build a power
plant. A. Fawkes is consult ing engineer

CHESLET, ONT.—A by-law is under
consideration to appropriate $9,000 for the

purchase of portions of the local electric-

light plant, owned by M. A. Halliday, and
$13,500 to provide for the erection of an
electric plant and system to transmit and
distribute energy to be supplied by the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of On-
tario.

RIDGETON, ONT- Plans are being con-
sidered for the erection of a hydroelectric
power station, to cost about SI Q

SARNIA, ONT.—The City Council has
voted to submit to the ratepayers hydro-
electric by-laws which provide for an issue

of $175,000 in debentures for the purchase
of the electric plant of the Sarnia C,as &
El.- Co. Later on a proposal to use hydro-
electric power will be submitted to the
ratepayers.
TORONTO, ONT.—The Toronto Hydro-

Electric Commission is planning to erect

a substation at the corner of Gerrard
Street and Carlaw Avenue to cost about
$60,000. Transformers and other equip-
ment, it is understood, will be required.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents

SEPT 88, i

[Prepared bs Mitchell .v Ulyn, u Park
Row .

\. u fork l

\IT\K
i. ii. AubUI ii, \ Y \|,|,

ill.-.
i March 28, i B i I. Th( i mostatlcalfj

controlled motor using ordlnarj lighting
cm rent

1.15 1,601 l'.\ rRACTlON, PURtFIO ITIO
I PIC I 'RI

i k,,\i S\i 1 1. iii: Fu MBS, Zinc
Likm ; O B< t, San Fran

\|.|. hi. .1 Sepl 18, 1911
Proceeds first chemically and then elec-
trolj ticallj

.

1.16 1.60 I, El BCTROPL \tinc I h:\ hi: ; 1 I R
Bolssler, Great Neck, N. v. App. Died
June i. 1914. For plating curtain rods
and the Ilka

i.i .1. iii
i Safbti Lamp; ii Csanyl, New

York, \ v App. died Dec. 9, L9 1 i.

Opens circuit upon breaking of bulb.

1,154,828 Terminal tor Electric Appar-
atus; w S. Hadaway, Jr., New Uochelle,
N. S App. filed Aug. 4, L91 i For Bat
heater units.

1,154,628, WiKi'M 188 SELECTIVE SYSTEM AND
Apparatus ; J. n Hammond, Jr., Glouces-
ter, Mass. App. filed Feb. 28, L910. Send-
ing station controls wave-length of im-
pulses receivable at receiving station.

860. Plating Machine; L. Schulte,
Chicago, in. App. filed July 28, 1913.
Specially constructed carrier for rods,
etc.

1,154,678. Transit Devick ; n. Whichello
and 11. Sawyer. Muskegon, Mich. App.
filed Sept. 29, 1918. Bridging device con-
nects track rail of crane with an asso-
ciated track rail.

1.154.700. Telephone Apparatus; A. J.
Kemplen, St. Paul, Minn. App. filed
March 6, 1909. Prevents unauthorized
use of telephone.

1.154.701. Process of Producing Tungs-
TBN Filaments; E. A. Kruger, See-
hausen, Altmark, Germany. App. filed
Aug. 25, 1913. Uses mixture of powdered
tungsten, carbon and boracic acid.

1,154,725. Regulator; G. R. Radley, Mil-
waukee, Wis. App. tiled Dec. 18, 1911.
Particularly for maintaining' a constant
vacuum in vacuum cleaners.

1,154,728. Rheostat; T. Rhodus, Chicago,
111. App. filed Dec. 26, 1914. Resist-
ance coil concentrically disposed about
shaft carrying a sliding contact member.

1,154,733. Circuit Controller; A. Simon,
Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed Nov. 27, 1911.
For polyphase circuits : protects its own
windings and those of the translating de-
vice.

1,154,750. Amplifying Electrical Im-
pulses : R. A. Fessenden, Brant Rock,
.Mass. App. filed March 11, 1911. Par-
ticularly for cable signals.

1,154,759. Trollet-Pole Base; C. E. Gierd-
ing, Mansfield, Ohio. App. filed March 2,

1914. Improved clamp for base of trolley
pole.

1,154,773. Junction Box ; S. A. Hunting-
ton, Syracuse, N. T. App. filed Feb. 18,
1913. Busbars in line with entrance
openings.

1,154,784. Metallic Structure and Pro-
cess of Making the Same ; M. Lachman,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 17, 1914.
Grille or fence structure welded at in-
tersection of bars.

1,154,791. Mechanical Releasing Means
for Electric Brakes : G. M. Marr, New
York, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 26, 1914.
Mechanical means releases operative
pressure of the armature.

1,154,800. Process of Forming Double
Nitrides ; S. Peacock, Chicago, 111. App.
filed May, 1913. Fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen.

1,154,808. Method of Joining Metal bt
Welded Rivets ; A. F. Rietzel, Charles-
town, R. I. App. filed Sept. 16, 1909.
Rivets welded in holes in the parts con-
nected.

1,154,820. Light-Regulating Device for
Film-Printing Machines ; G. White, Jer-
sey City, N. J. App. filed June 6, 1914.
Automatically regulates the light for suc-
cessive scenes.

1,154,823. Pot-Head Connector: P. P.
Williams. Chicago, 111. App. filed Oct. 9,
1907. For connecting cables with over-
head wires.

1,154,828. Sleet Cutter for Trolley
Wires : A. H. Ahrens. Canandaigua, N. Y.
App. filed May 3, 1915. Operates in both
directions ; readily attachable.

1,154,834. Attaching Plug; H. P. Ball,
Pittsfield, Mass. App. filed July 19, 1910.

1. 1 1. m for use with heat

1,154,849 IR t lONTROl i i ••: Bum
TRIO ' C. It. 1 ! .: I . Ii. I. Ml
port, Ps App filed Maj 16, 1916 Foi
dimming aul bile lamps

1,154,852
tion .

'
' i .• <

: Foi ti cue, Pitt burgh,
i'. i \|.|. filed June 81, 191
foi in. i i

.
hi it. us for maintaining

tilled current uniform,

1,164,1 '

ii w. TB INSFORMER . I I \\\
Lunnon and El. Harvey, Denver, Col.
\i'i' filed Jan. 27, 1918. Has b< nl i up
plemental core strips,

1,164,908 Bonding Device tor Rails; a.
a. Ziegler, Boston. Mass. App. filed June

L918. Bond loops are support.. I in

exposed condition,

BlONALINO System ; < ) M l.eicli

and I ' EC Hague, Ri - v. App.
filed Feb. it, 1906 System of auto-
matic selectors.

1,164,988 Electrically Welded tubing
and Process of Making the Same; k.
Peiseler, PreusBen, Germany, App. filed
Oct. 24, 1914. Avoids the necessity for
removing the burr formed inside the pipe.

984. Sphygmomanometer ; C. J. Pill-
ing, Lanadowne, Pa., and Q, s. White,
Los Angeles, Cal. App. filed Jan. 9, 1915.
Accurately recorded blood pressures.

1,154,945. Automatic Electric Regula-
tor; B. B. H. Tower, Jr., Milwaukee,
Wis. App. filed April 10, 1912. Variable-
pressure resistance or relay.

1.154.953. Electrical Heating Device; E.
L. Wiegand, Youngstown, Ohio. App.
filed Sept. 24, 1914. Sadiron construc-
tion.

1.154.954. Electric Range; R Williams,
Bogota, N. J. App. filed Oct. 1, 1912.
Insures that maximum possible demand
shall not exceed two-thirds of the total
current rating of the range.

1,154,956. Electric Train-Control Sys-
tem ; E. Woltmann, New York, N. Y.
App. filed Feb. 19, 1909. Cuts out sections
of the third-rail or trolley.

1,154,963. Separable Attachment Plug;
R. B. Benjamin, Chicago, 111. App filed
Nov. 21, 1908. Interlocking effected by
rotation of one member on the other.

1,154,976. Controller for Electric
Motors

; H H. Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis.
App. filed Feb. 10, 1902. Automatic con-
trol of variable resistance in motor cir-
cuit.

1,154,979. Electrical Measuring Instru-
ment

; A. L. R. Ellis, Lynn, Mass. App.
filed Oct. 1, 1914. Improved counter bal-
ance for the moving element.

1,154,983. Machine Efficiency Recorder
;

H. R. Ford, Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed
Nov. 27, 1914. Records output per hour.

1,154,992. Apparatus for Electrically
Igniting Miners' Safety Lamps ; V E
Joyce, London, Eng. App. filed July 24,
1914. Hand-driven generator operable
only when connected to lamp.

1.155.000. AitT of Glass Manufacturing
;

0. A. Mygatt, Paris, France. App. filed
Nov. 1, 1910. Color-blending effects.

1.155.001. Apparatus for Regulating the
Field Density of Electric Generators

;

G. S. Neeley, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed
Aug. 15, 1910. Electromagnets move regu-
lating arm.

1,155,021. Electric-Meter Brush ; R. S
White, Washington, D. C. App. filed July
26, 1913. Brushes move longitudinally
with the spindle and commutator.

1,155,026. Signaling Device for Vehicles ;

W. D. C. Wright, Philadelphia, Pa. App.
filed July 29, 1914. Solenoids operate
pointer through segmental gear.

1,155,036. Electrotherapeutic Apparatus
;

S. Brooks, Jr., and C. R. Anderson, Los
Angeles, Cal. App. filed June 9, 1913.
Applies interrupted current simultane-
ously with direct current.

1.155.046. Storage Battery; W. A. Crow-
dus, Chicago, 111. App. filed March 7,
1914. Ribs which confine the active ma-
terial form projections for spacing the
grids.

1.155.047. Storage Battery; W. A. Crow-
dus, Chicago, 111. App. filed March 7,
1914. "Solid electrolyte" ; selected ground
wood.

1,155,058. Electrical Resistance; C. E.
Hay, Illford, England, and H. W. Sulli-
van, London, England. App. filed Sept.
1, 1914. Compact and non-reactive ; for
wireless work.

1,155,063. Pigtail Brush ; J. Hetherington,
Newark, N. J., and C. E. Chapin, New

York. \ 1 App III., I Jan 17, I'M I

i .... Iced connection, but • an b< uul -

i swdrlver,

rRICAL Mbasuri i

I

i Porter, I . nn, .Mas.-. App.
died Sept 86, I'M i i lounti rbalai
moving elami at

1,166,

1

l nilCALLT < hi B 11 BD U'.vri |
, i.it i OR A

M. Rosenbluth, Philadelphia, Ps App
in. ii Jan . 1915 Readily coi itlble to
a radiator and to b light Ing clri uit

i
.

i i6,
i 00 mc Flashliohi
i

.' !•• i.i. • i,i. Brooklyn, N. v. App.
filed Jan. 2's, 1914, Improved bat

PUCt ion.
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Schweitzer, Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug
12, 1911. Mi B ' "Ml I nu, hi: i

which can i„- advanced after each i

I ion of the synchronism <l<". ,

L,165,121. SWITCH; V. <;. Apple, Dayton,
App. filed Oct. 26, 191 i i

make-and break pedal switch foi
starters.

i.i ...124. Submarine Signaling
ratub ; C, i

'
• i i

, New York, N. v.

App. filed Feb. IX, 1918. Rapidly trans-
mits Morse signals.

1,155,133 and 1,166,184, PROTECTIVE Means
i ok Electrical System ; F. Conrad,
Swlssvale, Pa App. tiled Oct. Bl, LtlO
For disconnecting Injured transmission
circuit.

1,155,144. Burglar Alarm; H. T. Gay,
Baltimore, Md. App. filed Jan. 29, 191 i

.

Alarm device insertible Into valuable box.

1,155,157. Reversing Switch ; H. A,
Lewis, Norristown, Pa. App. filed May
22, 1911. Has a reversible laminated
brush.

1,155,164. System and Method of Con-
trol for Electric Motors ; L. G. Riley,
Wilklnsburg, I 'a. App. filed Oct. 3, 1913.
Particularly for motors operated from a
storage battery.

1.155.166. Percolator; E. E. Rose, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. App. filed Dec. 5, 1910. Re-
movable heater applicable to ordinary
alcohol burner percolator.

1.155.167. Electric Heating Apparatus;
E. E. Rose, Swissvale, Pa. App. filed
Feb. 19, 1914. Thin, flat "bayonet"
heater.

1,155,170. System and Method of Con-
trol for Electric .Motors ; N. W.
Storer, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Oct.
5, 1912. Secures a series of regenerative
braking speeds.

1,155,197. System of Electric Motor
Control ; H. L. Beach, Edgwood Park,
Pa. App. filed April 12, 1912. For
planers, etc. ; periodically adjusts motor
speed.

1,155,208. Electrically Lighted Pencil ;

W. Q. Browne, Boston, Mass. App. filed

Oct. 19, 1914. Portable lamp with pen-
cil clamped thereto.

1.155.225. Electric Locomotive ; G. M.
Eaton, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed Feb.
21, 1911. Articulated trucks; avoids use
of king pin.

1.155.226. Trolley Wheel ; E. E. Eby,
Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed Jan. 7,

1914. Current flows from wheel to its

shaft through conducting fluid.

1,155,249. Flashlight; H. M. Koretzky,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Jan. 29,
1915. In the form of a watch.

1.155.290. Starting Box; M. Taigman,
New York, N. Y. App. filed July 6, 1914.
Disconnects current supply when retract-
ing spring breaks.

1.155.291. Starting Box; M. Taigman,
New York, N. Y. App. filed July 13,
1914. Locks starting lever when retract-
ing means breaks.

1.155.301. Key-Controlled Contact
Maker for Use with Musical Instru-
ments ; J. W. Darley, Jr., Baltimore,
Md. App. filed Oct. 15, 1912. Particu-
larly applicable to organs.

1.155.302. Circuit-Closer; J. W. Darley,
Jr., Baltimore, Md. App. filed July 3,

1908. Inertia-controlled means operated
by a key to close circuit.

1,155,307. Switch-Operating Device; D.
D. Gordon, Chicago, 111. App. filed Feb.
12, 1914. Pull chain does not enter
switch shell.

1,155,322. Electric-Circuit Timing De-
vice ; R. C. Leake, Rochester, N. Y.
-App. filed April 17, 1915. For drum
carrying peripheral circuits.

13,989 (reissue). Selective System of
Telephony ; R. C. M. Hastings, Colum-
bus, Ohio. App. filed May 8, 1915
(original patent No. 1,061,285, May 13,

1913). Exchange operator answers sub-
scriber and operates selective means.
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Electrical Engineers in the Making

THIS fall a group of young men have entered our

engineering schools and colleges to learn "how to

be electrical engineers." Three years next June a

shrunken company of "engineers" will leave and mingle

with the hundreds in the industry who have preceded

them. The bare totals of this annual inflow and outgo

of our electrical engineering schools, recorded on an-

other page, like most statistical summaries, speak to

us clearly only when we translate them into human ex-

perience. If they have no other value, at least they

start us thinking and speculating on the future prob-

lems of the industry and the training of the men who
are to meet them. No technical school, of course, at-

tempts to turn out finished engineers in any branch.

Only the man broadened and deepened by the give and

take with his fellow workers and the detail of his work

can earn that title. Where he shall earn the title is

equally important with how he shall do so. In the past

the metal-working arts seem to have absorbed by far the

larger percentage of the men who are graduated from

our technical institutions. It is probably fair to say

that, broadly, these industries are conducted more effi-

ciently than others. Is it not also fair to assume that

it is the engineering method of approach to the problems

that has raised the metal-working arts above the others ?

With the widening application of electricity to its sis-

ter arts, the electrical engineer of to-morrow has the

opportunity not only to apply in an allied industry the

detailed knowledge of his profession but to judge of the

success of the application with a quality of mind that

measures in terms of quality and service as well as re-

sults. Such a quality of thinking can be the finest con-

tribution of the man with an engineering education to

our national life.

Preparing for the Great Campaigns

HALF of the richest opportunities in the business

world are sacrificed because men are not ready

to receive them. This is true in a degree of the elec-

trical merchant and retailer of apparatus, for he has

not yet applied the law of preparedness with the astute

intelligence that the regular merchant habitually dis-

plays. The department-store buyer, for instance, or-

ders his Christmas goods in April, May and June, and

right now he is picking out the lines to be featured

next spring. Countless contractors and central-station

men, however, are still undecided as to just what they

are going to offer during Electrical Prosperity Week
and in the Christmas shopping weeks that follow. This

double campaign presents a great opportunity—unques-

tionably one of the greatest the electric shop has ever

seen—but we wonder how much of it will be lost through

procrastination. Preparation for such a campaign
means not only plans for advertising, plans for sales and

plans for features of display, but above all else ample

stock of such variety and volume that every man, woman
and child that comes within selling range will purchase

as much as possible. This matter of stock is the most
important issue now before the electrical merchant. Not
only must he have enough on hand to satisfy the double

opportunity, but he must also remember that it takes

time for the manufacturer and the jobber to make de-

liveries. Otherwise in the last few weeks, when there

will be an overpowering rush of orders from all sides,

he may suffer a costly disappointment in not being able

to serve customers because appliances are "all out."

Practical Co-operation on the Safety Code

ASSOCIATIONS have their birth because of some

requirement of an industry. They are formed

usually when an unexpected happening demands con-

ference and united action. In this beginning their

members find that strength comes from concerted

action. The association is continued, its functions are

enlarged, and its ability to co-operate is broadened.

Through general officers and committees its activities

multiply in many directions. It becomes the authorized

voice of its members on questions affecting their col-

lective interests. The importance and influence of

associations are well illustrated in the pending co-oper-

ative measures relating to the proposed National Elec-

trical Safety Code, now in process of formulation. The

Bureau of Standards has issued the preliminary text

for a code which it recognizes as tentative; to perfect

and adapt it to actual working conditions throughout

the wide expanse of the country the bureau has wisely

asked co-operation from the various associations repre-

senting different phases of the industry, and no doubt

the associations will afford the bureau their effective

co-operation through the committees which have been

giving this subject their consideration for some months.

The postponement of the conference from Oct. 27 and

28 to a still later date not yet determined will give a

further opportunity for revision and amendment so

that when the code is finally issued it may be thoroughly

practical and applicable to the various conditions of

operation. After further consideration and consulta-

tion with the committees representing the experience of

the industry—its intensely practical side—the bureau

will glean much information as to the actual conditions
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to lie met and tin \aricd local rt-<i 1 1 1
r<

t n t
' 1 1 1 s of a rapidly

developing art. The test will funic when the rules arc

actually applied t" tin- conditions which companies mu I

meet it' they are to furnish the service the public needs.

Service requirements, expansion Into new territory and

the development of new markets concern vitally both

public and companies, it would be a misfortune from

which the bureau and the public would suffer fully as

much as the industry if the proposed code, e\cu in the

tentative form which it necessarily must assume at first,

were not made as useful and practical as the active

CO-operation of all who arc interested in its application

can make it.

The Engineer in Public Affairs

GREAT and important matters having to do in the

material sense with public interests do not usually

fall into the hands of the technically trained man. With
rare exceptions civic tasks are intrusted to those

who are not familiar with the technical side of the very

things they are appointed to accomplish. Here and

there, where the local government is particularly well

organized and long-headed, the engineering resources

of the community are called upon in other than a very

limited and ineffective advisory capacity. All too fre-

quently the engineer is far too busy with other matters

to give up the time necessary to make himself a visible

object in local politics. If he have the time for this, it

usually speaks ill for his professional practice, yet in

the development of sane and efficient methods of han-

dling municipal affairs it ought to be plainly evident

that citizens who are by reason of their professional

training particularly qualified for special civic posts

should be commandeered to undertake them.

The trouble comes from the fact that the trained men
who might do great service to their communities are

generally guilty of laxness of interest in civic affairs.

They are not interested in these matters, and therefore

nobody thinks of them when nominations are impending.

The engineer's whole training and experience tend to

make him an efficient executive, even in directions some-

what apart from his ordinary professional experience,

so that even in a task not highly specialized he is much

more likely to "make good" than one who comes in

quite untrained and has gradually to assimilate the

duties of his office through the assistance of the clerks

who are on the civil-service list and consequently do not

change with the seasons. To better matters, the public-

spirited people who are working for an efficient city ad-

ministration ought to see to it that their specially

trained fellow-citizens are made to do their part in

looking after the community interest by having put upon

them tasks that need their direction; and, second, men
who are so trained should realize that they have some

duty toward their fellows and ought to take an active

interest in civic affairs. The opportunities for appoint-

ments that make for efficient public service rise as one

passes from city to State or national affairs, a fact which

is becoming more and more appreciated by governors

and presidents in making their appointments. The en-

gineer Is fast coming into his own, because the funda-

mental principle which underlies efflciencj "| action is

• lie neeeesit] of putting every man upon u<.rk which
he is thoroughly competent to perform, and tin implies

close scrutiny of his known abilities and training. It

is now generally recognized that it is no time for a man
when he assumes ollice to begin to learn the business on
which the proper performance of his duties depends.

Mathematics of Transmission Lines

IF an electrically conducting line has uniform con-

ductor resistance and insulation leakance and is

operated by steady continuous currents, then it is well

known that the line possesses, as a whole, a certain

hyperbolic angle, and any point on the line may be

regarded as possessing a corresponding hyperbolic posi-

tion angle, the value of which depends upon the ter-

minal load at the receiving end. The voltage at the

considered point on the line is then directly proportional

to the sine of the position angle, the current to the

cosine, and the line resistance to the tangent of the

same. All the angles here considered are real hyper-

bolic angles, and the sines, cosines and tangents are

real hyperbolic functions.

The same conditions are met with, in the laboratory,

with direct-current artificial lines, comprising uniform

sections of resistance and leakance, except that the sine,

cosine and tangent values of the voltage, current and

line resistance respectively are developed only at sec-

tion junctions. Within each section the voltage and

resistance fall steadily, while the current along the line

is, of course, constant, except for sudden changes at the

leaks.

The above relations lead to such simple and natural

formulas, involving real hyperbolic functions, that to

express the same facts quantitatively in any other way
is to confuse and obscure them. It would be like trying

to express the general relations between the sides of a

triangle without the use of the ordinary sines and

cosines of the circular angles presented in the triangle.

If now we take a line of uniform electrical constants

operated steadily by simple alternating currents, the

laws of the direct-current line, as above pointed out,

apply with precisely the same force and effect, but must

be interpreted vectorially. The hyperbolic line angle,

the position angle of a point, the sine, the cosine and

the tangent are no longer simple real numerical quan-

tities, but are complex or plane-vector quantities pos-

sessing both a magnitude and a slope, or, as the

mathematicians usually call them, a "modulus" and an

"argument."

Although there is probably no shorter, simpler or

more natural way of presenting the fundamental rela-

tions of a simple alternating-current line than in terms

of complex hyperbolic functions, yet the formulas are

so brief and compact that it is not always easy to per-

ceive their interrelations, especially when the use of

hyperbolic functions is not familiar to the student.
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Prof. V. Karapetoff contributes an interesting arti-

cle to the literature of the subject of which the first

part is printed in this week's number. He points out

that the arguments of the linear series impedance and

shunt admittance of the line, ? and
ty,

deserve greater

consideration than they generally receive. For example,

the linear power loss will preponderate in the conductor

or in the dielectric according as the circular angle $ is

greater or less than -|, a simple relation not usually

recognized. The article points out that a Heaviside dis-

tortionless line is one in which the angles cp and \ are

equal, so that the linear power losses in conductor and

insulator are equal. A new and useful approximate

formula is also presented for the Ferranti ratio of a

transmission line, in terms of the frequency and of the

linear constants.

The subject of alternating-current lines at various

frequencies is so extensive and presents so many dif-'

ferent aspects that no one textbook, writer or set of

experiments can hope to cover the entire field, and

material is valuable from all sides if it presents

the facts in a new light, as in the case of Professor

Karapetoff's article. There is also much need in tech-

nical-college laboratories for artificial lines adapted to

different frequencies, so as to elicit experimentally the

various relations of lines as used commercially.

As to the efficiency of combustion, there seems to be

no doubt that it is high, because of the perfect condi-

tions attending the burning. But by the time the cost

of drying, powdering and conveying the coal is taken

into account, the economy of the installation is reduced

to such a figure that it has little or no advantage over

the common forms of installations to burn commercial

sizes of coal.

Pulverized Coal as a Boiler Fuel

IN the average steam-electric plant the greatest possi-

bilities for reducing operating costs are in the boiler

room. Most of the losses in power production can be

traced to the coal pile, the furnace, or a combination

of both. The increasing cost of coal has been a decided

factor in making some of these losses plain, and has

also called attention to other possible fuels. Pulverized

coal has been tried out for steam generation, and the

success with which this fuel has been used in other

industries, such as cement manufacture nnd metal-

lurgical works, held out much of promise. Pulverized

coal burns while suspended in the gases in the furnace,

so that the problems connected with air-space areas in

grates and amount of draft needed to overcome fuel-

bed resistance are wholly absent. Again, there is no

deadening or chilling of the fire when fresh pulverized

fuel is thrown into the furnace, as with hand-fired

boilers using coal, when the periods of firing are always

accompanied by lowering of the temperature of the

furnace and the fuel bed.

The necessity of providing apparatus for drying,

grinding, storing, conveying and feeding pulverized coal

constitutes a valid objection to the system, however,

because such apparatus requires an initial investment

and calls for upkeep and repairs. Also, pulverized coal

may explode in the furnace or in the pipes through

which it is admitted to the furnace. Thus, if the pow-

dered fuel be blown into the furnace through a pipe, the

flame may flare back in the pipe unless the velocity of

the mixture in the pipe is greater than the rate at

which the flame of the explosion will be propagated.

Color Values in Growing Uses of Light

SINCE the general introduction of metallic-filament

lamps either of the vacuum type or the later gas-

filled type questions of esthetics in color have come to

the front, and the central-station manager must take

heed of them. One may descant upon the admirable

whiteness of the light of the new lamps and explain

how much better the lamps are than their predecessors

for matching colors, but it is not wise to express these

opinions at a meeting of a women's club for instance.

Modern lamps are often severely criticised for the very

whiteness which for certain technical purposes is their

conspicuous merit. The exact psychological cause of the

criticism we leave to the devotees of that intricate and
illusive science. The cold facts stick out with unpleas-

ant prominence, and the practical phase of the matter

is the evolution of suitable means for meeting this

particular difficulty. There is a boom at present in

residence lighting, and electricity is steadily being ap-

plied to a constantly growing field, so that the adapta-

tion of electric light to meet varying conditions is par-

ticularly necessary. All the means available for ridding

the metallic-filament lamp of its too garish hue reduce

the efficiency of the illumination, a fact which must be

assumed at the beginning. To come back to the color

of the ordinary carbon-filament incandescent lamp
means returning also to its relatively low efficiency.

Some very interesting and useful trials have been made
of lamps with bulbs either slightly tinted or super-

ficially colored to cut out the necessary amount of blue

rays. These expedients are effective, but a little incon-

venient in the matter of lamp renewals. Slightly

tinted shades of glass or of textile fabrics modify the

color successfully, but with the same loss of efficiency,

the loss being roughly proportional to the variation of

the tint from the initial color of the filament. In indi-

rect and semi-indirect lighting excellent results can be

reached by modifying the ceiling tint, and this is by
no means an inefficient scheme if not carried too far.

In semi-indirect lighting many of the translucent bowls
have just enough tint to answer the purpose if com-
bined with a ceiling tint nearly matching them. From
the standpoint of sound strategy the practical side of

the affair may well be left to the user, with a suggestion

of the possible means of obtaining the best effect. The
user in a majority of cases considers the esthetics in

residence lighting rather than the lumens per watt,

and if satisfied in the former particular he will not

worry much about the latter, when impressed from the

beginning with the fact that the modern lamp owes its

efficiency to the whiteness of its incandescence.
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"Engineers' Day" at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco Mei

To commemorate the able work performed by the

engineering staff of the Panama-Pacific Interna-
tional Exposition at San Francisco, a day, Sept. 24,

was set apart and public tribute paid to the men
under whose charge the construction of the great
Exposition was tarried out. The day was called

Exposition Engineers' Day, and in addition to the

Exposition engineers, who are seen at the left in the

photograph, other notable figures in the engineering
work of the country were in attendance. The men
shown in the above photograph, from left to right,

are: (1) L. F. Laurey, assistant electrical and me-
chanical engineer of the Exposition staff; (2) H. D.
Dewell, chief structural engineer; (3) Shirley Baker,
chief of construction; (4) W. O. Waters, superin-
tendent of building construction; (5) Guy L. Bay-
ley, chief electrical and mechanical engineer; (6)
A. H. Markwart, assistant director of works; (7)
Harris D. H. Connick, director of works; (8) Wil-
liam H. Crocker, chairman of committee on buildings
and grounds; (9) Charles C. Moore, president Pan-
ama-Pacific International Exposition; (10) John A.

A Chronicle of Events
of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field
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tions and Societies

Post Office Department to Issue Specifications for

Electric-Truck Purchases

The Post Office Department expects to issue shortly

—

possibly within the next two weeks—specifications for

electric-truck equipment for the Chicago Post Office.

These specifications are now being prepared in the office

of the purchasing agent of the Post Office Department,

J. A. Edgerton, Washington, D. C. Several months ago

the Post Office Department issued specifications for the

purchase of gasoline trucks for the needs of the depart-

ment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1916, and it is

assumed that the electric-truck specifications shortly

to be sent out with requests for bids will supplement the

gas-truck specifications already issued.

Keel of First Electrically Propelled Battleship Laid

On Oct. 14, at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, the keel of

the U. S. S. California, the first electrically propelled

battleship in the world, was laid. Use will be made of

the alternating-current system, which involves the em-

ployment of turbo-generators, the electric energy from
which will be used to operate motors driving the pro-

pellers. The decision to propel this ship electrically was
reached after tests had been made by Admiral R. S.

Griffin, engineer of the navy, on the electrical propulsion

machinery in the collier Jupiter, the first deep-sea vessel

to be so driven. The electrical equipment of this collier,

which exceeded expectation in both speed and endur-

ance, was designed by W. L. R. Emmett of the General
Electric Company, a graduate of the United States

Naval Academy, in whose hands the design of the pro-

pelling mechanism of the California rests.

The contract speed of the ship is 21 knots an hour,

and she is to be completed in February, 1916. Water-
tube, oil-fired boilers contained in a set of separate,

heavily bulkheaded boiler rooms, extending clear across

the ship and served by a single smokestack of large

diameter, will be installed. In order to protect the

smoke uptake against penetration by shell and to pre-

vent furnace gas from passing into the intermediate

decks, as happened to some of the Russian ships in the

battle of Tsushima, the base of the smokestack will be

protected by heavy inclined armor.
Other interesting features in the design of this ship

are that the armor is somewhat heavier than that em-
ployed on previous dreadnoughts and that protection

against under-water attack has been bettered by the

further extension of subdivision and by the use of im-

proved "anti-torpedo" bulkheads designed to localize the

effect of torpedo explosions.

The California will have 32,000 tons displacement,

which is 4500 tons greater than that of ships in the

Oklahoma class. Her length over all will be 625 ft., her

beam 97*4 ft., and_ her draft 29 ft. She will carry

twelve 14-in. guns, twenty-two 5-in. guns, and four

submerged 21-in. torpedo tubes in addition to other

armament. The total cost of the ship when completed

will be over $15,000,000, of which $7,800,000 represents

the cost of the ship exclusive of armor and guns.
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ie Exposition Engineering Staff and Representatives of National Engineering Bodies

Britton, vice-president and general manager Pacific

Gas & Electric Company and vice-president of the

Exposition; (11) Dr. Frederick J. V. Skiff, director-

in-chief of the Exposition; (12) John A. Brashear,
president American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers; (13) Prof. C. D. Marx, president American
Society of Civil Engineers; (14) J. J. Carty,
president American Institution of Electrical En-
gineers and chief engineer of the Ameri-
can Telephone & Telegraph Company; (15)
Commissioner C. C. Vogelsang of the Exposi-

tion; (16) F. L. Hutchinson, secretary Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers; (17) Calvin

W. Rice, secretary American Society of Mechanical
Engineers; (18) Lieut-Commander Clark Howell
Woodward U. S. N., naval aide to President
Moore; (19) Charles Warren Hunt, secretary
American Society of Civil Engineers; (20) Howard
H. Holmes, consulting engineer and designer of the

Exposition ferry slips. Above, from left to right,

(21) C. S. Scott, (22) Theodore Hardee, and (23)
Carl S. Herman, of the Exposition staff.

Mammoth Turbine Ordered for Chicago

The Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago has

just purchased a new turbine unit the generator end
of which will be the largest sixty-cycle machine so far

designed. The unit, which was sold by the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, will comprise
a tandem-compound steam turbine of the straight Par-

sons type and a generator rated at 35,300 kw. at 85 per

cent power-factor. The latter will produce current at

12,000 volts, three-phase, sixty cycles, running at 1200

revolutions per minute, and will run in parallel with the

Commonwealth Edison Company's sixty-cycle system.

The turbine will take steam at 220 lb. pressure with 200
deg. superheat and will exhaust into a 29-in. vacuum.

Forced ventilation for the generator will be supplied

by an external motor-driven blower, which is to be

placed in the air duct leading from the air intake to the

generator. The exciter will be directly connected to the

main machine, and the unit complete will measure 75
ft. in length by 18.5 ft. in width by 21 ft. in height over

all. The machine is to be installed in the company's
Northwest station, and according to the terms of the

contract will be ready for operation in time to carry
the company's peak load in the fall of 1916. In design
the unit represents a wide departure from the large

Westinghouse machines now operating in the Interbor-

ough station in New York in that the entire unit will

be placed on one shaft instead of being divided into two
cross-compound machines. As yet auxiliaries for the

unit have not been purchased.
The Public Service Company of Northern Illinois,

another Insull property, has also purchased a 10,000-

kw., 80 per cent power-factor, 12,000-volt, sixty-cycle

turbo-generator, which is unique in that the turbine
will operate at 300 lb. pressure and 200 deg. superheat.
This unit was sold by the General Electric Company
and is of the Curtis type. The Babcock & Wilcox

boilers which will supply steam to the unit are rated

at 350 lb. pressure each and will contain 10,000 sq. ft. of

heating surface. Three of these steaming units have
been purchased, although two will generate steam
enough for the turbine. Each boiler will be fired by
two Babcock & Wilcox stokers, the ratio of steam sur-

face to grate area being about forty to one.

Annual Jovian Congress at Chicago This Week

The thirteenth annual Jovian Congress opened at

Chicago Oct. 13 with 415 registered delegates in at-

tendance at the end of the first day. At noon the Jovians

were the guests of the Chicago Chamber of Commerce
at a luncheon at which Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus, presi-

dent of the Armour Institute of Technology, spoke on

the "Man of the Future," drawing a fine word picture

of the truth-seeking engineer and scientist into which

the boy of to-day will be developed. Homer E. Niesz,

reigning Jupiter, formally opened the congress, intro-

ducing C. N. Miller, prosecuting attorney of Chicago,

who welcomed the delegates to the city. Mayor Henry
W. Kiel of St. Louis responded for the delegates. Ell C.

Bennett in his report as Mercury said that, while the

past year had been one of business depression, there

are no financial rocks ahead of the Jovian Order. Just

now, he said, the industry is on the threshold of a bril-

liant era of prosperity and the future plans of the order

should be laid accordingly. During the last administra-

tion the order has continued to expand, although the

growth has not been so rapid as in past years. Nine
new local chapters have become affiliated with the na-

tional order, and the last "potential" issued this year

will approximate 17,550. The present net membership
of the order is 16,147, of which 1800 were initiated dur-

ing the last administration.
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POSTPONEMENT OF CODE CONFERENCE
\l Kc(|ihn| of National KWitriral Socirlics Consideration of

UlC National Kleetnc.il Sal.lv Code Mas llecn

Deferred bj Bureau of Standards'

The Bureau of Standard! announce! the postpone-

ment of the conference thai wbm to be held at Wash
ington on Oct 27 and Lis, \'j\:>. until a date to I"'

announced later. This sudden change of plans is due

to the request of the National Klectric Light Associa

t ion. the American institute of Electrical Engineers and

the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies thai

additional time be granted for the consideration of the

COde Of rules that has been formulated hy the lmreau

before they are submitted to a formal conference.

The bureau has proposed that the rules be accepted

tentatively for one year's trial before they are adopted

formally by commissions or municipal authorities, and

that the joint advisory committee to be established by

the Washington conference (and which would represent

all the interests concerned) should take up with the

bureau the work of further revision and development of

the rules if it was not found by the conference that the

code as presented by the bureau or as modified by the

conference was satisfactory for preliminary use. It

was felt, however, by a considerable number of mem-
bers of the above associations that more time should be

taken and the rules very carefully studied by many who
have not so far done so, and further modified if neces-

sary, so as to make them as generally satisfactory as

possible before they are submitted for the consideration

of so large and representative a body as the Washington
conference would be.

Although the bureau postponed the conference last

June for nearly four months to permit such a careful

study to be made, and was anxious to carry out the

plans as announced for Oct. 27 and 28, it was felt that

the electrical companies most affected by the proposed

code should have the fullest opportunity to study it and
submit to the bureau any further information and ex-

perience bearing on its revision and development which
they deem desirable. The engineering societies request-

ing the postponement have given the bureau assurance

of prompt and active co-operation, and every effort will

be made to complete the work at an early date. The
task is a large one, however, as the code amounts to

an attempt at standardization of many features of sta-

tion and line construction and operation, and several

weeks, and possibly months, will be required for the

work.
The following letter was sent to the bureau by the

president of the National Electric Light Association,

and one similar by the president of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers:

THE NATIONAL, ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION,

New York, Oct. 8, 1915.

S. W. Stratton, Director National Bureau of Standards, Washing-
ton, D. C.

We hereby respectfully request your honorable bureau for a post-

ponement of the conference called to meet in Washington Oct. 27

and 28, 1915, for the consideration of the proposed National Elec-

trical Safety Code rules for construction and operation.

We desire to express our highest appreciation of the value of

the splendid work that has been done by the bureau and the fruit-

ful efforts it has put forth in the bringing of the code to its present

state, and our request for further time in which to submit addi-

tional suggestions for consideration arises from our desire to make
the proposed code as comprehensive as possible, so that it may
meet with the largest measure of usefulness to the public and to

the important industries represented by this and other national

associations vitally interested in this valuable codification.

It is proposed to appoint immediately special committees for this

purpose with the view of further co-operation with the bureau to

bring about the desired result at the earliest practicable time.

Very truly yours,

E. W. Lloyd, President.

The following letter wu senl by the Association of

BdiBOn llluniinat fog ( 'otnpanies :

ASSOCIATION OF EDISON ii.i.i UINATXNG COMPANIES,
nm-uki.vN, n. v . Oct 8, L91I

B, w . stic vii"'., Dlrectoi latlonal Bureau ol Btand hlng-

ton, D C
w , beg herewith t" make application t" your bureau for :i post-

ponement "i the meeting of the confi reno committee called to con-

i the proposed National Electrical £ for construction

and operation, which baa been called to meet Ocl 27 and 28, 1915,

in w olngton, D C.

w , are glad of the opportunity m eonum-miing tin; um fui work
mpllahed bj the bureau Ln bringing together such a valuable

of rules, and we di In to lend out co-operation toward further

Improving Its usefulness and value t" the Industry w< r< pr< ent by
: ubmlttlng for the consideration of the bureau further suggestions
and amendments which we believe will make II more complete and

illy applicable
We are arranging to have our Bpeeial committal d io

consider this matter meet in conference, so an to facilitate the

preparation of our recommendations, ami we hope that we may
be assured of additional time within which to take the necessary
Steps.

Assuring you of our appreciation of the efforts of the bureau to

make the code acceptable to the members of our association, I am,
Very respectfully yours,

W. P. Wells, President.

The bureau regrets the inconvenience to many dele-

gates caused by a postponement, but believes that the

issues at stake are so great and the results obtainable

by the expenditure of further time and effort are likely

to be so much more satisfactory under the circumstances
than would have been possible otherwise as fully to

justify whatever inconvenience and confusion will be

caused by the postponement of the conference.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CONVENTION
Sessions at Cleveland, Monday and Tuesday, to Be Occupied

with Many Important Papers and Reports

Arrangements for the annual convention of the Elec-

tric Vehicle Association of America, to be held on Oct.

18 and 19 at the Hotel Statler, Cleveland, Ohio, include

a special program of entertainment for the ladies who
shall be present. Monday afternoon will be devoted to

trips to the stores and points of interest in "electrics,"

with a theater party in the evening. A luncheon will be

given at the Country Club on Tuesday, and the after-

noon has been set aside on the program for drives in

Cleveland's parks and boulevards. The banquet will

be held Tuesday evening. No entertainment features

have been planned for the members of the association

so as to insure at the meetings a full attendance of those

registered.

Owing to business conditions this year a record-

breaking attendance is not expected. Estimates place

the number that will attend coming from places outside

of Cleveland at around 350. Large delegations are ex-

pected from New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chi-

cago. Exhibits of electric-vehicle equipment, appli-

ances and parts of new design will be held in the hotel

adjacent to the convention hall and will afford an oppor-

tunity to view and compare the latest achievements in

the art. It is expected that an electric cabriolet, manu-
factured by the Walker Vehicle Company, will be driven

from Chicago, arriving in Cleveland Sunday evening.

The 750-lb. Ward electric delivery wagon is also ex-

pected from New York City.

Two papers relied on to bring forth the greatest dis-

cussion are those by W. M. Thayer, on "Data on the

Hartford Electric Light Company's Experience with the

Battery-Exchange System for Commercial Vehicles,"

and by George H. Kelly, on "Problems We Are Facing,

and How They May Be Met."
The program of papers, omitting the two just named,
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follows : "Industrial Trucks in the Service of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company," by T. V. Buckwalter; "The
Electric Taxicab," by I. S. Scrimger; "The Function of

the Electric Garage," by R. Macrae; "Comparative De-
velopment of the Commercial Power and Electric

Vehicle Loads," by H. H. Holding and S. G. Thompson;
"The Small Electric Vehicle and Its Application," by
Charles A. Ward; "Electric Vehicles in Municipal Serv-

ice," by Arthur J. Slade and R. Uuval Dumont, and "The
Comparative Performance of Gasoline and Electric

Vehicles in Similar Service," by W. J. Miller and S. G.

Thompson.

Annual Meeting of the Empire State Gas and Elec-

tric Association

The annual meeting of the Empire State Gas and
Electric Association was held in New York on Oct. 7

and 8. Besides the reports of standing and special com-
mittees presented on the morning of Oct. 7, there was
a paper on "Method of Analyzing Cost of Service," by

C. A. Graves of New York, and a paper by J. T. Hutch-

ings of Rochester on "Insurance Under the New York
Employees' Compensation Law," presented on Oct. 8.

Chief interest in the convention, however, was centered

in the session held during the afternoon of Oct. 7,

which was devoted to a consideration of the question of

co-operation between State and national bodies. The
speakers included E. W. Lloyd, president of the

National Electric Light Association, H. B. McLean,
president of the National Commercial Gas Association,

and W. R. Addicks, past-president of the American Gas
Institute.

All of the speakers voiced the desirability of closer

co-operation between State and national bodies and
lamented the waste of effort due to duplication of work.
It was recognized that there were difficulties in the way
of admitting such a body as the Empire State Gas and
Electric Association into membership as a geographic
section of the National Electric Light Association inas-

much as that body does not admit into membership a
purely gas-lighting company, or into the National Com-
mercial Gas Association as that body does not admit
purely electric-light companies. However, both of those
national bodies through their respective presidents prom-
ised that the matter should have immediate considera-

tion, and at a later session it was announced that the

question of affiliation was placed before the executive

committees of the respective organizations and commit-
tees were appointed to take up the matter. On both
sides hope was expressed that the by-laws of the re-

spective national bodies could be so amended as to make

close co-operation possible. Many of the speakers inti-

mated that the Eastern New York Section of the Na-
tional Electric Light Association as a geographic section

could be dispensed with.

At the closing session the following officers were

elected : President, J. C. De Long, Syracuse, re-elected

;

first vice-president, Stuart Wilder, Mount Vernon; sec-

ond vice-president, H. M. Beugler, Poughkeepsie; treas-

urer, C. A. Graves, New York; secretary, C. H. B.

Chapin, New York. The executive committee vacancies

were filled by the election of the following members:
C. G. M. Thomas, Long Island City; E. H. Palmer,

Geneva; G. B. Tripp, Elmira, and H. W. Peck,

Schenectady.

Mr. Edison to Be Present in Person for Edison Day
at San Francisco Exposition

All arrangements have been completed for a gala cele-

bration of Edison Day at the Panama-Pacific Interna-

tional Exposition in San Francisco. John A. Britton has

been designated to serve as chairman, and the executive

committee will comprise Dr. Thomas A. Addison, Pacific

Coast manager of the General Electric company; Guy
L. Bayley, chief of the electrical and mechanical depart-

ment of the Exposition, and W. D'A. Ryan, the illumi-

nating engineer of the Exposition. Mr. Edison left

Thursday night for the Pacific Coast, and although he

is scheduled to make several stops en route, there is

every indication that he will reach San Francisco in

time for the celebration.

The committee which will meet Mr. Edison at the

station consists of the following prominent men: John

A. Britton, Governor Hiram W. Johnson, Mayor James
Rolph, Jesse Lillienthal, Dr. Thomas Addison, Morti-

mer Fleishhacker, W. T. Sesnon, W. D'A. Ryan, G. L.

Bayley, Charles Gaunt, A. W. Foster, H. T. Scott, G. C.

Holberton, Lieut.-Commander Clark H. Woodward and

J. M. Hill. These men represent electrical manufac-

turers, central stations, telephone and telegraph com-

panies, electrical-development societies, and men of

political prominence in California.

The tentative program, which has been approved by

the president of the Exposition, is as follows: Recep-

tion of Mr. Edison on day of arrival (probably Oct.

20) ; luncheon given by the president of the Exposition

to Mr. Edison and party, at which will be present all

members of the reception committee ; at same hour Mrs.

Edison and other ladies of the party are to be the guests

of the ladies' board of the Exposition at luncheon;

opening address by John A. Britton, chairman of the

day, at the Court of the Universe at 2.30 p. m. ;
presen-

tation of medal to Mr. Edison by C. C. Moore, president

of the Exposition; acceptance by Mr. Edison; intro-

ductory remarks by Samuel Insull; aeroplane flight at

3.30 p. m., to be seen by Mr. Edison and party from
special reviewing stand provided for the occasion ; din-

ner by friends of Mr. Edison; fireworks, arranged

especially for the occasion, 8 p. m. Following the fire-

works, Mr. Edison is to be escorted through the

grounds, either privately or in party, by W. D'A. Ryan,

and shown the lighting and electrical equipment of the

Exposition.

Besides the above general program, there will be

motion pictures of some of the work that is being done

in the Edison plant, as fell as lantern slides, with a

lecture on the life and inventions of Edison.

An exhibit consisting of many of the earlier inven-

tions of Mr. Edison, together with the latest types of the

same article, will be shown in the Transportation Build-

ing in the space now occupied by the Edison company.

This will be purely an educational and historical ex-

hibit, showing the development in the various lines.
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PHILADELPHIA MEETING or A. I. E. E.

Supplj oi i in
1 1 \ from Hydroelectric Stations Supplemented

bj Suppl] iitini Steam station-. During Low-Water

The meeting of the American institute of electrical

Engineers held in the Engineering Building, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Oct. LI, under the au-

spices of tin' Philadelphia Sec1 ion and the power stations

committee of the a. i. E. E., was one of the besl at-

tended ever held in that city. Presidenl John .1. Carty
acted as chairman, and Past-presidents C. 0. Mailloux
ami Call Bering weir in attendance, in addition to a

vice-president, two managers and the secretary of the

society. The afternoon and the evening sessions were
devoted exclusively to the consideration of hydroelectric
subjects.

In his opening remarks President Carty told of the

various meetings of engineering bodies both prior to

and during the international engineering congress in

San Francisco and how greatly he was impressed by the

recognition given to the engineers on the Pacific Coast.

The work of the electrical engineer, especially in com-
munication and transportation, has been very marked,
and as a result civilization has been immensely bene-
fited. He was particularly glad to note that distances

were obliterated and that so far as the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers is concerned there is no
West, East, North or South, but all sections are work-
ing in absolute harmony and with unity of purpose. It

is the purpose of President Carty to have a celebration

next year which will commemorate fittingly the work of

the electrical engineer. Some of the plans for that

celebration he outlined at the meeting.

Supplemental Power for Hydroelectric Systems

Two papers were presented at the afternoon session,

one on "Supplemental Power for Hydroelectric Sys-

tems," by John F. Vaughan of Boston, and the other on
"The Combined Operation of Steam and Hydraulic
Power in the Pennsylvania Water & Power Company's
System," by John Abbet Walls of that company. Mr.
Vaughan in his paper outlined the functions of a steam
plant in furnishing relay and supplemental power for

a system whose normal source of power is water, and
illustrated graphically and otherwise the relative im-
portance of the various functions and characteristics

of the supplemental plant. He also showed by diagrams
in a hypothetical case the division of loads between the
hydraulic and supplemental sources of power.
The greater part of the paper was given over to a

discussion of some general data obtained from a number
of New England water-power systems, indicating the

extent to which the water-power is supplemented by
steam and the methods of utilizing supplemental capac-

ity. From these data he drew the following conclusions

:

1. That steam relay is relied on in widely varying
proportions of water-power capacity, depending partly

on the character and regulation of the streams, partly

on the character of power demanded, and more and more
on the extent to which the systems are interconnected

with others for the interchange of power.
2. That, on the whole, the companies have been suc-

cessful in utilizing the existing steam capacity of their

customers.

3. That the principal uses to which supplemental
capacity has been put are (1) relay for low-water, (2)

break-down, (3) peak capacity, and (4) base load.

4. That the supplemental plants, being largely old

plants belonging to companies formerly supplying their

own individual markets and since consolidated into more
or less comprehensive systems, are generally scattered

among local centers of distribution.

5. That only in rare cases have provisions been made

in special equipment or organization for quick starting,

and that for this reason quick starts are rarely made.
In certain Cases, however, where BUCh rela\' is Of impor-
tance oil tiring is bfing introduced, and in rare (.

gas and oil engines.

.Mr. Walls in his paper told of the experience of the

Pennsylvania Water & Power Company, which ha a

large hydroelectrical development on the Susquehanna
River at rloltwood, in endeavoring t<> accomplish n

effective combined steam and hydroelectric operation.

He indicated that a river may be developed to an extent

many times its low-water flow where there is extensive

co-operation between customer and power company in

determining by experiments the economy of further
supply of hydroelectric power. The author made a
plea for drawing up power contracts in a fashion to

encourage effective combined operation of hydroelectric

plants with customers' existing steam equipment, not

as the final word in a power deal but in the light of a
business opportunity. Because of its contract with the

Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Company of

Baltimore and other large consumers of energy having
steam equipment, the Pennsylvania Water & Power
Company has felt itself warranted in adding to the hy-

draulic installation at Holtwood from time to time and
in utilizing more and more of the possibilities of the

river, until at the present time the installed capacity is

eight times the low-water flow of the river.

Both papers were discussed by A. S. Loizeaux, elec-

trical engineer of the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light
& Power Company of Baltimore.

Immediately following the afternoon session most of

those in attendance visited the new Christian Street

generating station of the Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany. This station, which was briefly described and
illustrated in last week's issue, contains a 30,000-kw.

and a 35,000-kw. turbo-generator. Facility for a minute
inspection of the station was afforded by the Philadel-

phia Electric Company, whose staff, under W. C. L.

Eglin, showed the visitors every courtesy.

Tallulah Falls Hydroelectric System

An informal dinner was served at the Hotel Nor-
mandie, after which the evening session was begun in

the Engineering Building of the University of Pennsyl-

vania. The paper of the evening, entitled "Construc-

tion Elements of the Tallulah Falls Development," was
by Charles G. Adsit and W. P. Hammond. A very com-
plete description of the Tallulah Falls hydroelectrical

development was given. (See Electrical World, Dec.

20 and 27, 1913.) In the paper were unit costs of the

various items of construction, with the exception of

land or property accounts, general engineering expenses,

and various other general items incident to construction

cost as a whole, which were not included. The
total construction cost of the power production is given

as $66,666 per kilowatt. The following table, which
gives the percentage relation of various expenses on the

development as a whole, might be applicable to any other

development in that it does not include the cost of land

or property expense:

Item Per Cent

General construction expenditure 75.575

General engineering- expense 3.078

General legal expense 1.891

Interest, bonds and advances during construction 11.315

General overhead expense 1.773

General contract expense 6.368

The power plant was operated under the construc-

tion department for about one year, and the cost of

making changes or adjustment, but not the actual oper-

ation expense, is included in these figures.
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A. I. E. E. Directors' Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the board of di-

rectors of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers was held in New York on Oct. 8. The following

additional committee appointments were announced:
Committee on use of electricity in mines—Wilfred
Sykes, chairman ; iron and steel industry committee

—

T. E. Tynes, chairman. The report of the finance com-
mittee, submitting the annual budget covering the esti-

mated expenditures of the Institute during the appro-

priation year beginning Oct. 1, 1915, amounting to

$102,350, was approved, and the budget was adopted.

Upon the recommendation of the board of examiners
fifty-nine associates were elected, twenty-seven students
were enrolled, and two applicants were elected and nine

associates transferred to the grade of member. An in-

vitation from Lafayette College, Easton, Pa., to appoint
a representative to attend the inauguration of President
John Henry McCracken was referred to the president

with power.

Thermal Instrument for Measuring Maximum
Demand

At the regular monthy meeting of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers held in New York on

Oct. 8 Paul M. Lincoln presented a paper on "Rates and
Rate Making." The author contended that in order to

render a customer a logical bill for electric service more
information than is given by a watt-hour meter is re-

quired. The necessity of recognizing load-factor in rate

schedules was emphasized, and a maximum-demand
meter depending upon heat and heat storage was
described. The theory of such meters was discussed

and a new method of measuring power-factor and volt-

amperes was disclosed. The author's ideas on the ques-

tion of rates are briefly summarized as follows: (1) A
logical and just rate for electric service cannot be based
on kilowatt-hours alone. (2) Load-factor must be rec-

ognized in some manner in order to arrive at a logical

rate. (3) In order to recognize load-factor, it is neces-

sary to measure both kilowatt-hours and maximum de-

mand. (4) Measurement of the demand is preferable

to inferring this quantity by any indirect means. (5)

Measurement of demand by heating and heat-storage

devices leads to a logical result, since the limiting capac-

ity of the apparatus for supplying the service is fixed

by a law of like kind. (6) Power-factor should prefera-

bly be recognized when measuring demand since the
heating capacity is limited by kilivolt-amperes, not
kilowatts. (7) Devices depending on heating and heat
storage which are simple, cheap and accurate can be
supplied for the purpose of measuring maximum demand
either in kilowatts or kilivolt-amperes or both. (8) The
time period for these devices may readily be varied to

cover the entire range recognized by modern practice.

The paper drew out considerable discussion. Most of

it centered about that portion of the author's paper
dealing with rates, and the central-station representa-
tives in particular denied the necessity for a maximum-
demand meter in determining residence rates. Written
discussion was submitted by A. Dow, E. P. Roberts, F.

H. Sager, J. G. DeRemer, J. E. Moultrop, H. L. Wallau,
F. H. Taylor, R. A. Philip, R. A. Linquist, L. R. Lee and
J. D. Mortimer. Participating in the oral discussion
were W. McClellan, E. J. Cheney, P. Betts, J. W. Lieb,

H. G. Stott, H. W. Pack, C. I. Hall, T. I. Jones, A. W.
Burke and W. N. Polakov.

Mr. Lieb quoted statistics from a city having 100,000
customers snowing that 10,000 did not use 65 cents'

worth of electricity a month and 40,000 customers
used less than $2.50 worth of electricity a month.

Mr. Hall described a maximum-demand indicator being

manufactured by the General Electric Company and

Mr. Burke told of a simple device used by him in Wil-

mington, Del., whereby only the excess energy above a

certain predetermined limit is measured. It was gen-

erally admitted by the central-station men taking part

in the discussion that a low-priced maximum-demand
indicator could be used by them in daily service, but not,

however, on residence loads.

Meeting of Executive Committee, Commercial Sec-

tion, N. E. L. A.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the Com-
mercial Section of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion held in New York Oct. 7 reports were made by
the chairmen of the finance committee, publications

committee, "Salesmen's Handbook" committee, commit-

tee on education of salesmen and committee on wiring.

With the exception of the last-named committee, the

substance of the reports was published in last week's

issue. R. S. Hale, chairman of the committee on wiring,

stated that the work of standardizing plugs and recep-

tacles is progressing very well, and that he has called

a meeting of the manufacturers of these appliances so

that all may have the opportunity to lay anything they

desire before the committee. The work on concentric

wiring is also progressing, many installations having

been made in various cities. President Lloyd stated

that he had added an electric-range committee to the

Commercial Section committee after attending the con-

vention of the Northwest association, believing that a

committee of Western members on this subject would

make a very interesting report for the next convention.

New Army Field Telephone and Buzzer Devised by

Signal Corps

The Signal Corps of the United States Army has in-

vented a new camp telephone and a new service buzzer,

the latter for use in connection with all kinds of lines

of communication. The new camp telephone, which is

now being distributed to troops, supersedes the field

telephone and has been developed by the Signal Corps

for use in connection with camp telephone systems. It

may be installed in tents or structures, or may be used

as a portable instrument for the field. It is of the local

battery type. The battery employed is a small two-cell

dry battery of the tubular flashlamp type. The instru-

ment complete weighs approximately 11 lb.

The set is made as compact as possible, and is con-

——^^——WM^—^—
USING THE NEW ARMY BUZZER IN THE FIELD
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THE M w \lvMY BUZZER AND TELEPHONE IN FIELD USE- WALKING AWAY TO LAY CONDUCTOR, AND METHOD OF

REELING UP WIRK—NOTE GROUND ROD BEHIND INSTRUMENT CASE

tained in a small oak case. The top consists of a metal-
hinged cover with circuit diagram on the inside, and is

held rigidly when closed by a spring snap which can
readily be released by pressing a button. The bottom of

the case is covered by a flanged piece of metal, and the
case is equipped with an adjustable carrying strap.

The instrument may also be operated with cover closed.

This is found advantageous in inclement weather. To
accomplish this there is a suitable opening for leading
out the three-conductor cord to receiver and transmitter,
the two latter being mounted in the form of a unit
termed a hand-set.

The buzzer is strictly a portable instrument and is

issued to troops in the field. It may be used as a tele-

phone or for sending customary Morse or Continental
code signals, and for that reason it is specially adapted
for field use.

When it becomes impracticable to transmit messages
telephonically, owing to the line becoming impaired or
otherwise, the usual telegraphic signals can be trans-
mitted and are received in distant telephone receivers
in the form of a high-pitched hum somewhat similar to

radiotelegraphic signals. These signals have been ex-
changed between two of these instruments after the line

in use became severed, both the ends being slightly

grounded.
The service buzzer, which is the latest approved in-

strument of this type of apparatus, replaces the field

buzzer, 'the cavalry buzzer and the field artillery tele-

phone, and hereafter will be the standard apparatus in

place of that just enumerated.

Central Stations at New York Electrical Show
Among the exhibits at the Electrical Exposition and

Motor Show, which closes this week at the Grand Cen-
tral Palace, New York City, were a number of displays
by central stations that serve the city and its suburbs.
The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brook-

lyn in an elaborate exhibit showed the industrial advan-
tages, conveniences and attractions of Brooklyn Borough
for manufacturing purposes. These advantages include
an extensive water front, excellent terminal facilities,

proximity to great markets, abundant labor, sanitary,
well-located loft buildings at reasonable rents, and cheap
electric power. To illustrate these industrial features
of Brooklyn, a panoramic view in colors showing
the water front was featured.

The New York Edison Company showed how the busi-
ness of meeting the varied demands for electricity in a
city like New York requires more than a power plant
and a network of wires. The work of bureaus through

which the customers of a central station may keep in-

formed of the rapid developments in the lighting field

was explained in displays, with the part played by a
staff of illumination engineers, a staff of power engi-

neers, sign experts, heating experts, commercial engi-

neers, power-plant experts and automobile engineers.

The exhibit of the United Electric Light & Power
Company was divided into three sections. One section

served as the general office of the company, together

with the headquarters for the Ward special electric-

vehicle campaign. In the center portion of the booth a
panoramic view of the Hudson River and the New York
shore line from 125th Street to 207th Street, showing
the Washington Heights territory with its electric lights

in the background, was displayed. The third section was
occupied by the United Electric Shop, fully equipped
for the sale, introduction and demonstration of many
useful electrical appliances.

The aim of the exhibit of the New York & Queens
Electric Light & Power Company was to show what is

being done and what is contemplated in the future de-

velopment of the borough of Queens. The display by
means of maps, charts, photographs and operating ap-

pliances described many activities in Queens. The
company serves a territory covering an area of 117.36

square miles.

The Yonkers Electric Light & Power Company and
the Chamber of Commerce of the City of Yonkers had
an attractive display, portraying the commercial and
residential advantages of the Terrace City on the Hud-
son. In the Chamber of Commerce section were shown
statistical tables on the city's growth and opportuni-

ties. By means of a stereo-motograph, views of the city

and principal buildings were displayed, and in a portion

of the space were samples of the product of the Yonkers
manufacturers. The other half of the booth served as

a reception room for the Yonkers Electric Light & Power
Company.
Demonstrations of long-distance telephone transmis-

sion of conversation and music from the Panama-
Pacific Exposition at San Francisco were made in a

sound-proof auditorium. This demonstration was given

by the American Telephone & Telegraph Company and
its associated companies representing the Bell system.

The auditorium provided seats for 164 persons, each seat

being equipped with two telephone receivers which were
connected at regular hour? with San Francisco. The
program included a talking motion picture portraying

the birth of the telephone. One of the most interesting

features of this exhibit was the transmission of the roar

of the Pacific Ocean by telephone from the Cliff House,

at Seal Rocks, near San Francisco, accompanied with a

motion picture of this famous California resort.
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FACTS ON ELECTRICAL PROSPERITY WEEK
Increasing Enthusiasm Kound in Country-Wide Plana of

All Electrical Interests for the Campaign

An enthusiastic group of men gathered in the offices

of the Society for Electrical Development, New York,

and heard the revelation of facts, figures and promises

which assure "Electrical Prosperity Week." They were
members of the advisory committee and some others.

Central stations, manufacturers, jobbing interests, con-

tractors and the technical press were represented at this

meeting on Oct. 7.

"Except for a part of the Southeastern section, on

which we are now working, practically the entire

country is supporting the movement," declared J. M.
Wakeman, the general manager; and H. W. Alexander,

director of publicity for the society, quoted the words
in which a prominent man expressed his confidence: "I

said that it couldn't be done, but it has been done."

"Be specific" is the demand upon the society now
from many quarters. The United Fruit Company asks

how its steamers can take part. The Western Union
Telegraph Company sends to find what it can do. Or-

ganized committees in the different cities write, tele-

graph and telephone to see what the society can suggest

to enlarge their plans. All of these requests are an-

swered by specific advice. The United Fruit Company
is told that its steamers, traveling to Central American
and West Indian ports, can advertise the electrical

equipment which they have on board and display sig-

nificant signs. The Western Union, offering the use of

its house organ, suggests displays in its offices through-

out the country and inclosure of literature with its

messages. Local committees learn, for instance, about

the special advertising appropriation of $15,000 by the

Boston Edison company and of $5,000 for a house-wiring

campaign by the Brooklyn Edison company and of other

similar instances.

From the call of the Western Union company sugges-

tion arises that local managers of the telegraph and
telephone companies be asked to serve on the various

city committees. The New England and other telephone

companies have agreed to send the society folder with

all November bills. Additional telephone companies are

being asked to do this.

L. D. Gibbs described the extensive plans of the Edi-

son Electric Illuminating Company of Boston. At the

suggestion of W. H. Atkins the company is considering

the scheme of flood-lighting a prominent government or

other building in each city and town. The idea is that

the Custom House in Boston, beautiful civic groups in

several communities and other prominent buildings in

the forty-two cities and towns would be treated in this

way. "If this is done it will be the hope," added Mr.
Gibbs, "that the effect will be liked so much that flood-

lighting of these buildings will be continued perma-
nently."

"The Mayor of Philadelphia," remarked Mr. Alexan-

der, "writes that he will have the city hall brilliantly

lighted during the entire week." "Flood-lighting will

be used on the capitols in Salt Lake City, Richmond,
Denver and Boise for the week," added Mr. Wakeman.
"Cincinnati will use powerful searchlights of red, blue,

yellow and green."

M. S. Seelman, Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany of Brooklyn, related with much enthusiasm the

excellent prospects of the house-wiring campaign for

Electrical Prosperity Week. At a meeting of the Kilo-

watt Club, composed of employees of the company and
contractors and dealers, the plan received hearty in-

dorsement. On house wiring done or contracted for

during the week a reduction in cost will be made. The
Brooklyn company will also use spectacular lighting ef-

fects to draw attention to the week. "1 am astonished

at the country-wide results of the campaign," said Mr.
Seelman. "I don't remember anything like it."

The way in which the co-operation of salesmen of the

Western Electric Company is secured was described by
P. L. Thomson. Every salesman is given material about

the celebration and in approaching customers the first

thing he talks is Electrical Prosperity Week.
"We cannot get to all towns and villages,'' said Mr.

Wakeman; "if your salesmen are doing that, they are

rendering important service."

F. R. Davis mentioned the letter issued by the Gen-
eral Electric Company to local managers. T. J. Mc-
Manis, Edison Lamp Works, discussed the co-operation

of that organization. Mr. Alexander told about the

work of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company.

Plans under consideration in various cities were men-
tioned, many of which will arouse unbounded public in-

terest. Denver, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Louis-

ville, Richmond, Dayton, Cleveland, Toledo, Sandusky
and the adjoining district, Portland, Ore., and other

Pacific Coast cities, and groups of properties in Texas,

were part of those to which special attention was
drawn.
At their annual convention in San Francisco the Ro-

tarians passed a resolution indorsing the movement and
advising that every "Rotary club" in the country have

a meeting in Electrical Prosperity Week. There are

17,000 Rotarians. Mr. Wakeman, in giving this in-

formation, said that these clubs will discuss electricity

at every Rotarian meeting held during that week.

In the next issue of the Exciter Frank A. Vanderlip,

Henry L. Doherty, L. A. Osborne, A. W. Burchard and
others will indorse the movement.

Companies in fifteen counties in northern Ohio have

engaged a publicity man to promote interest in the week.

About Nov. 10 the society will circulate new pub-

licity material of public interest about electrical pros-

perity. To sustain and increase the interest as it draws
toward the climax in the week itself is the object in

holding material in reserve. The timely use of this, it

is calculated, will directly focus public attention on the

period from Nov. 29 to Dec. 4.

Thomson Electric Welding Patents Upheld

Judge Putnam of the United States Circuit Court

of Appeals, Boston, Mass., on Oct. 5 delivered an opin-

ion sustaining the Thomson Electric Welding Company
of Lynn, Mass., and its agent, the Universal Electric

Welding Company, New York City, in a suit against

Barney & Berry, Inc., of Springfield, Mass., for in-

fringement of patent. The case was defended by the

Toledo Electric Welding Company of Toledo, Ohio, and

was appealed by the Thomson company from an ad-

verse finding in the United States District Court.

The case involved an exhaustive presentation of the

history and status of electric welding, with consider-

able expert testimony.

The opinion points out that the invention of the

electric spot-welding process by Harmatta marked
a great advance over the electric butt-welding

process patented in 1886 and later by Prof. Elihu

Thomson. The Thomson patents constitute the founda-

tion of the art. The Harmatta patent now in suit

is regarded as a new development. There have

been other subsidiary inventions, as, for instance,

the lap-roller process, invented also by Thomson, by
which the method of uniting the overlapping edges of

two sheets of metal by a lap weld was devised, and by

virtue of which some other secondary inventions were
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made practicable; but ;til of these are In different field

K>t welding invention undei con [deration.

With reference to tin- defendant'! claims based on the
roller-electrode process or other processes devised for

overlapping sheets the court stairs thai it is plain that

neither In its practical operation nor in its result
there an.\ resemUanre to the spot welding proeess BUCh

to require discussion. These observations apply to

all those lines of defense which rest upon the attempt
to compare the size of contact spaces or areas mat he

Riatically; and. further, a study of all these special <le

t'enses. which Included an attempt to show priority and
laek of distinction between processes, going to the prop

o it ion that spot welding, as shown bj rlarmatta, was
in an> way anticipated, falls to pieces, "because there

ws nothing In them Indicating an element of commer-
cial success, and in this art, which u a. pccial and prac-

ticable, the art for rapid and Inexpensive or cheap prod
net was the first element of success." The decree of I

he

District Court is reversed on a partial finding, Bince the

COUrt declares itself unacquainted with the exact pro

ceedings of the respondents Bince the patent was issued.

'The testimony indicated that the respondents have been
using an Infringing machine, and the case is remanded
to the lower court for further proceedings m harn
with the opinion just, issued.

Statistics of Electrical Engineering Courses
Totals for Nine Years of Students in and Graduates from the Principal Technical

Schools of the United States

The Electrical World recently completed its ninth
annual census of the college population in electrical-

engineering courses and of the graduates of such
courses. The results are shown herewith in tabular and
graphical form. The statistics are compiled for three
classes of schools—those in which the standards are
very high and graduation from which is per se an asset
to the graduate; others which are giving full electrical

courses of substantial character, and those giving short
or special courses for immediately practical purposes.
The Electrical World undertook this work originally

and has continued it because the technical schools are as
much a part of the industry as are lamp factories and
power plants. The industry is therefore interested to
know the relation of the rate of student graduation to
the condition of the industry. The faculties and admin-
istrative departments of the schools also should find

such data of value because they render possible a com-
parison of the local registration and graduating rate
with the respective averages for all institutions.

The data show conclusively that there is no definite

TABLE I—STATISTICS OF POST-GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS IN 1914 AND 1915

Fresh-

• men
Sopho-
mores

Juniors Seniors

Post-

Gradu-
ates

Total
Stu-
dents

Gradu-
ates

Total
Gradu-
ates

to

June

1914 First... 1,140 819 714 627 98 3,398 667 10,212

Second. 1,846 1,200 881 689 89 4,705 679 8,020

Third.. 581 360 283 240 2 1,466 284 2,918

Totals 3,567 2,379 1,878 1,556 189 9,569 1,630 21,150

1915 First... 1,144 902 722 576 133 3,477 535 10,549

Second. 1,871 1,297 926 703 68 4,865 683 8,659

Third.. 703 405 442 327 12 1,889 314 3,267

Totals 3,718 2,604 2,090 1,606 213 10,231 1,532 22,475

TABLE II-COMPARISON OF TOTALS FOR NINE YEARS

Year: 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915

Students

Graduates

8,929

1,358

9,651 8,670

1,501 1,473

9,041

1,545

9,515 8,921

1,641 1,442

9,143 9,569

1,366 ' 1,630
1

10,231

1,532

relation between conditions in educational institutions

and in the industrial world. The output of the colleges

is fairly uniform, as is also the registration. This
may be explained by consideration of several of the

many factors contributing to the result. In the first

place, the length of the usual course, four years, is suf-

ficient to permit the averaging of the temporary in-

fluences which make for contraction and expansion.

Some of these influences have a neutralizing tendency
among themselves. For example, hard times involve

shortage of money, but coincidently there is a short-

age of positions and young men who might in normal
times go to work decide to continue their studies. In

the second place, the function of the technical school

is not to produce engineers but rather to give a broad
technical education. Hence the schools are less sensitive

to the law of supply and demand than are those branches
of the industry which produce a more tangible product.

This journal would appreciate from its readers state-

ments as to the value of the statistics to them and sug-

gestions as to how the canvass could be made more
complete if the enlargement of its scope appears to be

warranted.

TABLE III—ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

25

70

22

3,477

4,865

1,889

535

683

314

10,549

Class II 8,659

Class III 3.267

Totals 117 10,231 1.532 22,475

12,000

10,000

8000

6000

.*

^"'^
>•* SQ&2
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tjradu hies _

Average student registration, nine years 9296
Average number of graduates, nine years 1499
Average of positive and negative maximum departures from avera'ges, registration and

graduates Less than 9 per cent

1907 1908 1909 1310 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915

NINE YEARS' TOTALS OF ELECTRICAL-ENGINEERING

STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
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Arcing Characteristics of Air-Break Switches
Arrangements of Test Circuits, Character of Tests, Operating Conclusions, and Interpretation

of Oscillograph Records in Connection with High-Tension Operation

By Charles E. Bennett

THERE has been a variety of opinion and practice

as regards the use of air-break switches in the

circuits of transmission lines. In order to estab-

lish some facts in regard to the performance of such

switches, more than 250 tests on several designs were
conducted by the writer for C. O. Lenz, chief engineer

of the Virginia Power Company and the Georgia Rail-

way & Power Company, New York City, for consider-

ation before selecting designs for the branch-circuit

switching of the former company in its service to coal

mines. The tests were conducted under different weather
conditions, such as snowstorms, rainy and clear weather,

with no wind and with wind as high as 50 miles per

hour. The tests were made primarily for the purpose
of studying the effect of operating air-break switches

at different loads and voltages from 50,000 to 110,000,

fig. 1- -STRUCTURE ON WHICH AIR-BREAK SWITCHES WERE
MOUNTED FOR TEST

as compared with breaking the circuits through oil

switches, and to determine the arcing characteristics

of switches available for use. Wh^e five different de-

signs of switches were used, the tests as conducted were
not made to show competitive performance, the study
being made to determine how different loads affect dif-

ferent switches rather than how different switches oper-

ated under the same loads. Of the three switches on
which the largest number of tests were made, one was
rated at 70,000 volts and the two others at 44,000 volts.

The rating, however, was more or less arbitrary and
depended simply upon the spacing between the phases
and the length of the blades. These spacings were dif-

ferent on all of the switches so that these tests are a
study in design and performance rather than of the
operation of competitive switches.

The tests made may be divided into two classes. In
one case a true energy load was interrupted, while in

the other the charging current of about 180 miles of

transmission line was handled. All of the tests were
made at Gainesville, Ga., at the Dunlap station of the
Georgia Railway & Power Company midway between
Atlanta and Tallulah Falls. These two points are about
90 miles apart and connected by a double-circuit,

110,000-volt steel-tower transmission line. A tie switch
at the Dunlap station with sectionalizing switches for
the two circuits made it possible to connect the trans-
mission line into four sections each 45 miles long. Each
of these sections furnished about 7 amp. charging cur-
rent at 50,000 volts, making the maximum load 28 amp.
or 2400 kva. of leading power-factor. At the testing

3-3333KVA
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FIG. 2—CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENTS FOR 110,000-VOLT AIR-

BREAK SWITCH TESTS

point four 550-kw., 440-volt, two-phase, sixty-cycle gen-
erators were available to supply a true energy load

through water rheostats. The current was taken from
these generators through two banks of transformers
consisting of two 550-kw. units, Scott-connected and
stepping the voltage up from two-phase, 440 volts, to

three-phase, 50,000 volts.

For a large number of tests oscillograph records were
made. There was available for this purpose a spare
50,000/440-volt, 550-kw. transformer, which made it

possible to take the voltage curve of the oscillograph

record from the high-tension side of the transformer.

There was also placed in the circuit on the power side

of the switch a 50,000 volt ten-to-one current trans-

former which was connected to the oscillograph for the

current record. The instrument was also connected to

the load side of the switch through a suitable potential

transformer, but could only be used when that part of

the line to which these transformers were connected
furnished part of the artificial load, which was not the

case in all of the tests. The circuit connections for
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FIG. 4—BREAKING A TRUE-ENERGY LOAD OF 3000 KVA AT
50,000 VOLTS—TIME TO BREAK ARC, THREE SECONDS
The switch was tripped and the arc extinguished itself before

rising up the horns. The upper curve of the oscillograph record
Shows voltage on power side of the switch, and the lower curve
current on the same side.

FIG. 5—BREAKING A TRUE-ENERGY LOAD OF 3500 KVA. AT
50,000 VOLTS—TIME TO BREAK ARC, THREE SECONDS
The switch was tripped and the arc extinguished itself after

rising to the top of the horns. The oscillograph curves are for
the same connections as in Pig. 4.

FIGS.
6 AND 7-BREAKING CHARGING-CURRENT LOADS OF 1200 KVA. AT 110,000 VOLTS WITH TWO DIFFERENTSWITCHES—TIME TO BREAK ARC, ABOUT NINE SECONDS

.,„?
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FIGS. 8 AND 9—BREAKING ABOUT 2600-KVA. LOAD AT 112,000 VOLTS, SHOWING THE EFFECT OF WIND
In the case of Fig. 8 the arcs were about 1 •". ft. long and blown sklewise by the wind, breaking successfully. In the case of Fig. 9

the arcs were about 12 ft. lon^ and held to the lower part of the switch blades, breaking before rising up the horns. I'hases were
separated 8 ft. and 10 ft.

these tests are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 2 are shown
the connections for the 110,000-volt tests. In these

cases energy was taken from one 10,000-kw. generator

at the Tallulah Falls hydroelectric plant and stepped up
through one bank of 3333-kva. transformers delta-

Y

connected. At these higher voltages the switches were
opened under voltages varying from 65,000 to 120,000,

with a charging current varying from 18 amp. to 20

amp. This corresponded to a load of from 2000 kva.

to 6000 kva., only half of which was interrupted on
account of the location of the switch at the midpoint
of the line as shown in Fig. 2.

Operating Conclusions

It was found that the maximum time required to

break the arc in the 50,000-volt tests was twenty-five

seconds, minimum time two seconds, and average time

six seconds. This time depended more upon the weather
conditions than on the kva. load on the lines, the

velocity of the wind being the most important factor.

The maximum time required to break the arc at 110,000

volts was sixteen seconds, minimum time three seconds,

and average seven seconds. This seems to indicate

that the air-break switch requires about 120 to 1500
cycles in which to interrupt the circuit, while the oil-

break switch may accomplish the same result in a few
cycles. This time element in the case of the air-break

switch produces an effect in the line similar to a series

of light hammer blows. These blows, while not so vio-

lent as the one caused by an oil switch, probably have a

damaging effect on insulation. It ,was found that a
true energy load was more easily interrupted than a
charging current of the same kva. value under the

same weather conditions. Under light loads, high winds
of about 50 miles per hour materially aided in breaking
the arcs by sweeping them from the horns. With
heavier loads, however, or lower wind velocities the

arcs would lap over the phases and trip the breakers

at the power house before they would let loose from
the horns or blades.

From the results of the tests the writer is of the

opinion that none of the switches used was sufficiently

spaced, and that the minimum distance between the

phases for 44,000 volts should be at least 7 ft. and
for higher voltages proportioned accordingly. The
70,000-volt switch used was spaced 6 ft. between phases
and the 44,000-volt switches 4 ft. It is also the opinion

of the writer that the proper design of an air-break

switch should provide a mechanical movement when
opening the switch such that it will aid the arcs in

ascending the horns. The theory that the heat of the

arc alone will carry it up the horns is doubtless well

founded, but this force is only great enough to accom-

plish this result when the air is perfectly still. With
the slightest wind blowing, the arcs are blown sidewise,

and the tendency of the arc to rise is more or less

counteracted by this horizontal wind pressure. If, how-
ever, the mechanical movement is such as to draw the
arcs up the horns, the tendency to rise is increased and
it is much easier then to break the arc. The arc appears
to be an uncontrollable feather-like medium, and but a
slight wind will blow it 8 ft. or 10 ft. horizontally. This
is clearly shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Interpretation of Oscillograph Records

From the oscillograph records made and shown in

the accompanying illustrations it will be noted that
there is a considerable disturbance caused on the line

evidently due to the charging and discharging of the
line as a condenser. The harmonics are set up on the
regular sine wave, but, owing to the high frequency,
oscillations are not clearly shown by the oscillograph.

This is probably due to the fact that the transformers
used in stepping down the voltage for the instrument
absorbed these surges. In order to get a better check
on the voltage rise on the load side of the switch, a
needle spark-gap was connected and set at 5, 6, 7 and
8 in., or for about 63

; 72, 80 and 87 kv. The circuit

was broken under different loads with the different

types of switches, and the points were set at these dis-

tances when the maximum sparking distance was noted.
The circuit was then interrupted with an oil switch,
under similar conditions and loads, and it was found
that the sparking distance was greater than with
an oil switch under the same load. This is contrary to

some opinions on the subject.

This experiment seems to show that the tendency for
the lines to spill over the insulators when the system is

interrupted with an oil switch is greater than when
the air-break switch is used. If air-break switches are
to be used to sectionalize only short lines, or for cut-
ting in and out a bank of transformers occasionally, or
for use in emergency, the writer is of the opinion that
there will be no dangerous effects due to their use.

Where frequent switching is necessary, the oil switch
is undoubtedly much safer.

The chief difficulty in the use of air-break switches
is the large amount of space necessary for their con-
struction. The different phases must be widely sepa-
rated and great care exercised in wiring up the switches
so that the arcs of one phase cannot blow against the
leads to some other phase and thus short-circuit the
line. In some cases the arc is blown downward, and this

means that the switches must be well insulated from
supporting steel work a distance sufficient to keep the
arc from lapping and thus grounding the line.
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Selling Vehicles on the Installment Plan
An $875 Electric Delivery Wa^on for the Grocer and Butcher, with

Batten Rental Service at $10.60 per Month

THE Nt'\\ Sfork Edison Company, the United Elec

trie Lighl & Power Company, the Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, the New
York & Queens Electric Lighl & Power Company, the

Flatbush Gas Company and the Public Service Electric

Company of New Jersey are al presenl actively en

gaged in a campaign having for Its objeel the wider

application of electric vehicles in their respective

territories.

A.s announced in these columns Sept. 25, a plan has

been inaugurated by the Ward Motor Vehicle Company
o[ New York whereby a dependable electric delivery

wagon may be purchased in New York City and New
Jersey tor $875 on a deferred-payment plan covering

one year. This price includes also the first year's rental

of an Edison storage battery.

Vehicle for the Butcher and Baker

The vehicle, which is shown herewith, has a normal

loading capacity of 750 lb. It is equipped with a heavy-

duty series-wound Westinghouse motor, driving through

a propeller shaft to the rear axle, and has a sixty-five-

cell G-4 Edison storage battery. The battery is con-

tained in a box under the driver's seat. At a speed of

approximately 10 miles per hour, the radius of action

of the vehicle ranges from 35 to 45 miles per charge.

There are semi-elliptical front and rear springs and the

front axle is of drop-forged steel with Timken bearings.

The rear axle is a pressed-steel housing on helical gears

with Timken bearings. Four speeds ahead and two on

reverse are provided by the continuous-torque controller.

It is the intention of the vehicle manufacturer, backed

by the sales organization of the central-station com-

panies mentioned, to interest bakers, grocers, butchers,

laundries, etc., in this vehicle. Hence the builder of

the vehicle has had a rectifier developed which gives a

tapering charge so that the battery cannot be abused.

By the terms of payment the customer pays $44.50 on

the signing of his contract, $296 on the delivery of the

vehicle, and the balance in twelve equal monthly in-

stallments of $44.50. These
latter payments are ar-

ranged in the form of

notes, bearing interest at

the rate of 6 per cent per

annum. By this means the

burden carried by the ve-

hicle manufacturer is light-

ened considerably, the pa-

per being available for dis-

count if so desired.

The battery which forms

part of the vehicle's equip-

ment is, as already stated,

of the sixty-five-cell G-4

type. It has a rating of

100 amp.-hr. and a normal
charge and discharge of 30

amp. The average weight

per cell, including the tray,

is 12.5 lb.

After the completion of

the first year the owner
of the vehicle pays the

Edison Storage Battery

Company a monthly

THIS 750-LB. ELECTRIC DELIVERY WAGON IS SOLD FOR

$875 ON A TWELVE-INSTALLMENT PAYMENT PLAN,

WITH BATTERY RENTAL AT $10.50 PER MONTH

battery rental of |10.50, provided thai the odometer
does not record more than 625 miles in that month.

For all excess mileage over 626 there is an extra

charge of i

:;

i
cents per mile. Vehicles of the type

offered have been in use for some time.

New York to Cleveland by Electric Track

At present, a vehicle of this type is making a run
from New York to Cleveland. This vehicle started from
the Grand Central Palace, New York, at 2.30 p. m. Oct.

<i, coincidently with the opening of the annual Elec-

trical Exposition and Motor Show, and reached Peeks-

kill, N. Y., the same evening. The next day it ran

through to Albany, N. Y. According to the report of

the expert of the New York Electric Vehicle Dealers'

Association who is accompanying the vehicle as official

observer, 111 amp.-hr. were consumed in making the

run from the Grand Central Palace to Peekskill, a dis-

tance of 45 miles. At Ossining the battery was given

a boost of 80 amp.-hr. for one hour because it was found
necessary to make a long detour from the main road in

order to reach Peekskill, this detour including bad roads

and heavy grades. On the road from Peekskill to Al-

bany the vehicle, which was carrying its rated capacity

of 750 lb., stopped at Poughkeepsie to receive a boost-

ing charge.

As yet the campaign started by the sales organiza-

tions of the central stations of New York City and New
Jersey have not been under way long enough to show
results, but it is expected that by the time the offer

expires—that is, Oct. 31—a large number of vehicles

will have been sold. At present they are selling at the

rate of three a day. Each of the central-station com-
panies has a large number of electric-vehicle "pros-

pects" whom they feel certain will be interested in the

proposition. There are a large number of the vehicles

already in operation in the territory of the Public Serv-

ice Electric Company of New Jersey which were put

out prior to the present campaign. In that territory

the company has found a number of customers who
prefer to pay for their ve-

hicles outright. It is ex-

pected, however, that the

deferred-payment plan for

the vehicle itself and the

monthly battery payment
will be greatly instrumen-

tal in successful sale of a

large number of the

vehicles.

A fund of $10,000 has

been pledged by the vehicle

maker and the central-sta-

tion companies for adver-

tising the offer in the press

of New York City and in

the territory of the Public

Service Electric Company
of New Jersey. Cars for

demonstrating purposes are

available to the central sta-

tions on request, and in

addition there is an exhibit

at the Electrical Exposi-

tion and Motor Show in

New York City.
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Trigonometric Expressions for the Phenomena
Occurring in Long-Distance Transmission Lines

By V. Karapetoff 1

The author of this article presents a real addition to mathematical interpretations

of the phenomena of transmission lines. He shows how the equations discussed may be
practically applied to investigate the effect of frequency upon the velocity of propagation

of alternating currents, power dissipation along the line, and in studying the transmis-

sion of speech without distortion. An approximate formula for determining the voltage

rise at the receiving end of a transmission line will be given next week for the use of

those who are not familiar with the complex quantities of the equations given.

THE purpose of this article is to give some practi-

cal applications of simple trigonometric expres-

sions for the rate of variation of the phase and of

the amplitude of the voltage along a transmission line or

a cable. These expressions are as accurate as the form-

ulas found in most standard works on the subject, but

are much more convenient in application, the simplifica-

tion being due to the introduction of certain auxiliary

angles. While in principle these formulas are not new,

the practical applications given below are of sufficient

interest to warrant giving a brief proof of the formulas

and introducing certain definitions which are conve-

nient in application.

Let a long power-transmission line, a telephone line, a

telegraph line, or a cable, have the following constants

per unit length of the loop: resistance r, inductance L,

capacity C and leakage conductance g. Let an alternat-

ing voltage E
1
of a frequency / be applied at one end of

the line and let the other end of the line be loaded on

some given impedance. The voltage at each point of

the line is an alternating one (neglecting the original

transient term), but differs from E
1

in phase and in

amplitude.

The general differential equations of propagation of

sinusoidal currents and voltages along conductors with

distributed properties are:
3

(PI
YZI (1)

ds2

(2)

In these expressions E and / are the vectors of voltage

and of current at a point distant s from the receiving

end of the line. Z and Y are the series impedance and
the shunted admittance of the line per unit length ex-

expressed as complex numbers, or

Y = g+ jb = g + j2*fC
Z = r-\-jx = r~\~ j2nfL

The solution of equations (1) and (2)

I = A^ms — A
2
b-"18

E = ZAAy + As""]
where A

x
and A., are two constants of integration de-

termined by the given conditions at one or two points

of the line, e is the base of the natural logarithms, and
the quantities m and Z have the following values:

(3)

(4)

is of the form

(5)

(6)

•Professor of electrical engineering, Cornell University.
2Heaviside, O., "Electromagnetic Theory," London, 1894, Vol. I,

p. 450 ; Fleming, J. A., "The Propagation of Electric Currents In
Telephone and Telegraph Conductors," London, 1911, p. 68 ; Steln-
metz, C. P., "Transient Electric Phenomena and Oscillations,"
New York, 1909, p. 285; Karapetoff, V., "The Electric Circuit,"
New York. 1912, p. 209.

V
:

(7)

(8)

m= \/YZ

~Z

. T
The complex quantity m is called the propagation

constant of the line; Z is known as the initial sending
end impedance of the line.

5

When the current I
2
and the voltage E

3
at the receiv-

ing end (s = 0) are given, equations (5) and (6) become

.(«»• + e
-i»«) -\-{^2 |_I_( e™« — f-"»») (9)

E = E
t
—(*ma + t ') (10)

or, in terms of the hyperbolic functions of the complex
angle ms,

• E
1 = /, cosh ms -\-~- sinh ms (11)

E = E
2
cosh ms -f- (/,£„) sinh ms (12)

As stated before, m and Z are complex quantities de-

termined by the impedance Z and the admittance Y for

unit length of the line. It will be seen from equations

(9) and (10) that the performance of the line depends
upon the constants m and Z , so that it is important to

express m and Z in a simple manner through the given
constants r, x, g and 6.

We have

m=y/YZ = * + ft (13)

Vf- T
o + /*. (14)

where a and (J are certain numerics per unit length, and
r and x

g
are a fictitious resistance and reactance per

unit length respectively. Substituting in these equa-

tions the values of Y and Z from equations (3) and (4)

and separating the real and the imaginary parts, the

four constants a, (3, r and x are readily determined.

However, the expressions so obtained are somewhat
complicated, and are not convenient either for numerical
computations, or for a general investigation as to the

effect of the relative value of each factor. For instance,

the following expressions are obtained for a and (*:'

*=Vi{v fT-ftf) (s-'+ft
3

) +(gr— xb)} (15)

I = J^{VTtTT&TWTV') — (gr— xb)} (16)

'Fleming, ibid., p. 7 2. Some authors call Z„ the apparent surge
Impedance.

'Steinmetz, C. P., "Transient Phenomena," p. 286 ; Fleming,
J. A., "Propagation of Currents," p. 69 ; Franklin, W. S., "Elec-
tric Waves," p. 144.
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i; preferable to express I and Z In • trigonometric

form, namely

.

I y(cos \ \ j Bin i|0 >/«^ I
l7)

/. 1 1 cos 9 | j §in 9) 't ;,/'
I L8)

where 1/ and I are the numerical values of shunted ad-

mittance and Of series impedance per unit length, and

. aIH |
.< are the corresponding phase displacement

angles.' Or, by comparison with equations (8) and

I 1),

r = zcos cp (19)

x — z sin 9 (20)

g = y COS <|> (21)

b = y sin | (22)

Substitution of the exponential values of Y and Z from

equations (17) and (18) into equations (13) and (14)

gives

1

in \lz 5>4oA + f) — y 2/^1 COS-^- (cp + <|0

-f ; sin-— (cp-f <|/)

;

- = Vt
c>i(« — ^) =

Vt[-
cos— (cp— 40

+ ;' sin 4-<?-*>]

(23)

(23a)

The form of these equations" suggests the use of the

following two angles:

*—-2"(<P + +)

= -«-(?— *)

(24)

(24a)

The angle t may be named the imperfection angle of

the line, and angle t the initial sending end phase angle,

or the surge phase angle. In a line devoid of resistance

and leakage 9 = 4* = 90 deg., and x = t = 0. Compari-

son with equations (13) and (14) gives the following

simple expressions for the constants in question:

Attenuation constant a = yyz cos-g-(cp + 40

= \/yz sin t

Wave-length constant {J

— . 1
V2/*sin-jj-(9 + <l0

= y/yz cos x

Initial sending end resistance r,

1

"2

Initial sending end reactance x,

1

1 senc

-V

(<p— +) =

z .—sin—
2/ 2

(9

COS X n

Initial sending end impedance z =

sin x„

V?

(25)

(26)

(27)

(27a)

(28)

A comparison of equations (25) and (26) shows
that the tangent of the line imperfection angle x is equal

to the ratio of a to (3, or

tan x = -£- (28a)

Since the four constants r, x, g and b of the line are

supposed to be given, the four constants y, z, 9 and <\> are

easily determined from the following equations:

5For trigonometric and exponential expressions of impedance and
admittance see, for instance, Karapetoff, V., "The Electric Circuit,"
New York, 1912, pp. 68, 77, 93 and 97.

sThe angles y<i (0 + if/) and }4 (4>— ^) have been previously used
by Dr. Harold Pender in his article entitled "Complete Solution of
Transmission Line with Distributed Capacity and Leakage," Elec-
trical World, Vol. 54 (1909), p. 90. See also H. Pender and
H. F. Thomson, "The Mechanical and Electric Characteristics of
Transmission Lines," Trans. A. I. E. E., Vol. 30 (1911), p. 2266.
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tan cp

X

r
(29)

tan |
h

(30)

z
X

Mil „

b

(81)

y =
sin |

I 32 ,

Or, in place of the last two equations, the following two
may be used

:

z
T

(88)
COS cp

V - (34)
cos ^

Therefore all the quantities on the right-hand side of

equations (25) to (28) are known, and the values of

a, [J, r and x are easily computed. Moreover, the intro-

duction of the angles cp and <\i gives another insight into

the phenomena themselves. Some practical applications

of the foregoing equations are considered below.

1.—The Effect of the Frequency Upon the Attenuation Con-

stant and Upon the Velocity of Propagation of

Alternating Currents

The velocity of propagation of electric waves along

ideal conductors is theoretically equal to the velocity of

light, that is, when the resistance r and the leakage g
are assumed to be negligibly small. In actual lines,

however, the velocity of propagation of telephone cur-

rents is considerably below that of the light and de-

pends upon the frequency /, the resistance r and the

leakage g. For a given line, the lower the frequency

the lower is the velocity of propagation, and the lower

is the rate at which the amplitude of the wave is de-

graded or attenuated along the line. These results may
be deduced from the foregoing expressions for a and fi

as follows:

Substitution of the values of y and z from equations

(33) and (34) into equation (25) gives

a = \/rg

COS— (cp-f $)

(35)
\/COS cp cos <\>

In this expression the angles cp and ^ are functions of

the frequency /, according to the well-known relations

x 2-nfL
tan cp =— =T r r

tan 4*
= 2izfC

(36)

(37)
9 9

In order to determine whether a increases or decreases

with /, form the first derivative of a with respect to /.

The work of actual differentiation is much simplified if

a derivative is taken of a
2 rather than of <x itself. This

gives

d , .. d , , s
dcp

, d , , % d$>— (a
1
) =_(a2)-^-+— (a

2

)

df d9
v

' df
r
dfy

v ' df
(38)

But

rg

COS
2—(cp + <|)

COS cp COS <\>

d , ,. 1

T9W =-2 rd

2
y

sin cp
-

1 + COS (cp + 4Q

COS cp cos <\>

- sin '\i

d_

dj7
(a

J

) - rg

COS
2

cp COS '\i

sin 'I
— sin cp

2 * cos
2

>\i cos 9

Differentiation of equation (36) gives

sec 9 • -T7 =
dy

df

2uL

r

2tt/L

~rj
—tan 9

or
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j7=-j- sin tp cos 9

By analogy, from equation (37),

d* 1 . .

-tv = —sin <b COS <l>.

df f

Substitution of the values of these four derivatives

into equation (38) gives, after simplification,

1 ^ (sin ? - sin*)'
(39)

the shunted conductance, per unit length of the line, is

y«- 2 / cos 9 cos *

All the quantities which enter in this expression are

d
essentiaHy positive, so that -r-r (a') is a positive quanti-

df

ty, and therefore the attenuation constant a increases

with the frequency. In other words, currents of lower

frequency are attenuated less (their amplitude is re-

duced less per unit length of the conductor) than cur-

rents of higher frequencies.

Similarly, substitution of the values of y and z from
equations (31) and (32) into equation (26) gives

p = \/bx

sin— (cp + *)

:.2lif \'CL

sin— (cp + <J0

(40)
V sin cp sin * v sin 9 sin 4*

But, from the method of derivation, £ is the angle by

which the phase of the line voltage changes per unit

length of the conductor. Consequently, the wave-length

X=£ (41)

and the velocity of propagation

v = n=^f (42)

Substitution in this expression of the value of [J from
equation (40) gives

V = J__.
Vimyjjny

(4g)yCL
sin-—- (cp + 4-)

By a method entirely analogous to that given for <x

j

above, one can prove that -^ (v
2

) is always positive, so

that high-frequency currents are propagated more rap-

idly than low-frequency currents.

Any one who would try to prove these statements

from the usual expressions (15) and (16) for ot, and (i

would find the task rather involved, and would see at

once the superiority of the trigonometric expressions

(25) and (26), or of (35), (40) and (43).'

2.—Power Dissipation Along the Line

Electric power is consumed along the line partly in the

series resistance r, partly in the shunted conductance g.

It is of interest to derive and to analyze expressions for

this loss of power. Let the effective value of the line

current at some point of the line be I, and the effective

value of the line voltage at the same point E. Then the

average power consumed in line resistance on an in-

finitesimal length lis is

dP r = Frds,

or the average rate of power dissipation in the series

resistance, per unit length of the line, is

dP
(44)

ds
= Pr

Similarly, the average rate of power dissipation in

Fleming, ibid., p. 77, states that "it is easily seen" that c and
v increase with the frequency, but gives no general proof, except
a numerical example in which he assumes g = 0. Moreover, he
qua lilies his statement by the condition that rC > gL. It will be
seen from the foregoing discussion that the limitation is not
necessary.

(IP,

ds
L = E*g (45)

In these formulas V and E* can be expressed through
the quantities which enter in equations (5) and
These expressions are of the form

/ = *+ ft' and E = e + jet,

so that
/' = «»+ (i'y and E 1 = e

2

-f (e')
:

(46)

Let the constants of integration, A, and A., which
have the physical dimension of a current, be expressed
in the form

A, = At
ti& and A

2
= A

a
tM; (47)

where 6; and 0;, are the corresponding phase angles.

Then, using the value of m from equation (13), equa-
tion (5) becomes

/ = A
x
t°-S + U$s + & ) —

A

2
e — as — X/3s — 0i) (48)

Separating the real and the imaginary parts gives

/= [A^cosCPs + O.) — A
a
e
— as cos (Jjs— 6J]

+ /[A l6«*sin (ps + e,) +A
2
e-"*sin (ps— 6

2 ) ] (49)

Consequently, according to equations (44) and (46),

dP r

-j— = rAf**" + rA
2

3e—2as— 2rA,A
a
cos (2ps + 6,— 6J

(50)
By analogy, from equations (6), (45) and (46),

^- = gz:A
x

\z*s + gz *Aa
't-2oa

+ 2gz 2A
1
A

2
cos (2^ + 8,-6,) (51)

A somewhat better comparison between the values of

power loss in r and g is afforded by the expressions of

power loss over a quarter wave-length. Take a point
on the line at a distance s

l
from the receiver end such

that

2p»x -f. 6,-6, = k%,

where k is any positive integer, and another point at a
distance s

a
for which

2ps
1 + I

— 6,= (fc + l)«.

The distance between these points is

it

8, S. =
20

or, using the expression for (3 from equation (41),

,=-4-* (52)

Integrating equations (50) and (51) between the limits

s
1
and s

2 , and remembering that for a variable angle 5 the
integral of cos 8 between 8 = k-x and 8= (fe + l)it is

identically equal to zero, we obtain

Pr,\\ = [A/(. 2as, £ 2as,) _|_ A*(s — 2as i— s— 2a»,)]

(53)
9Z

UPg.W = V1
• [A/'U 2^— S 2«.) + A/(e - 2«S

, _ 6
ad

as2
) ]

(54)

The expressions in the brackets are identical, so that

Pr&%Pg# (55)

according to whether

r^gz,\

Using the value of z„ from equation (28), and sub-

stituting for y and z their expressions from equations

(33) and (34), the foregoing inequality becomes

cos -|

or, finally,

r > r
<• cos 9
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<p<4,

In other words, the .loiilcan loss of power in the line

conductors per quarter wave length li greater or smaller
than the loss of power diic to imperfect insulation on

the same length according to whether the series lm-

pedance angle y Is smaller or greater than the shunted

admittance angle <\>.

It will DC shown that speech transmission is the

better the nearer the angles y and \ are equal to each
other. In praetiee, | is much greater than <p, and the

power loss in conductors is much higher than that in

the Imperfecl Insulation. For this reason, making the
insulation worse sometimes improve, the dist inct ness

Of the transmitted speech, though, Of course, the in-

tensity of the sound is reduced. The reason Is that with
a perfect insulation \ 90 deg., and as the insulation
loss is increased, i|i Itecomes more nearly equal to 9, and
the loss /',,

;

approaches Pj »*.

The concluding pari of this article, to he printed next
week, will cover "distortionless telephone line," "voltage
rise at the receiver end," and "quarter wave-length line."

THE EVOLUTION OF THE INCANDESCENT LAMP—CARBON, GRAPHITIZED, TANTALUM,
PRESSED-TUNGSTEN AND DRAWN-WIRE-TUNGSTEN FILAMENTS IN VACUO, AND TUNG-
STEN FILAMENT IN GAS-FILLED BULB

Thirty-five Years of Lamp Sales
Statistics on the Growth of Incandescent-Lamp Production Since Edison Produced First Commercial

Filament Thirty-six Years Ago Next Thursday

REGULAR manufacture of the electric incandescent
lamp began at Menlo Park, N. J., in 1880—during
which year 25,000 lamps were made. In the fol-

lowing year the production was increased to 30,000
lamps, most of the output being in the 16-cp. size. By
1913, thirty-two years later, the output of incandescent
lamps in the United States had reached the high mark
of over 80,000,000. The rate at which the output of
lamps has increased since Edison first put his lamp on
the market is shown graphically on page 861. For the
period from 1881 to 1904 no accurate data on the output
of lamps are obtainable. In comparing different types
of lamps the year 1907 is chosen as the beginning, since
in that year the carbon-lamp output reached its maxi-
mum, a total of 48,800,000. Since then the demand for
carbon lamps has been steadily dropping off, until in

1914 the output was but 4,500,000—less than 10 per cent
of the production of seven years before.

The graphitized-filament lamp which was introduced
in 1906 had for seven years a steadily increasing output,
reaching a maximum in 1913 of 28,705,000. In 1914,
however, the output of this lamp dropped to 16,114,000.
The tantalum lamp enjoyed but a brief commercial ex-

istence. It first appeared in 1906, in which year 200,000
were manufactured. In 1910 the output was 2,433,000,
the largest for any one year. The lamp last appeared
on any scale in 1912, when the sales had dropped to

658,000.

In 1907, the year the carbon lamp reached the crest

of its wave, the tungsten lamp made its debut. Only

52,471 were manufactured the first year. In seven
years, however, the output had grown to 52,500,000 per
year. While the output of the carbon lamp was falling

to one-tenth of its former production, the output of

tungsten lamps increased ten times.

With improvements in the lamp and in the methods
of manufacture came numerous price reductions. Curves
herewith show how the prices of the 25-watt, 40-watt,

60-watt and 100-watt sizes (those having the largest

sales) have been steadily reduced. The 100-watt size,

NUMBER OF LAMPS SOLD BY CLASS FROM 1904 TO 1914

Year Carbon
Graphitized-

Filament
Tantalum Tungsten Total

1903
1904 33,233.724

36,538,392
42,000,000

48,800,000
37,979,000
35,231,000
36,495,000

32,961,000
15,300,000
7,880,000
4,500,000

33,233,744
1905 36,538,392
1906 2,200,000

3,085,000
4,419,000
9,761,000
11,608,000

14,963,000
24,452,000
28,705,000
16,114,000

200,000

394,000
998,000

1,672,000
2,433,000

1,995,000
658,000

44,400,000

1907
1908
1909
1910

1911
*1912
*1913

52,471
3,315,000

• 7,701,000
12,232,000

18,044,000
20,757,000
45,000,000
52,500,000

52,471,000
46,712,000
54,375,000
62,773,000

67,952,000
61,167,000
81,585,000

•1914 73,114,000

'Number of lamps shown here has been estimated by using an average selling price.

which cost $2 in 1907, costs 65 cents at the present time,

a reduction of 67.5 per cent. The 60-watt size cost $1.75

in 1907 and now sells at 35 cents, a decrease of 80 per

cent. The 40-watt size, which cost $1.50 in 1907, is now
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LAMP OUTPUTS CONTRASTED

OVER A QUARTER-CENTURY

This diagram shows the steady
growth in the number of incan-

descent lamps manufactured and
Indicates the relative part

played bj each type of lllumin-

ant in making up the total. The
rise arid fall of the carbon unit

and the growth of the tungsten
lamp are indicated by the

shaded and black areas.

Lamp Output.

I i Carbon
W77A GemK Mazda
E38 Tantalum

Ml

. :1
I—ll—

1

8.0,000,000

70,000,000

60,000,000
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30,000,000

20,000,000

10,000,000
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sold for 25 cents, a decrease of 83.3 per cent. The in-

itial price of the 25-watt lamp, which was placed on the

market in 1908, was 85 cents. Its price for 1915 is 25

cents, representing a decrease of 70.6 per cent.

Since Edison produced his first lamp many scientists

and research investigators have been devoting their

energies toward improving the electric incandescent

lamp. The amount of light to be had per watt of input

has grown, as shown graphically herewith, from around
0.14 cp. per watt using the bamboo filament to about

1.7 cp. per watt for the gas-filled tungsten lamp. For
the same energy consumption the user is able, therefore,

in 1915 to obtain almost twelve times as much light as

was possible with the first commercial lamps, represent-

ing an increase of 1075 per cent in efficiency.

Steady Increase of Luminous Efficiency

The increase in light for the same energy input for

the four most popular sizes of Mazda lamps is shown
in the figure at the bottom of this page. The 25-watt

lamp has increased from 0.68 cp. per watt to 0.95 cp. per

watt, the 40-watt lamp from 0.77 cp. per watt, to 0.96

cp. per watt, the 60-watt lamp from 0.775 cp. per watt

to 1 cp. per watt, and the 100-watt lamp from 0.78 cp.

per watt to 1.05 cp. per watt.

The useful life of carbon lamps, taken to 80 per cent

of their initial candle-power, has also received attention.

The first lamps had a burn-out life of from forty hours

to one hundred hours. The average useful life was in

the neighborhood of fifty hours. The useful life of the

commercial carbon lamp is about 450 hours. The
graphitized-filament lamp has a slightly longer life,

while the tungsten lamp has a life of usefulness of 1000

hours. With the price of tungsten lamps only slightly

higher than carbon units and with a useful life more
than 120 per cent of that of the carbon unit, it is not

difficult to see why in seven years the sale of tungstens

has increased over ten times, while the sale of carbons

has decreased to less than one-tenth of its former de-

mand.
More than 96 per cent of the Mazda lamps sold in

1913 and 1914 were of the multiple type, the remainder

Hours
200 400 600 800 1000

Candltpower perVfoH.
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COMPARISONS OF BURNING HOURS AND LUMINOUS EFFI-

CIENCIES OF EARLY CARBON AND MODERN INCANDESCENT

UNITS

being of the series type. The four sizes most used, as

already stated, were the 25-watt, 40-watt, 60-watt and

100-watt sizes. The following figures show the percen-

tages of the total sales in these sizes for the years 1913

and 1914:

1913 1914

25-watt 29.340 26.780

40-watt 27.110 26.323

60-watt 15-085 16.724

100-watt 5 - 722 5
"
99

Sales by Millions.
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Transmission-Line Construction for Mountain Districts

How Wires Are Kepi Apart and in Fixed Position at Line Structures—Method Used

by Southern Central-Station Company Operating Lines Across Virginia Valleys

By H. M. Somkrville*

THK mountainous districts traversed by the trans-

mission lines of the Appalachian Power Company
in Virginia and West Virginia present conditions

that have demanded an economical design of line

structure and one to which the conductors may be suit-

ably fastened when situated in a wide valley or depres-

sion. When the usual design of structure is used to

support high-voltage transmission lines under these

conditions, the conductors are rigidly clamped to a num-
ber of these structures in order to obtain greater sta-

bility in the line than could be secured by simply sus-

pending them from all of the supporting structures.

It has been found that a large majority of the in-

sulator failures on the 88,000-volt transmission lines

of the company were at these dead-end structures

where the string of connected disk insulators was
pulled out in a horizontal direction, subjecting them to

a greater mechanical strain and leaving both sides of

the insulators exposed to moisture, rain and snow. To
insure anything like equal insulation, more insulator

•Mechanical engineer Appalachian Power Company, Bluefiehl,
W. Va.

disks are used at dead ends than at straight suspension

structures, and no more dead-ending of conductors is

done than is necessary for a proper stability of the

line.

In the case of a transmission line crossing a level

country, certain structures a fixed distance apart are

made dead-end structures. In the case of crossing

mountainous territory, where supports are set some-

times on top of the mountain, sometimes on the moun-
tainside, and again in the valley, the question of where
the conductors shall be dead-ended always arises. In

the case of the mountain-top structure and the hillside

structure the wires may be suspended. In the case of a

structure in the valley the straight suspension type of

construction cannot be used, for the conductors exert

an "up-strain" on the structure, owing to the fact that

FIG. 1—A SIMPLE
CARE OF

POLE-LINE CONSTRUCTION THAT TAKES
UP-STRAINS OF CONDUCTORS

FIG. 2—THE CONDUCTOR CLAMP USED IN CONSTRUCTION

SHOWN IN FIG. 1

the resultant force of the tension in the wires on both

sides is in an upward direction.

In many cases where low structures cannot be sim-

ple suspension structures the conductors have been

dead-ended with the thought that two birds could be

killed with one stone, or, in other words, that the con-

ductors could be properly spaced and the line at the

same time made more rigid. However, there are sev-

eral reasons why the conductors should not be dead-

ended at such points:

Reasons Against Dead-Ending at Certain Points

1. In very mountainous countries such a method

calls for more dead-end structures than necessary, for

in addition to the low structures the conductors at

turns in the line would also have to be dead-ended.

2. It is customary to dead-end the conductors by

means of a loop-forming strain clamp, the clamp being

supported by a string of connected insulators fastened

to the cross-arm and extending out from the cross-arm

in the direction of the transmission wires. When the

loop formed by the dead-end clamp passes under the

insulators and cross-arm to a similar clamp on the

other side of the structure, and where the wires leave
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the supporting structure in an upward direction from

both sides, not enough clearance will be obtained be-

tween the loop and cross-arm unless an enormously

large and expensive clamp and loop are employed.

3. Wires are usually pulled up to the proper tension

at dead-end supports and a dynamometer used at this

point to indicate when the maximum allowable tension

in the conductor has been reached. If a dynamometer
is attached to the wire at the lower end of a hillside

span, the dynamometer reading will be correct for that

point, but at points higher up on the hillside the ten-

sion in the wire will be higher than the tension indi-

cated by the dynamometer, and a dangerously high

tension might be reached. The tension at any point

may be calculated, but a much simpler method is to

pull up and dead-end the wire at its highest point of

support, reading the maximum allowable tension on the

dynamometer at that point, which will be the maxi-

mum tension in the wire.

Method Used by Appalachian Power Company

In those cases where it is impracticable to use simple

suspension at low points in the line and it is not ad-

visable to dead-end the conductors, the Appalachian
Power Company on its high-tension transmission lines

in the mountains of Virginia and West Virginia uses

the method of fastening conductors in a fixed position

shown in Fig. 1. The wire is suspended in the usual

way, and kept from pulling up against the cross-arm

above by means of a second cross-arm below, to which
the wire is tied down by suspension insulators placed in

a manner similar to the string of suspension insulators

above the conductor, the wire being thus secured be-

tween two groups of suspended insulators.

Since there are two sets of insulators for the "up-

strain" structure and also two sets for the dead-end
structure, the question may arise as to which is the

cheaper of the two types. This question is settled by
the fact that each set of insulators of the dead-end
structure must contain more disks than a single set of

the suspended insulators, and therefore for equal insu-

lation the cost of insulators for the "up-strain" struc-

ture is less than for the dead-end structure. Further,

the "up-strain" structure is easy to erect as compared
with the dead-end structure, and it is much easier to

fasten the wires in between the two cross-arms than it

is to form a dead-end. Again, the cost of one simple

"up-strain" clamp, as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration, is only a small portion of the cost of the loop-

forming strain clamps required for dead-ending.

Some Difficulties Encountered

The "up-strain" clamp shown in Fig. 2 is a develop-

ment of a clamp which was the product of necessity.

When the method of suspending high-tension trans-

mission wires by means of connected disk insulators

was first used in the mountainous district already men-
tioned, it was found that wires suspended in warm
weather from structures situated at a lower level than
the two adjacent structures would often pull up against
the cross-arm above when the weather turned extremely
cold. To prevent this, a lower arm was added and the
wires were tied down to it by means of a second string
of insulators fastened to the ordinary suspension clamp.
The suspension clamps had no place for attaching a sec-

ond string of insulators below the clamp, so that the
top insulator of the lower set was fastened to the up-
per part of the clamp by means of a piece of wire.
Later, the idea was conceived of turning the suspension
Hamp upside down and fastening the lower set of in-

sulators to the eye of the clamp, leaving the upper arm
and set of insulators off altogether. However, an un-
foreseen trouble came up on account of the wires being

fig. 3- -TWO WAYS OF USING CLAMPS TO HOLD CONDUCTORS
IN A FIXED POSITION

strung and tied down in cold weather and commencing
to slack off as the weather became warmer, finally re-

lieving the string of insulators of any pull in an up-

ward direction and allowing them to collapse and un-

hook. If the temperature of the wires continued to rise,

they would sink until they touched the cross-arm below,

burning it off, or, if the temperature fell, the wires

would rise high in the air, leaving them without sup-

port.

The clamp shown was then designed and patented by
the writer for such structures, having the wire seat

curved slightly upward at the ends and an eye above

and below the clamping parts so that the two necessary

sets of insulators might be attached. Thus the wire is

held firmly between two supports, relieved of both "up-

strains" and "down-strains," with no cumbersome loop

or edgewise insulators. Where the "up-strain" is

small, or in cases where the wire is suspended but is so

light that there is danger of its being blown up into the

cross-arm above, a cast-iron weight may be attached to

the lower eye of the clamp which will hold the wire

down, as shown in Fig. 3. In fact, the use at all points

of suspension of the double-eye clamp with weights or a

second set of insulators adds an extra safeguard to the

line.

AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF FEED WATER
A Method for the Regulation of Boiler-Feed Water Accord-

ing to Evaporation

To obtain the best results from a boiler the feed

water should be supplied continuously and maintained

at a relatively high level during light loads to store

heat and at a lower level during peak loads so that

steam will be quickly available from the furnace con-

.Connectincj Tubing

FIG. 1—ARRANGEMENT AND CONNECTIONS OF BOILER-FEED

REGULATORS
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ditiom with a constant level during steady load. These

condition! arc secured at the 'joist Street station of the

United Electric Lighl ^v Power Compay, New Sfork

City, b) a method of feed-water regulation. Each of

the thirt) two 650 hp. B. A W. boilers in this station is

equipped with regulators which admit water to their

respective boilers in proportion to the evaporation, the

water pressure in the supply line hennr maintained con-

stant by automatically governed teed pumps. The ar

rangement and connections of the regulators are shown
in Fig. 1 and (he const rued ion in Pig, 2.

The generator surrounding the pipe connecting with

the boiler, shown in Fig. J. contains water which is

vaporized when the water level in the boiler drops sutli

ciently to permit steam to eider the central tube. For
instance, with one-quarter of the tube exposed to steam
from the boiler just enough pressure will be produced
in the generator to open the diaphragm valve about one-

quarter way. Similarly, with steam in contact with

Water
Space

Valve
r

FIG. 2—CONSTRUCTION OF EQUIPMENT FOR THE AUTO-
MATIC REGULATION OF BOILER-FEED WATER

This illustration shows the design of regulator used by the

United Electric Light & Power Company of New York City as

made by the S-C Regulator Company, Fostoria, Ohio. It consists

of a closed cylindrical shell or "generator" with attached radi-

ators connected with the water and steam space in the boiler. The
diaphragm valve connected with the generator admits water to

the boiler. The pipes connected with the boiler are flexibly joined

by two short pipes and a pipe passing through the generator so

that the position of the latter can be changed to meet operating

conditions.

the interior of the entire tube the valve will be opened

completely. Excessive pressure cannot be produced in

the generator, for as soon as any pressure exists water

is forced from around the steam column into the dia-

phragm valve, leaving only part of the water in contact

wtih the tube and increasing the radiating surface in

contact with the steam. Usually only 25-lb. pressure is

required to open the valve completely. The sensitive-

ness of the regulator is dependent on the amount of

radiating surface provided, which can be changed to

suit operating conditions by increasing or decreasing

the number of radiating sections.

In actual service the regulator valve is about one-half

open, necessitating a pressure of about 21 lb. in the

generator. When water in the boiler -drops 0.5 in. or

0.25 in. the regulator generator pressure is increased

PIG. :{ RECORDS SHOWING VARIATION IN DKMAND KOK

STEAM

to 22 lb., which means an additional opening of the

valve. A subsequent rise of 0.25 in. to 0.5 in. in the

boiler caused by dropping off of load would therefore

require a decrease of only 1 lb. in the generator pressure
to obtain the proper opening in the valve for lighter

feed. This is accomplished almost simultaneously with
the change in water level, or, for further illustration,

during one test, when it took eighty-five seconds to re-

duce 22 lb. pressure in the generator, it required about
four seconds to make a 1-lb. reduction.

This regulating arrangement requires little atten-

tion, since the apparatus has only one moving part, the

diaphragm-valve stem. Every three to six months the

generator needs refilling with water. There is practi-

cally no opportunity for water to leak out of the genera-

tor as it is made of a seamless shell with brazed ends

connected with the diaphragm by seamless tubing. Even
if water should leak out, it would be noticed because of

the gradual drop in water level. Provision is made for

hand regulation when the automatic apparatus is cut

out for any reason. In case it is found desirable to

change the limits of the boiler-water level it can be

easily done by altering the angle at which the generator

is supported. This is permitted by the linkage of pipes

connected with the boilers.

The diagrams of Fig. 4 compare -the water flow, reg-

ulator-valve travel and water level under different load

conditions during twenty-four hours. The three upper

curves are records of boiler evaporation as measured
by three standard devices. The bottom record shows

that the water is kept at a low level during heavy loads

and a higher level during light loads.

FIG. 4—RECORDS OF WATER SUPPLIED TO BOILERS AND

VARIATION IN WATER LEVELS
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CONCRETE ENGINE FOUNDATIONS
The Fundamental Requirements, Necessary Area and

Method of Construction

By H. Colin Campbell

On account of the facility and rapidity with which
concrete may be placed, it has practically supplanted

masonry construction for machinery foundations.

Adaptability to irregular excavations, capacity for rein-

forcement when necessary, and ability to withstand the

effect of vibration, such as occurs from running engines,

are distinctive merits of concrete in such construction.

It is seldom necessary to reinforce concrete foundations

unless they are likely to be subjected to excessive side

thrust, vibration, or other unusual strains. Where the

bed extends above ground some distance, reinforcing is

occasionally used to counteract stresses arising from
contraction and expansion due to temperature changes.

The fundamental requirements leading to the suc-

cessful use of concrete in engine foundations may be
summarized as follows:

1. Natural mixed aggregate, such as bank or pit-run,

or artificially prepared mixtures should not be used.

Correct proportioning of the several ingredients is nec-

essary to secure maximum density.

2. Different classes of aggregate should be kept sepa-

rate until they are to be combined in the concrete mixer.
Aggregates should be clean, that is, free from clay, loam
and organic matter.

3. Foundations for smooth-running small engines and
light machinery causing little vibration and no impact
should preferably be made of a 1:2% :5 mixture of ce-

ment, stone and sand. Foundations for heavy engines and
machinery not causing excessive vibration or impact
should be of a 1 :2 :4 concrete mixture. Foundations for

all machinery causing excessive vibration and heavy
impact should be of a 1:1% :3 concrete mixture.
The factors for determining the area of engine and

machinery foundations include the area of the engine
base and character of the supporting ground. The safe
load for different soils varies, as shown in the following
table

:

Character of Supporting Safe Load Tons per Sq. Ft.

Ground Bearing Area

Ledge rock 36

Hardpan 8

Gravel 5

Clean sand 4

Dry clay 3

Wet clay 2

Loam 1

Sand in strata of sufficient thickness forms one of the

firmest and best foundations. It must, however, be con-

fined when wet, so as to prevent spreading. Compact
gravel will carry loads varying from 8 to 10 tons per
square foot. The bearing power of soils increases when
compacted, that is, the greater the depth to which the
foundation footing is placed the greater will be the

bearing power of the soil.

The depth of plain concrete foundations should be at

least twice the offset distance. Heavy foundations re-

quiring a bearing area larger than the engine or ma-
chine base may have sloped or stepped sides. In any
case the offset should be as given above. The depth of a

reinforced-concrete foundation should be determined
by actual design for each problem according to the
weight of the imposed loading and character of founda-
tion.

Whenever a foundation is to be constructed on filled

ground which cannot by ordinary tamping or compact-
ing be made solid enough to insure carrying the super-
imposed load without settlement, the weight must be
distributed by a footing. In the case of soil having

such low bearing power as to require excessively wide

footings, reinforcing should be introduced in the footing

to distribute the load on the slab without injuring it.

Concrete foundations and footings may be keyed by

partly embedding vertical rods or horizontal I-beams

in the footing. If, in placing the foundation, the con-

crete in the footing hardens before the work is con-

tinued, the upper surface of the footing should be

cleaned, roughened and thoroughly wet, and then painted

with a thin grout mixed in the proportion of a sack of

cement to 1 cu. ft. of sand, before continuing the plac-

ing of concrete. When the earth is firm enough, the

sides of an excavation will serve as a form for that part

of the foundation that is to be below ground.

Anchor bolts should be embedded in the concrete,

being held in correet position by suspension through

holes in a templet resting on the foundation form. The

location of holes in the templet should correspond to

their location in the bed plate, or base of the engine.

Sometimes anchor plates or large washers are placed on

bolt heads to effect greater security when embedding

them in the concrete. The bolt ends projecting above

the template should be covered when placing concrete, to

prevent spilling concrete on them and thus making
threading on or off of nuts difficult. Usually engines

and dynamos may be placed in position and started after

the concrete has had ten days to two weeks for hard-

ening.

Two Control Systems for Steel-Mill Motor

Drives

Two commercial systems by which the speeds of steel

rolling-mill induction motors may be economically varied

over considerable ranges were described by K. A. Pauly
in a paper presented at the recent convention of the

Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers.

These are known as the Scherbius and rotary-converter

systems. The first, of foreign origin, is shown in Figs.

1 and 2. The slip energy, or that usually dissipated in

a rheostat of the main induction motor, is delivered to

a polyphase commutator connected to the slip-rings of

the main induction motor and either returned to the

~UE

K®E=
FIGS. 1 AND 2—ARRANGEMENT OF MACHINES FOR

SCHERBIUS CONTROL SYSTEM
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power system through an induction or synchronous gen

er&tor driven by the polyphase commutator motor or to

the main rolJ snail i>\ mounting the alternating-corn

imitator motor on the mill shaft. The rotary converter

system differs In the method of returning the slip

energy of the mam roll motor to the power system or

to the main roll shaft. 'The slip energy is converted to

direct current power by a rotary converter connected to

the slip rings of the main roll motor and either returned

to tin" general distributing system through a motor

generator <>r delivered to a direct-current motor

mounted on the main roll shaft. Diagrams of this sys-

tem are given in Figs. ."> and I.

From tests it is believed that when such factors as

speed range and overload requirements at all speeds, to-

5ep<ir<?ie O.C Sxc/'oi/on

Sepor^ie Z? C. £xc/£e/

FIGS. 3 AND 4—ARRANGEMENT OF MACHINES FOR ROTARY-

CONVERTER CONTROL SYSTEM

gether with the speed and design of the induction motor

driving the rolls, are favorable, rotaries and motor-

generators standard for other service can be used. In

general, high frequency (sixty-cycles), large rating and

range of speed control favor the rotary-converter sys-

tem, although the speed range required by the rolling-

mill practice seldom handicaps the Scherbius system

when the power supply is twenty-five cycles.

sible on the armature by turning it with liar, a method
that was found slow and rhimsy.
The rotary was of the type that is brought up t<>

peed with an induction motor with its rotor mounted
on the shaft of the rotary armature. The idea w.i

therefore eonrei\ei| of removing the stator of the indue

tion motor and using the rotor as a drum or pulley to

rotate the rotan armature. Three turns of a L.25-in.

tope were wound on this rotor, and one end wa
tened to the hook of the traveling crane. The crane
was then \\\\\ the full length of the station with one man
feeding the rope to the drum and keeping it taut. In

this way a smooth and tighl hand was wound on the

armature with considerable saving in time over tun
it by hand.

How One Operator Used a Crane in Repairing an

Armature

In the Long Island Railroad substation at Hammels,

N. Y., recently it was necessary to replace the binding

wire on the armature of a 1000-kw. rotary converter.

This operation called for some way of winding about

twenty turns of piano wire about the full circumference

of the armature in such a way as to make the band

tight with equal tension in the different turns. The

scheme tried at first was to mount the piano-wire reel

so as to turn freely and pass the wire through a ten-

sion regulator consisting of two fiber-lined blocks bolted

together. The wire was then wound as evenly as pos-

Operating Data and Costs for a Kansas Plant

Serving City of 15,000

The accompanying statistics show load conditions and
income for the electrical plant of the Coffeyville (Kan.)
Water & Light Department. Compared with average

OPERATING DATA AND COSTS OF COFFEYVILLE PLANT

Number of consumers 1,353
Estimated population served 15,000
Number of consumers per 100 population 9

Station rating in kilowatts 900
Station rating per capita in watts 60

Hating of transformers in kilowatts 2,047

Total number of transformers in use 196
Average kilowatt rating of transformers 10.

4

Kilowatt transformer rating per kilowatt station

rating 2.27

Kilowatt lighting load connected 993

Kilowatt power load connected 1,070

Horsepower load connected 1,547

Kilowatt heating load connected 166

Total kilowatt load connected 2,229

Kilowatt lighting load per kilowatt station rating. ... 1.1

Kilowatt power load per kilowatt station rating 1.19

Kilowatt heating load per kilowatt station rating. . . . 0.18

Total kilowatt load connected per kilowatt station

rating 2.47

Kilowatt transformer rating per kilowatt of connected

load 0.91

Total annual kilowatt-hours output at switchboard. . 3,551,030

Total annual kilowatt-hours output per capita 236.7

Total annual kilowatt-hours output per consumer 2,624

Annual load-factor in per cent 51

Total kilowatt-hours registered by consumers' meters 2,906,400

Per cent of output unaccounted for, including trans-

former, meter and line loss 18.2

Cost in cents per kilowatt-hour output for operating

and maintenance expenses 0.96

Cost in cents per kilowatt-hour output for interest on

outstanding bonds, appropriation for sinking fund,

depreciation, taxation, operating and maintenance

expenses 1-26

Cost in cents per kilowatt-hour output for interest on

investment at> 5 per cent, depreciation at 5 per cent,

operating and maintenance expenses 1-39

Dollars income per kilowatt of station rating 66.38

Dollars income per consumer 44.15

Dollars income per capita 3.98

Cents income per kilowatt-hour output 1-68

Dollars investment per kilowatt of station rating 185.65

Dollars investment per capita 11.16

Dollars outstanding bonded indebtedness 35,000

Percentage of gross income used for operating expenses 57.1

Percentage of net profit on Jan. 1, 1914, investment. . 9-8

Number of street arc lights in use 160

Number of street "white-way" lights in use 730

data from another Middle West State (Iowa statistics.

1914) for plants in similar-sized communities, the num-

ber of consumers per 100 population, the station rating

and the income per consumer are slightly less, but the

income per kilowatt of station rating and the load-factor

are higher.

It is interesting to note that the investment per kilo-
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watt of station rating is almost five times that in some
similar Iowa stations. On the other hand, a smaller
percentage of the gross income is used for operating
expenses. The superintendent of the plant is C. E.
Stromquist.

A 66,000-Volt Outdoor Substation of Small Rating

in the Niagara District

In the accompanying illustration is shown a 66,000-

volt substation at Bergen, N. Y., employed by the

Niagara, Lockport & Ontario Power Company. The
equipment includes two 25-kw., 66,000-volt Westing-

A 50-KW. SUBSTATION FOR 66,000-VOLT OPERATION

house transformers. The platform on the steel struc-
ture is arranged so that a third transformer can be
installed in case the rating of the station is increased.
The switching and protective apparatus consists of a
standard 70,000-volt Burke horn-gap switch, a Burke
horn-gap lightning arrester, a choke coil and fuse.

Some Makeshift Fuse Repairs That Always Court
Disaster

Makeshift methods of restoring service when fuses
rupture are often used by central-station customers.
Some of these practices court disaster and should be
watched for by inspectors searching for faulty instal-
lations. In one installation where the plug type of fuse
had ruptured one-half of an attachment plug had been
screwed into place and a coin wedged between two
pieces of printer's type employed to bridge the gap be-
tween the terminals in the plug. In another case a
piece of wire was soldered across the threads and center
contact. Still another method used is to cut one of the
threads on the fuse plug so that it can be bent over on
the center contact. A penny screwed into the fuse

socket so as to make contact with the center of the plug
and outside is another scheme.
The most frequent method of repairing cartridge

fuses seems to be to place a wire between the end caps
or jaws holding the cartridge. Sometimes the wires
are concealed by punching holes in the ends of both caps
and inserting a fuse wire, which is then riveted over to
make contact with the caps. Fuses repaired in the
ways described, even if not "over-fused," may cause
dangerous arcs which may ignite adjacent material.
When over-fused they may allow the service wires to get
so hot that fires result, or meter testers may be seriously
burned in case they accidentally short-circuit a line.

Energy Required for Turning a 310-Ft. Bridge
Across the Harlem River

Across the Harlem River at Willis Avenue, New York
City, is a 310-ft. rim-bearing bridge which is turned
by electric motors to permit river traffic. A 35-hp.
motor is employed to take the weight of the bridge off

the end supports and transfer it to the rim bearings
before turning. The bridge is rotated by two 60-hp.
slip-ring induction motors geared down and connected
through friction clutches with opposite sides of the
bridge-turning-shaft gear. A 3-hp. motor-driven air

compressor furnishes the power for braking the move-
ment of the bridge.

An ingeniously arranged mechanism is used to close

the friction clutches on both turning motors uniformly
and simultaneously. After the starting friction is over-
come, one of the motors with its corresponding back
gears can be disconnected and the bridge moved through
the remainder of its travel by one motor. In this way
the power is applied symmetrically to the turning shaft
without the use of excessively heavy gears and the
motors can be run close to their ratings. The motor
and friction-clutch controllers can be seen at the center
of the accompanying illustration. Roller bearings are
employed to support the bridge while it is turning, there
being sixty 2-ft. rollers.

During the period from April 1 to June 30, 1915, the
bridge was turned 1553 times. Meter records show that

645 kw.-hr. was consumed per month on the average.
Based on the number of turns per month, these figures

indicate that 1.245 kw.-hr. was used per turn. Figured
on the connected horsepower, the monthly consumption
would be 4.08 kw.-hr. Energy for operating this bridge
is furnished by the United Electric Light & Power
Company.

MOTORS DRIVING BRIDGE-TURNING GEARS
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Marketing Electricity
I Department on Selling Service and Widening the Uee of Electrical Energy

Electric Vacuum (leaner in Endurance Run
To demonstrate the durability of the vacuum clean

its sold iii their establishment, Barker Brothers, 7lm
South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal., recentlj arranged
an endurance run on such ;i cleaner, which is to termi-
nate only when friction causes the cleaner motor to
stop. At the beginning of the test the oil cups of the
machine were tilled and were then sealed by Council-
woman Estelle Lawton Lindsey of Los Angeles. A
large crowd witnessed the sealing of the cups. The
machine was then connected to the mains of the Pacific
Light & Power Company, to be kept in operation con-
tinuously until the supply of lubricating oil is exhausted
and the motor stops because of friction.

The Reading Central Station Closes Its Letters

"Electrically Yours"

In place of the customary timeworn closing expres-
sions for letters, such as "Very truly yours," the
Metropolitan Electric Company, Reading, Pa., has
lately adopted the expression "Electrically yours."
Charles J. Esterly, sales agent of the company, feels

that in this way the complimentary closing of the
letter has been capitalized as appropriate advertising
space where the company can make use of a dis-

tinctive phrase which will catch the reader's eye and
impress on him that the company is always at his service
electrically.

Data on Energy Consumption in the Manufacture
of Tapestry

Individual motor drive is particularly desirable in

tapestry factories, for here each machine has prac-
tically to be operated independently of all the others.

At Morris Bernhardt plant in New York City thirty
motors, having an aggregate rating of 30.5 hp., are
employe'd. Twenty-six of these machines are 0.75-hp.

units driving pleating, winding, weaving and spinning
machines. Two winders which are larger than the
others require 2-hp. and 3-hp. motors respectively. A
1-hp. motor is employed to drive a ruffer. In addition
to the motors for driving the factory machines there

is a 6-hp. motor which is connected with a blown.
Some of the motors arc directly connected with the ma-
chines they drive, while others are mounted on the

Ceiling and transmit their power through belts.

Advertising a Central-Station (iara^e with

Post Cards

To widen the usefulness of its new garage, the Green-
field (Mass.) Electric Light & Power Company is dis-

tributing souvenir post cards illustrating on one side

THE GARAGE AS PICTURED ON THE POST CARD

the garage exterior and on the other a section of the

switchboard with charging panels for electric vehicles.

The cards emphasize the day and night service avail-

able for electric-vehicle tourists and commercial cars

and are given to patrons and others in a position to

pass the word along that the company is maintaining
these facilities.

Railway-Car Lighting in London Subways

In discussing the lighting of railway cars and other

public vehicles at a meeting of the (British) Illumi-

nating Engineering Society, some time ago, J. S. Dow
pointed out the fact that whereas in most English
steam-driven trains the illumination at the level of

passengers' knees is not more than 1.5 to 3 ft.-candles,

in the London underground "tubes" an illumination of

4 ft.-candles or even more is to be found. On one sec-

INDIVIDUAL MOTOR DRIVE IN TAPESTRY F4CT0RY EXPOSED LAMPS AND CLUSTERS IN DIFFUSING GLOBES
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tion of the Underground Railways in London experi-

ments are being made with a system of cluster lamps

in diffusing glass bowls mounted along the center line

of the car, in place of the old method of using un-

screened lamps down each side. The new method gives

a much softer and more pleasant effect, and the illumi-

nation has been increased to an intensity varying from
.">'

g ft-candles to 7 ft.-candles, which is considered quite

high. The chief defect in much of the railway and

tramcar lighting in London, it is pointed out, how-
ever, is the presence of unshaded metal-filament lamps.

These are distinctly glaring to the eye, but it is planned

that they shall be gradually superseded by a more
scientific arrangement.

Electric Roadster Built at Cambridge, Mass., on

Gasoline-Car Chassis

The Cambridge (Mass.) Electric Light Company has

just put into service a new electric vehicle which in many
respects is unique. The car was built in the company's
garage, and in its construction a Peerless steering and
running gear and chassis with a 124-in. wheelbase was
used. The diameter of the original wheels was cut

down to 34 in., the standard size of the company's other

cars. This change was the only one made in adapting

the gasoline-car chassis to electric operation.

The motor is slung under the car about midway be-

tween the rear and forward axles. The method of sus-

pension is by split-iron clamps around the motor frame,

so arranged as to permit the coupling of the armature
shaft directly to the universal joint of the original

transmission shaft, which in turn drives the bevel gears

of the rear axle. These gears have a ratio of 3 1/6 to 1.

The total weight of the car complete with battery is 5000

lb., which is about 700 lb. more than it was at first

designed to be. The greater part of this extra weight

was added in order to give proper lines to the body.

The source of electrical energy is a forty-cell "Iron-

clad" battery arranged in groups of four four-cell and
two two-cell trays in each of the forward and rear com-
partments. The method of connecting the trays em-
ploys simple line couplings with four set screws, and
was selected so that all connections should be above the

battery in full view of the battery man while charging,

and readily accessible from the front or rear of the car

without his having to reach over the mud guards. The
cells are fifteen-plate units with a normal charging rate

of 40 amp. and 16 amp. and a discharge rate of 49 amp.,

with a rating of 220 amp.-hr. A Sangamo ampere-hour
meter records the performance of the battery. The
motor has a rating of 80 volts and 60 amp., runs

at 1100 r.p.m. and weighs 380 lb. Speeds of 30 m.p.h.

on the level and 21 m.p.h. up hills are ordinary every-

day running records, and when this electric vehicle is

caught in a line of gasoline cars it is able to hold its

place without any break in the line.

Referring to the illustration, it will be seen that the

car body consists of front and rear hoods, which are of

sheet-iron. The top and wind shield were made as small

as possible in order to cut down windage. On close in-

spection of the rear hood it will be seen that there is

paneling just back of the front seat.

This rear hood, besides being the battery compart-

ment, also contains a second seat. This second or rear

seat is of the invisible type when closed; that is, there

are no door handles or latches that show, and it is im-

possible to open this seat except by means of a secret

device known to the operator of the car. Under this

seat are kept with perfect safety the tool boxes and any
robes or wearing apparel. If the vehicle is left on the

street unattended, no one without knowledge of the

secret method of opening this rear seat can take from
the car any robes or tools.

Using Electricity to Dry Clothes of Outside

Workers

In the club rooms of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-
pany and in several stations of the police and fire depart-

ments of New York City electrically heated clothes driers

have been installed so that men caught in rainstorms can

have their clothes dried in a few minutes and resume
work without danger of illness. The accompanying
illustration shows several drying units as installed in

one of the club rooms of the transit company. Each
rack is pulled out individually for the reception or re-

moval of clothes. The construction is such that each

rack when pulled out its full length closes the aperture,

retaining the heat within the drier. Each rack has a

capacity of five complete suits of underwear, linen and
uniforms, shoes being placed on a rack underneath.

The driers have a double casing, thermally insulated to

prevent radiation of heat, and are equipped with Sim-
plex heating units and a motor-driven fan for produc-

ing a forced circulation of air. The installation was
made by the Shannon Manufacturing Company.

"HOME-MADE" ELECTRIC RUNABOUT OF CAMBRIDGE
ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

ELECTRIC GARMENT DRIER USED BY BROOKLYN TRACTION
COMPANY
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How the Contractor ("an Know Where He Stands

Applying Husiness Methods (o the Computation of Profits and tin-

Shop Cost of Labor and .Materials

I'.v I.mis \Y. MOXEY, JR., \ h i PBBSIDEN1 KELLEB I'iki COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA

THERE is great need for better basic business methods among electrical contrac-

tors, and SUCh methods are not only needed, they are wanted by the Contractors

themselves. The period of evolution has been short since the days when the

"electrician" was just an independent, individual mechanic; there has been but little

time for the development of system, and SO too many men are daily suffering the

costly consequences. To lend a hand, therefore, and make available to every contractor

the groundwork of a better business practice, Mr. Moxey has put on paper this system,

which he has found effective over a broad experience. It is well worth a careful study

by every electrical contractor.

Tin two primary requisites for achieving success in

the conduct of an electrical contracting business are

a knowledge of electrical construction and the re-

lated engineering problems and a knowledge of business
principles and methods. Each of these factors is of

equal importance, and real success in the electrical

contracting business cannot be obtained if either of

these two factors be lacking.

Of primary importance to every contractor and every

business man is the subject of profits. Every man in

business desires to make a profit, but many have only a

vague idea of the meaning of the word. To illustrate

what is meant by the word "profit" take the case of a

corporation. It has not made a profit on its year's busi-

ness unless the amount of money received or assurable

of collection without cost within a reasonable length of

time exceeds the amount of money expended during the

year. The amount of money expended by a corporation

doing, for example, an electrical contracting business

TABLE I—COST OF ENGINES AND THEIR FOUNDATIONS IN-

STALLED READY FOR STEAM-PIPE CONNECTIONS*

Cost per Horsepower

Horsepower
Rating

Single Tandem-Compound Four-Valve

50-100
•

100-200

$16.00

15.00 $26.00 $25.00

300 and above .

.

14.00 24.00 23.00

** *Installed ready for steam-pipe connections under ordinary conditions. The
fi gures given are based on data from the Ames Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y.

TABLE II—COST OF DIRECTLY CONNECTED DIRECT-CURRENT
AND ALTERNATING-CURRENT GENERATORS*

Direct-Current Alternating-Current

Rating, Kw. Cost per Kw. Rating, Kva. Cost per Kva.

25
35
50
75
100

125
150
200
250

300 and above

$25.00
23.00
20.00
16.00
15.00

14.00
13.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

50
75
125
135
185

250
312
350

375 and above

$16.00
14.00
13.00
12.00
10.00

9.00
9.00
8.00
8.00

These prices are based on engine-driven generators installed under ordinary

conditions, the sub-bases for the erection of the generators being furnished by

the engine contractor. The values given are based on data obtained from the

General Electric Company.

includes not only the amount paid for labor and mate-
rial actually used on its jobs but all amounts paid for

labor and material whether chargeable to any particu-

lar job or not. In other words, the material item should
embrace the cost of engines and dynamos as well as ink

and pencils, and the labor item should include not only

the pay of the journeymen and helpers but also the sal-

aries of the president and other officers.

If a corporation makes a profit on its year's business

only under the conditions outlined, an individual or a

group of individuals can make a profit only under the

same conditions. The error which many persons who do

a small business make is that they fail to include in

the amount of money expended for labor during the year

a salary for themselves. This should be equal to the

sum that they would have to pay a person or persons
for doing their work and producing the same results.

Hence many persons doing a small business and neglect-

ing to include a salary for themselves in the labor item

do not make a profit. What appears to be profit may
merely be a salary—perhaps meager at that.

TABLE III—COST OF SWITCHBOARDS, INCLUDING DYNAMO AND
FEEDER PANELS, 220 VOLTS OR LESS*

Direct-Current Alternating-Current

Rating, Kw.

25- 50

50-100

100 and above

Cost per Kw. Rating, Kva.

$5.00-$10.00

4.00- 8.00

3.00- 6.00

50-125

125-350

350 and above

Cost per Kva.

$4.00-$6.00

3.00- 4.00

2.00- 3.00

*The range of prices is due to variations in the grade of materials and work-
manship, the number of instruments, switches, etc. These figures include the
switchboards erected complete and ready for the connection of generator cables,

power and light feeders, etc. The prices are based on data obtained from the
Walker Electric Company, Philadelphia.

TABLE IV—COST OF DYNAMO CONNECTIONS*

Direct-Current Alternating-Current

Rating,
Kw.

Lead-Sheathed
Rubber

Insulation

Rubber-Covered
Cable in

Conduit
Rating,

Kva.

Lead-Sheathed
Rubber

Insulation

Rubber-Covered
Cable in

Conduit

25- 50

50-100

100 and
above

$50. 00-$ 150. 00

75.00- 250.00

100.00- 350.00

S25.00-S125.00

50.00- 225.00

75.00- 325.00

50-125

125-350

350 and
above

S100.00-S300.00

200.00- 400.00

300.00- 500.00

$75.00-$275.00

175.00- 375.00

275.00- 475.00

*The average flat distance between dynamo and switchboard has been assumed as 25 ft.
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There are two items which combined compose the

cost of conducting an electrical contracting business.

These must be taken into consideration when figuring

profits. The first item includes the cost of materials

and labor actually used on jobs, such as engines, dy-

namos, panelboards, conduit, wire, etc., together with

the salaries of the foreman, journeymen, helpers and
apprentices. This item may be called, for convenience,

shop or raw cost.

The second item includes the cost of materials and
labor expended in securing a contract and in the ex-

ecution of the job. It embraces the salaries of the of-

ficers, bookkeeper, stenographer, bill clerk, draftsman,
superintendent, etc., and the cost of rent, heat, light,

taxes, insurance, stationery, postage, telephone and the

like. This item is called manufacturer's expense or

overhead charge. The shop or raw cost is always more
or less an uncertain one and will be dwelt upon in de-

tail, while overhead charges can be fairly well deter-

mined.

Method of Computing and Applying Overhead Expense

From the preceding paragraphs it can readily be seen

that any estimate for work which does not include, in

addition to an estimate of shop cost, an item for manu-
facturer's expense is one that will result in a loss to

the contractor.

The writer has found it more convenient and logical

to compute the manufacturer's or overhead expense as a

percentage of the shop cost, instead of as a percentage

of the selling price. An estimate of overhead expense
should be made at least once or twice a year and the per-

centage thus obtained added to the shop cost in all esti-

mates made in the succeeding period to obtain the real

cost. For example:

Shop cost

:

Pay of foremen, journeymen, helpers and apprentices $80,000.00
Cost of material, engines, generators, conduit, wire,

etc 200,000.00

TABLE V—COS rs PER HORSEPOWER 01 MOTORS AND NECESSARY
RHEOSTATS \M> CONTROLLERS I 1:1 « II I.

•

Total shop cost $280,000.00

Overhead expense

:

Salaries of employers, co-partners or officers $30,000.00

Salaries of office employees—bookkeepers, clerks, etc. 8,000.00

Salaries of superintendent, draftsman and engineer.. 10,000.00

Stationery, telephones, taxes, insurance, rent, etc.... 8,000.00

Total manufacturer's expense $56,000.00

Manufacturer's or overhead expense as a percentage of shop
cost equals $56,000 -f- $280,000, or 20 per cent.
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FIG. 1—COST OF DIRECTLY CONNECTED ENGINE-DRIVEN
DIRECT-CURRENT AND ALTERNATING-CURRENT GENERA-
TORS INSTALLED UNDER ORDINARY CONDITIONS, THE
BASES BEING FURNISHED BY ENGINE CONTRACTOR
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Horsepower Cost power Cost

1 - 3 $50.00 l - 1H $60.00
5 - 7H 40.00 2 50.00

10 SO 00 2-3 40.00
10 -15 25 oo 3 - 7^ 30.00
15 - 25 20.00 7H-10 25.00

25 - 50 18.00 10 -20 20.00
50 -100 15.00 20 -35 18.00
100 -250 13 00 36 -75 15.00
250 and above 12.00 100 and above 13.00

Motors are assumed to be of standard speeds, voltage, etc., and to be erected
on floor, cost of foundations not being included. The costs include delivery
and erection ready for wiring connections and are based on data obtained from the
General Electric Company.

TABLE VI—COSTS OF WIRING AND CONNECTING MOTORS, IN-
CLUDING U.I. LABOR AND MATERIAL*

Horsepower Porcelain Molding Conduit

1- 5 $7.50- $75.00 $10.00-8100.00 $15.00-$150.00

5-10 30.00- 120.00 40.00- 170.00 60.00- 240.00

15-25 75.00- 250.00 90.00- 300.00 150.00- 300.00

25-50 100.00- 400.00 125.00- 500.00 200.00- 500.00

50 and over 150.00- 500.00 200.00- 600.00 300.00- 600.00

The range of figures is due first to structural difficulties, second to the type
of motor panel desired, third to the voltage, and fourth to the eircuit distance.
The lower figures represent the minimum structural difficulties, with fused switch-
es in an iron box and with starting device mounted exposed on wall to side of
motor, 220-volt service and 50-ft. to 100-ft. circuit distance. The higher figures
represent the maximum structural difficulties, motor panels with circuit-
breakers, 110-volt service and 150-ft. to 300-ft. circuit distance. The figures
do not include the cost of motors, rheostats and regulators.

TABLE VII -AVERAGE COSTS PER OUTLET FOR WIRING FOR
LAMPS IN NEW BUILDINGS*

Outlets Concealed
Porcelain

Exposed

Wood Molding

Light $4.00- $8.00
Switch 5.00- 10.00
Wall receptacle 5.00- 10.00
Floor receptacle

,

7.00-14.00

Fan 6.00- 12.00
Iron 9.00- 18.00
Electric heater 7.00-14.00
Vacuum control
switcht 12.00-24.00

$5 00-$10.00
6 00- 12.00
6.00- 12 00
8.00- 16.00

7.00- 14.00
10.00- 20.00
8.00- 16.00

Metal Molding

|8 nn $16 lid

9.00- is 00
9.00- 18.00
11.00- 22.00

10.00- 20.00
13.00- 26.00
11.00- 22.00

Concealed
Conduit

13.00- 26.00
!

16.00- 32.00

$7 00-$14.00
8.00- 16.00
8.00- 16.00
10.00- 20.00

9.00- 18.00
12.00- 24.00
10.00- 20.00

15.00- 30.00

•For use where the total cost of the work is about $2,000. For residences the lower figures

should be used. For public buildings, such as banks, office buildings, churches and the like,

a figure midway between the range of figures given should be used. Where best grade of
material and workmanship is required the higher figures should be used. Prices do not in-

clude costs of fixtures or appliances, but do include switches and receptacles. For wiring old
buildings where porcelain work and conduit work is concealed the figures given should at
least be doubled. If porcelain or conduit work is to be installed exposed in cither old or new
buildings, the figures should be increased at least 25 per cent, the difference of cost depending
upon the purpose for which the building is or was designed.

flncludes automatic starter at motor.

TABLE .VIII—AVERAGE COSTS FOR SIGNAL SYSTEMS RUN CON-
CEALED IN NEW BUILDINGS'

BellJViring

Costs per Outlet (Connected as One
Outlet)

Porcelain Conduit

$6.00 $12.00

4.00 8.00

For work on old buildings the figures given above should be doubled. The
cost of push-buttons, bells and annunciators is included.

TABLE IX—AVERAGE COSTS OF PRIVATE TELEPHONES

Per desk telephone.

Per wall telephone.

Porcelain

$30-$50

25- 45

Conduit

$40-$60

35- 55
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The real cost, therefore, oi the year's business would

be the shop cost, $280,000, plus the overhead expense
00, or |836,000, should the selling value of this

work be |869,600, the contractor has made e profit of L0

per cent on the investment made. Should the selling

value, however, he only 8884,992, lie has lost 8 per cenl

on his investment. A true estimate should, therefore.

he made tor any job as follows:

shop ooat Iio.ooo.oo

Overhead expenn at 80 per oenl 2,000.00

Real cost $12,000.00
in. in .o L0 per .•n( l,20I

Imbunl of proposal $ l :i,L'

Some contractors figure their overhead expense as a

percentage of the selling price. If a contractor's over-

head expense is 20 per cent of his Belling price and he

desires to make a profit of 10 per cent on the selling

price, he would not make it if he used the following

method

:

Shop COBt $1,500.00
•jo pei ciii overhead expense plus in per cent profit.... 450.00

Amount of proposal $1,950.00

To get the results desired—namely, 20 per cent of

selling price as overhead expense and 10 per cent of

selling price as net profit—the estimate should be made
in the following manner: If the shop cost is $1,500,

this amount must represent 70 per cent of the selling

price, for the overhead expense is taken as 20 per cent

of the selling price and the profit is taken as 10 per cent

of the selling price. Hence the selling price should be

($1,500^-70) X 100, or $2,142. The overhead expense

is 20 per cent of $2,142, or $428, and the profit is 10 per

cent of $2,142, or $214. The sum of these two items,

$642, subtracted from the selling price leaves the orig-

inal shop cost of $1,500. Hence the previous method
of estimating was in error by $2,142 — $1,950, or $192,

as shown.
But the entire principle of applying overhead expense

and profit as percentages of the selling price is wrong.
Profit on a job is actually interest on an investment.

The investment in the contractor's business is the sum
of the shop cost and the overhead expense. Hence the

profit should be computed as a percentage of this sum.
From a collection of data compiled by the National

Electrical Contractors' Association on the costs of con-

ducting an electrical contracting business, it appears
that the overhead expense of an electrical contractor

lies between about 15 and 25 per cent of his shop cost

and that the average profit is figured at from 5 to 15
per cent of the gross cost, depending upon the terms
of the contract and the nature of the work.
The following outline gives a list of items which enter

into a contractor's overhead expense:

Officers' salaries.

Salaries of office employees.
Salary of superintendent.

Estimating and selling expense (car fare, railroad fare, entertain-
ing, etc.).

Stationery and sundries.

Postage, telephone, telegrams.
Depreciation of tools and furniture.

Insurance on property, furniture, stock, etc.

Liability and compensation insurance (if any).
Interest on investment.
Rent (if owner of building, taxes and depreciation).
Heat and light.

Repairs.

Attorneys' fees.

License fees (if any).
Association dues.

Miscellaneous.

This list may be said to include the items which al-

most every electrical contractor must include in figur-

ing his overhead expense, but not necessarily all the
items which he must include. Most contractors find it

accessary to employ one or more automobiles in their

DUlineSB. If such is the case, the interest on the invest-
ment made for ant omolnles, the depreciation ol the ma
chines, the cost oi garaging, the cost of operating and
the cost of upkeep must he included in the overhead
expense. Some contractors have other expenses, such
as advertising, etc., that are properly considered aa
items in overhead expense. Hence the list given is not
complete hut merely BUggestive of the item which enter
into a contractor's overhead expense.

Shop Cost of Labor and .Materials

It is not the intention of the writer to pre ent meth-
ods for ascertaining approximately the shop cost of

labor and materials. No accurate figures for use in

estimating the cost of the materials used on a job can
be given, owing to the constant changes in price of
most of these materials, such as wire, conduit, etc. On
the other hand, while the rates paid for labor change,
the changes are not of frequent occurrence and tables

of labor costs can be worked out on the present rates

for labor and any increase or decrease of rates can be
taken care of by employing a percentage correction
factor.

For engines, generators, motors, transformers, etc.,

it is always best to secure a bid on the apparatus direct

from the manufacturer, especially if a reasonable time
be given the contractor to prepare his estimate. It is

preferable to have these quotations include the cost

of the apparatus delivered and erected in position, as

well as the cost of foundations, templets, bolts, paint-

ing, etc. There are two reasons for this procedure:
First, unless the percentage of profit is large, the con-

tractor should not undertake the risk of accepting the

apparatus f.o.b. point of delivery and taking the re-

sponsibility for any damage that may occur to the

same before it is accepted by the owner. Second, the

contractor is very likely to omit a number of items in

estimating on such apparatus, and these items combined
may amount to a considerable sum even though each

is small itself.

Should, however, the job be a large one and the time
for preparing an estimate be short, the approximate
cost of the apparatus could be determined if the con-

tractor had prepared curves of cost for the various

sizes of such apparatus in the past and had frequently

checked them. Such checking is absolutely necessary,

as apparatus may vary considerably in price within

comparatively short periods of time. Fig. 1 shows how
these curves should be prepared.

Separate curves or tables should be prepared for

TABLE X—AVERAGE COSTS OF PUBLIC TELEPHONES IN NEW
BUILDINGS, CONCEALED WORK*

Conduit

Per outlet. S5.00 to $15.00

*Cost of wires is not included since the electrical contractor very seldom does
the wiring. The range of the figures is due to variations in the distances between
outlets. Instruments are assumed to be furnished and installed by the tele-

phone company.

TABLE XI—COST OF INSTALLING MISCELLANEOUS WORK*

Apparatus Porcelain Conduit

Time clocks

Time stamps

Fire alarms

Watchmen's stations

.

S30.00-S45.00

65.00- 85.00

20.00- 30.00

25.00- 35.00

S35.00-S50.00 per clock

70.00- 90.00 per stamp

25.00- 35.00 per alarm

30.00- 40.00 per station

*The range of the figures given above is due to differences in the grades
workmanship and materials. For old buildings the figures given should be
increased from 25 to 50 per cent. These figures include the cost of apparatus
as well as the cost of all conductors, conduits and labor.
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directly connected and belted, single and four-valve or

Corliss engines, also for directly connected and belted,

direct-current and alternating-current generators of

various types, as well as for motors of low, medium and
high speeds, etc.

The same method could be followed for figuring the

cost of certain other kinds of materials, although
greater accuracy must be used in plotting some curves,

for in some cases price differences of a few cents may
be desired. This method is not intended to be pushed
to its logical conclusion and made to apply to such items

as switches, outlet boxes, receptacles and the like, the

prices of which the contractor generally has at his finger

tips, but it can be applied advantageously to such mate-
rial as panel boxes, panelboards, doors and trim, an-

nunciators, watchmen's clocks, etc. Tables I to XI,

inclusive, give data from which such curves can be

plotted, or, if desired, the data may be retained in tab-

ular form. Too much emphasis, however, cannot be

laid on the advisability of preparing such tables and
curves from one's own records.

Convenient Home-Made Portable Equipment for

Photometer Tests

To facilitate tests of street and interior lighting

installations, the apparatus shown in the accompany-
ing illustrations has been designed by William E.

Hodge, deputy superintendent of street lighting at

Springfield, Mass. Fig. 1 shows a special standard used
in calibrating a Sharp-Millar photometer. It consists

of an oak frame carrying two 1.375-in. by 0.75-in.

horizontal bars fitted with iron rails on which travels

a small lamp carriage equipped with a standard 2-cp.

Electrical Testing Laboratories lamp. A standard steel

tape calibrated in feet and tenths gives the distance of

the lamp at any time from the photometer, which is

easily attached to the bars at the left-hand end of the

frame. At intervals along the bars are mounted a
total of ten vertical screens each 6 in. square with
apertures 2.5 in. in diameter and slots at the bottom

to permit the horizontal movement of the standard
lamp. The tape is attached to the carriage and moves
with it, a light spring on the right-hand side of the
carriage maintaining the necessary tension to give
tautness. The screens are covered with velvet on the
sides facing the lamp and with cotton on the sides

toward the photometer. The standard lamp is pro-

FIG. 2—ADJUSTABLE STAND FOR MOUNTING LAMP

vided with two flexible cords carrying two wires each
for supplying energy and for voltage readings. At
the left of the frame is an 8-in. by 20-in. shelf carry-
ing a sliding rheostat and voltmeter. The leads to
the lamp are held taut by small lead weights and pul-
leys and the milammeter used in field testing is equipped
with a flashlamp.

A three-cell battery is used in supplying the standard
lamp, which is a 5-volt outfit, and a similar two-cell
battery is employed in operating the photometer lamp.
The battery is mounted in a 5.25-in. by 10.5-in. by
5-in. portable wooden case, as shown. This compact
box contains, in addition to the battery, a Weston milli-
voltmeter, a lamp and curved holder, 100 ft. of steel

tape, a flashlamp, a plumb-bob, a resistor and a small
slide rule. The cost of this special box was about $2,
including a leather strap for carrying it. A home-
made box for transporting the photometer has also been
developed at a cost of about $5, the dimensions being
2 ft. 5 in. by 6 in. by 9 in.

Fig. 2 shows a convenient standard for setting lamps
with reflectors or shades at different angles with the
horizontal, with facilities for adjustable rotation. The
fixture under test is screwed to a 0.5-in. brass pipe
18 in. long, the pipe being carried through a T and
susceptible to turning about its longitudinal axis
through angles measured by a scale shown at the rear.
Extension arms of similar pipe are then carried around
to a horizontal bearing clamped between the split halves
of a 2-in. by 3-in. vertical wooden post fitted with a
protractor, the post being about 4 ft. high and attached
to a base equipped with leveling screws. The equip-
ment is easily carried about, is inexpensive to build,

and has been found thoroughly satisfactory in operation.

FIG. 1—PHOTOMETER APPARATUS IN USE

Nineteen "White-Way" Teams in One-Day Whirl-

wind Effort

Nineteen teams in all have been organized by the
Board of Commerce at Lexington, Ky., to close the
campaign for the "white-way" system in a one-day whirl-

wind effort. The teams, which have the support of

public opinion, will call on all merchants who are listed

as prospective subscribers, in an effort to close up the

fund in one day.
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

mid Engineering Press oj the World

FIELD TELEPHONES FOR USE IN WAR
Interesting Developments In Telephone Design for Systems

of Communication In the Trenches— Special Provisions

for Transmitting Buszer Signals When Circuits Arc

impaired—Conveying Articulate Speech

The presenl European war has been aptly called a war
of engineers. This is broadly true for all classes of

engineers. The chemical engineer has to supply the ex-

plosives and adapt many chemical reactions, originally

invented for peaceful work, to the requirements of the
war. The electrical engineer is widely needed for in-

stallation for lighting and power purposes and transmis-

sion of signals and speech. The characteristic element
of most of these installations is their temporary char-

acter and the speed with which they have to be installed

and changed at short order. Concerning the electrical

engineer's work in the special field of telephony in the

trenches an interesting account was given in a recent

paper by Charles R. Darling before the Royal Society of

Arts in London, published in the London Electrical Re-
view of Sept. 17.

The telephones to which we are accustomed in civil

life are unsuited to military operations for two reasons:

First, they lack portability, and, second, they are not,

of course, provided with any means of transmitting
messages by Morse code in the event of speech being in-

audible. It has, therefore, been necessary to design
special instruments for use in the field. The usual ar-

rangement of parts in field telephones follows the lines

indicated in Fig. 1. The primary circuit consists of a

battery B connected to the primary winding of an in-

duction coil P, and to the vibrator or buzzer V through
the key VK. The microphone or transmitter M is placed

in parallel with the buzzer and may be brought into the

circuit by means of the key MK. The secondary cir-

cuit consists of the receiver R, one end of which is

connected to line and the other end to the secondary
winding S of the induction coil, which in turn is joined

to eart;h through a condenser C. The arrangement at

the other end of the line is identical with the foregoing,

and to establish communication the operator at either

end connects the line to the terminal L and attaches the

terminal E to an earth-pin driven into the ground. In

different forms of field telephones this circuit is modi-
fied in various ways. Most modern instruments possess

a third terminal, placed between the condenser and the

secondary winding of the induction coil, so that the con-

denser may be cut out or brought into the circuit as

desired.

The buzzer or vibrator serves the double purpose of

acting as a call and also as a means of transmitting

messages by Morse code. In the simple form shown in

Fig. 1 the action is identical with that of an ordinary
electric bell. However, this simple form of buzzer has
disadvantages and is now being replaced by a greatly

improved instrument, the "D Mark III" telephone, which
will be described later on. Although not essential to the

transmission of sounds, a condenser inserted in the line

circuit is a useful adjunct to a field telephone. While
stopping the passage of direct currents, it permits alter-

nating currents to pass through it, although somewhat
impaired in strength. Owing to this property, a pair

of field telephones with their condensers in circuit may

be attached to an existing telegraph line and messages
sent without. Interference. The direct currents used in

telegraphy cannot, pass through the telephones owing to

the condenser; the alternating currents due to the tele-

phones do not affect the telegraph instruments, and
hence the two operations may proceed simultaneously.

FIG. 1—ARRANGEMENT FOR SIMPLE BUZZER

This fact is frequently taken advantage of in the field.

It is also customary to use a condenser in the circuit

when tapping a telephone line, as less current is then

diverted through the instrument used for tapping and
the communication from end to end is not unduly inter-

fered with.

The use of an earth return for a field telephone has

the advantage of saving a second line, with the attendant

trouble of laying out. Contact with the ground is se-

cured by means of a pointed iron pin, about 14 in. long

and % in. in diameter, which is driven in to a depth of

several inches. This pin carries a terminal and is con-

nected to the telephone by a short wire. In damp ground
a pocket-knife, or even a wire, inserted into the ground
gives sufficient contact. In dry, sandy ground it is diffi-

cult to secure a good "earth," and it is necessary to pour
water round the pin. Should this fail, a return wire

must be used.

The special features of the "D Mark III" telephone,

which is the latest service pattern, are the use of a polar-

i> N

FIG. 2—ARRANGEMENT FOR "D MARK III" TELEPHONE

ized buzzer and the arrangement by which the windings

round the cores of the buzzer are made to constitute

the induction coil. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The
action resembles that of the polarized bell used in ordi-

nary telephones, but whereas this bell is actuated by
an alternating current, a direct current only is avail-

able for the buzzer. The same result is secured, how-
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ever, by causing the battery current to pass alternately

through each of two windings round the cores, which,

being oppositely disposed, produce opposite magnetic

effects. The iron cores Ca are mounted on the south

pole S of a permanent magnet bent twice at right angles,

as shown at the side of Fig. 2. The lower extremities

of the cores will therefore possess S polarity. An iron

r^ta

.

jlTJ.

FIG. 3—ARRANGEMENT FOR "LADDER" SYSTEM

armature pivoted at its center is placed between the

ends of the cores and the N pole of the permanent mag-
net. The upper face of this armature has N polarity

and carries at either extremity a thin strip of steel.

In the position of rest one of these strips touches an
adjusting screw A

a
. Each core possesses two windings,

one right-handed and the other left. On pressing the

buzzer key VK, the current flows through the armature
to the screw A„ and thence round the cores by the path

indicated by the full line. This results in the S pole

of the core opposite A, becoming strengthened, while

that of the core opposite A
2

is weakened, and hence the

armature is drawn away from A
x
and makes contact at

the other end with A
2 . The circuit completed by this

contact is shown by the dotted line, and the effect now is

to strengthen the 5 pole opposite A
2
and to weaken the

other. Hence the armature leaves A, and again makes
contact with A„ and thus is set into rapid vibration.

When the screws are properly adjusted, so as to make
the throw of the armature even on both sides, a keen,

sharply defined note is obtained, suited in every respect

to calling-up or rapid Morse signaling. This buzzer

requires a minimum current of 0.1 amp. for satisfactory

working.

The secondary of the induction coil D, shown in the

drawing at the sides of the cores, is wound over the

buzzer coils, and every make or break of contact between
the armature and the screws results in the production

of an induced current in the secondary circuit, which,

passing through the line and receivers at both ends,

produces a response to the note of the buzzer. The
microphone M is connected so that when its key MK
is pressed the current passes through the full-line wind-
ing of the buzzer core, which then serves as the primary
of the induction coil, the fluctuations in current caused
by speaking into the microphone resulting in induced
currents through the secondary circuit, as in the case

of the buzzer. Two receivers R are used, joined to the

same terminals. The terminal marked L or F is con-

nected to a metal plate at the base of the instrument,
which serves as earth contact. The condenser C is

placed between the terminals L and CL, and is only in

,csi rm

FIG. 4—ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENT TO THAT OF FIG. 3

the circuit when the line is connected to the latter. The
instrument consists of two compartments provided with
lids, the taller containing the cells and the lower the

buzzer and condenser. On the lower lid are mounted
the buzzer key, terminals for the two receivers and
microphone, marked R and M respectively, and also

three terminals, lettered L, CL and L or E, for connec-

tion to line and earth. The buzzer itself is fastened on

the under side of the lid, and the condenser is at the

bottom of the compartment. One of the two receivers

is contained in a leather case provided with a head

strap, so that it may be fastened to the ear when await-

ing a call, leaving both hands free. The other receiver

forms the upper part of a hand combination, which may
be telescoped into a small size for packing, the lower

part being the microphone, the key of which is in the

handle. For transit all the parts are placed in a leather

case, 8I2 in. by 4 in. in plan and 6 l/2 in. high, to which
a shoulder strap is attached. The total weight is a

little over 8 lb.

The use of two receivers is of distinct advantage. If

the cords of one should break, the other may still be

used, and the line circuit remains intact. Also, a very

important message may be heard simultaneously by two
men, the risk of misinterpretation being thereby greatly

reduced. Further, one of the receivers may be detached

and re-wired if necessary, without putting the telephone

out of action.

The breaking of telephone lines by fragments of

bursting shells is a very common occurrence, and as

the cutting off of communications may have very seri-

ous results, measures are taken to maintain a complete

circuit as long as possible. To this end multiple lines

are used, and one arrangement, known as the "ladder"

system, is indicated in Fig. 3. The wire is formed into

a network resembling a ladder, with a connection at

either end to the telephones A and B. Although numer-
ous breaks may occur, as indicated by the crosses, a

continuous circuit from A to B, marked out by the thick

line, still exists. An alternative method is shown in

Fig. 4, where four lines are laid between the telephones

A and B, which at one spot are brought to junction D
in a dug-out, where a lineman is placed provided with a

telephone C. It must be understood that the lines,

shown parallel in the drawing, may take widely different

routes between the ends and the dug-out. As indicated

by the crosses, all the lines are broken—1 and 4 on the

right and 2 and 3 on the left of D. By joining each line

in turn to the telephone C, these breaks and their bear-

ings may be discovered. By joining the whole portions

of the lines 4 and 2 or 1 and 3 at the junction box D,
a continuous line between A and B is again established.

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Oscillation of Synchronous Motors.—E. Boulardet.
—A mathematical article illustrated by diagrams. An
electric transmission is similar to an elastic coupling

between generator and motor. Any variation in the

coupling produces more or less damped oscillations. If

the system consists of one alternator revolving with a

constant angular speed and one synchronous motor, the

latter will run with constant angular speed as long as

the load does not change; but when the load changes
the speed of the motor will be subjected to oscillations

which in practice rapidly die out. But if in the gener-

ating plant several alternators are working and do not

revolve with exactly the same speed at any moment, the

synchronous motor will be subjected to speed variations

even if its load is constant, and in certain cases these

oscillations may assume dangerous amplitudes. In the

present article the author studies these oscillations the-

oretically for the most general case, and shows that some
results can be obtained without too complicated methods
in spite of the complexity of the problem.

—

La Revue
Elec, July 2, 1915.

Ventilation of Traction Motors.—A note on a recent

British patent (No. 21,825, 1914) of the British Thom-
son-Houston Company and the General Electric Com-
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p.iii\ of tins country for system of cooling particularly

applicable to traction motori in which air circulates
both through and round the armature. The armature
is connected al one end with tin' commutator through
:m air-tighl joint, and it carries at the other end an
enlarged head comprising ;i flange fitted with Pan blades.

London Else. Eng'ing, Sept. L2.">, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Filament Temperature. M. I'ikani and a. k. Mayik.
The first pari of a theoretical and experimental invea

tigation of the filament temperature of electric Incan-

descent lamps. Some Of the results arc as follows:

True
Watts Per Watts Per i tnp .

Cp. Hor. ( p Bph. Deg. c
Carl.un 10.0 11.10 1616

3.0 3.35 1900

0.6 0.67 2440

Tantalum 10.

o

12.20 1 470

2.0 2.46 L846

0.6 0.61 2335

Tungsten 10.0 12.20 1475

1.0 1.20 2080

0.5 0.61 2J55

The figures of true temperature are those found by the

authors. The figures for the tungsten lamps refer to

tungsten filaments in vacuo. The authors have also

made a determination of the temperature of the filament

for nitrogen-filled tungsten lamps. The article is to be

concluded in a subsequent issue

—

Elek. u. Maxell.

(Vienna), Aug. 15, 1915.

Cadmium-Vapor Lamps.—Before the British Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science at a recent

Manchester meeting, H. J. S. Sand exhibited a cad-

mium-vapor arc lamp which he recommended for

polarimetric and other purposes. It was, he said, com-
parable in general principle with the well-known mer-
cury-vapor lamp. The lamp was constructed of quartz-

glass, and the cadmium was freed from oxide and
dissolved gas by a process of filtration while at the pump.
It was hindered from adhering to the glass by the pres-

ence of a small amount of a loose powder (zirconia)

in the lamp. The metal was melted by external heating

before starting, and maintained itself in the molten

condition by the heat of the current. Once started the

lamp might be kept burning for an indefinite time.

—

London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Electric Winding.—Reference is made to the influence

of drum profile on the performance of a winder, and
diagrams of a number of winders are given. The new
12-ton winder at the Cwm colliery belonging to the

Great Western Colliery Company is described in detail.

The drum is of spiro-cylindrical form, 12 ft. to 18 ft. in

diameter. An unusual and interesting feature of the

drum is that the small diameter is at the center. The
drum is driven by two interpole motors arranged one

at each end of the shaft. Each motor has a nominal
(R. M. S.) rating of 900 brake-hp. at 28.6 r.p.m. The
design of the drum is such that the load is very well

equalized, and under ordinary conditions the two motors
will not be required to exert a greater output than about
2700 brake-hp., but the motors are designed to be capa-

ble of giving well over 100 per cent overload if neces-

sary. The motors are controlled on the equalized Ward-
Leonard system. The motor-generator flywheel set

consists of an 1800-hp. slip-ring induction motor
coupled to two 750-kw. (R. M. S. rating), 550-volt con-

tinuous-current dynamos and a 40-ton flywheel. The
set runs normally at 485 r.p.m., and the speed is varied

by means of a liquid-type automatic slip regulator, so

as to enable the flywheel to equalize the demand for

power from the mains. This regulator is operated by a

motor magnet, which i energized from the line through

the medium of scries transformers. London Elei

dan, Sept. 24, L916.

Traction

Electrification <>l British Railway. The first part of

an Illustrated article on the electrification of the Lon-
don and South Western Railway. The first part of the

work is nearing completion. It comprises the conversion

of '17 miles of route, equivalent to 140 miles of single

track. The system adapted is direct current at 600
volts, with a third-rail conductor, this enabling traffic to

be exchanged with the Metropolitan District Railway,

The company decided to generate power for itself and
has put down a power station alongside the railway at

Durnsford Road, near Wimbledon, which is now prac-

tically complete.—London Elec. Review, Sept. 24, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Number of Persons Employed in Germany's Elec-

tricity Supply.—F. Fasolt.—An estimate of the author

shows that the number of persons employed at present

in the public electricity supply stations of Germany is

between 35,000 and 36,000. This number would not

form a prohibitive difficulty should it be decided to in-

troduce general municipal or state ownership in the

German electricity supply.

—

Elek. Zeit., July 22, 1915.

Earth Resistance.—E. W. Marchant.—A British

Association paper. In connection with the wireless

station at Liverpool some experiments have been made
recently on the resistance to earth of three different

types of earth plate. The earth most used was the

water-pipe system of the building. In addition to this

an earth was formed by fourteen 2-in. cast-iron pipes,

pointed and driven about 1 ft. into the ground, which,

in Liverpool, is a good yellow sandstone. A third earth

was formed by a copper plate 1 ft. 5 in. wide and 4 ft.

6 in. long, buried vertically at a depth at the lower edge

of 6 ft. below ground. To this were riveted two copper

strips, 1 in. wide and 40 ft. long, laid at a depth of 6 ft.

each. The earth resistance of copper plate and strips

was found to be 6 ohms, that of the iron pipes 42 ohms,

and that of the water pipes 3 ohms.—London Electri-

cian, Sept. 17, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Wooden Poles.—Friedrich Moll.—The author shows

that the time in which the replacing of wooden poles

becomes necessary follows the law of the probability

curve. This result is of importance as it yields a safe

foundation for estimates of cost of transmission lines

and depreciation. It is important that electrical engi-

neers should understand that painting the wooden poles

is valueless and that for the preservation of the poles it

is absolutely necessary to impregnate them with tar

oil and sublimate according to some such method as

used by the German Post Office Department.

—

Elek.

Zeit, Sept. 2, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Thermionic Currents.—An account of a discussion

before Section A of the British Association meeting at

Manchester. Prof. O. W. Richardson opened the discus-

sion and said that in a vacuum there were two different

emissions of ions by pure metals which have no con-

nection with each other. One is the emission of positive

ions of atomic dimensions, which is strongest on the

first heating and usually due to impurities such as

sodium and potassium atoms. The other is the emission

of negative electrons, which continues indefinitely, as

in the Coolidge tube. This latter emission increases

geometrically as the temperature rises arithmetically.

The author discussed at length the question whether
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this emission has a physical or a chemical origin. The
Haber and Just phenomenon seems primarily a chem-

ical phenomenon. In the case of tungsten, on the other

hand, the chemical theory is, in the speaker's opinion,

utterly inadequate. The author concluded that the

thermionic emission was in the main a physical phe-

nomenon, the stream of electrons having a close analogy

to evaporation. In the extended discussion which fol-

lowed E. Newbery strongly advocated the chemical view.

—London Electrician, Sept. 17, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Testing High-Tension Insulation.—G. Benischke.—
The author gives numerical examples which show how
much the actual stress on the insulating material de-

pends on the wave-form of the voltage, if the operation

voltage or testing voltage is adjusted according to its

effective value. From oscillographic curves it is shown
how greatly the wave-form of the same machine can

be changed by armature reaction so that in insulation

tests using the same machine but at different loads the

electric stress on the insulation may be very different.

By using an eddy-current damping arrangement the

wave-form can be left nearly unchanged. From oscil-

lographic curves for the current waves of an alternat-

ing-current machine in connection with a high-voltage

transformer it is found that the higher harmonics are

strongly emphasized, and it is recommended that high

voltages be produced, not in a single transformer but

by two transformers in series.

—

Elek. Zeit., Aug. 5,

1915.

Meters.—A. Iliovici.—A review of the commercial
electricity meters in use in France. The principal

direct-current meters are the "0. K." meter, the differ-

ent magneto-electric meters with disk armature, the

Thomson meter and its derivative, the Vulcain meter.

Among alternating-current meters the rotary-field in-

duction meters with revolving disk as made by different

companies are described and illustrated.

—

La Lumiere
Elec, Sept. 18, 1915.

Certifying Meters.—An official communication of the

Reichsanstalt on the official testing and certification of

electric meters. The following types are not admitted

for certification: meters for non-inductive load, three-

phase meters for balanced phases, meters in which with

one and the same counting device the consumption for

lighting and the consumption for power are counted but

rated differently. The conditions under which double-

tariff meters are tested and certified are stated.

—

Elek.

Zeit., July 22, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Electric Oscillation in Coupled Circuits.—W. H. Ec-

CLES and A. J. Makower.—A paper read before Section

G of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science dealing with coupled circuits of that type in

which both an electric and a magnetic coupling are em-

ployed. The authors investigate the conditions under

which circuits coupled electrically and magnetically may
give rise to oscillations of a single frequency.—London
Electrician, Sept. 24, 1915.

Telephone Measurements.—J. Puget.—The first part

of a mathematical paper on the calculations of the char-

acteristic constants of telephone lines.

—

La Lumi&re

Elec, May 8, 1915.

Miscellaneous

Submarine Mines.—Antoulaieff.—A discussion of

electrical engineering problems in connection with the

firing of submarine mines. The author deals in succes-

sion with the source of electrical energy, the detonator,

and the station apparatus.—From Electritchest, trans-

lated in abstract in La Revue Elec, July 2, 1915.

Trade Statistics of India.—A paper giving the im-

ports of electrical and similar goods into British India

from different countries of the world for the year ended

March 31, 1913.—London Elec Review, Sept. 17, 1915.

Resuscitation.—K. Alvensleben.—A paper on the

physiological effects of electric currents in case of acci-

dents and a critical review of the present methods of

resuscitation.

—

Elek. Zeit., July 29 and Aug. 5, 1915.

Book Reviews

Physik. Edited by E. Warburg. Leipzig and Berlin:

B. G. Teubner. 762 pages, 106 illus. Price, 24

marks.
This is one of a series of volumes bearing the generic

title "Der Kultur der Gegenwart," or present-day civili-

zation. This particular volume in the series is devoted
to the subject of physics, and in particular to the funda-
mental principles of physics as recognized at the pres-

ent time. The book discusses in turn mechanics, sound,

heat, electricity, light and certain general principles.

The chapters have been prepared by no less than thirty-

six different and specialist authors, under the direction

of the editor. The work is historical, philosophical and
discursive, rather than intensive, technical or mathe-
matical, the object being to present modern views con-

cerning physical phenomena to the intellectual public,

including technicians. There is certainly a need for a

book of this sort. The names of the various authors are

sufficient evidence of authentic information in each de-

partment, and the general review of physical science,

obtained in almost non-mathematical form, gives the

work an interest and a character of its own. For exam-
ple, after a brief history of mechanics from the times of

Newton, Galileo and Descartes down to the present day,

the relations of relativity and thermodynamics to the

modern theory are presented in a very acceptable form.
The work will be welcome to scholars who are interested

in modern physical views and hypotheses, if they are

acquainted with the German language and with the ele-

ments of physics, mathematics and philosophy.

Internal - Combustion Engines. By Robert L.

Streeter. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc. 418 pages, 239 illus. Price, $4.

As a textbook for engineering students this work by

Professor Streeter is admirably written. It starts off

with a little history of the work of those who have de-

signed internal-combustion engines and then proceeds to

the theoretical side of the subject, taking up the laws of

gases and thermodynamics, operating cycles, fuels, igni-

tion, carburetion, governing, cooling and the like. These

subjects occupy about one-third of the volume. The
next third of the book takes up matters of a practical

nature, giving the cost of power generated in plants

where internal-combustion engines are used as prime

movers together with brief descriptions and charac-

teristics of a number of the successful gas-using and

oil-using engines now on the market. The cost data

given are well arranged to show the comparative

economy of steam, producer-gas and oil-engine plants

of 20-kw., 100-kw., 250-kw. and 500-kw. ratings. The
last part of the book takes up the design of engines and

parts and deals with those features that show the

principles involved. The work is fairly free from

mathematical discussions and contains a number of

examples worked out in order to show the use of formu-

las given.
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F. W. Hild, general manager of the

Portland Railway, Light & Power Com-
pany, Portland, Ore., has resigned from
that company to become vice-president

and general manager of the Denver
(Col.) Tramway. Mr. Hild has been
general manager of the Portland Rail-

way, Light & Power Company since

March 15, 1911, and was in charge of
the railway, light and power operating
departments of the company. He was
formerly assistant general manager
and chief engineer of the Havana
(Cuba) Electric Railway. He was
graduated as an electrical and a civil

engineer from Union College at Sche-
nectady, N. Y., in the class of 1898 and
was for a time connected with the Gen-
eral Electric Company. While in the
employ of this company Mr. Hild as-
sisted in the important rehabilitation
work carried out by the Twin City Rap-
id Transit Company, the Kansas City
Railway & Light Company and the
Chicago Edison Company. Mr. Hild
was one of the originators of the idea
of organizing an association to repre-
sent the electric railways on the Pacific
Coast and was elected president of the
Pacific Coast Electric Railway Associ-
ation at its organization in San Fran-
cisco, Cal., on April 1, 1913. A fare-
well luncheon was extended to Mr. Hild
on Sept. 30 by the Portland Chamber of

Men
of the Industry

Changes in Personnel

and Position

—

Biographical Notes

Commerce, at which F. T. Griffith, pres-

ident of the Portland Railway, Light &
Power Company, paid a tribute to the

ability of Mr. Hild, who replied in a

fitting speech. Mr. Hild succeeds John
A. Beeler with the Denver Tramway.

Dr. E. Rosenberg, who is an Austrian

subject, has resigned as chief engineer

of the British Westinghouse Company.
Dr. Rosenberg studied at the Univer-

sity of Vienna, where he graduated with

the degree of D.Sc. After a year in

the Austrian Navy he became first de-

signer for the Nuremberg (Germany)
plant of Schuckert & Company. In

1900 he was appointed chief electrical

engineer for Korting Brothers at Kort-

ingsdorf, near Hanover, and in 1903 he

was appointed chief of a department of

the Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesell-

schaft, Berlin. Dr. Rosenberg visited

the United States in 1907. He was after-

ward appointed chief engineer of the

British Westinghouse Company's works
at Manchester. He is the author of nu-

merous papers and works on induction

motors, dynamos, cranes, train light-

ing, turbo-generators, etc.

W. B. Milligan, formerly of the West-
ern Ohio Railway, has accepted a posi-

tion with the Albert Emanuel Operat-

ing Company of Dayton, Ohio, and be-

gan his new duties Oct. 1.

H. W. Duncan, superintendent of the

Northern Indiana Gas & Electric Com-
pany, Plymouth, Ind., has been engaged
as superintendent for the Waxahachie
(Tex.) Gas Company.

Theodore Clauss, who has been for a

number of years associated with the

Union Gas & Electric Company of Cin-

cinnati, acting as secretary of the com-
pany until about a year ago, has
resigned his office with that company.

He will continue as secretary of the

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company.
Percy H. Burrowes has resigned as

general superintendent of the York
County Power & Light Company, Port-

land, Me.
Peter Cooper Hewitt, best known in

connection with his work on the mer-

cury-vapor arc and one of the engi-

neers just appointed to represent the

Inventors' Guild on the Naval Advisory

Board, comes from a family noted for

its inventors and philanthropists. Mr.

Hewitt was educated at Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology and Columbia

University. Among his principal in-

ventions have been the development of

the mercury-vapor arc as a lamp, as a

rectifier, and as an interrupter, and the

application of rodamine reflectors for

supplementing the color of the light

obtained from his lamp. Mr. Hewitt's

studies and publications on negative-

electrode resistance and on obscure phe-

nomena of alternating currents are of

the greatest scientific importance, al-

though a large share of his attention

has been devoted to the practical de-

velopment and application of his inven-

tions. At the first meeting of the new

board, held at Washington Oct. 7, Mr.

Hewitt was elected vice-chairman of

the board, with Mr. Edison as chair-
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J. H. Prior, who has just been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the Illinois

Public Utilities Commission, with head-

quarters at Springfield, 111., entered the

service of the Illinois commission about

a year ago as assistant chief engineer.

Prior to that time, during the years

1905 to 1914, Mr. Prior was engineer of

design of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway and was engaged in the

design of all structures on that railway

and on its 2000-mile extension known
as the Puget Sound Lines. Mr. Prior

made two of the earliest valuations of

railroad properties required by railroad

regulatory and taxing bodies. These
were the valuations of the structures

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway for the first Minnesota valua-
tion in 1906 and the first South Dakota
valuation in 1907. Mr. Prior was edu-
cated at the Armour Institute of Tech-
nology and the University of Chicago.

E. W. Ehmann has been appointed to

succeed John G. Felton as chief engi-
neer for the Fulton County Gas &
Electric Company, Gloversville, N. Y.

A. W. Evans, formerly of the meter
department of the Athol Gas & Elec-

tric Company, has been appointed com-
mercial manager of the company, suc-

ceeding R. P. Benedict.

W. P. Chestnut, commercial manager
for the Union Light, Heat & Power
Company, Fargo, N. D., has been elect-

ed secretary-treasurer of the Mer-
chants' Auxiliary of the North Dakota
State Fair Association.

M. L. Hibbard, general manager of
the Union Light, Heat & Power Com-
pany, Fargo, N. D., has been re-elected
as a member of the board of directors
of the Merchants' Auxiliary of the
North Dakota State Fair Association.

W. M. Lewis, manager of the Grand
Rapids & Muskegon Power Company,
Muskegon, Mich., has been appointed
district manager of the Consumers'
Power Company for Michigan. Mr.
Lewis' headquarters will continue to be
at Muskegon.

Frank E. McKee, the secretary and
treasurer of the Shaw Electric Crane
Company, Muskegon, Mich., has been
appointed assistant to A. J. Babcock,
president and manager of the factories
controlled by the Manning, Maxwell &
Moore Corporation.

Charles A. Russell of Gloucester.

Mass., has been confirmed as a member

of the Massachusetts Public Service

Commission, following a recent ap-

pointment by Governor Walsh.

Charles J. Hatch, manager, and C. E.

Greenwood, assistant manager, of the

electrical exposition to be given in 1920

at Boston, Mass., under the auspices of

the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany in celebration of the three hun-

dredth anniversary of the landing of

the Pilgrim Fathers on Plymouth Rock,

left Boston on Oct. 2 for a trip of about

six weeks to the Pacific Coast.

R. P. Benedict, for the past five

years commercial manager of the Athol

(Mass.) Gas & Electric Company, has
been appointed manager of the Chico-

pee (Mass.) electric-lighting depart-

ment, succeeding C. W. Whiting of Bos-
ton, who has been serving temporarily
in this capacity. Mr. Benedict has had
a varied engineering experience, start-

ing with the Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Company of Pittsfield, Mass.,
and later being employed by the Pitts-

field Electric Company, the Northamp-
ton Electric Lighting Company, and the
R. W. Parks properties at Westfield,
Mass.

J. C. Woodsome, the president-elect
of the Southeastern Section of the
National Electric Light Association, is

the general manager of the Tampa
Electric Company of Tampa, Fla. Like
many other men in the Stone & Web-
ster organization, Mr. Woodsome is a
native of Boston and was graduated
from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. From 1901 to 1902 he
served as assistant instructor at
"Tech," and in the latter year entered
the employ of the Stone & Webster

company. In January, 1906, he was
appointed superintendent of the Hough-
ton County Electric Light Company at
Houghton, Mich., and in August, 1908,
he was promoted to be superintendent
of the Dallas Electric Light & Power
Company at Dallas, Tex. Since May,
1911, Mr. Woodsome has held his
present position of general manager of
the Tampa Electric Company. He is a
director of the Tampa Rotary Club and
the Tampa Board of Trade and holds
membership in a number of national
engineering societies.

John C. Parker has resigned as me-
chanical and electrical engineer of the

Rochester (N. Y.) Railway & Light
Company to become professor of elec-

trical engineering at the University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor. Mi\ Parker was
graduated from Michigan in 1901 and
since 1910 has been non-resident lec-

turer there on the subjects of electric-

power transmission and distribution.

He was formerly assistant to the engi-

neer in charge at the plant of the On-
tario Power Company, Niagara Falls,

Ont., and while in this connection had
much to do with the construction and
transmission line of the Niagara, Lock-
port & Ontario Power Company, also

designing and installing the systems of

receiving stations and substations for

delivering 60,000-volt Niagara energy
to the plant of the Lackawanna Steel

Company. Afterward he designed the
transmission line and system for bring-
ing Niagara energy to Rochester, N. Y.
In recent years Mr. Parker has devoted
much of his time with the Rochester
company to the study of the general
economics of power generation, distri-

bution and sale.

F. R. Fowles, who has been appoint-
ed general superintendent of the York
County Power & Light Company, with
headquarters at Biddeford, Me., was
formerly in the employ of the Tennes-
see Power Company at Chattanooga,
Tenn. Mr. Fowles was graduated from
the University of Michigan in 1906
with the degree of mechanical engi-

neer and following this joined the
staff of the General Electric Company
at Schenectady, N. Y.

Obituary
Isaac B. Hammond, organizer of the

Union Electric Company of Portland,

Ore., and prominent manufacturer of
that city, died in Portland Sept. 22 at

the age of seventy-one years. His
death was due to hardening of the
arteries and to a complication of

diseases. Practically all of Mr. Ham-
mond's life had been spent in the manu-
facture of electrical and mining ma-
chinery, and at the time of his death
he was president and owner of the
Hammond Manufacturing & Electric

Company of Portland and was active in

local civic affairs.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
.1 Record oj Latest Development* «>i<l Improvements in Manufacturers

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

\ Now Spray Head for Cooling Ponds

pray head designed and patented by Prof. Carl ('.

Thomas of Johns Hopkins University and placed on the
market by the ('. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Company,
Philadelphia. Pa., is shown in seotion in Pig, 1. This
spray head distributes the water by spreading a film
of water which overcomes the surface tension and pro-
duces an infinite number of line drops. It consists es-

sentially of a east-iron supporting base, on which is

mounted a bronze tube cut in spiral form as shown.
The spiral tube is held between the base and a cap which
tits in the top, the cap being screwed to a central bronze
Stem which passes down through a close-clearance bush-
ing in the base and is operated by a bell crank with an
extended vertical arm, giving accurate control, it is

declared, of the position of the stem. A very small
movement of the stem will vary the opening of the
spiral, as it compresses or releases by the vertical travel
of the cap. This adjustment in turn controls the fine-

ness of the film of water. When in operation, the water
leaves the spray head in a continuous sheet in an up-
ward direction, owing to the angle of the spiral open-
ings. As the film spreads it becomes thinner, because
of the increasing diameter, until the surface tension is

overcome, at which point, it is asserted, the water
breaks into a uniformly fine spray.

The adjustable feature provides a means of varying
the thickness of the film of water and the fineness of
the spray. The spray may also be regulated to suit the
load and the quantity of water at varying atmospheric
conditions. A coarse spray, therefore, may be em-
ployed during periods of high-wind velocity, thus mini-
mizing driftage. When there is little or no wind and
cooling conditions are unfavorable, by closing the spirals
the spray can be made very fine, thereby greatly in-

creasing the exposed surface of the water particles to
the action of the air, which in turn creates higher
evaporation and reduces the water much nearer to the
theoretical temperature desired. In Fig. 3 the head is

shown in its operating position with the spiral com-
pressed to an average opening. In Fig. 4 the spray
head is in an open position with the cap elevated and
clearing the top of the spiral. On account of the ad-

justable feature, foreign matter, such as leaves, weeds,
twigs, etc., which tend to collect in a spray system, may
lie readily washed out by momentarily raising the ad-
justing cap, releasing the tension on Hie spiral, and

FIG. 5—INSTALLATION OF SPIRAL SPRAY HEADS

flushing the foreign matter out. A pressure varying
from 2 lb. to 4 lb. per square inch is required for forcing

the water through the annular opening of the head.

Automobile Searchlamp with Outside Focusing

Adjustment

A recently developed automobile searchlamp known
as the "Pittsburgh Five" is provided with an outside

set-screw focusing adjustment which permits, it is

declared, the use of any style of vacuum or nitrogen-

filled lamp, regardless of size or voltage, and makes it

possible to adjust the lamp instantly for any kind of

beam without disturbing it in any way or removing it

from its position. By means of this adjustment it is

said that the lamp can be transferred from one car to

another of different voltage at will. The adjustment
also enables the user to select a bulb to suit his require-

ments and, in case of accident, to use any available bulb

FIGS. 1, 2, 3 AND 4—SPIRAL SPRAY HEAD FIG. 1—SEARCHLAMP WITH FOCUSING ADJUSTMENT
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as a renewal. Should it become necessary to use the

searchlamp in the place of a headlamp, the width of the

illuminated field can be increased, it is declared, if de-

sired. A feature of the device is the double curvature

FIG. 2—LAMP WITH HANDLE USED AS STAND

parabolic reflector, which, though only 5 in. in diameter,

distributes the light evenly. The device is equipped
with a handle which can be employed as a stand for

holding the lamp in an upright position when detached

for repairing tires, etc., as shown in Fig. 2. The lamp
is being made by the Pittsburgh Electric Specialties

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Electric Water Heater for Soda-Fountain Service

An interesting device which has been developed espe-

cially for bar and soda-fountain service is the orna-

mental electric water heater shown herewith. The
heater has a capacity of 4 qt., the reservoir being

of crystal lead glass which is frosted to make the

water line dimly visible. The globe is held in place by
removable stay rods. When used as an instantaneous

heater water is retained in a well connected directly

with the faucet. Automatic check valves regulate the

circulation so that the heat is concentrated around the

water in the well at the point where it is drawn off.

Two heats are provided. At high heat the water can be
brought to a boiling point, it is asserted, in about sixty

seconds. At low heat the device takes 95 watts and
keeps the water at a temperature just below boiling.

The heater is 7.5 in. by 7.5 in. at the base and is 15.75

in. high. It is provided with a separable attachment

FOUR-QUART ELECTRIC WATER HEATER

plug which fits any ordinary lamp socket. The device
operates on either direct current or alternating current
at a pressure ranging from 100 volts to 130 volts. It

can be easily taken apart, cleaned and set up again in

a few minutes. When the high heat is turned on, the
pilot light in the base is dim. On low heat the light is

bright. Illuminated red-and-blue lettering is sand-

blasted into the glass panels of the base. In case the
low heat is left on all night, it is declared, the heater
will not boil dry. Even if high heat is left on and the
water boils away, the manufacturer also claims, the
heating element will not burn out. The heater is being
made by the International Electric Company, Indian-
apolis, Ind.

First-Aid Belt

A handy first-aid belt for workmen who are liable to

be injured or suffer from shock or asphyxiation while
performing hazardous duties has been developed by J.

FIG. 1—CANVAS COMPARTMENTS FOR CARRYING REMEDIES

S. Parker, superintendent of the Frankford district,

for the United Gas Improvement Company, Philadel-
phia, Pa., at the suggestion of H. B. Christy, foreman
fitter of the same district. The belt is of leather and
is provided with heavy canvas compartments, as shown

FIG. 2—FIRST-AID BELT IN PLACE WITH LAPELS CLOSED

in Fig. 1, in which can be placed various remedies and
instruments for first-aid treatment. There are four
compartments, and each of these is provided with a
lapel which closes with a catch button. The outfit is

especially useful, it is declared, for complaint men, who
often find themselves in situations where restoratives

are immediate necessities.
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Commercial WireleM Apparatus

To meet the requirements of increased traffic and
stint government supervision b new standard 2-kw.,

cycle panel radio set has rivcnt i> been developed for

commercial purposes by tin 1 Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Company of America, L65 Broadway, W\\ York. The
apparatus lias been designed especially for use on ships,

and is said to provide increased facilities for transmit

ting and receiving messages in congested waters such
as in New York llarlior and other ports. The set is of

the noiseless quenched-gap type and therefore, it is

claimed, does not disturb the passengers whose quarters
are near the wireless cabin. Because of the tact that all

of the apparatus is mounted on a panel a minimum
amount of space is required, a feature which is of con-

siderable advantage on coastwise craft. Emphasis is

placed by the manufacturer on the standardization fea-

tures of this equipment, the advantages of which are

considerable. It is claimed that the efficiency of the

operators handling standard equipment will be greater

than that of those handling several types of apparatus.

The complete set consists of a transmitting and re-

ceiving apparatus and various switches and appliances

for manipulating the equipment. The panel-type trans-

mitter has all of the regulating and manipulating appli-

ances mounted on the front so that they are easily

accessible. Means are provided so that impulses of three

wave-lengths, 300 meters, 450 meters and 600 meters,

can be transmitted, the change of wave-length being

accomplished by throwing a switch to the desired posi-

tion. On the front of the panel are mounted a watt-

meter, which indicates the amount of energy consumed
at the terminals of the transformer; a radiation meter,

figs. 1 and 2- -FRONT AND BACK VIEWS OF COMPLETE
TRANSMITTER

which indicates the energy flow in the aerial circuit; a

motor field rheostat, which enables the speed of the
motor-generator to be varied; a generator field rheostat,

which permits the variation of the generator voltage;

an aerial inductance handle, which permits the variation

of inductance in the aerial circuit and indicates the

amount in turns; a \\a\e length witch, ;i handle which
permits the variation oi coupling between the closed
and aerial circuits, and a loW-DOWer wit<h which per
mils transmission at e\licinil\ low power in order to

reduce Interference to a minimum. Beneath the panel
is another panel winch contains the quenched park rap.

UHiBli^BMa^q1JH

<- 1
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FIG. 3—FRONT VIEW OF RECEIVING SET

The latter panel is mounted on hinges so that it can be
opened from either side for the purpose of removing
and replacing the condenser jars.

The quenched gap is cooled by an air blast delivered

from the combined rotary gap and blower mounted on
the end of the motor-generator. Beneath the quenched
spark-gap is placed the starting panel, on which are
mounted all the starting appliances, control switches and
protective devices. A number of posts or lugs are also

mounted on this panel, permitting the external connec-

tions to be made without difficulty. An automatic
starter enables the motor to be started from a distant

point by means of a single-pole switch. The starter

cuts out three steps of resistance when starting and
energizes the generator field when the motor is up to

full speed, thus preventing the operation of the set until

all resistance of the starter is cut out. When the con-

trol switch is opened the starter automatically connects

a resistor across the motor armature terminals, which
quickly brings the motor-generator to a stop.

The elements of the high-frequency circuits are

mounted back of the transmitting panel and supported

on insulating rods. The inductance coils are of spiral

form and consist of a "bakelite dilecto" slab having a

spiral groove cut in one face. Into the spiral groove is

fitted a strip of copper of the desired number of turns.

The closed oscillating circuit consists of an inductance

called the primary, a condenser consisting of six jars

having a capacity of 0.002 microfarad each, the quenched
spark-gap, the rotary spark-gap and the wave-length

switch. All of these elements are connected in series.

A switch permits either the rotary spark-gap or the

quenched gap to be connected in the circuit. The wave-
changing switch is controlled by the handle on the front

of the panel and, when in the 300-meter position, three

jars, or half of the total capacity, are connected in the

circuit.

The aerial circuit consists of the antenna, the aerial

inductance, which is varied by means of the handle on

the front of the board ; a loading inductance, which per-

mits contact to be made at any point, and a secondary

inductance, as it is called. All of the elements are con-

nected in series to the ground through the thermo junc-

tion of the radiation meter. The primary or the in-

ductance of the closed circuit can have its distance from
the secondary varied by means of a handle marked
"coupling," permitting variations in the mutual in-

ductance between the two circuits. A wave-length-

changing switch is also inserted in the aerial circuit,

which is controlled by the handle on the front of the

board. The handle controls both the primary and sec-

ondary switches so that one operation not only connects
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in the proper amount of inductance and condenser in

the closed oscillating circuit and the aerial circuit but

also permits the change of wave-length and still main-

tains the proper coupling between the two circuits with-

out varying the distance between the primary and the

secondary. When operating on the quenched gap the

FIG. 4—REAR VIEW OF RECEIVING SET

distance between the primary and the secondary is very

short and is kept constant.

The receiving set is made up of a type 106 tuner

with a crystal detector. The tuner consists essentially

of a variable inductance which is placed in series with

the antenna and the ground. This inductance is called

primary. A small variable condenser is also in series

with this circuit, being used to shorten the natural

period of the aerial so that signals of short wave-

length can be received. When this condenser is not

needed, it is turned to the "off" position, where it short-

circuits itself. The closed circuit consists of a variable

inductance and a variable condenser in series. The
variable inductance is movable relative to the primary
so that the coupling between the two circuits can be

varied. In shunt with the variable condenser of the

closed circuit there is a potentiometer, with the detector

and a condenser, all in series with each other. The
telephones are connected in shunt to the last-named

condenser. A battery provides the necessary energy for

operating some types of crystals. Fig. 3 shows a front

view of the complete receiving set.

An antenna switch, while in receiving position, throws
the receiving circuits into operative condition and at

the same time opens the primary circuit of the trans-

former and the generator field and stops the motor-

generator. When the switch is thrown into transmit-

ting position, the last-named circuits are closed and the

motor-generator is started. The receiving circuits are

FIG. 5—DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF COMPLETE SET

automatically short-circuited in order to protect them
from the transmitter. A single-pole switch, when closed,

keeps the motor-generator running continuously. A key
of special construction permits the opening and closing

of the transformer circuit in accordance with the sig-

nals to be sent. Fig. 4 shows a diagram of connections

of the complete set. In the majority of installations

a storage battery is used so that the set can be

operated independent of the ship's power. A 0.5-kw.

set, which is similar in all essentials to the 2-kw.

equipment, has also been designed by the Marconi com-
pany. It is intended for use on smaller vessels and as

an auxiliary set on large craft.

Switch and Bus-Support Equipment for Large Plants

The General Devices & Fittings Company, 817 West
Washington Boulevard, Chicago, 111., has recently de-

veloped some interesting switch and bus-support equip-

ment for three large power plants, some of which is

shown herewith. The devices have been designed for a
plant with large-sized generating units, and special care

was necessitated in the manufacture to provide reliable

FIGS. 1 AND 2—6000-AMP. BACK-CONNECTED SWITCH
AND 2000-AMP. GENERATOR BUS SWITCH

and safe operation. The switches were designed for a

certain minimum millivolt drop. Copper forgings were

used throughout.

In Fig. 1 is shown a front view of a back-connected

positive-lock-type switch with a rating of 6000 amp.

and 600 volts for sixty-cycle operation. According to

the manufacturer, the switch is the first device of its

FIGS. 3, 4 AND 5—SWITCH FOR 30,000-KW. TURBINE,

TRIPLE-POLE LOCKING SWITCH, AND THREE-PHASE BUS

SUPPORT

type provided with a positive lock which is thrown in

or out with the switch handle. The studs are milled

from solid copper forgings and are slotted 7 in. deep

for bus insertions. The studs can also be slotted for

vertical buses. All contacts are grounded to reduce the

millivolt drop to the lowest possible point. All hard-
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ware, bolts, nuts, spring washers, etc., are <>r phosphor
bronxe, turned from solid rods. The clipa are of 8

mond spring copper and the blades of bard drawn blad
ing copper. The handle fork and entire loch are of
Herts non magnetic metal, and the handle is of black
fiber made from rings turned t<> size and treated.

Unit-Part Electric Range
Electric ovena and bo1 plates so <ic [gned that they

may i><- easily combined In frames to form complete
electric ranges arc no* being marketed by the Globe
Stove & Range Company of Kokomo, Ind. The unit

principle of construction embodied in this "built up"

hsSRCu

i
PIG. 6 lUSrONNECTING-TYPE SUPPORT

FOR 15,000-VOLT FUSE
FIGS. 1 AND 2—METHOD OF APPLYING CORRUGATED ASBESTOS HEAT

INSULATOR, AND OVEN, WHICH IS A COMPLETE UNIT

Switches of the type shown are being made in sizes with
ratings up to 16,000 amp. Those rated above 10,000 amp.
have double cushion locks and interferences.

In Fig. 3 is shown a special generator switch designed
for a 30,000-kw., 13,200-volt turbine which is equipped
with positive lock and throw-over interference. The
bridge base is a continuous unit. A generator bus
switch rated at 2000 amp. at a pressure of 15,000 volts

is shown in Fig. 2. It is mounted on a malleable-iron
bridge base.

A triple-pole locking-switch equipment mounted on a
horizontal pipe frame is shown in Fig. 4. Switches of
the type shown are rated at 2000 amp. at a pressure
of 600 volts for operation on sixty-cycle energy. They
are equipped with interference locks. The bridge bases
permit of vertical adjustment, and barriers are provided
between switches. In Fig. 6 is shown a disconnecting-
type support for a 15,000-volt expulsion fuse. Supports
are also being built for cartridge-type fuses and are
mounted on bridge bases if desired. Either flat or pipe
mounting may be utilized. A three-phase bus support
for 600-volt service is shown in Fig. 5. All metal parts
except the base are of Hertz non-magnetic metal, the
bolts being of phosphor bronze. Supports of this type
are being made in various sizes and for various voltages
and to support as many as nineteen bars 0.25 in. by 10
in. in size. The support is adjustable and weighs 320
lb. Another type of support is shown in Fig. 7. It is

designed for 3.5-in. copper tubing insulated for 13,200

range is analogous to that employed in building sec-

tional bookcases. The advantage of this type of con-
struction, as pointed out by the manufacturers of the
range, is that either the oven or the hot-plates may be

FIG. 3—A SINGLE OVEN AND HOT-PLATE COMBINED
WITH A SINGLE FRAME TO MAKE A RANGE

sold separately to act as an entering wedge for electric

cooking in the home, just as the electric-service cabinet

boards have been used to act as a humble beginning.

The 18-in. by 12-in. by 12-in. oven is equipped with

FIGS. 7 AND 8—SUPPORT USED WITH
TUBING, AND PHASE-LEG SUPPORT

FIGS. 4 AND 5—THE HOT-PLATE, WHICH IS A COMPLETE UNIT, AND DOUBLE
OVEN AND DOUBLE HOT-PLATE RANGE

volts. It is adjustable and can be removed from the

bus when the latter is energized. In Fig. 8 is shown a

single support designed to take one phase leg from the

big support shown in Fig. 6. It is designed for mount-
ing on two parallel pipes and to clamp the bus.

three totally inclosed " 500-watt heating units, two of

which are in the bottom of the oven, while the third is

secured to the top of the oven to provide even heat

distribution. Corrugated asbestos 1.5 in. thick is used

on the oven walls for heat-insulating material.
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On the hot-plates, which are constructed to fit with

the oven in the iron range frame (Figs. 4 and 5), the

heating elements are of the combination open-inclosed

type. The resistor used in winding all the heating coils

is No. 18 chromel wire.

Electric Washer with Vacuum Plunger

With the electrically operated washing machine shown
herewith rubbing is entirely eliminated and wear and
tear on the clothes are reduced, it is declared, to a

minimum. Two vacuum plungers move up and down
inside the tub at the rate of sixty times a minute, re-

volving above the water and thereby reaching all parts

of the tub. On the down stroke of the plunger air is

ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINE EQUIPPED WITH
TWO VACUUM CUPS

compressed and forces the soapy water through the

mesh of the clothes, while on the up stroke the plunger

reverses the operation, sucking the water through the

mesh. The entire machine is of metal, and it can be
readily moved from place to place on casters provided

for the purpose. The machine is being placed on the

market by the Frantz-Premier Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, and both washer and wringer are operated by a

1/6-hp. Westinghouse motor.

Electric Hammer
The electrically operated hammer shown herewith con-

sists essentially of a motor, a drill or hammer, and a

magnetic clutch. A cylindrical sleeve D (Fig. 1), with
two relatively thick end sections joined together by a

thin center section, is connected to the motor R through
hardened gears P and L and connecting rod H. The
plunger C, which delivers the blow to the drill, lies

loosely within the cylinder and is not mechanically con-

nected to any part of the mechanism. Outside of the
sleeve is the magnet coil F. This coil, which is in series

with the motor, is stationary, the sleeve moving back
and forth within it. The circuit is closed by means of

the button O in the handle. The solenoid when ener-

gized creates a magnetic circuit with the thick sections

of the sleeve as the poles and the plunger as the arma-
ture. As the sleeve is moved back and forth by the

motor the plunger moves with it and operates the drill

or hammer. The plunger is slightly longer than the

£Xmani

FIGS.

^JORILL OR HAMMER
(ROD INSERTED HERE

1 AND 2—HAMMER OPERATED BY SERIES-WOUND
MOTOR

thin section of the sleeve, giving it a certain amount
of over-travel and thereby removing the strain and jar

of the blow from the machine. The motor is series-

wound and the gears are of oil-hardened special gear

steel. Ball bearings are used throughout. The hammer
is being placed on the market by the Western Electric

Company, 463 West Street, New York.

Lamp Grips

To overcome the trouble and inconvenience sometimes"
experienced with lamps and sockets when installed in

places subject to vibration, causing the lamps to un-

screw or "back off" from the base contact so that the
circuit is broken, and often even causing the lamps to

fall out, the Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport,

Conn., has developed the lamp grip shown herewith. The
threaded copper portion which receives the lamp is

slotted on two diametrically opposite sides in such a
manner as to provide two tongues which are flexible.

Two flat steel springs are mounted in the porcelain base

GRIP IN LAMP SOCKET TO PREVENT
LAMP FALLING OUT

with the free ends arranged so as to bear on the outside
of the copper tongues. Without any external adjust-
ment or any other labor than the insertion of the lamp,
sufficient tension is brought to bear upon the lamp base
to prevent vibration from causing the contact to break.
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Engineering Students ;>t University

Of Illinois. M»n> than 1000 students

are registered in the engineering

courses al the University of Illinois,

Urbane, for the new school year. Oi

this number 259 are taking the course

in electrical engineering, 289 chemical

engineering, and 44 railway engineer

ing. These figures do not include th<

engineering students registered in the

graduate school.

Flood Lighting of Mckinley Monu-

ment at Canton. Ohio.—Citizens of

Canton, Ohio, the home of President

McKinley, are planning to have pro-

jector lamps installed to light the

dome of the McKinley memorial at

Canton, beneath which is the tomb of

the President. It is proposed to in-

stall flood-lamp projectors on build-

ings near by and to illuminate the

dome of the monument, rendering it

visible from all parts of the city.

Electric Motors for Draining Marsh-

land.—In Holland, marshland, shallow

lakes and other areas covered with

water are being drained by motor-

operated centrifugal pumps. As the

motors are equipped with float

switches which start the pumps as the

water level rises, there is eliminated

the constant attendance required where

windmills, steam engines or internal-

combustion engines are used as prime

movers. About fifty-three large marsh

tracts, each with its own pumping

equipment, are now supplied from two

3000-volt distribution systems. A num-

ber of community electric pumping

plants are also employed for such

drainage work.

Experimental Lectures on Electro-

physics'.—Prof. W. S. Franklin, who

resigned recently as head of the

physics department of Lehigh Univer-

sity and who is author of a number of

books on electrical engineering, will

make a tour of the universities and

technical schools of the South and

West during this fall and winter, when

he will deliver a series of theoretical

and experimental lectures on the topics

of oscillatory motion, electric waves,

mechanical analogies of electricity and

magnetism, phenomena of motion, and

educational problems of industrial

communities. Professor Franklin's ad-

dress during Oetober and November

will be in care of Columbia University,

New York City.

Capitalization of Electric Utilities in

Japan.—According to a report recently

published by the Bureau of Electricity

in the Department of Communications

at Tokyo, electric enterprises in Japan

at the end of May numbered 615, the

combined capitalization amounting to

more than $300,000,000 United States

currency. In comparison with the end

of 1914 there is an increase of fourteen

Multiphase
Currents

Mi , . il.ii 1 1 Newi ItemJ

Picked from the Happening!

of the [nduitry

m the number of enterprises and

2541,476 In their combined capitaliza-

tion. Power companies are in the

majority, being 524 in all, with a com-

bined capitalization Of approximately

i
,,.iiuii,oi)0. Railway companies num-

ber forty four, with a combined capital

ization of over $25,000,000. Others

number forty-seven, with a combined

capitalization of a little more than

$123,000,000. The total rating is esti-

mated at 727,783 kw., being an increase

of 7551 kw. over that at the end of last

year.

Polarization of Leclanche Cells

Caused by Liberation of Ammonia?—
Experiments conducted by Ernest G.

Crocker of the graduating class in

electrochemistry at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Boston, seem

to indicate that polarization in Le-

clanche cells is not due to a film of

hydrogen surrounding the carbon ele-

ment, as commonly believed, but is

caused by the alkaline action of am-
monia liberated in the cells. Tests con-

ducted with different-sized grains of

materials used in dry-cell construction

showed that the most suitable fineness

is between 0.025 in. and 0.01 in. and

that the two constituents, generally car-

bon and pyrolusite, should be of the

same fineness, the quantity of pyro-

lusite being about 60 per cent of the

bulk of the entire mixture.

Heating Houses by Electricity in

Sweden.—In Sweden, where the price of

electrical energy is low, Hjalmar Lof-

quist of Stockholm is introducing an

electric hot-water heating system for

houses of four to ten rooms. A ther-

mally insulated water tank in which

THE WATER IS HEATED IN THE ATTIC

TANK DURING THE NIGHT, AND IN THE
MORNING A CLOCK SWITCH CUTS OFF

THE HEATERS AND STARTS THE MOTOR
WHICH DRIVES THE CIRCULATING PUMP

eled i ic beating elemenl are Ini tailed

i: placed in the attic, and the water la

tin tank i heated a1 night, when the

, ate for electrical energy are low. In

the morning the heating elemenl an
nected l>y an automat ic switch

which simultaneously starts a motor

driven water circulal ing pump. Hot
watei i then conveyed through the

pipes to the radiaton mounted in the

to be heated, and thence il Hows

back through a common return pipe

leading to a mall tank in the cellar,

from which it is pumped again to the

upper tank. The circulation of the hot

water is thus continuous. With a heat-

insulated tank of 1.'52 gal. capacity and

1 kw. in heating units in operation ten

hours per day it is claimed the water

will absorb 74,800 calories, an amount
of thermal energy said to be sufficient

to heat four or five rooms. The cost of

heating a room by this method with

electrical energy at 1 cent per kilowatt-

hour is given as about 12 cents for a

normal winter day. By changing the

number of electric heating units in

service the system can be adjusted to

weather conditions. The system is de-

signed for use only where the cost of

electric energy is low or where low

rates can be obtained at night.

Artificial Geysers Break Forth in

Fifth Avenue.—Fifth Avenue at Fifty-

third Street, New York City, took on

some of the volcanic aspects of Yellow-

stone Park one evening this week when
steam escaping from an underground
general-service main of the New York
Steam Company broke through the

pavement in a number of places and

spouted from 50 ft. to 60 ft. in the air

Lumps of mud-stone were carried up
with the steam and fell pattering on

the pavement in all directions, and the

cover of a manhole in the middle of

the avenue was blown off. Condensing
in the cold night air, the steam fell as

water, drenching the fashionable eve-

ning clothes of many persons of the

neighborhood who were attracted by
the curious spectacle. Traffic was held

up on the thoroughfare for almost an

hour.

Electric Service Rules of Common-
wealth Edison Company.—Under the

title "Rules and Information Pertain-

ing to Electric Service, Meters, Wiring
and Motors," the Commonwealth Edi-

son Company, Chicago, has lately issued

a useful eighty-six-page booklet to ac-

quaint customers, contractors, archi-

tects and engineers with the company's
requirements relating to the installa-

tion of service connections, meters,

motors, etc. All registered electrical

contractors in Chicago have been pro-

vided with copies of these rules, which

are supplementary to the electrical

code of the city of Chicago and do not

intentionally conflict with that code in

any respect. Information concerning

the character of the electric service in

different parts of the city and the ap-

propriate size and arrangements of

meters and cut-outs is included in the

booklet for the convenience of custom-

ers and contractors. One-half of the

book is taken up with dimensioned

drawings and diagrams of meter-board

mountings, etc.
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

and Central-Station Fields

Associations and Societies

Philadelphia Jovians.—The Oct. 7 meeting of the Jovian

Electrical League of Philadelphia was addressed by Charles

J. Cohen, president of the Chamber of Commerce. The
subject was "Philadelphia."

Chemical Engineering Society Meeting.—At the Oct. 21

meeting of the Chemical Engineering Society, to be held

in Pittsburgh, S. T. Snyder will talk on "The Electric Fur-

nace for High Temperatures in Chemical Work."

Cleveland Electrical League.—At the Oct. 14 luncheon of

the Electrical League of Cleveland Victor W. Sincere, gen-

eral manager of the Bailey Company of Cleveland, made an

address on "The Attitude of the Business Man Toward Civic

Affairs, and Digressions."

National Association of Railway Commissioners Conven-
tion.—At the annual convention of the National Association

of Railway Commissioners, which began on Oct. 12 in San
Francisco, Clifford Thorne, the president of the association,

in his opening address made a vigorous defence of State reg-

ulation.

Schenectady Section, A. I. E. E.—The Schenectady (N.

Y.) Section of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers opened its tenth season on Oct. 12 at Edison Club
Hall. J. J. Carty, chief engineer of the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company and president of the Institute,

was the speaker of the evening.

Meeting of Ohio Commercial Men at Middletown.—The
next meeting of the committee on new-business co-operation

of the Ohio Electric Light Association will be held at Mid-
dletown, Ohio, Nov. 17. J. E. North, who is chairman of the

committee, is the contract agent of the Springfield Light &
Power Company, Springfield, Ohio.

Los Angeles Jovians.—At the Oct. 6 meeting of the
Jovian League of Los Angeles an address was given by C.

E. Sebastian, Mayor of Los Angeles. Morris M. Ferguson
spoke on "The Measure of a Business Man." The commit-
tee in charge of the meeting to be held on Oct. 21, Edison
Day, is preparing a special program for the celebration of

that occasion.

Change in Meeting Date of Jobbers' Association. — The
next quarterly meeting of the Electrical Supply Jobbers'

Association will be held at the Homestead Hotel, Hot
Springs, Va., on Nov. 17, 18 and 19, instead of Nov. 16, 17
and 18, as earlier announced. Franklin Overbagh, 411
South Clinton Street, Chicago, 111., is general secretary of
the association.

Pittsburgh Section, A. I. E. E., October Meeting.—The
October meeting of the Pittsburgh (Pa.) section of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, held at the

Seventh Avenue Hotel on Oct. 12, was opened with a din-

ner, following which R. H. Marvin, electrical engineer with
R. Thomas & Sons, East Liverpool, Ohio, presented a paper
on "The Manufacture and Testing of High-Voltage Porce-
lain."

New York Section, I. E. S.—The October meeting of the
New York Section of the Illuminating Engineering Society
was held at the United Engineering Societies Building on
Oct. 14, at which time Lieut. C. McDowell of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard and Capt. E. Ardery of the Engineers' Corps,
U. S. A., discussed the subject of "Illumination in the Army
and Navy." Preceding the meeting a dinner was held at
Keen's Chop House.

Southwestern Convention at Galveston Again Next Year.
—The twelfth annual convention of the Southwestern Elec-
trical and Gas Association will be held at Galveston, Tex.,
May 17 to 20, 1916, the Hotel Galves being the headquarters
as heretofore. Following the recent Gulf Coast storm, H.

S. Cooper, secretary of the association, and also engineer in

charge of the construction of the Hotel Galves, visited the

hotel. He reports the structure intact and giving regular

service, and conditions nearly normal again in the island

city.

Meeting of Technical Publicity Association.—A meeting
of the Technical Publicity Association was held on Oct. 14

at the Hotel Martinique, New York City, to consider the

marketing of a technical product in the export field. Don
D. G. Montt, manager of Babson's South American Service,

talked on "The Truth About South America." His address

was illustrated with stereopticon views. George H. Rich-

ards, manager of the foreign department of the Remington
Typewriter Company, discussed the kind of publicity needed
in foreign fields.

Detroit Engineering Society.—The Detroit (Mich.) En-
gineering Society was addressed on Oct. 15 by Prof. Ed-
ward Orton, Jr., dean of the engineering department of the

Ohio State University and manufacturer of standard pyro-

metric cones, on the subject of "Refractory Materials."

Professor Orton discussed the chemical reasons governing
selection of materials, the testing of refractories, plans for

standardization of refractories, and the uses of refractory

materials. His lecture was illustrated with lantern slides.

A special meeting of the society has been called for the

evening of Oct. 29, at which time Horace M. Allen, who was
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the

United States to Corea from 1897 to 1905, will speak on
"Corea—Past and Present." Mr. Allen spent twenty-three
years in Corea and three years in China. His address will

be illustrated with numerous lantern slides.

Program of Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.

—The eighth annual convention of the Association of Rail-

way Electrical Engineers will be held at the Hotel LaSalle

in Chicago, Oct. 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. Following the ad-

di-ess of President H. C. Meloy of the New York Central

Lines, standing committees will report on reciprocal rela-

tions, loose-leaf binders for filing specifications to keep
specifications and standards to date, data and information,

specifications for wire crossings, standards for train-light-

ing equipment, electric headlamps, wireless telephone and
telegraph as applied to moving trains, industrial trucks,

wire specifications, metal-conduit specifications, standard
rules for car wiring, rating of train-lighting lamps, illu-

mination, standardization of crane, turntable and transfer-

table motors, compressed-air generation, and shop practice.

J. A. Andreucetti of the Chicago & Northwestern Railway is

secretary of the associtaion.

Program for St. Louis Meeting of A. I. E. E.—At the

314th meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, which will be held in St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 19 and 20,

the following papers will be presented: "The Repulsion-Start

Induction Motor," by J. L. Hamilton; "Single-Phase Squirrel-

Cage Motor with Large Starting Torque and Phase Compen-
sation," by Val A. Fynn; "Calculation of Long-Distance
Transmission Lines Under Constant Alternating Voltage,"
by George R. Dean; "Municipal Co-operation in Public Util-

ity Management," by Philip J. Kealy; "Automatic Control,"

by C. W. Place; "Recent Results Obtained from Preservative
Treatment of Telephone Poles," by F. L. Rhodes and R. F.

Hosford; "The Engineering Experiment Station of the Uni-
versity of Illinois," by Ellery B. Paine; "The Magnetic
Properties of Some Iron Alloys Melted in Vacuo," by Trygve
D. Yensen; "The Effect of Displaced Magnetic Pulsations on
the Hysteresis Loss of Sheet Steel," by L. W. Chubb and T.

Spooner; "The Unsymmetrical Hysteresis Loop," by J. D.

Ball, and "Decomposing Magnetic Fields Into Their Higher
Harmonics," by H. Weichsel. An enjoyable entertainment
program for delegates has been arranged by the Jovian
League and the Engineers' Club of St. Louis.
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Public Service Commission News
Idaho t onunlsaion

In its decision In regard t" the application of the idaho
tion Company for increased pa the ••"in

mi ion stated thai although it wu compelled a1 the time to

take the book value of the company's physical propertj

a bask- In determining the reasonableness of the propo ad

a is ni>( a satisfactory basis for rate making. Lack
of Funds necessary t<> make :i physical valuation made the

book valuation the only available one at the time the commis-
sion passed upon the question.

Washington Com mission

Tin- Pugel Sound Traction, Light A Power Companj of

Seattle has offered to appropriate to the Public Service

Commission an amount not to exceed $10,000 for the com-
pletion l>y the commission of its valuation of the traction

company's properties at an early date. This offer is made
by the company in order that the controversy hetween the

traction company and the city of Seattle on certain fran-

chise obligations may be terminated soon by a hearing be-

fore the commission. The Puget Sound Traction, Light &
Power Company not only owns and operates electric light-

ning and power lines in Seattle and its environs but also

operates all the street-railway lines, with the exception of

two small municipal lines.

Indiana Commission

The commission has approved a new schedule of rates

for the customers of the Roachdale Electric Light & Power
Company. The schedule produces increases and decreases

as follows: Business-room and office rate, an increase of

1 cent per kilowatt-hour for the first 40 kw.-hr. if bills

are not paid on or before the tenth day of the succeeding

month; residence rate, an increase of 1 cent per kw.-hr. for

the first 25 kw.-hr. if bills are not paid on or before the

tenth day of the succeeding month. Under the business

contracts on energy consumptions of from 40 kw.-hr. to 50

kw.-hr., and under the residence contracts on energy con-

sumptions of from 25 kw.-hr. to 30 kw.-hr., the rate is re-

duced 2 cents per kilowatt-hour.

Oregon Commission

An order abolishing an advance of $5 required by the Pa-

cific Telephone & Telegraph Company for its flat-rate

service, and also the cancellation fee, and reducing the ad-

vance deposit for metered service from $5 to $2.50 for resi-

dences, was issued recently by the Oregon Public Service

Commission. The order becomes effective Nov. 1, and is the

result of a general investigation commenced by the com-
mission upon its own motion. The order also modified the

company's regulations as to advance payment, termina-

tion of, contracts and short-term contracts. Under the

order subscribers may obtain a flat-rate service by the

payment in advance for a period not to exceed that for

which bills are regularly rendered, as specified in the utili-

ties rate schedule. The utility may discontinue the flat-

rate service for failure to pay in the manner prescribed,

or on account of telephone charges being due from a cus-

tomer because of the installation of such service, as

covered by its lawful schedules. Service, however, cannot

be discontinued until written notice has been given to the

customer of intention to do so. A subscriber making appli-

cation for metered exchange service may, in the absence

of pre-payment collection devices, establish credit as fol-

lows: first, where he owns the premises to be served;

second, where he makes a cash deposit; third, where he

furnishes a guarantor for the payment of his bill; fourth,

where he has paid all his bills to the telephone utility

promptly during the twelve months prior to the effective

date of the order. Provided that applicants for metered

service make a cash deposit to insure payment, the amount
shall not exceed $2.50 for residence service and not more
than $5 for business service. Within thirty days after the

order becomes effective, the company shall refund to cus-

tomers deposits heretofore made to guarantee payment
for telephone service where such deposits have been

abolished, provided that the balance due the utility, includ-

ing one month's rental, be paid.

\\ leconain < 'ommlaalon

In .-in application for an meres i In rate . the Bl tat

Electric Light & Power Company Btated that an incn

in revenue a ary to provide for the con truction

Of Iran mi inn line: if add 1 1 iona I rural consumer: were to

be given service. After an Investigation of the circum

itancei Involved, the commission ordered the petitionei to

furnish the transformer and lightning-arrester or other

afety appliance necessary to provide energy for any rural

consumer who will construct a service line of adequate

rating to the transmission line of the Bloomer Electric

Light & Power Company, and to furnish service at the

rates now effective 111 Bloomei with the exception that the

minimum bill may he increa ,ed to s^.r.H per month.
The Beloit Water, (las & Electric Company ha

ordered to extend its Bervice to two school buildings in

Beloit provided the city guarantees the company an annual

gross revenue sufficient to warrant the expenditure nei

sitated by additional line construction until such tim>

the connection of other consumers in the vicinity increa

the amount of service rendered by the proposed exlei

so that the annual revenue derived therefrom at the pre-

vailing rates shall be equal to the payments now to be

guaranteed by the city.

New York Commission

The New York Edison Company, the United Electric

Light & Power Company, the Yonkers Electric Light &
Power Company and the Westchester Lighting Company
have applied to the Public Service Commission, Second
District, for the approval of franchises and contracts from
and with the Board of Estimate of the city of New York
whereby the companies are to be permitted to erect an
electrical transmission line along the line of the Catskill

Aqueduct in Westchester County. In return for the privi-

lege of erecting this line on the aqueduct property the

companies agree to furnish to the city free all of the elec-

tricity which it may need for the purposes of various ma-
chines necessary to the operation of the aqueduct. This

free service, it is estimated, will be worth about $75,000 a
year. Energy will be furnished the new line at the New
York City line from the stations of the Edison and United
companies. The Yonkers company will build in the city

of Yonkers and the Westchester company through the rest

of the county. The petition states that the franchises were
applied for at the request of the New York City Board of

Water Supply.
The Public Service Commission, Second District, has per-

mitted the Lockport Light, Heat & Power Company to in-

crease its rates on its showing that it was not earning a

fair return on capital employed in the public service. An
agreement was reached between the city and the company's
representatives during the hearings that the actual fixed

capital of the company employed in the electric business

was $467,435.66, not including working capital and certain

intangible items which the company claimed should be

charged against reproduction cost. The return on this valu-

ation was but a little over 2 per cent on the investment. As-
suming a return of 7 per cent upon a valuation of $492,000,

which includes $25,000 for working capital, income available

for interest and dividends should be $34,435 per annum. The
company nrnst also earn an additional amount to take care

of the increased cost of power. A schedule has been worked
out which will enable the company to earn an increased rev-

enue of $41,067 per annum if it is able to retain all its pres-

ent customers. The rates go into effect as of Nov. 1, 1915,

and are to continue for a period of three years thereafter

unless sooner changed or modified by order of the commis-
sion.

The Public Service Commission, Second District, has dis-

missed the complaint of residents of Eden against the Eden
Gas & Fuel Company as to poor service, refusal to accept

new customers, and excessive price charged. At the hear-

ings it developed that the service had improved since this

complaint was filed and that the only question was that of

price. Inspection by the commission's engineers revealed

that the company was operating its business economically,

that it paid no salaries to its officers and no dividends, and

that it was burdened by a loan of $10,000 advanced by the

stockholders. No evidence was brought to prove that the

price of 50 cents per 1000 cu. ft. was illegal or unreasonable.
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and it was shown that the company's supply of gas was be-

ing rapidly exhausted, justifying its refusal to take on new
customers.
The so-called "jitney bus" law has been sustained in all

its principal phases under an order of State Supreme Court
Justice Hasbrouck, filed in the Albany County Clerk's office

on Sept. 27. An announcement in the matter made by the

New York Public Service Commission in the Second District

says:

"Justice Brown of the Supreme Court in Niagara County
has decided, in the case of Public Service Commission, Sec-

ond District, versus Burt G. Hurtgam, that all of the fol-

lowing classes of vehicles come within the scope of this

statute and must secure consents from the local authorities

and certificates of public convenience and necessity from
this commission for operation wholly or partly within any
city of the State: (a) a bus line; (b) a stage route; (c)

a motor-vehicle line or route; (d) a vehicle in connection

with a bus line, a stage route, a motor-vehicle line or

route; (e) a vehicle carrying passengers at a rate of fare of

15 cents or less for each passenger within the limits of a

city; (f) a vehicle carrying passengers in competition with
another common carrier which is required by law to obtain

the consent of the local authorities of said city to operate
over the streets thereof."

Corporate and Financial
Bronx Gas & Electric Company, New York, N. Y.—The

Public Service Commission of the First District of New
York has authorized the company to replace in its treasury
$16,880 previously expended upon the improvement of its

plant. This amount is to be withdrawn from the proceeds
of the sale of $200,000 in bonds previously authorized by the
commission. As the company prior to 1909, when the uni-
form system of accounts prescribed by the commission went
into effect, had not kept its books in sufficient detail to af-

ford definite information as to the cost of the property, the
commission has had an appraisal made which makes the re-

production cost less depreciation $998,860.53. This total in-

cludes an allowance of $160,243.71 for overhead charges and
incidentals.

Brook (Ind.) Utilities Company.—The Indiana Public
Service Commission has authorized the issuance of $15,000
of common stock and $15,000 of preferred stock.

Consolidated -Gas, Electric Light & Power Company of
Baltimore, Md.—At the annual meeting of the stockholders
the following directors were elected to fill the existing va-
cancies on the board: Howard Bruce, vice-president and
general manager of the Bartlett-Hayward Company; Sieg-
mund B. Sonneborn of the firm of Henry Sonneborn & Com-
pany; Morton Otis of London, England, a member of the
banking firm of Aldred & Company, and Frank M. Tait
of New York.

Connecticut River Transmission Company, Worcester,
Mass.—The results of the company's operations for the
year ended June 30, 1915, have been filed with the Massa-
chusetts commission and show a total output for the pe-
riod of 125,351,717 kw.-hr. During the year the company,
which operates the largest hydroelectric system in New
England, sold 51,921,760 kw.-hr. for motor service, 28,348,-

216 kw.-hr. to street railways and 28,655,959, kw.-hr. to

other companies, making a total sale of 108,925,325 kw.-hr.
to commercial customers. In its own lighting and aux-
iliary service the company utilized a total of 375,947
kw.-hr., and the total energy unaccounted for was 16,049,-

835 kw.-hr. The company reports forty-five customers, in-

cluding numerous central stations, municipal plants and in-

dustrial establishments. The total earnings for the year
were $1,010,314. The principal items were electric energy
(except for street railways), $507,733; energy for street
railways, $169,302, and sales to other companies, $317,436.
During the year the company purchased about 90,000,000
kw.-hr., including 75,566,087 kw.-hr. from the affiliated New
England Power Company with hydroelectric plants in the
Deerfield Valley; 6,059,569 kw.-hr. from the Metropolitan
Water and Sewerage Board, operating a hydroelectric sta-

tion at the Clinton (Mass.) dam; 4,989,800 kw.-hr. from
the Berkshire Street Railway, mainly from the Zylonite

steam turbine plant near the Hoosac Tunnel; 2,428,280
kw.-hr. from the Worcester (Mass.) Electric Light Com-
pany; 1,425,000 kw.-hr. from the Fitchburg (Mass.) Gas &
Electric Light Company, and the rest from other plants.

The return shows that the interchange of energy between
the company and local central stations in its territory is a
most advantageous arrangement, permitting the articula-

tion of water-power and steam-generating facilities upon
an attractive economic basis. The unit purchase price in

general where substantial quantities of energy were in-

volved varied from about 4 mills to 1 cent per kilowatt-
hour, and the unit sale price to other companies as a rule

ranged from 1.1 cents to 1.2 cents per kilowatt-hour. To
the municipalities of Boylston, Holden, Sterling and West
Boylston energy was sold at 2.5 cents per kilowatt-hour,
the consumption ranging from 22,930 kw.-hr. to 83,826
kw.-hr. The city of Worcester purchased 103,200 kw.-hr.

at a unit price of 1.51 cents. The transmission company's
manufacturing expenses for the year totaled $196,097, pur-
chased energy came to $526,361, and transmission and dis-

tribution expense was $216,021. The expenses of the sales

department totaled $3,741, general office expenses $17,179,

taxes $19,500, and miscellaneous $9,041, making total ex-
penses $987,942. A dividend of 1 per cent was paid in May
and June. The company operates the plants of the New
England Power Company at Shelburne Falls and Monroe
Bridge, Mass., and various other plants. Energy is deliv-

ered to it at the Massachusetts-New Hampshire State line

by the Connecticut River Power Company of New Hamp-
sbire, whose principal station is near Vernon, Vt.

Denver (Col.) Gas & Electric Light Company.—The earn-
ings for the twelve months ended Aug. 31, besides showing
an increase of almost $50,000 in gross, showed a decrease
of nearly $150,000 in operating expenses, maintenance and
taxes, resulting in an increase in net earnings of slightly

less than $200,000. The comparative statement for the
twelve months ended Aug. 31, 1914 and 1915, follows:

1915 1914
Gross earnings $3,218,820 $3,169,789
Operating expenses, maintenance and taxes 1,616,776 1,765,597

Net earnings $1,602,044 $1,404,192
Interest 380,515 380,M :.

Balance $1,221,529 $1,023,677

Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brockton, Mass.
—A meeting has been called for Oct. 19 to increase the

company's stock by an issue of 2110 shares at $140 a share.

Stockholders may subscribe for the new stock at $140 a

share in the ratio of one share of new stock for every six

shares now held. Dividends, which were payable semi-

annually, will now be paid quarterly. The proceeds from
the sale of the new stock, amounting to $295,400, will be
used to retire $225,000 of floating debt and for plant addi-

tions.

Hawks Electric Company, Goshen, Ind.—The Indiana
Public Service Commission has granted authority to the
company to issue $32,500 in bonds and $10,000 in stock to

pay for the construction of a new unit in its plant at

Goshen. The new unit is to cost approximately $40,000.

The stock is to be sold at not less than par and the bonds
may not be sold at less than 93.

Lacombe Electric Company, Denver, Col.—A block of

$50,000 of first mortgage 5 per cent bonds due May 1.

1921, is being offered at 97 and interest to net 5% per

cent. The ownership of the company was acquired in 1911

by the Denver Gas & Electric Light Company.

Merchants' Heat & Light Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

The Indiana Public Service Commission has authorized the

company to sell $68,000 of stock and $272,000 in bonds to

reimburse its treasury for sums expended since March 31

of this year for betterments and improvements. The city

of Indianapolis gave its approval of the issue. This issue

makes a total well over $1,000,000 of securities issued by
this company under the approval of the commission since

the company won its fight to have the commission recog-

nize its need for more money, after it had received the city

lighting contract in Indianapolis.

Middleburg (N. Y.) and Schoharie Electric Light, Heat
& Power Company.—The Public Service Commission of the

Second District of New York has approved an issue of

$20,000 of 6 per cent first refunding mortgage bonds at
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par, under b thirty thou end-dollar mortgage to the U
bany Trusl Company. The proceeds of the bonds are to

in' used i" refund 69,000 outstanding ftril m • per

cent bonds end to reimburse the treasury for expenditures

properly chargeable to capital account between L911 end
I I'M.

Morgan County Light «SL Power Company, Martinsville,

hid. -The Indiana Public Service Commission has author

lied the company to issue $2,020 In preferred slock for

betterments to the plant at Morgantown.

Morocco (Ind.) Utilities Company.—The Indiana Public

Service Commission has authorized the company to sell

$8,000 of common stock and $16,000 of preferred stock.

Narraganaetl Electric Lighting Company, Providence,

K. [.—The directors have voted to issue $f>00,000 of stock in

fifty-dollar shares, to be allotted among holders of stock and

debentures of the company of record Oct. 4, 1915, in the ra-

tio of one new share at par for every fourteen shares of old

stock or debentures held.

Pacific Light & Power Corporation, Los Angeles, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission has issued an order

authorizing the Newport Land Company to sell to the Pacific

Light & Power Corporation its electrical distributing system
on Balboa Island in Orange County. The light and power
corporation was further given the right to purchase from
the Sierra Power Company the plant, land and water rights

in San Antonio Creek.

Quebec (Canada) Railway, Light, Heat & Power Com-
pany. Ltd.—The annual report of the company for the year
ended June 30, 1915, shows the following earnings.

Cross earnings from operation $l,.r)4S,096
.Miscellaneous income 23.r>,97S

Total revenue from all sources $1,784,074
Operating and maintenance expenses 924,817

Net earnings $8.r>9,257
Kixeil chaiKcs and taxes 739,482

Net surplus $119,775
1 'i eviOUS surplus 227,724

Total surplus as of June 30, 1915 $347,499

San Joaquin Light & Power Corporation, Fresno, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission has authorized the
company to renew $91,481.12 of promissory notes for not
more than one year from Dec. 31, 1915, with interest at

from 6 to 7 per cent. The notes are to engineering and
machinery concerns and to banks. The money was ex-

pended for plant.

Santa Barbara (Cal.) Gas & Electric Company.—The
California Railroad Commission has issued a supplemental
order authorizing the company to issue $15,000 of first

mortgage 6 per cent thirty-year gold bonds, to defray cost

of betterments to the company's plant.

Southern Sierras Power Company, Denver, Col.—The
California Railroad Commission has authorized the company
to issue $948,000 of bonds. Of this amount $798,000 are to

be used for paying the company's indebtedness to its affili-

ated corporations and the balance for the payment of notes

and additions to its properties.

Trinidad Electric Company, Ltd., Port of Spain, Trinidad.

—Notice has been sent to stockholders that the October
dividend will not be paid. The company has paid a dividend

of 5 per cent for ten years or more on the stock. The reason
assigned is the increasing cost of fuel and the proposal to

install an equipment for using oil as fuel. The paid-up

capital stock of the company is $1,164,000.

Western States Gas & Electric Company, Stockton,

Cal.—The California Railroad Commission has issued a sup-
plemental order authorizing the company to use the pro-

ceeds from the sale of $74,000 of bonds for plant better-

ments, and of $10,000 bonds to reimburse the company for

similar expenditures made during May, 1915. The re-

maining $182,000 of an authorized issue of $266,000 is

authorized to be delivered to the company upon deposit with
its trustee of the face value of such bonds in cash, such
deposits to be withdrawn for expenditures for plant ap-

proved by the commission.

Wooster (Ohio) Electric Company.—The Ohio Public

Utilities Commission has authorized the company to issue

$70,000 of common stock and $50,000 of 6 per cent preferred

. 180,000 of which is to be sold al no1 le than par
and the remainder al no1 less than 05. The common tock
' tO '" Old al nut less than 85. The proceed I, ,,m the

Of the ' ecu. III,- ;,,e I,, |„. |, ,.,| |',,| tile dl dial)"- Of
I ""I tending 6 per cent bonds, for the construe

tion of a transmission line to the amount of 820,000, for
the discharge of ten-thousand-dollar note, and for the
reimbursement of the tree ury to the amounl of 848,188 for
money expended \\,y the purchase of real estate and for
certain const rnct ion work.

United States Public Service- Company, St. Louis, .Mo.

—

The consolidated earnings of the subsidiary compai
show large increases for the twelve months ended Aug. 81,
in comparison with the previous year. The increase in

gross earnings was over 880,000, while the expenses in-

creased but $12,000. The net earnings therefore -how a
gain of $08,000, which in itself is equal to almost one-half
the interest requirements of the company. The compara-
tive consolidated earnings statement of the subsidiary com-
panies for the year ended Auk. 81, 1914 and 1915, follows:

L9H
Gross earnings ¥885,700 $xo.~>,146
< Operating expenses and taxes 518,404 506,187

Net earnings $367,296 $299,259
Interest requirements 1 ",2,239 136,199

Balance $2ir),0.ri7 $163,060

Manufacturing and Industrial
Cohen's Hardware & Electric Supply Company, Provi-

dence, R. I., has discontinued its business.

W. M. White has resigned as sales manager of the Ester-

line Company of Indianapolis, Ind., manufacturer of head-
lamps.

The Westinghouse Lamp Company, 1261 Broadway, New
York, has moved its Philadelphia office from the North
American Building to the Widener Building.

The Page & Hill Company, Minneapolis, Minn., dealer in

cedar poles, has opened an office at 19 South LaSalle Street,

Chicago, 111., under the management of E. C. Stockdale. Mr.
Stockdale was formerly connected with the Stone & Webster
Engineering Corporation.

Electric Range Company to Expand.—The Globe Stove
& Range Company of Kokomo, Ind., has decided to open
branch offices in one city in the East and in another city

on the Pacific Coast. The company now has an office in

the new Edison Building in Chicago and is maintaining an
extensive electric range display in the Commonwealth Edi-

son Company's Electric Shop.

Brown Instrument Company Increases Size of Plant.

—

On account of its growing business, the Brown Instrument
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturer of pyrometers
and other instruments, has decided to enlarge the new fac-

tory into which it moved about a year ago. An addition

will be built which will provide nearly 50 per cent addi-

tional floor space. During the past year the company has
noted a specially large demand for its pyrometers for con-

trol of high temperatures.

Electric Locomotive Exhibited en Route to the Exposi-
tion.—One of the new electric locomotives recently pur-

chased from the General Electric Company by the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company was exhibited

last week at Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Spokane, Seat-

tle and Tacoma. At each point the time and place at

which the locomotive was to be on exhibition were an-

nounced in advance in the local newspapers. The locomo-

tive was in charge of two men who answered questions

asked by the public. Motion pictures of the engine in op-

eration are to be taken and will be exhibited at points along

the lines of the St. Paul Railway.

Cooper Hewitt Company Working Plant at Night.—The
Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, Hoboken, N. J., has noted

a large increase in its business the past year and is now
working its plant until 10 o'clock five nights a week. Or-

ders in large numbers are being received for its mercury-
vapor lamps for motion-picture-studio and industrial light-

ing. The lamps are especially well adapted for the illumi-

nation of foundries, machine and erecting shops, textile
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mills, automobile-finishing departments, printing establish-

ments, etc.

The Prince Electrical Equipment Company, 116 North

Independent Street, Enid, Okla., which has recently been

formed, is in the electrical supply and jobbing business and

also expects to take up the manufacture of electrical de-

vices. The company has organized a department for selling

and repairing automobile-starting devices, and will also

be engaged in inside electrical construction and wiring,

repairing and rebuilding of electrical machinery, armature

winding, and maintaining storage-battery stations. C. C.

Wilcox is president of the company, J. S. Trimble vice-

president and treasurer, and C. C. McVay secretary and

manager.

Increasing Demand for Electrical Supplies in Southeast-

ern Cuba.—According to Consul P. Merrill Griffith, there is

a constantly increasing demand for electrical supplies and

apparatus in Santiago de Cuba and throughout his dis-

trict. Especially is this true in the interior of the district,

where many improvements are being made on sugar planta-

tions and new mills are being erected. There is a steady

call, the consul states, for ordinary electrical supplies such

as are in general use, and an excellent opportunity presents

itself to create a demand for various kinds which are popu-

lar and of more recent development. In recent years most

of the electrical goods in Cuba have been obtained from the

United States.

Robbins & Myers Company Builds Garage for Employees.

—In line with the tendency in modern manufacturing es-

tablishments to provide every convenience and comfort

for its employees, the Robbins & Myers Company, Spring-

field, Ohio, has just completed a garage to house the ma-
chines of its workmen. The building is of brick and steel

construction, the brick being stuccoed. Daylight illumina-

tion is obtained both from windows in the side walls and

from skylights. Night illumination is provided by tungs-

ten lamps of high ratings with metal reflectors. The
building is 84 ft. by 64 ft. and will house between thirty

and forty cars around the walls without using any of the

space at the center of the floor, enabling every car to

run in or out without moving any other car. The floor is

marked off, and to each employee who drives a car has

been assigned a position which belongs to him permanently,

thus avoiding any confusion among the drivers as they

enter the garage.

Employees of Westinghouse Company Vote Not to Strike.

—The employees of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company of East Pittsburgh, Pa., last week voted

not to strike. The ballot which was taken follows: For
strike, 2495; against strike, 7073; void ballots, 83; total,

9651. John L. Lewis, organizer for the American Federa-

tion of Labor, announced that he would continue to organize

the employees of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company, regardless of the outcome of the ballot. The
trouble between the officials of the company and the em-
ployees was over the length of working hours and the

wages. The employees demanded an eight-hour schedule

and a 10 per cent increase of wages.- The company offered

a compromise of eight hours and forty minutes—fifty-two

hours a week—and an adjustment of wages to give the

same weekly wage for fifty-two hours that was obtained for

fifty-four hours' work. In addition to this the company
offered to grant a bonus to all shop employees of 6 per cent

on the earned wages, payable in progressive quarterly in-

stallments.

Lucien Barnes, in charge of the export sales department
of the Westinghouse Lamp Company at 165 Broadway,
intends to take an extensive trip through South America
to investigate conditions as they affect the electrical in-

dustry in general and particularly the lamp business. He
will travel about 17,600 miles and will visit the following
cities: Rio Janeiro and Sao Paulo, Brazil; Buenos Aires,

Argentina; Montevideo, Uruguay; Valparaiso and Iquique,
Chile; La Paz, Bolivia; Lima and Callao, Peru; Guayaquil,
Eucador; Panama City, Panama; San Jose, Costa Rica;
Santa Ana and Sosonate, Salvador; Guatemala City, Guat-
emala; Puerto Colombia, Barranquilla and Bogota, Colom-
bia; Caracas, Venezuela; Kingston, Jamaica; Santiago and
Havana, Cuba. Mr. Barnes has been in charge of the ex-

port department of the Westinghouse company since Feb-

ruary, 1914. Prior to that time he was connected with an

electrical concern in Havana, Cuba, and he has also been

connected with the export department of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company for eight years. During

his absence Irving B. Cary will have charge of the export

sales department of the Westinghouse Lamp Company.

Many Uses for Adjustable Lighting Fixtures.—According

to R. D. H. Anderson of the Frank Ridlon Company, Boston,

Mass., new uses are continually being found for his com-

pany's adjustable lamp holders. One of these holders was
described in the Electrical World of Nov. 14, 1914, page

972. All of the fixtures are provided with friction disks so

placed that they serve as universal joints. The principle is

also being adapted to photographic-lamp stands, making it

possible for the operator to adjust the lamp to any angle or

position desired. Mr. Anderson states that there is quite a

demand for the stands. The stands can also be utilized for

lighting in dental parlors and opticians' offices. Other fix-

tures equipped with the friction disks are designed for use

with sewing machines, enabling lamps of small ratings to

be employed, Mr. Anderson declares, and increasing the effi-

ciency of the operators. The fixtures are also convenient

for bench and office lighting, and illumination in banks,

drafting rooms, libraries, laboratories, etc. The Frank Rid-

lon Company is also making a portable vacuum cleaner, and

with each machine sold a General Electric iron is given. As
a result of this method of disposing the cleaner, large or-

ders have been recently received, Mr. Anderson declares, and

the company is very busy turning out the product.

Developments in Gas-Filled Lamps.—Henry Schroeder

of the General Electric Company, Harrison, N. J., recently

stated that up to the end of July about 1,500,000 gas-filled

lamps had been sold by his company in this country, and it

is estimated that with this product central-station com-
panies have within a year increased their income by over

$25,000,000. Owing to a ruling of the Underwriters' Labo-

ratories, Inc., the 300-watt gas-filled lamp, formerly fitted

with a medium screw base, is now standard with a Mogul
screw base. With the making of this change the light-

center length was slightly increased, so that the lamp can

now be used with fixtures and reflectors designed for 400-

watt and 500-watt lamps. Gas-filled lamps are now avail-

able in sizes with ratings of from 200 watts to 1000 watts

in a voltage range of 220 volts to 250 volts and are made
in the same bulbs as the 105-volt to 125-volt lamps. The
efficiency of the 15-amp. and 20-amp. lamps for series

street lighting has recently been increased, the specific con-

sumption of the 1000-cp. lamp now being claimed as 0.45

watt per candle-power. Although the light is said to be

satisfactory, series gas-filled lamps are not at present

recommended for direct or rectified-current series circuits,

as the filament in breaking forms an arc which is liable to

work up into the base and burn up the socket.

Cincinnati Electrical Show Company Incorporated.—As a

necessary preliminary to the holding of an electrical show
in Music Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio, during Electrical Pros-

perity Week, Nov. 29 to Dec. 4, the Cincinnati Electrical

Show Company has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $25,000. The incorporators are Messrs. W. W. Freeman,

J. A. Brett, T. J. Ryan, W. G. Reuter and L. T. Milnor. For

this year's show it is proposed to divide the first floor of the

Music Hall north hall into approximately 150 exhibition

spaces or booths, 10 ft. by 10 ft. in size, which are to be sold

to exhibitors at $100 per space or $1 per square foot floor

space, such charge to include standard decorations as well

as general illumination and use of electric energy for indi-

vidual exhibits, with reasonable restrictions. It is proposed

to use the second floor of the hall for exhibitions of electric

automobiles, with a running track for demonstration pur-

poses, and to charge a somewhat less sum for exhibition

space than on the first floor. The company is already

assured of the active participation of the larger electrical in-

terests in the city, including the Union Gas & Electric Com-
pany, the Cincinnati Traction Company, the General Elec-

tric Company, the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company, the Western Electric Company, the Union Light,

Heat & Power Company and others. These interests plan

to take approximately 25 per cent of the available space in

the show.
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Splitdorf Compan] Buyi Dixit Magneto Patent*. The
Splitdorf Electrical Company, Newark, Nf. .1., recently

purchased the Sumter Electrical Company of Sumter!
s. c, which controlled the basic patent of the Dixie a

neto invented by Charles T. Mason. <>nc million dollars

i lie purchase price. The Splitdorf company will

tiiuii- to manufacture magnetos at Sumter tor stationary-
«, marine-engine and tractor service. Magnetos for

automobiles, motorcycles and aeroplanes, however, will lie

made exclusively at its plant in Newark. The Splitdorf

Electrical Company is now building L600 Dixie magnetos
daily for single-cylinder, t v\ o cylinder, four cylinder, six-

cylinder, eight-cylinder and twelve cylinder engines.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES
, Oct. 5 N , Oct. 11 *

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Hid Asked

i s (I £ s (1

London, standard spot* 72 ~ 6

Prime Lake 17.s~».'. to 18.12% 17.87% to 18 1

Electrolytic 17.87% to 18.12% 17.87% to 18.12%
Casting it. iT) toi7.r>o 17.25 to I7.r>0

Copper woe base 19.25 to I9.50f 19.25 to 19.50t
Lead 4.50

Sheet line, f.o.b. smelter moot 16.00f
Tin, Straits 82.12%t 32.75f
Aluminum, 98 to 99 percent. 50.00 to 51.00 55.00 to 57.00

OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 16.25 15.25t

3, heavy iigo iO-^t
Brass litrht 9-25 8.50t
h'aii.'.u^V'::: 4.20 4.oot

Zinc, scrap 10.75 10.00t

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Oct. 11 6,955

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
tNominal.

New Incorporations

The People's Power & Light Company of Botkins, Ohio,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000 by

J. W. Sheets, A. A. Sheets, G. Bush, I. H. Sheets and G. E.

Bush.

The Edmore Light & Power Company of Edmore, N. D.,

has been granted a charter with a capital stock of $10,000.

The incorporators are H. J. Nyhus, M. M. Van Osdel and

Charles C. Honey.

The City Electric Company of Albuquerque, N. M., has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $250,000 by

George Reslington, Lloyd E. Sturges and E. L. Gross, all

of Albuquerque. The company intends to operate a rail-

road system and trackless vehicles and also to do a gen-

eral electrical-power business.

New Industrial Companies
The Dahlgren Electric Light Company of Dahlgren, 111.,

has been incorporated by L. L. Aydt, William Acks and F.

F. Aydt. The company is capitalized at $25,000 and pur-

poses to generate and distribute electricity for lamps and

motors.

The Talking Electric Fan Company of Minneapolis,

Minn., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $80,-

000 by Elmer S. Leach, E. Lynn Leach, A. M. Ellert and

William B. Krause, Minneapolis, and J. H. S. Gifford, St.

Paul, Minn.

The Rochelle Electric Manufacturing Company of Ro-

chelle, 111., has been incorporated by W. R. Dusher, Frank

Carney and J. C. Fesler. The company is capitalized at

$35,000 and purposes to manufacture and deal in electric

motors, dynamos and electrical appliances.

The Gardner-Stedman Company of Chicago, 111., has been

chartered with a capital stock of $1,000 for the purpose

of manufacturing and dealing in electrical devices and also

to do electric wiring and construction work. The incor-

porators are Fulton Gardner, Seymour Stedman and Swan

M. Johnson.

Trade Publications
Disconnecting Switch. The Mineralise Electric Company,

Chicago, Hi., hai published Bulletin No. 70, on it balanced
di conned Ing . witch.

Wiring Devices. I'. .'. Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. v.,

are sending out leaflel which give some changes recently

made in < 'alaloe; No. 'l'.\.

Small Electric Hand Lantern. 'I he "liny Scout" electric

hand lantern is described ami illustrated in a leaflet issued

by the Lincoln Electric Works, Chicago, III.

Electric Water Heater.—The International Electric < 'om-

pany, Indianapolis, End., has published an illustrated folder

on its electric water heater for bar and soda fountain

service.

Pole Jacks.—Templeton, Kenly & Company, 1020 South
Central Avenue, Chicago, 111., have prepared illustrated

Catalog No. 115, containing information on a jack for rais-

in*: transmission-line and telegraph poles.

Tree Insulator.—A folder which contains information and
illustrations on an insulator for protecting shade trees from
city transmission lines is being sent out by the Frank
Ridlon Company, 158 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

Electric Supply Catalog.—The Alpha Electric Company,
116 West Twenty-ninth Street, New York, has just issued

an illustrated 238-page pocket edition of Catalog No. 10,

which contains an extensive list of standard electrical ma-
terial.

Silver - Plated Electric - Cooking Appliances. — Landers,
Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn., have prepared an illus-

trated folder which shows various types of electric cooking
appliances of American-Sheffield plate backed on solid

white-nickel silver.

Home Lighting.—The Westinghouse Lamp Company,
1261 Broadway, New York, has just published an at-

tractive booklet entitled "Lighting That Makes the Home
Attractive." The booklet contains a large number of illus-

trations of actual lighting installations, showing the proper
ways of lighting in the home.

Ball Bearings.—Bulletin No. 49 issued by the S K F Ball

Bearing Company, 50 Church Street, treats of and is en-

titled "Self-Aligning Ball-Bearing Hangers," and Bulletin

No. 45 issued by the same company, entitled "Ball Bear-
ings for Car-Lighting Generators," shows the application

of ball bearings to that service.

Switches.—List No. 1 just issued by Messrs. A. P. Lund-
berg & Sons, 477 Liverpool Road, London N., England, is

a handsome quarto volume of nearly ninety pages and
deals with four of the company's types of Tumbler and
other small switches. These are the single way, "Twinob,"

double-pole and triple-pole switches.

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company, 6400 Ply-

mouth Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., is sending out miniature

booklets of its bulletins No. 109, No. 110, No. Ill and No.

112. The booklets are entitled "Single-Phase Motors," "Sin-

gle-Phase Converters for Motion-Picture Projection,"

"Polyphase Motors" and "Generators and Synchronous
Motors."

Electric Apparatus.—The Western Electric Company,
New York, has issued folders and booklets on telephones

for farm use, "Ever-ready" fountain-pen flashlamps, "Mat-

thews Scrulix" anchors, sewing-machine motors, shaving

lamps, Hartford automatic time switches, "Recti" electric

bells, "Flextube," No. 1 type convertible switchboard,

Crouse-Hinds multi-meter panelboard, "G-L" time-switch

clocks, Fort Wayne water-supply systems, stationary

vacuum cleaners, Hughes electric ranges and vibrators.

Waterwheel Generators and Electric Railway Equipment..

—The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., has just issued an attractively illus-

trated thirty-one-page catalog, designated as Circular No.

1536, on "Alternating-Current Waterwheel Generators."'

It has also just published Special Publication No. 1562, on

"Railway Equipments and Locomotives in the Far West."

Another interesting circular issued by the company is Spe-

cial Publication No. 1561, which contains information on

the Westinghouse company's exhibit !rt the Panama-Pacific:

Exposition.
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Construction News
New England

BERLIN, N. H.—The Berlin Mills Co. is

making improvements to the water-power on
the site formerly occupied by the Forest
Fibre Co. it is proposed to utilize the
water-power to generate electricity Cor use
in the mills.

HORTONVILLE, VT. — Arrange]
are being made by the Hortonia Pwr, Co.,
Hortonville, to extend its transmission lines
from Hortonville to Orwell, a distance of

tiles. Another extension is also to be
made from Sudbury to Hyde Manor, l. M.
Frost, Rutland, is vice-president and gen-
eral manager.
BROCKTON, MASS.—A special meeting

has been called by tbe Edison El. lllg. Co.
of Brockton for Oct. 19 to vote on the pro
posal to increase its capital stock by - 1 1 o

shares at $140 per share. Proceeds of the
new stock amounting to $295,400 will be
OSed to retire $225,000 floating debt and the
remainder for plant additions.

MILFORD, MASS —The Connecticut
River Transmission i\>., Worcester, has be-
gun work on the erection of a high-tension
transmission line from Rice City to Milford,
a distance of NC miles. Tbe work will be
done by the C. H. Kendall Construction Co.,
Boston, and will cost about $14,000. Energj
will be delivered at 11,000 volts and will be

is an auxiliary service by the Milford
El. Lt. & Pwr. Co.

SOUTHW1CK, MASS.—The Southwick
BL Lt Co., after investigating several pro-
posals to purchase energy, has decided to
build a power plant in Southwick. Tbe
company will install a 100-bp. engine, and
this, together with the water-power, which
will average 75 hp. except during tin dry
season, will be used to operate the proposed
plant. The company purposes to increase
its capital stock to $15,000 and will begin
work on erection of distribution system as
soon as permission is granted by the town.
WALLINGFORD, CONN.—The electric

light commissioners are planning to erect
ornamental lamps on Center Street.

Middle Atlantic

ALBANY, N. Y —Bids will be received
at the office of Hoppin & Koen, architects,
211 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., until
Nov. 8, for furnishing and installing the
lighting fixtures and furnishing the incan-
descent electric lamps for the Albany
County court house. For details see pro-
posal columns.
DELEVAN, N. Y.—The village of Dele-

van has voted to install an electric-lighting
system. The village will installl its own
distribution system and will purchase elec-
tricity from the Arcade municipal plant.

EAST AURORA, N. Y.—The proposal to
install a new street-lighting system will
soon be submitted to the taxpayers. It is
proposed to replace the present system,
consisting of 35 lamps of 60 cp., with 52
lamps of 250 cp. The cost is estimated at
about $6,000.

HILTON, N. Y.—The Hilton El. Lt.,
Pwr. & Ht. Co. has applied to the Public
Service Commission for permission to ex-
tend its transmission lines to the town of
Parma and for approval of a franchise
granted by the town.
LAKE PLACID, N. Y.—At a special elec-

tion held recently the Board of Village
Trustees was authorized to enter into a
five-year contract with the Paul Smith's, Lt.,
Ht.. Pwr. & R. R. Co., Paul Smith's, for
electricity as required over the amount the
municipal plant can produce. A transmis-
sion line will be erected by the company
to the eastern boundary of "the village, and
the village will build a line to connect with
it. The cost of making the proposed
change i> .si n.iated at $10,000.
NEW YORK, N. Y.—A movement has

heen started by the Bronx Board of Trade
to obtain modern power buildings and an
industrial belt line. One power building,
it is stated, is already assured for the
south Bronx, while another is projected.
SALAMANCA, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

•t i lie office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,

until Nov. 12 for construction, In-
cluding mechanical equipment and ap-
proaches, of the United States post office at
Salamanca. Drawings and specifications
may be obtained from the custodian of Site
at Salamanca or at the above office.

WARSAW, N. Y—The Public Service
Commission has authorized the Warsaw Gas
& El. Co. to exercise a franchise recently
granted it in Gainesville and Warsaw to
supply electricity.

EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.—Bids will be
ed at the office of the supervising

architect, Treasury Department, Washing-
ton, D. »'., until Nov. 6 for the construc-
tion, Including mechanical equipment and
approaches, of the United states post office
at Last Pittsburgh. Drawings and speci-
fications may be obtained at tfie UDOV6
office or from the custodian of site at
East Pittsburgh.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The contract for
the construction of a power house tor the
Children's Hospital, at Eighteenth and
Bainbridge Streets, has been awarded to
the Koydhouse-Arey Co., Philadelphia, at
$2,200. Lids for equipment will be asked
for later.

W I cox I SCO, PA.—The Sterling Consol.
101. Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co., Tower City, which
operates the local electric-light system,
has, it is reported, sold the plant to a party
of Baltimore and Philadelphia capitalists.
The new company will be known as the
Lykens Valley Lt. & Pwr. Co.

HOBOKEN, N. J.—The City Commission-
ers have approved the specifications tor the
new street-lighting system and have directed
the City clerk to advertise for bids. The
specifications provide for the installation
of ornamental lamps, maintained by under-
ground wires, in the business district; also
for lighting the streets, parks and other
public places, lamps of 400 cp. and 600 cp.
to be used.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.—A movement has
been started by the Ocean Avenue mer-
chants to secure an ornamental street-light-
ing system on that thoroughfare.
PERTH AMBOY, N. J.—The installation

of an ornamental street-lighting system on
the lower portion of Water Street is under
consideration by the Board of Aldermen.
TRENTON, N. J.—The Ajax-Grieb Rub-

ber Co., Trenton, it is reported, is planning
to erect a new building, 200 ft. by 350 ft,
for its plant. The improvements include a
new power house, engine, generators and
boilers. Horace De Lisser is chairman
board of directors.

WILMINGTON, DEL.—The Street and
Sewer Department has granted the Wil-
mington Lt. & Pwr. Co. permission to con-
struct a conduit system on Third Street
from Orange to King Street for the purpose
of putting its wires underground.
WILMINGTON, DEL.—Passenger trains

on the Chestertown and Centerville branches
of the Delaware division of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, extending south from Town-
send, will be operated by electricity. The
storage-battery system or gas-electric cars
will be used.

BALTIMORE. MD.—Henrv Hess, for-
merly of the Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Phila-
delphia, Pa., and several Baltimore capi-
talists, it is reported, will establish a
million-dollar plant in Baltimore for the

production of high grade steel products to
be manufactured by the electrical p
The Baltimore Trust < 'o

, the United state.,
Fid< in;. & i Guaranty < !o, and the i

Gas, El. Lt. & Pwr. Co to be
mi. i.

CHESTERTOWN, MD The Chestertown
El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. has applied to the Public

Commission for permission to issue
$20,0iHt in bonds, of which the procei
$15,000 is for refunding purposes and the
remainder tor the purchase and Installation
of additional machinery.
CHARLESTON, W. VA.—Arrangements,

it is reported, have been made by the Vir-
ginia Pwr. Co., Charleston, to supply this
city with electricity generated at the plant
al Cabin Creek Junction, connection to be

bj Jan. 1.

HINTON, \V. VA.—The Virginia \\

Pwr. Co., Clifton Forge, Va., it is reported,
is contemplating tbe election of an auxiliary
steam-driven electric plant near Hinton, to
furnish electricity to various towns In this
vicinity.

ROANOKE, VA.—The Norfolk & Western
R. R. Co., it is reported, is planning to equip
the Simmons and the Pocahontas branch
lines for electrical operation within the
next six months.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the United Sttes Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C, until Oct.
22 for furnishing anil installing laboratory
hoods, fans, motors, ventilating system, etc.,
in the food-inspection laboratorv,

I

State appraiser's stores, New York, N. Y.
Complete specifications may lie obtained
from the office of the chief clerk of this de-
partment.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be
received at the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, Navy Department, Washington,
D. C, until Nov. 2 for furnishing at navy
yards and naval stations supplies as fol-
lows: Norfolk, Va., Schedule 8895—5000 lb.
ammonium battery chloride. Philadelphia,
Pa., Schedule 8882—six electric hoists.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Schedule 8894—3500 ft. sin-
gle-conductor wire. Applications for pro-
posals should designate the schedule desired
by number.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Foreign trade

opportunities are announced by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in the
Commerce Reports as follows: No. 18,463—A commercial attache informs the bureau
that a miller in Chile desires to purchase
electric ovens capable of baking from 3000
lb. to 5000 lb. of flour per day. It is re-
quested that operating charges be stated in
responding to this opportunity. Correspond-
ence may be either in Spanish or English.
No. 18,625—An American consul in the
United Kingdom reports a good market for
arc-lamp carbons, ash oars, beveled glass,
chemical supplies, etc. No. 18,634—An
American consular officer in France reports
that an agent desires to enter into com-
mercial relations with manufacturers of
electric elevators and supplies and to obtain

The First Tall Building in Evansville, Ind., Will Contain a 150-Kw.
Power Plant with Mechanically Fired Boilers

The first tall building to be erected in
Evansville, Ind., is shown in the accom-
panying illustration and is scheduled for
completion during the latter part of No-

vember. It is a ten-story bank and office
structure faced with terra cotta and is
being built for the Citizens' National Bank
of lOvansville. The building was designed
by W. L. Stoddard, architect, 9 East For-
tieth Street, New York City, with George
M. Hopkinson as structural engineer. The
first and mezzanine floors will be occu-
pied by the bank, and the upper floors will
be divided into offices.
The G. A. Puller Company of Cleveland,

Ohio, has charge of the work as contractor.
Otto E. Goldschmidt, consulting engineer, 9
East Fortieth Street, New York City, has
been responsible for the electrical, steam-
heating and power-plant layout The speci-
fications for the latter are interesting since
they call for mechanical stokers and for an
especially economical operating layout for
a station of 150-kw. rating. The power
plant will be installed in the basement and
will contain two Sprague direct -current
generators—one of 100 kw. rating and
another of 50 kw . each to be driven by a
Skinner high-speed engine. Brownell boilers
will be used, equipped with Detroit under-
feed stokers. The power-plant equipment
will be installed l>v Gottman & Weber of
Evansville, Ind. The contract Cor the elec-
trical work throughout the building has
been secured hv the Sanborn Electric Com-
pany of Indianapolis, Ind. Besides being
capable Of handling the lighting load of
the building the rating of the generating
equipment is sufficient to operate tip-

trie elevators. The two passenger elevators
were made by the Otis Elevator Company,
New York Citv, and the one electric freight
elevator was built by the Grote Manufac-
turing Company of Evansville. Ind.
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PBTOSKEY, MICH. Efforts are being

made bj the Cltj Council to secure wati i

power sites on the lower Bear River toi

the erection of power plain to be operated
m connection with the two plants owned by

the city to suppis energy for commercial
purposes. ,

SAGINAW, MICH.—The City Council has
awarded the contract for ornamental Btreet-

lighting in the business district to the Con
Burners1 Pwr Co. for a period of ten years.
The contracts call for the Installation "I

100 lamps, the cost to be paid by the busi-

ness men and property owners in the dis-

trict.

CANTON, OHIO—Improvements are be-

Ing made to the plant of the Canton Steel

Foundry Co., at a cost 01 about $25,000,

which Include two core and foundry ovens,
additional gas engines and electrical ma-
chinery, a locomotive crane and one open-
hearth furnace.

CINCINNATI, OHIO—The contract for

the electrical work in connection with the
apartment building to be erected on Madi-
son Road bv C. E. Schaffner, at a cost of
$75,000, has been awarded to Fischer
Brothers.
CINCINNATI, OHIO—Among the fea-

tures of the development of a new subdivis-
ion on Linwood Avenue by the Frederick
A. Schmidt Co. will be the installation of an
ornamental lighting system. All electric

wires on this property will be placed under-
ground.
CLEVELAND, OHIO — The Tropical

Paint & Oil Co., 1246 West Seventieth
Street, Cleveland, is planning to erect a
power house, 43 ft. by 54 ft., one story,

steel construction, to cost about $5,000. C.

W. Courtney, Cleveland, is architect.

CYGNET, OHIO—Bonds to the amount
of $8,000 have been voted for the installa-

tion of a municipal electric-light plant in

Cygnet.
ELYRIA, OHIO—The installation of high-

candle-power nitrogen-filled incandescent
street lamps, mounted on ornamental iron

posts, maintained by underground wires,
throughout the fire district is under con-
sideration by the City Council. It is pro-
posed' to use the nitrogen lamps throughout
the entire city, but underground wires and
ornamental posts will be confined to the
business district.

LOWELL, OHIO—The village of Lowell
is contemplating the installation of an elec-

tric-light system. Electricity for operating
the svstem may be secured from the
Kanawha Trac. & El. Co., ParkersDurg, W.
Va.
SIDNEY, OHIO.—Bids will be received

at the office of the supervising architect,

Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Nov. 8 for construction, including me-
chanical equipment and approaches, of the
United States post office at Sidney, Ohio.
Drawings and specifications may be ob-
tained at the above office or from the cus-
todian of site at Sidney.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO—The local lodge
of the Elks is planning to install a small
electric generating plant to provide electric-

ity for all purposes in the lodge building.
Power will be furnished by the steam-heat-
ing plant which will be installed at the
same time.

STRUTHERS, OHIO—The Youngstown
& Sharon St. Ry. Co., Youngstown, has sub-
mitted a new lighting proposal to the Coun-
cil providing for ornamental lamps on
Bridge Street from Yellow Creek to the
river bridge and for about 311 lamps to

be erected throughout the town.

WEST UNION, OHIO.—Improvements
are contemplated by Charles Riffle, owner
of the local electric-light plant, which will

include the installation of a large crude-
oil engine and other equipment.

LANCASTER. KY.—The city of Lexing-
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n \i Byllesby & Co., Chicago, [11., will

have charge of the improvements.

\i \ v i'i i:i.l>. KY.—The proposal to issue

bonds for the purchase Of the local electric

light and wat.r plants will be submitted to

iii. voters at the coming election. The prop-

erty was recently appraised at 1161,000.

Contract has been awarded by the City
Council for single-lamp ornamental stand
arils to the ( >ma mental Foundry Co., An-
niston. Ala., at $23.40 per standard.

NICHOLASV1LLE, KY.—The installation

of an ornamental lighting system on Main
Si net is under consideration.

BICKNIOLL, 1ND.—A company, to be

capitalized at $1,000,000, has been organized
bv A. L. Brocksmith, Bicknell, for the pur-
pose of constructing a power plant at Apraw
Falls on White River, two miles south of

the citv, to supply energy for the coal

mines operating in this territory. It also

purposes to erect a transmission line con-
necting the mines.

BURKET, IND.—The committee appoint-

ed bv the Burket Commercial Club to make
investigations relative to the installation

of an elecctric-lighting system In Burket
has submitted three proposals to the club

as follows: (1) The town to install its own
distributing system and to purchase elec-

tricity from the Winona Interurban Co. ;

(2) "to enter into a contract with the
Winona El. Lt & Pwr. Co. to furnish the
entire lighting service; (3) to join with the

towns of Claypool and Silver Lake and in-

corporate an independent company with the

view of supplying electricity to the three
towns and to farmers in this territory.

DUNKIRK, IND.—The City Council has
adopted a resolution which provides for the
installation of a new street-lighting system.
Fleotrieal service is supplied by the Muncie
El. Lt. Co., Muncie.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Improvements

under wav in the power department of the
Merchants' Ht. & Lt. Co.. Indianapolis, in-

clude the installation of a large turbo-
generator in the west plant, 746 Wash-
ington Avenue, and the installation of sub-
station equipment in the building on Court
Street formerlv occupied by the Claypool
garage The initial installation will have
an output of 1500 kw., with provision for

an ultimate capacitv of 6000 kw. Work
has begun on the interchangeable linking of

all power plants and substations in the city.

MORGANTOWN, IND.—The Public Serv-
ice Commission has granted the Morgan
County Lt. & Pwr. Co. permission to issue

$2,020 in capital stock, the proceeds to be
used for the purchase of supplies and
equipment, including meters, 50-kw. trans-

former, copper wire, series street-lighting

svstem and transformer, and street lamps.
The headquarters of the company are in

Martinsville, Ind.

NAPPANEE, IND.—The Hawks El. Co.,

Goshen, is negotiating with the town of

Nappanee to supply electricity to operate

the municipal electric-light system. The
municipal plant is unable to meet the de-

mands made upon it.

ELGIN, ILL.—Bids will be received by
the Board of Administration. Capitol Build-

ing, Springfield, until Oct. 25 for the con-
struction of a power house at the Elgin

State Hospital at Elgin. Plans and speci-

fications mav be obtained upon application

to James B.Dibelka, 130 North Fifth Ave-
nue. Chicago. These proposals are in lieu

of the bids received July 26, which were
rejected.

GALESBURG. ILL.—The City Council

has passed an ordinance calling a special

election on Oct. 26 to vote on the pro-

posal to issue $20,000 in bonds, the pro-

ceeds to be used for purchasing additional
equipment for the municipal electric-light

plant.

KANKAKEE, ILL.—The Council eommit-
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BIRCHWOOD, WIS TI

Blrchwood is considering the Question of

Installing an electric-lighting system

DANE WIS.—The contract for the In-

stallation' of the electric-lighting

eluding substation, street-lighting

mercial lighting distribution

been awarded to the Mid Western El I
Mfg Co., Baraboo. Energy for operating

the svstem will be supplied by the Wiscon-

sin Liver Pwr, Co., Prairie du Sac.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—The City Co
has passed the resolution providing for all

expenditure of $34,000 for the purcha
equipment for a street-lighting system on

the West Side.

PORTAGE, WIS.—At a special election

held Sept. 28 the proposal to purchase the

electric plant of the Portage El. Lt. & Pwr.

Co., to be owned and operated by the mu-
nicipality, was carried.

RICE LAKE, WIS.—The Council has au-

thorized the Red Cedar Valley El. Co. to

erect electric lamps on West Eau Claire

BROWNSDALE, MINN. — Application

has been made by H. C. Volkman for a

franchise to install and operate an electric-

light plant in Brownsdale.

GRAND MARAIS, MINN.—A petition

has been presented to the Village Council

asking that an election be called to sub-

mit to the voters the proposal to issue

bonds for the installation of a municipal

electric-light plant.

LAKELAND, MINN.—The installation

of an electric-lighting system in Lakeland

is reported to be under consideration.

ST CLOUD, MINN.—Bids v/ill be re-

ceived by the St. Cloud Independent School

District, No. 28, addressed to Julius

Adams, secretary of board, St. Cloud, until

Oct 25, for construction of high-school

building as follows: (a) General contract;

(b) plumbing contract; (c) electric con-

tract; (d) heating contract; (e) ventilat-

ing contract; (f) sheet-metal contract; (g)

temperature regulation; (h) fans, motors

and heaters; (i) vacuum heating system.

Plans and specifications may be obtained

upon application to Tyrie & Chapman,
architects, Minneapolis, accompanied by a

deposit of $25 for general contract, of which

$17 50 will be refunded upon return of

plans; deposits of $15 for each set of plans

for (b), (c) and (d), the latter including

work required in contracts (e), (f), (g),

(h) and (i), of which $10 will be re-

funded upon return of plans.

THIEF RIVER FALLS, MINN.—The
city of Thief River Falls is contemplating

the purchase of the so-called Kretschmar
dam and water-power site in this city. II

the property is purchased, extensive im-

provements are contemplated, including ui

rebuilding of the municipal hydroelectric

power plant. Ralph D. Thomas, Minne-
apolis, is consulting engineer. Leonard
Peterson is superintendent of water ar-a

light department.
WABASHA, MINN.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the State Board of Control, State

Capitol Building, St. Paul, until Oct. 19, for

construction of a tuberculosis sanitarium at

Wabasha, including general construction,

heating, plumbing and electrical work, in

accordance with plans and specifications

made bv Hoffman & Mosse, Rochester, Minn.

CEDAR FALLS, IOWA—Plans are being

considered for extending the ornamental
"lighting system on Main Stret.

CORINTH, IOWA—The city of Corinth,

it is reported, has voted to issue bonds for

the installation of an electric-light plant.

JOLLEY, IOWA—The contract for the

erection of 7 miles of 2300-volt single-phase

transmission line from the town of Pomeroy
to Jolley, and also for furnishing material
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and installing an electrical distribution and
street-lighting system in Jolley, it is re-
ported, has been awarded to b\ E. Tedford,
Gowrie, Iowa.
KANAWHA, [OWA—At an election to

be held Oct. 20 the proposal to issue bonds
to the amount of $13,000 for tli COnstTUi
tion of a municipal electrlc-llght system, In-
cluding high-tension transmission inns,
transformer station and distribution system,
will be submitted to the voters.

OTTUMWA, IOWA—The Ottumwa Ry.
& Lt. Co. is installing a 200-kw, engine-
driven generator and is also making im-
provements in the boiler room. The work
is being done under the supervision of the
engineering department of H. M. Byllesby
& Co., Chicago, 111.

JOPLIN, MO.—The Public Utilities Com-
mission of Kansas has granted the Empire
District El. Co., Joplin, Mo., permission
to extend its electrical service in Cherokee
County, which will include furnishing energy
to the new mines in Baxter Springs dis-
trict. The cost of the work is estimated at
about $33,000.

MAPLEWOOD, MO.—The Western Pwr.
& Lit. Co., a subsidiary of the Cupples Sta-
tion I'wr. Co., has been awarded the con-
tract for lighting Maplewood for a period of
ten years. The El. Co. of Missouri, Webster
Groves, has the present contract.

MILAN, MO.—Steps have been taken by
the Commercial Club to secure funds for
the installation of an electric street-light-
ing system.

li'l'LAR BLUFF, MO.—Bids will be re-
ceived by H. H. Wilcox, city clerk, Poplar
Bluff, until Nov. 3 for the construction of
a municipal electric light and power plant.
Bonds to the amount of $75,000 have been
sold for the proposed plant. The Fuller-
Coult Co., Chemical Building, St. Louis,
has charge of the engineering work.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.—The City Council has
passed an ordinance appropriating $5,000
for ornamental lamp-posts and conduits on
Noyes Boulevard.
GRAND FORKS, N. D.—A deal has been

consummated whereby the Red River Pwr.
Co., Grand Forks, will secure energy from
the hydroelectric power plant of the Crooks-
ton Wtr. Wks., Pwr. & Lt. Co., Crookston,
Minn. A high-tension line (28 miles long)
is now being erected from Grand Forks to
the power plant, near Crookston. A sub-
station will be erected here and additional
machinery installed in the Crookston plant,
including three turbines and generators. W.
H. Brown is manager of the Red River
Pwr. Co.

WASHBURN, N. D.—The Washburn Lt.
& Pwr. Co. has been granted a franchise to
construct and operate an electric light and
power plant in Washburn.
WATFORD, N. D.—Fred Hermanson, su-

perintendent of the White Earth Electric
Association, has been awarded a contract
to install an electric-lighting system in
Watford.
VOLIN, S. D.—A company is being or-

ganized by citizens of this place for the
purpose of installing and operating an elec-
tric-lighting and power plant.

PAWNEE CITY, NEB.—The city of
Pawnee has entered into a contract with
the village of Dubois to supply electricity
from the municipal electric-light plant in
that village. Bonds have not been author-
ized for improvements to municipal electric
plant as published in the issue of Oct. 2.

ATWOOD, KAN.—Plans and specifica-
tions have been prepared by Black & Veach,
Interstate Building, Kansas City, Mo., for
the installation of a municipal electric-light
plant, for which bonds to the amount of
$15,000 have been voted. Bids will soon be
called for construction of the proposed
plant. Frank 10. Robinson is city clerk.

BURRTON, KAN.—The City Council has
granted the Kansas Gas & El. Co., Wichita,
a franchise to supply electricity for lamps
and motors in Burrton.
EVEREST, KAN.—The contract for

erecting the transmission line from Effing-
ham to Everest has been awarded to Jesse
Maim. Electricity for operating the sys-
tem in Everest will be supplied bv the plant
of the Atchison Ry., Lt. & Pwr. Co. in
Atchiscn.

GARDEN CITY, KAN.—The City Com-
mission has decided to call an election to
submit to the voters the proposal to issue
$60,000 in bonds for the purchase of the
electric-light plant and telephone system
of the Garden City Tel., Lt. & Mfg. Co.
HAVENSVILLE, KAN.—Bonds to the

amount of $8,000 have been voted for the
erection of a transmission line and electric-
lighting system.
KANOPOLIS, KAN.—Plans are be] un-

prepared for the installation of an addi-
tional boiler in the municipal electric-light
plant. Further information may be se-
cured from J. F. Branson, superintendent.

Southern States
CHARLESTON, S. C— Hids will be re-

ceived al the Bureau of Fords and Docks,
Navy D it, Washington, i >. <'., until

Nov. 20 lor furnishing two shipbuilding
cranes al the navy yard, Charleston, s. e.

Plans and specifications may be obtained
upon application to the bureau or to the

landant of the navy yard named,
TOCCOA, GA.—Contracts have been

awarded by the city of Toccoa for construc-
tion of a municipal electric-light plant as
follows: For power house and flume, to J.

<; Phillips, Cornelia, at $3,766; for erec-
tion Of transmission line from power site to

town, Street-lighting system and ornamental
lighting svstem, to the Walker El. .<• Plumb-
ing Co., Rome, at $15,185. S. D. Brown is

engineer.

AFTON, TENN.—Preparations are being
made, it is reported, by the L. D. Gastiger
Co. for the construction of a dam (to cost
$100,000) on the Chucky River, near Afton,
in connection with a hydroelectric project.

JACKSON, MISS.—R. L. Benson, Chi-
cago, 111., owner of the power plant of the
Capital Lt. & Pwr. Co., Jackson, will recon-
struct the system and put it in operation
about Dec. 1. Between $10,000 and $15,000,
it is reported, will be expended for the pur-
chase of new machinery and for extension
and rebuilding of distribution lines. E. E.
Hindman, Jackson, is attorney for Mr. Ben-
son.

McCOMB, MISS.—The property of the
McComb City El. Lt. & Pwr. Co., it is re-
ported, has been purchased by Guy M.
Walker of New York. The new owner, it is

understood, will make improvements to the
system. S. M. Jones, Laurel, is local repre-
sentative.

EARL, ARK.—The property of the Crit-
tenden Pwr. Co., Earl, has been purchased
bv a group of Memphis capitalists, headed
by J. G. Freeman, for $30,000. The com-
pany has been reorganized under the name
of the Earl Lt., Pwr. & Ice Co.

GRAVETTE, ARK.—Plans are being con-
sidered by the City Council for the installa-
tion of new engines for the municipal elec-

tric-light plant.

MORRILLTON, ARK.—The Arkansas
Lt. & Pwr. Co., Arkadelphia, is reported
to have purchased the electric-light plant
and water-works system in Morrillton and
will make improvements to it.

COLFAX, LA.—The Big Pine Lumber Co.
is planning to rebuild its power plant, which
was recently destroyed by fire. New equip-
ment, it is understood, will be required.

COMANCHE, TEX.—The Texas Pwr. &
Lt. Co., Dallas, has been granted a fran-
chise to supply electricity for lamps and
motors in Comanche. The service will be
furnished by means of an electric line from
Brownwood. Several small towns between
Comanche and Brownwood will be served.

LULING, TEX.—The Luling El. Lt. &
Pwr. Co., it is reported, is contemplating
the installation of a new street-lighting
system.
ROYSE, TEX.—Arrangements have been

completed whereby the Texas Pwr. & Lt.
Co., Dallas, will take over the electrical
plants in Rockwell, Garland and Royse. A
transmission line will be erected from Royse
to Jenkins, connecting with the present
33.000-volt line of the company. Surveys
will be made at once for the proposed line,

which will be about 20 miles long.

capitalists, headed by William Hoeflich, for
an electric light and power franch
Albany.

CORNUCOPIA, ORE.- Tl Mines
Co., it is reported, is planning to Install a

c plant on i 'in' upply
City to operate an air compressor and

milling machinery. Approximately 10,000
li of pipe line will be built and two water-
wheels and other equipment will be in-

stalled. The plant will have an output of

from 100 hp. to BOO hp.

EUGENE, ORE.—The installation of an
auxiliary electric plant has been authorized
bv the Eugene Water Board, to cost about
$50,000.

CROCKETT, CAL.—The Great \N

Pwr. Co., San Francisco, has petitioned the
State Railroad Commission for pern
to erect an extension of its 1

1

lines to the premises of the Western Grain
& Sugar l'roducts Co., near Crockett.

LATON, CAL.—The San Joaquin Lt. &
I'wr. Co., Selma, has submitted a proposal
for lighting the streets of Laton, which
provides for the installation of 25 nitro-

gen-filled incandescent lamps of 100 cp.

OROVILLE, CAL.—Arrangements, it is

reported, have been made by the Great
Western Pwr. Co., San Francisco, for the
purchase of the power plants and dis-

tributing system of the Oro El. Co., Oro-
ville.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—Bids have been asked
by the city manager for not less than 25 or
more than 300 ornamental electric-lamp
standards in accordance with plans pre-
pared by the city engineer.

MOGOLLON, N. M.—The construction of

an electric power plant on Willow Creek is

reported to be under consideration by Earle
C. Cleveland.

Pacific States
PORT ANGELES, WASH.—The City

Council has instructed the city attorney to
prepare the necessary data for ihe action
of the City Council in regard to placing
before the voters at the December elec-
tion the question of validating approxi-
mately $2S,000 in outstanding electric-
litcht warrants and issuing bonds to take
up same. This proposition is offered as the
only solution to the electric-light extension
problem, which has been considered for
about a year. Tt is desired to make ex-
tensions immediately to the lighting service.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The City Council
has passed a resolution authorizing the
Hoard of Public Works to seal the leaky
Impounding basin at the Cedar River dam
by silting or other means, and appropriat-
ing $25,000 for that purpose. The work, it

is understood, will be done under the super-
vision of J. D. Ross, superintendent of light-
ing.

TAPOMA, WASH.—The City Council has
decided to sell electrical energy to the Mu-
tual El. Lt. A I'wr. Co. for distribution
among the Puyallup valley ranchers. Elec-
tricity will be taken over by the company
at a point near the Cushman Indian School.

ALBANY, ORE.—Application has been
made to the City Council by a group of

Canada
BEAUSEJOUR, MAN.—The village of

Beausejour has decided to take over the
transmission line between Saldo and
Beausejour, owned by the city of Winni-
peg, at a cost of $7,500. A by-law has
been passed by the village providing for

an appropriation of $15,000 for the pur-
pose of acquiring the line and installing an
electric-lighting system here. M. J. Hobon
is clerk.

CHATSWORTH, ONT.—The Council is

considering a by-law providing an appropri-
ation of $4,000 for the installation of a
hydroelectric system.

ETOBICOKE, ONT.—Arrangements have
been made by the Township Council with
the Mimico Power Commission, Mimico, for

the extension of the system to Humber Bay.
The transmission line will be erected along
George and Church Streets, at a cost of

about $1,500.

LONDON, ONT.—Tenders, it is reported,
will soon be asked for furnishing the sup-
ply of new transformers for the new Hydro-
Electric station.

PORT COLBORNE, ONT.—A by-law au-
thorizing an agreement with the Ontario
Power Commission of Ontario to supply
electricity to Port Colborne and Humber-
stone for a period of five years has been
approved by the ratepayers of Port Col-
borne and llumberstone.

Miscellaneous

SKWAKD, ALASKA The differences be-

tween the Town Council and the Seward El.

Lt & I'wr. Co. over the granting of a fran-

chise permitting the company to continue
operation in Seward have been amicably ad-
justcd, according to reports, and the fran-

chise granted. Under the terms of the
franeaiso the town of Sw.ud can purchase
the property of the company at the end of

20 years.

HONOLULU, HAWAIT— Plans are being
considered by the East Maui Irrigation Co.,

operating In the island of Maui, for the
construction of a hydroelectric power plant
in the Koanae Valley to supply electricity

to operate the irrigation pumps.

PANAMA—Bids will be received at the

office of the general purchasing officer of the
Panama ('anal, Washington, I >. O, until

Oct. 27 for furnishing traveling crane, an-
nunciators, buzzer push units, copper tub-
ing, flexible copper or brass conduit, car-
bon brushes, etc. Blanks and general In-

formation relating to this circular (No.
978) may be obtained at the above oifice

or the offices of the assistant purchasing
agents, 24 State Street, New York, N. Y. ;

614 Whitnev-Central Building, New Or-
leans, La., and Fort Mason, San Francisco,
Cal. Major F. C. Boggs is general pur-
chasing officer.
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Charlottenburg, Germany, App, Blea
.i.in 6| 1918 Protecte conductors while
pressing Insulation Brmlj In place.
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F] K ii res ro Outlet Boxes ;

II. R Oil
son, Baden, Pa., and .1 M. Pullman,
s.w icklej . Pa. App. Bled Aug, 81, 193 i.

Partlcularlj tor metal molding.

1,155,358. Process of Manufacturing
ARTICLES imp OF Hihiii.y REFRACTORY
M \ri 1:1 m P .m. Hulbert, Detroit, Mich.
App, Bled Sept 24, 1906. Compacts and
then heats comminuted material.

L,166,364. Electric Switch; J. F. Monnot,
Paris, Prance, App, Bled Julj 14, 1911.
Operated by Bourdon tube,

178 Track Instrument; J. S. Ro-
mig. Altoona, Pa. App. Bled Oct. 31,
i ;i l i Crossing signal operated by the
load on the rails.

L,155,415. Lightning Arrester; J. T.
•:.'. Toledo, Ohio. App. Bled Aug. 5,

L918. Is protected from injury.

1,155,419. Manufacture of Pure Carbon:
ii Hennebutte, Paris, Prance, App. filed

Peb, 21, 1914. Treats heated hydrocar-
bons with oxidizing gas.

1,155, 128. Electric Flatiron : W. K. Keep,
Detroit, Mich. App. filed Jan. 29, 1915.
Novel terminal connections.

1.155.426. XIkthod of Making Contact
Bodies OF Tungsten ; A. J. Liebmann and
W. A. Megrath, New York, N. T. App.
filed Nov. 20, 1914. Heats tungsten
contact and supporting back with pow-
dered tungsten between.

1.155.427. Contact Bodies of Tungsten
;

A. J. Liebmann and W. A. Megrath,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Nov. 20,
1914. Tungsten contact welded to iron
or steel support.

1,155,448. Electric Plate Condenser; G.
Selbt, Schoneberg, near Berlin, Germany.
App. filed Oct. 17, 1911. Of reduced size
for wireless work.

1,155,460. Armor for Flexible Articles;
C Barbour, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed
Feb. 15, 1913. Inner and outer helices
of different pitch.

1,155,4 66. Electric Display Switching
Mechanism ; E. H. Bickley, Detroit,
Mich. App. filed Dec. 23, 1912. For
"motograph" signboard.

1,155,477. Manual Actuator for Rail-
way Signals ; T. M. Freeble, Rochester,
Pa. App. filed Oct. 8, 1912. Budging de-
vice applied to track wheel to send back
signal.

1.155.480. Range; W. S. Hadaway, Jr.,
New Rochelle, N. Y. App. filed March
9, 1914. Interchangeable heat units.

1.155.481. Regulator for Laundry Rolls;
W. S. Hadaway, Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y.
App. filed May 14, 1914. Controlling
thermometer embedded in the periphery
of the roll.

1.155.482. Heat-Regulating System ; W.
S. Hadaway, Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y.
App. filed April 17, 1914. For crucibles
of type-setting machines.

1.155.483. Electric Heater; W. S. Hada-
way, Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y. App. filed
May 20, 1914. Has soapstone heat-
absorbing body.

1.155.484. Motor-Control System; J. H.
Hall, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed March
7, 1914. Dynamic braking switch.

1,155,494. Toaster; J. F. Lamb, New
Britain, Conn. App. filed March 25, 1915.
Readily assembled.

1,155,497. Electric Welding Machine;
W. C. Lindemann and K. D. Camp, Mil-
waukee, "Wis. App. filed Feb. 18, 1913.
Spot-welding.

1,155,500. Co-ordinating Actuating Means

T. i '. Mi
w utei loo, Iowa Ipp flli d I Id E .', 191 8,

ii'.ni; current a I exac t 1 1

1

Igi

1,16 , 10 1 Recording i ni i

<

' i;

.Mm,,,,
. Lafayette, Ind. \pp Bled M

1913 Electromagnt tic recording elements
"i» i at. pap. i tape,

i ; Moore,
tte, ind App. Bled .May 24, L918.

Single armature pi esented to two
mi ic circuits.

i.i 15,512. Primary Batteri . A. L, Saltz-
nian. East Orange, N. v. App Bled Feb,
20, 1911. Rigid i upportlng means tor the
I'liii rode plates,

1,155,521, Magneto-Electric Machine; !•'.

R, Slmms, Kllburn, England. App Bled
Peb 21, 1912. Lighting-current armature
superposed above Ignition-cufrenl arms
i in

.

85, Train - Controlled Electric
Recording Crossing Signal; h. Wilklns,
Bvansville, ind. App. Bled Nov. 29, 191 2.

includes clock-recording mechanism,

l ,i 65,6 it. Electric Signaling System: A.
ii Bull, Brooklyn, N. V. App, Bled June
25, 1910. "Regular" and "special" im-
pulses for selective signaling.

1,155,560. Treatment of Seed Grain; H.
10. Fry, Dorchester, England. App. filed
March 27, 1915. Placed in solution of
manure through which electric current
is sent.

1,155,578. Fai.se-Alarm-Preventing De-
vice; J. Janik, Plymouth, Pa. App. filed
June 9, 1915. Grips operator's hand.

Q.

h ~np
^o

1

1,155,722—Fire-Alarm System

1,155,593. Electrical Heater; A. W.
Mansbridge, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Can-
ada. App. filed March 3, 1915. Can be
used as radiator or stove.

1,155,626. Switch ; H. A. Steen, Mil-
waukee, Wis. App. filed Nov. 2, 1910.
Has a simple and compact blow-out
magnet.

1,155.640. Impulse Transmitter for Se-
lective Systems ; G. Brown, Brooklvn,
N. Y. App. filed July 11, 1910. Com-
pact, sure and quiet in operation.

1,155,643. Electric Regulation; J. L.
Creveling, New York, N. Y. App. filed
May 6, 1911. Regulating means is ad-
justed only in response to sudden
surgings.

1.155.648. Means for Protecting Con-
tents of Oil-Containing Tanks Against
Ignition by Electrical Discharge ;

"W. Dodd, Des Moines, Iowa. App. filed

Nov. 5, 1913. Tank is surrounded by an
electrically conductive casing extended
down into the ground.

1.155.649. Rectifier Compound; N. Fal-
lek, Denver, Col. App. filed Oct. 12, 1912.
Sodium phosphate, asbestos, sodium sili-

cate and water.

1,155,653. Method and Apparatus for
Utilizing Hertzian Waves ; E. R. Gill,
Yonkers, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 20, 1914.
Telephone, directing torpedoes, etc.

\rr uiati I llartcr, New
X. V App III.. I De.
toned I .in- mix projeel outv
from w.iii- oi tank
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;

. 1 6 w ire Support . A F F< t, .\u-
• I ni >< ,ii

, [owa, \pp ni- 'I Hop! ... 1914
Special construction for mountlni

1 ,1 55,722. FlRK Al. \i:.\l SYHTEM I

chall . \ .1 App filed

19, 1911 I'm ible link relea
book,

1,155,742. Mi: 1

1

A. LePevi i. Buffalo, N V App
July 25, 1913. Covering and
meter connections.

1 ,1 55,789. Liohting Fi URi P. M.
Brooks, New 5fork, N. Y. App filed Nov,
30, 1914. Clamps for gripping ed|
bowl.

L,155,812. Electric Insulation; .i a
Beany, New Fork, N. Y. App. Bled Sept
23, 1914. Fiber-coated filamentarj
wrapped about conductor.

1,1 i5,818. Electric Insulation; J. A.
Heanv, New York, N. V App Bled Sept.
23, 1914. Inclosing flat sheath of matted
asbestos fibers.

1,155,814. Electric Switch; E. M. Hew-
lett, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed July
15, 1910. Has special arc-interrupting
means ; for heavy currents.

1,155,817. Car Indicator; H. A. Humphrey,
Kansas City, Mo. App. filed July 19,

1909. For position and direction of
elevator cars.

1,155,826. Adjustable Resistance; E. C.
Larry, Rochester, N. Y. App. filed June
26, 1915. For railway-track circuits.

1.155.834. Railway and Highway Signal-
ing Device ; A. H. Messer, Mankato,
Minn. App. filed March 24, 1915. Oper-
ates a semaphore and an adjacent high-
way signal.

1.155.835. Electrical Scroll Saw; G. H.
Murphy, Balls Ferry, Cal. App. filed Jan.
26, 1915. Cutting member of high-resist-
ance material.

1,155,849. Manufacture of Steel ;
Wil-

liam R. Walker, New York, N. Y. App.
filed Aug. 24, 1909. Avoids addition of
manganese.

1,155,869. Gong; C. E. Avery, Trenton,
N. J. App. filed Aug. 5, 1914. Striking
mechanism construction.

1,155,913. Trolley Wheel; W. S. Griffith,

Homer City, Pa. App. filed Dec. 12,

1913. Revolvable members over groove
in wheel.

1,155,921. Reversible Brush Holder: G.
L. Halvardson, Stockholm, Sweden. App.
filed July 29, 1911. Alternating-current
motor for bell-ringing purposes.

1,155,963. Electric Lamp ; O. Schaller,
Sudende, near Berlin, Germany. App.
filed Jan. 20, 1913. Lamp casing whose
parts are held together by atmospheric
pressure.

1,155,978. Drum Switch with Maximum
Cut-Out ; M. Vogelsang, Frankfort-on-
the-Main, Germany. App. filed Dec. 8,

1914. Pawl and ratchet thrown out by
maximum relay.

1,155,985. Centrifugal Switch ; H. L.
Zabriskie, Westfield, N. J. App. filed

July 10, 1913. Sensitive springs control
pivoted contact fingers.

1,156,035. Electrical Transformer Sys-
tem ; F. S. Perrin, New York, N. Y. App.
filed Sept. 25, 1913. Abolishes custom-
ary make and break in primary of igni-

tion system.

1,156,043. Telegraph System; Wr
. H. Shep-

"hard and A. E. McKechnie, Bayswater,
London, England. App. filed March 4,

1915. Selector operates only on prede-
termined signal.

13,990 (reissue). Mechanical Movement
and Electric-Light Socket ; T. A. C
Both, Fairhaven, Mass. App. filed Oct. 1,

1912. Rey-socket switch mechanism.
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Monopoly Through Patents Threatened

THE suit instituted in St. Louis this week against

the United Shoe Machinery Company by the

Attorney-General will be followed closely by the busi-

ness world and with much anxiety because the case em-

bodies a definite test of one of the most sweeping clauses

in the Clayton law, intended to patch up a weakness in

the Sherman anti-trust law. It is well known that by

means of patents new forms of monopoly have been

created, and while in a few minor points the Sherman

law has been applied against such monopolies with suc-

cess, no great body blow has been delivered for or

against the principle. If as a result of the suit the

Clayton law is upheld, patent rights will be greatly lim-

ited and monopoly through restrictive leases will cease.

Whatever the outcome, the case is certain to come be-

fore the Supreme Court to determine whether the Clay-

ton law, as an adjunct to the Sherman anti-trust law, is

soap or solder.

It is worth while, therefore, for every central station

to advertise the fact liberally and effectively before the

fans are put away, because it is easier to arouse inter-

est in the subject now than later.

Insuring a Profit on Holiday Trade

THERE is no time in the year when a fixed policy

in regard to prices is as helpful both to the cen-

tral station and the contractor as in the weeks of prep-

aration for the annual Christmas sales. The amount of

money which the small dealer feels it safe to invest in

holiday stock depends entirely on his confidence in being

able to dispose of that stock at a profit ; and in the local

market profit cannot be assured as long as there is dan-

ger of some other agency offering similar goods at cost.

The dealer does not dare stock up heavily on electric

toasters if, for instance, there is a possibility that ten

days before Christmas the local central station will offer

them in a special sale at cost. And yet the central sta-

tion loses if the dealer fails to enter the market as an

electrical merchant. Plans must be laid for the Christ-

mas season if electrical appliances are to be featured

as they should be; but the program must embrace both

the dealer and the central station, and the opportunity

should not be imperiled by destructive competition in

any form.

Fans for Winter Service

THIS is the season of the year when thousands of

electric fans are stowed away in attics or aban-

doned to spiders for long months because the public does

not appreciate the winter value of a fan and central

stations have never seriously endeavored to enlighten it.

That a fan is useful to increase the heat of a room is

not just theory; it is a simple fact of engineering which

can be amply demonstrated in any home that has a fan.

Rate-Making for the Public

RATE-MAKING is important from the standpoint

of both commercial results and public policy.

Rates multiplied by the units of business determine the

amount of gross revenue, and upon the scale of prices

for different classes of service the growth of the central

station largely depends. If rate-making were only a

commercial problem, it would be simplified. But it is

a serious factor in public relations. The general public,

however, centers its interest on the maximum rate and
shows little concern regarding the costs for other

classes. The figure which the mass of consumers pay
is the one on which the argument arises. This very

interesting question in the rate issue is discussed by
Mr. W. W. Freeman in the interview published in this

number of the Electrical World. Though Mr. Free-

man finds the cost of small lighting business excessive,

he considers it as a tax, as a requirement met in return

for the franchise. Viewed in this light, the rate is more
a factor in public policy than a matter of strict business.

Unfortunately, the expense of business done at a loss

is borne by other consumers. If rates are to be made
on this basis, there should be a public explanation of

the fact so as to prevent future difficulty from other

customers who meet the extra cost.

Business Principles for Electrical Contractors

ALTHOUGH many books are available dealing with
both the mechanical and business phases of the

electrical contracting business, many contractors have
sought more specific and detailed information on the
fundamental principles of cost-keeping and estimating
as well as elementary data on the principles of illumina-

tion and some of the more difficult problems encountered
in the technical phases of the business. Recognizing
this need and also the fact that through the public ex-

change of what are often known as "business secrets"

is it possible to place the electrical contracting business
upon a higher plane, Louis W. Moxey, Jr., has prepared
a series of articles based upon his experience and obser-

vation in the field. In the first few articles, the second
of which will be found elsewhere in this issue, the author
discusses some of the principles of cost-keeping and
estimating, giving a wealth of cost data which will be
continued through the articles devoted to these phases
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of the business. Although these cost data are peculiar

to the linn with which Mr. MLoxey li connected and

cannot be considered as applicable to the business of

any other firm, comparisons will aid other contractors

in detecting any errors in their own figures, Bui tin'

true Value of the author's articles on these subjects will

he found to lie. not in the presentation of cost figures,

hut iii the presentation ami explanation of a practical

system of cost-keeping and estimating which has with-

stood the test of time. The entire series of articles

will he found to he well worth the careful study of even

electrical contractor, the first few articles, dealing, as

just stated, with COSt-keeping and estimating, deserving

detailed consideration in that the system described will

be found to be simple, efficacious and applicable to firms

of all sizes. It requires tor its successful operation

nothing more than the part-time service of the con-

tractor or an employee aided by a stenographer.

Electrical Export Trade

^HESE are certainly extraordinary and anomalous

days as to export trade, and the United States is

as a result confronted by many entirely new problems

and situations. Things are now being exported that

we never sent abroad before, and of course the foreign

demand for war munitions far transcends the wildest

hopes and dreams as to what we might be called upon

to do in supplying the markets of the world. Thus the

exports of New York City alone reached the enormous

total of $76,000,000 in the first two weeks of October,

but strangely enough not more than $21,000,000 worth

were of a distinctively warlike character, although no

doubt a far larger proportion would find their ultimate

way to the battlefields of Europe.

Just where electricity comes in amid all this wonder-

ful development is not very clear. In fact, the showing

is rather, if not quite, disappointing. In our issue of

Oct. 9 we gave the figures of seven months and of July

in electrical exports. The total for the longer period

was $J3,171,148, as compared with $12,630,559, a gain

of somewhat over $500,000. July, however, showed

$2,147,307, as against $1,415,360, or a gain of over

$700,000. This is in itself very encouraging, but ob-

viously the seven months at the same rate of advance

would have done very handsomely. The question is,

whether this July rate can be maintained, and why we

are not doing better.

On the surface it would seem that electrical export

trade should have had some kind of boom, unless it

has been affected adversely by world conditions cutting

down all international trade other than that in weapons

of destruction. But the neutral markets of the earth

have been opened to us as never before, and our com-

petitors who still enjoy the freedom of the seas are

seriously preoccupied. It is generally understood, for

example, that in England many electrical factories are

busy on munitions of war ; and, if that is the case, they

cannot be turning out electrical goods as well. Indeed,

England itself would be on these terms an excellent

source of consumption tor our electrical goods and have

little left fui export. This must applj with even greater

force to all central Europe, Including Prance, iw-lgium

and Italy, as furnishers to the markets of, say, tin- Far

East and South America. Bui when one line of elec-

trical goods alone insulated wires and cables accounts

for (650,000 gain in the seven month . other branches

would nut appear to be keeping pace, although some of

them, as given in our table, bore marks of greater

act ivit v.

Perhaps we are not going after tin- foreign trade

possibilities as we should; perhaps we don't know how

and have yet the lesson to learn. If so, now is the time

to learn it before our European competitors turn again

to the arts of peace and with the energy of desperation

try to regain lost ground with goods at any old price.

The figures of the Bureau of Commerce do not reveal

destinations, but it must be true that South America

is looking this way and expects to be cultivated by-

various commercial attentions. In this respect it may
not be amiss to quote the warning words of Senator

Burton as to methods of winning such trade: "You

have to enter upon it with system and earnestness and

care. It is very desirable to establish agencies that are

permanent and select men who are willing to go there

and stay; and I think there will be many native-born,

who know the country, who will be loyal and efficient.

The highest development for increase of our trade there

would be the establishment of retail stores with Amer-

ican goods."

Light Still a By-product

ARECENT paper by Dr. Herbert E. Ives brings up to

date our knowledge of the efficiency of commercial

illuminants in rather startling fashion. His figures

are reduced to show the proportion of the applied energy

which is transformed into luminous flux, reckoned in

terms of its ability to produce the sensation of light.

In other words, these efficiencies given by Dr. Ives are

actually adjusted so as to show the proportionate light-

giving value obtained per unit input. This basis of

reckoning efficiency is what one wants for practical pur-

poses, and the figures presented are certainly not flat-

tering to human ingenuity. In fact, as Dr. Ives some-

what grimly observes, light is at present only a by-

product, and certainly the figures show that in the trans-

formations of energy which produce useful light the

yield falls shockingly far short of what might be theo-

retically attainable. Of the twenty illuminants studied,

the list is headed by the yellow-flame open arc and the

quartz-mercury arc, while the kerosene lamp and the

open-flame gas burner drag along at the foot of the list

with a net luminous efficiency of less than a twentieth

of 1 per cent. The positions of honor are taken on

7.2 per cent and 6.8 per cent respectively for the flame

arc and the quartz tube, but, inasmuch as these both

require steadying resistances not here taken into ac-

count, the corrected figures will probably stand at not

over 5 per cent to 6 per cent. On this rating inclosed

carbon arcs fall just below 1 per cent, while the best
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gas-filled incandescents range up to a shade over 3

per cent.

One is tempted to raise somewhat fervid inquiry as

to what becomes of the rest of the energy, and the

obvious answer is that it goes off in radiation either

totally invisible or of comparatively slight luminous

value. Many luminous sources lose heavily from heat

carried off by convection and conduction, as, for exam-

ple, the incandescent gas burner, where about five-

sixths of the applied energy is lost in this particular

way, leaving a net efficiency even in the high-pressure

lamps of about 3 per cent. Oddly enough, the two

sources mentioned as the most efficient also lose severe-

ly from the same cause. The tables show only too

plainly that all our present methods of obtaining light

are exceedingly crude. No way has yet been discovered

of so utilizing energy as to transform it into radiations

which we really want for seeing purposes. Pure tem-

perature radiation is limited as to possible efficiency by

the relatively low temperature which can be endured

by any solid radiator. Hot gases, which give selective

radiation, give a chance for higher efficiency, but even

here there are serious practical limitations. What can

be done by more direct electrical excitation of the atom

and the electron remains yet to be seen, for up to the

present time there is little of promise. In high-fre-

quency oscillations there may be hope, uncomfortable

as are the distribution problems involved in their use.

In quite another line come the chemical processes of

excitation artificially practised by our old friend the

firefly and certain photogenic bacteria. From this stand-

point a chemical lamp may be the last word in efficiency,

but the chance of getting it seems now too remote to

be a cause of worry to the central-station operator.

Operating Boilers Over Rating

FORCED draft has thus far been confined chiefly to

large generating stations and has also been utilized

as an expedient for handling peak demands econom-

ically. If, as seems to be the case, the total saving

secured directly or indirectly justifies the cost of the

equipment to produce the draft, then medium-sized sta-

tions should be able to use this method of driving,

especially when they reach a point where the load

carried requires changes in boiler and stack arrange-

ments. In the use of forced draft, however, there are

certain engineering problems which detract somewhat

from the advantages. The operation of boilers at high

ratings and over ratings, for instance, results in ex-

cessive temperature changes which are hard on firebrick

and furnace construction. Considering possible oper-

ating economy, saving in boiler investment, labor and

fuel, it is questionable whether it is more economical

to use good coal with sufficient boilers to carry the

maximum load and less firebrick, or employ forced

draft, a lower grade of coal and more firebrick. Ex-

perience shows that furnace and boiler deterioration is

more than offset by the saving possible in forced driv-

ing. In any case the operation of the boilers at over

ratings is intermittent and of comparatively short

duration, so that the return on the investment neces-

sary to justify the draft which is represented by the

operating saving is the controlling factor. A prime-

mover committee of the National Electric Light Asso-

ciation has cited an instance where a total saving equal

to 16 per cent of the operating costs resulted from the

design of a station to use forced driving. Boiler opera-

tion at high rating fits in well with the requirements

of parallel and stand-by steam stations for hydroelectric

systems where rapidity of picking up load irrespective

of atmospheric conditions is of prime importance. For

the utility station, large or small, with a considerable

peak load the flexibility, readiness-to-serve and economy

which result from forced draft make the latter worthy

of consideration.

Practical Voltage Regulation

MANY central stations know very little about the

regulation which obtains on their systems. While

there are nominal requirements which are nominally

lived up to, these are not always due to knowledge of the

facts. It is hard to define what good regulation means,

particularly when one is dealing, as is practically always

the case, with combined lighting and power* loads. A
2 per cent variation executed suddenly and frequently

may be annoying, whereas one twice that size coming

on and leaving gradually would hardly attract attention

and certainly would not cause very much inconvenience.

Moreover, the voltage should not be subject to noticeable

fluctuations during the period when the lamps are in

circuit. What happens to the pressure, for instance, be-

tween 5 p. m. and 10 p. m. is a great deal more im-

portant than variations between midnight and dawn.

With the increasing use of appliances there is added

chance to overload circuits in a way that may cause

trouble. To adjust the regulation to the needs of the

service requires precise knowledge of what the condi-

tions are, and this not very many stations take sufficient

pains to ascertain. It is a matter of very practical

importance whether a particular line must be rein-

forced if a little extra load comes upon it, yet the in-

formation as to the probable effect of that load is com-

monly not forthcoming.

A good deal more care ought to be taken with voltage

surveys, with the purpose both of improving the regu-

lation when necessary and of fully loading the lines when
practicable. The copper investment of almost any plant

is serious enough without aggravating it by finical re-

quirements of extremely close regulation. The voltage

ought to be maintained so as to cause no inconvenience

to the consumer without undertaking always and every-

where to provide him with regulation the exactness of

which he does not appreciate even if it is pointed out to

him. Certainly more plants sin by too poor regulation

than by too good regulation, yet there are few which

do not burden themselves with unnecessary care at cer-

tain points of the distribution. The moral is to keep

a close check of what is actually going on by persistent

voltage inspection.
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M PRESS ASSN.

The First Meeting of the New Naval Advisory Board at Washington

Already the Naval Advisory Board, appointed by the Secretary
of the Navy upon nominations made by the national engineering

ties, is occupied with its important task of reviewing inven-
tions and improvements proposed for adoption in the navy. Com-
prising some of the leading inventive and engineering talent of
the country, the board will make its own studies of naval prob-
lems and has recommended the institution of a five-million-dollar
experimental plant and shops for the investigation and develop-
ment of ideas and plans under study by its members. An annual
appropriation of $2,500,000 to $3,000,000 would be required to
maintain this great experimental establishment. In the picture

above, taken on the day of the board's first meeting in the Navy
Department Building at "Washington, Thomas A. Edison, chairman
of the ooard, is seen seated upon the right of Secretary Josephus
Daniels, and behind them stands Peter Cooper Hewitt, who at
this meeting was elected vice-chairman of the board. Others in

the group are B. G. Lamme, W. R. Whitney, Arthur G. Webster,
A M. Hunt, Alfred Craven, Spencer Miller, W. Le Roy Emmet,
Matthew B. Sellers, Hudson Maxim, Thomas Robins, Howard E.
Coffin, Andrew L. Riker, Henry A. Wise Wood, Elmer A. Sperry,
William D. Saunders, Benjamin B. Thayer, J. W. Richards and
Lawrence Addicks.

A Chronicle of Events
of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

Tying Leases Temporarily Enjoined by Federal

Court in Clayton Law Test

The first important government suit under the Clay-

ton anti-trust act was begun in St. Louis on Oct. 18

against the United Shoe Machinery Corporation, its

subsidiaries and a score of individuals. The petition

filed in the United States District Court by direction of

Attorney-General Gregory alleges unlawful practices

that substantially lessen competition and tend to

monopoly.
The government asked for an order restraining the

company from enforcing the contracts by which it binds

lessees of its machines not to use the machines of com-

petitors. Judge Dyer granted a temporary injunction

against the enforcement of the contract clauses com-

plained of, and set Oct. 27 as the date for a hearing.

The government asked also for a permanent injunction

against these clauses as illegal and void.

The government's petition charges that the United

Shoe Machinery Company is a monopoly controlling

9gi/
2 per cent of the trade in shoe machinery in the

United States, its principal business being the making

and leasing of these machines ; that in certain instances

it has fixed and is fixing the prices of such machinery

on the condition that the lessee or purchaser shall not

use the machinery, supplies, or other commodities of its

competitors; that it grants rebates on prices fixed in

some instances in consideration of the use by a lessee

of other of its machines, and that other leases contain

clauses whose effect is to establish prices 10 per cent

less to those who agree not to use the machinery sup-

plied by competitors than to those who do not so bind

themselves.

These clauses and others with the same purpose and

effect, according to the petition, are being enforced by

the shoe company, which has written leases with such

clauses executed not only before the passage of the Clay-

ton act in October, 1914, but since that time as well.

The new suit is the third anti-trust action begun

against the same concern by the Department of Justice

in the last few years. Not only is the civil suit to dis-

solve the concern under the Sherman law now pending

in the Supreme Court, but suit under the criminal pro-

visions of the same statute still is pending against some

of the officers and directors.
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ST. LOUIS MEETING OF A. I. E. E.

Public Utilities Operation, Pole Preservation, Transmission,

and Magnetic Topics Discussed During

Two-Day Session

Two hundred and one members and guests were reg-

istered at the St. Louis meeting of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, held on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday of this week at the Planters' Hotel, St. Louis.

F. L. Hutchinson, secretary of the A. I. E. E., who was
present, complimented the St. Louis Section on the in-

terest shown and on the wide scope of its activities.

S. N. Clarkson, chairman of the section, opened the

meeting, and addresses of welcome were delivered by
Mayor Kiel of St. Louis, H. H. Humphrey for the local

Jovians, and J. W. Woerman for the associated engi-

neers' clubs of St. Louis.

Technical Topics at Morning Session

The characteristics of repulsion-start induction mo-
tors were compared with those of other alternating-

current and direct-current motors in a paper, entitled

"The Repulsion-Start Induction Motor," presented by
Thomas L. Hamilton. A method was described for

studying the performance of existing motors of this

type and predetermining the characteristics of future

designs.

In Val. A. Fynn's paper on "The Single-Phase Squir-

rel-Cage Motor with Large Starting Torque and Phase
Compensation" a new single-phase motor having a large

starting torque and operating at unity power-factor was
described. Results of performance tests were included.

The paper on "The Calculation of the Long-Distance
Transmission Line Under Constant Alternating Volt-

age," by George R. Dean, contained an explanation of

how the voltage and current at any point in a line can
be determined by separating the real and imaginary
quantities in the general solution of the differential

equations expressing the relations between these two
quantities. Numerical examples were worked out in

detail.

C. W. Place, in his paper "Automatic Control," dis-

cussed how far it is advisable to go in applying auto-

matic control. He pointed out that eliminating the

human element in routine operations is one of the most
effective means of preventing accidents.

Public Utility Management Discussed at Evening Meeting

Several methods which have been adopted in different

cities to regulate public-utility earnings were cited in a

paper, entitled "Public Utility Management," by Philip

J. Kealy, and their merits were discussed.

Mr. Kealy's paper was discussed by C. A. Hobein,
M. G. Lloyd and L. B. Cherry.

A paper entitled "Recent Results Obtained from the

Preservative Treatment of Telephone Poles" was pre-

sented by F. L. Rhodes and R. F. Hosford. In it the

results of experience with treated poles were analyzed.

Among the subjects covered were rates of decay, in-

crease in life by treatment, effect of seasoning, and
characteristics of damage caused by decay and by
insects.

In discussing this paper L. H. Von Shrank asserted

that the enhancement of the life of timber through pres-

ervation treatment is directly proportional to the

amount of preservative used. C. H. Teesdale declared

that brush treatment of non-durable woods does not pay.

The facilities for research at the University of Illi-

nois were described and the nature of investigations

undertaken was outlined in a paper entitled "The Engi-
neering Experiment Station of the University of Illi-

nois," by Ellery B. Paine.

In a paper entitled "The Magnetic Properties of Some

Iron Alloys Melted in Vacuo," by Trygve U. Yensen,

attention was called to the fact that iron alloys contain-

ing 0.15 and 3.4 per cent silicon, after annealing at 1100

deg. C, have a maximum permeability above 50,000 and
hysteresis losses of one-eighth to one-third that of com-
mercial silicon steel. The 3.4 per cent silicon alloy has

a specific resistance nearly five times that of the 0.15

per cent alloy, making it particularly desirable, where
the eddy-current loss must be low.

Thomas Spooner, John D. Ball, Morgan Brooks, M. G.

Lloyd and L. T. Robinson took part in the discussion.

It was pointed out in a paper on "The Effect of Dis-

placed Magnetic Pulsations on the Hysteresis Loss

of Sheet Steel," by L. W. Chubb and Thomas Spooner,

that the hysteresis loss in sheet steel will not follow the

Steinmetz law if the reluctance of the magnetic circuit

is subjected to high-frequency small-amplitude fluctua-

tions in reluctance, as happens in stator and rotor teeth.

A quick and accurate method of obtaining data for

hysteresis loops was explained.

The results and analyses of tests to determine losses

in hysteresis loops where the magnetism is carried

through cycles in which limiting values of flux are dif-

ferent were given in a paper on "The Unsymmetrical
Hysteresis Loop," by John D. Ball.

H. Weichsel, in his paper on "Decomposing Magnetic
Fields into Their Higher Harmonics," explained how
long mathematical operations can be avoided in analyz-

ing magnetic fields for their components by considering

each wave as composed of a number of triangular waves
displaced as to phase.

Among the many entertainment features arranged by

the St. Louis committee were a Jovian luncheon Tues-

day, at which Norman S. Storer, the speaker of the day,

gave a resume of steam-railroad electrification ; an auto-

mobile ride to Sunset Inn; a luncheon at the City Club

on Wednesday, and a dinner and theater party.

Formation of Public Utilities Section, National

Safety Council

At the fourth annual safety congress of the Na-

tional Safety Council, held in the Bellevue-Stratford

Hotel, Philadelphia, on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday of this week, a Public Utilities Section was
organized and the following officers were elected:

Chairman, H. C. Lucas, Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany; vice-chairman, Alonzo P. Ewing, Detroit City

Gas Company, and secretary, G. H. Smith, Central

Hudson Gas & Electric Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The sectional meeting devoted to public utilities

was held on Wednesday morning and was presided

over by Dr. E. B. Rosa of the Bureau of Standards,

Washington. There were six ten-minute discussions

on the following topics "Linemen and Their Haz-

ards," by C. B. Scott, manager of the bureau of

safety, Middle West Utilities Company, Chicago;

"Danger of Low-Tension Shocks," by H. S. Warren,

American Telephone & Telegraph Company, New
York; "Hazards of High-Tension Lines," by B. E.

Morrow, chief engineer Utilities Mutual Insurance

Company, New York; "Hazards of Gas Works," by
J. B. Douglas, manager claim department, United Gas
Improvement Company, Philadelphia; "Hazards of

Street Work," by E. C. Spring, assistant to the presi-

dent of the Lehigh Valley Transit Company, Allen-

town, Pa., and "Education of Street-Car Platform

Men," by F. J. Wornock, claim agent Mahoning &
Shenango Railway & Light Company, Youngstown,
Ohio. In addition to Mr. Warren's discussion, tele-

graphed from the West, Elam Miller of the same com-
pany read a paper on "Low-Tension Shocks."
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Working Together in the Interest of the Electric Vehicle

PRACTICAL Illustrations of just how I he electrical interests may Increase the sale of

electric vehicles were presented before the sixth annual convention of Hie Electric

Vehicle Association of America at the Hotel Statler, Cleveland, OH Oct, L8 and 1!».

Papers and discussions indicated thai the vehicle manufacturers and the central stations

were closer together in their efforts to promote the sale of electric vehicles than ever

before. Central-station men, vehicle mnnul'act urers and hattery and accessory makers
were in attendance at t he meeting. The registration numbered 300, divided as follows:

Accessories, 65; garages, 1; car manufacturers, 45; battery makers, 54; central stations,

90; press. 18, and unclassified, 20.

President John F. Gilchrist of Chicago, in his opening
address, called attention to the value of concerted action

between the various groups of members of the associa-

tion, not only in promoting the sale of the electric

vehicle but in handing together for mutual aid in meet-
ing unfair and unintelligent regulative activity on the
part of local municipal authorities or State or federal

boards. As an example of co-operation between local

interests he cited the new passenger-car parking system
which has been worked out in Chicago. The City Coun-
cil passed a municipal ordinance limiting to thirty min-
utes the maximum time a vehicle may stand on the curb.

This threatened to put the electric vehicle out of busi-

ness, since such cars are usually driven by the owners
and no chauffeurs are available to take the cars away
and bring them back. Co-operation between the garage
owner, the manufacturer and dealer, and the central-

station company has, however, made possible a combined
parking plan.

A lady coming downtown may stop at the Michigan
Boulevard Electric Shop, we will say. She steps in and
tells an attendant when she will return for her car. The
clerk takes the key and sees that a chauffeur takes the

car to the parking space in Grant Park and returns it at

the time desired. There is no charge to the owner of

the car for this service. The necessary expense is borne
by the manufacturers, dealers and garage men.

A. Jackson Marshall, secretary of the Electric Vehicle

Association, in his report of progress, and Walter H.
Johnson of Philadelphia, chairman of the central-station

co-operative committee, also called attention, among

OVER COUNTRY ROADS BETWEEN CHICAGO AND CLEVELAND
THIS RUNABOUT MADE 142 MILES IN ONE DAY

With mud up to its hubs at times, the Chicago cabriolet roadster
pictured above completed the 424-mile trip from Chicago to the
Cleveland convention in an actual running time of 28.25 hours,
including a 15-mile detour to avoid a road closed for repairs. On
the third day of the trip, when fair roads were encountered, the
car accomplished 142 miles.

other points, to the practical value of co-operative effort,

in talking in general terms to show what has been done
and what can be done. Mr. Johnson, for example, sum-
marized six factors in practical co-operation, as follows:

First—All central stations should join the Electric

Vehicle Association.

Second—The central station should maintain an elec-

tric-vehicle department, headed by a competent storage-

battery engineer.

Third—Central stations should use electric vehicles

—

both trucks and passenger cars—in every line of work
wherever possible.

Fourth—Central stations should furnish the com-
munities in which they are situated with conveniently

situated garage facilities, including facilities for fur-

nishing boosting charges in the proper localities.

Fifth—Advertising. Central stations should make
adequate appropriations for electric-vehicle publicity in

their particular localities. Where manufacturers or

agents are not active or are not well equipped along this

line, should the central station be equipped to loan trucks

or passenger cars for demonstrating purposes?

Sixth—Central stations should determine upon the

feasibility of a battery service or a garage and service-

station plan, whichever seems to be the more practical

and resultful method of obtaining and retaining the

electric-vehicle battery-charging load.

Other speakers, both in papers and in discussions,

brought out the practical value of co-operation. A
paper which received especially favorable comment,
"The Electric Taxicab," by I. S. Scrimger of the Detroit

Taxicab & Transfer Company, showed in a practical way
how the central station and the independent garage com-

pany could co-operate in the maintenance and placing of

suitable charging stations. The Detroit Taxicab &
Transfer Company operates twenty-seven cabs twenty-

four hours a day. By arranging curb charging stations

at the various hotels this company has been enabled to

operate most successfully.

Closer Relations with the N. E. L. A.

On the second day of the convention the Electric

Vehicle Association took a most important step to

cement further close co-operation between central-sta-

tion and electric-vehicle interests by adopting a resolu-

tion suggesting that the incoming administration of the

E. V. A. take steps to combine forces with the National

Electric Light Association. E. W. Lloyd, president of

the National Electric Light Association, addressed the

convention and called attention to the possibility of con-

certed action in the technical and public relations of the

industry. Mr. Lloyd said that he believed the papers

to which he had listened at this meeting should be read

by every man in the central-station industry. He be-

lieved that the association could advance its interests in

no better way than by establishing a method of getting
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this particular subject before the other interests of the

electrical industry. He called special attention to the

possibility that the N. E. L. A. might organize oil a

basis such that it would have available a staff of trained

specialists to undertake the solution of the problems
which face the industry as a whole, instead of relying

upon the individual efforts of various unrelated groups
in the industry. In this way, he said, concerted action

could be taken with respect to municipal, State and
federal regulation, which is growing everywhere.

Advantages of Electric Vehicles

Among the papers which brought out interesting dis-

cussion were those by George H. Kelly on "Problems We
Are Facing and How They May Be Met," Charles A.

Ward on "The Field for the Small Electric Deliverv
Vehicle," T. V. Buckwalter on "Industrial Trucks in the

Service of the Pennsylvania Railway Company," H. H.
Holding and S. G. Thompson on "Comparative Develop-
ment of the Commercial Power and Electric-Vehicle

Loads," A. J. Slade and R. D. Dumont on "Electric Ve-
hicles in Municipal Service," and W. J. Miller and S. G.
Thompson on "The Comparative Operation of Electric

and Gasoline Machines in the Same Service."

These papers, as a group, showed, first, that the elec-

tric-vehicle interests are emphasizing the fact that the
electric vehicle is not the only commercial vehicle for

transportation purposes. Several speakers showed that

the gas truck has its place in the transportation prob-
lems of a city, but that in many cases electric vehicles

are very much cheaper in maintenance and operating
cost. In general, where short hauls, slow speeds and
many stops form a part of the transportation problem
the gasoline vehicle cannot compete successfully with
the electric.

Industrial Trucks in Railroad and Factory Service

Especial attention was called to the possibility of a
much wider application of electric trucks for industrial

purposes. Mr. Buckwalter's paper deserves especial

mention because of the very complete details of cost and
of daily performance of regular shop trucks, baggage
trucks and tractors in use by the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company. The industry has come to think of the com-
mercial truck and the pleasure car as the two divisions

of electric transportation. Mr. Buckwalter's paper in-

dicated in a most interesting way the possibility of the
industrial truck in small sizes. In discussing this paper
T. H. Schoepf of Pittsburgh stated that in the West-
inghouse factory the small electric shop truck had been
of practical service as one link in the inter-factory

transportation system. In one instance one truck re-

placed sixteen laborers. The Westinghouse company
now has eight such trucks in operation. Further dis-

cussion of this question of industrial trucks showed that
in many cases they could be combined with trailers, par-
ticularly where loads taken from one station to the
next could not be immediately unloaded from the truck.

By means of suitable bodies or trailers it is possible
to carry loads from one point to the other without tying
up the electric truck itself.

Another most important paper was that dealing with
electric vehicles in municipal service, which showed how
they can be used in fire departments, in street-cleaning,

refuse-collection, police-patrol and ambulance service,

and by boards of education, departments of water, gas
and electricity supply, departments of public works, gov-
ernment printing offices, and so on. The paper took up
each of these possible applications of the electric vehicle
and showed costs and statistics as they have been devel-

oped in different cities. The comparisons, in general,
were very favorable to the use of electric trucks for
these different services. The authors believe that the
economy of the electric vehicle is due in a large measure

ONE OF DETROIT'S TWENTY-SEVEN ELECTRIC TAXICABS

—

TWENTY MORE ARE NOW BUILDING

The rate is To rents tor the first mil'- and (0 cents for each
additional mile, for one or four passengers. The Detroil public
seems to prefer the electric cabs to gasoline cars, and in instances
passengers have willingly waited i;, minutes or more tor an
electric conveyance when gasoline cabs were standing bj await-
ing passengers.

to its long life, low depreciation, freedom from mechan-
ical repairs, and reduced tire cost. They point out,

however, that the electric vehicle is not always the best
solution of the particular municipal problem, because of

local conditions. Discussion developed one interesting

point—that in all conventions of gas-car manufacturers
much emphasis is placed on the question of what shall

be done with second-hand cars in order to preserve the
market for new cars. The electric-vehicle manufac-
turers can never have this problem to face in anything
like the proportion that the gas-vehicle manufacturers
have, because of the relatively longer mechanical life

of the electric car.

Points in the different papers and in the discussions

by vehicle manufacturers and central-station men indi-

cate some of the self-advertising possibilities of the

electric vehicle. It was stated on the floor that Detroit's

electric taxicab service was doing as much to advertise

the advantages of the electric vehicle to the public as

any one element in the industry. So effective is this

electric service that several business men in Detroit, and
visitors to the city as well, have stated their intention

to buy electric vehicles after seeing the service that the

taxicabs render in Detroit.

THE 750-LB. ELECTRIC DELIVERY WAGON WHICH MADE
THE 734-MILE RUN FROM NEW YORK TO CLEVELAND

The overland nip from the New York Electrical Show to the
i leveland convention— 733.7 miles was accomplished without a
mishap by tins "Ward special" Wagon m eleven days, on 1064
amp.-hr. These ears have heeii designed for the delivery service
of grocers and tradesmen and are being sold in New York and
surrounding territory on a deferred-paymenl plan.
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Mr. Marshall, m his irpoit
.
also emphasized the self

advertising possibilities of electric vehicle service, call

ing attention to lectures on electric vehicles and to the

co-operative work with the Society of Automobile Engi
urns and the motion picture manufacturers! For
era! months tin- association has been working with mo
tion-picture producers in an effort to have electric

vehicles, instead of always gasoline vehicles, Introduced

in the better productions. The electric vehicle Is pecu
liarl> adaptable to motion-picture work. The associa
don has been active In the preparation of articles for

the general press and the newspapers, and the interest

of these various media in the electric cur seems to

indicate B popular interest in everything electric.

Another interesting feature of the convention was the

presence of several electric cars, two of which had come
to Cleveland from distant cities on their own power.
The Ward special electric car, which made the trip from
New York, brought a letter of congratulation from
Arthur Williams, president of the Electric Show Com-
pany of New York, to John F. Gilchrist, president of the

Electric Vehicle Association. The Ward car made the

trip from New York at a cost for energy of $8.25. It

was charged twenty-five times, most of these charges
being simply boosts for the batteries. A more detailed

description of the Ward car was given in the Electrical
World for Oct. 16.

The Walker Electric Company's Chicago Electric run-

about and the electric taxicab from Detroit were also

on exhibition. The Walker car made the trip from Chi-

cago in a net time of twenty-eight and one-quarter

hours.

Sixteen different manufacturers exhibited their prod-

ucts at the hotel during the two days' convention.

New Officers for 1916

The report of the nominating committee was pre-

sented on Tuesday afternoon, and the following officers

for 1916 were elected: President, Walter H. Johnson,

Philadelphia; vice-president, E. S. Mansfield, Boston;
treasurer, H. M. Edwards, New York; directors, William
H. Blood, Jr., Boston; P. D. Wagoner, New York City;

G. H. Kelly, Cleveland, and John F. Gilchrist, Chicago.

Federal Court Orders Refund of Income Tax to Ohio

Utility Companies

Verdicts were rendered by consent in the United
States 'District Court at Cincinnati, Ohio, on Oct. 14 by
which a number of electric railway companies and the

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company will be refunded the

income tax they paid to the Collector of Internal Reve-
nue, amounting in all, with interest, to $52,818.33.

These companies all lease their properties to operating
companies and contested the claim of the government
that they are obligated to pay this income tax when they
performed only such acts of business as were necessary
to carry out the terms of their leases. The verdict in

the United States District Court was against them, but
this was reversed some time ago by the Appellate Court,

and the case was remanded to the District Court with
instruction to render judgments in accordance with the

prayer in the petitions. The following companies were
given judgments for the amounts named: Cincinnati

Gas & Electric Company, $35,627.58; Cincinnati Street

Railway Company, $11,926.60; Indianapolis, Columbus
& Eastern Traction Company, $2,986.66; Columbus,
Newark & Zanesville Electric Railway Company,
$447.66 ; Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction Com-
pany, $538.20; Dayton & Western Traction Company,
$977.67, and the Columbus, Newark & Zanesville Elec-

tric Railway Company, $313.96.

Load Dispatching on Large Generating and Die*

tlibuting Systems Discussed Before

A. I. EL EL at Boeton

Pierce Kent, chief of the electrical operating depart*
mint ol the Boston Edison company, and \V. T. Masters,

superintendent of electrical operation of the Boston
Elevated Railway, addressed the Boston branch of the

A. I. E. EL Oct. 18 on the subject of load dispatching,
.Mr. Kent described the load dispatching facilities at the

L Street station in South Boston, which is the operating

headquarters of the largest central-station system in

New England, covering about 700 square miles of tei

tory and extending from the Rhode Island line to poi

situated about 25 miles west and north of the city of

Boston.

In May, 1914, two rooms were set apart at L Street

for this work, one containing a complete two-position
telephone switchboard and a dummy bus and transmis-
sion-line board showing the entire high-tension system
with all oil switches, while the other contains a kitchen-

ette and comfortable beds for the use of the operators

under emergency conditions. The upper part of the

board is of wood, for easy alteration, and both oil and
disconnecting switches are shown. The lower portion

is of fireproof construction and shows all station

switches on the 2300-volt, 6900-volt and 13,800-volt

lines, with pilot lamps automatically indicating the po-

sition of switches within the building.

Load Transfers Must Be Reported to Dispatcher

On the Boston Edison system the load dispatcher is

in close touch at all times with substation operators.

The latter are allowed to throw machines on and off

live buses without special reports to headquarters, but

no loads can be transferred from one transmission line

to another without the consent of the dispatcher on duty.

One dispatcher and one telephone operator are always
on duty in the room, and a second dispatcher assists dur-

ing the peak. Besides direct telephone lines to substa-

tions the company relies upon the local Bell system via

different routes, so that it is a very unusual situation

for the dispatcher to be out of communication with any

substation. In this event the station operator must take

the responsibility until connections are restored. Lines

can be taken out of service only by a permit from the

dispatcher, who has charge of tagging and protective

measures. Upon completion of repairs the man apply-

ing for the cutting out of a line must report back to

the dispatcher before it can again be thrown into serv-

ice. Mr. Kent said that the operation of the system has

been greatly improved by the use of dispatchers, and

that the duration of trouble has been reduced by more
than one-half in many instances.

Multi-recorders to Show Oil-Switch Operation on New Jer-

sey System

In commenting on the discussion, N. L. Pollard of

the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey empha-
sized the usefulness of the dispatching plan for con-

trolling electrical distribution over large areas, and J. T.

Lawson, chief operator of the New Jersey company's

staff, described load-dispatching practices on the latter

system. Plans are afoot for the installation of multi-

recorders showing the exact time and sequence of the

opening and closing of oil switches, an arrangement
which it is hoped will throw considerable additional

light on the causes of operating troubles. Automatic

lamps showing switch operation are also of great help

to the dispatcher, and an opportunity exists for the

connection of switches on the outer parts of the system,

as well as those in the generating plants, to the pilot

lamps on the load dispatcher's board.
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JOVIAN CONVENTION AT CHICAGO
T. A. Wynne of Indianapolis Chosen Jupiter for 1916

—

Commercial Section Addressed by Men Prominent

in the Industry

The three days Oct. 13, 14 and 15 were busy ones for

the 800 delegates attending the thirteenth Jovian con-
vention in Chicago. From the informal opening of the
convention at the luncheon given by the Chicago Cham-
ber of Commerce to its frolicsome finish at the "feast

of Jupiter" practically every hour was occupied by some
part of the business or the entertainment program.
At the four business sessions six speakers, leaders in

their respective branches of the industry, addressed the
delegates.

The jollification reached its zenith at the "feast of

Jupiter," which, by the way, is something new in Jovian
entertainment. For this elaborate affair the entire par-

lor floor of the Sherman Hotel was reserved. Each room
was decorated, provided and provisioned with the orna-
ments, the entertainers and the food and drink of a
different country. In the Turkish room were fruits,

coffee and cigarettes, and a sword swallower from the

Far East. In another room were the pork and beans of

old-plantation times and entertainers of a dusky hue.

In the rooms labeled "Alt Nuremberg," "Banzai Nip-
pon" and "Bohemia" were to be found attractions such
as are suggested by the names. Thirteen orchestras

and 300 professional entertainers kept things moving
to a lively tune in every realm portrayed. There were
no lulls in the merriment from the time the feast opened
at 6.30 p. m. until the carnival closed at 11 p. m.

In the degree-team competition St. Louis defeated
Chicago and carried away both the team and the indi-

vidual prizes. Following this event the annual rejuve-

nation was conducted by the Chicago team, bringing into

the order 323 candidates, the largest class ever initiated.

The Industry Needs Commercial Scientists

Interspersed with the typical Jovian good times were
the more serious activities of the commercial division.

At one of these meetings E. W. Lloyd of Chicago, presi-

dent of the N. E. L. A., speaking on "Extending the Util-

ization of Electrical Energy," declared that one of the

industry's greatest needs at present is practical men
with a thorough knowledge of electrochemistry and
electrometallurgy. Such men to-day are scarce. Mr.
Lloyd also predicted rapid growth of central-station

electric-heating loads and urged the manufacturers and
jobbers not to fail to co-operate with central stations in

their attempt to popularize electrical appliances.

F. M. Feiker of New York, editor of the Electrical
World, in a paper entitled "An Industry Plus," told of

the wonderful strides made by the electrical business

since its entrance into the commercial world forty years

ago. The facts that the industry is founded on science

and that the men of the industry are imbued with that

crusader spirit which makes each "once an electrical

man always an electrical man" is responsible, he said,

for the industry's rapid and healthy growth. Looking

into the future, Mr. Feiker predicted that the leaders

of the electrical industry of to-morrow will be men in

whom are combined the attributes of the modern busi-

ness man and the man of the scientific turn of mind.

In the absence of Henry L. Doherty, president of the

Society of Electrical Development, A. A. Gray of Chi-

cago, managing editor of the Electrical Review and

Western Electrician, outlined the Prosperity Week
plans of the Society for Electrical Development.

The Electric Vehicle as a Stimulator of the Industry

John F. Gilchrist of Chicago, president of the Electric

Vehicle Association, in order to show what a great stim-

ulus to business the sale of electric vehicles could be

made, pointed out the fact that while about $400,000

worth of electrical energy is now sold annually for pro-

pelling vehicles in Chicago, about $22,000,000 worth

could be sold if all vehicles were electric. One reason

the electric-vehicle industry does not advance more rap-

idly, concluded Mr. Gilchrist, is because men vitally in-

terested in the electrical business exploit the electric

vocally but themselves ride in gasoline cars.

Speaking on "The Public Utility as a Factor in the

Development of a City," H. M. Byllesby of Chicago said

that the regulation situation has come to its present con-

dition because the average man has not concerned him-

self with the provisions of the laws under which State

utility commissions operate. "As a voter, the average

man—the man such as I see in this audience," he con-

cluded, "should see that these laws are made fair."

An abstract of the address on "The Relation of the

Jobber to the Electrical Industry" by W. R. Herstein,

president of the Electrical Supply Company of Mem-
phis, Tenn., has been held, for lack of space, for a later

issue.

Election of Officers

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as fol-

lows : Jupiter, Thomas A. Wynne, vice-president Indian-

apolis (Ind.) Light & Heat Company; Mercury, Ell C.

Bennett, St. Louis, Mo.; congressmen, Dan. G. Fisher,

Dallas, Tex.; John F. Killeen, Pittsfield, Mass.; James
H. Betts, New York City; Henry Harris, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; M. H. Moffett, Cleveland, Ohio; J. F. Ramier, Mem-
phis, Tenn.; C. S. Barnes, New Orleans, La.; H. Root

Palmer, Richmond, Va.; Frank D. Beardslee, St. Louis,

Mo.; W. R. Patton, Milwaukee, Wis.; H. J. Gille, Seat-

tle, Wash. ; John J. Cooper, Denver, Col. ; J. Harry Pie-

per, Los Angeles, Cal. ; John F. Ward, Toronto, Ont.

;

F. E. Filer, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Midwinter Convention Proposed for I. E. S.

A meeting of the council of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society was held Oct. 14 in the general offices

of the society in New York.

After considering the appointments to various com-

mittees for the present year, preliminary plans were
discussed by Dr. Steinmetz for the holding of a semi-

annual convention in New York next February to mark
the tenth anniversary of the organization of the society.

It was also planned to arrange for the presentation

of a course of lectures on illuminating engineering sim-

ilar to the course which was given in the fall of 1910

at Johns Hopkins University.
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Meeting of Executive Committee of the Notional

Electric Light Association

The executive committee of the National Electric
't Association mel at the association headquarters

m New y/ork "ii Oct. 8. Man) Important problems con-
fronting the electric lighting industry were taken up for

discussion, including the National Electric Safety Code,
affiliation for co-operative work with other national and
State bodies, taxation of public utilities, and the selec

tion of the next convenl ion city.

National Safety ('(Kit-

As chairman of the committee appointed to confei
with the Bureau of standards. \Y. II. Blood, Jr., of Bos-
ton, reported that his commit t ee and the representatives
of the American Electric Railway Association, the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Asso-
ciation of Edison illuminating Companies, the Electrical

.Manufacturers' Club and the Commercial Section com-
mittee on wiring had met Dr. Rosa of the Bureau of
Standards to go over the tentative rules prepared by the
bureau. At this meeting it was found that the changes
and criticisms suggested could not all be formulated
by Oct. 27, the date fixed by the Bureau of Standards
for its conference in Washington, and the several asso-
ciations interested petitioned the Bureau of Standards
requesting a postponement of the conference. As al-

ready noted in these columns, the Bureau of Standards
has agreed to the postponement, although Dr. Rosa will

meet various committees in the A. I. E. E. headquarters
in New York City during the week beginning Oct. 25.

Mr. Blood stated that his committee intended to appoint
forty-eight members, many of whom would be special-

ists in their line, to act as an advisory board available
for consultation by the committee.

Association Membership

President E. W. Lloyd announced the appointment of

L. D. Gibbs of Boston as chairman of the geographic
section committee, the other members of which are the
chairmen of the other sections.

The membership of the association as of Sept. 30,

as reported by Secretary T. C. Martin, was as follows:

Class A, 1144; Class B, 10,776; Class C, 98; Class D,

225; Class E, 825; foreign, 42; total, 13,110.

Applications for membership were received as fol-

lows: Class A, 10; Class B, 101; Class D, 3, and Class
E, 17, making a total of 131 new members. In addition,

one Class C and one foreign member were elected.

In considering the choice of the next convention city

four cities were considered—New York, Pittsburgh,
Chicago and Atlantic City. R. S. Orr of Pittsburgh
made a plea for that city and felt sure that he could
guarantee from 2000 to 2400 rooms during the conven-
tion week. Walter Neumuller and H. H. Scott, after

consulting with the exhibition committee, expressed
themselves in favor of Atlantic City, but did not object
to Pittsburgh if adequate exhibition space could be ob-

tained. The question of the next convention city was
left entirely in the hands of President Lloyd with
power.

Technical Section Formed

Past-president H. H. Scott presented applications
from eleven Class A members requesting the formation
of a technical section. H. M. Edwards spoke of the
advantages of a section over a committee in that it ap-
pointed officers and committees and was entitled to

representation on the executive committee. It was then
voted to authorize the formation of a technical section.

The officers of this section will be appointed by the pres-
ident, and the constitution will be drafted by the com-
mittee on constitution and by-laws.

Standing Committee!

\\ itii possibly one or two exceptions, all of the tand
inj committees have now been appointed. The list, with

chairmen is as follow i Finance committee, J. B
McCall, Philadelphia; public policy, \v. w. Freeman,
Cincinnati; rate research, A i< x Dow, Detroit; accidenl

prevention, M.J. insull, Chicago; educational honorary
branch, J. F. Gilchrist; repre enting N. ES. I.. A., II L.

Doherty, New York, and repre enting the colleges, Prof.

.M. (

'. Beebe, Madison, Wis.; company sections, F. .1.

Arnold, Chicago; membership, George William , New
York; Overhead line and induct ive interference, R. J.

McClelland, New York; prime movers, I. E. Moult top,

Boston; electrical apparatus, I.. L. Elden, Boston; lamps,

F. W. Smith, New York; meters, ('. G. Durfee, Ro< h

ter; underground construction and electrolysis, E. B.

Abyer, Newark; grounding secondaries, P. Spencer,

Philadelphia; electrical measurements, values and ter-

minology, Dr. A. E. Kennelly, Cambridge, Mass.; ques-

tion box, S. A. Sewall, New York; Doherty and Williams
prizes, P. Lupke, Newark; Frasse prizes, E. W. Lloyd,

Chicago; progress, T. C. Martin, New York; constitu-

tion, R. S. Orr, Pittsburgh; street lighting, S. B. Way,
Milwaukee, Wis.; geographic section, L. D. Gibbs,

Boston.

President Lloyd announced the appointment of Samuel
Insull of Chicago and C. L. Edgar of Boston as the com-
mittee to represent the National Electric Light Associa-

tion at the exercises commemorating Edison Day at the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Fran-

cisco.

Reports were made by H. M. Edwards and J. Becker,

chairmen respectively of the Accounting and Commer-
cial Sections, and Secretary Martin told of the co-oper-

ative work of various committees of the National

Electric Light Association with other national bodies.

Activities of Associated Manufacturers of Electrical

Supplies

A meeting of the lamp receptacle and socket section

of the Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies

was held at the Biltmore Hotel, New York City, on Oct.

6. The following sub-committees were appointed by

B. E. Salisbury, chairman of the section:

Key and Pull-Socket Committee—G. W. Goodridge,

chairman, Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing Com-
pany; J. C. Dallam, General Electric Company; C. P.

La Shelle, W. R. Ostrander & Company; H. W. Bliven,

Harvey Hubbell, Inc.; F. H. Chapman, Yost Electric

Manufacturing Company.
Sign Receptacle Committee—H. T. Paiste, chairman,

H. T. Paiste Company; G. E. Maguire, E. H. Freeman
Electric Company; E. R. Grier, Arrow Electric Com-
pany; J. W. Mackenzie, Union Electric Company; H. J.

Morey, Pass & Seymour, Inc.

Miscellaneous Receptacle Committee—A. H. Fleet,

chairman, Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company;
C. H. Bissell, Crouse-Hinds Company; Charles Wirt,

Wirt Company; J. Weber, Weber Electric Company.
A line of suggestions for bettering the product, and

in connection with the Underwriters' Laboratories, was
submitted to the committees to be reported upon at later

meetings.

The Rubber-Covered Wire Industry Conference met
at the Hotel Manhattan, New York, on Oct. 13 and voted

to disband. The members will join the wire and cable

section of the Associated Manufacturers of Electrical

Supplies. The dinner was attended by twenty-eight

members of the Rubber-Covered Wire Industry Con-

ference, which has promoted the work of standardiza-

tion during a long career.
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Tendencies in Central-Station Rate-Making
An Authorized Interview with W. W. Freeman, President of the Union

Gas & Electric Company of Cincinnati, Ohio

By Frederic Nicholas

The tendency of electric rates has been downward for so long a period that re-

ductions have lost their novelty. Public and companies have accepted them as a matter

of course. But in some companies which have been especially zealous in lowering rates

the question is being raised: How long can the process continue? This point formed
the beginning of a discussion by W. W. Freeman, president of the Union Gas & Electric

Company of Cincinnati, with a representative of the Electrical World. In his office

in Cincinnati Mr. Freeman went over the principles involved in the pending rate case

of his company, one of the most important cases of this kind now unsettled. Neces-

sarily the discussion went farther than the local issues at stake and touched broad

problems of public policy, which the position of Mr. Freeman as chairman of the public

policy committee of the National Electric Light Association emphasizes.

I
4 C T ^ * s no l°nger prudent to assume that enough

increase in business will follow decreases in

rates to assure a profit," declared Mr. Freeman.
"The developments of the past, the progress of the art

make caution advisable. I would go so far as to say
that in many cities increases in maximum rates could

be justified far more plainly from an accounting stand-
point than the decreases which are so widely advertised.

With most companies maximum rates are below the
figures representing actual cost of service for consumers
served at those rates."

"Your statement, Mr. Freeman, is that the strictly

maximum-rate consumers in practically every commu-
nity are served below cost. Why is this done?"

"I regard the maximum-rate business as in the nature
of a tax on the electric company," was the reply. "Cer-
tainly it has not the element of profit which is naturally

expected in an ordinary business transaction. Prorate
costs according to output, disregarding power business,

and you will find that lighting rates would have to be
very much higher. Rates for a large percentage of the
business representing the largest percentage of the out-

put are necessarily somewhat complex. Rate-making is

not exactly discretionary with the company, as it must
be so directed as to facilitate get-

ting the business. No regulation or

outside contingency can have any prac-
tical effect on power rates. The
tendency to make residence rates be-
low a figure representing actual cost
and a reasonable profit has its origin
in the desire of companies for popular
support. As a matter of fact, a higher
maximum rate with some companies,
with a corresponding increase in qual-

ity of service, would be distinctly in

the interest of both consumer and
company."

In this connection Mr. Freeman
brought out the other point that in-

creased residence business may be
more than offset by still greater
economies in energy consumption by
lamps and appliances of all kinds.

W. W. FREEMAN

"These conditions and the probabilities vary mate-
rially in different communities," added the past-presi-

dent of the N. E. L. A. "There is a very great likeli-

hood, however, that they may prove to be true in the

case of properties situated in cities whose increase in

population is small. In cities of rapid growth the op-

portunities for increased load are very much enhanced.

One of the principal difficulties in the Cincinnati situ-

ation is the public inclination to assume that conditions

are the same as in Detroit and Cleveland, for instance,

where the growth in the last decade has been phenom-
enal. The facts are that from 1900 to 1910 Cincinnati

increased in population 12 per cent, Detroit 60 per

cent, and Cleveland 46 per cent.

"The demagogue or thoughtless person says that if

rates in Cincinnati were reduced arbitrarily a develop-

ment in business would follow that would produce a

satisfactory revenue at the lower rates ; but they wholly

fail to realize that increase in business in the other

cities with which we are compared is due to a consider-

able extent to increase in population, a factor which
is negligible in Cincinnati."

"Why is it only the maximum rate which is the basis

of contention between your company and the city?" the

interviewer asked of Mr. Freeman.
"The maximum rate is emphasized

in Cincinnati," was the answer, "be-

cause of a persistent attempt on the

part of some newspapers and individ-

uals to lay undue stress on points

which they regard as most promi-

nently unfavorable to the company and

as affording the strongest ground for

attack and for incitement of public

clamor. The percentage of the busi-

ness in any city that yields the maxi-

mum rate is so small that the total

amount of revenue concerned is of rel-

atively small importance as compared
with the operations of the company as

a whole. Whatever it is, however, it

should be conducted, like other opera-

tions of the company, on a reasonable

business basis."
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So much has been said about the coal and the wisdom
of valuation that Mr, Freeman was asked for his opin-

ion on these points and their bearing on the Cincinnati

maximum rate case.

Expense i<> Companj is $100,000

"Our estimate," he said, "is thai the expense to our
companj of our rate adjust ment, Including tin- elabo-

rate appraisal and other incidental outlays, will be ap-

proximately $100,000. The city of Cincinnati will prob-

ably ipend an additional $25,000, of winch more than
one half has been USed now. 'The Public Utilities Coin

mission will probably spend outright a corresponding
sum without including any allowance for salaries ol

the members or regular stall' of the commission. I

feel that the valuation is an extraordinary and inellicient

method of reaching a final decision, but in the present

temper of the public mind in Cincinnati it is probably
the only way that would prove to be reasonably satis-

factory to all concerned.

"The wisdom of appraisals made by and for a com-
pany without any public requirement therefore de-

pends, in my opinion, upon the individual circumstances
in each case. For a company to make an appraisal with
the necessary large expenditure entailed merely in order
to gratify curiosity is unjusti-

fiable. It is far better to save
the money and do the work
only when it is required for

some special purpose. The
force of this position is shown
by the fact that an appraisal

made voluntarily by a company
would not be accepted by any
judicial body without verifica-

tion and modification to bring
it up to date, which would mean
an additional expenditure of

time and money amounting to

a considerable portion of the
original expense. Of course in

some cases it is absolutely

necessary to make appraisals,

while in others, although not
necessary, it is advisable."

In this connection reference
was made to the 1915 report of

the public policy committee of
the N. E. L. A., which pointed out that several rate
cases had been decided by commissions without valua-
tions. Commenting on this point, Mr. Freeman said:

"If there exist on the part of the intelligent public,

as probably was the case in Cincinnati, a sincere doubt
as to the reasonable basis for the capitalization of the
company in order that its earning power may be limited
to a reasonable extent, it will be to the ultimate ad-
vantage of the company, notwithstanding the delay in-

volved, to have a reliable determination of facts to clear
away the doubt. In our case we believe that the pro-
cedure which has been followed will be for the ultimate
benefit of the company in establishing beyond any ques-
tion the quality of service and the reasonableness of
rates."

"What other method do you favor or would you recom-
mend not only for your case but for other companies
which may have similar problems?"

Let the Business Men Decide

"I said two years ago and am glad to repeat," replied
Mr. Freeman, "that if the question of rates could be
taken up and disposed of on a business basis by a com-
mittee of business men representing the city it would
be adjusted speedily and satisfactorily and there would

Some of the Questions Upon Which
Mr. Freeman Expresses His

Point of View

How long can the rate-lowering proc-

ess continue?

Why do you retain maximum rates

which you find unprofitable?

Should no valuation be made except

when it is necessary?

What method of settling rate cases do
you recommend?

What is the effect of rate litigation on
employees and on the business?

Are Western and Eastern public policy

conditions essentially different?

be no effort, On the one band, to ascertain the last penny
thai could be ground out ol the companj without Legal

confiscation of its property or, on the other hand, t<>

make the highest rates thai could be fixed without risk

Of public disfavor. Such a method of negotiation would
have permitted, and [f applied in other cases will pei nut.

the time and energy of the company personnel to i>e de-

voted to the development of the business and the ServiCf
of the public with the greatest advantage to all

concerned.

"It is true that such an arrangement might inn im-

practicable under Ohio laws, which give the rate making
power to the city councils, subject to review by appeal

to the Public Utilities Commission. Rate-making bj

the highly political city councils means that rate-making
becomes a political matter."

The conversation was shifted then to the local situa-

tion in Cincinnati. An ordinance governing the maxi-
mum electric rate expired on March 1, 1914. The com-
pany asked a renewal on the same terms for a second
period of ten years. An ordinance was passed by the
City Council, however, which provided for a maximum
rate of S\-2 cents. The Council had authority to act

without a valuation. When the company appealed to
the State Public Utilities Commission that body was.

required under the law to make
an appraisal. The entire situ-

ation is therefore now in the

hands of the State commission.
Replying to questions, Mr.
Freeman amplified some of the

points, stating:

"When the franchise nego-

tiations became a political is-

sue all sorts of claims, many
grotesque and entirely false,

were advanced in regard to the

company by those who are op-

posing it. One assertion which
was made repeatedly was to the

effect that the company was
overcapitalized and sought
high rates in order to obtain a

high return on the actual prop-

erty concerned. In view of

the politics of the situation and

the persistent claims advanced
on all sides it was probably

necessary that all the facts bearing on the case should

be determined accurately and judicially.

Prompt Settlement Will Hasten Construction

"From the beginning we offered the city and the

commission the freest access to all of our records. We
freely offered all information desired to any agency
properly interested. We urged as prompt a settlement

as could be made to produce a practical and permanently
satisfactory conclusion, with the idea that the avoid-

ance of unnecessary delay would hasten the construc-

tion of a new electric generating station and promote
the general development of the property in the public

interest. In all respects we were entirely willing to

follow whatever procedure seemed to be necessary to

permit an equitable and just settlement.

"We feel that our relations with the public are pro-

gressing favorably. As the ascertainment of facts is

still in progress by the State commission and no actual

settlement can be made until that is finished, we base

our belief in better public relations on individual ex-

pressions in the community and on other evidences of

increasing confidence on the part of our customers and
the State commission in the integrity and efficient oper-

ation of the company.
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"Outside of the desirability of removing an element

of friction in the community, an equitable settlement

is highly important both to the city and the company
because upon its consummation a large capital invest-

ment depends. We are making arrangements for an
ultimate expenditure of $15,000,000 on capital improve-

ments, divided between the electric and the gas prop-

erty. For a new generating station an immediate ex-

penditure of $5,000,000 is planned. The construction

of a new plant on the Ohio River is made imperative by
the decision of the city to abandon the canal which is

the source of water supply for our present generating

station. If our franchise issue reaches a satisfactory

conclusion, we hope to be in a position in the next few
months to begin active work on our large construction

program."

Employees Are Earnest and Loyal

Touching on the effect of the rate case on the em-
ployees and on the business generally, Mr. Freeman
said in answer to questions on these points:

"The uncertainty about the franchise situation has

improved conditions within the organization. It has

given the employees an excellent opportunity to become
better informed as to the condition of the company.
Through the N. E. L. A. company section they have
exhibited their very active and enthusiastic purpose
of defending the company and of explaining its stand-

point to the public. In every way they have shown ear-

nestness and loyalty in the interest of the Union Gas
& Electric Company.

"The rate case has had, however, one adverse effect.

Agitation has retarded the natural growth of the busi-

ness. When people are told in the newspapers every

day that they are paying the electric company too much
it is only natural that there should be a tendency to

curtail. Those who had thought of installing service

have deferred a decision until the rate case should

progress to a settlement. Furthermore, because of the

necessary application of the time and thought of officials

to the rate case, the company has not been so active and
aggressive in soliciting new business as it would be

under normal conditions. On account of the large sum
which had to be spent on the conduct of this case the

company has had to economize on its other expenditures,

including those for commercial upbuilding and the de-

velopment of new business."

The West and the East

In view of the long experience of Mr. Freeman as

vice-president and general manager of the Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn and his familiar-

ity with the Eastern viewpoint, the interviewer asked
him whether he had found conditions of a public policy

nature in the West essentially different from those in

the East, and also whether they had suggested any ideas

which it might be profitable for Eastern operators to

know. This was his reply:

"Cities of Ohio are somewhat different from those in

the East. In recent years they have heard a great deal

of socialism as the result of agitation by some of the

newspapers and certain politicians, and with the large

laboring population in such cities there has doubtless

been created a somewhat stronger socialistic sentiment
than is found in Eastern States. Municipal ownership,

which is agitated in some of the cities, is only one phase
of this socialistic propaganda and is advocated largely

as a matter of abstract theory, supported by the claims
of success in certain cities. So far as my observation

goes, there is nothing affecting the public policy of

Western companies that is not appreciated in the East.

I think that each community and each State has to meet
and solve its own local problems."

Wisconsin Commission to Adopt Standards of

Electrical Construction and Operation

Proposed rules for the standardization of electrical

construction and operation have been issued by the Wis-
consin Railroad Commission, and a public hearing will

be held before the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin
and the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin in the State
Capitol, Madison, Oct. 22. Prior to that hearing there
will be one on the standards of electric-railway construc-
tion, based primarily on the rules of the American
Electric Railway Association.

The 1915 Legislature enacted a new law empowering
the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin to make and
enforce reasonable rules and standards, and to require
changes in electrical construction and operation when-
ever necessary for public safety or to avoid service in-

terference. The Industrial Commission of Wisconsin
held a public hearing on March 13, 1914, in the Capitol

at Madison, at which time a proposed electrical safety
code prepared by a committee of electrical men was dis-

cussed. These recommendations covered the installing

and operation of electrical equipment, including safe

clearances, the labeling and safeguarding of dangerous
electrical equipment, the testing and furnishing of

safety appliances, and a proposed set of operating rules

covering various classes of electrical employees. After
the hearing the committee was enlarged to include repre-

sentatives of the telephone and telegraph interests, and
substantial work was continued in the light of sugges-
tions and criticisms made at the public hearing. Learn-
ing of the work being done by the Bureau of Standards,
the committee temporarily discontinued its meeting,
pending the final recommendations from the Bureau of

Standards.
Plan to Issue Joint Order

In order that one joint order might be formulated
covering all the requirements of electrical construction

and operation to safeguard electrical employees, con-

sumers and the general public and to avoid service in-

terference, the two commissions have agreed to hear
jointly the arguments, suggestions and criticisms of the

recommendations and to issue a joint order in the

matter. It is the expectation of the commission that

the various groups and associations of parties concerned
will present constructive criticism through a committee
or individual representing the respective group or

association.

The portion of the regulations dealing with interfer-

ence comprises the principal recommendations embodied
in the report adopted by the Railroad Commission of

the State of California. The rules of safety for elec-

trical practice and standards for safe and satisfactory

construction and spacing are based on the proposed code
of safety rules for electrical practice issued by the

National Bureau of Standards. These have been re-

grouped to a considerable extent in order that they

might be sufficiently brief to be covered in a public

hearing.

According to Chairman Halford Erickson of the com-
mission, the hearing will, from an engineering and
practical standpoint, be one of the most important to be
held by the commission. It involves the service of

power-transmission companies, telephone and telegraph

companies, electric-railway and electric-light companies,

and also steam-railroad companies. The regulations

affect the quality of service of these various companies,

their rates for service, and the questions of safety.

Railroad Commissioner Walter Alexander and Indus-

trial Commissioner J. D. Beck will represent their re-

spective commissions later at the hearing in Washing-
ing, D. C, which is to be held by the Bureau of

Standards.
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Hydroelectric Power from Snowclad Fujiyama
The 28,000-Kva. Plant of the Katsuragawa Hydroelectric Company, Japan, Serving

Tokio Over a 53-Mile, 77,000-Volt Transmission Line

By C. Tsukamoto

TOKIO, the capital city of Japan, with a population
larger than that of Chicago, is served with elec-

tric energy by a number of transmission systems,
one of the most interesting of the number being the
development of the Katsuragawa Hydroelectric Com-
pany, which utilizes the flow of the Katsura River, a
stream fed in part by the melting of the perpetual snows
on Fujiyama, the famous peak of the Island Empire.
Throughout the design of the Katsuragawa system

simplicity has been everywhere adhered to so far as
consistent with the reliability and safety of service.

Double-bus systems and the promiscuous use of auto-
matic relays, for example, were avoided. The absence
of butterfly valves, sluicegates, air pipes, etc., the pip-

ing arrangement for exciter units, and the use of double-
spiral turbines instead of twin-wheel turbines, give an
idea of the simplicity striven for. As a result, the in-

itial cost of the system was cut down to the remarkably
low figure of about $100 per horsepower installed, not-

withstanding the fact that first-class hydraulic as well

as electrical equipment was employed. This cost in-

cludes the outlay for the waterway, power house, trans-

mission system and two substations. The waterway
required about 32 per cent, the power plant 22 per cent,

the transmission line 18 per cent, and the substation 12
per cent of the total construction expense. The remain-
ing 16 per cent or so was spent for engineering, super-
vising, etc. Two flood seasons have now been passed
with no serious trouble.

Four waterwheels designed for an effective hydraulic
head of 470 ft. are installed. They are of the Francis
double-spiral horizontal type built by E. M. Voith &
Company of Germany and are capable of developing
8000 hp. each at three-quarters gate opening and 10,000
hp. each at full gate opening. The guaranteed efficiency

at three-quarters gate opening was 82 per cent, but the
test results have indicated about 84 per cent. The
governor oil, which is a mixture of seven parts dynamo
oil and one part cylinder oil, is maintained at a pressure

of 25 atmospheres by the operation of a rotary pump.
To the waterwheels just referred to are connected

three-phase, fifty-cycle, 11,000-volt alternators with a

normal rating of 7000 kva. each at 80 per cent power-

factor. These machines were built by the General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. The rated load of

one unit can be carried at three-quarters gate opening,

when the waterwheel will operate at its best efficiency.

With full gate opening any one of the generators can

be overloaded by 25 per cent. One of these four units

is to be kept as a reserve, in accordance with the gov-

ernment regulation specifying 20 per cent of the station

rating for reservation. The exciters are driven by hor-

izontal Pelton impulse waterwheels rated at 300 hp. each.

The 11,000-volt output of the generators is stepped

up to the transmission pressure of 77,000 volts by three

banks of oil-immersed, water-cooled transformers, each

bank consisting of three single-phase 3500-kva. General

Electric units. One of these banks of transformers is

held in reserve. The main building housing the gener-

ating equipment and an auxiliary structure containing

the transformers and high-voltage switchboard were

arranged in the shape of a T so that the transformer

high-tension leads could be installed directly in line

with the outgoing transmission system, thus avoiding

any bends at the outlets from the station. The outgoing

lines pass through the center of glass plates set in

8-in. openings in the wall. The outlets are protected

by projecting hoods.

On the second floor overlooking the generating room

is a remote-control benchboard-type switchboard. A
single-bus system sectionalized at the middle is em-

ployed. The generator oil switches are operated by

motors and equipped with inverse-time-limit overload

relays as local conditions seem to warrant them. The

77,000-volt oil switches on the high-tension side of the

transformer are also provided with inverse-time-limit

relays, but are operated by solenoid mechanisms. Two
sets of aluminum-cell lightning arresters, each consist-
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sti i i screen laid at a 45 deg. angle, is situ-
ated further down from the sand drainage
and le so placed that the remainder of the
sand will be deposited in the stlll-watei re
gion and thrown away from silt pits.

Of the entiie length of about IJ.l miles
of waterway, approximately 25 per cent is

open canal and about 68 per cent is tunnel.
Til. remaining 7 per cent constitutes the

: Lje Hume and tailrace. The open
canaJ Le generally about s>._, ft. wide at the
bottom, with slanting reinforced-concrete
Bide walls to the height of !>'j ft. Sections

phaltum felt are Inserted every 18 ft.

to permit expansion. The tunnel section is

also lined with concrete 6 in. to 8 in. thick
and is varnished to a thickness of about V&

in. to reduce friction. Two other sand
drainages are situated along the canal with
large silt pits dug down I ft. below the
eanal bed, from which the silt is discharged
through 18-in. cast-iron pipes. The forebay
:it the end of the canal is 54 ft. by 56 ft.

a, with an actual depth of IS ft., 7 ft.

Of which is available. The bulkhead wall
to which the pressure pipes are fitted is ] 1

ft thick at the bottom and contains a silt pit
for the deposition of any remaining sand

the water is led into the pipe lines.
The four pressure pipes are of Sii

Martin mild steel, 10 mm. to is mm. in

less. The total length of each pipe
a about 1350 ft., and its outside di-

ameter is 1720 mm. at the top and L585
it the bottom. The pipes are muff-
i. and are provided with no special

expansion joints. Relief valves are pro-
vided at the lower ends of the pipe lines to

Cor any abnormal rises in water pres-
sure and for the effects of water hammer. KATSURAGAWA PLANT, SHOWING PENSTOCKS AND SURGE TANK

ing of four tanks, are connected with the outgoing cir-

cuits. On the low-tension side of the bank of step-up

transformers are three-phase aluminum-cell static dis-

chargers, which, besides serving the purpose their name
indicates, provide a "relief valve" for any high voltage

which may accidentally leak into the low-tension side.

An electrostatic voltmeter of the Pan type is connected

between the high-tension neutral points and one phase

of the low-tension side of the transformers, to indicate

a shift in the electrical neutral due to unbalanced loads

and also to show when there is a possibility of leakage

between the high-tension and low-tension windings. To
prevent serious disturbances from arcing grounds a sup-

pressing device is employed by means of which the ex-

citer-field resistance is automatically cut in to lower

the generator voltage in case of excessive current in the

main line.

To make the switch-control system independent of

disturbances on the exciter bus and thus insure the re-

liability of service a storage battery is floated con-

tinuously on the control bus in multiple with a charging

generator. The storage battery, which is of the Tudor
type, consists of sixty-two cells having a rating of 81

amp.-hr. at 125 volts. The charging-generator set con-

sists of a 3.25-kw., 125-volt shunt-wound generator di-

rectly connected with a three-phase, 220-volt induction

motor, running at 1500 r.p.m. All of the electrical ap-

paratus in the power station and in th'e substations

described later was furnished by the General Electric

Company of Schenectady.

Power is transmitted from the generating station to

two main substations, both in the vicinity of Tokio.

From these receiving stations the energy is further

subdivided among five smaller substations, all in towns
and villages within 10 miles of the city of Tokio.

The main transmission line, extending from the gen-

erating station to the Totsuka substation, a distance

slightly over 53 miles, consists of two three-phase,

77,000-volt circuits. These are supported on a single

row of double-circuit steel towers, except where spans

longer than 550 ft. are required, when single-circuit

towers are used. No. 12 B.W.G. eighteen-strand bare-

copper cable with hemp core is used in the standard-

length spans, whereas silicon-bronze cable of the same
size is employed in spans above 550 ft. The conductors
in each circuit are arranged 7 ft. apart at the apexes
of equilateral triangles whose centers are 14 ft. apart.

On the single-circuit towers the conductors are placed
10 ft. apart. Each circuit is designed to carry the
entire load when necessary, but under ordinary condi-
tions both circuits are kept energized to prevent com-
plete interruption to service in case one circuit is broken.
The conductors are strung to give a tension of 1500 lb.

in the copper cables and 1800 lb. in the silicon-bronze

cables with a factor of safety 6.7 when they are cov-

ered with a 7/16-in. coating of ice and subjected to a
wind velocity of 100 m.p.h. at 20 deg. C. The minimum
ground clearance is over 20 ft. Extending between the
apexes of the towers is a ground wire consisting of

No. 3 B. & S. gage solid galvanized-steel wire earthed
at every other tower through 1.5-in. gas pipes which
are 5 ft. long.

The standard spacing employed for towers on this

line is 450 ft., the distance from the ground to the lowest
conductor support is 36 ft., the base measurement is

12 ft. by 15 ft., and the weight is 3500 lb. per tower.
Since the flat land covered by the transmission line is

generally marshy and the hillsides are liable to slide

somewhat shorter spans than usual are employed over
these portions of the route and substantial concrete
footings are provided for each tower by diagonally join-

ing the tower legs with 5-in. angle irons and burying
each leg for a depth of 6 ft. in about 54 cu. ft. of con-
crete. In some places, such as river beds, etc., concrete
piers as deep as 25 ft. or more are provided for the
tower foundations. The longest span is 840 ft. Six
complete transpositions have been made in each of the
main circuits.

Connected with the main line about 5 miles from the
Totsuka substation on the generating station side is

a branch line which extends to the Rokugo substation, a

distance of about 11 miles. This line consists of two
three-phase circuits made of No. 9 B.W.G. six-strand

copper cables with hemp cores arranged on double-cir-

cuit steel towers in the same manner as those on the
main line. One complete transposition of conductors is

made in this section, and a ground wire is installed 10
ft. above the apexes of the triangles.

Insulators used throughout the transmission system
are of porcelain quadruple-petticoat pin type and were
manufactured by the Nippon Porcelain Company, Japan.
The insulators will withstand 200,000 volts for ten min-
utes in dry air and 120,000 volts for ten minutes under
a shower of water. They have also been subjected to
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a 5000-lb. vertical and to an 8000-lb. transverse stress.

During the year and a half which the electric-service

system has been in operation no serious disturbances

have ever been encountered. Occasional trouble is

caused by crows perching on the tower arms and
grounding the circuits. Snakes have also caused in-

frequent disturbances. To protect the line each con-

ductor is connected with the earth at each switch house
along the line through a horn-gap and a porcelain-tank

water 'resistor. There are five such switch houses
wherein the service can be switched over from one cir-

cuit to the other when any particular section of the

lines must be inspected or repaired. Living in these

houses are patrolmen who look after the lines, lightning

arresters, etc.

Facilities are provided in the houses for telephoning

to tin- power house and substations. The telephone lines

• •\tcii(l siong an Independent right of way, which never
approaches closer than ISO II. tO the main power cir-

cuit. The telephone circuits, of which there are two,
consist, of No. io B.W.G. hard-drawn bare-copper wire
supported on wooden poles. Wherever a span longer
than 240 ft. is required, as in river crossings, silicon-

bronze wire of the same size is used. These circuits are
transposed ahont every 550 ft.

Two different classes of steel towers are employed ofl

this system. One class is (-(instructed of large structural

members to carry the load of the double-circuit three-

phase lines and a ground wire used on the main circuit

between the generating station and the Totsuka substa-

tion. The other class is provided with a lighter struc-

ture to carry the double-circuit three-phase line and
ground wire used on the branch circuit running to the
Rokugo substation. Both classes comprise a variety of

intermediate, strain-angle, terminal and switch towers.

Totsuka substation, a two-story brick and concrete
structure with a floor space of 6700 sq. ft., is situated

on the north side of the city of Tokio. Transformers
and machinery are installed on the first floor and the

switchboard and arresters on the second. Three banks
of three single-phase transformers are installed, each
unit being of the water-cooled type, rated at fifty cycles,

2000 kva. and 70,000/11,000 volts. Extra taps are pro-

vided on the low-tension side to give 11,400 volts and
10,600 volts when desired. None of the transformer
neutrals is grounded. The transformer cooling water
is pumped from a well by a motor-driven centrifugal

pump rated at 5 hp. and capable of delivering 115 gal.

per minute against a head of 35 ft. Three 10-kva.,

single-phase oil-cooled transformers, two motor-genera-
tor sets and a storage battery are provided to furnish
energy for station lighting and operation of switch-

board auxiliaries. Energy at 11,000 volts is distributed

to various secondary substations by underground cables.

Except for static dischargers in the low-tension bus no
special device is provided for static disturbances.

The Rokugo substation, which is in the south side of

Tokio, is arranged similarly to the Totsuka substation,

but it contains only two banks of three single-phase

transformers. The units in these banks are rated at

2000 kva. and step the pressure from 70,000 volts down
to 3450 volts. One bank is held in reserve. The neu-

trals are not grounded in this station either. Station

lamps and switchboard auxiliaries are supplied with

energy by three 7-kva., 3450/125/230-volt, single-phase

oil-cooled transformers, two motor-generator sets and a

storage battery. The 3450-volt circuits are protected

with multi-gap graded-shunt-type lightning arresters.

The transformer cooling water is obtained from a well

by a pump set similar to that in the Totsuka substation.

From the two main substations previously mentioned
energy is supplied to five distributing stations which

MAP OF 77,000-VOLT SYSTEM OF KATSURAGAWA HYDROELECTRIC COMPANY, SERVING TOKIO
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serve lighting, railway and power loads. About 250,000

lighting and motor installations, besides a municipal

railway, are being supplied with energy by underground
cables at 11,000 volts. The Keihin Traction Company,
operating a high-speed system between Tokio and Yoko-

hama, demands about 2500 kw. ; the Tokio Electric Com-
pany at Kawasaki, which is affiliated with the General
Electric Company of the United States, takes about
650 kw., and the Nippon Steel Pipe Company requires

about 1800-kw.

THREE OF THE TURBINE-DRIVEN GENERATORS
SHISHIDOME GENERATING STATION

IN THE TYPE OF LINE CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYED ON LEVEL GROUND
NEAR HACHIOJI

AN 840-FT. SPAN ACROSS THE RIVER ASA SUPPORTED ON
MULTIPLE-PIN INSULATORS

OUTDOOR SWITCHING STATION AT SUGINAMI, WHERE MAIN
LINE BRANCHES TO TOTSUKA AND ROKUGO

HIGH-TENSION OIL SWITCHES EXTERIOR OF TOTSUKA RECEIVING STATION AND ENTERING ALUMINUM-CELL LIGHTNING
AND LIGHTNING ARREST- TRANSMISSION LINES—SYSTEM OF THE KATSURAGAWA ARRESTERS AND NEUTRAL
ERS AT TOTSUKA HYDROELECTRIC COMPANY RESISTORS
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Trigonometric Expressions for the Phenomena
Occurring in Long Transmission Lines—II

Bi v. Karapetoff, Professor of Electrical Engineering, Corneli Universiti

In the flrsl part of this article, published last week, the effecl of the frequency
upon the attenuation constant and upon the velocity of propagation of alternating cur-
rents was dealt with, together with a consideration of power dissipation along the line.

The article is now concluded by a mathematical treatment of the phenomena of the dis-

tortionless telephone line, of voltage rise at the receiver end, and of the quarter-wave-
length line.

ALONG telephone line transmits speech without dis-

tortion when currents of different frequencies
travel along it at the same velocity and are atten-

uated at the same rate.

3. Distortionless Telephone Line

An inspection of equations (35) and (43) shows that
these conditions are fulfilled when

9 = ,
because then

and

(57)

a = \/rg

v =

(58)

(59)VCL
So that a and v are independent of /.

Condition (57), when compared with equations (36)
and (37), gives

L g-=£- (60)

This is the necessary relationship between the line con-
stants in order that the speech be transmitted without
distortion.

Some additional insight into the properties of a dis-

tortionless line is obtained by considering expressions
(27) to (28). When tp =

ty,

z r x

V V

and

-4 9

(61)

(62)

x = 0; 9o = (63)

In other words, a long distortionless line behaves with
respect to an initial alternation as if it possessed no
inductance or capacity.

Since for a distortionless line 9 = <\i, the inequality

(55) becomes an equality, and

Pr&='Pg» (64)

Thus, in a distortionless line equal amounts of power
are dissipated in r and in g for each quarter of a wave-
length.

8

In usual long-distance telephone cables and in aerial

C . L
lines — is greater than — , and in order to increase

g r

this latter ratio Professor Pupin introduces lumped in-

ductance at intervals which are small compared with the
wave-length X. In another more recent construction,
due to Krarup, a fine iron wire is wound around the
copper conductor, in order to increase its inductance.

It will be seen that the same end is achieved by re-

ducing r or C, and by increasing g. Of course, the lat-

ter method is impracticable because the intensity of the

sound would be seriously impaired.

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from
equations (57) to (64), viz.:

(1) In a distortionless line or cable the "series im-

pedance angle" 9 is equal to the "shunted admittance
angle" ^.

(2) To make a distortionless line without leakage

(g = 0) would require an infinitely great inductance

L, or zero resistance r.

(3) The velocity of propagation of electric waves in

a distortionless line is essentially equal to the velocity

of light. This result can be proved by substituting the

familiar expressions for the inductance and capacity of

an aerial line into equation (46).

(4) In a distortionless line equal amounts of power
are dissipated in the line conductors and in the imper-

fect insulation between the conductors for each quarter

wave-length.

4. Voltage Rise at the Receiver End

When a long transmission line is open-circuited at

the receiver end, or is only slightly loaded, the re-

ceiver voltage E, may under circumstances be higher

than the generator voltage Er The problem is to de-

E
duce an expression for the ratio ^- for a given line

and a given load impedance Z\.

Applying equation (12) to a line of length I gives

E
1
= E

2
cosh ml + lZ a

sinh ml,

or, dividing both sides by E
2 ,

where

E Z
-^- = cosh ml + -=^-sinh ml,
E„ Z

1

7 '-&

(65)

(65a)

is the equivalent impedance of the connected load.

Since all the quantities which enter into equation

E,
(65) are complex quantities, the ratio ^- is also a com-

plex quantity of the form a + jb. The numerical value

of the ratio of the voltages is then

E~
(66)

8A simple discussion of this proposition will be found in Frank-
lin's "Electric Wr

aves," p. 112.

ya2 + V

For the benefit of those who are not familiar with

complex quantities, or when only tables of functions of

real hyperbolic angles are available, the numerical com-
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putations may be so arranged as to avoid the use of

complex quantities altogether. It is probable that the

actual numerical computations are not any longer than
when complex hyperbolic quantities are used. The fol-

lowing are well-known relations:

Cosh ml = cosh (ol + j$l)

= cosh ol cos $1 4 ; sinh a.1 sin $1 (67)

Sinh ml = sinh (a.1 -\- j$l)

= sinh a.1 cos $1 -f-
;' cosh a.1 sin $1 (68)

Let the load impedance Zi have the absolute value

Zi, and the phase angle <pj, that is, <?i is the angle be-

tween the voltage E., and the current /..

Then

Zn = _L £>(to— 0O = _JL[cos y + j sin yI (69)
Zi Zi Zi

where

Y = t — cpi (70)

Thus the real part of expression (65), which will be

denoted by M, is

z..M = cosh a.1 cos $1
Z\

(sinh a.1 cos $1 cos y

— cosh a.1 sin $1 sin y)»

while the coefficient of the imaginary part is

(71)

N sinh a.1 sin $1 +—- (sinh ol cos j3Z sin y
Zi

+ cosh ai sin $1 cos y) (72)

Let now the numerical ratio of the voltages E
2
and h\

be denoted by (VR), meaning "voltage ratio," viz.,

(W2)=|i (73)

and let 8 be the phase angle between these voltages.

Then

-92

so that

M =
and therefore

and

Ls#= (VR)- 1

(cos 8 + /sin 8) (74)

(VR)-1
cosh; N= (F^)- 1

sino,

tan 8 =
N
w (75)

(V/2) = (76)
cos 6 _ sin 8

~W
: =

~W~
The computations may be arranged in the following
order

:

(1) Find angle y from equation (70) ;

(2) Compute M and N from equations (71) and
(72) ;

(3) Determine angle 8 from equation (75) ;

(4) Calculate the voltage ratio from equation (76).
The only involved step is the computation of M and

N; it may be simplified by factoring out some of the
trigonometric quantities and using circular and hyper-
bolic tangents. When the attenuation ol is small, one
may put cosh ol = 1 and sinh ol = ol.

When the line is open-circuited, Zi = oo, and

M = cosh ol cos $1 (77)

N = sinh a.1 sin $1 (78)

It has been proposed to call the voltage ratio in this case
the Ferranti ratio or the Ferranti factor.

9 Denoting it

by (FR), the square of its reciprocal is

(FR)-2 = (sinh ol sin p0
2 + (cosh ol cos $l)

2

(79)

5. Quarter-Wave-Length Line

Let the length of the line and the applied frequency
be such that

•Kennelly, A. E., and Pender, Harold, "Resonance Tests of Long
Transmission Line," Electrical World, Aug. 8, 1914.

-4-
where X is the wave-length; see equation (41;
case

V m

(80)

In this

(81)

In other words, the receiver voltage E, is in quadrature
with the applied voltage E r Equations (71) and (72)
then reduce to

z
cosh <xl sin y (82)M

Z\

N sinh ol -\ ^-cosh ol cos v
z,

(83)

while equations (75) and (76) remain the same as in

the general case.

With the line open-circuited at the receiver end equa-
tion (79) gives for a quarter-wave-length line the Fer-
ranti ratio

(FRh x
=

. . ,
= cosech ol (84)

sinh ol

In other words, the Ferranti ratio for a quarter-wave-
length line is numerically equal to the hyperbolic
cosecant of the total attenuation factor ol.

Thus for the experimental line investigated by Ken-
nelly and Pender in the article mentioned above, the at-

tenuation constant a = 0.000206 per mile, and the quar-
ter wave-length was 239.5 miles, so that ol = 0.049337.

For such a small angle the hyperbolic sine is very nearly

equal to the angle itself, so that

(FR) kX
= (0.049337) ' = 20.27.

The observed value of the voltage ratio was 20.06.

The following expressions for the Ferranti ratio are
of interest for numerical computations. Noting that

1 ,
12-1 a

at = o •—A = o • — •— = —— t. • -—-,
4 4 £ 2 p

'

and substituting for -— its value from equation (28a),

ol -x tan (85)

Therefore

(FR) kX
= cosech f-i-n tan t

j
(86)

If tables of hyperbolic functions are not available,

the foregoing expression may be expanded into a Mac-
laurin series, giving

(FR), X
= ;

6366 ^ Q.2618 tan t
tan t

+ 0.07536 tan' t — etc. (87)

The series converges very rapidly, and is convenient
for numerical work.
For a line of small resistance and leakage the im-

perfection angle - is small, and equation (24) becomes
approximately

tan x = cot -^-9 cot—+,

tan t =
2 \2izfL ^2-KfC)

For a small hyperbolic angle the sine is nearly equal to

the angle itself, so that equation (86) becomes

(FRh
iX
= 8/1(£+*) (88)

The Ferranti ratio computed from this formula for the
artificial line mentioned above is 20.11, so that the
error is well within 1 per cent of the exact ratio.
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Station and Operating Practice
l Department Devoted /<> the Problem* of Installation, Operation anil Maintenance of Equipment fur the
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Unit Construction Costs for Hydroelectric System

Graphical Presentation of Data to Show Relative Costs of Construction Due

to Hydraulic, Station and Transmission-Line Requirements

THE unit cost of constructing a complete electric-

service system depends upon local conditions

such as nature and location of generating sta-

tion, character and extent of transmission and distri-

bution lines, contour of land and construction diffi-

culties, cost of labor for the section, transportation
facilities, and the like. In what follows a graphical
analysis of construction costs is presented which shows
the relative magnitudes of the different expenses as

well as the unit costs represented by the construction
work called for by the Tallulah Falls hydroelectric

plant and transmission system of the Georgia Railway
& Power Company, which serves large areas in northern
and central Georgia. All of the charts are based on
data presented at a meeting of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers at Philadelphia, Oct. 11, 1915,

by Charles G. Adsit, engineer for the Northern Con-
tracting Company, Atlanta, Ga.

First of all, the total expenses due to constructing
each part of the system, including dam, tunnel, power
house and lines, are compared. Then each expense is

itemized and further compared to show the relative

magnitudes of labor, material, transportation and mis-
cellaneous items. As might be expected, these data
show that labor is the largest item in constructing

each part of the plant. In building the dams the i

of cement, miscellaneous expenditures and cost of quar-

rying are next in magnitude, representing about .'51

per cent of the total expense. The expense of quarrying
may be offset by the cost of sheet piling in country where
the soil is such that water may seep under the dam.
The plant, reinforcement and supervision costs are

about equal per cubic yard of concrete laid.

Excavating the tunnel cost about one and a third

times as much as lining it, these two expenses consti-

tuting about 84 per cent of the total tunnel expense.

Labor required about 65 per cent of the total excavat-

ing expense, explosives, power and transportation

making up 19 per cent more. The cost of cement and
crushing stone was a large item in lining the tunnel.

It is interesting to point out here that the liability

insurance for the entire tunnel construction was slightly

over $2 per linear foot, of which $1.52 per foot was
for excavating and 45 cents for lining the tunnel.

The cost of constructing the intake, which involved

excavating about 7000 cu. yd. of rock and placing 2670

cu. yd. of concrete, consists of $1,517 per cu. yd. for

excavating and $9.03 per cu. yd. for concreting. The
construction of the surge tank, which was about 113

ft. deep and 2130 sq. ft. in cross-section, required the

handlingandErecting

Windows andBoors i

'f0.003
-0.1%

Handlingand Unloading Steel.

Plumbing,
'"053-0.9% : 0.5%

FIGS. 1 AND 2—UNIT CONSTRUCTION EXPENSES INVOLVED IN BUILDING AND EQUIPPING THE TALLULAH FALLS

(GA.) GENERATING STATION

The construction of the power house was completely described in the Electrical World, Dec. 20 and 27, 1913. It consists of two
main buildings, a generator house and switch house, with concrete substructure and structural-steel framework inclosed with full

brick walls as a superstructure. These houses are connected by a small building, forming an H-shaped structure. The approximate
volume of the generator building above the generator floor is 385,000 cu. ft., the portion below the floor about 210,000 cu. ft., and the
switch house about 1,428,000 cu. ft. To the itemized building-construction expenses graphically represented above should be added
$1,178 per kilowatt installed to cover a certain portion of the cost of the temporary compressor plant, spur tracks and general tool and
utility equipment. The generator house contains five three-phase, sixty-cycle, 6600-volt vertical generators, rated at 12,000-kva.

maximum, directly connected to 17,000-hp. Francis-type water turbines operating under an effective head of 580 ft. at 514 r.p.m.
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;xcavation of about 4750 cu. yd. of rock at a cost of

52.166 per yd. About 700 tons of reinforcing steel

vas required in the tank and the lower 64 ft. of lining,

:osting $5.57 per cu. yd.

Construction of the power-house building exclusive

>f the tailrace cost $6,056 per kilowatt installed. Of

his concreting the foundations and substructure re-

TABLK I -COS! "I 91 BSTA [TONS 01 LARGE IND SMALL RATI

FIG. 3-
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Percentage of Total Construction Expense

-RELATIVE COSTS OF CONSTRUCTING EACH PART OF
THE HYDROELECTRIC PLANT

quired 34.9 per cent. Handling, mixing and laying

brick, sand and cement cost 15.8 per cent. Next in

magnitude were the costs of structural steel, other build-

ing material, rock excavation and tiling floors. Analyz-
ing the equipment expense shows that the cost of fur-

nishing and erecting the hydraulic equipment was about
equal to the corresponding expense for the electrical

equipment.

In constructing the main transmission line the cost

af copper was the chief expense, with the costs of tower

( ..-I I I II KlI.liW All

Boulevard
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Small
Substation
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Substructure

Superetrucl ure

High-tension steel frames

Total electrical equipment

\\ atei supply equipment

Total

steel, foundations and right-of-way coming next, in

the order named. Branch lines from the Atlanta sub-

station have been built to Lindale (Ga.), 69.2 miles,

and Newnan (Ga.), 42.1 miles, at an expense of

$4,284.05 per mile and $4,687.90 per mile respectively.

Both lines are operated at 110,000 volts and consist

of one No. 00 stranded-copper circuit on 70-ft. double-

circuit towers. The Newnan line towers also carry a

20-mile, 22,000-volt No. 0000 circuit.

The Boulevard substation at Atlanta, of the outdoor

type, is designed for an ultimate capacity of 60,000 kw.

All of the equipment for this rating has been installed

except 30,000 kw. in transformers and control switches.

The costs for this substation and other small substa-

tions are shown in Table I.

The small substations are almost identical in design

TABLE II—COST PER MILE OF TELEPHONE LINES

Item 90-Mile Line 69-Mile Line 42-Mile Line

Material $299.59

... 91.44

$289.84

78.55

100.10

$370.63

81.91

Construction 119.89 103.58

Total S510.92 $468.49 $556 12

FIGS. 4 AND 5—UNIT COSTS OF CONSTRUCTING THE TALLULAH-ATLANTA TRANSMISSION LINE AND GRAVITY-TYPE DAMS

The Tallulah-Atlanta transmission line consists of two three-
phase, 110,000-volt circuits of No. 0000 eight-strand copper cables,
which are arranged 9 ft. apart vertically and 16 ft. horizontally
on four-legged double-circuit steel towers. The standard towers
are spaced 650 ft. to 750 ft. apart. They are 66 ft. high, weigh
5544 lb., and are provided with cross-angle anchors buried 7 ft.
in the ground. The strain towers, which are placed about one
mile apart and on each side of important crossings, weigh 6880 lb.
and are equipped with concrete footings. A 7/16-in. steel-strand
ground wire is supported 3 Mi ft. above each circuit.

This diagram is based on the cost of constructing two reinforced-
concrete gravity-type dams, containing 38,000 cu. yd. of concrete,
one 660 ft. long and 93 ft. high (to the crest) and the other a
smaller one but provided with an underlying reinforced-concrete
mattress to carry the stresses imposed on the foundations. The
large expense for freightage is due chielly to rock having to be
conveyed about seven miles by rail. About 5S lb. of corrugated-
bar reinforcement was used per cubic yard of concrete. The work
was first undertaken under contract, but given up by contractors
with considerable loss, which is included in the costs
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FIGS. 6 AND 7—ANALYSIS OF UNIT COSTS OF EXCAVATING AND LINING THE TUNNEL

An arch-shaped, concrete-lined tunnel 6666 ft. long, having- a net cross-sectional area of 151 sq. ft. and requiring an excavation of
56,000 cu. yd., extends from the intake to a surge tank above the penstocks. Throughout the entire length hard abrasive micaceous
quartzite was encountered, which caused the loss of approximately 15 lb. of drill steel per linear foot of tunnel. Water-core hammer
drills were used almost exclusively. In driving the tunnel the upper-heading or bench method was abandoned in favor of the lower-
heading or stopping method, the latter costing $3,779 per cubic yard in comparison with $4,315 per cubic yard by the first

method. The concrete lining of the tunnel (amounting to 18,966 cu. yd.) was placed by using steel forms and injecting the mixture
through 8-in. spiral pipe by compressed air. About 80 per cent of the aggregate material used in the tunnel lining was obtained
near one of the three adits to the tunnel. All sand was rolled from the rock so that only cement and supplies were transported.
Grouting cost $0.0908 per square foot of lining.

and similar to the substation in Atlanta. There are

five of these substations in operation, with a present

rating of 16,500 kw. and an ultimate rating of 30,000

kw. One substation has a present rating of 1500 kw.,

three a rating of 3000 kw., and one a rating of 6000 kw.

The ultimate rating of each of the first four is double

that at present, with the 6000-kw. station arranged for

a 9000-kw. ultimate load.

Considerable experimenting was necessary before a

satisfactory telephone-line construction was secured.

The telephone line from Tallulah Falls to Atlanta was
completely reinsulated, using 40,000-volt suspension-type

insulators instead of the usual pin type. This work has

made the unit cost appear high. The costs for about

200 miles of circuits are shown in Table II.

carrying full load. To prevent this effect the meters
should be placed at least 15 in. apart, the wiring ar-

ranged so that it does not encircle the instruments, and
the leads run into the meter board in a horizontal man-
ner from the left-hand side. Placing instruments near

iron risers may also cause serious errors that might be

avoided by carefully selecting a location. Four-pole

direct-current meters were found to be less affected by

stray fields than the two-pole types.

Effect of Stray Fields on Direct-Current Meters

While it is generally known that the registration of

meters is influenced by surrounding magnetic fields, the

extent to which accuracy is affected is a matter often

questioned. From tests made with one type of direct-

current meter the Metropolitan Electric Company, Read-

ing, Pa., has found that a cable carrying 600 amp. at

a distance of 12 in. from the meter affected its accuracy

50 per cent on light, or one-tenth, load. The direction

of the current determined whether the meter ran fast

or slow. The same current with the same cable only 2

in. away but in a different direction had no appreciable

effect on the accuracy, showing that the relative posi-

tions of the meter and cable are the governing factors.

In another case a 300-amp. direct-current meter
would not register on less than 50 amp., owing to the

interfering magnetic field from an adjacent conductor.

Meters may also be influenced by their own leads if

brought around the instrument, or by the proximity of

other meters. When three direct-current meters were
placed side by side, 12 in. center to center, the accuracy

of the middle meter was affected by 5 to 10 per cent on

one-tenth load when either of the other meters was

Control for Boiler-Feed Pumps and Piping Connec-

tions

The piping and connections for a method of con-

trolling the operation of boiler-feed and other pumps
are shown in the accompanying illustration. A pres-

sure regulator automatically starts the pump when the

line pressure drops below the desired point and stops

the pump when the pressure becomes excessive. A
speed regulator prohibits an excess speed or tendency

^:V^
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PIPING CONNECTIONS FOR STARTING, STOPPING AND CON-

TROLLING SPEED OF PUMPS
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of the pump to race when a sudden demand is placed

thereon. In this way an injury to the pumps or piping

system is prevented. A water-relief valve, a lubricator

and a complete system of drips are also shown.

The connections for the main water pipes to house

or service pumps are shown schematically at the top

of the diagram. This arrangement allows use of the

same pumps for either hot-water or cold-water service

as required. It is advisable to use three pumps, one for

hot-water service, one for cold, with the third pump
held in reserve for either service.

Utilizing Equipment in a Standby Station to

Correct Line Voltage

To improve the voltage regulation on the southern

end of its system when the Bakersfield steam reserve

plant is not operating, the San Joaquin (Cal.) Light &
Power Corporation drives one of the 2500-kva. turbo-

generators in that station with an overexcited syn-

chronous motor. In this way a much larger correcting

current can be circulated throughout the line than with

the motor operating unloaded.

Two problems were involved in providing for this

operation : One was to start the unit again in case it

should drop out of synchronism during line trouble.

The other was to ventilate the turbine blades, which
were heated by churning the air in their cases. The
first problem was solved by starting the unit up from
its steam end when synchronizing is necessary. This

does not entail operating more than the usual equipment,

as one boiler must always be kept under pressure for

operating fuel-oil pumps when the reserve equipment is

called into service. Cooling of the turbine blades is

accomplished by diverting air from the ventilating fan

on the generator rotor through the turbine case, the

ports on which are kept open. In case it is necessary

to synchronize, the turbine ports are closed and the set

is operated in the normal manner.

Motor Equipment and Energy Consumption in a

Small Butcher Shop

Six alternating-current motors with a total rating of

49 hp. are used in a sausage factory at 62 East 110th

Street, New York City. Two 10-hp. motors drive the

sausage-making apparatus, one being connected to a

meat chopper through a double-speed reduction of belt-

MEAT GRINDING AND MIXING MACHINES DRIVEN BY TWO
10-HP. MOTORS

ing and pulleys. The other motor drives a line shaft to

which are connected a mixer, a meat cutter and mixer,
and the small machine shown against the rear wall. A
20-hp. motor operates an ammonia compressor that fur-

nishes refrigeration for the meat-storage cases. In
addition to this equipment, a 5-hp. motor is used to

operate a freight elevator, a 2-hp. motor is connected
to an air compressor, and one of the same rating is

connected to an exhaust fan.

These drives are in operation about fifty hours per
week, and records for several months show an average
monthly energy consumption of 2068 kw.-hr. or 42.2

kw.-hr. per connected horsepower. Electric service is

furnished by the United Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, New York City.

High Steam Economy Shown by Swedish Steam
Turbine

Some interesting steam consumption figures for

steam-turbine operation in Sweden were given in a
paper presented by E. A. Forsberg, Stockholm, Sweden,
at the recent San Francisco meeting of the Interna-
tional Engineering Congress. The data of the accom-
panying table, taken from this paper, cover the per-
formance of recent designs of the Ljungstrom turbine,
for which a world record in steam economy is claimed.

This turbine consists of two reversely rotating disk
wheels, each provided with a bucket system, consisting
of buckets of small radial dimensions in which the steam
expands according to the reaction principle. Usually

OPERATING DATA FROM TESTS OF LJUNGSTROM STEAM TURBINES

AMMONIA COMPRESSOR CONNECTED WITH MOTOR BY

SILENT-CHAIN DRIVE

Steam Steam Vacuum, Efficiency Steam
Turbine Load, Pressure, Tempera- Lb. per

Sq. In.

Turbo. Gen- Consump-
Rating, Kw. Lb. per ture, erator, tion, Lb.
Kw. Sq. In. Abe. Deg. Fahr. Per Cent Per Kw.-hr.

1000 1000.5 153.0 596.0 0.462 70.7 1 1 7.",

756.4 120 o 588.0 400 Oil 4 12.20
504.7 82 7 580 o 0.290 68.2 12.60

1001) 4 148.5 669.5 0.464 7o a 11 26
995.5 14S 3 652.0 404 71.0 1 1 35
1384 3 157.0 612.0 1.000 72.0 12.36

1000* 1013 o 170 410.0 1 020 69.6 14.43
730 136 o 379 o ii 803 68.7 15.30
4>7 100 OS.", 65.6 16.86
250.0 .V.I s 327.0 014 20 00

2000 2000.0 213.0 662 o 0.70 7;> o 10.65

5000 2000 213.0 662 0.70 79.7 10 10

•Turbine built by English licensees.
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each disk wheel drives a separate electric generator, and
these two are connected in parallel, thereby Insuring
even division of load. The use of the reaction principle

of operation, the absence of the Immovable bucket sys-

tem, and small dimensions, it is claimed, make it possi-

ble for this turbine to show high steam economy.
The author points <>ut thai on account of the success-

ful equalization of temperature strains throughout the
turbine it can work at high degrees of superheat. Also,

there seem to he no Operating dif&CUltieS in the use of

very high steam pressures With further improvements
in steam economy over that shown in the accompanying
table. This type of turbine is being tried out for vessel

propulsion,

A Method of Protecting Water Lines from Freezing
An insulating scheme to protect fire or water service

lines from freezing is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A high-
pressure or low-pressure steam line is run parallel with
the water lines and inclosed by a suitable insulating
covering. The resulting condensate in the steam pipe
may be drained at the end of its run or at other points,

as required, through steam traps and discharged to some
point convenient to save the heat it contains. The steam
main may be one which supplies some outlying structure
if it has a capacity somewhat greater than necessary
for its primary service. If the supply is used for heat-
ing, the condensate may be discharged through the radi-

ators by means of connections taken from the bottom
of the steam main.
The steam line will give up a portion of the heat units

contained therein by radiation and convection to the
water in the fire or other water lines which are installed

just ahove, thereby maintaining these lines at a tem-
perature above freezing while cold outside temperatures
prevail. The steam main should be installed far enough
below the water main to insure the best heating effect

by convection; that is, in order that the air may be
heated from contact with the hot surfaces of the steam
pipe, rise because of its relatively lighter weight per
equal volume, be cooled from contact with the cold sur-
faces of the water pipes, and then descend owing to its

greater weight to repeat the cycle. However, the dis-

tance between the cooling surface and the source of
heat must be kept consistent with economy, as any in-

• '^"Bolf

FIGS.
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1 AND 2—ARRANGEMENTS FOR SUPPORTING PIPES

PROTECTED FROM FREEZING

temperature of the watet m the Service line when in-

tended for use at lavatories or whenever it is desired
to heal the water lor \arious purposes.
An arrangement for supporting all three pip. <Jj

rectly from girders opposite columns is shown in Fig. l.

Fig, 2 shows a method of supporting smaller pipes mid-
way between the main supports by hangei from a large

|

,• Wooden I

J securely to
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FIG. 3—DETAILS OF THE SUPPORTING ARRANGEMENT
SHOWN IN FIG. 2

fire line which is in turn supported as shown in Fig. 1.

Lock-nuts are used on all bolts forming a part of these

pipe supports to prevent loosening due to vibration.

The pipe covering consists of an inner layer of two
thicknesses of asbestos paper covered by one layer of

1-in. hair felt. This is wrapped with rosin-sized sheath-

ing weighing not less than 8 lb. per 100 sq. ft. and
lapped at least 90 deg. until a smooth hard surface is

obtained. The whole covering is then inclosed with a

jacket of 8-oz. duck securely held in place by one longi-

tudinal smoothly sewed seam on a side not exposed to

view. Where the covering is exposed to the weather an

additional protective covering of Ajax No. 26 (U. S.

G.) lead-coated sheet metal should be applied.

Expansion loops for all three pipes are advisable at

various points. These may be of the design shown in

Fig. 4, using a support for the offset of the loop at the

point indicated.

The required size of steam pipe is obtained by equat-

ing the heat-unit losses per hour through the pipe cover-

ing and the amount of heat absorption per hour by the

water in the fire and service lines against the heat sup-

/^ "Cold WaterService

FIG. 4—AN EXPANSION LOOP FOR THREE-PIPE LINES

crease in this distance requires more covering, together

with a further loss of heat from exposure of the addi-

tional covering to the atmosphere. It is generally ad-

visable to use three layers of hair felt to protect exposed

water lines from freezing, whereas with the method
shown one layer is all that is necessary. An additional

advantage may be obtained by the slight increase in

plied by that portion of the radiating surface of the

steam pipe which is exposed to the inclosed air space.

The losses per degree of temperature difference may be

obtained from well-established tables of the manufac-
turers for the type of covering considered. Similarly,

the factor of transmission from the steam pipe is that

commonly used for bare pipe.
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Marketing Electricity
A Department on Selling Service and Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

Should the Salesman Collect Money?

The Experience of Many Central Stations, and What Central-Station Managers

and Commercial Agents Say About It

By Earl E. Whitehorne

IT
is certainly surprising how much difference of opinion can exist among a group of

men of wide experience in the selfsame work. But it is always interesting to gather

such conflicting testimony together and to find out what is really the consensus of

opinion and what weight of common experience has induced the majority to look upon

it that way. The question of whether or not the central-station salesman should be

utilized for making difficult collections is an abstract matter of administration, yet it

is a most delicate point of contact between the company and the public and a most

important question, worth the careful thought of every manager. This article has been

written to spread the evidence and throw more light upon the subject, in the belief that

it will carry valuable suggestions to many managers.

One poor collector in a busy morning can make
more trouble than six salesmen can undo in three

days' work. Perhaps the foregoing statement exag-

gerates the proportion just a trifle, but I doubt it

—

for to throw a handful of machine bolts into the vitals

of a whirling generator is a mild and pleasant pastime

in comparison. Generators cost about so much, but

enemies work expense beyond all calculation, and, as

every manager knows, there is no easier way to lose a

friend than by a lack of tact in handling the collection

of a disputed bill. The question arises, therefore, how
such a bill should be collected, and if, after all, it isn't

better for the sales department of a central station to

have charge of the collecting of such difficult accounts.

Opinion differs so widely that I have been corresponding

with some fifty companies about it to find out just what
their own experience has been. The evidence is ex-

tremely interesting.

Naturally, the point at issue simmers right down to

the question of who is the best man in a pinch—the

salesman or the collector—and whether the collector

should handle the case right to the bitter end of cutting

off, instead of letting the salesman intercede and try to

save the business. Some say he should follow the latter

course, because it is better to save a dollar that you
have than to work and win another. Some say the col-

lector himself should be good enough to turn the trick

and that the sales department never should be tangled

up in such collection troubles. The men on both sides

talk from practical experience and agree that the issue

is one of the most vital in the business.

Puts Salesman at Disadvantage

William Rawson Collier, sales manager of the Georgia
Railway & Power Company of Atlanta, Ga., expresses

himself as decided in opposition. He says

:

"My answer is no. Personally I do not believe that

very many salesmen are good collectors. I am afraid

that the tendency nowadays is to make the sales depart-

ment the 'goat' if possible, the idea being that as the

sales department is so anxious to get a customer and

keep him, and as it is generally in such close touch with
the customer, the easiest way to explain poor operation

or collect a bill is simply to put it up to the salesman
and let him straighten the matter out. Psychologically

this is wrong, because a man is always at a disadvan-
tage if he is trying to collect a bill, and I believe one of

the best and most necessary requisites of a successful

salesman is confidence and a feeling that he is meeting
his prospective customer on an equal footing. Generally

a bill collector does not feel this way.
"We find it better to have a regular corps of collectors

trained thoroughly in the general policies of the com-
pany, and in almost every case they can handle the ac-

counts. There are cases, however, especially with large

accounts and important customers, where the case is

referred to me by the treasurer, and either I or my
assistant handles the matter personally. I find that this

is really the best plan."

Collecting Requires Good Salesmanship

It comes right down to a matter of opinion and experi-

ence as to whether the salesman is personally compro-
mised by dabbling in collections. A. E. Oltz, industrial

engineer for the Northern Indiana Gas & Electric Com-
pany in Hammond, Ind., sees no danger of it because he
feels that when relations with a customer become in-

volved no man is so well qualified by training and
by reputation to investigate and smooth away the
wrinkles.

"My personal experience has convinced me that all

difficult accounts should be collected by the new-business
department," he says. "The regular collectors should
actually be competent, experienced salesmen, for collect-

ing accounts requires more tact and diplomacy than
ordinary selling, and, after all, the proper sort of col-

lecting comes pretty close to being high-grade salesman-
ship, and the work of the new-business department in

building up the good will of the company should not be
destroyed by the tactless handling of accounts by a col-

lector. Where the account is large the best sales ability

the company has in its employ should be used, for the
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salesman, with hifl knowledge both "I thr CUBtOltier and
the details of the controversy, van properlv explain away
any misunderstanding that may exist.

The Salesmen as the Customer's Champion

"Mj experience En collecting difflcull accounts is that

nine out of ten customers are honest and will pay their

BCCOUnt8 it' fully satisfied that the charge is just and
that they have really received the value of what they are

expected to pay. I have found, when tailed upon to

press a collection, that, instead of injuring my standing
with the customer, it has done the reverse. My rela-

tions afterward were, if possible, closer than before tak-

ing up the task of the collection.

"The salesman should be his customer's champion and
should supervise all relations between the customer and
his company. He should take a firm, diplomatic, digni-

fied stand in favor of his company and should represent

both the consumer and the company impartially. If his

company is in the right, he should get the money. If

his company is in the wrong, he should defend the cus-

tomer and should insist upon just treatment being

accorded to him.

"I will confess that before carefully analyzing the

matter of collections I had the usual opinion that collect-

ing of difficult accounts would injure my standing with

the customer and prevent my approaching him on fur-

ther deals. I have since found just the opposite to be

the case, and now insist that the handling of my cus-

tomers be left to me, no matter what the conditions

—

whether pleasant or unpleasant. I appreciate that it

adds considerably to the salesman's work to do this when
he might be following new business, but I am strong in

the belief that it is fully as important that an existing

customer should be kept a satisfied consumer as it is to

obtain new business. However, I have not found it

necessary to lose any new business while taking care

of that already existing, and the proper handling of old

consumers has resulted in growth of their business

with us."

Salesman Should Be Utilized

Carrying the thought a little further, T. I. Jones,

general sales agent of the Edison Electric Illuminating

Company of Brooklyn, says:

"The salesman should be utilized in emergencies to

collect difficult accounts by all means. My own position

has been always that the salesman is really a little more
than a dispenser of the commodity which the company
has to' sell. It should be his

duty not only to interest the

prospective customer in the

company's goods and to sign

his contract, but also to fol-

low up the handling of the

contract once it is signed, so

that connection may be made
promptly; and, further, to

call upon the customer from
time to time after he is con-

nected, with a view to seeing

if he is satisfied in every way
with the service. This can

only be done by having the

salesman continually calling

on existing customers with a

view to increasing their use

of energy, and if at any time they are dissatisfied in

any way with the service it is his duty to see that all

complaints or troubles are remedied in the easiest pos-

sible way. In short, the salesman should be used

as the intermediary between the customer and the

company."

T. I. JONES

Experience in Little Roes

This matter of the extra work imposed on the ale -

men led to the abandonment of the practice in Little

Rock, Ark. A. E. Smith, commercial manager <>f the

Little Rod Railway a- Electric Company, says:
"Less than six months ago the question of collections

was given serious consideration by the auditing depart-

ment ami commercial department of the Little Rock com
pany, with the result that the commercial department
took over the entire collections for several months. This
resulted in more collections being made, with customer-
better satisfied, fewer complaints and more prompt ad

justment of bills on the one hand, but a greal dec]

of new business on the other hand. The one trouble

which we have found is that the salesman cannot devote
the proper amount of time to the securing of new busi-

ness and that the new business begins to slump as soon

as collections are turned over to the salesmen. I firmly

believe that the commercial department should handle

the collections of a company and that the collector

should be known as a special representative who reports

directly to the commercial manager.
"The matter of collections does not necessarily involve

the salesman in any dispute with the customer, as, if

properly handled, the salesman can state that he is not a

collector but is acting merely as a friend of the customer
to save the latter any annoyance due to disconnection

of service and trouble with the credit department."

Salesman Really Responsible

But, as F. H. Golding, general manager of the Atlantic

City (N. J.) Electric Company, points out: "The sales-

man is entitled to an opportunity to hold his business,

for the loss of a consumer through disconnection for

non-payment counts against

his record. When he suc-

ceeds in doing so he is of

more value to his company
than if he devoted the same
amount of time to securing,

and secured, new consumers,
because he is holding reve-

nue which entails no invest-

ment expense, while, on the

other hand, the new con-

sumer he would obtain in the

same space of time would
entail a certain investment

on the part of the company.
"The commercial manager

is always prone to feel that F. H. golding

the time his salesmen devote

to collecting could be employed with more direct profit

to his department in soliciting further business. How-

ever, the salesman is responsible for the presence of the

particular consumer, and as most of the arguments rela-

tive to disputed bills are based on statements purporting

to have been made by the salesman, it would seem to me

that he is the logical man to straighten out such dis-

putes."

Called In as Arbitrator

That seems to be the general preference, and the

majority of companies have apparently made it standard

practice for the salesman to make a final endeavor to

arbitrate before the disconnection of a customer is or-

dered. In Allentown, Pa., A. H. S. Cantlin, general

manager of the Lehigh Valley Light & Power Company,

has his salesmen accompany the collector in cases of

dispute to act as the friend of the consumer and en-

deavor to demonstrate the fair-mindedness of the com-

pany.
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"By thus working together," he says, "our, entire or-

ganization is fully conversant with any difficult case and
is a unit as to the correctness of the matter, and we can

usually make a customer see the matter in our light. If

not, we get the customer in a position where he must
himself feel that he is taking an arbitrary and unreason-

able stand, under which conditions we, of course, have

to use our judgment in proceeding to more drastic

measures. This brings in the sales department, but only

in the position of arbitrator between the collector and
the customer, which is a help rather than a detriment to

selling effort for the future."

The Influence a Good Thing

The influence of a little collection work is a good
thing for the selling man. John G. Larned, assistant

to the vice-president of the Public Service Company of

Northern Illinois, says:

"The salesman should be thoroughly impressed with
the fact that it is more important to hold existing busi-

ness than to secure new business."

Robert Montgomery, commercial manager of the

Louisville (Ky.) Gas & Electric Company, says:

"I have also found that the experience of collecting a

few bad accounts which he has incurred has a tendency
to make a salesman more
conservative and careful in

his work. When a salesman
is relieved from all responsi-

bility as to the collections, it

encourages him to make con-

tracts without any thought
as to the credit rating of the

customer."

A. A. Brown, sales man-
ager for the Consumers'
Power Company of St. Paul,

Minn., says:

"A good feature of the

plan is that it will make
every salesman more careful

about signing contracts with

customers who are not 'good

pay,' and he will be more likely to obtain deposits in

signing contracts, as he will learn by experience that it

is easier to obtain a deposit on signing a contract than

it is to collect a bad debt afterward."

Van Dusen Rickert, assistant manager of the Eastern

Pennsylvania Railways Company in Pottsville, Pa., re-

marks:
"We find that our salesmen, from their habit of meet-

ing people, are good collectors. Furthermore, they

learn to value good accounts

and they get a better per-

spective of their prospects

for new business. We do not

know of any cases where
they have weakened them-
selves materially with the

public."

In short, the weight of

evidence seems to indorse the

use of the salesman, for,

after all, as W. F. Chestnut,

commercial manager for the

Union Light, Heat & Power
Company of Fargo, N. I).,

puts it:

"Nothing is thoroughly

sold until it is paid for, and

in collecting the account the salesman is only completing

the sale."

It is extremely easy for the sales department and the

R. MONTGOMERY

V. D. RICKERT

credit department to forget that they are working for

a common pun
"Experience has taught us," says an Indiana man-

ager, "that the credit department in an effort to collect

an account will often lose sight of the interest the new-
business department has in the consumer in the way of

increasing the use of electricity or in keeping the con-

sumer on the lines of the company. Likewise the new-
business department, in an effort to close a deal, may in

some cases be too liberal or not exacting enough in

securing a deposit or guarantee on an application for

service or appliances."

This manager therefore counsels that each salesman

keep in close touch with the credit situation in his ter-

ritory and co-operate in every way he can to avoid the

loss of business.

The Credit Man's Attitude

And how does the credit man feel about it all? The
following from a letter signed by F. W. Johnson, dis-

trict credit manager for the Northern Electric Company
of Toronto, Ont., gives the answer

:

"In stating that I am in favor of salesmen assisting

the credit manager in emergencies, I should like to

point out that a credit man cannot be successful in his

work unless he works very harmoniously with the sales

manager, and by working closely at all times and tak-

ing the sales manager into his confidence he will obtain

co-operation that is invaluable. Every credit man has

found, and will continue to find, the salesman who is

always considering just the bulk sales. Until that sales-

man is made to know that bad accounts destroy profits

that salesman will argue that he will be harassed in his

work by being requested by the credit man to inquire

of one of his customers why that customer ignores the

letters from the credit manager.
"We in our line of work rely upon the salesman for

information regarding a new customer to a large ex-

tent, and if, after any customer has received a line of

credit based upon the good report which accompanied
the initial order from the salesman, that customer 'falls

down' in his payments and absolutely refuses to reply

to correspondence regarding his account, surely the

credit man is perfectly justified in going to the sales

manager and asking him to have that particular sales-

man find out the reason.

"If the good understanding between the sales man-
ager and the credit manager will lead to this, why
should the salesman not collect? It would not accom-
plish anything at all if the salesman just asked the

customer to reply to the letters from the credit man,
expressing the hope that the customer would send along

a check. The salesman should certainly ask to be al-

lowed to send it in himself, for if the debtor is negligent

in one instance he will be so in another, and the sales-

man's reasoning would be wasted. The cases, however,
are so exceptional that I cannot see the reason for con-

demnation of the utilizing of the salesman; but if the

practice were to become a prevalent one I should cer-

tainly be against it, because undoubtedly the salesman
would be harassed in his salesmanship and a majority

of his customers would resent his visits rather than
welcome him. It is the duty of all of us to keep away
from bad accounts, and no one suffers more than the

sales manager."
In short, the answer is to take the steps that promise

both to get the money and to hold the friend, which
means in case of trouble to send the man who knows
the customer best—the salesman. For the basic pur-

pose of the enterprise is to make a profit for the stock-

holders, and the collection of the bills is quite as impor-
tant as the operation of the plant. Let the salesman
lend a hand.
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Labor Costs in Interior Construction

Second Article in a Series on Business Methods in Electrical Contracting Work,
Begun on Page 870 of Last Week's Issue

By Louis W. Moxey, Jr., Vice-President Keller-Pike Company, Philadelphia

THE labor item in the electrical contracting busi-

ness is subject to changes due to variations in

the price of labor resulting from increases or
decreases of rates and to variations in the unit costs

with the nature of the building construction. The latter

variations may amount to 100 per cent or more.
The cost of labor can be determined with a fair degree

of accuracy for buildings of various types, such as those
of brick-and-joist construction, structural-steel con-

struction with terra-cotta or concrete floors, and re-

inforced-concrete construction, by the following method,
which may be worked out as elaborately as necessary
and made to cover not only the labor required for in-

stalling different sizes of conduit, wires, etc., but also

the labor required for connecting various sizes of wires
to switchboards, dynamos, lugs, etc.

When a contract is secured in which the unit price of

labor is not accurately known to the contractor, and
where this information is desirable for future estimat-

ing, he 'should endeavor to obtain these data on the new
contract. This can easily be done by the method that

will be outlined in a future article.

Tables of Labor Cost for Interior Construction

In Tables XII to XXVI labor costs for installing vari-

ous kinds of apparatus and materials are given. These
data can also be kept in curve form as previously ex-

plained. The data given, however, cannot be considered

general in their applications, for conditions vary widely
in the electrical contracting field. Every contractor

should make his own tables and curves, utilizing his

records for the purpose. In all the following tables it

is assumed that the rates for labor are 55 cents

per hour for foremen, 45 cents per hour for wire-

men, and 25 cents per hour for helpers. All fig-

ures given include an allowance for what has been
found to be necessary supervision by the foreman in the

class of work under consideration.

If the items entering into architects' and engineers'

specifications were always given in succession from
point of supply to the outlets, the chances of the elec-

trical contractor omitting items in his estimate would
be considerably reduced. Whether or not the architects

or engineers write their specification in that form, the
contractor should prepare his estimate so.

If an engine is to be installed in the plant, the con-
tractor's first items should be for engines, foundations,
painting, etc. Next should come the item for genera-
tors. If these be belted machines, the belts could be
included under this item. Then should come the dynamo
cables installed and connected to the lugs of the dynamos
and switchboard. This should be followed by the item

Page 2 Estimate No. 10,176

Item Labor and Materials Unit Price

Light mains,

$0.20
0.30
0.10

6.' is
0.25
0.05

$40 00
0.90
0.30
2.00

91.50
50.00
30.50
7.00 $222.20

3 2-in. couplings, loricated

600 ft. No. D. B., N. E. C. S

FIG. 2—APPLYING THE DETAIL METHOD TO MAINS

Page 3 Estimate No. 10,576

Item Labor and Materials Unit Price

Light branches . 400 ft. H-in. conduit, loricated ' $0.06
200 ft. %-in. conduit, loricated . 07
600ft. No. 12 duplex, N. E. C. S 0.03
200ft. No. 12 single, N.E.C.S 0.15

Labor, J^-in. conduit
Labor, %-in. conduit
Labor, No. 12 duplex
Labor, No. 12single

Supports, etc

Outlets. 20 light outlet boxes, T.&B.
Labor

20 studs on supports, T.&B.
Labor

5 switch boxes
Labor

5 switches, D. P., -Cutter. .

.

Labor
Bushings, etc

0.08
0.09
0.01
0.08

0.20
0.30
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.80
0.20

$24.00
14.00
18.00
3.00

32.00
18.00
6.00
1.60
3.40

4.00
6.00
3.00
4.00
1.25
1.50
4.00
1.50
5 00

$120.00

30.25

FIG. 3—APPLYING THE DETAIL METHOD TO BRANCH
CIRCUITS
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of switchboards installed complete with instruments,
circuit-breakers, etc. This would practically complete
the plant unless a storage battery was to be installed.

A miscellaneous item could be inserted either at this

point or under the general expense item at the end of

the estimate covering the tests and if necessary the

water rheostat.

The estimate should then include the following items

in the succession here given, the costs of both material

and labor being entered:

Connection of power and light feeders to switchboard.
Flexible tubing, junction boxes, conduits, etc.

Power feeders, mains and sub-mains.
Power panels, boxes, doors, trim and fuses.

Power branches.

Power outlets, such as switches, starters and the like, erected and
connected, wiring between switches, starters, etc., and motors.

Motors and foundations, delivered, erected and connected.

This would complete the power portion of the esti-

mate, and the lighting portion should follow, the items
being taken in the order given below:

Light feeders, mains and sub-mains.
Panelboards, panel boxes, doors, trim and fusts.

Branches.
Outlets.

Expenses, cartage, freight, car fare, railroad fare, loss of time,
inspection fees, shanty, telephone, bond, insurance and miscel-
laneous.

The same method should be followed in making an
estimate for telephone, telegraph, fire-alarm, watch-
man's-clock, time-clock, annunciation and similar sys-

tems.

An estimate for light branches according to this de-

tail method would appear as shown in Fig. 3.

What might be called the semi-detail method can gen-
erally be used for quick estimating with fairly accurate
results. It consists of a combination of the labor and
material costs. Take, for example, the item of mains in

an estimate. If made in detail, it would be as shown in

Fig. 2.

It will be noted that the total cost for running 200
ft. of main consisting of three No. wires is $222.20,

TABLE XII—COST PER KILOWATT FOR ERECTING BELTED GEN-
ERATORS

TABLE XIV—LABOR FOR ERECTING SWITCHBOARD PANELS

Size in Normal Cost of
Kw. Condition Easy Difficult Painting

1 - 5 $1.00 $0.75 $1.50 $0.60
5 -12J 1.00 0.75 1.50 0.60
12J-25 1.00 0.75 1.50 0.50
25 -50 1.00 0.75 1.50 0.40

75 0.80 0.60 1.25 0.30

100 0.75 0.60 1.20 0.25
150 0.60 0.50 0.90 0.20
200 0.50 0.40 0.80 0.18
300 0.40 0.30 0.60 0. 15
500 0.30 0.20 0.50 0.12

I )\ I, INI'.

Panel
without
Sub-Base

Dynamo
Panel
with

Sub- Base

Panel
without
Sub-Baae

Feeder
Panel
with

Sub-Base

Cost per panel $10.00 $12.00 $12 00 $15.00

TABLE w -LABOR PER LEAD FOB CONNECTING SWITCHBOARD
AMI DYNAMO LEADS*

Rubber or
Size, B. A 8. Paper

and Lead
Rubber Slow-Burning
and Lead Insulation

14-8 $0.33 $0.30 $0.21
6 n is on 0.28
5 0.55 0.50 0.33
4 (i 86 60 10

3 0.80 0.72 ii to

2 0.87 79 0.53
1 0.92 0.84 ii 56

1.00 0.90 n 60
00 1.04 94 0.63

000 l 08 ti 98 it 65
0000 ill 1 03 69

Circ. mils
250,000 1.18 1 OS 0.72

300,000-350,000 1.34 1.22 0.78
400,000-450,000 1.43 1 . 30 0.84
500,000-550,000 1.60 1.44 0.90

600,000-650,000 2.10 1.90 1.00
700,000-750,000 2.50 2.25 1.25
800,000-850,000 2.95 2.65 1.50
900,000-950,000 3.30 3.00 1 . 75

1,000,000 3.75 3.40 2.00

These figures are the labor costs for soldering cables into lugs at the switch-
board and generators, also for soldering light and power cables into lugs of switch-
es on the switchboard. They include the cost of arranging the cables in a neat
and workmanlike manner at these locations.

TABLE XVI—LABOR COSTS (IN CENTS) PER FOOT OF CONDUIT WORK*

Steel-Terra-Cotta
Construction

Concrete
Construction

Slow-Burning
Construction

Size of EXPOSED CONCEALED EXPOSED CONCEALED EXPOSED CONCEALED
Conduit

Small Large Small Large Small Large Small Large Small Large Small Large

Am't Am't Am't Am't Am't Am't Am't Am't Am't Am't Am't Am't

Yt 7 6 6 4 8 7 7 5 6 5 6 4

H 8 7 7 5 9 8 8 6 7 6 7 5

1 9 8 8 6 10 9 9 7 8 7 8 6

V4 10 9 9 7 11 10 10 8 9 8 9 7

VA 11 10 10 8 12 11 11 9 10 9 10 8

2 12 11 11 9 15 12 12 10 12 10 11 9

VA 15 12 12 10 20 15 15 12 15 12 12 10

3 20 15 15 12 25 20 20 15 20 15 15 12

VA 25 20 20 15 30 25 25 20 25 20 20 15

4 30 25 30 20 40 30 30 25 30 25 30 ' 20

•The figures given in the table of costs for conduit work are for work in new buildings and
include the labor cost of preparing for and running rigid conduit per foot, as well as the labor

on junction boxes. If conduits are to be installed in old buildings, the cost figures would be
considerably greater than those given in the table, the percentage of increase depending on
the conditions. However, for concealed work in existing buildings flexible conduit (see Table
XVII) is generally used in order to do as little tearing out as possible.

TABLE XIII—COST PER KILOWATT OF FOUNDATIONS FOR BELTED
GENERATORS*

Size in Kw.
Normal

Condition

1 - 5
5 -m
12*-25"
25 -50-

75

100
150
200
300
500

$2.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.20

1.00
0.85
0.75
0.60
0.50

Easy

si .:,()

2.00
I

, 50
1 .00
0.85

0.75
(i 60
0.60
0.50
0.40

Difficult

13 (III to <l III!

3 75 to 5 nil

3 00 to 1 (in
>

25 to 3 26
I 80 to 2 Ml

1 50 to 2 •Ml

1 25 to 2 25
i oo to 2 00

'.III to 1 Ml
(i 7") to 1 .-,11

*The items under this heading include the cost of labor and materials, which
usual method of estimating this class of work. The figures arc based on

the average cubical contents of foundations specified by generator makers. If
the electrical contractor is to furnish the belt or belts, the labor for putting them
n place should be included.

TABLE XVII—FLEXIBLE-CONDUIT LABOR COSTS PER FOOT FOR
CONCEALED WORK IN EXISTING BUILDINGS*

Size, Inches

A
H

1

i',

2

3

Slow-Burning Construction Fireproof Construction )

Ml IIS

0.09

0.10

n \-:

0.15

0.20

0.30

0.40

$0.10

0.11

0.12

0.15

20

0.30

0. 10

0.50

The figures include cost of preparing for and running. There is little differ-

ence in cost whether the amount is large or small.
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I Vltll Win COST PER FOOT Ol I Isiiim;
l\i. U [R]

CONDI I IS \\|i II I I

1 I,, '

1 « " "i \l

Biaa |..i ( '.'inlinl \\ii, per ( 'onduil

B A

1

1

SO 000 SO 01 II

IS n 000 OOI
10 II ...

B o o O OOI,
'• oils , II III III..

."> 01 II on,
i II 01.

i

o 00
3 it 010 oils

o 098 ii ill ;

l ii.- . II Oil,

0.08 o 02
(Kl ii hi 0.023

ooo n in,
0000 00 08

Citr. mil.

900,000 000 (I 01
300,000 880,000 060 0.040
•KH). (Hit) 150,000 07.'. ii 000

ii. 000 OS i 5

BOD 00 0,000 0.09 0.070

700,000 700,000 i. i.'i 085
BOO, 000 800,000 0. 10 09
900,000 900,000 0. li ().()<)

1 .OOO.OtH) 0.12 0.10
i ,900,000 0.12 0.10

i ,000,000 0.12 0.10
I ,700,000 0. 12 0. 1(1

2 . OOO . 000 11 12 0.10

These figures BX6 for large amounts of rigid or flexible conduit in either new
or existing buildings. For small amounts the figures 9hould be increased from
10 to 30 per cent.

TABLE XIX-LABOR COST OF INSTALLING PANELBOARDS AND BOXES

Boxes

Number
of

Circuits

NEW BUILDINGS OLD BUILDINGS

Exposed Concealed Exposed Concealed

Panels

Installed

and
Connected

Doors
and
Trim

1- 6

8-10

10-14

16-20

24-30

$1.00

1.25

1.50

2.00

2.50

$1.00

1.25

1.50

2.00

2.50

$1 00

1.25

1.50

2.00

2.50

$2.00

2.25

2.50

3.00

4.00

$1.00

1.50

2.00

3.00

4.00

$0.40

0.50

0.60

0.75

1.00

TABLE XX—LABOR COST OF INSTALLING AND CONNECTING
MOTORS*

Mounting

Hp. of Motor

Floor Ceiling Wall

1 - 2 $1.00 $1.50 $1.503-5 3.00 4.50 3.50
7H-10 6.00 9.00 7.50

15 10.00 15.00 12.00

20 15.00 22.00 18.00
25 20.00 30.00 24.00
35 25.00 37.00 30.00
50 35.00 51.00 42.00

75 50.00 75.00 60.00
100 75.00 110.00 90.00
150 100.00 150.00 120.00
200 150.00 225.00 180.00

Includes labor on supports.

TABLE XXI—COST OF LABOR FOR INSTALLING AND CONNECTING
SWITCHES AND RECEPTACLES

Double-pole switches

$0.20 $0.20

0.25 Wall receptacles 0.20

0.30 Floor receptacles 0.30

0.25

"i" $1.10 per foot. The contractor could prepare tables

of unit prices for .-ill items in an estimate, such as for

two-wire to nine-wire service connections, two-wire to

five wire mains, two wire ami three wire branches, etc.,

showing their cosl for buildings of various types ol

construction. The disadvantage of this method, how-
ever, Is that a change in price Of materials diminishes
the accural \ of the tallies.

Quick Estimating

It is impossible to >'i\c an accurate method lor <|inck

estimating, as the accuracy of the results obtained is

entirely dependent upon the experience of the estima-
tor and his knowledge of the building to be wired. Some
contractors base quick estimates upon the cubical con-

tents of buildings, while others estimate the material

required and assume the labor item to be a certain

percentage of this. The writer has found that the only

quick method that is satisfactory is one basing the i

mate on the number of outlets and utilizing data ob-

tained from previous installations of a similar nature.

Take the following example, which is the cost for

wiring a new residence of brick and joist construction

by the concealed-conduit method. The service cables

were run down the outside wall, the meter being in-

stalled in the basement. The system was three-wire,

TABLE XXII-LABOR COST OF INSTALLING OUTLET BOXES AND SUPPORTS

Old Biildings New Bcildings

Type of Outlet
Steel and Slow- and

|

Slow-

Terra-Cotta Burning
]

Concrete Terra-Cotta Burning

Light outlets

Fixture supports

Switch boxes

Wall-receptacle boxes

.

Floor-receptacle boxes

$0.35

0.10

0.35

0.35

0.50

$0.30

0.10

0.30

0.30

0.45

$0.30

0.10

0.30

0.30

0.60

$0 25

10

0.25

0.25

0.40

$0 20

10

0.20

20

0.30

TABLE XXIII—LABOR COSTS FOR INSTALLING MOTOR-CONTROL
APPARATUS

Controlling Panel Com-
Hp. of Motor Switch and Rheostat plete, Switch, Rheostat,

Etc.

1 - 2 $0.7.5 $2.003-5 1.00 3.00
7^-10 2.00 4.00

15 2.50 5.00

20 3.00 6.00
25 3.50 7.00
35 4.50 9.00
50 6.00 11.00

75 8.00 13.00
100 10.00 15.00
150 12.00 17.00
200 15.00 20.00

TABLE XXIV—LABOR PER FOOT OF WIRE FOR INSTALLING CON-
CEALED KNOB-AND-TUBE WORK

Size of Wire, B. & S. New Buildings Old Buildings

14 $0.01 $0.03
12 0.01 0.03
10 0.01 0.03
8 0.012 0.035
6 0.015 0.045

5 0.018 0.055
4 0.02 0.06
3 0.023 0.07
2 0.025 0.075
1 0.03 0.09

0.03 0.09
00 0.035 0.11

000 0.035 0.11
0300 0.04 0.12
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110-220-volt, single-phase. The panelboards were of

slate with 30-amp. type B switches, mounted in iron

boxes, with wooden doors and trim. The switches were
of Cutter manufacture and the receptacle of the flush

wall type and of Pringle manufacture. The wire was
rubber-covered and of the National Electrical Code
standard.

The shop cost as shown by the contract ledger was
$400.75, the cost items being as follows:

Materials $2:. I 86

Labor 136.74

( !ar fan et< 9.65

Shop cost $400.75

rABLE XXV LABOR PER FOOT OF WIRE FOR INSTALLING EX-
POSED KNOB-AND-T1 I'l WORK*

Running Wire After
Size of Wires, B. & S. Backboard or Buttons Brecting Backboard

Are Erected or Bui ions

14 $0,015 $0.02
12 0.015 0.02
10 0.015 0.02
8 0.017 0.025
6 0.02 0.03

5 0.02 0.035
4 0.023 0.04
3 0.025 0.045
2 0.03 0.05
1 0.035 0.06

0.035 0.07
00 0.04 0.08

000 0.045 0.00
0000 0.045 0. id

The residence had thirty-two light outlets, twenty-

eight switch outlets and twenty receptacle outlets. The
cost of a switch plus the labor of installing it was $1

and the cost of a receptacle plus the labor of installing

it was $1.10.

If all outlets were light outlets, the shop cost would

have been approximately $400.75— [(28 X $D + < 20

X $1.10) ] or $350.75. Dividing $350.75 by the total

number of outlets, which is 80, $4.38 is obtained. Hence
$4.38 is the cost of wiring per light outlet. The cost

of wiring a switch outlet is $4.38 + $1, or $5.38, and

the cost of wiring a receptacle outlet is $4.38 + $1.10,

or $5.48.

This method is fairly accurate for small-residence

work, and any number of costs per outlet may be com-

piled to cover the various types of wiring construction,

wiring systems, etc.

TABLE XXVI- LABOR COST PER FOOT FOR INSTALLING MOLDING

Wires

OT Mr ir Metal Molding

Number Size, 15. .V S.

2 14 $0.04 $0.08

2 12 0.05 0.08

2 10 0.06 0.08

2 8 0.07

2 6 0.08

When good knob-and-tube work is installed in new and old buildings the
labor at outlets will be practically the same as given in Table XXII under the
several headings, and the labor for switches and receptacles should be exactly
the same as in Table XXI.

*MetaJ molding is not made in sizes larger than for No. 10 wires, and wood
molding is seldom used for wires larger than No. (i. The labor at outlets with
molding is practically the same in the case of both wood and metal-molding
construction. Tables similar to Tables XXI and XXII can hence be made.

Using the Show Window for Indirect Advertising

Although department stores and other merchandising
establishments generally utilize their show windows for

direct advertising through displays of goods on sale, not

infrequently space is given to purely spectacular dis-

plays in which no goods are shown. When these dis-

plays are elaborate and possess some human-interest
feature, the windows that they occupy are not wasted
but are of considerable indirect advertising value.

This type of advertising was recently employed by
the Springfield (111.) Gas & Electric Company, its show
window being dressed with the war-time window display

shown in the accompanying picture. The setting was
composed of natural moss, ferns and mountain rock, and

a stream of water was caused to flow down the artificial

mountain, thus creating miniature falls, arranged to

add to the beauty of the setting. The display purported

to depict the warring of the nations in the foothills of

the Vosges mountains. Soldiers were shown marching

along the paths to the martial tone of a "Victrola,"

equipped with piping extending to the sidewalk in front

of the window. By a mechanical device, suddenly from

out of the trenches companies of the tiny lead soldiers

were caused to rise, fire at the enemy, and disappear.

Cannons were shown in action to the right and left, and

an airship hovered over the scene of the conflict. The
entire display was operated electrically, at a nominal

cost, and fully 300 metal soldiers, cannons, automobiles,

WARRING IN THE VOSGES AS FEATURED IN A CENTRAL-STATION WINDOW AT SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
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airships and houses were utilized In the display.

Some Idee of the [ndirecl value of tins form ol ad

vertising can be obtained from the fad thai a. D,

Bfackie, vice president and general manager of the com
pany, claims that the window display was the most al

tractive one ever shown in Springfield. Standing room
in front <'f it was at a premium and tli.' local papers

published pictures and descriptions of it. The display
will ho used wi every one of the seventy-five towns in

the United States whore the Hodenpyl-Hardy syndicate

controls utilities.

Montana State Hospital to Install Hitftfest Electric

Ranjje

A .'.0 ft.. sight-OVen Simplex electric range has heen
sold through the .Montana 1'ower Company of Butte
to the .Montana State Hospital at Warren Spring,
Mont. Phis range is to cook the meals for from 1200
to L500 persons daily and is believed to be the largest

of its kind in the world. A similar but smaller range
now does the cooking for 1000 persons daily at the

Southern Indiana Hospital for the Insane at Evansville,

Ind.

To Install Concentric Wiring in Louisville

Residences

On his return from the meeting of the wiring com-
mittee of the National Electric Light Association, of

which he is a member, Robert Montgomery, manager of

the commercial department of the Louisville Gas & Elec-

tric Company, announced that he had ordered material

sufficient to wire a number of Louisville houses on the

concentric system. The experiment is being watched
with interest by the electrical contractors of the city,

and it is expected that the work will be completed some
time in November.

How to Capitalize Your Show-Window Space at

Hallowe'en Time
One of the most valuable assets of the electrical store

is its show window. Tying the display in the window
up to Hallowe'en will convert it into a "business-getter"

for this period. All that is required is a few jack-o'-

lanterns, some shocks of cornstalks, and some appropri-

ate placards. Flashing lamps in the jack-o'-lanterns

will do much toward increasing the value of the display.

One of the accompanying suggestions for attracting

trade at Hallowe'en was submitted by the Lancaster

(Pa.) Supply & Construction Company to the National

Lamp Works, and the other is suggested by the Edison

Lamp Works.

Reaping the Explosion—How a Motor-Service Con-

tract Was Closed Forty Minutes After

the Boiler Let Go

A recent boiler explosion in a flour mill and grain

elevator at Columbus, Kan., brought a power contract
to the Empire District Electric Company—a contract

A PROSPECTIVE MOTOR-SERVICE CUSTOMER AT COLUMBUS,
KAN.

which long, consistent pressure by the company's sales-

men had not been able to secure. "Of course it was the

old, old story," says F. C. Arthur, local manager.
"The old kettle had been only twenty-five years in

service and had never given any trouble except that it

was leaky, but that was due to the numerous patches

on it. The fact that boiler insurance on it had been

denied was attributed to the ignorance of the inspector

—besides, it never had blown up before."

And yet it did blow up, and by a very narrow margin
a serious accident was avoided. The fireman had just

left the room, and a "Frisco" passenger train which

had stood on a siding only 30 ft. away had just pulled

out.

Forty minutes after the explosion occurred Mr.

Arthur had secured the contract for electric power and

for complete motor equipment. The mill was shut

down for only two days, a fact which saved the cus-

tomer much money as the new wheat was just coming

to the elevator.

Such an experience and such a photograph give evi-

dence of far more weight than many words and may
be utilized to good effect in many situations when the

presentation of mere statistics fails to convince the

prospective customer of the superior advantages of elec-

tric drive over the older systems.

ELECTRIC JACK-O'-LANTERNS ARE FEATURES OF THESE TWO HALLOWE'EN WINDOW DISPLAYS
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Display Advantages of an Appliance Showcase with

Sloping Front

Directly in front of the door in the main offices of

the Greenfield (Mass.) Electric Light & Power Com-
pany stands a plate-glass appliance showcase with a

sloping front. Every visitor to the premises must
pass within a few feet of this attractive display in

APPLIANCE SHOWCASE AT GREENFIELD, MASS.

order to enter the room, and the departure from the

ordinary rectangular shape or the usual wooden-counter

style of exhibition furniture adds a degree of attrac-

tiveness which is only hinted at in the accompanying
view. The case measures 26 in. wide at the bottom
and 14.5 in. wide at the top; it stands 4 ft. 2 in. high,

and it is equipped with five plate-glass shelves and a

marble base with a green felt covering. Filled with

polished electric utensils, the case is, in the words of

one customer, "almost inescapable as a silent salesman."

Motor Drive for the Old-Fashioned

Freezer

Ice-Cream

The method of drive illustrated herewith may appeal

to some ice-cream makers who adhere to the practice of

freezing ice cream in the old-fashioned way, with re-

vocable paddles and cans set in tubs. The tub is con-

nected with a brine-circulating system, refrigeration of

the freezing solution being afforded by the electrically

driven compressor shown on the right-hand side of the

picture. The motor driving the ice-cream freezer is

connected with the can and paddle through reduction

gears and the angle transmission shown. The chucks

gripping the can and paddle can be raised by a lever

when the can is to be removed. This arrangement can

be extended to drive several freezers. The installation

shown is the property of a customer of the Philadelphia

Electric Company.

"Company Day" at Easton, Pa.

The first of a series of "company days" for the heads
of departments of the Pennsylvania Utilities Company,
Easton, Pa., was observed at Easton recently. The
occasion turned out, in a measure, to be a "getting-

acquainted" day for the vice-president and general man-
ager of the corporation, William D. Ray. Mr. Ray has
been in charge of the Pennsylvania Utilities properties

since their acquisition by the W. S. Barstow & Company
interests early in June, but has been so busy getting

his organization into shape that he has had little time

to become acquainted with the business men of Easton
and the other towns served by his company. So, when
the heads of the various departments were called to-

gether for a day of conference, the business and pro-

fessional men of Easton seized the occasion to welcome
him as a citizen and to become better acquainted with

him. This was made possible by the fact that invita-

tions had been sent to many people outside of the organi-

zation to hear an address by H. L. Fogelson of Chicago
at the evening session.

In the morning the officials and heads of departments
met in the office of Mr. Ray for a general conference,

and in the afternoon a program of papers and addresses

on company subjects was heard and discussed.

A Simple "Sticker" Which Sold 160 Irons

The Watertown Light & Power Company, Watertown,
S. D., effected the sale of 160 electric irons during two
summer months, using stickers such as that illustrated

pasted over the face of its bills. Two types of high-

grade irons, the regular prices of which were known to

its customers, were offered at the price of $2. As
Watertown is a town of about 9500 inhabitants, no out-

door salesmen are employed, the company making all

sales directly from its office. Considering the fact that

the company already had about 750 irons on its circuits,

the results obtained from this inexpensive form of ad-

vertising were considered more than satisfactory.

guaranteed
Electric Flat Iroxs

FREEZER ADAPTED FOR GEARED MOTOR DRIVE

M'hy rndiirt- Ihr ilruil|i«'r.r of ironing willi mi ortli-

nary flat iron *vh«-n yon ran have >
ELECTRIC Iron for S2.00

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
imium: 1:1:1

STICKER ATTACHED TO CUSTOMER'S BILL
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Electrically Heated Japanning Ovens

Data on Their Construction and Operation Presented by ('. F. Hinhfeld and W. I). Dygerl Before

Recent York Cliffs Me.) Convention of Sales Managers of the Larger Kdison (Companies

Till-; introduction "t electrically heated japanning

ovens has opened up ;i field of great Interesl to

tin' central-station industry. These ovens are

individually large consumers of energy, each oven rep

resenting a demand <>f from 76 kw. to as high as 260 lew.

When properly operated, they have a high intrinsic load

factor, in most plants they can be so operated as to

make a minimum demand, or even zero demand, at the

time of station peaks, if it can be made financially

worth while, many industries can throw them on the

line at night only. Detroit's industries, for example,

operate so many japanning ovens that if all were elec-

trified their demand would equal about one-half of the

present day load.

Electric japanning has emerged from the experi-

mental stage. This fact, taken with the condition that

if proper caution is used such electric-heating business

can be added with little fear of unsatisfactory results

and costly experimental installations, materially adds to

its attractiveness.

Advantages of Electric Heating in Japanning Work

Japanning consists of two distinct steps: first, the

covering of material with a pigment-bearing liquid

known as japan, and, second, the setting or solidifica-

tion of this covering by baking at a temperature gen-

erally between 350 deg. and 450 deg. Fahr.

The hazards of heating japanning ovens by gas are

well recognized in the industry, a fire in an oven being

taken as part of the daily routine in many plants, and

explosions being an ever-present or oft-recurring

menace.

When electric-heating units are properly chosen and

properly installed they operate at such low temperature

that they are below the flash point of the volatile oils

used in the japan, and there is therefore practically no

danger of fire or explosion. This in itself would go far

toward creating a demand for electric heat if the latter

possessed no other advantages. Fortunately, however,

electric heating offers many other benefits, and they are

so evident that there is little difficulty in convincing

prospective customers of their real ami monetary value.

'I he important arguments in favor of electric heating

of japanning ovens are :

1. Control of the Atmosphere Surrounding Hk Worm
In gas-heated ovens the heated products of combus-

tion bathe the work on their way to the offtake or stack.

The atmosphere surrounding the hardening japan is

therefore determined entirely by the composition of the

gas burned, the amount of air supplied tor combustion,

and the amount of additional ventilating air which en

ters the oven by leakage or intent. With plain blac

work the effect of this atmosphere is not generally

noticed until the product of a gas-heated oven is com-
pared with that obtained from an electrically heated

oven. It is then very obvious that the gas-fired product

is dull and spongy in comparison. In the words of the

japanner, it lacks "life." Many colored japans cannot

be fired successfully in the common forms of gas-fired

oven because of the discoloration resulting from reac-

tions between the pigments and the products of com-
bustion. Obviously all of these troubles disappear in

the electric heating. The work is always baked in pure

air or air mixed with the vapors given off during bak-

ing, and the relative proportions can be controlled by

regulating the rate of ventilation.

2. Safety from Fire and Explosion.—While it is true

that the design of gas-fired ovens can be improved in

such ways as to remove open flames and red-hot metal

surfaces from the japanning space of the oven, such con-

struction is far more costly, gives lower thermal effi-

ciency, and materially increases the danger of an explo-

sion of gas and air in the space containing the burners.

It must also be admitted that electric heating can be so

done that it is as dangerous as gas heating. Improper

installation leading to short-circuits, arcs or sparks may
lead to disastrous results. Similarly, heating units

which operate at excessively high temperatures, or

which burn out, may be just as dangerous as open

flames. Great caution should therefore be used, par-

ticularly with the earlier installations, and persons who
are not acquainted with the electrical properties of

\

CONTROL PANELS FOR FIVE ELECTRICALLY HEATED JAPANNING OVENS REAR VIEW OF THREE OVEN-CONTROL PANEL?
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materials at temperatures between 600 deg. and 1000

deg. Fahr. should seek advice from those who have had
occasion to acquire such knowledge before making com-
mercial installations.

3. Control of Temperature and Rate of Heating.—
With electric heating it is naturally possible to obtain

perfect control in a very simple and fool-proof way. To
this more weight has probably been given than it has

deserved, because such work as has been done indicates

that the japanning process is not very sensitive. With-
in very wide limits the rate of heating and the way in

which the temperature is varied do not seem to make
great differences in the quality of the product. It does

seem probable, however, that, as the industry develops

further and as more accurate studies are made in elec-

trically controlled ovens, it will be discovered that there

is some best way of baking each japan on each different

kind and size of piece.

4. Increased Production.—Experience has shown that

work can be brought up to temperature much faster

without damage to the japan in an electric oven than it

can in a gas-fired oven. In some cases it has been held

that a reduction of 50 per cent in the time of baking
could be effected, but this is probably an exorbitant

claim. Experience has also shown that there are fewer
losses in the electrically heated oven; that is, fewer
pieces must be rubbed down because of imperfections,

redipped and rebaked. These two facts tend to increase

materially the output of a given size of oven over what
is possible with gas firing. The capital invested per

unit of production is thus materially reduced.

5. Reduction of Labor Cost.—Since there is smaller

loss with electric heating, less labor is required for rub-

bing down and reworking imperfect material. Actual

experience has shown that this may be a very important
consideration, particularly in plants which maintain a

high standard of quality.

Meeting Objections to Electric Operation

The argument commonly used against electric heat is

the high cost of heat obtained in this very indirect way.
It must be admitted, when cost of energy on a thermal
unit basis is the only consideration, that energy received

over wires appears at a great disadvantage. But this

is only a very small part of the story. The advantages
already enumerated actually have such great commer-
cial weight that they overbalance in most cases the

higher cost of thermal units. In this connection it

should also be noted that a direct comparison on a basis
of thermal unit cost is not justifiable because of the

different efficiencies at which energy is utilized when

received in the two different ways. With electrical heat-
ing practically all of the delivered energy is liberated in

the oven and may be absorbed there, while with gas
heating this may be far from true.

Industrial experience and conclusions are, in the end,
the court of last resort. It is therefore interesting to
note that, to the authors' knowledge, no manufacturer
who has tried electrically heated japanning ovens dur-
ing the last few years has returned to gas heating. On
the contrary, all have remained highly enthusiastic over
this method, despite the fact that many of them had to
pay rather heavily for the imperfections of the earlier
apparatus and installations.

Ovens are commonly made of light-gage sheet metal
properly stiffened with angles and channels. The walls
and roof are generally double and the space inclosed is

filled with heat-insulating material. Sufficient data are
not yet available to make it possible to say just what
kinds or thicknesses of insulating material are best, but
some information can be given.

Selection of Insulating Material

Insulating material in powdered or flake form should
not be used because it has a tendency to settle with re-

peated changes of temperature. The inner wall of the
oven naturally attains a temperature near that of the
interior, say, 400 deg. to 450 deg. Fahr. The outer wall
of a properly insulated oven has a temperature from 250
deg. to 350 deg. lower; the hand can be very comforta-
bly held in contact with it. Under such circumstances
the metal forming the inner wall must bulge in order
to expand as it is heated, and the constant bulging and
straightening out appear to work the powdered forms
of insulation until they fill up previously existing voids.
Fibrous material is probably better, although not by
any means perfect, since the constant working must
break it down in time.

Insulating material in the form of a fairly hard block
or sheet seems to be best. Magnesia block seems to be
a little too soft to stand such constant working and
exhibits its well-known tendency to flow.

The use of solid material is more costly than the use
of loose powder or flakes, because it has to be fitted into
the walls of the oven, and this involves a high labor
charge if properly done. It is believed, however, that
this is justified by the results achieved.

From such data as are now available it appears that
the insulating material should have a thickness of from
2 in. to 3 in. when in block form and inclosed between
two metal walls.

When ovens are set side by side so as to form a solid
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hank, ii is often customer] i<' use thinner insulation

in tin- dividing walls than I used in the outside walls.

Such practice is justifiable if all of the ovens are bo be

maintained at a high temperature at the same time, bu1

this is practically never the case, One oven is generally

loaded and unloaded while its neighbors arc baking, and

the dividing walls should therefore general!} be consid

crod equivalenl to outside walls.

it is also ver> Important to reduce to the absolute

minimum the amount of metal connecting the inside

and OUtside walls of the <>\en. The conduct i\ it J of

wrought iron and mild steel is ahout 1 100 limes as greal

SB is that of good insulating material. A channel of

0.125-in. metal 8 ft, long, such as might be used iii stif

fening an oven, would therefore conduct ahout as much
heat to the atmosphere as would 10 sq. ft. of insulated

wall. A harmless-looking 0.25-in. bolt has a conductivity

almost equal to thai of a square of insulated wall 7 in.

on the side. Such facts are often apparently lost sight

of, and there is much chance for improvement in oven

design in this respect.

Reconstructing Gas-Heated Ovens

Old gas-heated ovens of comparatively poor construc-

tion have been equipped for electric heating in some
cases when the expenditure required for purchasing new
ovens could not be justified. These ovens have been

made to give satisfactory service by inclosing them in

a case of insulating brick, laid up tight to the outside

of the old oven and plastered over on the outside to

decrease air circulation and consequent heat losses.

Another fruitful source of loss is the door. A prop-

erly designed oven should have a door, or doors, opening

up the full width and height of the oven to facilitate

loading and unloading. Such doors are large and heavy,

and it is difficult to support them so that they will not

sag and bend unless expensive construction is used. It

is also difficult so to design them and the latches which

hold them closed that they will remain tight while the

oven is in operation. They generally permit the inflow

of enormous quantities of cold air and the outflow of

great volumes of most irritating smoke. A moderately

expensive door construction is warranted, and much
thought can advantageously be given to the development

of a design which will permit of free expansion and
contraction, so that the door will not have to warp or

bulge when the oven is hot.

Energy can also be greatly conserved by proper oper-

ating methods. The heating of a cold oven calls for the

expenditure of a quantity of energy comparable with

that required to heat the material being japanned and
to cause the necessary changes in the japan. Obviously,

therefore, it is not advisable to operate in uch a way
that the OVen walls will be allowed to eool down appro

ciably after each bake.

Economical Loading <»i tin- Ovens

The limplesl method Of prevent in}' unnecessary cool-

ing in the ordinary types of ovens is to provide wheeled

frames of lighl construction for supporting the work.

These can be loaded out ide of the oven, and when the

latter ig opened the frame load of finished product can

be wheeled out and the frame of raw product wheeled

in. Some japanners claim that this is impossible be

cause work must be loaded while it is still dripping.

They contend that if the japan is permitted to take what
might be called an initial set and is then handled or

jarred, the coat will be damaged in such a way as to

cause a sort of watering or crazing. This may be true

under some conditions, but the fact that some plants do

actually load and unload in this fashion and that they

do turn out a satisfactory product wouid seem to indi-

cate that the method is capable of giving good results

when properly handled.

When a number of ovens are installed in one plant it

is sometimes possible to approximate a high load-factor

by operating the ovens serially, arranging the process

so that a given number will always be on the line at one

time, with a proper number off for loading and un-

loading.

Computing Energy Required

One of the problems faced by the salesmen in this

field is the determination of the rate at which heat will

have to be liberated in a given oven or for a given

amount of japanning. It is generally safe to assume
that one coat of japan can be baked on from 9 lb. to 12

lb. of metal by the expenditure of 1 kw.-hr. Much better

results are obtained in many cases, but first approxi-

mations should be based on these figures. The lower

figure may be assumed to hold in the case of very heavy

metal parts with small exposed surface; the larger

figure may be taken as applying to parts made of very

thin metal with a great extent of surface. By far the

larger part of all the energy supplied is used in heating

the oven, the metal and the ventilating air, a minor part

being actually used in the production of the process.

Another very useful method of making approximate
calculations is based upon the external radiating surface

of the ovens. Experience has shown that, with aver-

age oven construction and with processes worked at

maximum temperatures of about 400 deg. to 450 deg.

Fahr., about 100 to 110 watt-hours are used per square

foot of external radiating surface, including the floor.

Advertising the Christmas Club Electrically

The Cosmopolitan Trust Company, in Boston, has hit

upon a new application of the electric sign as shown in

the accompanying picture. To advertise its Christmas
Savings Club, the lower part of a window has been set

aside for an artistic sign in which miniature electric

lamps have been used for decorative purposes. The sign

consists of a 4-ft. by 6-ft. mat on which holly trees are

painted, with the berries simulated by sixteen miniature

ruby lamps on each tree. In the center panel of the

sign thirty miniature, clear lamps are used as a border

to give prominence to the Christmas Club announce-

ment, and a painted holly wreath, studded with eight

red lamps, gives a further spot of color to the display.

The sign is kept burning daily from dusk until 7 p.m.

on the service of the Edison Electric Illuminating

Company of Boston.
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Walter Howard Johnson, the presi-

dent-elect of the Electric Vehicle As-
sociation of America, is first vice-pres-

ident of the Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany and has been engaged in central-

station work in Philadelphia for twenty-

eight years. Mr. Johnson's early busi-

ness experience was obtained in the

local mercantile field, and before en-

tering the electrical business he served

for a time with the Philadelphia, Wil-

mington & Baltimore Railroad and
later with the Pennsylvania Railroad.

It was in 1887 that Mr. Johnson first

joined the staff of the old Edison
Electric Light Company of Philadel-

phia, subsequently becoming secretary

of that corporation. The Edison com-
pany was later acquired by the Penn-
sylvania Heat, Light & Power Com-
pany, and it in turn came under the con-

trol of the Pennsylvania Manufactur-
ing, Light & Power Company in the

year 1898.

W. H. Howcroft, formerly district su-

perintendent with the Washington
Water Power Company at Harrington,
Wash., has resigned to go into the elec-

trical contracting business at Ticon-

deroga, N. Y.

M. Montpellier, editor-in-chief of

L'Electricien, Paris, France, has been
nominated to the grade of chevalier of

the Legion of Honor. At the outbreak
of war M. Montpellier entered the

service as chief of section of the central

military telegraphs at Paris.

J. H. Shearer, formerly general
superintendent and contract agent of

the Cambridge Gas, Electric Light &
Power Company of Cambridge, Md.,
has been appointed general superin-
tendent of the Salisbury Light, Heat &
Power Company of Salisbury, Md.,
which company has recently come
under the ownership of Day & Zimmer-
man of Philadelphia.

L. W. Anderson, who has been an
employee and official of the Plume &
Atwood Manufacturing Company of

Waterbury, Conn., for the last twenty-
eight years, has resigned as manager
of the fixture-part department of the
company, which manufactures electric-
lighting fixtures. Mr. Anderson has
been a prolific inventor, and a number
of United States patents have been
granted to him.

Men
of the Industry

( lhanges in Personnel

and Position-

Biographical Notes

Dana H. Howard, superintendent of

the advertising department of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company of Chi-

cago, addressed the Des Moines

Admen's Club at luncheon on Oct. 12.

He illustrated the value of different

methods of advertising, displaying

lantern-slide pictures. Mr. Howard de-

clared that it is as necessary for the

seller to advertise as it is to have goods
to sell.

Algernon Robert Cheyney, until re-

cently superintendent of operation of

the Philadelphia Electric Company,
with headquarters at the company's
Christian Street plant, a position

which he was compelled to resign on
account of serious illness due to over-

work, is now at St. Petersburg, Fla.,

where it is hoped that he will before
long recover his normal health and
strength. Mr. Cheyney has been asso-

ciated with the Philadelphia Electric

Company for the last eighteen years.
He is a fellow of the A. I. E. E. and
past-chairman of the Institute's Phila-
delphia Section.

J. E. North, who was recently ap-
pointed chairman of the Ohio Electric
Light Association committee on new-
business co-operations, which each year
holds a program of meetings for the
discussion of central-station commer-
cial problems, is the manager of the

commercial department of the Spring-
field (Ohio) Light, Heat & Power
Company. Mr. North first entered
electrical work in 1903 with a local
traction company, and was later ap-
pointed electrical engineer of the road.
In 1908, following a receivership and
reorganization of the traction company,
Mr. North joined the force of the Rob-
bins & Myers Company of Springfield,
and in 1909 he joined the commercial
department of the Springfield com-
pany, becoming its head in 1910.

T. A. WYNNE

Thomas A. Wynne, who was last

week elected Jupiter of the Jovian

Order, is vice-president and general

superintendent of the Indianapolis

(Ind.) Light & Heat Company. Mr.
Wynne was formerly Jovian statesman
for Indiana, and as such has been in

charge of the local highly successful

Jovian activity. As chief engineer for

the Indianapolis company Mr. Wynne
has been responsible for much impor-
tant engineering work on the local

system, including the planning of

turbine extensions to the company's
main generating station, the installa-

tion of storage-battery auxiliaries and
the construction of a great subaqueous
coal-storage pit.

R. B. Stichter, general manager of

the Texas Traction Company, Dallas,

Tex., and a past-president of the
Southwestern Electrical and Gas Asso-
ciation, has been in Colorado on a pro-
longed vacation to recover his health,
following a recent breakdown caused
by overwork. Mr. Stichter expects to
return to Dallas the latter part of
October.

J. J. Rockwell has rejoined the staff
of the McGraw Publishing Company,
publisher of the Electrical World, in

the capacity of advertising counselor to
that company and its customers, and
will make his headquarters at the com-
pany's general offices in New York City.
Since Mr. Rockwell's previous associa-
tion with the McGraw Publishing Com-
pand (during the years 1910 and 1911)
he has been engaged in the advertising-
agency business in Chicago in connec-
tion with the Crosby-Chicago Advertis-
ing Agency. In earlier years he was
associated with the Mahin Advertising
Company and the Long-Critchfield Cor-
poration, both well-known advertising
organizations in Chicago, and he is well
known in advertising circles throughout
the country. His work as an advertis-
ing expert has frequently excited highly
favorable comment, and his long expe-
rience in the general-agency business,
as advertising manager, in publishing
fields, and as counselor for advertisers
in many lines of business, with his spe-
cial and unusual experience in indus-
trial and technical fields, should enable
him to be of peculiarly valuable service
to the McGraw Publishing Company
and its customers.
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A PHOTOELECTRIC RELAY
Tube >\iili Muniiiuiin and \\iic-\ci Electrodes Sensitive to

Light Application t<> Detection <>f Electromagnetic

Waves Use as Telephone Relay and Thermostat

Eh Jakob Ki n

The sensitive photoelectric relay illustrated herewith,

which may In' used for various scientific and technical

purposes, consists of a glass tube 6 cm. in diameter and

19 cm. in length, in which the aluminum plate D' can

be moved toward the wire net />' by means of a magnet
acting en the iron cylinder E. A little rubidium is

distilled in the vacuum through the side tube F on the

plate D', which in this way can be uniformly covered

with the alkali metal. Hydrogen will then be admitted

and the surface of the alkali metal rendered sensitive by
means of the glow discharge. The hydrogen will be

replaced by argon until the sensitiveness is a maximum.
The light of an incandescent lamp at a distance of

50 cm. passes through the two wire nets B and C and

/
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r
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SENSITIVE PHOTOELECTRIC RELAY

liberates the electrons in the position D from the

rubidium-hydrogen. These electrons move under the

influence of a small potential difference from D to B,

where they enter the electric field between C and B,

which is so strong that ionization by collision takes

place. Through this process the current between B and

C becomes very large. The currents between DB and BC
can be varied within wide limits by a variation of the

pressure and of the distances between the electrodes.

In the course of experiments conducted in the physics

laboratory of the University of Illinois, Urbana, the

distance between B and C was kept constant, about

5 mm., while the distance between D and B was varied

from 3 mm. to 30 mm. The primary or photoelectric

current between D and B varied from 3 X 10"10
to 10~ 7

amp., and the secondary or ionization current from
10"' to 10

5 amp. The maximum secondary current was
sufficient to close an ordinary relay. The secondary

voltage required for the maximum current was 136

volts. A further increase of this tension produces a

glow discharge which persists even when the primary
current is interrupted. This apparatus thus acts as a

relay, a weak primary current closing the circuit of a

relatively strong secondary current.

Following are additional uses established by experi-

ments made with this apparatus In the laboratory:
( 1 ) Energy Of collision. Distances of 2 mm. or •".

mm. between the wire meshes and lib mm. to ."><) mm.
between D and /.' were chosen, and a retarding poten-

tial difference was applied between C and B and an
celerating potential difference applied between 1) and
/»'. The current between C and B was then studied a

function of the potential difference between I) and /;.

A maximum in these curves was found from which it is

possible to determine the amount of work required to

produce an ion in alkali vapors by collision.

(2) The reversed photoelectric effect. The photo-

electric effect consists in the transformation of the

energy of radiation into the kinetic energy of an elec-

tron. The reversed effect consists in the transforma-
tion of the kinetic energy of electrons into light. If

a beam of monochromatic light is directed from a side

tube on the sensitive surface D, and the electrons accel-

erated between C and B so that ionization by collision

occurs with the emission of light, then it might be

inferred from measurements made by J. Franck and
G. Hertz in mercury vapor that resonance light will be

emitted by the alkali vapors as determined by the

equation

e A p — — mv 1 = hn.

Here is a new possibility for the determination of h.

If this constant of radiation could be determined by
vapors, it would be established that h is an atomic

constant and not a constant of molecular structure. In

the preceding two applications no argon is used.

(3) Photometric measurements.

(4) The detection of electromagnetic waves. The
apparatus is already more sensitive than the neon tube

which is often used as indicator in wave meters.

(5) A telephone relay for weak electric currents.

(6) A thermostat for the regulation of temperature
within a very small fraction of a degree.

(7) A light sensitive relay. In lecture experiments
performed by means of this relay a beam of light has

been made to ring a bell or to turn on a group of in-

candescent lamps.

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Direct-Current Motor-Spee\d Regulation by Resistance

in the Armature Circuit and the Use of Diverters.—
Thomas Carter.—The first part of an article which,

after indicating the conditions of speed regulation

under which the use of resistance in the armature cir-

cuit of a motor may be considered advisable, and point-

ing out the accompanying disadvantages as regards

low efficiency and instability of speed, proceeds to con-

sider the conditions under which diverter resistance

may be usefully employed in addition to ordinary series

resistance. The "diverter" is a resistance placed across

the armature terminals so that the diverter and the

armature form a loop in series with the original series

resistance. The combination is of the nature of a

"potentiometer," with the armature tapped off across a

part of the resistance. There is an initial value of the

diverter resistance, greater than zero, which is required

merely to keep the armature turning round. This is
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due to the fact that the motor has a certain amount of

internal resistance. In Fig. 1 the diverter is shown
with a permanent part corresponding to some minimum
speed below which it is not required to go, and a varia-

ble part, with a range shown by the distance between

the two limiting positions of the sliding arm, the travel

E volts-

(CA+C^amps.iR^
AYYV^YVYVYVYAYV—

,

CDamps RD

CAamps..R^

Wolt?

FIG. 1- -ARRANGEMENT OF DIVERTER IN REGULATION OF

DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR SPEED

of which is shown by a dotted line. This variable part

is used for gradually increasing the speed, when re-

quired, up to the point when the diverter is cut out

altogether and the armature runs with series resistance

only in circuit. After this point the speed is further

increased up to the normal by cutting out series resist-

ance. The subject is investigated mathematically and
graphically. N is the motor speed with full volts E at

its terminals and full field strength, and n is the speed
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FIG. 2—RELATION OF VARIABLES DURING STARTING AND
RUNNING OF MOTOR USING DIVERTER

under any other conditions, p equals A' n. Let C„ be

the armature current, C,i the current in the diverter

resistance, and C„ ~\- C,/, in consequence, the current in

the series resistance. Let the internal resistance of the

motor armature, and any series windings there may be,

be R,„, R,j the value of the diverter resistance, and R*

that of the series resistance. Let e be the back emf. of

the armature corresponding to the speed n. Let the in-

ternal lost volts in the motor be I times /•,', i.e., let CJ:
be IE. Let C,t qCa, 80 that the current in the series

resistance is (1 + q)Cu . Let the initial current required
to overcome the "stickiness" of the machine and just
produce motion be (1 -f r)C„. Further, it is assumed
that r 1.0 (i.e., the motor takes 100 per cent overload
in current at starting) and / = 0.5 for full load. For
these conditions Fig. 2 shows the result of plotting the
dependent variables against \ p, and from such a

diagram the values of A',/ and R'< can be found for any
specified value of 1 p. It will be noted that q follows a

straight line, and R, goes down to zero in a straight line

which, produced backward as shown dotted, cuts the
zero ordinate at 0.95E C„, i.e., at (1 — l)E/C, which is

the value of R„ required when r = 0. It is interesting
to note in passing that the diverter region shrinks in

width as r becomes smaller, and that should r be zero

—

i.e., should the starting and running currents be the
same—no diverter is required at all, as a gradual in-

crease of speed from zero to maximum is possible by the
use of R« alone. Diverter resistance is therefore in-

creasingly useful the greater r is. The article is to be
concluded.—London Electrician, Oct. 1, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Rating Incandescent Lamps,—J. Epstein.—The au-
thor favors the new practice of designating incandes-
cent lamps by watts, but thinks this is not sufficient. He
would not add the number of candles, however, but pre-
fers to give the lumens, because the ratio of lumens to
watts has a distinct physical and technical meaning.
For instance, the ordinary 32-cp. lamp consumes 1 watt
per candle. It therefore consumes 32 watts, while its

horizontal candle-power is 32 cp., the spherical candle-
power is 32 X 0.8, and the total lumens therefore
32 X 0.8 X 12.5 = 32 X 10. The ratio of lumens to

watts ("ausbeute," or specific output) is therefore 10,

and it will be seen that this ratio of lumens to watts
can be expressed by whole numbers within sufficient

limits of accuracy for all modern lamps. This ratio is

a characteristic figure, as it indicates the efficiency of
the lamp. The larger this ratio the better the quality
of the lamp with respect to efficiency. The author
recommends that the 32-watt lamp be designated by
32 watts X 10. Even laymen would soon learn to under-
stand the meaning.

—

Elek. Zeit., July 8, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Electricity Supply and the German Government.—
G. Siegel.—While in the past electricity supply has
been carried out by privately owned corporations and by
municipalities, larger districts in Germany, such as

counties, have already taken a financial interest in large

transmission systems, and the question is now discussed
whether after the end of the war the whole electricity

supply should not be taken over by the German govern-
ment in order to procure new revenues. The present
author thinks that the best the state could do would be
to erect large power plants at suitable coal mines or

peat deposits or by development of water-powers. The
state could operate these power stations, which would
be connected together by high-tension transmission
lines, energy being given off at certain points to large

transformer stations. The further distribution of en-
ergy should, however, be left to the present private
corporations.

—

Elek. Zeit., Aug. 19, 1915.

Reciprocating Electric Tools.—A note on a recent

British patent (No. 19,322, 1914) of J. W. Mackenzie
and the International Electric Tool Company of this

country for electric hammers, etc., in which the recipro-

cating plunger is actuated by two solenoids. Both
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Bolenoida are supplied with a permanent continuous cur-

rent, and also by means of separate terminals with an

alternating Current which reinforces the field Of one

and neutralizes the field of the other, so that the sole

QOids at each end are energized alternately. The con-

tinuous and alternating currents are obtained from a

.special generator provided with both commutator and

Blip-ringB. London h'lcr. Emf iinj, Sept. 30, 1915.

Traction

British Tramway Problems and the War.—An account

of the proceedings Of the annual conference of the

(British) Municipal Tramways Association. James
Dalrymple read a paper on tramway labor problems as

affected by the war, with special reference to the city of

Glasgow. Many of the motormen and conductors have

enlisted and women conductors have been employed with

good success. He thought that the employment of

women was the only solution of the labor problem so far

as the traffic staff was concerned. There was an ex-

tended discussion, and almost all speakers agreed that

women conductors were satisfactory. A. Baker of Bir-

mingham read a paper on financial problems as affecting

British tramways during the war, which was alsotdis-

cussed at considerable length.—London Electrician, Oct.

1, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Petrograd.—J. Vichniak.—On the basis of a paper by

M. Makarieff before the sixth Russian Electrical Con-

gress the author gives a summary of the development of

electric central stations in Petrograd. Most of the gen-

erating plant at present consists of turbo-alternators,

the mean rating being 6200 kw., while the largest ma-

chine is rated at 5000 kw. and the smallest at 1600 kw.

The total number of turbo-generators in central stations

in Petrograd is seventeen, with an aggregate capacity of

44,000 kw. While ten years ago there were four gen-

erating stations, there are now only three. An inter-

esting point of note is the repeated change of fuel. In

the beginning coal from Cardiff was used, later when the

price of oil went down oil was used, but when the price

rose again the stations came back to the use of coal.

But now, with importation of coal from England to Rus-

sia being cut off, some of the stations are thinking of

going back to oil.

—

La Revue Elec, June 4, 1915 (pub-

lished Aug. 20, 1915).

WireH, Wiring and ( oiiduiU

Mtt h<><is for Making Copper Available in Germany.—
Schuler. Since the production of copper from German
mines is not sufficient for the demand for war purposes,

the German army has found it necessary to confiscate

the copper supplies available throughout the country,

and especially is now inquiring at all electric stations

how much copper would be available without disturbing

the electricity supply and how much copper the stations

are willing to sell voluntarily. The present writer thinks

that some of the stations could make a virtue out of

necessity by changing their supply system. Many sta-

tions which have direct-current distribution have long

feeders with very large copper cross-section. If these

systems were to be replaced by high-tension three-phase

transmission to converter stations at the feeder points,

large amounts of copper would be made available and
the distribution system would be more economical. Fur-
ther, many stations contain old reciprocating machines
directly coupled with generators containing large

amounts of copper. These machines are simply kept as

"reserve," and are hardly ever used since operation is

carried on with steam turbines. As the old generators

could hardly be used anywhere else again, the copper

might just as well be sold to the army.

—

Elek. Zeit.,

July 29, 1915.

Calculating Overhead Lines.—J. Sumec.—The author

describes a new and very simple graphical method for

calculating overhead lines. The simplicity is due to the

fact that, in order to determine the stress in the line

wire, only one curve is needed for all distances between

poles and for all cross-sections of the same material.^

Elek. Zeit., July 1, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Roentgen-Ray Tubes.—A note on a recent British

patent (No. 21,389, 1914) of the British Thomson-
Houston Company and the General Electric Company of

this country. The overheating of the target is pre-

vented by making the target revolve by magnetic means
in order continually to present a fresh surface.—Lon-

don Elec. Review, Sept. 16, 1915.

Radiology.—J. Blondin.—An illustrated description

of some new types of portable Roentgen-ray apparatus.
—La Revue Elec, June 4, 1915 (published Aug. 20,

1915).

Book Reviews

Combustion and Smokeless Furnaces. By Joseph W.
Hays. Published by the author at Rogers Park,

Chicago, 111. 118 pages, illustrated. Price, $2.

The one part of a steam plant that bears constant

watching with best results is the boiler room. Under

good conditions, from a dollar's worth of coal fired only

about 60 cents' worth of the heat content is effectively

used. When conditions seem to be unfavorable to eco-

nomical operation much of the fault can often be

traced to the boiler and its furnace, and the man who
should know about the causes and results of this faulty

combustion is the one who pays for the coal and is

affected most by legislation against smoke. Mr. Hays

has appreciated this fact in writing his book and has

presented clearly and concisely the laws governing com-

bustion and how they may be observed when using dif-

ferent coals in boiler furnaces. While mechanical

stokers, fuel spreaders, pulverized coal burners and the

like are discussed, about one-third of the book is de-

voted to furnace operation with hand firing. The use

of mechanical draft, natural draft, steam jets, grate,

fire-door, side-wall, bridge-wall and arch air admis-

sion are subjects discussed, giving reasons for and

against each. As a brief discussion on combustion in

boiler furnaces the book will be found, we believe, as

the author claims, a help to owners and engineers in

arriving at rational conclusions as to feasible devices

and improvements necessary for good boiler operation.

Examples in Alternating Currents. Vol. I. By
F. E. Austin. Published by the author at Hanover,

N. H. 224 pages, 69 illus. Price, $2.40.

The author of this work has made a very successful

attempt to help the student and practical engineer to

analyze the theory underlying practical problems and

work out for himself certain mathematical solutions.

The problems taken up deal with fundamental principles

of alternating currents and in most cases are worked

out step by step. • The book should be very useful to

teachers as a class-room text for electrical courses and

to engineers as a reference text, since it contains nu-

merous formulas and several useful tables designed

to save time in computations.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
A Record of Latest Developments and Improvements in Manufacturers'

Prod nets Used in the Electrical Industry

Wall Sockets

The line of 660-watt push-button brass-shell sockets

made by the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., has been augmented by the addition of

three new types of wall sockets, designated as No. 7550,

FIGS. 1 AND 2—PUSH-BUTTON AND PLAIN WALL SOCKETS

No. 7551 and No. 7561. The brass shells of the last-

named sockets and of the fixture and pendent sockets

are identical and are therefore interchangeable. The

No. 7550 socket is of the push-button type, while the

No. 7551 and 7561 sockets are of the plain type without

operating mechanism, the latter-named being a short

device. Round porcelain bases for concealed work are

provided, the supporting screw holes in the bases being

spaced 1 in. on centers. The sockets are designed to

meet the National Electrical Code requirements at a

pressure of 250 volts and a rating of 660 watts.

Chain Screen Doors for Boiler Furnaces

To protect firemen when the fire door of a boiler fur-

nace is thrown open, and at the same time prevent cold

air from rushing into the furnace and chilling the highly

heated brickwork, the auxiliary chain door shown in the

CHAIN SCREEN FOR FURNACE OPENINGS

accompanying illustration has been developed by the E.

J. Codd Company, Baltimore, Md. The Wiegand chain
door, as it is called, consists of a large number of sepa-

rate freely hanging strands of small steel chain sus-

pended from a cylinder in a line parallel to its axis. The
chains hang sufficiently close together to form a con-

tinuous sheet of chain similar to the familiar Japanese
door screen.

The cylinder carrying the chain is supported above
the furnace opening in suitable brackets. When the fire

door is closed the chain is rolled up, and it is auto-

matically unrolled when the fire door is opened. The
air that enters the fire box while the door is open must
pass through the chains, which break it up into numer-
ous small pencils and cause it to mix thoroughly with the

gases from the fire bed, thus promoting, it is declared,

instead of hindering, combustion. The chain screen-

door arrangement is also very well adapted for use with

ovens and furnaces in glass factories and metal and
chemical furnaces.

A Relay for Use with Motors Employing Self-Con-

tained Compensator Control

A circuit-opening, inyerse-time-limit, oil-dashpot relay

has recently been developed by the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. This relay is designed

for use in conjunction with a low-voltage release for

automatic, overload and low-voltage protection of alter-

nating-current motors with ratings up to 2500 volts and

OVERLOAD SERIES INVERSE-TIME-LIMIT RELAY

300 amp. It is operated in series with the line, the low-

voltage-release coil being connected across one phase in

the usual manner with the low-voltage coil in series with

the relay contacts. When the voltage drops to a pre-

determined amount below normal or the overload cur-

rent is greater than that for which the relay is set the

motor is disconnected from the power supply. The relay

is designed especially for motors using self-contained

compensator control, but it may also be employed in

switchboard service when both low-voltage and time-

relay overload protection are required. Here series re-

lays replace the secondary relays, current transformers

and oil-switch-tripping coils otherwise required. Cur-

rent calibration is from normal to twice normal, and
time adjustment from ten seconds to five minutes on

25 per cent overload. The delay recommended by the

mnaufacturer, however, is about fifteen seconds at the

starting current of the motor. This delay is said to

afford ample protection to the motor against damage
from overload or single-phase operation, but prevents

the circuit from being opened while the motor is start-

ing. The contact, dashpot and calibrating tube are
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Inclosed bj dual proof stamped-steel covei l urrent

and time adjustment are accomplished outside <»r the

dashpol with the aid of a screwdriver. The settings are

constant, for an adjusting nut is locked in place after

rath setting is made.

Electrically Operated Vacuum rump
For use in connection with "vacuum-pressure" mi

pregnation processes for impregnating electrical field

coils, armatures, etc., for condenser plants, and for other

purposes where a vacuum is desired, the [ngersoll

PIG. 1—MOTOR-DRIVEN VACUUM PUMP

Rand Company, 11 Broadway, New York, has recently

developed a line of steam-driven and motor-driven

duplex-type "Imperial" vacuum pumps as they are called.

A sectional view of a motor-driven vacuum pump is

shown in Fig. 1. The intake valves are of the Corliss

type and are so placed in the cylinder head that the

clearance is exceptionally low. On account of the low

clearance the manufacturer points out that the air

trapped in the clearance spaces at discharge pressure

will not reach such a volume upon being expanded to

intake pressure as greatly to limit the pressure reduc-

tion which may be obtained. The action of the valve is

said to be positive and quick and is independent of the

cylinder and intake pressures, the pressures within and

without the cylinder being as nearly equal as possible.

The intake ports are large and in connection with the

water jacketing tend to cool the intake gases. The dis-

charge valves, which are of the "direct-lift" poppet type,

are in the bottom of the cylinder heads so that any en-

trained moisture or water is immediately discharged.

Clearance at the point of discharge has been reduced

FIG. 2—STEAM-DRIVEN VACUUM COMPRESSOR

by making the valve partly fill the port in the cylinder

head. Both cylinder and heads are completely water-

jacketed. The pump is designed to maintain a vacuum
within 0.5 in. of barometer. When operating, the fly-

wheel is practically the only visible moving part, yet

the entire mechanism is readily accessible while in

motion. On account of the duplex construction, should

requirements fall temporarily below that for which the

equipment was originally installed, one coi • rod

can be removed ami the operation of one-hail the ma-

chine discontinued, while the other hall operates at its

rated speed, displacing One half the amount of vapor the

entire machine is designed to displace. Ih' machines

are being buill with ratings of from 7i)H en. ft. per

minute to 70 IS en. ft. per minute, both for atmospheric

and low-pressure I 6 lb. I dischs

Flexible Armored Conductor

The Safety-Armorite Conduit Company, Pittsburgh!

Pa., has recently developed an armored conductor which

is said to be very flexible, is readily stripped, is com-
paratively smooth on both the outer and inner surface

of the armor, and is well galvanized. The conductors

are wires of triangular section, the underlying and over-

lying wires being at such tension that upon flexing the

tube the wires are always in contact and do not open so

as to expose the insulation of the cable to abrasive in-

fluences. The new product is designed to supplement

but not to supplant the "Sterling" armored conductor

made by the above company from flat strip, the adja-

cent convolutions of which are interlocked.

High-Voltage, Three-Phase Air-Break Switch

The accompanying illustration shows an installation

of a 66,000-volt, three-phase air-break, main-line sec-

tionalizing switch which can be operated from the plat-

form below. With this arrangement a high factor of

6000-VOLT, THREE-PHASE SECTIONALIZING SWITCH

safety is said to be secured, since the locking-type

operating handle is permanently grounded and the oper-

ator is at a safe distance from the high-voltage lines.

All line strains are taken up by the dead-end insulators

attached to the steel-channel cross-arms, which in turn

support the switch units. The air-break switches em-

ployed were made by the Delta-Star Electric Company,

Chicago, 111.
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A Disconnecting Switch with Torsional-Balanced

Blade

A simple disconnecting switch designed to economize

in the matter of insulators, copper, framing and space

is shown in the accompanying illustration, as made by

the Minerallac Electric Company, 400 South Hoyne
Avenue, Chicago, 111. The switch proper consists of two
blades that move in opposite directions. When closing

the usual knife disconnecting switch, there is a thrust,

which necessitates a support to receive it. On ac-

count of the torsional-balanced blades in the switch

shown, however, no support is required. By doing away
with insulators, leakage of course is eliminated. The
switch is operated by a handle, as shown, and is auto-

*L

^T
BALANCED DISCONNECTING KNIFE SWITCH

matically locked in any position. It can be operated,

it is said, in a closed compartment through a 1-in. hole.

The self-locking feature is obtained by means of geared

construction.

Two-Stroke-Cycle Oil Engine

The oil engine shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion is of the two-stroke-cycle type, designed to operate

on oil injected directly into the explosion chamber. The
crank chamber is entirely inclosed and is used only for

pumping fresh air into the cylinder. According to the

manufacturer, the Venn-Severin Machine Company, 195

Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis., the method of injecting

the fuel insures high economy since disintegration of

piston and cylinder walls when using the lighter grades

of fuel, such as kerosene and distillate, has been elimi-

nated by proper atomization of the fuel, efficient dis-

tribution of air and good combustion.

The method of injecting the fuel is somewhat similar

to that of the Diesel type of engine in that injection

does not take place until the piston is nearly on dead
center on the compression stroke. The vaporizing noz-

zle consists of a specially constructed valve extend-

ing to the center of the combustion chamber and
normally held shut by a heavy spring. The fuel in the

vaporizing nozzle is heated to a high temperature, and
at each stroke of the pump the valve on the nozzle or

inspirator is lifted, emitting a cloud of vaporized fuel.

In the vaporized condition the fuel is diffused through

a charge of compressed air, and ignition takes place

instantly.

Pure air is drawn into the crank case when the piston

is at its highest point and is compressed by the down-

ward movement of the piston. When the piston passes

the transfer port the air rushes into the upper part of

TWO-STROKE-CYCLE OIL ENGINE CONNECTED TO GENERATOR

the cylinder, displacing the products of the previous

combustion which have passed out of the exhaust port

before the transfer port opens. As the piston ascends

it compresses the charge of air to about 160 lb. per

square inch. At this point the fuel is injected into the

combustion chamber through the inspirator by a pump
actuated by an eccentric on the inertia flywheel gov-

ernor. The ignition of the charge is affected by the

combined heat of the compressed air and of the combus-

tion chamber walls, a torch being required only at

starting.

Connector and Outlet Plate for Armored Cable

A connector for armored cable and an outlet plate

equipped with the connector are shown in the accom-

panying illustration. No clamp or loose pieces are em-

ployed which may interfere with the entrance of the

cable. For gripping the cable two case-hardened screws

FIGS. 1 AND 2—CONNECTOR AND OUTLET PLATE

are provided. According to the manufacturer, the Ster-

ling Foundry & Machine Company, 98 Chancellor Ave-

nue, Irvington, Newark, N. J., the screws do not obstruct

the cable while pushing it in place, while a few turns

of a screw sink the head into the cable and effectively

prevent it from being pulled out. The "Bi-plex" outlet

plate, as it is called, is being made in the straight elec-

tric and combination styles. The "Hexel" connector, as
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it is called, Is also provided with b screw for gripping
the cable and a lock-nut. Both connector and outlet

plates are electro gah anlzed.

Hangers for Conduit and Open Wiring

Several types of girder clamps and conduit clips have
been developed by the Thomas Wrigley Company of L16

South Dearborn Street, Chicago, to facilitate the work
of suspending electric lines from Bteel beams. The

(i>0) 0) q>..o> © ooo£
. —

FIG. 1—CONDUIT CLAMP ATTACHED TO I-BEAM

clamps are made adjustable so that they will fit beams
ranging in width from 2 in. to 7 in. As indicated by
the dotted line in Fig. 1, the clip can be used for con-
duit runs which are either parallel to or at right angles
with the length of the girder.

If the clamps are to be used for supporting wires,
they are furnished equipped with a metal cross-arm to

which cleats are attached. Where many lines are to be

FIG. 2—CLAMP USED WITH CLEAT CONSTRUCTION

strung parallel to each other the metal cross-arms are
made of sufficient length to carry the entire number of

necessary porcelain cleats.

Electric Cylinder Washer

The washing machine shown herewith is operated by
a motor mounted underneath the tub, which is con-
nected by means of helical gears to a revolving cylinder.

All worm gears and bearings are totally inclosed and are
packed in vaseline, which is said to afford sufficient

lubricant for indefinite operation. The washer and
wringer can be operated at the same time or separately
as desired. The shifting device consists of a worm gear
with inserted stud, the shifting operation being per-
formed by means of a gravity lock. The machine is

equipped with an instantly reversible wringer by means
of which clothes can be either wrung from the washer
to the rinse tub, or from bluing water, etc., or back upon
the top of the washing machine. An adjustable tub
rack is also provided which folds under the machine

when not in use The cylinder may be removed if de-

li, For cleansing the tub, however, it is only necea-

el the washer in motion and then draw off the

water. Use is made of a spigot or faucet, to which a
hose may be attached for conducting the waste water
wherever desired. The body of the machine is of red

ELECTRIC WASHER WITH ADJUSTABLE TUB RACK

cedar. The washer is being placed on the market by
the American Wooden Ware Manufacturing Company,
Toledo, Ohio.

Two-Cell Battery-Operated Lantern

In the accompanying illustration is shown an electric

lantern which is equipped with a removable bail and a

handle and which is operated by two ordinary dry cells.

Use is made of a tipless tungsten lamp fitted with a

standard candelabra base, and of an all-metal solid-

aluminum reflector. The lens is of polished optical glass

and is 3 in. in diameter. The switch, push-button,

switch pin and switch housing are of solid brass, which

LANTERN OPERATED ON TWO ORDINARY DRY CELLS

is nickel-plated. The lantern is equipped with a double

interlocking switch which prevents the lighting circuit

from being opened or closed accidentally. A threaded,

milled and beaded lens cap is provided for removing the

lens, reflector and bulb. The batteries are inclosed in a

heavy-gage reinforced case which is coated inside and

outside with thick enamel, baked on. The handle, bail,
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lens cap and reflector housing are of solid steel. The
lantern is being placed on the market by Hytee's Fac-
tories, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

All-Brass Fixtures for Nitrogen-Filled Lamps
The F. W. Wakefield Brass Company, Vermilion,

Ohio, has recently brought out the all-brass fixtures for

nitrogen-filled lamps shown in the accompanying illus-

FIGS. 1 AND 2—5-IN. AND 6-IN. VENTILATED HOLDERS FOR
200-WATT LAMPS

trations. Fixtures of the types shown are designed for

lamps with ratings up to 500 watts. All the holders are
equipped with porcelain receptacles. Finishes are being
made in brushed brass and oxidized copper. The

FIGS. 3 AND 4- -UNITS WITH ALL-BRASS VENTILATED
HOLDERS

holders are ventilated and are provided with medium
screw-base receptacles for lamps with ratings up to 200
watts and with "Mogul" screw-base receptacles for the

300-watt, 400-watt and 500-watt lamps.

Electric Window Ventilator

A small motor-driven ventilator which may be fitted

in a window as shown in the accompanying illustration

has recently been developed for use in offices, hospitals

and residences. The device is especially valuable for

use in winter when it is desired to close the doors and
windows. Two fans are provided which are connected
to a Racine universal motor. One fan is employed to

force the fresh air into the room while the other is

utilized to draw out the impure air, causing a continual

current of air in the room as indicated by the arrows

in the illustration. The motor frame is covered by a
molded-cork sound deadener, which, according to the
manufacturer, makes silent operation possible. The ven-

MOTOR-DRIVEN TWO-FAN VENTILATOR

tilators are being made in three sizes by the Hackney
Ventilating Company of Minneapolis, Minn.

Electrically Operated All-Metal Cylinder-Type

Washing Machine

The washing machine shown herewith is of the re-

volving-cylinder type, the cylinder reversing automat-
ically at each revolution, thereby keeping the clothes

ALL-METAL CYLINDER-TYPE WASHER

free from tangle, it is declared, and producing con-
tinuous agitation. The machine is of all-metal con-
struction and measures 22 in. by 28 in. by 36 in. in
size. It has a capacity of from ten to twelve sheets.

After each washing the cylinder can be easily removed
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for cleaning, insuring sanitarj conditiona at all times.

The win i the reversible type and is equipped
with ball bearings, i i in. rubber mils, and a special

guard. With the guard <>r clothes hopper the possibility

of injuring one's fingers in the wringer Is practically

eliminated. This guard can be quickly attached to the

wringer for operation from either side. The machine Is

operated by a i ti hp. motor for either direcl currenl or

alternating current, which is mounted on an adjustable

motor board. The washing machine is being placed on

tin- market by the Wash-Easy Company, Fourteenth
Street and Western Avenue, Chicago, III.

Results of Test of Poppet-Valve Engine

The accompanying data were recently secured in an

acceptance test made on a L5-in. by 18-in. type "S"

150-hp. poppet-valve non-condensing engine designed

for driving a positive displacement blower. The en-

gine was built by the Nordberg Manufacturing Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., and is one of five similar engines

recently ordered by the Laclede Gas Light Company of

St. Louis.

Power was measured by a Prony brake. Special pre-

FIG. 1—150-HP. POPPET-VALVE NON-CONDENSING ENGINE

caution was taken in measuring condensate. Ample
condenser surface was used to insure a reduction in

water temperature from 212 deg. Fahr. down to room
temperature so that there was no loss of vapor from
the weighing tanks. Pressures and temperatures were
taken by standard calibrated instruments and speed

RESULTS OF STEAM-CONSUMPTION TEST

Duration of test

Average speed, r.p.m
Steam pressure, lb. gage
Average back pressure, lb. page
Quality of steam

Average brake load, brake-hp
Average mean effective pressure, 11 >. sq

in
Average indicated hp
Mechanical efficiency.

Water measured in condenser, lb. hour . .

Water condensed in cylinder head, lb

hour
Total water condensed, lb. hour
Dry steam admitted to engine, lb. hour.
Steam consumption:

Lb. per brake-hp.-hour
Lb. per indicated hp.-hour

One hour
199.71
130.00
0.24
0.986

185.80

62.58
197.00
0.94

4125.50

79.00
4204.50
4150.00

22.32
21.05

One hour
200.30
130.03
0.19
0.99

150.00

50.83
160.10
0.937

3211.00

49.00
3260.00
3225.00

21.48
20.15

One hour
200.40
130.80
0.19
0.987

111.80

39.00
123.00
0.908

2287.00

61.00
2348.00
2320.00

20.75
18.85

was read by a tachometer and also a totaling revolution

recorder. Indicator cards were taken at regular inter-

vals of ten minutes by Ashcroft indicators with cali-

brated 100-lb. springs. Typical cards are shown in

Fig. 2 at 31.7 lb., 60.7 lb., 82 lb. and 92.7 lb. mean
effective pressure.

in the accompanying table are hown the results of
the test at approximately 200-hp., 150-hp. and LOO-hp.

loads a! a speed of 200 r.p.m. At the best load the

team consumption of iH.Hr> lb. per indicated horse-
power corresponded t<> an efficiency, referred to the

Rankine cycle, of 79.9 per cent, a favorable rei nil with
a steam pressure of 180 lb. per Square inch and Icon
containing about, l per cent moisture. The total water

FIG. 2—CARDS TAKEN IN TEST WITH POPPET-VALVE ENGINE

measured was corrected for this moisture and the

steam rate is given on the customary basis of dry

steam. On the basis of brake-horsepower, the Rankine
efficiency is 72.6 per cent, the difference being ac-

counted for by the mechanical efficiency of the engine,

91 per cent.

Light-Weight Electric Vacuum Cleaner

A portable vacuum cleaner developed by the Frank
Ridlon Company, Boston, Mass., is provided with an

adjusting device which gives five different points of

nozzle height. The cleaner is of the pistol-grip-handle

type, the switch being in the handle. The suction nozzle

is 12 in. wide and is provided with a device for picking

up threads. The cleaner is mounted on three wheels

and is always in a wheeling position, it is declared, while

the hose is attached. The clearance is 5.75 in. above the

floor, and the weight complete is 8.75 lb. Use is made
of a General Electric motor for operating the machine.

The attachments used with the cleaner are as follows:

BOTTOM VIEW OF PORTABLE VACUUM CLEANER

Hose 8 ft. long and 1.25 in. inside diameter, brush for

walls, clothes and draperies, upholstery nozzle, combina-

tion tool for blowing or suction for renovating pillows,

pianos, radiators, cracks and crevices, suction coupling,

blower coupling, connector for attachment No. 2, tubu-

lar handle for walls and ceilings, and 20 ft. of cord.
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An Employee Installing Electric

Lamps Comes Under Protection of Em-
ployers' Liability Law.—The Supreme
Court of Oregon holds (151 P. 472)

that an employee engaged in putting

up electric lines or installing electric

lamps comes within the protection of

the employers' liability law, the work
necessarily being dangerous.

Electric Si^ns in Philadelphia.—Dur-

ing 1D14 071 permits were issued by

the Electrical Bureau of Philadelphia

for the installation of electric signs.

Pour hundred and thirty-one new signs

were erected during the year, 214 signs

were replaced, and eight temporary

signs were erected. Seventy more new
electric signs were set in place in 1914

than in 1913.

Siphon Lessens Time for Cleaning In-

take Wells.—At the Glenwood station

of the Duquesne Light Company of

Pittsburgh a large siphon was used in

cleaning out the intake wells. This

previously was a week's job, but the

siphon cut the time required down to

two days. The liquids and solids that

came out of the well were greenish-

black in color with a peculiar odor.

Subway and Elevated Traffic in New
York City.—The Interborough Rapid
Transit Company of New York in the

year ended June 30, 1915, carried 647,-

378,266 passengers on its elevated and
subway lines, a decrease of 4,508,405,

or 0.6 per cent, compared with 1914.

The subway carried 5,172,646, or 1.52

per cent more than last year, but there

was a falling off on the elevated lines

of 9,681,051, or 3.11 per cent.

A Beaver Dam 150 Years Old.—

A

beaver dam recently examined by the

New York Conservation Commission
shows evidence of being 150 years old

—to take the testimony of the trees

growing on the structure, which is in

the vicinity of Eighth Lake in the Ful-

ton Chain. A section of one tree ex-

amined revealed 125 annual rings in-

side a diameter of 9 in., while other

trees 16 in. in diameter rooted on the

dam had already rotted away to mere
outer shells.

Propose to License Wiring Con-
tractors at Fort Wayne, Ind.—With a

view to standardizing the work of elec-

trical contractors at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

an ordinance has been introduced in the
local Council requiring that all con-

tractors pass an examination and pay a
license fee of $50 for the first year and
$10 for each additional year, besides
posting a bond of $500. The contrac-
tor must also secure a permit for each
contract undertaken. By the proposed
ordinance the building inspector is made
the inspector of electric wiring work
and all jobs must be inspected before
being finally closed.

Energy Cannot Be Furnished Out-
side of Territory Named in Charter.

—

In the case of the Citizens' Electric
Illuminating Company versus the
Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Power
Company it was held bv the Luzerne
County (Pa.) Court (3 P. C. 78) that
a company having a charter to do busi-
ness in a certain territory could not
furnish energy to a corporation outside
that territory. The leasing of a gene-
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rating plant does not give the lessor the

power which the lessee in the absence

of the lease would have had to dispose

of surplus energy to territory outside

that designated in the lessor's charter.

Radio Stations in the United States.

—The annual edition of the "List of

Radio Stations of the United States"

compiled by the United States Bureau

of Navigation shows the total number
of land, ship, special land and amateur
stations in the United States to be

5073. This is an increase of 1131 over

the 1914 figures. The list shows the

number of government and commercial

land stations in 1915 to be 224, an in-

crease of thirty-five over 1914. Gov-

ernment and commercial ship stations

are the same in number for both 1914

and 1915, namely, 895. Special land

stations in 1915 are given as 118 in

number, an increase of 64 during the

year. The increase in the number of

general and restricted amateur stations

is given as 1040, the number of stations

in 1915 being 3836.

Wireless Station on Baltimore Elec-

trical Commission's Motor Truck.—The
Electrical Commission of the city of

Baltimore, Md., has in service a motor
truck which is equipped with a "wire-

less" receiving outfit, enabling head-

quarters to keep in communication with
the crew of the truck at all times, so

that emergency calls can be handled
in the field with the greatest dispatch.

The truck serves as a receiving station

only, and for its antenna is equipped
with 425 ft. of No. 14 rubber-covered
copper wire suspended just beneath its

roof. During the preliminary tests the
truck never failed to intercept mes-
sages sent to it within a radius of 10
miles of the sending station. Even
under the most unfavorable conditions,

with the truck running at full speed
and blanketed by tall buildings of steel

construction, no difficulty was experi-

enced in reading the messages. A
simple code of signals has been adopted
to avoid the necessity of engaging
trained telegraph operators.

WIRELESS SIGNALS FROM HEADQUARTERS
DIRECT THE WORK OF THIS CABLE-

MAINTENANCE CREW

Municipal Lighting Bonds Worthless

Unless All Terms Are Submitted to

Voters.—Under a code authorizing a

municipality to issue bonds to meet the

cost of certain proposed improvements

in the city lighting plant, and providing

that if a general indebtedness is to be

incurred the amount and terms of the

indebtedness shall be included in the

proposition submitted to the voters, it

was held by the Supreme Court of

Washington that a proposition sub-

mitted to the voters showing neither

the time the bonds were to run nor the

interest thereon was insufficient, and
that the bonds authorized by the voters

did not become an enforcible obligation

against the city.

"Under Two Flags"—the Adventure
of a French Central Station. — When
the Germans first occupied Lille, while

the Allies' troops held possession of

Armentieres near by, the soldier-engi-

neers of the Kaiser's army discovered

the abandoned Lille electric-lighting

plant and, according to the story told by

a British soldier in a letter home, short-

ly had the generators running and the

town once again lighted by electricity.

It was some months, however, declares

the narrator, before the Germans dis-

covered that the Lille lighting system
also connected with Armentieres and
that a good share of the energy gener-

ated inside the Teuton lines was being
used to light the Allies' quarters and
troop tents in the neighboring city.

Negligence of Fellow-Employee.

—

The Court of Appeals of Georgia holds

(86 S. E. 82) that a servant cannot re-

cover for injuries resulting from the

incompetency of a fellow-servant if he
had an equal opportunity with the mas-
ter of discovering such incompetency,
or in the exercise of ordinary care
should have known of such incompe-
tency. It was further held that an
adult servant will be presumed to have
knowledge of existing defects or dan-
gers in machinery in connection with
which his duties require him to work,
and to know of the competency or in-

competency of fellow-servants work-
ing with him about such machinery,
after he has worked with such ma-
chinery and with such fellow-servants
for a reasonable time.

Anti - Zeppelin Illumination in Lon-
don.— The stringency with which the

London police are enforcing the ordi-

nances for the restriction of shop
lighting and house illumination in or-

der to hamper the enemy in making
the city a target for the bombs of hos-
tile aii- craft is illustrated by two inci-

dents reported in a copy of the London
Electrical Review just received here.

In one case a Putney jeweler was fined

$100 for failing to extinguish his shop
lighting after being cautioned. The
police evidence showed he had thirty-

six 25-cp. lamps in operation, "throw-
ing a beam across High Street." On
the same day a building manager was
fined $5 for having allowed the door of
the elevator pent-house on the roof of
his building to be left open, so that
each time the "lift" was started and
stopped flashes were visible from the
outside.
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News of the Industry
Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Selling
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Associations and Societies

l.os Angeles Jovians. The luncheon held by the Lob
eles Jovian League on Oct. LS was addressed by John

\v. Mitchell on "Some Prophecies on Electrical Develop-
ment in California."

Meeting of (lie Electric Power Club.—The next meeting
of the Electric Power Hub will be held Nov. s to io at the

Homestead Hotel, Hot Springs, Va. C. H. Roth, L410 West
Adams Street. Chicago, 111., is secretary of the association.

New ^ ork Jovians Hear Talk on Advert ising.—At the

weekly luncheon of the New York .Jovian League held at
the Hotel Martinique on Oct. 20 J. J. Rockwell, advertis-

ing counselor of the McGraw Publishing Company, Inc.,

talked on "Advertising as a Co-operative Force." Frank
E. Watts discussed the recent national convention held in

Chicago.

Convention of American Association of Engineers.—The
national convention of the American Association of Engi-
neers will be held in Chicago on Dec. 10 and 11. Owing to

the increase in its activities the association has taken larger

quarters at 29 South LaSalle Street, Chicago. The first

of a series of weekly inspection tours by members was
made on Oct. 9, when an inspection was made of the tunnels

of the Chicago Warehouse & Terminal Company.

Philadelphia Jovians Install New Tribune.—An un-
usually large attendance was present at the luncheon of

the Philadelphia Jovian League which was served at the

Hotel Ansonia on Oct. 15, the fourteenth anniversary of

the founding of the league in Philadelphia, to witness the

installation of Frederick M. Sheppard, senior partner of

the firm of Cole & Sheppard, electrical construction engi-

neers, and an ex-president of the Electrical Contractors'

Association of Pennsylvania, as tribune by Washington
Devereaux, the retiring tribune. Joseph B. McCall, presi-

dent of the Philadelphia Electric Company, addressed the

meeting.

New York Electrical Society.—Greetings to the society

over the new transcontinental telephone line by George W.
Peck, representative of the telephone company at the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition, were one of the

features of the opening meeting of the New York Elec-

trical Society held in the Grand Central Palace on Oct. 14.

Dr. Frank B. Jewett of the Western Electric Company
talked on the significance of the recent radiotelephony

demonstration between Arlington and Honolulu. After the

meeting, which was a short one, the members of the so-

ciety were the guests of the management of the Electrical

Exposition and Motor Show.

Lynn Section, A. I. E. E.—One of the largest attendances

in the history of the Lynn (Mass.) Section of the Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers was that at the open-

ing meeting of the 1915-1916 season on Oct. 7 to hear H. A.

Hornor, chief electrical engineer of the New York Ship-

building Company, who spoke on "Battleships, Their Fabri-

cation and Electricity's Part Therein." Numerous lantern

slides illustrated the various types of motors used for hull

ventilation, forced draft, boat-crane control, steering con-

trol and a multitude of other uses, and also illustrated the

various types of lamps, signaling devices, switchboards,

etc., in use on American battleships.

Western New England Electrical Inspectors Meet.—

A

meeting of the Western New England Section of the Na-
tional Association of Electrical Inspectors was held at the

Weldon Hotel, Greenfield, Mass., Oct. 13. Vice-president

A. H. Hopkins of Springfield occupied the chair. A paper
on "Outdoor-Station Development and Equipment" was pre-

sented by F. L. Hunt, chief engineer of the Turners Falls

Power & Electric Company, Greenfield. The National Elec-

trical Code was also discu 'd, and m the afternoon the

delegates were taken in automobiles to the Montague City

hydroelectric development of the Turnei Falls Company.
Prominent insurance men, municipal plant managers and
central-station men were pre ent as guests.

Yale Engineering Association Formed.—There ha
recently formed an organization anion).'- graduates of Yale
University known as the "Yale Engineering Association,"

the purposes and objects of which are set forth in a cir-

cular letter which has been widely distributed to Yale
graduates. Similar associations are being successfully
ducted by engineering graduates of Harvard, Princeton and
Cornell, and the co-operation of all Yale graduates is

sought to the same end. Membership is open to any person
holding a degree from Yale University, and the eligibility

of former Yale students who have not yet received a degree
will be passed upon by the executive committee. The main
objects of the association are to help the educational work
at Yale, to establish cordial and mutually helpful relations

between Yale engineers, and to help Yale engineers gener-
ally. The executive committee of the association consists

of Edwin M. Herr, '84, president Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, president; Harry N. Covell, '83,

works manager Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, vice-

president; Richard T. Dana, '96, consulting engineer, secre-

tary-treasurer; Donn Barber, '93, architect, New York City;

F. L. Bigelow, '81, president the Bigelow Company, New
Haven; Charles A. H. De Saulles, '99, vice-president United
States Zinc Company; W. E. Dowd, Jr., '00, consulting
engineer; Vance C. McCormick, '93, member Yale Corpora-
tion; W. W. Nichols, '84, assistant chairman Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Company; J. C. Tracy, '90, assistant pro-

fessor structural engineering, Sheffield Scientific School,

and E. G. Williams, '87, vice-president J. G. White Corpora-
tion. While any Yale graduate is eligible for membership,
yet the association appeals more strongly to those who are

engaged in engineering pursuits, transportation or manu-
facturing. It is proposed to hold the first meeting of the

association in New Haven in the early part of November.
A committee from the executive board is actively engaged
in arranging an attractive program and a large attendance
is expected. The present membership of nearly 500 is

rapidly growing.

Joint Meeting of Electrical Men in Portland, Ore.—The
joint meeting of the Portland Section of the National Elec-

tric Light Association and the Portland Section of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers was held at the

Automobile Club, near Portland, on the evening of Oct. 13.

This meeting, which was the opening one of the usual

winter series, drew the largest gathering of electrical men
ever held in Portland and also the most enthusiastic. There
were 143 electrical men present, representing every branch

of activity in Portland. The meeting was presided over by

E. A. West, efficiency engineer of the Portland Railway,

Light & Power Company. Mr. West first introduced J. E.

Davidson, vice-president and general manager of the Pacific

Power & Light Company, and a member of the executive

committee of the national association. Mr. Davidson told

in a general way what the Portland sections would endeavor

to do during the coming year, particularly in the way of

giving a good, high-class series of talks and other enter-

taining features. Mr. Davidson has been striving to form

a better consolidation of the electrical men of Portland, and

the prospects for such an improved organization now seem

good. P. L. Lebenbaum of the Southern Pacific Company,
chairman of the Portland Section of the A. I. E. E., also

mentioned the plans for the association during the coming
winter. Following Mr. Lebenbaum, O. B. Coldwell, general

superintendent of the Portland Railway, Light & Power
Company, outlined the work of the attendance committee

and promised that the meetings would be well attended.
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Lewis A. McArthur of the Pacific Power & Light Company,
chairman of the program committee, gave in detail the

proposed program for the year, including addresses on

banking, credits, commercial law, industrial chemistry,

wireless telephony, electrical cooking, operating the slide

rule, electricity in schools, overhead-line construction, utili-

zation of waste, rural uses of electricity, electric-railway

operation, block signals, electric vehicles, etc. These papers

will all be prepared by men who are familiar with the

subjects. Rufus Holman, County Commissioner of Multno-

mah County, spoke briefly on what the commission has been

able to accomplish through efficient management and better

organization. Meetings will be held once a month until

June, 1916. The next meeting is scheduled for Nov. 9.

Public Service Commission News
New York Commissions

The Public Service Commission, First District, New
York, handed down an order last week against the New
York Edison Company and the United Electric Light &
Power Company providing that after Jan. 1, 1916, both

companies when making free renewals of lamps to their

customers shall supply tungsten lamps of 50 watts rating

and above. Smaller sizes of tungsten lamps are to be

provided to customers at a price not exceeding the actual

renewal cost of such lamps. On May 1, by order of the

commission, both companies reduced their price for energy
from 10 cents to 8 cents, per kilowatt-hour and allowed the

renewal of tungsten lamps when the customer paid an addi-

tional half cent per kilowatt-hour for energy. The present

order cuts out this half cent per kilowatt-hour and also

provides that the companies shall not refuse to supply
energy to any applicant on the ground that the applicant

is either the owner or operator of a private plant or a cus-

tomer thereof, provided that he is not selling energy to

others outside of his own premises. After Jan. 1, 1916,

the companies shall determine the amount of energy sup-

plied by means of a master meter or meters installed on
the premises of the customer. The schedules or service

regulations of the companies shall prescribe the conditions

under which a customer of the companies may make appli-

cation for exchange service to or from either of the said

companies. This action was taken in conformity with an
opinion of Commissioner G. V. S. Williams. Commissioner
William Hayward also submitted an opinion in the case,

holding that the companies should be compelled to supply
to consumers tungsten lamps of 25 watts without charge.

California Commission

The Railroad Commission of California has recently pub-
lished a report outlining the public utility development
woi"k carried on in that State since the commission assumed
jurisdiction over stocks and bonds, a period of approxi-
mately three and one-half years from March, 1912, to Sep-
tember, 1915. During this period stocks, bonds, notes and
certificates have been authorized by the commission amount-
ing to $466,000,000, the report states. Of this amount
$175,000,000 has been authorized for the payment of matur-
ing debts; $248,000,000 has been authorized for new con-

struction, additional development of existing utilities and
new ventures, and the balance has been used for miscel-

laneous purposes. The authority for new improvements
has been distributed in the report as follows: Steam rail-

roads (including $25,000,000 for expenditures outside of
California), $102,800,000; electric railroads, $32,500,000;
gas and electric companies, $80,000,000; water companies,
$18,500,000; telephone and telegraph companies, $2,500,000;
warehouses, $1,600,000; pipe lines, $10,000,000. Approxi-
mately $200,000,000 of the foregoing has already been ex-
pended or is in the process of expenditure. During the
three-and-one-half-year period under review there have been
launched sixteen new railroad enterprises, thirteen new gas
and electric companies, six new telephone companies, a new
five-million-dollar oil-pipe line, an independent ferry line on
San Francisco Bay, and many new water companies. Seven
hundred miles of new railway lines have been constructed
or are now being constructed under authority of the com-
mission, and water-power projects involving the develop-
ment of a total of 100,000 hp. have been initiated.

Corporate and Financial
Dayton (Ohio) Power & Light Company.—The New York

Stock Exchange will admit to list $2,306,500 of 6 per cent

cumulative preferred stock and $3,053,000 of common stock

on official notice of issuance of permanent engraved inter-

changeable certificates, with authority to add $656,000 ad-

ditional of preferred stock on official notice of issuance of

permanent engraved interchangeable certificates and pay-
ment in full.

East St. Louis (111.) Light & Power Company.—A block

of first mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds, due June 1, 1940,

is being offered to investors at 96^ and interest. The
total amount outstanding is $973,000.

Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, Mass.

—

The total connected load in 50-watt equivalents, according

to the company's annual report, just issued, at the end of

June for each of the last five years, is shown in the follow-

ing table:

1911 2,773,838 1914 3,973,881
L912 3,075,783 1915 4,382,856
1913 3,502,925

While the increase in the total connected load is materially

less than for 1914 and slightly less than for 1913, it is

very much larger than for any previous year, and this the

company considers highly satisfactory in view of the

marked arrest of business expansion caused by the Euro-
pean war, especially in its early days. A comparative
statement of operations for the years ended June 30, 1914

and 1915 follows:

, —1915 ^ r 1914
,

Gross earnings $7,429,124 $7,008,288
Expenses 3,426,832 3,153,271

Net income lrom operations. . $4,002,292 $3,855,017
Miscellaneous profits 118,910 57,134

Total $4,121,202 $3,912,151
Taxes 843,450 785,713

Net earnings ." $3,277,752 $3,126,438
Interest $371,175 $399,615
Dividends 2,457,174 2,828,649 2,252,319 2,651,934

Undivided profits $499,103 $474,504

President Charles L. Edgar, commenting on the year's

activities, said in part: "Owing to the breaking out of the

European war and the uncertainty as to what might result

from its continuance, the directors decided that, while the

company should continue to make every effort to get new
customers upon its existing lines, it should at the same
time make every effort to restrict expenditures and to post-

pone, as far as possible, such construction work as had to

do with covering new territory. This policy has been car-

ried out ever since the beginning of the war, and the

management wishes to put on record its appreciation of the

cordial assistance which has been given to it during the

year by all of its employees in its efforts to this end.

The result of this attempt is shown very clearly in three

directions: First, in the increase in the connected load re-

ferred to above, which is nearly equal to that of a normal

year. Second, in a comparison between the balance sheets

for the years 1914 and 1915. At the end of the fiscal year

1914 there was in the unfinished-installations account over

$2,400,000, representing separate appropriations to the num-
ber of 400. At the end of the fiscal year 1915 this account

was only $843,000, and the number of appropriations was
only 198. Third, the result appears in the pay-roll of

your company, which during the years 1913 and 1914

showed an average increase of about $5,500 per week over

the corresponding week of the previous year, but which,

since the first of January, 1915, shows an average increase

of less than $1,500 per week and at one time was actually

less than for the corresponding period of the previous year.

This has not been brought about by any reduction in wages
or by the wholesale discharge of employees, but by keep-

ing down in every way the necessity for the adding of new
employees. In view of the unusual business situation

which existed during the past year, the condition of the

company is extremely satisfactory, and even if its business

should continue to grow in an increasing ratio during the

coming year, there seems to be no need of considering a

further increase of the company's capital stock during the

year."
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Narraganeetl Electric Lighting Company) Providence,
i; i The 10,000 lu-w sharei of capital stock which will be

dated Nov, i. L915, will be credited with two thirds of the

dividend rates to be paid <>n the <>iii stock for the current

quarter. This quarter began Oct. l and will end Dec. II,

and as tfc to the DOW Stock air nut to pay for

it until Nov, i, tlif corporation li ever e t" 1 1 1 * - declaration

of any unearned dividend. The full rate for a quarter I I

per share.

Philadelphia Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.- Announcement
h.t been made that Charles Hayden of Hayden, stone A
Company lias been elected a member of the board of dl

rectors of tin- Philadelphia Company and of the Duquesne
Light Company to till the places lc ft vacant by the resig-

nation of W. I!. Carson.

St. (loud (Minn.) Public Service Company.—An issue of
i,000 of 6 per cent first mortgage k"o 1 « 1 bonds, due Nov.

l. L984, is being offered at par and interest. For the year
ended July SI, 1915, the earnings of the company were as
follows:

Gross earnings $235,275
Operating expenses, rentals, maintenance, taxes, etc 188,427

Net earnings $96,848
Interest 12,000

. Surplus $64,848

Toronto (Canada) Hydroelectric System.—The annual
report for 1914 shows a total number of consumers con-

nected to the system at the end of the year of more than
31,500, their connected load being more than 88,000 hp. A
comparative statement showing the growth in gross in-

come during the year from different parts of the system's
business is contained in the following table:

Gross Income
Commercial lighting
Commercial power
Exhibition light and power.
Municipal buildings lighting
.Municipal power
Municipal street lighting. . . .

Other municipalities
Sundry other sources

1913 1914
$411,905.17 $576,684.66
229,615.08 330,40)6.35
22,525.87 20,334.93
12,270.76 18,495.10

117,093.80 157,700.60
344,933.79 364,214.17

419.00 1,610.52
20,576.24 31,785.14

Total $1,159,339.71 $1,501,291.47

Up to the last of August sixty-five of the system's em-
ployees had enlisted for active military service in the war.

Besides authorizing an expenditure of $5,000 for patriotic

purposes, the system has paid in the case of the regular men
who have enlisted the difference between the government
pay and the rate of wages previously received from the sys-

tem. H. H. Couzens, general manager of the system, com-

menting upon the year's operations, says in part: "The
year 1914 was, generally speaking, one of consolidating the

position of the enterprise and reviewing what had gone

before, making such adjustments as were necessary and
practicable. This involved considerable expenditure apart

from the special items taken care of out of the surplus of

the year and had a material bearing on the cost of working
for the year. In spite of the conditions arising out of the

war and the previous depression, the net increase in con-

sumers connected to the system during the year amounted
to more than 9000. This represented an increase of over

40 per cent for the year. The increased sale of energy has

not been in proportion to the new connections, however,

largely owing to the fact that many old consumers' require-

ments were reduced very greatly by the war. There has,

however, been a very satisfactory over-all increase in

spite of this." The results of the operations for the year

ended Dec. 31, 1914, follow:

Gross income $1,501,291
Cost of energy and expenses of operation and manage-

ment, including repairs and maintenance 874,358

Balance on operating account $626,933
Charges and allowances not strictly attributable to the

operating expenses for the year 1914, and other
charges and allowances applicable to prior years. . 69,536

Balance of net income $557,397
Interest, depreciation and sinking funds 556,514

Balance of net surplus. $883

United Light & Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

—

A block of first and refunding mortgage 5 per cent gold

bonds is being offered at 85 and interest to yield about

6.5 per cent.

Manufacturing and Industrial

The Quiglej I urnace A Foundrj Companj hai moved its

main office from Springfield, Ma . .. to the Tilden Building,
III.. We I I'm tietli Street, New York.

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company, St. Louie,
Mo., ha e tablished a branch office el 761 <>in<> Building,

Toledo, Ohio, which will he under the management oi \. B.

Emrick.

The Electric Service Supplies Company, Seventeenth
Street and Cambria street, Philadelphia, Pa., has recently

appointed tin' Grayson Railway Supply Company of St..

Louie as its sales repre entative in t

>

j
«

- Southwestern terri

tory, comprising Missouri, Arkansas, Texas and Oklahoma.

Fifty-fifth Anniversary of Milwaukee Electric Supply
Concern.—The Julius Andrae & Sons Company, Milwau
Wis., dealer and jobber in electrical supplies and automo-
bile accessories, recently celebrated the fifty-fifth anniver-

sary of the founding of the concern by Juliu- Andrae, the

president of the company.

The College City Electric Company, Galesburg, 111., has
recently been formed by L. II. Harlow, who has been wire
chief for the Central Union Telephone Company of Gales-

burg and who has spent some twelve years in the telephone
field. The concern will deal in communicating telephone
systems and farm-lighting plants.

Contract for German Goods in China.—It is reported that

contracts for turbines and other equipment have been made
by German firms for shipment to China, delivery being
guaranteed before the close of the year. The prices for the

apparatus are said to be considerably lower than those

quoted by companies of other countries.

The Anderson Electric Car Company, Detroit, Mich., has
appointed E. P. Chalfant in charge of its Eastern territory

with headquarters at Sixty-sixth Street and Central Park
West, New York City. Mr. Chalfant was formerly man-
ager of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufac-
turers and later became president of the E. R. Thomas
Motor Car Company. In 1914 he became secretary of the

Electric Automobile Manufacturers' Association with head-
quarters at Chicago.

The Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissdale, Pa.,

has appointed George A. Blackmore general sales manager
in charge of its New York, Montreal and Atlanta offices

with headquarters in New York. The resident managers,
A. Dean of New York and T. H. Patenall of Montreal, and
Mr. Brastow, sales engineer at Atlanta, will report to Mr.
Blackmore. Eventually Mr. Blackmore's headquarters will

i;e changed to Swissdale and he will be placed in charge
of sales, construction and commercial engineering.

Business in Expansion Bolts Improving.—As an indica-

tion that there is a resumption in building and construc-

tion activities, the Diamond Expansion Bolt Company, 90

West Street, New York, is receiving numerous orders for

its products, which are chiefly in demand by contractors.

The company was the recipient of a gold-medal award for

its products exhibited at the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

Copies of the official award ribbon have been printed and
are being pasted to the company's letters and printed

matter.

United States Light & Heat Corporation Sales Conven-
tion.—More than fifty branch managers and salesmen of

the United States Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls,

N. Y., attended the recent sales convention of the company,
which ended Oct. 15. Daily business sessions were held

at which the new sales and advertising policies of the com-
pany were taken up in detail and explained to the sales-

men. Talks on various subjects were made by J. Allan

Smith, president; Harry Ackerman, vice-president and gen-

eral manager, and C. C. Bradford, sales manager.

Imports of Incandescent Lamps from Austria-Hungary.

—

According to Consul-General Albert Balstead, stationed at

Vienna, the incandescent-lamp industry of Austria-Hungary
has devoted considerable attention to the cultivation of a

market in this country for incandescent-lamp bulbs and

for complete lamps. Shipment of the bulbs has been rather

steady, he states, and has had a normal growth, but the

sale of the completed lamps has developed very rapidly.
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The declared value of bulbs and lamps sent to the United

States in 1914 was $244,473, an increase of $22,664 over

1913 and of $193,31(5 over 1912. This increase over 1913

would undoubtedly have been greater had it not been for

the disturbance of trade in the last five months of the year.

Trial Order of Series-Multiple Transformers Purchased at

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Kuhlman Electric Company of Bay
City, Mich., has just closed an order for a trial installa-

tion of series-multiple transformers which are to be used

in connection with the new street-lighting system at Mil-

waukee, as outlined in the report of Vaughn, Meyer &
Sweet. The total installation at Milwaukee will when com-
pleted comprise about 8500 lamps. The trial installation

now being made will light about one mile of the city's

streets.

Vacuum Cleaner with Curry-Comb Attachment for Clean-

ing Military Uniforms.—A. B. Kirshbaum & Company of

Philadelphia have been using two stationary vacuum clean-

ers extensively for cleaning military uniforms which they

manufacture. The collars and cuffs of many of the coats

are of goatskin, and little pieces of the fur tend to collect

on the uniforms. This material is rather difficult to remove
and for the purpose a special curry-comb attachment has
been provided. It is said that two men operating these

machines can clean 700 coats a day. Finally, after a day's

work another attachment is utilized to clean up the estab-

lishment. The machines were made by the Santo Manu-
facturing Company of Philadelphia. Stationary-type ma-
chines are also becoming very popular, the company claims,

with contractors and others who are building houses for

investment purposes. By installing a stationary cleaning-

system the value of the house is increased, and often a price

can be obtained because of the improvement which will

more than pay for the additional expense involve 1.

New Electrical Equipment for Paper Mills.—The Crown
Willamette Paper Company of Portland, Ore., will shortly

increase the rating of its electric generating station at

Oregon City by installing a 1250-kw. waterwheel-type al-

ternating-current generator. The machine will operate in

parallel with two smaller machines already installed. The
present switchboard equipment will be replaced with a six-

panel board designed to handle both the old and the new
generators, together with transformer and feeder equip-
ment. The new equipment will be supplied by the Westing-
hous Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh,
Pa. Other orders received by the Westinghouse company
are as follows: The American Writing Paper Company,
a 550-hp. motor for its Platner and Portland Division plant
at Unionville, Conn., and the Berlin (N. H.) Mills Com-
pany, twenty alternating-current motors aggregating 365
hp. The Unity Paper Mills, Inc., has recently taken over
the property of the Potsdam (N. Y.) Paper Company and
will install a number of Westinghouse motors in the mill.

British South Africa's Imports of Electrical Mining Ma-
chinery and Supplies.—Although the depression arising
from the war had but little effect on the output of the
principal gold mines in British South Africa, there was a

The great decrease was borne by Germany, the loss in im-
port of German goods being approximately $1,000,000 in

values.

Large Central-Station Battery.—The Detroit Edison
Company of Detroit, Mich., has contracted for the building
and erection of a central-station storage battery, which,
it is said, will be the largest battery ever built for emer-
gency use. The battery will consist of 150 cells, each con-
taining 1<)9 plates of the "II Exide" type. Each of the
150 lead-lined tanks will measure <> ft. 7% in. in length,
21.75 in. in width and 4 ft. 2 in. in height. Each cell com-
plete with plates and electrolyte will weigh 7700 lb. The
rating of the complete battery will be 12,000 amp. for one
hour, or 20,040 amp. at the twenty-minute emergency rat-

ing. In connection with the operation of this large battery
the Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

the maker, will also build four seven-point, 10,000-amp.
motor-driven end-cell switches, two of which are to be
placed on each side of the three-wire system. The ap-

paratus will be installed in the Congress Street substation
of the Detroit Edison Company and will, it is expected,

be completed for service about Dec. 15 of this year.

Electric Vibrators Popular with Chinese and Japanese.

—

The Hamilton-Beach Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wis.,
has recently been shipping electrically operated vibrators
to China and Japan in considerable numbers. It has also
been receiving orders for its hair driers, vibrators, drink
mixers and sewing-machine motors from South American
countries, France, England and Denmark. Among the
orders just received is one for 200 electric hair driers from
Paris. The company is noting an ever-increasing demand
for the new sewing-machine motor, which was described in

the Electrical World of Sept. 25, 1915. Business has been
very good for the Hamilton-Beach company and has in-

creased 25 per cent thus far this year over the same period
of last year. A book entitled "Health and How to Get It"

has been edited by C. L. Bryson under the direction of the

Hamilton-Beach company, and a copy is given to each pur-
chaser of one of the company's vibrators. The book is

cloth-bound and contains 300 pages. It is well illustrated

and describes various methods of treating diseases by
means of electric vibrators.

Awards in Western Electric Company Fan-Window Con-
test.—The New Orleans Railway & Light Company, New
Orleans, La., won first prize and a cash award of $50 in the

window-display contest conducted by the Western Electric

Company's advertising department to determine the best

electric-fan window exhibits made by dealers and central-

station companies throughout the country in connection

with the company's window-display campaign of the past

summer. The pictures of displays entered by the con-

testants were adjudged by a committee made up of a rep-

resentative of the Society for Electrical Development, Inc.,

and representatives of the electrical press. Second prize,

$25, went to the Home Electric Company. Ecanaba, Mich.;

third prize, $10, to the Albuquerque (N. M.) Electric Light

& Power Company, and the remaining three prizes, each

IMPORTS OK ELECTRICAL MININO SUPPLIES TO BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA DURING 1913 AND 1014

United Kingdom Gl iimany United States \u Others Totals

1014 1013 1914 1913 1011 1913 1014 1913 1914 1013

Cable and wire

Fittings, including posts.

Machinery

' 1 , 074

765,203

857,044

$1,581,943

753,212

690,969

$279,935

192,266

818

$671,207

:i:M,L'7o

1,229,988

$120,076

107.321

401,953

$168,101'

113,941

-MS, 468

$69,005

64,673

$82,195

62,202

$2,074,290

1,129.362

2. Illi, Us

•,117

2,196,151

Totals $3,226,921 $3,026,124 $1,290,793 $2,225,474 $629,350 $560,571 $166,036 $171,123 $5,314,100 $5,983,292

marked curtailment of new developments and therefore a
decided decrease in the purchases of mining machinery and
supplies. To what extent the imports of electrical ma-
terials for mining operations were affected is shown in the
accompanying table for 1913 and 1914. The imports de-
creased by more than $600,000. Gains, however, were made
by the United Kingdom and the United States, the former's
amounting to over $200,000 and the latter's to $70,000.

$5, to the Clinton (Ind.) Electric Light & Power Company,
the Paducah (Ky.) Electric Light & Power Company, and

the Consumers' Electric Light & Power Company, New
Orleans, La. The Western Electric Company fui'nished the

contestants with the cut-out backgrounds and ocean-beach

settings for the displays, all carrying out the underlying

idea of the campaign—"A cool wave is here"—but the fans

and other features were furnished by the exhibitors.
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Genera] Electric Strike. Recording to en announcement
made by the General Electric Company at Schenectady to

18,000 striking employees, all workmen no1 In 1 1 1
«.

- shops at

7 a. m. Oct. 20 would be considered a dl charged. Ths
strike leaders, however, Intimate t h:t t the strike will con
tunic until tin' demands ars granted and will also spread to

the Lynn, I'm ifleld and Fori Wayne works of the company.
Already a sympathy strike has been Inaugurated at the

plant of the General Vehicle Company, Long Island City,

which is closely allied with the General Electric Company.
The men left their work Oct. i!0 without presenting anj di

mands.

Weetinghouse Electric Takes Over Sale of Westinghouse
.Machine Company's Products.— Formal announcement has

been made by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., that, effective Aug. l, the
sale of the standard products of the West inghouse Machine
Company was taken over by the prime-mover depart

nient o\' the Electric company. E. 11. Sniflin, formerly

vice president and sales manager of the Westinghouse Ma-
chine Company, has been appointed manager of the prime

mover department and will direct the sales of the product

of the Westinghouse Machine Company as heretofore. Mr.
Snitlin became associated with Westinghouse, Church, Ken 1

& Company in 1SSS, first as salesman and afterward as

sales manager. In 190.'5, when the Westinghouse Machine
Company organized a sales department, Mr. Sniffin was ap-

pointed sales manager. Subsequently, in 1905, he was
elected vice-president. A marine department of the West-
inghouse Machine Company has also been established, with

headquarters at East Pittsburgh, Pa., which will handle

all matters pertaining to the sale of marine refrigeration

and main propulsive machinery. The Atlantic seaboard

and Great Lakes negotiations will be handled by H. H.
Southgate, district manager, with headquarters in the

Bibbs Building, Washington, D. C. The Pacific Coast ma-
rine business of the company will be handled by Hunt,

Mirk & Company, 141 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, -Oct. 11
N , Oct. 19

,

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

£ s d £ s d
London, standard spot* 72 17 6

Prime Lake 17.87M" to 18.12y2 17.75 to 18.00
Electrolytic 17.87% to 18.12% 17.62% to 17.87%
Casting' 17.25 to 17.50 17.12% to 17.37%
Copper wire base 19.25 to 19.50t 19.00 to 19.25f

Lead 4.50 4.50
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter 16.00f 16.00t
Tin. Straits 32.75f 33.30t
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent 55.00 to 57.00 54.00 to 55.00f

tOLD METALS
Heavv <?opper and wire 15.25t 15.25f
Brass, heavv 10.25f 10.25f
Brass, light 8.50f 8.50t
Lead, heavv 4.00f 4.00t
Zinc, scrap 10.00t 10.00t

*COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Oct. 19 12,187

•From daily transactions on the New York Metal Exchange.
fNominal.

New Industrial Companies
The Keokuk Electric-Metal Company, Keokuk, Iowa, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 by W.
D. Baldwin, New York, N. Y.; C. G. Comstock, Cleveland,

Ohio, and others.

The Guaranteed Appliance Company, Chicago, 111., has

been incorporated by Prescott D. Bennett, Reuben N. Trane

and Dudley Taylor. The company is capitalized at $5,000

and intends to manufacture and deal in electrical appliances.

The Trotter Manufacturing Company, Rochester, N. Y.,

has been chartered with a capital stock of $30,000 for the

purpose of manufacturing machines, fixtures, appliances

for heat, light and refrigeration. The incorporators are

C. Elwell, Frank C. and Henry L. Trotter, Rochester.

New Incorporations
The Dempster Lighl I Power Company, Damp ter, S. D.,

iia been Incorporated with capital tot fa of !,B00 by
John G. DeWahl and others.

The Glen Hope Light, Meat al Powei Company, Glen
Hope, Pa., lias been Incorporated with a capital tock of

100 by Warren Partridge, w. 0. Hoovei and .1. p,

O'Laughlin. The office of the company will be in Cl<

field.

The Western Sumner County Lighl & Power Company of

Wellington, Kan., has been incorporated by N. L. Jones and
(i. G. William of Wellington, W. E. Stewart, of Mayfleld,
I'. M. Sumpton <>f Argonia, and E. T. Stewart of Milan.
Tlic company is capitalized at, $10,000 and purposes to build

a power plant near Mayfleld and supply electricity for

lamps and motors in Mayfleld, Milan, Argonia and possibly

Wellington.

Trade Publications
Switching Boxes.—The G. & W. Electric Specialty Com-

pany, 7440 South Chicago Avenue, Chicago, 111., has pre-

pared an illustrated folder on its switching boxes.

Brush-Type Switch.—The Krantz Manufacturing Com-
pany, 100 Seventh Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., is sending out

an illustrated catalog on its brush-type safety switch and
cabinet.

Chain-Screen Doors for Furnaces and Ovens.—The E. J.

Codd Company, 700 South Caroline Street, Baltimore, Md.,

has prepared two illustrated bulletins on its chain-screen

door for furnaces and ovens.

Molded Insulating Material. — Catalog No. 7 issued by
the Dickinson Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Mass.,

contains information on various molded electrical insulating

devices and other composition goods.

Stamp Mills for Mining Service.—The Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has recently

brought out Bulletin No. 1432-A on its stamp mills and ac-

cessory machinery for free-milling gold ores.

Connectors.—The Economy Service Connector Company,
609 West Fifth Street, Coffeyville, Kan., has prepared a
folder which contains information on a device for connecting
and disconnecting electric service wires to consumers from
the main wires.

Power-Transmission Chains.—The Morse Engineering
Company, St. Louis, representative of the Morse Chain
Company, Ithaca, N. Y., has prepared Bulletin No. 514,

which contains information on a Morse silent chain for a

600-hp. equipment.

Wire and Cables.—Catalog No. 6, recently published by
the Belden Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111., contains

181 pages on electrical wires, cables and cordage. The
catalog is very complete and contains numerous illustra-

tions and tables.

Industrial Lighting.—The Cooper Hewitt Electric Com-
pany, Hoboken, N. J., has prepared a well-illustrated catalog

entitled "Economics of Industrial Lighting." The catalog

contains information on and numerous illustrations of actual

installations of the Cooper Hewitt mercury-vapor lamps.

Cylinder-Type Electric Washer.—The Wash-Easy Com-
pany, Fourteenth Street and Western Avenue, Chicago, 111.,

has issued several illustrated folders on its all-metal, cyl-

inder-type electrically operated washing machine. The com-
pany has also published a leaflet on its new safety wringer
guard.

Motors and Generators.—The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has prepared

Leaflet No. 2390 on its type E engine-driven alternating-

current generators with ratings of from 62.5 kva. to 1750

kva., Leaflet No. 2389 on its type G belt-driven alternating-

current generators with ratings of from 25 kva. to 312

kva., Descriptive Leaflet No. 3811 on installations of motors
for main rolls of steel mills, and Descriptive Leaflet No.

3787 on type CS squirrel-cage induction motors with ratings

of from 150 hp. to 650 hp.
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Construction News
New England

GEORGES MILL, N. H.—The plant be-
ing erected at George Mills by A. !•' Stock-
ton is intended to form a part of extension
via Georges Mills to New London, Sutton
and other towns by the Sunapee 101. Lt. &
Pwr. Co., Sunapee, now owned and op<
by the Central Pwr. Co., which also owns
the Newport El. Lt. & Pwr. Co., Newport.
The planl In Georges Mills will be run tem-
porarily by a Pelton motor operated bj
wit. r from the town water main, which will
probably be discarded later for high-tension
service from the central station at Newport.
LUDLOW, VT.—The electric-light com-

missioners have been authorized to con-
tract with the Colonial Pwr, & Lt. Co.,
Manchester, for energy to operate the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant. The village has
also authorized the Village Trustees to bor-
row $3,000 to pay for the expense of con-

g the municipal system with the lines
of the Colonial company.

in LL, MASS.—The Town Council, it is

considering a proposal for the
of the municipal electric-light plant.

WiXTHROP, MASS.—The electric-light
committee has entered into a new contract
with the Suburban Gas & El. Co., Revere,
under the terms of which the present 60-
cp. incandescent electric lamps will be re-
placed with nitrogen-filled lamps.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.—The Narragansett
El. Ltg. Co., Providence, is erecting a new
high-tension transmission line from its sub-
station in East Providence to the mills in
I'hillipsdale.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.—A permit has been
granted to the Narragansett 101. Ltg. Co.,
Providence, for the erection of a new sub-
station, 105 ft. by 48 ft., on Admiral
Street, near Chad Brown Street.

'DING, CONN.—The electric plant,
owned by D. S. Sanford, supplying elec-
tricity for lighting the Sanford School at
Redding Ridge, was recently destroyed by
fire.

Middle Atlantic

ALBANY, N. Y.—Bids will be received
by Isidore Wachsman, secretary board of
contract and supply, Albany, until Nov. 1,

for construction of fire-alarm station to be
erected on site bounded by Delaware and
Myrtle Avenues and Lark and Morris
Streets. Separate bids to be submitted on
plumbing and gas work, heating and elec-
tric wiring. The Obenau-Nichols Co., 119
State Street, is architect.

ALBANY, N. Y.—Bids will be received
by the trustees of public buildings, Execu-
tive Chamber, Capitol, Albany, until Oct.
25 for alterations in executive offices, Capi-
tol, including electric work, construction
work, heating and plumbing work. Draw-
ings and specifications and blank forms of
proposals may be obtained at the Depart-
ment of Architecture, Capitol, Albany.
Drawings and specifications may be con-
sulted at the New YorK office of the De-
partment of Architecture, Room 1224,
Woohvorth Building, New York, N. Y.
Lewis F. Pilcher is state architect.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Bids will he re-
ceived at the office of the Mayor, borough
of Manhattan, New York, until Nov. 1 for
the following work for the Fourteenth In-
fantry Armory, borough of Brooklyn: (1)
Mason work, excavation work, etc.; (2)
electric work; (3) heating work; (4)

plumbing work. Separate proposals to I"

submitted for each item. Clank toi

further information may he obtained at the
office of the Armory Board, Room 6, 1 1

ment, Hall of Records, borough of Man-
hattan.

BUFFALO >, N. V- Bids will be n
at the oilice of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D. <'.,

until Nov. 2 for the removal of the old
and installation of a new vault door, in-
cluding the installation of lining plates,
metal vault equipment and electric con-
duits and wiring, opening into the cashier's
room in the United States post of]

Buffalo, X. Y., in accordance with draw-
ings Nos. V-100 and V-101 and specifica-
tions, coiiies of Which may be obtained at
the above office or from the custodian of
building at Buffalo.

CORI.KSKILL, N. Y.—The Mohawk
Hydro-Electric Co., Ephratah, is planning
to extend its transmission line to supply
electricity to the Courter El. Co., which fur-
nishes electrical service in Cobleskill. The
work will include the erection of a substa-
tion in Cobleskill and about 900 poles and
65 miles of wire. The contract has been
awarded to the Mohawk Improvement Co.
William C. Dunlop is engineer in charge.

WARREN, N. Y.—Plans are being con-
sidered by the Elks' Club for the installa-
tion of an ornamental lighting system on
Pennsylvania Avenue.
WATERTOWN, N. Y.—The installation

of an electric generating plant at the poor
farm asylum and building is under con-
sideration by the commissioners.

COLUMBIA, PA.—The Borough Council
has decided to use ornamental lamp stand-
ards for street lighting, of which 58 will
be erected on the principal business thor-
oughfares.

NEW OXFORD, PA.—The Town Coun-
cil is considering a proposal submitted by
D. L. Martin, representing a company in
Honey Brook, for lighting the town with
electricity. The company proposes also to
furnish electrical service in East Berlin
and other nearby towns.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Three school

buildings, to cost $500,000, $250,000 and
$200,000 respectively, will be erected by
the Board of Education of Philadelphia.
Bids, it is understood, will soon be asked
for. J. Horace Cook is architect.

PHILADKLPHIA, PA.—A hospital build-
ing and power plant, to cost $250,000, will
be erected at Fifty-third Street and Cedar
Avenue for the Misericordia Hospital. E.
F. Durang & Son, 1200 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, are the architects.

PHOENIXVILLE, PA.—The Borough
Council has adopted a resolution intro-
duced by E. A. Barkely asking that the
Council go on record as favoring a munici-
pal lighting system and that bonds to the
amount of $45,000 be issued to construct
the plant. The proposition will have to be
submitted to the voters.

SPRING, PA (not a post office).—Ap-
plication has been made by T. K. Leidy,
attorney, representing the Krick El. Co., to
the Public Service Commission for permis-
sion to supply electricity for lamps and
motors in Spring Township.
WKST IIAZr-ETON, PA.—The Borough

Council is considering a proposal submitted
by the Harwood El. Co. for the installation
of a new street-lighting system.
BLIZABTH, N, J.- Plans have been filed

at the office of tin; building inspector for

the construction of a power house at the
General Hospital to cost $<;,tm;.

ORANGE, X. J.—Bids will be- re
at the office of the supervising architect,

irj i )• pai tment, Washington, D < '..

until NOV. 15, lor furnishing and installing
lighting fixtures in tin i nited states post
Office at Orange, .\. J. ],„ . I . • t .

,

proposal columi
MILTON, DEL.—The Town Council has

awarded the contract lor construction of
a municipal electric-light plant to \V. \V.

Conwell at $8,600.

BALTIMORE, MD H. K McCay, har-
bor engineer, has been authorized by the
Board "i Estimates to prepare plans and
specifications tor the construction of a
hydroelectric plant at Jones' Fall to sup-
plj electricity for lighting the city. It is

tOOd that tlie plans provide that
[cations should tie prepared, adver-

tising for bids to build ami operate the
plant and furnish electricity to the cits' at
a Hat price, not to exceed the p

price. After ten years the entire plant is

to revert to the city.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Plans for the ex-
tension of the ornamental lighting
on Hanover Street from Lombard to Winder
Street, the approach to the New Han-
over Street bridge, and also for lighting
the bridge, have been submitted to the
Board of Estimates by Lighting Superin-
tendent Mohr. The cost of lighting the
bridge is estimated at $6,000 per year, and
the plans provide for 356 lamps erected on
ornamental standards, each mounted with
two 100-cp. incandescent lamps. The cost
of the Hanover Street extension would be
$11,765, and maintenance $6,500 per year
at present rates. The estimate also pro-
vides for lighting the dark alleys through-
out the city.

BLACKSTONE, VA.—The local electric-
light plant and water-works pumping sta-
tion was recently destroyed by fire, steps
will be taken at once to rebuild the plants.
The town at present is without electric
service.

RICHMOND, VA.—Contracts have been
awarded by the Old Dominion Iron & Nail
Works for the construction of a large steel
plant on Belle Isle, in which electrical fur-
naces will be installed. Frank J. Gould is

president and Thomas S. Wheelwright is

vice-president and general manager.
RICHMOND, VA.—The Administrative

Board has authorized the city attorney to
draw up the necessary papers for the pur-
chase of the electric-lighting equipment
owned by the Virginia Ry. & Pwr. Co.,
Richmond, in the northern territory re-
cently annexed by the city, for which an
appropriation of $6,363 has been made.
The new territory will be served from the
municipal plant.

WINCHESTER, VA.—Bids will be re-
ceived by John M. Steck, president of the
Common Council, until Oct. 29 for lighting
the streets with electricity for a period of
five years from June 1, 1916, as follows:
(1) To supply and maintain not less than
75 or more than 100 electric arc lamps of
1200 cp. ; (2) to supply not less than 25
or more than 100 incandescent electric
lamps of 80 cp. ; (3) to supply not less
than 150 and not more than 200 incandes-
cent electric lamps of 80 cp.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington,
D. C., until Nov. 9 for furnishing at the
various navy yards and naval stations sup-
lilies as follows: Brooklyn, X. v.. Sched-
ule 8913—four blowers to deliver lono cu.
ft. of air per minute; Schedule S923—9000

Philadelphia's 30,000-Kw. Turbine Started 'Two Minutes Under a Year" from First Steel Work
"Steam On"

to

\| :: :18 p. m. Thursday, Oct. 7. exactly
two minutes short of one year from the
time, 3:20 p. m., Oct. 7, 1914, that the first
steel column of the present building was
put into iila... thi great 30,000-kw., twenty-
five-cycle turbo-alternator of the Philadel-
phia Electric Company was turned over
for the first time under the supervision of
W. C. L. Eglin, vice-president of the com-
pany, and the engineers in charge of the
work. The present huge unit and its 35,-
000-kw. companion turbine are the largest
pair of prime movers in the world. The
photograph at the left, taken a year ago,
^hows the first structural steel work being
put into place in the new station building
on the right is a view of the generatoi
room taken Oct. 7 of this year at the Iiiih
of starting up the huge new turbine. A de-
tailed description of the large Philadelphia
units was given in an article on '•.Metro-
politan Needs and Sizes of Prime Movers,"
which a p|iea red on page 799 of the ELEC-
TRICAL World of Oct. 9.
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u ISHINt 1TON, 1

1 C Foreign trade op
portunlt lea ore annoum ed bj the Buri
Foreign and Domestic Commerbi In the
Commerce Reports as follows: No 18,70<

An Ajnerlcan consular officer In India
reports that :i company in his district de
Ires 10 be placed In communication with
American manufacturers and exporters ot
electrical supplies, such as lamps, globes,
shades, i.ra. kits, fixtures, fans, etc. Corre-
spondence may be in English. No, is.tst
The bureau has received a report from an
Ajnerlcan consular officer in Canada stat-
ing thai a Arm in hla district desires t<>

communicate with American manufacturers
of annunciator wire such as Is used In
connection with electric bells. The size re-
quired Is No. is. it is stated that orders
of 500 lb, would be placed. No 18,789
The commercial attache of the Department
of Commerce in England reports that a
business man desires to represent Ameri-
can manufacturers or exporters of el.

.

household appliances, such as electrical
irons. Further information may be ob-
tained upon application to the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Depart-
ment Of Commerce, Washington, D. C., and
its branches.

North Central
ISHl'EMINO, MICH.—The Cleveland

Cliffs Iron Co., Ishpeming, has awarded the
contract for the erection of a power house,
26 ',• ft. by S2'o ft., at its Section 6 mine,
in the North Lake district, to Louis Erick-
son & Son.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the chairman of the building
committee at the office of Howard H. Buck-
hout, steward Kalamazoo State Hospital,
Kalamazoo, until Nov. 1, for the erection
of a nurses' home at the Kalamazoo State
Hospital, including general contract, heat-
ing, plumbing and gasfitting, electric wiring
and equipment. Bids may be submitted on
the entire work or separate divisions. Plans
and specifications may be obtained at the
office of the Wernette-Bradfield-Mead Co.,
engineers and architects, Grand Rapids. A
deposit of $10 will be required for each set
of plans.

MUSKEGON, MICH.—Steps have been
taken to raise funds for the installation
of ornamental lamps on Terrace Street.
The plans provide for the erection of from
45 to 50 standards, to cost about $2,000.
ASHTABULA, OHIO.—Plans have been

completed by W. C. Owen, architect,
Leader-News Building, Cleveland, for the
Construction of the new building for the
Cleveland Ford Tire Co. to be erected in
Ashtabula. Bids, it is understood, will soon
be called for. The plant will be equipped
with motor-driven machinerv. Electric
generating units will be installed by the
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
BETTSVILLE, OHIO.—Arrangements, it

is reported, have been made with the Ohio
Lt. & Pwr. Co., Tiffin, to supply electricity
for lamps and motors in Bettsville. The
service will be supplied from the high-ten-
sion line which runs from Tiffin to Fre-
mont.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, City Hall, Cleve-
land, until Oct. 27 for furnishing lead-
armored cable for the Department of Fire.
Specifications may be obtained upon appli-
cation to the director of public safety.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re--

ceieved at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, City Hall, Cleve-
land, until Oct. 29 for paper-insulated,
lead-covered cable. Specifications may be
obtained upon application to the commis-
sioner of the light and heat division, 1443
East Third Street, Cleveland.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, City Hall, Cleve-
land, until Oct. 27 for furnishing one steam-
turbine-driven generating unit for the
Division Avenue pumping station. Appli-
cation may be obtained upon application
to the commissioner of water.
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ELI RIA, OHIO Kids will be >•

.11 the office ol the
Treat m \ 1 lepartment, Washington, 1 >. > '.,

nm ii \o\
. 19 foi construe! ion, Including

mechanical equl] ml and approaches, of
the United States post office al Elyrla.
Drawings and specifications maj
talned at the above office or from the cua
todlan of site at Elyrla.

OALiION, OHIO. The Council has adopt-
ed an ordinance authorizing the service di-
rector to expend $800 for the purpose or
employing an electrical engineer to make an
Inventors and appraisement of the mu
niclpal electric-llghl plant and install a
classified system of accounts, to determine
whether or no1 the rate for electricity can
be reduced,

STETJBENVILLE, OHIO.—Surveys are
being made by the lOast Livcrpool-Steuben-
ville Trac. .v.- Lt. Co., Steubenvllle, for the
proposed electric cable line to be erected
from Newell to New Cumberland.
YOUNOSTOWN, OHIO.—The Mahoning

County Lt. Co., Voungstown, has awarded
the contract for the erection of a new
building, 100 ft. by 94 ft., several stories
high, to the Heller Brothers Co. The Coun-
cil recently granted the company a fran-
chise to furnish electricity in the city. The
company has been authorized to issue
$530,000 in bonds and $400,000 in capital
stock.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO. — Preparations

are being made by the Mahoning & She-
nango Ry. ft Lt. Co., Youngstown, for the
erection of an addition to its Lowellville
plant, increasing the generating capacity
by 20,000 hp. Engineering and mechanical
contracts have been awarded to the Stone
& Webster Engineering Corpn., Boston,
Mass. The cost is estimated at about
$750,000.
COTTONWOOD PALLS, KY.—The Home

Lt. & Pwr. Co., Cottonwood Falls, is ex-
tending its transmission lines into the coun-
try east of Cottonwood Falls, a distance or
about 5 miles, to furnish electricity to
farmers in that district.

CYNTHIANA, KY.—A deal has been
closed whereby the property of the Cynthi-
ana El. Lt. Co. has been taken over by
the Kentucky Utilities Co., Lexington.
FLEMINGSBURG, KY.—The Flemings-

burg Lt. & Ice Co. is changing its system
from direct current to alternating current,
2300 volts. The company proposes to ex-
tend its transmission lines to supply elec-
trical service to the surrounding towns and
villages.

WHITESBURG, KY.—The installation of
an electric-light plant in Whitesburg is
under consideration. Wiley W. Gibson &
Son, Mater, Ky., are reported to be inter-
ested in the project.

EVANSVILLE. IND.—The power sta-
tion, we are informed, of the Evansville
Pub. Ser. Co. was not destroyed bv fire, as
reported in the issue of Oct. 2. The bus
structure was burned, causing an interrup-
tion of the service only a short time. The
company expects to build a new switch-
board some time during the next year. A.
C. Blinn is general manager.
HUNTINGTON, IND.—The contract for

installing the ornamental street-lighting
system in Huntington has been awarded to
the Central El. Co., South Bend, at $17,000.
The plans provide for 391 nitrogen-filled
lamps in the business district, maintained
by underground wires.

LAPORTE, IND.—Terms have been
agreed upon between the City Council and
the Laporte Gas & El. Co. whereby a new
contract will go into effect Jan. 1, 1916,
under which the present arc lamps will
be replaced with nitrogen-filled lamps of
400 cp.
CHICAGO, ILL.—The Public Serv. Co.

of Northern Illinois, Chicago, has placed an
order for a 10,000-kw. turbo-generator.
CHICAGO, ILL.—The Commonwealth

Edison Co. of Chicago has placed a contract
for a 35,300-kw., 60-cycle tandem-compound
steam generator, to be installed in the
Northwest station of the company.
STREATOR, ILL.—Plans have been pre-

pared for the installation of an ornamental
street-lighting system which provide for
the erection of ninety ornamental standards
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OSSEO, wis. Bids will be received bj

I iard ol Education, Osseo, until Nov. l

for the construction ol a publii
building, Separate bldi to be sub
on heating and ventilating, electric wiring,
plumbing and sewerage syi Fellows
A Hamilton, 6 North Clark Street, Chicago,
ill., are the architects.

AUSTIN, MINN A 1260-kW. West inn-
house turbo-generator is being installed in
the municipal ell Cl ric lit;hl plant.

DULUTH, .MINN. Steps have bi •
I

taken bj the Hillside Commercial Clti
the installation ol an ornamental lighting
system In that district.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—An addition Is

being erected to the steam-power plant ol

the Minneapolis General Electric Co si

Twenty-ninth Avenue N. 10 and the river.
to cost with equipment about $000,000. The
equipment will include a 15,000-kw. steam
turbine, which will be used as an auxiliary
to the present steam-power plant.

CORWITH, IOWA.—Bonds have been
voted for the installation of an electric-
lighting system in Corwith.
LAWLER, IOWA.—Bids will be received

by the Town Council of Lawler on a small
oil-engine-driven generating unit (directly
connected) for the municipal electric-light
plant. Further information may be ob-
tained upon application to G. R. Shaw, light
commissioner.
LUVERNE, IOWA.—The contract for

the construction of 8 miles of transmission
line, substation and distribution system in
Luverne has been awarded by the Town
Board to the McConnell-Lankford El. Co.,
Boone, at $8,918.

NASHUA, IOWA.—At a special election
held Oct. 12 the proposal to grant the Cedar
Valley Pwr. Co. a 25-year franchise in
Nashua was carried. The company has pur-
chased a power site for $35,000 and pro-
poses to replace the present dam with a
concrete structure.

OSAGE, IOWA.—Surveys are now being
made in connection with the installation of
an electric plant in Osage.
PERRY, IOWA.—An election has been

called for Oct. 28 to submit to the voters
a proposal to issue $5,000 in bonds, the
proceeds to be used for extensions to the
municipal electric plant. The proposed
work includes addition to building, engine,
large storage battery, tank, etc.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—The Kansas City
Speedway & Exposition Co., recently chart-
ered with a capital stock of $300,000, is
planning to build an amusement park and
is now building a speedway at Overland
Park, on the Strang Electric line.

MAPLEWOOD, MO.—The City Coun-
cil has granted the Western Pwr. & Lt. Co.,
a subsidiary of the Cupples Station Pwr.
Co., a franchise to operate in Maplewood
in competition with the El. Co. of Missouri.
POWERSITE, MO.—The Ozark Pwr. &

Wtr. Co., Joplin, is contemplating the con-
struction of a smaller dam, to cost from
$15,000 to $20,000, on White River, about
70 ft. below the present reservoir, to remove
the danger of the present reservoir being
undermined. The company will also con-
struct a retaining wall along the river below
the dam.
SPRINGFIELD, MO.—Preliminary plans

and estimates for a proposed municipal
electric-light plant have been prepared by
E. M. Stevens, consulting engineer, Kansas
City, Mo. The cost of the plant is estimated
at $400,000. The proposal to issue bonds
will probably be submitted to the voters
soon after the plans have been presented to
the local committee.
WARRENSBURG, MO.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of G. E. Hoover, regis-
trar, Missouri State Normal School, War-
rensburg, until Nov. 2, for construction of
the administration building. Separate bids
to be submitted for the installation of heat-
ing and plumbing system and for electric
wiring. Plans and specifications may be
obtained at the office of Smith, Rea &
Lovitts, Finance Building, Kansas City,
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Mo., for which a deposit oi (25 will be
required.

i OOPERSTOWN, x. I >. Plans are being
considered by the Cltj Council foi Improve-
ments to the elect rlc llghl Ing s

GLENBURN, N. I >. The Council has
granted M. Thayer a franchise to install an
electric-light plant.

WILLISTON, X. D.—The installation of
an ornamental street-lighting system in Wil-
liston is repotted to be under consideration.

ESMERY, S. D. The Cradles El. Co. has
ranted a franchise to install and

opera ti an electric-light plant in Emery,
BELLEVILLE, KAN. The installation

oi an ornamental lighting system around
tie- Court House Square and in other
streets is under consideration.

MARYSVILLE, KAN.- -Preparations are
being made by the Marysville El, Lit., I'wr.
& Wtr. Co. for the extension of its service
to Blue Rapids, is miles distant, and to

.die, ., miles beyond. The transmis-
sion line is already erected between Blue
Rapids and Waterville, and th line from
Marysville to Blue Rapids is now under
wa\ .

WICHITA, KAN.—The Kansas ( las ,<.- 101.

Wichita, has applied to the Public
Utilities Commission for permission to issue
$200,000 in bonds and $L'.V,,<imi in capital
slock.

Southern States
LUMBERTON, N. C.—Arrangements are

being made for improvements to the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant in Lumberton.
The work will include the installation of
one 1 2f>-kva., 60-cycle generator, switch-
board, Westinghouse type, thirteen trans-
formers, the erection of 300 poles and G
miles of copper wire. Work will begin
about Nov. 1. Tucker & Laxton, Charlotte,
are engineers in charge.
ACWORTH, GA.—The City Council, it is

reported, has voted to install new water-
works and electric-lighting systems. The
present system will be abondoned and a 24-
hour service established. Electric motors
will be used to operate the pumps for pump-
ing water from the artesian wells.

COLUMBUS, GA.—The City Council has
decided to engage a consulting engineer to
make investigations relative to the construc-
tion of a municipal electric-light plant.

CLEARWATER, FLA.—Application has
been made to the Commissioners of Pinellas
County by J. M. and J. N. McClung, Clear-
water, for a franchise to erect and operate
electric light and power transmission lines
in the county. The system, it is under-
stood, will be extended north to Dunedin
and south to Indian Rocks.
FORT MYERS, FLA.—Plans are being

considered, it is reported, by James A.
Moore, Seattle, Wash., and other Western
capitalists for the construction of an elec-
tric-lighting plant in Fort Myers. W. M.
Butterworth, vice-president of the Florida
Farm Co., has charge of the proposed de-
velopment.
TITUSVILLE, FLA.—At an election held

recently the proposal to issue $.'55,000 in
bonds for the purchase of the plant of the
Titusville El. Lt. Co. was defeated.

TULLAHOMA, TENN.—The Cumberland
Springs Co. is contemplating the installation
of an electric-light plant and other im-
provements.
GREENVILLE, MISS.— Plans have been

prepared for the installation of an orna-
jtreel lighting system, which pro-

vide for the erection of 100 ornamental
i
ids carrying three-lamp clusters (one

100-cp. lamp and two 40-cp. lamp) to be
maintained by underground wires. The
cost is estimated at from $4,000 to $.".,000.

t nothing definite has been decided
upon. R. L. Pritehard is secretary of

nber of Commerce.
GULPPORT, -MISS.—The cost of the re-

construction of the overhead lines of the
Gulfport & Mississippi Coast Trac. Co.,
damaged bv the recent storm, is estimated

5,000. The lighting system in Gulf-
port Is badly crippled.

NEWPORT, ARK.—The Arkansas Lt. ft

I'wr. Co., Newport, it is reported, is plan-
ning to install two engines and a turbine
pump of 1 000 gal. per minute capacity for
raising water for its boiler plant

WOMBLE, ARK.—The Black Springs
Lumber Co. is reported to have been
ranted a franchise to supply electricity for
lamps in Womble.
STILLWATER, OKI,A.- The electric

light and water-works commissioners are
contemplating the installation of a com-
plete new generating unit in the municipal
Blectric-light plant in the early part of 1916.
George M. Smith is superintendent.

BEAUMONT, TEX.—Sealed bids will be
• received by the Board of Wharf and Dock

Commissioners, City Hall, I'.ea ninonl . until

Nov i, for furnishing material and for the
following work at Kirby's Wharf, city of

Beaumont : < i » Quay consti uction .
ci)

shed construction; < 3 > freight handling
machinery, including two traveling Gantry
j 1 1 > cranes, two overhead cranes with mov-
able tracks and overhead carriers, with

ippliances ami appurtenances
II. McL. Harding is consulting engirt

BRYAN, TEX.—Application has
to the City Council by Foi

Brothers for a franchise to construct and
operate an electric-light plant in Bryan.

DECATUR, TEX. improvements to the
municipal electric light plant, to cost about
-in. nun, are under consideration.

EDGEWOOD, TEX.—The construction of

an electric-light system in Edgewood is

under consideration. .1. W. Freeman, Kil-

Kore, is reported interested.

FORT WORTH, TEX.—A petition signed
bv the business men and property owners
oil Throckmorton and Monroe Streets has
been presented to the city Commissioners
asking that the ornamental Street-lighting

system be extended to those thoroughfare!

GATESVILLE, TEX.—An expenditure
of $10,000 for the installation of a heating
and power plant at the State Training
School for Boys, near Oatesville, has been
approved bv Governor Ferguson. The pro-

posed plant will be installed under the
supervision of Patrick Bracken, master
mechanic of the state penitentiary.

SHERMAN, TEX.—Plans are being con-
sidered for additions to the municipal elec-

tric-light plant, Considerable new machin-
ery, it is understood, will be installed.

WACO, TEX.—Plans are being prepared
bv Ross & Cason, Waco, for extensive im-
provements to the local system of the Texas
Tel. Co., including construction of exchange
building, 55 ft. by 120 ft., three stories

high, basement to contain repair shop, two
vaults, dvnamos and other electrical equip-
ment, heating plant, etc. A switchboard,
costing $00,000, has been purchased by the
company.

Pacific States
CENTRAL!A, WASH.—The City Com-

missioners have entered into a contract witn
Elmer Hayden, receiver of the Washing-
ton-Oregon Corp., whereby the company
will furnish the city with electricity at a

much lower rate than under the old con-
tract. The commission has canceled the
contract made with H. G. Freischhauer
last June.
MONTESANO, WASH.—George H. Til-

den, Hoge Building, Seattle, has made a sec-

ond application to the Commissioners of

Grays Harbor County for a franchise to

erect transmission lines along the county
roads.

PORT ANGELES. WASH.—The Port An-
geles Tel. & Teleg. Co. is planning to extend
its county system westward from Fairholme
to Forks, where connection will be made
with the Fair Service System.
SEOUIM, WASH.—The Sequim Lt. &

Pwr. Co., recently organized, has taken over
the holdings of J. Ti. Keeler, consisting of
distributing system, franchise, etc., in

Sequim. The company has a contract with
the Olympia Pwr. Co. covering all territory
in Ranges 2, 3, 4 and 5 of Clallam County.
Work will begin as soon as possible in the
development of this section.

TACOMA. WASH.—L. H. Bean, local
manager of the Puget Sound El. Ry. Co.,
and the Tacoma Ry. ft Lt. Co., has applied
to the Commissioners of Pierce County
for a franchise to erect transmission line*
along the countyr roads in the districts oi

Puyallup, Burnett, Sumner, McMillan and
Alderton. The petition asks for a time
limit of three years in which to construct
the line. Work will beRin as soon as the
franchise is granted.
AURORA, ORE.—The Molalla El. Co.,

Aurora, has been granted a franchise to
supply electricity in Rutteville. Nitroeren-
filled lamOS will be used for street lighting.
Work will begin at once on the ejection
of the transmission line from Donald to
Butteville, a distance of about 2% miles.

PRAIRIE (MTV. oi:K -Arrangements,
it is reported, are being made by the
Prairie i'wr. Co. to finance the construction
of a hydroelectric power plant on the John
Day River, 11 miles west of the city. Tin 1

work includes 1 mile of open ditch, 3000
1 i n . ft. of WOOd-pipe line, forehay, water-
wheel, generator, and erection of transmis-
sion line to Prairie City, it miles |<

BOLINAS, CAL.—At an election held re-
cently the proposal to establish a lighting
district in p.oliuas was carried The Super-
visors have asked the Pacific Gas ,^- El. Co.
to consider the advisability of extending a

transmission line alone: the coast section of
the county to supply electricity to dairymen.

ESCONDIDO, CAL Th< ouncil
has pa. lution authorizing a

i

Hon to submit tli. 0,

in bonds ior the co ti of a munlcipa

i

electric hclil and gaS plant.

l.A MANDA PARK. I !AL. Prepai
are being made for tie Installation ol an
ornamental lighting system In La Manila
Park, for which contracts will be awarded

i
', c i 'I'll, pia ni provide tor the

installation ot about 300 ornamental Btand
mounted wit h 1 00 cp. la mps main

taincd by underground \\ i

n

MARTINEZ, CAL The Loud of
County Supervisors has granted th<

>i I'wr. CO., San Francisco, a fran-
chise to erect electric transmission lines on
certain roads in Contra Costa Counts.

BONNERS PERRY, IDAHO. The Bon-
ner \\'tr., & Lt. <o is contemplating an
expenditure of $12,000 to extend the water-
supply system to the North Sid

ROCKLAND, IDAHO. Application has
been made to tie Public Utilities commis-
sion by .J. E. .March and M. It. Stite for
a certificate of public convenience and ne-
cessity permitting them to construct and

an electric light and power plant
in Rockland.

KINGMAN, ARIZ.—The Desert I'wr. <t

Wtr, Co., Kingman, expects to erect im-
mediately a i i,ooo-volt transmission line
from the Tom Reed .Mine to Block Eagle
Mine, a distance of 1 mile, and one to the
United Eastern Mine, 1 mile long ; also to
erect at once a 44,000-volt, three-phase, 60-

cycle transmission line from the power
plant at Kingman to the Union Basin Min-
ing Co. at Golconda, a distance of 14 miles.
The company expects to purchase at once
No. 4 copper wire, poles, steel or wood, in-

sulators, etc., for the above lines. R. W.
Wilde is vice-president.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—All bids submitted
for furnishing the city with 294 ornamental
lamp standards, it is reported, have been re-

jected by Robert A. Craig, city manager.
New bids, it is understool, will be asked for.

CHOTEAU, MONT.—The residents of

Hobson Addition have presented a petition

to the City Council asking for an extension
of the electric-lighting system to that dis-

trict.

ALAMOSA, COL.—The Colorado I'wr.

Co., it is reported, is contemplating rebuild-
ing the local distribution system and other
improvements to plant, at a cost of about
$20,000. J. V. Anderson is local manager.

FORT COLLINS, COL.—Condemnation
proceedings are being conducted by the
city to acquire a site for the proposed mu-
nicipal electric plant.

GREELEY, COL.—The Greeley- I'oudrc
Irrigation District has purchased from L. L.

Stimson, Greeley, and the Greeley Hydro-
Electric Co., all water rights formerly re-

served bv the Laramie-I'oudre Reservoir &
Irrigation Co., as well as all water rights
acquired on the Cache la Poudre and Lara-
mie Rivers in Colorado, which include the
rights claimed on the water flow of the
Greeley-Poudre tunnel, the Elkhorn Reser-
voir, and other reservoirs on the Cache la

Poudre and Laramie Rivers.

Canada
BRANTFORD TOWNSHIP, ONT.—The

Council has passed a by-law authorizing
the township to enter into a contract with
the Hydro-Electric Power Commission for
electricity.

NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.—At an election
to be held Nov. 3 two by-laws will be sub-
mitted to the ratepayers—the first to

authorize the city to enter into a contract
with the Hydro-Electric Commission of On-
tario and the second to issue debentures to

the amount of $1 t.OOn for the pure!
the machinery and equipment of the city

electric-lighl station.

PETROLIA, ONT, The Town Council
lias decided to take over the electric plant
of the Petrolia El. Lt., Ht. ft i'wr. Co. >t

$11,280, the price set by the Hydro-Electri<
i 'ower < 'ommission.

Miscellaneous

PANAMA.—Bids will be 1 > 'he

office of the general pure] er, the
Panama Canal, Washington, i >. C, until

Nov. 15 for Copper cable and wire, steel

reinforcing bars, steel wire, street Limits.

water-gage lamps, etc, Blanks ami general
information relating to this circular (979)
may be obtained from the above office or
the" offices of the assistant purchasing
agents, 24 state Street, New York. X. v.:
614 Whitney-Central Building, New Or-
leans. La., and Fort Mason. San Francisco.
Cal.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
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i .iii.ino,
•

. lusti i.i i Lungarj App
'ii Poi celain Insulator i ubjected

mi i \ to compn Baton strain,

1,166,113 \/i\iiin ind Other Indicator:
<: S Tiffany, Summit, N, .1. App. filed
Man h 16, 191 2. For transmitting mo-
tions oi a pointer or telescope

1,156,121. Combination Switch; A F.
\\ Ise, < Olumbus, ( ihlo. App. Bled April
i, 1914. For automobile Ignition circuits.

1,156,136. Method of Operating Poly-
phase Motors; ii. \\

. Doubrava, Hacken-
sack. N. .1. and .1. I leinetuan, New York,
N. ?. App- Hied April L8, L914. Does
away with external appliances.

L,156,157. Rei i i\ i i:
; O. M. Leich, Genoa,

in. App. Bled March 30, 19] I. "Direct-
current" type.

1,1 >6,163. Manufacture op Insulators for
I [IQH-POTENTIAL ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS ;

F, M. Locke, Victor, New York. x. v.
App. Bled .March 9, 1909. Class base and
boron material.

1,156,171. Carbonizing Pipe Bowls; W.
A. Paul. Moline, 111. App. filed April 4,
I'M I. Electric heater Insertible in pipe
howl.

1,156,192. Apparatus for Improving the
Stability of Furnaces with Magnetic-
ally Extended Electric Arcs; e.
Trove, Christiania, Norway. App. filed
Feb. 18, L915. Central recess and ribs
adjacent to electrode points.

L,156,201. Electric Switch or Contactor;
T. E. Barnum, Milwaukee, Wis App.
filed Aug. 27, 1907. Special contact con-
struction.

l, 1"6, 223. Electric Laundry Roll; W. S.
Hadaway, Jr.. Xew Rochelle, N. Y. App.
riled .March 9. 1914. Heater supported
within hollow rolls.

1,156,226. Recording Electric Meter; A.
Herz, Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug. 15,
1911. For determining period of maxi-mum demand.

l.l 56,227. Low-Resistance Vapor-Elec-
tric Device ; P. C. Hewitt, New York,
N. Y. App. filed Aug. 14, 1907. Container
shaped to offer cooling surface.

1,156,228. Controlling Means for Vapor
Apparatus ; P. C. Hewitt, Ringwood
Manor, N. J. App. filed Jan. 20, 1905.
Strengthens normal initial resistance of
negative electrode.

1,156,253. Telephone System; LeR. "W.
Stanton, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed Nov.
S. 1912. "Semi-automatic." (Eighty-one
claim,*

)

1,156,255. Combined Timer and Distrib-
uter ; A. L. Strahle, Benson, Neb. App.
filed March 4, 1914. Special features of
a contact mechanism.

1,156,257. Gas or Vapor Electric Appa-
ratus ; P. H. Thomas, Upper Montclair,
X. J. App. filed Sept. 12, 1912. Mini-
mizes operating temperature.

1,156,282. Electric Switch; W. H. Farm-
er, Boothbay Harbor, Me. App. filed July
22, 1915. For ignition circuits.

1,156,288. Electric Typewriter; E. Haus-
berg, Des Moines, Iowa. App. filed Oct.
13. 1909. Has uniform printing action.
(Thirty-two claims.)

1.156.314. Connector for Ground Termi-
nals : A. R. Rheinberger, St. Paul, Minn.
App. filed Jan. 10, 1910. Wedges for se-
curing wire to terminal rod.

1.156.315. Electrode; W. H. Rowley, Uni-
versity, Mo. App. filed Dec. 16, 1913.
Battery grid having ductile lead fibers.

1.156.316. Process of Making Electrodes;
W. H. Rowley, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed
April 5, 1915. Absorption removes ex-
cess moisture and then applies pressure.

1,156,321. Expression Device for Musi-
cal Instruments ; M. L. Severy, Arling-
ton Heights, and G. B. Sinclair, Win-
throp, Mass. App. filed June 6, 1907.
Simultaneously switches different re-
sistances into the electromagnetic circuits.

1,156,334. Electrical Signaling System
and Apparatus ; C. W. Ward, Lakewood,
Ohio. App. filed Nov. 1, 1911. Box sig-
naling for electric railways.

l.l a;,.: i i Fm i :

'•
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i ' i Operating. me< hanli m made

i.i,

ductors ,n i : i tenman, Slaj d< n, Tex
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w a me. be I we, ii rallwaj i

\i i-

\

i Clevi land, t Hue App.
Bled M i i, i ' r.

i mul il

1 1 in i ion

Indi i tjon Motor . B Mc( lollum,
w m hlngton, D C App Bled Pi b
i

'.i
i ,. Nickel steel alloy end

i
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< \iai tin, \eu -i ork, v > App. Bled
Sept. is. i

'.i ii Foi
i ,i 56, 1 1 2. Electric \\ >tvmi.i er ; P. M.

Lincoln, Pittsburgh, Pa, App. Bled Nov.
5, 1918, Lapse of time between
How ami its indication,

i ,i 56, 1 1 8 Volt a upere Mi i or ; i ', M. Lin-
coln, PlttsbUl gh, I 'a. App. III. .1 Nl
I ;• l ;i. i ndlcates pov r as well.

1.156.414, Electric Indicator; P. M. Lin-
coln, Pittsburgh, Pa, App. Bled Nov 12.
i 9 i i. I Operated by reason of different lal
temperature.

1.156.415. Electrical Controlling Appa-
ratus; I>. L. Lindquist, honkers, N. V.
App, tiled Jul > 31, L912, For furnace
hoists.

1,156,41 6. Telephone-Exch/ nob System ;

V. It. McBerty, Antwerp, l'>elv,iii>n. App.
filed Jan. 21, 1914. Automatic switching
apparatus.

l,156,426i Apparatus for Electric Weld-
ing ; T. E. Murray, Xew York, X. Y. App.
filed April 23, 1915. Mechanically con-
trolled current of predetermined duration.

1,156,442. Insulator; L. Steinberger,
Brooklyn, X. V. App. filed April 17, 1914.
Strain insulator.

1,156,450. Cord Circuit for Telephone
Systems ; B. D. Willis, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Oct. 4, 1911. For semi-automatic
work. (Fifty-six claims.)

1,156,452 Insulating Composition; L. H.
Baekeland, Yonkers, N. Y. App. filed
Oct. 24, 1911. Contains phenolic con-
densation product and a solvent therefor.

1,156,453. Signaling System for Automo-
biles or the Like ; E. T. Banes, Ogontz,
Pa. App. filed July 14, 1914. Auto-
matically indicates "slowing up."

1,156,475. Automatic Telephone Ex-
change System ; C. L. Goodrum, Roches-
ter, N. Y. App. filed March 10, 1905.
Party-line service.

1,156,481. Electrical Controlling Appa-
ratus ; J. D. Ihdler, New York, N. Y.
App. filed Aug. 5, 1912. Introduces vari-
able resistance in dynamic circuit.

1,156,484. System of Motor Control; S.
H. Keefer (deceased), Plainfield, N. J.
App. filed March 17, 1913. Particularly
for planers.

1,156,491. Frequency Indicator; D. R.
Price, Lynn, Mass. App. filed July 13,
1912. Overcomes false indications.

1,156,502. Arc Welding; J. A. Seede,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed May 11,
1914. Automatically controls connec-
tions to assure proper current flow.

1,156,509. Microphone ; E. Weintraub and
L. B. Miller, Lynn, Mass. App. filed Jan.
31, 1914. Uses hard-carbon granules.

1,156,524. Selenium Cell Especially
Adapted for Use in Connection with
Telegraphy ; K. C Cox, Norfolk Island.
App. filed June 2, 1915. Low resistance.

1,156,526. Testing Cut-Out for Arc
Lamps ; E. J. Guay, Swampscott, Mass.
App. filed Feb. 18, 1910. Closed testing
circuit when lamp is out of service.

1.156.536. Illuminating Apparatus ; W.
Lumlev, Conneaut, Ohio. App. filed April
22, 1913. Pole illuminated for indirect
lighting.

1.156.537. Illuminating Apparatus; W.
Lumley, Conneaut, Ohio. App. filed April
22, 1913. Pole illuminator.

1,156,542. Electric Switch; E. B. Mer-
riam, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed Feb.
11, 1915. Horizontal-brake oil switch.

1,156,583. Electric Conduit Fitting;
C. H. Bissell and F. Smith, Syracuse,
X. Y. App. filed Oct. 6, 1910. For re-
ceiving and supporting plurality of elec-
tric appliances.

1,156,610. Elevator Dispatcher; G. W.
Meyers, Chicago, 111. App. filed Oct. 12,
1914. Automatically gives starting sig-
nals.

1,156,625. Wireless Receiving Improve-
ment ; G. W. Pickard, Amesbury, Mass.
App. filed Aug. 1, 1910. Amplifier of in-
creased efficiency and dependability.
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1,156,566. Mon
Beach, Edgwood Park,
Nov, 28, L918. Poi
motors.

1,1 56,666. Elbctrol PER : L. W.
Chubb, Edgwood Park, Pa, App Bled
i iee. 21, 193 0. Elect) o cooling mi

I
,

i 6,66fi El i CTRIC ivi:
I

Col-
lins, Schenectady, N. Y. App. Bled April
17, 1914. Resistance type.

1,156,671 Electromagnetic Relay; e. B.
ft, Hackensack, X. J. App. fll< d Sept

29, 1910. Compact and convenient size.

1,156,675. Dynamo-Electric Machine; H.
F. T. Erben and W. J. Delles, Si I

tady, X. Y. App. filed March 19, 1913.
Compensating winding.

1,156,677. Apparatus for the Transmis-
sion op Energy by Electric Oscilla-
tion ; R. A. Fessenden, Washington, D. C.
App. filed Aug. 26, 1904. Uses auxiliary
and two-branch receiving circuits.

1,156,679. Method of Changing the Com-
position of Iron and Steel ; B. Ford,
Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed April 13,
1905. For changing carbon contents and
hardening.

1.156.681. Electric Switch; H. G. French,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed March 21,
1911. Locked knife switch.

1.156.682, Motor-Control System; E. A.
Hanff, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed Dec.
4, 1913. For reversing series-wound
motors.

1,156,686. Negative-Pole Plate for Sec-
ondary or Storage Batteries ; G. M.
Howard, Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed
Feb. 16, 1910. Dry, active material con-
taining metallic lead.

1,156,696. Electrode; C. R. Krueger, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. App. filed May 31, 1912.
Contains lithium compounds.

1,156,705. Fire-Axarm Box; A. Mozdzierz,
Shelton, Conn. App. filed June 24, 1915.
Has wrist-engaging mechanism.

1,156,711. Armature Winding; Y. Sakai,
East Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Feb. 3,

1910. For single-phase alternating-cur-
rent motors.

1,156,715. Electro-Osmotical Filter Press ;

B. Schwerin, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Germany. App. filed April 8, 1913. For
peat, clay, etc.

1,156,717. Automatic Fire Alarm; J. B.
Smith, Manchester, N. H. App. filed Aug.
7, 1914. Weight supported by fusible ma-
terial.

1,156,809. Burglar-Alarm Bolt; T. L.
Pidgeon, St. Barnabe, Quebec, Canada.
Anp. filed March 17, 1915. Sounds alarm
when door is forced.

1.156.825. Gas or Vapor-Electric Appa-
ratus ; P. H. Thomas, Uoper Montclair,
N. J. App. filed Sept. 12, 1912. Mini-
mizes changes in operating temperature.

1.156.826. Electrolytic Meter; J. N.
Tuttle, Harwichport, Mass. App. filed

Oct. 11, 1912. Actuated by decomposition
of an electrolite.

1.156.827. Electric Meter; J. Vivell, Ber-
lin, Germany. App. filed May 24, 1912.
For excess consumption.

1,156,862. Pneumatic-Tire Gage; R. C.
Sibley, Boston, Mass. App. filed April 26,

1910. Indicates to driver condition of
tires at all times.

1,156,865. Sound and Light Amplifier;
H. J. Farrar, Seattle, Wash. App. filed

Jan. 27, 1914. Combined with ordinary
electric-light bulb.

1,156,867. Universal Sound-Transmitting
Means ; P J. Hackett, Seattle, Wash.
App. filed July 6, 1914. Plurality of dia-

phragms.
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Nationalizing the Work of Associations

ASSOCIATIONS and societies have multiplied with-

in the electrical industry. The directory of elec-

trical associations printed by the Electrical World in

the first issue of each month lists ninety-three such

associations, clubs and societies. The co-operative

spirit which this willingness to exchange ideas within

the industry exhibits is without doubt one of the funda-

mental reasons for its remarkable growth since the Cen-

tennial in 1876. With the growth in size and complex-

ity within the industry, however, has come an overlap-

ping and duplication of functions between organizations.

This duplication of effort has been recognized by many
of the associations, and for several years the executive

officers of various organizations, notably the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers and the National Elec-

tric Light Association, have given this problem serious

consideration. Because of this tendency the announce-

ment that the Electric Vehicle Association voted at its

recent meeting in Cleveland to consider affiliation with

the National Electric Light Association deserves spe-

cial commendation. Both the great national associa-

tions, the A. I. E. E. and the N. E. L. A., are broad

enough in their conception to draw into their member-
ship local or group associations with either scientific

or commercial objects. The presidents of both these

national organizations are actively interested in this

movement, and the coming year should witness the prac-

tical carrying out of a sound policy. Affiliation and

amalgamation need not involve the suppression of indi-

viduality. Rather, they may conserve this important el-

ement in progress by giving greater scope to geograph-

ical or other specially grouped organizations, federated

into two national bodies for the common good.

The Business of Homekeeping

WE wonder if the time has not now come when men
and women are ready to consider in a compre-

hensive way their business of homekeeping. In other

words, have we not progressed sufficiently to go a step

beyond the simple buying of appliances from time to

time and to calculate the value of complete equipment

for efficient operation? The simple method in the past

has been to sell appliances, one by one, to the woman
who manages the housework. Experience proves, how-

ever, that much of this apparatus will be purchased with

little forethought. Much of it will fall into disuse soon

after. Much of it will stand for luxury rather than

economy. The idea of the efficiency of this modern

household machinery will be impressed less deeply than

the thought of its convenience and its cost. Surely

there is an opportunity for the central station to present
its proposition for the electrical equipment of the home
on the broad basis of economics by discussing with man
and wife together the modern problems of housekeeping
and the ways in which electric service can be utilized
to aid home efficiency.

Attacks on Commission Regulation
npHE wish being father to the thought, commission
J- regulation was foredoomed to failure by many.

That the principle has taken root, flourished and become
part and parcel of established law shows its soundness.
If it is not now to be overthrown, however, it is en-
cumbent on all, economists and utilities alike, to make
sure that regulation does not grow fat by what it feeds
on. Dissatisfaction with the law, with the commissions
or with the principle itself has manifested itself fre-
quently of late. Only last week Kansas, hampered by
an inadequate law to which the municipal plants that
abound in the State are not amenable, voiced the need
of a new measure. Next week New York will vote on
a constitution one provision of which will effectively
remove its public service commissions from politics by
endowing them with judicial functions. While these
are distinct steps in advance, attack from an entirely
new direction is threatened. Senator Borah of Idaho,
one of the giants of the Republican party, has let drop
a hint which is worthy of serious consideration. The
European war, he says, will have advanced state so-
cialism in five years more than it has advanced during
the last hundred years. The next great political issue
in this country will therefore involve government own-
ership of public utilities. Regulation, in the minds of
many people, has broken down. It is not satisfactory
to the public nor to the owner of the property. Effi-

ciency in this war has come from those countries most
highly and pronouncedly given over to state socialism,
and the question will be asked, If it gives efficiency in
war, why shall we doubt that it will give efficiency in
peace?

Wiring Specifications by Experts

SOME sort of closer co-operation is vitally necessary
between architects and electrical contractors. Un-

der the present situation one of two evils often arises
either the architect prepares specifications without ade-
quate technical knowledge or he forces the duty upon an
electrical contractor. It might not be amiss to point out
that the preparation of electrical specifications is a
special service, worthy of compensation; and if a con-
tractor does it he should be paid for it as for any other
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kind of technical service. Architect! also should con

sulci- the preparation of electrical specification i di

tiuct service, to be performed by an expert, ool onlj for

the purpose of satisfying then- customers bul also for

their own protection. For If an electrical experl were

Interested in the plans In their Inception he mighl ra

ommend modifications and Improvements, which are not

always possible of adoption after the customer has ap

proved the architect's sketches.

Carrying the idea of compensation Cor special service

further, the unfairness of accepting gratuitous sugges-

tions from competing electrical contractors is obvious.

Ordinarily only the successful bidder or the contractor

who gets the electrical work has the opportunity to make

suggestions; but if a small fee were paid to competitive

bidders, or if an understanding prevailed that sugges-

tions would be paid for if adopted, all bidders would be

encouraged to make recommendations. Many a valuable

idea is lost to the profession because the originator was

unwilling to make a present of it to a builder who gave

the job to a competitor.

Experience with Electrical Cooking

FROM the practical standpoint the report of the elec-

tric-range committee of the Northwest Electric

Light & Power Association contains an amount of in-

formation that well rewards study. It should be noted at

the start that the committee was dealing generally with

the States in or west of the Rocky Mountains, where

as a rule coal is high and energy is obtained from hydro-

electric plants, both favorable conditions for the devel-

opment of the cooking load. With respect to the general

requirements of such load, however, and its effect on

the central station, locality makes no especial difference.

Data were obtained from more than 900 communities

with a gross population of more than 4,000,000. The

forty-four companies which reported on their electric-

cooking customers showed nearly 2500 as an aggregate,

with a probability of an addition of nearly double this

number within the next year.

From the standpoint of the central station the points

of importance in assuming electric-cooking load are the

income obtainable, the effect of the service on peak load,

and the price at which the business expands freely. To

begin with, the yearly revenue varies greatly from

community to community. Business in some places is

active for only a few months of the year, but, taking the

whole group, $4 to $5 a month appears to be about the

amount which can be anticipated on meter prices rang-

ing from 2 cents to 5 cents per unit, averaging about

3 cents. Income from apartment houses, which seem

to be an extremely promising field for cooking load,

runs slightly under these figures, owing probably to the

generally smaller number of persons per family. The

somewhat meager data at hand from this particular

class of business indicate an average use of about

1 kw.-hr. per person per day, a figure which would cer-

tainly be increased were the service extended into

general residential districts.

As regards the effect of the cooking load on the load

curve oi the station, most of the plants reporting noticed

no eiiect whatever from the moderate amount of cooking

handled, and most of those thai noticed an} change

found thai it wa In the direction of s better load curve,

although a few plants reported a slighl Increase in the

peak. These general results are quite in agreement

with those obtained in England, where special efforts

have been made to Becure cooking load, with the general

result of finding that it did not perceptibly affect the

peak, while it tended to furnish somewhat better day

load. Kvidently the average effect of load used for gen-

eral heating purposes would likewise he mainly off the

peak, thus again helping out the central station.

With respect to the price at which electrical energy

must be sold to make electric cooking thoroughly prac-

ticable and build up the demand, the data accumulated

by the committee are too various to permit of accurate

deductions. The general indications are that a rate

between 2 cents and 3 cents will get an amount of busi-

ness well worth taking on, and that the lower of these

figures will enable the acquisition of a large amount

of service. A 2-cent rate, in fact, makes a casual use

of electricity for auxiliary heating purposes practical

and economical, and in mild climates should lead to the

development of a very large amount of such business.

The difference in this respect between a 2-cent and a

3-cent rate is very marked. As regards the compara-

tive cost of cooking with coal, gas and electricity, the

last-named has a huge advantage in its higher efficiency

of utilization. In climates where a coal range is not

necessary for heating purposes electric energy at 2

cents to 3 cents per kilowatt-hour can probably beat out

coal in most instances. With respect to gas the figures

in the committee report are somewhat various, but they

point to easy competition when electric prices are down

to 2 cents or 3 cents.

The main difficulty in the introduction of electric

cooking lies in the cost of the ranges and the cost of

heating considerable quantities of water. The cost of

heating water by either gas or electricity is high. This

difficulty is met in English practice by the installation

of small independent hot-water heaters installed in the

kitchen and operated with coke. Both gas and elec-

tricity require more intelligence for economical results

than ordinary fuel. Hence it is often found that the

use of energy per person in electric cooking where the

apparatus is trusted to the ordinary cook rises notice-

ably higher than the figure we have just noted, up to

1.5 kw.-hr. or even 2 kw.-hr. per person per day. But

precisely the same result follows from the unskillful use

of gas. The average cook never seems to grasp the idea

that she cannot raise the temperature of boiling water

by boiling it more furiously. The really economical

results with either are obtained by intelligent attention,

and hence probably come the low figures found in apart-

ment-house work, where the housewife herself is likely

at least to keep an eye on the operation. The cost of

apparatus will surely come down as the demand in-

creases, so that the outlook will be increasingly good.
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Steam Condenser Design for Overloads

THERE has been much just and unjust criticism

of condenser operation for prime movers in steam-

electric stations. The placing of the blame for the

shortcomings of the apparatus seems to depend on the

angle from which the matter is viewed, that of the

designer or the operator. Fortunately, however, both

sides have agreed upon the location of the real difficulty,

with the result that improvement in performance of

condensers is now expected to come from a reduction of

the pressure loss through the apparatus. This will

permit the handling of steam from the turbine with a

maximum vacuum when operating at the most econom-

ical rating and at a temperature for the circulating

water that represents the average for the year. Work
now under way is certain to result in useful data for

determining the size of condensers that will give uni-

formly economical operation for turbines under varying

loads. An ingenious development which should have a

place in future designs for plants of small size is de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue. It combines a baromet-

ric principle with a surface condenser design. Absence

of baffles in the condenser tubes aids free circulation

of the steam, and the jet feature takes care of the

overload on the apparatus and permits the normal

rating to be ample for the average or most economical

load. A wet vacuum pump is not required since the

barometric feature takes care of the condensate, with

the general arrangement facilitating cleaning and drain-

ing. Such a design has advantages for a small station

with heavy peak loads, but may serve larger units where

space is available.

Development of the Incandescent Electric Lamp

THE celebration of the thirty-sixth anniversary of

the invention of the incandescent electric lamp

leads to reflection and comparison. How different from

earlier practice has been the development of the modern

incandescent lamp! The industrious and rather crude

experimenting of the early days has given place to a

precise, painstaking, scientific attack on the difficulties

of the problem which is producing results at a rate that

is both astonishing and exceedingly gratifying from a

commercial standpoint. The investigations which have

produced the metallic-filament lamp in its present form

have been masterpieces of physical and chemical re-

search. First came the work of Auer von Welsbach,

one of the brightest technical chemists of our genera-

tion, on the osmium filament. This metal, although giv-

ing the highest useful selective radiation, is not quite

refractory enough to make a satisfactory commercial

filament and, what is more serious, is far too scarce to

be considered, being, practically speaking, a rather

meager by-product of the platinum industry. After the

osmium lamp came the tantalum lamp, the product of

most patient and skillful chemical research in the Sie-

mens & Halske laboratory. Less efficient than the os-

mium lamp, the tantalum lamp really made the first

commercial break from the old line of incandescent-elec-

tric-lamp manufacture. Had it proved capable of being

used to advantage on alternating-current circuits, it

might have survived, for tantalum is a ductile metal and

fairly abundant. Then came the tungsten filament,,

more refractory than either of the others and at first

much less manageable than tantalum. However, after

several years of most exhaustive research, the actual

wire-drawn filament was evolved in the laboratories at

Schenectady, and within the past year the gas-filled

tungsten lamp. It is a tribute to the genius of Edison

to note that minus the filament the incandescent lamp
does not differ in essentials from the lamp of years ago.

The filament has been improved immensely, however, so

that, in addition to a much longer life, the specific

energy consumption of the modern lamp is only a small

fraction of what it was even ten years ago. Certainly

the improvements of the last year show the value of

research laboratories, and the thorough and scientific

study of the lamp now being made is a guarantee of

greater gains in the near future.

Economy Due to Outdoor Construction

ENGINEERING design to-day is going hand in hand
with economic tendencies. Different links in the

chain of the generating and distributing mechanisms
of the electric system are being closely scrutinized for

possible elimination of high first costs, capital charges

and upkeep charges. The development of the outdoor
type of substation, and more recently of the automatic
substation, are cases in point.

Only a short time ago outdoor switching was an open
experiment; to-day it constitutes standard engineering

practice and is an index to progress in design of con-

trol apparatus for use at distribution points and at

generating stations both of the steam and water-power
type. Outdoor as against indoor switching and control

shows up most favorably when initial costs are con-

sidered. In the case of an Eastern system operating

several small substations at 66,000 volts more than half

the cost of the indoor structures has been saved by out-

door designs. After allowing for the extra cost of the
outdoor apparatus and the cost of the foundations and
the steel work required, there was a saving of 11 per
cent on the expenditure represented by the complete

substation and equipment. The outdoor construction

has thus far been largely confined to substation designs
to step down the transmission voltage for distribution,

but there seems to be no good reason against a further

development which will include the installation out of

doors of motor-generators and rotary converters of
small rating for interurban railway service. The opera-
tion of motors on street cars and electric vehicles has

proved their dependability in all kinds of weather. With
a similar protection by concrete shed or like construc-

tion the outdoor installation of rotating apparatus of

substantial character should soon become a part of the

outdoor-equipment family, with resulting economies in

extensions of electric-railway service at the boundaries,

of our growing cities.
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Edison Day" at the San Francisco Exposition, Oct. 21. The Inventor Receives

a Medal from President Moore of the Exposition

A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

CONFERENCE ON SAFETY CODE
Four Committees in Session All Week in New York

Revising Proposed Code of Bureau of Standards

The most important conference thus far held on the

proposed safety code of the Bureau of Standards is in

session at the headquarters of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers in New York at the present

time. Sub-committees met all week and will continue

their deliberations next week until a general agreement

on all important points is reached. Represented in the

conference are the Western Association of Electrical

Inspectors, the Associated Manufacturers of Electrical

Supplies, National Electric Light Association, Associa-

tiori of Edison Illuminating Companies, Electrical Manu-
facturers' Club, Bureau of Standards, American Electric

Railway Association, Canadian Electrical Association,

the Northwest Electric Light & Power Association, the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the National

Electrical Contractors' Association, the Underwriters'

Laboratories, the New York Central Railroad, the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, the Wisconsin Industrial Commission,

the Western Union and Postal Telegraph companies, the

American Telephone & Telegraph Company and al-

lied interests, central stations of central and southern

California, the Westinghouse, General Electric and other

manufacturing companies, and the California Industrial

Accident Commission.
In opening the conference last Monday morning Dr.

Rosa of the Bureau of Standards- explained the method

followed by that institution in obtaining information

and told how the country was canvassed. He expressed

regret at the postponements of the various conferences

which were scheduled to take place in Washington at

the offices of the Bureau of Standards, but said there

were good and sufficient reasons for the postponements.

J. W. Lieb, representing the lighting companies, re-

viewed briefly their attitude toward the proposed code,

And said it was the desire of the lighting companies to

co-operate with the Bureau of Standards in its work
to the intent that quick action might be secured and a

workable code as well. It was agreed that only con-

structive criticism would be offered. P. M. Downing
of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco,

representing the lighting companies of central Califor-

nia, spoke, as did J. B. Fisken of the Washington Water
Power Company, Spokane, Wash.; J. C. Martin of the

Pacific Power & Light Company, Portland, Ore., and

G. E. Quinan of the Puget Sound Traction, Light &
Power Company, Seattle, Wash., representing the North-

west Electric Light & Power Association. The condi-

tions confronting the electrical industry on the Pacific

Coast were outlined, and the various speakers expressed

their willingness to co-operate in drafting reasonable

rules that they could support in their respective terri-

tories. R. E. Eltringham of the California Industrial

Accident Commission, W. S. Boyd and Dana Pierce of

the insurance interests, H. S. Warren of the Bell tele-

phone company, and R. S. Hale of the National Electric

Light Association's wiring committee also addressed

the meeting.

Work in Hands of Four Committees

In order to expedite the work a committee of proce-

dure arranged for four sub-committees. The morning

sessions were given over to a general discussion of the

subjects which would in turn be taken up by the various

sub-committees during the afternoon. The personnel of

the various committees is as follows:

Station.—D. W. Roper, Commonwealth Edison Com-

pany, Chicago, chairman; Philip Torchio, New York

Edison Company; G. E. Quinan, Puget Sound Traction,

Light & Power - Company, Seattle ; P. M. Downing,

Pacific Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco; N. A.

Carle, Public Service Electric Company, Newark, N. J.;

C. L. Cadle, New York State Railways, Rochester, N. Y.

;

C. W. Stone, General Electric Company, Schenectady;

C. E. Skinner, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
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Company, East Pittsburgh; L. L. Elden, Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating Company of Boston; R. L. Eltringham,

California Industrial Accident Commission, San Fran-

cisco.

Line.—R. J. McClelland, Electric Bond & Share Com-
pany, New York, chairman; R. E. Chatwood, Western
Union Telegraph Company, New York; J. C. Martin,

Pacific Power & Light Company, Portland, Ore. ; Farley

Osgood, Public Service Electric Company, Newark, N.

J.; W. K. Vanderpoel, Public Service Electric Company,
Newark, N. J.; P. Spencer, United Gas Improvement
Company, Philadelphia; T. Sproule, Philadelphia Elec-

tric Company; H. S. Warren, American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, New York; W. J. Harvie, Allen &
Peck, Syracuse, N. Y.; E. B. Katte, New York Central

Railroad Company; H. W. Pinkerton, Pennsylvania

Railroad Company, Altoona, Pa.; S. B. Way, Milwaukee
(Wis.) Light, Heat & Traction Company; C. S. Ruffner,

Union Electric Company, Webster Groves, Mo.
Utilization.—R. S. Hale, Edison Electric Illuminating

Company of Boston ; H. B. Gear, Commonwealth Edison
Company, Chicago; H. B. Crouse, Crouse-Hinds Com-
pany, Syracuse, N. Y. ; W. S. Boyd, Western Insurance
Union, Chicago; H. S. Osborne, American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, New York; S. G. Rhodes, New
York Edison Company; H. R. Sargent, General Electric

Company, Schenectady; J. W. Perry, H. W. Johns-Man-
ville Company, New York; E. McCleary, National Elec-

trical Contractors' Association, Detroit; Dana Pierce,

Underwriters' Laboratories, New York; W. A. Mitchell,

Great Western Sugar Company, Denver.
Operation.—P. Junkersfeld, Commonwealth Edison

Company, Chicago, chairman; J. B. Fisken, Washing-
ton Water Power Company, Spokane; J. L. Murrie, New
York Edison Company; T. A. Kenney, Consumers'
Power, Railway & Light Company, Jackson, Mich. ; F. C.

Sargent, C. H. Tenney & Company, Boston; W. C. L.

Eglin, Philadelphia Electric Company; E. Miller, Amer-
ican Telephone & Telegraph Company, New York; C. B.

Scott, Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago.

Monday afternoon was given over to the considera-

tion of the operating rules, when various objections

were received from the Northwest and other associa-

tions. The rules on stations were taken up for general

discussion on Tuesday morning, with the sub-committee
in session during the afternoon.

On Wednesday the utilization committer was in ses-

sion considering the rules of that division of the code,

and on Thursday and Friday the lines committee was
at work. Saturday was given over to reports from the

four sub-committees, and all of the work not having
been completed, it was agreed to continue it next
week until all important differences are harmonized.

Chicago Engineers Honor Steinmetz

Tuesday, Oct. 26, was Steinmetz day in Chicago. At
noon Dr. Steinmetz spoke of electric-power development
before the Electric Club-Jovian League, emphasizing his

previously expressed belief that the electric transmis-
sion lines will some day form as complete a network
over our country as do the railroads to-day, making it

possible for people to live with as much comfort and
convenience in the country as in the cities. In the eve-

ning, speaking before a joint meeting of the Chicago
Section of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers and the Electrical Section of the Western Society
of Engineers, Dr. Steinmetz predicted continually in-

creasing efficiency in electric illumination. Where it is

now possible to produce light with an efficiency of 2 per
cent, he said, we shall not many years hence be able

to produce it with an efficiency of perhaps 20 per cent.

NATION-WIDE HOMAGE TO EDISON
Celebration <>l Edison Day at Panama-Pacific International

Exposition and at Laboratories in West Orange, N. J.

At every public appearance in San Francisco Thomas
A. Edison received an ovation not surpassed by that

accorded any other visitor who has thus far attended

the Exposition. A crowd of more than 10,000 waited

outside when Festival Hall was filled to its capacity by

those eager to see the medal presented, and greater

numbers lined the streets on several occasions, waiting

to catch a glimpse of the inventor when he should pass

in an automobile. Spontaneous tribute was given him
on every hand in a way that demonstrated clearly the

great esteem in which Mr. Edison is held by the general

public of the Exposition city.

Traveling over the Union Pacific Railroad in the pri-

vate car of Henry Ford, Thomas A. Edison and Mrs.

Edison arrived in San Francisco on Oct. 18 to take part

in the Exposition celebration of "Edison Day," Oct. 21,

the thirty-sixth anniversary of the invention of the in-

candescent light. Mr. Edison, "the wizard of the

East," was greeted at Sacramento by Luther Burbank,

"the wizard of the West," after which the two men were
almost constantly together during the preliminary visits

to the Exposition and the points of interest in and

around the city. In commenting on the meeting with

Mr. Burbank, Mr. Edison said: "There were only three

of us who searched in the same way—Ehrlich, Burbank
and myself—and now Ehrlich is gone. We all threw

out thousands of experiments and then watched nature

work with them until she showed us what to do. That's

why I'd rather meet Burbank than any other man in

all the world."

Edison Feted in San Francisco

The mayors of seven cities around San Francisco Bay
issued proclamations requesting a general illumination

of the several cities on Tuesday evening, Oct. 19, in

honor of Mr. Edison. In all municipal and office build-

ings, apartment houses, residences, and in short wher-

ever there were electric lights, the current was turned

on for the occasion, and the Edison party was taken

through the city in automobiles to see the display.

Prior to this inspection trip Mr. Edison was the guest

of honor at a telegraphers' banquet at which the only

speechmaking was done by telegraph tickers. Mr. Edi-

son said it was the first banquet he had attended at

which he could both talk and hear all that was said.

On each table of the banquet room were a sounder and

a miniature telegraph pole. These were strung with

wires running from table to table so that all the

sounders could be cut in on the same general circuit.

Mr. Edison's place was provided with a special resonator

which enabled him to hear every word of the speeches,

and he ticked off a short message himself to his old-time

telegrapher friends.

At noon on Wednesday, the day prior to Edison Day,

Mr. Edison was entertained by the Society for Electrical

Development and the Jovian League at a joint luncheon

in the Commercial Club's headquarters. John A. Britton

presided as toastmaster, and Samuel Insull spoke for

Mr. Edison. In addition to the three guests of honor

—

Edison, Burbank and Ford—the following were among
the invited guests present: A. Hammersmith, S. W.
Gillman, F. D. Fagin, Fred Sargent, W. D'A. Ryan,

George C. Holberton, Charles L. Edgar, P. S. Teller, Dr.

Thomas Addison, H. V. Carter, C. C. Hillis, William Bee
and John H. Rycraft. More than 300 members and
guests were turned away after every seat in the dining-

room was taken.

Edison Day at the Exposition was crowded with fea-

tures intended to make the exercises and festivities
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commensurate with the distinction of the geniu thej

honored.

Ceremonies scheduled for 2.30 p. tn. In Festival Hall

were delayed nearly an hour while the Edison automobile
was making its way through the crowds that thronged
its route, its arrival at the hall was cheered by more than
10,000 people who could not gel inside to witness I lie

ceremonies.
John A. Britton, presidenl of the Pacific Gas & Elec

trie Company, who acted as chairman of the day, char
acterized Edison as "not only a great Inventor, but a

great humanitarian as well." in commenting on the

achievements in electrical development, Mr. Britton
said: "Out of the darkness of the past the name of

Thomas A. Kdison has been inscribed on the future of

the world. Thomas Kdison is on a plane by himself.

His inventions have been for the benefit of mankind.
He has advanced civilization. He is a hero of peace, no
less renowned than any hero of war."

In presenting to Edison the bronze commemorative
medal as a mark of the Exposition's appreciation of the

inventor's visit, Mr. Moore said: "Thomas A. Edison
stands for humanitarianism, for love of mankind, for

patriotism. He has worked and is working for human
advancement. He has received other medals, other

tokens of regard, but I know that nothing of that sort

ever bestowed upon him carries with it a richer senti-

ment or expression of truer friendship than does this

simple bronze medal which I present to him on behalf

of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition."

In responding to Mr. Moore on behalf of Mr. Edison,

Samuel Insull, president of the Commonwealth Edison
Company, Chicago, briefly reviewed the life work of the

inventor, referred to some of the early predictions that

have now been fulfilled, and closed by saying that he
believed Mr. Edison's continual refusal to be discour-

aged by disappointments was one his greatest char-

acteristics.

At 6 p. m. the entire Edison party were guests at a

dinner given by Dr. Thomas Addison, Pacific Coast
manager of the General Electric Company, in the "home
electrical" exhibit in the Palace of Manufactures. Every
item on the menu was cooked
in electric chafing dishes in

full view of all the guests.

The illumination program
was arranged as a climax to

Edison Day, and W. D'A.
Ryan, chief of illumination,

employed every improvement
that has been developed
since the unique system was
installed in an effort to sur-

pass all previous occasions.

A feature of the display was
the motion pictures of the
Edison party, completed only

a few hours earlier, which
were projected on a screen in

full view of the entire gath-
ering.

After the scintillator drill

and the fireworks display

were over a set piece was
fired showing Edison holding
aloft an electric lamp. Un-
derneath were the words:
"Thomas A. Edison—1879-
1915." This was the signal

for touching off half a ton of

explosives. There was a

deafening salvo of bombs,
and rockets soared upward,

bunting In all directions in salute of the set piece. Be-
tween 20,000 ami 80,000 people witnessed the display,

and at its close there were pontaneoilS cheers for Ryan,
followed by others for Edison and Mrs. Edison. An
illuminated aeroplane flight by Charles Niles concluded
t he day's program.

Celebration ;•< w est Orange

Seated about the library in the laboratory at West
Orange, N. J., where the famous inventor spends n

Of his hours, with telephone receivers at their ears, old-

time associates, members of his family and others lis-

tened to the voice of the distinguished man who was
observing Edison Day at the Panama-Pacific Interna-

tional Exposition, 3400 miles away. With characl

istic good humor Mr. Edison joked with the folks who
sent their congratulations over the transcontinental

lines. Replying to a phonographic speech by M. R.

Hutchinson sent over the line, Mr. Edison said in part:

"It may seem strange to those who know of my work
on the telephone carbon transmitter that this is the first

time I have ever carried on a conversation over the tele-

phone. Trying to talk 3400 miles on my first attempt

at a telephone conversation seems to be a pretty big

undertaking, but the engineers of the Bell system have

made it easier to talk 3400 miles than it used to be to

talk 34 miles."

During these proceedings J. J. Carty, chief engineer

of the American Telephone & Telegraph Company, on

the wire in Chicago, told Mr. Edison of the successful

transmittal of the human voice by wireless from New
York to Paris.

Among the old associates and friends of Mr. Edison

at the West Orange celebration were John W. Lieb,

Frank J. Sprague, W. J. Hammer, T. C. Martin, E. H.

Johnson, George F. Morrison, J. N. Kingsbury, W. H.

Meadowcroft, Sidney B. Paine, Charles S. Bradley, J. C.

Walker, Charles L. Clark, F. R. Upton, T. B. Shaw, John

Ott, Schuyler S. Wheeler, Charles Wirt, M. F. Moore,

Peter Cooper Hewitt, Spencer Miller, Elmer A. Sperry,

Edward Marshall, Gerard Swope, H. F. Thurber and

J. A. Stewart.
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FAMILY, FRIENDS AND OLD ASSOCIATES OF MR. EDISON GATHERED IN HIS PRIVATE

LABORATORY AT ORANGE, N. J., LISTENING TO THE "EDISON DAY" ADDRESSES AT

SAN FRANCISCO BY TELEPHONE. IN THE FOREGROUND ARE THREE OF MR. EDISON'S

SONS, THEODORE, CHARLES AND THOMAS A., JR.
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WISCONSIN CONSIDERS SAFETY RULES
Hearing Before Commission at Madison Brings Out Opposi-

tion from Telegraph, Telephone, Electric-Light

and Industrial Power-Plant Men

More than 100 men, representatives of nine distinct

interests in the electrical industry, were present at

Madison on Oct. 22 at the first open hearing on stand-

ards of electrical construction and operation held

before the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin. The
interests represented were the central station, tele-

phone, telegraph, industrial plant, electrical manu-
facturer, consulting engineer, electrical inspection

bureau, college professor, and railroad commission.
The meeting was to have been a joint one with the

Industrial Commission of Wisconsin, but the expected
member of the Industrial Commission failed to appear.

Why the Hearing Was Held

The adoption of rules governing standards of elec-

trical construction and operation in Wisconsin was
made necessary by a law passed in 1915 which em-
powered the Railroad Commission to pass on induc-

tive interference disputes. The tentative rules which
the commission proposed were copied largely from
those now used by the California commission and those

proposed as federal rules by the Bureau of Standards
at Washington, D. C. To give operating men an oppor-
tunity to criticise the proposed rules and to suggest
changes adapting the rules to Wisconsin conditions

the joint meeting of the two commissions was planned.

High-Tension Transpositions Discussed Pro and Con

Under the sub-topic of "interference," a power cir-

cuit was defined by the tentative rules as "any over-

head constant-potential alternating-current power
transmission or distribution circuit or electrically

connected network which has a voltage of 5000 volts

or more between any two conductors or of 3000 volts

or more between any conductor and ground." Objec-
tions to setting the low-potential limit at 5000 volts

was voiced by both the central-station men and the

telephone men. The latter contended that 5000 volts

was too high as a limit and suggested omitting the

mention of any specific figure. Central-station repre-

sentatives declared that power companies should not

be compelled to build 6600-volt and 66,000-volt lines

of the same type of construction and suggested that

the dividing line between low-potential and high-

potential circuits be placed between 6600 volts and
13,200 volts.

The proposed rules stated further that "the mini-

mum horizontal separation between a power line and
a communication line shall be equal to the height of

the taller line." Considerable objection was raised

to this rule, and a substitute rule recommended for

it provided that the lines should be placed on oppo-
site sides of the highway where possible. A ques-

tion was also raised as to what jurisdiction the com-
mission had over lines on private rights-of-way.

The real bone of contention in the discussion on
interference, however, was found in the rule requir-

ing transpositions in high-tension circuits paralleling

communication lines. As presented the rules required
all power circuits to be transposed inside the limits

of the parallel at intervals as frequent as requested
by the communication company, provided that the re-

quest did not call for successive transpositions closer

than every sixth of a mile. In the argument the

central-station representatives pointed out the facts

that high-tension transpositions place extraordinary

expense and inconvenience on power companies, that

sleet loads on transposed lines produce short-circuits,

that transposed lines cannot be patrolled efficiently

by men aboard railway trains, and that transposing
high-potential lines does not always remove inter-

ference troubles.

The telephone engineers in attendance were firm

in demanding transpositions in power lines. The
central-station men, however, expressed the belief

that other less expensive and more satisfactory means
of eliminating interference were available and rec-

ommended that the rule demand high-tension trans-

positions only when no other means could be found
for eliminating interference troubles.

The Value of the Service Considered

Over a rule stating that "a power circuit involved

in a parallel shall not be operated at any time with

an open, grounded or short-circuited line wire or

wires or transformer winding" the question of con-

sidering the value of the service affected arose. Cen-

tral-station representatives contended that power
lines serving important communities should be al-

lowed to utilize temporarily any of these abnormal
operating conditions when necessary to insure con-

tinuity of service if the telephone utility affected was
comparatively inconsiderable.

Contemplate Limiting Use of Air-Brake Switch

One paragraph in the rules on switching said: "The
use of air switches on a power circuit involved in a

parallel is prohibited except for the purpose of iso-

lating sections of dead line or for disconnecting trans-

formers under no load." To point out the injustice

and needlessness of such a rule one switch manu-
facturer filed a brief setting forth comparative test

data showing that the operation of air switches cre-

ates no greater line disturbances than that of oil

switches. The brief quoted at length from an article

by Charles E. Bennett published in the Electrical

World of Oct. 16, 1915.

Another rule in the tentative draft proposed that

all electrolytic lightning arresters on circuits in-

volved in a parallel be charged between the hours of

2 a. m. and 4 a. m. Since this rule in effect requires

a night man at each arrester station, it met with oppo-

sition. It was also contended that since some manu-
facturers recommended charging arresters twice a

day two charging times should be allowed.

Safety Rules Considered Briefly

The lively interest which marked the discussion of

rules on interference was to some extent lacking in

the later consideration of safety rules. As published

by the commission the safety rules were a condensed

and abridged copy of the rules issued by the Bureau
of Standards on April 29. Most of the objections to

these rules were met by statements from the com-

mission's engineers to the effect that corrections in

subsequent editions of the rules had changed the

objectionable statement.

No Provision for Automatic Substations

In the proposed rules for operation and mainte-

nance appeared the statement, "A qualified employee

shall be kept on duty where generators or rotary con-

verters are operating." On the score that the instal-

lation of automatic substations is being seriously con-

sidered by some Wisconsin companies this rule was
considered too narrow. The requirement that all dis-

connecting switches should be locked when open was
held to be too rigid for small companies.

Industrial Plant and Telegraph Men Object

Not a few of the objections to the rules came from
operators of industrial plants and representatives of

telegraph companies. The main contention of the
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Former was for tin' right to construct now lines or
add to the existing plant without being required first

to consult tin' engineering department of ths com
mission. The telegraph representatives declared the
rules entirely Irrational and unreasonable, and [nap
plicable to telegraph conditions, and asked for s seps
rate code specially drawn for such work.

The Commission's Sl;ui<l

Walter Alexander, the commissioner presiding at

the meeting, declared thai it was not the intention

of Hie commission to adopt the rules as they stood,

but that the opinions of operating men were desired.
He said further that in all probability no rules would
be adopted until after the representatives of the
federal Bureau of Standards had met with represen-
tatives of the electrical interests of the country to

revise the proposed federal rules.

FAULTY UTILITY REGULATION IN KANSAS
Kansas Gas, Water, Electric Light and Street Railway

Association in Convention Voices Sentiment for

Adequate Legislation

The eighteenth annual convention of the Kansas Gas,
Water, Electric Light and Street Railway Association
was held at the National Hotel, Topeka, Oct. 21, 22 and
23. President H. W. Magruder presided over the
meetings. The prevailing sentiment of the meetings
was a pronounced dissatisfaction with the public utili-

ties law of the State, which was evidenced by one of the
papers read. The law is a semi-adequate measure of

regulation, and a revision which would bring all the util-

ities of the State within its jurisdiction would be wel-
comed. There was no intimation of prejudice against
public regulation, but rather a desire for an adequate
law, which would vest in the utilities commission full

control of the utilities of the State with the provisions
of now general acceptance.

Electi n of Officers

The association passed a resolution to change its name
to the Kansas Public Service Association and to create
the office of a permanent secretary, with a salary and
with offices in Topeka. There were about 150 in at-

tendance at the convention, practically all of whom were
electrical men. The papers were all of an electrical

nature.*

Officers were elected for the ensuing year as follows:
President, A. H. Purdy, Topeka Edison Company; first

vice-president, W. R. Wagoner, Salina Light, Power &
Gas Company; second vice-president, L. G. La Fite,

Eureka Electric & Ice Company; third vice-president,

W. J. Welfelt, Winfield Municipal Water, Light & Power
Plant; secretary, E. A. Wright, Manhattan Ice, Light
& Power Company, to hold office until permanent secre-
tary is elected; treasurer, J. D. Nicholson, Kansas Gas
& Electric Company, Newton. The following members
were elected to the executive committee: A. M. Patton,
Topeka; L. 0. Ripley, Wichita; C. L. Brown, Abilene;
L. K. Green, Concordia; M. T. Flynn, Kansas City.

A. H. Purdy, the new president, is general superin-
tendent of the Topeka Edison Company, with which he
has been associated ever since he was sixteen years old.

He was made secretary and assistant treasurer of the
company in 1905 and promoted to the office of general
superintendent in 1910.

In addition to the discussion of subjects largely of

local interest, the following papers were read: "Is Red
Tape Good Business Insulation?" by L. O. Ripley of

Wichita; "The Diesel Engine," by Rudolph Schlatter of

St. Louis; "Concentric Wiring," by w. L Gardner of

ropeka; "Trail former and Lightning Arre ters," hy
II. k. McRell of st. i.oms; "Steam Flow Meters," by
i

. E2. Northshield of St. Louis; "Merchandising, Past
and Present, from a Central-Station standpoint," by

B, .1. Long of Topeka; "Excess indicators," by c. L.

Wells of Kansas Citj ; "Electric Drive lor Flour .Mills,"

by Charles A. Stanley of Wichita; "Central-Station

Power tor Irrigation Pumping," bj C. a. Fees of Wich-
ita; "A New Utility Law for Kansas," by Prof. George
('. Shaad of Lawrence; "Selling Electric Advertising in

Small Cities," by B. K. .lacks of Salina; "Standards in

the Utility Plant's Boiler Room," by Dean P. F. Walker
of Lawrence; "Electrical Refrigeration," by C. .1. Carl

son of Chicago.

Concentric Wiring Discussed

In his paper Mr. Gardner referred to the work which
is being done by the electrical committee of the National

Fire Protection Association in conjunction with repre-

sentatives of other electrical associations, and quoted a

portion of the last report of that committee in which
rules were suggested as a basis of experiment in per-

fecting a system of grounded concentric wiring. He
said that, in a recent article in the Electrical World
("First Installation of Bare Concentric Wiring in

America," Oct. 9), the author admits the necessity for

special fittings and recognizes the danger of running
the wire close enough to the floor of a dwelling to be

reached by broom handles, chairs or other domestic

equipment which might damage or displace it. The sug-

gestion was made also that wire be run under base-

boards. Mr. Gardner believed this suggestion would

never be considered for a moment by any man who is

interested in safe standards of construction. While

the concentric-wiring system has been used to some ex-

tent in foreign countries, it must be remembered, the

speaker said, that over there building construction is

vitally different from here, as practically every building

in Europe has walls of brick or stone, instead of the

almost universal wood walls which obtain in the dwell-

ings of the United States. He intimated that insurance

interests have gone to large expense to assist in the

development of safe systems of electric lighting in this

country, and while they will welcome any plan which

will help in the growth and improvement of the electri-

cal industry, at the same time they feel that they may
rightfully join in the powerful slogan which now rules

the conduct of every "American industry, "Safety first."

Electric Operation of Flour Mills

Mr. Stanley in his paper pointed out three prominent

reasons why the flour mill should be operated by elec-
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trie drive and went into considerable detail to substan-

tiate his reasons. The first reason is that the cost of

operation is no more, and in most cases is less, than

that of any other kind of power. This depends to a

marked degree upon the rate per kilowatt-hour which

the central station is able to make, depending largely

upon the size and efficiency of the plant. The second

reason is that the cost of the electric motors and of

their installation is about one-third the cost of steam,

oil or gas engines, while the floor space required by the

isolated plant is from ten to twenty times that required

by electric motors. The third reason is the elimination

of engine and boiler troubles with their omnipresent

repair expenses.

On the evening of Oct. 22 the Jovian Order held a

rejuvenation at which fifteen candidates were initiated.

National Association of Railway Commissioners in

Convention at San Francisco

The twenty-seventh annual convention of the National

Association of Railway Commissioners was held in the

Municipal Auditorium at San Francisco, Oct. 12 to 16

inclusive. Delegates from a large number of public

utility bodies in the United States and Canada were
present, representing the twenty-three railroad commis-
sions, eight public utility commissions, twelve public

service commissions, three corporation commissions and
one gas and electric light commission which the asso-

ciation membership includes.

Reports were presented on the following subjects:

Executive committee; amendment of act to regulate

commerce; car-service demurrage; reciprocal demur-
rage; storage rules and charges; express service and
express rates; grade crossings and trespassing on rail-

roads; legislation; powers, duties and work of railroad

commissioners; railroad taxes and plans for ascertain-

ing fair value of railroad properties; rates and rate-

making; railway capitalization; railway service and
railway accommodations; safety appliances; statistics

and accounts; shippers' claims; statistics and accounts

of electric railways; telephone and telegraph rates and
service; uniform classification and simplification of

tariff issues; rails and equipment; physical valuation;

revision of annual reports; railway accident reports;

subdivision of accounts.

Commission Development in Five-Minute Speeches

A feature of the convention was the forty-five minutes
at the beginning of each day's session devoted to the

presentation of five-minute speeches by representatives

from various commissions. In this brief time each
speaker was expected to bring out the most important
development of the year relative to commission work in

the particular State represented. In accordance with
the custom, a review of methods and principles was pre-

sented rather than an account of accomplishments, and
keen interest was manifest in many of the subjects thus
briefly presented. The remainder of each session was
devoted to the consideration of committee reports and
the discussion that followed.

Committee reports and recommendations on service

and rates and finance of railroads and other public

utilities occupied a considerable portion of the sessions.

The report on reciprocal demurrage, presented at the

first day's session by the committee of which W. H.
Stutsman, North Dakota, was chairman, precipitated a
lively debate. The association went on record against

advocacy of penalties for roads when they failed to

provide cars. F. C. Niles of New Hampshire presented
a report advocating the elimination of all railroad grade
crossings.

Edwin O. Edgerton, California Commission, pointed

out that practically every application to the commission

of any importance involved a complete consideration of

the finances of the company. Over $460,000,000 of

stocks and bonds had been authorized bj the California

Commission, he said, and of this sum $248,000,000 was

for new ventures. The California Commission works

with the Interstate Commerce Commission in its na-

tional valuation of railroads, and as a result the State

is relieved from further expense in railroad valuations,

except on State lines, at the same time that it has the

advantage of all the information possessed by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. The California Commis-

sion has established valuations for 1100 miles of railroad

at a total reproduction cost of $61,000,000.

At a banquet tendered the association by the Railroad

Commission of California on Oct. 13 about 750 delegates

and guests were present to hear the speakers. Max
Thelen, president of the Railroad Commission of Cali-

fornia, in acting as toastmaster, pointed out that the

regulation of public utilities existed in England as long

ago as the sixteenth century, when far more services

were regulated than are covered by even the most far-

reaching laws of modern times.

Clifford Thorne of the Iowa Railroad Commission,

president of the association, spoke briefly on the topic,

"Is Regulation Worth While?" Theodore N. Vail, presi-

dent of the American Telephone & Telegraph Company,

gave an address on "Some Observations on Modern

Tendencies." Samuel Insull, president of the Common-
wealth Edison Company, Chicago, read an address on

"Economic Significance of the Supply of Electricity,"

in which he pleaded for co-operation between the regu-

latory power and the public utilities to the end that the

best service might be rendered at the lowest rating

commensurate with a fair return on the investment.

The "Reproduction-Cost" Theory

The committee on plans for ascertaining fair valua-

tion of railroad property dwelt on what was termed the

"danger of reproduction-cost theory." In the proceed-

ings before the Interstate Commerce Commission, under

the authority of the federal valuation act, and since that

time, the committee stated, railroads have bent every

effort to the establishment of the reproduction-cost

theory of valuation, to the exclusion as far as possible

of every other element of value. The committee report-

ing to the convention declared that the reproduction cost

of a utility is not necessarily the value of the property,

but is only one of the elements entering into its value.

The comment of the committee was in part as follows

:

"Without at this time going further into the question

of the relative weight to be given, fairly and equitably,

to the different elements of utility value specified by the

Supreme Court and referred to in the valuation act, we
desire simply to point out that the overshadowing im-

portance sought to be given by the carriers to the repro-

duction-cost theory is not supported by the decisions of

the Supreme Court and is not in harmony with the lan-

guage or the spirit of the federal valuation act, and that

if the carriers are successful in their campaign the re-

sult will inevitably be, sooner or later, a general increase

in rates."

In the election of officers, Judge Robert R. Prentice,

chairman of the Virginia Corporation Commission, was
chosen president of the association, and Max Thelen

was made first vice-president. E. C. Mills, New Hamp-
shire State Commission, was elected second vice-presi-

dent, and William M. Connolly, chief clerk of the divi-

sion of valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, was
re-elected secretary of the association. Washington,

D. C, was chosen for the next annual convention, which

will meet Nov. 14, 1916.
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Training Men for the Central-Station Industry
l low the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago Prepare! Men for Public

Service Work Practical Education of Commercial Recruiti

A MODEST suite of rooms in flu- Edison Building, Chicago, is die headquarters of an
educational movement which has far-reaching possibilities for the central-station
industry. The movement itself is confined so closely within the properties of which

Samuel Insull is the head that little is heard of it outside. Yet no secrecy is maintained
about either its purpose' or its method and actual details of operation, and it arouses no
general public interest. By the outsider it would be regarded—if he were sufficiently con-
cerned to inquire about it at all—as an agency through which the companies, first, pro-
vide education for employees who are anxious to learn, and, second, interest promising
young men in their service. To the observer who considers the trend of affairs within the

industry as a whole it is an enterprise founded on a sound and extremely practical busi-

ness basis. It improves the existing personnel and enlists picked men for the future.

In so doing it deals experimentally, yet effectively, with serious problems of public

policy. It gives men a better understanding of the business and encourages them to more
thorough education by all means at their command. It furnishes men who are much
wanted to take up the highly complex questions of commercial development.

Legally the Chicago Central Station Institute is an
incorporated institution standing on its own feet. Ac-
tually it is controlled by four companies in which Mr.
Insull is the dominating element—the Commonwealth
Edison Company, the Federal Sign System (Electric),

the Middle West Utilities Company, and the Public
Service Company of Northern Illinois. Ostensibly it is

conducted like other corporations organized for logical

business reasons, for the profit which justifies ordinary
capital investment and the regular expenditure of labor;
but in reality its operations yield a steady and irrecov-

erable deficit because the expense per student is several

times greater than the amount each student pays. Study
in the institute is not required of employees of the com-

panies ; it is simply an opportunity that is open to them
if they want to take it. But no one is eligible to be a

student in the institute unless he is first in the employ
of one of the companies. The opportunity is one that

goes with the employment.
Two independent lines of development are followed

in this educational movement. Either one is important
enough to require an organization to carry it out. Both
have the common object of making men abler for service

with the companies or elsewhere in the central-station

industry.

But the two aims are kept separate because they deal

with different types of men and seek to accomplish dif-

ferent objects. One deals with men already in the serv-
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ice, the other is for selected college graduates just be-

ginning their work.

Classes for Employees During Company Working Hours

One of these lines of activity is really a form of wel-

fare work. It is for men who want to increase their

knowledge of matters electrical. To such individuals it

offers afternoon classes, instruction and examination
with a certificate upon graduation. It is not wholly ele-

mental, however, in scope. To be sure, one of the

courses thus opened deals with the simpler facts of

electricity and magnetism. But for those who can

show that they have a fair groundwork of knowledge
of the elementals more advanced instruction is open;

and the men like to study the theory of operating and
engineering matters as well as that of commercial en-

gineering. They receive every encouragement to enter

the classes, but they are themselves required to meet
the tuition fees which are charged, not as representing

the cost, but as an evidence that the transaction is a

business one. The companies let the men leave their

work at the necessary hour to enable them to reach the

classroom at 4 p. m., so that they make a direct contri-

bution in time in addition to their large outlay toward
the expenses of the institute. The fact that the in-

stitute is conducting the classes for active employees in

afternoon hours instead of in the evening this year car-

ries a suggestion for other central-station companies
that may plan instruction courses of this character. It

was found that after working all day men were too tired

to take up the required studies at night and do full

justice to them. Since maximum benefits were appar-

ently impossible under that plan it was decided to try

another method. The offer of educational advantages of

this kind to 5000 miscellaneous working employees of a

large American corporation is no longer an experiment.

From 125 to 150 men annually say that they would like

to take a course. That means individuals from all de-

partments, office, construction, operating—clerks and
workingmen—representatives of the varied nationalities

or offspring that are found inevitably in so large a num-
ber of people here. It means men of differing degrees of

education, mentality, individual character, age, ambi-

tion. From the total 100 to 125 are selected as likely to

receive maximum help from the instruction. That these

men put themselves in the way of learning more does

not mean that they know Less than their associated em-

ployees. It may mean that, knowing more, they appre-

ciate to the full the advantage of as much information

as they can get concerning their work. Observation

and the records show that some of the men who devoted

one year to the elemental class applied in ensuing years

for admission to a more advanced course. Thus they

form studious habits and they lessen the chances against

them in competition with those who have had more
education.

Men and Company in Closer Touch

No one who discussed the subject with the representa-

tive of the Electrical World expressed any illusions

concerning the application of the educational movement
to all classes of men in the service who want to under-

take it. It is recognized frankly as a movement involv-

ing expense both to the company and the men, although

several times as much to the former as to the latter.

It brings company and men into closer touch. It reveals

to the men a deeper interest in them on the part of the

company. It fits them better for service either with

that company or with another similar company. It

broadens their vision, particularly through the sys-

tematic scheme of lectures that is a prominent feature

of the courses. And it gives the company a new side-

light on the personal characteristics of its rank and file.

The most unusual feature of the Chicago Central Sta-

tion Institute is its work for and with college graduates.

An electrical-engineering student jn a college away from
Chicago is surprised when he is addressed on the sub-

ject of his life work with a question as to his interest

in central-station employment. Yet in doing this, as it

has done systematically in some of the colleges during

the several years of its existence, the institute is only

following the practice of the larger electrical manufac-

turing companies as well as of manufacturing companies

in other industries. Its student course is directly com-

parable and competitive with those of the large electri-

cal manufacturers, yet it offers a smaller initial re-

A CLASS of technical graduates listening to a lecture on storage-battery construction
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mu iu'i a t
inn than the] do. There la do haphazard selec

t ion of men for t lu- graduate student course. The pre
liminary talks often follow direel suggestions from pro

on of electrical engineering concerning available
or desirable candidates. They mean a (rank statement
in reference to the purposes of the institute in selecting

men. An equally frank response is asked In regard to

the Inclinations of the student. This Is not all that is

(lone to restricl the students as closely as possible to

those who are likely to meet the favor and needs of the
heads of depart ments of the companies interested. The
talks lead the students into discussions of other sub-
jects, remote from the immediate topic in hand but illu-

minating as revealing their individualities.

Studying the Candidates for Admission

Far more attention is given to these men than is de-

voted to the usual applicants for employment. Since
they have a better starting basis in education they are

regarded as likely candidates for promotion if they pos-

sess or develop correspondingly in other requisites for

more responsible positions. They are therefore asked
about their views on public questions which affect the
interests of the companies. Their personal character-
istics receive very careful consideration from the exam-
iners. Another precaution which has been found to be
wise is brief correspondence with several whose names
are offered by the student as recommendations. In these
letters the institute points out that the student will take
the place at a sacrifice and willingly test his qualifica-

tions in the expectation of a good permanent opening.
Under these conditions, as the letters show, it would be
unfair to let the student devote his time to the task
unless he had the particular qualities that would be
likely to bring him success in this vocation. Every ef-

fort is made to avoid the waste of time of either the

individual or the company.

Terms of the Apprenticeship Course

The financial proposition made to the student is that

during the year of the apprentice course he shall receive

$40 per month. Out of this he pays $100 to the institute

for the year's course. Roughly, one-half of his time is

spent in the classroom, one-half in departmental work.
Each supplements the other, and it would be difficult to

decide which is the more valuable preparation. In the
classroom he receives instruction on practical business

and public-policy matters connected with the industry.

Questions are encouraged because it is desired to make
all the points of instruction perfectly clear. This, how-
ever, is only the beginning of the work there. He makes
notes, which are examined and to which a marking is

given in order to measure his scholarship and powers
of observation. At stated periods he discusses some
appropriate topic before his fellow-students, so that

his ability to talk on his feet may be tested and im-
proved. He sees demonstrations of sales and criticises

the arguments and questions of both buyer and seller.

At times he becomes a buyer or seller before the class-

room. These experiences are given to quicken his

thought and responses and polish his manner of ap-

proaching a prospective customer. He hears occasion-

ally lectures or talks by visitors or men prominent in

the company or industry, and these widen his viewpoint.

He has to undergo a marking by fellow students. This
is done to develop the faculty of appraising the worth
of men.
When the morning class work is over the student

goes to ins place in some department oi the various com-
panies. Practical as the instruction Is, the afternoon

employment Is more practical. The afternoon work for

the year is BO planned M to give the student as much
acquaintance as possible with the various departments,

particularly the different branches of commercial work.

As one of the main foundation ideas of the institute is

to develop men to take up the rapidly Increasing possi-

bilities Of commercial expansion, more time is given to

work in the commercial department than to that in any
other. There are ten or twelve possible places of as-

signment. The student may spend one month in each

one, but he is sure to give about tour months to as many
different features of commercial work. They all test

his aptitude for the work and his liking for it. Within
the limits of central-station activity there is scarcely

any kind of task that may not be given him to do under
the personal direction of a regular employee. While he

is doing this he is undergoing the same critical exam-
ination and weighing that is conducted in the classroom.

Regular reports are made to the institute both by him
and about him. Most important of all, each student is

being considered carefully by every head of a depart-

ment. For at the end of the year the head of a de-

partment notifies the institute that he would like to

have certain of the students permanently. Sometimes
the same students are wanted by two or more depart-

ments. Occasionally it has happened that one was not

wanted by any department. Generally, however, the

experimental period results in fitting the man into the

needed place.

Interesting Men in Commercial Work

With actual experience in the commercial department
students gain interest in that work. Many start with

the idea that they want to be in the construction or

operating departments. They want to follow technical

development. But as the companies have a definite need

for commercial men the trend of the departmental work
has been directed toward commercial activities with re-

sults that have been satisfactory. At the same time the

final assignments of men are not made without regard

for their personal preferences.

After the students pass from the institute to regular

service in the company the institute records follow them.

Since the establishment of the movement about 100 col-

lege graduates have gone through the training and are

now in the companies. Some have done remarkably well

in this short time and are in positions of responsibility.

Others, a small minority only, have not done so favor-

ably as the mark of expectation of the companies. But
the attainments as a whole are regarded as an adequate

return, or, of course, the work would not have been

continued.

The idea which was mainly responsible for the crea-

tion of the Chicago Central Station Institute was a

commercial one. Commercial development and prospects

increased faster than men available for the work.

It was concluded to establish an agency through which

college graduates will become familiar with the commer-
cial department in its important relation to the pros-

perity of the company. From this the present plan was
evolved to carry out not only the original idea but also

an enlargement whose broad scope is outlined above.

One of the questions on which great problems rest is:

How shall comprehensive training be assured to pro-

mote the making of men for the future? The Chicago

movement makes the answer clearer.

A second article on the work of the Chicago Central Station Institute, to be presented later, will

discuss in more detail the instructional courses and methods of the institution.
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Building a Power Station Upon One in Service

Steam-Engine-Driven Generators Retained An Ingenious Condensing Equipment

Installed, and Station Arranged for Efficient Operation

ACOMPLETELY remodeled steam-electric station

now stands at the corner of Power and Warder
Streets in Springfield, Ohio, that has been built,

without interfering with service, around and within an
old plant occupying the same site. This station fur-

nishes energy for the electric-railway system of the

Springfield (Ohio) Railway Company, a subsidiary of

the American Railways of Philadelphia, Pa. Much of

the equipment still serviceable from the old station has
been used in the new one, including reciprocating steam
engines. The installation of these units was also in-

fluenced by the fact that the American Railways had
on hand two excellent engines replaced by steam tur-

bines in other stations. Arrangements have been made,
however, for installing turbo-generators later.

i

The Boiler-Room Equipment

The boiler room contains a total equipment of 2100
boiler-hp. of. Stirling-type water-tube boilers. There
are six units, four of 400-hp. rating each and one each
of 300-hp. and 200-hp. rating. All boilers are equipped
with Murphy stokers with both electric and steam drive.

Beneath the stokers is a track for ash cars, forming
part of a complete ash-handling equipment. Over this

aisle is a suspended steel bunker of 300 tons rating,

carrying below it a weighing larry from which the coal

is spouted to the stokers.

Draft for the furnaces is provided by means of a

brick chimney 8 ft. in diameter at the top and 150 ft.

high and a steam-driven, induced-draft fan. As shown
in the general plan, there are three outlets from the

main smoke flue, one through an economizer chamber
and the fan, one direct through the fan, and the third

through a by-pass. The economizer is of the Green
type and is rated at 2000 hp.

Stack, fan house and economizer are out of doors. The
boiler-room auxiliaries include an open-type Cochrane
feed-water heater of 2000-hp. rating, Warren vertical

marine-type feed pumps of 350-gal.-per-minute rating

each, and a water softener. Treatment of water is

necessary because hard water from the wells is used
containing 24 grains of incrusting solids per gallon,

which caused much trouble in the old plant.

Engine-Room Equipment

Four engine units of a total rating of 1975 kw. are
installed. Two Mcintosh & Seymour tandem-compound
condensing engines drive General Electric generators,
one a 450-kw. unit and the other a 500-kw. unit; an-

other similar 500-kw. engine is coupled to a Crocker-
Wheeler generator. The fourth unit is a 525-kw. Allis-

Chalmers Corliss engine coupled to a General Electric

generator. The engines exhaust into one exhaust main
which at one end connects with two Kuylenstjerna
barometric surface condensers. These will be described
later. Before reaching the condensers the steam passes
through a Sweets oil separator, which removes 99 per
cent of the oil present. This main exhaust line is also

provided with automatic exhaust valves in each end so

that, if necessary, some of the units can be run non-
condensing when the others are connected with the con-

denser.

Two condenser circulating pumps in the engine-room
basement draw water from ten 35-ft. driven wells near
the power house. There is also a connection to a nearby
creek. Two steam-driven, reciprocating vacuum pumps
for the condenser are installed on the engine-room floor.

The generator output is controlled through a stand-

ard General Electric switchboard containing four gen-
erator, one lighting, one totalizing and six feeder panels,

FIG. 1—BUILDING A NEW 2000-KW. STATION AROUND AND WITHIN AN OLD ONE IN SERVICE AT SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

The walls for the new station and the entrance to the future engine room are shown in the foreground. At the right founda-
tions for new machinery are being placed while apparatus in the old engine room behind the temporary partition is still in service.
At the left a temporary by-pass to the chimney is shown, and near the center of the picture is seen the live steam header shored
up while the building walls are being demolished.
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with ample room for expansion. The outgoing feeders

are supported inside the station on a steel cable rack

mounted on the building wall. Outside they are car-

ried upon angle-iron poles 40 ft. above ground.

Coal is delivered in railroad cars and dumped into

a steel track hopper, from which it falls upon an apron

feeder and is delivered on a two-roll crusher. The
crushed coal is distributed on the storage pile by a V-

bucket conveyor. For direct filling of the boiler-room

bunker a cross-conveyor is provided connecting with

the upper run of the storage-pile conveyor. The hori-

zontal run of the latter is carried on a trestle, the re-

turn run being through a concrete tunnel. Coal to be

reclaimed from storage is admitted to the conveyor

through gates. A tower near the yard and boiler-room

conveyors contains all the driving machinery.

The storage space has a capacity of 3000 tons of

crushed coal. The experience of the American Railways

with storage of crushed coal has indicated that an undue

fire risk is not incurred thereby, while this practice

permits the use of simple machinery, cheap to install

and easy to operate.

Wafer Overflowing
here forms me
Jet Condenser.

FIG. 3—SECTION THROUGH CONDENSER, SHOWING
OPERATING FEATURES

FIG. 4—COAL CONVEYOR AND STORING APPARATUS

The ashes are handled entirely separate from the

coal, so that the two equipments may be operated ac-

cording to their respective requirements. Ashes are
collected in pits under the stokers, from which they are
drawn into a push-car. This car has roller bearings
and its capacity is such that when fully loaded it can
be easily pushed by one man. The car dumps into a
skip hoist installed at one end of the building, the skip

bucket having a capacity 10 per cent greater than the

car and a width 1 ft. greater to prevent spilling of the

ashes during the process of filling.

Surface-Jet Condensers

The condensers are mounted upon a steel tower out-

side the building with a hot-well below. The hot-well

is in two compartments, one for the circulating water
and one for the condensate. The compartment which
holds the condensate is equipped with an oil filter bed
intended to remove any trace of oil still remaining in

the water coming from the condensers.

The condenser itself, the invention of Adolph Kuylen-
stjerna, mechanical engineer for the American Rail-

ways, is of the surface type, combining an auxiliary

jet-condenser feature. As shown in the accompanying
section, the circulating water enters at the top of the

condenser, passes downward through the central group
of tubes and upward through the outside ring of tubes

into the trough C. Flowing over the lip of the trough,

it forms a thin tube, finally leaving by the outlet E
through the tail pipe to the hot-well below.

The exhaust steam enters at G and impinges on the

tubes, being forced between the tubes by a baffle ring

/. Any steam remaining uncondensed flows through

the opening M into the outer space in the shell and

there comes into contact with the falling sheet of cir-

culating water and is condensed. The steam condensed

on the tubes falls into the chamber L and thence flows

out through outlet nozzle F into the tail pipe and to a

separate hot-well.

Air is pumped out of the condenser at the nozzle B,

close to the cooling-water inlet. This arrangement was
adopted to secure the reduction in volume of the out-

going air which accompanies the lowering of its tem-

perature. Otherwise an extra air cooler would have

been necessary.

The jet-condenser feature provides for peak loads,

permitting the capacity to be figured for average load.

There is no need for a wet vacuum pump as the baro-

metric feature takes care of the condensate. The ar-

rangement provides for easy cleaning and draining.

The surface-condenser feature provides for freedom

from scale, and yet many of the jet-condenser features

are retained. The tube surface in the condenser is.
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FIG. 5—LAYOUT OF STATION AND EQUIPMENT FOR HANDLING COAL AND ASHES

about 2000 sq. ft., which at the nominal rating indicates

an output of 2000 hp. It has handled as high as 3000
hp. at times.

As stated above, the hot-well has two compartments,
one for the circulating water and one for the conden-
sate. They are side by side and both deep enough to

seal thoroughly the condenser tail pipes immersed in

them. Between the two chambers is an outside pipe
connection with a swing check valve permitting make-

up water to flow into the condensate chamber when the
level falls sufficiently.

The power-plant work has been carried out under the
direction of the American Railways Company, of which
H. J. Crowley is general manager and A. Kuylenstjerna
mechanical engineer. Andrew Schmittauer, superin-
tendent of construction, was in charge of construction
work. The property is managed by George C. Towle,
general manager of the People's Railway, Dayton, Ohio.

FIG. 6—RECIPROCATING-ENGINE-DRIVEN GENERATORS AND BOILER ROOM IN NEW STATION AT SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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Domestic Uses of Electricity Around Boston
Two-Cent Rate Now Available for Cooking, Heating, Refrigeration and Other

Household Applications To Standardize Installation Costs

ON Oct. l the Boston Edison company put Into

effeel :i rate lor cooking, heating, refrigeration

and other miscellaneous purposes of '1 cents a

kilowatt-hour after the first 10 kw.-hr. a month. The
stimulus to domestic uses apart from lighting has been

so great as to cause the company to inaugurate an
electric-range division as a branch of the appliance

department. Albert L. Smith, Jr., is in charge, under
W. i ; ray don Stetson, superintendent of the appliance

department.

Several apartment houses are about to be equipped

for electric service throughout; that is, they will be

provided with electric ranges as the sole means of

cooking. An apartment house of sixteen suites on
Beacon Street, Brookline, will have an electric range in

each suite. Apartments in this building rent for about

$3,000 per annum, there being eight or nine rooms to

a suite. The ranges installed are S-3 General Electric

cabinet type, designed to provide meals for as many
as ten persons in the family and having three hot-

plates, a cooker compartment, an 18-in. by 18-in. by
12-in. oven, and a food-warming closet of about the

same size.

The ranges installed in a ten-suite apartment house

which is situated on Mount Vernon Street, Boston,

and consists of three-room and four-room suites, are

the Westinghouse type 2-18, designed for small families

preparing meals in kitchenettes.

Increase Expected as Result of 2-Cent Rate at Boston

The extent to which electric cooking has found favor

in Boston territory, even under the less advantageous

rates in force hitherto, may be inferred from the fact

that more than 200 ranges of Simplex manufacture
alone have been installed in Greater Boston. All are

giving the fullest satisfaction, and now that the rate

for the service is 33 1/3 per cent less than it was prior

to Oct. 1, the electric range is bound to be more than

ever popular in Boston Edison territory, with its popu-

lation of more than 1,000,000.

There are probably 300 ranges in all in the territory

served by that company, though there is no means of

checking the number, as many are sold by jobbers and
other dealers as well as through the Edison company's

appliance department. In most instances the electric

range is the only means of cooking in the home where
it is installed, but occasionally it is auxiliary to a coal

stove.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston

is negotiating with the electrical contractors in its ter-

ritory with a view to obtaining standard, uniform prices

for installing ranges under varying conditions. The
appliance department has asked for bids on furnishing

and installing three wires sufficient for a voltage drop

of not more than 2 per cent at full load, which is as-

sumed to be 5000 watts, and balanced on the company's

11 0-220-volt, three-wire system, with the necessary cut-

out, pilot lamp and switch, leaving at the meter board

the regulation three-wire meter loop and connecting the

wiring with the range leads. One division of the esti-

mate shows the price at which the contractor will do

the work in BX construction, not to exceed 10 ft. in

length, with excess price per foot above ten; another

is for the work with 10 ft. in conduit; another in knob-

and-tube construction, where permissible, not to exceed

lit ft. riser from the floor, in wooden molding; a fourth
is the price for a three-wire service pipe complete, and
the tilth division is for furnishing and installing the

third wire in an existing service pipe.

With the contractor's figures in hand for the various
localities, the company will be able to furnish its sales-

men with a basis for quoting a price for an electric

range completely installed, thus meeting the gas com-
pany's practice of connecting gas ranges. A deferred-
payment feature of the range campaign is for the
customer, if he desires, to pay for the range and cost of

installing it in small monthly payments, the Edison
company paying the contractor's bill.

Electric Cooking in Domestic-Science Classrooms

The use of electric stoves in connection with domestic-

science departments of high schools in Greater Boston
is coming to be general and augurs well for the future,

in that school training with these appliances will accus-

tom successive classes of young women to their use and
make electricity the only cooking agency to be consid-

ered when they come to have households of their own.

Equipment for the domestic-science courses in the

high school at Walpole, Mass., includes twenty-four

single-disk stoves, one for each pupil's use, mounted on

worktables with receptacles at hand for attachment.

There are two portable electric ovens, and the practice

is to plug in the oven in place of the stove when the

pupil has finished with one operation and proceeds to

the next. A large seven-unit range is provided for the

demonstrator.

The kitchen of the dining hall at Wellesley College is

equipped exclusively with Simplex ranges. In addi-

tion to all these self-advertising educational features,

the Boston Edison company continues to operate two
"houses of Edison light," at Arlington and at Natick,

both of them permanent houses where electricity in all

its various domestic functions is demonstrated to the

public. The Arlington house is pictured opposite.

The use of the electric heater, of both the luminous

radiator and the spring-coil, air-heater types, is fast

increasing in Boston territory. These devices are com-

monly employed in heating bathrooms and chambers as

well as offices, garages and other places where their

cleanliness and ease of operation are appreciated. About
1000 radiators of several makes have been disbursed

through the Edison company, and large numbers are

sold by dealers. During 1914 the Edison company sold

488 Simplex radiators alone. This apparatus, as well

as irons, table devices, percolators, toasters, etc., takes

the 2-cent rate if connected to the heating-cooking cir-

cuit, or if the customer will go to the small expense of

having a separate meter and circuit installed, which is

often worth while, even if no range or other large

unit is operated.

Eighty Electric-Cooking Services on Concord 3-Cent Rate

The municipal electric-light plant at Concord, Mass.,

was a pioneer in the introduction of electric cooking

in New England. In 1907 the management established

a 4-cent rate for this service, the net lighting rate at

that time being 10" cents. There are now more than

eighty cooking and heating services in the town, which

has a population of about 6500. Two electric ranges are

installed in the hospital building of the Middlesex School,

a boys' preparatory institution; one range is in use in
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In this comprehensive ex-

hibit of household applica-

tions of electricity, arranged
by the Edison Electric Il-

luminating Company of Bos-
'ton, every possible conveni-
ence for the occupants, the

housekeeper, the cook and the

laundress has been installed.

Kitchen, dining-room, bed-
rooms and bath all afford

evidences of the universal
usefulness of electricity and
of its status as an Indispens-

able factor in the modern
manage. Two permanent ex-
hibits of this kind are oper-
ated by the Boston Edison
company—one at Arlington
and one at Natick.
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found t<> iit> the "last wnni" in convenience and economy,
ami several homes have no1 only ranges for doing all

the t":i in 1 1 \ COOking Imt also ovens, disk stoves, radiators,

water heaters and other devices. The average bill for

these combined services In Concord Is about $27.60 a

year, the rate now being "• cents s kilowatt hour, with a

minimum monthly charge <>t" 76 cents.

The manager, Albert w . Lee, round at one time that

the use of electric irons on lighting circuits was result-

ing in lulls Which wire out of proportion to the ability

Of the Customers tO pay for the service. He induced
them tt> have separate services put in for their lion ••

hold devices, With the result that washerwomen are

doing all their ironini' with electricity at a cost no
greater than for coal. The separate metering of energy
for flat irons resulted in some cases in a 60 per cent
reduction in quarterly bills.

A Chimneyless Electrical Suburb Near Glasgow, Scotland

Attractive Settlement at Dumbreck in Which Electricity Is Used Throughout

for Cooking and Heating, Simplifying the Servant Problem

BUNGALOWS without chimneys, completely

equipped for electric heating, cooking and light-

ing, are features of a new "electrical garden sub-

urb," as it is called, at Dumbreck, near Glasgow, Scot-

land. The houses of this interesting settlement are of

four, five and six rooms, and are finished in stucco and
roofed with asbestos tiling. These dwellings were de-

signed particularly for all-electrical service, and the

absence of chimneys adds, indeed, to the simplicity and
symmetry of the architecture, as the illustrations here-

with prove. From the point of view of the housekeeper,

of course, the absence of chimneys and their accompany-
ing soot, dirt and drafts assures greater cleanliness

and healthfulness and eliminates the onerous labor at-

taching to the care of furnaces and stoves. With the

houses completely equipped with electric labor-saving

appliances, the problem of servants also loses many of

its vexations, and the accompanying saving in wages is

declared to more than compensate for the additional

cost of electricity.

In the illustrations at the bottom of the page there

are shown one of the bungalow kitchens, with its elec-

tric range, and one of the drawing-rooms, with its

center lighting fixture and its electric "fire" or heater.

Both the heaters and ranges are of Scotch manufacture,
having been built by the Carron Company of Carron,

Falkirk. The range is equipped with a separate switch-

board which is mounted on the wall near by. Snap
switches are provided for two hot-plates, the top and
bottom heating elements in the oven, and a grill.

The electric heater or "fireplace" shown in the draw-

ing-room measures 27 in. high and takes 2.5 kw.

A TYPICAL LIVING-ROOM WITH ITS ELECTRICAL "FIREPLACE' THE ELECTRIC KITCHENETTE
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"What to Call Alternating-Current Motors
>>

At the suggestion of the standards committee of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Elec-

trical World opened its columns to present for the

benefit of the entire Industry the views of engineers

and others on the classification of alternating-current

commutating motors suggested in the papers of Val. A.

Pynn and F. Creedy read at the annual convention of

the Institute at Deer Park, Md., early in July. Com-
ments from Prof. Elihu Thomson and E. F. W. Alex-

anderson were published in our Aug. 14 issue, together

with an introductory communication by Prof. Comfort
A. Adams, secretary of the A. I. E. E. standards com-
mittee. There are presented below the reply of Val. A.

Fynn to the communications of Professor Thomson and
Mr. Alexanderson, and also a communication from Dr.

E. Rosenberg, formerly chief engineer of the British

Westinghouse Company. It is hoped that as a result

of the discussion a rational system of classification for

alternating-current commutating motors and a scien-

tifically descriptive nomenclature will be secured.

Mr. Fynn's Reply to Professor Thomson
Prof. Elihu Thomson's remarks, which appeared in

the issue of the Electrical World dated Aug. 14, 1915,

indicate that in his view I have not done justice to his

work. I am most anxious to assure him that I am quite

an admirer of his and have no desire whatsoever to

belittle any of his work, but I do feel that I am at

liberty to disagree with him. In this instance I have
ventured to criticise a theory and an expression evolved

in 1887 or thereabouts, because in the light of knowl-
edge obtained in part long after that date said theory
and expression appear erroneous to me.

Professor Thomson accuses me of "misstatements of

fact." His main charge is that, contrary to my state-

ment, the term "repulsion motor" is not to be found in

his U. S. patent No. 363,185. Strictly speaking, he is

perhaps right, but I venture to quote Claim 5 of said

patent

:

"In an alternating-current electric motor, the com-
bination of an alternating-current coil, a conductor of

FIGS. 48 TO 52 OF FYNN'S PAPER

metal of low specific resistance in which currents of

high self-induction are developed, a commutator for gov-
erning the action of the apparatus ivhen in motion under
the effects of repulsion between the coil and field, as

described, and a laminated or subdivided mass of iron

enveloping the alternating coil, transversely to its cir-

cumferential axis."

After this I offer such apologies as the case demands.
I have chosen to neglect Figs. 12 to 17, inclusive, of

the Thomson patent because they do not disclose any-
thing which differs in principle from that shown in

Fig. 8, which, except for the lettering, is the same as

my Fig. 48. My paper deals with the classification of

alternating-current motors and not with their design, so

why should I go into constructional details?

I have stated on page 997 of my Institute paper as

plainly as I know how that Ampere's "repulsion" and
"attraction" are nothing but special cases of the basic

electrodynamic action which is illustrated in my Fig. 50.

I can, therefore, agree with Professor Thomson when
he says that "repulsion straight away and deflection on
an axis . . . are the same in essence." My point,

however, is that since Ampere, who is surely entitled

to as much respect as anyone, has chosen to describe

the special cases illustrated in my Figs. 51 and 52 as

"attraction" and "repulsion," these terms should not
unjustifiably be extended sixty-seven years later to in-

clude the general case shown in my Fig. 50. True
"repulsion" as defined by Ampere is, for instance, util-

ized in constant-current transformers and is absolutely

independent of "phase relations of induced currents to

other currents," to use Professor Thomson's rather

vague expression. The reason is that the secondary or

induced ampere turns are always equaled and opposed

by corresponding primary ampere turns and these are

the two relied upon for the repulsive action. The cur-

rents producing these two sets of ampere turns flow in

parallel circuits and are always of same phase and
opposite direction regardless of whether the secondary

circuit is inductive or not. Note in this connection that

when the circuits S and Y of Professor Thomson's
motor, shown in my Fig. 48, are parallel, as called for

by Ampere's rule, no motion results. I repeat, the

Thomson motor does not operate by virtue of what is

known as the repulsion effect. If the term "repulsion"

is extended to include the case illustrated in my Fig. 50,

then it becomes equally applicable to every direct-cur-

rent or alternating-current motor ever made and might
as well be abandoned.
My paper was written in the hope that it would be

criticised, and I welcome criticism, being perfectly well

aware that no one man can successfully evolve a classi-

fication such as I have attempted. Professor Thomson's
suggestion as to my Figs. 7 and 19 appears to be a

good one, and I am inclined to adopt it, substituting

"windings" for "circuits." But in order to be con-

sistent he ought, I think, to withdraw his criticism of

Figs. 8 and 9.

I am not in the least concerned as to when the dis-

tinctions dwelt upon on the last two pages of my paper

were first disclosed—I am merely discussing the oper-

ation of certain known alternating-current motors.

Suggestions as to errors in that respect will be care-

fully considered, but I decline to be drawn into any

priority discussions. Nor am I now interested in the

total short-circuiting of the rotor referred to by Pro-

fessor Thomson.
It would greatly interest me to have Professor Thom-

son outline the grouping he speaks of or propose a

classification based on structure. I hope the standards

committee will succeed in inducing him to give it the

benefit of the ideas he evidently has on the subject.

That the names suggested by me are often lengthy

and even cumbersome I am ready to admit, but I believe

that this objection can be overcome with comparative

ease provided we can agree that said names are correct

or agree on changes which will make them so.

St. Louis, Mo. V. A. Fynn.

Mr. Alexanderson 's Criticisms Answered by Mr.

Fynn
If I understand Mr. Alexanderson's opening state-

ment, he holds that the theory of alternating-current

motors is extremely complex and cannot be simplified,

also that because I have attempted to simplify it I

have fallen into a number of errors. The suggestion
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that the theory of alternating-current motors is too
complicated to be treated in a simple manner appears
preposterous to me. As to mistakes, I may have made
some, but Mr. Alexanderson has certainly failed to point

them out.

Mr. Alexanderson's criticism of my Figs. 13 and 14
is not well founded. He entirely overlooks the fact,

clearly expressed and illustrated in my paper, that the
stator winding of Fig. 14 consists of just two coils,

F and W, at right angles to each other, as shown in

Fig. 15, and bases his argument on the supposition
that in Fig. 14 the stator winding is spread over the
whole pole face.

Before launching into criticisms, particularly when
expressed in the tone which Mr. Alexanderson has
chosen to adopt, he should, in his own interests, have
taken the trouble to read carefully his proposed victim's

paper.

Mr. Alexanderson states that the removal of a few
coils does not change the general characteristics of my
motor No. 14. The fact is that if either coil W or

coil F be cut out of circuit the motor will not operate.

If W be cut out there will be no rotor or armature
ampere turns, and if F be cut out there will be no field

ampere turns. In this latter case there will just be
"repulsion" between the W and the rotor conductors,

but no rotation.

As to power-factor, anyone should see at a glance that
my Fig. 14 must be vastly inferior in that respect; its

power-factor is much lower than that of my Fig. 13
and even lower than that of my Fig. 20. The leakage
in the armature axis of my Fig. 14 is very high and
the motor is not self-compensating.

I confess my utter inability to understand Mr. Alex-
.anderson's statement (Electrical World, Aug. 14, page
341) : "An essential part of the theory . . . directly

misleading." The suggested exchange of a short-cir-

cuited emf. for a magnetizing current which is able to

transfer some kind of a generated emf. back to the
stator winding certainly outlines a phenomenon which is

probably novel and appears to be decidedly interesting.

Since it is one I have omitted to mention, I suggest
that Mr. Alexanderson take the trouble to explain it.

He should find no difficulty in doing so, for that which
is well understood can always be clearly stated. In the
meantime I draw attention to the fact that I have
spoken with much precision of two rotor-speed emfs.
in my comments on my Fig. 13.

When dealing with my Fig. 13 and all similar ones,

I was well aware that I could explain their operation by
-dividing either the stator or the rotor ampere turns
into two components at right angles. Either theory
•should, when properly handled, lead to correct results.

I chose to divide the rotor ampere turns into one com-
ponent in line with the stator winding and another at

right angles to it. One of my reasons for this choice
is the fact that the stator excitation theory is quite

inapplicable to the very practical conduction motor
shown in my Fig. 4, say, for the case where the rotor

ampere turns exceed the stator ampere turns and a. is

chosen to make the ampere turns in N equal and opposed
to the vertical rotor ampere turns. This theory appears
to me to be capable of wider application, to be in better
accord with the theory selected for the motors with
shunt characteristic, to more nearly approach the true
facts, to be more readily understandable, and to lend
itself best to calculation. The only case to which it

does not appear to me to be readily applicable is that
illustrated in my Figs. 14 and 15. The motor there
shown is of no practical value whatsoever, but has been
included in order to test the correctness of my con-
clusions. It is difficult to imagine how the coil F can
in any way contribute to the flux responsible for the

emf. which determines the current in the short-circuited
rotor. It seems necessary to say that W is responsible
for the rotor ampere turns and F for the motor field.

Mr. Alexanderson's criticism of my Fig. 20 is equally
unfounded. In this case I find fault with his inferences
as to Figs. 13, 14 and 20. He is correct in stating that
13 ranks highest as to power-factor; 20 has a lower
power-factor because it is not self-compensated, as
stated on page 977, line 8, of my paper, and 14 and 15
have the lowest power-factors because they are not
self-compensated and because of the poor mutual induc-
tion between W and the rotor. The power-factor of all

these motors increases with rising speed. The reason
why the power-factor of 20 is low is clearly and cor-
rectly stated in my paper. Because my explanation of
phase compensation does not agree with that which
Mr. Alexanderson has in mind, he just dismisses it as
false without stopping to consider whether he has the
same theory in mind as the one on which my explana-
tion is based. Let him show where my statement is

erroneous; the fact that the same phenomenon can be
explained in different ways in no way vitiates either
explanation.

As to Fig. 17, the inference that the machine is self-

compensated is correct. When Mr. Alexanderson suc-
ceeds in showing just where the alleged mistake as to
this point is to be found, I shall be glad to correct it.

Mr. Alexanderson's remarks as to my Figs. 21 and 35
again show the difficulties he is laboring under. When
21 is standing still, the motor field is produced by a
current taken directly from the mains and sent through
the rotor by way of the brushes ft /,, hence this machine
is referred to as "separately excited." The method of
obtaining the excitation does not change when the rotor
begins to move. Rotation of the rotor conductors in the
transformer flux due to W does, however, produce an
emf. which appears at the exciting brushes and is

of such phase as to oppose the reactance emfs. in the
primary motor circuit. While the machine -is self-

compensating, as stated on page 978, line 7, of my
paper, it has not been found necessary to refer specifi-

cally to this feature in order to differentiate sufficiently

this motor from others. No. 35 is classified as self-

excited because the exciting emf. is generated in the
machine itself. It is non-existent as long as the rotor
does not revolve. The emf. derived from T in my
Fig. 35 has nothing whatever to do with the excitation
of the machine. The machine has all the excitation it

requires before T is introduced, as evidenced by my
Fig. 34. The introduction of the compensating emf.
derived from T does not influence the motor speed as
does an exciting emf. All the above statements are
susceptible of experimental proof as is now well known
to all experts in this field.

Mr. Alexanderson has used the expression "repul-
sion" in connection with my Figs. 13, 14, 20, 21 and 35.

Will he not please define the term so we may form an
opinion as to the aptness of its application to said
motors?

I have made definite proposals as to the interpre-

tation of the diagrams I have suggested, and no such
confusion as alleged by Mr. Alexanderson will arise in

the mind of anyone who will take the trouble to read my
paper attentively. The four typical windings illustrated

by Mr. Alexanderson are all covered by my Fig. 13, thus
readily disposing of the many difficulties he seems to

perceive in this connection.

The sooner Mr. Alexanderson will show the "even
greater confusion" which he alleges exists in connec-
tion with any of the other motors, the greater will be
my gratitude.

I wish Mr. Alexanderson would select the theory
which appeals to him most, apply it to each of the
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types I have dealt with, outline it In each case es fully

as 1 have done, and then suggest names lor the various

motors, l era confldenl thai he will be Boraewhal eur-

prised at the result. Bui lei him bo outline his theory

that "an accurate understanding <>f each phenomenon"
is possible to others than himself, it' he selects s work
able theory and handles it correctly, he will arrive at

the same resull as l have.

St. Louis, Mo. V. A. FYNN.

Dr. Rosenberg Against Class Distinctions Which
Do Not Exist

Mr. Fynn's paper is a work of great merit, although,

in my opinion, he does not achieve his object to create

such names as to "positively identify" each of the

numerous varieties of the alternating-current commu-
tator motor. In itself it would seem a very desirable

object to do away with the confusion in names existing

at the present time. It is, however, hardly necessary

to be so ambitious as to comprise in the scheme of

names every child of the great family, as so many of

them are stillborn and since many more of those who
ever saw the light of the day have expired by now.

The survivors are very few, and they have a great

resemblance to one another.

Nobody would trouble at the present time to give

distinctive scientific names to all the forms of magnet
systems for continuous-current machines which were
invented thirty and twenty years ago. Every new form
of field magnet had then its name, and for every form
special advantages were claimed by its author; but

forms and names sank into oblivion when the principle

of the magnetic circuit and the methods of manufactur-

ing were understood.

The history of the alternating-current commutator
motor is similar. Every inventor tried to show that his

motor was radically new, entirely different from any-

thing known up to then. It was so entirely different

only because the principles of the action were not fully

understood.

Mr. Fynn shows correctly the great similarity in the

working principle of all alternating-current motors, al-

though he does not, perhaps, point out sufficiently what
important bearing on the commutation the strength of

the field acting in the direction of the brush axis has,

and how, therefore, motors with apparently quite sim-

ilar field structure may differ entirely in the useful

speed range permissible by commutation. If this be

not made clear, the student will never understand the

difference between a series and a repulsion motor, and

why so many attempts have been made to form transi-

tion stages between these two forms.

It is regrettable that Mr. Fynn wants to replace the

name of "repulsion motor" by the term "induction

motor." One can quite agree with Mr. Fynn that a

commutator motor "in which the energy required by

its armature is conveyed to it by induction" has no

more claim to work on the repulsion principle than any

other kind of commutator motor. But one could say

just as well that it has no more claim to work on the

induction principle than any other kind of continuous-

current or alternating-current machine. The impor-

tant thing, however, is that the name of repulsion motor

is established for this type of machine since many years,

and it is—with some good will—easy enough to explain

the name to the student. The action between a sta-

tionary primary and a short-circuited movable coil of an

apparatus of the dynamometer type can certainly be

explained by repulsion, and we know that the torque

produced by this repulsion varies with the angle be-

tween rotor and stator axes. We know that the angle

between the rotor and stator axes can be kept constant.

by replacing the single-axis rotor winding with a com-
mutator winding and a paif of short -circuited brushes,

and WS are certninh s t ill entitled to speak of repulsion.

I readily concede timi the working of the motor call

be explained withoul ever mentioning the phenomenon
Of repulsion, but considering that our supply of short

characteristic names is SO exceedingly limited in all

spheres of technical science, we should not, without
cogent reasons, drop an established name. Names in

general, whether personal, geographical or technical,

are seldom logical, but the important thing is to asso-

ciate a certain name with a certain object. Even if the

name does not check with the new insight into the ob-

ject's function, it is in most cases better to stick to the

old name, and to explain it, with the witty grammarian,
as "lucus a non lucendo." Certainly, an existing name
should not be exchanged for another name well known,
well defined and well established in connection with an
important class of rival apparatus. The user does not

go into the intricacies of theory, and for him there exist

only two classes of alternating-current motors, induc-

tion motor and commutator motor. Mr. Fynn describes

some forty modifications of the latter one, but they all

agree in the one feature, that they are possessed of a

commutator—and commutator troubles! Confusion is

transplanted from the scientific into the commercial
domain if a commutator motor, just because a certain

winding acts inductively, is suddenly called induction

motor, which term is identified, scientifically and com-
mercially, with the squirrel-cage and slip-ring motor.

It does not seem to me that Mr. Fynn's strict dis-

tinction of working brushes, exciting brushes, and
brushes producing both working and exciting ampere
turns can be maintained. Even different coloring is

used in the diagrams for the three classes of brush.

There is no "working brush" which does not contribute

exciting ampere turns—at least under certain working
conditions. Mr. Fynn shows motors (for instance Fig.

16) in which the internal currents flowing in the arma-
ture turns short-circuited by the brush are a most im-

portant factor of excitation. But it is wrong to neglect

these currents in other motor types. We know, for

instance, that in the series motor transformer action

produces in the armature turns short-circuited by the

brush a current opposing the primary field excitation.

The object of every designer is to counteract the brush
emf. created by transformation (primarily with the

object of obtaining passable commutation), and to keep
by the addition of an approximately opposing emf. the

resultant of the two for a given working range within

proper limits; but whenever the one or the other com-

ponent prevails we shall also get a magnetizing effect

of the working brushes.

A striking example of how the viewpoint can change
plain "working brushes" (in Mr. Fynn's scheme marked
a and colored black) into brushes of the combined func-

tion (marked b and shaded) is presented by Mr. Fynn's-

explanation of Figs. 3 and 4 and Figs. 14 and 13. Fig.

3 shows the "neutralized series motor," Fig. 4 the "neu-

tralized series motor with rotor excitation." The dif-

ference between the two motors is that the first one has

a two-axis stator winding, the axes being respectively

in line with and at right angles to the brush axis, while

the latter one has a single-axis stator winding inclined

to the brush axis. The analogous arrangement in re-

pulsion motors is shown in Figs. 14 and 13 respectively,,

with the attributed names of "single-phase series-induc-

tion motor" and "self-excited single-phase series-induc-

tion motor with rotor excitation." This distinction

seems to be entirely artificial and could well be avoided

if, in the cases of Figs. 4 and 13, the stator field wer&
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split up into components instead of the rotor field. It

is the usual thing in mechanical problems (for instance,

in the case of a load supported by an inclined plane)

to split the working force into two components, one of

which can work freely and the other of which is directly

counteracted by some force of reaction. If we replace

in Fig. 4 the mmf. of the coil N by two components, the

one tending to create a field in the direction of the brush

axis and the other at right angles to it, the stator and

rotor fields become identical with Fig. 3 and the brushes

need not change their color. The explanation of the

motor action is then much simpler. One stator com-

ponent is directly opposed by the armature reaction and

its only influence on the motor field is an indirect one

(by creating or preventing circulating currents under

the brushes) ; the other stator component acts freely,

only supported or opposed by the brush currents. If

the latter are negligible, the field is plainly represented

by N sin a, whatever the number of rotor turns, and

there is no necessity of dividing the rotor turns into

torque-producing and exciting turns, and to obtain the

real torque by the algebraic sum of the torque pro-

duced by the legitimately torque-producing turns rotat-

ing in a fictitious horizontal field and the illegitimate

torque due to the movement of the exciting turns in a

field produced by over-neutralization or under-neutral-

ization.

Of course, both ways of considering the phenomenon
produce the same result, and for a student it may be
very useful to find out for himself that there are more
paths than one leading to the same truth. In certain

cases of motors with defined polar projections Mr.
Fynn's method, as used for Fig. 4, might even have
distinct advantages; but the example will show that the

method creates on paper class distinctions which do not

exist in reality and which it is undesirable to introduce.

This refers both to the three classes of brushes and to

the different classes of stator windings introduced by
Mr. Fynn.

Mr. Fynn's definition for separate excitation and self-

excitation does not seem to recommend itself. Many
other of his definitions could well be accepted, at least

as the basis of an understanding.
Cheshire, England E. Rosenberg.

Station and Operating Practice
A Department Devoted to the Problems of Installation, Operation and Maintenance of Equipment for the

Economical Generation and Distribution of Electrical Energy for All Uses.

A. C. SERVICE FROM BATTERY
Facilities Provided for Isolating Substation from High-Ten-

sion Feeders and Automatically Inverting Action

of Motor-Generators

By J. A. Walton

A storage battery has been installed in one of the

Boston Edison substations to carry the alternating-

current load whenever the normal supply is for any rea-

son interrupted. This has been made possible by floating

the battery on direct-current busbars, normally ener-

gized by motor-generator sets, and providing control

equipment which will in emergencies allow the battery

to feed back into the motor-generator sets, thereby
maintaining alternating-current service in the distribu-

tion system connected to the same busbars as the motor
generators. The substation in which this equipment
has been installed was already equipped with motor
generators supplying energy for street-railway service,

so that the chief change required, aside from installing

the battery, was to provide an automatic control system
which in emergencies would isolate the alternating-cur-

rent busbars from the incoming feeders and maintain
a constant frequency in the distribution system. To

Incoming 13,800-Volt Feeders

1789 3389 1782 3382 2375 2389

FIG. 1—CONNECTION OF EMERGENCY-SUBSTATION EQUIP-
MENT—REVERSE-CURRENT RELAY A OPENS BUS-TIE

SWITCHES A AND C

make the motor generators operate satisfactorily with
power supplied from the reverse direction to normal,
changes were made in the shape of the pole faces and
series windings. The subsequent synchronizing of the

ge Battery
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FIG. 2—SWITCHING FACILITIES FOR CHARGING EACH HALF
OF BATTERY IN PARALLEL

motor generators with the normal supply of energy is

performed by manually operated devices.

The accompanying line diagrams show how the appa-
ratus is controlled. When any disturbance occurs which
causes the battery to discharge at or above a prede-

termined rate the reverse-current relay closes its con-

tacts, causing the bus-tie switches to open, thus leaving

the motor generators and distributing transformers on
one set of busbars and the incoming feeders on the

other set. At the same time the contact circuit of a

battery-voltage regulator is closed, so that the pressure

across the direct-current end of the motor-generators
can be maintained constant and the speed or frequency
kept at the proper value. This regulator operates the

end-cell slider, but the latter may be controlled manu-
ally when desired. The bus-tie switches are provided

with instantaneous overload relays and the incoming
feeder switches with definite time-limit relays so that

the latter will open last.

After the normal supply of energy is restored the

next step is to synchronize all of the motor-generators

with the incoming feeders. This is done by adjusting

their speed or frequency with a field rheostat which is

connected in common with their field circuits. A syn-
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chroscope is connected with the potential transformer!
on the Incoming feeder bui and with tin- motor generator
bus. When the system 1b operating as s unil again, the

field flu* of the motor-generators is adjusted so thai

they will take their norma] load and charge the bat-

ter) [*he reverse-current relay then opens automatic
ally, breaking the contacl circuit of the battery-voltage
regulator and allowing manual operation of the end-cell

slider.

Since the direct current voltage of the motor gener
ators cannot be built up high enough to charge the en-

tire batter} when the cells arc connected in scries, and

i urrcint Rrlflq ft.

FIG. 3- -AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT WHICH PERMITS BATTERY
TO CARRY ALTERNATING-CURRENT LOAD

as no boosters are installed, double-throw switches are

provided which make it possible to connect each half

of the battery in parallel and charge from the railway

bus. When these switches are in the position for charg-

ing, they open auxiliary plug switches in the regulator-

contact circuit so that the end-cell slider cannot be

worked automatically.

The battery consists of 344 H-29 Exide cells, seventy-

two of which are end cells. When discharged at the

one-hour rate the battery has a rating of 1350 kw.,

whereas at the twenty-minute rate it has a rating of

2700 kw. Very seldom do disturbances cause interrup-

tions to service of more than five minutes.

How a Small Tent May Be a Useful Addition to

Outfit of Cable Crew

On windy winter days a cableman's helper has trouble

starting and maintaining a fire in the gasoline furnace

used by him to heat paraffine, pitch compound and

solder. To eliminate this trouble one utility company

in the Middle West provides each cableman with a small

canvas tent that may be pitched at the edge of a man-

hole. In paved city streets twenty-penny spikes have

been found satisfactory for holding the tent edges in

place. In the accompanying illustration a suitable type

and size of tent is shown in use.

Improved Ventilation of Generator Permitted a

28 Per Cent Greater Load

On account of excessive heating it was formerly im-
possible to carry more than 8600 kw. on a 8000-kw.,

6600-volt, three-phase waterwheel generator in the
South Power House hydroelectric station of the North-
ern California Power Company. The generator was of

the self-ventilated type having fans on the rotor and
ventilating ducts in the stator core and frame. To
overcome this trouble the ventilating scheme shown in

the accompanying illustration was resorted to. The
ventilating holes in the generator frame were plugged on

one-half of each side, and the other half was covered

by a sheet-iron hood riveted to the frame. From the

hood on each side a pipe was led as shown to the nozzle

p

Doble
Noizle >_J

VENTILATING DUCTS ARRANGED TO DRAW AIR THROUGH
GENERATOR

of each of the two Doble waterwheels driving the gen-

erator. The nozzles were partly inclosed by a hood at

the end of the pipe from the generator so that suction

due to the water jet would draw air into the generator

around the shaft and out through the windings. This

scheme worked very successfully, making it possible to

carry 4600 kw. on the generator with no greater heat-

ing than with 3600 kw. before the ventilating arrange-

ment was used.

A TENT USED TO SHIELD GASOLINE FURNACE FROM WIND

VALVE REQUIREMENTS OF BOILERS
The Use of Stop and Non-Return Valves to Make Station

Operation Safe and Flexible

By T. W. Reynolds

In a recent discussion before the Ohio Society of

Mechanical, Electrical and Steam Engineers the location

of stop and non-return valves in steam plants was taken

up. Besides the use of stop valves at steam outlets of

the boilers connected to a common header, it was sug-

gested that stop valves or quick-closing types of gate

valves with drains attached should be placed in all

engine branches of a loop system of piping to prevent

serious results from the sudden flow of steam due to

unusual conditions such as bursts in pipes or wrecking

of an engine.

In the opinion of the writer, any emergency benefit

secured through the use of an automatic valve at each

steam engine would not justify the expenditure of

money, particularly when money is more urgently re-

quired for other precautionary measures. Furthermore,

the bursting of a steam pipe at an engine is rather a

remote contingency not to be compared with the prob-

lem of safe boiler operation. Expenditures for safety

devices should be made to apply to the points where
the greatest safety is urgent. Piping when gravity-

graded with the flow of steam and properly dripped,

together with the use of eccentric fittings and reducers,

will eliminate the dangerous element of water-hammer,

arising mainly from the sudden admission of high-

pressure steam into cold vacuous pipes. In the erection

of steam mains special care should be used in their

support, with proper allowances made for their expan-

sion, which is an irresistible force under variable tem-

peratures. The bursting of fittings is a more frequent
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FIG. 1—ENGINE AND BOILER ROOM OF MISSOURI STATE CAPITOL, JEFFERSON CITY, SHOWING CONTROL VALVES

cause of injuries to workmen in a plant, and these often

result from the neglect of the above remarks. Expan-
sion joints and sweeps by easy bends in the piping, the

more important apparatus being arranged in duplicate

and two blow-off valves used at each blow-off of the

boiler, will further tend to insure a minimum number
of break-downs. There are many other devices worthy
•of note, for instance, automatic engine stops, feed-water

regulators, pump governors, and other pump-regulating
devices.

In the case of the automatic stop valves at the boilers,

these are essential to prevent scalding of operators

when tubes burst, and they make it impossible to turn

Tunnel

steam into a cold boiler and prevent a boiler being cut

in when the pressure is below the line pressure. A pipe

bursting at a steam engine could not empty the boilers

so quickly as the bursting of a steam header. In any
event, the automatic valves at the boilers would close

under the former conditions, or the two main stop valves,

one at each end of the steam header, could be closed,

as these are somewhat remote from the possible danger
zone under discussion.

The boiler is the source of power, and therefore this

storehouse of energy is to be guarded more than its

many feeders. In all station designs provisions should

be made to render accessible the more important and

FIG. 2—PLAN OF STATION, SHOWING WALKWAYS AND LADDERS FOR READY ACCESS TO VALVES FOR QUICK CONTROL
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controlling valves. The accompanying plan and eleva

tions, prepared by Tracy A Swartout, architects, and

the Richard D. Kimball Company, engineers, oi Nsm
York City, for the power plant oi the Missouri state

Capitol, show how readj access to control valves may
be secured by Independent ladders to walkways with

railings and connecting cross-walks.

The Important valves of a boiler Installation Bhould

be grouped for quick control from the walkways. lake

wise, tin' steam header may, in an emergency or at

other times, by the proper manipulation of the stop

valves be divided into sections as desired. Supervision

Of the plaid is made simple by SUCh arrangement of

apparatus and of the structure itself. The leads to the

engines should he made by means of long sweep bends

with valves eont rolled from the floor, while the steam

header from which the leads are taken may be similarly

valved and controlled. All valves used in the installa-

tion shown are of the outside screw and yoke type,

those over 5 in. in size being fitted with a by-pass for

the equalizing of the pressure either side when it is

desired to open or close the valve. As a double pre-

cautionary measure, two 4-in. pop safety valves with

testing chains to the floor are used on each boiler, while

the leads from each are equipped with an automatic

non-return valve with an ordinary stop valve installed

beyond. Each boiler has a capacity of 250 hp., the total

rating of the installation being 1500 hp. The blow-offs

are each fitted with two blow-off valves.

MOTOR DRIVES IN COTTONSEED-OIL MILL
Requirements in a Southern Oil Mill Using Cold Process,

and Energy Used per Unit of Product Handled

Data on the equipment of a cold-process cottonseed-oil

mill and the electrical consumption per unit of product

handled are presented in the accompanying tables. The
figures are taken from the records of the Sea Island

Cotton Oil Company of Charleston, S. C, which can

produce 28 tons to 30 tons of seed per twenty-four

hours. The entire mill is electrically operated by eleven

motors of an aggregate rating of 233 hp. As shown by

Table II, the total energy consumption was 81.05 kw.-hr.

per ton of svi'd crushed and 1.801 kw.hr. per gallon
of oil produced. In the second column of the table fig-

ures are given showing the proportion of the total energy
ii ed !" each motor. In the third column the energy
consumption per umi <>i product handled tor the same
motors is presented.

Both Sea Island and Upland seed are used in this mill.

As a considerable quantity of lint adheres to Upland
seed, six linters are required to clean the raw product.
With Sea Island sci'd, however, only one linter is neces-

sary as the seed conies to the mill very clean and in a

smooth and shiny condition. The Upland seed is hulled

before being ground, whereas the Sea Island Beed i fed

into the grinders direct. As a result, when using Sea
Island seed the following machines can be shut down:
Five linters, two hullers, one hull conveyor, separating
screens, and a number of conveyors and bucket elevators.

These machines are driven by motors Nos. 3 and 4. The
power required in preparation of the seed is, therefore*

considerably reduced.

On the other hand, when working with Sea Island

seed the meats and hulls are both fed to the expellers,

therefore more power is required in extracting the oil

than when working with Upland seed. The shafts are

arranged, however, so one of the expellers and the screw
conveyor of the heating tubes can be taken off motor
No. 6 and connected with No. 5, thereby equalizing the-

load. The attrition mills also require more power when
working Sea Island cakes than when working Upland;

cakes owing to the hard particles of hulls.

Although the plant works twenty-four hours a day,,

the heaviest part of the load occurs from 7.30 a. m. to.

about 5 p. m., the average load with Upland seed being
about 140 kw., while with Sea Island seed the load is

about 110 kw. The corresponding night loads are 110<

kw. and 80 kw. respectively.

Each piece of apparatus used in the mill is grouped in

Table I with the motor driving it. A filter is now being

installed to clarify the oil drawn from the settling tanks

before it is pumped to the storage tanks. The main
building and other buildings are lighted by eighty-five

lamps, rated at 25 watts to 100 watts each, and the yard
is illuminated by one 1000-watt gas-filled lamp installed

on a water tower about 50 ft. from the ground. All of

TABLE I—ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS DRIVEN

Group
No.

Location of
Motor Hp. R.p.m.

Wharf

2 Seed house

3 Shaker room :-r,

4 Shaker room

5 Shaker room

6 Expeller room

30

1155

1150

Make and
Type Machines Driven

West. C.S. Inclined conveyor for transferring 100-lb. sacks from boats to flat cars.

West. C.S. Inclined sack conveyor delivering to horizontal conveyor 16 ft. high, also connected with horizontal

screw conveyor delivering to inclined screw conveyor.

G. E. L.

West. C.S.

15 ft. of line shaft with four roller-bearing hangers, speed 500 r.p.m.; one No. 1 Huller (Atlanta
Utility Works); two 106-saw linters (Carver Cotton Gin Company).

20 ft. of line shaft with four roller-bearing hangers, speed 500 r.p.m.; one 106-saw linter (Carver-

Cotton Gin Company); float shaft for three linters (driving condensing rolls and seed rolls); one
inclined drag conveyor to hull house, 160-ft. centers; one inclined drag conveyor for hulls, 12-ft.

centers; one 9-in. screw conveyor; one 6-in. screw conveyor.

50 1145 West. H.F

Attrition-mill room

Attrition-mill room

50 1145 West. H.F

2-20

35 ft. shafting with seven roller-bearing hangers, speed 500 r.p.m.; one No. 3 huller (Atlanta Utility

Works); three 106-saw linters (Carver Cotton Gin Company); one bucket elevator, 26-ft. centers;

one hull beater; two single shakers; two double shakers; two inclined hull drage; one float shaft for

three linters (driving condensing rolls and seed rolls) ; one bucket elevator, 18-ft. centers; one 1-kw.

direct-current, 110-volt generator for linter magnets; one screw conveyor; one imclined screw

conveyor 60 ft. long (for conveying seed from seed house to mill); two seed feeders; one screw con-

veyor, 6 ft. long; one gin-saw sharpening machine.

38 ft. shafting with six hangers, speed 300 r.p.m.; four Anderson cold-process expellers; four 9-in. x

18-ft. screw conveyors for heating tubes; one 18-in. screw conveyor and agitator for tempering
trough; six screw conveyors to and from expellers; one 4-in. rotary oil pump; one 6-in. rotary oil

pump; one small air compressor used for blowing out motors; two bucket elevators, 20-ft. centers;

one screw conveyor to cake storage room.

1710 West. C.C.L.

5 1735 West. C.S.

Mounted directly on ball-bearing shaft of Sprout W'aldron attrition mill.

Note—Motors revolve in opposite directions. They ar.e reversed from time to time by means of

the double-throw switch so as to get the utmost use of the grinding plates.

15 ft. shafting on three hangers, speed 250 r.p.m.; three bucket elevators, 10-ft. centers; three screw

conveyors, 8 ft. long; one cottonseed-meal reel for bolting; two screw conveyors; one automatic

scales; feed to attrition mill.

9 Hull house 5 1130 West. C.S.

10 Gin house 10 865 G.E. K.

Type C cotton-seed hull packer (Barnard & Leas Manufacturing Company).

10-ft. line shaft on two hangers, speed 300 r.p.m. on short cotton and 230 r.p.m. on Sea Island grab-,

bots; one 60-saw gin; one bailing press; one grabbot cleaner; one 30-in. suction fan.
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TABLE II—PROPORTIONS OF TOTAL ENERGY D8ED BY EACH
MOTOR AND CONSUMPTION PER UNIT OF PRODUCT HANDLED
(Based on a seasonal energy consumption of 321,460 kw.-lir., handling 3965.9

tons of seeds and producing 2925 tons of meats, 22H5 tons of cakes and 117,866

gal. of oil.)

Group No.
Percentage of

Total Energy
Consumption

Kw.-hi Consumption per Unit of

Produtf Handled

1 0.034
0.042
10.04
8.89

31.00f
30.44

8.12
0.94

0.77
1.00
7.384
2.34

0.0410
0.0515
8.16

33 26

11.77
1.364

6.06
10.24

per ton unloaded*
2 per ton seeds

3 per ton seeds

4

5
6 per ton meats? or 0.552 per gal.

7
8

oil*,

per ton meal
per ton meal

9
|fl

Discrepancies
Lamps

per ton hulls^j

per bale ginned^

Total 100.00 /81.05
\ 1.801

per ton seeds
per gal. oil

2644 tons unloaded. tEstimated, as meter burned out. {These figures

should be slightly greater, as one of the expellers and a heating-tube conveyor
were changed two months before the season ended to run on motor No. 5. ^This
a for ginning 316 bales and baling 607 bales, of which 321 were linters.

the energy for lamps except those on the seed-receiving

wharf is supplied by a 7.5-kw., 440/110-volt transformer.

The power transformers are installed in a vault and con-

sist of two 100-kva., 2200/440-volt single-phase Westing-

house units connected in open delta.

The circuit from the switchboard to the large motors

is controlled by a 300-amp. oil switch. All motors rated

at 30 hp. or above are equipped with full automatic oil

circuit-breakers. The two 20-hp. motors driving the at-

trition mill are controlled by a 200-amp. triple-pole,

double-throw reversing and disconnecting switch and
also a starting compensator with overload relays. The
10-hp. motor in the gin house is equipped with a start-

ing compensator with overload relays, while the re-

mainder of the motors are controlled by triple-pole,

double-throw switches. All motors except the three

5-hp. and the one 3-hp. motor are protected by fuses

and inverse time-limit overload relays and no-voltage

release. The energy consumed by each motor is meas-
ured by individual meter.

The information presented in this article is drawn
from a paper entitled "Electric Drive in a Cottonseed-

Oil Mill" presented by J. W. Ruff at the convention of

the Southeastern Section of the National Electric Light
Association held at Asheville, N. C, Sept. 22 to 24. Mr.
Ruff, who is connected with the Charleston (S. C.) Con-
solidated Railway & Lighting Company, supervised the

laying out of the electrical equipment in the mill men-
tioned.

Leakage Through Insulation, and How It May Show
Up in Repair Work
By E. C. Parham

Insulation that may seem perfect when used with one
voltage may be practically useless when used with a

higher voltage. In any case insulation may be consid-

ered as a high-resistance current path between the con-

ductors on which it is used with this current path in

parallel with the normal path of the working current.

It then follows that the amount of leakage current that
will flow through one path formed by a pair of insula-

tors, for example, depends upon the quality and upon
the disposition of the insulation and upon the value of

the voltage to which the insulation is subjected. The
total leakage current to be supplied by a station gen-
erator will depend upon how.many of these leakage cir-

cuits are in parallel. If the leakage path of one pair of

500-volt insulators measures 1,000,000 ohms, for exam-

ple, the leakage current of a single path will be 500
~ 1,000,000 = 0.0005 amp.; with 5000 such paths in

parallel, however, the total leakage current will become
5000 X 0.0005 = 2.5 amp. This corresponds to a con-

stant drain of nearly 2 hp. The higher the voltage, the

greater the horsepower per ampere.
When testing the insulation of armature coils one at

a time while they were being installed in the core slots

an armature winder became gravely concerned because
a 600-volt voltmeter on a 550-volt line showed deflec-

tions of but a fraction of a volt. After the coils were
connected to the commutator the deflection of the whole
construction was about 30 volts. If the coils and core

had been perfectly dry, the insulation deflection of a
single coil to the core probably would have been zero at

such a low test voltage. The effect of connecting the

coils all together, thereby placing their leakage paths
in parallel, might have increased the insulation deflec-

tion to 2 volts or 3 volts. That the high deflection in

this particular case was due to a multiplicity of damp
leakage paths in parallel was proved by the fact that a

good baking in an oven reduced the insulation deflection

of the whole armature to zero as far as that particular

voltage and voltmeter could indicate.

A Convenient Form of Wall Bracket for Pipes

A convenient form of wall bracket for supporting

large pipes is shown in the accompanying illustration.

This is made of wrought iron and of a design adaptable

to the varying sizes of pipes together with pipe rolls.

Small pipes may be supported by ordinary pipe rings

and wrought-iron lag-bolt hangers, but pipes of the

larger sizes—that is, 10 in. and above—are best sup-

ported directly from the building walls by means of

brackets such as that shown.

Dimensions Rand X tobe
determined by Foreman
at Owlding. Brace to make
Angle of30 °or more rn'th

Vertical

Pipe A B C D E F 6 H K R X

4 8 6 '/z & E 4 •- 4 4

V; 8 6 ''« 8 5 4 \ 4 4

5 8. 6 \ 8 $ 4 \ 4 4 Note

6 8 b \ 10 5 4 X 5 S AflQ mens
•ycf>es

ions

•7 8 b \ 10 5 4 \ 5 S

8 10 6 % 10 5 4 \ 5 5

9 10 8 % 12 5 5 1 5 6 ,

10 r 8 % 14 5 5 1 S &

12 12 8 \ 16 5 5 f 5 6

14 12 & % 18 5 5 1 5

A WALL BRACKET FOR SUPPORTING LARGE PIPES
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Marketing Electricity
I Department on Sitting Service mul Widening the Uh <>f Electrical Energy

"Scout" lions Solve the Trial-Iron Problem in

Danbury, Conn.

The problem of the disposition to be made of irons

returned from use on trial has been satisfactorily

solved by the Danbury & Bethel Gas & Electric Com-
pany, Danbury, Conn., through the use of special "scout"

irons. These irons have a black or buffed finish and

are sent out when a customer wants an electric iron on

trial. If the customer later desires to purchase an iron,

the "scout" iron is replaced by one of standard finish.

As these "scouts" do not show signs of use, repolish-

ing costs are eliminated. When a customer's iron

must undergo extensive repairs, a "scout" iron is loaned

to the customer, thus keeping an iron in service and
pleasing the customer.

How the Use of Appliances Increases the Residence

Non-lighting Load

The importance of central stations pushing to the

utmost the sale of appliances is well shown in the ac-

companying tables, which were incorporated in a paper

presented by W. M. Stearns before the Southeastern

Section of the N. E. L. A. The data were obtained by
means of meter charts in two residences in Rochester,

N. Y.

In both residences, it will be noticed, the number of

appliances used is comparatively small, yet the appliance

income in one case is 66.02 per cent of the total in-

come for lighting and appliance service and in the other

case 54.05 per cent. The revenue derived from heating

appliances, Mr. Stearns stated, has even provided a

means for offsetting a reduction in rates which meant
a decrease of $50,000 a year income to the company
affected. There is no lighting-circuit appliance on the

market, he claims, of too small an energy consumption

to be handled and pushed successfully so long as it

can be relied upon to give satisfactory service to the

user.'

What the Customer Wants to Know Concerning the

Cost of Using Appliances

The accompanying tabulation of the costs of using
various electric household appliances was recently pub-
lished in the monthly Bulletin of the Philadelphia Elec-

tric Company to impress upon the consumer the prac-

tical value of the unused minimum so often wasted by
small residence consumers. The manner in which this

OPERATING COSTS OF HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

I

An electric iron
or a washing machine. .

or a vacuum cleaner . .

.

or an 8-in. fan
.or a 32-cp. Mazda lamp
[or a toaster

!An electric iron
or a washing machine . .

or a vacuum cleaner . . .

or an 8-in. fan
or a 32-cp. Mazda lamp
or a toaster

[An electric iron
If you use only 80 cents'

|
or a washing machine . .

worth of energy during! or a vacuum cleaner . . .

the month, the remaining] or an 8-in. fan
20 cents will operate or a 32-cp. Mazda lamp

[or a toaster

[An electric iron
If you use only 90 cents'

\
or a washing machine . .

worth of energy during! or a vacuum cleaner . . .

the month, the remaining] or an 8-in. fan
10 cents will operate or a 32-cp. Mazda lamp

(or a toaster

information is presented is exceedingly clear and inter-

esting, as it reduces the matter to equivalents that are

strong in their appeal. The figures here are based on

a 10-cent rate and can easily be converted to conform to

any rate in force in other territories.

Another table in which is calculated the normal cost

in service of the various household appliances has just

been published by the Commonwealth Edison Company,
Chicago, computed on the estimated use of the various

Hours Min.

8
20
26 40
160
100
10

6
15
20
120
75
7 30

4
10
13 20
80
50
5

2
5
6 40

40
25
2 30

WEEKLY ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF TWO RESIDENCES IN ROCHESTER, N. Y., SHOWING AVERAGE USE OF VARIOUS

APPLIANCES AND COMPARATIVE INCOMES FROM LIGHTING AND FROM APPLIANCES

Sunday ....

Monday. . .

Tuesday . .

.

Wednesday
Thursday . .

Friday
Saturday . .

.

Summary:
Hours per
week

Kw.-hr. per

week
Cost per
week* ....

Cost per
month* . .

.

Percolator,

400 Watts,
Hours and
Minutes

54
25
37
46
33

51
17

4.38

1.71

$0,137

$0,550

Toaster,

500 Watts,
Hours and
Minutes

13

9
28
30
19

24

2.05

1.19

$0,095

$0,380

Washing
Machine,
200 Watts,
Hours and
Minutes

79

2 10

3.48

0.80

$0,064

$0,260

Vacuum
Cleaner,

110 Watts,
Hours and
Minutes

24
39

1.15

0.13

$0.01

$0.04

Flatiron,

550 Watts,
Hours and
Minutes

51

0. 14

21

60

2.43

1.34

$0,107

$0,430

Total bill, lighting and appliances $3 . 36

Income for lighting 1 53

Income for appliances (54.5 per cent of total) $1 .83

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday. . . .

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday night

.

Summary:
Hours per week . .

Kw.-hr. per week

.

Cost per week* . .

.

Cost per month*.

Percolator,

550 Watts,
Hours and
Minutes

Machine,
220 Watts,
Hours and
Minutes

22
25
16

17
22
30
20
23

2.75
1.51

$0,121
$0,540

4.250
0.935

$0,075
$0,300

Vacuum
Cleaner,

325 Watts,
Hours and
Minutes

Flatiron,

625 Watts,
Hours and
Minutes

58
1 8

3 43

47

2.10 2.50
0.68 2.81
$0,054 $0,225
$0,220 $0,900

Total bill, lighting and appliances $2 . 96

Income for lighting 1 . 00

Income for appliances (66.2 per cent of total) $1 . 96

•At 8 cents per kw.-hr.
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COST OF USING ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

Article
Average Time
Rating, for 1

Watts Cent

Average Cost
Service, per
Hours Month
per at 3

Month Cents

Cost
per

Month
at 10
Cents

400
600

50 minutes 7.5 0.090
7.5 0.135

15.5 ! 260

30
Grill 45
Hair-drying comb
Flatiron

25 14 hour*
85

25 12.0 0.010 3

Polishing motor
Sewing-machine motor...

40
40

600
50

400

125
90
100
40
500

8 hours
8 hours

7 5 O 135 45

Chafing dish

Washing machine
Fan

50 minutes

3 hours

7.5

15.5

0.090

0.060

. 050

30

19

3 hours
8 hours

40 minutes

15.5 16

Two-glower radiator. . .

.

devices under average conditions in the home. The
Commonwealth Edison Company figures these equiva-

lents on the basis of its 3-cent heating rate, but another

column has been added to adjust the table to the typical

10-cent rate generally in force and most convenient for

purposes of comparison.

The two tables reproduced present the argument from
both points of view and will be of material assistance

to any central station in demonstrating the actual costs

of using the various electric household comforts.

Instruction in Electric Cooking at a State Fair

Electricity for cooking was introduced this year for

the first time at the Illinois State Fair, held at Spring-
field, 111. Girls of the domestic-science classes who
came from every part of the State to attend the ses-

sion in the Women's Building were delighted when they
found the kitchen equipped with electric stoves. Con-
cluding that the future housewives of the State should

know how to cook with electricity, A. D. Mackie, general

manager of the Springfield Gas & Electric Company,
suggested to the managers of the domestic-science

school, which is conducted in connection with the fair,

the idea of teaching electric cooking, offering to allow

the young women free use of electric stoves owned by
the Springfield company and to furnish the electricity

free of charge. The managers accepted his offer, and
by the time the school closed all of the girls were en-

thusiastic advocates of electric cooking.

Another Electrical Adjunct to the Gasoline

Automobile

Even with all of the modern improvements in carbu-
retors and self-starting apparatus, the problem of crank-
ing his engine on cold mornings still confronts the
gasoline automobile owner. Radiators filled with an
anti-freezing mixture will resist very low temperatures
without congealing, but if an engine is idle over night
all working parts become so cold that a great deal of

energy—either electrical energy or physical energy

—

must be expended at the crankshaft before even a sput-
ter of encouragement comes from the exhaust muffler.

To prevent these troubles and worries some of the
ingenious salesmen of the Toledo (Ohio) Railways &
Light Company have been selling 500-watt air heaters
to automobile owners, suggesting that circuits to feed
these heaters be wired as shown in the accompanying
sketch. About one-half hour before the automobile
owner gets ready to use his car in the morning he has
only to touch the push-button switch inside his house
and the heater in the garage begins to warm up the en-

gine and the fluid in the radiator. As the autoist leaves

his house he disconnects the heater from the line; but

by this time the engine, radiator and carburetor are

V
House

IIO-Volt\

Source >~~l\

Push- But-

ton Switch-

E
110- Volt Circuit

AN ELECTRIC HEATER TAKES THE CHILL FROM THE AUTO-

MOBILE ENGINE AND MAKES CRANKING EASY

warm, and at the first turn a liberal charge of gas is

exploded in the engine cylinder and the car is ready for

work. The little heater under the automobile radiator

works while the autoist eats breakfast and saves his

temper as well as the wear and tear on the car.

The heaters which have been used for the work are

of an inexpensive portable type which can be left per-

manently in the garage, so that the only precaution the

driver needs to take is to see that he has stopped his

car in approximately the same place each time, with the

engine and radiator over the electric air heater.

Motor Drive in a Bakery—Dough Mixed and Cut

Into Loaves by Machinery

The accompanying illustration shows how compact
and sanitary a medium-sized bakery can be made by
employing motor drive. Here the flour is stored in an
overhead bin from which it can be discharged directly

into the mixers. From the latter the dough may be
transferred, without handling, to trays on which it is

cut into loaves ready for baking. Two 1800-r.p.m.

motors having a combined rating of 11 hp. are em-
ployed, one rated at 1 hp. being used to drive the cake

mixer, while the other, a 10-hp. unit, operates the

Triumph bread-dough mixer, the Read cone sifter and
a Water pump. This equipment is operated about 144

hours a week. The average monthly energy consump-
tion is 156 kw.-hr., or about 14 kw.-hr. per connected

horsepower. This bakery is owned by C. T. Hanson,
3794 Broadway, New York City, and electricity is sup-

plied by the United Electric Light & Power Company.

DOUGH-MIXING MACHINE IN A NEW YORK BAKERY
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Electric Cooking in

Apartment Houses

Cost Figures from Installations in Eastern

and Western Cities Where Electricity

Is Used Exclusively

Some interesting experience in the practical utiliza-

tion of electric ranges has become available through re-

ports from a number of apartment houses where electric-

cooking equipment is permanently installed throughout
the buildings. These reports cover the Carlton Court
apartments in Buffalo, N. Y. ; the Jensen apartments in

Great Falls, Mont.; fifteen ranges in similar service in

Seattle, twenty-five in Salt Lake City, and a variety of

separate cases reported by the Simplex Electric Heating
Company and the Western Electric Company, and their

particular value lies in the fact that they provide a

volume of experience sufficient to give an average result

worthy of confidence.

In the Carlton Court apartments in Buffalo ninety-five

electric ranges are in daily service in as many house-

holds, for electric-cooking appliances are the typical

TABLE I—REVENUE FROM CARLTON COURT APARTMENTS,
BUFFALO*

No. of Apartments Month
Average Cost for

Light and Cooking

23 May $2.49

30 June 2.32

38 July 2.31

44 August 2.51

equipment of the building, no coal or gas stoves having
been installed. To each one of these families cooking

by electricity was a new experiment, and, as the man-
ager of the building expressed it in a letter to the Buffalo

General Electric Company: "At first the women were
quite skeptical as to the practicability of the electric

ranges, for not one of the tenants in the ninety-five

apartments had ever used an electric range before. But
after they became accustomed to cooking by electricity

many said that they would never again go back to coal

or wood stoves. As landlords, we are very much pleased

with the manner in which the electric range is taking

care of our cooking problem, for all the tenants are de-

lighted with the modern equipment of their kitchens and

TABLE II—COOKING COSTS OF A TENANT IN THE JENSEN APART-
MENTS, GREAT FALLS, MONT*

Month Bill Cost per Person

May $2.07

1.95

2.46

2.97

2.91

$0,295

0.261

July 0.351

0.424

0.415

October 2.15 0.307

* *Standard Electric Stove Company's ranges. Rates for energy: first 15
kw.-hr. at 7 cents; next 30 kw.-hr. at 5 cents; all over 30 kw.-hr. at 1.5 cents.
Single meter for all purposes.

Simplex electric range used. Rate for energy, 3 cents per kw.-hr. An elec-

tric toaster and iron were also on the cooking circtiit. Cooking was done ordi-

narily for seven persons.

TYPES OF ELECTRIC RANGES INSTALLED IN THE CARLTON COURT APARTMENTS, BUFFALO, N. Y.

I
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TABLE III—COST OF COOKING IN A GREAT FALLS (MONT.) RE8I- TABLE IV—COOKING DATA ON INSTALLATIONS IN BALT LAKE
DENCE* CITY*

Month Hill for Month
( !oal pel Pei

for Month

November

.

December

.

January . . .

February . .

March

.

April . .

May. .

June .

.

July
August. . . .

September.

$2.15
.'. 10

2.46

2.15
2 . 25
2.16
2.25

2.94
4.42
3.87

$0,307
0.355
0.321
0.351

0.307
0.321
0.307
0.821

0.420
0.491
0.430

Simplex electric range used. Cooking done ordinarily lor seven persons
azcept during last two months, when meals were cooked for nine persons. Energy
obtained at 3 cents per kw.-hr. Toaster and electric iron were also used on the
beating circuit.

we have received a great number of letters from tenants
commending the use of these ranges."

The cost figures which have developed here are sur-

prisingly moderate, and are, indeed, satisfactory both
to the consumer and to the local central station, the
Buffalo General Electric Company, for experience proves
that, at the rates in force in Buffalo, cooking can be done
exclusively by electricity at an actual saving over the
normal cost of cooking with some other fuel and of light

for the average home of comparable size.

Table I herewith covers four months of this year,

during which time the number of families reporting
increased from twenty-three to forty-four, yet average
costs did not vary appreciably.

The data from Great Falls, Mont., in Tables II and
III carry the subject of costs a bit further. Table III

reports the expense of electric cooking per person, based
on the experience of a family of seven who use an elec-

tric range, a toaster and a flatiron all connected from
a separate cooking circuit.

There is a natural variation in these figures, as is to

be expected, since the cost of cooking will be strongly
affected by the cooking of an unusual number of roasts,

for instance, in any one month, or, on the other hand,
by the absence of the family on a week-end visit. The
range of monthly cost per person—from 26 to 42 cents

—provides a basis for calculation, however, and an
impressive bit of human interest for the consideration
of the prospective customer. A similar diversity is seen
in the data from costs in Salt Lake City in Table IV.

A comparative table of eighty-three ranges in house-
hold use in Worcester, Mass. ; Salt Lake City, Anaconda,

Type of Number of Peno.ni \vexage Cost per Average Kw.-Hr.

Range imily Person per Day, per Person per l>ay

Cents

H-I

R-I

R-3

R-3

3.3

1.3

2.1

1.4

1.10

0.43

0.70

0. 166

"General Electric Company's domestic ranges. Rate for energy, 3 cent:- pel

kw.-hr.

TABLE V—OPERATING COST AND LOAD DATA ON FOUR APART-

MENT-HOUSE INSTALLATIONS*

Maxi-

Location

Ku.-Hr.
per

Person
per

Month

No.
of

Ranges

Rated
Load,
Kw.

Maxi-
mum
De-

mand,
Kw.

mum
Load.
Rated
Load
in per
Cent

Worcester, Mass 0.93 16 77 13.5 17.50

Great Falls, Mont 1.12 21 110.25 13.5 12.35

Salt Lake City, Utah 0.85 24 77 11.5 15.00

Anaconda, Mont 0.97 22 92

0.96 12.8 15

Total of 83 Simplex Electric Heating Company's ranges.

Mont., and Great Falls reports on the matter of maxi-

mum demand, which naturally is a factor that will go

far toward molding the attitude which many companies

will take toward this great future market for service.

Here again (in Table V), though there is considerable

variation, the figures are adequate to the purpose.

The equipment of an apartment house at Worcester,

Mass., with Simplex electric ranges in each suite has

attracted much attention. Data have been collected

which show the average energy consumption per person

to be 28 kw.-hr. a month, representing an expenditure

for electricity of only 84 cents on a 3-cent rate, $1.12 on

a 4-cent rate, and $1.40 on a 5-cent rate. There are

sixteen ranges in the Worcester installation, and the

rated load is 77 kw. The maximum demand is 13.5 kw.,

the ratio of maximum demand to rated load being 17.5

per cent. The suites in the Irving Street apartment

house at Worcester are occupied by two and three per-

sons, the total for the sixteen suites being thirty-seven.

Monthly bills per suite range from 63 cents to $4.35.

ELECTRIC COOKING INSTALLATIONS ON THE LINES OF THE BUFFALO GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
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MOTOR-DRIVEN GATHERING TABLE IN A BINDERY

Revolving Gathering Table in a Louisville Bindery

An electrically operated revolving gathering table is

used in the plant of the Standard Printing Company
at Louisville, Ky., for assembling folded, printed sheets
for binding into finished books. Heretofore it has been
the practice for the gatherers, usually girls, to walk
up and down along rows of benches or tables taking the
folios from piles, one at a time. With the revolving
table, however, the gatherers may sit and pick off the
sections as they pass. The table was devised by Ed-
ward Gottschalk, manager of the printing company. It

measures 12 ft. in diameter, and ten gatherers or more
can work at it. The table is driven by a 2-hp. ad-
justable-speed motor. The top is large enough for any
ordinary work. The Kentucky Statutes, in 2900 pages,
were handled with ease on this table, and with a double
deck it could handle a dictionary, it is declared.

Sewing for the Red Cross

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston
has recently featured some very interesting demonstra-
tions of electric sewing machines in which materials
for the Red Cross were sewn by the demonstrator. These
demonstrations were given in the company's various
district stores, and an offer was sent to different so-

cieties that were engaged in doing work for the Red
Cross putting the machines at their disposal. Naturally
a great deal of interest was aroused by the fact that the

machinei would be shown while sewing for the soldiers,

end this touch of human Intereel increased the attend-
|

ance at the demonstration! materially and, of course,

stimulated the sale of electric sewing-machine motors.

Collection! interfere with Salesmen's Efforts to

Get New Business

In commenting on the query whether the central
station salesman should be Called lipoil to collect diffi-

cult accounts, a subject which was discussed at some
length in these column! on Oct 28, <i. II. Smart, super-

intendent of lighting for the Knoxville (Tenn.) Railway
& Light Company, writes as follows:

"It is my opinion that such a policy is not a good one.

We find, on careful analysis of the time of our salesmen,

that with the routine work that necessarily falls on them
only about half of their time, at the most, is left for

strictly new business. As you well know, the routine of

signing up new customers, making transfers and han-
dling things of that kind must be part of the work of

the salesman, and unless there is a very large force of

salesmen even this work cuts very seriously into the

efforts for new business, both in lighting and in power,

and gives them no time practically for doing anything
with heating appliances or any other line outside of

strictly new business."

Electric Irons Effect Better Working Conditions and

Reduce Fire Risk

Electrically heated appliances are coming more and
more into use in city shops and factories, not only

because of their value from the standpoint of saving

labor but also by reason of the resulting reduced fire

risk, increased production, better products, and im-

proved working conditions for the shop operatives. The
average manufacturer is very willing to pay even a

little more for electric operation if need be if these ad-

vantages of such operation are pointed out to him.

The accompanying pictures show two typical installa-

tions in loft factories where articles of women's wear
are made in New York City. These installations are

served by the New York Edison Company. The shirt-

waist factory, which operates eight electric irons, con-

sumes about 2000 kw.-hr. per year, while the neckwear
shop, shown in the other picture, consumes 3000 kw.-hr.

per year. Pilot lamps give warning against leaving the

irons accidentally in circuit.

ELECTRIC-IRON INSTALLATIONS IN TWO APPAREL FACTORIES, CONSUMING ABOUT 3000 KW.-HR. YEARLY
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EFFECT OF SLOT DESIGN ON IRON LOSS
A Comparison of Iron Losses in Induction Motors Using

Semi-Closed and Totally Closed Slots

By E. B. Millar

The iron losses in three-phase induction motors are
iue to hysteresis and eddy currents caused by the alter-

nations of the main flux in the magnetic material. The
atter is augmented by filing or sawing the teeth, thereby
joining the stampings together. Also the castings which
form the supports, the end covers, etc., often have an
nduced flux, causing losses which should not be under-
estimated. There is, too, an additional pulsation tooth
oss which is dependent upon the shape of the tooth

md the relative number of teeth in the stator and the
•otor. The determination of the relative value of these
mlsation losses in the teeth was the object of the
est described in what follows:

of closed and semi-closed slots, two 15-hp., three-phase,
four-pole, fifty-cycle wound-rotor induction motors were
built alike in every respect excepting the opening of
the slots. The first one had totally closed slots and the
second one had semi-closed slots with an opening of
1/16 in. sawed through the bridge of both stator and
rotor slots respectively, as shown in Figs. 1 and 4.

The first motor, with slots arranged as in Fig. 1, was
run light at normal frequency and variable voltage, the
power input being measured in each case. This was
repeated for the second motor, which had the slots

arranged as shown in Fig. 4. The rotor from motor
No. 2 was next placed in the stator of motor No. 1 and
the same procedure followed, having the slots as shown
in Fig. 3. Finally the rotor from No. 2 motor was
placed in the stator of motor No. 1 and the same obser-
vations were made, the slots having the arrangement
shown in Fig. 3.

FIGS. 1 TO 4—ARRANGEMENTS OF SLOTS SHOWING RESPECTIVELY (1) USE OF CLOSED STATOR AND CLOSED ROTOR
SLOTS, (2) CLOSED STATOR AND OPEN ROTOR SLOTS, (3) OPEN STATOR AND CLOSED ROTOR SLOTS, (4) OPEN
STATOR AND OPEN ROTOR SLOTS

The rotor teeth passing the stator teeth create a
ariation of the reluctance of the flux path and produce
variation or a pulsation of flux density in the teeth

f the stator and the rotor.

As an extreme case the following may be cited:

'he stator has completely open slots and the rotor
early open slots. The pitch of the stator slots is slightly

jss than one-half of that of the rotor slot pitch. As
le rotor teeth pass the stator teeth a tooth and a slot

re alternately opposite and the flux pulsates between
maximum value and almost zero. The frequency of

lis pulsation is one complete pulsation for every stator
)oth. That is, the pulsation in the rotor teeth equals
le number of stator teeth multiplied by the revolu-
ons per second, and, in like manner, the pulsation in

le stator teeth equals the number of rotor teeth multi-
lied by the revolutions per second.

It might be expected that the minimum amount of
ulsation would take place in totally closed slots and
lcrease as the slots were opened, first in the rotor and
Jcond in the stator. In order to determine this effect

From these values of total no-load power the friction
and windage losses were deducted in the following
manner: The above values were plotted volts against
watts and the curves were extended to the abscissa
or value of voltage equal to zero. The voltage being zero,
the flux and the losses due to the flux reversal are also
zero, and the power remaining is that due to the fric-
tion and windage.
For each of the four cases curves were replotted as

shown in Fig. 5. The conditions of design of slots
were as follows: (a) Stator slots closed, rotor slots
closed; (b) stator slots closed, rotor slots opened; (c)
stator slots opened, rotor slots closed; (d) stator slots
opened, rotor slots opened.
The common origin was taken as the point where the

power input curves produced cut the abscissa at zero
voltage. The stator having sixty slots and the rotor
sixty-one, the pulsation in the rotor teeth was 1500
per second and that in the stator teeth 1525 per second.
The flux per pole at normal voltage is 9.05 X 10' max-
wells, the iron loss for the semi-closed slots being ap-
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proximately twice thai of the totally cloeed slots. The
iter portion of fin extra loai la due to the lncr<

m the magnitude of the pulsations, and a smaller por-

tion Is due to (lit- opening of the teeth with a saw,
thereby joining the i the teeth together and

/ ,

/ / *y

IRON L OS fifS ,n .*> PhA^J
htOtlCTIOH MQ7QH3
A Slots OS r,S No 1

B Slots as n$ No P.

's as , icj No J

O Slors us f~iq Nu<7

fort

JOO aoo soo
Total ivat t

FIG. 5

—

IRON LOSSES FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF
SLOT DESIGNS

increasing the eddy-current losses in that portion of

the teeth.

It should not, however, be concluded from the above

that the motor which has the totally closed slots has the

highest efficiency at normal full load and the semi-

closed slots the lowest efficiency on account of the higher
iron losses, for the closed slot design has a greater slot

reactance than the semi-inclosed, and furthermore the

semi-closed slots have a slightly higher gap density.

Melbourne, Australia.

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Distribution of Flux Around Direct-Current Arma-
ture.—Bernard Hague and Francis F. H. Schroeder.
—An experimental investigation in which the authors

determined the distribution of flux not only around the

core but also around the end connections and around
any given coil in the armature. The mmf. due to the

end connections of a double-layer winding produces poles

on the overhang in just the same manner as those created

upon the surface of the core by the mmf. of the con-

ductors in the slots. The fact that the density of the

flux dies off to zero as we approach the axial extremity

of the winding shows that all the flux emanating from
the armature sweeps over peripheral paths, and none
passes over the end of the winding from the outside to

the inside of the overhang or vice versa.—London
Electrician, Oct. 1, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Water-Powers in Norway.-*-A long statistical article

on the state and the hydroelectric problem in Norway.
A map is given showing the state waterfalls and the
private and municipal electric stations of Norway on
the basis of a recent commission report. The state owns
thirty-one falls, or systems of falls, with an aggregate
of 148,950 effective horsepower without regulation and
743,480 effective horsepower after regulation. Since

this list was compiled the state has acquired further

falls, estimated to be capable of providing from 27,000
hj>. to 29,000 hp. after regulation. One of the main
objects of the state's purchs < of waterfalls has been

that the community should be adequately supplied with
elect tie power. For this purpose the royal commission
has Investigated the probable requirements in electric

energy, just as has recently heen done in Holland. An-
other question the commission has gone into with con-

siderable care is that of electric heating and cooking,

and exhaustive reports have been obtained from various

quarters, electric heating, as a matter of fact, having
been seriously tried in a good many places in Norway.
In calculating the whole country's probable require-

ments of electricity, the commission fixes them at one-

fifth of an electric horsepower per inhabitant. This is

exclusive of the large quantities of electric energy ab-

sorbed by the chemical industry and irrespective of

requirements for heating. Twenty town electric sta-

tions, supplying the electric-energy requirements of

574,000 inhabitants, had a maximum load of about

33,000 kw. For lighting and the small industries there

was installed about 67,000 kw., the greatest load being
57 kw. per 1000 inhabitants. By about doubling this

consumption and putting it at 100 kw. per 1000 inhab-

itants, the commission arrives at a demand of 70,000

kw., or 95,000 hp., for the towns. An objection might
be raised against the multiplication of municipal elec-

tric stations, namely, that they would interfere with
possible future action by the state to take over the

entire national supply of electricity. The commission,
however, does not consider that this objection holds

good, for even if the municipal central stations were
built according to systems which were at variance among
themselves and with the system which the state ulti-

mately might see fit to adopt, there probably would be

nothing to prevent these municipal stations from acting

as receivers and distributers of the state energy. Nor
is there any reason of fear that all these local systems

would clash with a state all-country system, inasmuch
as the state always will have it in its power to legislate

according to its wishes. The commission holds that the

state ought, as soon as possible, to set about the ex-

ploitation of its waterfalls, and that the best solution

will be for the state itself to undertake the exploitation,

but that this work should not be done all at once.

—

London Engineering, Oct. 8, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

The War and the British Electricity Supply Industry.

—An article on the effect of enlistment and munition
manufacture on the electricity works of a large indus-

trial district. The author describes the way in which
the various problems were solved with satisfactory re-

sults to all concerned. He also discusses the best policy

to pursue after the war in order that the extensions

now made for temporary purposes may be put to good

use. "Previous to the war trade was booming and would
no doubt have remained good for many years. As an

industry the central stations were sharing in the pros-

perity, and had the war not happened it is quite prob-

able that the extensions of plant which we have now
made in, say, ten months would have had to have been

made in the course of fifteen months at the outside. It

is at this point, however, that the cases cease to run

parallel. The plant of which the writer has charge has

been increased by about 30 per cent, and further large

increases are necessary, which in the matter of capital

cost will be more expensive than the plant installed two
years ago. Had the war not occurred, the whole of the

capital laid out in these extensions would have been kept

working year after year on a steadily increasing load

and have thus been able to earn a fair rate of interest
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on the outlay. Now we are faced with the probability

of this enormous addition to our capital expenditure

being unable to earn its standing charges owing to the

plant being idle through bad trade after the war. When
peace is restored we shall first require to restock our

arsenals with the safe minimum amount of war mate-

rial. As we are increasing the factories at which such

material can be made, it follows that this restocking

cannot take long, and then will come a heavy slump in

trade unless we act now. When the restocking is com-
plete there will be literally hundreds of motors and
thousands of machine tools thrown on the market. At
the same time northeastern France, Belgium, Russia
and Serbia will need their homes rebuilt and their fac-

tories put in a position to supply their needs once again.

They will, however, lack the capital necessary to carry

out this work. Will it not pay us to arrange that this

capital shall be found by the British Empire, and that

our munition factories shall be swung over to industrial

work quicker than they were swung from their previous

work to that of munition making? ... If we do
not come forward and find the capital to rebuild the

towns of our allies, then America will do so, and will

not only capture the immediate trade by doing so, but,

by the very act of thus helping those countries, will

have them in financial bondage to her for many years."

—London Elec. Eng'ing, Oct. 7, 1915.

Electrolytic Lightning Arrester.—C. C. Garrard.—In

a continuation of his long illustrated serial on apparatus
for protecting electrical machinery against abnormal
electrical conditions, the author takes up the electro-

lytic lightning arrester and discusses its construction

and operation. He deals with the charging of alumi-

num lightning arresters and the value of the charging
resistance for the arrester.—London Electrician, Sept.

24, 1915.

Quick Regulator.—G. E. Grau.—An illustrated trans-

lation in abstract of his recent German paper on the

Siemens-Schuckert quick regulator.—London Electri-

cian, Sept. 24, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Electric Strength of Insulating Materials Under Me-
chanical Pressure.—F. Kock.—An English translation

in abstract of his recent German paper on the effect of

an increase of pressure on the insulating strength of
various insulating materials.—London Electrician, Oct.

8, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Life of Radioactive Substances and the Range of the
Rays Emitted.—F. A. Lindemann.—It is shown that
the well-known formula connecting the life and the
range of radioactive elements may be developed from a
few simple and plausible assumptions. It follows that
the explosion of an atom necessitates the fortuitous
coincidence of some eighty independent events. A cal-

culation of the radius of the nucleus of the radioactive
atom of radium gives a value in fair agreement with
expected dimensions.

—

Philos. Magazine, October, 1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Electrochemistry at the Pacific Coast.—J. W. BECK-
MAN.—A review of electrochemical possibilities at the
Pacific Coast. The author reviews conditions of labor, re-

fractories, reducing materials, flux materials, metal ores,

possible industries, markets and financial conditions.
He thinks that the caustic-soda and bleaching-powder
industry is the most promising at the present time for
an early development. Potassium-chlorate manufacture
is another industry which should have special possibili-
ties here, with the raw materials necessary for it pro-
duced on the coast. The demand for calcium carbide in

South America is great, as it is also in the mining dis-

tricts of the western part of the United States. The raw
materials are obtainable and the manufacture of car-

bide should become a flourishing industry. Nitrogen-
fixation industries seek very cheap power, and such
power is available as well as a very large market for

the product. The iron and steel industry has great
possibilities on the Pacific Coast, and although the
present electric shaft-furnace plant in northern Cali-

fornia has not been an entire success, there is every
reason to believe that success would be won if past ex-

perience as well as present practice in Sweden were
utilized, together with the application of new principles

using oil, or oil and charcoal, as reducing agents. The
-demand for high-grade steel castings, produced by
means of the electric furnace, is large. The Pacific

Coast should logically be the world's distributing center

for cyanide used in gold extraction. With raw mate-
rials suitable for the manufacture of this salt available,

electric power and the market all close at hand, such

an industry should flourish. Aluminum manufacture,
lead reduction, zinc production and the electrolytic re-

fining of copper are other electrochemical industries

which should be developed on the Pacific Coast.

—

Journal
Electricity, Power and Gas, Sept. 18, 1915.

Sewage Disposal.—J. C. Olsen.—The first part of an
illustrated paper on the Landreth electrolytic method of

sewage disposal, which has been in continuous use at

Elmhurst, New York City, since April, 750,000 gal. of

sewage being treated daily. The novel features of the

process are that lime is used together with electrolysis

for the treatment of sewage and that a much smaller

quantity of electricity per gallon is used than in other

processes. Electricity alone has been used before as

well as lime alone, but the combination of these two
agents accomplishes what neither of them alone can
effect. The Landreth process also employs a very thor-

ough system of agitation. The article is to be con-

cluded.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, Oct. 15, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

A Simple Resonance Experiment.—O. Steels.—

A

description of a simple and striking resonance experi-

ment for lecture purposes requiring the use of ordinary
apparatus only. A little magnet N—for instance, one
of those little models which are used for tracing the

force lines of magnetic fields—is placed in the neighbor-
hood of a coil B connected to the rings C of a bipolar

commutator D running at a constant velocity (Fig. 1).

Close to the magnet we place an electromagnet—an iron

rod D surrounded by a coil A—connected to a battery,

the current being regulated by the rheostat R and read
on the ammeter A. If we consider either the positions

ESL^ I

NX

FIG. 1—ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS USED IN

RESONANCE EXPERIMENTS

of the electromagnet A shown in Fig. 2 or in Fig. 3,

we observe that the needle N is at rest when the current
/ is cut off. If we increase this current, we see the
needle starting a periodical vibration the amplitude of
which rises with the magnitude of the current /, passes
through a maximum, and decreases till, for a sufficiently

large current /, the needle is again at rest. We may
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proceed in another way. Taking ;i suitable value for the

eurrenl / which we maintain constant, we slowly remove
tin* Iron bar i> from the electromagnet, and we observe,

ibove, the same variable periodic movement of the

magnetic needle, which Illustrates In striking manner

)0

- ! v-o *f'*+

Ampirn X

FIG. 'J. RESONANCE FOR POSITION ILLUSTRATED

the phenomena known under the general name of reso-

nance. / is the frequency, and it is seen that the

resonance curves shift to the right when the frequency

increases and that at the same time the resonance curve

flattens. This experimental arrangement is a syn-

A

FIG. 3—EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON RESONANCE

chronous single-phase motor with variable reluctance

and reduced to its theoretical simplicity, and it may be
used to demonstrate Blondel's theory of this motor type.—Philos. Magazine, October, 1915.

TelegTephj, Ti'Irphony and Signals

Loaded Telephone Lines.—E. E. DBTRITSCH.—An ac-

count of a comparative test of ordinary telephone lines

and calilcs loaded with I'lipm coils and also continuously
loaded lines ( Krarup system). The results of tests are

given for ordinary telephone lines and cables, then

for I'upin Overhead lines and cables, and finally for

Complex lines. Kranip cables or ordinary telephone

caliles can be connected to uncovered ordinary telephone

wires, without disturbance of the various electric fac-

tors. On the other hand, connection of Pupin loaded

telephone lines to Krarup cables, or of Pupin cables to

ordinary telephone lines, must be avoided. Pupin lines

should always be used for direct long-distance lines

without intermediate stations— i.e., between large cities

having direct telephone connection. The connection of

cables of low characteristic with Pupinized lines

should be avoided and the line should be as uniform in

character as regards thickness and material of wires

as possible. It was finally attempted to eliminate the

bad effects in reflection losses noticed when connecting

Pupinized uncovered lines to Krarup cables by various

means. It was found possible to load cables having

fairly heavy conductors with self-inductors in such a

way that they acquired a characteristic which made them
suitable for connection to Pupin lines as well as to

ordinary lines. The coils need not be built in at special

points, although a certain systematic construction is

advisable. There are no objections to loading Krarup
cables with Pupin coils. The Krarup cables have an

artificially increased self-inductance, and it would be

sufficient to insert every 3 miles to 3.5 miles a Pupin

coil of 0.2 henry inductance in order to raise the char-

acteristic of the cable from 400 to 800 or 900 and de-

crease the damping effect from (i = 0.0140 to 0.0070 or

0.0080. The cost of Pupinization would be about one-

third of the cost of copper conductors used in cables

without the iron winding.—London Electrician, Sept.

24, 1915.

Book Reviews

The Electric Railway. By A. Morris Buck. New
York : McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 390 pages,

192 illus. Price, $3.

With the exception of thirty-nine pages on cars, four-

teen" pages on electric locomotives and nine pages on

track, the 390 pages of this book deal with the electrical

requirements of urban and suburban transportation.

Little except in a general way is given on operating

costs, maintenance of equipment and systems, and noth-

ing on handling cars when not in service. If these

points can be overlooked in a textbook designed for the

operating engineer as well as the student, and purport-

ing to cover a field such as that coming under the head-

ing of the "electric railway," then the book is well

written. It discusses in a general way the requirements

and performance of motors, their control, energy re-

quired for car movement, braking, signaling and like

operations. Power-station requirements, transmission

lines, substations and distribution circuits are briefly

treated. More attention is given to the last two than

the first two subjects, the latter being disposed of in

eleven pages. "Engineering Preliminaries" is the title

of the last chapter of the book, which includes twelve

pages. In this space the author discusses railway loca-

tion, future requirements, number, size and types of

cars, schedule and maximum speeds, operating expenses,

construction costs, steam-railroad electrification and

choice of a system.

Steam-Boiler Economy. By William Kent. New
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 718 pages, 287 illus.

Price, $4.50.

Back in 1901 the first edition of Professor Kent's

book on "Steam-Boiler Economy" was published, and

at that time it was the last word on the subject of

steam-boiler operation. The second edition, revised and

considerably enlarged, now appears, and it is interest-

ing to note the advance in practice during these four-

teen years and the contributing elements as recorded by

the author in the preface to this edition. He includes

as improvements in operating practice the use of much

larger boilers, larger combustion chambers, rapid driv-

ing, coal and ash-handling machinery, mechanical stok-

ers, gas analysis, superheaters, draft gages, electric py-

rometers, purchase of coal under specification analysis

and tests, treatment of water, better construction and

higher factors of safety, recording and plotting of

boiler performance, and bonus and premium systems of

payment of wages. The improvements secured by these

means and devices are discussed in this new edition, so

that the work is all that the first excellent edition was

with a great deal of useful and practical information

added. Two new chapters appear, one on boiler design

and construction and one on boiler attachments and

boiler-room appliances. New tables of analyses and

heating values of coals are also included. The present

work as a treatise on steam boilers by such a capable

and well-known author is a valuable addition to any

private library, however many other books on the sub-

ject may be possessed.
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Paul M. Lincoln, who retired Auk. 1

as president of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, has resigned

as general engineer for the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany and, it is understood, will enter

the manufacturing business to develop

some recent inventions.

C. F. Nagle, superintendent of the

Citizens' Electric Illuminating Com-
pany of Pittston, Pa., was accidentally

shot and severely wounded by a hunter

who was shooting wild ducks near the

company's plant. Mr. Nagle was
supervising the performance of some
work at the time of the accident.

Charles R. Underhill, electrical en-

gineer for the Acme Wire Company,
New Haven, Conn., lectured on elec-

tromagnets at the University of Mich-
igan, Ann Arbor, Oct. 14; the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Oct.

18; Iowa State College, Ames, Oct.

20, and the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Oct. 22.

S. R. Bertron, Jr., has been ap-
pointed general manager of the Hous-
ton Lighting & Power Company,
Houston, Tex., succeeding D. A.
Hegarty, who has resigned in order to

become president of the Texas South-
ern Electric Company. Mr. Bertron
has been general manager of the Con-
sumers' Light & Power Company of
New Orleans, La.

Dr. Willis R. Whitney, who was ap-
pointed to represent the American
Chemical Society on the Naval Ad-
visory Board, is director of the re-

search laboratory of the General Elec-
tric Company at Schenectady, N. Y.
Dr. Whitney was graduated in 1890
from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and served as an assistant
professor of chemistry in that institu-

tion. He later went to Leipsic, Ger-
many, where the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy was conferred upon him in

1894. Upon his return to America he
was appointed by the General Electric
Company director of its research
laboratory at Schenectady. Among the
many important developments and in-

ventions made in this laboratory under
the direction of Dr. Whitney have been
the development of the drawn-wire
tungsten filament and the gas-filled

lamp. Dr. Whitney's individual inves-
tigations have been confined largely

Men
of the Industry

< !hangea in Personnel

and Position

—

Biographical Notes

to studies of the corrosion of iron and
the properties of colloidal solutions

and suspensions.

D. A. Hegarty has resigned as gen-

eral manager of the Houston (Tex.)

Lighting & Power Company to become
president of the newly formed Texas
Southern Electric Company, an or-

ganization of Texas utility companies
having its headquarters in Houston.
Mr. Hegarty, after leaving the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, was employed

in the engineering department of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, but soon
entered the electric-railway field as an
associate of A. Langstaff Johnston,
then in charge of the electrification of

Philadelphia's street railways. Follow-
ing the completion of this work Mr.
Hegarty was connected in an official

capacity with the Hestonville, Mantua
& Fairmount Railway Company, the
Norfolk (Va.) Railway Company, and
the Railway Companies General. For
several years he was general man-
ager of the Little Rock Railway &
Electric Company, and later he was
manager of the lighting department of

the New Orleans Railway & Light
Company. Mr. Hegarty has been gen-
eral manager of the Houston Lighting
& Power Company since February,
1914. He is a former president of the
traffic and transportation branch of the
American Electric Railway Associa-
tion.

J. O. Montignani has been appointed
engineer in charge of electrical dis-

tribution for the Rochester (N. Y.)
Railway & Light Company and will be
attached to the engineering depart-
ment of the company. Mr. Montig-
nani was formerly attached to the op-
erating department of the Rochester
organization, but since June, 1914, he
has been inspecting engineer for the
western half of New York State for

the Utilities Mutual Insurance Com-
pany.

Robert W. Kiple, assistant mana-
ger and purchasing agent of the Penn-
sylvania Utilities Company, Easton,

Pa., has resigned this position to be-

come commercial manager of the

United Gas & Engineering Corpora-
tion at Harrisburg, Pa., the change
becoming effective Nov. 1. Mr. Kiple
has been associated with the electrical

industry in New York State and
eastern Pennsylvania since 1893. In

1904 he became manager of the
Wayne County Electric Company,
with headquarters at Lyons, N. Y.,

and in 1911 he joined the Meikelham
& Dinsmore forces in charge of the
commercial department of the Sayre
(Pa.) Electric Company. He was
afterward promoted to the position of
general manager of the Pennsylvania
Utilities Company, operating from
Easton, Pa., in which capacity he re-

mained until June, 1915, when the
properties were acquired by W. S.

Barstow & Company.

Obituary
Capt. George C. Cartwright, who was

killed in France while gallantly rally-

ing his men, had been a prominent
figure in electrical export circles. He
represented the General Electric Com-
pany in Japan and Brazil for several

years prior to 1911, and since that time
had been connected with the F. S. Pear-
son Engineering Corporation in charge
of engineering and purchasing for the
London office. Captain Cartwright was
also associated with the Barcelona
(Spain) power-transmission project.

E. S. Marlow, manager of the com-
mercial department of the Potomac
Electric Power Company, Washington,
D. C, died Oct. 25 after an illness of

nine months. Mr. Marlow, who was
the subject of an extended biographi-
cal sketch in these columns Oct. 9, had
spent his entire career in central-sta-

tion work in Washington and in recent
years had been extremely active in

the interests of the Illuminating En-
gineering Society and the Electric

Vehicle Association, becoming the first

chairman of the latter's Washington
section.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
I Record of Latent Developments ami Improvements m Manufacturers

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Electricity in the Modern Nursery

Applications of electricity in the

model nursery were displayed at the

recent Electrical Show in New York.
There were shown appliances for bath-

ing tin- baby according to the newest
methods, an electrical crib blanket,

beating pads, adjustable lamps, radi-

ators, bottle warmers, an incubator and
sterilizer, and many fascinating electri-

cal toys.

In the electrical nursery the familiar
bathtub and convenient elbow "ther-
mometer" have been supplanted by the

modern and approved sanitary device
illustrated at the right. Neither cloth
nor sponge is used, but in their place a
spraying outfit is employed. The tub-

THE ELECTRICALLY HEATED SPRAY WHICH
REPLACES THE CLOTH OR SPONGE

Ing is attached to a faucet piped to a
"mixer" which is designed to permit
the regulation of the temperature <>f

the electrically heated water, and a
thermometer at, the side of the "mixer"
indicates when the desired temperature
is reached. The spray is then played
on the infant, who is held in position on
a rubber pad placed on the marble slab.

This new bathing apparatus is being
used for small children in the leading
hospitals and day nurseries and in some
private families.

In the crib the much desired even,

dependable warmth for the little sleeper

is maintained by the use of an electric

blanket, and where additional warmth
is necessary, as in the case of the new-
born infant, the heating pad makes a
worthy substitute for the hot-water
bag.

An adjustable lamp that lends itself

readily to clamping on the crib can be
so arranged as to light the nursery and
yet to prevent the rays of the lamp
falling on the child's face. An artistic

radiator of the luminous type furnishes
cheery auxiliary heat for the room and
is most serviceable during the seasons
and hours when the household furnace
is not doing full duty. The radiator is

also very useful in supplying a mild
warmth to the garments to be put on
the baby after its bath.
The electric bottle-warmer makes un-

necessary a cheerless trip to the kitchen

at midnight to heat tin- food. The in-

cubator and the pasteurizer have long
justified their existence, and the latest

models of this apparatus were shown.
For the growing child there were

also some wonderful electric toys that

would delight the heart of any young-
ster—a wireless outfit, all kinds of

small motors, a generator "that sends
pins-and-needles through your hands,'

electric games, electric tops, a jig-saw,

a radiopticon, and—the center of child-

ish as well as adult attention—a minia-
ture city with tracks laid for a little

electric train of cars and a switching
device that lighted up the make-believe
houses at the touch of a button.

ELECTRIC COMFORTS FOR THE TINY
SLEEPER'S CRIB ON COOL NIGHTS

Decorative China Electric Percolators

China percolators of beautiful design and in various
artistic colors are being placed on the market by the
Rochester Stamping Company of Rochester, N. Y., some
of the types being provided with attractive decorations
in nickel. In Fig. 1 is shown a percolator with nickel

applique decorations on "Brown Betty" china. The
percolator is equipped with a "Royal Rochester" built-in

unit, which consists of resistance wire wound on a mica
core held securely between two half cylinders of brass
and insulated from them by mica, the whole being in-

cased in a metal cylinder, which projects through the
bottom of the container directly into the water. With
this unit, the manufacturer declares, instant percolation
is possible. In Fig. 2 is shown another percolator of

Lenox china. Decorations are of Colonial copper or
nickeled copper. Percolation is obtained by the same
type of built-in heating units described above.

Exhaust Silencer Operating on Principle of

Neutralizing Sounds

The principle that two similar synchronous sound
vibrations propagated in opposing directions will

neutralize each other and result in silence has been ap-

plied commercially to eliminate the sound ordinarily

Connected witH
Engine Exhaust "H=i

FIGS. 1 AND 2—DECORATIVE CHINA PERCOLATORS

" Connected with

Fish- Tail

Discharger

'

y »

MUFFLER FOR INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES
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caused by an unmuffled exhaust from an internal-com-

bustion engine. In general this noise eliminator, as

shown by the accompanying diagram, consists merely of

two branches from the exhaust pipe curved so their out-

lets face each other. To prevent back pressure the faces

of the outlets are separated by a distance equal to the

radius of the main exhaust pipe, thus making the per-

ipheral outlet area equal to the cross-sectional area of the

main exhaust pipe. Another detail of construction is

that a torus-shaped inclosure surrounds the peripheral

exhaust outlet and discharges into a fishtail-shaped out-

let, which also has a cross-sectional area equal to that

of the main exhaust pipe. This combination makes a

compact unit which disposes of the exhaust gases in one

direction. Expansion of gases, it may be pointed out,

is not employed to silence the exhaust. As there are no
baffles or partitions in the device, there is little chance

of grease and soot collecting in the noise eliminator

—

thus minimizing the possibility of back pressure, in-

complete discharge of the waste gases frorr the cyl-

inders, and muffler explosions. These devices which can
be furnished in sizes suitable for the largest engines,

are being manufactured by the Nolen Accessories Com-
pany, 2 West 140th Street, New York City.

Electric Oscillating Washer

The motor-driven washing machine shown herewith
operates on the oscillating principle, the action causing
hot water, steam and suds to be forced through the

clothes. Excepting the wringer, the machine is all metal
in construction. This "Apex Junior" machine, as it is

called, is designed to wash sixteen shirts, five sheets or

the equivalent at one time. It is operated by a %-hp.
motor which causes the tub to oscillate thirty-four times

a minute. The wringer is of the swinging type, oper-

ating in any of four positions, and is provided with an
emergency release device. The machine is practically

noiseless in operation, and every gearing and moving
part is fully protected by guards to obviate accidents.

The washer takes up a space 27 in. by 28 in. and is 52
in. high. Its weight complete is 250 lb. The tub is of

galvanized steel or copper which is tinned inside. The
machine is mounted on revolving casters so that it can
be readily moved from place to place. The washer is

being placed on the market by the Apex Appliance Com-
pany, 3223 West Thirtieth Street, Chicago, 111.

Electric Percolator with Fusible Nut

A percolator just brought out by the Simplex Electric

Heating Company, Cambridge, Mass., is of nickel-plated

copper and has an aluminum valve which can be easily

removed for cleaning purposes. It is designed to circu-

ELECTRIC PERCOLATOR WITH REMOVABLE ALUMINUM VALVE

late a large volume of water continuously through the

ground coffee in the "basket." The result, the manufac-
turer asserts, is clear, transparent coffee, free from
cloudiness and grounds. An automatic cut-out is pro-

vided for preventing injury from overheating. By
means of this device, if the utensil is accidentally al-

lowed to "boil dry" and overheat, the circuit is opened,

thereby preventing injury to either the heater or the

utensil. In its operation the excess of heat partly melts

a nut of soft metal, which drops off and instantly opens
the circuit. An extra fusible nut is supplied with each

appliance and can be placed in position without a screw-

driver and with little inconvenience. The percolator is

equipped with a Hubbell plug and a Simplex quick-de-

tachable connector. The connector attaches or releases

the cord without friction by pressing a button. The No.
1350 coffee-pot percolator, as it is called, has a capacity

of 2.5 pints and is rated at 360 watts.

Sewing-Machine Motor

A small motor which is designed to be attached to

any type of sewing machine is shown herewith. The
sewing machine is operated by placing the pulley of the

motor against the handwheel, as shown in Fig. 1. No
clamps or screws are required. To change from ordi-

nary foot operation it is only necessary to slip the belt

off the flywheel. The motor operates on either alternat-

ing current or direct current. It is equipped with a

ALL-METAL OSCILLATING WASHER
FIG. 1—MOTOR WITH PULLEY AGAINST HAND-WHEEL OF

SEWING MACHINE
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treadle-operated speed regulator, which li placed on
tin- floor under the machine and can be operated I

slight i"
' the foot, Six step <>i' resistance are

provided, making u possible t<» operate the machine a1

am desired ipeed up to sou stitches minute. The

FIG. 2—TREADLE-OPERATED SPEED REGULATOR

"Dumore" sewing-machine motor, as it is called, is

being placed on the market by the Wisconsin Electric

Company, Racine, Wis.

Electric House Pump
A complete motor-driven house pump of sturdy con-

struction which is well adapted for use on farms and
in suburban residences is shown herewith. It may be
employed to pump water from wells, cisterns, springs

or similar sources of water supply and is designed to

pump the water to a height of 100 ft. or against a pres-

sure of 50 lb. It can, therefore, be used in connection

with either open attic tanks or basement pressure tanks.

The gears are machine-cut and shielded. Brass valves,

cylinder and piston rod, and large, well-lubricated bear-

ings are provided, insuring long life. A cloth-covered

driving piston is employed to minimize noise. The

SELF-CONTAINED MOTOR-DRIVEN HOUSE PUMP

motor, which is of Westinghouse make, is mounted on

the pump as shown and is of the single-phase clutch

type, being rated at 1/6 hp. when operating at a speed

of 1700 r.p.m. It is designed to start the pump at full

load. The pump is entirely self-contained and requires

no special foundation. It is being made by the Hill

Manufacturing Company, Anderson, Ind.

Small High-Frequency Generator

.\ "Baby Violet" high frequency generator, as it is

called, light in weight, has been developed, particularly

for home use, by the Sterling Corporation, 1276 West
Third Street, Cleveland, Ohio. Therapeutically it, is

designed for treating numerous diseases and various

body affections. The device weighs only 20 oz. and

-•

LIGHT-WEIGHT HIGH-FREQUENCY GENERATOR WITH
ATTACHMENTS

measures 10 in. long and 1.5 in. in diameter. It is in-

closed in a black leatherette carrying case, having a

purple velveteen lining with clips for several attach-

ments. A 6-ft. cord and a screw plug are also provided

for attaching the device to an ordinary lighting socket.

Toy Transformer with Automatic Circuit-Breaker

Because of the fact that toy transformers are usually

employed by inexperienced operators who frequently,

intentionally or otherwise, overload the transformer so

as to affect seriously the insulation of the winding and
pave the way for a subsequent break-down, the Thorard-
son Electric Manufacturing Company, 501 South
Jefferson Street, Chicago, 111., has brought out a toy

transformer equipped with an automatic circuit-breaker

on the primary side. One of the most frequent causes

for breakdown of transformers has been the bridging

of the rails of miniature electric railroad outfits when
the trains have been derailed, thus short-circuiting the

secondaries of the transformers and causing complete

burn-outs if the train is left in this derailed position

for any length of time. With the circuit-breaker, in

the primary side of the transformer, however, the haz-

ard is eliminated. The transformer is equipped with a

voltage regulator by means of which the secondary

TOY TRANSFORMER WITH CIRCUIT-BREAKER IN PRIMARY

SIDE AND VOLTAGE REGULATOR

voltage can be varied in steps of 1 volt from zero to the

maximum range of the secondary voltage. The device is

inclosed in a steel shell and the windings are embedded

in an insulating compound, making them impervious to

moisture and cementing the entire winding into one

solid block. Transformers of the type described are be-

ing made to operate on from 100 volts to 120 volts and
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from 60 cycles to 133 cycles. Plugs and flexible attach-

ment cords are provided for connecting the trans-

former to the line circuit and to the toys it supplies.

Utility Motor

The Knapp Electric & Novelty Company, 511 West
Fifty-first Street, New York, has recently placed on the

market the 1 /16-hp. utility motor shown herewith. The
motor operates on either alternating current or direct

current at 110 volts and is designed and wound for

speeds required in polishing and grinding. It may be

utilized for sharpening knives, for polishing silver and
other metals in the household and elsewhere, and for

numerous other purposes which may suggest themselves.

The following attachments are provided: 8-ft. flexible

cord and plug, one 2.5-in. emery wheel for grinding, one
2.5-in. muslin wheel for smoothing, one 2.5-in. canton-

flannel wheel for polishing, one felt cone, one stick of

"tripoli" for smoothing, and one stick of rouge for

ELECTRIC-UTILITY MOTOR WITH VARIOUS ATTACHMENTS

polishing. The motor may also be employed with a flexi-

ble shaft for polishing metal parts on automobiles, rail-

ings, signs and many other places. A variety of devices

may be also driven from the 1-in. pulley when coupled
with a 0.25-in. round belt. A two-speed starting switch
is provided in the base. The machine is equipped with
a handle as shown in the accompanying illustration for
carrying it from place to place. The finish is black

japan with brass trimmings. The entire outfit weighs
13.5 lb.

Electrically Operated Refrigerator for Household

Service

Among the many electric appliances developed for use
in the home the motor-operated refrigerator is one which
will prove of great interest to the housewife because of

the elimination of the iceman's visits and the improve-
ment in sanitary conditions in the icebox resulting from
direct refrigeration.

In the accompanying illustration is shown a motor-
driven refrigerating apparatus of the ammonia-com-
pression type. The entire system with the exception of

the expansion coil is a single self-contained unit. The
condenser shell is superimposed upon the compressor
cylinder, and the cylinder discharges directly into this

shell without any intermediate piping. Inside of the
shell is placed a pipe coil which carries the cooling water.
The bottom of the shell forms the liquid ammonia re-

ceiver and the oil trap.

Since all of the high-pressure ammonia lines are con-
fined within the machine itself, there are no outside

joints which carry high-pressure ammonia, and the

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR FOR HOUSEHOLD USE

danger from leaks, it is declared, has been practically

eliminated. Another feature which adds to the compact-

ness and safety of the outfit, the manufacturer points

out, is the fact that the compressor is valveless. The
ammonia gas is taken into the cylinder through a series

of ports and is ejected from the cylinder through a

safety head which covers the entire cylinder top. In

this way it is not necessary to make any fine adjust-

ments for clearance as the piston may actually travel

past the end of the cylinder without damaging the

machine. The apparatus is being made by the Germania
Refrigeration & Machinery Company, Belleville, 111., and
is operated by a 0.5-hp. motor made by the Robbins &
Myers Company, Springfield, Ohio. The outfit has a

refrigerating capacity equivalent to the melting of 325

lb. of ice per twenty-four hours.

Electric Boudoir Set

An interesting development for feminine use just

brought out by the Hotpoint Electric Heating Company,
Ontario, Cal., for the holiday season is the boudoir set

shown herewith. This device commends itself as a utili-

tarian gift, and as a household appliance it will foster

the interest of the recipient in electric devices. The set

ELECTRIC SET FOR USE IN THE BOUDOIR

can be operated from an ordinary lighting socket and
consists essentially of a 3-lb. iron with beveled-edge sole-

plate, permitting the operator to iron under and between

ruffles, plaits, tucks, etc., and an inverting stand for con-

verting the iron into a small electric stove for light

cooking and for heating and boiling water. A hood or

cover can be placed over the sole-plate and utilized as a
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holder for heating curling-tonga oi i Marcel eraver.
a pan oi curling tonga and a cord end small twitch plug
accompany the iet The entire outfit teleacopea and tits

into a fell bag. The set la finished in polished nickel.

Vacuum Cleaner w i t ii Adjustable Nozzle

The Regine Company, it West Thirty-fourth Street,
New York, has just brought out a portable vacuum
cleaner which is an improved machine and is equipped
with an adjustable revolving brush operating inside the

FIG. 1—PORTABLE VACUUM CLEANER WITH HORIZONTAL
MOTOR

nozzle. The movement of the cleaner over the carpet
operates the brush through a set of gears inclosed in

a dustproof gear case, in a direction opposite to that in
which the cleaner itself is moved, thus loosening all

FIG. 2—BOTTOM OF CLEANER, SHOWING CONSTRUCTION
AND MOUNTING OF BRUSH

threads, lint, etc., it is declared, so that the suction will

cause them to be drawn up into the bag. The manufac-
turer also points out that the brush tends to raise the
nap of the carpet, allowing the current of air to pene-
trate to the bottom of the fabric. The brush is so
mounted that it automatically adjusts itself to any kind
of rug or carpet. Aluminum is largely used in the con-

atruotion of the machine. The eoczle la L2 In. wide and
is so de Igned that cleaning can be effectively done, it la

asserted, in corners, close to baseboards, and also on

stair carpet ,. The extreme height of the cleaner above

the floor la 6% In., to thai it can readily be used under
furniture, beds, etc. All parts Which need lubricating

are oiled through sell feeding od cups, which require

refilling onlj at Intervals of several montha. The motor
is controlled by a switch at the upper end ol the handle.

An adjusting lever is provided to regulate the position

<>r the nozzle. The cleaner is driven by a General iOlec-

tric motor, which operates on either direct current or

alternating current at from LOO volts to 120 volts.

Mica Products

The Carolina Mineral Company, Penland, Mitchell

County, N. C, is mining large quantities of mica and
is cutting and stamping the material in various kinds

of pieces such as washers, disks, etc., for use with mag-
netos, rheostats and other electrical apparatus. Thou-
sands of pounds of high-grade mica, according to W. E.

Dibbel, president of the company, is being produced
which in quality is equal to the best India mica. Re-

cently the company has doubled its force in its manu-
facturing department in order to do special work that

was previously done in Germany.

Electric Ovens for the Navy's Newest Battleships

Four electric ovens for the two new United States

battleships California and Arizona have been completed

by the Hughes Electric Heating Company of Chicago,

111. The ovens operate at 230 volts and are arranged

to work at three temperatures, the heating elements con-

suming 14 kw., 7 kw. and 3.5 kw. at the high, medium
and low temperatures respectively. Each oven meas-

ures over all 48 in. in width by 44 in. in depth by 72

in. in height. As is shown in the illustration herewith,

the oven interior is divided into six compartments large

enough for each to hold two standard navy bread pans

measuring 26 in. by 17 in. by 3.5 in. The walls, bottom

and top of the ovens are insulated with 3 in. of mineral

wool.

The heating elements, which are of the standard

Hughes type built in special shape, are arranged to give

even heat distribution throughout the oven. The units

ELECTRIC OVENS FOR THE BATTLESHIPS CALIFORNIA AND
ARIZONA

set into the two lower shelves are of the highest watt-

age; those in the next four shelves are alike but of

lower wattage than the two lower ones, while the one at

the extreme top of the oven is of the lowest wattage.

Each element measures 24 in. in depth by 34 in. in

width and each is easily removable.

Control is effected through an external panelboard,
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and it is possible, with the elements operating at full

rating, to bring the interior of the oven to a tempera-

ture of 500 deg. Fahr. in 45 minutes. In the acceptance

test conducted by a naval officer the ovens were oper-

ated empty at full rating for five hours continuously.

40-Watt and 60-Watt Gas-Filled Incandescent

Lamps

The Lux Manufacturing Company, Hoboken, N. J.,

has just placed on the market a 40-watt and a 60-watt

argon-filled incandescent lamp. These units are said to

be the smallest of their type yet developed. Both lamps

60-WATT ARGON-FILLED TUNGSTEN LAMP

give a brilliant white light, the 60-watt unit producing
about 75 cp. and the 40-watt unit about 45 cp. The
larger lamp has been designed to take the place of the

ordinary 100-watt tungsten lamp and the 40-watt unit

that of the 60-watt tungsten lamp.

Porcelain Receptacle

According to the E. H. Freeman Electric Company,
803 East State Street, Trenton, N. J., which is the man-
ufacturer of the porcelain receptacle shown herewith,

the device is easy to wire up and, after connections have

PORCELAIN RECEPTACLE WITH COVER OVER BASE

been made, the cover can be placed over the base and
the receptacle put in position by a slight turn. Two
set screws are inserted from the outside and firmly lock

the cover in place. The porcelain is of attractive de-

sign, and when in position the receptacle adds to the

appearance of the wiring installation.

Electrically Heated Embossing Block

Two interesting devices have been developed by the

William H. Dalton Company, Salem, Mass., for em-
bossing and for printing without ink by means of elec-

tric heat. In Fig. 1 is illustrated the embossing outfit,

as it is called, showing the die-holding plate, three-heat

controller, cable and plug. A front view of the die-

holding plate with die attached is shown in Fig. 2, and
in Fig. 3 is seen a back view of the plate, showing the

screws which secure the die and prevent it from slip-

ping. There are no clips or slides which can loosen,

throwing the die out of place. In the two last-men-

tioned illustrations the plate is shown ready for at-

taching to the block, preparatory to locking up in the

chase of an ordinary job press. The die-holding plate

may be quickly and easily removed from the block while

FIG. 1- -EMBOSSING OUTFIT, SHOWING DIE-HOLDING PLATE

AND THREE-HEAT CONTROLLER

the block is locked in the press, a feature which is of

advantage when changing from one job to another. The
embossing outfits are being made in the following

sizes: No. 1, 3.5 in. by 5 in.; No. 2, 7 in. by 10 in.; No.

3, 10 in. by 14 in'.; No. 4, 12 in. by 18 in. The No. 1

set has only one heat and takes 165 watts. The other

three outfits each have three heats, the energy taken

being as follows: No. 2, 220 watts, 440 watts and 660

watts; No. 3, 440 watts, 880 watts and 1320 watts; No.

4, 675 watts, 1350 watts and 2025 watts. The emboss-

ing blocks are particularly well adapted for use by
bookbinders, tip printers, candy-box-top makers, paper-

box manufacturers, chair manufacturers for emboss-

ing chair backs, etc., in addition to general printers,

for whose use they are primarily intended.

The design of the high-temperature printing appara-

tus made by the above company is based on the same
principle as that of the embossing blocks, but there are

modifications adapting it to use in conjunction with

box-making machines. The blocks are being employed
with ordinary job printing presses and also in machines
for cutting and creasing folding boxes, very curious ef-

fects being sometimes obtained owing to the action of

the heat on the chemical ingredients of the stock on

which the impression is made. When utilized with the

FIGS. 2 AND 3—FRONT VIEW OF DIE-HOLDING PLATE WITH
DIE ATTACHED, AND BACK VIEW OF PLATE

folding-box machine a box can be turned out complete

with a single operation (in some cases two boxes at one

impression), thereby eliminating the separate operation

of printing after the box is cut and creased, the usual

procedure where ordinary ink printing is performed.

Impressions can be made, it is declared, at the same
speed as in ordinary printing, 1800 to 2000 per hour.
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Socket with Porcelain Covering

Harvej Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., hM devel

oped for use with nitrogen Riled lamps In refrigerating
plants, steamships, etc., where corrod
Ing elements are constantly present, a

socket with a porcelain covering in

phur of the ordinary brass shell. The
socket is of the Mogul-base type and
is equipped with either a % in. or a

\

•

in. aluminum cap. A rubber gasket is

utilized to provide a tight joint between
the upper and lower portions of the
socket, making it weatherproof. Long
binding screws with large heads are

employed. The manufacturer claims
that these have greatly simplified

the operation of wiring, permitting ample room for the
loop to mat and confining all stray wire ends.

2:>00-Yolt Primary Cut-Out Box
A box has been designed by the H. W. Johns-Man-

ville Company, New York, to meet the requirements of

public-utility and electric-railway companies and rail-

roads for an underground single-pole fuse gap for use
in sectionalizing feeders and for protecting the pri-

maries of distribution transformers in manholes or

subterranean vaults. The box is convenient to handle
and may be installed, it is claimed, where room is lim-

ited, as is the case in manholes. It is of close-grained
gray cast iron of sufficient thickness of wall to with-
stand knocking about in transit and during installation.

Wide flanges are provided for receiving a flanged lid

between which a seamless gasket is interposed, making
a water-tight and gas-tight installation when the brass
nuts are screwed down. Considerable care has been
exercised, the manufacturer points out, in proportioning
all gaps between the containing box and the live metal
fuse contacts. The porcelain base is mounted inside

the containing box upon brackets away from the back
of the box. The fuse clips into which the knife blade

"Noark" fuse is inserted are of hard-drawn copper
kept in permanent tension by steel springs. A labor-

saving feature of the device is the cable union, which

2500-VOLT CUT-OUT BOXES FOR USE IN MANHOLES

allows every incoming and outgoing cable to be pot-

headed and makes it possible to wipe on the lead sheath

while the cable is swinging free and compound it as

well as to prevent the admission of moisture. After the

pot-head is completely made the union can be inserted

and the cable fastened to the fuse lug without twisting.

It is especially convenient to construction gangs working

in cramped manholee, since the only labor necessary in

connecting the cable to the \><>x is the insertion of the
union. The lio\ is designed for a pre ure of 2500 volts

and l"i' a current Of from ••.;"> amp to LOO amp. and is

well adapted for use, it is asserted, with any single pole

in Ing arrangemenl that is necessary in alternating-cur-

rent subterranean dist ribut ion.

Connector for Electric Wires

A device tor disconnect.ing a customer's electric

lervice wires when a building is vacated in order to

prevent unauthorized use of energy by subsequent oc-

cupants, without their first having made application to

the central station for service, has recently been placed

FIG. 1- -CONNECTOR FOR DISCONNECTING
SERVICE WIRES

on the market by the Economy Service-Connector Com-
pany, 609 West Fifth Street, Coffeyville, Kan. The
connector is made in two sizes, the type A device being

rated at 40 amp. and the type B connector at 80 amp.
Each connector is equipped with terminals which can be

used with wires of Nos. 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 or 10 B. & S. gage.

Both types of connectors are of No. 18 B. & S. gage
bronze and are provided with brass screws and nuts for

securely clamping the terminals on the wire without

soldering. One connector can be engaged with another,

as shown in Fig. 1, so as to make a contact over a large

area, thereby insuring a good connection. Each size is

interchangeable with any other so that two of the type

A connectors can be used with one type B if desired.

One connector is usually clamped on the main-line wire

and the other connector on the free end of the service

wire, as shown in Fig. 2, where distribution for six

consumers is made from the same pole. To disconnect

FIG. 2—CONNECTORS CLAMPED TO MAIN WIRES

or reconnect a consumer's circuit requires no tools as a

mere twist disengages the service wire from the main-

line wire, thereby opening the circuit, and to reconnect

is equally simple. The use of the connectors eliminates

cutting or unjointing the wires when service is discon-

tinued and re-splicing when service is re-established,

thereby saving considerable time and expense.
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POST-WAR TRADE PROBLEMS
Senator Borah Urges Preparation for Industrial War, Tariff

Revision, and Government Ownership of Utilities

While the country is calling upon experts to assist in

a program for upbuilding the army and navy, Senator

William E. Borah, one of the ablest statesmen in Wash-
ington, would also summon the best brains of the coun-

try to prepare for the great industrial problems that

must be faced at the end of the European war. He
foresees a new Europe industrially when the war is over

and predicts that the United States must fight as it

never fought before for the markets of the outside world

as well as to retain its markets at home. In an inter-

view which he gave the New York Sun, the senator from
Idaho said in part:

"While we are calling in experts to assist in a pro-

gram by means of which we are to build up the navy

and strengthen the army it would be a most wise and
provident thing if we would call the judgment of ex-

pert economists and publicists to consider where we
shall stand industrially and how we shall meet the in-

dustrial situation when the war shall have ended. I

am frank to say I am much more interested in the pre-

paredness for peace than for war, although I think both

important.
Competition with Europe

"Every one seems to concede that the situation will be

a serious one. The Department of Commerce has sent

out a bulletin asking for suggestions how best to pro-

tect ourselves against the invasion of the industrial

army after the war. Certain it is that the standard of

living will be reduced to the lowest possible level in

Europe. It is equally certain that wages will also be

reduced to the lowest possible level. Yet Europe, com-
bined Europe, will be fighting to regain her markets.

Our laborers will come into fierce competition with

European labor. Our manufacturers, our farmers and
producers will come into fierce competition with the

manufacturers and producers of Europe.

"When the war is over we shall know a new Europe
industrially, and we are not prepared to fight for our

own markets, much less the markets of the world, as

against combined Europe, aroused as she will be to un-

common energy to regain her markets and pay off her

tremendous debts. The pressure of Europe, which will

spur her to the highest endeavor, will be no less in

peace than in war.

The Effect of Peace on Labor

"Our laboring men will be the first to feel the effect

of it, for we must bear in mind that at the breaking out

of this war there were 3,000,000 workingmen out of

work in this country, and they did not go to work until

the war orders came in.

"The manufacturer and the farmer will feel the strain

and the fierce competition in the same way. We shall

be careless and short-sighted to the last degree if we do
not prepare against these days. We should, through a

most thoroughly equipped non-partisan board of ex-

perts, gather the most effective data possible and the

best judgment upon how to meet the situation, and when
this expert knowledge is obtained Congress should act

without delay. I feel sure we ought to readjust our tar-

iff laws, but that we ought to do so only upon a broad

scale and upon a plan commensurate with the situation

which confronts us and after a most thorough gathering

of data and of the opinions of those who have given con-

sideration to the subject in the light of present con-

ditions.

Government Ownership Intimated

"While our good crops and our war orders have given
us activity in certain lines, yet outside of those lines

men are hesitating. Real estate is at a standstill all

through the West and Middle West. No private canals

are being built; no funds can be secured for that pur-

pose, plentiful as they are. There is no extension of

railroads. The banks are plethoric with money, but
there is no initiative, no development, no new enter-

prises outside of the lines affected by war orders and
within the charmed circle of the 'war brides.'

"There is another matter which I am not going to

discuss, but which is tremendously interesting, and that

is this, that war will have advanced state socialism in

five years more than it had advanced before the war
during the last hundred years. The next great political

issue in this country is going to be that involving gov-

ernment ownership of public utilities. Regulation in

the minds of many people has broken down. It is not

satisfactory to the public nor to the owner of the prop-

erty. Efficiency in this war has come from those coun-
tries most highly and pronouncedly given over to state

socialism, and even France and England have made tre-

mendous strides in that direction out of sheer necessity.

The question will be asked, If it gives efficiency in war
why shall we doubt that it will give efficiency in peace?
And we will have the question of public ownership up
for consideration."

National Foreign Trade Convention Called

James A. Farrell, president of the United States Steel

Corporation, has issued a call for the third national for-

eign trade convention to be held in New Orleans on Jan.
27, 28 and 29. The convention will be held under the
auspices of the National Foreign Trade Council, of
which Mr. Farrell is chairman. The motto of the con-
vention will be "Commercial Preparedness," not prepar-
edness for war, but preparedness to meet the commer-
cial situation with which this coutry will be confronted
when the European nations now embroiled in war re-

sume once more their commercial activities.

"All Americans engaged in or desirous of entering
oversea commerce are invited," runs the call, "to partic-

ipate in this practical and constructive discussion of pol-

icies and practices necessary to meet the keener compe-
tition which the United States may expect to encounter
in world markets after the war. The rehabilitation of
the American merchant marine, the utilization of the
tariff to encourage American foreign trade and protect
it from discrimination, the adaptation of commercial
education to the needs of foreign trade, and ways and
means for the smaller manufacturers and merchants to
engage in and share the benefits of foreign trade, will

be considered from the standpoint of the chief elements
in foreign trade, namely, natural products and agricul-

ture, manufacturing, merchandising, transportation and
finance."
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"CASHING IN" ON PROSPERITY WEEK
Plans Effected 111 Boston Rod Brooklyn i<»r Campaigns »itii

Help <>i Local Contractors

With General Superintendent W. ll. Atkins of the

on Electric illuminating Company of Boston pre

siding, s genera] New England committee meeting In

connection with plans for Electrical Prosperity Wees
was held at t hf Engineers1

Club, Boston, <>n Oct. 22.

Ports one central-station representatives were present,

with about a dosen other affiliated committee members.
.1. M. W'aUtMiian, general manager oi the Society (or

Electrical Development, New York City, addressed the

meeting. He said that the use of electricity in the fac-

tory means greater production and more economy, and

Consequently a proportional increase of wealth. Its

wider application in the home means greater comfort,

and since the combination of wealth and comfort is

s\ Donymoua with prosperity, it is evident that the term

"Electrical Prosperity Week" has a very real signifi-

cance.

In New England plans are afoot for the use of

Hood-lighting on public buildings during the week. Mr.

Atkins said that the Boston Edison company is endeav-

oring to secure permission to install flood-lighting to

illuminate the new Boston Custom House tower, the

highest structure in New England. L. D. Gibbs, su-

perintendent of advertising for the Boston Edison com-

pany, told of the publicity and advertising work done in

connection with the campaign. The company will supply

material to 150 contractors in its territory. In each

town flood-lighting will be used, and in Boston on Nov.

16 an electrical exhibit will be a feature of a Rotary

Club display in Horticultural Hall which will last four

days. Space has been taken by the Edison company and

by electrical contractors. Half-page advertisements are

being inserted in theater programs featuring the new
cooking rate of the Boston company. Sixty committees

are now at work in New England on Electrical Prosper-

ity Week affairs, President C. L. Edgar of the Boston

Edison company being at the head of the movement.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brook-

lyn, together with the Kilowatt Club of that city, com-

posed of contractors, jobbers, fixture dealers, etc., will

during Electrical Prosperity Week carry on a campaign

of house-wiring and offer cumulative discounts of 10

per cent on the contracts secured during the week.

Thus, if the bill of the Edison Electric Illuminating

Company of Brooklyn for the work were $150, it would

automatically cut off $15; if of that $150 the electrical

contractor was to receive $100, he would automatically

cut off $10, and if the cost of the fixtures were $30, the

fixture manufacturer would automatically cut off $3, so

that the customer by making a contract during Elec-

trical Prosperity Week would effect a saving of $28. In

addition the company plans to spend $5,000 in advertis-

ing the campaign.

United Company Holds Annual Booster Meeting

The sales department of the United Electric Light &
Power Company of New York City held its third annual

booster meeting on Oct. 23, with more than 100 people

present, including the entire sales force, several heads

of departments and the officials of the company, as well

as John W. Lieb, vice-president of the New York Edison

Company and a director of the United Company. The
afternoon was devoted to a tour of inspection of the

company's buildings, and dinner was served at the Hotel

Martinique, after which several addresses were made.

Joseph F. Becker, sales manager of the company, out-

lined the work accomplished during the first nine months

of the current year, giving comparative figures. Frank

\v. Smith, vice president of the company, reviewed the
work of the sales department during the recenl cam-
paign for new business and described in some detail the

const met ion work that has been carried on by the com
pany during the past year. He made the. point that with

the growth of the company's business the individual

responsibility of every employee from Office boy to presi-

dent becomes greater. He said: "With the growth of

the business and the greatly increased number of cus-

tomers personal contact with the customers is divided

among a number of employees, with each one of whom
I would leave this thought—the impression which you
individually create upon the mind of a customer is to a

very large extent the impression which that customer
will have of your company, and thus as the business

grows your responsibility increases."

Convention of American Manufacturers' Export

Association

Many of the vital and important aspects of the Amer-
ican export situation were enthusiastically discussed at

the sixth annual convention of the American Manufac-
turers' Export Association, held at the Hotel Biltmore,

New York City, on Oct. 27.

Six papers were presented at the convention, as fol-

lows: "Transportation in Relation to the Export Trade
of the United States," by Prof. Emory R. Johnson of

the University of Pennsylvania; "Two Ways of Increas-

ing American Export Trade," by B. Olney Hough,
editor American Exporter; "A Course in Training for

Foreign Trade," by Prof. Guy E. Snider of the College

of the City of New York; "North American Investment
in South America," by Percival Farquhar, president

Brazil Railways Company; "The Establishment of a

Tariff Commission," by John C. Cobb, president Na-
tional Tariff Commission Association, and "Banking in

Relation to Foreign Trade," by Isaac N. Seligman of

J. & W. Seligman & Company.
At the morning session resolutions were adopted

urging the modification of the seamen's act, recommend-
ing the appointment of a shipping board composed of

persons experienced in problems affecting ocean trans-

portation to prepare and submit to Congress for its

adoption a plan for upbuilding the American merchant
marine, and urging the heartiest co-operation between
American manufacturers and exporters and American
banking institutions to the end that the latter may be

encouraged more generally to extend these banking
facilities and more widely to establish their branches

abroad.

The association placed itself on record as heartily

approving the creation of an official non-partisan, non-

political tariff commission, composed of experts, whose
scientific investigations may form the basis of intelli-

gent action by Congress, and recommended that the

tariff be utilized as an effective instrument for further-

ing the export trade of this country by reciprocal pro-

visions which may be invoked to obtain concessions from

other countries, in this way utilizing similar means to

those which are employed to their own advantage by

other countries.

E. M. Herr, president Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, was elected to serve as president

of the association for the ensuing year. W. W. Nichols,

assistant to the chairman of the Allis-Chalmers Manu-
facturing Company, was elected first vice-president;

A. N. Hargrove of the J. G. Brill Company, second vice-

president; L. Moon of the C. W. Hunt Company, third

vice-president; Lindsay McCandlish of the Hutchinson

Coal Company, George E. Long of the Dixon Crucible

Company, and H. K. Mulford, directors.
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Minor Surgery with a Pocket Flash-
lamp.—To locate a splinter under the
finger nail is often difficult. By placing
the fleshy part of the finger against
the lens of a pocket flashlight in a
dark room, however, the splinter can
be plainly seen through the nail almost
as if it were under the X-ray.

Massachusetts Holders of Stock in

Corporations in Other States Taxable in

Both States.—The full bench of the
Massachusetts Supreme Court has de-
cided that owners of stock in a corpo-
ration may be taxed on that ownership
in the State in which the corporation
has its domicile, and also in Massachu-
setts should they live there. The Bel-
lows Falls Power Company owned
stock of a Vermont corporation and un-
successfully sought to recover a tax of
$2,729 paid in Massachusetts.

Negligence of Superintendent.—It

was held by the Supreme Judicial Court
of Massachusetts (109 N. E. 641) that
evidence in an action to recover dam-
ages for the death of an employee who
was an experienced machinist, and who,
while setting up machinery—a job left

by the superintendent to be done by the
deceased with a helper in his own way
—broke through the insufficient tem-
porary covering negligently placed by
a fellow-servant over a hole in the floor

made for the work in progress, was in-

sufficient to show negligence of the
superintendent under the employers'
liability act.

The Turbo-Electric Ship Mjolmer for
Service in Ice-Bound Waters.—A Swe-
dish shipbuilding firm now has under
construction for the coasting trade
around Sweden the 225-ft. vessel Mjol-
mer, having a displacement of 2250
tons. The normal speed is 11 knots,
for which 900 hp. must be delivered to
the propeller shaft. A single double-
rotation turbine drives two alternators
which deliver three-phase current to
two motors driving a common helical
spur wheel on the propeller shaft. Each
turbine unit is rated at 400 kw., and
the frequency is 120 cycies. The mo-
tors run at 800 r.p.m. and the propel-
lers at 85 r.p.m. Slipping clutches are
introduced between the motors and
their spur wheels in order to guard
against the teeth of the latter being
broken when the vessel is navigating
in ice-bound waters. The Mjolmer has
been guaranteed by its builders to at-
tain a coal consumption at least 30 per
cent less than that of its sister ship
built at the same time with reciprocat-
ing engines and ordinary drive. The
engine-room plant of the Mjolmer is
also much smaller, and because of the
reduced consumption of fuel the bunk-
ers are more compact.

Recovery of Damages by Visitor.—
A person visited a substation to have
a bill certified and was invited by the
agent in charge to visit the high-ten-
sion gallery, where he was injured.
The visitor pointed to some insulators
and, being very near, an arc jumped
from an insulator to his finger. The
lower court charged the jury upon the
plaintiff's right to recover on the
theory that he was invited and there-
fore licensed to enter the gallery. The
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Supreme Court of Georgia held (86
S. E. 319) that the use to which a
high-tension gallery is put repels the
idea that one there on business of the
nature of the plaintiff's business with
the company should enter it. The
plaintiff went as a volunteer or in-
truder upon that part of the premises
of the defendant company where he re-
ceived his injuries, and the lower court
erred in its charge to the jury.

An Electrical Journal for the Ice-
landers.—Elektron is the name of the
latest addition to the electrotechnical
press of the world. Elektron is pub-
lished monthly at Reykjavik, the capi-
tal of Iceland, which island country of
waterfalls has in recent years been the
scene of much hydroelectric develop-
ment. Considerable progress has also
been made in the use of electricity for
lighting and power purposes. The new
publication has been established to fos-
ter the electrical industries of Iceland.

Electricity Guards Belgium's Border.
—For guarding the Dutch-Belgian in-
ternational line barbed wires, as shown
below, are strung along the border on
short poles and placards near border-
ing towns give notice in four different
languages that the wires are charged.
The line is paralleled at a distance of
some 10 ft. on each side by an un-
charged barbed-wire fence. These sec-
ond fences effectually prevent innocent
persons from coming in contact with
the charged wires. Not only has this
system of high-voltage lines efficiently
prevented the escape of Belgians from
territory now under German rule but

999

it has also made it feasible to cut down
the large number of sentries who
would otherwise be necessary for this
work and has allowed their use in the
trenches.

Snakes on Japanese Transmission
Lines.—Crows and snakes, according
to a Japanese engineer, cause much
trouble and even occasional interrup-
tions in the operation of high-tension
transmission lines in the Island Em-
pire. The crows perch on the cross-
arms and ground the circuits with
their wings, while the reptiles climb
the towers to sun themselves on the
cross-arms, as they are in the habit of
doing on branches of trees, and, get-
ting across the conductors, create
short-circuits.

Power Company Not Liable for In-
juries if Strange Third Party Cuts
Fallen Lines.—During a severe storm
one of the two-wire transmission lines
of the Sonoma Valley company fell to
ground while the current was off. A
man not connected with the company,
fearing an accident to passers-by, cut
the wires and coiled them up. The two
coils of one wire he placed on a redwood
picket fence and the two ends of the
other wire he tossed on the ground un-
der a tree. When the current was turned
on soon afterward a circuit was estab-
lished through the ground between one
of the ends on the fence and one of the
ends under the tree with the result that
the grass under the tree caught fire. A
woman went to put the fire out and in
so doing came in contact with the wire
under the tree, establishing a better
ground, and was electrocuted. The jury
in the Superior Court decided that the
power company was not liable for the
woman's death because a strange third
party by cutting the wires and so dis-
posing of them made it impossible for
the company to know that the line was
down, and also because the act of the
third party was the direct cause for the
death on account of the particular way
in which the wires were placed.

TACT WITH THE CHARGED BARRIER
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Associations and Societies

Syracuse Electrical League i<» Open Season. mnd
season of the Syracuse (N. v.) Electrical League will be

opened on Nov. i. The business of this meeting will be

the formulation of plans for the local observance of Elec-

trical Prosperity Week. John \v. Bryant Is secretary of

the league.

Stelnmets Addresses Chicago Electrical Men.—The Chi-

Blectric Club-Jovian League was addressed e1 Its

meeting on Oct. 26 l>y Dr. C. P. Steinmetz. Congressman
Fred A. Britten, who has just returned from s trip to Japan
and China, spoke- at the meeting on Oct. ~\ on the topic

"Can We Afford to Remain Unprepared In the Pacific?"

The meeting scheduled for Oct. 28 was canceled.

West Virginia Utilities Association at White Sulphur
Springs.—The Public Utilities Association of West Vir-

ginia will hold its annual convention at White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., Nov. 18 and 11). The association is com-
posed of electric railways, electric light and power com-
panies, water companies and telephone companies operating

in the State. W. C. Davisson, Charleston, W. Va., is secre-

tary of the association.

Meeting of Pittsburgh Section, I. E. S.—The October
meeting of the Pittsburgh Section of the Illuminating Engi-
neering Society was held in the room of the Engineers' So-
ciety of Western Pennsylvania in the Oliver Building on
Oct. 22. J. L. Mimick of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany presented an abstract of L. B. Marks' report before

the national body on a code of lighting for factories, mills

and other workplaces. A paper on "Yellow Light" was
presented in abstract by M. Luckiesh. Preceding the meet-
ing the members of the section had a "get-together-and-get-

acquainted" dinner at the Fort Pitt Hotel.

Officers of Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.

—

At the eighth annual convention of the Association of Rail-

way Electrical Engineers, held at the Hotel LaSalle, Chi-

cago, Oct. 18 to 22, the following officers were elected:

President, E. W. Jansen of the Illinois Central Railroad;

first vice-president, C. J. Causland of the Pennsylvania
Railroad; second vice-president, J. E. Gardner of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad; secretary and treas-

urer, J. A. Andreucetti of the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway, and members of the executive committee, E. Wan-
amaker of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad and
E. S. M. McNab of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Joint Meeting of A. E. S. and I. E. S.—The second regular

meeting of the season of the New York Section of the

American Electrochemical Society will be held jointly with
the Illuminating Engineering Society at the Engineering
Societies Building on Nov. 11. The subject of the evening,

"Electrical Phenomena in Vapors and Gases," will be dis-

cussed, in the following papers: "Unstable States in Arc
and Glow." by Walter G. Cady, Wesleyan University;

"Gaseous Conductor Light." by D. McFarlan Moore. Edison

Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J., and "Electric Arc in Complex
Vapors at Reduced Pressures," by W. A. Darrah. Mansfield,

Ohio. The speakers will illustrate their addresses by ex-

periments and lantern slides.

New-Business Co-operation Convention.—There will be a

convention on Nov. 17 at the club rooms of the Middletown
Gas & Electric Company in the Merchants' National Bank
Building, Middletown, Ohio, of the committee on new-busi-

ness co-operation of the Ohio Electric Light Association.

The program wh'ch has been arranged for the convention

follows: Address of welcome, by L. C. Anderson, vice-

president of the Ohio Electric Light Association and gen-

eral manager cf the Middletown Gas & Electric Company;
"Electrical Advertising," by W. A. Wadsworth, commercial

department of the Union Gas & Electric Company, Cin-

cinnati; "Power-Sales Problems," by H. J. Kunz, new-busi-

ness department of the Toledo Railways & Light Company;
"Increasing Small-Motor Loads on Central-Station Cir-

cuits," by F. S. Dellenbaugh, Jr., small-motor department of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. Mr.

Anderson has arranged for a visit to the plant of the

American Rolling Mills Company. J. E. North, contract

agent of the Springfield Light, Heat & Power Company, is

chairman of the committee.

shop Lighting Discussed at Merchants and Manufae*
liners' Association Meeting.— The suhject discussed at the

meeting of the Merchants and Manufacturers' Association

of Milwaukee, Wis., on Oct. n eras "Shop Lighting." Fred
Schwars, chief engineer of tin- Pfl ter A Vcgel Leather

Company, t < »i<i of the types of Lamps be hai found most
efficient and the manner of their Installation. Fred Diets
talked on "The Cosl of Installation," K. F. Johnson on
"Cost of Lamps and Reflectors," S. J, Gates on "Shop
Lighting," and J, I ». Beck of the industrial Commission oa
"Bad Sanitation and Accidents."

Public Service Commission News
Idaho Commission

The Public Utilities Commission of Idaho has handed
down an order in the case of the city of Sandpoint versus
the Sandpoint Water & Light Company ordering a reduc-
tion in the rates of the company. As to the policy of adopt-
ing a fixed rate of return to be allowed a utility on its in-

vestment, the commission says: "The rate of return will be
determined in each individual case, giving due considera-

tion to efficiency and economy in management, and thus
afford a stimulus for the utility to increase its business, to

reduce its operating expenses, and thereby reduce the cost

of the commodity to the consumer. If a public utility can
by efficient management reduce the operating expenses
below the ordinary amount, or if it can by the application

of a broad and public-spirited policy so develop its busi-

ness as to increase its earnings, it is certainly entitled to

share in the increased earnings directly resulting there-

from. We believe that the application of this policy will

create an incentive to greater and more efficient effort

on the part of the investor, and that it will redound to

the benefit of the community served, as well as to that

of the entire State."

New York Commissions

The Public Service Commission, First District, New York,
in its order handed down on Oct. 15 against the New York
Edison Company and the United Electric Light & Power
Company, with reference to making free renewals of tung-
sten lamps of 50-watt rating and over after Jan. 1, 1916, did

not modify its order effective May 1, 1915, allowing the re-

newal of tungsten lamps when the customer paid an addi-

tional half cent per kilowatt-hour for energy. It was er-

roneously reported in last week's number that the order just

handed down cuts out this half cent per kilowatt-hour. The
complete copy of the order of the commission, now before

us, makes no such exception.

The Public Service Commission, Second District, New
York, in granting the first application for a certificate of

convenience and necessity for a jitney bus line in New Ro-

chelle, while holding that the duty of the commission is to

protect already established utilities under its jurisdiction

from unnecessary competition, also enunciated the follow-

ing principles which guided it in its decision: That the com-

mission's duty to the public, entitled at least to some indi-

vidual liberty in choice of means of transportation, should

come before its duty to protect vested capital except where

such choice would lead to competition surely ruinous to

interests which the public assumes to regulate.

It is recognized that, owing to recent improvements in

automobile construction and maintenance of public high-

ways, the motor-bus line rather than the trolley will be the

relief sought by persons residing away from existing trolley

lines who desire transportation facilities.

Indiana Commission

The Public Service Commission of Indiana has issued an

order lowering the minimum monthly charge to subscribers

to service from the Bicknell Light & Power Company from

$1 to 50 cents. The rates charged by the company for light-

ing service and power also have been reduced. Formerly

the company charged a flat rate of 10 cents per kilowatt-

hour for lighting, and the new schedule reduces this to a ba-

sis of 9.5 cents to 5.5 cents, with 0.5 cent discount for

prompt payment. The motor-service rates were established

on a scale of 6 cents to 3.5 cents per kilowatt-hour, with 0.5

cent discount for prompt payment.
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Corporate and Financial
American Gas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Beginning

with the dividend payable Dec. 1, the company's annual
dividend rate will be 8 per cent, an increase of 1 per cent,

which is the second increase in dividend rate made by this

company. Prior to 1909 the rate was 6 per cent, after

which it was 7 per cent until the present raise. Morris W.
Stroud, president of the company, writes: "The reason for

this action on the part of the board of directors was be-

cause of the steady growth of the company, the increased
earnings and the good-sized surplus which the company is

accumulating."

American Public Service Company, New York, N. Y.

—

A block of first lien 6 per cent gold bonds due Dec. 1, 1942,

is being offered at par and interest. A statement of earn-
ings for the twelve months ended June 30, 1915, is given as
follows:

Gross earnings $516,097
Operating expenses, maintenance and taxes 336,522

Net earnings $179,575
Bond interest 97,242

Balance $82,333

American Telephone & Telegraph Company, New York,
N. Y.—A report of the earnings for the eight months ended
Aug. 31, 1915, of the Bell telephone system, the American
Telephone & Telegraph Company, and associated holding

and operating companies in the United States, not includ-

ing connected independent or sub-licensee companies, is

shown herewith. Attention is called to the increase in

surplus earnings of almost $3,000,000 in the first eight

months of 1915 compared with the corresponding period

in 1914. The surplus earnings for 1915 up to the end of

August were almost 9,000,000, an average of more than
$1,000,000 a month. The accompanying report excludes all

duplications, including interest, dividends and other pay-
ments to the American Telephone & Telegraph Company
by associated holding companies.

1914 1915
Gross earnings $149,669,237 $156,750,415
Expenses 110,765,283 113,955,873

Net earnings $38,903,954 $42,794,542
Deduct interest 12,547,139 12,281,386

Balance, net profits $26,356,815 $30,513,156
Deduct dividends 20,277,995 21,568,279

Surplus earnings $6,078,820 $8,944,877

California Railway & Power Company, San Francisco,

Cal.—The second annual report of the company, covering
the year ended June 30, 1915, shows an income of $141,268,

exenses and charges of $14,071, and net income of $127,197.

To this net income is added a previous profit and loss sur-

plus of $115,936, making a total gross surplus of $243,133.

Dividends of 7 per cent on the prior preference stock,

amounting to $199,500, are deducted, leaving a profit and
loss surplus of $43,633 on June 30, 1915. Prior preference

stock to the amount of $100,000 par was called for redemp-
tion on Jan. 2, 1915.

City Light & Water Company, Amarillo, Tex.—A closed

issue of $250,000 of one-year 6 per cent secured gold notes,

due Sept. 1, 1916, is being offered at par and interest. From
the proceeds of the sale of these notes the company must
retire all of its floating debt, amounting to approximately
$150,000. The balance will furnish the company with money
for extensions and improvements necessary during the pres-
ent year and will provide it with adequate working capital.

The company reports earnings for the years ended July 31,

1915 and 1914, as follows:
1915 1914

Gross earnings $128,872 $120,881
Operating expenses 74,268 111,057

Xet earnings $54,604 $9,827
One year's interest on notes 15,000

Balance $39,604

Coast Valleys Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco,

Cal.—The gross income of the company for the year ended
June 30, 1915, shows a reduction of less than 1 per cent, not-

withstanding the heavy and continuous rains in the section

served by the company, which materially lessened the de-

mand upon it for electric energy for pumping for irrigation

purposes, and also notwithstanding the reduced rates re-

quired by the California Railroad Commission. The net in-
come for the year after charges was $28,347 and the total
profit and loss surplus was $45,788.

Columbia (S. C.) Railway, Gas & Electric Securities Com-
pany.—A limited number of convertible 6 per cent secured
gold notes due Oct. 1, 1917, are being offered at 99.5 and
interest.

Cumberland County Power & Light Company, Portland,
Me.—The first annual report of the company, for the year
ended June 30, 1915, has been made to the stockholders.
The gross earnings of the light and power department in
Portland and vicinity show an increase of $40,605, due to
increased revenue from the sale of electric energy and ap-
pliances, stimulated by active house wiring and new-busi-
ness campaigns inaugurated in November, 1914; to more
energy having been sold to the Portland Railroad Company,
and to revenue from the York County Power Company
for surplus energy delivered to Biddeford in 1915. Operating
expenses show an increase of $6,723, caused principally by
the expenses of advertising and soliciting in connection with
the new-business campaigns. Interest, etc., shows an in-
crease of $4,538, due for the most part to the fact that
$100,000 of the first and refunding mortgage 5 per cent
bonds were sold during the year. Owing to the fact that
the earnings and expenses of the York County Power Com-
pany as operated by the Cumberland County Power &
Light Company are available only for ten months of the
fiscal year 1913-1914, no fair comparison can be made. The
business of the company has been increasing steadily, and
for the corresponding ten months of 1914-1915 the gross
earnings have increased. Operating expenses, taxes and
interest, etc., have remained about the same, making the
surplus available for dividends and financial requirements
of the company show an increase over the similar period of
the year previous. The comparative combined results of
operation of the Cumberland County Power & Light Com-
pany and subsidiary companies, with inter-company items
of earnings and expenses eliminated, for the years ended
June 30, 1914 and 1915, follow:

1915 w 1914
,Gross earnings $2,551,263 $2,447 406

Operating expenses ... $1,331,992 $1,303 797
Taxes 112,750 106,158

1,444,742 1,409,555

Net earnings $1,106,521 $1,307,451
Interest, etc 777,210 753,305

Surplus $329,311 $284,146
Preferred stock dividend 138,000 138,000

Balance $191,311 $146,146

Empire District Electric Company, Joplin, Mo.—At a

special meeting on Oct. 9 the directors authorized the pay-
ment of a dividend of 1.75 per cent, payable Nov. 1 to stock-

holders of record Oct. 15. The policy of the board of

directors is to continue payment of a similar dividend on
the preferred stock until all accumulated dividends are
paid, and to disburse the regular dividend of 0.5 per cent
each month thereafter.

Kings County Electric Light & Power Company, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.—The comparative statement of the combined
earnings of this company and the Edison Electric Illumi-

nating Company of Brooklyn for the first nine months of

1914 and 1915 shows a gain in gross operating revenues of

$398,757. Operating expenses increased by more than
$80,000, taxes by $31,500, and depreciation by approximately
$183,000. Non-operating revenue was less by $1,424. In-

terest on the funded debt was less by $8,663, but that on
the unfunded debt was greater by $11,800. The net income
applicable for dividends at the end of September, 1915,

amounted to $950,079, which is $99,920 more than the net

income for the nine months ended Sept. 30, 1914.

Nevada-California Electric Corporation, Denver, Col.

—

Employees of the company's several operating companies
have been given the opportunity of subscribing to a limited

amount of the parent company's preferred stock under a
plan permitting small monthly payments to extend over a

period of five years. The price to employees has not been
made public, but is understood to be considerably under the
market price. Delos A. Chappell, president of the company,
writes: "The total subscription of the employees was two
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<<\ (line times what we had anticipated. I mil hi favor of

Interesting our employees, ami a little later l ii"i"' to n

a small offering of our preferred stock to our ecu timers

I am inclined to think that much of tin- future financing <>f

public service companies will !»• scomplished along tin- e

Parr Shoals Power Company, Columbia, B. C.—A lim

ited number of firsl mortgage •"> per emit bonds due April

l, L962, sre being offered at 87 ami interest.

Republic Rallwaj .v. Light Company, \c« ^<»rk, V Y.

—

riic company's statement for September shows a gain of

more than $21,000 in gross income. A decrease of almost
s i .ooi) m expanses leaves an increase in net earnings of

exactly $22,643.92, or 12 r> . 1 per cent. After allowing for In-

terest and dividends, a balance Of ^2S,0 12 is left for the

month, which is 298.86 per cent more than was left as a

balance in September, L914. For the nine months ended
Sept. 80 a decrease of $12,187 is shown in gTOSS income. A
decrease of $14,214, however, in expenses leaves a slight

gain of $1,027 in net earnings. Other income was less by
$471, and the interest charges were greater by $10,770. The
balance, therefore, at the end of the nine months—$111,846
—was $10,214, or 8.37 per cent, less than for the first nine

months of 1914.

Sierra & San Francisco (Cal.) Power Company.—The
company reports for the year ended June 30, 1915, a deficit

after charges of $19,656 and a total deficit in profit and loss

at that date of $412,789. It is now thought that the com-
pany will be in a position to pay the interest on its second
mortgage, series B bonds from and after Jan. 1, 1916, in

cash instead of bonds as heretofore. All other bond interest

has been fully earned and paid in cash in the past. The
business of the company outside of the sale of energy to

the United Railroads of San Francisco, which amounted for

the year ended June 30, 1914, to $397,963, or approximately
35 per cent of the gross receipts, increased for the follow-

ing year to $455,276, or 39 per cent of the gross. Capital
expenditures in the last year amounted to $273,305.

United Railways Investment Company, San Francisco,

Cal.—In submitting its annual report for the year ended
June 30, 1915, the company includes the latest statements
of its subsidiary companies and reviews the system in all

its more important aspects. The 6 per cent serial notes of

1908 have now been reduced from $3,500,000 to $700,000,

$2,800,000 of notes having been canceled. The 6 per cent

convertible gold bonds of 1910 have been reduced from an
original issue of $1,229,000 to $790,000. Notwithstanding
the depression in Pittsburgh industries during the past
year, the Duquesne Light Company increased the number
of its contracts by 5389, the total now being 48,485. Sales

of energy for the year ended March 31 last showed an in-

crease of 10,181,559 kw.-hr., or about 4 per cent, making a

total of 268,749,209 kw.-hr. This company also supplies all

of the electric energy used on the 600 miles of track of the

Pittsburgh Railways Company. In response to increasing

business demands the Duquesne company has installed addi-

tional new equipment and has largely increased the capacity

of its generating stations during the last two years, thereby
generating energy at a substantially reduced cost. These
additions and improvements have cost $5,444,505, and Pres-

ident Starring estimates that the value of the property
operated by the company is over $20,000,000. In the com-
ing year installations will be made to effect further sav-

ings. The income accounts of the United Railways Invest-

ment Company for the year ended June 30, 1915, show a
gross income of $1,749,826, while expenses and interest

charges were $1,259,906, leaving a surplus of $489,920. The
previous surplus was $5,695,997, and the discount credit on
sinking-fund bond purchases was $99,601, making a total

surplus of $6,285,518.

Utah Power & Light Company, Salt Lake City, Utah.—

A

block of first mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds, due Feb. 1,

1944, is being offered at 93 and interes't. The earnings of

the company for the year ended Sept. 30, 1915, follow:

Gross earnings $3,093,632
Operating expenses, including taxes, maintenance and

rentals 1,634,916

Net earnings $1,458,716
Interest on first mortgage bonds 675,000

Balance $783,716

Manufacturing and Industrial
\\ iiimr < . Johnson, vice president "i the WTnverley Com

pany, Indianapolis, ha Keen fleeted ecretaiy of the Elec-

tric Vehicle Manufacturers' Association to take the place of

K. 15. Chall'ant, was has resigned.

The Carbo Corporation, Rand-McNally Building:, Chicago,
has on account of the expansion of its business from the

manufacture of fence posts to that of steel transmission
line poles, telephone pole . etc., changed its name. The linn

was formerly known as the Carbo steel Post Company.
The Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company, Plain*

'. ille, Conn., has transferred II. A. Fisher, an expert panel
and switchboard engineer, from Plainville to New York,
with headquarters at 114 Liberty Street. Mr. Fisher will

devote his attention especially to the company's panel and
switchboard business in New York and vicinity.

Electric Products Company.—The Electric Products Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, announces the opening of an Eastern
branch office at 3U East Forty-second Street, New York
City, in charge of F. W. Eller and J. P. Lyons, who will

handle sales and service in connection with Wotton bat-

tery-charging apparatus and motion-picture motor-gen-
erators.

Light and Power Wires on New British Embargo List.

—

A cable just received at Washington from the American
Consulate at London says that exportation is now prohibited

to all countries in Europe and on the Mediterranean and
Black Seas other than France, Russia, Italy, Spain and
Portugal of copper wire, insulated electric-light wire, and
cable and power cable. These are new articles on the

British embargo lists.

Splendid Business in Small Lighting Plants.—The L. B.

Jones Company, 3310 East Fifteenth Street, Kansas City,

Mo., is very busy and is running its factory to the limit.

On account of the unusually large number of orders being

received, the company is from two to three weeks behind

on delivery. The Jones company is manufacturing a self-

contained gasoline-engine-driven generating set which was
described in the Electrical World of Aug. 21, 1915.

Where American Copper Goes.—The exports of copper

during the week ended Oct. 16 amounted to 25,359,789 lb.

and had a value of $4,860,809. Of this amount of copper

11,603,698 lb., valued at $2,335,907, went to France;

6,460,009 lb., valued at $1,178,875, went to England; 4,625,-

532 lb., valued at $849,148, went to Russia, and 1,568,426

lb., valued at $287,316, went to Switzerland. The remaining
million pounds, valued at a little more than $200,000, went
to twenty-two other countries.

Electric Cooking for Portland Apartment House.—Fifty-

three Hughes electric ranges, each equipped with four hot-

plates and an oven, have been sold by the Portland (Ore.)

Railway, Light & Power Company to the owners of a new
apartment house, which is known as the Tudor Arms. This

order for electric ranges was the largest electric-heating

appliance order ever placed in Portland. The ranges were

sold through the Western Electric Company's Portland

branch, of which J. Ryan is local manager.

Mercury-Vapor Lamps for Motion-Picture Companies.

—

The Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, Eighth and Grand

Streets, Hoboken, N. J., has recently closed contracts for

the lighting of studios with its mercury-vapor lamps with

the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, Leonia, N. J.,

the Paragon Film Company, Leonia, N. J., the Plimpton

Epic Pictures Company, Mount Vernon, N. Y., the Essanay

Company, Chicago, 111., the Famous Players' Company,
New York, the Wizard Company, New York, and the E. K.

Lincoln Players' Company, Grantwood, N. J.

Argon-Filled Lamps to Be Substituted for Nitrogen-

Filled Units.—The Lux Manufacturing Company, Hoboken,

N. J., announces that eventually it intends to replace its

nitrogen-filled lamps with argon-filled lamps, thereby as-

suring greater life and higher efficiency to its products.

The company is now. turning out nitrogen-filled lamps with

ratings as high as 1500 watts. It has also just developed

a 40-watt and a 60-watt argon-filled lamp which are de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue. There is already a consid-

erable demand, the above company reports, for these small

lamps.
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Lamp Window-Display Contest.—The General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has inaugurated what it is

calling a "national Mazda window-display contest" and is

offering sixty prizes for the best displays. The points of

merit on which the prizes will be awarded are as follows:

Selling value, five points; attention value, two points; un-

usual ideas, two points; harmonious arrangement, one
point. The first prize will be an automobile. H. E. Niesz,

past-Jupiter of the Jovian Order, A. J. Edgell, president of

the International Display Managers' Asociation, and N. II.

Boynton, manager department of publicity, National Lamp
Works of the General Electric Company, will be on the

board of judges who will review the entries in the contest.

Hotpoint Co-operative Sales Helps for Holiday Trade.

—

The Hotpoint Electric Heating Company, Ontario, Cal., is

preparing an extensive selling campaign for the holidays

and Electrical Prosperity Week. To help the various

dealers it is sending out cut-outs, Christmas window mate-
rial, window-display suggestions, newspaper electrotypes,

folders, motion-picture slides, holly wrapping paper, post-

age stamps, etc. During the pre-holiday time the Hotpoint
company also intends to issue a so-called "extra special"

in the form of a Christmas invitation letter, which will

be sent to dealers for mailing to their customers. The com-
pany will lay special emphasis on its boudoir set, which
has just been brought out and which is described elsewhere
in this issue, as a useful appliance for gift purposes.

$225 in Prizes for Window Displays.—The Hurley Ma-
chine Company, 29 South Clinton Street, Chicago, is offer-

ing three cash prizes of $100, $75 and $50 for the best win-
dow displays that contain "Thor" electric washing ma-
chines during Electrical Prosperity Week, Nov. 29 to

Dec. 4. To enter the competition a dealer must, of course,

purchase a Thor machine for display. The machines which
are being used for filling these window-display orders are
specially rubbed and polished. Machines ordered for Elec-

trical Prosperity Week displays need not be paid for until

Feb. 1, a chance being given the dealer to sell the display
machine and several more before remitting to the Hurley
company. Photographs of the competing displays must
be mailed by Jan. 5. Three judges—Sam A. Hobson of the

Electrical World, J. H. Ewing of the Ewing Press and
H. G. Carnahan of the Hawtin Engraving Company—will

then pick the winners.

Sales Active of Small Turbines in Chicago Territory.

—

During the two weeks ended Oct. 16 the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company sold in Chicago six of

the small-geared high-speed turbo-generator units which
the company recently developed. The turbine ends of these
machines operate at from 7200 to 6000 r.p.m. and are of the
double-nozzle type, so that it is possible to secure almost
as high economy at half load as at full load. The machines
are being made for alternating current and direct current
in sizes from 15 kw. to 500 kw. Operating through the
gear reduction the generators run at speeds varying from
900 to 1200 r.p.m., according to the size. The companies
which bought these units in the Chicago territory are the
Hoopeston Gas & Electric Company, two of 300-kw.
rating; city of Dowagiac, Mich., one of 150-kw. rating; the
Northwestern Barbed Wire Company, Sterling, 111., one of
150-kw. rating; the Redwood Falls (Minn.) Light & Power
Company, one of 250-kw. rating, and the Sheffield (Iowa)
Brick & Tile Company, one of 150-kw. rating.

Electric Toy Industry Growing Fast.—David W. Knapp,
president of the Knapp Electric & Novelty Company, 511
West Fifty-first Street, New York, recently spoke to a rep-
resentative of the Electrical World in the most optimistic
terms regarding the electric-toy business and declared that
the industry in this country is showing a 50 per cent in-

crease each year. Not only are new companies springing
up everywhere, but the old companies are enlarging their
plants and are continually bringing out novelties. When
he first engaged in the toy business, in 1890, Mr. Knapp
said, people were interested in electric toys only on account
of their entertaining features. Now, however, thoughtful
parents are buying them for their children so as to interest
them in electricity and to impress on their minds, while in

the formative period, the wonders of the art. Mr. Knapp
said that his company's business has been increasing 25 to

30 per cent a year, and that recently the floor space of his

plant had to be doubled. The present is an especially busy
time for the company in preparation for the holiday trade.
Electric toys lend themselves well to display purposes, Mr.
Knapp stated, and the concern has had considerable success
in conducting demonstrations and exhibits in department
stores such as Wanamaker's.

The William H. Dalton Company, Salem, Mass., manufac-
turer of electrical appliances, has recently been incorporated
to take over the business which has been conducted by
William H. Dalton for the past four years. The company
is making a device for operating an ordinary job printing
press or a machine for cutting and creasing folding boxes
solely with electric heat. It is also engaged in the man-
ufacture of electrical laundry irons, electrically heated blocks
for embossing, goldleaf stamping, bookbinders' pallet

stoves, ink driers for use on ruling machines and cylinder
presses, etc. One concern in Lynn, Mass., it is stated, has
already printed over 2,000,000 paper boxes, employing the
electric heating process developed by this company. William
H. Dalton, president and treasurer of the company, was for

twenty-five years in the employ of the Thomson-Houston
Electric Company (now the General Electric Company) at
Lynn, Mass. For three years he was also with the British

Thomson-Houston Company at Rugby, England, as engi-
neer of its arc-lamp department. F. H. Jackson, vice-

president, who was identified with the textile industry in

Manchester, England, for a number of years, has charge of

the commercial business of the company. F. H. Latimer,
who is clerk of the company, has had considerable ex-

perience as instrument and compass expert both in Amer-
ica and England. He has also been connected with the Gen-
eral Electric Company at Lynn for several years.

International Trade on Conclusion of European War.

—

After the present European conflict is settled and the na-

tions have again turned their attention to commerce, con-

certed action will be taken in each of them to resupply
those foreign markets which were formerly supplied by it.

These and other markets, the foreign papers report, are to

be courted by the European exporters. What plans are

being laid abroad to capture the world's markets, what im-
portance tariffs and commercial treaties will play in the

struggle, and what position the American exporters must
take to succeed in the coming commercial conflict for su-

premacy, are analyzed in the current issue of The Americas,
published by the National City Bank of New York. A
French non-political commission, composed of the shrewd-
est French manufacturers, merchants and financiers, has
long been at work constructing a plan of commercial cam-
paign, frankly stated to be modeled on the line of Ger-
many's organization. Japan has a diplomatic commission
visiting in turn the countries of the South Pacific and
South America. Germany is reported to be amassing huge
stores to be unloaded on the world's markets for the pur-

pose of flooding them as soon as peace is declared. The
Tariff Commission of London, which has made a thorough
analysis of England's trades, industries and commercial
treaties, is urging a British tariff. Russia is looking for-

ward to trade treaties with her allies. All of Europe, in

fact, is busying itself in one way or other with plans which
will fit its nations for an active participation in the com-
mercial activity which will begin on the resumption of in-

ternational commerce. In view of the situation, the article

recommends that a dependable survey of the industrial

position of Europe be made and the situation followed

closely as the war progresses in order that it may be
known how to make tariff adjustments if any are to be

made. The article goes on to say: "It looks very much
as if England were about to come to a serious test be-

tween her established policy of free trade and a growing
demand for protection. It is certain that when the war
ends and new commercial treaties are written the Allies

will make the international trade arrangements much more
favorable to each other than they were before the war.

In this country there appears to be forming a serious

attempt among men who have become interested in de-

veloping a great export trade to get modern commercial
treaties between the United States and other countries.

Our present treaties are rudimentary affairs. There was a

time when we were making the world sit up because of

our reciprocity pacts, but all our reciprocity treaties are
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now dead, :i t 1. 1 w e .in- relying Upon llie 'mo I I'avoied

nation' clau s of venerable documents yellow with at:*'

I,, protoel oui exports against discrimination la fort

custom hou a Tha artiela In conclusion says: The
commercial diplomacy of thii generation concerns it elf

with elaborate, highly technical, minutely specialised and

classified tariffs, negotiating over Item after Item, also

with agreements about custom administration and score

of friendly arrangements for facilitating commerce. The
ohl generalities of "most favored nation' clauses arc not

now effective. Our 0WH treaties aii' all of the old-fashioned

kind, l>nt we are apparently on our way to the making
of modern ones."

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES
, Oct. 19 s , Oct. 26 >

Selling Prices Selling 1'rlces

Bid Asked Bkl Asked
£ s .1 i s <1

London, standard spot 72 17 6 72 2 6

Prime Pake 17.75 to 18.00 17.75 to 18.00

Electrolytic 17.62% to 17.87% 17.62% to 17.87%
Casting- 17.12% to 17.37% 17.12% to 17.37%
Copper Wire base 19. 00 tol9.25f 19.00 to 19.25f

Lead 4.50 4.75

Nickel 45.00 to 50.00

Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter.... 16.00t 16.00f
Tin. Straits 33.00t 33 - 7 ° AJ .

Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent. 54.00 to 55.00f 54.00 to 56.00t

OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 14.75 to l5.25f 15.00 tol5.25|
Brass heavy 10.00 tol0.25f 10.00 to 10.25f
Brass' light 8.00 to 8.50t 8.00 to 8.50t

Lead, heavy 3.80 to 4.oot 4.12% to 4.25t

Zinc, scrap 9-50 tolO.OOt 10.00 to 10.50t

COPPER EXPORTS
Total lb. week ended Oct. 16 25,359

fNominal.

New Incorporations

The Grove & Greenwald Lighting & Power Company,

Melrose, Minn., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $50,000 by Henry G. Meyer, Fred Zieska, N. Kraemer,

E. Ortmann and H. G. Schulzenberger, Melrose.

The Citizens' Light & Power Company, Tuckerman, Ark.,

has been granted a charter with a capital stock of $10,000.

The officers are: L. D. Smith, president; L. T. Slayden, vice-

president, and William Laner, secretary and treasurer.

The Citizens' Light & Power Company, Volin, S. D., has

been chartered with a capital stock of $25,000 by E. O.

Lien, H. B. Pierce, P. J. Euhlberg, C. A. Hart and J. C.

Peters, all of Volin. The company proposes to construct

and operate an electric light and power plant in Volin.

New Industrial Companies
The Sunshine Battery Company, New York, N. Y., has

been incorporated by J. Cohen, John R. and Ella R. Crespi,

103 East 116th Street, New York, N. Y. The company is

capitalized at $5,000 and intends to manufacture and deal

in electrical appliances.

The Plutoscope Corporation, New York, N. Y., has been

incorporated by George W. Martin, Thomas H. Ross and

John Roth, all of Brooklyn. The company is capitalized at

$1,000,000 and purposes to manufacture projection' ma-

chines, motion-picture cameras, electrical and mechanical

devices, automobiles, etc.

The Arc Welding Machine Company, New York, N. Y.,

has been chartered with a capital stock of $10,000 for the

purpose of operating electric welding plants and doing a

consulting engineering business. The incorporators are

George L. Robinson, Edward N. Matthews and Cyril G.

Ballin, 26 West Seventy-fifth Street, New York, N. Y.

The Eureka Automatic Signal Company, Wilmington,

Del., has filed articles of incorporation under the laws of

the State of Delaware with a capital stock of $350,000

for the purpose of acquiring patents of all kinds and de-

veloping them. The incorporators are: Dallett H. Wilson,

Bethlehem, Pa.; Mary Z. Bradshaw, Easton, Pa., and Ellen

Z. Breed, Cleveland, Ohio.

Trade Publications
Tin Reflectors).— Harvey Bubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.,

has lamed leaflet on flat tin, flat tin diffusive end deep
cone tin reflectors.

Electric I/sundry Iron.—The W. II. Dalton Company,
Salem, Mass., lias prepared a leaflet (iii its electrically

Operated laundry iron.

[ncandescent*Lamp Dimming Attachment.—The Wirt

Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has recently issued an illus-

t rated folder on its "l>ini a I .ite."

Used Electric Machinery.—MacGovern & Company, 114

Liberty Street, New York, liave recently issued a catalog

of used electrical and team machinery.

Violet-Ray Equipment.—The Sterling Corporation, \27()

West Third Street, Cleveland, Ohio, has prepared a bulletin

on its "Baby Violet" high-frequency generator.

Sewing Machine Motor.—The Hamilton-Beach Manufac-
turing Company, Racine, Wis., has issued an attractively

illustrated folder on its new sewing-machine motor.

Small Generating Plants.—Roth Brothers & Company,
1410 West Adams Street, Chicago, 111., have issued a bulle-

tin describing small gasoline-electric house-lighting plants.

Washing Machines.—A catalog describing an oscillating

all-metal washing machine has been published by the Apex
Appliance Company, 3223 West Thirtieth Street, Chicago,

111.

Ornamental Lighting Standards.—The King Foundry
Company, St. Joseph, Mo., has issued a large wall placard

which illustrates various types of its ornamental lighting

standards.

Toy Transformers.—The Thorardson Electric Manufac-
turing Company, 501 Devonshire Street, Chicago, 111., is

sending out an illustrated folder on its types B and G toy

transformers.

Kerosene Torches.—Bulletin No. 60, issued by the Hauck
Manufacturing Company, 140 Livingston Street, Brooklyn,

N. Y., contains information on kerosene torches and burners

for use by linemen and electricians.

Small Lighting Plants.—The Swedish-American Tele-

phone Manufacturing Company, 5235 Ravenswood Avenue,
Chicago, 111., has issued a bulletin which describes its small

gasoline-engine-driven lighting plants.

Connectors and Outlet Plates.—The "Hexcel" connector

and "Bi-plex" outlet plates for armored cable are de-

scribed in a leaflet issued by the Sterling Foundry & Ma-
chine Company, Irvington, Newark, N. J.

Electric Toys and Specialties.—The Knapp Electric &
Novelty Company, 511 West Fifty-first Street, New York,

has recently prepared Catalog No. 25, which describes small

motors and various kinds of electric novelties.

Steam Pumping.—"The Cost of Pumping Water" is the

title of a publication issued by the De Laval Steam Tur-

bine Company, Trenton, N. J. The catalog contains a num-
ber of graphical charts with explanatory text.

Electric Cooking Apparatus.—The Simplex Electric Heat-

ing Company, Cambridge, Mass., has just issued leaflets

which contain information on a recently developed electric

toaster, an immersion heater and a percolator.

Portable Vacuum Cleaners.—The Regina Company, 47

West Thirty-fourth Street, New York, is sending out a

folder which contains information on its recently developed

Model K and Model L portable vacuum cleaners.

Electric Household Appliances.—Catalog No. 56, issued

by Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn., contains

numerous attractive illustrations on various kinds of cook-

ing and heating appliances operated by electricity.

Incandescent Lamps.—The Lux Manufacturing Company,

Factory Terminal Building, Hoboken, N. J., has issued an

illustrated booklet which contains information on its nitro-

gen-filled, vacuum and argon-filled incandescent lamps.

Electric Embossing Apparatus.—The W. H. Dalton Com-

pany, Salem, Mass., has prepared an attractive booklet

which describes its electrically operated embossing block.

The cover of the catalog contains an embossed figure pre-

pared with the electric block described in the catalog.
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Construction News
New England

RUTLAND, VT.—Details of the Silver
Lake power development have been an-
nounced by I. M. Frost, Rutland, vice-
president and general manager of the Hor-
tonia l

Jwr. Co., who has n:ul charge of the
surveys and preliminary work. The plans
include the diversion of two brooks, the
building of a series of reservoirs to assist
in the natural storage offered by Silver
Lake, the tunneling of Kern .Mountain, and
the construction of a 9000-lip. power plant
on the shore of Lake Dunmore. The pro-
posed plant will supply energy in the towns
of Leicester, Goshen and Salisbury. The
equipment will include three 3000-hp. tur-
bines, water being supplied from three sep-
arate tubes, each 2200 ft. in length, the
supply being taken from an open concrete
forebay, which will be connected with a
350-ft. tunnel to the west shore of Silver
Lake.

• LYNN, MASS.—Bids will be received by
Thomas Campbell, 2d, commissioner of wa-
ter and water works, City Hall, Lynn, until
Nov. 9 for construction of the Ipswich
River pumping station as follows: (A) For
construction of pumping-station founda-
tions, reinforced-concrete intake, reinforced
culvert, etc. ; (B) constructing pumping-
station superstructure with heating and
lighting equipment; (C) furnishing and in-
stalling pumping and other equipment and
pipe connections. Plans and specifications
and form of tenders may be obtained at the
office of the city engineer, City Hall. A de-
posit of $5 will be required for each set of
plans.

MARLBORO, MASS.—The Marlboro El.
Co. has submitted a proposal to the Board
of Aldermen offering to replace the present
60-cp. incandescent lamps with lamps of
80 cp. without additional cost to the city.

OXFORD, MASS.—Additions, it is re-
ported, will be made to the local street-
lgihting system by the Webster & South-
bridge Gas & El. Co., Webster.

PALMER, MASS.—Plans are being con-
sidered for the installation of ornamental
lamps on Main Street. Several ornamental
posts will be erected for demonstration
purposes.

QUINCY, MASS. — Extensive improve-
ments are under way at the plant of the

Fore River Shipbuilding Corpn., Quincy,
Mass., which will involve an expenditure
of $2,000,000. Arrangements are being
made for a power house to cost $600,000,
and an oxygen plant to cost (20,000 will
soon be built. A ship-tool shop, to cost
$500,000 without equipment, is under- way.
Plans are under way to extend the yard
across lien's Creek. The company has se-
cured the right to build a slip larger than
any in the yard.

WESTBORO, MASS.—The citizens have
voted to authorize the Selectmen to enter
into a contract with the Westboro Gas &
El. Co. tor lighting the town for a period
Of live years.

MANCHESTER, CONN.—Cheney Broth-
ers, it is reported, will start work next
spring on the construction of a large power
plant in Manchester.

Middle Atlantic

BATAVIA, N. Y.—Plans are being con-
sidered for rebuilding the municipal elec-
tric-light plant to cost about $22,737.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—The Genesee Street
Business Men's Association has submitted a
proposition to the Department of Public
Works asking that the cluster lamps on
Genesee Street be replaced by single-stand-
ard magnetite lamps.
KI-HRATAH, N. Y.—The Mohawk Hydro-

electric Co., Ephratah, has tiled amend-
ments to its charter allowing it to operate
in a more extended territory in Delaware,
Herkimer, Fulton, Montgomery, Otsego,
Schenectady and Schoharie Counties, in-
cluding the cities of Gloversville, Johns-
town, Amsterdam and Oneonta.
FULTON, N. Y.—Application has been

made to the Public Service Commission by
the Fulton Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co. for per-
mission to issue $40,000 in capital stock.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—The General Electric
& Improvement Co., Yale & Towne Build-
ing, 9 East Fortieth Street, New York,
would like to receive price lists and cata-
logs on machinery and equipment which
will be installed in the $5,000,000 shipbuild-
ing plant which it will erect for the Con-
tinental Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Co. The

company has the contract and will l(

contracts for the greater portion of the

work and would like to correspond with

engineers and contractors to this purpose.

NIAGARA PALLS, N. Y.—H. K. Eckert,
superintendent ol the Niagara states Res-

on, has submitted to Albany his 1916
budget calling lor an appropriation of

1120,000, which includes $40,000 for build-

ing an elevator to the Cave ol the Winds.

OSWEGO, N. Y.—The Niagara, Lock-
port .V Ontario Pwr Co., Buffalo, has ap-
plied to the Public Service Commission for
pel-mission to erecl transmission lines in

Oswego and lor approval of the exercise

of rights and privileges under a franchise

to cross the West River road highway.

PATTERSON, N. Y.—Application has
been made to the Public Service Commission
bj Ralph Grilling for permission to con-
struct an electric plant in Patterson and
for approval of a franchise granted by the
town.
POTSDAM, N. Y.—The Northern Pwr.

Co., Potsdam, which controls a number
of transmission lines from Hannawa Kails
and Massena, has closed a contract with
the Gregory El. Co. to furnish energy to
operate the system in Morristown. A
transmission line will be erected from
Heuvelton to Morristown, which will also
be extended to Hammond and Brier Hill.

Electricity will be secured from the Pots-
dam-Ogdensburg line, which has a branch
running to Heuvelton.

SOUTH DAYTON, N. Y.—A special elec-

tion has been called to submit to the voters
the proposal to install a street-lighting sys-
tem.
WATERTOWN, N. Y.—The Board of

Public Works has authorized the extension
of the new ornamental lighting system on
Factory Street from Mill Street to Factory
Square. The plans provide for 40 posts
carrying three-lamp clusters.

EASTON, PA.—The Pennsylvania Utili-

ties Co., Easton, has recently closed a con-
tract with the Treadwell Engineering Co.,
in Palmer Township, to furnish 900 kw.
to operate its electric furnace. The com-
pany has also secured a contract to sup-
ply 400 kw. additional to the Pennsylvania
Cement Co. at Bath.

EDINBURG, I'A.—The Mahoning & She-
nango Valley Traction Co., Youngstown, is

planning to erect an electric transmission
line from the trolley line into Edinburg to
furnish electrical service here.

Progress on the Electrification of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Remarkable progress has been made on

the electrification of the mountain division
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-
way since the initial order was placed with
the General Electric Company in Septem-
ber, 1914. The overhead construction,

which will include 650 miles of single track,
has now been completed for a distance of
more than 200 miles. The 100,000-volt
transmission line being erected to parallel
the electrified tracks has been completed
for an equal distance, and tie-in lines from
the 100,000-volt system of the Montana
Power Company are ready for service. The
illustration shows the general appearance
of the new catenary trolley construction
and the transmission line. Wooden poles
are used throughout for both cross-spans
and bracket construction. Seven substa-
tions, designed to supply energy to the first
half of the 440 miles of route, have been
completed, and electrical equipment, con-
sisting of motor-generator sets, switch-
boards and other accessories, is being in-
stalled. Each of the motor-generator sets
consists of a 60-cycle, three-phase, 2300-
volt synchronous motor directly connected
to 1500-volt direct-current generators. The
generators are connected permanently in
series to supply 3000 volts to the trolley.
It is interesting to note in connection with
these substations that the motor-generator
sets are designed to operate inverted in
case the regenerated power exceeds that re-
quired by other trains operating near by.
The transformers, of which there are a

total of thirty-two units (twenty-three
2500-kva. and nine 1900-kva.), will step
down the power supply from 100,000 volts
to 2300 volts as required by the synchron-
ous motor-generator sets. These trans-
formers will be installed in fourteen sub-
stations, which will furnish power for the
entire railway from Harlowton, Mont., to
Avery, Idaho. In addition to the main
transformer equipment, each substation
will be equipped with a standard 10-kw.,
three-phase transformer, stepping down
from 2300 volts to 110 volts for lighting
and power circuits, and a 25-kw. single-
phase transformer to supply energy for
operating the railway signal circuits, step-
ping up from 2300 volts to 4400 volts.
Work is also progressing rapidly on the
construction of forty-two 282-ton electric
locomotives which are being built at
Schenectady. Twelve of the locomotives
are being geared for passenger service and
the remainder are for freight service. All
of the passenger and several of the freight
locomotives will be equipped with oil-fired
steam boilers lor heating passenger trains.
The first locomotive to be completed Was
shipped from the factory Sept. 25 and is

now being exhibited at various points on
the Chicago. Milwaukee Si St. Paul system.
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mii r> >N. DEL Plans are being consid-
ered for the construction of a municipal
electric-Light plant in .Milton.

WILMINGTON. DEL, The Wilmington
A Philadelphia Trac, Co., Wilmington, has
purchased tin- property of the Wilmington
n< u Castle & Delaware City Ry. Co.. which
gives it the control of all the electric rail-
ways m Delaware, The storage-battery
service on the Delaware City Line will be
abandoned and overhead trolley restored
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign Had..

opportunities are announced by the Bureau
ot Foreign and Domestic Commerce In the
Commerce Reports as follows: No. L8.682—A letter to the bureau" from a businessman in Argentina states that he desires
to purchase ,ui,p, r and brass tubes direct
from manufacturers. Three lists, two in
German and one in Spanish, as well as de-
scriptions of the tubes wanted, accompany
the letter and may be examined at the bu-
reau or its branch offices. No. 18,807

—

The bureau has been informed by a busi-
ness man in this country that a corre-
spondent in Greece desires quotations on
insulated switchboard cable for telephone
apparatus and single insulated wire, speci-
fications for which may be examined upon
application to the bureau's informant. No.
18,815—The commercial attache of the De-
partment of Commerce in France states
that an electrical supply firm in that coun-
try desires to communicate with American
manufacturers or exporters of electric-
light carbons for street lighting. No. 18,-
860—A commission agent in Spain has in-
formed an American consular officer that
he desires to represent American manufac-
turers of ice-making and refrigerating ma-
chinery. Catalogs and communications
should be in Spanish. No. 18,870—The bu-
reau is informed by an American consular
officer in Paraguay that a firm desires to
receive prices on machinery and appliances
desired for the installation of an electric-
lighting plant. A list of articles desired,
together with additional information, may
be obtained upon application to the bureau
or its branch offices. No. 18,881—A com-
mission house in Uruguay has informed an
American consular officer that it desires to
represent American manufacturers of elec-
tric cables and wires, lamps, meters and
transformers, machines and stationary and
semi-stationary boilers of from 50 hp. to
500 hp. for electric plants, and internal-
combustion petroleum motors ; iron in gen-
eral, steel in bars and sheets, galvanized
plate and artisans' tools. Correspondence
may be in English, but Spanish is pre-
ferred. No. 18,892—An American consu-
lar officer in Canada reports the desire of
a firm in his district to receive catalogs
and price lists of vacuum sweepers. No.
18,899—A business man in Norway has in-
formed an American consular officer that
he desires to communicate with American
manufacturers or exporters of vulcanized
(stranded) cable. The quality must con-
form to 1911 code in the United States.
Principal size used is 1.5 mm. (0.059 in.)
square. Correspondence may be in Eng-
lish. Further information may be obtained
upon application to the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D. C, and its
branch offices.

North Central
DETROIT, MICH.—An addition (pro-

viding for 250 rooms) will be erected by
the owners of the Hotel Statler, increas-
ing the capacity of hotel to 1000 rooms.
Considerable electrical equipment will be
required.

DETROIT, MICH.—The State Railroad
Commission has authorized the Detroit,
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CINCINNATI. olIK > II.,,,.. I,.,\, bt , ,,

pn p ired i>.\ Elsm . .v \n.i, i aon, an h
tngalls Building, Cincinnati, for the ere*
nun ui Bve new buildings for the Chll
iinns Home at Madli , file. i<> cost
1100,000, Including a power building Con
Blderable electrical equipment will be re
quired In connection witn the buildings,

CLEVELAND, <>in<> Bids will be <•

celved at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies. City Hall, Cleve-
land. Ohio, until Nov. ,'i, for tungsten-llla-
ment or Mazda lamps to the extent of
$10,000. Specifications maj be obtained at
the above office.

MTDDLBTt >WN, OHIO. Plans are being
considered for the installation of electric
lamps on the new bridge between Middle-
town and New MiddletOWT).
NEY, OHIO—The installation of an elec-

tric-lighting system in Ney is under con-
sideration.

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO.—The City
Council has awarded the contract for
street lighting to the Steubenville & East
Liverpool Ry. & Lt. Co. for a period of ten
years. The contract provides for a con-
siderable amount of new construction work
in the near future.

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.—The Mahoning
& Shenango Ry. & Lt. Co., Youngstown. is

contemplating extending its lines from New
Castle to Beaver Falls, Pa.

BLOOMINGTON, IND.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Board of Trustees of Indiana
University, at the office of R. P. Daggett &
Co., 956 Lemcke Annex, Indianapolis, until
Dec. 1 for the construction of a gymnasium
for the University of Indiana, Bloomington.
Separate bids will be received as follows

:

For general contract, heating and ventilat-
ing, plumbing, and electric wiring. Plans
and specifications are on file at the office
of the architects and at the office of John
W. Graves, secretary of board of trustees,
Bloomington.
FORT WAYNE, IND.—The Board of

Public Works has approved the resolution
for establishing an ornamental lighting sys-
tem on Lincoln Avenue from Broadway to
Indiana Avenue. Permission has been
granted to Hilgemann & Schaaf, promoters
of Harrison Hill, to install an ornamental
lighting system on Harrison Boulevard.
The system, after completion, will be turned
over to the city.

GOSHEN, IND.—The Public Service
Commission has granted the Hawks El. Co.,
Goshen, permission to issue $32,500 m bonds
and $10,000 in capital stock, the proceeds
to be used for the construction of a new
unit in its plant in Goshen. The proposed
addition will consist of a brick building and
a 600-hp. boiler, switchboard, exciter and
other necessary equipment, to cost about
$40,000.

GRANDVTEW, IND.—Prenarations are
being made by the Rockport Wtr. Wks. Co.,
Rockport, to extend its transmission line to
Grandview to furnish electrical service.
About 15 miles of No. 6 bare wire and
30-ft. (6-in.-top) poles will be required for
the line, for which bids have already been
asked. A. H. Kennedy, Rockport, is engi-
neer in charge.
MONTICELLO, IND.—The County Com-

missioners are negotiating with the Inter-
state Public Ser. Co. with a view of con-
tracting with the company for electrical
service at the county farm.
SHOALS, IND.—The Public Service Com-

mission has authorized the Shoals Utili-
ties Company to issue $27,500 in capital
stock, the proceeds to be used for improve-
ments to the electric-light plant and water-
works system.
WINSLOW, IND.—Local business men

are negotiating with the Evansville Pub.
Ser. Co., Evansville, to extend its electrical
service from Ayrshire to Winslow. A. C.
Blinn, Evansville, is manager of the com-
pany.
HAMILTON, ILL.—Rights-of-way are

being secured for the erection of a trans-
mission line from Hamilton to Carthage, a
distance of 12 miles. Over this line the
Mississippi River Pwr. Co., Keokuk, Iowa,
will supply electricity to the Central Illi-

nois Pub. Ser. Co., which serves the city of
Carthage.

LINCOLN. II. I. Bids will bi r<

until Nov, 16 bj the Board ol Admli
nun, Capitol Building, Springfield, toi arec
i lun of emploj eea' building to n
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BAH CLAIRE, wis. The Wisconsin
Minnesota i.i. A Pwr, < '.,

, Eau Claire, it

IS reported, has started work on construe
tion of a Large power dam on Chippewa
River at Paint Creek In connection with a
hydroelectric power plant The plan.' pro
\i,i, for the development ol about 10,000
hp. at B u

I ul $2,000,000. A. Ciilln ie \-

CO., St. Paul, it is reported, have contract
for construction of dam. A E. Pierce Eau
Claire, it via president.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—The Milwaukee
101. Ry. <S.- Lt. Co. Is planning to extend its

eleotric transmission line to Merton and
Lake Five,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—The Department
of 1'ublic Works has awarded the contract
for installation of an experimental street-
lighting circuit for the city to the Lang-
sta.H & Meyer Construction & Supply Co.,
Appleton, at $12,490; to Julius Andrae Co.,
Milwaukee, for wires and cables, at $8,000,
and to Kuhlman El. Co., for transformers,
at $2,000.

RACINE, WIS.—The Sixth Street mer-
chants have petitioned the City Council to
replace the five-lamp clusters with single-
standard lamps on that thoroughfare. The
lighting committee of the Council is consid-
ering entering into a contract with the Mil-
waukee Lt., Ht. & Trac. Co. for lighting
other streets in the city.

SALEM, WIS.—Work will soon begin, it

is reported, on the installation of an orna-
mental street-lighting system in Salem.

BERTHA, MINN.—The Bottemiller Co.,
Bertha, recently granted a franchise to
supply electricity here, is building a power
plant adjoining its mill. The equipment
will include one 100-hp. Babcock & Wilcox
boiler, one 125-hp. Corliss engine, one Ideal
25-kw. direct-current generator and switch-
board. Four miles of wire and 100 30-ft.
poles will be required for the overhead sys-
tem. The Globe El. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,
has the contract for the work. George J.

Portman, Bertha, is engineer in charge of
the work.
DULUTH, MINN.—Work has begun on

the construction of a new substation at
Smithville for the Duluth Street Ry. Co.
The new station will cost about $25,000 and
will supply energy, for the proposed exten-
sion of the street-car line to Morgan Park.

ELY, MINN.—Bonds to the amount of
$40,000 have been voted, the proceeds to be
nused for improvements to the municipal
electric-light plant and system.

RAYMOND, MINN.—At an election held
recently bonds were authorized for the con-
struction of a municipal electric-light plant
in Raymond.

ST. PAUL, MINN.—Bids will be received
by State Board of Control, State Capitol
Building, St. Paul, until Nov. 16 for con-
struction of the Historical Society Building
at St. Paul, including the general contract
work, heating and ventilating, plumbing
and electrical work, in accordance with
plans and specifications prepared by C. H.
Johnston, architect, Capital Bank Building,
St. Paul. Copies of plans and specifications
may be seen at the St. Paul and Minne-
apolis Builders' Exchanges, at the office of
the Board of Control, and at the office of
the architect.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.—The Iowa
Railroad Commission has granted its ap-
proval of a franchise for the erection of
an electric-transmission line by the Iowa
Pwr. & Lt. Co., Cedar Rapids, from Cedar
Rapids to Shellsburg, a distance of 15 miles.

PAIRBANK, IOWA.—At an election to
be held Nov. 1 the proposal to issue $6500
for the installation of a municipal electric-
lighting system will be submitted to the
voters.

KEOKUK, IOWA. — Arrangements have
been made by the directors of the Industrial
Association for the erection of an electric
plant on the Daley tract to supply energy to
the plant of the tire company now building
and to other industries that might locate in

that immediate vicinity. Electricity for the
smelter plant to be established on the tract
will be supplied by the Mississippi Pwr. Co.,
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Keokuk. The building will be erected by
the Keokuk 101. Co., Keokuk.
ORIENT, IOWA.—The Council is consid-

ering the Installation of a municipal elec-
tric-lighting system in Orient, to cos! about
$7,000. It is proposed to secure electricity
from the municipal electric-light plant at
Greenfield.

SOLDIER, IOWA.— Plans are being con-
sidered for the installation of an electric-
lighting system in Soldier, to cost about
$8,000.

CONCEPTION JUNCTION, MO.—At an
election held Sept. 28 the proposal to
T. W. Costello, Conception Junction, an elec-
tric-lighting franchise and a street-lighting
contract was carried.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.—At an election held
recently the proposal to issue bonds to pur-
chase additional equipment for the mu-
nicipal electric plant was defeated. Charles
1). Kox is superintendent of municipal
plant.

ELGIN, N. D.—The village of Elgin has
granted C. L. Rausch, Holdingford, Minn.,
a franchise to construct and operate an
electric-light plant here for a period of 20
years. The Village Board has also con-
tracted for the installation of an orna-
mental street-lighting system.
MEDINA, N. D.—Plans are being con-

sidered, it is reported, for the installation
of an electric-light system in Medina.
PLYMOUTH, NEB.—The question of se-

curing electric-lighting service for the vil-
lage of Plymouth is under consideration by
the Commercial Club.

LAWRENCE, KAN.—Work will soon
begin on the construction of the new
Bowersock elevator in North Lawrence.
The elevator will be driven by electricity
supplied by the plant of the Bowersock
Mills & Pwr. Co.

PRESTON, KAN.—The proposal to estab-
lish a municipal electric-light and power
plant in Preston will be submitted to the
voters.

Southern States

HICKORY, N. C—The city of Hickory
has rejected all bids submitted for electric
light and power franchise. It is understood
that new bids will be called for. S. C.
Cornwell is city manager.
MAIDEN, N. C.—Bonds to the amount

of $3,f>00 have been voted for the installa-
tion of an electric-lighting system. Elec-
tricity for operating the system, it is re-
ported, will be obtained from the transmis-
sion system of the Southern Pwr. Co.,
Charlotte.

SALISBURY, N. C—The Board of Alder-
men is considering a proposal submitted by
the North Carolina Public Service Co. for
lighting the new territory recently taken
into the city limits.

SPRAY, N. C.—Condemnation proceed-
ings have been taken by the Southern Pwr.
Co., Charlotte, to secure the right-of-way
for the erection of an electric transmission
line to supply electricity to the mills at
Spray.

GREAT PALLS, S. C—The Republic
Cotton Mills, it is stated, will increase their
capital stock from $600,000 to $1,200,000,
the proceeds to be used to enlarge the plant.
The plans provide for the construction of a
40,000-spindle and 1000-loom mill, 300
houses for operatives and other buildings,
lighting and sewerage systems. Contracts
for the entire work, including machinery,
it is reported, will be awarded within 30
days. The present plant of the company is
operated by electricity.

GREENVILLE, S. C—The installation of
a municipal electric-light plant in Green-
ville is reported to be unaer consideration.
ACWORTH, GA.—The City Council is

reported to be considering improvements to
the municipal electric-light plant and water-
works system.
GRAYMONT, GA.—The town of Grav-

mont has engaged W. Hopson Goodloe.
Macon, to prepare plans and supervise the
installation of a municipal electric-lighting
system, for which $5,000 in bonds were re-
cently authorized. The construction of a
central power plant to supply electricity

/ u-
towns of Graymont and Summit

(which are only a mile apart) is under
consideration.

SUMMIT, GA.—W. Hopson Goodloe,
Macon, has been engaged to prepare plans
and supervise the installation of an elec-

«c'«n
entlnR system in Summit, for which

$5,000 in bonds were recently voted. It
18 expected that the towns of Gravmont
and Summit, which are only a mile apart,
will combine and build a central station to
supply electricity in both places.
OCALA, FLA.—The Florida Pwr. Co.,

It is reported, has engaged W. H. Warnock

to make surveys for the proposed high-
tension system branching from the in
Istacbatta to Orlando, a distance of about
67 miles.

CAMDEN, TENN.—A new company has
been organized under the name of the Cam-
den El. Lt. Co. to take over the property
and holdings of the old company and re-
build the electric-llghl plant that was
destroyed bs Are. John i >. Wee and Wade
Lowry arc Interested In the company.
McMixxviLi.K, TENN. The Mead A

De Hard water-power, it is reported, has
been purchased by thi dcMinnville,
Including saw and grist mills, about 20
acres 01 land and several tenement 1

The city proposes to use the power to oper-
ate the municipal electric-light plant and
water-works system.
PARKSVILLK, TENN.—The Tennessee

Pwr. Co., Chattanooga, has started work
on the construction of a steam-driven
power station in Parkville. The plant will
have an initial output of 10,000 hp.

YELLVILLE, ARK.—The city of Yell-
ville has granted W. C. Stephenson, Mar-
shall, a franchise to construct and operate
an electric-light, power and ice plant in
Yellville.

MANDEVILLE, LA.—The Town Council
has awarded to the St. Tammany-New
Orleans Ry. Co. a contract for lighting the
streets of the town for a period of five
years.

RAVVILLE, LA.—The town of Rayville
has purchased the local electric plant for-
merly owned by the People's Lt. & Pwr.
Co., to be owned and operated by the mu-
nicipality. The purchase price was $12,000.
PADEN, OKLA.—The proposal to grant

an electric-light franchise to A. G. Rogers
and W. E. Davis will be submitted to the
voters on Nov. 23.

FORNEY, TEX.—The capital stock of
the Forney Wtr., Lt. & Ice Co. has been in-
creased from $20,000 to $25,000.
SILSBEE, TEX.—The Silsbee Ice Mfg.

Co. has filed amendments to its charter
changing its name to the Silsbee Ice, Lt.
& Pwr. Co. and increasing its capital stock
from $40,000 to $50,000. The company
proposes to operate an electric light and
power plant.

Pacific States
EVERETT, WASH—Claims for water

rights on Jiin Creek and Stillaguamish
River have been filed with the county clerk
of Snohomish County by A. D. Butler,
Seattle. Mr. Butler has also filed claims on
other streams where power might be devel-
oped, including the Sauk River. He pro-
poses to utilize 3000 cu. ft. per second from
the Stillaguamish River and 1000 cu. ft. per
second from Jim Creek. Work, it is under-
stood, will soon begin upon the development
of the sites.

MANSFIELD, WASH.—The Council has
passed an ordinance granting the Okanogan
Valley Pwr. Co., Brewster, permission to
extend its transmission lines to Mansfield.
PORT TOWNSEND, WASH.—The City

Council is considering the question of pur-
chasing the plant of the Key C'itv Lt. &
Pwr. Co., to be owned and operated by the
municipality.

SEATTLE, WASH—The contract for
the electrical work on the city bridge over
the government canal at Lake Washington
at Fifteenth Avenue Northwest, has been
awarded by Hans Pederson, general con-
tractor, Alaska Building, Seattle, to the
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., at $13,000.
SPOKANE, WASH.—Property owners on

Trent Avenue have presented a petition to
the City Council asking for the Installation
of electric lamps on that thoroughfare from
Lincoln to Division Street.

ASHLAND, ORE. — The California-
Oregon Pwr. Co., it is reported, is making
pre]..nations for the construction of a new
substation in Ashland, to replace the one
destroyed by fire last January. The new
building will be erected on Nevada Street
and will cost about $16,000.
PRAIRIE (MTV, ORE.—Arrangements, it

is understood, are being made with the
Prairie City Lt. & Pwr. Co. to supply elec-
tricity for the Empire Dredging & Pwr.
Co., which will start operations on Canyon
Creek some time after the first of the yrear.
The transmission lines are to be erected
to John Day River, at a cost of about
$60,000.

BURBANK, f'AI,-The City Council is
considering the installation of an electrolier
lighting system in Burbank.
QUINCY, CAL.—Preparations are being

made to increase the output of the Quincy
El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. New equipment, includ-
ing a new 100-kw. generator and a new
waterwheel, will be installed. The capacity

of tin reservoir above the canyon will be
increased. H (J Kloiirnov is interested in
the company.
SAX BRUNO, CAL. The resid.

|

San Bruno have voted to establish a light-
ing district.

SAX JOSE. CAL. Plans are being con
Bidered for the installation of an orna-
mental street-lighting system on North
First Street.

BLACKFOOT, EDAHO The Citj Coun
cil lias engaged James Young, engineer, !"
Investigate power sites on Blackfoot I

where the city is contemplating building a
municipal electric light and power plant
if a favorable report is given on the
project, it is understood that work will be
started shortly after the first of tin

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH—Plans have
been completed for the erection of a
terminal station in Salt Lake Citv, to cosl
$250,000, for the joint use of the Salt Lake
k Ogden Ry. Co. and the Salt Lake &
Utah R R. Co., both of which operate elec-
tric interurban lines. W. R. Armstrong
is chief engineer.

POLSON, MONT.—J. H. Cline, Poison
has been granted a power permit by Sec-
retary Lane of the Department of the In-
terior, Washington, D. C, for the installa-
tion of a hydroelectric plant at Big Creek
in the Kalispell land district. The proposed
plant will supply electricity in Poison and
surrounding territory.

FORT COLLINS, COL.—The installation
of an ornamental lighting system in Fort
Collins is under consideration.

LIMON, COL.—Application has been
made to the City Council by Denver capi-
talists for a franchise to install and oper-
ate an electric-light plant in Limon.

Canada
EDMONTON, ALTA.—A by-law author-

izing the city of Edmonton to enter into a
contract with G. W. Farrell & Co., 43 St.
Francois Xavier Street, Montreal, Que., for
the supply of electrical energy will be sub-
mitted to the ratepayers. It is proposed to
build a hydroelectric plant on North Sas-
katchewan River, 60 miles above Edmon-
ton, to cost about $6,000,000. Preliminary
plans have been prepared by R. S. Kelsch.
consulting engineer, 83 Craig Street, West
Montreal. C. Cox is clerk.

WANETA, B. C.—Work has begun by the
Waneta Development Co. on the construc-
tion of a hydroelectric power plant at
Waneta, to develop 80,000 hp. The pro-
posed plant will be located at the conflux of
the Pend Oreille and Columbia Rivers, in
British Columbia.
CARDINAL, ONT.—The large electric

generator at the electric plant of the Cana-
dian Starch Co., Cardinal, was destroyed
recently by an explosion.

ELMA, ONT.—The Township Council is

considering the installation of a distribut-
ing system for hydroelectric power.
(1ALT, ONT.—The City Council is con-

templating the installation of an ornamental
street-lighting system, to cost about $6,860.

HENSALL, ONT.—Plans are being con-
sidered by the Town Council for the instal-
lation of hydroelectric power and lighting
systems.

NEW TORONTO, ONT.—The Hydro-
Electric Commission has authorized an ex
tension of the system on Fifteenth Stree'
from the Lake Shore Road to Birmingham
Avenue.
PORCUPINE, ONT.—Plans are being

considered, it is reported, by the Northern
Canada Pwr. Co to increase the output of
its plant, involving an expenditure of about
$1,000,000.

SMITH'S FALLS, ONT.- Plans are being
considered by the Itidcnu Pwr. Co. for the
installation of two additional generating
units to complete its plant in Smith's Falls

Miscellaneous
I 'AXAM A.—Bids will be received at tin

office of the general purchasing officer for
the Panama Canal, Washington, D. C.
until Nov. 10 for galvanized steel or iron.
spring steel, steel drill rods, wire cable.
wire, joining shackles, missing links, cable
clips, reamers, twist drills, sheet copper,
sheet brass, bronze bars, yellow metal, zinc
plate, solder, lead pipe, etc. Blanks and
general information relating to this circu-
lar (No. 985) may be obtained from the
above office or the offices of the assistant
purchasing agents, 24 State Street, New
York, N. Y. : 614 Whitney-Central Building.
New Orleans, La., and Fort Mason, San
Francisco, Cal.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
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1,166,898 process ov making.
Metal Doors. Partitions lnd thi Liu;
.i ii Oravell, Philadelphia, Ps App
Bled Deo. 16, 1912. Facing plates are
welded to Intermediate transverse spaces,

1,166,906. Radiator Shibld; B3, w. Kelly.
Philadelphia, Pa, App. Bled Nov. 18,
1918. Protection from x-rays.

1,166,964. Elbctriciti Meter; k Zleg/en-
berg, Hcrliii-Solioeneberg, Germain App
Bled April 16, 11>1 3. Commutator for
multiple-pole meter.

1,166,967. Electric Incandescent Lamp;
a i: Appleyard, Ashland, Wis. App.
Bled Feb. 13, 1914. Filament shaped to
form a letter.

1,156,987. Automatic Elevator Control:
1 •:. I . Dunn, Worcester, Mass. App. filed

Sept. 12, 1913. Improved floor indicator.

1.167.011. Electric Apparatus for Motor
Vehicles; H. W. Leonard (deceased),
Bronxville, N. Y. App. filed Jan. 18,
1910. Storage-battery lighting system.

1.157.012. Circuit-Controlling Device;
M. Levison, Chicago, 111. App. filed Sept.
6, 1912. Annunciator operates upon
maintenance of certain conditions.

1,157,014. Dynamo-Electric Machine;
H. Lippelt, New York, N. Y. App. filed

Sept. 1, 1911. Sparkless commutation.

1,157,018. Telephone-Exchange System ;

F. R. McBerty, New Rochelle, N. Y. App.
filed Aug. 9, 1909. Rapid, semi-mechan-
ical. (Fifty claims.)

1.157.024. Dynamo-Electric Machine ;

H. McQuillin, Chicago, 111. App. filed

March 13, 1914. Axial movement of
armature cuts storage battery into cir-

cuit.

1,157,026. Plug Switch ; W. F. Meschen-
moser, New Dorp, N. Y. App. filed Oct.
20, 1911. Terminals protected against
the pulling strain.

1.157.025. Mechanism for Regulating
the Charging Rate of Storage Batter-
ies ; W. Noble, Orchard Lake, Mich. App.
filed Nov. 23, 1911. Charging rate is

varied as charging progresses.

1.157.036. Insulator-Supporting Fixture;
C. L. Pierce, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa. App.
filed Aug. 8, 1914. For primary and sec-
ondary wires and alternating-current
supply circuit.

1.157.037. Insulator-Supporting Struc-
ture ; C. L. Pierce, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.
App. filed Aug. 8, 1914. Insulator
bracket formed of sheet metal.

1,157,040. Telegraph Transmitter; E. H.
Piersen, Topeka, Kan. App. filed Dec.
17, 1912. Characters may accumulate
and may be sent by the motor in proper
sequence. (115 claims.)

1,157,051. Device for Protecting Induc-
tion Motors and the Like ; E. O.
Schweitzer, Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug.
3, 1912. Protected against improper con-
nection.

1,157,057. Metal Cap for Electric In-
candescent Lamps ; E. Strehler, Stein,
Switzerland. App. filed May 9, 1912.
Cap connected by insulating material de-
formable in a cold state.

1,157,066. Reactor; P. Torchio, New
York. App. filed April 24, 1914. Helical
coils with inside air space.

1.157.075. Electric-Lamp Socket; C. D.
Blackburn, Lime, Col. App. filed April
21, 1914. Has terminal wires sharpened
into penetrating points.

1.157.076. Electrical Switch-Actuating
Mechanism ; W. J. Bohan, St. Paul, Minn.
App. filed Aug. 3, 1914. Controlled from
cable.

1,157,094. Transmitting and Receiving
Signals ; R. A. Fessenden, Washington,

1 1
' \pp Bled .imi' 2, LI \'"> i"

terferlng 1 1 il Ion and receiving.

1,167.3 00 I
I I i i i:i> rllATlNd I 'i \ "i W

S l ladawu , Jr., • fork, • 1 App
in. .i s. pi 5, 1911 < Ihocolate wai rs

1,167,10 I 0. Hai ton, Bdg
wood Boi ough, i

p

.i App. Bled J ill i !,

m|«h lamps al tilgbi i Intens-
ity for da] ir. ii i line.

1,167,104, Block Bional System; L a
Hawkins, Schenectady, N. v. App Bled

6, 1 908. Foi el< ctrli rail

rails continue

1,167,106 Lioh roi Motos
\ i in. i i I R II. .i.l. \.w >> ..i I.. \\ Y
App. Bled Nov. B, 1910. For gas lampi

i.i ... i 1 1 i:i i ctric Cooking R woi . W
,i Keep, Detroit, Mich. App Bled Dec

1814 t looking top, main oven,
broiler and warming ov<

1,167,118. Thbhmo-Elbctric Heat Rjboi

latino System . L. a. Larson, Minneapo-
lis, Minn. App. Bled Feb. it;. 1914,

Thermally controlled draft-regulating
motor.

1,157,134. Liquid Rheostat; D. Welge,
South Porcupine, Ontario, Canada. App.
filed Dec. 16, 1914. Single tank; for
three-phase motors.

1,157,137. Dynamo-Electric Machine;
l; B. Williamson, Milwaukee, Wis. App.
Bled July 88, 1911, Noise of operation is

diminished.

1,167,179. Centrifugal Circuit-Changing
Device for Electric Motors; E. S. Pills-

bury, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed Feb. 23,

1915. Stops limit outward movement of
centrifugal weights.

1,157,111—Electric-Cooking Range

1,157,181. Electric Socket; F. M. Rosen-
feld, New York, N. Y. App. filed March
1, 1915. Cheap construction for tree
lighting, etc.

1,157,203. Control System for Electric
Motors ; H. L. Beach, Edgwood Park,
Pa. App. filed June 9, 1914. Automatic
acceleration.

1,157,208. Electric Cable; J. L. Conrad,
Durham, N. C. App. filed Dec. 8, 1914.
Has a detector circuit.

1,157,233. Water-Purifying Device; L.
C. Lashmet, Jacksonville, 111. App. filed

Nov. 14, 1914. Electrolyzing device,
aerating means and settling tank.

1,157,239. Cut-Out Pulley; A. C. Mc-
Williams, South Bend, Ind. App. filed

May 21, 1914. Mechanically and elec-
trically simple.

1,157,271. Stable Boron Nitride and the
Process of Making the Same ; George
Weintraub, Lynn, Mass. App. filed Feb.
3, 1913. Boron nitride stable with re-
spect to hot water.

1,157,277. Motor Controller; C. W.
Yerger, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed June
22, 1911. For passenger or freight ele-

vators.

1.157.280. Drawn Electrode; W. G. Ab-
bott, Jr., Milford, N. H. App. filed April
24, 1912. Mild-steel sheath with mag-
netite filling.

1.157.281. Apparatus for Producing Di-
rective Forces by Induction in Alter-
nating-Current Circuits ; H. Abraham,
Paris, France. App. filed Feb. 24, 1912.
For measurement of resistance, fre-

quency, etc.

1,157,292. Automobile Horn; H. A. Bretz,
Jackson, Mich. App. filed. Dec. 28, 1914.

Of very compact construction.
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M Osnos, Berlin, Germany. App. Bled
March 8, 1918 For fundami ntal i<n-
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i,i (7,336 Hioh-Potential Switching Svh-
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'. P. Stelnmetz, Schenectady,

\pp Bled Jan. 28, 1913 Knerglzea line
bi rore ii Is directly switched In.

148, Electrically Heated Tool
I. Thompson, Stoneham, .Mass App
Feb 6| 1916 Fot bool a nd I

1,157,344. Means for Preventing Corona
Loss; E. Thomson, SwampBCOtt, M;ihh.
App. filed Dec. 28, 1!H2. Non-metallic
sheath and conductor.

1.157.392. Trolley Conductor; W. Hoopes
and T. Varney, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed

July 17, 1914. Catenary suspension.

1.157.393. Trolley Conductor; W. Hoopes
and T. Varney, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed

July 17, 1914. Composite construction,
catenary type.

1.157.394. Trolley Conductor ; W. Hoopes
.mil T. Varney, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed

July 17, 1914. Catenary type for high-
speed railways.

1.157.395. Portable Electric Light; C.
Huber, Chatham Borough, N. J. App.
filed Dec. 16, 1914. Has series of tubular
cells placed end to end.

1.157.396. Selective Signaling System ; J.

A. Hulit, Chicago, 111. App. filed Oct. 3,

1912. Selectors operated by impulses of
one polarity.

1,157,414. Dynamo-Electric Machine; A.
H. Neuland, Bergenfield, N. J. App. filed

Feb. 3, 1914. Shunts the lines of force in

accordance with speed.

1.157.463. Catenary Structure; T. Var-
ney, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed July 17,

1914. Secures bracing effect with two-
messenger cables.

1.157.464. Incandescent Electric Lamp;
C. A. Vetter, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed

July 31, 1913, renewed Jan. 7, 1915. Has
locking means for the lamp.

1,157,497. Hand-Hole Cover for Gener-
ators ; W. L. Bliss, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

App. filed Jan. 9, 1912. Provides ready
access to commutator of car-lighting
generator.

1,157,508. Signal Bell ; J. Charland and
R. A. O'Connor, Copper Cliff, Ontario,
Canada. App. filed Sept. 5, 1914. Single-

stroke, solenoid-operated.

1,157,531. Manufacture of Dry Batteries
for Flashlights and Other purposes;
F D. Harper, Everett, Mass. App. filed

Feb. 19, 1914. Parts may be stored and
cell rendered active when desired.

1,157,561. Automobile Signal; G. F. A.

McDougall, Boston, Mass. App. filed

Sept. 11, 1914. Automatic direction sig-

nal.

1 157 592 Electric Machine: J. E. Seeley,

Los Aneeles, Cal. App. filed Jan. 27, 1913.

Oscillation circuit for X-ray purposes.

1,157,601. Burglar-Alarm System ;
S. D.

Tomaso, Chicago, 111. App. filed March
26, 1915. Phonograph sends out alarm
through telephone.

1,157,603. Rail Bond; C. P. Vaill, Worces-
ter, Mass. App. filed Aug. 28, 1912.

Laminated conductor having sheaths

welded to the solid ends thereof.

1 157,612. Die for Insulators; C. Van D.

Bennett, Victor, N. Y. App. filed June 9,

1913. Of the petticoat type.

1 157 625. Accounting System ; F. O. Heu-
'

ser, Chicago, 111. App. filed May 13, 1909

For time, wage and job cost. (154

claims.)

1157,630. Automatic Retrieving Trolley;
' S E. McFarland, Long Beach, Cal. App.

filed June 1, 1912. Of simple and easily

adjusted construction.

13,998 (reissue). System of Control; N.

W Storer, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed

April 15, 1914. (Original patent No.

1,056,852. filed March 25, 1913.) For

singl-e-phase railway motors by a liquid

rheostat. .-•.,
i

..

J
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A Significant Conference

AN important conference has just been concluded in

New York. For two weeks committees of the in-

dustry have been in session with representatives of the

federal Bureau of Standards reviewing the proposed

national electrical safety code promulgated by the lat-

ter body. In personnel, in range of activity, in distribu-

tion of membership, and in devotion to duty, the com-

mittees left nothing to be desired. Every branch of the

industry and every section of the country were repre-

sented. Engineers and executives of high order labored

long and well with singleness of purpose, and the two

weeks brought forth a wealth of suggestion and con-

structive criticism highly important because born of

experience. The contribution of the industry to the de-

velopment of a national code, in time, in money and in

experience, has been exceptionally generous. Its coun-

sel has been sought and its advice freely given. It ought

to be as freely heeded.

Teaching the Public

FACTS presented so that the man in the street will

understand them will help develop the public's in-

nate sense of fair play. Central stations in several

cases are calling in printer's ink to help make the public

understand what the public corporation as a going busi-

ness both can and cannot be expected to do. Misunder-

standing often arises from misinformation. Statements

of gross earnings or even net profits, for example, are

ordinarily displayed in the headlines of the public prints

unaccompanied by the relative elements of cost and ex-

pense. We in America are accustomed to big totals, but

the average mind does not arrive at "net conceptions."

The every-day consumer sees a six-figure total of gross

earnings but does not see huge cost and expense totals,

which are the part the management of the corporation

has paid back to the public for labor and materials

and for interest. A well-made analysis of the earnings

and expenses of the average utility corporation would

show the facts to the public and help to bring about that

good will which is so fundamental an asset of the public

utility. A policy of downright frankness touches the

very people whose influence is too often thrown, gener-

ally without malice, against the industry—those who do

not realize, because they do not understand, the peculiar

conditions which a central station has to meet, the rela-

tion of its gross output to possible prices, the adjust-

ment of its schedules to reach the needs of all classes

of consumers, and the various devices by which it has

to take account of the difference in the requirements
of these consumers in their bearing upon the cost of

production. Very few outside of the electrical business
realize the actual investment which necessarily stands
against, for example, a consumer with a large motor for

occasional use very likely to over-run the peak, especially

when he is at a considerable distance from the nearest

substantial feeder. Consequently a central station may
get abused roundly for declining to take on a service

from which it can at best extract only a small and un-

certain profit. Again, unable to make directly favorable
prices for a consumer whose requirements demand small
overhead charges and who promises a large amount of

business, the central station has to adjust in some way
its schedules to make a fair average so as to meet the
situation without injustice to anyone concerned. The
more educational work which is done in making the
public see the intrinsic difficulties of a very com-
plicated business, the less likelihood there is of unrea-
sonable complaints and captious protests to the commis-
sions. It is for this reason that it is wise to lay the
cards squarely upon the table and to try to educate the
public into a spirit of genuine co-operation. The central

stations are in business to make reasonable profits for
their shareholders and to give these shareholders a per-

manent and safe investment. Only on these conditions
can they obtain their capital at a figure which will en-

able them to keep down their overhead charges and to

share the economy with the consumer in the form of

lower rates. The fact is worth emphasizing that in

two decades of steadily rising prices electric service is

about the only thing the cost of which to the user has
been consistently reduced.

A Question That Needs an Answer

SPEAKING before the American Association of Rail-

way Commissioners at San Francisco, Samuel Insull

summed up his address with this significant question:

"While I am a strong believer that a monopoly so

closely connected with the every-day life of the commu-
nity as electricity should be regulated by governmental
authority, sometimes I wonder whether this regulation

may not check enterprise and destroy individuality in

management. I sometimes ask myself whether we are

not in danger of drifting to a species of paternalism

which will end in our simply fulfilling our allotted task

and being satisfied with just what we have to-day, for-

getful of the fact that the electricity supply is relatively

a new industry, that its development and growth and
usefulness to the public must depend upon originality

of thought and method of inventors, engineers and man-
agers. Heretofore individuality and originality have

received the sympathetic support of the owners and
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bankers of our properties. But now tMvt element has

come in. and l Bometimei ask myself the question, I

thai element going to be a help or • bar to future

progrei

Mr. insiiii has pointed to a Fundamental condition In

the electrical industry today. I'.oth representatives of

the industry and representatives of the public, the com-

missions, must think in broad eeonomie terms to answer

the question for the public good.

The Engineer's Opportunity

TO-DAY is a propitious time for the electrical

engineer. He is in a position not only to take

advantage Of the personal attributes he may bring to

his profession but to take advantage also of the trend

of the times. World problems on every hand are be-

ing considered from a detached, analytical viewpoint

which may be termed the engineering method of ap-

proach. Systematized knowledge is taking the place

of guesswork. Leadership is still personal, but every-

where men are sought who know how. The engineer's

contribution is particularly needed in the sister arts

and industries which touch the electrical business. As
the circle of electrical application circumscribes more

and more fields, the opportunities for professional serv-

ice grow proportionally. An engineer by training and

temperament sometimes sees the radius of his activi-

ties shortened by the adjective with which he has pre-

fixed his broad training. If he is a mechanical engi-

neer, he goes into the metal-working industries when
the woodworking may need him most. If he specializes

in electricity during the last two years of his college

course, he feels bound to be a designing or operating

engineer within the electrical circle. His opportunity

and his contribution to society need not be limited to

these fields and if, with a lengthened radius, his circle

of electrical activity cuts the circle of a contiguous

industry, there will often be mutual advantage in the

new contact.

Alternating-Current Nomenclature

IT will be remembered by many of our readers in-

terested in single-phase alternating-current motors

that a paper was presented by Mr. Val. A. Fynn before

the Deer Park A. I. E. E. convention last June on a

proposed classification and nomenclature for such mo-

tors. This matter is of importance to the A. I. E. E.

committee on standards, because the classification of

alternating-current motors is at present in a confused

and unsettled state. We invited discussion on the sub-

ject in our columns, with a view to eliciting opinions,

and our issues of Aug. 14 and Oct. 30 contain valuable

contributions.

There is still much to be said on the matter, and we
hope for further contributions from those who are in a

position to form judgments on this particular branch

of electric-motor development. Certain preliminary de-

ductions seem to be warranted, however, at the present

stage of the discussion.

in the first place, it ii evident that steps should be

taken to clear up the existing Indeftniteness of alternat-

ing-current motor terminology, it may not be po ibis

to carry the classification very far, but the pre enl

nation is alike deplorable and discreditable to the in-

dustry, from the engineering point Of view.

Secondly, it, seems very doubt.fill whether a list of

terms so lengthy and cumbersome as thai proposed by

Mr. Fynn, for his forty-seven varieties of single pi

motor, can be practically adopted. Even if they v.

solemnly accepted, they would probably be used by only

a very favored few. The art and the industry h

on short, simple terms. The copper-beech tree app

in some botanical classifications as "fagus sylvatica cum
f'oliis atrorubentibus," and no doubt this full official

title makes him a happy man who can properly pro-

nounce it; nevertheless the practical woodsman will con-

tinue to call this tree a "beech." Motors are like foi

trees in that the more numerous they become the sim-

pler must be their nomenclature in commerce and

industry.

Thirdly, it seems desirable to limit immediate at-

tempts at classification to a few well-recognized types.

If the classification is well made, the various other

cousins, congeners and varieties will find room as sub-

types. If, however, too much is attempted at once, the

chance of general adoption will be lessened.

Fourthly, it seems desirable to focus attention upon

the term "repulsion motor," with a view to deciding

whether it is desirable to retain it. It is already so well

established that it will be difficult to displace it. But

if it is to be retained, it should be defined and delimited;

because as some persons use the term it might be held

to include motor types so different as the single-phase

induction motor or even the ordinary direct-current

shunt motor.

If a consensus of opinion can be reached as to the

term "repulsion motor" and what should be done with

it, then progress might well be hoped for; but as the

term stands to-day it is often so loosely employed that

many wish the word had never been invented.

Engineering Requirements of City Substations

ARRANGEMENTS of station apparatus have been

so carefully worked out in existing installations

that certain standard conceptions are usually thought

of as representative of best installation and operating

economy. Elsewhere in this issue, however, it is inter-

esting to note that a reversal of usual practice in in-

stalling rotary converters and switching equipment in

a city substation has developed a possible saving of

about $4 per kilowatt of equipment for a station rated

at 28,000 kw. This saving has been largely brought

about by savings in copper and elimination of ducts and

runways in the walls of the structure. The transform-

ers are installed under the rotary collector rings so that

the low-tension leads are passed directly from the ma-

chines to switches beneath. The busbars, feeders and
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selector switches are just above the horizontal ducts

leading to the underground distribution system. As a

result the entire layout has resulted in a compactness

worthy of study and further application. The island

foundation for the machines and the ventilation of the

building and apparatus through supply ducts taking air

from the roof are other features. Air is forced as re-

quired through the different pieces of apparatus accord-

ing to load conditions, thereby making it possible to

secure a unit operating efficiency proportional to the

rating of the equipment. The storage-battery equip-

ment is capable of carrying more than one-third of the

maximum station load for a period of one hour, but

in addition there are arrangements for feeding the ro-

taries from many sources, so that the installation is in

keeping with the determination of a public-service com-

pany to live up to the letter of uninterrupted service.

Familiarity with the Local System

IN central-station work as in any other business

team play counts for more to-day than ever before,

and it is good for the power-plant staff and the engi-

neers of the distribution system to have an occasional

visit from the commercial department representative,

and vice versa. Strange to say, the power station offers

a field for the use of certain appliances which is too

often entirely overlooked. In the offices of the chief

engineer of a large station the volume of work done is

often sufficient to justify the use of motor-driven add-

ing machines, electric fans in odd corners, electric cigar

lighters, and perhaps an immersion heater or a luminous

radiator, the last being particularly useful in hydro-

electric installations. The company might do worse

than to install a coffee percolator for the night shift

in particular, and a small disk stove or two could be

used to advantage in a good many stations where the

midnight meal is the only break in the vigil to main-

tain good service between dusk and dawn. The installa-

tion of electrical conveniences would be impressive

from the advertising standpoint when visitors go
through the plant, and most installations have a good

many of these in the course of a year. Energetic man-
agers are encouraging employees of all departments,

sometimes with commissions, to do their share in the

placing of appliances in the homes and shops of their

friends, and those in the power station can learn much
from the sales department.

While it is the business of the sales staff to place as

many energy-using devices on the system as possible,

some knowledge of the company's operating problems,

and especially of the load curve, gives an appreciation

of the off-peak situation which is worth having, and at

least indicates the direction in which some of the most
profitable business of the company should be sought.

In going about a system, salesmen who are able to

answer a few elementary questions about their plants

and lines are a real asset to the company. There are

many people who are interested in these matters, so

rapid has been the spread of applied science within the

past decade or two, and sometimes it is an immense help

toward the increase of electric service if a customer

can be taken to the generating plant by the salesman

and the essentials of its equipment and operating or-

ganization set forth for his benefit. One of the most

striking points which can thus be brought home to the

customer is the compactness of the modern turbo-unit

compared with the previous engine-driven equipment.

When the power solicitor, for example, shows a "pros-

pect" a turbo-alternator of 15,000-kw. rating standing

in a space probably no larger than is required by a
2000-kw. vertical engine-driven set, it is easier to ex-

plain why power can be generated more economically in

large units, other things being equal, and how logically

central-station service expresses this development in

cases where outside power is best for the user. The
practice of preparing a loose-leaf outline of the local

system, with a few data as to generating capacity,

length of lines, etc., for the use of members of the sales

department, has worked out very well indeed in cases

where it has been tried, and in closer co-operation among
different department employees will be found one of the

best lines of development for a wider application of a

progressive company's service.

Popularizing Electric Service

NOTHING helps spread the popularity of electric

service more effectively than an increased sale of

household appliances, a wider dependence on the com-

fort they provide, and a keener appreciation of how
great a service electricity renders in our modern scheme

of living. The question of how best to sell these goods

so that this influence shall be spread is most important,

and many still fail to realize that a reputation for cost-

liness is one direct obstacle to making friends. If it is

generally believed among the homes in your city that

electrical appliances are expensive to buy, this miscon-

ception forms a barrier between the company and a very

large number of households. It is to the advantage of

us all, therefore, that electrical devices for the home
should be easy to buy. No way has ever offered such a
simple and logical solution of the problem as the easy-

payment plan of selling. Actually it is not the cost of

the suction sweepers or the washing machines or any
other major article of domestic equipment that inter-

feres with a universal sale to every household, for the

worth of the device is recognized as sufficient to justify

the expenditure. It is the physical difficulty of paying

down the considerable necessary sum of money for the

purchase that causes the trouble. Make this act of pay-

ing "easy" and the situation finds its own adjustment.

In any easy-payment plan, however, one point is most

essential. The natural pride of every man and woman
is involved, and the installment offer, it is generally

conceded, should not be held in reserve for those who
cannot buy outright. When the offer is advertised

widely, however, as an enterprising business policy open

to all comers, the installment method of payment meets

a ready response that wins new customers and makes,

new friends for electric service.
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Interesting the Public in

Electrical Prosperity Week
Prom :iii parti of the country comi

report! of plam and program! under
way in preparation for Electrical Proi

parity Week— Nov. 29 to Dec 4—now
barely threi nreeki <>fr. Advance ad-

irertl sing for I'm perity Week has
taken many forms—newspaper <li-

plays, announcements, electric signa,

etc. A detailed account of pro
and of .some of the latest plans under
way la pre ented on the opposite page.

The roof-top electric sign pictured

herewith was erected at Waltham,
Mass., and is operated from the lines

of the Edison Electric Illuminating
Company of Boston, which is taking an
active part in the observance of the

week. The photograph is by Robert E.

Mayall of Waltham.

A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

Effect of Elections on Utilities

The general elections held in many States throughout

the country on Nov. 2 decided many things of interest

to the electrical industry. The new constitution of

New York, one provision of which would have made
public service commissions judicial bodies, was over-

whelmingly defeated. The constitutional amendment
drafted by A. Merritt Taylor, director of city transit

of Philadelphia, which would confer the necessary au-

thority on that city to finance and establish municipally

owned transit facilities, including subway and elevated

lines, and provide the necessary municipal machinery

for carrying out such work, was carried in Pennsyl-

vania; but Philadelphia elected a council opposed to the

program, which will therefore come to naught. Penn-

sylvania will also have a compulsory workmen's com-

pensation law.

The Republican party swept out the reform adminis-

tration in the city of Philadelphia, and with it has gone

the element so bitterly antagonistic to the gas and elec-

tric interests in that city.

The 8y2-cent electric-rate ordinance passed by the

Cincinnati Council in July was approved in the referen-

dum election held in that city on last Tuesday by 30,000

plurality in a total vote exceeding 80,000. The result

was especially gratifying to the electrical interests in

view of the attack on the ordinance being based on a

demand for a 6-cent maximum rate. As a result of the

election, the matter is now left with the Public Utilities

Commission of Ohio, which may establish a just and rea-

sonable rate without further interference or delay.

The work of Henry L. Doherty, chairman of the board

of directors of the Toledo (Ohio) Railways & Light

Company, in the interest of the franchise of that com-

pany has gone for naught, the franchise having been

defeated by referendum vote. However, the plan to erect

a municipal plant in Lorain, now served by Doherty,

was defeated.

Voters in Detroit, Mich., rejected the proposition to

purchase the city's car lines and properties within the

one-fare zone. The plan, which to be successful required

a two-thirds majority, received less than 50 per cent of

the vote cast.

CONFERENCE ON VALUATION
The Utilities Bureau Plans a Three-Day Convention in Phil-

adelphia at Which Prominent Economists Will Speak

A conference on valuation will be held on Wednes-
day, Thursday and Friday of next week in the Hotel

Adelphia, Philadelphia, under the auspices of the Utili-

ties Bureau, of which Morris L. Cooke is acting direc-

tor. The tentative program reveals a list of prominent
economists, public utility commissioners, engineers,

lawyers and municipal executives who have been in-

vited to take part in the deliberations, and the meetings
promise to be highly instructive and interesting to

managers of utilities. On Nov. 10 topical discussion

will center about "The Reproduction Theory." "Orig-

inal Cost," "Franchise Values" and "Valuing Land"
will be considered on Nov. 11, and on Nov. 12 the sub-

jects which will be discussed are "Depreciation," "Going
Value" and "Valuation and the Future in Public Utili-

ties."

The complete program is as follows

:

FIRST SESSION
Nov. 10, 8 p. m. Presiding officer, Rudolph Blankenburg, Mayor

of Philadelphia.

ADDRESSES
Opening remarks, Morris Llewellyn Cooke, Director of Public

Works, Philadelphia, acting director of the Utilities Bureau.

"Criticism of Reproduction Theory of Valuation," John M.

Eshleman, Lieutenant-Governor of California, former President

California Railroad Commission.
"Reproduction Value Versus Fair Value," H. Findlay French,

attorney-at-law, Baltimore, Md.
Discussion by Prof. Morris Knowles, consulting engineer, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., director course in valuation of public utilities. Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, and H. P. Gillette, consulting engineer,

New York City.

Open discussion.
SECOND SESSION

Nov. 11, 10 a. m. Presiding officer, C. W. Kutz, chairman Public

Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia.
ADDRESSES

"Actual Cost as a Basis for Fair Value," George W. Anderson,

attorney-at-law, Boston, Mass.

"Original Cost as the Chief Basis for Fair Value," Prof. Edward

W. Bemis, Board of Supervising Engineers, Chicago; member of

the advisory board to the division of valuation of the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

Discussion by Dr. Robert H. Whitten, secretary Board of Esti-
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Bate Hid Apportionment committee on the city plan, New York

City; Henry E. Elrod, engineer, Dallas, Tex., and IOdward I'.

BurHi, consulting engineer, Detroit, Mich,
Open discussion.

"The Making and Maintenance of Priced inventories," Charles

L. Pillsbury, chief engineer valuation bureau, Public Utilities

Commission, District of Columbia.
Discussion by James \V. Phillips, grade-crossing division, Bureau

of Survey, Philadelphia . P. VV. Ballard, commissioner and chief

engineer. Division of Lighl and Heat, city of Cleveland, Ohio, and
R. J. Meigs, Western Union Telegraph Company, New York City.

Open discussion.

THIRD SESSION

Nov. 11, 2.1") p. m. Presiding officer, Dr. L. S. Howe, president

of American Academy of Political and Social Science.

ADDRESS
"Valuation by Approximation," John Q Morse, appraiser Asso-

ciated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies, Boston, Mass.
Discussion by Morris Llewellyn Cooke, Director of Public Works,

Philadelphia, and John R. Freeman, president of Manufacturers'
Mutual Fire insurance Company, Providence, R. I.

"Franchise Values," Delos F. Wilcox, consulting franchise and
public utility expert, New York City, Deputy Commissioner De-

partment of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity.

Discussion by Henry De Forest Baldwin, president and counsel

of the Queens County Water Company, New York City ; Chester

A. McLaln, lecturer. Harvard University, and Alfred Bettman.
attorney-at-law, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Open discussion.

FOURTH SESSION

Nov. 11, 8.15 p. m. Topic, "Land Values."
ADDRESS

"Principles to Be Applied in Valuing Land," Hammond V. Hayes,
consulting engineer, Boston, Mass.

Discussion by Henry DeForest Baldwin, president and counsel

of the Queens County Water Company, New York City ; Edward
W. Doty, with Columbus (Ohio) Railway, Power & Light Com-
pany, former member the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio

;

F. W. Stevens, general valuation counsel, New York Central

Lines, New York City, and Milo R. Maltbie, member of the

advisory board to the division of valuation of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.
Open discussion.

FIFTH SESSION

Nov. 12, 10 p. m. Presiding officer, Frederic P. Stearns, consulting

engineer, Boston, Mass.
ADDRESSES

"Court Decisions on Depreciation," J. H. Goetz, of counsel.

Public Service Commission, First District, New York City.

"Depreciation as a Factor in Fair Value," Halford Erickson,

chairman of Wisconsin Railroad Commission.
Discussion by Leonard Metcalf, consulting engineer, Boston,

Mass. ; Lester M. Sears, consulting engineer, Detroit, Mich ; James
E. Allison, consulting engineer, St. Louis, Mo. ; Philip J. Kealy,
board of control, Kansas City Railways Company, Kansas City,

Mo., and Prof. John Bauer, Cornell University.

Open discussion.

SIXTH SESSION

Nov. 12, 2.15 p. m. Presiding officer, Morris Schaff, Massachusetts
Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners

ADDRESS
"Going Value as an Element in Fair Value," Clifford Thome,

chairman Iowa Board of Railroad Commissioners
Discussion by Ray Palmer, consulting engineer, Long Island

City ; A. M. Fox, engineer for telephone committee, Detroit, Mich. :

Prof. C. E. Merriam, University of Chicago, and William J

Hagenah, Public Utility statistician. Chicago, 111

Open discussion.

SEVENTH SESSION

Dinner, Nov. 12, 6.30 p. m. Presiding officer, Dr. Charles R. Van
Hise, president. University of Wisconsin

ADDRESSES
"The Meaning of the Constitutional Protection in Valuation,"

Charles A. Prouty, director of valuation, interstate Commerce
Commission.

"Constitutional Protection In Valuation," William I). Kerr,

attorney-at-law, Chicago, 111.

Discussion by Newton D. Baker, Mayor of Cleveland, Ohio;
Joseph K. Eastman, Public Service Commission, Boston, Mass.,
and A. L. Valentine, superintendent Department of Public Utili-

ties, Seattle, Wash. (To be presented in Proceedings.)

"Opinion Testimony," Prof. John H. Gray, University of Minne-
sota.

"Valuation and the Future in Public Utilities," Milo R. Maltbie,

member of the advisory board to the division of valuation of the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

ELECTRICAL PROSPERITY WEEK OUTLOOK
Indications of Record-Breaking Sales in Plans Formulated

by Electrical Interests in Various Sections of the Country

Plans for "cashing in" on Electrical Prosperity Week
—Nov. 29-Dec. 4—have been fully developed. Work-

men in hundreds of cities throughout the nation are

actively engaged upon the construction features, while

committees and executives are giving the final touch to

arrangements which will enable the event to measure

up to expectations.

Brooklyn, N. Y., is to have an electrical show. An-

other feature will be a far-reaching house-wiring cam-

paign conducted by the Edison Electric Illuminating

Company of Brooklyn in conjunction with the con-

tractors, as announced in these columns last week. Elec-

trical dealers will co-operate by window displays de-

signed especially for the week, and the public interest

in the celebration will be further intensified by illumi-

nation of prominent buildings and arches.

In Philadelphia the electrical interests will conduct a

wiring campaign in which a discount of $1 per outlet

will be allowed on the wiring of all ready-built dwellings

and stores. The Philadelphia Electric Company will

hold special appliance exhibits and demonstrations, in-

cluding window displays and exterior decorations. Ad-

vertising giving publicity to Electrical Prosperity Week
and to electricity in general will be conducted in the

street cars. The newspaper advertising of the electrical

interests will also be greatly increased. Plans are also

under way in Philadelphia to construct four allegorical,

electrically lighted floats to parade in various sections

of the city on different nights during the week. One

float will be devoted to general lamp illumination; an-

other will depict allegorically electric power; a third will

be devoted to a general figurative display of illumina-

tion, while the fourth float, with the assistance of a

trailer, will give motion-picture demonstrations of

domestic applications of electricity.

Plans for participation in the celebration are now

under active consideration by the electrical men of Buf-

falo, N. Y. The enthusiasm which has been shown in

the various meetings held to discuss the proposition

indicates that Buffalo will be on the "cash-in" line when

the week comes.

Milwaukee, Wis., is to have various demonstration

and display features of an interesting and instructive

nature. The celebration will be featured in newspaper

and billboard advertising. One of the features will be

a construction car of the railway company, which will

be decorated and kept on the streets every day during

the week. Another feature will consist of film exhibi-

tions at the motion-picture houses.

In Cincinnati, Ohio, it is planned tp light all the large

office buildings from 7.30 to 9.30 every night of Elec-

trical Prosperity Week. An electrical show will also be

held, in which most of the electrical interests of that

locality will participate.

It is announced by the Denver Gas & Electric Light

Company that a grand celebration will be held in Den-

ver, the climax being a prosperity show to be held on

the last four days of the week under the auspices of the

Colorado Electric Club. An electric-automobile parade

is also contemplated. Various spectacular features are

being prepared which are likely to draw crowds to the

electrical show and its vicinity. Some of the features

planned are the showing by wireless, on a miniature

scale, of the maneuvers of a battleship, a fac-simile of a

submarine, an aerial or Zeppelin battle, and various

high-frequency electrical-discharge features of a nature

to interest the public.

Among the foremost boosters for Electrical Pros-

perity Week are the electrical interests of Salt Lake
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City, Utah. Flood lighting of the capitol In Sail Laki
City la the feature oi series of novel illumination
arranged bj Utah's committee, During the week
searchlights will plaj aboul the citj and on the moun
tains, in the comprehensive program reported by Sec-
retars \. R. Loughborough of the Western Electric
Company the committee includes an electric show, lighl

ing of all office buildings, an electric vehicle endurance
run. guessing contests <>n the amounl of candle power
in some unusual lighting display, and demonstrations
in the University of Utah and in the domestic-science
department of the Agricultural College of Utah. The
"cornerstone" of Sail Lake City's new "white way" will
also in- laid during the week. The committee has de
Cided that its •'drive" will be: "Make your Christmas
presenl an electrical one."
The Louisville Gas & Electric Company reports that

an amusement company has been formed to hold a fes-
tival at the armory in that city, under the auspices of
the Jovians. The electrical interests will maintain at-

tractive exhibits, featuring things electrical. An elec-

trical parade will also be held of which a large number
of electric vehicles of various types will form a promi-
nent part. The local organization of boy scouts will

march in the parade, each boy carrying an electric

lantern.

Thus far definite plans have been formulated for
holding electrical shows in more than twenty-two lead-

ing cities of the United States. Many others have this

feature under serious consideration. Many mayors of
cities, together with many civic organizations, have
indorsed the plan and are actively engaged in carrying
out various measures for its support.

Electrical interests are enthusiastic over the celebra-
tion, and the event is expected to surpass all trade
movements conducted heretofore and to prove highly
creditable to the electrical industry.

Formation of Utilities Commission to Come Before

Kentucky Legislature Again

A bill creating a public utilities commission will be
brought before the 1916 session of the Kentucky Leg-
islature, but what success will attend the measure can-
not be stated as the Legislature has not been canvassed
regarding the matter. A public utilities commission
for Kentucky has been advocated for several years by
many prominent men, and an attempt was made in 1912
to establish such a commission, but the bill was de-

feated. The matter of fixing the assessment of the

various public utilities is handled in Kentucky by the

State Board of Assessment and Valuation, composed of

the Auditor, the Treasurer and the Secretary of State.

This board for the last four years has materially in-

creased the assessment of the various public utilities

in Kentucky, and it is the opinion of Secretary of State

C. F. Crecelius that, when properly handled, the State

Board of Assessment and Valuation can deal with these

matters as well as a public service commission.

Indefinite Franchise Not Perpetual in Ohio

By a decision handed down by the Ohio Supreme
Court, Oct. 19, the Northern Ohio Traction & Light
Company is ousted from Stark County. The general

effect of the court's decision is to establish definitely the

principle that a public utility franchise granted orig-

inally for an indefinite period may be terminated at will

by either the company or the subdivision which gave
the franchise. The specific object of the fight in Stark
County against the traction and light company was to

secure a reduction of fare between Canton ami Massillon

from i"' cents t" io cents, and to secure with this fare
t ransfers <»n local line i In both cii l<

The case was instituted in the Supreme Court, April

2, L918. Previou Ij the Courl oi Appeals of stark

County had rendered judgment In favor of the company
in nuster proceedings started by the prosecuting attor-

ney on Instructions <>r the Stark County commission)
'The Courl of Appeals' decision, rendered April l, 1918,

is overruled in I'ercnt ially by the Supreme Court. The
franchise was given the company by the county com-
missioners in lS'.rJ for an indefinite period. The com-
pany claimed the right to hold the franchise perpetually.

SAFETY RULES FOR THE INDUSTRY
Committee Conferences with Bureau of Standards in New

York Terminated This Week

The conference on the proposed safety code of the

Bureau of Standards which has been in session at the

headquarters of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers in New York City, although still in session

at the time the Electrical World went to press, will

conclude its work this week. The sub-committees on

stations, line, utilization and operation have been in

almost constant session, morning, noon and night, dur-

ing the past two weeks and continued their deliberations

on mooted points until a general agreement in each of

the sub-committees on these points was reached. The
greater part of the work assigned to the sub-committees

on station, utilization and operation was completed

Thursday, and it was expected that the line sub-commit-
tee would also be able to make its report.

A great deal of misunderstanding arose over inter-

pretations of the safety code, and much of this was
eliminated by re-wording those paragraphs dealing with

the scope of the rules. It was made plain by the rep-

resentatives of the Bureau of Standards that the code is

not intended to be enforced in an arbitrary or inflexible

manner by commissions or others having jurisdiction

but is intended more as a complete specification of good

practice in the electrical industry so far as safety is

concerned.

Some difficulty was experienced in harmonizing the

viewpoints of conflicting interests, telephone, railroad

and lighting, and while the code was not changed greatly

in principle, a number of alternate methods were

adopted to meet variations in practice in various sec-

tions of the country. Some very important modifica-

tions were effected especially in the grounding of low-

potential circuits, the potential at which grounding has

been made mandatory being raised from 150 volts to 300

volts. Moreover, telephone companies will have to pro-

tect against constant-potential systems of 7500 volts in-

stead of 5000 volts, and the limit on constant-current

circuits will probably be raised from 7.5 amp. to 10 amp.

When the conference is finished revised copies of the

proposed code will be submitted within a few weeks to

the members of the industry taking part in it and to a

limited number of others, after which the Bureau of

Standards will take up the matter with the public serv-

ice commissions and municipalities. From the situa-

tion as it is at present it is doubtful whether the Bu-

reau of Standards will be able to hold a public confer-

ence on the code in Washington until after Jan. 1.

All of the delegates present, including those repre-

senting the Bureau of Standards, have expressed them-

selves as highly pleased with the results so far attained.

The conference has been a costly one to the industry,

representing in the salaries and expenses of those en-

gaged in it an outlay of approximately $25,000.
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A Contest in Rescue and Resuscitation Work Between Line Crews
An innovation in contests held by the

Duquesne Light Company Section of the
National Electric Light Association at its

annual outing this summer was a first-aid

contest between teams of linemen from each
of the nine districts of the organization.
Two 35-ft. poles, erected 150 ft. apart, with
their cross-arms and wires, represented a
section of a line. The plan of the action
was as follows: One lineman at the top of
each pole is suddenly shocked and falls back
upon his safety strap. Immediately the res-

cue work begins. One of the team ascends
the pole, ties his handline about the victim's
waist, and throws the line over the cross-
arm and to the ground. The third man
lovers the victim. Meanwhile a fourth man
has telephoned for a doctor and has then
hastened to the wagon for the pulmotor,
bringing it to the victim, who has already
been laid on a blanket. The prone-pressure
method of resuscitation is then applied.
The first four pictures show the work of

rescue, No. 5 illustrates the prone-pres-
sure method, No. 6 shows the victim ready
for the pulmotor, No. 7 shows the pulmotor
in operation, and in No. 8 the victim is seen
inhaling oxygen after resuscitation.

The work of each team was judged on

four counts, as follows : Rescue, prone-pres-
sure work, pulmotor application, and team
work.

In the rescue work the time element was
considered the most important factor. Re-
markable speed was shown by the teams.
From the time the victim was shocked to

the time his body reached the ground the
following number of seconds was consumed
by the teams:. 40, 45, 50, 59, 60, 60, 65 and
77. During this time one man donned rub-
ber gloves, ascended the pole, hooked his

safety strap in place, tied the rope about
the victim's body, released the victim's

safety strap, signaled the man on the
ground to lower the body, and the body was
lowered. Such speed seems incredible, but
stop-watches proved the accuracy of the

count. Demerits were given on this work
for the lack of rubber gloves, touching the

wires by the rescuer, dangerous speed in

lowering the body, failure to give the cor-

rect telephone number of one of the com-
pany's doctors in the district represented by
the team, loss of time in the rescue, and
bungling work on the pole.

hi tin- prone-pressure work demerits were
given for incorrect position of the bauds
of the operator and of the operator's body,

too rapid or too infrequent applications of

the pressure, incorrect position of the vic-

tim's face, and failure to clear the victim's

mouth.
The application of the pulmotor was be-

gun directly after the administration of the

prone-pressure work and at the word of the

prone-pressure judge. In this, demerits

were given for failure of the team mate who
brought the pulmotor from the wagon to

bring the extra oxygen tank, for failure to

clean out the mouth, to go through the form
of pulling out the tongue with the clamps,

to attach the face mask properly, to secure

proper speed of the operation of the pul-

motor, to throw over the valve when the

mask was removed and the inhalator used,

and to place a coat under the victim's head.

The McKeesport team was declared the

winner with a total of 91 points, Wilkins-

burg was next with 90 points, and the

others stood as follows : East End, 88

;

Rankin, S7 ; Esplen, S3; North Side, 82;

Thirteenth Street, 78, and Bellevue, 70. The
members of the winning team were pre-

sented with bronze medals, appropriately

Inscribed. H. N. Mul'er, superintendent of

distribution, originated the contest, and C.

\Y. Ward was chairman of the committee.
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AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY
Illumination Topici DitCUMed a( Oil. 80 Meeting at (nliim

l>ia I ni\ <i -n
J

. \«« ^ in k ( i I \

The annual meeting of the American Physical Society

held in Fayerweather Hall of Columbia University,

New YotV City, "ii Oct, 30. An elaborate program, co\

ering many oi' the different branches <>r physics, was
provided. On accounl <>!' the length of the program
each RddreSS was limited in time to teil minutes.

in his paper tm "Radiation from Tungsten Filaments
ami the Mechanical Equivalent of Light," Irving Lang
muir of the research laboratory of the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., pointed out that the

resistivity, radiant energy (watts per square centimeter)
and intrinsic brilliancy (candles per square centimeter)
of tungsten filaments have been determined over wide
ranges of temperature up to the melting point of tung-
sten, S560 dcg- K. The resistivity increases quite ac-

curately with the 1.24th power of the temperature, while

the corresponding exponent for the energy radiated is

variable and decreases from 5.6 at 1000 deg. to 4.75 at

3500 deg. K. Under normal operating conditions (1*

watt per candle in vacuum) tungsten radiates 32 per

cent as much energy as a black body at the same tem-
perature. The light radiated from tungsten is bluer

than that from a black body at the same temperature
and matches that from a black body at a temperature
from 50 to 80 deg. higher. By comparing the measure-
ments of brilliancy with a result calculated from the

Planck equation and visibility curve, the mechanical
equivalent of light is found to be 0.00121 watt per
lumen, or 0.0152 watt per mean spherical candle.

Heat Conductivity of Tungsten

A second paper by Dr. Langmuir, on "Heat Conduc-
tivity of Tungsten at High Temperatures and the Wiede-
mann-Franz Relation," showed that by a development of

the mathematical theory of the temperature distribution

along a tungsten filament near a cooling junction it has
been possible to recalculate the heat conductivity of

tungsten from the experimental data of Worthing. The
new result is 1.14 watts per centimeter per degree at

2200 deg. K. and is practically independent of the tem-
perature. The relation between the heat conductivity

and the electrical conductivity is thus found to be in

good agreement with that which has been obtained with
other metals.

"The Theory of the Flicker Photometer" was the sub-

ject of a paper by Herbert E. Ives and E. F. Kingsbury
of the United Gas Improvement Company, Philadelphia,

Pa. In a paper published a year ago the authors showed
that certain characteristic phenomena of the flicker

photometer can be explained by assuming that the trans-

mission of light stimuli by the retina is in accordance
with the Fourier diffusion law. If the "diffusivity"

varies with the logarithm of the illumination and the

receiving mechanism is governed in its sensibility by
the Weber-Fechner law, the behavior of the flicker pho-
tometer may be worked out as a problem in heat con-

duction.

Thus far the only problems considered have dealt with
the conditions at the point of equality setting of the

photometer. In the new paper conditions at other

points are studied, by applications of the same theory.

Among the topics treated are the sensibility of the

flicker photometer, the effects of superposed steady and
flickering illuminations, critical frequency illumination

relations for vaiaous angular openings, the flicker pho-

tometer with unequal exposures of the compared colors,

and the effects of mechanical irregularities in the

photometer field. Some new phenomena are predicted

and found for low illuminations.

Program <>i Papei -

The following papers were presented at the meetinj

"A Modified Form <>r the Moving Lamp Photometer,"

by ('. ('. Trowbridge and W. B. Truesdell, Columbis
University; "Demonstration of a Model Visibly Repi

senting Gas Molecules," by E. F. Northrup, Palmer

Physical Laboratory, Princeton University; "The Fieldi

of Force Surrounding Atoms," by Albeit C. Crehore,

Ynnkers, N. V.; "A New Method of Analyzing the

.Motion of a Vibrating String," by W. S. Franklin, New
"iHik, N. Y.\ "The Theory of the Flicker Photometer,"

(2) "Unsymmetrical Conditions," by Herbert E. Ivei

and E. F. Kingsbury, the United Gas Improvement Com-
pany, Philadelphia; "The Velocity of Polymorphic
Changes Under Pressure," by P. W. Bridgman, Jefferson

Physical Laboratory, Harvard University; "Axial Inter-

ference Figures from Brookite with Light of Different

Wave-Lengths," by John B. Taylor, Schenectady, N. V.;

"A New Line of Argument for the Rigorous Establish-

ment of the Idea of Entropy as a Measurable Quantity,"

by W. S. Franklin and Barry McNutt, Lehigh Univer-

sity; "A New Type of String Galvanometer," by Horatio

B. Williams, Columbia University; "Some Data on the

Absorbed Charge in Electric Condensers," by Anthony
Zeleny, University of Minnesota; "The Temperature
Coefficient of Contact Potential," by Karl T. Compton,
Princeton University; "Equipartition of Energy and

Radiation Theory," by W. F. G. Swann, Carnegie Insti-

tution of Washington; "Planck's Radiation Formula
Deduced from Hypotheses Suggested by X-Ray Phe-

nomena," by William Duane, Harvard University Med-
ical School; "The Relations of the Photo Potentials

Assumed by Different Metals When Stimulated by Light

of a Given Frequency," by A. E. Hennings, University

of Saskatchewan, and W. H. Kadesch, United States

Naval Academy; "Radiation from Tungsten Filaments

and the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat," by Irving

Langmuir, General Electric Company, research labora-

tory, Schenectady, N. Y. ; "The Construction of Com-
pound Molecules by Means of the Fields of Force,

Especially the Systems of Growth of the Organic

Compounds of Hydrogen and Carbon," by Albert C.

Crehore, Yonkers, N. Y. ; "Some New Measurements on

the Thermometric Movement of Tree Branches," by

C. C. Trowbridge, Columbia University ; "An Interesting

Phenomenon of Wave Motion," by W. S. Franklin, New
York, N. Y.; "The Value of 'h' Determined Photo-

electrically from the Ordinary Metals," by W. H.

Kadesch, United States Naval Academy, and A. E. Hen-

nings, University of Saskatchewan; "Heat Conductivity

of Tungsten at High Temperatures and the Wiedemann-
Franz Relation," by Irving Langmuir, General Electric

Company, research laboratory, Schenectady, N. Y.

;

"Atomic Groups in Solids as Indicated by Their Ther-

mal Conductivities," by Arthur H. Compton, Princeton

University ; "A Relation Between the Melting Points of

Substances and Their Heats of Formation," by Arthur

H. Compton, Princeton University; "Negative Resist-

ance," by Albert W. Hull, General Electric Company,

research laboratory, Schenectady, N. Y.

Additional Papers

The following papers were added to the original pro-

gram: "Note on an Atomic Model Giving a Spectrum

Series with Constant Frequency Intervals," by Ernest

Merritt, Cornell University; "Resistance and Thermo-

electric Power of Oxides of Iron," by Charles C. Bidwell,

Cornell University; "Turbine Type of Molecular Pump,"

by George B. Pegram, Columbia University; "Einstein's

Photoelectric Equation and Contact Emf.," by Robert A.

Millikan, University of Chicago, and "A New Derivation

of Planck's Radiation Formula," by Leigh Page, Yale

University.
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Copper and the Electrical Industry
Unusual Conditions in the Market as the Result of the European

War The Outlook for the Future

COPPER affects the cost accounts in all electrical construction. At all times it is a

necessary element in construction, an unavoidable element in cost. The extraor-

dinary conditions of production and the present large demand for the red metal

in unusual channels of use create a situation which has an important bearing on elec-

trical industries. With electrolytic copper at about 18 cents per pound and the customary

complex influences in the market vastly multiplied by the European war, it is natural

that electrical consumers should study with great interest all signs which may fore-

shadow the future course of prices. A representative of the Electrical World asked

for the views of a number of those who are interested in the consumption of copper by

the electrical industries. This canvass covered not only consumers within the electrical

industry but also producers who keep close watch upon the demand for electrical pur-

poses. It included representatives of electrical manufacturers and central stations, pur-

chasing agents, engineers, producers and smelting interests.

The purchase of copper is so large an influence in

costs at all times that it is well worth the constant study
of heavy buyers for electrical consumption. That this

is so is proved conclusively by experience in normal
years, and it is especially important in the combination
of changing circumstances which at present surrounds
both the electrical industry and the copper market. A
representative of a large copper-producing interest said

to the Electrical World: "We find that our demand
always comes when the price is high." The same con-

dition existed in steel rails before the price per ton

was made stable.

The Rule of Supply and Demand

The same statement is true of many other industries

and is a common illustration of the opportunities opened
to the buyer who applies the rule of supply and demand
for his own substantial profit. Some of the consumers
in the electrical industry have urged a stable market
quotation for copper, declaring that a fair average price

would be satisfactory to the producers and would im-
measurably benefit manufacturers and users. The cus-

tomary fluctuations in price, and particularly the sharp
variations of the last year, show that the effect of such
a revolutionary change in copper quotations would be
material.

Conditions Prior to Outbreak of the War

Consumption of copper was not normal in the first

half of the year 1914. Industrial activities were less-

ened in both this country and Europe, and the price

of copper sagged under the reduced demand. When
the war was started everybody feared paralysis in

domestic business: Copper producers curtailed produc-
tion radically, the price went down, and finally even the

publication of quotations was abandoned on the general
understanding that no market worthy of the name ex-

isted. The Copper Producers' Association discontinued

the publication of statistics and was disbanded. In the

|Jan. Feb. Mar April May June July Aug bept Oct. Nov. Dec. 'Jan. Feb. Mar. 'April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
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SHARP FLUCTUATIONS, CAUSED BY THE EUROPEAN WAR, IN THE AVERAGE DAILY PRICE OF ELECTROLYTIC COPPER
IN NEW YORK—THE LOW POINT WAS REACHED THREE MONTHS AFTER WAR BROKE OUT, AND A NEW HIGH
LEVEL WAS ESTABLISHED ABOUT EIGHT MONTHS LATER
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A MODERN COPPER MINING AND CONCENTRATING PLANT

—

PROPERTY OF THE UTAH COPPER COMPANY NEAR SALT
LAKE CITY

electrical industry purchases of copper in the summer
and closing months of 1914 were very light. Apprehen-
sions concerning the business outlook and the difficulty

of selling securities to raise capital for extensions com-
bined to enforce caution. Then there followed the

unexpected purchases of copper for munitions of war,
the quick advance in the price from a little over 11 cents

to 20 cents, and the consequent powerful stimulation of

production.

With the output of copper at a very high level, if

not the highest in the history of the country, with the

current price higher than most electrical consumers
regard as inviting, with all copper producers keenly

looking for another wave of very heavy buying orders

for munitions of war, and with general domestic busi-

ness showing decided improvement, the possibilities are

full of deep interest.

Electrical Buying Will Regain Importance

The usual concern of the electrical industry in the

copper market is intensified sharply by the war. When
hostilities were started the lessened buying for elec-

trical uses was one of the factors in the rapid demorali-

zation of prices. Now, with the enormous temporary
demand for copper in munitions of war the position of

electrical buyers is of less consequence to producers.

But when peace is in sight the attitude of consumers in

the electrical industries—representing as they do a
large, sure and permanent market—will regain impor-
tance as a factor in the price and production of the

red metal.

As a dominating factor in both price and consump-
tion the European war far excels in importance any
other influence of the past. It has created entirely new
conditions in the last fifteen months, and its overshadow-
ing power controls all speculations as to the future.

Under normal conditions from 50 per cent to 60 per cent

of the output of copper in this country is exported. Of
the remainder it is estimated that in the neighborhood
of one-half—that is to say, between 20 per cent and 25
per cent of the total production—finds its ultimate desti-

nation in the electrical industries.

High Level Lessens Public Utility Buying

The proportion used in the electrical industries has
been altered during the war, partly on account of the

reduced rate of capital expansion and in part because

a high price level for copper always lessens buying by
the public utilities. Just what proportion of the present

production reaches the electrical public utility consum-
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ers it is difficult to judge. In general, the producers hold

that war munitions are absorbing easily what public

utilities would be buying if conditions were normal.

This conclusion, of course, deals only with current pro-

duction and orders. It does not take into consideration

the fact that large purchases were made for some public

utility consumers when copper stood at low prices last

year. Such purchases have provided for many needs

of the current year, making it unnecessary for the for-

tunate buyers to go into the market at the present level

of prices.

One copper-producing interest expressed the opinion

that, with the exception of electric central stations, the

public utilities are making now practically no purchases

of copper. His estimate is that electric central stations

are buying about 10 per cent of what would be their

normal requirements if they were expanding freely.

This estimate suggests a serious disturbance in under-

lying business conditions, whereas the fact is that the

gross business of the central-station industry of the

entire country is showing good average gains. The
factor that is not normal is the market for securities,

although that market has been showing substantial

improvement.

When Copper Is a Good Purchase

Another point that bears on reduced buying for elec-

trical consumption is that when copper attains a level

equal to the present one many central-station officials

decline to buy unless they are in absolute need of mate-

rials. It is the practice among some central stations to

confine purchases as far as possible to periods when
copper is at 15 cents or under. The judgment of one

prominent engineer was expressed in this way : "Copper

at any price under 15 cents is a good purchase for a

central station. If the price reaches 16 or 17 cents,

and we require materials, we do not hesitate to buy, but

if it gets to 18 cents or higher we keep away from the

market."
Very similar views were expressed by others repre-

senting large consumption of copper for electrical prop-

erties. An official of a holding company told about his

policy of carrying small stocks and of drawing on them
without replenishment if the price advanced above 18

cents. In his judgment any price under 15 cents is low

and anything above 18 cents is high, while between

those figures purchases are advisable under some busi-

ness conditions.

Much of the buying of copper or of materials in which

copper is a large factor is concentrated in New York,
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particularly for holding companies controlling groups
of operating properties of medium or small size. In
certain instances, however, it has been found to be as

economical to let the operating companies do their own
buying. Combined buying is conducted for some groups
of properties because of a centralized purchasing de-

partment which has as one of its main activities the

constant study of conditions and statistics of the world-

wide situation in the copper market. The extremes of

possibilities opened in the copper market are indicated

by the experiences of two generating companies in past

years. One built a long transmission line when it was
able to buy drawn copper wire at 12 cents. The other

found it expedient to make an extension at a time when
copper was selling at 26 cents.

Copper in Valuation

The question of costs was discussed by one executive

in relation to valuation. He said that it is difficult to

control the time of extensions of lines in all cases be-

cause demands for facilities have to be met when they

arise. A public service commission, according to the

view expressed, would accept accurate records of exact

cost without regard to the price paid for materials if

it was demonstrated that extensions were necessary. If

full cost records are not preserved carefully, the com-
missions, in making a valuation, use the average price

during a period of, say, five years. This practice de-

prives a company of part of the capital investment made
at a price above the average, although, of course, it

might be offset by an allowance of an average price

which is above actual cost for an extension built when
material prices were low.

Officials of public utilities that buy only as their re-

quirements develop say that they do not want to specu-

late in copper. They feel that they are justified in

making little or no effort to concentrate purchases in

periods of low price and light demand. Their rates, of

course, are not subject to fluctuation with the price of

copper as are the prices of manufacturers of materials

in which copper is a large element.

Manufacturing Costs and Prices

It is a simpler matter for wire companies to change
their price schedules with the movement of copper than
for manufacturers of apparatus and appliances to do
so. While the proportion of copper varies in different

classes of apparatus, it is an element of cost on which
manufacturers have to figure closely, especially on com-
petitive business. For this reason some manufacturers
buy enough copper in the market to provide for each

ELECTROLYTIC CELLS FOR REFINING COPPER—^HREE-
QUARTERS OF THE WORLD'S SUPPLY IS REFINED ON THE
SHORES OF NEW YORK HARBOR

specific order, but protect themselves further by keep-
ing a supply of the metal on hand as a reserve. Every
fluctuation of 1 cent in the price makes a percentage in-

crease or decrease, the amount of which can be stated

approximately, in the costs of some manufactured
materials.

Some of the copper production of the last year and
a quarter has been taken by electrical manufacturing
plants which are using part of their resources for

making munitions of war, but this represents activities

which are materially different from the regular business
of these establishments. The plants are well equipped
to care for this business, and the lull in the demand
for electrical apparatus has enabled them to extend
their activities without detriment to their usual avenues
of distribution.

The Complex Future Prospects

Future prospects in the copper market are made com-
plex by the many unprecedented factors. With the

seas open for shipments to the Allies the copper pro-

ducers look for an uninterrupted demand from that

source. After the conclusion of the war copper authori-

ties expect immediate enormous orders from Europe to

restore destroyed properties and to replenish the de-

pleted stocks in Germany. A point about which they
are uncertain is the demand from public utilities and
other consumers in this country.

Future purchases by public utilities and by manufac-
turers who find their main markets in those properties

are dependent chiefly on the market for securities. New
construction, which calls for the most material, cannot

be undertaken on an important scale unless capital

securities can be sold. These securities will find a mar-
ket only at rates that compare favorably with the

returns on other securities. The question of what rates

will have to be offered is undergoing discussion at pres-

ent as a result of conditions in the investment market
which were revealed by the Anglo-French loan at a

net yield of 6 per cent.

The problem of the rate of return, however, is only

one of those to be met. Another is the reluctance of

electrical properties, as indicated above, to make capital

extensions when the price of copper is as high as 18

cents. In the face of an expected demand from Europe
the producers may prefer to hold their prices and output

to meet that rather than to lower the quotation in order

to invite buying from electrical consumers. A decline

in the price level would tend to stimulate purchases for

electrical properties.
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FIGS. 1 AND 2- -CONTROL SWITCHBOARD AND PART OF THE DIRECT-CURRENT SWITCHING APPARATUS IN THE NEW
YORK EDISON COMPANY'S NEW THIRTY-NINTH STREET SUBSTATION

Substation to Serve New York Theater District

Arrangement of Equipment to Economize in Copper and Duct Construction—Large Storage-

Battery Reserve to Insure Continuous Service—Operating Methods

DURING the past few months the New York Edison
Company has placed in operation a new substa-

tion situated on West Thirty-ninth Street, be-

tween Broadway and Sixth Avenue, in the heart of the

theater district. This substation was erected on the

site of the old West Thirty-ninth Street substation,

which was originally a steam generating station, sub-

sequently transformed into a rotary-converter substation

of 8500 kw. rating. This new substation, built to supply
the increased demand, will have an ultimate rating

of 28,000 kw. and supplies one of the most important
load districts in New York City. Included in its area

of supply are fifteen of New York's largest and most
prominent theaters, among them the Metropolitan Opera
House 'and the Hippodrome. In view of panics which
might occur in these large gathering places should the

lights fail, the New York Edison Company has striven

to obtain a design of substation which will assure con-

tinuity of service under all conditions.

The design is a departure from the ordinary practice

of mounting switchboards and main transformers on the

same floor with or above the rotary converters in that

the switchboards and main transformers are installed

below the rotary converters. The saving in cost of

cables, conduits and building due to this arrangement
will amount to about $100,000 for the completed station.

Provisions have been made for three large storage

batteries, one on each floor, which will be capable of

carrying 35 per cent of the maximum load for one hour,

or the maximum load for a period of about fifteen

minutes. A load curve for a characteristic winter day
is shown in Fig. 7.

Structural Features to Effect Economy

The substation is constructed on a lot 50 ft. by 100 ft.

and will ultimately contain eight 3500-kw. rotary con-

verters, three storage batteries with a combined rating

of 9600 kw. for one hour, and 140 low-tension direct-

current feeders of 1,000,000 circ. mils each. Figs. '6

and 5 show a transverse and a longitudinal cross-

section respectively.

In the basement are the low-tension direct-current

switchboard, the main transformers, and the control

board for the rotary converters, batteries and high-ten-

sion switching apparatus. The low-tension switchboard

being , considerably below the level of the street, the

direct-current feeder cables after leaving the switches

have only a very short drop before turning horizontally

into the ducts leading to the manholes, of which there

are eight—in front of the station—thereby saving a

great deal of heavy cable and conduit construction.

The transformers in the basement are between con-

crete piers forming part of the foundations of the rotary

converters. These piers serve as barriers between the

transformers, and in case of a burn-out would localize

the trouble. This construction is shown in Fig. 6. On
a mezzanine floor above the basement are a booster set

for charging the batteries and compartments containing

the remote-controlled field rheostats and starting-appa-

ratus resistors used with the rotary converters.

On the floor above the rotary converters are installed,

and from their direct-current terminals heavy cable

connections in conduits drop down in a direct run to

the circuit-breakers over the rotary-converter switches.

The alternating-current leads from the rotary con-

verters are composed of copper bars and drop almost

vertically to the transformers below, which are top-

connected. The above arrangement also effects a con-

siderable saving in copper.

Each of the three upper floors is designed for a 250-

volt storage battery, the lowest of the three floors

containing also the high-tension switching apparatus

for the incoming feeders from the generating stations

and for the high-tension side of
- the main transformers.

The roof is devoted to penthouses containing blowers

and to a 6-ton derrick for hoisting battery tanks,
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ARRANGEMENT PERMITTING SHORT CONNECTIONS
AND MINIMUM DUCT CONSTRUCTION

switches, etc. A 50-ton crane is installed for handling

the rotary converters inside the station, and a remov-
able gantry crane is provided for handling the machines
over the sidewalk.

In the sub-basement is installed a 150-gal. sump pump
t« take care of any accumulation of water. There is

also a 500-gal. pump to take care of water which might
enter the basement owing to a water main breaking in

the streets or to the possible extensive use of water by
the Fire Department in extinguishing fires in the imme-
diate neighborhood. The pumps are shown in Fig. 8.

Booster-Type Converters and Diametrically Connected

Transformers

The rotary converters, of which four are installed at

present, are of the horizontal type, rated at 3500 kw.,

twenty-five-cycle, 115 r.p.m., six-phase, 270 volts direct

current normal. They are separately excited and are of

the synchronous-booster type, having a direct-current

voltage range from 240 to 310 from no load to 150 per

cent load. They are designed with commutating poles

containing series and shunt windings, the latter being
automatically varied, depending on the load the rotary

converter is carrying and also on the amount of voltage,

buck or boost, which is being developed by the synchro-

nous booster.

The commutators are slotted, and self-lubricating

graphite brushes are used, the brush-holder bracket be-

ing locked in a permanent position. Self-lubricating

metallized graphite brushes are used on the collector

rings. A speed-limit device is provided on each rotary

converter which operates both positive and negative

circuit-breakers.

The converters are started from the direct-current

side by means of a remote-controlled solenoid-operated

five-point starting rheostat. The starting connections

are such that one starting rheostat is used for all of the

converters in the station, with a reserve starting rheo-

stat which may be switched in if desired. Both main-
field and synchronous-booster-field rheostats are remote-

controlled and motor-operated, and they are designed to

make complete travel in forty seconds.

The main transformers for the rotary converters are

air-cooled, 3850-kva., 6300-volt, three-phase, to 205-volt,

six-phase, units. The high-tension windings are con-

nected in delta and the low-tension windings diametric-
ally. The neutral point is grounded to provide a neu-

tral for the three-wire direct-current system.
A pipe connection is made to the top of the trans-

former so that in case of fire the unit may be drenched
with water. To avoid the accidental wetting of the
transformer, a short section of the water-pipe connec-

tion is ordinarily left out, this section being so designed
that it may be readily inserted when needed.

Feeder Arrangements from Generating Stations

The station design provides for one high-tension
feeder for each rotary converter and a loop in and out
of a general high-tension feeder, so that under emer-
gency conditions current may be drawn from any of the
twenty-five substations. Half of the feeders are brought
from the Waterside No. 1 generating station and half

from the Waterside No. 2 generating station, so that

in case of trouble with either of the above stations only

half of the substation feeders will be affected. Care
is taken also that the feeders where possible are run
by different routes through the streets so that trouble

at one point may not affect all the feeders to the
substation.

In addition to these precautions to insure absolute

continuity of service, the generating stations are con-

nected by high-tension tie feeders to the generating sta-

tions of other public utility companies. Each high-

tension feeder to the substation consists of a three-

conductor 350,000-circ. mil sector-type cable, with
5 5/32-in. paper around each conductor, and over all a

5/32-in. layer of paper and a Vs-in. lead sheath.

High-Tension Connections

In Fig. 9 typical high-tension connections are shown.
Each high-tension feeder is protected by an automatic

FIG. 4—BOOSTER-TYPE COMMUTATING-POLE CONVERTERS

These machines are cooled by a motor-driven blower installed
under the stairway in the foreground, the damper in each branch
duct being controlled from the operating floor. Wire guards are
attached to the pipe framework shown at the ends of the con-
verters to prevent persons on the ladders or platforms from slip-
ping into the revolving armature.
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FIG. 5—ARRANGEMENT OF SUBSTATION EQUIPMENT

motor-operated oil switch and may be thrown on either

a main or an emergency bus by means of non-automatic
solenoid-operated selector oil switches.

The main bus consists of a number of short sections,

each containing one high-tension feeder and one trans-

former for a rotary converter. The emergency bus
extends the whole length of the station so that any
feeder or the transformer of any rotary converter may
be connected to it. Ordinarily the rotary converters are
operated on the main bus.

From either the main or the emergency buses the con-

nections are taken for each converter transformer by
means of non-automatic solenoid-operated selector oil

switches passing through an automatic motor-operated
oil switch to the transformer. Inverse-time-element
overload relays are used on both the automatic feeder

and transformer oil switches.

Direct-Current Connections and Switchboard

The direct-current connections are shown in Fig. 9.

Circuit-breakers are provided between the rotary-con-

verter terminals and the switches, so designed as to be
tripped by speed-limit devices and by hand but not by
overload.

There are three buses, and all switches for rotary
converters, feeders, batteries and boosters are so de-

signed that they may be connected to any bus. The posi-

tive buses are installed on one side of the station and
the negative on the other in order to reduce the chances
of short-circuits. The three buses are operated at dif-

ferent potentials, and the feeders are distributed among
them in order to obtain suitable voltage at the feeder
ends.

The rotary-converter switches have a normal rating

of 14,000 amp. An additional blade is provided at the

top of the positive switch for connecting the rotary con-

verters to special bui for starting. The battery

Bwitche have i normal rating of L0,000 amp. and have
a fourth blade on top for connecting the battery to a

pecial bus for charging. The booster switcl

have a fourth blade for connecting the booster to the

tame bus. The feeder switches have a normal rating

of iooo amp. and are arranged in groups of lour, each
group occupying only lii In. In width.

From each direct current feeder .witch is run a
I .ooli.Doo cue. mil single-conductor cable, the positive
and negative cable being spliced together into a com
trie cable in the station manholes. The concentric

feeder then runs through the street to a manhole and
a junction box, where it connects to the mains forming
the direct-current network. The concentric feeders con-
tain pressure wires which are used to read the voltage

of both sides of the system on a voltmeter in the sta-

tion, push-hutton switches being provided on the control

switchboard for connecting the voltmeter to any pair

of pressure wires.

The pressure wires of some feeders, characteristic of

groups of other feeders as to voltage, are connected per-

manently to voltmeters so as to show at a glance the

general voltage conditions at the feeder extremities.

The neutral for the three-wire system is obtained from
the transformer neutral. The neutral bus is installed

in the basement and is connected also to the neutrals of

the storage batteries.

Storage-Battery Equipment

All batteries are intended for emergency service only

and are designed with thin plates in order to obtain the

highest economical discharge rate with the available

floor space. The battery on the lowest floor, which is in

service at present, consists of 152 cells, each cell con-

taining 123 plates, the positive plates being 14/64 in.

and the negative 12/64 in. thick. The one-hour dis-

charge rating is 9150 amp.
The batteries on the two upper floors will each con-

sist of 312 cells, each cell containing ninety-nine plates.

Each battery will have a one-hour discharge rating of

FIG. 6—CONVERTER TRANSFORMER, SHOWING SECONDARY
BUSBARS AND INCLOSURE

As the secondary busbars are connected with the slip-rings of
the converters directly above the transformers, very little copper
and no expensive conduit construction is required. The pipe shown
over the transformer on the right is for drenching it in case of

fire. The heated air from the transformer room, as well as that
from within the units, is drawn up through the hoods over the
transformers and discharged at the roof into the atmosphere.
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14,700 amp. At the present time 156 cells are installed
on the second battery floor. An inspection charge once
a week is given the batteries, and a test discharge once
every three months.
The curve in Fig. 7 represents the maximum load

which the standby storage battery would have to carry
under existing conditions in case the normal supply of
energy is interrupted. Since the average load is much
less than the yearly maximum, the battery will rarely
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FIG. 7—CHARACTERISTIC MAXIMUM-LOAD CURVE

be called upon to discharge at its maximum rate ; there-
fore the load can ordinarily be carried by the storage
battery for the greater share of an hour. This time
leaves sufficient leeway to clear interruptions of service.
Two motor-operated, remote-controlled end-cell

switches are provided on each polarity of each battery,
either of which is capable of carrying the full battery
output. The switches are normally operated in parallel.
The connections to the end-cell switches are of copper
bar supported in porcelain insulators suspended from
the ceiling.

For convenience in charging individual cells a special
bus is run over all of the cells to which leads may be
clamped for connecting it to any cell. Switches are
provided for connecting the individual-cell charging
bus to the booster.

The booster is a four-bearing set, consisting of a 150-
hp. direct-current shunt-wound motor and two 48-kw.
generators. Each generator has two commutators which
may be thrown either in series or parallel. The fields

A High Tension Feeder |

,H'- "H"Snitches -5-!]

FIG. 8—AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED SUMP PUMPS
Ordinarily one of the smaller pumps will dispose of all waterwhich will collect in the sump. To prevent any possibility offlooding, however, a duplicate of the small 150-gal. set and a 500-gal pump are also provided. These are controlled by Sundh floatswitches Another pump of the centrifugal type, but not shown inthe illustration, is employed to fill a large storage tank on the roofof the substation from which water is drawn in case of fire.

System ...yfa

Neutra/
1 DC Feeders

FIG. 9—CONNECTIONS OF ALTERNATING-CURRENT AND
DIRECT-CURRENT EQUIPMENT

The connections for only two rotary converters and their cor-responding transformers were indicated in this diagram as theconnections for the remainder of the equipment are a repetition ofthose shown. The letters indicating types of switches refer toGeneral Electric equipment. Any converter can be operatedIrom any high-tension feeder, and any direct-current feeder orgroups of feeders can be connected with any converter.

are provided with the potentiometer type of rheostats
so that the voltage may be varied from zero up. Each
generator is designed for 800 amp. at 60 volts or 1600
amp. at 30 volts.

Building and Equipment Ventilation

Each transformer is provided with a blower under-
neath it driven by an induction motor which is connected
to the secondaries of the transformer and starts when
it is energized. Fresh air is drawn from the roof.
After passing through the transformers the air is drawn
up by exhaust fans on the roof and discharged. Provi-
sion is also made for blowing fresh air into the trans-
former room through floor registers, in order to take
care of the heat radiated from the outsides of the trans-
formers. The rooms for the rotary converters and the
switchboards are ventilated by means of exhaust fans
installed in a penthouse on the roof.

Each of the three battery rooms is ventilated by an
exhaust fan on the roof. The air before being dis-
charged into the atmosphere is drawn through a special
Metropolitan acid-neutralizing device. All of the blow-
ers are of the Sirocco type and are driven by direct-
current motors, except in the case of the motors for the
transformer blowers.

The acid neutralizers contain vertical alloy-metal
screens over which water or an alkaline solution is al-

lowed to trickle. As the air passes through the sheet
of water any acid which may be entrained will be ab-
sorbed by the water or neutralized by the alkali. The
circulation of the washing fluid is maintained by motor-
driven centrifugal pumps.
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Attracting the Good Will of 2,500,000 People
I'ublu -Utility Advertising Which Is Calculated Figuratively to Lock the Barn Door

of Public Opinion Before the Morse of Flectric-Service Profit Is Stolen

ASERIES Of newspaper ;ul\cil iscments now being
published i>y the Commonwealth Edison Company
Of Chicago is Of rather exceptional interest as

an example of the effort to acquaint the public with the
rent ral station point of view. Apparently it is not so
much the aim of this advertising to sell energy as to

gain increased good will and confidence. The series Is,

as it is entitled, "A Report to the Public." Its purpose,
BJ told plainly and with a ring of sincerity in the first

installment, "is to lay before the general public the
company's ideas on such subjects as the modern con-
ception of central-station electric service, the company's

A Report to the Public

V.x thai *«* are practically settled m our nr* headquarter* Uu
lutBtratti ** have thought laal It would

>|M* r—hup* tiilpftil to tao pohHo and e.- tal ipaay, H os
1 doimIwi to the i«*»t|iir of < Ucage Ihraogk ti td i ol ™

^•ric. of BtOOpapOr adverfiwmmls Ow plan in making, the*** liltlr ru«V«

' nittoB "toBn," eadi ..r vMeh on be read by • botj > In

lc»i than !«.• BiautH '» I» l-v l«-fore the general puhh. .

•ihIi MlbJKti U thfl ' I Of I OBtial •Ulion rli-i In. <rrv ice,

our place in this community, the vnicf »e should render, ud 'he 0001

panattioa Ol arc entitled lo meis, for thai m rw.c V\e purjwac to dis-

cus* (oloojw) bmnj | mii dutg '<• the pubUe ami hi duly to ua, ohal «c
have accomplished ami what we might to accomplish. We diall lini»e lo

tw Mni|ilr. direct, itiaighlfdnrard, and we shall say what we hove to sny

without cs«Rjreration. The broad question of electricity mipplv is ' ITOll

importance, not only in I In* city, but •yobsjm Bvuf] student of men
and atTairs dnOOM 1-e blfonotd in rrlation lo it. We shall nv< i.l m, ti

technicalities in dOKuOBJUJ it. hut. as we ate addressing men and women
>f intelligence, we shall feel free to use words of more than one syllab'e

if necessary.

Of course, we make no concealment of the fact that we are in the

bSssiaOBi "f supplying electrical energy in Chicago for the purpose of mak-
ing a proper return lo the holders of our securities. We hofw to continue

payuuj dividends in the future as we (succeeding the Chicago F.disnn

Company) have done regularly since 1889. We must do sd if the capital

for necessary extensions is to be attracted. But ban's, the point ; we real ire

1 mil- to attract capital we must have the continued good-will

of the people of this city. We have enjoyed this good- will in the past and

we expect lo do so in the future. Moreover, we recognize the fact that

the public is entitled to know all about our business, that we are entitled

only to a reasonable profit; that we are engaged in operating a puhlir

utility, not merely a private venture. We make many reports to national.

slate and city authorities- It has occurred to us now to make a report

directly to the public— to talk over the central-station electric service of

Chicago with the people chiefly interested— and this is what is to be
attempted in this series of advertisements.

The second article. "Kisk Street a Mecca." will appear in this

paper on Thursday. October Tth.

< oMMOMYKAI.TH EDISON COMPANY

Fisk Street a Mecca
( tdvfTtutmtmii 04 I

r viewed AnwrioalH and Europeans irrtercoted profs*

i

i -, trii Mtwioi have boas

ion I hi i being worked out in ucfa fashion thai Chit too u reaosjni

m > ai hiving attained posH

this is soil due in no small degPM t-. tbc alert open anhnhdiisi tl

id idaptahUil) "l th p Bill « may say also

thai Oi. hjg|) rrpiitatir.ti that Chicago tnjoyi in tbr electrical IfadOfUr] ^
due in large part I*, the « * it * *

I
'

'

fundamentals on which .-d.andthr

drain to pJaj lair, whiofa thai eompany hoi exhibited. We arc honored ti>

pul to th pn Abji

wh h i

1 -I i Lndw in tnui t.. I. In* that, ir the facts arc

' n, pui roHoo Chiesgoani will take aorae pride in as.

Mi- Brsl central itatlon plant built bj the t hieigo Eduon Company
I in the building which u the prctenl ISO Waal Adanu Strart

It wai put Into service in i«nm. with B0 kilcmaU mad t, and riuH down
six years later as ipntc out of dale The Hi
in I BOS, and was 'me of the eelebrau i plant! ol the country in rta day, the

largcal ••! ite nriginaJ units being of BOO kilowatts. Twentj yean tatai it

«*< relatively too nail i" i operati I era call] in comparison with ota

m wei avoaratbig rtationa. Fisk sin. i station « u -. put into icrvii

h was the lirvi electric generating station in the world to be equippi d

lively with steam -tnrhine generating units, and it became famous. Its large

turbo-generator units revwlutioniaed the methodi of making electricity, and
.i has been visited bj thousands of persons Thi original machim i si I fak

Street were rated at 5000 kilowatts each They have been supcrschd by -.till

more effteienl unita ol [1,000, n 000 u
: 000 kilowatts each. The

trad rial f 1908 has 14.000-kilowatl units, and the NoTthweat

station of 1019 baa -JiMim! Uow„tt unita, with one of 80,000 kilowatt, which

ii pul if
i to service Generating a nod in rise (from

80 to 80,000 kilowatts] to cheapen cos) ol produd and the wholesaling

of electricity was hepm on S bugl Kali about ten years ago. Today, with

its 258,041 customer*, tins eonknarrj b undoubtedly the largest producer of

electricity in the world, with an output in 1014 of i.iu.uim.noo kilowatt-

Th,- third advertisement in thii series, on "Supprj

appear m Hits paper on Thursday. October lith.

COMMONWEALTH EDISON' COMPANY

Mil

Supplying Energy
,W ; >.{ a Srti, i >,f Ad. fitu >u,,,i, ... i Chicago

, nnBOsI '( current f"i hghl >i«l BOWOI u hrcomJng nvrre and
">•"• '!' OSJBJfS fa DSi SmmmtMrj of tkt

l.i;,ltu, for Iflt, asODOd Bf «1' t'nil'd States Itnrran of (lie

I roDowathl liardly lr.i ngniflfant llsollial

llioritfal II'
'

i "l Olrfa rail«av» sIk.w a niSlhsd uaasOUulllBl fa

the nuiiilwr of companies hI.iiIi ^Mirralr th^n j„,wrr"

Thear aenterieis InOaOSta the afauSSJi wtiefa has haOB l-ro-ight about in 1h*

ptfan of Hk run • n We ail often

speak, in a BOOTanlawt Bad familiar way. of the "llmllfa llgfa eompany."

aaeurani dsajgnatfan i* 'Vl«1ric-service company." Tlie ami-

PSnj generatrs elrrtricity liecans. || i. mi.Ii | ...nwninil Sgant in wpBtyfaMJ

enrrgs*. Ton take the enrrKJ' which Wl hnng to ) <hi in usable f'.rrn BOd >n

constant, uninterrupted and aim
,

,

I (Ihal'i the "aervice"

part, and perhaps it [| esen more important tlian the "electric™ part), and

you make your lamps glow with it. or >ou make ymir motors- d.sk-fan.

•treet-railway, factory—drivriimn ,t for heating, conking,

battery charging, or other purposes. Tins supplying of energy on demand
constitute* a public utility, and. * try properly, it is regulated by the public.

We have become specialist* in this work. We are licensed by the state to <lo

this community service, and as our pay we are permitted to retain a reason-

able profit.

Considering the community at a whole, it seems obvious that the cost of

producing and distributing energy can be reduced to the lowest terms if lite'

electric-service company is used to supply electricity for all the purposes for

which electrical energy can be uwl - not merely electric lighting, but (lie

operation of all transportation ivstems and the turning of all the wheels of
industry. ' This company has been measurably successful in broadening the

fieM of the central station, particularly in the supplying of energy to trans-

portation agencies, and it now fumithct all the energy recpured by the sur-

fsce and elevated railways of Chicago. This fact ha« contributed very ma-
terially to the very low average rates «hich arc enjoyed by the consiimen of

electricity in Chicago. It would be absurd for the city dweller to attempt

to provide his own water supply or hi* own gaa-producing apparatus, and it

is equally unwise for the individual to attempt to produce his own electrical

energy. He should share in the benefits of the community'! diversity in de-

"How Diversity Helps" mill be explained in the fourth article of this

series, which will appear fa this po|«r on Tuesday, October 19th.

Commonwealth Edison Company

How Diversity Helps

Fnrtuital ly, tin etuctrieal requirements of tin butcher, the baker ami

- ck*maker" d t exacth coincide, On this fad it based the

utilisation of diversity*, which is of nsch great importance m the modern
.

:
.

.

the product

cannot 1* stored economically for purposes of distribution. In that respect

the manufacture! of electricity is at a disadvantage when compan d « ith

the manufacturer of gas, for _ itored in

I. .trie storage lotteries arc of great U*

soured >!' rcsem to insure against interruption of service. As a matter

of fact, practically all central-station electricity is j-encraud ;<s required.

It follows thai then must i>. provided enough generating plant, transnua-

sion cables, wbatations and distributing circuits to take care of the maxi-

mum demand This maximum demand may be at its high rang*

- Ii SS CM jay of the year, yet we must provide machinery

and apparatus to meet it. The business is one, therefore, that tends

toward a large amount of wile investment, and :t is of the gieatesl importance

to keep the investment working for as many hours of the day ami <t..\ s of

the w-eek as ii is possible to do with due regard for safety of Dpi

In a city like Chicago there is much diversity in the energy require-

ments of the rarious industries, ami it is tin- duty of the dectricity-r.ipply

company to furnish tbc energy used by all the consumers of energy - home,

factory, store, office, railway, or other users—so that, as the maximum rc-

.[uirements do not fall exactly at the same time, the centralised inaclnmtv

and equipnaenl may be used to the greatest advantage, thus making possil Ic

rates E*rtducer and consumers have a common interest in the

mic, utiliution of the diversity- of demand. In considering this

-subject, it is important to remember tliat the determining factor in fixing

tbc cost "f electric service is more the cost of money than the cost of laW

In the language of a recent speaker, "If we are to get the eery best

possible results, alike for tbc user of the energy in low prices nnd for the

producer in giving him a fair return on his capital, it is essential that the

business of supplying energy- be centralized in one large organization for

a given area.''

The next advertisement in this series will be entitled "Benefits of

Monopoly," and will appear in this paper on Tuesday, October 30th.

Commonwealth Edison Company

Benefits of Monopoly
j of a Serin of A the i Electric Service in Chicago

Allusion was made in a former article to the doctrine of monopoly in

the production and distribution of electrical energy, and we want to say a

few additional words on this very important subject. If you were familiar

with electric-service COinlil inns in C'liieiigo twentj or twenty-five years ago,

you will recall that there were a number of concerns, most of thtm small,

selling electricity from central stations. There are not so many today,

although the city is so much larger— practically only the Sanitary District

and ourselves and a very few so-called "block" electricity plants. This dis-

appearance of small neighborhood plants is largely the result of our efforts,

by purchase, and we think it is one of the most beneficial things that we

have done for the city of Chicago as well as for ourselves. We do not pre-

tend to have been actuated by philanthropic motives; our success is bound

up with Hie welfare of this community. We must continue to enjoy the

good-will of the people of the city ; we must conduct tliis business on a sound

economic basis; or we shall fad, for we are a part of Chicago, and the wnnlc

is greater than any of its parts.

Monopoly in electric service is

utility to make use of the. diversity i

electrical energy in the community,

generation of electricity in large nn

conduits, cables and pole lines in sti

i resources lhat enable it

ssity. It enables the

i demand of the various consumers of

It cheapens production by massing the

;s It avoids expensive duplication of

rets and alleys. It puts the utility in

,n employ high-grade men to study out

production and distribution, and. perhaps equally important,

economies in selling, to get the greatest possible income out of the invest-

ment. The resulting economies inure to the benefit of all users of electricity.

utility monopoly without regulation on behalf of the people

should not he permitted, and the regulating body will naturally give the

public the lienefit of economies, allowing the utility its reasonable rate of

return In the case of this company, price reductions ha*e been voluntary.

In an electric-service sense. »c urge that the energy users of this city

put all their eggs m one basket and then watch lhat basket, ffc learn by

experience. The Chicago Edison Company thought once that its role was

to sell isolated plants; but we have found that it is our business to make and

distribute electridtj on a city-wide basis.

"Toeing the Mark' .s the title of the next piece in this series, to be

printed in this paper on Tuesday, November 2nd.

Commonwealth Edison Company

Toeing the Mark
No. 6 of a Strict of AdicrtiMtmcntt on Electric Service in Chicago

Under the above heading some observations arc to be made on the qual*

ity of central-station electric service.

One interesting thing about elect ricity is that it cannot be adulterated.

From our raw materials, coal and water, we manufacture a product that is

100 per cent pure. But it is possible to serve electricity in such a way that its

usefulness for work may be greatly impaired or altogether lost. And it is

absolutely essential that the service be uninterrupted.

Consider what would happen in Chicago if the supply of central-sta-

tion electricity were shut off for half an hour, or for five minutes. All ele-

vated and surface -railway cars would come to a standstill: lights would go

out. factory machinery would stop; elevators would cease running: tele-

phone service would be impaired, linotype machines and newspaper presses

would become silent— in fact, the industrial life of the city would receive a

staggering blow. But such a disaster is as nearly impossible as anything

humanly provided against can be impossible. By thousands of loyal, trained

employees; by years of experience; by vast stores of coal; by 9 generating

stations and *8 substations; by a most elaborate network of interconnecting

cables; by 23 reserve storage batteries in 18 scattered locations; by a load-

d is patching system which is at least the equal of any train-dispa'ching sys-

tem in exacting thoroughness—by these means, and by other precautions,

continuity of service is assured. Electricity is always on tap. and it is with

the central-station source of supply that isolated plants arrange for connec-

tion in case of breakdown.

But possibly we may fail now and then in considerate, patient and cour-

teous relations with customers. We wish that we could report a 100 per cent

result here as m the case of our product. We strive earnestly to reach that

goal, but in our hearts we know that we fall something short of it. We are

very human. And, to tell the truth, you, at the other end or the wire, are

sometimes impatient without cause. Of course, we are public- utility- people,

and you arc those whom we serve. We have a duty toward you—a very ex-

plicit and direct duty, but in striving to perform that duty may we not have

vourhelp' Most complaints are due to misunderstandings. Help us to avoid

misunderstandings. If you think we are at fault in any way, tell us. We
want your co-operation to help improve the electric service of this city.

The next advertisement of his series will discuss "Rates for Electric-

itv," and will be printed in this paper on Tuesday. Xovember 9th.

Commonwealth Edison Company

SIX TYPICAL COMMONWEALTH EDISON ADVERTISEMENTS FROM SERIES NOW BEING PRINTED IN THE DAILY

NEWSPAPERS OF CHICAGO TO EXPLAIN THE CENTRAL-STATION VIEWPOINT TO THE PUBLIC
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place in the community, the service it should render,

and the compensation it is entitled to receive for that

service." Just as the company's more technical reports

are regularly tendered to national, State and municipal

authorities to enlighten them on the company's busi-

ness, so is this report given the public, the most im-

portant of all bodies with which the company has to

do, so that the people may know more about the com-
pany's business.

At present the series is appearing each week in every

daily newspaper printed in English in the city. No
doubt the completed series will have more articles than

are shown on this page, but the six reproduced here-

with are typical of the group.

Steady Increase in Light and Power Operations

August Figures Show Gains of Approximately $2,500,000—Average

Monthly Gains Since Beginning of Year, $1,500,000

EARNINGS and output of the electric light and

power utilities continue to increase over the

mark set for the previous year according to the

returns received by the Electrical World. August
operations show an increase of 8 per cent in gross

earnings and 11.1 per cent in output over August, 1914.

These percentages of growth are the largest that have

been registered for more than a year.

Although the percentage of growth over the corre-

sponding months in the previous year was in an earlier

month only 2 per cent in income and in another month

May July Sept Je>n Mar May July Sept

FIG. 1—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT GAIN BY
MONTHS IN PER CENT FOR UNITED STATES

only 0.8 per cent in output, it will be noticed on
examining Table I that at no time did either the
output or the income of the light and power companies
fall below that of the previous year. In all cases there

was an increase, and since the first of August, 1914,

this increase has amounted to $19,200,000 in gross in-

come, or an average increase of $1,477,000 per month,
and an increase in output of 1,016,000,000 kw.-hr., or
an average of 77,700,000 kw.-hr. increase per month.
With the beginning of the present year, the monthly
increases began to grow larger, and for the first eight

months of 1915 the average rate of growth of income
was $1,540,000 a month and of output 86,400,000 kw.-hr.

TABLE I—CENTRAL-STATION RETURNS FOR TWELVE-MONTH PERIOD

Percent-

age of

Industry
Repre-
sented

Income from the Sale op
Energy Kw.-Hr. Output

1914 1913

Per
Cent 1914 1913

p.
Cent
In-

creasecrease

1914

Sept..

Oct..
51

59
$15,708,695
17,667,912

$14,694,205
17,174,567

7.0
2.8

782,450,267
969,817,024

733,754,420
935,249,519

6.8
3.0

Nov..
Dec.

65

65
19,777,650
20,978,430

19,260,451
20,281,812

2.7
3.3

986,456,324 978,934,946
1,074,083,543 1,043,457,795

0.8
3.0

1915
Jan.

.

Feb..
Mar..

65

63
64

1915
21,582,547
19,395,518
18,654,443

1914
20,697,423
19,023,107
17,529,054

4.1
2.0
6.4

1915

980,085,036
853,817,221
939,117,179

1914

966,200,323
835,288,039
896,903,968

1.4

2.2
4.8

April. 65 18,406,412 17,675,784 4.2 900,536,022 859.235,144 4.8

May
June.
July..

Aug..

65
65

64
63

17,644,205
17,595,062
18,426,038
16,872,881

16,764,546
16,469,009
17,144,735
15,627,336

5.3
6.9
7.4

...

920,895,324
924,688,923
965,952,480
897,903,807

842,386,583
836,040,113
875,670,221
807,985,416

9.3
10.6
10.2
11.1

The average rate of growth in income in the first

quarter of 1915 was $1,200,000 a month; in the second

quarter it was $1,433,000 a month, and in the first

two months of the third quarter it was $2,200,000 a

month. The growth in August, 1915, reached $2,400,-

000. The growth in August, 1914, over August, 1913,

was $2,100,000.

The average growth in output for the same period

follows: First quarter of 1915, 39,000,000 kw.-hr. a

month; second quarter, 106,000,000 kw.-hr. a month;
first two months in third quarter, 128,000,000 kw.-hr.

a month, and in August, 1915, 144,000,000 kw.-hr. The
growth in output for August, 1914, over August, 1913,

was 115,000,000 kw.-hr.

Average Sectional Increases

A further division of these figures according to the

returns received from all sections of the country shows

the following average increase: Since the beginning

of the war—income: New England States, $213,000 a

month; Atlantic, $440,000 a month; Central, $660,000

a month; Pacific and Mountain, $100,000 a month;
output: New England, 9,000,000 kw.-hr.; Atlantic, 21,-

700,000 kw.-hr.; Central, 44,000,000 kw.-hr.; Pacific

and Mountain, 5,600,000 kw.-hr. During the first eight

months of 1915 the increases in income per month were:

New England, $229,000; Atlantic, $415,000; Central,

—

r

i |

ATLANTIC
STATES

^lOutpu '
1—N^-'*

.

"

May. July. Sept. Nov. Jan. Mar 'flay. July. Sept.

Wa\j July Sept Nov Jan Mar May July Sept.

FIGS.

May July Sept Nov Jan Mar. May July Sept

2 TO 5—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT
GAIN BY MONTHS IN PER CENT SECTIONALLY
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8,87

8,768,378

16,331,000
7.38
H.I

8,594,773

a i

8 1

8.7

67

87
57

87

14,704,780
8,108,810
8,408,673

14,88
4. 783,847

8,188,081
6,654,740

7.9

8

4.8
6.0

75
85

88
88

$2,487,513

8, 146,160
8,60
8,884

13,89
8,187,880
8,874,086
3,813,912

3 7

(1 8*

QU
Z

.l.m

Feb
Man-li

April

67

3,140,083
3,100,787

PHI

2,184,341
6 8

7.5
0.8

60

69

1018

0,078,888
B,087.878
7.7. .

7,51(1, sill

1914

808,808
7.'"

7.410,808
7,241,164

4.4
0.0
6.2
8 'i

57
65
66
67

1015
>7,997

108,078

1014

6.525,670
6,148,489
4,465,728
4,778,048

5.4
8 (i

4.8

88
86
88
88

8,960,608
8,676,483
8,00
3,475,740

1914

3. 'H7, 371 1 O

3,634,864 1 2

8,413,843 8 K

8,366,880 3 2

Ju|j 00
i 048,404

1,887,800

1,761,313

in 2

10 (1

in 8

09

09

08

7,100,884
6,046,986
6,71

,: lis

6,01

10,443

0,611,307

1 s

57 1,04

4,084,868
6,703,886
1,741, 123

t. 577, sis

4,486,166
4,308,703

183,937

8 1

11 2

13 9

12 2

88

88
88

3,3-

8,409

8,19

3,333,089 4 8

3,2i

3,317,713
6 7

H
P
0.

P
P

s

S,T (

N

Dm

01

M
07

07

B7, 530,070
00,480, ioa

78,010,703

88,367,877

71,000,183

4.3
3.8

7.8

55
67
69

69

270,974,533
i8,889

861,804,408
401,638,614

252,648,550
351,302,247
864,166,760
396,251,867

7.3
2.1
0.7*

1.2

57
57
67
67

260,705,339
306,490,713
290,681,750
315,027,232

23 7, 832, 934
266,827,507
209,220,528
291,511,670

9.7
10.5
8.0
8.0

75

85
88
88

190,070,708
346,900,868
255,651,947
278,922,004

185,090,058 3 2

252,047,828 2 4*

360,467,864 B r
283,704,070 1

6*

Jan

Feb
March
April

07

07

07

07

1915

73,080,008
00,000,183
73,131,810
08,476,333

1014

60,817,808
61,515,979
66,343,836
63,443,110

4.7
8.3
10.5

9.7

60
60
60
69

1915
374,072,536
312,443,505
346,341,496
320,142,323

1014

373,336,906
305,307,260
335,506,429
311.476,008

0.7
2.4
3.3
3.0

57
55
55
57

1915

272,623,760
238,938,034
257,136,231
257,967,434

1014

258,572,003
232,520,476
235,656,647
237,673,326

5.5
2.7
9.2
8.5

88
85
88
88

1915

252,531,483
330,866,668
255,529,704
246,287,781

1914

256,108,272 14*
220,185,907 0.3
253,423.951 1

230.661,364

£
M

Ma\
.lime

Jujj

,
August

(17

07

00
57

liS. Sl!:!. DM
71,500,137
05 . 025 . 078

08,730,840

61,060,621

00,073,379
56,052.473
63,610,119

13 9

17.4
17 1

10.0

09
69
68

68

326, 191.509

318,345,870
320,371,701
329,947,721

.'(III, -llil, 779 8.1

293,751,083
j 8.5

293,909,832 0.0
302,960,234 s 9

57

57
56
56

262,885,043
265,551,926
264,151,924
309,336,039

236,154,464
234,034,477
232,146,227
237,550,530

11.2

13.2

13.0
13 4

88
88
88
88

254,586,394
361,083,836
274,1-

231,414,480

236,082,868 1 B

237,843,021
258,475,004 8 8

210,771,797

'Decrease

$720,000; Pacific and Mountain, $140,000. Output in-

creases were: New England, 10,400,000 kw.-hr. ; At-
lantic, 24,500,000 kw.-hr.; Central, 41,000,000 kw.-hr.;

Pacific and Mountain, 12,000,000 kw.-hr. The increases

of August, 1915, were: Income—New England, $330,-

000; Atlantic, $560,000; Central, $910,000; Pacific and
Mountain, $230,000; output—New England, 18,800,000
kw-hr. ; Atlantic, 40,000,000 kw.-hr. ; Central, 57,000,000
kw.-hr.; Pacific and Mountain, 23,000,000 kw.-hr.

TABLE III—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOR UNITED STATES—CITIES GROUPED ACCORDING TO

SIZE

Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug.

INCOME:
Group 1 . . .

.

0.6 2.7 2.0 8.0 3.8 4.8 6 5 5.3 7.2
Group 2... 0.9 8.8 3.7 6.9 5.0 6.2 2.8 8.8 9.1
Group 3 3.3 2.4 2.5 5.2 5.5 5.8 10 .1 9.6 12.7
Group 4 4.8 5.8 6.8 5.0 3.9 7.1 6.9 8.4 8.0
Group 5.. 4 . 3.2 4.5 0.9 1.6* 1.9 5.5 4.7 6.7 5.5

OUTPUT:
Group 1 3.1 3.9 2.8 5.7 5.4 7.2 10.1 11.1 9.7
Group 2 3.0 4.3 5.7 7.9 11.2 13.1 9.1 18.1 19.0
Group 3 6.8 1.2 3.9* 3.6* 1.2* 6.1 11.2 4.5 10.8
Group 4 9.2 9.0 5.5 3.2 3.0 29.1 6.0 12.1 10.5
Group 5 1.8 7.5 15.0 7.0 5.9 15.5 14.8 22.8 13.8

*Decrease.

War Orders Cause Increase

The reports from the different companies indicate

that the large increases are due mostly to an expan-
sion in the industrial motor-service load. Companies
operating in New England state that war orders have
created a large demand for additional motor equip-

ment. This source of business, it is claimed, is largely

responsible for the substantial and profitable increases

in business in that territory. The reports from the

Texas region which was devastated by the August storm
show a falling off. In the zinc-mining belt new and
increased operations have called for more and larger

motors. Several companies in the central portion of

the country have had their plants pushed to the limit

by this load.

The resumption of the iron and steel business in

order to take care of the fast-growing demand made by
makers of munitions of war has added materially to

the business of the electric utilities. The general busi-

ness depression in the far Northwest has been respon-

sible for a decreased output in that section. In Cali-

fornia the Exposition and energy for irrigation and
for gold mining have called for certain increases. So
numerous indeed are the individual factors which gov-

ern these percentages that space will not permit of a

TABLE IV—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT -

HOUR OUTPUT FOR NEW ENGLAND STATES—CITIES GROUPED ACCORD-
ING TO SIZE

TABLE V—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOR ATLANTIC STATES—CITIES GROUPED ACCORDING

TO SIZE

Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug.

INCOME:
Group 1 7.9 7.1 5.7 6.6 6 3 9.4 11.6 11.2 11.0
Group 2... 5.5 6 2 4.1 9.0 4.04 7.5 7 9.1 9.6
Group 3 . .

.

11.4 7.5 0.7 7.8 20.6 8.9 21.8 9.1 13.6
Group 4 . . . 8.2 8.9 9.4 6.5 8.4 7.1 11.9 7.5 8.4
Group 5 5.5 2.1* 1.9 14.7* 0.4* 1.0* 2.8 11.6 16.5

OUTPUT:
Group 1 12.5 6.3 11.1 12.0 12.7 16.0 19.0 16.7 17.2
Group 2 5.9 5.4 6.4 12.3 12 3 19.9 20.8 27.0 26.0
Group 3.. .

.

11.0 1.2 3.6* 0.3* 3.2 7.0 17.9 17.0 22.3
Group 4 12.5 10.9* 9.4 12.5 12.1 6 3 17.1 17.0 11.0
Group 5 4.1 9.0* 6.1 29.8* 25.5* 13.5* 1.0 12.7 26.0

Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug.

INCOME:
Group 1 1.6 1.3 1.3 4.7 1.6 2.0 3.8 1.4 4

Group 2 3.9 5.0 4.2 7.1 5.6 8.2 8.0 9.7 11.6

Group 3. . .

.

0.4 3.3 3.6 3.8 4.1 1.6 7.5 7.5 8.5

Group 4. . .

.

7.9 4.9 10.1 6.8 2.9 6.2 3.9 7.0 8.4

Group 5 11.2 9.0 t t 15.2 19.6 14.8 t 2.0*

OUTPUT:
Group 1...

.

3.2 1.7 3.0 6.1 4.8 9.0 8.2 8.0 9.0
Group 2. . .

.

4.3 3.1 7.0 9.7 7.6 7.1 11.0 17.0 15.0

Group 3 . . .

.

7.7* 7.4 2.7* 8.5* 4.1* 3.2 7.2 7.5 6.4

Group 4...

.

6.2 7.8 6.3 10.2 1.9 22.5 7.1 13.8 13.2

Group 5 11.1 13.5 t t 57.2 71.5 61.8 t 11.4

'Decrease. "Decrease tResults omitted owing to insufficient returns.
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further enumeration ; but it is safe to say that the

increases are not larger principally for two reasons:

(1) the decreasing specific consumption of incandescent

lamps, and (2) decreases in rates. With the exception

TABLE VI-PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-

HOUR OUTPUT FOR CENTRAL STATES-CITIES (JROUPED ACCORDING
TO sizi:

Dee. Jan. Feb. March April May June July \nr

INCOME:
Group 1 5.2 6.1 3 5 10.1 7.3 9.8 11 4 11 s 12.2

Group 2 . . .

.

7.5 4 3 14 5.9 3.5 3 5.6 7.0 7.5

Group 3. . .

.

7.5 2.1 6.2 11.3 10 4 15.5 19.6 Hi 1 21.0

Group 4 . .

.

6.4 3.6 6.0 8.3 6.0 6.7 12.4 18.0 16 9

Group 5. . . .
1.5* 3.7 2.8 7.7 7.6 19.9 E ii .2 20.2

OUTPUT:
Group 1 . . . . 4.2 9.0 4.7 7.7 6.8 8.4 in 8 11 8 12.2

Group 2. .

.

12.4 4.8 1.2 8.0 12.5 9.7 13.5 111 s

Group 3 12.4 8.2 6.2 14.7 13.1 27.0 26.1 28 9 81.0

Group 4 . . .

.

13.3 8.4 10.0 12 8 7.9 10 15.7 18.2 26.1

Group 5 13 13.7 18.3 13.5 39 7 28.8 20.4 24 9 25 1

•Decrease.

of cities having a population between 5000 and 10,000

the reports for August show generally larger increases

than for previous months.

It will be noted from a survey of the accompanying
graphs that the percentages of growth are fast ap-

proaching those that existed before the war. The
general tendency, it will be noted, has been for a larger

and larger growth. The growth in New England, as

the curve shows, has been abnormal, but, as the com-

panies report, this is explained by the increased de-

mands for energy due to war orders. In the other

sections of the country the curves reflect industrial

conditions.

TABLE VII PERCENTAGE HAH. OF [NCREABE IN INCOME AND Kll.nw \IT

HOUR OUTPUT I <>l{ PACD7IC AND MOUNTAIN -I ITES I [TTES GROUPED
ACCORDING TO BIZE

Dec Jan. le>. March April May June July

INCOME:
Group 1.. .

.

ii ii* 1.0* (1 4 8 1 1 3.1 'I i| :. 1 7

Group 2. . .

.

1.0 4 9 8 ii 7 5 9 4 12.7 11 1 13 11 1

Group 3.... 10 0.6 2 6' 1 0* o :c 3 4 3.6 7 '•

Group 4.. .

.

6.5 6 2 0.6 2.6* 3 8* 8.7 1.6* : a 2

Group 5. . .

.

2.5* 1.8 2 0* 3.5' 2.7* 2 r 3.3 1
.-. 1.7*

OUTPUT:
Group 1 0.0 1.5 0.5* 2.5 4 5 2 3 10 * 6.2 ii 3

Group 2 13.0* 7.2* 13.5 3.0 11 li 19.0 14 J 7 5 30 :t

14 2* 13.5' 11.5- 4 .0'- 3.5* 3.8 12.4 B r
Group 4 ..

.

8.7 9.5 0.6* 9.5* 4.7* 87.0 4.5* 11 B ii 2

Group 5
.

. . . 1.0 4 1 9.9 IS II 9 6 18.5 3.6 in 'i B ii

'Decrease

These curves are the graphic representation of the

percentage increases contained in Tables I and II. The
remaining tables show the percentage increases both in

income and output for cities grouped according to size.

Group No. 1 includes cities whose population is over

100,000; group 2, those cities having a population be-

tween 50,000 and 100,000; group 3, those having between

25,000 and 50,000; group 4, those between 10,000 and

25,000; group 5, those between 5000 and 10,000.

Parallel vs. Staggered Arrangement of Lamps
An Investigation of the Relative Merits of the Two Systems of

Installing Ornamental Street-Lighting Standards

By H. E. Butler

THE two customary methods of installing orna-

mental street-lighting standards along two sides

of a street are the parallel and the staggered

arrangement. With the former plan the lamp stand-

ards on the two sides of the roadway are directly op-

posite each other. In the case of the staggered ar-

rangement the lamps on one side are placed midway
between the positions occupied by the lamps on the

other side of the street. It is often a perplexing prob-

lem to determine which method is preferable.

Objectionable Oistribulion Condition

From an ornamental standpoint, the parallel arrange-

ment seems to have the advantage as it presents a sym-

metrical vista and is, therefore, more pleasing. On the

other hand, if the longitudinal spacing is in excess of

the width of the street, an objectionable distribution is

likely to occur; that is, the illumination along the street

and building facades will be spotted or non-uniform.

To correct this condition it is frequently necessary to

stagger the units.

The results of a study of the merits of these two ar-

rangements are given in the accompanying tables and
curves. These data are based on the use of 5-amp.

General Electric direct-current series ornamental

luminous-arc lamps. The lamps are assumed to be

equipped with high-efficiency electrodes and with dif-

fusing glass globes of medium density.

Briefly stated, a study of the accompanying charts

shows the following: First, that from an ornamental

standpoint the parallel arrangement is preferable; sec-

ond, for any specific width of street and spacing more
uniform illumination is obtained from staggered units;

third, parallel systems are preferable where the ratio

ORNAMENTAL LIGHTING OF A BUSINESS THOROUGHFARE WITH ARC STANDARDS
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of street width to lamp spacing approaches unity, stag-

gered arrangements are preferable where ratio of street

width to sparing is great.

Figs. l« to 3 show the distribution of illumination
along the center line of streets having widths of 40 ft.,

60 ft. and 80 ft. The full-line curves refer to parallel

arrangements of lamp standards and the dotted curves

Distance in Feet from Point Midway between Two Lamps on Same
Side of Street

FIG. -1—HORIZONTAL ILLUMINATION ALONG CENTER LINE
OF STREET 40 FT. WIDE WITH PARALLEL AND STAGGERED
ARRANGEMENTS OF LAMP AND WITH DIFFERENT LAMP
SPACINGS

to staggered arrangements of lamp standards. In every
case the distance between lamp standards on the same
side of the street is indicated on the corresponding
curve.

In Tables I and II will be found the data from which
these curves were plotted. Figures showing the maxi-
mum and minimum intensities of illumination along

0.75

0.50

0.25

c o-

Distance in Feet from Point Midway between 2. Lamps
on Same Side of Street.

FIG. 2—HORIZONTAL ILLUMINATION ALONG CENTER LINE

OF STREET 60 FT. WIDE WITH PARALLEL AND STAGGERED

ARRANGEMENTS OF LAMPS AND WITH DIFFERENT LAMP
SPACINGS

the center line of the street surfaces are given for each

case.

In Fig. 4 the ratios of the minimum to the maximum
illumination along the center lines of streets of three

widths are plotted as a function of the watts per linear

foot. By watts per linear foot is meant the quotient of
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the rating of the lamp used expressed in watts, divided

by the distance in feet between two standards on the

same side of the street. Here, as in the case of the

previous curves, the full-line curves refer to parallel

arrangements of lamps and the dotted curves to stag-

gered arrangements.
Although a parallel arrangement of standards may

be preferable from the ornamental or esthetic point

of view, the data herewith published show that for any

o <3^T5

g>!3 •2 3
075°"° < .«!.
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o ^ c .E
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-S Distance in Feet from Point Midway between Two Lamps on Same
Side of Street

FIG. 3—HORIZONTAL ILLUMINATION ALONG CENTER LINE
OF STREET 80 FT. WIDE WITH PARALLEL AND STAGGERED
ARRANGEMENTS OF LAMPS AND WITH DIFFERENT LAMP
SPACINGS

specific width of street and any specific lamp spacing
more uniform illumination is obtained with staggered
units. Parallel systems, however, appear to be pref-

erable where the street width is not much greater than
the distance between lamp standards. Where the ratio

of street width to lamp spacing is great, staggered
arrangements are preferable.

In applying these data the importance of local in-

fluences should not be minimized. For example, a

street bordered with trees requires a different treat-

ment from one that is free of trees. In all cases the

02 0.3 04 0.5 0j& 0.7 OS 0.9

Ratio of Minimum to Maximum Foot-Candles

FIG. 4—RATIO OF MAXIMUM HORIZONTAL ILLUMINATION
ALONG CENTER LINE OF STREET AS A FUNCTION OF

WATTS PER LINEAR FOOT WHERE STREET WIDTHS ARE

40 FT., 60 FT. AND 80 FT.

correct design from an engineering standpoint depends

largely upon a careful study of all local conditions.

Often esthetic principles must have greater weignt

than utilitarian principles. In other cases the reverse

is true, while a compromise must be made in a great

number of cases.
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Results of Diesel-Engine Operation at Hutchinson,

Minn.

By Thomas Pitts*

When it was finally decided to enlarge the Hutchinson
(Minn.) generating station of the Northwest Light &
Power Company, the installation of a condensing steam
turbine was favorably considered on account of the

development of a fairly good twenty-four-hour load-

factor and also because of the fact that an abundance
of water was available for condensing purposes. The
merits of a Diesel-engine installation were also con-

sidered at the same time, with the result that a triple-

cylinder 225 b.-hp. equipment directly connected to a

160-kw. General Electric generator operating at a speed

of 164 r.p.m. was purchased. The selection was based

on fuel economy for this type of prime mover and the

fact that it was possible to install the engine, generator,

exciter and other equipment in a space 12 ft. by 30 ft.

which had been reserved for the installation of another

boiler in the steam plant. The fuel-oil tank required,

of 12,000 gal. capacity, was placed in the yard about

30 ft. from the engine, and a pipe line was laid to the

tracks of the Great Northern Railway Company about

800 ft. distant, where a small electrically operated pump
was placed. This arrangement permitted fuel to be

unloaded from the car tracks and delivered to the stor-

age tank by connecting the car to the pump.
The fuel account during the first six months of oper-

ating the Diesel engine was reduced 61 per cent below

the corresponding period of the previous year, when
steam equipment was operated. This reduction was
effected although the electrical output during this period

was 15 per cent greater. The consumption of fuel oil

since February, 1915, has been approximately 1 gal. for

each 8 kw.-hr. generated, with a load-factor of about 30

per cent. A representative daily load curve and fuel

consumption curve are shown in Fig. 2. Comparative

operating costs for steam and Diesel-engine operation

on June 12, 1914 and 1915, are given in the accompany-
ing table.

•Manager Northwest Light & Tower Company, Hutchinson,
Minn.

The plant has been in continuous operation for the

past eight months, twenty-four hours per day and seven

days per week, except for a weekly shut-down from
2 p. m. to 5 p. m. on Sundays for inspection, adjust-

ment and general looking over, which includes adjusts

ment of bearings, cleaning crank case and inspection of

water-cooling chambers.

I Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 ! '345678910 II BI"
AN. M P M.

FIG. 2—LOAD CURVE AND FUEL CONSUMPTION FOR A
160-KW. DIESEL-ENGINE PLANT

It has been found that a man of ordinary operating
ability can handle the equipment satisfactorily when
instructed as to the manner and time of lubrication,

the adjustment of injection air pressure for varying

DAILY OPERATING COSTS FOR STEAM AND DIESEL-ENGINE
EQUIPMENT AT HUTCHINSON, MINN.

Steam-Plant Operation,
June 12, 1914

Diesel-Plant Operation,
June 12, 1915

1058.0 1520.0

$18.30 $6.40

0.22 0.90

5.20 4 30

$23.72 $11.60

loads, and the method of stopping the engine in case of
an emergency. The operators, however, should be good
mechanics, capable of making adjustments accurately.
Two operators are required for the Hutchinson station.

FIG. 1—DIESEL-ENGINE INSTALLATION IN HUTCHINSON

STATION OF NORTHWEST LIGHT & POWER COMPANY

Inexpensive Way of Stopping Leaks in Boiler

Settings

By J. R. Cravath
Excess air in stack gases, which is manifested by a

low percentage of CO,, lowers both the efficiency and the
steaming capacity. The efficiency is lowered because of
the heating of unnecessary air that leaks through the
walls of the furnace and carries away heat which other-
wise would be transferred to the boiler. The steaming
capacity is reduced because of the reduction in effec-

tive draft by such air seepage, as well as by the loss of
heat. Attention has been called from time to time to
the importance of carefully going over the boiler setting
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and BtOppillfl lip all i lacks, especially those 1 1 K i
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unnoticed where brick and Iron come together. Piece

meal stopping of cracka end crevices, however, stops

oiih pari of the avoidable ail Into the furnace

There ia a method which Ib leaa expensive in the long
rim because it requires less attention and not only stops

the various visible cracks and crevices but also the larg<

seepage which takes place through very small holes and
pores in the brick. One method is to cover the whole
Betting with something thai is not porous, as a steel

jacket. This is rather expensive in ftrsl cost, trouble

some to remove and replace when repairs are necessary,

and hardly suitable to small boiler plants where cover
ing is most needed. The most satisfactory method, ac-

cording to the writer's experience, is to cover the brick-

work and joints of the setting with heavy cotton sheet-

ing- Or very light canvas, the former being preferable.

The sheeting may be applied like wallpaper with rye

(lour paste. After it has been applied a suitable tilling

will prevent the air seepage. This filling can be done
either with the paste or with an application of water
glass (sodium silicate) as a paint. This stops up the

cracks and pores by the wholesale and does it cheaply

and effectually. The cost of this covering is so small

that its destruction to make boiler setting repairs is a

small matter. Although the stopping of air seepage

into the setting is one of the first and most important

steps in securing boiler efficiency, it is by no means the

only step, and must be considered along with a number
of other operating precautions if substantial improve-

ments in economy are to be made.

After such a covering is put over the brickwork of a

boiler setting it will likely be found that the brickwork

feels warmer tothe hand than before. While this may
indicate on first thought an increased radiation loss, it is

in reality the best evidence possible that the covering

is doing the work for which it was intended. The seep-

age of air through the brickwork no longer cools it,

and consequently the heat which was formerly carried

along with the inflowing air into the furnace and up the

chimney is now conducted through the brickwork and

radiated from the covering. However, these radiation

leaks are not serious, and the losses caused by them are

small compared with the losses caused by the infiltra-

tion of air. A lagging of the boiler setting to stop

radiation losses has been suggested and used, and it is

probable that the gain in economy and capacity result-

ing upon the stoppage of air infiltration by such a lag-

ging is more important in dollars and cents than the

stopping of radiation losses from the settings.

A Formula for Checking Operating Temperature

of Water-Cooled Transformers

By G. E. Armstrong

Those in charge of the operation of power transform-

ers, especially transformers of the water-cooled type,

frequently find that the temperature is above that to

which they have been accustomed. At such times the

operator may be at a loss to determine the reason for

the unusual temperature. The kva. load is the first

consideration, to be sure that the higher temperature

is not due to an excess load. If conditions are normal,

the next thing will be to determine whether or not there

is a proper flow of cooling water. Even with readings

of the temperature of the cooling water and figures

showing its rate of flow, the operator may still be puz-

zled. To assist in such cases, and to follow the operat-

ing- history of transformers and so be informed when
scale is forming in the cooling coils, the following

formula of the rate of heat transference has been found

li\ the writer to be of practical value: I' is the rate of

heat transference; T, the temperature of oil in top part

"\ transformer; T .
the temperature of ingoing water;

/ .
the temperature of outlet water; W, the weight of

cooling water In pounds per hour, and i, the interna]
area of COOllng coils in square feet. .1 may be con

Veniently obtained from the transformer specifications.

All temperatures are in degrees Fahrenheit. Then

The values of V have been found to range from 20.0 for

a new clean transformer down to a value of only 8.0 for

a transformer whose coils are clogged with scale.

Successive calculations of the changing values of I]

are of interest when the scale is being (lushed out with
acid, since by this means one may determine the progress
of the action.

Use of Special (iates to Prevent Ice Formation at

Intake Screens

At the Dundee Falls (Me.) hydroelectric plant of the

Presumpscott Electric Company trouble due to ice in

the forebay was effectively prevented last winter by the
installation of gates just outside the screens at the

penstock intakes, as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. The gates are placed in a house about 60 ft.

long by 6 ft. wide and raised and lowered by sprocket

chains running on wheels mounted on a horizontal line

HAND-OPERATED SCREENS TO PREVENT ICE FORMATION AT
PENSTOCK INTAKES
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shaft extending the entire length of the gatehouse. At
the further end of the house a hand wheel with sprocket

and chain connection controls the shaft, so that one man
can raise or lower the gates with ease. The gates are

balanced by counterweights of about 30 lb. The line

shaft is divided into three sections, with flanged coup-

lings at each section end, and as the gates fit loosely

into grooves in the sides of the stanchions, no trouble

from friction has been encountered. Five gates are in-

stalled, each being about 5 ft. by 10 ft. in dimensions

and built of 1-in. sheathing. On the approach of a cold

snap last winter the gates were lowered a little below

the surface of the water and effectively cut off ice forma-

tion from the screens on the inside of the gatehouse.

Observations on Effect of Preservatives on Wood
Poles

At the recent St. Louis convention of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers F. L. Rhodes and R. F.

Hosford presented an exhaustive report on the effect of

preservatives on wood poles, giving data on the increase

in life obtained with treated poles and stating the con-

ditions that limit the effectiveness of the preservative.

Among deductions made from observations of poles

treated throughout their entire length, the following

are significant: The principal cause of deterioration in

the top section appeared to be the cutting off of the top,

hence all timber should be completely framed before

treatment. Bleached and other light-colored poles

yielded a percentage of decayed specimen considerably

above the average for all poles inspected. As the lighter-

colored poles are presumably those which retain the

lesser amounts of preservative, it follows that the life

will increase with the amount of preservative applied.

Poles which were erected at high altitudes showed more
than the normal amount of decay, while the lowest pro-

portion of decayed poles were erected in muck. On one

line 50 per cent of the poles showing no tar on the ex-

terior were decayed, as against 39 per cent decayed for

poles showing streaks of tar near the ground line and
18 per cent decayed for poles streaked with tar through-

out their length. The data from this line of test poles

show that the conditions to which the top of the pole is

exposed favor a more rapid removal of the volatile

constituents of the preservative than occurs in the butt

section. The poles suffered losses in the proportion of

the low-boiling constituents in the preservative, the

data indicating that no appreciable loss by evaporation

occurs in the case of constituents of the oil distilling

above 270 deg. C.

Many of the poles showing decay were observed to

have exposed heartwood and checks. It was also noticed

that insects were present in a considerable proportion
of decayed poles, white ants especially contributing to

injury. Round-headed and marine borers were likewise

responsible for considerable damage. As checks were
noticed in a large number of poles containing white
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AVERAGE DECREASE IN CIRCUMFERENCE- INCHES

FIG. 2—EFFECT OF TREATING JUNIPER POLES

ants, it might follow that their presence was facilitated

by the free access afforded by imperfections in the wood.
The study showed that success with the brush treat-

ment can be expected only when it is applied to sea-

soned poles, it being desirable that the part of the sur-

face to be protected by the preservative should be dry

and thoroughly cleaned. The preservative, preferably

heated to 150 deg. or 200 deg. Fahr., was applied to

the cleaned surface by means of a brush. The best

results were obtained by applying a second coat. For
the usual case of heavy decay concentrated at the

ground-line section a treatment extending from 1 ft.

above the ground line to 2 ft. below is sufficient.

Treatment with coal tar was found to be ineffective

in preventing decay, as the tar formed only a super-

ficial coating, the poles so coated deteriorating prac-

tically to the same extent as untreated poles. There
was no indication that decay, once it starts, will pro-

ceed more rapidly on treated poles than it does on
untreated poles.

12 3 4 5 6 7
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FIG. 1—EFFECT OF TREATING CHESTNUT POLES

Ways of Cleaning Steam Condenser Tubes That

Save Time

Clean tubes mean as much to economical heat transfer

in a condenser as in a boiler. The scale that forms in

the tubes has even a greater effect on the transfer of

heat than the scale in boiler tubes, owing to variations

in the temperature of cooling water available. To main-
tain the best economy a record of condenser tempera-

tures should be kept, and any abnormal deviation from
the average should be carefully analyzed for the cause.

This cause is generally the presence of dirt and foreign

matter in the condenser tubes and passages. Where
performance is carefully watched a serious accumula-

tion of dirt and sludge cannot occur, but in other cases

the sludge is present in such proportions that its re-

moval becomes a serious problem.

Where the condenser is of a reasonable size and plenty

of time is available, it is advisable to clean and inspect

each tube individually. This cleaning can be done by run-

ning the regulation condenser-tube brush through the

tubes and then flushing them out with a stream of water
at a high pressure. Usually either the brush or the water
used alone will suffice. An ingenious scheme that has

been successfully used to clean tubes consists of cutting

leather washers of a diameter corresponding to that of

the tube and passing a tenpenny nail through the center

of each. A couple of these washers are pushed into the

tube and blown through by air at a pressure of 80 lb.
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to 100 lb. The] dam through the tubes, pushing ell

muck and dirt before them, end ire discharged Into s

can\as plated at the Other end. Here they arc cleaned

by washing and stored away for use at another time.

These methods demand a Considerable expense of time

and labor which cannot he afforded in e\er\ power l.i

tion. Where the condenser Is large and the time to he

devoted to cleaning is limited, the scale may he baked
oil'. In this method the water is drained from the tuhes

and passages, and the hy-pass valve around the steam

throttle is "cracked." admitting enough steam Into the

condenser t<> maintain a temperature of L60 deg. to 200

deg. Fahr. for a period of several hours. This treat-

ment bakes the sludge in the tubes, causing it to curl

up and dislodge itself from the metal. The condenser

may then be allowed to cool off. When the pumps are

started, the circulating water will remove the dirt. This

method is of value when the tubes are in a fairly clean

condition, and it can be applied periodically. Where the

tubes are stopped up or very dirty, it is advisable to use

the brush or similar means.

Overhead Concrete Ducts for a Factory Distribution

System

Extending over the roofs of the American Manufac-
turing Company's Brooklyn plant is a concrete duct line

through which all of the main feeders supplying energy

to about 5000 hp. in motors are run to branch distribu-

tion lines. This construction was found necessary since

the switchboard from which the main circuits are con-

trolled is in such a location that it was impracticable

to run the cables underground, through the building or

on poles outside. Exposed wiring was undesirable on

the roof because of difficulties which would have been

involved in installing and maintaining it, liability to

lightning disturbances, and exposure to weather.

The circuits from the switchboard were therefore run

up the wall to a duct house on the roof through fiber

ducts inclosed in cinder concrete covered by asbes-

tos panels fastened with iron straps. There the cables

were separated into their conductors, taped and clamped
in porcelain blocks. After passing through the clamp-

ing blocks the conductors were again grouped into cir-

cuits and run through concrete-incased fiber ducts

FIG. 2—INTERIOR OF ONE OF THE ROOF DUCT HOUSES

extending over the roof. As shown in Fig. 1, the duct

line is six ducts wide and five layers high, each duct

starting at a point opposite the outlet from the sub-

station below. At present only nineteen of these ducts

are used, leaving eleven ducts for cables which may be

required as the factory equipment is increased.

At intervals along the roof are other houses inside

which some of the ducts open and allow cables to be run

into vertical, lateral and inclined conduits leading to

points of distribution. The cables supplying energy to

sections of the factory near the substation have been
placed in the upper ducts, while those feeding the more
remote loads are in the lower ducts, thus making it un-

necessary to break the continuity of any ducts except

those connecting with branch lines. As shown in Fig.

2, the emerging cables are draped over porcelain seats

resting in V-section brackets attached to uprights.

Wherever cables are not protected by conduit they

are wrapped with rubber tape covered with a layer of

0.25-in. asbestos listing and painted with two coats of

silicate of soda to prevent injury by flames or arcs.

Owing to the weight of the concrete duct line (762 lb.

per linear foot) and the fact that the roof was not

designed to carry this load, parallel I-beams were molded
in the lower side of the concrete nest to transfer the

weight to the building walls.

FIG. 1—NINETEEN FEEDERS FROM SUBSTATION RISERS,

SHOWING ENTRANCE TO CONDUIT RUNNING ALONG ROOF

Points to Consider When Locating Meters and

Load Limiters

For locating meters and load limiters several valua-

ble suggestions have been offered by members of the

meter department of the Metropolitan Electric Com-
pany, Reading, Pa. First of all a location should be

selected where there is the least vibration. This is

usually found near the ground and not on the upper

floors of a building. A very convenient way of judging

the amount of vibration is to grip a pencil between the

teeth and press its point firmly against the wall or

place which is contemplated as a support. Constant

vibration will affect the accuracy of meters and may in

time destroy the bearings. Too much vibration affects

the operation of load limiters more than meters as it

impairs the load adjustment.

Locations where extremes of heat and cold, exposure

to dust, moisture or chemical fumes will be encoun-

tered should be avoided. Under no consideration

should meters be installed in bathrooms, kitchens, or

other places inconvenient for meter readers or where

their visits may annoy customers.
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Data on Starting Torques and Starting Currents of

Various Motors

When installing a motor drive one of the first essen-

tials is to study the power requirements of the machine

to be driven. If the machine is started and stopped fre-

quently and is not driven from a line shaft operating

several other units, it often happens that the starting

torque required will be the governing factor in select-

ing the motor. This torque may be ascertained ap-

proximately by attaching a strip of wood or metal at

right angles to the shaft and suspending a known

weight from it at different distances from the axis

until a position is reached where the shaft turns. The

distance (in feet) between the line of the turning force

and the shaft multiplied by the weight (in pounds)

Starting Current in PerCent of Full- Starting Torque in Per Cent of

Load Running Current Full-Load Running Torque,
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RELATION OF STARTING TORQUES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF

MOTORS WITH CORRESPONDING STARTING CURRENTS

The portions of the bars extending to the right as far as the
dashed lines represent relative values of torques when the starting
current is limited to full-load value.

gives the approximate starting torque. A spring scale

applied at a definite distance from the shaft may be

used instead if desired. The running torque can be

obtained by finding the force and distance of application

required to keep the shaft turning.

The ratio of the starting torque to the running torque

is an important value, especially if the machine must
be started under load. Before this ratio can be used

in selecting the type of motor to employ, however, the

horsepower required to carry full load should be known.
This may be obtained from the manufacturer of the

machine or can be measured by a dynamometer test.

A rough estimate can be obtained by multiplying the

running torque previously measured by the revolutions

per minute and dividing by 5250. Knowing the horse-

power required and the ratio of starting torque to full-

load torque, the accompanying chart may be of value in

selecting the type of motor to use. The data on which

this chart is based were presented before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers by James L. Hamil-

ton in a paper entitled "The Repulsion-Start Induction

Motor."

Reasons for Corrosion of Steel Smokestacks and

Ways to Prevent It

By R. I. Elkin

The discovery that a number of steel smokestacks

throughout the country are corroding at an alarming

rate has aroused much interest among central-station

companies, insurance interests and others. A super-

ficial inspection of the exterior of many of these stacks

indicates that they are apparently in a satisfactory

condition, but when scrutinized on the inside it is found

that disintegration in many cases is proceeding rapidly.

Of the stacks examined a few were lined, and these were

free from attack. Those without any lining whatsoever

were, however, deteriorating in practically every case.

A steel stack will corrode on the inside and on the

outside, but this fact appears to have been overlooked

in many instances, for protection has been given the

exterior while the interior has been ignored, although

internal corrosion is by far the more serious of the two.

Corrosion of the outside of a stack is due in part to the

elements and in part to acids and sulphur fumes, which

attack steel quite rapidly in the presence of moisture.

An inexpensive way to prevent corrosion is to paint the

steel with a suitable pigment. The conditions affect-

ing a smokestack are similar to, but much more severe

than, those existing round other steel work, bridges,

etc., on account of the atmospheric conditions and the

rather high temperatures—a combination most favorable

to corrosive action. The painting should be thorough,

and not less than two coats should be applied, otherwise

the pinhole abrasions in the paint and uneven coating

may give a covering which is not completely protecting.

To obtain the benefits of painting it should be done

regularly, the frequency depending upon local condi-

tions. About every two years suffices in average cases.

It is a less simple matter to prevent corrosion in the

interior of a stack, and one which will cost more than

outside protection, because the hot flue gases direct from

the fires must be contended against. These gases are

extremely corrosive and will cause rapid disintegration

of the steel if preventive means are not taken. The cor-

rosion is due almost wholly to the flue gases containing

moisture, which condenses against the comparatively

cool walls of the metal stack. The condensate thus pre-

cipitated consists largely of sulphurous acid, while there

are always present the deleterious effects of carbon-

dioxide gas, which attacks steel in the presence of mois-

ture. The remedy for corrosion on the interior of a

stack is to protect the metallic wall from the acids and

gases by lining with firebrick. This lining should be

carefully laid, care being taken that no air gap exists

between the lining and the metallic wall, otherwise the

corrosion will take place as fast as, if not faster than,

when no lining is used. The intervening space between

metal and brick should be filled in completely by grout-

ing with cement. The lining should go the full height

of the stack, because with unlined stacks it has been

found that the upper rings corrode faster than the

lower, owing, no doubt, to the greater condensation at

the top of the stack.

One of the things most conducive to corrosion is to

take an unlined stack out of service from time to time,

even for short periods. Experience, however, seems

to indicate that allowing a stack which is properly lined

to stand idle has little effect upon corrosion. This is a

great advantage to steam plants operating in connection

with hydroelectric plants where the water supply is

erratic or insufficient at all periods of the year. A
further advantage of lining a stack, besides that of pro-

tecting it and thereby prolonging its life, is that the

radiating losses through the metallic walls are very

materially reduced, thus improving the draft.
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A "Baby Bond" That Guarantees Paid Bills

How a Coupon-Hearing Certificate of Deposit Has Solved the Problem

of Collection Insurance at Oklahoma City

B\ George B. Saunders, Oklahoma Gas & Ele< ntn Company

METER deposits have ever been a cause of trouble

between the public and the central station—

a

breeding point of discontent—and yet no more
satisfactory way has yet been found to insure protec-

tion in situations where the credit of the customer
does not meet the requirements of the company. And
so the salesman has had to ask for a deposit of cash

to be held as security for the payment of bills and the

return of the meter, and much misunderstanding has

naturally followed in countless cases. You cannot blame

the householder, who looks upon it as a reflection on

his responsibility and honor; you cannot blame the cen-

tral station for protecting itself where protection is

apparently necessary. It has been overdone, of course.

It has been handled with scant tact. It has occasioned

a lamentable amount of trouble in many cities where
the matter has not been discreetly regulated. But in

Oklahoma City we have found a way to make each

depositor realize that such a payment is actually an in-

vestment of the most substantial and profitable kind.

We issue him a "baby bond."

The Oklahoma "Baby Bond"

This "baby bond" feature was inaugurated by Henry
Willmering, chief accountant of the Oklahoma Gas &
Electric Company, as offering an opportunity to popu-

larize the company by teaching its patrons how to invest

their money safely in bonds that are free from income

tax. At the same time the company is itself protected

against loss through failure of a customer to pay his

bills. These bonds are actually interest-bearing certifi-

cates of deposit, printed handsomely, in the style of

standard bonds, with coupons attached to cover the

payment of interest at 5 per cent for a term of nine

years. The bond reads:

Certificate of Deposit No. 1011, Series A.

This certifies that John Smith has deposited with Oklahoma Gas
& Electric Company five dollars as a guarantee for the payment
of all bills for electric current consumed at 815 Davis Street, in

the city of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Such deposit, less such

amount as consumer may owe, to be refunded upon expiration of

contract now existing and in force between parties hereto and

ii. lined hereon. We promise u> pay Interest thereon at the rate
"i 5 per centum per annum, payable July l In each year, upon
presentation and surrender <>f th< respective coupons hereto

annexed as thej severally become due
Not transferable. Not good unless countersigned.

THE OKLAHOMA GAS .V ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Date Issued, .luiy 1, 1915. By P. A. WhITTEN, Treasurer.

The coupon reads:

OKLAHOMA GAS A ELECTRIC COMPANY.
on the first day of July, 1916, will pay to original owner hereof
twenty-five cents, being one year's interest on Certificate of

Deposit No. 1011. This coupon payable at the office of the com-
pany when indorsed on the back with signature of original owner.

F. A. WHITTEN, Treasurer.

The size of the deposit required in Oklahoma City is

governed entirely by the average winter bill shown at

the place where application is made for service by the

customer. Among the rooming houses the deposits

naturally run high, often $50 on each gas and electric

meter.

How It Is Issued

The regular deposit for a home is usually $5 on each

meter, or $10 covering service of both electricity and
gas. For each $5 received the company issues to the

customer a baby bond which is held by him and from
which he clips his coupons. On the first of each July

or during the month these coupons, properly indorsed,

are presented to the cashier and are redeemed either

by paying the consumer the cash or by applying the

interest upon current bills. The date upon the back

of the first coupon indicates whether it is good for a

year or a fractional part thereof, all chance of error

being therefore eliminated. After payment is made the

value of the coupon is written plainly across the face

of the coupon and the date of payment stamped upon

the back.

Before the advent of the coupon bond thousands of

post cards had to be made up annually, showing the

amount and number of deposits and the interest due,

and then checked against the deposit records and con-

sumers' ledgers, and finally mailed to the patron. This

process involved weeks of night work, and great con-
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fusion and much strife resulted from the rush of cus-

tomers to the office, where naturally all could not be

served promptly. The old certificates called for a pay-

ment annually of 5 per cent interest, but the consumers
evidently did not read the certificate or consider the

interest item.

And there is the most important point of all. It is

a matter of psychology. To tell a man that his money
will be returned and that interest will be paid, or even

the issuance of a certificate with the information plainly

printed on it, is not like handing him a coupon bond

as an investment bearing conspicuous coupons that call

for definite amounts of interest money on definite dates.

We have found that our customers are highly pleased

with the idea, and it is surprising to see how it pleases

them to get this 25 cents or 50 cents every July. At
the same time the customer knows that his money is

as safely invested as if in a government bond, and at a

higher rate of interest.

What the People Say

In fact, it is really unusual to hear an applicant pro-

test at the amount of deposit required after he under-

stands the principle involved. He joins in the spirit

of a transaction that creates an investment for him. I

really believe it has stimulated the "savings idea" with

many, and most persons realize how important this

fundamental principle of learning to save is. Many of

our leading business men have applauded this simple

little scheme as a wholesale lesson in economy and in-

vestment.

"This beats the bank's 4 per cent" is one of the

remarks frequently heard. "A fellow oughtn't to kick

about buying bonds that pay 5 per cent" is another

familiar expression in the office. There seems to be

an unusual attraction in the beautifully engraved baby
bonds. Patrons walk away from the contract depart-

ment reading and examining this new document that

represents their bond holdings with the company, and
they are interested.

In short, this "baby bond" of ours has proved to be

a wonderful influence for producing a broad, whole-

some smile upon the face of the consumer when he walks

up to the cashier and receives a bonus from the gas

and electric company. It is real, "sure enough" money
handed out to him by a public utility—a big corpora-

tion—and he likes it. It takes the curse off of the

meter deposit, and we recommend it heartily to other

central stations.

Improved Lighting of Bridge Underpass at

Springfield, Mass.

The Water Street underpass at Springfield, Mass.,

carries the highway beneath nine steam railroad tracks

and is a thoroughfare of increasing importance. The
lighting of this underpass has, therefore, presented a

problem of interest in connection with its recent con-

struction. The work was planned under the direction

of William E. Hodge, deputy superintendent of street

lighting at Springfield. Seven 100-watt tungsten lamps
housed in Holophane intensive reflectors furnish the

illumination, which is declared to be adequate from
every point of view, despite the small consumption of

energy required.

The roadway through the underpass is 200 ft. long
and is bordered by a walk on each side 9 ft. in width.
The lamps are staggered, being erected in rows outside

the curb at a height of 14.5 ft. above the roadway.
Each unit is mounted between the heavy girders of the
bridge as is shown at the left of the picture, the feed

being through iron conduit. The lamps are operated on
a 110-volt multiple circuit controlled by a time switch

LIGHTING OF UNDERPASS AT SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

mounted in a cast-iron box between the bridge columns,
as shown at the right, the main feed being by under-
ground iron conduit.

Striking Form of Load-Curve Chart Used to Obtain
Municipal Loads

Having found that it was extremely difficult to make
the average city council or the average city superin-
tendent of a municipality owning its own distributing
system and plant for electric lighting realize how a low
load-factor means a considerable loss due to idle invest-

ment, the Georgia Railway & Power Company, Atlanta,

TYPE OF REPORT EMPLOYED

Average demand, kw 26
Kilowatt-hours per day at average demand 624
Kilowatt-hours per day if maximum demand is used

twenty-four hours 2,424
Load-factor, per cent 25.7
Idle factor, per cent 74.3
Horsepower maximum demand 134
Value of machinery $6,700.00
Interest and depreciation (17 per cent) $1,139.00
Loss in interest and depreciation on account of idle factor $S46.00
Interest and depreciation charge per actual kilowatt-hour . 0.5 cent
Interest and depreciation charge per day $3.13

Coal, fireman, incidentals, interest and depreciation, per
kilowatt-hour 2.68 cents

Ga., now makes use of charts such as that illustrated.

By using such charts and calling attention to the results

of an idle investment by means of a report such as that

shown, the company, according to a paper presented by
W. Rawson Collier before the Southeastern Section of

the N. E. L. A., has found it a comparatively easy mat-
ter to convince city councils that the non-use of a steam
plant throughout the greater portion of a day means a

loss and that purchased energy may be cheaper.

Time of Daj

CHART TO SHOW TIME INVESTMENT LIES IDLE
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The Place of the Middleman—the Jobber

Relation! of the Electrical Jobber to tin- Other Branchee of the Industry and to the Public,

as I '(tinted Out Before the Jovian Convention in Chicago

Bi w. R. Hkrstein, Treasures ESle< raic Supply Company, Memphis, tknn.

WHILE the merchandise jobber of to-day is purely and simply a middleman and
makes little or no claim to being either a creator of demands or a producer of

supplies, lu> is performing a service which nearly a hundred years of experience

have shown to be well worth the small percentage of expense he entails upon the manu-
facturer, the retailer and the consumer.

With regard to the manufacturer, it should be borne in mind that from the day the

village blacksmith ceased making his own horseshoe nails and the spinning wheel be-

came silent no industry has been more dependent upon highly capitalized and well-

equipped manufacturing plants than is the electrical industry. In no line of endeavor
has individual effort so completely disappeared. The jeweler may still fashion an orna-

ment suited to your personal tastes, and the shoemaker turn out his own idea of a perfect

fit, but the electrician's goods are made in huge factories and must be Code standard. He
is therefore precluded from becoming his own manufacturer.

—

The Author.

How to supply the electrician, whether contractor or
retailer, becomes, consequently, the question for the
manufacturer. Shall he add this problem of distribu-

tion to his other problems of manufacturing, finance

and labor, or shall he follow the trail already blazed by
manufacturers in other lines and market his product
through the jobber?
On the one hand, he sees hundreds, perhaps thou-

sands, of possible customers scattered throughout the

country, some easy, some difficult of access, some of

them representing substantial financial interests and
others rated blank by the mercantile agencies. Per-

haps he may have a vision of dozens of his traveling

salesmen spreading over the various States and making
a more or less successful effort to get in touch with all

these "prospects." No less certainly will he foresee, if

he be wise, just as many expense accounts, to be paid

out of the profits of his business, with possibly an
equally liberal expenditure for a national advertising

campaign. Nor should he blind himself to a high-sal-

aried credit department, whose labors, however inces-

sant and efficient, cannot eliminate credit losses which
might have been prevented by a personal visit or long-

distance telephone call to the customer, were it not for

the fact that the customer is a thousand miles or so

from the credit department's office.

On the other hand, he may elect to market his product

through the jobber, in which case he finds, if he desires

to cover the entire country, a hundred or so of substan-

tial units fitted by years of careful and thoughtful ex-

perience to present his wares to his thousands of pos-

sible retailers in a thorough and efficient manner. Prac-

tically all these units, he will find, are already well es-

tablished in the business life of their respective com-
munities, represent an unusually high grade of credit

risk, and can handle his product at a cost to the manu-
facturer which is certainly less than that of his pro-

posed expensive corps of salesmen, his office employees

and his advertising program. Best of all, he can de-

termine with certainty his entire expense of distribu-

tion. Incidentally, he should not overlook the possibility

of increasing sales by having a stock of his wares with-

in easy reach of his widespread retail trade, instead of

forcing his retailers to rely upon shipments from a

factory hundreds or thousands of miles away.

As between the jobber and the retailer or contractor,

it is immediately apparent that the principal value of

the former to the latter is that of a warehouseman. In

this respect, at least, and perhaps in others which will

be named later, the same remark applies to central sta-

tions, street railways and telephone companies. By ag-

gregating at one central jobbing point, easy of access,

a vast variety of electrical products it becomes possible

for the retailer to carry on a much more extensive busi-

ness than would be possible were he compelled to rely

upon shipments from distant factories. In many in-

stances lack of capital itself would prevent him from
carrying the heavy stocks which alone justify factory

shipments. In other cases numerous sales would be lost

and much construction work would be delayed by in-

ability to procure supplies promptly. While I realize

that there is a tendency on the part of many contrac-

tors to ignore the jobber and to deal with the factory

direct, I will venture the assertion that there is not one

of them who is not in the course of a month forced to

fall back upon some jobber's stock to take care of his

necessary requirements. In this connection it is to be

remembered that I am classing the street railway, tele-

phone company and central station with the contractor.

The Traveling Salesman Is Expensive, but Nevertheless

Necessary

Next to his warehouse comes the jobber's salesman.

I have spent many years of my life in the electrical

jobbing business, have seen many business policies tried

out, and have had under consideration numerous
schemes for the efficient exploiting of electrical sup-

plies, but I have yet to be convinced that an electrical-

jobbing business can be successfully conducted without

the traveling salesman. We have seen so-called cut-

price houses, demanding cash in advance, spring up like

mushrooms in different parts of the country. Enticing

net price lists are issued by the ton, making frequent

reference to the elimination of such expensive items

as traveling salesmen and credit losses. We all know
what usually happens to the customer who advances

money to these houses. The traveling salesman costs us

money, but we must have him. He is the friend of the

contractor, the retailer and the operator, and he makes
friends of them for his house. The retailer can have no

better friend and the jobber no better asset than a crew

of intelligent, loyal and aggressive traveling salesmen.
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Last, but by no means least, of the services rendered

the contractor by the jobber is credit accommodation.
For customers without ratings to establish credit rela-

tions with distant manufacturers would be difficult, to

3ay the least, and the necessary delays ensuing would
work great hardships on the buyers. Here the jobber

and his salesman again step in. It is their business to

know whom to trust. In taking this burden upon him-
self the jobber renders a valuable service to both manu-
facturer and retailer. As a matter of fact he benefits

the entire community, for the limiting of credit is as

important as the giving of it, and many an incipient case

of bankruptcy has been curbed by the wisdom of a job-

ber's credit man, who, with his salesman, is keeping a

close watch upon some ambitious customer beset by
the temptation to extend his business beyond the ca-

pacity of his combined capital and credit.

"Down with the Middleman!" the Cry of the Public

Having, as I hope, established the case for the job-

ber as regards the manufacturer and retailer, let us

look at him from the customer's standpoint. Here the

popular cry of eliminating the middleman reaches its

climax. The general public has little use and less con-

cern for anyone or anything that does not give it full

value for its money. Ties of personal friendship and
business policy do not exist between commercial en-

terprises and the public. The matter resolves itself

into this simple question : "Can you give us a full meas-
ure of service for the compensation you ask, and can
you continue doing this year after year, in good times
and bad, maintaining yourself by your own efforts

throughout alternating periods of prosperity and ad-
versity? If so, then you may have the privilege of

serving the public, and possibly retiring with a com-
petency for your old age."

These demands are met by the jobber in various ways.
First of all, he makes possible the vast number of

retail establishments, placing within easy reach of the

public those conveniences and necessities which the sci-

ence of electricity has provided. He follows this up by
seeing to it, through his enterprising salesmen, that

the retailer shall carry in stock the latest developments
of this remarkable science; that these devices may be
had at reasonable prices, and that at certain periods
of the year seasonable articles, some of which have now
become absolute necessities, are to be had in such quan-
tities as may be required. If the jobber has the real

best interests of his class at heart, he will see to it

also that such products as pass through his hands shall

be of high quality, safe in design and workmanship, and
calculated to reflect credit upon the industry he repre-

sents.
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FLUSHING BALTIMORE STREETS WITH AN ELECTRIC

TRACTOR

Using the Electric Tractor in Street-Cleaning

Service

The flushing and washing of streets is now being done

electrically in Baltimore. During the summer the city

used a 2-ton electric tractor for pulling a street-wash-

ing machine. In the winter the tractor will be attached

to a snow scraper or ash cart. The tractor is of the

General Motors Company's manufacture and was pur-

chased in June through the Consolidated Gas, Electric

Light & Power Company of Baltimore. It is equipped

with a 300 amp.-hr. sixty-cell Edison battery. The cost

for energy consumed is about $40 per month. Outside

of this charge and the cost of garaging there have been

no other expenses during the five months the tractor has

been in service.

"You Can Buy It Right Here in Town"—A Pub-

licity Point Well Worth Emphasis

Early in October the business interests of Benton

Harbor, Mich., conducted a fruit festival which was in

effect a carnival celebrating the culmination of the

harvest season of southern Michigan's luscious prod-

ucts. One feature of the affair was the electrical ex-

hibit staged by the Benton Harbor-St. Joe Railway &
Light Company aided by a number of electrical manu-
facturers. Under the supervision of John A. Cava-

naugh, superintendent of light and power, everything

electrical was exhibited from a farmer's motor-driven

pump and grinder set to an electrical refrigerator.

As the result of taking the reporters into the com-

pany's confidence, the local newspapers made much of

the completeness of the display and in two-column head-

lines featured the fact that, with but two exceptions,

all of ths electrical devices shown were carried in stock

THE HOME MARKET FOR ELECTRICAL GOODS DEMONSTRATED IN CARNIVAL EXHIBITS AT BENTON HARBOR, MICH.
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ii\ the local central-station company. Thai any of the

da displayed could be purchased "right al home"
u.i again eel forth in the text of the newspaper atoi

of tin- festival.

"The tendency," declared the show's knowing pub-
licity agent, "is for the visiting public to believe that

the electrical manufacturers Import the exhibited mate
rial only for the show and return it to their factories

when the gala week is over. That the favorable alien

tion attracted by die show may have lasting benefll tin

prevailing idea must he uprooted. The public must lie

informed that the electrical devices they have seen are

not mere show goods hut are parts of actual Btocli Car

ried in their home town. In the newspaper stories of

such displays it seems important, therefore, to have in

corporated and emphasized, if possible, the fad that

anything seen at the electrical show may he seen again
and may be purchased from the stock of a local dealer."

Induction Motors Operate Safely in Explosive

(Jases of Renzol Plants

The squirrel-cage induction motor finds an almost
ideal application in the benzol plants which are now
being erected to produce by-products from the gases

given off from the coke ovens operated by American
steel companies. The usual products of these plants are

benzol, toluol, xylol and solvent naphtha. These are

now in great demand in this country, since the war has

produced a curtailment of their importation and also

because of their use in the manufacture of explosives.

Owing to the highly explosive nature of the gases in

benzol plants the squirrel-cage induction motor with oil

switching and starting equipment is emphatically recom-
mended instead of direct-current motors with knife

switches and air-gap circuit-breakers.

The benzol plant is even more liable to explosions

than is a powder factory. The explosive gases being
heavier than air, their dispersal by ventilation of the

usual sort is impossible. No matches or open flames of

any sort, and no riveting or hammering which might
produce sparks, are permitted in the plant. This rule

applies not only to the benzol house, wherein are in-

stalled the stills, washers, etc., but also to the pump
house, naphthalene building and shipping building, and
to the yards, where there are storage tanks, piping,

scrubbers and other equipment. An explosion occurred

in works in Europe where the heavy gases banked
against the wall of a building not in the benzol plant

and at a considerable distance from it.

Electric lamps should be placed in such locations that

they will not be broken, the wiring must be amply pro-

tected to prevent short-circuits and grounds, and the

switches should be of such a nature that no spark or

arc results during their operation.

Encouraging Employees' Bank Deposits

In a letter of recent date Donald McDonald, vice-

president and general manager of the Louisville (Ky.)

Gas & Electric Company, points out to employees of

the company the advantage of each person having a

bank account. Aside from inculcating habits of thrift,

a bank account, declares Mr. McDonald, saves its pos-

sessor the customary charge for cashing pay checks,

eliminates the risk involved in carrying money in pockets

and adds undoubtedly to the credit and self-respect of

the depositor. The company's paymaster has also been
instructed to deposit employees' checks regularly in

down-town banks if such action is authorized by the

employees.

irfF

SKMI-INDIRECT LIGHTING OF DINING-ROOM WITH A SINGLE
200-WATT LAMP

Semi-Indirect Lighting for a Dining-Koom in

Sweden

The accompanying illustration shows the attractive

display room of the Nordiska X-Ray Reflektor A.-B.,

Malmo, Sweden, which has been arranged in the style

of a typical Swedish dining-room and illustrates the

application of semi-indirect lighting to such an apart-

ment. The central lamp, which has a luminous bowl of

armit, imitating alabaster, contains a 400-cp. gas-filled

tungsten lamp taking 0.5 watt per candle. The room is

also equipped with direct lighting from lamps at the

four corners of the cornice. Each fixture contains an

ordinary 50-watt lamp, or a total about equivalent to

the 200-watt demand of the central fixture. An auto-

matic switch provides for turning the direct illumina-

tion off simultaneously with the lighting of the central

fixture, so that the two forms of lighting may be com-

pared by those interested in residence lighting under

favorable conditions for arriving at correct conclusions.

Economy of the Electric Truck for Delivering Coal

—Unit Costs Compared

Comparative costs of coal delivery by electric and

gasoline trucks and by horse-drawn wagons at Hart-

ford, Conn., are shown in the accompanying table pre-

pared by the Hartford Electric Company.

COST OF COAL DELIVERY, PER MONTH, BY ELECTRIC TRUCKS, GASOLINE
AND HORSES

Type of Vehicle Miles Tons
Delivered

Cost per

Cost per Ton-Mile.

Ton. Cents Cents

One-horse (chute) wagon
|

339.0

One-horse 'bag) wagon I 398.0

Two-ton gasoline truck 897.0

Two-ton electric truck 961 .0

Five-ton gasoline truck 553 .

9

398.0

326.9

270.8

415.1

470.0

44 9

51 .5

96.5

66.2

62.2

13.8

The 2-ton electric truck covered more miles and de-

livered more coal than either the 2-ton gasoline or the

5-ton gasoline truck. W. M. Thayer of the Hartford

Company recently announced that under the battery-

service system at Hartford trucks have now run 1,500,

000 miles. A reduction in the rates charged was ef

fected last July.
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From the Customer's Viewpoint
Improvements in Service and Products That May Follow from Looking at Everyday

Transactions as the Customer Sees Them

>peaking the Language that the Cus-

tomer Knows and Can Understand

A lady entered a contractor's store

me day last summer, stepped over a

lozen lengths of iron conduit that lay

icross the floor, held back her white
kirt so it wouldn't touch a dirty-look-

ng coil of wire that stood beside them,
ind walked around a man in greasy
iveralls, who stood there talking to the

nan behind the counter, preliminary to

aking this material out to the job.

!he waited a minute till the clerk came,
'hen she asked the price of medium-
ized fans.

"A.C. or D.C.?" asked the clerk.

appliances and Motor Cars—Both Un-

dergo Improvements

This story comes from the salesmen
f the Pacific Gas & Electric Corpora-
ion. The incident occurred recently at

he Exposition. A woman stood look-

tig at a range when the salesman ap-
proached and offered to demonstrate it.

"No," she said, "don't bother. I have
ne now and it doesn't seem to work
ery well. I don't think much of them."
"How long have you used it?" he

sked.

"About five years," she said.

Five years she had used it, and yet
he didn't think much of it and she
lidn't care to look at any other!

The salesman was struck with the in-

ongruous situation and had a happy
hought. He asked her if she owned an
utomobile. She did. "What make and
lodel is it?" he asked. She told him.
t was a 1915 model, and it was the
wner's habit to "trade in" the old ma-
hine each year and get a new one with
he latest "fixings."

"Don't you realize," the salesman
;hen said, "that there have been im-
provements in these ranges in the last
ive years, just as there have been in

notor cars? The old range has given
fou longer service than you ask of your
notor car. Why not trade it in and
:ake advantage of the better features
)f the newer model?"

A Case of Confidence Thrown Away
In a suburb of New York last spring

i new house was built on a large es-
tate, and service was wanted from the
dectric-light company. It necessitated
a line extension of about 300 yd.,
hough telephone poles were available
'or the entire distance. Application
vas made, and after some delay the
applicant received a letter stating that
seven poles would have to be set to
nake the connection and that they
vould have to charge him $150 for the
;xtension.

Now, it happened that this prospec-

tive customer had not long before sold

to this central station for $4 each a

considerable number of chestnut poles

cut on the estate. The difference in

the price was interesting. It also hap-

pened that, a year or so before, this

lighting company had made a proposi-

tion to his father for providing service

to the homestead on the same estate,

about 200 yd. away, and stated that

the telephone poles could be utilized.

All this was brought to the attention of

the district commercial manager, who
relayed it to headquarters, and an-

other wait followed.

Then came another proposition

—

this time they would do it for a flat

$50; but this also was refused, where-
upon it was suggested that this $50
would be paid back as soon as the

other house was connected. Then
finally the company agreed to make
no service charge and promised prompt
connection when the new house was
completed, yet when the call came
there were further troubles. The job

would take about three days, they said,

and the construction department was
very busy. And so the family moved
in and waited ten days for light and
the power for a water pump, in spite

of almost daily exhortations and ap-

peals. Then one day came the crew
and strung the line and gave the serv-

ice in three hours of a pleasant after-

noon.

From the customer's point of view
it seems unreasonable, unjust, unbusi-

nesslike. Can anybody wonder?

Dot's Your Public Know the Possibili-

ties of Electricity as Housemaid?

A prospective purchaser of electrical

appliances says: "I have a family of

six, not counting the housemaid. My
wife pays the maid $35 a month, and a

laundress for two days $3.50 a week
more. My children are growing up and
will be taught to help keep house. We
have an electric vacuum cleaner and an
electric flatiron. Our bill for electricity

and gas together averages $10 a month.
In other words, I am spending in cash
outgo each month $59 for operating
costs of my household. I have read
about electric helps of various kinds,

showing pictures of "washing machines
operated by babies ten years old, vacu-
um cleaners in use by little tots in

starched Sunday clothes, and happy
maids ironing on the back porch. I am
interested in but not convinced as to

the usefulness of these many devices.

Can not somebody tell me just what a

modern electric equipment would cost

for my nine-room house, how much it

would save, who could operate it, who
will guarantee its continued operation,

and just what it would cost to run in

my own town? Does any local light-

ing company publish such a booklet?"

the running costs of the average
american household in comportabu
circumstances, excluding outlays
for provisions, range from $25 to
$75 a month—how much of this
might be diverted to the central
station's income?

The Service to the Customer That Goes

with Modern Selling

It was after dinner, and the factory
manager and his guest—the head of the
firm's New York sales office, in town
for a two-day conference—had lingered
at the table over their cigars. From
"talking shop" to talking men was a
short step, and the change in the atti-

tude and methods of the modern sales-

man was the next topic which came un-
der discussion.

"The jobbers' salesman who just
comes around in search of orders can-
not hope to compete very long in these
days with the other jobbers' man who
is constantly and conspicuously endeav-
oring to be of use," commented the man
who does the buying. "Theoretically,
it would seem as though the one who
stuck to heavy selling staples and just
pounded for more business would do
better than the other chap, who is so
constantly interesting himself in op-
portunities to make suggestions that
will be of service to his customer. But,
after all, I find that the man who serves
is the man who is best liked. The sales-
man who brings ideas along with him.
in addition to his catalogs and order
book, becomes a sort of partner in his

customer's business, and they prosper
together. From the customer's point of
view, that salesman is worth too much
not to be taken care of."
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SUBSTITUTES FOR COPPER IN GERMANY
\« « Regulations <>i German Association of Electrical Engl*

ui'crs Dm i<> Scardtj of Copper—Carrying Capacity of

Iron and Zinc Wins. Zinc Bolti and Hushars

The present scarcity of copper in Germany as a
result oi war necessitates the utmost economy in the

use of copper. To get along without copper altogether
is, of course, impossible, since modern electrical engi-

neering without electrolytic copper is as unthinkable as

electrolytic copper refining without a dynamo. How-
ever, the new regulations of the German Association of

Electrical Engineers, published in the Elektrische

Zeitschrift of Sept. 23, 1915, show how far copper may
be saved in ordinary installations when saving is neces-

sary. It is stated at the outset that the situation in

Germany demands that copper be replaced by other mate-
rials wherever possible, even at the expense of quality

and life of the product.

Iron and steel, whenever used for contacts, must be
protected in a suitable manner against corrosion, by

TABLE I—PERMISSIBLE CURRENTS FOR ZINC AND IRON WIRE

Highest Permissible Current in Amp.

Cross-Section of Conductor
iu Sq. Mm.

Copper Zinc Iron

1.5
2.5
4
6

10

11

20
25
31
43

9
11
13
16
23

16 75 40 30
25 100 52
35 125 65
50 160 83
70 200 105

95 240 125
120 280 145
150 325 170

means of zinc plating, lead piating, proper greasing, or

some sort of a cover. Commercial brands of zinc are
quite different in their properties. It is necessary to

select the proper brand according to the requirements
of the special case. In general, when zinc is used, its

low mechanical strength, low elasticity, low melting
point, and its sensitiveness to high and low tempera-
tures must be taken into account.

According to present experience iron and zinc may
be used instead of copper in the following apparatus, in

addition to bells and contacts and terminals

:

Busbars and connections on switchboards: For di-

rect current solid iron may be used for all current densi-

ties. For alternating current the skin effect must be

taken into account.

Switches: For currents from 25 amp. to 100 amp. in-

clusive all parts may be made of iron or zinc, with the

exception of the spring contacts and the contact points

between which the circuit is broken. The contact points

must be protected by copper or copper alloys against the

action of the arc. This is not necessary in switches in

which no arc is formed. Connecting bolts and terminals

may be made of iron or zinc.

Plug connections: Up to 25 amp. inclusive all cop-

per or copper-alloy parts may be replaced by iron or

zinc. It Is recommended thai the pins be made of iron,

not of zinc. For plugs for 60 amp. the pins must be
made of copper or a copper alloy. The other parts may
be made of iron or zinc.

Inclosed fuses: For the fuse holders all parts which
previously were made of copper or copper alloys may be

made of iron or zinc with the exception of the screw

TABLE n—PERMISSIBLE CURRENTS FOB ZIM

llii'lii Ml [Vritiissililr Currant in Amp. 1 >i -i 1 1 .. I . r oi l!"lt in Mm.

250 15

350 22

600 32

100 45

sockets, which are made by stamping from sheet cop-

per for fuses over 60 amp. For the cartridges copper
or copper alloys may be replaced by iron or zinc. Above
60 amp., however, the connecting pieces for the fuse and
the screw sockets must be of copper or copper alloys.

Open fuses : Up to 350 amp. all parts, with the excep-

tion of contact springs, may be made of iron or zinc.

Lamp fittings and lamp holders: For all parts cop-

per and copper alloys may be replaced by iron and zinc.

Nipples: Iron or zinc may replace copper.

Starters and rheostats: Up to 100 amp. inclusive

copper and copper alloys can be replaced by iron and
zinc, with the exception of the final contact where an

arc is formed. For this the rules on switch construc-

tion should be followed. As resistor material iron or a

suitable iron alloy is to be used. Screws should be made
of iron except in cases in which considerations of eddy

current or magnetic conditions require the employment
of a non-magnetic material.

Table I gives the permissible currents for zinc and

TABLE III—PERMISSIBLE CURRENTS FOR ZINC BUSBARS

Highest Permissible Current in Amp. Thickness and Width in Mm.

25

60

100

200

350

600

1000

1.5X 10

2. OX 15

3. OX 20

5 OX 30

6. OX 50

9. OX 80

12. OX 100

iron wire, Table II for zinc bolts, and Table III for zinc

busbars. As to iron busbars, the rule is that in case of

direct current the permissible current has the relation

of 1 to 2.8 to the permissible current in copper bars of

the same dimensions.

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Dispersion Coefficient of Three-Phase Induction

Motors.—E. A. Biedermann.—The dispersion coefficient

of an induction motor is defined as the ratio of mag-
netizing current to short-circuit current. It is the
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principal factor which determines the performance of

an induction motor. Both the power-factor and the

overload capacity of the motor are almost entirely de-

pendent on it. In the article under notice, which is of

a mathematical character, the author develops a method
of predetermining approximately the dispersion coef-

ficient of a three-phase induction motor from its known
dimensions, and shows how the proportions of a motor
of given output may be so chosen that it shall have the

least dispersion possible under certain given conditions.

This means that the power-factor and overload capacity

of the motor will be a maximum. The article is to be

concluded.—London Electrician, Oct. 15, 1915.

Thermal Characteristics and Intermittent Rating.—
The first part of an article illustrated by diagrams in

which reference is made to the general theory of heat-

ing and cooling and values are given of the heating

time-constants of various machines. The load-factor

method of rating intermittent machines is described

and the principles are illustrated by means of examples.

In conclusion, an account is to be given of the root-

mean-square method of rating.—London Electrician,

Oct. 15, 1915.
Lamps and Lighting

Daylight Glass.—S. H. Gage.—An article on a "spe-

cial daylight glass," "G-172-CD," developed by H. P.

Gage for the Corning Glass Works. Fig. 1 shows the

distribution of energy in the visible spectrum of the

sunlight and of the light from the nitrogen-filled tung-
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FIG. 1—DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY IN THE VISIBLE SPEC-

TRUM, AND OF LIGHT UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

sten lamp, and also of the light of the latter lamp when
filtered through cobalt glass and the "special daylight

glass." The curve for the light filtered through the

daylight glass approximates very closely to that for

sunlight, especially between wave-lengths 0.45a and
0.65a; that is, in the region of the visible spectrum
giving the greatest amount of useful light. While light

filtered through the proper thickness of cobalt glass may

look white to the eye, it gives even more imperfect color

values than the unfiltered artificial light. This is intel-

ligible from the violent irregularities of the curve of

the light through cobalt glass, and especially the enor-

mous excess in the red as shown in the diagram. The
daylight glass is useful for providing artificial daylight
for the textile and dye industries, microscopic work, etc.—Science, Oct. 15, 1915.

Searchlights.—0. Krell.—In the concluding parts of

his very elaborate and profusely illustrated paper on the
use of electricity on shipboard the author deals in some
detail with searchlight practice.

—

Elek. Zeit., Sept. 16

and 23, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Lightning Arresters.—C. C. Garrard.—In a contin-

uation of his long illustrated serial on apparatus for
protecting electrical machinery against abnormal elec-

trical conditions, the author takes up the discussion of

lightning arresters for direct current, aluminum elec-

trolytic lightning arresters and magnetic blow-out light-

ning arresters being dealt with. The author then dis-

cusses the location of the lightning arrester. Obviously,

if the arrester is to protect the station from incoming
trouble from the line, it should be placed immediately at

the entrance point of the line. The choke coil should

be between the arrester and the apparatus to be pro-

tected. The earth connection of the arrester is of great

importance. If the earth wire makes many turns and
twistings, it will possess considerable inductance and
prevent high-frequency discharges passing quickly to

earth. In Fig. 2 are represented the two extreme cases.

The line comes into the building from the left. Dia-

gram A is the worse arrangement, and diagram B, with
the short straight earth connection, is the better. It

may not always, for constructional reasons, be possible

to install the best arrangement, but in any case great

attention must be paid to providing a good earth con-

nection as free as possible from induction. The best

form of earth plate and making the connections to the

earth plate are discussed, and a conical form of earth

Reactance Coil

Condenser or Valve

Reactance Coil

HIWVW-

Condenser or Valve

_,

m
FIG. 2—INSTALLATIONS OF LIGHTNING ARRESTERS,

SHOWING WIDELY VARYING ARRANGEMENTS

plate and the use of earth plates in colliery installations

are described.—London Electrician, Oct. 8, 1915.

British Supply Station.—The Suffolk Electricity Sup-

ply Company has recently completed an entirely new

generating station at Stowmarket, which will practically

supersede the old plant. Two four-cylinder, 180-hp.

vertical gas engines have been installed, together with

two multipolar dynamos. Both sets run at about 250
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f.p.m. a rather unusual feature le the plan of drawing
th,> .in for the engines through the closed crank es

whereb] the moving parts are cooled while oil leaki

is prevented owing t<> the slight vacuum Induced. Nat

urally, "ii separators have to be provided between the

crank case and the engine cylinders, otherv I

deal Of oil would lie drawn off With the air. This ar

rangemenl also prevents any leakage into the engine

room <>t' gas which may have got past the piston rings.

London /:/.,. Revu w, Oct. I. L916.

"Point-Fivt" Tariff, The "pond Ave" tariff offl

cially defined as any Bcheme under which energy for

heating ami cooking is obtained at 0.6d. il cent) per

kilowatt hour, with or without a preliminary fixed

charge lias undoubtedly come to Stay. For the present

a charge of l cent per kilowatt-hour consumed tor heat-

ing and cooking must in practically every case he sup-

plemented by a tixed charge. The majority of existing

"point-five" undertakings assess fixed charges on the

basis of ratable value. In the present article it is pointed

out that, while this system has the advantage of sim-

plicity, "its fundamental assumption is that ratable

value is a reasonably accurate measure of the electricity-

consuming capacity of private premises, and the funda-

mental weakness of the system is that it is not neces-

sarily or even generally anything of the kind." Sta-

tistics are given to prove this. Whereas in Sunderland

the ratable value percentage charge is increased as

ratable value increases (from 10 per cent between £15

and £30 to 15 per cent over £70), the charge in Black-

pool is normally 12.5 per cent on assessment and is

reduced to 10 per cent on houses rated over £100. The
article is to be concluded.—London Elec. Review, Oct. 1,

1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Decrease of Velocity of Swiftly Moving Electrified

Particles in Passing Through Matter.—N. Bohr.-—Ac-

cording to the theory discussed in this paper, the de-

crease of velocity of alpha and beta rays in passing

through matter depends essentially on the characteristic

frequencies of the electron in the atoms, in a similar

way as do the phenomena of refraction and dispersion.

In a previous paper it was shown that the theory leads

to results which are in close agreement with experiments

on absorption of alpha rays in hydrogen and helium,

if we assume that the atoms of these elements contain

one and two electrons respectively, and if the fre-

quencies of these electrons are held equal to the fre-

quencies calculated from experiments on dispersion. It

was also shown that an approximate explanation of

the absorption of alpha rays in heavier substances can

be obtained if we assume that the atoms of such ele-

ments, in addition to a few electrons of optical frequen-

cies, contain a number of electrons more rigidly bound
and of frequencies of the same order of magnitude as

characteristic Roentgen rays. The number of electrons

deduced was in approximate agreement with those cal-

culated in Rutherford's theory of scattering of alpha

rays. These conclusions have been verified by using the

later more accurate measurements. In the present

author's former paper very few data were available on

the decrease of velocity of beta rays in traversing

matter, and the agreement between theory and experi-

ment was not very close. The agreement between

theory and experiment is now improved materially, partly

by using new measurements and partly by taking the

probability variations in the loss of energy suffered by
the individual beta particles into account. In this con-

nection it is pointed out that measurements on the de-

crease of velocity of beta rays appear to afford an

effective test of the formula for the energy and momen-
tum of a high-speed electron deduced from the theory

of relativity. In connection with the calculations of the

absorption of alpha and beta ra\ s the ionization pro
duced by such raya is considered. It is shown that the

theorj of J. J. Thomson ults in approximate
eement with the measurements il the second)

ionization produced by the electron expelled by the direct

impact of the alpha and bets rays is taken into account

PhUoe. Maga '"
. I October, L916.

Relation Between th<- Alternating-Current Conduc
tivity nj a hit led iic and Us Change <</ <<ii>«(ii y with

Frequency, (i. E. Bairsto. The author shows, from
the results of .1. A. Fleming and (i. II. Dyke, that the

percentage change of capacity, (AC/C) 100, of a

dielectric for a given range of frequency is a definite

function of the alternating current conductivity, and in

nearh all cases hC/C is proportional to l>, where U mul-
tiplied by the frequency represents the main part of the

alternating-current conductivity. (AC C) i> is a con-

stant which is independent of the temperature of the

dielectric and its state of moisture content.—London
Electrician, Oct. 15, 1915.

Specific Resistance of Carbon Steels and the Effect

of Composition and Heat Treatment.—Edward D.

Campbell.—A long abstract of a paper read before the

(British) Iron and Steel Institute in which the author

endeavors to add somewhat to our knowledge of the

specific resistance of steels of varying carbon content,

when these steels have been subjected to different heat

treatments, and attempts to point out the relation exist-

ing between specific resistance and chemical constitu-

ion, with a view to throwing a little more light on the

underlying causes of hardness in steel.—London Elec-

trician, Oct. 8, 1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Copper Leaching with Electrolysis.—Lawrence Ad-
dicks.—A long illustrated paper presented before the

American Electrochemical Society giving the results of

his large-scale experiments carried out at Douglas,

Ariz., on the electrolytic recovery of copper from liquors

resulting from sulphate leaching. In this research work
a process was developed based upon the depolarizing

value of ferrous sulphate, using a carbon anode, the

sedative value of aluminum sulphate, thereby restrain-

ing the re-dissolving of the cathode copper, and the re-

duction of the ferric sulphate by sulphur dioxide outside

of the cell room. The author discusses in succession

circulation and agitation, anodes and depolarization,

cathodes and corrosion, sulphur dioxide and reduction

of ferric sulphate, and efficiencies. The chief results

are as follows : Carbon anodes will stand up in sulphate

liquors if they are properly depolarized; aluminum sul-

phate can be used as a substitute for a diaphragm;

2.25 lb. (1.019 kg.) of copper per kilowatt-hour can be

recovered under proper operating conditions; great

quantities of various sulphates present as impurities do

not foul the cathodes; three or possibly three and one-

quarter units of acid are made per unit of copper, of

which one and one-half or one and three-quarters units

are new acid from the tower gases ; no mechanical diffi-

culties are experienced in the tower, but a thorough

study remains to be made of the chemistry of reduction

of ferric sulphate by sulphur dioxide in order to utilize

the roaster gas to best advantage.

—

Met. and Chem.

Eng'ing, Oct. 15, 1915.

Manufacture of Cyanogen Compounds.—J. E. Clen-

nell.—A paper summing up recent advances in the

manufacture of cyanogen compounds, especially relating

to the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, the production

of cyanogen compounds from nitrogenous gases by cat-

alysis and otherwise, and the production of cyanogen

compounds from gaseous mixtures by absorption with a

metallic salt.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, Oct. 15, 1915.
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Units, Measurements and Instruments

{'lotting Hysteresis Curves.—A. Ytterberg.—A de-

scription of a new method of plotting hysteresis curves.

The arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. The procedure is

as follows: The resistance A', is first short-circuited and
the switch 5 is closed. After reversal of switch U the
current is regulated by means of resistance A',, and the
current is commutated several times. The switch V is

turned downward, the switch S is opened, and the re-

sistance R
2

is adjusted. The switch U is then turned
again, but only to such a position that the resistance A,.

is connected in parallel to the

magnetizing winding W and
the current in the latter de-

creases while the ballistic gal-

vanometer connected to Z
shows a decrease of the induc-

/"~\| tion. The switch U is then

V_/j again turned downward. Be-
fore the next reading is taken
the resistance A, is decreased,

and this is repeated until short-

circuit. The switch S is then

closed and the resistance A, is

increased. The switch U is

then turned again so that the

connection with /c
:!
and kt is

broken. Thereby the current

is reversed in direction and be-

comes smaller because the re-

sistances A
x
and A. are con-

nected in series. The chief ad-

vantage of the method is that

the original conditions are re-

produced before each reading

so that they can be controlled.

Each point of the curve is determined independent of

the others, and errors in reading are not added together

as in the older usual method.

—

Archiv f. Elek., Vol. 2,

page 339; abstracted in Elek, Zeit., July 22, 1915.

Designs of Choking Coils.—Arle Ytterberg.—

A

mathematical article giving a new method for determin-

ing the design of choking coils so as to reduce the cost

to a minimum. The author arrives at the following

general results: Very large choking coils should be

built without iron; medium-size choking coils should be

built of special alloy steel and provided with an air-gap;

small choking coils should be built of special alloy steel

/

FIG. 3—PLOTTING OF
HYSTERESIS CURVES

but without an air-gap; very small choking coils may be
built of ordinary iron or electrolytic iron and should
have no air-gap.—Elek. Zeit., June 24 and July 1, 1915.
Marking Srahs of Instruments.—An article describ-

ing the older and usual method for scale-marking indi-

cating instruments and then describing a new method
in which a machine is used which can be handled by
unskilled labor and gives better results.—London Elec.
Review, Sept. 24, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

New Type of Loaded Telephone Line.—Bela Gati.—
An article on the improvement of telephone transmis-
sion lines by means of induction coils shunted across the
line together with condensers.

—

Journal Telegraphique,
Feb. 25, March 25, and April 25, 1915; abstracted in
La Revue Elec, June 18, 1915 (published Sept. 3, 1915).

Miscellaneous

Alloy Steels.—George L. Norris.—A paper giving the
composition and properties of typical commercial man-
ganese steels, silicon steels, chromium steels, nickel-
chromium steels, vanadium steels, tungsten steels and
complex alloy steels.—Met. and Chern. Eng'ing, Oct.
15, 1915.

Vulcanized Fiber.—Charles Almy, Jr.—An illus-

trated article on the physical and chemical properties of
vulcanized fiber, which is used in all kinds of electric
insulation.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, Oct. 15, 1915.
South- Africa—Statistical tables of the imports of

electrical and other goods into South Africa in 1914
from different countries.—London Elec. Review, Oct. 1,

1915.

Russian Electrical Industry.—In spite of the war,
and partly on account of it, most Russian enterprises
for electrical branches have achieved favorable results.
The Russian General Electric Company (capital 12,-

000,000 rubles), an offshoot of the German Allgemeine
Elektricitats Gesellschaft, made a net profit of 2,051,651
rubles in 1914, against 1,751,474 rubles in 1913. The
shareholders received 10 per cent as dividend. The
Russian Siemens & Schuckert company (capital 15,-

000,000 rubles) distributed a dividend of 5 per cent for
1914, and the Russian Siemens & Halske company (cap-
ital 5,600,000 rubles) 6 per cent, against 5 per cent in

1913. All three companies are now under Russian
state supervision, the capital being mostly in German
hands. The Russian cable factories have done even bet-
ter.—London Electrician, Oct. 8, 1915.

Book Review

Test Methods for Steam-Power Plants. By Edward
H. Tenney. New York: D. Van Nostrand Com-
pany. 224 pages, 85 illus. Price, $2.50.

This is one of a few books written primarily for the

power-station engineer that tell not only what he should

do to keep generation costs down but also how this can
be done. The author has gone a step further and in

many cases explained with what physical means or

devices the results aimed at can be secured. In the in-

troduction to the work six principles of economical gen-
eration of energy in a steam station are laid down: I 1 I

The use of such fuel as will give the greatest return in

heat units for each dollar of its cost; (2) the assurance
of continued and uniform supply of the desired grade of

fuel; (3) such operation of furnaces as to approach
most nearly complete combustion of the fuel; (4) such
arrangement of furnaces with respect to boilers as shall

permit the absorption by the boiler of the greatest pos-
sible percentage of the heat liberated in the combustion

of the fuel; (5) freedom of the metal of the boiler from
scale on its wet side and soot and slag on its dry side;

(6) the production of the maximum horsepower from
each pound of steam delivered from the boilers to the
generators. It is needless to say that a book with these
practical principles as the foundation on which it was
conceived should be in the hands of every station oper-
ator. The reviewer is impressed with this work because
it presents methods, directions and precautions on any
test arranged for handy reference. The 224 pages of
the book are divided into six chapters, each adequately
treating a particular subject. These subjects include
purchase and testing of coal, investigation of the econ-
omy of combustion, treating and testing boiler-feed
water, evaporative tests for capacity and efficiency,

prime-mover tests, and testing of power-plant lubri-

cants. Another useful idea is carried out throughout
the book at the end of chapters, namely, the listing of
articles and standard works on the subjects discussed.
This enables the operator who desires to make a study
of any plant problem to find readily authoritative ref-

erence texts.
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\\ . R. Herstein, whose address before

the recenl Jovian convention, entitled

"The Place of the Middleman—the

Jobber," is abstracted at length on page

L036 of this issue, is himself a leading

electrical jobber of the South, and is

the treasurer and general manager of

the Electric Supply Company of

Memphis, Tenn. Mr. Herstein at one

time studied law and was admitted to

the bar, but in 1904 he joined the staff

of his present company as bookkeeper.

A year later he was appointed secre-

tary and treasurer, and in 1906 he

assumed entire management of the

business. He prepared and promoted

the enactment "of the Tennessee con-

tractors' license law and is now presi-

dent of the Tennessee board of elec-

trical examiners. Mr. Herstein has

also been active in the work of the

Jovian Order, the Jobbers' association,

the Arkansas Association of Utility

Operators, etc.

J. H. Risser has been appointed

manager of the central-station depart-

ment of the Globe Stove & Range
Company of Kokomo, Ind. Mr. Risser's

headquarters are at 731 Edison Build-

ing, Chicago.

W. Treadwell Augur, who formerly

acted as commercial manager for the

Federal Power & Light Company in

Ohio, is serving at present as the super-

intendent of the company's plant at

Urbana, Ohio.

A. J. Purinton, who was formerly
manager of the East St. Louis (111.)

Light & Power Company, has accepted

a position as general superintendent

of the Atlantic City & Shore Railroad

Company at Atlantic City, N. J.

Thomas F. Glennon has been ap-
pointed a member of the board of

directors of the New Bedford (Conn.)
Gas & Electric Light Company, to suc-

ceed the late George R. Stetson, whose
death was recorded in these columns
some time ago.

William G. Mack, formerly of Jeffer-

son, Wis., has been appointed manager
of the municipal electric-light plant at

Norwalk, Ohio. Mr. Mack, who is a
native of Norwalk, won first place in

the local civil-service examination for
the position of superintendent of the
new Norwalk municipal lighting plant.
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Dr. Charles I'. Stein met/, was on Nov.
'1 elected president of the Common
Council of the city of Schenectady, N.
Y., on the ticket of the local socialistic

party.

Kay Palmer, former commissioner of
electricity for the city of Chicago, has
been appointed vice-president and gen-
eral manager of the New York &
Queens Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, with headquarters at Long Island

City, N. Y.

Prof. Vladimir Karapetoff, author of

the article on "Trigonometric Expres-
sions for Phenomena in Long-Distance
Transmission Lines," published in the
Electrical World of Oct. 16 and 23,

is professor of electrical engineering in

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. Pro-
fessor Karapetoff was born in St.

Petersburg, Russia, in 1876, and after
preliminary schooling received the de-
gree of civil engineer from the Imperial
Institute of Ways of Communication,
St. Petersburg, in 1897. Two years
later he studied electrical engineering
in Darmstadt, Germany. After serving
as instructor in electrical engineering
in several institutions in St. Peters-
burg, Professor Karapetoff came to
America. In 1904 he was made assistant
professor of experimental electrical en-

gineering in Cornell University and
later professor in that department. He
is the author of a number of books on
electrical engineering and engineering
mathematics, among the number vol-

umes entitled "The Electric Circuit,"
"The Magnetic Circuit," "Engineering
Applications of Higher Mathematics,"
etc. In addition to his scientific ac-
complishments Professor Karapetoff is

recognized as a broad thinker along
sociological lines and as a master of
the theory and technique of the musical
art.

Lawrence Addicks, the president of

the American Electrochemical Society,

and who, as one of its nominees, was
appointed by Secretary Daniels to serve
on the Naval Advisory Board, is an
authority on the metallurgy of copper.
Mr. Addicks was graduated from the

mechanical and electrical courses at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in 1899. Immediately thereafter he
went to New Mexico, where he entered
copper-mining work. In 1900, return-
ing East, he assumed the duties of

superintendent at the Raritan (N. J.)

Copper Works. In 1905 he became
chief engineer and a few months later

was appointed general superintendent
of the United States Metals Refining
Company, Chrome, N. Y. In 1914 he
was engaged by Phelps, Dodge & Com-
pany to conduct large-scale leaching
tests on low-grade copper ore at Doug-
lass, Ariz., experiments which have
attracted wide interest in metallurgical
circles. Mr. Addicks is now in consult-
ing engineering work in New York
City.

Obituary
Sylvester C. Dunham, president of

the Hartford (Conn.) Electric Light
Company, died at his residence in Hart-
ford Oct. 26, at the age of sixty-nine.

For the last thirty years he had been
active in financial and insurance circles,

serving as president of the Travelers'
Insurance Company of Hartford since
1901. He succeeded his brother, Austin
C. Dunham of Hartford, upon the
latter's retirement from the presidency
of the Hartford Electric Light Com-
pany in 1912.

Isaac L. Rice, president of the Elec-
tric Boat Company and for years a
leading figure in the storage-battery
and electric-vehicle fields, died at New
York, Nov. 2, at the age of sixty-five.

A lawyer by profession, Mr. Rice early
entered upon executive work and for
years served as president of the Elec-
tric Storage Battery Company, and
later was president of the old Electric
Vehicle Company. Mr. Rice was also

interested in the Car Lighting & Power
Company, the Electric Launch Com-
pany, the Consolidated Railway Elec-

tric Lighting & Equipment Company,
and the American Casein Company.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
A Record of Latest Developments and Improvements in Manufacturers*

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Recent Improvements in Single-Phase Rotary Converters
By Val. A. Fynn

Single-phase converters have not

been much used in the past, mainly be-

cause it was found well-nigh im-

possible, or at least very difficult, to

start them from the alternating-cur-

rent side, and also because of serious

commutating difficulties and low

weight efficiency. The use of a short-

circuited damping winding in connec-

tion with field structures, as heretofore

employed, certainly improved the com-
mutation and the efficiency to a great

extent, but failed to solve satisfactorily

the commutation problem and greatly

increased the already great starting

difficulties.

In 1905 the author made an effoi't to

overcome these difficulties, and he

finally evolved the machine about to be

described. This new rotary converter

can be started from the alternating-

current side with a large torque per

ampere, commutates perfectly in nor-

mal operation, and has a good efficiency

and high power-factor. Its main dis-

tinctive feature is the arrangement of

the damping winding. In one connec-

tion this can be used for starting the

machine from the alternating-current

side, in another for improving the com-
mutation and efficiency in normal
operation. To this end the short-cir-

cuited damping winding is arranged
just like a polyphase winding; the sev-

eral phases are placed in a certain space
relation to the brush line, and pro-

vision is made for interrupting the

short-circuit of at least one of the

phases at starting. The field structure,

or stationary part, of these converters
is made without defined polar projec-

tions.

While this machine was designed
mainly for the purpose of converting
single-phase into unidirectional cur-

rent, it can be used for the converse
process, and is sometimes used as a
synchronous single-phase motor.
When employed for converting alter-

nating into direct current, it enables
single-phase currents to be utilized for

charging storage batteries or for oper-
ating direct-current arc lamps, for in-

stance, in moving picture shows or for

any kind of electrolytic work.
Operated as a single-phase syn-

chronous motor, it is particularly use-

ful in connection with revolving rectify-

ing apparatus.
These machines have often been put

to a double use in automobile garages
sheltering electrically operated ve-
hicles, being employed to charge the
storage batteries of the vehicles at
night and to drive various auxiliary
appliances, like machine tools, pumps,
vacuum cleaners and buffing wheels,
during the day.
The Wagner Electric Manufacturing

Company of St. Louis has acquired the
control of the various United States
patents covering this converter and has
for some time past been regularly
manufacturing these machines in differ-
ent sizes. The photographs and
diagrams illustrate the machine and its

characteristics.

Referring more particularly to Figs.
3 and 5, which diagrammatically repre-
sent a two-pole converter, the machine
consists of a rotor carrying a winding
10 connected at one end to a commu-
tator (clearly seen in Fig. 2, but not
shown in Figs. 3 and 5) and at the
other to a couple of slip-rings 13, 14.
In Figs. 3 and 5 the brushes 11, 12,
which in practice co-operate with a
commutator, are shown as resting on
the winding 10 itself, thus eliminating
all questions as to how the commutator
is connected to the winding. The slip-
rings can be connected with external
circuits by means of the brushes 15, 16.
The stator, which has no defined polar
projections, carries a three-phase wind-
ing, 5, 6, 7, two phases of which are
permanently short-circuited, whereas
the third may be either short-circuited
or connected in series with the commu-
tator brushes 11, 12. That phase 5 of
the polyphase stator winding which is
not permanently short-circuited is con-
centrically disposed with the stator
winding 8, which is permanently con-
nected to the commutator brushes 11,
12 and displaced therefrom by 90 elec-

trical degrees. This winding 8 is a

shunt winding and produces the uni-

directional magnetization when the con-

verter runs at a synchronous speed.

The number of rotor conductors being

determined by the direct-current volt-

age required at the commutator brushes
11, 12, and this voltage being as a

rule low, it is usually necessary to pro-

vide a reducing transformer 21 between
the alternating-current mains 2, 3 and
the slip-rings 13, 14. The primary 19

of this transformer is generally pro-

vided with a tap 4, used at starting,

and the secondary 20 has a number of

taps 22 for the purpose of varying the

direct-current voltage.

At starting (see Fig. 3) brush 11 is

directly connected to the alternating-

current main 3. The phase 5 of the
polyphase stator winding is not short-

circuited, but one of its ends is con-
nected to the tap 4 of the transformer
and the other to the commutator brush
12 by way of the conductor 9. The
shunt winding 8 is connected to the
commutator brushes 11, 12. The ma-
chine starts as an inductively neutral-
ized, single-phase series induction
motor. The phases 6, 7 of the three-

phase stator winding do duty as neu-
tralizing winding, producing a mag-
netization in line with the commutator
brushes 11, 12. The third phase 5 does
duty as field winding.
The circuit of the shunt winding 8

may remain open at starting, but is

often kept permanently closed for its

own protection and for the purpose of
simplifying the switching operations,
although it is well understood that the
presence of this short-circuit in the
axis of the winding 5 does reduce the
torque per ampere at starting. In
order to reduce the deleterious effect

of this short-circuit, an impedance 23,
having a low ohmic resistance and a
high reactance, is placed in circuit with
the winding 8. This impedance greatly
reduces the current induced in 8 at
starting, but hardly affects the mapni-

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SINGLE-PHASE ROTARY CONVERTER—ASSEMBLED AND DISMANTLED TO SHOW PARTS
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FIG, .'! STARTING CONNECTIONS. PIG. 4—PERFORMANCE WITH REDUCING TRANSFORMER. FKJ. it- RUNNING CONNEC'llnNS

tude of the unidirectional exciting cur-

rent circulating in said winding at

synchronism.
After the machine has reached a

nearly synchronous speed the converter
is disconnected from the primary 19 of

the transformer, the slip-rings 13, 14

are connected to the secondary thereof,

and the stator winding 5 is short-

circuited, as shown in Fig. 5. Under
these conditions, direct current can be
derived from the terminals 17, 18 of the

machine, and the latter will also oper-

ate as a synchronous motor. A change
of the voltage impressed on the slip-

rings produces a corresponding change
of the direct-current voltage generated
at the commutator brushes 11, 12.

The three-phase winding 5, 6, 7

serves the double purpose of enabling*

the machine to be easily started from
the alternating-current side and of sup-

pressing the double-frequency mag-
netization produced by the rotor in

normal operation and which is so detri-

mental to the performance of the ma-
chine in general, and particularly to its

commutation.
The test results indicated in Fig. 4

have been obtained from a machine and
transformer designed to give a droop-
ing voltage characteristic. It is seen

that the converter operates with lead-

ing power-factor at light loads and
with nearly unity power-factor at full

load. The efficiency curve is high
throughout, and the commutation is

perfect at all loads. In this size the

stator iron has been cut away just

above the coils undergoing commuta-
tion, in order to reduce the reactance
voltage, which is further lowered by
placing heavy copper short-circuits im-
mediately above said coils.

It should be noted that the curves
shown in Fig. 4 include the transformer
as well as the converter losses.

Measured at the terminals of the con-

verter itself, the power factor is from
3 to 6 per cent and the efficiency some
4 per cent higher.

With the winding 8 on open circuit,

the machine takes 50 amp at starting

and runs up to speed in four seconds.

With the winding 8 permanently con-
nected to the commutator brushes and
an impedance 23 in circuit with said

winding, the machine takes 90 amp. at
starting and runs up to speed in six

to twelve seconds, according to the
reactance value of the impedance.
The temperature rise under full load

conditions does not exceed 22 deg. C.

for the stator iron, 30 deg. C. for the

stator copper, 37 deg. C. for the com-
mutator, and 34 deg. C. for the rotor

copper. It is therefore well within

permissible limits. As a matter of

fact, this same frame is able to yield

a 20 per cent higher output continu-

ously when designed for close voltage

regulation. In this case efficiency is

further increased about 5 per cent.

While the machine illustrated in the

figures is started as an inductively

neutralized single-phase series motor,

it will at once be apparent that the

arrangement of the stator windings

permits of a number of other starting

connections which will yield very satis-

factory results. The machine can, for

instance, be started as an inductively

neutralized series motor with rotor

excitation, in which case the perma-
nently short-circuited stator phases

should magnetize along an axis dis-

placed from the brush line, and pro-

vision be made for opening the circuit

of the remaining stator phase only at

starting. This converter may also be

readily started as a self-excited single-

phase series induction motor with rotor

excitation, or as a self-excited single-

phase series induction motor, or even

as a single-phase shunt motor with or

without neutralization.

Elliptical-Angle Reflectors

The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company of

128 South Sangamon Street, Chicago, has developed a

line of elliptical-angle reflectors which produce an even

distribution of light from an angular position over

vertical and horizontal areas. Reference to the diagram
herewith and to its accompanying key shows what illu-

mination results may be expected from this porcelain

unit. The maximum illumination occurs at the 35 deg.

vertical and 40 deg. horizontal angles—not directly in

front of the reflector but at one side. These reflectors,

which are of the ventilated type, are said to be particu-

larly applicable to the lighting of large outdoor areas.

ANGLE REFLECTOR AND RESULTING DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT

Reflector for 200-Watt Gas-Filled Lamps

A new No. 575 silvered-mirror reflector, as it is

called, has been developed by the National X-Ray Re-

flector Company, 235 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,

111., for use with 200-watt gas-filled tungsten lamps.

It is of the beehive type, and, according to the manu-
facturer, gives a broad distribution of light and ef-

fectively conceals the lamp from direct view along the

ordinary line of vision. The dual system of corruga-

tions shown in the accompanying illustration is said

effectively to break up the light from the concentrated

filament of the 200-watt lamp, eliminating images of

the filament, streaks and stria in the illuminated field.

The reflector may be also employed with 150-watt
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vacuum tungsten lamps, as the light distribution of

this lamp is practically the same as that secured with

the 200-watt lamp, except that the candle-power values

are correspondingly lower. It is claimed that with a

reflector of the type shown the 200-watt gas-filled lamp
gives general lighting of ample intensity for ordinary

manufacturing operations in a 20-ft. by 20-ft. bay or

unit area, this meaning that good lighting is obtain-

able with an energy consumption of 0.5 watt per square

foot. The reflector described is the first of a line of in-

dustrial lighting reflectors for all sizes of gas-filled

lamps which the National X-Ray Reflector Company
contemplates placing on the market in the near future.

Day-and-Night Electric Carriage-Call System

An electric carriage annunciator for both day-and-

night service, which operates on an ordinary low-volt-

age battery-operated bell circuit or a circuit fed from
a small motor-generator set, has recently been brought

FIG. 1—PUSH-BUTTON CONTROL SYSTEM

out by the H. W. Johns-Manville Company, Forty-first

Street and Madison Avenue, New York. The call sys-

tem is operated by push-buttons in a cabinet which is

shown in Fig. 1 with the door open. Pressure of a

control button operates a magnetic catch, releasing an
aluminum plate bearing a character corresponding to

the button pressed. This operation is repeated through
hundreds, tens and units to obtain a desired combina-

tion. To restore the device to the blank position the

reset button is pressed, releasing an auto-starting

switch which sets a Vg-hp. motor in operation. The

PIG. 2—FRONT VIEW OF ANNUNCIATOR WITH COLOR

SIGNALS

system is so designed that it is possible to operate two
or more calls from one control station. The normal

capacity of the call system is 155 combinations or sig-

nals. This may be readily increased by means of col-

ored signals, the addition of a single color serving to

double the capacity 100 per cent. Colored signal lamps

mav also be used to indicate at what entrance a car-

riage is desired. The case of the calling device is of

galvanized iron and glass, is entirely waterproof, and
can be readily mounted on a marquis, pedestal or wall

bracket. By means of the telltale lamps the operator is

always able to verify the numbers and to make certain

that they have been correctly shown.

Electric Immersion Heater

For heating small quantities of water quickly in a

glass or any other suitable vessel the Simplex Electric

Heating Company, Cambridge, Mass., has just brought
out the "Quick-Hot" immersion heater shown in the ac-

companying illustration. The heater is designated by
the maker as the No. 479 type and consists of a nickel-

plated copper tube in the form of a coil which will read-

ily fit in almost any small vessel. The coil construction
has the advantage of a large radiating surface so that

SMALL ELECTRIC WATER HEATER

the heat is evenly and widely distributed instead of

being confined to a small limited area. As a result, the
device does not become overheated, it is declared, and is

assured of long life and freedom from deterioration.

The heater is equipped with an insulating disk which
prevents it from coming in contact with and doing dam-
age to a table or any other surface upon which it might
be placed when the circuit is closed. A small handle
which is always cool is provided so that the immersion
heater can be handled while it is still hot. The device
may be easily cleaned and will withstand long and hard
usage. Use is made of the Simplex quickly detachable
connector, which can be attached or easily removed with
one hand. A 6-ft. cord and Hubbell plug are provided
so that it can be attached to any lamp socket. The
heater is rated at 360 watts.

Electric Grill and Electric Oven

Two types of electric heating devices recently devel-

oped by the Rochester Stamping Company of Rochester,

FIGS. 1 AND 2—ELECTRIC GRILL AND SMALL ELECTRICALLY
HEATED OVEN

N. Y., are the electric grill shown in Fig. 1 and the

electric oven illustrated in Fig. 2. With the toasters

heat is available almost from the moment the circuit

is closed, the manufacturer claims, and the circuit may
be opened the instant the device is not needed. An en-

tire small meal may be prepared on the grill, it is stated,

using both the top and the bottom at the same time.
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On account of the open construction, the device can !"•

easily cleaned and the elemenl rnaj be readily removed
and Crumbs or other waste washed off the plate, The
oven is provided with three heal control with Indicating
snap switch ami ran lie attached to any convenient

lighting socket, it is of medium size and will bake

bread, pics, cake, cookies, roast meat, etc. it is built

with double walls with a I in. insulating air chamber.
When heated it will retain its heat for a long time and
will act practically as a Qrelesa cooker. With high heat

the rating la 600 watts, with medium heat 800 watts,

and with low heat L50 watts.

Small Direct-Current Ammeters and Voltmeters

Small "Junior Imp" direct-current ammeters and
voltmeters, as they arc called, have recently been de-

veloped by the Roller-Smith Company, 203 Broadway,
New York, for use with battery-charging outfits, small

switchboards and similar apparatus. The mechanism

FIG. 1—FLUSH-TYPE AMMETER

is of the permanent-magnet moving-coil type, insuring,

it is declared, uniform scale divisions and dead-beat
indications. The magnets are of forged tungsten steel.

Use is made of a light moving element which, the man-
ufacturer points out, is rigid. A heavy brass case

with black rubberoid finish which is dust-proof and
moisture-proof is employed. The dials are of etched

FIG. 2—BASE-FLANGE-TYPE VOLTMETER

metal and are black. Connections are in the form of

heavy studs projecting from the rear and are pro-

vided with suitable nuts and washers. The over-all

diameter of each instrument is 3.5 in. and of the body
2.625 in. Ammeters with ranges greater than 40

amp. are provided with separate shunts and 3-ft. leads.

Voltmeters with ranges greater than 50 volts are pro-

vided with external resistors. In Pig. 2 is shown a

base flange type of Instrument which is generally cm-
ployed. 'iiic Hush-type ammeter shown in Fig. 1 is

designed i'<>y special work.

Factory Sewing-Machine Motor

A motor designed for operating heavy sewing tna

chines used in clothing shops, department stores and
awning and sail factories has been developed by the

West inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,

FIG. 1—SWITCH FOR STARTING AND STOPPING MACHINK

East Pittsburgh, Pa. The machine is a modification

of its type CA alternating-current and type CD direct-

current motors. The motor is very quiet in operation,

it is asserted, and requires practically no attention. It

is designed for application to any make of sewing ma-
chine. To start the sewing machine, a free-running

pulley belted to the hand wheel of the machine is

driven by a clutch operated from the sewing-machine

treadle, and to stop it a brake is applied as the clutch

FIG. 2—MOTOR FOR OPERATING HEAVY SEWING MACHINES

is released. Complete range of control is obtained by

a slight movement of the treadle. The needle is under

the control of the operator at all times, and it can be

moved so that a single stitch can be made if desired.

The outfits are made in two styles, one for alternating-

current, the other for direct-current circuits. Fig. 2

shows a switch for starting and stopping the motor.
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Electric Bench Jointer

A small 4-in. electric jointer has recently been de-

veloped to perform such jobs as are ordinarily done

by hand with a plane and square. The machine is

equipped with a round safety head, a tilting bench for

level work, an automatic guard, and a rear table for

rabbeting. The jointer and motor are directly con-

nected and are mounted on a common sub-base. The

MOTOR-DRIVEN JOINTER

knives are 4 in. long and the over-all dimensions of the

machine are 20 in. by 18 in. by 9 in. The net weight

is 90 lb. In one operation the machine will do the same
work, it is declared, that requires a number of opera-

tions when done with a plane and square. The motor is

rated at 0.25 hp. and is being manufactured by the

Robbins & Myers Company, Springfield, Ohio. The
jointer is the product of the Crescent Machine Com-
pany, Leetonia, Ohio.

Electric Control for Doors

The Mechanical Products Company, Inc., 2016 Peo-

ple's Gas Building, Chicago, has developed the electric

door opener and closer shown herewith. The device con-

sists of a small General Electric motor, a push-button

FIG. 1—MOTOR-DRIVEN DOOR OPENER INSTALLED IN A

GARAGE *g£

control system, a limit switch and a set of rope-driven
sheaves. When the apparatus is installed for operation
the motor and the contactor panel of the control system
are mounted on the ceiling near the door and a con-

tinuous rope is run around a grooved pulley which is

geared to the motor. A three-button control panel for

opening, closing or stopping the door may be placed at

any desired point. In opening or closing the door it is

not necessary for the operator to stop the door at the

end of its arc of travel, since this operation is per-

formed by an automatic limit switch. The manufac-

FIG. 2- -DETAILED VIEW OF MOTOR AND CONTACTOR
EQUIPMENT

turer states that the greatest field of usefulness of this

device is to be found in packing houses, where it will

displace employees whose only duty is to operate stor-

age-room doors.

Adjustable Pole-Hole Digger

An adjustable tool for digging post holes is shown in

the accompanying illustrations. It consists essentially

of a straight, strong wooden handle, a shank or ferrule,

one leaf-spring, and a steel blade similar to that of an

ordinary spade but cupped properly for digging pur-

poses. A case-hardened eye is attached to the blade

at the upper end and is so constructed that it has three

flat surfaces for the pressure of the spring which rests

in the ferrule and bears upon the eye. The blade can

be held rigidly in any one of three positions: First, in

a perpendicular position for cutting the dirt loose, as

shown in Fig. 1 ; second, in the position of a right angle

for removing the dirt from the hole, as illustrated in

Fig. 2; third, at an acute angle for refilling purposes

or for use as a ditching tool, as shown in Fig. 3. The
upper part of the ferrule is cylindrical in shape to take

FIGS. 1, 2 AND 3—ADJUSTABLE POST-HOLE DIGGER IN THREE
POSITIONS FOR DIGGING, REMOVING DIRT, AND AS A

DITCHING TOOL

the wooden handle and is flattened below to accommo-
date the spring and fit into a slot made in the blade for

its reception, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The end of

the ferrule is attached to the eye and so arranged that

while the tool is in the position of a right angle the

back of the ferrule and upper end of the shovel are

flush with each other, as shown in Fig. 2. Close to the
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upper end of tin- spring the ferrule Is pierced by ;i set

sw wimii comes in contact with the spring and is

d to give the desired tension according to the kind
of digging. The tool maj be employed as a spade for

the flrsl fool Or tWO and then can be utilized to loosen

the dirt by Chopping. Alter a BUfficienI amount is

reads for removal the digger is placed in the hole at

the Bide next to the operator and the dirt is pushed
toward the opposite side, and the tool is then tripped.
The operation Ol' tripping serves to shove the blade
under the dirt ready for removal with no chance for its

falling back. The post hole digger is being placed on
the market bj the Triple Tool Company. Jacksonville,
ill.

Fiber Lining for Metallic Sockets and Receptacles

Linings composed largely of asbestos fiber and a spe-
cial binder for Mogul sockets and receptacles which are
used with nitrogen-filled lamps of high rating are being
made by the Elastoid Fibre Company, Waltham, Mass.
In the progress of manufacture the material is treated
at a temperature varying from 600 deg. to 700 deg.
Fahr. The material will therefore withstand a heat, the
manufacturer points out, at which the metallic parts of
the socket begin to discolor and deteriorate, enduring,
accordingly, without injury any heat developed by the
largest nitrogen-filled lamps. Tests show that the lin-

ings are reasonably uniform in thickness and diameter,
are chemically neutral, have good dielectric strength,
are absorptive of moisture to about the same degree as
ordinary fiber linings, and are practicably non-combus-
tible.

Electric Equipment for Painting Without a Brush

New and improved accessories have been developed
by the Paasche Air Brush Company, Madison Terminal
Building, Chicago, 111., for use with its apparatus em-
ployed in producing finishes of enamel, varnish, shellac,

bronze, mica, celluloid or other liquid materials. The
equipment consists essentially of a finishing hood or

FIG. 1—COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR FINISHING CHAIRS

booth, a motor-driven exhaust outfit, a liquid container,

an electric three-heat air and material heater, an air

regulator, and a turntable on which the object to be fin-

ished is placed. In Fig. 1 is shown a 6-ft. outfit which
is used extensively by chair and metal-goods manufac-
turers. The apparatus is being made in the single-unit

type, as shown in Fig. 1, and in the twin-unit type

where two hoods are placed Opposite to each other and
connected to one exhaust outfit which is placed between
them. The single unit are heme made with i ft., 6-ft.,

6-ft., 8 ft. and io ft. finishing hoods, a similar range
of sizes is also provided with the twin unit outfits. 'I nc

hoods are of galvanized sheet metal, rigidly braced with

angle iron. All the types are 7 ft. high. A metal Moor

FIG. 2—EXHAUST FAN WITH ADJUSTABLE STAND

is also provided with the outfit. Wired glass is employed
for both the sides and the top, permitting ample light

for the operator. In Fig. 2 is shown the motor-driven

exhaust outfit. The motor is entirely separate from the

exhaust, thus preventing paint, varnish or enamel from
getting into the motor or any of its working parts. The
propeller blades are of a special design and are of

aluminum. Adjustable stands are provided which are

made in three sizes—an 18-in. stand being used for the

vOVV-ME0-H/^

-THREE-HEAT COMBINED MATERIAL AND AIR

HEATER

4-ft. and 5-ft. booths, a 20-in. stand for the 6-ft. and

8-ft. booths, and a 24-in. stand for the 8-ft. and 10-ft.

booths. The material and air heater is shown in Fig. 3.

It is mounted as illustrated in Fig. 1 and is designed

to deliver sufficient heat so that material can be applied

at a temperature of 120 deg. Fahr., or greater if re-

quired.
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Three-Volt Lantern Battery

The Usona Manufacturing Company of New York
City and Toledo, Ohio, has just brought out a 3-volt

high-efficiency battery which is designed for use in all

battery lanterns employing its standard No. 6 dry bat-

I
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A 3-VOLT BATTERY FOR LANTERNS

tery. The new battery has the same outside dimensions

as the No. 6 battery, but has twice the length of life, it

is declared, and will give twice the amount of light. The
battery is designated as the No. 66 (double-six) unit.

Illuminated Clock Face

"Frink polaralite" signs consist of a heavy sheet of

plate glass in which the design is deeply sand-blasted.

The source of illumination is entirely hidden, and the

ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED CLOCK FACE

light is reflected up or down edgeways through the

glass, giving a very pleasing effect. The same idea has

been used in the designing of the clock face shown in

the accompanying illustration. The clock can be made
to conform to any architectural design and may be pro-

vided with or without background. The frame for the

clock may be either square, hexagonal or octagonal, em-
ploying four lamps, six lamps and eight tubular "lino-

lite" lamps respectively. For use with the square

frame the glass is 14 in. or 16 in. in diameter. With
the hexagonal and octagonal frames the glass is 22 in.

and 36 in. in diameter respectively. The clock is being

placed on the market by the H. W. Johns-Manville Com-
panv, Forty-first Street and Madison Avenue, New
York.

Electric Laundry Iron

An electrically operated iron designed especially for

heavy work, although it may be employed for light work
if desired, is shown herewith. According to the manu-
facturer, the William H. Dalton Company, Salem, Mass.,

the heating elements are so arranged as to give the most

efficient distribution of heat over the ironing surface.

The iron is provided with three-heat temperature regu-

lation, actuated by a controller instead of by a rheostat.

Five removable plates, each plate weighing 2.5 lb., are

provided so that the weight of the iron can be varied

HEAVY LAUNDRY IRON WITH LIFTING DEVICE

from 17.5 lb. to 30 lb. Connections are made at the cen-

ter of the iron as shown so that the cord is out of reach

of the work and will not retard the operator. A lifting

device is utilized for easily raising the iron. The iron

is double-pointed, permitting of operation in either

direction.

32-Volt Gasoline-Engine-Driven Lighting Plant

Small lighting plants for homes, factories, mills,

stores, mines, banks, hotels and churches, with ratings

of from 450 watts to 1500 watts, are being placed on

the market by the Swedish-American Telephone Manu-
facturing Company, 5235 Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago,

111. Each plant consists of a gasoline-engine attached

to a skid, a 12-ft. leather belt, a storage battery, a

switchboard and a shunt-wound generator, all of which

COMPLETE 32-VOLT LIGHTING OUTFIT

are mounted on a heavy angle-iron base, as illustrated.

The switchboard is of oiled slate and mounted on a

strong angle-iron frame and legs. It is equipped with

heavy switches, underload circuit-breaker, self-starting

switch, pilot lamp, voltmeter, ammeter and rheostat.

In starting the outfit the generator is operated as a
motor, taking energy from the battery.
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Large-Sized Electric Lantern

in the accompanying Illustration la Bhown lantern
u in. h [b one of two recently built for the

Linden Company, to be u*v<\ at the entrance of the new
Pullman Memorial Training School, Chicago, bj the

I Is shown the type without Bpeed regulation. The motor
operates <>n <

- i t * 1
<

-

1

- direcl current or alternating current.

\ witch button In tin- handle of the vibrator is em
ployed for starting or stopping the motor. The vibrator

shown in Pig. 2 is equipped with a speed regulating

ONE OF TWO LARGE LANTERNS FITTED WITH 1000-WATT
LAMPS

FIG. 2—VIBRATOR WITH SPEED REGULATOR FOR HOME USE

switch. The vibrators are packed in carrying cases of

black leatherette, lined with red satin. Five applicators

are provided with the vibrator shown in Fig. 1, and six

with that illustrated in Fig. 2.

Beardslee Manufacturing Company, 216 South Jeffer-
son Street, Chicago. Each lantern is 8 ft. high, the di-

ameter of the cap is 4 ft., and the panels are 3 ft. high
by 12 in. wide at the top and 9 in. wide at the base.
It is made of cast bronze and weighs 500 lb. In the
base of the lantern there is a 1000-watt lamp which is

set in a specially constructed reflector directing the rays
of light from a larger reflector in the hood. By this

arrangement it is declared that the objectionable "lamp
spot" is eliminated and that a distribution of light is

obtained which illuminates each of the panels with the
strong, even glow so desirable for out-of-door lighting.

Electric Vibrators for Home Use

Two types of electrically operated vibrators have re-

cently been brought out by the Hamilton-Beach Manu-
facturing Company, Racine, Wis., particularly for family
service or for the use of professional hair-dressers or
masseurs who call on patrons at their homes. In Fig.

Copper Terminals for Stage Cable and Asbestos-

Covered Wires

Stamped copper lugs, designed for use with all-asbes-

tos or rubber-covered wires, leading from rheostats to

arc lamps, or wherever there is heat in connection with

insulated wiring, have been brought out by the Univer-

sal Electric Stage Lighting Company, 240 West Fiftieth

Street, New York. The terminals can easily be attached

without solder to any stranded or solid wire. Fig. 1

FIGS. 1 AND 2—LUG BEFORE INSTALLATION, AND FIRST

OPERATION IN CONNECTING TO WIRE

shows a terminal as it appears in the first stage of in-

stallation, the wire ends being passed through the hole

in the copper strip between the wing clamps. In the

second operation (Fig. 3) the wires are bent back with

the insulation between the wing clamps, the clamps then

being tightened with pliers or hammer. In Fig. 4 is

shown the terminal completely installed, with insula-

tion fastened between the wing clamps and the bare

wire fastened underneath between the copper strips.

FIG. 1—HOUSEHOLD VIBRATOR WITHOUT SPEED-REGULATING
DEVICE

FIGS. 3 AND 4—SECOND AND LAST OPERATIONS FOR

CONNECTING LUG TO WIRE
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

and Central-Station Fields

Snap and Knife-Switch Sections Formed by Supply

Manufacturers

On Oct. 23 at the Hotel Biltmore, New York, two new
sections were formed by the Associated Manufacturers

of Electrical Supplies. The meeting in the morning was
in the interests of the snap-switch manufacturers and

was attended by representatives from the Bryant Elec-

tric Company, the Arrow Electric Company, the Gen-

eral Electric Company, the Hart & Hegeman Manufac-
turing Company, the Perkins Electric Switch Manufac-
turing Company, the Trumbull Electric Manufacturing
Company, the Hart Manufacturing Company, and the

Metropolitan Electric Manufacturing Company.
Shiras Morris of the Hart & Hegeman Manufactur-

ing Company, Hartford, Conn., was nominated for

chairman, and Frank E. Watts of the Hart Manufactur-

ing Company, New York, and J. C. Dallam of the Gen-

eral Electric Company were elected secretary and treas-

urer respectively. Rules were adopted, and three com-

mittees were appointed, consisting of five members for

the flush-switch committee, three members for the sur-

face-switch committee and three members for the pen-

dent-fixture and miscellaneous switch committee, each

committee to choose its own chairman.

At the afternoon meeting the knife-switch section

was organized, representatives being present from the

following companies : The Bryant Electric Company, the

Crouse-Hinds Company, the George Cutter Company,
the General Electric Company, the H. Krantz Manufac-
turing Company, the Metropolitan Electric Manufac-
turing Company, the Perkins Electric Switch Manufac-
turing Company, the Trumbull Electric Manufacturing
Company, and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company.
J. H. Trumbull, Plainville, Conn., was elected chair-

man. T. A. McDowell of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company and P. J. Shelley of the Met-

ropolitan Electric Manufacturing Company, Long Island

City, were elected secretary and treasurer respectively.

This section will have three standing committees cover-

ing knife switches, mounted and unmounted, knife

switches mounted on porcelain, and disconnected and

miscellaneous switches, each committee to consist of

five members.

metal-filament lamps. The foreign demand for Amer-
ican dynamos and generators, although showing an in-

crease in August, was less by $.'500,000 for the first eight

months of 1915, as compared with the similar period in

ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR AUGUST AND FOR EIGHT-MONTH

PERIOD

August Electrical Exports

The exports during August, 1915, of electrical goods

manufactured in the United States, according to reports

from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
were greater by $800,000, or 76 per cent, than the ex-

ports during August, 1914. During the first eight

months of 1915 the increase in electrical exports

amounted to over $1,300,000, or approximately 10 per

cent.

The principal gains during the month of August were
in batteries, $75,794, or 200 per cent; dynamos or gen-

erators, $102,336, or 90 per cent; insulated wire and

cable, $199,847, or 400 per cent; metal-filament lamps,

$64,527, or 670 per cent, and motors, $159,450, or 135

per cent. For the current year through August the

large increases occurred in the shipment of batteries,

insulated wire and cable, interior-wiring supplies and

Eight Months Ended
, August n , August ,

1915 1914 1915 1914
Electrical machinery,

appliances and in-

struments :

Batteries $114,516 $38,722 $864,001 $424,953
Dynamos or gener-

ators ^1 6,906 114,570 1,449,523 1,746,665

Fans 15,458 5,528 230,721 253,644
Insulated wire anil

cable 251,083 51,236 1,764,300 914,372

Interior wiring sup-
plies, etc., including

fixtures til, 202 43,511 605,166 401,404

Arc lamps 1,633 1,620 16,845 29,869

Carbon-filament lamps 17,221 4,338 97,423 64,070

Metal-filament lamps 74,119 9,592 420,592 118,629

Meters and other

measuring instru-

. ments 57,244 23,747 396,237 *55,332

Motors 277,940 118,490 2,044,386 2,147,135

Telegraph instruments
(including wireless

apparatus) 17,030 3,101 74,683 74,850

Telephones 50,841 78,403 682,859 770,918

Transformers 29,146 33,609 375,291 688,734

All other 633,958 497,543 5,955,413 5,963,994

Totals $1,806,292 $1,024,010 $14,977,440 $13,654,569

Figures cover period beginning July 1.

1914. To a less extent was the same condition true for

motors. Telephone apparatus and transformers con-

tinued to show a falling off.

It might be pointed out that the exports of carbon

lamps, while they are not so large as those of metal-

filament lamps, increased both in August and the first

eight months of 1915.

New Tungsten Lamp Prices for New York

In compliance with the order of the Public Service

Commission, First District, New York, handed down
Oct. 15, the New York Edison Company and the United

Electric Light & Power Company have issued a new
schedule of prices of incandescent lamps, effective Nov.
1. By the order of the commission, on and after Jan.

1, 1916, the incandescent lamps furnished as renewals

under the lamp-service agreement by the New York
Edison Company and the United Electric Light & Power
Company shall be tungsten lamps of standard efficien-

cies and ratings or other lamps of like or of greater

efficiency and rating, provided that tungsten lamps of

50-watt rating and above are to be furnished free, while
the smaller sizes are to be furnished at an extra charge
which shall be no more than the additional renewal cost

of such smaller lamps. After Jan. 1, 1916, the company
has been ordered not to furnish to its customers "Gem"
lamps or other lamps of a specific consumption of less

than 1.25 watts per candle-power. The renewal and
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galea prices of Incandescent lamps In plain bulbs are

i
u in the table below. It mighl be mentioned In this

connection thai for some tunc the I aited Electric Light

a Power I ompany and the Nevi Jforli Edison Company

have been furnishing 60 wait lamps and larger ones free

to renewal contract customers.

i;i m u \i, \m> \i I
-

i i; i. i 01 [NCAND1 I

i (tn
\. w

1 Oder 1 ii.l.r

I'm r- I'm Renewal Ii. Ill U.'ll

Control Contract

10-Wktt -
1

'1 $0 2a $0.17

16-wtit ii M ii 21 ii 1..

mtl 14 o 22 O Hi ii 12

R ill II '.'1 O L"J II 11 0.10

10-waM (i 12 II II.-,

lit n 22 1 irr Free

100-walt ii 62 I'rrc

180 «atl ii B7 ii 87 I rei

150-watl i r.' 1 42 I ree Free

loo-»ait 2.M j 64 1 rrr Free

500-watl 2 7ti 2 70 Free Free

20-30-40-60-w*tl 0.14 0.14

liO-wsitt (i L6S 166

M:u.b. "C" 100-watt 1.00 1.00

•_>00-\v:itl 2 00 2.00

800-watl 3.00 3.00

400-watt 3.75

500-wutt 4 .-,1) 4.50

750-watt 5.00 5.00

100()-watt 6.00 6.00

Federal Trade Commission Extending Export

Inquiry

The Federal Trade Commission announces that it will

soon send out 30,000 letters of inquiry, followed up by

a brief schedule, as a part of the investigation of con-

ditions that affect American foreign trade. Congress

has empowered the commission to make an investigation

of these conditions and to report the facts with such

recommendations as it deems advisable.

By public hearings throughout the country and by

other means the commission has been gathering facts

and information as a basis for its report to Congress.

It now wishes to obtain information from a large num-

ber of men who were unable to appear at the hearings.

For this purpose these letters and schedules will be sent

out.

About 20,000 letters will go to American manufac-

turers' and producers, and about 10,000 will be sent to

other authorities on foreign trade conditions, such as

export commission merchants, manufacturers' export

agents, importers, domestic merchants, publicists, law-

yers, economists, bankers, engineers, etc.

A return post card accompanying the letter is de-

signed to give the commission a broad yes or no referen-

dum on the advisability of export combinations, and to

put it in touch with those who are willing to assist it by

furnishing further facts and suggestions. To those

who state that they will co-operate with the commission

in furnishing facts, etc., the schedule of inquiries will

be sent, covering the topics on which the commission

desires information.

Through this letter of inquiry and schedule the com-

mission particularly desires to get the facts from many

different points of view and from all sides of contro-

verted questions. Thus, the 20,000 names of manufac-

turers and producers include every important branch

of American industrial enterprise and represent every

shade of opinion in regard to the present problems of

our foreign trade. The list takes in big business and

little business, companies that are old in exporting and

firms that are new, interests that want combinations

among American manufacturers for export trade and

mm who are "pp" ''ii to mil organizations, manul

turers of specialties and producers of staples, concerns

whose foreign trade is limited to South America or

Europe and those whose product are old all over the

globe.

ENERGY COSTING MORE IN ENGLAND
\\;ir Makes It Ncccss;ir> for Various Municipalities to In-

crease the Price of Kleclriiilv

There has been an almosl universal increase in rates

for electrical energy in Great Britain since the war. An
analysis of the rate increases since the first of last May,
as reported in the London Electrical Review, reveals

ninety-six actual increases in light and motor-service
rates and eighteen cases where an increase lias been
recommended by those in charge of the utilities. Rea-
sons are not always stated, but in thirty-two cases the

abnormal rise in the price of coal was responsible for

the increase. Seven stations cited large increases in

wages, three decreased lighting hours, eight increased

cost of materials, one blamed the war, and ten gave
various other reasons not specified. Some companies
gave as many as five reasons for raising the price of

energy.

Most of the increases were in the neighborhood of a
farthing to a halfpenny, or, in American currency, from
one-half cent to a cent, per kilowatt-hour. Many of the

companies expressed the increases in percentage. These
were as follows: For lighting, forty-six companies in-

creased rates 10 per cent, nine 12.5 per cent, four 15

per cent, three 7.5 per cent, and two 25 per cent; for

motor circuits, thirty-six municipalities boosted the rate

10 per cent, fifteen 15 per cent, ten 12.5 per cent, seven

20 per cent, two 7.5 per cent, and two 25 per cent. There
were a few other scattered cases of odd amounts, but
none greater than 25 per cent.

In most cases the same percentage increase was made
in rates for all uses. In thirteen cases, however, the

percentage increases in rates for motor service were
greater than those for lighting, and in five cases the

reverse was true. Where the motor-service rates were
increased by a larger percentage than the lighting rates

it was generally noticed that the gross increase was the

same. In nine cases the only increase was in rates for

motor service.

While the price of coal reached its height during the

last week in March and has since come down, it is still

considerably above former prices. On Jan. 2, 1915, the

pit-head price for the best Newcastle steam coal was
13s. 3d. On March 27 it was £1 10s. It began to fall on

May 1, and the price on Oct. 2 was quoted at 18s. 9d.

The pit-head prices for the best Yorkshire coal show the

same conditions. The price on Jan. 2 was 14s. per ton.

On Feb. 27 it was high at £1. It began to decrease on

March 27, and on Oct. 2 it was 17s. 3d.

The war has for many reasons caused wages to in-

crease considerably. Many men enlisted and went to

the front, and those who remained were tempted by the

large wages to be had at factories working on govern-

ment orders. To retain their employees central stations

have found it necessary to pay large wages, to pay war
bonuses, and to provide opportunities for their help to

earn extra money during the week-end holiday. At the

same time other industries have found almost similar

conditions and have been forced to make an increase in

prices, with the result that materials needed in the cen-

tral stations have become higher in price. The curtail-

ment of light at night by the government as a precau-

tion against air raids has, it has been estimated, prac-

tically halved the income from this source of energy

supply.
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Employee's Assumption of Risk.—An
employee's assumption of all ordinary

risks under conditions in respect to

which the master has done his duty

merely negatives, it was held by the

Supreme Court of Oklahoma (151 P.

875), the existence of primary negli-

gence of the master.

Temporary Disability.—In defining

temporary disability as distinguished

from permanent disability under the

workmen's compensation acts, Justice

Kalisch of New Jersey (95 A. 143) held

the opinion that temporary disability

is the condition that exists until the

injured employee is as far restored as

the permanent character of the injuries

he received will permit.

No Damages for Foreman Because

of Unsafety of Working Place. — The

Supreme Court of South Carolina in

the case of Cine versus Southern Rail-

way Company ruled that it is the duty

of the foreman to provide a reasonably

safe place to work in and that if this is

improperly done the master cannot be

held for injuries received for that rea-

son by the foreman. A servant cannot

hold the master for not doing that

which was the servant's duty as the

representative of the master to do.

Employer's Liability.—An employer

must use reasonable care and diligence

to prevent accident or injury to an em-
ployee, according to a decision of the

Supreme Court of California (151 P.

290), and failure to do so makes him
liable for damages resulting to the em-
ployee, whether he undertook the per-

formance of such duty personally or

delegated it to another; so that where
plaintiff's employer had a flagman on

duty to warn employees working in a

trench his failure to warn an employee
of the danger would render the em-
ployer liable.

Employers' Liability When Servant

Works Outside Regular Employment.

—

Where an employee gratuitously or

without proper authorization undertook

to aid in work outside his regular em-
ployment, and while so aiding was
killed, the Supreme Court of Alabama
(695,604) holds that the employer was
not liable for his death. Where, how-
ever, a boss having control of em-
ployees tacitly accepted the service of

an employee, though foreign to his

regular work, the service was author-

ized in a legal sense and the employee
was within the protection of the law.

Damages for Back-Water.—A hydro-
electric company authorized to exercise

the right of eminent domain obtained
by purchase certain land and erected a
dam which caused back-water. An
owner of adjacent land brought suit to

recover damages, alleging that the
work was negligently done, causing
stagnant water which produced noxious
gases and disease-bearing mosquitoes.
The plaintiff claimed that sickness had
thus been caused, as well as injury to
the property whereon he lived and
which was cultivated. Among other
items of damages, it was claimed that
croppers who cultivated a portion of
the plaintiff's place were made sick and
moved away, leaving the crops un-
gathered, and that by reason of sick-

Legal Notes
Court Decisions and Opinions

Bearing on Questions Affecting the

Electrical industry

ness the plaintiff could not gather all

the crops, so that some were lost or

deteriorated in value. It was held by

the Supreme Court of Georgia (86

S. E. 324) that such items of damage

were too remote and speculative to

furnish ground for a recovery on the

basis of the value of the crops thus

lost.

Rights of Riparian Owners.—In a

proceeding to condemn a half interest

in a water-power the Supreme Court

of North Carolina held (86 S. E. 296)

that it was an error to take from the

jury the issues as to whether the

water-power was capable of being de-

veloped for the production of electric

power in connection with a power al-

ready developed, and whether such

water-power was being held to be used

and to be developed for use in connec-

tion with a power now used by de-

fendant, such facts prohibiting con-

demnation under the Laws of 1913,

Chap. 94. It was further held that

where a stream passes between the

lands of opposite riparian owners one

of such owners cannot build a dam to

the middle of the stream and divert

half the water through a flume, even

though he may return it into the

stream before it leaves his land, since

in such case each riparian owner is

entitled to the whole bulk of the

stream, undivided and indivisible.

No Recovery Possible in Rate Dis-

crimination Cases Provided Ordinance
Maximum Is not Exceeded.—Federal

Judge M. J. Wade has denied the peti-

tion of the Homestead Company to re-

cover $15,000 from the Des Moines
Electric Company for alleged over-

charges on electrical energy. The
Homestead Company claimed that com-
petitors were enjoying lower rates.

There is a city ordinance in effect

which fixes the maximum rates to be
charged by the electric company, and
it was shown that at no time has the

Homestead Company been charged
more than the ordinance rate. Judge
Wade's opinion holds, first, that the

rate fixed by the ordinance must be
assumed to be a reasonable rate, and
the Homestead Company, not having
paid in excess of that rate, cannot re-

cover upon any theory that the rate

paid was unreasonable; second, that

the reasonableness of the rate, so long
as that rate does not exceed the maxi-
mum established by the ordinance, can-

not be tested at the instance of the
individual user of energy; third, that

while public service corporations will

not be permitted to discriminate in

their charges for service made to com-
petitors in business in the same lo-

cality, so long as the rate charged does
not exceed the ordinance rate no recov-
ery can be had because of such charge.

Release from Liability.— Prior to

the construction of its dam a hydro-

electric company having the right of

eminent domain obtained from the

owners of certain lots a deed to por-

tions thereof for the purpose of making
iir and hacking water by means

of its dam. In the deed, after de-

scribing the property conveyed and re-

ferring to the easements, rights, mem-
bers and appurtenances appertaining

thereto, appeared the following words:

"The said party of the second part, its

successors and assigns, being hereby

released and discharged by the said

parties of the first part, their heirs,

personal representatives and assigns,

from any and all actions and rights of

action, rights to or claims for any dam-
ages of any nature resulting from the

construction, maintenance or operation

of said dam or power plant and the

consequent changes in the height of

the water." It was held by the Supreme
Court of Georgia (86 S. E., 322) that

such conveyance released the defendant

from all damages resulting from the

proper and non-negligent construction,

maintenance or operation of the dam
or power plant, but did not operate as

a release of damages resulting from a

negligent construction and maintenance
thereof.

Fear as an Element of Damages.

—

A right-of-way 100 ft. wide was con-

demned for the erection and mainten-
ance of a transmission line, and the

jury in assessing the damages consid-

ered the fear caused to the public by
these lines as a cause of depreciation

of the value of the remaining land.

The judgment pronounced on the ver-

dict was reversed by the Supreme
Court of Alabama (67 S. 833). Jus-

tice De Graffenried in his opinion said:

"A large percentage of the agencies

which now conserve human effort are,

when negligently controlled, dangerous
to human life, and many things now
daily used upon our streets and upon
our public highways were when they
were first introduced objects of terror

to those who knew nothing about them.
If it be true that some people who
have not grown accustomed to lines

similar to that of appellant are afraid

of this improvement, and that therefore

they are not willing to buy appellee's

lands, the law can furnish to appellee

no remedy therefor and cannot re-

gard depreciation created by such a
cause as resting upon any substantial

basis. The law can and will see that
appellee is justly compensated for the
rights which appellant has acquired in

the condemned strip, and if appellee
shows on the next trial, by evidence of
a substantial quality, that there has
been actual resultant damages to the
remaining land by reason of the appel-
lant's right-of-way through appellee's

land, the law will award him compen-
sation for the resultant loss. In allow-
ing compensation, however, it cannot
allow any compensation on account of
any claimed depreciation of such re-

maining land which is due to the mere
fears of some of the people, which are
founded in reality upon their lack of
knowledge of the real effect of the line,

and which human experience shows are
not justified by the facts."
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Associations and Societies
Buffalo Jovians Hold Prosperity Weeh Mooting. [hi

Jovian League of Buffalo, \. ST., held a maa meeting of all

electrical men In Buffalo on Nov. i to discusi plant foi

"cashing In" during Electrical Prosperity Week.

Cleveland Electrical League. \ meeting of the Clove
land (Ohio) Electrical League was held al the Hollenden
Hotel on Oct 28, when addresses were made by Peter
Witt, ii.urv i.. Davis, Charles P. Salen and M. G. Norton.

Annual Meeting of Naval Architects and Marine Engl-
neers. The twenty third annual meeting of the Society of
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers will be held at the
Engineering Societies Building on Nov. L8 and 19. in

eluded among the large number of papers to be presented
is one by \v

. 1.. K. Kmmet on "Some Comparisons Relating
to Electric Propulsion of a Battleship."

Host on Edison Company Section. N. E. L. A.— Capt. A. G.
Reynolds, chief Clerk to the president of the Boston Elevated
Railway Company, gave an illustrated lecture on "More
Than Half a Century of Street Railroading in Boston" at
the annual meeting of the Boston Edison company section

of the N. E. L. A. on Oct. li). The meeting was held at
the .Massachusetts Avenue service buildings, and the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year: President,
L. L. Elden; vice-presidents, C. E. Greenwood and H. W.
Stevens; secretary, John J. Buckley; treasurer, C. H. Miles.

Prosperity Banquet for Duquesne Light Company Section,

N. E. L. A.—-Members of the Duquesne Light Company sec-

tion of the National Electric Light Association held a pros-
perity banquet in Kaufmann's Auditorium, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

on Oct. 21. The banquet was preceded by a short business
meeting. James D. Callery, president of the company, ad-
dressed the members on welfare work. He was followed
by Dean C. B. Connelly of the Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology on "Prosperity, the Result of Properly Investing Our
Time." Other speakers were R. S. Orr, general manager
of the Duquesne Light Company, and J. C. Hobbs, president
of the company section.

New York Jovians Learn of Business Psychology.—Before
a small but enthusiastic audience at the weekly New York
Jovian League luncheon held at the Hotel Martinique on
Nov. 3, Charles L. Eidlitz, first president of the National
Electrical Contractors' Association, delivered an address on
the "Psychology of Business." The topic was discussed
from the standpoint of the salesman or seller. "Know your
'prospect's' mind," was Mr. Eidlitz's first axiom. The
stereotyped sales talk, learned and delivered in parrot
fashion, is valueless in modern business. Every man's mind
is different, and for that reason the salesman should study
his 'prospect' in advance and approach him in a manner that

will assure his whole-hearted attention and interest. In

the matter of salesmen's letters, Mr. Eidlitz further empha-
sized the point of attracting and holding the customer's
attention. "Since," he said, "every man on opening a letter

must read the first few lines to know whether he shall read
further or consign the letter to the waste-paper basket, the

first few lines is the place to deliver the 'punch' of the

argument." In closing the speaker dwelt on some of the

psychological aspects of the buyer's market and the seller's

market. Nobody gains in the buyer's market, but in the

seller's market not only the seller profits, but also the buyer
who has been fair and above-board to the seller in the

buyer's market. Instances were cited to show how poorly

an unscrupulous buyer in a buyer's market might fare at

the hands of the seller in the seller's market. Mr. Eidlitz

promised to discuss at a later meeting further the same
topic, this time from the standpoint of the buyer. Frank
E. Watts, chairman of the speakers' committee of the New
York Jovian League, announced some of the plans for

future meetings. Mayor Mitchel, District-Attorney Charles

A. Perkins, Frank A. Vanderlip, president of the National

City Bank of New York, and Dr. Jeremiah Jenks are among
those who will address future meetings of the league. Plans

are also being perfected to have the members listen to

Harry J. Pieper of the Southern California Edison Company
talking from Los Angeles over the transcontinental tele-

phone line. Roy E. Schaulin of the business staff of the

Electrical World, the new first tribune of the New York
Jovian League, presided at the meeting.

Public Service Commission News
Nr« \ or k < Commissions

The Public Service Commission, Second District, Nati
York, baa approved the franchise;; granted by the city of
New York to the Yonkei Electric Light & Powei I ompany
and the Westchester Li| i ompany for the construction
of an elect tic transmission line along the aqueduct land
in the county of Westchester, and contract whereby the <•

companies and the New York Kdison Company and the
United Electric Light <v Power Company may use the line

in return for furnishing the city with electricity which it

will need in the operation of the aqueduct. The approval
was given alter publication of the application in the pa]

of Westchester County ami after a bearing before Com
tnissioner Emmet in New York at which no opposition to

the project was recorded. The Yonkers company will do
the work in the city of Yonkers and the Westchester Light-
ing Company in the rest of the county. Electricity will be
supplied the line by the Edison and United companies at the
New York city line.

Upon an opinion by Commissioner Devoe P. Hodson, and
with the assent of the town authorities, the Public Service
Commission, Second District, New York, has permitted the
People's Natural Gas Company to increase its rates in the
town of West Seneca and a small portion of the city of
Buffalo from 25 cents to 32 cents per 1000 cu. ft., with a dis-

count of 2 cents per cubic foot on bills paid within ten days.
The case possesses special interest because the franchise of
the company in West Seneca limited the price it could
charge for gas to 25 cents. The company showed, however,
that for several years it had not been able to do a profitable

or satisfactory business. Judge Hodson, in his opinion, de-

clares the principle that it is the duty of the commission
to conserve the interests of the company as to income and
benefits quite as much as it is to protect the rights of the

public as to rates and service. He says: "Adequate prices

which will yield a fair return upon the invested capital of

the company, after providing for all such expenditures, are

as necessary and proper as the day wages of a laborer or

any other just compensation in the economy of business.

This proposition is not always recognized by the public,

which sometimes makes unreasonable demands upon a pub-

lic service corporation in order to gain some slight advan-
tage in the matter of rates and service. This course often

deprives the utility of a proper current income for the

service rendered and usually terminates in loss and incon-

venience to all parties concerned." Speaking of the action

of the town authorities in waiving the limitations in the

franchise against an increase in rates, Commissioner Hod-
son commends this action as "recognizing the principle that

the company and the customers it serves have a mutual
interest in the business, and that good service by the com-
pany should be properly compensated by the customers in

order to make such business remunerative to the company
and a benefit to the people of the town, and that, by the

same token, a blow at either would work serious injury to

the other."

Massachusetts Commission

Following conferences with the Public Service Commis-
sion, the New England Telephone & Telegraph Company-
has agreed to install divided ringing apparatus on four-

party lines within the Boston metropolitan district, to con-

form to standards of similar service now available in other

centers in the State. The company desired to eliminate

four-party service, but the commission did not sanction

this step and has been working since early in the year to

put it on a part with similar service in other cities.

On Nov. 8 the commission will hear the petition of the

Bay State Street Railway for authority to increase its fares

throughout its system of nearly 1000 miles of track. The

company's case will first be presented and is considered one

of the most important which have come before the board.

On the same date the Massachusetts Supreme Court will

hear the appeal of the -Western Union Telegraph Company
against the recent decision of the board ordering the restor-

ation of stock-ticker service to Calvin Foster of Boston.

The commission's finding in this case has attracted country-

wide attention, in view of its clear discussion of interstate

and intrastate quotation transmissions.
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Corporate and Financial
American Light & Traction Company, New York, N. Y.

—

The directors have declared the regular quarterly dividend
of 1.5 per cent on the preferred stock, a quarterly cash

l

dividend of 2.5 per cent on the common stock, and a stock
dividend of two and one-half shares of common stock for
every one hundred shares now held, all payable Nov. 1 to

j
holderj of record Oct. 15. Earnings for the twelve months

! ended Sept. 30 show a gross gain of approximately $000,000.

j
Expenses increased during the year about $8,500. The total

I
surplus earnings were $14,410,872, a gain of about $1,100,-

,
000. The surplus balance which remained after deducting
dividends was $10,371,970. a gain of $800,000. The com-
parative statement for the twelve months ended Sept. 30,

1914, and 1915, follows:
L915 L9H

Earnings on stocks of subsidiary com-
panies owned by tins company $4,239,114 $3,661,448

Miscellaneous earnings 7 I.",, 940 728,635

Gross earnings $4,985,054 $4,390,083
Expenses i :.<;,620 148,049

Net earnings $4,828,434 $4,242,034
Surplus and reserve Sept. 30, previous
year 9,582,438 9,081,430

Total surplus earnings $14,410,872 $13,323,470
I >i\ idends 4,038,902 3,741,032

Surplus balance Sept. 30 $10,371,970 $9,582,438

Massachusetts Lighting Companies, Boston, Mass.—Not-
withstanding adverse business conditions and nine rate re-

ductions, one in gas and eight in electricity, the trustees of
the corporation, according to the annual report for the
year ended June 30, 1915, feel that the results of the year
have been excellent. More gas and electricity consuming
equipment has been installed for customers this year than
during any previous year. The consolidated operating
account of the companies of which the shares are owned by
the Massachusetts Lighting Companies follows:

Gross earnings $1,333,250
Operating expenses (including taxes) 930,669

Net earnings $402,581
Non-operating income—net 25,380

Total net income $427,961
Interest charges 119,541

Balance $308,420
Dividends paid 306,632

Balance $1,788

Peerless Truck and Motor Corporation.—For the purpose

of taking over the business and properties of the Peerless

Motor Car Company, Inc., of Cleveland, Ohio, and the Gen-

eral Vehicle Company of Long Island City, N. Y., the Peer-

less Truck & Motor Corporation was formed on Nov. 3.

Both companies are engaged in manufacturing motor trucks,

af both gasoline and electric type, aeroplane motors, and

gasoline automobiles, and are exporting many trucks, aero-

plane motors and ammunition parts for war purposes. The
General Vehicle Company has been very active in the de-

velopment of the electric truck and is closely affiliated with

the General Electric Company. The controlling interest in

the Peerless Motor Car Company is also held by interests

closely allied with the General Electric Company—H. A.

rremaine and F. S. Terry, managers of the National Elec-

tric Lamp Works of the General Electric Company. The
officers of the Peerless Motor Car Company are I. H.

Kittredge, president; T. W. Freeh, vice-president, and H. A.

rremaine, secretary and treasurer. The directors include,

in addition to Messrs. Freeh and Tremaine, G. B. Siddall,

E. H. Parkhurst, B. G. Tremaine, J. R. Crouse, A. B. Mc-
Nairy, L. H. Treadway and C. E. Sullivan. The authorized

capital stock is $5,000,000 7 per cent cumulative preferred

ind the same amount of common. A total of $4,200,000,

equally divided between the two classes of stock, is out-

standing. The authorized capital stock of the General

Vehicle Company is $10,000,000, half in 7 per cent cumula-

te preferred and half in common. All the common and

Pl,200,000 of the preferred are outstanding. P. D. Wagoner
s president of the company, and the other officers are G. W.
Wesley and F. C. Pratt, vice-presidents; M. F. Westover,

secretary, and L. S. Nold, treasurer. The directors are, in

iddition to Messrs. Wagoner and Pratt, A. W. Burchard,

E. A. Carolan, A. K. Baylor, M. F. Westover and W. B.

Potter. No announcement has been made of the new officers

or capital stock of the new company. The new company
will take up at once the manufacture of aeroplane motors
on a large scale, owning as it does the American rights of
the Daimler Motoreen Gesellschaft of Stuttgart and Berlin.

Virginia Railway & Power Company, Richmond, Va.—The
sixth annual report of the company for the year ended
June 30, 1915, besides containing a very complete financial
statement, has a large number of data relative to equip-
ment. The railway department showed considerable losses
in gross revenue owing to jitney competition and business
depression. The electric light and power and gas depart-
ment made a gain of almost $100,000. The expenditures
during the fiscal year for additions, extensions and better-
ments to property and charged to capital account amounted
to $336,898. Of this amount $137,570 was charged to the
railway department, $176,607 to the light and power depart-
ment, and $27,721 to the gas department. The cash on hand
on June 30 amounted to $489,999, or more than twice that
on hand a year previously. The commercial output for the
fiscal year was 58,044,703 kw.-hr., as compared with 52,091,-

214 kw.-hr. the previous year. The number of customers
increased from 20,782 to 23,267. The total connected com-
mercial load increased during the fiscal year from 59,776 kw.
to 67,588 kw. The gross earnings, income and disburse-
ments of the combined properties owned, leased and oper-
ated by the company for the fiscal year, after excluding
offsetting transactions between companies and departments,
are given below:

June 30, June 30,
1915 1 !• 1 1

Gross earnings $5,109,622 $5,156,048
Operating expenses 2,469,074 2,465,908

Operating revenue over operating expenses $2,640,548 $2,690,140
Other income 80,919 80,910

Gross income $2,721,467 $2,771,050
Taxes and licenses 298,551 308,112

Income applicable to fixed charges and
rentals $2,422,916 $2,462,938

Total fixed charges, etc 1,337,867 1,307,348

Surplus over fixed charges and rentals. . . $1,085,049 $1,155,590
Total direct charges 162,546 183,685

Surplus over fixed and other charges.... $922,503 $971,905
Surplus over fixed and other charges ap-

plied as follows :

Dividends on preferred stock 472,752
Dividends on common stock 358,482

Net surplus for the year June 30, 1915,
after payment of dividends $91,269

Worcester (Mass.) Electric Light Company.—The annual
report of the company covering the year ended June 30,

1915, showed an increase in the several departments of the

company's business. The gross income increased 11.5 per

cent and the output was larger than the previous twelve
months' period by 1,835,104 kw.-hr., or 5.8 per cent. During
the year 1471 hp. in electric motors was added to the con-

nected load, making a total of 17,735 hp. in motors on the

company's lines on June 30. There was also an additional

36,253 of 50-watt equivalents in incandescent lamps placed

in service. The increase during the year in the energy
demand by manufacturing establishments was 8.1 per cent,

while the increase in residential lighting was 23.3 per cent.

The earnings statement for the year is as follows:

Receipts :

From light and power $971,604
Rent of conduits and poles
From steam heating and elevator service 9,912
From wiring and motors 5,012

Total $991, 0S4
Expenses

:

At Btation 219,899
For energy purchased 3,713
For distribution 139.372
For management 70,554
For taxes 70,806
Miscellaneous 19,920

Ne1 Income $466, S20
l'rofit and loss I r. .lit

Balance June 30, 1914 433,211
Interest 2.0S0

$902,111
Profll and loss Debit :

l Hvtdends 159,000
Interest 1 1,79 I

I tepreciation 20S.029

Balance $523,288
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Manufacturing and Industrial
Til.- General Electric Companj and the Ediaon Lamp

Works of the General Electric Company have removed their

Lo \ elee offices t<> the Corporation Building, 724 South

Spring St n.t.

The Sprague Electric Works oi the General Electric

Company, i21 Weal Thirty fourth Street, New York, have

recently opened a sales office In the Provident Bank Build-

ing, Cincinnati, Ohio, which will be under the managemenl
of Frank H. Bill.

Los Angeles Electrical Supply Building Destroyed by
lire. The three-story building occupied by the United

states Electrical Manufacturing Company, 461 Mast Third

Street. Los Angeles, Cal., electrical dealer and contractor,

was recently destroyed by lire. The loss is estimated to

be $150,000.

Grand Priae for Electrical Instrument Maker.—The Bris-

tol Company, Waterbury, Conn., which is maintaining an

extensive exhibit of various kinds of electrical and other

recording instruments at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, has

recently been awarded the grand prize by the International

Jury of Awards.

The Rochelle Electric Manufacturing Company, Rochelle,

111., has recently been formed and will be engaged in the

manufacture of wire and motors. S. D. Binkowitz, who is

connected with the American Insulated Wire & Manufac-

turing Company of Chicago, is president of the concern;

Mr. Becker is vice-president, and Mr. Leo Mann secretary

and treasurer.

New Factory for Specialty Manufacturer.—The Hamil-

ton-Beach Manufacturing Company of Racine, Wis., is con-

structing a new factory which is expected to be ready for

occupancy by Jan. 1, 1916. The structure will be three

stories high and will contain 70,000 sq. ft. of floor space. A
new 225-hp. power plant in an adjacent building will supply

energy for operating the machinery of the new factory.

The Hess-Bright Manufacturing Company, Front Street

and Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., reports that the follow-

ing manufacturers of ball bearings have entered into per-

manent license contracts with it: The Standard Roller Bear-

ing Company, Philadelphia; the New Departure Manufac-

turing Company, Bristol, Conn.; the Gurney Ball Bearing

Company, Jamestown, N. Y., and the United States Ball

Bearing Company, Chicago.

Opening of the Kuhlman Electric Company's New Plant.

—The Bay City (Mich.) Board of Commerce recently sent

out an announcement stating that Thursday evening, Oct.

28, was to be devoted to the formal opening of the new
plant of the Kuhlman Electric Company. As stated in the

Electrical World of Sept. 11, the Kuhlman Electric Com-
pany, which is a maker of transformers, has moved from

Elkhart, Ind., to Bay City, Mich.

The Electric Truck Service Company, Salt Lake City, has

recently been organized to furnish electric batteries and

electric-battery service for electric trucks. A. O. Whitmore,

who is president of the concern, has maintained an agency

and garage for electric pleasure vehicles in Salt Lake City

for several years. G. B. Turner, for several years identi-

fied with the automobile industry, is manager of the new
concern. The company has leased and remodeled for use

as a garage a large building on Second Street formerly

used by the Utah Light & Railway Company as a carhouse.

Milwaukee Electric Show Association Recently Formed.

—

Representatives of the electrical industry in Milwaukee re-

cently organized the Milwaukee Electric Show Association

for the purpose of boosting the celebration of Electrical

Prosperity Week. During that week a show will be held

in the auditorium at Milwaukee. R. M. Van Vleet has been

elected president of the association, Philip Grossman vice-

president, S. J. Gates secretary, and P. C. Burrell treasurer.

The incorporators are H. P. Andrae, Philip Polacheck, E. L.

Burdick, H. J. Meyer, R. M. Van Vleet, S. B. Way, H. L.

Seymour and C. L. Benjamin.

American Chamber of Commerce in China.—At a recent

meeting of American business men in Shanghai, China, by-

laws and rules were adopted for the organization of the

American Chamber of Commerce in China. The object of

the chamber is to further the interests of American com-

merce in China. Tiii repre ent the first Btepi taken i>y

American bu ine Intere I to effect an American ti

ni/.ation to s i i. in a general way, the advancement of

the inter. I of American trade in China. Similar An
can chambers of commerce have been formed in Spam,
Milan, the Levant, Maples, Brazil and Amsterdam.

Decrease in Output of Mica in India. The mica indu try

in India has suffered considerably, it is reported, on account
of the war. A large proportion of the demand for the min-
eral has come from Germany for use in the manufac!
of electrical apparatus. Certain firm, with German inter-

which wen- large purchasers of mica have, it is stated,

closed down. The exports of mica to other COUntriei iii

Europe have practically been cut off, and the indu try

generally has been hampered very much by the very high

rates for ocean freights and insurance! brought about by

the war. A number of the mines have been closed,

Electric Trucks for Boston Express Service.—The Ameri
can Express Company has ordered six new electric truck

from the General Vehicle Company foi ervice in Bo to

beginning early in 1916, in the interest of further reducia

costs in local deliveries and collections. The company is no

operating about thirty-five electric trucks in Boston. Th
new equipment consists of four 5-ton and two
wagons. All these machines are charged at the company'
garage in South Boston, and their service extends through

out Greater Boston. The first installation was made abou
five years ago. Most of the trucks are of the 2-ton size

Electric Car Sales Campaign Extended.—Excellent su
cess has been achieved in the special sales campaign car

ried out this month in behalf of the "Ward special,"

750-lb. electric delivery wagon. This campaign and th
special offer made with it were restricted to Greater Ne
York, nearby New Jersey, Long Island and Westchesfc

County and were to end Oct. 31. So many inquiries were
received, however, that it was impossible to attend to them
within the allotted time. At the unanimous request of all

the co-operating companies the Ward Motor Vehicle Com-
pany agreed to extend the period of the special offer to

Dec. 4, which is the final day of Electrical Prosperity Week.

Effective Method of Numbering Apparatus When Photo-

graphed.—In photographing manufactured products of

small size in groups it is often necessary to number the

individual pieces for reference in a catalog or tabulation.

Instead of using the ordinary pasteboard tags with numerals
written in pen or pencil, the scheme was recently tried of

cutting out the figures of an old calendar and placing these

to correspond with the plug and receptacle numbering on

the background used. The method was remarkably success-

ful, took practically no time in preparation, and cost almost

nothing. Numbered in this way, each product photographed

"stood out" with extraordinary clearness, thus enabling

quick comparisons to be made with the utmost facility.

Repeat Order for Electric Ranges.—Some twelve months
ago the Utah Power & Light Company of Salt Lake City

closed a contract with Brigham Whitmore to install twenty-

six electric ranges in a new apartment house. The instal-

lation has proved so successful that Mr. Whitmore has de-

cided to replace gas ranges in another apartment house

which he owns with electric ranges, and accordingly he

recently entered into a contract to purchase eighty Hughes
ranges from the Utah Power & Light Company. It is

stated that the electric ranges prove a distinct advantage

in influencing prospective renters to take apartments

equipped with electrical apparatus. The success of the

initial installation of electric ranges in Salt Lake City apart-

ment houses, it is said, also influenced the owners of six

other apartment buildings in the city to install electric

ranges in their houses during the past year.

Co-operative Branches of Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce.—At the request of the merchants of almost forty

cities seeking to establish American goods in foreign mar-

kets, plans are on foot for the establishment of a numbe
of co-operative branches of the National Bureau of Forei

and Domestic Commerce. Six such branches have alread;

been formed, four more will be launched shortly, and twenty

five cities are in possession of data relative to starting a

co-operative branch. The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce at Washington says: "The movement has sprun;'
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up within a few months. The European war has hastened

its development. Every co-operative branch of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce that is established in-

creases the force with which the main office can demonstrate
to foreign countries the advantages of dealing with An
cans. The bureau welcomes the opportunity to offer its

facilities to the men who are manufacturing goods in these

widely scattered communities."

Sales Convention of the Robbins & Myers Company.

—

The annual sales convention of the Robbins & Myers Com-
pany was held at Springfield, Ohio, Oct. 20, 21 and 22. The
mornings were devoted to general discussions. On
Wednesday morning there was a discussion on fan sales,

the meeting being presided over by W. W. Mumma, fan

sales manager. The first session on Thursday morning
was devoted to discussions on motor sales and was con-

ducted by Eugene Newnham, sales manager of the motor
department and supervising engineer. Led by C. H. Clark,

advertising manager, the men present at the second session

talked on various phases of advertising. C. C. Miner, aud-
itor of the company, presided over the Friday morning
session, which included talks on credits and collections.

Individual conferences between the branch offices and the

various departments of the home office took place on Wed-
nesday and Thursday afternoons. A schedule was given

to each of the visitors showing him the hour allotted him
for his visit with the motor sales, fan sales, advertising,

engineering and credit departments. On Friday at noon
the real business of the convention was brought to a close,

and all the delegates were taken in two of the company's
trucks to the log cabin of W. A. Meyers, secretary of the

company, where they were entertained with a buffet lunch.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Oct. 26 v , Nov. 3 ,

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

£ s d £ s d
London, standard spot 72 2 6 74 10

I 'rime Lake 17.75 to 18.00 18.00 tol8.12y2
Electrolytic .

.' 17.62% to 17.87% 18.00 to 18.12%
Casting 17.12 % to 17.37% 17.50 to 17.75
Copper wire base 19.00 to 19.25f 19.12% to 19.37%t

Lead 4.75 4.90
Nickel 45.00 to 50.00f 45.00 to 50.00f
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter 16.00f 16.00t
Tin, Straits 33.70 36.00t
Aluminum, virgin, 99 per cent 54.00 to 56.00J 56.00 to 58.00f

OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire 15.00 to 15.25f 15.00 to 15.25t
Brass, heavy 10.00 to 10.25f 10.00 to 10.25f
Bras3, light 8.00 to 8.50f 8.50 to 9.00t
Lead, heavy 4.12% to 4.25f 4.25 to 4.35t
Zinc, scrap 10.00 to 10.50t 10.00 to 10.50J

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Nov. 3 None

fNomlnal.

New Industrial Companies
The Howell General Electric Motors Company, Howell,

Mich., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $30,000.
The officers are: H. M. Spencer, Howell, president; Carl L.
Dann, Saginaw, vice-president and general manager.

The Standard Electric & Supply Company, New Haven,
Conn., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000
to deal in electrical machinery, etc. The incorporators are
Carl F. Richmond, Mabel D. Richmond and Kenneth Mintie,
all of New Haven.

The Micropho-Detector Company, New York, N. Y., had
been incorporated by Frank O'Donnell, R. H. Waddell and
H. H. Nieman, 220 Broadway, New York, N. Y. The com-
pany is capitalized at $10,000 and intends to manufacture
electric devices, wireless instruments, microphones, etc.

The Phoenix Machine Company, New York, N. Y., has
been incorporated by H. O. Coughlin, S. A. Anderson and
Joseph F. Curtin, 36 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y. The
company is capitalized at $50,000 and purposes to do a
general electrical engineering, foundry, machinery and con-
tracting business.

New Incorporations
The Poulsbo Li^ht & Power Company, Poulsbo, Wash.,

has been incorporated by J. C. Moe, Elmer Nilsen and A. S.

Ryland.

The .Marion Light & Power Company, Marion, Wis., has

been chartered with a capital stock of $5,000. The incor-

porators are J. H. Dreissen, O. F. Rieche and A. Riecho.

'1 he Ocean County Electric Company, Camden, N. J., has
been incorporated by Joseph P. Murray, Leighton P. Strad-
ley of Philadelphia, Pa., and V. Stanley Saurman, Church-
ville, Pa. The company is capitalized at $525,000 and pur-

poses to build a dam across Toms River between the towns
of Toms River and Allenhurst, the power to be used to

generate electricity for industrial purposes.

Trade Publications
Electrical Fittings.—The Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.,

Chicago, 111., is sending out a list of electrical fittings which
is a supplement to a list issued April, 1915.

Light-Weight Portable Vacuum Cleaner.—The Frank Rid-

lon Company, Boston, Mass., has recently issued an illus-

trated folder on its portable vacuum cleaner.

Fiber Gears.—The Diamond State Fiber Company,
Bridgeport, Pa., has prepared Bulletin No. 13, which gives

some details on the use of fiber for making gears.

Battery-Operated Lantern.—The Hytee's Factories, Inc.,

Indianapolis, Ind., has published several illustrated folders

on its "Dad's" lantern, which is operated by two ordinary

dry cells.

Electric Appliances.—The Hamilton-Beach Manufactur-
ing Company, Racine, Wis., has prepared a folder which
contains information on its vibrators, hair and shoe driers

and drink mixers.

Hard Fiber.—The Delaware Hard Fiber Company, Wil-

mington, Del., has published a complete catalog which con-

tains information on hard fiber and lists the various uses

to which the fiber can be put.

Fixtures for Nitrogen-Filled Lamps.—All-brass ventilated

holders and units for nitrogen-filled lamps are the subject

of Bulletin Serial No. 107, prepared by the F. W. Wake-
field Brass Company, Vermilion, Ohio.

Direct-Current and Alternating-Current Machinery.

—

The Burke Electric Company, Erie, Pa., has recently issued

a small folder which lists the various types of machinery
made by the company and gives a partial stock list.

Pull Switches.—The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., has just issued a four-page folder

printed in two colors which contains information on G-amp.
pull switches of the ceiling, pendent and threaded-cap type.

Coloring for Incandescent Lamps.—The Universal Elec-

tric State Lighting Company, 240 West Fiftieth Street,

New York, has issued a leaflet which contains information
on its "signaloid," which is a material for coloring lamps.

Household Appliances.—The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has prepared
an illustrated folder entitled "Summer Comfort Everywhere"
which lists a number of electrically operated cooking ap-
pliances.

Lighting Fixtures and Household Appliances.—The Alter

Light Company, 827 South Loomis Street, Chicago, 111., has
prepared an illustrated folder containing information on
fixtures for nitrogen-filled lamps and on an electric iron

and toaster.

Small Direct-Current Meters.—"Junior Imp" is the title

of a bulletin published by the Roller-Smith Company, 203

Broadway, New York, which describes small direct-current

ammeters and voltmeters for battery-charging outfits,

small switchboards and similar installations.

Electric-Railway Material.—The General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, has recently issued Bulletins No. 44,012,

on electrical equipment for the Puget Sound Lines of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway; No. 44,005, on line

material and rail bonds for mine and industrial haulage,
and No. 47,010, on standard-unit direct-current switchboard
panels for railway service.
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Construction News
New England
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Middle Atlantic
ALBANY, n. 5 a permit has been

granted bj the Building Bureau tor the
construction ol the Riverside power station
,.i the Municipal Gas Co. In the lumber dis-

trict The cosi of the superstructure la

estimated at 1100,000

BR< >OKLYN, N, I Bldi « iii be received
bj C. B .i Snyder, superintendent of school
buildings, Department ol Education, Park
Avenue and Fit i> -ninth Street, New York,
until Nov, 16 tor Installing electric Lighting
equipment In Public Schools 8, B, 11 and 46,

borough of Brooklyn. Separate bids to be
submitted Cor each school. Blank forms,
plans and specifications may be obtained
or seen at the above office and also at 181
Livingston Street, Brooklyn,

I'.L.MIKA. N. V. -The .Morrow Mfg. Co.,
Klnura, lias purchased l-'j acres ol land
adjoining Its present plot on the South
Side to furnish sites tor future additions,
Including the new power plant now under
construction. The company manufactures
machinery and auto parts.

NEW FORK, N. Y.—Bids will be received
by C. B. J. Snyder, superintendent of school
buildings, Department of Education, Park
Av.nne and Fifty-ninth Street, New York,
until Nov. 15 for installing electric-lighting
equipment In Public Schools 18, 37, 51, 69
and 13."), borough of Manhattan. Separate
proposals to be submitted for each school.
Blank forms, plans and specifications may
be obtained at the above office.

NEW YORK, N. 1'.—The Public Service
Commission, Second District, has approved
the franchises granted by the city of New
York to the Y'onkers El. Lt. & Pwr. Co.,
Yonkers, and the Westchester Ltg. Co.,
Mount Vernon, for the erection of an elec-
tric transmission line along the aqueduct
lands in Westchester County, and a con-
tract whereby these companies and the
New Y'ork Edison Co. and the United El.
Lt. & Pwr. Co. may use the lines in return
for furnishing the city with current which
it will need in operation of the aqueduct.
PATTERSON, N. Y.—The Public Serv-

ice Commission has approved the franchise
granted by the town of Patterson to Ralph
Griffin for the construction of ah electric-
light plant and distribution system in the
town.
RANDOLPH, N. Y.—The Public Service

Commission has approved the franchises
and construction plans of the Randolph
Lt. & Pwr. Co. in Randolph, East Ran-
dolph, Ellington, Conewango and Cherry
Creek, flor the distribution of electricity
for lamps and motors. The commission
has also approved an issue of $30,000 in
capital stock, the proceeds to be used to
pay for construction work.
NORRISTOWN, PA.—The Adam Scheldt

Brewing Co. will soon erect a large three-
story brick, steel and concrete bottling
house in Norristown. All machines, it is

said, will be electrically driven. Peuchert
& Wunder, 310 Chestnut Street, Philadel-
phia, are architects.
OBERLIN, PA.—A petition to be pre-

sented to Board of Township Commission-
ers is being circulated asking that an elec-
tric-lighting system be established in Ober-
lin.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—A one-story
building, to cost about $250,000, will be
erected at the corner of Twelfth and Chest-
nut Streets for the Beneficial Savings
Fund Society. Special attention, it is un-
derstood, will be given to the electrical
installation.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—The West Penn
Trac. Co., Pittsburgh, has closed a con-
tract with the Frick Coal Co. under which
the traction company will supply energy for
use in the Frick coal mines in the Connells-
ville district.

SHARON, PA.—Arrangements are being
made to equip the plant of the Knox Press
& Welded Steel Co., Sharon, for electrical
operation. Energy to operate the plant
will be obtained from the Mahoning &
Shenango Lt. & Pwr. Co.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.—The property of
the Williams Valley Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co.
has been transferred to the Lykens Valley

I.I .V I 'U I 1 '., ..I U
The ... li l.l.l. i, u.i.'i 1100,000
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i RENTON, N. J. The contract foi • Lei

trlcal work for the new admission building
at the State Hospital at Trenton haa been
awarded to the Strang E31 Co., 214 South

i ii Street, Philadelphia, Pa., at

VENTNOR CITY, N. .1 Blda will be re
celved bj the Common < louncll ol Vent noi
City, Cltj Mali. Ventnor City, until Nov.
23 for furnishing and Installing complete
mechanical equipment for water-worka
plant, Including new building for housing
the new and ..Id inarlii n.-i \ as follows ;

New pumping station, concrete foundations
tor all machinery, one triple-expansion,
direct-acting pumping engine, one cross-
compound, two-stage air compressor, one
high-speed engine with directly com
generator, one Burface condenser with com-
bined air and circulating pump, two feed-
water heaters, removing and resetting two
old air compressors, removing and resetting
two old pumping engines, re-piping lour
artesian wells, suction and discharge mains
to pumps and reservoir, steam and exhaust
connections to all machinery, resetting
water meter, new switchboard with all in-
struments and connections. Plans and
specifications may be obtained from the
city clerk upon deposit of $25. E. Steel-
man Royal is city clerk.

WOODBRIDGE, N. J.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Township Commissioners un-
til Nov. 9 for lighting the streets of Dis-
trict No. 6, Woodbridge Township.
NEWARK, DEL—Bids will soon be

asked, it is reported, by the Delaware State
College for the construction (complete) of
a large agricultural building. Day &
Klauder, 925 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
Pa., are the architects.

BALTIMORE, MD.—The Board of Esti-
mate has authorized Raleigh C. Thomas,
chief engineer of the electrical commission,
to resume work on the municipal conduit
system, for which $15,000 has been appro-
priated.

EASTON, MD.—The Newton El. Co.,
Newton, it is reported, is negotiating for
the erection of an electric transmission
line from Easton to Oxford, a distance of
about 15 miles. It is proposed to secure
electricity from the municipal electric plant
at Easton.
CLARKSBURG, W. VA.—Bids will be

received by the Water Works and Sewerage
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HOPEWELL, va The Prli
EL Co., iiopew.ii, has engaged Stuart i
James, consult mg engine, rs, 50 |

SI reel, New Vol k, tO BUPI I

'.

Btallation of an electrical distribution h>h-
i.in in Eiopewell,

OAK RIDGE, v.\ .' n Fatea, man
ager oi Oak Ridge Farm, oak

I

would like to receive estimates on ..pup
mem for pole line as follows ; ! 00
(7-in. top) poi.-.s, long leal pine; 200 four
pin cross-arms, complete With lOCUBt pins

;

galvanized-iron braces (12 in, by it In.),
through bolls, round bolts, 800 l> P. S. Q
porcelain insulators, two l.'.-kw., 1100/110-
volt type H General Electric transform-
ers, 7000 lb. No. 6 triple-braid, weather-
proof wire, 2000 ft. &-ln. stranded gal-
vanized guy wire, 50 three-bolt guy clamps,
50 composition high-tension strain insula-
tors, etc.

WAVERLY, VA.—Bonds to the amount
of $a0,000 have been voted, the proceeds
to be used to purchase the local electric-
light plant (to be owned and operated by
the municipality), and to construct water-
works and sewage-disposal system.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will soon

be asked for the construction of six new
preparatory school buildings, to cost over
$400,000, for the Georgetown Universitv.
George D. Hamilton is president of board
of trustees ; Marsh & Peters, Washington,
are architects.

North Central
AKRON, MICH.—Preparations are being

made by J. A. Irwin, it is reported, for the
installation of an electric-light plant in
Akron to supply electricity here. Mr.
Irwin, it is understood, has a ten-year
contract for lighting the streets of the
town.
DETROIT, MICH.—Plans are being pre-

pared by Harry J. Hill, architect, for a set
of college buildings; main buil<T,ng, 194 ft.
by 150 ft, and power plant, all reinforced
concrete, for which bids will be received
until Nov. 20. Location not given.

Installing a 3500-Kw. Rotary on the Second Floor of Substation
The scaffold structure shown, in front of

the New York Edison Company's substa-
tion on Thirty-ninth Street, was employed
during construction to transfer heavy 3500-
kw. rotary converters from delivery trucks
at the street level to the operating floor,
which is 21 ft. above the pavement. Trucks
delivering the converter parts were backed

up under the frame, and the load was
hoisted by blocks and tackle. To prevent
injury to the parts hoisted in case the tackle
broke, a timber crib was built up under the
load as fast as it was hoisted. When the
machinery was raised to the converter-room
floor level skids and rollers were placed
under it so it could be moved horizontally
into the building through the entrance pro-
vided. The final placing of the converters
was performed by a 50-ton hand-operated
crane traveling the length of the converter
room. The sections making up the struc-
ture shown outside the building have since
been separated and stored on the substa-
tion roof until the remainder of the equip-
ment comes to be installed.

Installing the storage batteries on the
three upper floors was work of more than
usual importance. The jar, cases and plates
had to be hoisted a distance of 55 ft. to 93
ft. and unloaded from platforms extending
from each floor outside the windows. This
was done by means of the derrick shown on
the roof of the substation. When not in
use this equipment can also be taken apart
and stored in the penthouse.
A rather unusual method was employed

for filling the storage batteries with elec-
trolyte. Instead of mixing the concentrated
acid with the required amount of distilled
water on the battery floors, which would
have required hoisting all acid carboys to
the respective floors, the electrolyte was
mixed in a lead-lined tank on the street
level and forced by means of a motor-
driven centrifugal pump through a hose to
the battery jars. This saved considerable
time and labor and minimized the chance
of waste.
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. The Citj
Council baa voted to install an ornamental
street-lighting .system on Lyon Street from
Monroe to Ionia Avenue, and on Ottawa
Street from Monroe Avenue to Loula
Street.

BELLEFONTAINE, OHIO. I Mans sub-
mitted by K. Jl. Froehlieh, electrical *-i ik »

-

neer, for the new Btreet-lightlng
have been approved bj the Board "i Cbn-
trol and public utilities committee. It baa
been decided to adopt the one-lamp >

ard, of which LOO will be installed Bids,
it is expected, will soon be called for.

CANTON, ohio.— Bids will bi received
by the Hoard of Education, Canton, until
Nov. 22 for electrical and other work in
connection with the construction of the
new D

t
aniel Worley School building. Plana

and specifications are on file at the ollice
of the Hoard of Education and at the ollice
of Edmund Hen-man, architect.

COLUMBUS, OHIO.—Joint application
has been made to the Public Utilities Com-
mission by the El. Lt. Co. of Ottawa and
the Northwestern Ohio Lt. Co., Toledo, for
the purchase by the latter of the property
and holdings of the Ottawa company for

i> The Northwestern company lias
asked for permission to issue $4 0,000 in
capital stock and $35,000 in bonds to pay
for the property.

EATON, OHIO.—The Katon Ltg. Co. has
increased its capital stock from $50,000 to
$80,000, the proceeds to be used for ex-
tension of its transmission line and serv-
ice to Camden, Ohio.

LIMA, OHIO.—Plans have been prepared
by the Cincinnati, Hamilton <& Dayton R.R.
Co., it is reported, for the construction of
a power plant in Lima, to cost about
$23,000. H. B. Voorhees, Cincinnati, is
general superintendent.
.MANSFIELD, OHIO.—The Mansfield

El. Co. is contemplating extending its
transmission line to Bellflower, 7 miles
distant, to supply electricity there. Later
a line may be erected to Mahomet.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.—Residents of

Church Hill, north of the city, are pro-
moting a project to have the city street-
lighting system extended to that village
by extending the system on Belmont
Avenue. It is estimated that about 50
lamps would be required. A problem soon
to confront the city in the lighting system
is that of lighting the township line roads
running between Youngstown, Boardman,
Austintown, Poland and Coitsville town-
ships for a distance of several miles.

BEREA, KY.—The electric-light and
power franchise recently sold by the Town
Council has been purchased by the Isaacs &
Baker Co.

FLEMINGSBURG, KY.—The Flemings-
burg. Lt. & Ice Co. is changing its system
from direct to alternating current, 2300
volts, and will install new equipment, in-
cluding a complete generating unit consist-
ing of a 75-kva. generator and engine ; also
a 75-kva. generator without engine, trans-
formers, lightning arresters, wire, etc.
Contracts have not yet been placed for ma-
chinery. Charles E. Cooper is secretary
and manager.
LOUISVILLE, KY.—The Ford Motors

Co., Detroit, Mich., will install two electric
enameling furnaces in the new assembling
plant which it has just established in
Louisville. The furnaces will be supplied
by the General Electric Co.

MATER, KY.—Wiley W. Gibson & Son.
Mater, it is reported, are contemplating
the purchase of equipment, including en-
gines and boilers, for an electric-light
plant.

SOUTH BEND, IND.—The County Com-
missioners have granted the Indiana i\-

Michigan El. Co. two franchises to erect
high-tension transmission lines along the
public highways. The first franchise allows
the company to erect a line from Twin
Branch to Mishawaka, and the other to
Lakeville to enable the company to supply
electrical service in that town.
PONTIAC, ILL.—The City Council has

entered into a contract with the Public
Ser. Co. of Northern Illinois for a cluster-
lamp street-lighting system for a period of
five years.

ST. FRANCISVILLE, ILL.-The in-
stallation of a municipal electric-light
plant in St. Francisville is under consul
eration.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—The City Com-
mission has approved the plan of Commis-
sioner W. J. Spaulding for the installation
of 750 new arc lamps and other apliances,
to cost about $10,000. Bide will be re-
ceived until Nov. 8.

WEST SALEM, ILL.—Contracts, it is

reported, have been placed for the in-
stallation of an electric-lighting plant in
West Salem.
BLOOMINGTON, WIS—The stockhold-

ers of the electric-light company ai

ported to have accepted the proposal
stall an electric-lighl plant in Bloomington,
to cost about (12,000.

LOWELL, wis. Application has been
made to the Village Council bj George O
I'ease. owner of the flouring null, lor a
franchise to furnish electricity for lighting
the streets a nd residences of the villages.

SHAWANO, WIS.- The proposal to issue

$60,000 in bonds for the construction of a

dam and hydroelectric power plant on Wolf
River will soon he submitted to the voten

SHEBOYGAN, WIS.—The City Council
has voted to appropriate $6,000 for the In-

stallation of a new police-alarm system,
Plana an' also being considered tor the
installation of an orna mental lighting sys-
tem in the business district

SPARTA wis. -Improvements are
being made to the power station of O. I.

Newton's Sons Co. at Angelo, about :: miles
from Sparta. New equipment Includes a

new 500-hp. Twin City Corliss engine, two
Stirling boilers, a 300-kw. generator and
all necessary accessories The work will

be completed in about a month. G. M.
Newton is president.

CROOKSTON, MINN. I '.ids will be >,

ceived by the State Board of Control,
State Capitol, St. Paul, until Nov. 12 for
the construction of a Nurses' Home in
connection with the tuberculosis sana-
torium for the counties of l'olk and Nor-
man, including general construction and
mechanical equipment, I Mans and specifi-
cations may be seen at the office of Sund &
Dunham. Essex Building, Minneapolis, and
at the Builders' Exchanges in Minneapolis,
St. Haul and Duluth.

HKKRWOOD, MINN. — The Cuyuna
Range Pwr. Co., DeerWOOd, is reported to
be contemplating enlarging its plant.

DULUTH, MINN.—The installation of an
ornamental lighting system on East Fourth
Street is under consideration.

MAHNOMEN, MINN.—The Village Coun-
cil is negotiating with H. Reichert, Vesta,
for the sale of the municipal electric-
light plant. The plant, it is understood,
will be rebuilt if taken over by Mr.
Reichert. A 24-hour service would be in-

stalled as soon as improvements were
completed.

SAUK. CENTER, MINN.—The Public
Service Co. of St. Cloud has secured a 60-

dav option on the electric light and power
olant of the Central Minnesota Pwr. & Mill-
ing Co., Sauk Rapids. If the local plant is

taken over, the lines will be rebuilt at once
and the system will be operated by energy
transmitted from St. Cloud. An auxiliary
plant will also be built to supply towns
northwest and south of Sauk Center. A. G.
Whitney is president of the Public Service
Company.
BRIRTOW, IOWA —The Cedar Valley

Pwr. Co., Charles City, has applied for a
franchise to supply electricity in Bristow.

CORWITH, IOWA.—Preparations are
being made for the installation of a mu-
nicipal electric-lighting system in Corwith,
for which $5,000 in bonds were recently
voted. Energy tor operating the system
will be secured from the Northern Iowa
I'wr. Co.. Humboldt, which will erect a
transmission line to supply the service.
The towns of Livermore and Luverne are
to secure service from the same line, which
lias already been erected and connected at

Livermore, and the contractors will soon
begin work at Luverne. The contract for
construction of line between Luverne and
Corwith will be let in the near future. The
transmission line will carry 23,000 volts.
itas-h fr Brooks, Fori Dodge, are engineers
in charge.

EARLING, IOWA. The Stinn Imple-
ment Co. is building an addition to its
electric plant. Contracts have been placed
for a 15-hp. engine and a new generator.
When improvements are completed a day
service will be established.

PORT MADISON, K»\VA.—The Fort
Madison El. Co. is contemplating the con-
struction of a substation, equipped with
transformers, switchboards, etc., to trans-
form electricity received for local distribu-
tion.

GILBERT. IOWA I.oral business men
and residents of the town of Oilbert a re
considering the question of seeming elec-
trical service for this town Hoi- further
information address A. Matteson.

KEOKUK, IOWA, The Missiaslppl River
Pwr. Co., Keokuk, has applied to the State
Public Utilities Commission of [llino
a certificate of convenience ami necessity
to erect a 12-mile spur from its main trans-
mission line to the cite of Carthage, i'i

Over this line energy will be supplied to the
t lentral Illinois Pub. Ser. Co.

MARENGO, inWA The Iowa HI. Co.
Marengo, it is reported, is planning to make
extensions to its transmission lines.

MONTICELLO, IOWA The Montlcello
1:1 i.t. Co. has entered into a contract with
thi lowa Ry. <\: Hi. Co., Cedar Rapids,
to furnish the latter with energy from the
local power plant. The lowa company will

extend its transmission line from Amber.
about 8 miles from Montlcello, for- which

. b ha \ e a Iready been made.

POCAHONTAS, low A. The Town
Council is considering the question of en-
tering into a contract with the town of

Laurens to purchase electricity.

STOCKPORT, iowa. .\t an election
held recently the proposal t<> grant .1 H
and T. E Hales a franchise to install and
operate an electric-lighting system in

port for a period oi ra was
carried.

WAVKKI.Y, IOWA- Application has
been made- by the Cedar Valley Hydraulic
Co. for permission to erect transmission
lines to distribute electricity for lamps,
heaters and motors.

BEVTER, MO. Bonda to the amount of
$11',

i

have been voted for the installa-
tion of a municipal electric-lighting plant
in Bevier.

JEFFERSON, MO.—Bida will be re-
ceived at the ollice of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C, until Nov. 29 for the installation of
a new hoistway, an electric freight •

tor. etc., in the United States court house
and post office at Jefferson City. For de-
tails see proposal columns.

STEELVILLE, MO.—The Steelville El.

Lt. & Pwr. Co. has applied to the Public
Service Commission for permission to in-

stall an electric-light plant in Steelville, to
cost about $10,000.

ASHTON, S. D.—Steps have been taken
to organize a company, to be known as
the Spring County Pwr. Co., to install an
electric light and power plant here to sup-
ply electricity in Ashton and many of the
smaller towns in this locality. F. W. Boyle
..I Harden City is interested, and Hugh
Triplett of Redfield will be manager.

MITCHELL, S D.—The South Dakota
Short Line Ry., recently incorporated with
a capital stock of $2,000,000, is contemplat-
ing the construction of an electric railway
from Mitchell to Pierre. G. W. Adams,
Council Bluffs, is interested in the com-
pany.
WOONSOCKET, S. D.—The Schuler El.

Co., it is reported, is contemplating fur-
nishing electricity for lamps and motors
in the towns of Forestburg and Artesian.

AINSWORTH, NEB.—The City Council
is asking for bids for lighting the city.

ATWOOD, KAN.—Contracts have been
awarded for the construction of the munic-
ipal electric-light plant as follows : For
erection of power house, pole line, installa-

tion of ornamental lighting system, gen-
erators and storage battery to F. I). Mar-
tin Construction Co., Rialto Building.
Kansas City, Mo., at $11,727. and for en-
gine to Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Thir-
teenth and Liberty Streets, Kansas City.
Mo., at $1,860.

CHAPMAN, KAN.—For the third time
the people of Chapman have voted to issue

$8,000 in bonds for improvements to the
municipal electric-light plant. The pre-

vious elections were pronounced illegal

owing to technical errors.

GARDEN CITY, KAN.- At an .lection

held recently the proposal to purchase the

electric-light plant and telephone system of

the Garden City Tel.. Lt. & I'wr. Co. was
defeated.

HARDTNER, KAN. — Application has
been made to the City Council for a fran-

chise to install and operate an electric-

lighting system in Hardtner.

LAWRENCE, KAN. The Kansas HI

Utilities Co., Lawrence-, recently Incorpor-
ated with a capital stock of $600,OOn. has
applied to the Public Utilities commission
for permission to issue (400,000 in capital
stock and $1.5(10.000 in bonds. The com-
pany also asks for authority to do busi
nc ss in the State as a common carrier and
public' utility. Arrangements, it is under-
stood, have practically been completed bj
tbc company lor the purchase of the prop-
erties and holdings of the Larsons (Kan.)
Ry. \- Lt. Co., the Emporia (Kan.) Ry. &
l,t. Co., and the Lawrence (Kan.)
I.t Co. K K. Hice, Lawrence', is attorney
for the utilities company.
OAKLEY, KAN'.— Hids will be rei

by the city clerk, Oakley, until Nov. 2:!,

for furnishing material and constructing
an electric-light plant, separate bids to be
submitted as follows: (i) One 75-hp. oil

engine; (2) one 50-kw. engine-driven al

ternator, three-phase, 2500 volts, 60 cycles,
ami belted exciter; one 15-hp, Induction
motor, generator panel complete with in-

struments, and other extra instruments
which will be required. Plana and specifi-
cations are on tile in the offices of the* city
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Kill. •it. Slci. Li,, i,

' »TT IWA, KAN Council In

ii. ,11, ,n .,i in.,
mental lighting system from 1 1 1 •• Suntu t-v
depot to Fourth anil Main Sti I

blocks The plani provide for IG standards
tn I lie I'li,, 1.

SEN ECA, KAN u an i lection held re-
contlj Hi. propo ml the Standard
Englm .in unchlse t>> consl > uct
and opurat« tin eh ,ii i, llghl plan) In Senccu

mi., i The company, it in reported,
agrees to b< gin work w Ithln I

Southern States
DURHAM, N «' The Durham Trae Co

is contemplating Improvements to Ite ays-
i. in. Including railwaj switchboard, aux-
lllarj equipment ami pumpa tor power

ana six cars.

SALISBURY
.
x « The Southern Pwr.

larlotte, N. C, n la reported, la con-
templating enlarging its local Bubatatlon
ami Installing additional equipment
BTANTONSBURG, N. «'. Preparations

arc being made lor the installation ,,| .,

municipal electric-lighting plant.
I'.kuin, TENN. The Elrod Mfg. Co.,

winch has purchase. 1 the plant Ol the
Unaka El. r,>„ law in. is enlarging the
plant and, it is understood, will install
new equipment.
MASON, TENN. Steps have boon taken

anise a company to install an elec-
tric-light plant in Mason.
AUSTINVILLE (R. P. D. from NEW

DECATUR), ALA.—The Alabama Pwr.
Co. has been granted a franchise to sup-
ply electricity in Austinvllle. Work has
begun on the erection of a transmission
line.

PASS CHRISTIAN, MISS.—The report
on municipal improvements prepared by
Xavier A. Kramer, consulting engineer,
Magnolia, Miss., submitted to the joint
aldermanic-cltizens' committee recommends
the installation of electric light and power
plant In conjunction with the water-works
system, new fire-water system, including

lary wells, reservoir, water tower,
mains, street improvements and city hall;
total cost is estimated at $114,000.
UTICA, MISS.—The Council has engaged

Xavier A. Kramer, Magnolia, to prepare
plans for an electric-light plant, reconstruc-
tion of pumping station, and for increasing
water supply.

MOUNTAIN HOME, ARK.—The City
Council has granted L. J. Goodrich and Dil-
lon Undergill, Mountain Home, and H. M.
Tatum, Sparkman, a franchise to install an
electric-light plant in Mountain Home. The
proposed plant will have sufficient output
to maintain 3000 lamps.
OZARK, ARK.—The local electric-light

plant is reported to have been purchased
by W. C. Bill and Arthur Du Priest.

YELLVILLE, ARK.—The Yellville Lt.,
Ice £ Pwr. Co., recently organized by W.
C. Stephenson, Marshall, is planning to in-
stall an electric-lighting system and to con-
struct an ice plant. Mr. Stephenson was
recently granted a franchise to build an
electric-light plant in Yellville.

FAIRFAX, OKLA.—Preparations are
being made by C. I. Huffaker, recently
granted a 25-year franchise, to construct
and operate an electric-light plant in Fair-
fax. Contracts have been placed for equip-
ment for plant and distributing system with
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Kansas Citv, Mo.
The generating machinery will consist of a
40-hp. oil engine and a 30-kw., three-phase
alternator.

AUSTIN, TEX.—The Austin Street Ry.
Co., it is reported, has awarded contract
for the construction of a power house, to
cost $5,000.

BEEVTLLE, TEX.—The City Council has
engaged Barlett & Ranney, consulting en-
gineers, San Antonio, to prepare prelimi-
nary plans for electric-light plant and
water-works system.
BRENHAM, TEX.—Bids will be received

at the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C.„
until Nov. 27 for construction, including
mechanical equipment and approaches, of
the United States post office at Brenham,
Tex. Drawings and specifications may be
obtained at the above office or from the
custodian of site at Brenham.
DALLAS, TEX.—The City Commission

has granted an amended franchise for
trackage rights in this citv to the Dallas
Northwestern Trac. Cc. and the Dallas
Southwestern Trac. Co., both of which be-
long to the same interests, in which it is
stipulated that work on the construction
of 20 miles of the proposed interurban

lit ii i begin « ithln ! -it ha
time ill,- .,i dlnu ii, . becomei . ft. ctlve and be
compli t.-.i within I I months. The I lullus
Northv to build
an elect i Ii rullwu i t rom I lallaa to D
a dl< tance ..i about 86 mllei , and the
i i ii . Southwestern i ompany plana to con
atrucl .in electric Interurban railwaj from

to Stephenvllle, aboul LOO miles

\ti i:. TEX. Bonds to thi amount
oi |10,000 have been voted for Improvi
menta to the municipal elei I rlc llghl plant
an, I water works s\ sl< in.

NAVA8QTA, TEX. Bids will bi

ceived at the office ..i the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
I >. •'., until Nov. 28 for construction, in
eluding mecha nlcal equipment (excel
lithium fixtures and approaches), oi the
i mt, ,i states poi i office at Navasota, Ti
Drawings and specifications may be ob-
tained at the above office or from the cus-
todian or siic at Navasota.
ROTAN, TEX. The Rotan v7tr. & Lt.

«'<>.. it is reported, contemplates extensive
improvements to its system,
sax ANGELO, TEX.—Arrangements. It

is reported, arc being made by the San
Angelo wir.. Lt & Pwr. Co, lor improve-
ments to electric-light plant and water-
works system, to cost about $50,000.

Pacific States

GARFIELD, WASH.—The Garfield Town
& Rural Tel. Co. has decided to sell its
plant to W. M. Anderson, Tekoa, who will
rebuild the lines within the city limits, put
in a new switchboard, and secure long-dis-
tance connection with the Bell system.
METALINE FALLS, WASH—Applica-

tion has been made by Hugh L. Cooper,
consulting engineer, 101 Park Avenue, New
York, N. Y., to the Department of the In-
terior, Washington, D. C, for a prelimi-
nary permit to start work on the con-
struction of a large power plant in "Z"
canyon of the Pend Oreille River near
Metaline Falls. The plan provides for an
expenditure of $10,000,000 and, it is under-
stood, also calls for the development of
the nitrate fields of that district and the
manufacture of various chemical materials.
OROVILLE, WASH.—Assistant Secre-

tary of the Interior Bo Sweeney has hand-
ed down a decision in favor of the Similka-
meen Pwr. Co., Oroville, in the controversy
over permits to utilize and develop power
sites on the Similkameen River. The
Okanogan Wtr. Co. contested the rights of
the Similkameen company, and the West
Okanogan valley irrigation district opposed
both power companies and asked for the
privilege to develop power in connection
with its irrigation project.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Application has
been made to Commissioners of King
County by the Municipal Light Department
of the city of Seattle for a franchise to
supply electricity in the southern portion
of King County.
VANCOUVER, WASH.—The Washing-

ton-Oregon Corpn., which went into the
hands of a receiver some time ago, has
been reorganized under the name of the
Washington-Oregon Utilities Co., with a
capital stock of $1,750,000. The company
owns and operates power plants, lighting
systems and street and interurban rail-
ways in Clark and Lewis Counties. The
principal offices will be in Vancouver.
EUGENE, ORE.—The Eugene Water

Board is contemplating the erection of elec-
tric lamps all around the new city reser-
voir. C. W. Geller is superintendent of
board.

LEBANON, ORE.—Preparations are be-
ing made by Scroggin & Washburn to re-
build the electric light and power plant,
which was destroyed by fire at the same
time the sawmill was burned.
BLYTHE, CAL.—Plans have been pre-

pared by the California Farm & Irrigation
Co., financed by San Francisco capitalists,
for irrigating 60,000 acres of farm lands
in Riverside County, near Blythe. The
water will be taken from the Colorado
River and carried over the intervening hill

by a 12,000-hp. hydroelectric plant and dis-
tributed into three reservoirs, from which
it will be carried by three main canals.
Pierre Zucco, San Francisco, is engineer.
COLTON, CAL.—The Southern California

Edison Co., Los Angeles, is building an
addition (26 ft. by 51 ft.) to its local
substation to provide space for additional
machinery.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The sale of

$1,026,000 in municipal power bonds, in-
cluding: $234,000 purchased by the city a
few months aeo with monev from sinking
fund, and $792,000 of unsold bonds has

ul hoi lied bj l ha Cltj t louncll ] hi
• io !• ii ,i for thi

ol iii. cltj power plants and
..I transmission lines.

I »N, CAL Con. I.-. Io the amount
tuthoi Ized for i he In-

stallul munli Ipal • l< trie llghl plant
in Loyalton,

\ I iBIl »N, II ».\ HO I'L p. nation
I.

. the Council for i he In
I ion ol a n elect I i. In-Ill nil-, ;-', I I, in. lor

n i wen recentl; i old,
i.i, ctricltj for opera I

it is

understood, will be obtained from thi plani
of the I Inlted Statei Itei lumatlon •

.,1 Mm IdOl

KENDRICK, IDAHO \

public con .

• rid llece.v.si I

•i to A. V. I tunkle bj i ha I Ubllc
Utilities Commission for the In tallatlon of
an elect! IC llghl and power plant in K.-n-
drlck.

ROCKLAND, IDAHO. The PublU
itiea Commission has granted <; ii. Hodgin
a cert iIh:, i, ol con venieiice n nd n<

for tin- construction and operation ol u
electric-light plant In Rockland.
GARDEN CITY, I T \n The Swan

Crei
I El. <

'..., < larden < 'i i ,\ . is pla nnl
enlarge Its plant at Swan Creek and i

its transmission lines to Paris, Bloomington,
St. Charles and Fish Haven, all In Idaho
The new equipment will Include a 100 hp
turbine, one 250-kw., three-phase, oo-cycle
generator, directly connected, six 15-kw.
step-down transformers, and a numbei of
distribution transformers from 1 kw. to 10
kw. Contracts for machinery will be placed
early In the spring of 1916. T. E. Daniels
is chief engineer.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—The Utah
Pwr. & Lt. Co., Salt Lake City, will soon
begin work on construction of an addition
to its hydroelectric power plant on Bear
River at Oneida, Idaho, to cost approxi-
mately $250,000. The proposed work will
consist of enlargement of present nower
house, installation of additional equipment,
including a second 10,000-kw. generating
unit, and construction of a new steel pen-
stock connecting the power house and
reservoir.

GOLCONDA, ARIZ.—Surveys are being
made for the proposed transmission line
extension to the Golconda Mine and on to
Chloride via the Golconda extension. The
line may possibly be extended to Cerbat and
to other points in the Wallaipai district, and
eventually to White Hills.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—Preliminary surveys
for the six dams to be erected at the sites
of the six proposed hydroelectric power
plants in the Grand Canyon of the Colo-
rado will be made by J. B. Girard, city en-
gineer of Phoenix. The plans provide for
the erection of the first power plant in Dia-
mond Canyon north of Peach Springs,
where it is estimated that 50,000 hp. can
be developed. The six plants, it is expected,
will develop about 400,000 hp. Permission
has been granted by the Department of
the Interior for the preliminary surveys to
be made.
BOX ELDER, MONT.—The Great Falls

Pwr. Co., Great Falls, it is reported, is

contemplating extending its transmission
lines to Box Elder.

HAMBLIN, MONT.—The People's Tel.
Co., recently incorporated with a capital
stock of $25,000, will soon begin work on
the erection of telephone lines to serve
Hamblin, Circle, Wolf Point and Paxton.
TERRY, MONT.—The Town Council has

granted L. H. Gaffney, Terry, a franchise
to construct and operate an electric-light
plant here.

FREDERICK, COL.—The installation of
a special street-lighting system is under
consideration by the City Council.

Canada
GREENWOOD, B. C—The British

Columbia Copper Co., Greenwood, is report-
ed to be contemplating the construction of
a concentrating plant at its Copper Moun-
tain properties, to cost about $500,000.
This is to be operated by an electric-power
plant to be erected, it is understood, either
at Princeton or Coalmont, the cost of
which is estimated at about $300,000.
Oscar Lachmund is general manager of
the company.
PORT STANLEY, ONT.—Plans are being

prepared by the Port Stanley Railway
Board for the installation of an ornamentai
street-lighting system.
TORONTO, ONT.—Tenders will be re-

ceived by the chairman of the Toronto
Electric Commissioners, Toronto, until
Nov. 16 for lead-covered cable. Specifica-
tions may be obtained at the office of the
purchasing agent, 15 Wilton Avenue,
Toronto.

.
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Directory of Electrical Associations

Alabama LlQBT and TRACTION ASSOCIA-
TION. Secretary-treasurer, n O Hanson,
Mobil.- Gas Co., Mobile, Ala.

i.ican Association FOB tiik ADVANCB-
»f Science. Permanenl secretarj . L.

O. Howard, Smithsonian Institution, Wash-
ington, D. C.

American Electric Railway Abbocia-
tion. S.rn tary, E. B. Burritt, .s West 40th
St., New York.

American Electrochemical S©
Secretary, Prof. .). W. Richards, Lehigh
University, South Bethlehem, Pa.

Institute OF C0NSULTIN1
}. Secretary, F. A. Molitor, 35 .Nas-

sau St., New York City.

ucan Institute of Electrical En-
rs. Secretary, P. L. Hutchinson, 33
39th St., New York. Board of direc-

tors meets monthly. Sections and branches
in the principal electrical centers through-
out the country.

American Physical Society. Secretary,
v I

' Cole, Ohio State University, Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

American Society of Refrigerating En-
gineers. Secretary, William H. Ross, 154
Nassau St., New York City.

:ican Society for Testing Materi-
als. Secretary-treasurer, Edgar Marburg,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

American Society of Heating and Ven-
tilating Engineers. Secretary, Edwin A.
Scott, 29 West 39th St., New York.

Arkansas Association of Public Utili-
ty Operators. Secretary-treasurer, Roy B.
Fowles, Pine Bluff, Ark.

Associated Manufacturers of Elec-
trical Supplies. General secretary, C. E.
Dustin, 62 Cedar St., New York.

Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies. Secretary, George C. Holber-
ton, San Francisco, Cal.

Association of Iron and Steel Electri-
cal Engineers. Secretary, W. O. Oschman,
Oliver Iron & steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Association of Railway Electrical En-
gineers. Secretary-treasurer, Jos. A. An-
dreucetti," Chicago & Northwestern Railway,
Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Su-
PERINTENDENTS. Secretary, P. W. Drew,
112 West Adams St., Chicago.

California Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, W. S. Hanbridge, 505
Rlalto Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Canadian Electrical Association. Af-
filiated with N. E. L. A. Secretary-treas-
urer, Alan Sullivan, 10 Adelaide Street
East, Toronto, Can.

Colorado Electric Light, Power and
Railway Association. Secretary-treasurer
T. F. Kennedy, 900 15th St., Denver, Col.

Commercial Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-
tary, C. A. Littlefield, 130 East 15th St.,

New York.

Eastern New York Section, N. E. L. A.
Secretary, Lee Hagood, General Electric

Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Massachusetts. Secretary. H. D. Temple,
30 Foster St., Worcester, Mass.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
State of Missouri. Secretary, A. J. Burns,
318 West Tenth St., Kansas City, Mo.

trical Contractors' Association of
the State of Pennsylvania. Secretary,
M. G. Sellers, 1518 Sansom St., Philadel-
phia.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
Wisconsin. Secretary, Albert Petermann,
626 Lloyd St., Milwaukee. Wis.

Electrical Manufacturers' Club. Sec-
retary, A. D. Page, 30 Church St., New
Fork.

Electrical Salesmen's Association,
Becretary, Francis Raymond, 125 Michigan

. Chicago, 111.

Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association.
General secretary, Franklin Overbagh, til

South Clinton St., Chicago, HI. Next quar-
terly meeting, Hot Springs, Va., Nov. 17-19.

til. trical Trades Association of ( '\n~;

ada. Secretary, William R. Stavely, Royal
Insurance Building, Montreal, Can.

ctrical Trades Association of the
Pacific Coast. Secretary, Alberl H. Elli-

ott, 34 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.

Electric Power Club. Secretary, C. H.
Roth, 1410 West Adams St., Chicago Ncx
meeting. Nov. 8-10. Homestead Hotel, Hot
Springs, Va.

Electric Vehicle Abboc^tion of Amto-
[C a Executive secretary, A. Jackson Mar-

shall 29 West 39th St.. New York. Sections

m the principal electrical centers through-

out the country.

Empire State Gab and Buotbio Amo-
ciation Secretary, Charles H. B. Chapln,

29 9Ves1 89th St., New York.

GAS. ELECTRIC and Street Railway AS-

SOCIATION OF OKLAHOMA. S««retery-treas-
,,,,,, Prof, H. V. Bozell, Norman, Okla.

Georgia Electrical Contractors' Asso-

ciation. Secretary, J. A. Wier, Athens, <.a.

Illinois Electric Association. Secre-

tary, H. B. Chubboek, Peoria, 111.

Illinois Electrical Contractors' Asso-

ciation. Secretary, M. L. Blumenthal. liJ

Wi i Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Illuminating Engineering Society.

Secretary, Norman D. Macdonald, 80th St.

and East End Ave., New York.

Independent Telephone Association of
..•tary. W. S. Vivian, 19 South

LaSalle St., Chicago.

Indiana Electric Light Association.

Secretary, Thomas Donahue, Lafayette,

Ind.

Indiana State Electrical Contractors'
Association. Secretary, George Skillman,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Industrial Electric Heating Associa-

tion Secretary, Homer Kunz, Toledo Kail-

ways & Light Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Institute of Operating Engineers.
Secretary, L. Houmiller, 29 West 39th St.,

New York.

Institute of Radio Engineers. Secre-

tary, David Sarnoff, 71 Broadway, New
York.

Internal Combustion Engineers' Asso-
ciation. President, Charles Kratsch, 416

West Indiana St., Chicago.

International Association of Munici-
pal Klectricians. Secretary, C R. George,
Houston, Tex.

International Electrotechnical Com-
mission (international body representing

various national electrical engineering so-

cieties contributing to its support). General
secretary, C. le Maistre, 28 Victoria St.,

Westminster, London, S. W., England.

Iowa Section, N. E. L. A. Secretary, W.
H. Thompson, Des Moines, Iowa.

Iowa Electrical Contractors' Associa-
tion. Secretary, M. T. Humphrey, Water-
loo, Iowa
Iowa Street and Interurban Railway

Association. Secretary, H. E. Weeks,
Davenport, Iowa.

Jovian Order. Jupiter (president),

Thomas A. Wynne, Indianapolis, Ind. ;

Mercury (secretary), E. C. Bennett, Syndi-

cate Trust Building, St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, J. A. Mercer, 10.8

West Eighth Ave., Topeka, Kan.

Kansas Gas, Water, Electric Light
and Street Railway Association. Tem-
porary secretary, E. A. Wright, Manhat-
tan, Kan.
Louisiana Electrical Contractors' As-

sociation. Secretary, J. J. Ziegler, 227

Bourbon St., New Orleans.

Maine Electric Association. Secretary-
treasurer, Walter S. Wyman, Waterville,
Maine.

Michigan Section, N. E. L. A. Secre-

tary, Herbert Silvester, 18 Washington
Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Minnesota Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation. Secretary, G. M. Jones, 14

Seventh St., N., Minneapolis, Minn.

Minnesota Electric Association. Sec-
retary-treasurer, F. A. Otto, St. Paul Gas
Light Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Mississippi Electric Association. Affil-

iated with the NT
. E. L. A. Secretary-treas-

urer. II. P. Wheeler, Hattiesburg, Miss.

Convention, Hattiesburg, Nov. 12 and 13.

Missouri Association of Public Utili-
ties Secretary-treasurer, F. D. Beards-
he Union Electric Light & Power Co., St.

Louis.

National Arm, Pin and Bracket Asso-
ciation. Secretary, J. B. Magcrs, Madison,
Ind.

National Association of Electrical
Inspectors Secretary-treasurer, William
L. Smith. Concord, Mass.

National District Heating Association.
Secretary, l>. L. Gaskill, Greenville, Ohio.
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National ELECTRIC LlQHT ASSOCLA HON.

Executive Becretary, T. C. Martin, 88 West

39th St., New York.

National ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS' Afl-

BOCIATION 01 THE CJNlTED STA,TES. ?''^T
,;, rv . h Duffleld. 41 Martin Build-

ing LTtlca n. y. Annual meeting. Aew
York, July, 1916,

National ELECTRICAL CREDIT Associa-

tion Secretary. Frederick P. Vcse, I34i

Marquette Building, Chicago.

National Kill PROTECTION Association.

s ,.,.,,
|

, lectrlcal committee, i.aipn

Sweetland, I n Milk St., Boston, M

National INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSO-

CIATION Permanent headquarters, Room
204. Hotel LaSalle. Chicago, ill. Annual
convention, Chicago, Dec. *-i ( >.

Nebraska Section, n B. L. A. 8*£t"
tary-treasurer, S. J. Bell, David < Ity, Neb.

new England Electrical Credit asso-

ciation^ Secretary! Alton K. Tupper, 60

State S™ Boston, Mass.

New England Section, Electric Ve-
hicle Association op America. Secretary,

L. L. Edgar, 89 Boylston St., Boston,

Mass.

New ENGLAND Section, N. E L. A. Sec-

retary, Miss O. A. Bursiel, 149 Tremont St.,

Boston, Mass.

New MEXICO Klectrical Association
Secretary-treasurer, E. A. Thiele, Re-swell,

N. M. Meeting, Albuquerque, teb. 14-lb.

1916.

New York I'^ctrical Soc IKT v. Secre-

tary, George H. Guy, 29 West 39th St.,

New York.

New York Electric Railway Associa-

tion. Secretary, Wm. F. Stanton, Schenec-

tady Railway Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Northwest Section, N. E. L. A. Sec-
tary, E. H. LaTourneau, 602 Electric Build-

ing, 'Portland, Ore.

Northern White Cedar Association.

Secretary, R. N. Boucher, 743 Lumber Ex-

change, "Minneapolis, Minn.

Ohio Electric Light Association. Sec-

retary, D. L. Gaskill, Greenville, Ohio.

Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electri-

cal and Steam Engineers. Secretary,

Prof. F. E. Sanborn, Ohio State University,

Columbus.

Oregon Electrical Contractors' Asso-

ciation. Secretary-treasurer J W Ober-

ender, 502 Dekum Building, Portland, Ore-

gon.

Pennsylvania Electric Association
(State Section N. E. L. A.). Secretary-

treasurer H N. Midler, 435 Sixth Ave.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Public Service Association of Vir-

ginia Secretary, W. J. Kehl Virginia

Railway & Power Co., Richmond, Va.

Public Utilities Association of West
Virginia. Secretary. W. C. pavisson. West
Virginia Water & Electric Co.. Charleston,

W Va. Convention, White Sulphur

Springs, W. Va., Nov. 18 and 19.

Railway Signal Association. Secre-

tary-treasurer. C. E. Rosenberg, Times

Building, Bethlehem, Pa.

Society for Electrical Development,
Inc General manager, J. M. Wakeman,
29 West 39th St., New York.

Society for the Promotion of Engi-

neering Education. Secretary. Dean F. U
Bishop, University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Southeastern Section, N. E. I* A.

Secretary-treasurer, George H. W ygant.

Tampa, Ela.

Southwestern Electrical and Gas As-

sociation. Secretary, H. S. Cooper, 405

Slaughter Building, Dallas, Tex. 1916 con-

vention.. May 17-20, Galveston. Tex.

Tri-State Water & Light Association.
Secretary-treasurer, W. F. Steiglitz, Co-
lumbia, s. c.

Vermont Electrical Association. Seer

retary-treasurer, C. H. West, Rutland, Ver-

mont.

Western Association ^f Electrical In-

spectors. Secretary, Wr
. S. Boyd, I7B Jack-

son Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Western Society of Engineers. Elec-
TRICAL SECTION. Secretary, .1. H R
it:;t Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Wisconsin ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION
retary, George Allison, lllo First National
Hank Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
i NIT] i • ST \'i'i:s r \ti:\ts ISSUED

i.,
i bj Mitchell .^ Allyn, ii park

ROV. . \. « Y,,| K |

roil \ tii- i imouiT I lONTROL
rati m Bai i .-ii. Rogers, T<

\ pi- Bled n.'\ :".'. L918, For electric
lighting

Branding [roh .i <; Qarner
and \v. Outmnn, Detroit, Mich Ipp
in, m| M;,\ jo, 1915 Electrically heated
hall diak branding ,n,

1,16" ,69 1 I
i i u\ \, i

, s i lugger,
helm, Berlln-Wllmersdorf, Qermany. App.

Feb is, 191 i Material operated
upon becomes the leal ,,i eddy currents

694 PROCESS or I \sn i.ati N(i WlRl ;

O, T. Hungerford, Belleville, N J App
Bled Aug, i J, L907 Covered wrlre bud
lected to pressure In Impregnating tank
and drawn Irmn tank through die

pion s\ stkm : L. 1 1 Kel
logs, Chicago, ill. App. Bled Oct 28,
1912. Uni-spark principle

Catenas'] Suspension <>k the
Trolley Wire fob Electric Railwats;
F, Lauterbacher, Munich, Germany.
App. Bled < let it. L914. Sliding sus-
pension means between the messenger
and trolley wires.

1,157,730. Statu- FREQUENCY Changer;
P. Spinelli, Milan. Italv. App. filed
March 20, 1913. Three-phase into mono-
phase.

1.157.781. Ki.kctric-Cooking Apparatus;
K. Sprenger, Hennigsdorf-Berlin, Ger-
many. App. filed April 4, 1914. Hot-
plate is pressed against the cooking ves-
sel.

1,157,740. Controlling Mechanism for
Printing PRESSES ; J. J. Walser and C
A. Dresser, Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug.
22, 1012. Starting, stopping and speed
changes controlled electrically.

1.157.745. Automatic Telephone Sys-
tem ; R. S. Wilbur, Jersey City, N. J.
App. filed July 11, 1910. Apparatus em-
ployed in connection with each selector
switch automatically cut off as the con-
nection proceeds.

1.157.746. Telephone System; C. S.
Winston, Chicago, 111. App. filed Jan. 2,
1913. Automatic ringing and automatic
busy signal.

1,157,777. Control System ; A. J. Hall,
Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed Jan. 30,
1914. For trolley cars, etc.

1,157,779. Means for Suppressing thi
Resistance of the Negative-Electrode
Flame in Vapor-Electric Apparatus :

P. C. Hewitt. Ringwood, N. J. App. filed
March 21, 1902. Solid horizontal anode
and mercury cathode.

1.157.782. Winding Switch for Self-
winding Clocks ; E. A. Hummel, St.
Paul, Minn. App. filed June 30, 1914.
Non-vibrating, snap-acting switch.

1,157,804. Starting Device for Mercury-
Vapor Apparatus ; J. C. Pole, New York,
N. Y. App. filed Nov. 14, 1912. Includes
a solenoid in circuit.

1.157.819. Electric Furnace; E. Stass-
ano, Turin, Italy. App. filed Aug. 24,
1914. Cooled electrode guide.

1.157.820. System of Control : N. W.
Storer, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Dec.
4, 1913. Single unit reverser and field
change-over switch.

1.157.821. System of Control ; N. W.
Storer and A. J. Hall, Pittsburgh. Pa.
App. filed March 18, 1914. Electro-pneu-
matic.

1.157.823. System of Car Operation by
Vapor Converters ; P. H. Thomas, Mont-
clair, N. J. App. filed Aug. 2, 1905. Con-
verters in parallel with direct-current
motors.

1.157.824. System of Car Operation by
Vapor Converters : P. H. Thomas, Up-
per Montclair, N. J. App. filed Aug. 2,
1905. Single-phase rectifiers fed from
separate phases.

1,157,830. Electrolytic Refining of Tin ;

R. L. Whitehead, Perth Amboy, N. J.
App. filed May 4, 1915. Prevents con-
tamination of the tin deposited from the
impure tini

1,157,839. Telegraphy ; D. L. Bobroff,
Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed July 6, 1914.
Directory for indicating "out" or "in."

1,157,845. Signal System; C. W. Coleman
(deceased), Westfield, N. J. App. filed
March 16, 1908. Double-track block sys-
tem.

' OL1.1NG I

I ,ut Kailwai \ \ 'I' I
'

I

i;,,. hi ii, . N v \pp in. 1908
i ;, iiu. .--, ii,-,-, Ball s foi ensltlve instru
in, 1 1 1 M

1,157,868. ()•/.< I-. i

Huckeni nek, N .1 App. tiled

Sep! '.'. 1912 i ilecti odi ooled by am-
in .i ,,i ii,,

L, 157,868, COM] u and
i iOCH ;

A I [amelln, Montn al, Quebec,
da \|,p Bled June 19, inn Elec

t rlo bell a mm in-, in, hi

1. 157,904 Controlled fob Electric m>>
i . G Rllej Wiikm- inn g, Pa App.

Bled Nov. 8, mi i. Serli b multiple

ii. w. Turner,
Mil.-, w v App. Bled March 2,

191 • Enameled metal sin-, -is for Insula-
tion.

i ,i .

r
>T,'.! i 6. Inbui \im, wni. i-.i, Terminal
Therefor; \ m vVentworth, Pittsfleld,
Mass \pp ni,<,

i Aug. 24, 1914. Sheathed
win- witii enlarged terminal.

1,167,919 Electric Cut-Out; W. C \x
Bern, Schenectady, NT. Y. App. Bled Feb.
86, L914. Fuse surrounded by loose
particles of silicic acid

i ,1 57,02,3. Electric i 'brm citation-Switch
Mi'Viianism ; O. D. Bowers, Arcanum,
Ohio. App. filed May 20, 1915. For au-
tomobile switches.

1.157.925. Vacuum-Tube Electrode and
Process of Operating Same; W. D.
Coolidgom, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed
Sept. 7, 1912. Tungsten disk with cop-
per holder.

1.157.926. Electric Meter; A. G. Davis,
Schenectady. N. Y. App. filed Jan. 13,
1913. Friction-compensating device.

1,157,930. Mechanism for the Control
of Circuit-Breakers ; L. L. Elden Dor-
chester, Mass. App. filed June 20, 1901.
Automatic tripping mechanism.

1,157,937. Electric Meter; M. Helm.
Pankow, Germany. App. filed Mav 24,
1912. Multiple-rate.

1.157.948. Alternating-Current Commu-
tator Machinery ; H. Meyer-Delius,
Baden, Switzerland. App. filed June 13,
1910. Compensates for transformer emf.

1.157.949. Electric-Alarm Mail Box

;

B. D. Miller, Wooster, Ohio. App. filed
Sept. 9, 1914. Lid closes signal contact.

1,157,955 Electric Regulator; G. S.
Neeley, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed Sept. 9,
1910. For car lighting.

1,157,963. Control Mechanism: E. T.
Shaw, Pittsfleld, Mass. App. filed Dec.
12, 1914. For starting, stopping and
controlling speed.

1.157.970. Dynamo-Electric Machine;
J. B. Wiard, Lynn, Mass. App. filed
May 15, 1914. Centrifugal switch.

1.157.971. Car Truck ; W. S. Adams, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. App. filed Nov. 17, 1914.
Special bolster support.

1,157,990. Electric Signal; C. H. Light,
Des Moines, Towa. App. filed March 17,
1913. Signal circuit extended through
fire hose.

1,157,995. Incandescent Lamp; G. M. J.
Mackay, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed
Sept. 11, 1914. Filament arranged in
concrete coils.

1,158,001. Automatic Voltage Regula-
tor ; G. S. Neeley, St. Louis, Mo. App.
filed July 1, 1912. Carbon pile kept in
state of agitation.

1,158,037. System of Electrical Distri-
bution : E. Evans, Berlin, Germany.
App. filed Nov. 12, 1912. Current-limit-
ing device.

1,158,052. Rheostat; A. J. Horton, White
Plains, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 20, 1915.
For "pathescopes."

1,158,060. Electric Switch: C. J. Klein,
Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed Feb. 13,
1914. Push-button snap operation.

1,158,081. Electric Pocket Lamp; J.
Stock, Dunton, N. Y. App. filed April 2,

1915. Switch for fountain-pen type.

1,158,083. Direction Indicator; H. E.
Stout, Toledo, Ohio. App. filed Feb. 25,
1914. Selective switch for motor-vehicle
signal system

1,158,086. Circuit Interrupter ; J. A.
Vahey, Boston, Mass. App. filed Jan. 15,
1912. Fault-finder for alternating-cur-
rent distributing system

1,158,091. Electrical Transformer Con-
troller and Distributer ; F. L. Wilt-
shire, Martinsville, Ind. App. filed Dec.
12, 1914. Ignition system with syn-

ch i
I
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1
1

1 . , , , 1 1 , | .
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1,168,108 P
i System

;

i ti idbui .
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Jul) G, I90fe Herli-H .
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1,158,105 i ii.-
| Hen-

der, ' lull i burg, ill App Mi d i- 1 b 8
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I
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App III,, I May 9, 1**1 l Anlimoi,
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i h, ,iii elect rodes,
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• A It ATI'S

It. A Pei senden, VVui hlngton, i

\pp ill,,
l Aug. 26, 1901. Slmultai

variation ol i fie pi i

- itlng
and oi , iii.iiii,;

1,158,124. Signaling Apparatus ,

Aerial Navigation, I: A Pensenden,
in -nil Rock, Mass. App Bled Peb i 1,

1909 Antenna
laces

1,158,143, Electric Signaling System
P. Nachod, I 'hiladelphia, Pa. App. flli ,i

Oct. 18, 1908. Single-tracli railroad Ira
provemenl on patent No. 826,927.

1.168.145, Electrical Fuse Plug; N. W
Nutt, Trenton, N. J. App. filed Jan. 24,
1914. Two-part, with indicator.

1.158.146. Electrical Burglar, Fire and
General Alarm

;
ii. w. Olney, Spokane,

Wash. App. filed May 21, 1913 Re-
Instating device.

1,158,149. Insulator Support; C. I.

Pelrce, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed
May 4, 1914. Wire-helix thimble.

1,158,171, Mkthod of Cementing Carbon
Articles: J. W. Brown, Lakewood, Ohio
App. filed June 6, 1912. Impregnating
material caused to flow under pressure
by electric current.

1,158,176. Electric-Cooking Stove; A. O.
Christensen, Franklin, N. J. App. filed
March 9, 1915. Partitions and series
coils.

1,158,200. Pull Socket; J. G. Girling,
Hartford, Conn. App. filed May 19, 1915.
Porcelain casing and insulating pull cord.

1,158,203. Under-Contact Rail and Sup-
port ; A. Gollos, Chicago, 111. App. filed

Sept. 30, 1912. Beveled approach.

1,158,221. Party-Line Telephone System ;

H. Hovland, Lincoln, Neb. App. filed

Oct. 31, 1912. Direct connection between
parties on the same line.

1,158,233. Automatic Position Indicator
for Guns ; W. D. Kilroy, Chiswick,
England. App. filed May 26, 1910. For
superposed turrets, etc.

1,158,243. Transmission Apparatus ; A.
B. Lakey, South Bethlehem, and E. E.
Ross, Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed May
20. 1909. Electric device for gasoline-
driven automobile.

1,158,253. Process of Dehydrating Oil:
F. W. McNear, Menlo Park, and P. E.
Bowles, Jr., Reward, Cal. App. filed

Jujie 26, 1915. Electrolysis and gravity
separation.

1,158,255. Automatic Stop for Eleva-
tors : P. L. Manlet, St. Paul, Minn. App.
filed Sept. 27, 1911. Electric brake.

1,158,278. Wrapping Machine; W. B. and
F. M. Pierce, Chicago, 111. App. filed

Aug. 7, 1911. For wrapping coils.

1,158,286. Electric-Lighting Fixture: J.

D. Raymond, Chicago, 111. App. filed

June 12, 1915. Socket adjusted in "fix-

ture.

1,158,309. Transmitter for Wireless
Telegraphy ; Carl Schou, Holte, Den-
mark. App. filed Jan. 12, 1914. Relay
construction.

1,158,346. Outlet Hood for Conduits;
W. M. Webb. Philadelphia, Pa. App.
filed March 24, 1911. Prevents entrance
of water, etc.

1,158,355. Pedal Switch ; W. S. Willis,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Oct. 12,

1914. For signal lamps.

1,158,375. Submarine Telegraphy; K. C.
Cox, Norfolk Island. App. filed March
23, 1915. Uses selenium relay.

1.158.405. Machine for Wrapping Com-
mercial Coils of Wire ; F. M. and W.
B. Pierce, Chicago, 111. App. filed May
21, 1909. Exposed edge of wrapping rib-
bon is folded under.

1.158.406. Wrapping Machine; F. M. anc
W. B. Pierce, Chicago, 111. App. file

'

Aug. 11, 1910. Shutter has a high ce

pacity of wrapping material.
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An Evidence of Good Will

REPUBLICS are not ungrateful. The authorities

of West Seneca, N. Y., have just demonstrated

this fact by willingly waiving their rights and accepting

a 30 per cent increase in rates in order that the utility

supplying the town may live. The utility proved to the

regulatory body that it had not been able to do a sat-

isfactory or profitable business for some years owing

to the rate fixed by its franchise. Recognizing that

they had a mutual interest in the business and that

good service by the utility should be properly compen-

sated in order to make the business remunerative, be-

cause only a successful company can render proper and

efficient service, the community assented to an increase.

What an ideal community West Seneca must be, and

what also must be the reputation of the utility! For

to every action there must be an opposite and equal re-

action. The utility must have deserved the good will of

the community or the latter would have insisted on its

legal rights.

The Nobel Prize

ANNOUNCEMENT of the award of the Nobel prize

in physics to Edison and Tesla will give great sat-

isfaction to the engineering profession in our country,

to which both have contributed distinguished services.

It is gratifying also to realize that, aside from pioneer

work in engineering, both have done notable work in

the advance of science. The name of Thomas Alva

Edison has been long associated with the invention and

development of the incandescent electric lamp. When
he brought his inventive genius to bear on the incan-

descent-lamp problem results followed which have built

up an enormous industry. His indefatigable persis-

tence won where all others had failed, and not only did

he solve the fundamental problem of the lamp but he

turned out almost simultaneously a complete system for

its practical utilization. But Mr. Edison would still

rank as one of the very greatest inventors of modern

times if someone else had done this splendid work and

his reputation had to rest solely on other achievements.

His well-known labors in purely telegraphic matters

were triumphs of ingenuity, but yet more striking and

original was his now almost forgotten invention of the

electrolytic relay, which is reputed to have won for

him one of the largest payments ever made for a pat-

ent. Later his ingenuity was lent to develop the tele-

phone transmitter, and at about the same time came the

beginnings of the phonograph, by all means his most

brilliant contribution to physics. And later yet have

come his contributions to art and science in the inven-

tion and development of motion pictures. There is no

space here to recite the long list of what Edison has ac-

complished, but the Nobel foundation honors itself in ap-

preciating what he has done for science, to say nothing
of his prodigious activity in the industrial arts.

To Nikola Tesla the world owes that great impulse
which has resulted in the whole modern art and science
of power transmission. The use of alternating current
for practical electrical distribution began with his de-

velopment of the induction motor, which at once gave
the general flexibility and usefulness of the system its

due place in the practical world. With that invention
the struggle between direct and alternating currents
presently ceased, and each fell into its proper sphere
of usefulness, of which the boundaries are still expand-
ing. The development of the art was rapid, for the
seed that Tesla sowed fell upon good ground. Those
who followed the development of the art in its earlier

years remember to their sorrow the number of times
they found their earnest efforts at improvement just
a lap or two behind Tesla's inventive genius in the run-
ning. His later pioneering work in the development of
high-frequency currents in theory and practice displayed
brilliant resourcefulness. In wireless telegraphy, on
which he spent a long period of tireless research, in-

ventors of the present and future will find themselves
often confronted with the results of his inventive en-
ergy and keen scientific insight. His grasp of alter-

nating-current phenomena has left the indelible mark
of his originality on the progress of the electrical arts,

and his participation in the Nobel prize is a proper and
worthy appreciation of his genius. Those who remem-
ber Tesla's lecture before the Institute of Electrical

Engineers on high-frequency phenomena, now nearly
a quarter of a century ago, realize the extent to which
his investigations opened the way to a field of which
we have not even yet seen the full fruition. The country
may well be proud of the recognition given in this

award to men who thus have been in the front rank
of its victorious march in applied science.

A Motto for Public Relations

ABUSINESS philosopher writes in the Atlantic

Monthly: "Until the facts are in the right order

there is no truth." Collier's Weekly quotes this phrase
as a motto for writers. We present it as a text for all

those engaged in the problems of public relations. More
facts are needed to answer fairly the intimate questions

affecting the regulation of public utilities. But facts

alone may be most misleading unless interpreted in the

right order.
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Singie-PhiM Suburb** Service Out of Philadelphia

ELECTRIFICATION <>i' suburban service oul of

Philadelphia on Qui Petinsylvanie Railroad, out-

lined elsewhere In tins Issue, furnishes another Instance

in which single-phase operation has been adopted for

main line requirements, in choosing the system that

would besl handle service conditions the engineers at-

tached special Importance to future long-distance oper-

ation over several different divisions handling different

classes of service rather than to the present require-

ments of the short-line service, which includes the use

of about 90 miles of track. From an engineering con-

sideration of all the conditions in this particular case

analysis indicated that single-phase operation would

prove economical in first cost and in operating cost, with

a sufficient saving in costs above steam-operating costs

to pay interest on the investment required.

One of the contributing conditions to economical

operation was the elimination of a large investment in

generating equipment made possible by purchase of

energy from the local central-station company. This

practice contrasts with that adopted for the operation

of the single-phase electrification of the mountain dis-

tricts of the Norfolk & Western Railway designed by

the same engineers. In the latter case a good load fac-

tor and cheap coal made the installation of a steam gen-

erating station attractive.

The diversity factor is such as to make the sale of

power advantageous to the central station. It also

serves as another example of the use of purchased serv-

ice where benefits are directly shown in the reduction of

the initial investment. The use of attendantless, step-

down substations under the control of tower men who

are in touch with a central power director by telephone

has contributed to the reduction of operating expense.

The present service to these substations is taken from

one phase of the central-station company's three-phase

system. It is planned to supply demands of future elec-

trification from the other two phases. The details of

protection and control of the single-phase lines have

worked out to a nicety. Especially interesting also is

the equipment of standard suburban steel coaches, in

that use is made of the series-repulsion motor, so pop-

ular in Europe but never thus far widely employed in

the United States.

is difflcull to design u apparatus that acts continuously,

but this must he accomplished If the process is to he

capable of commercial use. a receptacle which is low

enough, large enough and yet out of the way enough not

to Interfere seriously with the draft is necessary. The

Character of this receptacle must be adapted to the par-

ticular stack to which the process is applied. Many
objections have been raised to applying this process to

smokestacks, the contention being that more efficient

firing should be encouraged. This is evidently true, and

although this process does not save the heat units lost

in the gases, its application would do much toward les-

sening the smoke evil in our large cities.

Precipitating Soot Electrically

ELECTRICAL methods to prevent chimneys smoking

may sometimes be improved and used as a practical

way not only of preventing the smoke but also of re-

covering that part of the fuel which it represents. Elec-

trical precipitation, lately suggested in several quarters,

is being used successfully in smelter plants, powder fac-

tories and cement mills for the deposition of fumes and

dust, and there seem to be good reasons for its con-

sideration in some power plants using bituminous coal

high in volatile matter. An important consideration

for the practicability of this process of smoke preven-

tion lies in getting rid of the precipitated masses. It

First Aid to Asphyxiated Steam Plants

IN winter when the door of a boiler room is opened

there is an inward rush of air that is not always

noticeable in summer; in summer there are large air

passages open which are entirely or partly closed during

cold weather, and yet the condition suggests an opera-

tion problem of importance. In boiler rooms a greater

quantity of air is required in winter than in summer

because the loads are heavier and hence more fuel is

consumed. If, therefore, in stations using either nat-

ural or induced draft the air passages are closed com-

pletely, a serious effect on the capacity of the equip-

ment may, and often does, result. The coal will burn

slowly, combustion will be incomplete, and ash and

clinker troubles will be added. The supply of air in ex-

treme cases may be reduced to such a point that the

continual demand for it due to operating conditions will

create a difference in pressure between the inside and

the outside of the boiler room with an effect on draft

equivalent to partly closing the ash pit of the dampers.

An instance of a station containing fifteen boilers in

operation with ten more held for service during winter

peaks may be cited. The boilers each consumed about

3000 lb. of coal per hour, requiring about 300,000 cu. ft.

of air per minute from the boiler room. In winter trou-

ble was experienced with the fires during the night peak

because the windows were closed. When sufficient inlets

for air were provided, however, the trouble disappeared.

Setting the Clock of the Nation's Housewives

THERE is good news for the lonely mariner in the

announcement that the government radio station

at Washington will shortly begin sending regular time

signals for the benefit of ships along the coast. But

the horological needs of those who sail the seas are

hardly comparable, after all, with the dire isolation

—

so far as accurate time o' day is concerned—of the aver-

age American household, with its Connecticut clock set

by guess or by the noon whistles and seldom telling

within fifteen minutes of the mean solar truth. To

furnish accurate time to the households of the nation,

then, offers an opportunity for public service worthy of

the ambition of any utility management. Several plans

at once suggest themselves for the use of the wires of
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utility companies entering these dwellings. Signals

might be prearranged by momentary interruptions of

the lighting circuits, as has been successfully carried

out in several Western cities for announcing elections

and other events of local interest. A better plan would

be the addition to every household telephone of a re-

mote-controlled clock which would be set hourly by im-

pulses from the central office. It would be no great

technical problem to arrange circuits which would not

interfere with the primary function of the telephone

line and yet would also fulfill this function.

How Far to Trust

BUSINESS credit in general is established on the

assumption that men pay what they owe. Retail

businesses are conducted on the basis that the cus-

tomer is honest until he has proved otherwise. In the

retailing of electrical energy, on the other hand, the

penalizing methods of collecting in some instances sug-

gest that all customers are rascals until proved honest.

The question is not that of deciding whether a collec-

tion method shall be lax or tight. Money is due for

service rendered and should be collected promptly, but

the spirit behind the collection method should not be a

force for ill will and misunderstanding. Every cus-

tomer appreciates the fact that the sale of electrical

energy is a business. Everybody realizes that bills must

be collected. There is a point, however, where the

manager should balance the comparative value of the

future business which a customer promises and the

importance of his quick-collection routine, asking him-

self which he can best afford to humor a bit. Undoubt-

edly the public can be educated to the habit of prompt

and regular payment of electric-light bills, and a record

for good collections is an object worthy of the ambi-

tion of any manager, for he controls the company's

funds in trust and should not see them dissipated.

There is such a thing as being over-zealous in the prose-

cution of a hobby, however, even to the extent of

ignoring simple, common courtesy. The collection

policy touches closely the establishment of good will

and should be determined on that broad basis.

A Clearing House for Positions

ARECENTLY organized group of young engineers

in Chicago, the American Association of Engi-

neers, deserves especial credit for the impulse it is giv-

ing to the formation of a clearing house for engineer-

ing positions. Engineering ability in the past has been

marketed largely on the same basis as day labor. There

ought to be some agency, broad in scope, to put compe-

tent engineers and opportunities in touch. There are

difficulties in the way of such a plan. Engineers are

by nature conservative, and, as one puts it, "Undue
publicity will attract the dissatisfied and repel others."

The Western Society of Engineers is also investigating

the possibilities of such a bureau. Co-operation be-

tween the two bodies ought to result in finding the

right solution for the problem.

By-Product for the Contractor

SOME of our most profitable industries to-day are

based entirely on the utilization of the by-product

that has been thrown off in the process of some other

manufacturing activity. It typifies the length to which

our modern spirit of efficiency can be developed. There

is a natural tendency, however, to look upon it as a

principle primarily affecting large endeavors and to

forget entirely that the daily incidental opportunities

that come to all of us are, after all, our by-products and

should not be thrown away. The work of the electrical

contractor, in particular, is rich in these by-product

opportunities. Every home or store or factory that he

enters presents, if his eye is watchful, a market for

small items of equipment that can be sold to profit while

he is on the spot, if he but has a mind to do so. In

every home there are appliances that can be recom-

mended or points where another baseboard outlet will

bring greater comfort, or current taps or other im-

proved attachment devices can be suggested and sold.

Almost everywhere the right-size lamp, or better shades,

or proper placement of the lights, is needed. These

are by-product opportunities for every contractor.

They pay well for the little time and thought that

serve to turn them into cash.

Firebrick for Boiler Furnaces

MORE than 30 per cent of the entire cost of boiler

and furnace maintenance is due to repairs to

brickwork, states a writer elsewhere in this issue. It

is evident that the selection of firebrick is an engineer-

ing consideration that demands more attention than it

now gets in most plants, not only in large modern
steam-electric stations but in the average hand-fired

plant as well. Arch and furnace linings are subjected

to much more severe conditions in modern boiler prac-

tice than in years gone by. Brick heretofore suitable may
now be most expensive. Higher furnace temperatures

are largely responsible for the changed conditions. The
reduction of the air supplied to the furnace, bringing

the quantity closer to that required for perfect combus-
tion only, has had the effect of raising the temperature
of the resulting products of combustion. Furthermore,
the rate of combustion per square foot of grate surface

has been increased of late years so that modern boiler

installations are frequently operated at 200 per cent

overload as compared with older installations that were
operated at normal rating or under only slight over-

loads. Thus, while earlier practice produced furnace

temperatures of from 1800 deg. to 2400 deg. Fahr.,

modern practice has raised these values to from 2500
deg. to 3000 deg. Fahr. To withstand the increased

temperature successfully and continuously, not only

must the qualities of the refractory materials used for

furnace arches, linings and side walls be of a higher

standard of excellence, but also the workmanship dis-

played in putting up the brickwork, as well as the joint-

making materials, must be of a correspondingly high

grade.
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Electricity ;it the New York Horse Show in Madison Square Garden
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A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and
of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

ELECTRIC POWER CLUB MEETS
Motor Manufacturers Effect Changes in Commercial Rat-

ings of Generators and Motors to Make Them
Comply with A. I. E. E. Rules

What was considered one of the best meetings ever
held by the Electric Power Club took place at the Home-
stead Hotel, Hot Springs, Va., on Nov. 8, 9 and 10 and
was attended by forty-seven members, representing
twenty companies.
The constitution of the club was amended so as to

include as members manufacturers of transformers and
industrial control apparatus, thereby opening up a very
large field for standardization which it is expected will

prove as valuable to both the manufacturers and users
as the standardization work already done on electric

motors and generators. Five companies manufacturing
this class of apparatus were elected to membership,
making a present membership of forty-four companies
in the electrical industry.

In the work of standardization of motors and gen-
erators a number of changes in the existing commercial
ratings were made to bring them within the limits es-

tablished by the new rules of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. The allowable variation in volt-

age at which motors will operate successfully was fixed

at 10 per cent above or below the rated voltage. It was
recognized, however, that such a variation did not nec-

essarily mean that the motor would operate within the

guarantees given for operation at normal voltage. The
starting torque for continuous-duty polyphase induction

motors with full voltage applied was standardized as

not less than 150 per cent of full-load torque for two-

pole, four-pole and six-pole motors, 125 per cent for

eight-pole, ten-pole and twelve-pole motors, and 100 per

cent for fourteen-pole motors. The maximum torque

for such machine shall not be less than 200 per cent of

full-load torque. For direct-current motors the varia-

tion in speed from full load cold to full load hot was
fixed as not to exceed 10 per cent based on the full

speed hot.

There was considerable discussion on the proper basis

of rating for continuous-duty motors and generators

used for general purposes as distinguished from special-

application machines used where the conditions of serv-

ice and magnitude of load are definitely fixed and
known beyond question. An illustration of a special-

application machine is a motor directly connected to a

blower where the maximum load is definitely known
and cannot be exceeded. The sentiment expressed at

the meeting indicated that for general-purpose ma-
chines the Electric Power Club was decidedly in favor

of making no change in the present basis of rating,

namely 40 deg. C. at full rated load with a 25 per cent

overload temperature guarantee for two hours, but that

in the case of special-application machines a higher

temperature rise, but still within the limits established

by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and

with no overload temperature guarantee, might be

easily susceptible of justification.

Edison and Tesla Win Nobel Prize

Under date of Nov. 6, the Copenhagen correspondent

of the London Daily Telegraph sends the following:

"The Swedish government has decided to distribute

the Nobel prizes next week as follows:

"Physics, Thomas A. Edison and Nikola Tesla; litera-

ture, Romain Rolland (French), Hendrik Pontoppidan

and Troels Lund (Danes), and Verner von Heidenstam
(Swede) ; chemistry, Prof. Theodor Sveberg."

No confirmation of the story could be obtained, and

neither Mr. Edison nor Mr. Tesla has received any

intimation of the award except through the daily press

account.
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PUBLIC RATE HEARING IN NEBRASKA
President Harries of Omaha Company Welcomes Participa-

tion of Public in Determining Pair Kates

General George H. Harries, president of the Omaha
Electric Light & Power Company and past-president of

the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies and
of the American Electric Railway Association, who has

stanchly supported and widely advocated a fostering of

relationship between public and public utilities to such

a degree as to make that relation virtually a partner-

ship, is now fathering a most practical application of

these principles in Omaha. The situation there is novel

and most interesting, and is briefly as follows:

An active agitation for a municipally owned lighting

plant prevalent for some time back terminated in the

passing of a bill at the last session of the State Legisla-

ture which provided for such a plant to compete with
the present Omaha company. This measure, however,

was vetoed by the Governor. Since this legislation the

company voluntarily reduced its rate from the two-rate

system based on assumed demand of 11 cents for the

first thirty hours and 6 cents for excess over this, with

a 5 per cent discount on the gross bill, to a block-rate

system as follows: 8 cents for the first 25 kw.-hr., 6

cents for the next 125 kw.-hr., 5 cents for the next 1050
kw.-hr., 4 cents for the next 2800 kw.-hr., 3 cents for

the next 3000 kw.-hr., 2\[> cents for all over that, and a

minimum charge of 50 cents.

This the company claimed to be an absolutely fair

rate, and it welcomed any honest investigation to estab-

lish it as such in the eyes of the public. General Har-
ries invited the Commercial Club of Omaha to inaugu-
rate an investigation. Accordingly a committee of ten,

with a personnel comprising eight leading business

men and two lawyers, was appointed from the club

membership. A recommendation to the City Council

by this committee that the company and the city bear
the expense of the investigation jointly was rejected.

Later General Harries urged the committee to select

reputable auditors, the company to bear the entire ex-

pense and give the auditors access to all its books,

vouchers and everything from the beginning of its

operations twenty-five years ago. This was done, and
the auditors are now at work to determine the cash
value of the present property as a basis upon which the

Commercial Club committee can determine what a fair

rate is.

The hearings are to be open to the public, and anyone
who is qualified to do so may take part. The first hear-

ing was set for Tuesday, Nov. 9.

Authority of Pennsylvania Commission Questioned

Authority of the Pennsylvania State Public Service

Commission to pass upon contracts between municipali-

ties and corporations or individuals furnishing public

service of any kind has been attacked in the Dauphin
County Court at Harrisburg in injunction proceedings
brought against the commission by Abraham Fischer
of Williamsport. Mr. Fischer petitioned the court for
a decree declaring the clause of the public service act

of 1913 governing approval of municipal contracts un-
constitutional and void. The case involved a contract
between the city of Williamsport and the Lycoming
Edison Company for street lighting. Some time ago
the Public Service Commission set aside a contract be-

tween the city and the Citizens' Electric Company and
ordered readvertisement for bids. The Lycoming Edi-
son Company underbid its rival, and the contract was
awarded to it. Fischer asks to have the commission
enjoined from acting on the contract.

Formation of N. E. L. A. Technical Section

A meeting of the executive committee of the proposed
new Technical and Hydroelectric Section of the National
Electric Light Association was held at the Engineers'
Club, New York City, on Nov. '.',, when there were pres-

ent H. H. Scott, R. J. McClelland, Philip Torch io, I. E.

Moultrop, J. T. Hutchings, Farley Osgood, P. Al. Down-
ing and Thomas Sproule of the committee and T. C.

Martin and S. A. Sewall on behalf of the association.

The committee had been requested by President E. W.
Lloyd, in accordance with the recent authorization by
the executive committee of the association, to organize
the section, and the following officers were elected:

Chairman, Holton H. Scott, Doherty Operating Com-
pany, New York; vice-chairmen, P. M. Downing, Pacific

Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco; J. T. Hutch-
ings, Rochester (N. Y.) Railway & Light Company;
R. J. McClelland, Electric Bond & Share Company, New
York, and Charles Ruffner, Electric Company of Mis-
souri, Webster Groves, Mo.; secretary, S. A. Sewall,

N. E. L. A. headquarters, New York City. These offi-

cers will constitute the governing body of the section

until the regular election of officers by the section itself

at the next annual convention.

All the technical members of the main association

become members automatically of the new section, and
new members will be added to the section on their per-

sonal choice. The technical membership of the associa-

tion is by far the largest group, and the new section

will consist of several thousand members. It will take
under its jurisdiction practically all of the technical

committees, such as those on overhead lines, prime
movers, electrical apparatus, underground construction,

grounding secondaries, electrical measurements, etc.

It was proposed by Philip Torchio, New York Edison
Company, that a new committee be constituted to study

and report on the newer industrial applications of elec-

tricity from the technical side so as to be of use in

furnishing data and information to member companies
and the Commercial Section. This proposition was
very favorably considered.

Steps were taken to formulate a constitution for the

section, and a variety of interesting business was
discussed.

Municipal Projects Checked in Ohio

Last week's issue contained an account of the effect

of the elections on utilities in Cincinnati, Toledo and
Lorain, in Ohio. In addition interesting sidelights

were thrown on the elections in Cleveland and Lima.
The election of H. L. Davis as Mayor of Cleveland

will probably put an end to the cry for the exclusive

municipal ownership of the light and power properties

of that city. Mr. Davis is not an advocate of the mu-
nicipal ownership of the public utilities nor of confis-

catory rates for service, though he will doubtless insist

on fair play for both the company and the public. The
Public Utilities Commission will, therefore, be free to

solve the problem that is now before it respecting the

proper rate.

F. W. Ballard, light and heat commissioner of Cleve-

land, announced some time ago that he would probably
retire at an early date, and since the election he has
stated that he will open an office after Jan. 1 as a con-

sulting engineer. He recently closed negotiations by
which he will represent the city of Terre Haute, Ind.,

in negotiations pending between it and the company
serving the city.

With a change of administration and policy relative

to the Cleveland municipal plant, a complete investiga-

tion of the operation of the new central station will
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probably be made, and thTOUgfa this Hie BUCCeSS Of fail'

ore of municipal ownership and operation on a large

icale may be determined.
Al Lima, Ohio, the voters disappro\ bond issue

60,000 for the construction of s municipal plant and

the establishment of "white way" in the business dis-

trict, by a vote of 8676 to 2777. At the same time a

bond issue for the improvement of the tire department

tarried

property owners to produce a system second to none in

the country. Work on the Bystem will soon be under
\V.I\

Salt Lake City's New Arc-Lighting System

The Salt Lake City commission has formally declared

its intention of carrying out the lighting improvement

for District No. 2 in accordance with the special law

passed by the last Legislature empowering it to do so.

The petition to the commission asking for this im-

provement was signed by more than 50 per cent of the

property owners in the district, so there is no likelihood

that the action will be protested. The city engineer's

office is now engaged in pre-

paring an estimate of the cost

of the improvement, which

will be ready for advertise-

ment shortly. This special

district comprises Main Street

from South Temple Street to

Fifth South Street, a distance

of five blocks, or 3960 ft. The
proposed system contemplates

the installation of fourteen

special standards to the block,

seven on each side of the

street, the distance between

posts being approximately 100

ft. Each standard will be

equipped with three 6.6 amp.

inverted - type luminous - arc

lamps.

The posts are of special de-

sign, as illustrated, and are

arranged to fit over the trolley

poles, the bottom of the brack-

et carrying the lamps coming
just above the point where
the span wire attaches to the

pole. It is the intention when
this system is completed to

require" the removal of all

other posts and poles from the

curb, so that this special light-

ing system will be the means
of substituting for the present

trolley pole, unsightly at the best, a highly decorative

standard, and removing all other obstructions to the

view. The height of the lamps will be 27 ft., and as

the width of the street is 132 ft. between property lines,

the squatty, narrow effect so usual where the lamps are

mounted low will be avoided.

The cost of installation of the system is estimated at

about $4 per front foot. This will be prorated, under

the provisions of the law, against the property included

in the district and will be collected as are other special

assessments. The cost of maintenance and operation

is estimated at $1.30 per front foot per year. A portion

of this expense will be borne by the city in lieu of the

street lighting for which it now pays. The balance will

be prorated against the property, as is the installation

cost.

The system was designed by W. D'A. Ryan, illumi-

nating engineer for the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition, who was commissioned by the Main Street

SALT LAKE CITY ARC-

LAMP POST

ELECTRICAL PROSPERITY WEEK FEATURES
Twentj«tWO Cities Will Have Electric Shows, and NewH-

papSTS in Various Sections of (he Country

IMan Special Editions

The plans being developed in numerous cities through-

out the country tor participation in Electrical Pros-

perity Week are progressing at a rate that is surprising.

The celebration will have many features never before

seen in this country, and these are likely to prove not

only highly entertaining but thoroughly instructive.

Collier's Weekly will issue a special advance edition

in the interest of Prosperity Week, which by Nov. 16

will have gone to 25,000 central stations, dealers, con-

tractors and jobbers. The edition will contain an

editorial on the celebration, a letter from Thomas A.

Edison indorsing the movement, news of what the cities

are doing everywhere to participate, and many special

advertisements from manufacturers.
It is a significant fact that this is the first time that

any of the more widely circulated popular magazines
ever gave so much prominence to a trade movement.
The following newspapers will bring out special edi-

tions for Prosperity Week: Los Angeles Times, Omaha
Daily News, Wisconsin State Journal, Milwaukee Senti-

nel, Houston Chronicle, Pittsfield (Mass.) Journal,

Brooklyn Eagle, Richmond Times-Dispatch, and the

Morning Republican of Findlay, Ohio.

Electrical Shows

The electrical shows thus far definitely announced,

together with the chairmen of the committees in charge,

are as follows:

Atlanta, Ga.—Rawson Collier, Georgia Railway, Light & Power
Company.

Cincinnati, Ohio—H. K. Shockley, manager Electrical Show,
Chamber of Commerce.

Dayton, Ohio—Thomas F. Kelly, commercial manager Dayton
Power & Light Company.

Duluth, Minn.—A. W. Lindgren, manager Northern Electrical

Company.
Chattanooga, Tenn.—Howell Graham, chairman Jorian com-

mittee ; L. J. Wilhoite, contract agent Chattanooga Railway &
Light Company.

Denver, Col.—John M. Connelly, advertising manager Denver
Gas & Electric Company.

Springfield, Ohio—J. E. North, commercial manager Springfield

Light, Heat & Power Company.
Tampa, Fla.—P. F. Lyons, president ; W. Finlay Hunter, sec-

retary ; Harry Mong, Cliff Buerke.

Sioux City, Towa—George O. May, Electric Supply Company.
Trinidad, Col.—C. F. Donahue, chairman ; S. J. Ballinger, H. J.

Reed.
Fort Wayne, Ind.—E. F. Brinkman.
Tulsa, Okla.—Jesse L. Terry, Public Service Company.
Erie, Pa.—J. H. McCarthy, secretary Jovian League, P. O. box

537.

Louisville, Ky.—Robert Montgomery, commercial manager
Louisville Gas & Electric Company.

Milwaukee, "Wis.—H. P. Andrae, Julius Andrae & Sons Com-
pany.
Memphis, Tenn.—W. R. Herstein, Electric Supply Company

;

Carl K. Chapin, Memphis Consolidated Gas & Electric Company.

Richmond, Va.—George A. Tower, chairman Electric Show and

parade committee.
Norfolk, Va.—Meeks & Reed.

New Castle, Pa.—Louis B. Round, New Castle Electric Com-

pany.
Peoria, 111.—City Electrician Wolgamott.
Pittsfield, Mass.—H. W. Derry, contract agent Pittsfield Elec-

tric Company (Jovians).

Sandusky, Ohio—E. A." Bechstein, chairman show committee

;

E. P. Brohl, C. F. Donahue, R. C. Beebe, J. T. Sloat, E. Burt

Fenton, Sandusky Gas & Electric Company.

At Denver, Col., a miniature mine will show the elec-

tric hoists, rotary diamond drills, coal cutters and all
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the machinery used in an up-to-date coal mine. Stu-

dents from the School of Mines and other universities

of the State are planning to attend the exposition in

bodies to study the various phases of electrical develop-

ment, and the professors are showing interest and
encouraging the students in every way to use the oppor-

tunity for the study of electricity in its various forms
as demonstrated at the exposition. There will be
working demonstrations also of water-power, showing
the force which for years went to waste in Colorado

now being used for moving the vast machinery of the

State.

In Findlay, Ohio, festoons of red and green bulbs are

to swing across Main Street every hundred feet from
the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad on the

north to Hardin Street on the south. Electrically

lighted pageants are to take place in the evenings. A
Mardi Gras carnival is planned for one night, and an
electric sign proclaiming Findlay's prosperity is to be

erected above the Main Street bridge.

A feature arranged for the celebration at Trinidad,

Col., will be a huge searchlamp mounted where it can
play on the business district during the celebration.

Other searchlamps will be mounted on the tops of

buildings. An automobile parade has been planned
which promises to be the principal event.

In Birmingham, Ala., it is planned to have the

churches, schools, stores and factories turn on all lamps
each night of the week. There will also be demonstra-
tions and an electrical parade.

An interesting feature of the celebration at Cincin-

nati, Ohio, will be an electric fountain, 28 ft. high, on
the Fountain esplanade. Sparkling electric lights will

represent the falling water.

Plans of the Commonwealth Edison Company

The plans of the Commonwealth Edison Company of

Chicago for making Electrical Prosperity Week a live

one in that city are now well under way. The Common-
wealth Edison Company itself expects to give as a pre-

mium some electrical appliance to everyone signing a

house-wiring contract during this week either with the

company's own solicitors or with the solicitors of either

of the two large contractors' associations in the city.

Customers who buy $10 worth of electrical merchandise
at any of the company's stores during the week will

receive a coupon entitling them to $1 worth of addi-

tional merchandise, while purchasers of merchandise
amounting to between $5 and $10 will receive a 50-cent

coupon.

Co-operation of all electrical merchants in the city,

from the big department stores to the smallest dealer,

is being sought. It is assured that all of the five electric

stores of the Commonwealth Edison Company will have
special window trims, and every effort is being made
to supply the small dealers and the department stores

with material for electrical windows.
To attract popular attention to the movement a large

amount of space in the daily papers and in the theater

programs has been contracted for, for both Electrical

Prosperity Week and the week just preceding it. Ar-
rangements have been made to distribute circular ad-

vertising matter through all of the company's drug-
store sub-agencies. The message of the industry will

also be flashed electrically to the public by means of the

company's two large motograph signs.

Workmen have been laboring night and day to com-
plete the outline lighting which has been started on the

company's new building, and it is hoped that this spec-

tacular illumination will be finished in time to add its

glow to the general illumination planned for the week.
The work of preparation is being carried on under

the direct supervision of John F. Gilchrist and E. W.

Lloyd, and the immediate arrangements are in the hands
of a committee composed of O. R. Hogue, E. A. Edkins,

D. H. Howard and G. B. Johnson.

Plans of Washing-Machine Manufacturer

The fact that Electrical Prosperity Week is providing

an adequate vehicle for those who have special selling

plans to carry into effect has been demonstrated by
Neil C. Hurley of the Hurley Machine Company, Chi-

cago. Hitting upon the idea of conducting a window
display contest featuring "Thor" electric washing ma-
chines during Prosperity Week, Mr. Hurley put his

plans before the electrical supply dealers who had win-

dows to dress. The plans stipulated that a "Thor"
washer purchased especially for the occasion should be

used for the central feature of the display. The time
of payment on this display machine was purposely set

far ahead, Feb. 1, in order to give ample time to dis-

pose of the machine before being called on to pay for it.

Cash prizes were offered to winners of the contest. As
a direct result of this offer 512 machines were sold be-

fore Nov. 5, and Mr. Hurley stated that he confidently

expects to have at least 750 entries in the window-dis-

play contest. These special selling plans will on that

assumption cause the sale of about $60,000 worth of

merchandise figured at list price.

When asked about the effect of the Electrical Pros-

perity Week propaganda on the business of the Hughes
Electric Heating Company, Chicago, Abner Vaughn,
sales manager for the company, said : "There can be no

doubt that the effect produced has been widespread.

Almost from the four corners of this country we have

received notices of plans for electric shows incorporat-

ing electric-cooking demonstrations as one of the

features. The movement does not seem to confine itself

to any one branch of the industry. Indications are that

contractors, dealers and central stations alike are plan-

ning to use Electrical Prosperity Week to popularize elec-

trical appliances. The ranges we have been called upon

to supply to meet the demand for the week vary in size

from our largest standard product to the toy ranges

which are being marketed by the Western Electric

Company."
Parade at Louisville

More than 100 floats are expected to be in line in

the parade with which, on the night of Nov. 29, the

Jovians of Louisville will initiate Electrical Prosperity

Week in the Kentucky city. It had been the intention

of the committee in charge of the proceedings to leave

the parade for a day later in the week, but further

consideration has made the parade first on the list.

The demonstration for the remainder of the week will

center about the display at the armory. Much general

interest is being shown in the preparations for the

week, and public interest is being aroused.

Court Upholds New Jersey Commission
A case involving the question of rates given by utili-

ties to municipalities was recently decided in New
Jersey when the Public Utilities Commission of that

State was upheld by the State Supreme Court in its

order fixing a water rate of 30 cents per 1000 gal. in

North Wildwood.
The municipality contested the order on the ground

that it had a contract with the water company fixing a

maximum rate of 25 cents. The court held that, as the

creator of the water company, the Legislature has the

power to waive the contract as to the city. The court

admitted that a different question would have been

involved had the company pleaded the contract as a bar

to making a lower rate than therein stipulated.
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LINKS IN NIAGARA DISTRICT OK ONTARIO
Steel tower construction characterises the principal circuit

the commission's Bystem for transmitting Niagara energy.

HIGH-TENSION ROOM OK SUBSTATION
on switches for controlling outgoing energy si the London

<()nt.) station of the Ontario Hydro Electric Commission.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER IN ONTARIO
Sir Adam Beck, Chairman of the Commission, in an Inter-

view Tells of Progress in Distribution of Niagara

Energy in Canada

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of the Prov-

ince of Ontario, Canada, has since it was created in

May, 190G, made a steady growth and at the present

time is supplying cheap hydroelectric energy to more
than 130 municipalities, new towns and cities being tied

in continually.

Sir Adam Beck, who has been chairman of the com-
misson since its incorporation, outlined to a repre-

sentative of the Electrical World some of the new
developments, some plans of the commission, and told

in a general way how and why the commission was
progressing. He said:

"The latest improvement to the commission's system
is the new plant at Eugenie Falls, which is in the

northern part of the Province just south of Georgian
Bay. This plant, which will be able to supply a peak
load of 10,000 hp., will begin operations on Nov. 18 by
supplying energy to ten or fifteen municipalities. The
turbines used have a rating of 2250 hp. each. They
are of the reaction type with spiral wheel cases and
overhung runners and of Swiss manufacture. The
storage basin of the development is about 1650 acres

in area and is created by two dams.

Load of Canadian Niagara District Reaches 100,000 Hp.

"The maximum load in the Niagara district, which is

bounded by Niagara Falls, Toronto and Windsor, is over

100,000 hp. and was reached last week for the first

time. During December the peak load in this dis-

trict will reach a maximum of 110,000 hp.

"The commission receives most of its supply from
the Ontario Power Company, at Niagara Falls, with
which it has a thirty-year contract to supply 100,000 hp.

at a minimum of $9 per hp.-year. In addition, the

commission has three power developments of its own
but of a much smaller size.

"The limit of the present supply of available power
is now practically reached, and the peak any time now
threatens to exceed our contracts. With a full realiz-

ation of this situation and wishing to effect a suitable

remedy, the provincial government requested the com-
mission to lay before it plans for the further develop-

ment of Ontario's hydroelectric resources. The com-
mission recommended a scheme of new development at

Niagara Falls in which the initial installation of 150,000

hp. would with the present sources of supply take care

of a peak of 300,000 hp. The ultimate rating of this

development as recommended amounts to 600,000 hp.

This entire development will be used only to supply the

Niagara district, the remaining districts being fed

from other sources.

"The commission is now supplying energy in more
than 130 municipalities, and new ones are being con-

nected in this system all the time. Many of these

places formerly were supplied from central stations,

but when it was found that there were large possi-

bilities for supplying energy both in the cities and
in the rural districts for farm work, the municipalities

took over the privately owned enterprises.

"It must not be thought that I am now recommend-
ing public ownership of utilities as a principle. We
have succeeded in this plan of public ownership only

because the entire system has been conducted on a busi-

ness basis to the exclusion of politics and personal

privilege. Why, at any time at all our books must be
open to any or all of the accountants of the 130 munici-

palities on our lines.

"Each year we are able to show a large surplus after

paying all expenses including interest, a 5 per cent de-

preciation charge, a sinking-fund reserve, and a large

sum to pay off the debentures which were a liability of

the system when we took hold of it.

"The system is not run for a profit but for the bene-

fit of the consumers. While it is controlled by the

Province of Ontario, the government in no way shares

in its revenue except to collect the interest due it on its

loans to the system and the principal of the loan, which
must be liquidated in forty years from the time it

was made. Any surplus left after the payment of all

charges is put back into the system's property to pay
for betterments and improvements.

Average Monthly Household Bill 98 Cents

"Our low rates have been instrumental in increasing

our rural and domestic load. First, we charge a service

charge of 30 cents per 1000 sq. ft. floor area for

domestic service, with a minimum of 30 cents. To
small consumers the rate is 2 cents per kilowatt-hour

for the first 30 kw.-hr. and 1 cent per kilowatt-hour for

all over that. A large householder, however, pays 2
cents per unit for the first 100 kw-.hr. and 1 cent for

all over that. With such rates most of our customers

are now using electricity for heating and cooking as

well as for lighting. An average of fifty families,

averaging six to a family, showed a monthly bill of

$1.67 for cooking, while the average household bill, in-

cluding service charge, is 98 cents. With these rates

the commission was able to show last year a net surplus

of more than $21,000:

"Take my own home for instance. My bill for Sep-

tember was $7.11, as follows: service charge, 90 cents;

first 100 kw.-hr., $2; second 500 kw.-hr., $5. This

totals $7.90, or, less 10 per cent for prompt payment,
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THE NEW DEVELOPMENT AT EUGENIE FALLS
Construction begun in spring of 1914, this plant will commence

operation Nov. IS, 1915, to serve the neighboring district.

$7.11. We used energy for lighting, cooking, bathroom
heating, around the stables, and for all of the miscellane-

ous household heating devices. This is not unusual for a

family with a large place and many servants.

"In the rural districts the use of energy is becoming
quite common. There are so many uses for electricity

on the farm that its use is becoming almost universal

in the districts served by our lines. Most of the farms
use a 5-hp. motor, which they employ in pumping, saw-
ing, food grinding, silo loading and a multitude of other

MOTOR SUPPLANTS STEAM THRESHING ENGINE
Many farms served by the commission's lines are now using

electricity for all power purposes about the barn and field

ways. The average monthly bill for these farms is

around $8 or $9. I have in mind a sanitarium farm
on our lines which has about fifty patients. This farm
uses energy for cooking, laundry work, farm work and
lighting, and its monthly bill is around $23.

"We have placed in the hands of the householder

electrical energy at such rates that gas competition

becomes impossible, and within a few years I expect to

see all households in our districts using electricity uni-

versally for lighting, cooking and heating."

Commercial Engineering Course of National Electric

Light Association

The National Electric Light Association's Commer-
cial Section's committee on education of salesmen, after

investigating various methods for educating and for

increasing the efficiency of employees, has now begun
the publication and sale of a commercial engineering

course to be conducted by correspondence. The lessons

of this course will be compiled and will be conducted for

the National Electric Light Association by the Chicago
Central Station Institute. The course consists of seven-

teen lessons on the following topics: Salesmanship,

selling campaigns, locating and following up prospective

customers, advertising, merchandising, relations to cus-

tomers, meters and metering, rates, illuminants, com-
parative costs of illuminants, principles of illumination,

lighting practice, electric signs, wiring, motors, steam,

gas and oil engines, and isolated plants. The first lesson

has just been issued and the remainder will follow at

regular intervals. The greater part of the material

used in this course is said to be unobtainable elsewhere,

and the low fee ($12) is accepted mainly because the

material has been largely donated by members of the

National Electric Light Association. Any employee of

any member company may avail himself of the advan-
tages offered by the course. Fred R. Jenkins, 72 West
Adams Street, Chicago, 111., is chairman of the com-
mittee on the education of salesmen.

Membership Campaign for Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia

A systematized four-day campaign to obtain a thou-

sand new members for the Engineers' Club of Phila-

delphia, with the intent of making it the technical

center of engineering activity in that city, will shortly

be inaugurated.

The leaders say that there are about 10,000 men in

Philadelphia who are engaged either in the engineering-

profession or in professions akin to it, and that 1000

of these will be glad to become members when they

learn of the recent affiliation of the Philadelphia organi-

zation with national engineering societies in the ex-

change of technical discussion and information.

The Engineers' Club of Philadelphia is the oldest

technical society in the State of Pennsylvania. It was
organized in 1877 and stands very high in the opinion

of engineers all over the United States as one of the

most advanced technical clubs in the country. At
present it has a membership of 570 men, without refer-

ence to its recent affiliation with the Philadelphia

sections of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

the Illuminating Engineers' Society, the Technology

Club and the American Society of Marine Draftsmen.
The club desires to be of service to the muncipality

in the important construction problems to be solved

during the next few years, and feels that this can best

be accomplished by the increased membership desired.

Setting and Sighting a Heavy 35-Ft. Juniper Pole

in 11.8 Seconds

In the pole-setting contest held during the recent out-

ing of the Buffalo General Electric Company teams were
entered by the Buffalo company, the Cataract Power &
Conduit Company and the Niagara Falls Electric Light

& Power Company. The contest had as its primary
object the bringing together of the teams of the several

companies in order that each crew might observe the

different methods, if any, employed by the others and

benefit thereby.

The holes were dug in advance, and each crew started

with its pole butted and lying on the ground. The pole

used by the winning team of the Buffalo General Elec-

tric Company was a fresh juniper stick which in weight

was almost as heavy as a chestnut timber. It measured

35 ft. 6 in. long and 43.5 in. in girth 6 ft. from the butt

and 31.5 in. in girth 6 ft. from the top. This pole was
raised and perfectly aligned in 11.8 seconds.
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Pennsylvania Electrification at Philadelphia
Economy of Electrified Suburban Service—Engineering Features of Energy Supply and

Transmission—Substations for Single-Phase Operation from Three-Phase System

THE use of electrical energy by railroads for the

operation of main and branch lines presents in-

teresting engineering problems in generation and

distribution, and results in certain economies in rail-

road operation. The electrification of 93 miles of track

by the Pennsylvania Railroad on the suburban section

between the Broad Street station in Philadelphia and

Paoli serves to accentuate these features. Energy is

purchased from the Philadelphia Electric Company and

is supplied from its new Christian Street station. The
generating arrangement in this station to handle the

load and the installation of turbo-generators of large

rating were described in the May 30, 1914, and the Oct.

9, 1915, issues of the Electrical World.
The electrification of the section of the Pennsylvania

lines mentioned has resulted in an estimated saving over

steam operating costs sufficient to pay interest on the

necessary investment. The substitution of motor-car

trains 'for those hauled by locomotives and the elimina-

tion of the shifting back and forth from one track to

another of cars and the movement of empty trains have

resulted in a relief at the main railway station in Phil-

adelphia equivalent to increasing the station capacity

from 17 to 19 per cent of the Paoli suburban service,

and for the station as a whole equivalent to reducing

the total number of trains by about 8 per cent. A simi-

lar increase in capacity has been estimated from the

electrification of other suburban lines, and work in con-

nection with one of these—namely, the Chestnut Hill

line—has already commenced. Relief thus afforded by

electrification of the Paoli and Chestnut Hill lines is

considered sufficient to take care of the normal growth

of business for the next seven or eight years.

Single-Phase Operation

The general features of the Pennsylvania electrifica-

tion include the use of 11,000-volt, single-phase, twenty-

five-cycle energy supplied directly to the train from an

FIG. 1—STEP-UP SUBSTATION RECEIVING ENERGY FROM
PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY—THE BRACKETS ON
ELEVATED STRUCTURE SUPPORT 44,000-VOLT CONDUCTORS

FIG. 2—STEP-DOWN SUBSTATION AT WEST PHILADELPHIA

AND SUPPORTING TOWER FOR 44,000-VOLT INCOMING

LINES AND OUTGOING 11,000-VOLT TROLLEY FEEDERS
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overhead catenary trolley system and the elimination of

moving machinery in substations for the furnishing of

this energy. In selecting the system primary impor-
tance was attached to possible long-distance operation
over the entire divisions affected, rather than to the
requirements for the present short suburban electric

service.

The main feeders from the Christian Street generat-
ing station of the Philadelphia Electric Company lead

to a substation of the railroad company on the west
bank of the Schuylkill River opposite the generating
station. The circuits consist of four 350,000-circ. mil
three-conductor armored submarine cables under the
river. Energy is delivered to the railroad company's
substation at 13,200 volts, where it is stepped up to

44,000 volts and transmitted to step-down substations.
The present service is furnished from one phase of the
central-station company's three-phase system with the
necessary arrangements to balance this single-phase
load, as well as to correct for the relatively low power-
factor. According to present plans, the energy require-
ments of future electrifications will be supplied from
the remaining phases of the system.
The Arsenal Bridge substation, which receives the

energy from the Philadelphia Electric Company's power
station, is shown in Fig. 1. The layout of circuits and
apparatus in this substation is shown in Fig. 3, together
with arrangements to furnish single-phase energy to
the different trolley circuits from the substations at
West Philadelphia, Bryn Mawr and Paoli. From the
Arsenal Bridge substation four 44,000-volt single-phase
transmission lines lead to the West Philadelphia substa-
tion. At this point arrangements are provided for ex-
tending two of these lines to the Chestnut Hill substa-
tion. The remaining two lines continue to the Bryn
Mawr and Paoli substations as shown.

44,000-Volt Transmission to Substations

Arrangements for carrying the four transmission
lines between the Arsenal Bridge and West Philadelphia
substations on brackets at the side of the elevated struc-
ture are shown in Fig. 2. Beyond the West Philadel-
phia substation the two lines are carried, one on each
side of the tracks, on the catenary supporting struc-

FIG. 4—SECTIONALIZ1NG HORN-GAP SWITCHES AND LIGHT-
NING ARRESTER LAYOUT ON SUBSTATION ROOFS

tures, as shown in Fig. 5. Horn-gap switches for sec-

tionalizing are installed on the roofs of the various sub-
stations, together with the necessary lightning-arrester
equipment. A typical layout of this arrangement is

shown in Fig. 4.

The 44,000-volt transmission line conductors are No.
2-0 seven-strand hard-drawn copper cables spaced 5 ft.

apart where the two wires of a single-phase feeder are
on the same cross-arm. Where there is more than one
circuit on a pole the vertical spacing is 3 ft. 6 in. The
lines are protected by a %-in. steel ground wire run on
the top of the poles.

At the Arsenal Bridge substation the lines are pro-
tected by relays which operate on overload and on an
unbalanced load in either leg caused by a ground. In
the other substations the relays operate only differen-
tially, and in case of a ground between substations the
circuit on which the trouble occurs is cut out first in

three of the substations, and finally at the Arsenal
Bridge substation. Overload relays are provided in

the 13,200-volt lines at the Philadelphia Electric Com-

Crunch *
I \\ WcEt Philadelphia Substation Arsenal Bridce Substation

Paoli Substation

3

FIG. 3—GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF SUBSTATIONS, SHOWING 13,200-VOLT CABLE CONNECTIONS, 44,000-VOLT
TRANSMISSION LINES, AND 11,000-VOLT TROLLEY FEEDERS
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FIGS. 5 AND b—SHOWING TRANSMISSION LINE ON EACH SIDE OE TRACK ON CATENARY-SUPPORTING STRUCTURE AND
PAOLI STEP-DOWN SUBSTATION

pany's power station, and the reverse current relays in

these feeders at the Arsenal Bridge substation. The
pin-type porcelain insulators used on the transmission
lines are 8 7/16 in. high, and 12 in. in diameter and are

made up of four parts. The lines were designed to

stand a potential of 66,000 volts, or three times the

working pressure to ground.

Substation Equipment

The substations are of substantial fireproof brick con-

struction and are adjacent to the tracks, as shown in

Fig. 6. The lightning-arrester equipment and high-ten-

sion feeder-sectionalizing switches are installed on the

roof, the busbars and switching equipment on the sec-

ond floor, and transformers on the ground floor. Space
is provided in all of the substations for 100 per cent in-

crease in rating. The substation at Arsenal Bridge
contains three 5000-kva. step-up transformers, while

those at West Philadelphia, Bryn Mawr and Paoli each
contain two 2000-kva. step-down transformers. These
transformers are of the twenty-five-cycle, single-phase,

oil-insulated, water-cooled type. Except in the case of

the Arsenal Bridge substation, the primaries of step-

down transformers are wound for 44,000 volts and the

secondaries for 11,000 volts. In the Arsenal Bridge
substation the primaries are wound for 13,000 volts

and the secondaries for 44,000 volts. Voltage taps are
provided on the primary and secondary coils of all trans-

formers. The neutral point of the high-tension winding
of the step-up transformers is grounded through a grid

resistance, thus limiting the potential to ground from
either side of the 44,000-volt transmission lines to

22,000 volts. Oil filtering and drying apparatus is in-

stalled in each substation, and a tank is provided into

which the oil may be drawn from the different units.

The 44,000-volt circuits are connected to the buses in

the various substations through oil circuit-breakers ar-

ranged along the floor without barriers. The circuit-

breakers of the 11,000-volt and 13,000-volt circuits are

of the oil type, those on the 11,000-volt trolley circuits

being two-pole with the reactance connected across one
pole. The circuit-breakers are automatic and remote-
controlled.

The bus arrangement in the different substations con-

sists of open buses mounted on insulators carried on pipe

framework. All wiring is bare, and copper tubing or

solid wire is used. Sufficient clearance has been pro-

vided so that no barriers are required between buses

or wires except in the case of the incoming cables from
the Philadelphia Electric Company's station in the Ar-
senal Bridge substation. The control, instrument and
lighting conductors are rubber-insulated and run in

conduit.

The 44,000-volt and 11,000-volt buses are sectional-

ized in each station, with normal operation providing for

these bus-disconnecting switches closed. In the step-

down substation one transformer is connected to each

side of the bus, and one leg of the 11,000-volt side of

all step-down transformers is connected to a bus through
a disconnecting switch. This bus is connected to the

track rails.

Steel-Coach Motor Equipment

Standard suburban steel coaches of the type used in

steam service have been used for the electric service

without structural changes. This was possible because

of the fact that requirements for mounting electrical

apparatus on cars had been considered at the time steel

cars were adopted by the railroad company. The equip-

ment of each car consists of two single-phase air-blast-

cooled doubly-fed motors, of an hourly rating of 225 hp.

and a continuous rating of 200 hp., mounted on one truck

with automatic acceleration, battery-control equipment
and automatic multiple-unit electric air-brake equip-

ment. The cars are designed for double-end operation

on a 11,000-volt, twenty-five-cycle overhead trolley line,

using a pantograph trolley.

The motors are connected in series and started and

operated up to approximately 15 miles per hour as re-

pulsion motors, with the auxiliary or compensating
field, the armature and the main field in series. With
these series connections the armature is short-circuited

through resistance. Resistance is also inserted in

series with the motors on the first step and is cut out

on the second step. The third step changes the con-

nections to energize the auxiliary field from one portion

of the transformer and the armature and main field,

connected in series, from another portion of the trans-

former, thus affording doubly fed connections. The
armature short-circuit is removed when operation is by

doubly fed motors. The subsequent steps are obtained

by increasing the motor voltages.

The design and construction of the electric installa-

tion was carried out by Gibbs & Hill, consulting engi-

neers for the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, in co-

operation with the engineering department and the of-

ficials of the road.
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Insulator Performance from OperatingViewpoint
Insulator Troubles -Tests to Weed Out Defective Units Interpretation of High-

Frequency Effects—Practical Features of Testing

By E. P. Peck, Superintendent of Tests and Repairs Georgia Railway & Power Co.

THE careful study of transmission-line insulator

testing that has been conducted by the Georgia
Railway & Power Company for some years was

brought about because of considerable trouble on some
of its high-tension lines and a desire to find one or more
types of insulators which would satisfactorily stand the

operating conditions encountered. Some 300 miles of

lines are operated in the State of Georgia at voltages of

11,000, 22,000, 66,000 and 110,000, with a large number
of different types of insulators. This demands the

carrying of a varied stock of both insulators and line

hardware.
The tests which have been made cover all of the types

of insulators that have been used on the lines mentioned
and intended for operation at 11,000 volts and above.

As a result of these tests the required designs of high-

voltage insulators have been standardized so that not

more than four types are required. These types have
been selected in such a way that each may be secured

from more than one manufacturer.

Some Operating Troubles

In one case a 22,000-volt line, which is approximately

63 miles long, showed conclusively that voltages many
times the normal line voltage were being impressed on

the insulators. One section of this line was insulated

with two suspension insu-

lators in series, this string

of insulators needing not

less than 180,000 volts to

flash over. In several in-

stances these strings have
flashed over when the

operating voltage was in

the neighborhood of

23,000. During one series

of troubles twenty-five in-

sulators were changed on

account of showing faults.

Our experience with this

line particularly has
shown that there are fac-

tors, other than the nor-

mal line voltage, which
are very important in de-

termining the size and
kind of insulator to be

used. It is now being

recognized that the

amount of power applied

to a line, the length of the

line and the size of the

wire are, perhaps, as im-

portant features as the

operating voltage.

The testing of insula-

tors has received a large

amount of study and in-

vestigation work along

new lines in recent years,

and some of the manufac-
turers are now offering

insulators which very sat-

isfactorily stand severe

FIG. 1—OSCILLATION TRANSFORMER TESTING OUTFIT USED
BY GEORGIA RAILWAY & POWER COMPANY, SHOWING
INSULATOR UNDER TEST

This outfit is installed in the company's laboratory and used for

testing single units up to 300,000 volts at 200,000 cycles. At the
left is shown the oil tank for puncturing insulators.

tests. The testing of insulators with high-frequency
test transformers, however, is comparatively new and
has not yet received the sanction of all of the insulator

manufacturers or the official sanction of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers. This method of test

has been largely developed and well described by
Prof. E. E. F. Creighton. A number of other writers
have described tests with this equipment, but all of them
do not favor the oscillation transformer. It is noted,

however, that as the manufacturers improve their prod-

uct so that insulators will stand the oscillation trans-

former test the objections to its use are less frequent.

Advantages of Testing Insulators at High Frequency

One of the great advantages of this method of testing

is that it can be standardized for both the maker and
the user. Operating companies cannot, in general, equip
testing departments with sixty-cycle transformers for

insulator testing which will give the necessary high
voltage, and it is out of the question to use these large

transformers at the various distributing points. The
oscillation transformer, however, can be set up in a
stock room or used by line crews, the insulators being
tested immediately before they are placed on the line.

The best reason for the use of the oscillation trans-

former is that it will detect faulty insulators which
cannot be weeded out by
a sixty-cycle test.

The first series of tests

made by the writer with
the oscillator was for the
purpose of determining
the best insulator for the
line conditions met with.

After the better types
were picked out a second
series of tests was made
to standardize the testing

method. It seemed ad-
v i s a b 1 e to apply tests

which would weed out all

defective insulators but
would not damage the
good insulators. Some of

the tests applied to the
various insulators and the
steps taken in conducting
them for the purpose of
studying insulator char-
acteristics will be de-

scribed. The voltage for
these tests was supplied
from an oscillation trans-

former giving a fre-

quency of approximately
200,000 cycles and applied
to the insulator at a value
very much below its flash-

over value. This voltage
was then gradually raised

until corona began to

form on some part of the
insulator, the pressure at

which corona became vis-
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FIG. 2—TYPES OF INSULATORS THAT HAVE BEEN TESTED BY GEORGIA RAILWAY & POWER COMPANY

The insulators on the top row, while apparently of the same type, are all different and are samples from a number of makers. In the
second and third rows different designs of suspension units are shown, numbers two and three from the left of the third row being the
only duplicates.

ible being noted. The voltage was then raised until

an occasional flash-over took place. This voltage

and the appearance of the arc on the flash-over

were noted. Finally the voltage was raised so that

the insulator flashed over continuously and vigorously,

and this voltage was held until the insulator punctured,

or was applied for one minute, with one-minute rest

intervals, for three hours. On these long-time tests the

insulators became too warm to hold in the hand com-

fortably. The temperature reached was no greater, how-

ever, than would be reached on a hot summer day in the

sunshine. These insulators, which stood the three-

hour application of voltage, were immersed in oil and

tested. In the oil-bath test the voltage used at the

start was of such a value as to cause a flash-over in

air. This voltage was raised, in 5000-volt steps, until

the insulator punctured, the time of application of each

voltage being two seconds.

Insulator Performance Shown by High-Frequency Tests

These tests showed a great difference in the perform-

ance of the insulators. It was noted that some insulators

which had been giving trouble on the line owing to

the inner petticoats breaking showed a definite corona

around these petticoats at a voltage much below the

flash-over voltage. In fact, on some insulators the

inner petticoat could be made to flash almost continu-

ously without flashing over the outer petticoat. It was

noted, also, that other insulators showed very little

corona previous to the flash-over of the insulator. Some
of the insulators showing this characteristic have given

excellent results in service.

Service results observed by the writer have shown

that an insulator, or string of insulators, which has a

high ratio of flash-over voltage in air to puncture volt-

age under oil is necessary. There has been some objec-

tion to taking this ratio as one of the points of value

in an insulator, the objection made to the puncture

value under oil being that the electrical stress on the

different parts of the insulator is very largely changed

by the oil bath. However, the electrical strength of

the porcelain cannot be determined in an insulator un-

less the discharge over its surface is prevented. It is

also necessary that the voltage strain which is applied

to the insulator when it flashes over must be very much
below the puncture voltage of the insulator. If this is

not the case, the insulator will be weakened by con-

tinuous application of flash-over voltage and will finally

fail. One of the objections raised to the oscillation

transformer test is that it can be made so severe that

perfectly good porcelain will be broken down. The
opinion of the writer, based on a number of tests, is

that if the insulator is properly designed and the porce-

lain sufficiently good no damage will be done to the

insulator by any tests which can be applied with our

300,000-volt oscillation transformer. We have several

insulators which have stood a test of several hours on

the oscillation transformer. After several days or sev-

eral weeks the insulators would be put on another long-

time test. This has been repeated several times and

the insulators are still found in good condition. Other

insulators which would stand a five-second or a ten-

second test on the oscillator would not stand a thirty-

second test at flash-over voltage.

Insulator Failures on Lines

It has been found that some insulators which stand

all electrical tests satisfactorily when new show a large

percentage of failures after having been installed on

the line for some years. Some of the old insulators

fail through the inner petticoat, some through the

head of the outer petticoat, and some puncture entirely

through the head when test voltage is applied. One
type of insulators, particularly, shows a large per-

centage of failures due to cracking around the tie-wire

groove.

A number of suspension insulators which have been

damaged on the line have skirts broken on account of

the arc playing over these parts after the initial flash-

over. This trouble is largely eliminated if the insu

lators are very closely spaced, that is, if the string length

is as short as possible and some form of arcing horn

provided.

As a result of a large number of tests made, it ha,
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been decided to fix the voltage of an oscillation trans-

former for use on the line at about 150 kv. and to apply

flash-over voltage from this transformer to all insu-

lators for five seconds. This is a routine test now used

and applied to all new insulators before they are in-

stalled on the line. It is also applied to all old insu-

lators, which are taken down before they are used

Georgia Rail-way & Power Co.

line insulator tests

Meir iQiuUtor No.„

SumW of liwulMora T«m

Member of bunktore Good After T«.t

Number of lneoletor* Bed After Ten ___^__^_^
Tex coruied of __ eecooda tluhover on High Frequency Irnuleeor Teetiog Trernlormer.

Tested by.

Mail This Report (o Teeting Dept. Delly.

FIG. 3- -FORM USED BY LINEMEN WHEN TESTING INSU-

LATORS AWAY FROM THE LABORATORY

again. A form shown in an accompanying illustration

is filled out by the men in charge of these tests, and
in this way a comparison of the life of the various

insulators in different classes of service is now being

obtained.

The writer is attempting to duplicate the line con-

ditions in the laboratory by applying strain, vibration,

temperature-change and electrical tests. One of these

tests or some combination of them is applied to the in-

sulators to determine, in a few days in the laboratory,

the insulator which will stand most satisfactorily several

years of service on the line.

The extremely high voltage which is produced on

lines is undoubtedly due to high-frequency disturb-

ances, as these disturbances are produced on circuits

having appreciably high capacity and reactance and

are nearly always caused in the first place by an arc

to ground. It is very probable that in some cases the

shape of the voltage wave is very similar to that pro-

duced by the oscillation transformer. In most cases of

extremely high voltage the wave shape of the voltage

probably approaches much nearer to that of the oscilla-

tion transformer than it does to the line voltage. If

this is the case and the insulators receive these abrupt-

wave-front, high-frequency impulses

on the line, it is logical that a test

giving a voltage of this nature should

be applied to them as a part of the

initial tests before they are installed

on the line. It is interesting to note

that tests made on insulators with two
different oscillators, one having prac-

tically twice the capacity and giving

double the voltage of the other, show
that there is very little difference in

the severity of the tests if the two

oscillators are adjusted for approximately the same
voltage on a given test, though the frequency of one is

approximately 200,000 cycles and that of the other
300,000 cycles.

Locating Leaky Insulator!

The writer has found the telephone receiver test

which was described in the ELECTRICAL World Oct. 24,

1914, page 821, satisfactory for locating leaky insu-

lators when the line is in service. This test is made
by means of a pair of high-resistance telephone re-

ceivers connected from a spike driven about shoulder
high in the pole to another spike driven in the ground.
The noise produced in the telephone receiver gives an
excellent indication of the condition of the insulators.

It appears from results of this test that its indications
are very reliable, and any insulator which is approach-
ing a dangerously weakened condition can be detected.

Tests have not been made as yet, however, to determine
just the amount of deterioration which may take place

in an insulator before the telephone test will indicate

trouble.

It is our opinion that the telephone test applied to

insulators in service and the oscillator test applied to

insulators before being put in service have undoubtedly
saved an appreciable number of interruptions.

Portable High-Frequency Test Set Used

A portable high-frequency insulator-testing outfit

has been devised by the writer for conducting tests at

different points on the system. It consists of an excit-

ing transformer, a condenser and an oscillating trans-

former arranged as shown in Fig. 4. When in use

the exciting transformer is connected to a 110-volt,

sixty-cycle circuit capable of furnishing 20 amp. The
11,000-volt auxiliary spark-gap at the top of the con-

denser is set by gage % in. between sparking terminals.

The high-voltage sphere gap has its adjustment fixed

and is not changed. The frame of the oscillating trans-

former is provided with an arm on which is mounted
a pin for testing pin-type insulators and a hook for

testing suspension insulators. This arm is arranged
so that it can be swung out in such a position that

when the insulator is in place the high-voltage lead

from the center of the transformer clears the frame-

work a sufficient distance to prevent sparking between
lead and framework. The high-tension lead is con-

nected by a spring clip to the head of a pin-type insu-

lator or to the pin of a suspension type.

FIG. 4—A PORTABLE OSCILLATION

TRANSFORMER TESTING SET

This set is designed to test single units
up to 170,000 volts at 300.000 cycles. The
three units are arranged so as to bo carried
on a small truck. At the left is a llO-to-11.-
000-volt transformer with a 110-volt switch,
fuses and choke-coil mounted on the top, in

the center a 11,000-volt condenser with a
fixed spark-gap, and at the right an oscilln-
tion transformer. A pin type and a suspen-
sion type of insulator are shown in position
for testing.
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Electricity in the Largest Lumber Mill

Plant of the Weyerhaeuser Company at Everett, Wash., with Its Elaborate System of Motor Drive

Electric Conveyon and Transfers, Solenoid Valvee, and Battery Locomotive!

Iiv A. II. Onstad

THE Weyerhaeuser Lumber Company of Everett,

Wash., has recently completed and put Into opera
tion what is probably the largest as well as the

most modern and completely equipped lumber-manufac-
turing plant in the world, tn this great plant the ad-

vantages of electric drive are fully utilized.

The buildings, comprising sawmill, dry kilns, planing

mill, finished-lumber Bheds, power plant, fuel-storage

house, refuse burner and machine shop, are built on
"tilled" tidelands on the banks of the Snohomish River
where it empties into the Sound. In filling this site

electricity played an important part, being the power
employed on the dredge used for pumping sand.

The four 495-hp. Stirling boilers are fitted with spe-

cially proportioned "Dutch-oven" furnaces, the fuel used
being wet sawdust from the sawmill, which is fed to

the furnaces from spouts leading from an overhead
chain conveyor. When the sawmill is not operating,

fuel for the boilers is taken from the fuel-storage house
by conveyors and fed to the furnaces in the same way.
The turbine-room equipment consists of one 1000-kw.

and one 2000-kw., three-phase, sixty-cycle, 600-volt

turbo-generator set operating at a steam pressure of

125 lb. and exhausting into surface condensers; one
turbine-driven and one motor-driven exciter set; one
100-kw. motor-generator set, for providing direct cur-

rent for charging the batteries of the storage-battery

locomotives and operating cranes and plunger-type

solenoids ; one twelve-panel switchboard, and one steam-
driven compound air compressor.

The motor equipment of the plant consists of 299
motors, of sizes ranging from 0.5 hp. to 250 hp., and
having an aggregate rating of 5051 hp. With the ex-

ception of eight direct-current motors, all of the motors
are three-phase, sixty-cycle, 550-volt induction motors,

operating at speeds varying from 600 to 3600 r.p.m.

Each machine is individually driven, and in some

CONVEYOR SPEED-REDUCING GEAR—RATIO 25:1

instances the drive for a single machine consists of

two or more motors. This arrangement was adopted
to scenic more flexible control of tin- driven machine,

thereby increasing its output.

Tlie long lines of rolls and transfer chains are divided

into short sections, each section being individually

driven. The motors of many of these sections are

equipped with remote-control Btarters, each having sev-

eral push-button control stations at central and con-

venient points. This facilitates the routing and trans-

ferring of large "cants" and timbers.

For driving the slow-speed sections in this mill speed-

reducing power transmissions are used. These consist

of a train of herringbone gears and pinions mounted in

an oil-tight cast-iron gear case, the high-speed shaft

being coupled to the motor by a flexible coupling and
the low-speed or driver shaft being either coupled to

the driven machine or the connection made by means of

steel roller-chain and steel sprockets.

One application of electricity entirely new to the

lumber industry is that of employing solenoids for

operating the valves on the steam and air cylinders used

for raising and lowering the jump saws, trip skids,

jump rolls, bumpers, etc. The ease with which the con-

trol of a number of scattered operations can be grouped
within reach of one operator is a distinct advantage.

After the lumber leaves the mill it is carried on long

transfer or sorting chains. Here the different thick-

nesses, widths, lengths and grades are pulled off the

chains and placed on small industrial cars operating on

a 30-in.-gage track. These cars when loaded are pushed
onto electric transfer cars which distribute the loads

among the storage tracks for assembling into trains.

A 10-ton, 42-ft.-span, high-speed shop-type crane,

with specially designed hooks, serves the planing mill.

Industrial cars loaded with lumber are left on tracks

under and at one end of the crane runway, within reach

of the crane hooks. These hooks consist of four re-

shaped arms suspended from a structural-steel frame.

They are arranged to revolve about the axis of the ver-

tical member of the "L" through an arc of 90 deg. The
hooks are interconnected through gearing and driven

by a small slow-speed motor, the controller being in the

crane operator's cage. With this type of crane hook the

crane has an average capacity of thirty loads per hour,

the crane operator performing all operations.

An innovation in planing-mill construction is the

installation of motor-driven rolls leading to the front

of each machine. These rolls receive the packages of

lumber from the crane. The controllers for the motors

driving these rolls are so placed that when the machine
feeder has placed the last board from one package on

the machine he can start the motor and bring another

package into place without leaving his position.

Three 7-ton storage-battery locomotives are used for

hauling the lumber from the mill to the storage yard

and from the yard to the shipping platforms, also for

general switching of industrial cars around the plant.

Two locomotives can ordinarily do the work, the third

locomotive being used for unusually large shipments.

The details of the motor and electrical installation

were in charge of the author, as mechanical and elec-

trical engineer for A. B. Pracna, the mill architect who
designed the plant.
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THE PLANT OF THE WEYERHAEUSER LUMBER COMPANY, EVERETT, WASH., EMPLOYING MOTOR DRIVE THROUGHOUT

BOILERS BURNING WET SAWDUST AND MILL REFUSE 2000-KW. AND 1000-KW. TURBINE SETS

HANDLING 10-TON LOGS ON THE LOG DECK BACK-GEARED MOTORS DRIVING "LIVE" ROLLS

TRAVELING CRANE SERVING PLANING MILL BATTERY LOCOMOTIVE AND TRAIN OF LUMBER CARS
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Station and Operating Practice
.1 Department Devoted to the Problems of Installation, Operation and Maintenance of Equipment for the

Economical (inn ration and Distribution of Electrical Energy for All Uses.

Handling Summer and Winter Loads in a Y. M. C. A.

How a Chief Engineer Mas Kcmodeled Existing Apparatus to Handle Varying

Conditions Economically with 100 Kw. of Station Equipment

AT tlu> Young Men's Christian Association in New-
ark, N. ,)., the peaks of the building and water-
heating loads coincide approximately with the

maximum electrical load in such a way as to be favor-
able for the economical generation of electricity. In

winter heat and hot-water demands are greatest when
residing members return to their rooms at night after

business. The electrical load increases about this time
also on account of lighting and ventilating the reading
and night-class rooms, auditorium and gymnasium.
Since lamps are used more hours in winter than in

summer, the needed exhaust steam from the generator
prime movers is available for longer periods. Although
the building is not heated in the summer, large quanti-

ties of exhaust steam are needed for heating water for

shower baths and the swimming pool, and these are used
about the same time the lighting load increases at night.

Since more baths are taken in summer than in winter,

practically no exhaust steam is wasted during the peak
of the electrical loads. The equipment serving this

Y. M. C. A. is interesting because most of it has been
remodeled to meet lighting and heating requirements.

Layout of Plant Equipment

The entire plant furnishing steam, hot water and elec-

tricity occupies a little more than one-quarter of the

basement. The generators and boiler auxiliaries are at

the front of the building, where fresh cool air can be
drawn in through windows opening below the sidewalk

level. Adjoining this room is the boiler room, which
is adjacent to coal-storage bins under an alley alongside

the building. Back of the boilers are other auxiliaries,

including water heaters, air compressors and circulat-

ing pumps connected with the returns of the vacuum
heating system.

Buckwheat coal having a calorific value ranging from
10,000 B.t.u. to 14,000 B.t.u. is delivered to the plant in

wagons and stored in a 40-ton bunker under the alley.

Another bunker having a capacity of 100 tons is situ-

ated under the front sidewalk, but its contents are kept
as a reserve supply to tide over shortages which may
result from delayed shipments.

Boilers Arranged for Summer and Winter Steaming

Two 100-hp. overhead return-flue Coatesville boilers

are employed, one being operated in the summer and
the other in the winter. While the units were originally

identical, the one which is used in winter has been
changed by extending the grate back 1 ft. to accom-
modate a 48-sq. ft. McClave shaking grate and increase

the steaming capacity. The other furnace uses a 6-ft.

by 7-ft. Coe dumping grate. Both units have been
equipped with economizers, the summer set having one
bank of economizer tubes and the winter unit two banks.

The arrangement of the double-bank economizer tubes

is shown in an accompanying drawing. As indicated

therein by the continuous-line arrows, feed water en-

ters on the right, passes through all of the economizer
tubes, and thence through the vertical tube to the boiler.

In case the economizer gets out of order it can be by-

passed and feed water fed directly to the boiler. Sur-

face water in the boiler can be blown off by closing the

valves on each side of the vertical pipe and opening
the surface blow-off valve.

Inside the boiler used during winter on the end of

the feed-water supply pipe is a settling tank and a dis-

charge head which allows the water to drop through
the steam space and raises its temperature to practically

that of the steam. The settling tank is shown in the

cross-section of the boiler. Since the settling tank is

FIG. 1—ONE OF THE 50-KW. GENERATORS DRIVEN BY NON-
CONDENSING ENGINE

FIG. 2- -HOUSE PUMPS, BOILER-FEED PUMPS AND FEED-

WATER HEATER
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FIG. 3—CONSTRUCTION OF ECONOMIZER USED IN WINTER
BOILER AND PATH OF WATER THROUGH PIPING

back are turned downward by a baffle which causes them
to flow through a divided passage and two 2-ft. by 3-ft.

arches to a flue leading to the rear entrance of the

boiler flues. As the gases emerge from the latter at the
front they are deflected upward by a steel plate set in a
channel and leaning against a bar set across the front

flue. Besides minimizing the eddying of gases, the de-

flector prevents the finished surface of the large clean-

out doors from becoming blistered. Being near the roof

of the overhead return flue, the economizer receives the
full heat of the gases as they pass on their way to the
stack.

The draft has been considerably improved by smooth-
ing the flue surfaces with concrete and sealing the
clean-out door openings with firebrick laid with asbestos

mortar. Brick laid in this manner can be easily re-

moved when necessary and, besides, protects the doors

from intense heat. Sayre & Fisher No. 1 firebrick is

used for this purpose and also for the bridge walls and
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FIG. 5—FEED-WATER SETTLING TANK PLACED INSIDE
BOILER BETWEEN ECONOMIZER AND DISCHARGE

exposed to boiler temperature, any impurities which
may be present in the water are precipitated in the tank,

from which they may be blown off periodically through
the surface blow-off pipe.

Furnace Conditions

The bottoms of the boiler shells are set 28 in. above
the grates and the fuel beds are kept about 3 in. thick.

The furnace gases are deflected upward at the rear of

the grates by the bridge wall, and a few feet farther

FIG. 4—OVERHEAD-RETURN-FLUE BOILERS

Pipe connections over each boiler are so valved that economizers
can be by-passed or sediment in the Bettling tank discharged
through the surface blow-off. The large clean-out doors are pro-
tected from overheating by the gas deflector shown in Kig. 6.

baffles. To prevent any acid that may be in the water
from corroding the boilers about 60 lb. of zinc is

distributed around the inside of each unit just before
it is placed in service for six months' operation.

During summer the boilers are blown out once a day,

but in winter only twice a week, as very little make-up
water is used. While the boilers are licensed for 125-lb.

pressure, they are operated at pressure down to 70 lb.,

depending on the electrical load. A 90-ft. brick chim-
ney serves both boilers, the damper being actuated by
a Curtis draft regulator. When the fuel bed is kept
even this regulator maintains very constant steam
pressure.

Operating Engines at Different Pressures

As exhaust steam is required at all times of the year,

simple Harrisburg engines are employed to drive the

generators. Two of these engines are directly con-

nected with 120-volt, 50-kw. Western Electric gener-
ators operating at 280 r.p.m. The sets are run alter-

nately, each one operating eight hours continuously and
resting sixteen hours a day, thus affording sufficient

These Three Connect Outside Boiler Through
Valve Secfionalized Pipe

'rom -.:

I
-JU,

int.

Connects with Surface Blor^off Pipe
(See Detailt>f Economizer)

Grates Bridge

,

Waff 7 .

Ash Pit -*= « S £

FIG. 6—LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF WINTER BOILER

The principal features of this boiler are the economizers in the
overhead-return Hue, the settling tank inside the boiler, and the
billies for directing the gases. The clean-out doors are sealed
with firebrick laid with asbestos mortar.
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time for Inspection and repairs. These engines ere

operated <>n pressures ms high as LIS lb. with extra

heavy loads, Init BinCS this pressure eauses exec:

valve wear, produces a loss due to throttling, and in-

I

MK
| ft

<)

FIG. 7—RECEIVER WITH BRANCHES TO ENGINES

This equipment prevent! vibrations due to intermittent demand
for team.

creases steam short-circuits, much lower steam pres-

sures are maintained when the electrical load will

permit.

The object of operating the engines at different pres-

sures with different loads is to keep the exhaust pressure

as near atmospheric pressure as possible. By so doing

the chief engineer believes the best economy is obtained.

of course, the pressure I ool changed for every varia-

tion in [oads bul raised In iteps, so thai at low loads a

prei are oi 70 lb. Is maintained and at full load LIS lb.

Steam Is delivered to the mam engines through i G-in.

main, Iml to maintain a Uniform How therein and pre-

vent excessive vibration it is connected by a T with the
middle of a 1 J in. receiver, which is about 8 ft. long.

Leading from each end of this receiver to the nearest

engine is a 4..
r
)-in. pipe. A butterfly valve in the steam

main is provided so steam can be admitted to the re-

ceiver at the proper rate. The auxiliaries are supplied

with steam from a separate header tapped onto the

boiler header at a lower level than the main steam line.

About the only trouble experienced with the gener-
ators is due to dust blowing in through the windows
and getting on the commutator. The crank-end bear-

ings are lubricated by oil thrown up from the crank
case, while the outboard bearings are oiled with non-

magnetic chains, it being found that steel chains are

unsatisfactory owing to magnetism in the shaft. The
oil is filtered once a week and used over again.

Descriptions of special equipment to improve this

plant's performance and data on the load carried and
amounts of coal, oil and waste required annually will

appear in a later issue of the Electrical World.

Interpretations of Data on Steam-Condenser Performance

Formulas and Calculations That Are Convenient for Checking Operation—Comparison

of Actual Results with Those of Guarantees

By H. A. Cozzens, Jr.

AS long as the vacuum is maintained at a high
standard and there is no evidence of leakage of

air or of the circulating water, the performance
of a surface condenser is usually considered satisfactory.

There are, however, many different problems in con-

nection with successful condenser performance in order
to detect any decrease in the efficiency of operation and
to know when the cleaning and repairing of the con-

denser are advisable.

The data on which to base computations are easily

obtained and consist mainly of temperatures and pres-

sures. Nearly every operating engineer can tell ap-

proximately the steam consumption of his turbine or
engine, while many others have the facilities for de-

termining the water rate periodically. In order to show
some conclusions from test data the following practical

case of a large surface condenser will be examined.

test results from a large surface condenser

Barometer, inches of mercury 30.62

Steam supplied to condenser in pounds per hour 238,950
Temperature circulating water, in (tj), in deg. Fahr 42.20

Temperature circulating water, out (t2 ), in deg. Fahr 56.00

Rise in temperature (t2— £i), in deg. Fahr 13.80
Observed vacuum at top of condenser, inches of mercury. . . .29.54

Temperature of condensate (hot-well) in deg. Fahr 60.90

First, the vacuum reading is standardized; that is,

it is equated to a barometer reading of 30 in. The data
give a barometer reading of 30.62 in., or 0.62 in. in

excess, which subtracted from the observed reading
gives 28.92 in., or the value hereafter used in all com-
putations as the vacuum obtained in the test and re-

ferred to a 30-in. barometer. It is easy to remember
that when the barometer reading is over 30 in. the ex-

cess must be subtracted from the observed reading, and
when less than 30 in. the difference must be added.

The efficency of the condenser is expressed as follows

:

Efficiency = [vacuum obtained] -j- [vacuum existing at

hot-well temperature].

The hot-well temperature is 60.9 deg. Fahr., which
gives a vacuum of 29.40 in. The vacuum obtained is

28.92. Substituting these values in the above ratio:

Efficiency = 28.92 -j- 29.40 = 98.3 per cent.

Some condenser builders are opposed to this method
of expressing condenser efficiency because the tempera-

ture of the hot-well may vary when the vacuum and
injection water temperature is held constant. It is

recommended, therefore, that the observed vacuum
(before correction) be referred to the barometer read-

ing as a measure of efficiency. This would give

Efficiency = 29.54 -f- 30.62 = 96.5 per cent.

The amount of circulating water that a condenser

uses is a fair indication of its efficiency. For given

conditions of vacuum and condenser temperature the

heat absorbed by the circulating water must equal the

amount of heat given up by the steam, neglecting slight

losses, so that a ratio exists between each pound of

condensed steam and the circulating water necessary

to condense it. This ratio is: [Pounds circulating water

per hour] -4- [pounds steam per hour] = [heat 1 lb.

steam above 32 deg. Fahr.] -^- [rise in temperature of

circulating water].

The heat content of the steam, or the B.t.u. content,

may be determined in numerous ways. Some use a

Mollier diagram, assuming adiabatic expansion in the

turbine, following a straight line from the initial to

the terminal conditions and obtaining the B.t.u. content

at that pressure. Others assume the figure 1000, which
in most cases is approximately correct. The heat con-

tent may then be computed from the equation

Heat content = H — (t, — 32),

where H is the total heat in 1 lb. of steam at the termi-

nal pressure and ta is the temperature of the condensate

or hot-well.
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The temperature of the condensate when not obtained

by actual reading may be assumed safely to be 5 deg.

greater than the circulating-water discharge. By ex-

pressing the foregoing ratio in the terms of a formula

we derive: Circulating water, pounds per hour =
[pounds steam per hour X heat content] -f- [rise in

temperature]. To express this result in gallons per

minute, divide the above by (60 X 8.33), or 500.

The total heat existing at a vacuum of 28.92 in. is

1095.5 B.t.u., from which subtract the temperature of

the condensate above 32 deg. Fahr., which results in

1066.6 B.t.u. as the heat content of each pound of steam

entering the condenser. This value when used in the

formula above for circulating water per hour gives

:

Circulating water = 238,950 X 1066.6

600 X 13.8

= 36,940 gal. per minute,

which is the circulating water required for the condenser

in this case.

The heat transfer, or the coefficient of heat transmis-

sion, is the rate of heat flow calculated in B.t.u. per

square foot of effective condensing surface per hour

and per degree of mean temperature difference between

the steam and the cooling water. The general law on

which heat performance in condensers is based is

:

H = SXKXTa,
where H is the heat rejected by the condenser into the

cooling water in B.t.u. per hour, S is the area of the

condensing surface in square feet, K is the coefficient of

heat transfer, and Ta is the mean temperature differ-

ence between the steam and the cooling water.

By transposing, this equation may be written,

This formula is a basic one and must be analyzed to find

an equation for each quantity mentioned. H — pounds
steam per hour X the heat content. 7\j is the thermal
head, or

Td = T-m
where T is the temperature of the steam corresponding
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CURVES SHOWING CONDENSER PERFORMANCE AT DIFFERENT
VACUUMS

In these curves the relation is shown between the vacuum ob-
tained in a test referred to a 30-ln. barometer and the tempera-
ture, total heat and absolute pressure in pounds per square inch.

The curve denoting efficiency is the ratio of the vacuum referred
to the barometer at 30 in. These curves are not Intended to sup-
plant steam tables in computations but may be used in rough
checks on condenser performance.

to the vacuum and the quantity in the parenthesis is the

arithmetical mean of the injection and discharge water

temperatures. Substituting these individual equations in

the expression for the heat transfer K, we derive:

weight steam X neat content

A -Mi
surface X

K =

i'-m]
The temperature at the vacuum 28.92 in. is 82 deg.

Fahr., and the area of the condenser surface is 25,000

sq. ft., which figure may be obtained from the builder.

Applying the test data to this formula,

238,950 X 1066.6
K =

25,000 X[—("V")]
= 310.

which is the heat transfer of the condenser.

Another expression for T<j which is used where very

accurate work or work of an experimental nature is

being carried on is stated below. For all practical pur-

poses, however, the arithmetical mean serves the pur-

pose well.

i
l d =

lOgi (fey
It is often of interest to the operating engineer to

know whether or not his condenser is meeting the guar-

antee. Usually none of the points given in the guaran-

tee exactly fits the test conditions, so that the test results

must be equated to the conditions of the guarantee.

Let us assume that the guarantee approaching nearest

our test reads as follows: "For injection water at 50 deg.

Fahr. and a steam consumption of 204,000 lb. per hour

the condenser will produce a vacuum of 29 in. referred

to a 30-in. barometer."

The actual rise in the temperature of the circulating

water is 13.8 deg. Then the injection difference is the

temperature difference between the guarantee and actual

injection temperature, which is (50 — 42.2) = 7.8 deg.

Fahr. To get the rise difference, the full-load rise or

the equivalent rise when referred to the guarantee steam

consumption must be computed, as follows

:

Full-load rise = [guaranteed steam X actual rise] -j-

[actual steam] = [204,000 X 13.8] -*- 238,950 = 11.8

deg. Fahr. The rise difference is (13.8 — 11.8) = 2

deg. Fahr.
The equivalent vacuum exists at the temperature re*

suiting from the sum of the temperatures of the actual

vacuum plus the injection difference plus the rise differ-

ence. The signs of these differences are either plus or

minus as the actual conditions are above or below those

of the guarantee. In the example given the injection-

water temperature is below that of the guarantee, mak-
ing the sign plus, while the actual rise is greater than
the full-load rise and the sign is minus. The equivalent

temperature is equal to

82 + 7.8 — 2 = 87.8 deg. Fahr.,

and the vacuum corresponding to this temperature is

28.68 in., which is the equivalent vacuum referred to

the guarantee conditions. This condenser therefore falls

slightly under the required vacuum at this test.

A record of condenser performance can be easily main-
tained if data be obtained periodically and the perform-
ance computed as illustrated above. These results may
be plotted as curves, and any abnormal deviation from
the preceding curve should serve as the basis for chang-
ing the condition of the condenser. It is usually ad-

visable to plot the circulating-water temperatures as

well, since allowance must be made during the summer
months when the condenser efficiency will obviously be
less.
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Characteristics of Firebrick for Boiler Furnaces

Effect of Furnace Conditions on Firebrick Considerations In Placing Furnace Setting!

Construction of Ignition Archec to Secure Longest Lift'

By lv ii. Tbnney*

An 1 1 fin of Importance in the maintenance of e

boiler plant is the renewal of firebrick. Too often

this expense is thought a oecesear} evil and little

effort is made to find the cause of failures or to work
out measures whereby the life of brick may be pro-

longed. When it is considered that 32 per cent of the

entire cost of maintenance of the boiler and furnace is

in renewals and repairs to brickwork, it is at once ap-

parent that any effort put forth to improve conditions

is well worth while.

The modern practice of building boilers of high rating

and operating them at very high over-ratings has re-

sulted in excessively high furnace temperatures, calling

for the use of refractory materials of such quality as

successfully to withstand extreme conditions. The serv-

ice is such that the very best firebrick obtainable is none

too good.
Different Kinds of Firebrick

The firebricks available for boiler-furnace use in-

clude "silica brick," "magnesia brick," "chrome brick,"

"bauxite brick" and "fireclay brick." The value of any

of these materials depends upon how they fulfill certain

requirements which are essential if the brick is to give

satisfactory service. Some of these requirements are

infusibility at high temperatures, absence of shrinking

or other deformation under operating conditions,

strength, resistance to penetration of vapors and slag or

to corrosion from contact with substances to which the

brick is exposed, and resistance to sudden changes of

temperature without spawling.

Silica brick is made from crushed ganister rock with

2 per cent of lime added, in the form of milk of lime,

while the stone is being ground. It contains about 96

per cent silicon oxide (Si0 2), which material when
highly heated has an affinity for the slag formed in the

furnace by the combination of iron and silicon in the

coal; hence there is a tendency for this brick to disin-

tegrate rapidly at the sides of the furnace. At certain

temperatures the slag fuses strongly with the brick, and

the solid mass thus formed can be removed only with

more or, less damage to the side walls. For this reason

silica brick cannot be used to advantage at points in

contact with the burning fuel. For strength and re-

sistance to high temperatures this brick measures up

to all of the requirements, but it has been found to have

one great defect, namely, a tendency to spawl when

exposed to rapid changes in temperature. For these

reasons silica brick is not considered suitable for boiler

service.

Bauxite brick, made from the aluminum ore and

silica, contains about 56 per cent of aluminum oxide,

39 per cent of silica, and small percentages of iron and

magnesium oxides. The brick is hard and tough and

lasts longer than silica brick when exposed to the action

of slag, and it is being used to some extent as a high-

grade brick. The main objection to its use is its tend-

ency to spawl and fritter away when exposed to drafts

of cool air. This brick is also apt to give trouble from

shrinkage. The cause for this weakness is inherent in

the material inasmuch as the aluminum ore before cal-

cination contains about 30 per cent water of hydration,

and unless the burning of the new stock has been careful-

ly and thoroughly accomplished trouble from shrinkage

results in the brick. The tact that the higher grades of

bauxite ore air in yety great demand by the aluminum
manufacturers tends to make the price Of this material

high and puts a premium upon the use of interior stock.

For these reasons bauxite brick has not met with great

success in boiler furnaces.

Similarly, magnesia and chrome brick have been found
to spawl readily when suddenly cooled or heated, and
under high temperature are incapable of withstanding
very much pressure. The use of one of these bricks at

the fire line, however, has been found a means to over-

come very successfully the difficulty from slag.

Fireclay brick is essentially silicate of alumina and
is composed of about 54.5 per cent silicon oxide, 40 per

cent aluminum oxide, 3 per cent iron oxide, and small

percentages of calcium and magnesium oxides and alka-

lies. Two kinds of clay are used in its manufacture,
the hard block or flint clay, which forms the body of

the brick, and a soft plastic clay, which acts as a bond
and gives the required strength. Fireclay brick is used
for boiler-furnace work and gives satisfactory results.

Three grades of fireclay brick may be cited as being
available on the market: (1) First-grade firebrick, made
up from the best selected flint clay. This brick gives

by far the best all-around service for boiler use, stand-

ing up without checking under a continuous working
temperature of 2700 deg. Fahr. for at least six months.

(2) Medium high-grade firebrick made up from the run
of flint clay (i.e., not selected) and used for the same
purposes as the first-grade brick. Brick of this grade,

however, will not stand up and give the service obtain-

able from the first-grade brick. (3) Ordinary firebrick

made up from tempered clay of a grade unsuitable for

high furnace temperatures such as obtain in an arch

or lining.

Considerations When Placing Settings

While certain information in regard to the physical

and chemical qualities of the brick is of value, especially

for comparing various grades of brick, certain practical

considerations in connection with furnace design, con-

struction and operation have an equally important

bearing upon the length of service to be secured from
them. One of the most frequent causes of failure in

firebrick settings is lack of care in selection of the brick

* Assistant chief engineer of power plants Union Electric Light

& Power Company, St. Louis, Mo.

FIG. 1—A METHOD OF SUPPORTING A FLAT INCLINED ARCH

TO PREVENT OVERHEATING AND WARPING
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and in placing the setting. Exact uniformity in size

of bricks is essential in order that all joints may be true

and that there may be no open cracks to fill with fireclay.

The quality of the mortar also has a direct bearing

upon the life of the firebrick. Where fireclay of inferior

quality is used—that is, with lower heat-resisting quali-

ties than the brick itself—it will tend to fuse within the

joint and in so doing cause the side of the brick with

which it is in contact to melt, resulting in a shortening

of the life of the setting. For this reason the mixing

of foreign substances, such as lime or salt, with the

fireclay for the purpose of causing fusion should be

discouraged. To prevent shrinkage it is customary to

mix a certain amount of pulverized brick with the raw
clay for the mortar.

Points in Furnace Construction

The length of life of an ignition arch in a boiler fur-

nace of the Dutch-oven type depends to a great extent

upon the manner in which the bricks are supported and
upon the precautions that are taken in preventing the

possibility of their becoming overheated and soft. An
exceptionally successful method of supporting a flat in-

clined arch is shown in Fig. 1. The feature of especial

importance is in the strength and rigidity of the sup-

ports and in the protection afforded them against over-

heating and consequent warping. Here the tile at the

rear of the arch is supported by cast-iron brackets fitted

securely to transverse I-beam supports, which in turn
are held by rods extending over the flange of the adja-

cent I-beam to insure against turning. The forward
section is supported by 40-lb. railroad rails bolted

directly to the I-beams.

In the case of a sprung arch great care in the proper
setting and backing up of the skew-backs is necessary

in order that the arch, when hot, may have a sufficiently

rigid and true support.

A construction where overheating of firebrick took

place is shown in Fig. 2. Here the construction was
such as to permit the heat to come in direct contact

with the upper as well as the lower side of a portion of

the arch brick. In this case the outer portion of the

arch softened and sagged, causing a serious restriction

of the furnace areas. This weakness was easily rectified

by extending a relieving arch the entire length of the

main arch, thus protecting the upper side of the brick

from direct contact with the hot gases.

Probably every boiler-plant engineer has had the ex-

perience of losing an arch through wetting of the fire-

brick from a leaky tube or some other cause. Fire-

brick absorbs moisture very readily but dries out slowly,

and heat put upon brick imperfectly dried invariably

results in disastrous spawling. The spawling of those

portions of the brick surfaces which are exposed to the

hottest part of the furnace, such as the lower surface of

the ignition arch, is, for the most part, due to fusing

of the surfaces at those points. These vitrified sur-

faces are of higher density than the remainder of the

brick, and the coefficient of expansion is less. Conse-
quently, on cooling, a strain is set up and a crack started

which will result in the breaking off of the vitrified

portion.

Similarly, when cold air is allowed to come in contact

with hot brick, there is a sudden lowering of the sur-

face temperature and strains are set up which cause
the brick to crack and pop off. Where slag and clinker

come in contact on side walls fusion readily occurs,

owing to the affinity of the silica in the brick for the

slag, and a greater or less amount of damage is done
when the two are broken apart with the slice bar. In

a few recent furnace installations small jets of steam
are being introduced along the side walls at the fire line

in such a manner as to keep the surface of the brick at

a lower temperature than the fuel bed and prevent
fusion.

The length of life of the gate tile on chain-grate

stokers is influenced to a great extent by the method
of operating banked fires. When fires are banked and
allowed to stand until they burn back beneath the gate
the tile and its supports heat up quickly and suffer

serious damage. To avoid such results it is best to clear

away the fuel from immediately below the gate during
the banking period and permit cool air to circulate past
the gate as shown at A in Fig. 1.

While it is entirely possible to make certain physical

and chemical tests upon different kinds of firebrick and
thereby arrive at some idea of their relative value for

boiler furnaces, it seems, in the light of investigations

made by the United States government and a few large

users as well as the manufacturers, that the most sat-

isfactory firebrick for general boiler-furnace use is fire-

clay brick. For arches, furnace linings and side walls

brick made from a selected flint-clay stock should be
specified.

FIG. 2-

'"---. (Area of Cross Section Outside ofArch "17.87"'

\ Ineffective Area - 2. 08°- Effective Area -15. 79
"'

-A CONSTRUCTION WHERE OVERHEATING OF FIREBRICK TOOK PLACE AND SAGGING OF ARCH RESTRICTED
FURNACE AREA
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6R0UNDED-SEC0NDAR1 SYSTEMS
Effect «»i Ground Connection When Trouble Derelope, and

How Protection is Secured

rh<- experiences of central stations thai may be

considered typical when operating s grounded second

ary distribution system have been compiled by the

committee <>n transmission and distribution of electrical

energy <>f the Ohio Electric Lighl Association and seem

to show thai transformer insulation is sufficiently reli-

able to stand any additional strain that may he caused

by grounding the secondary and that the ground connec

tion affords a certain measure of protection against

abnormal potential rise on secondary distribution sys-

tems. The action of the ground wire under the follow-

ing conditions was reported:

Normal Ungrounded Primary Systems

Oru Wire Crossed with Secondary.—In the case of

an ungrounded system of primary distribution, if a

cross occurs between a primary wire and a secondary

wire that is grounded, the only duty imposed on the

secondary ground connection is to carry off the leakage

and charging current of the primary system from

which it feeds. The greater the territory served from

one primary system the larger will be the current flow

when one wire is grounded. Extensive systems of dis-

tribution will normally pass several amperes when any

wire is connected to ground and the potential of such

systems is fixed quite steadily at the neutral voltage

above ground potential.

In the case of a 2300-volt single-phase system this

neutral potential is 1150 volts, and 1325 volts for a

three-phase system. It is thus seen that as long as the

other primary wires are clear of grounds the current

flow is limited to a small value and the resistance of a

secondary ground connection may be fairly high and

still afford protection against potential rises on the

secondary in the event of primary cross.

Normal Grounded Primary System

One Wire Crossed with Secondary.—When one pri-

mary wire of a grounded system becomes crossed with a

grounded secondary disposition, the full line potential

is applied directly to the secondary grounded connection,

and if the current flow is not great enough to trip out

the feeder, the full primary potential will appear from

the secondary wires to the ground.

TABLE I—RESISTANCE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF GROUND
CONNECTIONS

No. Description

10 lb. scrap copper set 6 ft. deep, surrounded by 10 lb. coke ...
Copper plate, 5 ft. by ZVi ft., set 4 ft. deep, surrounded by 2 ft.

crushed coke • • •.••••• • • • •: •

One 9-ft. length 1^-in. black iron pipe driven 6 ft. in solid earth

One 9-ft. length lj^-in. galvanized-iron pipe driven 6 ft. in solid

earth

One 12-ft. length l>i-in. black iron pipe driven 9 ft. in solid earth

One 12-ft. length lj^-in. galvanized-iron pipe driven 9 ft. in solid

earth „ ; • •
•

Two 9-ft. lengths %A-va.. galvanized-iron pipe set 6 ft. deep and

coke tamped around pipes • • • •

One 9-ft. length lJ4-in. galvanized-iron pipe set 6 ft. deep and

coke tamped around pipe

Perforated metal cone 18 in. long, filled with charcoal, buried 6

ft. in 2 ft. of coke
Patented type of driven ground pipe.

Patented type of set ground connection . . ... . . . . • •••••
Connection to city water system at faucet placed about 100 It.

from test grounds

Ohms

5.6
25.1

24.5

14.8

18.4

15.2

26.7

14.4
19.5
11.7

III this Case lull line potential is applied tO the two paths

to ground in series, ami instead of only having the leak

age ami charging current t" carry off, the secondary
ind may receive any potential from zero up to full-

line voltage, according to the relative resistance of the

ground on the other primary wire and (hat on I he sec-

ondary. Under these conditions the secondary ground
wire might carry a large amount, of current and its

resistance would have to he very low to prevent a

serious potential rise on the secondary system.
The data in Table I give' the resistance of various

ground connections under similar conditions. The re-

sults were secured from a number of types Of ground

connections installed at 10-ft. intervals. After allowing

these to settle for a period of three months, measure-

ments were taken every three months for a period of

eighteen months over a wide range of temperature and
moisture conditions. The resistance of any one type

varied very little under any weather conditions, the

maximum variation of any reading being 35 per cent

of the average value.

TABLE II—CURRENT FLOW IN GROUND CONNECTIONS^ IVEN IN
TABLE I AT VARIOUS VOLTAGES

Amperes

115 Volts 1150 Volts 1325 Volts 2300 Volts

1 8.1 81 94 162
2 20.5 205 237 410
3 4.6 46 53 92
4 4.7 47 54 94

5 7.8 78 90 156
6 6.3 63 72 125
7 7.6 76 88 152
8 4.3 43 50 86

9 8.0 80 93 160
10 5.9 59 68 118
11 9.8 98 113 196
12 261.0 2610 3000 5220

One Wire Crossed with Secondary, Another Wire

Grounded.—A normally ungrounded primary system

may have some other wire accidentally grounded at the

time a cross occurs between primary and secondary.

Where the only duty of the ground connection is to

carry off leakage and charging current, any of the

ground connections mentioned in the table will protect

a secondary distribution system in event of a primary
cross.

In case full primary voltage is applied when one
primary wire is crossed with a secondary, the only

protection of the ground is to carry enough current to

trip the feeder circuit-breaker. This depends upon the

automatic setting. For a 2300-volt breaker set to trip

at 100 amp., all of the ground connections except Nos.

3, 4 and 8 of the table will trip the feeder breaker. If

there were two ground connections in parallel on the

secondary distribution of the No. 3, No. 4 or No. 8 type,

this arrangement would trip the feeder breaker, and
in the case of a breaker set for 200 amp. only the water
system connection or the copper plate would be affected.

In the case of a normally ungrounded primary sys-

tem with one wire crossed with a secondary and an-

other wire grounded, the current flow might be of any

value from zero up to those shown in Table II for 2300

volts, according to the resistance of the accidental

ground on the wire other than that assumed to be

crossed with the distribution. In this case only a small

amount of current could flow before a potential rise

would occur on the secondary. The water-system con-

nection, however, would pass 261 amp. before the sec-

ondary potential could rise above 115 volts.

The conclusions drawn from these data are that sec-

ondary distribution systems should be grounded to

water systems wherever possible, and where it is not

possible to reach the water system at least two, and

preferably more, artificial ground connections should be

used at each secondary grounding point.
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A LARGE STEEL-MILL MOTOR DRIVE
Features That Governed Selection of a 1600-Hp. Geared

Motor and Arrangements for Its Control

At the steel plant of the Atlanta (Ga.) Steel Com-
pany a IGOO-hp. induction motor operates through a

geared connection a 14-in. six-stand continuous billet

mill having a rating of 30 tons per hour when rolling

billets 1 in. to 2 in. square from metal 4 in. in size. In

selecting this type of motor drive several engineering

features were considered—first, the flywheel effect of

the rotor of the motor to absorb at its operating speed

the shocks due to sudden overloads in the operation of

the mill; second, the cost of a directly connected drive

as against a geared drive, and, third, the use of a

"breaking spindle" to prevent possibility of wrecking

the machine because of overload. The problem resolved

itself finally into the use of a directly connected motor
operating at 72 r.p.m. or a geared drive operating at 257

r.p.m. The rating of the motor required was 1600 hp.,

and the power available was three-phase, sixty-cycle,

at 2200 volts, from the transmission lines of the Georgia

Railway and Power Company. After a consideration

of first costs, efficiency and power-factor, the geared out-

fit was selected, using a herringbone gear set consisting

of a cut forged-steel pinion and a cut cast-steel gear

with the necessary housing, bearings and bed-plate.

These gears are placed in an oil-tight steel casing and
operate submerged in the oil without noise. The gear

ratio is 5.5 to 1. The set was furnished by the Falk

Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee, Wis.
The first cost of this geared drive as compared with

the directly connected arrangement was about equal.

The efficiency and power-factor of the higher-speed mo-
tor was several per cent more than the slow-speed di-

rectly connected motor, however, and for this reason

the geared outfit was chosen.

In the final arrangement of the drive adopted the 14-

in. shaft of the General Electric motor was connected

to a 4.5-in. "breaking spindle" through a flexible coupling

just outside the outboard bearing of the motor. This

spindle is connected to the pinion of the herringbone
gear through a second coupling. The "breaking

spindle" is designed to fail at 4000 hp., and since the

motor will carry a momentary overload in excess of this

FIG. 1—A 1600-HP., 257 R.P.M. INDUCTION MOTOR GEARED
TO BILLET MILL IN PLANT OF ATLANTA (GA.) STEEL
COMPANY

amount for from two to three seconds, the arrange-

ment offers a safe protection for the motor. The motor
itself is designed to carry a 75 per cent overload for

five minutes and a 25 per cent overload for two hours.

The operating features of this large drive are inter-

esting first on account of the control arrangements and
emergency features. The control is based upon the use

of General Electric automatic magnet-contactor panels

with current-limit acceleration which provides for stop-

ping in emergency cases by reversal of phase. The
control apparatus and the panel construction, shown in

Fig. 2, consist of seven contactor panels, one relay panel

and one starting panel. To start the motor the main
oil switch is closed, which throws full-line voltage

(2200 volts) on the stator, with all resistance in the

form-wound secondary. A master controller arrange-
ment is provided which may be used for hand-controlled

acceleration if desirable. However, the motor is usually

operated on automatic current-limit acceleration by set-

ting the master controller on the full-running position

and closing one of the primary oil switches. The cur-

F1G. 2—AUTOMATIC MAGNET-CONTACTOR CONTROL PANELS FOR OPERATION OF A 1600-HP. MOTOR DRIVE
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rent limit relays permit the e do Ing of the

current contactoi ich timei as the line current

drops to ;i predetermined value for the preceding con

tactor. The usual setting of such devices limits the

current peaks during acceleration to 26 per cent over

load current. An interlocking system, together with

current limit relays, prevents cither too last or too

slow acceleration of the motor. This large motor drive

has been in operation about two years and has proved

satisfactory, it has also solved a puwer plant problem
since the company's station equipment was loaded to Its

full rating when the drive was installed. The increase

in energy demand has thus been math' possible without

increasing the steam generating station.

Three 500-kw. transformers are installed in the struc-

ture housing the motor drive and step down the voltage

from 11,000 to 2200 tor motor operation.

Making a Place for a Substation in a Factory

Building

In a Massachusetts factory a convenient and compact
substation arrangement has been secured by building

a one-story structure between two "L's," as shown in

the accompanying illustration. In this way space of no
productive value inside the plant proper was utilized,

providing a fireproof and safe lay-out for the trans-

former and oil-switch equipment. Heavy wired-glass

windows and ventilators were installed, and provision

was made for the ingress of fresh air near the ground

as shown in three square duct openings protected with

netting. An outer door was also provided in addition

to the usual interior door, thus facilitating safe egress

in case of trouble and also making the equipment more
accessible in emergencies. The feeders are brought into

the station overhead with drip loops and the usual por-

celain bushings at the entrance. There are places about

nearly every factory building where advantage can be

taken of inexpensive yet well-protected construction, and

in many cases this arrangement will save copper and
duplication of wall-entrance provisions as compared with

the construction of a special structure.

Operating Schemes

Two dollars will be paid for rath item published

giving ideas and data, new or simplified methods

and experiences m solving troubles.

A Plan to Defeat Kust on Legs of Transmission-

Line Towers

Bach tower in a new transmission line between Prairie

du Sac and Madison, Wis., is provided with renewable
legs. Those portions of the legs most likely to be at-

tacked by rust—the sections at the ground line—have
been made renewable so that any weak member may be

AN ISOLATED SUBSTATION STRUCTURE YET A PART OF THE
FACTORY BUILDING

RENEWABLE PARTS FOR TOWER LEGS AT GROUND LINE

replaced. Under normal conditions any square-base

tower will stand on three legs, so that to substitute new
pieces in place of rusted ones the maintenance crew has

only to unbolt the old ones, remove them, and put in

duplicate members.

A Scheme for Securing 50 R.p.m. from a 220-Volt,

250-K.p.m. Direct-Current Motor

By V. A. Clarke

The accompanying illustration shows a scheme for

securing a speed of not more than 50 r.p.m from a

220-volt, 2.5-hp. shunt-wound direct-current motor built

to operate at 250 r.m.p. The motor could be slowed

down somewhat by cutting down the voltage by re-

sistance, but the loss through heating of the resistance

was considerable and it was impossible to approach the

desired speed. The motor was next tried on 110-volt

supply, but with this the speed regulation was poor.

It was finally decided to operate the field at 220 volts,

thereby assuring good regulation, and to connect the

armature to the 110-volt line through sufficient resist-

ance to give the desired speed.

Several difficulties of a mechanical nature were in-

volved. Provision had to be made for opening the arma-

ture circuit if by accident or design the field switch

were opened, otherwise the motor would run away. It

was also advisable that an opening of the armature
circuit should open the field circuit. If the field of a

220-volt motor is thrown off too suddenly, high-voltage

oscillating currents are momentarily produced, which
may be high enough to puncture the insulation.

The apparatus used consists of nothing more than a

regular starting rheostat and a four-pole, double-throw

switch. The 220-volt current comes in on one throw
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of the switch and 110-volt on the other, so that the

motor can be run at any desired speed. The left-hand

middle terminals of the switch are connected one to the

"line" lead of the starting box and the other to one

side of the motor armature. The other side of the

motor armature is connected to the "arm" lead of the

rheostat. The upper and lower right-hand terminals

FIELD AND ARMATURE CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS FOR REDUCING
THE SPEED OF A DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR TO 50 R.P.M.

of the switch are connected together and to the 220-volt

line. The middle right-hand terminals are connected

to the shunt field of the motor through the holding

magnet of the starting box, so that 220-volt current is

supplied to the field no matter which position the handle

is in. Two lamps are placed as shown across this line

so as to afford a resistance to the high-voltage oscilla-

tion mentioned above when the circuit is suddenly-

broken. If now the field current is suddenly opened, the

holding magnet releases the arm on the starting box
and the armature circuit is automatically opened. When
the motor is to be stopped entirely the handle of the

switch must be in the middle position. It may be inter-

esting to know that by connecting a 6-volt storage bat-

tery to the armature a speed of 5 r.p.m. was obtained.

A Method of Sealing Transformer Cases and Pre-

venting Siphoning of Oil

By A. C. Hewitt

It is often necessary to seal up holes in transformer
or oil-switch cases where wires pass through. Prob-
ably the most commonly used material for this purpose
is a mixture of sulphur and plaster of paris. Either
material used by itself may answer the purpose in some
cases, but if the two are mixed half and half it gives

a very hard substance, when it has set, and one that is

impervious to transformer oil. The sulphur should be
melted in a ladle or pot and then an equal quantity
of plaster of paris mixed thoroughly into it. This mix-
ture should be poured into place while hot.

Trouble is often experienced from oil being siphoned
out of transformer cases on account of the braided in-

sulation on the lead wires. When this takes place it is

usually found that the insulation on the wires dips

down into the oil. If the oil level is lowered below the

terminal board inside the case and the insulation on the

leads scraped off so that where the wire enters the sur-

face of the oil its metallic surface only is exposed to

possible contact with the oil and the leads are properly

sealed, there will be little trouble due to siphon action.

A Simple Battery Switching Scheme for Operating

Oil Circuit-Breakers

The switching scheme shown in the accompanying
diagram is used in a power station where a 110-volt

direct-current control circuit is needed for operating oil

circuit-breakers. For this purpose a 275-cell power
storage battery was available, the proper voltage being
obtained by tapping off the required number of cells.

110 Volts

KNIFE SWITCHES WIRED FOR ADDING END CELLS TO

BATTERY

To take care of the changes in the voltage of the battery

at different times of the day, taps were taken from five

cells. The connections for changing from tap to tap

are shown in the diagram, five single-pole, double-throw
switches being used. The arrangement is practically

foolproof, as it is impossible to short-circuit any of the

cells in changing from one tap to another.

Portable Derrick for Handling Transformers

Portable collapsible derricks, like that shown in the

accompanying illustrations, are being used by the Edi-

son Electric Illuminating Company of Boston for hoist-

ing transformers into position on poles. Similar ones

are employed for swinging transformers aboard trucks

and lowering them into manholes. The derrick illus-

trated herewith consists of three wooden members form-
ing a brace from which a block and tackle can be sus-

Hinae Plates

ARRANGEMENTS FOR RAISING A POLE TRANSFORMER
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pended. Between the Inclined arm and the horixontaJ

piece and between 1 1 » *
- letter and the upright member

are specie] blngee, the construction of which Is clearly

shown in the cut. Attached to the free end of the In-

clined arm, and projecting slightlj from each side of it,

[a a metal pin which engages with either of two pairs

of inclined sluts In the steel plates attached to the up

right. These connections permil the folding of the

derrick when oot In use. At the base of the upright

and at a point equal to the distance between cross-arms

above it arc steel supporting and clamping holts shaped
to lit over the cross-arms and hold the derrick firmly in

an upright position. The upper hook is threaded on one

end so that it may be used to clamp the upright and

croaa-arm securely together. This equipment is capable

of lifting transformers weighing 500 lb. It was de-

veloped by B. A. Pond, of the Boston company.

Instrument Transformers Arranged to Serve

Separate-Circuit and Totalizing Meters

At the American Manufacturing Company's plant,

Brooklyn, the indicating wattmeters and ammeters on

each bank of transformers are so connected with the

totalizing watt-hour meter and graphic wattmeter that

no totalizing current transformers are required. As
shown in the accompanying diagram, current trans-

formers are connected with two legs of each transformer

bank, a*nd corresponding terminals of each instrument

transformer are joined with a common ground wire. One
terminal of each pair connects with a series circuit

including one coil of its respective indicating wattmeter,

integrating watt-hour meter and graphic wattmeter,

and then with the ground. The remaining terminal of

each pair connects with another series circuit including

the other current coil of its respective indicating watt-

meter, indicating ammeter, integrating watt-hour meter

and graphic wattmeter, and then with the ground. These
connections require joining one terminal of each am-

lndicating

Voltmeter

BankNa.3 <- BankNo.3
Indicating lYatt- Indicating

tteter Ammeter

BCA
To Potential

Transformer oit

High Tension Bus

.

CONNECTIONS OF INDICATING AND INTEGRATING METERS

TO MINIMIZE CURRENT TRANSFORMERS REQUIRED

meter and one eiirr.nl eoil <>| aach Indicating wattmeter
with separate eonimoii busbar.-- leading to the totalizing

instruments. The connections are shown in the accom-
pany in)', diagram.

A Convenient Arrangement of Steam-Trap
Connections

A layout Of connections for steam traps in which the

Water Of condensation is separated from the steam and
allowed to flow by gravity or forced by the pressure of

steam to a receiver is shown in the accompanying dia-

gram. This arrangement includes a water glass, an air

valve, a draw-off, and necessary unions for readily

disconnecting the steam trap, together with proper

Water Glass

Draw-off

CONNECTIONS AND VALVE CONTROL FOR A STEAM TRAP

valve connections for the flow of steam through or

around the trap when the latter is cut off for repairs.

Where the local conditions permit, the trap should be
installed in the straight run of the main line, all fittings

for turns being made in the by-pass, as this is seldom
used.

A Handy Blueprint Washer That Requires Little

Space

To facilitate washing blueprints at the Greenfield

(Mass.) office of the Turners Falls Power & Electric

Company, the engineering department has constructed

the apparatus shown in the accompanying illustration.

It consists of a copper pan 7 ft. long, 2 ft. 9 in. deep,

and with top and bottom horizontal widths of 5 in. and
7 in. respectively, mounted against the drafting-room
wall about 3 ft. above the floor. Water is supplied

through a %-in. pipe and controlled by a valve shown
at the upper left-hand corner. A horizontal pipe run

A TANK FOR WASHING BLUEPRINTS WHICH IS MOUNTED
ON THE WALL
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across the top with numerous perforations enables a

blueprint to be flooded quickly when backed against

the inside of the pan, and a plug and drain pipe at the

bottom permits the waste water to run off.

Emphasizing Danger Points on Tools and Making
Wiring Safe

The use of gear guards is as old as the safety move-
ment, but some shops go a step further and paint the

danger points a bright red. The accompanying photo-

graph was taken in a large Eastern plant and shows a

heavy motor-driven punch provided with a metal guard
0.25 in. thick around the region where the gearing
meshes. The sharp contrast of colors in the danger zone

due to the dull finish of the machine frame and the

GEAR GUARDS ARE PAINTED RED TO INDICATE DANGER ZONE

red paint warns the workman effectively. On this tool

a tendency toward better wiring is seen in the use of

conduit and a special outlet fitting at a point subjected

to vibration.

A Scheme to Detect Salt-Water Leakage in

Surface Condensers

When salt water is used for circulating purposes in

connection with surface condensers there is always the

possibility of contaminating the condensate because of

leakage of the condenser tubes or packing. This leak-

age is usually detected by titration, which consists of

making chemical tests of the condensate, using nitrate

of silver as the reagent. These chemical analyses are

influenced to some extent by the ability of the operator
a.id when performed as routine by the oiler or engineer
are not made with the care that can reasonably be

expected. To those operating men who have experienced

difficulty in this respect the following electrical method
of determining leakage of tubes may be of interest:

This scheme has as its basis the measurement of the

potential drop in a circuit. Referring to the illustra-

tion, an ordinary spark plug is screwed into the conden-
sate pipe as near the base or hot-well of the condenser
as possible. Across the two leads to this spark plug
a voltmeter is connected, and an ammeter is placed in

the circuit as shown. Assuming no leakage, pure water
will flow across the gap of the spark plug and offer a

high resistance to the flow of the current. This condi-

tion results in a high potential drop across the gap.

As leakage occurs the resistance decreases and the drop

becomes less also, affecting the flow of current.

By a little experimentation the resistance of various

states of the water from pure to rank contamination

Pipe Line
Spark Plug

Ammeter Voltmeter

CIRCUITS TO MEASURE POTENTIAL DROP ACROSS GAP OF

SPARK PLUG AND THUS SHOW STATE OF CONDENSATE

may be computed by Ohm's law and the results recorded.

In actual operation the oiler may read the instruments

and record the data on his log sheets. When these are

turned in it requires but a few minutes' work to deter-

mine the condition of the condenser as regards leakage.

A Convenient Location for a Motor Drive in a

Basement

A compact motor-drive arrangement is shown in the

accompanying illustration as installed at the Worcester

(Mass.) market in a basement passageway below a con-

veyor shaft. The motor drives a package conveyor

through double-reduction gearing and the mechanism is

bolted to wooden blocking on the concrete ceiling of the

basement. Diagonal iron straps are used between two

of the adjacent bearing caps, as shown at the left, to

stiffen the structure and facilitate alignment. The
motor is fed from a circuit run in conduit.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR SUPPORTING AND CONTROLLING MOTOR
ON BASEMENT CEILING
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Marketing Electricity
.1 Department mi Selling Service and Widening the Uee of Electrical Energy

A Jobbing Policy with " Service" as the Watchword

The Ample Stocks and Elaborate Office Methods Behind a St. Paul (Minn.)

House's Slogan of Service to the Customer

SERVICE and quality are the passwords at the door

of success in the electrical jobbing business, de-

clares J, M. Hannaford, Jr., who is manager of

sales for the Northwestern Electrical Equipment Com-
pany of St. Paul, Minn. On those two points—efficient

service to the trade and high quality in the goods

handled—the jobber is judged most critically by his

customers. The present business of the Northwestern

company has been built on a service and quality foun-

dation, and the stability of the resulting structure

prompts these statements.

Any jobber with a good sales force can "sell a cus-

tomer once," but the jobber who supplies service with

each sale will get the future business, and that is the

business any jobber or merchant wants. Therefore the

men of each department of the company are urged to

work with these two ideas—service and quality—upper-

most in mind. Perhaps the best way to show how serv-

ice is rendered the customers is to tell what happens

when an inquiry comes to the company's home office.

Suppose, for instance, that a request for information

is received from a prospective customer who wants to

install an electric-light plant in his town. The original

inquiry is first sent to the engineering department for

its recommendations, and a copy is forwarded to the

sales department for "follow-up" purposes. A copy of

this "follow-up" notice is also dispatched to the traveling

salesman from whose territory the inquiry came. Copies

of all important correspondence with the customers of

each road salesman are, in fact, sent to the salesman at

the close of each business day. These salesmen co-

THE CITY SALESROOM WITH DEMONSTRATING ROOM
ADJOINING

operate with the home office in its plans and call upon

important prospective customers as soon as possible

after inquiries are received.

The salesman tries, of course, to influence the cus-

tomer to purchase from the Northwestern company, and

as one of his strong talking points emphasizes the bene-

fit to the customer from using the company's plan of

electrical development in his town. This plan of de-

velopment is, as the salesman tells the customer, placed

GENERAL OFFICES OF THE NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY, ST. PAUL, MINN.
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THE KEEPING OF AMPLE RESERVE STOCKS IS PART OF THE NORTHWESTERN COMPANY'S POLICY OF PREPAREDNESS

in operation as soon as the plant starts work. Circu-

lar letters under the plant's name exploiting electric

service are prepared and mailed to all prospective users

of electricity in the town. Articles on the use of elec-

tricity, particularly in "white-way" and street lighting,

are prepared for the local press. Later, illustrated let-

ters, mailed again under the plant's name, are sent to

all of the residence customers of the electric company,
pointing out the advantages in the use of tungsten

lamps, heating appliances and vacuum cleaners. .Special

letters on the proper lighting for window displays,

showcases and store interiors are sent to shopkeepers at

the same time. In all of these letters the recipient is

told that the goods mentioned may be obtained from
the local electric company and that these goods are

guaranteed by both the local company and the North-
western Electrical Equipment Company.

This same service is also offered the electrical con-

tractor and dealer in towns where the central station is

not engaged in the merchandising business. A further

letter service on the advantages of house wiring has

been prepared for such customers. A calendar and
Christmas-booklet service is offered once a year to all

classes of the trade who care to avail themselves of it.

The company also publishes a bright and breezy little

house organ, known as the Northivestern Buzzer, which
it sends to its customers monthly.
These sales helps are not given free to any customer.

On the circular and illustrated letters the customer pays
the cost of addressing the envelopes and the postage.

Calendars are purchased in large quantities and sold to

the customer at actual cost. Christmas booklets are sold

at actual cost. Where possible all advertising is mailed
directly to the ultimate consumer, thus insuring a re-

turn on the investment in advertising distributed.

In addition to aiding the dealer in developing his

territory and educating his customers, the Northwestern
company keeps all of its customers supplied with infor-

mation regarding new electrical devices which it has
for sale. In the files all customers' names are listed

by States and classified by occupations, and as new mate-
rial of interest to some division of industry is put on
the market, information regarding the new device, in-

cluding its price, is sent to those likely to be interested.

Other information regarding each individual cus-

tomer's business is also kept on file to aid the sales de-

partment in correctly filling orders when the desired
product is incompletely described. For instance, if a
mail order for a small motor is received and the cus-

tomer has forgotten to specify at what frequency the
motor will operate, it is only necessary to refer to the
data blank to determine the proper number of cycles

per second. The motor can then be shipped at once.

To give further speed in shipping service the new

building occupied by the Northwestern Electric Equip-

ment Company has been designed with every facility for

rapid business. Two large freight elevators and a pas-

senger elevator connect all floors. A gravity chute runs

from each stock floor to the shipping room, and forty-

six intercommunicating telephones connect all depart-

ments. Demonstrating rooms, showrooms and rest

rooms for both customers and employees are maintained

on the office floor. With the recent addition to the gen-

eral office building, a total of 120,000 sq. ft. of floor

space is now occupied by the company.
The officers of the Northwestern Electric Equipment

Company are: F. B. Thompson, president and treas-

urer; J. M. Whalen, vice-president; A. J. Anderson, sec-

retary and manager; J. M. Hannaford, Jr., manager of

sales, and E. A. Oas, credit manager.

Harmonizing the Portable Lamp with Its

Surroundings

At the Toy Town Tavern, Winchendon, Mass., the

attractiveness of the living-room is much enhanced by
the electric-lighting installation, which was planned to

harmonize with the sur-

roundings, the latter being
of Colonial design, with
wicker furniture. The cen-

tral feature is a portable

lamp mounted in a wicker
standard, 10 in. in diameter
at its base and carrying its

shade edge 14 in. above the

table. The shade is 18 in. in

diameter and is provided
with a filling of cretonne
upon the wicker framing.

The lamp shade matches
the wallpaper, and the

screening of the lamps in-

sures entire absence of

glare. Since the cretonne is

only moderately translucent,

the beauty of the resulting

illumination is unusual.
This instance illustrates

what an important part util-

ity and decoration combined
may play in rendering a hotel living-room homelike and
attractive, going far toward creating a real "atmos-
phere" at a moderate expenditure of energy.

In the same hotel a rustic playhouse used for danc-

ing, concerts, etc., is effectively illuminated by hanging
a number of drums from the rafters, removing the

CRETONNE SHADES HAR-
MONIZE WITH ROOM
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usual sheepskin beads and mounting a 26 watt lamp in-

side each drum, the heads being composed of ground
glass disks. Here, again, fitness <>t fixtures to the dee

orations and purpose of the room la brought into play.

Electric-heating devices are also used m the tea-room
kitchen <>r the playhouse.

Letting the People Know About Their Street

Lighting

Display lighting Of the BO-called "white-way" type
would seem to require little external publicity, but on
the recent Inauguration of a system of this kind at

Lowell, Mass., the local central station made effective

use of the city dailies to tell the public some of the es-

sential points bearing upon the new work.
Thus, in one advertisement, covering an entire page,

the company pointed out that local labor was employed
throughout in the construction of the system. The dates
of beginning and ending work under the contract with
the city were given, with some particulars as to the
selection of lamps and poles and the amount of cable,

conduit and new power-station equipment needed. The
attention of the public was called to the engineering
excellence of the installation, which, while not the most
extensive system in the country, is noteworthy for its

perfect continuity and scientific light distribution. The
success of ornamental luminous-arc lighting elsewhere
was touched upon and the part played by the company
in the work was clearly set before the people at large.

A signed letter from Mr. Edison to the Mayor of the
city, congratulating the latter upon the installation, was
exhibited in the lighting company's office window.

A Baseball Park That's Busy All the Year

Winter's advent closes the baseball park and drives

the "fans" indoors, and the land on which these amuse-
ment centers are built becomes unproductive for more
than half of each year. Electrically speaking, a ball

park's load-factor is therefore less than 50 per cent.

At Dubuque, Iowa, however, the Municipal Athletic

Field, as the ball park is called, is as busy a place in

mid-winter as it is on a hot summer Saturday after-

noon, because a public-spirited citizen, Eugene Adams,
has enlisted the aid of electricity to turn the field into

a winter skating rink to help keep the park land work-
ing nearly all the year around.
To accomplish his purpose, Mr. Adams had a small

earth dam built around the outer edges of the infield.

Then with a spray of water the workmen coated the
entire field with ice. The earth dam prevented any of

the water from running away through the lower por-

tions of the outfield and made the ice field level. At
the same time that the ice was being made by the work-
men in co-operation with the cold weather another crew

was Installing high center pole carrying 750-watt and
LOOO-watl gas-filled tungsten lamps in L2-in. diffusing

globes. Later the grand stand and newly erected

10 M bj 60 it- wanning bouse were wired for lighting

and a 0..") hp. motor was installed for sharpening skates.

Willi this work completed the ball park represented to

the central station a total connected load of about 4 kw.

To the people Of Dubuque the altered ball park became a
safe, convenient and well-kept ice-skating rink. The
admission tee charged to spectators and skaters alike

was 10 cents, and the net proceeds of the venture were
applied to help wipe out a debt of about $3,000 which
was still outstanding against the park.

Southern California Edison Company Opens
Campaign on Electric Ranges

The Southern California Edison Company opened on
Nov. 1 a special campaign on electric ranges, the pur-

pose of this immediate campaign being to sell ranges to

residences in territory not already served with gas. An
initial group of 530 ranges will, it is estimated, add a

load of 210 kw., replacing the noon sag in the load curve
with a peak.

Plans were worked out at a meeting of the men in the

commercial department in Los Angeles Oct. 28, when
the matter was presented by S. M. Kennedy, general

agent, and discussed by the men who will have charge
of the campaign in the field. The company will do the

installing of the ranges itself, practically at cost.

Energy for lighting and cooking will be measured by
one meter. The rate will provide for the first 40 kw.-hr.

at the present lighting rate, 7 cents per kilowatt-hour,

and energy in excess thereof at 3.5 cents per kilowatt-

hour, it being made an express condition, however, that

the electric range be installed and used for cooking. The
minimum will be $2.50 instead of $1, as for lighting.

The average cost per connection for installing the range
is estimated at $30.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
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Window Suggestions for Thanksgiving and Electrical Prosperity Week

TAME WHITE MICE, RABBITS OR TURKEYS WILL ADD TO
THE HUMAN INTEREST OF THIS TASTEFUL THANKS-
GIVING DAY DISPLAY

A TABLE SET WITH SUCH AN ELECTRICAL THANKSGIVING
DINNER AS THIS CANNOT LACK IN APPEAL TO EVERY

PASSER-BY

Big opportunities for getting sales results from electrical

window displays are at hand, points out A. J. Edgell of the
Society for Electrical Development, Inc., who is president
of the International Association of Display Men. The im-
mense amount of newspaper, class-journal, moving-picture
and other publicity which Electrical Prosperity Week has
received has focused the attention of the public on every-
thing electrical. Never has the dealer had more incentive

to make displays. His store is in the spot-light.

Nearly every buyer looks first in the show window these
days and will pay particular attention to electrical win-
dows, because the idea of electric service appeals to every-
one, and the rapid increase in its applications is still a mar-
vel to the public. The dealer who has a display that is at-

tractive and possesses "selling punch" is bound to "cash in."
1

About a week before Thanksgiving Day, which falls on
Nov. 25 this year, a display suitable for the occasion should
be made. Immediately after Thanksgiving Day a strong
Electrical Prosperity Week display should be the fea-

ture, and this may also reflect the holiday spirit to encour-

age early Christmas shopping. Care should be taken to
avoid anything freakish in the display. The objective, it

must be remembered, is to sell merchandise.

'TAP PROSPERITY AND COMFORT FROM EVERY LAMP
SOCKET EVERY DAY" READS THE PLACARD WHICH
SOUNDS THIS EXHIBIT'S KEYNOTE

WHERE SPECIAL HOUSEWIRING OFFERS ARE MADE DURING
PROSPERITY WEEK, THIS WINDOW ADDS THE FINAL
ARGUMENT OF USEFULNESS

CHRISTMAS BUYING DURING ELECTRICAL PROSPERITY WEEK
MAKES THE ELECTRICAL DEALER A LEADER IN THE
"DO-YOUR-SHOPPING-EARLY" MOVEMENT
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Successful Policies That Proinotc Beneficial Rela-

tione Between Central stations and Contractor!

The adoption by central stations of more uniform
working rulee governing installations, and the giving
of information to contractor! in cases of special Inquiry
without disclosing the "prospects" of one contractor to

his competitors, were recommended by the committee
on relations between contractors and central stations in

its report presented to the recent convention of the New
England Section of the N. K. L. A. Walter 11. Mulli-

gan, Springfield, Mass., who headed the committee, also

suggested that central stations prepare a list of un-
wired and partly wired "prospects" in their districts,

such lists to be open to the contractors for canvassing.

The committee advocated that when central stations

are conducting house-wiring campaigns conferences
should be held with reputable contractors of the vicinity

relative to the establishment of prices and methods of

work sufficiently remunerative to warrant the support
of regularly established contractors, the latter render-
ing the fullest possible support to the campaigns. In

connection with contracts financed by the central sta-

tion, prices and terms should be settled solely between
the contractor and the customer with reference to addi-

tional wiring or appliance sales, the amount being sub-

ject to the approval of the central station if the addition

is to be financed by the latter.

Exchange of Credit Information

Co-operation was urged with reference to furnishing

to contractors information relative to the credit stand-

ing of customers. When contractors secure new busi-

ness, which means a larger expense for line extension

than central stations feel warranted in making for a

particular customer, it is recommended that the stations

make immediate and active canvass of the neighborhood
in conjunction with the contractors, to secure enough
additional business to warrant the cost of the line ex-

tension. Another recommendation was the formation

of a permanent arbitration committee of four members,
two from the central stations, two from the contractors,

and a fifth to be selected by these four, for the consid-

eration of matters of joint interest.

In the discussion which followed the report Fred H.

Smith, Worcester (Mass.) Electric Light Company, said

that until the contractor demonstrates his ability to

handle the electric appliance business the central sta-

tions will have to continue in it. J. A. Hunnewell,

Lowell (Mass.) Electric Light Corporation, described

conference meetings between his company and local con-

tractors at which complaints are frankly discussed and
points of friction eliminated as far as possible. Agree-

ment cannot as yet be reached relative to the sale of

lamps, but the company endeavors to distribute work
among the contractors as fairly as possible. The com-

pany recognizes the contractor who has an established

GARAGE

place of business In the business part of Lowell, a tele-

phone and someone in attendance during business hours.

Trice .M;iiiiti-ii;ni< «• and Profit Pint. < I ion

E. EL Davenport of the Narragansetl Electric Light-
ing Company, Providence, k. [., said that his company
does not believe in free lamp renewals, and that it is

selling 200,000 lamps at list prices this ..ear. Proper
relations with contractors demand that the profits of

the latter shall not be "trimmed" by the central station.

Even the office and private wiring of the Narragansett
company is done by contractors. C. R. Hayes, i-'itch-

burg, Mass., said that in local meetings with contractors
only present-day problems are discussed. He did not
think the central station should specially recompense
the contractor for developing "prospects." Mr. Smith
pointed out that the Worcester company is wiring about
100 old houses a month on a schedule of prices made
by the contractors. At the end of the year a prorated
check is sent to each contractor, covering the difference

between his bids and the schedule, less 5 per cent for

the cost of handling by the electric company.

Electric-Service Companies Co-operate in Exhibit

at Oregon State Fair

Recognizing the opportunity afforded at State fairs

for interesting farmers and ranchers in the use of

electrical apparatus, some twelve Oregon electric-serv-

ice companies this fall co-operated in exhibiting various

energy-consuming devices and applications of motors at

the recent Oregon State Fair. The display, which was
housed in a large tent, included groups of motor-driven
farm and dairy machines, irrigation pumps, domestic

appliances and electric ranges. The household appli-

ances were exhibited in an attractive booth constructed

to resemble a bungalow. On one day more than 6000
persons visited the show.

A Novel Window Trim for an Electric Garage

The electric garage sells few accessories, and it is

therefore difficult to dress its windows as attractively

as those of a gasoline-car garage. One Chicago electric-

garage manager, W. C. Hateley, instead of displaying

in his windows an array of the few accessories avail-

able, has placed his rectifying equipment in one window
and his office in the other. The rectifying equipment
consists of two motor-generator sets and a control

board, connected to the mains of the Commonwealth
Edison Company. The display requires no retrim-

ming and when kept scrupulously neat and orderly, as

at this garage, is said to be of considerable advertising

value.

THE ROYAL GARAGE, CHICAGO, WHICH FEATURES MOTOR-GENERATOR CHARGING SETS AND OFFICE AS WINDOW DISPLAYS
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

and Engineering Press oj the World

AN ARC WITH UNCONSUMED ELECTRODES
Some Interesting and Promising Experiments on the Elec-

tric Arc in Vapors and Gases of Certain Chemical Salts

at Reduced Pressures Between Solid Tungsten Elec-

trodes

The success of the ductile tungsten lamp has so far

extended the scope of incandescent lighting and has

made such distinct inroads into the field formerly occu-

pied by the arc lamp that prophets have not been found
wanting to declare that the arc lamp is doomed. Yet
the arc lamp is in the hands of its friends. Very inter-

esting possibilities were brought out in a paper pre-

sented by W. A. Darrah at the joint meeting of the New
York Section of the American Electrochemical Society

and the Illuminating Engineering Society on Nov. 11.

Mr. Darrah pointed out that present commercial arc

lamps operate with few exceptions in an atmosphere
rich in oxygen or the oxide compounds of the electrodes.

As a result the electrodes are oxidized as rapidly as

they are vaporized (if not already composed of oxides

as in the case of a magnetite arc), and as the oxides

cannot be used again commercially it is necessary to

provide means for disposing of them. This cycle of

vaporization and oxidation of the electrodes naturally

results in their comparatively rapid consumption, which
necessitates the trimming and cleaning of the arc lamp
—one of the large factors of arc-lamp operation.

If it were possible so to design the lamp that the

supply of material for the arc did not come from the

electrodes but from a surrounding gas or vapor, and if

in passing through the arc the vapor were not destroyed,

it would then seem to be possible to construct an arc

lamp which would not require trimming or materially

more attention than an incandescent lamp. A lamp of

this type, if it produced white light and good efficiency,

might in some cases even occupy the field of the present

incandescent lamp. The research which is described in

Mr. Darrah's paper was carried on to investigate the

possibilities of accomplishing this object, and while the

results are very promising from a practical standpoint,

they were outlined by the author for their scientific

value and should be considered only in the light of

scientific research.

A study of the light efficiency of an arc from a chem-
ical standpoint shows that there is a certain rather lim-

ited class of substances which when introduced into the

arc in small quantities produce a very great increase in

luminosity. Thus the addition of small quantities of

cerium or calcium compounds to the carbon arc may
increase its efficiency over 300 per cent, and the addition

of titanium (preferably as an oxide) to the magnetite

arc similarly produces an increased luminosity without

a corresponding increase in energy consumption. But
it is a peculiar coincidence that the addition of cerium

or calcium to the magnetite arc, or of titanium to the

carbon arc, does not result in approximately the same
gain in efficiency. The chemical compound in which the

element appears is apparently of little importance.

A study of these facts led to the conception that per-

haps an arc could be maintained in a closed vessel and

supplied with these light-producing elements in the

vapor form. The arrangement of the apparatus is

shown in Fig. 2, which shows the latest designs. The

Pinch Sao/ 4 J
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FIGS. 1, 2 AND 3—ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS USED, AND TYPICAL ARCS BETWEEN UNCONSUMED TUNGSTEN
ELECTRODES IN VAPORS OF LUMINIFEROUS SALTS AT REDUCED PRESSURES
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lamp essentially of an arc chamber at the center

of which the arc is drawn between two tungsten elec

trodes about •" L6 in, In diameter. The electrodes are

parti} surrounded with • refractory Insulator, designed
to prevent the arc from moving far from the ends of the
electrodes. Tungsten was found to be the most satis-

factory electrode material, as il is pract ically inert,

even al s white heat, in the presence of various vapor
Used.

no
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-RELATION OF ARC LENGTH TO VOLTAGE

As all of the liquids employed for supplying the active

vapor are hygroscopic, and many of them readily de-

composed by ordinary moist air, it becomes necessary to

exhaust the air from the lamp, heat the lamp and elec-

trodes while at a low pressure in order to remove the

air films, and then admit the liquids without opening
the lamp chamber of the air. This was accomplished
by means of a bottle sealed to the lower extremity of the

lamp and provided with a ground stop cock connecting

it witii the lamp. After the proper degree of exhaustion
was reached, tin c I

- ind liquid was cai dully poured
into the bottles and the top rock opened slightly, when
atmospheric pressure toned the liquid Into the lamp
chamber.
The appearance of the arc in this lamp is quite differ-

ent from other commercial arc lamps (see PigS. ~ and
.". i

. Among the vapors experimented with are antimony
tetrachloride, carbon tetrachloride, stannic chloride,

titanium tetrachloride, etc. The spectrum of the flame

is usually quite different from the arc spectrum and is

characteristic of the elements invoked, while the .
pec-

t ru

n

i of the arc independent of the ends of the i

trodes ( which, of course, give a hot-body spectrum)

is usually a band spectrum and is practically continuous
except for a few absorption lines.

Fig. 4 shows performance curves giving the relation

between arc length and voltage, and shows the rate at

which additional arc lengths require an increased volt-

age. The curve is also interesting as indicating that a

4-in. arc at 10 amp. requires no more voltage than a

1-in. arc at 2 amp. In other words, a 10-amp. arc is

four times as long and therefore emits four times as

much light as a 2-amp. arc. In addition, its intrinsic

brilliancy is about five times that of a 2-amp. arc. Ac-
cordingly, the light emitted by a 10-amp. arc under
these conditions is twenty times that of a 2-amp. arc,

and since the wattage of a 10-amp. arc is only about

five times that of the 2-amp. arc, the efficiency is ap-

proximately four times that of the 2-amp. arc. Effi-

ciency curves indicate that 20 amp. is approximately
the point of maximum efficiency of this particular anti-

mony pentachloride lamp.

It should be understood, however, that the current of

maximum efficiency differs widely with differences in

the nature and pressure of the gas as well as the volume
and available radiating surface of the lamp, and very-

efficient titanium bromochloride lamps have been con-

structed with a maximum efficiency of about 5 amp.
The author concluded that "it would appear that an

investigation along the lines here described opens up
new possibilities in light production, but it cannot be

too strongly emphasized that while the results set forth

in this paper offer considerable promise from an applied,

practical standpoint, yet they are not presented for

consideration as representing a finished device, but

merely a research in what seems to be a new and inter-

esting field."

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Three-Thousand-Kilowatt Motor-Generator.— Carl
Fred Holmboe.—An article, illustrated by diagrams,

giving details of the construction of a 3000-kw. motor-

generator supplying direct current for the electrolytic

generation of hydrogen and oxygen gases from water,

the energy supply being in form of three-phase currents.

The set consists of a 3500-kw., 4750-volt to 5250-volt,

three-phase induction motor, running at 372 r.p.m. at

fifty cj'cles per second, and a 3000-kw., 500-volt, 6000-

amp. direct-current generator. The direct-current en-

ergy produced is 90 per cent of the three-phase energy

consumed from three-fourths load to full load.

—

Elek.

Zeit., Oct. 14, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Physical Photometry with a Thermopile Artificial

Eye.—Herbert E. Ives and E. F. Kingsbury.—The
present paper describes the development and practical

use of an artificial eye consisting of a sensitive thermo-
pile in conjunction with an absorbing medium whose
transmission is a copy of the spectral luminosity curve

cf the average eye. This artificial eye differs from

previous essays in the same direction in the accuracy

with which it conforms to the latest determinations of

the luminosity curve and in the fact that it has been

thermopile eye for use in photometry

exhaustively tested for its performance upon test color

differences whose photometric values have been estab-

lished by a satisfactory method of colored-light photom-

etry. A linear bismuth-silver thermopile is used, and

for the absorbing medium or "luminosity" curve solu-
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tion one is used containing 68 grams cupric chloride, 14

grains cobalt ammonium sulphate, 10 grams potassium
chromate, 15 cu. cm. nitric acid (1.05 grams), and water

to 1 liter. The thermopile t (see cut), the luminosity-

curve solution in a glass tank I 1 cm. thick, and the gal-

vanometer g are all placed close together on the top of

a concrete pier in an inclosing box. The box has a

small aperture a, facing toward the 100-cp. stereopti-

con lamp j, 25 cm. distant. The radiation from the

latter passes through openings in two tin screens s' and
through the water tank k. A shutter s and a sector

disk d are interposed between the luminosity-curve solu-

tion and the water tank. The absorbing solutions to

be measured are placed on a ledge b. m is a concave
mirror which may be placed behind the lamp to increase

the size of the deflections when desired. The apparatus

as shown in the diagram is arranged for the measure-
ment of absorptions. It can, however, be just as well

utilized for measuring the intensities of light sources.

With the point-source carbon lamp, which gives approxi-

mately 45 cp. at "4-watt" color, deflections of 7 cm. are

obtained without the concave reflector, and as much as

20 cm. with it. For the measurement of absorption the

sensibility may be greatly increased by the use of a

convex lens between light source and thermopile.

Smaller light sources could be brought considerably

nearer the thermopile. Actually no advantage is found
in going over 5 cm. with the reflections, so that the

sensibility of the apparatus in its present form seems
sufficient for all ordinary purposes. Candle-powers as

low as 8 can be measured accurately. As an additional

result of the work of the authors a corrected value of

the mechanical equivalent of light is given, namely, 1

lumen = 0.00159 watt of luminous flux.

—

Phys. Review,
November, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Swedish State Hydroelectric Power Plant at Porjus.

—The primary object of the Porjus power station is the

electrification of the heavy Lapland iron-ore railway

from Kiruna to the Norwegian frontier at Riksgransen.

The power plant supplies, however, energy also for in-

dustrial purposes. The plant is divided into five large

units—two of 12,500-hp. maximum each, intended for

the railway traffic; one of normally 12,500 hp., maxi-
mum about 14,000 hp., for power to the iron mines, and
a reserve unit. The fifth unit will be installed only when
the requisite demand for power has arisen. This long

and profusely illustrated article is to be continued.

—

London Engineering, Oct. 15 and 22, 1915.

Supply of Electricity to Denmark.—A note stating

that the transmission of electric energy from the power
station at the Lagan Falls, in Halland, Sweden, through
a cable under the sound, to Seeland, Denmark, will soon

be an established fact. The war has retarded the in-

stallation, there being an embargo against the cable

being exported from Germany, but the necessary amount
of copper to effect an exchange has in the meantime
been obtained, and the cable has arrived at Helsingborg.

From a point near that town it will leave the Swedish
coast. To begin with, the transmission is more in the

nature of an experiment, and the energy will be dis-

tributed only within a comparatively small area; after

two years' satisfactory working, another cable will be

laid and a much larger district included in the supply,

which is being taken by the North Seeland Electricity

Company.—London Engineering, Oct. 22, 1915.

Traction

Electric Signaling on the New South Wales Railway.

—In a paper read recently before the Electrical Associa-

tion of Australia, W. F. Barton described the system of

power signaling employed on the New South Wales rail-

ways. This is on the track-circuit principle, some sec-

tions of the line being completely automatic and others

semi-automatic. The all-electric system is employed
from Ashfield to Homebush and is operated at 60 volts;

but in the busy parts around Sydney the signals are

electropneumatic, compressed air at 65 lb. to 75 lb. per

square inch being used, with current for the signal re-

lays taken from accumulators at 17 volts. Track cir-

cuits are worked from 4-volt to 6-volt batteries. Edison
cells have given good results in this work. Manual block

working has now been entirely dispensed with in this

area, which comprises the whole of the four main lines

between Sydney and Homebush and Sydney and Syden-
ham; but at various places signal boxes are retained, at

which certain sections may be operated either auto-

matically or by hand, the last method being at times

required for shunting.—London Electrician, Oct. 8,

1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Dangerous Rise of Voltages.—W. PETERSON.—In case

of breakage of a line with a single earth connection,

and also in case of single-pole switch connections, dan-

gerous rises of voltage occur with the frequency of the

network. These are far more serious than other voltage

rises. In three-phase systems the portion of the broken
phase which is not connected to earth assumes continu-

ously (until the line with the fault is disconnected)

three and three-quarters to four times the normal volt-

age of the phase, and during the period of transient

phenomena the voltage becomes even 30 per cent higher.

If for any reason a single-pole connection between the

power plant and a part of the line is brought about, the

phase voltage becomes three and one-quarter to three

and one-half times the normal voltage at the open and
non-connected phases. The author discusses these and
similar cases at considerable length and shows how they

may be remedied.—Elek. Zeit., July 15, 22 and 29, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

No-Load Circuit-Breaker.—Von Droste.—An illus-

trated article giving details of construction of a modern
automatic circuit-breaker which operates when the volt-

age becomes zero or decreases below a certain value.

The article is illustrated by numerous diagrams.

—

Elek.

Zeit, Aug. 5, 1915.

Elect rophysics and Magnetism

Comparison of Radium Standard Solutions.—J.

Moran.—The object of this work was to determine the

accurate value of the Rutherford-Boltwood standard
solution at McGill University by comparison with the

Washington standard solution. The former was com-
pared first with the Rutherford-Boltwood solid stand-

ard, which is known to be 4.9 per cent too low as com-
pared with the international standard. If no errors

were made in their preparation, one would expect the

solution standards to come out similarly. This work
shows fair agreement, about 3 per cent low. The strong

and the weak solutions of the Rutherford-Boltwood
standard, prepared in the ratio of 100 to 1, turn out to

be in fairly good agreement—probably within 2 per

cent. This shows that no serious deterioration has

occurred with time. It has been found that a radium-

bromide solution deteriorates with each boiling; also

that if a sufficient amount of hydrochloric acid free from
radioactive matter is added, the solution will recover its

normal emanating power. The cause of this has not

yet been ascertained.

—

Philos. Magazine, October, 1915.

Miscellaneous

Calculating Electric Windings. W. W. Loebe.—The
author describes a very simple graphical method for

carrying out numerous calculations of the same kind.

He uses charts containing logarithmic scales like those

in the slide rule.—Elek. Zeit.. Aug. 26, 1915.
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BANCROFT GHER VRD1

Bancroft Gherardi, engineer of
plant of the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, who has had a
prominent part in the recent achieve-
ment of commercial transcontinental
telephony by his company, is the son
of Rear-Admiral Gherardi, U. S. N.,

who in 1857, as a lieutenant on the old

Niagara, was in charge of the boat
which landed the American end of the
first Atlantic cable. Bancroft Gherardi
was born at San Francisco in 1873, was
graduated from the Brooklyn Polytech-
nic Institute in 1891, and from Cornell
he received the degrees of M. E. in

1893 and of M. M. E. in 1894. Joining
the staff of the predecessor of the New
York Telephone Company in 1895, he
shortly afterward directed the prepara-
tion of a plan for 100,000 telephone
lines within the areas of Manhattan and
the Bronx. In 1901 he was appointed
chief engineer of the New York & New
Jersey Telephone Company, and in 1907
he became equipment engineer of the
American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany. Since 1909 he has had the title

of plant engineer, in charge of all plant
development and standardization for
the Bell system.

Robert E. Lee has been appointed
auditor of the Houston Lighting &
Power. Company, succeeding H. H.
Mason.

J. B. McAllister of Philadelphia,
Pa., has been elected a director of the
Electric Storage Battery Company,
New York, to succeed the late Rudolph
Ellis.

E. B. Goldsberry of Forsyth, Mont.,
has been appointed manager of the
Hardin (Mont.) Electric Light &
Power Company to succeed F. G. Fitz-
gerald, who recently resigned.

Harry Shockley, manager of the re-
cent automobile show held at Cincin-
nati, Ohio, has been appointed man-
ager of the electrical show to be held
at Cincinnati Nov.- 29 to Dec. 4.

H. A. Kinny has been appointed gen-
eral manager of the Lansing (Mich.)
Storage Company, which is engaged in
the installation of isolated electric-
lighting plants. Mr. Kinny was one
of the early members of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, his
application having been indorsed by
Alexander Graham Bell.

Men
of the Industry

< tumge i in Pi nosnel

and Position

Biographical Notes

F. (i. Fitsgerald, who has been man
ager of the Hardin (Mont.) Electric

Lighl & Power Company since the
plant was established aboul two years
ago, has resigned and retired to his

farm near Forsyth, Mont.

Ralph J. Andrews has been ap-
pointed commercial manager of the
Patehogue (N. Y .) Electric Light Com-
pany. Mp. Andrews was formerly with
the Suburban Gas & Electric Light
Company of West Chester, Pa.

Charles Hayden of the Stone &
Hayden Company, New York, has been
elected a director of the Philadelphia
Company and the Duquesne Light
Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., succeed-
ing W. B. Carson, resigned.

Warren L. Berry has been appointed
industrial sales agent for the Union
Electric Light & Power Company of
St. Louis to fill the vacancy left by the
resignation of W. L. Rose. Mr. Berry
is a graduate of the Louisiana State
University.

Walter L. Brown, Jr., formerly with
the Rockingham County Light &
Power Company, Portsmouth, N. H.,
has been appointed assistant superin-
tendent of the Gloucester (Mass.)
Electric Company. Mr. Brown had
been with the Rockingham company
for the past fifteen years.

Ira Berry, Jr., formerly assistant
treasurer of the Galveston (Tex.)
Electric Company, has been promoted
and transferred to the Boston office of
the Stone & Webster Corporation,. He
is to be connected with the treasurer's
department there. Frank B. Flahive,
now with the Paducah (Ky.) Traction
& Light Company, will succeed Mr.
Berry.

Hugh M. Wilson, first vice-president
of the McGraw Publishing Company,
publisher of the Electrical World,
suffered severe injuries to his face and
side when he was struck by a speeding
automobile while returning to his home
near Scarsdale, N. Y., on the evening
of Nov. 5. Mr. Wilson's injuries were
painful, although not serious, and he
is now making satisfactory progress
toward recovery.

W. L. Rose has tendered his resig-
nation as salesman for the Union Elec-
tric Light & Power Company of St.

Louis, Mo., and will in the future op-
erate a manufacturers' agency under
the name of the W. L. Rose Supply
Company. Mr. Rose was graduated
from the electrical engineering course
of Washington University at St. Louis
in 1910 and has been in the employ of
the Union Electric Light & Power
Company's several departments con-
tinuously since that time.

E. W. Jansen, electrical engineer of"

the Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago,
who has been elected president of the

Association of Railway Electrical En-
gineers, gained his early electrical ex-

perience in construction work for the
Quincy (111.) Electric Railway and for

companies doing electrical installation

at the World's Fair grounds in Chi-

cago. His connection with the Illinois

Central Railroad was begun in 1896,

and as the company's electrical re-

quirements grew Mr. Jansen rose

through the ranks until, in. 1904, when
the electrical department of the road
was organized, he was appointed chief

electrician of the entire system, and in

1910 was made electrical engineer.

H. H. Mason, auditor of the Hous-
ton Lighting & Power Company, has
been appointed auditor of the newly
organized Texas Southern Electric

Company, of which D. A. Hegarty is

president.

Robert W. Hoy, commercial mana-
ger of the Harrisburg (Pa.) Light &
Power Company, has resigned to ac-

cept a similar position with the El-

mira (N. Y.) Water, Light & Power
Company. Mr. Hoy has been with the

Harrisburg company for twenty-eight
years, beginning as an apprentice in

the line department.

Obituary
Charles H. Conover, president of

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Com-
pany, a Chicago hardware firm which
does a large business in electric sup-

plies, died at his Chicago home on
Nov. 3. Mr. Conover entered the em-
ploy of the company at the age of

ten and had served it continuously for

forty-four years.

S. C. Dunham, the president of the

Travelers' Insurance Company of

Hartford, Conn., whose death on Oct.

26 was noted in last week's issue, was
in that item incorrectly mentioned as

being the president of the Hartford
Electric Light Company. S. G. Dun-
ham has been president of the Hart-
ford Electric Light Company since the

retirement of his brother, Austin C.

Dunham, in 1912, and the regrettable

confusion in our item arose from the

similarity of names and initials.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
A Record of Latest Developments and Improvements in Manufacturers'

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Nickel-Iron-Alkaline Cells for High-Discharge-Rate and Submarine Service

Batteries suitable for central-station

standby service, for operating cranes,

electric locomotives, submarine ves-

sels and the like, have been developed
by the Edison Storage Battery Com-
pany, Orange, N. J. The cells have a
high discharge rate, are long-lived,

and the amount of energy which they
will deliver per unit of weight and
volume is very high. Special atten-

tion has been given in the design to

making the batteries applicable to

submarine service, since this imposes
many severe conditions. The cells are

the result of several years' experi-

mental work and have been subjected

to the drastic tests which are charac-
teristic of. the Edison company.
Among the advantages which are

claimed for this battery by the man-
ufacturer are the following: The cells

are compact, rugged and light in

weight, and the plates cannot be in-

jured or short-circuited by jolts, vibra-

tion or rolling and pitching of ships on
which they may be installed. Chlorine

gas cannot be generated within the

cell, even if immersed in sea water.
The cells are effectively sealed, and

even if some of the electrolytes came
in contact with surrounding metal
work it would not start corrosion.

"Forming" runs are unnecessary, so

the battery efficiency in the long run
is very high. Furthermore, the same
ampere-hour rating is developed re-

gardless of the rate at which the bat-

tery is discharged, and standing idle in

a charged, semi-charged or discharged
condition will not injure the plates.

Of importance also is the fact that gas
explosions cannot be communicated
from the inside of the cell out or vice

versa.

As regards composition of the elec-

trodes and chemical reactions during
battery charge and discharge, the cells

are the same as the smaller nickel-iron-

alkaline cells manufactured by the
Edison company and now heing used
quite extensively on land. In details

of construction, however, the batteries

are quite different.

The fundamental principle of the
Edison storage battery is the oxida-

tion and reduction of metals in an elec-

trolyte (potassium hydroxide) which
does not dissolve and will not combine

with either the metals or their oxides;

also, an electrolyte which, notwith-

standing its decomposition by the ac-

tion of the battery, is immediately re-

formed in equal quantity, and is, there-

fore, a practically constant element
without change of density or conduc-
tivity over long periods of time.

A symbolic representation of the

electrochemical action in the cells fol-

lows:

In first charge

—

Fe,03 + 6K + 3H 2 = 2Fe + GKOH
(negative)

;

3Ni(OH) a + 6(OH) = 3NiO., + 6H 2

(positive).

In discharge

—

3Fe + 8(OH) = Fe 3 4 + 4H 2

(negative)

;

6Ni0 2 + 8K + 4HX) = 2Ni 30, -f 8KOH
(positive).

In recharging

—

Fea04 + 8K + 4HX> = 3Fe + 8KOH
(negative)

;

2Ni30< + 8(OH) = 6Ni0 3 + 4H 2

(positive).

The positive element consists of al-

ternate layers of nickel hydrate and
nickel flake inclosed in 3/16-in. per-

FIGS. 1, 2 AND 3—POSITIVE MAIN GRID, ASSEMBLED PLATES AND NEGATIVE MAIN GRID OF EDISON SUBMARINE BATTERY

1. 21—Negative and positive main-grid frames.
A, 23—-Negative and positive sub-grids (see also Figs. 5 and 6),
'—Hairpin-shaped plate separators hooked through positive grids.
*>. 26, 5, 25—Holes for plate-clamping bolts

4, 24— Scalloped edges of sub-grids welded to main grids.
10, 30—Slots for bolts securing cell connectors.
19 Hard-rubber spacers, alternate plates and cell case.
B, 9, 28, 29 Holes for keys on each side of stuffing boxes.
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HO. 4—INSULATING SUPPORT AND BRACING FOR CELLS

forated steel tubes 4.5 in. long.

Twenty of these clamped in a frame
form what is termed a positive sub-

grid. The negative element is iron

oxide mixed with a small quantity of

mercury. This is packed in flat, per-

forated, rectangular pockets, also of

steel, and measuring 2 3/16 in. by 1.2

in. by 1/10 in. The negative sub-grids

contain sixteen negative pockets. The
metallic nickel in the positive tubes

and the mercury in the negative pock-

ets improve the conductivity of the

active material.

The main grids are made up of steel

frames to which are welded the sub-

grids, the standard grids being three

sub-grids wide and five or six high,

such plates being designated as 5 by 3

and 6 by 3 respectively. Each pair of

sub-grids (positive and negative) are

normally rated at 15.6 watt-hours when
discharged at 4.44 amp. to 1 volt, so

that the total rating of a cell can be

easily computed, knowing the number
of positive sub-grids.

When the plates are assembled for

placing in the cells hard-rubber strips

are secured between adjacent plates

and those of like polar-

ity bolted together
along the edge nearest

the "neck" terminals.

Assembled on these bolts between

plates of the same polarity are hard-

rubber spacers which hold the plates

rigid and prevent their touching each

other or the containing steel cans.

The containers consist of cold-rolled

steel, all seams being welded. To the

bottom of each are welded two in-

verted cup-shaped projections that fit

in porcelain petticoat insulators which

serve as seats for the batteries. The
exteriors of the containers are covered

with semi-hard rubber vulcanized

thereto. The tops of the containers,

which are of steel, effectively seal the

containers since they are welded to the

sides and contain stuffing boxes for the

plate terminals. A drain tube, filling

aperture, water seal (or ventilating

outlet) and a lifting ring are also pro-

vided in the top.

The drain tube extends down one

side of the cell to within V2 in. of the

bottom so that electrolyte can be re-

moved without disturbing the cell.

This is done by attaching tubes to the

water-seal outlet and drain-tube outlet

and applying compressed air to the

former.

The stuffing boxes contain soft-rub-

ber packing clamped between ridged

hard-rubber pieces which expand the

packing and insulate the poles from
the covers. Keys passing through the

plate terminals above and below the

stuffing boxes serve to support the

plates.

The water seal serves a double pur-

pose. It washes gases issuing from
the cell of any potash and also pre-

vents impurities getting into cell and
avoids possibility of all explosions.

Insulation of the cells from each

other and the method of bracing them
where they are installed in submarines

or other places where they will be sub-

jected to violent motion are clearly

illustrated in an accompanying line

drawing. This shows the bottom pet-

ticoat insulators resting in semi-hard

rubber padded steel strips attached to

the battery-tank bottom. Cells in the

same row are connected electrically

and spaced mechanically by nickel-

nlated copper conducting strips bolted

between the plate terminals. Also se-

cured between the neck of each group
of plates is a vertical insulator pin

articulating with and cemented in a
porcelain petticoat insulator held in

padded steel holders attached to

athwartship members.

FIGS. 5 AND 6—NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE SUB-GRIDS. THERE ARE EIGHTEEN OF THESE PANELS
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Conduit Hanger with Ceiling Plate Attached

An improved conduit hanger or pipe clip, equipped
with a ceiling plate, has been developed by the Thomas
Wrigley Company of 416 South Dearborn Street, Chi-

cago. The advantages claimed for this hanger are that

it covers up broken places in the plastering made by
drilling the anchor hole for the toggle bolt and that
it is easy to install, since the toggle-bolt hole is not in

CONDUIT HANGER WITH CEILING PLATE FOR
COVERING BROKEN PLACES

line with the pipe. With the use of this device time
may be saved in installing conduit by first putting up all

ceiling plates and later attaching the conduit clips to

these plates. Both the clips and the ceiling plates are
made of cold-drawn steel and are finished in black

enamel.

Electrical Revolution Counter and Stop-Watch

A few years ago a patent on the combination of an
electrically connected revolution counter and stop-watch
was granted to Frederic A. De Lay, 72 West Adams
Street, Chicago. (See Electrical World, Aug. 9,

1913.) Recently Mr. De Lay secured another patent on
an improvement in the details of the watch itself. As
shown in one of the illustrations, a small electromagnet
placed within the watchcase is so arranged that the
sweep hand is engaged when the circuit is open and is

disengaged when the circuit is closed. This arrange-
ment permits accurate timing of any operation in which
starting and stopping can be made to open and to close

the circuit of the electromagnet.

Another illustration shows the watch as used with the
De Lay electric revolution counter. Here the revolution

FIGS. 1 AND 2—REVOLUTION COUNTER AND WATCH ELEC-

TRICALLY INTERCONNECTED

counter and the watch are connected together elec-

trically, so that as the counter starts to turn the elec-

trical circuit is automatically opened and the watch
started. The watch and counter automatically stop at

the same time, since stopping the counter's shaft again
closes the electromagnet's circuit. A bank of these

watches as arranged for timing foot races is shown in

Fig. 3. Each of the six watches represents one of the

lanes into which the track is divided at the finish. All

watches are started at the crack of the starter's gun and
each watch is automatically stopped as the runner in his

respective lane crosses the tape. The watches have also

######
'I IM\

FIG. 3—ELECTRICALLY OPERATED STOP-WATCHES READY
TO TIME A 220-YARD DASH

been found especially useful in testing and in experi-

mental work. The electromagnetic device does not inter-

fere with the use of the watch as a timekeeper or as a

manually operated stop-watch.

A Three-in-One Oil and Disconnecting Switch

A switch designed to perform the functions of the

two disconnecting switches and the oil switch ordinar-

ily used on a high-potential station circuit has been de-

veloped by the electrical engineering department of the

Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago under the

direction of B. G. Jamieson, its patentee. In the accom-
panying illustrations is shown a test model of this

switch in the closed and the open position. Operation

of the oil-break and the air-disconnecting contacts is

entirely automatic.

In normal operation the switch action from the closed

to the open position is in two distinct steps. When the

operator actuates the opening control switch the oil

break opens immediately to its full open position, and

FIGS. 1 AND 2—COMBINATION OIL AND DISCONNECTING
SWITCH IN OPEN AND CLOSED POSITIONS

following a predetermined time interval regulated by
a dash-pot the air break automatically opens. Investiga-

tions have shown that if proper closing speed and volt-

age relations are maintained the oil break may be closed

first and the air break later without burning the air-

break contacts. One style of construction developed,
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however, contemplates closing the air break first. Both

are closed automatically i>.\ the operator actuating

the closing control lever Id th<- usual manner. Under
normal conditions this cycle of operation opens and

ape in the line and accomplishes all of the

functions ordinarily performed by both oil and dis-

connecting switches.

When the switch Is opened for inspection and re-

pairs it is desirable that the inspector shall be able to

operate its mechanism without energizing the circuit it

controls. To permit this, provision has been made for

telescoping the members connecting the air-break and
Oil-break contactors. This operation is accomplished by
manipulation of the horizontal lever shown along the

bedplate of the switch. When these members have been

telescoped the switch may be operated at will without
closing the air-break contacts above the bedplate.

To relieve tin- switch of heavy duty under abnormal
conditions such as are created by frequent opening dur-

ing storms or short-circuits, provision has been made
for locking the disconnecting portion of the switch

closed. With a spring catch the switch may also be
locked in its open position to guard against careless

operation, and to prevent malicious damage a padlock

may be added.

Automatic Chain-Grate Stokers

A self-contained stoker of the automatic chain-grate
type, which is so designed that both the ignition arch
and the stoking apparatus are practically independent
of the side walls for support, has been developed by the
Nosmoke Stoker Company, 90 West Street, New York.
This construction, it is claimed, relieves the furnace
walls of strain and is adapted to forced, induced or

natural draft. An installation of one of the stokers

under a 530-hp. Babcock & Wilcox boiler is shown in

Fig. 1, and a side view of the apparatus is shown in

Fig. 2.

The side frames of the stoker are supported on wheels
so that the apparatus may be withdrawn at any time.

The entire run of grates is supported by the lower rollers

so that the grate as a whole, it is claimed, is flexible.

For maintaining the proper distance between the upper
and lower runs of grates, idlers are interposed between
the upper and lower runs of chain and kept in lateral

FIG. 1—CHAIN-GRATE STOKER UNDER 530-HP. BOILER

position by piping placed loosely in bearings on the side

frames. Thus the upper run of grates bears on the

idlers, which in turn bear on the lower run which works
over the lower rollers.

The driving mechanism is on the front shaft and
consists of a double worm drive ; that is, the worm shaft

It ell driven by a worm, and the second worm is

driven by a Reeve variable transmission, which may
be belled to a counter shaft or driven direct. Sprockets

keyed to the front shaft propel the chains to which
grate bars are attached. The rear shaft is free to turn,

etS| which are mounted loosely on it,

_)

FIG. 2—SIDE VIEW OF STOKING APPARATUS, SHOWING
METHOD OF AGITATING FUEL BED

thus keeping the tension uniform, it is asserted, on the

upper and lower runs of chains. All parts are inter-

changeable. The grate bars intermesh, leaving open-

ings for sufficient air passage, but not so large that coal

can pass through, and automatically clean themselves.

In stokers where the width of the fire-box exceeds 7

ft. a patented device is used to support the lower rollers

where the deflection, owing to the weight of the grates,

would be greatest.

The ignition arch presents a flat under surface and
is composed of multiple arches suspended from T-beams
supported by the side walls. The T-beams are free to

expand and contract without affecting their supports.

The retard plates, which are air-cooled and are at the

rear of the stoker, are so designed that the fuel bed at

that part of the stoker is backed up in order that the air

shall not pass any more freely through the ashes and
partly consumed fuel than it does through the burning
fuel at the front where the fire is more intense. The
dumping apparatus at the rear of the stoker is so

arranged that no air can pass through or around it to

cool off the furnace gases, and is easily operated from
the front by a lever. The grate is adjustable so that

the depth of feed may be regulated.

Use is made of a self-contained ash conveyor, which
is actuated from the main drive. Before dumping the

ashes the conveyor is put in operation, and the fine coal

which may be sifted through is first removed and shov-

eled back into the hopper, then the ashes are dumped
and brought forward by the conveyor. The stoker may
be operated by hand, should occasion arise, by simply

removing the hopper and firing in the usual manner.
The arrangement of the arch in its relation to the

grate is such, the manufacturer points out, that after

the arch is heated by burning fuel on the grate all the

volatiles and unseen gases released at the point of igni-

tion are turned into heat units before escaping from
the arch, thus adding to the efficiency of the fuel and

consequently preventing the formation of smoke.

Where the natural draft is affected by atmospherit

conditions, a pipe filled with small holes is placed b«

tween the revolving grates immediately under the point

of ignition. A blower is attached to the pipe and
used when necessary to emphasize the ignition or tc

give the correct mixture of oxygen.
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Alternating-Current Fire-Alarm Apparatus

In many factories which are required under State and
municipal regulations to maintain fire-alarm signal sys-

tems alternating current only is available. In the ac-

companying illustrations a recent development of fire-

alarm equipment is shown suitable for direct operation

FIG. 1—ONE-GONG-CIRCUIT CONTROL BOARD

from 110/125-volt alternating-current service lines. The
diagram in Fig. 2 shows positive and ground terminals
at D-\ and D-2 connected to 125-volt alternating-current
lighting-service lines. The terminals represent the main
fuses of the control board shown in Fig. 1. The signal
boxes E are connected to A-l and A-2, and one or more
series of gongs are connected to the terminals B-l, B-2
and E-l, E-2, etc. J is a trouble bell, G a time-limit

cut-out, and H, H and / are indicating milammeters in

series with the bell and box circuits.

The equipment consists of a control board provided
with relays and instruments connected directly to the
alternating-current circuit and controlling the opera-

+

FIG. 2—TWO-GONG-CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

tion of one or more series of alternating-current bells.

The system is of the closed-circuit type with box and
bell circuits under the supervision of indicating instru-
ments, which show their condition. A time-limit cut-
out and accurately rated fuse protect the apparatus in

the event of abnormal current conditions. A fall in po-

tential or an open circuit in the alarm system causes
the trouble bell, operated by four dry cells, to ring. The
bell circuits are protected by a time-limit cut-out in

the event of a box circuit becoming open. The con-

trol board and wiring system shown in the illustrations

are of the "New York type," complying with the regu-
lations of the New York State Industrial Board cover-

ing factory fire-alarm systems. The apparatus is being
made by the Palmer Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, Boston, Mass.

Portable Vise Stand and Pipe Bender

A handy device for electricians which can be utilized

as a pipe bender, as shown in Fig. 1, or as a vise for

threading the pipe, and which can be packed in the form
shown in Fig. 2 for carrying from place to place, has
been developed by H. P. Martin & Sons, Owensboro, Ky.

FIG. 1—DEVICE USED AS PIPE BENDER

The device is designed for use in bending pipe or con-

duit from Vs in. to % in. in diameter. The rear legs of

the stand are at an obtuse angle so that great pressure
may be exerted down on the pipe without tilting or

upsetting the stand. The stand is equipped with a No.
1 Vulcan vise for threading pipe. When the pipe is to

be cut or threaded it is fastened in the vise, and the

bending device then acts as a guide and rest. The

FIG LEGS REMOVED FOR CARRYING PURPOSES

front legs of the stand are almost perpendicular so that

short nipples can be threaded or short pieces cut with-

out the handles of the stocks striking them. The stand

is made of No. 16 sheet iron, which is thoroughly riveted

and braced with angle irons. The legs are of %-in.

pipe and slip into sockets when the stand is set up.
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The manufacturers point out thai tin- side bracei make
onvenienl place for wrenches, cutters, etc. When

the stocks are nOl In use they can be placed on tl

braces and the oil will drain off without running down
the handles The apparatus complete weighs 46 lb.

Multiple-Basket Strainer Operated HydraulicaUy or

i>> Compressed Air

An improved self-contained water strainer of the re-

movable Btraining-basket type for power-plant and
punipinir stat ion intake lines has been developed by the

Lagonds Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Ohio.

The baskets are raised and lowered by air or water pres-

sure. Fig. 1 shows a complete hydraulic Or air-operated

FIG. 1—42-IN. SIX-BASKET HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED
STRAINER

strainer of the six-basket type. Each basket is an inde-

pendent unit, with cleaning-chamber valve and air or

water control, and it can be independently raised, re-

moved and cleaned without interrupting the operation

of the remaining baskets.

In Fig. 2 is shown a section of the strainer through
one basket, illustrating the construction and operation

of the baskets and raising mechanism. The straining

piston and piston rod rigidlj connected to the itrainer

body. The piston rod is provided with two conduits,

communicating with th<- upper and lower ides of the

piston and connected as shown through a lour way con-

trol valve to ' be pump Or compressor supply. The opera-

tion of raising or lowering a basket is similar to that

of an air brake. Throwing the handle of the four-way

valve to one side, pressure is applied to the top side of

the piston and the basket is raised to the cleaning cham-
ber. The basket support or lower valve seat engages
the sliding valve collar of the strainer, carrying it up
with the basket to close completely the cleaning chamber
or bonnet. The air or water pressure is sufficient to

seal the valve water-tight, but for assurance against

possible leakage or chance lowering of the disk while a
basket is removed a cam lever-locking device is provided

on either side of the strainer bonnets as shown. With
the basket raised, the handle of the locking device is

raised in a vertical position, then swung around until

the projecting support shown in Fig. 2 is swung under

the valve disk. The handle is then drawn down into

the horizontal position. The cam draws the support

tight up against the disk, insuring a tight fit and lock-

ing it in place. When the basket is raised the top of the

cylinder engages and raises the indicator rod in the top

of the flange cap, which shows the basket is in the

cleaning chamber. As soon as the basket is lowered

the spring pulls the indicator rod down, showing the

basket in the straining position. In the flange cap a

pet-cock is provided for relieving any pressure in the

cleaning chamber, so the hinged flange cap can be

easily unbolted and opened for the quick removal of the

basket. With the basket reinserted and the flange cap

bolted down, the basket is lowered into position by re-

leasing the locking device and throwing the handle of

the four-way control valve to the opposite side.

Wedging Guy Clamp

The Gund Manufacturing Company of La Crosse,

Wis., has brought out a guy clamp in which an exterior

nut turned over a split and tapered screw holds the

stranded guy wire. The thread of the nut is also tap-

ered and the taper ratio of both threads is arranged so

that the clamp closes only 0.1 in. for each inch of nut

FIG. 2—SECTION THROUGH END BASKET OF STRAINER FIGS. 1 AND 2—DOUBLE-NUT AND SINGLE-NUT GUY CLAMPS

basket is rigidly supported on a circular base or disk

which also serves as a valve seat when the basket is

raised. Attached to the disk is a cylinder of small

diameter, the whole moving freely up and down on a

travel. The clamps are made in two styles, that is, smal

clamps with one nut for all sizes of guy wire up

0.375 in. in diameter, and double clamps with two nut

for 0.375-in., 0.4375-in., 0.5-in. and 0.625-in. wire.
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Electrically Operated Grinder

In the accompanying illustrations are shown motor-

driven grinders of the pedestal and so-called aerial type

which have recently been placed on the market by the

Standard Electric Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. The
pedestal type of machine is made in two sizes, operated

by 0.5-hp. and 1-hp. motors, and carries wheels 8 in. by

FIGS. 1 AND 2—MOTOR-DRIVEN GRINDERS OF PEDESTAL
AND SUSPENSION TYPES

0.75 in. and 10 in. by 1 in. respectively. When equipped

with the proper kind of accessories, the machine may
also be utilized for buffing. Ball bearings of the double-

row, self-aligning type are used throughout and they

are incased in grease in dustproof chambers. The
aerial grinder shown in Fig. 2 is built in two sizes with
ratings of 0.5 hp. and 1 hp. respectively, and may be
suspended from the ceiling or other support by means
of the spring shown. The machine is very serviceable,

the manufacturer claims, for grinding rough castings

or buffing. Double-row self-aligning ball bearings are

also employed throughout in this machine. An emery
wheel 8 in. in diameter with an 0.75-in. face is em-
ployed with the smaller machine and one 10 in. in diam-
eter with a 1-in. face with the larger. Motors for both

types of machines are provided with windings impreg-

nated with "bakelite" and are designed for very rugged
service.

Electrically Operated Vacuum Pump
A high-vacuum pump of the oscillating-ring type,

consisting of four parts—the body, impeller, cover and
shaft—is shown in Fig. 1 with cover removed. A series

of concentric grooves are cut in the body and impeller

and are so arranged that each of the rings formed in

the latter projects into a corresponding groove in the

stationary part of the apparatus. In each of the

grooves cut in the body there are dividing walls, and the

corresponding parts of the impeller rings are cut away.
The two, three or whatever number of grooves there
may be are connected in series by ports. The action of

the pump depends on the rolling contact made between
the external cylindrical surfaces of either piece and
the adjacent internal cylindrical surfaces, the air and
vapor being pushed ahead of it. Moisture and liquid

will also pass through the pump.
The operating principles of this pump are shown in

Fig. 2. The two cross-hatched rings represent the pump
impeller and the solid rings represent the body. S' is

the port connected to the vessel to be evacuated, D' is

connected to S~ and D' is the discharge. The rotation

of the shaft produces first an increase in the size of the

crescent-shaped space adjacent to S', thus drawing in

the air. Then S' is closed off from the space by the

further rotation of the impeller and U is opened to it.

The space now decreases in size, thus forcing the air

out of D'. S* draws the air away from D' and it is

finally discharged out of D\ Both sides of the impeller

are effective; therefore there are two double-acting

rings working in series. The three-ring pumps oper-

VACUUM PUMP WITH COVER REMOVED

ate in the same way except that the air passes around
a third ring in series with the other two before it is

finally discharged. The pump is of cast iron throughout
and is equipped with bronze bearings.

The outfit shown in Fig. 1 is a three-ring pump with
a displacement of 930 cu. in. of free air per minute,
and the maximum vacuum obtained is 0.25 mm. The
over-all dimensions of the outfit are 12 in. long by 7 in.

wide by 13.75 in. high to the top of the motor. The
weight with oil is 75 lb. The gears are covered with a
guard, and the outfit is placed in a tank which contains
oil. The gear guard and tank are not shown in the illus-

FIG. 2—DIAGRAM SHOWING PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
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r r ;i 1 1 1 ui. The pump is being made l>\ the Mas Nel ..on

Eaanufacturing Company, Washington, i>. C, and is

sold through Eimer A Amend, New York, it is oper

ftttd by 0.1 hp. motor made hy the Robbing ft M
Company, Springfield, Ohio.

Gyrating Fans

With the idea of directing streams of air in every

direction and Btirring all the air in a room without

creating strong draft, the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has
brought out several typos of gyrating-fan outfits which
may be mounted on stands, as shown in Fig. 1, or sus-

FIG. 1—GYRATING FANS MOUNTED ON STAND

pended from the ceiling, as shown in Fig. 2. Each out-

fit is provided with two fans which can be tilted at any
desired angle from the horizontal and which revolve

about a central axis. The air currents caused by the

fans are felt in every part of the adjacent space. The
gyrating fans have a wind sweep of 30 ft. to 35 ft. and

can be separated bj that dl tance with g i re ulti

Gyration docs not depend on tin- air reaction but is

accomplished by mechanical drive from one of the fan
motors. Bach fan is equipped with six blades and is

12 in. in diameter. The gyrating mechanism is

mounted on a ball bearing.

The fans can he tilted from a horizontal position to

an angle Of 86 deg. below horizontal by means of a

positive wing-nut adjustment at the side of the gyrat-

ing mechanism. By turning this wing nut both fans

can be raised or lowered to the same angle. The fans
operate at three speeds and are controlled by a con-

venient switch. At full speed the fans revolve about
seven times a minute. In spite of the tilting of the

fans and the centrifugal force developed in gyrating,

the manufacturer points out that no oil can be thrown
from the fan bearings, as special bearings are provided
for the purpose. Vaseline is employed to lubricate the

outer bearings and the gyrating mechanism is packed
in heavy grease.

Heavy-Service Electric Dish Washer
A "one-tank" motor-driven dish-washing machine

designed for use in hotels, restaurants, etc., is shown
herewith. The dishes are placed in the tank on special

trays, four styles of trays being provided, one for flat

china, one for cups, bowls and glasses, one for silver

and one for milk bottles. When the trays are removed
there is nothing in the tank except the "dasher" resting

in the bottom, which is connected to the motor mounted
below the tank, as shown in the illustration. The
"dasher" throws the water up, through and between all

the dishes, washing them thoroughly, it is declared.

The dish washer is equipped with a hinged cover which
prevents slopping of water and confines all steam. It

requires only 28 sq. in. of floor space. The right and
left ends of the top are removable so that two or more
machines can be fastened together and the removable
end replaced, giving the "battery" a finished appear-

ance. The dish washer can easily be installed, as it is

only necessary to connect a hot-water pipe to the con-

tainer and also connect the tank to a drainage pipe.

The water is changed after each operation. The dish

washer is being made by the Walker Brothers Com-
pany, Syracuse, N. Y.

FIG. 2—GYRATING FANS MOUNTED FOR SUSPENSION FROM "—'* I^MB***)-

CEILING ELECTRIC DISH WASHER FOR HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS
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Property Owners to Pay for Most of

Butte's New Lighting System.—The
new lighting system of Butte, Mont., to

cost $35,000, will be paid for by the

city, railway company and property

owners of the district improved as fol-

lows: City, 25 per cent; railway com-
pany, 12.5 per cent, and property

owners, 62.5 per cent.

Electric Tar Filter for Gas Works.
—Patents have been issued to F. W.
Steere of Detroit, Mich., for electri-

cally removing tarry substances from
gas. The operation consists of pass-

ing the gas through an electrical field

of alternating polarity between receiv-

ing and discharging electrodes. The
particles of tar in the gas then co-

alesce and are deposited on the receiv-

ing electrode.

A. S. M. E. Boiler Code.—A second

edition of the boiler code of the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers
which contains a comprehensive index

to the volume has been issued. The
index is divided into two parts, one a

general index to the complete rules

and the other containing sectional in-

dexes to the parts referring to new in-

stallation of power boilers, new instal-

lation of heating boilers, and existing

installation.

Pennsylvania Welfare, Efficiency

and Engineering Conference.—The
third Pennsylvania Welfare, Efficiency

and Engineering Conference will be
held in the hall of the House of Rep-
resentatives in the Capitol at Harris-
burg on Nov. 16, 17 and 18. The con-
ference is called for the purpose of
familiarizing the public and the vari-

ous departments of the State govern-
ment with the work of the separate
departments which have to deal in a
responsible manner with State engi-
neering projects, natural resources and
industries. Talks will be given by the
heads of the various departments de-
scriptive of the work under their con-
trol and its relation to the public.

Addresses upon subjects relating to
the work administered by the various
branches of the State government co-
operating in the conference will be
given by men posted on the subjects.

Course of Study in Export Trade.

—

A free course in the study of export
trade has been established by the Col-
lege of the City of New York. The
course, which is designed to give the
students an opportunity to study
methods employed by successful ex«-

porters, will be given largely by busi-
ness men and will cover sales organi-
zation and sales methods in foreign
trade, financial organization, trans-
portation problems, and government
regulations affecting international
trade. The direction of the course is

in the hands of an advisory committee
composed of representatives of the
College of the City of New York, the
American Manufacturers' Export As-
sociation, the Merchants' Association
of New York, the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers, and the Board
of Trade and Transportation. Dr.
Guy Edward Snider, College of the
City of New York, is director of the
course.

Multiph ase

Currents
Miscellaneous Nct b I tems

ricked from the Happenings

of tin- Industry

Standardization of Appliances in I)o-

herty Organization.—A committee has
been appointed from the members of

the Doherty organization for the pur-

pose of considering the standardiza-

tion of gas and electrical appliances

in the different affiliated and controlled

properties. The committee is com-
posed of F. J. Petura, New York,
chairman; George Williams, New
York; F. C. Weber, New York; C. H.
Merritt, Danbury, Conn.; H. D. Frue-
auff, Sedalia, Mo.; Clare N. Stannard,
Denver, Col., and A. K. Young, Toledo,
Ohio.

Battery-Operated Traffic Signals.

—

The rapidly increasing volume of au-
tomobile traffic on city streets is cre-

ating a problem for many local police

departments. At Indianapolis, Ind.,

and in other cities electrically lighted,

manually operated signals are being
used at some of the busier corners.
The devices in use at the Hoosier capi-
tal have already passed the experi-
mental stage and about forty of the
type shown are now in process of con-
struction for local use. A single lamp
operated by a storage battery illumi-
nates the "Stop" and "Go" signs. On
the corners where it is necessary to
use the lamps only an hour or two
each evening the operation of the
small vehicle - type storage batteries
has proved satisfactory. But on posts
where the lamps are operated contin-
uously from dusk till 11.30 p. m. re-
charging is required so frequently that
some of the corner "cops" have ven-
tured to assert that "the lamps ought
to be connected to the electric-light
company's wires."

THESE SIGNALS SHINE FORTH AT NIGHT
FROM BATTERY-LIGHTED LAMPS

Telephone Company Educates Office

Hoys.—In order to educate the office

boys so that they may be of further
use to the company when they get to

be too old for the office boys' duties,

the Chicago Telephone Company has
opened a school for its office boys. The
company gives the books and time and
has arranged with the Y. M. C. A. to

furnish the instructors. Regular
schoolrooms have been fitted up and
classes meet three times a week from
12 to 2 o'clock.

Huge Induction Coil for X-Ray
Work.—An induction coil 8 ft. in

length and 37 in. in diameter has been
developed by C. H. Stanley, New York
City, for making X-ray photographs
and fluoroscopic observations as well
as for electrotherapeutic purposes. The
coil is designed to operate on 220 volts,
alternating current, and the frequency
of the secondary current, it is claimed,
is capable of variation up to one
trillion oscillations per minute, while
the secondary voltage may be made
so great as to give rise to sparks sev-
eral feet long. Owing to the nicety of
the voltage and frequency adjustments,
it is said that a Roentgen-ray tube can
be so excited as to emit X-rays of ex-
treme penetrating effect without burn-
ing or other injurious effects.

Simple Safety Rule Saves a Life.—
John Bodefuhr, foreman of coal passers
at the Northwest station of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company, Chicago,
always checks up the men under him
at the close of each shift to see that all
are present. To the strict observance
of this rule one of them undoubtedly
owes his life. At the close of the day's
work not long ago three coal passers
were emptying a drop-bottom car when
a damaged lever broke and precipitated
one man backward into the coal-receiv-
ing hopper, where he was buried under
coal. His absence was discovered when
the foreman came to count the men,
and on search being made Mr. Bodefuhr
himself was the first to hear the injured
man's groans. The victim was re-
leased by opening a gate in the hopper
and allowing the man and the coal to
slide out. Thus an accident which
might have resulted fatally caused only
slight injuries.

Diminishing Use of Platinum in the
Electrical Industry.—Although plati-
num dishes and utensils and platinum
"contact mass" are still used largely
in chemical laboratories and in the
chemical industries, the demand in the
electrical industry for the heaviest of
commercial metals is each year be-
coming less and less. In the manufac-
ture of incandescent lamps a large
quantity of platinum was formerly
used, but at present wires made of
nickel-chromium, metallic tungsten or
metallic molybdenum are being substi-
tuted. The resistance wires of electric
furnaces and heaters at one time con-
tained considerable platinum, but
metallic molybdenum has now to a con-
siderable extent replaced the more ex-
pensive metal. Formerly the electrical
ignition points of gas engines were
made of platinum, but at present, it is
believed, most of the spark-plug points
used are made of metallic tungsten.
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Associations and Societies

Pittsburgh Contractor! Have Social Evening.—Membt
of the Electrical Contractors' Association of Pittsburgh!

Pa., were entertained with motion pictures, music and

vaudeville at their annual dinner on Oct. 26 at the Port Pitt

Hotel. Several informal addresses were made during the
course of the evening.

Chicago Section, l. E. S.—The November meeting of the

Chicago Section of the Illuminating Engineering Society

was held on Nov. I at the Edison Building. W. A. Durgin
and J, B. Jackson presented a paper entitled "Semi-Direct
Office Lighting in the Edison Building of Chicago." The
paper included B demonstration of the fixtures in the Edison
Building.

Philadelphia Section, I. E. S.—A meeting of the Phila-

delphia Section of the Illuminating Engineering Society will

be held on Nov. 19 to hear a paper by R. E. Simpson, engi-

neer of the Travelers' Insurance Company, entitled "Coal-

Mine Illumination and Its Relation to Accident Prevention

and Miner's Nystagmus." Robert B. Ely, 1000 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., is secretary of the section.

Joint Convention of Independent Telephone Associations.

—There will be a joint convention of the National Inde-

pendent Telephone Association and the Independent Tele-

phone Association of America at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago,

111., on Dec. 8, 9 and 10. It is thought by many prominent
independent telephone men that the coming convention is

a forerunner of the amalgamation of the two associations.

Spokane Section, A. I. E. E., Opens Season. — The first

meeting of the fall and winter season of the Spokane
(Wash.) Section of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers was held in the office building of the Washington
Water Power Company on Oct. 15. Reports of delegates to

the national convention and to the Pacific" Coast convention

were submitted and discussed. At the close of the meeting
an electrically cooked supper was served.

Electrical Engineering Society of Columbia University.

—

At a meeting of the Electrical Engineering Society of Col-

umbia University to be held in the School of Journalism,

Columbia University, New York City, Nov. 23, at 8.15 p. m.,

Capt. C. E. Robinson of the Twenty-second Regiment of

Engineers will give a talk on "The Work of the Military

Engineer," with demonstrations by means of apparatus and
motion pictures. The meeting is open to the public.

Report of A. S. M. E. Nominating Committee.—The nom-
inating committee of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers has reported the following names as candidates

for the offices indicated: President, D. S. Jacobus, New
York; vice-presidents, William B. Jackson, Chicago, 111.; J.

Sellers Bancroft, Philadelphia; Julian Kennedy, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; managers, John H. Barr, New York; John A. Stevens,

Lowell, Mass., and H. de B. Parsons, New York; treasurer,

William H. Wiley, New York.

Rochester Section, A. I. E. E.—The Rochester (N. Y.)

Section of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

met at the Sibley Building on Oct. 22. Roger D. De Wolf
spoke on "Design and Operation of an Electric Power
Plant." It was announced that Prof. W. S. Franklin would

speak at the next meeting on "The Mechanism and Analo-

gies of Electricity." Mr. De Wolf discussed the size and

efficiency of steam boilers used in connection with gen-

erating plants and explained new and special applications

for boiler rooms.

November Meetings.—The following meetings will be

held during November: Third annual Pennsylvania Indus-

trial and Public Welfare and Engineering Conference, Nov.

16-18, Harrisburg, Pa.; Central Electric Association, Nov.

17, Indianapolis, Ind.; quarterly meeting of Electrical Sup-

ply Jobbers' Association, Nov. 17 and 19, Homestead Hotel,

Hoi Springs, Va.; Central Electric Railway Aa ociation,

Nov. IK and ID, Claypool Hotel, Indianapoli , Ind., and the

Public Utilities Association of West Virginia, Nov. IK and

19, While Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

Meeting of Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association. The
next regular meeting of the Electrical Supply Jobbers' As-
sociation will be held at Hot. Springs, Va., Nov. 17, 18 and
J9. The sessions of the fust day will be devoted to associa-

tion affairs. On the second day there will be an open
session with addresses in the afternoon on "Co operation"
and "Fair Trade." The annual golf tournament will he held

on Nov. 18, the manufacturers participating in the morning
and the jobbers in the afternoon. Franklin Overhagh, 411

South Clinton Street, Chicago, is the general secretary of

the association.

Dayton Jovians Hold Large Meeting.—More than 125

persons, including both local members and out-of-town
guests, were present at the meeting of the Dayton Jovian
League held on Oct. 25 in the Miami Hotel. The principal

speaker was S. G. McMeen, president of the Ohio State

Telephone Company. His address was on "Modern Tele-

phoning." Thomas A. Wynne, vice-president of the

Indianapolis Light & Heat Company and reigning Jupiter

of the Jovian Order, read a paper on "Jovian Organization."

Thomas J. Ryan, president of the Cincinnati Electrical Club,

spoke on "A City and Its Jovian Club." A third visiting

speaker was Statesman Carl Metz of Columbus.

Convention of Public Utilities Association of West Vir-

ginia.—The Public Utilities Association of West Virginia

will meet in annual convention at White Sulphur Springs,

W. Va., Nov. 18 and 19. The program contains the follow-

ing papers of interest to electric light and power companies:

"The Advisability of Central Stations Doing House Wir-
ing," "Secondary Distribution and Method of Grounding
Secondaries," "High-Tension Distribution," "Maximum-
Demand Meters and Measurement," "Efficiency of Trans-

former Distribution," and "Diversity of Coal-Mining Load."

In addition there will be a general discussion on public

utility accounting. W. C. Davisson, Charleston, W. Va., is

secretary-treasurer of the association.

Kansas City Jovian Club.—The following officers were
elected at the annual meeting of the Jovian Electric Club

in Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 2: President, H. F. Lang, Mis-

souri & Kansas Telephone Company; vice-president, J. D.

Todd, Western Electric Company; second vice-president,

A. P. Denton, Denton Engineering & Construction Com-
pany; third vice-president, A. N. Richardson, general su-

perintendent Kansas City Electric Light Company; fourth

vice-president, W. S. Blue, Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company; secretary and treasurer, C. W. Mc-

Daniel, Missouri & Kansas Telephone Company. The

Jovian Electric Club, which now practically comprises the

former electric club and the local Jovian League, is in the

strongest position in its history, with a membership of

about 210.

Convention of Alabama Light and Traction Association.

—The Alabama Light and Traction Association held its

convention at Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 20 and 21. F. H.

Chamberlain of the Alabama Power Company, Birmingham,

Ala., was elected president, and C. C. Henderson of the

Henderson Light & Power Company, Greenville, Ala., was

elected vice-president. The secretary and treasurer is J. P.

Ross of the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Company.

Papers of interest to electrical men presented were as fol-

lows: "Merchandising Gas and Electricity," by Frank Ham-
mond; "The Relation of the Company to Its Employees,"

by J. T. Hury; "The Relation of Accounts to Public Utility

Operation," by V. B. Day; "High-Tension Outdoor Substa-

tions," by H. W. Young; "Taxation of Public Service Cor-

porations," by T. K. Jackson; "Water-Power Development

in Alabama," by T. W. Martin.
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Annual Meeting of the A. S. M. E.—The annual meeting
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers will be
held in New York from Dec. 7 to Dec. 10 inclusive. The
first session will be held on the evening of Dec. 7, at which
time there will be an address by the retiring president, John
A. Brashaer, followed by a reception. Nine business and
technical sessions are allotted for the following three days,

at which a large number of papers and reports will be pre-

sented and discussed. At the professional session the fol-

lowing papers will be presented by title only with no oppor-
tunity for oral discussion: "Gas Producers with By-product
Recovery," by Arthur H. Lynn; "The Application of Engi-
neering Methods to the Problems of the Executive, Director

and Trustee," by Hollis Godfrey; "Modern Electric Eleva-
tors and Elevator Problems," by David Lindquist; "Turbines
Versus Engines in Units of Small Capacities," by J. S. Bar-
stow; "The Connors Creek Plant of the Detroit Edison
Company," by C. F. Hirshfeld; "Proportioning Chimneys on
a Gas Basis," by A. L. Menzin. Among the papers to be
presented of interest to electrical engineers and operating
men are the following: "Design of Fire-Tube Boilers and
Steam Drums," by F. W. Dean; "Higher Steam Pressures,"

by Robert Cramer; "A Novel Method of Handling Boilers

to Prevent Corrosion and Scale," by Allen H. Babcock;
"Electric Operation and Automatic Electric Control for Ma-
chine Tools," by L. C. Brooks; "The Heat-Insulating Prop-
erties of Commercial Steam-Pipe Covering," by L. B. Mc-
Millan; "Performance and Design of High-Vacuum-Surface
Condensers," by G. H. Gibson and P. A. Bancel; "Circula-

tion in Horizontal Water-Tube Boilers," by P. A. Bancel;

"Unique Hydraulic Power Plant at the Henry Ford Farms,"
by M. A. Replogle; "Elasticity and Strength of Stoneware
and Porcelain," by J. E. Boyd; "Oil-Engine Vaporizer Pro-

portions," by Louis Illmer.

Public Service Commission News
Arizona Commission

Reductions in the rates for lighting and motor service in

Tempe, Mesa and Chandler amounting on the average to 20
per cent were ordered by the Arizona Corporation Commis-
sion when an opinion in the South Side Gas & Electric Com-
pany case was handed down. The new rates are to be put
into effect on or before Nov. 15.

A minimum rate of $1 per month for consumers of 7 kw.-
hr. of lighting service during that period was prescribed by
the commission. The rate per kilowatt-hour from kw.-hr.

to 10 kw.-hr. consumed is 14 cents; from 11 kw.-hr. to 100
kw.-hr. it is 13 cents, and it decreases 1 cent or 2 cents per
100 kw.-hr. or 200 kw.-hr. above that amount. Larger con-

sumers of lighting service are to be served at lower rates,

the rate above 1500 kw.-hr. being but 3 cents. Motor-serv-
ice rates are also reduced by the order, the rates ranging
from 8 cents for consumers of less than 100 kw.-hr. to 2.5

cents for consumers of 2000 kw.-hr. A minimum charge of

$1 per month per horsepower installed for installation of

more than 1 hp., and a minimum of $1 per month for 1 hp.

or less, were provided for. The company is to meter all

service not now measured. This case is one that has been
before the commission for almost two years, and exhaustive
investigations were made.

Georgia Commission

The Georgia Railroad Commission handed down a ruling

recently against the Georgia Railway & Power Company
of Atlanta denying it the right in all cases to require a

deposit of $5 from each new customer for electricity be-

fore rendering service. The commission held that a de-

posit is reasonable only in cases where the new customer
is unknown to the company, or is insolvent, or is known for

his "litigious or contentious habits in regard to the pay-
ment of bills."

Iowa Commission

The Iowa Railroad Commission has ruled that electric

companies seeking to secure franchises for the construc-

tion of high-tension power lines across the country and
along the public highways must construct them so as not

to damage the telephone lines already built along these

highways. Few of the farmers' telephone lines have a
metallic circuit, and their service is damaged by the prox-
imity of high-tension wires.

Indiana Commission
The Public Service Commission of Indiana has just re-

ceived the most important list of franchise surrender-, un
der the Indiana utility act, that it has accepted in any one
list since its organization. The surrenders were made
Nov. 6 by the Southern Telephone Company of Indiana,
a corporation which very recently was authorized by the
commission to take over the business of the former Cum-
berland Telephone & Telegraph Company, an Atlanta (Ga.)
corporation. All the franchise surrenders were accepted,
and an indeterminate permit was issued in each of fifty-

three instances.

Massachusetts Commission
The Foster stock-ticker case has been referred to the

full bench of the Massachusetts Supreme Court by Judge
Pierce at Boston. The Public Service Commission recently
issued an order requiring the Western Union Telegraph
Company and the United Telegram Company to supply
Calvin Foster of Boston with stock-ticker service, and the
companies refused, contending that the board is without
jurisdiction in view of the interstate character of the busi-
ness, as well as on account of contractual relation between
the companies and the New York Stock Exchange. Each
party has petitioned the court for a finding in its favor.

New Jersey Commission
The Board of Public Utility Commissioners has issued an

order suspending the proposed increase in rates to be made
by the Wildwood Gas Company, which embodied a rule re-
quiring each customer to pay $1 for having gas turned on
and a similar charge for each customer using gas and or-
dering it discontinued and turned off. The board, holding
that these charges will result in an increase in rates, sus-
pends the new rule until Feb. 1, unless it shall determine
in the meantime that the increase is just and reasonable.

New York Commissions
Volume IX of the Proceedings of the Public Service Com-

mission for the First District of the State of New York
has just been published. The volume contains the pro-
ceedings of the commission for the calendar year 1914.

Pennsylvania Commission
The Public Service Commission of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania has handed down an order directing the
Abington Electric Company to furnish electric service to a
house and barn in Factoryville. It appeared from the testi-
mony that the premises of the complainant are in the
built-up portion of the borough, and although the company
refused to supply the service on the ground that the ex-
pense would be out of all proportion to the return on the
investment, the commission decided that service could be
rendered without any great expense and indicated how it

could be done. Commmenting on the case, the commission
said: "We do not think that any public service company
has the right to adopt a policy whereby it will serve only
such customers as are remunerative at the time of installa-
tion. When a public service company secures a charter
from the State and a franchise from a municipality in

which it seeks to operate, it owes a duty to the public
therein which it cannot perform by only serving such of
the inhabitants thereof as it may, for reasons of its own,
determine. We think it should make a reasonable effort
and be compelled to serve all of the public in such mu-
nicipality that can be reached by a reasonable outlay of
its capital, and the service to be rendered to the public
therein should be considered as a whole, and not from the
individual standpoint of the profitable patrons only. That
a public service company should have the right to pick
out the profitable customers and leave all others without
service would not, in our opinion, be rendering such pub-
lic service as the law contemplates."

Wisconsin Commission

Volume XV of the opinions and decisions of the Rail
load Commission of the State of Wisconsin, covering the
period from Aug. 13, 1914, to Feb. 14, 1915, has just been,
published.
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Corporate and Financial
Bristol Electric Light Company, Midland. Mich.—Th«

eompany'a plant has been purchased by ths Consume]
Power Company, which will make changes ami rebuild the
Midland BVStem, mako

I
ions in se\eral districts not

now furnished. A transmission line will bs constructed
between Hay City and Midland to furnish hydroelect ric

energy From the \u Sabls plant, The Midland property
thus acquired will It operated as a componenl pari of the

Saginaw and Bay City districts of tin- Consumers' Power
Company.

Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, 111.— It is an
derstood in Chicago financial circles that early next year
the company will Issue in the neighborhood of (4,500,000
of capital stock to be sold to present shareholders at par.

The funds derived from the stock sale will he used to pay
for a new turbine and for other improvements which the

company is making.

Commonwealth Power, Railway & Light Company, Jack-
son, Mich.—The report of the companies embraced in the
system, which operates in Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio
and Wisconsin, for the month of September shows a gain
of 3.1 per cent in gross earnings and of 23.3 per cent in

surplus. The operating expenses, including taxes, were
$17,201, or 2.5 per cent, less than during September, 1914.

For the twelve months ended Sept. 30, 1915, the gross

earnings amounted to $14,116,576, a gain of $28,150, while

operating expenses and taxes were less than for the previ-

ous twelve months by $206,054. Net earnings were $6,589,-

558, as compared with $6,355,354 in the previous year, an
increase of 3.7 per cent. An increase of $244,194, or 5.9

per cent, in interest, however, left a surplus of $2,222,608,

which is a decrease of $9,990. The balance after dividends

was $1,262,608. These figures exclude all inter-company

earnings.

Consumers' Power Company, Owosso, Mich.—September
earnings show an increase of 16 per cent in gross earnings,

a decrease of 1.9 per cent in operating expenses and taxes,

and a 63.1 per cent increase in surplus. Notwithstanding

an increase of $12,033 in interest and $56,000 in preferred-

stock dividends, the company was still able to show for the

twelve months ended Sept. 30 a gain in the balance, after

dividends on preferred stock, of $273,120, or 42.3 per cent.

This balance is available for renewals, depreciation, finan-

cial requirements of the company, and common-stock divi-

dends. The earnings reported for the twelve months ended

Sept. 30, 1915, follow:

1915 1914
Gross earnings $3,684,179 $3,377,090
Operating expenses (including taxes) . . . 1,502,795 1,536,859

Net earnings $2,181,384 $1,840,231
Interest, etc 864,818 852,785

Surplus' . $1,316,566 $987,446
Preferred stock dividend 398,500 342,500

Balance $918,066 $644,946

Cumberland County Power & Light Company, Portland,

Me.—The company reports for the year ended Sept. 30 a

balance available for renewals, depreciation, financial re-

quirements and dividends on common stock of $190,696, or

9.9 per cent more than in the previous twelve months. The

earnings statement for the twelve months ended Sept. 30,

1915, follows:
1915 1914

Gross earnings $2,586,678 $2,503,949
Operating expenses (including taxes) ... . 1,475,987 1,429,718

Net earnings $1,110,691 $1,074,231

Interest, etc 781,995 762,788

Surplus $328,696 $311,443
Preferred-stock dividends 138,000 138,000

Balance $190,696 $173,443

Dayton (Ohio) Power & Light Company.—The report giv-

ing the results of September operations shows a decrease in

the operating ratio for the month from 55.18 per cent in

September, 1914, to 50.3 per cent in September of this year.

For the twelve months ended Sept. 30, 1915, the operating

ratio dropped from 56.47 per cent to 53.87 per cent. The

gross earnings for the twelve months increased by 12 per

cent. The surplus on hand on Sept. 30 was $144,479, as

compared with $94,898 (or tin- previous year. The earnings
i it< iiM-nt for the year ended Sept. •"• | » follows:

i •.• 1

1

$1,0 25,109 $9 15.3 14
1 'i" i itlng expenses, Includl it Ion and

taxes 851,810

Net $472,899 $398,47$
Non-operating 12,102 1 3,005

total Income $485,061 $411,538
1016 1914

Inter* bondi 1188,706 1180
i linking

fond 81,821 25.478

Total deductions 215,586 205,821

i income $269,475 $205,717
Dividend on preferred stock 121,096 110,824

Surplus $144,479 $94,891

Great Western Power Company, San Francisco, Cal.—An
issue of $4,500,000 of ten-year 6 per cent convertible de-

benture bonds has been sold to New York bankers subject

to the approval of the California Railroad Commission.
Proceeds of the bonds will be used to retire the $1,000,000

of 6 per cent notes of the Western Power Company, the

parent company, due March 1, 1917, for the construction

of a second high-tension transmission line, and for a third

cable across San Francisco Bay, in order to provide for the

substantial growth in the business of the company and
particularly to handle several large contracts for power
recently concluded. The debentures will soon be offered to

stockholders of the Western Power Corporation.

New Hydroelectric Enterprise for Vermont.—The Ver-
mont Public Service Commission gave a hearing at Mid-
dlebury on Nov. 12 upon petition of Charles H. Thomp-
son of Montpelier, Robert L. Ryder of Boston, Mass., and
others seeking to form a hydroelectric company to be known
as the Central Power Corporation of Vermont, with offices

at Middlebury, and to issue $1,000,000 in securities for the

building, acquisition and operation of power plants, dams,
reservoirs, etc., in East Middlebury, Brandon, Ripton and
Salisbury.

Oro Electric Corporation, Oroville, Cal.—A qualified offer

of $1,375,000 has been received from the Great Western
Power Company for the public utility branch of the Oro
Electric Corporation. The offer, if accepted, will be suffi-

cient to pay off 75 per cent of the outstanding 6 per cent

bonds of the corporation. The bondholders have been asked
to give the corporation an option on their holdings until

March, 1916, at 75 per cent of par value. Replies so far

indicate that the bondholders are favorable to the proposi-

tion. More than $300,000 of bonds have been pledged to

the plan, and a large number of important bondholders
have signified their intention of participating by signing

the option agreement. It is understood that the projected

arrangement, by relieving the Oro company of its public

utility feature, will tend materially to strengthen the com-
pany.

Uncas Power Company, Scotland, Conn.—Holders of 380

shares of the total outstanding and authorized 3000 shares

of the company have filed in court a bill of complaint ask-

ing that a receiver be appointed for the company and that

the corporation be dissolved.

Washington-Oregon Corporation, Vancouver, Wash.

—

The sale of the holdings of the corporation by the receiver

which has been advertised for some time past and post-

poned from time to time was held in Chehalis Oct. 30, the

property being taken over by Harry N. Putnam of Port-

land, Ore., representing Eastern bondholders of the or-

ganization, at $1,569,000. It is understood that the interests

back of the purchaser will take over the entire holdings of

the corporation under the name of the North Coast Power
Company, the organization of which was recently perfected

at Vancouver. The properties owned by the Washington-

Oregon Corporation and which were sold include the electric

interurban line between the cities of Centralia and Che-

halis, the power plants at Chehalis and one on the Kalama
River, and other auxiliary plants which the company oper-

ates in this section. The corporation owns or controls the

electric light and power franchises in all the principal

towns and villages on the Northern Pacific main line in

southwestern Washington.
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Manufacturing and Industrial
The Pratt Chuck Company, Frankfort, N. Y., manufac-

turer of conduit boxes, has recently purchased the elec-

trical business of the Bossert Company, Utica, N. Y.

The General Insulate Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., has ap-
pointed as its agents the Dean Electric Company, 212 West
Third Street, Los Angeles, Cal., and the P. Seiler Electric

Works, 324 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The Mohrlite Company has recently moved its plant from
San Francisco, Cal., to Urbana, Ohio, where it has just

opened a new factory. The company is making ornamental
indirect lighting and semi-indirect lighting fixtures. W. M.
Dixon is president of the concern, L. V. Korbel vice-presi-

dent, and B. M. Smarr secretary.

Stove Manufacturer to Bring Out New Styles.—Five new
types of electric ranges are to be brought out by the Globe
Stove & Range Company of Kokomo, Ind., in the near
future. With these models perfected the company expects

to be able to offer to the trade a complete line of stoves,

ranging in price from $25 to $500.

Silk City Electrical Supply Company, Paterson, N. J.

—

Under the firm name of the Silk City Electrical Supply
Company, I. I. Jaffe, lately with the Baily Electrical Sup-
ply Company, and C. A. Kabat, formerly with the Inde-

pendent Electrical Supply Company, have opened an elec-

tical supply house at 46 Broadway, Paterson, N. J.

The Safety-Armorite Conduit Company, Bailey-Farrell

Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., has opened an office at 1670
Hudson Terminal Building, 50 Church Street, New York,
which will be in charge of W. G. Campbell. Heretofore the

company's products have been marketed in New York and
vicinity by its selling representative, the Thomas & Betts

Company.

The Menominee (Mich.) Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany, maker of motors, telephones and other electrical ap-

paratus, has appointed the Kandem Electric Company, 49

East Twenty-first Street, New York, as its representative

in New York and New Jersey. A complete stock of the

Menominee electric company's goods will be maintained by
the Kandem company.

The Lindsley Brothers Company, Minneapolis, Minn.,

dealer in Western red-cedar poles, Douglas-fir cross-arms,

po'sts, etc., has opened an office in St. Louis, Mo. This
office will be in charge of Frank O. Grayson and will be in

the La Salle Building. Mr. Grayson will have charge of the

territory included in Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkan-
sas, Louisiana, Tennessee and southern Illinois.

Brisk Demand for Small Generating Plants.—The Main
Electric Manufacturing Company, 500 Aiken Avenue, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., reports that its business the past month has

been exceptionally good, orders being received from all

parts of the United States, from Canada and from Cuba.
Two orders alone called for twenty-five outfits, each for

a domestic concern. Another order from Cuba called for

five plants.

French Holdings Bought by Aluminum Company of

America.—It is reported that the Aluminum Company of

America, Pittsburgh, Pa., has taken over the entire French
holdings in a hydraulically operated aluminum plant near
Whitney, N. C, which when completed was originally to

have cost $10,000,000. Formal transfer of the properties,

it is stated, took place last week, but no announcement has
been made regarding the amount of money involved. Work
was begun on the plant by the foreign interests early in

1914, but ceased soon after the war began. It is expected
that the Aluminum Company of America will complete the

plant as soon as possible.

W. R. Haynie, manager of the New York office at 30
Church Street of the Bolinders Company, Stockholm, Swe-
den, manufacturer of Diesel engines, sailed with Mrs.
Haynie for Stockholm on the Kristianiafjord on Nov. 6.

Mr. Haynie will be gone for about six weeks. He is making
the trip with a view of increasing the facilities for deliv-

ering the marine oil engines in America, where the demand
is increasing so rapidly that it is hard to keep up with de-

liveries. In view of the fact that the United States pro-

duces some 80 per cent of the oil of the world, Mr. Haynie

declares that the market for oil engines in this country is

exceptionally good and should prove more so in the future
on account of the economies involved.

Los Angeles Electric Manufacturers' Plant Destroyed by
Fire—The plant of the United States Electrical Manufac-
turing Company, Los Angeles, Cal., maker of direct-cur-

rent and alternating-current machinery, was recently de-

stroyed by fire. Fortunately much of the loss is covered
by insurance. Immediately after the fire temporary quar-
ters were established, and in a few weeks the company ex-

pects to have a new factory with new equipment.

Boston Fixture House Busy.—Twenty-five large con-

tracts for electric fixtures were filled last month by
the McKenney & Waterbury Company of Boston, Mass.,
including ten in the city proper and the remainder in sub-

urban and other New England points. Among the installa-

tions were the following: Trinity Church rectory, Boston;
International Trust Company Building, Boston; Massachu-
setts Trust Company and other office buildings in Boston;
Crawford House, Boston; Lombardy Inn, Boston; new
Youth's Companion Building, Boston; Plymouth County
Court House, Plymouth, Mass.; Dennison Manufacturing
Company plant, Framingham, Mass.; Kernwood Country
Club, Beverly, Mass.; Montpelier Savings Bank & Trust
Company, Montpelier, Vt., and churches in Fall River, Dor-
chester and Revere, Mass. The Cambridge (Mass.) Board
of Trade and the Waltham (Mass.) State School were also

equipped with modern lighting fixtures by this house.

The Shaw-Kendall Engineering Company, Toledo, Ohio,

manufacturer of pipe and steam goods, has recently taken
over the plant of the Anderson Rolled Gear Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. It is the intention of the Shaw-Kendall
company eventually to manufacture at its plant both gears

and the machines for rolling them; meanwhile, until

preparations are completed it will utilize the factory for-

merly operated by the Anderson company. The company
will make all types of finished gears, the teeth of which
will be rolled instead of cut. In regard to its business in

flange fittings, pipe and steam goods, W. M. Bellman, gen-
eral manager of the Shaw-Kendall Engineering Company,
states that there has been a marked improvement in the

past few months as compared with the earlier months of

the year. At the present time the company is working its

plant overtime. One of the noticeable developments in the

requirements of steam-power plants which Mr. Bellman
directs attention to is the increasing size of material em-
ployed. There is a considerable demand for the largest

sizes of pipe rolled by the mills, and Mr. Bellman believes

that the day is not far distant when the pipe manufac-
turers will have to increase the size of pipe produced.

Standard Woven Fabric Company Purchases Walpole
Plant.—The Standard Woven Fabric Company, Framing-
ham, Mass., manufacturer of rubber goods, friction tapes,
splicing compounds, "Multibestos" brake lining and clutch

facings for automobiles, has recently bought the plant
formerly operated by the Walpole Tire & Rubber Company
at Walpole, Mass., and will take possession about Dec. 1.

As noted in the Electrical World of April 10, 1915, the
company's department for manufacturing rubber goods is

new, having been organized March 1, 1915. F. J. Gleason,
formerly general superintendent for the Walpole Tire &
Rubber Company, is in charge of this department. On
account of the increased business in its rubber products
and "Multibestos" goods, the company has been working
its plant twenty-three hours a day. Until the opportunity
of purchasing the Walpole plant presented itself the com-
pany had been contemplating building an addition to its

Framingham factory. The increase of the Standard Woven
Fabric Company's business has been quite large, and it is

expected that the 1915 business will be 100 per cent greater
than that of 1914. During the first six months of 1915 the
company did as much business as in the entire twelve
months of 1914. The officers of the company are: Presi-
dent, G. D. Moore; vice-president and general counsel,
Stoughton Bell; treasurer and general manager, A. H. Bur-
dick, and assistant treasurer, R. D. Northrup. The board
of directors is composed of the above-named officers and
W. L. Putnam, A. L. Carr, W. B. McSkimmon and J. H.
Drury.
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Denver (<> Push w.ud Electric Truck*. The Denva I

A Electric Company hai started impaign with
Ward electric trucks. Be idea giving purchi ei ii ption

of paying for the truck within a year, no rental ch

lade for the during the inatallmenl
period. Thla la the ftral time that any competition with the

gasoline truck has been undertaken In Denver on la

a, .-uid so far the company reporl the plan ea operating
successfully.

Changes in Personnel of Westinghoose Company's Supply
Department. The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company. Baal Pittsburgh, Pa., announcea a number of

changes in it > supply department, recently put into effect:

S. A. Chase, formerly Bpecial representative; T. J. Pace,

formerly in charge of the illuminating and rectifier divi-

sions, and Carl C. Schluederberg, formerly head of switch-

board sales, have been appointed assistants to the manager
of the department, .1. -I. Gibson. C. E. Stephens, engineer
of lighting, has been appointed manager of tlie illuminating

section to succeed Mr. Pace. C. Streamer, formerly head

of the order division, succeeds Mr. Schluederberg as man-
ager of the switchboard section, and A. P. Joseph is ap-

pointed head of the order section to succeed Mr. Streamer.
M. C. Morrow, formerly of the Philadelphia office, is ap-

pointed manager of the appliance section, which is a com-
bination of the former heating, fan-motor and ozonizer

divisions of the supply department. M. C. Rypinski, for-

merly manager of the detail and supply division of the New
York office, becomes manager of the meter section. The
power department, of which E. H. Sniffin is manager, also

announces the appointment of the following section mana-
gers: W. H. Garrett, contracts; J. G. Worker, stokers,

and H. D. Storer, auxiliaries.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Nov. 3 N , Nov. 9 v

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked
£ s d £ s d

London, standard spot 74 10 74 2 6

Prime Lake 18.00 to 18.12% 18.00 to 18.25

Klectrolvtic 18.00 tol8.12y2 18.00 to 18.25

Casting' 17.50 to 17.75 17.50 to 17.75

Copper wire base 19.12 Ms to 19.37%t 19.25 to 19. 50f
Lead 4.90 5.00

Nickel 45.00 to 50.00f 45.00 to 50.00t
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter 16.00t 16.50t
Tin, Straits ' 36.00f 36.50t
Aluminum, virgin, 99 per cent. 56.00 to 58.00t 56.00 to 58. 00t

OLD METALS

Heavy copper and wire 15.00 to 15. 25f 15.00 to 15.25f
Brass heavy 10.00 to 10. 25t 10.00 to 10.25t
Brass light 8.50 to 9.00f 8.50 to 9.00t
Lead 'heavy 4.25 to 4.35f 4.37% to 4.47y2 t

Zinc, scrap 10.00 to 10.50f 10.50 to ll.OOt

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Nov. 9 4 -588

(Nominal.

New Industrial Companies
The Service Electric Company, Chicago, 111., has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $6,000 by William F.

Gresham, Ethel W. Downes and Douglas C. Gregg. The

company intends to manufacture and deal in electrical and

mechanical appliances.

The Absolute Contact Company, Chicago, 111., has been

chartered with a capital stock of $10,000 to manufacture

and deal in electrical devices and appliances. The incor-

porators are Lester E. Goodman, Ralph F. Stern and

Harold J. Goldberger.

The Fuller Company, Detroit, Mich., has been organized

for the purpose of manufacturing an electric bus with two

decks, which will be called the Fuller trackless electric car.

Frank E. Kirby is president.

The Advance Battery & Manufacturing Company, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, has been incorporated by C. B. McCrea, C. L.

Burnham, C. E. Ogden, A. Brandes and F. W. Farnsworth.

The company is capitalized at $10,000 and proposes to

manufacture and deal in electrical and mechanical appli-

New Incorporations
The Delanaon A Quaker street Electric Light & Power

Company) Duaneaburg, N. v., baa been chartered with .-.

capital stock of $6,000 by C. E. Waehburn, E, V. Tompkins
end P. \\

. \\ ilbur, Quaker Sta

The Uleganj County Electric Light) Heat A Power < on
i > • » «

• > .
w elli \ Hie, .v "i ., ha been Incorporated with a capital

t."k of $25,000. The incorporate] era J. Berger, B
Graham and C. H. C. Beake . !06 I I Twelfth SI

Wu York, N. V.

The Gowanda Lighfl A Power Corporation, (lowanda,
N. V., lias filed articles of incorporation at All.any. The
company is capitalized at $100,000 and intend to gene
« lectrlcity for lamps, heaters and motors. The incorporate]
are C. M. (lest, 201 We 1 lll.Mh Street, New V-il.; K. \\ ,

nowski, 113 West Eighty-fourth Street, New York, and G
A. Larkin, Olean, N. Y.

Trade Publications
Lamp Guards.—Harvey Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.,

has prepared an illustrated folder which contains informa-
tion on several types of lamp guards.

Electric Toys.—The Knapp Electric & Novelty Company,
511 West Fifty-first Street, New York, has published Cata-
log No. 25 on small motor-driven and battery-operated toys.

Electric Cooking.—The Globe Stove & Range Company
of Kokomo, Ind., has issued an attractively decorated eight-

page catalog setting forth the salient points on electric

cooking.

Protective Devices.—The Condit Electrical Manufactur-
ing Company, Boston, Mass., is sending out a number of

its bulletins on protective equipment bound under one flex-

ible cover.

Self-Contained Chain-Grate Stoker.—The Nosmoke Stoker

Company, 90 West Street, New York, is sending out an
illustrated booklet which describes a self-contained chain-

grate stoker.

Ornamental Lighting Fixtures.—Catalog No. 18, recently

published by Shapiro & Aronson, 20 Warren Street, New
York, is very attractively illustrated and shows a large

number of ornamental lighting fixtures.

Carbon Brushes.—The Calebough Self-Lubricating Car-

bon Company, 1503 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.,

has published a catalog which contains a large amount of

information on its "no-spark" carbon brushes.

Electrically Operated Washer.—The American Wooden-
ware Manufacturing Company, Toledo, Ohio, is sending out

an illustrated bulletin which describes and illustrates sev-

eral types of motor-driven washing machines.

Selling Helps.—The Hotpoint Electric Heating Company,
Ontario, Cal., is sending out a booklet, designated as Form
895, which contains information on various kinds of selling

help which the company is prepared to give to the dealers.

Mercury-Vapor Tubular Lamps.—The Cooper Hewitt
Electric Company, Eighth and Grand Streets, Hoboken,
N. J., has issued a reprint of an article which appeared
in Popular Electricity and the World's Advance, entitled

"A Light Which Beats Daylight."

Tungsten Lamps for Street Lighting.—The National

Lamp Works of the General Electric Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, have published Bulletin No. 11C, which contains con-

siderable data on the use of their 100-cp. tungsten lamp
for series street lighting. They are also sending out re-

prints of an article entitled "The Cleveland Lantern for

Ornamental Lighting," by Ward Harrison, which appeared
in the Electrical World of Sept. 4, 1915.

Electrical Apparatus.—The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has re-

cently issued the following sections of Catalog No. 3001:

No. 259, on type I oil switches; No. 722, on type H direct-

current flame carbon-arc lamps; No. 957, on types PM and

PR portable alternating-current ammeters, types CO over-

load, CR reverse-power and CV voltage alternating-current

meters; No. 1619, on type S distributing transformers; No.

1418, on type BD battery-charging panels.
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Construction News
New England

FRANKLIN, N. H —The City Council is

considering the question of placing all

wires underground on Central Street be-
tween the Sanborn and Daniel! bridges, and
also replacing the square poles now in use
with round poles throughout the city.

MIDDLEBURY, VT.—The development
of a water-power on the East Mlddlebury
River, where it is estimated that 25,000 hp.
can be developed, is under consideration by
Charles H. Thompson, Montpelier, and oth-
ers. A company to be known as the Cen-
tral Power Corpn. of Vermont will be in-
corporated with a capital stock of 1 1,000,

-

000 to carry out the project.

HOLYOKE, MASS.—The Board of Al-
dermen has authorized an Issue of $100,000
in bonds, the proceeds to be used to en-
large and extend the municipal electric-
light and gas plants. Improvements to the
electric plant include the purchase of real
•estate, $8,000 ; underground conduit sys-
tem, $22,500; air filter for turbine, $2,800;
electrical apparatus, $4,000, and overhead
extensions, $12,000.

NORTHFIELD, MASS.—A commdtte©
has been appointed to make investigations
of electric light and power system, with a
view of extending and improving the serv-
ice. The Greenfield El. Lt. & Pwr. Co.,
Greenfield, furnishes energy in Northfield.

UPTON, MASS.—At a special town meet-
ing held Nov. 3 the citizens voted to add
30 60-watt lamps to the street-lighting sys-
tem. The new contract calls for 100 32-
watt lamps and 30 60-watt lamps. The
Worcester Suburban El. Co., Uxbridge, has
the contract for street-lighting.

HARRISVILLE, R. I.—The Town Coun-
cil has granted the Blackstone Valley Gas
.& El. Co., Woonsocket, a franchise to erect
transmission lines in the villages of Oak-
land and Mapleville for the purpose of dis-
tributing electricity for domestic purposes.
GREENWICH, CONN.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C., until Dec. 10 for construction com-
plete, including mechanical equipment and
approaches, of the United States post office
at Greenwich, Conn. Drawings and speci-
fications may be obtained at the above
office or from the custodian of site at
Greenwich.
STAMFORD, CONN.—The Yale & Towne

Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y., it is reported,
is contemplating building an addition to
the power house of its local plant.

Middle Atlantic
ANTWERP, N. Y.—The Antwerp Lt.

& Pwr. Co. has nearly completed the erec-
tion of its transmission line to Sprague-
ville, where it will supply electrical serv-
ice. The company is also contemplating
building a transmission line to Oxford in
the near future.

EAST AURORA, N. Y.—The Public
Service Commission has granted the East
Aurora El. Lt. Co. permission to extend
its system and supply electricity in the
towns of Wales and Aurora.
MONTICELLO, N. Y.—The Murray El.

Lt. & Pwr. Co., Monticello, has awarded a
contract for extension of its transmission
lines to Hurleyville. The Murray company
is negotiating for right-of-way for a trans-
mission line to Centerville on the south
and to Woodbourne on the north.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-
ceived by Marcus M. Marks, borough presi-
dent. Room 2032, Municipal Building, New
York, until Dec. 1 for the construction of a
building to be used as a court, a jail and a
place of detention for women, to be sit-

uated at 135-141 West Thirtieth Street,
borough of Manhattan. The work is to in-
clude general construction, plumbing, gas
fitting, vacuum-cleaning system, refriger-
ating system, laundry equipment, heating
and ventilating system, electrical work, ele-
vator, dumb-waiter and lift equipment
Blank forms, specifications and plans nun-
be obtained at the office of Griffin & Wyn-
coop, architects, 30 Church Street, New
York.
SAVONA, N. Y.—Work preliminary to

preparations of plans, etc., is under way
by the Lamoka 1'vvr. Corpn., recently in-
corporated, for the purpose of utilizing the.

water of Little and Lamoka Lakes to de-
velop about 9000 hp. under an effective
head of 385 ft. Robert O. Hayt, Corning,
N. Y., is consulting engineer.

BRACKENRIDGE, PA. — Preparations
are being made for the installation of an
electric-lighting system in Brackenridge.
Electricity will be supplied by the munici-
pal electric plant in Tarentum.

NEWMANSTOWN, PA.—The property
of the Newmanstown El. I A. & 1'wr. Co.
lias been purchased by the Ephruta <t

on pi & Pwr, Co., recently organ-
The latter is a subsidiary of the

Bphrata St Lebanon. Trac Co., and it lias

also purchased the new transmission line
recently erected by John Ware, Lancaster,
which connects with the North Lancaster
County El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. and supplies
energy In Clay and Warwick Townships.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The board of

education has decided to install complete
electrical equipment in the Frankford High
School and the Southern High School. J.

Horace Cook is architect.

RIDGWAY, PA.— Extensive Improve-
ments involving an expenditure of about
$15,000, it is reported, are under consid-
eration by the Ridgway 101. Lt. Co.

SHAMOKIN, I'A.—Plans are being con-
sidered by the J. H. & C. K. Eagle I

the erection of several brick, steel and con-
crete silk mills, ranging in size from 25
ft. by 150 ft. to 60 ft> by 540 ft. The
buildings, it is understood, will be equipped
with electrically driven machinery.
SHIPPENSBURG, PA.—The Town

Council is considering the installation of a
new street-lighting system providing for
the use of nitrogen-filled lamps. The pres-
ent contract with the Shippensburg Gas &
El. Co. expires Jan. 1, 1916.

TOPTON, PA.—A petition has been filed

with the Borough Council asking for the
installation of a municipal electric-light
plant in Topton.
WEATHERLY, PA.—The directors of

the Middle Coal Field Poor District have
awarded the contract for the erection of an
electric transmission line from Laurytown
to Weatherly to Rodney D. Allen, Phila-
delphia, at $8,650.

ALLENHURST, N. J.—The Ocean County
El. Co., recently incorporated with a capital
stock of $525,000, is contemplating the con-
struction of a dam across Toms River at
Allenhurst. The power will be utilized to
generate electricity for industrial purposes.
F. Stanley Saurman, Churchville, Pa., is one
of the incorporators.

LAMBERTVILLE, N. J.—The Lambert-
ville HP, Lt. & Pwr. Co. has been reorgan-
ized under the name of the Lambertville
Pub. Ser. Co. Various improvements to
the plant, it is reported, are under consid-
eration by the new company.
MONTCLAIR, N. J.—Bids will be re-

ceived by Frank J. Taylor, secretary of the
Board of Education, Montclair, N. J., until
Nov. 23 for alterations to the old high school
building, now known as the Spaulding
School, consisting of general construction,
plumbing, heating and ventilating and
electrical work. Separate bids will be re-
ceived for the work. Drawings and speci-
fications may be obtained from Starrett &
Van Vleck, 8 West Fortieth Street, New
York, N. Y., upon deposit of $10.

PATERSON, N. J.—The contract for in-
stalling the lighting and power plant in
the high-school building has been awarded
to Bennett & Brown, Paterson.

SPRING LAKE, N. J.—The Monmouth
Hotel Co. is contemplating the erection of
a large addition to its hotel in Spring Lake.
Special attention will be given to the elec-
trical equipment. Watson & Huckle, Phila-
delphia, Pa., are the architects.

STRATFORD, N. J.—The town authori-
ties are considering a proposition submitted
by the Clementon El. Lt. Co., Laurel
Springs, for the installation of an electric-
lighting system in Stratford.

TRENTON, N J.—The Board "i '

'"">

missioners has acquired a site on wi
Hanover Street on which to erect a new

.,1 fire-alarm and police-signal sta-

tion.

TRENTON N. J —An appropriation has

been voted by the City Commission for ex-

tensions and improvements to the city nre-

alarin system and underground telegraph

syst'

TOWNSEND, DEL. A company has

been organized by local business men tor

installation of an elect nc-llght plant

at Harmon's null pond. Ceorge H. Wig-
gins, owner of the proposed site, is inter-

ested In th>- company.
BALTIMORE, -MP.—The contract for

the installation of the power plant ana

heating system for the tour buildings com-
poBlng the Johns Hopkins Medical School,

of the Homeward group has been awarded
to the Enterprise Steam ^ Hot Water Co.,

Baltimore, Mil. Charles P. Reeder is con-

sulting engineer.

BLACKSTONE, YA.-A franchise, it is

reported, has been granted to C. E. Wilson^

Crewe, for the installation of an electric-

light plant in Blackstone.

HOPEWELL, VA.—Arrangements are

being made by Stuart, James & Cooke
electrical and mechanical engineers, 50

Church Street, New York, N. Y ,
to install

a distributing system in Hopewell. En-
ergy will be purchased from the Peters-

burg & Appomattox Ry. Co. The service

will be 2200 volts, 60 cycles, three-phase.

Overhead-line material, transformers, me-
ters and lamps will be required. M T.

Cooke of Stuart, James & Cooke, will have
charge of the work. He will make his

headquarters with reference to this work
at 7 and 9 Main Street, Richmond, Va.

PETERSBURG, VA.—The Petersburg &
Appomattox Ry. Co., Petersburg, has en-

gaged Stuart, James & Cooke, uO Churcn
Street, New York, N. Y., to take charge of

the engineering work of its proposed elec-

tric railway between Petersburg and Du
Pont, a distance of 12 miles. Energy to

operate the railway will be supplied by the

Virginia Passenger & Pwr. Co. and will be

converted through two rotary substations

to 600 volts. The substations will have an
output of 300 kw. and 400 kw. respec-

tively M. T. Cooke of Stuart, James &
Cooke will have charge of the electrical

work. His address in connection with this

work will be care of the Vaughn Construc-
tion Co., Petersburg, Va.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the purchasing agent,

Post Office Department, Washington.
D. C, until Nov. 15, for furnishing ten

electric platform trucks.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the Commissioners of

the District of Columbia, Washington,
D. C, until Nov. 18 for furnishing two
two-passenger automobiles for use in the

fire department.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington,
D. C, until Nov. 23 for furnishing at the

various navy yards and naval stations sup-

plies as follows: Brooklyn, N. Y., Sched-
ule 8967—15 40-wire connection boxes;
Schedule 8954—50 seamless steel cylinders,

200 ft. miscellaneous steel tubing: Schedule
8962—200 bow lamps for motor boats, 125
shutter lanterns ; Schedule 8964—miscel-
laneous plow-steel wire rope. Charleston,
S C, Schedule 8956—miscellaneous brass
tubes. Mare Island, Cal., Schedule 8950

—

9420 lb., soft sheet copper; Schedule 8949
—miscellaneous lenses and 22,800 lb. cop-
per pipe. Applications for proposals should
designate the schedule desired by number.

Enlarging Municipal Plant

at Brookings, S. D.

The accompanying illustration shows
the municipal electric-light plant in Brook

-

ings, S. P., with its new extension. The
ii was built to provide space for

more boilers, which will be equipped with
mechanical stokers, and for a new high-

speed, non-condensing engine. A new chim-
ney 100 ft. high has been erected, as shown
in the illustration. The smaller chimney
will be torn down as soon as the new one
is In use. Exhaust steam from the en-

nines in this plant is used for heating the

business and school buildings in the city
<»:' P.rookings during the cold months.
Brookings has a population of only about
I but it has had considerable publicity

because of its successfully managed, mu-
nicipally owned water-works, telephone,
lighting, power and heating plants.
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u ISHINU 1. in, 1 trade
opportunitlei ire announced bj the liurouu
oi Foreign and Dome*tic Commerce In the
Commerce Report! tie follows No 19,001

Tin' bursau la Infori i bj an Ai
ooniular officer In Siberia thai a firm in

mi addresses
Oi A in. 1 1, a 11 111 1 mil a.l ill .is a lid e\

I

iii teaching and laboratory
loh as flasks, retorts,

, for chemical atudj

.

iparatua for general mechanic, hydro
.stain-, optic, magnetic and electric work

Rould be in Russian. No.
1 B,9S 1 \ 11 Ana 1 lea n consular oflli

• reporta that an engineer In that
country deelrea to represent American man-
ufacturers of electric vehicles, atorag*
1. riis ami auppllee for generating and util-

ising electrical power (not li^ht). No.
is. 'js 1 The bureau is Informed b] an
Am. -in-.m consular officer In Australl
a business man in his district delTSS l<> se-
cure the suii' agency for Amercan electrical
appliances, No. 18,984 Ths bureau la In-

formed bj an American oonsular officer in
India that a man in his distrlol wishes to
he supplied with catalogs, price llsti
ni' electrical goods with tin- Intention of be-
coming the sole representative of an Amer-
ican firm. No. 18,988- An American con-
sular ollicer iti the Netherlands reports that
a man in that country is interested in auto-
mobiles, electric apparatus, boat motors,
motorcycles and supplies, typewriters, and
new Inventions in the technical line. It is

stated that he desires to buy such goods for
his own account and act as sole buying
agent for Holland and colonies. No. 18,999—A commercial organization in the United
States Informs the bureau that a business
man in Spain is interested in Martin Sie-
mens soft steel plates for boilers, pipes and
tools for boiler manufacturers, bases for
boilers and hydraulic presses, and steam
and water-cast iron turbines. Correspond-
ence should be in Spanish. No. 19,099

—

The commercial attache of the Department
of Commerce in China writes that a firm
in that country desires to establish con-
nections with American manufacturers of
electrical wires, fixtures, batteries and
lamps of the cheaper class. No. 19,107

—

An American consular officer in the United
Kingdom reports that a firm in his dis-
trict is desirous of importing electric
torches, particularly vulcanized torches
complete with cup and lens, sizes l 1

/* in.

by 5 in., 1^ in. by 6% in. and 1% in. by
8% in. Descriptive literature should be
sent with quotations. No. 19,127—The bu-
reau is informed that a man in Spain de-
sires to represent American dealers in com-
mercial chemicals, electrical supplies and
mining machinery. No. 19,088—An Ameri-
can consular officer in Brazil writes that a
man in his district desires to sell on com-
mission for American firms hardware, elec-
tric lamps, dentists' supplies, etc. No.
19,141—A business firm in the United States
writes that a firm in Portugal desires to
represent American manufacturers of car-
tridges for hunting and to represent or buy
for its own account electrical material. No.
19,144—An American consular officer In
Argentina reports that a firm in his district
desires to secure the representation of
American manufacturers of narrow-gage
(Decauville) railway material, steel struc-
tural material, concrete-mixing machines,
steel cable> and wire rope, brass trimmings
and cabins for passenger elevators, der-
ricks, cranes, excavating machinery, etc.
Correspondence may be in Spanish or Eng-
lish. No. 19,147—An American consular
officer in Denmark writes that a man in his
district desires to represent American man-
ufacturers of electrical goods. Correspond-
ence may be in English. Further informa-
tion may be obtained upon application to
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce, Department of Commerce, "Washing-
ton, D. C, and its branch offices.

North Central
RIVER ROUGE, MICH.—The Village

Council is contemplating increasing the
output of the municipal electric-lighting
plant.

ROCHESTER, MICH.—The Western
Knitting Mills are planning to install a
plant to generate electricity used in the
mills. Work has already begun on the con-
struction of a large dam which will sup-
ply power to generate the energy needed.

BELLEFONTAINE, OHIO.—Bids will be'
received by the Board of Control, Bellefon-
taine, until Nov. 24 for furnishing and in-
stalling an ornamental lighting system in
the business section of the city in accord-
ance with plans and specifications on file

in the office of the director of public service.
Plans and specifications and bidding forms
may be obtained from the director of pub-
lic service, Bellefontaine, or from F. H.
Froehlich, engineer. Second National Bank
Building, Toledo, Ohio.

i \\ vi'i i.\. OHIO 1 1am ai • being con
aldi i. d h\ iin- <

I I board foi the in

n. .ii ..i tin- < lamewell Hi i alai m \ : tarn In

a iiiiini i Hi. ..i.i.i school buildings, with
a view ; buildings
ultimate!}

.

CINCINNATI, "inn The Sixth
I. lam. .1 the Sig-

nature • cenl of the properl v hold-
i hat thoroughfai -. i>. t ween Elm and

Sycamore St < • eti . a distant e of five b

petition for an ornamental lighting
ystem, winch is now practically assured
GREENSPRINQ OHIO The

aprlng El. Lt. A Pwr. Co. lias appll
ountj Commissioners im

to construe! and n electric trans-
mission line from < >i.i Fort to Oreensprlng

LIMA, in i Hi At an election held re-

cently the proposal to issue $60,000 in bonds
for a municipal electric plant to maintain
the ornamental treet-llghtlng system was
defeated.

NETWARE, OHIO.—Bonds to the amount
of $80, have been authorised for the
reconstruction of the municipal electric-

Ught plant. .

OTTAWA, OHIO.—The Northwestern
Ohio Lt. Co., \ an W.rt, has applied to the

Public Utilities Commission for per-
il to purchase the property of the

El. Lt Co. of Ottawa.
1 'AN' DORA, OHIO.—Application has

been made to the Public Utilities Com-
mission by the Pandora El. Co. to take
over the property of D. C. Shank & Co.,
Pandora. Both companies operate elec-
tric lighting and power plants in Pandora.
PERRYSVILLE, OHIO.—Bonds to the

amount of $6,000 have been voted for the
purchase of the local electric-light plant,
to be owned and operated by the munici-
pality.

WASHINGTON C. H., OHIO.—Notices
are being issued to property owners by the
city authorities for the purpose of assessing
them for the proposed ornamental ' street-
lighting system, on which work will soon
begin.

PERRYVILLE, KY.—The local electric-
light and ice plant, owned by W. J. De-
baun, has been purchased by Russell
Brothers of Washington County.
OLDENBURG, IND.—Bids are being re-

ceived for the construction of a power
house at the convent of the Sisters of St.

Francis, Oldenburg, to cost about $20,000.
J. J. Reuckert, Allen Building, Cincinnati,
Ohio, is architect.

BELLEVILLE, ILL.—The installation of
a municipal electric-lighting plant in Belle-
ville is under consideration by the City
Council.

CHICAGO, ILL.—The United States
Ball Bearing Co., 2147 North Kolmar Ave-
nue, Chicago, it is reported, is contemplat-
ing the construction of a power house, to
cost about $15,000.

GALESBURG. ILL.—Bonds to the
amount of $95,000 have been voted for im-
provements to the municipal electric-light
plant and water-works system.
NEW HOLLAND, ILL.—The New Hol-

land Lt. & Pwr. Co. has applied to the
State Public Utilities Commission for a
certificate of convenience and necessity to
erect a transmission line from Mason City
to New Holland.
ROCK FALLS, ILL.—An election will

be held Nov. 16 to submit to the voters
the proposal to issue $5,000 in bonds for
improvements to the municipal electric-
light plant.

LYONS, WIS.—The installation of an
electric-lighting system in Lyons is under
consideration. Energy, it is understood,
will be secured from the Island Woolen
Mills power plant.

MADISON, WIS.—The Wisconsin River
Pwr. Co., Madison, is reported to be con-
templating the erection of transmission
lines in Sauk, Dane and Columbia Coun-
ties.

BOVEY, MINN.—The local electric-
light plant, recently destroyed by fire, will
be rebuilt at once. For further informa-
tion address the town clerk.

BRAINERD, MINN.—The Pub. Ser. Co.
of St. Cloud, it is reported, has begun work
on the erection of a new power plant in
Brainerd. A. G. Whitney is president.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—The West Side
Commercial Club of Minneapolis is contem-
plating the installation of an ornamental
lighting system. Energy to maintain it will
be supplied by the Minneapolis General
Electric Co.

ORTONVILLE, MINN.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the Board of Educa-
tion, Ortonville, until Dec. 4 for construc-
tion complete of a high-school building.
Proposals will also be received at the same
time for plumbing, heating and ventilating
and electrical work. Plans and specifica-

tions in. i> be oi.t. iimd upon application to
i i Bi oomhull, archltei i. Alwoi th build

>uluth, for which a de] . 10 will
l" i • .pin . .1 I Mans and sp. clfl(

on in- in the Northwest Builders' Exhibit.
offlot oi tbi

education, Ortonville, and al the office oi the
teot

RA1 ICOND, minx 'ii,. village oi Kay
mind has VOted in l.oiidu.

to be ubi d foi ii.-- Ineta
of a distributing ystem, Including switch

Energy t"
ai.- ii..- system will i d from tin*

\ alley Lt & Pwr. ( !o , Mon-
• r has ii..'

'i ii i;. Day is village recoi del
R< mi;. MINN.—The municipal

electric-lighting plant was destroyed by
in. "ii '

'• i
. Ing a loss of about

$125,000.

KANAWHA, hiwa.—The City Council
ogaged J. Ii. Hill, consulting eni

Iowa City, to lake .hue,. ,,i the engineer-
ing work in connection with the proposed
municipal electric-lighting plant Contracts
lor construction of plant, it is understood,
have, been awarded.
KEOKUK, IOWA. --Preparations are

being made by the Keokuk Electro-Metala
Co., Keokuk, for the construction of a
large plant In Ford's Addition, to cost
about $90,000. The plant will be equipped
with electrical furnaces, motors, etc. En-
ergy will be obtained from the power plant
on the Mississippi River. G. R. Weissen-
burger, New York, N. Y., is interested In
the company.
LIME SPRINGS, IOWA.—The local

electric-light plant and mill, formerly
owned by William Freuchte, have been
purchased by D. W. Davis.
MARENGO, IOWA.—Application haa

been made to the State Board of Railroad
Commissioners by the Iowa El. Co., Ma-
rengo, for a franchise to erect and operate
an electric transmission line from Marengo
to Victor. The company is also planning to
extend its transmission line from Cedar
Rapids to Boone, taking in Baxter. The
company has also filed a petition with the
State Railroad Commission for a franchise
to erect a transmission line from Calamus
via Grand Mound to De Witt.
MUSCATINE, IOWA.—The Montezuma

branch of the Rock Island Railroad, it la
reported, will be equipped for electrical
operation. A company with a capital stock
of $350,000 has been organized under the
name of the Muscatine & Iowa City R. R
Co., to equip and operate the railway. The
railway is about 150 miles long.

TIPTON, IOWA.—Arrangements are be-
ing made by the City Council to take over
the local electric-light plant Jan. 1, 1916,
to be owned and operated by the munici-
pality.

CRANE, MO.—A local company, it is re-
ported, is being organized to install an
electric plant to supply electricity for street
and domestic lighting. Energy to maintain
the system will be purchased from the
Ozark Pwr. & Lt. Co., Ozark.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—The Kansas City

Radiator Co., recently incorporated, ia

building a plant on the Roanoke Road, to
be equipped with electrically driven ma-
chinery, using about 250 hp. on 20 motors.
The plans provide for Westinghouse equip-
ment for three-phase, 25-cycle service.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—The new plant of
the Campbell Baking Co., Thirtieth Street
and Frost Avenue, which will soon be put
in operation, will be equipped with motor-
driven machinery, using about 150 hp. in
motors. The company will operate about
40 electric trucks, maintaining a motor-
generator set for charging purposes.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—The new building

of the Ridenour-Baker Grocery Co., Kansas
City, now under construction, will be
equipped with electrically driven machinery
(probably with motors mounted on ma-
chines). The electrical equipment, it ia

understood, has not yet been purchased.
The company now has a charging station
for its electric trucks, which will continue
in service.
NEW MADRID, MO.—Bids will be re-

ceived by W. H. Copeland, city clerk, New
Madrid, until Nov. 29 for additions to the
municipal electric-light plant. H. H.
Humphrey, Chemical Building, St. Louis,
Mo., is consulting engineer.
EMERY, S. D.—The Bridgewater El.

Pwr. Co., Bridgewater, which was recently
granted a franchise to supply electrical
service in Emery, is now installing a dis-

tributing system here. Energy for oper-
ating the system will be supplied from the
Bridgewater plant.
MARION, S. D.—The installation of an

electric-lighting system in Marion is under
consideration by local business men.
DUBOIS, NEB.—The city of Dubois haa

awarded the contract for the erection of
an electric transmission line between Paw-
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nee City and Dubois to the Korseme}
Lincoln.

LINCOLN, NEB.—The city of Lincoln
would likt: to receive pri© italoga
for apparatus for the installation of a com-
plete oiling system and a coal dump in the
power house of the municipal electric light
and water-works plant. A new shop build-
ing is under construction at the present
time, and a complete up to-date machine
shop equipment, Including one or more large
directly connected motor-driven lathes, will
be required.

LAWRENCE, KAN.—The Lawrence Ry.
& Lt. Co. has submitted proposals to the
towns of Perry and Eudora to supply elec-

service in those places.

LITTLE RIVER, KAN.—Plans are
being prepared by W. B. Rollins & Co.,
Midland Building, Kansas City, Mo., for a
municipal electric plant in Little River, to
cost about $16,000.

OAKLAND, KAN.—A committee has
been appointed to enter into negotiations
with the Topeka Edison Co., Topeka, for
lighting the entire city. The plans for
street lighting provide for about 80 lamps.

Southern States

GASTONIA, N. C.—Contracts have been
awarded for the installation of an orna-
mental street-lighting system in the busi-
ness district, for which $6,000 has been ap-
propriated. The plans provide for 63
standards each mounted with one 600-cp
lamp.
STANTONSBURG, N. C—The contract

for the installation of the proposed mu-
nicial electric-light plant has been awarded
to Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Atlanta, Ga.
GAFPNEY, S. C.—The installation of an

ornamental lighting system in the business
district is under consideration.

HOMESTEAD, FLA.—Bonds to the
amount of $40,000 have been voted for the
installation of an electric-light plant and
other municipal improvements.
WINTER HAVEN, FLA.—The Winter

Haven Wtr., Ice & Lt. Co. has awarded
contract for the construction of a power
house and machine-shop annex to the
Steel Products Co., 232 East Broad Street,
Savannah, Ga.
FAIRHOPE, ALA.—The city of Fair-

hope is planning to install a municipal
electric-light plant, to develop from 50 hp.
to 75 hp., at a cost of about $10,000.

WESSON, MISS.—Bonds to the amount
of $18,000 have been authorized by the
City Council for the installation of a mu-
nicipal electric-light plant and water-works
system. Bids will be received until Dec. 7
for construction of the proposed plants.

NEWPORT, ARK.—The Arkansas Lt. &
Pwr. Co., Newport, is contemplating the
erection of an electric transmission line
from Newport to Tuckerman.
OPELOUSAS, LA.—The municipal elec-

tric-light and water plant was damaged by
fire recently, causing a loss of about $5,000.

EL CAMPO, TEX.—The installation of
an electric street-lighting system in El
Campo is under consideration.

PORT ARTHUR, TEX.—The Port Ar-
thur Gas & El. Co., recently organized, is

planning to install an electric light and
power plant in Port Arthur. J. S. Con-
nelly, S. B. Redmond and others are
interested in the company.
RIO GRANDE, TEX.—The Rio Grande

City Ice, Wtr. & Lt. Co., recently organ-
ized, is contemplating the construction of a
water and light plant and ice factory. R.
R. Margo is interested in the project.

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Arrangements
have been made by the property owners on
Commerce Street between Soledad Street
and Santa Rosa Avenue with the San An-
tonio Gas & El. Co. for the installation of
ornamental lamps on that section of the
thoroughfare. The system, including un-
derground wires, will be installed by the
San Antonio company.
TEMPLE, TEX.—The Water Commis-

sioners are reported to be considering the
installation of an electric-motor-driven
pump at the city pumping station, to cost
about $6000.

Pacific States

ELLENSBURG, WASH. — The City
Council is considering improvements to the
municipal electric power plant, involving
an expenditure of about $60,000.

PALOUSE. WASH.— Initial steps have
been taken by the City Council toward a

municipally owned electric plant. The

franchise granted the I'alouse Lt. & I'wr.

Co., now held by the Washington Wtr. I'wr.

Co., Spokane, expires this fall, and under
its provisions the city has the privilege of
taking over the property any time during
the next 12 months. The Council has au-
thorlzed City Attorney McCroskey and
members of the committee on public utili-

ties to make investigations and report to the
Council, With a view of Calling a special

election for the purpose of voting on an
issue of bonds for the purchase and im-
provement of the plant.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The Board of Public
Works has awarded the contract for a
year's supply of incandescent lamps for

the city lighting department to the Pacific

Lamp & Supply Co., Seattle. The contract
calls for the delivery of about $80,000 worth
of lamps.
SKATTLE, WASH.—Mayor H. C. Gill,

after vetoing the Council bill which pro-
vided for the appropriation of $25,000 to

be used for the purpose of sealing the
leaky impounding basin at Cedar Falls, has
recommended that steps be taken to con-
struct a power plant at Landsburg, 12

miles from Cedar Falls, where it is as-

serted that between 40,000 kw. and 60,000
kw. can be developed and could be made
available before the impounding basin at
Cedar Falls can be sealed and made ready.

TACOMA, WASH.—B. W. Collins, super-
intendent of the municipal electric-light

plant, has awarded the contract for elec-

tric lamps, amounting to about $10,000, to

the Home El. Co., Tacoma. The lamps
will be supplied by the General Electric Co.

PILOT ROCK, ORE.—Application has
been made to the Council by L. K. Harlan
for a franchise to install an electric-light-

ing plant in Pilot Rock. Mr. Harlan pro-

poses to remove an electric plant from Lex-
ington here.

FORT MASON, CAL.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the constructing
quartermaster. Fort Mason, Cal., until

Nov. 24 for construction, including plumb-
ing, heating and lighting, of addition to

nurses' dormitory, Letterman Hospital.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Great
Western Pwr. Co., San Francisco, has sold
$4,500,000 in convertible debenture bonds,
subject to the approval of the State Rail-
road Commission, of which the proceeds
of $1,000,000 will be used to retire out-
standing notes and the remainder for erect-

ing a second high-tension transmission line

and laying a third cable across San Fran-
cisco Bay, to provide for the growth in

general business of the company and par-
ticularly to handle several large contracts
recently concluded.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Pacific
Gas & El. Co., San Francisco, it is re-

ported, is making preparations to resume
construction work in eastern Placer Coun-
ty. The first work to be done will be the
installation of two power houses, with a
maximum output of 10,000 hp. each, which
will be known as No. 4 and No. 5. They
will be situated between Colfax and Au-
burn ; No. 4 is near Clipper Gap and No.
5 near Auburn. The construction of these
two additional power plants requires 10,000
ft. of tunneling, of which 4000 ft. has been
done. The company is also planning to
complete its high-tension transmission line

from Cordelia to San Rafael and thence
to a point on the opposite side of the
Golden Gate, from which cables will be
laid under the bay to connect with the
transmission lines now extending through-
out the Exposition.

EMMETT. TDAHO.—The Electric Invest-
ment Co., Boise, it is reported, is contem-
plating rebuilding its electric light and
power lines in Emmett, work to begin in

the near future.

KELLOGG. IDAHO.—Arrangements are
being made by the Washington Wtr. Pwr.
Co., Spokane, to extend its transmission
lines to the Constitution and Little Pitts-
burg mines, on Pine Creek, near Kellogg.
The company has already extended its serv-
ice to several mining properties in this
vicinity, and other mining companies con-
template using electricity to operate their
stamp mills.

VICTOR, IDAHO.—Bonds to the
amount of $4,000 have been authorized for

installation of an electric-lighting sys-
tem in Victor.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Plans have
been completed by the city engineer for
lighting district No. 1, to be established in

the business district of the city. Tl
provide for the erection of seven flaming-
arc lamps in each block on both sides of
the street, the lamps to he suspended from
ornamental arms attached to the sidewalk-
standards. The cost of installation and
maintenance for a period of three rears is

placed at $33.

V

CHOTEAP. MONT.—The City Council is

considering the installation of an orna-

mental street-lighting system. The plans

provide for the erection of 100-watt lamps
with reflectors In the residence district and
of ornamental lamp standards in the busi-

ness portion of the town.

HKI-CKSVILLE, MONT. — Plans are

being considered for the installation of an
electric street-lighting system and water-
works.
RYEGATE, MONT.—The installation of

an electric-lighting system In Kyegate is

reported to be under consideration.

GOLDEN. COL.—The Jefferson County
Pwr. & Lt. Co., tlolden, is contemplating
erecting a 10,000-volt transmission I

.Morrison, a distance of S miles, and in-

stalling a distributing system in that

town. Work on the proposed line will

probably start early in the spring of 1916

Canada
RESTON, MAN.—The Town Council has

awarded the Accumulator Ltg. Co., Winni-
peg, a contract for the installation of an
electric generating plant and distribution

system in Reston.

DOON, ONT.—The Preston Hydro Co.,

Preston, is contemplating the installation

of an electric-lighting system in Doon.

TORONTO, ONT.—The Toronto Electric
Commissioners would like to receive ten-

ders for overhead-line construction work.
Particulars may be obtained on applica-
tion to the purchasing or engineering de-
partment, 15 Wilton Avenue, Toronto. W
C. Busch is purchasing agent. For details

see proposal columns.

WELLAND, ONT.—At an election held

Nov. 3 the by-law authorizing the purchase
of energy from the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Power Commission and for an issue of

$14,000 in debentures to purchase machin-
ery and equipment for the municipal elec-

tric-light plant was carried.

WESTON, ONT.—Plans have been com-
pleted by the Weston Water, Power and
Light Commission for the extension of the
local hydroelectric system to Thistledown.
The scheme has received the approval of

the Etobicoke Township Council, and work
will start in the near future.

MONTREAL, QUE.—The stockholders of

the Laurentide Company have approved the
action taken by the directors to segregate
the new power development from the paper
department by organizing the Laurentide
Pwr. Co. The new company is capitalized

at $10,500,000, and all assets and acces-

sories of the hydraulic enterprise will be
transferred to the new company. The head
office of the Laurentide Pwr. Co. will be
in Montreal.

ST. JOHN'S, QUE.—Tenders will soon
be asked for the installation of a lighting

system on the Richelieu Bridge between
the municipalities of Iberville and St.

John's.

WARWICK, QUE.—The Town Council is

negotiating with the Athabasca Wtr. &
Pwr. Co., Victoriaville, for the installation

of electric-lighting and water systems in

Warwick.
DAWSON, Y. T.—The large steam gen-

erating plant of the Canadian Klondike
Mining Co., used for driving dredges, heat-
ing the company's shops and the general
works, was burned on Oct. 29. A battery
of three large water-cooled tubular boilers

and a 400-kw. turbine were destroyed. The
plant, it is reported, will be rebuilt at an
early date on an enlarged scale.

Miscellaneous

PEARL HARBOR, HAWAII.—Bids will

be received at the Bureau of Yards and
Docks, Navy Department, Washington,
D. C, until Nov. 27, for constructing one
reinforced-concrete power house, one rein-

forced-concrete operating building, and one
wooden double quarters for chief operators
at the naval station, Pearl Harbor. Plans
and specifications may be obtained on ap-
plication to the bureau or to the command-
ant of the naval station named.

CAVITE, I'. I.—Bids will be received at

the Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy De-
partment, Washington, D. C, until Jan. 4,

1916, for constructing five buildings, in-

cluding a power house and operating build-
ing of reinforced-concrete and steel con-
struction and three quarters of wood con-
struction, for commanding officer, married
operators and bachelor operators at the
naval station at Cavite, P. I. Plans and
specifications maj be obtained on applica-
tion to the bureau or to the commandant
of the naval station named.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
i \iii:i» STATES PATENTS ISSUED

NO>
(Prepared bj Mitchell a Ulyn, n Par*

ROW, Ni u Fork |

i
.

i • v : nuc Sw itch ; F 1 1 i n . Ne*
Fork, N n App tiled Maj 10, 1916
Ratchet operated map switch with Imll-
oator.

i mo Switch . P Bai i . Mew
i ork, N > \i>i' Hi.-. i I »c1 27, 1914
Spring throws switch Irrespectivi ol low
puii .hi puii chain.

L.168,428, Pull Swttok; P Barr, \\
I

haven, \ T. App Bled April i i. 1915,
Loos.- spindle and •peclal movable switch
member.

1,158(44] Ki.tii n i; Sisi-km; l> I-:. Caipen-
ter, Wilkinsburg, Pa, App, (lied Feb. 19,
i''i i Large capacity, with Indicator to
show condition.

i J 58, 15 i Electric ll i [or- 1 1 it* . Et \v.
Davenport, Detroit. Mich. App. Bled Oct
i". 1914. Has substantial support with
minimum loss of heat.

1,168,474 Svstkm OF CURRENT RECTIFICA-
TION; C, i.<- <;. Portescue, Pittsburgh,
Pa. App Bled June 21, L912. Polyphase .

prevents local circulating currents.

1,158,476 Self Serving Table lnd Heater;
W. .1 Pox. San Diego. Cal. App. Bled
Peb. 19, L916. Rotary table-top with
heaters.

1,158,486. Electrical] Hi itbd Boiler;
W. s. Hadaway, Jr., Bast Orange, N. J.,
and K. K. Uose, Swissvale, I'a. App. filed
Peb, 11. 1!>10. For use on electric trains
for heating.

i
.

l -"» s .
-i s 7 Resistance Element; W. S.
way, Jr., East Orange, N. J. App.

tiled June 25, 1910. For sadirons.
1,158,488. Electrical Apparatus; w. s.
Hadaway, Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y., and
E. E. Rose. Swissvale, Pa. App. filed
Feb. 11, 1910. Immersion heater.

1.158.491. Secondary-Battery Element;
E. Handler, Baltimore, Md. App. filed
May 2, 1913. Active material made uni-
formly active.

1.158.492. Circuit Interrupter: F W.
Harris, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed June
17, 1910. Oil-immersed type.

1,158,495. Induction Motor; R. E. Hell-
mund, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed June
28, 1911. Ventilating-core structure.

1.158.511. Polyphase Synchronous Motor:
B. G. Lamme, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed
Jan. 7, 1911. Self-starting feature

1.158.512. Two-Speed Induction-Motor
Winding : B. G. Lamme, Pittsburgh, Pa
App. filed Jan. 24, 1914. For operation
at more than one speed.

1,158,516. Electrode for Arc Lamps; G.
M. Little, Pittsburgh, and B. J. Gudge,
Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed Mav 22,
1911. Refractory material with metallic
end tip.

1,158,534. Switch Box ; T. E. Murrav,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 22,
1914. Spring-pressed switch member
slides in wall of the box.

1,158, 535* Cut-Out Switch; T. E. Murrav,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 22,
1914. Cartridge fuse carried bv pivoted
support.

1,158,539. Electric Immersion Heater;
H. A. Newcomb, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App.
filed April 6, 1915. Current interrupted
when withdrawn from liquid.

1,158,543. Electric Drill; R. A Norling,
Aurora, 111. App. filed Sept. 18, 1913.
Portable construction.

1,158,557. Electrically Heated Imple-
ment : E. E. Rose, Swissvale, Pa. App.
filed July 17, 1912. Sadiron with special
heating unit.

1,158,565. Induction Meter ; G. A. Scheef-
fer, Indianapolis, Ind. App. filed Aug. 10,
1911. Readily adjusted and repaired.

1,158,572. Electrical-Resistance Device:
A. Simon, Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed
May 14, 1910. Dissipates part of the heat
by radiation.

1,158,578. Dash and Trouble Lamp for
Automobiles

; J. C. Stearns, Worcester,
Mass. App. filed March is, 1914. Has
special means to prevent disconnection.

1,158,586. Electric-Heating Apparatus;
F. Thornton, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa. App.
filed June 5, 1913. Instantaneous liquid
heater.

1,158,598. Commutating Device for
Dynamo-Electric Machines

; M. Walker,
Hale, England. App. filed Nov. 30,
1910. Commutating pawl has greater
than ordinary number of turns.

1,158,620. Horn for Automobiles and
Motorcycles; S. A. Beyland, North
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w P Mulligan, SI Paul, Minn, App
Bled Jan. 19, 1914. For railway trains.

1.158.728, Electric, Steam and Hot
Water Radiator; J, i>. [toss, Portland,
Me. App. Bled March i 1, 1914. in-
Bertible In the conduit, connecting a series
of radiating sections,

1,158,724. Electric Radiator; J. i>. Roa
Portland, Me. App. Bled Sept. 30, 1914.
Special circulating arrangement.

1.158.729. Automatic Circuit Maker and
BREAKER; M. Scholl, Houston, Tex. App.
filed June 5, 1914. Operated by clock.

1,158,742. Fire-Alarm Box; N. H. Suren,
Needham, Mass. App. filed March 7,
1 !M 2. Non-interference type.

1,158,749. Electric Switch; A. A. Tirrill,

Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed March 28,
1912. Push-button, flush type with indi-
cator.

1,158,702. Ignition Apparatus for Ex-
plosion Engines : P. B. Williams, Mon-
roe, Mich. App. filed May 2, 1913. Auto-
matic spark advance and retard.

1,158,810. Inductance Coil for Telephone
Lines ; S. B. Kent, New York, N. Y.
App. filed Sept. 12, 1914. Loading coil
with discontinuance core.

1.155.820. Speed-Limiting Device; A. J.
Loudin, Norwood, Ohio. App. filed Nov.
20, 1912. Disconnects machines at danger
speed.

1.158.821. -Railway-Signal Recording De-
vice ; N. and W. E. Lombard, Arlington,
Mass. App. filed Feb. 8, 1904. Record
obtained of the train movements.

1,158,824. Mechanism for Raising and
Lowering Shutters or Curtains ; E. H.
McCloud, Columbus, Ohio. App. filed
March 4. 1908. Electrically operated roll-
ing shutter or curtain.

1,158,834. Vibratory - Electric - Bath
Blanket; H. D. Parker, Buffalo, N. Y.
App. filed Oct. 21, 1914. Uses alternating
current.

1,158,842. Protecting Device for Vapor-
Electric Apparatus : J. C. Pole, New
York, N. Y. App. filed Nov. 13, 1912.
Includes a pivoted permanent magnet.

1,158,894. Battery Well; C. A. Christof-
ferson and W. M. McClintock, St. Paul,
Minn. App. filed Dec. 8, 1913. Con-
structed to withstand lateral pressure.

1,158,896. Protected Electric Service
Cut-Out ; R. C. Cole, Hartford, Conn.
App. filed Oct. 26. 1914. Inclosed cut-out
switch.

1.158.898. Electrically Operated Device;
F. Conrad, Swissvale, Pa. App. filed
Sept. 20, 1906. Alternating-current rail-
way signal.

1.158.899. Electric Furnace Intended
Chiefly for the Manufacture of Ni-
trides. J. Coutagne, Lyons, France.
App. filed May 21, 1914. Has tubular
electrode block.

1.158.927. Automatic Telephone System ;

W. Kaisling, Chicago, 111. App. filed May
16, 1910. Two-wire metallic system.

1.158.928. Terminal for Mercury-Vapor
Apparatus ; F. G. Keyes, East Orange,
N. J. App. filed Jan. 8, 1914. For quartz
lamps.

1,158,930. Terminal Clip for Electrical
Conductors ; A. Klinger, New York, N.
Y. App. filed Nov. 14, 1912. May be
frictionally or positively engaged with the
terminal screw.

1,158,951. Impulse-Producing Mechanism ;

A. H. Adams and H. Pfannenstfehl, Ant-
werp, Belgium. App. filed Aug. 19, 1914.
Dial sender for automatic telephone.

1,158,954. Electrical Indicating and
Regulating Apparatus ; V. G. Apple
and G. B. Sayre, Dayton, Ohio. App. filed
Oct. 6, 1913. For automobile lighting sys-
tem.
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kins, A. M Green and I. \v. <;ii>i>mn,
aii m.-,.-. i lal App. Bled March 7, 1914
Mas increased exposed ui

1,169,086 Storaob-Battbrt (Jiud; W. S.
Hutchinson, .Montreal. Canada, App. filed
July 16, 1918. Active material forms a
continuous mass.

1,159,040. Electrical Distribution; n.
J.I.. ii, Chicago, 111. App. filed May 28,
1914. For maintaining fairly constant
load.

1,159,074. Safety Device for Elevators;
O. I. Nigh, Washington, D. C. App. filed

Nov. 4, 1913. Installed on opposite side
of car from starting mechanism.

1,159,093. Rheostat; T. Rhodus, Chicago,
111. App. filed March 24, 1915. Includes
an annular resistance element with wiper.

1,159,111. Incandescent Lamp; F. Skaupy,
Berlin, Germany. App. filed Nov. 3, 1910.
Halogen compound of thallium in hollow
filament support.

1,159,121. Dynamo - Electric Machine;
C. W. Starker, Pittsburgh, Pa. App.
filed June 28, 1911. Laminated-core
structure.

1,159,128. Electric Security Device; C.
Stille, Friedenau, near Berlin, Germany.
App. filed July 18, 1911. Includes a time
switch.

1,159,154. Apparatus for the Electrolyt-
ic Manufacture of Alloys of Light
Metals with Heavier Metals and thb
Continuous Treatment of Such Al-
loys for Obtaining Final Products ; E.
A. Ashcroft, London, England. App. filed

March 12, 1912. Two electrolytic cells
with a passage between.

1,159,174. Governing Mechanism for
Mixed-Pressure Turbines ; J. G. Cal-
lan, Boston, Mass. App. filed Sept. 28,
1912. Main and auxiliary regulating de-
vices.

1.159.188. Intercommunicating Telephons
System ; G. Deakin, Oakland, Cal. App.
filed Aug. 12, 1909. Busy trunk is

guarded.
1.159.189. Vibrating Rectifier; J. T.
Dempster, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed

June 3, 1912. Prevents reversal.

1,159,205. Protective Device; C. F. Frank,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed May 15,
1914. Carborundum body.

1,159,207. Attachment-Plug Receptacle;
G. A. Gauthier, Hartford, Conn. App.
filed May 22, 1915. Shutters, plug aper-
tures and flush plate.

1,159,209. Method of and Apparatus for
Producing Electrical Impulses or Os-
cillations ; R. H. Goddard, "Worcester,
Mass. App. filed Aug. 1, 1912. Wehnelt
cathode.

1,159,224. Dynamo-Electric Machine ; T.
Hoock, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed June
6, 1911. Special cooling features.

1,159,226. Transformer; S. E. Johannesen,
Pittsfield, Mass. App. filed June 21, 1913.
Flatiron strip, magnetic shunt.

1,159,228. Electrical Winding; E. Keidel,
Berlin, and F. Sieber, Charlottenburg.
Germany. App. filed Dec. 12, 1914. Zig-
zag type.

1,159,238. Brake; J. T. Leonard, Wichita,
Kan. App. filed Jan. 29, 1913. Elec-
trically operated friction brake.

1,159,294. Electric Safety Device: T. J.

Tobin, Albany, N. Y. App. filed July 3,

1913. Makes "over-fusing" impossible.

1,159,307. Electrical Discharge Device;
W. C. White, Schenectady, N. Y. App.
filed March 20, 1914. Vacuum oscillator.

1,159,312. Electric Automobile Signal;
F. A. Wright, Scranton, Pa. App. filed
April 3, 1915. Rear-end signal.

1,159,335. Seal for Vacuum Apparatus;
F. G. Keyes, Boston, Mass. App. filed
March 6, 1913. Includes a barrier of
yielding material.
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Getting a "News Sense" of the Industry

KNOWLEDGE of fundamentals and specialized train-

ing in one line are necessary and important for

the electrical engineering student. It is hardly fair,

either, to assume that the younger men about to enter

the industry should accomplish more than their elders.

Yet observation shows that the rank and file of men in

the engineering schools and colleges are lacking in what

the city editors of newspapers call "a nose for news."

Students seem to be interested in past developments in

their chosen profession, either as a matter of record or

as a check on book knowledge. This interest is to be

commended as far as it goes. But quite as important

are the far-reaching, week-to-week activities within the

industry which are history in the making. The develop-

ment of electrical heating for domestic and industrial

uses, for example, is news. It is news not only because

of mere freshness in interest, but also because it marks

the breaking down of the barriers to a relatively unfilled

field of design and applied electrical engineering. The

fact that the Pacific Coast is ordering ranges in carload

lots, the fact that basic patents are being sold and

bought for thousands, the fact that central stations are

reducing rates for domestic heating, all are news of

engineering and commercial significance. Progress in

electric heating is merely a sample of a dozen other

subjects. Alertness is a quality of mind that counts

much in individual accomplishment. The reading, and

the reflection that may follow the reading, of news of

the industry is a tonic for freshman or senior, whether

he is going to school at college or in business. Possibly

a reason for the students' lack of interest follows be-

cause mathematical and other engineering problems at

school are tangible—the statement of the problem and

the answer are in sight at the same time. Broad engi-

neering questions are less tangible and therefore in-

herently less interesting to the student. He would be

fascinated with them did he appreciate their signifi-

cance.

Higher Temperatures for Built-up Insulation

SHOULD the allowable temperature limit for built-up

mica insulation be raised to 150 deg. C, as sug-

gested at last week's meeting of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers? Evidently it may be advisable,

if consideration is given to how and where the apparatus

will be used and what voltage will be employed. One of

the benefits from raising the temperature limit for

mica is realized, for instance, in turbine-driven gen-

erators operating single-phase. Under these conditions

radiation can be safely sacrificed to permit decreasing

the diameter of rotors and thereby allow higher speeds

and consequently higher steam economies. On the other

hand, if machine ratings are based on the higher tem-

perature limit, there will not be the margin of safety

which is so important in emergencies and is now ob-

tained within present temperature limits. Further

information should, however, be secured to show the

effect an increase in temperature will have on the

reliability of operation. Can wire-wound coils be satis-

factorily insulated with built-up mica, and will such

insulation safely withstand high voltages at high tem-

peratures? Will vibration, such as is set up by magnetic

pulsations in single-phase units, destroy mica, and are

there other substances which will withstand high tem-

peratures and have more desirable qualities? Are the

binders which are suitable for making built-up insula-

tions capable of withstanding high temperatures, and
will the coils become loose in the slots when the insula-

tion is dried out and the wrapping disintegrated?

Lastly, if existing mica-insulated machines be operated

at higher temperatures, will the intermittent expansion

of the conductors due to extreme changes in temperature

be large enough to grind out the insulation, set up
stresses, or cause displacements? Since all of these

points will probably be considered by the A. I. E. E.

standards committee, every engineer who has had ex-

perience with insulations should take this opportunity

to point out service restrictions and requirements.

Increasing Load-Factors

ONE of the reasons for the stability and prosperity

of the central-station industry fox many years has

been the gradual increase in annual load-factors which
has been taking place since the earliest days of the busi-

ness. This has had an important influence in reducing

the cost of production. It has, of course, been due to a

more diversified use of electricity and the supplying of

lighting and railway service from the same station. In

the old days when peak-load lighting was the principal

source of income load-factors from 15 to 25 per cent

were common. Now load-factors in excess of 35 per

cent are frequently found, while a very common range
is between 25 and 35 per cent. Though this is due
primarily to new uses for electricity and to a diversity

in the time of demand made by different consumers,

there is also to be noted a gradual increase in the load-

factors of some classes of individual consumers. A
prominent central-station man in private conversation

recently noted that there seems to be an increase in load-

factors from year to year all along the line. For exam-
ple, large hotels have increased their annual load-factor

from 50 per cent to 60 per cent. This is partly due to
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more diversified nee of electricity within the buildinj

for refrigeration and for miscellaneous appliances winch

Increase the comfort Fa< b i tudying

methods of operation which will give better load factor

for their motor load, and consequently better rates. One
notable Instance was the shifting backward of the work
ing daj bo that the factory would (lose in the afternoon

before the evening peak. This upward tendency is

gratifying from the central-station companies' stand

point as well as from the standpoint of general econom
ics and the ultimate welfare of the country as a whole in

making the besl use of Invested capital. Low load fac

tors mean idle- equipment and therefore economic waste.

High load-factors consequently are practical examples

of the conservation of resources.

A National Electrical Council

ARECENT editorial called attention to the need of

nationalizing the work of the associations and
societies for the advancement of the science and indus-

try. President Harding of the Electric Power Club in

his presidential address likened the present associations

to the different states in a national union, each state

working broadly along national lines but each concerned

also with its own internal and local affairs. He empha-
sized, as have the past and present presidents of the

National Electric Light Association and the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, the possibility of an
electrical executive council, made up of representatives

of the "states" together co-ordinating those activities

of each group organization which have a common object.

There is need for such a national body. We should like

to see steps taken to put such a plan into action.

Tendencies in the Design of Diffusing Glassware

IN the evolution of lighting appliances the develop-

ment of diffusing glassware of various kinds has

been a very important factor, and a great deal of in-

genuity has been spent in producing a uniform and

effective article. In spite of this there are very great

differences between the types of diffusing glass which

are in current use. They vary in absorption factor from

15 to 35 or 40 per cent, and in the effect produced from

a moderate general diffusion to diffusion so complete

that the visible illuminated area is extraordinarily uni-

form in intensity. A plea may well be made for a more
thorough study of the commercial types available in

order that the illuminating engineer shall have reason-

ably accurate data upon which to work. The introduc-

tion of the gas-filled lamps makes diffusive protection

of greater importance than ever, and it must be obtained

without too much loss and without selective absorption.

Transparent glass merely depolished and acting in virtue

of surface diffraction is for certain purposes excellent,

as it involves only moderate loss of light and confers

a certain large and pleasing effect of central brilliancy

which for some purposes is desirable. It is, besides,

free from selective absorption. As to the earlier forms

ol opal or mils gkui suitable for diffusing purposes, the

common failing I high absorption, frequently coupled

with enough transparency to make the lamp filament

plainly visible, and often accompanied by stn

lectivity. in fact, the earlier glasses might be divided

Into two classes, one of winch gave elective ab orption

in the mi and yellow and the other in the blue. Some

of the early experiments on flaming arcs gave most

extraordinary re till owing to the use of a glass belong

ing to the former of the types just referred to, which

absorbs strongly the very rays thai are the most brilliant

in tlie yellow flame.

Of late there have been developed a number of beauti-

ful types of diffusing glass which conceal the filament

and have very small selectivity, while still giving dif-

fusion entirely adequate for most purposes. Selective

absorption is not always objectionable, as witness the

toning of incandescent lamps toward daylight effect by

its use and the modification of the white intensity of

some of the modern light sources toward a pleasanter

tint. The absorptive coefficients of various glasses have

been from time to time measured, but we know of noth-

ing like an exhaustive study of the varieties of diffusing

glass which are now available, and work of this kind

ought to be undertaken on a comprehensive scale at a

very early date. Perhaps the most effective procedure

would be to use the gas-filled lamp with a straight ver-

tical filament in the integrating sphere or other inte-

grating form of photometer. Measurements made in

any other way are quite certain to lead to errors owing

to variations of distribution, and even the sphere, being

a closed, reflecting space, gives results not quite com-

parable with those obtained in the open. We fancy that

the results of a study of the dozen or more commercial

varieties of glass would lead to some rather surprising

results, particularly if, as should be the case, due

account were taken of the selective absorption. The

data are badly needed and ought to be accumulated.

Controlling Infra-Red Emission

ONE of the most interesting fictions which careful

study in thermodynamics has produced is the fic-

tion of a "black body." It is well known that a highly

polished surface enables a metallic vessel, such as a silver

teapot, to conserve its heat or to cool off less rapidly. If,

however, the surface is allowed to tarnish, and partic-

ularly if it be given a suitable dull-black finish, the rate

of heat radiation from the vessel will be considerably

accelerated. A black body, in the thermodynamic sense,

is one which can reflect no radiation of any wave-length.

It absorbs all incident radiation. On the other hand,

however, a black body can, for a closely associated rea-

son, radiate heat energy of any or all wave-lengths with

the maximum celerity, or on what may be called the

"easy-come easy-go" principle. When a black body is

raised to an incandescent temperature, it shines with a

continuous spectrum, but it has the lowest possible lumi-

nous efficiency, as it dissipates dark heat with perfect

radiant effectiveness all through the infra-red spectrum..
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Physicists say that no known substance behaves like a

perfect black body all through the radiant-energy spec-

trum. The quantitative power relations in the spectrum

of a black body have already been deduced, and some sub-

stances conform very nearly to these relations, except

perhaps in a particular region or band, where the radia-

tion falls short. A plain untreated carbon filament, in

an incandescent lamp, is said to give a fair approxima-

tion to a black body. Of course, what is desirable for

an incandescent lamp, as has long been known, is the

reverse of a black body—i.e., a white body, so to speak

—

which should fall far short of full black-body radiation

in the dark or infra-red spectrum when raised to a glow-

ing temperature. It has been pointed out repeatedly in

textbooks on the subject that such a body, if able to

withstand a high temperature, would be ideal for in-

candescent lighting, although it is doubtful whether the

whitest of white bodies can finally compete with a good

incandescent-vapor lamp, since a vapor can radiate

wholly in one particular band of the spectrum, and pos-

sibly with that band in the middle of the light-giving

spectrum, whereas a white solid body can only be ex-

pected to save some of the waste pouring out in dark

radiation.

Taking a Census of Consumers

WAR focused attention on business essentials. It

has served as a forced stimulant to better

methods in many a business which before had been

jogging along comfortably but rather wastefully and

overlooking opportunities near at hand that seemed

relatively unimportant. The period of retrenchment,

of sharp cutting off of money outgo in all forms, is

past. We are in a period of intelligent reconstruction

after a rather long period of taking inventory of every

factor. Scarcely a business has come through this

period of stress without a greater respect for its market

possibilities. Energy which could not go into produc-

ing during the war period has been turned to analysis

and research. In one central station men who other-

wise would have been thrown out of employment were

retained in a statistical investigation of prospective

customers. A house-to-house canvass of the community

was made, with the result that now, with the return of

more prosperous conditions, the market possibilities of

that community are understood as never before. A
census of customers is a very useful sales asset. Every

day-and-night residence connected is a possible source

of revenue, not only from lighting but from the sale and

use of washing machines, vacuum cleaners, toasters,

percolators, and, with a low rate, the electric range.

How many stations are there with an actual knowledge

of just how large this market is? As a question of

determining the future size and location of feeders and

mains, present and future demands are quite as import-

ant from an engineering as from a commercial stand-

point. Engineering analyses of customers have been

made the basis for the work of both plant and operat-

ing departments in telephone work. The average light-

ing company can borrow a leaf from the telephone com-

pany's book of experience.

The Right to Choose Customers Upheld

DIRECTORS of electrical business will be interested

in the recent decision of the United States Court

of Appeals in the case of the Great Atlantic & Pacific

Tea Company versus the Cream of Wheat Company.

The Cream of Wheat Company refused to sell its prod-

uct to the tea company because the latter concern sold

cream of wheat below the advertised price. The tea

company complained that the refusal to supply it with

cream of wheat was an illegal discrimination under the

Clayton law. Judge Hough of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Southern District of New York ren-

dered an opinion last July establishing the right of the

maker to be free to choose his customers.

Judge Hough has now not only been upheld, but the

Court of Appeals seems to have been infected with some
of the spirit that characterized the decision below.

Judge Lacombe, for example, remarks in his opinion

:

"We had supposed that it was elementary law that a

trader could buy from whom he pleased and that his

selection of seller and buyer was wholly his own con-

cern. It is part of a man's civil rights that he is at

liberty to refuse business relations with any person

whomsoever, whether the refusal rests upon reason or

whether it is the result of whim, caprice, prejudice or

malice."

That seems plain enough, and after reading it the

layman may wonder what has been bothering the manu-
facturer with respect to his liberty to sell or to refuse

to sell his products as he might see fit. Whim, caprice,

prejudice and malice, collectively, seem to be fairly in-

clusive of the motives—now legally approved—that

might induce a producer to refuse to sell to a given

customer. But it must not be forgotten that the court

has not said that a refusal to sell is justified if the

purpose or result of such refusal is to create unreason-

able monopoly and restraint of trade. The two decisions

are so worded that this important fact may be over-

looked. We may act on caprice or malice, but restraint

of trade is still forbidden.

It is an unavoidable consequence of the rulings in

the cream of wheat case that the burden of proof to

show an improper motive in the choosing of customers

will hereafter lie heavily upon the plaintiff or prosecu-

tion. Under a reasonable application of Judge Hough's

and Judge Lacombe's decision, it would seem that every

assumption is in favor of the defendant, and that it will

be the part of complainants to prove that objectionable

actions are not due to caprice but are plainly dictated

by a desire to restrain trade. For some years we have

had—with the notable exception of the announcement
of the rule-of-reason doctrine—a long line of decisions

the effect of which was to sharpen the teeth of our

anti-trust laws and almost to create panic among those

who wanted to obey the law whatever it was and at the

same time conduct their business successfully. The
cream of wheat decision represents a decided reaction

from strict construction of anti-monopoly laws, at least

so far as the important matter of choosing customers is

concerned.
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l\;iiiv.|v. Tornado Wrecks Plant of the Groat Bttld Blectric Light Company—Service Resumed with
Temporary Equipment Assembled from Machinery of Demolished Station
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A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

Ohio Commercial Men Discuss Sale of Motor

Service at Middletown Meeting

In opening the meeting of the commercial men of the

Ohio Electric Light Association at Middletown, Ohio,

Nov. 17, L. C. Anderson, treasurer and manager of the

Middletown Gas & Electric Company, declared that the

whole country is now on the eve of an era of prosperity,

upon which the continuance or ending of the European
war will have but little effect. He urged the delegates

as salesmen to take advantage of this favorable busi-

ness situation for the benefit of their companies.

The three papers on the program—"Electrical Adver-

tising," by W. A. Wadsworth of Cincinnati; "Power
Sales Problems," by H. J. Kunz of Toledo, and "Increas-

ing Small Motor Load on Central-Station Circuits," by
F. S. Dellenbaugh of East Pittsburgh, Pa.—were dis-

posed of before early afternoon to give the delegates an

opportunity to visit the plant of the American Rolling

Mill Company. J. E. North of Springfield, chairman of

the new-business co-operations committee of the Ohio

Electric Light Association, presided at the meeting.

Commercial managers, salesmen and other central-

station men in attendance at the meeting evinced much
interest in the plans for Electrical Prosperity Week,
and reported at length upon the arrangements made in

their own cities for carrying out local celebrations.

New Industrial Electric Heating Association to

Meet at Detroit Next Week
The Industrial Electric Heating Association, which

was formed early last spring, will hold its first conven-

tion at Detroit, Mich., on Nov. 26 and 27. The tentative

program includes papers by C. F. Hirshfield of Detroit,

Frank Thornton of Pittsburgh, J. A. Seede of Schen-

ectady, and H. J. Kunz of Toledo. Arrangements are

being made for exhibiting newly developed industrial

elecLric-heating equipment at the convention.

Manufacturers Discuss Economic Conditions Due
to the European War

Addressed by the presidents of five organizations of

manufacturers, representing 1500 members and an in-

vestment of $14,000,000,000, the opening meeting on

Nov. 17 of the two-day session of the National Founders'

Association at the Hotel Astor in New York City

marked a start toward the co-operation of American in-

dustries to face the serious economic situation which, it

is expected, will result in the world's markets, and par-

ticularly in the United States, on the signing of peace

articles in Europe.
Because it is expected that on the conclusion of hos-

tilities in Europe American business will have to cope

with the sudden displacement caused by the cessation of

war orders, thereby reducing profits in many lines at

a time when a corresponding reduction of wages will be

difficult, and because there will also be a scarcity of

skilled labor due to the losses of life in the war, which
it is feared may greatly increase the price of labor, it

has become desirable from the manufacturers' point of

view to start now in the hope of extending the use of

machinery in many operations.

In the great association which was talked of each of

the existing employers' organizations will have its own
field of activity, but all will be co-ordinated under the

central body.

The meeting was addressed by the following presidents

of manufacturers' associations: William H. Barr of the

foundry men, H. H. Rice of the National Metal Trades

Association, Col. George Pope of the National Associa-

tion of Manufacturers, John P. Wood of the National

Association of Woolen Manufacturers, and Albert G.

Duncan of the National Association of Cotton Manufac-
turers.

At the evening banquet Charles Nagel, former Sec-

retary of Commerce and Labor, spoke favoring a con-

structive national industrial program, based on sound

principles of economics and economy.
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Report of Conference on Valuations Held at Philadelphia, Nov. 10, 11 and 12, by Public Service Com-

missioners—Wide Variety of Opinion on Different Methods of Determining Public Utility Valuations

On What Basis Shall Public Utilities Be Valued?

REPRODUCTION theory, original cost, franchise

values, valuing land, depreciation, going value and

valuation of the future of public utilities were
discussed in a conference on valuation held in Philadel-

phia, Nov. 10, 11 and 12, under the auspices of the

Utilities Bureau. The seven sessions were well attended

by valuation engineers, public service commissioners,

accountants, and representatives of municipally owned
utilities, those representing privately owned utilities be-

ing conspicuous by their absence.

Judging from the discussion contributed by various

public service commissioners, there is almost as wide a

divergence of views between the public service commis-
sions of the various States as to what shall and what
shall not constitute the elements of a valuation of public

utilities as there is between the utilities and the com-
missions. Most of the commissioners were in accord

with the proposition that the reproduction theory of

valuation should at best be considered as only one factor

in establishing fair value. In many cases there was a

disposition to regard actual original cost as the most
equitable basis for valuing existing utilities. In deter-

mining the value of utilities to be laid down in the

future, the trend of opinion was that this valuation shall

be determined on the actual amount of money honestly

invested in the property.

Although depreciation and going value were discussed

at some length, the various interpretations of opinions

cited by the different speakers served only to becloud

the issue. With reference to the subject of going value,

the leading speakers believed that, while an allowance

should be made for the actual cost of establishing and

developing the business in its early years, nothing should

be included in the valuation total for the so-called "good-

will" factor resulting from the enhancement in the value

of the company's physical property arising from its

operation as a going and profitable concern.

The custom inaugurated at the initial conference last

year of obtaining the sense of the meeting before ad-

journment was not followed this year. Last year the

conference, while recommending no general conclusion

upon the abstract question of municipal ownership, de-

clared that the franchise-making power should in all

cases be local, that municipally owned utilities should be

subject to local control only, that in large cities local

regulation is plainly to be preferred, and that in all cases

the principles of home rule should be preserved by at

least leaving it to the people of a city to determine

whether they desire to act for themselves or to call in

a State board, if one exists, either to regulate or to aid

the local authorities in regulating privately owned local

utilities.

IN his opening remarks Morris L. Cooke, director of

public works, Philadelphia, and acting director of

the Utilities Bureau, said that most discussions be-

tween cities and municipally owned utilities on the one

hand and privately owned utilities on the other are of

interest to a middle group, comprising not the actual

investors in the private companies or their actual opera-

tors, but those who market their securities. He believed

that disputed questions could be settled harmoniously

between investors and public interests were it not for

this middle group.

John M. Eshleman, Former President of California

Railroad Commission, Opposes in General the Re-

production Theory of Valuation.

The first address on the reproduction theory of valua-

tion was delivered by John M. Eshleman, Lieutenant-

Governor of California and former president of the

California Railroad Commission. Mr. Eshleman coined

the term "threat price," and said that in competitive

industries the tendency to exact a threat price is regu-

lated within reasonable bounds by actual or potential

competition. All monopolies possess the power of im-

posing a threat price and of producing a threat value to

the patron, so that it becomes necessary to guard against

it.

While opposed to the general reproduction theory, Mr.

Eshleman stated that the historical method of reproduc-

tion is extremely valuable in supplying secondary

evidence of original cost when the primary evidence is

lost.

The proper amount upon which the utility should be

permitted to earn in each case is an amount to be de-

termined only by the governmental authority after con-

sideration of all the facts, historical and otherwise, all

the engineering and accounting data, and everything to

be learned about the utility that is under investigation.

When government is dealing with monopoly it must

of necessity deprive such monopoly of the power of

taking all that it can get from its patrons. In this

case the government must determine as a substitute

what the monopoly ought to receive, and in this the

safest and most just guide is what the agency has sacri-

ficed and what service it has performed for the public

and the community.
For the past there should be allowed such a valuation

basis for earnings as equitable considerations warrant.

For the future, according to Mr. Eshleman, an induce-

ment which the investor is willing to accept must be held

out as long as there is private ownership of utilities.

The cost of doing business plus a return upon the

capital necessarily invested in the business, which re-

turn shall be as great as that offered in other businesses

of similar hazard, is all that ought to be granted, de-

clared the speaker.

Reproduction Value May Form the Basis of Deter-

mining a Fair Present Value, in the Opinion of H.

Findlay French.

H. Findlay French, attorney-at-law, Baltimore, Md.,

gave an address on the relation of reproduction value

and fair value. Mr. French said that under the repro-

duction method as applied the calculations are based

upon the costs of labor and materials as they exist to-

day, whereas those costs have been steadily rising for

years, so that the values obtained by this method are

almost certain to be higher than the actual costs in-

curred by the public utility. To be absolutely just it

would be necessary to change the value of the property

of the public utility companies each time that there was
a fluctuation in the prices of labor and materials, and
such a change would lead to unstable and undesirable
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conditions, in .\h French's opinion, however, the ropro
duction method has a true value In that It [a of service
m ascertaining the present value. To obtain the fair

value of the property of a public utility company it Ii

necessary to take ever] relevant fart Into consideration,
and reproduction value is only one and liy no means the
most. Important Of the many relevant facts.

The discussion was opened liy Prof. Morris Knowles,
director of the course in valuation of public utilities,

Universitj of Pittsburgh. He felt thai estimates of
the cost of reproduction are useful only when carefully
and honestly made. Instances of intended Inflation Of
this figure, however, are rare, and he objected Btrongly
to the suggestion that reproduction cost and the current

methods of estimating it were invented by engineers
for the purpose of maintaining high rates of utility

companies. From the point of view of existing law, the
Speaker believed that a perusal of court decisions can
lead t<> no Other conclusion than that the cost of repro-
duction is the most important item of evidence in deter-
mining present value, and that upon it, with occasional
modification, most of the decisions have actually been
made. There is a sense of compensation, of reciprocity,

in the word "return," and in equity when one speaks of

a fair return he means not a reasonable income upon
some kind of valuation, but a giving back to the investor
of a complete and fair equivalent for what he has devoted
to the public service.

A. B. Du Pont, consulting engineer, Cleveland, Ohio,
was of the opinion that value varies directly in propor-
tion to expected profits and inversely in proportion to
risk. He introduced several illustrations to show the
difficulties of comparing two similar utilities on the
basis of reproduction cost and summed up by saying
that value is not dependent upon reproduction cost but
upon the price of capital, the difference between ex-

pected earnings and expected expenses and the future
activities of the utility within the limits expected to be
imposed by government.
James E. Allison, consulting engineer, St. Louis, Mo.,

expressed the thought that it is not the business of
commissions and other valuation bodies to find an ex-
isting value. Their duty is to create a value that will

be a just amount, based upon the exact sacrifice of the
enterprise—in other words, the value that would have
induced the creation of the utility. Then upon this value
a satisfactory rate of return must be allowed.

Mr. Eshleman pointed out that "value" should be left

out of the discussion, for what is being sought is simply
an equitable amount that can be used as a basis upon
which *to allow earnings or to set a purchase price for
the property.

George W. Anderson, Boston Attorney, Believes
that Rates Should Be Calculated on Basis of Capital
Furnished by the Public Utility.

The session on Thursday morning was called to order
with C. W. Kutz, chairman District of Columbia Public
Utilities Commission, in the chair. Before introducing
George W. Anderson, attorney-at-law, Boston, Mass., as

the first speaker, Mr. Kutz described the beginnings of

valuation work accomplished by his commission since

a suitable appropriation was obtained a year and a
half ago.

Mr. Anderson said that the reproduction-cost theory
is a menace to public safety, for it is not capable of
sound and honest administration. The courts adopted
the fair-value concept simply because the legislatures

did not act, although the function of the courts is only
to interfere to prevent confiscation. Mr. Anderson
enumerated the only two things which to his mind are
furnished by the private investor—i.e., money and man-
agement—and held that the actual investment is in gen-

eral ail upon which the Investor has a right t<> secure a

return. For future cases the actual investment should

be the criterion of valuation, while for existing prop-

erties the right to include land grants, etc., depends
entirely upon specific factors in the company's history

or an\ contract provision in its charter whereby the

basing of a return soleh upon the actual invest incut is

prevented. He advocated that national and state laws
he passed requiring that rati- !/<• calculated on the

basis of Hie actual capital furnished by the utility.

Edward w. Bemii of Chicago Defines Original Cost

in the Case of Physical AssetH as the Actual Cost
of Properly Now in I

Prof. Fdward W. Pemis of the Hoard of Supervising
Engineers, Chicago, 111., spoke on original cost as the

chief basis for fair value. He defined original cost in

the case of physical assets as the actual cost of the

property now in use. In reproduction cost an attempt
is made to determine the present-day costs of replacing

the existing property if it were suddenly removed or

destroyed. In both cases depreciation, or the estimated
decline in units of service, should be considered. Esti-

mates also are necessary in both lines of investiga-

tion, but with the important difference that reproduc-

tion cost is all an estimate, based on current prices of

labor and materials, while the original cost is only

partly based on estimates, being obtained in large de-

gree, and in some cases almost in its entirety, from the

records of the company. The speaker said that the

tendency to rely only upon reproduction cost has of

late received many a deserved blow. Actual cost appeals

to one's sense of justice and fair dealing and leads

to security of investment more than does the reproduc-

tion cost.

The discussion was opened by Robert H. Whitten,

secretary of the Board of Estimate and Apportionment
committee on the city plan, New York City. Mr. Whit-
ten believed that under regulation the reasonable rate

is that fixed by the normal cost of production, which is

itself determined by the normal cost of labor and mate-
rials, the proper amount of depreciation, and a fair re-

turn on the capital cost. As a general proposition the

public is entitled to a cost that is based on the reproduc-

tion of the service rather than of the identical plant.

Yet the reproduction theory in practice has deteriorated

to involve the reproduction of an identical plant. Mr.
Whitten stated that any basis fair to all parties must
sooner or later get back to actual capital cost. Utility

service is continuous, and present cost is as much a re-

sult of past life as of present conditions. Normal actual

cost has one advantage from the public point of view in

that it does not involve fluctuations in cost, and no util-

ity should be expected to assume the risks of specula-

tion in land, materials and the like.

Edward P. Burch, consulting engineer, Detroit, Mich.,

was of the opinion that original cost can seldom be

known and must be determined from secondary evidence

secured by the reproduction method. Yet so far as the

cost can be based upon the actual sacrifice of the in-

vestor, one important factor not complicated with hazy

intangibles is obtained for a rate basis.

F. W. Stevens, general valuation counsel New York
Central Lines, said that he never had been and is not

now in favor of the unqualified statement that rates

should be based on original cost. He did not believe

that such a method is workable or just in a large num-
ber of cases, although in some cases it is absolutely

right.

Frederic P. Stearns, consulting engineer, Boston,

Mass., heartily agreed with the idea that actual cost

should be the basis for the future, and he supported the

plea for legislation to permit the use of this basis.
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Physical Valuation on the Basis of Priced Inven-

tories Discussed by Charles L. Pillsbury, District of

Columbia Public Utilities Commission.

The subject of the making and maintenance of priced

inventories was taken up by Charles L. Pillsbury, chief

engineer of the valuation bureau, District of Columbia
Public Utilities Commission.

Mr. Pillsbury said that the inventory of physical items

should be a matter of fact, not of controversy, and dis-

putes should be settled in the field and not in court.

Inventories can be maintained to advantage by the oper-

ating companies. The public will pay the cost in any
case, as the inventory maintenance will become an oper-

ating cost. A permanent valuation staff should be

organized within the company, and the maintenance of

the inventory will become a much more simple task

than is generally assumed. A large proportion of the

requisite data can be obtained almost automatically and
with moderate extra labor. Inventory maintenance in

this manner would result in highly desirable standard-

ization of purchasing and construction methods and
cost-keeping.

Mr. Pillsbury's paper was discussed by James W.
Phillips of the grade-crossing division of the Bureau
of Survey, Philadelphia, Pa.; F. W. Ballard, commis-
sioner and chief engineer of the division of light and
heat, Cleveland, Ohio, and R. J. Meigs, valuation engi-

neer of the Western Union Telegraph Company, New
York. Mr. Meigs was of the opinion that the future

use of the inventory data should be taken into consider-

ation in making the inventory. He emphasized the im-

portance of co-operation between commissions and util-

ities in making inventory investigations and said that

the lack of a uniform method, a uniform understanding
and general broad-mindedness were adverse influences

in inventory work that should be overcome.

John G. Morse of Factory Mutual Insurance Com-
panies Explains Methods of Securing Accurate
Values on Basis of Approximate Appraisals.

The presiding officer at the Thursday afternoon ses-

sion was L. S. Rowe, president American Academy of

Political and Social Science. Before the main topic of

the session, franchise values, was taken up, a paper
by John G. Morse, appraiser of the Associated Factory
Mutual Fire Insurance Companies, Boston, Mass., on
the subject of valuation by approximation was read and
discussed.

Mr. Morse described the methods of his organization

whereby an accurate appraisal of manufacturing prop-

erty for insurance purposes is made in a few days of

actual field work and a few more of office work. He
asserted that it is useless to waste time on minor detail

in appraisal work when a large proportion of such

work must of necessity be based on estimate. Mr.
Morse said that it would take very little effort to demon-
strate to any court how largely estimate enters into

any appraisal and that an appraisal made on broad com-
mon-sense lines can be just as accurate as one made in

great detail.

The advantages of valuation by approximation were
discussed by Mr. Cooke and W. N. Polakov, consulting

engineer, Stamford, Conn. The plan of making inven-

tories in minute detail possessed little value according
to Mr. Cooke, who cited the case of the inventory made
by the Philadelphia Electric Company at an approxi-

mate cost of $200,000. This might have been cut to

one-fifth that amount had valuation by approximation
been used. He maintained that manufacturing and
industrial establishments underestimate the value of

inventories, whereas public-utility companies lay en-

tirely too much stress on valuations. Moreover, he con-

tended that public-utility valuations are not made with

a view to ascertaining the cost of service but solely for

financial reasons.

The necessity for minuteness of inventories, Mr.
Polakov thought, was not nearly so important as care in

operation. In the New Haven power plants he was
able to cut operating expenses 25 per cent without add-
ing a cent to the investment by merely changing the
methods of operation. It was pointed out by Mr. Ste-

vens, however, that minuteness in inventory is a neces-

sity in many cases. In a case in which he is interested

the addition of only 1 cent to the value of a railroad

tie would increase the value of that one item by
$500,000.

The Relation of Franchises to Values Discussed in

Detail by Dr. Delos F. Wilcox, Deputy Commissioner
of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity, New York.

The first address on the subject of "Franchise Values"
was by Dr. Delos F. Wilcox, deputy commissioner of the

department of water supply, gas and electricity, New
York City, and consulting franchise and public-utility

expert. Dr. Wilcox took up the various principles of

franchise values as concerned in valuations for the pur-

pose of (1) taxation, (2) rate-making, (3) condemna-
tion, (4) involuntary sale, (5) voluntary purchase, and
(6) capitalization. In connection with the first point he
stated that it is admissible to tax franchise values with-

out reference to the possibility of their being reduced or

destroyed in the future by any means. The duration of

the franchise and the fixity of rates are important in-

directly as they affect the security of the property or its

earning power and thus increase or decrease the fair

rate of return.

In relation to franchise values in rate-making cases,

Dr. Wilcox said that the valuation in a tax case has no
significance. Where franchise value is allowed for an
original compensation paid for the instrument, it must
be based on actual cost or assumed actual cost, without

depreciation where the franchise is perpetual and with
proportionate depreciation where its life is limited.

In condemnation proceedings the present worth of the

prospective earning power, based on fair and reasonable

future rates, is the real criterion. Fixed rates are an
important consideration, but in some cases they may
prove disadvantageous to the corporation. Public regu-

lation with its requirements results in a tendency toward
conservative franchise valuations. The chief value of a

perpetual franchise consists of the life and security it

gives the physical property, and any attempt to measure
its separate value is almost certain to lead to over-valua-

tion, for the future net earnings are likely to be less

than any definite estimate on the basis of past figures.

Limited franchises are undesirable to both grantor and
grantee, which fact should receive chief consideration

in valuing them. If the full going value of the phys-

ical property without amortization charges is allowed,

the value of the franchise should be greatly reduced.

If, on the other hand, the franchise is allowed at its

full value on the basis of its earning power in excess

of a fair return without amortization charges, the pres-

ent value of the physical property should be considered

in the light of the fact that it will have only scrap

value at the expiration of the grant.

H. De F. Baldwin, president and counsel Queens Coun-
ty Water Company, New York; C. A. McLain, lecturer

Harvard University, and A. Bettman, attorney-at-law,

Cincinnati, Ohio, dwelt on certain legal phases of the

question of franchise values. Mr. Baldwin admitted

that net earnings were an important element in arriv-

ing at the value of a franchise, but that the bare permis-

sion to use the streets did not enhance the value of a

franchise in the case of a company skillfully managed
and thereby enabled to show fair profits. In such a
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v \;ilui' of the concern was enhanced and

not the franchise. Mr. Bettman claimed thai onlj for

determining compensation In condemnation proceedings

did I train hisc possess a value.

i iM«i Value, Bays Hammond V. Hayes, Is Determined
i>\ Finding Both 1 1 1 *- Original Cool ;m<i the Presonl
( i>s( of lli«' I.and iii I v,-

The session on Thursday evening, <»n the subject of

land values in valuation work, was presided over by

Charles P. Jenkins, proprietor Form Journal, Phila

delphia. The order of business covered an address by

Hammond V. Hayes, consulting engineer, Boston, Mass.,

on the subject of the principles to be applied in such

work, and discussion thereon. A. E. Helm, .1. M. Eschle

man. F. W. Stevens and Milo R. Maltbie took part in

the discussion which followed Mr. Hayes' paper.

Mr. Hayes said that before any question of the value

of land can he considered two figures must be found,

one representing the original cost of the land and the

other what it would cost to obtain the land now in use

and useful, if held in private ownership and acquired

by the railroad company at the time of the appraisal.

This last figure is the cost of reproduction. An analysis

of both the original cost and the cost of reproduction

shows that each may be divided into two parts, (1) the

figure which would be assigned in condemnation pro-

ceedings as the price which a company should pay for

the land acquired by it, and (2) the costs of condemna-
tion, of damages and of purchase.

The method which should be employed in ascertaining

the first portion of both the original and the reproduc-

tion cost is that in which the normal market value is

ascertained of adjacent similar lands as revealed by the

prices paid in voluntary private sales, both at the time
of the original acquisition of the lands by the company
and at the time of the appraisal. The normal sales value

of adjacent similar property should be found, not for the

time of the appraisal alone, but as of the date of the

original acquisition of the land under valuation. More-
over, each parcel of land—a parcel being defined as a

separate and distinct purchase—should be associated

with similar adjacent lands of which the past and pres-

ent market value can be ascertained. In addition to the

two normal basic figures thus found, the amount paid to

the original owner of each particular parcel should be

found and entered against that parcel. By this method
the price paid by the company and the normal market
value at the time of purchase are shown for each particu-

lar parcel, and there is revealed the difference between
the cost to a company of its land and the amount
which was paid at that time in voluntary normal sales of

similar land. Thus a ratio is established by the use of

which the reproduction cost may be found from the nor-

mal market value of similar and adjacent land at the

time of the appraisal.

In discussing Mr. Hayes' address A. E. Helm, com-
merce counsel for the Kansas Public Utilities Commis-
sion, advocated strongly the theory that public utilities

are really public property and the stockholders are only

the managers. For these reasons the public cannot allow

any private speculation in land values, and the unearned
increment becomes a negligible factor. Mr. Eshleman
opposed the agency theory. Mr. Stevens brought out the

point that under the agency theory the public assumes
all of the benefits and none of the risks. He stated that

the court conception of value is now what it has always

been—present market value. He mentioned the criti-

cism that some railroad property was wrongfully ac-

quired, but he insisted that by digging into the past the

public did not restore such property to the original own-
ers, but only wanted to acquire itself what it had never

paid for.

Milo R. Maltbie, member oi the advisory board, divi-

sion of valuation, interstate Commerce Commission, ad
vocated the inclusion of appreciation of land values as

an Item ol income to be credited as such, on the same
theory that depreciation is allowed as charge to oper
at Ing expenses.

The Relations oi Depreciation to the Determination
Of lair V~elttC Discussed from Engineering and
Political1 Economy Viewpoints.

The topic of discussion at Fridaj morning's session:

was depreciation. Frederic P. Stearns, consulting en-

gineer, Boston, presided, and two paper by public

service commission men were presented.

J. II. Goetz, of counsel tor the Puhlic Service Com-
mission, First District, New York, discussed the pur-
port of various court decisions on the subject of de-

preciation and depreciation accounting.
Halford Erickson, chairman of the Wisconsin Rail-

road Commission, discussed the "Relation of Deprecia-
tion to the Fair Value." He developed the idea of the

depreciation fund as a trust fund, holding that renewals
must be made out of earnings, that the unfairness of

making the consumer of one year pay the entire cost

of renewing a long-lived part replaced that year made
necessary the setting aside of substantially equal an-

nual installments, and that these installments must be

wisely invested to produce the proper amounts at the

required time.

Mr. Erickson's own formula for the basis of fair value

was cost new minus depreciation (including accrued

as well as actual) plus depreciation reserve. If the

latter had been dissipated in dividends, it was not en-

titled to earnings. He thought, however, that no deduc-

tion should be made from utilities that had not in the

past collected accrued depreciation, as the stockholders

had certainly withdrawn nothing from the business.

James E. Allison, consulting engineer, St. Louis, said

that there is no depreciation in a composite plant of

perpetual life, if properly maintained. What he em-
phasized especially was the utter unreliability of esti-

mates of expected life and the failure of engineers to

bring out this point forcibly. Application of the less-

depreciation theory to the unregulated past, he said,

meant the implied collection by the utility of a fund to

purchase its plant from itself, unwittingly, and devote

it to the public. In the past theoretical depreciation

was not thought of.

Prof. John Bauer, Cornell University, argued from
the agency theory. He held that in some cases capi-

talization of earnings that should have been made and

were not would produce a total fair value on which the

utility simply could not make a fair return, while in

others the deduction from value of exorbitant past

earnings would reduce fair value to nothing or an actual

liability; that ever since the case of Munn vs. Illinois

was decided the public had had the right to hold the

utility to reasonable returns only, and that the investor

since then had always assumed the risk that the public

would exercise its right—in other words, that he had

had his day. Professor Bauer would therefore draw

the curtain on the past, forego, in the interests of broad

justice, futile attempts at individual justice, and adopt

a policy for the future that would be as nearly auto-

matic as possible, holding the utility strictly to a rea

sonable return.

Mr. Eshleman reminded the conference that induce

ments must be held out for future capital, with greater

compensation for greater risks. Having this in mind,

he would not attempt to apply future rules rigidly to

the past, but would apply them as far as possible within

reason. The investor, he said, was entitled to get his

capital back and a fair return, but could only have such

;
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return as the public could supply the service for, other-

wise public ownership was inevitable.

Going Value Discussed by (Jen. Morris Schaff of

Boston, Clifford Thome of Iowa, and William J.

Hagenah of Chicago.

Gen. Morris Schaff of the Massachusetts Board of

Gas and Electric Light Commissioners, who presided
over the Friday afternoon session on "going value,"

stated in a brief address that the policy of that commis-
sion, to allow operating costs, full depreciation, ample
and generous profits to good management, and ample
allowance for contigencies, resulted in few disputes.

He suggested that the financial history of the utility be
carefully studied and that distinction be made between
competitive and monopolistic properties.

Clifford Thorne, chairman of the Iowa Board of Rail-

road Commissioners, read the main paper on "going
value." He held that value varied according to purpose
of its use. Going value, he maintained, consisted of

actual development costs and enhancement of value of

plant from use since development. He would not allow

return on the latter, and to recognize the former he
would require proof of early losses not compensated
since by excessive returns. In any event he would rec-

ognize the deficits of only the first few years.

Mr. Thorne was of the opinion that neither repro-

duction cost nor original cost should be the sole basis

for "fair value," which he conceded is only in the

process of being defined. Original cost, he thought, the

most effective guide, although reproduction cost may be

important.

William J. Hagenah, public utility expert, Chicago,

did not agree with Mr. Thorne that only the early ex-

perimental stages should figure in going value. He
held that with the increasing operating costs of utili-

ties, the declining purchasing power of money and the

general extravagance of the last generation, going value

was constantly increasing. He cited the municipal

utility in the fast growing Western city, constantly

compelled to extend its facilities into undeveloped sec-

tions and never catching up so as to be in a position to

prosper with the community for which it has done so

much.

Courts Will Interfere with Valuations Only in Ques-
tion of Law or to Prevent Confiscation, says Charles

A. Prouty of Interstate Commerce Commission.

At the dinner Friday evening, which terminated the

conference, Charles A. Prouty, director of valuation for

the Interstate Commerce Commission, spoke on "The
Meaning of the Constitutional Protection in Valuation,"

defining the functions of the courts.

There is a twilight zone, he said, between the maximum
rate, which the legislative body must fix, and the mini-

mum rate, which the courts decide is confiscatory, and
in this zone the rate-making power of the commission,

the courts have conceded, is supreme. Before the com-
mission can fulfill its duty here it must know the value

of the property of which it would fix the rate. The
courts will presumably interfere in valuations only in

questions of law, or to prevent confiscation where a

valuation has been placed in evidence in some suit in-

volving a rate. The court, it is believed, will not set

aside valuations simply because the judge is of the

opinion that the amount is too small, unless there be

palpable or gross error. Hence the welfare of the pub-

lic utilities is largely under the control of the public

service commissioners, and it is of first importance that

the utilities and the general public should unite in se-

curing men of the highest grade for the positions and

should then inform and support them.

William D. Kerr, attorney, enlarged upon the legal

aspects of the constitutional protection in valuation.

Newton D. Baker, Mayor of Cleveland, spoke along the

agency line of reasoning.

Prof. John II. Gray of Minnesota Kaises Question of

fairness of Expert Opinion Testimony in Public

Utility Cases.

Prof. John H. Gray, University of Minnesota, spoke

on "Opinion Testimony." He first reviewed the evolu-

tion of the rules of evidence which resulted in the ad-

mission of the opinions of scientists if based on facts

testified to by others. As applied to valuation, he said

the so-called expert testimony of engineers was incom-

petent; that if value was related to any science it was

the science of accounting or economics, but not engi-

neering; that engineers were not trained to a knowl-

edge of wealth or value, and that their expert testi-

mony along these lines was universally regarded by

economists as unscientific.

He held that they were not disinterested witnesses,

being well paid for their opinions, and hence being in

effect assistant counsel testifying. While the main ob-

jection to opinion testimony prior to its acceptance in

1800 was held to be the danger of the emotions of man
affecting his opinions, Professor Gray thought the

present effects of cold calculation more dangerous.

Professor Gray also felt that the public was always

at a disadvantage in securing opinion testimony in rail-

road rate cases, because the railroads could combine

and pay more for the testimony, and because eminent

engineers feared to testify for the public because of

its effect on their futures. Thus courts and juries were

likely to be bowled over by the sheer mass of testimony

presented.

Milo R. Maltbie Speaks on the Future of the Public

Utility and the Attitude of the Public Toward the

Utility.

Milo R. Maltbie, formerly a member of the New York

State Public Service Commission for the first district,

who delivered the concluding address before the con-

ference, said that the future of public utilities and the

attitude of the public toward utilities under private

management will depend in a large measure upon the

principles followed in determining fair value. If com-

missions, legislatures and courts decide that a utility

can legally require the public to pay rates sufficiently

high to yield a return not only upon the actual invest-

ment in the enterprise but also upon property, tangible

or intangible, which the public has donated, the public

will decide that under such circumstances it would be

better to give no donations to the utility, or, if it be

necessary, to control and manage the utility itself. If

the public must stand all shrinkage in values due to

depreciation of property and may not share in gains due

to land and other appreciation, but must even pay a re-

turn upon such appreciation, all will pause to consider

whether private ownership and operation is not so un-

fair and burdensome that communities cannot afford to

allow utilities to get into private hands. Moreover, in

regard to depreciation, if it is finally determined that

utility property does not thus decrease in value, then

it follows that the utilities cannot collect through oper-

ating expenses anything for depreciation from the pub-

lic through rates. In Mr. Maltbie's opinion, however,

the utility which opposes proper depreciation funds or

uses them, when accumulated, for other purposes, has

not only broken faith with the public but invited retalia-

tory methods which it would be the first to decry.

In conclusion, he said that public confidence is one of the

greatest assets that any corporation can have, and those

who destroy it through their extravagant claims in val-

uation matters must face an enormous responsibility.
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TEMPERATURE LIMITS FOR [NS1 LATIOIS
mills Discuss S;ilc Tern |)»i ill III ts I in Mum I Mlllsted

w Inding

i>;ii;i Bhowing thai some of the mica-insulated

Niagara Falls generators have been operating a1 tem
peratures up to 286 ii»>r

. C. for twenty years without
Injurj were presented in a paper read at the New York
meeting of the A. I. E. E. <>n Nov. L2 by F. D. Newbury.
The information drew forth considerable discussion in

which a number of engineers recommended thai the

A. I. E. E. standardization rules be revised to allow

larger rises in temperature for buill up mica insulation.

Some of the more conservative speakers, however, urged
maintaining the- present allowable temperature limit.

Effect On Machine Dimensions and Overload Rating

In a written discussion Philip Torchio of the New
York Edison Company called attention to the conditions

which resulted in the A. I. E. E. standards committee
adopting the present allowable temperature limit of L25

dejr. C. for class B insulations. He also referred to

temperature guarantees which he had accepted on two
20,000-kva., three-phase generators employed by the

United Electric Light & Power Company for supplying
single-phase energy to the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad. In referring to the data presented
by Mr. Newbury, he pointed out that if the temperature
obtaining in the Niagara generators were permitted in

the United company's machines they would carry con-

tinuous single-phase loads of 16,000 kva. and overloads

of over 25,000 kva. at 60 per cent power-factor. Mr.
Torchio declared that on account of the high speeds re-

quired for high steam economy the diameter of rotors

must be minimized and the radiation sacrificed so that

insulating materials capable of withstanding high tem-
peratures must be employed. Again, turbo-generators

for carrying single-phase loads must have large overload

capacities at low power-factors. In this case it is doubly
necessary that generator dimensions be minimized so as

not to sacrifice steam economy, for in an unduly large

machine carrying low power-factor overloads iron and
field losses are likely to be relatively large. Special

guarantees on built-up mica-insulated machines might
be allowed, he suggested, but a special protective appa-
ratus should be provided to minimize stresses on the

machine in case this is done. In closing, he questioned

the value of applying the data obtained from the Niagara
machines to higher voltage generators and those ma-
chines in which the windings consist of several wires
instead of rigid bars.

Opinions on Temperature of 150 Deg. C. for Mica

W. J. Foster of the General Electric Company said

that the high operating temperatures reported for mica
insulation suggest a wide field for its application, espe-

cially in generators carrying single-phase loads and in

frequency changers. He recommended that the stand-

ards committee increase the allowable temperature limit

of class B insulation from 125 deg. to 150 deg. C.

H. B. Pope presented a discussion from H. P. Wood
of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brook-
lyn, who said that when the binder of built-up insulation

is damaged the mica may be injured by vibration or

when cleaning the machine with compressed air. "Serv-
ice should not be sacrificed to theory," he declared.

H. F. T. Erben of the General Electric Company ex-

pressed the belief that it is absolutely safe to permit
temperatures up to 150 deg. C. in built-up mica insula-

tion. At high voltages, however, he warned against
using shellac or coppel varnish for binders as they will

disintegrate at temperatures near 200 deg. C, giving off

gases which attack copper and increasing the liability

of leakage along the interstices between the mica strip-

pings. The speaker urged keeping temperatures below
170 'I'-/ C. i"i class H insulation. He expressed the
belief that mica and asbestos an- required in railway
converters, but that in main other cases mica is not

necessary and is more expen Ive.

Obstacles i<» Raising Temperature i-imit

C. E. Skinner, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacture
Ing Company, indorsed the plan of raising tin- tempera-
ture limit to L50 deg. <'., but called attention to the
increase in dielectric losses with increase in tempera-
ture, lie urged engineers not to bo carried away by the

Niagara tests Bince mica is inapplicable in some (
-.

J. B. Fisken, Washington Water Power Company]
called attention to the displacement and stresses which
would be caused by linear expansion if conductors were
subjected to high temperatures while the ends were pre-

vented from moving. Intermittent heating and cooling
between wide temperature limits may even grind out the
mica, he declared.

F. W. Peek, Jr., of the General Electric Company
correlated the conditions which will exist if insulations

are subjected to high temperatures, pointing out that

dielectric strength of insulation and conductivity of

conductors will decrease with rise in temperature.
Dried-out insulation, he pointed out, may be injured by
transient voltages.

W. L. Waters of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company pointed out that with high-voltage
wire-wound apparatus it is difficult to insulate with
mica, owing to the flexibility of the conductors.

In closing the discussion, F. D. Newbury expressed
the belief that no suitable binder will withstand more
than 175 deg. to 200 deg. C. He declared that windings
made of 0.25-in. square wires can be insulated with mica
tape and made almost as rigid as solid bar. He ex-

pressed the belief that linear expansion can be so com-
pensated that it will not be a limitation to the allowable

temperature, but existing data do not warrant raising

the temperature limit above 150 deg. C.

Among other members who took part in the discussion

of the subject were P. M. Lincoln, L. T. Robinson,
Charles F. Scott and B. A. Behrend.

Meeting of Educational Committee of N. E. L. A.

The first meeting of the committee on relations with
educational institutions of the National Electric Light
Association for the season 1915-16 was held at the offices

of the association in New York on Nov. 18, under the

chairmanship of John F. Gilchrist. Among those pres-

ent were Profs. M. C. Beebe, H. E. Clifford, O. J. Fergu-
son, A. F. Ganz, C. F. Harding, H. H. Norris and G. D.

Shepardson, together with W. C. L. Eglin, Paul M. Lin-

coln, T. C. Martin and S. A. Sewall. Data were pre-

sented as to the success of the committee during the

past year in securing work for college students during
the vacation period in various fields of central-station

activity. This work is to be followed up and developed

during the coming year along more definite lines with

preliminary studies of the work for which each student

may be more particularly fitted.

Consideration was given to a number of important
questions, particularly the best method of introducing

to the students and to the economic classes in colleges

and universities the general fundamental principles of

public utility enterprises and the problems which the

central station is seeking to solve in regard to its rela-

tions with public service regulating bodies, the public

itself, the employee in welfare work, and, last but not

least, the investor upon whom rests in the end the bur-

den of providing funds for public utility development.
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Engineers' Club of Philadelphia Adds 1576 New
Members in Four and a Half Days

On Friday, Nov. 12, the Engineers' Club of Philadel-

phia brought to a close a membership campaign which

added 1576 new names to the roster in four and a half

days, bringing the total membership of the club to 2127

and making it the largest local engineering club or

society in the country. Since the close of the campaign
236 additional applications have been received, bringing

the total membership of the club to 2363. The roster

of the club at the beginning of the campaign showed a

total membership of 551, while accessions for the last

fiscal year numbered only thirty-six.

The campaign forms the climax of a movement which
started in the club in 1913, when it was proposed that all

the local branches of national engineering societies be-

come affiliated with the club and make use of the club's

facilities for their meetings. This plan was consum-
mated early this year. Under it the Philadelphia sec-

tions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

the Illuminating Engineering Society, the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, and the Alumni Association of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have become
affiliated organizations. Their members are entitled to

attend the meetings of their organizations in the club

house and to enjoy the privileges of the club on the

afternoons and evenings of the meetings. For these

privileges the local branches pay annually $1.50 for each

of their members.
The membership campaign organization consisted of

twenty-eight teams of five men each, the captains being

selected for their wide acquaintance and their energy.

These twenty-eight teams were then divided into two
divisions, the main contest being between these larger

groups. Richard L. Humphrey, consulting engineer, was
placed in charge of the first division, and S. M. Swaab,
chief engineer of the Keystone State Construction Com-
pany, in charge of the second division. D. Robert

Yarnall was in general charge of the details of the cam-

paign, while Dr. Edgar Marburg, professor of civil

engineering, University of Pennsylvania, acted as gen-

eral chairman of the campaign membership committee.

Hydroelectric Enterprises in Italy

By Ludwig W. Schmidt

Electrical energy will have a large part in the future

industrial development of Italy. The country is poor

in coal and depends practically entirely upon England
or Germany for the fuel used in its industry. During
the last years it has imported coal at the rate of about

10,000,000 tons a year, the rate of import having in-

creased about tenfold since 1880. The use of electrical

energy may become imperative for Italy, especially as

the country has exceptionally favorable conditions for

the foundation of hydroelectric enterprises. Some time

ago a beginning was made and to-day the north of Italy

is full of hydroelectric stations supplying a large per-

centage of the energy demanded, while the government
has authorized the foundation of others. The largest of

the plants are those of Paderno d'Adda, supplying

14,000 hp.; of Vizzola, supplying 20,000 hp.; of Val-

camonica and Tirano, with the same production; of

Terni, with 30,000 hp.; Grosseto, with 32,000 hp., and
Bussi, with 43,000 hp.

According to official Italian statistics, permission has

been granted for the erection of hydroelectric plants in

3056 cases, securing the supplying of nearly 1,000,000 hp.

of energy. The provinces of Umbria, Lombardy and Pied-

mont are the most prominent districts for the erection

of hydroelectric plants. The peculiar geographic for-

mation of the country allows the erection of many small

plants for the use of smaller villages and industrial en-

terprises. There are authorized for erection in Tus-

cany 239 plants, producing only 11,106 hp. The north

has many such smaller enterprises. In the province

of Abruzzi and in Sicily 301 concessions have been given

for the production of 5594 hp. Although hydroelectric

enterprises are still young in Italy, they will play a

large part in the future industrial life of the country.

The energy now available for industrial use has been

estimated at 5,500,000 hp.

American Electrical Apparatus for Russia

With the conclusion of the war in Europe electrical

apparatus of American manufacture will be greatly in

demand in Russia, according to a statement made by

Nicolai Fedotoff, electrical engineer for the Petrograd

branch of the Siemens-Schuckert company, to a repre-

sentative of the Electrical World.
Mr. Fedotoff has just arrived in the United States

from Petrograd and expects to make a study of the

manufacture of telephone material with the intention of

placing here a large order.

Electricity is now widely used in Russia, he stated,

and when the war is over the necessity for the rehabili-

tation of the empire's industries and the large demand
that will be made on them for the reconstruction of the

war-swept areas will create a tremendous demand for

generators, motors, line equipment, and all of the other

electrical equipment which is needed for industrial

installations.

A further point brought out by Mr. Fedotoff in this

connection was that American and English technical

men of sound training would be needed by Russia. The
war has taken many of her engineers, and when the

period of reconstruction begins their ranks will be found

to be seriously depleted. For this reason Russia will

offer a brilliant opportunity to engineers who have re-

ceived their training in England or the United States.

Foreign Business of the Swiss Electrical Industry

for 1914 Compared with Preceding Year

The war has effected great changes in the foreign

business of Swiss electrical manufacturers. Not only

have the imports undergone great reductions in quantity

and value, but the exports as well are considerably less

than for the preceding year. The figures reported below

are for the year 1914, and consequently include only

half of the first six months of the European war. Ac-

cording to figures received the following changes have

taken place:
, Imports N , Exports N

1914 1013 1914 1913

Dynamos $275,000 $308,600 $3,115,600 $4,070,600

Batteries 66,200 85,800 17,200 23,000

Meters 200,400 214,200 407,400 461,400

Instruments 378,400 475,000 748,000 999,200

Telephone and telegraph

apparatus 242,400 174,400 21,400 30,000

Arc lamps 5,600 26,400 400 1,000

Incandescent lamps 309,000 427,000 115,600 178,200

Cables 141,600 139,600 194,800 280,600

Copper wire 1,440,800 2,074,000 380,800 560,400

Porcelain insulators 210,400 302,800 7,800 4,800

Carbons 52,800 60,000 38,800 28,600

Electrodes 156,400 204,000 22,400 22,400

Machine parts of all

kinds weighing over

100 1b 488,400 809,200 36,600 29,600

Machine parts of all

kinds weighing less

than 100 lb 49,800 68,800 1,200 1.S00
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A Hydroelectric Plant on the Savannah River
A 13,000-Kva. Plant of Georgia-Carolina Power Company Connected with a Steam Generating

Station at Augusta, Ga., and a 44,000-Volt Transmission Line

NINE miles above Augusta, Ga., on the Savannah
River, at the mouth of Stevens Creek, a 13,500-

kva. hydroelectric plant has been constructed
from which energy is transmitted at 44,000 volts to a
substation at Augusta, Ga. This station is tied in with
a 4000-kva. hydro-steam plant at Augusta and a 25-mile
transmission line extending to Clearwater and Aiken,
S. C. All of the energy is supplied to the Augusta-Aiken
Railway & Electric Corporation, which in turn sells

part for industrial power and lighting purposes. Suffi-

cient water-power is available in the Savannah River at

the plant site to develop 31,250 hp., so the wheel pits

have been constructed with this ultimate development
in view. The additional 15,625 hp. in equipment will

not be installed until the market for electrical energy
warrants it.

The dam, which is of solid cyclopean concrete 2700 ft.

long and 30 ft. above bedrock, on the average, impounds

water for 13 miles upstream and provides a 27-ft. head
normally. An additional head of 4 ft. can be obtained

with flashboards. The spillway, which has an ogee

contour and is 2000 ft. long, is designed to discharge

450,000 cu. ft. of water per second. With this discharge

rate the maximum depth over the spillway is 14 ft. 6 in.

Built in the dam are five 8-ft. by 8-ft. sluicegates, each

of which will carry off 2000 cu. ft. of water per second.

Between the spillway and the power house, which is on

the Georgia side of the river, are 30-ft. by 150-ft. navi-

gation locks. The gates for filling and emptying the

locks, as well as the sluicegates, are operated by hand at

the present time, but provisions are made for motor
operation.

Generators and Single-Runner Turbines

The power-house substructure will accommodate ten

generators in two groups, between which are the ex-

FIG. 1- -OIL SWITCHES AND TRANSFER BUS SERVING ONE
PAIR OF GENERATORS

FIG. 2—WATER-COOLED 5400-KVA. TRANSFORMER AND
HIGH-TENSION OIL SWITCHES
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citers and main switchboard. Only the five generators

nearest the shore and the exciters have been installed

so far, with their protecting superstructure. The re-

mainder of the electrical equipment, including trans-

formers, main buses and oil switches, is installed in a

bay extending along the up-stream side of the power

at three-quarters load, 90.6 per cent at half load, and
85 per cent at quarter load. Full-load regulation with

100 per cent power-factor is 12 per cent; with 75 per

cent power-factor it is 30 per cent. Each unit requires

60 kw. of exciting energy at 250 volts and 100 per cent

over-speed. The flywheel effect of each rotor is about

ntakes

Arrester

FIG. 3—ARRANGEMENT OF GENERATING, TRANSFORMING AND SWITCHING EQUIPMENT

Generator switches Gu G2 , Gx , G4 and G-, and transformer switches 7',, Tt and T3 are arranged in groups so that each transformer can
serve two generators. As shown in this drawing and Pig. 1 the 2300-volt transformer switch for each group is next to the wall on
tlic side nearest its respective transformer and connected with its terminals by open-work busbars. The 2300-voll transfer bus, how-
ever, is run through cells in the up-stream wall as indicated in the plan and Pig. ,. The 14,000-volt transformer switches are also

:ted with their respective units with open-work busbars. With this arrangement very short busbars and relatively little duct con-
struction were necessary.

house. Rheostats, control-circuit battery, station aux-

iliary bus and transformers and one lightning arrester

are situated on a gallery back of the switchboard. Each
of the three transformers provided is capable of caring

for the energy delivered by two generators. A 50-ton

motor-operated crane runs over the main floor. Anchor
rings in the wall and floor enable this crane to be used

in moving the transformers.

The prime movers are I. P. Morris Francis-type, ver-

tical-shaft, single-runner turbines rated at 3125 hp. and
75 r.p.m. with a head of 27 ft. Each is directly con-

nected with a three-phase, 2300-volt, sixty-cycle, 2700-

kva. (maximum) Westinghouse generator. The tur-

bines have guaranteed efficiencies of 84 per cent at full

load, 86 per cent at 2950 hp., 81 per cent at three-quar-

ters load, and 72 per cent at half load. With full load

and 75 per cent power-factor the generators are guaran-

teed not to increase more than 50 deg. C. in tempera-

ture after twenty-four hours' operation.

The efficiencies of the generators with 75 per cent

power-factor are 92.6 per cent at full load, 92 per cent

3,000,000 ft.-lb., so that fluctuations in load are cared

for without taxing the governor mechanism.
The total weight of the revolving parts of each tur-

bine and generator is carried by a Kingsbury thrust

bearing which is supported by a six-arm spider bracket

forming the upper part of the generator. The oil in

this bearing is circulated through a cooling reservoir

below the bracket. In case the circulation is interrupted

an automatic alarm system rings a bell at the switch-

board and lights a red lamp over the bearing needing

attention. Cooling air for the generators is drawn into

the bases through air ducts which are connected with

openings in the down-stream wall of the building. The
speed of each turbine is regulated by a floating-lever

governor which controls the movements of the guide

vanes through an oil pressure system. The oil is drawn
from individual reservoirs and maintained under a pres-

sure of 125 lb. to 150 lb. by two induction-motor-driven

triplex pumps. The air above the oil in the reservoirs

is maintained under pressure by water-cooled air com-

pressors.

Wifltf ffp If r :
- L5

FIGS. 4 AND 5—HEADGATES AND OUTGOING TRANSMISSION LINES, AND INTERIOR OF STATION
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FIG. 6—EXCITER, TRANSFER AND HIGH-TENSION BUS
ARRANGEMENTS IN STEVENS CREEK STATION

The exciter are also directly eonneeted with lingle tion centrifugal pumps circulate the prater through the
runner vertical-shafl turbinee. Theee are rated a1 450 tran formei and pond.
hp. and 200 r.p.m. with 27 ft head, At full load they Piping extendi along the head wall of the station and
have a guaranteed efficiency of 82 percent, at 420 hp. of connect! all high tension oil Bwitche and transformer!

r rent, and at half load of 71 per cent. The c\ with oil-filtering equipment and a reservoir BO that oil

citers are compound wound and equipped with balance can be circulated through the filter or discharged into

the reservoir Cor future use. Pipe taps are also pro-
vided so thai oil can be delivered to or discharged from
the lightning-arrester and low tension oil-switch tanks.

All energy for the control of oil switches, governot
motors, rheostats, etc., is furnished by a 55-cell storage

battery capable of discharging ~o amp. for eight hours.

The battery is .situated on the gallery behind and above
the main switchboard. A 5-kw. motor generator set is

used for charging the battery. An emergency lighting

circuit is automatically connected with the battery by a
no-voltage relay when the station lighting bus is de-

energized. Energy for operating station auxiliaries

and lamps is furnished by three 10-kva., single-phase

power transformers and two 15-kva., single-phase light-

ing transformers. The high-tension windings of these

transformers are energized from a 2300-volt bus.

Emergency connections, however, can be made directly

with No. 3 or No. 4 generator.

Supported on the head-wall of the station where it

can be connected with all apparatus, such as oil-switch

pots, frames, transformer cases, switchboards, etc., is a
coils which provide a neutral for a 125-250-volt three- No. stranded-copper ground bus cable. It is connected
wire system. The temperature of these units, except with the main steel work of the building in a number of

for the commutators, will not rise more than 50 deg. places and also with the trash racks at the intake.

C. after carrying full load for twenty-four hours. Com- Separate grounds are provided for the arresters,

mutator temperature rise is limited to 55 deg. C. The Non-automatic type E oil switches are employed be-

guaranteed efficiencies for the exciters are 91.2 per cent tween the 2300-volt busbars and the generators and
at 1.25 load, 92 per cent at full load, 92.2 at three-quar- transfer bus. In the circuits between the 2300-volt bus
ters load, and 91.5 per cent at half load. The 125-volt and the transformers are automatic type C switches,
circuits are used only for emergency lighting and con- All 44,000-volt switches are Westinghouse type GA
trol. The exciter governors are connected with the tur- automatic. The 44,000-volt busbars consist of bar
bine shafts and not with the central oil system of the and 0.75-in. tubing attached to pin-type insulators sus-

main generators. pended from the roof purlins. Where the conductors
All 2300-volt busbars consist of copper bars set in

buff brick structures. The 2300-volt oil switches are

arranged in groups opposite each pair of generators
(see plan), two units of each group being generator
switches, a third a transfer-bus switch, and a fourth a
transformer switch. Next to each group is a trans-

former with its 44,000-volt switches. The transfer-bus Transfer Bus

and transformer switches are designed to carry the load

of two generators. The generators are connected with
their corresponding busbars by two 500,000-circ. mil
lead-covered cables per phase, the cables being run in

2-in. 'fiber conduits.

Three 5400-kva. (maximum), three-phase, 2300/44,-

000-volt water-cooled, delta-delta transformers are pro-

vided. Under full load and with 50 gal. of cooling water
per minute they are guaranteed not to rise in tempera-
ture more than 50 deg. C. above the temperature of

the entering water. At full load the units have an
efficiency of 98.45 per cent, at half load 98.4 per cent,

and at quarter load 97.6 per cent. The regulation with
full load is 1.2 per cent at 100 per cent power-factor and
4.6 per cent when the plant is operating at 75 per cent
power-factor.

Cooling Water for Transformers

Cooling water for the transformers is pumped from
the river. As this contains considerable silt, the water
is pumped first to a settling basin and then through a
filter to a reservoir. On the hillside outside the station
is a 40-ft. (diameter) concrete-lined cooling pond
equipped with five spray heads for cooling the trans-
former water. The level of this pond is kept constant
by means of a float valve on the intake line coming from
the reservoir. Two induction motor-driven, single-suc-

^mm
FIG. 7- -SINGLE-RUNNER TURBINE OPERATING UNDER 27-FT.

NORMAL AND 31-FT. MAXIMUM HEAD

10.65Jpass through the walls and roof Ohio Brass No.
bushings are employed.

This plant is operated by the Georgia-Carolina Powe
Company, was designed and constructed by the J. G
White Engineering Corporation, New York, and is man
aged by the J. G. White Management Corporation
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The photograph of the lighting in the planing mill shown
above is one of a group of sixteen illustrations taken from the
code recently issued by the Illuminating Engineering Society and
forming a part of the explanatory notes. Advantages of good
light to the user are summarized in the code as: (1) Reduction of

accidents, (2) greater accuracy in workmanship, (3) increased pro-
duction for the same labor cost, (4) less eye strain, (5) better
working and living conditions, (6) increased contentment among
workmen, (7) more order and neatness in the plant, (8) super-
vision of men made easier.

A Code for Better Industrial Lighting
By C. E. Clewell

ENGINEERS, central-station executives, public commissioners, salesmen of lighting

service, and factory managers all will find the Code of Lighting recently issued by the
Illuminating Engineering Society a most practical summary of information about

factory illumination This review cannot present more than a broad outline of the
work of the committee, of which Mr. Clewell was chairman. There is much practical

material for the user in the report, and this information should be distributed for the

mutual benefit of the user and the industry.

—

Editor's note.

Because of the lack of generally recognized standards
:or industrial lighting work, a recital of the method of

)reparing the recently issued Code of Lighting of the
Illuminating Engineering Society and a description of

ts main features may be interesting.

The code is divided into three parts. One of these at

;he outset defines in eleven brief articles the recom-
nendations for legal enactment, a second outlines a
lumber of pointed rules to guide in the accomplishment
>f successful results, and a third is devoted to a liberal

liscussion of the fundamentals of illuminating engi-
leering under the sub-title "Explanatory Notes." Sev-
eral of the articles pertinent to mandatory requirements
nerit special attention.

These articles have been developed on a basis of the
llumination intensity in foot-candles required for a
lumber of different classes of work. For example, in

»ne of the articles four main divisions of industrial

vork are classified, roughly covering the extremes likely

o be found in practice, and the minimum and desirable
ntensities of illumination are listed according to these
livisions. In this respect the code is a departure from
irevious attempts at legislation, in which the candle-
>ower per square foot has in certain cases been a favor-
te method of specifying illumination quantitatively.

Factory Illumination an Engineering Problem

To offset the limitations which must naturally be
et up in the minds of those interested in using the
ode, owing to such a brief classification of factory
vork, there will be found under the explanatory notes a
ub-section recommending strongly that expert assist-

ance be secured in such cases; that is, the help of indi-

viduals who possess the qualifications to enable them
to place any given class of work in its proper division
when uncertainties arise. This attitude involves the
definite policy of looking upon factory lighting as dis-

tinctly an engineering proposition and as being most
acceptably designed and installed under the general
supervision of those specially trained to handle such
work intelligently.

Following out these same general lines of procedure,
the daylight requirements are based on similar outlines,
these being referred to the corresponding requirements
of artificial light, which are in turn used as the starting
point. Throughout the code careful attention is de-
voted to daylight, and, appreciating the lack of informa-
tion relating to the design of windows and other items,
ample space has been given to window glasses and
calculations of window openings to produce certain
results.

Probably no phase of lighting practice, however, has
received greater care in the preparation of this docu-
ment than that relating to accident prevention. The
articles at the outset define the lighting of passageway*
and places not usually frequented, placing strong em-
phasis on the consideration of safety, and a complete
article is set aside for the recommendation of auxiliary
lamps in addition to the main lighting system in all

large work spaces. Attention is called to the fact that
this is a safety-first precaution which is insisted upon
in a large proportion of the thousand or more buildings
coming under the control of the Bureau of Water Sup-
ply, Gas and Electricity in New York City, particularly
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MERCURY-VAPOR ILLUMINATION IN A FACTORY
Tins photograph is presented in the code as an Illustration of

mercurj vapor lighting in a low factory section. The lamps are
about 12 it. above the unrk The code calls attention to two con-
siderations in determihlng for or against high-candle-power lamps
ioi- tin' factor} or mill first, how tin' lamps can he mounted, and,
Second, Whether the light in order to he most suitable at the ma-
chines should come from a tew or many sources.

such buildings as are occupied by large numbers of

people.

As a guide to inspectors and others, the intensity

requirements are supplemented by an explanatory clause

which states that roughly 1 cp. per square foot produces

an effective illumination of 3 ft.-candles when the lamps

are arranged according to the uniformly distributed

overhead system, with mounting heights ranging from
12 ft. to 16 ft. above the floor, and when the light is

directed from these lamps to the work in an efficient

manner. This is included to aid those who may not be

familiar with the technical meaning of the units of

illumination intensity to check up a system in a rough
manner so as to ascertain whether the requirements are

being met. For example, if the intensity specified for

a given class of work is 4.5 ft.-candles on a plane pass-

ing through the work, it is necessary merely to take one-

third of this value, giving as a result 1.5 as the approxi-

mate candle-power per square foot which must be

provided to meet the intensity requirements.

As a safeguard, however, to the proper use of this

method, the recommendation is made that a portable

photometer or illuminometer always be employed for the

determination of intensities in existing systems, par-

ticularly in uncertain cases. Along with these items

relating to intensity, emphasis is placed upon the proper

illumination of the sides of the work. Adequate light

intensity is stipulated both on a vertical plane and on a

horizontal plane passing through the work, and in those

cases where operations are performed on the sides of

the work in hand the plan is to have them classified in

the same manner as that adopted for vertically down-
ward intensities, the latter being made the basis for the

reference table. Where the illumination is furnished

from lamps overhead, the modified conditions, in con-

trast to those involved with individual lamps, cause the

statement to be included that in the classification of

sides of work the illumination must preferably be not

less than 50 per cent of the values specified for a hori-

zontal plane through the work. These recommendations
are based almost altogether on practical experiences

under well-designed lighting systems.

The Explanatory Rules and Notes

That portion of the code not included under the man-
datory requirements is devoted to such explanatory rules

and other notes as have been considered of particular

value to the practical side of this work. The rules are

covered In eigbl brief statements or suggestions, among
which may be mentioned the use of reflectors for mini-

mizing glare and economizing light, the advantage of

mounting lamps high and mil of the ordinary line of

vision, feature! ol lamp control, maintenance, and the

Importance or keeping walk and ceilingi clean and li^ht

mi color.

in no portion of the explanatory note ha greeted

emphasis been placed on a topic than under the head
of Hip value oi' adequate illumination to the industries.

The committees re pon tble for these note- have real-

ized tlm appeal which the economic wide of this question
makes to the average factory manager, ami considerable
pa.r hat therefore been given to this discussion. Prac-

tically all the major points in this connection which have

been developed during late years with the increasing

attention paid to better shop lighting have been corn-

piled into a carefully prepared list of items, typified

by "accident reduction," "greater accuracy in workman-
ship," "increased production," and other similar factors.

With all the work that has been done along this special

line, however, difficulties are still experienced in con-

vincing the factory manager that there is a tangible

return from better lighting, and the portion of the

notes just referred to is therefore supplemented by a

paragraph on the proper interpretation of these advan-

tages of good light. While the launching of such a code

has within its scope wide possibilities as a helpful in-

fluence in future legislation, it is believed that with

such methods of treatment it can be almost equally

useful as a guide to those who have been more or less

ignorant of the improvements which have become avail-

able during the past few years.

From the commercial standpoint there has been a con-

certed effort to draft every phase of the material so as

to be adapted both to gas and electric lighting. Thus,

when dealing with lighting circuits for electric lamps

supply mains for gas lamps are included under the same
division; furthermore, methods of switching and con-

trol are adapted to either class of service. As a general

proposition, the explanatory notes throughout tend to

amplify the articles of a mandatory nature, and these

require no additional mention at this juncture.

Guarding Vision

Two points, however, deserve brief mention, because

they are not so related to the mandatory paragraphs.

One of these relates to features of eye protection other

than those affected by lighting. It is urged that those

responsible for the health and welfare of employees

shall see that adequate protection is afforded the eyes

GLARE FROM BARE TUNGSTEN LAMPS

Excessively bad lighting is illustrated above and should be
compared with the illustration of good illumination in the same
shop reproduced on the opposite page. Bare lamps, which are here

pictured, are still to be found in hundreds of establishments In

spite of the increased knowledge of the harmful effects of glare.
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in all operations which might be apt to cause injury if

protection is neglected. As a typical instance arc

welding is mentioned, where the ordinary helmet is used

to protect the eyes as well as the head and face of the

operator. The protective glasses for eye protection in

such cases should not be judged as to their protective

properties by mere visual inspection, and it is strongly

urged that they be analyzed for their spectral trans-

mission of invisible radiation, which might prove per-

manently injurious to the eyes, while at the same time

the operator might not ordinarily be cognizant of its

presence.

The other point relates to the method of illustration.

As a general rule, photographs have been resorted to, in

order to bring out the varied features of good and bad

lighting. In the use of such views the captions have

been designed carefully so that the reader may easily

detect the points of importance. A few diagrams have

been employed to illustrate certain specific features of

illumination design, but the use of diagrams has been

limited in favor of the photographic views.

Objects and Probable Use of the Code

As an index of the intent of the two committees

which have drafted this new code it may be stated that

the primary object has been to provide in convenient

and unbiased form authoritative information for bodies,

typified by the public service commission or the factory

board, which are likely to manifest a growing interest

in enactments, or at least rules and regulations, govern-

ing better lighting.

A brief reference to the code articles will demonstrate

that they are not couched in legal terms but are rather

in simple and easily understood language. The commit-

tees have felt that in this manner industrial commis-
sions and other groups in States or municipalities which

shall actively take up the questions of legislation as re-

lated to factory lighting may readily transfer this

method of treatment into legal form, while at the same
time the industries themselves have available immedi-

ately in practical form a working guide or modified

handbook for the conduct of their own work.

In this connection reference is merited to one fea-

ture of the marked changes which have been wrought
in the factory-lighting field, namely, the underlying

causes which have been responsible for much of the

work accomplished during the past five years. This is

referred to at this point since it will indicate clearly

the reasoning of the committees and the basis for their

decision to place the code in more or less popular form.

III
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THE SAME SHOP WITH REFLECTOR UNITS

This photograph should be compared with the illustration oppo-
site. In the photograph above, tungsten lamps with metal reflec-

tors furnish the detail illumination over machines and benches.
The row of lamps near the ceiling permits of good general illumi-
nation.

LIGHTING A LOW SECTION WITH 250-WATT UNITS

Here a rather low factory section is lighted by 2.
r,0-watt tin

ten lamps mounted 12 ft. above the floor. The original lamps
over the machines are still In evidence. The code makes practical
recommendations in regard to separate circuits for lighting,

trol and arrangement of switches, reflectors, lamp location and
maintenance.

Influences Directing Attention to Good Lighting

It has been apparent to many observers that the

growing attention to factory and mill lighting has been

due to something other than legislation in many States

where such legislation does not exist. It has further

been felt that the chief of these influences might be

listed as follows:

(a) The awakening of the industries to the actual

economic value of good light in their operation and

general supervision of men and machinery.

(b) Public opinion through the technical and popular

press has had some bearing on the marked interest

among employers and factory owners in the betterment

of factory environment, which has included lighting

along with other items.

(c) Compensation laws have caused widespread at-

tention to methods of accident prevention, among which

has been placed suitable light.

Finally, in those States where legislation has been

enacted concerning the requirements of minimum illumi-

nation under factory surroundings, legal aspects have

been given to the situation.

It is hardly necessary to point to the many factories

in those States not possessing lighting legislation thus

far where the standards of illumination are considerably

higher than is the case in the legal requirements in

those States that do have such laws in order to bear

out the contention that influences other than legislation

have thus far been responsible for much of the excel-

lent work accomplished in the field of factory lighting.

Granting that this is true, it seems to follow logically

that a code prepared fundamentally for legal enactment

will not serve so wide a circle as one in which the legal

articles are supplemented by liberal explanatory notes

and sufficient general information to make the average

reader feel able to grasp the meaning of the various

points at issue.

Following out this general line of reasoning, the com-

mittees have felt at liberty to amplify such portions of

the treatment as might not readily be understood by the

poorly informed to a somewhat greater length than

might have been looked upon as advisable had the code

been intended solely for legislative use. It is reasonable

to believe that with this liberal intent on the part of

the committees and of the society as a whole a practical

working document of this kind will have a generous

circulation and that it will fit in very well with much
industrial lighting work in the near future.
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Synchronous Motors for Power-Factor Correction
Effects of Low Power-Factor on Generator! and Transmission Systems Corrective Benefits of

Synchronous Condensers and Motors Curves That Aid in Determining Required Correction

By Tii. Scuou

IN
view of the fact that in most art ules treating of

synchronous motors the tendency has been either to

give actual statistics of their use or to go into the
technical features too elaborately for the average en-
gineer to follow, the present writer believes it desirable
to discuss the practical engineering problems involved,

the disadvantages of low power-factor, both to gen-
erators and system, and the benefits that may be de-
rived from the use of synchronous motors as a correc-
tive agency. In the first part of what follows will be
explained, in as non-technical a manner as is con-
sistent with the subject, the electrical characteristics
of a typical alternator and the detrimental effect of a
low operating power-factor on the system as a whole.
The remainder of the article will illustrate the prac-
ticability of the synchronous motor as a power-factor
corrector and discuss several curves for everyday use.

This subject is primarily one of power-plant economics.
Where plants at present are being worked at low power-
factor to their maximum overload capacity a careful
study will help to improve economy of operation.

Alternator Characteristics

The "magnetic characteristic" or saturation curve for
an alternator (Fig. 1) shows at different voltages the
amount of field amperes or field ampere turns necessary
to magnetize the air-gap and the iron of the machine.
The saturation characteristic for the air-gap alone is,

of course, a straight line. The characteristic for iron,

however, is a curve, being nearly straight at lower and

Uc j _>\ iFietol Amperes
[<- io- ^

18 20 22 M 26

FIG. 1—TEST DATA FOR A STEAM-ENGINE-DRIVEN
ALTERNATING-CURRENT GENERATOR

Normal rating: 40 kva., 240 volts, 96.5 amp., three-phase, Y-
connected, sixty-cycle, 300 r.p.m. Resistance: Phase 1-2, 0.1070
ohm; phase 2-3, 0.1069 ohm; phase 1-3, 0.1071 ohm. Field, 3.96
ohms.

bending more and nunc at higher magnetic densities,

Referring 1<> Fitf- 1, it will be seen thai at normal voltage

(240 volts) a current of 8.G amp. is required to mag-
netize the air-gap and 2.5 field amp. to magnetize the
iron of the generator. The total field amperage neces-
sary to magnetize the machine at no-load normal voltage,

therefore, is 8.6 + 2.5 = 11.1. In Fig. 1 a tangent to

0° 30*1 €0° 90"

key
Lagging Current
6~ Angle of Lag
Cos.fi' Lagg. P.F

30* Of 90*

Current in Phase
Cos. 9-

1

Unity RE

30" I 60° 90"

Leading Current
O' Angle of Lead
Cos-S- Lead. P.F.

FIG. 2—VECTOR RELATIONS FOR LAGGING, IN PHASE AND
LEADING CONDITIONS IN A CIRCUIT

the magnetization curve is drawn at normal voltage

point. This tangent cuts the voltage axis at point P, or

at 105.5 volts. The so-called "saturation factor" is the

ratio between this voltage and normal voltage, or, in

percentage, (105.5 -j- 240) X 100 = 44. As the machine
is operated higher or lower on the saturation curve the

saturation factor will rise or fall. The value of the

"saturation factor" may change according to design, but
for modern alternating-current generators of moderate
speed it generally lies between 30 per cent and 50 per

cent.

If current is taken from the armature leads, we have,

provided the speed remains the same and field excita-

tion is set at no-load normal voltage, a drop or rise in

voltage as measured at the armature terminals depend-
ing on the nature of the load and the design of the

generator. .

The nature of the load, besides the inherent charac-

teristics of an alternating-current generator, introduces

the "power-factor," which if the current lags behind the

emf. in phase is lagging and if it leads in phase in re-

spect to the emf. is leading. If the current neither lags

nor leads, or is in phase with the emf., there is then a
unity-power-factor condition. Fig. 2 gives the vector

diagram for the three above conditions.

If the armature leads are short-circuited through an
ammeter and the generator is driven at synchronous
speed, the short-circuit saturation may be plotted with
terminal amperes per phase and field current. The field

current Is corresponds to full-load amperes per terminal

and is the field current necessary to overcome the arma-
ture reaction. At full-load per cent lagging power-
factor the ratio I -=- h is termed the normal short-

circuit ratio. In Fig. 1 load curves at different lagging

power-factors are shown.
With field excitation set at no-load normal voltage or

I = 11.1 amp., the voltage would drop for the different
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FIG. 3—FULL-LOAD REGULATION AND EFFICIENCY CURVES
AT VARIOUS POWER-FACTORS FOR ALTERNATOR IN FIG. 1

power-factors at full load according to the values shown
at the points where the vertical at 11.1 amp. cuts the

full-load saturation curves as plotted. In order to main-
tain normal voltage of 240 or normal kva. output, the

field excitation must be increased according to the values

shown where the horizontal line at normal voltage of

240 cuts the full-load saturation curves.

Magnetizing Effect of Leading Current on Alternator Field

In general, the load a generator must carry at the

different power-factors is inductive, as an induction-

motor load, arc lamps, transformers, and the like, and
such load introduces lagging current. This lagging cur-

rent demagnetizes the field of the alternating-current

generator ; hence we have to increase the field excitation

to hold up the voltage as shown in Fig. 1. Leading
current, however, magnetizes the field of an alter-

nating-current generator, and thus, at a certain leading

power-factor, we should have no rise in voltage if the

load were thrown off, or per cent regulation. If the

leading power-factor wa3 further increased, we should

have a drop in voltage instead of a rise, or "negative

regulation." If the load at various lagging power-

factors were thrown off, speed and excitation remaining
constant, we should have a certain rise in voltage equal

to the difference between the no-load voltage as found
on the no-load saturation curve (corresponding to the

excitation) and normal voltage. The ratio of this rise

in voltage and normal voltage expressed in per cent is

termed the regulation of the alternator. Fig. 3 gives

the full-load kva. regulation and efficiency curves at

various lagging power-factors of the above alternator

based on test results as given in Fig. 1. Friction and
windage losses have not been included in calculating the

efficiencies, this alternator being of the "engine type"

furnished without shaft and bearings. It will be noted

that the regulation and also the efficiencies become
poorer and poorer as the lagging power-factor increases.

The field winding of the alternator discussed above
was designed for 125 volts excitation, and, allowing for

5 volts drop in brushes and line, which is a fair esti-

mate, 120 volts is the maximum available voltage at the

collector rings. Referring to Fig. 1, this would corre-

spond with a field current necessary to hold up voltage

at full kva. load at per cent lagging power-factor.

Alternator-Field Excitation and Heating

As the field excitation is increased the field-current

heating will increase, and the per cent increase in field

resistance, or the constant by which field resistance at

C,B
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FIGS. 5, 6 AND 7—VECTOR RELATIONS WHEN SYNCHRONOUS
MOTOR IS FLOATING ON LINE, CARRYING SOME MECHAN-
ICAL LOAD, AND WITH FULL-RATED MECHANICAL LOAD

25 deg. C. has to be multiplied to give the resistance at

the corresponding temperature rise, may be plotted to

field amperes as shown in Fig. 1, giving the field-heating

curve as measured by resistance. Referring to Fig. 1,

we obtain the figures of the table.

It may be noted that generally the critical or maxi-

mum condition of operation at low power-factor is

limited by the field-circuit heating and the ability to

FIELD RESISTANCE AND TEMPERATURE RISE AT DIFFERENT
POWER-FACTORS

Power-Factor
in per Cent

Load in

Kva.
Field

Current

Increase in Field
Resistance in

per Cent

Temperature Rise
Above 25 Deg. C.

in Dei;. C.

100 40 14.8 7.2 19

90 40 19.6 11.5 30

80 40 21.5 14.1 37

70 40 22.8 16.0 42

60 40 23.8 !7.1 45

50 40 24.4 18.2 48

20 IS 30 35
Wot-ttleiS K.V.A.

FIG. 4—APPROXIMATE MAXIMUM OUTPUT FOR THE
ALTERNATOR OF FIG. 1

hold up voltage. The maximum condition of operation

at unity power-factor is limited by the armature heating

and the mechanical strength of the machine, and will

in most cases be limited by the maximum overload the

prime mover will carry. At lower power-factors, how-
ever, the prime mover runs more or less idle, depending

upon the output. Now the central-station income de-
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PIG. 8—CONDENSER CAPACITY REQUIRED TO CORRECT
POWER-FACTOR OF A SYSTEM. CURVES SHOW POWER-
FACTOR AFTER CORRECTION

pends upon the number of kilowatt-hours sold. The cost

of the central-station equipment, however, depends on
the number of kilovolt-amperes. Therefore, wattless

current or wattless kva. is unprofitable. Whereas it

requires the same attention and same equipment as the

watt current, it does no work. Capital invested in any
plant furnishing power yields less interest and profits

the more wattless current it produces ; that is, the lower

the operating power-factor is.

In the vector diagram of Fig. 4, the kva. vector at

any power-factor from 100 per cent to per cent is the

resultant of two components. The watt component
= kva. X cos 6> ana" the wattless component = kva. X
sin 0. Based on test results as shown in Fig. 1, the

vector diagram Fig. 4 gives the approximate maximum
kva. output the alternator will carry as limited by the

95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50
. Power-Factor of System before Correction

FIG. 9—EFFECT ON A SYSTEM OF ADDING CONDENSERS OF
DIFFERENT RATINGS. CURVES SHOW CONDENSER RATING
IN PER CENT OF SYSTEM KVA.

Suppose it is desired to know how high the power-factor of a
500-kva. system of 80 per cent lagging power-factor can be raised
by operating a 200-kva. synchronous motor as a condenser at zero
per cent leading power-factor. The condenser has a rating equal
to 40 per cent of the system. By reading from 80 per cent on the
horizontal scale to the 40 per cent curve and across to the vertical
scale, it is found that the system power-factor may be raised to
97 per cent.

prune mover capacity, mechanical strength of the aiter-

oator, heating or ability to hold up voltage, these limits

being assumed as follows

:

The prime mover is aide i<> operate with 50 per cent

overload as a maximum; that is, when tin' alternate!

output is ('»() kva. at, 100 per cent power factor. The

alternator for mechanical reasons can safely stand sue!

overload. The heating limil for armature and field coils

1 1 1

.-

1
> lie set at c.o deg. C. temperature rise as measured

by resistance, and the maximum available exciter volt

age is L26 volts, which as referred to before would meai
120 volts at the collector rings.

The evil effects of poor or low power factor on an

electrical system ma\ he summed up as follows:

1. Poor efficiency, since losses are increased with de-

creased kilowatt output, or, in other words, reduced

capacity of generators, transformers, transmission lines

and other electrical equipment; a tendency, therefore,

to decrease the number of kilowatts per square foot in

the station.

2. Insufficient or undue increased exciter capacity,

frequent inability to hold up or maintain full voltage,
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FIG. 10—RESULTANT KVA. AFTER CORRECTION. CURVES

SHOW POWER-FACTOR AFTER CORRECTION

Suppose it is desired to know what kva. will be available for
500-kva. system operating at full load at 80 per cent power-factor
when this power-factor is corrected to 100 per cent by a syn-
chronous condenser. By following the dotted line from 80 per
cent on the horizontal scale to the power-factor curve of 100 per
cent and then across to the vertical scale, it is found that after
correction 80 per cent of the system kva. will be in use and 20

per cent available.

and causing undue and excessive heating in the gener-

ator field coils.

3. Exceedingly poor regulation, a Tirrill regulator

being of little use on account of the extreme exciter volt

age which must be maintained and also on account of

the sluggish action of the highly saturated magnetic

circuits.

Rotary Condenser and Synchronous Motor as Power-Factoi

Correctors

As already mentioned, leading current tends to mag-

netize the field of an alternator and, therefore, directlj

tends to compensate the demagnetizing action of tht

lagging current. Since in a generator the rotation is

against, and in a synchronous motor with, the magnetic

attractions and repulsions between field and armature

lagging current will magnetize and leading current will

demagnetize the field of a synchronous motor. There

fore an over-excited synchronous motor—that is, ex-

cited to give a counter emf . greater than that of the line
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Wattless Component Before Correction, Per Cent K

100

V.A.

FIG. 11—VARIATION OF POWER-FACTOR CORRECTION OF A
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR BY ADDING MECHANICAL LOAD

to which it is connected—will introduce a current that

tends to magnetize the field of the generator and demag-
netize that of the motor—in other words, leading cur-

rent. Thus an over-excited synchronous motor con-

nected to a certain kva. system at lagging power-factor

will raise the power-factor of the system,, relieve the

generator from its critical condition of operation as

limited by field heating and holding up of voltage, and
allow for additional load; that is, increase the kilowatt

output of the generator. Now, a synchronous motor
connected to a system will draw a certain amount of kva.

from the line. This kva. vector is the resultant of two
components: (1) the watt component necessary to over-

come the losses in the motor—core, armature (Py^R),
field (Py^R), friction and windage losses—plus the

kilowatt mechanical load the motor is actually driving;

(2) the wattless component, depending upon the over-

excitation given the synchronous motor, or the leading

power-factor of same.

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 give three vector diagrams showing
a synchronous motor connected to a certain kva. system,

vector OA at a certain lagging power-factor (cos
o ) in

all cases drawing the same amount of kva., vector AC,
from line, but with field excitation or leading power-
factor (cos 0) and mechanical load, vector AB varied

as shown.
In Fig. 5 the synchronous motor is running idle or

"floating on the line" as a condenser. Vector AB =
watt-component necessary to overcome the losses in the

motor. With field excitation adjusted so that the motor
draws normal kva., vector AC from the line cos 6 =
leading power-factor on motor (in this case approxi-

mately 0). Vector OC represents resulting kva and
cos Or the power-factor after correction.

Referring to Fig. 6, the motor in this case is carry-

ing some mechanical load. Vector AB = total losses of

motor plus kilowatt output. As the kva. input, as as-

sumed above, remains the same, the leading power-
factor, cos 0, has decreased in value compared with
condition Fig. 5. In this case the power-factor cos 8 r is

lower than in Fig. 5, but the motor is now doing some
mechanical work besides having a correcting effect.

In Fig. 7 the motor is carrying its full-rated mechan-

ical load at 100 per cent power-factor on the motor. The
wattless component, BC, is in this case 0, and although
the power-factor correction in this case is less than in

Figs. 5 and 6, the motor is correcting the power-factor
of the system while running at unity power- factor.

It may be seen that for approximate determination of
power-factor correction, as obtained by a synchronous
motor floating on the line or as a condenser, the losses

of the synchronous motor may be neglected; that is,

assuming per cent power-factor leading on the motor.
Based on this assumption, power-factor correction
curves are constructed for practical use as per Fig. 8.

When Synchronous Motor Carries Mechanical Load

With a given synchronous motor available for correc-
tion of a certain system, the question arises: Is it neces-
sary, in order to attain the highest power-factor correc-
tion, to operate the synchronous motor as a synchronous
condenser carrying only a mechanical load necessary to
cover the losses in the motor when running idle, or can
the synchronous motor deliver mechanical work without
sacrificing the power-factor correction—it being under-
stood that the kva. input of the motor remains approxi-
mately the same and that the prime mover is capable
of taking care of increased mechanical load? This
problem may be easily solved, using Fig. 11.

In the diagram vector OA represents the system oper-
ating at full kva. capacity, 60 per cent lagging power-
factor. Not taking the losses into consideration, a
synchronous motor running idle or at per cent power-
factor leading added to this system will vectorially add
in phase with the wattless component or along AC
If mechanical load is carried by the condenser, the kva.
input remaining the same, the kva. vector is the radius
of a circle having its center at A. With increased
mechanical load the power-factor of the motor will vary
from per cent leading to 100 per cent, the field of the
synchronous motor being adjusted from maximum over-
excitation to normal excitation at 100 per cent power-
factor. It is obvious that the resulting kva. component
of the system will at a certain point (D) become tan-
gent to the kva. circle of the motor. At this point we
have maximum power-factor of the system with a maxi-

95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55
Power- Factor of Sqstem before Correction

50

FIG. 12—RATING OF SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR THAT WILL
PERMIT GREATEST MECHANICAL LOAD WHILE EXERTING
ITS MAXIMUM POWER-FACTOR CORRECTION

Suppose it is desired lo know what rating of synchronous mo-
tor is best suited to carry a mechanical load and correct the power-
factor on a 1000-kva. system operating under full load at 60 per
cent lagging power-factor. By following the dotted line from 60
per cent on the. horizontal scale, it is found that the kva. input
should be 4 5 per cent of the system kva.. the kilowatt output 20
per cent, with the resultant kva. load of the svstem reduced to 89 5
per cent and the power-factor to 89.5 per bent
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mum mechanical load on the motor. The power factor

will in- Indicated bj the Intersection <>t' OD and the

power factor circle. The resultant leva. <>r the system
will be Indicated by the length of OD, and the mechan
leal load on the motor will be indicated by the watt

component AK.
Any Increase <>>• decrease In mechanical load on the

motor will decrease the power factor of the system. In

the diagram the circles having their centers at A repre-

Bent the loci of various leva, inputs to the synchronous
motor. It will be noticed that the points of maximum
power-factor correction for various kva. inputs to the

motor form the circumference of a semicircle con-

structed on the kva. vector of the system before correc-

tion. This can be proved geometrically.

Size of Synchronous Machine Required

In Fig. 11 it is shown that the point E determines the

size of synchronous motor (rated in kva. input) that

will give the largest mechanical load to a system of given

power-factor while giving its maximum power-factor

correction. When the motor required has been added to

a system the resultant kva. load of a system in per

cent of what it was before correction will be equal to

the resultant per cent power-factor of the system. This

can be proved geometrically.

For an} power factor s synchronous condense] of

given kva. input will correct the power-factor to a cer-

tain point. Bj adding mechanical load we can correct

the power factor still more. For given power factor
there is one size of motor i rated in kva. input) that will

deliver the largest mechanical load to the system while
operating at its maximum power-factor correction.

With this motor added, the resultant per cent kva. and
power- factor will be equal (kilowatt losses in motor
disregarded). Any variation in size will give less me-
chanical load while operating at its maximum power-
factor correction.

From an economical and technical standpoint, the
place of the synchronous motor or condenser in the
system affects its corrective tendency on the system. It

must be understood that, although when placed in the
immediate neighborhood of a generator it relieves the
generator from the effect of low power-factor operation,

it does not tend to relieve the system as a whole. Sit-

uated, however, at the end of the line, it will improve
conditions in the intermediate transmission lines and
equipment. It is, of course, a matter of calculation to

place properly the synchronous motor in the system.
Plant and line conditions will, in conjunction with cost

of investment in such apparatus, play a more or less

important part in its use.

Training Men for the Electrical Industry—II

Details of Courses of Study and Lecture-Room Work in the Chicago Central

Station Institute—Analysis of Individual Students

A general account of the purposes and scope of the

Chicago Central Station Institute was given in the

Electrical World of Oct. 30, beginning on page 962.

In this preceding installment the work of the institute

for the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago
and the associated companies of which Samuel Insull

is the head was outlined, and the fact was pointed out

that the inauguration of the employees' and technical

graduates' courses has made for a closer contact be-

tween men and company. In the present article, which
concludes the account of the institute's work, more de-

tailed attention is given to the methods and courses of

study of the institute, plan of organization, arrange-
ment of classes, grading of candidates and students,

courses of lectures, etv Part of the last school year's

lecture program is printed.

With some changes as to details of its methods, the

Chicago Central Station Institute has continued to fol-

low the main lines of development which it laid down
in 1912. The three completed years of existence have

not caused divergence from the idea of furnishing edu-

cational advantages for two kinds of men—first, those

already employed by the companies of which Samuel

Insull is the head; second, selected college graduates

who are offered openings in the institute with a com-

bination of employment and institute instruction. From
the beginning the officers and directors have been as

follows

:

Officers and Instructors

President, E. W. Lloyd; vice-president, Charles A.

Munroe; secretary and manager, Fred R. Jenkins;

treasurer, William A. Fox; auditor, J. H. Gulick;

directors, Frank J. Baker, John F. Gilchrist, Martin J.

Insull, E. W. Lloyd and Charles A. Munroe.

The educational committee is composed of John F.

Gilchrist, Fred R. Jenkins, John G. Learned and E. W.
Lloyd. Frederic A. DeLay, head instructor of the in-

stitute, has charge of the graduate student class. Mr.

DeLay is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin

and has had many years of teaching and practical engi-

neering experience. George Goldman is instructor for

the employees' classes. Mr. Goldman is a graduate of

the University of California and has had several years'

experience in teaching and engineering.

Recruiting Candidates for Graduate Course

The course for college graduates who get practical

experience with the companies begins on Aug. 1 and
lasts for eleven months. The preparation for this, how-
ever, starts during the previous winter. Mr. Jenkins,

the manager and secretary, is in correspondence with

professors of electrical engineering and others in a large

number of universities. He describes the qualifications

demanded by the institute and asks for names of stu-

dents who appear to have them. This is followed by

personal visits to nearby universities. On these occa-

sions Mr. Jenkins addresses the senior classes in elec-

trical engineering and tells what he wants. In 1915.

for instance, he went to Wisconsin University, the

Armour Institute of Technology, the University of Illi-

nois and Purdue University. He asks interested stu-

dents to discuss the matter with him after class hours.

Usually two trips of this nature are made, one in March
and one in May. On the first trip Mr. Jenkins suggests

that the students "think it over," and on the second trip

the talks are more definite.

In the first year, beginning in 1912, forty students

were enrolled ; in the following year there were twenty

;

in 1914-15 there were twenty-five, and at the end of

the year, as it developed, more were wanted for the

different departments than the number enlisted. In the

present year twenty-four are taking the course. The

number is determined by conferences with the heads of
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departments, who decide how many men available

through this channel will be wanted.

The accepted applications on Aug. 1, 1915, for the

1915-16 course were from graduates of the following

universities and colleges: Arkansas, two; Bliss, two;

Cornell, one; Harvard, one; Illinois, seven; Ohio, one;

Pratt, one; Purdue, five; Union, one; Kansas, one;

Lafayette, one; Wisconsin, one. In these and various

other institutions the plan of the institute is well under-

stood and advertised. Already several applications have
been received for the year 1916-17.

Basis for Analysis of Student's Record

The record of the graduate student, on which he is

considered for enrollment, covers, among various par-

ticulars, his nationality, health, college debt, earnings

during college course, student activities and vacation

work by years, scholarship record, ambitions, degree of

interest in the Chicago Central Station Institute course,

and immediate plans. It also provides for an appraise-

ment of the following qualities: Personality, tact,

physique, industry, habits, accuracy, aggressiveness, en-

thusiasm, system, attitude, refinement and neatness.

In writing to those who are given as references Mr.
Jenkins explains that the object is "to enroll men who
have a good general education, a good foundation in the

theory of electricity, and who are naturally adapted for

the business side of the industry. To these will be given

the proper training and further education along com-
mercial lines which will fit them for employment in the

companies interested in this institute." The recipient

of the letter is asked to grade the student as to hon-

esty, scholarship, personal appearance, personal habits,

courtesy, ambition, refinement, health, affability, indus-

try, neatness, thoroughness, perseverance, cheerfulness,

judgment, quickness, initiative, mental activity, punc-
tuality, accuracy, aggressiveness, originality, application

and clearness. He is also asked : "From your knowledge
of the applicant, may we be justified in expecting him
to rise to the higher positions in the business after he
has received the proper training?"

Classroom and Departmental Work

The division of time for the students is followed with-

out change through the period of eleven months. Each
week-day morning except Monday is given to class-

room work or to supplemental inspection trips or demon-
strations. The entire day on Monday and every after-

noon except Saturday, which is a holiday, are given to

departmental work.

In their company work the men are rotated through

the power, lighting, appliance, sign and estimating divi-

sions of the contract department; the street division of

the operating department, the distribution engineers'

department, the system regulation department, the

customers' inspection division, the auditing department,

the accounting and collection divisions, the steam-heat-

ing division, Federal Sign System (Electric), and the

Evanston and Oak Park offices of the Public Service

Company of Northern Illinois. As the general plan is

to have every student spend one month in each place he

enters, only a part of the departmental work indicated

in the foregoing list is possible in all cases. In any
event the student has experience in several branches of

the commercial department. Under special conditions

students may remain in one place for two months, and
the schedules are so arranged as to permit flexibility.

A thorough system of records is kept in regard to the

attendance and work of students in both classroom and
department. A record for the classroom is kept by the

instructor and is based on observation and on the

quality of notes taken by the student of the proceedings

from day to day.

Records of Classroom Work

In the criticism of classroom work the instructor con-

siders the following: Punctual, industrious, reliable,

tactful, observant, attentive, aggressive. Under "per-

sonality" he notes the attitude of the student on the fol-

lowing: Frank, courteous, attractive, sincere, self-

assertive, reticent, neat, keen, thorough. Under "dom-
inant characteristics" the instructor may indicate:

Forceful, persevering, reliable, observing, accurate, hon-

A LECTURE-ROOM VIEW IN THE CHICAGO CENTRAL STATION INSTITUTE, SHOWING INSTRUCTOR AND GROUP OF
STUDENTS AT A DEMONSTRATION OF ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
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magnetic, systematic, has concentration or bai

nut iat i\ r

The points suggested for marking are: Personality,
10; attendance, LO; punctuality, 10; classroom work,
in; departmenl work, SO; total, 100. For classroom
work there arc three grades: a. LO; B, 80; C, 20. For
department work there are three grades: A. 80; B, 20;

i, Absence means minus -. tardy minus 1.

"Personality" Is based on popularity, self-reliance,

address and personal appearance. Mr. Jenkins said to

the representative of the Electrical World: "In pre-

paring a system of marking under these conditions many
people would rate personality higher than L0. Bui we
feel that the qualities of personality are involved to a

large extent in the rating for classroom work and de-

partment work. A good marking will not be obtained

in those unless the personality is one of pleasing quali-

ties. Some authorities rate personality at 50, hut we
think that our classification covers the main points that

concern our work."
Once a month a list of students is posted showing the

relative rank without the actual figures of standing.

Students are kept informed about their actual standing.

A poor record or report is brought to the attention of

the delinquent student immediately.

Cl|f Cljirap Cnitral Station Jns'limtr

Tfy riiis Bipbma (Cfrtififs, that

KOyen/rafr •Sy/n/ion/<3yrcu/< < t

///t//itJJ/0(</ryt<7'/u/<rf/'s/.)<''< /// \ijndcaao

DIPLOMA ISSUED TO GRADUATE OF INSTITUTE

To enable the institute to judge the ability shown in

department work semi-monthly reports are received

from the men who have immediate supervision of the

student.' Fair, careful grading is requested. A classi-

fication of three grades, indicating the quality of work,

is provided. Two specific questions are asked: In what
does this man excel? In what is he deficient?

The information is condensed on a record which

covers practical experience, educational training and

sales experience. A photograph of the student is part

of the permanent record on this card.

Three Ten-Month Courses for Company Employees

The work of the institute among present employees

of the companies takes the form for the present year

of three ten-month courses. Each course consists of

one lesson a week from Sept. 1, 1915, to July 1, 1916.

The classroom hours are from 4 p. m. to 6.30 p. m. This

is a change from the plan of evening classes followed in

previous years. The hours were altered because men
were a little tired for study after a day's work. The

change also saves them in most cases the expense

of dinner downtown. Course No. 1, covering "Mag-

netism and Electricity," is on Mondays. Course

No. 2, "Engineering and Operating," is on Wednes-

days. The most advanced work, Course No. 3, "Com-

mercial Engineering," is on Fridays. For each

cour e 1 tuition tee of $20 is charged, payable M upon
enrollment and the balance at the rate of |2 per
month. Course No, 1 or Its equivalent is prerequisite
to either the second or third course. I fpou satisfactory
completion of any coin ., certificate Li given. Before
the application ol an employee is accepted it must be
approved by the head of his department. Those who
take the courses are permitted to leave their work at

whatever hour is necessary to enable them to he at the
institute by 4 p. m., and this means from a lew minutes
to an hour before the time appointed.

The following outline indicates the .cope of the
courses :

Magnetism and Electricity. Fundamental laws of

magnetism and electricity, followed by study of direct

generators and motors; the different metals and their

alloys for transmission and other electrical purpo
insulations and insulators; panels and cabinets; pri-

mary and secondary batteries; protective devices;

illuminants and miscellaneous electrical devices, such as

fans, heating appliances, etc.

Engineering and Operating.—Generation, transmis-
sion and distribution of electricity. Beginning at the

coal pile, the steps in the conversion of energy are con-
sidered, together with the apparatus for making the

transformation, through the distribution system to the

consumer. Alternating-current theory is studied before
alternating-current apparatus.

Commercial Engineering.—Principles of salesman-
ship; essential characteristics of salesmen's duties and
reports. Merchandising: Factors in distribution, or-

ganization of department, policies, stocks, source of

losses. Theory of advertising as a factor in the eco-

nomical distribution of goods, as an educational factor,

technique, mediums. Accounting: General principles,

balance sheet, assets and the principles of valuation,

profit and loss account, surplus and reserve, trading,

manufacturing and cost accounts.

Illuminants.—Illuminating engineering, theory and
practice. Electric signs, meters and metering. Rates
and rate-making. Industrial motor application.

Illustrated Lectures by Specialists

The three courses are supplemented by special illus-

trated lectures by specialists in the companies and by
representatives of manufacturers. Many experimental

demonstrations are also conducted.

A detailed record of the progress of the employees in

the classroom is kept. It is based on examinations and
on the observations of the instructor.

Another feature of the institute work, the plans for

which have not yet been announced for the current year,

is special lecture courses. During the last institute

year two courses were given, on "Engineering and Oper-

ating" and "Commercial Engineering" respectively. The
lectures were given on Monday and Friday evenings

from Feb. 1 to June 28. They were delivered mainly

by officials of the Commonwealth Edison Company or

other Insull properties. Several others, however, gave

lectures.

The scope of the lectures is well shown by these illus-

trations: "Service," Samuel Insull; "Working Organi-

zation of Electric Public Utility Corporations," John

F. Gilchrist; "The Development of the Central Station,"

Louis A. Ferguson; "Securities of Public Utility Cor-

porations," E. P. Russell of Russell, Brewster & Com-
pany; "Rates and Rate-Making," E. W. Lloyd; "Effect

of Electrical Construction on Fire Hazard and Insur-

ance Rates," William S. Boyd, electrical inspector

Western Insurance Union; "Heating Appliances," J. D.

A. Cross, General Electric Company; "Theory of Or-

ganization," Frank F. Fowle, Central Union Telephone

Company.
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Station and Operating Practice
.1 Department Devoted to the Problems of Installation, Operation and Maintenance of Equipment for the

Economical Generation and Distribution of Electrical Energy for All Uses.

Operating Features of Large Electric-Vehicle Garage

Charging Equipment and Methods Employed—Wiring Arrangements and Switchboards

Devised for Garage and Battery Departments—Forms for Recording Operating Data

THE Exide Battery Depot & Electric Vehicle Gar-

age, at 527-541 West Twenty-third Street, New
York City, is one of the largest plants maintained

for battery repair and assembly and electric-vehicle

charging. One of the operating features of this station

is the method employed for energizing batteries by
starting the charge at 105 volts and finishing at 125

volts when necessary, thus minimizing the loss of energy

in rheostats. The lower voltage is usually high enough
to maintain the desired charging rates until 80 per cent

to 90 per cent of the energy necessary for recharge is

put into the batteries. This effects a saving of from 12.5

per cent to 15 per cent in the power bill.

Garage Wiring and Switchboard

The garage is wired with eighty circuits of 100-amp.

rating each. The switchboard room, shown in Fig. 2,

contains one main distribution panel carrying an am-
meter and a recording voltmeter for each bus and a

charging-circuit switchboard made up of ten panels of

eight circuits each. The arrangements of the wiring

for these panels are shown in Fig. 3. All of the switches

in the same vertical row are for the same circuit. The
upper clips of each row of broken-back switches are con-

nected with the positive 125-volt and 105-volt busbars

respectively, while the lower clips are connected with the

separate auxiliary busbars. Between the different volt-

age busbars and their corresponding auxiliary busbars

are ammeter shunts. The hinges of the broken-back

switches are connected with the forward and rear clips

of the double-throw switches. The hinges of the latter

are connected with their particular battery-charging cir-

cuits through Allen-Bradley carbon-pile rheostats. The
negative cables run directly to the charging plugs and
do not enter the switchboard room at all. A common
negative is used for both buses.

When starting to charge, the double-throw switch is

thrown in the front position, which connects that cir-

cuit with the lower-voltage busbar. When the counter

emf. of the battery builds up so that the proper charging

rate can no longer be maintained with the 105-volt sup-

FIG. 1—BATTERY-ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT, SHOWING
CHARGING AND DISCHARGING SWITCHBOARD

FIG. 2—SWITCHBOARDS FOR CHARGING BATTERIES IN

GARAGED VEHICLES

ply, the switch is thrown into the rear position connect-

ing the battery to the 125-volt busbars. The purpose of

the broken-back switches is to permit reading current in

various circuits. When a circuit is connected with the

lower voltage busbars, the current is read by throwing
the lower broken-back switch to the lower position. A
similar operation is performed with the upper switch

to read the current when the battery is connected with

the 125-volt circuit. The current is read on separate

ammeters in each case. The voltage of any battery is

read by inserting the plug into a receptacle over its

particular circuit. Two ammeters, one for each busbar,

and one voltmeter suffice for each set of eight circuits.

With these connections there is no possibility of inter-

connecting the 125-volt and 105-volt busbars.

Garage Charging Methods

A modified constant-potential or maximum-voltage
method of charging is used. The daily charge is begun
at approximately 90 amp. for all batteries regardless of

the size and maintained at as high a charging rate as

possible until the voltage of the battery reaches a point

indicating that the cells have begun to gas, this being

approximately 103 volts for forty-two-cell batteries and
107 volts for forty-four-cell batteries. When the gas-

sing voltage is reached, the charging current rate is

regulated by means of the rheostats so that the voltage

will rise no higher until the current has been gradually

reduced to the "finishing rate." As noted previously,

when the desired current can no longer be obtained on

the 105-volt bus, the battery is changed over to the 125-
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FIG. 3—SWITCH CONNECTIONS FOR ONE OF THE TEN
CHARGING PANELS

volt bus by means of the corresponding single-pole,

double-throw switch shown on the horizontal table of

the charging switchboard in Fig. 2. When the charging
rate has been reduced to the finishing rate by regulating
it to meet the gassing voltage as noted above, the finish-

ing rate is maintained until the battery voltage reaches
a point at which it remains constant for three consecu-
tive readings taken at one-hour intervals, when the daily

charge is considered completed. It is important when
charging by this method that the charge be continued
to a maximum voltage and not a fixed voltage. The
maximum voltage of batteries of the same number of

cells will vary somewhat for batteries of various-sized

cells and varying ages and types of plates and also with
the same battery at different temperatures, so that the

maximum voltage must always be used to determine
the completion of the charge, and never a fixed voltage.

The form used for recording daily charging data is

shown at the top of Fig. 4, typical charge readings being
given for four trucks. Printed figures over the vertical

COlumni are the hours from 7 p. m. to 6 a. m., and the
double figures in these columns .show the current rate
in amperes ami the battery voltage re* peetlvely.

W.ikh Equalising Chargee and Monthly Inspection

Once B week each battery is pulled out of its corre-
sponding truck and flushed with water just before the
regular Charge. Toward the Anisfa of this charge, fol-

lowing (lushing, hourly readings of gravity and tempera-
lure of two pilot cells are taken, and the charge is con-
tinued until three maximum gravity readings lor both
cells have been obtained. The readings of gravity and
temperature of the two pilot cells determine the comple-
tion of the weekly equalizing charge and also serve as a
check on the daily charges.

Once a month at the end of the equalizing charge in-

dividual-cell gravity and voltage readings are taken. If

the specific gravity of the electrolyte is higher than 1300
or lower than 1250, or if the pressure of any cell at the
finishing-charge rate is higher than 2.75 volts or lower
than 2.40 volts, the cause is promptly investigated and
corrected. Individual-cell gravity and voltage readings,

as taken at the time of the monthly inspections, are re-

ported on forms like that shown at the center in Fig. 4.

Readings of gravity and voltage outside the limits noted
above for individual cells may be caused by a small

short-circuit inside cells, by careless equalizing, or by
wash water getting in owing to drip covers needing
repairs. It is always important to remedy trouble of

this kind at the first indication.

Readings taken on daily charge, weekly equalizing

charge and monthly inspection are turned into the office

for checking and criticism after they have served the

purposes of the garage. The garage is also equipped to

make any mechanical repairs necessary and to overhaul

vehicles thoroughly.

Battery Depot Wiring and Switchboard Equipment

The battery depot is equipped to supply parts, make
repairs and renewals, and build up new batteries for

both pleasure vehicles and electric trucks, and will per-

form the same services for starting, lighting and ig-

SOME OF THE FORMS FOR RECORDING CONDITIONS OF BATTERIES

chfrad when the voZee ZhP ns ™i£ehtV?le char
f
in&-„ £y inspecting the figures it will be seen that the first battery was fully

wherfit attainedmlvnif f fn£™tl~°*l \°ll
S

'
the second an

.
d third batteries not until they attained 114 volts, and the fourth battervwnen it attained 112 volts, indicating that the maximum rather than a fixed voltage should always limit the charging period
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obtaining the very high vacuums on only part of the

steam, so that the energy made available can be profit-

ably utilized in a turbine wheel of moderate flow area,

while the tubes in the corresponding section of the con-

denser are arranged to present the least resistance to

flow of steam. The remainder of the steam is bled out

and condensed at a slightly lower vacuum, and the

condensate is all heated up to this temperature. The
air is removed from the high-vacuum condenser by
steam exhausters, as mentioned, and delivered into

the low-vacuum condenser, from which it is withdrawn
by the regular air pump. The circulating water, in

passing through the high-vacuum condenser first and
then the low-vacuum condenser, does double duty.

Where circulating water is scarce or has to be cooled

artificially, as by cooling towers and spray ponds, the

design presents exceptional possibilities for either in-

creased economy or reduced cost. Installations with
cooling towers seem to show that a gain of 3.2 per cent

economy is possible without added expense for the cool-

ing tower or cost of pumping water and only a slight in-

crease in the cost of the condenser, or else the same
economy may be maintained with a reduced cost of

equipment of between $2,000 and $3,000 on a 1000-kw.

high-pressure or 500-kw. low-pressure plant.

tering near the pipes leading to themj, and check valves

in the pipe connecting elevated and low-level tanks.

The suction pipes enter the elevated tanks at the

top through a home-made check valve consisting of an

angle valve operated by a copper float which rises when
the tank is filled with oil. In the suction pipe line to

each tank is a three-way valve operated by hand during

the filling operation. In the filling position this valve

puts suction on the tank; in the other position atmos-

pheric pressure is applied, allowing for gravity feed to

the bearing pipe line.

g-7z Pipe to Oil Cupt,

To Filter «

FIG. 2—ARRANGEMENT OF CHECK VALVES IN OIL-FEED

SYSTEM

A Method of Lifting- Oil for a Gravity-Feed System
by Use of Condenser Vacuum
By Adolph Kuylenstjerna*

The accompanying diagram shows details of a scheme
employed at the Springfield (Ohio) station of the

Springfield Railway Company for operating an oiling

system without the use of special oil pumps. The oiling

system differs from that usually designed for a power
plant in the use of the vacuum from the condenser or

the condenser-vacuum pump to lift the oil from the

filter to elevated storage tanks. The three parts of the

system, as shown in the illustrations, consist of two
elevated storage tanks, of a capacity of 50 gal. each,

together with the accompanying valves ; an oil filter and
auxiliary storage tank (not shown but indicated by let-

•Mechanical engineer American Railways Company, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Crane :

- Gravity Tanks

tUne Tapped
into Tee on

Suction to

Vacuum Pump$

Brass Tray 2
deep, with extra

Perforated Plata

inside about
/"

from Bolt of Tray

t 8 "high Back.

* Chtck Vahe
Arrangement

FIG. 1—STORAGE TANKS AND PIPING FOR VACUUM-
OPERATED OILING SYSTEM

The check-valve arrangement in the feed line is shown
in Fig. 2. It consists of four swing check valves num-
bered 1, 2, 3 and 4, which allow oil to flow in the di-

rections shown by the arrows. When tank A is under

suction, B is under atmospheric pressure. Then oil

flows through valve 1 into tank A, and out of tank B
through valve 3 to the oil cups, and vice versa.

With this arrangement it usually takes about five min-

utes to lift the contents of a barrel of oil from the base-

ment to the elevated tanks. If the condensers do not

happen to be in operation when the tanks are to be filled,

the air pump can be started up for a few minutes. The
suction pipe is tapped into the vacuum line near the

air pump.

How Motor-Starter Troubles Often Develop

By A. C. Hewitt

When a new 100-hp., three-phase, sixty-cycle, 440-volt

squirrel-cage motor was being installed in a cement
plant and the motor and auto-starter had been set up,

an assistant was left to connect the motor and starter.

A printed sheet of instructions was furnished with the

starter showing how to make the connections. As there

were nine wires leading into the starter and only a

small space to put them in, the connections made quite

a network.
After the assistant had reported the completion of

connections and that the motor was ready to run, the

chief operator inspected the work. The wiring was
neatly done and all joints had been soldered and taped.

He then closed the switch and, with the belt off the

motor, threw the starter handle to the starting posi-

tion. The rotor started easily, but when the starter

was thrown over to the running position the motor
seemed to give a jerk that shook it very noticeably. It

was found that the rotor started in one direction and
reversed when the starter was thrown into running
position. The assistant had crossed two wires on the

line side of the starter and had not checked the con-

nections from the diagram on the instruction sheet.

It was no trouble to find the crossed wires, but it was
one of those cases that seem very mysterious to the

inexperienced assistant and that show the need of care-

fully checking original connections to prevent more
serious damages.
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Marketing Electricity
i Department on Selling Service mid Widening the Uee of Electrical Energy

Offer of Appliances in Return for Sales Hints

Results in New Record for Housewiring
at Minneapolis

Up to Oct. i the salt's department of the Minneapolis
(Minn.) General Electric Company had taken orders
for wiring ll'-M already-built residences, while the inde-
pendent efforts of the electrical contractors probably
produced several times this amount of business. These
figures take no account of new residences built during
the year, practically all of which are wired. Apartment
buildings are, moreover, classified as single buildings.
The number of orders taken by the company represents
a 28 per cent increase over the first ten months of 1914
and is double the number of contracts taken in the cor-

responding period of 1913.

Much of the success of this season's efforts is attrib-

uted to the giving of electrical appliance premiums to

customers of the company who submitted the names of

"prospects" for housewiring and to the advertising
which was used in connection with the plan. According
to the advertised plan, the customer giving the name
of the prospect received his choice of a list of electrical

devices such as flatirons, toasters, table stoves, coffee

percolators, etc., if the company's salesmen were suc-

cessful in closing the order.

The number of new lighting customers gained by the

Minneapolis General Electric Company for the month
of October approximates 1000, representing a high-

water mark in the history of the organization. On Oct.

22 all local records for a single day's electrical output

were broken with the delivery of 475,100 kw.-hr. of

energy.

Results of Two Years of Motor Leasing by Group
of New England Companies

One of the first central-station organizations in New
England to make a thorough trial of motor leasing was
that of C. D. Parker & Company, Inc., of Boston, Mass.,

operating a number of properties in west-central and
southeastern Massachusetts. The new-business depart-

ment of this concern became convinced about two years
ago that by a carefully worked-out leasing system many
motors once installed would be retained in service and
that the capital cost of furnishing motors might be safe-

ly carried on a rental basis. Experience has proved the
correctness of these views.

In two years twenty-nine installations have been
made, aggregating 1436 hp. The investment complete
is $28,344, including mechanical equipment required.

The yearly revenue from energy sold to these installa-

tions is $24,746, and the yearly rental is $4,252, a total

of $28,998. Seven "prospects" have now refunded
$5,997, leaving a balance of $22,347, on which the cen-

tral-station management is receiving 15 per cent rental,

subject to reductions in the principal. In addition to

the leased power, 1142 hp. of other motor business was
connected during the period, the owners paying for

their own installations. Care must be taken to execute
a thoroughly prepared lease, with record thereof, in-

surance of motors, etc. Concerns on the verge of bank-
ruptcy have been supplied with motors on this plan, the

ownership being vested in the central station. In one

instance where the concern failed and new owners came
to the mill the central station would not have secured

the service had its installation nol already been in place,

as the owners were prejudiced against purchased energy.

Putting Human Interest Into the Show Window

This picture of a window display recently featured

in the Edison Shop by the New York Edison Company
shows how well, with a little effort, a stray element of

human interest may be injected into a display of appa-

ratus that otherwise could hardly hope to win the atten-

tion of the passers-by. This window contained an

A SHOW WINDOW TO INTEREST THE PASSER-BY IN THE
APPLIANCE DISPLAY WITHIN

electric coffee roaster, an electric urn and a motor-

driven coffee grinder. These are all mechanical objects

with little appeal to the eye, but by the introduction of

the trays of coffee raw, roasted in the bean, ground
and pulverized, with the sacks of coffee in between,

a note of interest was immediately aroused. The cards

on each tray gave information that explained the appli-

cation of the electrical apparatus, and a young woman
demonstrator was in attendance to receive all who
might be sufficiently interested to come inside.

Electric Ash-Cart Sprinkling Trucks at Lynn, Mass.

The city of Lynn, Mass., has recently purchased two
electric chassis, of 5 tons capacity each, equipped with

apparatus for sprinkling the streets during the season

when that service is required.

For winter use the tanks are removed and dumping
bodies substituted, the trucks being in service for col-
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lecting ashes and removing them to the public dump.
Each truck is considered the equivalent of three double

and two single teams in either service.

The tanks are 13 ft. 10 in. long, 4 ft. 6 in. in diameter,

and have a capacity of about 1200 gal. each. The
sprinkler equipment enables them to flush a street 50 ft.

wide by the use of one nozzle and 85 ft. wide with two
nozzles, under pressure from an air tank 2 ft. long at

the end of the main tank, operating under 60 lb. per

square inch. The water discharge is controlled through
lever gate valves operated by hand from the driver's

position. The two brass flushing nozzles have uniform
action and can be worked independently or together.

Batteries are charged on the chassis frame. The

controller, meter, safety switches and fuses are in-

stalled under the waterproof hood in front of the dash.

The vehicles have solid rubber tires, 36 in. by 6 in.,

guaranteed for 8000 miles. The rear tires are dual.

Charging and garaging are performed by the Lynn
Gas & Electric Company at its station garage. Figures

of energy consumption and mileage for the months of

June and July are available and are as follows, for both

vehicles: June, 1255 miles, 1705 kw.-hr. consumed;
July, 1237 miles, 1503 kw.-hr. consumed; average energy
consumption per mile traveled, 1.28 kw.-hr. The ve-

hicles, which are equipped with Philadelphia lead bat-

teries, were built by the General Motors Truck Com-
pany, Pontiac, Mich.

Purchasing

NOTHING does a
salesman more good
than a glimpse of

himself as his customer
sees him. Sometimes it

brings a disillusionment.

Perhaps it also hurts the
pride a bit, but neverthe-
less it is a stimulant to

every man who is really

eager in his work and his

ambition to make good. So
I am going to picture just a few of the many types of

salesmen who besiege the door of every purchasing
agent and by thoughtless, mistaken attitudes defeat the
very object of their visit.

The impressions that a purchaser gets of the world
of human nature as typified by the salesmen who call

upon him are many and varied, for the army of the
order takers is indeed a motley array. Many psycho-
logical mistakes are still made, in spite of the noble

work being done by the business educators to make the
purchaser a puppet in the hands of the selling expert.

Yet the average purchasing agent is willing to try his

hand with all comers, I think, and wants to see every

one who really wants to see him. It is educational.

For instance:

Mr. Raw of the Raw Material Company is brought in.

Mr. Raw has the air of a man who has just secured his

job and wants to make a big haul the first day, and so

selects a large company. Mr. Raw comes in a trifle

awkwardly, but he has a cigar in his hand which is going
to do the heavy work for him, and he feels quite confi-

dent. Rather than keep you in suspense, he hands it

right over before he says a word of business. This is

an oft-repeated little tragedy.

There is another kind of salesman that the purchas-

ing agent comes in contact with. He is one of the best

friends you ever had, but never discovered it until he

saw your name in a list of prospective buyers of his

material. His factory is in the East, but he has been sell-

ing to people all around you for years, and he can't see

how he has overlooked you. He is an affable fellow and
comes in with an extended hand and a very, very beaming
smile on his face, shakes hands and slaps you on the

back at the same moment, leaves the "mister" off at the

start, knows all the other men in the industry, and is

ready for that carload order inside of five minutes.

Like the man who has no music in his soul, this man is

fit for stratagems. The particular form of strategy

which the purchasing agent uses with him is to make
him think he is going to get an order and then keep

him waiting. It may be cruel, but certainly it is human.
Another type of salesman is the man who over-

studies his victim. He casts about sedulously for some-

Across the Buyer's Desk

How a Purchasing Agent Views the Electrical

Salesmen Who Come to Sell Him Goods

By George R. Jones,

Agent Public Service Company of Northern
Illinois, Chicago.

thing to interest you—tries

to discover your hobby.

The trouble is he is more
persistent about your hobby
than he is about your order,

and by the time he gets

down to business you have
an appointment with the

next man.
Again, there is the fellow

who does not know the

sublime from the ridicu-

lous. He comes at the wrong time and leaves at

the wrong time. He is the kind that hangs around to

see you personally on an important matter when you
are dictating a pressing report for the boss, and when
you finally let him in he tells you there is going to be
another 5 per cent drop in lock-nuts.

Then there are always those, of course, who claim to

be personal friends of some man "higher up." Some-
times that is the reason for their going into the busi-

ness. These people cannot understand the possibility

of any other motive for you to act on when placing

your order.

And what can be said of the man who brings his

competitor's material with him in order to point out its

faults? First, that he is no gentleman, and, second,

that these tactics have never yet helped any salesman.

And if a salesman wants to play a strong card for his

competitor's goods, he should be told this is the right

course to pursue.

Winning Him with Honors

But these are common, trivial incidents. Now let us

gaze upon the picture of the gentleman, sales manager
perhaps, who thinks he is the most important piece of

business in the world. He tells his amanuensis some
bright morning to get you on the line. When the bell

rings you answer, in your effort to save time, "Smith

talking."

"Is this Mr. Smith?" she asks.

You say, "This is Smith."

"Just a moment; Mr. Highboy wants to speak to

you."

After a few moments "Mr. Highboy" is on the line.

"Good morning, Smith," he says. "Mr. Higherboy is

on from the factory to-day, and I should like to have

you join us in a little lunch. Will you meet us at

Delmonico's at 1.15?"

Note the fancy place and the fancy hour. As you

don't like to be rude to Mr. Higherboy, you say "Yes."

When you arrive at the appointed hour a colored

gentleman takes your hat and ushers you to the table

which brings the highest premium in the room. The

repast before you has been thought over for a week and
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calculated to Imprest you with the modesty of the
man who asked you to • little lunch. Cocktails ere in

double-sized glasses; new-fangled dishes arc brought
on whirh only a ten thousand dollar chef would venture
to concoct; Imported wines are served. Bui it is be
Death Mr, Higherboy's dignity to talk business at a
little lunch, and so lu- talks about himself. This is the
kind of a sales manager to whom his competitors can
afford to paj a generous salary.

Unfortunately we have still among us, though the
type is disappearing, the man who lets you know in one
devious way or another that he is willing to pay you
well for giving him the business. To denounce this
man as a briber to his face is not enough; he should be
reported to all other purchasing agents and blacklisted
through some such machinery as the hotels have for

reporting hotel thieves. Craft such as the purchasing
agent meets is of two kinds ordinary graft and innocent
graft. For in the latter category fall those many petty
Offerings on the shrine of commerce that are practiced
even in this highly moral day. Probably a cigar has
looked alluring to every purchasing agent at some time
of his life, hut after he has been on the job awhile the
experience of receiving a cigar becomes so dulled that
it is just about as exciting as getting a laundry bill.

Some day I hope it will be a capital offence for a sales-

man to offer a purchasing agent a cigar. Under the
same head comes the fallacy of Christmas giving from
the seller to the buyer Some companies think it

incumbent upon them to give away Christmas presents
to their customers. This may still be all right with
some small customers in small towns where the gift

is looked upon merely as a pleasing compliment, and
yet I doubt it. Surely it is all wrong when it comes to

the man who is not spending his own money, and
doubly so because the gifts usually vary in cost with
the size of the business. In the first place, it is wrong
to take this money out of the pockets of the owners of

the selling company. It represents legitimate earnings
and does not belong to others. In the second place, it

is not fair to the purchasing agent to give him Christ-

mas presents, because it makes it hard for him to over-

look these things in trying to play fair with the other

fellow. And it creates, besides, a wrong impression

among the clerks and assistants in the purchasing office,

which impression does not breed impartiality. Not one
of these selling companies will admit that the box of

cigars, the silver umbrella or the merchandise certificate

on Marshall Field & Company is intended to influence

future business, but that is the effect it has, all the

same, and it should therefore be stopped. A card or

letter expressing the good wishes of the sender or the

compliments of the season shows both better taste and

better ethiCS, and I am glad tO Sajl that I know one
large Company Which has sent out written notices that

nothing more than these will he accepted hv its pur-
Chs Ing department at Chri-tmas time.

The Other Kind of Salesman

I would not like to leave yOU with the impression that
Kir purchasing agent sees nothing hut freaks. On the
contrary, the great majority of men who come to sell

goods to him are good, full-hlooded Americans and men
lie Is glad to shake hand with. They come in, say one
pleasant word and then present their husiness. If

there is anything they can do to make their proposition
more clear, they do it. It there are any impartial facts
to he had on the suh.ject at issue, the\ give them. They
know you are busy, hut don't flatter you by telling you
so. They simply leave when it is time.

You sometimes hear people talk of buyers and pur-
chasing agents synonymously, yet there is a distinction.

A buyer's duty is to dicker for a price, and the lower
the price at which he gets his material the better the
buyer. His is a more or less mechanical business, but
the purchasing agent has an unlimited field of study
always before him—the trend of markets, financial condi-

tions leading to overproduction or underproduction, the

study of substitutes, the products of the big industries

and the small industries. These things the purchasing
agent should keep in touch with. I say "in touch with"
because it is almost impossible for a man to be an
authority on more than one subject, and if he is an
authority on even one other subject he should not be a

purchasing agent. It is no wonder, then, that with this

program in front of him the purchasing agent cannot

go into every subject presented by the salesman as

closely as the salesman would like to have him, for the

mere dispatch of his business is a difficult problem.

His aim is to do justice to each salesman in proportion

as he sees the importance of the subject presented. The
situation therefore demands constant self-education,

that he may approach efficiency in his position of pur-

chasing agent, and he is lucky who is gifted with good

judgment to mix with what knowledge he has.

At the same time every salesman should appreciate

that, after all, his proposition must be weighed and bal-

anced on its economic merits or it cannot long prevail.

It is better for him to forget his "dope" on "salesman-

ship" and confine himself strictly to business, keeping

in mind the fact that, after all, the purchaser sees just

about as much of human nature as the salesman does

himself, and that by the time the salesman has "sized

up his man" the purchaser has probably just as surely

sized him up also. A straight-line argument is the

shortest distance to a purchasing agent's order file.

Electric Kitchen a Feature During

Janesville Week"
'Made-in-

During "Made-in-Janesville Week" the Janesville

(Wis.) Electric Company located many prospective cus-

tomers through its demonstrators at the "Electric Shop"

booth. An electric kitchen and an electric laundry were

the features of the exhibit. The woman demonstrator

employed in the electric kitchen was able to interest

visitors in electric cooking by serving cup-cakes and

percolated coffee prepared electrically "on the spot."

Lamps, vacuum cleaners, irons, heaters, stoves, ranges,

percolators, toasters and other appliances composed the

company's display in the booth, which was made under

the supervision of P. H. Korst, secretary and treasurer

of the Janesville Electric Company.
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Bookkeeping and Cost-Keeping for Electrical Contractors
By Louis W. Moxey, Jr., Vice-President Keller-Pike Company, Philadelphia

IN order to obtain figures on costs such as are given in the tables of the previous two

installments of the present series of articles (see Electrical World, Oct. 16 and 23),

it is necessary for the contractor to employ such cost-keeping and bookkeeping

systems as will not only enable him to obtain a general idea of the cost of doing business

but will allow him to determine also the unit costs of performing the various operations

entering into the execution of any wiring contract. Unless a contractor does employ

such cost-keeping and bookkeeping methods, he can hardly be said to be engaged in bus-

iness, for he is merely playing a game of chance with his entire investment and busi-

ness future as the stakes.

Many methods of cost-keeping and bookkeeping are,

of course, in use by electrical contractors. Some lack

merit and others are of great usefulness. In designing

any cost-keeping and bookkeeping system it should be

borne in mind that the simpler the system can be made
the more satisfactory and efficient it will prove to be,

provided that it gives all the information that the con-

tractor should have about his business.

The system of cost-keeping and bookkeeping to be

described is the one employed by the firm with which
the writer is connected. This system has been found
very satisfactory and requires the minimum of labor.

Upon the receipt of an order for performing a certain

piece of work, an order card (Fig. 1) is filled out and
turned over to the credit department, where the rating,

financial responsibility, etc., of the prospective customer
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is examined. If the result of this inquiry is satisfac-

tory, the card is passed to the bookkeeping department,
where the information contained on the card is entered
in the contract ledger and the card filed in the order-

card index file.

In the contract ledger, under the entry for the job, are
charged all labor and material actually used on the job
until the work is completed, no entry being made, how-
ever, for office expense.
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After tin 1 plana and specification! for the work are

received t hf engineering department layi <>ut the work,

tightens out any discrepancies between the plans and

tin' specifications, and secures any other Information

which may be necessary for the construction depart

ineiit In know before proceeding with the actual work.

The plans and specifications arc then turned over to the

Construction department, the superintendent of which

tills out a job Card (Fig. 1 > With the name of the man
who has been selected to be foreman of the work. The
card then becomes the foreman's order for the work
and is kepi by him until the completion of the job.

When the card is returned, the bookkeeping department
knows the job has been completed and is ready for

billing. 'This process is repeated in the case of any
extra work which may he ordered by the customer, no
foreman or workman being permitted to do any extra

work on a contract until a job card for the same has

been issued.

When the construction department starts a piece of

work the superintendent fills out a stock-requisition

The list of materials received at the job becomes, their

lore, the bookkeeping department's "sheet of original

entry," and these sheets are tiled in an indexed loose leal

ledger. The other material sheets mentioned are, on

the other hand, simple memoranda lor checking and n

Ceipts I'm" materials.

To charge the stock room and credit a job on the

return of materials, or to credit one job and charge
another where materials have been transferred without

passing through the stock room, a sheet similar to the

requisition form, but of different color, is tilled out in

the office from the data contained on the other types of

material sheets mentioned.

The bills for work done can be made out readily, the

price being already established. In time-and-material

work it is necessary for the billing clerk to refer to his

contract ledger and copy down all material and labor

items which have been charged to the work, giving the

price at which the same were charged and noting whether
the material was furnished from the stock room or from a

supply house. This bill is made out in pencil and turned
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FIG. 6—WEEKLY TIME AND MATERIAL REPORTS TO BE FILLED IN BY THE FOREMAN

sheet (Fig. 2). To guide him in ordering materials a

copy of the estimate showing the estimated amounts of

materials needed is also given him. Upon the receipt

of the material at the job a second list is filled out on a

special receipt form and receipted by the man in charge.

After a gob is completed, the surplus material is again

listed and returned to the stock room. The receipt of

material in the stock room is entered on a sheet similar

to the first bill of materials, but containing the words

"stock room" in the place of "job." Sheets such as those

described are also filled out by the foreman in charge

when material is transferred from one job to another

and does not pass through the stock room.

By referring to the stock-requisition sheet (Fig. 2),

it will be noticed that the amount of material desired is

placed in the fourth column from the left, the amount
of that material supplied from the stock room in the

next column, and in the adjoining two columns the

amount of that material furnished by any local supply

house, together with the initials of the supply house

and the contractor's order number to the supply house.

All material going to a job is, therefore, entered, but

only that portion of the materials supplied from the

stock room is valued on the sheet, the amount being

credited to the stock room and charged to the job. The
material furnished by the supply house is billed by the

supply house, whose account in the main ledger is cred-

ited and the amount charged in the contract ledger.

over to the construction department, by which it is

examined and, if found correct, passed to the person
pricing the material and labor.

The distribution of the labor on various jobs is made
by the pay-roll clerk on a pay-roll sheet (Fig. 3), and
the various jobs are charged and the cash account cred-

ited from this sheet.

When a contract is secured in which the unit price of

labor for certain parts of the work is not accurately

known to the contractor, this information being desired

for future use, he should endeavor to obtain these data

by having a sheet such as shown in Fig. 4 prepared for

his pay-roll clerk. A copy of this sheet should be given

to the foreman on the job with instructions to mark
his time sheets according to the symbols for the labor

items as shown in Fig. 4.

At the end of the week the pay-roll clerk inserts on

his unit-cost sheet the amount of money expended dur-

ing that week for the various labor items on the job

under way, the total of these items equaling the total

pay-roll for that job. This process is carried on until

the completion of the work, at which time the total labor

for each item is ascertained. Dividing the total labor

for installing a certain material by the total amount of

the materials installed, as ascertained from the con-

tract ledger, a unit price is obtained for installing that

material.

It is very often desirable, however, to know what the
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unit price of labor is at the end of each week, espe-

cially if the job is some distance from the contractor's

office and is visited by his superintendent only once or

twice during the progress of the work. This can be

accomplished by the use of time sheets (Fig. 6) issued

to the foreman. Taking, for example, the report on

conduit work, the foreman fills out the lines marked
A, B, C and D for the first week, after which only the

lines A, B and C are filled out.

The line A designates the job. The line D, which is

filled out only when the first slip is issued, indicates the

amount of conduit on the job at the time the foreman
arrives, while the line B, which is filled in by the fore-

man every week, indicates the conduit received during
that week. Now, the line C, which is filled out by the

foreman every week, indicates the amount of conduit on
hand at the end of the week. Hence, the sums of the

amounts of materials entered on the lines B and D minus
the amounts entered on C, that is, B + D — C, for the

first week indicate the amounts of the different sizes

of conduit installed during that week.

After the first week the sums of the amounts of con-

duit along the line D of the first week's report and along

the line B of all subsequent weekly reports, minus the

amounts along the line C of the last report, indicate the

amounts of the different sizes of conduit installed up
to the time of the last report.

The labor costs from the weekly time sheet (Fig. 4)

are then inserted along the line marked "labor cost,"

and the unit prices are accurately figured and placed

along the line marked "price per unit." If the price per

unit for any item is higher than the estimated price,

the head of the construction department indicates this

by placing a red cross opposite the particular item to

which he desires to call the attention of the superin-

tendent. The latter immediately investigates the matter,

reporting on any possible causes for the increased costs

and on the possibility of reducing the unit price.

This same process is carried out for wire work and
outlet work. In the usual installation these items of

conduit work, wire work and outlet work are by far the

largest portion of the labor item, so that the work on
signal systems, bells, etc., can be neglected. Otherwise
the cost involved for ascertaining unit prices on the

minor work would far overbalance the benefits of know-
ing these particular labor costs.

Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

and Engineering Press of the World

CONTROLLING INFRA-RED EMISSION
Increasing the Luminous Efficiency of Incandescent Solids

by Reducing the Output of Wave-Lengths Outside

the Lower Limit of Visibility

By W. W. Coblentz

It is a well-known principle of physics that solid sub-

stances in an incandescent state emit a large amount of

infra-red radiation. It is generally recognized that in

order to produce a high output of luminous radiations

from such a solid substance it is necessary to operate

it at a high temperature and to prevent the production

of useless infra-red radiations. Energy input (whether
it be electrical energy or the combustion of a gas) and
radiant energy ("visible" and infra-red) output are

correlated. If the dissipation of energy in the form of

infra-red radiations is prevented, then the temperature
required for the production of visible radiations can be
maintained at a lower energy input than is ordinarily

experienced.

About nine years ago, while engaged in an investiga-

tion of the emission spectra of solids, I found that in

many substances, especially mixtures, the infra-red

emission spectrum, which is discontinuous at low tem-
peratures, becomes continuous at high temperatures.

At that time I was interested mainly in rendering the

substance electrically conducting, so that it could be

heated to incandescence and its emission spectrum ex-

amined. As the work progressed it was observed that

by fulfilling certain conditions the infra-red emission

spectrum of a highly incandescent solid remained dis-

continuous and deeply indented, just as was observed
at low temperatures. This was exactly the opposite

from what I had observed previously on the Nernst
glower. The practical application was at once evident.

In order to keep the emission spectrum discontinuous

one must proceed in a different manner in making a

glower—whether it be heated electrically or whether
the material be in the form of a gas mantle.

The fundamental difference between the present

method for producing light and previous methods, by
means of second-class conductors, lies in the selection

and the treatment of the constituents of the radiator,

so that it may emit the maximum amount of light with
a minimum production of infra-red rays. The pro-

cedure is set forth in Letters Patent No. 1,135,663, April

13, 1915.

For a long time it was not admitted by the examiner
that solids can emit banded spectra, that supposedly be-

ing a property of gases only. Those in doubt about the

matter are referred to Publication No. 97 of the Car-

ry o I Fit). Z
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FIGS. 1 TO 3—PATENT DRAWINGS FOR COBLENTZ GLOWER

negie Institution of Washington, pages 86, 96, etc., 1908,

and to the Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards, Vol.

6, page 301, 1909.

The present invention is still necessarily in a de-

velopmental stage, and the materials now used are not

necessarily those that will bring ultimate success. The
light-producing part of the glower of my invention con-

sists of a thin thread of a complex aluminum silicate
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which Is attached t<> e thin rod of aluminum oxide for e

support. For a gas mantle the material may be u ed

in a simpler form.

The principles involved are as follows: I
1

1 the u b of

thin layer of a substance which can be operated Dear
its melting point (which must be high) without evapo
ration, and i-> as such a thin layer cannot he so oper-

ated without melting and forming an arc, the combine
tion »>f this materia] with a support in such a manner
that the intra red emission spectrum of the Combine
tion remains discontinuous oven at the highest

operating temperatures. The glower of the present

invention fulfills these- two conditions, and it is believed

that, for the first time, we have something which ap

preaches the long-sought-for goal of controlling the
manner in which heat and light waves are emitted from
a solid substance, and thereby controlling the luminous
efficiency of tin 1 substance.

I
For a lull unden tending "i the preceding article of

Dr. Coblentz, we reproduce I to 8 from his patent

No. 1,135,668 ( .\pnl L8, L915). Fig. l shows a glower

ig of a thin thread /•' of feldspar, joined to the

more refractory and less conducting baM Of aluminum
oxide 1. Fig, '1 is a cross-section of the glower. In

Fig. 8 the curve n gives the distribut ion of energy in

the spectrum from a highly incande rent ordinary

glower, while curve h gives the distribution Of 6U<

in the spectrum of the Coblentz glower. The indenta-

tions in curve D vary somewhat with the composition of

the glower. For example, the band at about 3|i

([a 0.001 mm.) is owing to silicates. Since the areas

under curve a and under curve b are a measure of the

energy input, it is evident that for the glower b the

energy input required to produce the same radiation

within the visible spectrum is much less than for glower

a, as the useless infra red radiation is reduced.

—

Eds.
|

(venerators, Motors and Transformers

Dispersion Coefficient of Three-Phase Induction
Motors.—E. A. Biedermann.—The first two install-

ments of a long paper in which the author first deals

with a method of calculating the dispersion coefficient of

a three-phase induction motor. It is divided into five

sections. The first section shows how the dispersion

coefficient may conveniently be separated into three

components, termed the main, peripheral and flank dis-

persion, and how these components may be expressed
in terms of the coefficients of self and mutual induction

of the stator and rotor windings. Sections 2, 3 and 4

are devoted to the calculation respectively of these three
components in terms of the dimensions of the machine,
particular attention being given to the component termed
the main dispersion. In section 5 comparisons are to

be made of the dispersion coefficients, calculated in the
manner described, with those obtained experimentally.

In the second part of the serial the results obtained in

the first part are to be applied to the question of the
design of a motor from the point of view of obtaining
a minimum dispersion coefficient. It is shown that for

this purpose a small slot pitch is as important as a
small air-gap, and a method of design is outlined be-

ginning with the slot and resulting in fixing the diam-
eter of the machine. It will then be discussed to what
extent the dispersion coefficient is likely to be increased

if this diameter is departed from. The serial is to be
continued.—London Electrician, Oct. 15 and 29, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Unstable States in Arc and Glow.—W. G. Cady.—

A

paper read before the New York Section of the Amer-
ican Electrochemical Society. The author discussed the

characteristics of the gas discharge. The cut shows
qualitatively the relation between current and voltage

in the discharge between two fixed electrodes. The
nature and pressure of the surrounding gas are sup-

posed constant. The first part of the curve OA repre-

sents the saturation current, which soon assumes a value

that is practically constant over a great range of voltage.

This current is carried by the few free ions that are

always present. As the voltage increases, the charged
particles are sufficiently accelerated to form new ions by
impact. At this point the current begins to increase,

and a faint glow appears. The point A represents the

"sparking potential." In the present case the external

resistance is supposed to be too high to admit of spark-

ing. AB is the glow discharge proper, in which the

rate of ionization is so great that the voltage across the

gap begins to drop. If the cathode is small, the curve

may rise again before B is reached, owing to the ab-

normally high cathode drop. Since the drop at the

cathode is much larger than that at the anode, the

cathode becomes relatively hot. As B is approached, the

expenditure of energy at the cathode becomes so high

that the cathode rapidly becomes incandescent. Here
a new phenomenon appears, namely, the emission of

electrons from the hot cathode, according to Richard-

son's law. These greatly increase the ionization close to

I

RELATION OF CURRENT TO VOLTAGE IN DISCHARGE BETWEEN
FIXED ELECTRODES

the cathode, and the positive ions thus produced heat

the cathode by impact still more. If the cathode metal

is volatile enough, it begins to vaporize, thus lowering

the cathode drop as well as the resistance of the gas.

The discharge quickly resolves itself into an arc, in

which the negative base is concentrated to an intensely

bright spot, the current is carried chiefly by the vapor

from the cathode, but the mechanism of the discharge is

essentially as before. The portion BC of the curve

cannot be observed. Over CD the discharge is an arc

as far as the cathode is concerned, but, since less energy

is being expended at the anode, at the latter we may
still have a glow discharge. The positive base of the

discharge is undefined and faintly luminous. This

is the first stage of the arc. With increasing current

the anode is brought to the boiling point. This causes

a decrease in the anode drop and a further increase in

conductivity of the gas, so that the portion DF is quickly

passed over. FG is then a full arc or second-stage arc.
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Quantitatively it is impossible to make the diagram give

a correct idea of the voltage and current relations, since

the current at G is in reality many thousands of times
greater than at A. As Kaufmann has shown, the dia-

gram gives a simple criterion of the stability of the
discharge. Let the supply emf. be measured by OE^ in

the cut. If M is the point on the curve at which the

discharge takes place, then since the ordinate of M is

the voltage consumed by the discharge, the external

resistance R is equal to tan a. If R is decreased, a

must decrease and M will move to the right along the
curve. A stable discharge is only possible when the

line through E
lt

or the "resistance line" as it is called,

slopes more steeply than the characteristic curve at the

point in question. Thus the discharge is stable at M,
and, starting with zero current, it would also be stable

at N with the same external resistance, but not at P.

A glow at P could only be obtained with an enormously
high emf. At B the discharge is unstable. The author
then discusses the carbon arc and its first and second
stages, the effect of impurities, and the question whether
an arc is possible from a pure metal. He then deals

with intermittent discharge, corona discharge, rotations

at the anode and glow arc oscillations, and takes up the
singing arc and its application in radiotelegraphy. The
effect of the second harmonic is finally discussed. With
respect to practical conclusions for stability, an arc

should be operated with supply emf., external resistance

and current all large. Or if the discharge is to be a
glow, a region on the characteristic should be chosen
at a safe distance from a critical point, having due
regard to the supply emf. For oscillations a steeply

falling characteristic, small current, large emf. and arti-

ficial cooling of the electrodes are important factors.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, Nov. 15, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Substations of the Sydney Electricity Supply.—

A

note taken from a paper by J. E. Just giving the follow-

ing details of the substation apparatus of the Sydney
municipal electric supply undertaking. High-tension
three-phase currents at 5000 volts are converted by
rotary converters, motor converters and synchronous
motor-generators to direct current at 240 and 480 volts

on the three-wire system. The two largest sets for this

purpose are 15,000-kw. machines, one a motor converter

and one a rotary converter. This variety in the kind of

apparatus employed is largely due to the necessity of

controlling the station power-factor. The complete re-

mote control of substations may be put into operation

by the tramway department. Batteries are also used,

there being two, of 4000 amp.-hr. and 6000 amp.-hr.

rating at the one-hour rate. Great care has had to be
taken in supporting the conductors for such large bat-

teries, as great magnetic forces may be set up between
them. The batteries are in halves between the outers

and the neutral, and when charging the booster is con-

nected in between the halves. The static transformers
range from the large 33,000-volt apparatus in brick sub-

stations to small exposed transformers on poles, the

latter type running to 200 kva. An interesting piece of

apparatus in this connection is a special portable oil

drying and filtering outfit, enabling the oil of a trans-

former to be dried out while the transformer is still

In service, the oil being circulated through the filter and
back to the transformer. The cost of drying in this

way is about 26s. ($6.50) for a 100-kva. transformer
containing 130 gal. of oil.—London Electrician, Oct. 29,

1915.

Traction

Electrification of British Railway.—Continuations of

a long illustrated article on the electrification of the

London & Southwestern Railway. The present capacity

of the power plant is 25,000 kw., in turbo-alternator

units of 5000 kw., with room for a sixth set, but there

is space between the present building and the cooling

towers for an extension to double this power. Besides

the generating plant and the boiler house the auxiliary

plant external to the power house is described.—London
Electrician, Oct. 22 and 29, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Prepayment Meters in Amsterdam.—W. LULOFS.

—

An account of the results obtained in the municipal cen-

tral station of Amsterdam with the use of prepayment
meters for the purpose of popularizing the use of elec-

tricity in small households. The installation, which is

made free of charge to the consumer, consists of not

more than eight "lighting points" and one contact for

heating and power devices, such as electric flatirons,

etc. To each "lighting point" an "unlimited number of

lamps" may be connected. The installation is made for

the municipal station by local wiring contractors at a

fixed rate. If more lighting points or contacts for heat

devices are wanted, the excess installation is made at

the expense of the consumer, but it remains the prop-

erty of the city. Two flexible cords, one ceiling lamp
and three metallic-filament lamps of 50 cp. are furnished

free of charge. A charge of 7.5 cents per kilowatt-hour

is made for lighting and of 4.25 cents for power and

heating, and the consumer must agree to pay yearly at

least $4.25 for the first four lighting points and 42.5

cents for each further lighting point. The contact for

power is counted as one lighting point. The price for

lighting in Amsterdam for installations in which no

prepayment meters are used is 6.25 cents per kilowatt-

hour. The price of gas for lighting and power is 2.9

cents per cubic meter. The currents for lighting and

power are measured by a single meter in such a way
that the lighting current passes through two measuring

coils in series while the power current passes only

through one coil. The coils are so dimensioned that the

counting device measures both currents in the correct

proportion according to the tariff. A further reduction

of cost is obtained by using one common house connec-

tion for several adjoining houses. The author compares

the financial results obtained from prepayment meter

installations with those obtained from energy supply to

townships in the neighborhood. He finds that the pre-

payment meter installations give the most favorable

results with respect to the ratio between capital invested

and money received. It is found that the excess voltage

at 1.25 cents per kilowatt-hour for lighting is fully

sufficient to make the prepayment meter installations as

profitable for the station as other installations. The
first prepayment installations were made in February,

1914, and in August, 1914. The number of prepayment

installations was 1239. In the average each installation

has seven lighting points, the average candle-power of

the incandescent lamps being 59, since a large num-
ber of 100-cp. lamps have been connected. The author

has very high expectations for the success of this

method of popularizing electricity.

—

De Ingenieur (Hol-

land), Nov. 21, 1914; abstracted by H. Cahen in Elek.

Zeit., July 1, 1915.

Storage Batteries in Alternating-Current Stations.—
L. Schroeder.—A long translation in abstract of his

German paper, abstracted some time ago in the Digest,

on tests of various methods employing storage batteries

in alternating-current systems.—London Electrician,

Oct. 22, 1915.
Electrophysics and Magnetism

Heat Conductivity of Selenium.—L. P. Sieg.—The
fact that selenium changes its electrical conductivity so

markedly with illumination has no doubt led many in-

vestigators to consider the possibility of a change in its
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heat conductivity with a change Is the illumination.

Bellati and Lusaana, axperimenting with a thin disk of

light-sensitive selenium, found such a change and alio

noted thai the percentage change In the thermal con-

ductivity agreed well with the percentage change In the

electrical conductivitj when' exposure was made to the
same light The present author, experimenting on a

selenium crystal, found that while the given source of

light increased the electrical conductivity nearly 800 per
cent, the same lighl did not increase the thermal con

ductivitj m an> appreciable manner; considering all

ible sources of error, it must certainly have been
under ;> per cent. Phya. Review, September, L916.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

The Electrolytic Precipitation of Gold, Silver and
Copper from Cyanide Solutions.—G. H. Clevenger.—
The conclusion of his long and profusely illustrated

paper, hi the present installment the author descrihes
in detail the practice of electrolytic precipitation at

San Sebastian, Salvador, at Virginia City, Nevada, at

El Rayo, Mexico, and at Nelson, British Columbia, and
deals with the disposal of byproducts of electrolytic pre-

cipitation, the construction of anodes and cathodes, and
the cost of installation and operation.

—

Met. and Chem.
Eng'ing, Nov. 15, 1915.

Antimony.—Anson G. Betts.—An American Electro-

chemical Society paper discussing various important
points in electrolytic refining of antimony with a fluoride

solution.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, Nov. 15, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Reichsanstalt.—An abstract of last year's report of

the work of the Reichsanstalt. The numerous researches

carried out related, among other things, to the theory of

standard cells, the mercury resistance thermometer, the

wave-form of electrolytic and mercury rectifiers, the

thermal conductivity of metal , the experimental demon-
stration of Ampere1 molecular currents, the thermal
conductivity of bismuth in a magnetic field, the devel

opment of a simple method for testing voltmeters, the

reflection of traveling waves at condensers and induc-

tion coils, induction effects on lines in the neighbor-
hood, the passage Of electric wa\e into a coil, the

determination of "additional losses" in small induction
motors, the measurement of large alternating currents,

the distortion of the wave form by the Lichen vacuum-
tube amplifier, the use of the photO-electriC cell as re-

ceiver in wireless telegraphy, the measurement of high

inductions, iron-loss tests, etc.

—

Elek. Zeit., Aug. 12,

1915.

Testing Bureaus. EDELMANN.—An article on the
work of diferent testing bureaus in Germany in 1914.

At the head of the electrical testing work in Germany is

the Reichsanstalt, but there are testing bureaus also in

Ilmenau, Hamburg, Nuremberg, Chemnitz, Munich,
Frankfort and Bremen. The last three are in connec-
tion with the municipal central stations. There is also

a large and independent testing bureau connected with
the Physical Society of Frankfort. In all there were
tested in 1914 in Germany in official bureaus 20,000
meters, of which 17,759 belong to systems which are

admitted for official certification. Of these 16,425 re-

ceived official certification, 2613 were admitted for use,

and only 945, or 5 per cent, were refused approval.

Notes are given on other test work, especially of ma-
terials, photometric measurements, etc.

—

Elek. Zeit.,

July 22, 1915.

Localization of Bullets by Radiography.—F. Ozil.—
An illustrated description of the Ozil method for local-

izing bullets by radiography. The same issue contains

a description of the induction balance of A. de La Baume
Pluvinel for searching for bullets in wounded bodies.

—

La Revue Elec, Aug. 6, 1915.

Book Review

Specification and Design of Dynamo-Electric
Machinery. By Miles Walker. New York: Long-
mans, Green & Company. 648 pages, 533 illus.

Price, $10.

The author's aim has been to produce a book which
shall be of use to engineers who may have occasion,

from time to time, to draw up specifications for elec-

trical machinery. He endeavors to eliminate the non-
essentials from the buyer's specification and lays stress

on the points requiring special attention in order to

comply with the requirements. The book is divided into

two parts. Part I treats of the design of dynamo-elec-
tric machinery, mainly from the point of view of the
practical designer. Part II contains a number of typical

specifications relating to both alternating-current and
continuous-current machines. These specifications are

accompanied by numerical examples illustrating the
manner in which a machine would be designed to com-
ply with the terms of the specification. Professor Walk-
er's method is based largely on the practice of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, but
in the main it does not depart appreciably from the

methods followed by most designers. Many useful rules

and coefficients are given, based upon results obtained
with modern machines of the best type. These, together
with the excellent diagrams and curves contained in the
first part of the book, cannot fail to be of great value to

the practicing engineer. Some stress is laid on the fact

that one fundamental formula is used for calculating

the voltage generated in any type of dynamo-electric

machine. The idea of the armature conductors cutting

the flux in the air-gap is always present and the one
formula is made applicable to all cases by introducing a

coefficient the value of which depends upon the position

of the conductors relatively to the pole faces and the

space distribution of the flux in the air-gap. The chap-

ters on ventilation and the predetermination of tempera-
ture rise are among the best in the book. The author
treats this subject very clearly and well. The rules of

design, with the many constants and formulas of use to

the designer, are followed by a large number of model
specifications with numerical examples. These include

design sheets for continuous-current generators—belt-

driven, engine-driven and directly coupled to high-speed

steam turbines; three-phase generators (engine-driven

and steam-turbine-driven), three-phase induction mo-
tors, rotary converters and a phase advancer. The book
is excellent of its kind, one of the best treating of dyna-
mo-electric machines since the publication of Hawkins
and Wallis' classic treatise on the dynamo. It is too vol-

uminous—and, in the reviewer's opinion, hardly suit-

able—for use as a text in technical colleges ; but it will

be invaluable as a book of reference for the electrical

engineer, whether he be a designer or a user of elec-

trical machinery.

Books Received

Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism.
By Silvanus P. Thompson. New York : Macmillan Com-
pany. 706 pages, 377 illus. Price, $1.50.

The Elements of Mechanics of Materials. By C. E^
Houghton. New York: D. Van Nostrand Company.
216 pages, 94 illus. Price, $2.
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Men
of the Industry

( lhanges in Personnel

and Position

—

Biographical Notes

Peter Junkersfeld, who was appointed
chairman of the committee on operation
of the recent conference on the pro-
posed electrical safety code held at New
York City, is assistant to the vice-presi-
dent of the Commonwealth Edison
Company of Chicago, a position which
has large responsibilities in connection
with the company's engineering work.
Mr. Junkersfeld was graduated from
the University of Illinois in 1895 and
shortly afterward joined the operating
staff of the old Chicago Edison Com-
pany. Advancing to the engineering
department, he was in 1906 appointed
electrical engineer of the company, and
he has held his present post since 1909.
Mr. Junkersfeld is a fellow of the A. I.

E. E. and has been active in the work
of the N. E. L. A., the A. S. M. E., the
Western Society of Engineers, and
other engineering organizations.

Walter N. Polakov has resigned as
superintendent of power of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad
to engage in consulting practice. His
address is Revonnah Manor, Stamford,
Conn.

Martin P. Coyne, assistant superin-
tendent of the Livingston-Niagara
Power Company, Avon, N. Y., has been
appointed superintendent of the com-
pany, succeeding Mortimer D. Gould,
who recently resigned.

James Cole Roberts, formerly of the
United States Bureau of Mines, Denver,
Col., has been appointed to the Joseph
Austin Holmes professorship of safety
and efficiency engineering at the Colo-
rado State School of Mines at Golden.

George W. Lamke has been appointed
registrar of Washington University, St.
Louis, Mo. Mr. Lamke was formerly
instructor in the electrical school of
Purdue University and was later with
the Wagner Electric & Manufacturing
Company.

Alexander Russell of Avon, N. Y.,
has resigned as treasurer of the Avon
(N. Y.) Electric Company, Corpora-
tions Service Company, Livonia (N. Y.)
Light & Heat Company, Lima-Honeoye
Light & Railroad Company and Scotts-
ville (N. Y.) Electric Light & Gas
Company to devote his entire time to
the Rochester & Lake Ontario Water
Company, of which he is secretary-
treasurer and director.

George Chahoon has been elected

president of the Laurentide Company,
Ltd., Quebec, Canada, succeeding the
late Sir William Van Home.

Daniel Break has resigned as gen-
eral superintendent of the municipal
electric-light plant and water-works
system in Bridgetown, Ont., Can.

Prof. L. L. Patterson has been ap-
pointed professor of electrical engi-
neering at the Mississippi Agricultural
and Mechanical College, succeeding
Prof. Clarence E. Reid.

H. C. Borthwick, office manager for
the Meriden (Conn.) Electric Light
Company, has been appointed secre-
tary of the company, succeeding the
late George M. Curtis.

E. Lippe has opened an office as con-
sulting engineer in the Crilly Building,
35 South Dearborn Street, Chicago,
111., and will specialize in the mechan-
ical and electrical equipment of build-
ings.

William J. Aicklen, until recently
commercial manager of the Consum-
ers' Electric Light & Railway Com-
pany, New Orleans, La., has been ap-
pointed general manager of the com-
pany.

Charles A. Roberts, formerly com-
mercial manager for the Ohio Service
Company, Coshocton, Ohio, has joined
the commercial staff of the Connecti-
cut River Transmission Company, with
headquarters at Norwich, Conn.

R. S. Macey, formerly of the General
Electric Company, New York, has been
appointed superintendent of the East
Side municipal electric-light plant in
Norwalk, Conn. Mr. Macey succeeds
Elmer Lingard, who resigned nearly a
year ago.

Walter S. Dickson, who for the last
two years has been engaged in high-
tension transmission work for the
Chile Exploration Company, has now
been appointed resident engineer for
the Du Pont Nitrate Company at Offi-
cina Delaware, Chile.

John F. MacLane of Boise, Idaho,
has been appointed general attorney
for the Utah Power & Light Company,
succeeding R. A. Wilbur, who goes to
Cleveland, to become identified with
the Herrick-Parmalee Company. Mr.
Mac-Lane has been prominent in legal
practice in Idaho.

Frank Harris, who has for the last
four and one-half years acted as pub-
licity agent for the British Columbia
Electric Railway Company, Ltd., with
offices at Vancouver, resigned from the
company on Nov. 1. Mr. Harris went
to Vancouver from New York in 1904
and for several years served on the
Vancouver daily press before taking
up the post he has just relinquished.

Dr. Miller Reese Hutchison, chief

engineer for Thomas A. Edison, has
been appointed a member of the Naval
Advisory Board by Secretary Daniels.

Dr. Hutchison, who is thirty-nine years
of age, was graduated from the Ala-
bama Polytechnic Institute in 1897.

During the Spanish-American War he
was appointed chief engineer of the

seventh and eighth districts of the
United States Lighthouse Service and
engaged in laying submarine cables

and mines along the South Atlantic

coast. He is the inventor of a motor-
driven automobile horn and a device for

aiding the deaf to hear.

Myron W. Tenney, who has been
superintendent of the Newport Elec-
tric Light Company, Newport, R. I.,

ever since the company was organized,
twenty-three years ago, has resigned.
Mr. Tenney has been on duty almost
continuously and will now take a well-

earned rest.

L. C. Eddy, who held the position of
director of the electrical department of

the Shawinigan Technical Institute,

Shawinigan Falls, Quebec, Canada, last

year, has been engaged as assistant
instructor in the electrical department
at the Norwich University, Northfield,
Vt. Mr. Eddy is a graduate of Brown
University and took a general course
in engineering at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

C. E. Patton, president of the Cur-
wensville (Pa.) Light & Power Com-
pany, has been appointed Secretary of
Agriculture of the State of Pennsyl-
vania by Governor Brumbaugh. As a
young man Mr. Patton engaged in the
dry-goods business. Branching out, he
dealt in coal and lumber and then took
up engineering and contracting. Mr.
Patton is also a successful farmer and
has served two terms in Congress.

J. L. S. Scadding, who has been act-
ing as superintendent of the Fort Mad-
ison (Iowa) Electric Company, has been
appointed superintendent of the meter
department of the Mississippi River
Power Company at Keokuk, Iowa. Mr.
Scadding was formerly a member of
the Keokuk organization and has also
served in the employ of the Tri-City
Electric Company of Rock Island, 111.,

the New York Edison Company, and
the Virginia Railway & Power Com-
pany of Richmond, Va.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
.1 Record of Latest Developments and Improvements in Manufacturt

Products Used m the Electrical Industry

A Gaseous-Conductor Lamp for Color Matching
\\\ D. McFarlan Moore

u .. join! meeting of the American Electrochemical Boi

and the illuminating engineering Socletj held al Svk fork <>n

Nov, ii Mr. Moore demonstrated bla new carbon dioxide vacuum*
tube lamp, which employe b new principle tor automatically re-

plenishing the supply of gas within the tube as this gas la used

up during th<- operation of the lamp. The application ol the new
lamp was also Illustrated bj showing th<' difference In the color

values of objects suili as (in silks, meal and Bowers
when viewed flret solelj bj the light of a standard tungsten lamp

and then bj the new type <>i Moore lamp, in the com
talk, Mr, Moore called attention to th< I thi d«
velopmenl of gaseous-conductor lighting and t » i«

- limitations of

solid-conductor lighting. Prof. w. Q, Cady, Welsleyan University,
Middletown, Conn., presented a papei on "Unstable States in th.-

An- ami Glow," an abstract or which is given <>n pa^<- L168 of this

issue, a third paper, "The Electric Arc in Compi< . Vapoi
Reduced Pressures," by vv. a. Darrah, Mansfield, Ohio, was ah

Btracted on page 1 099 ol lasl week'i I m

Elaborate spectrophotometric investi- erald, lemon, orange and scarlet. The C02 gas by means of an auto-magnetic

gations have been made to show that result of each of these tests was care- feed valve, the gas is generated auto-

articlea of various colors, when viewed

solely by the light of the new tube

lamp illustrated herewith, have exactly

the same shades of color which they

display when viewed by the light from
a clear sky. Dyers and other color ex-

diagram of circuits, showing the ar-

rangement OF RESISTANCES, CARBON-
DIOXIDE GENERATORS, ELECTRODES, ETC.

perts thoroughly agree that the stand-

ard light which they wish for color

judging is that which enters a window
from a clear north sky at an angle of

about 45 deg., and preferably about

mid-afternoon with a clear sun shining

in the south.

There is reproduced herewith the

spectrophotometric curve of the CO:
spectrum, which consists of a broken
line with many jagged peaks, but an
average of these peaks results in a

smooth curve which gives a correct idea

of the effective color characteristics, so

that it should be used for comparison
with other line and continuous spectra.

The effect of the banded character of

the C0 2 spectrum, the tabulation of

which consists of a broken line, was
thoroughly investigated to determine
its relation to the color-matching prop-
erties of the lamp.

Color Cards Examined Spectroscopically

The following samples of colored silk

taken from the National Color Card of

America were selected to represent the
various p arts of the

spectrum and were
spectrophoto-
metrically tested to de-

termine what the act-

ual color composition

was: violet, National

blue, Yale blue, em-

fully plotted in the form of a curve,

and a review of the data obtained in

connection with these reflection curves
showed that the irregularities in the

C0 2 spectrum were absolutely without
visible effect, and that they deviated
only very slightly from north-sky
values, to which they were compared.
But it may be pointed out that if these
north-sky values had all been taken at

an angle of about 45 deg. there would
have been no detectable variation, and
that therefore the color-matching values
of the CO; spectrum were all that could
be desired.

Details of Construction of Lamp

The accompanying illustration shows
an exterior view of this new color-

matching unit. The straight-tube lamp
is contained in an elongated sheet-
metal case, which, however, is provided
with a screw base similar to that used
on the larger sizes of incandescent
lamps. Instead of the lamp being fed

matically within the tube itself. Near
each electrode is placed a small bulb

about an inch long, containing calcium

carbonate, from which emanates the

carbon-dioxide, C0 2 , when the resistance

wires embedded in it become heated to

1.0

K- 0.5

Volts Primary 118

Amperes " S.45

Watts " 243
Cycles "

Average Energy for Region

Average Curve drawn through Test- Points

+V^I. 4!* -,9-44—-g-|—H/!*l-<?-4— /?-

'0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60

Wave-Lenqth ju

0.65 0.70

STRAIGHT-TUBE GASEOUS-CONDUCTOR UNIT PRODUCING "ARTIFICIAL DAY-
LIGHT" FOR MATCHING COLORS IN DYE SHOPS, TEXTILE MULS, ETC.

CURVE SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY
IN SPECTRUM OF CARBON-DIOXIDE TUBE
LAMP

the proper degree by reason of their

being connected in shunt to the gas

column, as shown in the accompanying
circuit diagram. The gas column

measures % in. in diameter and 1 ft.

in length, and appears as a solid bar of

light with an appearance of intense

whiteness.

The foot-candles available near the

tube total more than 200, making this

apparatus suitable for the very closest

color discriminations. The degree of

vacuum is automatically held within

0.001 mm. of mercury column, and the

apparatus will stand wide line-voltage

fluctuations without becoming disar-

ranged in any way.
This new lamp has been found suit-

able for making absolutely correct

color determination,

and while it is appli-

cable to a very wide
field, it is particularly

useful in enabling the

dye shops of the great
textile industry to run
night shifts.
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Electrically Operated Crane Truck

In the accompanying illustration is shown a crane-

type truck which is being successfully used in several

automobile plants. The capacity of the crane is 1000
II). The boom as well as the hoist is motor-operated, the

ELECTRIC CRANE-TYPE TRUCK FOR SHOP SERVICE

energy being taken from the same storage battery which
furnishes energy for the propelling motor. The speed

of the truck is from 5 miles to 8 miles per hour. The
truck is built both with an extended platform and with
a platform cut close to the base of the crane. It is

being made by the Elwell-Parker Electric Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Phonograph Diaphragm Operating on Magnetic

Principles and Adaptable to Telephone Circuits

A phonograph diaphragm for which numerous ad-

vantages are claimed by the manufacturer depends for

its improved performance on magnetic principles.

Among its advantages are clearness and trueness of

either band or vocal reproductions without surface tones,

blasts or chatter; strength of reproductions or reaching

qualities, and adaptability to any kind of record (lateral

or hill-and-dale cut). These qualities make it particu-

larly suited to teaching foreign languages and instru-

mental music. By some modifications it may also be

NORMAL BAND ANO DANCE

I
HARMONY OVERTURES

I
AND MELOOV

^- SOLOS PIANOS
. INSTRUMENTAL REED

ORCHESTRAL

BRASS ANCHORING RING

.VULCANIZED RUBBER

HOLDING RING

Attached to the center of the diaphragm is a lever

which keeps the diaphragm under tension and transmits

the vibrations imparted to the phonograph needle. The
tension in the diaphragm is produced by a small perma-

nent magnet which attracts an armature on the end

of the lever. With the pull thus produced there is no

stiffness in the motion as might occur with a mechanical

spring, so vibrations are reproduced without change in

their pitch, amplitude or quality, it is claimed.

To eliminate overtones in accompaniments to vocal

reproductions, the tension in the diaphragm is reduced

by turning a screw that mechanically increases the

air-gap and thereby changes the bulge in the dia-

phragm. Thus the volume of air which must be com-

pressed in the sound box is reduced, producing perfect

voice tones. Furthermore, the reproductions can be

made with more strength and reaching qualities as less

air must be set in vibration. If the diaphragm tension

was not changed for band music, which represents more

energy, blasts would be produced.

The Nolen Accessories Company, 2 West 140th Street,

New York City, manufactures the device.

Series Street-Lighting Fixtures for High-Efficiency

Tungsten Lamps

Among the recent additions to its "Novalux" line of

fixtures for series street lighting with high-candle-

power gas-filled lamps made by the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., are the "Form No. 6"

units, as they are called, shown herewith. The units

are being made in sizes designed for use with 5.5-amp.,

6.6-amp. and 7.5-amp. straight series lamps and 400-cp..

15-amp. and 1000-cp., 20-amp. series lamps. For oper-

ating the high-candle-power lamps, the fixtures are

-TONE ADJUSTMENT

EXTERIOR OF SOUND BOX AND POSITIONS OF DIAPHRAGM
FOR DIFFERENT REPRODUCTIONS

FIG. 1—BRACKET-TYPE FIXTURE FOR HIGH-EFFICIENCY

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

adapted to telephone circuits for the transmission of

music.

The device consists of a mica diaphragm having a

rubber ring vulcanized to its periphery, which is clamped
in the percussion chamber or sound box by flanges, thus

permitting the diaphragm to vibrate freely and elimi-

nating the smothered sound which might be produced

without the piston effect.

equipped with self-contained auto-transformers so that

they can be connected to standard constant-current cir-

cuits of either 6.6 amp. or 7.5 amp. The units are of

two general types, one for mounting on brackets or per-

manent attachment to mast arms and the other for the

ordinary method of suspension.

The bracket-type unit is equipped with an insulator

which is designed to withstand pressures up to 25,000
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volts Either open or concealed wiring may he era

ployed. For open wiring the unit Is provided with fl<

ble leads equipped with soldered connecten of large

ctional area. The wires mas a ' s " oe brought

directly into the fixture bj bringing the leads to the

tying ears on the insulator and then throueh the in lU

lator to the Interior binding posts. For concealed wir-

Ing the leads can he broughl through the brackel pipe,

through the hood mt<> the top of the Insulator and t<>

the binding posts.

Any one of the following combinations of lighl die

tributing equipment may be employed with either the

pendent or bracket types of units: No. 87 light "Car
rara" outer globe; No. 87 lighl "Carrara" outer globe

and 20-in. reflector; prismatic refractor and 20-in. re

fleet or. The refractor Is of two sections of prismatic

glass with the prisms facing each other on the inside.

Mesh-protected openings under the lower flange of the

casing near the globe are provided for ventilating pur-

poses. The air circulates around the socket and passes

FIG. 2—PENDENT UNIT WITH PRISMATIC REFRACTOR

out through fine mesh-protected openings under the

dome of the lamp. The globe holder is hinged to permit

ready access to the lamp. The casing is of spun copper

with black oxidized finish. The reflector is of steel with

white fire-enameled reflecting surface.

Single-Phase Rotary Converters

Attention is called to an article which appeared in

these columns on Nov. 6 by Val. A. Fynn on "Recent

Improvements in Single-Phase Rotary Converters," in

which it is stated that the converter described starts as

an inductively neutralized, single-phase induction motor.

The word "induction" should read "conduction."

A 69-Kw. Electric Range to Cook for 1500 Hospital

Patients and Employees

Following a recent investigation of the practicability

of electric cooking, the Montana State Hospital for the

Insane at Warm Springs, Mont., has purchased one of

the largest electric ranges in the world for immediate

installation in connection with an unusually efficient

system of food handling between the hospital kitchen

and the dining-rooms. The range is the largest ever

built h> its manufacturer) the Simplex Electric Heating
Company "i Cambridge! .Ma.-.s., and has a total con-

Dected load of tilt lew. it Is built In four similar sections
each 7Vi ft< long and 2 ft. 9 in. wide, and is to he in-

stalled with sections hack to hack, occupying a floor

space ;>
i

ft. by L6 ft., enabling the cooking staff to

LARGE-SIZED RANGE FOR MONTANA STATE HOSPITAL

work on both sides. There are two ovens in each of the

four sections, each oven having sufficient capacity to

roast twenty-four chickens or 80 lb. of beef at once.

The top equipment comprises the following units, each

controlled by a separate switch with ruby pilot lamp
and three adjustable heats: Seven 18-in. by 24-in. hotel

griddles, with rims; two 18-in. by 24-in. flat griddles

or hot-plates; one 12-in. by 18-in. corrugated surface

broiler; one 12-in. frying kettle for deep fat; one six-

slice hotel-type bread toaster; five 15-in., two 10-in.

and five 8-in. round hot-plates.

The heating units are of the enamel type, and the

controlling switches are conveniently mounted on the

front of the range at a height providing for ease in

handling. No smoke flue is required, and the work
of installing the range will consist merely in placing

the range in position after assembling the sections and

connecting the leads from beneath the kitchen floor to

binding posts provided on the inside of the body of

the range and accessible through removable panels be-

tween the ovens.

The estimated maximum demand is 46 kw., and, on

the basis of 0.25 kw.-hr. per person per day, the energy

consumption in cooking for 1000 persons is estimated

to amount to 250 kw.-hr. per day, or 7500 kw.-hr.

per month, making the cost of electricity at a 2-cent

rate $150 per month. This is offset against the cost of

coal, cost of handling coal and ashes, and additional

attendance required for handling a coal outfit. There

will also be decided savings in food as the result of

improved cooking compared with cooking on coal or gas

ranges, avoiding waste due to over-cooking and under-

cooking, excessive shrinkage, etc. The latter costs in

many cases amount to even more than the cost of fuel.

The space required by the electric range is less than that

for a coal or gas range of equal rating.

Combination Current Tap and Lamp Receptacle

On account of the rough usage given electrical fittings

in industrial plants, Harvey Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport,

Conn., has developed a combination

current tap and lamp receptacle made
of a tough heat-proof composition.

While the device is designed primarily

for industrial establishments, it is also

adapted for household use. It is fitted

with standard contacts and is inter-

changeable with a number of types of

key-slot wall and flush receptacles made by the above-

named manufacturer.
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Lever Switches for Low-Voltage Circuits

In England and a number of other countries use is

generally made of the so-called tumbler or lever switch
instead of the turn switch for incandescent-lamp and
other low-voltage circuits. A number of types of lever

switches are being placed on the market by A. P. Lund-

FIG. 1—SURFACE FORM OF LEVER SWITCH FOR LOW-
VOLTAGE CIRCUITS

berg & Sons, 477 Liverpool Road, London N., England,
several of recent development being illustrated herewith.

In Fig. 1 is shown a single-way switch which breaks
the circuit, at four points. The "Quadbreak" switch, as
it is called, is built in sizes with ratings of 10 amp. and
6 amp. at a pressure of 250 volts. A switch of similar

FIG. 2—FLUSH-TYPE LEVER SWITCH

design of the flush type is also being made with a rating

of 5 amp. at 250 volts. This switch is illustrated in

Fig. 2. The terminals of the flush-type switch shown
are designated as of the "Admiralty" pattern. It is not

necessary to bring the wires back through the base of

the flush-type switches. The advantages of the surface

FIG. 3—SURFACE-TYPE LEVER SWITCH CONSISTING OF TWO
SINGLE-WAY SWITCHES ON ONE BASE

form of switch shown in Fig. 1 are, according to the
manufacturers, as follows : Screws are accessible in the

most confined situations and good connection and ex-

cellent contact are provided.

A "twinob" switch, as it is called, of the surface
type, with cover in position, is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Large-Sized Electric-Cooking Apparatus

A number of types of electric ranges for hotels and
restaurants are being made by the Carron Company,
Carron, Falkirk, Scotland, some of which are shown
herewith. One interesting installation of the company's
apparatus was recently made in the remodeled kitchen

FIG. 1—ELECTRIC RANGE WITH THREE OVENS

at the Royal Pavilion, Brighton. It consists of the two
electric ranges illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, which are
shown on the testing floors before shipment.
The larger range, shown in Fig. 1, is equipped with

two roasting and baking ovens, each of which is 20 in.

wide by 24 in. high by 18 in. deep. Between these two
ovens is another oven 40 in. wide by 24 in. high by 18
in. deep, which is provided with two doors. The walls
of the oven are double-cased and are packed throughout
with heat-insulating material. The inside of the oven
is lined with porcelain-enameled steel sheets. Each
oven is fitted with hinged shelf racks, grids, tinned-iron
drip tray and meat hooks, all of which can be readily
removed for cleaning. The heating elements, which
are fitted at the top and the bottom, are mounted in

strong cast-iron frames and can be removed by simply
sliding them out. Each element is wired with two
parallel circuits to permit of series-parallel control;
thus each 20-in. oven has six ranges of energy consump-
tion or control and the 40-in. twelve ranges of control.

The hot closet above the oven is provided with four
steel sliding doors. It is divided in the center, and
each section is separately heated and wired for series-

parallel control. The switchboard is of polished peak
and is equipped with rotary indicating series-parallel

FIG. 2—ELECTRIC RANGE WITH TWO OVENS AND GRILL

switches, "Zed" fuses and pilot lamps for every circuit.

The two outer ovens are rated at 3500 watts, the center
oven at 7000 watts, and each hot closet at 1000 watts.
The smaller range, illustrated in Fig. 2, is equipped

with two ovens 20 in. wide by 24 in. high by 18 in.

deep, the same size as the outside ovens of the large
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range. Above the ovens ia mounted s double grill winch
white-porcelain-enameled Inside, each compartmenl

being 2 it wnic by L2 In. high bj L8 In. deep. Bach
oven ia rated a1 8600 watts and each compartment of

the grill al 6000 watts.

\ combined cooking range la shown In Fig. :?. it

consists of two 'JO in. ovens and one Ki-in. hot closet

FIG. 3—COMBINED COOKING RANGE WITH OVENS, HOT
PLATES, HOT CLOSETS AND GRILL

surmounted by a continuous cast-iron hob carrying the

boiling plate, a simmering plate and a bain-marie. The
ovens have double doors, the inner ones being provided
with plate-glass panels so that the process of cooking
can be observed without opening them, thus preventing
loss of heat. The outer doors are lagged and act as a

shield to the glass doors. The grill, which is 18 in.

wide, is over the hot closet. The bain-marie consists of

a copper body tinned inside and recessed at the back
of the grill with holes in the top to take the vessels.

FIG. 4—GRILLING APPARATUS FOR HOTEL IN GLASGOW

All the heating elements are interchangeable and with

the exception of that of the grill are arranged for three-

heat regulation. The ovens are 20 in. wide by 24 in.

high by 18 in. deep. The boiling plates are 6 in., 8 in.

and 10 in. in diameter respectively. The hot closet is

16 in. wide by 22 in. high by 15 in. deep, and the sim-

mering p'.ate is 18 in. by 14 in. The range and switch-

boarda illustrated arc de Igned for a 460 volt three-wire
in.

The grilling apparatus shown In Fig, i was especially

designed bj the Carron Company tor use In a Glas-

gow hotel. Bach of the six compartments Is rated at

1600 waits. According to the manufacturer the ap-

paratus is worked at its highest pressure on Saturdays,
when from noon until L0.80 p.m. it turns out on an

average too grilled rarebits.

Mercury-Type Ampere-Hour Meter

II ia -aid that some !)<) per cent of the instruments
utilized in England in measuring direct current are

ampere-hour meters, and of these a large number are
of the mercury type, one of which, developed by Fer-
ranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancashire, England, is shown
herewith. The rotor of the instrument illustrated con-
sists of a copper disk which is immersed in mercury and
rotates in the gaps of two permanent magnets. As
shown in the diagram in Fig. 2, the energy passes from
the positive terminal to the circumference of the mer-
cury bath, through the disk and the mercury to the

MERCURY-TYPE AMPERE-HOUR METER

center, and thence through a compensating coil to the

negative terminal. The meter is simple in construction

and is strong mechanically. The dials are either of

the clock or cyclometer pattern. To prevent the escape

of the mercury during transit a clamping device is

employed which effectively seats the mercury bath, it is

asserted, and also supports the disk independently of

the bearings, thus protecting the jewels from damage.
Advantages claimed for the meter are as follows: The
driving torque is high, because with meters with ratings

up to 20 amp. all of the energy passes through the meter.

The rotor is so adjusted that not more than 5 grams of

its weight is in the mercury; the ratio of torque to

weight of rotor is therefore high. The starting current

is very small, being not more than 0.05 amp. in the

small sizes. The limits of error for the 1.5-amp. meter
are 2.5 per cent from full load to quarter load and 5 per

cent from quarter load to one-tenth load ; for the 3-amp.,

5-amp. and 10-amp. instruments, 2.5 per cent from full

load to one-tenth load and 5 per cent from one-tenth load

to half load, and for the 20-amp. and larger meters, 2.5

per cent for one-tenth to half load. The meters are

designed to be overloaded 25 per cent continuously, 50

per cent for one hour, and 100 per cent momentarily.

Adjustment of speed up to 5 per cent can be made by

adjusting screws provided. The speed of the rotor is

low and varies with the size of the meter but never

exceeds 60 r.p.m. at normal full load; the low speed,

combined with the low weight, therefore, it is declared,

reduces the wear of the jewels to a minimum.
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

and Central-Station Field*

PROSPERITY WEEK ONLY NINE DAYS OFF
Arrangements for Celebration Taking Definite Form in

Hundreds of Towns and Cities— Diversified and

Novel Ideas of Local Committees

Arrangements for Electrical Prosperity Week—Nov.

29 to Dec. 4—have now reached a point where the actual

magnitude of the celebration is evident on every hand.

The movement is assuming such proportions and devel-

oping with such rapidity in all sections of the country

that the real benefit to be derived by the industry may
be confidently expected to be immense.

Joining with the electrical press, the popular maga-
zines are taking up the slogan, "Do it electrically," and

millions of people will be reached through the medium
of their advertising and reading columns. The special

electrical number of Collier's Weekly, to be got out

Nov. 23, was mentioned in last week's issue. In addi-

tion, the Saturday Evening Post, the National Food
Magazine and the Scientific American are also to publish

special electrical numbers.

Uniform Display for Center of Windows in Kansas City

The celebration of Electrical Prosperity Week in

Kansas City (Mo.) is being planned with the active

co-operation of jobbers, contractors and central stations,

with carefully worked-out programs for bringing the

subject of electricity to the attention of the public. The
Kansas City Electric Light Company will use streamers,

banners and placards, chiefly on the street cars of the

city, and it is expected that the interurban railways

will also join in this means of display. C. F. Farley,

commercial manager of the light company, is taking an

energetic part in the arrangements. A. P. Denton,

president of the local contractors' association, is chair-

man of the sub-committee on details, and this committee

has already got well under way the chief feature of the

event, which will be the decoration of windows. All con-

tractors and dealers will have displays uniform in re-

spect to the central or dominating element, which prob-

ably will be either a poster or some other device

mentioning or emphasizing the occasion. It is expected

that the display of this feature, whatever else is in the

windows, will attract attention and cause investigation.

The co-operation of the merchants' association is being

obtained, so that windows of stores in all lines will also

use the central design of Electrical Prosperity Week.
Through the advertising club it is expected that a

majority of the display advertisements of the week will

touch on electricity in one way or another, and that the

newspapers will further exploit the subject by news
articles and pictures suitable to the occasion.

Lincoln Extends Period of Celebration

The Lincoln (Neb.) Electric Light & Power Company,
with its usual aggressiveness, is making comprehensive
plans for Electrical Prosperity Week. Not only will the

one week designated as Electrical Prosperity Week be

observed, but in addition one week before and two weeks
after have been advertised as a special sale period. Dur-
ing the four weeks the display room of the company will

be specially decorated, in a different manner for each

week, and there will be music in the store in the after-

noons and evenings. Grills, percolators, chafing dishes

and heating pads are all to have a week of special dis-

play and are to be sold at a small discount. Special

newspaper advertising will bring the displays to the

notice of the public at large, and the windows are to be

decorated with "trims" from the Society for Electrical

Development. An expert window trimmer has been en-

gaged for the occasion. The five regular salesmen will

continue their house-to-house sales work during the

period, and the company's policy of straight sales and
no trial sales will be maintained.

Indianapolis to Have Elaborate Exposition

The Indianapolis (Ind.) Society for Electrical Devel-
opment has begun preparations for staging an exhibi-

tion in celebration of Prosperity Week, which the officers

say will be of the most lavish character. Local manu-
facturers, wholesalers and retailers of electric appli-

ances and machinery, the Indianapolis Light & Heat
Company and the Merchants' Heat & Light Company
will join to make the celebration one that will attract

the attention of the entire State.

The exposition will be held in the rooms formerly
occupied by a big furniture company at Pennsylvania
and Vermont Streets. The building is to be decorated
inside and out, and during the exposition its whole
neighborhood will be ablaze with light and color. It is

planned to make the Indianapolis exposition a stimulus
to the "shop-early" idea, which has been fostered locally

for the past half-dozen years at each Yuletide. The
celebration is under the general direction of a commit-
tee which includes G. M. Sanborn as chairman, T. B.
Hatfield, R. A. McGregor, L. U. Murray, A. M. King and
C. C. Perry. The exposition is to be opened by a con-
cert by the Indianapolis News Newsboys' Band.

Illumination of the principal buildings of the city,

exhibits and demonstration of electrical appliances, etc.,

have been provided for Electrical Prosperity Week by
the Jovians of Nashville, Tenn. The Nashville Rail-

way & Light Company will co-operate by putting up
electric signs and by distributing electrical guide book-
lets. The Jovian committee which has charge of the
celebration is composed of J. Pink Lawrence, James E.
Carnes, J. H. Ansley, James A. Shingleton, A. G. Mad-
dux and L. R. Ritter.

Expert Engaged to Conduct Activities

Louisville Jovians have completed their preliminary
preparations for Electrical Prosperity Week and have
engaged Henry B. Marks, an experienced celebration
engineer, who will have charge of details from now on.
Mr. Marks has established headquarters at 422 West
Green Street and has a force of clerks and others to
assist him in working out the undertaking. Altogether
sixty concerns and individuals will be represented in the
exhibit of electrical appliances, etc., which will be staged
during the week at the armory, and the parade will be
larger than was at first expected by the promters of the
exhibit.

Popular interest in Electrical Prosperity Week has
been stimulated at Worcester, Mass., by trie announce-
ment that the Worcester Electric Light Company has
offered a gold prize for the best display and window
decorative exhibition of electrical appliances during the
week. The company will conduct a miniature electrical
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exhibition during the wee] Bices on .Mam Street,

and a large amount of extra display lighting Is being

planned among merchants. Many special sales and die-

plays are being planned by local contractors and dealers.

The currenl number of the Woroeattr Magazine, issued

bj Hie local Chamber of Commerce, Is running an article

more than a page In length relative to the significance of

the week to the electrical industry and the public.

in Buffalo, N. Y., it is the intention to give publicity

in the various displays to the fact thai the rates for

motor service, beating and lighting arc cheaper there

than elsewhere owing to (he proximitj to Niagara Falls,

the Bource of the power. Lafayette Square is to be

specially illuminated, probably i>.\ placing a cylinder of

colored lights around the monument.

Peoria Electric Club to Mold Show

The Peoria I
111.) Electric Club will hold an "electrical

prosperity show" during the week. City Electrician

Wolgamotl is in charge of the arrangements. Motion

pictures o( electrical progress and discoveries will form

one of the features of the show. "Jovian Night" and

"Amateur Night" will be feature events of the week.

A "What's Watt" contest is another feature being

arranged.
It is the boast of the managers of the Electrical Pros-

perity Week electric show at Cincinnati, Ohio, that

everything electrical, from a money-washing machine to

an automobile lamp, will be on display. Arrangements
have been made with local banks for securing $10,000

in soiled bills daily, and this amount will be cleaned im-

pressively by the motor-driven machine behind a row
of burly policemen. At the exhibit of the Union Gas &
Electric Company a house-wiring demonstration, accom-

plished in the record-breaking time of twenty minutes,

will be a feature. An exhibit of the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company will also be displayed at

the Cincinnati show, making it possible for 800 persons

at one time to watch motion pictures of the ocean waves

on the Pacific Coast and hear the roar of the waves by

telephone over the transcontinental line.

Plans in Other Ohio Cities

At Dayton co-operation of the ministers in the various

churches has been sought, with the result that prosper-

ity sermons will be preached from practically all Dayton
pulpits on Sunday, Dec. 3. Parades and Jovian rejuven-

ations and activities, in co-operation with other organ-

izations, have been planned for every day of the week.

The Springfield electrical interests, in order to add

strength and interest to the local Prosperity Week cam-

paign, have joined forces with a commercial travelers'

•organization which is holding a fair in Springfield dur-

ing that week.

At Toledo a combination has been effected with the

Ohio and Michigan food show. More than 250 display

booths have been sold, and an exceptionally large at-

tendance is expected.

De Forest Confers with the British Admiralty on

Protection Against Air Raids

Dr. Lee de Forest, the inventor of the audion for use

in radio work, has just returned from England, where

he was in conference with the British Admiralty in con-

nection with his system for protection against attacks

from aircraft. The application of the system is based

on the advantages of electricity and acoustics, but any

further information regarding the details, Dr. de Forest

stated, cannot now be made public. According to

the present plans, Dr. de Forest said the Admiralty will

immediately test the system on a small scale to deter-

mine its adaptability to actual warfare conditions.

Embargo Placed on Platinum by European (iovern-

menti Cmmm Scarcity of Metal Here

KaiK in August, L914, England, Prance and Russia

refu ed to sell platinum to foreign nations, and since

that time the available supply in the United States has

become verj small. The largest platinum mines in the

world are in Russia, which before the war began fur-

nished practically all of the platinum used in the world.

England and Prance, while they mine no platinum, have

large refineries, and previous to the outbreak of hos-

tilities were large exporters of the metal.

The embargo has caused such a scarcity Of the metal

in the I'll it ed States that, it is practically impossible to

supply the demand. The only two sources of supply at

present are Colombia, South America, which is shipping

a small amount of the crude material to be refined in

this country, and scrap metal. The supply from South
America is exceedingly small and in no way begins to

meet the demand. The scrap supply, besides being

small, is not certain and must shortly run out.

Prices are now double what they were just previous

to the war, when platinum could be purchased from $40
to $45 per ounce. The initial advance in price in the

early stages of the war was not maintained, the price

falling back almost to normal, but recently the scarcity

of supply and the increased demand have caused a large

jump, resulting in the present record prices of over $80
per ounce.

Prominent refiners of platinum in the United States,

recognizing the seriousness of the situation, have writ-

ten to the government at Washington asking that the

United States make efforts through diplomatic channels

to have the embargo removed.
Besides its use in jewelry, platinum finds a large use

in the industrial field for purposes where it is absolutely

essential. This is particularly true of certain electrical

apparatus and in the manufacture of explosives.

It is its use in this latter connection that caused Eng-
land, France and Russia to prevent the shipment of the

metal to this country. It was stated, however, by a
prominent refining company in this country that Amer-
ican manufacturers of explosives for the Allies were
still receiving their necessary supply of platinum from
Europe.

Massachusetts Electricians' Examination

The Massachusetts Electricians' Licensing Board held

an examination for masters' and journeymen's certifi-

cates at Boston on Nov. 17. About 150 applications

were received.

Since the organization of the board 600 persons
have taken the examinations. Practically all have
passed the second, if not the first, test. The board has
recently ruled that a part-time electrical worker, like

the engineer of an isolated plant, who can show that

he devotes at least 50 per cent of his time to electrical

construction or maintenance may apply for a journey-
man's certificate. The Electrical Contractors' Associ-

ation of Massachusetts has recently placed an experi-

enced electrical worker on the road within the State

to make a thorough survey of the certificate-holding

situation, with the object of bringing court proceed-

ings against violators of the license law. The board
is planning to publish a list of all licensees about Jan. 1,

arranged by municipalities and covering both masters
and journeymen. It is expected that the recommenda-
tions to the next Legislature will embody the proposed
abolition of the present unsatisfactory exemption from
taking examinations upon presentation of a statement
to the effect that the applicant has worked as a master
or journeyman for five years before his application.
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Phenomenal Growth of Detroit Edison

Company.—The Detroit Edison Com-
pany, in a recent advertisement, states:

"Detroit's population in ten years in-

creased 90 per cent, the factory build-

ings 85 per cent, the factory employees

133 per cent, and the electrical develop-

ments 2000 per cent."

Projected Water-Power Develop-

ments.—Water-power developments in

the United States to the value of $100,-

000,000 are now being projected, the

completion of which will be contingent

on the passage by Congress of satis-

factory water-power legislation, accord-

ing to T. W. Martin of the Alabama
Power Company.

Increase in Use of Large Outdoor
Substations.—More than 20 per cent of

the outdoor transformers in use in 1914

were rated at over 200 kw., while five

years ago only 2 per cent were rated

at more than 200 kw. It has been esti-

mated that the entire rating of outdoor

substations in 1914 was 300,000 kw., as

compared with 500 kw. in 1910.

Post-Card System of Billing Inaugu-
rated in Salt Lake City.—The Salt Lake
City division of the Utah Power & Light
Company recently inaugurated the post-

card system of billing all single-meter

customers. Customers having more
than one account, these constituting

about 10 per cent of the entire customer
list, will receive their bills in envelopes

as before.

Pennsylvania Railroad Puts Tele-

graph Wires Underground in Philadel-

phia District.—The Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company has placed its telegraph

and telephone lines throughout the Phil-

adelphia electrified zone underground,
in accordance with a decision reached
following the heavy sleet storm of

March, 1914, which caused so much
damage to overhead lines in the East-
ern States.

New-Business Department Springs
Surprise During Fireworks Display.

—

In the midst of the fireworks display at

the recent Durham (N. C.) county fair

the new-business department of the
Durham Traction Company suddenly
turned on the switch of a large electric

sign reading "Do It Electrically." Its

effect on the spectators was gratifying,

for instantaneously hearty applause
broke out.

Data on Transcontinental Telephone
Line.—Carried on 130,000 poles, the
new transcontinental telephone line

crosses thirteen states. The wire
weighs 5,920,000 lb. and is part of a
system which has 9,000,000 telephones,

connected by 21,000,000 miles of wire.

There has been expended on the trans-

continental line $620,000,000, or twice
the cost of the Panama Canal during
the nine years of its building by the
United States.

Electric Fan and Light to Trap In-

sects.—A scheme recently devised to
catch insects makes use of an electric

lamp placed between an electric fan
and a cone-shaped bag of fine not. The
fan faces the opening of the bag, which
is of the same diameter as the fan, so
that insects attracted by the light are
caught by the air currents from the fan
and driven into the bag. On account
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of the strong breeze from the fan the

insects cannot escape from their trap.

A patent on the scheme has been issued

to K. G. Gyllstrom.

Parallel vs. Standard Arrangement of

Lamps.—In the article by H. E. Butler

appearing under the above title in our

issue of Nov. 6 the sixth column of the

table of illumination values for parallel

spacings, on page 1028, should have

read 1.50, 1.45, 1.43, 1.41, 1.41 and 1.40.

Dedication of New Home of Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology.

—

President Richard C. Maclaurin of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Boston, has announced that the new
buildings of the Institute in Cambridge,

fronting the Charles River Basin, will

be dedicated on June 14, 1916, during

Commencement Week. The structures

are already well advanced toward com-
pletion. Practically all the stonework
and most of the carving is completed,

and the steam-heating system is ready

in ten of the buildings forming the

group. The boiler house will be com-
pleted later in the month, and work
is rapidly progressing upon the venti-

lation systems, drainage equipment,
fire-protection service, and pipe and
cable subway. Electric polishers are

now finishing the floors.

A Motor-Driven Siren That Can Be
Heard Ten Miles.—What is said to be
the largest siren in the world, pictured

herewith, is installed on the top of the

Palace of Machinery at the Panama-
Pacific Exposition. The blast of the

device can be heard, it is declared, for

a distance of ten miles. The siren is

utilized for announcing daily events,

such as aeroplane flights, military

drills, marine pageants, and similar

functions, and is operated by a 5-hp.

Westinghouse induction motor. When
President Wilson officially opened the
Exposition at San Francisco last Feb-
ruary by pressing a button at the
White House he completed an electric

circuit over a telegraph line to the
wireless station operated by the United
States Navy Department at Tuckerton,
N. J. Here relay keys were operated
and the wireless waves sent out by the
Tuckerton station, received at San
Francisco, served to set into operation
many of the mechanical exhibits of the
Exposition, including this siren.

MOTOR-DRIVEN SIREN ON PALACE OF MA-
CHINERY, SAN FRANCISCO, WHICH CAN
BE HEARD 10 MILES

One-Quarter of Industrial Accidents

Due to Poor Light—An investigation

recently made of 91,000 industrial acci-

dents revealed that nearly 23,000, or 25

per cent, of them were due directly or

indirectly to poor light.

Average Cost of Wiring Houses Al-

ready Built. — During the first ten

months of the present year the average
cost of wiring houses already built in

Louisville, Ky., including fixtures and
lamps, was $27.80. This figure was
made possible, the Louisville Gas &
Electric Company states, by close co-

operation between the company and the

contractors.

Quebec Streams Commission Pro-

poses to Dam St. Francis River.—In

order to increase the amount of storage

and tide over low-water conditions, the

Quebec Streams Commission proposes
to build a dam on the St. Francis River

at an estimated cost of about $400,000.

The low-water level of Lake St. Francis
will in this way be raised some 27 ft.,

and it is thought that an additional

6000 hp.-years will be provided.

English Committee to Study Prob-
lems of National Fuel Economy. — A
committee of representative chemists,
engineers and technical men from all of
the principal industrial centers in Eng-
land has been invited by the Brit-

ish Association for the Advancement of
Science to make a study of and report
on the question of fuel economy from
a national point of view. The more im-
portant considerations will be the util-

ization of coal and smoke prevention.

New Course in Elementary Electric-
ity for Boston Edison Employees.—The
educational committee of the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Bos-
ton has announced a new course, enti-
tled "The Essentials of Electric Light
and Power." The course will begin
some time in January and will continue
for twenty-four weeks. As far as possi-
ble, the course will be taught by object
lessons, without textbooks, by members
of the company's staff.

Fall River Company in New Home.

—

On the first of November the Fall Riv-
er (Mass.) Electric Light Company
moved into its new home at 85 North
Main Street. The building is three sto-
ries high, finished within in Flemish
oak. Half of the first floor will be de-
voted to exhibiting appliances, the re-
mainder being used by the accounting
department. The executives have of-
fices on the second floor, and the pur-
chasing department is on the third
floor.

Electricity in English Coal Mines.

—

The total rating of electrical machinery
used in coal mining in England in 1914
was 713,782 hp., of which 419,690 hp.
was used under ground and 294,092 hp.
above ground, according to the recent
report of the inspectors of mines. Elec-
tricity found many uses in coal mining,
the largest being for pumping. For
this operation 193,953.5 hp. was em-
ployed. While less than 10 per cent of
the coal mined was cut by machinery,
almost 60 per cent of the machine-cut
coal was cut with electrical machinery.
A little over 10 per cent of the miners'
lamps in use were electric lamps.
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Associations and Societies
taeociated Manufacturer* of Electrical Buppliea, — A

meeting of the board of governora of the Associated Menu
facturera of Electrical Buppliea will be bald ;it the Hotel
Biltmore, New ^ ork City, on Doc. 2, l'.'i

Manufacturers of [neloeed Poaev. - \ meeting ha been
called foi Dec. 2, at 8 p, m., at the Biltmore Hotel, Men
Ymk City, by the manufacturer! of Inolo ed fu a to con
sulci- the formation of ;i section, acting under the approval

the board of governor! of the Associated Manufacture]
of Electrical Supplies.

Purdue Branch, A. I. E. E. An illustrated lecture was
given on Oct 26 before the Purdue University branch of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers at Lafay
ette, End., by A. S. Young of the Leeds & Northrup I om
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., on the subject <>f "The Manufac-
ture and Test of Electrical Instruments."

IMllslield Section. \. I. K. E.—The I'lttslield Section of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers held its

second fall meeting at the Hotel Wendell (in Oct. 28. I'.

Torchio, chief electrical engineer of the New York Edison
Company, spoke' on "Electricity Supply in Large Cities."
The address was illustrated with lantern slides and charts.

New Officers of New England Section, E. V. A.—At the
recent annual meeting of the New England Section of the
Electric Vehicle Association of America the following
officers were elected to serve during the coming year:
Chairman, J. T. Day; vice-chairman, Albert Weatherby;
treasurer, L. L. Edgar; secretary, C. H. Miles; executive
committee, E. S. Mansfield, W. A. Blachford, R. B. Dag-
gett, George H. Hudson, Fred M. Kimball, E. J. Stone, C. A.
White and F. H. Smith.

New York Electrical Society Visits Equitable Building.

—

The members of the New York Electrical Society on Satur-
day afternoon, Nov. 13, visited the new Equitable office

building, where a complimentary luncheon was served to
the members in the Cafe Savarin. When the luncheon was
over, C. T. Coley, operating manager of the building, gave
a talk on some of its interesting features. Small parties
were then formed, which were conducted through the build-

ing, visiting all the places of interest.

Syracuse Technology Club Hears Address on Salmon
River Plant.—An illustrated lecture telling of the potentiali-

ties of the Salmon River power plant was given on Oct. 25
by L. C. Nicholson, electrical engineer of the Niagara, Lock-
port & Ontario Power Company, before the Technology
Club of Syracuse, N. Y., in the assembly hall in the Vinney
Building. On Nov. 8 Prof. W. S. Franklin addressed the club

on "Some Mechanical Analogies in Electricity and Magnet-
ism." Dr. John E. Sweet will be heard on Nov. 22 on "Great
Men I Have Seen, and Good Men I Have Known."

Pacific Service Section, N. E. L. A.—The fall meeting of

the Pacific Service Section of the National Electric Light
Association was held at the auditorium in Oakland, Cal.,

on Oct. 26. Local stockholders, customers of the company
and dealers in electrical supplies were invited to attend.

The program for the evening consisted of instrumental and
vocal numbers by employees of the company, motion
pictures of electric generation and its distribution on the

farm, and an illustrated lecture on Japan by John A.
Britton, vice-president and general manager of the Pacific

Gas & Electric Company.

Cleveland Engineering Society.—At the regular meeting
of the Cleveland (Ohio) Engineering Society on Nov. 9, in

the Chamber of Commerce Building, E. H. Whitlock and
A. J. Himes, past-presidents of the society, presented a

paper on "The Future of the Engineering Profession," in

which the interrelations of engineering and technical so-

cieties were discussed. A special meeting of the society

has been called for Nov. 23, when William H. Alexander,

local forecaster United States Weather Bureau, will deliver

an address on "What the United States Weather Bureau in

California Is Doing for the Benefit of the Engineer."

Empire State Gas & Electric Association.—The program
of meetings of the Empire State Gas & Electric Association

for the remainder of the year 1915-1916 has been announced

as follows: Dec. 10, gas production committee in Amster-
dam; Jan. 14, electric production committee in Binghamton;

Pob. ii. Bji di tribution committee In honkers; March 10,
electric dl tribution committee in Syracuse; April 7, electric
meter committee In Ithaca; May 5, general meeting In

Buffalo; June 9, :., production committee hi Coney [aland;
•inly ii, electric production committee In Watertown; Aug.
ii, ga di tribution committee In <> vrego; Sept. x, electrii

distribution committee In Glen f alls.

i i. ih Power § I.mhi Companj Section, \. i;. L, a.—The
winter activitie of the Utah Power A Lighl Company
tion of the \\ l-:. I,, a. were Inaugurated Oct. 28, when
ofneore for the ensuing year wen- elected > folio* i Chair
man, I I. (iroesheck, vice-president ami general iii;iii;i|'cr;

trice-chairman, l». C. Green, manager Salt Lake division,
and treasurer, P. M. Parry, manager Ogden division, s. R.
inch, operating manager of the company, in a brief talk

quoted statistics showing the rapid growth of the electrical
industry. The company N. E. I.. A. section, he said, brings
first-hand information of latest developments to every em-
ployee. Markham Cheever, chief engineer, also spoke of
the advantages of N. E. L. A. membership.

Commonwealth Edison Section, N. K. L A., Has 959 Mem-
bers.—At the eighth annual meeting of the Commonwealth
Edison Company Section of the National Electric Light As-
sociation, held Nov. 10 in Customers' Hall of the new Edison
Building, about 1000 of the company's employees were pres-
ent. George B. Foster, retiring president of the section,

presented his annual report, and addresses were made by
Samuel Insull and E. W. Lloyd. In his address Mr. Foster
said that the section now has 959 members in good standing.
As part of the evening's program, presentation was made of

the Insull Medal and other prizes given for the best papers
written during the year and for the best suggestions re-

garding changes in the company's methods and practices.

The prize winners were E. E. Campbell (Insull Medal), W.
D. Knowlton, A. D. Bailey, G. M. Swain, I. S. Rankin, Peter
Reuter, A. G. F. Schuster and P. F. Withers. Section offi-

cers elected for the ensuing year are: President, Mr. A. D.
Bailey; vice-president, Harold Wright; treasurer, William
A. Fox; secretary, H. E. Paaren.

Kansas City Jovian Club Officers.—The first meeting of

the Jovian Electric Club of Kansas City under the new
administration was held at Morledge's restaurant on Nov.
16, when the following new officers formally took charge:

President, Herman F. Lang, Missouri & Kansas Telephone
Company; vice-presidents, J. D. Todd, Western Electric

Company; A. P. Denton, Denton Engineering & Construc-

tion Company; A. N. Richardson, Kansas City Electric

Light Company; W. S. Blue, Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company; secretary and treasurer, C. W. Mc-
Daniels, Missouri & Kansas Telephone Company; executive

board, F. M. Bernardin, P. Loyd Lewis, R. D. Obermeyer
and F. B. Uhrig. Hold-over members of the board are

W. M. Hand, E. E. Stigall, W. J. Squire, H. W. Ritterhoff

and A. P. Denton. The following appointments of com-
mittee chairmen were announced: Employment, E. E.

Stigall; civic affairs, F. M. Bernardin; publicity, W. S. Blue;

corporations and commercial affairs, F. B. Uhrig; legisla-

tive, W. J. Squire; membership, R. D. Obermeyer; entertain-

ment, J. D. Todd; luncheon, Herman Ritterhoff; Jovian

affairs, P. Loyd Lewis; reception and entertainment, W. H.

Hand.

Philadelphia Electric Section, N. E. L. A.—At the Novem-
ber meeting of the Philadelphia Section of the National

Electric Light Association Douglass Burnett, commercial
manager of the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power
Company of Baltimore, Md., will speak on the subject "Self-

Advancement." At the November meeting of the meter

branch of the section Henry Duus spoke on "Sangamo Me-
ters" and Paul F. Quinlan, Jr., on "Experiences with West-
inghouse Meters." A paper on the "Steam-Flow Meter"

was presented at the November session of the engineering

department branch by John Bernard. The commercial

branch opened its fall and winter season on Oct. 25 with a

paper by Charles J. Russell on "Systematic Sales Effort."

The first of the fall meetings of the entire section was held

on Oct. 18 with an attendance of over 500 members. The
president of the company, J. B. McCall, talked on "Prepar-

edness on the Part of the Employee." At this meeting the

prizes offered by Mr. McCall for the three best papers on

"Economies in Operation or Management" were awarded.
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N. E. Funk received first prize for his paper on "Boiler-

Room Efficiency," F. T. Adams received second prize for his

paper on "A Description of Underground Construction of

Conduit and Cables for Electrical Purposes," and H. Good-
win, Jr., third prize for the paper "Single, Two, Three and
Four Phase Distribution."

Council Meeting, I. E. S.—At a meeting of the council of

the Illuminating Engineering Society held on Nov. 11 it was
announced that a special edition of the "Code on Lighting
of Mills and Factories" would be published within a week.
This edition is to be distributed to factory, mill, legislative,

lighting and other authorities at a nominal price. Hereafter
the badge of associate members is to have a maroon field,

while that of members will be blue. A new membership
certificate is to be designed and issued in the near future.

Further arrangements were made for the semi-annual con-

vention, which is to be held early next February to mark the

tenth anniversary of the organization of the society. Plans

for the proposed course of lectures, similar to that given at

Johns Hopkins University in 1910, under the joint auspices

of the university and the society, were discussed, but the

place and definite dates were not set. It has been decided,

however, that the course will be given early next fall, proba-
bly immediately following the annual convention, which is

usually held the latter part of September. C. A. Little-

field was appointed general secretary to succeed Alten S.

Miller, resigned.

Public Service Commission News
California Commission

The Railroad Commission of California has issued an
order modifying its order of Aug. 12, which established

eighteen rules to be followed by water, gas, electric and
telephone utilities in the matter of service charges, service

conditions and extensions, and which was announced in the

Electrical World of Aug. 28. An important subject of the

original decision was the direction to the utilities to return

guarantee deposits to consumers. The new order provides

that utilities may apply existing deposits against current

bills until the deposits are absorbed. The original order

was effective on Oct. 11. The new one will take effect Dec. 1,

1915. The principal changes, besides the permission to the

utilities to hold the existing deposits against current bills,

are: Where average monthly bills are in excess of $2, such

consumers may be asked to deposit twice such average
accounts. The companies urged that $2.50, the maximum
domestic or residence deposit, was too small in certain cases.

The rule which forbids a utility to discontinue service for

non-payment of bills for metered or measured service

already delivered is changed so that in cases where the bill

is disputed the consumer shall deposit with the commission
the amount claimed by the utility, and the commission will

investigate the facts and make finding. If the consumer
fails to make such a deposit within fifteen days after

demand by the utility the latter may discontinue service.

The original rule was intended to cover the case in which
a customer contests the amount of the bill and the utility,

by threat of shutting off service, compels the consumer to

pay a bill he believes unjust. To hold that a utility can thus

be the judge in its own case, and by reason of the need of

the customer for its service compel him to pay an excessive

bill, is manifestly unfair, the commission holds. "We
believe," the commission says further, "that the rule as now
framed goes further than is necessary in that it prevents

utilities from shutting off their service even in cases in

which there is no dispute concerning the amount of the bill

and in which the consumer simply refuses to pay an
admittedly correct bill." In allowing the utilities to absorb
the existing deposits against current bills, the commission

says: "Some utilities have taken the position that it would
be a hardship for them to be compelled to return at once in

cash the deposits which they are directed to repay. To take

care of these cases, we are willing to modify this para-

graph." The revised order as to deposits reads as follows:

"(a) Within thirty days after the effective date of this

supplemental order each water, gas, electric and telephone

utility shall return to the depositor all deposits heretofore

made to guarantee payment for flat-rate service, and de-

posits made to guarantee payment for metered or measured

service by customers who have paid all their bills promptly
during the twelve months prior to the effective date of this

supplemental order, and (b) within thirty days after demand
each water, gas, electric and telephone utility shall return

all deposits made to guarantee payment for metered or

measured service to customers who have paid all their bills

promptly during the period of service in cases in which the

service has lasted less than twelve months, provided that

such customers shall show ownership of the premises or

shall offer guarantors satisfactory to the utility; except that

if the utility so desires it may apply the existing deposit

against current bills until the deposit is absorbed."

New Jersey Commission

No distinction will be countenanced by the New Jersey

Board of Public Utility Commissioners between the valua-

tion of a property as a basis for taxation purposes and for

the issuance of securities, the commission stated, in connec-

tion with the application of the Raritan River Railroad

Company to issue capital stock. The company maintained

that although it has succeeded in obtaining a reduction from
the assessed valuation of $840,213 to $753,648, the former
value should hold as the value of the property when making
a valuation for the purposes of issuing stock. By the New
Jersey constitution all property is taxable at its full value,

and the commission stated that it could not assume, particu-

larly in view of the petitioner's appeal from the assessment
of the State Board of Assessors, that the value of the

property was more than that finally held by the assessors.

Corporate and Financial
Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft, Berlin.—The in-

tended increase in the capital of the Allgemeine Elektricitats

Gesellschaft of Berlin has received the support of the com-
pany's shareholders. The amount, however, has been some-
what reduced and an increase of only 29,000,000 marks
($7,250,000) was passed by the meeting, instead of the in-

crease of 36,000,000 marks asked by the directors. Of the

new issue 26,075,000 marks will be used for buying the

stock of the Berliner Elektricitats Werke, valued at 34,767,-

000 marks. The capital stock of the Allgemeine Elek-

tricitats Gesellschaft is now 184,000,000 marks.

Carlisle (Ky.) Light & Power Company.—The company
recently increased its capitalization from $15,000 to $30,000.

Central Maine Power Company, Augusta, Me.—The com-
pany has filed petitions with the Public Utilities Commission
asking that large purchases be approved by the commission.
The company desires to acquire the Bath & Brunswick Light

& Power Company, and a public hearing on the matter has
been ordered by the commission. The company proposed
to give to the holders of the capital stock of the Bath
& Brunswick company in exchange for their holdings an
equal value in 75 per cent cash and 25 per cent preferred

stock of the Central Maine Power Company yielding 6 per

cent, or 50 per cent of each at the option of the seller. The
commission has already approved the purchase of the

Waldoboro Water & Electric Light & Power Company.

Cities Service Company, New York, N. Y.—At a special

meeting of the board of directors held on Nov. 10 the officers

were authorized to sell $5,000,000 preferred and $2,500,000

common stock for $5,000,000 in cash. A strong syndicate

of American interests has purchased this stock. The sale

of this block of securities will enable the company to retire

its entire floating debt and give ample working cash capital.

Arrangements with purchasers provide that their stock will

not be offered to the public at present, and purchasers may
withdraw their stock from the syndicate only upon agree-

ment that the preferred stock will be sold for not less than
85 and common at not less than 125. Holders of preferred

stock of the company of record Dec. 15, 1915, will be given

the right on Jan. 1, 1916, to receive 5 per cent convertible

debentures of the company to the amount of 9 per cent of

their holdings as payment for the deferred dividends to that

date, the holder to have the right to convert these debentures

at any time into stock upon a basis of $100 of preferred

stock and $25 of common stock for each $100 in debentures.

Holders of common stock will have 9 per cent in debentures
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tside for thera and certificate! will be Issued to holt

of record Dee. L5, L916, which will entitle then to receive

debenture! when ;iii holders of preferred itock have been
paid their deferred dividend!. The company will re lime

regular monthly dividend! in cash on It! preferred itock

Feb. l to holderi of record Jan. L5, L916. A block of 1 1 » *
-

company' due Maj L6, L918, li miw being
offered al h»i and Interest. These note! are pari of an
authi LO.OOO, of which $7,000,000 is now
outstanding. The earning! of the company for the year
ended Sept. 30, 1916, are ai follows:

i :\i>. :i . . i 59,6 i
i

\. i . bj nlnga ... -.'" \"..i

Note M. i. real 190,

Balance $3,472,051

Citisena' Light, Heal & Power Company, Johnstown, Pa.

—

The company has filed al the State Capitol a certificate of

notification in the matter of issue of $150,000 of five-year

6 per cent gold notes. The note! arc a part of an authorized

issue of $300,000, none of which has been issued. They
hear date of Feb. 1. 1915, and mature Feb. 1, 1920. It is

understood thai the company is planning some large exten-

sions.

Consolidated Gaa, Electric Light iV Power Company of

Baltimore, Md.—The New York Stock Exchange has ad-

mitted to be listed $11,472,300 common stock of the com-
pany, with authority to add $4,103,700 of common stock

upon official notice of issuance in exchange for 6 per cent

cumulative preferred stock, $2,174,000 upon official notice

of issuance in exchange for two-year convertible 5 per cent

notes of the company, $4,109,800 upon official notice of

issuance in exchange for consolidated mortgage 5 per cent

debenture stock or bonds of the company, $300,000 upon
official notice of issuance on account of the acquisition

of the capital stock of the Patapsco Electric & Manufac-
turing Company of Delaware and the capital stock of the

Patapsco Electric & Manufacturing Company of Maryland,

and $2,500,000 upon official notice of issuance and payment
in full, making the total amount authorized to be listed

$24,659,800.

Great Falls (Mont.) Power Company.—The New York
Stock Exchange has admitted to be listed $4,750,000 of the

company's first mortgage sinking-fund 5 per cent gold

bonds, dated May
t
1, 1911, and payable May 1, 1940, being

part of an authorized issue of $15,000,000. Additional bonds

of this issue will not be sold to the public, but are to be

acquired by the Montana Power Company, which owns all

the outstanding stock excepting directors' shares, and de-

posited under its first and refunding mortgage. The com-

pany has recently completed a hydroelectric plant at the

Great Falls of the Missouri with an initial rating of

60,000 hp. From this plant energy will be furnished to the

eastern section of the newly electrified portion of the

Chicago,. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway from Harlowton

to Deer Lodge, Mont., a distance of about 230 miles. The

income account for the twelve months ended Sept. 30, 1915,

is as follows:

Cross earnings $1,4 48,293

Net expenses and taxes 439,710

Net earnings $1,008,583
Dividends, interest and other income 27,476

Total net income ^ 1,
on- '?qq

Interest charges 20o,133

Net income after interest charges $830,926
Dividends paid 717,963

Net balance to surplus $112,963

Kansas City (Mo.) Railway & Light Company.—A supple-

mental plan prepared by Judge Hook of the federal court at

Kansas City names John H. Atwood of Kansas City and Wil-

liam W. Gurley of Chicago as commissioners to further the

separation of the Metropolitan Street Railway and the Kan-

sas City Electric Light Company and the establishment of

the properties under new and separate ownership. The sup-

plemental plan is more specific as to the separation of inter-

ests in the two companies. Trustees are to be elected by the

stockholders of the street railway and the light com-

pany respectively, to whom all the stock of each shall be con-

veyed, and all the stock to be issued while the trustees are

actii b i i i" be old to the public, i ball be
conveyed and I Bed to the tru teea, who shall then issue to

the stockholder! becoming partie to the plan preferred and
common beneficial certificate repri enting one anil of par
ticipation for each bare of tocl . the character of tin-

i bare
determining that of the certificate. The certiflcatei shall
have no specified par value. No holder of i certificate in one
company shall thereby have anj In the certifii

or itock of the other company. The comml lonei will have
no authority b i [aim . bul ball merely report them
to the court and to whichever of the new companie h af
footed by such claims.

North (oast Power Company, Vancouver, Waah.—This
company, which was recently formed, with clarence M.
Brown as president, ll. I-. Harries as vice pre ident, L. J.

Morris as secielaiy, and B. P. Donahue as treasurer, will

take over, it i expected, the properties of the Washington-
Oregon Corporation which were purchased by a representa-
tive of the bondholder! at the foreclosure sale on Oct. 30.

The holders of bonds of the old company, it is said, will

receive general lien bonds of the new company to the

extent of 40 per cent of their claims and preferred stock of
the new company to the extent of (50 per cent of their claims,
besides interest. The general creditors, it is thought, will

participate in the common stock.

Tennessee Power Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.—No im-
mediate operations are in prospect for Development No. 3

on the Ocoee River, in Tennessee, according to C. W. Clark
of Philadelphia, president of the company, who, with F. W.
Hoover and others, has just completed the semi-annual in-

spection of the properties. The company, it was stated, will

complete its contract to construct a transmission wire from
Development No. 2 to Ducktown, Tenn., about the first of

the year, while it is expected that the steam plant being con-

structed at Parksville will shortly be completed. This will

serve as an auxiliary to the water plant.

Manufacturing and Industrial
Frederick H. Poor has recently severed his connection

with the S K F Ball Bearing Company and has opened an
office of his own at 30 Church Street, New York.

L. W. Barnette, who formerly was sales manager for the

Franklin (Pa.) Steel Works, steel-pole manufacturers, is

now sales engineer for the Bates Expanded Steel Truss
Company of Chicago.

The E-Z Mazda Lamp Lock Company.—W. C. Woost has
retired from the E-Z Mazda Lamp Lock Company, 19 Park
Place, New York. The business of the firm will now be
conducted by Hugh Davis and James Cook.

The Metals Coating Company of America, 122 South
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111., has opened an office at 30

Church Street, New York, which will be in charge of Ed-
ward McFarlan, and one at 100 Summer Street, Boston,

Mass., which will be in charge of Herbert Jacques, Jr.

The Overseas Engineering Company, Ltd., 75 Curtain
Road, London, E. C, England, has sent one of its directors,

Arthur Morris, to this country to confer with American
manufacturers who would like to take advantage of its

selling organization abroad to push their specialties. Mr.
Morris is staying at the Astor Hotel, New York.

The Safety-Armorite Conduit Company, Bailey-Farrell

Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., as noted in the Electrical World
of Nov. 13, has opened an office at 1670 Hudson Terminal
Building, 50 Church Street, New York, which will be in

charge of W. G. Campbell. Mr. Campbell will have charge
of the company's interests in New York State and Phila-

delphia, Washington, Baltimore and the districts surround-

ing those cities.

The Electric Controller & Manufacturing Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, has taken over the plant of the Van Dorn &
Dutton Company, which adjoins its own plant. The Van
Dorn & Dutton Company will continue to occupy the plant

until its new factory at 2978 Woodhill Road, S. E., Cleve-

land, has been completed. The property taken over consists

of two parcels, one 120 ft. by 160 ft. and the other 40 ft. by
160 ft. Both properties are occupied by brick structures.
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The Connecticut Telephone & Electric Company, Meriden,

Conn., has appointed P. P. Hinckley of Chicago as a mem-
ber of its sales force. Mr. Hinckley will handle the com-
pany's jobbing trade east of Chicago. The company's job-

bing connections in the West and Chicago will be in charge

of J. W. Fulton, 1100 Karpen Building, Chicago, 111.

Laundrymen in Louisville Advising People to Use Electric

Irons.—Laundry owners of Louisville, Ky., are supporting

sales of electric irons, according to a statement recently

made by one of them. One might well imagine that laundry

owners would oppose the use of electric irons, but it has

been found that as a result of the increased use of this

domestic utensil the volume of "rough-dry" work that the

laundries are turning out is increased.

The Van Dorn & Dutton Company, Cleveland, Ohio, manu-
facturer of gears and pinions, has recently taken out build-

ing permits for the construction of three buildings, at an
aggregate cost of approximately $80,000, at 2978 Woodhill

Road, S. E., Cleveland. One of the structures is to be a

machinery building to cost about $50,000; another building

which will serve the same purpose as the one previously

named will cost $25,000; the third building will be employed
for experimental work and will entail an expenditure of

$2,500.

Hydroelectric Development Abroad.—The Bureau of For-

eign and Domestic Commerce has arranged to place un-

published manuscripts submitted by American consular of-

ficers in various countries, reviewing hydroelectric develop-

ments and the outlook for augmented sales of electrical

materials and supplies in their respective districts, in indus-

trial centers of the United States, where they can be in-

spected by manufacturers and exporters. Two sets of these

manuscripts have already been distributed in this way.
Additional reports have since been received from consular

officers. They are known as Hydroelectrical Series No. 3,

and will be made available to interested firms in the same
manner as the two sets named above.

The S K F Ball Bearing Company of Hartford, Conn.,

which was recently incorporated under the laws of Con-
necticut for the purpose of taking over the business of the

S K F Ball Bearing Company of New York, importer of

ball bearings from Sweden, has appointed Frank A. Vander-
lip a member of its board of directors. As already noted in

the Electrical World, the new company has acquired the

right to manufacture the S K F ball bearings in America
from the Swedish company and is about to erect a factory
for the purpose at Hartford, Conn. The new company is

capitalized at $2,000,000. Besides Mr. Vanderlip, the board
will consist of B. M. W. Hanson, vice-president of Pratt &
Whitney, Hartford; Franklin B. Kirkbridge, 7 Wall Street,

New York; A. Carlander and S. Winquist, directors of the
Swedish S K F company, which is a large stockholder in

the new American corporation, and B. G. Prytz, who will

act as president.

Edison Lamp Works Publicity Helps for Electrical Pros-
perity Week.—Among the prominent "boosters" of Electri-

cal Prosperity Week are the Edison Lamp Works of the

General Electric Company, Harrison, N. J., which are send-

ing out a number of advertising helps for dealers, emphasiz-
ing the importance of the above-named period. Special

window-display material has been prepared, the items for

which include a window strip on one end of which appears
the design of the goddess "Electra," the official insignia for

Electrical Prosperity Week, and on the other a design called

"His Only Rival" and two cut-out displays for the lower
corners of the windows which show the progress in lighting

in recent years. Blotters printed in four different colors

to extend Electrical Prosperity Week publicity are also

being sent out. The blotters are designed to fit standard-

sized envelopes, so that they can be included in the dealer's

outgoing mail. The Edison Lamp Works, in addition to the

above-mentioned helps, are prepared to send out a number
of different kinds of newspaper electrotypes which contain

information on and direct attention to the significance of
Electrical Prosperity Week.

Important Changes in the Storage-Battery Field.—Pur-
chase of the Pumpelly Battery Company by the Prest-O-
Lite Company, Inc., Indianapolis, was recently made with
the idea of giving the latter concern immediate access to

the automobile field and the boat field. Until the new bat-

tery plant of the Prest-O-Lite Company is completed at

Speedway, Ind., production is being carried on at the down-
town plant of the former Pumpelly Battery Company. The
manufacturing facilities of the old Pumpelly Battery Com-
pany have been greatly increased, and the new plant now
running twenty-four hours a day is producing 400 or 500
Prest-O-Lite batteries daily. Through the later purchase
of the Brown-Smith Battery Company of Bloomington,
Ind., the Prest-O-Lite Company acquired an organization
experienced in the manufacture of heavy plate batteries

suitable for lighting country homes and for propelling
electric vehicles and submarines. Up to the present time,
however, the Prest-O-Lite Company has made no effort to

reach the three fields last named.

Wide Use for Vacuum Cleaner on Farm.—The Bissell

Motor Company, Toledo, Ohio, has recently received a letter

from D. Anderson & Sons, Sylvania, Ohio, stating that they
are finding a number of uses to which a motor-driven
cleaner can be put on the farm. For instance, a curry-
comb attachment is employed for cleaning horses and cows.
In part the letter says: "At the time of the purchase I

bought with the cleaner a curry-comb attachment with the
idea of currying the horses and cows, as well as using it for
the original purpose of cleaning carpets, etc. We used it

for this purpose until we found it necessary to put through
our fanning mill about 800 bushels of oats that we had
threshed damp. It took only a few minutes after we re-
ceived a standard to attach it to the fanning mill, and we
fanned at the rate of 60 bushels of oats per hour. We were
not content to stop there, but having a horse-clipping ma-
chine on the farm, we also are running it with the cleaner.
Then we had a flywheel of our cider press grooved for
a round belt and hitched it to the vacuum cleaner for
grinding up the apples." The cleaner referred to above is

operated by a 1/3-hp. motor.

The Electric Construction & Machinery Company, Elec-
tric Building, Rock Island, 111., has recently increased its

capital stock from $50,000 to $75,000. This increase has
been necessitated by the enlargement of the company's
field of activity. J. T. Marron is president of the company,
James Barclay vice-president and treasurer, and Robert
Mitchell secretary. The company is very busy and is look-
ing forward with much optimism to prospects of increased
business next year. At this time the company is installing
a new lighting plant at Wilton Junction, Iowa, and also
an addition to the electric-lighting plant at Wayland, Iowa.
It is building a 25-mile, 33,000-volt line from Dubuque to
Dyersville, Iowa, and in connection with the installation is

installing wiring systems in five towns, including street-
lighting equipment. It is also rewiring the Catholic ca-
thedral at Dubuque and is equipping St. Clara College at
Sinsinewa Mount, Wis., with lighting and power apparatus.
Other projects in which the company is engaged are the
wiring of the new Y. M. C. A. Building at Galesburg, 111.,

the new Christian Church at Galesburg, the new Lutheran
Hospital at Moline, 111., and the new Manual Training
School at Davenport, Iowa. Another job of interest is a
pole-line and power installation at Le Claire, Iowa.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Nov. 9 , , Nov. 16 ^

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked

£ s d £ s d
London, standard spot 74 2 6 78 5

Prime Lake 18.00 to 18.25 18.62% to 18.87%
Electrolytic 18.00 to 18.25 18.62% to 18.87%
Casting 17.50 to 17.75 18.25 to 18.50
Copper wire base 19.25 to 19.50f 19.75 to 20.001

Lead 5.00 5.25
Nickel 45.00 to50.00t 45.00 to 50.00
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter.... L6.60t 18.00f
Tin, Straits 36.50t 42.75f
Aluminum, virgin, 99 per cent 56.00 to 58.00f 58.00 to 60.00t

OLD METALS
Heavy copper'and wire 15.00 to 15.25t 15.50 to 15.75t
Brass, heavy 10.00 tol0.25f 10.50 tol0.75t
Brass, light 8.50 to 9.00f 9.00 to 9.25t
I..ad, heavy 4.37% to 4.47%t 4.60 to 4.65f
Zinc, scrap 10.50 to ll.OOf 13.00 tol3.25f

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Nov. 16 9,825

fNominal.
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New [ncorporations
i he Clmc Electrh i i hi Company, Cisne, 111., hi been

incorporated w 1 1 h capital stock of $6,000 by C. 15. Clay,

Nellie Clay and John n Brown. The company prop*

to supply elect! icily for lamp- and motON m CI

The Lampaaai I lgh( \ Powei Company, Lampa as, Tex.,

haa been organ] ed by Emil P. Haby, T« S. Alexander and
E. Haby, Sr. The company la capitalised al $8,000 and
will Construct an electric liK'ht anil power plan*, in I.am

riie Rio Grande Cttj Ice, Water «.v Lighl Company, Bio

Grande, Tex., has been organised with capital Btock of

$24,000 to COn8trUCl and operate a water and light plant

and ice factory in Kio Grande. B. B. Margo is interested

m the company.

New Industrial Companies
The Electric Shop, Inc., St. Paul, Minn., has filed arti

des of incorporation with a capital stock of $16,000. The
officers are: Thomas Hall, president; R. M. Laird, vice-

president, and J. E. Bryan, secretary, all of St. Paul.

The Domestic Klectric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $17,000 by Harry

T. Get tins, R. C. Soden, H. C. Wood, Leo R. Green and L.

N. McDonnell. The company intends to do a general man-
ufacturing business.

The Chiriqui Electric Corporation, New York, N. Y., has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $150,000 by J. A.

Stapleton, G. Jameson and F. R. Owen, 8-10 Bridge Street,

New York, N. Y. The company purposes to do a general

electrical and mechanical engineering business and to deal

in dynamos, motors, etc.

Trade Publications
Barometric Condensers.—The Mesta Machine Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa., has published Bulletin R on several types

of its barometric condensers.

Glazing Construction.
—"Waugh Glazing Construction" is

the title of Bulletin No. 56 issued by the Asbestos Protected

Metal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Soldering Paste.
—"Soldering Kinks" is the title of a

catalog issued by the M. W. Dunton Company, Providence,

R. I., on its "Nokorode" soldering paste.

Portable Vise and Pipe Bender.—H. P. Martin & Sons,

Owensboro, Ky., have issued an illustrated bulletin on port-

able device for threading, cutting and bending pipe.

Jeweler's Lathe Motor.—The Hamilton-Beach Manufac-

turing Company, Racine, Wis., has prepared an illustrated

leaflet describing its electric jeweler's lathe motor.

Conduit Fittings.—Catalog No. 105, prepared by the

Adapti Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, contains

information on a number of different types of conduit

fittings.

Semi-Indirect Lighting Fixtures.—The Frank Adam Elec-

tric Company, St. Louis, Mo., is sending out a folder which

contains some engineering data on its semi-indirect-light-

ing unit.

Electric Household Devices.—The Simplex Electric Heat-

ing Company, Cambridge, Mass., has recently prepared sev-

eral illustrated booklets on its electric cooking and heating

appliances.

Electric Air Heaters.—Type D air heaters are the sub-

ject of an illustrated folder recently published by the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Portable Electric Heater.—The American Electrical

Heater Company, Detroit, Mich., is sending out two folders

illustrated in colors which describe its "American Beauty"

electric radiator.

Receptacles for Semi-Indirect Lighting.—The Luminous

Unit Company, St. Louis, Mo., has prepared a folder which

illustrates and describes several of its receptacles for its

"Brascolite" fixtures.

Buffing and Polishing Machinery Bulletin Mo. von, pre

i bj ill'' Munning Loeb Company, kfatawan, N. J., is

illustrated ami contain information on buffing?, polishing
and burn! hlng machinery.

Ball r- mm, h» Overhead Shafts. The S K E Ball

Bearing Company, 60 Church Street, New York, ha pre

pared an illu trated folder which contains Information "n

aligning ball bearing hangers.

Automatic Cut-Off and Non-Return \ai\. The Li
gonda Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Ohio, has just

published a twenty foui'-page bulletin on it> triple-acting

automatic cut off and non-return valve

Battery-Charging Equipment.- The Cutler Hammer
Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has prepared
Booklet I!, which contains illustrations of and information
on its universal-type garage equipment.

Outlet Boxes and Covers.—A booklet containing illustra-

tions of and information on a number of different types of

outlet boxes and covers has been prepared by the Chicago
I U i Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.

Dish Washers.— Several types of electrically operated
dish washers for home ami restaurant use are described
and illustrated in a thirty-one-page catalog issued by the
Walker Brothers Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

Industrial Motor Applications.—A booklet designated as

Envelope Series No. 4043, issued by the British Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, Trafford Park,
Manchester, England, is illustrated and contains information
on industrial motor applications.

Motor-Driven Portable Sewing Machine.—The Wilcox &
Gibbs Sewing Machine Company, 658 Broadway, New York,
has issued an illustrated leaflet which contains information
on its small portable sewing machine, which is operated
directly by a Westinghouse motor.

Adjustable Lighting Fixture.—The Simplexlite Company,
138 West 116th Street, New York, is sending out an
illustrated folder which describes and illustrates a unit for

commercial semi-indirect lighting the glass shade of which
can be moved up or down by means of wing nuts.

Electrically Operated Apparatus for Painting Without
Brushes.—The Paasche Air Brush Company, 9 South Clin-

ton Street, Chicago, 111., has issued an illustrated folder

which contains information on its improved type of inclosed

hood and electrically operated apparatus for applying paint

and other liquid materials on various kinds of surfaces.

Battery-Operated Devices and Electric Appliances.—The
Lincoln Electric Works, 112 West Adams Street, Chicago,

111., have issued leaflets on their electrically illuminated

cane and umbrella, No. 605 portable lamp with silk shade,

No. 611 portable lamp with inverted-light effect, No. 759
"Boy Scout" electric lantern, No. 33 "Marvel" electric

toaster, trouble lamp, pocket flash pencil, "Uncle Sam Mail
Box" electric lantern, No. 630 "Night Light," and No. 77

round toaster and heater.

Electrical Apparatus.—The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., is sending

out sections of its Catalog No. 3001, on porcelain and glass

insulators, pole-line hardware, cross-arms, insulator pins,

etc., railway-type switches, field switches, type F oil circuit-

breakers, fuse blocks for inclosed fuses, Benjamin fixtures

for nitrogen-filled multiple lamps, "series Mazda" regulat-

ing transformers and control panels, curve analyzing and
recording devices, type D inverse-time-limit reverse-current

relays, and oil drying and purifying outfits.

Electric Sign Systems and Lighting for Insurance Com-
panies and Banks.—The H. W. Johns-Manville Company,
Forty-first Street and Madison Avenue, New York, has
issued Catalog No. 416, which contains a large number of

attractive illustrations of and information on "Frink Polar-

alite" signs, the source of illumination of which is entirely

hidden, the light being reflected up or down edgeways
through the glass. The company has also just published

Catalog No. 415, entitled, "J-M Lighting Service for Insur-

ance Companies and Banks." The catalog contains a large

amount of information on reflectors and lighting systems

made by the I. P. Frink Company and lighting fixtures by
the Mitchell Vance Company, for which the H. W. Johns-

Manville Company is sole selling agent.
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Construction News
New England

TURNER, MB. The Public Utilities

Commission has granted the Turner Lt. ft

Pwr. Co. permission to extend Its trans-
mission lines to Buckfield and furnish
trical service In thai place,

ATTLEBORO, -MASS. Bids will b

ceived at the oihce of the supervising ar-
chitect, Treasury Department, Washington,
IX C.i until Dec. 21, for the construction
complete, Including mechanical equipment
and approaches, of the United states post
Office at AttleborO, Mass.

HULL, .mass. The Weymouth Lt &
Pwr. Co., Bast Weymouth, has submitted
a proposal to the town of Hull offering to

purchase the municipal electric-lighting
plant at $115,311. it also agrees to
a duplicate transmission line fr

mouth, to keei> the present plant in Hull in

ness for use as a reserve plant, and
to furnish electricity for lighting the public
buildings at $816 per annum, and for
street lamps at $9,483, the service to be the
same as now furnished, for a period of five,

ten or more years.

NARRAGANSETT PIER, It. I.—The
Narragansett Tier El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. has
been granted a franchise to erect and main-
tain electric transmission lines from Kings-
ton Village along the highway to Wesl
Kingston to Park Avenue, thence to the
old Kingston Road, and on to the village
of Usquepaugh.

Middle Atlantic

ALBANY, N. Y.—The contract for the
lighting fixtures for the new county court
house for Albany County has been awarded
to the Haven Electrical Co., Albany, at
$27,638.

AMSTERDAM, N. Y.—Application has
been made by the Edison El. Lt. & Pwr.
Co., Amsterdam, to the Public Service Com-
mission for permission to issue $327,000 in
additional capital stock and $350,000 in
bonds.
DELEVAN, N. Y.—The installation of an

•electric-lighting system in Delevan is under
consideration. It is proposed to secure en-
ergy from the municipal electric plant in
Arcade.
MIDDLETOWN, N. Y.—Bids will he re-

ceived by the State Hospital Commission,
Capitol, Albany, until Now 23 lor addi-
tions and alterations to power house and
for power-house equipment, etc., at the
Middletown State Homeopathic Hospital,
Middletown. Drawings and specifications
may be consulted at the Middletown State
Hospital, Middletown ; at the New York
office of the Department of Architecture,
Room 1224, Woolworth Building, and at the
Department of Architecture, Capitol, Al-
bany. Drawings and specifications may be
obtained at the Department of Architecture,
Capitol, Albany. Lewis F. Pilcher is state
architect.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the depot quarter-
master, New York, N. Y., until Nov. 23, for
furnishing, under Schedule 753, 100 record-
ing charts, one brass cylinder, one electric
drill, one Boyer gear, one chemical fire

engine, 100 pairs of rack insulators, 300(>

insulated nails, 112 cross-arm pins, one
knife switch, two transformers, one watt-
meter, and 3100 ft. solid conductor wire.
Col. A. L. Smith is depot quartermaster.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived by Marcus M. Marks, Borough Presi-
dent, Room 2032, Municipal Building, New
York, until Nov. 23 for furnishing all ma-
terial and labor for additions and altera-
tions to the electric-lighting system on the
sixth, seventh and eighth floors of tie I hill

oi" Records Building, Borough of Manhattan.
Blank forms, specifications and plans may
be obtained at the office of the auditor, of-

Of commissioner of public- works.
Room 2141, Municipal Building.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be received
by C. B. J. Snyder, superintendent of Bchool
buildings, Department of Education, Park
Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street, New York,
until Nov. 2!i for furnishing equipment for
the vocational school lor bo\ s, L38th Street,
near Fifth Avenue, as follows: Item (2)
monotype machine parts; (3) dasher equip-
ment; (•!) electric apparatus ; (5) printing
press, paper cutter, etc.; (6) electric ma-
tt-rials. A separate bid must be submitted
for each item. Blank forms, plans and
specifications may be seen or obtained at

the above office and also at tin- branch of
tiee, 69 Broadway, Flushing, borough of
Queens.
OSWEOO, N. Y.—The Public Service

Commission has granted the Niagara. Lock

-

poi i .v • rntario Pwr. i !o., Buffalo, permis-
sion to erect a transmission line across the

River Road in Oswego. The line is

rv to enable tie- company to carry
oul .' contracl for furnishing energy to the

Shore & Northern line Oi

i lie Empire United Railways.

PERRYSB1 "!•<
:. N. V The Town I

has granted the Gowanda Lt. ft Pwr Co.,
Gowanda, a franchise- to extend Its trans-
mission line to Perrysburg to supplj elec
trical service here. Work will soon begin
on the election of the line.

SA( ; ELARB< >R, N. V. The power plant
of th. Sag Harbor El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. was
recently damaged by fire.

WARREN, N. ST.—The council has
I tie- Warren Lt. & I'wr. Co. ;, per-

petual franchise. The company, it

ported, contemplates extensive in,

ments to its plant.

EASTON, l'.\. Plans are being prepared
lor lie erection Of a new building for lie

Easton Hospital to cost aboul
William II. Michler, Easton, is tin- architect

aiauch CHUNK, PA.— Plans are being
considered, it is reported, by the Carbon
Transit Co., Mauch Chunk, for enlarging

oncentrating its power plants. New
equipment, including a 250-hp. boiler and
a 300-kw., 600-volt direct-current gen. rat

ing unit, Willi be installed.

NEW BRIGHTON, PA.—Plans are being
considered by the Borough Council for the
installation of a municipal electric plant.

Estimates submitted to the Council by the
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co. place the cost
at $ri7,lT:>.

PHILADELPHIA, PA— The Midvale
Steel Co. is planning to erect a large brick
and concrete machine shop in Nicetown, a
suburb of Philadelphia. The building, it is

reported, will be equipped throughout with
electrically driven machinery.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The Baldwin
Locomotive Works, it is reported, will erect
a four-story shop for the manufacture of
electric trucks at its plant at Eighteenth
and Buttonwood Streets, Philadelphia. F.

Jasperson is engineer in charge.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The American
Pulley Co. is planning to erect a three-story
brick, stone and concrete building for em-
ployees at its plant at Nicetown, a suburb
of Philadelphia. The electrical installation
will be included in the general contract.

Ballinger ft Perrot, Philadelphia, are ar-

chitects.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—The Aluminum Co.
of America, Pittsburgh, is reported to have
taken over the extensive projects under way
near Whitney and Badin, N. C, which in-

clude the damming of the Yadkin River,
the installation of a large hydroelectric
power plant, an electrolytic plant for the

production ol metallic aluminum, an elec-

trode factory, works for the puriflcat

alumina, tie erection of houses for em-
i other buildings necessary for

tie- mid. rtaking.

LB, Pi
or thi.-,1 th,- office of the sup.-rvising architect,

i. Department, Washington, D c.
until Dec. 8, for the installation of ai

in.- freight elevator, etc., In 'be United
Office at Pottsville. For details

ee ia oposal columns.

WEST HAZLETON, PA Bids will be
for lighting the bor-

ough of West Hazleton with electricity for
years. Specification

on tile m the office of William Kra|-
cretary, 107 North Broad Street, West
I la/.leton.

CAMDEN, N. .1. Plans are being con-
sidered bj th" Cltj Commission tor the In-

stallation of new street lamps. The Public
El. Co. has been requested to

several different types of lighting fixtures

lor demonstration pui '

CAMDEN, N. J. The Board of Educa-
tion has appointed Paul A. Davis, Phila-
delphia, Pa., architect for the new Park-
side High School, to I

> <t a COSt of

(400,000. The plans provide for an electric

plant, boiler rooms and a complete- manual-
training department.

CAMDEN, N. .1 — Arrangements are
being made by the Victor Talking Machine
Co., it is reported, for the erection of one
four-story and one si\-story relnfi

concrete and steel building at its plant in

Camden. Special attention will be given
io the electrical equipment. Ballil

Perrot, of Philadelphia, Pa., are architects

KEYPORT, N. J.—The Jersey Central
Trac. Co., Keyport, is planning to erect a
new substation at Stone Church to re-

place the portable one now in use. The
new station will supply energy in High-
lauds and adjacent towns.

MAGNOLIA, N. J.—Bids will be received
bj the Borough Council until Dec. 31 for
lighting the streets of the borough for a

of five years. C. E. Hagen is bor-
ough clerk.

WOODRIIKJK, N. J.—The Township
Committee has granted the Port Reading
It. it. Co. a franchise to erect and main-
tain an electric transmission line along the

Turtle Brook Road.

FEN WICK, W. VA,—The installation or

an electric-light plant in Fenwick is report-

ed to be under consideration by the City
Council.

PENNSBORO, W. VA The Pennsboro
Ice & Pwr. Co., recently incorporated with
a capital stock of $25,000, is planning to

build an electric plant in Pennsboro, to cost

about $25,00-0. The equipment will include
one 100-kW., three-phase, 2200-VOlt gener-
ator and a natural-gas engine. H. E. Hop-
kins is manager.

Water-Power to Supplant Madison (Wis. ) Steam Station

A transmission line now being built from
Prairie du Sac to Madison, Wis., passing
through tin- towns of Lodi, Dane and Men-
dota, will soon be supplying power from
the hydroelectric plant at Prairie du Sac
through a new substation at Madison to

the patrons of the Madison Gas & Electric
Company. The existing steam station at

Madison contains two steam turbines with
an aggregate rating of 4540 hp. and several

i reciprocating units. With the new
substation in operation it is planned that
this apparatus shall be held in reserve,
Boiler fires will be kept banked at all times
so that the load may be picked up quickly

in an emergency. The ground area occu-
pied by the new substation is about one-
sixth that covered by the old power plant.
To assure reliability of the water-power
service the 33,000-volt line from Prairie du
Sic has been made a double circuit. Steel-
cored aluminum wire was used for the
high-tension lines as well as for a circuit

of lower potential which is strung on lower
arms and is feeding the small towns and
the farms and dwellings of rural customers
along the right-of-way.

Except in the city, where latticed steel

poles are used, the line supports an- square-
based Steel towers.
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ALEXANDR1 \, \ \ ii,,' Coum II ha*
authorised the light committee to entei Into
,i contract with the ale* indrla Count} Ltg
Co to Install 49 additional lamp
in the recentl) annexed territory

\t iRFOLK, \ \ The Tidewater ium
• i ill-, contemplate i ubi ill ul Ing electric

ii\ foj motive powei
w L8H1 N< 1TON, D C. Bide will b« r«

cel\ 'ci .a i he office "t i he < 'omm
iii. i 'in i, i ,,i i olumbla, w aahlngton. D I ' .

until Dec 6, for furnishing iinil erecting at
the District pumping station, Washington,

one fuel economlser, Specifications
may be obtained upon application to the
purchasing officer, District Building:,

w asiii \. ;i , in, D C Bids will be re-
ceived .ii iii. Bureau ,>i Supplies and a.-

counts, Navj Department, Washington, D.
C, ii 1 1 1 1 1 .\,,\ SO tor furnishing at the va-
rious navj yards and naval stations sup
plus as follows: Washington, D. C.,
Schedule 8980 in ft, leather belting;
Schedule 8989 iwo l i-in bj 6-ft lathes

,lri\cl Huston, Muss, Schedule
8991 one cylindrical surface condenser,
Brooklyn, N, v. Schedule 9001 miscel-
laneous conduit steel, miscellaneous In-
terior-communication cable, 700 radio
headgear receiver cords, mlscella
magnet wire, miscellaneous rubber-lnBU-
lated wire Ignition circuits, miscellaneous
single-conductor wire, miscellaneous twin-
conductor wire; Schedule 8999 miscel-
laneous single-stranded, rubber-covered
wire. 10,000 rt. duplex telephone wire;
Schedule 9008 miscellaneous steam plug
cocks, miscellaneous composition unions,
miscellaneous composition pipe fittings;
Schedule 8982 tin eopper expansion joints.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Schedule 9003—700 steel
boiler tubes Bids will also be received
Until Dec. T. as follows: Mare Island, Cal.,
Schedule 8987—one gas-producing appara-
tus ; Schedule 8978—miscellaneous steel
tubing; f.o.b. Schedule 9009—one high-
speed, seaworthy motorboat. Applications
for proposals should give the schedule de-
sired by number.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign trade

opportunities are announced by the Bu-
reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
in the Commerce Reports as follows : No.
1 i> . 1 7 S—A telephone company in Norway
wishes to purchase 3000 kegs (6,613.86 lb.)

of silicium bronze wire (the diameter
should be 1.3 mm. (0.051181 in.), with 40
per cent minimum conductivity) and 70
kegs (154.3234 lb.) minimum breaking
strain per square mm. (0.03937 in.), the
wire being according to British post-office
specifications. Correspondence in English.
Definite terms are wanted. No. 19,191—An
American consular officer in the Canary
Islands reports that a firm desires to pur-
chase a number of electrically driven water
pumps and motors. Prices c.i.f. port of
entry, if possible. No. 19,204—A commis-
sion firm in Argentina has informed an
American consular officer that it wishes
to secure the representation of American
manufacturers and exporters of lumber,
iron products, wire, copper, leather, cement,
etc. Correspondence should be in Spanish.
No. 19,218—A report from an American
consular officer in India states that a busi-
ness man in his district desires to commu-
nicate with manufacturers of electrical
goods. Further information may be ob-
tained upon application to the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Depart-
ment of Commerce, Washington, D. C, or
its branch offices.

in rent •'." ,\ , I, ,1 fur

North Central

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.—The Citizens'
Tel. Co., with plants in Grand Rapids,
Jackson and Lansing, has applied to the
State Railroad Commission for permission
to issue $100,000 in bonds, the proceeds to
be used for general development and im-
provements to its systems.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Bids will be re-

ceived by C. W. Handman, business man-
ager of the board of education, until Dec.
13 for work involved in the remodeling of
the Fulton public school building, including
the electrical work throughout. Plans and
specifications are on file in the office of the
board at 511 West Court Street.

GREENSPRING, OHIO. — Preparations
are being made by the Greenspring El. Lit.

& Pwr. Co. to discard the present generat-
ing equipment, consisting of direct-current
generators and oil engines, and to pur-
chase energy from the Ohio Lt. & Pwr. Co.,
Newark, to operate its system, to be de-
livered at Old Fort. The Greenspring com-
pany will supply electrical service in Old
Fort and erect a transmission line from
that place to its plant in Greenspring.
The substation will be installed in Old Fort.
The new equipment will include three 20-

kva, three-phase, 6600/110/220-volt trans-
formers, and switchboard for alternating-

\. i hi ad « in i ii. in- 1. ol No. ii

\\ ii , for three wire, ihroi ,

8600 \>'ll line, and WOOd I n poll I
' M

Scott Is in.

i

ii ., !••
i and sng Ineet In oh

i.i >u km. vu. 1. 1:. c din i u.,1
*:un on I h. i.l i net i"ii ,,l t he •

the generating station ol i he "i ouni
.s; Sharon St, Rj Co., a ubi Idiar) ..i the
liepubll :

i Co The plans provide
for the addition ,,i four bayi to i he boiler
I lid I 111 bl Ii' I ....lie. 'I'll. , qUl I""' nt tO I"'

Installed at this time win Include flvs
600 hp Babcoi k ,v Wilcox boilers with
superheaters and stokers, one forced draft
fan and engine, one < iem ral Elect >

000 kw . 2800 \"it generatoi .
i,u

combination motor and turbo-driven ex-
citer set, three Qeneral Electric 31 26 kva
step-up tie' one l >' I, feed
pump, condensing equipment, separate
Screen Well and intake tunnel, and
bunker for the entire length of the bollei
room, with ai h hoppei s, chuti etc The
stone & Webster Engineering Corpn., Bo
ton, .Mass., has the contract for the work.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. The extension
of the ornamental lighting system along
Mount Vernon Avenue is reported to be
under consideration.

LOUISVILLE, KY. The general con-
tract for the construction of the new build-
ing for the Western Union Teleg. Co. in
Louisville, tO eosl from $40,000 to $50,000,
has been awarded to the Alfred Struck ( 'o.

The plans provide for an elaborate wiring
system. Joseph & Joseph, Louisville, are
architects.

LOUISVILLE, KY. Plans for the equip-
ment of the large dairy plant to be erected
by D. H. Ewing's Sons in Louisville pro-
vide for 22 motors, aggregating 110 hp.
The company, it is expected, will purchase
an engine and generator, using its own
steam plant. J. B. Hutchings, Columbia
Building, Louisville, is architect.

MATER, KY.—Arrangements are being
made by Wiley W. Gibson, Mater, for the
installation of an electric-lig,ht system here.
The proposed power station will be erected
in Whitesburg, and the equipment will con-
sist of one 110-volt or 125-volt direct-cur-
rent generator and single switchboard and
circuit-breaker for above ; 6000 ft. of No. 4
insulated wire and about 5000 lamps of
16 cp. will be used. E. A. Lassiter, Mater,
is engineer in charge.
MAYFIELD, KY.—The city of Mayfield

has recently voted to issue tionds for the
purchase of the electric-light plant and
water-works system of the Mayfield Wtr. &
Lt. Co.

PROVIDENCE, KY. — Bonds to the
amount of $20,000 have been voted for the
installation of a municipal electric-lighting
plant. Negotiations will probably be
opened with the Providence El. Lt. Co.,
which is now operating in this city with-
out a franchise. The company is supplying
individuals only, the city being unable to
make satisfactory arrangements with it for
street lighting.

BATTLE GROUND, IND.—The Fort
Wayne & Northern Indiana Trac. Co., Fort
Wayne, has entered into a contract with
the Battle Ground Lt. & Pwr. Co. to supply
the latter with electricity for a period of
25 years. Energy will be taken from the
high-tension wires at Buck Creek. The
Battle Ground company will erect the line
between here and Buck Creek.

BlCKNELL, IND.—Work will begin im-
mediately, it is reported, on the large elec-
tric light and power plant to be erected at
Apraw Ferry, 2 miles south of Bicknell.
The company also proposes to build an in-
terurban electric railway between Wash-
ington and Linton via Apraw, Wheatland,
the Indian Creek, American and Freeman
mines, through Bicknell, Frelandville.
Pleasantville and Dugger. Options on the
right-of-way, it is understood, have been
taken. The proposed plant will supply
energy to operate the railway and ma-
chinery in the mines and also to towns and
cities within a radius of 100 miles. A. L.
Brocksmith, Bicknell, is interested in the
project.

KOKOMO, IND.—The Indiana Rys. & Lt.
Co., Kokomo, is erecting 12 miles of 6600-
volt transmission line, connecting its pres-
ent lines with Hillisburg, Circleville and
Kempton, and is also installing a distribut-
ing system in each of the three towns. P.
H. Palmer is assistant general manager
and chief engineer.

LAFAYETTE, IND.—The County Com-
missioners have appropriated $1,000 for the
installation of ornamental lamps around
the county court house.

MISHAWAKA, IND.—The installation of
ornamental lamps on Edgewater Drive is

under consideration.

NASHVILLE, IND.—Bonds to the amount
of $7,000 have been voted for the installa-
tion of a municipal electric-light plant.
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PEORIA, ikk The Public Utilities
Commission has granted the Central M-

i.i, <'o,, Peoria, a franchl
a 13,200-volt transmission line between
Maquon and Yates City, in Knox County.

ST. KKANKISVIKKK, ILL.—The
Council is considering the installation of a
municipal electric-lighting plant and would
like to engage an engineer to supervise the
construction of the plant and to take charge
of it after it is completed. M. Sparke Is

city clerk.

BELOIT, WIS.—The City Council has
passed over the veto of Mayor H. W.
Adams the ordinance providing for the in

sta llation of an ornamental lighting system
in the business district of the city.

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.—Plans have been
completed for the Paint Creek development
near Chippewa Falls for the Wisconsin-
Minnesota Lt. & Pwr. Co., and contract for
earth excavation has been awaxded to A.
Guthrie & Co., St. Paul, Minn. The equip-
ment of the proposed plant will include
three 5000-hp. waterwheels, operating under
60-ft. head ; 5000-kw., 60-cycle, 13,200-volt
generators; switchboard equipment for 13,-

200 volts and 110,000 volts with remote
control ; bank of three 7500-kva., 120,-
000/110, 000-volt, 60-cycle transformers, and
one spare unit. Switching station will form
a part of the generating station ; 550 steel
towers and 300 miles of No. 2-0 B. & S.

gage copper wire will be required for over-
head line ; switchboard station meters will
also be required. When completed the plant
will supply energy to the H. M. Byllesby
Co. at St. Paul, Minn. All contracts, except
for excavation, are yet to be awarded. The
Fargo Engineering Co. has charge of the
engineering work for dam, buildings, etc.

G. W. Mclver is engineer in charge of equip-
ment, including waterwheels, generators and
electrical machinery.

FOX LAKE, WIS.—The Council has
passed a resolution granting the Fox Lake
Lt. & Pwr. Co. permission to install and
operate an electric-light plant in Fox Lake.

LOWELL, WIS.—Plans have been pre-
pared by the Lowell Lt. & Pwr. Co., re-
cently organized, for the installation of an
electric-light plant in Lowell, to cost about
$10,000. The equipment will include two
boilers, with rating of 100 hp. each, and two
generators, direct-current and alternating-
current, 2300 volts. Webster F. Pease,
Lowell, is engineer in charge.

MEDFORD, WIS,—Extensive improve-
ments are being made to the plant of the
Medford Lt. & Htg. Co., including the con-
struction of a new powerhouse, 28 ft. by
46 ft. Contracts have been placed for a
170-hp. Busch-Sulzer Diesel oil engine and
a 150-kva. General Electric three-phase
generator, directly connected, and switch-
board made by the Northwestern El. Co.
The present system, 133 cycles, single-
phase, 1500 volts, will be changed and
some line changes will be made. William
Ungrodt is superintendent.

MERRIMACK, WIS.—The Council has
granted a franchise to A. M. Farnsworth to
install an electric plant in Merrimack.

NEENAH, WIS.—The installation of an
ornamental lighting system in the business
district is reported under consideration.

BUTTERFIELD, MINN.—The project to
install an electric-lighting system in Butter-
field, we are informed, has been postponed
until next spring.

PLUMMER, MINN.—The installation of
a municipal electric-light plant in Plum-
mer is under consideration.

TRACY, MINN.—Emil W. Erick is re-
ported to have been granted a franchise
to install an electric-light plant.

LANYON, IOWA.—The Central Iowa
Lt. & Pwr. Co., Fraser, has applied to the
State Board of Railroad Commissioners
for a franchise to construct and operate
a transmission line in the town of Lanyon.
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MASON, IOWA.—The Western El. Tel.
Co. is contemplating the construction of a
new building, to cost about $50,000.
POCAHONTAS, IOWA.—The town of

Pocahontas has entered into a contract with
the Humboldt Pwr. (Jo. for energy to oper-
ate the municipal electric-light system. A
short line is being erected to connect with
the company's line which already runs
through the town.
WASHINGTON, IOWA.—The Washing-

ton Tel. Co. is planning to erect a new tele-
phone building, to cost about $25„OO0.
KANSAS (MTV, MO.- The contract for

the installation of the lighting fixtures in
the new tuberculosis hospital of Kansas
City has been awarded to the Satterlee El.
Co., Kansas City, Mo.

ST. LOUIS, MO.—The Cupples Station
LI , lit .V- I'wr. Co., 750 Railway Ex-
Change, St. Louis, is installing a 750-kw.

i Electric direct-current turbo-gen-
erator set. E. S. Hillings is general super-
intendent.

SCHELL CITY, MO.—The city of Schell
has granted E. T. Hartje a franchise to
install and operate an electric-light plant
for a period of 20 years.

TRENTON, MO.—Improvements involv-
ing an expenditure of about $100,0(10 are
contemplated by the Trenton Gas & El. Co.,
which will include the erection of a new
power station (41 ft. by 36 ft.), the instal-
lation of new generators and fuel-oil en
gines. The gas plant is to be remodeled
and extended, at a cost of $25,000, and an
ice factory built, at a cost of $36,000.

SHEYKXXK, N. D.—An electric-lighting
plant is being installed in Sheyenne. A.
P. Hillstrom and W. H. Glass are inter-
ested in the project.

STANTON, N. D.—Application has been
made to the Town Board for a franchise
to install an electric-light system in Stan-
ton.
TOLLEY, N. D.—Arrangements are

being made by the Haynes- Porter Co. for
the installation of an electric-lighting plant
in Tolley.

WILLISTON, N. D.—It is reported that
plans for an ornamental lighting system
have been approved.
ASHTON, S. D.—Preparations are being

made by the Spink County I'wr. Co., Ash-
ton, for the construction of an electric-light
plant here. The equipment of the proposed
plant will include one 120-hp. Busch-Sulzer
Brothers Diesel engine, one 100-kva., three-
phase, 60-cycle, 6600-volt generator, two-
panel switchboard, three 5-kva. and three
T^.-kva., 6600/110/220-volt transformers,
for which contracts, it is understood, have
been awarded. One substation will be erect-
ed in Mellette ; later substations will be
built in Athol, Northville, Frankfort, Conde
and Turton. The street-lighting system
will consist of eleven 300-watt and 39 100-
watt type "C" lamps. Hugh Triplett, Red-
field, S. D., is engineer in charge.

LETCHER, S. D.—The Schuller El. Co.
has been granted permission to erect trans-
mission lines along the public highways in
Sanborn County.
WINNER, S. D.—Application has been

made by Floyd D. Hunt, Chicago, 111., for
a franchise to install and operate an elec-
tric-lighting plant in Winner.
HARTINGTON, NEB.—The electric light

and power plant of the Hartington 101. Co,
has been taken over by S. B. Knudson, St.

Paul, Minn. B. Cummins, St. Paul, Minn.,
has been appointed manager.
KANSAS CITY, KAN.—The new 5000-

kw. generating unit at the municipal elec-
tric-light plant was put into service on
Nov. 8. A new 6-mile, 66.008-volt service
circuit has recently been completed. An-
other 5000-kw. generating unit will prob-
ably be purchased next year, bids to be
asked about Jan. 1.

PERRY, KAN.—Bonds to the amount of
I have been voted for the purchase of

additional equipment for the municipal elec-
tric-light plant.

Southern States
WATKIXSVILLE, GA.—At an election

to be held Nov. 22 the proposal to issue
bonds to install an electric-lighting system
will be submitted to the voters

CLEARWATER, FLA. — The County
Commissioners of Pinellas County have
granted J. X. and .1. M. McClung, Clear-
water, a franchise to construct and operate
an electric lighting, heating and power sys-
tem in Clearwater and nearby cities.

DE LAND, FLA.—The 1 >e Land CI. I.t,,

Pwr. & Ice Co. contemplates the Installs
tion of electric lamps from De Land to
De Land Junction, a distance of several
miles. The company also proposes to in-
stall ornamental lamps n short distance
along Woodland Boulevard.

FORT PIERCE, FLA—The City Coun-
cil has pawed an ordinance providing for
an issue of $25,000 in bonds, the proceeds
to be used for extansion to ti

lighting system and other municipal im-
provements.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—The Central

Pwr. Co., recently incorporated with a capi-
tal stock of $50,000, has applied for a
franchise to build an interurban electric
railway from Chattanooga to Cleveland.
Trim , a distance of about 25 miles. G. B.
Adams, M. N. Whitaker and J. L. Foust
are among the incorporators.

HENDERSON, TENN. Bids will be re-
ceived by the Board of Mayor and Alder-
men until Dec. 3 for sewerage and water-
works construction. The water-works con-
sist of approximately 5 miles of 4-in. to
b-in. cast-iron water pipe, 11 hydrants, 4 3

valves with boxes, and pumping station
with oil engine and motor-driven pumps.
Plans and specifications may be obtained
from Frank L. Wilcox, engineer, Syndicate
Trust Building, St. Louis, Mjp., upon deposit
of $15 ; specifications only, $5 deposit, and
any one plan, $5 deposit.

HUMBOLDT, TENN.—Bias will be re-
ceived at the oltice of the supervising archi-
tect, Washington, D. C, until Dec. 20, for
the construction complete, including me-
chanical equipment and approaches, of the
United States post office at Humboldt, Tenn.

McCOMB, MISS.—The McComb & Mag-
nolia Lt. & Ry. Co., recently incorporated,
has purchased the plant, of the McComb
City El. Co. The new company, it is re-
ported, contemplates the construction of a
power plant in connection with the pro-
posed interurban railway, H. W. Bell,
Laurel, is engineer.
CLEVELAND, OKLA.—An election will

probably soon be called to submit to the
voters the proposal to issue $125,000 in
bonds for the proposed water-works sys-
tem. The work will require 50,000 ft. of
4-in., 6-in., 8-in. and 10-in. cast-iron pipe
for distribution system; 19,000 ft. 10-in.
pipe for flow line ; 150,000-gal. elevated
tank on 80-ft. tower, a 3-mile transmission
line, two 500-gal.-per-minute motor-driven
centrifugal pumps, 1,000,000-gal. mechani-
cal filtration plant, and a dam 390 ft. long
and 25 ft. high for pipe line crossing the Ar-
kansas River. A. C. Moore, Joplin, Mo., is

consulting engineer.

GOLTRY, OKLA.—The Benham Engi-
neering Co., Oklahoma City, has been en-
gaged by the Board of Trustees to prepare
plans and estimates of cost for an electric-
lighting system, and also to make an ap-
praisal of the local telephone system. The
city contemplates the purchase of the tele-
phone system.
WESTVILLE, OKLA.—An election will

soon be called to submit to the voters the
proposal to issue $10,000 in bonds for Im-
provements and extensions to the munici-
pal electric-lighting plant.

McKINNEY, TEX.—The City Commis-
sion has sold the municipal electric plant
to the Texas Pwr. & Lt. Co., Dallas, sub-
ject to the approval of the voters. Under
the terms of the sale the company is to
supply the city with natural gas and to
furnish 40 additional street lamps.
ONALASKA, TEX.—The electric light

and power plant and other departments of
the West Lumber Co., recently destroyed
by fire, will be rebuilt.

PL A IN VI 10W, TEX.—Preliminary steps
have been taken by Judge I. R. Kelso, St.
Louis, Mo., and associates for the con-
struction of a large electric generating
station in Plainview. The syndicate, it is

reported, contemplates the installation of
electrical and water-works systems in
Plainview and in other towns in this sec-
tion of the State, involving an expenditure
of not less than $1,000,000. Electricity
will be supplied for operating pumps for
irrigation purposes and for other industries.
H. C. Randolph, Plainview, is interested in
the project.

Pacific States

POULSBO, WASH—The County Com-
missioners have granted the Poulsbo Lt. &
I'wr. Co. a franchise to construct an elec-
tric-power plant and to erect and maintain
transmission lines in all portions of Kitsap
County.
TOPPENISH, wash.—The Pacific Pwr.

A I.t. Co, is planning to extend its trans-
mission lines from Parker to Sawyer via
Buena Station. Power service will be in-
stalled at several of tin- large ranches along
the route. George I. Drennan is local

ma na
VAI.LCYKi nil), WASH. — Preparations

are being made by the Valleyford wtr. Co.
for the installation of an electric-lighting
system in Valleyford. Energy will bo se-
cured from the transmission lines of the

Spokane & Inland Empire Ry. Co. Arthur
!•:. Jones is president ot the water company.

1ENE, ORE. — Arrangements are
being made bv the Eugene Water Board to

extend its electric transmission lines to the
village of Walterville, 15 miles distant, to

electrical service there. Applica-
tion has been made lo the county Commis-
sioners to install an electrical distributing

on the Streets Of Walterville, which
is not incorporated,

OREGON CITY, ORE. The count} court

has granted the Portland Ry., Lt .V I'wr
co. ; , franchise to erect transmission lines

along the county roads near the town of

.Monitor, in return for which the company
to light free the covered bridge

Monitor.

ALAMEDA, CAL.—Application has been
filed with the State Railroad Commission
by the Mountain Lt. & Wtr. Co. of Ala-
meda County for authority to pure base the

public utility wati .-trie-light plants
at Brookdale, Santa Cruz County, and to

issue bonds for improvements to the water
and light plants, to cost $2,500.

REDDING, CAL.—The installation of a
municipal electric-light plant in Redding is

under consideration. Electrical sei \

now furnished by the Northern California
Pwr. Co.

ST< it !KTON, CAL.—Improvements involv-
ing an expenditure of $28jj,000 are contem-
plated to the West Side Irrigation District
ami will include one 12-in. centrifugal pump
directly connected to one 60-hp. motor,
three 14-in. pumps to three 150-hp. motors,
two 16-in. pumps to two 400-hp. motors,
one 18-in. pump to one 500-hp. motor, 6600
ft. 48-in. and 12,900 ft. 54-in. redwood stave
pipe, two main canals, one 52-ft. level and
one 105-ft. level, and laterals. Hunter &
Morton, Stockton, are local engineers.

ARCO, IDAHO.—The village of Arco has
granted Richard W. Ferris a franchise to
install and operate an electric-light plant
and water-works system.

PROVO, UTAH.—Residents of Grand
View "Ward, comprising the south portion
of Provo Bench, are planning to build a
small power plant on Spring Creek to sup-
ply electricity for lamps and motors in

that vicinity.

Canada
NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.—Bids on the

construction of a power canal from Niagara
River to Queenstown, and for erection of
a generating station on Smeaton Farm, a
short distance this side of Brock's Monu-
ment, it is understood, will be asked early
in January by the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Power Commission.
NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.—The by-laws

providing for the purchase of energy for
the municipal lighting plants from the On-
tario Hydro-Electric Power Commission,
and to purchase from the Ontario Power
Co. the transformers now in use at the
lighting plant for $14,000, have been ap-
proved by the voters.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.—The Sherbrooke
Ry. & Lt. Co., it is reported, is contemplat-
ing the construction of a substation.

Miscellaneous
PETERSBURG, ALASKA.—The Town

Council has authorized Fred C. Purinton,
Petersburg, to visit cities on Puget Sound
for the purpose of making investigations
of the municipal electric plants with a view
of establishing an electric plant in Peters-
burg.

PANAMA.—Bids will be received at the
ofiice of the general purchasing officer,

Panama Canal, Washington, D. C, until
Nov. 23, under Requisition 199- E, for fur-
nishing condulets. BOBSert covers, marine
fixtures, fuses, shade holders, receptacles,
reflectors, switches and Munson slate For
further information address Major F. C.
Boggs, general purchasing officer.

I'AXAMA.—Bids will be received at the
office of the general purchasing officer,

Panama Canal, Washington, D. C. until
Nov. 30, under Proposal 2045, for furnish-
ing automatic pneumatic ejector. 130 gal.
per minute capacity: transformers, panel-
hoards, desk fans and white cotton waste.
For further information address .Major F.
C Boggs, general purchasing agent.

I'AXAMA.—Bids will be received at the
Office of the general purchasing officer,

Panama Canal, Washington, P. C, until

Nov. 23, for furnishing under Proposal
two 12-pancl hoards. 200 outlet

boxes. 100 carbon brushes. 15,000 ft. mold-
ing and capping, miscellaneous condulets,
magnet wire and electrical material. For
further information address Major F. C.
Boggs, general purchasing officer.
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sttii. Charlottenburg, Germany. App
Bled March 7. L910. Combustible is sup-
plied through a hollow electrode.

1,159,409. Electric Insulator; a k
Mullet-. Walthamstow, EDngland. \pp
Bled Juno 15, 1912. Plurality of screw-
thread-connected members.

1,159,461. Trolley Harp; C. Wetjen, New
fork, N, V. App Bled April 1, 1912.
Guards prevent jumping.

1,159,456. Electrical Connector; E, B.
Wilcox, Merlden, Conn. App. Hied June
is. 1915. Interchangeable lamp for one-
wire or two-wire fighting systems.

1,159,359— Magneto Hand Generator

1,159,467. Automobile Horn; P. C. Burns,
Chicago, 111. App. filed March 4, 1912.
Motor armature carries impacted balls.

1,159, 4S4. Street and Station Indicator;
H. A. Fleck and C. H. Fleck, Jr., Phila-
delphia, Pa. App. filed Oct. 16, 1914.
Mounted on car and automatically oper-
ated.

1,159,508. Clock Movement; J. Lemaire,
Drummondville, Quebec, Canada. App.
filed Dec. 10, 1913. Impetus-maintaining
means.

1,159,511. Arc-Lamp Electrode ; George
M. Little, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed
March 3, 1914. Contains oxide of iron
titanium and tungsten.

1,159,521. Signal Switch ; B. Miller, Ger-
man Valley, 111. App. filed Oct. 27, 1914.
Indicates at distance condition of switch.

1,159,536. Current Collector for Elec-
tric Railways ; H. Schutte, Pittsburgh,
Pa. App. filed July 14, 1910. Panto-
graph type.

1,159,547. Electric Switch; G. A. Tate,
Chicago, 111. App. filed March 27, 1913.
Multi-break overload.

1,159,562. Switchboard Apparatus; J. A.
Wotton, Montclair, N. J. App. filed Nov.
21, 1913. Mounting strip for telephone
signal-lamp sockets.

1,159,567. Joint Insulator ; C. O. Burton,
Duluth, Minn. App. filed March 5, 1915.
Made in identical halves.

1,159,587. Automatic Stop Motion: G.
John and D. L. Lindquist, Yonkers, N. Y.
App. filed Aug. 9, 1911. For elevators.

1,159,590. Dash-Pot Accelerating De-
vice ; D. Larson, Yonkers, N. Y. App.
filed Dec. 22, 1908. Independent of the
voltage.

1,159,595. Telephone-Exchange System ;

F. R. McBerty, New Rochelle, N. Y.
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Jain.-s. \\ , i i [omesti ad, Pa, App. Bled
April 18, 1915. Controlled bj the trolley-
replacing cord,

i ,i 59,699 w ITER- I 'uripic ition a
•its- .i \ Murdock, i .os Angeles, Cal
app tiled June 28, 1915. Operated by
electrolysis.

1,159,701. I'm .; Socket; W. C. Neahr,
Denver, Col. App. Bled Sept. 28, 1914.
Introduction of plug operates cut-out.

1,159,714. Electrical Selective Mechan-
ism

; ,\. ii. F. Schaar, < lakland, Cal.
A.pp, Bled Nov. i. 1909. Uses Blngle tele-

graph wire (forty-five claims).

1,159,730. System op Automatic Signal-
ing for Electric Railways; f. Town-
send (deceased). New York. N. Y. App.
filed April 14, 1910. Block system for
alternating-current roads.

1,159,765. Arc Lamp : C. Henrichsen,
Pittsfleld, Mass. App. filed July 11, 1913.
Condensing chamber remote from the
globe.

1,159,770. Coil Construction : R. M.
Hyde, Pittsfleld, Mass. App. filed Dec.
26, 1914. For transformers, etc., me-
chanical features.

1,159,793. Automobile Signal; J. C.
Perry, Ocean Grove, N. J. App. filed
July 15, 1915. Semaphore device con-
trolled by button on wheel.

1,159,800. Maximum-Demand Indicator;
L. T. Robinson. Schenectady, N. Y. App.
filed Dec. 31, 1913. Watt-hour meter.

1,159.807. Trolley; F. Sczavnyicki,
Bridgeport, Conn. App. filed Aug. 31,
1914. Opposite L-shaped guards.

1,1 59,81 S. Electromagnetic Switch; J.

J. Wood. Fort Wayne, Ind. App. filed
Nov. 20, 1914. For starting motors.

1,159,826. Machine for Counting Paper
Money ; J. P. Bucklev. Washington, D. C.
App. filed July 30, i910. Automatically
stops after counting predetermined num-
ber.

1,159,855. Special-Service Telephone
System ; T. G. Martin, Chicago, 111.

App. filed May 11, 1912. Automatically
disconnected when subscriber removes re-
ceiver from hook.

1,159.869. Vapor-Electric Device; Y.
Sakai. East Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed
June 14, 1912. Readily insertible anode.

1,159,884. Electrode-Cooling System: L.
M Aspinwall, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App.
filed Jan. 23. 1915. Uses large amount
of cooling fluids.

1.159. 892. Electrical Protective Device:
H. W Brown, Ithaca, N. Y. Anp. filed

Dec. 9, 1913. Quick-operating relay.

1,159,900. Vapor-Electric Device: F.
Conrad. Sw'ssvale, Pa. App. filed June
21, 1912. Prevents condensation of vapor
on anodes.

1.159.903. Electrode-Cooling System: D.
C. Davis. Swissvale, Pa. App. filed

Jan. 23. 1915. Both anodes cooled by
single stream.

1.159.904. System of Electrical Distri-
bution : H. P. Davis and F. Conrad,
Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Dec. 31. 1908.
For supp'ying power to feeder and trol-

ley circuits.

1.159.905. Fire-Alarm System: W. L.
Denio Rochester, N. Y. App. filed July
12. 1912. Local and main alarms for
schools, etc.

1,159,908. Electric Gas Lighter; R. F.
Dowdy, Roanoke, Va. App. filed Feb.
26, 1915. Attachable to alternating-cur-
rent lighting circuit.

1,159,910. Cooling System: G. M. Eaton
and S. W. Farnsworth, Pittsburgh, Pa.
App. filed July 13. 1914. Maintains dif-
ferent parts at different temperatures.
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cults.

i , i 59,986. System oi ill i uktki-
im ; F. w. I larris, Wilkli

App. Bled Sept. 6, 1910. Automatically
cuts oni abnormal feeder circuits.

1,169,944. Vapor-Hlbctbic Dbviob; K P.
Jackson, ESdgewood Park, Pa. App. filed

Nov. 16, 1911. Anode shields.

1,159,969. Detector fob Wireless 1

rapht; C O. Lorenz, Port Arthur, Tes
App. Bled Nov. 7, 1910. Body ol chalco-

.ikI bodj of zlnklte.

1,159,655—Terminal Structure

1,160,013. Railway Signal; R. H. Todd,
Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed April 22,

1914. Informs engineers of trains in

same block.

1,160,063. Electric-Lamp Socket; F. P.
Gates and G. A. Gauthier, Hartford,
Conn. App. filed Feb. 23, 1915. Locking
socket.

1,160,072. Method of and Means for
Translating Sounds ; R. E. Hall, Port-
land, Ore. App. filed Aug. 18, 1914. For
wireless work.

1,160,087. Dynamo-Electric Machine; A.
H. Neuland, San Francisco, Cal. App.
filed Jan. 25, 1912. High power; small
size.

1,160,092. Electrical Control System ; E.
W. Stull, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed

May 29, 1911. High-voltage and low-volt-
age interurban electric railway.

1,160,094. Indirect-Lighting Fixture; H.
C. Adam, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed Jan.
11, 1915. Bowl-shaped shield close to
top reflector.

1,160,097. Telegraph Repeater; W. Finn,
Bloomfield, N. J. App. filed Jan. 26, 1915.
For automatic high-speed work.

1,160,101. Machine for Perforating
Master Sheets for Typewriter Opera-
tors ; L. R. Roberts, Rutherford, N. J.

App. filed Aug. 12, 1911. Punches very
heavy cards.

14,007 (reissue). Apparatus for Cleaning
Articles ; E. L. Couch, Hartford, Conn.
App. filed Jan. 28, 1915. Original patent
No. 1,068,568, dated July 29, 1913. Has
a movable belt of electrolytically active
material.
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Action on America's Foreign Trade

ACTION replaces consultation in the development of

American foreign trade. A fifty-million-dollar

corporation organized on a business basis to secure re-

sults has been formed by a group of American business

men whose names and records in commerce are a guar-

antee of the practicability of the plan and an assurance

that the American International Corporation which they

have formed will give the United States a place in the

world trade. Accustomed as we have become during the

last year to momentous undertakings, it is doubtful

whether any single development in the remarkable com-

mercial and financial situations which are the outcome

of the European war has greater significance in the his-

tory of commerce in the United States. The home mar-

ket has been the principal interest of the American

business man. He has been apathetic toward foreign

trade, not because he did not see its possibilities but

because the demands at home in general have needed

his full attention. Nor have these conditions at home

been changed. Emphasis on the possibilities of the for-

eign market should not lead us to forget that the in-

tensive development of our home market is only begun.

But conditions internationally have changed. The

United States for the first time in its history has been

placed in a remarkable position commercially and finan-

cially. As a nation of commerce we have had the re-

sponsibility for constructive world development put up

to us. There is a feeling of pride that we can rise to

take this responsibility and that leaders in electrical

enterprises are prominent among the group who have

turned debate into action.

Public Interest in Electricity

NEXT week will see the culmination of a movement

within the industry for which many have worked

with an enthusiasm and a persistency that merit the

commendation of all. Electrical Prosperity Week is a

test of the public's interest in what every electrical man
is apt to assume is naturally of interest. The point of

contact between the public and the industry is one of

the fundamental considerations in any summary of the

work of the Society for Electrical Development and the

enterprises which have fostered it. Those of us within

the industry, both technical and business men, some-

times assume that the circle of activities which appeals

to us interests everyone. It is human to believe that

those not interested in our viewpoint are outside the

pale anyway and the less concern we have with them
the better for us and the industry. Electricity to the

technical men within it is a physical science and a

profession of applied engineering. Those of us who are

engineers are interested in the problems of the industry

in technical advance in theory and practice. To those

outside it—the public—electricity is Martian, a mysteri-

ous force, with the appeal of the unknown. For them
it must be interpreted in terms of what it can do. The
success of the industry in widening the application of

electricity depends in no small measure on the ability

of the men in it to interpret its advantages to the pub-

lic from the public's viewpoint.

Mechanical Models of Electrically Conducting Lines

ELECTRICALLY conducting lines present a great

variety of electrical phenomena, some of which may
be classified, from the commercially operative standpoint,

as behavior, and the remainder as misbehavior. This

classification is, of course, a mere cataloging of knowl-

edge versus ignorance; because, as soon as the nature

of a line's misbehavior becomes clearly apprehended
and enters into the visible horizon of the intelligence,

it can almost always be controlled and so converted into

behavior. Nevertheless, the range and complexity of

the phenomena stand in the way of proper understand-

ing, because the electromagnetic actions are beyond the

direct recognition of our senses.

In the last few years we have succeeded in producing
laboratory models of various types of line, so that we
now have artificial submarine telegraph cables, artificial

telephone cables, artificial power-transmission lines,

and even artificial radio-antennas. These models are of

great help in becoming familiar with the phenomena of

the lines imitated; but they have to be studied with the

aid of electric apparatus, because the electromagnetic

action of a model is again beyond direct human sense

perception. By experimenting on the models we acquire

accurate electrical knowledge, but still we see only as in

a glass, darkly, and not face to face.

Certain mechanical models for presenting pictures of

actions, corresponding to electromagnetic actions in the

imitated line, have been known for some time—notably

those of Fleming. These, however, have been limited to

presenting the phenomena of transmission of sinusoidal

alternating-current waves, both in the unsteady and

steady states, over various types of line.

In a recent number of the Elektrotcchtiisclie Z(it-

schrift, Dr. Breisig describes a type of mechanical model

upon which not only alternating-current propagation

but also transient disturbances can be presented, within

certain limitations, and watched by the observer. It

consists of a number of wooden bars or prisms, mounted
side by side on a common axis, which is at right angles
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to their lengths, The Inertia of these dan correspond!

to the electric Inertia, or Inductance, <>r certain

tion of line, tiif Inelasticity of tin- Interconnecting metal-

lic springs to thf capacity of the section, frictional re-

sistance to fleet lie resistanee, and angular displaeemeiit

to electric quantity. An angular disturbance, com-

municated to the model, propagatM itself at a definite

speed from one end to the Other, and hack again by

reflection.

The quantitative results that ran he obtained from

such a mechanical model line are necessarily much more

limited than those which ean he obtained on an electrical

model or artificial electric line—but they are much more

easily produced and apprehended.

The Stevens Creek Power Development

THERE is a certain sameness in power transmis-

sion systems. Most of them fall into one of a

very few conventional types, and instances are rare in

which the engineering has to pass beyond the specifica-

tions of the manufacturer's catalog. Now and then,

however, circumstances arise which lead to combina-

tions of interest and make a plant worthy of more than

a perfunctory and casual description. The Stevens

Creek plant of the Georgia-Carolina Power Company,

described in this and the preceding issue of the Elec-

trical World, falls into the genus of low-head develop-

ments such as are on the whole characteristic of the

Southern Appalachian country. Only now and then do

the streams which carry the run-off of this district of

large rainfall present any considerable declivities, and

the region likewise is as a whole barren of storage ex-

cept in so far as it is procured artificially. Despite these

somewhat unfavorable conditions, the Savannah River

in the vicinity of Augusta was one of the early water-

power developments of the South, a most commendable

example of municipal foresight and activity more than

half a century ago. As far back as 1847 the municipal-

ity of Augusta provided a canal to furnish water-power

to the 'industries within its territory, and water-power

is still sold from this old development. As the era of

electrical power transmission has come in, further sup-

ply of power was destined to be brought by new methods

rather than by old, and hence the installation of this

Stevens Creek station.

The low head brought its usual hydraulic difficulties,

which were met, as is not infrequently the case, by in-

stalling umbrella-type generators driven by vertical

turbines at the unusually low speed of 75 r.p.m., the

turbines themselves being of single-runner design. The

comparatively small size of the units caused by hydraulic

requirements led to an arrangement of transformers

which is a little out of the ordinary and would not

generally be employed. The whole power of the plant

as it at present exists is handled by three three-phase

transformers, each of 5400 kva., which raise the volt-

age from 2300 to 44,000. Each of these transformers

can at a pinch take care of the energy from two gen-

erators, so that we have the general condition of two

generators pumping Into one transformer instead of

having one or more transformer! tor each generator.

The large size of these transformer units and their

water cooled const met ion led, of course, to considerable

economy, bearing in mind the modest output of the

generating units. It is a good example of how the pri-

mary conditions imposed hy the nature of the hydraulic

work may run through the entire design of a plant.

This excellent plant supplies the city of Augusta and

also feeds transmission lines with substations at Clear-

water and Aiken, S. C. In Augusta is the main sub-

station, which provides, on account of previous local

conditions, a two-phase, 2300-volt distribution. Energy

received at 44,000 volts and transformed to 13,200 volts

furnishes three-phase service to outlying suburbs and

to some railway substations.

The transformers at the substation are all water-

cooled, and to save the cost in water supply the some-

what unusual expedient has been adopted of treating

this transformer cooling water exactly like condenser

water where the supply is scant. A small cooling pond

is installed with spray nozzles for cooling the water

and with suitable circulating apparatus, so that the

water is sent through the substation transformer, cooled

by spraying, and returned into the cooling pond to be

circulated again. The substations on the longer trans-

mission line at Clearwater and Aiken are, like so many
recent installations, particularly in the South, of the

out-of-doors type, air-cooled and with rather large units

—three 750-kw. transformers at each substation. The

corrugated cases are painted with white aluminum paint

to check the absorption of heat from the sun, a device

which might not infrequently be employed to advantage

in hot climates, as under favorable conditions it is

likely to make considerable difference in the heating.

The Stevens Creek development is, particularly from

the hydraulic standpoint, an interesting one, and it has

apparently been worked out with that thorough atten-

tion to details which is important for securing continu-

ity of service.

A Constructive Plan of Selling

CENTRAL-STATION selling campaigns have been

frowned upon by the local dealer and contractor.

Central stations, with some exceptions, have generally

taken the position that they wanted to get appliances on

the lines where they would increase the load. They

have criticised the dealer and contractor for their slow-

ness in pushing the sale of appliances. In their turn

the dealers and contractors have said they could not

push the lines because the central stations cut prices.

They have said that the central station was not inter-

ested in selling appliances but in selling energy, and

that consequently the central station did not mark the

goods it sold at a price that would pay the dealer's and

contractor's profit. Meanwhile manufacturers and job-

bers have been between the frying-pan and the fire try-

ing to satisfy the market.

Price-cutting without a legitimate merchandising

reason has been proved bad policy in retail distribution.
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Mere price-cutting to dispose of fresh stock is resorted

to only by business men without the stamina to stand

up for a fair profit. It is the inefficient merchant's way

of getting rid of stock. It can hardly be termed selling.

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that so far as

the logic of his position is concerned, in so far as he

is not interested in profit on appliances, the central-sta-

tion manager can justify his position in cutting prices

for the sake of getting appliances on the line. Often,

however, sound business policy and judgment deny that

which is merely logical. The central station, manufac-

turer, dealer, jobber and contractor all want to live and

let live. The central station is not interested in price

as price, but in getting more current-carrying devices on

its lines. If quantity sales can be made in a community

without demoralizing prices, no central station would

favor price-cutting. A constructive plan of action was

announced at the recent jobbers' convention at Hot

Springs, Va., which should make for harmony of action.

Briefly it means that the jobbers and central stations

form a partnership for the sale of goods in a com-

munity under a set of conditions both agree to. The

details are explained in the news columns. The policy of

co-operation behind the plan is constructive and

admirable.

Fitting Standards to Practice

THE Illuminating Engineering Society has done

well in bringing out so well planned a code to

direct improvements in lighting. No code, however,

can be made far-reaching enough to enable the lighting

problems of industrial works to be solved by rule of

thumb. The present code points out certain impor-

tant matters, like the general amount of illumination

required and the necessity of suitable provision for

light on vertical planes as well as horizontal planes.

These suggestions are valuable, but their application

to obtain good results must be made by the skilled en-

gineer, as the code points out. One may have two

factories, each provided with distributed general illu-

mination with regard to both horizontal and verti-

cal planes, and yet of the two one will be for its special

purposes well lighted and the other badly lighted. The
real effectiveness of the illumination depends, in other

words, on the character of the machines and the kind of

work that is being done. One machine or operation may
require particularly strong side illumination to enable

work to be turned out easily and rapidly. Another may
need over part of its work unusually strong vertical

illumination and elsewhere comparatively little. A third

case often encountered in practice is the requirement

of particularly efficient lighting from some special di-

rection which bears no particular relation to either

plane but which does affect directly the inspection of

conditions at a particular point. In fact, there is no

general rule of factory lighting which can be applied

by one ignorant of the technique of illumination. Some

of the most valuable hints in illuminating engineering,

on the other hand, have come from practical men.

Convenience in Plant Arrangement

THE tendency to follow the path of least resistance

is not solely a characteristic of the electric cur-

rent. It is a very human trait as well. Ample substan-

tiation of this statement may be found by observing

the manner in which employees persist in neglecting or

slighting their duties when this can be done with some

degree of safety from detection. In the power plant

there are numerous minor duties which, if faithfully

and conscientiously performed, add appreciably to the

efficiency and economy of operation. For example, every

fireman knows that he should increase the air supply

just after firing green coal, in order that the gases dis-

tilled from the fuel may be burned completely before

they escape from the boiler. He knows that he ought

to maintain the water level between certain fixed limits.

He is aware that by altering the setting of the damper

to conform to the changing furnace conditions the effi-

ciency of the boiler will be increased. The regular use

of the blow-off valve is a matter that has been im-

pressed upon his mind. The fact that he fails to ob-

serve all these things punctiliously may be due to a

disinclination to work, but very often it can be traced

to the inaccessibility of the apparatus. In the case of

large boilers, for example, the water column is at a

considerable height above the floor, and oftentimes the

water level can be determined only by crawling up to a

gallery in front of the drum. A properly lighted gage

glass or extension to the firing floor would solve the

difficulty, as the height of the water in the boiler could

then be ascertained with little effort. The failure to

use the dampers more wisely cannot well be denounced

if the levers by which the dampers are controlled are

placed at the back of the boilers, necessitating a trip to

the rear of the settings every time an adjustment is

made. It is somewhat unjust to censure a fireman for

neglecting to blow down his boilers if, upon investiga-

tion, the blow-off valve is found placed at the bottom of

a pit, forming a veritable death trap should the valve

fail, and difficult of access in any case. There are many
plants in which much worse examples than those cited

are to be discovered. The remedy does not consist in

discharging the employee but in removing the cause.

This is the fourth issue of the Editorial Announcement
month, in which emphasis is reg- l""""""

ularly given to commercial advance in the indus-
try. Last week was devoted largely to engineering and
technical development. Next week appears, in the
public relations issue of the month, the first of two

special articles on the organization
and work of the Federal Bureau of

Standards at Washington. The second issue of De-
cember will contain special articles on the power,
generation, transmission and operating phases of the

industry.
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A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

ORGANIZE TO PROMOTE FOREIGN TRADE
Now Fifty-Million-Dollar Corporation, in Which Prominent

Electrical Interests Are Represented, Formed to

Foster Use of American Products

The American International Corporation was incor-

porated under the laws of New York on Nov. 23, with a

capitalization of $50,000,000, for the purpose of estab-

lishing trade relations with foreign countries which will

help make a market for American products, for financ-

ing and protecting developments in foreign countries

undertaken by American engineers and manufacturers,
and in order to assist in financing the rehabilitation of

industries in foreign countries. The company will not
engage in a direct banking business, but will have very
broad powers.

Of the $50,000,000 capital stock, $49,000,000 will be
in common stock and $1,000,000 in managers' shares.

The managers' shares will be paid for at par in the

same way as the common stock and will have no ad-

vantage over the common stock until the common pays
more than 7 per cent. In any dividends above 7 per cent

one-fifth will be divided among the managers' shares
and the remaining four-fifths among the holders of the

common stock. Managers' shares can be held only by
those actively engaged in managing properties under
the direction of the company, and must be sold back to

the corporation at their value when connection with the
corporation is severed.

It is not proposed to call all of the capital at once.

Ten per cent will be called on Dec. 15 and 10 per cent

more on Jan. 15. One-half of the common stock will be
offered pro rata to the stockholders of the National
City Bank of New York. A public offering of the stock

will not be made, but that which is not subscribed for

by the bank's stockholders, together with the remainder
of the stock, will be placed with firms having interests

abroad.

Charles A. Stone, head of the firm of Stone & Webster,
is the president of the new corporation, and while he
will not sever his connection with the engineering cor-

poration, he will devote all of his time to the manage-
ment of the new venture. R. P. Tinsley, treasurer of

the Standard Oil Company, who has been with that cor-

poration for the last twenty-five years, is secretary and
treasurer of the new company. The board of directors

is made up of twenty men, all of whom have achieved

distinct successes in their particular line of business.

The following will compose the board: J. Ogden Ar-
mour, Armour & Company; Charles A. Coffin, General

Electric Company; William E. Corey, Midvale Steel &
Ordnance Company; Joseph P. Grace, W. R. Grace &
Company; James J. Hill, Great Northern Railway Com-
pany ; Otto H. Kahn, Kuhn, Loeb & Company ; Robert S.

Lovett, Union Pacific Railroad Company ; Ambrose Mon-
ell, International Nickel Company; Henry S. Pritchett,

Carnegie Foundation; Percy A. Rockefeller, Standard
Oil Company; John D. Ryan, Anaconda Copper Com-
pany; Charles H. Sabin, Guaranty Trust Company;
William L. Saunders, Ingersoll-Rand Company; James
A. Stillman, National City Bank; Charles A. Stone,

Stone & Webster; Frank A. Vanderlip, National City

Bank; Theodore N. Vail, American Telephone & Tele-

graph Company; Edwin S. Webster, Stone & Webster;
Albert H. Wiggin, Chase National Bank, and Beekman
Winthrop, Robert Winthrop & Company.
While it was not possible to include in the board rep-

resentatives of all of the prominent American firms

engaged in international trade, a position on the board

is not intended to entitle the members to swing any
trade toward the firms of which they are representa-

tives. The whole spirit of the corporation, according to

Mr. Stone and Mr. Vanderlip, is one of fair play. The
company will be absolutely impartial in the development
of American export trade.

In speaking of the reasons for the formation of the

corporation, Frank A. Vanderlip said:

"We are in a very extraordinary state of world's

affairs. Those sources of capital that ordinarily sup-

plied funds for development of world affairs are closed

and are likely to remain closed. Governments need fur-

ther finances, and they are coming to America for
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assistance because America is the only place at the

moment that can offer financial aid.

"There are certain difficulties in the way at present.

No banking house could offer such assistance, because

none has the necessary organization. The new company
then must build up a great organization which can prop-

erly analyze and handle situations. Another fact that

has made this action necessary is that our investors will

not invest in foreign securities. The American Inter-

national Corporation will purchase foreign securities

and issue therefor debentures to the American investor.

"The action is regarded as something a great deal

more important than money-making. Conditions make
it logical at this time, in accordance with the develop-

ment of the United States along international financial

lines."

STATUS OF BARE CONCENTRIC WIRE
Wiring Committee of the Commercial Section of the

N. E. L. A. Reports the Progress Thus Far Made
in Its Manufacture and Application

At the last meeting of the committee on wiring of the

National Electric Light Association, held at the Mohawk
Club, Schenectady, N. Y., Nov. 12, the- question of the

further promotion of bare concentric wire was dis-

cussed and the conclusion reached that the central sta-

tions should guide the matter, so far as proper, in such

a way as to keep the work in the hands of only com-
petent workmen. The question of manufacturers mak-
ing the fittings was spoken of, and it was the opinion

of the committee that it should be made clear that the

General Electric Company has been doing development
work in response to the request of the committee and
that the committee hoped that other manufacturers
would do likewise. The committee also stands ready
to co-operate with any other manufacturer who may
engage in developing concentric wire and fittings, just

as it co-operated with the General Electric Company.
An inspection was made of the fittings for the bare con-

centric wire made by the General Electric Company.
Circulars with the prices of the fittings were also shown,
and it was stated that the General Electric Company
would send these out on request, but that it had given

instructions to its sales force not to solicit any con-

centric-wire fitting business. The fittings will be sub-

mitted to the Underwriters' Laboratory for report by
the General Electric Company, and the attention of

the sub-committee of the electrical committee of the

National Fire Protection Association will also be
brought to the fact that the fittings are now ready.

New Type of Panelboard

A panelboard for bare concentric wire will be de-

signed for use of a solid neutral, and a bulletin describ-

ing panels for different numbers of circuits will be
issued by the Sprague company. This bulletin will be

similar to its ordinary bulletin, so that a wireman can
order a panelboard for a solid neutral as easily as he
can order a panelboard of the ordinary type. It is the

expectation of the committee to use these bulletins in

calling the attention of wiremen to the saving that can
be made by the use of the solid neutral.

Chairman R. S. Hale reported on a meeting with plug

and receptacle manufacturers and read a letter from a

prominent receptacle manufacturer, after which the fol-

lowing resolution was adopted: "The committee, being
strongly in favor of standardization, is glad to note the

report of progress in that direction on the part of manu-
facturers of plugs and receptacles, and hopes that the

sentiment already started will bear fruit in the near
future."

Safety Code

R. S. Hale reported at some length on the conference

Of electrical interests held in New York recently to con-

sider the safety code proposed by the National Bureau

of Standards, and gave as his opinion that such a ode
will ultimately be established. Such being the case, he

thought it best for the interests affected to co-operate

with the Bureau of Standards in order that the code

may be as free from error as possible. A vote of appre-

ciation was given to Mr. Hale, as well as to the Edison

Electric Illuminating Company of Boston for permitting

him to devote so much of his time to the safety code

work.
Arrangements have been made with the publisher to

continue the chapter on house wiring in Cushing's

Manual, and to include a short chapter describing bare

concentric wire. This will incorporate a statement to

the effect that concentric wire has not yet been ap-

proved by the National Fire Protection Association for

general use, but has only been referred to a sub-com-

mittee to obtain further field experience.

Color of Neutral Wire

Manufacturers of wire having expressed a preference

for black and red colors rather than black and white,

there was a general discussion on the color of neutral

wire. W. Clark of the wire department of the General

Electric Company, who was present by invitation, stated

that the reason that the manufacturers preferred red-

colored covering to white was because white-colored wire

is more likely to get dirty during manufacture and re-

quires some slight extra expense. At one time white-

colored wire cost 15 cents more per 1000 ft. than other

colored wire. Mr. Davenport of Providence, R. I., stated

that black and white were the colors which had been

used in Providence for a long time, and that they had

proved very satisfactory. He thought that red would

not be so satisfactory.

Members of the committee expressed themselves gen-

erally as being in favor of wire colored black and white

in preference to black and red, and the committee voted

that in its opinion the potential-carrying wire should

always be black in color and that the neutral wire or

grounded wire should be readily distinguished by a color

that is essentially white. It was agreed that each

member of the committee should consult the wiring con-

tractors in his city, and also the jobbers, so as to get

wider views on the matter. It was felt that such a re-

port from each member of the committee, whether it

were unanimous or otherwise, would be a much safer

basis for a decision than a resolution by the committee

itself. It was also understood that Mr. Clark would get

information from the manufacturers of wire on what

actual troubles and extra costs they have had from ship-

ments of white wire or red wire as they had been made
in the past.

R. S. Hale, as chairman of the committee, was ap-

pointed a delegate to present to the wire manufacturers

at their meeting early in January the result of the re-

port he will receive before that date from the members
of the committee.

The question of standardizing the connections on the

ends of flexible cords attached to a flatiron or other de-

vice was brought up for consideration, and the com-

mittee voted to recommend that the connections on the

ends of cords be standardized so that any cord for use

with devices of 660 watts and under could be used with

any of such devices. It was also suggested that the

same form of plug be adopted as that attached to the

lamp-socket end, and the chairman was requested to

take up the matter with the manufacturers. Other

topics taken up for discussion in a general way but

on which no action was taken were the following:
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"Service location and proper notification to wircmen/'
"licensing contractors," and "city ordinances."

Reports from the different, members as to the installa-

tion of bare concentric wire In their respective cities

will be combined in > general report to be submitted to

the National Electric Lighl Association aboul February
or March, it Is expected thai the next meeting of the

wiring committee will be held late In the spring either

shortly before the annual meeting or possibly at that

meeting.

WEST VIKG1NIA MANAGERS CONVENE
\<\\lv Organised Public Utility Association Holds a Two-

Day Session at White Sulphur Spring!

The Public Utility Association of West Virginia, the

membership of which comprises the electric-railway,

electric-lighting, water, artificial-gas and telephone com-
panies of the State of West Virginia, held its first con-

vention at White Sulphur Springs on Nov. 18 and 19.

As in the case of many other States when public utility

regulation was proposed, the utilities found themselves
without an organization to look after their interests;

hence the Public Utility Association of West Virginia.

Most of the properties being rather small, it was impos-

sible to form a healthy organization without embracing
almost all of the utilities of the State. The association

hopes, however, to bring about some sort of contact with

the National Electric Light Association.

Subjects of interest to the electric-lighting companies
were brought up for discussion on the first day. The
program included an informal discussion on the advis-

ability of central-station companies doing wiring. This

discussion was led by W. G. Mathews, president of the

Virginia-Western Power Company, Clifton Forge, Va.

Two papers were contributed by members of the Vir-

ginian Power Company of Charleston, W. Va., one by
A. M. Rosenblatt on "High-Tension Distribution," and
the other by R. A. Schott on "Diversity of Coal-Mining

Load." The first described the high-tension distribu-

tion system of the Virginian Power Company, a descrip-

tion of which has already appeared in these columns.

Diversity of Coal-Mining Load

In this paper Mr. Schott called attention to the fact

that the Virginian Power Company was the first large

utility in the State to furnish electricity exclusively for

coal-mining operation. During the past three years the

company has made a study of the load factors and di-

versity factors of coal-mining loads as existing in the

converter substations and transformer substations. Ap-
proximately 250 coal mines in the Kanawha and New

River coal Soldi are supplied with electricity from the

Virginian Power Company's circuits. During the past

year the company has kept graphic records oi the di

mauds of inure than LOO mines. It was found that the

diversity factor of com ert er Substations increases with

the load factor and that diversity and load factors in-

crease with the time element during which the inte-

grated peak is measured. The diversity Of operations

relative tO the load at the power plant decreases as the

time element of the maximum integrated load Increases.

That is, if the company allows its customers a peak

measured on B five-minute integrated load, the diversity

will be about one to two between the demand of the

different customers and the peak at the power house,

while if the peak is measured on a fifteen-minute inte-

grated load, there will be practically no diversity be-

tween the operations and the power house.

The basic load in every mining operation has no di-

versity. The fluctuating load depending on the output

has a diversity of from two to three between the load

and the converting apparatus. In large mines, there-

fore, the fan and pump load is detached from the con-

verter substation and supplied directly from alternating-

current transformers. In determining the size of the

transformer substation it has been found good prac-

tice to add the rating in kilowatts of the converter sub-

station and the rated horsepower of the motors for fans

and pumps and use the sum of both without any di-

versity as the rating of the transformer substation in

kva.

In shaft mines two types of electric hoist are em-
ployed, one connected to a motor directly fed from the

line and the other from a flywheel motor-generator set.

In the first case the load factor of the hoist will be

about 30 per cent and the diversity from one to three;

in the second case the load factor will be unity, and

there will be no diversity factor. It follows, therefore,

that in the first case a larger transformer substation is

required than in the second case; but the same installa-

tion of transformers will be sufficient for two or three

hoists in the first case. On the other hand, the rating

of the transformers in the second case for a single hoist

is only one-half that required in the first case; but if

three hoists were used, 50 per cent more transformer

capacity would be needed.

The author said it was difficult to establish any fixed

rule in regard to the rating of converter transformer

substations with reference to the connected load.

Efficiency of Transformer Distribution

The importance of efficient transformer distribution

especially in the case of smaller companies was pointed

out by W. R. Power, superintendent of the Consolidated

Light, Heat & Power Company of Huntington. The dis-

tribution arrangements of smaller companies are usually

very poor, and since many of the companies are now
purchasing energy from large transmission companies it

is essentially important that they give the matter close

attention. According to the author, cases have been

known where the unaccounted-for energy was over 40

per cent of the amount generated or purchased. It was

suggested that by vising large transformers and com-

bining the customers on three-wire secondaries these

losses can be materially reduced.

A method was outlined for using one transformer in

the residence district and running secondaries 400 ft. or

500 ft. in each direction from the transformer. The di-

versity factor on resident business has been largely in-

creased by the general- use of the tungsten lamps, which

has brought the connected load on residences to a much
lower point than formerly. Citations were made from

the 1914 Doherty Medal paper showing that the initial

cost and total charge for a ten-year period for different
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sizes of transformers were as follows : 1 kva., $5 ; 5 kva.,

$12.10 or $2.42 per kva.; 10 kva., $19.20 or $1.92 per

kva. ; 50 kva., $57.40 or $1.15 per kva. According to Mr.

Powers, many small companies in West Virginia are

still using individual transformers for each resident

customer, and the losses incident to such an arrange-

ment in his opinion can be corrected with profit to the

company.
In addition to the above papers read at the opening

session, a paper on "Maximum Demand Meters and

Measurements" was contributed by C. A. Boddie of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.
The first session of the second day was taken up

by a paper entitled "Rates and Rate of Return and Pro-

portion for Municipal Service," contributed by C. B.

Salmon of Beloit, Wis. The paper was made up for the

most part of citations from famous court and commis-

sion decisions in rate cases, and it was the opinion of the

author that in a State like West Virginia, where every

effort is being made to induce manufacturers and capital

to settle, a higher rate of return should be allowed than

in the New England and Middle Atlantic States.

At the afternoon session two papers of interest to

railway men were read, one, on the 1200-volt versus the

600-volt direct-current system, by S. B. Fortenbaugh of

the General Electric Company, Schenectady, and the

other, on concrete track construction, by J. F. Fagan of

Huntington.

J. K. Anderson, chief engineer of the West Virginia

Public Service Commission, addressed the meeting, sug-

gesting that the electric-lighting companies adopt some
uniform rules as part of the application blank for

service.

The next meeting of the association will be held at

Parkersburg in the spring. The officers of the new asso-

ciation are as follows: President, Herbert Markle,

general manager Appalachian Power Company, Blue-

field; first vice-president, G. O. Nagle, vice-president

and general manager Wheeling Traction Company,
Wheeling; second vice-president, Mentor Hetzer, general

manager Moundsville Water Company, Moundsville;

third vice-president, James Imboden, treasurer West
Virginia Light & Traction Company, Charleston; sec-

retary and treasurer, W. C. Davisson, vice-president and
treasurer West Virginia Water & Electric Company,
Charleston.

CO-OPERATION DISCUSSED BY JOBBERS
Campaign Between Pacific Gas & Electric Company and

Dealers in California Cited as Worthy of Emu-
lation in the East

The Electrical Supply Jobbers' Association at its

meeting at Hot Springs, Va., last week adopted many
suggestions recommended by its unit and standard-

package committee and discussed the broad question of

co-operation from various angles. At Thursday's ses-

sion T. M. Debevoise, counsel of the association, spoke

on the shortcomings of co-operation. That evening

Ernest H. Gaunt of Babson's Statistical Organization

spoke on "Co-operation : The Way Out for Business,"

and at the closing session on Friday E. W. Rockafellow,

assistant general sales manager of the Western Electric

Company, who recently returned from the Pacific Coast,

addressed the meeting on the practical development of

an important co-operative movement between the light-

ing companies and dealers of the Pacific Coast.

Mr. Rockafellow stated that this movement, as noted

on page 1224 of this issue, if successful, will have a far-

reaching effect on the marketing of energy-consuming

devices and will go a great way toward bringing the

central stations, dealers and contractors together as

they should be. He urged the jobbers in all sections of

the country to watch the campaign and be prepared to

follow the example of the Pacific Coast members.

The suggestions to manufacturers recommended by

the unit and standard-package committee had to do

chiefly with the marking of standard packages, which

would contribute greatly to convenience in handling

and in the recognition of material in stock rooms and

in shipments. Changes were also suggested in the

method of packing. The incandescent-lamp situation

was discussed as well as the fan-motor market. The

association went on record as favoring a more conve-

nient method of packing porcelain knobs and cleats. In

order to permit rapid identification, the committee rec-

ommended that cartons be marked with illustrations of

the contents, suitably described and packed.

T. M. Debevoise, in his address on Thursday morn-

ing, said that about 95 per cent of co-operation is just

plain talk. Real co-operation depends on absolute con-

fidence among the co-operators, and this in turn connotes

a common honesty of purpose and of execution. This,

he said, could best be obtained by the adoption and car-

rying out of the golden rule of business, namely: Ask

yourself how you would like to be treated by the other

fellow and deal with him according to that standard.

At the Thursday session a resolution was introduced

and adopted whereby the Electrical Supply Jobbers'

Association will become a member of the American Fair

Trade League and a supporter of the Stevens bill. In-

asmuch as the jobbers will hereafter meet three times a

year instead of quarterly, the by-laws of the association

were modified accordingly.

At the evening session Mr. Gaunt showed by means

of a chart that periods of prosperity and of depression

followed each other in cycles. J. M. Wakeman, general

manager of the Society for Electrical Development, fol-

lowed and, referring to the curve shown by the previous

speaker, said that when the wail of pessimism was

everywhere and the depression curve had reached its

lowest point the Society for Electrical Development in-

jected a note of optimism and opportunity which was

taken up by the press, business men and manufacturers

everywhere and which will culminate in Electrical Pros-

perity Week. This, he said, shows what can be done

by co-operative effort. Mr. Wakeman outlined the func-

tions of the Society for Electrical Development, told of

its staff and their work, what Electrical Prosperity

Week means and what enormous preparations were

being made to celebrate the event. This formed the

subject of discussion between jobbers at Friday's ses-

sion, and much enthusiasm over the campaign was

evinced by the jobbers. The Stevens bill and its mean-

ing to trade was the topic of an address by C. L. Miller

of Lancaster, Pa., who spoke on Thursday night.

In addition to E. W. Rockafellow, F. N. Averill, a

jobber of Portland, Ore., made an address on Friday

morning on co-operation with contractors and central

stations in that territory. Mr. Averill suggested a

method for competing with hardware dealers and others

in the sale of small electrical appliances. It was found

in Portland that by reducing the price of a number of

staple articles, such as lamp sockets, etc., to the price

quoted by hardware dealers, it was possible not only to

secure the business previously secured by hardware

dealers but all the other business in electrical supplies.

A resolution was adopted at the final session whereby

central-station managers will hereafter be invited to

attend the meetings of the Electrical Supply Jobbers'

Association. The next meeting of the association will

be held next February in Detroit, and it is planned at

that time to invite the managers of the central stations

in Detroit, Cleveland, Toledo and the territory adjacent

to Detroit to the sessions.
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THESE PROGRESS CURVES ARE PRESENTED TO SHOW IN GENERAL THE WIDENING APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY AS

INDICATED BY THE INCREASE IN CENTRAL-STATION EQUIPMENT AND OUTPUT FROM 1903 TO 1915

Interesting the " Non-Electrical" Public

ELECTRICITY has a news value to the non-electrical man. This article, based on a

paper by Frank H. Gale, is presented for those men who come in contact with the

non-electrical public, to help them in promoting the wider application of electricity.

Electrical Prosperity Week, about to be celebrated, is but a nation-wide example of how

this news factor in electricity may be put to work in the local community.

In considering the news value of electricity, let us

first define news so that we may be exact, remem-
bering that while all real news is based on facts, all

facts are not news. Noah Webster said: "News is some-

thing strange or newly happened; a report of a recent

event; information about something unknown; fresh

tidings or recent intelligence."

It is important for all of us to know this, because,

while electricity has value as news under all of these

definitions, all too frequently the editor is asked to print

articles which have no news value whatever.

The electrical industry is still a youngster. Every

day it produces new wonders and, with the full vigor of

youth, it accomplishes things which have few parallels

in the industrial history of the world. Fortunate in-

deed is the writer who adopts this subject. Not only

has he an unlimited field from which to draw interesting

and timely material, but, even more important, he has

a reading public anxiously waiting the product of his

pen with a keen appetite for electrical stories and arti-

cles which has thus far been only stimulated, not

satiated.

In discussing the news value of electricity, let us re-

member that we are not considering it from the stand-

point of the writer of advertisements for paid space, but

with special reference to its interest to the general read-

ing public. Any attempt to trick the editor into pub-

lishing advertising as news must signally fail. Our at-

tention is to be devoted to legitimate news only.

There are two kinds of news emanating from this

great electrical industry. Research and development

news is of the greatest interest to electrical engineers

and perhaps to others actively engaged in electrical

work. It might command attention from the scientific

world, but not from the general public, which cares

nothing about new methods for insulating armatures,

new designs of rheostats, or new tests of a turbo-gen-

erator. The general reader is, however, eager to read

about the discovery of a new lamp or a better electric

railway, because he uses and understands these things.

The polyphase motor, for example, was a discovery

of tremendous importance to the electrical industry, but

it was of little news value to newspaper readers.

The designing engineer takes pardonable pride in the

results of his efforts. He sometimes forgets, however,

that his work is of real interest to a comparatively small

number of readers, and that while of prime importance

to him and his associates in the industry, it will not be

considered news by the busy newspaper editor.

The editor is the censor of the publishing world. He
decides what his readers shall read—by catering to

what he knows they like to read. News must first appeal

to the editor, then you can trust it to please the majority

of the readers.
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What Is Acceptable as "News"?

"A hair divides the false and true," said a wise old

Oriental many hundreds of years ago, and the sagacious

editor has this phrase ever in mind when he edits the

copy for his paper. If the proffered item rings true in

news value, he passes it gladly, regardless of its source.

If it lacks news value, out it goes, regardless of its

source.

The discovery of the first incandescent lamp was news,

because it revolutionized lighting.

A story about the proper way to install incandescent

lamps is news, because it shows people how to use light

without wasting it.

A story about the candle-power of an incandescent

lamp is news, because it tells people something they do

not know.
The story of how the electricity used in an incan-

descent lamp is measured is news, because it tells how
the quantity of the current is determined. But the fact

that John Jones carries a full line of trade-marked lamps
is not news. It is plain advertising and should be paid

for accordingly.

It is a well-known fact that anything Mr. Edison says

or does is regarded as high in news value, regardless

of the obvious fact that Mr. Edison and his business as-

sociation must profit to a certain extent by such free

publicity. This is because Edison's personality, as the

greatest inventor of the age, carries enough news value

to place a story about him in almost any newspaper or

magazine.
While the value of paid advertising space is recognized

in general, the tremendous importance of so-called "free

publicity" in the news columns ranks so much higher as

to become immediately the coveted object of the efforts

of the wide-awake publicity manager. This, unfortu-

nately, results many times in his overdoing the matter,

as is exemplified by the rise and fall of the so-called

press agent. From time to time we have seen public

men who have created such a tremendous amount of

news that, regardless of its obvious advertising value to

them, the editors were glad to publish it. But this is

quite different from the work of the press agent who
attempts to secure free publicity for men, or industries,

that inherently have little or nothing which can be con-

sidered as real news.

Who has not read of the actress' milk bath and the

theft of the leading lady's "jewels"?

These jokes no longer interest the busy editor and

quickly find their way to the waste basket. He keeps

his editorial "specs" carefully polished and his "blue

pencil" sharpened for just such items.

Advertising Must Be Avoided

News must be kept free from advertising.

The writer on electrical subjects should hand his edi-

tor only legitimate stories, and surely there is so much
in this great industry of ours which is of vital interest

to all that one need never violate this rule and yet be

able to furnish, from time to time, almost unlimited

readable news material. News of national interest is

to be found everywhere in the wonderful developments

in the electrical field.

Newspaper readers take a keen interest in the im-

provements in local service in lighting and in the ap-

plication of electricity to household needs. A public

service corporation, by wisely publishing the news con-

cerning its activities, can instill confidence and public

pride in its institution, while a "say-nothing" policy

keeps it actively on the defensive, and for want of

other news the local reporters are driven to publish

harmful items, or only the unfavorable side of any

occurrence. Central-station managers long ago dis-

covered that the best way to keep the good will of their

customers is to explain frankly the cause of delays in

service and show freely what they are doing to prevent

them in the future.

Legitimate news travels fast. Some years ago, for

example, when it was discovered that incandescent-lamp

filaments could be made from the metal tungsten, the

editors throughout the country were glad to publish
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everything available regarding tungsten where it

came from, how it w;is used, the vast Improvement
which it made possible in electric lighting.

They cared not how much credil they gave to scien-

tists or to companies who were responsible for this

wonderful development, but when in the process of <ie

velopment commercial and engineering reasons de

tnanded a specific name for these lamps, the difference

between the news value of tungsten and the new trade

mark was quite apparent. Even though the new lamps
represented a higher efficiency and gave better service
than the tungsten-filamenl lamps previously described
freely by publishers everywhere, the amount of public-

ity obtainable with the new name was practically noth-

ing. Any effort to slip this trade name by the editor

through press-agent subterfuges was hound to fail, and
not until the new name has become a by-word in every
household can the editor be expected to use it in his

columns. The word "kodak," originally a trade name
coined for a special product, has been so widely adver-

tised and has been connected with such a high-grade
product that it is now a recognized term which will

properly pass almost any editor's desk.

The News Value of the Electrical Industry

The publicity man should always have this perfectly

proper attitude of the editor in his mind, but fortunate

is the writer on electrical subjects in that he treats of

an industry which has high news value in all its phases.

No other industry has been able to secure for itself the

exclusive use of one or more pages in daily newspapers
several times a week, as has been done for some time
in many of our cities where the electrical interests have
co-operated to produce a so-called "people's electrical

page." No other industry has been able to produce
week after week sufficient items having real news value

to warrant the publishers in frankly devoting a page
to this subject. Perhaps I should except the automobile
field. But even here we find the articles published to

be much more of a trade character and of less general

interest to the public. Naturally they can appeal to

only that class of the public buying automobiles, while

electricity with its many uses appeals to nearly every

one.

The automobile news soon wore out its welcome. It

ceased to be news, and now the automobile page has

begun to disappear.

To the publicity man I would say, learn to discrimi-

nate between news for the electrical industry and news
for the daily press. For want of a better way, try it

out on your wife and family. If they are interested,

the general public are sure to be.

In Writing for the preSS lie HITS yOU have something
to say of real news value and then pul it in good, easy,

flowing English. Tell it in a simple, comprehensive
Way and supply pictures whenever possible. In every
case lie clean and aDOVC board in your method .

Do not expect to see your name in print in every

paragraph. This is the indelible stamp of the amateur
press agent and is as deadly to a news story as paris

green is to a potato hug.

A publicity man should be like a good hunting dog.

It is not his business to make a killing. He is there to

find and scare up the game and let the hunters do the
shoot Ing.

Publicity can do no more than educate the reading
public and thus create a demand for electrical goods

—

or uoods electrical. It is up to the salesmen to move
the stock. This is also true, to a large extent, of paid

advertising.

With a comparatively new industry like the electrical

business it is all-important that the public be educated

to understand the uses of electricity, so they can com-
prehend the trade words and terms. They must learn

in some way of the great benefits of electric light—its

safety and economy—else they will never abandon the

older forms of illumination.

Many lighting companies find it profitable to issue

publications of their own to the citizens of their com-
munity. These frequently contain news items of a

high order, but, of course, they merely supplement sim-

ilar news which the lighting company should always
have available for the use of local editors.

Be on good terms with reporters and editors. Drop
in the newspaper offices now and then. Tip them off on

good newsy stories when you can. This does not mean
to peddle gossip, but every man is apt to see accidents,

to note improvement, to hear of things which are real

news. The editor will repay you a hundredfold when
you hand him some news about your own industry.

It is a fact that well-known writers throughout the

country are becoming more and more interested in elec-

trical matters. The fiction of the day frequently refers

to devices using electricity, even, upon occasion, using

names more or less regarded as trademarks. From this

I foresee a material increase within the next year or

two of electrical terms in current literature. The man-
ufacturer of electrical material and the central station

manufacturing and selling electricity should use their

influence to supply these writers with complete and
truthful statements. Once their confidence is destroyed,

the electrical industry will have lost a valuable ally. We
should be just as careful to supply reliable information

to "free-lance" writers as to the editors themselves.

9 m# :

Kansas City Electrical Window Displays to Have
Uniform Features During Prosperity Week

F. B. Uhrig, chairman of the general committee on

Electrical Prosperity Week in Kansas City, Mo., has

taken up with the Merchants' Association the subject of

decorating windows electrically, and has received as-

surances of co-operation from members of the associa-

tion. All will have special window displays, featuring

electricity as far as their classes of goods permit. The
Kansas City Electric Light Company has decorated its

display window with the "model" design, and pictures

of it are being distributed to all merchants, particularly

to firms handling electrical goods and to contractors, so

that there may be a uniformity in the appeal of the

windows. It is expected that the display of this com-

mon electrical feature, whatever else is in the window,

will attract attention and cause investigation.
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The Business Man's Electrical Day
Suggested by Electrical Prosperity Week*

CITYMAN wakes in the morning, rings an electric bell for his

shaving water, and leisurely dresses, growling in the process
because some insistent person has called him up over the

telephone to make an appointment for 10.20 in the morning. He
hurries down to breakfast to find the electric percolator bubbling
and the toaster busy, looks over the morning paper which has been
sent to press during the small hours of the night by electrir light and
printed by electrically driven presses, and notes the customary bul-

letins via Tuckerton wireless. Then, being a suburbanite, he starts

to hustle, telephones to the garage for the chauffeur to be around for

the 8:39 train without fail, and prepares for the day's work.
He arrives at the station just in time to see the electric semaphore

jump into position and hear the automatic crossing bell ring. Then he
.slips down to the railway terminal and in a little while he is reading
his newspaper by electric light in the tunnel cars. Presently emerg-
ing from the hole in the ground, he hurries to his office, which he
reaches by an electric elevator. If the circuit should be disarranged
so that he would have to climb nine flights of stairs, his temper would
be somewhat ruffled, but nothing happens and he settles down to his

desk, goes through his mail, and the day's work begins. First, two or

three telegrams and the confirmation of another. Work at the factory

is going slowly, and presently comes an insistent long-distance call

from Buffalo inquiring why the deuce the shipment which should have
reached there Tuesday has not yet been heard from.

After inquiry through the office, the shipping room blames it on
the superintendent, and the superintendent blames it on the foreman.

This worthy begins a long course of apologies, the burden of which
is that the engine in shop B broke down Thursday and they could not

get an emergency motor installed until Friday night, which left only

the half day on Saturday, and so on, in the vein unhappily familiar.

Some vigorous remarks concerning prompt shipment follow, ending
with the superintendent hustling the delayed goods on to an electric

truck and rushing them to the freight station.

By that time the caller who had telephoned for an appointment

shows up, and so the story goes through the morning, until the victim

slips down in one electric elevator, runs across the street, and goes up
in another to his lunch club for a little relief from his troubles. Then,

lighting his cigar at an electric cigar lighter, he takes the same route

in reverse, to meet a fresh batch of telephone and telegraph messages,

and so on until the light wanes and the incandescent lamps around

the office begin to burn. Then down in the electric elevator again,

across to the tunnel, with the glare of electric signs on every hand,

and so back to the railway and home.

Stop a moment and ask yourself what would happen if for just

one day all the electric circuits were to remain open and every tele-

phone, every telegraph station, every ticket circuit, every light, motor
and elevator in and about the metropolis were out of business. It

would mean the demoralization of business to an extent almost unim-
aginable, and in two or three days the loss which it would inflict would
rise to astonishing figures. Electrical service has, within the lifetime

of most business men, risen from a casual convenience to a command-
ing necessity!

-» t -0 «
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AT first thought the Electrical Prosperity Week,
which is now upon us, may seem to the average
man a rather over-enthusiastic piece of boosting,

an effort to boom business beyond its normal growth.
The public has had so much of fervid advertising in the
last few years that the inference in this case may per-
haps be forgiven, for the average man does not in the
least grasp the whole meaning of electrical developments
in his daily life. If he did fully comprehend their sig-

•Any central-station manager or dealer who sees a way to
make use of this explanation of electricity in every-day life in
connection with his local sales campaign is free to do so.

nificance, he would become aware that, instead of a mere
claim for recognition, Electrical Prosperity Week is

simply a systematic effort to make the people for a mo-
ment understand how much they are indebted to elec-

tricity for the effective working of civilization.

At every turn, look where we will, we are confronted
by the marvelous things which electricity has done
to promote human efficiency and convenience. From
this point of view Electrical Prosperity Week ceases to

be a mere effort at booming business and takes its place

as a proper act of recognition for the profound influence

of a mighty agent of human activity.
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PROSPERITY WEEK CELEBRATIONS
i\ . i j ihuu: in Readiness '<»• Great Bales Campaign Through'

out tiw Countrj N«\i Weak

Electrical Prosperity Week Nov. 29 to Dec. 4—is

;it hand, and the plans that have been carcl'idb made

in hundreds of cities are about to be put into action.

Former Issues of the Electrical World have told of

tlu> plans of different local committees as they have been

developed. Electrical shows featuring displays of house-

hold devices, nightly parades of decorated and illumi-

nated vehicles, essays on electricity in its many uses

by children of the public schools, popular lectures on

the advantages of electricity in the home and factory,

dances and halls, and the crowning of the Coddess Elec-

tra, are hut a tew of the many different ways in

which the six days will be celebrated by the electrical

fraternity.

l.ate reports, showing what is being done by local

committees, are at hand. Plans for the celebration in

N'ew York City have been worked out by the United

Electric Light & Power Company in the uptown dis-

tricts and some of the large manufacturers in the down-

town district. Many of the large department stores will

make special displays of electrical appliances during the

week under the supervision of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company. The thirty-four Riker-

Hegeman drug stores in the city will put special Hot-

point and Edison lamp displays in their windows.

The Brooklyn (N. Y.) Edison company, in addition

to an electrical show and a reduced-price house-wiring

campaign, has contracted for either half or full pages

of advertisements in all of the Brooklyn papers.

Boston's Preparations

In Boston the week will be well advertised by the

cars. Every surface, subway and elevated car will have

a dasher sign on front on which will be printed: "This

is Electrical Prosperity Week. Shop early. Avoid

Christmas rush." This is in addition to all of the other

advertising which has been mentioned in previous

issues.

Everything is ready for the parade which will inaugu-

rate the Louisville celebration on Monday evening, Nov.

29, in which there will be at least forty floats, repre-

senting the telephone companies, manufacturers of

electrical appliances, dealers, etc. The armory, the dis-

plays and the carnival will be the centers of the celebra-

tion during the remainder of the week.

In connection with their celebration of Electrical

Prosperity Week the Jovians of Nashville, Tenn., will

make use of the Nashville manufacturers' permanent

exhibition. There is a movement on foot to make the

week the opening of the "shop early" season.

Milwaukee, Wis., besides having an electrical show,

will also give to each day of the week a special signifi-

cation. Monday will be opening day, Tuesday house-

wives' day, Wednesday illumination day, Thursday

Wisconsin day, Friday industrial day, and Saturday

children's day.

Los Angeles Getting Ready

Mayor Sebastian of Los Angeles has indorsed the

plans for the celebration proposed by the local com-

mittee and urged all citizens to assist in their execu-

tion. These plans include the special illumination of

streets, buildings and stores, lectures on electrical

topics, visits of children to power stations and telephone

exchanges and their general co-operation in the event.

The electrical industries of Wichita, Kan., have pre-

pared elaborate plans for the celebration of Electrical

Prosperity Week. There are to be three parades, the

first to be held Nov. 29 at night. The business men have

entered into the spirit of the occasion and will compete

in preparing Specially illuminated and trimmed windows.

Support lias been given by the leading newspapers, ami
then- will l.r a peciaJ edition published on Nov. '11.

n [a also planned to have an Illuminated balloon

ii s i"ii. The Wichita Aero Club will use its new bal-

loon "Wichita I," and it is hoped that this will he

piloted i>y Captain E, ll. Honeywell of St. Louis, if tin-

weather conditions are satisfactory. This balloon is to

be illuminated with colored lights arranged on the

basket, and the bay; proper is to be lighted up by electric

searchlights.

The Wichita Beacon has also offered three prizes

to be given to the women of the city writing the best

articles on "Electric Appliances in the Home."
Plans for Electrical Week in Birmingham, Ala., have

been completed, according to Prank Hammond, chairman
of the local committee. Various electrical appliances are
to be demonstrated to Birmingham people. A lug elec-

trical parade in which automobiles decorated with elec-

tric signs will take part will be staged during the week.

From the tops of tall office buildings strings of electric

lamps will be suspended.

Inspired by the plans of the Electric Light & Power
Company in its observance of Electrical Prosperity

Week, the Rockland (Mass.) Retail Merchants' Associa-

tion has voted to bear one-half the expense of a band
and to make special window decorations of an electrical

nature. It is the intention of the electric light company
to make Rockland the show town of this vicinity for the

week. Conveyances will be provided to bring present

and prospective patrons to the city to see the advances

accomplished in the electric world in the past few years.

Plans for the first big electric show to be held in

Syracuse, N. Y., have been perfected by the local Elec-

trical Prosperity Week committee. Practically every

electrical concern in the city, the central station, manu-
facturers, jobbers, contractors and retail dealers, will

be represented at the show, co-operating in the nation-

wide campaign.
Memphis, Tenn., has made all arrangements for its

electrical show. For the women there will be given

each afternoon a dainty tea, everything to be prepared

on electric-cooking apparatus. Most of the displays will

be of a purely educational nature.

A model telephone exchange will be shown in actual

operation, and special uses of electricity in the manu-
facture of Memphis-made goods will be demonstrated.

In order to celebrate Electrical Prosperity Week, the

Philadelphia Electric Company has announced that it

is prepared to install electrical fixtures in all ready-

built stores and dwellings at a reduction of $1 per outlet

during that time. According to the officials of the com-

pany, this proposition will net the consumer a saving

of 20 per cent on the total cost of wiring.

Children to Take Part

Public school children of Cleveland and Dayton, Ohio,

Spokane and Seattle, Wash., and many other places will

compete during the week for prizes—some in money

and others electric appliances—given for essays on some

phase of the use of electricity. While almost every city

that is planning to have any celebration at all will have

one or more parades during the week, so many and

varied are the different plans for celebration that it is

impossible to enumerate all.

The Society for Electrical Development has been un-

able to fill orders for last-minute material, so great has

been the demand on it. The society has now in prepara-

tion a booklet which is to recite the work done for

Electrical Prosperity Week. Wishing to make the rec-

ords complete, it asks that the chairmen of committees

in charge of local celebrations send the society photo-

graphs, newspaper clippings and stories of the week.
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INCOMING TRANSMISSION LINES AT AUGUSTA SUBSTATION AND ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT

Georgia-Carolina Company Transmission System
Line and River-Crossing Structures—Substation Layout and Equipment to Serve Augusta

(Ga.) Distribution System and Small Outdoor Substations in South Carolina

IN
last week's issue of the Electrical World the

layout of equipment and the construction of the

Stevens Creek generating station of the Georgia-

Carolina Power Company were described. As men-
tioned in that article, three-phase energy is transmitted

at 44,000 volts to a substation in Augusta, a distance

of 7 miles. The method of connecting the transformers

in the generating station with the lightning-arrester

equipment and two outgoing transmission circuits is

shown in Fig. 1. The 44,000-volt busbars may be sec-

tionalized so that the two transmission lines are inde-

pendent of each other or they may be operated in

parallel. The outgoing circuits pass through roof bush-

ings, one at each end of the station but at different levels.

They are connected outside the building with horn-gaps

operated from within the station. Although the cir-

cuits are arranged in horizontal planes on the roof

structures, they are so run to the two-circuit towers

nearest the station that they may be supported thereon

in vertical planes.

Types of Transmission Towers Employed

The Stevens Creek-Augusta line consists of two cir-

cuits built over rolling country and along a canal. Over
most of the route the line is supported on two-circuit

wide-base towers, but inside Augusta city limits

small-base towers are employed. Aerial ground wires

earthed at every tower, assisted by electrolytic lightning

arresters at each station, minimize the chance of inter-

ruption to service. Between the generating station and
the Augusta substation the line crosses Lake Olmstead,

the 900-ft. span being supported by special towers which
are shown in Fig. 3. Views of the wide-base, small-

base and river-crossing towers are shown in Figs. 2, 5

and 4 respectively. Telephone circuits are supported

on the same structures as the line conductors. Data
on the towers, conductors, insulators and ground wires

are tabulated herewith.

The substation at Augusta is situated between an

old 1500-kva. hydroelectric station and a new 2500-kva.

steam station of the Augusta-Aiken Railway & Electric

Corporation, abutting on both buildings, as shown in

the headpiece. Around all four walls of the substation
is a gallery on which are the 44,000-volt and 13,200-
volt oil switch and bus structures and a control-circuit

storage battery. As shown in the cut, the incom-
ing transmission circuits pass through wall bushings
at one end of this gallery and are connected with a loop-

type, open-work sectionalized bus by choke coils, special

disconnecting switches and line switches. These con-
nections are illustrated in Fig. 7 and the layout is

shown in Fig. 6. Aluminum-cell lightning arresters
and horn-gaps are connected with the transmission lines

outside the station. Space is provided around the edges
of the gallery and on the main floor directly beneath for
44,000-volt switches and transformers respectively.

Only one 6000-kva. bank of these instruments is needed
so far, however. The method of connecting the switches
and transformers by open-work busbars is shown in

Fig. 8. The 13,200-volt terminals of the transformers

STEVENS CREEK-AUGUSTA LINE (44,000 VOLTS)

STANDARD TOWERS.—Seventy two-circuit wide-base towers
are employed, ranging in height from fi."» ft. to 75 ft. and spaced
550 ft. apart with circuits arranged in vertical planes and
conductors 6 ft. apart. Legs are 14 ft. apart and set 6 ft in
ground with concrete sleeve.

LAKE OLMSTEAD CROSSING.—Two 74-ft. A-frame structures
placed 900 ft. apart support the wires in horizontal planes. Two
wires of each circuit are in the upper group and one of each
circuit in the lower group, with telephone circuits between.

SMALU-BASE TOWERS.—Twenty-two small-base latticed towers
placed 175 ft. apart and ranging in height from .">."> ft. to 65 ft.
carry two circuits in vertical planes. Bases are bolted to 3-ton
concrete foundations.

LINE CONDUCTORS.—Except on the Lake Olmstead crossing.
where No. 00 conductors are used, the circuits consist of No.
nineteen-strand medium-hard-drawn copper cable.

AERIAL GROUND WrIRE.—Stranded copper-clad wire 5/16 in. in
diameter is attached to tops of towers at each support.

TELEPHONE CIRCUITS.—Three No. 10 stranded copper-clad
telephone wires are supported inside frame of standard towers
and to lower cross-arm of lake crossing.

STANDARD INSULATORS.—Three-disk R. Thomas & Sons No.
HIS disk-type suspension insulators are used.

ANGLE AXn ANCHOR. Four-disk insulators of same type.
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conned with insulated cables which pass through con

duit up through the gallery Boor to the L8,200 volt

busbars and switches. The L8,200 volt bui supplies

energy to outlying districts of Augusts and to railway

substations at Cleat water and Aiken, S. C.

PO provide I tWO phase, 2800-VOlt system for the dis-

tribution of energy In the city of Augusta two iooo-kva.,

18,800 2800 volt transformers are T connected and fed

Prom the 13.200-volt substation bus. These units are

supplemented by tour 600 kva. T-connected transformer

sets, thus making 4000 kva. available for feeding the

city's distribution system. The 2300-volt bus and switch

Structure Is situated on s slightly raised floor back of

the main transformers.
All of the trans formers in the substation are water-

All 1 4,000 volt oil switches are General Electric triple-

pole, single throw, type K-21, and are equipped with

bushing type current t ran formers. The incoming and
Outgoing line switches are equipped with inverse time-

limit relays, the switches on the Incoming line being
rated at 400 amp. and those on the outgoing line at

150 amp. The main-transformer high-tension switches
are also rated at 1 50 amp., but are equipped with differ-

ential relays to prevent internal trouble. The !.''>,200-

\<>lt feeders and t ransformer cir-

cuits are controlled by 800 amp.
General Electric single-pole, sin-

gle-throw K-12 solenoid-operated

switches. Single-pole type K-5
solenoid-operated switches, rated

To Line^
Horn Gap

FIG. 1—METHOD OF CONNECTING TRANSMISSION LINES WITH GENERATING-STATION EQUIPMENT

cooled. When operating at full load the three 2000-kva.

transformers require 8V2 gal. of water per minute, the

two 1000-kva. transformers require 5 gal. of water per

minute, and the 500-kva. units require 3% gal. a minute.
As river water containing much silt is used for this

purpose, a cooling pond, spray nozzles, filtering equip-

ment and circulating apparatus are employed. Each
transformer is equipped with a thermometer alarm to

indicate when its temperature has exceeded a safe oper-

ating value.

All oil switches are electrically operated by master
switches on a switchboard in the steam generating sta-

tion adjoining, so that the apparatus in both the sub-

station and generating station is under the control of

one operator.

at 500 amp., are connected with the 2300-volt terminals

of the 500-kva. transformers.

Type of Switches Employed
The special disconnecting switches previously men-

tioned and shown in the drawings are a development of

the J. G. White Engineering Corporation to save floor

space. For three-phase circuits they consist of three

movable vertical rods with knife-blade ends which can
be brought into contact with stationary jaws by raising

the rods. The latter are rigidly attached to a frame by
post-type insulators which can be moved simultaneously

by a gear-operated mechanism.
As indicated in Figs. 6 and 7, the 44,000-volt busbars

are connected with the transmission line extending along

Horse Creek Valley to outdoor substations near Clear-

FIGS. 2, 3, 4 AND 5—STANDARD, LAKE-CROSSING, RrVER-CROSSING AND SMALL-BASE TOWERS
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water and Aiken, S. C. This line will supplement a

13,000-volt line connecting these substations, thereby

minimizing the possibility of interruptions to service.

The line is supported on single-circuit towers, small-

base steel towers being used from the Augusta sub-

K44000 V. Out-

going Lines to

Horse Cr. folley I
^~~— Future Transformers-

FIG. 6—LAYOUT OF AUGUSTA SUBSTATION EQUIPMENT

near the transformers, and mechanism is provided for

operating the switches from the ground. Electrolytic

lightning arresters are attached to the incoming 44,000-

i ,
i

'44000V.Bus
• •

r _
.

i t i
- Special , ijljl

, , j
Disconnects

'
> '

<h~ if Transformer
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f/> f^tani'-S
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|
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h- ture\ < now installed
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FIG. 8—BUS, SWITCH AND TRANSFORMER ARRANGEMENTS

station to the Savannah River, where special steel

towers are required because of the 1200-ft. span and
clearance prescribed by the United States government
over navigable streams. One of these towers is illus-

trated in Fig. 4. From the river-crossing tower the

line is carried on chestnut poles, equipped with steel-

wishbone cross-arms. Except across the Savannah
River, where the conductors are arranged in a hori-

zontal plane, they are spaced at the apexes of a triangle.

Throughout the length of the line is a copper-clad aerial

ground wire supported on insulators at the top of the

poles and grounded at every fourth one. The lead to

ground is No. 6 soft-drawn solid copper wire, and is

coiled in the ground under the pole base. A sectional-

izing switch is provided between the Clearwater substa-

tion and the Aiken substation so that the line can be
sectionalized in case of trouble.

The outdoor substations at Clearwater and Aiken,

S. C, are equipped to step down the voltage from 44,000

volts to 13,200 volts, and they feed 13,000-volt apparatus

which is installed inside railway substations. Three
750-kva. transformers are installed at each substa-

tion and are provided with corrugated cases painted

with white aluminum paint to assist radiation and pre-

vent absorption of the sun's rays. The 44,000-volt and
13,200-volt busbars for the transformers are strung

Augusta Clearwater
^~^-^ry
u To Stevens l«^j-U'_
i-y Creek P1^

•N>'-rrT [3 -2000k.VA
' Trans.

l3000V.(5<pBuS
I 1 ' f 1

6 6 4- 6
J J

JL JL JL 2-500K.VA.

? •ww-^^Mpw>^
Trans.

{ \ faooV.t 2<p Bus _.
K2-lOOOKV.A. Trans.

Aiken

44000 V. Jiorn Type

Disc 5w.

FIG. 7- -METHOD OF CONNECTING SWITCHES AND TRANS-
FORMERS IN SUBSTATIONS

volt lines. The new 13,000-volt feeder between the two
railway substations, which will serve cotton-mill loads

AUGUSTA-AIKEN LINE (44,000 VOLTS)

SMALL-BASE TOWERS.—Latticed towers ranging in height from
4T> ft. to 60 ft. support single-circuit line inside Augusta limits
so that conductors lie at apexes of triangle. The vertical dis-
tance between two arms is 5 ft. 6 in.

SAVANNAH RIVER CROSSING.—A-frame towers 7.". ft. in height
are placed on each side of river 1200 ft. apart and support a
single circuit in a horizontal plane, giving a 7.

r
>-ft. clearance

above minimum low water.

CHESTNUT POLES.—From Savannah River to Aiken the line is

carried on chestnut poles equipped with steel wishbone cross-
arms, giving a spacing of 5 ft. 6 in., 7 ft. fi in. and 9 ft. 4 in.

between conductors.

CONDUCTORS.—No. 2 seven-strand medium hard-drawn cop-
per is employed, except on Savannah River crossing, where 9/16-

in. nineteen-strand copper-clad steel wire is employed. The sag
on this crossing is adjusted by turnbuckles attached to the cross-

arms by two-unit strain insulators.

AERIAL GROUND WIRE.—Cable of three No. 10 stranded copper-
clad wires is attached to tops of poles and towers. Along wood-
pole line it is grounded about every 600 ft. by No. 6 soft-drawn
copper coiled in ground at base of pole.

TELEPHONE CIRCUIT.—No.
used.

RIVER-CR< >SSING I NSULATORS.-
insulators similar to No. 10,750.

STRAIN INSULATORS.—Four No. HIS R. Thomas & Son's disk-

type insulators are used in series.

SUSPENSION INSULATORS.—Three No. HIS R. Thomas & Son's
disk-type Insulators are connected in series.

10 copper-clad telephone wire is

-Two-unit Ohio Brass strain

along the route, is run along a route which will warrant

connecting the maximum load. The 44,000-volt line,

however, runs along the shortest route.

The entire system of the Georgia-Carolina Power

FIG. 9—ARRANGEMENT OF 2250-KVA. OUTDOOR SUBSTATION
EQUIPMENT

between two frames, each consisting of two poles with
cross-arms between. Burke disconnecting switches and
choke coils are installed at the top of other structures

Company was designed and constructed by the J. G.

White Engineering Corporation, New York City, and is

managed by the J. G. White Management Corporation.
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Starting Christmas Sales with Prosperity Week

THERE is one important thought that comes this year with force

unknown before, that the Christmas campaign this time need not

—must not—be a simple, short-lived period of sales acceleration.

Beginning with Electrical Prosperity Week, the industry will carry the

strong impulse of its message through the weeks of Christmas shopping,

with a spirit and a recognition that establish a new, high standard of

achievement. This position must be maintained. The prominence that

will be won for all the household applications of electric service, in the

keen-edged competition of the Christmas market, is a trade asset of value

beyond calculation, and the pressure of publicity and selling effort must
not be allowed to die away. Prosperity Week will set the pace, the Christ-

mas harvest follows, and beyond that comes the full new year, with con-

stantly increasing opportunity.

It is essential to success in Christmas selling that the

merchant shall appreciate that Christmas is after all a

state of mind. For, aside from its religious and
traditional significance, this Christmas is an institution

with us that embraces the buying of many gifts in a

spirit of merrymaking, and it is the merchant who
makes capital of this emotional factor who profits best.

The merchant who accentuates most effectually the

true Christmas application of his goods and who dis-

plays them in a stimulating atmosphere of Christmas

festivity is the one who attracts the biggest crowd of

shoppers and influences the most generous spending.

So we see each year among the big stores a lavish com-

petition in display, and it is against such organized ex-

perience and ability that the young electric shop must
measure wits.

Visualize Your Market

Consider the Christmas shopper as she comes down
town to buy more gifts, for after all that is the way
to visualize your market. She is hungry for appropri-

ate suggestions. She is searching for just such gifts

as you can sell her. She follows the prompting of such

advertising as has been impressed upon her, but still

her eyes are open eagerly for what the windows tell

her. And so the store that is bedecked with Christ-

mas gayety and resplendent with the promise of the

things she seeks—in other words, the store that is

plainly marked with the Christmas purpose—is the store

that wins her interest and her money.
Of course, the central station and the dealer cannot

compete with the department store in volume or di-

versity of display. It is not necessary. For the elec-

tric store is fortunate in selling goods of peculiar fit-

ness for Christmas giving, of great appeal for their

modernness and novelty. It is only necessary to make
this known to all the shopping public, and the way to

bid for Christmas business is to enter the field in the

accepted way, to create the Christmas atmosphere, and

to make the tired shopper feel that surely here she will

find the kind of gifts she seeks.

What can the central station and dealer do? Many
things, and never before has the opportunity been so

promising as it is this year, on the heels of the great

Electrical Prosperity Week campaign. Here are some

definite suggestions that have been proved profitable

by many companies in former years:

Definite Things to Do

1. The first and most urgent necessity is that your

store look "Christmasy" inside and out. Your own
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IN DRESSING THE CHRISTMAS WINDOW, SIGHT MUST NOT
BE LOST OF THE PRIMARY PURPOSE—TO SELL GOODS

ideas and those suggested by past performances by
department stores are the best guide as to what to

do. Outline your building with red and white and
green electric lights. Put up a "Merry Christmas"
sign. Be generous with outdoor decorations that will

mark your store—as far as the eye can reach—as a

center of Christmas activity and suggestion. In the

window of the store itself make lavish use of Christmas
bells and Christmas streamers, holly, mistletoe and
trees. Work hard to outdo every other local store in

the appealing festive gayety of your establishment.

2. Plan ahead a series of good Christmas windows.
You have seen a hundred good ones. The manufac-
turers are all suggesting just as appropriate displays

for featuring their goods. Put the Christmas note in

every window, but remember that the purpose is to

sell the goods and do not let the merchandise become
too secondary an impression.

3. Dress your goods for Christmas by the use of

holly boxes and holly wrapping paper and tie them
with holly tape. Use plenty of good Christmas price

cards and announcement posters, in green and red, that

carry out the Christmas idea, with holly in constant

evidence. Much can be done with cards and posters,

both in the store and windows, to keep the speed and
spirit of your message.

GROUPS OF TWO TO SIX GIFT APPLIANCES MAY BE OFFERED

AT BARGAIN PRICES FOR THE THRIFTY PURCHASER

4. Consider the fact that with many of your prospec-

tive customers electrical Christmas gifts are strong in

novelty. It is well to have a Christmas opening in the

store for which personal invitations can be sent to all

your customers, with a cordial invitation extended to

the public from your general advertising. At this re-

ception give a buttonhole sprig of holly to every man
and woman. Pick the most attractive girl among your

employees and have her present sprigs of holly to the

men guests, putting them into their buttonholes. Have
one of your young men make the presentation to the

ladies. Have an orchestra on hand to play good Christ-

mas music and lively popular airs that will keep up the

spirits of the crowd.

5. Schedule a series of special demonstrations every

other day throughout the Christmas shopping weeks
and advertise each one of them in the newspapers on

both the preceding day and the day of the demonstra-

tion. Take the grill, for instance, and demonstrate it

—employing several grills and showing all the different

uses to which it can be used. Around about the demon-
stration space have gift grills, tied with ribbon, stacked

up in holly boxes ready for delivery.

6. There is no reason why in a great many cases a

group of gift appliances cannot be sold quite as easily

as a single device. A group offer can be made whereby

Your store must look like Christmas. Be
generous in the use of holly, mistletoe and
Christmas bells—every dollar spent this

way pays big dividends.
Display your goods in holly boxes. Wrap

all purchases in holly paper. Tie the par-
cels with attractive Christmas tape. Use
lots of decorated price tags and information
cards.

Do everything you can to make it easy
for your customers to buy. Have gift ap-
pliances ready wrapped in Christmas pack-
ages, with all price tags removed, so that
there is no need to wait.

Accommodate the customer In other ways.
Take orders for Christmas Eve deliveries.

Make a future-payment proposition. Offer
gift appliances in groups at special combi-
nation prices.

Feature a "Christmas opening" in your
store and issue invitations. Schedule special

demonstrations of appliances throughout
each week, and advertise them widely.

Advertise the fact that all the churches
have adopted electric lighting for their trees

for safety. Tell about fires from Christmas
trees in past years and make a stiff cam-
paign for tree lamps about one week before
the day.
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EACH YEAR THE ELECTRIC CHRISTMAS TREE IN MADISON
SQUARE, NEW YORK, BRINGS HOLIDAY CHEER TO
THOUSANDS

the shopper may purchase from two to six devices at a
special group price which will offer a bargain and at the
same time make it possible to cross off several names
on the shopping list instead of one.

7. Offer to make Christmas Eve delivery of any
purchase, inclosing the purchaser's card, to relieve the
customer of the necessity of taking the appliance home
and shipping it out again.

8. Make an offer of deferred payments on all Christ-
mas gifts sold to regular customers, for which the bills

will be sent out immediately, but payable, say, on Jan.
15. In many cases this will mean the sale of appliances
when otherwise the shopper would not feel able to spend
the amount of money necessary to buy so desirable a
gift.

9. Advertise some prize Christmas gift and secure
the name of each Christmas customer so that the prize
may be awarded in some suitable manner.

10. Check over this record of the Christmas cus-
tomers who have visited your store, compare it with your
ledger, and get in touch over the telephone with good
"prospects" who have not yet put in an appearance.
Offer to send them one or two appliances on approval
as gift suggestions, to be called for the next day, on
notification, if they are not desired.

11. Make a public offer through your advertising that
any electric gift appliance received at Christmas time
which happens to be a duplicate of an appliance already
in use in the home may be brought back to the electric

shop and exchanged at its full value.

12. Make a confidential canvass of men, calling on
them in their offices and suggesting that an electric

range or a suction sweeper or a group of table cookery
devices would be an appropriate gift for a wife or mar-
ried daughter. It will come as a welcome suggestion
in many cases and offer a happy solution to an irksome
problem. Delivery can be made on Christmas Eve.
"Prospects" for housewiring can be visited in this way
and impressed with the fact that the best paternal
Christmas gift for the unwired home is to install electric

service for the comfort of the entire family.

13. Get in touch with the city officials, churches and
societies and arrange for outdoor Christmas trees in

parks. This is now being done successfully each year
in many cities, and it provides a most appropriate pub-

lic Christmas celebration, demonstrating conspicuously
the use "i electric lights on Christmai trees.

14. ( Mice ( (in I mai lighting out lit;, to all the churches
tor their Sunday-school trees, requesting, however, that
it Im- announced previous to Christmai that this dona-
tion has been made, with a word ahont the safety and
appropriateness of electric tree lights. Coincidently
with this, advertise past Clin itmSJ tier (ires and make
a Strong drive for the sale of tree-lighting outfits to

the homes. It will he found that the loaning of the lights
to the churches will induce many sales.

L5. Naturally it is important to send out all the good
Christmas advertising that can he obtained and justi-

fied, (lift suggestion booklets embodying shopping lists

are most appropriate and convenient. Newspaper ad-

vertising should be changed constantly and tied closely

to the daily doings in the store. Every possible means
should be taken to impress the public with the fact

that the electric store is vitally interested in the Christ-

mas market and offers a wide variety of novel and
particularly suitable gift suggestions.

Utilize All Good Experience

Perhaps you have done most of these things before.

What of it? Go ask the head of the department store

how many new ideas for Christmas selling he averages
each year, and you will find that with all his diverse
lines there are few ways to make one Christmas dif-

ferent from the last.

The fact that you have just bedecked your store, your
windows and your sign for Electrical Prosperity Week
does not discount the effectiveness of different displays

for the week of Christmas. The big stores have a
dozen similar sales celebrations every year, and though
the goods remain not different to any great degree, they
interest us no less. The same shop window by its con-

stantly changing message becomes a source of continu-

ous interest to us, and we habitually watch and enjoy it.

The schemes of selling that worked well last year
will prove no less productive if repeated with some
slight change in their presentation. Therefore, take

advantage of all the good experience you have gained

in former holiday campaigns and utilize as far as pos-

sible the good ideas that have been originated by other

central-station men. For you must fix your mind on

the fact that the Christmas shopper comes downtown
to buy and that she visits the store that makes its invi-

tation strongest.

So it behooves the electrical merchant to make his

store appealing in its holiday spirit, in its Christmas
atmosphere. He must overlook no artifice of selling

that will help impress upon the shopper that his store

is rich in practical suggestions for inexpensive and

appropriate gifts—gifts of comfort—that beyond all

others typify the sentiment of this great universal

holiday.

Who Shall Authorize Donations for Charity?

When solicitors for donations to charitable organiza-

tions are asked by the attendant at the central-station

information desk to call at the office of the president

of the company, the size of the expected contribution

immediately assumes presidential proportions. If,

however, some less imposing member of the company's

staff is designated as the man who authorizes dona-

tions, the estimated revenue available shrinks accord-

ingly in the mind of the solicitor. Chiefly for this

reason, an Indiana company has taken the duty of

authorizing donations from the president and placed

it solely in the hands of the sales manager. Experi-

ence has shown that this change in practice has saved

expense.
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Marketing Electricity
A Department on Selling Service and Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

Topeka House -Wiring Campaign Shows Immediate Profit

How the Topeka Edison Company Has Made a Substantial Gain in Its Residence Load
Through Co-operation with Local Contractors in Maintaining Wiring Prices

T HE Topeka Edison Company of Topeka, Kan.,

has made its new-business department a finan-

cial asset to the company. It has paid liberal

salaries and commissions to the solicitors and main-
tained prices to show an average profit of 28 cents on
every house wired, and still, without any cut-price in-

ducement or financial sacrifice, has been able to wire
950 old houses in six months. This has been ac-

complished in competition with 25-cent natural gas in

a town supplied with electricity for thirty years, and
by a man who was an absolute stranger in the city. The
success of the work cannot be attributed, therefore, to

the novelty of the service, power of wide acquaintance,

or lack of competition. It was just plain work and sys-

tem, and here is the system.

As a beginning Robert Burns Basham, in charge of

new-business campaigns for the Illinois Traction Sys-

tem, entered into an agreement with the seven leading

electrical contractors of the city upon a schedule of

wiring which is shown herewith. The schedule sub-

mitted by the contractors was voluntarily raised by the

company, beyond the prices originally asked by the con-

tractors, to a figure at which the latter could make a

fair margin of profit. This established the lighting

company with the contractors as going in for fair play,

and the co-operative spirit prevailing between company

280
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CURVES SHOWING COMPARATIVE NUMBER OF HOUSES WIRED
IN TOPEKA, KAN., DURING THE MONTHS OF 1914 AND
DURING THE CAMPAIGN OF 1915

and contractors has been an important factor in the
success of the campaign.

Contrary to the usual campaign, no special low-wiring
price was made as the inducement. The usual time
basis of payment was allowed, but this was limited to
six months in 90 per cent of the cases and to seven
to twelve months in the other 10 per cent. Very de-
cided care was exercised against taking on any bad
accounts, and out of 900 only six were found to be
bad. No orders were taken except from property own-
ers, but if a renter desired electric light and the owner
would not wire for him, the company made efforts to
find another house which was wired and otherwise suit-

able to the tenant, who then usually moved. In a num-
ber of cases the first landlord involved saw his mistake
and had his house wired to facilitate re-renting it. This
has worked out so well that a rental list Is maintained
in the new-business department which serves two pur-
poses. It tends to keep the tenants in electrified houses,
and it offers a tangible consideration to Induce arbi-

trary owners to wire their houses.

Mr. Basham's band of solicitors, known on the Mc-

THE TOPEKA EDjSON COMPANY
NEW RATE 7 CENTS MINIMUM 40 CENTS

Srwinc Machine Motor*

W ..(....« KUchinM
Vacuum t>»n*r.

EJ*drK fUlWM
U*ctm Iron*

PvrtoUton

—*,' New Rate 7c; Minimum 40c a Month ^C^
-

THE TOPEKA EDISON COMPANY
M« Kuw Ax. Too... Kuuu

MAKE THE HOME BRIGHT WITH ELECTR

THE TOPEKA COMPANY UTILIZES ALL AVAILABLE SPACE ON
ITS LETTER PAPER AND ENVELOPES TO TELL THE COM-
MERCIAL STORY OF ELECTRICITY
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THIS BREEZY SECTION IN THE LOCAL PAPERS HAS PROVED
[TSELF VALUABLE ELECTRICAL ADVERTISING

Kinley properties as the "flying squadron," is a group
of carefully picked and experienced men. A certain

territory is assigned to each man, and he is held re-

sponsible for the work in this section. He is obliged

to settle every dispute relative to wiring jobs in his

section—a plan which eliminates the salesman making
promises which cannot be fulfilled, or otherwise mis-

representing his proposition. The solicitor makes an
estimate based on the above wiring schedule and then

adds from 5 per cent to 15 per cent margin to cover

the cost of carrying the account and merchandising.

From this margin the company deducts $1 as a fixed

charge and pays the solicitor 30 per cent of the balance,

the company applying the 70 per cent plus the $1 to

pay the contractor and to meet its overhead charges.

The solicitors also receive a salary in addition to the

commission, the two netting them a very respectable

income.

Evening solicitation is found to be especially effective.

The salesman talks with the housewife during the day

and gets her interested in electric lighting and then

calls by appointment in the evening when the man of

the house is at home. The wife's desire for the service

acts as a leverage upon the husband, and it often hap-

pens that solicitors come into the office at 5 o'clock with-

out an order but come down the next morning with two
or three. The company in all cases makes the con-

tract directly with the customer and sublets the wiring

to one of the contractors, orders being assigned to each

contractor approximately in proportion to the size of

his establishment.

Advertising Plan

In addition to full-page newspaper advertising used

in conjunction with the contractors, the company has

taken space regularly twice a week in both daily papers.

To this space on Saturday evening and Sunday morn-
ing the heading "Current Topics" is given, and the

space is filled with news of an electrical nature. The
names of all persons ordering their homes wired and

those who have purchased new electric irons, toasters,

vacuum cleaners, etc., during the week just past are

published. There are also short articles on the various

uses of electricity in the home and many personal items

about how someone is utilizing new appliances. An-

other function of "Current Topics" is to advertise that

certain vacant houses have just been wired and are

for rent. More direct results have been traceable to

this form of advertising than to any other ever tried

in Mr. Basham's fifteen years of experience. People

call the office and say that they notice "Mrs. Robinson

has had her house wired," and add that they would like

to know the cost of wiring their homes.

In addition to the newspaper advertising, at the be-

ginning of the campaign 10,000 cheap handbills were

i |i i
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delivered by messengers to practically every house in

the city. These bills displayed the house-wiring proposi-
tion on one side and advertised special prices on fans
and flatirons on the other side. The results of these
were very satisfactory. Early in the campaign, before
the salesmen were acquainted with the people in their

territory, a letter stating, for example, that "Mr. Law-
rence of the Edison Company" would call upon them
was sent out two or three days in advance of Mr. Law-
rence's call. A bulletin is run in the street cars which
reads, "Is your home bright with electric light?" A
card advertisement is also carried inside the cars. The
letterheads and envelopes used by the company are in

keeping with the rest of the campaign. The bills sent

out are stamped with a rubber stamp bearing some such
message each month as "Electric toasters and perco-

lators make good breakfasts." Every available oppor-
tunity for advertising has been taken, and the results

make clear the wisdom of it all.

Results of the Campaign

With the reduction of the residence lighting rate

from 9 cents to 7 cents per kilowatt-hour there was a

decrease in revenue the first month of $1369.75 under the

corresponding month for the year before. Then the
new-business campaign began, and for the first six

months under the reduced rate the revenue was only

$211.53 less than for the corresponding six months last

year. The third month after the rate was cut showed
an increase over the corresponding month last year.

For six months of 1914 the residence energy consumed
was 348,372 kw.-hr., while for the corresponding six

months of 1915, under the reduced rate and increased

business, it was 468,742 kw.-hr., or an increase of

120,370 kw.-hr. For the first five months of the cam-
paign 950 old houses were wired for electricity, and the

company made a profit over and above all costs, as

already stated. Dependence has not had to be put on

profits from selling electrical energy to pay any por-

tion of the wiring cost.

The appliances were also pushed in connection with

the general business campaign, and after the handbills

were distributed offering flatirons for $2.50 each, 144

were sold in three weeks and more than 800 were sold

in six months. This is in competition with 25-cent nat-

ural gas. Other appliances have sold well also, and the

result of the whole plan has been to increase the com-

pany's load to show a- gain rather than a loss of revenue

for the year's business in spite of the necessity of mak-

ing a material reduction in its rate. The keynote of

the campaign was the fact that the houses were wired

at a profit and not at a sacrifice to the company.
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ELECTRIC COOKING IN THE DOMESTIC SCIENCE CLASS—THE SCHOOLGIRL OF TO-DAY IS THE HOUSEWIFE OF TO-MORROW

Promoting Electric Cooking Through the Rising Generation

The Growing Educational Opportunity Presented Through Electric School Equipment and

Electric Toys—The Future Housewife as a Factor in the Market for Electric Service

GREAT transmission systems have learned that it

is necessary to look ahead into the growing future

and plan the work to suit the rising generation.

The telephone companies build their switchboards and
their cables with capacity to care for an increase in

population and resultant multiplication of traffic. Street

railways map extensions which will tap new territory

that shows indication of impending development. The
central-station power plant is both situated and equipped

not for the day but for the decade, with a careful pro-

vision for demands entirely theoretical and still beyond
the horizon. And now we see a growing evidence that

this principle is no less susceptible to application in the

work of selling. The industry is beginning to look

upon the girl and the boy as very material factors in

the market.
The idea first attracted serious attention through the

extensive introduction of domestic-science classes in the

women's colleges and schools. Immediately it brought

the opportunity for installing gas or electric stove

equipment, and the authorities were naturally receptive,

since it was the aim of the work to render the course

as modern and as economic as possible. The main ob-

jective which the public service company had at first

was to secure the business, for such installations

effect a good consumption; but it was not long before

the educational value of the innovation became apparent
and productive.

Demonstrating to the Mother as Well

It was realized that the schoolgirl of to-day who uses

electricity for cooking will be the housewife of to-mor-

row, with a strongly ingrained inclination to utilize

electric service in her home in all its modern applica-

tions. And in the meantime the enthusiastic interest

of a daughter in the use of electric-cooking devices in

her school work is a most effective demonstration to her

mother and the shortest road to immediate business.

And so the idea has spread till the opportunity has been

almost universally recognized by central-station men,
and the selling work that is being done gives promise
that before long electric ranges will feature in the

domestic-science department of every modern school.

A most interesting further extension of this thought
has become available through the introduction of the

toy range just perfected and placed upon the market by
the Western Electric Company—the "junior range." As
a factor in the nation-wide work of education that the

industry is prosecuting so persistently, it promises to

exert a tremendous influence, and it focuses the atten-

tion squarely on this hitherto untraveled avenue of ap-
proach. The device itself is most ingenious and ap-
pealing, a tiny range that stands just 15 in. high, with
a cooking surface of 88 sq. in., exclusive of the little

oven underneath. This oven measures 4% in. wide, 5
in. deep and 2% in. high. The relative size of the
range is indicated in the picture showing the children
playing with it. In the stove top are six heating holes,

beneath which are the heating elements, and a set of
little utensils is provided for baking and frying, broiling
or boiling. The range is connected to the nearest base-
board outlet or lamp socket, and a switch in the cord
close to the range enables the child to turn the current
on and off. The range will retail for $8, and it is esti-

mated that in service it will consume about as much
as a standard flatiron.

As the manufacturer points out in its extensive ad-
vertising, there has been no striking innovation in toys
for little girls since the invention of the sleeping doll,

and the market for a toy electric range should be most
favorable. The cost is, of course, somewhat higher than
the average, but, on the other hand, electrical and me-
chanical toys have come for boys and sold successfully,

and there seems to be no reason why this more ambi-

GAINING THE INTEREST OF THE LITTLE GIRLS WITH THE
MINIATURE ELECTRIC RANGE
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A SHOW-WINDOW ARRANGED TO INTEREST BOTH THE CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS IN THE JUNIOR ELECTRIC RANGE

tious toy for girls should not prove quite as popular.

There can be no question as to the appeal that it will

make to the child, for cooking has been a favorite,

though heretofore a dangerous and impracticable, play

through the generations, and, as refined in this electric

range, it should certainly be acceptable to every mother,

because of its cleanliness and safety. The fact that here

is a real stove—not a dummy—makes an instant appeal

to the youth that lingers strong in every one of us, and

among the parents and friends it will have a wonderful

power for good in the stimulation of a greater interest

in electric cooking.

This "junior" range has crystallized a thought and

induced a policy that has been long "a-borning"—to

reach the adult through the child and educate the rising

generation from the earliest years, that when they grow
to manhood and womanhood the idea shall have grown
from seed to fruit. To-day the industry is forced to

struggle for the conversion of grown-up minds that have

already become accustomed to the habitual use of other

methods. If we can make these educational efforts em-
brace the children at the same time, how much work
will we be saved when these same children come to be

our customers. It is a national problem that affects the

entire industry, and yet, before all, it is local oppor-

tunity, and each central-station manager should look

ahead to coming years and make provision for a higher

bounty of prosperity.

Electrical Breakfast Sets in This Christmas

Window
During the Christmas shopping period the electrical

dealer has great opportunities for selling electrical de-

vices for gift purposes. The accompanying halftone

shows the show-window display employed by the L. W.
Cleveland Company, Portland, Me., during last Decem-

ber. Holly and evergreens, as well as special gift boxes

for the Christmas season, gave a Yule-tide atmosphere

to the window and suggested to passers-by solutions of

their gift problems. The table in the center of the

display added to its attractiveness and indicated the

utility of electrical devices on the table.

HOLLY-PAPER AND CHRISTMAS BOXES BRIGHTEN THE

WINDOW DISPLAY

Lest the Customer Forget

A thriving laundry in Chicago consistently advertises

the gratuitous service which it furnishes to its patrons

by emphasizing, whenever appropriate, the fact that

its employees sew on buttons and darn hosiery free of

charge. When either of these services is performed

for a customer a tag is attached to the article mended

to call attention to the fact that the laundry company

has contributed without charge to the comfort and con-

venience of its patron. The tag forms a sort of personal

connection between the company and the customer, and

in its quiet and unassuming manner it says to the

patron: "See! We have your interest at heart. We
have done something for you."

Such tags, altered of course to suit conditions, might

help central-station companies to reap a fuller adver-

tising benefit from gratuitous service. When a free

service is rendered without comment patrons too often

forget both the deed and the spirit which actuated it.
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Christmas Merchandising Co-operation—Ready for You
How the Manufacturer Has Assumed a Great Part of the Electrical Dealer's Burden,

and Through Sales Helps Has Insured the Holiday Opportunity

TIME was—and not so very long ago—when every
man who hoped to sell electrical material at

Christmas time was forced to do it for himself.

The opportunity was undeniable, but against him was
arrayed a mighty competition that embraced two pow-
erful factors—the long-established stores that make the

weeks of Christmas shopping their great annual har-

vest time, and the long-established habit of the public

that carried the shopper by instinct to these other stores

where she had done her Christmas shopping in the past.

And so the man who offered electrical appliances as

gifts felt that his voice was weak and small in such
a chorus. But an interesting change has come to pass.

The manufacturers of these devices that are appro-
priate for the Christmas market have appreciated the

need for a broad and influential effort on their part to

assist the local man to win a big place in the market.
Gradually they have developed a supporting service that

has grown to powerful dimensions. And so to-day

the central-station manager, the contractor or the dealer

has all ready to his hand a variety and strength of

suitable co-operation that put him in a position to se-

cure the attentive interest of his community at Christ-

mas time and make the shopping season pay him large

returns in merchandising profits. Practically all the

ammunition that he needs to make a gallant fight will

be provided by the manufacturer who makes the goods
he sells. There is no longer any excuse for any man
ignoring this great selling opportunity.

What the Retailer Needs

Granted that he has a store with show windows and
is well stocked with the goods to sell, consider what
the dealer needs to make a profitable Christmas cam-
paign. He needs ideas and some assistance to enable

him to make a creditable series of displays in his win-

dows. He needs good cuts and able copy for his news-
paper advertisements, if his message is to seize the

shopper's attention among the bigger spaces that will

be filled by his large competitors. He needs good ad-

vertising matter that he can send direct by mail to the

homes of his community to invite the shoppers to come
and see the suggestions that he offers. He must have
new ideas and many of them to enable him to build up

the essential Christmas atmosphere, both through the

decoration of his store itself and the arrangement, pack-

ing and display of the goods. And to-day all this is

offered in an infinite variety of "dealer helps" provided

by the manufacturers. In short, if he is willing to

THE ATTRACTIVE PRESENTATION OF GOODS WITHIN THE
STORE RANKS IN IMPORTANCE WITH THE PROPER DRESS
OF THE SHOW WINDOW OUTSIDE

utilize the material aid that is extended, the local man
will find that about all that remains for him to do him-
self is to stock the goods and sell them energetically.

What the Manufacturers Offer

A review of the Christmas campaign material that

has been prepared this year by the different manufac-
turers is particularly interesting and impressive. It is

so extensive, so diverse and so appealing in its spirit

and its flavor, and so comprehensive in its purpose and

TWO SUGGESTIONS OFFERED BY ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS—THE WESTINGHOUSE AND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANIES.
BOTH DISPLAYS PRESENT COLLECTIONS OF ELECTRIC APPLIANCES SUITABLE FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
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IHK CHRISTMAS WINDOW OF A CALIFORNIA CENTRAL

STATION

its method, that no local retailer could ask for more or

better. Nor can he find a possible excuse for not seizing

on it eagerly—unless he simply lacks the natural am-
bition without which no success is possible.

Several of the large manufacturing companies circu-

late their Christmas suggestions in the form of a com-
plete campaign in which the dealer receives not only

samples of the advertising matter which is offered for

his use but also a carefully conceived plan of procedure

which is exceedingly valuable for the practical educa-

tion that it carries. It is a contribution to the industry

that represents both a great expenditure of money in

the actual production of the book itself and the ex-

perience of years, freely tendered for the common good.

The local man who bids for Christmas business ad-

vertises in the newspapers. The manufacturers offer

cuts and copy for his "ads" far better than he could

produce himself. He has the opportunity to secure the

publication of some interesting little newspaper articles

about the electrical appliances which are appropriate

for Christmas time, if he but prepare them for the

editors in proper vein. This offers valuable publicity,

but few men are skilled in writing of this kind and the

local man can seldom "put it over." Yet the manufac-

turers are glad to provide such stories in a form that

will be acceptable.

Then there are the ideas and plans for novel dis-

AN OHIO COMPANY'S ELECTRIC LOG-CABIN WINDOW
ATTRACTION

plays—both in the window and the store—which need
display cards, price cards, counter, wall and window
posters. It would cost a fortune for the individual

central station to develop all the good material that is

offered, yet it is all essential to the adequate campaign.
Billboard posters, car cards, motion-picture slides and
outdoor signs all help to build up the impression in the
shopper's mind that she should visit the electric shop
and see the gifts electrical before she makes her pur-

chases; and on the strength of this impression every-

thing depends. And to make this message personal and
appealing, invitations, shopping lists, and booklets show-
ing how fitting and inexpensive are these gifts, must be
distributed among the homes.
The manufacturers have developed their Christmas

co-operation to such a length that all this varied influ-

ence is now available. Goods are packed in holly boxes.

Prizes of money are offered in many instances to the

local salesmen for record sales of this or that appliance.

Thousands and thousands of dollars are expended in

the most ingenious and appealing advertisements in the

popular national magazines, for the single purpose of

strengthening the public interest in the goods the local

man is selling. It only remains for him to do his part.

The man who failed to make a big success of this

Christmas campaign last year should ask himself the

reason why. The man who feels no great enthusiasm
for this culminating opportunity, now again so fast ap-

proaching, should begin to probe at home for causes.

For the electrical manufacturers have assumed no small

part of his burden, and success waits only on a reason-

able selling activity that will establish the electric

Christmas gift before the shopping public.

BY REASON OF THEIR BEAUTY AND UTILITY LAMPS APPEAL

TO THE HOUSEHOLDER—WHATEVER HIS TASTE OR THE
SIZE OF HIS POCKETBOOK

"Yours for Service"—the Phrase That Closes an

Ohio Contractor's Letter

Commenting favorably on the use of the phrase "Elec-

trically yours," with which a Pennsylvania central-sta-

tion company closes its letters, as noted in a recent

issue, W. G. Heacock. manager of the construction de-

partment of the Electrical Maintenance Company,
Youngstown, Ohio, has written to say that his com-
pany in its correspondence makes use of the closing

line "Yours for service," which, he believes, is particu-

larly valuable in leaving the proper impression of the

company's attitude with the customer addressed.
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ELECTRICALLY OPERATED CONCRETE MIXERS USED
BUILDING UTAH ROADS

IN

State of Utah Uses Electric Power in Road Building

In many cases electricity has not been considered
available for use on movable equipment, especially if

any considerable distance is to be covered each day,

owing to the expense of changing service connections.

The Utah Power & Light Company has solved this

problem, however, by mounting portable substations on
wagons for contractors' use. Each substation is

equipped with 1000 ft. or more of secondary cable,

which can be paid out as needed, thus supplying a range
of 2000 ft. without a change in location of the substa-

tion. If the contractor has enough electrical equipment
to warrant the expense, he employs an electrician to

look after his equipment, and this man is also compe-
tent to make primary connections to the power com-
pany's lines.

The State Road Commission of Utah, of which E. R.

Morgan is engineer, is using an electrically equipped

tractor concrete mixer in the construction of six miles

of concrete roadway between Salt Lake City and Mur-
ray. The roadway is 16 ft. wide and 6V2 in. thick and
is laid on a rolled-gravel sub-base which had previ-

ously been put in. A one-half-yard cube mixer equipped

with a 15-hp. three-phase motor is used. Nine hundred
and fifty linear feet of roadway, requiring 305 cu. yd.

of concrete, is being laid in an eight-hour day with an
energy consumption of 121 kw.-hr., or 0.4 kw.-hr. per

cubic yard.

The roadway is kept flooded with water for about
three weeks after the bed is laid, and water for this

purpose is pumped from ditches with a motor-driven

triplex pump. Lines of 3-in. pipe are run out for a dis-

tance of 1500 ft. on each side of the pump, and these

furnish water for the mixer as well as for flooding.

A Seventy-Truck Electric Garage at Los Angeles

The Commercial Electric Garage has just moved from
leased quarters to its own new buildings at 831 South
Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles, Cal., where it has

completed a thoroughly up-to-date electric garage for

the housing of electric commercial cars. The ground
area covered is 103 ft. by 140 ft., with a two-story

front. In. the rear of the ground floor the garage
proper occupies 10,000 sq. ft., giving space for seventy

trucks. There will be only a single row of pillars down
the middle of the room, with trucks lined up on both

sides. In the second story there will be 7000 sq. ft. of

space for offices, sales and showrooms. H. W. Harri-

son is president and general manager.

FLOOD-LAMP FIXTURE FOR BILLBOARD LIGHTING, INDIAN-
APOLIS, IND.

A Method of Billboard Lighting That Saves Cash

A new and more economical method of lighting bill-

boards which has been put into use by the Thomas
Cusack Company at Indianapolis utilizes the flood-

lighting principle, the lighting units being mounted on
iron-pipe standards in front of the board.
How much more effective as well as less expensive

this flood-lighting type of construction is, compared
with the ordinary method of using border angle re-

flectors, may be judged from the accompanying tabular
comparison of the expense necessary to equip a board
of the size shown herewith and the total candle-power
available in each case:

COMPARATIVE COST OF BILLBOARD-LKiHTI.M; EQUIPMENT

Total wattage to illuminate signboard,

Number of lamps

Rating of individual lamps, in watts

Total candle-power given by all lamps

Cost of thirty angular hoods

Cost of four standards

Cost of lamps

Total cost

Old
Method New Method

3000 3000

30 4

100 Two 500 and two 1000

2400 6000

$150

$60

$12.90 $19.30

$162.90 $79.30

In the cost of material alone it is possible to effect a
saving of more than 50 per cent, and employees of the
Cusack company who have built both types of boards
declare that a board of the new type is less expensive
to wire. Considered from the standpoint of appearance,
the flood-lighted board is generally admitted to be the
more attractive of the two, regardless of whether it is

viewed by night or by day.

i

'*»PT, —

5
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BILLBOARD ILLUMINATED BY FLOOD-LAMP UNITS ERECTED
IN FRONT OF THE BOARD
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"Tip Card" Udfl in Finding Sairs Talent

(aids for transmitting "leads" on new business t<»

the sales manager arc distributed among all employees

of the Merchants' Beat A Light Company at Indian

spoils, End., outside the sales department. To the em-
ployer turning In the greatest number of "live" tips

—

that is, tips which result in business—before the end

of a set period a prize of $10 is awarded. Besides aid

Manaom Sales Department:

I have been talking lo M

and believe we can accure thla business If representative will call

Can be lound at

Dcpt

SUGGESTION CARD FOR NON-COMMERCIAL EMPLOYEES

ing the sales department in locating prospective pur-

chasers quickly, the cards have afforded the sales

manager hints as to what men in other departments

of the organization might be regarded as future sales-

men.

Minimizing the Report Evil and Making Solicitors

Salesmen, Not Clerks

Many progressive companies no longer require long

reports on daily calls from solicitors, because it is their

sales managers' desire to have their men spend all

available time in selling. "The quickest and most
efficient method for disposing of this report bugbear,"

comments a sales manager in the Middle West, "is to

have the men dictate reports successively and in a

set and prearranged order to a single stenographer at

the beginning of the morning sales conference. In this

way the sales manager and all the salesmen hear the

report of each of their fellows, while the stenographer

makes a permanent record of the reports. Reluctance

to report failure to his associates spurs many a man
to greater efforts. After each man has reported on his

calls, the stenographer retires from the meeting, the

salesmen have a few minutes to exchange leads or

"tips" s'ecured on the previous day, and the meeting

proceeds as usual.

"With a little practice and systematizing," concluded

this sales manager, "my department of twenty-two

men has perfected this plan until the entire procedure

of reporting now requires less than ten minutes."

Making Good Use of Letters Commending the

Company's Service

It is the practice of the Dayton (Ohio) Power &
Light Company to hang neatly framed letters com-

menting on the company's service in its offices where

the public may view them. These letters are changed

from time to time, those of more recent date replacing

older letters. Hanging in one of the company's offices

at present are two letters in which both the company's

officers and its men take justifiable pride. These let-

ters are printed herewith to illustrate how the written

opinions of electric-service company's patrons may be

used to emphasize the fact that the company's service

is just as good as its most enthusiastic salesmen claim.

IT! OF i \ yto.v
II M W.nli ,

i it \ M;in;ik'i-i

Dayton, ohm, Sept 10, 1915.

Gh m
i

i ippoi tunlt i

.it hi. itin»;

I "ii upon i.:i:ii night, shortly aftei the rtorm, your
iin'ii iall.-.l up Hi.- hoUM •""' ' l-'-'l about the 1 1

).; J 1 1 « . :t n<l when
tuiii that thej wtm out man waa on the J<>i> and had ti><-m in

again Ln tan mlnutaa Vary truly youra,

ii .m waitk, city Manager.

< i tv OF DAYTON
t; w Bhroyar, Mayor.

Dayton, Ohio, July 17, i d i r,

.

Dayton i'owku g Liqkt Company, i»ayton, Ohio (Service d»-
partment) i

I iknti.kmen :— I wish to thank you very much for the prompt
action that you took on my reQUaat with reference to the lamp
on the corner of Potomac and McLain Streets, which was com-
plained of by a neighbor as not being lighted. In less than an
hour after I called the light was burning. This I consider ex-

tremely good service. Very respectfully, G. W. Siikoybr.

Telling the Story of Public Service to the Public

Methods of bringing the public mind into harmony
with the local utility corporation are always of inter-

est, for there is scarcely any other problem which
requires such careful analysis of all local conditions.

The accompanying example shows the type of news-

fVatching Over 128,000 Horse Power
of ELECTRIC ENERGY
In the switch house of our Lake Shore
Generating Plant an operator watches
hourly two huge switch boards, one show-
ing the electrical output of every turbine

in the plant, and the other showing its

distribution over a network of 11,000
volt feeders to nine substations.

This immense feeding system is the foun-

dation of "Illuminating" service. It

keeps all substations supplied to meet
any demand which may be made upon
them by our customers. It is important
to keep it in steady operation.

If there is any drop in voltage, it is im-
mediately registered on the' incoming"
switch board; and the operator signals

for more power. If anything goes wrong
with a feeder the trouble is indicated at

once on the "outgoing" switch board; the
proper switch is thrown and off goes the
power until repairs can be made; If a
cable should blow up the current would
automatically flow over other cables to
the same substation. Precautions like

these, and the ample reserve capacity
always maintained, assure dependable
Illuminating service.

THE ILLUMINATING COMPANY
ILLUMINATING BUILDING. PUBLIC SQUARE

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT AT CLEVELAND

paper advertising being done by the Cleveland Electric
Illuminating Company to interest the local public in its

problems of generation, distribution and service. The
"ads" have been attractively prepared and the text is

of such character as to give a real meaning to the com-
pany's slogan, "Not merely electric light, but also illu-

minating service." The advertisements appear weekly.
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Station and Operating Practice
A Department Devoted to the Problems of Installation, Operation and Maintenance of Equipment for the

Economical Generation and Distribution of Electrical Energy for All Uses.

Handling Summer and Winter Loads in a Y. M. C. A.—II

Utilizing Exhaust Steam, Home-Made Water Heaters, Removing Oil and Acid from Feed Water and Con-

densate from Steam Lines, Air-Lift Water Pumping, and Annual Water, Coal and Oil Requirements

METHODS of equipping boilers and furnaces and
operating engines to handle the summer and
winter loads in the Young Men's Christian As-

sociation at Newark, N. J., were described in the Nov.
13 issue of the Electrical World. In what follows are

described ways of draining condensate from steam pipes,

removing oil and acid from feed water, extracting air

from water raised by air-lift so that reciprocating pumps
will not pound, and methods of heating water for boilers

and building service. Station performance data are also

included.

Exhaust steam from the prime movers and auxiliaries

is passed through an oil separator. From this it can
be delivered to the heating system, water heaters or

atmosphere. Drain pipes are connected with every part

of the exhaust-steam line where condensate is liable to

Connect
Water Heaters.

Steam
Separator

Exhaust
from •"

Prime
tio/ers

£Fh
Reducing
Yatve "

,(} /" from]
. -/ 3o//er

YPxhaustStea

Autom
Afmosr ~

Relief Va
- ^

..' Head

X^J
sf

Exhau: '

Auxilw -

Gage
""7

Dischargeson
Boiler-Room

• '017 of
-' Back

Exhaust Line

FIG. 1—CONNECTIONS OF EXHAUST STEAM LINE WITH
HEATING SYSTEM AND METHOD OF REMOVING CONDEN-
SATE
Drain pipes equipped with check valves are attached to every

pocket where condensate may collect and discharge into a 4-ft.
water seal and into the sewer. Overflow from the riser con-
nected with the discharge pipe gives an indication that there is

excessive pressure in the exhaust-steam line.

collect. A method of discharging the water so col-

lected to the sewer without breaking the partial vacuum
maintained is shown in Fig. 1. Steam traps connected

with the high-pressure lines return condensate to the

boilers by way of the feed-water heater.

Home-Made Feed-Water Heater— Ways to Prevent Oily

Water Being Drawn by Feed Pumps

An atmospheric-type feed-water heater is employed.

Its construction is shown in Fig. 2. Returns from the

heating system, drains from the high-pressure mains
and make-up water are delivered to a perforated pipe

extending horizontally through the steam space. As
the water sprays from this pipe and drops to the bottom
it is heated. A piece of zinc is placed in the bottom
of the tank to neutralize acid. The tank is cleaned once

a year.

To prevent oily surface water being drawn off by the

boiler-feed pumps, the discharge pipe is equipped with

a goose-neck fitting as shown in Fig. 2. Normally the

water drawn from the heater is sucked chiefly through

the lower end of the T connected with the goose-neck,

so there is not much tendency for the surface water to

be drawn in. When the water level drops to the level

of the intake, air is sucked in by the pumps, which in-

dicate this condition by speeding up. Two Marsh
boiler-feed pumps are installed, one being operated until

it needs repairing, when the other is put in service, the

best pump being thus kept in reserve all the time. This

Exhaust-Steam I/^"Perforated Pipe

Holes at such an Angle
••..--•'•>- Sprays

WaterSupply
Inlet

n lu t~—^.\against Hot Inner i

, . \ [Surface ofShell \^m'

z L. . r

Vent to

Atmosphere

f /

,

ffith Boiler :' [Ooose-necfr prevents \

feedPumps [ Oily Surface Water being \ •••..

1 1 'narrn orr> for nhan n. >

| level drops below this line-'

I

•no willSuck A/r ihus

\jndicafing itmustbe Stopped

(Zinc Casting
to Neutralize
Acid rrhich

• Present

FIG. 2—OPEN-TYPE FEED-WATER HEATER EQUIPPED TO

NEUTRALIZE ACID PREVENTS DISCHARGE OF OIL IN WATER
Water forced through the perforated pipe is heated by passing

through the steam space and impinging on the hot shell of the
heater. A piece of zinc casting neutralizes acid in the water, and
the goose-neck on the discharge pipe prevents oily surface water
being drawn off.

practice is followed with all of the pumps. With a

load of about 8.4 kw. one feed pump has to be operated

continuously at about forty-six strokes a minute. The
pumps have 5-in. by 3-in. by 3.5-in. cylinders. A Metro-

politan injector is also installed for emergency boiler

feeding.

Another precaution which has been taken to prevent

oil getting into the boilers has been to attach small

standpipes to the pump suction and discharge lines.

The standpipe on the suction line is 2.5 in. in diameter

and about 6 ft. high, the one on the discharge line being

Drain fo
Sener "'"

r U
A

Oil-Receiving
StandPipes

Connected wifh

Peed i'

with Pipe
Leaa» r » ,

—

•—. Lee

\ K^doi
i-

. )
lerl

FIG. 3—OIL-COLLECTING STANDPIPES ON THE FEED-PUMP
SUCTION AND DISCHARGE LINES

The feed pumps are operated continuously and at a moderate
rate so that oil In the water passing under the standpipes will

have an opportunity to rise therein. The collected oil may be dis-
charged into the sewer when the pumps are slowed up or stopped
entirely, as the head on the pumps is slightly greater than tlic

height of the pipes. These standpipes also maintain sufficient

head on the pumps when they are operating at high speed so that
the water will not flash into steam.
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smaller and shorter. The topi "I both stamlpipiv, arc

connected >>y a small pipe with the sewer, Owing to the
low rate al which water Rows through the feed line,

any <»ii which la preaenl therein rises In the Btandpipe.
it ma\ be blown off periodically bj opening a valve In

the pipe leading t<> the sewer.
rim Btandpipe in the suction line, by storing up a

small quantity Of Water between strokes, maintains a

practically constant head on the pump, thus preventing
the hot water dashing into steam when the pump is

speeded up. This Condition could occur, hut lor the

Btandpipe, if the pipe friction reduced the head on the

pumps sufficiently during high rates of feed,

Heater lor Building Water Supply

Although an instantaneous water heater and two
other types of heaters are installed for heating water
for the shower baths and swimming pool, it has been
found more satisfactory to use a home-made heater.

Cross-sections of this heater are shown in Fig. 4. It

consists of a magnesia-insulated cylindrical steel tank
having an inlet and outlet for water and containing a
number of 1.25-in. brass tubes through which exhaust
steam is allowed to flow. Steam enters the tubes at the
top through a U-shaped header. The tubes terminate
in a similar header at the bottom. The condensate
drains into a sewer in summer and in winter is drawn
off by a 5-in. by 6-in. by 10-in. American vacuum pump
which receives returns from the heating system. Well
water at about 58 deg. Fahr. enters the tank near the
top and, being cold, settles. As it becomes heated it

rises and is discharged through another pipe several

inches above the inlet. About 45 lb. hydraulic pressure
is maintained in the tank by storage tanks on the roof.

When considerable water is being used the heater pro-

duces a slight vacuum.

Arrangements for Deep-Well Pumping

All water used in the Y. M. C. A. except for generat-
ing steam is obtained from a 500-ft. well just outside

the building. The water is raised through 300 ft. of

2-in. pipe, by the air-lift principle, an air compressor
being operated fourteen hours a day for this purpose.

A duplicate compressor is installed as a reserve. Both

.4 "Steam Inlet

f/-25-/n.
Brass Tubes

apt. ISO 5a. Ft. of
Heating SurfacefTotal)

('lOOO-Oal. Tank
Insu/ated with
tlapnesia Stocks

3"Cold Water
Inlet

f

Water m Tank under
Pressure causedby
Storage Tankon
Build/ng Roof I

~W
**

f
Outlet for Condensate
connected with Heating
Return. Pump in Winter
and with Sewer in Summer

unit are Enger oil Kami machine* and have LO-in. by
n» in. bj LO-in. cylinders. En summer thej an- operated
at about L52 strokes a minute and 86 lb. pressure, pump-
ing about 51 gal. to 52 gal. a minute at this speed.
Compressed air is also used for cleaning the boilers and
blowing OUt t h«' gent i at 0M.

Attached to the top of the deep well discharge pipe

is an exhaust head like those used on steam lines. A
horizontal pipe conveys the water from this head to a

Surge tank in the engine room. The exhaust head and
surge tank permit most of the air entrained in the
water to escape BO pumping will not be hindered. Dupli-
cate house pumps are installed. Only one Of these is

operated at a time, lifting the water to two wooden
storage tanks on the roof having 35,000 gal. capacity.

Overflow pipes from these tanks discharge into the

surge tank so that an indication is given when they are

full. A gage on the pressure side of the house pumps
also shows the elevation of water in the tanks. One of

the house pumps is a Marsh engine with 6-in. by 5-in.

by 12-in. cylinders. The other unit is a National pump
with 7-in. by 6-in. by 10-in. cylinders. With an air

compressor working at the speed previously mentioned
the National pump is operated at about seventy-two
strokes a minute.

Water Required for Swimming Pool and Shower Baths

During December, a typical winter month, about
900,000 gal. of well water is pumped, and in August
about 1,200,000 gal. Nine months of the year a 25,000-

gal. swimming pool must be refilled three times a week.

During the other three months it must be refilled six

times a week. This means heating this much water
from 58 deg. to 72 deg. Fahr., the final temperature of

the pool. The shower baths, of which there are about
eighteen, are used about three to four hours a day ex-

cept Sundays, the average demand for hot water being

approximately 40 gal. a minute. They require water
at about 100 deg. on the average. The amount of steam
generated is not measured, but for three months in

summer when the plant operates non-condensing the

consumption of city water is about 45,000 cu. ft., some
of this being used for sanitation. In a similar period

during the winter about 22,000 cu. ft. is required.

Coal, Oil and Waste Used Annually

The coal consumption in summer is about 45 tons per

month and in winter 80 tons. About 9.8 tons of ashes

are obtained in August and 14.6 tons in January. The
cost of removing ashes is $18 a month. The annual coal

consumption for nine years is given below:

Tear Tons
1912 680

1913 677
1914 738

Tear
1906

Tons
713

735

693

Year
1909

Tons
630

1907 1910 623

1908 1911 721

The rate at which coal is used during the year is

shown by the accompanying monthly tabulation of tons

consumed in 1914 and 1915:

1914 1915

January 74.00 76.25

February 57.75 72.50

March 85.50 78.00

April 56.00 56.00

May 57.50 54.00

June 49.75 50.50

1914
July 49.00

August 53.50

September .... 51.00

October 56.50

November 57.25

December 88.50

1915
48.00

FIG. 4—HEATER FOR BUILDING-SERVICE WATER

"Arctic" oil is employed for lubricating the engines,

about 150 gal. being used a year. For cylinder lubrica-

tion "600 W. Vacuum" oil is employed, the consumption
being about 200 gal. a year. Waste is used quite lib-

erally, 100 lb. lasting. about five to six months.

The amount of exhaust steam used for heating can

be judged from the size of the Y. M. C. A., there being

about 125 rooms besides the usual reading and class-

rooms, office, auditorium and gymnasium. The average
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summer-day electrical load is about 9.6 kw. At night

this load is about tripled. When the gymnasium and
classrooms require light the electrical load may reach

48 kw. A chief engineer, two assistant engineers and
a helper are employed. C. W. Hummel is the chief

engineer.

Action of Oil and Scale-Forming Impurities When
Present in Boilers at Same Time

The action of grease in a boiler is peculiar. Grease
does not dissolve or decompose in water, nor does it

remain on the surface. Heat in the water and its violent

ebullition causes the grease to form in sticky drops
which adhere to and varnish the metal surfaces of the

boiler. This varnish by preventing the water from
coming into intimate contact with the metal prevents it

from absorbing the heat, and this causes a blistering or

burning of the plate that may result in a serious rupture
or a violent explosion.

Grease balls may form in boilers at the surface of

the water and eventually adhere to the heating surfaces

if oil, grease and carbonates of lime and magnesia are

not removed from the feed water. These balls are

formed by flocculent particles of calcium and magnesium
carbonate (which are precipitated by the boiler heat)

combining with the grease floating on the surface and
making a sort of insoluble and sticky soap which is

shaped into balls by the motion of the water.

Hangers and Wall Bushings for Storage-Battery

Busbars

In the accompanying drawings are shown methods of

supporting storage-battery busbars and end-cell "cop-

pers," as they are sometimes called. The support shown
in Fig. 3 is merely a modification of that in Fig. 1, the

former being designed to carry several busbars between
which there is a difference of potential, while the latter

is intended to support one or several bars of the same
potential. The hangers in Fig. 3 consist chiefly of two
horizontal channel irons fastened back to back by sepa-

rators and supported from the ceiling or girder beams
by vertical rods sectionalized by strain insulators. The
busbars are laid on edge in porcelain seats resting on
channel iron and are clamped thereto by a flat iron run-

ning across their upper edges, but insulated therefrom

by similar porcelain blocks. The hanger rods and
clamping bolts are covered with porcelain or fiber tubes.

Adjacent hangers are connected by tie rods directly

^z c5vt~yy_ f
under the center line of each

Ej p==j p> attaching to "copper." All metal work is pro-

tected by acid-proof paint.

Where the busbars must pass

through walls the bushing shown
in Fig. 2 may be used. It con-

sists of slotted soapstone panels

which may be slipped over the

busbars, one set from below and
the other set from above, and
bolted to the wall, as shown.
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attaching to

Ceiling Girder

~5train

Insulator

, frn II ll nT1
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Alloy Cap-^%-

hole in Wail
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^-

Aperture for Busbar

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SUPPORT FOR BATTERY BUSBAR AND WALL
BUSHING FOR END-CELL BUS
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\
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FIG. 3—SUPPORT FOR BATTERY END-CELL COPPERS

These panels permit leaving any desired clearance be-

tween the "coppers" and the wall and still close the

aperture so that acid fumes from the battery room will

not penetrate other parts of the building. The types

of construction described herewith are employed by the

New York Edison Company.

Experimental Data on the Safe Operating Tempera-

ture for Mica Armature-Coil Insulation

The tests that have been conducted at the Niagara
Falls Power Company's plant on a 3750-kva., 2300-volt

generator indicate that the built-up mica insulation

used in these machines has withstood temperatures from
120 deg. to 285 deg. C. for a time equivalent to nearly

seven years' continuous operation. During about 62

per cent of this period the temperatures have ranged
between 120 deg. and 145 deg., for about 21 per cent

of the time from 145 deg. to 175 deg., for 12.5 per cent

from 175 deg. to 210 deg., and for 4 per cent between

210 deg. and 245 deg. An examination of the insulation

after this severe service, according to a paper presented

before the A. I. E. E. by F. D. Newbury, showed that

the mica was unchanged and the conductors were tight

in the slots.

The generator which was subjected to these tests

was the first one installed in the station of the Niagara

Falls company and has been in service for twenty years.

It has a stationary armature containing double-layer

windings made up of two 1 11/32-in. by 7/16-in. bars per

slot. These are insulated with a wrapper built up of mica

splittings on a cambric base and held in position by an

outside layer of linen tape. The mica in each wrapper

is approximately three times as thick as the cambric.

Three series of tests were conducted to determine

the maximum temperature in the windings. The first

two tests were made by placing thermometer coils be-

tween bars in the same slot, at the bottom of the slots

near the ends of the armature, and also halfway between

ends. These tests, it was considered, gave the highest

existing temperatures on the outside surface of the in-

sulation, but a third test was conducted to ascertain

the actual copper temperatures. Accordingly, special

bars were made with the same kind and thickness of

insulation as used on the original bars but were equipped

with thermocouples in actual contact with the copper

bars. One thermocouple was attached to each bar mid-

way between each end and on one side. Four of these

special bars were substituted for the original bars.

Thermocouples were also placed on the outside surface

of the insulation between bars in the same slot.
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Willi the generator bo equipped temperature tests

were made al differenl loads. As expected, the tern

peraturas of the upper and lower ban were found t«> t>e

differenl owing to the eddy current losses in the outer
bars. Furthermore, the temperature between bars was
not even approximately the same as the true copper
temperature. The curves Bhown herewith represent

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100
AMPERES PER PHASE

TKMPERATURES OF ARMATURE BARS, ALSO OF SPACE
BETWEEN BARS AND AT BOTTOM OF SLOTS

graphically the results obtained. It may be pointed out
that the magnetic density in the core teeth was 11,000
c.g.s. lines per square centimeter, whereas densities 50
per cent greater are not uncommon at present. The
current density at rated current is only 1400 amp. per
square inch, while densities 30 per cent greater are com-
mon nowadays. As already mentioned, the eddy-current
loss in the upper bars was considerable. In modern gen-
erators with a better distribution of losses the differ-

ence in temperature between coils and that between coils

and core will be as a rule 10 deg. to 15 deg., instead
of 50 deg., as was the case in this machine.
During 1914 a number of bars were removed from

the winding and the insulation was examined. The mica
appeared to have undergone no change in structure,
mechanical strength or elasticity. The cambric, as
would be expected, had lost its mechanical strength in
all places and in many places had been reduced to a fine

powder. Before removing the insulation on some bars
puncture tests were made in which almost ten times the
operating voltage was reached before the poorest sample
broke down.
The initial tests mentioned were made by the operat-

ing company and the later tests by the engineers of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company with
the co-operation of L. E. Imley, superintendent of the
power company.

How the Compounding Effect of Interpole Genera-
tor Showed Up in Parallel Operation

By E. C. Parham

When a direct-current generator is operated in paral-
lel with another it may be cut out by reducing the load
of the outgoing machine to almost zero, by means of its

field rheostat, and then pulling its switch. When volt-

ages of dissimilar machines that are normally operated
singly are regulated by means of a Tirrill regulator,
it may be impracticable to reduce the load of one of them
to zero. This is true especially at the time of with-

draw me one in I .ill.) paralleling in older to with-
draw without disturbing the line voltage.

In one case a straight shunt niachine ami a hunt.

machine with commutating poles were aged to relieve

each othei every twelve hours in the duty of exciting
an alternator. There was no difficulty In reducing the
load of the shunt machine before pulling its switch,

hut the load of the interpole machine could not In- m-

duced below 40 amp., which was one-third of its full

rating. The operator was justifiably "fussy" about the

appearance Of his highly polished switches, and he did

not care to "score" the switch by pulling it with a cur-

rent of 40 amp. flowing. As a matter of fact, repeated

trials demonstrated that there was no objection to pull-

ing the switch, because, on account of there being an
alternate path through the other machine at the time
of opening the switch, the resulting arc was negligible.

The high current maintained was due to the com-
pounding effect of the commutating-pole winding. This
compounding tendency of the interpole coils caused the

interpole machine to hang on to its load notwithstand-

ing the tendency of the equalizing rheostat to reduce

it. The same effect made it easier to reduce the current

of the straight shunt machine. In adjusting the com-
pound of interpole compound-wound generators this

compounding effect of the interpoles is a factor consid-

ered.

Motor-Operated Pumping Installation to Handle

Flood Water in Boston

The Public Works Department of the city of Boston

now operates an automatically controlled electric pump-
ing station to relieve flooding in the South End dis-

trict. The station is at Albany and Union Park Streets

and is designed for service only when there is a large

surface run-off coincident with an extremely high tide.

The storm sewers of the district were originally con-

structed to empty into a basin called the Back Bay,

which was kept at a low water level. The filling of the

Back Bay basin made it necessary to change the outlet

of the system to South Bay, a tidal arm of Boston har-

bor, with the resulting difficulty that much of the area

was constantly subjected to flooding during heavy
storms when too much water was delivered into the

storage sewers.

One 26-in. and three 36-in. Epping-Carpenter cen-

trifugal pumps are installed in the new station, the

36-in. pumps each being directly driven by a 150

brake-hp. constant-speed, squirrel-cage induction motor

MOTORS and control board in sewage-pumping station
OF CITY OF BOSTON
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operating at 200 or 194 r.p.m., and the 26-in. pump by
a 75-hp. motor of the same type at 240 or 233 r.p.m.

Energy is purchased from the Boston Edison company,
at 440 volts, three-phase, sixty cycles.

The motors were specially designed by the Allis-

Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

and are of the vertical-shaft type, each directly con-

nected to the pump by a shaft about 20 ft. long. The
pumps have a capacity of 30,000 gal. and 15,000 gal. per

minute against a static head of 13.5 ft., the sewage be-

ing pumped into a main discharging to South Bay. A
Cutler-Hammer switchboard carries contactors and other

regulating apparatus for the motors, which are started

by means of a float actuating a multipoint switch which
closes five circuits in succession as the sewage rises in

the intake chamber. The smaller pump is started first,

and if not sufficient to care for the volume, one of the

larger units comes into operation with each 3-in. rise

in the chamber. As the sewage is lowered, the pumps
are stopped in reverse order.

Only one watchman on duty at all times is required

at the station, whereas a steam plant would demand
the constant attendance of skilled engineers and fire-

men, and it would be necessary to keep steam up and
fires banked to meet possible demands at any hour.

With electrical operation, the maintenance cost is rela-

tively small, particularly in the long intervals when the

pumps are idle. Expert service from the main sewage
pumping station can be called by the watchman by tele-

phone when needed.

Reinforcing Wood Poles with Steel Channels

By L. R. W. Allison

At the Dominguez Junction substation of the Pacific

Electric Railway, near Los Angeles, Cal., a series of

special terminal poles are in use carrying 15,000-volt

transmission lines leading from the Redondo power

station of the Pacific Light & Power Corporation to this

substation, a distance of about 10 miles. The main
transmission system comprises two parallel lines of
wood poles with three double cross-arms per pole, each
carrying two 312,000-circ. mil cables, making a total of
twelve conductors for the entire service. These heavy
lines required the adoption of terminal poles of special

design, with suitable reinforcement to afford adequate
protection against breakage and consequent interrup-
tion in service.

For this installation it was decided to use extra
heavy selected wood poles, 55 ft. long, with a top diam-
eter not less than 9 in. and a proportionately large
butt. These poles were reinforced throughout their
entire length with two 6-in., 8-lb. steel channels, one
on either strain side. This channel reinforcement was
arranged as shown in the accompanying sectional view,
the channel flanges being turned in, with the points in

G'-8*C

^''W-iy/tf

FIG. 2- -METHOD OF BOLTING CHANNELS TO POLES

contact with the pole. The channels extend from base
to top in one piece, including the pole distance in the
ground. They were connected to the poles at the time
the poles were set by 0.75-in. diameter square-head bolts

placed 24 in. on centers at the bottom and on 12-in.

centers from a point about 40 ft. above the butt to the
top. After the poles and reinforcement were in place,

cement was poured around the pole to the ground level

to insure a substantial foundation.

At the immediate terminal entrance to the substation
the lines are carried on strain insulators, three to the
pole, while up to this point two-piece cemented porce-
lain insulators are employed, with regular cross-arm
construction bolted through the channel sections, as
will be noticed in Fig. 1. This method of pole rein-

forcement has proved highly satisfactory and efficient

in connection with this transmission system. From the
viewpoint of regular service, the conditions as evidenced
here conclusively show the effective possibilities of this

type of pole support.

FIG. 1—POLES REINFORCED BY STEEL CHANNELS ON LINES
OF PACIFIC LIGHT & POWER CORPORATION

How a Water-Tube Boiler Was Repaired by an
Electric Weld

By A. C. Lasher*

A severe leak at a defective joint under the cap on
one of the lower row of tubes in a water-tube boiler

recently developed at the power plant of the Macon
(Ga.) shops of the Central of Georgia Railroad. When
it was discovered the escaping steam and hot water had
cut a deep groove almost through the tube header and
had cut entirely through the steel shell of the mud drum
just below. The hole in the mud drum was small, but
the metal surrounding the hole, as well as that at the

bottom of the groove in the header, was dangerously
thin. The foreman boiler maker prescribed electric-arc

welding as the remedy. Since the power plant is some
distance from the electric-welding outfit in the machine
shop, and as sufficient heavy conductor cable to run a
temporary circuit was not available, an emergency arc

welding outfit was improvised from an unused 125-volt

steam-driven exciter in the engine room and a barrel of

water.

The switchboard ammeter and voltmeter of the ex-

•Electrlcal
Macon, Ga.

engineer Central of Georgia Railway Company,
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citer was usi'ti i.\ making all connections back of 1 1 1
*

•

exciter panel. The negative lead from the exciter was
taken t<> our suic of the water rheostat, which consi ited

of two plates ot' scrap theel Iron, L6 in. bj :'>o In., placed

parallel to each other and Immersed In barrel of salt

water. From tin- other side of the water rheostat s

lead was run to the operator'! electrode holder at the

job. For the return circuit the steam piping from the

boiler undergoing repair to the Frame of a 800-kw.
steam turlune was used. Sinee the latter was the most.

convenient point, h" was connected by means of a cable

to the positive bus <>f the exciter.

In order to secure proper adjustment of the water

rheostat, the circuit through the barrel tilled with fresh

water was first dosed by Clamping the electrode holder

to tin- framework Of the boiler setting. The exciter

voltage was then increased to about GO volts anil sulli-

cient common salt added gradually to the water to cause

the load to increase to 130 amp. The clamp on the boiler

framework was then disengaged and an arc started on a

piece of scrap boiler plate. The final adjustments were

made so as to maintain 130 amp. with 65 volts to 70

volts at the exciter. When satisfactory conditions of

current and voltage had been attained, using the scrap

piece of boiler plate as a test piece, work on the defec-

tive parts of the boiler was started.

Owing to the widely fluctuating load of from amp.

to 130 amp. before and after starting the arc, and to the

fact that the exciter was run at a low point on its

saturation curve the voltage regulation was somewhat
severe for this class of work. However, the welder,

being particularly skilled in his line, experienced no dif-

ficulty beyond a slight over-voltage at the instant of

making contact.

The job was completed so that the boiler was ready

for service in about two hours after first starting prep-

arations for the repair. Only twenty minutes of this

time was actually consumed in making the welds, the

remainder having been employed in setting up and ad-

justing the apparatus.

Points to Be Considered When Drying Out

Transformers

One method of drying out transformers consists of

applying a reduced emf. across the terminals of either

the high-voltage or low-voltage winding and short-

circuiting the other winding. At the rated frequency

only about 1 to 5 per cent of the rated voltage is re-

quired to force full-load current through a transformer

having a short-circuited secondary. Not more than one-

fifth normal current should be allowed, however, if the

transformer is not provided with its normal ventilation,

since its temperature will rise above 85 deg. C, which

is the maximum to which the insulation should be

subjected.

Consider, for example, that three 75-kva., 11,000/440-

volt, single-phase transformers must be dried out and

110 volts is the lowest pressure available for the pur-

pose. Then it would be advisable to connect the high-

voltage windings in series with the 110-volt circuit and

short-circuit the low-voltage windings. This would im-

press (110-^3) volts or about 0.3 per cent of 11,000

volts across the high-voltage windings. Such a pres-

sure would force about one-fifth normal current through

the windings. Thermometers should be placed between

the high-voltage and low-voltage coils, however, and

watched to see that the temperature does not become

excessive. The transformers should be kept in a box

with openings at the top and bottom to permit circula-

tion of the air. A check can be kept on the thermome-

ters by placing an ammeter in the short-circuited

winding and keeping the current down to one fifth the

full-load value. Another precaution li i<> place fuses in

each of the short circuited windings.

Another, and probablj the best, method of drying
transformers is to circulate warm air around and
through them. To accomplish this a motor-driven
blower can be arranged to drive air through a number
of electrically heated grids into the box containing the

transformer. A thermometer should be placed in the

inlet pipe leading from the grids to the box and the

temperature kept between SO deg. and 86 deg. C.

There is no definite rule lor ascertaining when all

of the moisture has been removed. With the larger

sizes of transformers the drying process should be con-

tinued until a megger test shows that the resistance of

the insulation has reached a constant value. At 50 deg.

C. the resistance should be at least 800 megohms when
the transformer is immersed in oil, and infinity when
in air. If a megger is not available the temperature
should be kept at 80 deg. C. for about seventy-two hours.

To dry oil for transformers, electrically heated grids

may be immersed in it, brought up to a temperature of

212 deg. Fahr., and maintained so for twenty-four to

forty-eight hours. The radiating surface of the grids

should be as large as possible, preferably not less than

1 sq. in. per 5 watts dissipated in the grid. Before
transferring the oil to the transformer it should be

filtered through layers of cheesecloth or an oil filter.

The foregoing instructions embody recommendations
by E. A. Quinn, general superintendent of the San
Joaquin Light & Power Corporation, Fresno, Cal.

False-Water-Line Arrangement for Steam-Heating

Systems

It is often desirable to maintain a false water line

in a heating system or in a certain portion thereof,

particularly in connection with central plants for heat-

ing. The water trap shown in the accompanying illus-

tration is a simple device arranged to accomplish this

result. While prohibiting the passage of steam, it al-

lows the free flow of condensation into the return main
as fast as it collects. The trap is ordinarily at the end

of the return main for each building at the point where
it connects with the central return main. A heavy seam-

\*Conneit to Low Pressure Steam Main

^%
\
False WaterLint\_

-Heavy Seamless
CopperFloat

'4'Pipe

Floor Flange

CONNECTION OF WATER TRAP TO MAINTAIN FALSE WATER
LINE

less copper float controls the balance valve installed in

the return main by means of a lever and a connecting

l*4-in. pipe. The trap is supported by a floor flange cast

solid and secured to. the floor. From the top of the

trap a l^-in. pipe is taken off and connected to the

low-pressure main. The height at which the trap is

set to maintain the false water line should be deter-

mined at each building and varies from 2 ft. to 6 ft.
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

and Engineering Press of the World

SERVICE RATES AND POWER-FACTOR
Methods of Adjusting Charges in Alternating-Current In-

stallations for Energy Consumption According to

the Power-Factor of the Consumer's Demand

In any alternating-current distribution system it is

in the interest of the generating plant that each con-

sumer should have as high a power-factor as possible.

But as unity power-factor is a practical impossibility,

it has often been proposed as fair and just that the

charge for energy consumption should not be for the true

energy consumption only, but that the consumer should

pay something for the wattless current for which he is

responsible. A method of charging on this principle is

in use, for instance, in Cleveland, Ohio. Prof. Riccardo
Arno of Italy has introduced the term "complex charge,"

his proposal being to charge for the number of true

kilowatt-hours plus a certain fraction of the difference

between the apparent and true kilowatt-hours. If this

fraction is, for instance, one-third, and e is the voltage

t

Now, if one wants to find Arno's "complex charge,"

2/3 ei cos 9 + 1/3 ei, in the above example, Fig. 2 shows
how the indications ei cos 9 of meter A and ei sin 9 of

meter B change with the phase difference 9. The ordi-

nates are the torques or speeds of the two meters. From
the ratio of the reading B to that of A (tang 9) Fig. 3

permits one to find directly the phase angle 9, the power-

factor cos 9, and that coefficient by which the reading

of meter A must be multiplied in order to find Arno's

"complex charge." This coefficient is given in three

curves, marked %, 1/3 and V2, corresponding to the

three cases in which the complex load is defined as the

real load plus one-quarter or one-third or one-half times

the difference of apparent and real load. For the case

1/3, for instance, if meter A reads 915 and B 3200, we
have tang 9 = 3200 -^ 915 = 3.5, and from Fig. 3 we
find a power-factor of 0.27, a phase difference of 74 deg.,
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FIG. 1—VOLTAGE AND
CURRENT VECTORS

FIG. 2—VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS FOR
VARIOUS PHASE DIFFERENCES

FIG. 3—CURVES OF POWER-FACTOR AND
COEFFICIENT TO GIVE "COMPLEX CHARGE"

and i the current and 9 the phase difference, the real

power is ei cos 9, the apparent power ei, and the "com-
plex charge" becomes ei cos 9 + 1/3 {ei — ei cos 9)
= 2/3 ei cos 9 + 1/3 ei. He measures this charge di-

rectly by adjusting the phase difference between voltage

flux and current flux in an ordinary Ferraris meter.

In the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift for Sept. 30 R.

Stoeppler discusses certain practical disadvantages of

this method, while he fully agrees with the fairness of

the principle. He proposes to use a double instrument,

one meter (A) measuring the real power ei cos 9, the

other meter (B) the product ei sin 9. In Fig. 1 the

voltage vector e and the current vector i form a phase
angle 9, and iw = ei cos 9 and im = ei sin 9. Let the

current coils of these two instruments be connected in

series, the voltage coils in parallel; then if the load is

non-inductive, the first meter (A) will run, the other

(B) will be at rest. When the load becomes inductive

and the reactive component increases, the speed of A
will decrease, that of B will increase. For a phase dif-

ference of 45 deg. the speeds of A and B will be equal.

and the coefficient 1.88 for determining Arno's complex
charge. Hence Arno's complex charge, 915 X 1-88 =
1720. That is, while the real load is 915 hours, the

charge on the basis of Arno's principle will be 1720 kw.

With this method the ordinary meters now in use for

single tariff, double tariff and maximum-demand tariff

may be continued in use, and it is only necessary to com-
bine any such meter with an analogous one giving ei sin

9. The principle of design of the latter is well known.
Mr. Stoeppler's article gives useful information on the

connections of such meters on three-phase systems.

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Three-Phase Transformers.—A. N. Airman.—

A

paper in which the author discusses the heat and tem-

perature rise of three-phase transformers and the de-

termination of the temperature rise by the increase of

the resistance method. He then takes up permissible

overload rating and gives results of overload tests of a
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i mr. n«- deals with tin- iludging oi

the oil, the overhaul of transformers, Are risks, and ;it

some length with the parallel running of three pfa

li-.u Some nolcs on windings in parallel, on

the relative advantages of the unsymmetrical core type

and the shell tj pe, on unbalancing of the supply system,

increased loss on high voltage, and the appearance of tii»'

thud harmonic in voltage between line and neutral, are

disCUSSed. Trans, of South A J rutin Inst. <>l Flee.

Engra., September, L916.

Direct-Current Armature Winding. F, Leysbeb,
An article illustrated by diagrams on the "chord wind

ing" (short-pitch winding) of direct-currenl armatu
with special reference to armature reaction, brush posi-

tion, ami voltage between segments. Elek. Zeit., Oct. 7,

L915.

Alternator with Pure Sim -Wave Fmf. W. SEEMANN.
—An illustrated translation in abstract of his German
paper, noticed some time ago in the Digest, on the

method of constructing alternators to obtain a pure sine-

wave emf. This is accomplished by altering the mag-
netic reluctance around the rotor by means of cutting

away the periphery of the rotor at the required places.

—London Electrician, Oct. 29, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Protection of Transformers Against Dangerous Rises

of Voltage.—Emil Wirz.—Gemecke has recently recom-

mended the use of resistors in parallel with trans-

formers to protect the transformer winding against

dangerous rises of voltage and has recommended espe-

cially the use of "silit" resistors, since the fact that

their resistance decreases rapidly with an increase of

the applied voltage makes them, in his opinion, particu-

larly adapted for this purpose. The present author does

not agree with this view, and recommends that if re-

sistors in parallel are used, those with a constant re-

sistance should be employed. In cases of particularly

frequent and high rises of voltage he recommends the

use of a choking coil containing iron in series with the

transformer without shunting the transformer, or to

shunt the transformer by a resistor but use in series

a choking coil without iron, which in this case must be

correctly dimensioned with respect to the transformer.

—Elek. ZeiL, Sept. 2, 1915.

British Municipal Station Report.—An account of

the annual report of the municipal electricity station

of Bradford for the year ended October, 1915. The
total number of kilowatt-hours sold was 28,743,718,

against '28,004,090 in the preceding year. The increase

in power supply has been considerable (almost 500,000

kw.-hr.), and bulk supply agreements have been entered

into with a number of consumers varying from 100 kw.

up to 1000 kw., or a total of 2900 kw. The load-factor

has risen from 26.7 in 1913 and 27.7 in 1914 to 27.9 in

1915. The total cost, including capital charges, was
2.14 cents per kilowatt-hour sold, against 2.20 cents the

year before. Since the total revenue was 2.46 cents,

there was a surplus balance of 0.23 cent per kilowatt-

hour sold. It was fortunate for the Bradford station

that contracts for the new plant had been placed and
were well in hand before the British government found
it necessary to control the outputs of engineering estab-

lishments or to adopt a policy of restricting capital ex-

penditure. Even so, the sum which had been provi-

sionally sanctioned in 1914 was somewhat reduced. A
new turbo-generator of 5000 kw. is so far completed

that preliminary trials of this set have been made.

—

London Electrician, Oct. 29, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Electromagnetic Induction.—G. W. O. HOWE.—An
article illustrated by diagrams discussing several prob-

lems on electromagnetic induction such as the question

"whether if a cylindrical bar magnet or a solenoid be

rotated about Its magnetic field will rotate with

it," and the other question "whet her the induction of

electromotive force should !>» considered as due to the

cutting of lines or to the Change of flux through a cir-

cuit." London EU et rieiuii
, Nov. 5, L915.

Charged Surface Layers Formed on the Electrodes

of Vacuum Tubes.—K. T. COMl'TON AND L. W. ROBS.

—

era! years ago it wa sd that metals which

had been used as cathodes in an X-ray discharge, in the

attempt to obtain fresh clean surface, exhibited abnor-

mal and very erratic photoelectric properties, especially

very high velocities of the electrons emitted. A later

investigation showed that such conditions were due to

some sort of surface phenomenon which had the effect

of greatly changing the contact difference of potential

between the emitting and receiving electrodes and thus

exposing the electrons to a strong accelerating or re-

tarding field. Because of the frequent use in research

of metallic films sputtered from cathodes and of metals

which have been exposed to X-ray discharges it is of

practical importance as well as theoretical interest to

understand the nature of this surface phenomenon, the

cause of its erratic behavior, and the methods by which

it may be controlled. The experimental investigation of

the authors leads to the following results: The abnor-

mal contact potentials produced on the electrodes by
high-potential discharges are due to and exist in insu-

lating films, such as wax or grease, on the surfaces of

the electrodes, and are reduced or eliminated by shield-

ing or avoiding all such substances. On insulating

films of small viscosity surface charges are produced by

convection currents in the film set up by the applied

field, even though this field may be too small to produce

a vacuum discharge. During a vacuum discharge a

charged layer of gaseous ions is deposited on the surface

of the insulating film. This charge is of a sign opposite

to that of the potential of the electrode during the dis-

charge and is therefore opposite to that produced by
convection currents. The apparent contact difference of

potential is the resultant of these two effects, whose
relative importance depends on the viscosity of the film

and the nature of the discharge.

—

Phys. Review, Sep-

tember, 1915.

Critical Field at a Discharging Point.—A. M. TYN-
dall.—It has been shown theoretically by Townsend
that if X is the critical field—namely, the field at the

start or cessation of discharge—at the surface of a

point of radius a, at a pressure p, then Xa is constant

so long as ap is constant. Direct determinations of the

critical field by measurement of the mechanical force

on a hemispherical point are shown to be in complete

agreement with theory. An expression for the critical

field as a function of pressure and radius of point, de-

duced on certain assumptions by Edmunds, is shown to

be in reasonable agreement with the experimental values

given in this and a previous paper. Further measure-

ments of the field at a point under varying conditions

of discharge have been made. The effect of supplying

the point with ions of a given sign from an external

source is briefly discussed in the light of the theory of

collisions.

—

Philos. Magazine, October, 1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Electrolytic Coating of Mirrors.—Large mirrors

which are coated with silver by the usual methods re-

quire a protecting coating at the back, and instead of

a varnish, such as was at one time in common use for

this purpose, a copper plating has been used as being

more efficacious in protecting the silver against oxida-

tion. The difficulty in applying the copper coating by

electrolysis lies in multiplying the number of contacts

at the surface so as to have an even distribution of
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current, care being necessary not to damage the very

delicate silver layer, which is almost infinitesimal

(about 0.0005 mm.). A description is given of a meth-

od in use in Paris in which the silver mirror is placed

horizontally, the copper anodes are bars above the mir-

ror, and current is taken off from the surface of the

silver cathode by means of special contact combs of par-

ticular design.—London Electrician, Oct. 8, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Highly Sensitive Electrometer.—A. L. PARSON.—An
illustrated description of a new electrometer which can

be constructed to have a rating as low as 4 cm. or 5

cm. and which in the model under discussion has a rating

of 9 cm. It is of simple construction and operation. Its

sensitivity is great enough for the detection of 10"'

volt, but it has not been made steady enough as yet to

detect an isolated potential difference less than about

3 X 10"' v°lt in practice. It is a modification of the

Dolezalek electrometer, which can by means of a me-

chanical adjustment be made to work in a condition ap-

proaching instability. The four quadrants are replaced

by four sectors arranged in pairs AB,
A'B', as in the cut, and the box form of

the quadrants is abandoned, the sectors

being cut from a single disk of metal 0.5

mm. thick. In the quadrant electrometer

the torsion of the quartz fiber is used

as a measure of the force on the needle

only source of its stability. In the

present case, however, the stability of the needle is

procured by an automatic disposition of electric forces,

and the torsion of the fiber is useful only for balancing

any dissymmetry in the electric forces such as may
arise from a slightly uneven mounting of the sectors.

In the more sensitive adjustments of the instrument,

however, this control by the torsion head is very valu-

able. As regards the electrical connections, the instru-

ment can be used in exactly the same way as the quad-
rant electrometer, and the needle can be charged either

by a constant battery through a conducting suspension

or by the simpler method of a charging switch. The
chief innovation is that the sectors are mounted on a

pair of arms pivoted scissors-like at the center, and that

and is the

the small gaps between A and B, A' and B' can be varied

in width from something very small to about 2 mm. by

the action of a micrometer screw. When the gap is

small and the sectors are at equal potentials, A and B
form a virtually continuous inducing surface opposite

the charged needle, and the capacity of the system is

highest when the needle hangs symmetrically over them.

This, therefore, is its stable position. If a difference

of potential is set up between AA' and BB', the needle

is deflected, at first nearly proportionally to the poten-

tial difference, and then less and less as it approaches

the large gaps at the sides. This is the least sensitive

way of using the instrument, and gives deflections at

the rate of about 3 mm. per millivolt (the scale being 5

meters distant). As the gap between A and B is wid-

ened, the needle becomes less and less stable in its cen-

tral position and the sensitivity greater and greater.

Just before instability is reached a stable deflection at

the rate of as much as 150 mm. per millivolt can be

obtained, but it is probably not worth while working
with deflections greater than about 40 mm. per millivolt.

—Phys. Review, November, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Mechanical Model of a Telephone Line.—F. BREISIG.

—The analogy between the propagation of mechanical

waves in elastic media and of electric waves over trans-

mission or telephone lines is well known. The author

describes a mechanical model which permits the demon-
stration of various phenomena in telephone lines, and
he shows that the analogy is very complete. The model

consists of rods which are connected together elas-

tically by means of springs. Several applications of this

model are described, especially relating to propagation

velocity, to the behavior of loading coils, etc.

—

Elek.

Zeit., Oct. 7, 1915.

Phantom Telephone Circuits.—An anonymous article

illustrated by numerous diagrams in which the advan-

tages and economies of superimposed or "phantom"
telephone circuits are discussed. The balancing of ex-

isting telephone circuits and the apparatus (repeating

coils) required to obtain a successful working of "phan-

tom" circuits are described in some detail.—London
Electrician, Oct. 22, 1915.

Book Reviews
Mechanical Drawing for Colleges and Universities.

By James D. Phillips and Herbert D. Orth. Chi-

cago: Scott, Foresman & Company. 284 pages,

295 illus. Price, $1.75.

The authors present a course in mechanical drawing
for college students who have had no previous experi-

ence in drawing. The course has been arranged with a

view not only of giving the student an appreciation of

the best commercial drafting-room practice but also of

developing in the student the power of imagination and
of co-ordinating the actions of the hands and eyes.

Representing as it does the experience of years spent in

the teaching of drawing, the book places in the hands
of the instructor a course which has been found to

fulfill both educational and commercial requirements.

The order that is followed in the drafting room has

been used by the authors in developing the course:

First, perspective sketching; second, orthographic

sketching; third, pencil mechanical drawing, and, lastly,

tracing and blueprinting. The authors have arranged
the course by distributing the introduction of theory

and the use of the various instruments so that the stu-

dent will comprehend both the theory and the application

at the same time.

Thomas' Register of American Manufacturers and
First Hands in All Lines. New York: Thomas
Publishing Company. 3100 pages. Price, $15.

This directory contains a list of 15,000 names of man-
ufacturers in the United States. It covers all lines of

manufactured articles—some 70,000 in number. The
capital ratings for each name, the A-Z alphabetical list

of names and the alphabetical trade-name list are fea-

tures especially worthy of mention. It will be found a

useful reference book by manufacturers in all lines of

trade throughout the United States, by city government
departments, consuls, exporters and importers, by indi-

vidual merchants, and, in short, by business men of

every description in all parts of the country.

Books Received

Machine Design. By Albert W. Smith. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 500 pages, 277 illus. Price, $3.

The Corrosion of Iron. By L. C. Wilson. New York:
The Engineering Magazine Company. 178 pages.

Price, $2.

Wireless Telegraphy. By Dr. J. Zenneck. Trans-

lated from the German by A. E. Seelig. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 442 pages, 467 illus.

Price, $4.
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Walter N. I'olaktn. who lias resigned
as superintendent of power for the New
York, Now llavon A Hartford Railroad,

has opened an office as consulting engi-

neer at Stamford, Conn. Mr. Polakov
was born in Russia in 187!) and received

his engineering education in Germany.
For the past fifteen years he has given

attention to problems of management
of central stations and industrial plants,

applying the principles of scientific

management to their operation. Mr.

Polakov has recently served as consult-

ing engineer for the board of estimate

and apportionment, the department of

docks and ferries, and the department

of electricity of New York City.

F. J. Rowe has been appointed super-

intendent of the electric-lighting sys-

tem of Social Circle, Ga.

C. H. Mason, formerly of Hornell,

N. Y., has been appointed manager of

the Dansville (N. Y.) Gas & Electric

Company, succeeding C. G. McAvoy.

Gardner J. Menut, who has been su-

perintendent of the Springfield (Vt.)

electric plant, has been appointed as-

sistant to the general manager of the

Claremont (Vt.) Power Company. Mr.
Menut was formerly employed by the

St. Johnsbury (Vt.) Electric Company.

Mm
of the Industry

< bang) • is r. i lonnel

and Poiil ion

Biographical Notei

Theodore B. Odell Is the new man

of the Rockland Light & Power
Company of Nyack, N. V.

C. G. McAvoy, formerly secretary

and general superintendent of the

Dansville (N. Y.) Gas <fc Electric Com-
pany, has been appointed superintend-

ent of the Hornell Electric Company,
Hornell, N. Y.

W. R. McLeod, who for the past three

and one-half years has been connected

with the Pennsylvania Utilities Com-
pany, Easton, Pa., in various capacities,

lias tendered his resignation, to become
effective Dec. 1, and will enter the em-
ploy of the Public Service Electric Com-
pany of Newark, N. J., as industrial

power engineer.

Harry J. Mclntyre, formerly secre-

tary and treasurer of the Mount Wash-
ington Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, Mount Washington, Md., and as-

sistant suburban-district manager of

the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light

& Power Company of Baltimore, has

been appointed general sales manager
of the Aladdin Lamp Corporation for

Maryland, Delaware and the District of

Columbia.

R. L. Baldwin has resigned as ap-

praisal engineer for the State Utility

Commission of Missouri, a position

which he has held for two years, and
has associated himself with the firm of

Burns & McDonnell, consulting engi-

neers of Kansas City, Mo., where he

will have charge of electrical work and
appraisal of electrical and other utili-

ties for the firm. Mr. Baldwin is a

graduate of the Missouri State Uni-

versity and was associated with Burns
& McDonnell before.

Dr. Colin G. Fink, the chairman of

the New York Section of the American
Electrochemical Society, is in charge

of the research laboratory of the Edi-

son Lamp Works of the General Elec-

tric Company at Harrison, N. J. After

graduating from Columbia University

in 1903, Dr. Fink went to Germany and
there studied under Ostwald, graduat-

ing from the University of Leipsic in

1907. Dr. Fink's degree of Ph.D. was
received for his thesis on heterogeneous

reactions with special reference to the

sulphur-trioxide process. Returning to-

America, he entered the research labo-

ratory of the General Electric Company
at Schenectady, where he engaged in

work on the tungsten filament and the

problem of ductile tungsten, making in

May, 1910, in his paper read before the

Pittsburgh Section of the American
Electrochemical Society, the first an-

nouncement of the achievement of duc-

tile tungsten and molybdenum.

H. W. Brunell has resigned as

power engineer for the Pennsylvania

Utilities Company of Easton, Pa., and

will hereafter be connected with a large

public service company in New York
City. Mr. Brunell came to Easton
from Oklahoma, where he had served

as engineer for H. M. Byllesby &

Staff of the Society for Electrical

Development, Inc.

The accompanying photograph shows the

New York office staff of the Society for

Electrical Development, Inc., which has

been actively connected with the develop-

ment and execution of plans for the celebra-

tion of Electrical Prosperity Week. Nov. 29

to Dec. 4.

Seated in the front row, from left to right,

are James P. Mallett of the engineering

division ; James M. Wakeman, general man-
ager, and H. W. Alexander, director of pub-
licity.

From left to right, standing: John T.

Kelly, in charge of the news bureau ; Theo-

dore Dwight, in charge of the commercial
section ; A. J. Edgell, manager of the win-
dow-display service bureau ; James Smieton^

Jr., secretary and treasurer ; William W.
Ayres, advertising department ; John A>
Randolph, trade-press editor ; C. Ridderhof

^

manager advertising department, and John

J. Reardon, assistant in the news bureau.

Other members of the society's staff, ab-

sent from this picture, are Harrison T.

Matthew, Pacific Coast representative, and

G. B. Muldaur and G. W. Hill, field lectur-

ers.
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Company. Mr. Brunell is the inventor

of a number of devices which have
•effected great savings in the operation

of electrically driven machinery in the

slate belt of Pennsylvania.

John E. S. Thorpe has been appointed
resident engineer by the Aluminum
•Company of America for its dam and
power house to be constructed on the

Yadkin River near Whitney, N. C.

David M. Bunn, superintendent of the

engineering and construction depart-

ment of the Appalachian Power Com-
pany, Bluerield, W. Va., has been ap-
pointed manager of the company's Blue-
field division.

George Derby has been appointed
superintendent of the electrical depart-

ment of the Lockport Light & Power
Company of Lockport, N. Y. Mr. Derby
was formerly engineer in charge of the

Elm Street power plant.

Walter F. Abbott, who for the last

six years has been assistant superin-

tendent of the Maine Water Company,
has been appointed superintendent of

the Bath division of the company, suc-

ceeding John C. Humphreys, resigned.

J. D. Mooney has been appointed
sales manager of the commercial de-

partment of the Hyatt Roller Bearing
Company, Newark, N. J. Mr. Mooney
was formerly in charge of belting sales

for the B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron,
Ohio.

A. Press, formerly chief engineer of

the American Transformer Company,
Newark, N. J., returned from England,
Nov. 11, where for the last two years
he has been teaching mathematics. Mr.
Press was at one time a designer with
the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Com-
pany at Norwood, Ohio, and afterward
served as a member of the faculty of

graduate studies of George Washing-
ton University, Washington, D. C. He
plans to take up educational work in

this country.

Jesse L. Jones, who was recently

elected president of the American In-

stitute of Metals, is chief chemist of

the research division of the engineer-

ing department of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Jones is a
graduate of Ohio State University and
•has been connected with the Westing-
house company since 1903.

A. K. Young, the president of the

Industrial Electric Heating Associa-

tion, which is holding its first regular

convention at Detroit, Mich., on Friday
and Saturday of this week, is the man-
ager of the commercial department of

the Toledo (Ohio) Railways & Light

Obituary

r
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Company. Mr. Young's first work in

the central-station field was with the

Doherty company ten years ago in Cin-

cinnati. Later he was transferred to

the Montgomery Light & Water Com-
pany at Montgomery, Ala., and from
there he went to Bristol, Pa., to the

Bristol Gas & Electric Company. Lat-
er, in 1911, Mr. Young served as con-

tract agent for the Brush Electric

Company of Galveston, Tex., from
which position he was called to take
charge of the new-business staff of the

Toledo Railways & Light Company. In

connection with Mr. Young's interest

in electric-heating work and in the ac-

tivities of the new association of which
he is president, it may be pointed out
that the Toledo company has connected
to its lines probably the largest cen-

tral-station heating customer in the
United States, the Willys-Overland Au-
tomobile Company, with 11,000 kw. in

electric enameling ovens.

Clarence E. Whitney, president of

the Whitney Manufacturing Company,
has been appointed a member of the

Board of Directors of the Hartford
(Conn.) Electric Light Company.

Emerson McMillan, chairman of the
board of the American Light & Trac-
tion Company, New York City, has
also been elected chairman of the
executive committee of the company,
succeeding the late Gen. Thomas Hub-
bard, and Frank S. Smith has been
elected a member of the executive com-
mittee to fill the vacancy caused in that
body because of the death of General
Hubbard.

E. L. Benton, superintendent of the
Lockport (N. Y.) Light & Power Com-
pany, has invented a device for the ex-
plosion of shrapnel cartridges and has
disposed of his patent rights to one of
the warring nations of Europe. Mr.
Benton may go to Europe to engage in

the manufacture of the caps. Mr. Ben-
ton was formerly superintendent of the
Citizens' Light & Power Company of
Colorado Springs, Col.

George Seward Baker, who in 1914
was appointed general manager of the
Chattanooga & Tennessee River Power
Company, succeeding Byron C. Burt,
with headquarters at Chattanooga,
Tenn., died at Chattanooga Nov. 10 as
the result, it is understood, of blood
poisoning from a minor operation. Mr.
Baker was a native of Portland, Me.,
and was for eight years employed by
the New York Edison Company of New
York City.

Herbert M. Wheeler, engineer in

charge of electrolysis and electrical dis-

tribution for the Chicago Surface Lines,
died suddenly Nov. 12, 1915, from a
blood lesion on the brain which devel-
oped while he was at the military train-
ing camp at Fort Sheridan. Mr.
Wheeler was born at Shawano, Wis., in

1876, and following his graduation in

electrical engineering at the University
of Minnesota in 1896, he was employed
by the Fort Wayne (Ind.) Electric Cor-
poration. His career as electrical engi-
neer in street-railway work began in

1899 with the North Chicago Street
Railroad, where he served as an as-
sistant engineer. Four years later he
resigned to become instructor in mathe-
matics and engineering at Lewis Insti-

tute, Chicago, and in 1907 he again re-

turned to railway work, becoming con-
nected with the Chicago Railway as
electrical engineer.

P. E. Huber, one of the founders of
the Oerlikon Works in Switzerland,
died at Zurich, Oct. 4, at the age of
seventy-nine. He was a native of
Zurich and received his education in

the local Polytechnic High School, of
which Alfred Escher was at the time
president. After practical experience
with the Sulzer firm in Winterthur and
with Escher, Wyss & Company in

Zurich, Huber in 1863 founded the firm
of P. E. Huber & Company at Oerlikon,
which, after various changes, in 1876
took the form of the Maschinenfabrik
Oerlikon. Huber continued to be the
active director in charge until 1894, and
from then until 1911 remained as presi-

dent of the advisory council of the firm,

of which he was a member at the time
of his death. He also served as presi-

dent of the Aluminum-Industrie A. G.,

Neuhausen.

11
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New Apparatus and Appliances
.1 Record oj Latest Developments and Improvements in Manufacturers'

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Recent Developments in Electrically Operated Toys

One of the outstanding features of

the latest electric toys Is their ftxptilftnl

construction. They are built to last

and to withstand the roughest Usage
Imposed upon them l>y their sturdy

young owners. Improvements in recent
years in the design of various ac-
cessories, particularly transformers and
rheostats, have also greatly increased
the flexibility and practical value of the
toys themselves.
Thoughtful parents are more and

more turning favorable attention to
providing electrically operated toys for
their boys and girls, for such toys not

FIG. 1—ELECTRICAL BATTLESHIP, PAT-
TERNED AFTER U. S. S. OREGON

only entertain but also arouse in the
youngsters an interest in the funda-
mental principles of electricity. In fact,

some of these electric toys might well
be used in elementary laboratories for
purely instructional purposes. Many of
the manufacturers are employing such
care in making their miniature trains,

boats, aeroplanes, etc., exact copies of
the originals that frequently the models
have been utilized in classrooms.
The business in electric toys in this

country is growing very rapidly. The
increase each year is said to be about
50 per cent. New toy-manufacturing
companies are being formed continually,

and the older companies are increasing
the size of their plants. With the cessa-
tion of imports from Germany and
Austria, American concerns are offer-

ing substitutes not only as good as the
foreign product but in many cases of
better quality, and at lower prices.

Various manufacturers have been
especially active in developing new

motors operating on alternating cur-
rent. Bach type is equipped with a

lever for providing various potentials,

the former having a range of from 2

FIG. 2—ELECTRIC MOTORBOAT MODEL

volts to 17 volts and the latter of from
5.5 volts to 10 volts. The third type of

transformer, shown in Fig. 7, has been

designed for use with the toy motor
shown in Fig. 15.

In Fig. 9 is shown a toy transformer
brought out by the Fort Wayne Elec-

tric Works of the General Electric

Company, Fort Wayne, Ind., which is

designed to withstand rough usage and
to be thoroughly safe in the hands of

children. It is being made in two sizes

with ratings of 50 watts and 100 watts.

The device is equipped with a radial

switch, by means of which ten different

secondary voltages can be obtained. It

is finished in black with bronze switch
mechanism. Fig. 8 illustrates what is

described as a 6-volt or terminal-type
transformer, which is designed for

operating the smaller class of toys.

The instrument is rated at 50 watts.

It is housed in a cast-iron cover and is

equipped with 9 ft. of flexible cord and
an attachment plug. Fig. 11 illustrates

the master-lever type of toy trans-

former, which has a potential range of

from volt to 30 volts, the change in

voltage being accomplished by shifting

the lever from contact to contact. The
transformer is also provided with a tap
for providing energy at 6 volts for

operating miniature lamps while the in-

strument is being used to operate elec-

trical toys. The cover is of blue-glazed
porcelain and is equipped with nickeled

hardware. The body is constructed of

an aluminum fitting, and the base of a
malleable-iron spider casting. The de-

vice is rated at 125 watts and is being
designed for various commercial fre-

quencies and voltages. The two latter-

named transformers are being made by

St reet, New York. The device has been
designed particularly for use with the
company's electric trains and other out-

fits, but may also be employed with
annunciators, bells, burglar alarms,
wireless apparatus, etc. The coils are
inclosed in an insulating compound so
that the transformer is impervious to

the effects of heat, air, oil or water.
It is inclosed in a steel case finished in

black enamel and provided with a brass
plate giving the index of the voltages
obtainable. All other metal parts are
nickel-plated and polished. The cord
entrance is protected with a porcelain
ring. The device is designed to give

FIG. 3—ELECTRIC LAKE FREIGHTER IN
MINIATURE

pressures in 1.5-volt steps from 1.5

volts to 24 volts.

Toy Motors

Among the recent developments in

low-voltage toy motors several inter-

esting types are shown herewith. In

Fig. 15 is illustrated a low-voltage toy
motor of the Universal type made by
the Viking Electric Company, 150
Chambers Street, New York. The ma-
chine operates on alternating current

at a pressure ranging from 4 volts to

6 volts, energy being taken from an
ordinary 110-volt lighting circuit, the

pressure being reduced by means of a
special transformer which is shown in

Fig. 7. The "Veco" motor, as it is

called, may also be operated on two
ordinary dry cells. The motor is pro-

vided with removable pole pieces and
detachable cast-iron base. The arma-
ture core is of high-grade steel lamina-
tions. Being of the three-pole type,

the motor is designed to start without
assistance when the circuit is closed.

FIG. -ELECTRIC TRAIN WHICH OPERATES ON OVAL TRACK 39 IN. LONG

types of toy transformers. In Figs. 5,

6 and 7 are shown transformers made
by the Viking Electric Company, 150

Chambers Street, New York. The first

two types are designed for use with toy

the Packard Electric Company, Warren,
Ohio.

The toy transformer shown in Fig. 10

is being made by the Lionel Manufac-
turing Company, 48 East Twenty-first

The brushes are of phosphor bronze and
are made two-ply to allow for wear.
The shaft is % in. in diameter and is

equipped with a grooved pulley to drive

small models, mechanical toys, etc. A
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«
FIG. 5—TRANSFORMER WITH

LARGE VOLTAGE RANGE

FIG. 6— TRANSFORMER
WITH PRESSURE
RANGE OF FROM 5.5

VOLTS TO 10 VOLTS
FIG. 7- -TOY-MOTOR TRANS-

FORMER
FIG. 8—FIXED-VOLTAGE TYPE OF

TOY TRANSFORMER

starting switch is provided on the front

hood. The motor is finished in black

enamel with nickel-plated trimmings.
Another motor made by the Lionel

Manufacturing Company, 48 East.
Twenty-first Street, New York, is

shown in Fig. 12. It is designed to

operate on one or two dry cells and is

provided with three speeds. It is

equipped with two pulleys, a drum with
triple-reduction gear and a reversing
controller.

is illustrated in Fig. 17. The motor

operates at three different speeds. The
gears are cut from solid metal, and the

manufacturer points out that they run

smoothly. The commutator is provided

with heavy hard-copper segments which
are carefully insulated with mica. The
machine operates on from 3 volts to 5

volts. It weighs 1 lb. complete and is

3.25 in. high. Black-enamel finish with

nickel trimmings is employed on this

machine, which is being placed on the

insuring free circulation and conse-

quently rapid cooling. The steel base

is enameled and other parts are nickel-

plated. The rheostat is 5 in. long, 2.5

in. wide and 1 in. high.

The Knapp Electric Novelty Com-
pany has also developed a new rheostat,

which is shown in Fig. 20. It is de-

signed to regulate the current of bat-

tery motors, wireless sets, electro-

plating apparatus, etc. The scale is

graduated to 0.5 ohm, but the actual

fig. 9- -TRANSFORMER WITH DIFFERENT SECONDARY
VOLTAGES

FIG. 10—TOY TRANSFORMER WITH PRES-

SURE RANGE OF FROM 1.5 VOLTS TO 24

VOLTS

FIG. 11 — TOY TRANS-
FORMER WITH PRES-
SURE RANGE UP TO 30
VOLTS

A five-speed motor which operates on

one or two dry cells, weighing 1.5 lb.

complete, is shown in Fig. 16. The
motor is equipped with two gears and
small pinions with seven-to-one reduc-

tion. A starting and reversing switch

is also provided. The outfit is espe-

cially adapted for use with toys built

up from structural-steel outfits and
other mechanical devices. The motor
is being placed on the market by the

Knapp Electric & Novelty Company,
511 West Fifty-first Street, New York.
Another battery-operated motor pro-

vided with starting, stopping and re-

versing switch and speed reduction gear

market by the Kendrick & Davis Com-
pany, Lebanon, N. H.

Rheostat for Use with Batteries

A battery rheostat for use with dry
or storage batteries is illustrated in

Fig. 19, and has been developed by the

Lionel Manufacturing Company, par-

ticularly for increasing or decreasing
the speed of its toy trains, motors, etc.

It consists essentially of a porcelain

tube wound with a small resistance

wire and mounted on a steel frame. A
sliding finger is provided for increasing
or decreasing the speed of the trains.

The coil is entirely exposed to the air,

variation on the slide is less. The high-

resistance wire is wound on a porcelain

tube. The tube is 4 in. by 0.75 in and

is mounted on a base 5.5 in. by 2.375 in.

The rheostat weighs 10 oz. It is de-

signed for a total resistance of 15 ohms
and has a maximum rating of 3 amp.
Another piece of apparatus brought

out by the Knapp company especially

for use by children, and which is par-

ticularly attractive on account of its

educational features, is the electro-

magnet illustrated in Fig. 22. It con-

sists of a U-shaped magnet yoke 0.25

in. in diameter with two coils, 1.25 in.

by 0.75 in., each of which is wound so

as to have a resistance of 5 ohms. The
total weight of the magnet is 6 oz.

With the idea of educating young

FIG. 12—BATTERY-OPERATED TOY MOTOR
FIG. 13—"TEDDY BEAR"
WITH ELECTRIC EYES

FIG. 14—ELECTRICAL SET FOR EDUCATING
CHILDREN
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persons in tin- principles of electricity

and at tlic sanu' time providing amuse-

ment, an interesting electrical set or

experimental laboratory, as it is called,

has been developed. The outfit, which

is shown in Fig. 1 I. consists of a small

motor, a switch for reversing and start

wonderment in the; nun,cry anil play-

room, hut as features of every com-
plete electric toy display. The Lionel

Manufacturing Company, 48 East
Twenty-first Street, New York, which

'»Suf_V-

,. u; . 10—BATTERY RHEOSTAT

mg, a 15-ohm resistance coil, a pair of

electromagnets, a permanent magnet, a

galvanometer with compass, a box of

iron tilings and a dry cell. A book of

instructions with many drawings and

directions is provided with the set. It

takes up the subject of motors and

dynamos, windings and connections, the

reversing of the direction of current, the

effect of resistance on the speed and

power, magnets, both permanent and

lamed by slightly pressing the linger

against I
lie edge of the disk or on the

wooden handle I hown in the illustration.

The device may also he employed a |

FIG. 20—REGULATING RHEOSTAT

specializes in the manufacture of elec-

tric trains, has brought out the train

shown in Fig. 4. This is an exact

replica in miniature of a New York
Central train, comprising an electric

locomotive, a mail car and two Pullman
cars. The train operates on a curved

track formed of eight sections, making
an oval 39 in. long. Included in the

outfit is a controlling rheostat. The
train runs in one direction only and is

31.5 in. long. The cars and locomotives

are of stamped steel and may be

PIC. 22—U-SHAPED ELECTROMAGNET

electro, their lifting power and other

uses, and the magnetic curves demon-
strated by iron filings on glass; resist-

ance and electrical measurements, the

action of the solenoid, etc. The outfit

is mounted on a handsomely finished

base, 11 in. by 7 in., with holders for

the different appliances. It is being

placed on the market by the Knapp
Electric & Novelty Company, 511 West
Fifty-first Street, New York.

Miniature Electric Trains

Of all the numerous electric toys, the

small electric trains are among the most
popular, serving not only as objects of

FIG. 21 — WIRELESS RECEIVING TRANS-
FORMER

motor for operating small mechanical

toys. It is finished in red enamel with
polished nickel trimmings and operates

on one dry cell. The electric top is

being made by the Kendrick & Davis
Company, Lebanon, N. H.

"Teddy Bear"

Another interesting novelty which
will appeal especially to the small girl

FIG. 23—ELECTRIC TOP

dropped on the floor, it is claimed, with-

out being injured. Various types of

these electric trains are being made.

Some are patterned after steam rail-

road trains. Some of the trains can be

moved forward or backward if desired.

Illumination is provided by miniature

lamps, the various accessories including

electrically lighted semaphores, lamp-

posts, etc.

Electric Top

An interesting novelty in the form of

an electric top is shown in Fig. 23.

Four color disks are provided, with

which beautiful color effects can be ob-

FIG. 24—ROTARY SPARK-GAP

is the "Teddy bear" shown in Fig. 13.

This toy has eyes that "flash." The
eyes are lighted by a battery inside the

toy which can easily be removed by
unfastening two glove buttons in the

back of the bear. The bulbs which
form the eyes can also be readily re-

moved by simply unscrewing the old

bulbs and putting in the new ones. The
"Teddy bear" is made in brown, black

and white. The brown bears are pro-

vided with green eyes, the black with

red, and the white with pink eyes. The
toy is being placed on the market by
the Interstate Electric Novelty Com-
pany, 49 Park Place, New York.

FIG. 25

—

SPARK-GAP FIG. 26—ROTARY VARIABLE CONDENSER FIG. 27—CRYSTAL DETECTOR HOLDER
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Wireless-Telegraph Apparatus

Boys who are equipped with an in-

ventive mind naturally turn to wireless

apparatus. The J. H. Bunnell & Com-
pany, 32 Park Place, New York, has

recently brought out several new de-

vices for amateur wireless outfits.

Included among these is a receiving

transformer (Fig. 21), which has

fifteen taps brought out to contact

points mounted on the side of the

primary cabinet and controlled by a

quick-acting radial switch. The sec-

FIG. 28—ELECTRIC TOY "STEAM ENGINE"

ondary coil of the "Jove" receiving

transformer, as it is called, is provided

with six taps brought out to contact

points on the end of the drum and con-

trolled by a quick-acting, self-adjusting

spring-type lever. The transformer is

14 in. long by 5.5 in. wide by 4.5 in.

high.

In Fig. 24 is shown a "Mascot" rotary

spark-gap. The rotary wheel is of one
piece of polished hard rubber and 6 in.

in diameter, with a circular brass bor-

der on which twelve zinc electrodes are

mounted. The standards are of highly

polished brass 3% in. high, having con-

cealed springs for making rapid and
permanent adjustments. Insulated

handles are of hard rubber. The "Jove"
spark-gap, shown in Fig. 25 is provided

with 0.5-in. electrodes, each of which is

equipped with five 1.25-in. radiators.

The uprights are equipped with metal

buttons on the top for controlling con-

cealed springs. The base is of glazed

porcelain. In Fig. 27 is shown a "Jove"

crystal detector holder, the base of

which is of porcelain with black glaze

finish. In Fig. 26 is shown a "Beeko"

rotary variable condenser, which is in-

closed in a hard-drawn dust-proof brass

case with black-rubber finish. It con-

sists of twenty-one movable and

twenty-two stationary aluminum plates.

When mounted in a horizontal position

the rotary will remain set at any point

without the use of balancing weights.

The size over all is 3.75 in. by 4.25 in.

The Viking Electric Company, 150

Chambers Street, New York, has also

just brought out a transformer for

wireless sets which is being made in

sizes rated at 1 kw., 0.5 kw. and
0.25 kw., giving voltages of 1000 volts,

1300 volts and 2000 volts. The device,

which is shown in Fig. 18, is provided

with a three-point key switch that can-

not be taken out when the circuit is

closed. It is equipped with glass feet

and a safety gap so that in case of

trouble with the condenser a charge
will take place across the gap and
thereby save the transformer coils.

Electric Engines and Boats

The Menominee Electric Manufactur-
ing Company, Menominee, Mich., is

making the devices shown in Figs. 28
and 29, which are modeled after modern
steam engines of the horizontal and
vertical types. They consist merely of

an electromagnet with the armature
connected to a crankshaft. They are
constructed with a heavy cast-iron

frame enameled bright red. Each en-
gine is reversible. Counter shafts are

provided to drive hoists and derricks.

The Rose Manufacturing Company,
Rockefeller Building, Cleveland, Ohio,

is making what it calls the "Yankee
fleet" electrically propelled boats,

models of a motorboat, trawler or lake

freighter and battleship being shown
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. The motors are

operated on one or two dry cells. By
setting the rudders the boats may be

propelled in any direction desired. The
boats are of well-seasoned white pine

and are finished in oil paint of various

FIG. 29—ELECTRIC "STEAM ENGINE" WITH
OVERHEAD SHAFT

colors. The motorboat model is 36 in.

long, 5.75 in. wide and has a draft of

15 in. It is equipped with a removable

canopy top. The ocean trawler or lake

freighter is patterned after a typical

freighter and will carry a cargo. It is

36 in. long, 5.75 in. wide and has a

draft of 2 in. The battleship is modeled
after the famous U. S. S. Oregon and
is provided with movable turrets and
guns and operated by twin screws.

The length of the battleship is 36 in.,

the width 9.7 in., and the draft 25 in.

Electric Toaster with Rack for Drying Bread and

Keeping Toast Warm
A new toaster just brought out by the Simplex Elec-

tric Heating Company of Cambridge, Mass., is designed

to toast two large or four small slices at one time. In

the toasting operation crumbs do not get on the table

but drop to the nickeled base, from which they may be
easily removed. The device is of steel which is copper-

plated with nickel finish, and it is equipped with a rack

for drying bread and keeping toast hot. A wooden
handle is attached to each of the doors so as to make it

convenient and easy to turn or remove the toast without
burning one's fingers.

The toaster described in this article is equipped with a

lamp-socket plug, a cord, and a detachable connector,

and is rated at 450 watts.

Electric Radiant Heater

A portable electric radiant heater with polished-

copper reflector and handle for carrying it from place to

place is shown in the accompanying illustration. The
device is of steel finished in old bronze and weighs only

4 lb. When the circuit is closed, individual glower units

of the button type give the appearance of a glowing bed
of live coals. The device is provided with a detachable

plug, 8 ft. of brown silk cord, and a lamp-socket attach-

ment plug. Uses to which the heater may be put, as

suggested by the manufacturer, the American Electrical

Heater Company, Detroit, Mich., are heating bathrooms,

nurseries, automobiles, exposed offices for ticket sellers,

small living-rooms, etc. The heater is rated at 600

watts and is 8 in. deep, 16 in. wide and 11 in. high.

ELECTRIC TOASTER FOR PREPARING TWO SLICES AT A TIME 600-WATT RADIATOR HEATER WITH BUTTON-TYPE ELEMENTS
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Electric Iron vrlth Heat intensified at Point

rhe Rocheeter Stamping Company, Rot M. ¥ ,

has just brOUghl "lit an elect rically operated iron with

its heating element so designed that the heat developed
oio intense at the point than in any other portion of

the iron, enabling one to iron up into tucks ami folds

V—
-_^=\'--r-

ELECTRIC ikon Willi ATTACHED STAND

ami over damp clothes without the iron becoming cold

at the tip- The heating element is so insulated that the

top of the iron, the manufacturer points out, is always
cool. An attached stand is provided which enables one
to tip the iron back when not in use, instead of lifting

it on and off a detached stand.

Sell -Contained Unit for Indirect and Semi-Indirect

Lighting

A number of different types of ornamental fixtures

for indirect and semi-indirect lighting, several of which
are shown in the accompanying illustrations, are being

placed on the market by the Mohrlite Company, Urbana,
Ohio. Each unit consists essentially of a diffusing re-

flector which projects the light upon a cone-shaped dif-

fusing surface. This surface forms the upper part of

the fixture, which is attached to the ceiling. Its curves

and reflecting surface are designed to distribute an

even illumination over a wide area, at the same time

directing sufficient light to the ceiling and side walls to

bring them out properly. The units can be so arranged

as to lend themselves in character and design to interior

decorating schemes, or they may embody some distinc-

tive decorative feature of their own. The color of light

may be easily controlled by tinting the reflecting sur-

face, or where special effects are desired, a thin gelatine

screen can be dropped over the lamps, causing the en-

tire surface of the fixture to produce a glow of the de-

sired color.

The unit shown in Fig. 1 has been designed chiefly

for commercial purposes, being suitable for use in as-

sembly halls, auditoriums, art galleries, banks, etc. It

is built in sizes ranging in depth of from 12 in. to 23 in.

and with the diameters of the top ranging from 15 in.

to 31.5 in. Lamps with a rating of from 15 watts to

500 watts are used with the fixture. The unit illustrated

in Fig. 2 is of Pompeian design and is particularly well

suited for dining-rooms, Pompeian courts, libraries and
art galleries. It is 23 in. deep, with a diameter of the

iop Ol 11 in., ami is equipped with six lamps with ratings
of from 100 watt* to 1 60 watts. A unit which
may he employed for semi-indirect or indirect lighting

is illustrated in Pig. .'5. It is highly ornamental and is

<• pecially designed for residences, clubs, apartments,
etc. The lower howl may lie made of white glass or of

an opaque reflector. The fixture is 16 in. deep and the
diameter of the top is 24.6 in. Three and four lights

with ratings of 15 watts to GO watt: are employed with
the unit.

Electrically -Operated Hot-Plates

I "i use in hotels, restaurants, cafes and residences
the West inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently added several type

electric hot-plates similar to those shown herewith to

its line of heating devices. It is claimed that no special

utensils are needed with the hot-plates as they are
equipped with radiant heaters with all the heat at the

fig. 1—COMBINED UNIT WITH 10-IN. AND 8-IN. HOT-
PLATES

top and are very efficient with ordinary cooking vessels.

The hot-plates are made in the 8-in. and 10-in. sizes or

the two types are combined in one unit, as shown in

Fig. 1. The 8-in. heater switches have four positions,

for high heat, medium heat, low heat and "off" or no
heat. No energy is wasted at any heat, the manufac-
turer asserts, the connections being such as to utilize

all the energy consumed and to produce uniform heat-

ing. In the 10-in. heater three separate switches are

employed by means of which an area 6 in., 8 in. or 10 in.

figs 10-IN. ELECTRIC HOT-PLATES

in diameter may be illuminated. Non-corrosive mate-

rial is used for the heating elements, and water or food

spilled over the heater will not damage it. The porce-

lain brick on which the heating element is assembled is

designed to withstand rough usage. Deflector plates

below the heaters prevent scorching the table, protect

the connections and increase the efficiency of the heater.

figs. 1, 2 AND 3- -COMMERCIAL SEMI-INDIRECT UNIT, ORNAMENTAL INDIRECT-LIGHTING FIXTURE OF POMPEIAN

DESIGN, AND UNIT FOR EITHER INDIRECT OR SEMI-INDIRECT LIGHTING
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Hospital Signal-Lighting System

The lighting system of a modern hospital is usually

controlled from one or more distributing panelboards

on each floor. Branch circuits from these panels are

run to the various rooms, and the lighting of each room
is controlled by a switch in the side wall. Separable

flush receptacles are installed in each room as outlets

for fans, heating pads, reading lamps and other port-

able electric objects.

Herewith is shown a diagram of a simple system
which utilizes the standard circuits and is installed so

that an indicating signal can be readily given by the

patient. A green lamp is placed over the door inside

the patient's room, and over the door outside the pa-

tient's room a red lamp is installed. Inside the nurses'

room is a red lamp for each patient's room, and a pend-

ent switch is placed in a convenient location and within

easy reach of the patient. The switch is connected in

series with the line through a flush receptacle of the

separable type.

When desiring to call a nurse, the patient pushes the

switch button, which lights the lamps inside and outside

of the patient's door and the lamp in the nurses' room.

SOAhD.
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HOSPITAL
SIGNAL LIGHTING
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DIAGRAM SHOWING SYSTEM OF SIGNAL LAMPS FOR A
HOSPITAL

The lamps will burn until the nurse visits the patient

and turns them off at the pendent switch. In addition to

the pendent-switch control, the system may also be oper-

ated by a push-button switch installed in the side wall.

If desired, a single button lock-type push-button

switch can be employed. This switch when operated by

the patient is locked in the "on" position, and it is neces-

sary for the nurse to use a key to turn off the lamps.

The system has been developed by the General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

The machine is self-cleaning, it is declared; that is,

for every pound of coffee placed in the hopper a pound
of granulated or pulverized coffee is delivered to the

receiving cans. As a protection to curious persons,

especially children, wire gauze is placed in the spouts

which lead to the receiving can, thus preventing any-

Electric Coffee Mill

The motor-driven coffee mill illustrated herewith is

designed to granulate from 1 lb. to 2 lb. and to pul-

verize from 0.25 lb. to 0.5 lb. of coffee per minute,

depending upon the condition of the coffee. The ca-

pacity of each hopper is about 3 lb. The mill, the

hoppers and the receiving cans are completely in-

closed, preventing dirt from accumulating inside. A
positive pin release is provided so as to prevent dam-
age to the mill should a nail or other foreign matter

get into the burrs. A dial indicator is provided on the

regulator on each end of the mill by means of which

the degree of fineness of granulating or pulverizing

can be regulated even while the machine is running.

MOTOR-DRIVEN MILL FOR GRINDING AND PULVERIZING

COFFEE

one from getting his fingers into the working parts.

The device is so arranged that coffee can be granu-

lated and pulverized at the same time. The machine
is finished in red with black and gold striping. The
hoppers are of brass which is nickel-plated. A
%-hp. repulsion induction-type single-phase motor,

manufactured by the Century Electric Company, St.

Louis, Mo., is utilized to operate the coffee mill. Ten
feet of cord and a plug are employed so that the ma-
chine can be connected to any ordinary lighting

socket.

A Toaster with Device for Turning the Toast

A recent addition to the line of electric utensils

being placed on the market by the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

is the "turnover" toaster shown in the accompanying

illustration. By turning the knob near the bottom the

"TURNOVER" TOASTER

frame is thrown outward, while wire catches at the

bottom trip the toast in such a way that it slides along

the frame, browned side down. On turning the knob

back again the toast is raised to a vertical position

with the fresh side toward the heater. The heating

element consists of a continuous coil of resistance
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wire wound on a porcelain plate. The resistance [a

distributed as to produce uniform beating, taking
into account the variation In heating effect caused by
the vertical position of the heater. The device is

nickel-plated and highly polished end has a shelf for

warming plates or keeping toasl or coffee hot.

Electric Sewing-Machine Motor

a new type of motor has been developed bj the West
Inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Easl
Pittsburgh, Pa., for use with the portable domestic
Bewing machine made by the Wilcox & Gibbs Sewing
Machine Company, 668 Broadway, New York. The
motor is directly connected to the machine shaft, as

shown in the accompanying illustration. The speed of

the motor, and hence of the needle, is under the control

of the operator from a special foot pedal. In this pedal
is a specially constructed resistor which has virtually

an unlimited number of steps, giving speed control from
one stitch at a time up to 1800 stitches per minute.
As the latter speed is higher than is practicable, an
adjustable stop is provided so that the operator may
easily adjust the maximum speed to suit her own taste.

The manufacturer points out that the acceleration is

always smooth regardless of what speed is desired, and

SMALL MOTOR DIRECTLY CONNECTED TO PORTABLE SEWING
MACHINE

that there is no jerking or breaking of threads. No
brake is necessary because the motor quickly comes to a

stop, since the large flywheel required with foot power
is ndt included in the apparatus. The motor is of the
compensator universal type, permitting it to be used
on any 110-volt circuit, whether of 25 cycles, 60 cycles

or 133 cycles.

Semi-Indirect-Lighting Unit for Commercial
Installations

A unit designed for semi-indirect commercial lighting,

consisting of an enameled reflector which fits on a 2.25-

in. or 3.25-in. shade holder, a translucent glass shade,
and an attachment which connects the shade to the
reflector by means of wing nuts that may be adjusted
to bring the shade nearer or farther away from the
reflector, is shown herewith. The "Simplexlite," as the
device is called, is made in four sizes, for lamps varying
in rating from 60 watts to 500 watts. The units can

be attached to any pendenl or rigid fixture merely by
removing the old shade and attaching the fixture In its

place. The wing-nul adjustment may also be used to

make the fixture conform with different type of Lai

a ii* iii. reflector Is employed for lamps with ratings

of 60 watts to 100 watte, I I In. reflector for lamp

COMMERCIAL SEMI-INDIRECT-LIGHTING UNIT

with ratings of from 100 watts to 200 watts, a 16-in.

reflector for lamps with ratings of from 200 watts to

300 watts, and an 18-in. reflector for lamps with ratings

of 300 watts to 500 watts. The fixture is being placed

on the market by the Simplexlite Company, 138 West
116th Street, New York.

Motor-Driven House Pump
A new electrically operated water pump for residence

service being marketed by the Columbiana Pump Com-
pany of Columbiana, Ohio, is of the double-acting cylin-

der type and has a capacity of 125 gal. per hour when
operating at 120 r.p.m. to 135 r.p.m. The plunger is of

brass and the cylinder is brass-lined, minimizing cor-

rosion, and, it is claimed, insuring long life. The air

intake can be regulated to take any desired proportion
of air and water at each stroke, or the air can be shut
off entirely. To insure quiet operation, the vacuum
chamber is placed on the intake side. The tank is being
made in sizes of either 52 gal. or 100 gal. It is elec-

trically welded, heavily galvanized and absolutely air-

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED PUMP FOR RESIDENCE SERVICE

tight and rust-proof. A Westinghouse 1/6 hp. motor
of the CA alternating-current or CD direct-current type

is used to operate the pump. A spring idler maintains
the fiat belt at the proper tension at all times and in-

sures quiet operation. Automatic switches can be set

to start and stop the motor at predetermined pressures.
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Glass Fixtures for Gas-Filled Lamps
Monax glass is a light-weight, heat-resisting material

utilized to make globes and bowls for gas-filled lamps.

The glass withstands high temperatures, it is claimed,

in spite of the fact that it is extremely light, weighing
from one-third to one-half as much as "opal" or "cased"

glass. The lightness in weight is a very desirable

feature, as it is obviously easier to handle a light globe

than a heavy one. It is not necessary to sand-blast

either the inside or the outside of the bowls or globes

made of Monax glass, thereby eliminating a possibility

of weakening the glass and of providing a means for

collecting dirt easily. By blowing the glass very thin

the amount of light which is absorbed is reduced to a

minimum. All globes and bowls made of Monax glass-
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FIGS. 1 AND 2—LIGHTING FIXTURES WITH SPECIAL GLASS

FOR GAS-FILLED LAMPS

ware are ventilated for use with gas-filled lamps.

Monax glassware is being employed by the Macbeth-

Evans Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., with its "Ajax"
lighting equipment.

Miniature Transformers

An interesting line of small transformers has recently

been placed on the market by the Packard Electric

Company, Warren, Ohio. The transformer shown in

Fig. 1 is designed for operating door bells, door openers,

buzzers, annunciators and all classes of small signaling

devices. These transformers are very small in size,

light in weight, and are designed to take the place of dry

batteries. When once connected to an alternating-cur-

rent lighting circuit of the proper voltage and fre-

quency, they are practically indestructible, the manu-
facturer claims, and will last a lifetime.

The instrument shown in Fig. 2 is of the heavy-duty

bell-ringing type and is adapted for use in ringing large

gongs in schoolhouses, factories, etc. The device is of

similar design to that shown in Fig. 1, with the excep-

tion that the case is of cast iron and is designed to pro-

vide three voltages (6 volts, 12 volts and 18 volts),

which makes it very flexible, it is claimed, for operating

bells installed on long or short circuits. The trans-

former has a rating of 50 watts and is designed to oper-

ate on any commercial frequency. Transformers of the

type described are being made for 110-volt and 220-

volt service.

FIGS. 1 AND 2—TRANSFORMERS FOR OPERATING DOORBELLS,

DOOR OPENERS, ETC., AND GONGS

The instrument shown in Fig. 3 is adapted for use

with tungsten-lamp sign-lighting systems. The active

element is housed in a cast-iron case, which is treated

with two coats of baked enamel. Both primary and

secondary terminal wires are inclosed in porcelain bush-

ings of the weather-proof type. The instruments are

FIG. 3—SIGN-LAMP TRANSFORMER

being made for all standard voltages and frequencies

with ratings ranging from 100 watts to 2500 watts.

The prime function of the transformer is to reduce

the pressure from 100 volts or 220 volts to 11 volts,

which permits the use of the 11-volt high-efficiency

tungsten lamp in the sign.

Electrical Equipment for Enabling the Deaf to Hear

The Globe Ear-Phone Company of Boston, Mass., has

recently placed on the market several new designs of

telephone receivers and transmitters for deaf persons,

the apparatus marking a distinct step toward increased

FIG. 1
—"LORGNETTE PHONE" FOR USE OF DEAF PERSONS

flexibility of use, service of a less conspicuous char-

acter in certain applications, and instrumental power

adapted more closely to varying requirements than has

hitherto been available. In order to meet the needs

of different kinds of deafness, it has been necessary to

provide instruments of different pitch or tone, as well
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m thoM bavins different degree ol sound Inteneity.
With the preeenl eaiortmenl <>t tranimittera tad re

ceiven fortj eight different combination! of tone ami
pitch ere evailable.

Tin' "lorgnette-phone" (Fig. l) is the latest [natru-
iiUMit of this manufacture. In the handle is an ordi-

Siz-Ampere I'ull Switch

To meet the demand lor iwitchei which may be em-
ployed to Control entire Circuit! as well as groups of

high-candle-power gae-fllled lamp!, the Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has devel-

oped a line "I «; amp. pull switches to take the place of

the 3-amp. device!, An improved quick-action switch
mechanism is employed which makes it, possible to

handle easily the laty.r currents. The switch is made

FIGS. 1 AND
FIG. 2—DESK EAR-PHONE FOR THE DEAF

nary flashlamp battery. The device is light in weight,
can be used at either ear, and when not needed can be
dropped into the pocket or bag.
Another new design is the "desk ear-phone" (Fig. 2).

This has been developed to meet the needs of persons
who want a powerful equipment for home or office use,

with ample magnifying power. It employs the ordinary
commercial dry battery, and with ordinary use two
cells will last from four to six months without renew-
ing. The energy supply is shut off when the receive!

is hung up.

-CEILING-TYPE AND THREADED-CAP-TYPE
PULL SWITCHES

in the ceiling, pendent and threaded-cap types, the shells

being interchangeable with brass-shell sockets made by
the above-named manufacturer. The pendent type

switch has a cord strain relief, making it unnecessary
to knot the cord.

Batteries for Christmas-Tree Lighting

The General Lead Batteries Company, Newark, N. J.,

has just brought out a line of Type CT batteries for

lighting Christmas trees and operating electric toys,

small motors, fans and other devices. The batteries are

rated at 4 volts and 6 volts, and the following types

Swivel-Bulb Automobile Lamp Reducing Glare

An automobile lamp has lately been developed which
may be rotated in its socket and which is provided with
a bulb whose surface is partly covered with a semi-

translucent compound in such a way that when the clear

portion of the lamp bulb is at the top the light rays

from the filament strike the upper portion of the re-

flector and are deflected in an intensified form upon the

roadway where they are needed, while those rays which
would ordinarily be deflected upward from the bottom
part of the reflector and cause glare are subdued or

absorbed. The base of the lamp is in size and dimen-
sions exactly the same as the standard base and will fit

into any standard Ediswan socket. The pins which hold

the lamp in the socket, however, are mounted upon a

separate ring which fits into a recessed portion of the

lamp base. When the lamp is locked in the socket it

may be rotated to bring the treated portion of the bulb

CHRISTMAS-TREE-LIGHTING BATTERY

with the ratings given are being made: CT-4-85, 0.5

amp. for 85 hours; CT-4-130, 0.5 amp. for 130 hours;

CT-6-85, 0.5 amp. for 85 hours; CT-6-130, 0.5 amp. for

130 hours. The sizes of the different types are : 5-in. by
7.375 in. by 9 in. ; 6.625 in. by 7.375 in. by 9 in. ; 6.75 in.

by 7.375 in. by 9 in.; 9.375 in. by 7.375 in. by 9 in.

SWIVEL-BULB NO-GLARE AUTOMOBILE LAMP, WITH
SEPARATE RING

at the bottom part of the reflector without changing

the position of the socket. The lamp is being made in

various ratings for a number of different voltages in

both the single-contact and the double-contact type. A.

Hall Berry, 97 Warren Street, New York, is sole sales

agent for the lamp.
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

and Central-Station Fields

International Trade Conference of National Associ-

ation of Manufacturers

Commemorating twenty years of practical service to

manufacturers, the International Trade Conference ar-

ranged by the foreign-trade department of the National

Association of Manufacturers, to be held at the Hotel

Astor, New York, Dec. 6, 7 and 8, promises to be a

timely meeting of prominent men of affairs represent-

ing many countries and experts in all branches of

international commerce.
The foreign-trade department of the National Asso-

ciation of Manufacturers utilizes in foreign lands a

corps of carefully selected men, in number more than

double the consuls and agents of the United States gov-

ernment and stationed in every place of commercial
importance in the world.

Among the papers to be presented and addresses to

be made at the conference are the following : "Commer-
cial Treaties and Their Relation to Foreign Trade," by
John Bassett Moore, formerly counselor of the Depart-

ment of State; "Transportation and Foreign Trade," by
Prof. Emory R. Johnson of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, the United States government's special commis-
sioner on Panama Canal traffic and tolls; "Credit

Banking and Exchange," by J. J. Arnold, manager
foreign exchange department, First National Bank,
Chicago, Benjamin Joy, vice-president National Shaw-
mut Bank, Boston, David H. G. Penny, vice-president

Irving National Bank, New York, and V. Gonzales,

banking adviser of the National Association of Manu-
facturers, delegate to the Pan-American Financial

Conference, and member of the International High
Commission; "General Review of the World's Com-
merce," by Dr. Albert A. Snowden, member of the Na-
tional Association of Manufacturers' trade commission
to Australia and the Far East in 1914; "The Present

Export Situation," by Dr. E. E. Pratt, chief of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce; "Inter-

national Trade as a Sign of National Prosperity," by
John M. Clausen, Crocker National Bank, San Fran-

cisco; "Trade Relations Between Australia and the

United States," by P. E. Quinn, former member of the

Parliament of New South Wales; "Advertising in For-

eign Trade," by H. M. Kahler, editor of How to Export,

and "Elemental Conditions in Credit Information," by

J. H. Tregoe, secretary National Association of Credit

Men.
Among the speakers at the banquet on Dec. 7 will be

the Ambassador from Brazil and the Minister from
Peru.

On the evening of Dec. 6 it is proposed to hold a

round-table discussion, at which provision will be made
for brief talks on the subjects of credit information and

salesmanship, participated in by experienced export

salesmen and others.

Educational exhibits are being prepared, including

sample packages illustrating approved methods of pack-

ing various classes of goods, and others of practical

interest to exporting manufacturers.

Delegates from a number of foreign chambers of

commerce and banks are expected to take part in discus-

sions. Experts on foreign exchange, credit information,

foreign tariffs, forwarding, insurance and trademarks

will be in attendance for answering specific questions

or for consultation with groups of delegates.

Many foreign business men and representatives of

foreign commercial organizations will be present, and
provision will be made for consultation with them on
the part of those interested in their several countries.

Electrical Exports for September

The value of electrical goods of American manufac-
ture shipped out of the United States during September,
1915, was $700,000 greater than during September,
1914, according to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce. The electrical exports for the first nine
months of the year showed a gain of more than
$2,000,000.

The principal increases made during the month of

September, as will be seen in the accompanying table,

were in batteries, insulated wire and cables, metal-fila-

ment incandescent lamps, motors and telegraph instru-
ments. At the same time there was a falling off in the
exports of generators and telephone apparatus, par-
ticularly the latter.

The trade in motors was practically the same for the
first nine months of this year as it was for the first nine
months of last year, while generator exports decreased
by about 20 per cent. Exports of insulated wire and
cable were doubled in this period. Foreign purchases
of metal-filament incandescent lamps were more than
three and one-half times as great during 1915, from
January to September inclusive, as during the corre-
sponding months of 1914. The demand for telegraph
instruments was practically constant, while there was
a considerable decrease in the exports of telephones and
transformers.

ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR SEPTEMBER, 1915 AND 1914.
AND FOR NINE-MONTH PERIOD

Nine Months Ended
September September

1915 1914 1915 1914
Batteries $123,377 $38,425 $987,378 $463,378
Generators 109,990 119,756 1,559,513 l,866|42l
Fans 33,193 18,029 263,914 271,673
Insulated wire and

cables 318,478 91,375 2,082,778 1, 005.747
Interior-wiring sup-

plies, etc., including

fixtures 57,871 :i 4 , 1
.'.

». 663,037 436,590
Arc lamps 397 1,465 17.242 31,834
Incandescent lamps

:

Carbon filament. .. . 7,041 9,960 104,464 74,030
Metal filament 118,464 30,988 589,0 149.617

Meters and other

measuring instru-

ments 51,044 14,:!7.". 447,281 69,707
Motors 417,375 315,115 2.461,761 2.4t:

Telegraph instruments
(including wireless

apparatus) 5,681 3,791 80,364 78,641

Telephones 37,1 so 158.922 Ti'0,039 929,840
Transformers 76,488 26,871 161,724 715,605

All other 906,767 685,240 6,862,180 6,649,234

Total electrical ma-
chinery, etc $2,263,291 $1,548,468 $17,240.7.11 $15,203,037
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Economical Construction of Rural Lines

At a joint meeting of t h<- Portland (Ore.) Section of

the National Electric Light \ ociation and of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers held on Nov.
:> a. s. Hall, manager "i the Hood River Gaa & Electric

Company, presented ;i paper on "Economical Construe
tion of Rural Lines." The Hood River <ias & Electric

Company has been a pioneer in the Pacific Northwesl
in tin- distribution of electricity in rural territory, and
about a third of its earnings are from rural business.

Mr. Hall went into considerable detail as to the amounl
his company earned in the rural territory, the amount
of operating expenses, and the amounl of plant devoted

to the work. The Hood River (las & Electric Company
has been appraised by the Public Service Commission
of Oregon, and standard rates have been set so that it

is possible to make an accurate analysis of the cost of

service.

.Mr. Hall then pointed out some of the difficulties in-

terfering with extending service to rural communities

—difficulties that are not insurmountable. He recom-

mended cheaper line construction, a cheaper type of

transformer, and higher voltage. Mr. Hall stated that

in his opinion the time would come when power and

rural telephone lines would all be placed upon the same
poles. This merely would comply with the economic

law of necessity, and such a procedure, together with

other eliminations of useless investment, would result

in the material extension of rural service.

Co-operation Between Central Station and Jobbers

on the Pacific Coast

The Pacific Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco,

Cal., has completed arrangements with seven San Fran-

cisco jobbers for a co-operative campaign lasting four-

teen months, with the object of increasing the sale of

lamp-socket appliances. The campaign will extend over

the entire territory served by the company, and for that

purpose the territory will be divided into seven districts.

Each jobber will work one of the districts for a period

of sixty days and then move to another district; thus

in fourteen months each jobber will have covered each

district once. The order of assigning districts will be

decided by lot by the jobbers themselves.

Each jobber agrees to furnish a campaign manager,

a demonstrator if necessary, and whatever number of

salesmen the Pacific Gas & Electric Company requisi-

tions. The salesmen will be paid by the Pacific Gas &
Electric Company $12 a week plus a commission of 50

cents for each socket appliance sold. The jobbers will

furnish descriptive literature, advertising copy, stereop-

ticon slides, and a set of data cards on which the com-

pany will supply consumers' names. These cards will be

returned to the company after the campaign.

An arrangement has been made whereby responsible

customers may purchase appliances on the installment

plan by paying 20 per cent of the purchase price in

cash and the balance in monthly installments, not to ex-

ceed six installments when the amount of the sale

is less than $25. When the amount of the sale ex-

ceeds $25, 10 per cent of the purchase price will be re-

quired in cash and the rest in ten equal monthly pay-

ment. The prices for those purchasing on the install-

ment plan will be 10 per cent above the regular price.

On all installment sales the company agrees to pay

the dealer the regular cash price and assume the re-

sponsibility of making the collections, but reserves to

itself the right to pass on the customer's credit and will

only assume the contracts where the customer's credit

is satisfactory to it. The campaign is only applicable

to the i ii tomei of the Pacific Gas £ Electric Company,
and the installment plan oi payment I not open to any
others.

The following Ban Francisco companies entered Into

the agreement : Western Electric Company, Electri< Ap
pliance Company, Electric Railwaj & Manufacturers'
Supply Company, Telephoned Electric Equipment Com
pany, Pacific states Electric Company, rlolabird H

nolds Company, and Dunham Carrigan & Hayden Com
pany.

Ohio Independent Telephone Association Discusses

Prosperity and Government Ownership

The twentieth annual convention of the Ohio Inde-

pendent Telephone Association took place at the Hart-

man Hotel, Columbus, on Nov. 18 and 19, with represen-

tatives of 200 companies present. Addresses were de-

livered the first day by Frank L. Beam, president of

the association; Samuel G. McMeen, president of the

Ohio State Telephone Company, and C. Y. McVey, pres-

ident of the National Independent Telephone Associa-

tion.

Mr. McMeen said that, despite the European war,

the independent companies had gone right ahead with

their plans and had succeeded in enlarging their prop-

erties and extending their service at every point in the

State. He urged continued co-operation among the com-
panies through the exchange of legal and technical in-

formation and pledged the aid of the Ohio State Tele-

phone Company to the smaller companies.

One of the features of the second day was the address

of H. P. Folsom, who spoke on "Government Ownership
of Telephone and Telegraph Systems." The "blue-sky"

law in Ohio would prevent the United States government
from securing a license to do business in that State, he

said, because of the way in which the department ac-

counts are kept and the disbursements and receipts

noted. After various investigations, the Postal De-

partment cannot give a clear-cut statement of profit

and loss, he said, upon which to base official action.

Government ownership is clearly out of the question at

this time, he declared. Only three out of forty-eight

governors of States had consented to indorse the gov-

ernment ownership of the telephones and telegraphs,

while five had favored government regulation. The
other forty refused to give the plan their indorsement.

One Week More for Panama-Pacific International

Exposition

The Panama-Pacific International Exposition is now
in its closing month. The gates will close at midnight

on Dec. 4. In its architecture, its exhibits, its con-

gresses, its embodiment of world progress in the peace-

ful arts, it is believed the verdict of the world will be

that the Panama-Pacific International Exposition marks

the greatest epoch for world betterment.

A program is now being arranged for the closing

day. The most striking part of the day's ceremonies

will be an international toast, typifying the world

peace, world service and world patriotism for which the

Exposition has stood sponsor during the past year of

war and turmoil. This international sentiment is now
being prepared by President Woodrow Wilson.

The toast will be proposed on the Exposition Grounds

at noon on Dec. 4. All nations, organizations and in-

stitutions participating in the Exposition will be asked

to join in the sentiment at noon, Dec. 4, San Francisco

time, so that all peoples and practically all nations may
join with the Exposition in a toast for a higher type of

internationalism.
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Available Water-Tower of the United

States.—The available water-power of

the United States, excluding Alaska,

amounts to more than 28,000,000 hp., of

which approximately 7,000,000 hp., or

25 per cent, has been developed.

Swedish State Railways Use Hydro-

electric Energy for First Time.—The
recently completed electric railway from
Kiruna to Ricksgransen in the far north

of Sweden is the first line on which the

Swedish State Railways have em-
ployed hydroelectric energy for trac-

tion purposes. A large section of this

road lies within the Arctic Circle.

War Increases Sales of Electric Ve-

hicles for Municipal Use in England.

—

Owing to the fact that the English

war office has commandeered large

numbers of horses that were in munic-

ipal service and also in many cases

gasoline cars, the English municipali-

ties are turning their attention to the

electric truck for various purposes.

A number of towns now make gar-

bage and refuse collections with large

electric trucks.

Timing Device Regulates Work of

Firemen.—In the power plant of the

Trion (Ga.) Cotton Mills a simple tim-

ing device consisting of a ratchet wheel
operated from a rocker arm on the en-

gine has been installed to regulate the

work of the firemen. The ratchet wheel
is connected electrically with a bell in

the boiler room and arranged to ring

the bell at given intervals. Several

wheels are used, each wheel corre-

sponding to a given interval between
firing times. These ring every five

minutes, seven minutes or ten minutes,
according to the load and the demand
for steam.

Encouraging Bank Accounts for Em-
ployees.—When H. H. Harrison, presi-

dent of the Merchants' Heat & Light
Company at Indianapolis, Ind., gave
the company's employees the opportu-
nity of receiving their wages through
checks deposited for them in a local

bank ninety-six employees accepted the
offer. During the first four months
seventy-one of the ninety-six saved
money, and the total amount held in

the bank to the credit of these employ-
ees is $1,856, or an average of more
than $26 per man.

Antenna Resistance.—Results of ex-

periments on antenna resistance pub-
lished by the United States Naval
Radio Laboratory show a drop in re-

sistance for short wave-lengths and a
rise for greater wave-lengths where
ground conditions are poor. Experi-
ments indicate also that ground resist-

ance decreases with increasing wave-
length. If the ground be considered as

a dielectric rather than as a conductor,
and that portion of the total dielectric

lying between the antennas as the up-
per plate of a condenser, the ground
water being regarded as the lower
plate, a probable explanation of the
peculiar form of many antenna resist-

ance curves results, according to L. M.
Austin of the Bureau of Standards, be-
cause it is known that the equivalent
resistance of an imperfect dielectric

increases as the wave-length is in-

creased.

ON
NOTES
ELECTRICAL TOPICS

Tungsten in the War Market.—Now
that the manufacturers of war mate-

rials are beginning to understand the

virtues of tungsten, its value has, like

zinc, gone soaring from $300 a ton in

normal times to $3,000 a ton.

Illumination Tests with a Camera.

—

The Fort Madison (Iowa) Electric

Company has been conducting a series

of tests to show the comparative effi-

ciency of various forms of lighting

units by taking photographs at night

in the stores at Fort Madison. In or-

der to contrast the illumination se-

cured, each plate received the same ex-

posure.

Station Signals by Electric Horns.

—

In a Pennsylvania power station an

operator is making effective use of an

electric horn to notify firemen when an

additional unit is to be started. The
horn is connected to a bell-ringing

transformer with a secondary wound
for 6 volts. The horn produces an un-

mistakable signal and has helped to re-

lieve complication in bell calls.

A 1000-Kw., 1,000,000-Volt Trans-

former.—C. H. Thordarson of Chicago

has completed the erection, at the Ex-
position Grounds, San Francisco, of a

1000-kw., 1,000,000-volt transformer for

sixty-cycle operation. The windings

are submerged in a 225-bbl. concrete

tank of oil, and the transformer com-
plete weighs 30,000 lb. The low-tension

2200-volt coils, of which there are 122,

are connected in pairs across the 2200-

volt supply mains, with their midpoints

grounded to the transformer frame.

The 1,000,000-volt winding consists of

190 coils wound with flat aluminum
conductors insulated with paper. Some
90 miles of aluminum conductor and
270 miles of paper ribbon were used in

the construction of the high-tension

winding. Mr. Thordarson estimates

the cost of the transformer at $30,000,

including special winding machinery.

THE 1000-KW., 1,000,000-VOLT TRANS-
FORMER JUST COMPLETED AT THE SAN
FRANCISCO EXPOSITION

Water-Power Development.—At the

request of the Chamber of Commerce
of Spokane, Wash., a number of similar

organizations in different parts of the

country have joined in requesting the

Chamber of Commerce of the United
States to appoint a committee to study
the water-power problem throughout
the country. The national chamber is

also requested to submit a referendum
on the subject to its members, outlin-

ing action to be taken by Congress in

older that water-power now idle may
be developed.

Outdoor Substation in a Village
Street.—On the main street of Pleasant
Lake, Ind., a modern outdoor type of

substation has been installed connected
to the 13,000-volt, three-phase, sixty-

cycle line of the Indiana Utilities Com-
pany of Angola. At present the trans-

mission voltage is reduced to 2200 volts

by a 30-kw. installation of single-phase
transformers, but the station will later

be equipped with transformers capable
of handling a 200-kw. load. The in-

stallation permits the town of 500 in-

habitants to secure electric service.

Troubles Which Operators Have to

Face.—As an indication of how speedily

serious operating troubles are handled
by capable engineers familiar with the

plants they operate, Herbert K.
Steetchbury of Plattsburg, N. Y., calls

attention to a series of troubles which
occurred in the space of three hours
and were cleared so that operation was
restored temporarily in four hours.

On one Sunday evening, when trouble

was reported at the power house, the

following conditions were found: A
three-phase, 2300-volt, forty-cycle line

transformer was burned out; the switch

and cut-out of a 110-volt line from the

exciter to a garage was burned out and
the porcelain cut-out melted and de-

stroyed; a cut-out from the same line

to a high-tension transformer house
used to operate trip coils on high-ten-

sion switches was destroyed; a trip coil

of a high-tension switch in the power
house attached to the exciter bus was
destroyed; a fuse block on a 2300-volt

power line, the same line as mentioned
in item No. 1, was grounded to the

angle iron of the switchboard frame;
two or three lightning arresters on a

2300-volt power line were grounded and
had set a pole near by on fire; one leg

of the 2300-volt power line was crossed

with a telephone messenger, which was
also grounded by a guy wire (this was
the fourth ground on a circuit only a

mile long); two lighting circuits got

badly tangled up in a tree and burned
off; a tree came down across an-

other alternating-current lighting cir-

cuit and arc circuit and trolley, break-

ing these circuits, and sparks from the

burning pole mentioned above were car-

ried by the wind under a forebay crib-

work, setting it on fire. Mr. Steetch-

bury regards this as one of the exciting

times of his thirty years of operating

experience and thinks it was the cul-

mination of as much trouble as ever

comes to an operator at one time. It

was certainly enough to create re-

sourcefulness, which is a qualification

essential to a station engineer's success.
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Associations and Societies
Minnesota Independent Telephone Lasodatioiu- •The an

nual oeeting of t h«- Minnesota Independent Telephone v
ociation will be held In Minneapolis on Jan. 26 and :

Lynn Section, \. I. EL E., Bean Talh on War Surgery.

—

\t the mooting of the Lynn (Mass.) Boetlon of thi Amerl
ran Institute of Electrical Engineer! on Nov. '.\ l>r. Edward
Hall, who spent several months with the armies in France,

spoke on "War Surgery in France."

New Pnblicatlon fOf Teehniea] Men.—The first number
Of a new monthly bulletin, TK* Technician, published by the

oclated Technical Men (Inc.), L216 Bfonadnock Building,

Chicago, 111., was issued in November. A. M. Wolf is editor

and A. K. Gibson is business manager.

New Offlcen of the Minneapolis Jovian League.—O. A.

Rofelty, assistant treasurer of the Minneapolis (Minn.)

General Electric Company, was elected tribune of the Min-
neapolis .lovians at the annual meeting on Nov. 4. H. E.

Billhart, also of the Minneapolis company, was re-elected

secretary.

Portland Section, N. E. L. A.—The next meeting of the

Portland (Ore.) Section of the National Electric Light As-
sociation will be held on Dec. 7, when there will be a series

of pictures shown by the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph

Company depicting the transcontinental line. A paper on

"Taxation of Corporations" will be presented by Blaine

Hallock, representing the Union Pacific System. The meet-

ings of the Portland Section are held once a month.

Ithaca Section, A. I. E. E., Boosting Prosperity Week.

—

The Ithaca (N. Y.) Section of the A. I. E. E. is co-operating

with the Cornell student branch in planning for a special

Prosperity Week meeting. Demonstrations of domestic

electrical apparatus of all sorts will be given, together with

talks on their construction and operating characteristice.

Several pieces of apparatus will be loaned by local dealers,

and out-of-town companies will be asked to aid in the work.

Educational Course for Pittsfield Section, A. I. E. E.

—

The first of a series of educational lectures in the special

course of the Pittsfield (Mass.) Section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers was given on Nov. 4 at

The Wendell. The lecture was given by S. W. Ashe of the

welfare and educational department of the Pittsfield Works
of the General Electric Company, the subject being "Central-

Station Equipment and Operation." The second lecture in

the course was given on Nov. 11 by A. H. Kreusi, construc-

tion engineer of the Schenectady office, on the subject of

"Fuels and Their Utilization."

Census of Gas-Producer Plants in New York City.—At
the meeting of the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers held in New York City on Nov. 9 Charles M. Ripley

reported an investigation of the size, age and performance

of gas-producer power plants in and around New York

City. The data presented for thirty-three plants showed

low operating cost and satisfactory service, especially in

installations of small size below 250 kw. Only plants which

are self-contained power-producing units, taking coal and

converting it into electrical energy, were discussed. Rep-

resentatives of several gas-producer manufacturers took

part in the discussion and showed lantern slides of plants

in operation.

New York Section, E. V. A., Elects Officers.—At the

monthly meeting of the New York Section of the Electric

Vehicle Association of America, Nov. 10, D. C. Fenner was
elected chairman, S. G. Thompson vice-chairman, D. F.

Tobias secretary, and the following were appointed mem-
bers of the executive committee: C. E. Poyer, T. C. Martin,

S. S. Sampson, C. A. Ward, E. P. Chalfant, Nathaniel Piatt,

F. C. Smith, Harvey Robinson and W. P. Kennedy. After

the election of officers Charles A. Ward, secretary-treasurer

of the Ward Motor Vehicle Company, read a paper entitled

"The Field for the Small Electric Delivery Vehicle." This

paper was presented at the Cleveland convention in Mr.

Ward's absence. The paper was discussed by R. M. Lloyd,

F. W. Smith, S. G. Thompson, Harvey Robinson, D. F.

Tobias, D. C. Fenner, F. N. Carle and H. H. Martin. Ques-

tions of mileage radius and the ability of the light-weight

electric truck to compete with the light-weight gasoline

truck and horse-drawn vehicles were brought up in the

discussion.

Pittsburgh Boetlon, A. I. B. B. The November mooting
Of the Pittsburgh Section of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers was held Nov. L0 si the Seventh
Avenue Hotel, Pitt burgh. Preceding the meeting, dinner
w.i served to the tnemberi and friends. H. L Badger,
plant luperintendenl of the Central District Telephone
Company, talked on the "Development of the Telephone
Centra] Station." The lecture was illustrated with lantern
slides.

Technical Committee of the Northwest Association.—E.
(',. Robinson of Arlington, Wash., president of the North-
west Electric Light & Power Association, has appointed the
following members of the hydro-electrical and technical

committee of the association: Chairman, .1. C. Martin, Port-
land, Ore.; H. R. Wakeman, Portland; G. E. Quinan,
Seattle, Wash.; J. B. Fisken, Spokane; L. T. Merwin, Port-
land, and F. B. Nimms, Port Angeles, Wash. W. G. Letson
of Arlington, Wash., was appointed secretary of the North-
west association at the last executive meeting, held at Seat-

tle in October.

Joint Meeting of Portland Section of the A. I. E. E. and
N. E. L. A.—The annual "get-together" meeting of the Port-
land (Ore.) sections of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers and the National Electric Light Association was
held in Portland, for the second time, at the Portland Auto-
mobile Club on Oct. 13. One hundred and forty-three mem-
bers of both societies attended. The work of the coming
year was touched on by J. E. Davidson, Paul Ledenbaum, O.

B. Coldwell and L. A. McArthur. Rufus Holman, chairman
of the County Board, spoke on "Efficiency in County Gov-
ernment" and expressed the hope that eventually all the

paved county highways will be lined with ornamental shade
trees and cluster lights.

Electrical Credit Association of Philadelphia Anniversary.
—The twentieth anniversary of the founding of the Electric-

al Credit Association of Philadelphia was observed on the

evening of Nov. 4 with a banquet in the Adelphia Hotel. The
speakers were the Rev. Floyd W. Tomkins, James T. Cortel-

you, chief post office inspector; Frederick B. Vose, national

secretary of the association and secretary of the Chicago
branch, and Francis Nelson, secretary of the New York
branch. Officers were elected as follows: President, C. A.

Terbush; vice-president, William T. Pringle; secretary and
treasurer, J. W. Crum; executive committee, L. R. Browne,
George B. Miller, C. E. Ludovici, H. N. Stayton, Thomas H.

West and W'lliam T. Pringle.

Boston Section, A. I. E. E.—W. H. Pratt of the General

Electric Company, Lynn, Mass., gave an illustrated talk on

"Electric Meters" at the Engineers' Club, Boston, Mass., be-

fore the Boston Section of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers on Nov. 9. William Bradshaw of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company exhibit-

ed a new prepayment device fitting a standard meter of

Westinghouse make, the noteworthy feature being a double

clock-hand indication of the amount of energy available at

any time between the coin deposit and the exhaustion of its

purchasing power. F. P. Cox of Lynn, Mass., explained the

use of diamond bearings in meters with heavy moving ele-

ments and the use of sapphires in lighter instruments.

Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and Steam En-
gineers.—The annual meeting of the Ohio Society of

Mechanical, Electrical and Steam Engineers was held at

Zanesville, Ohio, Nov. 18 and 19. Among the papers

scheduled for presentation were the following: "Some Ele-

ments of Smokeless Furnace Design," by Osborn Monnett,

Chicago (formerly smoke inspector of Chicago), mechan-
ical engineer American Radiator Company; "'Soot'— Its

Composition, Its Effect on Boiler Efficiency and Its Removal
by Mechanical Cleaners," by F. A. Moreland, Chicago, sec-

retary G. L. Simonds & Company; "Monel Metal," by
Charles W. Biddle, Jr., vice-president Supplee-Biddle Hard-
ware Company, Philadelphia, Pa.; "Advertising and Its

Influence on Engineering," by A. R. Maujer, Chicago,

Western advertising manager Power; "The Rolling-Ball

Trap," by Charles S. Brown, Nashville, Tenn., professor of

mechanical engineering, Vanderbilt University, and A. A.

Cryer, New York, D. G. C. Trap & Valve Company, and "The
Development of the Vacuum System of Steam Heating and

Appliances," by Robert L. Claypool, Camden, N. J., Warren
Webster & Company.
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Public Service Commission News
Michigan Commission

Rates charged by a utility based on the amount of invest-

ment previous to its merger with other companies have no
bearing upon or relation to the rates proposed to be charged
in the future. These must be based upon the necessary

investment now and in the future in use for the purpose of

furnishing the quality and quantity of service demanded by
the subscribers, according to the decision of the Michigan
Railroad Commission in the rate case of the Southern
Michigan Telephone Company.

New York Commissions

Special permission has been granted to the New York
Edison Company and to the United Electric Light & Power
Company by the Public Service Commission, First District,

New York, by which each company may place in effect on

five days' notice a new tariff for the sale of electric meters.

This tariff gives the prices at which the meter now installed

upon the premises of the customer may be purchased by the

customer, with the understanding that if subsequently such

metering is no longer required the meter so purchased may
be returned within a period of six months from Jan. 1, 1916,

and if in acceptable condition, the full amount paid for it

will be refunded. The prices quoted for the meters range
from $8 to $25, according to the rating of the meter.

A series of orders by the Public Service Commission,
Second District, New York, have been made to regulate

the distribution of electricity by several companies in the

Oswego River Valley. The People's Gas & Electric Com-
pany has a franchise from the Town Board of the town of

Scriba, Oswego County, for the retail distribution of elec-

tricity. The exercise of this franchise and the construction

of a distribution plant is approved by the commission. Ex-
tensions of the limits of the Niagara, Lockport & Ontario
Power Company in this same territory are restricted to the

distribution of electricity at high voltage only to its cus-

tomers. The Niagara, Lockport & Ontario company is

authorized to build a line from the hydroelectric plant at

Minetto, across the Oswego River and Canal, and to a
junction with the line of the Oswego River Power Trans-
mission Company in the town of Volney, to build a distribu-

tion system for high-voltage electricity only in the town
of Scriba, to purchase and use for the same purpose the
existing transmission line of the Oswego River company
from Seneca Hill in the town of Volney through the town
of Scriba to the Oswego city line, and to lease the Oswego
River company's line from the Oswego River to Seneca Hill.

Objection was made by the People's Gas & Electric Com-
pany to permitting these last-mentioned lines to be used
for low-voltage transmission, and the Town Board of Scriba
passed resolutions declaring that the franchise of the
Niagara company in the town was only for high-voltage
electricity. The commission has accordingly limited the
operation of the Niagara, Lockport & Ontario lines to elec-

tricity for its high-voltage customers only, preserving the
low-voltage field for the People's company.

Indiana Commission

An order has been entered by the Public Service Commis-
sion of Indiana approving a contract for city lighting
entered into by the Laporte Gas & Electric Company and
the board of public works of the city of Laporte and ex-
pressly stipulating its approval of all of the contract except
the rates, tolls and charges set out therein, these being
allowed to stand "until further order of the commission."
The commission points out in thus doing that the utility

law puts the rates, tolls and charges for such service con-
tinuously in the hands of the commission.

California Commission

The Marion Water & Power Company disputed the juris-

diction of the California Railroad Commission over the rate
for water to the Sausalito municipal distributing system,
which had previously been fixed by contract, contending that
in entering into this contract it was acting entirely in a
private capacity and not as a public utility; also that the
State has authorized the town to contract away the State's

power to regulate the rate, and that by the town entering

into such contract it nullified whatever jurisdiction the Stat?
had over such rate during the life of the contract.
The commission, however, held that to contend that the

sale of water to the municipality is of a private nature is

clearly erroneous, for if such were the case, utilities could
refuse to serve any one except under contract, thereby
entirely removing themselves from public regulation of any
nature whatever. That as regards this service and other
services the company is a public utility subject to the juris-

diction of the commission.
The commission further ruled that it is now unanimously

held that the provisions of the United States Constitution
forbidding laws impairing the obligations of contract have
no application to the regulation of utilities by States under
their police power. All contracts, whether entered into prior
or subsequent to the exercise by a State of its power to
supervise rates, are subject to such control. The company'?
contention that this contract differs from other contracts of
a like nature because one of the parties thereto is a munici-
pality and not a private individual or company was held to

be in error, for there is relatively no difference whatever
between a municipal corporation acting in the capacity of a
private corporation as a consumer and a private corporation
as a consumer.

In considering the application of the Sweetwater Water
Company for authority to increase its rates, the commission
held that, irrespective of the fact that a plant is constructed
primarily for the purpose of increasing realty values, the
real estate being afterward sold at a profit, the company
building the system is still entitled to a return on its reason-
ably useful value, and that profits made on realty cannot be
considered as detracting from the value of the plant. How-
ever, such value shall not include unnecessary or long exten-
sions which would not have been constructed except for the
purpose of enhancing property values.

Idaho Commission

The Public Utilities Commission of Idaho has handed
down an order and opinion in the case of James H. Taylor,
as Mayor of the city of Wallace, versus the Northwest Light
& Water Company and the Sunset Brewing Company. The
complaint of Mayor Taylor, who acted on behalf of the City
Council of Wallace and its citizens, was that the rates
charged by the Northwest Light & Water Company for
electricity were unjust and unreasonable. The order was
written by Commissioner John W. Graham and concurred
in by the associate commissioners, Axel P. Ramstedt and
A. L. Freehafer.
"When the valuation of a public utility has been deter-

mined on a scientific plan for rate-making purposes, and a

schedule of rates fixed in accordance with such valuation,
then that valuation and the valuation for taxation purposes
should be practically the same, of course," says the commis-
sion in its opinion. "There is no justice or equity, in the
practice of assessing boards for taxation purposes, in fixing

excessive valuations on public utilities where the valuation
for rate-making purposes has been determined. In case an
excessive valuation for taxation purposes is made, the bur-
den will eventually fall directly upon the customers of that

utility."

Outlining the policy of the commission regarding rates of

return, the decision reads:

"The defendant claims that it should be entitled to from
10 to 12 per cent annual return on the value of the prop-
erty. . . . Considering the hazard and risk connected
with operating a utility of this character in a community
like this, . . . the commission finds that 10 per cent

per annum is a reasonable rate of return to be allowed in

this case. It must be distinctly understood that the rate

of return allowed in this case shall not be considered as

the fixed rate of return for all utilities of this character.

The rate of return in each case shall be determined after

due consideration of the hazard and risk connected with the

operation of the utility, the efficiency in operation and the

economy in management, giving to that utility showing the

highest efficiency in operation and the greatest economy in

management and furnishing service to the consumer at the

lowest possible cost the highest rate of return. This policy

will encourage the management of all utilities to keep their

plants up to the highest point of efficiency, to practice all

economy possible in operation, and to reduce the cost of

the commodity to the consumers to a minimum."
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Corporate and Financial

American Railways Company, Philadelphia, Pa.- Ml

holders of the company's common stock have bean offered

hare by the National Properties Company, payable

in its collateral trust bonds to be dated Jan. L, 1916, and
to run for thirty years. The bonds will bear I per cenl

interest for tin- first two yeai . L.6 per cenl for the next

two years, and 6 per cent thereafter until maturity oi

demption, with a provision for an Inerea e up to 6 per cent,

but no more, by making the interesl rate equal the rate of

dividend up to that percentage paid or declared by the

National Properties Company in any year on its common
stock. The bonds will be Becured by the deposil and pledge

of all of the common stock of the American Railways Com-
pany which may be acquired under the offer, together with

60,000 additional capital stock of that company, against

which no bonds will be issued. The offer is not binding

on the National company unless accepted by holders of

7.") per cent of the outstanding stock. In the judgment of

the board of directors of the American Railways Company.

the offer made by the National Properties Company is an

advantageous one. Under the offer, if accepted, the holder

of the common stock of the company will receive a fixed

obligation for the par value of his stock, bearing a rate

of interest equal to the dividends now paid upon the stock

and increasing progressively as above set forth. For the

payment of this obligation the National Properties Com-
pany is liable, and as security therefor the stockholders

will have their present stock plus $2,560,000 par value addi-

tional stock. In case its offer is accepted, the National

Properties Company agrees to purchase, for cash, at par,

the 5000 shares of preferred stock should stockholders of

the railways company not exercise their rights to subscribe.

The railway company will be strengthened by the receipt

of $500,000 in cash and will be further strengthened by the

acquisition by the American Railways Company of Dela-

ware of the stock of the Wilmington & Philadelphia Trac-

tion Company, above referred to, which has a present earn-

ing capacity sufficient to pay the dividend of 7 per cent

upon the $2,000,000 of new preferred stock which is to be

issued and to leave a substantial balance applicable to divi-

dends upon the new common stock.

Pacific Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission has issued a supple-

mental order authorizing the company to reimburse its

treasury to the amount of $1,447,500 from the sale of bonds

and stock, the money being used for plant expenditures,

and to issue first preferred stock up to March 1, 1917,

instead of being limited to Nov. 1, 1915.

Republic Railway & Light Company, New York, N. Y.

—

An issue of $3,000,000 of three-year notes and an issue of

$7,000,000 of five-year 5 per cent bonds of the Mahoning &
Shenango Railway & Light Company, a subsidiary, have

been sold to bankers. The proceeds of the sale of these

securities will be used to pay off the $3,000,000 5 per cent

notes of the Republic Railway & Light Company, maturing

Jan. 1, 1916, and the $4,844,000 Mahoning & Shenango
Railway & Light Company first consolidated refunding

mortgage 5 per cent bonds, also maturing Jan. 1, 1916, to

pay off all floating indebtedness of the Republic Railway &
Light and the Mahoning & Shenango Railway & Light

Companies and their subsidiaries, and to furnish funds for

construction requirements well into 1916.

Standard Gas & Electric Company, Chicago, 111.—The plan

which the company outlined to its stockholders early in

September for the financing of further developments of the

company through the sale of an issue of $3,750,000 of

twenty-year 6 per cent gold notes has been declared effective,

inasmuch as subscriptions to the issue are already in excess

of $2,000,000. The proceeds of the notes sold will accom-

plish the retirement of the collateral trust notes due June 1,

1916. The directors of the company at the next meeting will

declare for payment on Dec. 15, 1915, to shareholders of

record Nov. 30, of a quarterly cash dividend of 1 per cent on

the preferred stock of the company. The sale of additional

6 per cent notes will continue, and the company expects that

a substantial amount will be sold. If this does not prove to

be the case, some plan will be adopted for the accomplish-

ment of the other purposes set forth in the original plans.

Standard Electric Light Company, Kansas City, Kan.
Tin company, Formerly a part of the Kansas City l Ho I

Electric Light Company, which before ths establi hment of

thS i n ii i lie i pa I plant in Kan . a . City, Kan., -i \.-d I liat city, is

now removing Its pole., and will surrender all its customers
excepl a few large power u ei to the municipal central ta

lion. A year BgO the recei\ei >f the electrical Utllltis at

Kan. a City agreed to the withdrawal of the company, fran*
chises having expired in all dii tricts on the Kan s ide ex-
cept in Argentine. In the latter districl there wa a fran
chise with five year: yet to run. Argentine is now a part of
Kansas City, Kan., and at a recent conference the Standard
Electric Light Company agreed to surrender rights it had
claimed under that franchise. All the company's equipment
is to be removed from the streets by May i, 1916, and all the
small consumers and power customers are to be surrendered
by Jan. l. There are live large customers of the Standard
which will continue to get energy from it, their equipment
being for twenty-live cycles, whereas the municipal service

is sixty cycle. Eventually, however, they also will get city

service. The plant of the Standard company on the Kansas
side will probably continue to be operated to supply Missouri
industrial customers, the plant being near the State line.

The municipal plant put into service on Nov. 8 its new 5000-

kw. unit and has recently completed a six-mile service cir-

cuit of 66,000 volts. Another 5000-kw. unit will probably be
bought next year, bids to be asked about Jan. 1. A fund of

$3,500,000 is to be raised to underwrite the claims that have
priority over those of the bondholders. The stockholders are
required to underwrite this sum, as a maximum, in first

mortgage refunding bonds, at par, but the stockholders are
not assessed. This fund is to be used to defray the expenses
of the receivership and the reorganization, retire $854,000
of receivers' certificates, and give the property $1,000,000 of

working capital. To make sure that the stockholders are

not directly assessed in the raising of this fund, the plan
provides that if the bonds do not sell at par the stockholders

are to be reimbursed from the earnings before dividends are

paid on the participating certificates.

Texas Utility Company.—This company, which is yet to

be incorporated, has recently taken over lighting utilities

in Plainview, Lubbock and Lockney, Tex. The company, it

is understood, is backed by St. Louis capitalists headed by H.
Wurdack. The concerns taken over have a physical valua-

tion of more than $350,000, and the first incorporation will

be limited to $500,000, owing to the complexity of Texas
incorporation statutes, although it is planned to increase the

capitalization to $1,000,000 within two years if projected

amendments to the laws of Texas wijl permit. In addition

to the power, ice and water utilities taken over by the Wur-
dack interests, about 75 miles of transmission lines have
been acquired in Floyd, Hale and Lubbock Counties, and
energy will be sold to farmers for pumping for irrigation at

a low rate.

Vermont Power & Manufacturing Company, St. Albans,

Vt.—Rumors are current that the control of the company
will shortly pass to Massachusetts financiers who are

closely connected with the St. Albans & Swanton Traction

Company.

Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111.—Because the

statutes of the State of Illinois do not provide for a classifi-

cation of capital into common and preferred stock, which
the stockholders now think it desirable for the company to

have, it has been decided to change the legal domicile of

the company from Illinois to New York. No change in

policies, operation or management is involved in this

change of incorporation under New York laws. The change
has been agreed to by the unanimous vote of all share-

holders in the present Illinois corporation. What the New
York company will do will be to issue $15,000,000 of non-

voting 6 per cent preferred stock to the present holders of

the $15,000,000 stock of the Illinois corporation. In addi-

tion, the new company will issue 150,000 shares of new
common stock of no par value, but with $5 paid in. In

other words, the recapitalization involves the raising of

but $750,000 new cash. -

West St. Louis Water & Light Company, St. Louis, Mo.

—

A block of $100,000 of first mortgage sinking-fund 5 per cent

gold bonds, due Aug. 1, 1928, is being offered at 93.5 and
interest.
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Manufacturing and Industrial
The Nunn Electric Company, Amarillo, Tex., dealer in

electric and telephone supplies, is establishing a large job-

bing house in Oklahoma City, Okla., which will be in charge
of O. T. Jenkins, who for the past seven years has been
associated with the B-R Electric Company of Kansas City.

The Barber Electrical Manufacturing Company, North
Attleboro, Mass., has recently been formed and will be

engaged in the manufacture of switches, switchboards and
cut-outs. H. C. Barber is president, W. W. Plattner sec-

retary, and C. E. Riley treasurer. The board of directors

consists of Frank Mason, C. E. Riley, O. W. Clifford, A. H.
Riley, H. C. Barber, L. E. Freeman and E. T. Upham.

Reppell Electric Company, Kansas City, Mo.—John J.

Magee, recently manager of the Federal Sign System
(Electric) at Kansas City, Mo., who has been with that

company about nine years and in charge of several of its

principal offices, has bought at court sale the Reppell Elec-

tric Company, Kansas City, and is now operating it. The
company has had a store and headquarters for contracting
work at Thirty-third and Summit Streets for the last seven
years.

Large Sales of Interchangeable-Letter Signs.—The Flash-
trie Sign Works, 215 South Clinton Street, Chicago, 111.,

announce that last year they sold 28,000 of their inter-

changeable-letter window signs. These signs are 40 in.

long by 7 in. wide and hold thirty letters and spaces. The
company is also making an 8-ft. outdoor sign which holds
twenty-four two-color 12-in. interchangeable letters, twelve
on each side. A considerable number of the latter signs

have also been sold.

The Moody Engineering Company, 115 Broadway, New
York, has been retained as engineer by the Tucuman Tram-
ways, Light & Power Company, Argentina, with head offices

in London, England, which has ordered considerable elec-

trical equipment in this country. The company has also

been retained by Alfred Dickinson & Company, consulting

engineers of London and Birmingham, England, to test a
10,000-kva. generator ordered from the General Electric

Company for the Tata Hydroelectric Power Supply Com-
pany, Ltd.

The American Car & Ship Hardware Manufacturing Com-
pany, New Castle, Pa., manufacturer of brass and bronze
bushings and bearings, castings, etc., is making large addi-

tions to its plant in order to take care of its greatly in-

creased business. When the additions are completed the

output of the plant will be almost doubled. P. J. Flaherty,

general manager or the company, states that the large

increase in business has not been caused by the war. The
company, Mr. Flaherty states, has been offered several war
contracts, but has refused them.

The C & C Electric & Manufacturing Company.—Halbert

P. Hill, who has been identified with the early development
of the rotary converter and auxiliary apparatus, is now em-
ployed by the C & C Electric & Manufacturing Company,
Garwood, N. J. Mr. Hill has also been interested in the

development of horizontal and vertical ball-bearing motor-

generator sets for motion-picture machines and battery-

charging outfits. The various types of apparatus designed

and patented by Mr. Hill will now be manufactured by the

C & C Electric & Manufacturing Company.

Grand Prize for "Armco" Iron.—The Jury of Awards of

the Panama-Pacific Exposition has awarded a grand prize

to the American Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio,

for its "American ingot" or "Armco" iron. A number of

"Armco" iron products have been displayed in the Palace

of Mines and Metallurgy, under the joint auspices of the

Association of Armco Iron Culvert Manufacturers and the

American Rolling Mill Company. American ingot iron is

99.84 per cent pure and is especially adapted for electrical

purposes. The iron was described quite extensively in the

Electrical World of July 24, page 213.

Motors for Talking Machines.—Contractors in Louisville

are studying the matter of installing electric motors and

other electric equipment in talking machines, as several

have been doing in cases of player-pianos. The dealers

in the various makes of talking machines have been display-

ing and selling those that are electrically driven and are

taking orders at the same time for converting old models

of the spring-driven type to electrically operated machines.
The electric models have the automatic stopping devices
and are preferred on that account, as well as in view of the
fact that they obviate the necessity of constant winding.

Ampere-Hour-Metcr System of Car Lighting Not AfTected
by Prior Litigation.— In a decision recently made by the
United States District Court for the Western District of
New York, in connection with a suit against the United
States Light & Heating Corporation, Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

by the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, 2 R<

Street, New York, it is held that car-lighting equipment
made by the United States Light & Heat Corporation, in

which an ampere-hour meter is utilized to control battery
charging, does not come under the injunction or the ac-
counting ordered in a prior decision sustaining the Crev-
eling patent.

Omaha Jobber Establishes Des Moines Branch.—The Mid-
West Electric Company of Omaha, Neb., has leased a three-
story building in Des Moines, Iowa, and has established a
branch jobbing house there. Five additional salesmen re-
porting to G. A. Seabury, general manager of the company,
have been placed in the Iowa territory, and Mr. Seabury
will hereafter spend part of his time in Des Moines and part
in Omaha. Business prospects in the new territory, accord-
ing to this jobbing house, are at present very bright, the
first month's business from the Iowa branch having proved
very gratifying. In the Omaha territory the 1915 business
of the Mid-West Electric Company far exceeds that of any
previous year.

Sales Convention of Electric Storage Battery Company.

—

The eighth convention of the sales managers of the Electric
Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia, Pa., was recently
held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia. The
managers of the New York, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,
San Francisco, Denver, St. Louis, Detroit, Pittsburgh,
Atlanta, Washington, Rochester and Pennsylvania sales
offices attended the convention. The sessions opened each
day at 9:30 a. m. and closed at 5:30 p. m. Herbert Lloyd,
president and general manager of the company, presided
over the convention, which was of one week's duration.
Papers bearing upon the development of various fields of
storage-battery service were presented by engineers and
department heads of the company, and a number of sub-

jects were discussed concerning important matters pertain-

ing to the different territories. During the evenings the

sales managers were entertained by officials of the com-
pany.

Orders for Hydroelectric Apparatus.—The I. P. Morris
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has recently closed a contract

with the Turners Falls (Mass.) Company for a 9700-hp.

turbine of the vertical shaft, single-runner type which will

operate under a head of 54 ft. at a speed of 97.3 r.p.m.

The unit will be similar in design to three existing units

furnished the Turners Falls Company by the I. P. Morris
Company. The company has also received a contract for

rebuilding four 1335-hp. turbines in the Hound Chutes plant

of the Northern Ontario Light & Power Company, near
Cobalt, Canada. The units were built by another contractor

and are of the vertical-shaft, single-runner type operating

under a head of 32.5 ft. at a speed of 150 r.p.m. Another
contract for one 2500-hp. turbine of the vertical-shaft,

single-runner type and a governor for the Sandy Falls

plant of the Northern Canada Power Company, Ltd., near

Timmins, Ontario, Canada, has been received. The turbine

will operate at a speed of 136.5 r.p.m. under a head of 34

ft. and forms the third unit in the plant, the two existing

ones having been supplied by other contractors.

Large Increase in Business Necessitates Building of Three
New Structures for Roller-Bearing Company.—A. P. Sloan,

general manager of the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company,
Newark, N. J., states that business everywhere is going

forward and that the increase in his company's business has

been so great that three new buildings will be erected this

fall to take care of the large number of orders being re-

ceived. Work on the buildings is being pushed as rapidly

as possible. The three new structures will increase the

facilities of the Hyatt plant by 33 per cent. When they

are completed the company will have a total of over (500,000

sq. ft. devoted exclusively to the manufacture of roller

bearings. Two of the new buildings will be twin structures,
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00 ii. long, 60 it. wide and eighl toi It high.
ih.' third building \mII be 00 ft wide, 110 ft long and ibi

torioi high. The twin buildingi will bt used for press
work, assembling of roller bearing parti and shipping. The
other structure i especially designed fox t lu- heat treating
processes which are utilised In the manufacture of bear
Inge. This building will be provided with an Inters ting

Ventilating system operated l>y four motor driven LO-ft
fans in a housing on the roof of the building. A central
dint, which Increases in size from the first to the top floor,

is part of the system, whieh is designed to change the ;ui

on each floor e\ ery minute.

NEW YORK METAI. MARKET PRICES
, Nov. 16

,, , Nov. 22 N

Belling Prloes Belling i i

t I <l £ I d
Hid Asked Bid \

London, standard spot*.... 78 B 82 1 6

Prime Lake 18.62% to 18.87

U

19.75 to 20.00
Electrolytic 18.62% to 18.87% 19.62% to 19.87%
Casting 18.25 to 18.50 19. 12% to 19.37%
Copper wire base 19.75 to 20.00f 20.87% to 21.12%t

Lead 5.26 5.26
Nickel 45.00 to50.00t 45.00 to 50.00t
Sheet alnc, f.o.b. smelter. .. . L8.00f 20.00t
Tin. Straits 12.76+ 39.62%
Aluminum. 9S to !>'.) per eent 58.00 to 60.00t 56.00 to 58.00

OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire... 15.50 to 15.75f 16.00 to 16.25t
Brass, heavy 10.50 to 10.75t 10.50 to ll.OOt
Brass, light 9.00 to 9.25t 9.00 to 9.25f
Lead, heavy 4.60 to 4.65f 4.50 to 4.75t
Zinc, strap 13.00 to 13.25

1

13.50 tol4.00t

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Nov. 22 16.570

tNominal.

New Incorporations
The Liberty Electric Company, Liberty, 111., has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $2,500 by Steven G.

Lawless and others.

The Cush Creek Light & Power Company, Glen Camp-
bell, Pa., has been granted a charter to operate an electric

light and power plant in Glen Campbell.

The Tyrone Electric Light, Ice & Power Company, Ty-
rone, Okla., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$10,000 by H. Gilmore, G. W. RifFe and others.

The Pierce County Light & Power Company, Wilkeson,

Wash., has been chartered with a capital stock of $100,000

by F. L. Van Nice, Hiram Davis and W. H. Pringle.

The Public Electric Company, Boston, Mass., has filed

articles of incorporation with a capital stock of $320,000.

The directors are: D. V. Carruth, president; Walter R.

Dame, Clinton, treasurer, and A. G. Auger.

The Pennsboro Ice & Power Company, Pennsboro, W. Va.,

has been incorporated by H. E. Hopkins, Pennsboro, and
J. L. Horner, Clarksburg. The company is capitalized at

$25,000 and intends to install an electric-light plant and ice

factory.

New Industrial Companies
The Texas Gas & Electric Company, Houston, Tex., has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $1,000 by C. L.

Carter, W. A. Parish and Raymond Neilson.

The Floresville Light & Power Company, Floresville,

Tex., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000

by B. J. Carrico, B. H. Martin and W. T. Pittman.

The Jacksonville Electric Company, Jacksonville, N. C,
has been chartered with a capital stock of $10,000. The
incorporators are L. M. Avery, George A. Hurst and others.

The Port Arthur Gas & Power Company, Port Arthur,

Tex., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $250,-

000 by J. S. Connelly, S. B. Redmond and Edward S. Ellis.

The McComb & Magnolia Railway & Light Company,
McComb, Miss., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $500,000 by M. R. Walter, S. M. Jones and others. The
company has purchased the plant of the McComb Electric

Company.

The Lebanon Light Company, Lobanon, Va., hai boon In-

corporated with .-i capital rtock of |6,000. The offleon are:

B. K. Combo, pre [dent; T. A. Hendricks, secretary and
treasurer, both of Lobanon, and ii. If, Johnson, Grundy,
general roanag i

The Milton Behnaier Contracting Corporation, New Ro-
chelle, NT. v., has boon Incorporated with capital stock of
$26,000 by M. Behnaier, B. < . Harrington and <;. Abrama,
847 ColumbU! Avenue, New York, N. Y. The company in-

tends to do genera] contracting, plumbing and electrical
work.

Trade Publications
Meters and Transformers.—The Duncan Electric Manu-

facturing Company, Lafayette, Ind., has published an illus-

trated folder on its meters and transformers.

Electric Lantern.—A battery-operated hand lantern is

described in an illustrated folder issued by the H. W. Johns-
Manville Company, Forty-first Street and Madison Avenue,
New York.

Hydrometer Syringe.—A hydrometer syringe for noting
the condition of storage batteries is described in Bulletin

No. 12, issued by the General Lead Batteries Company,
Newark, N. J.

Electric Supplies.—The Electrician's Co-operative Sup-
ply House, Chicago, 111., is sending out an illustrated folder

which contains information on a large number of small
electric devices.

Sewing-Machine Motor and Vacuum Cleaners.—The
Bissell Motor Company, Toledo, Ohio, has prepared book-
lets on its portable electric vacuum cleaner and small sew-
ing-machine motor.

Fractional-Horsepower Motors.—"The Little Tots" is the
title of an illustrated folder on fractional-horsepower
single-phase motors issued by the Century Electric Com-
pany, Nineteenth and Olive Streets, St. Louis, Mo.

Window Poster on Electric-Heating Devices.—The Amer-
ican Electrical Heater Company, Detroit, Mich., is sending
out a window poster printed in several colors and illustrat-

ing several types of its electrically operated heating de-

vices.

Portable Electric Grinder.—Bulletin G-9, which super-
sedes Bulletin G-8, issued by the Standard Electric Tool
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, is illustrated and contains in-

formation on several types of portable electrically operated
grinders.

Flashers.—Bulletin No. 33, just issued by the Reynolds
Electric Company, 422 South Talman Avenue, Chicago, 111.,

contains information on flashers for electric signs and dis-

plays, color hoods, and small alternating-current and direct-

current motors.

Controlling Devices.—Handbook No. 4 on controlling de-

vices has just been issued by the Industrial Controller

Company, 850 Greenbush Street, Milwaukee, Wis. The
book contains 184 pages and a large number of diagrams
and halftone illustrations.

Switch, Cut-out and Meter-Testing Devices.—Catalog
No. 417 describes the "Universal Noark System" switch,

cut-out and meter-testing devices manufactured by the
Johns-Pratt Company, Hartford, Conn., for which the H. W.
Johns-Manville Company, Madison Avenue, and Forty-first

Street, New York, is sole selling agent.

Oil Pump and Force-Feed Lubricator.—Bulletin No. 60,

issued by the Richardson-Phenix Company, Milwaukee,
Wis., contains information on its model M sight-feed oil

pump. The company has also issued Bulletin No. 50 on its

Models T, S and R force-feed lubricator. Both publi-

cations are profusely and attractively illustrated.

Hydraulic Machinery and Transformers.—Bulletin No.
1636, issued by the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., contains information on and a large

number of photographs and diagrams of hydraulically oper-

ated machinery. The company has also issued Bulletin

No. 1097 on "Power Transformers," Bulletin No. 1435-A on
"Vertical Mill Elevators," and Bulletin No. 1801-A on "The
Isbell Vanner."
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Construction News
New England

AUGUSTA. ME.—The Public Utilities
Commission has granted the petition of the
Central Maine Pwr. Co., Augusta, to take
over the plant and holdings of the Waldo-
boro El. Lt. & Pwr. Co., which supplies
electricity in Waldoboro, Washington,
Friendship and Jefferson. The Central
Maine Pwr. Co. has also applied to the
commissioner for permission to purchase
the capital stock of the Bath & Brunswick
Lt. & Pwr. Co. of Brunswick.
BANGOR, MAINE.—Financial arrange-

ments, it is reported, have been completed
for construction of the Mattawamkeag &
Northern Railway, proposing 23 miles of
electric railway from Mattawamkeag on
the Maine Central to Millinocket and to
Bangor and Aroostook. Surveys are being
made by the Stone & Webster Engineering
Corpn., Boston, Mass. Charles W. Mullen,
Bangor, is interested in the project.

BAR HARBOR, ME.—The Bar Harbor
& Union River Pwr. Co., Bar Harbor, is
contemplating the erection of an electric
transmission line from Bluehill Falls to
Brooklin and Sedgwick, a distance of 14
miles. Energy will be supplied from the
power plant at Ellsworth.
SKOWHEGAN, ME.—The Central Maine

Pwr. Co. is planning to extend its electric
transmission line from Skowhegan to
Athens, via Malbon's Mills and West
Ridge Road.
ROYALTON, VT.—The Royalton Pwr.

Co. has purchased the local furniture shop
and proposes to use the power to supple-
ment its present plant.

BRAINTREE, MASS.—The power plant
of the East Kraintree Bleachery was re-
cently destroyed by fire.

FRAMINGHAM, MASS.—The Edison
El. Illg. Co. of Boston has filed a petition
with the Selectmen asking permission to
place its wires underground in the busi-
ness section. The cost of the work is esti-
mated at $40,000. Plans are being consid-
ered for a more systematic street-lighting
service.

SOUTHWICK, MASS.—The Selectmen
are negotiating with the Southwick El. Lt.
Co. for lighting the streets of the town and
the town building. The company has prac-
tically made arrangements with the Am-
herst Pwr. Co. for energy to operate its

system.
WESTFIELD, MASS. — The Westfield

Mfg. Co. has applied to the Municipal
Lighting Department for electrical service
from the municipal electric-light plant to
the amount of 200 hp. for use in its plant.
A special town meeting will have to be
called to authorize the purchase of addi-
tional line material and other equipment to
enable the plant to furnish the service.

SEYMOUR, CONN.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington,
D. C., until Dec. 2S for construction com-
plete, including mechanical equipment, ex-
cept lighting fixtures and approaches, of
the United States post office at Seymour,
Conn.

Middle Atlantic
BATAVIA, N. Y.—At a special election

held recently the proposal to issue $175,000
in bonds for rebuilding the municipal elec-

tric-lighting plant, building a filtration
plant and making other improvements
to the mechanical equipment of the city

was carried.

HERKIMER, N. Y.—The estimates of
the Quinn Engineering & Construction Co.,

Rochester, submitted to the Municipal Com-
mission, place the cost of increasing the
output of the municipal electric-light plant
and providing for an improved street-light-
ing system on Main Street at $15,800.

MOUNT MORRTS. N. Y.—The contract
for the construction of the new power
house for the Mount Morris Wtr. Pwr. Co.
on the Genesee River, just below the power
dam, has been awarded to Palermo Broth-
ers, Mount Morris.

WATERTOWN, N. Y.—The Public Serv-
ice Commission has authorized the North-
ern New York Utilities, Inc., to issue $76,-

700 in securities to finance extensions and
improvements to its system in and around
Watertown, including additional equipment
at the Black River station, to cost $8,514 :

additional electric equipment at the Mill

Street plant, Watertown, $5,868 ;
estimated

cost of completing distribution system at

Natural Bridge, $S83 ; stoel-tower trans-
mission line (45,000 volts) from Carthage
to Taylorville plant. $21,000, and a new or-

namental street-lighting system for the city

of Watertown, $30,000.

BRACKENRIDGE, PA — Preparations
are being made by the borough of Brack-
enridge for the installation of a municipal
lighting system. Energy for operating the
system will be obtained from the borough
of Tarentum. Contracts have been awarded
to the Western El. Co. for poles and to the
Iron City El. Co. for equipment. The work
will be done by the borough, which has
engaged Sidney B. Martin, 1'ittsburgh, as
consulting engineer, who will work in con-
junction with Alfred Thompson, resident
engineer.

CORRY, PA.—A committee has be<

pointed by the Board of Commonc and In-

dustry for the purpose of promoting the
project to install an ornamental lighting
system in Corry.

LANCASTER, PA.—Application for a
charter will soon be made by the Berks-
Lehigh El. Co. to supply electricity for

lamps, heaters and motors in the township
of Lower Macungie, including the borough
of Topton. Lawrence B. Myers and John
M. Groff, Lancaster, are interested in the
company.
ORRTANNA, PA.—A project is reported

to be under way to supply a number of

residents in the western fruit-belt I

of Adams County with electricity. It is

proposed to erect a transmission line

(about 4 miles long) from the Orrtanna
plant to supply the service.

YARDLEY, PA.—The contract for con-
struction of a foundry for the Klauder-
Weldon Dyeing Machine Co., Amsterdam,
in Yardley, has been awarded to Charles
T. Eastburn. The building will be 111 ft.

by 78 ft., of fireproof construction. Con-
tracts for steam heating, wiring and sprin-
klers have not yet been awarded. Pouckert
& Wunder, 310 Chestnut Street, Philadel-
phia, are architects.

NEWTON, N. J.—The Branchville El.

Pwr., Wtr. & Ltg. Co., Branchville, has
submitted a proposal to the town committee
offering to light the streets of Newton for

$7,150 annually, provided it is given a ten-
year contract. The contract of the New-
ton Gas & El. Co. expires Jan. 1.

FREDERICK, MD.—Plans submitted to

the City Council by C. L. Reeder, consulting
engineer, Baltimore, and Dr. John B.

Whitehead, professor of electrical engineer-
ing of John Hopkins University, Baltimore,
for enlarging the municipal electric-light

plant place the cost at $103,000. The re-

port provides for the erection of an entirely

new plant which will enable the city to

supplv electricity for lighting the streets

and to furnish energy for commercial and
power purposes in Frederick.

FAIRMONT, W. VA.—Plans have been
completed bv J. G. Smyth, Watson Build-

ing, Fairmont, for the erection of two brick
power houses at Tra and Carolina Mines,
Helen's Run. for the Consol. Coal Co., to

cost about $6,000 each.

THURMOND. W. VA.—Application has

been made by the Mount Hope El. Pwr. &
Wtr. Co., Mount Hope, to construct and
operate an electric-light, water, sewer, tele-

phone and telegraph system in Thurmond.

WINCHESTER, VA.—The Council has
authorized the committee on lights to en-

gage an electrical engineer to make inves-

tigations and submit estimates of cost or

construction of an electric-lighting system
in Winchester.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-

celved at the Bureau of Yards and Docks,

Navy Department, Washington, D. C, until

Jan. 8, 1916, for two 400-ft. steel towers at

radio station, Island of Guam. Plans and
specifications may be obtained upon appli-

cation to the bureau.

North Central
BAY CITY, MICH.—The City Council

has decided to establish an ornamental
lighting system throughout the entire busi-

ness section on the east and west sides of

the river.

DETROIT, MICH.—Extensive additions
are being made to the power plant of the
Studebaker Corporation.

HIGHLAND PARK, MICH—Bids will

be received by R. Milton Ford, village clerk,

until Dec. 6 for furnishing one centrifugal

pump of 3400 gal. capacity per minute,
against a total head of 120 ft., with neces-

sary motor to operate it. Plans and speci-

fications may be obtained at the office of

the village clerk, Highland Park.

RAPID RIVER, MICH.—H. E. Pfeifer,

Rapid River, is building a transmission line

connecting the power plant on Escanaba
River with Rapid River. Mr. Pfeifer will

supply electrical service in this village and
Masonville. W. H. Needham of Escanaba
has charge of the work.
ROCHESTER, MICH. — The Western

Knitting Mills are developing a small
water-power which, it is estimated, will

provide about 70 electric hp. As yet the
electrical installation has not been decided
upon. A direct-current vertical generating
unit is under consideration. The water-
wheel will be supplied by the James Leffel

& Co., Springfield, Ohio. The generator
will probably be purchased within the next
two weeks, for which specifications are as
follows: 52 kw., 230 volts and 257 r.p.m.

The bearings of the generator must be
capable of sustaining 3500 lb. thrust in ad-
dition to the weight of the armature. C. B.
Chapman is treasurer and manager.
ZEELAND, MICH.—At an election held

Nov. 8 the proposal to sell the municipal
electric-light plant to the Consumers' Lt. &
Pwr. Co., Grand Rapids, for $12,000 was
carried. Under the terms of the sale the
company is to take over the plant by July.

1916.

CLEVELAND, OHTO.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the office of the commissioner of

purchases and supplies. City Hall, Cleve-
land, until Dec. 3, for rubber-covered, lead-

New Power Station for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The new power station of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, now under
construction at Cambridge, will, at the be-

ginning, develop about 2000 hp. in steam.

The new boilers will have a rating of 1560

lip. and those removed from Trinity Place
400 hp., the new ones being of the Bab-
cock & Wilcox pattern with Riley stokers
and working under forced draft. The
plant will be used as a laboratory for the
use of the students, as well as for lighting,
heating and power purposes, and will be
built on the lines of a large central station.
The laboratory use is likely to demand a
high peak load, which the plant must be
able to care tor. but at the same time the
load-factor Is comparatively low. The
electrical outfit is an Interesting one, since

ngine room will serve for substation
as well as for central station. The initial

equipment will include three turbines di-

rectly connected to three generators, 750
kw., 500 kw. and 150 kw. resjiectivoly, fur-
nishing three-phase current at 2300 volts:
one 150-kw. turbine and two 150-kw. mo-
tor-generators, furnishing direct current at

110 and 220 volts, and two 35-kw. exciters,
one driven by steam engine, and one
turbine-driven. On the first floor of this

building will be installed the engines, in-

cluding a Curtis turbine Of about 75 kw.
rating, a 30-hp. Corliss engine with dyna-
mometer attached to flywheel, :i 225-hp.
McEwen tandem compound engine, a com-
pound engine and generator of the same
make of 250 hp. and a triple-expansion Cor-
liss engine. These engines will be ranged
along the western wall of the building. On
the opposite side of the great laboratory
will be a Brown engine driving a three-
stage compressor which compresses air to

2500 lb. per square inch. There will be
two or three other compressors and sev-
eral small engines to illustrate different
types of prime movers.
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ELYRIA, OHIO.—The Lorain County El.

Co., a subsidiary ol the Cities Service Co.,
New York. N, Y., it is reported, is con-
templating Improvements to Its station and
substation In Elyria and Lorain.
QIRARD, OHIO. Preparations are being

mad. for the installation of a new street-
lighting ayatem In Glrard. The plans pro-
vide for replacing the are lamps now In
use with 213 tungsten lamps In the resi-
dential sections Of the city. Ornamental
standards will probably be erected in the
business district.

MARIETTA, OHIO.—At an election
held recently the proposal to issue $45,000
in bonds tor the installation of a municipal
electric-light plant in Marietta was de-
feated.

MASSILLON, OHIO.—Improvements are
contemplated by the Massillon El. & Gas
Co. to its plant on South Erie Street, to
cost about $100,000. Contracts, it is re-
ported, have been placed for a new 7500-
hp. steam turbine and generators, five
11,000-volt transformers, two boilers, stacks
and pumps. F. O. Kennedy is general man-
ager.

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
tect, Treasury Department, Washington. D.
C, until Dec. 18. for the construction com-
plete, including plumbing, gas piping, heat-
ing apparatus, electric conduits and wiring,
lift and approaches, of the United States
post office at Middletown, Ohio.
NEWARK, OHIO.—The Newark Tel. Co.

has applied to the Public Utilities Commis-
sion for permission to issue $50,000 in capi-
tal stock, the proceeds to be used for ex-
tensions and improvements to the system.
OVERPECK, OHIO.—Preparations are

being madje, it is reported, for the installa-
tion of an electric-lighting system in Over-
peck. Energy to maintain the system will
be obtained from Coke Otto.
SALEM, OHIO.—Preliminary steps have

been taken by the Municipal Ser. Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., for taking over the prop-
erties of the Salem El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. and
the Columbiana County El. Lt. & Pwr. Co.
of Salem, as provided in the franchise re-
cently granted the company. Extensive
improvements are contemplated by the
Municipal Ser. Co.. involving an expendi-
ture of about $100,000. H. T. Hartman,
Phidalephia, is president of the Municipal
Ser. Co.

TRENTON, OHIO.—Work, it is reported,
has begun on the installation of an elec-
tric-lighting system in Trenton. Energy
to operate the system will be obtained from
Coke Otto.

WEST SALEM, OHIO.—The electric-
lighting franchise and system in West
Salem, formerly owned by John W. Jack-
son, has been sold to F. L. Berry for
$4,400.

YELLOW CREEK, OHIO.—The Kenohio
El. Co. it is reported, is planning to install
an electric light and power plant at Yellow
Creek, Jefferson. For further information
address W. J. C. Kenyon. president, 332
South Michigan Avenue. Chicago. 111.

WANATAH, IND—The Public Service
Commission has authorized the Wanatah
El. Co. to issue $9,000 in bonds and $5,000
in capital stock to purchase the local
electric-lighting system and transmission
lines and also to furnish electricity for
lamps, heaters and motors in Wanatah.
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ence and necessity to erect a transmission
line limn .Maim,- tu Si. Jacobs and from
Highlands to St Jacobs, and also to con-
struct a pole line and distributing system
III St. Jacobs.

POPLAR GROVE, lid.. The Public
i tllitiea Commission has approved an
agreement between the Illinois Northern
Utilities Co., Dixon, and the Poplar Grove
Pwr. Co., wherebj the former company will
purchase the distributing system owned by
the latter and ei.-et an electric transmis-
sion line rioiii ('apron to Poplar drove.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL. -Tin- Western Car-
trldge Co. has awarded tin- contract
lor the construction of an electric-power
plant, to cost about $100,000, to the Urbauer-
AtWOOd Htg, Co., St. Louis, Mo. The plant
will be erected about 5 miles north of this
city.

WHEATON, ILL.—Bonds to the amount
of $35,000 have been voted for enlarging
and extending the water-works system. The
improvements will consist of one elevated
tank of 200,000 gal. capacity, two 750-gal.
per minute centrifugal well pumps, 70 ft.
total head, one 500-gal.-per-minute dis-
tributing pump, 200 ft. total head, one
LOO-hp. power unit (probably gas producer
and engine), and alterations to the present
pumping station. La Verne J. Ruddock is
city engineer.

BLOOMINGTON, WIS.—The contract for
the installation of an electric-light plant
in Bloomington has been awarded to the
Globe El. Co., Milwaukee.
BUTTERNUT, WIS.—Steps have been

taken by Edward Drott to organize a com-
pany to construct and operate an electric-
lighting plant in Butternut. The installa-
tion of a private plant is reported to be
under consideration by W. J. Schultz.
MADISON, WIS.—The Wisconsin River

Pwr. Co., Madison, it is reported, con-
templates the erection of electric trans-
mission lines in Sauk, Dane and Columbia
Counties.

WASHBURN, WIS.—The Commercial
Club is considering the installation of an
ornamental lighting system on Main Street.

CLIMAX, MINN.—The town of Climax
is reported to be installing a municipal
electric-lighting plant.

ELK RIVER, MINN.—The hydroelectric
plant now being built on Elk River by F. A.
Waterman, it is expected, will supply elec-
tricity in Elk River by the latter part of
December. C. F. Walters will be manager
of the plant.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Bids will be
received by the Board of Education, Min-
neapolis, until Dec. 6, for construction of
the John Ericsson School, including general
work, plumbing, heating and ventilating,
wiring and temperature control. Plans
are on file at the Minneapolis Builders'
Exchange and at the office of R. V. L.
Haxby, architect, board of education, for
general work, and at the office of Rose &
Harrison for mechanical equipment, copies
of which may be obtained upon deposit of
$20. George F. Womrath is business super-
intendent.

MONTROSE, MINN.—The installation of
an electric-lighting system in Montrose is
reported to be under consideration.

ROCHESTER, MINN.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Public Utility Board, Roches-
ter, until Dec. 8 for equipment for the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant as follows : For
two 260-hp. water-tube boilers, mechanical
stokers for four boilers, economizers and
induced-draft equipment, chimney, steel
breeching and flues, overhead coal bunkers,
coal crusher and conveying equipment, a
750-kw. turbo-generator and condenser,
switchboard, condenser for two engines,
crane for engine room, electric elevator and
industrial rail and ash car. Proposals may
be submitted on any division or on any part
or parts of the entire equipment. A new
$4 5,000 power station is now being erected
and new machinery, together with a part
of the equipment from the old power plant,
is to be installed. The new plant will have
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Hon bj Ma - i . i 8 i 8, Plana ami aped flea
tloiiM rot iin- n.-w plant in.,-, be obtained
ii, mi ih, ( h.,, i, i . pin but l !o , BOB
Metropolitan Life Building, Minneapolis,
.Minn

, COnSUll Ing enj

ST. pail, .\ii\.\ improvements In-
volving an expenditure Ol about |7,( "'

i in- fire-alarm stem an- contemi
The work will unhid, ih, Ini I. illation ol

insulated alarm boxes to replace SOI
tin old, i I,.- . a new switchboard foi the
central operator, ami an electric map show-
ing the locations Ol all I In- lire I

'a I

the city.

BJLDRIDGE, [( »WA The Town CouncU
has granted I mo i: Wuei tenbi
slon to erect tranamlaalon lines to supply
electricity in the business district ot the
town. Mr. Wuestenberg is installing an
electric plant in connection with B

garage.

PORT DODGE, IOWA -At an el<

held recently the proposal to issue (100,000
in bonds for thi power
dam in the Des Moines River at the north
edge of the city was carried.

IMOGENE, IOWA.—The installation of
an electric-lighting system in [mogei
under consideration. It is proposed to se-

cure the service from either Shenandoah,
Malvern or Tabor.
LOW MOOR, IOWA.—Bonds to the

amount of $4,500 have been authorized for
the installation of an electric-lighting sys-
tem.

MARENGO, IOWA.—The Iowa El. Co.,

Marengo, has applied to the Board of Su-
pervisors of Jones County for a franchise
to erect and maintain electric transmission
lines along the highways of Jones County.

RICHLAND, IOWA.—Preparations are
being made by the Richland El. Lt. Co. to
erect electric transmission lines to Brighton
and Ollie. Electrical service will also be
supplied to farmers residing along the line.

TITONKA, IOWA.—An election will soon
be called to submit the proposal to grant
Halbert Merrifield, Mankato, a franchise to
install an electric-lighting system in Ti-
tonka.

CLEARMONT, MO.—Preparations are
being made by Jesse Baker for the installa-
tion of a small electric plant at his repair
shop. Mr. Baker proposes to furnish elec-
tricity to light several of the buildings near
his property, and if the service is satisfac-
tory he may enlarge the plant and extend
the service throughout the town.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—The Squire El. &
Construction Co., Kansas City, has been
awarded the contract by the Kaw Valley
Drainage Board for the electrical installa-

tion of a dredge boat to be used this winter
in clearing the channel of the Kaw River.
The plans call for a 1000-hp. installation
and include a 750-hp. slip-ring, three-phase,
2300-volt motor, secondary control, for
driving a centrifugal pump for dredging

:

a 75-hp. motor on a two-stage centrifugal
pump, and a 25-hp. motor on a single-stage
pump ; a 50-hp. motor will operate through
a converging shaft on a cutter ahead of the
suction. Among the minor equipment are
a 25-hp. motor on drums for hoisting and
handling the suction tube and a motor-
generator set for operating the searchlight
and the lamps to be strung on board.
Energy for operating the dredge will be
supplied by the municipal electric-light
plant at Kansas City, Kan. The company
has also secured the contract for electrical
work, wiring, motors for heating and ven-
tilating, etc., for the administration build-
ing of the Warrensburg Normal School

;

also the electrical contract for the manual-
training building at Warrensburg.

MONETT, MO.—The contract with the
Ozark Wtr. & Pwr. Co., Branson, for fur-
nishing electricity to operate the municipal
electric plant for a period of ten years has
been approved by the voters.

NEW MADRID, MO.—Bids will be re-
ceived by W. H. Copeland, city clerk, New
Madrid, until Nov. 29 for additions to the
municipal elect! "c-light plant. H. H. Hum-
phrey, Chemical Building, St. Louis, is con-
sulting eng'

KILLDEER. N. D.—The installation of
an electric-lighting system in Killdeer is

under consideration.

NEWBERG, N. D.—The installation of
an electric-lighting system in Newberg is

reported under consideration. H. C. Martin
is said to be interested in the project.
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CHANCELLOR, S. D.—The Town Couil
oil has authorized plans to i><- prepared for
a municipal electric-light plant.

HARTFORD, s. i >. -Preparation! arc
being made by the Hartford Lt & l'wr.
Co. to n-build its plant, recently damaged
by a storm. O. J. Grounsdahl is secretary
,iii.| manager.
AURORA., NEB.—Bids will be received at

the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D C,
until Dee. 22, for construction, Including
mechanical equipment and approaches, ol
the United States post Office at Aurora,
Neb
DIXON, NEB.—The proposal to issue

bonds for the installation of an electric-
lighting system in Dixon will soon be sub-
mitted to the voters. Jt is proposed to se-
cure electricity to operate the system from
the new plant in Laurel.

HEARTWELL, NEB.—The Heartwell
Wtr., Lt. & Pwr, Co. lias been granted a
franchise to install and operate an electric-
llghl plant and water-works system in
Heartwell lor a period of twenty-five years.
LINCOLN, NEB.—Plans have been com-

pleted for the erection of Terminal Building
(8E It. by 142 ft., ten stories high) for the
Lincoln Trac. Co.

BELLEVILLE, KAN.—Bids, it is under-
stood, are being asked for equipment and
installation of an ornamental street-light-
ing system in Belleville.

LAWRENCE, KAN.—The Lawrence Ry.
& Lt. Co., it is reported, has offered to pay
|1,000 toward the expense of equipment
of an ornamental lighting system. The re-
mainder (about $3,000) will be raised by
a special tax.

Southern States

ELKIN, N. C.—The Chatham Mfg. Co.,
Elkins, it is reported, is planning to install
an electric-power plant to supply elec-
tricity to operate its woolen mills and
other manufacturing plants.

ORANGEBURG, S. C.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Mayor and Couneilmen of the
city of Orangeburg until Dec. 3 for furnish-
ing and erecting on foundations furnished
by the city two 275-hp. water-tube boilers,
designed for a working pressure of 160-lb.
gage. T. O. S. Dibble is city clerk and
treasurer.

METTER, GA.—At an election to be
held in December the proposal to issue
$25,000 in bonds will be submitted to the
voters. Of the proceeds $7,500 will be used
for an electric-light plant and $12,500 for
water-works system.

FORT PIERCE, FLA.—Plans are being
considered for extension to the electric-
lighting system, for which bonds have been
authorized.

ST. CLOUD, FLA.—The City Council has
engaged Wilbur A. Ginn, Sanford, as en-
gineer in connection with water-works,
electric-light plant and street improve-
ments.
CAMDEN, TENN.—The Camden El. Lt.

Co., recently incorporated, is planning to
install a new electric plant. The equipment
will include one Westinghouse 150-kva.,
60-cycle alternating-current generator,
Westinghouse switchboard and trans-
formers.
CLARKSDALE, MISS.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the Commissioners of Clarksdale
until Dec. 14 for furnishing material for

improvements to the municipal electric-
light plant and water-works system as fol-

lows: One 350-hp. water-tube boiler, one
guyed steel stack, one 500-hp. open feed-
water heater with metering device, one 30-
gal.-per-minute motor-driven centrifugal
boiler-feed pump, one 500-gal.-per-minute
motor-driven pump for water-works, one
COo and draft recorder with low alarm,
four feed-water regulators, one half-ton
electric (delivery type) truck. Also equip-
ment for industrial railway as follows:
Two 1-ton drop-side steel charging cars.

one right-hand cast plate switch, one 3-ton
cast plate, boiler-room Males with hand-
registering device, 500 ft. (single) No. l 6

rail with four-bolt fishplates and bolts.

Specifications are on file in the Office of the
city clerk, and copies may be obtained upon
application there, or to VV. G. Shurger En-
gineering Co., Meridian, Miss., consulting
engineer.

MONTICELLO, ARK.—The Town Coun-
cil has entered into a contract with the
board of trustees of the Fourth District
Agricultural School to supply that institu-

tion with electricity for lamps and motors.
Heretofore the school has operated its own
plant.

HEAVENER, OKLA.—Bonds to the
amount of $20,000 have been voted for the
installation of a municipal electric-lighting
plant in Heavener.

RINGLING, OKLA - - li i: i

owner of the local Ice factors', is planning
to install an electric-light plant. Equip-
ment for the proposed plant, it Is under-
stood, has been purchased.

SHAMROCK, < »KLA The Bapulpa & Oil
Fields i: i: Co. is contemplating the in-
stallation of an electric power plant to
supply electricity for operating machinery
in the oil tieids and also for railroad use.
High-tension lines will be used. J. a.
Prates, Springfield, Bio , general superin-
tendent of the St. Louis & San Francisco
Ry., is president of the Sapulpa & Oil
Fields Co.

WESTVTLLE. OKLA.—Bonds to the
amount of $10,000 have been voted for the
purchase of the local electric-light plant.

DALLAS, TEX.—Plans are being pre-
pared by the Dallas Union Terminal Co.
for power plant, to cost about $40,000, and
two signal towers, to cost $20,000.

FORT SAM HOUSTON, TEX.—Bids will
be received at the oflice of the constructing
quartermaster, Fort Sam Houston, until
Dec. 13, for furnishing and installing an in-

terior and exterior lighting system. Fur-
ther information may be obtained at the
above oflice.

PLAINVIEW, TEX.—The Texas Utility
Co., recently organized by H. Wurdack, St.

Louis, Mo., and others, has purchased the
electric light and power plant, water-works
system and ice factory in Plainview and
Lockney, and has acquired about 75 miles
of transmission lines in Floyd, Hale and
Lubbock Counties. The company is said to
be negotiating for similar industries in
other towns in this region and proposes to
extend the transmission system of the cen-
tral station at Plainview and furnish en-
ergy to operate irrigation pumping plants
and for other industries.

SULPHUR SPRINGS, TEX.—The City
Commission has contracted for 45 addi-
tional arc lamps in the business district
and for a large number of additional in-
candescent lamps to be placed in the resi-
dential districts). Ornamental standards
will be used.

Pacific States

ALDER, WASH.—The City Council of
Tacoma has voted to furnish the town of
Alder with electricity from the municipal
electric plant at La Grande, provided that
Alder erects its own transmission line.

OAKVILLE, WASH.—The property of
the Oakville Lt. & Pwr. Co. has been pur-
chased by Frank Leisner, Oakville. The
new owner, it is understood, will make im-
provements to the service.

RITZVILLE, WASH.—Application has
been made to the Council by H. B. Spear
for a franchise for the Ritzville Central
Htg. Co. to construct and operate a heating
and electric plant in Ritzville for a period
of twenty-five years.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Provided that the
city of Seattle will withdraw its application
for water rights on the Sauk-Suiattle River,
filed less than a year ago, the American
Nitrogen Products Co., capitalized at $750,-
000, will, it is reported, begin work at once
on the construction of a nitrate plant. The
initial power-plant installation provides for
a development of about 2000 kw., to cost
about $100,000, with an ultimate develop-
ment of 100,000 kw. The matter has been
referred to A. H. Dimmock, city engineer,
J. D. Ross, superintendent of lighting, and
James E. Bradford, corporation counsel.
TACOMA, WASH.—The City Council,

which last year revoked the privilege of the
Puget Sound Trac, Lt. & Pwr. Co., which
owns and operates the local power plant
and traction system, to sell energv for
power purposes, has returned the company
its franchise granting this privilege. The
agreement includes the uniting of the mu-
nicipal plant With that of the Puget Sound
company, to be used as an auxiliary, and
it also provides for an extension of the
Pacific Avenue car line of the Tacoma Ry.
& Lt. Co. and for the construction of a
short line to South Tacoma, over the new
Tacoma Avenue fill.

ALBANY, ORE.—The City Council has
granted William Hoefiich a franchise to
install and operate an electric-light plant
in Albany,
GRANT'S PASS, ORE.—W. B. Sherman,

Grant's Pass, has been granted permission
by the state Engineer to appropriate 1000
second-ft. of water of the Rogn. Rl
Hell Gate for the development ol an Irri-
gation and power project, Involving
penditure of about $200,000.

INDEPENDENCE, ORE.— The Oregon
PWr. Co, is planning to extend its electric
transmission lines to Buena Vista to fur-
nish electrical service in that Village and
also to farmers residing along the line. A
L. Martin is local manager.

LAPINE. ORE. The propertj of the
Pringle Falls Wtr. & Pwr. <'o., Lapini
rec< ntlj sold to a syndicate ol Eastei n capi-
talists, headed bj Thomas Brothers ol Ne-

The consideration, it la under-
stood, was $800,000. The new company,
it is understood, proposes to suppl
trical energj for the Irrigation of the entire
Lapine Basin and ESden-l oules, Sllvei
and Fort Rock Val units for
lamps and motors in Lapine will he among
the flrsl steps m tin- proposed development.
The power station, which is practically com-
pleted, will be equipped with electric gen-
erating equipment Immediately,
OSWEGO, ORE The contract for fur-

nishing motors, transformers and othei
equipment necessary for the operation of
the Oregon-Portland Cement Co., Oswego,
has been awarded to the Portland ol

the Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

ESCONDIDO, CAL. An election has
been called to submit to the voters the pro-
posal to issue $40,000 in bonds for the in-

stallation of a municipal electric-light plant
in Kscondido.

FRESNO, CAL.—Plans have been adopted
by the Council for electrolier lighting sys-
tem No. 2, and a resolution to install the
same was passed. Electroliers similar to
those in the business district will be erected
on J Street between Merced and Tuolumne
Streets and on Tuolumne from I to J Street.

LA MANDA PARK, CAL.—At an elec-
tion held recently the proposal to issue %'i'i,-

000 in bonds for the installation of an
ornamental lighting system in La Manda
Park was carried.

SANTA ROSA, CAL.—The Board of Su-
pervisors has entered into an agreement
with the Pacific Gas ft EL Co., San Fran-
cisco, to supply electricity for lamps and
motors for the county hospital and farm.
Lines will be extended to the hospital at
once.

HAILEY, IDAHO.—The plant and hold-
ings of the Hailey El. Co. have been pur-
chased by Ferris Brothers, La Crosse, Wis.,
who are also negotiating for the property
of the Rockwell-White Co., Bellevue. When
the latter deal is carried through both plants
will be consolidated and placed under the
management of John T. Hart, manager of
the Hailey plant. The new owners propose
to increase the output of both plants and
supply electricity to the various mining
properties in the vicinity of Hailey.

RATHDRUM, IDAHO.—The plant of the
Rathdrum El. Co. has been purchased by
Ralph Y. Poole, Ouray, Col. The transfer
includes the lighting, heating and power
system at Post Falls. The new owner, it is

understood, will make extensions and im-
provements to the system.
EAST SCOBEY, MONT.—The Scobey El.

Lt. Co. is reported to be contemplating the
installation of additional machinery to

meet the increasing demands for electrical
service.

PINOS ALTOS, N. M.—The Empire Zinc
Co. has been granted permission by James
A. French, state engineer, to take water
from arroyos in the Pinos Altos district of
Grant County to create a storage reser-
voir at Pinos Altos, the water to be used
for mining, milling and power purposes.

Canada
GRANTHAM, ON'T.—The by-law author-

izing the village of Grantham to enter into

a contract with the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Power Commission has been approved by
the ratepayers. The municipality will be
served from the town of Lucan. Grantham
has not a post Office..

IBERVILLE, QUE.—The Southern Can-
ada Pwr. Co., which controls the St. Johns
El. Lt. Co., St. Johns, has submitted a
proposal to the town of Iberville offering
to purchase the municipal electric-light
plant. The St. Johns company already does
the larger part of the electrical business.
the municipal plant supplying night service
only. F. A. Chisholm is manager.

Miscellaneous

PANAMA—Bids will be received at the
oflice of the general purchasing officer, the
Panama Canal, Washington, D. C, until
I

>. <• s for furnishing centrifugal pumps,
Bteel and iron castings, sheet copper, drills,

drill sockets, pipe dies, copper ferrules,
gages, grease cups, valves, cocks, water-
gage lamps, etc. Blanks and general in-
formation relating to this circular (No.
992) may be obtained from the above of-
fice or the Offices of the assistatit purchas-
ing agents. L' I State Street, Xew York, N.
V i".ii Whitney Building, New Orleans,
La., ami Fort Mason, San Francisco, ("al.

Major F C Roggs is purchasing officer.
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Weekly Record of Electrical Patents
UNITED BTATES PATENTS ISSUED

\i'\ ie, 1016

[Prepared i>> MJtcheil t Allyn, II Park
ROW, N' » Yoi h i

i. u. ii, urn m Batter,
Chicago, in App in-. I

!>.• i'.. 1901
( lombtned drop a nd Jack.

I . I 60, 126. I n.-r.n.K wn I \ pi ROOM M
in. i Telethons System \v P, Andrick,
Jamaica, N > \pi> m.'. I net. 10, 1918
!•'..

i
ii. toriai ii"i business pui i

1,160,181 mi ins roa Circulating EDlxc
w i. nil •.. Niagara Falls, N.

^ Km Bled March 96, 1919 I

tary pump
1,160.177. X-RA1 Tim:. K \V Kelly,

Philadelphia, Pa App, Bled June 97,
1914. Special cooling means.

1,160,181, Maohini Tblbpboni Switch-
s vst km ; P. R iMcit.it> and D.

ECoenlg, Antwerp, Belgium, App. Bled
March 8, 1914, Power-driven registering
ami controlling apparatus,

1,160,187. Plug Rxcbptaclb Box fob
Blbctric Circuits ; w. i<\ Meschenmoser,
New York. N. v. App. Bled April 2,

1910, Protected terminals.

1,160,188 SIONAL Transmitters; C. Miller,
\. w York. \. Y. App. Bled May 29,
1914, Fire-alarm or messenger box.

1,160,244 TREATING Materials in Elec-
tric Furnaces; E, S. Berglund, Troll-
hattan, Sweden. App. filed April 21,
1915. Introduces substance capable of
forming an easily fusible slag.

1,160,261. Method of Electric "Welding
and Apparatus for Use Therein; W. B.
Cleveland, Burton, Ohio. App. filed Oct.
16, 1909. Welding bonds to rails.

1,160,289. Electrical System of Dis-
thihution; J. W. Jepson, Depew, N. Y.
App. filed July 25, 1914. Car lighting.

1,160,294. Selective Signaling System;
O. M. Leich, Genoa, 111. App. filed April
14, 1911. Harmonic ringer.

1,160,315 Elevator Signaling Apparatus;
E. R. Newell, New York, N. Y. App.
filed June 6, 1908. Restoration of sig-
nals controlled by doors

1,160,327. Homogenizing and Heating
Device for Gaseous Fuel ; E. P. Ross,
Freeport, N. Y. App. filed May 12, 1915.
Mixes and heats gaseous fuel.

1.160.344. Electrical System of Distri-
bution ; W. A. Turbayne, Lancaster, N.
Y. App. filed Jan. 26, 1909. Charging
storage battery.

1.160.345. Convertible Direct or Indirect
Lighting Fixtures ; F. W. Wakefield,
Vermilion, Ohio. App. filed Jan. 19, 1914.
Reflector can be reversed for direct or
indirect lighting.

1.160.346. Clock Mechanism ; H. E. "War-
ren, Ashland, Mass. App. filed Nov. 30,
1914. Pendulum magnetically coupled
to time train.

1,160,357. Electrical Transformers ; R.
F. Agnew, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed
March 3, 1909. Advantages of cast and
laminated construction.

1,160,371. System for Operating Burners
by Means of Liquid Fuel ; C. A. Brown,
Hinsdale, 111. App. filed Nov. 22, 1913.
Vaporizing means for boilers.

1,160,386. Fuse Carrier; J. J. Crouse,
"Waterbury, Conn. App. filed Aug. 10,
1914. Limited amperage.

1,160,388. Ignition Apparatus for Inter-
nal-Combustion Engines ; L. C. Daucher,
Suresnes, France. App. filed May 22,
1913. Visible spark-gaps.

1.160.400. Electrolytic Process of De-
tinning ; H. Goldschmidt, Essen-on-the-
Ruhr, Germany. App. filed Feb. 5, 1908.
Detins scrap by alkaline electrolyte.

1.160.401. Electrolytic Detinning Sys-
tem ; H. Goldschmidt, Essen-on-the
Ruhr, Germany. App. filed Feb. 5, 1908.
Closed-conduit electrolyte circulating sys-
tem.

1,160,416. Selective Controller for Ve-
hicle-Call Systems ; J. H. Kilegl, New
York, N. Y. App. filed July 8, 1913. Im-
proved contact-making devices.

1,160,435. Electric-Lamp Retaining De-
vice

; H. J. Morey, Syracuse, N. Y. App.
filed Oct. 19, 1914. "Wire retainer ap-
plicable to ordinary socket.

1,160,447. Machine-Telephone Switch-
ing System ; L. Polinkowsky, Brussels,
Belgium. App. filed March 5, 1914. Au-
matic switch searches for and seizes idle
circuit.

1,160,469. Machine for Producing Elec-
trical Coils ; C. R. Underhill, New
Haven, Conn. App. filed Jan. 22, 1914.
Spirally wound insulation tapes.

i
.

1 60, 172 Dsvici \ti mi tiik
Hpki d or u . .i . ; w allmann,
i takland, Cal App Bled May 16, 1914
Qlves powei automatically when required,

1,160,4 ' CTRIOAL RMISTANCl ;
«'

.ii. London, EDng, App Bled June
91, 19)16 For eleoti Ic radlatoi i, eti

1, 160,491, i P Brown, Springfield,
\|.|. Bled March Stor-
clal \

. ni Ing

1,160,496. BUROLAB and BlONAL Hkvick; A.
pi r, \ allejo, l !al App Bled I

i 9 i i. Indicator gives warning <>r unlaw-
i ni entry.

1,160,618 I '". -i.i.t Flashlight ; A S
i .\ bne, Bi Idgi poi i. I !onn. App. iile.i i >ec.

86, 1914 Pli to! i

1,160,681. Attachment Pluo; EL P.
Rounds. Detroit, Mich. App Bled Oct
81, 1918. Avoid! twisting <>r wires.

1,160,684. Coupling; a. Schmidt, Flint,
Mich. App. tiled July 16, 1912. For
spark plugs and Hie like.

148. Hioh-Voltaob Strain Insula-
tor; Li. Steinberger, Brooklyn, N. Y.
App (lied April is, 1910. Designed for
transmission lines, etc.

1,160,644, INSULATING SUPPORT FOR Hl.;il-
Tknsion Conductors ; L. Steinberger,
Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed July 3, 1911.
Rod t> pe.

1,160,646. Mouthpiece; L. Steinberger,
Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 10, 1912.
For telephone transmitters.

1,160,646. Disk Strain Insulator; L.
Steinberger, Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed
Jan. 3, 1913. Has concentric ridges.

1,160,547. Electrical Connection for
Electric Relays ; C. Stille, Zehlendorf-
West, near Berlin, Germany. App. filed
March 21, 1914. Sounds repeated with
greater clearness.

1,160,567. Method of and Means for
Calibrating Electric Meters O. T.
Blathy, Budapest, Austria-Hungary.
App. filed Sept. 7, 1912. Uses a break-
ing magnet.

1,160,570. Prepay Box for Use in Tele-
phone Systems ; O. Brisbois, Chicago,
111. App. filed Feb. 8, 1915. For party
lines.

1.160.608. Electrical System of Distri-
bution ; A. S. Hubbard, Belleville, N. J.
App. filed Dec. 17, 1908. Load on main
and storage sources is varied.

1.160.609. Electrical System of Distri-
bution : A. S. Hubbard, Belleville, N. J.
App. filed March 1, 1909. For electric
railways.

1.160.610. Alternating-Current Appara-
tus

; A. S. Hubbard, Belleville, N. J.
App. filed Aug. 7, 1909. Produces pul-
sating direct current from alternating
current.

1.160.619. Electric Attachment Device :

C. J. Klein, Milwaukee, "Wis. App. filed
Nov. 20. 1911. Prongs on insertible
plugs actuate snap switch.

1.160.620. Electric Switch ; C. J. Klein,
Milwaukee, "Wis. App. filed Nov. 20,
1911. For lamp clusters.

1,160,661. Incandescent Lamp ; F. Skaupv,
Berlin, Germany. App. filed March 9,
1912. Gas slowly given off during opera-
tion of lamp.

1.160.673. Series-Parallel Control Sys-
tem ; J. F. Tritle, Schenectady, N. Y.
App. filed Dec. 26, 1913. For railway
motors.

1.160.674. System of Control for Electric
Motors ; J. F. Tritle, Schenectady, N. Y.
App. filed Dec. 26, 1913. Semi-automatic
railway.

1,160,702. Insulator; G. Faccioli, Pitts-
field, Mass. App. filed Sept. 25, 1914.
Contains liquid dielectric.

1,160,705. Method of and Means for Oper-
ating Synchronous Dynamo-Electric
Machines

; "W. J. Foster, Schenectady, N.
Y. App. filed Aug. 30, 1913. During
starting period.

1.160.714. Electrically Controlling Sys-
tem for Moving-Picture Theaters ; J. H.
Hirschberg, Oakland, Cal. App. filed Oct.
2, 1911. Automatically controls operation
of projector, piano, etc.

1.160.715. Equalizing Means for Three-
Truck Locomotive

; F. B. Howell,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed Oct. 10,
1914. Arrangement of equalizing beams.

1.160.716. Electrical Apparatus; A.
Hundt, Pankow, Germany. App. filed
May 25, 1915. Transformer winding.

1.160.717. Alternating-Current Dynamo-
Electric Machine ; L. J. Hunt, Sand-
croft, "Wales. App. filed March 14, 1914.
Alternating-current winding.

i - Filambnt Support .
m M Met

mi, Mlddleton. Macs. App filed July
i 8, 1910 Flexible filament i uppoi ih.

19 STSTS-M 01 Al. Dihtki-
on; <; B Mo

\pp ni. .1 .m.i v i ... r.ii i Battel v charg-
ing

i 'i. itrdjutiom ; 11.
F. Perkins, Schenectady, N y. App Bled

i, 191 1 v.ip,,i eii 'in.- apparatus.
1,160, i Hi

I COM ... I

11 B POOD . Aurora, Minn. App
Nov. l, 1919, Electrically beaded

1,160,766, BiONALura Devii i. , it R Root
Cleveland, Ohio. App. filer! Jan. 30, 1 'J 1 4
Automobile hoi d

L,160,771. Apparatus for Driving
trical Machines; A. Schalkau. Bel
berg,

. ii v App. Bled
March ... 1912. [n< lu irrenl indi-
cator.

1,160,796 I'ikk-Alarm Syhtem ; F x
Veram.li, West Allls. Wis. App III..

I

Jan. 12, 19 15. Them
system.

1,160,811. Method or Producing Nitro-
<;kn Compounds; C. E. Acker, Osslnlng,
N. Y. App. filed Sept. 2, 1910. Sepa-
rates alkali from molten metallic bath.

1,160,842. System of Electrical Distri-
bution

; F. Ca8tiglioni, Wilmette, 111.
App. filed Aug. 28, 1912. IT events elec-
trolysis in underground pip, s, etc.

1,160,844. Arcing Ground Suppressor; A,
Chernyshoff, Swissvale, Pa. App. filed
Oct. 3, 1914. Protects conductors from
abnormal stresses.

1,160,847. Electrolysis of Alkali
Chlorides or Alkali Earth Chlorides

;

A. Clemm, Mannheim, Germany. App
filed Oct. 16, 1913. Vertical diaphragm.'

1.160.859. Electric-Lighting Fixture; J
H. Dale, New York, N. Y. App. filed
April 25, 1914. Indirect, pull-socket
construction.

1.160.860. Electric-Lighting Fixture; J
H. Dale, New York, N. Y. App filed
Nov. 19, 1914. Convertible from direct
or indirect lighting.

1,160,876. Sender-Board Apparatus; E
R. Gill, Yonkers, N. Y. App. filed May
25, 1910. Construction of sending de-
vices.

1,160,900. Mechanically Actuated Dia-
phragm Horn ; M. R. Hutchison, Sum-
mit, N. J. App. filed May 5, 1909.
Relatively adjustable diaphragm and vi-
brator.

1,160,902. Diaphragm Horn; D. A Mc-
Connell, Arlington, N. J. App. filed April
2, 1913. Partly forced and partly free vi-
brating diaphragm.

1,160,907. Dry Battery; I. Koretzky, New
York, N. Y. App. filed April 4, 1913.
Particularly for flashlamps ; uses re-
covered manganese depolarizer.

1,160,921. Electric Switch; J. F. Mc-
Elroy (deceased), Albany, N. Y. App
filed Aug. 11, 1911. Switch normallv
centralized by spring.

1,160,951. Automatic Trunking System
;

O. V. Olson, Chicago, 111. App. filed June
12, 1909. Prevents excess motion of the
switches.

1.160.959. Controlling Apparatus for
Electric-Railway Cars ; A. Sundh,
Yonkers, N. Y. App. filed Nov. 11, 1905.
Speed dependent on accelerating means.

1.160.960. Surge-Proof Transformer* C.
H. Thordarson, Chicago, 111. App. filed
Oct. 6, 1913. Uses a few turns of special
winder.

1.160.993. Railway Signaling System
and Apparatus ; C. J. Coleman, New
York, N. Y. App. filed Sept. 22, 1908.
For electric railways with abnormally
long blocks.

1.160.994. Pay-Station Telephone Sys-
tem ; J. Erickson, Chicago, 111. App. filed
Nov. 12, 1906. Secondary of subscriber's
induction coil is short circuited in first
calling.

1.160.995. Magneto-Electric Machine; J.
B. Frawley, Pittsfield, Mass. App. filed
Jan. 31, 1912. Lessens demagnetizing ef-
fects of eddy currents.

j, 160, 999. Galvanic Cell; M. L. Kaplan,
Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 24, 1914.
Coats graphite with manganese peroxide.

14,010 (reissue). Selective Signaling
System ; E. R. Gill, Yonkers, N. Y.
App. filed Aug. 26, 1912 (original patent
No. 1,020,975, dated March 26, 1912).
Telephonic train dispatching.

14,012 (reissue). Method of and Appa-
ratus for Selective Wireless Teleg-
raphy ; F. G. Sargent, Westford, Mass.
App. filed Oct. 29, 1914 (original patent
No. 1,091,768, dated March 31, 1914).
Uses synchronously revolving indicators.
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The Power of an Industry

THE mobilization of the industry for Electrical

Prosperity Week gives a new sense of the great

power that it can exert. No one motive ever before

brought together so successfully the different elements

of our industry as the happy idea which has had ex-

pression this week. Although distinctively a trade

movement, it was so plainly in the interest of all

branches that no valid reason could be given for a fail-

ure to co-operate. For success it needed the hope of

business profit which it promised. Yet it was much
more than a purely mercenary movement. It reached

into the realms of optimism and psychology and, by

pointing to the white way of electrical prosperity, in-

spired and drew a remarkable volume of outside public

support. Already reports indicate that Electrical Pros-

perity Week has far outrun the wildest hopes of the

industry.

Regulation Under Political Pressure

POLITICS and commissions combine very unsatis-

factorily. That is because the aims of politics are

totally at variance with the spirit of ideal regulation.

When succeeding administrations in New York State

ousted the first members of the commissions they sowed

the seeds for the harvest which they are reaping now.

If the present members of the commissions shall be

turned out of office for political reasons, their successors

will find in turn the same fate. The unfortunate feature

is that where such proceedings are tolerated the result

is to put the commissions on a distinctly lower plane.

Imminence of partisan attack does not foster the judicial

frame of mind with which a commissioner should

approach his problems. And the public which sees the

offices treated as booty finds it difficult to regard the

great work of regulation with the respect which is

necessary if regulation is to be permanent.

Books That We Want to Read

BOOKS of the industry are usually reviewed in this

order: Who is the author? What is he writing

about? What has he said? How has he said it? and

To whom is he writing? Stop and think of the "com-

mon denominator" of this long review "numerator,"

and we find it to be the word "he"—the man, the per-

son, the human being who wrote the book. It some-

times seems to the reviewer as he reads the new lists

of technical books and then digs into some subject upon

which he would like more light that the authors ought

to recognize the humanness of their average reader a

bit more, that they ought to give their personalities a

little play in what they write, and illumine their pages

with a little more "he" and a little less "it." It is not

safe to assume that a book—or an article, for that mat-

ter—is less accurate or less scientific because it is also

more interesting than the average. Our technical lit-

erature as a whole is dreary. Occasionally we hit upon
a book that we want to read. Is it necessary that we
shall absorb most of our knowledge of our chosen pro-

fession because we must? Students in technical schools

are not allowed to vote on this question.

The Panama-Pacific International Exposition

THIS week witnesses the close of the great Exposi-

tion on the shores of the Pacific. For almost a
year it has stood as an ever-present reminder of the

efficacy of faith. A marvel to herself, a miracle to the

rest of the world, California refused to know calamity

and reared a monument unique in the annals of exposi-

tory art. So far as its contribution to science and in-

dustry is concerned, the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition did not excel—the dogs of war precluded

that. But it outstripped all others in beauty and, what
is far more important, served as a cement to knit the

East to the West and to unite the entire country in

bonds of fellowship never before known. Nor was the

Exposition without lasting effect on the professional

world. The engineer received a wider conception of his

vocation because of it, the artist saw his ideals reflected

in its illuminated tablatures, and the scholar increased

his knowledge of the world and its people. History will

record how the Exposition was built in the face of deep
depression, how the sacrifices made by the Pacific Coast
States to insure its success were not made in vain, and
how it closed in brilliant triumph with every lamp blaz-

ing to the glory of the colossal engineering achievement
which it commemorated, to the lasting honor of the peo-

ple of California, and to the credit of the brightest star

in the firmament of nations, the United States of

America.

Immunizing Boiler Metal

CHIEF among trouble makers in the operation of

steam boilers is the material dissolved in or en-

trained by feed water. The first attempts to overcome
troubles from this source involved the addition of vari-

ous compounds to the water as it was pumped into the

boiler, the object being to change the state of the scale-

forming materials so that they could be removed by
blowing-down and washing-out processes. The next
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step toward the solution of the scale problem has been

to carry out e chemical treatment ol the water in i

special apparatus previous to feeding it to the boiler.

Both of these methods are successfully used al the pres-

ent time, ["here is coming Into use, however, a third

method of attacking incrustation which differs from

the others In that it is applied at the opposite pole ol

the difficulty, bo to Bpeak. Whereas all previous efforts

had had the object of neutralizing trouble-making ma

terial In the feed watei and of rendering the scale-

forming substances harmless, this latest treatment ig-

nores the composition of the water entirely. It goes

at the metal with the purpose of rendering it immune

from the effects of either acids or hard scale. No at-

tention is paid to the water in the boiler except to use

it as a vehicle by which the treating compound is

brought into contact with the metal. The compound

adheres to the tubes and forms a thin protective coating

or tilm. thus making the deposits easily removable by

ordinary methods. No additional labor is thereby re-

quired of the hoiler-room force, nor are boilers cut out

of service long for cleaning.

Our National Bureau of Standards

GOVERNMENT has seemed in the past to have lit-

tle in common with business. If one spoke of

government activities to the average man in control of

the policies of his business, he held up his hands. Gov-

ernment activities so far as business is concerned have

been largely regulative. This is not the place to speak

for or against the necessity of regulative laws. The

point is that, while labor has had its department look-

ing out for the interests of labor, while the farmer has

been served by a department looking for and finding

ways of giving agricultural development constructive

and merited assistance, there has existed at Washington

no department which performed this sort of constructive

work in general for business. The Department of

Commerce, which so far as its name is concerned should

rightly perform this function, is by law largely regula-

tive in 'character. As a consequence every activity of

this department is considered by the average business

man to be regulative, to put hurdles in his way rather

than to give him assistance.

The shining exception to this general lack of con-

structive assistance to business from the government

is the Bureau of Standards, the work of which is de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue. Here is an organized

arm of the government, a body of men whose conception

of their work is scientific, constructive and helpful, a

branch whose possible service to industry in general

and to the electrical industry in particular ought not

to be handicapped by a misconception of its functions.

The work of the bureau has been undertaken and pros-

ecuted in a true scientific spirit. That conception has

included not only the consideration of the technical

sides of the problems, in which the bureau may be com-

pared on an equal basis with any national institution in

the world, but also the realization of the practical fac-

tors in the application of the solution of the particular

problem, in spite of tie' meager appropriations at its

disposal, the bureau has taken a place in constructive

i. earch which merits the attention of every thinking

man in the industry, from the standpoint, of what its

work has meant for the elect rical industry alone and

for the example it has given of the possibilities of its

larger opportunities in the nation's general program of

preparedness for peace and war.

New Lamps for Old

AT the present time it is clear that the large gas-

filled incandescent lamps are making inroads on

the use of the arc lamp for street lighting. That incan-

descent lamps may entirely replace arc lamps is a possi-

bility, but, as we have repeatedly contended in th

columns, present indications are that both classes of

lamps are likely to remain in use. In the long run it

is efficiency that counts as a determining factor in the

employment of any illuminant, and up to the present

time the efficiency lies on the side of the large flaming

and luminous arcs as against even the best of the incan-

descents. On the other hand, all the older types of arc

lamps are certainly likely to disappear, and that speedily.

Oblivion has long been overdue for the ordinary carbon

arc lamps, especially those of the alternating-current

type.

Let us look, however, at the situation as it exists from

the standpoint of the central station. From a given

plant there may be in operation several hundred old-

fashioned arcs, say of the 6.6-amp. alternating-current

type. These lamps consume about 425 watts each and

give considerably less light than a properly installed

200-watt gas-filled incandescent. Where, from the

economic standpoint, does the station stand, and would

it be justified in pushing a replacement of one lamp by

the other? Other things being equal, both station and

consumer would clearly benefit by the change, for the

one would have to supply less energy and stand less cost

of attendance, and the other would be getting more light

and steadier light. On the other hand, the station would

have to make a considerable investment to effect the

change, and the city might very properly ask a reduc-

tion of price on account of the great decrease in the

amount of energy required. In rough terms, the saving

in care of trimming and repairs for the arc lamp is of

about the same order of magnitude as the cost of lamp

renewals at the present expectation of life. Conse-

quently these two items are a stand-off, and a balance

must be struck between the provision of more light on

the one hand and the consumption of less energy on the

other, bearing in mind the amount of capital that must

be invested in the newer incandescent lighting system.

From the general operating standpoint, the incandes-

cent lamp has proved to be a great convenience, even

though the renewal costs are quite comparable with

the care and upkeep of an arc lamp. The incandescent

lamp is either in service or out. There is no uncertainty

about its starting, no bad performance until it is out of

business. The incandescent never flickers, is in no way

dependent for its performance on weather conditions,
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and behaves in general with the utmost uniformity. All

these characteristics make for good service and lessen

for the supply company the difficulties of maintaining

its street-lighting service in first-class working order.

But when it comes to the use of powerful units for the

most brilliant class of street lighting the high efficiency

of the luminous and flaming arcs counts heavily, and,

particularly as regards the former class, the white color

is sometimes a material advantage. Not even the most

efficient incandescent lamp gives a light approximating

the tone of that from the magnetite arc. The main

question in dealing with the substitution of the one

illuminant for the other lies in the proper adjustment of

the price for the incandescents. The company supplying

them must obtain a suitable price for the energy sup-

plied plus its cost of general service, and besides this

must be able to make suitable provision for writing off

the new investment. This last item is of considerable

consequence, especially when ornamental fixtures are

employed, as is often the case. As a result, the total

cost of supplying the incandescent lamp, even figuring

only a modest profit, rises to a figure not greatly below

the cost of arc lighting where a wholesale change in the

system is made, as in the typical case to which we have

referred. In other words, one would seriously err in

supposing that because the energy consumption for

equal illumination is cut in half a similar ratio would

hold for the equitable price of the two illuminants.

Another policy in change of service has perhaps much

to recommend it; that is, the substitution for the arc

lamp of an incandescent lamp taking substantially the

same amount of energy without material change of

price. This leaves the receipts of the supply company

practically at the old figure but gives enormously better

lighting in the streets. Unless a city is paying an

abnormally large total for its street lighting, the change

of service made in this particular way is perhaps the

very best thing it can do so far as general results are

concerned. The economic side of the situation is quite

unsettled, and data for a complete solution of the prob-

lem are as yet scant. The situation is the more difficult

owing to the fact that cities vary greatly in the relative

bearing of the overhead charges on the street service.

Where lamps are closely placed the distribution charges

run low, while elsewhere with the same total number

of lamps they may run outrageously high, owing to wide

spacing, and the price necessary to cover the main-

tenance of circuits may seem abnormally great. One

of the most useful pieces of work which the National

Electric Light Association could do in this connection

is a codification, so to speak, of the conditions existing

where the change from arc to incandescent lamps has

been made to give suitable data for equitable adjust-

ment of prices. Street-lighting prices are always con-

fusing, owing to the entrance of unlooked-for factors in

reckoning them, and they are doubly so when, as now, a

sudden change in system enters the computation.

Strength of Signals in Radiotelegraphy

FROM almost the earliest days of the wireless-tele-

graph art radio engineers have encountered the

problem of selecting transmitter power and antenna

height such that a continuously readable signal will be

produced at some receiver installed a specific number
of miles away. The inverse problem of predetermining

the distance over which a given transmitter would be

capable of signaling has also been ever present. The
quantities of sending and receiving antenna heights,

sending power, strength of received signals, and sig-

naling distance have been considered as interdependent

functions for many years; wave-length, form factor of

antenna, natural frequency of aerial system, ratio of

radiation to total antenna resistance, and "absorption"

by the wave-traversed territory have been interlinked

more recently. Marconi's law, of about 1900, stating

that for identical simple vertical aerial wires the maxi-

mum signaling distance varied as the square of the

antenna height, has been extended and embodied with

otherwise developed expressions until we now have a

large number of alleged quantitative interrelations be-

tween the quantities stated.

In spite of the large amount of speculation as to the

theory of radio transmission, few comprehensive series

of experiments have been made. The contractor's dem-

onstrations of the apparatus supplied to the United

States Navy for the high-powered radio station at Ar-

lington, however, were made use of to obtain such

quantitative results as would permit the establishment

of a broadly inclusive set of functional relations between

distance, wave-length, antenna currents and antenna

heights. The expression reached by Dr. L. W. Austin

and Mr. Louis Cohen from study of the test data has

since been found sufficiently accurate to be useful in the

computations preliminary to radio-station design.

The transmission equation thus developed and checked

is, however, in such form that explicit algebraic solu-

tion for distance in terms of the other factors is not

possible. Yet in a majority of problems soluble by use

of this expression distance is the only unknown. The
interesting graphical solution used at the Bremerton

Navy Yard, published in this issue, should prove of

assistance to those radio engineers who have occasion

to make frequent use of the equation itself.

IN
this, the first issue of the month, Editorial Announcement in the issue regularly devoted each

appear articles bearing on the re- iiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii i inn i nil uniiiii n month to station and operating topics,

lations of the electrical industry with the public, the will be published special articles on distribution and
government, and the commissions. Last week, the substation practice, the design of horn-gap fuses, etc.

monthly commercial number, was given over in large And, following the usual plan, the third issue of De-
part to business-getting plans for the Electrical Pros- cember will be devoted largely to engineering and
perity Week and Christmas campaigns. Next week, technical development.
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FlOOd-Llghtillg of the Historic Massachusetts State House, Huston, During Electrical Prosperity Week

With th« oomlng "i twilight on Monday
evening;. th< w •

I ll

iiim iii.-i i ion iii the Massachusetts State
n w;ih ewltched on i"i i he

in ii mi.', and nlghUy thei eaftei the unique
spectacle of thi ti u< tur< lighted
1

1 ''Mi dome i" foundal lone attracted [

tentlon ol thronga on all eldee of the Com*
moii. The flood lighting ol the State Hon •

.

which aurpaaaed anything of the kind avav
eeen In it"' Hub, aa Bo tonlani apeak <>t

1 1 1

.
1

1 city, i "Hi through thi •
I

iiniH ni i be i'ii "ii Eh ctrU IllumlnaUna
Company ol Boston, which approprlatea
about 118,000 on Ita Proaperlty weel
bratlona In Boston and eastern Maaaachu-
aetta

The dome, the Muifinch front and the
newly completed wlnga of the building were
Illuminated, aa though cut in cameo, by
batterlea of L6-ln, projectors Installed in
two groups on adjacent structures, the re-
flecton "in L50 ft. to 400 ft. ..way
from the capitol. Bach consisted of a 500-
watt gas-filled tungsten lamp, thirt-.

being mounted In one group and thirty-six
in another. Each lamp threw a beam of
100,000 cp. at the source, a specially con-
centrated filament being used, with a few
color screens in the batteries. This Illumi-
nation of the historic building, which was
continued nightly during the week, at-
tracted a great amount of attention, and
the conversation of crowds on the streets,
even several blocks away from the display
and out of sight of it, indicated th;it the
widespread publicity of the week was ef-
fective.

A Chronicle of Events

of the Industry and

of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

PROSPERITY WEEK CELEBRATIONS
Central Stations, Jobbers, Dealers and Contractors Report

Increases in Business Directly Traceable to Campaign

During the present week Electrical Prosperity Week
has been celebrated in every State in the Union. While

full details of the local benefits of the campaign will not

be known in every case for some time to come, the first

reports have all expressed enthusiasm over the results

of the nation-wide co-operative campaign.

President Woodrow Wilson in a letter to J. M. Wake-
man, general manager of the Society for Electrical

Development, commended the efforts of the society in its

promotion of Electrical Prosperity Week as follows:

"I am glad to learn from your favor of the 11th

instant that the Society for Electrical Development will

celebrate Electrical Prosperity Week from Nov. 29 to

Dec. 4 and to be advised that the object of this celebra-

tion is to create in the public mind a firm confidence

in the business institutions of America.

"There can be few things of greater importance to

the people of the United States than that they should

have strong confidence in themselves and in the institu-

tions and the industries which they have created. I

earnestly commend the effort on your part to develop and

maintain reliance by our people in their own ability to

meet the problems of industrial and national life. Such

a reliance may be wisely based on what we have achieved

heretofore. With such a reliance we may look fearlessly

to the future."

New York Jovians Celebrate

At the largest weekday luncheon of the New York

Jovian League, held on Wednesday at the Hotel Mar-

tinique, J. M. Wakeman, general manager of the Society

for Electrical Development, who was chairman of the

day, stated that this week the Rotarians in 170 cities

devoted their meeting to an Electrical Prosperity Week

celebration. This, the speaker said, was the first time

the Rotarians had ever devoted a session to a com-
mercial discussion. On Wednesday, he further stated,

Jovians in every important community in the country

met to pay tribute to Electrical Prosperity Week. The
real significance of Electrical Prosperity Week, the

speaker added, was that the use of electricity means
prosperity to the user. George McAneny, acting

Mayor of New York City, who at the last minute was
prevented from being present and speaking, in sending

his regrets by Theodore Rosseau, secretary to Mayor
Mitchel, said that "Electrical Prosperity Week sym-
bolizes the prosperity of the country."

Dr. Delos F. Wilcox, deputy commissioner of the

department of water supply, gas and electricity of the

city of New York, was the principal speaker of the day,

his topic being "The Importance of the Relation of

Electricity to a Community." He stated how the health

department had reckoned that the population of the

city had increased 20 per cent in five years, while the

State census gave but 7 per cent. He therefore tried to

get at the city's growth by considering the growth in

revenue of the city's public utilities, and the figures

he found were as follows : Transit, 17 per cent
;
gas, 20

per cent ; water, 7 per cent ; electricity, 64 per cent.

The Rotarians of Atlantic City, N. J., held on Nov.

30 an electrical dinner and meeting under the chairman-

ship of Joseph A. Manee, vice-president of the Test

Company of Atlantic City. H. C. Sterling, assistant

manager of the Atlantic City Electric Company, made
the principal address, in which he spoke of the Society

for Electrical Development, its aims and purposes.

Simultaneously with a hundred or more other "rotary

clubs" throughout the country the Cleveland (Ohio)

Rotary Club devoted its meeting of Dec. 2 to a special

Electrical Prosperity Week program. F. M. Feiker,

editor of the Electrical World, addressed the meeting
on the subject "An Industry Plus."
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Electrical Prosperity Week at Boston

A decided increase in business during the past fort-

night as a result of Electrical Prosperity Week adver-

tising has been noted by representative jobbers at Bos-

ton. V. C. D. Wetmore of the Wetmore-Savage Com-
pany states that the trade in electric-heating appliances

has increased considerably, and George H. Wahn of the

George H. Wahn Company says that the publicity cam-
paign has stimulated the retail purchase of irons, perco-

lators and flashlamps to three times the volume of two
weeks ago. Herbert S. Potter, electrical contractor,

notes a decided improvement in business within the past

few weeks, although, with G. M. Stuart of the Stuart-

Howland Company, he considers the present writing too

early definitely to analyze the results of the campaign.
About $18,000 has been expended by the Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating Company of Boston, Mass., to help

make Electrical Prosperity Week a success.

Just before the week began, the company sent special

delivery packages of publicity matter to sixty hotels and
thirty leading stores. Every one of the more than 2000
employees of the company, local press and mercantile

organizations were supplied, while the newspapers,
street cars, shop windows and display rooms of the

company at its main office and district stores "ran"
special advertisements. At the company's headquarters
the main show window, illuminated by fourteen 100-watt

gas-filled lamps, was fitted out as an electric kitchen,

with frequent demonstrations on an electric range,

washer, utility machine, etc. All theater programs car-

ried Prosperity Week advertisements, and more than
6000 street cars in eastern Massachusetts announced the

arrival of the week on their dashers. Daily luncheons

and simple dinners were held for all employees of the

operating bureau, with co-operative and Prosperity

Week discussions. Every Edison truck carried a ban-

ner appropriately inscribed for the week, and on Tues-

day an electric-vehicle parade was scheduled in which
about eighty trucks entered. This was followed by a

dinner of electric-vehicle interests at the Hotel Thorn-
dike in the evening. S. G. Thompson of the Public Serv-

ice Electric Company of New Jersey was the speaker.

The United Electric Light & Power Company of New
York City is "cashing in" on the campaign. The total

sales for Saturday, Monday and Tuesday were $600

greater than the total sales of the previous week. The
company's entire celebration is devoted to the Wash-
ington Heights district, where the windows of fourteen

electrical contractors have been decorated all alike by

an expert employed at the company's expense. Twenty-

four electric vehicles carrying large "E. P. W." signs

constantly paraded the streets. Eleven moving-picture

houses twice a night threw an "E. P. W." sign on the

screen. The branch
office was outlined in

light and decorated

with flags and fes-

toons. From the roof

flew a kite to which
was suspended a 40-

ft. banner proclaim-

ing, "This Is Elec-

trical Prosperity

Week." A large elec-

tric sign at 181st

Street and St. Nich-

olas Avenue told the

date of Prosperity

Week. During the

celebration the com-
pany offered to its

customers reduced

prices on four ap-

pliances: an electric lamp was reduced from $15 to

$9 98 an electric percolator from $5 to $4.49, a

toaster from $3.70 to $2.98, and a flatiron from

$3 to $1.98. These ottering* were made in conjunction

with the fourteen contractors, who received their stock

from the company, the profit going to them. By Tues-

day night all fourteen were sold out and had placed

renewal orders. Joseph F. Becker, commercial manager

of the company, said: "We are doing a land-office

business."

One of the large manufacturers of electric lamps

stated that Electrical Prosperity Week had greatly in-

creased the sale of its special projector lamps for

flood-lighting.

PLANNING FOR PROSPERITYiWEEK
How the Society for Electrical Development Prepared the

Country for the Great Trade Celebration

During the week from Nov. 29 to Dec. 4 the elec-

trical industry of the United States, from border to

border and coast to coast, brought into being the plans

already carefully laid for a successful celebration of

Electrical Prosperity Week. While the local plans were

left to the local committees, the national campaign was

directed by the Society for Electrical Development from

its office in New York. Although the idea of a national

exploitation of electricity is not a new one, this is the

first national electrical campaign that has gone further

than a mere discussion.

The idea for the celebration which has just been held

was conceived at a meeting of the interests composing

the society on Friday, Jan. 8, 1915, when among other

matters plans for a great national sales and educational

week were discussed. Tentative plans were adopted sub-

ject to the approval of the society's board of directors,

and the name of the week became temporarily "Na-

tional Electrical Week."
Weekly and semi-weekly meetings were held with the

editors of the trade press and others, and unofficially

with certain of the directors of the society. The plans

were then formally submitted to the directors of the

society, who approved of them, together with a budget

of $50,000 to carry on the work. The budget was care-

fully prepared in co-operation with many leading adver-

tising men engaged in national publicity work. Since

that time there has been voted approximately $10,000

additional to take care of advertisements run in two

large national weeklies. It has been estimated that

the cost of the week to the entire electrical industry

for advertising, campaigns, etc., was not less than

$500,000. At the annual meeting of the society held on

May 11 the advanced

plans for the week

were approved and

the actual work on the

campaign was started.

Previous to this

meeting the activities

of the society had

been spent in discus-

sions regarding what

.to do in the cam-

paign, what to name
the week, and when
to hold it. After con-

sidering suggestions

for holding the week
anywhere from spring

to fall, the date Nov.

29-Dec. 4 was de-

cided on.PROSPERITY WEEK LUNCHEON OF NEW YORK JOVIAN LEAGUE
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Matei "ii i hi niahed i>> Societj

lu give an idea of tin- Quantity of co operative mate-

rial and circulars issued bj the societj for Electrical

Prosperity Week, the following figures were compiled.

The} include onlj typical Electrical Prosperity Week
matter, and of that matter only Buch items as were

mailed to the entire or to certain definite sections of

the mailing list. This means thai the lisl does do1 In

elude advertising-service folders, window-display sug-

gestions, the "Facts" folder, electrical pages, 5000 re

prints from the ELECTRICAL WORLD, the sample procla

illation, the letter from the conference mayors, the

monthly display suggestions and similar literature, and

several other items thai were produced for use during

the campaign but which wore not mailed broadcast.

The figures are: 85,000 plan booklets, 10,000 reprints

ol' the article in Printer's Ink, 25,000 electrotype service

folders, 80,000 advance descriptions of co-operative ma-
terial folders. 75,000 Exciters, 18,000 "E. P. W." dis-

play folders. 15,000 hill-poster folders, 35,000 two-color

folders showing "E. P. W." material, 20,000 four-page

newspaper-advertising folders, 30,000 proofs of Satur-

<la>i Evening Post and Collier's Weekly advertisements,

20,000 "electurette" sheets, 20,000 electrical-page filler-

material sheets, and 20,000 "Important Announcement"
leaflets.

There were 76,000 "How to" booklets sent out as

follows: 7000 central station, 17,000 dealer and con-

tractor, 10,000 electric show and demonstration, 10,000

slogan sign, 11,000 electric-vehicle parade and "socia-

bility" run, 10,000 ornamental lighting, and 11,000 re-

prints of the "Float" article in Electrical Merchandise.

The total of the above figures—425,000—does not rep-

resent the number of pieces mailed, as in some cases

two, three or four were mailed under one cover. On the

other hand, order blanks, post cards and the like have

not been considered.

One way to figure the total number of pieces of mail

sent out is to take the number of envelopes ordered dur-

ing the campaign, which was 232,500. To this must be

added 41,000 wrappers used for the two issues of t he

Exciter, making a total of 278,000. A total of 125,000

in tei head were printed.

Of the material which was provided 1o enahle local

organizations, companies and committe< to celebrate

Electrical Prosperity Week, the following quanti

were produced: 5000 eighl sheet hill posters, 27,500 24-

in. by 82-in. window lithographs, 20,000 four-color car

aids, 2000 two-COlor car cards, 26,500 lour color win-

dow cards I I in. by 21 in., 2500 two-color window cards

11 in. by 21 111., 80,000 two color window cards 7.5 in.

by 13 in.. !)500 muslin signs 24 in. by 48 in., 5,000,000

poster stamps, 2,000,000 folders for the public, 5000

electrotypes, and OOO "movie" slides—a total of 7,129,-

200 pieces.

A total of 2300 orders for "E. P. W." material were
received, and 5000 packages were shipped. Members of

the society's staff received a great many calls to speak

before local meetings on the national plans for the week
and to tell how the local merchants by co-operation could

"cash in." It has been said that staff speeches were
made in almost every State of the Union. With few
exceptions the society provided all the tools which the

local interests needed in order to map out their cam-
paigns effectively.

J. M. Wakeman, general manager of the Society for

Electrical Development, in a signed statement to the

Electrical World, says

:

"The success of the Electrical Prosperity Week cam-
paign has been beyond the expectation of anyone con-

nected with its conception. Uninformed indeed is the

man in the electrical industry who does not know about

this great trade movement—the greatest in the history

of the country.

"This tremendous success is due to the initiative of

the Society for Electrical Development, to the intelligent

activities of its staff, to the whole-hearted co-operation

of the local committees, to the interest evinced by the

electrical fraternity everywhere, whether members of

the society or not, and, still more than to any of these,

i>„ 1 m$—ir, r H „„ v , ut Cit , Can pla „ A prof[t.bl
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A UNITED ELECTRIC COMPANY SIGN AT NEW YORK

to the wonderful co-operation rendered by the daily

press, the popular magazines, the technical and the trade
press throughout the entire United States. This co-

operation was ungrudgingly given because of the weli-

recognized fact that Electrical Prosperity Week, besides
being planned for the benefit of the electrical industry,

had a higher object to attain. At a time when the whole
world was swamped under a tidal wave of pessimism the
Society for Electrical Development struck a note of

optimism, and this note has been sustained throughout
the campaign. It has inspired and enlisted the support
of governors of states, mayors of cities, boards of trade,

chambers of commerce and other industrial organiza-
tions from Maine to California, from the Gulf up to and
extending into the Dominion of Canada.

"Electrical Prosperity Week has brought home
forcibly to the entire nation the immense influence which
electricity in its manifold uses exerts upon daily life

and contributes to the effective working of civilization."

STATE OF AMERICAN BUSINESS UNITS
Vice-Chairman Hurley of the Federal Trade Commission

Gives Significant Facts Gleaned from Commis-

sion's Records

At the annual meeting of the Association of National
Advertisers, held in New York on Wednesday, Edward
N. Hurley, vice-chairman of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, told of the work of the commission and of its

anxiety to help business. One of the v/ays devised has
been to collect and make known the essential data
regarding business. Although incomplete, the informa-
tion gathered is significant. Leaving out of considera-

tion the banking, railroad and public utilities corpora-
tions, and referring only to those that have to do with
trade and industry, the commission found that there are
about 250,000 business corporations in the country. Of
those, over 100,000 have no net income whatever; 90,000
make less than $5,000 a year, while the 60,000 remaining
make $5,000 a year and over.

Turning from net income to the total volume of busi-

ness done by these latter 60,000 corporations, it develops

that 20,000 have annual sales of less than $100,000,
20,000 more sell from $100,000 to $250,000, 10,000 addi-

tional from $250,000 to $500,000 ; 5000 corporations ship
annually $500,000 to $1,000,000 worth of goods, 4500
have total sales from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000, while only

462 industrial and mercantile corporations in the United
States do an annual business of $5,000,000 or more.
These figures show that big business, while important,

constitutes but a small fraction of the trade and indus-

try of the United States. They make clear that there

is a large proportion of unsuccessful business concerns.

PROSPERITY WEEK ELECTRIC-VEHICLE PARADE AT BOSTON

The questions that Mr. Hurley asks are: Do they not

need help? Why have we not paid more attention to

small and middle-sized business? Is it not worthy of

our consideration? What measures are we to take to

improve these conditions?

The speaker said that the real, constructive help must

come from within. The need is for better business

methods. The day of large profits is past, and business

men now have to get down to the hard facts of business,

to learn precisely what they are, where the weaknesses

and losses exist, and practice the same thoroughness

which characterizes trade and industry in Europe. A
study of standard systems of bookkeeping and cost

accounting is imperative.

Need of Accounting System

Many of the larger manufacturers have thorough cost-

accounting systems, which they recognize as necessary

in order to give them the information essential to suc-

cessful management. On the other hand, Mr. Hurley

said, the number of smaller manufacturers who have

no adequate cost-accounting system and who price their

goods arbitrarily is amazing.

Whole industries in many instances are suffering from

a general lack of intelligent knowledge of cost, yet how
can the Federal Trade Commission help to cure these

conditions? The commission has no power and no desire

to use compulsory methods, but it does hope to reach the

desired end by indorsing standard systems of book-

keeping and cost accounting, and to assist in devising

standard systems, either at the request of individual

merchants and manufacturers or through the associa-

tion that represents the industry. The commission

expects to have for this work an adequate force of ex-

perienced accountants and cost experts, and the service,

in an advisory capacity, of public accountants of

national reputation. In this way individual enterprises

will be helped and prices established on a solid basis of

fact.

An effective system of accounting will enable the

banker to extend to the smaller manufacturer the credit

to which he is entitled and which he needs in order to

expand his business. The small manufacturer may
have just as much brains, ability, knowledge of his

wares and of his customers as the larger operator; he

may even put out a superior product. But he cannot

show the banker a balance sheet based on proper ac-

counting methods, and the banker does not feel ready

to extend credit without the knowledge that such a

balance sheet would supply ; thus, because business men
of this type cannot give statements about their business

affairs in the exact manner necessarily required by the

bankers, their credit is restricted and their expansion

checked.
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There should be greater degree oi organisation end
of mutual helpfulness in all linei Of trade and industry,

according to Mr. Hurley, bo that American business may
be welded Into a commercial and industrial whole. One
of the most effective forms of organization, the speaker
said, is the trade association. The associat ion has a

wide field of useful and proper activities. Concerns in

the same industry may take common action looking
toward Improving their processes of manufacture, stand

erdizing their product, improving their system of ascer-

taining costs, obtaining credit information, and encour-
aging the development of trade journals. The welfare
cf employees is one of the important matters which can
be best developed by co-operating in associations. The
present tendency of the larger firms to think of the
smaller man in the proper spirit and to assist him in

arriving at some practical method of ascertaining his

costs and meeting his many other problems—in short,

to live and let live—is to be particularly commended.
Associations of manufacturers, associations of job-

bers, associations of merchants, associations of adver-
tisers, Mv. Hurley maintained, are doing good work, and
if conducted in a spirit of mutual helpfulness, with the
machinery of the government standing by subject to

call, their work will help solve problems and remove
many of the present handicaps of business.

Speaking of foreign trade, the vice-president of the
Federal Trade Commission said, the American manu-
facturer should realize that not a smokestack has been
destroyed during this war in England, Germany or

Italy, and only a few in a small part of France. Unless
advantage be taken of the great opportunity American
manufacturers now have, ninety days after the war is

over Germany, France, England and other European
nations will be on their way to a position in the markets
of the world even stronger than that they occupied
before.

True business preparedness demands that every
American manufacturer who makes a product that can
be sold abroad should aim to sell from 10 to 20 per cent
of his output to foreign consumers. A market which
includes both foreign and domestic business stabilizes

industry and insures the manufacturer, his employees
and the country against the worst effects of financial

and commercial depressions. With American branch
banks established in South America and projected in

the Far East, there is no reason why our business ex-

pansion should halt.

Pennsylvania Public Service Law Upheld

In a brief opinion rendered by the Dauphin County
Court at Harrisburg, Pa., a preliminary injunction

restraining the Public Service Commission from passing
on the contract for street lighting between the city of

Williamsport and the Lycoming Edison Company was
refused. The details of the complaint were published

in the issue of the Electrical World for Nov. 13 on
page 1069.

More important than the matter directly involved is

the intimation by the court that if the case is carried

further the constitutionality of the public service law,

which is attacked in the petition filed by Abraham
Fischer, a resident of Williamsport, will be upheld.

In replying to Mr. Fischer's contention that the sec-

tion of the public service act giving the commission
authority to pass on municipal contracts is unconstitu-

tional, Judge S. J. M. McCarrell, who wrote the opinion,

says that "every possible presumption is in favor of

the validity of the legislation complained of," and that

this phase of the question will be taken up and promptly
decided when argument is made for the granting of a

permanent injunction.

MISSISSIPPI SECTION TO HE EXPANDED
Central Stations <»f Louisiana. Alaliama and Tennessee to

lie Invited to Join

llir seventh annual convention of the Mississippi
Section (if the National Electric Light Association was
held Nov. l- and L8 at Hattiesburg, 'flu' meeting was
opened with an address of welcome by President <'ook

of the Mississippi Normal College, followed by a talk

from E. W. Lloyd, president of the National Electric

Light Association, who outlined the growth of that body.

Mr. Lloyd emphasized the necessity of members famil-

iarizing themselves with the Ferris bill, which, he said,

is evidently unfair as now drawn up. All that the in-

dustry wants, he stated, is a bill under which a fair

return on the investment may be had for a reasonable
length of time. The municipal-ownership propaganda,
he intimated, can be fought only by publicity, and much
good can be done by employees of the central station

when the proper information is placed in their hands.

Mr. Lloyd suggested that the Mississippi Section be en-

larged and that the Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana
central stations be united in one section.

Status of Railway and Lighting Load

E. B. Booth of Vicksburg opened the discussion upon
the "reasons for the general falling off of railway and
lighting business for previous months." He attributed

the decrease in street-car receipts to the three following

causes, named in order of their importance: (1) Gen-
eral depression; (2) privately owned automobiles; (3)

jitneys. Mr. Booth stated that the colored population

was in a measure responsible for the decrease under the

first general head. Improvidence is a characteristic of

this race, and so long as they have any money at all

they will spend it. Under the existing conditions of

the lumber and cotton markets work has been scarce

with them; consequently the revenue from the negro

has been at a minimum.
Messrs. I. H. McArthur and C. M. Rogers of Merid-

ian, J. T. Moore of Atlanta and A. J. Bemis of Vicks-

burg also spoke on this subject.

Boiler-Room Economy

W. F. Gorenflo opened the discussion on "Boiler-Room
Economy." Mr. Gorenflo stated that usually the largest

single item of expense in the generation of electricity

is found in the boiler room. The fault is with the oper-

ation and not with the design of boiler, and firemen

should be trained to become efficient in their work. The
question of fuel selection is also important. Mr. Goren-

flo stated that the cheapest fuel is the most economical

when properly burned. He advised all plants to have

flue-gas-analysis apparatus and said some method should

be had for measuring both coal and water. If it is im-

possible for small plants to purchase scales, he sug-

gested that the coal be measured and average weights

be ascertained. In most cases, said Mr. Gorenflo, other

losses about a power plant can be seen, but those oc-

curring in the boiler room are only felt.

Public Utility in Politics

A. J. Bemis of Vicksburg next spoke on "The Public

Utility in Politics." Mr. Bemis spoke at some length

on the old methods of dealing with politicians and said

that the commission form of government in recent years

made these methods ineffective. Men of a better quality

now hold office, and they are more open to reason. Mr.

Bemis believes in publicity and said the commissioners

should not only be shown the status of the industry but

should be impressed with the fact that it is to the city's

interest to have the utilities well maintained and the

service adequate. In short, the present city government,
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wherever possible, should be dealt with from a business

standpoint.

At the second session the general subject of inviting

municipal plants to join the Mississippi association was
discussed by S. M. Jones of Laurel, Mr. Ford of Jackson,

C. Z. Stevens of Hattiesburg and E. W. Lloyd of Chi-

cago. Mr. Stevens showed that the reason for the nu-

merous municipal plants in the State is that the towns
are too small to make the investment attractive to pri-

vate capital. A great number of cities whose lighting

plants are municipally owned have outgrown their gen-

erating equipment and would be only too glad to sell

out to some of the larger operators.

Free Service

H. F. Wheeler of Hattiesburg in opening the dis-

cussion on the "policy of companies regarding free

lighting and transportation to employees and their fam-
ilies, also to ministers, city and county officials," stated

that the business of a public-service corporation is not
different from that of any other merchant. Its prod-
ucts are expensive to manufacture and to deliver, and
a public-service company should no more give free serv-

ice to its employees than should a dry-goods merchant,
grocer or butcher supply his employees with necessary
clothes and provisions. He believed employees should

receive reduced rates for their electricity and gas, but
that the service should not be free. Mr. Simonds of

Vicksburg brought out the fact that the terms of service

to city and county are often regulated by franchise or

ordinance provisions. Mr. Ford stated that the Jackson
Light & Traction Company had dispensed with all free

service, except that it gives passes to employees who
are actually working as well as carrying firemen and
policemen while in uniform free. Employees, however,
pay full price for gas and electricity, and in turn,

Mr. Ford said, it is the part of the company to pay
salaries sufficiently high to enable the employees to live

decently. If donations are to be given ministers, these

should be given in cash and not in the way of free trans-

portation or a reduction in lighting or gas service.

0. H. Simonds of Vicksburg discussed "Lightning
Protection," which he said should be regarded as in-

surance. In the past multi-gap arresters were placed

in a hit-or-miss fashion over the distribution system,

the cost being, none the less, comparatively high. The
manufacturers recognized the need of a cheap but ef-

ficient arrester which could be placed near each trans-

former, and in consequence they have brought out the

compression-chamber type. Mr. Simonds said the pol-

icy of his company is to mount a compression-type ar-

rester at each transformer installation of 20 kw. or less.

If the rating is greater than 20 kw., the installation is

regarded as sufficiently important to be protected by a

multi-gap-type arrester. Formerly arresters were
grounded with the same wire which carried the neutral

of the three-wire secondary system to earth, but at

present the arresters are mounted on the transformer

pole and each is grounded at its base. The neutral of

the three-wire secondary is grounded one span away.

J. 0. Chappell of Meridian gave an outline of new-
business methods used in the Meridian Light & Railway

Company and touched on the advantages of special cam-
paigns and the revenue which might be derived from
flat-rate window lighting.

Election of Officers

At the executive session by special invitation W. R.

Herstein of Memphis addressed the association, pointing

out a number of its weaknesses and suggesting improve-

ments. A discussion was entered into at some length

relative to a utility commission bill which it is thought

will be brought before the next session of the State

Legislature. Efforts will be made to expand the sec-

tion to take in the privately owned central stations of

Louisiana, Alabama and Tennessee.

The election of officers resulted as follows : President,

0. H. Simonds of Vicksburg; vice-president, S. M.
Jones of Laurel; secretary and treasurer, R. H. Smith of

Jackson; executive committee, R. B. Claggett of Green-

ville, A. B. Paterson of Meridian, W. F. Gorenflo of

Gulfport, 0. H. Simonds of Vicksburg, R. H. Smith of

Jackson, A. H. Jones of McComb and S. M. Jones of

Laurel.

The next meeting of the association will be held at

Gulfport.

The Electrical World's Street-Lighting Tables for 1916

Tables showing the time for lighting

and extinguishing street lamps are
now ready and will be sent free to any
reader addressing the Electrical.

World, 239 West Thirty-ninth Street.

New York City. These tables are
prepared for the use of central sta-

tions whose street-lighting circuits are

operated on one of three plans, the all-

night schedule, the moonlight sched-

ule, and the Freund system.
The tables are issued in three

separate sheets—one for the northern,

one for the middle and one for the

southern section of the United States.

The plan of issuing the tables as

three different schedules based on
geographical latitude was adopted to

attain greater accuracy than was
previously possible with a single set of

tables. As a result the figures now
cover the entire area of the United
States and southern Canada with a

maximum error of less than ten min-
utes. The northern tables are correct

within five minutes for the States of

Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con-
necticut, New York, Michigan, Wis-

consin, Minnesota, the Dakotas, Mon-
tana, Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon and
Washington, and for southern Canada.
The middle schedules apply with an
error of less than ten minutes to all

the north and middle United States

lying north of the southern boundaries
of Virginia, Kentucky, Missouri, Kan-
sas, Colorado, Utah and Nevada, in-

cluding the entire area of the States

mentioned as well as all of California

north of Monterey. The southern
schedules apply to the States of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,

Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma,
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and that
siit ion of California south of Mon-
terey.

On each sheet the clock time for

lighting or extinguishing the lamp is

arranged in three tables according to

whether the local central-station man-
ager operates his street-lighting cir-

cuits on the all-night system (Table
No. 1), the moonlight system (Table
No. -), or the Freund system (Table
No. 8).

The data in Table Xo. 1 have been

compiled in such a manner that by
following this schedule the lamps are

lighted one-half hour after sunset and
are extinguished one hour before sun-

rise, giving a yearly operation of about

3830 hours. An "all-night" lighting

schedule, giving a yearly total of about

4000 hours, could be obtained by light-

ing fifteen minutes earlier and ex-

tinguishing fifteen minutes later than
shown in this table. In the so-called

"Philadelphia moonlight schedule"

(Table No. 2), beginning the fourth

night after new moon, advantage is

taken of the moonlight, and on nights

when the moon is full or nearly so the

lamps are not lighted. On other moon-
light nights the lamps are extinguished

one hour after moonrise and lighted

one hour before moonset. With this

schedule the lamps are in operation

about 2000 hours per year. Table No.
:t is calculated according to the sys-

tem of Mr. Freund and ignores the

moon until after midnight throughout
the year. The lighting hours after

midnight are the same as those in

Table No. 2. This schedule entails the

use of lamps about 3000 hours a year.
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BUILDINGS OF THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS, NEAR ROCK CREEK PARK, WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Development of the Bureau of Standards
By Frederic Nicholas

THERE is a general awakening throughout our industries as to the importance of

utilizing scientific methods, not only with relation to measurements but in investi-

gation work, for the purpose of improving processes and securing a better

knowledge of the properties of materials upon which their useful qualities depend. To
this end the Bureau of Standards contributes far more than is generally supposed. It

is in constant touch with practically every branch of American industry, through corre-

spondence, personal visits to the bureau by individual representatives, and the study of

industrial processes at the factory by the bureau's experts. In this—probably its most
important work—the bureau is having the hearty and sincere co-operation of technical

societies, industrial concerns and scientific laboratories.— Statement to the ELECTRICAL
WORLD by Dr. S. W. Stratton, director of the Bureau of Standards.

Interest in the work of the Bureau of Standards al

Washington has been greatly increased because of the
extension of the work of the bureau to include the de-

velopment of standards of practice for the electrical in-

dustry. From the first, however, the electrical division

has been one of the chief branches of the bureau. The
bureau has met the need for electrical standards of

measurement, relieving this country of dependence upon
European laboratories and thus strengthening the

foundations of electrical development. Present condi-

tions outside the electrical industry, but influencing its

development on broad lines, make a resume of the or-

ganization and scope of its work of timely interest.

In 1900 Dr. S. W. Stratton, who was then a profes-

sor of physics at the University of Chicago, stopped
over in Washington for a visit while on his way to

Europe. During his stay in Washington he was asked
by Lyman J. Gage, Secretary of the Treasury, to out-

line a plan for the enlargement and development of the

work then done in a small way in connection with
weights and measures. This study led to the introduc-

tion of a bill in Congress providing that the Office of

Standard Weights and Measures should be taken out of

the Coast and Geodetic Survey and become a separate

bureau, known as the National Bureau of Standards.

The late introduction of the bill prevented its passage
at that session of Congress, but the principle then

recommended was enacted into a law on March 3, 1901.

Of the original organization of fourteen people, Dr.

Stratton, who has been the director continuously, and
several others still remain, although the present per-

sonnel is in excess of 400. This illustrates the non-

political character of the bureau and the recognition of

this quality by succeeding administrations at the na-

tional capital.

In the legislative steps which preceded the formation

of the bureau the electrical industry took a larger part

than any other single industrial interest, although none

of those that were affected failed to give their hearty

support. The plan was conceived at a juncture when
electric central stations and manufacturers were seri-

ously concerned over questions of standards, and lead-

ing societies and individuals welcomed the opportunity

to strengthen American independence of European gov-

ernmental standardizing institutions. To show the

public need of the bureau, universities, faculties, pro-
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fessors, societies, individuals, associations and manufac-

turers testified in person and by letter before committees

of the Senate and the House of Representatives. The
American Institute of Electrical Engineers acted

through a special committee, of which W. D. Weaver
was chairman and the following were members: Prof.

R. A. Fessenden, Elihu Thomson, Gano Dunn and J. W.
Lieb.

As the president of the Association of Edison Illumi-

nating Companies, Mr. Lieb made an oral argument.

Dr. A. E. Kennelly, then president of the A. I. E. E.,

testified: "You cannot create an establishment which

shall declare what is the true measure of anything with-

out creating at the same time the means of settling the

numerous questions which come up in connection with

such standards and establishing thereby a focus of

knowledge and intelligence. That knowledge and intel-

ligence you cannot measure in dollars and cents, but it

is nevertheless a great power to the nation in the

distribution of its labor and its wealth."

Among others who strongly urged action by Congress

were George Westinghouse, Dr. Henry S. Pritchett,

Prof. Carl Hering, John W. Howell, C. 0. Mailloux, W.
S. Menden, James G. Biddle and Elmer G. Willyoung.

It is not strange that, with these relations at the incep-

tion of its work, the bureau has always developed and

extended activities affecting the electrical industries.

Progress to Standards of Practice

The act creating the bureau comprehensively states

that the functions should "consist in the custody of the

1
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standards; the comparison of the standards used in

scientific investigations, engineering, manufacturing,

commerce and educational institutions with the stand-

ards adopted or recognized by the government; the con-

struction, when necessary, Of standards, their multiples

and subdivisions; the testing and calibration of standard

measuring apparatus; the solution of problems which

arise in connection with standards; the determination

of physical constants and the properties of materials."

In the intervening years the fundamental ideas direct-

ing the work of the bureau have not been changed, but

with time and experience they have gained in precision

and breadth.

Thus the latest development is toward standards of

practice, the most difficult of all to formulate and estab-

lish. These follow logically the earlier attainments in

standards of measurement, standard values of constants,

standards of quality, and standards of mechanical per-

formance. Dr. Stratton emphasizes the fact that stand-

ards of practice, as well as standards of performance,

are dependent upon standards of both measurement and

quality. The bureau desires to take up only the leading

features in such a field, confining its activities to aspects

where nation-wide uniformity is wanted and leaving

other matters to private laboratories.

Scheme of Organization

Nothing better illustrates the thorough preparation

for the work evolved in different directions than a con-

densation of the scheme of organization as follows:

Division I. Electricitv: Resistance and electromo-

CANDLE-POWER TEST OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS RACKS FOR CONDUCTING LIFE TESTS OF LAMPS

EQUIPMENT FOR MEASURING VERY LARGE CURRENTS HYDROMETER-TESTING LABORATORY AT THE BUREAU
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tive force, absolute electrical measurements, etc .

electrical measuring Instruments, etc.; magnetism, pin>-

tometry, high potential, electrolysis, radia research and

public utilities.

Division II. Weights and measures: Length, mass,

capacity and density, pressure, time, railroad scales.

Division ill. Heal and thermometry: Thermometry,
pyrometry, calorimetry, special problems, in. re isting

properties.

Division IV. Light and optical instruments: Spec-

trometry, polarimetry, radiometry, interferomctry.

Division V. Chemistry: Chemical investigations,

standard reagents, ores and metals, chemical analysis

and material testing, structural materials (except iron

and steel), and miscellaneous materials.

Division VI. Engineering instruments: Engineer-

ing instruments and engineering investigations.

Division VII. Engineering, structural and miscel-

laneous materials: Metals, cement, concrete, stone,

gravel and sand, ceramics and glass, lime, rubber, paper,

textiles, etc.

Division VIII. Metallurgical and metallographic

:

Metallurgical and metallographic investigations.

Operation of plant: Power plant, refrigeration, stor-

age battery, buildings and grounds, and delivery.

Construction: Instrument shop, woodworking shop,

glass-blowing shop, plumbing and piping, wiring and
electric work, optical shop and photographic shop.

Office: Storeroom, library, mails and files, accounts

and personnel, correspondence.

Starting in 1901 with temporary offices in scattered

buildings in the down-town district, the bureau began a

plan of building which it has followed consistently. To
be free from electrical and mechanical disturbances, a

building site was selected in the northwest part of Wash-
ington. Eight acres of land were bought, and by later

purchases the tract has been doubled. The mechanical
plant and physical laboratory, the first buildings in the

group of structures laid down in the comprehensive
original design, were occupied late in 1904. At about

the same time the construction of a low-temperature
laboratory was begun. Another laboratory was com-
pleted in 1910. The electrical laboratory was finished

in 1913. There are also six smaller buildings for spe-

cial purposes. A chemical laboratory is now under con-

struction. The next large building desired is one for

the testing of heavy structural materials, to consoli-

date work now divided between Washington and the

branch laboratory at Pittsburgh. Preliminary studies

for this are now under way, following the practice of

the bureau to undertake no new construction until the

main essentials have been worked out thoroughly in ad-

vance. A radio laboratory has also been requested to

promote study. At present the Navy Department and
the Army Department occupy rooms in the laboratories

of the bureau in connection with their radio work, while

the studies of the bureau in this direction require rooms
in the electrical laboratory.

Standards Not Mandatory

In the history of the bureau substantially no manda-
tory standards have been established. Congress, which
has power under the constitution "to fix the standard of

weights and measures," did not establish any compul-

sory standard for general commercial use until its last

session. The act establishing a standard barrel for

fruits, vegetables and other dry commodities and sub-

divisions thereof, and also a standard barrel for cran-

berries, was approved on March 4, 1915. Authority is

given to the bureau to establish tolerances and rules

and regulations governing this law. In practically all

respects the work of the bureau is advisory. The close

contact of its representatives with national associations

in the electrical Industry li well understood. Equally
close relatione are maintained with the technical asso-

ciations in other Industries. The bureau relies upon

co-operation with the industries to obtain results, its

methods are Illustrated In the annual conferences on

weights and measures, tin- tenth of which was held last

Maj and was attended by representatives of states and
cities. A conference on the testing of textiles is to be
held 111 December which it is hoped will be the first of a

series of annual meetings. A similar series is proposed
in connection with the National Electrical Safety Code.
There are many such conferences during the year which
bring the bureau into close contact with the interests it

was intended to serve.

In conformity with the government system, the ex-

penditures of the bureau include the outlays on perma-
nent structures. The four existing large laboratories

and the chemical building under construction represent

each an outlay of about $200,000, or a total of $1,000,-

000. This is interesting in comparison with the pro-

posed expenditure of $5,000,000 by the Navy Depart-

ment for a laboratory for the use of the Naval Advisory
Board alone. The plan suggested is that the Bureau of

Standards shall remain as the great research labora-

tory for all departments of the government, and that the
proposed Naval Advisory Board laboratory shall take

up questions dealing with the manufacture of apparatus.

As expenditures of the bureau are partly for perma-
nent improvements, the fluctuations from year to year
are misleading. In the current year, ending June 30,

1916, the appropriations allowed amounted to $734,780.

For the ensuing fiscal year the bureau has asked for

appropriations for new work on standard materials, tex-

tiles, color standards, clay products, testing machines,

site and building for testing laboratory, promotion of

export trade, physical constants, standardization of me-
chanical appliances, and for a radio laboratory.

Testing of Materials

One of the principal activities of the bureau is the

testing of materials for the government. It has tested

the materials entering into the construction of the Pan-

ama Canal and does work of the same kind for prac-

tically every branch of the government service. For
this work it is not allowed, under the law, to make any

charge, although the estimated value of it in the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1915, based upon the charges to

the public for similar investigation, amounted to $140,-

295, representing 105,992 tests. In addition, the bureau

inspected 1,861,439 incandescent lamps at various fac-

tories for departments of the government, the fees for

which would be $5,546. For the public there were 10,212

tests during the same year, for which fees of $14,438

were charged. The testing for the public is confined

almost exclusively to standards of measurement as the

bureau does not compete with private testing labora-

tories in the commercial testing of materials.

Promotion of Employees

The rapid development of the bureau and growth in

the number of its personnel have been accompanied by a

systematic policy governing promotions of the younger

employees. In the scientific divisions nothing but lack

of ability and available positions at higher salaries

stands in the way of advancement of even the labora-

tory apprentices, who start with the statutory salaries

of $480 a year. Beginning as graduates of the high

school, they are encouraged to take the evening courses

of study which are available in Washington and are

made easier for them by reason of the short govern-

ment office hours. With from three to five or six years

of successful night-school work and the laboratory-

training which their labors in the bureau give, they are
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CHART SHOWING THE WORK OF THE BUREAU FOR THE GOVERNMENT AND FOR THE PUBLIC

regarded as being equivalent to college graduates, and
if their work is of sufficiently high grade to justify it,

are considered on equal terms with such graduates for

appointment to higher positions. By similar study and
work they may progress to the point where they compete
with graduates of advanced university courses. Like-

wise, in the office division, the youngest boys are pro-

moted to a certain higher rank if they learn stenography
and typewriting. In some divisions every employee,

even to the junior apprentice, is given a personal in-

terest in or complete charge of an individual piece of

research work. This tests and increases his research

ability and is one of the factors that have developed the
esprit de corps which prevails throughout the organiza-

tion.

While much of the apparatus in the bureau has been
purchased, either in this country or abroad, a great deal

of equipment has necessarily been invented by the staffs

of the different divisions to meet the particular require-

ments of investigation work. Although necessarily

some of the work for the government departments is

confidential, systematic publicity is given to the results
of the general research investigations. This is done
through correspondence with interested parties and by
means of publications. In addition to the lists of com-
mercial organizations to which the publications are
sent, about 500 libraries receive them and keep them for
reference purposes. They are revised from time to
time to include the latest knowledge available. Mostly
they are on scientific and technologic subjects, but a
recent one is on "Household Measures." This will be
followed by several which have to do with matters of
general public interest.

Work for Manufacturers

Much of the work of the bureau promotes the inter-

ests of manufacturers, indirectly or directly, but some
furthers specific ends which gain added importance from
the European war. For instance, requests are received
for governmental certificates of the quality of goods
sent to South American buyers. Such certifications are
common in Europe, and the enlargement of the bureau
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functions and taff to provide equal facilitie fox Ajner

ican manufacturers will be s substantial aid t<» ax

porters. Another illustration is found In the dependence

of this country upon Europe for the supplj o used

in the manufacture of all kinds of optical goods, which

has* led to the installation of apparatus and furnaces for

the stud] of the manufacture of optical glass. The bu

reau is working in close touch with the claj products

industries, having shown recently that a combination of

American clays is not only equal bul superior to the

imported clay heretofore considered essential in the

manufacture of retorts, glass pots, crucibles and other

refractories. There is a decided tendency on the part

of the metal, cement, paper, textile, rubber, paint and

many other industries to co-operate with the bureau in

establishing standards of quality by which such mate-

rials may he measured and. what is of even greater

importance, to find out the fundamental facts upon

which the properties of such materials depend. In their

contact with the bureau the representatives of these

industries are brought face to face with the value and

necessity for research work. As a result the bureau

has become a most important factor in the application

of science and the development of research on the part

of the industries, it li supplementing other constructive

work of the Depart ment of ( lommerce.

Ranks «iiii Foreign Governmental Laboratories

The Bureau Of Standards was intended to he a na

tional physical laboratory, serving for this country as

the laboratories of England, France and German) aci

for those nations, in the arguments advanced before

Congress during the consideration of the original bill

particular attention was called to the need of an in-

stitution corresponding to those of European count]

The bureau has been so developed that it ranks with

the older European laboratories and in some directions

it surpasses them. It has gone farther than they have

in the establishment of working relations with the pri

vate industries and in encouraging in commercial or-

ganizations a spirit of investigation and striving for

scientific attainments. Thus this country is equipped
as effectively as England, with its National Physical

Laboratory and the Standards Department of the Board
of Trade; as France, with its Laboratoire d'Essais, and
as Germany, with its Normal-Eichungs Kommission,
Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt, and Material-

prufungsamt.

Steady Increases in Light and Power Operations

September Central-Station Earnings and Output Show Largest Gains for Any

Monthly Period Since the Beginning of the European War
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EARNINGS and output of the light and power com-

panies for the month of September were well ahead

of those for the previous September, according to

the returns received by the Electrical World. The in-

crease in gross earnings was 8.5 per cent, and that in

kilowatt-hours output 15 per cent. This percentage

growth in income is the largest that has been registered

for some time, while the percentage of increase in out-

put is larger than any in the previous eighteen months.

With the exception of the New England States, where

a slight reaction seems to have set in from the extraor-
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FIG. 1—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT GAIN BY
MONTHS IN PER CENT FOR UNITED STATES

dinarily large loads which the companies in that terri-

tory have been carrying of late, the results of the Sep-

tember operation show larger percentage increases than

at any other time since the beginning of the calendar

year. Labor difficulties in September, however, in New
England caused for a short time diminished production

in some lines. The jitney invasion was in full swing, and

in many parts of New England, especially in Rhode
Island, made inroads on urban railway transportation

which, of course, acted directly to cut down the load

supplied to these railways by central stations.

In the Atlantic States progress has been slow. The
South has picked up to a large extent and, besides run-

ning again at full speed, has laid plans for large

growth, particularly in the manufacture of cotton goods.

The Central States, which before the war reported the

greatest gains in earnings and output, are again showing
similar percentages of growth. All reports from this

region indicate prosperity and a full return to pre-war

conditions. In some cases even greater activity is noted.

So phenomenal has been the increase in demand for zinc

that central stations in the zinc-mining region have in

almost every case found it necessary to install addi-

TABLE I—CENTRAL-STATION RETURNS FOR TWELVE-MONTH PERIOD

Percent-

age of

Industry
Repre-
sented

Income prom the Sale op
Energy Kw.-Hr. Odtpct

1914 1913
Per
Cent
In-

1914 1913
Per
Cent
In-

crease crease

1914

Oct.. 59 $17,667,912 $17,174,567 2.8 $969,817,024 $935,249,519 3.0

Nov..
Dec..

65

65

19,777,650
20,978,430

19,260,451
20,281,812

2.7
3.3

986, 456, 324 ' 978,934,946
1,074,083,543 1,043,457,795

0.8
3.0

1915
Jan.

.

Feb..
Mar..

65

63
64

1915
21,582,547
19,395,518
18,654,443

1914
20,697,423
19,023,107
17,529,054

4.1
2.0
6.4

1915

980,085,036
853,817,221
939,117,179

1914

966,200,323
835,288,039
896,903,968

1.4
2.2
4.8

April. 65 18,406,412 17,675,784 4.2 900,536,022 859,235,144 4.8

May.
June.
July..

Aug..
Sept..

65

65
64

64

63

17,644,205
17,595,062
18,479,980
17,284,278
18,174,020

16,764,546
16,469,009
17,192,888
15,971,080
16,742,371

5.3
6.9
7.5
8.2
8.5

920,895,324
924,688,923
971,351,989
948,569,574
984,282,225

842,386,583
836,040,113
880,373,129
850,508,473
856,277,368

9.3
10.6
10.4
11.3
15.0

tional equipment to take care of the increased load. The
large harvest and the movement of the grain have also

helped to restore the prosperity of the Middle West.

In the Far West the September figures show the larg-

est increases in per cent of any month since these data

were first collected. The lumber industry of the North-

west, feeling the renewed building activity in different

parts of the country, has resumed operations on a large

scale. In the southern region the expositions were re-

sponsible to a certain degree for better conditions.

Industrial Load Increase

The large figures of increase in output would indicate,

as is borne out by the reports, that most of the increase
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TABLE II—CENTRAL-STATION RETURNS BY SECTIONS OVER A TWELVE-MONTH PERIOD
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Month

New England States

1914 1913

-a

51

si

h

Atlantic Stated

1914 1913

Central Stales

(Illinois Excluded)

1914 1913 C

Cm— ft.

ifII

u

Pacific and Mountain State*

1914 1913

Oct
Nov
Deo

Jan
Feb
March. .

.

April

May
June
July
August. .

.

September

$1,963,579
2,229,742
2,385,711

1915
2,423,795
2,248,794
2,146,032
2,109,767

2,035,680
2,063,423
2,020,513
2,006,076
2,078,013

$1,889,255 4.0
2.115,957 56
2,218,387 7.5

1914

2,271,881
2,134,341
1,999,326
1,976,473

6.8
5 4

7 5

6.8

1,887,601) 79
1,874, 678 10.2

1,835, Otis Id 2

1,809,722 11 I)

1,880,515 10.5

$7,451,220
8.373,772
8,765,275

1915

9,075,335
8,037,878
7.777,126
7,510,810

7,100,334
6,945,986
li, 710, 217

6,853,118

72,888,42

$7,232,063
8,157.966
8.594,773

1914

8,695,593
7,968,625
7,419,808
7,241,164

6,912,581
6,628,523
6,519,442
6,511,307
6,904,245

8 l

2 7

2 2

4 4

8

6 2

i g

2 a

4 b

2 g
.-, a

5.5

$5,105,810
5,408,672
5,992,542

1915

5,827.997
5,298,786
4,885,384
6,003.673

4,946,907

4,792,886
4,741,523
5,005,472

$4,783,847
6,168.981
5,654.740

1914

5,525.579
6,148 439

4,465.728
4,773,949

6 8 85
4 8 88
5 9 88

5 4

3

9 5
4.8

4,577,818 8 1

4,485.165 11 2

4,203,702 13 9

17 12 2

4,437,314 12 9

$3,146,180
3.503.499
3,834.902

1915

3.960.608
3.576,432
3,605,893
3,475,740

3,383,749
3.409.738

3,655,002

$3,157,689 3*

3,574,086 2.0*

3.813,912 0.3

1914

3,917,371
3,534,864
3,412,842
3,366,830

3,283,080
a 281,606
3,817,718

1.0

1.2

5 8

3.2

4 8

3 9

6.8
7 S

Oct
Nov
Deo

Jan
Feb
March . .

.

April

May
June
July
August..

.

September

67,520,070
69,480,163
78,510,793

1915
72,550,608
66,600,132
72,121,319
68,475,232

68,823,914
71,566,127
71,026,184
69,169,012
71,342,456

65,068,938 3.8
66,988,456 3.8
71,990,132 7.8

1914
69.317,803
61,515,979
65,343,335
62.442,110

61,060,621
60,972,379
60,766,881
58,440,993
60,819,086

07

4.7 69
8.3 69
10.5 69

9.7 69

12.9 69
17.4 69
17.0
18.5
17 2

358,458,539
361,364,405
401,623,514

1915

374,972,536
312,443,505
346,341,496
320,142,323

326,191,569
318,245,370
320,371,761
320,947,721
368,766,971

351,362,247 2.1

364,155.759 0.7'

396,251,867 1.2

1914

373,336,906
305,307,260
335.506.429
311.476,008

301,440,779
293.751,083
293,909,832
302,960,234
319,549,780

0.7
2.4
3.3
3.0

8.1
8.5
9.0
8.9
12.3

295,490,712
290,681,750
315,027,232

1915
272,623,760
238,938,034
257,136,231
257.967,434

262,885,043
265,551,926
264,151,024
269,326,030
271,262,000

266,827,567 10.5
269,220,528 80
291,511,670 8.0

1914

258,572,903
232,520,476
235,656.647
237,673,326

SB 245,966,868 252.047,828 2.4*

255,651,947 269,467,354 5.1*

278.922.004 283,704.076 1.6*

236,154,464
234,034,477
232,146,227
237,550,530
234,810,441

5.5
2 7

9.2
8.5

11.2

13.2

13.9
13 I

16 3

1915

252,531,483
229,865,568
255,529,704
246.287.7ftl

254.586,394
261.083,835
274,4-

276,631,651
933,024

1914

256.198,272
229 185,967
253,423.951
239.661,364

1.4*

3

1

2.8

236,082,868 7.8

237,843,021 98
258,476,004 B 8

248,463,980 11 '

_'tn 17 :.

is due to a greater industrial load. When industrial

activity was at its low point the opportunity was taken

to install electrical equipment. The difference between

the percentage increase in output and the percentage in-

crease in income is not due entirely to an increased

motor load, however. Since September, 1914, there have

been many substantial reductions in rates for energy in

every section of the country. Such reductions, of

course, were not without their advantages, but it is un-

certain how much new business can be attributed to

this cause. There has been in the past year a further

reduction in income from lighting brought about by the

more extended use of lamps of a lower specific consump-

tion. This has been particularly noticeable in the state-

ments of companies which have not been active in new-

business getting.

It will be remembered, however, that the September,
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FIGS. 2 TO 5—CENTRAL-STATION INCOME AND OUTPUT
GAIN BY MONTHS IN PER CENT SECTIONALLY

TABLE III—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOR UNITED STATE3 CITIES GROUPED

ACCORDING TO SIZE

Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug.

INCOME:
Group 1 2.7 2.0 8.0 3.8 4.8 6.5 5.3 7.2 7.3
Group 2 8.8 3.7 6.9 5.0 6.2 2.8 8.8 9.1 10.0
Group 3 2.4 2.5 5.2 5 5 5.8 10.1 9.7 14.5 15.4
Group 4 5.8 6.8 5.0 3.9 7.1 6.9 8.2 8.0 9.0
Group 5 4.5 0.9 1.6' 1.9 5.5 4.7 8.5 7.5 11.9

OUTPUT:
Group 1 3.9 2.8 5.7 5.4 7.2 10 1 11 1 9.7 12.2
Group 2 4 3 5.7 7.9 11.2 13.1 9.1 18.1 Ifl o 18.9
Group 3 1.2 3.9* 3.6* 1.2* 6.1 11.2 4 5 13.0 24.0
Group 4 9.0 5.5 3.2 3.0 29.1 6.0 12.5 10 9 11 3
Group 5 7.5 15.0 7.0 5.9 15.5 14.8 20 5 12 ; 19.3

TABLE IV—PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOR NEW ENGLAND STATES—CITIES GROITKI)

ACCORDING TO SIZK

Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept.

INCOME:
Group 1 7.1 5.7 6.6 6 3 9.4 11.6 11 2 11.0 10.6
Group 2 6.2 4.1 9.0 4 04 7.5 7 7 II 9.6 10.3
Group 3 7.5 0.7 7.8 20.6 8.9 21.8 10.2 16.5 14 7

Group 4 . .

.

8.9 9.4 6.5 8.4 7.1 11 9 6 6 7.8 9.8
Group 5 2.1* 1.9 14.7* 0.4* 1.0* 2.8 16.0 21.2 5.8

OUTPUT:
Group 1 6.3 11.1 12.0 12.7 16 19.0 17 2 17 2 10 .2

Group 2 5.4 6.4 12.3 12.3 19.9 20.8 26 26 o 21 7

Group 3 1.2 3.6* 0.3* 3.2 7.0 17.9 13 a 12 3. 11 1

Group 4 10.9* 9.4 12.5 12 1 6.3 17.1 7 B 13.8 8 1

Group 5 9.0* 6.1 29.8* 25.5* 13.5* 10 11.0 16 1 8.5

TABLE V-PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT-
HOUR OUTPUT FOR ATLANTIC STATES-CITIES GROUPF.D

ACCORDING TO SIZE

Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug.

INCOME:
Group 1 1.3 1.3 4.7 1.6 2.0 3 8 14 4.0 1 1

Group 2 5.0 4.2 7 1 5.6 8.2 8.0 7 11.6 11

Group 3. . .

.

3.3 3.6 3.8 4.1 1.6 7.5 7.5 8.5 8.9
Group 4 4.9 10.1 6.8 2 9 6 2 3 9 7 8 4 in ii

Group 5. . .

.

9.0 t t 15.2 19.6 14.8 t 2.0* 14 3

OUTPUT:
Group 1 1.7 3.0 6.1 4 8 9 8.2 8.0 9.0 n B

Group 2 3 1 7 9.7 7.6 7.1 11 17.0 15.0 16.3
Group 3. . .

.

7.4 2 7* 8.5* 4 1* 3.2 7.2 7.5 6 4 10 4
Group 4. . .

.

7.8 6 3 10 2 19 22 5 7.1 13.8 13.2 12 5

Group 5 13.5 t t 57.2 71.5 61.8 t 11 4 13.8

"Decrease tResults omitted owing to insufficient returns.
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run I \i PI RCBNTAQl RATI 01 INCREASE IN INCOME AND K1L0WATI
HOI 11 "i H'l I FOR CENTRA] i \i i CIT11 QROI PI D

II

I Mill. \n PERCENTAGE RATE 01 INCREASE IN INCOME AND KILOWATT
HOI R 0! PP1 i FOR PACIFIC and M01 N I WH PATJ ''iiu.'

QROI PED ACOOBDma TO BIZB

Jan \|.r,l M.y Jim.- July Auk. S«*|'t

[NCOMJ
Qroap i 1 in 1 7 3 11 4 ii B 1

•
1

Qfaq 4 .1 1 4 5 7 (1 7 8

Qroap 1 I 1 II .1 III 4 15 S it a Ii. 1

Qroap 4 3 6 00 U 4 i;i ii 17 H

QroBJ 3 7 2.8 7 7 7 1U V 8.0 l I 80 I 18 5

OlTl'l T
l!nui|i 1 S 4 7 7 7 8 8 8 4 10.8 11 s 12 2 18 i

Qnap 2.. .

.

t 1 1 | s (1 19 6 9.7 13 5 II I it 8 8 ii

1 '.roup :t 8.2 2 u | II 1 27.0 N i 81 ii 88 a

QfDUP 4 a < 10 IS J 7 10 15 7 18 .'

Qroap I IS 7 13.6 89.7 18 s 20 4 24.9

1915, figures are compared with the September, 1914,

figures. While the percentage increases did not fall

much in the first two months of the war, they were
below the figures for the month previous to the war,

and this fact must not be lost sight of in making com-
parisons with operations during war months.

Large Increases General

The increased percentages of growth in income and
output were not confined to companies operating in cities

of any particular size. They were registered by both

the small and the large companies.

During the first nine months of the calendar year the

gross earnings for the entire central-station industry

increased by 5.7 per cent and the output by 7.7 per cent.

The percentages for the same period by sections are as

J.M. l.b March April May June July 1* Sept.

II

( trOOP 1 i ir ii 1 8 1 i a i 9 5 1 7 13 9

I In. up 2 . . 4 u j n U 4 12 7 II 1 1! II II 1 11 ft

(iniiip 8 1 ()• 8* .1 4 7 17 1 19 7

Qroap 4. . .

.

2 0.0 2.0* I
*• 8 7 i 8* 7 8 II 2 i) a

Qroap 6.. .

.

1 8 | ii* 3 5* a t 2 4' a a 4 ft 17* lft

IT:
Qroap I.... 15 0.5* 2 5 4 5 2 3 10.8 0.2 8 3 8.4

Qroap I 7 8* 13.5 3.0 11.0 19 14 9 27.6 39.3 40 a

Group il 18 8* 1 1
8* 4 0* a v 8 8 12.4 8.4* 18. ft 49 2

Group 4 . . . 9 . 0.0* 9.6' 4.7» 87 4 6* 118 2 4 1

Group 6 4 1 9.9 18.0 9.0 18.5 3.0 1(1 '.I 8 21.0

•Decrease

follows: Earnings—New England, 7.9 per cent; Atlan-

tic States, 3.2 per cent; Central States, 9.1 per cent;

Pacific and Mountain States, 4.2 per cent. Output

—

New England, 12.6 per cent; Atlantic States, 6.4 per

cent; Central States, 10.2 per cent; Pacific and Mountain
States, 6.0 per cent.

The accompanying curves show graphically the per-

centage increases by months that are given in Tables

I and II. The remaining tables show the percentage

increases by months of income and output by cities ac-

cording to size. Group 1 includes those companies oper-

ating in cities having a population of over 100,000;

group 2, in cities with a population between 50,000 and

100,000; group 3, between 25,000 and 50,000; group 4,

between 10,000 and 25,000, and group 5, between 5000

and 10,000.

The Signaling Range in Radiotelegraphy
Measuring the Effect Which Antenna Height, Antenna Current and Wave-

Length Have Upon the Distance of Transmission

By John L. Hogan, Jr.

THE several series of long-distance transmission

tests carried on jointly by Dr. L. W. Austin and
the National Electric Signaling Company1

in-

cluded measurements of the effect on signaling range
of antenna height, antenna current and wave-length.

Heights from 37 ft. to 130 ft., sending currents from
7 amp. to 30 amp. and wave-lengths from 300 meters to

3750 meters, were observed at distances up to 1000
nautical miles. Correlation of the data thus secured led

to the expression

4.25MA
/r

\d
0.0015d/VX (1)

where I s and l r are sending and receiving antenna cur-

rents in amperes, \ and h
2
effective heights at sending

and receiving antennas in kilometers, X and d the wave-
length and signaling distance in kilometers. As is easily

seen, the expression may be used to compute the antenna
currents or heights necessary to produce a required

signal strength at any given distance under normal day-

light conditions. With average 500-cycle spark senders

and good crystal receivers, about 10 microamp. receiving

antenna current are necessary for barely audible signals.

Later tests
2

over greater distances extended the obser-

vations to antenna heights of 450 ft., sending currents

of 110 amp., and distances of 2300 nautical miles. None
of the data then obtained indicated need of altering the

i"Some Quantitative Experiments in Long-Distance Radio-
telegraphy," by L. "W. Austin, Bulletin Bureau of Standards, Vol 7,

No. 3, 1911, p. 315.

^'Quantitative Results of Recent Radiotelegraphic Tests Between
Arlington, Va„ and U.S.S. Salem," by John L. Hogan, Jr., Elec-
trical World, June 21, 1913, ,p. 1361.

functional relation of the several quantities given in

equation (1), though it was found that with the recti-

fying heterodyne receiver only 5 microamp. receiving

antenna current gave signals of unit audibility, even

with spark transmitters.

The expression (1) above has therefore been fairly

well verified by application to many instances of radio

transmission. It is probably the most nearly accurate

equation for computations of the sort necessary if sig-

naling distances and intensities are to be predetermined

rather than estimated. For rapid numerical work it is

desirable to state the various quantities in the units

which are most convenient for their measurement; for

instance, if sending current is in amperes, receiving

current in microamperes, antenna heights in feet, wave-

lengths in meters and distance in kilometers, the equa-

tion becomes
Z§2I shJi3 . _ 0-0474d/Vx-

Ir
Id

(2)

Or if, the other units remaining as just stated, distance

is expressed in nautical miles, the coefficient of /, should

be 212 and the exponential coefficient 0.0877.

Simple algebraic solution of the equation is possible

for all quantities except X and d. These cannot be deter-

mined explicitly by the common methods, since they

occur both linearly and exponentially. By solving for

Ir/h and determining a maximum by differentiation with

respect to X, it is possible to secure an expression for

the optimum wave-length for a given set of transmission

conditions. This is perhaps too extended an application

of the original relations. A graphic method of solving
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for d by parameter was shown in the Electrical World
paper above referred to.

An ingenious logarithmic method of solving for d is

the basis of a series of curves used at the United States
Navy Yard, Puget Sound, Wash., and forwarded for
publication by H. G. Cordes. Equation (2) is divided
algebraically

:

/ rX (— 0.0877<t/VX

2l2l7Rji
7

=
d

and stated in logarithmic form:

0.0877d
log

1# «
— log„d

(3)

By the use of these curves it

for d by the process which

in

log 10^ + log,
y
^\

— 0.0877d

\ A
log

10
e — log

10
d (4)

A pair of curves for I r = 10|x<x (barely audible signals)
and Ir = 40u.a ("good" signals) are plotted with ordi-
nates \/Igh

x
h., and abscissas

l0g^ +l0^o>,
For each of a number of wave-lengths (those shown are
United States Navy standards) additional curves are
then plotted over the same abscissas equated through
expression (4) to

—

—

2
^Note : When Transmitting and Receiving Antenna

2

h h Heights are different, Substitute h, hz for h.

0.00000

vx
and with d as ordinates.

is simple to solve direct

follows

:

1. Compute X/Zg/i,/!,.

2. Locate on left-hand ordinate scale and follow
horizontally to intersection of dashed curve for received
antenna current desired.

3. From intersection proceed vertically to intersec-
tion with solid curve for assumed wave-length.

4. Proceed to right horizontally from this second in-

tersection and read required value of d on right-hand
ordinate scale.

The example I„ = 10 amp., h
l

= h
2
= 115 ft., X = 952

m., is shown by dotted lines for I r = 10><r and I r = 4G>a,
the signaling distances being respectively 565 miles and
305 miles.

When computing night-time signaling, or for dis-
tances less than 100 miles, the absorption term is ignored
and the equation becomes

d= 2^- (5)

600- 1400

700- 1300

800- >200

900- 1100

.8 -6.0
1000

*»- O lT> „,
O4 O O -

CHART FOR COMPUTING SIGNALING RANGE FOR VARIOUS ANTENNA HEIGHTS AND WAVE LENGTHS
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The Electrically Propelled Battleship California
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d in ii;.\. been 1 181,000.

Till', nru electrically propelled battleship Califor
ni;i. which is being built at the New York Navy
Yard, is of the largest and most powerful class

which has been adopted by the United States. Her dis-

placement is 82,000 tons and her maximum speed is to

be about 22 knots, requiring about 37,000 shaft hp. The
contract with the manufacturer of the electrical equip-
ment covers two turbine-driven generating units, four
propelling motors (one for each shaft), switching appa-
ratus, cables, instruments, etc., two turbine-driven excit-

ing units, and a complete equipment of condensing
auxiliaries and ventilating blowers, all driven by motors
from the exciting units.

Each of the auxiliary units is of 300-kw. rating, with
a 240-volt direct-current generator geared to a high-
speed, non-condensing turbine. These turbines will ex-

haust into the heaters, into the main turbines, or both.

The award of this contract for the California was the
result of a very long campaign of study, in which the
equipment of the U. S. collier Jupiter was an incident.

The Jupiter has now been in commission for two years
and has proved an unqualified success. The steam con-

sumption of the main drive with 190 lb. pressure, dry
steam, and 28.5 in. vacuum is 11 lb. per horsepower-hour
delivered to the propeller shafts, which is at least 30 per
cent better than is done by reciprocating engines in

ships of the same class. There is also evidence of fur-

ther saving in the Jupiter incident to the fact that her
large low-speed propellers are turned with a perfectly

uniform angular motion and with entire freedom from
racing, conditions never heretofore achieved.

The generators for the California are bipolar alter-

nators, and the motors are arranged to be connected for

either twenty-four poles or thirty-six poles. For eco-

nomic cruising at 15 knots or less one generator will be
used with motors on thirty-six-pole connection. For
higher speeds the twenty-four-pole connection will be
used. The ship will be capable of operating at a speed
of about 18.5 knots with one generator.

Speed variation with either motor connection will be
effected by change of turbine speeds through the agency
of variable-speed governors designed to hold automat-
ically any desired speed within usual ranges. This ar-

rangement, which is also used in the Jupiter, entirely

prevents racing and makes it convenient to hold a fixed

speed irrespective of variations in sea, weather or steam
conditions. It is thought that this feature will be valua-

ble in fleet formations.

The steam consumption guaranteed on the California

POUNDS OF STEAM TO MAIN ENGINES PER HOUR PER ENGINE HORSEPOWER

12 Knots 15 Knots 19 Knots 21 Knots
Proportional to

Speed of

21 Knots

Florida

Utah

31.8

28.7

22.0

17.3 15.2

24.0

20.3

18.7

15.0

23.0

21.0

21.0

16.4

328

323

Delaware

California

122

175

covers the total steam required for the main turbi

and engine-room auxiliaries as described above. The
conditions are 250 lb. gage pressure, dry steam, with

such vacuum as can be produced under trial conditions.

Very heavy penalties are imposed in case these guar-

anteed consumptions are exceeded in trials, $25,000 per

pound for the two lower speeds and $20,000 per pound
for the two upper speeds.

At full speed the California propellers will make 175

r.p.m., this being about the lowest speed of propellers

which is practicable within the space. The propeller

speeds proposed for the sister ships with Parsons tur-

bine drive is 240 r.p.m., and comparisons by Dyson's

method indicate that this speed difference will give the

California an advantage of about 9 per cent in propeller

efficiency.

The accompanying table gives a comparison of steam

consumption per effective horsepower between the Cali-

fornia as guaranteed, the Florida and Utah, which are

driven by Parsons turbines, and the Delaware, which is

driven by reciprocating engines. These figures are

taken from the published records of trials.

The accompanying drawing shows the engine-room

arrangement of the California suggested in the General

Electric Company's proposal, although a somewhat dif-

ferent arrangement will actually be used.

PROPOSED ARRANGEMENT OF ELECTRIC PROPELLING

MACHINERY OF NEW BATTLESHIP CALIFORNIA
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An Underground System for an Industrial Plant
Design and Installation of Subway and Duct Lines for Distribution of Energy to

Group of Factory Buildings, Together with Construction Costs

By H. D. Austin

THE electrical distribution system required by an
industrial plant is not as extensive, neither is it

as costly to install in proportion to the size of its

generating equipment, as the distributing system re-

quired by the average town or city. This is due, of

course, to the greater area which must be served by the

latter system. However, the electrical distributing sys-

tem which supplies a large industrial plant is often of a

size sufficient to represent a considerable portion of the

total cost of the industrial plant. It requires careful en-

gineering consideration and warrants the practice of

economy in its design and construction. Many prob-

lems are encountered in the design and construction of

all underground subways that distribute electrical en-

ergy. Each separate system requires special treatment
and usually presents many local problems which demand
careful study in order to meet properly all the demands
for electrical service.

In the interest of economy, the first cost must be con-

sidered. On the other hand, first cost must often be
made subservient to permanency of installation, relia-

bility and continuity of service, accessibility and rapid-

ity with which repairs can be effected, and last, but not

least, a reasonable allowance for growth.
A good subway when well built should last for a long

period of years, and, in view of the difficulty experienced
in rebuilding conduits and manholes that contain cables

carrying electric current at high voltage, it is usually

advisable to provide for in the design and use in the

construction only materials that have proved permanent
in service over an extended period.

In many instances the main reason for placing power-
distributing lines underground is to secure reliability

of service and to avoid interruptions, which in a large

plant employing many men are often expensive. There-
fore cheap construction might defeat the very purpose
for which the subway was intended. For the same rea-

son, it is desirable that a subway be constructed so that

repairs to cables can be readily made in the shortest

possible time.

As regards flexibility and the additions of extra loads

from time to time as the system expands, this consid-

eration tends further to increase the first cost of a sub-

way system, because an extra number of spare ducts

must be installed, and in most instances additional

copper beyond the amount required to supply the pres-

ent needs must be provided. Therefore, to secure the

above most desirable features in a subway system, and

at the same time effect a reasonable economy, requires

engineering judgment and experience of a high degree.

For this very reason subway construction is becoming
a specialized branch of electrical engineering.

Design of a Subway System

In the design of a subway system probably the first

thing to determine is the route which the subway will

take. Since an underground cable system usually re-

places existing overhead lines, and therefore the dis-

tribution centers are to a certain degree fixed, the

shortest duct system that will connect all the distribu-

tion centers in the various shops and buildings with the

generating station will generally be the cheapest to

install. However, industrial plants are nearly always
laid out on regular lines and have fixed streets or thor-

oughfares. Therefore it is most desirable to have the

subways follow the streets wherever possible, for in this

location they will be less likely to be interfered with
by excavations for new building foundations. Also,

extensions to subways can be readily made, and new
buildings easily supplied with energy from mains, when
they are in the street. Other power-distributing mains,

such as steam, compressed air, hydraulic power and gas,

in addition to water mains and sewers, will usually be

found following the streets and below the surface at

various depths. The installation of these piping sys-

tems nearly always precedes the electrical conduit, and
they always provide a series of obstructions that must
be encountered when installing an electrical subway
system. Therefore, in routing the electrical subway,
careful consideration must be given to the interferences

between existing pipes, etc., and the proposed duct line.

The locations of manholes and the grading of duct lines

from manhole to manhole will be determined largely by
the existing pipes, manholes, etc., along the street.

For the preliminary layout the writer prepares an
"interference map" and a profile section of subway
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FIG. 1—LAYOUT FOR A CONDUIT SYSTEM, SHOWING HOW OBSTRUCTIONS WERE AVOIDED
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ihowing Int6rferenc6fl In elevation. The "interference

map" is a map showing all the existing piping systems,

each system being mapped in a dillVrent color. The "pro-

file section" is a map similar to that shown in Pig, I

The map as shown represents the ohstacles encountered

in running a BUbway through the streets of a large in-

dustrial plant. The drawing shows the conduit as

Cover

. - • >T- ft?- \- • •

;
'

:

FIG. 2—MANHOLE CONSTRUCTION AFFORDING MAXIMUM
CLEAR DEPTH

actually installed and illustrates how the various inter-

fering pipes, etc., were avoided or moved. For the

preliminary work a map similar to this is drawn, but,

of course, many of the elevations can be only approxi-

mately determined.

In general, it is advisable to avoid as many of the

existing pipes as practicable. But if the first cost of

the conduit system is considerably increased by so do-

ing, it is usually cheaper to move the interfering pipe

than to try to avoid it. It is advisable to keep the

subway straight from manhole to manhole, and bends in

ducts to avoid obstacles should in no case be permitted.

The cables pull in badly, the proper drainage of ducts is

prevented, and a smooth interior duct surface is prac-

tically impossible where the ducts are laid around ir-

regular curves unless a duct material such as iron pipe

is employed and bent to form the curves.

Duct Material for Subway Construction

The next question to be settled is the best duct mate-

rial to employ in subway construction. At the present

time the three materials being used almost exclusively

in this country are vitrified clay, fiber conduit, and
wrought-iron pipe. Several newer types of conduits

have appeared, but as yet they have not been used to

any great extent except in certain localities. Iron

pipe, while an ideal material for conduits, is in general

too expensive for main conduit runs and can only be

used for laterals from manholes to buildings. For the

subway ducts from manhole to manhole a single duct

or a multiple duct of vitrified-clay conduit containing

not over three ducts is recommended. The four-duct

and Bix-dUCi vit nlied day conduit is usually not so

well burned and not so straight as the shorter length!

Of Single duct. Single-duct vitrified clay when laid so

BJ to break joints, with a hall' inch of Cement mortar
between ducts, and with the conduit surrounded by a

:{-in. envelope of concrete, forms a conduit that is

Smooth inside, strong, fireproof and permanent.
Fiber conduit, which is also used to a considerable

extent, possesses some very desirable features. Its

first cost is low, as it can be supplied in 5-ft. lengths

and laid more easily and quickly than vitrified clay. It

also furnishes a perfectly smooth raceway for the

cables. On the other hand, fiber conduit, as compared
with the two other types mentioned, is mechanically

weak and softens appreciably when exposed to a tem-

perature of 160 deg. Fahr. It may bend and become
distorted from its own weight when left in piles exposed

to a hot sun. Therefore if steam pipe should break near

a conduit composed of fiber ducts, it is probable that the

heat would injure the conduit system. This condition,

or one very similar to it, has come under the writer's

observation. One of the earlier types of fiber duct,

which was composed of a spiral wrapping of saturated

fiber, was laid in cement mortar with a thick envelope

of concrete. This conduit was in close proximity to

steam and fuel-oil pipes, the surrounding ground being

wet, and the conduit failed after a few years. The
spiral wrappings of duct material separated, and the

whole duct collapsed inwardly upon cables so that it

was utterly impossible to pull the cables out of the con-

duit. The writer believes that steam escaping into the

duct system softened the asphaltum compounds used to

impregnate the conduit, and the crude oil which was
present dissolved the asphaltum, leaving practically a

spiral wrapping of paper, which collapsed inwardly.
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FIG. 3—METHOD OF STAKING OUT TRENCH AND GRADING

FOR LAYING CONDUIT

A newer type of fiber conduit is now being made
which is homogeneous in character. This duct is giv-

ing good service when installed where it is not exposed

to excessive heat. The writer has made some tests on

this latter fiber duct to determine if crude oil dissolves

any appreciable amount of the asphaltum compounds
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used to impregnate the conduit. So far these tests,

which consisted in immersing sections of the conduit

in crude oil for a number of months and inspecting and

weighing samples at frequent intervals, have not indi-

cated that the conduit is affected to any extent that

would render it unfit for service in localities where
crude oil might find its way into the ducts. Therefore,
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FIG. 4—ESTIMATED COSTS FOR DUCT SYSTEMS LAID

THROUGH PAVED CITY STREETS

it may be said that the selection of the duct material

must be determined largely by local conditions, and
whether fiber or vitrified clay should be used can be

decided only after careful study and investigation. In

many instances vitrified-clay duct must be given the

preference over fiber duct on account of the proved fact

that it is both steamproof and fireproof.

Installation Features

The conduit system described in this article was laid

in rather low wet land along a bay subject to tides as

shown in Fig. 1. Thus the drainage of ducts and of

manholes was given special consideration, and no man-
hole was constructed so deep that it could not be drained

into one of the existing sewers. The manholes were
constructed of concrete mixed in the proportions of one

to two and one-half to five parts, and the top of the

manhole was reinforced. Owing to the fact that few
deep sewers were available for drainage, it was neces-

sary to adopt the specially constructed frame and cover

shown in Fig. 2 in order to secure the necessary clear

depth inside the manhole. The frame was of the built-

up type, a bulb-angle standard section being used and
bent to a cylindrical form. The ends were then welded
by means of the oxy-acetylene flame. A circular angle

support for cover was similarly bent and riveted to the

inner circle of the angle frame. The completed frames
were then hot-galvanized before setting in concrete.

This type of frame was found to be well suited for the

purpose, and its construction was comparatively cheap
since this class of work was being constantly performed
in the shops which this distribution system supplies.

For the duct line, single-duct vitrified-clay conduit was
chosen, as this conduit when laid so as to break joints

forms a strong cellular construction and can be sup-

ported over comparatively soft ground.

The method of laying this tile duct is clearly shown
in Fig. 3. On either side of the proposed trench a

stake was driven and a board nailed to stakes so that
it was at right angles to the line of trench. The top

edge of the board was then set to grade by means of a

surveyor's level ; that is, it was so set that the bottom of

the trench to be excavated was a given number of feet

below the top edge of the board. These grade boards

were set 50 ft. apart, and a line AB (shown in Fig. &)
was then stretched from grade board to grade boaijd.

Thus, by using a measuring stick, the laborer could djg

the trench to an even grade, and later the workman
laying concrete and the conduit could use the saihe

line. A slight notch was cut in the top edge of each

grade board, thus locating the exact center of the

trench and also the center of the conduit. This line was
thus a true guide for all work in the trench.

In order to insure a straight conduit, it was abso-

lutely necessary to lay the bottom layer of concrete so

that its top surface formed an even and true grade.

The first layer of tile (Fig. 3) was laid as follows:

First, a plumb line was dropped from the guide line

to the concrete bottom in the trench and a center line

marked along the surface of concrete by means of a
line and a mason's trowel. Then the conduit was laid,

using the 0.5-in. by 1-in. wooden separators shown in

Fig. 3. Each joint was wrapped with cheesecloth, and
after placing the concrete between the duct and the
side of the trench the space between ducts was filled

with a thin mortar and the wooden separators were
removed. No mandrel was necessary when laying tile

as above described. Further, the men who laid the tile

were only intelligent laborers with a fair knowledge of
concrete construction, no masons being employed. The
work at all times was under close supervision, and
when completed the ducts were not rodded, as they were
straight and smooth enough inside to permit a small
tin can or a rubber ball tied to a strong cord to be
blown from manhole to manhole by using a compressed-
air blast (80 lb. per sq. in.) from a %-in. rubber air
hose. After this the ducts were cleaned and the pulling
cable was drawn in.

For preliminary estimates of the cost of duct sys-
tems constructed through paved city streets the writer
recommends the curves shown in Fig. 4. These curves
give average cost values and show the comparative
costs in cents per duct foot for constructing either
single-duct vitrified-clay, multiple-duct vitrified-clay, or
fiber-duct conduits laid through city streets paved with
granite blocks or their equivalent.

CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR MANHOLES AND DUCT LINE

Construction cost per manhole:
Excavating, refilling, removal of earth and repairs to
Paving $13.80

Concrete in place 45.42
Reinforcement in place 15.66
Forms in place and removal 14.02
Frame and cover 28.53
Sewer connections 15.94
Shoring, removal of obstacles and miscellaneous 9.80
Supervision 11.04

Total cost per manhole $154.21

Construction cost per trench foot of sixteen ducts

:

Excavating, refilling and repaying $0,708
Vitrified-clay duct 0.960
Laying ducts, concreting and cementing 0.639
Concrete and cement material 0.510
Shoring, removal of obstacles and miscellaneous 0.251
Supervision 0.310

Total . $3,378
Then $3,378 - lt> = $0,211, cost per duct foot.

The selection of cables for an underground duct sys-

tem, the characteristics of various insulations, to-

gether with specifications and costs of such cables as

are generally used in a subway system supplying a
large industrial plant, will be considered in Part II of
this article.
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Results from Better Feed Water in Wisconsin Station

Operation of Water-Treating Plant -Conditions Existing Iiefore and After Use of

Apparatus—Economies Accomplished After Two Months Under New System

By H. G. D. Nutting*

CONSIDERABLE trouble has been experienced by

the Mineral Point (Wis.) Public Service Company
in securing satisfactory boiler-feed water. The

creek water and well water of the vicinity is hard, and
in spite of the use of boiler compound a hard scale about

3 16 in. thick collects on the boiler tubes and shells in

a run of three weeks. The effect of this scale on boiler

operation and maintenance cost suggested an investiga-

tion of methods of water treatment which resulted in

the installation of the apparatus shown in the accom-

panying illustrations.

The water-treating plant consists of two elements—

a

30,000-gal. steel settling tank and a chemical propor-

tioning and feeding device shown in Fig. 1. The set-

tling tank is about 13% ft. in diameter by 25 ft. in

height.

The operation of the softener is automatic and re-

quires operating attention only to provide daily a chem-

ical mixture of lime and soda ash. The water is tested

each day, the chemical orifice cleaned out, and the sludge

blown off in addition.

Operating Cycle for Water-Treating Plant

The cycle of operation of the softener is as follows:

When the pure-water level has dropped to a point (by

feeding to the feed pumps) where the controlling float

5 causes the valve 4 in the raw-water pipe to open, the

raw water discharges into the waterwheel buckets 2,

causing the paddles 6 to stir the chemical solution in

the upper tank and also operate the chain buckets, thus

delivering the chemical solution into the constant-level

cup 7. The chemical solution then flows through the

fixed orifice in 7, through the pipe 11, to the down-take

12 of the settling tank. The raw water is exhausted

from the waterwheel into the settling-tank down-take

pipe 12, where it mixes with the chemical solution and

is stirred by paddles arranged on a vertical shaft, actu-

ated by the waterwheel through the bevel gears 13. As
the water level rises in the settling tank, the float 5

rises and at a predetermined point shuts off the raw-

water valve 4. This cycle of operation requires about

ten minutes, during which time treated water is also

being drawn from the softener to the heater through

the outlet 15. The softener remains idle for about ten

minutes or longer, depending upon the water required,

and then starts again.

The time and number of cycles of operation are re-

corded by an electrical curve-drawing voltmeter con-

tacted by the main-control float rod 5, so that, by means

of a calibrated orifice, operating under a constant head

controlled by a float as shown in Fig. 2, the amount of

-water softened is determined. By adding the amount

of steam condensed in the heater, which can be accur-

ately calculated from the record of inlet and outlet tem-

peratures at the heater and the amount of water de-

livered to the heater from the softener, a record of

daily water evaporated in the boilers is obtained. This

quantity is corrected for the amount of water blown
out of the softener with sludge, as determined by cali-

bration of the sludge blow-off valve.

To provide the hottest water possible to the softener

and secure the best economy of heat distribution

•Consulting engineer, Milwaukee, Wis.

FIG. 1—SETTLING TANK, CHEMICAL PROPORTIONING AND
FEEDING DEVICE OF WATER-TREATING PLANT

The mixing tank shown at 1 is installed on the ground level,

provided with a hand-operated stirring paddle and a steam siphon
for lifting the chemical solution to the chemical tank on top of the
settling tank. The waterwheel at 2 is operated by the raw water
discharged into the settling tank through the pipe 3. A raw-water
control valve at 4, operated by float 5, is controlled by the water
level of the treated water". The paddle wheel 6 used to stir the
chemical solution in the upper chemical tank is operated by the
waterwheel. The constant level cup 7 contains an orifice for feed-

ing the chemical solution in the correct proportion to the raw
water, and a bucket chain (not shown), for keeping the constant

level cup full, is operated from the waterwheel. A sludge blow-orr

pipe is shown at 8 and a filter at 9. A raw-water-measuring de-

vice consisting of an orifice and a constant head control is Indi-

cated at 10.
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throughout the plant, the water to be treated is taken

from the discharge side of the Westinghouse Le Blanc

condensers without additional pumping, the discharge

head being sufficient to operate the softener. This water

has a temperature of from 90 deg. Fahr. to 120 deg.

Fahr., depending upon the load and weather conditions.

The "make-up" water, which is practically equivalent

to the amount used by the turbines not including the

auxiliaries, and which is comparatively cold water, is

fed to the condenser injection pipe. In this way the

hot water is delivered at its most advantageous point

(direct to the softener) and the cold water at its most

advantageous point (the condenser).

Cost of Treating Water

As already mentioned, the chemicals used are soda

ash and hydrate of lime. The amount required per day

on the average is 35 lb. of soda ash and 125 lb. of lime.

This amount is sufficient to treat 65,000 gal. of creek

water per day, which shows by test not more than 5

grains of scale-forming material per gallon after treat-

ment. The cost per 1000 gal. of water is 1.63 cents. The
daily cost of softening chemicals is about $1, whereas

before the treating plant was installed the cost per

day for compound was $2.40 and the load was less than

at present. The chemicals are purchased by the car-

load at low prices, the soda ash costing 1 cent per

pound and the lime 0.5 cent per pound.

All chemical charges to the ground mixing tank are

weighed on platform scales and the tank is calibrated,

so that by means of a measuring stick the strength of

the solution can be determined. The mixing is done by

an ordinary laborer under the direction of the chief

engineer. After mixing, the charge is stirred, and

while being stirred it is elevated to the upper tank by
means of a Crane steam siphon, in about ten minutes,

with a small expenditure of steam.

Tests to Determine Condition of Water

Each day the treated water is tested by the chief

engineer, by means of a testing cabinet furnished by
the manufacturer of the softener. This would seem to

be a formidable venture, in view of the time and knowl-

edge required to make a laboratory analysis of water.

As a matter of fact, it is quite as simple as making a

CO, analysis, and requires about fifteen minutes to per-

form. The test is conducted to determine (1) hardness,

(2) causticity, (3) alkalinity.

The hardness test is made by placing 100 cu. cm. of

the water to be tested in a bottle and adding a "stand-

ard soap solution" from a measuring burette. The bot-

tle is then shaken and the soap solution added in small

Water Wheel \
3

'

f
'

Water Discharge

from Water Wheel

to Treating Tank

FIGS. 2 AND 3—ARRANGEMENTS FOR CONSTANT-HEAD
CONTROL

quantities until the lather will hold together firmly for

five minutes. A little practice in this test will produce

duplicate results within a reasonable practical error.

Causticity is determined by adding phenol to 100 cu.

cm. of the water to be tested in a porcelain dish, the

phenol serving as an indicator. An acid solution is then

added from the measuring burette until the solution

again becomes clear. The number of cubic centimeters

of acid-testing solution added gives the measure of

causticity.

The alkalinity test is made by adding methyl orange

to the same water tested for causticity. The methyl

orange gives this water a straw color. The acid-testing

solution is again added from the burette until the in-

dicator turns pink. The amount of acid-testing solu-

tion added gives the test for alkalinity.

The relations between alkalinity and causticity tests

are important in showing correct treatment. The test

indicating proper treatment should be about as follows

:

Hardness, 6; causticity, 4; alkalinity, 7.

TABLE II—OPERATING CONDITIONS BEFORE AND AFTER TREATING BOILER-FEED WATER

Item Conditions Before Treating Water Item

Comparatively low economy of evaporation.

Lost, on an average, thirteen boiler tubes per month, costing about $10
each, including cutting out old tubes and replacing new ones.

Rapid depreciation and high maintenance cost of brickwork due to ex-

tinguishing and starting of furnace fires.

Loss of service of boilers and shut-downs due to loss of steam when tubes
blew out.

Danger from explosion.
Loss of coal in burning down and building up fires and loss of heat in water.

Continuously calking leaks in tubes and shells.

Compound deposits on feed-pipe valves.

Required to clean heater weekly and feed cold water to boilers while doing
so. Heater never could be thoroughly cleaned.

Expense of frequent turbining of boilers (every three or four weeks) with

consequent expense for hand-hole and man-hole gaskets, labor, power
for turbine, etc.

Turbo-generator sealing glands stopped up with scale, requiring turbine

to be taken apart and cleaned, with consequent loss of service and with
considerable expense.

Numerous other troublesome conditions of a minor character. In some
cases even loss of vacuum was caused by scale.

Results Secured by Treatment

The coal bill has been reduced by 18 per cent of its former amount, based
on the same load. The coal bill for July, the second month of use of

the water softener, was 8514 less than for May, when the softener was
not in use

—

i.e., based on the same output.
No boiler tubes have been lost since the softener began to effect results, in

spite of the fact that the boilers have been above rating most of the
time.

The load has been carried on one 500-hp. and one 250-hp. boiler, whereas
previously one 500-hp. and two 250-hp boilers were required. Inci-

dentally, the load has increased while the horsepower of the boilers in
service has decreased.

Scale has practically disappeared, leaving the black iron.

Maintenance and depreciation of brickwork have been diminished.
Additional coal in saved, owing to lack of necessity of burning down and

rebuilding fires and reheating water.
Danger of blow-out tubes eliminated
Leaks stopped (Immediately after starting the softener, several leaks

opened up in the tubes and shells of one boiler. This was caused by
a fireman permitting Low water, although the elimination of scale from
the tubes and shells probably aggravated the conditions. After calking
and rolling, no leaks have reappeared.)

No deposits on or eating out of val\ es.

Heater now washed nut every two or three weeks (previously it was
cleaned weekly). Very little deposit found. What little is found
probably caused by overtreatins the water slightly.

No turbining required. It is anticipated that once a year will be suffi-

cient.

Turbine glands remain clear. No cleaning required.

Less loss from blowing clown.
No loss of vacuum from scale on atmospheric relief valves and other

trouble caused by scale.

The results here tabulated have been shown by the use of the water softener two months and indicate that the external treatment of feed water at this plant

returns a very handsome profit on the investment required. The apparatus oost about $3,000 installed.
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This installation, in addition to furnishing treated

water for the boilers of the central station, provides

soft water for the Mineral Point & Northern Railroad

Company for use in its locomotives. It is reported that

a saving in coal similar to that of the operating com-

pany has been made, and, further, that fewer leaks are

encountered. One of the engineers has stated that pre-

vious to using soft water he did not get out of the

yards in the morning before his flues started leaking.

Since using soft water he has had no more leaks. This

also results in a saving of water, as a large amount
leaked out on each trip. It is anticipated by the man-
agement of the railroad, based on the saving so far,

that the saving in maintenance cost will be at least as

great as the saving in fuel. The Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway Company has also contracted for a

supply of this water and is now using it.

The Mineral Point Public Service Company serves a

group of cities in southwestern Wisconsin, as well as

several zinc mines, with light and power. The station

equipment consists of four 250-hp. and two 500-hp.

Heine boilers, one 1200-kw. Allis-Chalmers turbine, one

1200-kw. Westinghouse turbine, and one 275-kw. di-

rectly connected Nordberg engine-generator set. The
condensing water is cooled by a Stocker cooling tower

and by a cooling pond recently constructed. Make-up
water is pumped sometimes from a creek running past

the power house and sometimes from wells.

The softener is made by the Northern Water Softener

Company of Madison, Wis., and was installed by and is

operated under the direction of the writer.

A Commutation Trouble That Was Traced to Poor

Brushes

By E. C. Parham

Copper brushes are little used on high-voltage com-

mutating machines because carbon brushes place more
resistance in the path of the short-circuit current and

hold it to a comparatively low value without requir-

ing design modifications that are expensive. The man-
ufacturing companies have studied the qualities of car-

bon brushes required to give satisfactory commutation

on standard machines, so that when an operator departs

from the brush recommendations made by the manufac-

turer commutation troubles are often the result.

A certain substation contained two synchronous con-

verters that were of the same size made by the same com-

pany. These machines were operated at the same speeds

and presumably were similar in all respects. On one

occasion a troubleman was called to ascertain why one

of the machines sparked while the other machine did

not. Both machines had been in operation for five

years without developing trouble when one of them

began to spark—not viciously, but enough to prevent

the commutator from taking a polish. The inspector

first checked the brush setting, the field connections and

condition, the air-gap equalization, the brush tension

and lit. He then uml <»\er the armature runnect ions

and the collector-ring taps to tee If there was any evi

dence Of pour connections, hut no such evidence was

found. Inspection of the brushes after thej iia<i oper

ated on the commutator thai bad been just smoothed,

however, disclosed a tendency on then- part to pick up

copper, while the brushes of tin- other machine exhibited
no such tendency. When the brushes of the two ma
chines were exchanged and allowed to run lor several

hours, the faultless commutator began to roughen,
while the originally rough commutator began to de-

velop a fine polish. It finally developed that the oper-

ator had been persuaded to buy a set of brushes that

were apparently as good as the original brushes, which
cost 50 per cent more. The new brushes might have
been all right for a good many machines, but they were
not adapted for this particular machine. Had they

happened to be even less well adapted than they were,

results might have been more expensive.

Indoor Type of Instrument Transformers Mounted
for Outdoor Metering

In those cases where it is necessary to meter 4000-

volt service out of doors, the Consolidated Gas, Electric

Light & Power Company of Baltimore, Md., has devised

a method of mounting indoor types of instrument trans-

formers in a weatherproof case so that they may be
used as shown in Fig. 1. In this instance the instru-

ment-transformer case and the power transformer are

mounted on the same platform, with the meter installed

in a cabinet on the pole below where it can be easily

read and tested.

The small indoor-type instrument transformers are

mounted as shown in Fig. 2 in a condemned transformer

shell. The sides of this casing are made removable so

that the instrument transformers are readily accessible

FIG. 1—ARRANGEMENT OF POWER TRANSFORMERS, AND
INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS FOR OUTDOOR METERING
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FIG. 2—INDOOR TYPE OF INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS
MOUNTED IN AN OLD POWER-TRANSFORMER CASE

there is suilicient ground distribution so that the out-

going current to the conductor is not entirely neu-

tralized by the return on the sheath.

Faults in Duplex Cables

It is much easier to locate faults in duplex than in

single-conductor cable, owing to the opportunity for

checking one effect against another. Thus, with a

short-circuit in a duplex system, using the transverse

or horseshoe type of exploring coil, the signal will be

of the same strength in each conductor when the coil is

arranged for maximum sound, which is obtained by
shifting the position of the coil around the cable, while

with the coil equally inclosing both conductors the sig-

nal will diminish in intensity, owing to the neutralizing

effect of the current going out in one and returning in

the other conductor. This same effect indicates a

closed loop in testing street-circuit duplex cable. In

tracing a ground with the coil against the conductor

carrying the signaling current, the sound will be loud,

while against the other conductor the sound is weak and
there is no neutralization. If beyond the fault, with no
appreciable charging current beyond the break, the

sound (if any) will be of the same strength all around
the sheath, indicating sheath current only. If there

should be charging current beyond the burn-out, sound
will be heard a little louder against one conductor, but

the difference on either side of the fault will be ap-

preciable.

and can be removed in case of trouble without interrup-

tion of service. The casing is weatherproof, and the

secondary leads from the transformers are carried

through the bottom in conduit to the meter below. For-
merly, in those cases where it was necessary to place

metering equipment on the outside of the customer's
building, small outdoor-type instrument transformers
were required, three current transformers and two
potential transformers. The use of the unit described

has been found cheaper than outdoor units, and in addi-

tion has eliminated cross-arms on the pole to support
the individual outdoor units.

Convenient Method of Tracing Grounds and Faults

By H. S. Knowlton
Grounds on overhead lines and faults in duplex cables

can be readily located with the triangular coil and
telephone which were described on page 579 of the

Sept. 11 issue of the Electrical World. To trace

leakage from overhead lines it is not necessary to

climb "the poles supporting the conductors. With the

triangle held parallel to the line, the sound of the

interrupted current is heard up to the fault. No sound
is heard when the triangle is held at right angles

to the line. With short-circuits, or in case of

grounds on two-wire or loop street circuits, the cur-

rent going out on one wire and returning on the other

will cause a neutralizing effect, and no signal will be
heard in the triangle; so that the transverse coil is best

adapted for use in these troubles. Tree grounds and
even slight leakages can be located on the ground at the

butt of the tree. If any of the interrupted current is

flowing down the tree, it can be heard by placing the

triangle against the tree at right angles to the over-

head line. If the triangle is placed against the tree and
at the same time parallel to the line, the sound can be

caused by induction from the line rather than from
leakage down the tree. Grounds in underground cables

other than the two-wire or loop style of street circuits

can sometimes be traced with the triangle, provided
that the fault is of low resistance and also provided

Facilities for Conducting Chemical Tests in a New
York Central Station

A portion of the chemical laboratory in the 201st

Street station of the United Electric Light & Power
Company, New York City, is shown in the accompanying
illustration. It is equipped to conduct any chemical
experiments which may be required in a generating sta-

tion. At the right are shown ventilated cabinets in

which experiments with substances giving off noxious

gases may be conducted. One of the cabinets contains

an electrically heated oven in which coal samples may
be dried or tested for volatile matter. The temperature
is controlled by a thermostat attached to the range cir-

cuit. In the next cabinet is a gas-heated hot-plate, and
in the third compartment is a basin connected with a

drain.

Running along the wall back of these cabinets as well

as above the experimental table on the left are six pipes

having taps at several convenient points. The lower pipe

connects with the drain, the next carries hot water, the

third delivers cold water, the fourth is a gas pipe, the

next supplies compressed air, and the upper one fur-

INTERIOR OF CHEMICAL LABORATORY IN STATION OF UNITED
ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER COMPANY
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rushes low pressure oxygen for Incineration, oxidation,

stc. Calorimeters, burettes, Bunsen burners and other

portable appliances can be used on the experimental

bench at the left.

At one side of the room (not shown) Is a metal cab

met with glass panels in which chemicals and appai.

can be stored. Inclosed compart ments lor storing bulky

and infrequently Used apparatus and chemicals are pro

vided below the experimental table, Btorage cabinel and

ventilated compartments. A motor-driven coal crusher

is provided tor preparing coal for proximate and ulti-

mate analysis. In other parts of the station are devices

for obtaining long-period samples of flue-gas and con-

tinuous samples of coal while being delivered to the

bunkers.

Among tlu 1 duties of the chemist at this plant are the

following: Obtaining proximate and ultimate analyses

of coal; testing ash to determine the coal content ; analyz-

ing six-hour or eight-hour flue-gas samples every one

or two watches; ascertaining the salt content of conden-

sate from condensers every hour and from the boilers

once a day ; determining the amount of boiler-feed-water

compound to use; investigating the nature of boiler-tube

and condenser-tube scale; testing oils to determine which

constituents are desirable for specific purposes; experi-

menting with metals and alloys to determine suitability

for condenser tubes, etc.; checking coal, oil and other

materials purchased to see that they follow specifica-

tions, and checking up station-performance curves.

Portable Derrick for Handling Pole Transformers

By Robert Ferris

The portable derrick for handling transformers de-

scribed on page 1091 of the Nov. 13 issue of the Elec-

trical World has interested the writer on account of

the fact that a similar device is being used on the lines

of the Yankton (S. D.) Light, Heat & Power Company.

The accompanying illustrations show the derrick in use

and raising a 7.5-kw. transformer. It is sufficiently

strong to raise even a heavier unit, as shown by the fact

that it is supporting the weight of a lineman standing

on the transformer.

The upright part of this derrick is made of a piece

of 2-in. pipe 5V2 ft. long. The cross-piece is a bar of
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teel2V4 In. by ^ in. by 4 ft. long. A %-in. rod provided

With a hook at each end COnnOCtl One end of the cross-

piece ami the bottom of the upright pipe. The outfit is

Ij handled h\ one man, and the three pieces are

raised separately and assembled on the pole. The di-

mensions of the derrick arm are SUCh that the trans-

former is is in. from the face of the pole while being

raised. When raising a transformer the fall line from

the snatch block used is attached to a truck, which pulls

the unit into position, making the work easy for the

linemen.

Home-Made Reel Stands for Stringing Trans-

mission-Line Conductors

Instead of purchasing steel-track jacks with special

heads and bases for reel stands, the construction crews

of the Southern Wisconsin Power Company use home-
made equipment for this purpose. A pair of special

steel jacks costs about $25, while the home-made reel

stand of the type shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion costs about $12. One of these stands consists in the
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CONSTRUCTION OF REEL STAND AND WIRE DRUM

main of an iron-pipe axle at the ends of which are at-

tached eccentric steel-tired wooden wheels.

Details of the wheel and axle construction may be

varied to suit conditions, but for stringing high-tension

lines the Southern Wisconsin Power Company uses

wheels made from two layers of 1-in. plank laid at right

angles to each other and bolted together with 0.25-in.

carriage bolts. The bolted planks are sawed into wheels

on a band-saw and 3/16-in. iron tires are heated and

shrunk into place on the wheel rims. The iron-pipe axle

is threaded at each end to receive four large nuts to

hold the wheels in place.

When assembling the stand in the field the axle is

slipped through the conductor reel and a single nut is

placed on each end of the axle with the washers facing

outward. The eccentric wheels are then placed on the

axle and drawn snugly against the inside nuts and

washers by a second set of nuts placed outside the ec-

centric wheels. By rolling the eccentric wheels the con-

ductor reel will swing free of the ground and in a posi-

tion ready to "pay out" the wire.

Braking on these reel stands is accomplished easily by

placing a piece of timber against the flange of the con-

ductor reel.

RAISING A 7.5-KW. TRANSFORMER INTO POSITION ON A POLE

How Individual Draft Control Proved Advantageous

One morning just as the load in a generating station

was coming on the steam pressure began to drop sud-

denly. A hasty examination showed that an automat-

ically regulated damper in the main flue, which had

been almost closed during the previous night's light load,

failed to work, although the regulator controlling it was

operating freely. A closer inspection showed that the

bolts which held the damper to the operating bar had

sheared off. Since hand-operated dampers were installed

in the flues from each boiler, the main damper was

blocked in the full-open position and the individual

dampers were employed to regulate the draft. Later,
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when time afforded, the main damper was removed and

its automatic regulator connected with one of the indi-

vidual dampers. Other regulators were attached to the

remaining dampers. While this change was brought

-about by accident, better steam-pressure regulation is

now maintained and the steam economy is consequently

improved.

This example seems to show an advantage in having

automatic regulators control individual units rather

than a group. With this arrangement an accident to

one damper or its regulator will not cripple the entire

plant as did the failure of main damper in the instance

cited. Certainly, if facilities for independent operation

of electrical units are desirable, they should be equally

advisable for the steam-generating end of the station,

not only as regards draft control but also with respect

to supplying feed-water and fuel.

Ways of Anchoring New Foundations to Old Ones

By Henry C. Erhardt

When old plants are undergoing rearrangement, or

when additions are being made, it is often necessary to

utilize old foundations or portions of them for support-

ing the machines. In these cases conditions are fre-

quently such that the old foundations must be enlarged

by the addition of new material. In modern construc-

tion concrete is the material almost universally used.

The tops of the old foundations are usually greasy and

dirty, and it is seldom that there will be a dependable

bond between the upper surface of the old foundations

and the lower surface of new material, even if a V^-in.

or V^-in. layer be chipped from the former. On this

account it is usually desirable to "tie in" the new con-

crete to the old foundation.

Methods of attaching new concrete foundation mate-

rial to an old foundation which may be of stone, brick

or concrete are shown in Fig. 1. Where the concrete to

be added constitutes a thin slab it is usually desirable

to use steel anchors, as shown at A, B and C, which will

not only prevent longitudinal movement of the slab but

will also prevent it from rising. One good method of

effecting such an attachment is that indicated at A and
B, wherein sections of mild-steel reinforcing rod of the

split type are used. The lower end of each of these ties

is split from its bottom up to the lowest hole through

it. When the rod is driven down in a hole, as shown
in Fig. 2, the wedge forces the lower ends apart. This

binds the tie rod firmly in position in the old masonry,

with the deformed upper end D projecting and effect-

ively preventing the lifting of the concrete slab ulti-

mately poured around it. A cement grout poured in the

holes in the old masonry will hold these tie rods securely.

Another method of attaching a slab to old masonry is

shown at C, where a threaded rod is used for a tie. One
end of the rod on which a nut has been turned is set

New Foundation Cy,indr/ca,

lie Bolts of-.

Reinforcing

ThreadedRod
lie Bolt

Casing

down in a hole in the old masonry, and the hole is filled

with grout, which anchors the tie in place. On its upper

end two nuts with a washer or plate between are used.

Where the masonry which is to be added is of such

thickness that its weight will prevent it from being

raised vertically, ties to prevent vertical displacement

are seldom necessary. The anchor bolts, such as D or E,

Steel
Reinforcing

Bar

Cement orMasonry

l/nder-fi .'':

cut
Hole

Position Before Driving I" Final Posi+ion

FIG. 2—WEDGES TO BIND TIE ROD IN OLD MASONRY

which should pass through the new concrete down into

the old foundation, will prevent lateral displacement

and the weight of the concrete will prevent its being

raised vertically. Where plain rods are used for bolts

they can be set as shown at D. If casings are to be

used around the bolts, they may be arranged as indicated

at E. If the distance L (Fig. 1) is equal to twenty-five

or thirty times the diameter of the rod, the rod will

break before it can be pulled from the old masonry.

FIG. 1—ANCHORS TO HOLD BUILT-UP FOUNDATIONS

Life Data on Power-Plant Equipment Used in

Valuation of Massachusetts Property

In a valuation of the property of the Bay State Street

Railway of Boston, Mass., recently submitted to the

Massachusetts Public Service Commission in connection

with proceedings for a proposed fare increase, a pro-

tracted study was made of the life of equipment by the

consulting engineers of the company, Sloan, Huddle,

Feustel & Freeman of Madison, Wis. Estimates based
upon ah eighteen months' investigation of the system,

which comprises nearly 1000 miles of track, include the

following life data:
Life in

Equipment Years

Boilers (water-tube) 25-30

Boilers (fire-tube) 20

Engines 30-40
Turbo-generators 20

Condensers (steam) 20-25

Pumps 1 2-20

Stokers 15

Heaters 25-30
Coal-handling machinery 25

Piping 25

Generators (direct-current) 30-40

Alternators 25

Switchboards and wiring Average of generator served
Iron poles 40

Cedar poles 20

Chestnut poles 16

Hard-pine poles 12

Cross-arms 10

Guys and anchors 16

Miscellaneous work on poles 15

Telephone sets 10

Iron-box telephone sets 14

Telephone wire 15

Submarine signal cable 10

Submarine telephone cable 10

Underground telephone cable 30

Underground signal cable 30

Hand-thrown signals 10

Automatic signals 14

Signal wire 15
.
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Marketing Electricity
l Department on Selling Service and Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

Electric Cooking to the Housewives' Rescue

How the Little Rock (Ark.) Central-Station Company Served Its City in a Crisis, Demonstrating

the Practicability of Electric Cooking to the Local Public

By Arthur E. Smith, Commercial Manager Little Rock Railway & Electric Company

IN
a Southern city like Little Rock, Ark., gas is natur-

al ly used extensively for domestic cooking, and a

failure of the gas supply causes an acute crisis in

the homes. Such a predicament recently brought to the

Little Rock Railway & Electric Company a rare oppor-

tunity to render a conspicuous demonstration of the

generous standard of service which it is endeavoring
to maintain, and incidentally to focus the attention of

the public on the convenience and practicability of mod-
ern electric-cooking appliances in a way that years of

ordinary selling effort could not equal.

Gas Failure Brings a "Run"

At my home on Monday morning, May 3, I picked up
the morning paper at the breakfast table to glance over
the headlines and saw to my surprise that a rise in the

Red River had caused a break in the natural-gas line

and cut off all supply from Little Rock. This natural

gas is piped from the Caddo gas fields in southern
Louisiana and crosses the Red River in the southern
part of Arkansas. High waters had come unexpectedly
at this point and washed out the line. So, though it

was some time before the usual hour for opening the
office, I went down town as quickly as possible, without
stopping for breakfast, and found a number of people

already waiting at the door of the electric shop, eager
to purchase electric-cooking appliances to enable them
to cook their meals. There was a "run" on the electric

shop all day.

New Electric Shop Just Ready

On April 1 the Little Rock Railway & Electric Com-
pany had moved its appliance salesroom down town to

the center of the shopping district and opened an elec-

tric shop. Business had been good throughout the

month, and, owing to the work involved in establishing
the new shop, no large reserve stock of appliances had
been purchased. The unexpected failure of the gas sup-

ply brought such a rush of orders that by 2 o'clock in

the afternoon that day our entire stock and every device

that could be secured from local dealers had been sold,

and there were no more electric-cooking appliances of

any description to be had in Little Rock. As soon as

the "run" began, however, we had telegraphed to sev-

eral manufacturers and various jobbers in cities round
about to rush us more goods by express. We received

some of these shipments on Tuesday morning, but in

the meantime we had already taken orders for more
than we could supply, and we were sold out again com-
pletely by Tuesday afternoon. On the 8 o'clock train

on Tuesday night, however, we received a further lot

of 200 grills which had fortunately been already on the

way for "Hotpoint Week," and three automobiles were
pressed into service at once to make deliveries. Every
order still unsatisfied was taken care of that night,

though before the last delivery was made everybody had
gone to bed and it was necessary to wake them up and
get them downstairs to receive the wherewithal to cook

their morning's breakfast. Invariably the customer
thanked us heartily and complimented the company on
the eager service it was rendering to the community.

"It's an 111 Wind," etc.

Of course, the gas company had to warn all gas con-

sumers to turn off all burners to prevent explosions

when the service was restored, and the newspapers were
full of similar warnings and bulletins in regard to the

work on the line and the difficulties that were being

WARNING!
Until break in pipe line is repaired all

users of Natural Gas are cautioned to

see that their gas appliances are

TURNED OFF
and not turned on again until notice is

received from the Gas Company, or

through advertisements in the daily

papers that Gas has been turned into the pipes.

Compliance with above instructions will

prevent damage by explosions.

Little Rock Gas & Fuel Co.

SHORTAGE OF GAS
Causes Run On Electric Heating and Cooking Appliances

Due to the shortage of gas. The Electric Shop has had an abnormal
demand for Electric Cooking Devices, but will send immediately
upon phone call any device you may wish. Phone 518.

Little Rock Railway & Electric Co,

Sales Department 115 West Fourth

Chafing Dish $!0.00 6-Inch Stove »5.00

THE NEWSPAPER WARNING ISSUED BY THE GAS COMPANY, AND THE ADVERTISEMENT PUBLISHED BY THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE SITUATION AND COMING TO THE HOUSEWIVES' RESCUE
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caused industrially as well as in the homes. Naturally

this brought us the most beneficial publicity. It was

more than two weeks—until May 20 to be exact—before

gas was again available, and the sale of electric-cooking

devices continued in unprecedented volume.

The troubles of the gas company were not yet over,

however. After temporary repairs had been made a

higher stage of water brought another break just five

days later, with no more gas until June 10. A third

break followed on June 15, which lasted until June 23,

at which time the gas people asserted that no further

trouble was possible; but again, on Aug. 25, there was
a break that was not overcome until Sept. 5. It made a

harvest time for us, though naturally the rush of busi-

ness never quite equaled the record that was made in the

first few days.

Actual Results in Figures

To show how great the effect was, it is interesting to

compare our appliance sales for 1914 and for the first

ten months of 1915, a period when general business con-

ditions in Little Rock were in no way as good as in the

year before. Whereas in 1914 we sold 723 electric irons

and 256 other appliances, from January through Octo-

ber of this year we disposed of 864 irons and 843 other

devices. In all, 471 irons and 662 miscellaneous appli-

ances were sold during the months of May, June, July

and August.
As was to be expected, the sudden adoption of electric

cooking by many families previously unfamiliar with

the use of electric appliances led to numerous cases of

misunderstanding and complaint of high bills. We had
several instances where bills which were normally $2.50

jumped up to $18 or $20 for the first month, owing to

the constant and injudicious use of electricity. In some
places the cook had kept a kettle boiling all day long on

an electric hot-plate. In every case we adjusted these

bills in a way that left the customer entirely satisfied,

for the situation had brought us a wonderful oppor-

tunity to demonstrate to the entire city the practical

utility of electric service for cooking in the home, and

we were unwilling to let any unfortunate accidents due

to inexperience create a hurtful counter influence. As
it is, we believe that popular education in the use of

electrical appliances has developed further in the year

1915 in Little Rock than in six years before.

INTERIOR OF THE LITTLE ROCK ELECTRIC SHOP THAT
SUCCORED THE CITY WHEN THE GAS SUPPLY FAILED

The Employee and the Customer as Seen in the

Woonsocket (R. I.) Service Code

As in merchandising fields everywhere, the attitude

of the employee of a central station toward the customer

is a powerful factor in the business success of the com-

pany. There is nothing new in this, of course, and yet

it is possible for operating companies to emphasize

it in a fresh way, judging from a "service code" which

has recently come to hand from the Blackstone Valley

Gas & Electric Company of Woonsocket, R. I., one of

the Stone & Webster properties. The company has in-

corporated the word "service" into its trademark, and

the code has been issued in a twelve-page pamphlet of

pocket size for the benefit of employees in their rela-

tions with the public. It illustrates the facility with

which the fundamental principles of such relations can

be put in permanent form and is helpful in teaching

new men who join the sales staff the proper attitude

toward customers.

The code points out that not only does "service" in-

clude an uninterrupted supply of electricity and gas

but it also requiries that all dealings with present and

prospective customers be conducted in a frank, honest

and courteous manner. Back of this word "service" are

electric power stations of over 30,000-hp. capacity and

a gas plant with a daily capacity of 3,750,000 cu. ft.,

both of which have an enviable record for continuous

operation, first-class distribution systems, a highly

efficient corps of trouble men on duty day and night,

and behind this and making it possible an alert and

effective organization of employees. It is recognized,

however, that without the customer there would be no

company and that the satisfied customer is the com-

pany's greatest asset. "Service," in the view of the

code, means the limit of courteous, efficient attention

to each particular customer or request, and it recognizes

that the new customer is just as valuable as the old one;

for each new customer is really an old customer in the

making.

The Spirit of the Code in Epigram

The spirit of the code is illustrated in such sentences

as these: "See that you do your part to make the cus-

tomer feel that everybody's business is appreciated."

"Impress upon him the fine good-fellowship in our com-

pany, the 'no-trouble-to-show-you' spirit." "You must

take the customer and handle him according to the

conditions and the particular mood in which you find

him." "The stranger in antiquated raiment may be

one of the best customers on our books." "Always

remember, the customer pays your salary. He is your

immediate benefactor." "An employee can wait on a

customer in a 'What-do-you-want?' manner that will

remain in the customer's mind, make him feel that

there is something radically wrong with our business,

and make him regret he came in, or he can wait on the

customer in such a manner that he will go out of his

way to do business with us." "If a customer asks for

a quick connection, don't get rid of the matter by

answering, 'It will be made right away,' without getting

information from the operating department as to the

possibility of accommodating the customer." "It would

be better to lose the order than to have a disappointed

customer on account of not being able to carry out your

promise." "An employee who is quick to answer tele-

phone calls and does not keep a customer holding a cold

receiver to his ear, listening intently to nothing, can

swell the appreciation of our service and of himself or

herself." "Wrangling with the customer should have

no place in the company." "Everybody from the errand

boy up to the boss is working all the time to give the

customer the service he wants."
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Calculating Wire Sizes for Direct-Current Circuits

Bi Louis w. Moxey, Jr., Via Presideni Keller-Pike Company, Philadelphia

The < omputal Ion ol com
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THE subject ol' voltage drop is one to which many
electrical contractors, architects and engineers
give very little attention. It is for this reason

that the subject of the calculation of resistances, volt-

age drops and necessary sizes of wires, etc., has been
included in this series of articles. The information
given on these subjects is by no means intended by the
writer as a treatise on electric wiring, but rather as

general information which it is hoped will be of some
value to electrical contractors, architects, engineers and
owners.

Some of the formulas with which the writer is ac-

quainted as recommended for computing voltage drops
are not applicable to all systems of wiring. In many
cases it is found that contractors are almost helpless

when it is necessary to compute the voltage drop in even
a small-size job. As a result lamps in many installa-

tions do not burn at maximum efficiency owing to ex-

cessive voltage drops. It is with the hope of rendering
the calculation of voltage drop comparatively easy that
the following discussion of voltage drop in direct-cur-

rent and alternating-current circuits is given.

There are two factors that should be considered in

laying out any direct-current circuit. First, the heat
loss, which depends upon the value of the current and
the material and size of the wire, must be considered.

The amount of this loss in watts is equal to the product
of the square of the current in amperes multiplied by
the resistance of the conductor in ohms, or (JR. This
heat loss is very seldom computed, as the Underwriters'
requirements are intended to keep this loss well within
the limit of safety. The carrying capacities of the
various sizes of wire, as specified in the National Elec-

trical Code, are such as to keep the temperature rise

within safe limits for the type of insulation employed.
A size of wire, therefore, should be figured that will

meet the pressure requirement and at the same time
meet the requirements of the code in regard to safe

carrying capacities.

By Ohm's law the allowable resistance in any wire to

meet the voltage-drop requirement can be found by
dividing the permissible loss in volts by the current,

R = E/C, the resistance being in ohms. For example,
what should be the resistance of a wire in which a cur-

O.l-Volt Drop
at Contact

Distance -30ft
2.27Amp Distance i 25 ft. 1.36Amp.

Si* 25- Watt-

Lamps

0.1- Volt Loss
for Contact

Distance SO ft

2.27Amp

rent of LOO amp. is flowing, to give a voltage drop of

5 volts ?

R =, 5-^100 = 0.05 ohm
Suppose the distance to be 250 ft. Then the circuit

distance, assuming it to be a two-wire system, is 500 ft.

A size of wire is required which will have a resistance

of 0.05 ohm for a 500-ft. length. The writer employs
tables which give the resistance of all sizes of wire in

lengths of from 10 ft. to 1000 ft. at 10-ft. intervals.

A sample table is given in Table XXVII. Complete
tables of the same or similar nature can be found in

numerous handbooks, textbooks and wire manufacturers'
literature. When tables such as these are examined it

will be found that the size of wire would be No. 0.

Tables as indicated should be made or obtained for all

sizes of wire used in practice.

If such tables are not at hand, as in the case of work
on a small job away from the office, one can obtain the

size of wire required by remembering that 1000 ft. of

No. 10 B. & S. gage wire has a resistance of approxi-

mately 1 ohm at 68 deg. Fahr., and that an increase of

three sizes in the gage number divides the resistance

by approximately two, and vice versa. Thus the resist-

ance of No. 7 wire is half that of the same length of

No. 10 wire, and the resistance of No. 13 wire is double

that of the same length of No. 10 wire.

Consecutive sizes of wire differ in resistance by ap-

proximately the cube root of 2 (about 1.25) ; that is, the

resistance of a definite length of No. 11 wire is approxi-

mately equal to one and a quarter times the resistance

of the same length of No. 10 wire, and the resistance of

a definite length of No. 9 wire is approximately equal

to the resistance of the same length of No. 10 wire
divided by 1.25. For a difference in gage number of

two, the corresponding factor is the cube root of 4, or

1.58. By keeping these figures in mind the resistance

of any length of any size of wire can be determined with
a fair degree of accuracy.

In a three-wire, direct-current balanced system no
current flows in the middle wire if a true balance exists.

For such a system the size of the wires is determined
as in a two-wire system, the middle wire being made as

large as the outside ones for safety, although some engi-

neers will permit the middle wire to be made smaller

in size.

TABLE XXVII—RESISTANCE IN OHMS OF NO. B. & S. GAGE HARD-DRAWN
WIRE AT DIFFERENT LENGTHS AT 70 DEG. FAHR.

CIRCUIT ILLUSTRATING CONDUCTOR AND CONTACT DROP

Feet 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

CO .00099 .00199 .00299 .00399 .00499 .00598 .00698 .00798 .00898

100 .00998 .01097 .01197 .01297 .01397 .01497 .01596 .01696 .01796 .01896

200 .01996 .02095 .02195 .02295 .02395 .02495 .02594 .02694 .02794 .02894

300 .02994 .03093 .03193 .03293 .03393 .03493 .03592 .03692 .03792 .03892

400 .03992 .04091 .04191 .04291 .04391 .04491 .04590 .04690 .04790 .04890

500 .04990 .05089 .05189 .05289 .05389 .05489 .05588 .05688 .05788 .05888
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TABLE XXVIII -RE8I8TANCE IN OHMS OF ANY CIRC1 IT CARRYING A GIVEN
NUMBER OF AMPERES WITH A DKOI' OF 2.8 VOLTS

Cur-
rent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

CO 2. 50 JO 1 2500 .-.Him 1168 .3571 .3128 2778

10 .2500 .2272 2083 1928 1788 .1667 . 1562 1470

20 .1250 .1190 .1136 .1087 1042 .1000 .0961 .0892

30 .0833 .0806 .0781 .0757 0788 (1711 0694 .0676 .0658 0641

40 .0625 .0609 .0595 .0581 0668 .0555 .0543 .0532 .0521 0610

50 .0500 .0490 .0481 .0472 0463 .0454 .0446 .0438 .0431 0434

60 .0417 .0410 .0403 .0397 .0391 0384 .0379 0878 .0368 0362

70 .0357 .0352 .0347 .0342 .0338 .0333 .0829 .0325 .0320 0816

80 .0312 .0309 .0305 .0301 .0297 .0294 .0291 .0287 .0284 .0281

90 .0278 .0275 .0272 .0249 .0261 .0263 .026 .0258 .0255 .0252

Other voltage drops must be taken into consideration

in addition to that due to the resistance of the wire.

Such are those at cut-outs, panelboards and switches.

On main circuits an allowance of 0.1 volt for each con-

nection should be made, while on branch circuits an
allowance of 0.1 volt at all cut-outs and switches should

be made.
In figuring the resistance and other drops in branch

circuits the same method is employed for either direct

current or alternating current. The voltage drops on

branch circuits should be figured separately for each

length of circuit between outlets. For example, in the

sketch A is the panelboard and B a switch. C, and

C
t
are lamp outlets. A two-wire system of distribution

is assumed and the distances given are one-way dis-

tances only.

At C, there are four 25-watt lamps and at C
2
there

are six 25-watt lamps. If a 110-volt system is installed,

No. 14 wire would give a drop of 1.29 volts, as follows:

Resistance of No. 14 wire:

AtoB (100 ft.) = 0.2567

B to C (60 ft.) = 0.154

C, to C2 (50 ft.) = 0.1283

By Ohm's law:

0.2567 ohm X 2 -27 amP- = °-58 volt

0.154 ohm X 2.27 amp. = 0.34 volt

0.120 ohm X 1-36 amp. = 0.17 volt

Total line resistance drop = 1.09 volts

Assumed loss at contact A — 0.1 volt

Assumed loss at contact B = 0.1 volt

Total drop A to C = 1.29 volts

Size of Wire for Given Voltage Drop

In many cases it is necessary to know what size of

wire will be required with a definite length of circuit to

give a certain voltage drop with a certain current. Sup-

pose, for example, that it is necessary to transmit elec-

trical energy a distance of 205 ft. with a drop of 2.5

volts, the system being a direct-current 110-volt one,

the current being 62 amp., and the 205 ft. being single

distance.

For a drop of 2.5 volts and a current of 62 amp. the

resistance should be 2.5 -r- 62, or 0.0403 ohm. If tables

are at hand showing the resistances required with dif-

ferent currents to give various voltage drops, this cal-

culation is unnecessary. Such tables, where used, can

be made in the form shown in Table XXVIII. This

table gives resistances required for 2.5 volts drop for

currents of amp. to 99 amp. in steps of 1 amp. For
higher currents one should remember that multiplying

the current by 10 in the table multiplies the resistance

values by 10. This table could have been applied in the

case given by following the horizontal line marked 60

and the vertical line marked 2 (a total of 62 amp.) until

they meet, at which point the resistance of 0.0403 ohm

is obtained. After the Ohmic resistance is found

—

namely, 0.0403 ohm—one can find the corresponding size

of wire—namely, No. —by means of tables such as

Table XXVII, or by means of the relation existing be-

tween sizes of wire.

The following article will treat of the calculation of

wire sizes for alternating-current lines.

Electric-Heating "Preparedness" for Coming Cold

Wealher

The Kansas City Electric Light Company recently

presented a timely window display the keynote of which

was expressed in a streamer bearing the one word "Pre-

paredness." The display consisted of cooking devices

and other appliances using electricity, the central figure

being an electric radiator. Kansas City has been much
perturbed over the prospects for adequate gas supply

this fall and winter, particularly when touches of win-

try weather have brought inconvenience to gas users.

Merchants' Holiday Decorations Encourage Early

Christmas Shopping

The sidewalk decorations shown in the accompanying
picture were installed last year by the Hart-Albin Com-
pany, Billings, Mont., to encourage the "early shopping"

idea among its customers. No sooner were the festoons

in place—about Dec. 1—than the merchants in the en-

tire block took it upon themselves to subscribe enough

money to install festoons throughout the district. Con-

siderable public comment was caused by the display.

The merchants in the block also expressed themselves as

well pleased with the results, declaring at the end of the

Christmas campaign their belief that the electrical dec-

orations helped to increase their sales materially.

J. F. Roche, manager of the Billings branch of the

Montana Power Company, points out that in order to

promote such a display the local electric company must

furnish the initial ideas and should submit sketches

showing the local business men how the decorations will

look when installed. The lamps should be colored in

holiday tints and nothing left undone that will add to

the Christmas character of the celebration. The "early

shopping idea" is always impressed upon the public mind

by such a display in operation early in the Christmas

month. The display also offers an opportunity for the

company to obtain the good will of its customers and

emphasizes the fact that electricity for publicity is the

coming method of advertising for the merchant.

A merchant's display to encourage early shopping
AT BILLINGS, MONT.
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Boulevard Lighting System with Novel Street

Designation

in :m outlying residential sect! >f Omaha, Neb.,

known as Happy Hollow, the Omaha Electric Ligh.1 A
Power Company is furnishing service for an attractive

boulevard lighting system. Thia consists of pressed

COMBINATION STREET SIGN AND BOULEVARD LIGHTING POST

metal posts spaced 100 ft. apart on the average and
equipped with 100-watt nitrogen-filled series lamps and
large opal globes. The corner posts are fitted with
brackets extending up on four sides of the globe and
holding a glass plate on each side on which is lettered

the street name. The sign is clearly legible both by
night and by day, since the light shines through the
glass, making the letters stand out boldly against the

bright background.

Electric Company Building Sets Example of Outline

Lighting for St. Joseph (Mo.) Merchants

The St. Joseph (Mo.) Railway, Light & Power Com-
pany illuminates its office building more completely than
any other building in the city. As a result the structure

stands out as a brilliant example of the attractiveness

and the' advertising merit of display lighting. The
twenty-eight flaming torches between the windows are

operated by a flasher controlling the red lamps and

producing red flame emanating from the torches made
Up nl white lamps. These torches are intended to be

lymbolk a1 once of the company's several services

—

heat, light and power

Christmas Discounts to Providence Central-Station

Customers

The Narragansetl Electric Lighting Company of

Providence, K. I., reports that, following its special

nine-day lamp sale, which disposed of over 41,000 tung-

sten lamps, comprehensive preparations have been made
for the Christmas campaign, which is now well under
way.
Although it is customary for merchants to buy spe-

cial merchandise for the holidays and to place on it

holiday prices which are usually higher than the regular

prices, the Providence electric shop is sending to every

customer of the company a special coupon which will

entitle the holder to a special Christmas discount of 15

per cent on purchases made either at the electric shop
or any of the Narragansett company's branch offices.

A special feature of the electric shop will be a very

spectacular window display which has been planned for

the sole purpose of attracting attention to the store and
stopping the passer-by. This display will represent a

winter scene with painted background and with mechan-
ical toys, such as battleships, passenger trains, freight

trains, aeroplanes, etc., in operation. A special circular

letter will be sent out to 25,000 customers calling their

attention to the electrical Christmas gifts on display at

the electric shop and offering to defer the billing of all

Christmas purchases until Feb. 1.

Largest Rotary Shear Driven by 50-hp. Induction

Motor

In the plant of the Bates Expanded Steel Truss Com-
pany at East Chicago, Ind., a motor-driven shear, which

is said to be the largest rotary shear in the world, is

used for slitting steel I-beam sections. This slitting

operation is a part of a process for making latticed non-

fabricated steel poles. The shear itself weighs about

100,000 lb. and carries cutting disks which are 12 ft.

in diameter and weigh 16,000 lb. each. A 50-hp., 220-

volt, sixty-cycle motor operating at 900 r.p.m. drives the

shear through a gear reduction with a ratio of 450 to 1,

so that the cutting disks travel at the rate of 2 r.p.m.

When revolving at its rated speed this machine will

shear a steel section for a 35-ft. pole in thirty seconds.

THE TWENTY-EIGHT FLAMING TORCHES BETWEEN THE
WINDOWS ACCENTUATE THIS OUTLINE LIGHTING

MOUNTED IN PLACE, THIS HUGE SHEAR EXTENDS 10 FT.

BELOW THE FLOOR IN A CONCRETE PIT
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important, Articles Appearing in the Scientific,

and Engineering Press of the World

INSULATION MEASUREMENTS
Determining Status of Insulation Resistance of a Network

and Simple Portable Instruments for This Purpose

In large industrial districts the great importance of
making exact quantitative insulation measurements of
the different portions of the network has been recog-
nized, inasmuch as short-circuits with their evil conse-
quences are thereby avoided. In an article by J. F. van
Lonkhuyzen in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift for
Sept. 16, 1915, the whole subject of insulation measure-
ments is discussed, and it is recommended that not only
the insulation resistance of parts of the network but
also that of dynamos, motors, transformers, etc., be de-
termined. The portable insulation meters suitable for
this purpose may also be used to advantage in labora-
tories and workshops for controlling the process of dry-
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FIG. 1—CIRCUIT FOR INSU- FIG. 2—CIRCUIT FOR INSU-

LATION MEASUREMENT LATION AND RESISTANCE
WITH MEGOHM METER MEASUREMENT

ing of impregnated windings, also for testing insulation

materials, etc. Insulation measurements are dis-

tinguished from ordinary resistance measurements by
the fact that the results of the measurements depend to

a certain degree on the voltage used. This is due to

the fact that when the voltage is above a certain value

little air-gaps, etc., in the dielectric are bridged. For
this reason the regulations of the German Association

of Electrical Engineers require that insulation measure-
ments be made with at least 100 volts and preferably

with the normal voltage of the network. Insulation

measurements with a voltage meter are the simplest

method. This method, however, has certain disadvan-

tages. These are avoided by a second method, in which
the instrument used contains two coils mounted on the

same axle. These two coils are moving in permanent
magnetic fields in such a way that when the one coil

moves in a uniformly increasing magnetic field the other

coil moves in a homogeneous or uniformly decreasing

magnetic field. When current passes, the second coil

gives a torque opposite to that of the first coil. Current
is conducted to the two coils by thin ribbons which have
a negligible directing force. If the two coils are con-

nected as shown in Fig. 1, so that the main coil is sup-

plied with the same current i which passes through the

resistance X to be measured, while the second coil meas-
ures the voltage e at the terminals of the resistance X,
then the deflection of the needle is proportional to the

ratio of the two values e and i. Tang a = ce/i = cX.

In contradistinction to the voltmeter method, resistance
measurements based on this principle are theoretically
independent of the voltage of measurement. In practice
it is necessary not to use too low a voltage since the
total torque might then become too small to give a re-

liable reading. For zero voltage the torque is also zero
and the needle may assume any position on the scale.

By the use of this method exact insulation measure-
ments become possible with portable instruments, since
the voltage variations of the inductor machine actuated
by hand have no disturbing effect on the result. Another
advantage of the method is that it is not necessary to
connect the resistance Y to be measured in series with
the main coil, but it may be connected in parallel with
the main coil. Since the current i in the main coil is in

this case inversely proportional with the current in Y,
the readings of the instrument again depend only on
one constant and on the value of Y. We have tang a =
c/Y. For the resistance in parallel with the main coil

the scale runs, therefore, in the opposite direction to the
scale for the case in which the resistance is in series

MEGOHM

30 40 50 %'W
'Oo

OHM

FIG. 3—SCALE OF MEGOHM METER

with the main coil (Fig. 3). In the parallel case re-
sistances of the order of magnitude of 10, 100 or 1000
ohms can still be exactly measured. This is the order
of magnitude of protective earth connections, so that in
this way the use of the insulation meter may be extended
to measuring the resistance to earth connections. The
possibility of constructing a reliable inductor machine
is discussed in concluding the article.

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Air-Cooled Transformers.—An article on the gradual
displacement of air-cooled transformers by oil-cooled
transformers. The only disadvantage of air-cooled
transformers is the difficulty of securing reliable insula-
tion, but with the present status of insulating engineer-
ing it is possible to build air-cooled transformers for
voltages up to 20,000 as safe and reliable as oil-cooled
transformers. The removal of the heat is reliably ob-
tained up to ratings of 250 kva. at fifty cycles, since
with proper design the natural air circulation has a
sufficient cooling effect. For higher ratings artificial
air circulation must be resorted to. One of the largest
transformers of the General Electric Company is air-
cooled and provided with artificial air circulation. It is

an induction-furnace transformer of 4000 kva. at five
cycles. The advantages of air-cooled transformers are
easy accessibility, smaller weight and greater cleanli-
ness. On account of the lower weight, air-cooled trans-
formers have recently been employed on locomotives,
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for Instance, os the Loetschberg mountain railroad, in

norma] times air-cooled transformers with artificial air

circulation are a little more expensive than oil bran

formers, but tin- condition are ;it present reversed In

Germany on account of the Increased price ol oil due to

the war. Elek. /cit.. Sept ii, L915.

Ten Thouaand~Volt Direot-Curreni Generator.—W.
LlNhi. An Illustrated description of :i l()-kw., 10,000-

volt direct-current generator used by the Reichsanstalt
tor experimental work, it is so con-

structed that cither pole may be earthed
or connected with the frame, while the

other pole has a full voltage of 10,000

against iron. The set consists of two
machines, each being a double-commuta
tor machine, so that there are four com-
mutators, each of 2500 volts. The arm-
atures are normal drum armatures. The
voltage between segments is not higher

than in usual practice, there being 212
commutator segments. The greatest dif-

ficulty was found in the insulating of the

winding, especially in the slots of the

drum armature, against the full voltage of 10,000.

By using the best insulating materials and by seamless

covering of the winding with "micarta foil" according

to the Haefely method, sufficient insulation was ob-

tained (see diagram). The single coils were tested with

22,000 volts and the finished armature with 20,000 volts

alternating current. Commutation is sparkless up to

over 50 per cent overload.

—

Elek. Zeit., Oct. 21, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Modern Gas-Filled Incandescent Lamps.—M. Pirani

and A. R. Meyer.—The authors give a historical re-

view of the development of modern gas-filled incandes-

cent lamps. An outline is first given of the extended

results of Langmuir. The patents for the gas-filled

lamp in Europe are jointly owned by the Allgemeine

Elektricitats Gesellschaft, the German Welsbach com-

pany and the Siemens-Halske company, which sell these

lamps under the names of nitra lamp, osram half-watt

lamp, and wotan half-watt lamp. The use of the name
half-watt lamp was originally correct, since the first

nitrogen-filled lamps placed on the market were of 600

cp. or more. In more recent times these lamps have

been also built for lower candle-powers, and the name

DATA ON DEVELOPMENT OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Type of Lamp
Watts per

Horizontal Cp.
Watts per

Spherical Cp. Lumens per Watt

3.5

2.2

1.7

1.5

1.6

1.1

3.9

2.45

2.1

1.9

2.0

1.35

0.09 to 0.55

3.2

5.1

6.0

6.6

6.3

1-watt-per-cp. tungsten lamp 9.3

14.0 to 22.8

half-watt lamp has had to be dropped as the specific

consumption is higher. Nitrogen is used for lamps of

600 cp. and more, while argon or a mixture of argon and
nitrogen is used for lower candle-powers. The advan-

tage of argon is lower heat conductivity. But as pure

argon has a relatively low dielectric strength the lamps

filled with pure argon have a dangerous liability to

short-circuits. It is, therefore, advantageous to use a

mixture of argon and nitrogen, and this is an advantage,

since commercial argon contains nitrogen. Different ar-

rangements of the filament are described and illustrated,

ami photometric curves for tin e arrangements are

given. Lampi consuming 0.55 watt per spherical candle

have a filament temperature ol 2500 deg. c -( which is

about 415 deg. higher than the filament temperature ol

the itandard i watt per-candle-power lamps and is about
*.)() dee;, higher than that, of a vacuum lamp, i I' the latter

he operated at the same specific consumption. The de-

velopment of incandescent lamps is sketched in the ac-

companying table. The candle powers are hefner can-

dles.- Elek. Zeit, Sept. 2.", and 80, L916.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

i'Aectricity Supply in Germany and the Government.
—G. SlEGEL.— It seems certain that when the war is

over the German government will undertake in some
way legislation on or regulation of electricity supply

throughout Germany. It may be simply a law making
regulations for the prevention of accidents, etc., or a

tax may be laid on the electricity supply (which the au-

thor considers would be exceedingly detrimental), or

the government may decide to create a government elec-

tricity supply monopoly for the whole of Germany. The
author thinks that the only thing the government could

do successfully in the way of a monopoly would be to

erect large generating plants at coal mines, peat de-

posits, etc., and connect these generating plants with
each other by high-tension transmission lines, from
which energy would be taken off by large transformer
stations. The further distribution of the energy should,

however, be left to the present central stations.

—

Elek.

Zeit., Aug. 19, 1915.

British Central Station.—Heywood, a Lancashire town
of 27,000 inhabitants, about 3 x

/2 miles from Bury, Eng-
land, has 617 kw. of lamp connections, 400 kw. of motor
connections, and a load-factor of 22.6 per cent. Its costs

per kilowatt-hour sold last year, including all charges

except interest and sinking fund, were 2.14 cents. For
all future extensions it has now been decided to take

bulk supply from Bury. Three-phase currents at 6300
volts and fifty cycles are transmitted from Bury to Hey-
wood over an overhead line and converted to direct cur-

rent by a rotary converter which works in conjunction

with a battery.—London Elec. Eng'ing, Nov. 11, 1915.

Electric Winding in Mines.—Phillippi.—An article

on the comparatively low efficiency of electric winding
installations in potash mines. The author recommends
a more careful investigation of the losses in these in-

stallations and the consideration of a bonus system for

low power consumption. A thesis by E. Oppenheimer
shows that considerable may be accomplished in this di-

rection.—Elek. Zeit., Sept. 30, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Cable Compound.—A note on a recent British patent

(No. 4820, 1915) of R, C. Sharp for a compound for

filling cable conduits, etc., consisting of pitch or bitu-

men, to which is added while in the molten state finely

ground and pulverized spent shale.—London Elec.

Eng'ing, Nov. 4, 1915.

Construction of Insulators from Impregnated Paper.

—K. Fischer.—An article on the construction of insu-

lators out of "hard paper" or "pertinax," which is made
by rolling on one another layers of paper impregnated
with resins. The author discusses the most suitable de-

signs of insulators from this material.

—

Elek. Zeit.,

Sept. 2, 1915; translated in abstract in London Elec-

trician, Nov. 12, 1915.

Iron and Bimetallic Wires.—John M. Miller.—

A

long paper of sixty pages on the effective resistance and

inductance of iron and bimetallic wires. A formula is

derived which permits the exact permeability curve of

a homogeneous iron wire for circular magnetization to

be obtained from measurements of the self-inductance
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of the wire with direct current. The effective resistance

and inductance of a number of samples of iron tele-

graph and telephone wires are determined by a bridge

method in the range of frequencies from 50 cycles to

3000 cycles per second and with current strengths vary-

ing from 0.5 amp. to 10 amp. The experimental results

are interpolated to zero current and compared with

values calculated from the minimum permeabilities of

the materials. Formulas are derived for the effective

resistance and inductance of bimetallic wires for the

case of constant permeability of the materials. A num-
ber of copper-steel bimetallic wires are investigated ex-

perimentally, and the results for low current are com-

pared with the values obtained by computation. A
table of computed values of effective resistance and in-

ductance for various frequencies is given for copper-

steel wires of 30, 40 and 50 per cent conductivity and

for sizes Nos. 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 A. W. G.—Bulletin
Bureau of Standards, Vol. 12, No. 2, Nov. 8, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Ionic Mobilities in Hydrogen and Nitrogen.—W. B.

Haines.—It has been recorded by Franck that when
nitrogen, argon and helium are carefully purified there

can exist in them, even at atmospheric pressure, nega-

tively electrified particles having such high mobilities

as leaves no doubt that they are free electrons. The
values recorded are 120 cm./sec. for nitrogen, 206

cm./sec. for argon, and 500 cm./sec. for helium in unit

field. These particles were found to be extremely sensi-

tive to any impurity in the gases. The research which
the present paper describes was undertaken to investi-

gate in greater detail the effect of impurities in nitro-

gen, and the work has extended to some interesting

results for hydrogen as well. The mobilities of free

electrons in pure nitrogen at atmospheric pressure were
measured, and the effect on them of various impurities

was tested. In some cases only a minute trace of the

foreign gas is required to prevent completely the ap-

pearance of the free electrons. In nearly all cases their

life in the free condition, as measured by the mobility,

is much reduced by small proportions of the impurity.

Hydrogen is found to belong to the list of gases in

which free electrons can exist at atmospheric pressure.

The hydrogen must be purified with great care to obtain

these results. Under these conditions other negative

ions of high mobility appear, for which measurements
have been made. It is interesting to note that, accord-

ing to results recently published by Wellisch, the elec-

trons appear in dry air at pressures below 10 cm.

—

Philos. Magazine, October, 1915.

Roentgen Rays.—Quaink.—An illustrated description

of the Roentgen-ray building of the St. Georg Hospital

in Hamburg, Germany.

—

Elek. Zeit., Oct. 21, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Meters.—An illustrated description of a direct-cur-

rent motor meter of the Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesell-

schaft and of an oscillation direct-current motor meter

of the same company which are officially admitted for

calibration by the Reichsanstalt.

—

Elek. Zeit., Sept. 30,

1915.

Meters.—An illustrated description of a direct-cur-

rent magnet motor meter of Korting and Mathiesen

which is admitted for official calibration by the Reich-

sanstalt.—Elek. Zeit., Sept. 23, 1915.

Inductance Measurements.—F. Wenner, E. Weibel
and F. F. Silsbee.—An account of an investigation in

which two methods of measuring the inductances of

low-resistance standards were tested and critically com-

pared.

—

Bulletin Bureau of Standards, Vol. 12, No. 1,

Oct. 28, 1915.

Radiation Pyrometers.—G. K. Burgess and P. D.

FOOTE.—A ninety-page paper with many illustrations

in which the authors give an account of the principles

which form the basis for the operation of total radiation

pyrometers, descriptions in some detail of representa-

tive types of this instrument, together with the results

of an experimental study of their calibration and be-

havior under various conditions of use and as modified

by changing the several factors which may influence

the readings of such pyrometers. A considerable por-

tion of the paper is devoted to the examination of the

sources of error and their elimination or correction. In

all, there were carefully examined some twenty instru-

ments, including all the types commonly met with in

practice, such as the Fery, Foster, Thwing and Brown py-

rometers. The Stefan-Boltzmann law E = a(V— T,
1

)

is not, in general, except by accident, obeyed in its ex-

actness by any of the pyrometers examined. In general,

a radiation pyrometer behaves not as a "black" or total

receiver of energy but as a "gray" receiver for the ordi-

nary range of temperatures.

—

Bulletin Bureau of Stand-

ards, Vol. 12, No. 1, Oct. 28, 1915.

Temperature Coefficient of Magnetic Permeability.—
R. L. Sanford.—An account of an investigation in

which magnetic measurements at different temperature

within the atmospheric range were made on a number

of materials with different heat treatments. The re-

sults of these measurements are of such a nature that

the following conclusions seem to be warranted: The
temperature coefficient of magnetic permeability, though

small, cannot be neglected in magnetic measurements of

high accuracy. On account of the wide variation in tem-

perature coefficient, not only for different materials but

also for the same material with different heat treat-

ments, correction cannot be made to standard tempera-

ture from data obtained from other materials. Unless

the temperature coefficient is known for the particular

material under test, temperature control offers the only

means of avoiding the error due to temperature changes,

at least where errors as great as 1 per cent are to be

avoided. Conditions often arise in practice where the

temperature of a specimen may be raised from 10 deg.

to 20 deg. above the temperature of the room, owing

either to a comparatively heavy current or to the use

of coils already heated from a previous test. Since

temperature coefficients may be as great as 0.3 per cent

per degree, errors amounting to 2 per cent or more may
exist. These conclusions hold in general, even though

there may be materials which have very small or even

zero temperature coefficients.

—

Bulletin Bureau of

Standards, Vol. 12, No. 1, Oct. 28, 1915.

Testing Platinum Ware.—G. K. Burgess and P. D.

Sale.—A description of a simple thermoelectric method

suitable for the determination of the purity of platinum

ware. This method does not mar the articles tested and

gives data for the classification of platinum in terms of

its equivalent iridium (or rhodium) content.

—

Bidletin

Bureau of Standards, Vol. 12, No. 2, Nov. 8, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

The Discharge Tube Used as a Wireless Valve.—G. W.
White.—All "gas valves" used up to the present utilize

the electron emission from glowing filaments as the tele-

phone current, this current being influenced by potential

changes on a metal grid or gauze through which it must

pass to the anode. The author has been successful in

using the current set up when two ordinary electrodes

are fixed opposite one another and maintained at a high

potential difference in a rarefied gas. To obtain the

necessary big current for convenient values of the po-

tential difference a large vessel should be employed and

an intermediate electrode which does not introduce much
resistance. A glass tube of 20-cm. length and 5-cm.

diameter was used, the cathode being an aluminum disk
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Axed 6 mm. below the Intermediate electrode, which con-
ed of a copper disk filling the tabe end provided witii

three holes of L.8 era. diameter. The nature of the anode
of little importance; an aluminum wire sufficed.

The beet gas pressure was euch as would make i he edge
of the "cathode dark space" just touch the perforated
plate; the valve was, ho\\e\er, effective if the pressure
was as high as :'» mm. The renditions h;i\e QOl J

el been
determined which will yield a valve to compare in sensi
tivenesa with the present ones employing a glowing
cathode, and a higher potential (400 volts to BOO volts)

is required to gei the discharge in air. This potential
can be considerably decreased by using the rarer gases.
A valve based on this principle has two advantages: It

dispenses with the filament and heating battery, and it

is not sensitive to small pressure changes. It is effec-

tivu only for "wireless" frequencies and would be useful
where long life is essential and the value of the mag-
nification unimportant.—London Electrician, Oct. 22,
1915.

Loaded Cable.—An illustrated article on the comple-
tion of the London-Birmingham loaded cable which is

part of the cable to connect London with Liverpool.
There are fifty-two telephone pairs in the cable along
the entire route, divided as follows: Two direct cir-

cuits on 300-lb. conductors, fourteen on 200-lb. con-
ductors, twelve on 150-lb. conductors, and twenty-four
on 100-lb. conductors. In addition, twelve of the 100-lb.

and all of the twelve 150-lb. circuits carry superimposed
or phantom circuits (six phantom circuits in each of
the two groups), and provision has been made by
auxiliary stubs at the loading points for adding fur-
ther phantom circuits as required. The attenuation on
the different circuits was measured as follows, in good
agreement with the predetermined theoretical values:

Weight per Wire per Mile, Lb. Attenuation Constant
300 direct 0.00408
200 direct 0.00664
150 direct 0.00884
150 phantom 0.00756
100 direct 0.01092

Results of such test determination of terminal losses

and cross-talk tests are added.—London Electrician,

Oct. 29, 1915.

Undamped Electric Oscillations by Quenched Spark
Dischargers.—HiDETSUGU Yagi.—E. L. Chaffee has been
the first to show experimentally that a practically un-
damped' electric oscillation can be obtained by means of

high frequency quenched sparks between an aluminum
cathode and a copper anode immersed in a moist hydro-

gen atmosphere. The writer has mad'- some observa-

tions on the behavior of an aluminum brass gap in an

atmosphere of COal gat and has found similar results. A
Braun-tube oscillograph was used for the analysis of

the oscillation. The arrangemenl Is shown diagrammed
ically herewith. From a Storage hat t cry of 440 volts a

+
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CIRCUITS FOR OBTAINING UNDAMPED OSCILLATIONS FROM
HIGH-FREQUENCY QUENCHED SPARKS

current of about 0.3-0.4 amp. was supplied through high

resistance and large inductance. Within the range of

the variable capacities C
1
and C.,, both being less than

0.003 mfd., the curve on the fluorescent screen of the

tube was either a circle or an ellipse, which proves that

the'oscillation in the secondary circuit is virtually an un-

damped harmonic oscillation. When C, is larger, the

curve when the resistance R, is large has a certain thick-

ness. This shows that the oscillation is not absolutely

undamped, but is slightly damped and returns to the

original amplitude after every few cycles. When C, is

increased to 0.015-0.03 mfd., the discharge becomes less

frequent, and the image on the screen changes into a

spiral when R
2
is increased. A series of curves is given

obtained by changes in R
2
and C3

. The principal results

of the investigation are stated as follows: Practically

undamped oscillations may be obtained by means of im-

pact excitation provided that the impulses are sufficient-

ly frequent. According to the ratio of the frequency of

the impulses to that of the oscillation, there is a signifi-

cant fluctuation in the intensity of the oscillation. The
indication of a wave-meter becomes unreliable as soon as

an undamped oscillation is created in the meter circuit,

or when the frequency of the impulses is sufficiently

high.—London Electrician, Nov. 12, 1915.

Book Review

Wireless Telegraphy. By Dr. J. Zenneck. Translated
from the German by A. E. Seelig. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 442 pages, 467
illus. Price, $4.

Professor Zenneck's "Lehrbuch der Drahtlosen Tele-

graphie" is well known to be a classic on radiotele-

graphic theory and practice, but the fact that it ap-
peared in the German language made it literally a closed

book to many American and English radio engineers.
Now that it has been so well translated into English by
Mr. Seelig, it should find a far wider but equally ap-
preciative audience. The scope of the book is broad,
running from elementary treatment of condenser and
antenna circuit currents through the important meas-
urements of the art and explanations of coupled-circuit

phenomena into technical descriptions of sustained and
damped-wave apparatus. Progress up to 1912 is well

stated, and many students of the art will be surprised
to note the clearness with which a large number of

"new" phenomena were understood by Professor Zen-

neck at that time. Although the greatest benefit from a

study of this book can be gained by the reader who is

familiar with the calculus, there is in it so much in-

tensely valuable practical matter that almost anyone
interested in radio will be fully repaid for the time given

to reading it. Although some of the historical state-

ments may be questioned, the book is unqualifiedly rec-

ommended since its merits completely overshadow any
disagreements in that direction. The presswork of this

edition is admirable.

Books Received

The Principles of Dynamo-Electric Machinery. By
Benjamin F. Bailey, B.S., Ph.D. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc. 314 pages, 222 illus. Price,

$3.

Theoretical Elements of Electrical Engineering. By
Dr. Charles Proteus Steinmetz. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc. 368 pages, 191 illus. Price,

$3.
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Liability for Injury to Employee of
Independent Contractor.—According to

the Supreme Court of Iowa (154 N.W.
317), where work is done by an inde-

pendent contractor no liability exists

against the other party to the contract
for personal injuries to the negligent
contractor's employee.

Damages from Impounded Water.

—

Evidence introduced to show not only
that a dam caused back water actually

to start on certain land but also that it

had the effect of inducing a moist con-

dition of the subsoil over a much larger

area, thus preventing proper drainage
and tending to lessen the land's produc-
tivity, was held by the Supreme Court
of Indiana in the case of the Southern
Indiana Power Company vs. Monical
(109 N.E. 763) to be a proper con-
sideration in assessing the damages.

Commission Control of Bankrupt
Companies.—Receivers properly ap-
pointed by a court of competent juris-

diction in possession of and operating
a public utility, it was held in the Su-
preme Court of Kansas, are under the

control of the public utilities commis-
sion in the same manner and to the
same extent as the owners of the utility

would be if they were operating the
utility themselves. The public utilities

commission has power to fix rates for
the service rendered by a public utility

although that utility is being operated
by receivers appointed by a court of

competent jurisdiction.

Source of Tenant's Electric Power.

—

In the case of the People's Land & Mai>
ufacturing Company vs. Beyer, the Su-
preme Court of Wisconsin held (154
N.W. 382) that where the owner of

realty leased to short-term tenants from
month to month he had the legal right

to induce such tenants to cease using
the electric power of a certain company
and to use that of a rival company,
since such company's legal rights to

sell its energy to those desiring to use
it could lawfully be interfered with by
the owner's equal or superior rights to

lease its property only under such con-

ditions as he might choose.

Injury to Station Operator.—A day
operator in the electric plant of a rail-

way company, relying on information
given him by the night operator, at-

tempted to clean certain portions of the

station's apparatus and in so doing was
killed by coming in contact with a high-
ly charged wire which the night opera-
tor had stated was dead. The Supreme
Court of Utah (151 P. 979) held that

the lower court improperly excluded
evidence of what the night watchman
at the plant had told the decedent as
to the condition of the electrical appli-

ances when he came to work in the

morning, since the decedent's widow as

plaintiff had the legal right to prove
that such information had a bearing
upon decedent's negligence in attempt-
ing to clean certain portions of the ap-

paratus. It was also held that the

plaintiff could show within the limits of

her complaint in what particulars, if

any, the appliances of the plant were
defective or dangerous, and was further

entitled to have her experts explain to

the jury why the plant was dangerous.

Legal Notes
Court Decisions and Opinions

Bearing on Questions Affecting the

Electrical Lodustry

Assumption of Risk by Emergency
Lineman.—An experienced foreman of

an emergency crew in charge of the

electrified zone at the Hoosac Tunnel

on the Boston & Maine Railroad, whose
contract of employment was to repair

defects in the transmission system and
who knew and appreciated the mani-

festly dangerous work as well as his

employer, assumed the risk, and the

employer owed him no duty and could

not be guilty of negligence, according

t the Judicial Court of Massachusetts

(109 N.E. 820). Where the employer is

negligent in matters outside the risk

assumed under the employee's contract

of employment the conduct of the em-
ployee in assuming the risk is a volun-

tary assumption, and he cannot recover

for injuries received.

Negligence Resulting from a Fallen

Wire.—During a heavy windstorm some
wires of the Lexington Utilities Com-
pany broke and fell. The company was
notified, but the repairmen did not reach

the scene until about one hour later. In

the meantime one of the citizens of the

town was struck by one of the live

wires and killed, and the estate brought
action against the company. The com-
pany lost the case and appealed to the

Court of Appeals of Kentucky, which
held (178 S.W. 1173) that since the

company received a notice in regard to

the break in the wires it was negligent
in not shutting off the electricity until

it ascertained that it was safe to keep
it on. The utmost degree of care and
skill which might be used under sim-
ilar circumstances is the standard of

duty imposed upon utilities.

Commission's Powers.—It was held

by the Maryland Court of Appeals
(P. U. R. 1915, E. 474) that a railroad

company under no contractual obliga-

tion with individuals to make a certain

extension is under no imperative duty
to build it by virtue of a permissive
charter or of its profession of service,

nor is there any unrestricted and un-
controllable power in the Maryland
Public Service Commission to compel
such extension. The Maryland Public-

Service Commission is without power
to order a proposed extension of an
electric railway to be constructed, op-
erated and equipped in a specified man-
ner, where, if the work were done as
the directors of the company in the fair

exercise of their discretion deem
proper, the line could be operated only
at a loss, and where the directors deem
that construction and operation in the
manner specified by the commission
would be unprofitable and unbusiness-
like; since the method of construction,

operation and equipment of such ex-
tension is a matter within the honest
discretion of the directors.

Jurisdiction of Public Service Com-
missions.— In a decision handed down
by the Maryland Court of Appeals

(P. U. K. 1915, E. 812) it was held that

a public service commission has juris-

diction to fix water rates, irrespective

of whether the supply is furnished by

a corporation or an individual. A per-

son supplying; water to buildings under

an agreement to furnish a water sup-

ply "for all the buildings, in number
about 100," the erection of which was
contemplated, which does not restrict

him to supply only those buildings, is

engaged in a public service, so that

a public service commission may regu-

late the rates, although a plant is con-

structed for the purpose of supplying

only 100 buildings. Upon the merger
of a small plant engaged in a private

service, the public character of the

service extends to the entire plant, so

that a public service commission may
regulate the rates of the former private

service. Regulation of water rates is

an exercise of the police power of the

State, of which it cannot divest itself

and which it does not abandon by non-

user. Power may be exercised by the

legislature directly, or the legislature

may delegate the power to a public

service commission. The obligation of

a contract to supply buildings with

water at a specified rate is not uncon-

stitutionally impaired by a subsequent

order of a public service commission
changing the rate, in the exercise of

the police power delegated to it.

Elements of Valuation.—The Idaho

Supreme Court (P. U. R. 1915, E. 436),

in reviewing a rate decision handed
down by the Idaho Public Utilities Com-
mission, held that in ascertaining the

value of a water plant for rate-making
purposes the worth of a new plant of

equal capacity, efficiency and durabil-

ity, with proper discount for defects in

the old and the accrued depreciation,

should be the measure of value, rather

than the cost of exact duplication.

While a deduction should be made for

actual, tangible depreciation in ascer-

taining the value for rate-making pur-

poses, no deduction should be made for

depreciation where it appears that the

plant is in good operating condition

and giving as good service as a new
plant. In the absence of evidence tend-

ing to show that expense has been in-

curred in building up the business, no
separate allowance should be made on
account of the plant being a going
concern in ascertaining its value for

rate-making purposes, but that fact

should be considered in estimating the

value of the physical property and as-

sets. An allowance should be made for

office furniture, horses, wagons, tools,

materials on hand, and the cost of im-
proving ground around reservoir, in

ascertaining the value of the plant for

rate-making purposes, where such
items represent an investment reason-

ably necessary to the successful carry-

ing on of the business and the render-

ing of service to the public. An order

directing an extension and enlargement
of a water plant is unreasonable where
it does not appear that the company
has a valid existing franchise from the

city to furnish such service.
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( ii.n lei v Stone, w bo ba been an
oouneed as the pre tidenl of tin- Amer
lean International Corporation t<> pro
mote foreign trade, i ona of the two
original membera of the firm of Stone
A Webster of Boston, .Mass., ami is ona
of the mosl widely known men ba the

public-utility Held. Mr. stone was born
at Newton, Mass., in L867 and was
graduated from thi busetta [n-

stituta of Technology ;it Boston in L888,
his partner, Edwin B. Webster, being
a classmate. Soon after graduation
DOth realized that there was a small,
assured field for the consulting elec-

trical engineer, with greal possibilities
for the technically trained man capable
of appreciating business problems, and
in 1889 the firm was formed with
offices at 1 Post Office Square, Boston,
a location close to the financial district.

The firm began in a quiet way to lay
out wiring, design small plants, cali-

brate instruments and conduct tests.

A small laboratory was soon started as
an auxiliary department, with quarters
in Fort Hill Square, and a Stone &
Webster calibration certificate soon be-
came a recognized standard of merit.
In 1891 the firm was retained by S. D.
Warren & Company, Westbrook, Me.,
to lay out a system of electric power
transmission for the famous Cumber-
land Mills. In the early nineties the
firm engineered the construction of sev-
eral generating plants of considerable
size in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania
and Tennessee. The unsettled financial

conditions of this period opened the
way for the development of advisory
relations with clients in connection with
the reorganization, financing, organiza-
tion and operation of central-station and
traction properties until the adminis-
tration of properties became one of the
most important functions of the organi-
zation, leading logically to the modern
banking phases of the firm's work. Mr.
Stone's activities have been so closely
interwoven with the development of
the firm that no separate consideration
seems possible. He is a director in

numerous public utilities in different
parts of the country, about two score
corporations now being under Stone &
Webster management, and is a director
of the First National Bank of Boston,
the Old Colony Trust Company of Bos-
ton, a member of the executive com-

Men
of the Industry

< dan •

i in Fa mnnel

and Position

Biographical Notea

to tin- new Equitable Building, 120
Broadway, ftfr. Lens i chief eni
for tin- Georgia Railway A Power Com
pany, Atlanta, <ia., the Virginia Power
( lompany, Chai la ion, w. \a., and the
Panama American Corporation, Pans-
ma ' itv, < anal /one.

mittee of the corporation of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, a
member of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science and other
organizations.

John A. Adams has been appointed
superintendent of lighting of the Pen-
sacola Electric Company, Pensacola,
Fla.

Henry I. Harriman, president of the
Connecticut River Transmission Com-
pany, Boston, Mass., has been elected
vice-president of the Boston Chamber
of Commerce.

James Orr, chief engineer of the
Tampa (Fla.) Electric Company, is

now in Ponce, Porto Rico, where he will

superintend the construction of a
new oil-burning power station.

E. G. Howard has resigned as man-
ager of the St. Cloud (Minn.) Public
Service Company and has returned to
the apparatus division of the General
Electric Company, with headquarters at
Minneapolis.

J. M. Kingsbury has opened an office

as consulting engineer at 101 Park
Avenue, New York City. Mr. Kings-
bury is the secretary-treasurer of the
Kingsbury Gas & Electric Motor Car
Company of Great Falls, Mont.

Charles R. Underhill, chief electrical

engineer of the Acme Wire Company,
New Haven, Conn., has completed his

second lecture tour among Middle West
educational institutions this season,
having lectured on the subject of elec-

tromagnets at Purdue University, the
University of Illinois, the Ohio State
University, the Case School of Ap-
plied Science and the University of

Cincinnati.

Francisco V. Aguilera, general man-
ager of the Manzanillo Light & Power
Company, Manzanillo, Cuba, is in the

United States on a four months' visit,

having spent much of the time at the
San Francisco Exposition. Mr. Aguilera
had planned to make a trip to Japan,
but owing to difficulties in obtaining
passports has given up the trip. Mr.
Aguilera is a graduate of Rose Poly-
technic Institute, class of 1903.

J. S. Pevear, president of the Birm-
ingham (Ala.) Railway, Light & Power
Company, a subsidiary of the American
Cities Company, whose time has been
largely engaged in connection with the

administration of the United Gas &
Electric Engineering Corporation at 61

Broadway, New York City, took active

charge of the Birmingham property
Dec. 1. J. P. H. De Windt will remain
with the Birmingham property as vice-

president and general manager.

Charles O. Lenz, consulting engineer,

will move his engineering offices, Jan.

1, from 71 Broadway, New York City,

Obituary
Robert W. Kiple, who had become

commercial manager of the Harrisburg
Light & Power Company, Harrisburg,
Pa., only three weeks before, died at

his home at Harrisburg, Nov. 19, from
pleuropneumonia. He was forty years
old. Mr. Kiple had been connected with
the electrical industry in New York
State and eastern Pennsylvania since
1893. In 1904 he became manager of
the Wayne County Electric Company,
with headquarters at Lyons, N. Y., and
in 1911 he joined the Meikelham &
Dinsmore forces in charge of the Sayre
(Pa.) Electric Company. He was after-
ward promoted to the position of gen-
eral manager of the Pennsylvania Util-

ities Company, operating from Easton,
Pa., in which capacity he remained until

June, 1915, when the properties were
acquired by W. S. Barstow & Company,
and Mr. Kiple came to Harrisburg.

James I. Ayer, manager of the Sim-
plex Electric Heating Company of

Cambridge, Mass., and president of the
National Electric Light Association in

1893, died suddenly at his residence in

Cambridge on Nov. 26. Mr. Ayer was
at his desk at the plant on the day
of his death. He was born at Medford,.
Mass., sixty-one years ago and early in

life became interested in science and
electrical engineering. He installed the
municipal lighting plant at St. Louis,.

Mo., which at the time was the largest
of its kind in the country. For a num-
ber of years Mr. Ayer practiced elec-

trical engineering in the Middle West.
His most notable work, however, was
associated with the development of the
electric-heating industry, in which he
was an acknowledged leader and'

authority, both in domestic and indus-
trial applications. Mr. Ayer was a
member of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, the Engineers'
Club of Boston and other organizations.

J. I. AYER
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New Apparatus and Appliances
.( Record of Latest Derelopiuents and I in prorements in Manufacturers'

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

The Modern Electrical Piano a Triumph of Musical Expression

The development of electrically operated pianos has
opened an attractive opportunity for the exploitation
of electric service. Although, of course, no great
increase in the use of electrical energy is to be an-
ticipated directly as a consequence of this develop-
ment, the indirect benefits of one more application of

electricity in the household—and particularly one
which is so close to the home life of the entire family
—must not be overlooked. Central-station interests

are, therefore, not losing sight of the electric piano
as a means of widening the use of electrical energy.

Many companies have installed electric pianos in their

display rooms and are receiving the co-operation of

piano manufacturers in the demonstration of the in-

struments.

Recently representatives of the National Piano
Manufacturers' Association and members of the

merchandising committee of the Commercial Section
of the N. E. L. A. conferred to discuss methods of

furthering the use of electric player-pianos. A
number of electric pianos will be operated for the
benefit of the members of the above-named commit-
tee when it meets in New York on Dec. 10. Artists

will be present at this meeting, and members of the

committee will have an opportunity to hear the ren-
dition of well-known works by electricity and by
hand. The instruments will also be utilized to

accompany violinists and singers and an electrically

operated graphonola. The committee session will

take place in the afternoon, but in the evening a
number of these instruments will be operated before
the meeting of the New York Electrical Society, in

the Engineering Societies Building, which will be
open to the public.

As the result of numerous refine-

ments and improvements in electrically

operated pianos and their auxiliary ap-
paratus, great artistic possibilities have
been opened up, placing the modern
electric instrument far ahead of the
ordinary foot-pedal player in both artis-

tic expression and convenience of op-

eration, and, of course, in an entirely

different class from the early electric

pianos. Delicacy of expression, uni-

formity in tempo and rhythm, and fidel-

ity in shading possible with no other
mechanical player, can be attained by
the latest electric pianos when the
hand-played rolls of master performers
are used. The instruments are espe-

cially well adapted for use in accom-
paniment work. Moreover, where vol-

ume and carrying power are required,

as in auditoriums or dance halls, two
or more electric pianos may be oper-

ated in synchronism.
The latest electrically operated

pianos or accessories may be divided

into three groups, the first two of

these groups including auxiliary ap-

paratus which may be attached to play

ordinary pianos already in use, and the

third including the so-called electrically

driven player-pianos. Of the two types

of electric apparatus for pianos already

in use, one is exemplified by the "Telek-

tra," shown in Figs. 1 and 3, in which
the control mechanism and rolls are

inclosed in a separate cabinet (Fig. 3),

which may be placed at a distance from
the piano itself, and the second by the

"Flexotone-Electrelle," illustrated in

Fig. 2. This auxiliary apparatus often

proves especially attractive to persons

who are attached to their own pianos

for sentimental reasons. The motor
for operating an "Autopiano Electric,"

which is of the player-piano type, be-

longing to the thitd group as above
classified, is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The "Telektra" consists of two parts,

the player itself, or transmitter, and
a small box containing a bank of elec-

tromagnets attached to the under side

of the piano keyboard, each of the
magnets operating a single key. The
bank of electromagnets is connected
with the transmitter by a light cable,

which may be of any desired length.

Energy is taken from an ordinary
lighting socket and is utilized to oper-
ate an 0.25-hp. motor-generator set,

which delivers the 14-volt direct cur-

rent used for control purposes. The
music rolls used in the transmitter
are of brass. Eighty-eight fingers, cor-

responding to the eighty-eight keys of
the piano, rest on this brass roll. When
the tip of a finger falls in a slot of the

roll it trips and closes the circuit to the

corresponding magnet, energizing the
magnet and causing it to pull down the

key. Twelve other fingers are utilized

for controlling the expression. Mag-
nets are also employed for controlling

the pedals. The "Telektra" is made
by the Tel-Electric Company, 12 West
Thirty-third Street, New York.

FIG. 1—PIANO WITH BANK OF MAGNETS BENEATH KEYBOARD
—OPERATED FROM ROLL IN SEPARATE CABINET

FIG. 2—PIANO OPERATED BY SUCTION 3LOWER AND BANK OF
MAGNETS
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The "Flexotonc Electrelle" ha been
nt nut by tin- \iih-i lean Piano

Company, Fifth Avenue and Thirty
nuitli street, n.w "> ork. The appa
ratua con i t ni suet mil blower
operated by i SO hp. motor, :« tracker
bar over which the music roll passes,

and a bank of magnets which art

bached to cork shot on re

volving ii.-ift. in the tracker bar are

PIG. 3—METAL ROLL IN SEPARATE CABI-
NET

eighty-eight holes, each of which con-

trols one of the keys of the piano. In-

side the tracker bar is a series of silver

fingers which are brought into contact

with silver-tipped . screws whenever
perforations in the music roll pass
over the holes in the tracker bar, admit-
ting currents of air which force the

live] i i in-
i liver I Ipped

ci evi . i in i pneumal Ic Impul e

'In «• the circuit ami enei 'gij e ! Im mar
nit

,
u Inch in turn canM the cork 004

to come in contact with the revolving
i haft. Tim hoc ai a kicked oul and
they pull the tapes which are connected
to the nrhippen and throw the ham
mora a he piano wire i. Expi a

aion la controlled by tneana of flexible
rail divided into four

| ed Ion ii|)on

which the hammers rest. Keys are pro
Vided to control this rail in such a way
that the distance between the ham

and tlm Strings can he instantly

Changed, not only on the whole key-
board, but also on any part of the key-
board. The speed of the roll is con-
trolled by means of a friction clutch.

The "Autopiano Electric," which is

an instrument of the player type, is

operated by a universal 110-volt motor,
which propels a bellows feeder con-
cealed within the player. The instru-
ment is equipped with a safety valve,
making over-pressure impossible. A
special accenting lever called the
"dynatone" makes possible all tonal
contrasts, the manufacturer declares,
and covers a wide range of dynamic ef-

fects. An automatic re-roll, automatic
motor stop and automatic re-play de-
vice form part of the equipment.
Player treadles are also provided, so
that the instrument may be used where

there .in- mi electric circuit . The
manufactu] ei point out t bat the ",\ uto*

piano Electric" really comprise tour
in truinint in .me a piano, a player
with treadle, a player without treadles,

FIG. 4- MOTOR FOR OPERATING PLAYER-
PIANO

and a "self-operating" instrument.

Ordinary eighty-eight-note rolls may be

employed with this player-piano, whicl
is being made by the Autopiano Com-
pany, Twelfth Avenue and Fifty-first

Street, New York.

Electric Air Heater and Blower
A compact portable air heater and blower, which con-

sists of a motor-driven fan that discharges air through
heating coils placed in an aluminum casing, delivering

warm air at one, two or three temperatures, depending
on the size of the unit, has been developed by the B. F.

Sturtevant Company, Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass. The
fan outlet can be placed so

that the air is blown hori-

zontally as shown in Fig. 1,

or can be turned upward as

shown in Fig. 2, so that the

air can be discharged in

any direction desired. The
fan consists of a sheet-iron

casing in which runs a
multi-vane wheel. The in-

side of the aluminum casing

inwhich are placed the heat-

ing coils is so shaped that it

acts as a diffuser, and the

air passages are designed to be of such size that they offer

little resistance to the current of air from the fan. The
heating coils are of high-grade resistance wire, wound
on heat-resisting insulating tubes. The electric circuit

is so arranged that the heater cannot be put in circuit

without first connecting the motor, thereby protecting

FIGS. 1 AND 2—ELECTRIC AIR HEATER AND BLOWER WITH

OUTLET IN HORIZONTAL POSITION AND AT AN ANGLE

FROM THE HORIZONTAL

the coils from excessive current. The device is being

made in five different sizes, the first of which operate

at one heat and takes 1000 watts, the second at twe

heats and takes 1000 watts or 2000 watts, the third at

two heats and takes 2000 watts or 4000 watts, the fourth

at three heats and takes 2300 watts, 4600 watts or 7000
watts, and the fifth at thre

heats and takes 3300 watts,

6650 watts or 10,000 watts.

The volume of air produced
is 90 cu. ft., 180 cu. ft.,

400 cu. ft., 600 cu. ft. and
980 cu. ft. respectively.

The outside diameter of

the inlet is 4.125 in., 5.12?

in., 6.125 in., 8.625 in. anc

11.25 in. respectively, and
the height is 12 in., 15 in.,

19 in., 23 in. and 28.5 in.

respectively. In Fig. 3 is

shown a method of utiliz-

ing the heater in the bath-

room, and in Fig. 4 its utilization for warming an auto-

mobile radiator. The machine is also well adapted for

drying purposes and for ventilating with or without
the heater in the circuit. Owing to its variety of ad-

justments the manufacturer claims for it an unusual
degree of versatility for household and other purposes.

FIG. 3—AIR HEATER AND BLOWER USED IN BATHROOM FIG. 4—HEATER WARMING AUTOMOBILE RADIATOR
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Small Dynamometer

In the accompanying illustration is shown a small

electric dynamometer which is especially adapted for

testing motorcycle engines, small pumps, blowers, and
various types of small machinery on which the manufac-
turer wishes to keep accurate test records. The

Two

ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER FOR
APPARATUS

>

TESTING SMALL

dynamometer consists of a generator with a steel frame
and operates at speeds up to and including 5000 r.p.m.

Speed adjustments are obtained by field control. The
frame of the dynamometer is equipped with arms with
distance carefully laid out from the center line of the

shaft. With the device shown it is necessary only to

read the speed in r.p.m. from a tachometer and the

weight in pounds from a standard scale in order to de-

termine the horsepower developed by the engine at the

time of reading. No electrical readings are necessary,

and the efficiency of the dynamometer does not enter

into the calculations. The dynamometer is being made
by the Diehl Manufacturing Company, Elizabeth, N. J.

Electrically Lighted Shaving Mirror

A compact portable mirror with electric lamp and
special reflector attachment is being placed on the mar-
ket by the Federal Sign System (Electric), Chicago,

111., and is designed to throw the light on the face just

below the eyes, no light being reflected into the eyes or

into the mirror to interfere with vision. The reflector

is cylindrical in shape and is equipped with a frosted

tubular lamp, the rays from which are reflected through
a narrow opening which can be adjusted to reflect the

light at the exact angle desired. The mirror is of the

French bevel-plate type and is mounted in a solid heavily

SHAVING MIRROR LIGHTED BY TUBULAR LAMP
IN CYLINDRICAL REFLECTOR

nickeled metal back, which is provided with folding

adjustable legs so that it can be placed at any desired

angle or can be hung on a hook, knob or other projection

on the wall. A 6-ft. silk lamp cord and swivel plug is

provided so that it can be connected to an ordinary

lighting socket. The device can be compactly folded for

packing and is especially well adapted for travelers.

Electric Toaster and Heater

types of electrically operated toasters and

heaters placed on the market by the Lincoln Electric

Works, 112 West Adams Street, Chicago, 111., are shown
herewith. Both devices are of composition material,

which prevents the heat from escaping and which the

FIG. 1—COMPOSITION-MATERIAL TOASTER AND HEATER

manufacturer claims does not deteriorate or tarnish.

The square toaster shown in Fig. 1 measures 6 in. by

6.5 in. by 2.5 in. and is provided with 6 ft. of heater

cord and a spring plug. The round toaster may be pro-

FIG. 2—ROUND TOASTER WITHOUT TOP PLATE

vided with a top plate if desired, so that it can be

utilized as a hot-plate or small stove. It is 6 in. in

diameter and 2.5 in. high. In color the device is an

oyster-shell pink. The top plate is finished in copper.

Electric Curling Iron

An electrically operated curling iron which is in-

closed in a satin-lined carrying case is being placed on

the market by the Hamilton-Beach Manufacturing Com-
pany, Racine, Wis. It operates on either alternating

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED CURLING IRON

current or direct current and is designed to furnish an

even and uniform heat. The self-contained heating unit

is designed to distribute equally the heat to both sides

of the iron. The rounded edges of the grooved side of

the curling iron prevent all possibility, the manufacturer

claims, of breaking the hair. The device is finished in

highly polished heavy nickel.
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Electric Chriatmas-Tree-Lifhtiiig Outfits

Am outfit consist!] hi electric candles of various
colon, for decorating Christmas trees, Is being placed
on the market bj the import Sales Company, L9 Bs I

Twentj first Street, NVw York. The lamps with the
necessary cord ere packed In decorated box as Bhown
herewith. Electric candles <>f the type shown make a

Bafe and satisfactory substitute for the ordinan dan

Non-Swiwl Attachment Plug

An attachment plug winch can i>»' <iui<ki\- and ea 11]

connected and winch Is designed to withstand consider
able strain on its terminals is being placed on the market
by it. s. Mueller, 428 High Avenue, Cleveland, ohm.
After the insulation has been removed from tl

CHRISTMAS-TREE ELECTRIC-CANDLE SET PACKED IN

DECORATED BOX

gerous wax and tallow candles. The company has also
brought out outfits of sixteen lamps, twenty-four lamps
and thirty-two lamps for series operation on 100-volt to
120-volt current and an eight-lamp set for operation on
three dry cells.

Electric Air Heater

In the accompanying illustration is shown one of sev-
eral types of new electric air heaters recently developed
by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, East Pittsburgh, Pa. The heating element is

steel-clad and is insulated with mica. It is fully pro-
tected from both electrical and mechanical injury and
is designed to heat by circulating the air instead of by
radiation from red-hot coils. The frame is made of
polished Russia iron with polished-aluminum trimmings
and feet, making the heater light, so that it can easily
be carried from place to place. A three-heat indicating

ELECTRIC AIR HEATER WITH THREE-HEAT INDICATING
SNAP SWITCH

snap switch is provided as shown in the illustration.

The heater is being made in three sizes with ratings of
1000 watts, 2000 watts and 3000 watts on high heat, 500
watts, 1000 watts and 1500 watts on medium heat, and
250 watts, 500 watts and 750 watts on low heat respec-
tively. The weight of the different types is 7 lb., 10.5 lb.

and 14 lb. respectively.

FIGS. 1 TO 3—SHOWING FIRST AND SECOND OPERATIONS
IN CONNECTING TERMINALS, AND COMPLETE PLUG

terminals, the ends are placed in the position shown in

Fig. 1. The brass shell is then screwed on the plug, so

that one wire will go through the hole in the round disk

at the end of the brass shell and the other will protrude
from the slot in the side of the plug, as indicated in

Fig. 2. The connection is completed by clinching the
brass shell to a plug with a suitable tool at the point

marked A in Fig. 2, and each wire is soldered to the

place of contact on the brass shell. The plug properly

connected ready for service is shown in Fig. 3.

Handy Battery-Operated Lantern

A small electric lantern which is similar in shape to

an ordinary oil-burning lantern has been developed by
the Hartford Electric Novelty Company, 160 North
Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111. The device is 6.5 in. high
and is equipped with a 5-in. bail handle. The glass globe

ELECTRIC HAND LANTERN

is 4 in. high and is 2.5 in. in diameter at its widest part.

The small tungsten lamp is operated by a three-cell

"Mars" battery, which is inclosed in the base, the latter

being 2 in. high and 3.75 in. in diameter. The circuit is

closed by turning the screw shown in the base. The
lantern is adapted for many uses about the farm and
home and can be employed by automobilists.
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Electrically Operated Refrigerating Machine

The compressor, condenser, oil trap and receiver of

the ammonia-compression refrigerating machine shown
herewith are inclosed in one single-piece casting. Most
of the joints subjected to high pressure are within the

casting, and therefore the danger from leaks has been

reduced to a minimum. Besides being a compact unit,

the compressor is valveless. The lubrication of the

machine is automatic, and the oil reservoirs have to be

refilled every three or four months. Sediment traps are

provided, and the stuffing box is so designed that no
difficulties present themselves in the way of ammonia
leaks. Use is made of an expansion valve which is

designed to be set for a certain pressure and will main-

tain that pressure irrespective of the speed of the ma-
chine or temperature in the refrigerator. The unit can

be placed in the basement or on any other floor of a

building and can be connected to either one refrigerat-

ing box or half a dozen boxes. It may also be easily

disconnected and moved from place to place. The piping

is extra heavy and is made into continuous coils with

welded joints wherever possible. Each pressure gage
is provided with a valve so as to enable the operator to

AMMONIA-COMPRESSION REFRIGERATING UNIT CONNECTED
TO ICE BOX

remove it without loss of ammonia when repairing or

adjusting it. The refrigerating unit is finished in dull

black and is being made by the Standard Iron Works,

212 South Charles Street, Belleville, 111.

Electric Glue Heater and Warmer

An electric glue heater and warmer which is built on

the fireless-cooker principle with a heat-retaining jacket

has recently been placed on the market by the Inter-

national Electric Company, Indianapolis, Ind. The glue

pot is designed to operate without using water. The
container is made of heavy-spun copper, is portable, and

may be connected to any lamp socket. A cover is pro-

vided to prevent evaporation and the formation of any

skin or scum on the surface of the glue. Three degrees

of heat are provided, and the current is controlled by a

three-heat, dirt-proof and moisture-proof rotary snap

switch which indicates the various heats—high, medium
and low. High heat is utilized for melting only and
will melt glue and bring it to the correct temperature,

the manufacturer claims, in twenty-five minutes. The

medium-heat connection is utilized only when the glue

pot is in use with the cover opened for a considerable

length of time. When the low-heat circuit is connected,

the glue can be kept at an even temperature of about

145 deg., it is declared, when the cover is closed. The
heaters are being made in various sizes with capacities

of 50 gal. and less. The larger sizes are equipped with

THREE-HEAT ELECTRICALLY OPERATED GLUE HEATER AND
WARMER

automatic temperature regulators which maintain the

correct temperature by automatically placing the heat

"on" and "off" as the temperature is decreased or

increased.

The 1-quart glue heater takes 156 watts on high heat,

42 watts on medium heat and 30 watts on low heat ; the

2-quart heater 330 watts on high heat, 55 watts on

medium heat and 44 watts on low heat, and the 4-quart

heater 440 watts on high heat, 100 watts on medium and

66 watts on low heat.

Toy Transformer

Several improvements have been introduced in the

"master" type of toy transformer built by the Dongan
Electric Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich. The
device is equipped with six binding posts and a lever

for controlling the secondary voltage. By means of the

binding posts circuits with fixed voltages for lamps or

motors requiring uniform speed are provided, and at the

same time variable voltage can be obtained by means of

the lever-controlled regulator for use with variable-

speed toys, such as trains, etc. Low-voltage 8-amp.

TOY TRANSFORMER WITH FIXED AND VARIABLE
SECONDARY VOLTAGKS

fuses of the glass type are employed with the trans-

former. The device is rated at 150 watts, and it has

a secondary-voltage range of from 6 volts to 30 volts.

The primary coil is wound for either 110 volts or 220

volts and twenty-five-cycle and sixty-cycle currents.

The device measures 5 in. by 5 in. by 3.25 and weighs

7 lb.
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News of the Industry
I Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Helling

and Central-Station Fields

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC HEATING GAINS
Convention <>t AMoeiation In Detroit Reveals Big Stride!

Made During the Past Year

in opening the Becond convention of the Industrial

Electric Heating Association at the Statler Hotel in

Detroit, Nov. I2l> and 27, A. K. Young of Toledo, presi-

dent of the association, said: "Since our first meeting
a little more than a year ago the members of this as-

sociation have closed contracts for industrial electric

heating aggregating 100,000 hp." Other statements

equally gratifying in nature came from the sales

managers of three great electric-service companies—the

Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago, H. L.

Doherty & Company of New York, and the Cleveland

(Ohio) Electric Illuminating Company. E. W. Lloyd

of the Commonwealth Edison Company said he had
heard from a good authority that more electric steel

furnaces had been sold in the United States in the last

six months than in the preceding five years. George
Williams of the Doherty company said that the mem-
bers of the association had accomplished more in the

last year than any other group of new-business men.
M. E. Turner of the Cleveland company declared that

since attending this convention he was convinced that

the industrial electric-heating loads which central sta-

tions would develop in the future would make former
load developments which seemed large sink into insig-

nificance.

The convention program was arranged so that about
half of the time was given over to indoor sessions and
half was devoted to trips of inspection to some of the

industrial plants using electric service for heating. At
Detroit, as was brought out by these trips, electric

heating—or electric japanning and enameling, to be
more exact—is not confined to the automobile industry

but has already extended to the adding-machine indus-

try, the gas-stove industry, the fuse-box industry, the

miscellaneous-piece industry and other industries. Two
of the plants visited were the Detroit Stove Works and
the Barney Nehls Company. Photographs of the ovens

installed by the Young Brothers Company of Detroit

at, the latter plant are reproduced herewith. A proposed
dip to the factory of the Dodge Brothers Motor Car
Company, where a battery of ovens contains heaters

rated at •'!-(><) kW., had to be given up because the n< •

sity for rushing production at the Dodge plant makes
it imperative that no visitors be admitted.

Experience with Industrial Beating

At the indoor meetings several papers were read and
several impromptu talks relating experiences and prac-

tices in industrial heating were given. The first paper,

by H. J. Kunz of Toledo, gave practically the same data

as were published in an article on the Overland com-
pany's installation in the Electrical World of June
26, 1915. Mr. Kunz also described a new continuous-

conveyor oven which is installed at the Overland plant.

Work ready to enter this oven is hung on a continuously

moving chain, is carried through a preheating chamber,
the travel in this room requiring one hour, is dipped
into a tank of japan or varnish, is carried over a drain-

ing pan, and is then taken into the main oven chamber,
where it remains traveling on the chain for six hours.

J. A. Seede of Schenectady was not present to give his

paper on "Progress in Aluminum and Brass Melting,"

but C. W. Bartlette of the General Electric Company
said that within a month his company expected to place

in operation in its own foundry an alternating-current

coke-resistor type, 500-lb. brass-melting furnace. A
furnace of the same size for melting aluminum is now
in operation at the company's shops and is said to be
giving better results than the gas-fired or oil-fired

furnace.

In reply to a question regarding comparative fuel

costs for electric and gas-operated furnaces, H. O.

Lobelle of Toledo, Ohio, said that electricity at 1 cent
per kilowatt-hour would compare favorably with arti-

ficial gas at 25 cents per 1000 cu. ft.

Prof. C. F. Hirshfeld of Detroit emphasized the fact

that central-station men in writing for information to

help solve their heating problems should give complete

EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR OF ELECTRIC JAPANNING OVEN IN THE PLANT OF THE BARNEY NEHLS COMPANY, A
MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE PARTS, DETROIT. NOTE HEATING ELEMENTS IN VIEW AT RIGHT
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data regarding the installation contemplated. They
should state, he said, the size of oven, cycle of heating
or baking operation, necessary temperature, weight of

material to be baked, how material is handled, duration
of baking process, outside temperature of present oven
if one is used, weight of trucks carrying material into

oven if trucks are used, and the number of bakes re-

quired to produce a finished product.

Getting back to the electric melting furnace again,

Mr. Crosby of Detroit said that while the cost of pro-

ducing ordinary crucible steel varies from $45 to $60
a ton, electric steel of like quality is being made in

Detroit for prices ranging from $25 to $27 a ton. Ordi-

nary converter steel costs range from $35 to $40 a ton,

but with the electric furnace a like steel is being pro-

duced for $20 to $23 a ton. Ordinary open-hearth and
a comparable electric steel can both be made for $19 to

$25 a ton. It has been found at Detroit that the heat-

ing cost in steel-melting furnaces is higher for elec-

tricity than for gas, but the lower raw-material cost

and lower labor cost incident to the electric process

make it less expensive in the long run.

Power Requirements for Japanning Ovens

Prof. C. F. Hirshfeld's contributions to the conven-
tion were highly instructive. They consisted of pre-

liminary reports on results produced by baking japan
with electricity and with gas, and on power requirements
for japanning ovens. In presenting these reports, Pro-
fessor Hirshfeld explained that they were still incom-
plete, and for that reason would not be given out for

publication at this time. It may be said, however, that

microphotographic studies are being made of japanned
surfaces produced by gas and by electric ovens. Even
to the layman the different results shown by the prints

are very interesting. With the assistance of Mr. Carter
of the Detroit Edison Company, Professor Hirshfeld
has also worked out a reasonably accurate method for

figuring the power requirements of japanning ovens. It

is not the idea of the Detroit Edison Company to keep
this information from interested central-station men,
but to prevent its wrongful use by other interests.

At the close of the first day's session E. W. Lloyd,

president of the National Electric Lighting Association,

extended an invitation to the Industrial Electric Heat-
ing Association to affiliate itself with the former body.

He suggested that the heating association might become
a bureau of the Commercial Section of the National
Electric Lighting Association and operate in a manner
similar to the present power bureau. Mr. Lloyd's sug-

gestion was embodied in a motion which passed unani-

mously. The heating association's executive committee,
of which H. 0. Lobelle of Toledo is chairman, was
then instructed to formulate plans for the affiliation.

Other papers and talks on the program were: "Elec-

tric Welding," by E. S. Zuck of East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

read by Frank Thornton of East Pittsburgh; "Origin

of Electrically Heated Japanning Ovens," by W. Dygert
of the Detroit Edison Company, and "Japans and Enam-
els," by Mr. Donahue of the Van Camp-Donahue
Company.

Los Angeles Condemnation Valuation First Hearing

Commissioner E. 0. Edgerton of the Railroad Com-
mission of California heard on Nov. 22 at Los Angeles
preliminary arguments in the matter of determining a
valuation on the plant of the Southern California Edi-

son Company within the city of Los Angeles, which the

municipality has proposed to acquire through condemna-
tion proceedings for the distribution of power derived

from the Aqueduct development. The city, assuming
the position that it could acquire the distribution system

and leave the Edison company in possession of trans-

mission lines passing through the city but serving ex-

terior territory, started to offer testimony tending to

separate the lines it wished included in the appraisal
from the other ones. This testimony was interrupted
by the interposition by the Edison company of a ques-
tion relating to its franchises. The company claims, in

substance, that if the transmission lines are left in its

hands this must be done under existing franchises,

which, as the courts have held, impose upon the holder
the duty of serving any premises in the city applying
for service; while if the franchises are taken over this

will involve rebuilding a new transmission system, belt-

ing the city, at a large cost, which must be included in

the compensation to be paid by the city. After hearing
arguments the commissioner adjourned the hearing until

Dec. 13, when a ruling will be made on this preliminary
point which will permit the further presentation of the
case. Assisting R. H. Ballard of the Edison company
are Dr. George L. Hoxie and Halbert P. Gillette, New
York; Arthur R. Kelley of San Francisco, and J. E.
Barker of Los Angeles. Engineer E. F. Scattergood is

assisting W. B. Mathews, special counsel for the city.

Electrification of Chicago Railroad Terminals De-

clared Financially Impracticable

The complete electrification of the Chicago Railroad
terminals as a means of reducing smoke is, according
to the report of the Chicago Association of Commerce's
committee of investigation on smoke abatement and
electrification of railway terminals, which after four
and one-half years of work was formally delivered to
the association on Dec. 1, technically practicable but.

financially impracticable. The committee finds that
the minimum cost of electrification to bring about smoke
abatement would be $178,127,230. Added to this would
be $96,313,400 for betterments and rearrangement of
yards and other properties to meet new operating con-
ditions, which would make the cost $274,440,630.
Steam locomotives cause only a fraction of the dam-

aging smoke. High-pressure steam plants were found to
produce 44.49 per cent of all visible smoke emitted within
the city limits; metallurgical and other manufacturing
furnaces produce 28.63 per cent; steam locomotives 22.0ft

per cent, and domestic fires 3.93 per cent. Of the total

solids in smoke, metallurgical and similar furnaces are
guilty of contributing 64.26 per cent, high-pressure
steam plants 19.34 per cent, domestic fires 8.60 per cent,,

and steam locomotives 7.47 per cent. Of the total

gaseous pollution of the air, 44.96 per cent is due to-

high-pressure steam plants, 23 per cent to domestic fires,

21.13 per cent to metallurgical and other furnaces, and
10.31 per cent to steam locomotives. Domestic fires,,

including furnaces in apartment buildings, produce 57
per cent of all the soot or tarry products of combustion
discharged into the atmosphere of Chicago, and for this
reason constitute the most objectionable source of
atmospheric pollution in the city.

Electrification of the railroads would reduce the total

amount of visible smoke in the city and its immediate
environs only 20.17 per cent, the total gaseous pollution
only 5 per cent, and the total solid pollution less than
4 per cent. Chicago, the committee finds, burns more
coal per capita than any other large city, the figure being
8.3 tons as compared with 5 tons for Cleveland, 4 tons
each for Manchester and Leeds, England; 3 tons for
Hamburg, Germany ; 2 tons for Paris, France, and 1 7 g

tons for Berlin, Germany. The complete electrification

of the terminals would involve thirty-eight roads and
require four times the number of electric locomotives
now in service in America.
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Experiments wltk Wind Power for

K .in^.i^ I .11 in i E. Keid, pro

of elect rical ei al t ha K

State Agricultural College, Manhattan,
i

. ha\ nu: a windmill specially con
structed for the purpose of experimenl
in generating electricity by wind power.
it Is believed thai t lu- design of wind
mill now planned will be adapted to

drive electrical generators and will thus

greatly enhance the power facilil

Kan -as farnis.

Unification of British Patent Laws
Suggested. In his presidential address

to iiif engineering section of the British

Association Dr. llele Shaw advocated
one comprehensive patent law for the

whole of the British Empire. The
French law gives an inventor protec-

tion in Prance and her colonies, and

the same is true of Germany and her

colonies. It is pointed out, however,

that France and Germany do not pos-

sess colonies or dependencies like Can-
ada, Australia or India, and that the

latter are likely to resist any sugges-

tion that they should yield up the power
they now possess of "ranting patents

and that England should become the

patent authority for the whole empire.

Preventing Oil from Preezing in

Transformers. — The Turners Falls

Power & Electric Company of Green-

field, Mass., advocates the installation

of a small outdoor substation and

claims a saving in cost of station and

equipment over an indoor type of sub-

station of from 10 to 25 per cent. No
depreciation is observed in the insulat-

ing quality of oil in the outdoor trans-

formers even in spare units that stand

idle in stations nine months of the year.

The freezing of oil in outdoor trans-

formers is prevented either by exciting

to voltage in cold weather or by the

use of internal or external electric heat-

ers. Spare units are usually placed in

the circuit idle from Jan. 1 to March

10, this being the period during which

the temperature falls below zero.

Saving Seconds in Hunting Telephone

Numbers.—The new directory of the

New York Telephone Company weighs

8 oz. less than the old one and has 150

fewer pages. It contains, however,

35,000 more names than did the

previous edition, the listings now total-

ing 360,000. The reduction in the size

of the book was accomplished by the

use of a style of type which is more
compact horizontally but expanded

vertically. Dr. J. W. Baird of Clark

University, an expert on the psychology

of optics and printing, has found that

the average person can find a number
in the new directory in 9.28 sec, where-

as 10.35 sec. was required to find a

number in the old book. The pages

have also been divided into four col-

umns instead of three, and the directory

is so bound that it lies flat, no matter

where opened. About 660,000 copies

went to New York subscribers.

Department of Commerce Wants
South American Representative.—The
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce at Washington, D. C, is planning

to undertake in the near future an in-

vestigation of the trade in electrical

machinery, instruments and supplies in

<> N

N ( ) T
i i.i 1 run

E
\ i.

S
ror 101

SOU! li American count i ic ., anil wi he I,

therefore, to get In touch with compe
tent men. A good technical knowledge
Of the electrical trade and ability to

write reports are indispen: aUe. Ap
plicants must have a knowledge of

Spanish. While there are on file appli-

cations from persons who seem fairly

well qualified for this work, it is

though! t li.it men possessing more
knowledge Of the subject who are ex-

perienced in investigation work and in

making special reports may he avail

able. E. A. Brand is acting chief of

the bureau.

An Electric Elevator lor an Outdoor
Sleeping Apartment.—Because the tem-
perature 40 ft. above the ground is

nearly 10 deg. Fahr. cooler than on the

earth below, an engineer in Yolo
County, Cal., has built himself an out-

door apartment on stilts so that he

may sleep in comfort during the hot,

sultry nights, says the Pacific Service
Magazine. The floor of the apartment
is 38 ft. above the ground and is

reached by an electric elevator using a

1/16-hp. motor. Not only does such a

bedroom prove satisfying in a warm
climate but its design fits it for use

generally as a sleeping porch, particu-

larly for those suffering from any of

the diseases which demand outdoor

sleeping.

A SLEEPING CAGE 40 FT. ABOVE GROUND
REACHED BY ELECTRIC ELEVATOR

Pan American Scientific CoOgreaa.

—

Thi Pan American Sclent ilic < lot

will be held in Washington from Dec.
27 I" -Ian. 7, at winch tune tin- dele

•lie appointed by Secretary Lansing
will convene. The executive committee
of the congress is as follows: William
Phillips, Third Assistant Secretary of

State, chairman ex officio; .lame.

Brown Sect
I . ea etai \ I lai aegis Bn

dowmenl for international Peace,

Washington, rice-chairman; William
II. Welch, president. National \cadcmy
of Sciences, honorary '•'ice cha iriiian

;

John Barrett, director-general Pan
American Union; William II. Hixhy,

brigadier-general, U. S. A., retired;

Philander P. Claxton, commissioner of

education; William ('. GorgaS, BUT-

geon-general, U. S. A.; William II.

Holmes, head curator Smithsonian In-

stitution; Hennen Jennings, former
president London Institute of Mining
and Metallurgy; George M. Rommel,
chief of the animal husbandry division,

Bureau of Animal Industry, Depart-
ment of Agriculture; L. S. Rowe, presi-

dent American Academy of Political

and Social Science, and Robert S. Wood-
ward, president Carnegie Institute of

Washington. There will be nine main
sections, devoted to nine different sub-

jects. General Bixby is in charge of

the engineering program. The com-
mittee on the conservation of water
for power is composed of N. C. Grover,

United States Geological Survey, chair-

man; Herman Stabler, United States

Geological Survey; M. O. Leighton,

consulting engineeer for the United
States Geological Survey; E. C. Finney,

attorney for the Department of the

Interior, and Philip P. Wells, attorney

for the Conservation Commission, all

of Washington, D. C. The members
of the committee on engineering edu-

cation are Arthur A. Hamerschlag,
director Carnegie Institute of Tech-

nology, Pittsburgh, Pa., chairman;
Frederick A. Goetze, dean School of

Mines, Engineering and Chemistry,

Columbia University, New York; G. C.

Anthony, dean Engineering School,

Tufts College, Massachusetts; R. M.

Hughes, president Miami University,

Oxford, Ohio; Herman Schneider, dean

College of Engineering, University of

Cincinnati; Carl L. Mees, president

Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre

Haute, Ind., and John B. Whitehead,

professor in Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Md. Section V, on engineer-

ing, will treat of such subjects as relate

to water and land transportation and the

various problems of interest to the en-

gineering sciences. This section will

concern itself in particular with the

constructive discussion of various en-

gineering subjects which commanded
the attention of the delegates to the

Santiago congress of 1908. Among
these are a common Pan-American body
of engineering nomenclature and laws

relating to the use of water. The
American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers will be represented on the en-

gineering committee by F. L. Hutch-

inson, secretary, New York; Percy H.

Thomas, New York; John H. Finney,

Washington, and John B. Whitehead,

Baltimore, Md.
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Athens (Ga.) Electric Club. — The
Athens Electric Company started • its

winter season on Nov. 15 with a large

attendance. The speaker of the eve-

ning was H. V. Lips, who gave an illus-

trated lecture on "Edison and the Elec-

tric Lamp."

Philadelphia Section, I. E. S.—There
will be held on Dec. 17 a joint meet-
ing of the Philadelphia Section of the

Illuminating Engineering Society and
the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.

Charles P. Steinmetz will speak on
"Illuminating Engineering."

Woonsocket Gas and Electric Em-
ployees' Club.—On Nov. 18 F. J. Whit-
ing, editor of the Stone & Webster
Public Service Journal, addressed the
Woonsocket (Mass.) Gas and Electric

Employees' Club on "International Fi-

nance as Affected by the Present War."

Meeting of Wisconsin Contractors.

—

The thirteenth annual meeting of the

Electrical Contractors' Association of

Wisconsin will be held in Milwaukee,
Jan. 17, 18 and 19, at the Hotel Wis-
consin. The only open session of the

meeting will be held in the afternoon
of Jan. 18.

Los Angeles Section, A. I. E. E.

—

At the regular meeting of the Los An-
geles Section of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers on Nov. 16 in

the Chamber of Commerce Building, A.

O. Austin, ceramic engineer of the Ohio
Insulator Company, presented a paper
on "Insulators and Insulator Testing."

Nebraska Electrical Association An-
nual Convention.—The annual conven-
tion of the Nebraska Electrical Asso-
ciation was held at Omaha, Neb., on
Nov. 10, 11 and 12. The officers of the

association were elected as follows:

Mr. Byron of Gothenberg, president;

Mr. Smith of Exeter, vice-president;

B. E. Egan, Nebraska City, secretary-

treasurer; W. C. Ross, Omaha, George
Montgomery, Lincoln, and A. C. Laf-
lang, Lexington, executive committee.

Ohio Electrical Contractors' Associ-

ation.—A most successful meeting of

the Ohio Electrical Contractors' Asso-
ciation was held at Columbus on Nov.
10. Reports were received from com-
mittees on revision of by-laws, legisla-

tion and membership, as well as from
W. G. Reuter of Cincinnati, who made
an extended report on the Cincinnati

Electrical Show. The next meeting of

the association will be held the second

Wednesday in May, 1916, at Youngs-
town.

December Meetings.—The following

meetings have been announced to be

held during December: Central Electric

Railway Association meeting at De-
troit, Mich., on Dec. 7 and 8; annual
meeting of American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers at New York City,

Dec. 7 to 10; joint convention of Na-
tional Independent Telephone Associ-

ation and Independent Telephone As-
sociation of America at the Hotel La-

Salle, Chicago, on Dec. 8, 9 and 10;

first annual convention of American
Association of Engineers at the Hotel

LaSalle, Chicago, 111., on Dec. 10 and

11; second Pan-American Scientific

Congress, Washington, Dec. 27 to Jan. 8.

Associations
and Societies

The Directory of Electrical Asso-

ciations, which is regularly printed in

t lie first issue <>f each month, appears
<m page l-~'S!) of this number.

American Society of Agricultural

Engineers to Meet in Chicago.—At the

annual meeting of the American Socie-

ty of Agricultural Engineers to be held

in Chicago, Dec. 28 to 30, one entire

session has been set aside for papers
and discussions on the four farm con-

veniences—lighting, water-works, sew-

erage and heating systems. Those who
will lead the discussions are X. Caverno
of Kewanee, 111., and Burton Ashley, C.

E. Roth and L. W. Eggleston of Chi-

cago.

Pittsburgh Section, I. E. S.—An ed-

ucational meeting was held by the

Pittsburgh (Pa.) Section of the Illumi-

nating Engineering Society at the Car-
negie Institute of Technology on the

evening of Nov. 19. The following pa-

pers were presented: "Can Light Be
Measured?" by G. W. Roosa; "Instru-

ments That Are Used in Measuring the

Quantity of Light," by H. H. Magdsick,
and "Instruments That Are Used in

Measuring the Quality of Light," by
Dr. L. O. Grondahl.

A. I. E. E. to Discuss Motor Control.

—The 316th meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers will be
held in New York on Dec. 10. The gen-
eral subject of the meeting will be motor
control, and a paper will be presented
by C D. Knight entitled "The Principles

and Systems of Electric Motor Control."

The paper describes several types of

resistors and explains the various forms
of magnetic control in vogue for both
alternating-current and direct-current

motors. The characteristics of con-

tactor or magnetic switch design are

also considered.

Joint Meeting of Boston and Provi-
dence Engineers.—M. C. Rorty, engi-
neer of the American Telephone & Tel-

egraph Company, New York, addressed
a joint meeting of the Providence (R.

I.) Association of Mechanical Engi-
neers and the Boston (Mass.) branch of

the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers at Providence on Nov. 18
upon the development of a national tel-

ephone system, over 500 being present.
Members of the Boston branch of the
A. I. E. E. were also present, about 300
engineers from Boston journeying to

and from Providence by special train.

First Convention of American Asso-
ciation of Engineers.—Among those
who will speak at the first convention
of the American Association of En-
gineers at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago,
Dec. 10 and 11, are F. H. Newell, pro-
fessor of civil engineering, University
of Illinois; T. B. Lambert, power en-
gineer, Chicago Telephone Company;
Richard Yates, ex-Governor of Illinois,

and J. H. Prior, chief engineer Illinois

State Public Utility Commission. Con-

sideration oC ways and means to co-

operate with other engineering organ-

izations to advance engineering oppor-

tunity is one of the vital points to be

discussed. Other engineering societies

have been invited to send representa-

tives to take part in the deliberation.

Arthur Kneisel, secretary, 29 South
LaSalle Street, Chicago, reports that

the association now has 200 members.
Through the service clearing house 100

engineers have been put in touch with
positions in the last two months, al-

though all have not been placed. Of
these only forty men were members of

the association. At present there is a

call for high-grade factory executives.

Cleveland Electrical League.—On
Dec. 3 F. M. Feiker, editor of the

Electrical World, was the guest at a
meeting of the Electrical League of

Cleveland, Ohio, and made an address
to that body.

Officers of Electrical Manufacturers'
Club.—At the regular meeting of the

Electrical Manufacturers' Club held at

Hot Springs, Va., last month, the fol-

lowing officers were elected: President,

A. W. Berresford of the Cutler-Ham-
mer Manufacturing Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis.; vice-president, George
Morrison, General Electric Lamp
Works, Harrison, N. J.; secretary, H.
B. Crouse, Crouse-Hinds Company,
Syracuse, N. Y.; treasurer, LeRoy
Clarke, Safety Insulated Wire Com-
pany, New York City. An address was
made by James A. Emery, an attorney
of Washington, D. C, who discussed a
variety of topics pertinent to the oc-

casion.

Brooklyn N. E. L. A. Section Learns
of Uses of Gyroscope. — The regular
monthly meeting of the Brooklyn Com-
pany Section of the National Electric

Light Association was held on the eve-

ning of Nov. 15, the feature of the pro-
gram being an interesting address by
Elmer A. Sperry, president of the
Sperry Gyroscope Company of Brook-
lyn and member of the United States
Naval Advisory Board. Mr. Sperry ex-
plained and demonstrated briefly the
theory of the gyroscope and then told

of its application to stabilizing ships
and aeroplanes, to the marine compass,
to the sighting of guns, to the aiming
of submarines, to telescopes, and to

several other devices where precision
and stability are necessary.

New York Section Meeting, Society
of Chemical Industry.—At the Nov. 19
meeting of the New York Section of
the Society of Chemical Industry, held
at Rumford Hall, the subject of "Indus-
trial Chemical Research" was discussed
in the following papers: "Industrial Ar-
gon and Incandescent Lamps," by G. R.
Fonda of the research laboratory of

the General Electric Company; "Re-
search in Chemical Industry," by C. F.

Burges; "Some Principles in the Ad-
ministration of Industrial Research
Laboratories," by R. F. Bacon, director
of the Mellon Institute of Industrial
Research, and "Chemical Research in

the Iron and Steel Industry," by W. H.
Walker, director of the research lab-

oratory of applied chemistry of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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Public Service Commission News
\ii/i.ii.i ( 'iiniinissidii

The ' 01 (location ('"minis- ion has handed iluun

an order requiring that on or before Jen. i, L916, ell i

trie utilities operating in the State shall install such m<

or other apparatus as may be nece sarj In determining the

total amount of electrical energy generated and the total

amount of electrical energy distributed; that such In

Btrumentfl be read and the energy generated and distributed

be determined at frequent and regular Intervals, and that

permanent records be kept of the results of such reading!.

In the case of street-lighting circuits and of sign-lighting

installations in which a definite amount of electricity is

used for a definite number of hours each day, a complete
record of such power and such hours of use will lie deemed
a compliance with the order.

California Commission

Heretofore every gas, water, electric and telephone com-
pany in California has enforced its own arhitrary system
of rules as to deposits and extensions. This practice was
changed on Dec. 1, when the State assumed this power,

under the ruling of the California Railroad Commission
which fixes standard rules and regulations on this matter to

prevail all over the State. The sums now held as deposits

run from a few hundred dollars to $400,000, and when the

new rule goes into effect over $1,000,000 will be returned to

consumers directly or by offsetting bills they owe utilities.

More than GOO separate complaints against the deposit sys-

tem and the refusal of utilities to make extensions were
investigated by the commission. Ten months were occupied

in the inquiry, which included a close scrutiny of each com-
plaint and an examination into all the rules and practices

of about 1000 corporations. Hearings were held at which

all the large utilities concerned were represented, and eigh-

teen rules were formulated. These were abstracted in the

Electrical World of Aug. 28. The principal points of the

decision are:

(1) An applicant for metered service that is not pre-

paid, and who is not the owner of the premises, may
be required to establish his credit before service by cash

deposit, by satisfactory guarantor, or by having paid his

bills promptly during 1915. The amount of the cash

deposit may be specified by the utility, but must not be

over twice the average bill. Residence monthly deposits

shall not exceed $2.50 unless the average monthly bill is

over $2, when twice the average may be asked. Service

must not be discontinued until the deposit is fully absorbed.

In both cases consumers billed monthly will not be cut off

for fifteen days after written notice; consumers billed

weekly, not for four days; fortnightly, until seven days,

and those billed for terms longer than monthly periods,

not for thirty days. If bills are disputed as to amount,
service is to be continued and twice the amount claimed by
the utility deposited by the consumer with the Railroad Com-
mission, pending investigation by it. If not so deposited

in fifteen days after demand, service may be ended.

(2) Unmetered service at flat rates, if the utility de-

mands, must be paid in advance for the term for which bills

are usually rendered. Unmetered service unpaid for may
not be stopped except on notice as above.

(3) After a cash deposit has remained unimpaired for a

year, it shall be returned to the depositor. All such cases

now outstanding must be adjusted by Jan. 1, 1916. Within

thirty days after demand all deposits for metered service

shall be returned to consumers of less than a year if any of

the prescribed guarantees shall be given. When any ac-

count is closed any remaining deposit shall be returned

promptly.

(4) No contracts may be demanded of consumers, but

reasonable written application for service may be. Excep-

tions are made in unincorporated territory, which matter

is yet to be considered by the commission, and in incorpo-

rated territory in which contracts may be authorized by

the commission.

(5) Service connections of normal size must be made by
utilities to the property or curb line, or other point agreed

upon, at their expense. Disconnecting and reconnecting

service may be charged to the new or resuming consumer,

distributed oyer a period of payments, or merged in the

sral operating according to the rules of the

utility a; authorised by the commission. Cancellation

charges, hitherto made, are abolished.

(6) Utilities Operating under a general franchise to use
all the streets of a city nni t extend mains to serve ap-
plicants. They may appeal to the commission if an undue
hardship would thus be can led. Money paid to utilities

for extensions is a loan to he repaid as soon as conditions

warrant.

Iowa Commission

The secretary of the Board of Railroad Commissioners
of the State of Iowa ha Called our attention to the fact

that, the ruling on high-tension power lines reported in

our issue of Nov. l.'i, page 1118, was not made by the
Iowa commission.

New Jersey Commission

In formally denying to the Newton Gas & Electric

Company permission to increase its rates, the Board of

Public Utility Commissioners said on Nov. 30 that the

service rendered by the company falls far short of safe,

adequate and proper service. The conclusion was reached
by the board that the proposed schedule of minimum
charges for lighting suggested by the company is unjust

and unreasonable. In the judgment of the board, the

problem of settling the difficulties in securing proper serv-

ice for Newton from the power company admits of but
one solution, and that is the sale of the property in the

Court of Chancery, under whose jurisdiction a receiver has
been handling the company's affairs.

New York Commissions

Commissioner G. V. S. Williams of the Public Service

Commission, First District, New York, has rendered an
opinion in the case of J. G. Mayhew and others against
the Kings County Lighting Company. The commission
has not yet acted upon the recommendation, which is for

an order making the rates to be charged for gas from De-
cember, 1915, to December, 1916, 95 cents per 1000 cu. ft.

The case is an old one and has had an interesting history.

The original complaint was filed in 1910, and hearings
upon it were held by Commissioner Maltbie. The Kings
County Lighting Company supplies gas in the Thirtieth

Ward of Brooklyn and at the time was charging $1 per 1000
cu. ft. of gas. The complainants alleged that the rate was
unreasonable and requested the commission to order a
reduction. After the hearings, the commission issued an
order fixing the rate at 85 cents per 1000 cu. ft. from Nov.
1, 1911, to Dec. 31, 1912, and 80 cents per 1000 cu. ft. for

the year 1913. The company obtained a writ of certiorari,

and the commission's action was reviewed by the court.

The Appelate Division held that the commission's decision

in regard to the capital investment upon which the com-
pany was entitled to a fair return was correct except as

to allowances for going value and paving over mains, both
of which the commission had disallowed. The Court of Ap-
peals sustained the Appellate Division as to going value,

but reversed it and sustained the commission as to paving
over mains. The case was remanded to the commission for
action in accordance with the court decision and was re-

ferred to Commissioner Williams, who held additional hear-
ings and caused the valuation of the company's property
made by the commission as of December, 1910, to be
brought up to December, 1914.

The Public Service Commission, Second District, New
York, has approved extensions of the lines of the Courter
Electric Company through the town of Cobleskill under a
franchise recently granted by the town authorities. The
added electricity for the new lines will be secured through
an arrangement with the Mohawk Hydroelectric Company.
While there was some objection by residents of the town
of Cobleskill to the terms of the Courter company's fran-
chise, Commissioner Emmet indicated on the hearing of
the case that if the objections to the terms of the franchise
were valid, redress for the objectors lay with the town
authorities or the courts rather than with the commission,
which is directed by the law to consider the public con-
venience and necessity of the improvement that is under
contemplation.
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Corporate and Financial
Great Western Power Company of California, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.—The properties of the Great Western Power
Company, a corporation operating in California and con-
trolled by the Western Power Company of New Jersey, will

be taken over by the Great Western Power Company of
California, which has recently filed articles of incorporation
with a capitalization of $(50,000,000. Mortimer Fleish-
hacker, president of the Great Western Power Company, in

commenting on the incorporation, explained that the new
company will take the place of the present Great Western
Power Company, through an exchange of the $27,500,000
outstanding stock of the latter company for new common
stock. The present Great Western Power will be entirely

eliminated and superseded. The new company will issue at

once $4,500,000 of ten-year 6 per cent debentures, con-
vertible into preferred stock, and $30,000,000 of the stock
of the new corporation will be 6 per cent cumulative pre-

ferred. In order to issue this preferred stock it was neces-
sary that a new corporation should be organized. The new
company proposes also to issue first and refunding bonds,
ultimately to the amount of $100,000,000.

Los Angeles (Cal.) Gas & Electric Company.—The Board
of Public Service Commissioners of Los Angeles (Cal.)

passed a resolution on Nov. 23 proposing the purchase of

the distributing systems of the Pacific Light & Power Com-
pany and the Los Angeles Gas & Electric Corporation in the
Hollywood and East Hollywood and Eastlake-Highland Park-
Garvanza districts, provided a satisfactory price can be
agreed upon. If fair terms cannot be secured, the board
further resolved that a complete electrical distributing sys-

tem be installed, paralleling that of the existing corpora-
tions. "It appears advisable," said the board, "that pro-
vision be made as soon as practicable for supplying munici-
pal power in these two sections in order that the necessary
distributing works therein may be ready for use by the
time the city's generating plant is completed." The plan of
the commissioners is to be submitted to the City Council
for approval.

Lykens Valley Light & Power Company, Tower City, Pa.
—An issue of $150,000 of first mortgage 6 per cent sink-

ing-fund gold bonds dated Sept. 1, 1915, and due Sept. 1,

1945, are being offered at 97.5 and interest. The company
has taken over the Sterling Consolidated Electric Company
and the Williams Valley Light & Power Company.

Middle West Utilities Company, Chicago, 111.—The unsold
balance of an original offering of $2,000,000 of ten-year 6

per cent collateral gold bonds due Jan. 1, 1925, is being
offered at 95 and interest. The original price was 94.8.

Northern New York Utilities, Inc., Watertown, N. Y.

—

Authority has been granted to the company by the Public

Service Commission for the Second District of New York to

issue $76,700 of securities to finance extensions and im-

provements to its system in and about Watertown. The
company will issue $55,500 par value of its 5 per cent fifty-

year, first mortgage bonds at 87.5 and $21,200 par value of

its 7 per cent cumulative preferred stock at par. The com-
mission has not yet come to a decision on the application of

the company to take over the municipal electric plant of the

village of Cape Vincent and to issue securities thereon. The
case has been consolidated with the one in which the above
order has just been made and will be considered in connec-

tion with the security issues and other features appertain-

ing to that case.

Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company, Akron, Ohio.

—For the first nine months of the calendar year the sur-

plus of the company after interest charges amounted to

$613,958, as compared with $610,295 for the first nine

months of 1914. Gross earnings ran about $100,000 ahead
of last year. A statement showing the comparative results

of operation for the first nine months of 1914 and 1915

follows:

1915 1914
Groes earnings $2,829,360 $2,728,559
Operating expenses and taxes 1,748,732 1,663,018

Net earnings $1,080,628 $1,065,541
Interest 466,670 455,246

Surplus $613,958 $610,295

Northern States Power Company, Chicago, 111.—Some
350 investors in Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.; Fargo,
N. D.; Sioux Falls, S. D., and other cities served by the
organization have subscribed to approximately $200,000 par
value of the company's 7 per cent preferred stock under
the plan for increasing the number of stockholders in the
territory served by the company's lines. While the partial
payment plan is growing in favor, the great majority of
sales have been for cash.

Ohio Service Company, Cambridge, Ohio.—Authority has
been granted to the company by the Public Utilities Com-
mission of Ohio to issue $88,000 of three-year 6 per cent con-
vertible trust notes and $12,700 of common stock. Of these
securities $82,000 are to be sold, the notes at not less than
88.5 and the stock at not less than 80. These issues will en-
able the company to reimburse its treasury for cash expend-
ed in the acquisition of the Strasburg Electric Company and
for additions, extensions and improvements to its properties
and to make the final payment in the purchase price of the
Strasburg company.

Peerless Truck and Motor Corporation, New York, N. Y.

—

A statement recently made public shows that there has
been issued by the company in the acquisition of the cap-
ital stock of the Peerless Motor Car Company and the
General Vehicle Company, Inc., 200,000 shares of capital
stock, par value $50, totaling $10,000,000, and ten-year 6
per cent convertible gold notes to the amount of $5,000,000.
There has been deposited with the trustee to retire the bal-
ance of the outstanding bonds of the Peerless Motor Car
Company $600,000; also there has been deposited with the
trustee to acquire the remainder of the outstanding shares
of the Peerless Motor Car Company $637,695. Cash in the
bank amounts to $292,500. The subsidiary company's assets
on Sept. 30, 1915, were $14,362,726.64, of which patents,
franchises and good will take up $5,100,000, capital assets

$4,664,268.42, current assets $4,389,897.02, and deferred
assets $208,561.20. The outstanding capital stock of the
Peerless Motor Car Company is $4,186,200, and that of the
General Vehicle Company $6,200,000. The funded debt of
the subsidiaries for the retirement of which cash has been
provided by the new company amounts to $900,000.

San Joaquin Light & Power Corporation, Fresno, Cal.

—

The California Railroad Commission has recently issued
an order authorizing the company to issue three promissory
notes for $300,000 at 6 per cent, to refund six promissory
notes now overdue. The first and refunding mortgage
forty-year series 6 per cent gold bonds of the corporation
will be pledged as collateral security for the three new
notes, on the basis of $1,333.33 par value of the bonds for

each $1,000 face value of the notes secured.

Shawinigan Water & Power Company, Shawinigan Falls,

Quebec.—The dividends of the company have been raised
from a 6 per cent basis to a 7 per cent basis. The present
year, it was stated at the recent directors' meeting, is the
best in the history of the company. The increase in divi-

dend rates, it was stated by J. E. Aldred, president of

the company, was to have been made a year ago, but action
was deferred on account of the European war.

Utah Securities Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah.—The
gross and net earnings of the combined operating properties
of the corporation for the month of October and for the
twelve months ended Oct. 31 were larger than for any simi-
lar period in the history of the properties. The gross earn-
ings for October were $432,601, which is 8 per cent more
than for October, 1914, while the net earnings showed a gain
of 22 per cent, from $194,436 to $237,687. For the twelve
months ended Oct. 31, 1915, the gross earnings amounted to

$4,703,796, a gain of 2 per cent, and the net earnings were
$2,427,445, a gain of 6 per cent.

Wanatah (Ind.) Electric Company.—The Public Service
Commission of Indiana has entered an order empowering
the company to sell $9,000 in bonds and $5,000 in stock cer-

tificates for the purpose of purchasing the lighting system
and transmission lines heretofore installed in Wanatah and
to furnish light, heat and power to the town.

Washington Water Power Company, Spokane, Wash.—

A

new issue of $1,700,000 of first refunding mortgage gold 5

per cent bonds due July 1, 1939, is being offered at par and
interest.
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Manufacturing and Industrial

lii«- Robbini A Myers Company, Springfield, Ohio, ba

moved its s : 1 1 1 Francisco office, which is In charge of

i; Bunt, i" 703 EUalto Buildl

i in- Bpraj Engineering Company, 98 Federal Street,

Boston, nfa . ba adopted a trademark and a trade name
for its various products. Henceforth its equipmenl will be

designated aa "Spraco" air washers, "Spraco" noi

"Spraco" cooling Bystems, otc.

The Tungsten Products Company is the new name of

the concern formerly known aa the Cleveland Tung
Products Company, Chester Avenue, N. E., and Bast

Thirtieth Street, Cleveland, Ohio. The company baa re-

cently moved into a new factory.

ill.- Shau Insulator Company, 207 Market street, New
ark. N. J., manufacturer Of molded insulation and light-

ning protective equipment, has recently completed the con-

struction of a plant for molding composition material into

insulating parts for generators, motors, automobile starters,

magnetos, etc.

Now IMaiit lor Novelty Incandescent Lamp Company.

—

The new St. Mary's plant of the Novelty Incandescent

Lamp Company, Emporium, Pa., will be ready for opera-

tion about Dec. lo. The capacity of the new factory, which

is designated as Plant No. -

J, is 5000 tungsten lamps daily.

The additional output will enable the company to take

care of its increased business.

H. O. Swoboda, Empire Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., has

been retained as consulting engineer by the city of Mas-
sillon, Ohio, for the purpose of preparing a set of plans

and specifications for a new street-lighting system. The
present contract with the lighting company of the above-

named city expires during the month of April of next

year, and it is the desire of the city to secure a modern

system of lighting.

Robbins & Myers Company Arranging for Large Addi-

tion to Its Factory.—Arrangements are being perfected by

the Robbins & Myers Company, manufacturer of motors

and fans, Springfield, Ohio, to begin the construction of a

new building early in the coming year. The ground dimen-

sions of the structure will be 300 ft. by 300 ft., and it will

be four stories high. The addition will require an invest-

ment of about $150,000, and it is estimated that about

$50,000 will be expended in equipment.

"Ben Franklin Day," Jan. 17.—Jan. 17, 1916, the two

hundred and tenth anniversary of the birth of Benjamin

Franklin, will be observed by the National Quality Di-

vision of the General Electric Company, Nela Park,

Cleveland, Ohio, by the distribution of a series of special

Franklin window displays, commemorative of the work of

the great American philosopher and electrical experi-

menter. The familiar kite and key are features of the

exhibit. Newspaper advertising plates and lantern slides

for motion-picture show display are also being distributed

by the National Division, in preparation for advance pub-

licity for "Ben Franklin Day."

Roebling Company Acquires Massachusetts Plant.—The

John A. Roebling Sons Company, whose plant in Trenton,

N. J., was recently damaged by an incendiary fire, has

purchased the machinery and equipment of the Spencer

Wire Company of Worcester, Mass. The purchase was
made to tide the Roebling company over the emergency

caused by the fire. The Worcester factory will be used in

manufacturing wire rope from material sent from other

plants of the Roebling company, and after the plant in

Trenton is restored the equipment will be sent to other

factories. The Spencer plant is one of the largest power

customers of the Worcester Electric Light Company and

is situated within a few yards of the Webster Street gen-

erating station of the last-named concern.

Russian Society for Electrical Enterprises, Ltd.—The

Russian Society for Electrical Enterprises, Ltd., 5 Marsowo
Polje, Petrograd, announces that, in addition to its activi-

ties as the operator of electric-lighting plants in Pawlowsk,

Uman and Kamenetz-Podolsk, and of electric railways in

Elizabethgrad and Uman, it has opened a branch for the

sale of electrical machinery, apparatus and insulating ma-

terials, steam and internal-combustion engines, and water

turbines. In this connection the society w\ ba to act as

i'"i \ rican manufacturers in the sale of

rical equipment, and would like to Ret Into touch with

tucfa manufacturers. Announcement I made that the com
pany la a member of the Russian and French Bank, to

winch it i afei bj permission.

Playing a Trump in the Electrical Advertlalng Game.

—

The electrical industry is repre ented by the Western
Electric Company, 168 We t Street, New York, in a new
advertising game recently placed on the market, in the

production of which thirteen Large di tributera of nation

ally advertised ^oods collaborated. The game, known as

''Going to Market," is modeled aftei the famous game
of authors, the dignified old faces and names of the latter

giving place in the new game to the names and products of

thirteen diversified manufacturers. Each manufacturer has

B et of four cards, making a total of fifty-two for the

deck. The game is played exactly like its prototype, with
the difference, as explained above, of the substitution of

names. The Western Electric Company's four cards are
used for washing machines, vacuum cleaners, "inter-

phones" and electric irons.

Banquet for Employees of Benjamin Electric Company.

—

Fifty-two officers and salesmen of the Benjamin Electric

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111., recently attended
a banquet given by the company's manufacturing depart-

ment to the members of the sales and advertising depart-

ments of the central division of the concern at the Hotel
La Salle. E. A. Drake, factory manager, acted as toast-

master. Addresses were made by R. B. Benjamin, presi-

dent of the company, and W. D. Steele, vice-president and
general manager. Five-minute talks were also made on
the following subjects: "Quality of Material and Service

in Salesmanship," "The Place of Advertising in Business,"

"Engineering Department Problems," "The Figuring of

Costs," "The Advantage of Bonus Rates in Production,"
"The Metal Market," "The New Field for the Factory Sig-

nal Horn," "The Packing and Labeling of Goods," "The
Handling of Orders" and "Educational and Welfare Work
Among Employees." The following men took part in the

discussion: A. E. Lubeck, G. B. Weber, A. N. Fox, H. Pol-

lard, L. W. Kester, 0. F. Westphal, C. B. Harlow, H. A.
Varnell, J. Estes, P. Phillips, H. A. Frahm, J. M. Watson,
George Thyer, F. Stranberg, C. H. Harrington and C. Vro-
man.

Data on Activity in the Small-Motor Field.—Frederick

S. Dellenbaugh, Jr., a representative of the industrial de-

partment of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, speaking before a meeting of Ohio central-

station men, presented the accompanying table to show
the distribution of inquiries for small motors in the many
fields of their usefulness received by the Westinghouse
company: Number of Per Cent

Application Inquiries of Total
Clothes and dish-washers 48 18.3
Vacuum cleaners 33 12.5
Garage and house pumps 30 11.5
Addressing and mailing machines 18 6.8

Small blowers 18 6.8
Carbonators and beer pumps 17 6.4

Coffee mills and meat choppers 16 6.2

Small machine tools 14 5.3
Adding and computing machines 10 3.8

Electric pianos 10 3.8

Motion-picture machines 8 3.0

Sewing machines 7 2.7

Optical instruments 5 1.9

Humidifiers 4 1.5

Dental supplies 4

Sign flashers 4 1.5

Miscellaneous 17 6.5

Total 263 100.0

These data do not represent inquiries for one or two
machines for users, said Mr. Dellenbaugh, but inquiries

from manufacturers, the number being the number of

different manufacturers and not the number of inquiries

including several from one company. The table does not

include all the manufacturers of this apparatus, each one

of which is turning out from a few hundred to several

thousand machines a year. In addition to the common
headings given, there are a number of manufacturers of

apparatus such as peanut and popcorn machines, razor-

blade sharpeners, vegetable parers, hat cleaners and a

host of other motor-driven devices too numerous to men-

tion. As an example of the spread of the motor-driven
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idea, a number of unusual and unique devices have re-
cently been developed that usefully (ill a certain need that
the ordinary person would hardly think provided a field
for motors. One of these is a paper shredder for hanks.
It is quite important that all the waste paper thrown out
of hanks should he mutilated beyond possible identification.
To burn this or otherwise destroy it by hand has been
quite a problem in some of the larger institutions, and so
some one comes forth with a motor-driven device that
tears up the paper as rapidly as it can be thrown in the
hopper and leaves it in about the shape of excelsior. Mo-
tion-picture ticket venders, ticket destroyers, baseball
score boards, and even automatic flagmen for railroad
crossings, all driven by small motors, are being manu-
factured. The data are given with the intention of empha-
sizing the wide possibilities in the use of small motors.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Nov. 22 N , Nov. 30 ^

Selling Prices Selling Prices
Hul Asked liiii Asked

c| £ s <1
m. standard spot 82 1.". 79 10 Q

I Time Lake 19. 7.', to 20.00 19.75 to 20.00
trolytic 19.62% to 19.87 '-. 19.75 to 20.00

Casting 19.12% to 19.37% 19.25 to 19.50
Copper wire base 20.87% to 21.12%t 20.87% to 21.12 %tLead 5.25 5.25

Nickel (5.00 to 50.00f 15.00 to 50.00t
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter. . . 20.00f 22 001
Tin. Straits 39.62% 89.75T
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent 56.00 to 58.00 57.00 to 59. on

OLD METALS
Heavy copper and wire.... 16.00 to 16.25f 16.50 to 16.75f
Brass, heavy 10.50 toll.OOf 10.75 to ll.OOt
Brass, light 9.00 to 9.25t 9.00 to 9.25f
Lead, heavv 1.50 to 4.75t 4.50 to 4.75t
Zinc, scrap 13.50 to 14.00t 18.50 to!4.00t

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Nov. 30 19,396

fNominal.

New Incorporations
The Brighton Hydroelectric Company, Brighton, Iowa,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000. The
officers are: T. Thompson, president, and Bertha E.

Thompson, secretary and treasurer, both of Brighton.

The Farmers' Electric Company of Northern Lancaster

County, Pa., has been granted a charter with a capital

stock of $5,000. The incorporators are John H. Ware, Clara

M. Ware and W. E. Edwards, all of Lancaster. The offi-

ces of the company will be in Lancaster.

The Hebron Light, Heat & Power Company, Hebron, Ind.,

has been incorporated by Fred A. Bremer, Charles B.

Alyea, William J. Mulinex, Ralph Alyea and David B.

Fickle. The company is capitalized at $25,000 and will

generate and distribute electricity.

New Industrial Companies
The Goodman Electric Construction Company, Chicago,

111., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000
by Lester E. Goodman, Ralph E. Stern and Harold J. Gold-
berger.

The Riverside Electric Company, Rochester, N. Y., has
been incorporated by Norah K. Ward, Edwin L. North and
Walter J. Moore. The company is capitalized at $2,000

and intends to do a general contracting business.

The American Sewing Machine & Electrical Company,
New York, N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $1,200 to manufacture and deal in electric motors. The
incorporators are Julius Halperin, Abraham Nizin and
Irving Silverman.

The G. E. Engineering Company, New York, N. Y., has
been incorporated by George M. Wheeler, Lewis J. Mc-
Dowell and Franklin L. Harris, 6 Ithaca Street, Elmhurst,
Long Island. The company is capitalized at $10,000 and will

manufacture and deal in electrical machinery.

Trade Publications
Small Lighting Plant.—The Strong Electric Company,

Des Moines, Iowa, has prepared an illustrated folder on
its farm gasoline-engine-driven generating plant.

Toy Transformers,—An illustrated folder describing sev-
eral types of its toy transformers has been issued by the
Dongan Electric Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich.

Christmas-Tree Lighting Battery.—The General Lead
Batteries Company, Newark, N. J., has published Bulletin
No. 14 on its small batteries for lighting Christina,
and operating toys.

Mine Suspensions and (lamps.—The Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Manufacturing Company, Bast Pittsburgh, Pa., has
prepared an illustrated leaflet, No. 385!), on its mine su -

pensions and clamps.

Electric Boudoir Set.—The Hotpoint Electric Heating
Company, Ontario, Cal., is sending out an attractive book-
let in the shape of a small bag which contains information
on its electric boudoir set.

Oil Engines.—Bulletin No. 142, describing its recently
developed type "D" single-cylinder horizontal oil engine,
has been published by the De La Vergne Machine Com-
pany, East 138th Street, New York.

Christmas-Tree Outfits.—An illustrated leaflet describing
electric lamps and electric candles for Christmas-tree light-
ing has been published by the Import Sales Company, 19
East Twenty-first Street, New York.

Automobile Batteries.—Handbook RB, issued by the Elec-
tric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa., contains
information on replacement batteries for automobiles,
starting, lighting and ignition service.

Ornamental Lighting Fixtures.—The Beard^lee Chande-
lier Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111., is sending out
Sheets J-5-1 to J-5-6 inclusive, which contain sketches
of various types of ornamental lighting fixtures.

Toy Motor and Small Transformers.—The Viking Elec-
tric Company, 150 Chambers Street, New York, has pre-
pared illustrated folders describing its transformers for the
operation of toys and bells and its "Veco" toy motor.

Electric Trains.—The Lionel Manufacturing Company,
48 East Twenty-first Street, New York, has prepared an
attractively illustrated catalog which contains information
on its electric toy trains and auxiliary apparatus.

Electric Furnaces.—The Arthur H. Thomas Company,
West Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa., has prepared
an illustrated bulletin on electric multiple replaceable-unit
furnaces of the muffle, tube, crucible and organic combus-
tion types.

Lighting Standards.—The King Foundry Company, St.
Joseph, Mo., has recently published its latest "Monolight"
bulletin, which contains a number of illustrations of its
lighting standards, employed with General Electric "Nova-
lux" units.

Telegraph Devices.—J. G. Bunnell & Company, 32 Park
Place, New York, have prepared the thirty-sixth edition
of their Catalog No. 73, which is a manual of wire and wire-
less telegraphy with descriptions of instruments adapted
tor use by amateurs.

Hydraulic Apparatus.—The Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany, San Francisco, Cal., is sending out a circular which
is illustrated in colors and contains information on various
types of hydraulic apparatus and details for analyzing a
proposed water-power development. The bulletin is being
printed in Spanish, Portuguese and English.

W'oven-Asbestos Resistance and Heating Nets. The
Cressall Manufacturing Company, 40 Staniforth Street,
Birmingham, England, is sending out a card to which is

attached a small sample of its woven-asbestos resistance
units. The company is also sending out leaflets on its

resistance nets for motor starters and regulators.

Battery-Charging Equipment.—Booklet B, issued by the
Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,
contains information on its "Universal" unit-type garage
equipment and other types for vehicle-battery charging,
equipment for use in private garages and for charging
starting, lighting and ignition batteries on gasoline cars.
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BOSTON, MASS.—Bids will be received
by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts at
Room •>. State House, Boston, Mass. until
Dec 16 for furnishing approximately 50,-
000 Incandescent electric lamps for certain
departments of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. For details see proposal
columns.
BROCKTON, MASS.—The directors of

the Retail Trade Bureau have adopted a
recommendation for the installation of an
ornamental lighting system on Main Street,
which provides for the erection of 75 nitro-
gen lamps of 1000 cp., 25 to burn all night
and f>0 until 1 a. m.
GREENFIELD, MASS.—The Turners

Falls Pwr. & El. Co., Greenfield, has
awarded contract for installing additional
6000-kw. vertical waterwheel-driven gener-
ator, a bank of 10,500-kw., 6600/66, 000-volt
transformers, and for the necessary exten-
sions to buildings to provide space for this
equipment. With this equipment in place
the plant will have an output of 24,000 kw.
The plant is designed for an ultimate out-
put of 36,000 kw. C. F. Mosher is super-
intendent of stations.

MERRIMAC. MASS.—A committee has
been appointed to make investigations and
to determine as to the advisability of pur-
chasing energy from the Amesbury (Mass.)
El. Lt. Co. to operate the municipal elec-
tric-light system. At present electricity is
generated at the municipal plant, but the
output is not sufficient to meet the present
demands.
HARTFORD, CONN.—The Connecticut

Co., Hartford, has applied to the City Coun-
cil for a permit to rebuild and enlarge its
power station on Commerce Street. Four
1000-hp. boilers and a coal conveyor will
be installed The station will be equipped
with smoke consumers. The cost of the
improvements is estimated at $197,000.
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ILBANY, N v Bids will be <• & Ived

bj the Board of Contract and Supply, Al-
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RATAVIA, N. Y.—The Genese.e Lt. &
Pwr. Co.. Batavis has been authorized by
the Public Service Commission to Issue
Sio.ooo in bonds, of which the proceeds of

tided for the installa-
tion of an electric distribution system in
the Village Of Elba and $4,394 to reimburse
the treasury for the expenditure in connec-
tion with the acquisition of the distribution
system of the United States Gypsum Co. in
the village of Oakfield and for extensions
and improvements to same.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—The Ansco Co.,

Binghamton, has awarded the contract for
engineering work and construction of ex-
tensions and improvements to its power
plant to the J. G. White Engineering
Corpn., 4 3 Exchange Place, New York.
The company manufactures photographic
apparatus, cameras, films, etc.

BROOKLYN, N. Y—Bids will be re-
ceived by William Williams, commissioner
of water, gas and electricity, Room 2342,
Municipal Building, New York, until Dec.
13 for furnishing electricity in Brooklyn as
follows: For furnishing and maintaining
electric-lighting units for lighting public
streets, parks and places from Jan. 1, 1916,
to Dec. 31, 1916, inclusive; (2) for furnish-
ing electric current for lamps and motors in
public buildings and for furnishing and
maintaining certain equipment during said
period; (3) for performing sundry repair
and other work to lighting equipment fur-
nished by the city during said period. Blank
forms of bid, proposals and contract, in-
cluding specifications, can be obtained at
the above office. Bids will also be received
at the same time and place for reserving
and furnishing electrical generating ca-
pacity, current and equipment for use of the
high-pressure fire-service pumping stations
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1916.
DUNDEE, N. Y.—Within the next 30

days the owners of the local electric-light
plant expect to erect the first section of
new transmission lines, consisting of SV2
miles ; also to purchase within the next 30
days line switches and lightning arresters,
7 miles of No. 6 weatherproof, three-braid
wire, 1 mile of No. 8 and 1 mile of No. 10
weatherproof, three-braid wire, one 15-kw.,
1100/2200-volt step-up transformer, porce-
lain insulators, cross-arms, line hardware,
etc., tape and fixtures. Edward L. Bailey
is manager.
JAMAICA, N. Y.—Bids will be received

by Maurice E. Connolly, president of the
borough of Queens, Borough Hall, Jamaica,
until Dec. 10 for furnishing and installing
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NEW FORK, N Y Bids will be received
B. .1. Snyder, superintendent of school

buildings, Department of Education, Park
Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street, New York,
until Dec 13 for installing electric equip-
ment in the addition to the alterations in
Public School 3, on Grove Street, between
Hudson and Bedford Streets, borough of
Manhattan. Blank forms, plana and speci-
fications may be obtained at the above of-
fice.

OTISVILLE, N. Y.—Bids will be received
by William Williams, commissioner, Room
2342, Municipal Building, New York, until
Dec. 9 for furnishing high-tension alternat-
ing electric current to the tuberculosis
sanatorium of the Department of Health at
Otisville, town of Mount Hope, Orange
County, together with the furnishing and
maintaining of certain equipment, includ-
ing high-tension transmission lines for the
year 1916. Blank forms of bid, proposals
and contract, including specifications, can
be obtained at the above office.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Notice has been
given that application will be made to the
Public Service Commission for certificate of
public convenience authorizing and approv-
ing the incorporation of the following com-
panies: The Center Township Lt. Co., Pot-
ter Township Lt. Co., Ohio Township Lt
Co., Georgetown Lt. Co., Industry Lt. Co.,
and the Glasgow Lt. Co. and the Ferry Lt.
Co., of Shippingport. With the exception
of the last-named company, the companies
will operate in the town or borough for
which they are named.
MAUCH CHUNK, PA.—Preparations

are being made by the Carbon Transit
Co., Mauch Chunk, for the installation of a
300-kw., 600-volt direct-current generat-
ing unit, consisting of a generator and en-
gine or turbine (directly connected). Con-
tracts will be awarded about Dec. 1. J. F.
Geiser, general manager and electrical en-
gineer, Mauch Chunk, will have charge of
the work.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The Lehigh Val-

ley R. R. Co., 228 South Third Street, Phil-
adelphia, is contemplating the construction
of large shops at Lizard Creek Junction.
Electrically driven machinery, it is under-
stood, will be used throughout.

Establishing a Construction Record at the Essex Plant of the New Jersey Public Service Corporation-
Eight Months and Eight Days from Foundations to "Steam On"

In the construction of the great new
Essex generating station of the Public
Service Corporation of New Jersey, now
nearing completion at Point-no-Point on
the Jersey meadows near Newark, a rec-
ord was established in getting the plant
equipment ready for operation although

the building itself had not yet been com-
pleted. Exactly eight months and eight
days after the picture at the left was taken
(on Jan. 21 of this year) the steelwork and
superstructure had been run up on the foun-
dations there shown, the prime-mover equip-
ment and auxiliaries had been installed, and
the first turbine was turned over, ready to
carry its share of the winter lighting load.
Two of the four 25,000-kva. turbo-gen-

erators for which the station is designed
have been installed, although one of these
is considered as a spare unit since the four
boilers thus far erected are sufficient to
supply steam to only one turbine unit.
Each turbine has a direct-connected 100-
kw. exciter. Interest has been attracted
to the new Essex station on account of
its unusual design features, among the
most striking of which is the arrangement
for reclaiming the energy loses in the gen-
erators by conveying the air from the
windings to the boiler furnaces. Each gen-
erator armature is provided with a number
of thermometer coils to indicate the maxi-
mum load at which the machine can be
operated. The coal-handling equipment is
designed for an ultimate station rating of

200,000 kva. Of the complete station, one-
third of the boiler house, one-half of the
turbine room and one-half of the switch
house are being constructed at this time.
A short note on this power house was pub-
lished on page 669 of the Electrical
World of Sept. 18.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The directors of
the Misericortlia Hospital, it is understood,
will soon be ready to receive bids lor tho
construction of power house and equipment.
The building is to be erected at Kilty-third
and Cedar Streets. E. F. Durang & Son
are architects.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The board of
education is planning to erect a four-story
school building at B and Westmoreland
streets, to cost about $350,000.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Bids will be re-

ceived by the committee on property, board
of education, Philadelphia, until Dec. 10 for
erecting a 31-room school at B and Alle-
gheny Avenues and also a nine-room addi-
tion to the school at Seventieth and Wood-
land Avenues.
POTTSVILLE, PA.—A movement has

been started by the Merchants' Associa-
tion for the installation of an ornamental
lighting system on Centre Street from
Nichols Street to the Scheafer Building.
READING, PA.—A site has been pur-

i at Eighth and Lemons Streets by
the Pennsylvania Optical Co., on which it
will erect a plant 100 ft. by 230 ft. and
also a large power house.

WARREN, PA.—The Warren Lt. & Pwr.
Co. is contemplating the installation of a
new street-lighting system The plans pro-
vide for the erection of ornamental lamps,
maintained by underground wires in the
business district, 600-cp. lamps to be used
in the business section and 250-cp. lamps
in the residential districts. J. E. Hill is
local manager.
WOODBRIDGE, N. J.—We are informed

that the borough of Woodbridge has not
granted the Port Reading R. R. Co. a fran-
chise to erect an electric transmission line
along the Turtle Brook Road, as reported
in the issue of Nov. 20.

DOVER. DEL.—Bids will be received at
the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington. D. C,
until Dec. 22 for installing a new conduit
and wiring system and lighting fixtures in
the post office at Dover, Del. For details
see proposal columns.

WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the supervising archi-
test, Treasury Department, Washington.
D. C, until Dec. 23, for installation, com-
plete, of an electric passenger elevator in
each of the following buildings: The
United States post office and court house
at Pendleton, Ore. ; post office and court
house at Burlington, Vt., and post office
and court house at Ardmore, Okla. For
details see proposal columns.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Foreign trade

opportunities are announced by the Bu-
reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
in the Commerce Reports, as follows: No.
19,321—A report from an American con-
sular officer in Russia states that an or-
ganization has requested catalogs, price
lists, samples and terms from firms manu-
facturing electrical supplies, such as car-
bon for arc lamps, with direct current

;

material for street lamps, with and with-
out wicks ; switches, safety devices, sockets,
with and without keys, meters, etc. Corre-
spondence should be in Russian. No. 19,-
325—An American consular officer in the
Canary Islands reports that a business
man in his district desires to establish
commercial relations, on a commission
basis, with manufacturers of electrical ap-
pliances. Correspondence should be in
Spanish. No. 19.228—A letter to the bu-
reau states that a business man in Peru
desires to be placed in communication with
exporters or manufacturers of electric
hanging and portable lamps of bronze or
gilded metal, terra-cotta or imitation
marble figures, busts or groups. No. 19,-
230—An American consular officer in
Russia reports that there is an urgent de-
mand for scientific instruments for chem-
istry, physics, electromechanics, astron-
omy, mineralogy, geology, zoology, phys-
iology, surgery,' anatomy and meteorology,
to be used in educational institutions. No.
19,330—A firm in the United Kingdom in-
forms an American consular officer that
it is desirous of importing cotton yarn,
suitable for covering electric bell wire,
electric flexible cords and cable. Samples
of the yarn desired may be examined at
the bureau or its branch offices. No. 19.341—A letter to the bureau states that a man
in Norway desires to establish commercial
relations with manufacturers of automobiles
and accessories, electrical materials and
machinery for manufacturing pneumatic
automobile and cycle tires and tubes. a*nd
tin cans for "brisling." No. 19,347—

A

letter to the bureau states that a firm in
Norway would like to communicate with
manufacturers of motorcycles and auto-
mobile accessories, such as headlamps,
lamps, horns, air cocks, lubricators, etc.
Further information may be obtained upon
application to the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Department of Com-
merce, Washington, D. C, or its branches.

North Central

BAT CITY, MICH—The Bay City Elec-
tive Light Department has contracted with
the BaOCOCk & Wilcox Mfg. Co. for a 600-
hp. boiler and three Jones und
Stokers The department is in the market
for a 20-in. strainer for Its BUCtion line
and also for a multi-Stage Centrifugal mo-
tor-driven pump for boiler feed. W. Jl.

Fitzhugh is superintendent.
I lie HI,AN I ) PARK, MICH.—Work has

begun on the installation of an extensive
lighting system in Highland l

Jark by the
Edison El. lllg. Co. of Oetroit. Under the
terms of the contract the village has the
privilege of taking over the system at the
end of ten years.

[RON MOUNTAIN, MICH.—The contract
for the addition (48 ft. by 50 ft.) to the
power house of the Peninsula Pwr. Co. at
Twin Falls has been awarded to G A Gus-
tafson.

MUSKEGON, MICH.—Preparations are
being made by the Terrace Street Improve-
ment Association to install a new ornamen-
tal street-lighting system.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.—An addition is

being built to the plant of the Buckeye
Foundry Co. Some electrical equipment, it

is understood, will be required.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—The contract for
the construction of a ten-story addition to
the Provident Savings Bank & Trust Com-
pany's building has been awarded to H.
Harig & Co. The cost is estimated at
about $60,000. Electrical and other work
will be sublet.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—The Board of
Education has applied for permits to erect
the gymnasium and stadium of the new
East High School and also the Industrial
Arts Building and the power plant. The
total cost of the buildings is estimated at
about $300,000.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived by C. W. Handman, business man-
ager of the board of education of the city
of Cincinnati, until Dec. 20 for the com-
pletion of the new East Side High School
buildings, known as the second section, in-
cluding the power house and equipment.
Plans and specifications are on file at 511
West Court Street, copies of which may be
obtained upon deposit of $25.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, City Hall, Cleve-
land, until Dec. 9 for one motor-driven hose
wagon for the division of fire, Department
of Safety. Specifications may be obtained
on application to the direction of public
safety, 207 City Hall, Cleveland.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies. City Hall, Cleve-
land, until Dec. 9 for furnishing, lighting,
extinguishing, repairing, maintaining and
furnishing energy for electric lamps for
street lighting in the city of Cleveland for
the year beginning Jan. 1, 1916. Specifica-
tions may be obtained at the office of the
superintendent of lighting.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Bids will be re-
ceived at the office of the commissioner of
purchases and supplies, City Hall, Cleve-
land. unt,l Dec. 8 for splicing cable and con-
necting series transformers in hand-poles
for connecting ornamental lighting system
for the municipal electric-light department.
Specifications may be obtained at the office
of the commissioner of light and heat divi-
sion, 1443 East Third Street.

ELYRTA, OHIO.—The Lorain County El.
Co., Elyria, expects to purchase within the
next 30 days three 350-kw., 22,000-volt
transformers and towers or poles for ex-
tensions to its high-tension transmission
system. The company is now installing a
40no-kw. General Electric turbine. J. B.
Johnson is general manager.
MASSTLLON, OHIO.—The light commit-

tee of the City Council has engaged H. O.
Swaboda, Pittsburgh, Pa., as consulting
engineer, to prepare plans and specifica-
tions for the installation of a new street-
lighting system.

1. KXINGTON. KY.—Arrangements are
being made by the Kentucky Trac. & Ter-
minal Co. for the erection of new high-ten-
sion transmission lines to connect all of the
present terminals with a loop system. The
new lines will include power-circuit con-
struction from Georgetown to Frankfort
and connecting up other high-tension lines
already completed. Rights-of-way have
practically been secured for the entire work.
SOUTH BEND. IND.—The Public Service

Commission has approved rates under which
the Indian & Michigan El. Co., South Bend.
will supply electrical service in Lakeville.

YVKSTVIUUC. IND.—The Public Service
Commission has approved the contract be-
tween the Laporte Gas & El. Co., Laporte,
and Charles G. Kimble, Laporte, whereby

the company will deliver energy at the city

UmltS Of Westville. Mr. Kimble proposes
to IiUreha.se electricity at wholesale and
distribute it In the towns of Wanatal
CTOSSSi Kouts, Union Mills and Wellsboro.

CICERO, ILL.—Bids will be receive
Andrew 11. Burgess, secretary of the board

nation, Cicero, until Dec. 13 for
electric Wiring and tor switchboard lor a

Million to the J. Sterling Morton High
School. Bids will also be received at tne
same time and place tor engines and gene-
rators lor addition to the J. Sterling Mor-
ton High School. Plans and specifications
may be obtained at the office oi Ashby,

& Schulze, architects, 178 West
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.

DECATUR, ILL.—The contract for the

Installation Of ornamental lamps on North
River Street has been awarded to .1 P.

try, at $3,397. An ordinance provid-
ing for the installation of ornamental lamps
On East Eldorado Street from .Main

Street to Front Street has been i

mended to the City Council by the board of

local Improvements. The plans provide for

42 three-lamp standards, to cost about
Bids, it is reported, will be received

the city about Dec. IS for installing an
ornamental lighting system, consisting of

38 standards, carrying three-lamp clusters,

on East Main Street and East Eldorado
Street. Bids will also be asked about Jan.
10 for an ornamental lighting system on
North Main Street, consisting of 76 stand-
ards, carrying three-lamp clusters. P. T.

I licks is city engineer.

ELGIN, ILL.—Plans have been prepared
by E. A. Bell, city electrician, for the in-

stallation of an ornamental lighting system
on Charles Street from National Street to

Bluff City Boulevard.
GALESBURG, ILL.—The city of Gales-

burg expects to install a 400-kw. or 600-

kw. direct-connected generating unit in the
municipal electric-light plant. As yet an
engineer has not been engaged. John
Walsh is superintendent of water and elec-

tric-light plant.

MEDORA, ILL.—The local electric-light

plant was recently destroyed by fire. The
town is at present without electrical service.

MENOMONIE, WIS.—The local telephone
company will remove its poles and wires
and place its wires underground in the

business district. The cost is estimated at

about $28,000.

BRAINERD, MINN.—We are informed
that the Pub. Ser. Co. of St. Cloud is

building a gas plant in Brainerd. Reported
in the issue of Nov. 13 that the company
was building a power plant.

CHISHOLM, MINN.—Preparations are

being made for an electric haulage system
in the Sec. 27 mine of the Oliver Co. The
plans call for the installation of an engine
and generator, with transmission lines to

all parts of the mine where energy is to

be used.

ALTON, IOWA.—Bids will be received
until Dec. 21 for construction of high and
grade school building, including general
construction, steam heating, electric wiring,
plumbing, temperature regulation, etc., in

Alton, to cost about $35,000. Plans are
being prepared by Beuttler & Arnold,
architects.

ARLINGTON, IOWA.—Plans are being
prepared by H. E. Netcot, architect, In-
dependence, for a school building in Arling-
ton, to cost about $30,000. Bids, it is

understood, will be received until Jan. 1

for construction, including general con-
struction, heating system, fan system, elec-

tric wiring, etc.

DES MOINES, IOWA.—The Des Moines
El. Co. has filed a petition with the Coun-
cil asking for permission to erect an addi-
tional high-tension transmission line (44,000
volts) from its power plant to the east city
limits over streets and alleys of East Des
Moines.
HARLAN, IOWA.—Bids will be received

by the board of education. Harlan, until
Jan. 5, 1916, for the construction of a new
high-school building and a new grade-school
building, including general construction,
heating and ventilating, heat regulation
and electric work. Drawings and specifica-
tions are on file at the office of the sec-
retary of the school board. Harlan ; at the
office of John D. Chubb, architect, Suite
1303, 109 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.;

also at the Builders' Kxchanges at Des
Moines. Towa ; Omaha. Neb.; Kansas City,
Mo. : Minneapolis. Minn., and Milwaukee,
Wis.

RHODES, IOWA —At an election tc be
held Dec. 9 the proposal to grant the Iowa
Ry. & Lt. Co., Cedar Rapids, a 25-year
franchise to supply electricity in Rhodes
will be submitted to the voters.

CROCKER, MO.—The City Council has
granted the Crystal Ice & Bottling Co.,
Crystal, a franchise for the installation of
an electric-lighting plant.
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to have gi nnti d a twent i mchlse
i" an elect i Ic company t.> Install and oper-
ate in elect) Ic llghtlri |

NAl'i \ i> The Inatallatlon oi
an eli ctrlc light plant In Napoleon la rt-
poi ted to b< under consideration .1 P

an<l Mi u Iward, Bit marck, are
reported Interested In 1 hi pi ojei i

BKUCB, S D \ franchise i . • the In-
atallutlon oi in electric lighting plani in
Bruce has been granted to Welbers A
Schuls.

MITCHELL, s D The Mltchi u St Rj
.^ Interurban Co., reoentlj organised, is in

atliiR the watei power at Oi eat Bend,
. 8 miles north of Mitchell, with view of
Installing a power planl to supply else
tii«u\ to operate the proposed rallwaj and
ti> rurnish electrical service to Burrounding
tOVt ns.

IMPERIAL, NEB The Installation of
an electric-power planl on the Frenchman
River Is under consideration. James Hoke
us reported Interested In the project
LINCOLN, NEB. Kids will be received

by the board of regents of the University
oi Nebraska, Lincoln, until Dec L5 for the
construction of a chemistry building on the
cltj campus of the Unlversitj of Nebraska.
Separate bids will be received tor Installa-
tion oi heating and ventilating, plumbing
ami vacuum cleaning and electric wiring.
Plans and specifications are on file in the
office of the superintendent of construction
In the administration building or the uni-
versity. The cost of the building, Including
equipment, is estimated at $200,000.
LINCOLN, NEB. Kids will be received

by the board of regents of the University
ol Nebraska, Lincoln, until Dec, L5 for con-
struction of a hospital building on the
grounds of the university medical college
in Omaha. Separate bids will be received
for installation of heating and ventilating,
plumbing and vacuum cleaning and electric
wiring for said building. Plans and speci-
fications are on file in the office of the
superintendent of construction in the admin-
istration building of the university. Kin-
coin. The cost of the building, including
equipment, is estimated at $130,000.
VALLEY, NEB.—The Platte Valley Pwr.

Co.. Valley, is contemplating extending its
transmission lines to Arlington and other
towns in that vicinity to supply electrical
service. Anton Bortenlanger, Glenwood. is
president of the company.
ESKRIDGE, KAN.—The local electric-

light plant was damaged by fire, causing a
loss of about $1,500.

LITTLE RIVER, KAN.—The city of
Little River has awarded contract for the
installation of a municipal electric-light
plant to F. D. Martin Co., Rialto Building,
Kansas City, Mo., at $15,163. W. B. Rollins
& Co., Midland Building. Kansas City, Mo.,
are engineers.

LONGTON, KAN.—Contracts have been
awarded by the city of Longton for the in-
stallation of a municipal electric-light
plant. Riley & Hardman, Parsons, are engi-
neers.

Southern States
DAVISBORO, GA.—Plans for the in-

stallation of an electric-light plant have
been prepared by W. Hopson Goodloe.
American National Bank Building, Macon,
Ga. The proposal to issue bonds will be
submitted to the voters.

LAKELAND, FLA.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Board of Bond Trustees,
Lakeland, until Dec. 17 for furnishing ma-
terial for construction and equipment for
additions to fire, water and electric systems,
separate bids to be submitted for the fol-
lowing : One quadruple combination motor
fire truck, etc., one fire-alarm system and
connections, water-works pumps, one air
compressor and air lifts, one artesian-well
pump, drilling and casing one artesian well,
two water-tube steam oollers, one steam-
driven electric generating unit, one surface
condensing equipment, one switchboard, etc.,
cast-iron water pipe, fittings, valves and
hydrants and laying of same. Specifica-
tions are on file in the City Hall, Lakeland,
and at the office of the Scofield Engineering
Co., Commercial Trust Building, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.—Bids will be
received at the office of the supervising
architect. Treasury Department, Washing-
ton, D. C., until Dec. 30 for construction
complete, including mechanical equipment
and approaches, of the United States post
office at St. Petersburg, Fla.
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Troi i .\ Troi t, Mills Building, El Pai ... are
architects,

NORTH PLEASANTON, TEX The
North in Ice & El Co I planning

truct an electric-light plant In North
nton, i si about 125,000, i . B

Mj <-i ted in tie companj .

Pacific Stales

SEATTLE, u \sn Thi commlsi I

<>i Pierce County have granted the Pugel
Sound Trac., Lt. & Pwr. Co., Seattle, a
blanket franchise to erect transmission lines
mi the COUnty roads and intersections in
the upper Puyallup Valley.

SEATTLE, wash. Kids will be received
at the office of the Port commission of
Seattle, Bel] Street Warehouse, Seattle,
until Dec. 15, for construction of refrigerat-
ing and electrical equipment for east water-
was terminal Improvement of the port of
Seattle. Klaus and specifications are on
file in the above office. C. E. Remsberg is
secretary.

VANCOUVER, WASH.—The North Coast
Pwr. Co., which recently took over the
southwest Washington properties of the
Washington-Oregon Corpn., it is reported,
is making arrangements to erect an elec-
tric transmission line from Woodland to
Vancouver, Wash. The proposed line, ac-
cording to report, will pass through Ridge-
field and La Center, and will necessitate
the rebuilding of the transmission line from
Kalama to Woodland. The new line will
connect the company's plant at Vancouver
with other plants north of Woodland.
SUBLIMITY, ORE—The city of Sub-

limity has granted C. E. Taylor, of the
Stayton El. Lt. Co., Stayton, a franchise
to install and operate an electric light and
power system here for a period of 25
years. The company has also secured a
five-year contract for lighting the streets
of the town.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.—The Public Serv-

ice Commission has authorized F. L. Roeh-
rig. architect, to prepare plans and specifi-
cations for the central power substation to
be erected in Los Angeles, at a cost of
$50,000. This station will be situated on
city property on the west side of the Los
Angeles River, south of Main Street bridge

;

it will receive electrical energy from the
aqueduct power plant and will be the main
distributing station in the city.

SAN MATEO, CAL.—W. B. Lawrence,
superintendent of the Spring Valley Wtr.
Co., has submitted a proposal to the Board
of Supervisors offering to supply electricity
to the County Farm and Hospital. The
company is contemplating the erection of
an electric transmission line from San Mateo
to its plant at Crystal Springs Lakes. The
cost of the proposed line is estimated at
$2,700.

VICTORVILLE, CAL.—The Southern
Sierras Pwr. Co. has secured a contract to
furnish the new cement plant of the South-
western Portland Cement Co. at Victorville
with energy to the amount of 2000 hp. for
a period of 20 years. L. D. Gilbert is chief
engineer of the Southwestern Portland Ce-
ment Co.

HAILEY, IDAHO.—A franchise has
been granted to Richard W. Ferris to con-
struct and operate an electric-light plant
and water-works system in Hailey.
POCATELLO. IDAHO.—The city of

Pocatello is contemplating extensions to the
street-lighting system, to cost about $35,000.
J. H. Giles is city engineer.

MONTICELLO, UTAH.—Steps have been
taken to install an electric-light plant and
water-works system in Monticello. The
stockholders of the Blue Mountain Irriga-
tion Co. have agreed to finance and install
the proposed sy-stems.

SPRINGVILLE, UTAH.—The Commis-
sioners of LTtah County have granted John
D. Childs and others a franchise to erect
an electric transmission line and telephone
line from Springville to Spanish Fork. Mr.
Childs and associates are planning to build
a power plant near Springville.

PHOENIX, ARIZ.—The State Corpora-
tion Commission has issued an order that

.ii electrical companies In \i Izona must
Jan i, l»16 i .-...puons

nd electric
for \\ Inch a .1. Hint, amount ol

1 1 1. 'i i ii , .i b certain numbei oi houn
ea.ii month,
AN Ai i i.\
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i Ion ic the \na. , in. ia i !opper Mtnli
ami the locations oi the i Ii ctrii al sine
planti are being considered by the olfli la.li

oi thi . ompani The opi n n oi I hi pi o
posed plains, it || said, will absorb all ol
ii.. power now developed and unsold by
the Montana Ku r,

( '... at < ireat Calls Id
dltlonul power for any fui thi i Inci •

the zinc plants win I.. ... i hi . .i 1 1 on
iii. idj acquired but not et devi loped
WHEATLAND, WTO. Improvemi ntl

iri conti mplated to i hi municipal ele. 1 1 Ic

Ing -in expendlt in e or
from (6,000 to $10.0011 Thej will Include
the purchase of a m
two boilers, bids for which will be
for al on,-,-. The installation of a in w gen-
eratoi is contemplated In the mar future.
LIBERTY, <•< -1. The cits ol Llbi

contemplating the Installation of a munici-
pal electric-lighting plant.

LIMON, COL. Application has
made to the <'if. Council bra vV .1

whlck, Pueblo, tor a franchise to install
and operate an electrlc-llght plant In
Kimon.

Canada
VANCOUVER, k. c. The City Council

Is contemplating the installation of cluster
lamps In Upper Tipperary Park, lying be-
tween Third and Fourth Sti

A.GINCOURT, ONT.—Preliminary ar-
rangements, it is understood, have been
made to make connection with the I

of the Ontario Hydro-Electric I'ower Com-
mission at Duncan on the Canadian North-
ern Railroad to secure electrical service for
the village of Agincourt.
COLLINGWOOD, ONT.—Negotiations are

under way between the local water and
light commission and the Ontario Hydro-
Electric Power Commission in regard to
the erection of an electric transmission line
from Eugenia Falls to Collingwood.
FOREST, ONT.—The installation of a

hydroelectric lighting and power system is
under consideration by the Town Council.
GALT, ONT.—The installation of two

motors (to cost about $5,000) at the pump-
ing plant of the water-works system is
under consideration.

LONDON, ONT.—Plans are being con-
sidered for extensions to the street-lighting
system, to cost about $10,000.

ORANGEVILLE, ONT.—A by-law has
been passed by the county guaranteeing
the bonds of the corporation of the town of
Orangeville to the amount of $33,000 for
the purchase of the local plant, owned by
the Pine River Lt. & Pwr. Co.. and to pro-
vide funds for the installation of a distri-
bution system for energy to be supplied by
the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commis-
sion.

SUDBURY, ONT.—The Town Councils of
Sudbury and Copper Cliff are considering
the question of lighting the road between
the two places (a distance of 14 miles).

TORONTO, ONT.—A contract has been
placed by the Toronto Hydro-Electric Sys-
tem with the Eugene F. Phillips Electrical
Works for furnishing and installing 8 miles
of 250,000-circ. mill. three-conductor,
paper-insulated, lead-covered 13,200-volt
cable.

Miscellaneous
JUNEAU, ALASKA.—Improvements are

contemplated by the Juneau Gold Mining
Co., Juneau, which will involve an expen-
diture of $1,500,000 and will include the
installation of two crushers, tube mills,
two compressors, classifiers, concentrators
and construction of power plant, at a cost of
$500,000. When completed the power plant
will have an output of 5000 hp. The head-
quarters of the company are at San Fran-
cisco, Cal. Fred W. Bradley is manager.
PANAMA.—Bids will be received at the

office of the general purchasing officer, the
Panama Canal, Washington, D. C, until
Dec. 13. for furnishing the following sup-
plies : For motor-driven centrifugal pumps,
cast-iron bollards, pinions, steel cable, cold
shuts, aluminum pig. stocks and dies, ream-
ers, twist drills, steam whistles, etc. Blanks
and general information relating to this
circular (No. 993) may be obtained at the
above office and at the offices of the as-
sistant purchasing agents, 24 State Street.
New Y'ork, N. Y. ; 614 Whitney-Central
Building. New Orleans, La., and Fort
Mason, San Francisco. Cal.
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Electrical Contractors' Association of
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Electrical Contractors' Association of
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318 West Tenth St., Kansas City, Mo.

Electrical Contractors' Association of
the State of Pennsylvania, Secretary,
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tary, George H. Guy. 29 West 39th BL,

New York.

tady Railway Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Northwest Section, N E. L. A. Secre-

tary E. H. LaTourneau, 602 Electric bu««

ing, Portland, Ore.

NORTHERN WHITE CEDAR ASSOCIATI-.N

Secretary, R. N. Boucher. 743 Lumbti

change, Minneapolis, Minn.

rj&fFss&s£S3g&&
sec"

Prof. F\ E. Sanborn. Ohio State Universe

Columbus.

Oregon Electrical Contractors Asso-

Sff"*.eESSHSF&&S; °°«

PEN.™™**!* EI.ECTB.C ASSOCIATl^

Pittsburgh. Pa.

S^eJSSS wTS, VirgTnf;

Railway fpowe^Co.. Richmond. Va.

PUBLIC UTILITIES ASSOCIATION OK WEST

v!r1^W^r^
rE^riV^?<n^Heston

W. Va.

RAH.WAV SIGNAL A^CX*™^ gSS
tarv-treasurer, C. E. Kosenoeib,

Budding, Bethlehem, l'a.

SOCIETY FOR ELECTRICAL ^ISVELOPMENT

Inc General manager, J. M. waranw
29 West 39th St., New York.

SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF BNQI-

nberin^Teducation. ^retary. Dean F L.

Bishop, University of PittSDurgn,

burgh, Pa.

South eastep.n Section, n i: L..A.
Secretary-treasurer, George H. Wygani,

Tampa, Pla.

Southwestern ELECTRICAL AND Gas As

bociation Secretary, H. S I ooper, 4t*

Slaughter Building, Dallas, lex.

TRI-STATE WATER ft LlOHT ASSOCIATION.

Secretarv -treasurer. W. '• St. iM" /..

luml'ia. S. C.

Vermont Electrical Association. Sec-

retary-treasurer. C. H. West. Rutland, Vt.

Western ASSOCIATION O'ELB^CM. IN-

SPECTORS. Secretary. W. s. Boyd, i ... JacR

son Blvd., Chicago, Hi-

Wbbtbbn Soctbtt of ENOINBBRS. Blbc-

trical section. Secretary, 3 BL Warder,

1737 Monadnock Block. Chicago.

Wisconsin BlBCTBICAL ASSOCIATIOJi

rotary George Allison, inn Fust National

Hank Building, Milwaukee, W is.
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1,161,0
Bi adli \ , Milwaukee,

App in. ,i Aug i". r.'i i ii
i

\ ,u table ,'uIiiiiiii.

1,161,0
DeVVltt, Shrewsbury . Mo App

(lied March s. 1916. Thrown Into opera
ti.ni u in n trolley leavea n

1,161,0 . RIG l''rsi;
. I. W I

i,,\\ n. n,

Pro\ 1,1,-u, . . R i .\pp hi.-, i May 17, 193 8.

Reflllable cartridge fuse with bladi
nun. ils.

I ,161,0 16. El ECTRfO BWITCH W U i •

M Quett, Hartford, Conn. App. Bled
June 28, 191 i. Adjustable attaching

1,161,048 Telephone System; ii. i. Har-
ris. Elyrla, Ohio App. died Aug. 8, 1911,
Private branch

1.161.078, Electric Rblai ; ii. a. P
Kalarnaioo, Mich. App. Died Sept. 88,
1914. Operable on normally open or
closed circuits

1,161,080. Insulator; P. M. Spicer, Quincy,
App, Bled .iun<> 87, 1818. Rotate

bly confined on the Insulator pin.

1,161,082. Testing Divio; E. s. and C. D.
Stewart, Ottawa. 111. App. filed -May 26,
1918. Linemen's set.

1,161,105. Printino-Tblboraph Reci
C. Q, Ashley, Chicago, ill. App. filed
Feb. 28, 1911. Automatic system.

1,161,126. Selector tor Telephone plants;
G Grabs, Nikolassee, near Berlin, Ger-
many. App. tiled Oct. 15, 1913. Locking
oi the selector,

1,161,130. Indicator for Vehicles; l. J.
Horan, notion, Mich. App. filed July 11,
1!U3. Visual and audible signals indicate
intended movements.

1,161,142. Wireless Communication; C.
V. Logwood, l'alo Alto, Cal. App. filed
Feb. 12, 1912. Electrical oscillations act
directly on telephone receiver or relay,
etc.

1,1(51,146. Electric Heating Pad; N. E.
Mann, Columbia, Pa. App. filed June 23,
1915. Thermostatic control.

1,161,150. Combined Bushing and Clamp
for Electric Cables ; O. Moessner, Phila-
delphia, Pa. App. filed Aug. 6, 1913.
Resilient clamp for armored cables.

1,161,173. Arc-Lamp Electrode; E. J.
Watzl, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed April
14, 1913. Fused oxides of titanium, tungs-
ten and the rare earths.

1,161,192. Mounting Structures for Elec-
trical Conductors ; F. B. Cook, Chicago,
111. App. filed Dec. 26, 1914. Conduct-
ing strips with insulation molded there-
about.

1.161.195. Lightning Arrester; F. B.
Corey, Edgewood, Pa. App. filed Jan.
23, 1915. Not injured by heavy induced
discharge.

1.161.196. Telephone-Exchange System;
E. R. Corwin, Chicago, 111. App. filed
July 15, 1912. Operator-controlled mag-
netic switches of less number than the
telephone lines.

1,161,214. Telephone-Exchange System
;

E. E. Hinrichsen, New York, N. Y. App.
filed June 12, 1915. Improved trunk cir-
cuit.

1,161,226. Electroplating Apparatus ; W.
F. Koken and H. J. Richards, St. Louis,
Mo. App. filed Oct. 19, 1914. Produces
better deposit in less time than with a
"still" plating process.

1,161,233. Starting Switch ; S. J. Leveen,
Rock Island, 111. App. filed Oct. 15, 1913.
Protective devices bridged or cut out at
starting.

1,161,238. X-Ray Control Device; W.
Meyer, Chicago, 111. App. filed March 15,
1915. Control for intensity and time of
exposure.

1,161,278. Automatic Circuit-Breaker;
A. R. Anderson, Columbus, Ohio. App.
filed March 22, 1915. Locking means pre-
vents automatic reclosing of circuit until
disappearance of the potential generated.

1,161,299. Magnetic Separator; R. M. Fol-
som, Reading, Mass. App. filed March
10, 1915. Removing iron scraps from
coal which is being fed to a breaker.

1,161,320. Electrical Protective Device;
A. J. Loguin, Norwood, Ohio. App. filed
March 23, 1912. Has time-element means.

1,161,322. Primary Electric Battery; G.
A. Lutz, Plainfield, N. J. App. filed Dec.
6, 1909. Cupric oxide negative element.

1,161,341. Time Stamp; A. A. Radtke, Chi-
cago, 111. App. filed Nov. 13, 1909. Im-
proved means for winding the ribbon.

1,161,351. Magnetic Ore Separator; S. N.
Smith, New York, N. Y. App. filed Feb.
8, 1915. Removing finely divided ore
gangue.

Record of
Electrical
I '(tic ills

Notes on United States Patents i*twd
\,

| L910, prepared by Mitchell

& Allyn, H Park Row, Not York.

1.161.861. Electric Switch .
\ A Tlrrlll,

Schenectady, N, v. App Bled Oct. 28,
i Pull Hush s« itch,

1.161.862. Electric switch: a. a. Tirrill,
. \th. mis, Pa, App. Bled June 24, 1910,
l'uii type with Indicator.

1,161,866. Process of Welding Metals; s.

\v. vVohlrab, Maple Palls, Wash, App.
tiled April 8, 1915. Feeds finely divided
metal under pressure ol non-oxidizing
gas.

1.161.896, Volt-Ampere Meter; P. M. Lin-
coln, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. liled June 19,
1914, showing maximum demand.

1.161.897. Brush-Holder; l. R. Lord,
Delagua, Col. App. filed Aug. 20, 1914.
Sheet -metal construction.

1,161,398. Storage Battery; J. O. Luthy,
San Antonio, Tex. App. filed Feb. 26,
1913. Electrolyte contains silver chloride.

1,161,400. Igniting Device for Explosive
Engines ; W. J. Martin, Buffalo, N. Y.
App. filed April 22, 1915. Has a plurality
of substitutable plugs.

1,161,411. Telephone-Exchange System;
L. Polinkowsky, Brussels, Belgium. App.
filed Aug. 17, 1914. Test circuit for auto-
matic switches.

1,161,425. Alternating - Current Vapor
Lamp : P. H. Thomas, Montclair, N. J.
App. filed May 11, 1905. Tilting starting
means.

1,161,434. Magneto-Electric Machine; F.
Baier, Chicago, 111. App. filed March 7,

1910. For ignition purposes.
1,161,454. Method of Making Electric-
Light Streamers ; J. A. Covit. New York,
N. Y. App. filed March 12, 1915. Lamp
sockets hermetically sealed.

1,161,474. Trolley-Wire Clamp; W. D.
Hall, Port Huron, Mich. App. filed Sept.
20, 1913. Two-part-clamp suspended from
a messenger wire.

1,161,477. Circuit Controller; A. J. Hor-
ton, White Plains, N. Y. App. filed Jan.
18, 1912. For motor-driven printing
presses.

1,161,485. Vapor-Electric Device; M. A.
E. Leblanc, Suresnes, near Paris. App.
filed March 18, 1913. Lighting tube with
receptacles open to atmosphere.

1,161,520. Quenched Spark-Gap ; R. Pfund,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 30, 1913.
Uses spacing washers or gaskets of metal.
(Fifty-six claims.)

1,161,543. Continuous Brake; W. R.
Smith, Braeside, Chalfont St. Peter, Eng-
land. App. filed May 20, 1915. Elec-
trically controlled air valves.

1,161,555. Igniter for Internal-Combus-
tion Enginfs ; J. A. Warren. Sumter,
S. C. App. filed Oct. 8, 1913. Make-and-
break type.

1.161.575. Prevention of Disturbing Vi-
bration : A. Aichele, Baden. Switzerland.
App. filed Feb. 15. 1913. Applied to ma-
chines having a pulsating torque.

1.161.576. Ltquid Resistance: A. Aichele,
Baden, Switzerland. App. filed Dec. 26,
1913. Subjected to a evele comprising
evaporation and condensation.

1,161,582. Electrical Fitting; W. F. Ank-
lam. Detroit. Mich. App. filed Sept. 8,
1914. Socket fitting for vehicle lamps.

1,161.585. Elfctrolytic Production of
Sodium Alloys ; E. A. Ashcroft, London,
England. App. filed Nov. 22. 1913. Sub-
ioets eleetrolvte of molten sodium hydrox-
ide to electrolysis.

1.161.594. Circuit Closer: J. E. Bishop,
Fitzgerald, Ga. App. filed May 19, 1914.
Thermostat construction.

1,161.596. Heating System; E. F. Bliss,
Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed Aug. 5,

1915. For electric cars.

1,161,602. Overflow Trunking System;
C C. Bradbury. Mount Vernon, N. Y.
App. filed July 25, 1914. For automatic
telephone exchanges.

1,161,608. Semi-Mechanical Telephone-
Exchange System ; A. M. Bullard, New
York, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 5, 1907. Ca-
pable of high speed and great precision.
(Thirty-eight claims.)

1, 16l,61G Call Distributing Tblbpkoxi
Hysti a

. 1 1 P. ( lausen, Mount \ i i non,
App in. ,i i-

,
i, 9, 191G I !'• i a tor

automatically Infoi med <>i the calllni
•

'
ber's numbi i

I.I 61,6 mi' Pi RNAI I A I >"W, De-
li, Ml. Mich App. flli

' toi in. d by granulai

1,161,6 Break iNd I
1 1 < \

Lon, Rldgi wood, N. J. App fll<

1911. Employs a solenoid coll in
plai "i a bobbin

1,161,6 I OlfATIC 'I

hum, I i liana, ' Hun.
App. Bled May i, 1909. Dlstrlbul
Incoming ca Us.

i
.

i 8 1,666. Proi . i :
< lood>

win, Schenectady. N. Y. App Bled .luly

9, i 9 i 2. Blecti olytic condi nsei tj pi for
90,000 volts.

1,161,668. Time - Controlled Proti
System foe Railways; C. Hansel, Cran-
ford, N. J. App. Bled Ma> 6, i

-

,1.1
1 lon signal,

1.161 .667. Elect ric heating a
Stove; L. r. Hays, Idaho Springs, Col.
App. Bled I >ec. 5, 191 i. Electric coll
within air circulating chamber,

1.161.668. Electric Battery; <;. P, Hein-
i ich and .1. E. Dunn, Brooklyn, N, Y.
App. tiled March 18, 1915. Particularly
tor Bashlamps.

1,161,670. Hi'ih-Tension Converter Sys-
TBM ; P. C. Hewitt, New York, N. Y. App.
filed March 14, 1906. Free from short-
circuits.

1,161,681. Car-Axle Lighting; R. C. Hull
and J. L. Woodbridge, Philadelphia, Pa.
App. filed July 13, 1909. Uses two oppos-
ing exciting circuits.

1,161,708. Alarm Apparatus; W. Mc-
Cleary, Hammond, Ind. App. filed Aug.
29, 1914. For showing the escape of
illuminating gas.

1,161,716. Electric Switch ; E. B. Mer-
riam, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed June
23, 1911. Oil-switch construction.

1,161,723. Protective Device for Cables;
W. Pfannkuch, Berlin-Niederschonweide,
Germany. App. filed Nov. 3, 1914. Pro-
tection against short-circuits.

1,161,734. Art of Electric Telescopy; B.
Rosing, Petrograd, Russia. App. filed
April 5, 1911. Transmission of luminous
pictures.

1,161,746. Liquid Rheostat; G. Squire,
Halensee, Germany. App. filed Nov. 20,
1914. Insures good circulation of the
liquid.

1,161,748. Electric-Heat Storage System;
W. Stanley, Great Barrington, Mass.
App. filed Dec. 21, 1912. Energy supplied
continuously at low rate throughout the
day.

1,161,750. Apparatus for the Treatment
of Fluids with Coagulents ; A. P.
Strohmenger, London, England, App.
filed Sept. 30, 1914. Accelerates deposi-
tion of foreign matter.

1,161,752. Electric Switch; G. B. Thomas,
Bridgeport, Conn. App. filed April 8,

1914. Rotary snap construction.

1,161,783. Telephone Trunk - Release
System ; J. D. E. Meyer, Chicago, 111.

App. filed June 28, 1909. Release magnet
energized from a local ground.

1,161,801. Vapor-Electric Apparatus; E.
E. Darmois and M. E. Leblanc, Paris,
France. App. filed April 11, 1913. Alter-
nating instead of unidirectional.

1.161.819. Magnetic Controlling Device;
H. Grob, Zurich, Switzerland. App. filed

Nov. 4, 1914. Sensitive but powerful in
action.

1.161.820. High-Tension Converter Sys-
tem ; P. C. Hewitt, Ringwood Manor,
N. J. App. filed March 14, 1906. Has a
metallic band outside throat portion of
container.

1.161.822. Terminal Connection for Elec-
tric Lamps ; F. G. Keyes, East Orange,
N. J. App. filed Feb. 11, 1914. Detach-
able junction.

1.161.823. Terminal Connection for Lamp
Filaments ; F. G. Keyes, East Orange,
N. J. App. filed Nov. 5, 1914. For tungs-
ten filaments.

14,015 (reissue). Condenser Arrange-
ment ; A. R. Bullock, Cleveland, Ohio.
App. filed March 19, 1913. (Original

- patent No. 1,048,034, dated Dec. 24, 1912.)
Applied to mechanical current-transform-
ing device.

14,020 (reissue). Electric Connector; J.

C. Stearns, Worcester, Mass. App. filed

Aug. 4, 1914. (Original patent No.
1,096,138, dated May 12, 1914). Has rub-
bing contacts.
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Crossing an Invisible Line

AN invisible line divides December 31, 1915, from

January 1, 1916. On one side of the line a nation

of men and thousands of industries momentarily halt

and check up what they have done for the year past; on

the other side they determine on their future course and

start forward. Custom has developed a national habit.

As individuals we "turn over a new leaf" on the first

day of January and make our individual resolutions. As

industries we total and inventory what we have done

and make plans and set quotas of what we want to ac-

complish. The electrical industry as a whole is charac-

terized by the same tone as all business. As engineers,

as manufacturers, as central-station managers, as men
whose business is the sale and distribution of electrical

goods, we are figuring how we can reduce the costs of

our business as indicated by the past year's totals and

how we can extend the amount of our business as in-

dicated by the conditions ahead. These conditions for

1916 look most favorable. The central-station industry

as a whole has prospered and is in position to extend

again. Consumers of electrical materials and goods

have money with which to buy. Outside the immediate

electrical market the country as a whole is in good con-

dition. Preparedness for national defense seems as-

sured, and the development in which an active program

will result means an increase in the interchange of the

products of labor and capital, with a consequent gain in

activity in many lines of industry directly or indirectly

interwoven in the whole fabric of American commerce.

No time has seemed more favorable for the intensive

cultivation of our home markets and for the extension

of our foreign trade.

Central-Station Power for Steam Railways

RECENT practice in railroad electrification needs to

be interpreted with broad financial considerations

in mind, as well as from the engineering viewpoint. The

question as to whether a steam railway shall make its

own power or shall purchase it from central stations is

not alone a problem of relative cost of "power but also

a question as to whether investment in even a most

efficient power plant is the most profitable use to which

the railroad can put its money. Consideration of the

two latest electrification projects, one on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad and the other on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad, for which it has been de-

cided to purchase power rather than make it, brings the

capital factor to the front. A railroad is in the trans-

portation business, a central station is in the power-

generation business. It is assumed that each can make
the best use of its capital by sticking to its own last.

The railroad can put its money into operating the rail-

road and keep it busy there; the central station in its

turn can focus its energies not only on producing power
at lowest cost but on adjusting its charges for the power
so produced on the basis of how and when it is used.

A railroad by law can manufacture energy only for it-

self. While its requirements are favorable to techni-

cally efficient electric-power generation, it has not the

chance to dispose of all the power so produced on the

same basis as a central station. The central station,

on the other hand, can take this favorable load at a

cost to the railroad which in many cases is as low
as the railroad can produce power itself, leaving aside

the capital considerations already touched upon. The
next natural question is this : Would railroads now oper-

ating power plants be justified in bargaining with the

local central-station companies to sell the railroad power
plants to those companies, which in turn could tie in the
plants with their other units and render even better

service to the railroad and the community at large?

Business Asks Help

BUSINESS asks the help of the Federal Trade Com-
mission. If this need is not met by constructive

aid, the public will wonder why the commission exists.

No government agency has a larger opportunity than
this one to create precedents and conditions that will

make the path of the business man clearer. It is en-

couraging to learn that the commission and the Depart-
ment of Justice are considering means of co-operating

to avoid duplication of work and to render systematic
service. The old conception of the government function
was that of a body that remained inert and dignified

in its silence until a case had been woven about a some-
times innocent violator of the statutes. What business
seeks is friendly advice. If customary trade practices

are inhibited, that fact should be made as plain as
possible. Then it will be easier both for merchants and
manufacturers to obey the law and for the government
to enforce the law. An ounce of prevention is still

worth a pound of cure. When business men understand
fully what they ought not to do they will know better

what they can do. And unity of thought and action

between commerce and government are necessary for
the larger international policies of the future.

How Development Charges May Limit Advance

ONE consideration sometimes overlooked in the de-

velopment of a new application of electricity for a
sister art or industry is the ratio of engineering devel-

opment charges to total costs to make and sell. It is a
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fad thai the engineering costs of a new projecl ma) sal

up nut only the profit on thai particular undertakinf bul

the expectation ol proAl on future businesi of the same

Profits in an engineering manufacturing concern

such as an electrical business accrue only when the mar-

kel for new apparatus is big enough to absorb the de

vices or machines in quantity. If the large quantity

ran tie imilt, the primary developmenl charges can be

proportioned to a number <>f orders and so a fair profit

on each can be taken. Always the maker takes a certain

risk, particularly it' the immediate larger market is

not in sight. New uses for electricity are now being

found in Industrial heating. As is often the ease at the

start, many Of these first applieat ions are individual and

special. Few standards have been developed. The de

volopnient charges ill each such ease must equal the price

which can be asked, and the manufacturer finds little

incentive to get the business. The future market in

electric heating should not be underestimated. Devel-

opment charges are usually in proportion to the size of

the manufacturing company. Overhead items are lower

for the smaller manufacturer, and he is often in a po-

sition to exercise his ingenuity more flexibly than the

larger and slower-moving organization. New develop-

ments consequently offer an especial opportunity for

the small manufacturer. On the other hand, if a fu-

ture market is assured, the large manufacturer can af-

ford to absorb excessive development charges in other

ways and so help promote the new development.

Errors with the Use of Instrument Transformers

ONE of the greatest triumphs of electrical engineer-

ing has been the transmission of power over great

distances. This vanquishing of distance has come about

through the use of high voltages and through learning

how to generate and control high voltages together with

powerful currents.

One of the commissions which the engineer must pay

for the privilege of using high voltage and powerful

alternating currents is that in making measurements

on such circuits of voltage current or power instrument

transformers must be used. It becomes inconvenient

and expensive to employ voltmeters of high pressure

and ammeters of large range. It becomes distinctly

advantageous to use step-down transformers of voltage

and current so as to enable ordinary low-range volt-

meters and ammeters to be used. These intermediate

devices, or instrument transformers, are, however, sub-

ject to difficulties and inaccuracies of their own.

As is clearly pointed out in the article upon the sub-

ject by R. H. Chadwick on page 1308, the use of an

instrument transformer with either a voltmeter or an

ammeter ordinarily involves no new error except that of

ratio in the instrument transformer, so that if this

ratio has, say, 2 per cent error the reading of the volt-

meter or ammeter connected with it will be affected to

like degree. The corresponding correction is both sim-

ple and evident. But when the instrument is a watt-

meter it is well known that a new source of error opens

up, namely, phase-coincidence imperfection. The duty

Of the instrument transformer, when connected to line,

ifl to provide the reduced amount of voltage or nirn'iit

.it toondary or instrument terminals In exactly oppo Ite

phase to that taken at primary terminals. It is not easy

to obtain exactly this opposition in phase at all loads.

it i usually not diilieult to secure exacl phase opposition

at some particular load, and then to accept a certain

small range Of phase error under departure- from this

load.

It might readily be supposed, al first sight, thai a

small deviation in phase opposition supplied by an in-

strument transformer, amounting, say, to one degree of

arc, would not be serious, and, indeed, as the article

shows, it is very small if the power-factor of the circuit

on which the power is measured happens to be almost

100 per cent. If, however, the power-factor of the cir-

cuit is rather low, say 50 per cent, the error due to one

degree of departure from phase opposition may be 3

per cent. With yet lower power-factors the error will

rapidly increase.

With the aid of the tables and diagrams accompany-

ing the paper, it becomes readily possible to determine

the percentage error in a wattmeter reading which a

known phase-angle deviation in an instrument trans-

former can effect at any given power-factor of the load

circuit. It is shown that it follows very nearly a

straight law, with ordinary small phase deviations.

What a Generating Station Costs

UNUSUALLY complete construction costs for a

moderate-sized generating station are found else-

where in this issue. These data show the actual ex-

pense and the unit-cost basis of all the essential items

for a turbine installation which, although not new, has

been equipped and maintained with efficient apparatus

arranged to operate according to the best modern prac-

tice. While the figures cannot be taken as universal

standards in any sense, they may be considered authori-

tative within their range of application under similar

conditions and hence are useful for comparison. The

nature of the information should suggest the compila-

tion of similar data and their frequent publication.

After all, there is nothing so sacred about cost data

as to justify those who possess them in stowing them

away in a strong-box. The industry needs information

of this character quite as much as records of station

performance because of the influence total investment

has on yearly maintenance and extensions. It should

be pointed out in this connection that the time will come

when more attention will be given to the separation of

labor and material charges and the presentation of data

to show the relationship according to some definite

basis. While the number of variables entering into con-

struction costs may in many cases be large, complete

records at the time of the installation, analyzed by one

familiar with the construction methods used, help in

the formulation of unit costs for different station de-

signs as well as in the detection of special charges due

to particular conditions. Such completeness is vital if

conclusions from cost data are to serve a useful purpose.
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The Naming of Electrical Appliances

IF you will recall the circumstances attending your

own purchases during the last half year, you will

remember that in the hat store you were not particu-

larly attracted to the first few specimens shown by the

salesman. But presently, when he brought out a hat

saying that its color was a new one known as "Exposi-

tion" gray, you were attracted and you bought. Perhaps

in selecting the goods for your last suit you were in doubt

until your tailor referred to a certain piece as "Cali-

fornia weight, good for both winter and summer year."

If you happen to have recently observed a couple of

"newly-weds," you know how their eyes sparkled at the

mention of "Colonial" silver. And so it goes. The ordi-

nary goods of staple lines are sold by attractive ad-

jectives coined or adopted by nimble-minded salesmen

and advertising men. In the electrical industry the

products are named, it seems, by men who think of a

name merely as a designation and not as a sales vehicle.

For the good of the industry, it has been suggested, a

change should be made in selecting names, especially for

domestic appliances.

Metallurgical and Electrical Engineering

AS the engineer depends upon the metallurgist for

many very important materials of construction,

any progress in metallurgy is sure to affect some phase

of engineering. When electrolytic copper refining was

invented some thirty years ago, the simple fact that the

gold and silver could be easily recovered from the anode

slimes made it at once a metallurgical success; but the

further fact that the purified cathode copper has an

electric conductivity very much better (apparently out

of all proportion better) than the somewhat less pure

anode copper gave a greatly enhanced value to the metal-

lurgical process and made it even more important from

the standpoint of the electrical engineer. It is not too

much to say that without electrolytic copper refining

the evolution of modern electrical engineering would

have been impossible. This is the classical example of

the interrelation between electrical engineering and

metallurgy. To mention only a few other debts of elec-

trical engineering to metallurgy, one may refer to the

interesting parallelism between metallurgical research

on rare metals and the researches on incandescent lamps

which yielded in rapid succession the osmium, tantalum

and tungsten lamps. Electroplating with cobalt is one

of the latest contributions of the electrometallurgist, as

explained elsewhere in this issue. Without such metal-

lurgical research modern high-speed tool steels would

have been impossible.

Protection by Outdoor Fuses

OUTDOOR fuses are being used a great deal between

customers' transformer substations and the trans-

mission lines of operating companies. As pointed out

in an article elsewhere in this issue, some form of fuse

is at present the most available means of disconnecting

the customer in case of trouble, largely because the cost

of oil switches or any other form of automatic discon-

nection now available is much higher. Since a fuse is

the only means of protection which is both satisfactory

and cheap, the question of suitable designs for outdoor

switching is a very live one. There is some difference

of opinion as to the purpose of high-tension fuses. With

some operating companies it is the practice to install

fuses of such a size that they will protect the trans-

former bank against excessive load. Other companies

use fuses of such size that they will not blow except in

cases of short-circuit in the transformers or on their

main secondaries. The practice of one large operating

company is to install fuses which will not blow at less

than four times the full load on the transformer bank.

The purpose of the fuse in this case is to disconnect

the transformer bank from the line so that the service

to other customers will not be affected. The fuse there-

fore offers only partial protection to the transformer

bank. Further protection must be furnished by fuses or

circuit-breakers in the secondary circuits. Since trans-

former banks are usually scattered over a large terri-

tory, heavy fusing of this character has been found

essential to prevent a large number of long-time in-

terruptions to customers which might occur if the trans-

formers were fused in accordance with the other scheme

referred to.

Extensive tests of various metals and alloys to de-

termine which is most suitable for outdoor fuses have

shown that some metals and alloys slowly oxidize after

the fuse has been raised to a red heat several times.

This action reduces the cross-section of the fuse and

makes it blow on normal load. Other alloys have been

found to form a hard, infusable crust on the surface

under the same conditions. This crust takes the form
of a tube which allows the alloy inside to become melted

but holds it in position until the core vaporizes. Some
such alloys require a higher current to fuse after the

crust has been formed than when they are new. Cop-

per, therefore, seems to be thus far the best available

fuse metal to use for the reasons pointed out by the au-

thor. As mentioned by Mr. Dillard also, it is now recog-

nized that the horn-gap fuse is not entirely satisfactory,

and results of experience such as he gives in developing

a better type of fuse are' therefore valuable.

IN
this issue, the second of the month, Editorial Announcement reau of Standards. The fourth issue

emphasis is laid on engineering; '« "» Niiniiiiiimiiiimiiiiiimimiiiiiimiiimmiiniimiii mm m f t}10 ,llon th, following the usual plan,
features of operating practice. Last week public-rela- will be given over largely to subjeets of commercial

tion topics were emphasized. Next week, in the third practice in the industry, including an article on the easy-
issue of the month, which is regularly devoted to engi- payment plan of selling domestic electrical appliances,
neering. and scientific advance, will appear articles on the presenting the experience of a manufacturer who has
analysis of vibrations caused by the operation of steam used this plan in the conduct of his business with a large
turbines and on the technical work of the National Bu- measure of success.
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Fifteen Hundred Texas Farmers Guests of Waco Merchants at Electrical Prosperity Dinner
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

SUCCESS MARKS PROSPERITY WEEK
Reports from Far and Wide Are Enthusiastic in Praise of

Nation-Wide Sales Campaign

The phenomenal success of the nation-wide celebra-

tion of Electrical Prosperity Week is evident from the
reports that are streaming in from all parts of the
country. Central stations, manufacturers, jobbers,

dealers, contractors, and ?ven the telephone companies

—

all utilized the spirit of the week in promoting new
business. As a forerunner to the Christmas sales cam-
paign it met with unqualified success, some companies
even reporting that all of the stock that had been laid

in for Christmas was disposed of early in the week.
For its part in the nation's education the week was also

very valuable, since in many cities the school children
heard instructive addresses on electricity or competed
for prizes offered for the best essays on uses of elec-

tricity close to the home life.

The celebration activities were not limited to the
electrical interests, but in most places local commercial
clubs, and even the city fathers, were enlisted in active

co-operation.

Public interest was stimulated in an almost unlimited
number of ways. The more general plans included one

or more of the following: Electric show, special illu-

mination of city and public buildings, special-appliance

and house-wiring sales, illuminated parades, essays by
school children, electrical "movies," special electrical

editions of local papers, and lectures before local meet-
ings of non-electrical interests.

In Philadelphia all the preliminary work was handled
by a committee of the Philadelphia Electric Company's
employees. The big commercial point of the campaign
was the offer of an allowance of $1 per energy-consum-
ing outlet on the cost of wiring any already-built house
or store along existing lines. This allowance, which
was borne entirely by the company, the contractor

charging his regular prices in the estimate, amounted
to practically a 20 per cent saving on the cost of wiring.

The electrical interests in the city constructed about
fifteen floats, all of them electrically illuminated and
most of them quite elaborate in character. A schedule
was arranged so that to each of the several business dis-

tricts one night was given upon which this electrical

parade traversed its principal business streets. This
created a great deal of enthusiasm, and the business
men in each district co-operated by entering from 75
to 150 floats, decorated trucks and delivery wagons,
automobiles, etc., in these nightly parades. In one

A PARADE OF ELECTRIC-LIGHTED FLOATS DURING PHILADELPHIA'S CELEBRATION OF PROSPERITY WEEK.
HOUSE-WIRING FLOAT AT THE LEFT CONTAINED A MOTION-PICTURE OUTFIT

THE
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n -Ti^fo
THE "HOUSE ELECTRIC" AT THE CINCINNATI SHOW
At the top is pictured the "bursting bomb of electric jewels"-

a feature of the Music Hall decorations during the show.

PROSPERITY WEEK ON THE PACIFIC COAST
At Seattle, Wash., electric ranges and appliances predominated

in the windows of the city's electrical shops.

"ELECTRA" AT CANON CITY, COL.
A parade of illuminated floats inaugurated the

local celebration of Prosperity Week.

ADMISSION TO THE MEMPHIS SHOW WAS COMPLIMENTARY
Tt is estimated that 45,000 free tickets were distributed by the local electrical

firms during the first three days of the show.

CO-OPERATIVE BOOTH OF MILWAUKEE CONTRACTORS
An exhibit of various kinds of interior wiring at the Milwaukee

how interested and instructed the public.

CENTRAL-STATION EXHIBIT AT SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Such was the success of the Syracuse electric show that it may
be made an annual event hereafter.

IOWA ROTARIANS AT POWER-HOUSE BANQUET
Thirty-five leading business men of Clinton, Iowa.

guests of Manager Crawford at electric dinner.

SOUTH BEND NEWSPAPER MEN GUESTS OF CENTRAL-STATION COMPANY
At a dinner in the completely equipped electrical bungalow at the Smith Bend

show Manager Bryan passed the cigars bj electric traction.
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distrid the government was represented by two "pre
paredneas" floats, entered bj the United State .\i enal.
(ash prisei were offered In man] of the districts by
the Business Men' \ ociations for the besl decorated
Qoats, the best electrically decorated windows, and the
besl electrically decorated buildings. These prize

pated $600 per night. The business houses along
the routes of the parades in each district were most
elaborately decorated by bunting, Hags and electrical

91 reamers.

The week in Philadelphia was an unqualified success,
not only bo far as the public was concerned bul also

from the standpoint of closer relationship between the
electrical interests. The wiring offer resulted in the
signing of approximately L160 contracts, which means
at least $100,000 worth of business for the electrical

contracting firms. It is figured that 20 per cent of
these contracts, or BOmething more than 280, would
have been secured anyway in the normal run of busi-
ness, but that the other 20 per cent—or about 930 con-
tracts—may legitimately be accredited solely to the
special offer and the intensive sales campaign of the
central station and the electrical contractors. In the
Frankford district the merchants did a greater busi-
ness than during any corresponding week in their
history.

Electrical Shows at Memphis, Syracuse and South Bend

The attraction at Memphis, Tenn., was the electrical

show. No entrance fee was charged, admission being
by ticket secured free upon applying to any electrical

retailer. During the first three days 45,000 tickets
were distributed in this manner. While no record was
kept of the actual attendance, the building was crowded
to its capacity from the time the show opened, and it

was necessary at frequent intervals to close the doors
in order to allow some of the crowd to depart before
new visitors were admitted.
The electric show at Syracuse, N. Y., was an over-

whelming success, and the exhibitors are unanimous in

expressing their satisfaction at the results obtained
and insist that the show be made an annual event in

Syracuse. W. O. Dell Plain, power engineer of the
Syracuse Lighting Company, says: "Electrical Pros-
perity Week has produced results locally which we
have been striving to secure for not less than five

years. Chief among these results is that we have
apparently succeeded in producing a spirit of co-oper-
ation

, among the electrical people in Syracuse which
we have never even been able to approach before. This
one feature is in my opinion worth all the effort and
expense put forth locally in connection with this cele-

bration." The city of Syracuse co-operated to the
extent of having an exhibit which proved very inter-

esting to the general public.

In the completely equipped and beautifully decorated
bungalow at the South Bend (Ind.) electric show F. A.
Byran, president and general manager of the Indiana &
Michigan Electric Company, gave the local newspaper
men an electrical dinner just prior to the opening of the
show. As a result of the dinner all South Bend's Sunday
papers were almost exclusively electrical editions, and
throughout the week publicity matter for the show
filled the copies of the local dailies. The show proved
to be the most extraordinary exhibition of the kind the
city had ever witnessed. The public showed their en-
thusiasm by a record attendance of 41,733.

Crowds Attend Milwaukee Show

On an average, one member of each family in Mil-

waukee visited the Electrical Prosperity Week electric

show in that city, which opened informally on Saturday
night preceding the week. In the exhibitors' spaces two

features stood oul pre eminently. They were the "home
electric" and the elect ric cooking demonstration of the

Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company and
the CO-Operative booth of the Milwaukee contractors.

The "home electric," a five-room apartment, was the

ideal home of the man of moderate means, and con-

tained a laundry, a kitchen, a dining-room, a living-

room and a bedroom. Bach room was equipped with

elect rical appliances.

More attention, however, was paid to the company's

electric-cooking demonstration, because electric-service

rates in Milwaukee have been reduced recently, so that

energy for cooking can be had for practically 3 cents

per kilowatt-hour. To increase interest and insure

inquiries the company, just before the opening of the

show, mailed a sixteen-page booklet on electric cook-

ing, together with complimentary tickets to the show,

to each of its 32,000 customers. The response to this

advertising was immediate, and to follow up this inter-

est in electric cooking a permanent cooking demonstra-
tion has been arranged in a room in the company's
office building. As a further attraction the company
offered to supply any appliance to its customers on six

weeks' free trial.

The co-operative contractors' exhibit was conducted
with the view of giving the public a wide knowledge of

the various possible types of electric wiring. On the

same ceiling side by side were jobs done in pipe conduit,

THE POPULAR "BLACK AND WHITE" SETTING OF A LAMP
DISPLAY BY THE BROOKLYN EDISON COMPANY

flexible conduit, metal molding and wood molding, with

porcelain cleats, with knobs and tubes, besides examples
of both open-work and concealed-work types of service

entrances and outlets. Each piece of work was cor-

rectly labeled. Before the show was more than three

days old the exhibitors had begun to demand that it

be made an annual affair. Besides the household appli-

ances sold, there was considerable activity in the heavier

apparatus. The thoughts aroused by the show were
clinched by a sign which, although it was invisible to

the arriving visitor, said to those departing, "Now, will

you do it electrically?"

Orders for goods exceeding $50,000 were received

during the first two days of the show, according to

Philip Grossman, managing director of the exhibition.

Electrical Show at Cincinnati

The chief feature of the week in Cincinnati was the

big electrical show at Music Hall. The exhibit of elec-

trical devices and equipment at the show was the most
extensive ever seen in Cincinnati, and the public out-

pouring was such as to jam the immense spaces of the

hall constantly. Ample advertisement of the event,

beginning several weeks beforehand, undoubtedly con-

tributed much to its success. The light, power, rail-
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A WINDOW IN CHICAGO'S NEW ELECTRIC SHOP
The headquarters of the Commonwealth Edison Company in

the Edison Building was a center of Prosperity Week activity.

way and telephone companies all lent their aid to the

observance of the week.

The exhibit was participated in by approximately 125

electric companies in Cincinnati, including representa-

tives of all the leading manufacturers of electrical equip-

ment and appliances as well as all of the local electrical

houses and the public-service corporations. The Elec-

tric Shop gave a demonstration of domestic electrical

appliances in the form of a bungalow showing various

devices in use. This proved to be one of the most
popular points for the crowds and resulted directly in

the sale of a considerable quantity of appliances.

The manner in which the public turned out for the

show, after the first day or two, is indicated by the

fact that on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday evenings

it was necessary to lock the doors for an hour or more
in order to relieve the congestion inside the building

and let some of the crowd leave before letting others

in. The total attendance for the week, including Sat-

urday evening, was approximately 29,000. An admis-

sion fee of 50 cents was charged to the general public,

and in view of the attendance recorded the exhibit may
be regarded as a financial success.

Large Sales Made in Brooklyn, N. Y.

A visitor to the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Edison Shop pur-

chased one of the new circular three-heat electric grills

during the last day of Prosperity Week. She then
looked around among the other stores for suitable

Christmas gifts and came back, saying, "I could find

no better Christmas gifts than these grills." She
then took six and gave addresses to which delivery

should be made on Christmas. This is but one of

many incidents which typify the great success attained

by the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brook-
lyn at the Brooklyn Edison Shop during Prosperity

Week. Twenty thousand invitations were sent to resi-

dential consumers, inviting them to an advance Christ-

mas display of electric gift ware, featuring a special

discount of 10 per cent on all the week's purchases.

On Nov. 29, the first day of Prosperity Week, more
than $600 worth of appliances and portable lamps were
sold. The sales each day averaged from $400 to $600,

the greatest sale being on Saturday, Dec. 4, when more
than $1,000 worth of electrical goods were disposed

of to Brooklyn residents. On this day 80 per cent of

the portable lamps in stock were sold. The shop was
fittingly decorated for the occasion. Refreshments
cooked electrically were served, and music was ren-

dered by an electric piano and the Edison phonograph.
The Edison company, with the co-operation of the

Brooklyn electrical contractors, fixture dealers and sup-

ply men, offered reductions of 15 per cent during
Prosperity Week only to all Brooklyn residents signing

CHICAGO'S DEPARTMENT STORES CO-OPERATED
Several of the great. State Street .stores held Prosperity Wreek

sales and featured prosperity placards in their windows

applications to wire their homes. Special circulars

were distributed by mail to 5000 prospective customers.

More than 100 electrical contractors featured Pros-

perity Week in their window displays and carried the

electrical prosperity banner on their delivery wagons.
All the Edison branch office wagons were specially

decorated for Prosperity Week.

Pacific Coast Celebrations

The fact that Electrical Prosperity Week was set

for the closing week of the Panama-Pacific Exposition

augmented the interest with which San Francisco took

up the plans for its celebration. The publicity given to

the event by the daily press tied it nicely into the

success which has attended the Exposition and gained

a hearing in the public mind for the facts and figures

by which interest were drawn to electricity.

The features included a "prosperity ball" on Dec. 1

in the civic auditorium, at which "Queen Electra" ap-

peared in the flesh on an illuminated throne and dem-
onstrated the ease with which the electrical servants of

mankind are controlled. On the closing day of the

Exposition, Dec. 4, an impressive array of floats paraded

the grounds, each unit typifying some phase of the

industry in a manner calculated to interest and in-

struct, while the evening of this day was set aside for

the culmination of Exposition illumination programs.

Exposition directors officially recognized the final

week of the fair as Electrical Prosperity Week, and
the Mayor of San Francisco issued a proclamation call-

ing attention to this action and the specal program
prepared. Three prizes for the best decorated show
window prepared by a member of the California Asso-

ciaton of Electrical Contractors were offered by that

association.

Retail stores on the Pacific Coast dealing in electrical

goods report an unprecedented business as a result of

Electrical Prosperity Week. It is authoritatively esti-

mated that seven out of every ten Christmas purchases

now being made in that locality are of things electrical.

In Los Angeles the celebration was largely educa-

tional. Employees of the Pacific Light & Power Cor-

poration held an "electrical prosperity ball" attended by
600. School children, in squads of thirty, were guided

by electrical men through the electric plants of the city,

and electrical prosperity was the theme at many small

gatherings. Window displays featured electrical mer-
chandise and the electrical prosperity posters to an
extent that gave a distinct electrical emphasis to the

entire shopping district.

There were an electrically cooked luncheon of the

Jovian Electric League in the Times Building on Wed-
nesday and a parade of electrically illuminated auto-

mobiles to the beaches for dancing on Saturday night.
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CONGRESS AGAIN IN session
Inerti—d kppropriationi liked for, Much «>i Which \\ ill lie

i s ( (i to Purchase Electric*] Apparatus

The first sfssion of the Sixtj fourth Congress of the
l nihil Slates, which will he the long session, convened
in Washington, Dec. ,;

. President Wilson personally

reading his message on Dee. 7. in his message the

Presidenl did not go Into business subjects, announc-
ing thai he would have occasion to address Congress
on other Bt/bjects upon future dates. The President
dealt principally with the subject of Increased military

preparedness.
The greatest sum of money ever asked of a Congress

in times of peace was requested in the formal estimates

for appropriations submitted by the Secretary of the

Treasury. This sum was $1,285,857,808, an increase

over last year's appropriations of $170,843,614. Of
this sum $895,000,000 is for national defense, $217,000,-
000 being asked for the navy and $178,000,000 for the
army. This means an increase of $68,000,000 for armb-
and land defenses this year over last and an increase of

$68,000,000 for the navy this year over last year.

One new feature of the estimates is the incorpora-

tion of a proposal for a government monopoly of tele-

phone and telegraph service in Alaska. It is proposed
that the wires in these territories be acquired for the
Post Office Department by proper proceedings after ap-
praisal by the Interstate Commerce Commission, so

that they may be actually taken over by July 1, 1916.

Bureau of Standards and Trade Commission Requirements

Estimates for the Department of Commerce provide
for many money increases for gathering information
at home and abroad on commerce, industry and manu-
factures. Among these items are $250,000 to promote
and develop the commercial interests of the United
States and $100,000 to be devoted to the same ends in

South and Central America. For commercial attaches
abroad $250,000 is asked this year, instead of $100,000
granted last year, and $100,000 is asked, in place of

last year's $50,000, to investigate the cost of production
and distribution of all articles which are or may be
made the subject of tariff legislation.

Plans and estimates for a new Patent Office building
in Washington are provided for.

For completing the construction of the fireproof

chemical laboratory at the Bureau of Standards, for
which $50,000 was appropriated last year, the sum of

$125,000 is asked. For a site for a new testing labora-

tory at the bureau the sum of $50,000 is asked. For a
fireproof building for the proposed new testing labora-

tory the sum of $25,000 is asked. For the construction

of a fireproof laboratory building to provide for addi-

tional space to be used in research and testing in radio

communication, and to enable the bureau to engage in

co-operative research and experimental work in radio
communication in connection with the War, Navy, Post
Office and Treasury Departments, the sum of $50,000
is asked.

A total of $355,000 is estimated as the expense of the

Federal Trade Commission for the coming year. Of
this the salaries of commissioners, clerks, messengers,
watchmen, etc., total $188,200, $50,000 being for com-
missioners' salaries. For the salaries and expenses of

special attorneys for the commission the sum of $294,-

400 is asked. For contingent and miscellaneous ex-

penses the sum of $26,966 is asked. The commission
has been occupying quarters in the building of the

Department of Commerce, but for next year the sum
of $20,000 is asked for rent, and another sum of $15,000
is asked for mileage, witnesses' fees, etc.

The sum of $503,899, compared with $465,000 for

last year, is asked for the electrical department of the
District of Columbia government. The items under
this head include replacing the polfee patrol system with
a telephone system In part of the city, purchase and in-

stallation of public lamps, and the taking down of
overhead wires and Installing underground construction
on Georgia Avenue. The additional lighting for the
itreeta of Washington figures up about $40,000,

LEGISLATION AFFECTING THE INDUSTRY
Hills Presented at the Opening Session <>i Congress Dealing

with the Water-Power Situation and Conservation

Nearly 4000 bills were introduced in the House of
Representatives and about 1100 in the Senate during
the first two days of Congress. The analysis clerks and
the Government Printing Office have been swamped, and
a week will elapse before all these proposed measures
are sorted out, referred to their proper committees,
printed and made public.

The conservation measures which failed of passage at
the last Congress were among the first to be introduced.
The Adamson bill, governing the construction of dams
on navigable waters other than those on public lands,

was the third bill introduced in the House. Judge
Adamson, chairman of the House committee on inter-

state and foreign commerce, which has charge of the
measure, said in Washington in regard to the ^intro-
duction of the bill that it is essentially the same as
last year, "but it has some changes." He would not
specify their character. This is the measure which was
drawn with the approval of the Secretary of War and
the chief of engineers of the army.

Representative Ferris, chairman of the public lands
committee of the House, also reintroduced the measure
he fathered in the last Congress. This is the bill con-
trolling dams on public land, and the one which had the
support of the Secretary of the Interior at the last

Congress.

Senator Thomas of Colorado introduced in the Senate
a resolution which authorizes the Secretary of the Treas-
ury to issue $500,000,000 in United States notes with-
out interest to pay for increased military preparedness,
and coincidently he introduced a resolution providing
for a "Department of Communications and Transport."
In his resolution as to the latter project, he says

:

"The ownership or absolute control of all systems of

communication and of transport by the government and
their co-ordination with the army and navy organiza-

tions are indispensable to any modern military and
naval system."
The resolution continues

:

"Provision must be made for the acquisition by the

government of all lines and systems of telephone and
telegraph within the United States, and for the estab-

lishment of a Department of Communications and
Transport, whose duty it shall be to operate and control

the same."
Delegate Kalaniaole of Hawaii introduced a bill to

provide for the manufacture, maintenance, distribution

and supply of electric light and power within certain

districts of Hawaii. Under this measure permission is

granted to Mr. Hans Isenberg of Lihue, county of

Kauai, Hawaii, or a company to be formed by him, to

engage in the electric light and power industry for a

term of fifty years. Permission is granted to the Gov-
ernment of Hawaii to" purchase the plant and rights of

the company at the end of twenty years.

The Hawaiian delegate also introduced several meas-
ures to amend the charter of the Hawaiian Electric Com-
pany, Ltd., in various respects ; also a measure to ratify

an act of the Hawaiian Legislature extending the use of
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the power of eminent domain under certain conditions

to public utility companies in Hawaii.
Representative Vinson introduced a bill extending the

time granted to the Twin City Power Company to con-

struct dams across the Savannah River, the proposed

extension being to Feb. 28, 1919.

Representative Buchanan of Illinois introduced a bill

to grant all employees in the District of Columbia one

day of rest in seven, expressly stipulating telephone and
telegraph companies.

Representative Cline, in behalf of the committee on
foreign affairs of the House, also reintroduced the so-

called Niagara Falls bill, which regulates the amount of

water which may be used from the falls for power,

as it was amended in the last Congress.
With reference to the Adamson water-power bill,

Judge Adamson is of the opinion that the bill should be

passed, largely because of the statements made at the

hearings last March and April by Hugh L. Cooper, the

engineer of the Keokuk dam. Mr. Cooper told of the

difficulty he experienced in securing capital and of the

bitter disappointments to investors many water-powers
proved to be, and he gave a list of more than fifty prom-
inent financial institutions that declined at first to have
aught to do with the Keokuk development.

ANNUAL MEETING OF A. S. M. E.

Society Discusses Engineering Phases of Power-Plant Ten-

dencies, Industrial Problems of Operation, and

Accident Prevention

Thirty-seven papers were presented and discussed

during the four days devoted to the annual meeting of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, which
opened in the Engineering Societies Building, New
York City, Tuesday and closed Friday of this week. The
registration list showed an attendance of 1210, includ-

ing many prominent engineers.

Among the features of this meeting, aside from the

discussion of engineering topics, was a stirring address
by the retiring president, Dr. John A. Brashear, a me-
morial meeting to the late Dr. Frederick W. Taylor, the

father of scientific shop management, conferences of

delegates from the society's fourteen local sections

throughout the country, excursions to various points of

engineering interest, and special social functions.

The retiring president's address appears in abstract

elsewhere in this issue. The officers elected for the
coming year are as follows: President, Dr. D. S. Jaco-
bus of Hoboken, N. J.; vice-presidents, George W.
Dickie of San Francisco, Henry Hess of Philadelphia,

James E. Sague of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., W. B. Jackson
of Chicago, J. Sellers Bancroft of Philadelphia, and
Julian Kennedy of Pittsburgh ; managers, A. M. Greene,
Jr., of Troy N. Y., John Hunter of St. Louis, Elliott H.
Whitlock of Cleveland, Charles T. Main of Boston, Spen-
cer Miller of New York City, Max Toltz of St. Paul,

John H. Barr of New York City, J. A. Stevens of Lowell,

Mass., and H. De B. Parsons of New York City; treas-

urer, William H. Wiley of New York City; secretary,

Calvin W. Rice of New York City.

Dr. D. S. Jacobus, the president-elect, is a distin-

guished mechanical engineer. Graduated from Stevens
Institute of Technology in 1884, he served his alma
mater from 1897 to 1906 as professor of experimental
mechanics and engineering physics. From 1900 to 1906
he was also in charge of the Carnegie Laboratory of En-
gineering. Since 1906 Dr. Jacobus has been actively

connected with the Babcock & Wilcox Company as advis-
ory engineer and head of the engineering department.
The meeting in commemoration of Dr. Frederick W.

Taylor occupied the greater portion of the opening ses-

sion and was marked by addresses by II. R. Towne, H. L.

Gantt and Rear-Admiral Goodrich, U. S. N., each of

whom paid tributes to Dr. Taylor's love for attacking

and solving problems which had baffled others. Among
the papers of interest to power-plant engineers were
the following: "Design of Fire-Tube Boilers and Steam
Drums," by F. W. Dean; "A Novel Method of Handling
Boilers to Prevent Corrosion and Scale," by Allen H.

Babcock; "Proportioning Chimneys on a Gas Basis," by
A. L. Menzin; "Higher Steam Pressures," by Robert
Cramer; "Performance and Design of High-Vacuum
Surface Condensers," by George H. Gibson and Paul A.

Bancel; "The Heat-Insulating Properties of Commercial
Pipe Coverings," by L. B. McMillan; "Turbines Versus
Engines in Units of Small Capacities," by J. S. Barstow;
"Oil-Engine Vaporizer Proportions," by Louis Illmer;

"The Conners Creek Plant of the Detroit Edison Com-
pany," by C. F. Hirshfeld; "Unique Hydraulic Power
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Plant at the Henry Ford Farm," by Mark A. Replogle,

and "Foundations," by Charles T. Main.
Problems of interest to operators of electrically driven

industrial plants were presented in the following papers

:

"Relative Value of Private and Purchased Electric

Power for Textile Mills," by Frank W. Reynolds and
Dan Adams, and "Electric Operation and Automatic
Electric Control for Machine Tools," by L. C. Brooks.
Data of interest to elevator builders, engineers and
power-plant operators were presented in the paper en-

titled "Modern Electric Elevators and Elevator Prob-
lems," by David Lindquist.

Papers dealing with the prevention of accidents were
presented by Carl M. Hansen, Melville W. Mix and W. H.
Cameron. Among other subjects were "Application of

Engineering Methods to the Problems of the Executive,
Director and Trustee," by Hollis Godfrey; "The Engi-
neer and the Business of Fire Insurance," by Joseph P.

Gray, and "Electricity and Strengih of Stoneware and
Porcelain," by James E. Boyd.

Chairman of New York Commission Removed
Upon recommendation of the legislative committee

investigating the New York Public Service Commis-
sion, Ex-Judge Edward E. McCall, chairman of the
commission for the first district, has been removed by
the Governor of the State. The cause arose out of the
violation of a statute which explicitly prohibits owner-
ship of stock in any corporation subject to the commis-
sion's jurisdiction. The investigation brought out the
fact that Chairman McCall held 387 shares of stock in

the Kings County Electric Light & Power Company.
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WEST FARMS SUBSTATION, FED FROM THE 201ST STREET GENERATING STATION OF THE UNITED ELECTRIC LIGHT &
POWER COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY

FeedingHeavySingle-Phase Load from Three-Phase Units—

I

Energy for train operation in the electrified zone
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad is

now furnished from two sources, the company's gen-
erating station at Cos Cob, Conn., and a new substa-
tion fed from the 201st Street station of the United
Electric Light & Power Company, New York. Before
adopting this arrangement two new generating sta-
tions were planned. These stations have been made
unnecessary, however, on account of changes in the
distribution system, an increase in transmission volt-

age, and arrangements for the purchase of at least

40,000,000 kw.-hr. per year. The distribution changes,

which were made more than a year ago, have called

for no extensive remodeling of generating facilities at

Cos Cob station and no additions to existing overhead
conductors, but the connections of the latter have
been rearranged to permit joining the trolleys to one
side of a 22,000-volt system, the feeders to the other
side, and the rails to a middle tap of auto-trans-
formers. As in the original scheme of distribution,

when single-phase power at 11,000 volts was fed
directly into the trolleys and feeders from the gener-
ator bus with one terminal grounded, the potential

between any conductor and the ground is 11,000 volts.

DURING the latter part of 1914 the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad made a long-

term contract with the New York Edison Com-
pany and the United Electric Light & Power Company
of New York City to supply energy for operating elec-

tric trains. Accordingly the latter company has erected
a substation on the property of the railroad company at

West Farms, on the Harlem River division running out
of New York City. The design of this substation is in

many respects similar to the electrical layout of the Cos
Cob generating station, the bank of transformers re-

ceiving the service from the 201st Street generating
station of the United Electric Light & Power Company
occupying relatively the same position as the generators
in the Cos Cob station.

Engineering Problems Involved

The railroad transmission system which the West
Farms substation is required to serve is known as

a semi-balanced one. The plan was adopted in January,
1914, in order to minimize inductive interference in tel-

ephone and telegraph wires and at the same time im-
prove transmission economy. According to this plan,

all trolley wires are at the same potential, 11,000
volts above the rails. The transmission system con-
sists of two feeders on each side of the railway tracks
with auto-transformers distributed along the line. The
trolley wires are connected together and to one termi-

nal of the auto-transformers, while the feeders in paral-

lel are connected to the other with the middle point of

the transformers connected to the track. This transmis-
sion scheme is similar to the Edison three-wire system
except that the direct load is on one side of the circuit,

the other half receiving its share through the auto-

FIG. 2—SECTION THROUGH GENERATOR DRIVEN BY SEMI-

DOUBLE-FLOW TYPE OF TURBINE EXHAUSTING INTO
30,000-SQ. FT. RADIAL-FLOW CONDENSER
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FIGS. 3 AND 4—ONE OF TWO 20,000-KW., TWENTY-FIVE-CYCLE TURBO-GENERATORS AND A FREQUENCY-CHANGER SET
FOR FURNISHING ENERGY TO WEST FARMS SUBSTATION, WITH CONDENSER EQUIPMENT UNDER TURBINE UNITS

from
been

load,

transformers, which perform the same function as bal-

ancer sets in a direct-current distribution system. Com-
plete details of this arrangement were published in the

May 2, 1914, issue of the Electrical World.
Through the change in distribution voltage regulation

of the system has been improved and troubles due to

inductive interferences, which would otherwise have
increased with the increase of current arising

operation of recently completed extensions, have
lessened.

The problems involved in carrying the railway
from the standpoint of the electric-service company,
have included provisions for handling single-phase loads

at its 201st Street steam-generating station in New
York City and for the operation of the West Farms sub-

station in parallel with the Cos Cob equipment.

Facilities Provided for Generating Railway Energy

At the United company's station have been installed

two three-phase, 20,000-kw., 6600-volt, twenty-five-cycle

turbo-generators, which when operating single-phase

have the highest ratings yet known. One of the units

is illustrated in Fig. 3. They supply energy to T-con-

nected air-blast step-up transformers, the main units

of which are rated at 5500 kva. These units, also, are

Features of the Turbines

Since the load demands on the turbines extend over
a wide range of rating, it was desirable that the tur-

bine economy, as expressed by pounds of steam per
kilowatt-hour, show a fiat characteristic. In order to

accomplish this, the steam admission is controlled by
three automatic inlet valves, two of which admit steam
through nozzles to the impulse wheel and carry loads

up to about 15,000 kw. The third admits steam to the

reaction element, supplying steam to carry loads in

excess of 15,000 kw. and up to the rating of the ma-
chine. Part of the steam admitted through I lie primary
valve may be utilized through an additional nozzle by
a hand-operated supplementary valve, this valve being
under the control of the governor when once cut in.

Means are provided so that the governor spring tension
may be varied during operation to adjust the loads on
the turbines.
The units are prevented from running above a safe

speed by automatically operated quick-action safety
stops acting on the throttle. This mechanism may also
be tripped by hand. Water-sealed glands are employed
where the turbine shaft passes through the ends of the
cylinders, so that lubricant is not required there. The
lubrication of all main bearings is effected by a con-
tinuous circulation of oil through a system consisting
of the piping, receiving reservoir, cooling coils, strainer
and a pump driven through worm sears by the turbine
shaft.

the largest of their kind yet made. They, in turn, fur-

nish energy to one-to-one ratio T-connected self-cooled

transformers at the West Farms substation. This bank
of three main units rated at 5000 kva. each and three
teaser units of 1000 kva. each is shown in Fig. 1.

Although 40,000 kw. in generating apparatus has
been added to the 201st Street station, the boiler-room
equipment has not been extended since the thirty-two
boilers already installed are capable of carrying the
entire railway, power and lighting load of this station.

A description of the station before the railway equip-
ment was added was given in the Feb. 7 and 14, 1915,
issues of the Electrical World.
The turbines driving the railway generators are some-

what similar to the sixty-cycle turbo-generators which
have been in operation in this station for about two
years, but instead of being of the double-flow type, they
are Westinghouse semi-double flow, having an impulse
element, a single-flow intermediate section of reaction
blading and a double-flow low-pressure section. They
are designed to operate at 185 lb. steam pressure and
100 deg. superheat.

When the turbo-generators are operating three-phase
at 100 per cent power-factor the steam consumption of

the turbines will not exceed 14.3 lb. per kilowatt-hour
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with a load of 5000 kW., 12.07 II'. with 11.(100 kw. and
63 lb with 20,000 kw. w lien using the supplemen

tarj valve previously mentioned, the steam consumption
guaranteed n<>( to exceed L2.1 lb. per kilowatl hour

with a load <>r 18,000 kw. and 12.18 H>. with 15,000 kw.
The consumption when operating single-phase at 70 per
cent power factor will not exceed 14.87 lb. with a load

of 5000 kw, and L2.1 l H>. with l i.ooo kw.

Radial*Flow Condenser* and Turbine'Driven Auxiliaries

Bach turbine is connected with a 80,000 sq. ft. radial

How surface condenser supported from directly beneath
\<\ floor beams and connected with the turbine by ex

pension joints. The tube sheets are made of Muntz
metal, and the tubes, of whieh there are 6600, 1 in. in

diameter and about it ft. long, consist of No. 18 B. W.G.,
Admiralty mixture (Cu70, £n29, Snl). The water
boxes are arranged so the tubes are flooded at all times,
and the condenser is set with a pitch of 1 in. in 10 ft.

so the tubes will drain toward the outlet end of the
condenser.

All of the condenser auxiliaries are driven by tur-

bines which exhaust into feed-water heaters. Cooling
water (salt water from the Harlem River) is drawn
from a tunnel under the condenser and forced through
each of them by a triplex impeller-type centrifugal pump
connected with a 150-hp., 2500-r.p.m. turbine by ten-to-

one self-aligning double-helical reduction gears. When
delivering 34,000 gal. of water per minute this unit will

not require more than 4200 lb. of steam per hour. Each
gear is equipped with a pressure gage from which the
horsepower that is transmitted through the gears can
be computed.

Westinghouse-Leblanc air pumps directly connected
with 85-hp., 2500-r.p.m. turbines are employed to evacu-
ate air from the condensers. They lift their own water
from the cold well and discharge against a head not ex-

ceeding 12 ft. including friction. The turbines will not
require more than 2550 lb. of steam per hour when oper-

ating at rated load.

Condensate is removed from the condenser by cen-
trifugal pumps driven by 20-hp., 1800-r.p.m. turbines.

The discharge head external to the pumps is not more
than 40 ft. The steam consumption of each condensate-
pump turbine is guaranteed not to exceed 1000 lb. per
hour at rated load, making the total steam consumption
for the auxiliaries not to exceed more than 7750 lb. per
hour.

All of the pumps are equipped with bronze runners
and bronze-covered shafts. Their turbines are provided
with Nelson throttle valves. To permit priming the
circulating system air ejectors are provided. Relief

valves are connected between each turbine and an at-

mospheric exhaust.

With 34,000 gal. of cooling water per minute (at 65
deg. Fahr.) the condensing equipment can maintain a
vacuum of 29.16 in. with 70,000 lb. of steam per hour
and 28.18 in. with 270,000 lb. per hour. The values

given are based on a 30-in. barometer reading. The
temperature of the hot-well water will not be more than
5 deg. Fahr. below the temperature corresponding to

the vacuum measured by a mercury column connected
with the top of the condenser.

Generators with High Single-Phase Ratings

Except for active core length, the generators are sim-
ilar to the three 11,200-kva. units used by the Norfolk
6 Western Railroad. They can carry 21,000-kva., single-

phase loads at 60 per cent power-factor for two minutes
succeeding a twenty-four-hour load of 14,300 kva. at

70 per cent power-factor and a seven-minute load of

17,600 kva. at 65 per cent power-factor. This is the

highest single-phase rating which the manufacturer will

recommend unlesi prei ent design, experience and limits

are exceeded. At these loads field beating rather than
armature heating was the main consideration in fating
t lie limit to rat In

With the highest single-phase rating advocated for

these units a riSfl Of L20 deg. C. may occur in spots,

giving an actual temperat ure with 40 deg. air of 160
ilt)'. ('., probably the highest accept eel by any operating

company. The electric-service company, however, felt

safe in accepting machines with these temperature rises

inasmuch as the railway service will not require the
maximum possible output, of the generators for long

periods, as might be the case if the units were supply-
ing a lighting and industrial motor load. Instead, maxi-
mum demands are intermittent and usually of short
duration, such as occur during the acceleration of the
trains.

Occasionally these twenty-five-cycle generators will

be required to operate in parallel with a 7500-kva.
motor-generator set fed from 19,000-kva., sixty-cycle,

three-phase generators installed in this station. The
reactance of each single-phase generator armature is

8.5 per cent; thus the instantaneous short-circuit cur-
rent is limited to eleven and nine-tenths times the rated
full-load current in case the current wave is symmet-
rical, but may be double this value if the wave has the
maximum possible displacement.

Arrangement of Windings

Damper windings constitute one of the most impor-
tant elements in large single-phase generators. In these
units the dampers consist of axial copper bars attached
to copper end rings embedded in steel retaining rings.

It may be pointed out also that the portions of the main
windings nearest the air-gap consist of eight 0.229-in.

square wires to reduce eddy-current losses, while the
remainder of the windings consist of %-in. by y2 -in.
straps. Mica strips, tape and wrappers are used exclu-

sively for insulating these coils, fiber wedges being em-
ployed only for retaining purposes. An axial venti-

lating space is left in each slot nearest the air-gap.

Before the coils were installed in the machines they
were subjected to 45,000 volts for one minute, the ma-
chine itself being later subjected to 30,000 volts for a
like period. The windings of the generator field coils

consist of copper strap suitably insulated with asbestos

and mica.

Ventilation and Excitation of Generators

Air for cooling the generators is first chilled, humidi-
fied and washed by Metropolitan air washers, and then
forced into the end bells of the units by motor-operated
blowers. Each blower will supply 60,000 cu. ft. air per
min. and is driven by two three-phase, 440-volt motors,
each capable of running the blower alone, so that if one
fails operation will not be suspended. Separate circuits

are run to each blower motor to further insure reliable

service.

The generators can be excited from the general ex-

citer bus in the station, but two additional exciter sets

have been installed as a reserve. These sets are similar

to the others in the station and consist of shunt-wound
250-volt generators driven by 7500-volt induction mo-
tors. While rated at 250 volts the exciter can operate
at higher voltages for short periods without injury to

charge the storage battery which ordinarily floats on
the exciter bus. Westinghouse voltage regulators act-

ing on the exciter fields control the voltage of the main
generators.

The next section of this article will take up the en-

gineering details of the transmission and substation

arrangements to furnish the single-phase tra
,-n service

alreadv outlined.
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Free Lamp Renewal Policy of Edison Companies
Control of Incandescent Electric Lamp Supply to Consumers Held to Be Essential

to Good Lighting and to the Welfare of the Public

RECENTLY there has been some sentiment ex-

pressed in favor of allowing electrical contractors

and dealers to handle the incandescent electric

lamp business at a profit to themselves. It has been
urged that the consequent increased co-operation be-

tween these men and the central station would promote
the best development of the electric-lighting industry.

Various Ways of Handling Lamps

Some central-station managers have believed that by
thus favoring local contractors and dealers they would
be assured of a certain measure of good will and co-

operation on the part of the latter. Some are of the

opinion that the incandescent-lamp product is now so

thoroughly standardized that it is perfectly safe for

them to unload this burdensome service, which entails

so much detailed attention to consumers, and that relin-

quishing lamp control will not have any great effect on
the quality of the lighting service. Still others believe

that economies may be realized by abandoning this

service and shifting the lamp business from the central

station to the local supply dealers. Yet others, under
pressure from regulatory bodies to reduce their maxi-
mum rate to as low a figure as possible, have found it

necessary, in order to meet this pressure, to take the

lamp service out of the price for energy and make a

separate charge for lamp service, or to supply lamps as

a separate sales transaction. Inasmuch as the number
of companies that have committed themselves to some
such departure from the tenets held by the Association

of Edison Illuminating Companies is as yet small, the

report of the lamp committee of the Association of

Edison Illuminating Companies bearing on this subject

is of interest.

According to the report of that committee, the mem-
ber companies of the Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies are striving to furnish the best service, and
in proportion as the local conditions permit they are

doing so. They are expending liberally money and engi-

neering effort to make all features of service of the very

best, right up to the customers' meters. The committee
asks: "Shall their efforts cease at that point? Shall

they stop at the translating device, which after all is

the keystone of the arch and which interprets kilowatt-

hours, themselves not useful, into the useful candle-

hours of illuminating effect?" It answers: "Obviously
they cannot, unless they can be assured that conditions

beyond that point are excellent. The appliances which
customers employ must be effective and satisfactory, or

else the best of operating conditions and the provision

of the most efficient generating and distributing equip-

ment avail but little."

Importance of Incandescent Lamp to the Industry

Of all the appliances for the operation of which cen-

tral-station energy is supplied, the incandescent electric

lamp is the most variable, the most non-uniform, the

most sensitive to variations of operating conditions, the

most difficult to select and to safeguard, and it is the

most liable to misuse. At the same time, the incandes-

cent lamp is the principal translating device with which
the customer comes in contact and by far the most
appealing, revealing as it does at once, visually and
forcibly, any defects in the service. It is more generally

used than any other appliance, and, its service being a

more prominent and observed feature, it commands
more attention and consideration from the public than
do all other devices. In short, the committee says that
the public at large judges central-station service by the
excellence of the lighting. These facts have led most
of the Edison companies, and particularly the larger
ones, which are naturally most critical about the excel-

lence of their service, to devote a great deal of attention

to the incandescent lamp. They have controlled the
supply of lamps to customers; they have made it their

business to see that customers obtained the very best
lamps of the highest commercial efficiency, and by so
doing they have established in this country, it is

claimed, a standard of lighting excellence not equaled
elsewhere, and have made difficult the introduction of

lamps of an inferior grade which would prove unsuit-
able for the service.

Changes Brought About by Tungsten Lamp

Facing the condition brought about since the intro-

duction of the tungsten lamp, the committee says, the
manufacturers have so standardized and simplified proc-
esses that the tungsten lamp the members obtain is the
most highly developed, most efficient, most uniform and
generally satisfactory type of incandescent lamp which
has ever been offered for lighting service. This fact

has tended to engender a certain feeling of false security
regarding the lamp situation that has led some to be-

lieve the incandescent lamp is now so thoroughly stand-
ardized and so uniformly excellent in quality that central
stations may without concern relinquish control of the
supply to their customers.

Underlying all proposals for relinquishment of con-
trol of lamp supply to customers must be, says the com-
mittee, as a first consideration, that the service will not
suffer, and, as a second consideration, that there shall

be some economic advantage accruing to the company,
to the public, or to both, under such a policy. The com-
mittee reports that the survey which it has made, to-

gether with considerations growing out of its general
knowledge of the situation, makes it absolutely certain
that the service would be affected deleteriously if the
central stations were to cease handling lamps, making
it necessary for their customers to obtain their lamps
where they may. The general opinion found by the
committee among the Edison companies seems to be that
selling agreements with contractors and supply dealers
mean co-operation by the central station, with little if

anything in the shape of reciprocal advantages. That
the handling of lamps and their delivery to consumers
is a feature of the business that is troublesome and a
source of expense above the immediate special returns
may be assumed; but the important question to be
answered is whether the abandonment of the practice
will result in the long run to the economic advantage
of the company or of the public.

There is much to be said in favor of maintaining
general trade prices for lamps sold separately to con-
sumers when they are not included in the rate, but
favorable consideration of such a policy, according to

the committee, should be predicated on the control of
the quality of the lamps on customers' circuits being in

a fair measure effective. If it is ineffective, the disad-
vantages far outweigh anything that can be said in its

favor.
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Means ni Control bj Control Station

riit" advantages of controlling the supply of lamps to

central-station customers Is so marked thai the ma
joritj of the Edison companies arc strongly in Its favor,

more strongly than ever, according to the committee.

Means of control are, however, of several kinds. A
number of the largesl companies supplying graphitized

fllamenl lamps as a pari of the Bervice include tungsten
lamps of 60 watts and larger in their renewal service

and contemplate including the prospective 50-watl tung-

sten lamp as well. These companies are well pleased

with their experience, finding thai the plan possesses

all of the well-understood advantages, including satis

lied customers, sockets kept tilled with operating lamps,

high standard of lighting excellence, etc. Where the

standard lamps are furnished as free renewals within

the rates for energy, companies make a small additional

charge for lamps of 40-watt rating and less to cover

the additional coat per kilowatt-hour of these lamps.

Where the so-called free renewal practice is not fol-

lowed, it is the practice of some of the Edison com-
panies to sell tungsten lamps at or near net cost to them,

thus underselling local contractors and dealers. If the

prices are but slightly below list, this practice some-

times operates to induce supply dealers to handle in-

ferior lamps which they can purchase at a lower price

ami resell to customers at a price to meet the competi-

tion of the central station. When central-station lamp
prices are made so low as to present a notable differen-

tial as compared with the resale price of the supply

dealers, the central station is able to maintain a fair

measure of control, second only to the complete control

obtained through the free-renewal policy. Some Edison

companies sell tungsten lamps at general trade prices,

attempting to retain a weak control by more vigorous

merchandising methods than those of the local con-

tractors and supply dealers. I lie commit lee says it is

not known lo what extent tins method may lie effective,

if at .ill. in Controlling the supply of lamps, hut Hie

policy, if it can lie made effective, enables the central

station t<> make a profit on the lamp sales, winch may or

may not he considered t<> be an advantage. At least

one Edison company contemplates a plan whereby the
contractors and dealers will he allowed to handle all of

the lamp business, selling tested lamps under central-

station supervision. In this way the central station
hopes to retain Control <»f (lie lamp supply in the interest

of its customers without, itself handling lamps.
Some Edison companies have felt that they were

maintaining a sufficient measure of control over the

lamp supply by allowing the hulk of the business to

drift to contractors and dealers upon agreement to sell

only the Mazda product. This method offers hut little

hope of effectiveness, since the committee's survey
shows that even Mazda lamps put out by dealers in the
usual manner are unsatisfactory. It is known besides

that some dealers who have agreed to sell Mazda lamps,
while they advertise Mazda lamps and sell them upon
demand, also sell to undiscriminating purchasers other
and inferior lamps at the same price, thereby securing
a larger profit on the sales.

It is the committee's conclusion that the control of

the supply of lamps by the central station is absolutely

essential to the present and future good of the service,

and it urges member companies that by whatever means
may be desirable and practicable, and in such measure
as it can be accomplished having always due regard
to the particular local conditions, each company take
steps to secure to itself control of the local lamp supply
to its customers, in the interest of the latter and for

the purpose of maintaining the highest standard in its

service to the public.

Science in Its Relation to Engineering
Dr. John A. Brashear, President of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Traces

the Evolution of Scientific Research and Its Correlation with Engineering Problems

A most admirable address on "Science in Its Relation

to Engineering" was delivered by Dr. John A. Brashear,

president of the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, at the annual meeting of that organization in

New York .this week. He enumerated the achievements

of ancient times in the many lines of civil and mechan-

ical engineering, noting that the works of the ancient

Egyptians, Greeks and Romans were constructed largely

upon empirical bases with factors of safety amply large.

The great geometers and mathematicians of the past,

the author said, made splendid contributions to human
knowledge and bequeathed to posterity the key that

has enabled other master minds to solve some of the

mysteries of the universe. There is not a single prob-

lem in modern engineering, said Dr. Brashear, that

cannot be more readily solved by a knowledge of facts

developed by scientific study and research, and no man
knows this better than the successful engineer of to-day.

Dr. Brashear said he always has had the conviction that

engineers give too little thought to the pioneers in

any line of research, who, with the most limited means
and equipment, by patient, persisting plodding wrested

the secrets of nature from their entanglement. There

is but a hazy line between pure science and applied

science. When the velocity of the propagation of light

waves was determined by scientific reasoning and ex-

perimentation of the most refined nature, the process

of solving the problem remained for a long time in

the domain of the exact sciences as a masterpiece of

the human mind. Applied, however, it gave to the

world a value for the international meter in terms of

light waves that will remain absolutely unalterable as

long as this old world moves in the luminiferous ether

of the universe.

Dr. Brashear paid a tribute to American engineers

who have developed instruments for mechanical meas-
urements to a very high state of precision, which in

their turn have been mighty factors in the develop-

ment of interchangeable machinery. He cited the dif-

fraction grating made accurate within one forty-five-

thousandth of an inch and rendered possible, first by
rigorous scientific research, second by the skill of the
artisan, third by a knowledge of and care to avoid tem-
perature changes, and fourth by the accuracy of the

mechanism which includes the screw. Dr. Brashear
also reminded his hearers of what has happened in the

domain of electrical science since the first little dynamo
of Faraday and the telephone of Bell. He likened the

application of science to the arts and industries to the

"widow's cruse," and regretted that he could not go
into very many fields where pure science may take the

hand of fellowship of the engineer. The address con-

cluded in the following .words : "To-day we are learn-

ing but single notes ; to-morrow we will blend them into

chords; the hour will chime when all humanity shall

know the law of harmony—when every note in every
chord shall find its part in the sublime oratorio of the
universal life."
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The Design and Operation of Horn-Gap Fuses
Suitable Types of Fuses for Small Outdoor Substations, Their Behavior on Short-Circuits

and Overloads, and Essential Features of Construction

By E. A. Dillard*

IN
order to be able to give reliable and uninterrupted

service from modern high-tension transmission sys-

tems it is becoming very important to plan and
relay the switching so that the line or piece of apparatus
in trouble will be automatically dropped in as short a

time as possible. With this scheme operative it has been

found that in the majority of cases the trouble will clear

itself and that the line may be replaced in service imme-
diately. The cost of repairs on all lines is also greatly

reduced with such operation. Oil switches and relays

have now been developed to such a stage that this scheme
may be readily carried out in installations that will war-
rant the expenditure. However, there are many cases

where it is desirable to serve customers whose business

is too small to warrant the installation of any but the

simplest substations. Protection against overload and
apparatus failure is in these cases essential, and general

practice has called for the installation of a high-tension

fuse of some sort.

To be acceptable for modern high-tension operation, a

fuse should embody the following characteristics : It

should break the circuit in which it is installed under
short-circuit conditions in a short period of time, say

in thirty or forty cycles at the longest. It must be made

FIG. 1—SUBSTATION LAYOUT, SHOWING DESIRABILITY OF

SELECTIVE ACTION OF FUSES

of a metal that has a definite time-current characteristic

that is unaltered by successive heating and cooling or

by age. It must be constructed so that it will positively

prevent arcs blowing or forming from phase to phase.

While there may be other metals that are equally

good for use in fuse construction, the writer has ac-

cepted and used annealed copper wire in all high-tension

work. The principal reasons for the use of this wire
are that copper is more readily obtained in desired sizes,

and data covering its electrical characteristics are more
complete. There has been no real reason to consider

adoption of any other metal.

It is not a difficult matter to compute the time-current

characteristic curve of a copper-wire fuse of given size,

as all of the factors that cause the fusion of the copper
are perfectly definite and can be calculated by well-

known laws of physics. The heat required to fuse a wire
is the sum of the heat necessary to raise the tempera-
ture of the wire from air temperature to the tempera-
ture of fusion for copper, plus the latent heat of copper,
plus the heat lost in radiation. The heat lost in radia-

tion is relatively small, ranging from 5 per cent to 10

per cent of the total heat, and can be neglected without
seriously affecting the results. Also, the heat generated
in a given size of wire by a given current is simply the
product of the PR loss in watts in the wire by the time
in seconds by a conversion constant of 0.0009478. The
result is in (F. P. S.) units of heat. Knowing the heat
required to fuse a unit length of wire and the heat

generated per second in any size of wire by a given
current, the time that is required to fuse the wire by
different values of current may be computed. It is a

good plan to plot a set of curves between time and cur-

rent for all sizes of wire from No. 10 B. & S. to No. 30
B. & S. for reference use. Such a curve for No. 18 wire
is shown in Fig. 2.

From impedance calculations of transmission lines

and generators one may compute what value of short-

circuit currents to expect at different points. Knowing
this, a size of fuse may be installed that will give the

selective action desired at any point. For example, con-

sider the following case, illustrated in Fig. 1 : Suppose
a feeder leaves a substation through an automatic oil

switch A, equipped with definite time-limit relays, and
connects with station F, serving on the way stations at

B and D. C and E are fused sectionalizing switches at

substations B and D respectively. Let us say that from
line calculations 300 amp. will flow into a short-circuit

at F, 400 amp. at D, and 500 amp. at B. The oil switch

should be considered as a reserve and set so as to trip

on a short-circuit, even at the very end of the line, so

as to guard against fuse failures. It must have a time
setting long enough to give the fuses time to operate.

In this case a setting of 275 amp. and 3 seconds

would probably be satisfactory. Trouble at F should

be cleared off without disturbing service to substation

B or D. This may be accomplished by installing a fuse

of No. 20 B. & S. wire at the fused switch E, which will

fuse in 1.2 seconds with 300 amp. flowing through it.

thus beating the relay setting of 3 seconds at A.
Likewise a No. 18 B. & S. wire installed at C will open
in 1.7 seconds when trouble develops at D and in ad-

vance of oil switch A. With a "short" at F of 300 amp.
this fuse will open in 3.2 seconds, which is a longer time
than required by the fuse at E. Trouble between A
and C must then be taken care of by the operation of

the oil switch A.
With open-type horn-gap fuses installed in this sys-

tem considerable trouble was experienced in making
the fuses operate in this definite manner. The difficulty

was not in determining the time required to melt the
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FIG. 2—TIME-CURRENT CHARACTERISTIC CURVE FOR NO. li
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copper, bu1 in making reliable estimate of the time

required to "clear off" the arc that results Prom fu e

opening1

. Considerable time has been given to exp<

incuts in shaping horns so as to determine s shape that

would he most erncienl and break arcs In th<

time. However, ii has been found thai with the "fast-

est" horns the tunc required to break an arc Is com-
paratively a long period and varies with the amount of

current In t ho arc. Besides this, the horn-type (use

presents an additional difficulty as the arcs resulting

from a set of fuses opening are liable to intermingle,

giving a second short -circuit, hut at this time more
dangerous, as it is nearer the source of power. To
dear this it is usually necessary to "kill" the entire

feeder and cause an interruption to several customers
who should not have been affected by the original

trouble.

In Pigs. M and 65 examples of arcs intermingling

are shown. These arcs were started by the fusion of

IS'
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FIG. 3- -SHAPES OF HORNS TESTED WITH DIFFERENT FUSES.

SHAPE b WAS FOUND MOST EFFICIENT

two strands of No. 22 with between 150 amp. and 220
amp. at 22,000 volts. Observe that with the shape
of horn used there seems to be no tendency for the arc

to rise more than one-fourth of the way to the horn
tips. The most efficient shape of horn found is shown
as b in Fig. 3, a being the shape of horn used in Figs.

6A and 65. In Figs. 6C and 6D fuses of No. 20 B. & S.

copper are opening with the shape of horns shown at b

(Fig. 3). Note that In both pictures the arc rises to

the top of the horns. The time required to open this

arc was only about one-half the time required in the

horns of other shapes.

It is of interest to note some of the difficulties that

have been experienced in the operation of the open-horn-

type fuses. The horns were made of galvanized-iron

pipe, bent about 120 deg. to form a horn about 3 ft.

high, as shown in Fig. 5. A bolt was placed through
the horns near the bottom to clamp the fuse wire, and
the fuses were installed by wrapping the wire several

times around the horn and fastening it under the bolt.

Although galvanized, there was more or less rust on

''Long zz\

%'or '</Wing Nut

I
'-trap Bend to Fit.

I'olt to Holder

( ^ 'Bore Fiber Tube ^Walt
•%" Bore Hard Rubber or Glass

Tubek"Wall

~^r-

V

%'or

Huf

(Hard
_. [Rubber

C\BracAor6lass

Yjgm

(Fill Space between Fiber and
< Rubber Tubes with Plas ter

( of Paris

FIG. 4—A COMBINATION GLASS AND FIBER-TUBE TYPE OF
FUSE ARRANGED TO FIT 100-AMP., 600-VOLT KNIFE-
SWITCH CLIPS

the horn at the place where the fuse was attached, which
resulted in poor contacts. Finally a minute arc started

and was maintained until the fuse opened or until it

had eaten away enough copper to cause the fuse to break
from mechanical stresses, such as wind or slight move-
ment of the horns. It is also difficult to impress upon
the average troubleman that it is important to install

these fuses without kinking the wire and without put-

ting tension on the fuse wire itself.

From time to time numerous improvements have been
proposed for use in fuse horns to take the place of the

open fuses. One of the most satisfactory has been the

fuse made up of fiber tubes packed with plaster of paris.

These designs usually break an arc in a short time, but
they are mechanically weak. The tubes are liable to

burst and give an arc as serious as the open-type fuse.

In Fig. 1A is shown a fiber-tube fuse breaking about
50 amp. at 22,000 volts. Another type of fuse that has
been used consists of a glass tube (gage glass) packed
with plaster of paris and stoppered at each end. The
glass breaks and most of the time extinguishes the arc,

but there is a chance of failure which would also give

a bad arc. Fig. IB shows a fuse of this type extinguish-

ing an arc formed by the fusion of a No. 20 B. & S.

copper wire on a 22,000-volt circuit. Fig. 1C shows an

j<
-.-2/H-— -^c~/2"~

FIG. 5—CONSTRUCTION OF HORN-GAPS FOR FUSES
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FIG. 6—ARCS DUE TO BLOWING OF COPPER-WIRE FUSES WITH DIFFERENT SHAPES OF HORN-GAPS SHOWN IN FIG. 4

The arcs in A and B are due to fusion of two strands of No. 22 B. & S. gage copper fuse wire at 22,000 volts. The shape of horn
marked a in Fig. 3 was used. In c and D the arcs are due to blowing of No. 20 B. & S. copper wire with shape of horn shown ae b

in Fig. 3.

arc formed from the failure of this fuse to operate

satisfactorily. Out of seven of these fuses tested at

this time four operated satisfactorily and three failed.

While there are a number of fuses on the market that

are satisfactory for high-tension work, most of them are

expensive. The writer has therefore attempted to de-

sign a fuse that may be replaced at a less expense.

An outline and a sectional view of a fuse design that

has been adopted is shown in Fig. 4. This fuse is

made of a fiber tube sealed in a glass tube and capped

at the end by a heavy brass fitting. Fiber itself is hard

to waterproof satisfactorily, so that the entire tube

has been inclosed in glass. The ends of the tube are

sealed with a cement to prevent moisture from entering.

The contacts are made of strap brass of such a size as

to fit into 100-amp., 600-volt knife-switch clips. The
front contact strap is made longer than the rear strap

so as to elevate the mouth of the fuse. This throws

the arc out and away from the supporting insulators.

Mounted in this way, there is also considerable force

placed on the fuse, tending to throw it out of the holder.

As the arc clears off practically instantaneously, there

is no danger of the switch clips having to break any
part of the arc. It is important to double the fuse wire

to a point about one-half way in the tube. This insures

the fusion inside the tube and near the rear end.

In Figs. ID, IE and IF examples are presented

of this expulsion fuse opening a short-circuit on 22,000

volts when fused with No. 20 B. & S. copper wire. The
vapor was expelled possibly 30 ft. from the mouth of

the fuse, and in ten tests the arc was quickly broken

and the holder showed no deterioration.

All of the tests mentioned were conducted with two
1000-kva., 150 r.p.m. waterwheel-driven generators

paralleled on a 2300-volt bus. The voltage was stepped

up to 22,000 volts through a bank of three 667-kva.

transformers connected delta-delta. The impedance of

this combination has been computed as approximately

15 per cent on the basis of one 1000-kva. generator.

The 2300-volt transformer switch was closed on the

short-circuited branch line to the fuses while the ma-
chines were operating at normal frequency. At the

instant of closing this switch a second operator brought

up the field on both machines to the highest excitation.

A third operator opened the gates on both waterwheels

to the extreme open position. It is believed that this

method of testing gives conditions as severe as might
be expected with a short-circuit on the average power
feeder.

These fuses have been found nearly as satisfactory

in their operation as an automatic oil switch, excepting

that it is possible to obtain only one automatic feature,

namely, inverse time limit. Of course, with oil switches

there are many combinations that can be worked out by

using definite time-limit relays and reverse-energy re-

lays, but in the protection of a straight power feeder

these features are not often required. Further, an

automatic oil switch for 22,000-volt service costs at

least $600. A set of horn-gap fuses installed costs less

than $50, and may be refilled at a very small cost.

While there are many features favoring use of an oil

switch, every operating engineer appreciates that there

are many cases in which a profitable business can be

secured provided that an inexpensive substation can be

installed and satisfactorily operated. In these cases the

question of protection can often be met by the installa-

tion of an air-break switch fused with expulsion-type

fuses.

A B C D
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FIG. 7—ARCS DUE TO BLOWING OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF EXPULSION FUSES WITH HORN-GAPS ON 22,000-VOLT CIRCUITS

A shows a fiber-tube fuse breaking 50 amp. at 22,000 volts. In B the successful rupture of a glaSB-tube fuse packed with plaster

of paris is shown. C shows the arc resulting from failure of the fuse in B to operate satisfactorily. Z>. /•; and /•' show action of the
type of fuse shown in Fig. 4 when using No. 20 B. & S. gage copper wire and opening a short-circuit at 22,000 volts.
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Errors Due to the Use of Instrument Transformers

K fleet of Angle of Phase Displacement lletween Primary and Reversed Secondary Current or Voltage of

Instrument Transformers Used with Watt-hour Meters—Method of Calculating Errors Introduced

By R. H. Chadwick

THERE has always been more or less speculation on
the exact effect an instrument transformer has on
the accuracy of the instruments connected to it.

Central-station engineers are beginning to realize, how-
ever, that the use of transformers may introduce an
error of much greater magnitude than any error inher-
ent in the instruments themselves. In the case of an
ammeter or voltmeter, the error introduced by the trans-
former is simply the error in ratio due to the regula-
tion of the transformer at the particular load of the
instruments, relays, etc., which it carries. The ratio can
be corrected for any particular load, but since standard

<%
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Voltage, [SR = Reversed Secondary Volt-
age; I ' Line Current; <P - Angle of
lay of line Current; B ' Phase Angle
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Current, /s„ = Reversed Secondary C ur-
rent, E= Line Voltage , 0-Ano~!e of
lag of line Current ; 3 - Phase Angle
of Transformer.

/

FIGS. 1 AND 2—VECTOR DIAGRAMS FOR A ONE-TO-ONE
RATIO POTENTIAL AND CURRENT TRANSFORMER

transformers are designed to meet a wide diversity of
conditions, an absolutely correct ratio is seldom realized.

The ratio is further affected in the case of a potential
transformer by variations in the primary voltage, and
in the case of a current transformer by variations in

the primary curent.

When wattmeters or watt-hour meters are involved,
there is another error introduced by the phase angle of
the instrument transformers ; that is, the angle of phase
displacement between the primary and reversed second-
ary voltage or current, as the case may be. This error
is often of more consequence than the error in ratio.

It is the aim of the writer, therefore, to show the effect

of the instrument transformer phase angle on the read-
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FIG. 3—RATIO AND PHASE-ANGLE CURVES OF A POTENTIAL
TRANSFORMER

ing of the meter, and to develop a simple method of

calculating this error.

The phase relations of the primary and secondary
of potential and current transformers are shown vec-

torially in Figs. 1 and 2. In this article we shall con-

sider as positive a phase angle which causes the meter
to run fast, and as negative one which causes the meter
to run slow, on a circuit of lagging current. This means
that in the case of a potential transformer the phase
angle is positive when the reversed secondary voltage

lags behind the primary, and in the case of a current
transformer the phase angle is positive when the re-

versed secondary current leads the primary. In the

case of leading current the error introduced will be of

sign opposite that of the phase angle. Reference will

also be made to ratio error, and to total error as posi-

tive when it causes the meter to run fast and as negative

when it causes the meter to run slow.

Typical ratio and phase-angle curves are shown in
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TABLE I—VALUES OF k AND PEH ('KM BRROB AT VAJUOl - I'll \ 8E ANGLES
AND POWER-FACTOR8. CALC1 LATED FROM FORM1 LA. E Hi H MAY

BE POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE, WITH CORRESPONDING SIGN FOR E

TABLE II—PER CENT ERROR A'l VARIOUS PHASE ANGLES AND POWER-
FACTORS COMPUTED EXACTLY PHASE ANGLES \l:l, POSITIVE

AND Al.l. Mil. TABLE ARE POSITIVE

Phasb Anoi.es

Power-Factor k

1 Deg.
20 Mm. I Deg. 30 Min. 2 Deg. 3 Deg. 4 Deg.

0.10 0.2894 5.79 17.80 26.05 84.72 63.00 69.45

0.15 0.1917 3.83 11.50 17.25 23.00 34.51 46.01

0.20 0.1425 2.85 8.55 12.82 17 10 25.65 34.20

0.25 0.1126 2.25 6.70 10.13 13 51 20.27 27.02

0.30 0.0925 1.85 5.55 8.33 11.10 16.65 22.20

0.35 0.0778 1.56 4.67 7.00 9.34 14.00 18.67

0.40 0.0667 1.33 4.00 6.00 8.00 12.00 16.01

0.45 0.0577 1.15 3 46 5.19 6.92 10.39 18.86

0.50 0.0504 1.01 3.02 4 64 6.05 9.07 12 10

0.55 0.0442 0.88 2.65 3.98 5.30 7.96 10.61

0.60 0.0388 0.78 2.33 3.49 4.66 6.98 9.31

0.65 0.0340 0.68 2.04 3.06 4.08 6.12 8.16

0.70 0.0296 0.59 1.78 3.55 5.33 7.10

0.75 0.0256 0.51 1.54 2.30 3.07 4.61 6.14

0.80 0.0219 0.44 1.31 1 97 2.63 3.94 6.26

0.85 0.0181 0.36 1.09 1.63 2.17 3.26 4.34

0.90 0.0141 0.28 85 1 27 1.69 2.54 3.38

0.95 0.0096 0.19 58 0.86 1.15 1.73 2.30

Figs. 3 and 4. This is the form in which information

regarding the accuracy of instrument transformers is

usually furnished by the manufacturers. The problem
presented is to convert this information into an expres-

sion of error as a percentage of the total energy that

should be registered. It is obvious that the percentage

of error in the meter due to the ratio error of the trans-

former is the same as the percentage error in ratio, and
nothing further need be said on this point. The error

due to the phase angle is more complex, as it is caused

by the alteration of the power-factor of the energy reg-

istered in the meter from the true power-factor of the

circuit. It varies considerably with the power-factor,

reaching startling figures at low power-factors and
being practically negligible at unity. The phase-angle

error at unity power-factor is only 0.24 per cent for a

phase angle of 4 deg., which is a much larger angle than

is ever reached in a good transformer.

In the case of an instrument transformer of phase

angle B, operating on a circuit of power-factor F, the

angle 9, whose cosine is F, may be found from a table

of natural functions. This will be the angle between

Phabe Angles

Power-Factor

20 Min. :io Min 2 Deg. 3 Dag. 4 Deg.

0.1 5.79 26 hi :,i 'n 69.16
11 L6 11 40 17.22 22 '.11

0.2 1 M « 63 12.79 17.03

0.25 2.25 6.74 10.10 13.46 20 ia 26.77

0.3 1.85 5.54 8.29 11.04 16.51 21 91

0.35 1.56 4.60 6.97 9.28 18.43

0.4 1.33 6 '.17 7 "1 11 86 15.74

0.45 1.15 :; 46 6 16 6.86 10.25 13.60

0.5 1 01 :; in 4.50 11 -1

0.55 0.88 2.64 3.04 7.87 10.35

0.6 0.78 2.31 3.46 4.59 6.84 9.06
0.65 0.68 2.02 3.03 4.02 5.98 7.91

0.7 0.59 1 76 2.63 3.50 5.20 6.87

0.75 0.51 1.52 2.26 3.02 4.48 6.91

0.8 0.44 1.27 1.94 2.56 3 81 4.99

0.85 0.36 1.07 1.59 2.10 3.11 \ US

0.9 0.28 0.83 1.23 1.63 2.40 3.13

0.95 11 10 n 66 0.83 1.00 1.58 2.05

the voltage and current of the circuit. Assuming a

lagging current, it is obvious that the angle between
voltage and current at the meter is (9 — B) with proper

regard to the sign of the angle B. Since the energy

registered is proportional to the power-factor, the error

E expressed in per cent as caused by the phase angle is

E= [(cos( 9— B) — F) -±-F] X100 (1)

The total error caused by the transformer is the

algebraic sum of the ratio and phase-angle errors. If a

potential and a current transformer are both used, the

total error is the algebraic sum of the errors of the two
transformers.

This is the exact method of computing error due to

phase angle, but a simpler method, which does not in-

volve trigonometric functions, gives results which close-

ly approximate true values, and which are accurate

enough for most practical purposes.

In Fig. 5 the percentage of error at various power-

factors is plotted against phase angle, and it is seen

that the curves are nearly straight lines. This indicates

that, at a given power-factor, the percentage of error

is very nearly equal to the phase angle multiplied by a

constant. The assumption may be verified by observing

that over a range of 8 deg. (phase angle of zt 4 deg.)

the change in cosine between successive minutes is

nearly constant. Then,
E = kB, (2)

where E is the error in per cent, A- is a constant de-

pending on the power-factor, and B is the phase angle

expressed in minutes. Values of k for power-factors

0.28
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0.20
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Phase Angle.

FIG. 5—PER CENT ERRORS AT VARIOUS POWER-FACTORS
AND PHASE ANGLES

Power Foe tor

FIG. 6—VALUES OF k FOR EQUATION NO. 2, SHOWING
INCREASE IN ERROR WITH DECREASE IN POWER-FACTOR
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of 0.1 to 0.95 are given in Table I. For power-factors
between these given, A: may be found by interpolation.

In Fig. 6 these values of k are plotted against power-
factor, showing graphically the rapid increase in error
with decrease in power-factor.

In order to show clearly how close is the approxima-
tion involved in the use of the above formula, Tables I,

II and III have been prepared, comparing the results

TABLE I \ ERRORS ACTUALLY OBSERVED IN TWO BT8 01 COMMERCIAL
TRAN

Potential trtotfonni n
ii. in, ,

, rror, dm oral

i

— 0.60
'I otal error, per oral . — 0,25

Ourrral traoaformeri

Ratio <r r, .r
.
|„ t mil | l|.',

I'lll
I ||S

"•r. per oral i i 06
Total 'Tmr, pet orat -j- 0.01

Ti, lal irror duo i" i»,iii transformers, pei orat - 0.24

i in

- 8.07

of calculations by formula with the results of exact
computations for both positive and negative phase
angles. In Table IV are shown the errors introduced by
two different pairs of transformers, illustrating the
difference that may be found in the accuracy of trans-
formers of different makes operating under the same
conditions.

Correcting for errors is at best an uncertain propo-
sition. The central-station engineer should know in

advance the accuracy of the transformers he is pur-
chasing. The best transformer is not necessarily the
one which shows the least error under one set of condi-

tions, but the one which shows the smallest variation

under the variety of conditions met in service.

Conditions Governing Operation of Prime Movers

The Effect on the Economical Performance of Steam Engines and Turbines Resulting

from Changes in Steam Pressure, Superheat and Vacuum

By A. A. Potter* and S. L. Simmering!

IN order to determine the effect of varying the initial

steam pressure on the economy of steam prime
movers, including reciprocating engines and tur-

bines, and under otherwise ideal conditions, the accom-
panying table has been calculated. This table shows the

minimum theoretical steam consumption for condensing
as well as for non-condensing perfect steam prime
movers using dry saturated steam and steam pressures
varying from 80 lb. to 200 lb. per square inch absolute.

The relations between initial steam pressure and the
steam consumption are clearly shown in the accompany-
ing diagram.
From the table and diagram it is evident that the

effect of changing initial steam pressure is much more
marked in the case of non-condensing than in the case

of condensing steam prime movers. The theoretical

gain is about 11 per cent when the steam pressure is

increased from 80 lb. to 100 lb., 9 per cent when the

steam pressure is changed from 100 lb. to 120 lb., and
only about 4 per cent when the increase in the initial

steam pressure is from 180 lb. to 200 lb. per square

inch absolute. Condensing units show that little gain

can be expected from using steam pressures above 160

lb. per square inch. The effect of increasing the steam
pressure of a condensing engine from 160 lb. to 180 lb.

is only about 1.5 per cent.

Actual tests on steam prime movers show that little

gain can be expected from increasing the initial steam
pressure above 175 lb., the gain being much less for

superheated than for saturated steam. In general, the

•Dean engineering division Kansas State Agricultural College.
tAssistant professor of steam and gas engineering, Kansas State

Agricultural College.

practical limit to high pressures is mainly one of ex-

pense. The first cost and the cost of upkeep of steam-
power-plant equipment increases with the initial steam
pressure. At the same time, however, high pressures

decrease the reliability insurance of the steam boiler,

engine and piping system.

Simple reciprocating engines are operated at initial

steam pressures varying from 80 lb. to 150 lb. per square

inch, compound engines at pressures of 120 lb. to 180

lb., and steam turbines at pressures of 120 lb. to 200 lb.

per square inch. The gain in economy produced by

carrying pressures above 180 lb. does not usually com-

pensate for the expense incurred.

Effects of Superheated Steam

Superheated steam increases the economy of recipro-

cating engines by decreasing or even eliminating the

losses due to initial condensation. The temperature of

the cylinder walls as the steam is being admitted at the

beginning of the stroke is considerably less than the

temperature of the steam. If the steam is saturated,

it is partly condensed, giving up heat to the cylinder

walls during expansion until the temperature of the

steam falls below that of the metal in contact with the

steam. When the expansion of the steam lowers its

temperature below that of the cylinder walls, heat is

given up by the walls, re-evaporating a part of the

moisture. This re-evaporation process occurs too late

in the expansion, and the heat thus given up by the walls

leaves the cylinder with the exhaust steam, producing

no useful work. The losses due to condensation and re-

evaporation will therefore decrease the efficiency of a

reciprocating engine 10 to 25 per cent. With the in-
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coming steam superheated about 100 deg. Fahr., the
temperature of the cylinder walls can be heated with-
out condensing the steam, as superheated steam will

give up considerable heat before it will become satur-

ated.

In the case of steam turbines, superheated steam
affects the economy by decreasing the rotation losses,

THEORETICAL STEAM CONSUMPTION OF STEAM ENGINES

lire, Lb. per
S(|. In. \l.-.
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the surface friction of the rotating element of a tur-

bine being proportional to the density of the steam. In
both reciprocating engines and turbines there is also

a thermodynamic gain due to the higher temperature
and to the greater amount of heat per unit weight of

steam. The steam economy resulting from the use of

superheated steam is probably greater for reciprocating

steam engines than it is for steam turbines. In the case
of turbines the use of superheated steam prevents the

erosion of the blades which occurs when wet saturated

steam is used.

With superheated steam the high temperatures cause

rapid deterioration of superheaters and increase the

difficulties with piping and fittings. In reciprocating

engines the cylinder lubricating oil must be carefully

selected, as the lubrication of valves and piston is more
difficult and greater allowance must also be made for

expansion and contraction of the piping system—factors

which add to the maintenance cost of a power-plant

operated with superheated steam. With steam turbines

the absence of valves and pistons decreases the diffi-

culties with superheated steam, but the deterioration of

superheaters and the difficulty with piping systems re-

main to be combated in all forms of steam prime

movers.

The superheats used in steam-power-plant practice

vary from 50 deg. to 200 deg. Fahr. Gains due to super-

heats in excess of 150 deg. Fahr. are usually obtained

at too great a maintenance cost to warrant such prac-

tice. The gain in economy due to superheating may be

taken as 10 per cent for the first 100 deg. Fahr. and

4 per cent additional when steam is superheated from

100 deg. to 150 deg. Fahr. To superheat steam 100 deg.

Fahr. requires 5 to 6 per cent additional fuel, leaving

a net commercial gain of 4 to 5 per cent per 100 deg.

Fahr. superheat, within the practicable limits of super-

heating.

Maximum Efficiency for a Heat Engine

The maximum efficiency possible for any heat engine

is expressed by (2\— 7/,) -:- T„ in which T, is the abso-

lute temperature at which the steam is received and T,

is the absolute temperature at which the steam is dis-

charged. The greater the difference between the initial

and final temperatures, the greater is the ideal efficiency.

One method of increasing this difference is by decreas-

ing the exhaust pressure and thereby decreasing the

temperature T
3
. Calculations made by the equation

(7^— tj -j-T, show that a decrease in the back pres-

sure from a 20-in. to a 21-in. vacuum adds only about

3 per cent to the efficiency of the ideal steam engine,

while an increase of the vacuum from a 28-in. to a
29-in. vacuum increases the efficiency by about 15 per
cent. This is made possible from the fact that the
temperature drop, according to the steam tables, in the
first case is 5 deg. Fahr., while in the second case it

is 22 deg. Fahr.
All types of prime movers are not capable of utiliz-

ing very low back pressures. As a general rule for
ordinary reciprocating steam engines a vacuum greater
than 26 in. is not desirable, 'on account of the increased
cylinder volume and greater losses due to the conden-
sation and re-evaporation phenomena. On the other
hand, in steam-turbine work, where greater ratios of
expansion are possible without alternating heating and
cooling of metal surfaces, the greatest benefit is de-
rived from the use of very low back pressures. A
pound of steam at a pressure of 1.5 lb. absolute, cor-
responding to a 27-in. vacuum, has a volume of 231.8
cu. ft. and a temperature of 115 deg. Fahr. Under
these conditions 1027 B.t.u. must be abstracted from
each pound of steam to cause it to condense. Approxi-
mately 51.4 lb. of water must be heated through a
temperature range of 20 deg. Fahr., or 20.5 lb. through
50 deg. Fahr.
The presence of air within the condenser has a marked

influence on its operation. According to Dalton's law,
a constant weight of gas at a constant temperature
and volume exerts the same pressure upon the walls of
the containing vessel regardless of any other gas or
vapor being present. If the temperature at some point
in the condenser is 101.5 deg. Fahr., the pressure ex-
erted by the water vapor is 1 lb. per square inch, while
the total pressure within the condenser may be 1.5 lb.

per square inch. The additional 0.5 lb. pressure is due
to the presence of air. If the temperature of the mix-
ture of air and vapor at the suction valve of the air
pump is 60 deg. Fahr., the weight of a cubic foot of
steam at this pressure is 0.000828 lb. and the corre-
sponding pressure is 0.25 lb. The partial pressure of
the air is then 1.25 lb., and each cubic foot of the mix-
ture will contain 0.00645 lb. of air. It is evident from

X

X

100

5+ea

¥**
f^T4S»*

120 M0 160 180 200
m Pressure, Fbunds per Square Inch, Absolu+e.

RELATION BETWEEN INITIAL STEAM PRESSURE AND STEAM
CONSUMPTION

the above that the capacity of an air pump is deter-
mined by the number of pounds of air that enter the
condenser and the temperature and pressure at which
the mixture is withdrawn. To secure a high vacuum
requires the use of great quantities of water to absorb
the latent heat when condensing the steam and also

to cool the air to as low a degree of temperature as
possible.
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Gain m Economj i>n<- t<> IncrMiini Vacuum
riic > •

.-

1 1 ii 111 economy which can be expected by in-

creasing the vacuum depends to some extent upon the

of the engine or turbine, and also upon the type of

machine. The theoretical gain for a perfect steam

prime mover per inrh of vacuum will vary from abOUl
:'..(> per cent at 'J.") in. vacuum to aboul 5.0 per cent

at 2S iii. vacuum. 'This shows that increasing the

vacuum <>t" a perfect steam prime mover is mure effecl

ive than Increasing the steam pressure. (Compare re-

sults given in the table.) The actual gain per inch

o\ vacuum in the case of impulse steam turbines of the

Curtis type varies from about 4 per cent at a vacuum
of 25 in. to about ."> per cent at a vacuum of 28 in., all

referred to a 30-in. barometer. A well-designed steam
turbine will very nearly realize the theoretical pains

for any given vacuum. Action and reaction turbines

of the Parsons type will show a gain per inch of vacuum
o( about ."> per cent for vacuums varying from 25 in.

to 28 in.

Reciprocating engines will usually operate more eco-

nomically than steam turbines when the vacuums are

lower than 2G in. For higher vacuums the steam turbine

gains rapidly. Very high vacuums when applied to

reciprocating engines increase beyond practical limits

the sizes of valves and ports. Reference to a steam
table will illustrate this fact. Thus at a vacuum of

26 in-, which corresponds to L.96 lb. absolute, the vol-

ume (if I lli. cif steam is 177 CU. It. If the vacuum is

Increased to 28 in., the volume per pound becomes :;n

ell. ft., and at 2!t in. vacuum the volume of 1 lb. of

steam reaches the enormous value of 667 en. tt.

Steam turbines present no difficulties on account
of the increased volume of steam at high vacuums.

Vacuums 28 in. and higher are carried in steam-tur-

bine power plants. To maintain such vacuums requires

expensive condensing equipment and a large supply of

cooling water at fairly low temperatures. In the case

of low-pressure steam turbines operating under an

initial pressure slightly above atmospheric, high vacu-

ums are absolutely necessary. A 1-in. change of

vacuum in the case of a low-pressure steam turbine

between 26 in. and 28 in. will affect the economy at

least 10 per cent.

When considering gain in steam consumption on ac-

count of high vacuum, attention must also be given to

the fact that a high vacuum means a low temperature
of the condensed steam and may necessitate heating of

the condensed steam before it is returned to the boiler.

A condenser to carry a high vacuum should be designed
with sufficient cooling surface. Two to four square
feet of cooling surface per kilowatt rating of prime
mover will usually be necessary to maintain high vac-

uums in steam-turbine plants.

Construction Costs for a 10,000-Kw. Steam Plant

Data Showing Entire and Unit Costs Due to Station Buildings, Land and Equipment, Together

with Construction Items Under Each Heading

THE largest generating station of the Bay State

Street Railway is at Quincy Point, Mass. Five

2000-kw. turbo-alternators are in use, and the

plant carries a large part of the load on the southern

lines of the system. In connection with the proceedings

of the company before the Massachusetts Public Service

Commission on behalf of a fare increase, the consulting

engineers of the road, Sloan, Huddle, Feustel & Free-

man of Madison, Wis., have filed a detailed schedule of

the investment costs for this station to Nov. 1, 1914,

based on an exhaustive study of the company's records.

Some of the information and data of an engineering

nature that show unit costs are presented in the fol-

lowing tables. The total cost of buildings, land and

equipment is shown in Table I, together with the cost

per kilowatt.

TABLE I—COST OF QUINCY POINT STATION AND EQUIPMENT

Cost

Building and structures $308,210

Land 149,850

Equipment 841,786

Grand total cost, station proper $1,299,846

Per Kw.
$30,820

14.985

84.178

$129,983

The station is on tidewater, a brick and steel struc-

ture, 121 ft. by 161 ft., supported by extensive concrete

foundations, made necessary by very poor soil condi-

tions. The floors are of plain or reinforced concrete,

the roof being of reinforced concrete supported by steel

trusses and covered with tar and gravel. The cornice

work and flashings are of copper, door and window

frames also being copper-covered. Coal is delivered to

the plant by barge and unloaded by a stationary hoist-

ing tower and a continuous line cable road on a wooden

trestle, together with a steel transfer and reclaiming

bridge. A reinforced-concrete tunnel connects the coal

pocket with the boiler room. There are ten water-tube

boilers, mechanical stokers, a forced-draft blower sys-

tem, two 125-ft. stacks, and surface condensing equip-

ment. The station began operation about twelve years

ago and has been well maintained since. A local 2250-

kw. rotary-converter substation is also included.

TABLE II—BUILDING AND ACCOMPANYING COSTS FOR
QUINCY POINT STATION

Cost per

Structure Cost Kw.
Power house , $176,368 $17,636

Building, piping and regulator system 4, 064 0. 406

Suction and discharge wells in building 4,514 0. 451

Housing, tracks and hoppers 5, 054 0. 505

Battery-house addition 2,635 0.263

Custodis chimney, No. 1 10,700 1.070

Custodis chimney, No. 2 7,466 0. 746

Flues 9,255 0.925

Coal-conveyor tunnel 12 , 458 1 . 245

Intake crib 7,339 0.733

Suction sewer 4,898 0.489

Discharge sewer 4,656 0. 465

Concrete tank 2,216 0.221

Coal trestle 13,128 1.312

Hoisting tower 1 , 080 0. 108

Fence 1 , 076 0. 107

Gear house 268 0. 026

Motor house 342 0. 034

Tower house 713 0. 071

Scale shed 127 0. 012

Hoist shed 245 0. 024

Crusher shed 388 0. 038

Hydrant houses, shed and fence 189 0. 018

Total building and structures $269,179 $26,917

Engineering, interest, insurance, contingencies, 11 per cent. 29,610 2.961

Taxes and organization, 3.5 per cent 9,421 0.942

Grand total, building and structures $308,210 $30,820

Land (portion required by station) $138 ,750 $13 . 875

Engineering, interest, contingencies, taxes and organization

during construction, 8 per cent 11,100 1.110

Grand total, land $149,850 $14,985
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TABLE III—COST OF EQUIPMENT INSTALLED

Item Quantity
730-hp. A. & T. water-tube boilers and super-

heaters 8
687-hp. B. iV w . water-tube boilers and super-

heaters 2
Jones underfeed stokers 10

Taylor gravity underfeed stokers i

Taylor gravity underfeed stokers. ... 2
Engine-driven forced-draft blowers I

Foundations for above
driven forced-draft blower 1

Foundation for above
indling equipment on wharf

Blake-1 lenison continuous coal weigher 1

McCaslin gravity bucket-conveyor Bystem, with
crusher and weigher 1

Coal chutes above stokers 20
Sump pump, 1-in. vertical motor-driven, centrif-

ugal 1

Snow duplex, 10-in. by 10-in. by 12-in. feed pumps 3
Foundations for above
6-in. by 6-in. by 6-in. Piatt duplex-feed pump. . . 1

Feed-water storage tanks 3
Foundations for above
4500-hp. "National" closed-coil heater 2
Foundations for above
4500-hp. "National" closed-coil heater 1

Foundation for above
Station piping
Pipe covering
2000-kw Curtis vertical turbo-generators, with

accumulators and step-bearing pumps 5
Foundations for above units
Wheeler surface condensers and motor-driven

auxiliaries 4
Foundations for above
Wheeler surface condenser and .steam-driven

auxiliaries 1

Foundations for above
10-in. by 10-in. by 18-in. Deane Simplex priming
pumps 2

Foundations for above
3-in. vertical motor-driven centrifugal sump pump 1

3-in. by 2-in. by 3-in. Blake duplex oil pump. ... 1

Foundation for above
Oil receivers and filter for turbines
Foundations for above
Miscellaneous tanks, filters, etc
75-kw. G. E. engine-driven exciter set 1

Foundation for above
50-kw. G. E. motor-driven exciter set 1

Foundation for above
50-kw. G. E. engine-driven exciter set 1

Foundation for above
50-kw. Sturtevant engine-driven exciter set 1

Foundation for above
70-cell "chloride" battery
Foundation for above
33('-kw. G. E. three-phase air-blast transformers. 2
75-kw. G. E. three-phase air-blast transformers. 1

13,200-volt G. E. electrolytic lightning-arrester
sets 3

Switchboards and wiring
Testing equipment
Steel testing tanks 2
Fairbanks scales 1

Fairbanks platform scales 1

30-ton Reading hand-operated crane 1

16-in. by 6-in. screw-cutting engine lathe 1

32-in. Blaisdell upright drill press 1

22-in. by 22-in. by 0-ft. Wheeler planer 1

No. 5 Blount tool grinder 1

18-in. motor-driven pipe-threading machine 1

15-hp. G. E. direct-current shop motor 1

Shafting, belting and pulleys in shop
Miscellaneous equipment and tools

Total
Engineering, interest, insurance and contingencies

during construction, 10.5 per cent
Taxes and organization, 3.5 per cent

Grand total

Equipment cost per kilowatt of station capacity . .

TABLE IV—DETAILED COSTS OF QUINCY POWER STATION
(10,000-KW. RATING)

Item Quantity
Excavation, cu. yd 17,618
Concrete:

Foundations, cu. yd 2, 114
Walls, cu. yd 58
6-in. floor, reinforced, sq. ft 12,339
5-in. floor, reinforced, sq. ft 1 ,800
4-in. floor, reinforced, sq. ft 319
1-in. floor, reinforced, sq. ft 297
Floors, reinforced, cu. yd 5
Roof, reinforced, sq. ft 18,330
6-in. floor, plain, sq. ft 12,588

Cut stone:
Rough, cu. ft 561
Plain, cu. ft 1 , 170

Brick walls, per M 1,216
Brick arches, per M 39
Miilwork:

Doors, sq. ft 1 , 1 73
Windows, sq. ft 8,931

Steel:
Columns, lb 180,573
Plate girders, lb 145 . 785
Beams, lb 302 , 705
Trusses, lb 57

. 590
Purlins, lb 98, 175
Bracing, lb 6,091

1 on Total
Cos I Coal

11,897 $92,770

10,200 20,412
480 7,680

3,740 1 1,960
2,125 4,250
1 , 305 6, Mill

2,181
1 , 305 1,305

557
20,973

2,860 2.SO0

19,010
194 3,880

143 143
747 2,241

075
182 182
270 810

102
2,480 4,900

109
2,435 2,435

54
85,186
6,835

56,825 284,125
9,275

17,577 70,308
3,399

17,371 17,371
855

298 596
135

275 275
60 60

15
640
10

249
4,200 4,200

183
2,250 2,250

34
2,800 2,800

34
2,000 2,000

183
5,000

47
2,512 5,024

600 600

343 1,029
19,261
1,132

100 200
111 111
105 105

2,085 2,085
565 565
260 260
566 566
50 50

893 893
264 201

277
1,787

$738,409

77,533
25,844

$841,786
$84,178

Unit Total
Cost Cost
$2.00 $35,236

10.00 21,140
12.00 696
0.52 6,416
0.49 882
0.42 134
0.75 223

12.00 60
0.47 8,615
0.22 2,769

1 . 50 842
2.00 2,340

22.00 26,752
40.00 1.560

1.607
15,622

0.04 7.223
0.06 8.747
0.04 12,111
0.06 3,455
0.04 3.927
0.04 244

ii • Quantity
Cast iron, lb 1 17,632
Stairways, railings, etc., lb 12,863
Miscellaneous iron work

.

Sheet metal
Drains
Fleet i 10 lighting
Painting:

q. yd '130

Co(d water, sq. yd 7,93

1

Plumbing

Total

.

Building piping
Johnson regulatoi Bystem

.

Total

Suction and discharge wells in building:
Excavation, en. yd
Concrete-, cu. yd
Hriek, per M
20-in. vitrified pipe, ft

826
36
'il

170

Total

.

Sousing on boiler-room roof
.

Ash-handling t racks
Coal and ash hoppers

Unit Total
'

io oa $4,429
oo

184
2 , 869

661
2 . 200

ii 18 107
I) 12

1.077

$176,308

$1,878
2 , 1 86

Si. hoi

2.00 $1,052
10.00
2 1 (III 2.250
1. 10 2 Hi

$4,514

$30
.'(38

4,O>>0

Total

.

15,054

Battery-house addition, erected in 1912 to house storage-battery equipment
(this is of the same general type as tin- main building and is in good Condition) '

Excavation, cu. yd
Concrete:

Foundations, cu. yd
1-in. floors, sq. ft

7-in. rool, sq. ft

Brick, per M
Timbei

:

Framing, M bd. ft

Sheathing, M bd. ft

Roofing tar and gravel, sq. It

Cement coping, cu. ft

Miilwork:
Doors, sq. ft

Windows, sq. ft

Shutters, sq. ft

Ventilators
Painting, cold water, sq. yd. .

Varnishing, sq. yd

:i'.i 0.75 829

Steel, lb 31

50 7.00 392
'117 0.10 147
(117 0.50 158
26 20.00 520

0.2 45.00 9
0.5 60.00 30

966 0.06 58
21 0.40 8

51 30
72 43
112 112

9 62
274 0.12 .•',3

59 0.25 15
050 0.02 621

Total

.

Custodis chimneys, 125 ft. high, 12 ft. inside diameter:
Chimney No. 1:

Piles, lin. ft 3,000
Excavation, cu. yd 500
Concrete, cu. yd 285
Brick:
Common, per M 129
Fire, cu. ft 330
Custodis, cu. ft 4,200

Ladder
Lightning rod

Total
Chimney No. 2:

Excavation, cu. yd.
Concrete, cu. yd. . .

Uriek:
( 'ommon, per M.
Fire, cu. ft

Custodis, cu. ft.

.

Ladder
Lightning rod

233
135

129
336

4,200

Total

Flues:
Concrete coping, cu. ft 50
Brick on steel angles, per M 18
Steel angles, lb 22,803
Sheet iron, lb. 92 , 200
Asbestos covering, sq. ft 12, 039

Total

Coal-conveyor tunnel:

Excavation, cu. yd 1, 187
Sheet piling, M bd. ft 12
Hrick, per M 87
Concrete:

Walls, plain, cu. yd 370
5-in. roof, reinforced, sq. ft 936
6-in. roof, reinforced, sq. ft 521
9-in. roof, reinforced, sq. ft 546
6-in. floor, sq. ft 2, 192

Sand cushion, cu. yd 44
Waterproofing, sq. H 4 ,992

Timber, M bd. ft 1.

Steel beams, lb 26,544
steel ladders, etc., lb 492
Electric lighting
Painting, cold water, sq. yd 438
Base for motor

254

Total

Intake crib:

Excavation, cu. yd
Concrete:

Mat, reinforced, cu. yd
Walls, reinforced, cu. yd

Timber:
Framing, M bd. ft

Sheathing. M bd. It

Steel, lb B.308
Floating raft

Screens

0.40
2.00

10.00

24.00
0.00
0.50

2.00
10.00

24.00
0.00
0.50

0.35
24.00
0.04
0.065

2.00
60. 00
20.00

10.00
0.45
0.50
0.75
0.25
2.00
0.06

00.00
0.04
0.08

0.18

|3 00

$2,035

$1,200
1,000
2,850

3,096
202

2,100
122
130

$10,700

$466
1,350

3,096
202

2,100
122
130

$7,406

$18
432
912

5,993
1,900

$9,255

$2,374
720

2,262

3,700
421
260
410
548
88

300
B4

1 . 002
39
73
79
38

$12,458

$76-

188 10.00 1,880
198 16.00 3,108

0.6 45. 00 27
10 50.00 80

308 0.08 665
40

956 0.75 717

Total. $7,339
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Total

i ation, ou. m1
Piles, ii I, 160

ete, in mI 168
Timber, framing, M bd. n B2
Bteel, bimoea, lb 2,715
Sir,. I (link

llf.'i\ % ,
."i in

, toni 2. ti

Light, 2.8 in , II. s.ooo
BteeTtnatle, lb :sis

ToUl. . .

Hoisting bower
Timber, framing, M bd. ft 18
Fence

Total

(ic:ir house;
Timber:

Framing, M bd. ft 2.7
Wall sheathing, M bd. ft 0.6
Roof sheathing, M bd. ft 0.3

Milluork:
Doors, sq. ft 16
Windows, sq. ft 33

Tar paper, sq. ft 303
Electric lights

Total

Motor house:
Timber:

Framing, M bd. ft 0.2
W all sheathing, M bd. ft 0.4
Roof sheathing. M bd. ft 0.

1

Platform, M bd. ft 4.6
Millwork:

Doors, sq. ft 16
Windows, sq. ft 17

Painting, sq. yd 58

Total

Tower house:
Timber:

Framing, M bd. ft 1.8
Wall sheathing, M bd. ft 2.8
Flooring, hard pine, M bd. ft 0.6
Flooring spruce, M bd. ft 1.4
Platform, M bd. ft 2.3

Millwork:
Windows, sq. ft 91
Doors, sq. ft 36

Painting, sq. yd 331
Electric lighting
Roofing, tar paper, eq. ft 712

Scale shed
Hoist shed
Crusher shed
Hydrant house No. 1

Hydrant house No. 2
Shed for tank and fence

I ml

>;t mi
i

..ii 00
1,11 llll

i.

.Ill llll

ia oo
in mi

ii 60
20 00
70.00
n. in

hi 00
0, (ii

(I III,

60.00
60.00
60.00

60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

0.18

* I , 808

J-'Cl

l . 032

12,216

2, 196
3,320

100

MM
820
21

$13, I2S

$1 ,080
1 , (I7G

$2,156

(162
36
18

15
9

22

$268

$14
22
6

276

6
8
10

$342

60.00 $108
60.00 168
70.00 42
60.00 84
60.00 138

41
13

0.18 60
38

0.03 21

$713

$127
245
388
31
31

127

TABLE V—LOCAL SUBSTATION APPARATUS AT QUINCY POINT
STATION—ADDITIONAL COST

Item Quantity
750-kw. G. E. rotary converters 3

Foundations for above

360-kw. M. G. booster set 1

Foundation for above

825-kw. G. E. three-phase air-blast transformers. 3

70-in. Buffalo blowers, motor-operated 2

Foundation for above

G. E. air-compressor outfit 1

Switchboards and wiring

10-ton Reading hand-operated crane 1

Total

Engineering, interest, insurance, contingencies,

10.5 per cent

Taxes and organization, 3.5 per cent

Total Quincy Point substation equipment cost.

Substation equipment cost per kilowaU

Unit
Cost

$10,085

Total
Cost
$30,255

56

14,967 14,967

89

3,872 11,616

365 730

17

375 375

8,893

1,350 1,350

$68,348

7,177

2,392

$77,917

$34 . 63

monthly ENERGY COSTS FOR
SMALL MANUFACTURING PLANT

Grouping •» i Motor«Driven Machine! Bizet <>i Motors Re*

quired Coati per Connected Horsepower of

i hi i] Equipment

Interesting ftgun hown for monthly ei

per horsepower of connected load by a Seattle

(Wash.) manufacturing plant using motors to drive

machines in the various departments. This plant makes
a variety of electrical distribution apparatus and ac-

cessories, such as panelboards, steel cabinets, la

switches, solenoids, battery relays, charging rheostats,

plugs, receptacles and the like and operates a sheet-

metal department, a plating department, a machine
shop and an assembling department. The total con-

nected load in motors distributed throughout the build-

ing is 66.35 hp. The distribution of these motors and
the machines they drive are shown in the accompany-
ing table. The demand on equipment is so diversified

that it is seldom all machines are in operation at one
time, which accounts for the reasonable cost per month
per horsepower of connected load, as shown in Table I.

The average charge for power per month is $54.52

for the connected load of 66.35 hp., or an average of

82 cents per horsepower of connected load per month.
The average charge per kilowatt-hour for energy used

is 2.058 cents. In addition to the motor load shown in

Table II, a 20-kw. spot-welder is used in the sheet-metal

shop. The energy charges tabulated in Table I include

the energy consumed by this spot-welder.

TABLE I—MONTHLY ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR
CONNECTED LOAD OF 66.35 HP.

Month
Kilowatt-
Hours

Rate,
Cents Total

July, 1914
August, 1914
September, 1914
October, 1914

November, 1914
December, 1914
January, 1915
February, 1915

March, 1915
April, 1915
May, 1915
June, 1915

Total

2,929
3,186
2,371
2,361

2,205
2,628
2,527
2,419

2,584
2,722
2,986
3,281

1.9
1.8
2.3
2.3

2.4
2.1
2.2
2.2

2.1
1.9
1.8
1.7

$55 65
57 35
54 53
54 30

52 92
55 19
55 59
53 22

54 26
51 72
53 75
55 7S

32 , 199 $654.26

These data are taken from records at the plant of

the A. G. Electric & Manufacturing Company, Seattle,

Wash.

fig. 1- -SHEET-METAL SHOP, SHOWING ELECTRIC SPOT-

WELDER AT RIGHT
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FIG. 2—SHEET-METAL SHOP, SHOWING POWER BENDER
AND PUNCH PRESS

Group-drive motors and belt and shaft transmission

were considered advisable at this plant since only a few
of the machines connected with each motor are required

to operate at the same time, thus making it possible to

use motors designed for the average load rather than
individual motors having a much larger aggregate rat-

ing, many of which would be idle most of the time. The
use of individual motors may be more satisfactory,

however, in cases when the initial investment is offset

by the improved appearance due to the absence of shafts,

the elimination of belt and shaft friction losses, the flex-

ibility of operation, and the saving in revenue obtained

from operating motors at near their rating.

TABLE II- -MOTOR-DRIVEN EQUIPMENT IN A SMALL WEST-
ERN MANUFACTURING PLANT

Location Department Motor Rating Machines Driven

Rocf
One 3-hp. Discharge fan

Third floor.. Plating department One 0.75-hp.

One 1-hp.

Plating generator for four

tanks

One polishing lathe

One belt-polishing lathe

plating

One 5-hp. One polishing lathe

One plating barrel

One 2-hp. One tumbling barrel

Sheet-metal department One 3-hp.

One 5-hp.

One 10-hp.

One blower
Two drill presses

One emery stand
Two punch presses

< hie knife shear

One roll shear

One power bender

Second floor. Machine shop One 7. 5-hp.

One 5-hp.

One emery stand
One miller

One drill press

One punch press

One hack-saw
• >ne disk grinder

One Ixilt machine
One shapcr
One profiler

Two universal grinders

Three lathes

One riveting machine
Two air pumps
One screw machine
One speed lathe

One four-spindle drill

One three-spindle drill

One table saw
One drill press

Two grindstone!
One d.-. generator for magnetic
chucks

One 0.1-hp. One filing machine

Assembling department One 3-hp. One air pump
One drill press

One saw grinder

One tapping machine
One slate band-saw

One 3-hp. One slat*- saw
One slate skitter

One emen
One six-spindle drill

Three ilate drills

One grind

First floor . . Shipping department One 3-hp. One cut-off saw

HOW A TRANSMISSION COMPANY
PREVENTED TELEPHONE TROUBLES

Substituting Bridging for Series Instruments—Separating

Telephone and Power Circuits— Balancing on Long
Spans and Providing Drainage (oils

By F. Maury Gillespie

Some time ago the writer was confronted with the
problem of maintaining a satisfactory telephone service
over wires strung on poles used for 12 miles of 2200-
volt distribution lines. This was accomplished by con-
verting the series instruments in service at the time to
bridging apparatus with 1000-ohm ringers, installing

suitable carbon spark-gaps and protective fuses at all

instruments, and using 1:1 telephone transformers at
the most important stations. These transformers were
protected by a switch, fuse and lightning arrester sup-
plied by the manufacturer. The wires were transposed
at intervals of approximately 600 ft., a high-resistance
line wire—No. 12 B. W. G. steel wire—being employed.
Under these conditions service was fair. However,

the lines were somewhat noisy under the best of condi-
tions. Grounds on either a power line or its correspond-
ing parallel telephone line rendered the telephones use-
less until the trouble was removed on account of the
excessive humming in the receivers. It was also found
that carbon dust would short-circuit or ground a tele-

phone line with the slightest variation from normal
operating conditions. While this condition was incon-
venient, it did not lead to any serious difficulties, so that
no attempt was made to remedy the matter until after

a new power plant of 1800-kva. rating was put into oper-

ation. This plant is about 10 miles from the point of

utilization of power. The transmission voltage is

22,000, energy being transmitted to a step-down station

over a double-circuit three-phase line carried on steel

poles spaced at intervals approximating 250 ft. The
contour of the country is such that spans of 400 ft. to

1200 ft. were possible, and for these spans H frames
were used, the same poles being used with the two cir-

cuits strung between the two poles, instead of one on a
side, as is the case in single-pole construction. Fig. 1

/ Ground Wire

y

# v $
/

/
4 30* -*«~ 36" ~ * ->

V.

2=

t A . C •

.. -

B D

"A ,' Original Location of Telephone Circuit

on Single Poles

B .' location of Telephone Wires

after Lowering
C , Original Location of Telephone Circuit on

H frames for Long Spans
"D . Location of Telephone Wires in Long Spans,

after Lowering Line

FIG. 1—RELATIVE POSITIONS OF TELEPHONE AND TRANS-
MISSION LINE CONDUCTORS ON THE SAME POLES
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hows the relal Ive position • of the power and telephone

wires on this line. Transpositions are at !-<»•• it. in

tervals, and greal care was taken to have that part of

the line strung t<» one side of the power lines balance.

On this hut' the original telephone equipmenl Included

the standard i:i transformers, insulated for 25,000
volts, with the usual switch, fuse and lightning arrester.

When the line voltage reached 15,000 trouble started.

The following were Bome of the difficulties:

i si. mi i .ii topping "i motora ol mpre than 60 bp, c&uied
the telephone belle to Bound

2. Grounds on either the telephone or power lines rendered the

telephone line not onlj useless i >ut positively dangerous. Even
iling w.is Impossible, aa the bella rang continuously a.s long

as the ruses, were Intact.

>n verj drj days heavj Btatlc discharges were noted, gener-

ttllj in ihf afternoon or earl] evening.

i. Charging 1 1 1
« electrolytic arresters had the same effect that

changes of i.>:i<i did; that Is, the gongs wen caused to ring.

ii. voltage between telephone line ami ground was 780,

measured bj an ordinary switchboard voltmeter connected through
a 1000-watt transformer, it is the writer's belief that an elec-

trostatic voltmeter would have given a reading considerably

higher than the one obtained,

In an attempt to remedy these conditions the tele-

phone line was lowered to give the spacing shown at B
and D in Fig. 1- This caused the following changes in

normal conditions:

i The voltage to ground was reduced to loss than 200 volts.

2, Talking was rendered much clearer owing to the reduction

ol noise in the receivers.

3. Boll ringing due to grounds on telephones and surges in

power linos was practically eliminated.

While this arrangement was a great improvement over

original conditions, it was still far from perfect. The
writer then began to experiment with various types of

drainage apparatus, finally adopting as standard the ar-

rangement shown in Fig. 2. This was so satisfactory

that those lines that parallel 2000-volt lines were simi-

larly equipped.

For telephone lines carried on poles with 2200-volt

power conductors, the horn-gaps shown in Fig. 2 and
the choke coils are omitted. A transformer of 1-kva.

rating is used instead of a 5-kva. On lines 15,000 ft.

to 25,000 ft. long humming in receivers nearest the

drainage coil is entirely eliminated and at the far ends

of the lines is barely noticeable.

The writer's arrangement is somewhat different from
those employed on the system of the Georgia Railway &
Power Company and used by other companies as out-

lelephone Line

Horn&pp
No./Copper
Wire, Tinned

12 Turns, No. /O
*' Iron Wire, Wiam.

Transmission line is

double circuit, 22,000

volts, 49,000 ft. long. With
drainage coils discon-

nected, the voltage of tele-

phone line to ground with
one circuit alive was 70
volts ; with both circuits

alive, 150 volts. With
drainage coils connected
all voltage readings are
zero. With a horn-gap
setting of 0.188-in. the
spark-over emf. is 3700 at

sixty cycles. With cylin-

der gap to ground set at

0.063 in. the spark-over
emf. is 1200 at sixty

cycles. With cylinder gap
line-to-line set at 0.01 in.

the maximum emf. be-

tween lines is 200. The
transformer used is rated

at 5 kva., 1100-2200 volts

primary. The secondary
is left open.

fuse and Carbon Gap
(Western f/ecfric No.

/2A)

To Telephone

FIG. 2—TELEPHONE-PROTECTION
DRAINAGE COILS FOR TELEPHONE LINE CARRIED

STEEL POLES WITH A TRANSMISSION LINE

lined in various published descriptions, and lor I In. tea

son it. is hoped that it will prove of interest to some
readers. The arrangemenl has afforded relief to the

extent that ground! on the telephone line do nol render

the instruments ahsolutek n oh
. , as was formerly the

ease, unless holh wires are dead grounded. Further-

more, the lines can he used even with one or more leaky

insulators on the power lines, a condition that was im-

possible heio re installing the drainage system. The en

tire protective out tit fuses, arresters, insulating trans-

formers and drainage coils is installed out of doors,

and no attempt has heen made to protect H from rain,

although the precipitation in this locality averai

LOO in. in the six-month rainy season and has reached
10 in. in one month.

Operating Schemes

Two dollars will be paid for each item published

g i ring ideas d/id data, new <>r simplified methods

and experiences in solving troubles.

Supports for Storage-Battery Cells

The accompanying illustration shows the method em-
ployed by the New York Edison Company for support-

ing standby battery cells. To the bottom of each cell

case, along the longer sides, are attached 6-in. wood
strips which transfer the weight of the cell to the sup-

ports. The latter consist of conical-shaped porcelain

bases with glass caps containing oil rings. Between
the bases and caps and also between the caps and cell

Class
Caps

ARRANGEMENTS USING
ON

PORCELAIN BASES WITH GLASS CAPS USED TO SUPPORT
BATTERY CELLS

cases crossed strips of lead are placed which serve to

distribute the pressure uniformly over the surface of

the glass and porcelain. These strips are also employed

to make each support take its share of the load and to

level the cell cases. With 123-plate cells rated at 9150

amp. on the one-hour discharge rate six insulating sup-

ports are employed.

The Use of Electric Horns Instead of Bells for

Signaling Purposes

By Harry Restofski

In power houses and substations containing noisy ma-
chinery or a number of bells for signaling purposes, it

is frequently difficult to recognize signals. A satisfac-

tory method of reducing trouble from this source is by
the use of an electric horn instead of a bell.

If the horn is used in connection with a telephone, it

may be connected in a relay circuit in series with the

necessary number of cells or source of energy supply

in such a way that when signaling current is impressed

on the telephone line the relay is energized and the horn

circuit closed by the movement of the relay armature.

If the telephone line is a non-selective party line, the
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relay armature is constructed to return to its initial

position when the energizing current ceases to flow.

In this manner usual telephone signals may be sounded

as with a bell. For use on a direct line the relay may
be constructed to hold its armature in the energized

position and thus keep the horn circuit closed until

opened by the attendant.

The writer knows of the successful use of an electric

horn working on a 110-to-6-volt transformer of a low-

water-alarm circuit in a power house, and of still an-

other that is used to notify the firemen that an addi-

tional unit is to be started. In the last case a lamp is

connected across the primary side of the transformer as

an additional signal and to prevent the possibility of

confusion with horn signals that may be given later.

A Strainer for Water Line to Transformers

The construction details of a simple water strainer

that can be made from standard pipe fittings are shown
in the accompanying illustration. Water flows into the

top of the galvanized-sheet-iron tube shown, through

which 5/32-in. holes are punched from the inside % in.

apart before the tube is bent into shape. This leaves the

inside smooth so that any trash collected will settle at

the bottom and can be blown off through the 1-in. valve.

Z"Valve Inlet

3*
2'

Reducing Bushing

3" Coupling

<-3 x 6 'Nipple

\--5tramer

3*3"x2" "T"

2"OuHer

3'xl "Reducing
Bushing

XJ< /" Valve, Blow-out

CONSTRUCTION OF A STRAINER TO REMOVE DIRT FROM
TRANSFORMER COOLING WATER

The outer casing is made up of pipe fittings of the di-

mensions indicated. By unscrewing the lower reducing

bushing the strainer may be removed for inspection and
cleaning.

This device has been successfully used by R. H. Lewis,

Sylvan, Minn., in the water line leading to a 1000-kw.

bank of transformers.

Use of Sulphur in Bushing Filler of Oil-Cooled

Transformers

By Edward J. Hunt

The method of sealing transformer leads and pre-

venting the siphoning of oil described by A. C. Hewitt

on page 1091 of the Nov. 13 issue of the ELECTRICAL

World, wherein a mixture of sulphur and plaster of

paris is used, may be dangerous to the life of trans-

formers. In pouring the mixture into place as sug-

gested by Mr. Hewitt it may be spilled into the trans-

former tank and come into contact with the oil. Al-

though the mixture may be impervious to transformer

oil, when oils come into contact with this mixture sul-

phurous or sulphuric acids form which disintegrate the

copper of the windings, depositing copper sulphate upon
the inside of the transformer tank or the windings.

The writer is familiar with one case where a large

number of pole-type transformers failed from this cause.

Several of the outer turns of the high-tension windings
were disintegrated to a needle-point formation, and
many of the turns were actually open-circuited. Some
of the failures took place while the transformers were
in the customers' stock room before they had ever been
placed in circuit. It is a peculiar fact that although
transformer oil will take up sulphur, its dielectric

strength is not appreciably lowered.

How an Operator Secured a Better Starting Torque
from Shunt Motor

In a Southern factory where a shunt motor was re-

quired to start under considerable load the operator

improved the starting torque by the change in field con-

nections shown in the accompanying illustration. The
field connection to the motor starter was removed from
the point marked X and connected at Y. This arrange-

CONNECTIONS THAT IMPROVED STARTING TORQUE OF SHUNT
MOTOR AND RELIEVED ARCING AT STARTER

ment gives full field strength at the instant the main-
line switch is closed and relieves arcing at the point X
when starting the motor. The motor now starts easily

when the starter arm is on the first point of the re-

sistance.

An Arrangement to Throw a Battery Out of Circuit

When Charging Current Is Interrupted

By Paul Capraro

A few years ago the writer was in charge of the

electrical installation of a paper mill. The company
operated a number of gasoline tugboats which used

storage batteries for lighting and ignition. The cur-

rent for charging these batteries was taken from a
direct-current generator belted to a large Corliss en-

— OldArc Lamp Coils

{'Bolts, adjustable

for height

Armature

Storage Battery

WIRING FOR DEVICE TO MAKE AND BREAK CHARGING
CIRCUIT OF STORAGE BATTERY
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gine. Thii engine was started and stopped u often i

twenty times s day, io thai when the generator stopped

the batteries on charge would return current t" the line

unlets the circuit was opened. To prevent this the

scheme shown In the accompanying Illustration was
devised, willed WOUld automat u -ally throw the batters

in the charging Circuit when the generator started and

out again when it shut down. 'The outfit shown ope

rated with a current <>r from - amp. to 11 amp.

\\;i te were pulled through t he conduit to elean OUt thfl

Oil. The wires have since heen ill service for aliout

a
J
ear with no sign Ot a ground.

This instance is related to empha
.
i/e the n< <<l oi

proper im tructions to workmen and thorough inspection

during construction and repair work. When pulling

wires into conduit, if a liihricanl i QOCe aiy, paraHine

should be used.

Reducing Valve Connect inns and Control

Arrangement

A convenient arrangement of connections and by-pass

for reducing valves is illustrated in the accompanying
diagram. The pressure-reducing valve is provided with

a valve and gage on either side for readily determining

the hi^h ami low pressures. Another valve is installed

in a by-pass. The size of this by-pass should be not

more than one half the diameter of the inlet pipe to

How a Laundry Secures Emergency Service from

Central-Station Lines

Kv A. Hearvey
In a Washington <l>. <'.) steam laundry special ar-

rangements are provided to use central-station service

in case of failure of the steam equipment used. In

this plant a 50-hp. slide-valve engine drives a main-line

shaft, which is connected to machines on two floors.

The engine exhaust is used for heating water.

To furnish energy for the lamps and a few variable

speed motors a 25-hp., 220-volt shunt generator is

^"

A BY-PASS, VALVE AND GAGE CONNECTIONS FOR A REDUCING ARRANGEMENTS OF CIRCUITS TO USE CENTRAL-STATION

VALVE SERVICE WHEN MECHANICAL DRIVE FAILS

prevent an excess pressure from developing on the low-

pressure side. All fittings for turns should be installed

in the by-pass, since this is seldom used, while the re-

ducing valve should be installed in the straight run of

the line. A small line for the automatic control of the

reducing valve is taken from the latter and connected

to the main on the low-pressure side. The method of

dripping and the exact manner of piping may be

changed to suit the conditions under which the device

is installed.

A Serious Result from Trying to Make Wire-Pulling

in Conduit Easy

By A. C. Hewitt

In an industrial plant the electrician had been ex-

periencing trouble with intermittent grounds in the

secondary circuit of an induction motor. The trouble

was traced to the wires in iron conduit between motor

and controller, and it was necessary to pull the wires

out of the conduit. There were three No. 6 and three

No. 1 stranded wires in the conduit, which was 50 ft.

long with three 90-deg. bends. A chain hoist was used

to pull the wires out.

The electrician was not familiar with good practice

in conduit work nor with the Underwriters' rules, and

since the wires pulled very hard a bright idea struck

him which he immediately put into use. He poured a

quart of black lubricating oil into the conduit at each

end, when the wires came out easily. He hadn't thought

of the effect of the oil on the rubber-covered wire ! Two
of the wires were found in bad condition, having been

kinked and the insulation having been burned off. These

were replaced with new ones and the six pulled back

into place. Before a month had passed trouble again

developed in the conduit, and the other four wires had

to be removed—this time without the use of oil. All

wires were pulled out and several balls of clean cotton

mounted on a platform about 7 ft. above the floor of

the lower story and is belted to the main-line shaft. In

case of a failure of this generator, energy is securec

from the lines of the central station by simply opening
the generator switch No. 1 and closing the line switel

No. 2 at the service entrance.

The plant is partly protected against a shut-down of

the engine. A starting box has been installed at the

main switchboard and connected, as shown in the dia-

gram, so that the generator can be used as a motor anc

will carry a large part of the present load. To star

the machine as a motor the circuit-breaker No. 1 is

closed and No. 2 opened. The motor is then started ii

the usual way. When operated as a generator both cir-

cuit-breakers are closed and the starter is left open.

Trench Construction for Plant Piping and Cover-

Plate Supports

A form of trench construction that may be used wit!

concrete floors of power stations for piping runways

is shown in the accompanying illustration. The trend:

may be constructed of masonry or concrete, or a com-

bination as shown. A serviceable way of supporting

the trench cover plates is also shown and consists of

two angles bolted together, the larger angle being em-

bedded in the concrete and held by a bar anchor, as

indicated.

i'D'iam. BarAnchors
J'O'c.tvc. ~) Fin Floor Cover

'Cover

£"Bolts

"c.toc.

Roller

SUPPORTS FOR TRENCH COVER PLATES
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Marketing Electricity
A Department on Selling Service <unl Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

Electricity for Sewer Digging and Excavation Pumping

How the Utah Power & Light Company of Salt Lake City, Through Its Portable Transformer

Substations, Is Selling Motor Service to the Outside Contractor

By Bayard W. Mendenhall, Sales Superintendent

ALTHOUGH the work of the general outside con-

tractor who builds roads, excavates for sewers,

does grading, dredges river bottoms, etc., requires

large amounts of power which might well be furnished

from the central-station system, the supply of such

service to movable equipment which covers any con-

siderable distance in a day has in general proved im-

practicable on account of the necessity for so frequently

changing service connections.

The Utah Power & Light Company of Salt Lake City,

Utah, has, however, solved the difficulty by mounting
portable substations on wagons for the use of such out-

side contractors. Each such substation (Fig. 1) is pro-

vided with 1000 ft. or more of secondary cable which

can be paid out as needed, thus making available a

range of 2000 ft. without a change in location of the

substation. In some cases the contractor has enough
electrical equipment to warrant employing his own elec-

trician, and this man is competent to make primary con-

nections to the power lines.

Electric Pumps for Unwatering Ditches

One of the first jobs in which electric power was ex-

tensively used in the construction of sewers in Salt

Lake City was a recent sewer extension which in-

volved the digging of approximately 70 miles of trenches

and the installation of sewer pipes varying from 6 in. to

6 ft. in diameter. The entire district was heavily wa-

tered—the permanent water table varying from 2 ft. to

10 ft. below the surface, and in some cases rising to

several inches above the surface during certain seasons

of the year. The removal of this water from the

trenches quickly, safely and economically was one of

the problems, since if this had not been done, the exca-

f
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FIG. 1—TRANSFORMER SUBSTATION MOUNTED ON WAGON

vation would have been much more expensive. As the

lines of the power company practically paralleled the

excavations, electrically operated centrifugal pumps
were called into service. The discharge of such an 8-in.

pump operating in a manhole is shown in Fig. 2. Two
other pumps, one a 4-in. and one a 3-in. unit, were

necessary at this point to handle the large quantity of

water encountered. The trench was 16 ft. deep and

water was struck at a depth of 4 ft. Twenty pumping
outfits, aggregating HTVfe hp., were used on this job.

On Tenth South Street, where a 60-in. pipe was in-

stalled at a depth ranging from 12 ft. to 16 ft., an elec-

trically operated excavator was used. An industrial

FIG. 2—UNWATERING SEWER TRENCH WITH AN 8-IN.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
FIG. 3—ELECTRICALLY OPERATED DIAPHRAGM PUMP

HANDLING 100 GAL. PER MINUTE
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FIG. 4—PILE-DRIVER TRAVELER PLACING SHEET PILING FIG. 5—ELECTRIC SHOVEL GANTRY FOR EXCAVATING

track was laid spanning the trench along which traveled

this double-drum hoist, operated by a 22-hp. motor. A
deadnian supporting the cable was installed approxi-

mately 600 ft. behind the hoist, with a traveler operat-

ing on the industrial track between them at the point

at which the excavating was being done. The hoist

conveyed the buckets to the traveler, where they were
lowered into the trench, filled, elevated and carried back
and dumped beyond the point where the pipe had been
completed, thus filling the trench. This outfit proved to

be far more satisfactory than a similar steam equip-

ment which was tried. The cost of operation was also

considerably less.

Electric power was used extensively by W. M. Gibson
in work on West Third, Fourth and Fifth North Streets,

Salt Lake City. Here the quantities of water to be

handled were less than on the Ulen job, and diaphragm
pumps, both single and double mounting, were used.

Since no electrically operated diaphragm pumps were
available, the outfit shown in Fig. 3 was developed

in Salt Lake City by the Ames agency in conjunction

with the power company's engineers. The outfit (Fig.

3) handled readily 100 gal. a minute. It has the advan-

tage that it does not require re-priming in case the water
in the sump is exhausted, as do centrifugal pumps.
Four 3-in. double-diaphragm and three 4-in. single-dia-

phragm pumps equipped as above, as well as one 3-in.

centrifugal pump, were used on this job.

Electric Travelers for Digging a Trench 20 Ft. Deep

The latest and most extensive application of electric-

ity to this kind of work is found in the contract recently

awarded to Gibbon Brothers, Reed & Roche for the con-

struction of an intercepting sewer extending from Ninth
North Street and Eleventh West Street to Tenth South
Street and Seventh West Street, a distance of approxi-

mately 0.75 mile. A sectional concrete pipe will be in-

stalled, the inside diameter ranging from 60 in. at its

upper end to 78 in. at its outlet. This sewer pipe will

be laid in a trench varying in width from 8 ft. at its

upper end to 11 ft. at its outlet, with an average depth

of 20 ft. The digging of this trench will require the

removal of 150,000 cu. yd. of earth. The northern end
of the ditch passes through a district containing con-

siderable underground water. After studying carefully

several different methods of handling the excavating

of this trench and the laying of the pipe, the contractor

decided on exclusive electrical equipment.

The Utah Power & Light Company had primary lines

along the route of this sewer for most of its length. As
the city will build a pumping plant at the sewer ter-

minus to lift the sewage to the elevation of the gravity-

sewer outlet, the company extended its transmission line

along the sewer for the remainder of the distance. Two
portable substations, each equipped with three 50-kw.

transformers, are supplied, the one being used as a
spare to be connected up ahead of the work while the

others are in service. Secondary cables consisting of

three 400,000-circ. mil cables are run out from the sub-

station a distance of approximately 800 ft. either side.

These cables are made up in lengths of 100 ft. and are

connected together by junction boxes, at which points

the various pieces of apparatus are connected to the

secondary feeder as they move along the ditch.

Electric-Air Pile-Driver and Electric Shovel

The ditch is first excavated to a depth of approxi-

mately 5 ft. by means of horse-drawn scrapers. Beyond
this depth it is not economical to use this method. Sheet

piling is then driven down, using a pile-driving traveler,

which is seen in the foreground of Fig. 4. The two
forward Sprague hoists are of 0.5-ton capacity and
handle the interlocking sheet-steel piling. The two
rear hoists are of 1-ton capacity and handle the com-

pressed-air hammers which are used in driving the

piling. These hoists are rope-controlled from the

ground. Compressed air for operating the hammers
is furnished by an Ingersoll-Rand compressor of

400 cu. ft. free-air capacity belted to a 76-hp. General

Electric motor. This compressor outfit is mounted on

a truck and wheeled along an industrial railway beside

the trench as needed. Two 0.75-yd. grab-bucket gantry

cranes follow behind the sheet-piling crane and do the

excavating. One of these cranes is equipped with an

orange-peel bucket, the other with a clam-shell bucket.

The former is shown in Fig. 5. These electric shovels,

as well as the trench-laying crane described later, were
built by the Sprague Electric Works of the General

Electric Company. Each of the digging cranes is

equipped with four hoisting motors. A 10-hp. motor
operates the holding cables, a 22-hp. motor operates the

drum which closes the bucket and is called the lacing
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FIG. 6- -PIPE-LAYING CRANE PLACING SEWER SECTIONS IN

TRENCH

motor, a 6-hp. motor operates the cross-travel of the

carriage, and a 10-hp. motor operates the longitudinal

travel along the track. After the excavation is com-
pleted the pipe-laying crane picks up the lengths beside

the trench and places them. This crane (Fig. 6) is

equipped with a 30-hp. hoist motor, a 5-hp. trolley motor
and a 10-hp. traction motor.

The electrical equipment also includes four vertical-

shaft centrifugal pumps directly connected to 7.5-hp.

motors which will be used in pumping water from the

trench where needed. The aggregate connected load on

this job is 256 hp.

While it is yet premature to get reliable information
concerning the energy consumption per cubic yard
handled, owing to the fact that the machinery is still

stiff and the operators inexperienced, the equipment is

proving to be all that the contractors expected of it.

They are confident that they will be able to do the job

more economically than they figured in their estimates

on which their bid was based. The power company
estimates a revenue of $5,000 from the job, and the pre-

liminary indications are that this estimate will be not

far from correct.

A Letter That Sells Washing Machines

The St. Joseph Railway, Light & Power Company of

St. Joseph, Mo., is having marked success in the sale of

washing machines. The method followed has been to

send out a letter such as that reproduced herewith two
or three days in advance of the salesmen.

ST. JOSEPH RAILWAY. LIGHT. HEAT & POWER COMPANY
St. Joseph, Mo.

Dear Madam—Our company is Inaugurating in St. Joseph a

series of demonstrations of the washing and wringing
machine, one of the greatest labor-saving devices ever placed in

the home.
I will call on you personally In a few days and arrange to give

you a complete demonstration in your own home and show you
how the dreaded bugbear of the family washing—under the magic
force of electricity—is transformed from a drudgery into one of

the simplest and easiest pa its of the housewife's daily duties in

the home.
Few in St. Joseph have seen this wonderful machine work, but we

are so enthusiastic about it that we arc putting our guarantee back
of that of the makers. "We couldn't afford to recommend anything
for the homes of St. Joseph that we hadn't thoroughly tried to

know that it would back up all we claimed for it.

When i call i will explain the vers easj terms and long-payment
plan we have, which maki 11 possible home to do its

washing electrically.

Please read the Inclosed circular, it contains valuable informa-

tion to aid '.on in your home comfort and will show you how your

wash days can he turned into "play 'i

fours very truly,

ST. JOSEPH RAILWAY, LIGHT, HEAT A POWER
I ll'ANV.

, District Representative

This letter creates an interest in the machine in ad-

vance of the personal call, and actual' demonstrations in

the home are welcomed in the majority of cases.

Another method used has been to send a letter similar

to the one reproduced but mentioning that the district

representative will telephone for an appointment to give

a demonstration. This scheme also brought satisfac-

tory results. The machines are also sent out on trial

and the sales completed or the machines brought in each

week end.

Brilliant Lighting Plays Role in Success of Omaha
Motion-Picture Theater

Under several different earlier managements, the

Strand Theater, Omaha, Neb., was a financial failure.

The present management, upon taking hold of it, how-

ever, installed the very effective lighting display shown,

and as a result the house is now apparently operating

on a profitable basis. The motion pictures shown in

the theater are of the best, but the present manage-

ment's predecessors also ran the best film productions,

and the music formerly offered was also of about the

same quality as that now presented. Some measure of

the recent success is therefore to be attributed to the

attraction of the bright lights. The lighting scheme is

unusually attractive. The opal globes on the coping

and the marquis are alternately pink and white in color,

giving a very pleasing effect; and the series of lamps

outlining the principal lines of the building serve to

emphasize the beauty of its architecture.

THE BRILLIANT ILLUMINATION SHOWN HAS BROUGHT THIS

OMAHA THEATER FROM FINANCIAL FAILURE TO BUSINESS

SUCCESS
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Calculating Wire Sizes for Alternating-Current Circuits
Bi Louis w. Moxey, Jr., Vicj Presided Kellee-Piki Company, Philadelphia

in the present article, the fifth «'i the
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contracting buelneu, the author outline! method! of

calculating tiu- voltage drope In all urrenl
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1
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(Oct. 16), labor coata In Interloi construction (Oct
:•:'.), and accounting and cost-keeping methods (Nov
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up Illumination calculation
in.

I hods of overhead and undi i meti action

IN figuring the voltage drop in alternating-current

circuits there are a number of voltage losses to be
taken into consideration in addition to the resistance

drop—namely, skin effect, inductance and capacity. The
skin effect is very small unless the size of the wires is

excessive. The other losses may be considerable. The
writer has worked out multiplying factors which, when
applied to the cross-section of wires as figured for re-

sistance drop, give fairly accurate values for the total

voltage drop in alternating-current circuits, provided
that all the wires of the circuit are placed in the same
conduit.

Before considering the subject of voltage drop, how-
ever, it is best to discuss the subject of power-factor.

The power-factor of a generator, motor or complete
wiring system is the ratio of the actual power re-

quired to the apparent power required, or it is the ratio

of the power required as measured on a wattmeter to

the product of the voltage and current as measured on
a voltmeter and an ammeter. For example, a 20-hp.

motor theoretically should consume at full load 20 X 746,

or 14,920 watts. When the voltage and current at full

load are actually measured, it may be found that their

product is 18,660 watts, in which case the power-factor
would be 14,920-^-18,660, or 80 per cent. In other

words, to obtain the volt-ampere intake of an alternat-

ing-current motor, divide the rating of the motor in

watts by the power-factor in per cent and multiply by
100. Divide this result by the voltage, and the result

is the current required in amperes.
The power-factor of a circuit varies with the types

of the loads connected, the values given in Table XXIX
being what the United States Treasury Department
gives as fair averages.

The writer has found that a good method for finding

TABLETCXIX—AVERAGE POWER-FACTORS FOR LIGHT AND POWERFNJPER
CENT

Incandescent lamps 95

Arc lamps 70

Incandescent lamps and induction motors on same circuit 85

Induction motors, full load 80

Induction motors, constant-speeo] type, starting 60

Induction motors, elevator-type, starting 40

TABLE XXX—RELATIVE SIZES OF WIRES FOR SAME LOAD AND PERCENT-
AGE VOLTAGE DROP

No. of No. of Kind of Cross-Section Total
Volts Wires Phases Energy of Wires Cross-Section

110 2 D.C. A; A 2A
110 2 1 A.C. A; A 2A
220 2 D.C. A/4; A/4 0.5A
220 2 1 A.C. A/4; A/4 0.5A

110-220 3 D.C. A/4; A/4; A/4 0.75A
110 4 2 A.C. A/2; A/2; A/2; A/2 2A a> „, O.

110 3 2 A.C. A/2; 1.4A/2; A/2 1.7A I-M
220 4 2 A.C. A/8; A/8; A/8; A/8 0.5A

s J »

220 3 2 A.C. A/8; 1.4A/8; A/8 0.425A '~,G OS

110 3 3 A.C. A/2; A/2; A/2 1.5A si>!
220 3 3 A.C. A/8; A/8; A/8 0.375A

the sizes of wire required in an alternating-current sys-

tem for a given voltage drop where all wires of the
circuit are run in the same conduit is first to base the
calculation on a two-wire direct-current system at the
same voltage, including, of course, the power-factor in

calculating the current. For example, consider the cal-

culations for a two-phase, 220-volt, four-wire main feed-

ing a 50-hp. motor. The length of the run is 200 ft., the

voltage drop is to be 2.2 volts, or 1 per cent, and the

power-factor is 80 per cent.

Rating of motor in watts = 50 X 746 = 37,300 watts.

Current without power-factor allowance = 37,300 -^

220 = 169.5 amp.
Current with power-factor allowance = (169.5 -s- 80)

X 100 = 211.9 amp.
The resistance that would be required in a two-wire

direct-current circuit to give a drop of 2.2 volts with a

current of 211.9 amp. would be 2.2 -4- 211.9, or 0.01 ohm.
A wire having a resistance of 0.01 ohm for 200 ft. of

circuit or 400 ft. of wire would have a cross-sectional

area of about 400,000 circ. mils.

The next step would be to find the size of wire based
on a two-phase, four-wire system at the same voltage

and having the same percentage of voltage drop. Table
XXX shows the relative sizes of wires for all systems
when carrying the same load at the same percentage of

voltage drop.

In the example given it was found that for a two-
wire, direct-current, 220-volt, 50-hp. motor a conductor
having a cross-section of 400,000 circ. mils would be re-

quired. For a two-phase, 220-volt, four-wire system the

size of wires per leg would be one-half of this size, or

200,000 circ. mils. This cross-section of 200,000 circ.

mils corresponds approximately to a No. 0000 B. & S.

gage conductor. However, the cross-section must be

TABLE XXXI—MULTIPLYING FACTORS FOR SIXTY-CYCLE, TWO-PHASE AND
THREE-PHASE ALTERNATING-CURRENT CIRCUITS'

Size op Wire as Calculated
Cross-Section

Required in

Circ. Mils

Nearest
Commercial
Size to That
RequiredGageNo.,B.&S.; Circ. Mils Multiplier

14

12

10

8 .

6

4,107
6,530
8,234
16,509
26,250

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

4,107
6,530
8,234

16,509
26,250

14

12

10

8
6

5 33,102 1.01 33,430 5

4 41,742 1.02 42,577 4

3 52,634 1.03 54,203 3

2 66,373 1.06 70,355 1
-

1 83,694 1.09 91,227

105,534 1.12 118,198 00
00 133,079 1.21 161,026 000

000 167,805 1.32 221,503 225,000
0000 211,600 1.47 311,052 300,000

250,000 1.62 405,000 400,000

300,000 1.82 546,000 550,000
350,000 2.06 721,000 750,000
400,000 2.28 912,000 950,000
450,000 2.53 1.13S, 500 1,200,000
500,000 2.86 1,430,000 1,500,000

•These figures are based on rubber-covered wires run in conduit, all wires of one circuit

being run in the same conduit. They should, hence, only be used where these conditions exist.
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increased to take care of the inductive reactance drop.

For estimating purposes the writer has prepared
Table XXXI of multiplying factors for use in com-
puting sixty-cycle alternating-current circuits. Multi-
plying the cross-sectional area of a conductor as found
above by the factor given in the table, the approximately
correct size of rubber-covered wire will be obtained,
provided that all wires of one circuit are run in the same
conduit.

The size of wire which would have been required for

a direct-current system was found to be of 200,000-circ.

mil cross-section. The multiplier in this case as found
in Table XXXI is 1.47. Hence 200,000 X 1.47 = 294,000
circ. mil, the nearest commercial size being a 300,000-
circ. mil wire.

Before deciding that a 300,000-circ. mil wire is the

proper size to use, it should be checked for carrying
capacity. Table XXXII gives the current required by
alternating-current motors per horsepower per phase
for different voltages, the effect of power-factor being
taken into consideration. The values given have been
found to be fair averages for all types of alternating-
current motors.

It was found that a 300,000-circ. mil wire was the
proper size for taking care of the voltage drop. The
starting currents are:

(50 X 2.5) X 1-4 = 175 at no load

(50 X 2.5) X 1.8 = 225 at full load

In both cases the current is below the allowable carry-
ing capacity of a 300,000-circ. mil cable, namely, 275
amp. Hence it is safe to use cables of this cross-

section.

General Data for Interior Conduit Work

Such data as have been found necessary for the esti-

mating and laying out of both large and small interior-

conduit installations are given on these pages. Data
such as can be obtained from tables in the National
Electrical Code and from manufacturers' literature are,

TABLE XXXII—CURRENT CONSUMPTION OF ALTERNATING-CURRENT
MOTORS'

Motor

Amperes per Hp. per Phase

Phases Volts

1 110 10

1 220 5

2 110 5

2 220 2 5

3 no 4

3 220 2

*When starting without load, the currents given in the table should be multiplied by 1.4,

and when starting at full load the values should be multiplied by 1.8.

TABLE XXXIII-OUTSIDE DIAMETERS OF BUSHINGS AND LOCK-NUTS

Size. In.

Outside Outside Thickness Thickness
Diameter of Diameter of of Bushings, of Locknuts.
Bushings, In. i Locknuts, In. In. In.

1/2 1 1 1/8 7/16 1/8

3/4 1 5/16 1 7 16 3/8 1/8

1 1 1/2 1 3/4 1/2 5/32

1 1/4 1 13/16 2 5/16 9/16 3/16

1 1/2 2 1/8 2 9/16 5/8 3/16

2 2 5/8 3 1/8 5/8 3/16

2 1/2 3 1/8 3 3 4 3/4 6/16

3 4 4 7/8 7/8 5/16

3 1/2 4 7/16 5 1/8 1 5/16

4 5 4 7/8 1 4/10

in general, omitted for lack of space. Rule 58 of the
National Electrical Code gives tables of conduit sizes,

weights, etc., which will often prove of value in laying

out installations. Contractors will also find it con-

venient to prepare a table of outside diameters of con-

duit couplings. Such tables will permit them to deter-

mine the minimum clearance that must be allowed for

conduit runs.

Table XXXIII gives the outside diameters of bush-
ings and lock nuts for use with conduit. These permit
the minimum distances to be allowed between the cen-

ters of conduits entering junction boxes to be deter-

mined.
The writer has found it convenient to employ tables

TABLE XXXIV—APPROXIMATE SIZES OF PANELBOARD8, DIMENSIONS IN
INCH!

Number of

Circuits

Two-Wire Mains, Two-Wire Branches

110 Volts 220 Volts

Three-Wire Mains,
Two-Wire Branches.

110 Volts

2 7x22 7x22 7x22
4 11x22 11x22 11x22
6 15x22 15x22 15x22
8 17x22 20x22 17x22
10 20x22 23x22 20x22

12 23x22 27x23 23x22
14 27x23 32x23 27x23
16 29x23 35x23 29x23
18 32x23 39x23 32x23
20 35x23 44x24 35x23

22 39x23 48x24 39x23
24 41x24 52x24 41x24
26 44x24 56x24 44x24
28 48x24 60x24 48x24
30 52x24 64x24 52x24

*For panels where fuses are 30 amp. and under and where no fuses or switches are provided

on the main buses.

TABLE XXXV—APPROXIMATE SIZES OF PANELBOARDS'

Two-Wire Mains, Two-Wire Bbanchbb,
Dimensions, Inches Three-Wire Mains,

Number of Two-Wire Branches,

Circuits Dimensions, Inches,

110 Volts

110 Volts 220 Volts

2 5.75x12 7x12 5.75x13.5

4 8 xl2 10x12 8 xl3.5

6 10.25x12 14x12 10.25x13.5

8 12.5 xl2 17x12 12.5 xl3 5

10 14.75x12 21x12 14.75x13.5

12 17 xl2 24x12 17 xl3 5

14 19.25x12 27x12 19.25x13.5

16 21.5x12 30x12 21.5 xl3.5

18 23.75x12 34x12 23.75x13.5

20 26 xl2 37x12 26 xl3 5

22 28.25x12 40x12 28.25x13.5

24 20.5 xl2 43x12 30 5 xl3 5

26 32.75x12 47x12 32.75x13.5

28 35 xl2 50x12 35 xl3 5

30 37 25x12 53x12 37 25x13 5

*For panels where N.E.C. inclosed fuses of 30 amp. and under are employed. No switches

are assumed to be used on branch buses, and the main buses are assumed to be without switches

or fuses.

TABLE XXXVI-AVERAGE OVER-ALL DIMENSIONS OF N. E. C. FUSED AND
FUSELESS SWITCHES, FRONT-CONNECTED*

Size

Double-Pole.

Inches

Three-Pole.

Inches

Kour-Pole.

Inches

Five-Pole.

Inches

f
30

H.
11

W. D.
7 2 9/16

H.
11

W. D.
10 2 9/16

B.
11

W I). H.
12 2 9/16 11

W. D
IS 2 9/16

3 8
_4Sj3 60 13 8 2 7/8 13 11 2 7/8 13 14 2 7/8 IS 17 2 7/8

ll ' 100 16 9 3 14 15 12 3 1 4 15 15 3 1 4 15 19 3 14

200 19 10 4 5 16 19 13 1 ") 16 19 17 4 5 16 19 21 4 5, lh

30
H.
11

W. D.
7 2 i:i. 16

11.

11

W. D.
10 2 13/16

II

II

W. D. H.
12 2 13 16 11

W. D.
15 2 13/16

,8
1" •

60 13 8 3 3/8 13 11 3 3/8 13 14 3 3 S 13 17 3 3/8

100 17 G 1 I J 17 12 4 1/2 17 15 4 1/2 17 19 4 12

200 21 10 6 21 13 5 21 17 6 21 21 5

•Data furnished by the Walker Electric Company, Philadelphia.
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giving the desirable Bisea "i conduit to use with various

and numbers <>f mains and envuits. However, it

is do longer necessary for contractor to prepare such

tables, as the L916 edition of the National Electrical

Code will specify, under Rule 28, the size of conduits

to i>e employed for the installation of wires and cables.

Tables XXXIV and XX.W (five approximate sizes of

panel in eases where N. K. ('. inclosed fuses are em-
ployed, while Table XX.W'l gives approximate sizes of

switches. In addition to the tallies here given a table

of the carrying capacity of wires is needed. However,

such a table is generally in the possession of every con-

tractor, one being incorporated in the National Elec-

trical Code.

In calculating the sizes of boxes allowance must be

made for the space occupied by bushings and for space

in which to make the necessary wiring connections, to-

gether with the distance required by the National Elec-

trical Code between live parts and sides and front of

box.

To Revive an Old-World Custom—Christmas

Candles in the Window
The Commonwealth Edison Company, through its

Electric Shop, is endeavoring this year to revive the

ancient and beautiful Christmas custom of burning
candles in the front windows of dwellings as a message
of Christmas greetings and good will to the passers-by.

For this purpose special electric Christmas candles have
been designed for exclusive sale in Chicago, the bases

being silver-plated with frosted lamps and oval silk

shades. These candlesticks will be sold preferably in

pairs, with a Christmas greeting from the company,
and an urgent request that these candles be exposed

throughout Christmas week, without their shades, in

the living-room windows between the window and the

curtains. The effect of a residence street on a snowy
winter night with many of these beautiful candle lamps
shining from the windows will be delightful and won-
derfully suggestive of the Yuletide spirit. After the

holidays they may be used very effectively as boudoir

lamps, either with or without the silk shades.

To aid in the promotion of this quaint Christmas
custom and to secure the largest possible distribution

of these candles, the company is offering the lamps at

practically their actual cost, and it is planned to make

THE CANDLESTICKS MAY BE USED AS BOUDOIR LAMPS
AFTER THE CHRISTMAS SEASON

this an annual feature of the Christmas campaign in

Chicago until every household in which the Christmas
spirit abides proclaims its Christmas greeting in this

manner. At the same time an energetic campaign will

be made for the sale of regular Christmas-tree light-

ing outfits for the decoration of all Christmas trees.

Church Societies Sell 500 Electric Irons

Five hundred irons in ten days is the record of an
unusual selling scheme recently employed in Lincoln,

Neb. Five church societies were entered in a contest

to sell electric flatirons, the society selling the most to

receive a fifty-dollar gas range, and the society selling

the next highest number to receive a twenty-dollar

range. To each society was given the use of the com-
pany's store for two days, and the company advertised

in the newspapers that each society in turn would have
the use of its display room for the period. The same
announcement was also made from the pulpits and thus

received a wide and favorable publicity. In addition to

the prizes, each society received 25 cents commission
on each iron sold during its two days.

The sales were all made cash, and the company's
demonstrator and clerk were kept busy demonstrating

and wrapping the irons. The women entered into the

contest with great zeal. They used the telephone to

advantage, calling up members and friends and urging

them to "buy now" while the society had charge of the

store. The irons were sold for $2.20, but the company
was still enabled to show a slight profit. The contest

was suggested by J. E. Shuff, contract agent of the

Lincoln Gas & Electric Light Company.

ELECTRIC CHRISTMAS CANDLES IN THE WINDOW

Heaters Better Than Fans for Driving Moisture

and Frost from Jewelers' Windows

C. J. Duncan, a jewelry merchant of Massillon, Ohio,

uses two 250-watt luminous heaters to drive the view-

obstructing moisture from his display windows. When
asked why he used heaters instead of fans, Mr. Duncan
replied that the breeze created by fans frequently dis-

arranges displayed goods and blows dirt and dust par-

ticles over the jewelry. In addition, Mr. Duncan pointed

out, the heaters maintain uniform temperature in the

window, a condition which is desirable.
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
l minding a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

and Engineering Press of the World

COBALT IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Its Use in Electroplating and as an Alloying Element with

Iron for Electrical Purposes

Cobalt, according to the textbooks, is a metal which

has few uses. The truth of this statement became an-

noyingly apparent when, some ten years ago, the Cana-

dian silver-cobalt deposits began to attract wide atten-

tion and exploitation. Since then much work has been

done on possible applications of cobalt. One application

which is increasing steadily in favor is electroplating

with cobalt. A cobalt coating is similar, and perhaps

even superior in some ways, to a nickel plating. But

cobalt costs considerably more than nickel, and it is not

likely that this relation will soon be changed. Yet the

extensive researches which have been carried out by

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus for the Canadian Department

of Mines on cobalt plating indicate that the higher cost

of the metal is not prohibitive, since savings may be had
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ready been found by P. Weiss in Zurich is that the

magnetic saturation is higher by 10 per cent for ferro-

cobalt than for pure iron. Of greater practical impor-

tance, however, are the determinations of the complete

magnetization curves by the present author. They are

shown in Fig. 1. Curve 1 relates to the iron-cobalt alloy

melted in vacuo, curve 2 to pure iron melted in vacuo,

curve 3 to commercial transformer steel, curve 4 to

commercial 4 per cent silicon steel, curve 5 to Swedish

charcoal iron. While near saturation the magnetizing

curve of the iron-cobalt alloy is 13 per cent above that

for pure iron, as already mentioned; it is even 25 per

cent above that for pure iron at medium field intensi-

ties, H = 50 to 200. The iron-cobalt curve cuts the

pure-iron curve at H = 7.5 and remains below the latter

for lower magnetizing forces. The highest permeabil-

ity of the alloy is 13,500, which is much higher than

that of the best transformer steels. The hysteresis

losses are as low as or lower than those of commercial

steels. The hysteresis loop and the permeability curve

for the iron-cobalt alloy, melted in vacuo at 900 deg. C,

are shown in Fig. 2. The author thinks this alloy will

Permeability -ft
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FIG. 1—MAGNETIZATION CURVE FOR IRON-COBALT ALLOY

COMPARED WITH THOSE FOR OTHER METALS

in other directions, such as in the time of plating and

in the weight of deposit required to get a satisfactory

coating. Readers interested in the future possibilities

of cobalt plating will find a great deal of information in

the complete and quite voluminous report on the work

done in this field by Herbert T. Kalmus, C. H. Harper

and W. L. Savetl, issued by the Canadian Department

of Mines as Bulletin No. 334.

A second new application of cobalt is its use as an

alloying element with iron. Nor is this really surpris-

ing if we remember the similarity of cobalt and nickel

and think of the immense usefulness of nickel steels.

In this respect an article by Tr. D. Yensen of the Uni-

versity of Illinois in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift

of Nov. 11, 1915, is interesting, as it relates to the

magnetic properties of the iron-cobalt alloy Fe
2
Co.

Electrolytically refined iron was the starting material,

and this as well as the iron-cobalt alloy (containing 33.33

per cent Co) was melted in vacuo. Comparative tests

were made with standard transformer steel, 4 per cent

silicon steel and Swedish charcoal iron. The results

are given in the article in the form of numerous tables

and diagrams.

One of the most interesting results which had al-
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FIG. 2—HYSTERESIS LOOP AND PERMEABILITY CURVE FOR

IRON-COBALT ALLOY

be useful wherever the magnetic flux density is high,

though the brittleness of the alloy and the present price

of cobalt are still practical obstacles to a more general

use.

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Thermal Characteristics and Intermittent Rating.—
The second part of an elementary but very clearly writ-

ten article on the rating of intermittent machines, deal-

ing first with the load-factor method. In the present

installment the author discusses intermittent running

on a cycle of long duration. The method of rating the

intermittent motor by the root-mean-square method is

next described, and a bibliography on the subject is

added.—London Electrician, Oct. 22, 1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Ductile Tungsten.—A review of the different German

patents for processes of making ductile tungsten. The

behavior of tungsten lamps when operated with alter-

nating-current is finally discussed. Alternating current

has a destructive effect on tungsten as on tantalum fila-

ments. This disadvantage may be overcome by the use
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i»t 0.02 pfi cent of phosphorus In tungsten rhii imaU
percentage does not decrease the ductility of the fila-

ment. According tO another method, the dilute solution

Of :i CAkium salt is added to a mixture of 02 per cent

metallic tungsten and 8 per cent nickel oxide* After

completely drying, the mixture is reduced with hydro

gen and rods are formed by sintering. The nickel in

removed hy heat so that there is finally obtained a wire

of tungsten containing calcium oxide, which is nol af

facted bj alternating current. Elek. Z<it., Sept. ic>,

1915.

Vacuum Tungsten Lamps. J. P. Skogland. An ac-

count of an investigation in which was developed s di-

rect-reading device for use in computing characteristics

Of vacuum tungsten lamps (with computing chart). The
characteristic equation Of vacuum tungsten lamps is em-
ployed in constructing a computing device consisting of

volt, watts-per-candle and per-cent-eandle-power scales,

from which may be read, by a single setting of the

movable volt scale to observed values within the range

nf from 0.7 watt to 2.05 watts per candle, values of any

of the variables at other points. The volt scale has a

range of from 94 volts to 166 volts. The limits in watts

per candle and voltage were chosen to include values

most generally used in laboratory and factory practice.

The chief advantage which this device possesses over

other methods of characteristic evaluation, including

the use of tables, is a great saving of time, this result-

ing because of the directness of solutions without ref-

erence to normal watts per candle, voltage ratios, ex-

ponents, etc.

—

Bulletin Bureau of Standards, Vol. 12,

No. 2, Nov. 8, 1915.

Hefner Standard Lamp.—E. Ott.—A contribution

from the laboratory of the Schlieren works of the Zurich

gas plant, communicated by the International Photome-

tric Commission. There has been some discrepancy in

the formulas proposed for the candle-power of the

Hefner lamp as affected by atmospheric conditions. In

order to determine this effect definitely, the author made
measurements in a closed receiver, the pressure being

varied between wide limits. Three sets of determina-

tions were made. The author concluded that in order

that conditions should be uniform and well defined and

the light of the Hefner lamp be subject to proper cor-

rections, photometer tests with it must always be made
in well-ventilated and sufficiently large rooms. The in-

tensity of light y then depends only on the natural

humidity of the outer air and the atmospheric pressure

and may without objection be calculated from the abbre-

viated 'Liebenthal formula

y = 1.049— 0.0055a; + 0.0011 (o — 760)

where x is the volume, expressed in liters, which the

aqueous vapor associated with 1 cu. m. of dry air free

from carbon dioxide would have at the same tempera-

ture and the same pressure, and 6 is the atmospheric

pressure within the range from 816 mm. to 717 mm. of

mercury.—London Electrician, Nov. 19, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Saarlouis-Merzig Transmission and Distribution

Plant.—Wilhelm Gosebruch.—The capital invested in

this system was procured by the counties of Saarlouis

and Merzig in western Germany. The system was
erected and is being managed on a rental contract by a

Berlin steel company. The capital invested is $2,250,-

000, of which one-third was spent on the interurban

electric-railway system and the balance on the transmis-

sion and distribution system. The Saarlouis district is

highly industrial, the Merzig district chiefly agricul-

tural. The power plant in Saarlouis contains two fifty-

cycle, 6600-volt, 1250-kw., three-phase turbo-generators

and one of 5400 kw. The 750-volt traction current is

obtained from three synchronous converters of 400 kw.,

kw. and ir>0 kw. respectively, I he three phase cut
rents ;ne transmitted partly at 6600 volts and partly at

25,000 volts. The network is interconnected with that

Of the city of TriW. There are live substations. The
district supplied with energ] comprises 862 sq. km. (840
S(|. mile i and has 1.28,000 inhabitants. The author

gives some details of the transmission line construction
The design of the poles follows closely thai of the

Ontario transmission system. Some notes are added on

the transformer stations and the protective devi<

as well as on the telephone system. Elek. Zeit., Oct.

1^1 and 28, L915.

Breaking Circuits Carrying Large Alternating Cur
nuts. .1. BlERMANNS.—After a historical review, the

author discusses critically the manner in which alter

nating-current circuit-breakers operate. The phenom-
ena which occur when an oil circuit-breaker or a horn

*-0 Um^a x-e,.

x-a,

ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS TO ENHANCE SAFE OPERA-

TION OF ALTERNATING-CURRENT CIRCUIT-BREAKERS

circuit-breaker operates are discussed in detail. When
short-circuited lines or lines carrying an inductive load

are disconnected dangerous rises of voltage occur. The
author discusses these and describes an arrangement
which reduces the danger materially and which protects

equally well the lines on both sides of the circuit-

breaker. It is shown above, the ohmic resistance R
being in series with the air-gap of a horn lightning

arrester.

—

Archiv fur Elektrotechnik, Vol. 3, page 5,

very briefly abstracted in Elek. Zeit., Oct. 21, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

Association of Austrian and Hungarian Central Sta-

tions.—An account of the proceedings of the twelfth

annual convention of the Association of Austrian and

Hungarian Central Stations, which was held in Vienna.

Karel (Vienna) was elected president in place of the

late H. Sauer. One of the principal subjects of discus-

sion was the activity of the government in "mobilizing

copper." Professor Hockenegg gave an outline of dif-

ferent means by which electric-lighting stations and

traction systems can render copper available. Karel

described how the Vienna Electricity Works had ren-

dered available 447,000 kg. copper, 175,000 kg. lead,

some 6000 kg. copper alloys and 655 kg. aluminum.

—

Elek. Zeit, Nov. 4, 1915.

Shanghai Electricity Works.—The conclusion of an

illustrated article on recent extensions of the electric

supply stations of Shanghai. Though the Riverside

station has hardly been completed, additional plant of

20,000 kw. is to be installed, which will bring the rating

up to 34,000 kw. An extension of the Fearon Road
station will bring it up to 3200 kw. (in addition to the

traction plant), making the total rating of the Shanghai

municipal plant 37,200 kw. Last year 32,885,000 kw.-hr.

was sold. The figure for this year is expected to be

56,000,000 kw.-hr., made up as follows: Private light-

ing, 16,980,000 kw.-hr.; motor service, 33,612,000

kw.-hr.; heating, 554,000 kw.-hr.; public lighting,

1,000,000 kw.-hr.; traction, 4,000,000 kw.-hr.—London

Elec. Review, Nov. ID, 1915.

A Return to Flat Rates for Lighting Service.—Fried-

rich Schmidt.—On account of the present scarcity of

kerosene oil in Germany, owners of many small houses

have requested the central stations to connect them to
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the electricity supply, but the making of connections

has been delayed by the scarcity of copper and the in-

sufficient supply of meters. The author thinks most of

the service rates at present in use for charging for

domestic supply are too complicated; there is too much
finesse and red tape, and consequently general adminis-

tration and overhead expenses are high. He recom-

mends greatest simplicity of the service rate, but re-

stricts his remarks to ordinary small consumers. He
recommends a flat rate generally for lighting without

any power-limiting devices or any complications what-

soever. He makes the 25-watt lamp the unit and as-

sumes for the first 50 watts of connections 1200 hours

of burning, for the next 25 watts 1000 hours, and so on,

which gives a flat rate of $2.25 for 25 watts, $4.25 for

50 watts, $6.25 for 75 watts, $8 for 100 watts, $9.50 for

125 watts, $10.75 for 150 watts, $11.75 for 175 watts,

$12.75 for 200 watts, and then $1 more for any 25 watts

more. For electric flatirons a special contact is pro-

vided for which a yearly flat rate of $1.50 is charged.

For instance, if an installation comprises four 25-watt

lamps and a flatiron connection, the yearly rate is $9.50.

No money is collected in June and July ; the bill for each

of the other ten months is therefore 95 cents. Energy
for motor-service purposes is metered, but, according to

the author's suggestion, the meter is provided with a

counting device which does not give kilowatt-hours but

directly dollars and cents. This saves a great deal of

figuring, explaining, etc. In this way the collection of

bills becomes extremely simple.

—

Elek. Zeit., Oct. 28,

1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Radiation and Convection from a Heated Wire.—T.

Barratt.—An abstract of a (British) Physical Society

paper. The author endeavored to determine the numer-
ical relation between the radiation and convection losses

from a heated metallic wire or rod placed in a gas at

constant temperature. The method consisted in (1)

measuring the amount of heat required to maintain the

temperature of the wire a given amount (10 deg. C.)

above that of the surrounding gas, the surface of the

wire being (a) coated with a dead-black varnish, (b)

uncoated; (2) comparing the radiations from two sur-

faces exactly similar to a and b by means of a ther-

mopile. It is shown that if the total heat lost from unit

surface of the wire is x times greater from a "black"

wire than from a bare wire, while the radiation from
the black surface is y times more than that from the

unblacked surface, then

r. x— y r, y(x— y)
__? __ .__^ and — = —
c x— 1 c x— 1

where r
3
and r, are the radiations from "black" and

"bare" surfaces respectively and c is the convection.

The experiments indicate that of 100 parts of "total

heat" lost from a wire at air temperatures 2.5 consist

of radiation for a bare wire and 12.6 for a "black" wire.

At 100 deg. C. these percentages become 4.4 and 20.7

respectively.—London Electrician, Nov. 19, 1915.

"Mobilization" of Copper in Germany.—The special

law is printed in full according to which a complete

"census" of all electrical machinery (motors, generators,

converters, transformers, switches, fuses, meters, etc.)

in existence in Germany is being made, in order to

arcertain which of them are in use and needed and which

are not, so that copper may be made available for war
purposes.—Elek. Zeit., Oct. 28, 1915.

Elect rophysics and Magnetism

Delta Radiation from Zinc When Bombarded by Alpha

Rays.—J. C. McLennan and C. G. Found.—An ac-

count of an experimental investigation in which it is

shown that when a plate of zinc with a freshly scraped

surface is placed in a highly exhausted chamber and
bombarded by alpha rays there is an emission of slow-

moving electrons or delta rays from it at the rate of

three electrons for each alpha particle impact. It is also

shown that the emission of electrons from such a plate

of zinc under bombardment by alpha rays diminishes
with the lapse of time from the moment when it is

placed in the high vacuum. Initially there is no emis-

sion of electrons under bombardment by alpha rays from
a surface of zinc deposited from zinc vapor in a high
vacuum, but as time elapses an electronic emission is

developed under the gradual absorption of air by the

surface of the zinc deposit.

—

Philos. Magazine, October,

1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Electric Precipitation of Smoke, Fumes and Dust.—
Linn Bradley.—An address giving an outline of the

surprising variety of smoke problems, fume problems
and dust problems to the solution of which the Cottrell

process of electric precipitation has been applied. A
high-voltage (75,000 to 100,000 volts) intermittent

direct-current is used, which is obtained by transform-
ing low-voltage alternating current into high-voltage

alternating current and then converting or rectifying

the latter. The amount of power required in commer-
cial installations is relatively low, generally much lower

than in other gas-cleaning systems. Unique advantages
of electrical precipitation are its ability to collect even
the most minute particles and the possibility of "frac-

tional precipitation." In the latter method the gases
are treated while at a high temperature to remove those

materials which are then either solid or liquid, and then

after cooling the gases are subjected to another treat-

ment in a separate precipitator. Arsenic trioxide of

high purity has thus been separated from copper, iron,

zinc and other materials. It would be possible to obtain

water-free tar in gas plants by this means, and it also

might be possible to collect tars of different composi-

tions.

—

Met. and Chem. Eng'ing, Dec. 1, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Telephone Relay.—A note on a recent British patent

(No. 8903, 1915) of V. Zedeschi and A. G. Rossi for "a

reversible relay for amplifying the energy of small

periodic currents through the medium of mechanical
work. The rotation of a solid continuous metal disk of

high conductivity determines the inductive effect be-

tween two stationary identical symmetrical and insu-

lated windings at right angles to each other and to the

plane in which the disk rotates so that they shall not

present any mutual induction when the disk is sta-

tionary."—London Elec. Eng'ing, Nov. 18, 1915.

Telephone Relay.—A note on a recent British patent

(No. 1694, 1915) of the Western Electric Company for

a "thermo-ionic amplifier for telephone currents in

which a maximum efficiency is obtained by placing the

input electrode as close as possible to the source of

ionization or cathode while sufficiently far to insulate

it."—London Elec. Eng'ing, Nov. 18, 1915.

Miscellaneous

Electric Welding.—Julius Sauer.—The author first

sketches briefly the arc-welding processes of Bernados,
Slavianoff and Zerener, and then describes machines,
using a resistance-welding process, for automobile tires,

chains, etc. He gives interesting figures and curves on
the energy consumed and the time needed for certain

typical welding operations, and finally discusses how the

iron masses of the objects which are being welded are

affecting the energy consumption and in which manner
the welding operation can be carried out most econom-
ically in practice.

—

Elek. Zeit., Oct. 28 and Nov. 4, 1915.
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O. H. Simouds. the new president of

the Mississippi Electric Association, is

the manager of the Vicksburg Light &
Traction Company. Mr. Simonds was
graduated from Cornell University in

1908, and was connected with the Du-
luth office of the General Electric Com-
pany on construction work, and later

with the Great Northern Power Com-
pany of Duluth. He then went to the

Chicago office of the General Electric

Company and made a special study of

central-station design and operation,

and later entered the engineering de-

partment of Messrs. Elston, Clifford &
Company, Chicago. In April of this

year he was appointed general man-
ager of the Vicksburg Light & Trac-

tion Company. While in Vicksburg he

has devoted considerable interest to

work along local civic lines, and last

summer he was elected president of

the Young Men's Business Club of

Vicksburg.

C. F. Walters has been appointed

manager of the Elk River Lighting
Company of Elk River, Minn.

Edwin R. Cole has been appointed

superintendent of the International

Acheson Graphite Company, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.

C. S. Terrell, superintendent of sub-

stations -for the Puget Sound Traction,

Light & Power Company, Seattle,

Wash., has been elected secretary of

the Seattle Section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Frederick W. Ballard of Cleveland,

Ohio, has been engaged by the city of

Terre Haute, Ind., to act as the munic-
ipality's representative in lighting con-

tract negotiations pending. Mr. Bal-

lard is commissioner and chief engineer
of the division of light and heat of the

city of Cleveland.

Frank C. Wilkinson, general man-
ager of the St. Albans & Swanton
Traction Company of St. Albans, Vt.,

has been appointed superintendent and
general manager of the Vermont Pow-
er & Manufacturing Company of St.

Albans. Mr. Wilkinson was formerly
general manager of the Bay State
Street Railway Company, Boston,
Mass.

A. Ludlow Kramer has resigned as
president of the Electric Properties
Corporation. Mr. Kramer recently

Men
of the Industry

< liiiiii'cs In Personnel

and Po»il ion

graphical Notea

underwent an operation! and lie de-

sires to lie freed «>f business car* In

older to recover his health. Guy E.

Tripp, chairman of the board of the

\\ > tinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company, has been selected tempo-
rarily as president.

Charles E. Cooke, Jr., of the firm of

Kelly, Cooke & Company, which recently

opened engineering offices in the Drexel
Building, Philadelphia, Pa., was for-

merly assistant commercial engineer of

the Westinghouse Machine Company at

East Pittsburgh, Pa. After occupying
this position for two years, Mr. Cooke
joined the staff of Ford, Bacon & Davis,

and in the latter connection specialized

on financial engineering reports and
had charge of a number of important
rate developments.

Edward N. Lake, formerly in charge
of the Chicago office of the Stone &
Webster Engineering Corporation, has
become a partner in the Krehbiel Com-
pany, engineers and constructors, with
offices in the Marquette Building, Chi-

cago. Mr. Lake will be treasurer and
manager of the company. Fred A.

Krehbiel, the president, has specialized

in fuel, steam and mechanical engineer-

ing and construction. Mr. Lake, who
was connected in turn with the Arnold
Company, the Western Electric Com-
pany, the Chicago Edison Company,
and the Board of Supervising Engi-
neers, Chicago Traction, has for the

last twenty years made a specialty of

electricity and its commercial applica-

tions.

Arthur W. Berresford, who was
elected president of the Electrical Man-
ufacturers' Club at the time of the lat-

ter's recent Hot Springs (Va.) conven-

tion, is the vice-president and general

manager of the Cutler-Hammer Manu-
facturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. A
native of Brooklyn, N. Y., Mr. Berres-

ford was graduated from the Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute in 1892 and from
Cornell in 1893 with the degree of me-
chanical engineer in electricity. After

two years' general work with public

service companies, he entered the em-
ploy of the Riker Electric Company as

designer, and in 1896 took charge of the

testing and design work for the Ward
Leonard Electric Company. In 1898, in

company with others, Mr. Berresford
purchased from the receiver the assets

of the Iron-Clad Rheostat Company,
forming the Iron-Clad Resistance Com-
pany, of which he became vice-presi-

dent and manager. In 1900 this com-
pany was purchased by the Cutler-

Hammer Manufacturing Company. Mr.
Berresford entered the engineering de-

partment of the latter and in 1901 was
appointed superintendent, in 1902 sec-

cretary, in 1905 general manager, and

in 1907 vice-president and general man-
ager, the title which he now holds. Mr.
Berresford is a member of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers,

the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, the Society of Naval Architects

and Marine Engineers, the National
Electric Light Association, the Frank-
lin Institute, the Society for the Pro-

motion of Engineering Education, and
other bodies.

William F. Kelly, senior member of

the engineering firm of Kelly, Cooke &
Company, which recently opened gen-

eral engineering offices in the Drexel
Building, Philadelphia, Pa., was for the

past fourteen years a member of the

staff of Ford, Bacon & Davis, acting

as engineer in charge of several of their

larger operations, including the con-

struction and reconstruction of the

properties of the Knoxville (Tenn.)

Railway & Light Company and the Bir-

mingham (Ala.) Railway, Light &
Power Company. Mr. Kelly was grad-

uated from the University of Penn-
sylvania in 1893 and for several years

thereafter was a member of the en-

gineering staff of the Union Traction

Company of Philadelphia. In its new
work Mr. Kelly's firm will conduct a

general engineering practice in the

public utility and industrial fields.

Obituary
H. A. Fisher, a member of the New

York office staff of the Trumbull Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company, Plain-

ville, Conn., is dead from an apoplectic

stroke suffered while at his desk on

Nov. 26. Mr. Fisher has been foreman
of the Trumbull company's panel and
switchboard department for the past

twelve years.

James Mapes Dodge, past-president

of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers and chairman of the board of

directors of the Link-Belt Company,
died at his home in Philadelphia, Dec.

4, at the age of sixty-three years.

Educated as an engineer, Mr. Dodge de-

voted most of his life to the improve-
ment and manufacture of conveying
machinery. Mr. Dodge was a vice-

president of the Franklin Institute at

the time of his death.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
A Record of Latest Developments and Improvements in Manufacturers*

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Varied Industrial Applications of Electrical Ozonators

Ozonators are being used in increas-

ing numbers in industrial plants as ad-
juncts to ventilating systems for the
purpose of destroying obnoxious odors.

Ozone is a powerful oxidizing agent and
is capable of oxidizing most substances
at temperatures much below those at
which they are capable of combining

FIG. 1—OZONATOR WITH CASING RE-
MOVED—USED IN COLD-STORAGE ROOMS
AND WAREHOUSES

with ordinary oxygen. It has been
proved to be especially well adapted for

use in removing odors arising from va-

rious animal and chemical products,

such as valerianic acids, butyric acids,

skatol, indol, decayed foods, fish, tan-

ners' scrap, manure, etc. Where trade
odors are conspicuous and disagreeable,

as in tanneries, glue factories, fertilizer

plants, slaughter houses, certain chem-
ical works and the like, ozone is said to

offer the only solution of the problem of

rendering the atmospheric conditions

tolerable.

New uses are also continually being
found for ozone in manufacturing proc-

esses wherever oxidation is desired.

For instance, it may be utilized for

bleaching cloth, raw wool and flour, and
it possesses great advantages over such
bleaching products as chlorine owing to

the fact that it is not poisonous and
does not require to be mixed in vats
which suffuse the buildings with fumes.
It has also been found well adapted for
hardening, purifying and deodorizing
paint, oil, varnish and wax, for the spe-
cial treatment of fur for felting, for the
sterilization of beer barrels and vats,

for aging liquors, and for curing tobac-
co. In the purification of water, ozone
is employed as an adjunct to the usual
systems of filtration. The most general
use of ozone for water purification up
to the present time has been in connec-
tion with the filtration plants of large

municipal water-supply systems. Small-
er filtration plants utilizing ozone for
the final sterilization are now being sup-
plied, however, in sizes adaptable for

use in hotels, ice plants, apartment
houses and the larger residences.

Ozonators in Cold-Storage Plants and

Warehouses

In ordinary ventilating systems only
a small percentage of ozone is intro-

duced in the air. In warehouses, pack-
ing plants, refrigerators, etc., however,
ozone is applied in much larger quan-
tities so as to destroy all bacteria possi-

ble. Usually a room or chamber is

strongly ozonized for a period of one or
two hours each day, thus destroying
practically all bacterial life and freeing
the room from unpleasant odors during
the remaining hours of the day.
An interesting application of ozona-

tors in cold-storage-plant practice has
been made by the National Cold Storage
Company of Brooklyn, N. Y. In Fig. 2

a portable ozonator is shown in an ap-

ple-storage room. The rooms in which
the machine is used measure approxi-
mately 175 ft. by 100 ft. by 9 ft. and are
employed for the storage of such odorif-

erous produce as onions, cheese, carrots,
etc. After a room has been emptied the

FIG. 3—METHOD OF BOLTING TWO OZONA-
TOR UNITS TOGETHER

portable ozonator set is brought in and
connected by a cord to a convenient
lamp socket. The ozonator is placed in

a central position in the room and, with
all doors closed, the ozonization is usu-
ally accomplished in two or three hours.
A somewhat longer period may be re-

quired if the room has previously con-
tained foodstuffs of a particularly pun-
gent odor, but even under the most of-

fensive condition of odors the time re-

quired for completion of the ozoniza-
tion is short as compared with the time
which would be needed for deodoriza-
tion by ordinary methods, since in the

latter case it is often found necessary
to keep the rooms open for two or three

FIG. 2—APPLYING THE OZONATOR TO DEODORIZING STORAGK.
ROOMS. THE PORTABLE OZONE APPARATUS DESTROYS
ODORS LEFT BY FOODSTUFFS THAT HAVE BEEN REMOVED

K1G. 4 DEPARTMENT-STORE BASEMENT IN WHICH OZONIZE)'
AIR DELIVERED THROUGH REGISTERS BENEATH THE
COUNTERS IS USED TO NEUTRALIZE ODORS
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tllOWing a \<i> inn nl.M

able riae In the room tempei at ore.

I'll.' ozonator ia of the LOO volt, sixty

cycle type, energy being taken fn.ni

small rotary converter mounted on a

truck Which converts I lie :':'.(> volt direct

current from (he mams. The o-ouator

J,A&Jf*

FIG. 6- rWO-1 NIT-BANK OZONATOR
INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES

FOR

consists essentially of ozone-generating

tubes contained in a small metal box on

the top of which is mounted an electric

fan for forcing the air through the ozo-

nator and insuring an efficient distribu-

tion of the ozone. The ozone is formed
from the air as it is blown through the

electric discharge maintained in the

ozone-generating tubes. Aside from a

monthly cleaning of the ozone tubes the

machine requires very little care or at-

tention. Another view of the ozonator

with the casing removed is shown in

Fig. 1.

Industrial Ozonators

For the practical application of ozone
a number of types of industrial ozona-
tors have been developed. In Fig. 5 is

illustrated an ozonator of the station-

ary two-unit-bank type. The essential

parts of the equipment are an ozone
generator, a transformer, an air filter

and a controlling panel. The generat-
ing units consist of cast-iron boxes
which are provided with ozone-produc-
ing tubes. An electric discharge takes
place between the inner ename'.ed-steel

tube and 'the outer glass tube. Air is

passed through the machine between
the inner and outer tubes, where it be-

FIG. 6—OZONE-GENERATING APPARATUS
USED IN TUNNEL-AIR PURIFICATION

i onus o/.oni/.ed, and then is cai i nil

through piping t<» the poinl of applica-

tion. Additional units may be added hy

holt [ng two or more of the 1 wo unit

frame tOgOtht •wn in Fig. .'{.

The (ran former is employed foi I

the voltage at the line to that i equii ed

for the proper operation of the ozona-

and it is so designed that the volt-

age may he varied at will and the ozone

output id' the generator thereby regulat-

ed. The air filter consists of a Bheel tteel

box through which the air passes before

entering the air chamber. In its path

through the filter the air first passes

over a hed of calcium chloride, and then

through a fine screen and a layer of

cotton waste for removing dirt and dust.

The controlling panel is mounted on one

side of the supporting frames and is

equipped with voltmeter, switches and
suitable apparatus for the regulation of

the transformer voltage. A motor-driv-

en blower also usually forms part of the

equipment. Motor-generator sets are

employed whenever necessary to trans-

form the energy taken from the supply
line to such voltage and frequency as is

best suited to the particular installa-

tion.

Ozonators in Department Stores

A successful installation of industrial

ozonators ha£- been made in the base-

ment of the jLit Brothers department
store in Philadelphia. The object of this

installation was to eliminate "crowd
odors," which are usually present in

basement stores and which are especial-

ly objectionable on damp and hot days.

Before the ozonators were installed

ventilation in the basement was pro-

vided for by a large blower, the distri-

bution of air being made through reg-
isters at the bases of about one-half of

the columns in the inclosure, as shown
in Fig. 4. The ozone apparatus consists

of a two-unit bank ozonator operating
on 133-cycle alternating current sup-
plied by a belt-driven generator. The
ozonator is placed directly in the fan
intake so that the ozone and the fresh
air are mixed and distributed through
the ventilating ducts.

Ozonators in Candy Factories

As very little fresh air is admitted
into the mixing rooms of candy fac-

tories, odors are always present, and
the use of ozonators has proved a prac-
tical solution of the annoyance caused
by such odors. For large factories, ma-
chines of the industrial type, as shown
in Fig. 3 or Fig. 5, are employed in con-
nection with the ventilating systems;
but where the plant is small a portable
ozonator may be installed directly in

the ventilating duct. The Pirika Choc-
olate Company of Brooklyn, N. Y., has
recently installed a portable machine in

its chocolate dipping room. In this case
the ozonator has been of sufficient ca-

pacity for use in a ventilating system
supplying a room 40 ft. by 25 ft. by 9

ft. with fifteen changes of air an hour.

Ozone for Purifying Air in Tunnels

The Hudson & Manhattan Railroad
Company has installed ozonizing equip-
ment in its tunnels near the Erie Rail-
road station, Hoboken, for killing sew-

FIG. 7—OZONE-GENERATING APPARAT1S
FOR PURIFYING WATER

age odors which seep into the tunnel

from a nearby sewer. A 0.5-kw. motor-
generator set is utilized to give 133-

cycle, 110-volt alternating current to

the ozonator, which is designed to give

25 grams of ozone per hour. The air is

first passed over a drier, then through
the ozonator, and finally is forced into

the tunnel by a blower.

Ozone Water Purifier

A device for properly sterilizing and
purifying by ozone the drinking water
used in schools, hotels, clubs, hospitals,

large apartment houses, restaurants,
factories and on steamships and rail-

roads is illustrated in Fig. 7. The pur-
rifier operates on 110-volt or 220-volt,

sixty-cycle, single-phase current. It

has a capacity of 300 gal. per hour and
takes about 180 watts.
Advantages claimed for the method

of purifying water by ozone are eco-

nomical operation and that the water
leaves the machine at the same temper-
ature at which it enters. The ozone in

no way alters the natural character of
the water and does not affect the miner-
al content, it is claimed, but effectually
frees it from anything that will give it

taste, smell or color of a disagreeable

FIG. 8—LABORATORY OZONATOR

organic nature and at the same time
renders it sterile.

The ozonators described in this arti-

cle have been developed by the Sprague
Electric Works of the General Elec-
tric Company, 527 West Thirty-fourth
Street, New York.
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Automatic Cut-Out Hanger
The "Rex" automatic cut-out hanger, as it is called,

is a device which consists of two members, the upper
of which may be suspended from a bracket, trolley or

span wire, while the lower member, to which an arc

lamp or nitrogen-filled lamp may be attached, is remov-
able and when lowered causes the circuit to be broken.

By means of this cut-out any lamp in a series lighting

circuit may be automatically cut out of the circuit with-

out disturbing any of the other lamps in the series. A
cut-out device of this type is especially advantageous to

the trimmer, for when the lamp is lowered it is entirely

disconnected from the circuit. The wires are brought
straight from the pole to the hanger, thus doing away
with unsightly loops which may cause trouble for the

linemen. The upper member of the cut-out consists of

a malleable-iron canopy, which carries the spreader arm
to which the line wires are brought and which contains

tripping device affords a time delay in automatic

tripping.

Insulated cables enter the switch from below through

porcelain bushings in an overhang on the switch frame.

The space between the cables and the bushings, as well

as other bushings through which the cables partly run,

is filled with insulating compound. There are no unin-

sulated parts within the switch frame.

The oil vessel is provided with an insulating lining,

wooden barriers between poles and between trip coils,

drain cock and filling tap, so that the oil may be changed

without lowering the vessel, and handles to assist in

handling the switch or in removing the vessel for in-

spection of the contacts, which are of the sliding-wedge

type of construction. With the exception of the oper-

ating lever and hand-tripping rod, all parts are inclosed

and protected from the weather. The cover is grooved

on the under side to fit closely over the edge of the

FIGS. 1 AND 2—CUT-OUT HANGER FOR NITROGEN-
FILLED AND ARC LAMPS

FIGS. 1

a sheave wheel over which the single rope passes to the

second or lower member; a latch plate, which carries a

inechanical catch, and a piece of glazed porcelain which

contains the electrical mechanism. The lower member
is composed of a glazed-porcelain device, which carries

two concentric contact rings provided with a safety

fuse, and a malleable-iron latch stem to which the rope

is attached, and is equipped with a receptacle for taking

a Mogul socket, reflector and refractor, or a hook for

supporting an arc lamp. The device is being manufac-

tured by Charles E. Pope & Company, 611 New England

Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Automatic Pole-Line Oil Switch

The pole-line oil switch shown in the accompanying

illustrations has been developed to open automatically

the circuit in which the switch is connected if the cur-

rent in that circuit exceeds a certain definite amount for

which the tripping mechanism is set. In many cases

the use of this switch in connection with pole-type trans-

formers obviates the necessity of bringing high-tension

lines into a building.

The switch is closed by a handle affixed to the frame.

The automatic operation on overload is effected by trip-

ping coils in series with the line. These coils are in the

oil vessel under oil and are connected to a common
tripping lever by separate wooden rods. The tripping

device may be actuated by any one of the overload trip

coils or by a hand-operated trip rod outside the switch

frame. The switch cannot be opened by the closing

handle. An inverse-time oil dash-pot connected to the

AND 2—SIDE AND TOP VIEWS OF AUTOMATIC OIL SWITCH

WITH COVER REMOVED

frame. The oil vessel fits around a flange on the bottom

of the frame. The switch is being made in single-pole,

double-pole, triple-pole or four-pole, single-throw types,

for use on circuits with ratings up to 15,000 volts and

300 amp. It is built by the General Electric Company,

Schenectady, N. Y.

Insulating Tape

The Standard Paint Company, Woolworth Building,

New York, has just placed upon the market a rubber

friction tape which will be included among its "Imp"

products, supplementing the company's P. & B. tape,

which is adapted for work in mines and weather-exposed

locations. The new friction tape is treated with rubber

compound and is suitable for all kinds of wiring work.

Single-Cylinder Horizontal Oil Engine

An oil engine of four-stroke-cycle design, operating

on the Beau de Rochas cycle, has recently been devel-

oped by the De La Vergne Machine Company, East 138th

Street, New York. The engine is massive but well pro-

portioned in design, the prominent features, according

to the manufacturer, being simplicity of construction

and small number of parts. The frame or bedplate is

integral with the cylinder casing and extends almost the

entire length of the engine. Oil is injected just before

the end of the compression stroke, and the injection is

continued until almost the end of the compression stroke.

The compression pressure of the engine is about 180 lb.

and the ignition pressure slightly above 300 lb. The

piston is of the trunk type and of large size. No cross-
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iu';ni is employed. The cylinder and cylinder head ere
water jacketed, and lioth air and exhaust valves Open
vertically In the cylinder bead. The spray valve is

placed at the end of the cylinder head and is directed

so that the Injected oil will Impinge upon the vaporizer
at the bottom «'t" the cylinder head. Vapor and air are
compressed and mixed in the Cylinder head, where igni-

OIL ENGINE IN PAPER-BOX PLANT

tion takes place. Only the gases resulting from the

explosion enter the cylinder. The engine is designed
to operate on commercial grades of crude or fuel oil

produced in the United States or Mexico. Developing
14 brake-hp. per hour per gallon of oil, the engine takes

0.55 lb. oil per brake-hp.-hour at full load, 0.55 lb. of oil

per brake-hp.-hour at three-quarters load, and 0.65 lb.

oil per brake-hp.-hour at one-half load. The engine is

governed by means of a by-pass valve. After leaving

the pump the oil may either pass to the spray valve or

the check valve in the governor. In the accompanying
illustration is shown a type DH engine belt-connected to

a line shaft which in turn drives a generator in the

plant of a paper-box manufacturer. The shaft is also

connected to a rope sheave, as shown, which operates

shafting on the various floors of the plant.

Electrically Operated Vertical Steel Radiator

A very desirable substitute for oil and gas stoves,

grates and even the ordinary steam radiators is the elec-

trically operated radiator shown herewith, which is far

safer and cleaner than the oil or gas stoves. The radi-

ator is of steel and is provided with a complete water-
circulating arrangement within itself. It is portable,

20 40 60 20 40 60 20 40 60 20 40
/Mr 2Hrs. 3Hrs

Deration of Test

FIG. 1—TEMPERATURE CURVE FOR ELECTRIC RADIATOR

weighing only 65 lb. when filled, and is provided with
polished feet so that it can be pushed from one room to

another. One filling of water is required before the

radiator is put into operation, and it is necessary to add
a cupful of water from time to time to keep up the level.

Two heats are provided. At lull heat the energy con-

sumption on 110 volts is li(i() watts, on low heat the

consumption at 110 volts is 440 watts. The device may
be connected to an ordinary lighting socket and is 18 in.

long, 6 in. wide and 24 in. high. The heating surface

is 22.5 si|. ft. Another radiator of similar design, desig-

FIG. 2—ELECTRICALLY HEATED RADIATOR WITH
FIFTEEN SECTIONS

nated as the No. B-21 type, consisting of twenty-one
heating sections and taking 990 watts on high heat and
660 watts on low heat, has also been developed. The
radiator is 24 in. long, 6 in. wide, 24 in. high, and has

a heating surface of 31.5 sq. ft. The smaller radiator

is designed to heat a room 10 ft. by 12 ft. with an 8-ft.

ceiling or its equivalent to 70 deg. in winter weather.
The larger radiator is designed to heat a proportion-

ately larger area. In Fig. 1 is shown a temperature
curve for the smaller radiator with fifteen sections. The
radiators are being made by the Rathbone Manufactur-
ing Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Electrically Operated Factory Signal Horn

In the accompanying illustrations are shown two re-

cently developed factory signal horns, that illustrated

in Fig. 1 being of the vibrator type and operating on

FIG. 1—FACTORY HORN OF VIBRATOR TYPE

either alternating current or direct current, and that

shown in Fig. 2 of the motor-driven type operating on

direct current. The horns have been approved by the

National Board of Underwriters and may be used in

MHHMRHKiiife.

FIG. 2—MOTOR-DRIVEN SIGNAL HORN

connection with interior fire-alarm systems or interior-

call systems. A special condenser bridged across the

magnet-coil winding is employed with the high-voltage,

direct-current vibrator horn to prevent any arcing at

the vibrator contacts. The condenser absorbs the charge
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or "kick-back" from the coil caused by the breaking
of the circuit. The alternating-current horn is equipped
with only one moving element. There are no contacts

or vibrator springs. It is being made for any commer-
cial voltage from 110 volts down and for any frequency
desired. The motor-driven horn is especially well

adapted for use with automobiles or in factory service.

For use on automobiles the motor is designed for opera-

tion on a 6-volt storage battery. The motor is of the

skeleton ventilating type and is being made in types

designed for operating at potentials ranging from 6

volts to 110 volts. The armature is adjustable so that

allowance can be made for wear on the ratchet wheel or

diaphragm button. The horns are being made by the

Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company, 120 South
Sangamon Street, Chicago, 111.

Moderate-Voltage Oil Switch for Framework
Mounting

The oil switch shown herewith is being built for

operation on 300-amp., 35,000-volt circuits and 300-amp.,

500-amp. and 800-amp., 15,000-volt or 22,000-volt cir-

cuits. It consists of single-pole self-contained units

designed for hand or solenoid operation. The switch,

which is known as a type F, form K24 device, can be

automatically tripped under the usual conditions by
instrument current transformers, and under overload

conditions by high-voltage series coils mounted on in-

sulators above the switch, or in the 15,000-volt and
22,000-volt sizes by bushing-type current transformers.

A calibration of the series-trip mechanism is effected at

the switch and not at the coil mounted on the high-

voltage insulator. Each bushing transformer is

mounted inside the oil tank on an iron support supplied

with the transformer. The support is bolted to the

under side of the switch cover.

The switch is constructed of interchangeable parts.

The bushings are single-piece units extending in the

oil vessel downward to the contacts below the oil level.

tween the station floor and the switch frame may be

provided if desired. One lifter only is needed for each

station. The lifter consists of a simple detachable

frame, which carries a handle, worm gear, shaft and
two drums for winding and unwinding the drums to

raise or lower a tank respectively. The lifter can be

operated, removed and replaced on another similar

switch by one man.
The switch is being manufactured by the General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Confining Transmission Disturbances to Their

Source

To protect electrical equipment from damage by

surges it has usually been the practice to install choke

coils or reactors between the outside lines and the equip-

ment and drain off the surge through horn-gaps to

ground. This has minimized the possibility of damage
to inside apparatus, but it does not insure full protec-

tion to line insulators, which are a vital part of a sys-

tem. The Delta-Star Electric Company, Chicago, how-
ever, has developed apparatus which can be inserted in

series with conductors at any desired intervals to pre-

vent a disturbance causing extensive damage.
As shown by the accompanying illustration, the

equipment consists of two horn-gaps in series with the

conductor, but shunted by a choke coil which will allow

normal current to pass. The A-shaped horn is grounded

through a multiple-series resistance arrester. At the

heel of each horn is attached a small metal sphere, and

extending from both choke-coil terminals inward are

bars, the ends of which are slightly nearer each other

than the balls on the horn-gaps.

The action of the equipment is as follows: If a volt-

age wave with steep front approaches the apparatus the

choke coil will check its progress along the line, causing
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MODERATE-VOLTAGE OIL SWITCH FOR FRAMEWORK
MOUNTING

APPARATUS THAT ACTS AS AN ELECTRICAL SHOCK AB-

SORBER IN DISSIPATING SURGES

The oil tanks are lined with pressboard and are of

heavy steel, which is acetylene-welded. Use is made of

contacts of the usual sliding-wedge construction. The
switch opens by gravity assisted by a tension spring.

The parting movement of the contacts is rapid when the

switch is opened.

Lifters for raising the tank the entire distance be-

some of the energy to "spill" to ground by allowing it

to jump across the sphere-gaps. If the surge is ab-

normally large, it will break down the gap inside the

choke coil and continue along the line until another
opportunity is afforded for its escaping to ground. In

other words, this apparatus acts as a shock absorber,

dissipating all or part of a surge and allowing the re-
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mainder to pass <>n to other absorbers until it li entirely

overcome. The nel resull la to confine i disturbance to

a portion of the line, the length of the section which
will be disturbed depending on the distance between
shcH-k all "i I

•

Bell-Ringing Transformers

A line of light transformers for operating bells has
recently been brought out by the Viking Electric Com
pany, L50 Chambers street. New 3fork. The manufac
turer points out that the transformers art- of high ratine

ami efficiency for the service for which they are de
signed, in Fig i is shown the type E-W transformer,
Which gives a secondary voltage Of <> volts. It measures

FIGS. 1, 2 AND 3—TRANSFORMERS FOR RINGING BELLS

3.875 in. by 3.8,5 in. by 2 in. and weighs 4 lb. The
device shown in Fig. 2 is designated as a type A in-

strument and is designed to give a secondary pressure
of 8 volts. It is 4.75 in. by 4.25 in. by 2.625 in. and
weighs G lb. Beth Ihe transformers are designed for

operation on 110-volt, sixty-cycle alternating current.

The type D transformer shown in Fig. 3 is designed to

operate door openers, gas-lighting systems, etc., as well

as bells up to and including 4 in. in diameter. It is

provided with three secondary terminals. With the first

and second terminals a pressure of 8 volts is obtained,

with the second and third terminals 14 volts, and with
the first and third terminals 22 volts. The device is

4.75 in. by 4.25 in. by 2.625 in. and weighs 6 lb. It is

also designed to operate on 110-volt, sixty-cycle alter-

nating current.

Motor for Operating Disk-Type Phonographs
Present owners of phonographs and talking machines

of the disk-record type which are operated by cranking
a spring motor will be interested in the novel small

electric motor brought out to drive such machines by
the Shelton Electric Company, 30 East Forty-second
Street, New York. The motor, which may be attached
to any disk-type machine, is provided with a rubber
disk which fits against the periphery of the record table.

The motor is not attached to the cabinet, but simply

VERTICAL MOTOR WITH RUBBER DISK FOR PHONOGRAPH

rests on it. The regulator on the phonograph can be
employed in the usual way. With the exception of re-

moving the crank handle no change is necessary. The
motor is 3.5 in. high and 3 in. in diameter and weighs
3 lb. It is being made for operation on either alternat-

ing current or direct current and runs silently.

Side-Outlet Current 'lap

To take care of the Increasing demand tor electric

appliances made of heal proof material, Harvey Huhhell,

inc., has placed on the marke! a composition side-outtat

current tap as shown herewith. The device has been
designed especially for use in railroad hop

, lnp

building yards, industrial plants, etc., where de>

COMPOSITION SIDE-OUTLET CURRENT TAP

of the type shown are subject to considerable hard
usage. The tap is provided with a deep groove for the
attachment of a shade holder. The side-outlet tap is

of the T-slot type, permitting interchange with all of

the Hubbell company's non-polarized taps.

Loud-Speaking Telephone for Show-Window
Demonstrations

To obviate the use of lettered cards and- to enable the
operator of a window demonstration to get his message
"across" to the passer-by on the sidewalk, the Western
Electric Company, 463 West Street, New York, has

jg^%3> jgf

WINDOW DEMONSTRATIONS EXPLAINED BY LOUD-SPEAKING
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

developed a loud-speaking telephone equipment which
consists of a special transmitter and a pair of loud-

speaking receivers and horns. The horns and receivers

are connected on both sides of the window, just high
enough to be outside the reach of mischievous young-
sters, and in series with the transmitter, which is placed

inside the window, are wired the battery of six dry cells

connected in series and the receivers. As the demon-
strator wishes to bring out each point, he simply speaks
into the transmitter and his voice is magnified by the

receivers and horns and carried to the audience outside.

The equipment not only brings the demonstrator and
his audience into more intimate contact, but serves as

an auxiliary attraction to the display itself.
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Million-Dollar Power Plant in Indiana
Coal Region.—Work has been started

on the new electric plant at Apraw
Falls, near Bicknell, Ind., which it is

estimated will cost about $1,000,000.

Power will be furnished both by steam
and by water. The coal supply will

come from 2500 acres of coal land near
by which have been purchased. The
coal is near the surface, making the
sinking of shafts unnecessary. Water
will be stored by a large dam to be con-

structed across the White River.

Operating Trouble Diagnosed Over
the Telephone.—On starting a 300-kw.
rotary converter in a substation one
morning the operator was unable to

account for a vicious arc at one of the

terminals of the shunt-field circuit.

The connections were apparently all

right. A conversation with the elec-

trical engineer over the telephone re-

sulted in directions to pull the terminal
out from the coil and fill the hole be-

hind it with very thick shellac. This
was done and the arcing stopped.

Bell Telephone System Spends $1,-

709,698 for Employees' Benefit.—In the

last year there were 20,915 cases on
which the relief fund of the Bell Tele-

phone system expended $1,481,402, ac-

cording to John S. Kennedy, secretary

of the benefit committee of the Eastern
section of the system. During the

same period there were 231 deaths, as a

result of which dependent relatives re-

ceived 228,296. Female employees fur-

nished 71 per cent of the sickness cases,

while the greatest number of accident

cases occurred among the male em-
ployees.

Amount of Electricity Necessary for

Heating Rooms.—Electric heating has

been seriously tried in a great many
places in Norway, and reports made by
a royal commission indicate that a

pleasant, even temperature is possible

with an expenditure of from 30 watts

to 35 watts per cubic meter of space

—

35 cu. ft. This will keep the tempera-
ture of a room at 64 deg. Fahr. with

auxiliary heating when the ther-

mometer registers as low as from 10

deg. to 5 deg. Fahr. Under these cir-

cumstances electric heating is assumed
to be cheaper than other fuel when the

energy can be supplied at $7 to $8.25

per horsepower per annum on maximum
demand.

Water Weed Chokes Penstock.—The
Mendon station of the Rutland (Vt.)

Railway, Light & Power Company re-

cently suffered a peculiar mishap. Wa-
ter weed in the East Pittsford pond,

which supplies the station, floated down
to the intake of the penstock, complete-

ly stopping it up. The water in the

pond was very low, as it was near the

end of the season, and the hard wind
caused waves which loosened the weed.

The latter accumulated in such large

quantities that it was necessary for a

dozen men to work all day and all night

with rakes and pitchforks taking it out

of the water. A horse-drawn rake was
also used. This was backed down to

the beach into the pond, and large

quantities of weed were pulled out in

this way.
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Radio League of America Formed.

—

The Radio League of America was re-

cently organized under the laws of the

State of New York for a number of

purposes, principal among which will

be to have available for the govern-

ment a complete list of amateur radio

stations pledged to volunteer work in

time of need.

A Beetle That Bores Into Lead-Cov-
ered Cables.—The discovery of a bug
which bores holes in lead-covered cable

has been recently reported by Albert

Schuler of the Home Telephone Com-
pany of Santa Barbara, Cal. This

trouble maker is said to be a slender

black beetle with hard wings about V*

in. long and equipped with two small

scoops at its mouth which ;t effectively

uses in boring holes in cables. The
family name of this beetle is said to

be Sinoxylon declive.

The Case of the Yacht Sea Call.—

The widespread corrosion of the steel

rivets, frame and other ferric parts of

the splendid new yacht Sea Call result-

ing from electrolytic action between

the steel and the Monel-metal plates

with which the vessel was sheathed has

made necessary the dismantling of the

yacht, which was completed only last

summer at a cost of several hundred

thousand dollars. The Sea Call was the

first vessel ever built to employ Monei-

metal plates, which were selected on

account of the durability and resistance

of this metal to corrosion. When the

yacht was launched, however, the steel

parts evidently formed negative ele-

ments, with the Monel plates as posi-

tive electrodes and the sea-water as

the electrolyte, and the galvanic action

thus set up first manifested itself in the

destruction of some steel rivets that

had been used in the Monel - metal
plates. Fearing that under the action

of the bilge water the injury might ex-

tend to the inner steel frame, the hull

has been hauled out of the water and
dismantled. The illustration herewith
shows the action of the electrolysis on
the steel rib of the rudder frame.

CORROSION OF STEEL FRAMING OF THE
RUDDER OF YACHT SEA CALL CAUSE
BY ELECTROLYTIC ACTION OF SEA
WATER WITH THE VESSEL'S SHEATHING

Department of Commerce Publica-

tions. —A complete revision and de-

tailed classification of the names of

importers and merchants in Central

America and the Wot Indie- 18 pub-
lished as a section of a new edition of

the World Trade Directory. The lists

have been brought up to date and are

presented in uniform style, with a find-

ing index. A new fea'ure is the listing,

so far as the information coi Id be ob-

tained, of (1) the American and other
foreign agents of Central American and
West Indian importing firms, and (2)

the names of the parent firms of branch
houses in Central American and West
Indian cities. The publication is a di-

rectory of Central American and West
Indian buyers for use by exporters and
manufacturers in the United States.

The department has also issued a cat-

alog of the publications of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

A 300-Kw. Radio Station for the So-
ciety Islands.—The radio station on
Tahiti, one of the Society Island group,
which is now being built by the French
government, will be ready to receive
and transmit commercial messages be-

fore the close of 1915, according to an
announcement by the United States
Bureau of Navigation. The temporary
station, which is nearing completion, is

a 10-kw. installation of the French type
and will serve only until the perma-
nent station is built. The latter will

be equipped with a 300-kw. generator
driven by a 500-hp. gasoline engine and
will transmit a wave-length of about
8000 ft. For the permanent station
there will be built eight towers, each
325 ft. high, erected in two parallel

rows of four towers each. Two an-
tennas will be provided, one for the
2000-ft. wave-length and the other for
the 8000-ft. wave. The permanent sta-

tion is expected to work with San
Francisco, Honolulu, Sydney, South
America, Cochin-China, and perhaps
Martinique and Guadeloupe in the
West Indies.

Cost of Developing Norwegian Water-
falls.—A royal commission has collected
a great deal of information bearing
upon the waterfalls of Norway. Its

report fills 267 pages and states the
height of falls, whether the fall in
question is owned by the municipality,
its capacity at low water and after
storing the water, whether exploited,
and if so, what the rated capacity is,

and what is the cost of installation, all

told and per horsepower. The cost of
installation per horsepower varies to an
almost amazing extent. Some small
power stations cost as little as from
$11 to $15 per horsepower, while an-
other with a rating of 250 hp. costs in

the neighborhood of $28C per trans-
mitted horsepower. On the other hand,
a 2700-hp. plant costs approximately
$32 per horsepower, while seventeen
power plants were laid down at ap-
proximately $29.50 per horsepower.
The Bergen electric station, having a
rating at present of 7000 hp., cost
$81 per horsepower, while the full ex-
ploitation of the available 20,000 hp.
will bring the cost down to $39 per
horsepower.
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civic Federation to Disease Vital Industrial

Questions

The National Civic Federation will hold its sixteenth

annual meeting at the New Wiilard Hotel, Washing-
ion. D. C, Jan. 17. IS and 19, 1916. Among the reports

which will be made by special committees will be one

giving an analysis of more than 100 profit-sharing

plans now in operation in this country, as well as a

description Of many abandoned ones and the causes of

their failures. It will cover different methods employed

in industrial enterprises—manufacturing plants, mer-

cantile houses, public service corporations and financial

institutions.

A plan will be presented for the organization of a

commission to make a study of the question "How far

shall government in this country enter into private

industry?" This will provide for a review of condi-

tions in Europe, where the government is more and

more taking over private industry. The function of

the commission will be to determine if this taking

over of private enterprises by the government has re-

sulted in such benefit that it will become the permanent

policy or one to be tolerated only as a military necessity.

The industrial economics department will make a

preliminary report on its survey of the social and indus-

trial changes that have taken place in the United

States during the last generation. Many pressing

questions relative to labor conditions in the country will

be discussed. Among them will be • wages, hours of

labor, and the physical conditions of the factory com-

pared with those of thirty years ago. The significance

to the wage earner, the employer and society as a whole

of the widespread adoption of the principle that in-

dustry shall bear the burden of industrial accident will

be considered, as well as employees' welfare work.

Widening Field for the Electric Vehicle

In an address before the New England Section of

the Electric Vehicle Association of America at Boston,

Mass., on Nov. 30, S. G. Thompson of the Public Service

Electric Company, Newark, N. J., said that only 16

per cent of the possible electric-vehicle business has

been secured in five years' campaigning, and that the

industry is developing now more rapidly than commer-

cial power business. Sixty per cent of street freight

transportation lies within the electric vehicle's field of

service. In the past fifteen years the central stations

have secured but 22 per cent of the possible power busi-

ness. The outlook for successful electric retail delivery

service is now remarkable. A recent survey of condi-

tions in New Jersey indicated a market for a maximum
of 6000 electric vehicles of low price and 4000 of the

higher-cost equipment. Existing prejudice arises from

experience of ten to fifteen years ago and is being dis-

sipated constantly by modern service. Electric trucks

are to-day so well built that a 50 per cent reduction in

the cost of electricity for charging or in the cost of bat-

tery maintenance would affect the total cost of opera-

tion not over 5 per cent.

The speaker referred appreciatively to the investiga-

tion of electric-vehicle operating costs undertaken dur-

ing the past year by the Electrical World, and called

attention to the variation of but ft or 6 per cent in the

daily expense of operating machines of the same ci

parity, regardless of the (lass of service involved. Ml
Thompson presented extended data relative to the hill-

climbing abilities of electrically propelled fire apparatus,
based on recent tests in New Jersey. In general, the>

showed shorter running time on grades of 18 and 2<

per cent than similar gasoline-driven vehicles, even wher
overloaded as to crews. The speaker said that although

the revenue from battery charging is small in this class

of work, the advertising value to the central station of

electrically operated fire apparatus, selected on the score

of its well-nigh absolute reliability, is worth the effor

required to secure the installation of electrically driver

equipment.

Work of Extending Trade with Central and South

America Described

A review of what has been done by the Department of

Commerce to push the trade of the United States with
Central and South America is presented in a letter from
Secretary Redfield to Senator White of Alabama. We
quote from the letter in part:

"Under the appropriation of $50,000 'to further pro-

mote and develop the commerce of the United States

with South and Central America,' fortunately made
available for the last fiscal year when the opportunity
presented to our manufacturers and likewise the diffi-

culties to be encountered by them were exceptional, it

was possible to appoint ten specialists along particular

lines, selected in accordance with the most pressing

needs of American manufacturers and exporters. These
special agents were directed to investigate in the vari-

ous countries of Central and South America the markets
for hardware, machinery and machine tools, electrical

appliances, wearing apparel, lumber and furniture, to

gather general trade information, and to study transpor-

tation, finance and banking, and commercial laws.

"In selecting the subjects for field study regard was
had to the industrial needs of the whole country. Some
of the investigations, such as those dealing with finance,

banking and commercial laws, should form the basis of

all efforts to obtain increased trade with Latin America,
without respect to particular industry or locality.

"The branch offices of the bureau mentioned have been

established in order to make the information received

from our field agents accessible to local manufacturers
and exporters. Many of the reports are of too highly

confidential a character to permit their publication, yet

by means of the commercial agents in charge of these

offices such information is conveyed judiciously to the

business men concerned. Difficulties experienced b}

exporters can often be cleared away much more satis-

factorily by personal interview than by correspondence.

"The last year, while offering unusual opportunities

for the extension of trade with Latin America, has alsc

been beset with unusual difficulties. Shifting in the

channels of trade, inadequate shipping, unsatisfactory

banking arrangements through European capitals—all

these and other factors have necessitated a most careful

study of trade and financial conditions.

"The interest aroused in Latin-American trade imme-
diately after the outbreak of the European war was ii
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large part unmindful of these difficulties. There was
continual call for information regarding the lines of

trade most in demand. Fortunately, the appropriation

'to further promote and develop the commerce of the

United States with South and Central America,' per-

mitted the employment of experts in Washington and,

accordingly, a division was created for the purpose of

collating all trade information in regard to South Amer-
ica, directing the special agents in the field, and giving

advice to inquirers. Since February the exports of the

United States to South America have been forging

ahead of previous records, and for the six months ended

August, 1915, amounted to half as much again as for

the corresponding months of 1914.

"So much for what the department has been able

to do to promote trade with Latin America. The future

is still more promising. With its corps of field agents

abroad—commercial attaches resident at the principal

capitals and special agents investigating specific lines

of industry—supplemented by the consular service, the

department has means of acquiring the information

needed by business men."

Underwriters to Consider Copper-Coated Steel for

Electrical Fittings

Owing to the state of the metal market, manufac-
turers of electrical supplies have petitioned the Under-

writers' Laboratories for permission to substitute brass

or copper-coated steel for brass or copper in certain

parts of electrical fittings. The laboratories have ac-

ceded to the request for a hearing on the subject, and

all interested are invited to a meeting to be held in the

Hotel Biltmore, New York City, on Wednesday, Dec. 15,

at 10 a. m. The meeting was originally scheduled for

the New York offices of the Underwriters' Laboratories,

but the attendance promises to be so large that more
commodious quarters were necessary. The Underwrit-

ers are anxious to have an expression from manufactur-

ers, contractors, etc., on this matter before final action

is taken, and for that reason the invitation is extended

to the entire electrical industry.

Section Meetings of the Associated Manufacturers

of Electrical Supplies

The meeting of the board of governors of the Asso-

ciated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies called for

Dec. 2 was, owing to the death of the father of Presi-

dent Sheppard, postponed until Dec. 8, when it took

place at the Biltmore Hotel, New York, at 8 o'clock.

E. B. Hatch of the Johns-Pratt Company, Hartford,

Conn., and L. W. Downes of the D. & W. Fuse Com-
pany, Providence, R. I., were added to the board of gov-

ernors There was a meeting in the afternoon of the

manufacturers of insulating materials, which resulted

in the formation of a section in the Associated Manu-
facturers of Electrical Supplies. C. F. Siemon of the

Siemon Hard-Rubber Corporation, Bridgeport, Conn.,

was temporary chairman of the meeting.

The general secretary of the association has, at the

request of a number of the members, issued invitations

to the manufacturers of switchboards and panelboards

to attend a meeting at the Biltmore on Dec. 14, at 10

a. m., to consider the formation of a switchboard and

panelboard section in the association. Keen interest is

being shown in the organization of this section, and

an enthusiastic meeting is anticipated.

Special meetings of the lamp receptacle and socket

section, the knife-switch section and the snap-switch

section of the Associated Manufacturers of Electrical

Supplies have been called by the respective chairmen of

the sections for Dec. 1-1, L915, at the Biltmore, New
York, to consider a special suggestion in connection

with the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. These meet-

ings have been called for 1, 2 and 4 o'clock respectively

on the above date.

New England's Largest Jobber Enthusiastic Over

Prosperity Week Results

Speaking to a representative of the Electrical
World, Frank S. Price, president of the Pettingell-

Andrews Company, Boston, said that immediate results

are being received from the combined publicity of elec-

trical interests on behalf of Prosperity Week. Al-

though Nov. 29 was rainy and the location of the com-

pany's establishment is not especially convenient to the

retail trade, a larger number of visitors than usual

called to inquire about electric appliances and supplies.

The company featured a special semi-indirect lighting

fixture for Electrical Prosperity Week, and the immedi-

ate returns much more than paid for the advertis-

ing. The company mailed 3000 letters with return-order

blanks, making a special offer of $4.35 retail and $2.35

wholesale for a bowl fixture, and over 200 orders

were received on the opening day of the week. Mr.

Price said that the business of the company in house-

lighting equipment and in appliances is treble that of a

year ago, and that dealers and contractors throughout

New England manifested great interest in the week's

campaign and in the continuing opportunities for holi-

day sales. "We have certainly 'cashed in' on this cam-

paign," said Mr. Price, "and the results to date have

more than paid the cost of membership in the Society

for Electrical Development. The outlook for future

electrical sales by widespread and well-directed publicity

is excellent."

Chicago Council Ignores Smoke-Abatement Report

By unanimous vote on Dec. 6 the City Council of

Chicago ignored the electrification and smoke-abatement
report of the Chicago Association of Commerce. The
order which was passed by the Council placing that body

on record as diametrically opposed to the findings of the

engineers of the smoke-abatement committee is as

follows: "The Council's committee on railway terminals

is directed to take up for immediate consideration the

subject of electrification of steam railways within the

city of Chicago and report to the Council at an early

date such ordinances as in its judgment are necessary

to bring about the adoption of electricity as a trans-

portation power where steam power is now employed."

Decision in Flexible-Conduit Patent Suit

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the

First District has handed down a decision in the suit

of the National Metal Molding Company, appellant,

versus the Tubular Woven Fabric Company, appellee,

involving patent No. 652,806, issued to H. G. Osburn for

an improvement in flexible non-metallic electrical con-

duit. The case was on appeal from the District Court

of the United States for the District of Rhode Island,

and the United States Circuit Court of Appeals has re-

versed the decree of the District Court, remanding the

case to that court for further proceedings.

In the District Court it was held that the patented

device was anticipated by the prior art; that, irrespect-

ive of this, the structure in question did not involve

invention, and that, even if it did, the claims in issue

are not infringed by defendant's device. The claims in
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ie "ii this appeal were Nob. L, -'. 8, i. >. 6, 9, i". h
ami IL\ Claim .". i^ typical of claims I Id t'( InclU

ami claim ii of claims ;» to L2. Thej read as follows:

v onduil consisting of a helix of semi flexible

material and a flexible material Interwoven therewith

substantially as described." "11. As a new article of

manufacture, a helical coil of material having sufflcienl

ditj of structure to prevenl collapsing under the

usual conditions <>t" use, ami pliable or flexible material

Interwoven with the convolutions of said helical coil to

impart strength to the structure In a longitudinal direc-

tion substantially as described."

The higher court did not regard the device in suit

as having been anticipated by the Herrick patent

granted .July 21, L891 I No. 456,271), which was the only

flexible electrical conduit prior to the plaintiff's. The
mere tart that a t u i ;.'l paper fiber had al linn previ-

oii i\ used lor a weit In making a dat fabric Intended
lor rOOflng, .'ind that its use lor tins purpose had I.ecu

disclosed in letters patent granted to Robinson on Sept.

16, L862 (No. "M\,474), does not militate againsl the

plaintiffs righl to such wefl members, for the condi-

tions of use under which it is employed are not the
ame. The court held that the plaintiff's device per-

formed a new function, accomplished ;i beneficial re lit

and involved invention.

The Tubular Woven Fahric Company states that a

petition for rehearing will he fded, and proceedings
will he taken with a view to bringing the matter to the

Supreme Court of the United States.

E teenti v e Committee Meeting,

N. E. C A.—The next meeting of the

executive committee of the National

Electrical Contractors' Association will

be held at Richmond, Va., on Feb.

7 and 8.

Electrical Engineering Society of

Columbia University.—At the meeting

of the society on Dec. 3 C. H. Bedell of

the Electric Boat Company, Groton,

Conn., delivered a lecture on "Subma-
rines."

Dallas Electric Club.—A luncheon

was held by the Dallas (Tex.) Electric

Club at the Oriental Hotel on Dec. 3,

at which time H. S. Cooper, consulting

engineer, delivered an address on "Elec-

tricity in Our Every-Day Life."

Pittsburgh Section, I. E. S.—There
will be a meeting of the Pittsburgh

(Pa.) Section of the Illuminating En-

gineering Society in the rooms of the

Society of Engineers of Western Penn-

sylvania in the Oliver Building on Dec.

17, when S. G. Hibben will present a

paper on "Design of Illuminating

Glassware."

Indianapolis-Lafayette Section, A. I.

E. E. — At the meeting of the

Indianapolis-Lafayette Section of the

American Institute of Electrical En-

gineers held at Indianapolis on Nov. 26

W. C. Johnson, vice-president of the

Waverly, Electric Company, spoke on

the "Electric Vehicle in the Transfer

Business." An exhibition of illumina-

tion was given by H. H. Magdsick of

the National Electrical Company of

Cleveland.

Cleveland Purchasing Agents' Asso-

ciation.—W. H. LeMar of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany recently delivered an address be-

fore the Cleveland Purchasing Agents'

Association at the Chamber of Com-
merce on the methods of manufactur-

ing electrical devices. Films were used

to show the manufacturing processes

through which the devices, from vari-

ous household articles to the largest

type of motor, go. Views of the West-
inghouse plant were also shown.

U. G. I. Safety Rally.—A safety

rally was held on Dec. 9 by the United

Gas Improvement Company in Wither-

spoon Hall, Philadelphia. John Price

Jackson, Commissioner of Labor and
Industry for the State of Pennsylvania,

spoke on what "Being Careful First"

means to workmen. Short addresses

Associations
and Societies

A complete Directory of Electrical

Associations is regularly printed in

the first issue of each month on the

next-to-last text page.

were made by Messrs. Gartley and Ser-

rill. There were shown a number of

new motion pictures on safety-first and
first-aid themes in which the scenes

were enacted by employees of the com-
pany.

New York Section, I. E. S.—The De-
cember meeting of the New York Sec-

tion of the Illuminating Engineering
Society was held on Dec. 8 in the

auditorium of the Consolidated Gas
Company's building. Charles Hodgson
of the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Union Gas
Company presented a paper on "Out-
door Illumination of Store Fronts," and
M. A. Combs of the Consolidated Gas
Company read a paper on "Residence
Lighting by Gas."

Brooklyn Polytechnic Electrical En-
gineering Society.—The Electrical En-
gineering Society of the Polytechnic

Institute of Brooklyn will hold its De-
cember meeting on the evening of the

16th in the Spicer Library. The speak-
ers at this meeting will be Monroe G.
Woolfson of the Electrical Testing
Laboratories, whose subject will be
"Commercial Tests on Electric Incan-
descent Lamps," and J. Van Rensselaer
Wall of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Company, who will speak on "A Com-
parison of the Operating Character-
istics of 4000-kw. and 1500-kw. Rotary
Converters."

Philadelphia Company's Section, N.
E. L. A.—The Philadelphia Electric
Company's Section of the N. E. L. A.
announces its 1916 convention contest,

the awards in which will be trips to the
1916 N. E. L. A. convention with all

expenses paid. One prize trip will be
awarded in each departmental branch.
The basis in which awards will be made
includes recognition of attendance, dis-

cussion at meetings, preparation of
papers, section activity, and completion
of night-school course. Fifty-seven
cash prizes, ranging from $1 to $5 each,

are also offered for ideas and sugges-
tions of merit in connection with the
company's business and four prizes for
the best papers prepared for the depart-
mental branches on subjects appropri-
ate to their respective activities.

Institute of Radio Engineers.—Two
papers were presented at the Dec. 1

meeting at Columbia University by
Fritz Lowenstein, one on "Capacities"
and the other on "Radio Transmission
Phenomena." The first of these papers
dealt with a number of interesting

points in connection with the field

energy of capacities and corrected cer-

tain common errors in connection there-

with. The second paper considered the
phenomena of radiation from normal
antennas and contrasted critically the
explanation of these phenomena given
by Tesla with those at present in vogue.

C. S. C. E. Program for 1916.—The
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers'
program for 1916 contains the follow-
ing interesting addresses on electrical

subjects: Jan. 12, "Telephone Trans-
mission Construction and Distribution

of Cable Plant," by H. E. Brockwell;
Feb. 9, "Application of Synchronous
Condensers for Line Regulation," by
F. H. Farmer and E. V. Caton; March
8, "A Modern Fire and Police Signal
System," by F. A. Cambridge, city

electrical engineer of Winnipeg; April
12, "Mercury Arc Under Atmospheric
Pressure," by Prof. J. W. Dorsey; May
10, "Public Utility Development," by H.
Hartwell of the New York Engineer-
ing Corporation.

Winnipeg Jovians Elect Officers.—At
a recent meeting of the Jovian League
at Winnipeg, Man., the following
officers were elected for the ensuing
year: President, J. F. S. Madden, dis-

trict manager of the Canadian General
Electric Company, Winnipeg; vice-

president, E. H. Smith of the Canadian
Westinghouse Company; secretary, W.
H. Reynolds of the Eugene F. Phillips

Electric Company, Winnipeg; execu-
tive committee, H. Long, electrical su-

perintendent Winnipeg Street Railway;
A. E. Esling, manufacturers' agent; J.

Henry, superintendent of the Fire &
Police Signal System; W. G. Vogan,
Northern Electric Company. The
Jovians give a luncheon every two
weeks in the St. Regis Hotel, at which
about sixty attend, including city con-

trollers and civil engineers of the Can-
adian Society of Civil Engineers.
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Public Service Commission News
Kansas Commission

The Kansas Utilities Commission has handed down three

orders. One authorizes the Parsons Railway & Light Com-
pany, the Emporia Railway & Light Company and the

Lawrence Railway & Light Company to sell their fran-

chises to the Kansas Electric Utilities Company. Another
grants permission to the Kansas Electric Utilities Com-
pany, a new corporation, to operate as a common carrier

in Kansas. The third authorizes the issuance of $400,000

of capital stock and $1,150,000 in bonds, the sale of which
is to provide funds for taking over the three companies
mentioned. The capitalization of the new company will be

less than the combined capitalization of the three com-
panies which it supplants by $871,000. The order also

provides that the valuation fixed at the hearing should not

be used in asking any changes in rates, and that the ac-

counts of the three concerns to be operated by the one new
company should be kept separately and their affairs man-
aged separately.

Maine Commission

The Public Utilities Commission of Maine has issued an
order on the petition of the Turner Light & Power Com-
pany for permission to furnish service in the town of

Buckfield. The commission orders "that public convenience
and necessity require that a public utility other than the

Buckfield Water Power & Electric Company—to wit, the

Turner Light & Power Company—be permitted to, and that

it in fact do, make, generate, sell, distribute and supply
electricity for lighting, heating, manufacturing and me-
chanical purposes in the town of Buckfield; that the Turner
Light & Power Company be authorized to furnish electrical

service in Buckfield, provided, however, that before it be-

gins to construct any part of its plant, pole lines or other

equipment in Buckfield, or to furnish any of its service

therein, it shall file with the president or treasurer of the

Buckfield Water Power & Electric Company a written pro-

posal to purchase, when it is ready to turn electricity on in

any part of the village of Buckfield, all of the latter com-
pany's electrical equipment, pole lines, plant and all things

used in its electrical department as it existed Nov. 2, 1915,

except its water motor, for the sum of $306.83, or for the

fair physical value thereof to be determined by arbitra-

tors."

The testimony taken at the public hearing held shows
that the Buckfield company was organized primarily as a
water company and that the furnishing of water for do-

mestic use in the village constitutes the principal part of

its business. The gross revenue from its electric operations
was $321.32 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915. The
electric service rendered by the company was inadequate and
unsatisfactory.

New York Commissions

A year's experience with the reduced electricity rates

effected by an order of the Public Service Commission,
Second District, New York, has caused some confusion on
the part of small customers of the Municipal Gas Company
of Albany over the "minimum charge" of $9 a year. In
cases where less than $9 worth of electricity has been used
in the last year the company has been met with a number of

objections when bills were presented in July for the balance
represented by this difference. The commission has accord-

ingly now made an order which it is hoped will do away with
this confusion. In any month in which a customer's bill for

electricity is less than 75 cents the company is permitted
to send a bill for this monthly minimum under the rates

provided. If at the end of the year the company has col-

lected more than $9 and the customer has not used $9 worth
of electricity, the company will refund the difference between
the amount collected and the nine-dollar minimum. It has
also been found that a good deal of trouble is caused by
reason of the fact that the year on which this minimum is

reckoned ends July 31, while the company's fiscal year ends
Dec. 31. The company is therefore authorized to make this

year coincide with its fiscal year, beginning on the first of

the coming January. Minimum charges for the period be-

tween July and January this year will be prorated and
considered as $3.75 for the five months.

Illinois Commission
The State Public Utilities Commission of Illinois has just

entered an order in the case of the Belleville electric com-
pany which provides for the highest valuation yet made by
the Illinois Commission on the property of a public service-

utility for rate-making purposes. The valuation found is

$350,000. A few weeks ago the gas property of the same
Belleville utility, the St. Clair County Gas & Electric Com-
pany, was valuated at $265,000. Total for both gas and
electric properties is $615,000.
A perusal of the order indicates that the Illinois com-

mission has taken a stand on a few debatable questions in
rate-making procedure. For instance, in estimating de-
preciation on this electric property the commission finds 4.4
per cent per annum to be equitable and just. In its opinion
the commission states regarding depreciation:

"It was argued by the respondent that the reproduction
cost new (undepreciated) is a proper and equitable value
to be considered for rate-making purposes. The reason*
advanced are (1) that reproduction cost is the amount of
money which would necessarily be expended by a utility
in duplicating its plant, and (2) that, from a consumer's-
point of view, a. well-operated utility is delivering 100 per
cent service and is hence in 100 per cent condition, irrespec-
tive of actual deterioration of the physical plant. If there
is justifiable ground for such an argument, it must be
based upon real reasons, and not upon a mere desire of the
owners of a property to maintain its paper integrity. The
advocates of the theory would hardly admit that any need
of actually duplicating the property will ever arise, or, if
such need were to arise, that the property would be dupli-
cated in the same identical manner, despite modern
efficiency and economy and despite scientific development in
the art. The fact must be faced squarely that property does
depreciate in value with age, with use, with changes in the
art, and with increases in load. A very vital element in
the value of equipment lies in the fact that it probably has
ahead of it certain years of effectiveness in the opera-
tion for which it was intended. As this period of potential
operation is increased or decreased, the value of the equip-
ment as a portion of an operating property is correspond-
ingly enhanced or diminished."
As to the question of going value, the commission has

argued this much-mooted subject at considerable length and
in connection therewith states, in its opinion: "It would
appear that claims for 'going value' should be supported
by proof of its existence. . . . The respondent herein has
recorded no proof of the existence of any 'going value'
during early operations. That proof of such 'going value'
is essential, the language of the United States Supreme
Court is worthy of the most careful thought." The com-
mission goes on: "Although the courts have not stated ex-
plicitly what should be included in a consideration of 'going
value,' certain exclusions have been passed upon, and 'good
will' has been excluded from 'going value.'

"

The commission found that the St. Clair County Gas &
Electric Company is entitled to a 7*4 per cent per annum
rate of return on a fair value of its property. Such a rate
of return is approximately equivalent to an 11 per cent
rate of return upon a proper stock issue. The commission
excluded certain land now held by the St. Clair County Gas
& Electric Company to the value of $9,500, and also excluded
certain materials and supplies to the value of $6,800 which
were to be used for new constructions and extensions.
The rates fixed by the commission for Belleville electric

service are a material reduction over the lighting rates now
in effect. The new rates for lighting (residential) are to
be 10 cents per kw.-hr. (net) for the first 20 kw.-hr. used
per month and 7 cents (net) for the consumption in ex-
cess of 20 kw.-hr. per month. The commercial lighting
rates are to be 10 cents (net) per kw.-hr. for the first 30
kw.-hr. used per month, 7 cents (net) for the next 30 kw.-hr.
used per month, and 4 cents (net) for all the consumption
in excess of 60 kw.-hr. per month. The old rate was 12
cents per kw.-hr. for the first 50 kw.-hr. The rates for
motor service remain practically the same as at present.

In fixing the amount to be set aside for depreciation by
the Colchester Farmers' Telephone Company, the Illinois

Public Utilities Commission decided that at least ."> per cent
of the property value should be deducted for this purpose
from the gross revenue annually.
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Corporate and Financial

UIie«Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis,

The liist dividend to be paid by the company since it

reorganization in L918 was declared by the director! Nov,

6 on preferred stock. The dividend amounted to ''< per cent,

of which 1.6 per cenl whs regular dividend for the quar

ter ending Dec. >\ and i..> per cenl wai on accounl of the

accumulated back dividend. Payment will be made Jan. 1

The unpaid back dividends up to last Oct. 1 amounted i<>

1 1.6 per cent.

American Gee «fc Electric Company, Nen i <»rk. N. Y.

—

\i a recent meeting of tin- directors the cash dividend on

the Common stork was raised from an 8 per cent t<> a in per

cent basis. The extre semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent,

payable In common stock, remained unchanged. Stockhold

ere have been given the right to subscribe to $1,079,440 of

new preferred stock at par and accrued dividends to the

extent of 20 per cent of their holdings.

Customers as Stockholders.—A new and vastly important

tield is now being opened by some of the large public utili-

ties, namely, the tield of the stockholding customer. The
importance of this field, which is being vigorously developed

by the Pacific Gas A Electric Company, the Consolidated

Gas, Electric Light & Power Company of Baltimore, Md.,

and the Northern States Power Company, is manifold. It

is a powerful weapon against any attempt at municipal

ownership; it creates a better kind of customer—a customer
who, because he feels he is now part of the company and
because he has a voice in its affairs, forgets his old ani-

mosity to lighting companies in general and becomes a

booster; it creates a new field for future financing that up
to the present has practically been untouched. Because of

past practices utilities are still looked upon by part of the

public as swindlers, and just before election time many a

politician who didn't know the difference between a kilowatt

and a generator found that a municipal-ownership platform

was an excellent vote-getter. To stop such a situation

education is necessary since the public may be just as mis-

informed as the politician. However, it is hard to educate

the public, and the best solution seems stockholding cus-

tomers. They may not understand all about electricity, but

they do know that municipal ownership will stop their

quarterly dividends, and they can convince their friends that

politics and electricity make a very poor combination. As
a booster the stockholding customer is supreme. The great-

est asset that a new-business department has is a real bona-

fide list of testimonials. When it becomes necessary to

provide new capital a large list of customers as stockholders

is found extremely valuable. During the first six months
of 1915 the Pacific Gas & Electric Company sold $2,279,600

of first preferred 6 per cent cumulative stock to 1214 cus-

tomers. During the first month of offering stock to its cus-

tomers the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Com-
pany of Baltimore sold $329,191.50 worth of stock. In the

first six months this company has sold to about 1100 cus-

tomers over 5000 shares, valued roughly at $550,000. The
Northern States Power Company has sold to some 350 in-

vestors in its territory approximately $200,000 of 7 per cent

preferred stock. Stockholding customers will also be valu-

able to future financing in connection with franchise mat-
ters. It is difficult to get money at satisfactory rates if the

franchise has but a short time to run or is of an indefinite

life. When, however, a large number of customers are

holders of stock their position in the community will serve

in a large measure to enhance the value of the franchise.

Electric Bond & Share Company, New York, N. Y.—The
company has purchased from the Utah Securities Corpora-

tion the $3,000,000, par value, outstanding 7 per cent cumu-
lative preferred stock of the Utah Power & Light Company.

Kansas Utilities Company, Lawrence, Kan.—The company
is incorporated under the laws of Kansas, having an author-

ized capital common stock of $1,750,000 and an equal amount
of first mortgage 5 per cent ten-year gold bonds. Of the

total authorized stock and bonds, there will be issued

$1,150,000 of bonds and $400,000 of stock, the approval of

the Public Utilities Commission of Kansas having been

obtained. The company will take over in fee the properties

now owned and operated by the Parsons (Kan.) Railway &
Light Company, the Emporia (Kan.) Railway & Light Com-

pany and tin Lawrence Railway A Light Company. These

Old companies will be dissolved altc-i tln-n properties have

been transferred to the new company. The properties have

lluation, d is stated, far in excess of the stocks and
bonds to be Issued, and the net earnings derived from the

operation of tin e properties are In excess of two and one
halt times Interest requirements. Such permanenl office]

Of I he new company as have been elected are: Albert

Emanuel) Dayton, Ohio, president; living Hill, Lawrence,

Kan., vice prevalent; L. A. IVltit, Dayton, Ohio, treasurer.

I be Company will be controlled by the Consolidated Ltilitics

Company, a holding company being organized under the

law of Delaware, and will be operated by the Albert

Emanuel Company, public utility operator of Dayton, Ohio.

Northwestern Ohio Li«ht Company, Ottawa, Ohio.

—

Authority has been granted by the Public Utilities Commis-
sion of Ohio to issue $40,000 of common stock and $35,000
of 5 per cent first mortgage, or first and refunding mort-
gage, forty-year bonds in exchange for a like amount of

common stock and bonds of the Electric Light Company of

Ottawa, Ohio, being the entire amount of those securities

outstanding.

United Gas & Electric Corporation, New York, N. Y.

—

The directors of the corporation on Dec. 2 declared a divi-

dend of 3 per cent upon the first preferred stock, payable

I >ec. 30 to stockholders of record Dec. 20. This is the first

dividend paid on the company's first preferred stock since

April 1, 1914. In response to an inquiry as to the future

dividend policy of the corporation, George Bullock, the presi-

dent, said: "I have every reason to believe that with a con-

tinuation of the present prosperity of the company the

payment of current dividends from now on will be resumed
on our first preferred stock, as the operating results of all

the subsidiaries for the past six months have been very
gratifying and substantial increases in both gross and net

are being shown by practically all the companies."

Manufacturing and Industrial
Electric Motor Trade Swamped with Business

Conditions in the motor market at the present time are

such as never before obtained, though they have lasted now
for about five or six months. The volume of business far

exceeds the first expectations of motor manufacturers. This

situation has been brought about, of course, by the exceed-
ingly great amount of war business being handled in this

country. War orders mean apparatus and machinery to

turn out the vast quantities of material contracted for.

Motors are called for in both operations. In the early days
of the boom holders of war contracts made a raid on the

second-hand market, not because the second-hand motor
was necessarily cheaper, but because a second-hand motor
could be delivered immediately. Unused factories or fac-

tories running at a reduced production were dismantled of

the apparatus not in use, which immediately found its way
into munition factories. The second-hand market, however,
could relieve the strain only momentarily, and the tax on
manufacturers' stocks was such that it is now practically

impossible for manufacturers to guarantee deliveries. An
order for one or two motors may probably receive quick

delivery, but an order for six or more, which under normal
conditions could be easily filled from stock, will now be held

up. Motor stocks that twelve months ago were complete in

about twelve sizes, three speeds and three voltages now con-

tain perhaps one, or possibly two, motors. Small sizes are

chiefly in demand, with the average running in the neighbor-

hood of 15 hp. There is practically no call at present for

large motors.

The majority of manufacturers feel that the present un-

usual condition will prevail for some time, although some
hold that the peak is now reached and that a relapse will

follow. As for the dumping of motors on the market after

war orders have been completed, the opinion of manufac-
turers is that this will be done in but few cases and that

the effect will not be appreciable. Collections have been
good. While credit is still being extended where conditions

will warrant it, the accounts must be of the best. It is

pointed out that most factories working on war material
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have contracts that will keep them busy for two or three

years, while in almost every line that is now buying motors
the entire output has already been contracted for from ten

to twelve months in advance. While some manufacturers
are of the opinion that there will be a reduction in prices

of motors as soon as this rush is over, others hold the

opposite opinion. The latter point out that the prices of

materials which obtain at present, and which will be as high,

if not higher, when peace is declared, will not only prevent
a reduction in prices of motors but will in all probability

necessitate a material increase. Copper and steel will be in

such demand for the rehabilitation of the devastated por-

tions of Europe that a general increase in the prices of

these materials is to be expected. While a large number of

direct-current motors are finding a ready market in the

tool-manufacturing trade, by far the greater proportion of

orders is for alternating-current motors. Although many
factories had isolated plants generating direct-current

energy, they almost invariably ordered alternating-current
apparatus so as to take central-station power.

Philip S. Dodd, formerly with the National Electric Lamp
Association, has resigned from the W. P. Gould Company
and after Dec. 15 will be connected with the J. Walter
Thompson Company, 44 East Twenty-third Street, New
York, an advertising concern.

The Aberthaw Construction Company, 27 School Street,

Boston, Mass., has moved its offices to larger quarters in

the Niles Building at the above-named address. The
Aberthaw company is a specialist in concrete for industrial

plants, dams and similar construction.

Electric Range Manufacturers' Salesmen to Hold Annual
Conference.—The salesmen of the Globe Stove & Range
Company, a manufacturer of electrical-cooking equipment,
will hold their annual sales conference at the factory head-
quarters, Kokomo, Ind., during the week beginning Dec. 13.

L. K. Comstock & Company, 30 Church Street, New York,
have temporarily closed their Canadian office, which has been
in charge of O. H. Linton. Mr. Linton will sail for England
the latter end of this month with the Third Overseas Bat-

tery, Siege Artillery, which is in command of Major E. G.

M. Cape.

The Arthur Jones Electric Company has recently moved
from 223 South Clinton Street to 55 East Twenty-eighth
Street, Chicago. The company is engaged in the repair

of electrical equipment for both gasoline cars and electric

vehicles. A storage-battery station is also being main-

tained by the company.

The Western Electric Company, 463 West Street, New
York, has moved its headquarters in Detroit, Mich., from
263 Franklin Street to Kirby and Dequindre Streets. The
new building is two stories high and has a frontage of 150

ft. and a depth of 130 ft. It adjoins the Grand Trunk
Railroad and is in a section which forms a part of the

inner belt railway of Detroit. The total floor space is

50,000 sq. ft., and a yard adjacent to the building has an

area of 54,000 sq. ft. for accommodating stocks of cross-

arms, clay conduit and poles. The building is equipped

with various types of appliances for facilitating the quick

handling of merchandise.

Shelton Company's Vibrator Business Good.—During the

past year the Shelton Electric Company, 30 East Forty-

second Street, New York, has noted a 40 per cent increase

in its business, its electric vibrators especially being in

great demand. Increasing numbers of these machines are

being used by physicians. The number of electric vibrators

in private homes is also growing larger. The foreign busi-

ness of the company has increased 35 per cent, shipments

being made to China, Japan, India, South America and

Australia. Most of the foreign orders are for vibrators

for use in hospitals. At present the company's business in

Europe is rather stagnant, owing to war conditions.

Canteen Sign Lamps in Demand.—The Solar Electric-

Company, 154 West Lake Street, Chicago, 111., is making

various types of canteen-shaped lighting signs which are

proving very popular for advertising purposes. The signs

are made of white-porcelain glass, and letters and designs

are cut in by sand-blasting. They can be painted any color

and then are baked. The signs may be hung from brackets
or special fixtures, or may be mounted on pedestals. Re-
cently the company received an order for 1000 of these
signs from the O'Sullivan Rubber Heel Company. The
company has also made 8000 of these signs for the Anheuser-
Busch company. Other concerns using large numbers of
these signs are the Western Union Telegraph Company and
the Mason-Siemen Transportation Company of New York.
The signs are well adapted for use in all kinds of national
advertising and fraternity advertising, and as warning signs.

Business in Wooden Cross-Arms and Poles Picking Up.—
E. (J. Chamberlin, president of the Southern Exchange Com-
pany, !)7 Warren Street, New York, dealer in wooden polee
and cross-arms, recently stated to a representative of the
ELECTKICAL WORLD that his company's business has grad-
ually been improving, indicating that various public-service
companies are working under better conditions. The South-
ern Exchange Company manufactures poles of Southern
white cedar, long-leaf yellow pine, cypress and chestnut,
which are round or can be sawed octagonal or square. The
demand for octagonal-sawed poles is quite steady from cer-
tain large cities which require the public-service companies
to install poles with attractive finishes. The iimit in height
of wooden poles, Mr. Chamberlin stated, is usually from 70
ft. to 75 ft. It is hard to get poles of such height, and the
supply is decreasing each year. It takes considerable time.
Mr. Chamberlin declared, for his company to prepare poles
and cross-arms for delivery unless there are a considerable
number of poles and cross-arms of the type desired on hand.
Mr. Chamberlin thinks that many companies are making a

mistake by not letting their wants become known to the
pole manufacturers long enough before delivery is expected.

Record-Breaking Business for Betts & Betts.—Judging
from indications thus far, the Betts & Betts Corporation.
256 West Fifty-fifth Street, New York, is expecting the
month of December to be a record breaker as far as its

business is concerned. The company reports that things
have picked up wonderfully since Sept. 1, whereas pre-
viously business was more or less spasmodic and, with ref-

erence to its flasher business, orders came in for only the
smaller mechanisms. During the past three months the
demand has increased for larger-sized flashers, indicating
that people are spending more money for signs. It is

estimated that the company's business has already increased
thus far this year 100 per cent over that of last year. The
company has also noted very marked effects of Electric
Prosperity Week, which has boomed its business. The
Betts & Betts Corporation is manufacturing several types
of self-winding clocks and program bell-ringing systems,
for which several interesting orders have recently been re-

ceived, among these being the following: A self-winding
master clock and fifty-five secondary clocks for the Indiana
State Normal School, Muncie, Ind., and a self-winding

master clock and fifty secondary clocks for the new Albany
(N. Y.) Court of Appeals Building. The company has also

received an order from the Trio laundry, Atlanta, Ga., for

an outside clock, 15 ft. in diameter, the numerals and hands
of which are outlined by incandescent lamps.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Nov. 30 N t Dec. 7
Selling Prices Selling Prices
Bid Asked Bid Asked
£ s d £ 8 d

London, standard spot*.... 79 10 77 5

Prime Lake 19.75 to 20.00 19.37% to 19.62%
Electrolytic 19.75 to 20.00 19.37% to 19.62%
Casting 19.25 to 19.50 18.87 % to 19.12%
Copper wire base 20.87% to 21.12%f 19.75 to 20.00t

Lead 5.2B 5.25
Nickel 45.00 to 50.001 45.00 to 50.00
Sheet zinc, f.o.b. smelter... L'L'.OOf 22.00 +
Tin. Straits 39.75+ 37.37%t
Aluminum. !»s to 99 percent 57.00 to 59.00 56.00 to 58 m.

OLD METALS

Heavj copper and wire.... 16. on to 16.251 L6.00 to ltf.LT.t

Brass heavy 10.50 t.. n.oot 10.75 to 11.091
Brass' light 9.00 t<> S>.Z5f '.'.00 to 9.2.".t

I
, ,,i heai 4.50 to 4.75t 4..

r.n to 4.6

Zinc.' scrap' 13.50 to 14.00+ 11.00 to 11.60+

COPPER EXPORTS
Total tons to Dec. 7

'

t Nominal.
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Now Incorporations
riu- Reeaevllle Power, Heal A Light Company, Res sville,

\\ i
, has I'fcii Incorporated with capital itock oi 110,000

bj R i Bu , Joseph 0. Mayers and G. C. Schmidt.

riir Lowell Light \ Power Company, Lowell, \\ i
. has

i>c.-
1 granted charter with capital stock of $ 10,000.

The incorporators are George C. Pease, Webster F. Pes s

and Everett J. Pease.

New Industrial Companies
The Kediie Fixture Company! Chicago, 111., has been hi

corporated by Abraham Slevena, B, Slovene and .lames L.

McAuliff. The company is capitalized at $5,000 and intends

to manufacture and install electric and gas fixtures.

The Home Engineering Company, New York, N. Y., has
been incorporated by John B. Purcell, Frank II. Parcells

and George Tiernan, 64 Wall Street, New York. The com-
pany is capitalized at $12,000 and will deal in electrical

fixtures, apparatus and appliances, chemical articles, etc.

The Interborough Engineering Company, Brooklyn,
N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000
to do a general plumbing, electric-lighting, heating and en-

gineering business. The incorporators are J. and J. Frank-
fort, Jr., and H. R. Singer, 1352 Thirty-eighth Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Davis Lynn Storage Battery Manufacturing Com-
pany, Lynn, Mass., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $1,000,000 for the purpose of manufacturing
storage batteries, dynamos and all kinds of electrical ap-
paratus. C M. Davis, electrical engineer, will be general
manager. The officers are: James J. Phelan, president;

Thomas W. Gardiner, vice-president; Henry L. Wood,
treasurer, and E. Russell Moulton, clerk.

Trade Publications
Conduit Terminal.—The Gillette-Vibber Company, New

London, Conn., is sending out an illustrated leaflet on its

conduit terminal.

Fuse Switches.— W. N. Matthews & Brother, St. Louis,

Mo., are sending out an illustrated folder which contains

information on their fuse switches.

Refillable Fuses.—The Multi-Refillable Fuse Company,
723 Fulton Street, Chicago, 111., has issued an illustrated

booklet entitled "Refillable Fuses and Protecting Material."

The Capital Electric Company, Chicago, 111., has prepared

an illustrated wall hanger which contains information on
several types of its electrically operated washing machines.

Motor-Driven Tire Inflator.—The Black & Decker Manu-
facturing Company, Baltimore, Md., has issued an illus-

trated folder on its "Electroflater" for pumping automobile

tires.

Semi-Indirect Fixtures.—The International Shade Com-
pany, Springfield, Mass., has prepared an illustrated folder

on its "Iscoiite" semi-indirect-lighting unit for nitrogen-

filled lamps.

Gyrating Fans.—The Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has prepared an

illustrated folder on its pedestal-type and ceiling-type

gyrating fans.

X-Ray Apparatus for Dentists.—The Waite & Bartlett

Manufacturing Company, 252 West Twenty-ninth Street,

New York, has issued an illustrated bulletin which describes

its radiographic units.

Electric Washer.—The Lockwood Motor Washer Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, is sending out an illustrated folder

which describes an electric washer which may be attached

to any type of washtub.

Lighting Fixture Insulator.—The Milwaukee Gas & Elec-

tric Fixture Company, 1910 Fon du Lac Avenue, Mil-

waukee, Wis., is sending out an illustrated folder on its

lighting-fixture insulator.

Portable Vacuum Cleaner. The Advance Manufacturing
Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., hs publi bed an Illustrated

folder containing Information on its portable vacuum
cleaner operated by s vertical motor,

Box Panels. The Starretl Electric Company, 216 Wt I

Superior Street, Chicago, in., bai brought oul Bulletin
No. 10, which contains Informal ion on and Illustration of

various typs of \><>\ panel and acce oi l<

Cables lor Automobiles and Motorboats.—The standard!
Underground Cable Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., hs prepared
Bulletin No. 640- 1 oil its cables for automobiles, motorboats,.
motorcycles, aeroplanes and stationary gas' engines.

Cooling Towers and Condensers.—The Wheeler Condense]
& Engineering Company, Carteret, N. J., has recently pub
lished the third edition of its "Steam .Turbines for Con
denser Work" and its 'Psychrometric Tables for Cooling
Tower Work."

Wiring Devices.—The Bryant Electric Company, Bridge-
port, Conn., has recently prepared a very attractive large-
sized 108-page catalog describing and illustrating a large
number of different kinds of wiring devices. The catalog im-

printed in colors.

Lighting Equipment for Nitrogen-Filled Lamps.—Cata-
log No. 77, issued by the Macbeth-Evans Glass Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., contains information on its "Monax" glass-
ware for use in connection with "Ajax" pendent fixtures for
nitrogen-filled lamps.

Ornamental Semi-Indirect-Lighting and Indirect-Light-
ing Lnits.—The Mohrlite Company, Urbana, Ohio, has pre-
pared an attractively illustrated catalog which shows a
number of its ornamental types of indirect-lighting and!

semi-indirect-lighting fixtures.

Electric Curling Iron and Small Motor-Driven Appli-
ances.—The Hamilton-Beach Manufacturing Company, Ra-
cine, Wis., has prepared leaflets on its H-B improved elec-

tric curling iron, "Cyclone" hot-and-cold-blast hair drier,

and types D and F vibrators.

Indirect-Lighting Fixtures.—The Pettingell-Andrews
Company, Boston, Mass., is sending out an attractively-

illustrated booklet on indirect-lighting fixtures, Curtis
portable lamps and window and direct-lighting reflectors.

The publication also contains information on various in-

stallations of National X-ray fixtures in the New England!
States.

Water Meters as an Aid to Locatii g and Stopping Waste.
—The Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Philadelphia, Pa.,

have issued a sixty-eight-page booklet entitled "Finding
and Stopping Waste in Modern Boiler Rooms." It deals
with the use and construction of Cochrane combined feed-

water heaters and meters, V-notch flow recorders, and pre-
cision meters operating on the volumetric principle.

Standard Sizes of Conduit for Insulation of Wires and
Cables.—The National Metal Molding Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., is distributing an attractive wall hanger printed in

several colors reproducing in one-half actual size conduit

charts adopted and recommended by the National Electrical

Contractors' Association, showing sizes of conduit required!

by the National Electrical Code for carrying various sizes

of conductors.

Electric Equipment.—The General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., has issued Bulletin No. 42,206, entitled

"Curtis Steam Turbine Generators"; Bulletin No. 44,409, on
its ventilated commutating-pole railway motor; Bulletin!

No. 47,409, on its small-capacity industrial oil switches;:

Bulletin No. 43,253, on its series luminous-arc lamps of the;

pendent type, and Bulletin No. 44,001-G, which is a price-

list of renewal parts and supplies for car equipments, mine;

locomotives, and railway and mine line material.

Electrical Apparatus.—The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently-

published a number of bulletins which are sections of its

Catalog 3001, on railway-type switches, field switches,,

type F oil circuit-breakers, fuse blocks for inclosed fuses,

"series Mazda" regulating transformers and control panels,

porcelain and glass insulators, pole-line hardware, cross-

arms, curve analyzing and recording devices, inverse-time-

limit reverse-current relays, and oil-drying and purifying

outfits.
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New England
BRUNSWICK, A1K—The I'ublic Utilities

Commission has granted the Central Maine
l'wr. Co., Augusta, permission to purchase
the property of the Bath & Brunswick Lt.

.<& Pwr. Co., Brunswick.

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.—I'lans for the

proposed ornamental lighting systc-m on
•Cambridge Street are practically com-
pleted.

fall. river, MASS.'— Extensive
changes to the street-lighting syBtem and
the installation of a large number ol new
lamps have been recommended by the al-

dermanic committee on street lights. The
Improvements include the erection of about
mi > additional arc lamps and a large num-
ber of boulevard electric and gas lamps.

HOPKINTON, MASS.—The Wain- Board
.has contracted with the Boston & Suburban
Electrical Engineering Construction Co. to
install automatic electrical pumping ap-
paratus at the pumping station. The con-
tract calls for a new Deane or Holyoke
single motor, the automatic control to be
of the General Electric or Cutler-Hammer
type.

SOUTHWiCK, MASS.—The Southwick El.

Xit. Co., which was recently granted a fran-
chise and contract for street-lighting in

Southwick, has notified the town that it has
.abandoned the project. The company was
unable to make satisfactory arrangements
•with the Amherst Pwr. Co., Greenfield, for
•energy to operate the proposed system.

WESTF1ELD, MASS.—At a special
town meeting held recently the voters au-
thorized an expenditure of $14,000 for ex-
tensions to the municipal electric-light

plant. Of the proceeds $9,000 will be used
for the installation of a new boiler and
necessary equipment and $5,000 for the
•erection of a transmission line, transform-
ers, etc., to supply electricity to the plant
of the Westfleld Mfg. Co. at Lozierville.

WORCESTER, MASS.—The city of
"Worcester has signed a contract with the
"Worcester El. Lt. Co. for lighting the
streets of the city for a period of ten years.
"Compared with previous rates the new con-
tract will save the city about $18,000 per
year. The total cost of street-lighting in-

cluding the ornamental lighting service will
be about $156,000 per year.

Middle Atlantic

ALBANY, N. Y.—Bids will be received
by the Trustees of Public Buildings, Ex-
ecutive Chamber, Capitol, Albany, until
Dec. 22, for furnishing electric fixtures and
equipment for the Senate Chamber, State
Capitol. Drawings and specifications may
be consulted at the Department of Archi-
tecture, Room 1224, Woolworth Building,
INew York, and the Department of Archi-
tecture, Capitol, Albany. Drawings and
specifications and blank forms of propo-
sals may be obtained at the Department of
Architecture, Capitol, Albany. Lewis F.
I'ilcher is State architect.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—The capital stock
of the Binghamton Lt., Ht. & Pwr. Co. has
been increased from $1,000,000 to $2,-
000,000.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Options have been

taken by the Buffalo General Electric Com-
pany on two tracts of land in Tonawanda
on the Niagara River, near the Buffalo City
limits, on which it proposes to erect a
large steam-driven electric generating
plant, at a cost of about $2,000,000. The
present plans provide for an ultimate out-
put of 600,000 hp. The initial installation
will have a generating capacity of 100,000
hp.

CAPE VINCENT, N. Y.—The contract
lor the construction of the transformer sta-
tion for the Northern Utilities Inc., Water-
town, in Cape "Vincent, has been awarded
to Leonard J. Gates of this village.

DELEVAN, N. Y.—The Public Service
Commission has granted the village of Dele-
van permission to establish a municipal
electric-light plant.

GOWANDA, N. Y.—Franchises have
been secured by the Gowanda El. Lt. &
Pwr. Co. for extension of its transmission
lines in the towns of Perrysburg and Pis-
ton. The company is now erecting a line

from Cherry Creek to South Dayton.

GREEN ISLAND (not a post office),

N. Y.- -The Village Trustees have signed
tw,0 contracts with the Adirondack El.

Pwr. Corpn., Glens Falls, one a five-year
contract for furnishing electricity for the
municipal electric-llgnting system, the
other for improvements to the street-
lighting system, including the installation
of nitrogen-filled lamps and other equip-
ment. A transformer will be installed at

fhe Watervliet station to take care of the

Construction
News of Projects I'lans, Bids and ( on

tracts. NOies on Work I oder Way

local service. The cost to the village ol the
change in the system is estimated at $4,100.

HOLLAND PATENT, N. Y.—At an elec-
tion held recently the proposal to install an
electric generating plant In the pumping
station was carried.

LAKE PLACID, N. Y.—The Public Serv-
ice Commission lias approved franchises
that permit the electric-Tight plant at Lake
Placid to be connected with the plant of
the Paul Smith El. l.t., Pwr. & Ry. Co.,
Saranac Lake. An agreement between the
village Of Lake Placid and the Paul Smith
company has been ratified at a special
election. It permits the village to erect a
transmission line to the town of North
Elba, at a cost of $10,000, which will con-
nect with a line of the company from
Saranac Lake.

MEDINA. N. Y.— S. A. Cook & Co., Me-
dina, furniture manufacturers are install-
ing a 570-hp. Allis-Chalmers heavy-duty
simple engine, belted to a counter shaft

;

also an Allis-Chalmers 100-kw., 250-volt di-

rect-current generator and one 150-kva.,
2300-volt, three-phase, 25-cycle generator
lulled to a counter shaft. The company
expects to install a 300-kva. generating unit
next spring. J. V. Russell is chief engineer

MOW YORK, N. Y.— Bids will be re-
ceived by William Williams, commissioner
water supply, gas and electricity. Room
234 2, Municipal Building, New York, N. Y.,

until Dec. 13 for reserving and furnishing
electrical generating capacity, current and
equipment for use of the high-pressure
fire-service pumping stations for the year
1916. Bids will also be received at the
same time and place for furnishing elec-
tricity for lighting in the boroughs of Man-
hattan, Bronx, Queens and Richmond as
follows: (1) For furnishing and main-
taining electric-lighting units for lighting
public streets, parks and places from Jan.
1 to Dec. 31, 1916, both inclusive; (2) for
furnishing electric current for lamps and
motors in public buildings and for furnish-
ing and maintaining certain equipment
during said period; (3) for performing
sundry repair and other work to lighting
equipment furnished by the city during
said period. Blanks, forms of bids, pro-
posals and contract, including specifica-
tions, can be secured at Room 2324, Mu-
nicipal Building, borough of Manhattan.
OSWEGO, N. Y.—The Public Service

Commission has granted its approval of
the exercise of the franchise granted by the
town of Scriba and the construction of a

distribution system In that town by the
I eoples ( ias &. El. CO., Oswego.

PERRY, N. V.— Preparations are being
l-y the Perry El. Lt. Co. and the

Warsaw Gas & EL Co., which have re-

cently secured franchises for the extension
of their lines in the towns of Perry, War-
saw, Gainesville, Castile and Rock Glen, to

Start work Oil the erection of the trans-
, in es at once. Later the

company contemplates the construction of
another power plant to relieve the two
plants in Perry and Warsaw. The- pur-
chase Of a power site at Glen Rock and
Pen : is under consideral Ion.

SANBORN, N. V The installation of
llghi plant In Sanborn

poiici to be under consideration.

SILVER CREEK, N. Y.—The Silver
El Co has applied to the Public

Service Commission tor permission to issue

$150,000 in bonds.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—The Public Service
Commission has approved the franchise of
the Syracuse Ltg. (Jo. for the erection of

htional electric transmission line be-
tween Syracuse and Geaaes.
TONAWANDA. N. Y.—Plans have been

approved by the Common Council for a new
street-lighting contract with the Tonawanda
Pwr. Co. for a period of three years, which
provides for the installation of 50 orna-
mental lamps in the business district.

CYNWYD, PA.—The installation of about
25 new electric lamps in the section west
of Montgomery Avenue has been asked for.

ELLWOOD CITY, PA.—Work on the
erection of a transmission line from New
Castle to the station of the Pennsylvania
Pwr. Co. in Ellwood City will soon be be-
gun by the Mahoning & Shenango Valley
El. Co., which took over the local company.
The new line was made necessary by the ad-
dition to the Shelby Tube Co.'s plant here.
Electricity to operate the machinery will be
secured from the Pennsylvania Pwr. Co.
Energy will be transmitted from the plants
of the Mahoning & Shenango Valley 101. Co.
at New Castle, Pa., and Lowellville, Ohio.

GLENOLDEN, PA—Preparations are
being made by the H. K. Mulford Co. to
erect a power house at its plant in Glen-
olden. Thomas M. Seeds, Jr., 1207 Race
Street, Philadelphia, it is understood, is

taking sub-bids.

HANCOCK, PA.—Plans are under way
for the organization of a company to b«
known as the Hancock El. Lt., Gas & Pwr.
Co. for the purpose of supplying electricity
for lamps and motors and to operate a
traction system.
LEW1SBURG, PA.—The Citizens' El. Co.,

Lewisburg, is contemplating removing its

overhead wires and placing its wires in

underground conduits. Plans have also
been completed for the installation of orna-
mental lamps for two squares on Market
Street. They provide for 24 standards
carrying three-lamp clusters.

Building a Modern Plant Around the Old One at Ames, Iowa

The municipal electric-light commission
of Ames, Iowa, is building a new power
station around and over its present plant,
which has been in service for twenty years.
Improvements in the equipment have been
added from time to time, including a new
turbine, and the station building has ac-
cordingly become very inadequate, making
necessary the construction of the new s'a-
tion. Operation is being maintained during

the construction work. The new building
will be large enough to admit of the in-
stallation of a new battery of boilers while
maintaining the present battery in service,
preparatory to the relocation of the old
boilers and the rearrangement of the en-
gine room. When the work is completed,
the city will have a plant of modern pro-
portions and plan, as may be judged from
the accompanying illustration.
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RIDGWAY, i a. Hiiis will be received at
the office of the supervising architect.
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Dec. 30 for construction, including
mechanical equipment and approaches, of
the United States post office at RJdgway,
I '.i

SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.—The Beth-
lehem Steel Co., it is reported, has made
arrangements with the Lehigh Navigation
El. i'o. for a large supply of electrical
energy from the Hauto plant of the power
company. The Bethlehem company, it is

said, will bear the cost of the construction
of the transmission line.

\V \SHINGTON. D. C.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington, D.
C, for furnishing at the various navy yards
and naval stations supplies as follows

:

Brooklyn, N. Y., Schedule 9024—miscel-
laneous convertible steel-plate fans, 24 3-

hp. motors for ammunition hoists, four
turret-turning motors; Schedule 9046—one
water-tube boiler; Schedule 9058—one
mechanical steering gear; Schedule 9048

—

miscellaneous oil-burning range and tow-
ing lamps; Schedule 9055—12 radial port-
able electric drills ; Schedule 907S—2000 ft.

teephone cable. 240,000 ft. bell wire, 3000
ft. rat-tail wire for aerials, 6500 ft. single-
conductor wire ; Schedule 9077—25,000 ft.

telephone wire. Mare Island, Cal., Sched-
ule 9041—one electrical indicator system.
Philadelphia, Pa., Schedule 9025—one ven-
tilating set, 400 cu. ft. capacity ; Schedule
9050—100,000 lb. copper ingot. Washing-
ton, D. C, Schedule 9061—one electricallv
driven planer, 72-in. stroke. Newport, R.
I., Schedule 9064—2000 ft. single-conduc-
tor cable. Applications for proposals
should designate the schedule desired by
number.

North Central
CLINTON, MICH.—The Village Council

has authorized an issue of $5,000 electric-
light bonds.

WHITEHALL, MICH.—The capital stock
of the Frugale Pwr. Co., Whitehall, has
been increased from $20,000 to $100,000.
The proceeds will be used for extension and
improvements to its plant.

BELPRE, OHIO.—The Village Council is
considering the question of granting a fran-
chise to install and operate an electric-
lighting plant and water-works system in
Belpre.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO.—The D6ver,
Millersburg & Western Ry. Co., it is re-
ported, is receiving bids for the construc-
tion of the proposed railway from Canal
Dover to Millersburg via Sugar Creek. A
power house, it is understood, will be
erected at or near Sugar Creek. The com-
pany was recently granted a franchise by
the County Commissioners to construct an
electric railway in Holmes County to con-
nect Millersburg with Sugar Creek and
Canal Dover. Benjamin George is inter-
ested in the company.
CANTON, OHIO.—The City Council has

authorized Z. W. Kent, director of public
service, to contract with the Canton El. Co.
for 21 luminous-arc lamps and 52 nitro-
gen lamps of 25 cp. to be erected on orna-
mental standards and maintained by un-
derground wires. Poles and wires will be
moved from the district covered by this in-
stallation, about 1.25 miles.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—The City Coun-
cil has authorized an expenditure of $75,-
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M A ssi i.i.i IN, OHIO.—Plana are being

considered i>v the blassillon BJL A Qas Co,
for Improvements t.. its plant oh Erie
Street, to OOSI about $100,

NORWOOD, <>in<> Plana are being
prepared by the Ault & Wlborg Co., Cin-
cinnati, for the construction of a boiler
and power house, II It by 166 ft., at its

plant in Norwood.
I 'AX DORA. OHIO.—The Public Utilities

Commission has authorized the Pandora El.

Co. to issue $20,000 In capital stock, the
proceeds to be used for the purchase of the
electric plant and distributing system of
D. C. Shank & Co. In Pandora.

STRASBURG. OHIO.—The plant and
holdings of the Strasburg El. Co. have been
purchased by the Ohio Ser. Co., Coshocton.

URBANA, OHIO.—The County Commis-
sioners have awarded the Urbana Lt. Co.
a contract for lighting the county hospital
with electricity. The company will erect a
transmission line to the hospital and will
also wire the building.

ZANESVILLE, OHIO.—Plans are being
prepared by C. E. Stevens, consulting en-
gineer, Pittsburgh, Pa., for the installation
of an ornamental lighting system on Main,
Market and Cross Streets. The plans also
include a new lighting system for the "Y,"
Fifth and Monroe Street bridges. Conduits
for the wires have already been laid.

MOUNT OLIVET, KY.—The installa-
tion of an electric-lighting system in
Mount Olivet is under consideration. Dr.
Chandler is reported to be interested in
the project.

LAPORTE, IND.—The Public Service
Commission has approved a contract be-
tween the Laporte Gas & El. Co. and the
towns of Wanatah, Lacrosse, Kouts, Union
Mills and Wellsboro for furnishing elec-
tricity in those places.

MILLER, IND.—The town of Miller has
petitioned the Public Service Commission
for permission to issue $12,500 in bonds for
the construction of a new electric-lighting
plant.

SOUTH BEND, IND.—The Public Serv-
ice Commission has approved a contract
between the Indiana & Michigan El. Co.,
South Bend, and the city of Lakeville for
furnishing energy in that city.

WHEATFIELD, IND.—A contract for
furnishing service (including electrical
service) to the town of Wheatfleld by
S. W. Hamilton has been approved by the
the Public Service Commission.
ALTON, ILL.—Plans are being consid-

ered by the Alton & Eastern R. R. Co. for
extending its electric line to the site of the
new State Hospital for the Insane.

KANKAKEE, ILL.—Plans are being
considered by the City Council and the
Pub. Ser. Co. of Northern Illinois for the
installation of a new street-lighting system
in Kankakeie. It is proposed to replace the
arc lamps in use with tungsten lamps.
MENDON, ILL.—Work has begun on

the construction of an electric-light plant
ih Mendon. James Thompson is reported
interested in the project.

MOLINE, ILL.—Work has begun on the
excavation for the addition to the power
plant of the People's Pwr. Co. at the foot
of Fourth Street. Moline, to cost about
$10,000.

OAKWOOD, ILL.—The installation of a
municipal electric-light plant in Oakwood is
reported to be under consideration.

CAMBRIA, WIS.—The Beaver Dam
(Wis.) Lt. & Pwr. Co. has applied to the
Village Council for a franchise to supply
electricity in Cambria
GLENWOOD CITY, WIS.—The proper-

ties of the Glenwood & Downing Lt. & Pwr.
Co. have been purchased by L. M. Libby,
Portland, Ore. Important extensions and
improvements are contemplated for the
spring of 1916. The company will continue
to operate under its present name.
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within is months. The lines are also to

tended to Beardsley, Peever and
Siseton to furnish electrical service in thOSS
places.

CHI8HOLM, MINN.—The Shenango Fur-
n ... '.. has begun work on the develop-
ment ol a new mine, in Chlsholm. The ma-
chinery throughout will be operated by elec-

tricity.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Plans are
being considered by the Nicollet Avenue
and Twenty-sixth Street Improvement As-
sociation for the installation of ornamental
lamps on Nicollet Avenue from Twenty-
fourtfa to Twenty-eighth Street and on
Twenty-sixth Street from Stevens to Blals-
dell Avenue.
TRACY, MINN.—The municipal electric

plant has been purchased by Emil W. Erich
of Canby. Mr. Erich was recently granted
a franchise to install and operate an elec-

tric plant in Tracy.

TRACY, MINN.—Steps have been taken
by the Commercial Club to secure the in-

stallation of an ornamental lighting sys-
tem covering five or six blocks in the busi-
ness section of the town.

WINONA, MINN.—Bids will be received
at the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Dec. 29 for installing conduits and
wiring, etc., in the United States post office

at Winona. For details see proposal col-

umns.
BARNES CITY. IOWA.—The Oskaloosa

(Iowa) Trac. & Lt. Co. has submitted a
proposal to the city of Barnes offering to
extend its transmission lines to this city

and furnish a 24-hour service

CLARINDA, IOWA.—Preparations are
being made by the Clarinda El. Lt. Co. to
build a new electric plant, at a cost of
about $80,000.

DES MOINES, IOWA.—At a special
election held recently the proposal to grant
the Des Moines City Ry. Co. a new fran-
chise for a period of 25 years was carried.
Under the terms of the franchise the com-
pany must make improvements to its sys-
tem involving an expenditure of $1,500,000
within three years, including the construc-
tion of 8 miles of extensions and the pur-
chase of 25 new cars.

FAIRBANKS, IOWA.—Bonds to the
amount of $6,000 have been voted for the
installation of an electric-lighting system
in Fairbanks.

CARROLLTON, MO.—The Water, Lt. &
Transit Co., Carrollton, is erecting a
13,200-volt transmission line to Bogard
and Bosworth.
CARTHAGE, MO.—Plans are being con-

sidered by the Home Tel. Co. to change its

local plant to the central energy system.
The cost of the work is estimated at
$50,000.

ST. LOUIS, MO.—The Laclede Gas Lt.
Co., St. Louis, has applied to the City
Council for a permit to place its high-
tension electric wires in underground con-
duits (covering a distance of 2 miles) from
the generating plant at Mount Street and
the Levee ; also to extend its electrical
service to the western and northern sec-
tions of the city.

SPRINGFIELD. MO.—A special election
will be held Jan 11, 1916. to submit the
proposal to issue $400,000 in DO,ids for the
construction of a municipal electric-lighting
plant in Springfield.

SPRINGFIELD, MO.—The Springfield
Gas & El. Co., it is reported, is contemplat-
ing extending its transmission line to sup-
ply electricity to the new Frisco mill shop.
The cost of the work is estimated at about
$8,000.

KLLLDEER, N. D.—The Village Board
has granted W. E. Kinzell, Mandan, a
franchise to install and operate an electric-
lighting plant in Killdeer. It is expected
to have the plant in operation by Jan. 1,

1916.

MINOT, N. D.—Plans are being consid-
ered for extensions to the ornamental
street-lighting system next year. It is to
cover 25 blocks.
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PLAZA, N. D.—The installation of an
electric-light plant in Plaza is reported to
be under consideration.

WASHBURN, N. D.—The Council has
granted Charles G. Arvig a franchise to
install and operate an electric-lighting sys-
tem in Washburn.
REVILLE, S. D.—Plans are being pre-

pared for construction of an electric-light
plant in Reville to supply electricity in the
towns of Reville, Albee, S. D., and
Marietta and Nassau, Minn.

DAWSON. NEB.—Steps have been taken
toward the installation of an electric-light
plant in Dawson. Energy for operating the
system will be supplied by the Humboldt
plant.

LINCOLN, NEB.—Bids will be received
by H. E. Wells, city clerk, Lincoln, until
Dec. 20 for an electric-lighting plant and
water-works system at the County Poor
Farm.
RUSKIN, NEB.—Bonds to the amount

of $6,000 have been voted for the installa-
tion of an electric-lighting system in
Ruskin.
COFFEYVILLE, KAN.—The City Council

has decided to call an election to submit to
the voters the proposal to issue $20,000 in
bonds for enlarging the municipal electric-
lighting plant. The plans provide for the
erection of a new building and the installa-
tion of additional equipment to double the
output of the plant.

DODGE CITY, KAN.—The Midland
Wtr., Lt. & Ice Co., Dodge City, contem-
plates extending its transmission lines to
Bucklin and Ford, a distance of 30 miles,
to furnish electrical service in those places.

PERRY, KAN.—Bonds to the amount of
$5,000 have been voted for the purchase
of equipment for the municipal electric-
light plant
RILEY, KAN.—Application has been

made to the City Council by R. B. Fegan,
representing R. B. Fegan & Co., Junction
City, Kan., for a franchise to install and
operate an electric-lighting plant In Riley.

Southern States

GRANITE FALLS, N. C—The City
Council, it is reported, has engaged the
Comstock El. Co., High Point, to prepare
plans and install an electric-lighting sys-
tem in Granite Falls.

RALEIGH, N. C.—An agreement has
been reached between the City Commis-
sioners and the Carolina Pwr. & Lt. Co.,
Raleigh, whereby the company will supply
electricity for the proposed ornamental
lighting system.
ZEBULON, N. C.—The Comstock El. Co.,

High Point, has been engaged by the city
of Zebulon to prepare plans and specifica-
tions for the installation of a lighting sys-
tem in Zebulon.

CHARLESTON, S. C.—At an election to
be held Dec. 14 the proposal to purchase
the property of the Charleston Lt. & Wtr.
Co. for $1,500,000 will be submitted to the
voters.

GREENVILLE, S. C—The City Coun-
cil, it is reported, has approved the pro-
posal submitted by the Southern Pub. Utili-
ties Co., Greenville, to install an orna-
mental street-lighting system, consisting of
84 lamps.

HARTSVILLE, S. C—The Perry-Mann
El. Co., Columbia, it is reported, has been
awarded a contract to install an electric-
generating plant at Coker College.

WEBSTER, FLA.—The granting of a
franchise for the installation of an elec-
tric-light and cold-storage plant and
water-works system is reported to be under
consideration by the City Council.

ANNISTON, ALA.—Arrangements have
been completed by the property owners on
East Tenth Street for extending the orna-
mental lighting system from Noble to
Wilmer.
FLORENCE, ALA.—The Allentown En-

gineering Co. has been awarded the con-
tract by the Lauderdale Pwr. Co., Florence,
to construct a hydroelectric plant. The
cost of the work is estimated at $127,558
and will include dam 410 ft. long, with
190-ft. spillway and 4 2-ft. lift, developing
800 hp. The company will supply elec-
tricity for local manufacturing plants.

MOBILE, ALA.—Preliminary plans have
been prepared by the Magnolia Compress
& Warehouse Co. for the construction of a
system of elevated railways or overhead
conductors between warehouse properties
and water-front. Elevators at each end to
permit of lifting of electrically driven
tractors or trucks to level of overhead sys-
tem at one end and lowering of carriers

at the other end. The system is to include

devices for distribution where needed.

ALTOONA. OKLA.—The installation of

an electric-light plant in Altoona is re-

ported to be under consideration.

AUSTIN, TEX.—To make changes In

the large dam that was recently built acrOH
the Colorado River at Austin and repair*
to structure to enable it to develop the

electrical energy that was provided for in

the original plans, it is estimated, will cost
from 175,000 to $100,000. The city of Aus-
tin has not yet accepted the dam and hy-
droelectric plant from the contractors,
and there is no early prospect of this being
done.

KENEDY, TEX.—The Kenedy Lt. Co. is

contemplating installing a 75-kw. genera-
tor in its electric-lighting plant.

PORTLAND, TEX.—The citizens have
decided to incorporate the town of Port-
land and to issue bonds for the construc-
tion of an electric-light plant
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—The contract for

the construction of the grade for the first

100 miles of the Houston, Richmond & San
Antonio Interurban Ry. Co., San Antonio,
Which is to run between San Antonio and
Houston, will be awarded within the next
60 days. A branch line will be built from
Seguin to New Braunfels. The construction
of a hydroelectric power plant on the Gua-
dalupe River is also included in the project.
E. Kennedy is president of the company.
WINDOM, TEX.—The Texas Lt. & Pwr.

Co., Dallas, is contemplating the installation
of an electric-lighting system in Windom.

Pacific States

NORTHPORT, WASH.—The Hercules
Mining Co., Wallace, Idaho, has placed a
contract with the Westinghouse El. & Mfg.
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., for electrical equip-
ment, consisting of motors, switches, etc.,

amounting to 500 hp., for use in its smelter
at Northport.

PORT ANGELES, WASH.—The Olympic
Pwr. Co., Port Angeles, which owns and
operates an electric plant in Elwha Can-
yon, 7 miles distant, has been placed in
the hands of receivers. H. E. Sims of
Port Townsend and C. L. Haggith of Port
Angeles have been appointed receivers.
The company supplies electricity to the
Puget Sound Navy Yard, at Bremerton,
Port Angeles and Port Townsend, and has
recently closed contracts to supply energy
in Sequim and Poulsbo. The Elwha plant
has been offered to the city of Seattle at
$2,000,000, and its purchase is being con-
sidered by the City Council of that city.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The City Council
has passed an ordinance authorizing an
expenditure of $29,750 for extensions to be
made by the city light department during
December.
WALLA WALLA, WASH.—The Pacific

Pwr. & Lt. Co., Walla Walla, has applied
to the Board of County Commissioners for
permission to erect an electric transmission
line from Prescott to Waitsburg.
ASHLAND, ORE.—Arrangements have

been made by the City Council with the
California-Oregon Pwr. Co. to take over
its local system for a period of three years.
Under the terms of the contract the com-
pany will furnish electricity to operate the
local system.
EUGENE, ORE.—The City Council is

considering the installation of an orna-
mental lighting system on Ninth Avenue.
FORT WINFIELD SCOTT, CAL—Bids

will be received at the office of the quar-
termaster, Fort Winfleld Scott, Cal., until
Dec. 23 for telegraph supplies, including
telescope brackets, cross-arm braces, cross-
arms, porcelain insulators, cedar poles,
pole steps, 14,000 ft. No. 6, and 2000 ft.

No. 10 solid-conductor wire, and 2000 ft.
of guy wire. For further information ad-
dress John T. Gray, acting quartermaster.
LOCKEFORD, CAL.—Negotiations are

under way with the Lockeford lighting dis-
trict for lighting the town of Lockeford.
The initial installation will consist of 30
street lamps of 100 cp.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Plans for the
construction of a power-distributing system
to serve Highland Park and Hollywood and
East Hooly district have been submitted to
the water board by E. F. Scattergood, chief
electrical engineer. The cost of the two
systems is estimated at $869,383. It is
proposed to purchase the distributing sys-
tems of the Pacific Lt. & Pwr. Co. and
the Los Angeles Gas & El. Corpn., provided
a price can be agreed upon.
PASADENA, CAL.—The City Council is

considering the erection of ornamental
lamps on West Green Street from Fair
Oaks to Pasadena Avenue ; also the in-

stallation of an ornamental lighting sys-

tem in the Park Square section.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL—A movement
has been inaugurated by business men and
residents of B and Fourth Streets for ths

installation of ornamental lamps on Js«

Street from Third to Fifth Street and on

Fourth Street from D to F Street.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.—The dl
Diego has contracted with the Ban Diego

Consol. Gas & Bl. Co. for electrical energy
to illuminate a portion ogton Park.

KJBNDRICK, IDAHO The contraci foi

all equipment for the initial install..:

the power plant to be erected In Kendrick
by A V. Dunkle has been a wauled to

Thomas & Co., Alaska Building, Beattle.

General Electric apparatus will be used.

ST. ANTHONY, IDAHO.—The City
Council is considering a proposal to install

ornamental lamps on both Bridge and Cen-
ter Streets from the depot to the M. J.

Gray corner.

MIAMI, ARIZ.—At an election to be held

Dec. 14 the proposal to issue $40,000 in

bonds will be submitted to the voters.

MIAMI, ARIZ.—The State Corporation
Commission has authorized the Miami El.

& I'wr. Co. to show cause why it should
not extend its electrical service to the Live

Oak addition.

Canada
i:i)MONTON, ALTA.—The agreement

between the city of Edmonton and 1

1

monton Pwr. Co. whereby the latter is

given the exclusive privilege to supply hy-
droelectric power to the city for a period
of 30 years has been approved by the rate-
payers.

WINNIPEG, MAN.—In order to over-
come the trouble caused by breaks in the
transmission line to the municipal power
plant W. P. Brereton, city engineer, has
recommended the installation of two gas
engines at the high-pressure plant on
James Avenue, to be used to generate elec-

trical energy sufficient to operate two
5,000,000-gal. motor-driven booster pumps
at the McPhillips Street pumping station.

The cost of this installation is estimated
at $21,000, but as the city has equipment
worth about $11,000 on hand, the actual
outlay would be $10,000. Of this the con-
necting overhead cable would cost $8,000
and the gas engines the balance.

BERLIN, ONT.—Plans are being con-
sidered by the City Council for the in-

stallation of an ornamental lighting sys-

tem on Queen Street.

MUSKOKA FALLS, ONT.—The On-
tario Hydro-Electric Power Commission.
Toronto, is establishing a hydroelectric
plant to develop about 1000 hp. in Muskoka
Falls.

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.—The Dickson
El. Co., it is reported, has submitted a
proposal to the City Council offering to

supplv electrical energy to the city to the
amount of 3000 hp. at $16 per hp., deliv-

ered in Peterborough. The City Commis-
sion is at present paying $18 per hp. for
about 2500 hp.

SUDBURY, ONT.—The purchase of a
new transformer and switchboard for the
power station has been authorized by the
fire, water and light committee.

Mexico

NUEVO LAREDO, TAMAULIPAS, MKX
—General Luis Caballero, Governor of the
State of Tamaulipas, with headquarters at
Victoria, has appropriated $5,000,000 in

Mexican currency (equivalent to about $2,-

500,000 in United States money), to be
used for public improvements, including the
construction of a municipal electric light

and power plant

Miscellaneous

PANAMA—Bids will be received at the
office of the general purchasing officer, the
Panama Canal, Washington, D. C, until
Dec. 22, for furnishing steel angles and
I-beams, steel boiler tubes, steel cable, cop-
per wire, steel locomotive pilots, condulets,
electric switches, etc. Blanks and general
information relating to this circular (No.
995) may be obtained at the above office
or the offices of the assistant agents, 24
State Street, New York. N. Y. ; 614 Whit-
ney-Central Building, New Orleans, La.,
and Fort Mason, San Francisco, Cal. Ma-
jor F. C. Boggs Is general purchasing offi-

cer.
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Impulse sender for automatic telephi
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. B. P.

Grace and R \ L Snyder, Pittsburgh,
Pa \p|. ni. mi n, -i i.. I'.Mn "Loud-

1,161,86 i phone But; R R
Ireland, Chicago, in . and A F F OH
son. Cloater. \ .i App. Bled Sept 18,

1918 Can I"- Installed In ordinary Junc-
tion box

1,161,874 TBUSPHONE-EXCHANQE Si
w ii M.iiiiu.s. Antwerp, Belgium.
\ri> Bled Nov i. i '-'H' Employs auto-
matic finder switch.

1,161,884. Terminal Bank; .' N Rey-
nolds, Greenwich, Conn. App Bled May
pi. 1918. Bank structure and special
brashest,

1,14(1,890. I'ikmit 1TI0N ALARM AND ClR-
CUIT-CLOSEB FOB. BPARBUNG PLUGS; P.

Roussey, Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed
July 81, 1914. For preventing the steal-
log of automobile.

1,1411,909. Telegraphy; P. B. Delany,
South Orange, N. J. App. filed Sept. 9.

1910. Automatic; perforated tape.

1,1411,982. Automatic Control of MA-
CHINERY; D. Du Bols, New York, N. Y.
App filed Oct. 10. 1912. Applicable to
dynamic braking motors.

'1,161.946. Apparatus for Wrapping Pneu-
matic-Tirk Casings; T. Midglev. Hart-
ford, Conn. App. filed Nov. 17, 1906.
Wraps muslin about tire or coil of wire.

1,161,989. INSULATINQ Fabric; C. E.
Skinner, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed
Oct. 7. 190S. Metal foil with hard film
of insulation on its surface.

1.161.993. Liquid Rheostat: H. A. Steen,
Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed Oct. 23,
1914. Eliminates need for varying liquid
level.

1.161.994. Over-Speed Protecting Device
for Electric Motors : N. W. Storer,
Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed Nov. 24, 1911.
For alternating-current motors having
series characteristics.

"1.162,007. Substation Message Register;
J. A. Wotton, Montclair, N. J. App. filed
Oct. 15, 1914. Proof against accidental
registration.

"1,162,012. Receiver-Supporting Arm; W.
R. Armor and L. A. Young, Denver, Col.
App. filed Nov. 2, 1914. Releases re-
ceiver hook as it swings into position for
use.

"1,162,031. Electrode Adjusting Means
;

D. E. Carpenter. Wilkinsburg, Pa. App
filed Feb. 5, 1914. Automatically estab-
lishes arc.

1,162,043. Electric Locomotive: G. M
Eaton, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed June
10, 1910. Exceptionally light but strong
construction.

"1,162,049. i Thermo-Electric Generator;
E. Garretson and E. W. Schlenker, Buf-
falo, N. Y. App. filed March 12. 1914.
For use in therapeutic instruments.

1,162,069. Telephone System; K. S. John-
son, Jersey City, N. J. App. filed Mav
10, 1915. Substation circuit.

1,162,071. Automatic Temperature-Con-
trolling System : S. N. Jordan, Lowell,
Mass. App. filed Feb. 25, 1915. Thermo-
statically controlling motor.

1,162,073. Current Interrupter; C. F.
Kettering, Dayton, Ohio. App. filed
March 12, 1910. For ignition systems.

1,162.076. Electric Switch; C. J. Klein,
Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed May 19. 1911.
Push-button, garter-spring construction.

1,162,149. Process of Making Wear-
Withstanding Coat : E. A. Eckhardt,
Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed Oct. 22,
1914. Coats phonograph needle, etc.,
with tungsten or the like.

1,162,150; Process of Treating Metallic
Ores ; A. Estelle, Hagen. Germany. App.
filed April 6, 1914. Eliminating iron
from sulphur compounds of iron.

1,162,159. Message Delivery System: O.
W. Hart, Fall River, Mass. App. filed
Aug. 28, 1913. For railways. (106
claims.)

1,162,167. Combination Plug and Pilot
Light : J. A. Hunt. Pleasanton, Cal.
App. filed ^eb. 8, 1915. Pilot light
mounted within the plug body.

J.162, 174. Electromagnetic Regulator;
A. Kratiss, Cannstatt, Germany. App.

Record oj

Electric(i I

Patents
Notes "ii United States I'm tints issued

Nov. 80, 1015, prepared bj Mitchell

\ \llvn, il Park Row, New York.

in,., i July 80, 1918 Presses on loosely

packed divided resistance material.

I | 52 ITS I FURNACE ; .1. M. I .nhr
' and ii. vv\ Olllett, Ithaca, N. v. App.
in, mi Aug. 81. 1915. < i >edlcated to the
public.) Multiple crucible "111

l 168.179 Electric Furnace; J M Lohr
' and il. w. Oillett, [thaca, N. v. App.
iii.d Aug. 81, 1915. (Dedicated to the

public.) For melting brass and the like.

l 162,218. Process and Apparatus for
Preparing Bbvbraqeb and products
Produced Thereby; 3 E Bloom, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. App. Died June 1. L914. Elec-
trification of wines and grapejuices.

(Fifty-live claims.)

1,162,213. Process and Apparatus for
the Electrical Treatment op Liquids
and Fluids and the Products Result-
ing Therefrom ; J. E. Bloom, Brooklyn,
N. Y. App. filed March 81, 1915. Re-
moving colloidal impurities. (Fifty-seven
claims.)

1,162,243. Locomotive: W. F. Kiesel, Jr.,

Altoona, Pa. App. filed Aug. 20, 1914.
Cab-supporting arrangement.

1,162,263. Circuit-Closer for Electric
Clocks ; O. M. Todd, Toppenish, Wash.
App. filed April 1, 1915. For controlling
the circuits of the secondary clocks.

1,162,267. Apparatus for Recording and
Duplicating Music Notes ; E. C. Weiss-
miller, Los Angeles, Cal. App. filed Oct.

20, 1913. Perforating master records for
player-pianos.

1.162.287. Flashlight ; E. Grah, Toledo,
Ohio. App. filed Oct. 22, 1914. Attached
direct to binding screw of dry cell.

1.162.288. Lantern; E. Grah, Toledo,
Ohio. App. filed Oct. 22, 1914. Lamp
frame attached to dry cell.

1,162,341. Composite Metal Body; W. D.
Coolidge, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed

Aug. 21, 1912. X-ray target using
tungsten.

1.162.354. Connecting Device: H. A.
Hart, Hartford, Conn. App. filed April
27, 1915. Plug secured in socket by a
partial interrupter.

1.162.355. Electric Lamp; J. O. Hebble and
F. H. Humphrevill, Lancaster, Pa. App.
filed Nov. 2, 1914. Operated by key.

1,162.361. Electric Switch; P. A. Huddle-
ston. Oklahoma, Okla. App. filed Jan. 23,

1913. For lighting and alarm system.

1,162,363. Electric Heater: H. H. Tnger-
soll, Chicago, 111. App. filed April 30,

1915. Applicable to the human body.

1,162,370. Friction Brake; S. H. Keefer,
Plainfield, N. J. App. filed March 24,
1910. Brake members are normally not in

motion.
1,162,372. Motor; J. C. Kersteter, Minneap-

olis. Minn. App. filed June 13, 1914. Con-
trols furnace dampers by thermostat.

1,162,405. System of Distribution; E. O.
Schweitzer, Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug.
28. 1914. Feeds loads of different charac-
teristics from power source.

1,162,415. Process of and Apparatus for
Producing Ozone ; J. Steynis, Bay Shore,
N. Y. App. filed Jan. 29, 1913. Air sub-
jected successively to electrical discharges
and to cooling.

1,162,419. Motion-Picture Camera: C. Van
Deventer. Chicago, 111. App. filed May 17,
1915. Electrical conductor takes static
charge from film.

1,162.437. Device for Protecting Struc-
tures from Lightning Strokes ; W. Ba-
johr. St. Louis, Mo. App. filed Feb. 15,
1915. For chimneys.

1,162,447. Electric-Motor Device; W. H.
Bristol, Waterbury, Conn. App. filed

March 12, 1914. For clocks and the like.

1,162,449. Battery- C. F. Burgess, Madi-
son, Wis. App. filed Dec. 10, 1913. Im-
proved mechanical construction ; Le
Clanchg type.

1,162,458. Electric Regulator; J. L.
Creveling, New York, N. Y. App. filed

April 16, 1909. For maintaining constant
voltage with variable speed.
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,162,488, DTNAMO-EIiBOTRIC Machine; F.
I. ili.ss, Newark, N. .1. App. filed Dec.
21, 1910. Field Btrueturo with effective
radiation.

,162,408. Kotor for Dynamo El»
Machines; a. Kingsbury, Pittsburgh,
p.i. App. filed July 13, 1910. Substi-
tute for spider construction of usual large
machine.

,162,506. Volta .tor for Elec-
tric Generators ; A. H. Olmsted, Bow-
don, England; App. filed Jan. 28, 1913.
Varies excitation of generator.

,162,514. Controlling Apparatus for
Electrical Switching Systems ; J. N.
Reynolds, Greenwich, Conn. App. filed
Nov. 4, 1913. Key sets for automatic or
semi-automatic telephones.

162,516. Electric Time Switch; K. F.
Richmond, London, Eng. App. filed
Aug. 26, 1914. Two-way tilting switch.

Centrifugal Switch ; H. M.
Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed

1910. For single-phase fan mo-

,162,518.
Schiebe,
June 17,
tors.

162,521.
Hill, N.

Magneto ; J. E. Sheriff,
J. App. filed Nov. 27,

Union
1914.

Spark of same density at all speeds.

162,537. Compressed-Gas Heater; J. J.

Yager, Sheridan, Wyo. App. filed Feb.
2, 1915. For use with carbonating ap-
paratus.

162,541. Electrical Switch ; J. L.
Adams, Jr., Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed
Nov. 16, 1911. Centrifugally actuated.

162,553. Current-Distributing Appar-
atus ; C. N. Bergmann, Pittsburgh, Pa.
App. filed Oct. 28, 1910. For panel-
boards and switchboards.

1,162,556. Automatic Telephone - Ex-
change System ; G. A. Betulander, S3-
dertorns Villastad, and N. G. Palmgren,
Stockholm, Sweden. App. filed Dec. 20,
1913. Reduces number of necessary con-
necting elements.

1,162,571. Contact Device; L. W. Chubb,
Edgewood Park, Pa. App. filed Dec. 26,
1913. Anti-vibrating type.

1,162,614. Armored, Flat Electrical Con-
ductor ; M. Kallmann (deceased), Char-
lottenburg, Germany. App. filed Dec. 14,
1911. Resident metal strip with adhe-
sive insulation.

1,162,646. Signal Apparatus; W. K. Por-
ter, Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filed June 3,

1915. Revoluble colored lenses for auto-
mobile signaling.

1.162.656. Recording Device; W. W. Sal-
mon and F. L. Dodgson, Rochester,
N. Y. App. filed Sept. 28, 1912. Record
made where train enters occupied signal
section.

1.162.657. Transformer Pole; E. O.
Schweitzer, Chicago, 111. App. filed Jan.
2, 1913. Transformer in base of hollow
pole.

1,162,659. Spark-Gap
:

J. E. Seeley, Los
Angeles, Cal. App. filed Nov. 30, 1914.
Parallel discharge surfaces.

1,162,655. Electric Switch; A. J. Tizley,
New York, N. Y. App. filed April 14,

1915. Candelabra.

1,162,695. Motor for Operating Railway
Signals ; W. K. Howe, Rochester, N. Y.
App. filed July 29, 1911. For semaphore
systems.

1,162,699. Device for Indicating Liquid
Levels at a Distance ; S. Q. Kline, Jr.,

Washington, D. C. App. filed Nov. 5,

1914. Indicates rise and fall of float

1,162,719. Water Siren; H. Hecht, Kiel,
Germany. App. filed Oct. 26, 1911. Pro-
duces note of uniform pitch under water.

1,162,726. Magneto; A. H. Neuland, San
Francisco, Cal. App. filed Sept. 3, 1912.
For producing both spark and light.

1,162,735. Snap Switch; H. K. Ely, Balti-
more, Md. App. filed April 16, 1915.
Operated by single push-button.
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To the Men on Committees

EACH year closes upon results of the work of scores

of committees of the various electrical organiza-

tions. Hundreds of men and dozens of companies have

devoted time and money to advance the industry without

direct benefit to themselves. Oftentimes the work is

arduous and exacting. Generally it is thankless. Oc-

casionally the work itself is performed by one group or

one individual and is credited to others because of or-

ganization routine. It is not possible to enroll publicly

the names of all these men. Yet no summary of any

year's work is justly made without recognition of

the spirit of service which prompts the majority of

those who carry on the detail of organization activities.

In the hands of meetings, papers, policy and finance

committees, to mention only four, lies the final success

of organization work. When a great leader dies the

wheels of industry stop for five minutes in his honor.

It is worth while once a year to halt the thought of the

industry and to point to the men doing committee

work. What they have done and what their successors

will do fixes in general the runways of tremendous

forces for our technical, engineering and commercial

progress.

Matching Local Progress with National Development

THOSE who got the most out of Electrical Pros-

perity Week, unless the records are at fault, are

those who individually caught the spirit of the move-

ment and put it to work in their own enterprises. An
instance makes the point clear. A dealer in a city was

asked what results he saw in his business. "I put two

posters in my window," he said, "but I didn't notice

any increase in business." In the same town a de-

partment store developed an electrical sales week around

a window demonstration of electrically operated house-

hold appliances that gave its merchandise manager a

new conception of the possibilities of these goods. In

another instance an electrical manufacturer sold $60,000

worth of his product by matching a sales plan of his

own with the movement as a whole. In each of these

cases the forces at work to make the public receptive

to a consideration of electrical appliances were the

same. Two concerns capitalized the situation; the

other one failed to do so. There are at least two les-

sons in the recent celebration of Prosperity Week. One
follows directly from the example given. No amount of

broad co-operative effort will result in individual ad-

vantage unless the individual takes the initiative. In

the second place the celebration has given the industry

as a whole a conception of what it can do. Successful

as was the effort, it fell short of its full measure of

accomplishment in so far as there were varying degrees
of individual enterprise in carrying out the plan. With
this proof of the good that can be done as an example,
there should be a greater opportunity for a future cam-
paign. With one success of record and establishing

the necessary proof of possibilities, the next campaign,
by concentrating on the more definite guidance of what
the individual can do, should prove even more successful.

Getting More Men to Know Their Costs

A UNIVERSAL knowledge of costs is a most effec-

-**- tive and logical method of price maintenance.
Price-cutting without reason, the kind of price-cutting

that eventually either lowers a community's standard
of quality or puts the unthinking price competitor out
of business, is generally the result of sheer ignorance
of costs. Manufacturers who undersell the average
market, contractors who bid on a set of plans and
charge themselves no salaries, dealers who mark up
their stock on a margin to bring the price below that of

their next-door neighbor, are in business on a false

basis that sooner or later is disastrous to themselves
as well as to the community. These seem self-evident

truths, and yet every week men waste their own money
and the public's because of lack of a general understand-
ing of the elements and totals of their costs. The Har-
vard Bureau of Business Research has done constructive

work in analyzing the costs of doing business in the re-

tail boot and shoe industry and the grocery trade. The
results of these investigations are available for the

price of the pamphlets. Work of this sort has also been
undertaken by private enterprises, notably in the retail

clothing field and among certain associations, including

the electrical contractors. Basic investigations of this

sort may be called an applied engineering method in

business. Cost knowledge will not supplant brain power
in running a business, but it will prevent a business

from going on the rocks and will maintain standards

for quality in a community or an industry which are

for the mutual benefit of the industry and the com-
munity.

E 1

The Cobbler's Barefoot Children

FFICIEXT and scientific illumination is the text of

modern central-station lighting preachments when
present or prospective customers make up the audiences.

Yet to how many companies which through their busi-

ness activity are classed as modern may be applied the

old adage "Put your own house in order first"? How
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man] companies are there that are making dailj lllu

mination tests with portable photometer! for their cm
turners imt Ignore then- own shortcomings? "Insuffl

cientlj lighted, with lighting units injudiciously placed,"

describes the conditions <>t' an astonishingly greal num

ber of engine, turbine, boiler and pump rooms, In spite

of the fad that good lighting is must essential in these

places. Poor Illumination does nol bring the besl re

suits Prom men working eight, ten and oftentimes

twelve hours a day. This in turn is reflected In the

economy and efficiency of the whole plant. Of the large

sums of money spent annually in differenl ways in an

efforl to raise the operating efficiency of the station, a

greater return cannol i>e shown for any single method

than for improved station lighting. For instance, the

use of a tungsten lamp and shade properly placed at

gages and water columns, where the rays are most use-

ful, points at once to an improvement whose value it is

hard to estimate but whose benefit is apparent. Fur-

ther, a little attention in maintaining the efficiency of

lighting units by cleaning off dust and grease goes a

long way in this direction. These suggestions have

been made many times before; yet the uncorrected con-

ditions still exist and still justify calling attention to

them. The efficiency of men and the economy of plant

are not the only points involved. The remedy will be

reflected in advertising the company's policy to practice

what it preaches, which is certain to be propagated by

the employees directly benefited.

Commission Membership

ONE more example of the difficulties in obtaining

public service commissions whose members shall

be guided solely by the public welfare in making their

decisions has just passed in review in the First District

of New York. An "investigation" has culminated in

the removal of Chairman McCall and the appointment

of Oscar S. Straus. Regulative legislation was launched

in 1907 with high hopes by Governor Hughes. The bi-

partisan first commission consisted of three Republi-

cans and two Democrats. When Governor Whitman

took office last year he found all the members Demo-

crats. Then the "investigation" was started which has

now culminated in the removal of Chairman McCall for

his alleged ownership of stock in a company under his

jurisdiction. Whether or not this stock was actually

transferred by Mr. McCall to his wife, the certificate

was still too close to the presiding officer of the commis-

sion to meet that compliance with the spirit of the law

which is expected from a leading official. Admirable as

is the selection of Mr. Straus from the viewpoint of his

high standards in public office, he brings to his new

work no detail knowledge of the questions involved, and

to that extent he cannot judge at the start of the weight

of various elements in the problems. His selection,

despite its general fitness, brings up the perennial ques-

tion of what should be the qualifications of members

of commissions. An ideal three-member commission, one

student of conditions thinks, should be selected by this

recipe: one engineer, one business man and one lawyer.

Hut what is an engineer, Whal Is a business man, and

what Is a law\er'.' For commission purposes it would

seem that the engineer is a man with a technical knowl

edge "I the tacts and a real determination to gel at

them, that the business man is the individual who COH

aiders facts from the standpoint of their re nit In prac

tice, ami that the lawyer visualizes and knOWS how to

put public machinery into action. Such a commission,

if composed of able men, would certainly assure a well

balanced consideration of jMvat problems, and if it were

well supported by an efficient stair it should render fine

service in the fair settlement of public utility issue

Mobilizing Electrical Men for Defense

IN the efforts now being made for some measure of

military preparedness in case of need the electrical

industries can well afford to co-operate. Mr. Edison

has recently remarked that the next war will be one

of machines. He might have added, of technical re-

sources as well. There is a splendid opportunity for

electrical men the country over to make plans for pre-

paredness within their own especial fields of usefulness.

Consider the matter of communication, for instance.

Why should it not be possible to organize inside the big

telephone and telegraph companies of the country bodies

of volunteers who would familiarize themselves thor-

oughly with field telephony and telegraphy worked out

in full co-ordination with the other military forces?

With encouragement and a little special training a body

of experts could be got together sufficient to meet the

needs of any military operations that the United States

would ever be called on to undertake for defense. Our

country is so big and the extent of coast to be watched

so great that the utmost facilities for communication

become of peculiarly great importance.

In particular, wireless work in the field would play a

great part in case of hostilities, and the force to take

charge of this branch of the service on a large scale

could be easily developed. Again, a searchlight service

with well-trained operators is important for coast de-

fense, and if the government will provide the necessary

material a searchlight division composed chiefly of cen-

tral-station men and employees from electrical manufac-

turing companies could be organized and brought to a

high state of efficiency with a relatively small expendi-

ture of time and money. Another body of electrically

trained men is necessary for harbor-mining service

since it is evident that mine laying is going to play a

very important part in coast defense. It is a simple

matter to draw on the technically trained men now in

the electrical business for very efficient assistance, as

was well shown during the Spanish war. The impor-

tance of these and other tasks requiring special skill is

obvious to the military authorities and hearty co-opera-

tion is to be expected from them in any volunteer move-

ments of this sort. To effect the voluntary mobiliza-

tion of the talent which is actually at hand iri the elec-

trical industries is the first problem to be solved, and
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efforts in this direction should be promptly made to back

up the preparations made along more familiar military

lines. One need not be a militarist to appreciate the

value of being ready in case of trouble.

Rules for Employees

CENTRAL stations are now taking steps to develop

codes of service which shall give to each employee

a knowledge of company policies. In living up to in-

structions of this character the central-station man

builds the reputation of his company and of himself in

the community. The opportunity for applying these

principles specially is almost unlimited, and in these

days of striving after high business ideals, of putting

personality into the interesting and important work of

fitting a highly technical service to the needs of grow-

ing communities, the formulation of such codes is

both helpful and stimulating. If a company seeking

to put such a code into practice lets the public know

that such principles are what it stands for, by posting

them in its offices and by permitting them to circulate

outside the sales department, and above all by trying

to square its acts with these aims, its management need

worry very little about adverse public opinion, munici-

pal ownership, or any other unwelcome handicap to

its largest usefulness and enduring success in the

community.

Preventing Building Vibration

VIBRATIONS transmitted to buildings from moving

machinery are probably more disagreeable than

dangerous in most cases. Outside of congested business

districts ordinary vibrations receive little attention, but

in the designing of machinery and foundations for sub-

stations under metropolitan conditions the elimination

of even slight vibrations is an insurance against possi-

ble future difficulties with abutting property owners.

On another page is presented an analysis of vibrations

in a turbo-generator, showing the nature of these vibra-

tions as recorded on the floors of adjacent buildings. It

should be pointed out that the experiments show that

vibration is caused by traffic in the street as well as by

the machinery, so that the elimination of vibration gen-

erally means a survey of conditions outside as well as

inside the structure.

Consideration of these particular experiments re-

calls others made in textile mills and in investigations

of the balancing of high-speed rotating members. Some

years ago a large machinery company conducted some

classic experiments into the relations between static

balance and rotating balance. It was found that a ro-

tating member which was balanced perfectly on knife

edges when at rest would not necessarily remain bal-

anced when rotating at high speeds. Similarly- investi-

gations into textile-mill vibrations indicate that it is

possible to dampen vibration produced by reciprocating

parts by finding the "wave-lengths" of such vibrations

and by changing these wave-lengths by weighting mem-
bers of the building structure so as to throw them "out

of step." The problem is one of refinement in design

and construction to meet special conditions. The fact

that corrective measures have been taken by the engi-

neers of both manufacturers and central stations i-

simply another example of the great variety of condi-

tions which are taken into consideration in the engi-

neering design room.

Possibilities for Industrial Heating Increase

THE announcement about a year ago that a Middle

Western central station had contracted to supply

an automobile factory with power aggregating 6000 kw.

for heating japanning ovens caused a perceptible stir.

Now comes another announcement that the baking of

sand cores for foundry work can perhaps be done better

electrically than in any other manner. Conservative

members of the Industrial Electric Heating Association

will not say positively that the electric way of baking

sand cores is the best way, but research experiments

which have been and are being conducted by some of

the members seem to indicate that many owners of core-

baking ovens will soon be customers of central stations.

It is unlikely that on the basis of fuel cost alone

electricity will be able to supplant gas or oil in core-

baking ovens. Experience has, however, shown that

two-thirds of gas-baked cores are imperfect. It often

happens that a large part of each ovenful is overdone

while an equally large part is underdone. The remainder

may be considered satisfactorily baked cores. The
good cores are good because they were properly baked.

Electric heat, lending itself so easily to perfect control,

will, therefore, it is thought, produce ovenfuls of cores

which are 100 per cent good, and thus on the whole

reduce the cost of core-making. Final and conclusive

data on the subject are not yet available, but the possi-

bilities of the load merit the prompt co-operation of

engineering departments of central stations and manu-
facturers.

I
N this, the third issue of the month, Editorial Announcement with success. The following issue,

appear articles bearing on engi- niiiiiiiiiiinii i"« niuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiii nun minimi i that of Jan. 1, which appears at a
neering and scientific advance. Last week the num-

ber was largely given over to subjects of operating

practice. Next week, the fourth issue of the month,
will be the regular commercial number, with a leading

article on the easy-payment plan of selling domestic

electrical appliances, incorporating the experience of a

prominent manufacturer who has employed this method

time when the industry is planning the work of the
year ahead, will present an important group of review
articles, including interviews with the presidents of
the leading electrical bodies looking ahead for the
future, and reviews of the various engineering branches
of the industry, of relations with the public, and of
commerce and trade.
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Snow, Ice and Wind Carry Down Poles and Many Overhead Wires in Vicinity of New York City

Beginning Monday evening of this week, a severe snow and
sleet storm broke upon the North Atlantic seaboard States, coating
overhead lines of all kinds with icy envelopes and carrying the
lighter conductors to the ground. In many cases the sleet and
congealed snow about the wires reached diameters of 2 in. to 5 in.,
and hundreds of telephone and telegraph wires went down as
wires broke and poles snapped under the heavy burden and high
wind. Overhead trolley systems were rendered inoperative for a
time, but little actual damage was done to electric-light systems
and transmission lines. The severity of the storm appeared to
center about New York City. Fast trains from all directions were

hours late from battling with the snowdrifts. The underground
telephone and telegraph lines from New York to the principal
Eastern cities proved their value in maintaining communication
while all other lines were out of service. The total damage
wrought by this week's storm to the overhead lines of the railroad,
telephone and telegraph companies has been estimated at $500,000.
The accompanying pictures were taken by George B. Cornell, su-
perintendent of the Yonkers (N. Y. ) Electric Light & Power Com-
pany, and illustrate storm conditions in Westchester County and
the Hudson Valley, although the lines of the Yonkers lighting
company suffered little injury.

A Chronicle of Events
of the Industry and
of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

STEEL BARRED IN ELECTRICAL FITTINGS
Conference of Manufacturers and Underwriters Prohibits Its

Use for Current-Carrying Parts in Electrical

Fittings and Supplies

At a conference held in the Hotel Biltmore, New York,
Wednesday morning between the Underwriters' Labo-
ratories and about fifty manufacturers of electrical

supplies, fittings, etc., it was decided to restrict rigidly

the use of plain or coated steel for electrical purposes.

So many requests had been received by the Under-
writers' Laboratories for permission to use steel or

brass-coated iron as a substitute for copper or brass

in certain electrical fittings that the Underwriters de-

termined on the conference in order to obtain the sense

•of electrical manufacturers on the subject. After a
thorough airing of all the reasons for the use of iron

and steel, it was unanimously decided "that for wiring
supplies steel or iron, plain or plated, shall not be used
for current-carrying parts or for movable binding
•screws or for binding screws and nuts where cable lugs

are not used."

It was also unanimously decided that for panelboards,

switchboards and knife switches "steel or iron, plain or

plated, shall not be used for current-carrying parts or

for movable wire binding screws or for wire binding
screws and nuts where cable lugs are not used. Hinge
bolts, spring washers and nuts of knife switches are

considered as not being current-carrying parts."

C. Eidlitz reported that at a meeting on Tuesday of

the switchboard and panelboard section of the Associ-

ated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies that section

went on record as being opposed to the use of any sheet

iron or steel, in any form, for current-carrying parts.

H. Sargent reported that the socket section of the As-
sociated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies also was
opposed to the use of steel in wiring supplies. Frank
Watts of the snap-switch section of the Associated Man-
ufacturers of Electrical Supplies reported that that sec-

tion also voted to oppose the use of steel in electrical

snap switches where it was relied on for carrying

current.

The discussion brought out the fact that there are

many cases where steel is essential for mechanical
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strength, notably in clamping busbar strips together and

in fastening copper parts to bases. Here the function

of the steel is not that of an electrical conductor. It

was shown that in certain types of switches where one

brass screw is relied on to carry the current and an-

other screw used for fastening the part to the base the

other screw might preferably be of steel for purely me-
chanical reasons. However, it was considered danger-

ous to countenance the presence of steel in any shape

or condition in electrical wiring supplies, owing to the

universal use of these in parts of the country where the

steel might be subject to rapid corrosion, as, for in-

stance, along the seacoast.

Richard Sachse, chief engineer for the railroad commis-
sion, announced finding the value of the physical plant

which the city wishes to buy to be 18,830,000. He
estimated that the city could duplicate this new for

$4,800,000.

LOS ANGELES CONDEMNATION HEARING
Southern California Edison Company's Case Must Be Finally

Passed on by Courts, Says Railroad Commission

As a result of the preliminary hearing in the case

of the city of Los Angeles versus the Southern Cali-

fornia Edison Company, a report of which was pub-

lished in the Electrical World for Dec. 4, the Cali-

fornia Railroad Commission ruled as follows

:

"It is not the function of this commission to deter-

mine whether the city can by condemnation take a part

of a franchise held or exercised by the company and leave

the remainder of the franchise in effect, but under the

law it is the duty of the commission to fix just compen-
sation for a part of a public-utility property for which
valuation is asked by a city, and the commission may
thus be called upon to fix the compensation for part of

the franchise, any controversy as to the legal rights of

the city to make such separation to be settled by the

courts."

Thus after the railroad commission has rendered

its decision there will still be the question whether
a city under its powers of eminent domain can condemn
a part of the physical properties of a public utility

company and at the same time take over the part of the

franchises of that company necessary for the operation

of the physical property condemned, or whether the

city must take all of the franchises, paying a just val-

uation on the entire public privileges owned by the

company.
With this understanding and after the city had filed

an amendment to its original application indicating

specifically just what franchise rights were desired,

the hearing was resumed on Dec. 13 and is expected to

continue through several weeks.

Upon the re-opening of the case H. H. Trowbridge,
general counsel for the Southern California Edison
Company, outlined in general terms the items for which
just compensation totaling $22,850,000 would be claimed.

These included:

Severance damage $11,000,000

Value of the business 4,500,000

Value of physical property 4,500,000

Cost of selling bonds and securities 350,000

Cost of rebuilding transmission lines around Los Angeles 1,500,000

Substation No. 3 1,000,000

Forty-five per cent of the company's gross and net

revenues, Mr. Trowbridge said, would be shown to come
from business within Los Angeles.

The greater part of the first three days of the hearing

was devoted to the testimony of R. H. Ballard, secre-

tary and assistant general manager, and B. F. Pearson,

superintendent, who reviewed the company's history,

gave the reasons for each step in its development, and
explained in detail the effect on the company's business

if part or all the Los Angeles load were lost.

In a voluminous report made public at the hearing

Jovian Order Plans to Increase Membership and

Efficiency of Organization

Plans are now being laid by the present administra-

tion of the Jovian Order to increase the membership
and efficiency of the organization in the local communi-
ties, according to a statement made to the Electrical
World by Ell C. Bennett, Mercury of the national body.

At present there are seventy local leagues, and there is

a possibility of increasing this number to 135 or 150.

There will be an intensified campaign to increase the

membership, both by enlarging the present leagues and
by establishing a league in every community that is of

sufficient size to warrant the undertaking. Efforts will

be made to bring to life the few leagues that have,

through lack of interest, gone out of existence.

The administration believes that the greatest value

of the order lies in its commercial benefits to the local

communities. To this end it is planned to charter the

local leagues under a standardized set of by-laws and
to point out the way for the activities of the leagues

to take on a constructive nature. These by-laws, while

they will be of a rigid nature, will, however, admit of

whatever flexibility is necessary to comply with local

conditions.

Up to the present time, beginning with October, more
members have been admitted to the Jovian Order than
in any other period of the same length in the history of

the organization.

Electrified Railroad Equipment Proves Successful

Under Test

The first actual tests of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railroad Company's new electrified mountain
divisions have just been made by officials and directors

of the system, who toured the completed sections of

the 440-mile electrified district in three special cars

drawn by one of the new 260-ton, 3000-volt electric

locomotives. The officials who accompanied the test

"special" included A. J. Earling, president of the St.

Paul; H. B. Earling, vice-president; H. R. Williams,

vice-president; C. A. Goodnow, assistant to the presi-

dent; Percy Rockefeller, John D. Ryan of the Montana
Power Company, A. J. Pettit of Milwaukee, Charles W.
Harkness and Dolad Geddes of New York, all members
of the directorate, and A. H. Armstrong of the General

Electric Company, with other officials of that corpora-

tion. After making passenger-train tests, running at

all speeds up to 70 miles an hour, the officials witnessed

tonnage tests, in which locomotives used on passenger

trains, equipped for heavy hauling instead of speed,

pulled 2500 tons at a uniform speed of 16 miles an hour.

At the conclusion of the tests President Earling and the

other officials expressed gratification over their complete
success. It is expected that the all-steel transconti-

nental trains of this company will be operated elec-

trically over the continental divide shortly after the first

of the year. While the cost of the work has been

$20,000,000, the saving in fuel, in increased hauling

capacity, in maintenance of speed schedules and in me-
chanical upkeep will be so large that a return of 20
per cent a year on the investment is anticipated. The
regenerative braking device in the equipment of the

electric locomotives proved under the tests to be com-
pletely successful.
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DENVER'S GODDESS "ELECTRA" CROWNED
A I I UK OPENING OF THE ELECTRICAL
SHOW SEEN ON THE LEFT

A PORTION OF THE 125 EXHIBITS DISPLAYED
AT THE CINCINNATI ELECTRICAL SHOW
DURING PROSPERITY WEEK

RESULTS ATTAINED IN PROSPERITY WEEK
Additional Returns from the Six-Day Business and Adver-

tising Campaign Confirm Earlier Reports of Success

With the lapse of two weeks since the close of Elec-

trical Prosperity Week, which was from Nov. 29 to Dec.

4, the electrical interests have had sufficient time to

survey the results of the campaign from all angles.

The great majority of those interviewed by representa-

tives of the Electrical World feel that the campaign
was most successful, not only in its immediate results

of new business but in educating the public.

There were reported last week in these columns some
of the returns received by the Electrical World.
While space will not permit a review of all the celebra-

tions, which were held in every corner of the country,

the following paragraphs will indicate the almost uni-

versal success attained.

Sales Movement Aroused in New England

Electrical Prosperity Week swept through New Eng-
land on a rising tide of popular interest which crowded
many central-station offices with inquiring purchasers

of appliances, increased the number of visitors to the

establishments of fixture dealers, household-device re-

tailers and wiring contractors, and aroused a sales

movement certain in the opinion of most managers to

last through the holiday season. At Boston the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company had one of the busiest

weeks ever known, and evidence of sustained buying is

already coming in to the appliance department. At
Providence, R. I., an electric show fostered by the Nar-
ragansett Electric Lighting Company and local dealers

and contractors was attended by 15,000 people, although
the exhibition was open only in the evening and was
about 3 miles from the center of the city. During the

week the sales of the electric shop run by this company
totaled $1,000, and the staff has been too busy as yet

with continuing business to figure detailed results. At
Portland, Me., the Cumberland County Power & Light
Company carried a remarkably attractive and complete
exhibition of appliances and lighting devices in the

waiting room of the street-railway department at Monu-
ment Square. Leading electrical contractors of Spring-

field, Mass., report decided increases in sales and
house-wiring developments. Intensive sales of appli-

ances were featured successfully at the Worcester
Electric Light Company's headquarters. The Stone &
Webster Company at Lowell, Mass., felt the stimulus of

the week in its business, owing in part to vigorous

preliminary campaigning, and the Pittsfield (Mass.)

Electric Company and local electrical concerns took

active parts in the week's proceedings. These and many
other electrical interests hold that the national char-

acter of the week's work produced results difficult in

many cases to trace directly but certain to popularize

electricity to a greater degree than ever.

October and November sales of electric heating ap-

pliances, says A. M. Stuart, president of the Stuart-

Howland Company of Boston, were over three times the

sales of the similar period of last year, with December
sales holding equally well. With the cumulative effect

of extensive and wise publicity and with popularization

of appliances through successful use, he anticipates 1916

as the best heating-appliance year in the history of the

industry.

ONE OF THE EXHIBITS AT THE ATLANTA
SHOW

THE ELECTRICAL PARADE WAS THE BIGGEST EVENT OF THE WEEK AT
ASHEVILLE, N. C.

.
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JOVIAN EMBLEM AT ENTRANCE TO DENVER SHOW "ELECTRA" HELD COURT AT SAN FRANCISCO BALL

Electrical devices for the farm, home and factory were exhibited The electrical interests joined with the Exposition offl< ials to
to interested crowds of spectators. make the prosperity ball a success.

A LOS ANGELES MERCHANT'S DISPLAY A TYPICAL PROSPERITY-WEEK WINDOW IN SAN FRANCISCO

On the Pacific Coast department stores, hardware stores and other merchants, as well as the electrical sales interests, made good use
of their windows to attract electrical trade and stimulate Christmas purchases of electrical appliances.

PROMINENT ADVERTISEMENTS IN GALVESTON A DISPLAY AT THE SEATTLE SHOW
Much was done during the week in the Southeast to educate the The crow. Is at the show were so great that it was difficult to

public to the use of electricity. handle them.
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Judged purely from the standpoint of commercial re-

sults, the celebration of Electrical Prosperity Week In

Louisville, K\.. was a success. Dealers t"<>i\ orders for
a large amounl of electrical goods at tin- show, con
tractors booked man] contracts tor house-wiring and
other jobs, and electric-vehicle dealers sold cars for

Immediate delivery t<> buyers who were Interested at

the exhibition. The Louisville Gas ..v Electric Company
found Too prospective customers who were interested

in having their houses wired.
An electrical show and a parade marked Electrical

Prosperity Week in Galveston, Tex. The total expenses

for tlu> week were less than $100. A 10 per cent dis-

count on appliances was given during the week and,

according to Robert A. Wood, manager of the new-
business department of the Brush Electric Company,
"the sales were enormous."

Denver's Sales Increase 2."> Per Cent

Prosperity Week in Denver was preceded by a masked
ball on Saturday evening, Nov. 27, which was one of

the biggest affairs of its kind ever held in Denver. The
electric show proper opened on Tuesday, Nov. 30, when
"Electra" was crowned "Queen of Electricity and Pros-
perity" for the week. Electrical devices for the home,
the farm and the factory were shown. Exhibits of

Colorado home industries were housed in attractive

booths. Co-operation was given to the electrical men
by the Denver Manufacturers' Association, the depart-
ment-store merchants, business men of all lines, profes-
sional men, women's organizations, civic bodies, and
even the teachers and pupils of public schools. To
preface the week, the Denver Gas & Electric Light
Company opened a unique publicity campaign. Instead
of telling of the progress of the company itself, the
publicity campaign was directed toward telling in the
newspapers the story of the industrial and economical
progress of every industry of any importance in the
State. By Dec. 7 the Christmas sales of the lighting
company were 25 per cent ahead of the holiday season
of last year.

Asheville Citizens See Electricity Made
The electrical parade which proved to be the biggest

event of the week at Asheville, N. C, was led by "Elec-
tra" seated on a dais constructed on a powerful motor
car which was decorated in white and outlined with
miniature electric lamps. A novelty which attracted
much attention was the first train of three floats en-

tered by the Asheville Power & Light Company, con-
sisting of a complete working electric plant of 4-kw.
rating, mounted on a 1-ton electric truck which trailed

the two additional floats representing "the dining-room
electrical" and "the kitchen electrical." Energy for
lamps and cooking devices was supplied by the plant in

full operation during the parade. "The support and
friendly spirit shown by the public and the local press
lead us to believe," says J. C. Donald, general superin-
tendent of the Asheville Power & Light Company, "that
our time and money were well spent and that Electrical

Prosperity Week has done much to unify, in the minds
of the public, the electrical interests and the interests

of the city at large."

Los Angeles Merchants Pleased with Results

Merchants in different lines in Los Angeles, accord-

ing to interviews had with an Electrical World repre-

sentative, believe that Electrical Prosperity Week had
both an immediate and a future value. R. R. Thomas,
president of the Electric Equipment Company, stated

that the week "put money in his pocket." The cam-
paign, in his opinion, was particularly beneficial to

dealers in household appliances.

"Oui- own internal awakening was the he t thing

Electrical Prosperity Week did lor us," said the sales

manager of the Parmelee-Dohrmen Company, dealer

in china, glassware and household goods. This firm

featured electrical goods for tin- holiday season. A. A.

Schneider, merchandise manager of the -i. w. Robinson
Company, dealing in dry goods ami elling a line of

electric lamps, believes that the campaign was benefl

rial from the standpoint of influencing future Bales.

.1. II. I'ieper of the Southern California Kdison Company
considers that the amount, of publicity obtained and
the amount of sales-promot ion work done are of far

reaching importance. Business, he feds, will result

from it in the future. E. C. Ebert, vice-president of

the Bacion Light Company, said: "Our Electrical Pros-

perity Week advertising and window features created

more talk and interest than any other display we have
made." P. H. Booth, second vice-president and sales

manager of the Hotpoint Electric Heating Company,
said: "We never expected the amount of publicity we
got. It has aroused to advertising and selling activity

dealers who had not experimented in these lines before.

I think Electrical Prosperity Week 'made good.'

"

Barker Brothers, large dealers in furniture and house-

hold goods, stocked about four times the volume of

heating devices which they ordinarily carry for a week,

and at the end of Electrical Prosperity Week they had
sold out their stock in three different articles.

As a part of the celebration of Electrical Prosperity

Week, the electrical interests of Ogden, Utah, held an
electric show. Several of the manufacturers of food

products in Ogden co-operated with the electrical men,
as they realized that it was an excellent opportunity to

"tie up" the quality of their products with the feature

of electricity in their preparation. There was an at-

tendance at the show of between 8000 and 10,000 people.

Pittsburgh Has Monster Parade

The electrical parade in Pittsburgh was the largest

of the kind ever held in that city. There were approxi-

mately 3000 men in line, and in addition forty floats,

of which number the Duquesne Light Company fur-

nished fourteen, winning first prize, the second prize

being awarded the float entered by the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company. Every electrical

contractor, jobber, manufacturer and central station

was in line. Upon their return from the parade the

Jovians gave an electrical cabaret entertainment and
dance in the English room of the Fort Pitt Hotel.

Practically every department store was represented

in the parade by decorated electric and gasoline

trucks. All were illuminated by electricity. A spe-

cial section was reserved for electric pleasure ve-

hicles driven by their owners. Beautifully decorated

trucks were also placed in line by the electrical jobbing

houses, and one of the telegraph companies harnessed
fifty of its messenger boys to a float which represented

the telegraph industry.

Another activity of Electrical Prosperity Week which
proved to be quite popular was the furnishing of speak-

ers on electrical subjects for each of the clubs which
hold weekly luncheons in Pittsburgh, namely, the Hun-
gry Club, Chamber of Commerce, Rotary Club, Credit

Men, Jovians, Commercial Club, Fellows' Club, and
the real-estate men.

Prizes were offered high-school students for the best

essays on the uses of electricity and considerable inter-

est was aroused in this manner.

The Week in Missouri

In Kansas City hardware merchants and department
stores took advantage of the widespread publicity given

to the movement to sell electrical appliances at reduced

prices.
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A broad co-operation in the campaign was given in

St. Joseph by the local business men.
Prizes were given in Joplin for window displays.

The Young Men's Business Club of Springfield ar-

ranged in that city a contest for prizes for window
displays.

Electrical Christmas for Indiana

The Indianapolis Society for Electrical Development
announced that a total of 33,152 persons visited the
local exposition during the week. Besides there were
the added features of electrical displays in almost
every down-town display window.
The men in direct charge of the big electrical display

say that an unprecedented demand for electrical de-

vices as Christmas presents at once developed, not
only in Indianapolis but throughout the State as well.

Many smaller Indiana cities celebrated Electrical Pros-

perity Week. Every phase of activity to which elec-

tricity now has been applied was shown in the exhibits

throughout the State, and the stimulus not only to the
business of electricity-producing concerns but to the
electrical device dealers as well was direct and satis-

fying. Everybody in Indianapolis is prophesying that

Indianapolis and Indiana this year will have the great-

est "electrical Christmas" in their history.

In Other States

All dealers in Chattanooga, Tenn., devoted their at-

tention to increasing retail sales, and all report quite a

favorable business during the week. The sales of the

Chattanooga Railway & Light Company in heating de-

vices and lamps exceeded sales for the previous week
by 15 per cent.

Electrical Prosperity Week in Dayton, Ohio, proved
to be a very interesting and beneficial week, and it is

thought by the electrical interests that it will be the

means of both increasing the season's sale of appliances

and securing many new customers for the lighting com-
pany. Electrical dealers throughout the week featured

"Prosperity Week bargains," and they report very

satisfactory sales.

A statement from the Tacoma (Wash.) division of

the Puget Sound Traction, Light & Power Company
says: "We believe that Electrical Prosperity Week has

aided greatly the electrical industries."

The electrical interests in Seattle, Wash., feel that

the electrical exhibit given there should have been many
times larger. Plans are already being laid to repeat the

exhibit next year, but on a larger scale.

During Electrical Prosperity Week in Nashville,

Tenn., the Nashville Railway & Light Company made a

proposition that it would accept house-wiring contracts

on a cost basis, while the dealers in the city put special

discounts on nearly everything in the market. A large

number of new house-wiring contracts were signed, and
public interest in the special observance was general.

Electrical Prosperity Week received unusual attention

in Reading, Pa. An electrical show was held in the

Hotel Berkshire, and all the available space was sold.

It is said that every electrical merchant and dealer in

Reading was represented in the show in some way.

The feature of the week's celebration was the public-

interest campaign of the Metropolitan Electric Com-
pany. A decorated electric street car daily made trips

from the show to the company's power plant without

charge to passengers. A keen interest was shown by

the visitors to the lighting plant.

About 150 electric and gasoline vehicles participated

in the automobile pageant which was the feature of the

Washington celebration. Besides the local industries,

the federal government displayed much interest by en-

tering many floats. The naval gun factory display com-

prised ten floats, with everything from a rapid-fire

battery fully manned for action up to a L5-in. gun.

Sailors in their uniforms accompanied the floats. The
Bureau of Engraving and Printing float was equipped

with dies from the big plant over by Potomac Park.

It showed Uncle Sam producing banknote-. The Govern-

ment Printing Office also had a good display, a print-

ing press being in operation, with men and women turn-

ing out printed matter, in view of the spectatoi

The Erie (Pa.) Lighting Company made the week

an opportunity to start its Christmas campaign. Each
of the six days a special sale on some one electrical

device was held at reduced prices.

The Newark office of the Public Service Corpora-

tion of New Jersey sold out completely its stock of

electrical appliances before the end of the week.

The appliance sales and isolated-plant equipment at

the Norfolk (Va.) Electrical Prosperity Week show and

at the dealers' stores during the week were larger than

ELECTRICAL KITCHEN IN BOSTON EDISON WINDOW

in any other week in the history of the city, according

to E. R. Sutherland, manager of the commercial depart-

ment of the Virginia Railway & Power Company.

In most of the smaller Kentucky cities the electrical

contractors, central-station companies, supply houses

and dealers paid special recognition to Electrical Pros-

perity Week. Practically all of the dealers and others

staged demonstrations of one kind or another in their

places of business, and paid publicity as well as gen-

eral publicity was the rule everywhere. The Danville

Light, Power & Traction Company offered 60-watt

tungsten lamps to consumers who called at the head-

quarters of the company, not more than ten to a con-

sumer, at 20 cents each for cash. On all the appli-

ances handled by the company a 10 per cent discount

was given during the week. The Lambert-Grisham

Hardware Company, Henderson, attracted hundreds to

its special store demonstration by means of a contest

every night in the week, the award in which was an

electric iron.

The domestic-science department of the Tulsa (Okla.)

high school gave daily demonstrations to large crowds

at Tulsa's electrical show.

At Wilmington. Del., the Wilmington & Philadelphia

Traction Company demonstrated each day some spe-

cialty and offered it for sale at remarkably low prices.

A demonstration of an electric toaster was held Sat-

urday, and the device was offered for sale on Monday.

On Monday tin' electric iron was exhibited and offered

at attractive price, and so on throughout the week.

The showroom of the company and its windows were

attractively decorated for the occasion.

Reports from Xew Castle, Pa., indicate that the

Electrical Prosperity Week celebration in that city

was a great success. The electrical show was well

attended.
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PIG. 1 VIBRATIONS OF A POWER-STATION FLOOR RESULT-

ING FROM OPERATION OF A STEAM TURBINE

i Vertical vibrations as turbine was started. H. Vertical vi-
lli. u ions due to turbo-generator and motor-exciter running under
load. ('. Vertical vibrations due to delivery wagon passing power
station. /). Longitudinal vibrations due to turbo-generator. /*:.

Transverse vitiations LTi ft. from turbo-generator. F. Vibrations
of boiler-room Boor due to operation of turbo-generator.
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FIG. 2—VIBRATIONS AT FIRST CRITICAL TURBINE SPEED OF

1100 R.P.M. WHILE MACHINE WAS SLOWING DOWN AND
SPEEDING UP

A. Vertical vibrations at first critical speed with turbine slow-
ing down. B. Transverse vibrations at 1100 r.p.m. with turbine
coming up to speed. C. Longitudinal vibrations at 1100 r.,p.m. with
turbine slowing down.
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FIG. 3—VIBRATIONS ON STATION FLOOR PRODUCED BY THE
STEAM EXCITER WHILE STARTING AND WHILE RUNNING

A. Natural transverse vibrations of building with no machinery
moving. B. Transverse vibrations twenty seconds later than A
with exciter running. C. Longitudinal vibrations just as steam
exciter was started. D. Transverse lurch of whole building as ex-
citer was started.

Graphic Analysis <!

Investigations with Three-Componenl Vibration Recorv

and Necessity of Mounting Turbo-(.enerati

By I'kok. Ki.mi.k !•;. Ha,

THE vibrations reported in this investigation are
those resulting from the operation of a looo-kw.
steam turbo-generator of the horizontal type at

S600 r.p.m. The turbo-generator was mounted on a steel

frame above the boilers and condenser, with the boiler

floor lo ft. below the street, the condenser floor 5 ft.

above, and the turbo-generator floor 16 ft. above the
street level. The steel frame was connected directly to

the reinforced-concrete walls of the building and was de-

signed to carry three large generators. Thus far, how-
ever, only one has been installed. The building housing
the generator has a ground area 48 ft. by 80 ft., with
buildings on either side.

The investigation was made with the aid of a three-

component portable vibration recorder, patterned after

the conical pendulum seismograph. Two instruments
were used, one being the same used in previously de-

scribed investigations,
1 and the other similar to, but of

better construction than, the earlier instrument. The
two horizontal components and the vertical component
are recorded simultaneously on a rotating drum. The
records shown in the accompanying illustrations are
made on glazed paper, lightly coated with kerosene
smoke, and when made are rendered permanent by dip-

ping in an alcoholic solution of white shellac. The
magnification may be varied from 8 to 100, and the

drum rotated at any speed up to 2 r.p.m. The magnifi-

cation used, therefore, is not the same on all records,

and the drum is not always driven at the same speed.

These facts should be taken into account in comparing
the illustrations.

Vibrations Within the Power Station

The magnitude of the vibrations on the turbine floor

varies greatly with the position chosen, being greatest,

of course, near the turbine and directly over the lateral

beams supporting the turbo-generator. The vibrations

for this particular machine were greater at the turbine

end than at the generator end. The machine had been

lined up only a short time before the records were made
and was in excellent balance. A few feet from the

middle of the turbo-generator the double amplitude as

recorded was about 1 mm., but owing to the rapidity of

the vibrations the recording needle was off the paper

much of the time. Near the generator the vibrations

were too large and rapid to be satisfactorily recorded

with the instruments used. Choosing positions from 25

ft. to 35 ft. from the turbine, and at one side of the

supporting beams, satisfactory records were obtained

on the turbine floor.

The vertical vibrations as the turbine was started are

shown in Fig. 1-A. These vibrations became relatively

large, having a double amplitude of 0.06 mm., as the

turbine reached a frequency of 12 to 13 per second, this

being the natural frequency of the suspended floor. Fig.

1-B shows the vertical vibrations due to the turbo-gen-

erator and the motor-exciter regularly running under

normal load. There are two frequencies present, the

slower one of 12.4 complete vibrations per second (the

natural or free frequency of the floor), the faster one

of 59 + vibrations per second. This faster vibration

is evidently in synchronism with the turbo-generator,

Electrical World, Vol. 60, p. 200, July 27, 1912 ;
Engineering

News, Vol. 68, p. 198, Aug. 1, 1912.
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each vibration corresponding to one rotation of the

turbine. The double amplitudes of these vibrations are

0.04 mm. and 0.008 mm. respectively. Twenty feet fur-

ther away, and nearer the wall, these vibrations have

decreased to 0.01 mm. and 0.003 mm. respectively. It

may be interesting to compare these vibrations with

those produced by a delivery wagon on the cobblestone

pavement in the street in front of the power station.

Such a record, the vertical component of which is shown

in Fig. 1-C, was obtained when the turbine was not run-

ning. The frequency is 12 per second and the double

amplitude is 0.03 mm. The horses were on the trot.

The axis of the turbo-generator is at right angles to

the street and parallel to the long dimension of the

building. The horizontal-component vibration parallel

to the axis of the turbine, and hence parallel to the long-

est dimension of the building, will be spoken of as the

longitudinal vibration, while the horizontal component
perpendicular to the axis of the turbine, and hence paral-

lel to the shortest dimension of the building, will be

called the transverse vibration. The longitudinal vibra-

tions are shown in Fig. 1-D. Again two frequencies are

present, that of the slower being 16.7 per second with

a double amplitude of 0.17 mm., the other being of tur-

bine frequency. The transverse vibrations were difficult

to obtain owing to their large amplitude and high fre-

quency. The recorder works satisfactorily with large

amplitudes at low frequency or with small amplitudes

at high frequency, but the recording needles leave the

paper with large amplitudes at high frequency. Fur-

thermore, owing to the larger strains involved, the writ-

ing arms can no longer be regarded as rigid, and hence

the magnification cannot be determined. The double

amplitude, as measured, of the transverse vibrations

5 ft. from the turbo-generator, at the position where
Figs. 1-A to 1-D were obtained, was 0.6 mm. Fig. 1-E

shows the transverse vibrations at a position 20 ft. fur-

ther from the turbine and more to one side. Again a

double vibration was obtained, the sluwer having a

frequency of 13 per second, the same as the vertical at

this position, with a double amplitude of 0.04 mm. The
smaller vibration, superimposed on the larger, had a

frequency of 59 -f- and a double amplitude of 0.01 mm.
It will be noticed from Figs. 1-B, 1-D and 1-E that

the turbo-generator produced two effects as regards vi-

bration—first, a vibration in synchronism with the rota-

tional frequency, and, second, a forced rocking of the

building. The latter vibrations are forced because they

are not in harmony with the natural or free period of

the building. The natural or fundamental frequency

of the building when vibrating transversely was 4 per

second (see Fig. 3-A), while the forced transverse vibra-

tions produced by the turbine had a frequency of 18 per

second. The building was so long in proportion to its

height that the natural frequency lengthwise of the

building could not be determined accurately. It is ap-

proximately 10 per second, while the forced longitudinal

vibrations due to the turbine are 16.7 per second. This

double character of the vibrations will be referred to

later when speaking of the vibrations in the adjacent

office building.

This turbo-generator has three critical speeds, at

about 1100, 2200 and 3300 r.p.m. respectively, the one

at 1100 r.p.m. being the most violent. Fig. 2-A shows

FIC. 1 VIBRATIONS ON FIRST FLOOR OF OFFIl E nriLDING

ADJOINING POWER STATION

i Vibrations near wall "i flrsl flooi • ullding adjoin-
ing 1 1< ,w .-i station. Til.- double ch
frequencj ... Hi. generator and rocking of the st< rap-
porting turblni /; i ongltudlnal vibratH londing to i

FIG . 5—VIBRATIONS ON SECOND FLOOR OF OFFICE BUILDING

ADJOINING POWER STATION

A. Transverse viln.it inns on second floor with no machinery
moving. 11- Transverse vibrations with turbo-generator running
at full speed—note double character of vibrations. C. Longitudi-
nal vibrations as turbine is started. l>. Vibrations due to rocking
of steel frame supporting turbine.

^...^.•.•"V*./-'

FIG . 6—VIBRATIONS ON SECOND FLOOR OF OFFICE BUILD-

ING ADJOINING POWER STATION AS TURBINE PASSED

THROUGH CRITICAL SPEEDS

A Transverse vibrations as turbine passed through second criti-

cal speed 2200 r.p.m. H. Vertical component vibrations as tur-

bine passed through second critical speed C. Vibrations when
t ml. ine passed through third critical speed—3300 r.p.m.—record

taken from same position as .1 and It.

A\\Vy v -;\\V

pIG . 7—VIBRATIONS ON NINTH FLOOR OF OFFICE BUILDING

ADJOINING POWER STATION

.1. Longitudinal vibrations bowing swaying of the building as
a whole /.' Transverse vibrations on ninth floor due to street

traffic. C. Longitudinal vibrations as turbine passed through
first critical speed while slowing down.
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the vertical vibrations al the flr§1 critical speed, the

frequency being L8.6 per second and the double ampli
tude 0.10 mm. This particular figure was obtained ae

the turbine was slowing down. Similar reeults were
obtained aa the turbine came up to speed. The turbine,

however, remains at the critical speed a shorter time
when the twrt>ine is COming up to speed. Tin [acl I

illustrated in Fig. 2 B, whieh showa the transvei e \i

brations at the first critical speed aa the turbine comes
up to speed. The frequency was nearlj 19 per second

and the double amplitude 0.98 mm. Fig. 2-C shows the

longitudinal vibrations al the ftrtt critical speed with

the turbine plowing down. The frequency was I8.f> per
•! and the double amplitude 0.10 mm. It will be

noted that the critical speeds are quite sharply marked
as regards frequency.

The vibrations produced by the steam exciter or by
the motor exciter can be readily measured when either

machine is run by itself. The vibrations are, however,

masked by the larger vibrations of the turbine under
ordinary running conditions. These vibrations are

shown in Fig. .">.

Vibrations in an Adjacent Office Building

On one side of the power station referred to is a nine-

story steel-frame office building, somewhat irregular in

shape, with a ground plan approximately 100 ft. by 160

ft. The walls of the building above the ground level are

separated from those of the power station by from 1 in.

to 2 in. Below ground the wall of the building is in

contact with the adjacent wall and foundation of the

power station. The underlying soil is a fine wet sand.

In the basement of the office building, near the wall

adjoining the power station, vibrations of the frequency
of the turbine are from one-half to two-thirds their

magnitude in the basement of the power station. The
double amplitude of the longitudinal vibrations is 0.0006

mm., of the transverse vibrations is 0.0012 mm., and of

the vertical vibrations is 0.002 mm. The wall next to

the power station is in vibration from bottom to top, the

effect being greatest at the bottom, decreasing to a

minimum at the fifth and sixth floors, and increasing

again (probably because of reflection at the top) at the

eighth and ninth floors. These vibrations consist not

only of the vibrations of a frequency of 60 per second,

but also of the slower vibrations due to the rocking of

the steel frame supporting the turbine. It should be

said, however, that while these vibrations can be felt

in sonje positions, their magnitude is well below the

value where any danger to the structure could possibly

result.

Fig. 4-A is a record made on the first floor near the

wall adjoining the power station, and shows, for the

transverse component, the double character of these

vibrations. The double amplitude of the vibrations of

turbine frequency is 0.0019 mm. Fig. 4-B shows the

corresponding longitudinal vibrations, the double ampli-

tude of the vibrations of turbine frequency being

0.0017.

The transverse vibration on the second floor, with no
machinery running in the power station, is shown in

Fig. 5-A, while Fig. 5-B shows the transverse vibrations

two minutes later with the turbo-generator running at

full speed without load. The double character of the

vibrations is evident. The double amplitude at turbine

frequency (60.2 per second) is 0.0016. Fig. 5-C shows
the longitudinal vibrations as the turbine is turned on,

the double amplitude of the larger vibrations being 0.02

mm. Fig. 5-D illustrates well the vibrations due to the

rocking of the steel frame supporting the turbine. The
record from which this curve was taken was made on

the second floor close to the wall adjoining the power
station. The frequency was 13.2 per second and the

double amplitude 0.022 nun. it will be noticed that this

frequency corre ponds with thai found in the power
stat ion for this component. The drum was not run rapidly

enough in the record from which this curve was taken to

bring out well the vibrations of turbine frequency,

They are, however, discernible on the original record.

The vibrations of turbine frequency, although much
too small to be felt, are detected by the recorder on the

ninth floor m a room about midway between the front

of the building and the wall adjoining the power sta-

tion. Fig. 7-A shows the longitudinal vibrations at this

position. The larger vibrations are due to the waying
of the building as a whole; that is, they show the funda-

mental vibration of the building. The fundamental fre-

quency for the longitudinal component was OK per

minute and for the transverse component 48 per minute.

The maximum double amplitude obtained, with no wind
blowing, the effect being due to street traffic, was 0.05

mm. The smallest vibrations observed in the curve are

due to the turbine, the frequency being 60.2 per second

and the double amplitude 0.001 mm.
For purposes of comparison Fig. 7-B is given, show-

ing the transverse vibrations on the ninth floor pro-

duced by street traffic. The vibration is here a tremor
with a frequency of 16 per second and a double ampli-

tude of 0.019, followed by a swaying of the building as

a whole.

Vibrations produced by the turbine at one of its

critical speeds are noticeable, though they are in some
cases purely forced vibrations of a different frequency

from the speed of the turbine. Fig. 7-C was made on

the ninth floor and was obtained when the turbine was
passing through the first critical speed with the turbine

slowing down. The double amplitude of these longi-

tudinal vibrations is 0.022 mm., but the frequency is

7.2 per second, and not 18.5, corresponding to the tur-

bine. Note the jerky, violent nature of the vibration.

The vibration was not felt, the amplitude being slightly

below the limit of ordinary sensibility for this fre-

quency. The longitudinal vibrations obtained on the

second floor, for both the first and second critical speeds,

were similar to those shown in Fig. 7-C. The frequency

of the forced vibrations was the same, 7.3 per second,

for both critical speeds, although the rotational rate of

the turbine was 1100 r.p.m. for the first and 2200 r.p.m.

for the second critical speed. The double amplitude of

the longitudinal component, on the second floor, for both

critical speeds was 0.033, a magnitude which could just

be felt. The record for the second critical speed is,

however, smoother and less jerky than for the first crit-

ical speed.

Interpretations of Results

The amplitudes of all the vibrations given above are

well within the elastic limits of building materials, and

the accelerations produced are far below the values

recognized by seismologists as necessary to produce

danger to structure. The seismologists are, however,

dealing with larger amplitudes and lower frequencies

than are here represented. The amplitude of the dis-

placement for these minute vibrations is doubtless as

important in determining the elastic limit as is the time

of displacement. Hence the acceleration necessary to

produce danger to a structure for these minute rapid

vibrations would be as great as for the slower but larger

vibrations met with in earthquakes.

The results show the desirability of mounting prime

movers low down and of having the foundation of the

prime mover separate from the walls of the building.

In the type of mounting here investigated not only are

the vibrations increased, but both sides of the suspended

floor serve as a sounding board, and the noise is greater

than it would be if the turbo-generator were on the

ground floor.
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Electrical Work of the Bureau of Standards
By Frederic Nicholas

The Bureau of Standards works in close harmony with the great technical and engineering

societies of the country and with the practical engineers who in many lints of applied science are

doing the work of the ivorld. It studies the problems of chemistry and electricity and opi

varied mechanical plant working out the problems that vex the industrial manager. Its domain is

the scientific world, but it does not enter fields which can i>> covered effectively by pri

laboratories. It is u stimulus to the establishment of industrial research laboratories, and it helps

our industries to be more scientific.—Statement by Secretary Redfield of the Department of Commerce
to the Electrical World.

THE investigations by the Bureau of Standards
into the standards for the service rendered by
public utilities began with the study of gas.

When the research work on the subject was started,

there was no thought of extending it to other utility

services. With the increase in Public Service Commis-
sions, however, and the development of regulative laws

requiring state and municipal rules, the officials of the

bureau began to give more attention to standards of

quality for electric service. Standards of quality are

in some respects the most difficult of all standards to

determine.

Reports of accidents and requests from State com-
missions were some of the considerations which led the

bureau to undertake the study of public utility ques-

tions on the larger scale which is now proposed. The
interest of regulative authorities in the work is illus-

trated by the fact that the initial appropriation for the

consideration of safety rules received the warm per-

sonal support of one congressman, who stated before the

House of Representatives that his action was taken at

the request of his State commission.
In addition to acting as the representative of the

public commissions in exercising its function in this di-

rection, the bureau also consults with the associations

in the industries affected and with representatives of

the public utility companies. Thus it endeavors to make
its work represent both the regulative requirements of

the law and the practical working conditions of the

companies that must render a particular service at a

definite financial cost to critical consumers. The bureau
works under congressional authority, but without stat-

utory authority to enforce its findings. Its aim and pur-

pose is to issue reasonable and practical standards for

all who will observe them voluntarily or adopt them as

standards for a given jurisdiction.

Although there are several distinct divisions of

the work of the Bureau of Standards, the electrical

branch has been the leading one since the organi-

zation was established. The prominent part taken

by the electrical industries when Congress was re-

quested to establish the bureau, and the readiness of

many individual engineers to give cordial indorsement
to the movement, assured a large measure of electrical

activity. Just how strong this support was may be seen

by reference to the article on the organization of the

bureau which was published in the Electrical World
of Dec. 4, 1915.

Like the other leading branches of the bureau work,

the electrical division has no power to make mandatory
standards. Its scientific work is of a research char-

acter, and all achievements belong to the public and the

industries. The electrical standards of measurement,
on which the bureau first concentrated its efforts to

promote electrical knowledge, have been developed in

close co-operation with the leading technical societies of

DYNAMO ROOM, BUREAU OF STANDARDS, SHOWING SPECIAL MACHINES FOR LABORATORY WORK
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tins countrj and with foreign authorities "i the highe I

rank. The poaition of the bureau as a governmental
institution has furthered substantially the recognition
!>> foreign governmental laboratories of work done In

this count rj

.

Although a separate laboratory for ill" electrical divi«

LABORATORY FOR MEASUREMENT OF SELF-INDUCTION,
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY

sion was completed in 1913, ample quarters were pro-

vided for this part of the work in the physical labora-

tory during the early years of the bureau. The physical

laboratory, which has long been the headquarters of the
administrative force, originally contained among other

laboratories those for testing and investigations in elec-

tricity, including standards of resistance, electromotive
force and induction. There were also laboratories for

general research and investigation in connection with
measuring instruments, constants and the electrical

properties of materials.

Organization of Electrical Division

In the first definite plan of organization the work of

the electrical division of the bureau was divided into

two parts: (1) The construction and verification of re-

sistance standards and standards of electromotive force,

the calibration of resistance boxes, Wheatstone bridges,

potentiometers and other resistance apparatus, and the
calibration of direct-current measuring instruments and
resistance standards for current measurement, while, in

addition, facilities were provided for the verification of

photometric standards; (2) the measurement of elec-

trical inductances and capacities and the testing of in-

ductance coils and condensers and the preparation for

alternating-current measurements of a wider range.
Later in the history of the bureau the electrical work

was divided into five principal sections, the first dealing

with resistance and electromotive force, the second with
magnetism, the third with inductance and capacity, the

fourth with a wide range of electrical measuring instru-

ments, and the fifth with photometry. Three kinds of

work were undertaken: (1) Pure research; (2) the

investigation of methods of measurement and of testing,

the design and construction of instruments for use in

testing, and (3) the testing of instruments and mate-
rials for the public and the departments of the govern-
ment. The broad lines thus laid down years ago have
been followed in the substantial progress made by the
bureau in the last few years.

It has been the settled policy of the electrical division,

as well as of other divisions, to act in close co-operation

with all interests concerned in its results. It has been
in touch with the European governmental laboratories

and manufacturers and with the private laboratories

and the manufacturer! ol this country. The develop
mcnis ol recenl years, Including the enlargement ol the
wink in embrace matters of regulation, have been
worked ou1 after consultation with the companies di-

rectly affected.

Public li lilt) Research!

No re 'an h or investigational work which the bureaa
has undertaken has aroused more interest than thai

winch has come from its activities in the field of pubUl
utilities. This arises partly from the fact that tin

bureau has no power- to enforce standards of qualitj

affecting public service properties, and partly from the

great practical importance of the subjects of its ii

gation. Outsiders have asked why, since it is n(

specifically directed by law to prescribe such standard!
it should draft them for others to use? inquiries made
by the representative of the Electrical WORLD show
that the staff of the bureau has no desire for legal

authority to fix mandatory standards, either for public

utilities or in any other field. In fact, the members of

the staff are better satisfied to continue on the lines of

co-operation which they have followed in the past, with-
out statutory power to enforce their findings. They
believe that they are getting more satisfactory results

by adhering to the policy of developing wholesome
relations with both the regulating authorities and the
regulated companies.

The extension of the field of work to public utility

service was one of the results of the testing of materials
for government consumption. In the electrical division

the largest item of testing is electric lamps, although it

includes many other materials and many types of appa-
ratus. Other considerations which helped to direct the

bureau to the study of standards of public utility service

were requests for information and advice from public

service commissions and reports of accidents. The com-
missions of various States are directed by law to do
what they have neither adequate equipment nor men to

do. The Bureau of Standards has a developed organi-

zation and equipment for many kinds of work of in-

terest to public service commissions.
To the government officials in charge of the bureau

the enlargement of their organization to take up this

apparatus for core-loss measurements in sheet
STEEL

work appears to be logical and necessary. They feel

that the bureau can do effectively what many States
would do ineffectively ; that in the absence of such work
the States would be forced to act without the knowledge
that comes alone from careful research work. It was
felt, furthermore, that many of the problems are na-
tional in scope and can be dealt with best by a national
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agency like the bureau, acting in consultation with the
national associations of utility companies.

Other circumstances which inspired action were the
indications that there would be both impracticable re-

quirements and a lack of uniformity if some of the
commissions proceeded to enforce the law with the im-
perfect equipment at their command. So far as the
National Electrical Safety Code was concerned, the
Workmen's Compensation Service Bureau, representing
the casualty insurance companies, was preparing a sim-

ilar code to govern its inspection work and rate-making,
but very gladly gave up the plan when it became evident
that the national code would be suitable for its purpose.

National Electrical Safety Code

The National Electrical Safety Code is the most con-
spicuous work of the bureau in the electrical industry
during the last year. Many conferences have been held

in all parts of the country in order that the code might
not only fully express the regulative requirements of

various laws, but also be susceptible of practical appli-

cation by operating companies. The last conference
was held in New York in October, and while it demon-
strated that the code is very nearly in shape for publi-

cation and use, it also showed the need of further
investigation on some subjects before standards can be
determined that will meet the varying conditions of

different sections of the country. Studies on the sub-

ject of stringing wire, the strength of poles and towers,

and the relation of strength of construction to weather
conditions are under way, and after their conclusion the

date for the conference in Washington will be fixed and
arrangements made for the approval of the code for

adoption for the experimental period of one year.

In discussing the work on the safety code, representa-

tives of the bureau say that probably three-quarters of

the large companies and one-half of the small companies
are doing more in most particulars than will be stipu-

lated by the proposed standards. In some particulars,

however, the practices of even these companies will be

corrected and improved by the standards recommended.
While expensive new construction will not be required

in existing stations, additional precautions will be stipu-

lated, such as mats, additional space and guards around

tigate more fully the- records of actual experience of

Companies in different districts.

The advantages sought by t h<- safety code, members
of the bureau staff say, are perhaps a^ much in the
direction of efficiency and continuity of of
safety. Many of the small requirements in the code

PRECISION APPARATUS FOR USE IN COMPARING RESISTANCE
STANDARDS

apparatus, grounding of frames of machines, etc. Even
in companies which have the most commendable safety

practices, something further may be called for, owing
to the fact that variable weather conditions influence

the strength and types of construction needed for trans-

mission lines. Before completing the code, therefore,

the bureau, in co-operation with the utilities, will inves-

T L k^L^^ 1
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APPARATUS FOR MEASUREMENTS OF PERMEABILITY OF
MAGNETIC SPECIMENS

which will mean little in the way of safety will mean
much in the protection of continuity of service.

Standards for Electric Service

The "Standards for Electric Service," which are still

under consideration by the bureau, will be issued in

tentative form as Circular No. 56, probably early in

1916. The scope of this work may be indicated by a
reference to the table of contents, which, of course, is

subject to change before publication. Section I will

deal with the adequacy and safety of electric service,

first historically, then by detailed account of "factors
influencing the adequacy of service." Under "central-
station operation" will be adequate power and regula-
tion of generating apparatus, switchboard instruments
and station records. In "distribution systems" there
will be covered voltage regulation of feeder systems,
transformer voltage losses and efficiency of distribution.

"Energy-measuring services" will include the errors of
watt-hour meters and meter installations and tests.

"Customers' utilization devices" will embrace incandes-
cent lamps, motors and heating and other devices. "The
safety of electric service" will be dealt with in a general
statement and in divisions devoted specifically to the
grounding of low-potential circuits and to commission
jurisdiction and procedure.

Section II will be devoted to meters and instruments.
It will give specifications for the approval of types of
electricity meters and will take up ampere-hour meters
and demand indicators.

Twenty-nine of the State commissions have standard-
izing laboratories, and Section III will give lists of their
equipment.
A classification of rules and regulations for electric

service as adopted by State commissions will be pub-
lished as Section IV. Section V will contain suggested
rules for the regulation of such service by a State
commission.

In Section \'|, "the regulation of electric service by
city ordinance," summaries of fifteen municipal ordi-

nances will be given.

Section VII will contain three suggested ordinances
for the regulation of electric service in cities, graded,
first for towns and small cities, second for cities gen-
erally, and third for the largest cities.
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Thri'i* appendices will contain compilation! <>f the

State laws and various pertinent features and data, aa

well as a bibliography.

St rtet*Llffhting Standards

\ an outgrowth of tin- inveetigatioii into service

standards, the bureau has begun a study with tin- object

of 1 1 v 1 1
1 >.r practicable standards of street lighting. Let

ters have been sent to \arious companies and niunici

palitiee requesting information as to forms and liases

of contracts. Much field work remains to be done before

the compilation <>t the proposed circular on this subject

ean be undertaken, and probably the results and recom-

mendations will not bo given out until the latter part

of 1916.

The work of the bureau in the study of the causes and

directed chiefly toward mea lire t<> promote the safety

"I life at 168 and the safety of navigation. Small radio
out tits have been designed for lighthouse tenders. The
bureau is engaged Upon plans for the design and instal-

lation of radio fog-signaling apparatus at lightllOU

on important coasts. Similarly, the bureau is urging
the equipment of lightships with radio apparatus. One
<d" the contributions to the art of radio communication
made by the radio section of the electrical division is

the decremeter, which was invented alter the passage
<>f the radio navigation law to provide a simple means
of measuring directly the logarithmic decrement of

wave-lengths.

The bureau is beginning to investigate the que lion

of standards of telephone service, but so far has made
only a beginning. It has also made a study of rail bond-

EQUIPMENT FOR TESTING WATT-HOUR METERS

prevention of electrolysis is well known to readers of

the Electrical World. In this, as in all other activi-

ties where an individual public service company is con-
cerned, it is the practice of the bureau not to make
public a report which contains information as to the
business of companies without the consent of the cor-

porations interested.

The appeal to the Bureau of Standards from the de-

cision of the Underwriters' Laboratories relative to a
renewable cartridge fuse has been handled by the elec-

trical division. A large amount of experimental work
has been done in this connection, testing the various
types of cartridge fuses under moderate and severe
working conditions. Also inspections have been made
in many cities of cartridge fuses of various types in

service, and a public hearing was held to which all fuse
manufacturers and the public were invited. A decision

in the matter will be rendered shortly.

Radio Research Work
The European war has stimulated the radio research

work of the bureau, part of which is conducted in con-
junction with the Army and Navy Departments. In

general, however, the investigations of the bureau are

ing and other matters affecting electric-railway service.

Electrical Investigations

Following is a list of the investigations now under
way or completed during the last year by the electrical

division, in addition to those specifically mentioned
above: Weston standard cell, mercury standard ohm,

silver voltameter, inductance of electrical resistance

shunts, simple method for testing electrical instrument

transformers, measurement of earth resistivity, stand-

ard air electrical condensers, galvanometers, parallel-

decade potentiometer, measurement of conductivity of

electrolytes, resistance and inductance of bimetallic

wires, magnetic method of determining flaws in steel

rails, correlation of magnetic and mechanical properties,

magnetic permeameters, temperature coefficient of mag-
netic permeability, core losses in iron at high inductions,

radium testing, alpha-ray activity of uranium oxide

powder, radium emanation, radio communication, radio

interference, design- of inductance coils for radio work,

effect of atmospheric conditions on flame standards of

candle-power, photometry of lights of appreciable color

differences, illuminating engineering, co-operation with

the Underwriters' Laboratories, lightning protection
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The Functions of the Naval Consulting Board
Research and Experimentation Are as Essential and Can Be Made Just as Profitable

to the National Government as to Any Industrial Company

By Dr. L. H. Baekeland, Member of the Board

MODERN war, whether it be
for robbing, plundering and
subjugating other nations

or for legitimate self-defense, has
become primarily dependent upon
exact knowledge, good scientific en-

gineering and, to a large extent, ap-

plied chemistry. Germany, with her
enormous and well-drilled army,
with her 42-cm. guns and other
formidable equipment, would be
hopelessly paralyzed did she not find

in modern chemical processes for
obtaining snythetic nitric acid from
the air the source of supply of this

indispensable chemical. How other-

wise could she manufacture smoke-
less powder and explosives, since

England succeeded in shutting her
off from the general source of

supply—the nitrate beds of the republic of Chile?

The Naval Consulting Board

For those who are accustomed to consider the United
States government as a big "milking cow" for salaries

and remunerations it may be of interest to know that

no member of the Naval Consulting Board draws any

salary or gets any remuneration from the government.

The general opinion of the members of the board is

that its scope of usefulness can best be fulfilled by act-

ing as a "go-between" or a "short-cut" to information

between the heads of departments of the navy and any
individual member of the different societies they repre-

sent. This carries into practice the idea of "mobiliza-

tion of inventors and engineering talent."

The board mainly puts its service at the disposal of

the chief officers of the navy as fast as the latter feel

the necessity of co-operation or advice. For instance,

a subject relating to improvements in the manufacture

or the composition of a certain explosive would be re-

ferred to the sub-committee on chemistry and physics,

as well as to the sub-committee on ordnance and ex-

plosives. The matter would be discussed in these two

committees, and their members would decide whom to

select among their fellow members of the chemical or

engineering societies as best qualified to help them in

this task and, at the same time, willing to co-operate

without any other compensation than the feeling that

they are working for the good of our republic.

The Proposed Laboratory of the Board

The so-called "five-million-dollar laboratory" proposed

by the Naval Consulting Board has been a favorite sub-

ject of varied and picturesque criticisms which, as

usual, originated more through lack of information

than from ill-will. Mr. Edison, for instance, pointed

out the millions he spent in developing some of the

details of his inventions. Another member identified

with the automobile industry stated that one single

automobile concern here in the United States had found

it necessary to spend $500,000 in one year for pur-

•Abstract of an address made at the joint meeting of the New
York Sections of the American Chemical Society, the American
Electrochemical Society and the Society of Chemical Industry on
Dec. 11.

poses of experiment and research.

Of course, it was argued that the

navy possesses already several ex-

perimental stations at its different

navy yards and at the torpedo sta-

tion in Newport, aside from the

different testing laboratories for the

materials used for ordnance or am-

munition, and that, furthermore, the

excellent laboratory facilities of the

Bureau of Standards are available.

The answer to this was that each

and every one of the present institu-

tions is more necessary than ever,

but that they are totally insufficient;

furthermore, the full co-operation of

all of them is needed, in view of the

fact that at present the navy of the

United States is facing responsi-

bilities of a very unusual character.

Postponement of Experimental Work Dangerous

If it be deemed urgent to be prepared for defense,

then this defense involves problems the solution of

which cannot be deferred indefinitely. If something has

to be done, it must be done immediately—not five or

ten years hence, when it may be too late.

In all of our present scientific research laboratories

time seems of relatively little or no account; problems

which cannot be solved to-day can be solved to-morrow

or in ten years or during the next generation. But this

is not the case with the problems connected with the

contemplated defense of our country; the solution of

these problems cannot be postponed. They demand im-

mediate action. Nor is the condition of our navy simi-

lar to that of an industrial concern that can afford to

take chances with machinery or equipment which is

not strictly up to date, and still show some commercial

success. For instance, recent events have demonstrated

that there is no use in building the best and newest

fortresses against an enemy who possesses guns strong

enough to demolish everything in existence. Nor is

there any chance of success in using the very best

artillery at anything like equal chances if your ad-

versary can do his scouting and range-finding with

aeroplanes provided with reliable engines, while your

aeroplanes are equipped with motors which give out

at unexpected moments.

In our clumsy war with weak Spain we went into

the field with black powder when all other nations, even

Spain, were equipped with smokeless powder. Why?
Because we had postponed too long studying the chem-

istry of the subject.

The fact is that if we require a navy at all our

navy cannot afford to use anything but the very best

and most efficient means of defense. Not to possess

the very best might put us in the same absurd condition

as the wooden navies of the world were in after our

civil war had established the supremacy of the iron-

clad vessel.

Research Eliminates Inferior Devices

The contemplated outlay for the navy for the next

five years, for new ships, aviation and reserve of muni-
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tions, amounts i,, aboul $500,000,000. These tremen
dovia expenditurei of money, In order to be of real value,

oughl i<» be made as efficient as possible. Ail doubtful
and Inferior devices must i.e eliminated by direct an

periment, bj research and tests, before it la too late to

remed) them.
This requires accelerated action; in fact, Mr. ESdi

son's personal opinion was that research and laboratory
work in this instanri' "should go on nighl and day with
out intermission," Instead of on the usual easy-going
short day plan followed in laboratories.

If one single automobile concern in the United state

finds it to Us advantage to spend in one year $500,000
on testing, research or experimentation, how much
more important is the business of the United States

Navy, where money not spent wisely is better not spent
at all. because then at least we should not have the
illusion that we are equipped for defense, when we
have merely lost our money on antiquated devi.

Enormous Damage to Warships Hue to Condenser Corrosion

Without mentioning any spectacular problems of
modern warfare, it might be stated that such a prosaic
detail as the corrosion of condenser tubes of our war-
ships involves an annual damage of about $2,000,000.
If $1,000,000 were spent on research on this problem
alone, with the result of reducing the damage to one-
half, the total outlay would be compensated in a few
months' time. Besides, there would be the important
tact that our fleet would be stronger because fewer of

our ships would be unavailable for immediate active

service.

It was brought out that there was little use in spend-
ing so many millions on flying machines as long as
there was any doubt concerning the reliability of their
engines and until an absolutely well-tried and standard-
ized engine had been developed. To accomplish this

experimental work in a period of a few years would
cost much money, but to do this rapidly, within a few
months, before orders are given to build these flying

machines, requires enormous outlays of money, in ad-

dition to the indispensable engineering talent.

Experimentation Can Be Profitable to Navy Department

Another member of the board brought out the fact

that even conservative industrial enterprises found it

necessary and profitable to spend at least 2 to 5 per
cent of their sales on research and experiments. At
this rate, the contemplated expenditure of $500,000,000
in five years would certainly warrant an expenditure
of at least $5,000,000 for research during that period.

Money for this purpose wisely used ought to do so

much good to the navy as to increase its efficiency by
the value of several battleships costing considerably
more. Mr. Edison's arguments were particularly elo-

quent when he enumerated the enormous expenditures
for research in his own laboratories.

In this discussion everybody seemed to be well in

accord with the general idea that whatever expendi-
tures were recommended, the contemplated work should
be carried out under immediate supervision of the navy,
and that this work should not be started all at once

—

full blast—but should be extended gradually, as fast as

circumstances demand it.

In view of all this, two policies were open for obtain-

ing the necessary appropriations. One was the old time-
honored trick of asking from Congress first an ap-

propriation of a few thousand dollars, knowing very
well that this would be insufficient, then after awhile
asking an additional appropriation, and to keep on
nagging and asking at various intervals. But the
members of the advisory board thought it a more hon-
est policy to state the facts as they saw them and to

confront the Secretary of the Na\\ with the probable
maximum expenses for research and experimental ion

commensurate with the five year ' naval building pro
N now under contemplation.

The Ave million dollar budgel tor experimental work
during those live years, or ahont $1,000,000 a year,

maj Strike the uninitiated as needlessly large, although
it is onl) aboul what :<niie Industrial enterpri e have
found necessary to spend on their own experimental
work, Hut if the nation does not want to go to the
expense of developing the late t and most ellicient

means for defense at the lowest cost by Obtaining the
necessary information through preliminary experl
ments, instead of committing mistakes on a large
permanent scale, or if our country wants its navy to

keep on building ships or other means of defense such
as were good enough in the past, regardless of the fact

that modern war requires the very latest and the most
efficient available devices, then let us not be astonished
if after incomparably more money has been spent for

increased armaments we find that we are loaded with
means of defense which have become obsolete in the
meantime and are merely good for the junk heap of

antiquated equipment.
The foregoing is a brief resume of various arguments

which were submitted by some members of the board,

and this is the first time that this discussion has been
reported in public. Let us hope that its publication

may help to dispel some of the ideas of those who
imagine that the board contemplates the immediate
erection of a "five-million-dollar laboratory building

where the members of the Navy Consulting Board can
experiment to their hearts' content in company with
long-haired inventors."

As Mr. Edison expressed it picturesquely: "The
money should be spent not on buildings, but on a na-

tional junkshop," where means of defense can be tried

out first, at relatively small cost, so as to learn how to

get the most and very best for the money and so as to

avoid making expensive and dangerous blunders on a

wholesale scale.

More than twelve years ago one of the most dis-

tinguished officers of our navy, Admiral George W.
Melville, urged strenuously the necessity of naval en-

gineering experiments. His well-based arguments, pub-

lished in the Proceedings of the Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia (Vol. XX, No. 3, July, 1903), brought out

the fact that expenditures for experiments are the best

means for avoiding expensive mistakes. Speaking in

glowing terms of the German engineering laboratories,

he said in part:

Reasons for Germany's Success

"The success of Germany can be accounted for only by
recognizing the fact that study, reflection and research

must have been expended in the preparation of the

plans, in the building up and the organization of the

shipyards, and in laying out and carrying on the work
of construction.

"There is probably not an eminent naval or mechan-
ical engineer in America or England who has given

consideration to this question who is not also of the

opinion that the establishment of a national experi-

mental laboratory for naval purposes will vastly con-

tribute to military strength. Probably the majority of

these experts also believe that such an institution would
eventually contribute more to actual naval strength than
the building of a battleship. One does not need to pos-

sess vital imagination to realize that much is contrib-

uted to the fighting strength of a navy by carrying on
research along engineering lines, and thus preventing
the design, construction and installation of appliances

that are ill suited for the purposes intended."
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West Farms Substation of New Haven Railroad
Transmission and Substation Arrangements in Connection with Furnishing Service to New

York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad by United Electric Light & Power Company

THE engineering features involved in connection

with the furnishing of energy to the West Farms
(N. Y.) substation of the New York, New Haven

& Hartford Railroad from the 201st Street generating
station of the United Electric Light & Power Company
were presented in last week's issue of the Electrical
WORLD. In what follows the transmission arrangements
between the generating station and the substation are

given, together with the features of the substation

equipment and its layout.

Air-Blast-Transformer Grouping at Generating Station

The step-up units at the generating station have
structural-iron and sheet-steel housings instead of the

cast-iron construction heretofore used, so the floor space

required is about equivalent to that occupied ordinarily

by the units of one-half the rating. Each of the main
5500-kva. air-blast transformers at the generating sta-

tion is operated with a 1000-kva. teaser transformer
through T-connections. The bank steps up the gener-

ator voltage from 6600, three-phase, to a two-phase,

three-wire system with 24,600 volts between the outer

wires and 17,394 volts between each outer and middle
wire. Two low-tension leads and a low-tension neutral

are brought out through the top of the main trans-

former case as well as two high-tension leads and neu-

tral leads. The high-tension neutral is grounded to the

case but the low-tension neutral is not. The high-ten-

sion neutral is capable of carrying the full current of

the winding. The regulation of these units is specified

at 11 per cent when carrying 13,750-kva. load at 60 per

cent power-factor. Taps are provided to give full-load

capacity at voltage 10 per cent above and below high-

tension voltages in 2 per cent steps. A separate wind-
ing which has a rating of 20 kva. at 210 volts is con-

nected permanently with the air-blast motor so that it

will start as soon as the transformer is energized. The
inherent reactance of both the main and teaser trans-

formers is approximately 5 per cent, thus preventing

more than twenty times rated current on short-circuit.

Connections Between Generating Station and Substation

The connection between the generating station and
substation is by means of 350,000-circ. mil triplex cable

laid in underground ducts. The bank of transformers

to which these cables are connected at the West Farms
substation is shown in Fig. 1. The primary wind-

ings of these units receive two-phase voltages at a value

corresponding to the line drop, namely, 23,000 volts for

the main unit and 11,500 volts for the teaser unit.

The ratio of the main primary and secondary windings
is one to one, so that the secondaries give 23,000 volts

across the main phase and a balanced three-phase volt-

age of 11,000 from the teaser transformer and taps on

the secondary winding of the main 5000-kva. unit at

the buses in the substation. The output of each of the

large air-blast transformers in the generating station

is 13,750 kva., and that of substation units 12,500 kva.

Self-Cooled Radiator Transformers at Substation

Taps are provided on the transformers at the West
Farms substation and arranged the same way as on the

generating-station transformers to give full rating at

voltages 10 per cent above and below the normal high-

tension voltages in 2 per cent steps. The low-tension

winding is provided with 5750-volt taps on each side of

the center to give a balanced three-phase supply from
the substation. Each of the main transformers oper-

ated in connection with a 1000-kva. teaser unit trans-

forms the energy received from a two-phase system to

both a single-phase grounded-neutral 23,000-volt and a

three-phase 11,000-volt system. The regulation of these

units when carrying a load of 12,500 kva. at 60 per cent

power-factor is about 8.2 per cent.

The radiator construction of the self-cooled trans-

former units at the West Farms substation is an evolu-

tion of the tubular oil-cooled construction that is used

by the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad for

auto-transformers of 2000-kva. rating along the tracks

of its system. Details of the construction and cooling

by natural circulation of oil caused by thermal head or

difference of temperature between the oil at the top and
bottom of the radiators is explained in detail in the

Electrical World of Feb. 20, 1915.

Substation Layout

The underground cables from the 201st Street gener-

ating station of the United Electric Light & Power

FIGS. 1 AND 2—SELF-COOLED TRANSFORMERS AND OUTGOING SINGLE-PHASE FEEDERS; IN ILLUSTRATION AT RIGHT

THREE-PHASE LINES ARE SHOWN LEAVING SUBSTATION
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6600 84,600 volts; teaaer tranaformere, l kva.,

volts; ground but, i In. by ', In copper; disconnecting
i u Itches, BOO amp . i i | \oits.

from 6600 Volt, Twentj Bve Cycle Buses t.> Kingsbridge station.—
Disconnecting switches, 1600 amp . ims selector, O.S., Noa, 10

ami ii. 1600 amp., automatic; one of the other three sets (not
shown) is similar and the remaining two are rated at 1200
amp., automatic; feeder, O.S., No. 12. 800 amp., type K-8
automatic; one of the other three sets (not shown) is similar
and the remaining two arc rated at 600 amp., typo H-3.

From 6600-Volt, Sixty-Cycle Busbars to 6600-Volt, Twenty-flve-
Cycle Buses.—Disconnecting switches, 1200 amp. ; bus selector,

O.S.. Nos. 1 and 2, 1200 amp., type H-3, non-automatic ;

frequency changer, O.S., No. 3, 1200 amp., type H-3; fre-

quency changer, O.S., No. 18, 1200 amp., type H-3 automatic:
bus Belector, O.S., Nos. 1C> and 17. L600 amp., non-automatic;
disconnecting switches, 1500 amp.

Twonty-flve-Cycle Bus Tie and Kingsbridge Tap- Disconnecting
switches, 1200 amp. ; tie O.S., Nos. 4 and 6, 1200 amp., auto-
matic ; Kingsbridge, O.S., No. 6, 500 amp., type H-3 automatic.

Prom Blsts Cyole Bu u lies, 1200
amp . bus seleotor, 0.6)., Noa 88 and 89, 1800 amp, auto-
mat O.B., .No 80 1 amp . automatic ; n

SXOitei -.i. 860 VOltS, 200 kw.
.

>-. i 1 . 1 . .• driven by
vii 11, mvi\ oyoli 111. .I.. 1

SUBSTATION CIKCUIT8

Incoming Peeden to 88,000-Volt, Blngle-Phase, and 1 1,000-Volt,
Tin.-.. I'hnse Buses.- Dlav swltchon, 600 amp.; main
transformers, 6000 kva.. 88,000 88,000 v.. it-

, teasel train
formers, 1000 kva., 11, '10,000 volts; mid point Of main
transformers connected with rails by 600,000-circ mil cable;
oil SWltChM, 600 amp. type B-9, with type CO Overload and
typi 1

'
1. \. 1 .energy relays; other connectlonB, 0.75-ln. copper

EST
. J 1 S'Uafcr

No. I

Ground Bus jffj
A
fflJ

^J p^j^Ja/^Transfs
Mf VV Mf Mf ~w<*<b.c, Teaser.

}50.000 CM Tr,plex(?S.000V)Cable

To Emer-
gency Lights

itftMSfri
Feeder Trolley

Choke
Coil Electrolytic

lightning

Arresren.

Non-Auto.
Outdoor Tupe
OilSwitch"

FIG.

Control Feeders

3—ARRANGEMENTS OF CIRCUITS IN UNITED COMPANY'S GENERATING STATION AND WEST FARMS SUBSTATION TO
HANDLE SINGLE-PHASE LOAD
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rods except tho.se feeding three-phase bus, which are '-» 16 '"

rods.

From 23.000-Volt, Single-Phase Bus to Feeder and Trolley choke
Coils.—Busbars, four 3-in by '.,-in <opp<-i hars ;

discon-

necting switches, 1200 amp.; m:tin oil switches, 1200 .imp,

type O-l automatic, with type E definite-time limit relays

interlocked with relays on resistor- switches ; resistor oil

switches, L200 amp., type E-2 automatic wuii restoring relays;

selective relays, type ED, operated by overload relaj . choke
coil, 1200 amp., 11, into volts, connections, l.2S-in. COpper rods.

From Choke Coils to Trolleys and Feeders chl switches, type E5-2,

L200 amp ; disconnecting' switches, 1200 amp., except those in

series with horn-gaps and lightning arresters, which are 300-

amp. type.

From 11,000-Volt, Three- Phase Rus to Power Feeders.—Bus,

0.75-in. copper rods ; disconnecting switches, 600 amp., except

those in series with arresters, which are 300-amp. type;

reactors, 200 amp., 6 per cent ; connections, No. 0000 solid-

copper wires ; oil switches, 600 amp., type E-2 automatic,
with type (

'< > inverse-time-limit relays; choke coils, 200 amp.
From 11,000-Volt, Three-Phase Bub to Control Feeders.—Discon-

necting switches, 600 amp., except those to lightning arresters,

which are 300-amp. outdoor type ; oil switches to single-phase
transformers, 600 amp., type E-2 automatic ; connections,

copper tube, 7/16-in. outside diameter; transformers, 75 kva.,

11,200/11,200 volts; oil switches between transformers and
choke coils, 600 amp., E-2 non-automatic, operated by magnet
switches energized by pallet switches attached to pallet

switches on resistor switches ; oil switches between trans-

formers and choke coils, 600 amp., type E-2 automatic, with
type CO reverse-time-limit relays ; choke coils, 200 amp.

Station-Service Apparatus and Accessories.—Transformers, 25

kva., single-phase, 11,200/120 volts; motor-generator, 7.5-kw.,

120-volt generator driven by 12-hp. single-phase induction

motor ; battery, sixty cells, 60 amp. for one hour.

(The type numbers used refer to Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company's equipment.)

Company enter compartments inside the substation di-

rectly back of the transformers shown in Fig. 1. The
conductors fan out from pot-heads and connect through
disconnecting switches with conductors of %-in. solid

copper, which lead through wall bushings to a steel

structure over the transformer banks. This frame is

arranged so that the high-voltage conductors and con-

nections to the primaries of the transformers are

supported on pin-type insulators on the top of the frame.

The conductors from the secondaries of the trans-

mers are supported from underhung insulators also at-

tached to the steelwork.

From each main and teaser unit a single-phase,

23,000-volt circuit and a three-phase, 11,000-volt circuit

are brought into the station and supported on pin insu-

lators from the roof trusses, as shown in Fig. 4. The
incoming feeder compartments arc shown at the ex-

treme left, the 23,000-volt, single-phase bus and switch

compartments next to them, tl tor grids next in

order, and some of the 11,000-volt, three-phase switch

compartments at the right <the remainder being at one

end of the substation). The switches for connecting in

the resistors are arranged in one section of the 23,000-

volt switch compartment.
The single-phase, 23,000-volt trolleys and feeders

leave one end of the station and the three-phase power

'soookVa. 1

mt! ?3O0/Z3OO0V\£ompts.

t a Cable „
re) .

[7J
\'%?2'?9 [ 73000 V5wkh

r
Ptiase

J

[ilOOOVSmfc/i

Resistors yS."^^ 3 '

FIG. 4—SECTION THROUGH WEST FARMS SUBSTATION

SHOWING RELATIVE LOCATIONS OF FEEDER AND SWITCH
COMPARTMENTS AND TRANSFORMERS

and control lines leave the other. All of the power
conductors are of solid copper and painted bright red.

All connections in circuits consisting of copper rods are

made with Dossert connectors. Permanent grounding
conductors are provided and connections to the appa-

ratus made through punched lugs pinned and sweated

to the copper ground connection. The relay system pro-

vided for clearing grounds which may occur on the rail-

way system is described on page 1374 of this issue.

Substation Service

The service from the West Farms substation includes

the furnishing of 11,000-22,000-volt, twenty-five-cycle,

single-phase energy for train operation and 11,000-volt,

three-phase power. The load-factor and power-factor

are maintained by agreement at not less than 70 per

cent, the former based on the ratio of kilowatt-hours

used to that which would be used if the maximum
demand were continuous twenty-four hours per day. The
minimum demand is set at 6500 kw., with a minimum
guaranteed consumption of 40,000,000 kw.-hr. per year.

FIG. 5—END OF SUBSTATION, SHOWING OUTGOING THREE-PHASE LINES AND DOUBLE TIERS OF GRID RESISTORS
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Classification of Alternating- Current Motors
With tin ln>i>i <>i securing a rational system <>i classification for alternating-current comtnutatina

motors, thr BLECTRK \l WORLD, "/ tin SUQgesl i")i 0/ /he Standards committee o) Hi, ImeHcan
Institute of Electrical Engineers, opened its columns t<> present the views of engineer and othei
on tin question. The Aug, 1 i and <>ct. 80 issues contained communications from prominent engineer .

and onr own opinions ircrr set forth in an editorial in the Nov. 'i issue. Tin, oilier communication*
an present* d herewith.

Fundamental Typos of Single-Phase Commutator
Motors

W\ W. C. K. Ami s. SCHENECJ U)Y, N. Y.

ACLASSIFICATION of Bingle-phase alternating-

current commutator motors satisfactory from a

scientific standpoint has been given by E. Arnold
in "Die Wechselstromtechnik," Vol. V-2. I hope the

translator of this hook will find suitable English words
for this classification.

.Mr. Fynn's energetic attempt to base such a classi-

fication on a popular theory instead of on scientific

analysis is objectionable in several instances on account
of the misconceptions growing out of it.

Mr. Creedy's classification of electromagnetic ma-
chinery will doubtless be very valuable to the standards
committee of the A. I. E. E. I have not attempted to

follow his mathematical analysis, as I have a personal
preference for other methods. His conclusions formu-
lated in tabulations seem to me, however, to be per-

fectly correct.

I believe that the valuable efforts of the standards
committee will have the best chance of success if we
depart no more than is absolutely necessary from the
names now in general use, even if these names have
little scientific meaning. For instance, it would seem
unwise to try to standardize another name for the
well-known induction motor, in spite of the fact that we
all know that this motor does not operate merely by

IftM)

FIG. 48—SERIES-COMPEN-
SATED REPULSION MOTOR

FIG. 49—SHUNT-COMPEN-
SATED REPULSION MOTOR

induction, and that there are many different kinds of

electromagnetic apparatus in which induction plays an
important part. It would seem to me that the same
thing applies to the repulsion motor, and I am glad that

Professor Thomson has in these columns called atten-

tion to the fact that Mr. Fynn is too critical in his

condemnation of this name.
There are four fundamental types of single-phase

alternating-current commutator motors from which the

others can be derived. If certain names are accepted

for these types, then the other motors could be classified

by their relation to them.

The fundamental types are:

A. The series motor.

B. The repulsion motor.

C. The compensated repulsion motor.

D. The compensated induction motor.

A. The Series Motor.—In its simplest form the

series motor has been shown iii Mr. Fynn's Fig. 2. I

am glad that both Mr. Fynn and Mr. Creedy recom-
mend thr name "neutralized series motor" when this

motor is equipped with a neutralizing winding, which
seems hotter than the often-round term "compensated
series motor," as we avoid in this way confusion with
phase compensation. However, I am sorry that Mr.
Fynn makes a distinction between his Fig. .''» and Fig. 4

which is contrary to fact, as the motor of Fig. 4 does

not have "rotor excitation." The same applies to his

Fig. (>, which is similar to Fig. 5.

B. The Repulsion Motor.—This motor has been shown
in Mr. Fynn's Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 under dif-

ferent names, most of which seem without any real

meaning. His novel name "series induction motor,"
used for Fig. 14, unobjectionable in itself, does not

seem any better than the more common name, "repul-

sion motor," accepted by Mr. Creedy. I therefore can-

not see any good reason for following Mr. Fynn's sug-
gestion on this point.

C. The Compensated Repulsion Motor.—If we add to

the ordinary repulsion motor a set of "compensating
brushes" displaced 90 deg. with respect to the "energy
brushes," we obtain the "compensated repulsion motor."
These compensating brushes can be connected either in

series or in shunt to the stator winding. We thus get
the "series-compensated repulsion motor," C

x
(my Fig.

FIG. 50—COMPOUND-COMPEN- FIG. 51—SERIES REPULSION
SATED INDUCTION MOTOR MOTOR

48) and the "shunt-compensated repulsion motor," C,

(my Fig. 49). The latter is often called "repulsion in-

duction motor." The "compound-compensated repulsion

motor," which is also possible, is to my knowledge not

used.

D. The Compensated Induction Motor.—If we omit the
field winding of the compensated repulsion motor but
retain the polyphase arrangement of the brushes on
the commutator, then we obtain a motor which we may
arbitrarily call the "compensated induction motor." The
brushes coaxial with the stator winding are short-cir-

cuited and the compensating brushes can be connected
in the same way as -explained for the "compensated
repulsion motor." We thus have the "series-compen-

sated induction motor," D, (Mr. Fynn's Fig. 14), the
"shunt-compensated motor," D

2
(Mr. Fynn's Fig. 35),

and the "compound-compensated induction motor," ZX

(my Fig. 50).
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After having described In this way the four fund*
mental types In their differenl forma, we can see how
other commercial motors come from the combination oi

these type \ an example, take the combination oi
ml /.'. the well-known scries repulsion motor (my

Fig. 51 i The combination of I and i> gives the sei

compensated series-induction motor- (Mr. Fynn's Pig.

<i USSIFM ITION OP SINGLE-PHASE COMMl FATOH motors

\ Borlea moti

a,. Nriii rallied motor
\ i iiiim nv<i\ neutralised series motor.
B Repulsion motor.

0. Compensated repulsion motor.
(',. Series compensated repulsion motoi
c. Shunt compensated repulsion motoi
/>. Compensated Induction motor.
/>, Series compensated Induction motor.
/». Bhunl compensated induction motor.
/>., Compound compensated Induction motor.
.i/>\ Series repulsion motor.

ACi. Series-compensated series-repulsion motor.

ACt . Shunt-compensated series-repulsion motor.

AD t . Series-compensated series-induction motor.

ADt . Shunt-compensated series-induction motor.

ADa . Compound-compensated series-induction motor.

23). The other combinations are given in the attached

tabulation. Instead of speaking of the "compensated
repulsion motor" and the "compensated induction

motor," we might speak of the "series and shunt rotor-

excited repulsion motor" and the "series, shunt and
compound rotor-excited induction motor."

A similar grouping would be possible for the poly-

phase motors, but this I will not attempt at this time.

All that I want to show is that it might be possible to

work out a classification that adheres closely to the

names used in the past.

Classification Based on Restricted Number of Types

Unsatisfactory

By Val. A. Fynn, St. Louis, Mo.

In reply to Dr. Rosenberg's remarks which appeared

in the Electrical World on Oct. 30, I think it would

be difficult to select just a few motors for classification,

and a classification based on a restricted number of

types is sure to prove unsatisfactory. Motors which

appear useless to Dr. Rosenberg may seem indispensa-

ble to equally well-informed engineers; and if it is de-

sired to evolve a rational and enduring classification,

then all the known types should be included. Even now,

when the theory of alternating-current motors is well

understood, we are forced to the conclusion that the

number of radically different types is very great—as

fully brought out in my paper.

Although I am quite alive to the importance of com-

mutation, yet I do not see that it has any bearing on

classification, and I have, therefore, not made any par-

ticular reference to it in my paper on classification.

I think Dr. Rosenberg overlooks the fact that when
I speak of an induction motor, with or without a com-

mutator, I have reference to one in which energy is con-

veyed to the rotor by static induction ; but, at any rate,

he is the first to attempt to define the term "repulsion

motor." If I understand Dr. Rosenberg correctly, that

term should be applied to all commutator motors in

which energy is conveyed to the rotor by static induc-

tion, but should not be used in connection with squirrel-

cage or slip-ring induction motors, although in these

last machines the energy is conveyed to the rotor in

exactly the same way. This plan can be followed, but

I think it is irrational, first, because it gives to the term

"repulsion" a meaning different from thai which it has
had ever since L820, and, second, because it is proposed
to applj it to only some of the motora having the char-
acteristic features for which it stands. The term "in-

duction motor" is not coined, is exactly descriptive, and
avoids all the difficulties l have mentioned.

it the term "repulsion motor" were well defined and
generally well understood, I should be more ready to
accept it. So far the term has been used Indiscrimi-

nately. Of course, if Dr. Rosenberg really thinks that

it is enough to classify alternating-current motors as

induction and commutator motors, then it is useless

further to discuss the matter with him.
Dr. Rosenberg's objection to the distinction I make

between working brushes, exciting brushes and brushes
that carry both working and exciting currents is truly

far-fetched. He might as well object to the coil F of

my Fig. 2, which shows a single-phase series motor,
being referred to as a field-exciting coil because of mag-
netic leakage in consequence of which part of the flux

produced by F does not do duty as motor field. On this

same theory it would also be wrong in case of a badly
designed commutator motor of any kind to make a strict

distinction between its commutator and an arc lamp.
Brushes which in an ideal machine carry nothing but
working current are referred to as working brushes;
such as carry nothing but exciting current are spoken
of as exciting brushes. As to Fig. 16, the currents clos-

ing through the brushes do duty as working and as ex-

citing currents, and there are no other exciting currents
—-hence the distinction I have made. No classification

can possibly take into account every commutating cur-

rent, every Foucault current and every stray field, nor
will anyone seriously expect it to do so.

Dr. Rosenberg's objections to my Figs. 3, 4 and 14, 13
are answered in my reply to Mr. Alexanderson (page
973 of the Electrical World for Oct. 30, 1915). It is,

of course, impossible to split up the stator field of Fig.

4 into components when a is so chosen that the vertical-

rotor ampere turns are fully neutralized by those of N.
What are the objections to my definitions of separate

and self excitation?

Defects Affecting Strength of Wooden Poles

The decay of poles before their installation in the

line may be of several kinds, and these, with the several

kinds of cracks or other injuries, constitute what are

known as defects. Since, in designing, the strength of a

pole is computed as that of a solid homogeneous cylin-

drical section, it is evident that pronounced defects may
materially affect the actual strength. Therefore either

pole specifications and inspection must be strict enough
to eliminate poles whose actual strengths are not rea-

sonably close to their assumed values or else a factor

of safety must be used to take care of irregularities.

Some detailed instructions to inspectors would seem
very desirable, since exactly the same defect may have
an entirely different significance in two locations on the

pole. Thus a rotten heart, very common in cedar, may
be in the center of the cross-section, and therefore of

the least effect, or it may be well toward one side. A
wood pole is not greatly affected by hollowing out a

small portion at the center of the cross-section, but the

strength is decreased by any loss of area near the cir-

cumference or by any reduction of diameter. The
strength is proportional to the cube of the diameter,

and the following relative strengths obtain:

15-in. sound diameter = 1.00

15-in. pole, 5-in. rotten heart at center = 0.99

15-in. pole, 5-in. rotten heart 2% in. off center = 0.89

12-in. sound diameter (1^ in. decay) = 0.51
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A VACUUM ASH-REMOVAL SYSTEM
How Ashes Are Handled in a Small Plant—Construction

and Operation of the System

By T. W. Reynolds

The system of piping used for the removal of ashes

under fire-tube boilers and stokers rated at 250 hp. each

in the power house of the Missouri State Capitol, Jef-

ferson City, Mo., is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. In the operation of this system the ashes are

raked forward from the ash pits to the inlets of the

horizontal pipe line shown on the plan and section draw-
ings in front of the boilers. The inlets to this pipe

line are inclosed in concrete bases and open upward into

the ash pits. From these points the ashes are conducted

by suction through the pipe to the ash room.

The ash room is built of concrete, 10 ft. by 20 ft. in

size, 9 ft. in height on the delivery side, and provided
with a floor which slopes upward to the roof at the other

side. The sides of this ash room are sloped so that de-

livery of ashes can be made through openings over

wagons at a grade below equivalent to the height of the

wagons. Sections through this room are shown below.

The pipe which discharges the ashes enters the ash
room about 1 ft. below the roof and is turned at an
angle, as shown in the elevation drawing. The vacuum
in the ash-delivery line is produced in the riser section

by the injection of steam at a pressure of 1 10 lb. through
a \s-in. nozzle and ejector fitting. Steam at lower pres-

sures may, however, be used. Fifteen pounds of steam
are condensed for 100 lb. of ashes handled with a nozzle

pressure of about 110 lb.

The delivery pipe is of special chilled iron selected to

withstand the abrasive action caused by rapidly moving
ashes. The straight run of the pipe is of 6-in. inside

diameter with a 1-in. thickness of metal. The radii

of the bends at the discharge end are 4 ft. to the center

of the pipe and made up of 22 1/:
> deg. units or elbows.

The backs of these are interchangeable, since these are
points of wear, and reinforced by 2-in. thickness of

chilled material designed to withstand the wear due to

conveying at least 4000 tons of ashes.

ConcreteBase^W^W
Cross-Section on C. L.of Boilers

. Grade forheight ofviogon

.Nine -feet in heightalong this side

£-J -
2~6

{
Openings { /

ASH ROOM '
:SloPes
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---r-^%

'Stack to above \
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roofof main
' {roof along
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LAYOUT OF AN ASH-REMOVAL SYSTEM INSTALLED IN THE POWER STATION OF THE MISSOURI STATE CAPITOL,

JEFFERSON CITY, MO.
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The elbows and ejector nozzle below the Mom arc in

stalled In a pit accessible through s manhole In the

boiler room door. Hand holes are placed In elbows as

shown, one on (he Inside radii of each liend. A steam
control valve is placed above the Moor on a 2 in line

which connects to the Inch pressure steam header. The
vertical steam drop is provided with a :; |-in. drip pipe

and Valve at a point above the control valve which leads

to the nearest ash pit. A support for the riser is re

quired and is installed as shown in the diagram.
The system is vented at the beginning of its run in

the 1 1 rst ash pit and also by a stack 80 in. in diameter

installed over and opening into the ash room well back

from the wall against which the ashes impinge. With
this arrangement little dust is blown into the outside

atmosphere. The access door of this room is near I he

main building wall for the same reason. The stack is

provided with a ventilating cap at a point slightly above
the roof of the main building. This ventilator is merely

an outlet for the injected steam and is made of a size

sufficient to reduce the velocity of escape and eliminate

dust. No movable or special ventilators are needed.

The cost of handling ashes by means of this system
has made its operation attractive aside from the low

installation cost and maintenance due to absence of

mechanical parts.

PROTECTING TOWER LINES FROM SLEET
Nature of Damages Resulting from Sleet Storms—Recom-

mendations for Designing Transmission Lines in Sweden

By Torsten Holmgren*

In connection with the comment on tower-line protec-

tion against sleet which appeared in the issue of the

Electrical World for Oct. 9, 1915, the writer re-

counts some experiences at the Royal Trollhattan power
works in Sweden with sleet and snow load and the con-

sequent directions given by him for the designing of

the transmission lines.

It is evident that during a sleet storm the first dam-
age that is likely to occur on the system is a short-

circuit between line wires caused by uneven ice load.

If the different wires receive a different load of ice, as

is always more or less the case, first, the difference in

sag especially with the use of long suspension-insulator

strings rapidly grows with the ice load, and, second,

with a constant wind pressure from the side, the angle

of the wire with the vertical plane grows with the ice

load to a certain maximum, depending on the area and
specific weight of the wire and the ice. If the specific

weight of the ice is 0.5, a copper wire has its maximum
of movability for wind with an ice cover of a diameter

equal to 4.12 multiplied by the wire diameter. At a

much larger ice load than this, the difference in angle

between a loaded and an unloaded wire is still of great

importance. For instance, a 70-sq. mm. (138,100-

circ. mil.) stranded copper wire with hemp core will,

without ice load, swing to an angle of 29 deg. at a wind
pressure of 50 kg. per square meter (10.2 lb. per square

foot) and go out to a maximum of 44 deg. 40 min. at the

same wind pressure if loaded with 0.55 kg. ice per

meter (0.36 lb. per foot) length, the specific weight of

the ice being 0.5. At an ice load of 1.5 kg. per meter

(1.0 lb. per foot) the angle would still be 41 deg. 20 min.

If we now investigate how the sag changes with the ice

load, we find that on a span of 200 m. (656 ft.) long

and 7.10 m. (23.2 ft.) normal sag at zero temperature,

the sag of the wire mentioned, if pin insulators are

used, increases to 7.45 m. (24.4 ft.) at 0.55 kg. per

meter (0.36 lb. per foot) ice load and to 8.10 m. (26.6

Consulting engineer, also general manager and chief engineer
Royal Trollhattan Power "Works, Trollhattan, Sweden.

it. i at i.:') kg, per meter i L.O lb, per t * »* » t * ice load, if

suspension Insulator strings of L.86 m. (4.4 ft.) long

are used, the sag, under 1 1 1
«

- same conditions will In-

crease up t<> 10.28 in (88.6 ft) and 18.0 iii. (42.7 ft)
with the assumption that all the spans to tin- next

strain towers are tree from ire. it is easy to show by

diagrams thai with pin insulators short circuits

through Ordinary sleet and wind are entirely avoided
with a judicious choice of span length and distance

between wires, it' long suspension-insulator strings of

the common type are used, the case is different.

[f a short-circuit, happens under such conditions, it

is very probable thai one or two wires will burn off.

The adjacent towers are then exposed to a serious

torque through the ice load and wind pressure on the

same wires in the adjoining unbroken spans. If the

wires have a triangular arrangement, for instance, and
at leasl two of them are on long cross-arms or sup-
ports, the tower must be of still heavier construction to

withstand such extreme conditions.

On a new line very careful investigations were made,
showing a decided economical advantage for the flexible

tower system over the non-flexible, both designed

—

with one strain tower per kilometer (3281 ft.)—to

stand 1.0 kg. ice per meter (0.67 lb. per foot) wire at

37.5 kg. per square meter (7.67 lb. per square foot) wind
pressure and a safety factor of 4, the latter reduced
to 1.9 if two wires burn off. If the line is not de-

signed for such eventualities, grave damage may ensue.

In order to prevent short-circuits of this kind, espe-

cially on the suspension-insulator-lines, in the Troll-

hattan plant, a special arrangement was made in order
to melt the ice or snow from the wires. For this pur-

pose one of two parallel lines (at first on the wind side

of the towers) is taken out of service. The three wires
are connected at the receiving end to each other, and a

heavy current of generator pressure is sent out on the

line. If the temperature is about zero, the ice or snow
comes down easily. The current and pressure needed
can easily be calculated.

As conclusions from the above considerations the

author advises the following means for the protection

of important main lines against sleet havoc:
1. Provide an arrangement in the power house to

melt away the ice with electricity as soon as possible.

2. Design the line for the worst combination of ice

and wind known in the particular locality, with a rea-

sonable safety factor, and take into consideration that

two wires on the same span possibly come down at a

short-circuit.

3. Consider that the risk from combined sleet and
wind is much greater with suspension insulators than
with pin insulators, as the sag on the former line is

dependent on the load on adjacent spans.

4. Carefully investigate the influence of span length,

distance between wires and place of insulators on the

possibility of short-circuits through ice and wind.

It is evident that the modern suspension-insulator

string is not an ideal arrangement from this point of

view. It is to be hoped that this fact will be considered

in future development of this insulator type.

The author proposes that statistical data concerning

sleet and wind from all countries be gathered and pub-

lished. Sleet storms are very rare in certain parts of

the world, and of course it is a very difficult and tedious

work for an individual to ascertain the worst condi-

tions to be expected. Even incomplete world statistics

would certainly be of great value to power-distributing

systems. Since engineering corporations are not or-

ganized as international co-operating institutes, prob-

ably the only way to gather this information is through

private contributions from observations and data col-

lected by engineers in different sections of the world.
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How 334 Ft. of Jute-Covered Cable Stuck Fast in

Tile Duct Was Removed

By E. R. Martin

Underground cable operators may be interested in a

method recently used by the Des Moines (Iowa) Elec-

tric Company for removing two lengths (334 ft.) of

jute-covered 1,000,000-circ. mil cable that had become
stuck fast to tile duct. In attempting to pull out this

cable two wire cable grips were broken and a 9/16-in.

guy wire was found too weak to stand the strain. The
tar which had run out of the jute during repeated heat-

ings had evidently glued the cable fast to the duct.

Some method besides pulling had to be resorted to in

order to loosen the cable.

The most reasonable means was to heat up the tarred

jute, which could be easily done by passing cur-

rent through one cable to the next manhole, letting it

return on the other cable. Either the lead sheath or

the copper or both could be used as the conductor. The
lead sheath was found by calculation to have about six-

teen times the resistance of the copper conductor. The
same heating could therefore be done with one-fourth

the current and four times the voltage by using the lead

sheath. Direct current was available at 115 volts, reg-

ulated by water-box control or from a pipe-thawing
transformer. The latter was chosen as being the most
feasible for the location. A preliminary calculation to

determine the approximate length of time required to

heat the cable, assuming all heat stored in the lead,

showed that the temperature would rise 60 deg. C. in

ten minutes, using 5 kw. for each cable length.

The lead sheaths of the two cables were finally

looped into a return circuit and the current was applied,

using 290 amp. The first length was loosened in twenty-

five minutes. The next morning the other piece was
pulled after twenty minutes' heating, using the lead

sheath with copper return.

Service-Wire Entrances to Western Irrigation

Pump Houses

The accompanying illustrations show a type of the

pump-house construction used for irrigation pumping
installations by the Southern Sierras Power Company.
In Fig. 1 the service wires from a pole are shown at

the point where they enter the cupola of the pump house.

The cross-arm construction at these entrance openings

is more clearly shown in Fig. 2 for both frame and con-

crete buildings. After entering the structure the serv-

ice lines continue to "Noark" boxes and connect through

a standard overload relay, meter and starting box to the

motor. The wiring between the starting box and the

motor is installed in conduit. Potential and current

transformers are mounted on the back of the panelboard

8Openings Wires

drittn tight through
center of same

ihlfllflDDHFIIM

Side Eleva + ion

"'frrnffrr

End Elevation

CrossArm

FIG 2—LINE-WIRE ENTRANCE ARRANGEMENTS WHEN
CUPOLA IS USED AND WHEN IT IS NOT USED

shown in Fig. 1 for use in connection with a polyphase
watthour meter.

The panelboard frame is constructed of 2-in. pipe,

and placed at one end of the building approximately 4

ft. from the wall. Access to the wiring and coils at the
back of the meter is prevented by the use of a picket

fence, as shown in Fig. 1.

The cupola design of pump house has been found de-

sirable in most cases. However, where there is suffi-

cient clearance between the roof and the top of the
panelboard, the customer is permitted to bring in the
service wires through the gable end of the building in

conduit. All installations are made with service wire
in conduits, and the loop connecting the service entrance
and the poles of 6600-volt cambric-insulated wire. The
majority of pump houses constructed in the territory

served by the Southern Sierras Power Company are of

sheet iron. It has been found that this type of con-
struction is preferable on account of durability, ease of
construction and lower first cost.

The pump house is installed by the consumer at his

own expense, and all wiring is made in accordance with
regulations of the engineering department of the com-
pany. The wiring is grounded for the protection of the
operator.

FIG. 1—TYPE OF PUMP HOUSE WITH CUPOLA USED BY
SOUTHERN SIERRAS POWER COMPANY

How Improved Voltage Regulation May Show
Profits

By S. G. Hunter

In the issue of the Electrical World for Oct. 23
an editorial entitled "Practical Voltage Regulation"
treated the subject from the viewpoint of service to the
consumer. It would seem to the writer that the matter
might be treated equally well with regard to the benefit

which normal voltage on the system affords a central-
station manager.
Very often the central-station engineer knows that

the voltage regulation of a part, and perhaps all, of the
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verj poor, hut since there la no complaint

from tin- consumer nothing la done to remedy the situs

1 1* mi ami a considersble percentage of the proper income

of the station is continuously lost u facl which is al

most, if not quite, disregarded, Naturally, it is at the

time when tin' feeders are carrying the maximum loads

thai the voltage drop la most fell and, therefore, it is

then that losses due to low voltage should he considered.

The average load records show that tlu> lighting peas

has a duration of about two hours per day for each day
o\' the year, so that this figure may be used as a basis

for calculations, in the case of a single feeder carrying

a lighting load of 200 KW. it may safely be said that

the average voltage drop at the time of maximum load

is I per cent. The reduction in the amount of power
supplied which corresponds to this lowered voltage is

6.8 per cent. A tungsten lamp load ia assumed, carbon

lamps causing an even greater reduction. From theae

figures it will be seen that the yearly loaa due to this

condition at 10 centa per kilowatt-hour will amount to

(2X366 1200X0.063X0.10), or $919.80.

A proper survey of a system may show that practic-

ally the same condition exists on many, if not all, of the

feeders, especially those where the load has been steadily

increasing for a few years. Moreover, it will probably

be discovered that a comparatively small investment for

automatic-feeder voltage regulators will divert a great

percentage of this drain again into the coffers of the

central station. The installation of feeder-voltage regu-

lators on the circuits will, over and above this benefit

to the central station, also be of value to the consumers
because the service which they receive is so materially

bettered.

Relay System for Clearing Grounds at Railway

Substation

An interesting relay system is used at the West
Farms (N. Y.) substation of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad for quickly clearing grounds
that may occur. The sequence of relay and switch
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INTERCONNECTION OF RELAYS AND SWITCHES TO CLEAR

GROUNDS AUTOMATICALLY

operations is indicated by numerals in the accompany-

ing illustration. With a short on the trolley (indi-

cated by the cross) : (1) The double-ratio current

transformer energizes its corresponding coil of the

selective relay and also the overload and restoring relay,

(2) I niMiit passing through the lower coil oi thi

lective relay separates the lower contacts, thua selecting

the feeder switch to be tripped. (.*{) At the aine tunc

the overload and restoring relaj do ai the upper-con
tailor cirCUil Of the selector relay, actuating the trip

coil of the feeder-resistor switch and energizing the

type E definite t mie limit relay. (1) When the resistor

switch Opens, the pallet witch [a thrown into the dotted

position, energizing the trip coil of the trolley-resistor

switch. (5) The latter on opening throws the pallet

switch into the dotted position, energizing magnet
switch No. 1. (0) On operating, this switch closes its

contactors, as shown by dotted lines, thereby preparing

the coil of magnet switch No. 2 for energizing current

and letting energy (low through the closing coil of the

bridge-control oil circuit-breaker. (7) On closing, the

control switch energizes the bridge-control circuit. (8)

The bridge switch, if still overloaded with the resistors

in series, then opens and removes the "short." (9)

When the ground is cleared the contact bar on the over-

load and restoring relay drops onto the contacts, ener-

gizing magnet switch No. 2. (10) This in turn moves
its contactor into the dotted position, thereby closing

both of the resistor switches. (11) Simultaneously with

the closing of the resistor switches the bridge-control

switch opens and normal conditions are restored. (12)

In case the short remains and the bridge switch fails

to open, however, the definite-time-limit relay energizes

the tripping coil of the type 0-1 line circuit-breaker,

opening same, in which case it has to be closed by hand.

An Inexpensive Substitute for a Set of Feeder

Ammeters

By Clifford W. Bates

The various buildings of tfc^ Sheffield Scientific School

of Yale University obtain light and power from an
isolated plant consisting of two 100-kw. units supplying

direct current at 230 volts by a three-wire system.

There are nine three-wire feeder circuits leaving the

switchboard, and until about three years ago there was
no way of measuring the load or of determining the

balance of an individual three-wire circuit except to

estimate the load or to open the feeder switch and note

the effect on the generator ammeters. Naturally this

latter method was used only in extreme cases, and some
more convenient method of measuring the feeder cur-

rents was desired. It was out of the question to in-

stall individual feeder ammeters, on account both of the

cost and of the space required.

In the accompanying illustration the writer shows
how the problem was finally solved. Eight of the nine

circuits were fused on the back of the board, and a piece

of cable about 2 ft. long was used between the fuse

studs B and the switch studs A, as in Fig. 2. The ninth

circuit was installed after the others and had a fused

switch, but included about 4 ft. of cable between the

busbars and the switch. These sections of cable were
used as ammeter shunts, as indicated for one of the

circuits in Fig. 2. Eighteen non-polarized Hubbell plug

receptacles were mounted on a wooden board at the end
of the switchboard and arranged in two vertical rows
—for positive and negative sides of the circuits re-

spectively—and were connected to the sections of cable

which were to serve as -shunts. A millivoltmeter was
connected to a plug which could be inserted in any
desired receptacle, enabling the current in either side

of any circuit to be measured.
The connections from "shunts" to receptacles were

made with No. 18 B. & S. rubber-covered fixture wire.
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Connection was made with the terminal lugs at the ends

of the shunts in one of two ways—either by slipping

a thin sheet of copper, to which the lead was soldered,

under the nut on the stud bolt holding the lug or by
drilling and tapping the lug to take a small machine
screw, under the head of which the shunt lead was
fastened.

Calibration was effected by plugging a standard am-
meter into each circuit in turn in place of a fuse. Plugs

for this purpose were made from the ends of a blown
fuse. Corresponding readings on the portable milli-

voltmeter, which was used with the arrangement at

first, and on the ammeter were noted for each side of

each circuit, and from these readings factors were ob-

tained by which the current could be calculated. The
arrangement was used in this form for about a year and
was perfectly satisfactory as far as it went, but it had
the great disadvantage of not being direct-reading.

Since considerable use was made of this "ammeter," it

was thought worth while to obtain a switchboard milli-

voltmeter and to adjust all the shunts to be in direct

reading with it.

All of the shunts gave a drop of at least 30 milli-

volts when 300 amp. were flowing, this being the maxi-

mum current required by any circuit. A millivolmeter

was secured which had a full scale drop of 25 millivolts

and which was graduated from to 300. Its resistance

(practically all copper) was relatively high—about 4

ohms—so that temperature and contact resistance errors

would be minimized. Each shunt was then adjusted by

means of a simple auxiliary shunt to enable current to

be read directly, as follows: If a 2-ft. length of No. 18

wire were connected directly to the ends of the cable

which served as a shunt (from A to B in Fig. 2), prac-

tically no change would be made in the reading of the

millivoltmeter. If this same piece of wire were con-

nected across the terminals of the instrument, however,

practically no reading would be obtained. If connection

were made at the proper intermediate points, as shown
by the dotted line joining C and D, the millivoltmeter

might be made to read any desired value, provided that

without any auxiliary shunt the reading was too high.

This condition held for each of the eighteen shunts, so

that there remained only the task of locating the proper

points at which to connect the auxiliary shunts. This

had to be done by trial with the board "live." The
length and size of wire used as the auxiliary shunt gives

Receptacles

G G
G G

a year and a half and has proved to be all that could be

desired. No trouble has been experienced from contact

resistance in the plugs, and the accuracy of the adjust-

ment appears to be as good as when first made. The
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±

.
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FIG. 2—ARRANGEMENT OF CIRCUITS SHOWING USE OF A

SECTION OF CABLE AS AN AMMETER SHUNT

another method of adjustment which proves useful some-

times. After the points were located the joints were

soldered and taped and the wire insulated with loom.

In this form the arrangement has been used for over

FIG. 1—MILLIVOLTMETER AND PLUG RECEPTACLES CON-

NECTED TO SECTIONS OF CABLE USED AS SHUNTS

total cost of the installation was about $35, which in-

cludes the millivoltmeter but does not include labor.

The labor item consisted of about four days' work on

the part of the writer, with such additional help as could

be utilized—only one man could work at a time to any

advantage. As mentioned above, the switchboard was

"live" most of the time, the plant having been shut

down not more than six hours in the course of the work.

In the illustration several additional receptacles may
be seen mounted near the ammeter receptacles. These

are for the purpose of allowing a portable voltmeter to

be connected to any pair of the three buses for testing

purposes. Polarized receptacles were used for this pur-

pose to preclude the possibility of the millivoltmeter

plug being accidentally inserted in them. Non-polarized

receptacles were used for the current measurement so

that in case power was supplied from other sources the

plug could be reversed, as there is a generator in the

mechanical engineering laboratory and a storage battery

in the electrical engineering laboratory which are occa-

cionally used.

Mixture of Graphite and Caustic Soda for Prevent-

ing Scale

A mixture of graphite and caustic soda in the pro-

portion of 50 oz. to 30 lb. has been found effective in

preventing boiler scale by the chief engineer of a pri-

vate plant in Brooklyn. His conclusions have been

drawn from experience with two 264-hp. Babcock &
Wilcox boilers operating at 110-lb. pressure. The boil-

ers are treated alternately, the mixture being fed grad-

ually to one boiler, and during that time it is not

blown down. The other unit, however, is blown off to

80 lb. every morning.
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Aftermath of Prosperity Week
Publicity Seen in Increased

Christmas Sales at

Brooklyn

Th( BJlectrlcal Pra peril w. . i.

advai tlalng conducted by th< Brooklj n Ddlon company, toatui log i i

i

•

count on - » 1
1 electi leal appliance old dui Ing

the w.,k, Ik, i only reaulted In record dally
applla iai el< ctrlc
hop, touching a high polnl <>r $ 1,(100 .,,, the
laal da 1 -I Hi. J. |,. 1, imi n„. , 1

the I'm.: pi 1 11 \\ el Impetus haa !>• •

during the aucoeedlng vreeka, when the
counter pur< tuu ea of appllant 1

m eded the corresponding demand fi

year. 1 luring Proaperll •. \\ 1 1 the elec
trlcal contractora and Oxturi dealera doing
1. 11 in. in 1 Irooklyn reduced theli
.-is noted in these columns, effecting foi the
prospective house-wiring cu 1 • per
cenl dlscounl on all house wiring coi I

clo ed during iii«' week. Tins special "Edi-
son house-wiring offer" produced seventy-
eight complete house-wiring contracts dur-

• week of Nov. 29 to Dec. 4, and fur-
1 In 1more opened up numerous "leads" of
other prospective house-wiring jobs, the con-
tracts for which have since been closed, so
that during the second and third weeks of
December house-wiring activity in Brooklyn
has probably been greater than that for any
corresponding period during the year.

Marketing Electricity
A Department on Selling Service and Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

A Christmas Window That Proved Itself—The
Power of Suggestion in Directing

Holiday Purchases

The accompanying picture shows a window display
which was used last year by the Electric Lighting Sup-
ply Company of Los Angeles, Cal., in an effort to sell a
considerable stock of electric toys which had been held
over from the Christmas previous. The reason these
toys were on hand is interesting.

Two years ago this company laid in a large stock of
Christmas toys, but made no particular effort to adver-
tise them or display them to the public, devoting the
window space to other Christmas-gift suggestions and
leaving the toys on the shelves to be sold over the
counter.' It developed, however, that few voluntary re-

quests for electric toys were received, as the people

who came into the store were attracted by the adver-

tising or window displays and called for the specific

goods they had in mind.
"Having seen our mistake," says F. H. Trimble,

one of the proprietors, "last year we put in the special

window shown in the photograph, and the display and
its action drew crowds and brought a great number of

people into the store. We practically cleaned up the

large stock of electric toys held over from the previous

year, as well as all the new items added when we de-

cided to feature toys in the window. The window was
put in about Dec. 1 and drew trade not only for toys

but also for standard appliances throughout the month."
This demonstrates in a striking manner the value of the

window display as an influence in selling electric toys.

A WINDOW DISPLAY THAT DISPOSED OF A HELD-OVER
STOCK OF ELECTRICAL TOYS

Electrically Driven Fire Apparatus in Striking

Hill-Climbing Tests at Paterson, N. J.

By S. G. Thompson
A demonstration of electrically driven fire apparatus

held last month on the steep grades in and around Pat-
erson, N. J., demonstrated to an audience of fire chiefs

and fire commissioners the speed, power and flexibility

of this type of apparatus. One of the pieces used was
a combination chemical engine and hose wagon which
had been converted from horse traction to motor trac-

tion by the Commercial Truck Company of Philadelphia.

The wagon was fully equipped with twenty lengths of

hose and a crew of fourteen men, totaling a weight of

12,300 lb.

A 65-ft. aerial ladder was also demonstrated. This
machine, which was also a converted horse-drawn truck,

carried a crew of twenty-two men. The ladder with the
crew weighed 20,000 lb. The ladder truck was of the
four-motor-drive type, one motor being attached to each
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ELECTRICALLY OPERATED COMBINATION CHEM-
ICAL FIRE ENGINE AND HOSE WAGON

ELECTRIC AERIAL-LADDER FIRE TRUCK. BOTH MACHINES WERE
RECONSTRUCTED FROM HORSE-DRAWN WAGONS

wheel. Both wagons were equipped with "Exide" bat-

teries.

The first part of the test consisted of a run up an

18.23 per cent grade, known as Temple Hill, having an

uneven cobblestone paving—a very poor roadway. This

test was easily made by both cars, the time from a dead

start at the foot of the hill to the summit being for the

combination wagon one minute and thirteen seconds

and for the ladder truck one minute and nineteen sec-

onds. The former becomes a record for the hill, which
has been a test hill for every piece of apparatus used

by the Paterson Fire Department, as well as for many
others for which manufacturers had aspirations but

which failed on the test. The fastest previous time was
one minute and forty seconds.

One of the electric pieces under test was then a second

time sent up the hill, was stopped dead in the center

of the steepest part, and was then run to the top at

the same speed as before. This remarkable feat was
generously applauded by hundreds of spectators.

The remarkable part of the latter test was the ap-

parent immediate resumption of speed from a dead

stop on a grade which has proved too steep for most of

the other types of fire apparatus to climb at all and
which the touring cars carrying spectators did not even

attempt.

The apparatus was next put through a test on the

"Temple Street-Clinton Street-Circle Avenue hill." This

was also over an 18 per cent grade, and both pieces

easily made the trip, the ladder truck making a new
record of one minute and fourteen and one-half seconds

and the combination truck one minute and twenty sec-

onds. The best previous time made on this hill was con-

siderably more than two minutes.

Further demonstration then followed in various parts

of the city, a speed of 30 m.p.h. being maintained on a

level stretch on Broadway for about a mile.

Fire Commissioner Shielke of Paterson and Chief

Coyle of the Paterson fire department were on the driv-

ing seat of the combination wagon. The Pathe company
took moving pictures of the demonstration for its

weekly pictorial review of events of special interest.

No More "Cut-Price" Sales of Electric Appliances

at Warren, Ohio

When it was the practice of the central-station com-
pany at Warren, Ohio, to conduct "cut-price" sales on

appliances at more or less regular intervals, the argu-

ment was often advanced by prospective customers

between sales that "Because Mrs. So-and-So got her

vacuum cleaner for $— a few months ago, I should be

able to get this one for the same price now." An at-

tempt to maintain prices between sales hurt business.

Now, however, it has been a long time since a cut-price

sale has been conducted, and the old argument is no

longer heard. W. J. Marshall, sales manager of the

Trumbull Public Service Company, says that his appli-

ance department disposes of more goods under the new
scheme, and the local buying public is better satisfied.

Winning the Customer to the Side Street

The recently established fixture and supply house of

the C. C. Coghlin Electric Company at 34 Pearl Street,

Worcester, Mass., is situated about a hundred yards off

Main Street, but the concern did not intend to be over-

looked during Electrical Prosperity Week—and it

wasn't. To catch the eye of the passers-by on the main
thoroughfare of the town, a sign 12 ft. long was
equipped with eight 400-watt gas-filled lamps, which

were furnished with free energy for daylight as well

as night burning by the Worcester Electric Light Com-
pany. The lamps were bunched at the outer end of the

sign, and they attracted no small amount of attention

from a distance, being 12 ft. above the sidewalk and

burning in three different positions.

Arriving in front of the company's display window,

the visitor found it divided into two sections, one de-

voted to an exhibit of electric-heating appliances and

the other occupied by an artistically arranged layout of

polished fixture parts, the word "Electric" being formed

in screw-bushings in the center of the bay. Suspension

chains separated the two sections of the window as illus-

trated, and the use of posters and streamers added to

the "life" of the display. A final appeal was the at-

tachment of a window card emphasizing the fixture

stock of the company to a cord leading to the door, the

card rising about 2 ft. behind the glass at every opening.

STORE FRONT OF COGHLIN COMPhNY, WORCESTER, MASS.
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Data on Cost of Overhead and Underground Construction

Sixth of a Series of Articles on Electrical Contracting Methods, Previous installments of Which

Appeared in the Issues of Oct. U> and 2.5, Nov. 20, and Dec. 1 and 11

\\\ LOUI8 W MOXEY, .Ik. VlC\ PrESIDBNI Ki i.i.ik I'i ki Company, Philadelphia

THE principal points made Id previous installments

Of the presenl scries of ait iclcs, where the suh-

jecl <>f the computing <>f costs ami making of
estimates for interior construction was dealt with, apply
in a genera] way to overhead and underground work.
The presenl article will, therefore, he devoted chiefly to

the discussion of the labor items covering outside work.
A note is also appended presenting a practical discus-
sion of voltage drops on overhead alternating-current
lines.

Data are given in the accompanying tables relating
to cost of underground construction. These figures,

however, must not be considered as applicable in all

cases, but rather as a guide to the contractor. It must
always be borne in mind, of course, that construction
costs vary with the type of labor employed and the
wages paid. Moreover, local conditions also produce
numerous variations in construction cost.

The labor items given in Table XXXVII are those
which apply for the case of ordinary transmission work.
Where street or road lighting is to be provided items of
labor for the erection and connection of lamps, brackets,
etc., must be included, together with repairs to pave-
ments, curbs, etc. These labor items will vary consider-
ably, of course, according to the number of poles to be
erected and the amount of wire to be strung.

Calculation of Voltage Drop in Overhead Lines

In dealing with overhead-construction problems it

must be remembered that the line drop is due to two
factors—first, to ohmic resistance, and, second, to the
reactance of the line caused by self-induction. The cur-
rent which will flow under such conditions is expressed
by the formula:

/= E
\/R2 + (2tc/L)

2

In this formula / is the current in amperes, E the
voltage drop, R the resistance of the circuit in ohms, /
the frequency in cycles per second, and L the self-

induction of the circuit expressed in henries.
1 The

factor 2-nfL is known as the reactance of the circuit.
To calculate the total voltage drop resulting from the

'The value of L—that is, the self-induction of the circuit—can
be accurately and simply determined for the case of a circuit
where the outgoing and returning wires are parallel and no iron
is near. These conditions exist in most overhead lines.

If I be the total wire, length of a two-wire circuit in feet, d the
distance between the axes of the two wires, and r the radius of the
bare wires expressed in the same units as d, then the self-induc-
tance L of the circuit in henries is expressed by the formula :

,. _ 30.48* [0.5 + 4.6052 log d/rl

1,000,000,000
For example, take a line 1000 ft. long consisting of two No.

copper wires so strung that the distance between the centers of
the wires is 12 in. What will be the voltage drop if the value of
the alternating current is 10 amp. and its frequency is 125 cycles
per second?
The inductance in henries is found by the formula previously

given

:

_ 30.48 X 2000 [0.5 + 4.6052 log 12/0.16] _
1,000,000,000

The resistance of 2000 ft. of No. wire is 0.1996 ohm. The im-
pedance Z then becomes

Z = VW+~J2irfL) 2 = V0.19962^FT2~~>rO416 X 125 X 0.00058 )
2

= 0.47 ohm.

The voltage drop is E = IZ = 10 X 0.47, or 4.7 volts. The
voltage drop due to resistance, on the other hand, is only 10 X
0.1996, or 1.996 volts.
Suppose that the allowable drop in volts is specified in the case

of a three-phase, three-wire transmission line with the wires
placed at the corners of an equilateral triangle and that the size
of the wires must be determined. Let 300 kw. be the energy to
be transmitted, the frequency being sixty cycles per second, the
pressure 1200 volts, and the voltage drop 5 per cent, the wires

0.00058 henry.

reactance drop plus the resistance drop, the two must
be combined at right angles as shown in the sketch

—

the hypotenuse of the triangle will then represent the

impedance drop; that is, the total drop in voltage along

the line.

Data on Underground Construction

The first item to be considered in underground con-

struction is the cost of excavating, which should be
figured per cubic yard. Every contractor should know
what these costs are under various conditions, such as

Reactance Drop -2JrfLI

DIAGRAM SHOWING METHOD OF CALCULATING IMPEDANCE,
GIVEN THE RESISTANCE AND REACTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT

a sand or clay soil, rotten or solid rock, etc. The aver-

age laborer is capable of excavating about 180 cu. ft.

of clay soil per ten-hour day.

Manholes must also be taken into consideration. The
cost of excavating and concreting such manholes can be
estimated from the tables previously given. If the man-
holes are to be brick-lined, the cost will vary from 40
cents to $1 per cubic foot of brickwork. Such miscel-

laneous items as the cost of labor for manhole drains,

etc., must be figured for each job, since it seems im-

possible to obtain any fair averages of cost on these

items.

Table XLI gives average costs for pulling in and

being 24 in. apart between centers, and the length of the line
(single-wire distance) 1800 ft.

300,000
Current per phase = = 145 amp.

1200 V3
If the line were a single-phase circuit, the current would be

250 amp. To calculate the loss in the case of a three-phase feeder,
consider each conductor as carrying 125 amp. (that is, one-half
of the corresponding single-phase current) and complete the cal-
culations as in the case of a single-phase line.

Volts drop = 0.05 X 1200 = 60 volts.

Double distance = 3600 ft.

_ 30.48* (0.5 + 4.6053 log d/r)~
1,000,000,000

At this point it is necessary to assume a value for r; that is,

the radius of the conductor. Let 0.3 in. be assumed, this being the
approximate radius of a 300,000-circ-mil cable. The log d/r does
not change appreciably with slight changes in r owing to the
relatively great value of d, and hence great accuracy is unneces-
sary.

30.48 X 3600 (0.5 + 4.6052 log 24/0.3)
L =

1,000,000,000

Impedance

0.001

Vi2 2 + (27T/I,) 2 =
V0.126 2 + (2 X 3.1416 X 60 X 0.001) 2 =39 ohms.

Now 0.126 ohm is the ohmic resistance of 3600 ft. of 300,000-
circ-mil cable.

/ X VR- +T2TT/.L) 2 = E,
or 125 amp. X 0.39 = 48 volts.

As 60 volts drop is permissible and a 300,000-circ-mil cable give«
only 48 volts drop, a No. 0000 wire will be found to be approxi-
mately correct for a drop of 60 volts.
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splicing cables. Only average figures for labor cost are

given, and the range of variation in many cases will be

found to be greater than that presented in the table.

The seventh and concluding article of the present

TABLE \X\\il COST OF POLE-LINE CON8TR1 <TION

Labor ltmi Description Cost

Shaving poles

Erecting wood poles

Erecting iron poles

Digging holes

Stepping poles

Guying poles

.

30-ft. pole

36-ft. pole

40-ft. pole

5Wt. pole

L'o-ft . pole

30-ft, pole

36-ft. pole

10-ft. pole

50-ft . pole

30-ft. pole

36-ft. pole

40-ft. pole

50-ft. pole

25-ft. pole

30-ft. pole

40-ft. pole

50-ft.pole

25-ft. pole

30-ft. pole

35-ft. pole

40-ft. pole

50-ft. pole

25-ft. pole

30-ffc pole

36-ft. pole

40-ft. pole

50-ft. pole

$0 60— $1.20
ii go 1 60

1 00— 2 no

1.20— 2 40
1 10 2.80

0.90— 2 70
1.20

—

3 60
1.80

—

6 40
2.70

—

8 10

1 BO 11.70

2.00— 8.00
3.00— 12.00

5 00— 20.00
s mi 32.00
12.00— 48.00

0.60— 3.00
76 ;; 76

n 'id 4.50
:> 25

1 20 6 mi

0.50— 1.00
0.75— 1.50
1.00— 2.00
1.25

—

2.50
1.50

—

3.00

3 00

—

9.00
4.00— 12 00
-, oo 15.00
6.00— 18.00
7.00— 21 00

Erecting cross-arms, braces, pins and insulators 2-pin cross-arm

3-pin cross-arm

4-pin cross-arm

6-pin iross-arm

8-pio cross-arm

$0 50— $1.00
60— 1.20
70— 1.40
90— 1.80

1 10- 2 20

Stringing wire, triple-braid, weatherproof, per

1000 ft No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 000
No. 0000

S2.50— $5.00
2.60— 5.20
2 80 - 5.60
3.10— 6.20
3 50— 7.00
4.00— 8.00
4.60— 9.20
5.20— 10.40
6 00— 12 00
6.90— 13.80
7.90— 15 80

TABLE XXXVIII—OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS OF VITRIFIED DUCTS

Type Bore, Round or Square Outside Dimensions, Inches

Single-way

.

3H-in. 5x 5 x 18

Two-way. 3H-in. 4 x 9 x 24

Three-way

.

3^-in. 5 I 13 x 24

Four-way. 3H-in. 9 x 9 x 24

Six-way . .

.

3}4-in. 9 x 13 x 36

Nine-way. . 3J4-in. 13 x 13 x 36

2 -in. 9 I 9 x 36

TABLE XXXIX-LABOR COSTS PER FOOT FOR LAYING DUCTS

Item Cost

Laying duct and cementing joint:

Three-way .

.

$0 03—$0.06
0.05— 0.10
0.08— 0.16

Four-way
Six-way .

.

Nine-way

.

Laying conduit or pipe:

V£-in. conduit. . .

.

J^-in. conduit
1 -in. conduit . . .

lj^-in. conduit. . .

l}4-in. conduit.

2 -in. conduit.

2J4-in. conduit

.

2}4-in. conduit.

3 -in. conduit

.

4 -in. conduit

.

0.10— 0.20
0.14— 0.28
0.20— 40

$0.03 —$0.05
0.04 — 0.06
11 06 — 0.07
0.06 — 0.08
0.065— 09

11 07 — 0.10
0.075— 0.11
0.08 — 0.12

09 — 14

12 — 0.18

series will take up the subjects of illumination and illu-

mination calculations.

TABLE XI WMi vi 01 i
1 mint BAND WD STONE ttEQl [BED PEE CUBIC

Y\KD OF RAMMED CONCRETE

1 In. imi I'n'der Scrmncd-Out Amounts

Concrete Sand Stone
Concrete,

Bble. JTd Yd

2 1 1 i>, 11 0.89

2 .">
:, 1 Lfl 46 0.91

3 6 ill 61 0.85

3 6 1 01 M 0.92"

3 7 11 'ii 42 0.97

4 7 S3 .-,i 0.99

4 11 77 47 0.93

TABLE XLI-LABOR COSTS FOB I'l LUNG IN AND SPLICING CABLES

Size, B. A: S, or ('ire. Mil
Pulling Cable,
Coel i

Splicing Cables,

Cost per Splice

Single-conduit:

No. 14

L2

$0 02

0.026
03

0.036
0.04

045
05

0.055
0.06

0625

065
0.0675
07

0.0725
0.075

0.0775
0.08
0.085

09
0.095

0.10
0.105
0.11
0.115
0.12

0.125
0.13
0.14
0.15

16

$1.10
1 20

10 1 30
8.. . .

6.

1.40
1 55

6 1 70
4 1 g5
3

2
2.00
2 20

1 2 40

00
000

2.60
2.80
3 05

oooo 3 30
250,000 3 55

300,000
350,000.

.

3.80
4.10

400,000. 4.40
450,000. 4.70
500,000.

.

5 00

550,000 5.30
600,000 5 60
650,000 5.90
700,000 6.20
750,000. 6.50

800,000 6.80
850,000 7.10
900,000 7.40
950,000.. 7 70

1,000,000 8 00

Duplex:
No. 14..

12..

10..

$0.03
0.04
0.045
0.05
0.06

0.07
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.095

0.10
105

Oil
0.115

12

0.125
0.13
0.135
0.14
0.15

$1 55
1 80
1 95

8.. 2 10
6 2 30

5. 2.55
4.. 2.80
3..

2
3.00
3 30

1 .

0..

00
000..

oooo.

.

250,000..

300,000
350,000
400,000
450,000

3.60

3.90
4.20
4 66
5.00
5.40

5.80
6.20
6.60
7 10

500,000 s 00

Triplex:

No. 14. $0.04
0.045
0.05
0.055
0.065

0.075
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12

0.13
0.14

15

0.16

$2 20
12 2 40
10. 2 60
8.. 2 80
6.. 3 10

5. 3 40
4. 3.70
3. 4 00
2. 4 40
1 4 80

5.20
00. 5 60

000 6 10
oooo 6 60

The figures given for pulling cable do not include rodding or fishing of ducts, which varies
from $0,005 to $0.03 per duct foot.
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Gas-Heated Boiler Helps Secure Motor Service In

Plating Plant at Dayton, Ohio

K\ I'. B. Si i i i i

Bj recommending tin- use of an automata
pressure-controlled boiler <»t' the type illustrated bare

with the Dayton (Ohio) Power A Lighl Company waa
able t<> place a motor-service Installation In ;• plating

plant Where tin- use of industrial steam h;ul previously

kept tlif new business department from securing a con

Demonstrating ;» child's Electric Banfc Daring
Electrical Prosperity Week

in connection with its apparatus displays during
Electrical Prosperity Week, tin- Worcester (Mass.)

Electric Lighl Company had an attractive demon tra

tion of the \\e tern Electric Company's "junior" elec

trie range, a winsome snd enthusiastic operator being
(OUnd in the person of Miss DorC Underbill, the nine

year-old daughter of <). it. ITnderhill of the central-

BOILER AND MOTOR-DRIVEN FEED PUMP DEMONSTRATING THE MINIATURE RANGE

tract. The 6-hp. cast-iron boiler shown, which is made
by a Pittsburgh firm, is supplied with soft water by
the feed pump at the right, which is driven by a Vs-hp.

motor controlled by a float switch. Steam in this case

is supplied at 10-lb. pressure and is used for heating

water in four 4-ft. by 4-ft. by 4-ft. tanks in the plating

room. The steam is piped through a main header to coils

in each tank and closed through another header to the

boiler.

The only attention needed at the boiler is at the time

of starting and stopping its operation at the beginning

and end of each working period. No special attendant

need be employed to keep it running. With gas at 30

cents per 1000 cu. ft. the cost of operating this boiler

for nine hours a day has not exceeded $15 a month.

station company's appliance department. As a result of

the first afternoon's demonstration, two of these ranges,

rated at 460 watts and equipped with an oven and six

hot-plates, were sold. Recently little Miss Underhill

prepared the following dinner for five playmates, using

this range in one forenoon only : Roast of beef, 0.5 lb.

;

boiled and baked potatoes, macaroni, apple sauce, stewed

tomatoes, biscuits, loaf of bread, two 3.25-in.-diameter

apple pies, baked custards and two kinds of cake. The
cost of energy was under 12 cents, the lighting rate at

Worcester being 9 cents per kilowatt-hour. A number
of these ranges have been sold by the company at $8

each within the last six weeks, and an additional order

has been placed with the manufacturer to meet the

anticipated holiday demands.

LECTURE CLASS IN ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

New York Edison Company Inaugurates Lecture

Course in Electric Appliances

The New York Edison Company, under the direction

of Arthur Williams, general commercial manager, has

inaugurated a new course of twelve lectures in the cur-

riculum of its commercial school on electric appliances.

On Dec. 9 J. F. Kelly, manager of the company's
showrooms, spoke on the subject of "The Importance of

Electrical Appliances to the Central Station," and F. C.

Henderschott, manager of the company's educational

bureau, followed with an address on "Salesmanship."

Other lecture topics for the winter and spring

months are as follows: Dec. 23, "The Showrooms";
Jan. 6, "Domestic Heating by Electricity"; Jan. 20,

"The Heating Bureau"; Feb. 3, "Vibrators and Small

Motors"; Feb. 17, "Heating Appliances and Vacuum
Cleaners"; March 2, "Heating Appliances and
Vacuum Cleaners"; March 16, "Washing Machines
and Dish-Washers"; April 13, "Electric Signs"; April

27 and May 11, "Home Economics."
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

and Engineering Press of the World

FLUID ANALOGIES FOR MAGNETISM
An Interesting Application of Van der VVaals' Equation of

the Continuity of the Gaseous and Liquid State to the

Continuity of the Paramagnetic and Ferromagnetic Con-

ditions

Physical analogies, like mechanical models, are often

useful and have been and are universally employed to

create in the student's mind a familiarity with un-

familiar subjects. The term "electric current" is based

on the analogy between electricity and hydraulics, and
no less a theorist than Clerk Maxwell, in reducing Fara-
day's fundamental experimental results to fundamental
mathematical theory, based the whole discussion on the

mechanical model of the flow of an incompressible liquid

in tubes (corresponding to the electromagnetic lines of

force). In the Philosophical Magazine of November,
1915, Dr. J. R. Ashworth uses in an interesting and
suggestive way a physical analogy to comprise the para-

magnetic and ferromagnetic conditions in one equation.

His equation follows closely Van der Waals' "equation

of state," which is, after all, nothing more than a

modification of the well-known Boyle-Mariotte-Gay Lus-

sac law for gases so as to comprise liquids as well as

gases.

P. Curie found in 1895 that feebly magnetic sub-

stances have in general an intensity of magnetization /

(magnetic moment per unit volume) in simple inverse

ratio to the absolute temperature T in a constant field

of force. Further the intensity of magnetization / of

feebly magnetic or paramagnetic substances is directly

proportional to the strength of the field H. Hence the

behavior of paramagnetic substances in relation to field

strength and temperature is completely described by
the relation H/I = R'T. This is obviously analogous

to the Boyle-Mariotte-Gay Lussac law Pv = RT or

P/d = RT for gases, where P is the pressure, v the

specific volume and d = 1/v the density. It will be seen

that in this analogy the intensity of magnetization /

corresponds to the density d and the field strength H
to the pressure P.

Now, Curie's researches led him further to the con-

clusion that ferromagnetic substances when heated are

transformed progressively and tend to assume the prop-

erties of feebly magnetic substances as the temperature
passes and increases beyond the point of transforma-

tion, and that there is a close analogy between curves

of magnetization of a ferromagnetic as it changes to

the paramagnetic state in a constant field and curves

of density of a liquid as it passes to the gaseous state

at constant pressure when the temperature is raised.

Moreover, this parallelism seems to be based on the

same underlying physical cause. From the point of

view of molecular theories the passage of a fluid from
the liquid to the gaseous state takes place when the

molecules of the fluid are released from reaction one
on the other and become independent, and in like man-
ner we may imagine that the passage from the ferro-

magnetic to the paramagnetic state takes place when
the molecular magnets pass from reaction one upon the

other to freedom from mutual control. Further
molecular theories of fluids show that there must be a

limit to the density under the action of high pressures

and low temperatures, and correspondingly molecular

theories of magnetism show that there must be a limit

to the intensity of magnetization under the influence

of strong fields and low temperatures. Thus we may
regard the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states in

magnetism as analogous to the liquid and gaseous states

in fluids.

Van der Waals modified the gas law so that it would
include the behavior of liquids. His equation is

(P + ad') (1/d— 1 /d ) = RT
In an analogous way, Ashworth modifies Curie's rela-

tion so as to cover both the paramagnetic and ferro-

magnetic states

:

(ff + a'Hd/— I/I,,) = R'T
The constants a', I,„ R' are the fundamental magnetic

constants. Ashworth applies this equation to iron,

nickel and cobalt. For R' and for the maximum inten-

sity of magnetization I experimental data are available.

The value of a' may be estimated from the values of the

other constants. Several applications of the formula

MAGNETIC CONSTANTS OF [RON, NICKEL AND COBALT

Iron Nickel Cobalt

Constant, A" . 3 66

Maximum intensity, I„ 1685

Intrinsic field constant, a' 7 6

Critical temperature, TV. 785°-f273

Maximum intrinsic field, a' J01 2.2X107

20 8

510

96

3SX'+273°

2.4X10'

6.0

1300

21

107.r>°-r273°

3.6X10'

are made. It is shown that the equation represents

broadly the chief features accompanying the loss of

ferromagnetism with increase of temperature, namely,

at first a region of progressive and increasingly rapid

loss up to the temperature of transformation, secondly

an abrupt transition through a region of instability,

and thirdly a region in which the magnetic intensity

declines less and less quickly and approaches the tem-

perature axle symptotically. From a knowledge of the

value of a' it is possible to calculate the magnitude of

the intrinsic field for any intensity of magnetization.

This leads for iron, nickel and cobalt to a value of the

intrinsic field of the order of 10' gausses. Finally it

is shown that the application of Van der Waals' equa-

tion to magnetism leads to results which are at least

not in conflict with the kinetic theories of Langevin and
Weiss. The table gives the fundamental magnetic con-

stants of iron, nickel and cobalt according to this theory.

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Design of High-Speed Generators.—A. B. Field.—
An illustrated paper read before the (British) Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers on some difficulties of the

design of high-speed generators. A 20,000-kw., 1800-

r.p.m., four-pole, sixty-cycle, 13,200-volt, three-phase

generator is made the basis of discussion. The author
discusses the rotor material and is in favor of Behrend's
construction, using thick open-hearth rolled plates con-

solidated and mounted on a shaft. After the discussion

of plate-built rotors, the author deals with critical speed
and rotor ventilation. For the latter he recommends a
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combination of an axial passage underneath the winding
slots with a radial discharge distributed over fairly

wide central portion of the rotor. He then deals with
rotor windings, coil retaining rings, rotor-coil bracing,

stator construction, external short circuits, stator-coil

bracing and rotor Burface losses. He finally mentions
the difficulty which the designer encounters In connec
tion with the size of the conductor he has to use. "in

creasing the copper section to relieve the temperature
conditions tends to Introduce troubles as fast as we i urt

them. For instance, were it possible to use, say, a

fused silica tube lor stator insulation, we could immedi-
ately CUt down the size of the slot copper, at the same
time overcoming much of our eddy-current trouble, and
we should have no reason to lie alarmed even should the
central part of the active length of the conductor occa-

sionally reach very high temperatures. Some of the
characteristics of fused silica and the recent rapid com-
mercial development of this material are promising as

far as they go, but many obstacles to its use for this

purpose still remain."—London Electrician, Nov. 26,

1915.

Lamps and Lighting

Mercury Arc.—J. C. McLennan and R. C. Dearle.
—An account of an experimental investigation of the
infra-red emission spectrum of the mercury arc. Thir-

teen lines are recorded in the infra-red spectrum of the
mercury arc between the wave-lengths 1.00 u. and 3.02 ja.

The existence of the line near 1.04 a, which was shown
to exist by Coblentz and Geer, but which was not found
by later investigators, was confirmed by the finding of a
line at 1.038 u.. The existence of at least one line with
a wave-length longer than 1.70 a was proved by the dis-

covery of a line at 3.02 [i, which was also in confirmation
of the work by Coblentz and Geer. Three new lines

were discovered in the infra-red spectrum.

—

Philos.

Magazine, November, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Distortion of Voltage Curves in Large High-Tension
Networks.—J. Biermanns.—A mathematical article

illustrated by diagrams. When an alternating-current
voltage is impressed on the transmitting end of a trans-

mission line, considerable rises of voltage may occur at

the receiving end due to the effect of distributed self-

induction and capacity whenever the frequency is high.

This phenomenon is unimportant, however, with ordi-

nary commercial frequencies in distribution networks.
But the higher harmonics in a voltage curve which is

not strictly sinusoidal may be strongly influenced by
this effect. This explains why even transmission lines

fed from turbo-generators may have considerably dis-

torted voltage curves at points at a distance from the
power plant. Inductive loads connected to the line coun-
teract this effect, while the effect is made worse by
capacity loads. Transformers connected between gen-
erator and line also favor the distortion of the voltage
curve. These resonance phenomena may be completely
suppressed by oscillation circuits tuned to the harmonics
in question.

—

Elek. Zeit., Nov. 18, 1915.

Economics of Electric Power-Station Design.—H. F.

Parshall.—His illustrated paper read before the In-

ternational Engineering Congress in San Francisco
somewhat abstracted. While there may not be any
great choice as to the type of plant to be used in a power
house, there are many questions as to the economies to

be gained by increasing the size of plant and by cen-

tralization. The present paper deals with the constants
involved in this general problem, and, as illustrative of

the nature of the problem, particulars are given of the
electric supply of London.—London Electrician, Nov.
26, 1915.

Installations, Systems and Appliances

RttSSiO, Statistical data on Kn:,sian elect ricity works.

The table covers eight] itations, of which ftftj four give

<iin<t current, twentj two alternating current, and four

lupply both. Fortj seven have team power, sixteen

gas, sixteen steam and gas, and one water power. Kit

ty nine of the stations are specifically designed for

lighting and power, ten tor tramways, and eleven for

lighting, power and tramways. The largest rating

(.".o.OOO kw.) is that of the Moscow lighting station,

which supplied 58,000,000 kw.-hr. in L918. The next

largesl station is the Whitetown station of Baku 1 29,000

kwj, which supplied 7:'.,0()0,000 kw.-hr. in 1913.—Lon-
don Elec. Review, Nov. 20, 1915.

Controllers.—H. Mueller and Th. Hoock.—An arti-

cle illustrated by diagrams on the rating and the selec-

tion of controllers for intermittent operation of cranes,

tools, etc. The authors first discuss the different ele-

ments which determine the choice of a controller and
then the elements which determine the design and step

arrangement of the controller resistors, namely, the

capacity needed during the starting period, the nominal
rating of the motor, the duration of the starting period,

and the number of starting operations per hour.

—

Elek.

u. Masch. (Vienna), July 18 and 25, 1915.

Starting Rotary Converters.—W. LiNKE.—An Eng-
lish translation in abstract of two recent German arti-

cles on the starting of rotary converters considered

from a practical standpoint.—London Electrician, Nov.

19, 1915.

Wires, Wiring and Conduits

Electrolytic Copper.—B. Welbourn.—The chairman's

address to the Manchester Section of the British Insti-

tution of Electrical Engineers. After some short notes

on electrolytic copper refining, the author points out

that for the transmission of electricity two varieties

only are required: first, hard-drawn copper, which com-
prises all conductors in which mechanical strength is

required, and, second, soft or annealed copper, which
comprises all conductors which are to be continuously in-

sulated and in which the highest obtainable conductivity

is required. The British standard for copper conductors

is the one issued by the British engineering standards

committee in 1910, but this needs revision in view of

the fact that an international standard of resistance

for copper has been formulated by the International

Electrotechnical Commission and has already been

adopted in the new standardization rules of the Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers. The testing of

annealed copper conductors is very simple and is con-

fined to gaging the wires with a micrometer gage and
measuring the ohmic resistance, and sometimes to the

weighing of samples or coils. In the case of hard-drawn
copper additional tests are necessary to determine ten-

sile strength, hardness, elastic limits and absence of

brittleness. These tests are discussed at some length

with special reference to the effect of temperature on

elasticity and tensile strength.—London Elec. Review,

Nov. 19 and 26, 1915.

Dielectric Losses.—An English translation in ab-

stract of a recent German article giving results of the

determinations by the German Telegraph Department
of the dielectric losses in various insulators.—London
Electrician, Nov. 19, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Magnetic Studies of Mechanical Deformation in Fer-

romagnetic Metals and Alloys.—H. Hanemann and
Paul D. Merica.—Simultaneous magnetic and mechan-
ical measurements were made in the tensile-testing ma-
chine on soft iron and other materials, with a view

to determining whether relations existed between the
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physical and the magnetic constants of such materials.

It was found that the permeability of iron is independ-
ent of the previous elastic history of the materials if

(1) the alternations or cycles of stress have been within
the elastic limit and (2) the number of alternations

has been small. There is a close and nearly linear rela-

tion between the elastic limit of soft iron and the values

of the stress at which the permeability maxima occur
as the material is elongated. The magnetic indications

and accompanying features of mechanical overstrain

were studied. The conclusion is reached that the mag-
netic method is applicable to the study of the previous
mechanical history of such annealed iron as was inves-

tigated, since indications are thus given of the values

of the maximum stress to which it has been subjected,

provided that this stress has been above the elastic limit.

The permeability of this material is not affected by
stress applications under the elastic limit. The effect

of initial stresses upon the form of the induction-stress

curves was noticed in the case of material as received,

before annealing, and as heat-treated by quenching in

water.

—

Bulletin Amer. Inst. Mining Engrs., December,
1915.

Electrochemistry and Batteries

Electrolytic Copper Refining.—Francis R. Pyne.—
Two evils in electrolytic-copper-refining practice are the

tendency of the electrolyte to stratify or form layers of

various compositions and the accumulation of impurities

in the electrolyte. To prevent stratification the. elec-

trolyte is circulated throughout the tanks. To prevent

IV

s, G

F
FIG. 1- -TANK DESIGNED TO FACILITATE THE ELECTROLYTIC

REFINING OF COPPER

fouling of the electrolyte by impurities a certain amount
of electrolyte is daily withdrawn and passed through
tanks containing insoluble anodes. The treatment in

these removes a large part of the copper from the elec-

trolyte but requires large power expenditure. The solu-

tion from this first set of insoluble-anode tanks is then

passed through a second set, and this second set of

tanks removes the rest of the copper and practically

all of the arsenic and antimony. The solution is then

treated in any suitable manner for the elimination of

such other impurities as may be desired. The author's

new process saves the considerable amount of power
required for the first set of insoluble solution tanks by
withdrawing from the regular tanks a solution suffi-

ciently low in copper to avoid this first-set treatment,

yet containing practically an undiminished amount of

impurities. The fact of the formation of stratifications

is made use of. The diagram above shows a tank

designed for this purpose (the electrode not being

shown for the sake of clearness). AB is the slime line,

H the outlet for removal of slime from the tank, CD
the solution line. The electrolyte enters the tank at E
and is withdrawn through the upper and lower outlets

G and F respectively. Just sufficient circulation of the

electrolyte is maintained to get a satisfactory cathodic

copper deposit, but not enough circulation to prevent

stratification. The electrolyte withdrawn from the

upper outlet G is a low-grade solution which is delivered

directly to the second set (in former practice) of insolu-

ble-anode tanks for treatment. Compared with former
practice, the net saving in this process, which is in use

at the United States Metals Refining Company's plant

at Chrome, N. J., is, therefore, the operation of one set

of insoluble-anode tanks.

—

Met. and Chern. Eng'ing,

Dec. 1, 1915.

I'nits, Measurements and Instruments

Simple Thermal Instruments for the Measurement
of Small High-Frequency Currents.—W. H. ECCLES AND
A. J. Makower.—If an air-bubble is formed in a hori-

Section at

X Y.

PIG. 2—LONGITUDINAL AND CROSS-SECTIONS OF CURRENT-
MEASURING APPARATUS

zontal glass tube containing alcohol, the application of

a source of heat to the outside of the glass near one end
of the bubble will cause the bubble to move toward the

point of higher temperature. The source of heat may
be a thermo-junction or a resistance wire. When the

glass tube is straight and horizontal the instrument is

very sensitive but has no definite zero. To get a prac-

tical instrument a slight upward convexity is given to

the glass tube. For instance, a tube of 0.38 cm. (5 32

in.) bore and 0.038 cm. (5/320 in.) thickness of wall,

bent to form an angle of about 10 deg. at the center,

gives a very stable zero with a bubble of air of about

0.5 cm. (3/16 in.) length in alcohol. If thermo-junc-

tions are used, the hot junction is placed at one end of

the bubble and the cold junction at the other end. In

the instrument shown in longitudinal section and cross-

section in Fig. 2 the heat was generated in a single

bare resistance wire A (No. 47 S. W. G. "Eureka") laid

across the top of the tube close to one end of the bubble.

The fine wire used was of only a few millimeters length,

so as to touch the tube only on a short arc and thus

keep the resistance of the instrument as low as possi-

ble. The value of the resistance was 0.75 ohm. The
short "Eureka" heater was connected at both ends to

copper leads, and when the current passed the motion
produced in the bubble was measured by the eyepiece

scale of a microscope focused on an edge of the bubble.

The calibration obtained is shown in Fig. 3. The motion
of the bubble appears to be due to change of surface

tension being caused by change of temperature. This
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PIG. 3—CHART SHOWING CALIBRATION OBTAINED WITH
CURRENT-MEASURING INSTRUMENT

was borne out by a further experiment made with a

vertical capillary tube with its lower end dipping into

a reservoir of alcohol and provided with a heater form-

ing a semicircular arc round the capillary tube at the

top of the meniscus. The calibration curve of this in-

strument is also given in the article. Special advan-

tages of this type of instrument are freedom from
electric capacity troubles and small self-induction.

—

London Electrician, Nov. 19, 1915.
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i rands i Beeni
.'in A < lompanj hai been elected \ lee-

ident of Hi.' United Ga & I

porat Ion.

Otto k. Oithoff, \ Ice pre* [dent of 11.

M Bj lie ibj A Company . Chicago, bai
been elected president of the < lai Ibbean
& Southern Steamship Company.

C. L Hall, formerly of the Sevan
nah (Ga.) Electric Company, has been
appointed superintendent of lighting
the Tampa (Fla.) Electric Company.

\. s. Hillyer of [shpeming, Mich.,
has resigned as superintendent of
county road construction to become con
struction engineer with the Wisconsin-
Minnesota Light & Power Company,
Ban Claire, Wis.

i <-. Connett, president of the Inter
national Railways Company of Buffalo,
N. Y., has been elected vice-president
Of the United Gas & Electric Corpo-
ration and president of the United Gas
A Electric Engineering Corporation of
New York City.

Kichard J. Parisian, superintendent
of the unique English school of the
Ford Motor Car Company, Detroit,
Mich., which graduated more than 100
employees in the spring class, was for
four years superintendent for the Edi-
son Illuminating Company of Detroit.
Two years ago Mr. Parisian entered
the employment of the Ford company
as an electrical engineer.

Edward M. Graham, son of the late
John R. Graham, president of the
Bangor (Me.) Railway & Electric Com-
pany, has been elected vice-presi-
dent and general manager of the
Bangor company, the Bangor Power
Company and the Orono Water Com-
pany and general manager of the
Bar Harbor & Union River Power
Company, succeeding his father in the
active management of these proper-
ties. Mr. Graham is only twenty-six
years of age and is one of the young-
est general managers in the country
in charge of such an extensive prop-
erty. He has been in active charge of
the companies since the death of the
elder Mr. Graham last August. The
companies 'of which Mr. Graham is now
the operating head furnish central-
station energy to sixteen municipalities
and operate street railways in nine
communities.

Men
of the 1ndiistri/

< hangei in Personnel

and 1'iisit inn

Biographical Notei

E. M. GRAHAM

Prof. Clarence E. Reld, formerly of

the Mississippi Agricultural and Me-
chanical College, lias been appointed
professor of electrical engineering at

the Kansas State Agricultural College,
Manhattan, Kan.

Philip A. Waller Of the Keystone
Electric Company, Reading, Pa., has
been appointed chief of the Reading
elei trical bureau. He will have charge
of the fire-alarm, police-telegraph and
city telephone systems in Reading.

L. Clark has been appointed local

manager of the North Coast Power
Company, successor to the Washington-
Oregon Corporation, Vancouver, Wash.
Mr. Clark succeeds H. K. Lugger, who
was recently appointed master of
maintenance of the company.
William H. Tylee of Worcester, Mass.,

has been elected president of the Public
Electric Light Company of Boston,
Mass., to succeed D. V. Carruth of
Clinton, who was one of the incorpora-
tors and acted as temporary president
until a permanent organization could
be effected.

A. J. Klatte has been appointed act-
ing electrical engineer of distribution
for the Chicago Surface Lines to suc-
ceed Herbert M. Wheeler, deceased.
Since the consolidation of the Chicago
City Railway and the Chicago Railways
Mr. Klatte has served as assistant en-
gineer of electrical distribution.

Patrick J. O'Donnell has been ap-
pointed manager of the Mount Forest
(Ont.) municipal lighting plant. Mr.
O'Donnell was formerly superintendent
of electric lighting for the city of West
Toronto, and after the local system was
taken over by the Toronto hydroelectric
system, he served for four years as
power and lighting salesman.

A. P. M. Fleming, superintendent of
the British Westinghouse works at
Manchester, England, is at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, Urbana, in consulta-
tion with Prof. E. B. Paine, head of the
electrical engineering department, hav-
ing been sent to the United States by
the British government to make an in-
vestigation of American institutions
organized to conduct industrial re-
search. England, it is explained, real-
izes the need of perfecting the British
agencies of engineering research in or-
der to meet successfully the new com-
mercial competition that is certain to
arise after the close of the war.

William T. Taylor, a well-known
British electrical engineer, has been
promoted to the rank of company com-
mander of the Twelfth Lancer Regi-
ment, Pioneers. Mr. Taylor, who is a
fellow of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers and a member of
the American Society of Mechanical

and of the corresponding in-

stituti Gi eat Britain; is the ev
I bOX Of "Ti an I'm mri P] ;,,) !,•,•" At
the outbreak of the war Captain Tayloi
W* ii. Bolh la and a! one- Join n. yd
home to join hi COlOl i I •

- had pic. i

ouely i n red In the Bechuanaland cam
I'.u'N (1897) and in the South African
war ( 1809*1902).

Obituary
\\ . T. Jackson, for many years a rep

re cntative of G. M. Greet, engineer and
contractor, with headquarters at Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, is dead, following a nerv-
ous breakdown resulting in a complica-
tion of diseases. Mr. Jackson's death
occurred at Atlantic City, N. J., and his

body was taken to Cincinnati for burial.

Willard Cheney Knight, son of

Charles S. Knight, the former general
manager of the original Fort Wayne
(Ind.) Electric Corporation, died re-

cently in London, England. During his

career in the United States Mr. Knight
became well known as manager of the
St. Louis office of the Fort Wayne
Electric Works.

William Andrew Conner of Plain-
field, N. J., vice-president of the
Standard Underground Cable Company,
died suddenly Dec. 6, in his office at
Perth Amboy, N. J. Mr. Conner was
born in Baltimore, Sept. 12, 1859. In

1885 he took charge of the first plant
built by the Standard Underground
Cable Company in Pittsburgh, Pa., and
from then until the time of his death
he was the head of the manufacturing
business of that company, including
large plants planned and built by him
in Pittsburgh, Perth Amboy, N. J.,

Oakland, Cal., and Hamilton, Canada.
He was a director of the company for
ten years and had been first vice-presi-

dent since 1909. He was also vice-

president of the Perth Amboy Trust
Company, in whose organization he
had an active part. Mr. Conner was a
Scottish Rite Mason and a Knight
Templar, a member of the Duquesne
Club, Pittsburgh; the Hamilton Club,
Hamilton, Canada, and the Plainfield

Country Club. Mr. Conner was a
cousin of E. J. Waring of the Standard
Underground Cable Company and of
the late Richard S. Waring, its founder.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
A Record of Latest Developments and Improvements in Manufacturers'

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Tools for High-Tension-Line Maintenance

A number of special devices and
tools are shown in the accompanying
illustrations which are designed to offer

an easy solution of the usually difficult

and dangerous operations met with in

high-potential live-line maintenance.

These tools are especially well adapted
for use in re-insulating lines with

1—PLAN VIEW STRAIN CLAMP

pressures up to 110,000 volts without
interrupting service. They include,

besides the Johnson transmission-line

clamps, as they are called, the Johnson
insulator changer, which is a device for

lifting heavy conductors; various spe-

FIG. 2—SIDE VIEW OF STRAIN CLAMP

cial sticks to which are attached tongs,

hack-saws, cotter-key pullers, etc.; a

Y-stick for lifting light conductors and
holding suspension-type insulators;

safety-clamp sticks, and the like.

Practically all operations in connec-

tion with making live connections with-

out interrupting service are based on

the use of the transmission-line clamps.

Transformers and meters can also be

connected to their respective buses by

means of these clamps in such a way
that any one of the meters or trans-

formers may be removed, repaired and
replaced without service interruptions.

The clamps are also convenient for use

in grounding transmission lines prior

to working upon them, especially when
the induced charge on the dead line is

dangerous; in joining two live lines,

or for making branch-line taps to the

main transmission lines without shut-

ting off the power or in any way inter-

fering with service over the line; in

sectionalizing telephone and transmis-
sion lines, or for use in place of the

simple disconnecting switch in cutting

in electrolytic lightning arresters,

static-discharge gaps, etc., or with live

lines in transferring the load from one
line to another on the same pole or

tower in order to jump around trouble,

and in connecting transformers of a

bank to their respective buses, which,
in case of delta connection, permits the

removal of any one of the transformers
for repairs, allowing the bank to run
in open delta until the transformer is

replaced.

The transmission-line clamp also

makes it possible to work out a system
whereby there need be no communica-
tion between operating and line de-

partments after notice has been given
the latter-named departments of a
"knock-out" on the line. It also re-

lieves the linemen from any danger re-

sulting from mistakes on the part of

operators while repairs are being made
to a line.

The tap clamp consists essentially of

two brass castings. The back casting

carries an eye near the top, a loop at

the bottom, and a lug with a hole

FIGS. 3 AND 4—SIDE AND FRONT VIEWS
OF TAP CLAMPS

drilled in it, in which the wire lead is

inserted and soldered or clamped by a

set screw. The front casting is held

against the back casting by bolts and
springs in a simple but rigid manner.
To facilitate the use of the clamp, a

special switch stick has been developed
with which a connection is made as

FIGS. 5, 6, 7 AND 8—LARGE-SIZED AND SMALL-SIZED INSULATOR CHANGERS, AND INSULATOR CHANGER IN USE ON 66,000-VOLT
(PULLING COTTER KEY OF INSULATOR) AND ON 50,000-VOLT LINE ON STEEL TOWER
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t'«>ii..u Tin- l««d win con«

i to tin- dead apparatus or lint,

and Hi'- 1 1.imp which li Attached t<> the

other end of the lead la then placed on
the hook of the twitch stick end by

tin- stick placed on the live

imc, where it balance i
on big t" the

• of the lead wire; the hook 1

1

then inserted in tin- loop at the bottom
»«f tin- clamp, and by a downward pull

tin- clamp is snapped <>n to the line

with a firm grip, it can lie removed
by placing tin- hook in the eye of the

Clamp ami pushing it upward. The
clamp is made in three types, to tak<

wire varying in size from No. 8 to

750,000 circ. mils.

The strain clamps arc designed for

solid and stranded conductors varying

in^ the cotter kej with tin switch
stick. The pi big aii- interch

able a ith either tj pe of clamp. The
strain clamp Is utilized in dead ending
live iineS, and when propel ly applied,

it is claimed, will not lip,

> ..in i; hi ^ PULLER

In the accompanying illustrations arc

shown several types of insulator

changers, the largest-sized device being

employed on lines with pressures up to

1 10,000 volts. The necessary adjuncts

ii. .urn
, pole ri ab fitted w ii h chain,

eye OOll chain lock: and clevises,

brase-handled wrenches to tit the eye
holts which paas through the croee-

SJ in , chain ami chain loci, to go with

the eye boltl and handles, two-sheave

blocks, BOO ft- of 0.6 in. rope, hack-saw

mounted on end of pole, forked i

witch

stick, cottei key puller, and plain John
son switch .tick with win' cutter. The
lifting pole, pole grab, etc., are all

lilted wilh clevises. Two lifting pole

are provided with each in ulator-

changing set, adapting it for different

kinds of service. The conductor cannot

he removed from the upper end of the

v»u*
FIG. 9—UPPER END OF LIFTING POLE

in size from No. 1 to No. 4/0 inclusive,

and are applicable to various kinds of

long-span strain service. A clamp can

be easily snapped in place, it is

asserted, with two switch sticks. The
bolts may be tightened with the wrench
stick and the springs removed by pull-

FIG. 11—FORK rt&R HANDLING SUSPEN-
SION AND StRAIN INSULATORS

to an insulator-changing set are the

following: Lifting poles of straight-

grain, well-seasoned oak, cross-arm

saddles with cross-arm bolts and nuts,

pivoted guides with nuts, large clevises

with bolts and nuts, a %-in. turnbuckle

with a hook on each end, trace chain,

FIG. 12—SAFETY HAND SWITCH STICK
FOR HANDLING CLAMPS

lifting pole until it is released by open-
ing one of the jaws with a switch stick.

All of the handling is done by ropes
from the ground.
The tools and clamps described here-

with are being made by Hickey &
Schneider, 61 Broadway, New York.

Toggle Switch

Because of its small plates and toggle the switch

shown herewith is especially adapted for use in private

houses, apartments, and other buildings where interior

detail is carefully planned and considered. The device

is convenient in operation on account of the toggle,

which may be pushed up or down to close or open the

circuit, as the case may be. The switch is simple in con-

struction, but is strong and is designed to last under

heavy service. The mechanism is operated by a lever,

and since only the toggle member, which is of the same

finish as the plate, extends through the plate, the device

is less conspicuous than ordinary types of switches.

The face plate may be either rectangular, oval or round,

and as there are no screw-holes, the development of the

Elevator Door Switch and Threshold Lamp
Owing to the fact that a large number of elevator

accidents occur at the doors or gates, Owen T. Snyder
& Company, Columbus, Ohio, have developed a safety

door switch and threshold lamp for eliminating hazards

to passengers when leaving and entering the cars.

Elevators equipped with the device shown herewith can-

not be started unless the door is closed and latched. The
threshold lamp forms part of the equipment and is

automatically cut out of the circuit when the door is

closed and latched. The manufacturer has also brought
out a single-throw switch for locking elevators where
threshold lamps are not desired, a single-throw switch

for operating a threshold lamp in connection with the

car switch, a single-throw and double-throw switch with

SWITCH WITH TOGGLE FOR OPENING OR CLOSING CIRCUITS

device represents a long stride forward artistically. In

the accompanying illustration is shown a half-size view

of a switch equipped with a rectangular plate, 2.375 in.

by 3.5 in. The switch is being made by the Newton
Manufacturing Company, Lynbrook, N. Y., in the single-

pole, double-pole, three-way and four-way types.

SAFETY DEVICE FOR ELEVATORS

cam attachments for use on fire doors and safety gates,

and a double-pole emergency switch for cutting out all

door switches and signaling the car out of service. In

connection with these switches solenoid-operated safety

locks are provided for elevators operated by lever, wheel

or hand cable.
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Illuminated Street Signs in the Curb

A new type of street sign installed on trial in San^
Francisco is placed in the vertical faces of the curb at

street intersections and shows the letters illumined

after dark, as illustrated herewith. Three 25-watt tung-

sten lamps are placed in a metal box behind each name

ELECTRIC STREET SIGN IN CURB

plate, the wires being connected to the nearest street-

lighting circuit. The glass behind the openings in the
letters consists of a single piece. To make the lamps
accessible, a removable top plate is provided which can
be taken off by removing three lag screws. A sign of

the type shown has the advantages of being out of the

way and well protected and can be made more legible

than other kinds of street signs. Of course, these signs

are adapted for use only where there is no snowfall in

the winter. The signs are being made by the Illumi-

nated Sidewalk & Street Sign Company and the Uni-
versal Patent Day and Night Street Sign Company, San
Francisco, Cal.

Radiographic Unit for Dentists

In the accompanying illustration is shown an X-ray
machine designed particularly for use by dentists. By
means of this machine it is claimed that the dentist can

determine whether he has completely filled root canals

and that he can locate infected and necrotic areas, un-

erupted and impacted teeth, pyorrhea and other patho-

logic conditions. To make an exposure the X-ray bulb

is swung into position and a small film is placed in the

patient's mouth. The floor switch is then pressed for

one piece of apparatus, which occupies a space 18 in.

square. A special X-ray tube of lead glass with a

sodium-glass window through which the beams of rays

emerge is employed. As an extra protection it is pro-

vided with a heavy lead-rubber blanket on the back and

a heavy lead-glass extension in front of the window.

The extension carries an aluminum filter and enables

the operator to know the direction of the ray in relation

to the part being radiographed. The regulation of the

tube, it is claimed by the manufacturer, is automatic,

thereby saving time, avoiding breakage of the tube, and

insuring uniformity of results. The apparatus is being

made by the Waite & Bartlett Manufacturing Company,

252 West Twenty-ninth Street, New York.

X-RAY APPARATUS FOR DENTISTS

one or two seconds. To develop the film the developing

and fixing powders are dissolved in separate glasses and

the material is taken to a darkened closet where the

films are immersed for a few minutes, after which they

are ready for inspection. The generating cabinet, the

tube stand and the protecting shield are combined into

Wiring Terminal

A terminal for capping the ends of conduit as shown

herewith has recently been brought out by the Gillette-

Vibber Company, New London, Conn. The terminal

consists of two castings, as illustrated in Fig. 1, which

are held together by screws shown in Fig. 2, and a two-

CONDUIT TERMINAL WITH COMPOSITION INSULATOR

piece, three-hole molded insulator. It is being made in

three sizes. The holes in the two smallest insulators

are 5/16 in. in diameter and will take three No. 8

rubber-covered stranded wires. The holes in the largest

insulator are 0.5 in. in diameter and will take three No.

4 rubber-covered stranded wires. A lock-nut is screwed

on the end of the conduit before placing the terminal in

position. The castings of the device, which is designated

as the "Gee Vee" terminal, are galvanized.

Vacuum Cleaner for Use in Factories

Certain improvements have been made in the portable

vacuum-cleaning apparatus shown herewith and made

by Hanlon & Wilson, Wilkinsburg, Pa. The outfit is

especially adapted for use in factories and, according

to the manufacturer, is being successfully used in white-

lead factories for collecting white-lead dust and other

lead products, storage-battery factories for gathering

lead dust incident to the manufacture of storage bat-

teries, automobile factories for the collection of dust in

the varnishing rooms and drying ovens, corset factories

for the collection of textile clippings and dust, silk mills

for collecting dust and lint, etc. The "Vak Klean" outfit,

as it is called, consists of a rotary pump, a double-tank

dirt separator, and a motor mounted on a truck as

shown. Eighty-five per cent of the dirt collected is de-

posited in one of the tanks of the separator. The fine

dirt and dust are carried with the air to the second tank,

where the air is filtered before passing to the pump, the

fine dirt being caught by bags. The drive is by silent

chain. The apparatus is being made in two sizes, the

No. 1 outfit being operated by an 0.5-hp. motor on direct
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currenl and an 0.76-hp. motor on alternating current,
.iik! the No. 2 outfll by a L.76 lip. motor on direcl cur
rent and a 2 lip. motor on alternating < urrent. The No.
i machine has an air displacement of .*'.•"> cu. ft, and

|

a vacuum (mercury column) of L2 in. The pump of the
outfll operates at st.'i r.p.m. It is 86 in. high, 44 in.

PORTABLE MOTOR-DRIVEN FACTORY VACUUM CLEANER

long and 15 in. wide, and weighs 300 lb. The No. 2
outfit has an air displacement of 75 cu. ft. and gives a
vacuum of 16 in. The speed of the pump is 875 r.p.m.,

the height 52 in., the length 60 in. and the width 28 in.

The outfit weighs 850 lb. Various attachments are pro-
vided for different cleaning purposes.

Shaded Electric Sign Letter

Patent rights have been secured on electrically

shaded letters for electric signs by A. J. Conner of

the Thomas Cusack Company, Indianapolis, Ind. Clear
lamps are used in the letter portion of the sign and col-

Cane and Umbrella with Flaahlamp Attachment
An adaptation of tin- flashlamp to a useful and at the

same time novel purpose ha, been made \,\ in Mime
lamps in the handle "i cane and umbrellas as shown
herewith, thus enhancing the value and the de iial/ihtv

of the e necessary articles as j-
r ii'ts. The battery can

lie e.isils replaced, and t he circuit s ina.\ he closed at any

ELECTRICALLY ILLUMINATED UMBRELLA

time by pressing the button below the handle shown in

the illustration. The Lincoln Electric Works, 112 West
Adams Street, Chicago, 111., are placing the above-

described novelties on the market.

Motor for Jeweler's Lathe

A motor, 5.5 in. long by 5.5 in. high, weighing only

2.5 lb., has been developed by the Hamilton-Beach Man-
ufacturing Company, Racine, Wis., particularly for

operating jewelers' lathes. It is designed to run at

speeds varying from 5000 r.p.m. to 10,000 r.p.m. It

may be reversed by turning the button in the switch,

and the speed regulation is so arranged that when the

motor is running at high speed in one direction and is

reversed it will run at slow speed in the opposite direc-

ELECTRIC-SHADED LETTER JEWELER S LATHE MOTOR

ored ones in the shaded portion, as indicated in the ac-

companying illustration. The flashing of letters and
shaded portions gives a number of varied effects. The
system permits a soft shading in different colors of

lights and the use of signs with various combinations
of colors.

tion, making it especially useful, it is declared, to the

manufacturing jeweler for drilling and tapping pur-

poses. Motors of the type shown are being made for

alternating currents at pressures of from 110 volts to

120 volts and for twenty-five cycles to sixty cycles, and
for' direct current at from 100 volts to 120 volts.
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Electric Timing and Program System

An electric timing and signaling system, consisting

essentially of a master clock to which is attached a
metal-disk program for operating one or more circuits

of bells and as many secondary clocks as desired, is

being placed on the market by the Retts & Betts Cor-

FIG. 1—MOTOR-CLOCK MOVEMENT

poration, 256 West Fifty-fifth Street, New York. The
principal parts of the master "Klok" movement are the

winding motor, worm gear, contact for winding motor,
arbor for opening winding circuit, arbor for closing

winding circuit, closing cam, and circuit closer for

minute contacts. The master clock is wound only three

times in twenty-four hours. The winding motor is

directly connected and gives a complete winding in less

than one second. Four dry cells operate the motor for

from fourteen months to eighteen months. The sec-

ondary clock is positively locked, the manufacturer
points out, after the master clock has closed the circuit.

The secondary clock is also locked when the circuit has
been opened by the master clock. The mechanism of

the master clock is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 is shown
the metal disk employed in operating one or more cir-

self-winding master clock, which is equipped with the

metal-disk program, measures 70 in. high, 18 in. wide
and 7 in. deep. It has a sixty-heat movement and a

14-in. dial.

Protected Tree Wire

For use near trees or in places where the covering of

a wire may be subjected to severe abrasion, the Simplex
Wire &. (able Company, 201 Devonshire street, Boston,
w.i s., has recently developed its "Fibrex" tree wire.

The essential feature of the tree wire is the covering,

which consists of tarred jute, non-metallic armor and
weatherproof braid. This protection is designed for

use with any type of cable either of the single-conductor

or multiple-conductor type. For instance, with a No. 6

solid-tinned copper wire for 2300-volt service there is

first a layer of rubber 1 1 32 in. in diameter; next comes
a layer of tape, then a serving of tarred jute; next a

specially treated fiber tape wound on spirally, and

finally, on the outside, heavy weatherproof braid.

Electric Grinder for Steel Mills

A grinder which is connected by means of a flexible

shaft to a small motor mounted on a truck, as shown in

the illustration, has recently been brought out by the

Stow Manufacturing Company, Binghamton, N. Y.

The grinder has been especially developed for use in the

steel industry and allied trades. The motor is entirely

inclosed, and the starting equipment is incorporated

within the motor frame, thus giving compact construc-

tion. In the direct-current equipment the variation in

speed is secured by means of a plunger in the pole piece.

The manufacturer claims that full-load efficiency re-

mains practically the same at all speeds, and that the

machine can withstand sudden overloads without dan-

gerous sparking. The motor is so balanced on the truck

that it may be adjusted to the proper angle for all pur-

FIG. 2- -METAL DISK FOR OPERATING ONE OR MORE BELL
CIRCUITS AT PREARRANGED INTERVALS GRINDER OPERATED BY MOTOR THROUGH FLEXIBLE SHAFT

cuits of bells at prearranged intervals. The metal disk

revolves once in twelve hours, the small disk silencing

the bells at night. Each concentric row of holes repre-

sents a circuit. The program changes are accomplished

by simply inserting a sterling silver pin in the hole

corresponding to the minute the ring is desired. The

poses, it is asserted, and to meet all grinding conditions.

A long arm is provided for taking the weight of the
flexible shaft. The grinder may also be operated by an
alternating-current motor. The tool is being built in

several sizes, according to the capacity of the emery
wheel desired.
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News of the Industry
I Review of Activities in the Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

unit Central-Station Fields

FEDERAL WATER-POWER LEGISLATION
Sicrclai) of the Interior Outline! Itl Scope in 1 1 is Report

and Also Gives Data on the Patent Office

The annual report of Franklin K. Lam", Secretary of

the Interior, goes into a number <>t' subjects of interest

to the electrical industries, among them the subject of

water-powers. At the same time ins report was made
public there were also made public abstracts of the

reports of the Patent Office and other bureaus.
With reference to water-powers, Secretary Lane says:
"How many of these there are on public land not yet

disposed of no one knows, but we have several hundred
under withdrawal, which should be freed from with-
drawal and turned into use just as quickly as possible;

for, as the muscle of man or horse can raise a few
barrels of water from the well to supply stock or irrigate

the garden patch, so can the power of the stream, turned
into electricity, be used to raise millions of barrels of

water to irrigate alfalfa farms or orchards. And this

is now one of the most common uses of electric power
in the West. Then, too, there is that mystifying miracle
of drawing nitrogen from the air for chemical use, which
can be done only with great power, but is being done in

Germany, Norway, Sweden, France, Switzerland and
elsewhere, by which an inexhaustible substitute for the

almost exhausted nitrates of Chile has been found.

The Ferris Bill

"Accompanying the general development bill in its

passage through the House was a measure intended to

promote hydroelectric development on public lands,

named after the chairman of the public lands committee
of the House, Mr. Ferris. This bill was called for by
the fact that existing legislation permitted only a rev-

ocable permit to be granted for such use, and this was
regarded by engineers and financiers as too tentative

and hazardous a tenure where millions of money were
needed for the installation of the necessary plant.

"The Ferris bill meets this difficulty by proposing a

lease of these lands for a definite term of fifty years.

The objection is made that the lands should be given
outright. To this there are several answers of sub-

stance: No enlightened government gives such a fran-

chise. There is danger, very real danger, too, of a

complete monopolization of such power sites if the lands

go forever from the people. The value of water-power
is not yet fully realized, and its full value cannot be
known at this stage in our industrial life. The purpose
of the government in transferring these lands is to

secure their use because it does not choose to use them
itself, but the time may come when it may be most
desirable to the full development of our life that they

shall be operated by the nation or the States or the

municipalities in the States, and to transfer them for-

ever would cast a burden upon the future which would
be unforgivable and is, moreover, unnecessary. The
people desire these lands used, not held as a mere basis

for speculation in stocks or bonds. Where there is need
for such a plant the lands should be available on most
generous terms.

"The State owns the water, it is said, and should
therefore command the right to the use of the land.

This line of reasoning leads to an impasse. We are not

considering rights, but what course is wise. Quite

plainly the State cannot, command the use of the land

and it is not proposed that the nation shall command
the use of the water, for no one can have the land at

all unless he first gain the right to use the Water from
the State. We have given no other land to the State

except for the sustaining of schools and colleges or for

reclamation. If a State wishes coal land, it must buy it.

The traditional policy of the government has been to

deal directly with the people in disposing of their

domain.
"The fear is expressed that by the imposition of

charges for the use of the land an undue and unjust

burden will be cast upon the people. The basis of this

fear has not been discovered. Congress may, of course,

if it so desires, fix absolutely the charge that shall be

made, and if this were done the charge should be so

low as to make the added burden upon the consumer,

if any, an infinitesimal one; perhaps first a free period

when no charge would be made, and then 0.1 mill per

kilowatt-hour for a period and 0.2 mill later.

"As already said, with the passage of these two meas-
ures there will be no land or resource that will not be

at the full service of the people. And yet the romantic
enterprise of revealing America will not be done. To
get from our resources their fullest use—this is our

goal. And this is nothing less than a challenge to the

capacity of a democracy."

The Work of the Patent Office

As to the Patent Office, Secretary Lane's report says

:

"During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, there

were filed 66,497 applications for patents for inventions,

2679 applications for design patents, 173 applications

for reissues, 8376 applications for registration of trade-

marks, 947 applications for labels, and 444 applications

for prints, the total number of such applications being
79,116. In addition, 1938 appeals and twenty-six dis-

claimers were filed. During the year there were granted

44,402 patents (including 1489 designs and 179 re-

issues), 6919 registrations for trademarks, 762 regis-

trations for labels and 321 registrations for prints. The
number of patents which expired during the year was
20,992. The number of allowed applications which were
forfeited for non-payment of final fees therein was
11,882.

"The total receipts of the office were $2,270,937.68,

and the total expenditures for all purposes were $2,087,-

581.26, the net surplus of earnings over expenditures

being $183,356.42 for the year, with a grand net surplus

of $7,714,316.62 since the establishment of the present

system in 1836.

"For the first time in years the office disposed of as

many applications as were received, although the num-
ber of applications filed has not fallen off. During the

years 1912 and 1913 there were filed 8000 more applica-

tions per year than were disposed of.

"The total number of applications awaiting action

June 30, 1914, was 22,283. On June 30, 1915, there

were 18,270, a decrease of 4013.

"The number of patents granted in 1914 was 38,225,

and the number in 1915 was 44,402, an increase of 6177.

"There was a reduction in the number of interfer-

ences declared from 1129 in 1914 to 916 in 1915—

a

decrease of 213."
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PRESTIGE IN ENGINEERING PROFESSION
American Association of Engineers in Convention Discusses

Means of Improving the Status of the Engineer

More than 100 engineers put in touch with positions

at no cost to the engineer or employer, thereby saving

them about $3,000, all at a total cost of less than $2,000,

is the gist of the report of the activities of the service

clearing house of the American Association of Engi-
neers, presented by the secretary at the first annual
convention held in Chicago, Dec. 10 and 11. The $2,000
represents all the money spent since this organization,

devoted to the welfare of the engineer, started its ex-

istence seven months ago, and the work of the clearing

house has practically all been done since Sept. 15.

The organization has now about 300 members, and it

received forty additional applications at the Saturday
afternoon meeting, attended by 400 engineers, 200 of

whom were visitors.

In an address by J. H. Prior, chief engineer Illinois

Public Utilities Commission, on "The Economic Aspects
of Engineering Pay," he demonstrated by diagrams that

the pay of the lowest "marginal" man in an organiza-

tion had a direct effect on that of the most highly paid.

He also pictured the law of supply and demand, showing
that the same result was obtained in case free bargain-

ing was indulged in and full knowledge of conditions

was had by both the engineer and his prospective

employer.
The Engineer in Civic Affairs

Prof. F. H. Newell outlined the problems of the engi-

neer from the welfare standpoint. He emphasized the

idea that this organization is in no wise antagonizing
any other good welfare movement, but will stimulate and
help the existing organizations far more than it will

draw from their membership. He spoke at length on
the duty of the society to the engineer, and suggested
that younger men be chosen more often as officers. He
likened the material development of the age to a Frank-
enstein organism which threatens to destroy its creator,

the engineer, unless the same type of mind is utilized

to control it. He sounded a call to the engineer to par-

ticipate in the larger civic affairs of the nation, and
said: "It will not do to view imperfect public affairs

from the outside. We must get together to help up-

build with high ideals rather than to call attention to

the defects and deficiencies of other organizations or

of existing conditions."

Advancement for the Man Between

Garrison Babcock, a consulting engineer, delivered an
address on "Advancement for the Man Between." From
a commercial standpoint, he said, the engineer is sur-

rounded by commercial organizations which strive to

advance the dealer and laborer. How about the de-

signer? He is essential to both capital and labor and
yet receives no place in the councils of either. He scorns

to ask a place in either, and both are too busy with their

own affairs to extend unnecessary invitations to a class

which is represented by the "man between."

Engineers have clubs, societies and associations, so

called, which are devoted to everything except the wel-

fare of engineers as a professional body. These organi-

zations are certainly useful in making our technical

schools modern and more comprehensive, but they fail

to afford a broader field for the individual or to make
the engineer's lot a better one. Some think that they

narrow the engineer's vision into a groove which re-

stricts opportunity. It is certain that there is a spirit

of independence, if not indifference, separating the vari-

ous engineering societies which robs the technical pro-

fessions as a whole of much prestige.

Engineers are confronted with a situation where

science has a recognized place in all industries. The
colleges are discharging an army of men with diplomas
into the field every year. Engineering successes receive

small note and engineering failures are thrust upon our
notice repeatedly, while the cause for such failures may
rest upon lack of engineering qualifications. We are

individually trained to recognize and apply the highest

degree of economics, and yet we raise no voice when our
employer, our nation, our State or our city employs the

most extravagant and wasteful methods and practices.

Why this silence? Professionally we have no vital or-

gans. Our birth is not complete. We must generate
vocal chords and a heart. We must build our body as

for an athletic event. Then what can we do? We can
help labor work to a better advantage, aid our em-
ployers in becoming supplied with better engineering
skill, and assist our country to compete with the world
and "to reap two blades in its field of natural resources
where but one now thrives." As a logical result, our
family will prosper to the fifth generation, which in this

instance means undergraduate, graduate, engineer, chief

engineer and consulting engineer.

CONCEALED PLANT FOR NIAGARA FALLS
Hydroelectric Association Advocates Construction of 100,-

000-hp. Municipal Station in State Park Reservation

The construction of a concealed municipal hydro-
electric plant on the State Park Reservation at Niagara
Falls, N. Y., costing approximately $4,000,000, to supply
additional electrical energy to the cities and towns in

western New York, is advocated by the Hydro-Electric
Association of Niagara Falls, of which M. Arnson is

president. A bill calling for State development of addi-
tional electrical energy at the Cataract City is now
being drawn under the direction of a special committee
of the association to be considered at the next meeting,
on Jan. 18, 1916, and ultimately to be presented to the
New York State Legislature for its approval.
The proposed plan is being presented to the Mayor-

elect and the new councilmen at Niagara Falls and to
the mayors, boards of trade and business men's asso-
ciations throughout western New York, as well as to
the conservation commission, the superintendent of
public works and the State engineer, the Secretary of
War, and representatives in Congress from western
New York. The tentative details of the proposed plan
indicate that it is intended to meet the requirements of
the State Park Reservation Commission for preserving
the natural scenery and beauty of the Niagara River
and the park, as well as those providing for the highest
efficiency of Niagara power development that are con-
tained in the Cline bill, now in the committee of for-
eign affairs of the House of Representatives at Wash-
ington, D. C.

Necessary legislation is urged at Washington by an
amendment to the Cline bill, as follows:

"Permission is hereby granted to use 4400 cu. ft. of
water, to be taken above the falls of Niagara, provided
that the State of New York, or some political subdivision
thereof under authority of the State, develop the same
for the benefit of the people."

The necessary legislation at Albany is urged to pro-
vide for the utilization by the State of New York of
the 4400 cu. ft. per second available under the treaty,

together with 600 cu. ft. per second allowable under the
treaty for combining with the sewage of the city of
Niagara Falls for sanitary purposes, in order that the
municipality may cease discharging its sewage over
the lower cliff in the present unsanitary and wasteful
manner, while at the same time not wasting the water
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this would give a maximum capacity of 100,000 hp. for

a State |mnrr plant.

Nr.ir the fronl of the power house would lie installed

eight or ten 12,000-VOlt, three phase, twent.\ livec.wle

electric generators, each directly coupled to double hor

ial hydraulic turbines of 10,000 hp. to 12,000 hp.

rating, operating in arched steel ami concrete lined

chambers excavated in the Niagara River bank, and

Connected by eight or ten steel penstocks down which

the water would pass and. after developing the greal

power, discharge from the turbines into dial't tubes and
a tailrace tunnel under the power house into the lower

river. An auxiliary penstock would receive the GOO cu.

ft. per second or such part of it as was added to the

sewage of the city of Niagara Palls by its reorganized

sewer system, developing several thousand horsepower
for such service as might be desired.

The power-house front extending 100 ft. along the

river bank, with its observation galleries, would be con-

nected by passenger elevators in the penstock pit. The
water would be delivered to the penstocks through two
large steel and concrete hydraulic conduits just be-

neath the surface of the park, which would convey the

water from the intake in the upper river in the same
manner as the 18-ft. steel pipes convey the water of

the Ontario Power Company beneath the surface of the

Canadian Victoria Park.

Among other things, the association points out that

there is no reason why the proposed concealed power
plant could not be erected for $33 per horsepower, which
was the construction cost of the American Cataract

Power Company's plant. It is figured that the plant

could be operated for $5 per horsepower per annum.
The question of transmission and distribution has

been carefully figured on, and the association finds that

the power could be handled through a municipal sub-

station near the foot of Porter Avenue in Buffalo and
distributed to all the cities and towns in western New
York for less than the present charges of other power
companies.

The Broader Features of Regulation

"The Need of a Consistent State Policy in Dealing

with Public Utilities" was the title of an address made
before the Portland Section of the N. E. L. A. at its

regular luncheon on Dec. 9 by Mr. Clyde B. Aitchison

of the Public Service Commission of Oregon. Mr.

Aitchison dealt with the subject in a broad and con-

structive manner, pointing out many of the objectiona-

ble features of the present non-comprehensive plan of

regulation.

Mr. Aitchison characterized the present system as

having no connected, strongly defined plan of control.

He stated that there was no developed, well-formulated

idea of what the State should require from the utilities.

Hair-trigger solutions of existing problems often meant
only an apparent solution, with a real solution rendered

more difficult in the future. Mr. Aitchison believed that

the State should concern itself, broadly, with four fea-

tures of regulation, namely, the granting of the fran-

chise, the financial standing of the utility, the character

of the service, and finally the rates. He deplored the

system of franchise grants at present in vogue in most
States. This system left the matter almost entirely to

local officials, who often, through ignorance or selfish-

ness, imposed burdens on utilities that were in turn

shifted to other Communities. Some standard system of

franchises should be worked out so that a little hamlet

would not have it in its power to block a general plan

of development that might mean a greal deal to a neigh-

boring metropolis.

He contended that the public utility business was
really one delegated to the companies by the state, and
as long as the State found it advantageous lor com-
panies to do the work, the State could reasonably be

expected to keep out Of the game, but the State always
i veil the right to do the work itself on its own ac-

count any time if saw lit. Looking at the matter in

this light, it became apparent that the State had no
right to delegate the utility business to a corporation
that was not sufficiently well financed to continue to

operate. The speaker contended that wasteful compe-
tition was a source of great expense to the public, and
stated that it was his belief that interest charges on

utility securities of at least IVi per cent might be

attributed to this feature of the business. Thus the

consumer would be ultimately benefited if wildcat com-
petition could be eliminated. Mr. Aitchison's talk was
particularly interesting because of his remarks on

matters of temporary expediency. He stated that, as a

general thing, unwise policies causing immediate bene-

fits were eventually paid for in full with compound
interest.

The meeting was presided over by John A. Laing,

general attorney for the Pacific Power & Light Com-
pany, and ninety members were present.

Emergency Service in Forty-five Minutes

On the evening of Dec. 10 a steam pipe under pressure
burst, filling the entire cellar of the New York Athletic

Club building on Fifty-ninth Street, New York City,

with steam and causing the building's generating plant

to shut down, leaving the club in darkness. The New
York Edison Company was asked to supply emergency
service until repairs could be made, although no break-

down connection was available in the building. Emer-
gency connections were made in the nearest manhole,
and the lamps in the club house were again giving light

forty-five minutes after the company had been notified

of the accident. Repairs to the club's power plant were
made while the Edison system was carrying the load,

and the emergency service was discontinued at 10 o'clock

on the following morning.

Rate Reduction in St. Louis

The Union Electric Light & Power Company of St.

Louis announced on Dec. 9 that it had reduced the first

step in its schedule of residence rates from 10 cents to

9 cents a kilowatt-hour. This reduction was made in

keeping with a promise of Aug. 13 to reduce the first

step to 9 cents when the company had 65,000 consumers
on its books. The company announced that it had
gained nearly 5000 consumers since August.
No change in the second and third steps of the rate

was made. The second step will remain at 6 cents and
the third step at 3 cents a kilowatt-hour. The company
repeats the announcement made in August that it will

reduce the first step of the residence rate to 8V2 cents

a kilowatt-hour when it acquires 70,000 customers and
to 8 cents when it has 75,000. The 5 per cent discount

for the prompt payment of bills applies to all rates. It

is stated that the average net rate of the company will

be about 6.5 cents a kilowatt-hour on the residence

business.
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Losses Paid by Southern California

Edison Benefit Fund.—The mutual

benefit fund established by the em-
ployees of the Southern California Edi-

son Company five years ago has paid

losses totaling $21,699. The average

payment has been $943.

Cincinnati Wants Prosperity Week
Lights to Be Permanent.—A movement
has been started to have the four clus-

ters of lamps on Fountain Square, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, erected in connection with

Electrical Prosperity Week, perma-
nently maintained by the city.

Growth of Electricity Supply to Lon-

don in Twenty Years.—The energy sold

in London, exclusive of that used for

traction, has increased from 14,206,900

kw.-hr. in 1894 to 334,442,700 kw.-hr. in

1914. The average rate per kilowatt-

hour in 1894 was 12 cents, and in 1914

it was 4 cents.

New Radio Stations.—Three new
government land radio stations, at

Fort Constitution, N. H.; Fort Dade,

Fla., and Fort Moultrie, S. C, eight new
ship stations, three of which—on the

Alaska, Mackinaw and North America

—are designated as for the general pub-

lic, and five additional special land sta-

tions, are mentioned in the December

issue of the Radio Service Bulletin.

Electric Drive in Textile Mills.—The

complete cost of electrical equipment

for textile mills, according to J. R.

Olnhousen, is about 10 per cent of the

complete cost of the mill. The annual

cost of power is from 4.5 to 5 per cent

of the total cost of manufactured prod-

ucts. Experience with up-to-date motor

drive shows an increased production

over mechanical drive of from 5 to 7.5

per cent.

Platinum Deposits Discovered in Spain

Larger Than Those of Russia.—Pro-

fessor Orueta stated in an address be-

fore the Society of Civil Engineers of

Spain that he had discovered in the

Ronda Mountain Range, in Spain,

platinum deposits of greater extent and

richness than those of the Ural Moun-
tains, in Russia, which now furnish

about 90 per cent of the world's supply

of platinum.

Free Electricity for Demonstrating
at Topeka Electric Show.—The Topeka
(Kan.) Edison Company has decided to

furnish free electricity for demon-
strating purposes at the combined elec-

tric show and midwinter exposition,

which is to be held in Topeka in Janu-
ary. The company's only charge for

energy used at the show will be for

that used for general lighting and
decorative purposes.

Chattanooga Favors Electric Signs.

—

Chattanooga, Tenn., is planning to adopt
a new sign ordinance which will favor

electric signs by restricting the use of

any other kind which extend out over
the sidewalk. Mayor Littleton stated

at a meeting of the commissioners that

"the dynamo of Dixie," as the city is

called, ought to have more electric

signs, so as to live up to its name, and
added that a big electric sign over the

city hall would be a means of arousing
interest in the proposition. This mat-
ter is now being investigated.

NOTES
OH i l. I CTBICAL TOPICS

Consumers' Power Acquires Dill

Rapids Property.— The Consumers'

Power Company has acquired the prop-

erty of the Dell Rapids (S. D.) Light

& Power Company and is now operat-

ing it as a portion of the Sioux Falls

division. A 9-mile transmission line

is being built from Sioux Falls to

Baltic, the location of a small water-

power and steam reserve which formed

the source of the electric supply for the

Dell Rapids system, being connected

with the town of Dell Rapids by a

5-mile transmission line. Upon com-

pletion of the transmission line under

construction the water-power and

steam station at Baltic will be dis-

mantled and all power furnished from

the Sioux Falls station.

Winnipeg Sleet Storm Brings Down
Tower.—A sleet storm in Winnipeg,

Canada, early last month, resulted in

the breaking down of one tower on the

lines of the city's municipal transmis-

sion system, about 30 miles from the

city, and caused about 2 miles of wire

to be thrown off the towers of this sys-

tem. The transmission line of the Win-

nipeg Electric Railway Company was
broken in two places, but the damage,

which was not serious, was repaired in

a short time. The weather conditions

were exceptional for that region, the

sleet being of such thickness on the

wires that the over-all diameter ex-

ceeded 2V2 in. The cables of the munic-

ipal system have a total area of 278-

600 circ. mils and are strung on towers

such as the one shown in the accom-

panying illustration, spaced 600 ft.

apart. The insulators are of the pin

type and the wires are spaced on 6-ft.

centers, there being six conductors per

tower. The damage to the municipal

system was such as to take twenty-

three hours to repair it and place it in

service.

TOWER ON WINNIPEG MUNICIPAL SYSTEM
BROUGHT DOWN BY SLEET

Wireless Messages from Moving

Autos.—A report from Stockholm an-

nounces that two Swedish army officers

have invented an apparatus with which

wire ages may be sent from

fast-moving automobiles or trains.

Connecticut Utilities Pay $18,000,000

in Dividends.—Connecticut public serv-

ice corporations for the fiscal year 1915

paid in dividends a total of $48,221,298,

or $3,756,828 less than last year. Cor-

porations under the Public Utilities

Commission's jurisdiction have $827,-

949,8 19 invested in plant and equipment,

{810,911,429 in securities, $914,859,147

capital stock outstanding, and $545,472,-

260 funded debt. The aggregate sur-

plus on June 30 was $146,151,287.

Volta Plan! of Montana Power Com-
pany Completed.—Completion of the

Volta plant of the Montana Power Com-
pany at the Big Falls of the Missouri

River has been announced. This power

plant, which has a rating of 91,600 hp.,

of which 61,600 hp. is now available, is

the largest of the hydroelectrical de-

velopments of the company. The efforts

of the company have been directed

toward rushing it to completion to

furnish the additional power that will

be required for operation of the first

division of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railroad and other large

power requirements. The construction

of the Volta plant has taken more than

three years. In the main dam, gate

sections and abutments over 200,000

cu. yd. of concrete was used, 250,000

barrels of cement was required, and
over 3000 tons of steel was utilized.

Customers' Deposits Held by Cali-

fornia Utilities.—The putting into ef-

fect on Dec. 1 of the order of the Cali-

fornia Railroad Commission ordering

water, gas, electric-light and telephone

companies to return to consumers the

deposits the companies held as security

for the payment of bills makes timely

a list of the amounts of these deposits

held by electric utilities as reported by
them to the commission as of Jan. 1,

1915: Pacific Gas & Electric Company,
San Francisco and vicinity, $396,129.44;

Great Western Power Company, San
Francisco, Oakland and Sacramento,
$343.90; Los Angeles Gas & Electric

Company, Los Angeles, $83,001.35; Pa-
cific Light & Power Company, Los An-
geles, $48,831.16; Southern California

Edison Company, Los Angeles, $92,-

051.86; San Diego Consolidated Gas &
Electric Company, San Diego, $43,-

223.28; San Joaquin Light & Power
Company, San Joaquin Valley, $30,-

980.18; Southern Sierras Power Com-
pany, Riverside and San Bernardino
Counties, $18,379.20; Western States
(las & Electric Company, Stockton,

Eureka, etc., $17,682.27; Nevada-Cali-
fornia Power Company, $31,506.25;
Coast Counties Gas & Electric Com-
pany, Santa Cruz, $6,630.70; Coast Val-
leys Gas & Electric Company, Salinas
Valley, $2,290.28; Mount Whitney Pow-
er & Electric Company, Tulare County,
si,454.35; Northern California Power
Company, Sacramento Valley, $736.90;
Oro Electric Company, Oroville,

$2,666.73; Santa Barbara Gas & Elec-
tric Company, Santa Barbara, $17,-

498.24.
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Chicago Jorians Elect ( tfflcere. The
Chicago Jovian League has elected

r \\ I lonoho iii -t t ribune ami J. <
'.

Mauley croud tnhune for the coining

Philadelphia Jovian League. At the

ii- meeting and luncheon of the

Philadelphia Jovian I league, at the Ho
tel Adelphia, on Dec. L6, Dr. Philip ll.

Moore spoke on "How t<> Sell Goods
and Blake Friends from the Customers'
View point."

Chicago Electric Club-Jovian League.
At the meeting of the Chicago Elec-

tric Club-Jovian League on Dec 14

John Z. White spoke on "Free Trade,

the Basis of Universal Peace and
National Prosperity." Lieutenant Kar-

well of the Naval Training Station

near Lake Bluff, 111., will address the

Pee. 21 meeting.

New York Jovian League.—The reg-

ular meeting and luncheon of the New
York Jovian League was held at the

Hotel Martinique, on Dec. 15. The
speaker of the day was Ell C. Bennett,

Mercury of the order, who outlined

some of the plans of the present ad-

ministration for increasing the effi-

ciency and building up the Jovian body.

Worcester Polytechnic Branch, A. I.

E. E.—At the Dec. 17 meeting of the

Worcester (Mass.) Polytechnic Insti-

tute branch of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers Edwin B. Katte,

chief engineer in charge of design, con-

struction and operation of the New
YT
ork Central lines, delivered an illus-

trated lecture on "The Electrification of

the Grand Central Terminal."

Council Meeting of I. E. S.—A meet-
ing of the Council of the Illuminating

Engineering Society was held in the

general offices of the society, New
York, Dec. 9. Dr. E. P. Hyde, director

of the Nela Research Laboratory,

Cleveland, was appointed chairman of

the committee on lectures. The so-

ciety is arranging for a course of lec-

tures in illuminating engineering to

be given in the fall" of 1916. The Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania has invited the

society to give the course at that in-

stitution.' W. A. Durgin of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company, Chicago,

was appointed chairman of the mem-
bership committee.

Officers of the Electric Club-Jovian

League of Chicago.—Election of officers

at the meeting of the Electric Club-

Jovian League of Chicago on Dec. 9

resulted as follows: President, V. H.
Tousley, chief electrical inspector for

the city of Chicago; vice-president, H.
A. Mott, Chicago Telephone Company;
second vice-president, J. C. Manley, as-

sistant construction superintendent of

the Commonwealth Edison Company;
treasurer, Howard Ehrlich, associate

editor Electrical Review and Western
Electrician; secretary, L. C. Spake, as-

sistant editor Electrical World; trus-

tee for one year, J. N. Pierce, president

of the Pierce Electric Company; trustee

for two years, A. J. McGivern, supply
sales manager for the Manhattan Elec-

trical Supply Company; trustee for

three years, R. I. Phillips, secretary and
treasurer of the Pitt Engineering Com-
pany.

. i ssociations

and Societies
A complete Directory of Electrical

\sMici;it inns is rr^uliirly printed in

i be in -i issue of each month on the
ii. \t to l.-ist teal page.

Pittsburgh Jovian Meeting.—At the

Electrical Prosperity Week luncheon

held by the Jovian League of 1'itt

burgh, Pa., on Dec 2, Dr. Raymond P.

Bacon, director of the Mellon Institute

of Industrial Research of the University

of Pittsburgh, told of the work being

done by his institute, particularly in

connection with the coal-tar and dye in-

dustry, pointing out the great im-
portance of electricity in connection

with this industrial work in America,
especially since the war began. Nor-
man W. Storer, vice-president of the

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers and general engineer of the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, traced the use of electricity

in industrial, commercial and domestic
life, and pointed out some of its possi-

ble uses in the future.

Convention of Missouri Telephone
Association.—The annual convention
of the Missouri Telephone Associa-

tion was held at the Coates House,
Kansas City, Nov. 16 and 17, with
an attendance of 300. The former
officers were re-elected with the excep-
tion of the vice-presidents, as follows:

President, Houck McHenry, Jefferson

City; vice-presidents, A. M. Benedict,

Richards; S. D. Thompson, Cameron;
C. A. Pratt, Flatt River; H. H. Hall-

man, Warrenton; treasurer, A. B.

Clark, Kansas City; secretary, W. W.
Johnson, Jefferson City; membership
secretary, G. W. Schweer, Windsor;
executive committee, H. C. Todd of Ma-
rysville, J. E. Hudson of Columbia, C.

M. Boutin of Cape Girardeau, C. J.

Myers of Kansas City, S. T. Neill of

Clinton, M. L. Golliday of Holden, R.

A. Guthrie of Macon, G. V. Ross of

Kansas City, and W. H. Bassett of St.

Louis.

N. E. L. A. Sections May Affiliate

with Gas and Traction Societies.—The
N. E. L. A. committee on geographical
sections, of which L. D. Gibbs, superin-

tendent of the advertising department
of the Edison Electric Illuminating

Company of Boston, is chairman, met
Dec. 7 in Chicago with representatives

of similar organizations in the gas-serv-

ice and electric-traction fields. The ob-

ject of the meeting was to work out
details of a plant to consolidate much
of the work now being done by these

various organizations, so that one local

geographical section convention will do
for all. Those in attendance were J.

C. Woodsome, manager Tampa Electric

Company, Tampa, Fla.; Herbert Silves-

ter, Detroit (Mich.) Edison Company;
Stephen C. Pohe, Pennsylvania Electric

Association; E. M. Walker, Union Elec-

tric Company, Dubuque, Iowa; E. J.

Condon, president Indiana Utilities

Company, Angola, Ind.; Thomas Dona-

hue, local manager aferchanl ' Light,

Heal ,v Power Company, Lafayette,
Ind.; Anthony J. Beml of Ellton, Clif

fnid A- Company, Chicago, and V. J.

Arnold and B. w. Lloyd, Commonwealth
i-'ii on I Company, < Ihicaj

\cw i*orh Electrical Society. "The
Purthe i Reach of Electricity In the

Musical Arts" wa the lUDJecl of the

842d meeting of the New York EleC

trical Society OH Friday evening, Dec.

10, at which a number of types of elec-

trically driven pianos and other inn w.il

instruments were demonstrated. A
small audion amplifier was also on dis-

play, and Dr. Lee de Forest, the in-

ventor, described its uses in connection

with long-distance wire and wireless

telegraphy and telephony and showed
how when employed with condensers
peculiar musical sounds could be pro-

duced. He said that he expected soon

to bring out a new musical instrument,

the operation of which would be based
on the use of the audion amplifier, and
predicted that new and unusual musi-
cal effects would be produced by it.

Joseph F. Becker, chairman of the Com-
mercial Section of the N. E. L. A., told

of the active campaign that has been
started in New York to educate users

and prospective users of electricity re-

garding the artistic value of electrically

operated pianos and described the ef-

forts of the N. E. L. A. and the Na-
tional Piano Manufacturers' Association

to co-operate in furthering the move-
ment. E. A. Sperry, president of the

society, also spoke. Several artists

were present, who sang and played on
the violin to the accompaniment of elec-

tric pianos.

Lighting Sales Bureau of Commercial
Section, N. E. L. A., Formed.—On Dec.

9 the following committee, which had
been appointed by the executive com-
mittee of the Commercial Section of

the National Electric Light Associa-
tion, met in Chicago and formed a new
division to be known as the lighting

sales bureau of the Commercial Section
of the National Electric Light Associa-
tion: J. G. Learned, Chicago, chairman;
0. R. Hogue, Chicago, secretary; F. B.
Rae, Jr., New York; S. B. Burrows,
Newark, N. J.; T. F. Kelly, Dayton,
Ohio; H. N. McConnell, New York;
A. G. Kimball, Boston; J. L. Wiltse,

Brooklyn; Joseph D. Israel, Phila-

delphia; Fred Scheel, Chicago; N. H.
Boynton, Cleveland; C. L. Law, New
York; C. M. Masson, Los Angeles;
H. C. Porter, St. Joseph, Mo.; G. H.
Stickney, Harrison, N. J.; Earl E.
Whitehorne, New York; W. A. Donkin,
Pittsburgh; A. K. Young, Toledo, Ohio,
and F. D. Beardslee, St. Louis. Tenta-
tive plans for a working organization
were laid out, and the following chair-
men of sub-committees were tentatively
appointed: Residence lighting, Fred
Scheel; store and public building light-

ing, F. B. Burrows; advertising, A. K.
Young; municipal and road lighting,
T. F- Kelly; industrial lighting, 0. R.
Hogue. Another committee, styled the
illumination committee, was suggested,
but no chairman as yet has been
appointed. According to Chairman
Learned, "action" is to be the watch-
word of the new lighting sales bureau.
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Public Service Commission News
California Commission

In a letter of transmittal accompanying the annual report
of the California Railroad Commission, which appears in

print this month, the following figures are given: During
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, 675 formal applications
and 241 formal cases were decided. Valuations made by
the commission included the following: Railroad, $97,509,-

514; water, $37,100,080; electric, $30,851,930; telephone,

$8,493,178; gas, $6,901,543; wharf and warehouse, $434,395;
total, $181,350,646. Classified under a different analysis
these items would be arranged as follows: Rate-making,
$66,679,728; issue of securities, $72,360,873; sale and pur-
chase, $5,267,900; general valuations, $37,042,145; total,

$181,350,646. In 99 per cent of the formal proceedings de-

cided by the commission its orders have become effective

without litigation, while the commission has won all of the
last eleven successive cases decided by the court.

New Jersey Commission

The Board of Public Utility Commissioners of New Jersey
has refused an application of the borough of Butler for ap-
proval of an ordinance of the township of Pompton granting
the borough the right to construct and operate a municipal
electric light, heat and power plant and local distributing

system. As a basis for its decision, the board sets forth

that the act of 1915, under which the ordinance was passed,
does not provide for notice to the public of the passage of

such an ordinance, and no notice was given either by publi-

cation or otherwise.

New York Commissions

The Governor of the State of New York has appointed
Oscar S. Straus, former United States Minister to Turkey,
afterward Secretary of Commerce and Labor, and progress-
ive candidate for Governor of New York in 1912, as chair-

man of the Public Service Commission for the First Dis-

trict, to succeed Edward E. McCall, removed.

Wisconsin Commission

The Wisconsin commission has handed down a decision

authorizing a slight increase in the rates of the St. Croix
Telephone Company. A special study was made of this case

with an idea of developing principles of cost apportionment
to be used in fixing rates for telephone service. The deci-

sion takes up the general question of the influence of the

cost of service upon utility rate schedules and outlines the

lines along which, it is believed, a telephone investigation

should be conducted. The investigation proceeds upon the

assumption that until measured service becomes practicable

telephone service will continue to be furnished at flat rates

and that it will be impracticable, with any given class of

consumers, so to adjust charges as to distribute to each user

in that class his own share of the variable expenses;

further, that it is possible by a traffic study to determine
for each class of user the extent to which the service is

used and therefore the costs which should be borne by each
class. In this connection attention is called to the fact that

telephone service is always a service to two consumers,
which must be considered in determining unit costs.

The St. Croix Telephone Company furnishes service to

five classes of consumers, as follows: Residence, business,

local rural, foreign rural, and toll. The first portion of the

cost analysis involves a direct allocation of the various ex-

penses to each class of service in accordance with present

practice. The second portion takes up the reapportionment

of certain of the allocated groups of expenses of the first

apportionment from one class of service to another on the

basis of use, as indicated by the traffic study, thus dividing

the cost as a unit of service between the two consumers
who are responsible for it. Several bases of apportionment

were used, such as the number of telephones, the number of

lines, the number of wire-miles, the total number of rings,

the rings per call for each class, the number of originating

calls, and the number of terminating calls.

Although the commission was of the opinion that it could

not be guided entirely by the costs as determined in the

analysis, since the traffic study was taken for a relatively

short length of time, it did consider that the results were
sufficiently accurate to show which class of rates should be

increased and which decreased.

Corporate and Financial
Consolidated Gas, Electric I.i^ht &. Power Company of

Baltimore, Md.—The Maryland Public Service Commi
has received an application from this company Tor per-
mission to issue 1^,174,000 of common stock. The stock
issue, it is set forth in the application, is for the purpose
of retiring the $2,500,000 of •", per cent gold notes which
were issued by the company last March, with the privilege
of conversion at the option of the holder into common
stock at $11") per share. Now the company wants to retire

these notes permanently and desires permission to issue

the additional common stock for that purpose. [1 i -tated

in the petition that the company wants a supplementary
or amendatory order passed authorizing this additional
issue of common stock. This is because the original order
granted at the time the notes were issued was not suffi-

ciently broad for the purpose. This $2,174,000 par value of
stock will at the market price of $115 a share for the
common stock equal $2,500,000, the amount of the note
issue. It is the first time in the history of the company
that its common stock has risen above par.

English Government to Purchase American and Canadian
Securities.—The House of Commons on Dec. 13 passed the

second reading of the bill empowering the government to

mobilize American and Canadian securities by purchasing
or borrowing them, to be used primarily as collateral for
loans, or, in case of necessity, to be sold to meet Great
Britain's liabilities in the United States. The scheme is

entirely voluntary, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Reginald McKenna, made it clear that the government had
no intention of swamping the American market with securi-

ties. Mr. McKenna explained that the trade balance in

favor of Great Britain had been exhausted by the huge
demands made upon America for goods for England and
her allies, and the amounts paid in interest on foreign
securities held in Great Britain or earned by British ship-
ping were not sufficient to set this right. Consequently, in

order to meet liabilities in the United States, the govern-
ment was obliged to go outside the ordinary course of trade
and buy or borrow securities. The Chancellor estimated that
the American and Canadian securities held in England were
valued anywhere from $1,500,000,000 to $4,000,000,000 and
expressed the hope that they would be sufficient "to meet
our liabilities and to maintain exchange in the United States
for the period of the war."

Great Western Power Company of California, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.—Subject to the approval of the California Rail-
road Commission, the company has sold to New York
bankers that portion of $4,500,000 of ten-year 6 per cent
convertible gold debentures not subscribed for by stock-
holders. The debentures are due Nov. 1, 1925, and are
convertible from Nov. 1, 1917, to Oct. 31, 1920, at 100 and
accrued interest into the company's 7 per cent cumulative
preferred stock at 95 and accrued dividends. The earnings
for the Great Western power system for the twelve months
ended Sept. 30, 1914 and 1915, were as follows:

1914 1915
Gross earnings $2,684,042 $2,830,821
Operating expenses and taxes 1)50,790 833,995

Net earnings $1,733,252 $1,996,826
Other income 230. 282 .329

Total income $1,963,534 $2,192,155
Bond interest and dividends on guaranteed stock 1.332,450

Surplus $S59,705
Tut. rest on debentures J70.000

Final surplus $589,705

Olympic Power Company, Port Angeles, Wash.—The com-
pany was placed in the hands of H. E. Sims of Port Town-
send and C. L. Haggith of Port Angeles as receivers upon
the application of Pcabody, Houghtaling & Company, bond
merchants, of Chicago, and the Citizens' National Bank of

Port Angeles. Thomas I. Aldwell, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of the company, states that the obligations

are largely of a bondholding nature with Eastern bonding
houses. The first bond issue was about $400,000, with an
additional issue later of about $350,000. The company's
plant is at Elwha Canyon, about 7 miles from Port Angeles.

It has been offered to the city of Seattle at a price of

$2,000,000, and purchase is now being considered.
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Western Light \ Powei Company, Boulder, Col. An
: 00,000 of fli i moi i [rage 5 pei cent linl

fund i'" yeai gold bonda li being offered i I Intere it

to yield about 6 per rent. The bond ired by en ah
olute in i in. n the entire propertj of the company,

[eel onlj i" $128,000 divisional bonda covering tha

Cheyenne property alum'. Be ide a light and power aye-

tern, the company operatea a treet railway and do<

steam h< i ineas. Over 86 per cent of the company'a
isini i ia derived ft om light and power.

i nited Light \ Powei Company of New Jeraey.—The
Bankers' Truat Company of New York, aa trustee of the

Collateral trust 6 per rent gold notes of the r<un|>;iiiy, will

sell at public auction on Jan. L2 the collateral behind these
notes. The BCtion Will be taken because Of defaults on in-

terest on the notes. The collateral consists of $2,028,000
tirst and general t ; per cent bonda of the United Light &
Power Company of California, 800,000 shares of common
stock and 160,000 preferred stock of this concern, par value

$10 a share.

I tali Securities Corporation. New York, N. V.—The ag-

gregate earnings, both gross and net, of the operating prop
cities controlled by the corporation were the largest for the

month of November for any month in the history of the

properties and likewise were the largest for the twelve
months which ended Nov. 30, 1915, for any twelve-month
period. The gross earnings for November amounted to

$484,879, an increase of 15 per cent, and the net earnings
were $289,286, an increase of 32 per cent. For the twelve
months ended Nov. 30, 1915, the gross earnings were $4,-

758,983, an increase of 3 per cent, and the net earnings
were $2,485,622, an increase of 10 per cent.

Manufacturing and Industrial
Wire and Cable Business Flourishing

The domestic wire and cable business, according to state-

ments made to the Electrical World, has entered upon a
period of prosperity greater than has ever been experienced
before. This situation seems to be general in all lines from
telephone wire up to large power cable. When those con-
cerned were asked regarding the conditions underlying the
present situation, their answer was threefold. First, be-

ginning with the panicky conditions in the money market
created by the outbreak of hostilities in Europe, light and
power companies retrenched and reserved any funds on hand
for construction work to be employed for immediate uses
that might crop up, in order to insure service. As a result

extensions and improvements were allowed to lapse until

money should become easier. That condition now being
at hand, the lighting utilities find it possible to go ahead
with extensions previously planned and now made neces-
sary by the increasing amount of new business. Second,
the large increase in the use of electricity in the manufac-
ture of war munitions, evidenced in the enormous sale of

motors to these industries, as reported in these columns
last week, has made necessary many immediate extensions
calling for large quantities of wire and cable. Third, there
is to a certain degree a buying movement on the part of con-
tractors and dealers in wire in anticipation of a further
rise in the prices of raw materials.

The present flourishing condition of the wire and cable
market, it is pointed out all along the line, is not a "flash

in the pan." It is not permanent in the sense that it has
reached its limit. In other words, it is felt everywhere
that the demand for wire and cable will go far ahead of
what it now is, and conditions are such that it is not at all

improbable that the height to which the market will go will

exceed the now somewhat conservative expectations of the
wire manufacturers.
As to deliveries, the best that can be said is that manu-

facturers are holding their own. On small orders prompt
delivery can be made, while on very large orders there is

a certain small delay. This delay, however, is to a large ex-
tent due to the market in raw materials. Where steel is

employed in the manufacture of cable, a delay- of perhaps
eight weeks is to be expected, owing to the steel trade
being swamped with orders. There is little or no trouble

getting copper, but the prices are uch that It la oot being
purcha ed In knee quantities, but generally only to aupply
the demand of ordei In hand. Dependent the trade is

"i pot i for rabbet . cei tain effect ai a felt In I hi dl

tion. Manufacturer! of differently colored braided wire
have been hampered by the clot big of the German dye n

ket. Since the war the price of dyed cotton baa keen

doubled, With deliveries uncertain.

Credit remain Unchanged. Collectiona are uniformly
better, although at no time during the bu Ine emban
inent of the previous year were they BO DOO? H to be a
source of worry. This is significant in view of the fact

that BO many orders are placed l,y email contractor and
dealers. In this connection it ia pointed out that future
buying of wire auppliea by contractors and dealers will un-
doubtedly be Large because of the erection of new build-

ings. This activity, which is the la I to reflect, prosperity,
has jo I begun to make itself felt.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, 900 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, 111., maintained an exhibit at the Atlanta Electrical
Show, Nov. 29-Dec. 4. The company showed its ball-bear-

ing induction motor, which is equipped with an internal

starter. The company also showed its fifty-light plant for
country homes, which included its ball-bearing generator
and its type Z oil engine.

Sale of Display Waterwheel and Turbine.—Benjamin B.
Lawrence, a member of the Columbia University class of

1878, has purchased the Pelton-Doble waterwheel and the
Pelton-Francis turbine, which the Pelton Water Wheel Com-
pany, San Francisco, Cal., exhibited at the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition, and has presented the equipment
to the Columbia School of Mines.

Motograph Signs Proving Popular in New York.—The
Federal Sign System (Electric), Lake and Desplaines
Streets, Chicago, 111., has recently received orders for two
new "motograph" signs to be installed in New York City.

The large-sized sign already in place at Forty-second
Street and Seventh Avenue is attracting considerable at-

tention from the crowds of passers-by.

Orders for Electric Clock System.—The Betts & Betts
Corporation, 256 West Fifty-fifth Street, New York, is in-

stalling a self-winding chime clock for the Corsicana Na-
tional Bank, Corsicana, Tex. As already noted in the Elec-
trical World of Dec. 11, the company has also recently

been awarded the contract for an extensive clock system
for the Court of Appeals Building at Albany, N. Y.

Electric-Stove Newspaper Advertising.—A series of at-

tractive advertisements for newspapers have been pre-

pared by the Globe Stove & Range Company, Kokomo, Ind.,

for use by dealers and various central-station companies.
Each advertisement contains a reproduction of one of the

company's ranges, and the subject matter dwells on points

of particular interest to the housewife. Recently the series

of advertisements was used to good advantage by the Scran-

ton (Pa.) Electric Company in its campaign to further the

use of electricity for cooking. Other campaigns in which
stoves made by the Globe company have been featured in

newspaper advertising have been held in Burlington, Iowa,

and Marion, Ind.

Traveling Commercial Exhibit to Be Made by Govern-
ment.—The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
has issued a statement saying that it is intending to make
a series of traveling exhibits which will be in charge of

commercial experts. The exhibits are to be instituted in

connection with the bureau's efforts to extend the foreign

trade of the United States. Headquarters for a sample
exhibit have been planned at the branch office of the bureau

in New York, and several hundred samples have already

been assembled. The sample exhibit will be so arranged

and shown as to make clear to interested merchants and
manufacturers the competitive conditions which must be

met in introducing an article in a foreign market.

Pittsfield (Mass.) General Electric Works Active.—In a

recent address at Pittsfield, Mass., Joseph Insull, plant man-
ager of the local factories of the General Electric Company,
said that the works have been greatly enlarged since their

purchase in 1902, now having a total floor area of 1,600,000

sq. ft., or about 40 acres. In 1902 there were 1200 em-
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ployees, compared with 4500 to-day. The plant has sufficient

room for about 7500 employees and a possible monthly out-

put of 400,000 hp. in transformers, 25,000 electric flatirons,

14,000 electric fans, 2000 small motors of 3-hp. average
rating, 1000 electric ranges, and numerous other devi
Quoting Dr. Steinmetz, Mr. Insull said that when electricity

becomes universally employed it will be against the law to

have a fire of any kind inside the city limits. The speaker
emphasized the present vigorous activity of the plant, and
closed by saying that with the probability of obtaining fresh
amounts of capital to develop the electrical industry it is

believed that the latter will advance in ratio with the pros-
perity of the United States, and that Pittsfield will partici-

pate in the growth and benefits of the industry at large.

Electric Show a Boon for Dealer in Electric Laundry Ma-
chines.—Wallace B. Hart, 46 East Forty-first Street, New
York, dealer in electric washers, driers and motor-driven
ironing machines, finds that the New York Electric Shows
help his business considerably. At each of the annual ex-

positions he maintains a booth in a prominent location and
employs a corps of demonstrators who are busy from the

time the Grand Central Palace doors open in the morning
until they close late at night. Several types of washers and
ironers are kept in operation as long as the show is open.
Mr. Hart believes in aggressive selling methods at shows of

this type. "To get business," he declares, "you've got to

be doing something every minute. If a woman comes to

our booth and is doubtful about this or that point of any
of our machines, we prove to her by actual demonstrations
that she is wrong." Mr. Hart has established a permanent
demonstrating room at the above-named address where he is

prepared to show prospective purchasers how the machines
can be employed to wash, dry and iron clothing or goods of

any type or texture desired. Mr. Hart finds that many well-

to-do families in New York are installing complete wash-
ing, drying and ironing outfits to solve the increasingly

harassing servant problem.

Sixty Thousand Square Feet Added to Magneto Manufac-
turer's Plant.—The already extensive factory of the Bosch
Magneto Company at Springfield, Mass., in which all Bosch
magnetos sold in the United States have been manufactured
since its complete occupation in 1912, has recently been en-

larged, the addition providing more than 60,000 sq. ft. The
greater facilities will enable the company to increase the
production of magnetos in keeping with the demand, which
has grown considerably during the past year. The building

is a single-story structure with a frontage of about 175 ft.

In addition to this building there are a connecting building

and shipping hall, which also provide considerable new
space. The roof of the building is arranged in saw-tooth
form, providing the maximum of light and ventilation. The
new factory will be filled with large automatic lathes and
other machines of similar design, it being the intention of

the company to segregate this type of work in a single sec-

tion if possible. The shipping hall in itself is rather ex-

tensive, since it can accommodate five freight cars at one
time; thus the shipping and receiving of the large quantities

of heavy material can be done entirely within the building.

A new side track has been laid to run from the Boston &
Maine Railroad into the shipping hall, making two sidings

running into the factory directly from the main line.

General Electric Company Buys Interest in Owen "Mag-
netic" Car and the Entz Patents.—The General Electric

Company has acquired a substantial interest in the Owen
"magnetic" car and the Entz patents covering the system of

electric transmission employed in that car. Hereafter the

electrical units employed in this transmission will be manu-
factured exclusively by the General Electric Company.
This combination of interests was brought about after an
exhaustive investigation and extended tests of the electric

transmission used in the Owen cars, conducted under the

direction of W. B. Potter, chief engineer of the railway

department of the General Electric Company. That com-
pany has entered into an arrangement pursuant to which it

will undertake the manufacture of the electric transmission

units for the Owen cars and for other motor-car manu-
facturers who may become licensed to manufacture cars

equipped with the electric transmission. The tests con-

ducted by the General Electric Company involved not only

exhaustive dynamometer tests but also road tests covering

several thousand miles under the mo touring con-
ditions. Electric ta problem to the <

era! Electric Company, as it has been incorporated in the
suburban passenger cars equipped with ^as-electric drive,
of which a large number are in ervice, and also in m
industrial electric locomotives. The Entz transmission, as
improved and developed, eliminates the OSS of geart and
adds, it is claimed, nothing to the ordinary car which is

not already there in a slightly developed form. In the
tests that were made particulai on what
the car would do on steep grades in Comparison with other
standard high-grade car-, and it was proved conclusively,
according to statements made by the manufacturers, that
the Owen cars not only had many advantages over gear-
driven cars, hut could more than hold their own with them
on the steepest grades. K. M. Owen will remain as the
head of the Owen Magnetic organization, while E. S. Part-
ridge will act as sales manager. A large production of

Owen "magnetics" has been arranged for, and agencies for
the car are now being placed in the larger cities.

Western Electric Developments in 1915.—Various types
of new apparatus have been placed on the market in 1916
by the Western Electric Company, 463 West Street, New
York. To meet the demand for intercommunicating tele-

phone systems in apartment houses, the company has
brought out what is called the No. 20 apartment-house
"inter-phone" system, which is arranged for service between
persons in vestibules and in apartments or janitors or
tradespeople and apartment residents. The vestibule outfit

consists of one vestibule "inter-phone" and any number of
letter-box units. Telephone apparatus brought out in 1915
includes a flashing ring-off and recall signal for use with
magneto switchboards to prevent "hang-up" troubles and
increase operating efficiency; an all-metal switchboard for
use on board ships; a new type of the familiar No. 1317
magneto telephone for rural service, which is designated
as the No. 1317-C type; a loud-speaking telephone for rail-

way train-dispatching work; a heavy-duty relay known as
the E-type relay designed for use where a large number of

contacts must be operated at the same time; a universal

type of telephone switchboard key for use with the uni-

versal type of key shelf; a group protector designed for

group mounting; a hand-telephone set designated as the

No. 1004 type which has been developed in collaboration

with the United States Forest Service for use in forest-

patrol work; a police signal lamp which is operated by clos-

ing a local circuit through an alternating-current relay

installed in a telephone set on a lamp-post; a water-tight
hand-set telephone with ringer box for use on naval vessels,

and a loud-ringing extension bell, known as the No. 392

type, for use on telephone lines in noisy factories and on
farms or other outdoor places. Among the household ap-

pliances placed on the market by the Western Electric Com-
pany are the following: an electrically operated dish-washer,

a miniature cook-stove known as the "Junior" electric

range, a toy transformer, an electric lantern operated by
dry battery and a portable floor lamp. The company has
also brought out a portable electric drill and electric-

hammer.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET PRICES

, Dec. 7 x , Dec. 14 s

S< lllng Prices Selling Trices
Bid Ask. mi Hid Asked
£ d £ s d

London, standard spot 77 5 o 76 12 6

Prime Lake 19.87% to 19.62% 19.26 tolfl
Electrolytic 19.87% to 19.62% 19.26 to 19
Casting IS. 87% to 19.12% 18.87% to 1 :> 12%
Coppei wire base 19.76 t<> 20.00f 20.7". to 21.00

Lead 6.26 6.40
Nickel 4T..00 to r.0.00 .... to . . . .

Sheet /.inc. r.o.b. smelter.... 22.ont 22.no

Tin, Straits 87.81 87.76f
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent. 56.00 to 5 8. 00 56.00 to 58.00

OLD METALS
in,, copper and wire 16.00 bol6.26t 15.00 tolfinot
Brass heavy 10.7.". toll.OOf 10.50 to 10.75f
Brass light 9.00 to 9.2">t S.50 to 9.00t
Lead heavy 4.60 to 4.62%t *-40 to 4.fint

Zinc, 11.00 toll.r.Ot 10.00 tol0.50f

•COPPER EXPORTS
Total ions t< Dec i i 19,601

ninal.
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New Incorporations
The >\anu(uh Electric Company, Wnnatah, lnd., has been

incorporated with capital stock of 16,000 by Barry n.

Keller, Alfred II. Kimble ami <ithei . The company is

building an electric plant in Wanatah.

I'he Krick Electric Company, Sinking Spring, Pa., has

been granted charter with capital stuck of 15,000. The
Company purposes to supply electricity to that portion of

Spring Township outside of Sinking Spring. W. V. Krick
is treasurer.

New Industrial Companies
The International Electric Products Corporation, New

York, N. Y.. lias tiled articles of incorporation with a capi-

tal Btoek "l" $5,000. The Incorporators arc W. Dublier and
M. E. McLean, 60 Church Street, New York, N. Y.

The Weil-Strauss Corporation, New York, N. Y., has
been incorporated by H. H. A. Meyn, M. Weil and A. A.
Strauss, 50 Church Street, New York, N. Y. The company
is capitalized at $10,000 and purposes to do a general me-
chanical, electrical engineering and contracting business.

The Electric Panelboard Company, Rochester, N. Y., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000 to manu-
facture and deal in electric switchboards, appliances and
electrical devices, etc. The incorporators are C. J. Mac-
Donald, W. J. Pierce, and J. B. Tucker, 79 Pinnacle Road,
Rochester.

The K. & W. Engineering Company, St. Paul, Minn., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $75,000 for the
purpose of manufacturing and dealing in equipment for

electric lighting and power plants, electrical devices, and
other articles pertaining to the electrical, mechanical, hy-
draulic, refrigerating and engineering industries. The offi-

cers are: James W. Kellogg, president; Raymond E. White,
vice-president and treasurer, and Grover C. Laing, Min-
neapolis, seer. tary.

Trade Publications
Pumping Outfit.—The Columbiana Pump Company,

Columbiana, Ohio, has published an illustrated bulletin on
its electrically operated pumping outfits.

Electric Radiator.—The Rathbone Manufacturing Com-
pany, Grand Rapids, Mich., has issued an illustrated book-
let on its electrically operated radiator.

Attachment Plugs.—R. S. Mueller, 423 High Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio, is sending out a leaflet containing in-

formation on a non-swivel attachment plug.

Motor Speeds and Ratings.—The Mechanical Appliance
Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has issued a booklet entitled

"Motor Speeds and Ratings for All Power Circuits."

High-Voltage Horn-Gap Switches.—The Railway & Indus-
trial Engineering Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is sending out
an illustrated folder on its Burke high-voltage horn-gap
switches.

Electric Air Heater and Blower.—A portable combined
air heater and blower is described and illustrated in Bulletin

219 issued by the B. F. Sturtevant Company, Hyde Park,
Boston, Mass.

Electric Grinder.—The Stow Manufacturing Company,
Binghamton, N. Y., is sending out illustrated Bulletin No. 33,

on its electric flexible-shaft grinder designed especially for

the steel industry.

Vacuum-Cleaning Machines for Factory Use.—Hanlon &
Wilson, 321 Penwood Avenue, Wilkinsburg, Pa., have issued

an illustrated folder on their motor-driven type No. 1 and
type No. 2 factory cleaners.

Disconnecting Switches.—The Royal Electric Manufactur-
ing Company, 556 East Fortieth Street, Chicago, has issued

an illustrated folder which contains information on its out-

door disconnecting switches.

Bell-Ringing Transformer.—The Viking Electric Com-
pany, 150 Chambers Street, New York, has prepared an
illustrated folder on its recently developed type E-W, type
A and type B bell transformers.

Small Motors. The WeStUlgllOUSe Electric & Manufac-
turing Company, E)asl 1'iit burgh, Pa., Is sending out an
Illustrated folder winch contains Information on several of
its tj pe of mall sled i ic motors.

Washing Machines. The Ws b ESs y Company, Poui
teenth Street A Western Avenue, Chicago, ill., has Issued
an illustrated folder de-.rript i\ e of its revolving cylinder

electrically operated wa hing machines.

Mattery Charters and Magnet i/crs. The St.. Louis EleC
trical Works, Arlington and Ka ton Avenue: , St. Louis, Mo.,

have published a I klet descriptive of several types of their

battery-charging apparatus and magnetizi

Electric Hand lantern.—"The Little Wonder Electric

Lantern" is the title of an illustrated folder which contains

information on B small battery-operated lantern issued by
the Hartford Electric Company, Chicago, 111.

Household Appliances.—The Alter Light Company, 827
South Loomis Street, Chicago, 111., is sending out an illus-

trated folder descriptive of a number of lighting fixtures,

electric irons, electric toaster and other household devices.

Alternating-Current Generators.—Bulletin No. 1075-

A

issued by the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis., contains illustrations of and information on
type AB and type AH belted alternating-current generators.

Ornamental Lighting Fixtures.—The Beardslee Chan-
delier Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111., has issued

Leaflets K-5-1 to K-5-6, inclusive, which contain sketches

of various types of its chandeliers and other ornamental
lighting fixtures.

Transmission-Line Clamp.—Hickey & Schneider, 61

Broadway, New York, have issued an illustrated bulletin

descriptive of the Johnson transmission-line clamp, which
is designed for use in making live connections without
interrupting service.

Store Lighting.—The Westinghouse Lamp Company, 1251

Broadway, New York, has just issued an illustrated booklet

entitled "A Simple but Important Problem," which deals

with the lighting of store interiors, display windows, show-
cases and electric signs.

Push-Button Switches and Receptacles.—The Hart Manu-
facturing Company, Hartford, Conn., has prepared an at-

tractively illustrated brochure on its "Diamond H" push-

button switches and receptacles. The publication has been
prepared especially for architects.

Lighting Fixtures.—The Faries Manufacturing Company,
Decatur, 111., has issued a number of illustrated folders,

some of which are printed in colors, descriptive of its

"Verdelite" desk and piano lamps, floor lamps, bedpost
lamps and various types of adjustable fixtures.

Toggle Switch.—The Newton Manufacturing Company,
Lynbrook, N. Y., is sending out an illustrated leaflet on its

new toggle switch, which is adapted for use in private

houses, apartments and other buildings where interior de-

tail has been carefully planned and considered.

Armored Conductors.—The Western Conduit Company,
Youngstown, Ohio, has issued a booklet descriptive of its

"Realflex" armored conductor for wiring either new or old

buildings. The booklet contains a number of illustrations

showing methods of installing the conductors.

Boiler-Room Economy.—"Establishing and Maintaining
Boiler-Room Economy" is the title of a paper read before
the Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and Steam En-
gineers by G. H. Gibson, reprints of which have been issued

by the Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Steam Turbines.—"The Terry Turbine" is the title of

Bulletin No. 20, just issued by the Terry Steam Turbine
Company, Hartford, Conn., and containing a general descrip-

tion of turbine applications. It deals particularly with sev-

eral kinds of high-pressure, low-pressure and mixed-
pressure turbines.

Peak-Reading Voltmeter and Apparatus for Measuring
Low Resistance and Conductivity.—The Leeds & Northrup
Company, 4901 Stenton Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., has issued

Bulletin No. 710, entitled "Simplex Wire & Cable Com-
pany's Peak-Reading Voltmeter," and Catalog No. 40, on
apparatus for measuring low resistance and conductivity

and on the Hoopes conductivity bridge.
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New England

PORTLAND, MIC—The City Council is
considering the extension of the ornamental
lighting system on several streets.

PORTSMOUTH, N. EL- Under the new
five-year contract entered into between the
City Council and the Rockingham County
Lt. & Pwr. Co., provision is made for the
installation of three-lamp clusters on Con-
gress Street from Bridge to Daniel Street .

on Pleasant Street from State St net to
Market Square, and on Market Street from
Market Square to Bow Street.

SUNAI'EE, N. H.—The Board of Trade
of Sunapee has adopted a resolution recom-
mending the purchase of the power plant at
George's Mills. lt is proposed to enlarge
the plant to supply electricity for a street-
lighting system, using the town water sys-
tem for power as at present.
BRANDON, vt.—The Public Service

Commission has granted the Hortonia Pwr.
Co., Brandon, permission to issue $500,000
in bonds, the proceeds to be used for the de
velopment of the Silver Lake water-power
project.

HARDWICK, VT.—The village of Hard-
wick has decided to extend the municipal
electric service to the villages of Bast
Hardwick, Greensboro, Greensboro Bend and
Craftsbury. The cost of the extensions, in-
cluding transformers, meters, etc., is esti-
mated at $11,626.

HULL, MASS.—The committee appointed
to investigate the advisability of selling the
municipal electric-light plant to the Wey-
mouth (Mass.) Lt. & Pwr. Co. has reported
against the sale. It recommends the pro-
posal to purchase energy from the Wey-
mouth company and distribute it over the
municipal system. A special town meeting
will soon be called to vote on the proposi-
tion.

NEWBURYPORT, MASS. — Options on
the Fiberloid property on Water Street, on
the Merrimac River, have been obtained by
the Newburyport (Mass), Gas & El. Co., on
which it proposes to erect a plant, to cost
approximately $200,000.
WORCESTER, MASS.—The Worcester

El. Lit. CO. has awarded the contrart for
alterations to its plant on Faraday Streel
to the E. J. Cross Co. The cost of tin-
work is estimated at $10,000.

Middle Atlantic

BATAVIA, N. Y.—The city of Batavia
has engaged Chester & Fleming, hydraulic
and sanitary engineers, Union Bank Build-
ing, Pittsburgh, Pa., to prepare plans for
rebuilding the electric-lighting plant, water-
works, sewerage system, etc., for which
bonds to the amount of $175,000 were re-
cently voted.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—The Board of
Education has engaged Clarence E. Beach
to prepare plans and specifications for in-
stalling electric lamps in the Oak and Pine
Street schools. An appropriation of $1,600
has been made for the work.
COBLESKILL, N. Y.—The Public Serv-

ice Commission has approved extension of
the transmission lines of the Courter El.
Co. through the town of Cobleskill, under
the franchise recently granted by the town
authorities. Additional energy will be se-
cured for the new lines through arrange-
ment with the Mohawk Hydro-Electric Co.
The Courter company is authorized to erect
a high-tension transmission line from Fort
Plain to Cobleskill, passing through the

Construction
Ni'iu of Projects Plans, Bids and Con-

tracts. Notes on Work Under Way

towns of Minden and Canajoharie, Sharon
ami Cobleskill. Franchises have bei
cured from all the towns through which the
line will pass.

DUNDEE, X. Y. K. I.. Bailey, owner of
the local electric-light plant, has closed a
contract with the Starkey Seminal
miles distant, to supply that institution with
electricity for a period of live years Elec-
trical service will also be supplied to a
number of residents of that town.

EAST AURORA, N. Y.—The Public
Service Commission has approved tin ex-
ercise of franchises for electrical distribu-
tion systems in the towns of Wales and
East Aurora by the East Aurora 101. Lt.
Co.

FREDONIA, N. Y.—The Niagara & Lake
Brie Pwr. Co., Fredonia, has again applied
to the Public Service Commission for per-
mission to establish an electric plant in
Portland, Chautauqua County.
LANCASTER, N. Y.—The Depew &

Lancaster Lt., Pwr. & Conduit Co. has pe-
titioned the Public Service Commission for
permission to issue $22,200 in bonds.
MOW BRIGHTON, N. Y.—The Rich-

mond Lt. & R. R Co., New Brighton, has
petitioned the Public Service Commission
for permission to make improvements and
additions to its electric plant.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be received
by the Board of Health, Department of
Health, corner of Centre and Walker Streets,
New York, until Dec. 23, for furnishing
three automobile trucks and two automobile
ambulances. Blank forms and further in-
formation may be obtained at the office of
the chief clerk of the Department of Health,
Centre and Walker Streets.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be received
by William Williams, commissioner of water
supply, gas and electricity, Room 2.342, Mu-
nicipal Building, New York, until Dec. 21,
for furnishing incandescent electric lamps,
to be delivered on or before Dec. 31, 1916.
Blank forms of bid, proposals and contract,
including specifications, may be obtained at
Room 2324, Municipal Building.
NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be received

by the Board of Health, Department of
Health, corner Centre and Walker Streets,
New York, until Dec. 21, for furnishing and
installing electric circuit work, fixtures, etc.,
on the sixth floor of the Department Build-
ing at 139 Centre Street. Plans may be
seen and blank forms obtained at the office
of the chief clerk of the department, corner
of Centre and Walker Streets.

NEW YORK. N. Y.—Bids will be received
by the commissioner of water supply, gas
and electricity. Room 2342, Municipal Build-
ing, New York, until Dec. 22 for furnishing
cast-iron lamp-posts, exclusive of steel
shafts. Bidders are requested to make their
bids or estimates upon blank forms prepared
by the department, copies of which may be
obtained upon application at the office of the
department. Room 2324, Municipal Building,
where plans and specifications may be ob-
tained.

MOW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be received
by William Williams, commissioner of wa-
ter supply, gas and electricity, Room 2342,

1399

Municipal Building. New Vork, unti
:7 lor furnishing electricity to the borough
oi Qu( • Hows : ( 1 ) For furnishing
ami maintaining electric-lighting units tor

lighting public Streets, parks and places
from .Jan. l, 1816, to Dec 81, 1916, both in-

clusive
. (2) for furnishini

for linht and power in public buildii .

lor furnishing and maintaining
equipment during said period; '•;> for per-
forming sundry repair and other work to

lighting equipment furnished by the city
during said period. Blank form of bids,

proposal and contract, including specifica-
tions, can be obtained at Loom 2824, .Mu-
nicipal Building.
mow volk. N. v.- -Bids will be re-

ceived by the board Of trustees of Hellevue
and Allied Hospitals, 415 East Twenty-sixth
Street, New York, until Dec. 21 for the
completion of the abandoned contract of the
International (las <fc 101. Fixture Co. for
furnishing and Installing all the lighting fix-

tures in pavilions "1" and "K" of the new
Bellevui Hospital, Bituated Twenty-sixth to
Twenty -ninth Street, First Avei

borough of Manhattan. Blank forms
ami further information may be obtained at
the office of the contract clerk and auditor,
100 East Twenty-ninth Street, New York.

ALLENTOWN, PA.—The Bonney Vise &
Tool Co. is contemplating the erection of a
large addition to its plant in Allentown.
All machinery will be electrically driven
.J. Edward Durham, Jr., is vice-president
and treasurer.

COATESVILLE, PA.—A permit has been
granted to Worth Brothers Co., Coatesville,
for the construction of a power house 43 ft.

by 100 ft., one story high.

ELLWOOD CITY, PA.—The plant and
holdings of the Pennsylvania Pwr. Co., Ell-
wood City, have been purchased by the Ma-
honing & Shenango Ry. & Lt. Co., Youngs-
town, Ohio. Plans are Deing prepared by
the new owners for extensive improvements,
including the construction of a new dam.
The cost of the proposed work is estimated
at about $150,000.

GREENCASTLE. PA.- The Greencastle
Lt.. lit., Fuel & Pwr. Co. is erecting a large
transformer station on land of the Cham-
bersburg, Greencastle & Waynesboro St. Ry.
Co. in Greencastle and is preparing to fur-
nish a 24-hour service to local consumers.
LANCASTER, PA.—Plans have been ap-

proved by the City Council for improve-
ments to the municipal water-works system,
providing for the installation of two elec-
trically driven centrifugal pumps, to cost
about $60,000. Electricity to operate the
pumps will be obtained from the Edison El.

Co., Lancaster.
LANCASTER. PA.—The merger of four

electric companies in Berks County under
the name of the Berkshire El. Co., with a

capital stock of $55,000, has been approved
by the Governor of Pennsylvania. The
companies included in the consolidation are
the Sinking Spring El. Co., capitalized at
$40,000; the Cumru Township, Heidelberg
and Wernersville electric companies, each
capitalized at $5,000. The office of the
company will be in Lancaster.
MONROETON, PA.—Steps have been

taken toward organizing a company in
Monroeton for the installation of an elec-
tric-light plant. It is proposed to obtain
energy from the plant of the Towanda El.
Illg. Co., 4 miles distant. The company is

to erect the transmission line from To-
wanda to Monroeton.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The construc-

tion of a large electric-power plant in the
northeastern section of the city is reported

Rapid Construction and Extension of Power Station for Remington Arms & Ammunition Company
The accompanying sketches show the

main-floor plan and a cross-section of the
new power station of the Remington Arms
& Ammunition Company at Bridgeport,
Conn., built last spring in ninety days, and
extended by the addition of 8000 kw. three
months later. The principal equipment,
which was installed by the Stone & Webster
Engineering Corporation, Boston, Mass.,
consists of eight 600-hp. Babcock & Wilcox
water-tube boilers with superheaters, eight

seven-retort stokers with forced-draft fan
equipment, three 300-gal. turbine-driven
feed pumps, three 500-gal. low-service
pumps, one 750-kw., two 2000-kw. and two
4000-kw. General Electric turbo-generators,
three 65-kw. combination exciter sets, one
750-kw., two 2000-kw. and two 4000-kw.
condenser equipments, intake and discharge
pipe lines and cooling system, two 2500-gal.
service heaters, two 2500-gal. turbine-driven
pumps with thermostatic control, one 25-ton,

motor electric traveling crane, two
U It. steam-driven air compressors.

two 1000-gal. turbine-driven Are pumps,
track hoppers, feeder crusher, elevator con-
veyor and tripper, motors, scales, locomotive
crane, etc.. refrigerating plant, underground
work, substation equipment, etc. The
original contract provided for an equip-
ment rated at 1750 kw. Authorization
to proceed with the purchase and in-
stallation of the equipment was given on
Match ,'i, 1015, and unit No. 1 carried a
commercial load on June 1. Units Nos. 2
and 8 were ready for operation on June 20.
Early In June it was decided to increase the
rating of the station to 12,750 kw. by the
addition of two 4000-kw. units. The first of

these units was ready for operation on Oct. 1,
and the other was completely installed on
i let 22.
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CHESTERTOWN, MD. The Public
Service Commission lias granted Hi.' Ches-
tertown El 1.1 .v Pwr. Co permission in
Issue $22,000 in bonds, in' the proceeds
about $15,000 will be used t>> retire a previ-
ous Issue ami the remainder for the pur-
chase of additional equipment for the
plant
WELLSBURG, W. VA.—The contract for

the const nut inn of buildings for the large
electric power plant in Wellsburg for the
American Gas & El. Co., 30 Church Street.
New York, has been awarded to the Foun-
dation Co.. 233 Broadway, New York. The
initial installation will have an output of
60,000 lip., with provision lor an ultimate
development of 200,000 kw. The company-
has contracted with tie Richmond Coal Co.,
Wheeling, for the entire coal supply for

us from the Beach Bottom mine,
near Wellsburg. A double-circuit heavy-
steel line will at once be erected to Canton
and operated at 140.000 volts. Connection
will also be made with the company's pres-
ent system at Wheeling and Newark. The
General Klectric Co. will furnish the tur-
bines and the Babcock & Wilcox Co. the
boilers. The cost of the initial development
is estimated at $2,500,000. Sargent &
Lundy, consulting engineers, 1270 Railway
Exchange Building, Chicago, 111., are in
charge of the work.
WHEELING, W. VA.—The Wheeling El.

Co., it is reported, is contemplating the con-
struction of an electric-power plant at Til-
tonville. J. B. Garden is general manager.
WHEELING, W. VA.—Bids will be re-

ceived at the United States engineer's
office. Wheeling, W. Va., until Jan. 6, 1916,
for building a fireproof power house at dam
No. 14 on the Ohio River.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-

ceived by the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, Navy Department, Washington,
D. C, for furnishing at the various navv
yards and naval station supplies as fol-
lows : Brooklyn. N. Y., Schedule 9100

—

230 lenses for deck lights; Schedule 9097

—

four panels for local turret fire control ;

Schedule 9102—3000 ft. four-conductor tele-
phone cable, 20.000 ft. double-conductor
wire. 1500 ft. single-conductor wire. 3600
ft. twin-conductor-wire: Schedule 9101

—

10-gage testing outfits. Washington, D. C,
Schedule 9093—miscellaneous electrical
supplies : Schedule 9084—one power pipe-
threading and cutting-off machine. Phila-
delphia, Pa., Schedule 90S6—two controll-
ers for boat cranes. Applications for pro-
posals should designate the schedule de-
sired by number.

North Central

LAPEER, MICH.—The City Council has
awarded a contract for lighting the streets
of the city. The new contract provides for
the installation of an ornamental lighting
system on Nepessing Street.

PAW PAW, MICH.—The town of Paw
Paw is contemplating replacing the arc
lamps in the business district with cluster
lamps.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.—Harry E. Eich-

born. superintendent of the municipal elec-
tric-light plant, has authorized the installa-
tion of the new-type nitrogen lamps to re-
place the arc lamps as fast as they wear
out. There are nearly 2800 arc lamps in
use in the city.

HAMILTON, OHIO.—The Council has
instructed the Park Board to prepare plans
and estimates of cost of the installation
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burgh
CARLISLE, ky The capital stock of

1 im t larllsle 1:1 A 1 '« r. < !o. has bei n In-
1 from $15,000 in J30.000. The com-

pany contemplates building an ice factory.

CL \ Y. K'i". The Claj i.i. .v I.-. 1

applied in the Town Board for a franchise
i" Bupplj elect] Icitj in 1 >ixon.

HAZARD, KY Surveys ami preliminary
work relative in the construction of an elec-
tric plan! in Hazard have been completed
bj the Kentucky River Pwr. Co. The
initial installation will consist of a 2000-hp.
steam turbine with 500-hp. boilers, equipped
with automatic stokers. Space will be pro-
vided lor additional equipment when re-
quired. Work en construction of plant, it is
understood, will begin next spring. The
cost of the plant is estimated at $300,000.

NEWPORT, KY.—The City Council has
instructed Otto Wolff, city solicitor, to pre-
pare an ordinance providing for the sale
of an electric-light franchise. The old
franchise expired several years ago and the
City has secured its electrical service under
a \carl.v contract since that time. The new
ordinance will provide for an ornamental
lighting system on several streets.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—The Board of
Public Works has decided to erect orna-
mental lamp standards on Maryland Street,
between Capitol Avenue and Delaware
Street, at a cost of about $5,000.

OSCEOLA, IND.—The Public Service
Commission has approved a contract be-
tween the Indiana & Michigan El. Co.,
South Bend, and the town of Osceola for
furnishing electricity in that town.
JACKSONVILLE. ILL.—Property owners

on South Main Street from Morton to Mich-
igan Avenue are considering the question
of installing ornamental lamps on that
thoroughfare.
LORAINE, ILL.—Application has been

made to the Public Utilities Commission of
Illinois by Bert Van Blair for a certificate
of convenience and necessity to operate an
electric-lighting system in Loraine.
MACOMB, ILL.—The installation of a

municipal electric-light plant in Macomb is
under consideration.

OLNEY, ILL.—The installation of an
electric-lighting system in Olney is under
consideration by the Council.

TAMMS, ILL.—The Tamms Ice, Lt. &
Fuel Co., recently incorporated, proposes to
generate electricity and establish an ice
factory in Tamms. E. J. Hodges, Sr., and
E. J. Hodges, Jr., are interested in the
project.

MERRILL, WIS. —-Preparations are
being made by the Merrill Ry. & Ltg. Co.
for the erection of a high-tension trans-
mission line from Merrill to Wausau. The
plans provide for the development of the
Trappe Rapids water-power, owned by the
Wausau Street Ry. Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS—The County Board
committee has decided to recommend the
erection of 45 concrete electric-lamp
standards on the Watertown Road.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Bids for supply-

ing energy for maintaining the experi-
mental street-lighting circuit on Grand
Avenue, from Seventh Street to Sixteenth
Street, will soon be asked by the city of
Milwaukee.

MONTICELLO, WIS.—Bonds to the
amount of $12,000 have been authorized
for improvements to the municipal electric-
lighting plant.

OMRO, WIS.—The Omro El. Lt. Co., it

is reported, is installing an oil-engine-
driven generating unit.

PRENTICE, WIS.—The Village Board
has granted a franchise to D. U. Parkin-
son, Ashland, and J. E. Feely, Fifield, to
install and operate an electric-lightine;
plant in Prentice. The local electric: plant,
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GRA MITE PALLS, Mi.\.\. The Munici-
pal Electric ia»;iit and Water Works De-
pal im. iir 1 iii an addlt lonal
hydroelectric generating unit next year.

LITCHFIELD, MINN The Mui
Electric Light 1 lepartmi nt •

1 Im tall
an additional 250-kw, generating unit In ih<-

municipal electric llghi plant next summer.
MONTEVIDEO, MINN, The Mini

Vallej Pwr. <
'<>. is planning to install a new

hydroelectric generating unit in the

PLUMMER, aiinn. At an eh 1 Hon hi Id

recently the proposal
| tor the

Installation of an electric-light plant In

Plummer was carried.

ROCHESTER, MINN.—The Commercial
Club, it is reported, Is considering the pur-
chase for the city of the holdings of the
Zumbro Pwr. Co. at Zumbro Falls,
develop the power to generate electricity for
transmission to Rochester and neighboring
towns. It is proposed to establish a hydro-
electric power plant and to expend the fol-
lowing sums for development: For rock and
earth excavation, $5,000; construction of
dam, $74,500 ; power house, $20,000 ; hy-
draulic and electric machinery, $35,000

:

cofferdams, temporary construction and
equipment shrinkage, $10,500 ; transmission
lines to Rochester, $24,000 ; site, flowage
and lands, etc., $110,000.

SPRINGFIELD, MINN.—The Municipal
Electric Light and Water Works Depart-
ment expects to install an additional 175-hp.
boiler in the spring.

WINSTED, MINN.—A franchise has
been granted to the N. W. Lt. & Pwr. Co.
to furnish electricity in Winsted.
MAQUOKETA, IOWA.—The Maquoketa

Lt. & Pwr. Co. has applied for a new fran-
chise. As the present franchise will expire
in seven years, the company seeks a new
one before making improvements to its

system.
OSKALOOSA, IOWA.—The installation of

an electrolier lighting system on South Mar-
ket Street is under consideration.

BRANSON, MO.—Preparations are being
made by the Branson Lt. & Pwr. Co., it is

reported, for the installation of an electric-
light plant in Branson and the erection of
a transmission line to Hollister, 2 miles
distant. The initial installation will have a
generating capacity of 100 kva.

COWGILL, MO.—The local electric-light
plant has been purchased by F. A. Smith.
The deal also included the garage and
theater owned by O. C. Switzer.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Bids will be re-
ceived by J. P. Langan, purchasing agent,
City Hall, Kansas City, until Jan. 12, 1916.
for designing, constructing and installing a
steam turbine, reduction gear and centrifu-
gal pumping unit of 20,000,000 U. S. gal. of
water per 24 hours against a total combined
head of 360 ft. and a steam pressure of 165
lb. per square inch at throttle, together with
all machinery, tools and appurtenances
necessary, in accordance with plans and
specifications on file in the office of the
chief engineer of the water department.
Burton Lowther is chief engineer.

EPPING, N. D.—Local business men have
organized a company, it is reported, for the
purpose of establishing and operating an
electric-lighting plant in Epping.

FORMAN, N. D.—The Otter Tail Pwr.
Co., Fergus Falls, Minn., it is reported, con-
templates the purchase of the plant of the
Forman El. Lt. & Pwr. Co. The company
is also contemplating the installation of
plants at Cayuga, Rutland and Havana.
DALLAS, S. D.—Bonds to the amount

of $4,000 have been voted for the purchase
of the plant and holdings of the Dallas Lt.,
Ht. & Pwr. Co.

DELL RAPIDS, S. D.—The property of
the Dell Rapids Lt. & Pwr. Co. has been ac-
quired by the Consumers' Pwr. Co., Sioux
Falls, which is now operating it as part of
the Sioux Falls division. A transmission
line (9 miles long) is being erected from
Sioux Falls to Baltic, the location of the
hydroelectric plant and small reserve plant,
which is connected with the town of Dell
Rapids by a five-mile transmission line.
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Upon completion of the transmission line
the station at Baltic will be dismantled and
all power supplied from the Sioux Falls sta-
tion.

BELLWOOD, NEB.—The local electric-
light plant, owned by the Curtis Co., was re-
cently destroyed by Are, causing a loss of
about $10,000.

CONCORD, NEB.—Bonds to the amount
of $2,500 have been issued for the installa-
tion of a municipal electric-lighting plant.
Energy to operate the system will be ob-
tained from the Laurel plant.

PITTSBURG, KAN. Plans are being
prepared bj Crowell & Van Meter, archi-
tects, Caldwell-MUrdock Building, Wichita,
Kan., for the construction ol a 70-ft. l>v

150-ft. three-story building for the Mounl
Carmel Hospital. The plans provide for
vacuum steam-heating, electric wiring, com-
plete refrigerating apparatus, electric ele-
vator, vacuum cleaners, temperature regu-
lators, etc.

SHARON SPRINGS, KAN.—Bonds to
thi: amount of $10,000 have been authorized
for the installation of an electric-lighting
system in Sharon Springs.
TOWANDA, KAN.—The local electric-

light plant has been purchased by the
Kansas Gas & El. Co., Wichita. The new
owners, it is stated, will make improve-
ments to the system as soon as a new fran-
chise is granted.

Southern States

BELMONT, N. C—The Climax Spinning
Co., Belmont, has awarded contract for con-
struction of a one-story (531-ft. by 127-ft.)
factory to R. C. Biberstein, Charlotte, to
cost about $60,000. Cottages for operatives,
to cost about $40,000, will also be erected.
The mill will be operated by electricity,
which will be obtained from the transmis-
sion system of the Southern Pwr. Co., Char-
lotte.

LAKE WORTH, FLA.—The City Council
is contemplating an issue of $15,000 in
bonds for the installation of an electric-
light plant.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—Plans have
been approved, it is reported, by the Ten-
nessee River Pwr. Co., Chattanooga, for the
development of the water-power of Caney
Fork River, near Rock Island. The pro-
posed work will include the construction of
a concrete dam, forming a reservoir from
which water will be conducted by tunnel
through the mountain to a power house be-
low the falls. The initial installation will
have a generating capacity of 10,000 hp.
The ultimate output of the plant will be 40,-
000 hp.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.—Bids will be re-
ceived by the city of Knoxville, Tenn., until
Dec. 31 for furnishing the city with not less
than 600 arc lamps and lighting the city
buildings. Further information may be se-
cured upon application to John E. McMil-
lan, Mayor, or John W. Flenniken, commis-
sioner of streets.

GEORGIANA, ALA.—The McGowan-
Bennett Milling Co., Georgiana, it is re-
ported, is contemplating the installation of
an electric plant in its feed mill to develop
about 100 hp. The cost of the proposed
plant is estimated at about $10,000. Bids
for construction will be asked about April
1. W. M. McGowan is president.

FOREST, MISS.—The local electric-
light plant, owned by R. J. Knoblock, is re-
ported to have been purchased by the Bien-
ville Lumber Co., which will be operated
in connection with the lumber mill. All
equipment, it is understood, has been pur-
chased.

HARTFORD, ARK.—The installation of
a municipal electric-lighting plant in Hart-
ford is under consideration.

CROWLEY, LA.—The City Council is

contemplating issuing bonds to the amount
of $35,000 for improvements to the munici-
pal electric-light plant and water-works
system.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the Board of Commissioners of
the port of New Orleans, Suite 200, Court
Building, New Orleans, until Dec. 29, for
equipment for the public grain elevator in
New Orleans, separate bids to be submitted
as follows: For approximately 15.000 lin. ft.

of elevator and conveyor belting from 22 in.

to 40 in. wide of 5, 6 and 7 ply ; for furnish-
ing and installing an electrically operated
freight elevator of 2000 lb. capacity ; for
furnishing f.o.b. New Orleans forty-eight
three-phase, 60-cycle, 440-volt alternating-
current motors from 3 hp. to I 50 hp. and also
sliding bases and starting compensators as
may be required ; for furnishing and erect-
ing seven grain hopper scales of the trussed-
lever type of 2000 bushels capacity ; for fur-
nishing f.o.b. New Orleans one elevator sep-
arator of 1200 to 3500 bushels per hour ca-

pacity, and bushels
per hum- capacity. Plans and specifications
arc on (lie at the OfflOS ol Cord, BaCOIl k
Davis, engineers, 921 Canal Street, New
oilcan of plans and specifications
may b i from the engineers upon

I of $10.

WASHINGTON, LA.—The installation of
a municipal electric-light plant in Washing-
ton is under consideration.

CHANDLER, OKLA G. I >. Henderson,
Hopkins, .\io., has purchased an Intel
the Chandler El. Co. and will take charge
Jan. i. Tin- company will be in the market
for a 100-hp, gas engine.

LAHOMA, OKLA.- -Bonds to the amount
000 have been issued for the Installa-

tion ol a municipal electric-lighting plant.

WELCHES, OKLA Bonds to th< amount
000 have b( i for the lr

tion of an electric-lighting plant in Welches.
Hi n STON, TEX Tin properties of the

Brunner Wtr. & Lt Co., Houston, have
"Id by A. .1. Pin/., receiver, to W. H.
berg, lor $14,!)00. The property con-

sists of an electrlc-llght plant and a water-
works system, both of winch are situated
in Brunner.

Pacific States

METALINE FALLS, WASH. The State
Hoard ot Land Commissioners has granted
Hugh L. Cooper, consulting engineer, nil
Park Avenue, New York, N. v., water
rights on both sides of the Pend Oreille
River tor a distance of about 7 miles from
.\ichinis Mills to 1 mile north of Blue Slide.
It is proposed to build a large hydroelectric
power plant in connection with the develop-
ment Of the nitrate fields in that district
and the manufacture of various chemical
materials.

POULSBO, WASH.—The Poulsbo Lt. &
Pwr. Co. is erecting an electric-lighting sys-
tem in Poulsbo. Energy for operating the
plant will be secured from the Olympic Pwr.
Co., Port Angeles. W. H. Ballentine,
Poulsbo, is engineer in charge.

PROSSER, WASH.—The City Council is

considering calling an election to submit
the proposal to issue bonds for the con-
struction of a municipal electric-light plant.
It is proposed to develop a water power site
on the Yakima River, a few miles east of
Prosser. Electrical service is now supplied
by the Pacific Pwr. & Lt. Co.

SEATTLE, WASH.—If plans for the pur-
of an additional power plant by the

city of Seattle are agreed upon a bond issue
of about $3,000,000 will be submitted to the
voters at the general election to be held on
March 7, 1916.

DALLAS, ORE.—The Oregon Pwr. Co. is
contemplating extending its transmission
lines to supply electrical service in Rickreall
and contiguous territory. A. L. Martin is
local manager.

FRESNO, ( !AL.—The San Joaquin Lt. &
Pwr. Corpn., Fresno, is contemplating sev-
eral extensions to its service. Work will
begin in the near future on a new steam-
power plant at Santa Maria, which will be
used to better the service of the coast
towns. Santa Maria is at the end of a 224-
volt transmission line connecting with the
power plant at San Joaquin. The company
Is planning to extend its transmission line
from Knowles to Raymond to supply elec-
tricity in the latter place. O. G. Wishon
is general manager.
GILROY, CAL.—The municipal clectric-

lighl plant has been leased to the Coast
Counties Has & El. Co.. Santa Cruz, lor a
period of ten years. Under the terms of
the contract the company is to remove the
poles and electric wires from MunlriTy
St reel anil install the entire electric sys-
tem in conformity to the State laws: also
to erect on Monterey Street a complete
electrolier-lighting system.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The employment
of an expert to study the aqueduct power
possibilities at Big Pine and Cottonwood
Creeks and at the Owens River gorge has
been recommended to the Board of Public
Service Commissioners by E. F. Si

good, chief electrical engineer.

s.w FRANCISCO, cah.—The Northern
California Pwr. Co., San Francisco, is plan-
ning to substitute No. i copper wire for the
light aluminum wire now in use on its

entire system.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Pacific
Has & El. Co., San Kranciseo, has applied
to the State Railroad Commissioners for
permission to issue $2,500,000 in capital
stock, the proceeds to be used for additions
and improvements.

POCATELLO, IDAHO.- Plans are being
considered for the installation of an orna-
mental street-lighting system. They pro-
vide for the erection of 353 single-lamp

standards, mounted with 250-cp. or 100-cp
tied by un-

ind wires. Al • Of un-
ind cable will be laid it

i whether armond cable or conduc-
tor in tiiier conduit will

I
J- J-

Williams , , oi lighting

WENDELL, IDAHO Tie installation
of an ornament
Wendi ii is iiihi. i ion by ti

( •oiincil.

CULBERTSON, MONT f Im-
provements, including the Installation ol a
new engine, lai • batti-rn

other electrical equipment, will be n
the local electric-light plant, owned by
Donaldson Brothers, Culbertson,

HELENA MONT !: the
have petitioned the

ouncil ioi

Improvement district in that section, pro-
viding for street grading, cement
walks and an ornamental Street-lighting

• in

BCOBET, MONT.- The Bcobey El, I

it is reported, is contemplating extensions
and Improvements to its system. .

CHEYENNE, WTO.—The Western Lt. &
Pwr. Co., BOUlder, Col., which controls the
Cheyenne Lt., Fuel & Pwr. Co., con-
templates improvements to the Clc
plant, involving an expenditure of |

GOLDEN, COL—A movement has been
started toward the installation of an elec-
tric-light plant in Golden. A committee,

; X. "W. Osborne, John Reynolds
and John Wallace, has been appointed to
make investigations as to the cost, etc., of
the proposed plant.

ROSWELL, N. M.—The installation of a
large steam turbine and other improve-
ments (to cost about $20,000) is contem-
plated by the Roswell Has & EL Co.
SANTA FE, X. M- James A. French,

State Engineer, it is reported, has ap-
proved plans of the Rio Grande Lt., lit. <fe

Pwr. Co. for raising dam in White Rock
Canyon, the power to be used to generate
electricity for transmission to Albuquerque,
Santa Ee, I.as Vegas and other points.
The cost of the proposed development is

estimated at about $650,000.

Canada
WINNIPEG, MAX.—The proposal to in-

stall two gas engines in the high-pressure
plant on James Avenue, East, and the erec-
tion of an overhead cable to the McPhillips
Street pumping station, recommended by
W. P. Brereton, cits- engineer, have been
approved by the City Council.

HUNTSVTLLE, OXT.—The Town Council,
in conjunction with the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontario, has decided
to rebuild the municipal electric system and
to erect a new substation. The work will be
done under the supervision of the commis-
sion.

TOROXTO, o.XT.—The Toronto Hydro-
Electric Tower Commission has applied to
the Board of Control for an additional
appropriation of $1,375,000 for extensions.

WEST LORNE, (INT.-The by-law to
appropriate $8,000 to provide funds for the
installation of an electric distributing sys-
tem in West Lome will be submitted to
the ratepa\ ers on Dec. 20. Energy will be
supplied by the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Power Commission.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.—Alterations and
improvements to the municipal electric-
lighting plant and transmission lines are re-
ported to be under consideration by the City
Council

Miscellaneous

PANAMA.- Rids will be received at the
office of the general purchasing officer, the
Panama Canal. Washington, 1>. <\, until
Dec. 1"', for furnishing structural bronze
work, cutting-off machine, had sleeves,
cable terminals, electric cable and wire.
Blanks and general information relating to
this circular (No. 996) may be obtained
from the above office or from the offices
Of the assistant purchasing agents. 2 1 Stati-
st re. t. Xew York. X. Y ; 814 Whitney-Cen-
tral Building, Xew Orleans. I. a., an
Mason. San Francisco, Cal. Major F. C.
Hoggs is general purchasing agent.

MANILA, P. L—The Manila El. R. R. &
Lt. Co.. it is reported, has been awarded the
contract for lighting the entire city, with the
exception of the Paco district, for a period
of ten fears. The contract provides for
ultimately increasing the street-lighting
units from the present total of l«i
about 2400.
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Maj Joint prevents water
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1,162,880. Stbtem or Signaling: bi \vn;i-
LSSS TSLBORAPKl UNDER THE QUBNCHBD-
Spark Method; G von Arco and A. Melss-
n.-r, Berlin, German) , App, Bled N<
1914. Obtaina pure Interference sounds.

1,162,831. Electric Switch; i ». s Walker
and i

!•' Williams. Worcester, .Mass
\\'V Bled March i I, 1914. For mag-
netising coils of magnetic chuck.

1,162,837. Door Indicator; P. Williams,
Spmervllle, Mass. App. filed Sept is.
1912. Registers door-opening hour, for
Btores, t-t i-.

1,162,855. Lightning Rod; .1 P. Goetz,
Hartford, Wis. App. Hied Jan. 25. 1915.
Detachable connection tor branch sec-
tions.

1.162.864. Electric Switch; C. J. Klein,
Milwaukee, Wis. App. mod May 22,
1911, Push-button garter-spring con-
struction.

1.162.865. Electric Switch: C.
Milwaukee, Wis. App. filed
1911. Sheet -metal construction.

1.162.866. Elbctric Switch: C.
Milwaukee, Wis. App filed
1911. Has a self-contained switch' unit!

1,162, SSI. Suspension Device for Fluid
Compressors; W. J. Richards, Milwau-
kee, Wis. App. filed Sept. 25, 1913. For
supporting: motor-driven compressor be-
neath cars.

1,162,890. System of Train Control; G.
P. Thurber, Pittsburgh, l>a. App. filed
Nov. 5, 190S. Block system

; gives no-
tice of break-down in system.

1.162.S97. Dough-Raising Device; B.
Ames, Lowell, Mass. App. filed March
16, 1914. Maintains constant tempera-
ture.

1,162,899. Telephone Indicator; H. E.
Beane, Bowling Green, Ky. App. filed
Aug. 12, 1914. Indicates to subscriber
which of a number of telephones is call-
ing.

1.162.91S. Electric-Welding Apparatus ;

W. E. Haskin, Flushing, N. Y. App.
filed March 20, 1915. Automatically
establishes arc.

1,162,921. Attachment Plug; M. Kersko-
vitz, Chicago, 111. App. filed Nov. 16,
?914. One-piece construction.

I,i62,931. 'Level; R. C. Kellogg and A.
Johnson, New York, N. Y. App. filed
Sept. 30, 1911. Has illuminating means.

1,162,953. Combined Bell and Buzzer ;

O. H. Steuwe and L. M. Jansen, Mil-
waukee, Wis. App. filed Feb. 11, 1915.
Mounted on a single base.

1,162,974. Incandescent-Electric-Lamp
Fixture ; F. Buchanan, Syracuse, N. Y.
App. filed Aug. 25, 1913. Novel arrange-
ment of reflector casing.

1.162.991. Dynamo-Electric Machine :

J. B. Entz, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed
July 5, 1913. Motor-generator for start-
ing and lighting purposes on automo-
biles.

1.162.992. Pole Changer; C. J. Erickson,
Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug. 23, 1906.
For converting battery current into alter-
nating current.

1,162,996. Train-Wire Connector: A. J.
Farrelly and G. B. Colegrove, Chicago,
111. App. filed Sept. 27, 1910. For
coupling train circuits between cars.

1,163,040. Centrifugal Switch ; M. L.
Selvry, Arlington Heights, and G. B. Sin-
clair, Winthrop, Mass. App. filed Dec.
18, 1905. Governor for controlling speed
of electric motors.

1,163,063. System of Automatic Block
Signaling for Electric Railroads ; G.
H. Benjamin, New York, N. Y. App.
filed April 3, 1911. Signal-controlling de-
vices connected in track circuits.

1,163,06S. Electromagnetic Switch:
C. W. Coleman, Westfield, N. J., and

Record of
Electrical
Patents

Not* i .ni I mi.. I State* Patent -
i wee-

Dec. 7, mi... prepared k» Mitchell

& \ll\n. u Park Row, New York.

\ \ T i ' ) . New Rochelle, N, Y. Ipp
filed Julj •'.. 1908. Por semaphore sys-

,168,069 RaJLWAI Ti: IFFIC-CONTROLLING
Apparatus; a. v. T, i>a\, New Rochelle,
N. > App filed June 9, L908 Uses
track rails in iiinn circuits.

,068,070. Rm n : a. V. T. Day, New
Rochelle. N v. App filed I let. 29, L908.
Alternatlng-currenl polarizing type, for
traffic control system.

,068,079. Synchronizing Device; L. Gau-
mont, Paris, Prance, App. filed Jan i.

I '.107. Por phonograph and motion-
picture machines.

, 063, os |. ELBCTRIC Snap Switch; M.
illicit. Hartford. Conn. App. filed June
:!, 1915. Special detent mechanism.

,(iti3, os2. Timer or Currbnt [ntbrruptbr ;

c. P. Kettering, Dayton, Ohio. App, filed

Nov. 11. 1910. For Ignition systems; in-
volves a yielding member.

,063,114. Insulator; L. Stahl, Carey,
Ohio. App. tiled Feb. 25, 1915. Cleat
construction.

,063,132. Insulator Pin; C. G. Ette, St.
Louis, Mo. App. filed March 1, 1915.
Especially designed for mines.

,163,139. Trolley Retriever; R. E.
Gearhart, Maryville, Mo. App. filed Oct.
29, 1914. Special mount construction.

,163,147. Individual Protective Arrange-
ment por Interlocked Functions; W.
S. Henry Rochester, N. Y. App. filed
May 3, 1912. For signals and switches.

,163,150. Motor Controller; A. J. Hor-
ton, White Plains, N. Y. App. filed Sept.
12, 1914. Two-button construction; can
be locked against starting.

,163,153. Electric Interlocking Protec-
tive Device ; W. K. Howe, Rochester,
N. Y. App. filed Oct. 7, 1911. Only the
function affected by cross-current is ren-
dered inoperative.

,163,154. Electric Controlling Device;
W. K. Howe, Rochester, N. Y. App.
filed May 6, 1912. Controls movement
and indicates completion of movement of
remote device.

,163,163. Primary Electric Battery:
G. A. Lutz, Cranford, N. J. App. filed
March 22, 1915. Has slitted sheet-iron
container element.

,163,171. Cross-Protection Device; W.
J. Plogsted, Yonkers, N. Y. App. filed
Aug. 30, 1911. For power-operated in-
terlocked switches and signals.

,163,180. Means for Strengthening
Weak Electrical Impulses ; W. Schloe-
milch and A. Leib, Berlin, Germany.
App. filed June 16, 1910. Radioteleg-
raphy.

,163,181. Lightning-Rod Coupling; E. A.
Schmitt, Greencastle, Ind. App. filed Dec.
23, 1914. Secures firm joint between sec-
tions.

,163,182. Automatic Block-Signal Sys-
tem for Electric Railways ; O. E. Ste-
vens, New York, N. Y. App. filed June
26, 1908. Increased safety factor and
decreased cost ; special bond construc-
tion.

,163,190. Railway Signal; E. Woltmann,
New York, N. Y. App. filed Nov. 6,

1909. Simple and reliable system of cir-
cuits.

,163,191. Ship's Telegraph ; F. W. Wood,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and H. Laning, Peters-
burg, 111. App. filed Aug. 8", 1910. Re-
liable under all conditions of service

;

mechanical transmission.

,163,199. License-Plate Carrier and
Signal ; R. B. Baker, Galion, Ohio. App.
filed Sept. 12, 1914. Indicates to follow-
ing vehicles.

,163,201. Mechanical Sounder for
Telegraph Systems ; P. P. Banholzer,
Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed April 3,

1912. Attachable to telephone instru-
ments.

,163,226. Electric Meter; E. Evans and
H. Ziememdorff, Berlin, Germany. App.
filed Nov. 12, 1912. Indicates excess
energy consumed.

DlBIN] I., i \-.r I P. i I- 1 i: I-'

*a\ i. Longmont, < lol tpp filed May
''. 1916 Attache! to ti lephone moul h

i... . ,

1

- ,\ -.n .Mi i so

i

> ><i- Vary-
i

I ii Bchwarz. New fork, N v
\pp filed Api ii 6, 1911 i-.. i stai ting
purpose and the like

Ii I 'li.MIOHH /.INC
i ROM an Ann SULPHITE SOLI
(

' S v.. .in. i, Ball Laki < III y, i Itah App
nied

I mi i mi/.. a i ulphuroua
i umei from ore i mi Itlng.

i i; w
Armstrong, New "> ork. N v. App filed
Nov. 10, 1910. Sensitive and aa
voltage regulation,

1.
1 68,82 i El i

i i an u.
Appliance; i i Clarl K City, Mo
\im> filed Julj i i, 19 i ... Por houi • hold
or family use

1,168,326 Telephone Attachment; i > v
i lonaldsoh, I >< nvei . CoJ App filed D< c
ii. 1914. Por supporting transmitter
and receiver, attachable Co ordinary desk
telephone

1,163,329'. FILAMENT por Ini
Electric Lamps ; T A Edison,
ellyn Park, Orange, N. J. App
May 81, 1907. vaporized tungsten de-
posited on core material.

1,168,887. Production of Cathode-Form-
ing Sheets; E. A. Guggenheim, New
Fork, N. V. App. filed Dec. 22, 1914.
Electrolytic process.

1,163,846. Signal System ; C. H. Johnson,
Boylston, and G. E. Johnson, Worcester,
Mass. App. filed April 6, 1915. Annun-
ciator system.

1,163,349. Combined Push-Button-Con-
trollbd Doorbell and Illuminating
Sign ; G. Kimball, Ouray, Col. App.
filed Oct. 26, 1914. Illuminates the house
number.

1,163,361. Regulator: J. A. Paasche, Chi-
cago, 111. App. filed May 9, 1910. For
maintaining uniform pressure in a tank.

1.163.371. Fastening Device for Elec-
trical Conductors ; J. Schade, Jr., New
York, N. Y. App. filed May 22, 1912.
Fahnestock type.

1.163.372. Spring-Fastening Device; J.
Schade, Jr., New York, N. Y. App. filed
July 13, 1914. Modification of Fahnestock-
type construction.

1,163,388. Switch Box; J. H. Williams,
East Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed Aug. 4,

1913. Insertable in wall.

1,163,390. Automatic Telephony; W. M.
Bruce, Jr., Springfield, Ohio. App. filed
Nov. 4, 1911. Automatic-switch con-
struction.

1,163,412. Pool-Table-Pocket Light; H.
Jorstad, Stanhope, Iowa. App. filed Jan.
6, 1915. Light indicates whether ball is

in the pocket.

1,163,424. Alternating-Current Motor
Starter ; J. C. Lincoln, Cleveland, Ohio.
App. filed Dec. 20, 1913. Auto-trans-
former type.

1,163,446. Lamp Socket; T. O'Donnell,
Ironwood, Mich. App. filed May 24, 1915.
Cluster socket construction.

1.163.468. Process for Determining the
Nature of the Subsoil by the Aid of
Electricity ; C. Schlumberger, Paris,
France. App. filed Jan. 2, 1913. For de-
tecting minerals, stone layers or the like.

1.163.469. Location of Ores in the Sub-
soil ; C. Schlumberger, Paris, France.
App. filed Sept. 25, 1913. Utilizes
phenomena of polarization.

1,163,473. Synchronizer; M. L. Svery,
Arlington Heights, Mass. App. filed April
7, 1911. Especially for electrical musical
instruments.

1,163,498. Manufacture of Metallic
Amides, Cyanamides and Cyanides ;

E. A. Ashcroft, London, England. App.
filed April 14, 1910. Direct production

. by electrolysis.

1,163,501. Electric Generator; J. Bell,
Cincinnati, Ohio. App. filed Aug. 17,
1914. Oppositely rotating armature and
field driven from single pitman.

1,163,514. Supply of Energy to Electric-
Railway Systems; C. H. Douglas,
Patcham, England. App. filed June 25,
1915. Pressure supplied to any given
section is controlled by a generator.

1,163,536. Electric Water Heater; L. C.
Henriksen, Portland, Ore. App.
May 19, 1915. Instantaneous type.

1,163,539. Telegraph; A. Hjort,
York, N. Y. App. filed April 1,

Employs alternating current.

1,163,568. Electric Spark-Gap ; F. G.
Simpson, Seattle, Wash. App. filed March
20, 1915. Quenches the spark.

filed

New
1912.
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Recording Unexpected Losses

THE usual elements of operating expense can be

forecast with some accuracy. Labor and material

costs and the wastes of depreciation fluctuate between

bounds that are sometimes surprising but are capable

of approximation in the estimates for the year. A loss

which cannot be provided for with any assurance that it

will be adequate is that which comes from storms. New
York and the nearby Eastern seaboard districts had a

costly experience last week which caused expenses to

mount while the stoppage of service lessened revenues.

So far as such losses can be tabulated records of them

should be preserved in the data of public-utility com-

panies. Both extra expenditures and conservative esti-

mates of missed revenue are essential. They will be

found useful in rate-making cases.

Market Prices and Investment Costs

IN many unexpected ways central stations have been

affected by the European war. Their sources of

capital, the markets for their output and the prices of

the materials which constitute their physical equip-

ment have undergone distinct changes. These changes

in many instances are radical, and they mean that new

policies or methods must be adopted. One of the in-

direct war results which is important to some compa-

nies is the opportunity for the sale of aluminum wire

at a high price. The large advance in the aluminum

market has made it advantageous to replace wire man-

ufactured of this metal with copper. Notwithstanding

the present advanced level of copper, which does not

generally stimulate consumption by the electrical in-

dustries, this process assures a substantial reduction

in capital cost, and it has appealed to various compa-

nies. The details of the substitution in Rochester and

the saving effected thereby, which are presented else-

where in this issue, are suggestive.

Reflex Influences of War and Engineering

IT is becoming commonplace to say that warfare to-

day is engineering and that the European conflict

is a war of machines. In stating these the third and

corollary conclusion, however, is sometimes forgotten.

If war to-day is and in the future is to be applied engi-

neering, its machines for destruction need "operators"

as well as designers. That these "operators" must have

engineering knowledge and training is recognized by

military and naval commanders. There is no question

that the civilian engineer has a wider opportunity for

patriotic service than any one group of men in the

nation. This in itself is a sobering thought. If we
analyze the broad statement of fact, we come also to an-

other conclusion that may have a broad influence in

shaping engineering applications not only in the art of

war but also in the art of peace. Two factors are
prominent in applying engineering to the advancement
of commerce and industry—cost and quality. An engi-

neer in commercial pursuits searches for ways and
means to carry forward his work with these two fac-

tors prominent, the need to reduce costs having to

be balanced against quality. When, however, he comes
to look at the problems of war he finds that "time" and
"quality" rather than "cost" and "quality" are the

prime elements. Cost must be secondary and time and
quality primary. Exchange of ideas which is bound
to come between civilian engineers, on the one hand,

and military and naval engineers, on the other, may
logically and properly affect the motives for design in

both. Civilian engineers may bring to their work in

war the knowledge of standardizing forced by cost com-
petition, which will save time. In their turn they will

bring away a new conception of the value of quality,

which may be called the moral motive in design. One
group will learn that standardizing is not inconsistent

with quality, and the other that time and quality often

outweigh cost.

The Situation in the Electrical Industry

RECALLING the hesitation and doubt in the pre-

dictions made one year ago, the industry finds

abundant cause for gratification in the financial results

which, notwithstanding the world-wide unrest, were at-

tained in 1915. It looks toward 1916 with far greater

confidence in the future than it felt twelve months ago.

The intervening year, though filled with reminders of

the devastating European war, has witnessed an un-

foreseen and unprecedented industrial development.

And the reflex of this development is found in the well-

maintained central-station earnings, the enlarged out-

put and better prices of electrical manufacturers, and
the improved business of contractors and jobbers. It

had a striking manifestation in the Electrical Pros-

perity Week movement, which turned retail buying for

the entire holiday season into electrical channels more
successfully than ever before.

As we reach the customary stock-taking period there

is a new realization of the sources of inherent strength

found in the industry. Its fortunate diversification of

application is impressed anew as a factor in stability

and development. And in this season of inventory some
previously unappreciated sources of economy in the use

of capital investment and in operating expense rise
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prominently to the surface Nie Indu learned

more thoroughly how to apply the same knowledge of

intensive cultivation which is effecting a peaceful revo

lution In farming methods. It la making the dollar of

m\ es( ment more produd i\ e,

Our internal questions in the industry ere parti}

obscured by the Mood of prosperity orders which fol

lowed the restricted buying of the earlier war months.

We hoar less of local public policy issues, less of oper

sting problems, more of questions which are commer

cial in nature. There Is more discussion of the effeel

of the war upon the international financing of American

electrical enterprises and of the newly revealed posi-

tion o\' the industry and its vast body of executives and

workers as a factor in the "preparedness" policy of the

nation. Thus far the industry has met the demands

upon it with inventiveness, energy and ambition. Satis-

fied though it is with the achievements of 1915, it has

learned from them that greater possibilities lie ahead.

Getting the Utility's Side Before the Public

IN numerous cases brought before commissions the

public has little perception of the problems con-

trolling a given service, rate or investment. This is to

be expected. The public is not interested in the prob-

lems of the central station or electric-railway manager

until it is shown exactly how some of these difficulties

affect the rendering of a specific service, how they set

certain limits to rates, or how they run up the totals

of a plant investment. When this information is made

clear, reasonable men become less hostile to the com-

pany. They acquire the art of looking at two sides of

a question upon which they were already committed.

From this point they often go forward to a state of

mind perhaps not convinced at once of the justice of

the company's case in detail but all the more willing to

trust the decision to the superior knowledge and judg-

ment of the commission and certain of the company's

desire to be fair.

To the company commission hearings are often cost-

ly in the time of executives and subordinates alike, but

they afford an opportunity in many cases to disarm

prejudices which the far-sighted managers have not

been slow to seize. Commission proceedings are usually

much broader in scope than those of the courts, the

range of inquiry is very much wider, and the scope of

information brought forward is more comprehensive.

Therefore no manager need shrink from straightforward

explanations even where his opponents are represented

by lawyers with engineering training—a class of prac-

titioners of which we are likely to hear more.

In two recent cases involving petitions for the right

to charge higher rates the utilities submitted printed

briefs to the commission, setting forth the facts and

reasons why they believed their petitions should be

granted. When a company goes to the expense of

putting its case squarely up to the public no less than

to the regulating body, it invites better understanding,

encourages co-operation and builds for its future. The

preparation of a brief cannot always be concise and sim-

ple enough tor it equal utilisation by public and bj

commission; but, by whatever method, the willingness

nf a company to make it: position as clear to its op

ponents as t<> the board, tin- entire abandonment of con-

cealment in its policy, and the maintenance <»! good

natured helpfulness at every tare of the proceedings,

are demanded today by the high plane of fan- regula-

tion which all parties to such cases should strive to at

tain.

A Growing Market for Appliances

LAST Christmas the sale of electric gifts was ver>

large, and every gift that entered a home helped

spread the influence of the "Do it electrically" idea.

Month after month in the meantime the many manu-

facturers have made and sold by thousands every kind

of household heating device and have spread the leaven

further. Steadily, with unremitting vigor and per-

suasion, the national advertising that has come to be so

conspicuous a feature of our popular magazines has held

its constant pressure of publicity and by constructive

education developed thousands of permanent converts.

It is a process of accumulation that will show itself

this Christmas in tremendous increase in the sales of

everything electrical, for it has actually created an in-

creased market greater than has ever been experienced

before. It has been estimated that more than $100,000,-

000 is spent each year in this country for Christmas

gifts. Here is reason enough for any man why he should

strive to tie more closely to this market evolution by

establishing himself as the recognized local headquarters

for electrical household utilities.

The Factory Lighting Code

INDUSTRIAL lighting practice has recently been

summarized in both the United States and Great

Britain in compact codes. Both the codes, the former

reviewed in the Nov. 20 issue of the Electrical

World and the latter in this number, mark the ad-

vance of applied engineering in the lighting field, and

each is a long step forward in bringing down to a

simple common-sense basis the fundamental require-

ments for the illumination of factories. In these days,

when the highest possible efficiency in manufacturing

operations is sought and when it often happens that

industrial operations are carried on twenty-four hours

per day, lighting assumes a new importance, both with

respect to the amount of output and, particularly, as

regards its quality. Poor illumination means not only

slower work, but work which on the whole is less likely

to pass close inspection. The American code is drawn

up to give, in the first place, an outline of general con-

ditions such as can be with advantage used as a basis

for legislation and general regulation of conditions,

and beyond this it covers a very wide range of ex-

tremely practical suggestions dealing with the actual

solution of the often difficult factory problem. Day-

light, as well as artificial, illumination is included in

the specifications. This is a matter of considerable
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importance, inasmuch as it is a subject about which

there is very little popular knowledge. Few indeed, out-

side a small list of skilled architects and constructors,

appreciate the daylight-lighting situation at anything

like its full value.

The great movement for safety in industrial opera-

tions is concerned in no small degree with suitable

illumination, for over and over again it has been pointed

out that accidents increase during the time when arti-

ficial light is in use unless that light is plentiful and

well arranged. Dangerous machines in particular re-

quire extra attention in providing suitable lighting. In

fact, the prevention of accidents is one of the soundest

reasons for legislative regulation of the lighting of fac-

tories and mills.

The Development of a Small Network

AVERY useful example of scientific power distribu-

tion to a group of small communities is exempli-

fied in the Michigan system described elsewhere in our

columns. The new Barton station is the one immediately

concerned, but its chief importance rests in the fact that

it is part of a coherent development covering fifteen or

twenty communities and consisting of four hydroelectric

plants with duplicate connections to the two big steam

stations of the Detroit Edison Company at Delray and

Conners Creek. The Barton plant itself is a well-de-

signed low-head plant containing two 2300-volt, three-

phase generators with vertical shafts, one of 1000 kw.

and the other of 500 kw. The turbines are set in open-

scroll-case wheel pits and furnished with concrete draft

tubes, and the turbines themselves under test have

shown an unusually high efficiency.

More important to the development of the art than

any excellent features introduced in this particular

plant is the general scheme of combined operation which

is being carried out with the four hydraulic stations.

All together have a conjoined rating very much less than

that of the two modern steam plants with which the

system is connected, although the hydraulic plants them-

selves are developed for considerably more than the av-

erage flow of the stream. The result of this proportion

is that the hydraulic plants can always be utilized to

their fullest capacity, as determined by the stage of the

water, so that all the energy generated can be effectively

utilized on the system and any surplus can go to add hy-

draulic power to the connected plants if necessary.

When the water is low the connections permit all the

additional power required to be derived from the steam

plants. In fact, the system may be considered a

steam-operated one with a hydraulic auxiliary, rather

than as a hydraulic plant with a steam auxiliary. The

effect of the situation is to obtain at all times economical

service owing to the high efficiency of the steam ma-

chinery, while in so far as they can be utilized the hy-

draulic plants stand by still further to lower the cost of

energy. Then, too, the water-powers, which are as yet

only partly developed, are arranged to pull together in

the sense not only of common utilization but of CO-oper-

ative design. For instance, the Barton plant, just re-

ferred to, has two units of different sizes.

A hydraulic plant with only two units, and these of

different sizes, would generally be regarded as an anom-

aly by those unfamiliar with the strategy of hydraulic-

development. In fact, where a number of plants are co-

operating on the same system each serves as a reserve

for the others in time of need, and the main thhu

to utilize the power available at each plant in the most

efficient manner possible. There is not the slightest need

of allowing for special reserve capacity in any one of

the interconnected plants, provided that there is ade-

quate total reserve at hand. In this case it is supplied

by the steam-plant connections. Therefore it is good

judgment to work each individual plant as efficiently as

possible, quite irrespective of reserve and in defiance of

that obsession of uniformity which has instigated no

small amount of bad engineering. Interchange of units,

is a matter of trivial importance where all are working

together, and if anything goes wrong beyond the ability

of the remaining machines in all the plants to overcome
the big steam reserve is at hand to tide over any and

all emergencies. Conditions might chance to be such

that uniformity would be a very good thing and would

lead to the highest operative efficiency, yet it is not nec-

essarily a good thing in itself, but only in so far as it

tends to effective operation. We lay stress on these mat-

ters because they have a direct and special bearing on

the growth of the small networks which can so efficiently

utilize the less important water-powers of the country.

Success in their utilization implies full interconnection,

cheap and simple plants, and small operating forces.

Cases may even arise when the same operating force

may be utilized in two stations, one of the pair being

shut down at certain stages of the water, or even at

certain hours of the day, to permit the filling of its

pond. These comparatively small systems frequently

offer a wide scope for tact and originality in engi-

neering as well as for most skillful and successfu)

operation.

A LARGE part of the present num
ber, the fourth issue for De
cember, is devoted as usual to articles on com-

mercial subjects having as their purpose the widening of

the applications of electricity as well as the suggestion

of improved methods for the sale of electrical appliances

and electric service. Last week, in the engineering num-
ber, special emphasis was laid on technical advance in

the industry. Next week, in the Jan. 1 issue, continuing

the Electrical World's custom of many years of pre-

Editorial Announcement senting annual reviews summarizing
the progress of the past twelve months,

there will appear a group of interviews with and articles

by leaders and experts in their respective branches of

the industry, indicating in particular plans and expecta-
tions for 1916, based upon the experience and achieve-

ments of the year now drawing to a close. In the second
issue of January, in accordance with the usual plan, spe-

cial emphasis will be given to the problems of an engi-

neering nature that are met with in operating practice.
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New York's White Way Ablaze with Many New Electric Signs as Holiday Visitors Throng
the City's Theater District

In striking; contrast with the semi-darkness in which many of
the metropolitan centers abroad are now nightly shrouded for pro-
tection against airship raids, New York's "great white way" is
this year aglow with even more brilliant electric-sign displays than
in preceding seasons—the spectacular lighting reaching a climax
this year as usual about Christmas week, when the theater district
is thronged with holiday visitors. New roof displays compete for
attention on both sides of Broadway from Thirty-fourth Street to
Columbus Circle. Of chief interest among those recently erected
is the new "motograph" sign which overlooks Times Square and
is pictured at the left. Across its face, in an unending flow, run
the words of the advertising legend, like giant newspaper text

viewed through a reading glass held in the observer's hand. Aa
in the case with the similar signs which have been running for
some months at Detroit and Chicago, the Times Square motograph
sign is operated by a perforated paper record—not unlike a piano-
player roll—through the perforations in which contacts are made to
light successively the lamps of the banks on the slat-like structure
shown in the day view above, producing the effect of the running
letters. Another new display which looms large on the Broadway
skyline is the "Benedictine" sign pictured above. Set off in an
effective border softened by color-caps, the principal letters of
the "Benedictine" sign measure 14 ft. in height and the smaller
letters measure 5 ft.

A Chronicle of Events
of the Industry and
of Important Move-
ments in the Field

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reports of Conven-

tions and Meetings

of Electrical Associa-

tions and Societies

Ferris Bill Approved by House Public Lands
Committee

The Ferris bill for the development of water-power
on the public lands under fifty-year leases to individuals,

associations or corporations has been ordered favorably
reported by the House public lands committee, which
had before it a letter from Secretary Lane approv-
ing the measure. In his letter to the House committee
Secretary Lane said:

"The failure to utilize the water-power resources is

an economic waste. Coal, oil, gas and timber, which
could be conserved for the future or for use in localities

where power is not available, are now being consumed
in places where inexhaustible water-power could be had.

Lands which would produce abundant crops under irri-

gation are lying arid and unproductive because of the

failure to develop hydroelectric power which would pump
water to them.
"The nitrates in the atmosphere, a source of wealth

and the means of providing for the rejuvenation of

existing soils and of providing an available supply of

necessary materials for war or preparation for war, con-

tinue unused because of the lack of cheap and extensive

power development. Available capital lies idle because
it will not be hazarded upon the revocable-permit law."

Naval Consulting Board Recommends Nitrate Plant

The establishment of a government plant to make ni-

tric acid out of the air for use in manufacturing smoke-
less powder, in case our supply of nitrates, which now
comes entirely from Chile, should be cut off by war, was
recommended in a report sent Wednesday night to Sec-

retary Daniels by the Naval Consulting Board, which
held sessions Wednesday at the Engineering Societies

Building, New York City.

Dr. L. H. Baekeland, chairman of the committee on
ordnance and explosives, said that unless this country
had such a plant all of the preparedness in the way oi

big guns could be speedily rendered useless by an enemy
able to seize the Chilean ports or to interfere with ocean
traffic between this country and Chile.

The plan is that the government shall take possession

of water-power somewhere in the interior, inaccessible

to an invading enemy, and there erect a plant to make
nitric acid from the air and experiment in order to ob-

tain the best and cheapest methods.
Since nitrate cannot be taken from the air at an ex-

pense small enough to make it a profitable enterprise,

it is absolutely necessary, according to Dr. Baekeland,
that the United States government should undertake to

develop it. The United States is almost entirely self-
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dependent as far as the productions of things necessary
to war are concerned, with the exception of nitrates,

which are really the most fundamental of all. These
are brought from Chile.

INDIANA ELECTRIC PROPERTIES MERGE
Northern Indiana Gas & Electric Company to T;ik»- Over

Plants of the General Service Company and

Indiana Lighting Company

Papers were filed Dec. 20 at Indianapolis, Ind., where-
by the Northern Indiana Gas & Electric Company, of

which C. H. Geist is president, petitioned the Public
Service Commission of Indiana for authority to pur-

chase the plants and property of the General Service
Company and the Indiana Lighting Company, in which
Samuel T. Murdock and Charles Murdock have been con-

trolling factors. The consideration specified in the pe-

tition is $5,400,000, and the Northern Indiana Gas &
Electric Company also asks authority to issue ten-year

6 per cent mortgage gold bonds of the company in pay-

ment of the entire purchase price. The price for the

General Service Company is to be $900,000, and that

given for the Indiana Lighting Company is $4,500,000.

The two companies that will be taken over by the Geist

control, if the commission approves the terms of the

merger, will carry with them "all of the gas works, elec-

tric and heating works, water-works, buildings, erec-

tions and constructions, with the mains, meters, serv-

ices, poles, wires, generators, engines, boilers, pumps
and all other machinery and appliances constituting a

part thereof, or used or provided for use in the busi-

ness of the General Service Company and Indiana Light-

ing Company of supplying light, heat and power by
means of gas to the cities and towns of Crawfordsville,

Fort Wayne, Bluffton, Lafayette, West Lafayette, Lo-

gansport, Peru, Wabash, Decatur, Lebanon, Frankfort,

Ossian, Tocsin, Preble, Rich Valley, Pottawattomie
Point, Villa North and Antioch, and supplying light,

heat and power by means of electricity to the cities of

Lafayette and West Lafayette, and supplying steam and
hot-water heating to the city of Lafayette, and supply-

ing water in its natural state to the city of Crawfords-

ville, all in the State of Indiana."

Real estate in Fort Wayne, Bluffton, Lafayette, Lo-

gansport, Peru, Wabash, Decatur, Lebanon, Frankfort,

Crawfordsville and "all other real estate wheresoever

situate" also follows the purchase, as do all franchise

rights, current and liquid assets of the approximate
worth of $598,000, and stocks and bonds in the treas-

uries of the companies carried at their par value in

the amount of $3,226,750.

The transfer of the property is subject to obliga-

tions and indebtedness, as follows: (a) To the mort-

gage of the Crawfordsville Water & Gas Company, a

total lien indebtedness for bonds certified and delivered,

$141,000; (b) to the mortgage of Indiana Lighting

Company, bonds issued and outstanding in hands of

the public, $2,973,000, and treasury bonds, $1,038,000,

or a total of $4,011,000; (c) to current liabilities of

both companies, including accrued taxes and interest

on bonded indebtedness, $117,000.

History of the Northern Indiana Company

The Northern Indiana Gas & Electric Company was
incorporated March 1, 1909, and thereafter took over

the following companies: South Bend & Mishawaka
Gas Company, Michigan City Gas & Electric Company,
South Shore Gas & Electric Company, Indiana Harbor
& East Chicago Electric Company, Plymouth Lighting

Company, Whiting Electric Light Company and others.

The company now carries on utility business in the

following Indiana cities and towns: East Chicago, Ham-
mond, Whiting, Michigan City, South Bend, Mishawaka,
Plymouth, Chesterton, Porter, Aetna, Dyer, Griffith;

Highland, Munster, Schererville and otto

The capital stock of the company at the present time
totals $5,000,000, of which $i,oo(),ooo is preferred <u>ck.

The bonded indebtedness of the company consists of

$5,739,000 of its own bonds, issued and outstanding,

and $3,190,500 of underlying bonds of the subsidiary

companies, or a total of $8,929,500.
The bonds which the company seeks to issue in pay-

ment for the General Service Company and the Indiana
Lighting Company would become secondary to the liens

of all mortgages and bonds which now are liens against

the Northern Indiana Gas & Electric Company, and
also to the mortgages and bonds now a lien against the

respective properties held by the companies that would
be purchased under the petition.

The petition is signed by C. 11. Geist, ;i- president,

and G. W. Curran, as secretary, of the purchasing com-
pany. Ferdinand Winter and Samuel T. Murdock filed

the petition with the commission. The headquarters of

the Northern Indiana Gas & Electric Company, which is

controlled by the United Gas Improvement Company
of Philadelphia, is at Hammond.

Petition's also have been filed by the companies that

are to be sold asking approval by the commission of

their sale to the Geist company. No date has been set

by the commission for a hearing on the proposed merger.

LOS ANGELES CONDEMNATION SUIT
Southern California Edison Company Shows How Its Busi-

ness Would Suffer if Deprived of Its Los Angeles Load

In the condemnation suit which the city of Los An-
geles has brought against the Southern California Edi-

son Company, preliminary reports of which appeared
in the Electrical World for Dec. 4 and Dec. 18, B. F.

Pearson, superintendent of the Southern California Edi-

son Company, testified that if Los Angeles franchise

rights were lost by the company new transmission lines

would be necessary to maintain unity and flexibility in

the remainder of the system. Referring to a specially

prepared map, he showed that without the Los Angeles
business the 47,000-kw. steam plant at Long Beach
would not be suitably situated with respect to the cen-

ter of distribution and would have more than the re-

quired capacity.

If the system were to be built anew exclusively for

the business outside Los Angeles, he showed that a

13,500-kw. steam plant at Newport would be preferable

to the Long Beach plant. The highest peak load on the

system, exclusive of Los Angeles business, was 35,000

kw., he said, the maximum peak for the entire system

being 56,010 kw.

R. H. Ballard, secretary and assistant general man-
ager, testified that the original company was organized

for serving consumers in Los Angeles exclusively, and
that, although other business has since been developed,

the city business has always been paramount. He
pointed out that the original funds for developing the

properties were secured, after considerable difficulty,

primarily in expectation of increased business in Los

Angeles.

In developing business outside the city the primary
aim has not been increased volume, he said, but rather a

supplementary load that would fit in between the peaks

of city demand. Since the maximum city load is coinci-

dent with winter lighting, securing a summer pumping
load has developed a very high load-factor. The present
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investment of 112,000,000 or $18,000,000 In generating
.imi haii.sniissioii equipment would require i<> !><• In

i<\ lis aboul one third were it not for the divei

of load now carried, he stated, which additional lnv<

tnenl would, of course, carry the usual Interest and
depreciation charges.

[f the company had uoi had the Los Angeles lighting

load, it could not have made the low rates thai have built

up outside business. It" limited to outside business from
now on, Ih> thought it doubtful If the company could

keep its rates low enough to retain that business in the

face of competition with other companies enjoying the

greater diversity of load. He pointed out thai in the

Long Beach and Kern River No. l plants the combined
investment of $8,090,000 is $5,990,000 in excess of the

cost id' a steam plaid that would have adequately sup-

plied the load outside the city. The load-factor lor the

entire system is now 58 per cent, he said; for Los
Angeles alone it is 47 per cent, but after complete sever-

ance the load-factor would he only 50.9 per cent.

How Company's Kariun^s Have (irown

He stated that the company's gross earnings had in-

creased from $3,300 in 189G to $4,427,000 per annum
for the electrical department at the present time. The
present total generating rating has been found neces-

sary to insure continuity of service for a load curve
whose maximum peak is 55,880 kw. An important fea-

ture of Mr. Ballard's testimony was a specially prepared
chart on which six items were shown graphically from
the earliest records of the company up to June 30, 1915,

namely, gross earnings, number of kilowatt-hours sold,

original cost of physical properties, peak demand, load-

factors, and average price at which energy was sold.

Beyond June 30, 1915, the curves were continued to show
estimated values up to 1923 on two assumptions—first,

if the company were deprived of all Los Angeles busi-

ness, and, second, if it were allowed to retain only the

electric-railway load. That is, up to 1915 the chart

was historical, and beyond that the values shown were
estimated.

If the Los Angeles business were lost, Mr. Ballard

testified that the gross earnings would drop from
$4,400,000 to $2,300,000 per annum, and that, even as-

suming the load on the stations would be recovered in

eight years, the earnings would then be $700,000 per

annum less than at present, owing to decreased efficiency.

The 208,000,000 kw.-hr. sold during 1915 would be
abruptly reduced by the loss of Los Angeles business to

110,000,000 kw.-hr. per year, he said, and in the eight

years following such loss the increase to be expected

would raise the total figure to only 178,000,000 kw.-hr.

per year.

Under cross-examination, Mr. Ballard testified that

the Pacific Electric Railway business was not profitable

;

in fact, that if it were lost the earnings in the Los
Angeles territory would still be 85 to 90 per cent of the

present total. He also pointed out that the rates for

energy in each district served by the company are based

partly on the proportion of the general and administra-

tive expenses of the system charged to that district.

Los Angeles should and does bear 45 per cent of the

total expenses of this character at the present time.

Now, in the event of losing all Los Angeles business

save the Pacific Electric Railway load, there would
nevertheless be 35 per cent of the total general and
administrative expenses still chargeable to this district,

which would be, manifestly, operating at very low effi-

ciency. Since this 35 per cent charge could not be made
up by increasing the rates, which are fixed by contract,

it was only fair, he stated, that the city should compen-
sate the Southern California Edison Company for the

loss entailed.

COAL FAMINE FEARED IN Till: KAST
Shortage <>r Cars, the Embargo Placed on Coal by the Ball*

i<.;kIs and the Poesibilltiet tor a General strike in

ihe Spring Make tin Situation Disquieting

Owing t<> the embargo placed on coal bj the railroads

and to the shortage <»f boatl needed to transport fuel

from Newport News and other Virginia points to the

New England and some of the Middle Atlantic States,

those sections of the country are facing a serious short

age of bituminous coal. There i a dearth of coal i

due to the faet that many thousands of ear., are still

unloaded, and hesides this the mining districts are short

of labor.

Coal is supplied to New York and New England from
the Pennsylvania coal fields principally by the Phila-

delphia & Heading and Pennsylvania Railroads. Most
of the coal from West Virginia that is shipped to points

in New England goes through Newport News and other

Virginia ports.

The shortage of labor in the coal fields is due to the

enlargement of many Eastern plants manufacturing mu-
nitions and supplies for the Allies. The call for work-
men has reduced the number of coal miners in certain

Pennsylvania districts nearly 40 per cent, it is esti-

mated. Many of the miners who have quit work are for-

eigners who have already returned or are hoping soon

to go back to the old countries to join the colors.

Coal in Storage

The situation as regards anthracite coal is no better,

there being a shortage of buckwheat sizes so widely used

for steaming purposes.

The total shipments of anthracite coal for the year

to the end of November are 2,459,125 tons behind the

first eleven months of 1914. This shortage does not

represent by any means the actual falling off in the

supply of anthracite for winter use.

The anthracite mining companies have had a thor-

ough realization of what the result of this would be and
have maintained production at a rate hardly justified

by the markets, putting the surplus into storage until

many of the storage yards were filled much above rated

or intended capacity. These storage yards are, how-
ever, at relatively short distances from the mines and

not at points of consumption. In the event of car short-

age or of interruption to traffic on the railroads it is

just as difficult to get this storage coal to market as it

is to get the freshly mined product from the breakers.

The amount of anthracite in storage has been vari-

ously estimated at from 5,000,000 to 12,000,000 tons.

The latter amount would take care of the markets at

a pinch for two months.

Possibilities of Strikes

Many well informed on the coal situation are also

apprehensive of a general coal strike in the spring. The
agreement between the coal operators and the miners

expires on April 1, 1916, and the miners already have

presented demands for increased wages and better

working conditions. The coal-mining companies have

only one union to deal with, the United Mine Workers
of America. The treasury of that organization is un-

derstood to be in a somewhat depleted condition be-

cause of the demands made upon it by the Ohio, West
Virginia, British Columbia and Colorado strikes, which

were financed by the national organization.

In the anthracite regions the union workers have been

carrying on a very active campaign and have recruited

the strength of the union, they claim, up to 80 per cent;

but this has been only within the last three or four

months and has not been sufficient to rehabilitate the

treasury. Against this, however, is the fact that quite
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a number of alien miners have left the mining regions
for the war. This does not seem to have affected the
anthracite region as yet, the output for October having
been nearly up to the record for any month in the his-
tory of the region, and for November it was only a little

behind the maximum record for that month. But the
ranks are not being recruited at all, and a shortage of
labor with a heavy demand lor coal is favorable to the
union.

A person well informed on anthracite conditions told
a representative of the Electrical World that among
the actual workers there is no desire for any prolonged
period of idleness. The miners have been receiving good
wages and are very prosperous. It is doubtful if many
of them will be willing to draw on their own savings
if the treasury of the organization should not be able
to keep them supplied with funds during a strike of
suspension. If a suspension occurs, it is not believed
that it will last for more than sixty days.

Government Ownership Justified by United

States Forester

The annual report of the forester of the Department
of Agriculture, made public Tuesday, comments on the
government ownership of water-power sites and timber
as exemplified by the national forest system. The finan-

cial burdens resting on private owners of uncut timber
are held to have forced the manufacture of lumber with-
out regard to market demands and with consequent
demoralization of the lumber industry and wasteful use
of timber resources, while facts and figures regarding
the water-power situation are given to prove that more
rapid development of water-power in the West is pre-

vented rather by the lack of consumers than by the ab-

sence of suitable legislation.

Water-power permits taken out for national forest

projects, says the report, involve a total of 1,251,560 hp.

Free permits cover 70,628 hp., and the plants actually

constructed or operating on June 30 had an output

capacity of 341,276 hp., the rentals paying $89,000 dur-

ing the year.

The forester's report comments on the water-power
situation as follows:

"New legislation permitting the government to grant

a more secure tenure for the lands used, through the issu-

ance of fifty-year leases, would without doubt make the

financing of power developments on the public lands

both easier and cheaper and is very desirable; but the

main obstacle to more rapid development than that which
is now taking place is not lack of a new law but lack

of a broader market for power. It is at least doubtful

if either an amended law or private ownership of the

public power sites would result in any general or mate-

rial increase in power development in the Western States

in the immediate future. With rare and minor excep-

tions, existing power developments in these States are far

in excess of market demands. The forest service is

being constantly importuned to extend periods of con-

struction on power permits, on the plea that there would

be no market available for the power if the project were

developed. The per capita use of water-power in elec-

trical development in the three Pacific and the eight

Mountain States is far in excess of that in any other

section of the United States and more than five times

the average for the United States as a whole. The de-

velopment of the Pacific States is about 180 hp. per 1000

population, and in the Mountain States 129 hp., with a

balanced average of 160 hp. New England, which is

next in order, has less than 40 hp. per 1000 of population,

and the whole United States has about 30 hp. per 1000

of population."

Brooklyn Lighting Franchise I pheld

The report of the referee in the suit of the Amsterdam
Electric Light, Heat & Power Company and the Edison

Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, N. v.,

against the Mayor and other city officials to restrain

them from interfering with the compani* Med
Wednesday with the Supreme Court. The report finds

against the Edison company and in favor of the Am-
sterdam company. Both of the companies, how-

controlled by the Kings County Electric Light & Power
Company.
The Kings County company was incorporated in 1890,

and four years later it obtained from the Common Coun-

cil of Brooklyn a perpetual franchise to furnish electric

light. In 1898 it purchased the entire capital stock of

the Edison company. The latter company was then the

owner of all of the bonds and of a large part of the stock

of the Amsterdam company, having paid for them

$405,000. In acquiring the Amsterdam company the

Edison company also acquired all the rights and prop-

erty of the State Electric Lighting & Power Company,
which held a franchise from the Common Council of

Brooklyn, given to it on Dec. 30, 1895. In taking over

the Amsterdam company the Edison company got 4878

shares of its total of 5000 shares. Last year the Pub-

lic Service Commission permitted the Edison company
to purchase the remaining twenty-two shares.

The anxiety of the two plaintiff companies grew out

of the activity of the division of franchises of the Board

of Estimate, which recommended the passage of a reso-

lution for the revocation of the franchise granted to the

State company in 1895, which had passed to the Am-
sterdam company, then to the Edison company, and then

under the control of the Kings County company. Fear-

ing that an attempt would be made to revoke this fran-

chise, the injunction proceedings were begun.

The city held that the franchise had been forfeited

by the failure of the Amsterdam company to comply

with its terms and provisions, but the referee does not

find that the company is liable on this ground.

"The conclusion at which I have arrived," the referee

adds, "is that the complaint should be dismissed as to

the plaintiff Edison Electric Illuminating Company of

Brooklyn, and that the plaintiff Amsterdam Electric

Light, Heat & Power Company is entitled to an injunc-

tion restraining the defendants from passing any reso-

lution purporting to revoke the resolution of Dec. 30,

1895, or to forfeit the rights of said plaintiff there-

under, or to prosecute the bond given in pursuance of

said resolution. Findings agreeing with this opinion may
be submitted."

Report-Writing for Engineering Students

What is probably the first course in report writing

ever inaugurated in an engineering school was launched

last fall at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

in the curriculum of the course in engineering adminis-

tration. About eighty students are receiving instruc-

tion in this special branch. The course has been planned

to improve a general weakness of engineers in the direc-

tion of both popular and semi-technical written expres-

sion. It includes practical investigations of topics of

engineering interest, such as the fitness of motor-

operated fare registers in the Boston subway stations,

the feasibility of starting an auto-truck sight-seeing en-

terprise, the practicability of establishing a dye-manu-

facturing plant, the wisdom of equipping the new build-

ings of the institute at Cambridge with an electrically

operated blueprinting outfit, and other semi-technical

and industrial questions. The course is under the direc-

tion of William Green of the English department.
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Hydroelectric Station Auxiliary to Steam Plant
One of Four Plants on Same River Connected to System of Eastern Michigan Edison Company, Which

Is Also Fed by Delray and Conners Creek Steam Stations of Detroit Edison Company

By Ray K. Holland*

THE Barton water-power plant of the Eastern
Michigan Edison Company, near the city of Ann
Arbor, Mich., is one of a series of low-head power

plants contemplated by this company along the Huron
River. The ultimate development will probably include
nine similar plants varying in head from 14 ft. to 32 ft.

and utilizing a total fall of about 215 ft. The power of
the river has been used to drive flour and pulp mills
since the early part of the last century, and present de-
velopments in some instances utilize parts of the old
^ructures, such as old rock-fill dams, head-race em-
bankments and heavy cut-stone walls. The Barton plant
is an example of a new structure built at the site of
an old feed mill which was one of the industries of the
hamlet of Barton as early as 1835.
The plant has a turbine rating nearly twice the aver-

age annual or equalized flow of the river, notwithstand-
ing the fact that there is no artificial storage of flood

waters above the site. This large turbine rating is war-
ranted in this case because the Eastern Michigan Edi-
scn Company operates one steam and four hydraulic gen-
erating stations and is connected by duplicate transmis-
sion lines with the large steam stations of the Detroit
Edison Company. The relatively small total rating of
all the generating plants of the Eastern Michigan Edi-
son Company in comparison with the Delray and Con-
ners Creek steam plants of the Detroit Edison Company
allows the hydraulic stations to contribute power to the
system at such times and in such amounts as they are
able to produce at their best efficiency. The result is

that water is wasted over the spillway of the Barton
dam only in times of considerable floods, which last dur-
ing an average year less than two weeks. In other
words, excess machine capacity, in conjunction with a
large distribution system, has made possible an eco-

*Electrical engineer with Gardner S. Williams, consulting engi-
n er, Ann Arbor, Mich.

nomical water utilization that is sometimes accom-
plished by extensive storage reservoirs in the head-

waters.

Power House and Equipment

A longitudinal section of the power house is shown
in Fig. 6. The building is of reinforced concrete up to

the generator-floor line, with yellow paving blocks above.

The roof is of green tile laid on wooden matched sheet-

ing covered with tar paper. All windows have steel

sash with a ventilating section.

The building houses two main units, one a 68-in.

turbine directly connected to a 1000-kw. generator, the

other a 57V2-in. turbine directly connected to a 500-kw.

generator. Units of different sizes rather than two alike

were installed to increase the plant efficiency. Thus
high efficiency is had over a range of load from 250 kw.
to 1500 kw. Between the two main units transversely,

and up-stream from them, is the exciter unit, which
consists of a 16-in. turbine and a 50-kw. exciter. All

three are vertical units, the turbines being set in open-

scroll-case wheel pits similar to those first used by
Gardner S. Williams at the plant of the Edison Sault

Electric Company, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., in 1904.

The larger wheel pit is 16 ft. 3 in. and the smaller 10 ft.

3 in. wide, dimensions which keep the approach veloc-

ities down to about 2 ft. per second at maximum
capacity.

To give access to the turbines, wheel-pit gates are

provided under a platform outside the up-stream end
of the power-house superstructure. These consist of a
pair of swinging doors, hinged to the wheel-pit walls

so as to close against a vertical beam in the center of

the opening. The wheel pits were designed to permit the

closing of the gates under the condition of full-gate

opening on the turbine, and the wisdom of this was
demonstrated soon after beginning operation, when a
block of wood lodged in the turbine gate and prevented
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GOVERNORS AND CONTROL APPARATUS

its closing. The operator with the help of the relief

operator closed the wheel-pit gates, emptied the wheel
pit, removed the block, refilled the wheel pit, and opened
the wheel-pit gates ready for the turbine operation in

about fifteen minutes. The ease of operation of the

gates is a very large factor in keeping the turbines up
to their best operating condition, as emptying the wheel
pit is almost as simple an operation as starting and
stopping the unit.

The turbines are set over concrete draft tubes which
discharge the water into the tailrace at a velocity of

about 3 ft. per second. An opening in the basement
floor allows stop logs to be put down across the mouth
of the draft tubes so that they can be emptied should

occasion arise. The exciter draft tube empties into the

draft tube of the larger unit just above the bend. Pro-

vision was made at the time the plant was built to allow

the insertion of a Pitot tube at different points in the

draft tube to determine the distribution of velocities,

but as yet no work has been done along that line.

Among the unusual features of the power house are

the two sluices which take water from the pond up-

stream from the turbines and discharge it into the draft

tubes. During the period of construction these sluices

were used to carry the low-water flow of the river, and

in the completed structure they afford a means of read-

ily lowering the pond whenever desirable. Each sluice

is controlled by a cast-iron sluicegate operated from the

thrust-bearing floor. During the flood season of the

year the sluices are also used to assist in regulating

the pond level, and the discharging of the water into the

draft tubes results in an increase of the power output

of the turbines, compensating in a large measure for

the decreased output due to rise of the tailwater level.

Transmission and Switching Arrangements

The generator voltage is 2300, and it is stepped up to

23,000 volts for transmission. Both high-tension and

low-tension switches are installed in the switch room
directly below the switchboard and are manually con-

trolled from the board. The switch room has a clear

height of 16 ft. and occupies the down-stream third of

the structure immediately below the generator floor

and behind the wheel pits. Here are also the house-

service transformers and main house-distribution panel.

Below the switch room is the transformer room, con-

taining two banks of oil-cooled 2300 23,000-volt, sixty-

cycle transformers of 1000-kw. and 600-kw. rating each.

The window openings in this room are the full height

of the room and are closed with galvanized-steel louvers

FIGS. 4 AND 5—EXTERIOR OF PLANT AND INTERIOR OF GENERATOR AND CONTROL ROOMS

The glass partition between the generator and control rooms permits the station operatoi to £*«?' {^.^^r^nX'l
and stiH separates the two rooms so thai only the latter need be heated in cold weather. rhe Bta "'> '' ll ''

J~\ ,', '
'

.
\-

t

convenientT^ccess to the thrust-hearing floor and wheel-pit-gate and b1 nechanisms. From the thnist-hearing floor an exit

opens onto the darn-crest walkway, from which the dashboard hoists can be operated.
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with steel Inside doora <>n tins floor, In b separate
room, the boiler for the steam-heating system is In

stalled, and Immediate!}' above the latter there la I coal
l>in which is lilh d from the outside.

The outgoing transmission lines pass, in brick ductfl

in the wall dii each side of the building, up from the

transformer room through the switches In the switch
room and through the generator room to root' insula:

Connected to these lines are 23,000 \ oil . four tank ahimi

num-cell lightning arresters, which stand on concrete
platforms just above each end of the switchboard. Serv-

V [ I I

FIG. 6—RELATIVE POSITIONS OF GENERATORS, TURBINES,
SWITCHES AND TRANSFORMERS

The position chosen for the thrust bearings eliminated the need
of heavy spiders on the upper sides of the generators and afforded
a desirable support for both generator and turbine shafts. As
shown by the drawing, the transformer room is below the head-
water elevation, so that cooling water can be forced through the
transformers by gravity.

ice for lighting the operators' houses and yards is sup-
plied through an underground cable from the switch
room to the first transmission pole.

Efficiency Tests

The results of a complete efficiency test made upon
this plant in July, 1915, are shown in the curves of Figs.

7 and 8. The contract stipulated that the turbine man-
ufacturers should pay a forfeit for an average efficiency

below the guarantee for a range between half and full

discharge, and that the company should pay a bonus for
an average efficiency above the performance, over the
same range, of the type model in the Holyoke test. The
results of the tests as shown on the curves indicate
that the company must pay a bonus to the turbine
manufacturer.
The head on the wheels during the test was measured

from the surface of the water inside the wheel pits and
down-stream from the racks to the surface of the water
in the tailrace at the outlet of the draft tubes. The
power output was measured by calibrated wattmeters
using certified shop tests of the generator units for cal-

culating the generator losses. The water was meas-
ured by a standard sharp-crested weir without end con-
tractions placed in the tailrace. The water above the
weir communicated with gage wells at each side of the
tailrace through a 6-in. by 6-in. concrete chamber ex-

tending underneath its bottom parallel to the weir and
16 ft. up-stream. Orifices in its top, 2 in. in diameter
and flush with the channel bottom, connected this cham-
ber with the water approaching the weir. Hook gages
were used to measure the elevation of the water in the

250 300 360 400 «0 500 SS0 600

Cubic F<;e+ per!> ootid

BO 150 200 250 300 350

Cubic Feet per Second

FIGS. 7 AND 8 comparisons OF PLANT AND HOLYOKE
TESTS OF THE 1000-KW. AND 500-KW. WATER TURBINES

wells, the crest reading being established by water lev-

eling. The discharge was computed by means of Bazin's
formula.

The quantity of water discharged by the sluices was
measured, and a test was made of the effect of discharg-
ing water into the draft tube of the smaller unit while
it was running at six-tenths gate. It was found that

the power of the turbine was increased about 9 per cent
or that the effect of an 18-in. rise of tailwater would
be compensated. The quantity of water passed by tur-

bine and sluice together was equal to the sum of the
quantities discharged by each separately.

Operators' Houses

The policy of the Eastern Michigan Edison Company
is to house the plant operators comfortably. Two houses

were originally constructed, and a third is being added
at the present time. These houses are situated across

the pond above the dam. Each has six rooms with bath,

running hot and cold water, furnace heat, electric lights,

sanitary sewer connection and cistern for rain water.

They are of frame construction, with stucco finish and
cypress trim outside, and have hard-wood floors inside.

Outside hose connections and lawn hose are supplied,

and the operators take a great deal of pride in keeping

their lawns and the plant grounds so that they resemble

a park.

The plant was designed and its construction was
supervised by Gardner S. Williams, consulting engineer

of Ann Arbor and Chicago. The electrical equipment
was furnished by the General Electric Company and the

hydraulic machinery by the Allis-Chalmers Manufac-
turing Company of Milwaukee, Wis.

FIG. 9—OIL-PRESSURE APPARATUS AND 1000-KW. TURBINE
GOVERNOR
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A CLEVER WINDOW DISPLAY THAT FEATURED THE "EDISON EASY-PAYMENT PLAN" IN BROOKLYN. EVERY EFFORT IS

MADE TO ASSIST THE CUSTOMER TO UTILIZE ELECTRIC SERVICE AS COMPLETELY AS HE CAN

The Power of Easy Payment in Appliance Sales

By Earl E. Whitehorne

There ivas a period—and not so many years ago—when the policy of selling goods on so-called

"easy payments" was strictly on probation in the electrical industry. It was a new idea among us,

and when managers met at annual conventions we heard the question often, "Do you believe in easy

payments?" But the day for that is over now. The thing for every man to ask himself to-day is

this: "Which shall I do—branch out into this great big undeveloped field of opportunity or plug

along in the old accepted way and turn my back on all the lessons of the interesting experience of so

many central stations, manufacturers and dealers?" The principle has been established. The policy

has been well proved. It is time to lay all inherited prejudices aside and weigh the matter on a

simple basis of business expediency.

IF
you could go to-day before 500 of the livest central-

station managers in the country and should ask all

those who don't believe in "easy payments" to stand
up, what do you think would happen? A big majority
would climb up on their feet and register against it

—

and yet, if you should ask their reasons one by one, you
would find about two answers and no more. A few
would tell you stories that would show a trial fore-

ordained to failure because the principle was unintelli-

gently applied and because the proposition was inade-

quately presented and worse handled. But the rest

would say they don't believe in it because—well, just

"because"—because they are prejudiced against it and
have never tried it or had eagerness enough really to

find out what experience in other cities has developed.

Yet those other men who held their seats could tell them
stories and cite figures that would settle every reason-

able doubt.

New to Us,, but Old to Others

The principle of installment payments is still new to

us perhaps, but it is old and well established in the big

broad world of retail business. Pianos have been sold

that way for years. Cash registers are sold that waj

.

Good books are sold that way. And so is furniture and

real estate, and so are typewriters and phonographs,

electric washing machines and vacuum cleaners, and so

are other things that cost too much for most of us to

buy conveniently for cash or ordinary credit. This

generation has adopted this arrangement to facilitate

the purchase of those luxuries and comforts that our

grandfathers would have continually sacrificed for fear

of debt. We want them, and we consider that our fami-

lies are entitled to them if a way can be found to buy
them without risk or worry, and so the "easy-payment"

plan has been devised and universally accepted as a

proper and commendable expedient.

This is the way it strikes us individually, but as an

industry we face it from the other angle.

"Here are these goods," we say. "They cost a lot of

money, and it's hard to sell them outright to the average

home. Now, what has been the experience of other

manufacturers and merchants in such situations?"

And we find that other industries have most successfully

adopted the easy-payment plan, and there is our answer.

Again, on looking deeper we discover that this plan is

better suited to the central station than to any other

business that employs it, for the central station is

already well equipped with full machinery for collecting

monthly payments, because easy payments just become
an added item on the bill—and there you are! There is

no reason why the central station should not do it, but

there is prejudice against it. and such prejudice dies

hard.

\ I
'(»' Notable Examples

In Pittsburgh, for instance, the Duquesne Light Com-
pany did not believe in easy payments and sold electric

washing machines for years for cash. It never averaged

better than ten or twelve sales a month in all its terri-

tory. Then it offered these machines on a basis of 20

per cent, or $18, cash down, and right away its sales
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THE WINDOW IS ALWAYS A 'POWERFUL INFLUENCE
GIVING PUBLICITY TO AN EASY-PAYMENT OFFER

IN

increased to an average of twenty a month. It cut the

price to $10 down, and sales increased again to thirty

a month. Again it reduced the amount of the initial

payment to $5, and the monthly average ran right up to

over sixty, and the company is confident that with a

little harder pushing it can reach a scale of 75 to

100 machines sold every thirty days. In the month
of October this company sold 275 vacuum cleaners of

one make alone, this being the machine it featured on

an easy-payment proposition.

In Cleveland a prominent dealer sold about six wash-
ing machines a month until quite recently an installment

offer was made. Already sales have jumped up to thirty

or forty a month, and as soon as the campaign develops

further this city should be good for a greatly increased

output.

Again, in Bloomington, 111., a good example of a

smaller town of 25,000 people, the central station form-
erly was selling only about ten machines a year until it

offered easy payments with $10 as the cash down with
the order. In a very short time the average was raised

to about ten sales each month, twelve times as much as

had been done before, with no more work.
There are unlimited examples of just such experience.

I talked the other alternoon with one ol the bigj

manufacturers of washing machines! and lie reeled the

Off tOO last to make notes of, though there would

be small point in such repetition here. For t hi* thought

I want to make is this: that the whole thing boils right

down to principle and policy and prejudice. There Is

no use in Citing figures lo a man whose prejudice rel

to believe thai such good evidence applies to him; and
anyone who thoughtfully will turn the matter over in

his mind and see the tacts and what \\w\ offer him can
find at hand a wealth of data reads for his use and all

the personal testimony he could wish in confirmation.

No man who takes the trouble to impure and consider
can question for one moment in his own mind that the
easy-payment plan sells big appliances a hundred times
more cpiickly than the old ways. It has been proved BO

clearly by so many companies which he knows are just

as wise as he is in the operating of a central station

that it is no longer a matter for argument where the
tacts are recognized. His "local conditions" cannot be
so "different" that among the many companies large and
small where big results have been achieved by easy-

payment selling there is not a clear case of appropriate
example to guide him. The whole thing simmers down
to a simple matter of attitude. Are you willing to adopt
a new plan of progressive merchandising in order tre-

mendously to increase your sales, not only of ranges,

tireless cookers, washing machines and vacuum cleaners,

but of all appliances? For if the principle is good for

one it is certainly good for all. Or are you "agin it"

just because it is new and strange to you and sounds
like trouble?

Why We Need the Easy Payment

"Why should it be necessary?" asks Mr. Skeptic. But
as individuals you know just as well as I do. As this

manufacturer expressed it : "People can't afford to put
down $100 in cash to buy a high-priced washing machine,
no matter how much money they have. A woman
usually has an allowance for running the house, but she
can't squeeze that much money out of any one month's
allowance, so she must buy by installments or not at all.

We have people who we know could buy out our whole
company come in and purchase on the easy plan. Then
take the fellow who earns $125 a month—he can't afford

to pay down $25 or $50 for a household labor-saving

appliance, no matter how much he wants it. He is glad

to buy on small payments, however, and his account is

THE "HIGH SPOT" IN ANOTHER EASY-PAYMENT ELECTRIC-WASHER CAMPAIGN. THE SLOGAN WAS, "TEN DOLLARS

A MONTH BUYS A THOR"
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just as good on your books as Rockefeller's; and, after

all, these are the people who buy the bulk of the ma-
chines. It is the man whose wife is doing her own work,

or the household with one overloaded servant, that you
must adapt your proposition to."

In other words, the people are anxious to buy. Are
you willing to meet them half way ?

The greatest obstacle to the general immediate adop-

tion of the easy-payment plan, the manufacturers say,

is difficulty in convincing the "man higher up." The
central-station salesman is "for it," for he knows that

it will open up a wonderful amount of business. The
commercial manager is not slow to appreciate the oppor-

tunity. Yet upstairs sits the Big Chief, and too often

the Big Chief says: "I don't mind carrying a good cus-

tomer if he needs accommodation in the buying of a

range. If he comes in and asks for it, we'll sell him on

the installment plan, but I don't think we want to adver-

tise broadcast." Yet the salesman knows that the public

won't come asking easy payment as a favor. Natural
pride won't let it. The central station must either

offer easy payment as a special inducement free to all

or just give up the thought of doing any worth-while

business in the big appliances.

Why should you fear to advertise this policy? Your
bookkeepers are making bills out every month to every

customer. Another item on the bill adds no appreciable

expense to you per bill. Your bills are sent out regularly

to every customer. Your regular collectors are available

to bring the money in just as they do at present. You
are equipped and ready to take on this easy-payment
business with a minimum of cost and trouble. To cover

cost you can add an item of 5 per cent to the selling

price. (This 5 per cent you can offer as a cash discount

too.) Keep the title to the appliance till the final pay-

ment is made and you are perfectly secure. For there

are ample facts to prove all this. One company, for in-

stance, that now has $80,000 on its books in these

accounts finds that it averages less than five appliances

taken hack each month because of failure to pay, and
most of these aiv -non restored again. Moreover, if

manufacturers can sell on easy payments, and if local

dealers can make money at it, why should central sta-

tions hesitate when really it means just a slight exten-

sion in the present scheme of doing business 7 For it

is hut a short step from selling energy by the month and
selling energy-consuming appliances to the same good

customers on the same safe plan.

The Broader Aspect

Some men hang back and say: "Why bother with the

washing machine? It brings only an income of about

25 cents a month." I am not talking about one washing
machine. I am thinking about the thousand washing
machines that you can sell between now and this day
next year—and all the suction sweepers and the percola-

tors and the toasters and the rest of the appliances that

you can market just as soon as you will make it easy

for the public to acquire them. A single washing ma-
chine may mean but 25 cents a month, but a thousand
of them will bring you an annual income close to $3,000,

and that's the way to calculate the power of the easy

payment. How many of the gas ranges that are gayly

cooking dinners in your town right now would have
remained unsold if the people could not have bought by
easy payments?

It is time for every central-station manager who has

not tried the selling power of the easy payment to rub

his eyes and look about him. Is he working day by day
just to perpetuate a set of traditional policies, or is he

striving to manufacture needed income for his stock-

holders, to "make good" on the capital he operates for

them in trust? There is no place for personal preju-

dices in a matter so important in its possibilities. There
is no excuse for any central-station manager who delib-

erately refuses to admit that easy payments pay. And
if he does admit it, there remains just one thing for

him to do.

Cable Suitable for Industrial Plant Subway System

A Comparison of Rubber, Cambric and Paper Insulation and the Current-Carrying

Capacity of Cables When Used in an Underground Duct System

By H. D. Austin

ENGINEERING considerations in connection with

the design and installation of a subway system
for the distribution of energy to a group of fac-

tory buildings were presented in the Dec. 4 issue of the

Electrical World. In what follows the characteristics

of cable suitable for use are taken up. Cables are the

vitals of an underground-duct system, and as much at-

tention should be given to their selection and installation

as to the installation of the duct system itself. Local

conditions govern the selection of cables to some extent

since certain types of cable are better suited than others

to resist extreme wet conditions and electrolysis. Again,

the design and construction of cables is a consideration

of importance. Not only can a number of substances in

varying proportions be used for the insulating walls,

but also the oils and methods of impregnation can vary
within a wide range for both cambric and paper
insulations.

In recent years considerable advance has been made
in the manufacture of lead-sheathed cables for under-

ground service. Among the shapes of cable conductor

sections which are available are the solid or stranded

round conductor, the concenl.ric-conductor cable and

other multiple-conductor cables having the conductors

laid in a sector-shaped section. The two latter types,

the concentric conductor and the sector-shaped conductor

cable, are so designed as to give a maximum copper sec-

tion and reduce the insulating material to the minimum
required. Such cables permit of a maximum ampere
capacity per duct and can often be used to advantage

where additional current-carrying capacity is required

and the duct capacity limited. The concentric-conductor

cable is generally used for secondary distribution where

a large current-carrying capacity is required in a two-

conductor cable. The sector-shaped conductor cable is

usually a triple-conductor cable and may be used for

either primary or secondary distribution, but, as al-

ready stated, it is especially suited for distributing large

currents at a low potential.

The three mediums now in common use for insulating

power cables are rubber, cambric and paper. The char-

acteristics of each of these insulating materials will be

described briefly, giving the service for which each is

best adapted.
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Comparison ol Insulating Mediums

Rubbi Para rubber, when carefully compounded
and applied, has proved Itself most suitable for general
service. Rubber insulation possesses great dielectric

strength and also is verj elastic, it will therefore r<

sisl a stretching or bending treatmenl which would
ruin either cambric or paper insulation. Also, rubber
is unaffected bj pure water thai is, water containing
no acids, oils or other destructive agencies. This is a
wry valuable characteristic, especially where cables are

continually exposed to water in we1 Bubway systems.
On the other hand, an inferior insulation is produced
it' the rubber is not scientifically and carefully com
pounded. Rubber insulation also has the disadvantage
that it cannol he heated above a certain safe temper
ature without injury. This insulation is superior to

either paper or cambric for small wires and thin insu-

lating walls. It is especially suitable for use in cool, wet
subways where ample copper is used in the conductors
and the heating is moderate.

Cambric.- Cambric insulation is proving itself very
satisfactory in service, especially for large conductors
and for high-voltage cables. This insulation is formed
by winding varnished cotton or muslin fabric spirally in

tightly drawn layers about the conductors, the layers

being held together with a thin layer of plastic com-
pound. The dielectric strength of varnished cloth is

very high. The plastic compound not only prevents the
varnished tape from unwrapping, but also gives the
cable a degree of flexibility and permits it to be bent
without straining the insulating walls. The plastic

compound prevents absorption of moisture between
layers of tape and seals all pinholes in the tape wrap-
pings. A varnished-cambric cable can only be bent to

a radius equal to six times its own diameter. Varnished-
cambric insulation is, therefore, not well suited for

small-size wires and thin insulating walls. As regards
its moisture-resisting properties, cambric insulation is

second to rubber but has been found superior to sat-

urated paper.

Varnished-cambric insulation will furnish a large,

safe current-carrying capacity for any underground
electrical conductor, even when the conductor itself is

large and its heat radiation low, provided that extreme
wet or electrolytic conditions do not obtain in the
subway.

Paper.—Saturated-paper insulation for underground
subway cables is also being used quite extensively at the
present time. This insulation is applied to the conductor
in narrow strips spirally wound until the desired dielec-

tric strength is attained, after which the insulation is

thoroughly impregnated with a moisture-repelling com-
pound. Insulation made from pure manila-rope paper
impregnates uniformly and does not "felt down" as do
the papers made from combinations of manila fiber,

wood pulp and jute. The dielectric value of paper de-

pends not only upon the quality of paper used but also

to a great extent upon the composition and fluidity of

the insulating compound.
Paper insulation is strong and uniform in quality, but

less flexible than cambric. A paper-insulated cable can
only be bent to a radius of eight times its own diameter.
Paper cables are generally cheaper than either rubber
or cambric and can be worked safely at a higher tem-
perature. On the other hand, paper insulation is sus-

ceptible to moisture, and its useful life is practically

determined by the integrity of the containing lead

sheath. The lead sheath for paper-insulated cables must
therefore be made somewhat thicker than for either

rubber or varnished-cambric cables. Paper cables can
be used to advantage in any underground subway that
is reasonably dry and free from conditions favorable to

electrolysis.

in the selection of insulated lead-sheathed cables for

an} ubwaj system the local conditions are tin- govern
Ing feature. The amount oi' water pre snt, the degree
of electrolytic action thai maj be expected, tin- tempera
tines encountered, the range of safe current carrying
Capacity desired, and the flexibility required in the cables
themselves will in general determine the kind of Insula
tion best suited to meet the local requirements.

Current-Carrying Capacity of the Different Kinds of Cable

For safe current c -arr\ ing capacity of rubber, cambric
and paper cables the accompanying tabulated values,

compiled by the General Electric Company, are recom-
mended as a guide for actual service. Actual service
conditions, such as the initial temperature of different

BUbway systems and their heat-radiating properties,

vary widely. This table as given is based on an initial

temperature of 20 deg. C, and allows a maximum tem-
perature of 50 deg. C. for rubber and 80 deg. C. for

varnished-cloth and paper insulations.

Rubber insulation is a better heat conductor than
either varnished cambric or saturated paper, but it

should not be worked above 60 — E/A deg. C., where E

CURRENT-CARRYING CAPACITY OF RUBBER, CAMBRIC, AND
PAPEB CABLES I\l II \l. TEMPER VI ORE, 20 DEC. C.

Single-Conductor ThREE-( OMlUCTOK
Cable Cable

Sire of Cable in Rubber and
Circ. Mils

Rubber, Varnished Cambric Varnished Cambric,

30 Deg. C. 30 Deg. C. Rise:

Rise, Amp. 60 Deg. C. Paper, 35 Deg. C.

Rise, Amp. Rise, Amp. per
Conductor

2,000,000 1,400 1,750
1,500,000 1,200 1,500
1,000,000 900 1,150
750,000 750 900

500,000 550 660 440
400.000 460 560 360
300,000 370 450 290
250,000 320 390 250

200,000 270 310 210
150,000 220 260 175
125,000 180 210 140
100,000 160 190 125

80,000 140 165 110
60,000 110 130 85
40,000 75 90 60

No. 6 B. & S. solid 50 60 40

is the root-mean-square working emf. in kilovolts.

Varnished cambric is likewise a slightly better conductor
of heat than saturated paper, but owing to the slightly

higher temperature at which paper can be worked, the

safe current-carrying capacity of cambric and paper

insulations is about equal.

When using the table for concentric two-conductor

cables, it is advisable to take as the safe current capacity

20 per cent less current than given in the table for the

same size of single-conductor cable. For four-conductor

cables it is advisable to use 10 per cent less current than

given for same size of triple conductor.

Specifications for Cable

Specifications for wires and cables have been issued

by the Association of Railway Electrical Engineers,

American Electric Railway (Engineering) Association,

American Society for Testing Materials, Joint Rubber
Insulation Committee, National Fire Protection Asso-

ciation and other representative bodies. The standardi-

zation rules of the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers also contain considerable information on cables.

Unless special conditions dictate otherwise, the engineer

cannot do better than to avail himself of these recom-

mendations when drafting cable specifications.
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Establishing a Basis for Laws on Lighting
By C. E. Clewell

Legislation providing for definite standards in the workman's environment has included a consid-

eration of what constitutes suitable lighting. If these standards are to be equitably established, a

background of expert opinion is needed. Mr. Clewell in an article printed in tin ELECTRICAL WORLD
for Nov. 20, page 1135, reviewed the recently issued factory Code of Lighting of the American Illumi-

nating Engineering Society. Both the American and the British code have a particular intt

not only to illuminating engineers but to all those concerned with better lighting, and particularly

with statutory provisions for better lighting.—Editor's Note.

THE appearance of the first report of the depart-

mental committee on lighting in factories and
workshops under the direction of the Home Office

of the British Parliament almost simultaneously with
the "Code of Lighting for Factories, Mills and Other
Workplaces" in the United States, under the supervision
of committees of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

is of unusual interest when it is considered that in each
case these committees have been at work for several

years in a systematic effort to establish standards in this

particular field. The British report consists of a docu-

ment of ninety-one pages, three of which cover a memo-
randum concerning the report, nineteen are devoted to

the report proper including the specific recommenda-
tions of the committee, while the remaining sixty-seven

include seventeen appendixes of valuable data based on
the exhaustive researches of the committee into actual

factory lighting conditions in eighty-five factories

throughout Great Britain.

The memorandum accompanying the report proper
is dated August, 1915, and emphasizes the purpose for

which the present committee was appointed—"to in-

quire and report as to the conditions necessary for the

adequate and suitable lighting (natural and artificial)

of factories and workshops, having regard to the nature
of the work carried on, the protection of the eyesight

of the persons employed, and the various forms of illumi-

nation." Reference is made to existing legislation of

factories and schools in certain foreign countries as of

Sept. 30, 1913, and a most valuable summary of this

legislation is included for Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Norway, Sweden and
the United States of America. The statement is frankly

made that for Great Britain no general provisions in

regard to lighting (analogous to those regarding heat-

ing and ventilation) occur in the factory acts, although

"adequate" lighting in general terms is included among
the conditions to be satisfied in underground bakehouses

and is required in certain dangerous trades.

Extent of Observations

It is pointed out, therefore, that the appointment of

the committee in regard to industrial lighting marks an

entirely new departure and that the nature of the inquiry

undertaken to establish the necessary conditions for

proper lighting involved special and far-reaching meth-

ods of investigation. To limit the inquiry to a practical

basis, it covered, in this first instance, in the main only

engineering, textile and clothing trades. The evidence

on which the conclusions were drawn up was determined

from fifty witnesses, including government factory in-

spectors and representatives of trade associations and
scientific and technical societies. About 4000 measure-

ments were made of illumination in 1G3 rooms of fifty-

seven factories. These observations were usually taken

prior to the visit of the committee members so that

quantitative ideas could be formed in advance.

Four points stand out with particular prominence

in this inquiry: First, the conclusion, based on actual

statistics, that inadequate lighting is a contributory
cause of accidents; second, the general impression that

unsatisfactory lighting is, in various ways, prejudicial

to health; third, that insufficient light adds to the dif-

ficulty of the proper supervision of work and of the

maintenance of cleanliness and sanitary conditions gen-

erally, and, fourth, the actual evidence from witnesses

to the effect that improved lighting can be productive

in increasing the output and improving the quality of

work turned out. These four main conclusions of the

committee form an excellent summary of the most im-

portant phases of the lighting situation in relation to

the industries.

The item, however, of perhaps the greatest interest in

the entire report is that of the recommendations made
by the committee after its two years' work of investiga-

tion. In the memorandum the committee makes the

following statement:

Recommendations of Committee

"From the evidence taken it is apparent that there is

a general consensus of opinion as to the economic and

hygienic advantages of adequate and suitable lighting.

'

That this opinion is based on experience is shown by

the great improvement in lighting which has taken place

during recent years and is still continuing, and in mod-
ern factories good lighting is now regarded as one of

the most important factors contributing to industrial

efficiency. On the other hand, many employers have

lagged behind in the general advance. This refers espe-

cially to old factories, and it is obvious that any require-

ment which would tend to bring such places up to the

level of more progressive firms would be beneficial

not only to the operative by improving his working con-

ditions but also to the employer himself by increasing

his output and by improving the quality of work. Light

is a cheap commodity, and little or no hardship should

result from such a requirement if gradually and sympa-

thetically enforced."

Preliminary to the treatment of the question of the

actual quantity of illumination for specific purposes, the

committee makes the recommendation that there shall

be a statutory provision (a) requiring adequate and

suitable lighting in general terms in every part of a

factory or workshop, and (b) giving power to the Sec-

retary of State to make orders defining adequate and

suitable illumination for factories and workshops or for

any parts thereof or for any processes carried on

therein.

There are included in this connection two defining

statements covering the meaning of the term "adequate

lighting." The illumination is said to be adequate and

suitable if (1) it is sufficient for the proper carrying out

of the work both as regards quantity and output, and

(2) there are no lighting conditions prejudicial to the

health, comfort and safety of workers.

The committee has taken the stand that these require-
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ments are satisfied provided that the Illumination com
plies wiiti the following specifications: i I adequacy;
(b) a reasonable degree of constancy and uniformity of

Illumination over the necessary area of work; (c) the

placing or shading of lamps so thai the light from them
does not fall directly In the eyes of an operator when en

ed "ii ins work or when looking horizontally across

the workroom; (d) the placing <>f lights so as to avoid

the casting of extraneous shadows on the work.

Concerning the wisdom of specifying the amount of

illumination Included by the rather general terms "ade
quate" and "suitable/

1

the committee seems to feel called

upon to make several more or less provisional state-

ments. Attention is called first to the progress made
recently in devices for measuring illumination. On this

point the committee takes the stand that a specification

ot numerical values is now practicable in a far greater

degree than could have been hoped for several years

ago. The proposition is then made that a minimum
desirable illumination intensity should be specified from
the standpoint of general convenience and safety in those

parts of working spaces where work is normally con-

ducted and also in yards, passages and open spaces along

which persons are ordinarily liable to pass.

Specific Recommendations for Factories and Workshops

These four specific recommendations then follow:

(a) "Over the 'working areas' of workrooms the

illumination measured on a horizontal plane at floor

level shall not be less than 0.25 ft.-candle, without
prejudice to the illumination required for the work
itself."

(b) "In all parts of foundries in which work is car-

ried on or over which any person is ordinarily liable to

pass the illumination measured on a horizontal plane

at floor level shall not be less than 0.4 ft.-candle."

(c) "In all parts of factories and workshops (not in-

cluded under recommendation "a") over which persons

employed are liable to pass the illumination measured
on a horizontal plane at floor level shall not be less than

0.1 ft.-candle."

(d) "In all open places in which persons are employed
during the period between one hour after sunset and
one hour before sunrise, and in any dangerous parts of

the regular road or way over a yard or other space form-

ing the approach to any place of work, the illumination

on a horizontal plane at ground level shall not be less

than 0.05 ft.-candle."

A modifying clause bearing on these recommendations
is included for the purpose of defining the attitude of

those responsible for these suggestions, as follows:

"These values are suggested without prejudice to the

special illumination required for the carrying out of

the work, which naturally varies greatly according to

the nature of the operations. At present the committee

is not prepared to recommend standards of illumination

for these purposes, which require further investigation."

In order to meet exceptional cases in which the stand-

ards proposed in the foregoing recommendations might

cause hardship, it is recommended by the committee

that "there shall be power for the department to allow

exemption in individual cases." An important reference

to cleanliness of windows concludes the specific recom-

mendations as follows : "All external windows of every

workroom shall be kept clean on both the inner and outer

surfaces." In this last case, however, provision is made
for exceptional cases by the suggestion that power be

given to substitute for this a definite and binding scheme

for cleaning windows at reasonable fixed intervals where,

for example, (a) the windows, or some of them (for in-

stance, roof windows) , are not readily accessible, or (b)

the total surface of external windows is exceptionally

large in relation to the floor space, or (c) the conditions

oi work ,iic u< h thai compliance with the ordinary
requirement Is, from the nature ot the work, impossible.

The conclusion to tin- reporl proper gives such an
.lent index into i he ai i ii tide >! tin- committee, as

well as valuable information relating to the more [m
port ant eon tents of the report, thai it Is herewith given
in slightly condensed form !

"iii ubmitting these recommendations we realize that

the standards proposed by us appear to he lower than
the values put forward by varioii lighting experts who
have given evidence before us. Some of the latter re-

ferred to the general illumination at. the working level,

where the values are naturally higher than at the floor

level, and in any case we have felt that they were in-

tended as an indication of ideal conditions, whereas it

has been our object to suggest numerical values that
can be adopted as a practical legal minimum without
causing hardship. It must be remembered that, in view
of the diversity of illumination which always exists

whatever the system of lighting, any minimum value

will usually connote a very much higher maximum and
average, so that with a given minimum the efficiency of

the illumination depends to a large extent on this

diversity. A workroom, for instance, in which the

illumination is uniform and has the value of only 0.25

ft.-candle may be regarded in most cases as very in-

adequately lighted. We desire, therefore, to point out

that none of the recommendations made by us is in-

tended to supersede the requirements of general ade-

quacy and suitability, which, as already explained, de-

pend on several factors in addition to the amount of

illumination.

No Distinction Made Between Types of Lighting

"The evidence before us from witnesses and our own
observations do not justify us in drawing any distinc-

tion in the present recommendations between direct,

indirect and semi-indirect systems of lighting, or be-

tween systems which differ in the color composition of

the light. We suggest, therefore, that the standards

proposed should be adopted irrespective of the type

of lighting. Similarly, the evidence does not justify

us in discriminating between natural and artificial

lighting, and in the recommendations submitted by us

the standards are intended to apply equally to both ; that

is to say, when the natural illumination falls below
the limits proposed, it must be supplemented or replaced

by artificial illumination.

"The more specific recommendations of this report

may be said, broadly, to deal with the general lighting

of factories and workshops; in other words, they have

for their object the maintenance in all workplaces of

certain standards of illumination primarily intended to

insure the personal safety of workpeople moving about

the premises. In the great majority of factories, how-
ever, the standards of general lighting suggested here

would be inadequate for the actual machines and work-

benches where the various manufacturing processes are

carried on, and local lighting in addition is generally

essential. As already mentioned, we are not prepared at

present to suggest values for the minimum illuminations

which may be regarded as adequate for special processes.

"The data given in several of the appendices will help

those engaged in designing new factories and in examin-

ing the adequacy of lighting in existing buildings. At
present there are few collated data of this character

available, and the desire not to withhold them longer

from publication is a further reason for the submission

of a preliminary report at this stage."

It may be stated in conclusion that the appendix to

this report, covering sixty-seven pages of unusually com-

plete and exhaustive data, forms a document which

should prove of great value to the lighting profession.
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[ Flood-Lighting of the Waterbury

(Conn.) City Hall During

"Old Home Week"
During "Old Home Week" at Waterbury,

Conn., Nov. -- to 27, the city's new mu-
nicipal building was Illuminated from dome
to foundations with a uniform Intensity of

about 4-ft-candlea by tii« aid of ten BOO-
watt Hood-lamp projectors mounted on tne
rool "i a i>ui1iIihk about 150 it. distant The
United Electric i.iKht & Water Company of

Waterbury took an active part In thi

bratlon of Old Home \v.-.-k, furnishing the

flood-lighting for the city ball during the
period and also providing the energy

for the "white-way" Illumination. In col

won with the Federal Sign Company,
the local central .station also furnished and
erected an Old Home Week "Welcome" ign
on one oi tin city'e prominent buildinc
the office of the elect] i<- company and during
the week there were demonstrations of elec-

nges and appliances, and electrically

cooked popovers, cake, toast, roast lamb and
percolated coffee were served to all visitors

Adding to the general good feeling and
gayety of the week, came also an announce-

Of a reduction in lighting rates after

Jan. l, 1916. Prosperity week followed Old
Home Week, and the lighting compai
tlnued its illuminations and demonstrations
for the entire fortnight. P. J. Lyon, super
Intendent of the company, points out that
much good has been accomplish. -d by the

lighting company's efforts during these two
weeks, if only on account of the good feel-

ing created hv the company's activities on
behalf Of the city. The direct returns of
I,, celebrations, evidenced In appliances
sold and services connected, was also grati-

fying.

Marketing Electricity
A Department on Selling Service and Widening the Use of Electrical Energy

Taking Account of Psychology in Electric-Iron

Sales Methods

The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company's
meter installers leave an electric iron with a red handle

at the house of each new customer. With the iron is a

printed tag inviting the new customer to try the iron

with the company's compliments. After the customer
has had the iron a few weeks a member of the sales

department calls and explains the company's part-pay-

ment appliance offer and endeavors to sell the iron.

About 50 per cent of the irons left in this manner are

easily sold.

From the central station's point of view the real value

of this method of iron selling lies in the fact that the

first bill received by the customer is a bill including

the energy used by the iron. If the iron is retained, all

succeeding bills will in all probability be nearly the

same in amount as the first one. Thus the company is

spared the trouble that sometimes comes when cus-

tomers notice increases in bills following appliance

purchases.

When the customer has decided to purchase an iron,

a standard iron is delivered to the residence, and the

red-handled trial iron is brought in, to be issued again

to the metermen for delivery to another house. In all,

the Milwaukee company has about 1200 of these red-

handled irons in constant circulation among prospective

heating-appliance customers.

Occasionally a customer is encountered who, sus-

picious of the good intentions of the company, believes

the red-handled iron is a superior device used .only lot-

demonstrations. She wishes, therefore, to keep it in

preference to getting a brand-new one from stock. In

such cases a stock handle is taken to the house and there

placed on the supposedly superior iron.

"Watt the Wizard" Conquers Household" Drudgery

at Baltimore

At Baltimore, Md., "Watt the Wizard" is engaged in

a contest against "Drudge the Devil." Watt's fighting

plan is to interest housewives in electrical methods for

making their work lighter. The accompanying illustra-

tions are reproductions of the first two of a series of

striking posters printed in six colors and telling the

story of useless drudgery resulting from the old-fash-

ioned way of performing household tasks and the ease

with which this necessary work may be accomplished

by electricity at a minimum of labor and expense.

The posters are colored to portray the drab monotony

Drudge, the Devil

Drudge, the Devil of Domestic

Duties, Delighu in Delaying the

Day's Work.

WATCH WATT,
THE WIZARD,
WALLOP HIM.

Where Watt, the Wizard, the Oas

and F.lectric Magician, make* hit

entrance on the household stage

Drudge, the Devil, makes a hurried

exit. These advertisements will de-

pict acts in domestic dramas. They

TWO OF SIX COLORKD POSTERS DISTRIBUTED BY THE
BALTIMORE LIGHTING COMPANY



of the WOrk when modern com emem» I air neglected.

Contrasted with these are brighter pictures showing
the modern way. A little narrative woven through the

nit s t In- moral.

A 22-Kw. Flood-Lighting Load at Indianapolis

Dignity and BOlidity characterize the ell'ect produced

by the new llood lichted ti fteen-story building of the

Fletcher Savings A Trust Company at Indianapolis, [nd.

The building has a frontage of 120 ft. on one street and
98 ft. on the other and is 1210 It. high. No attempt was
made to illuminate it below the third floor because a

frieze at that point separates the Crotch Island granite

PROJECTOR ILLUMINATION OF NEW FLETCHER BUILDING

used in the lower stories from the Bedford limestone
above. On the two street sides the area of the illumi-

nated surfaces is 28,776 sq. ft. On the other two sides,

which have no street frontage, 6600 sq. ft. of space is

lighted. For this work seventy-six projectors are used
for the two larger surfaces, besides twelve others for

the smaljer ones. The battery of projectors for the
street-corner surfaces is set in structural-steel frames
about 110 ft. from the object walls on the roofs of ad-
jacent buildings. The smaller batteries for the other
surfaces are only about 50 ft. from the building. Each
lighting unit consists of a Bryan-Marsh 250-watt gas-

filled tungsten lamp placed in a National X-ray reflector.

Using lamps of this size in the eighty-eight projectors,

the load produced by the installation on the lines of the
Merchants' Heat & Light Company is 22 kw.

Showing Up the Well-Lighted Windows
During the hours between dusk and 8.30 p. m. on one

evening during Electrical Prosperity Week the Toledo
(Ohio) Railways & Light Company extinguished all

general down-town illumination except that operated
from the electric-sign and window-lighting circuits.

The company wished to give the public an opportunity
to see how much illumination was provided from the
signs and windows alone. Incidentally, the movement
was a boon to the merchant with the well-lighted and

well-trimmed window. Having been advised of the plan

in advance, many merchants put special displays in

their windows. The "stunt" had the ell'ect of helping

the business of the merchant, with the well-lighted win-
dow and at the same time pointed out the need for good
lik'htirij.' to those who had not yet purchased modern
illuminat inv equipment.

Noteworthy Christmas Illumination of lioston Store

The use of colored incandescent lamps in connection
with plaster casts furnishes an excellent means of pro-

ducing spectacular effects and is becoming a favorite

mode of holiday advertising by large department stores.

An elaborate display of this description is that of the

Houghton & Dutton Company, Boston, Mass. The cast,

which is of white plaster, is 55 ft. wide and 48 ft. high,

and is attached to the corner of the building, at Tre-
mont and Beacon Streets. The representation is of a

castle, the "Home of Santa Claus," from which the fig-

ure of "Prosperity" is trumpeting good news. On either

side, in a recess, is the figure of an eagle perched on a

globe. Below are the traditional Santa and his deer.

The lighting is by means of 5680 20-watt and 1500
30-watt units, with red, white, green and yellow bulbs.

These form the outline to the castle and produce the

effect of sunbursts, electric fountains, trickling icicles

and flying snow. Three flashers with a switchboard in

a fourth-story room behind the display give intermit-

tent operation to about 50 per cent of the lamps.

The sunbursts are produced by means of 182 red and
yellow lamps, the four fountains by 680 clear lamps, and
thirteen flower pots are studded with 156 units of vari-

ous colors to represent flowers. There are 1500 clear

lamps forming icicle effects.

Energy is obtained from the three-wire system of the

Boston Edison company. The casts were modeled by
Hugh Cairns, a Boston architect, and the electrical fea-

tures were planned by G. L. Callahan.

CHRISTMAS LIGHTING ON BOSTON STORE FRONT



High-School Boys as Electric Appliance Salesmen

Details of a Successful Campaign Conducted by the Harwood Electric Company of Hazleton, Pa., Covering

the Local Territory in a Short Period and with a Thoroughness Otherwise Impossible

By J. S. Wise, Jr., General Manager

THE Harwood Electric

Company has had a

very interesting and
profitable experience in the
utilization of the local

schoolboy as a special cam-
paign salesman, the experi-

ment proving so successful

in many ways that it sug-

gests a very promising op-

portunity for future devel-

opment. It was a ten-day
selling campaign that fea-

tured the electric flatiron,

toaster stove and percola-

tor, and the results obtained
both in direct sales of appli-

ances and in the number of

"prospects" turned in for other kinds of business were
very gratifying. The idea of this campaign originated

in the commercial department of this company, though
we were assisted in the work by the Westinghouse com-
pany, whose appliances were sold.

The campaign was centered in our Hazleton district,

which comprises the city of Hazleton and several su-

burban towns, the combined population of the district

aggregating about 50,000. In this territory there are

seven electrical contractors who also handle appliances.

These contractors and dealers were naturally benefited

to some extent in their appliance sales through the pub-

licity given the campaign by the Harwood Electric Com-
pany, and a certain percentage of sales went to them.

However, these sales are not embraced on the tabulated

report shown below, and this fact makes the results

obtained all the more striking.

The Plan of the Campaign

The central idea of the campaign was to employ a

staff of high-school boys as salesmen for a short period,

and it had many points to recommend it. It gave an
opportunity to cover a considerable territory very thor-

oughly in a personal canvass that promised good results

in actual sales as well as much prospective business.

Also, it brought us into immediate contact with a large

number of homes known to the boys, among their friends

and relatives, and greatly strengthened the feeling of

good will between the community and the company,
winning us the hearty co-operation of the city Cham-
ber of Commerce in the campaign. Moreover, it re-

turned all the commissions paid to the salesmen directly

to our consumers and attracted an amount of favorable

publicity that could not have been bought with money.

How the Boys Were Trained

The local high-school teachers were consulted, and
when the campaign opened sixteen boys whose ages

ranged from sixteen to twenty years presented them-
selves for employment. These boys were taken in hand
by the commercial department, the campaign was out-

lined to them in detail, and by elementary lessons in

salesmanship and blackboard talks the contract forms

which they were to use were explained to them thor-

oughly, as a large proportion of their sales would em-
brace discount coupons and deferred payments—a dol-

lar down and the balance in three monthly payments.

THE SIXTEEN HIGH-SCHOOL BOYS WHO TOOK PART IN

THE SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN IN HAZLETON

No distinction was made in

price whether the sale was

for cash or on time, but the

company insisted on the

proper coupon being at-

tached to each contract. To
each boy were then given

an iron and a percolator or

an iron and a toaster stove,

together with his solic-

itor's card, and his route

was assigned to him. These
routes were the same as

the regular meter routes,

but they were re-assigned

daily so that each boy had
an equitable division of

good territory.

Before the boys went out a folder had been mailed

to the list of prospective customers announcing the cam-
paign and distributing the special coupons that en-

titled the holder to discounts of 50 cents on an electric

flatiron or $1.25 on both the percolator and the toaster

stove. The boys were paid at the rate of 50 cents an
appliance, and all floor sales were combined and divided

pro rata among them, cancellations, of course, being
marked up against them. Their names were placed on

the blackboard, with that of the leading boy first. This
sustained live competition among them and made the

struggle for supremacy the more keen. The method of

procedure was simple.

Procedure and Results

The boys would bring in their contracts at night

properly signed by the customer, these contracts being
then turned over to the auditing department for the

proper rating and, if accepted, passed on to the delivery

department. Deliveries were made daily by a special

truck employed for this purpose and bedecked with ap-

propriate banners on both sides, and the first payment
was collected by the Harwood employees as delivery was
made, for the boys, except in special instances, were
not allowed to collect any money. The first five days
they were paid on all sales, this being done to encour-

age them, but for the second five days they were paid on

the basis of delivery, and in all between $320 and $325
was given to these boys in commissions for their work.
The sales for the campaign totaled 635 pieces, as shown
in the accompanying statement. The cancellations num-

DEVICES SOLD DURING THE TEN-DAY APPLIANCE CAMPAIGN

6-lb. irons ",12

Toaster stoves 70

Five-cup percolators 48

Seven-cup percolators 3

Traveling irons 1

< toffee urn 1

Total 63.r>

Total walls 236,320

Total retail price $2,179.00

Total calls made 5,106

Total "dead" prospects 2,860

Total "not at lioiin " prospects 1,056

Total "ii\- prospects 355

Total cancellation, per cent 1%



bered onlj ten, or aboul i
' per cent, Rnd these cancella

tiona were legitimate, this fact alone demonstrating the

honestj and integrity of the boys employed and that
thej were entirely conscientious In their efforts.

in addition to the actual sales made, these boys
broughl iii each daj a large list of valuable "prospects"
nut i'il on their solicitors' cards, and to these proper
attention was given. This Feature of the campaign
shows with what thoroughness and seriousness the boys

went aboul their work, and it proves conclusively that
the confidence of the management was not misplaced
when they were selected lor this selling work. Thi.

was one of the most, successful campaigns over con-
ducted by the llarwood Electric Company, and we are

receiving the commendation of the general public for

the effort to foster hoi ic talent and advertise our own
territory, for this campaign has attracted widespread
notice and many imiuiries for details have been received.

The Cost of Stock-Room Leakage, and
Who Should Pay
By G. D. Crain, Jr.

In every stockroom there are losses—many of them un-
avoidable. The question is, Who should be called upon to bear
the burden? It is an interesting topic, and one that concerns
the jobber and the dealer, the contractor and the central

station. This article suggests a practical and proper way to

lock the profits safe, even though the leakage may continue,

for if such losses are to a degree unavoidable, they should be

recognized and properly provided for.
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THE question of who should bear the cost of the

unavoidable losses in stock leakage which every
.

dealer and contractor must suffer is one that
should have more consideration than it is receiving
at present. Stock is stolen and stock is lost, and every
item of that stock cost hard-earned coin. Who should
pay for it? There is a diversity of opinion.

Theoretically such losses should not be permitted to

occur. The stock-keeping system of every jobber, every
dealer and every contractor, it would seem, should be
sufficiently dependable to prevent the improper issuing
of supplies, and exact a satisfactory and proved ac-

counting for all material requisitioned for a job or ship-

ment and not returned. But, as a matter of constant
practice, it is found as impossible to avoid this waste
through theft and accidental loss as to put an end to

the never-stopping inroads of depreciation. The cost

of theft, therefore, becomes in truth an item of actual

overhead expense and should be reckoned into every
estimate as carefully as percentages for rental, insur-
ance or any other item in the expense of doing business.

"I have tried to get up a satisfactory system of stock-

keeping," said a representative Middle Western dealer,

"and I have given it up as a bad job. There are so

many items, and the system has to be so elaborate, and
so many corrections and credits must be made, that the
labor involved is simply enormous. Our cost-keeping
department is sufficiently busy with figures to make us
want to restrict work along that line, and we have there-

fore abandoned the idea of trying to systematize stock-

keeping, as far as written records are concerned.
"Our plan is simply to keep as close to the stock as

possible. We carry about $10,000 worth of goods, and
as we are constantly working in the merchandise, we
know pretty well what we have and what we are run-
ning short on. Thus we do not need any system for

that part of it. And our personal knowledge of the
stock is such that we can discover thefts and other
discrepancies very promptly. At least we have found
a good many without the aid of anything except ordi-

nary judgment in keeping track of things."

This is not to say that this and other good concerns
have no system at all regarding stock, for in this man's
stockroom nobody gets any material without having a

regularly filled-out slip from the office, and when any
goods are returned proper entries are made. The point

is that the system has not been put on a detail basis

which would follow the movement in and out of every

item, no matter how small. But no system of book-

keeping or personal supervision can be proof against

some loss, and loss enough is met through the year to

merit proper distribution as a factor in the overhead
expense.

"I went down in the basement to-day and opened up
a case of tungsten lamps," said a dealer recently. "I

found that somebody had been there first, and nearly

half of them were gone. That was a loss of about $12.

I don't know whether they were stolen in transit or

whether the theft was committed after they reached
this store. All I do know is that the money for them
must come out of our profits."

Another dealer, who is of a rather genial disposition,

noticed that a big stock of flashlamps popular among
suburban residents whose streets are not lighted was
down to the vanishing point, although he knew that

sales had not been heavy enough to move them all.

"Look here," he said one day when most of the em-
ployees were within earshot; "these flashlamps are

nearly all gone. It seems to me that enough have been
taken to give each of you one, and maybe a few have
two. If you have, give one of them to those who
haven't got one yet."

He simply assumed that the abstraction of novelty

goods of that kind was going on, and that it was use-

less to attempt to prevent it or to threaten to "fire"

those who had committed the petty thefts. Human
nature seems weak in this respect—that, while few
would steal money, a great many take "things" with-

out many pangs of conscience. And the electrical man
is one of those who lose right along.

Of course, sending out supplies to jobs that are in

progress opens the way to losses, if the men care to
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indulge in the gentle art of purloining the material

that they happen to want for various purposes. If a

man telephones that he is short a switch or a hundred
feet of wire or a few knobs, the chances are that the

material will be supplied without question. If the work-
man is not the right sort, his opportunities to steal

create possibilities that are very far from profitable

to the house. In this connection a successful contractor

recently emphasized a point which it seems is worth
careful consideration.

"I have on my force to-day," he said, "practically

the same men I had five years ago. I keep them busy
all the time. Instead of letting out my men as soon

as work falls off, and then hiring a new lot when busi-

ness improves, I keep the organization intact all the

time. The result is that I know my men and feel

that I can trust them. On the other hand, they are

confident of holding their positions, and the incentive

to take material which might be converted into cash

to tide over a period of idleness is not present as it is

when the temporary workman is put on a job.

"See that man there?" he continued. "I am paying
him $2.50 a day, and to-day there is nothing for him
to do. I am keeping him busy cleaning up the store,

washing skylights, and straightening up the stock.

Another chap who couldn't be used outside to-day has

been put at work with a brush, staining some shelves

we recently put up. In this and other ways we make
work for them around the store, so that they are kept

on the pay-roll whether business is rushing or not.

"I feel that this is a paying proposition, not only

from the standpoint of saving our concern from losses

and little leaks of various kinds, but because I have
the pick of the electricians of the town. In the long

time I have had these men I have had the chance to

test them and to find out which are the good men and

which are the less efficient ones. The result is that

I have kept the best and rejected the others. The
present force is all composed of reliable, profitable

workers. I can afford to pay them occasionally when
they are not working because of the increased profit

I make when they are out on the jobs.

"I know of some contractors who are constantly

changing, feeling that they can never carry a man if he

can't be employed on a job. One such contractor is

now handling a big wiring job in which six men are

absolutely new to him. Those six probably know that

they will be let out when the present work is completed.

Are they going to hew to the line as closely, regarding

material and soldering and handling the work gen-

erally, as they would do if they were steady employees

who had a permanent connection with his business?"

The amount of the losses suffered through thefts can

hardly be stated with any certainty, because it is

bound to vary widely and because, in the very nature

of the case, it is difficult to discover the losses when
they happen. Some concerns estimate it as high as

1 per cent of their gross business. Others think that

from one-quarter to one-half of 1 per cent would cover

the amount in their cases.

It should be remembered, in working on a proposi-

tion of this kind, that the amount should be compared

not with the gross business but with the net profits.

A sum that may seem small as part of the gross will

be from eight to ten times as great in proportion to

the profits of the business, and therefore the loss must

be eliminated in the only way possible—by figuring it

. into the overhead expense and making a charge for it

on every job and in every sale. It is the only safe way
to run the business.

It may seem like locking the stable after the horse

is stolen—but it serves to lock up profits, if not goods.

Steam-Heating: and Electric-Service Curves Show
Fallacy of Isolated Plant for Office Building

A set of curves drawn up to show the estimated di-

vergence of the steam-heating and electric loads for a

proposed large office building and used to establish the

fallacy of installing an isolated plant secured the con-

tract for the central-station company recently in St.

Paul, Minn. Office-building service is one of the forms
of business which the central-station manager some-
times finds hardest to get, because, at first thought,

power generation and exhaust steam heating from an
isolated plant, taken together, seem to offer exceptional

economy, whereas in reality the two forms of load do
not co-ordinate well to produce a low energy cost. But
it took this set of curves to show irrefutably the low

efficiency and high cost which must result from the pri-

vate plant, as compared to the cost of service from a

central plant equipped to supply steam for heating as

well as electric energy.

A glance at the curves shown herewith, which are

one of several sets drawn up for the varying load con-

ditions of the different seasons, shows clearly how the

demand for steam for heating during the morning hours

is substantially in excess of the exhaust from the en-

gines carrying the electric load. In the afternoon, on

the other hand, the exhaust steam is in excess of the

heating requirements. In other words, during the

morning hours and until 1 or 2 o'clock in the after-

CURVES SHOWING DIVERGENCE OF STEAM-HEATING AND
ELECTRIC LOADS

THE NEW RAILROAD OR "HILL" BUILDING RECENTLY
COMPLETED AT ST. PAUL
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noon live steam must be used for heating, and after thai

part of the engines must exhau I atmo pherically unless

densers ait- installed. Such an Installation of con
densers offers several disadvantages, <>r which the flrsl

is tii<' initial [nvestmenl ami fixed charges thereon, ami
thtii follow the tost of cooling water ami the space
required.

The ideal isolated plant would be one made up of units

of various sizes so that just enough engine <apacit\

could be operated againsl back pressure to supply the

exhaust steam for heating and the rest could lie

operated condensing. Eveil with such a plant layout,

the lower efficiency of the smaller units and the varying
weather conditions make it hard to effect the economy
expected.

The central-station company, however, on account
of its greal diversity of load is equipped by the very
nature of things to supply the two forms of energy at

the most economical price for each without regard to

the other, even though, as shown by the curves, they
are practically opposite in characteristics. The curves
show the absence of any relation between the two forms
of energy requirement and point out the practicability

of employing such a source of energy as is not depend
cut for economy of operation on CO ordination of the two.

The St. Paul office building in question is known as

the Railroad Building and is to be supplied with elec-

tricity and steam by the Consumers' Power Company
It will house the ollices of the Greal Northern Railway,
the Northern Pacific Railway, the First National Rani.

the Northwestern Trust Company, the Greal Northern
Ore Properties and other interests of .lames .1. Hill.

The three phase, six! \ c\ de, 2800-VOll current will be

measured on the Inch tension side of the transformers.
The connected power load will comprise 1060 hp. 0n<
75-hp. motor generator set supplies direct current to

three private self -opera! ing elevators and a pneumatic-
tube system. All of the other motors are three-phase,

and they include 85 hp. for fan-, 600 hp. for elevator

pumps, 55 hp. for air compressors, 11)5 hp. for fire and
house pumps, 50 hp. for vacuum pumps, and the equiv-

alent of 25 hp. for two blueprinting outfits. The con-

nected lighting load amounts to 700 kw. The building

will be heated by 70,000 sq. ft. of direct radiation and
5000 sq. ft. of indirect radiation, for which steam will

be supplied at a pressure of 1 lb. or less.

THE NEW OFFICE OF THE NOBLESVILLE (IND.) HEAT, LIGHT & POWER COMPANY-
ITS OWN WAY

-AN INVESTMENT WHICH HAS PAID

OFFICE FOR A SMALL CENTRAL STATION
Advantages of Company Owning Its Building — How the

Noblesville (Ind.) Company Made the Investment Pay

By John T. Kester, Manager

Frequently in the consideration of a new office the
small central station thinks it has no alternative but to

rent the most suitable store available. There is, how-
ever, a good deal of advantage in being identified with
the ownership and permanent location of an office build-

ing that shall be conspicuous in the mind of the public.

The high value of property in a desirable location may
make the investment prohibitive for the requirements
of the electric company alone, yet the advantages to be
gained through a display room and office designed for

the purpose are so much to be desired that some special

means of making the investment a paying one may well

be adopted. The Noblesville (Ind.) Heat, Light &
Power Company has solved the problem.
A corner lot on the main street one block from the

court house and just across the alley from the com-
pany's power house was purchased. An old frame house
on the property was situated so well back from the
street that it provided ample space to erect a new build-

ing at the side walls. The old house was left standing
and the architecture of the new building made to har-

monize with it by an adapted colonial design for the

office and a new front porch for the old house. This
house was then rented and became a source of revenue.

The new building was laid out to provide a suitable

display space for appliances, a convenient office ar-

rangement, and rooms for storage of supplies and line

materials, meter-testing room, locker room for linemen,

etc. These occupied the first floor and basement, and
the second floor was built for a flat. The construction

is reinforced concrete up to the second story and fire-

proof tile covered with stucco above this, making a fire-

proof building.

Financially the problem worked out as follows:

Original investment in lot and house $5,500

Cost of building 9,000

Total investment $14,500

Interest on $14,500 at 7.2 per cent (yield price of bonds
sold) $1,044

Taxes 200

Fire insurance 40

Total expenses $1,284

Rent from flat at $30 per month $360

Rent from old house at $25 per month 250

Rent saved by company, $75 per month 900

Total earnings $1,510

As the expenses, taking into account repairs and de-

preciation, practically balance the receipts, it will be
seen that the profit to the company lies in the adver-

tising value of the building, the excellent facilities

which could not be obtained in a rented home, and in

the proximity to its power station, which will result in

closer co-operation between the power house and the

office.
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Illumination Calculations for the Electrical Contractor

By Louis W. Moxey, Jr., Vice-Presideni Keller-Pike Company, Phii u>elphia

This article, which conclude! the series of seven
prepared by Mi Moxey on the subject of i»u

methods for the electrical contractor, takes up the

Important subjecl <>f Illuminating engineering and
outlines methods of computing the number and size

of lamps required i<> produce desired illumination
under given conditions. A number <>r tables useful

in illumination calculations are also presented, The

preced mn arl Iclei "i thi

spectivelj with general business mi-ihods for the

• ontractoi ( < >ct, 1 8 ) , labc In In-

terior construction I '
> i 23), accounting and cost-

keeplng methods (Nov, 20), calculal • sizes

for direct-current circuits (Dec I), calculation of

wire sizes for all (Dec. 11),

ovei head a nd underground coi

AGREAT many contractors merely "guess at" the

number of lamps required in the average installa-

tion. As a result, it often happens that either too

few or too many are installed. In either event the cus-

tomer is dissatisfied. In the first case he does not obtain

the good illumination desired, while in the second case

his lighting bill is excessive if all the lamps are used.

The customer can, of course, change the size of the

lighting units, but this should not be necessary.

Recently, however, there has been an improvement in

Rays of Light D J
» —

/

/
\ '^0 jj

J
A

FIG. 9- -INTENSITY OF ILLUMINATION ON AN INCLINED
SURFACE

this respect as the result of the educational campaigns
that have been conducted by lamp and reflector manu-
facturers. Several comparatively easy and satisfactory

methods have been devised for calculating the number
of lamps required in the average installation.

Definition of Terms

In order to be able to solve illumination problems the

contractor should make himself familiar with the fol-

lowing terms and their definitions:

The candle-power is the unit of light production and
is defined as the light from a standard international

candle burning under exact specifications. When a

source of light is spoken of as being of 16 cp., it is

meant that its intensity equals that of sixteen interna-

tional candles. In general, however, the candle-power

of a source of light is not the same in all directions.

The foot-candle is the unit of intensity of illumina-

tion. As such it is the intensity of illumination pro-

duced by a 1-cp. source on a surface 1 ft. from the

source and perpendicular to the direction of the light.

The intensity of illumination of a unit surface perpen-

dicular to the beam of light incident upon it is directly

proportional to the candle-power of the source of light

and inversely proportional to the square of the distance

of the point from the source.

Calling / the intensity of illumination, in foot-candles.

of a unit surface perpendicular to the rays of light

incident upon it, c the candle-power of the source, and d

the distance in feet from the surface to the source of

light, the following formula is obtained: I = c d\

Now, if the surface is not perpendicular to the beam
of light incident upon it, as is the case with the surface

represented by the dotted line AD in Fig. 9, but at an

angle to it, such as the surface represented by AB, the

intensity of illumination is reduced. A glance at the

figure will show how this is true, for in the case of the

surface AB the same number of light rays are

tributed over the surface as over the smaller surface

AD. Hence the intensity of illumination of the surface

AB compared with the intensity <>n a surface at right

angles to the rays of light is in the ratio of the length

of the line AD divided by the length of the line AB.
This relation may also be expressed by the formula in

which the resulting intensity / c <l cos p, where the

angle p is the angle between the surface AB and a sur-

face AD perpendicular to the rays of light incident

upon AB. The expression cos 9 is simply a mathe-
matical way of indicating the ratio of the lengths

AD : AB.
These formulas, of course, assume that all rays of

light incident upon the surface come directly from the

one source considered, and that no reflection from walls,

etc., takes place. It is also assumed that the surface

under consideration is small enough and situated at a

great enough distance from the source of light to justify

the assumption that the rays of light incident upon it

are practically parallel.

Candle-power Curves

Before considering the calculation of the number and
spacing of lamps required for proper illumination of

rooms devoted to various purposes it is best to study

the distribution of light in the case of the common
tungsten-filament lamp with and without an extensive

type of reflector. Fig. 10 shows candle-power measure-

ments taken of a 40-watt tungsten-filament lamp at

various angles, both with (curve B) and without (curve

A) an extensive-type Holophane reflector. The lamp is

assumed to be at the center of the concentric circles in

such a position that the tip of the glass bulb points

downward to what corresponds to the bottom edge of

the page. Readings were taken at every 15 deg. in a

r t
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FIG. 10 CANDLE-POWER CURVES FOR 40-WATT TUNGs
LAMP WITH AND WITHOUT EXTENSIVE REFLECTOR
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FIG. 11 -ILLUMINATION PROM CEILING FIXTURE

piano passing through the glass stem supporting the

filament of the lamp.

It will be noticed from curve A that a bare tungsten-

filament lamp has its maximum candle-power intensity

in a horizontal direction. Directly beneath the lamp
the candle-power is very low. The zero reading at the

top of the lamp is, of course, due to the fact that the

base of the lamp intercepts all light in that direction.

Curve B shows the distribution when an extensive

type of Holophane reflector is used. The curve clearly

shows that such a reflector causes a more desirable dis-

tribution of the rays of light from the lamp.

Intensity of Illumination

In Fig. 11 is given a diagram of a room illuminated

by means of a 40-watt tungsten-fllament lamp placed in

the center of the ceiling and equipped with an extensive-

type reflector. This diagram will be used to illustrate

some of the principles heretofore discussed.

Let it be required to find the intensity of illumination

on the unit areas A and B of the two tables indicated,

the effect of reflection from all surfaces being neglected.

From the curve in Fig. 10 it is found that the ver-

tically downward candle-power of the 40-watt lamp with

an extensive type of reflector is 28 cp. Now the dis-

tance from the center of the lamp to the surface of the

table at A is 8 ft., the surface of the table being as-

sumed to be 2.5 ft. above the floor level. In most illumi-

nation problems it is generally assumed that the plane

of illumination is at this distance above the floor, since

the surfaces of tables, desks, etc., average about this

height. The point A is assumed to be directly beneath

the center of the incandescent lamp above, and hence

the rays incident upon a small area at A will be prac-

tically perpendicular. Hence the following formula

applies

:

/ = C/<P = 28 -^ (8X8) = 0.438 ft.-candle.

Now, let it be required to find the intensity of illumi-

nation at a unit surface B on the table shown at the

right in Fig. 11. In this case the point considered, B,

is 8 ft. below the lamp and 8 ft. to the right. Hence the

distance y is about 11.3 ft.

(V8'+8
J = V64 + 64 = V128 = 11.3).

Referring to Fig. 10, it is seen that the candle-power

of the lamp at an angle of 45 deg. below the horizontal

is approximately 47 cp.

As the rays of light y strike B at an angle of 45 deg.,

the formula applies

:

/ = c/d2
cos 9 = 47 -f- 128 cos cp

= (47 _^_ 128) X 0.707 = 0.26 ft.-candle.

In the same manner the intensity of illumination at

any point in the room may be obtained.

The intensity of illumination at any point in a room,

however, depends also upon other factors which as yet

hr.ve ret been taken into consideration. The most im-

portant of these Ii the effect produced by the reflection

Of lighl from walls, ceilings, etc In Table XLII are

given the percentage correction factors which should be

Applied tO results obtained as previously described in

Order tO Obtain a more accurate estimate of the inten

of illumination at any point. This table and all

others in this installment are based on data furnished

bj manufacturers of lamps, shades ;m<l reflectors. It is

thus seen that the results previously obtained should be

Increased by from zero tO 80 per cent, depending upon
the condition of the walls and ceilings.

< alculation of the Size of Units

A reversal Of the process outlined will permit calcu-

lation of the size of lighting units to be. installed in

order to produce a certain intensity of illumination at

given points.

Lei it be assumed that an intensity of illumination

of 0.3 ft.-candle is desired at A in Fig. 11, the room
having ceiling and walls of medium color. From Table
XLII it is seen that the effect of the reflection from
ceilings and walls is to increase the average illumina-

tion about 40 per cent. Hence 0.3 ft.-candle represents

140 per cent of the intensity of illumination due to

direct light from the lamp above, and the rays of the

lamp must provide an intensity of illumination at A of

TABLE XLII—EFFECT OF NATURE OF WALLS ON ILLUMINATION

Color of Ceiling Color of Walls
Increase oflCalculated
Illumination, per Cent

Very dark Very dark

Medium Very dark 15

Medium Medium 40

Very light Very dark 30

Very light Medium 55

Very light Very light 80

TABLE XLIII—ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY GLOBES

Material Percentage

Clear glass 5 to 12

Light sand-blasted glass 10 to 20

Alabaster glass 1 to 30

Canary-colored glass 10 to 20

Opaline glass 15 to 40

Ground glass 20 to 30

Medium opalescent glass 20 to 40

Opal glass 25 to 60

Heavy opalescent glass • 30 to 50

Milk glass 30 to 60

Signal-green glass 80 to 90

Light-green glass 30 to 40

Ruby glass 85 to 90

Cobalt-blue glass 90 to 95

TABLE XLIV—DESIRABLE SIZES OF SQUARES FOR SPACING OUT-
LETS

Ceiling
Height

Desirable
Length of
Sides of
Squares

12 ft. to 16 ft.

12 ft. to 16 ft.

Over 16 ft.

Over 16 ft.

8 ft. to 11 ft.

11 ft. to 15 ft.

Over 15 ft

Over 15 ft.

10 ft. to 20 ft.

9 ft. to 12 ft.

12 ft. to 16 ft.

Over 16 ft.

12 ft. to 16 ft.

12 ft. to 16 ft.

15 ft. to 26 ft.

15 ft. to 26 ft.

8 ft. to 11 ft.

10 ft. to 16 ft.

10 ft. to 16 ft.

14 ft. to 22 ft.

Offices with ind
Offices without
Offices without
Offices without

12 ft. to 18 ft.

7 ft. to 11 ft.

9 ft. to 14 ft.

11 ft. to 18 ft.
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0.3 - 1.40 ft.-candle, or 0.214 ft.-candle. Since from
the formula already given, c = Id2

, substituting,

C = 0.214 X 64 = 13.7 cp.

To find the size of lamp required it would be neces-

sary to have curves of distribution of candle-power of
numerous sizes of lamps equipped with various shades
and reflectors at hand. The lamp and reflector or shade
arrangement which shows a candle-power of 13.7 in a
downward direction would be selected if other conditions
were not to be taken into account.

However, in most illuminating problems it is neces-

sary to fulfill specifications for intensity of illumina-

tion at more than one point in the room.
By applying the method outlined for various points in

a room it is, of course, possible to find the combination
of lamps and reflectors that will approximately fulfill the
required conditions. This method of calculation, how-
ever, requires the plotting of curves showing the dis-

tribution of light for numerous sizes of lamps with
various types of shades and reflectors. The method
can be applied to rooms in which only one unit is re-

quired, but when extended to several rooms where more
than one lighting unit is to be installed it becomes very
laborious. Hence recourse is generally had to another
method of calculating the size of lighting units required.

The Flux-of-Light Method

The flux-of-light method is based upon the idea of

luminous flux; that is, luminous energy proceeding from
the source into space in all directions. Consider a lamp
placed at the center of a sphere of unit radius so that

one unit of area of this sphere may represent one unit

of solid angle, then a lamp giving an intensity of illumi-

nation of 1 cp. in every direction will cause a certain

amount of light or light flux to pass through a unit

cone; that is, through an area of unit size on the surface

of the sphere. This unit of light flux is called a lumen
of light flux. In other words, the lumen is the quantity

of light falling on 1 sq. ft. of a sphere of 1-ft. radius

from a light source of 1 cp. intensity at the center of

the sphere.

TABLE XLV—INTENSITIES OF ILLUMINATION FOUND SUITABLE
FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES

Installation Knot -Candles

Auditoriums '.
1 to 3

Theaters, general illumination 1 to 3

Churches, general illumination 2 to 3

Reading rooms 1 to 3

Residences, general illumination 1 to 2

Desk illumination 2 to 5

Postal service 2 to 5

Bookkeeping •'< to 5

Stores, general 2 to 5

Stores, clothing 4 to 7

Drafting 5 to 10

Engraving 5 to 1

TABLE XLVI—EFFECTIVE LUMENS PEB LAMP

TcNOSTEN-FlI.AMK.ST L AM I'M \\ 11TN III! I,AMP

25 in

Effective lumens per lamp . . 95 160 250 420 630 1090

BO 100 150 250

( in ai'ht ii/ki> Cabbon-Filaiidnt Lamm Watts
i'f.k Lamp

30

Effective lumens per lamp 50

10 50 <i(i

100 125

B0

120

100
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FIG. 12—CURVES FOR SELECTING TYPE OF REFLECTOR

This method is generally applied in the shape of the
following formula:

Number of lamps = -=———:

—

—
;

,

effective lumens per lamp

where 5 = the number of square feet floor area of the
room and / = the required average intensity of illumi-

nation required in foot-candles. The term "effective

lumens per lamp" refers to the total light flux from
lamps that is available for illumination purposes.
To illustrate this method the following example may

be cited. A storeroom to be lighted measures 40 ft. by
100 ft. Considering the goods to be sold, it is decided,
after referring to the table of foot-candle intensities

recommended for various classes of service (Table
XLV), that 3 ft.-candles is sufficient for general illumi-

nation. Then the total lumens of light flux required
would be three times the area in square feet, or 40 X
100 X 3, which is equal to 12,000 lumens. By turning
to the table of effective lumens for tungsten-filament
lamps it is found that the number of 25-watt lamps
necessary would be 12,000 95, or 127. With 40-watt
lamps 12,000 -=- 160, or 75, would be required.

These calculations are subject to correction for color
of the wall and ceilings, types of reflectors used, etc.

For example, if reflectors are to be used in the store
referred to above, and the walls and ceiling are of
medium tint, the effective lumens from the lamps may
be considered as 10 per cent greater. If opaque re-

flectors were used instead of clear glass, the increase in

illumination resulting from light ceilings and walls
would be negligible, while if certain kinds of opal glass
shades were used the influence of color of the ceiling
and walls would be greater. It is somewhat difficult to
estimate the difference in resulting illumination with
different color decorations, and in residence work, where
the wall-paper may be changed from time to time, it is

not wise to rely too much on reflection from surfaces.
For lighting by the use of indirect-lighting fixtures

the writer has found the flux-of-light method to be very
satisfactory when based on 0.4 watt per foot-candle
for each square foot of horizontal surface to be
illuminated.

To find the proper type of reflectors to be used curves
like those shown in Fig. 12 may be employed. To find

the proper shade to be used, knowing the height of the
unit above the floor level and the spacing between units,

follow the vertical line representing the spacing between
units until it intercepts the horizontal line marked
"mounting height," and use the shade which is shown
by the diagonal line to be nearest the point thus located.
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HALL AND DRAWING-ROOM OF "BROWNSTONE FRONT" CONVERTED INTO FIXTURE SALESROOMS

An Old-Time New York "Brownstone Front" Converted Into Fixture Salesrooms

An exceedingly Interesting innovation in

tin' arrangement of appropriate environ-

ment for the display of ornate fixtures has
been executed by the H. \v. Johns-Manville

Company In New York City. One of the

now fast-disappearing "brownstone fronts"

that were so characteristic of New York's

aristocratic mansions a generation ago has

been acquired and converted into fixture

and display salesrooms. The fact that this

old home is immediately adjacent to the

company's large modern building makes it

particularly convenient.

The interior decorations of the old resi-

dence have been restored and the rooms
handsomely furnished and equipped with

fixtures selected to harmonize with the

character of each interior. The hall pict-

ured above, with its Caen-stone finish and

Venetian-red carpets and hangings and its

Italian-stone bench and stairway, gives a

setting for ornamental portieres, Florentine

iron vases, various types of classical bracket

fixtures, a copy of the famous Strozzi lan-

tern, and a massive bronze stand sur-

mounted by a four-arm vase that is copied

from an ancient oil-burning fixture. The
drawing room, also pictured above, with its

French setting, displays a wealth of artistic

pendants, brackets, stand and candle-type
fixtures. The black walnut walls of the

dining-room extend up within 2 ft. of the

ceiling, where there is a cove to display the

cove-type indirect-lighting system, and this

room, which is distinctly English in charac-
ter, is used to display a variety of chande-
liers. The arrangement described is shown
in the illustration below.
On the second floor the fixtures displayed

are more modest in design and include

table and piano lamps, bedroom and music-
room fixtures and the like, patterned after

models of the Colonial, Old English and
Jacobean periods. The three rooms on the

third floor are devoted entirely to the dis-

play of commercial fixtures, including

bowls and shades of Parisian glassware

with "Polarite" glass signs, indirect-

lighting systems employing "Linolite" lamps
and Krink continuous reflectors and fixtures

for the bank, office, hospital and kindred
service. Two interesting fixtures shown for

use over operating tables are of the pendent
type with double glass bottoms to prevent
any heat passing downward.
The advantage of such a display in such

an environment over that seen in the or-

dinary store with its conglomeration of

fixtures and lights of all kinds, shown too

often without any regard to setting, can be
readily imagined. The architect can take
his client to such a place and give him some
idea of how a recommended type of fixture

will look, and the standard service repre-

sented to the customer is of such import-

ance that it is thought similar display quar-
ters will be established by the company in

other large cities.

DINING-ROOM AND EXTERIOR OF ONE-TIME RESIDENCE ON MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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EXHIBIT AT THE TIME OE THE FALL "OPENING"

An "Opening" for Christmas Business—An Idea

That Can Be Used to Advantage at Any
Time of the Year

One day in early September the merchants of Warren,
Ohio, kept their windows screened all day. Then at

7 p. m., when the central-station display-window circuit

was turned on, all screens were taken down and well-

lighted show windows flashed forth as a brass band
marched around the public square to a lively tune. The
event was termed a "fall opening." In reality it was a

central-station affair cleverly managed.
The executives of the Trumbull Public Service Com-

pany of Warren, who originated the idea, had gone to

the local merchants' league and had told its members
that if they wished to conduct such an opening the

central-station company would loan extra window lamps
for the occasion and allow them to be operated gratis

in the display circuit. From this point on the real work
of organizing for the opening was done by the mer-
chants' league and by the local newspapers.

The affair was a great success and drew large crowds
to the down-town district. But, what is more to the

point, it increased the local central-station company's
revenue about $500 a year, because on the following day,

while the merchants were still enthusiastic over the

opening, the new-business solicitors called attention to

the better appearance of the windows which, with bor-

ELECTRICITY FOR LIGHT AND POWER

CHRISTMAS DISPLAY IN CENTRAL-STATION WINDOW AT
WARREN, OHIO

rowed lamps, had shone so brightly the night before.

Contracts for increased window lighting .isily

closed that day.

The favorable way in which the merchants viewed the

opening is further evidenced by the fact that on I

l the "stunt" was repeated and was termed an opening
for Christmas business. Electrical decorations tor the

latter affair were more elaborate than for the first

"Shop in Warren" Bigns electrically lighted were hung
on all corners of the public Bquare. Twenty-five elec-

trically lighted Christina arranged on the

principal business

Making (»ood Use of the Jobber's Suggestions for

Window Publicity

The intelligent use of suggested ideas for window
trim sent out by the jobber and manufacturer for Pros-

perity Week and Christinas displays produced the strik-

ing exhibit shown herewith in the window of the Utah
Light & Power Company, Salt Lake City, Utah. It em-

THE ORIGINAL WINDOW SUGGESTIONS OFFERED KY THE
JOBBER

bodies the ideas offered by the jobber, yet also shows a
good deal of local original thought, and the result is a

most pleasing improvement on the suggestion.
The jobber, which was the Western Electric Company,

suggested in a note at the bottom of its Christmas win-
dow-display literature that a Christmas tree might be
substituted for the cornucopia if desired, but the in-

genious Salt Lake City trimmer used both. He secured
the Prosperity Week significance by incorporating the

"horn of plenty" in the trim, and gained a holiday flavor

by utilizing Christmas-tree foliage as an effective back-

ground. Then he added to the display idea of the toy

stoves, putting in one big stove for "mother" and a

lot of baby stoves for the "little mothers"—with the of-

fer of a doll free with each as an added attraction.

<er*

1 TV

THE SALT LAKE CITY WINDOW COMBINING THE ABOVE
SUGGESTIONS
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Power Engineer! Venus Power Salesmen Which
Type of Man Greta the Motor Bualneaa?

\ paper i>y II. J, Kuni of Toledo, Ohio, on "Power
Sales Problems," read before the last convention of

the new-business co-operations committee of the Ohio
Electric Lighl Association, brOUghl Olll the ideas of

several delegates on Bales methods. For the Isolated

plant owner who is Becretive, who refuses to give out
power COSta, and who repulses all advances of the con-

tral station representatives endeavoring to present a
proposition, .Mr. Kun/. has prepared a data sheet by
which such a prospective customer may be made actu-

ally to sell himself central-station electric service. This

data sheet contains merely a list of the items likely to

hi' included in any isolated-plant owner's power bill

and provides a place for entering each expense item for

each month. When the data blank is left with a pros-

pective customer as a last resort, he is advised that if

he will keep his power costs he will be surprised.

W. A. Wadsworth of Cincinnati, in relating the ex-

perience of the Union Gas & Electric Company, said

that the "trial proposition" for selling motor service

had been used with signal success. When salesmen
are empowered to offer prospective power users a three-

month trial of electric motor service they do not need
to call in a power engineer and enter into a lengthy dis-

cussion of details and costs, most of which is not fully

understood by the average manufacturer. With the

trial offer the salesman has a plain business proposition

to lay before his customer. In his initial effort the

salesman tries to sell the installation outright. But if

his "prospect" is skeptical the salesman says: "We are

so sure that electric service will be better and cheaper
for you to use that we will install motors in your plant

without cost to you. If after three months you decide

to keep our service, the motors and wiring will cost

you the amount named in our agreement. If our service

is unsatisfactory, you merely pay the power bill for the

three months." In approaching a customer, continued
Mr. Wadsworth, it is well always to mention the cost

of wiring and motors as a lump sum and not to bother

and confuse a customer with details.

When considering the use of a trial offer, the Cin-

cinnati company analyzed the prospective customers in

its field, securing the co-operation of motor manufac-
turers, local used-machinery concerns and wiremen. The
possibilities of loss from the plan were considered, but
when theje were taken into acount the facts that con-

siderable revenue would result from the energy used
during the three months' trials, that the selling cost

by this method is about one-third that of other methods,
and that some "prospects" at least would become cus-
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tomers much sooner, I In- possibilities for failure did
not loom large. So far no installations have had to be
removed, although the trial oiler has licen accepted \>y

customers owning Installations ranging from 10 hp. to

600 hp. Sometimes when the trial oiler is made it is

not accepted because the customer, seeing the electric

service company's confidence in its own product, is him-
self convinced and buys his equipment outright.

r. B Steele of Dayton declared his belief In the

usefulness of the power engineer. His reports on a
prospective customer's present and probable future
power costs are invaluable for attracting the customer's
attention. Mr. Steele also pointed out the fact that many
companies could not secure the co-operation of local

firms to help carry accounts during the trial periods.

Mr. Kunz summed up the arguments for the power
salesman and for the power engineer by stating that

a man to be really successful should be able to be either

salesman or engineer as the occasion demands and as

the prospective customer desires. No matter how the
proposition is submitted, concluded Mr. Kunz, it should
show the customer a saving of at least 20 per cent so

that his investment might be wiped out in five years.

A Sign That "Goes Like Wildfire"

There is perhaps no central-station sales manager who
proportionately has had greater success in selling elec-

tric signs than A. K. Young of the Toledo (Ohio) Rail-

ways & Light Company. His statement that the sign

shown herewith is the best seller the Toledo company
has ever handled will, therefore, bear repeating. In

three weeks the salesmen of the Toledo company sold

forty-two of these American-flag signs. To quote E. R.

Kelsey, the company's genial manager of publicity:

"The flags have been going like wildfire. We just wired
the Valentine Sign Company to hustle all the flag signs

available to us. There is no doubt that we shall sell 250
of these signs here."

The sign measures 4 ft. by 5 ft. and is equipped with
thirty-three red lamps, ten white lamps and twenty blue

lamps. The sign is single-sided and may be placed flush

against a wall on either the inside or outside of a build-

ing. For indoor use dipped lamps are used, and for

outdoor installations color caps. The appeal of this

BLANKS USED BY TOLEDO COMPANY IN CAMPAIGN TO
SHOW ISOLATED-PLANT OWNERS THEIR POWER COSTS

THE TOLEDO COMPANY'S "BEST SELLER" SIGN. THE DEMAND
FOR THIS DISPLAY IS AS WIDESPREAD AS ITS APPEAL
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sign is universal. It may be sold for use in lodges,

schools, churches, public buildings, hotel lobbies, cafes,

stores, or, in fact, in any place where it would be ap-

propriate to float "Old Glory." Including the price of

hanging, of lamps and of other accessories, these signs

are being sold at $40 for inside decoration and $50 for

outside service.

Campaigning from the Hotel—A Way to Reach
the Community Where the Central-Station

Has No Office

In the towns of Atlanta, Cohocton, Wallace, Avoca,
Sodus, Marion and Ontario in northern New York State,

and in several nearby villages, practically two-thirds of

the unwired houses were connected for electric service

in a recent wiring campaign. The Wayne Power Com-
pany made a special offer for a limited period and
injected a strong personal element into the effort by
sending a special representative, E. R. McMurtie, to

each town in turn and advertising his presence at the

hotel. These places vary in size from 300 to 1700.

"During his sojourn" in each village, so the "ads" ran,

there was to be a very special price offer of $7 for wir-

ing houses, including the installation of a premium
flatiron. On this plan a meter board was furnished
containing the entrance box, fuses, switch and two out-

lets, one provided for the flatiron, the other for a lamp
or extension. This very low price naturally created a

good deal of interest and served to educate the people

to the fact that they could have their houses connected
for electric service at practically any figure they cared

to pay, this depending on the extent and standard of

the installation. A canvass on this seven-dollar offer

was made before the main wiring campaign started, and,

acting on the results of this investigation, G. R. Mills,

president of the Wayne Power Company, organized the

campaign.

Marking the Vehicle "Electric"

There is one feature of the vehicle shown in the ac-

companying picture that commends itself immediately

—

not the special Electrical Prosperity Week float display,

but the lettering "Electric Wagon" so conspicuously

visible beneath the driver's seat. This vehicle is one of

the fleet of the Southern California Edison Company of

Los Angeles, and has been plainly marked as an "elec-

tric" for the benefit of the men and women who are not

familiar with the physical distinctions between electric

and other motor vehicles.

Electricity Produces Both Heat and Cold in Cold-

Storage Plant

When the Tri-City Ice Company of Moline, 111., took

;i contract tor storing apples in its cold-storage house
the problem of maintaining an even temperature of 33
deg. Pahr. presented itself. In warm weather circulat-

ing brine, of course, cooled the rooms; but for extremely
cold weather provision had to be made to supply a small

amount of heat because the insulation of the storage
rooms is not entirely radiation-proof. Heating the cir-

culating brine was first considered, but a little further

investigation showed that electric heat would be

cheaper. Accordingly three 1500-watt open-coil heaters

were purchased and installed in delta on the three legs

of a three-phase power circuit. Installation of these

three heaters presented much less diiliculty than would
that of a brine heater, and since the ice company was
already purchasing large quantities of electric power
for its ice machinery, the energy was obtainable at a

low rate.

A LOS ANGELES CENTRAL-STATION TRUCK MARKED
"ELECTRIC WAGON"

Features of the Milwaukee Rate Schedule—An
Active-Room Rate, with Energy Charges

of 11, 5 and 2 Cents per Kw.-Hr.

To customers signing the Milwaukee (Wis.) Electric

Railway & Light Company's standard form of contract

for residence electric service a primary charge of 11

cents per kilowatt-hour for the first 4 kw.-hr. consumed
per month is made for each of the first four active

rooms. Eleven cents per kilowatt-hour is also charged
for the first 2.5 kw.-hr. consumed per month for each

active room in excess of the first four. Up to a total

of 7 kw.-hr. consumed per active room a secondary
charge of 5 cents per kilowatt-hour is made for monthly
consumption in excess of that paid for at the primary
rate. For all monthly consumption in excess of 7

kw.-hr. per active room the tertiary charge is 2 cents

per kilowatt-hour.

In determining the number of active rooms, all rooms,
whether containing lamps or not, are counted, except

the following: three rooms (which are primarily used

or may be used as bedrooms, including therein finished

attic or garret rooms), bathrooms, basements, garrets,

closets and porches. The foregoing rates include free

renewals of tungsten lamps in sizes of 40 watts and
larger, and are subject to a prompt-payment discount

of 5 per cent on the first $25 of monthly bills and 1 per

cent on amounts in excess of $25. The minimum
monthly charge is 50 cents. The residence rate includes

service used for lamps, motors, heating appliances, bat-

tery-charging outfits and equipment of all kinds which
does not affect the company's voltage regulation.

With this rate in effect the company is making a

campaign on electric cooking. It is estimated that prac-

tically all energy over and above that used for illumina-

tion and general purposes will be purchased at 2 cents

per kilowatt-hour, in spite of the fact that 40-watt lamps

may be renewed gratis. As a tertiary rate on a resi-

dence schedule 2 cents per kilowatt-hour is lower than is

found in most cities.

Another feature in connection with the rate is the

effect produced by the clause governing the counting
of active rooms. Because of the proportionately greater

number of active rooms possessed by a large house

as counted under the provisions of this clause, the man-
sion owner generally pays a comparatively higher aver-

age rate per unit of electricity than the tenant of the

small apartment. This arrangement of the schedule

will, it is thought, tend to encourage the use of house-

hold appliances and electric ranges among all classes

of customers.
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SUBSTITUTING COPPER FOR ALUMINUM
How the Rochester (N. V.) Railwaj A li^lit Company Hai

Savtd $8,400 b> Changing Conductors tn» a

2.2-Mile Line

Arrangements have been made by the Rochester (N.
v.i Railway A: Lighl Company to substitute No. ()

stranded copper wire for the 428,000-circ. mil stranded
aluminum conductors of a duplicate three-phase trans-

mission line between Mortimer, N. V., and the city of

Rochester, 'Phis line brings twenty-five-cycle, 60,000-

volt energy from the lines of the Niagara, Lockport &
Ontario Power Company at Mortimer to the city limits

of Rochester, a distance of about 2.2 miles. At the

city limits the voltage is stepped down at the substa-

tion shown in the accompanying illustration to 11,000

volts, and the overhead conductors are connected with
underground cables.

The transmission line mentioned was built in 1907

and designed to transmit 18,000 hp. The construction

as shown in the photograph consists of two single cir-

cuits with four-legged steel towers, the conductors being
supported by pin-type insulators secured by Mershon
ties. The conductors are spaced according to a triangu-

lar arrangement, 84 in. apart, with the lower wires ap-

proximately 50 ft. from the ground at the towers. The
span lengths vary from 415 ft. to 550 ft., with a calcu-

lated sag of the aluminum conductors of 24.5 ft. on the

long span at 110 deg. Fahr.
The No. stranded copper conductors will be strung

on the same towers thai are used by the aluminum line

with about the same sag. While the economic capacity

of the two circuits of the transmission line has been
reduced In the change in conductors to about 12,000
hp., this capacity is considered sufficient for future
service, since ;i larger proportion of the energy de-

manded by the Rochester distribution system is fur-

nished by the company's generating station than orig-

inally anticipated. About 9000 hp. is used from this

line at present.

With the price of aluminum at 56 cents per pound
and copper at 20 cents per pound—the basis on which the

substitution was made—a net amount of $8,400 has
been realized from 63,000 lb. of aluminum through the

change.

SUBSTATION AT ROCHESTER CITY LIMITS, SHOWING IN-

COMING 60,000-VOLT LINES AND DEAD-END STRUCTURES

Operating Conditions at a Louisiana Oil-Engine

Plant

Since the rehabilitation of the municipal generating
station at Opelousas, La., operating expenses have been

materially reduced and the average gross revenue has

been increased more than $150 per month on account
of new business secured through better service.

Twenty-four-hour service is now being supplied. The
revenue from city lighting and pumping is $321 per

month, with additional lighting service sufficient to

pay operating expenses and enable the city to pay off

the debt contracted through purchase of the new equip-

ment at the rate of $450 per month.
The operating conditions have been improved

through the installation of one 100-hp. Mietz & Weiss
oil engine directly connected to a 100-kva. Fort Wayne
alternating-current generator and one 150-hp. oil en-

gine of the same type directly connected to another
100-kva. generator, together with motor-driven cen-

trifugal pumps and an air compressor for pumping
water for the city's supply. This equipment has re-

placed out-of-date simple and compound steam-engine
equipments. When the oil engines were installed, the

necessary conditions for parallel operation were care-

fully considered and the superintendent of the plant,

A. C. Tours, reports that no trouble has been experi-

enced in operating the generators in parallel during

the five-hour periods of maximum load. Hand-con-
trolled levers with which the engines are equipped make
it easy for one man to bring the machines into step

without delay when synchronizing. The plant requires

one engineer and an oiler.

The water for the city supply is raised 42 ft. from a

well by an air-lift pump and discharged into a reser-

voir at the plant. From the plant reservoir the water

is pumped into an elevated tank about half a mile away
by two motor-driven centrifugal pumps of 35 hp. and
20 hp. respectively. The tank is 120 ft. above the

ground and holds 80,000 gal. An average of 200,000

gal. is drawn from the tank per day, with about 300,-

000 gal. demanded in extremely dry weather. The
town has about 4600 people.

Electrical energy is sold on a meter basis at from
10 cents to 7 cents per kilowatt-hour for a demand be-

tween 250 kw.-hr. and 350 kw.-hr. and over per month.

The minimum charge is 50 cents per month for one-

lamp to ten-lamp installations, 75 cents for ten to
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twenty lamps, ^nd $1 for all installations of more than
twenty lamps. A deposit is required from all new
customers sufficient to cover the estimated bill for one
month. There is practically no commercial motor load

except in summer when fans are used. In December
the peak load is around 100 kw. and in midsummer
about 60 kw. The total receipts for electric service

during fall and winter months amount to about $1,000
per month and about $400 for water-supply pumping.
In the spring and summer the monthly revenue is about
$800 and $400 respectively. Oil at the plant costs

$1.10 per barrel.

A Convenient Rack to Support Control Equipment
for Factory Induction Motors

By H. Mathews

It is advantageous in industrial plants to check the

energy supplied to the large motors used in any de-

partment or operation in order that an accurate cost

record may be kept. A watt-hour meter with current

and potential transformers is usually necessary. This
calls for considerable space, and it is not uncommon to

find the equipment arranged on the wall of the building.

When installed in this way very little consideration can
be given to accessibility and flexibility of the installa-

tion or to means for testing the meter equipment or

motor.

The arrangement shown in the accompanying illus-

trations has been devised by an Arizona mining com-
pany and is used in connection with its induction-motor

drive. The supporting rack is made up of interchange-

able parts to accommodate five sizes of starting equip-

ment together with switches, metering and test equip-

ment. The switch and metering equipment may, as

desired, have a right-hand or left-hand mounting.
The supports are made up from 1.5-in. pipe with four

legs which may be fastened to the floor at the proper

location. Five "

2 -in. bolts are used to hold the frame
in alignment, assisted by two %-in. by 3-in. plates used

to support the auto-transformer and six %-in. by 1.5-in.

bars to support the line switch, current transformers

and meter with its test block. In some cases pieces of

angle have been used at the back of the rack to support

the conduit which brings in the line wires to the motor.

The total weight of the rack as shown in the illustra-

tion is about 115 lb., and it supports in the case of the

75-hp. motor equipment which weighs about 600 lb.

The floor space required is 5 sq. ft.

Reducing Maintenance Cost in Boiler Furnaces

by Charles m. Crewe

The firebrick lining at the side walls in a coal-burning

furnace in the region included between the level of the

grates and fire line is a section of a furnace which
requires constant attention and repairs. After using
standard methods of installing firebrick and trying out

special blocks and tiles with different fireclays and mor-
tars, the writer has devised a method of construction

which has given five years of service with no exp>

for repairs.

It is generally recognized that the main cause of

deterioration of furnace lining is high temperature,
resulting in fusing of brick. Other causes include con-

traction and expansion with changes of temperatnn-.
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FIG. 1- -SECTION OF FURNACE SHOWING SPECIAL SIDE-

WALL CONSTRUCTION

the scarifying action of slag and clinkers, and abrasion

from fire tools. In the last case pieces of firebrick are

broken off in attempting to knock off clinkers which
form.

A furnace construction and the method of installing

firebrick to overcome this trouble are shown in the

accompanying illustrations. In the construction indi-

cated two discarded herringbone grate bars 6 in. wide

with s ,s-in. air spaces were used, one at each side wall.

These grate bars were set so as to bring the face of the

grate flush with the firebrick lining. A heavy type of

grate bar is required, and to prevent warping and

burning out the lower edge is set slightly below the

top surface of regular grates and rests on a checker-

work of brickwork opening into the ash pit. This con-

struction allows air to pass in around the back of the

grate bar from the ash pit, then through the grate bar

into the furnace. In case there is a difficulty in procur-

ing bars of the proper length, two grate bars can be

used by placing them end to end
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FIGS. 1 AND 2—FRONT AND SIDE VIEWS OF A RACK TO
SUPPORT MOTOR-STARTING AND METERING EQUIPMENT

PIG. '2. BACK OF GRATE USED IN SIDE WALL, SHOWING
AIR CIRCULATION THROUGH IT.
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The firebrick* are laid according to s headi i arrange
• directly over the bar and well above t h»- Are line.

The lining ta then finished In the regular wraj bj laying
five rows of brica at stretchers, then n>w aa headers,

making everj seventh row head<

When the fire la being cleaned the face of the grate
bar so Installed takes all the wear reaulting from the
use of slice bar and boe, and it' properl) placed little

difficulty will result from clinkers. In the writer's case
it has been noticed that, while cleaning, the clinkers
show no tendency to attach themselves to this surface.

The onl\ precaution ntvossary is to favor the sides id'

the tire box with extra fuel directly after cleaning and
while the tire is lighl in order to prevent an excess of

air over the tire.

The writer has found that this construction operates
like regular grates; that is, if kept covered there is little

tendency for them to hum out. There will be, however,
a certain amount of combustion taking place along the
face while the fire is new, due to air coming through
from the ash pit. When the fire has thickened suffi-

ciently, the ashes come in contact with this construc-
tion, which, together with the air that filters through,
forms a protection.

Design and Operation of Horn-Gap Fuses

By E. P. Peck*
The article on the design and operation of horn-gap

fuses by E. A, Dillard in the Dec. 11 issue of the Elec-
trical World, pages 1305-1307, takes up a subject of
vital interest to operating engineers. The writer has
experienced troubles with horn-gap fuses and with fiber

tubes similar to those reported by Mr. Dillard; how-
ever, by spacing the fuses on different phases sufficiently

no trouble from short-circuit due to the arc overlapping
has been experienced. Extensive tests have been made
with various metals and alloys as fuses, with the result

that copper has been adopted as the best available metal
to use.

The practice of the Georgia Railway & Power Com-
pany is to put in fuses which will not blow at less than
four times the full load on the transformer bank. The
purpose of the fuse in this case is to disconnect the
transformer bank from the line so that the operation of

other customers will not be affected. The fuse, there-
fore, offers only partial protection to the transformer
bank, so that fuses or circuit-breakers must be used on
the secondaries. Since our transformer banks are scat-

i \m I ll VVtilti ;id \ I 01 ' "ill i: w mi

TABLE I VFUSE SIZES FOR PRIMARIES OF POWER TRANSFORMERS

1,000 Volts 22,000 Volts

Bank of

ThreeSingle

Transformer, Transform- Copper Copper
Kva. ers, Kva. Load, Fuse, Wire. Load, Fuse, Wire,

Amp. Amp. B. & S. Amp. Amp. B. &S.
Case No. Gage No.

50 150 7.8 30 24 4 15 26
75 225 11.8 45 22 5.9 25 24
100 300 15.7 60 20 7.8 31 24
150 450 23.5 94 18 12.0 48 22
200 600 31.5 126 16 16.7 67 20

250 750 39.5 158 14 19.7 79 18
300 900 47.2 189 14 23.5 94 18
350 1050 53.0 212 12 26.7 107 16
400 . 1200 63.0 252 12 31.5 126 16
500 1500 78.7 313 10 39.5 158 14

600 1800 94.5 376 9 47.2 189 14
700 2100 110.0 440 8 53.0 212 12
800 2400 126 504 7 63.0 252 10
900 2700 142 518 7 71.0 284 10
1000 3000 157.0 628 7 78.7 313 10

When fusing a branch line where it taps a main line, use a fuse at least one size larger than
the largest customer's fuse. In no case should the branch line fuse be smaller than No. 14
copper wire for 11,000 volts and No. 18 copper wire for 22,000 volts.

•Superintendent of the department of tests and repairs, Georgia
Railway & Power Company, Atlanta, Ga.
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tered over a large territory, heavy fusing has been
found necessary to prevent a large number of long-time
interruptions to customers which would occur if the
transformers were fused in accordance with any other
scheme.

In Table I the sizes of fuses used with transformers
are given. This table is furnished to all linemen, trou-

hlemen and construction men, and they are instructed to

follow it when placing fuses on transformer banks.
The laboratory tests that we have made to determine

the time required to blow a fuse show that the time ele-

ment is of great importance in determining the proper
fuse to use. Table II gives the fusing current and time
for wires at the ratings which have been adopted by the

writer's company. It will be noted that the minimum
time in this table is very much greater than that recom-
mended by Mr. Dillard, who gives as a maximum six-

tenths of a second for fuses. With a fusing time as

short as this, the current is so many times larger than
the current required to fuse the same wire in from ten

to twenty seconds that the fusing point of the wire
based on the one-second time is very misleading. The
Underwriters' rules on inclosed fuses require that the

fuse shall carry its normal current continuously, but

that the fuse shall melt at about 25 per cent overload.

The ratings adopted by the writer's company do not

conform to this rule, but are not very widely different

from it, whereas if the fusing time were taken at one
second or less the fuse would have to be of a size such

that its rating would be many times the normal cur-

rent through the fuse.

Modification of Stoker Drive Which Increased

Reliability

For a plant where the boilers are arranged as shown
in the accompanying illustration the Metropolitan Elec-

tric Company, Reading, Pa., has devised at least one

method of overcoming the difficulties which may arise

owing to the breaking down of a group-drive stoker

engine. As indicated, each stoker engine used can ordi-

narily operate four stokers, two on each side. In case

any one of the engines becomes inoperative, a coupling

can be inserted between the particular group's shaft

/ J
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SLIP COUPLINGS AND ENDLESS CHAINS TO PREVENT
INTERRUPTION OF STOKER OPERATION
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and the adjoining shaft and an endless chain thrown
over sheaves attached to shafts opposite each other. In

this way the load of the temporarily crippled section

will be shared by two engines, which can easily carry

150 per cent normal load. Both couplings are not

required if only half the boilers in the disabled group

are being operated. The couplings employed between
end-to-end shafts consist of bars with Blip couplings

which allow for changes in the distance between the

shafts and for poor alignment. The sheaves which are

attached to the ends of the shafts are taken from large

chain blocks.

In order that normal conditions may be restored as

quickly as possible after a stoker engine gets out of

order, a complete extra engine and parts for connecting

it with the driving shaft are kept in stock. The reserve

engine is loosely assembled so that any part may be

quickly removed and substituted for the corresponding

part on a disabled engine. When necessary, the entire

engine may be substituted for the one which must be

removed. Additional precautions have been taken by

providing a portable stoker drive which can be set up

in front of any shaft in a few minutes.

Tungsten-Lamp Shunt Valuable for Preventing

Arcing at Contacts

At the Hicks Street substation of the Edison Electric

Illuminating Company of Brooklyn trouble was experi-

enced with excessive pitting of the contacts on a con-

tact-making voltmeter-controlling automatic feeder reg-

ulator, owing to the large current taken by the sec-

ondary relays. To remedy the difficulty 15-watt

tungsten lamps were connected across the contact

points. These lamps were selected because of their

desirable temperature coefficient.

When the contacts are closed and the lamp not lighted

the resistance is low (100 ohms), but when the con-

tacts open and the lamp lights the resistance rises to

960 ohms—about ten times its former value. Thus the

shunt gradually decreases the current when the con-

tacts are opened so that very little arcing is caused.

Furthermore, the lamps consume little energy. The
current passing through the lighted lamp is not suffi-

cient to hold the relay.

Transformers

on Control Circuits

foTuWtfWol

Feede.
-

Potential Trans.

Weights of Pipe and Advisable Radii to Employ in

Expansion Bends

In laying out pipe lines some provision must be made
for longitudinal expansion and contraction of the metal,

otherwise the joints may fail or the pipe buckle. This

is particularly necessary if a long continuous line of tan-

genl pipe ie employed or if the range of temperature

which it is exposed is very great. One method of allow-

ing for the change in length is to substitute bends for

Straight pieces of pipe. The amount of contraction or

expansion which can be provided for in this way can

be readily computed from the range of temperature, the

length between anchored points, and the longitudinal

expansion coefficient for the particular metal. To deter-
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CURVES TO DETERMINE TYPE AND RADII OF BENDS TO TAKE
CARE OF PIPE EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION

mine what type or radius of bend is required the accom-
panying curves will be found useful. They are based
on data compiled by the Crane Company of Chicago.

The allowable expansions indicated by the curves are

for standard and extra heavy-weight wrought-iron and
steel pipe bends with an allowable fiber stress of 15,000

lb. per square inch. The small circles appearing on the

curves show the minimum radius which should be used

for bends. If the bends are sprung in the opposite

direction to the movement for which they must com-
pensate, they can be used for double the expansion in-

dicated. By connecting several small-diameter pipes in

parallel to headers it is possible to get more expansion

in small space than with a single bend. Care must be
taken, however, to provide sufficient aggregate cross-

section. When using lap-welded steel pipe the radius

TABU: I vmGHTOF PIPE TO USE WITH DIFFERENT RADO OF BENDS, SIZES

OF PIPE VND WORKING PR] 3S1 H

ARCING AT CONTACT-MAKING VOLTMETER CONTACTS
PREVENTED BY SUITABLE SHUNT

0436 Lb Pieamire 125-250 It Prea m I'rwBure
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dt the benda should be at least live times the diameter
of the pipe when using anything up t<» and including
lti-in. pipe, whereas bends made of larger pipe should

have a radius equal to six times the diameter.

Tangents or straight parts are necessary at the ends

of pipe bends to facilitate making perfect flange .joints.

Bends are superior to loops made of straight pipe and
fittings because the former are more flexible and do

not throw all the load on the joints.

Alter ascertaining the radius of bend to use for a

certain purpose, attention should be paid to the weight
of pipe required. This information and the length of

tangents necessary are given in the accompanying
tables.

A Convenient Point and Cap for Ground Pipes

The accompanying illustrations show a use of

ground-pipe point and cap castings in making service-

able ground connections. The point is of galvanized

malleable iron and the cap is of brass. The hole in the

lug is tinned so that the ground wire can be soldered

into it. When installing this device the point is screwed
on the ground pipe, which is then driven into the earth

to a depth of 8 ft. or 10 ft. The cap is then screwed
on and the greaind wire soldered into it. In driving in

the ground pipe, a coupling should be run on the thread

on the top of the ground pipe in order to prevent its

mutilation.

Where it is inconvenient to drive the ground pipe

into the earth in one length, it can be divided in two
lengths. The first is driven in and then the second is

joined to it with an ordinary pipe coupling. Where it

is desirable to limit the possibility of tampering with

the ground wire where it joins the upper end of the

ground pipe, the ground pipe can be extended for a

distance of about 8 ft. from the surface of the earth

up the side of the pole.

Pipe Tee

Porce/t? \-/

Knobs:

Lijnrn/n^
Arresfer

U Diam. TinnedHole
forSo/dering in

6round Wire

I-Ground Pipe Point H'Sround Pipe Cap

Ground Po/nf

POINT AND CAP CASTINGS DESIGNED FOR USE WHEN
MAKING GROUND CONNECTIONS

How Transmission-Line Conductors Should Be
Attached to Their Supports

i:v R, I). ( lOOMBS

While proper con ideration of the strength of con
ductors and their support! ll imperative if a transmis-
sion or distribution line Ii to furnish uninterrupted

[CO, it is of little avail If t >m- conductors are not

properly fastened to their supports and the insulators

made secure against normal and probable loads.

Conductors are usually fastened to the insulators to

prevenl falling and creeping rather than for dead

ending. Tie-wires should be made of the same material

as the conductors they grip to prevent electrolytic action,

and should be soft so they will not spring loose alter

tightening. It is preferable to obtain the friction re-

quired by a number of closely wrapped turns extending
over a long surface rather than to employ a few turns,

which may injure the conductor. Stranded cables can
be tied most effectively because the tie-wires can be

made to lie in between the strands.

Loop cables equipped with clamps can be employed to

dead-end conductors to pin-type insulators. The loop

should be placed over the neck of the insulator and the

end clamped to the conductors with three-bolt clamps
or several clips. Care should be taken not to tighten

the clamps excessively, otherwise they may injure soft-

drawn cables. A few tests on loop cables have given
the following results: (1) A loop cable made of 250,000-

circ. mil soft copper directly attached to a testing ma-
chine failed in the loop splice at 7200 lb.; (2) a similar

loop cable connected to a conductor with Crosby clips

began to slip at 2900 lb., and continued tightening of

the clips cut the strands of the cable; (3) a loop of 0.5-

in. steel failed at 9800 lb.

High-voltage long-span lines should be spliced with
splicing sleeves or special connectors, as the conductivity

and mechanical strength may be maintained more satis-

factorily thereby. Medium or hard-drawn material

should not be soldered or subjected to sharp bends,

because the temper may be drawn or the material

cracked.

Few if any single pin-type insulators are suitable on

sharp turns in lines, especially with large conductors,

as deflection of the pin may allow the conductor to slip

off the insulator. Larger pins are desirable, but the

insulators would have to be specially designed for them.

Double cross-arms will not necessarily give desired re-

sults. Pins should be tested after they are inserted in

the insulators to determine the amount of deflection

under load. There may be reasons for specifying cer-

tain strength for pin-insulator supports, but on tangent

they need never withstand the stress developed by a

broken wire, as the tie-wire will seldom transmit the

load. At sharp corners it is preferable to use disk or

suspension-type insulators since they transmit the load

directly to the cross-arm without the torsion caused by
a tall pin.

Through-pin insulators may be employed at turns in

a line for pressures under 20,000 volts, although such

insulators are made with ratings up to 30,000 volts.

The pins used with this type, being made of rolled-steel

rod, are not liable to bend and crack the porcelain ; they

act as a simple beam rather than as a cantilever. Inter-

locking strain insulators of the goose-egg type provide

great mechanical strength and retain some usefulness

after failure as the wires interlink. Such insulators do

not have as high electrical factors of safety, however,

as the disk type. The insulation of guys on poles carry-

ing high-voltage wires is undesirable from a structural

viewpoint, although it may be advisable in order to pro-

tect pedestrians in cases where wooden poles are

employed.
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Technical Advance in Theory and Practice
Including a Digest of Important Articles Appearing in the Scientific

ami Engineering Press of the World

Generators, Motors and Transformers

Bearings of Electrical Machinery.—An abstract of a
paper by Andrew Gibson before the West of Scotland
branch of the (British) Association of Mining Elec-

trical Engineers on bearings of electrical machinery.
The oily or greasy film between the shaft and the bear-

ing seems to act in the same way as a great number of

metallic balls would, by supporting the load and keeping
the surfaces apart. The break-down of this film allows

the surfaces to come together, and the consequent metal-

lic friction, producing heat, to all intents and purposes
welds the two surfaces together. The load at which this

occurs depends chiefly upon the viscosity of the oil, in

which temperature plays an important part. The
thicker and less free-flowing an oil is, the greater unit

pressure it will stand in a bearing without squeezing
out. A very light spindle oil, for instance, will stand,

say, a pressure of about 50 lb. per square inch, whereas
a cylinder oil of good body will stand a pressure of over

2000 lb. per square inch on the same bearing. There-
fore the unit pressure which any bearing will stand de-

pends chiefly upon the lubricating film, which in turn is

influenced by the arrangement of the bearing surfaces.

The allowance commonly made for the running fit of the

bearing and shaft is about 0.0005 (D + 1), where D
is the nominal diameter of the shaft in inches. Some
manufacturers of fast-running machinery make the

diameter of the bearing exceed that of the shaft by
nearly twice that amount. This clearance allows the

shaft to take up an eccentric position in the bearing,

leaving a space on the side from which the load is

applied. It is at this point that the lubricant should

be introduced, so as to spread itself upon the shaft,

adhere to it, and travel round upon the surface, being

forced between the bearing surfaces at the pressure

necessary to support the load. The cutting of oil

grooves in bearings is a matter requiring extreme care

and attention, as a groove placed where the oil is under
pressure would act merely as a collector for the oil and
provide it with a path of escape before it had accom-

plished its purpose. As much thought and care should

be given to the grooves as to the rest of the bearing,

and it should be kept in mind that their function is to

distribute the oil between the bearing and shaft where
the load is not supported. With regard to ball bearings,

the author pointed out that these fulfill the condition of

reducing friction to the lowest possible amount, and
better, perhaps, than any other type, but there are cer-

tain disadvantages with them. The principal one seems

to be delay in the working of the machine if repairs

have to be made to the ball bearing. Nevertheless,

there is a growing demand for them for all classes of

machinery because of their free-running properties and

the small amount of attention required to maintain

them. An important point is to have self-aligning ball

bearings, because a bearing which cannot adjust itself

to suit the shaft requires extreme accuracy in fitting

up, and the least inaccuracy in alignment and housings

results in wedged and broken balls and abnormal wear.

—London Elec. Eng'ing, Dec. 2, 1915.

Lamps and Lifrhtinp

A Precision Artificial Eye.—Herbert E. Ives.—The
most attractive solution of all problems of measurement

which depend upon the characteristics "I a normal or

average eye is to embody these characteristics in some
entirely physical instrument. The author formerly de-

scribed a thermopile artifice] eye, which, however, had
certain objections. He has now developed a thermopile

FIG. 1—DIAGRAM OF THERMOPILE ARTIFICIAL EYE

artificial eye that is not open to these objections. It is

a precision instrument in the sense that any wave-
length sensibility curve may be exactly copied. Once
the instrument is constructed the labor of copying addi-

tional curves of any type is comparatively trivial. The
apparatus is a modification of the. apparatus for the

spectroscopic synthesis of color. It consists essentially

of a spectrometer forming a spectrum which is passed

through a templet and then combined upon a sensitive

thermo-junction. By means of templets of various

FIG. 2—FIXED-GLASS TEMPLET, SHOWING LUMINOSITY
AND SENSATION CURVES
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the radiation rnaj be evaluated In anj deeired

luminous dux, as red, green or blue en ation,
i !-.. i exhibits diagraramaticallj the complete ap

paratu rhe image oi filament or extended lighl

source /. Is formed on the slit S bj means of a lens. A
limn nt' this Is formed bj the prism P at N'.

this Bpectrum is ;i templet, which may he in the form
of i rotating disk or which maj be a flat stationary
plate. Close to the templel is a lens or lens system, the

function of which is to recombine the spectrum, form-
ing an image of the prism face in the color <>f the recom-
bined light upon the thermo-junction ./. in order to

get a sufficient degree <>t' sensibility, it is important to

make the intrinsic sensitiveness of the thermo-junction
as high as possible. For this reason the author uses a
BiSn-BiSb thermo-junction of the evacuated type. The
first templel tried was in the rotating-disk form, shown
in Fig. 1 at />. This was cut to the visual luminosity
curve, correcting for the absorption of the prism. Later
a fixed-glass templet was developed. Fig. 2 shows the
latter. It has upon it the luminosity curve of the spec-

trum at the top, and below, in order, the red, green and
blue Koeni.ir sensation curves. This glass templet is

mounted with adjustable clamps upon a brass frame
sliding in accurate tracks, as shown in Fig. 1 in the
upper "end view." In addition to the measurement of

relative luminosities, this instrument may be used for

color measurement by the three-color system. It is

necessary only to have three templets, each cut to repre-

sent the mixing proportions throughout the spectrum
of one of the chosen primaries and measure the relative

deflections through these. The logical primaries to

choose are the fundamental sensations, for instance, as

determined by Koenig. Various practical applications

of this instrument are discussed.

—

Phys. Review,
November, 1915.

Filament Temperature of Electric Incandescent
Lamps.—M. Pirani and A. R. Meyer.—The authors
give a summary of recent measurements by different

investigators of the temperature of the filaments of
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RELATION BETWEEN WATTAGE AND FILAMENT
TEMPERATURE

various types of incandescent lamps as a function of the

specific power consumption. They show that for prac-

tical purposes these figures are known with a sufficient

accuracy. It is evident, however, that figures of this

kind are of practical importance only if they represent

mean values of measurements of a large number of

well-defined and properly aged lamps of identical con-

struction. The authors add some measurements of their

own of nitrogen-filled "half-watt lamps" of large sizes,

relating to lamps of 1000 cp, to 8000 cp. at L10 volts.

The re alt are given In the accompanying table, where
the third column (I) gives watl per maximum u.e.,

mean horizontal i heftier eandle power for nitrogen-
filled "half-watl lamps" with the tung ten-fllamenl

piral arranged in zigzag form, and tin- fourth column
ill) gives the watts per maximum i i.e., axial) helmr
candle-power for half-watt, lamps with the tungsten
spiral filament arranged in ring form. Fig. •"> shows
diagrammatically the relation between the watts per
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mean spherical hefner candle-power and the true fila-

ment temperature in degrees C. for 1000-cp. to 3000-cp.,

110-volt "half-watt lamps."

—

Elek. u. Masch. (Vienna),
Aug. 15, 1915.

Generation, Transmission and Distribution

Norwegian Water-Power Plant.—J. Reyval.—An
illustrated description of the water-power plant supply-
ing energy to the Vigeland aluminum works near Ven-
nesla in Norway. There are four turbines, each of

3000 hp. and each coupled to a direct-current 2000-kw.
generator. Each generator, running at 220 r.p.m., sup-
plies 8000 amp. at 250 volts. It is provided with inter-

poles but has only one commutator. Each generator
supplies thirty-five electrolytic furnaces, each being op-

erated at 7 volts. The annual output is 2000 tons of

aluminum.

—

La Lumiere Elec, Sept. 25 and Oct. 2, 1915.

Electrophysics and Magnetism

Alpha Rays in Hydrogen.—J. C. McLennan and
H. V. Mercer.—When alpha particles from radium are
projected into hydrogen, velocities are given to particles

of the gas which enable them to pass through a thick-

ness of aluminum foil capable of stopping the fastest

alpha particles. The authors have undertaken an ex-

perimental study of the ionization tracks of alpha rays

in hydrogen. The chief results are as follows: Al-

though alpha-ray tracks in hydrogen are of greater

length than those in air, they exhibit similar character-

istics to those obtained in air. Alpha-ray ionization

tracks can be exhibited by the condensation of alcohol

vapor quite as well as with the condensation of water
vapor. Apart from the crooks at the ends of the alpha-

ray tracks, the "scattering" is due to single deflections

through considerable angles. The experiments failed to

bring out evidence in support of ionization by the

nuclei of hydrogen atoms projected from the latter when
alpha particles collide with the atoms. The experiments

go to show that when alpha particles are projected

through hydrogen or through hydrogen containing

traces of air exceedingly few collisions occur which
result in the ejection of a hydrogen nucleus.

—

Philos.

Magazine, November, 1915.

Units, Measurements and Instruments

Precision Resistance for High-Frequency Currents.—Karl Willy Wagner.—The first part of an inves-

tigation carried out in the German Reichsanstalt. The
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author first deals with the development and simplifica-
tion of the method of measuring. The accuracy re-

quired is rather high since the time constant of the
resistances is to be measured with an accuracy of 0.05
to 0.1 = 10 ' second. The substitution method recom-
mended by the author permits of obtaining this accuracy
easily, although his arrangement of apparatus is much
simpler than former arrangements. A number of
standard resistances with known time constants were
built, and the influence of the distributed earth capaci-
ties on the time constants of these resistances was in-

vestigated. When the resistance coils are combined in

resistance boxes the time constant is changed on account
of the inductance of the connections and the capacities
of the contact pieces and the capacities of the coils with
respect to each other and against earth. These different
effects are investigated and the mutual capacities of
the coils with respect to each other are found to have
the greatest effect. The article is to be concluded.

—

Elek. Zeit., Nov. 18, 1915.

Telegraphy, Telephony and Signals

Adjustable Prism-Shaped Multiple Spark-Gap.—B.
Thieme.—A translation of a recent paper read before
the German Physical Society on methods for overcom-
ing the disadvantages of the usual quenched-spark and
explosive gaps for wireless telegraphy. The author uses
electrodes in the form of prisms, a regular octagonal
prism proving the most practical. Several such prisms

are connected it laying the prisms on a

plane surface parallelism of the sparking surfaces is

.ied. When, after long-COntinued U parking

surfaces are eaten away, the whole lot of the active

prism surfaces can at OXM newed by the simple

expedient of lifting them out of their seating and turn-

ing them one-eighth of a revolution (the amount of one

lace). For the different purposes for which they are

to be used the separate prism BUrfacefl can be coated

with different materials, the arrangement thus allowing

a wide range of adaptability. In cases where the

load may be at times very different from that at other

times, and if it be not proposed to adjust for such loads

by means of short-circuiting one or more of the gaps,

the prisms can be made with unequal sides, so that sur-

faces of greater or smaller area are opposite to one

another I for the purpose of securing low spark decre-

ment). F"or adjusting the sparking distance each pair

of prisms is made into a unit, the axes being fastened

together though insulated from one another. Each such

pair can be interchanged and can be shifted with respect

to the other prism units perpendicularly to the axial di-

rection and axial plane. In this way a fine adjustment of

the electrode-separating distance is obtained by mechan-

ical means in a very simple manner, so that in order

to attain the lowest possible damping the length of the

separate spark-gaps can be shortened, even while send-

ing is being carried on, to near the limit of the quench-

ing action.—London Electrician, Nov. 5, 1915.

Classification of Alternating-Current Motors

By Prof. C. A. Adams, Chairman A. I. E. E. Standards Committee

The writer has been asked to summarize the discus-

sion that has been going on in these columns under the

caption "What to Call Alternating-Current Motors"
(Aug. 14, Oct. 30, Nov. 6 and Dec. 18).

As in the case of the other work of the standards
committee, the principal end which it is desired to attain

in this instance is to agree upon a language, as simple

and at the same time as distinctive as possible, which
will be understood by all. In a use of this kind the

language includes not only words but also diagrams,

both schematic and vector.

If the present discussion has demonstrated any one
thing more clearly than another, it is the need of such

a common language, since a considerable part of the

apparent difference of opinion is undoubtedly due to lack

of understanding of the other fellow's language.

Another large source of this difference of opinion is

the difference in the points of view from which the vari-

ous writers have approached the various parts of the

subject. This is most pronounced in connection with the

use of the term "repulsion" motor, as the scientific ap-

propriateness of this term seems to the writer to depend
wholly upon the direction of approach. For example,

any direct-current motor may be called a "repulsion"

motor if one considers its operation as due to the repul-

sion of the armature poles by the field poles of like sign,

or an attraction motor if one looks upon the operation

as due to the attraction of the armature poles for the

field poles of unlike sign.

The real questions which must be answered in this

connection are: (1) Is the term "repulsion" motor so

intrenched in common usage that any effort on the part

of the standards committee to abolish it will prove futile?

(2) If not, is it an otherwise desirable term? (3) If

so, what is a suitable definition of it? If it is to be used

permanently, it should certainly have a clearly distin-

guishing definition based upon fundamental rather than

superficial characteristics.

It appears from the discussion to date that it will be

very difficult to agree on a broad and comprehensive

nomenclature at this stage of the art. If this proves the

case, it is to be hoped that any names that are agreed

upon for the more common or commercial forms of

alternating-current motors will be such that they can

be readily extended according to a rational system of

classification.

However, apart from the names of the various types

of motors themselves, there remains the important work
of defining what may be called auxiliary words, such as

"neutralizing" or "compensating," and here there seems
to be a strong probability that agreement can be reached

without serious difficulty.

Another field which might well be covered is that of

conventions and symbols used in the diagrams of vari-

ous sorts. This is not at all an unimportant matter.

At present a considerable part of the effort involved in

understanding the description of a new type of com-
mutator motor is in learning the graphical as well as

the verbal language of the author or inventor. This

often requires great acrobatic ability, as one must be

able to stand on his head and turn himself inside out

before the diagram looks natural. Mr. Fynn's sugges-

tion in this line should certainly prove helpful to those

interested.

It is hoped that these few suggestions will help to

focus future discussions on what seem to be profitable

fields. On behalf of the standards committee, the writer

wishes to thank most heartily those who have already

contributed to the discussion, particularly the authors

of the two original papers, and to urge all interested in

the subject to send in their views, whether or not they

have already contributed to the discussion.
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John M. < <>w le haa been appointed
nit electrical engineer of the Buf

t'aio (N. Y.) General Electric Cora

i «.
-

1 1 > Morgan ha re Igned aa see

id.n y and a siatanl treaaurer of the

United Gaa A Electric Corporation,

\ ( \\ "> ork City.

m. i» Bvana lias been appointed ec

retary and assistanl treaaurer of the

United Gaa A Electric Corporation of

New York City.

G. D. Benderaon, formerly of Hop
kins, Mo., has purchaaed an inter*

the Chandler Electric Company of

Chandler, Okla., and will take charge
there Jan. l.

B. M. Atkins of the North Coast
Power Company o( Vancouver, Wash.,
has been appointed district manager of

the company. The district office has
been removed from Kalama to Kelso.

George W. Banna has been appoint-

ed sales engineer for the Willard Stor-

age Battery Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. Hanna was until recently assistant

to the sales manager of the company.

Frederick W. Ballard of Cleveland,

Ohio, has been retained by the city

of Philadelphia to assist in the new
appraisal about to be made of the prop-

erty of the Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany.

L. H. Harris, associate professor of

electrical engineering in the University

of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
appointed assistant secretary of the

Society for the Promotion of Engineer-

ing Education.

W. P. Byron, the newly elected presi-

dent of the Nebraska Section of the

N. E. L. A., is vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Gothenburg (Neb.)

Light & Power Company. Besides his

activity in central-station work, Mr.
Byron also manages a large cattle

ranch of 50,000 acres with a herd of

5000 head of cattle and is interested in

an irrigation canal company supplying
about 80 miles of irrigating ditches.

The new president has for years labored

early and late for the advancement of

the electrical interests of the State, and
at the recent meeting held in Omaha he
was unanimously elected head of the

Section. Mr. Byron is a native of Illi-

nois and will be fifty years old next
February.

Men
of the Industry

( 'linn I .mini

and Poai! ion

Biographical Notes

Donald Marl Bent, recently <>r the

.Missouri Valley Light & Power Com-
pany of El Dorado Springe, Mo., has

purchaaed and assumed the manage-
ment of the l.a Plata Light, Heat & Ice

Company of La Plata, Mo.

('. (). Baird has resigned as switch-

hoard engineer of the Fort Wayne
Electric Works of the General Electric

Company, Fort Wayne, Ind., to become
connected with the F. Bissell Company
of Toledo, Ohio, as machinery spe-

cialist.

Charles E. Burgoon has resigned as

inspector of mechanical and electrical

engineering for the Panama Canal,

Washington, D. C, and has been ap-

pointed chief mechanical and electrical

engineer of the Carbolite Chemical
Company at Copper Hill, Tenn.

Thomas Cheyne of Paterson, N. J.,

has been appointed vice-president of

the Reading (Pa.) Transit & Light

Company, with headquarters in Read-

ing. Mr. Cheyne will also be assistant

to E. W. West of New York City, the

new president and general manager,
who took charge Nov. 1,

John M. Atkinson, Jr., who for the

last two years has been manager of

the La Plata Light, Heat & Ice Com-
pany of La Plata, Mo., has resigned

that position to become manager of the

Missouri Valley Light & Power Com-
pany and the El Dorado Ice Company
at El Dorado Springs, Mo.

W. F. Hoover, general manager of

the Tennessee Power Company of Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., was elected president of

the Industrial Association of the South

at a meeting held recently for the pur-

pose of organizing the new body, the

purpose of which is to advertise the re-

sources of the Southern States.

G. Sabin Brush has resigned from the

Boston (Mass.) Elevated Railway Com-
pany to accept the position of superin-

tendent of the railway department of

the Cumberland County Power & Light

Company of Portland, Me. In his new
position Mr. Brush will have charge of

107 miles of railway, including all the

car lines in the city of Portland and ad-

joining towns.

Dr. Michael I. Pupin of Columbia
University was elected president of the

New York Academy of Science at New
York City on Dec. 20, succeeding

George F. Kunz. The annual dinner of

the academy, held at the Hotel Manhat-
tan, was followed by a joint session by

transcontinental telephone with the

California Academy of Natural Science

at San Francisco.

John C. Humphreys has resigned as

superintendent of the Bath (Me.) divi-

sion of the Maine Water Company and

has been succeeded by Walter F. Ab-
bott, assistant superintendent. Mr.

Humphrey! had been luperintendent of
i in Maine i ompanj i"i

I
in- lael aixteen

years. Be will hereafter devote in

a hole I Ime to hia a ork aa superintend
cut of the Path A- I'.iun wnl. Light &
Power Company.

Prof. S. \. Williams, alter forty-one

yeai of active service at Cornell Col-

lege, Mount Vemon, Iowa, part of
which was served as professor of elec-

trical engineering, has been appointed
professor eiiieritu of the institution

and is now living at '1'1\ North Pamon
Avenue, Chicago, III.

B. G. Tremaine, general manager of

the National Electric Lamp Association,
Cleveland, Ohio, is receiving the sym-
pathy of his friends and business asso-
ciates upon the death of his father,

Warren Tremaine, who died at the Tre-
maine home on Euclid Avenue, Cleve-

land, Dec. 13. The elder Mr. Tremaine
was a native of New York, but for the

last twenty-five years had lived in

Cleveland.

D. W. Roper, who was appointed
chairman of the station committee at
the recent conference held in New York
City in connection with the proposed
Safety Code, is superintendent of the

street department of the Common-
wealth Edison Company, Chicago. Af-
ter his graduation from Cornell in

1893, Mr. Roper began his electrical

career with the National Electric Com-
pany of Eau Claire, Wis., afterward
resigning to take up the * students'

course of the General Electric Company
at Schenectady. Later he was in sta-

tion operating work at Niagara Falls,

N. Y., and in 1897 he joined the staff of

the Missouri Edison Electric Company
at St. Louis. After supervising the in-

stallation of the underground conduit

system and the removal of the overhead
wires, Mr. Roper was in 1899 appointed
superintendent of electrical equipment,

his duties being gradually extended to

include the supervision of all electrical

construction and operating work. In

1903 -Mr. Roper became connected with

the old Chicago Edison Company, the

forerunner of the present Common-
wealth Edison Company, and in 1904 he

was appointed assistant to the chief

operating engineer, giving special at-

tention to the design, construction and
operation of the underground system of

the company.
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Delos E. Parsons, who has been ap-
pointed general manager of the East
St. Louis (111.) & Suburban Company,
which through its subsidiary, the East
St. Louis Light & Power Company,
supplies central-station service to the
territory just across the Mississippi

River from the city of St. Louis, is a
graduate of the mechanical engineering
school of West Virginia University and
of the two-year apprenticeship course

of the Westinghousc Company.
serving in the sales department of the
Westinghousc organization, Mr. Par-
sons was in 1906 promoted to the posi-

tion of head of the export division at

the company's works, in 1908 be rep-

resented tlif We tinghou e company at

Fairmont, W. Va., for the sale of ap-

paratus to mining companies, and in

1909 he joined the sales force of the

railway and lighting department of the

company.

J. W. Worthington of Sheffield, Ala.,

vice-president of the Alabama Power
Company of Birmingham, has with-

drawn from active detail work for the

Alabama company and will hereafter
devote his entire time to the ad

ment of the Muscle Shoals power pro-

ject. Mr. Worthington expects to

spend the greater portion of his time in

Washington promoting the Muscle
Shoals project as a representative of
the Muscle Shoals Power Company,
which is owned by the Alabama Power
Company.

Ernest E. McCleary, who was the rep-

resentative of the National Electrical

Contractors' Association at the recent
National Electrical Safety Code con-

ferences, is a leading electrical con-
tractor of Detroit and is a director and

past-president of the association he
represented. .Mr. McCleary was elected

president of the association in 1903,

being its second chief executive, and
has long been prominent in the councils

of the organization. For some years
he has also been the contractors' asso-

ciation representative on the electrical

committee of the National Fire Protec-
tion Association and its predecessor,

the Conference on Electrical Rules.

E. T. Munger, for a time general

manager of the Cumberland County
Power & Light Company, Portland,

Me., died lately at Paterson, N. J., fol-

lowing an illness of several months.

E. D. Martinez, electrical engineer of

the Memphis (Tenn.) Street Railway
Company, died Dec. 4, of a cerebral

hemorrhage. Mr. Martinez was a na-

tive of New Orleans and a graduate of

Tulane University.

James Stowell Anthony, at one time
assistant to the president of the General
Electric Company, died at Cannes,
France, Dec. 20, at the age of forty-four.

Mr. Anthony formerly lived in Nevv
York, but moved to France ten years
ago.

Leonard A. Jansen, at one time a

member of the Milwaukee (Wis.) Board
of Public Works and for twenty-five

years superintendent of construction

for the Milwaukee Electric Railway &
Light Company, died Dec. 16, at the

age of sixty-nine years.

Ira Miller, one of the pioneers in

New England electric-vehicle develop-
ment and for thirty years a leading

business man of Westfield, Mass., died

at Little Rock, Ark., on Dec. 16, while
en route to Hot Springs. Mr. Miller

was born in Cadiz, Ky., sixty-seven

years ago. His business interests were
varied, and about five years ago he be-

came interested in the electric vehicle,

later taking an active part in the work
-of the Electric Motor Car Club of Bos-
ton and representing the Couple Gear
Freight Wheel Company of Grand,
Rapids, Mich.

William H. Rodier, superintendent of

construction of the Safety Insulated

Obituary

Wire & Cable Company, died at Engle-
wood, N. J., Dec. 14, after a brief ill-

ness. Mr. Rodier was a pioneer in the
installation of underground cables, his

connection with the electrical industry
having extended over a period of thirty

years, and he was the first general fore-
man in charge of underground work
for the old United States Illuminating
Company, the predecessor of the pres-
ent United Electric Light & Power
Company of New York City.

W. W. Cole, consulting engineer and
member of the firm of Cole, Ives &
Davidson of New York City, was found
dead in his room in a Poughkeepsie
(N. Y.) hotel Dec. 20, death having re-

sulted from asphyxiation by gas. Mr.
Cole was forty-eight years of age and
a graduate of Worcester Polytechnic In-

stitute, class of 1887. After several

years of railroad work in the West, Mr.
Cole returned to Boston as electrical

superintendent of the West End Street

Railroad. From 1892 to 1908 he was
associated with the Elmira (N. Y.)
Water, Light & Railroad Company as

vice-president and general manager.
Later he become consulting engineer
for Day & Zimmerman of Philadelphia
and New York, and in this connection
for a time managed the Venango Light
&.Power Company of Oil City. Pa. Re-
tiring from the Day & Zimmerman or-

ganization, he opened a consulting office

in New York City in 1914, later becom-
ing a member of the firm of Cole, Ives

& Davidson. Mr. Cole was the first

president of the Empire State Gas &
Electric Association and was a member
of the principal national engineering
bodies.

William Claflin Andrews, advertising
manager of the Edison Storage Battery
Company, West Orange, N. J., died at
New York City on Dec. 21. A graduate
of Tufts College, Mr. Andrews after-
ward entered testing work with the
General Electric Company at Schenec-
tady, N. V., and later went with the
Edison Lamp Works of the company at
Harrison, X. J. In 1909 he joined the
Rae Company as secretary and as busi-

nanager of Electrical Merchandise,
resigning in 1912 to become advertising
manager of the Edison Storage Battery
Company, the position which he held at
the time of his death. Mr. Andrews en-
joyed an unusually large acquaintance
among electrical men and had been par-
ticularly active in the Electric Vehicle

Association of America and in the Jo-

vian Order, in which he was statesman
for New Jersey.
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New Apparatus and Appliances
.1 Record of Latest Developments and Improvements m Manufacturers

Products Used in the Electrical Industry

Cable Pol-Heads for Disconnecting and Non-Disconnecting Service

Several types of cable pol beads '!<

i for either disconnecting <>r non-

disconnecting work and for outdoor or

indoor Bervice have been developed by

the Philadelphia Electric Company, L32

South Eleventh Street, Philadelphia,

Pa. The Franklin cable pot-head, as it

IS called, consists essentially of three

FIG. 1—DISASSEMBLED PARTS OF SINGLE-
CONDUCTOR POT-HEAD

parts—the base and clamping member,
the body, and the cover and entrance

bushing.
The most important feature of the

metal base is the inner clamping mem-
ber, which is constructed so as to pro-

vide a static bell, which carries the

metal sheath gradually away from the

insulation material of the cable, thereby

removing all abnormal static stresses

which otherwise would be set up be-

tween the conductor and the lead

sheath. The inner surface of the bell

is parabolic in shape, and the metal
construction is extended to a point

where it is impossible, it is declared,

for a static discharge to be established.

Since the Inner Burface of the bell Is

nh.oih and is concentric to the cable,

a uniform shield of static distribution

1 produced, it Is asserted, and a grad-

ation of all electric italic stresses is

effected.

The parabolic static shield is com-
pletely incased in an insulating com-
pound whose dielectric strength is com-
parable to that of the insulating ma-
terial of the cable. As a result the

stresses in the rubber or other insu-

lated cable covering are kept well

within safe operating limits. The
manufacturer points out that the con-

struction allows the compound to fill

all the space between the cable insula-

tion and the lead sheath and prevents

the interposition of a film of air at the

point where the cable leaves the sheath,

which would be liable to cause a cable

and pot-head failure. Another feature

of the Franklin cable pot-head is the

protection given by the base to the

cable from subsequent strain du-*

to carelessness in cutting away the lead

sheath of the cable at the time the pot-

head is installed. The parabolic bell

forces away the lead sheath from the

cable at the line of cutting, leaving a

space which fills completely with com-
pound. In the design of the base pro-

vision has been made for clamping the

lead sheath between two rotating mem-
bers so constructed as to produce a

water-tight joint, thereby eliminating

the necessity of a plumber's wiped con-

nection. The principle of clamping the

lead by screwing one clamping surface

into the other insures a uniform pres-

sure on the cable sheath, it is claimed,

and owing to the accurate construction

of the two surfaces also insures the

water-tight union already noted.
The body of the cable pot head is of

fiber, porcelain or metal, depending en-

tirely upon the class of service re

quired. The fiber envelope has proved
effective in station practice where a
cylindrical type of construction is de-

FIG. 2—DISASSEMBLED PARTS OF THREE-
CONDUCTOR POT-HEAD

sired. It offers various points of ad-

vantage, such as minimum size, rug-
gedness and ease of installation. Spe-

cial bodies other than of cylindrical

shape are manufactured of metal or

porcelain.

The covers of all types of Franklin
cable pot-heads are non-metallic, even
a lava bushing and cap being provided

for pouring in the compound. With the

non-metallic covering there is less lia-

bility of failure, it is claimed, and light-

ness of construction is obtained.

FIGS. 3, 4, 5, 6 AND 7—OUTSIDE AND SECTIONAL VIEWS OF SINGLE-CONDUCTOR AND THREE-CONDUCTOR CABLE POT-HEADS
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A "Dry" Storage Battery

A lead storage battery which in size and shape re-

sembles an ordinary salammoniac dry cell and contains

a non-flowing electrolyte is being manufactured by J. P.

Mentzer & Company under the Crowdus patents and is

LEAD STORAGE BATTERY OF SAME SIZK AS STANDARD DRY

CELL

being sold by S. S. Stolp, 134 South LaSalle Street,

Chicago. According to the manufacturers, tests show
that the battery can be recharged an indefinite number
of times at a lower price per charge than the original

cost of an ordinary dry cell. The rating of the battery

is 0.5 amp. for forty hours, 1 amp. for eighteen hours,

2 amp. for eight hours, or 3 amp. for five hours. The
average discharge potential is 2 volts.

The container for the battery is an unbreakable

paper-fiber can, made proof against water, acid and

electrolysis. The positive and negative elements are

made from rolled strips of corrugated lead. The elec-

trolyte is contained in an amorphous, non-crystallizing

white substance which is said to possess exceptionally

high absorbing power. A tube provided in the center

of the cell carries water to prevent the cell from drying

out.

Combination Motor-Driven Blower for Mechanical

Orchestras

An electric outfit for operating the mechanical or-

chestras frequently employed in motion-picture thea-

ters and other amusement places, which consists of a

pressure fan and several suction fans directly con-

nected to one motor as shown in the diagram in Fig. 2,

has been developed by the Kinetic Engineering Com-
pany, Baltimore Avenue and Sixtieth Street, Philadel-

FIG. 1—MOTOR-DRIVEN COMBINATION PRESSURE AND SI •

TION BLOWER FOR OPERATING MECHANICAL ORCHESTRA

phia, Pa. The pressure principle is utilized for operat-

ing the organ element of the mechanical orchestra,

while the suction system is utilized to operate the piano

element and various mechanical instruments, such as

drums, bells, etc. The fans are inclosed in a sound-

proof box Which is provided with a pressure outlet and

a suction Inlet. Bach Pan is separated from the others

by means of a casing as shown in the diagram, the air

following the path indicated by the arrow-. The com-

bination-blower outfit is advantageous because of the

FIG. 2 SECTIONAL DIAGRAM OF COMBINATION BLOWER

fact that it takes the place of a separate pressure sys-

tem and suction system, thereby saving considerable

space.

Electric Tire Pump
Among the many new electrically operated devices

that are being developed from time to time for use in

the garage, the tire pump shown in the accompanying
illustration is worthy of mention on account of several

interesting features. The entire outfit is self-contained

and consists of a motor-driven pump, a pressure gage,

an air hose, an acorn connection and a snap switch for

starting and stopping the motor. A handle is provided

so that it can be easily carried, or it may be mounted
on a small carriage if desired. The air pump, which is

mounted on the motor, is equipped with four cylinders,

insuring, it is claimed, a steady flow of air. The cor-

rugations on the cylinders assist in dissipating the heat

generated by the compression of the air and keep the

operating temperature low. Metal pistons, each fitted

with two compression rings, are used. The connecting

rods and main bearings are of bronze. The machine

is driven by an 0.25-hp. Westinghouse type CA or type

CD motor, this depending upon whether alternating

current or direct current is utilized. All electrical con-

TIRE PUMP DRIVEN BY 0.25-HP. MOTOR

tacts are shielded and the working parts are inclosed.

Lubrication is accomplished by means of the splash sys-

tem. The pump is called the "GUCO," and is being made

by the General Utility Company, L830 Ogden Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Device for Regulating Lighting of Ford Cnre
\ device consisting of su Impedance coil designed for

regulating the lighting of 1915-model and L916-mode)
Ford automobiles has been developed by the St. Louii

trical Works, Arlington and Easton Avenues, St.

IMPEDANCE con. 101; REGULATING LIGHTING SYSTEMS ON
FORD CARS

Louis, Mo. The "Evenlite," aa it is called, may be a1

tached to the dashboard under the hood beside the light-

ing Bwitch by means of two screws.

Two-Cell, Three-Volt Dry Battery
As a substitute for the ordinary G-in., 1.5-volt dry

battery employed in various types of hand lamps now
on the market, the Interstate Electric Novelty Company,
29 Park Place, New York, has brought out the two-cell,

three-volt battery shown herewith. This battery is

No. 1009

RADIO*
NITROGEN
BATTERV'

S^OmrilH*6

THREE-VOLT DRY BATTERY

made up of two separate cells, the combined outfit being
of the same size and shape as a standard dry battery.
The double cell is especially adapted for use in hand
lamps and bicycle lamps.

Ground Clamp
A singlerpiece clamp of copper equipped with a copper-

plated bolt and nut for clamping to rigid conduit has
been developed by M. I. Ginsburg, 109 North Sixth
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. The device is designed for
use with No. 4 B. & S. gage wire and is adjustable for
conduit up to and including the 1-in. sizes. One end
of the clamp is channeled to form the equivalent of a
lug for soldering to the ground wire. Advantages of
the device as set forth by the manufacturer are as fol-

lows: (1) The whole force of the screw is used to

m
COPPER GROUND CLAMP FOR USE WITH NO. 4

B. & S. GAGE WIRE

tighten the band around the pipe; (2) the two plates

protect the holes in the copper strip from tearing; (3)

the screw is close to the pipe and the back plate is raised

to prevent the nut from turning while the screw is being

tightened, and (4) the clamp can be quickly installed.

Table, Desk and Bed Lamps
A number of different types of handy portable light-

ing fixtures designed for s variety of purposes in the

home and office have heen placed Oil the market by the

Paries Manufacturing Company, Decatur, ill.

pig. l -PIANO OK KOLL-TOP-DESK LAMP WITH ARM WHICH
SWINGS HORIZONTALLY

Included in its "Verdelite" lighting devices are the
roll-top desk or piano lamps shown in Figs. 1 and 2
and the flat-top desk or table lamp shown in Fig. 4.

The fixtures are provided with cast-iron bases and a

heavy sheet of felt on the bottom of the bases, so that

PIANO LAMP WITH FIXED ARM

they will not scratch or mar the surfaces on which they

are placed. The shades are of green glass outside and
have white-opal glass reflecting surfaces inside. The
shades for the fixtures shown and for other devices in-

cluded in the "Verdelite" line are of the same size and

FIGS ORNAMENTAL FLOOR AND TABLE LAMPS

shape, are interchangeable, and can be employed with

25-watt to 60-watt tungsten lamps.

The piano lamps shown in Figs. 1 and 2 extend 12

in. from the center of the base to the center of the

shade. The table lamp shown in Fig. 3 is one of several
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types of single-lamp and two-lamp fixtures developed
by the Faries company. It is 16.5 in. high and the base
is 6 in. by 6 in. The floor lamp illustrated in Fig. 3 is

adjustable in height from 2.5 ft. to 5 ft. and is pro-

vided with hinged joints. The base of the device is 9

in. in diameter. The fixture is finished in brushed brass

FIGS. 5 AND 6—PORTABLE FIXTURE WITH CLAMP AND
CANDLE STEM

and is one of several types of adjustable floor lighting

fixtures made by the above-named concern.

Another interesting device brought out by the Faries

Manufacturing Company is the "Handi-Lamp Portable"

device illustrated in Fig. 5. It is 14 in. high and has

a spread of 11 in. over all. It is equipped with a clamp
which fits any thickness up to 1.75 in. The lamp is

adapted for a variety of uses. Another line of fixtures

cuit as the pressure vari< ctricity is used Inter-

mittently, the manufacturer points out, about one-fourth

to one-fifth of the time tin- cooki irking. The
improved type of cooker, which i- designated as the

model (' device, is provided with hot-plates which may
be used for frying, boiling small quantities of water
and the like. It is also provided with a portable oven,

which may he employed lor certain kinds of cooking

requiring only a short time and constant watchinj/-

in baking biscuits, piea and layer cakes. The outfit

which is illustrated herewith is being placed on the

market by the Good Housekeeping Cooker Company,
Berkeley, Cal.

The company has also developed a ToO-watt electric

water heater which may he installed in a 10-gal. tank

FIG. 7—BED LAMP

worthy of note made by the Faries company is its ad-

justable-bracket fixtures for brass and wooden beds, one

of which is shown in Fig. 7. The fixture shown is de-

signed to fit any wooden-bed rail or post varying from

% in. to 1 in. square.

An adjustable candle stem is shown in Fig. 7 which

is designed for use on any size or length of candle for

either fixture or bracket. It is made of heavy tubing

which is opened to facilitate wiring. The candle stem

is being made in two sizes, 2.25 in. to 3.25 in. and 2.75

in. to 4.5 in.

Automatic Electric Cooker and Water Heater

Certain improvements have been made in the electric

cooker which was described in the Electrical World
of Nov. 14, 1914. The cooker is provided with double

walls between which is a small quantity of water that is

turned into steam when energy is supplied to the heater.

Radiation from the outer wall of the cylinder is pre-

vented by a layer of non-conducting material. Inside

the cylinder are compartments for cooking receptacles.

After the current is turned on, the temperature of the

oven is automatically maintained uniform by a steam-

pressure diaphragm, which interrupts or closes the cir-

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC-STEAM OVEN WITH DISK STOVES AND
SMALL AUXILIARY OVEN

for supplying hot water to an ordinary family of three

or four people. For larger families 18-gal. or 20-gal.

tanks are utilized and heaters with ratings of 1000

watts, 1500 watts or 2000 watts are used. When a tem-

perature of about 180 deg. is attained, the energy supply

is automatically cut off, and it will remain cut off until

hot water is turned from the tank and cold water takes

its place. With this electrically heated water system

hot water can be provided at the faucet at any time, the

manufacturer claims, during the twenty-four hours.

Small Generating Outfit

A generating set which is well adapted for use in

country homes, on farms and in small manufacturing

establishments in rural districts is shown herewith. The
plant consists of a West inghouse low-voltage generator

and control panel and a "Hyray Kxide" storage battery,

all of which are mounted on skids, rendering the outfit

portable. The generator may be operated by any ordi-

nary oil, gas or gasoline engine, or, if available, water-
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power eu b< employed! Use is made of an automatic
ce on tin- control panel for maintaining a steads'

voltage on the batter] when charging. An ampere-hour
met. • Utilised to show at all times the exact

amount of reserve energy m the storage battery and to

indicate when to start and stop the charge. 'I'h itt'it

SMALL LIGHTING OUTFIT

complete is being placed on the market by the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Automobile Headlamp Kens That Reduces Glare

tin automobile headlamp lens illustrated [| designed
to give -.'il'e lighl for driving and yet to minimize glare.

A hull' eye throws a shaft of light ahead of the car

along the roadway, while the crescent shaped part of

the lens is const rued id SJ to project rays laterally

well beyond the road limits or either side, providing

HEADLAMP WITH LENS FOR REDUCING GLARE

light necessary for making turns in the road. The lens,

it is said, will meet the most exacting city traffic condi-

tions and at the same time deliver ample light for tour-

ing. Palmer & Bachelder, illuminating engineers, 714
Hartford Building, Chicago, are distributing sales

agents for this new product.

Electrically Illuminated Changeable-Letter Pro-

gram Board

The "Nu-Flex" program board, as it is called, is of

the changeable-letter design and is adapted especially

for use by motion-picture theaters and vaudeville

houses. The board measures 68 in. high, 32 in. wide

and 6 in. deep, being finished in dead-black enamel,

which is baked on. The inside is finished in aluminum.

Use is made of ten slides, each of which measures 6 in.

by 30 in. and is of white opal glass, metal-bound, to pro-

tect against breakage. The reflector is equipped with five

double sockets, 10-watt lamps being generally used.

The letters are of the "cut-out" type, of dead-black color,

ELECTRICALLY ILLUMINATED PROGRAM BOARD

and are 3 in. high. By means of a tongue-and-groove

arrangement the letters are suspended on a fine, rust-

proof wire. The program board may also be provided

with separate compartments and wired so that each slide

may be illuminated independently. The device is being

made by the Nu-Flex Manufacturing Company, 160

North Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Tandem Boxes for Exposed Work
Two-gang, three-gang and four-gang tandem boxes

of recently developed types for exposed work are being

made by the Fancleve Specialty Company. Jamaica
Plain, Mass. The backs of the boxes are separable in

order to facilitate cutting the side or top and bottom
walls for the introduction of wood or metal molding.

No holes or "knock-outs" are provided for conduit or

cable ports, but holes are drilled or tapped. Each cross-

yoke supports two lugs for switches or receptacles, pro-

viding the maximum space, it is declared, for making
connections and fastening conduit bushings. The face

is designed to seat comfortably all standard tandem

BOX WITH SEPARABLE BACK

flush plates. The dimensions given in the illustration

indicate the maximum size of lock-nut or bushings that

may be revolved on the "walls. The boxes are finished

by galvanizing by the hot process. Boxes for horizontal

work of the type mentioned above (single-gang to six-

gang) are also being manufactured by the Fancleve

company.
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News of the Industry
A Review of Activities in tin- Electrical Manufacturing, Selling

and (cut nil-Station Fields

Activities of the Associated Manufacturers of Elec-

trical Supplies

Three new sections were added to the Associated
Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies during the month
of December, indicating the growing strength of the

organization, not yet a year old.

In response to a call issued by the general secretary

to the manufacturers of inclosed fuses and accessories,

a meeting was held on Dec. 2, at the Hotel Biltmore, New
York, to consider the formation of a section in the asso-

ciation to cover that branch of the industry. The meet-
ing was well attended, and the vote was unanimous for

the formation of a section to be known as the "fuse
section." H. R. Sargent of the General Electric Com-
pany was appointed permanent chairman of the sec-

tion, R. C. Buell of the Johns-Pratt Company, Hartford,
secretary, and F. V. Burton of the Bryant Electric Com-
pany, Bridgeport, Conn., treasurer. Three standing
committees were appointed, on cartridge fuses, plug and
open fuses, and cut-outs and accessories.

Membership in the section is confined to members of

the Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies

engaged in the manufacture of fuses for electric light

and power circuits and in making accessories for such
fuses.

At the meeting held on Dec. 8 at the Hotel Biltmore,

New York, when the molded or formed insulations sec-

tion of the Associated Manufacturers of Electrical

Supplies was formed, the following officers were elected :

E. B. Hatch of the Johns-Pratt Company, Hartford,
Conn., permanent chairman; R. W. Seabury of the Boon-
ton (N. J.) Rubber Manufacturing Company, secretary,

and Joseph Steinberger of the General Insulate Com-
pany, Brooklyn, N. Y., treasurer. After consideration

rules were adopted covering the section, and the fol-

lowing sub-committees were appointed: Molded-rubber
insulation, fiber insulation, suspension and third-rail

insulation, high-head molded insulation, molded-compo-
sition insulation, and miscellaneous insulation.

The interests of the manufacturers of the various

kinds of insulating materials will be classified under the

above sub-committees, each sub-committee choosing its

own chairman, who with the chairman of the section

and the treasurer will constitute the executive committee
of the section.

On Dec. 14 a meeting of the manufacturers of switch-

boards and panelboards was held for the purpose of

organizing a section in the Associated Manufacturers of

Electrical Supplies to be known as the panelboard and
switchboard section. Fred B. Adam of the Frank Adam
Electric Company, St. Louis, was the temporary chair-

man of the meeting. D. K. Chadbourne of the George
Cutter Company, South Bend, Ind., was elected perma-
nent secretary of the section, and William T. Pringle of

the Pringle Electric Manufacturing Company, Philadel-

phia, was elected permanent treasurer. Nominations for

permanent chairman of the section will be presented to

the board of governors at its next meeting. Four stand-

ing sub-committees were appointed, on panelboards,

switchboards, knife switches, and cabinets.

Membership in this section is confined to members of

the association engaged in the manufacture of panel-

boards and switchboards.

Electric-Vehicle Manufacturer to Build Gasoline-

Electric Car with Magnetic Clutch

A consolidation of the Owen Magnetic Company, New
York City, manufacturer of the Owen magnetic car,

and the Baker, Rauch & Lang Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, has been effected. The new concern will be known
as the Baker, Rauch & Lang Company, but the cars

to be manufactured will be known as the "Owen mag-
netic, " which will be built in two models. The Baker
factory in Cleveland will be given over to the manu-
facture of Owen magnetic cars. The Rauch & Lang
factory at Cleveland will be used for the manufacture
of bodies for the Owen magnetic and in addition will

continue the manufacture of electric cars, which the

Baker, Rauch & Lang Company has been producing.

The capital of the Baker, Rauch & Lang Company will

be increased from $2,000,000 to $5,000,000.

The General Electric Company, which recently ob-

tained a considerable interest in the Owen magnetic or

Entz patents, will have directors on the board because
of its interests in the electric transmission used in the

magnetic cars. Anson W. Burchard, vice-president of

the General Electric Company, D. C. Durland and Rich-

ard H. Swartwout have been elected to the board of

directors of the new company, representing the Gen-
eral Electric interests. The present Owen factory in

New York City will be continued for development pur-

poses as well as being employed as a service department.
The assets of the Owen Magnetic Company, however,
have all been acquired by the Baker, Rauch & Lang or-

ganization.

It has been known for some months that the Baker,

Rauch & Lang Company was producing a gasoline-elec-

tric car built under the Entz patents, which are the

basic ones in the Owen magnetic design. This car is

a smaller one than the present Owen magnetic, which
has been on the market during the past year. The Fort
Wayne Works of the General Electric Company are
already supplied with the necessary tools to take care
of the manufacture of electric units for these two
models of Owen magnetic cars, as well as to manu-
facture units for other concerns that may be licensed

under the Entz patents to manufacture magnetic cars.

Flood-Lighting Being Considered for Springfield

(Mass.) Municipal Group

The United Electric Light Company of Springfield,

Mass., and William E. Hodge, deputy superintendent of
street lighting for the city, have worked out a plan

for the flood-lighting of the now famous municipal group
of buildings on Court Square, including the campanile
tower. It is estimated that the installation can be made
for about $450 and that the cost of operation will not

exceed $2 per hour, through the use of gas-filled lamps.
The plans have been submitted to Mayor Stacy, who
is enthusiast ic over the scheme, and the city property
committee will shortly consider the matter. Mr. Hodge
states that if the plan is carried through promptly the
group can be illuminated by New Year's Eve. Minor
changes in the street-lighting 'n front of the buildings

will be required. In its proposition to the city the
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ted company offers to install and maintain that pari

the system outside the municipal group If the city

will install and maintain tin- equipment directly con
oected with the group, the citj agreeing to use the sys-

tem 500 hours a year. The company al o agrees to Ira

fular Btreet-lighting charge for curb lamps,

which are a part of the proposed system. Mr. Hodge
estimates thai the flood lighting of the group will not

over $1 per hour more than the presenl Illumination.

Universities May Aid Hig Business

The Chamber of Commerce of the United states is

Inquiring into the possibility of bringing about closer

peration between the universities and large business

interests. W. M. McCormick of Baltimore has suggested

that the C'haiuher of Commerce call B meeting in Wash-
ington of the presidents of twelve prominent educational

universities and the heads of twelve industrial or man-
ufacturing plants. This meeting would consider the

possibility of asking the universities to handle specific

problems arising in industries, making experiments if

necessary and endeavoring to organize a course of study

which would turn out graduates who would find employ-

ment in the industries.

Ohio Court Decision Favorable to Municipal Plants

In the case of the Dravo-Doyle Company against the

village of Orrville, seeking the recovery of $41,000 for

equipment supplied for a municipal electric plant, the

Ohio Supreme Court reversed the decision of the Wayne
County Court of Appeals and declared Section 3990 of

the General Code unconstitutional. This section made
it incumbent upon villages to purchase any privately

owned gas or electric plant or secure it by condemnation
and appropriation proceedings before it could build a

municipal plant. It was intended to protect the private

capital invested in such plants against the tendency

toward confiscation by municipal ownership.

This decision opens the doors to municipal ownership

without consideration of privately owned plants or con-

tracts made with them, since Section 3990 contained a

clause protecting such contracts also. It further puts

the investments in such plants at the mercy of village

councils or the majority of voters in the villages.

The decision, which was unanimous, calls attention to

the broad powers granted under the municipal home-
rule amendment to the constitution to construct and
acquire public utilities the product or service of which
is to be supplied to the people. The decision, however,

does not affect the status of utility corporations in the

cities.

It is believed by some that this decision will give

great impetus to municipal ownership in the villages,

and already contractors are asking for copies of the

decision in order that they may be guided in their nego-

tiations with villages which decide to build municipal

plants. Indications of late, however, have pointed to a

decline of the municipal-ownership idea.

Emergency Lighting Connection for New York
Subways

A contract has been entered into with the Interbor-

ough Rapid Transit Company of New York by the

United Electric Light & Power Company for the supply

of break-down emergency service for the lighting of

the subway system from South Ferry to the northern

part of Manhattan Island on both the Van Cortlandt

Park and Bronx Park sections.

in order to fulfill the contract the I aited company
will have to install forty separate service points in an

equal number of subway stations, and the connections
will be ready for operation aboul Feb. L, L916. The
installation totals approximately 270 lew. for lighting,

and is under the company's regular break down rate of

$LM per kilowatt per aiiiiiim plus the general rate for

the energy actually consumed.
The circuits will be controlled by specially designed

transformers equipped with a no voltage-release switch,

which provides thai when the subway system is dead

the United service shall be immediately thrown in on

the line, lighting the entire subway system, together
with the stations which it supplies.

Holding Company Advocates Competition

That competition in public service is preferable to

regulation of rates by the Public Service Commission
of Missouri was the position taken by the Light & De-
velopment Company of St. Louis to obtain for its sub-

sidiary, the Western Power & Light Company, a fran-

chise to compete with the Electric Company of Missouri
in Maplewood, a suburb of St. Louis.

On Dec. 7 an election was held at which the competing
franchise was granted by a vote of G24 to 288. In the

campaign for this election the voters were told, through
advertising, circulars, and by solicitors, that competition

in electric service would secure the lowest rates. It will

be interesting to note what action the Public Service

Commission of Missouri will take when the Western
Power & Light Company applies for a certificate of

convenience and necessity to exercise its franchise.

Municipal Lighting Rate Declared Too Low
In a recent report on the Chicopee (Mass.) municipal

electric plant, C. W. Whiting, consulting engineer, Bos-

ton, pointed out that the lighting rate of 4 cents per

kilowatt-hour maintained by the plant is too low, criti-

cised the bookkeeping methods of the department, and
emphasized the need of better management. According
to an abstract of the report published in the Springfield

Republican, Mr. Whiting said further that the distribu-

tion system needs a thorough overhauling, with better

systematization of circuits; that the meters should be

tested, and that future street lamps installed should be

of the incandescent type. The report also stated that

the plant needs a fireproof garage and incombustible

roof for the coal shed, which has been on fire twice

within the last few months. Mr. Whiting said that with
proper management the plant should be made a success.

Milwaukee Municipal Street-Lighting System
Probable

Despite the protests from the local taxpayers' league,

the Milwaukee (Wis.) Board of Estimate included

$750,000 worth of municipal street-lighting bonds in the

budget that will be presented to the City Council some
time between Christmas and Jan. 1. The funds derived

from the sale of the bonds, if the budget is approved,

will be used to construct a street-lighting system con-

forming to the specifications submitted after an exhaus-

tive survey made by Vaughn, Meyer & Sweet. Whether
the city builds its own lighting system or not, it is ex-

pected that the energy required for operating it will be

purchased from the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Company.
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Model Street-Lighting Contract for

Ohio.—The illumination committee of

the Ohio Electric Light Association is

collecting street-lighting contracts from
the various cities in Ohio for the pur-

pose of being guided in preparing a

model street-lighting contract for the

State.

Emergency Calls in Brooklyn.—Dur-
ing the first seven months of 1915 the

emergency , bureau of the Brooklyn
(N. Y.) Edison company handled 24,370
low-tension calls. This number may be
compared with 30,587 similar calls han-
dled during the year 1913 and 38,717 in

1914.

Lack of Imported Carbon Causes
Arc-Lamp Trouble.—The lack of high
grade imported carbon, it is stated, is

causing considerable trouble in the

Penn Central Light & Power Company
in maintaining service of flaming-arc

lamps. Since the supply of German and
Austrian carbon fell off some months
ago the lamps have not been giving ef-

ficient service, and no remedy has been
found for the trouble. The Altoona
shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad
have abandoned all their flaming-arc

lamps and will not use them, it is

stated, until new supplies of carbon can

be secured from Germany and Austria.

Newly Discovered Spanish Platinum
Deposits in Hands of Government.

—

Professor Orueta, who recently discov-

ered in the Ronda Mountain Range in

Spain very rich deposits of platinum,
chromium and nickel, has relinquished

his claims to the Spanish government.
By royal decree, published in the Ga-
ceta de Madrid, the official organ of the

Spanish government, the territorial

limits of the mines are defined. Con-
cessions to exploit the mines are obtain-

able from the Spanish government and
will be granted to foreigners as well as

to Spanish subjects. The deposits of

platinum are said to be the richest in

the world.

Hearing on Appeal of Cleveland
Light Rate Postponed.—By agreement
of all parties, the Ohio Public Utilities

Commission postponed the hearing of

the appeal of the Cleveland Electric

Illuminating Company from the light -

rate ordinance passed by the Cleveland
City Council from Dec. 16 to Jan. 13.

The ordinance provides for a flat 3-cent

rate. The company has submitted but
little of its inventory as yet. A reso-

lution was recently adopted by the

City Council asking Director-of-Law
Stockwell for a report on the status of

the city's contention with the company
on this subject. The action of the

commission will enable him to make a

very clear report.

Georgia-South Carolina State Line
Tax Contest to Go to Supreme Court.

—

Following the action of the Superior

Court in denying an injunction sought
by the Georgia Railway & Power Com-
pany to prevent the State of Georgia
and the county of Elbert from collect-

ing certain taxes on the Gregg Shoals
power plant of the power company,
which is situated on the Savannah
River in Elbert County, attorneys for

the power company have announced
that an appeal will be made to the
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United States Supreme Court asking a

continuance of a temporary injunction
against the collection of the disputed

taxes. The power company fought the

tax on the contention that Georgia was
seeking to tax a part of the power plant

in South Carolina on which South I

Una also was levying taxes.

School for Submarine Electricians

Opened.—An experimental school of
electricity for officers and men of the

United States submarine flotilla has
been opened at Orange, N. J., by
Thomas A. Edison, chairman of the

Naval Advisory Board, acting in co-

operation with Secretary Daniels. Men
are being sent to the school each week
from the different stations along the

Atlantic Coast. The first four groups
to take the course totaled forty-one

officers and eighty-six men. Basides at-

tending lectures on the electrical equip-

ment of submarines, the men made a
detailed study of the manufacture of
batteries at the Edison works. At the

end of the week's course a three hours'

examination is held in order to clear up
any points on which the men might be
hazy. The course is in charge of Dr.

M. R. Hutchison.

Electrical Laundry for Dirty Bills.

—

Thousands of dollars of greenbacks and
yellowbacks of all denominations are
now being washed daily by the United
States Treasury Department in spe-

cially built electrical washing, drying
and ironing machines. By constant use
bills become dirty and grimy in a
short time. To destroy such bills and
issue new ones when they were not
otherwise damaged was found to be
very expensive and highly inefficient.

Machines were therefore installed into

which dirty and crumpled bills are in-

troduced at one end to come out of the

other end in a couple of minutes look-

ing like new. One of these machines
was exhibited at the recent New York
Electrical Show. It is motor-driven
and capable of washing, rinsing and
pressing 6000 bills an hour. Banks
from all parts of the city sent dirty

money to be electrically laundered.

AN ELECTRIC LAUNDRY FOR DIRTY AND
CRUMPLED GREENBACKS

Radio Amateurs May Aid (Jovern-

nu-nt.—Secretary of the Navy Daniels

in a letter to the recently formed Na-
tional Amateur \\ \ssociation

expre ympathy with the move-
ment and said that he felt that such an

organization could play a considerable

part in the large scheme of national de-

fense. He further requested a list of

members' names and addresses so that

in time of need the Naval Radio Serv'ce

would have at hand a list of willing and
capable radio operators on whom to call

for volunti ce. The association

has now a membership of close to 1000

and has become affiliated with several

smaller organizations.

British Institution Receives Faraday
Relics.—A number of books, papers,

notes, photographs, etc., which formed
the major part of a collection of relics

of Michael Faraday, and which had
been bequeathed by will to David J.

Blaikely by his sister-in-law, Miss Jane
Barnard, a niece of Faraday, have been
presented by Mr. Blaikley to the British

Institution of Electrical Engineers.
One interesting part of the collection

is a framed series of lines-of-force dia-

grams made on gummed paper by
Faraday himself. W. M. Mordey added
to the collection two articles, one of
which was a book containing notes in

Faraday's handwriting on various
topics which attracted his attention
when a boy.

Ohio Board Refuses to Repair Aque-
duct Used by Cincinnati Central Sta-
tion.—Although the State Board of

Emergency Appropriations has refused
to appropriate $7,500 to repair the canal
aqueduct at Carthage so that the
plants of the Union Gas & Electric

Company at Cincinnati shall be in-

sured a proper supply or water through
the winter, President W. W. Freeman
said the company will do what the
State should do under its contract and
that its customers will be protected
against any shut-downs from that
cause such as had been prophesied by
the State Board of Public Works. The
company is paying rent for the water
supply, Mr. Freeman said, and the State
is obligated to keep the aqueduct in re-

pair so that there will be a constant
supply.

Engineering Research Fellowships
Available at University of Illinois.

—

There are now available to graduates
of approved universities and technical
schools fourteen research fellowships in

the engineering experiment station of
the University of Illinois. Nominations
to fellowships, accompanied by assign-
ments to special departments of the en-
gineering experiment station, are made
from applications received by the direc-

tor of the station each year not later

than Feb. 1. Nominations are made
within the month of February and ap-
pointments in March to take effect the
first day of the following September.
Research work may be undertaken in

architecture, architectural engineering,
chemistry, civil engineering, electrical

engineering, mechanical engineering,
mining engineering, municipal and san-
itary engineering, physics, railway en-
gineering, and in theoretical and ap-
plied mechanics.
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the Man t" the Job."

Pittafleld Beetlon, N. L B, E \

lecture on "Lubrication" we given be

fore the Pittafleld Section of tl"

tioiui! Association of Stationary Engl

neers on Dec

Pittsburgh Section, \. L E. E. J. J.

M of Hit' American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, »d-

ed the Pittsburgh Section of tlie

ciation on Dec. 1.

Pittafleld Section, \. I. B. E, The

Pitt8fleld (MaSS.) Section of tlie Anu'r-

[ean institute of Electrical Engineers

held a dinner and dance a1 the Wendell

Hotel on the evening of Dec. 9.

Wood Preservers' Convention to Be

Held in Chicago.—At the twelfth an-

nual convention Of the American Wood
Preservers' Association, which is to be

held at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago

on Jan. IS, L9 and 20, the effect of the

European war on the American timber-

treating industry will be discussed.

Utah Electric Club.—An unusually

large number of members of the Utah

Electric Club gathered at the regular

luncheon on Dec. 2 at the Commercial

Club to hear R. E. Richardson of the

Electric Bond & Share Company, who

spoke on the "Status and Importance of

the Electric Workers in the Country."

Ohio Electric Light Association Com-

mittee Meeting.—The calendar for

standing committee meetings of the

Ohio Electric Light Association is as

follows: New-business co-operations

committee, Akron, Jan. 19, 1916, Spring-

field, March 15, 1916, and Newark, May
17, 1916: transmission and distribution

committee, Akron, Jan. 18, 1916; meter

committee, Akron, Jan. 20, 1916.

Luckiesh Speaks on "School Light-

ing."—Before the December meeting of

the Chicago Section of the Illuminating

Engineering Society M. Luckiesh of

Cleveland presented a paper on "School

Lighting," in which he laid down a

tentative code for the daylight and arti-

ficial illumination of all school build-

ings. Discussion of the paper consisted

largely of suggestions for minor

changes in the code.

Coming Conventions of A. I. E. E.

—

At the meeting of the board of directors

of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers held Dec. 10, 1915, it was de-

cided to hold the usual midwinter con-

vention in New York City on Feb. 8-9,

1916. At the same meeting a Pacific

Coast convention, to be held in Seattle,

Wash., in 1916, under the auspices of

the Seattle Section of the Institute, was
authorized, the date to be fixed later.

Joint Meeting of Portland Sec-

tions, A. I. E. E. and N. E. L. A —
The regular joint meeting for Decem-
ber of the Portland Sections of the

American Institute of Electrical En-

gineers and the National Electric Light

Association was held on Dec. 7 in the as-

sembly room of the Electric Building.

A paper was read by O. C. Brill of the

Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany on "The Construction of the

Transcontinental Telephone Line."

dissociations

and Societies
A complete Directory ol Electrical

anodationi ii regularly printed in

the Bret issue of each month on the

ii. \i to last text page.

Chicago Electric Club -Jovian

League*—H. N. Foster, traffic superin

tendent Chicago Telephone Company,

made tlie address at the Doc. 2.'5 meet-

ing of the Chicago Club-Jovian League.

His topic was "The Modern Seven-

League Hoots." A. A. Gray, general

manager of the Electrical Review and

Western Electrician will speak at the

meeting on Dec. 30 on "A Review of

the Development of the Industry Dur-

ing 1916."

Indianapolis Jovians Rejuvenate.—At

the Electrical Prosperity Week rejuve-

nation and joviation of the Indianapolis

Jovian League fifty new members were

taken into the order. The speakers at

the banquet included Judge Louis Ew-
bank of the Marion Circuit Court, pres-

ident of the local league; Charles W.
Miller, formerly district attorney;

Mayor Joseph E. Bell, Thomas A.

Wynne and E. C. Bennett, reigning

Mercury, of St. Louis.

Lynn Section, A. I. E. E.—The Lynn
Section of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers held a well-at-

tended meeting on Dec. 15. An address

on "The Effect of Legislation on Our In-

dustries" was delivered by A. G. Dun-

can, president of the National Associa-

tion of Cotton Manufacturers. At a

special meeting of the section on Dec. 8

F. P. Cox of the Lynn Works of the

General Electric Company delivered an

address on "Recent Developments in

Meters and Instruments."

Convention of National Society for

the Promotion of Industrial Educa-

tion.—The ninth annual convention of

the National Society for the Promotion

of Industrial Education will be held at

the Hotel Radisson, Minneapolis, Minn.,

on Jan. 20, 21 and 22, 1916. Prelimi-

nary to the convention there will be

held on Jan. 19 and 20, on invitation of

the Minneapolis Civic and Commerce
Association, an informal conference of

employment managers. The secretary

of the society is Alvin E. Dodd, with

offices at 140 West Forty-second Street,

New York City.

New York Section, E. V. A.—The
December meeting of the New York
Section of the Electric Vehicle Asso-

ciation of America will be held in the

Consolidated Gas Company building on

Dec. 28. E. W. Curtis, Jr., manager
of the London office of the General

Vehicle Company, will talk on "Electric

Vehicles in Europe." S. C. Harris of

the New York Edison Company will

present a paper on "Methods of Design

and Operation Which Assure Efficiency

of the Electric Vehicle." The cups of-

fered by Arthur Williams to the win-

ners in the "Ward special" sales cam-
paign will be presented at this meeting.

National Independent Telephone So-

cieties Unite, sleeting at the Hotel

l.aSalle, in Chicago, on Dec. B, and
iii, memberi of the two rival s ocia

tiona of Independent telephone men

—

the National Independent Telephone A

ociation and the independent Tele

phone Association of America united

forces. The IJOw association formed, in

which are enrolled member of i'<>th

former organizations, is called the

United states [ndependenl Telepho
Association. In the convention of tin-

new body which followed the union the

spirit of harmony was prevalent. At

tendance records of all previous bide

pendent telephone conventions were
broken. At .sonic of the technical and
accounting sessions f>00 men pere pres-

ent. The officers of the new assoeia

tion are: President, C. Y. McVey,
Cleveland; first vice-president, W. 11

Bryant, Mobile, Ala.; second vice-presi-

dent, G. W. Robinson, St. Paul, Minn.;

third vice-president, F. B. MacKinnon,
Washington, D. C; secretary-treasurer,

W. S. Vivian, Chicago; chairman of the

board of directors, E. B. Fisher, Grand
Rapids, Mich. In addition to the officers

the following men are members of the

executive committee: S. G. McMeon,
Columbus, Ohio; G. R. Fuller, Roches-

ter, N. Y.; H. L. Reber, St. Louis, Mo.;

A. F. Adams, Kansas City, Mo.; W. J.

Uhl, Logansport, Ind., and T. W. Allen,

Jackson, Mich. Former President Wil-
liam H. Taft addressed the delegates

at the banquet on Dec. 9.

Western Electrical Inspectors to

Meet in January.—The following tenta-

tive program has been arranged for the

eleventh annual meeting of the West-
ern Association of Electrical Inspect-

ors, which will meet at the Hotel Sher-

man, Chicago, on Jan. 25, 26 and 27,

1916: "The Legal and Ethical Respon-
sibility of the Electrical Inspector,*

by Leon Hornstein, assistant corpora-

tion counsel for the city of Chicago;
"The Electrical Safety Code," by Dr.

E. B. Rosa, chief physicist of the Bu-
reau of Standards, Washington, D. C;
"Fuses, the Electrical Safety Valves,"

by Prof. H. E. Clifford, Harvard Uni-
versity; discussion of inspectors' prob-

lems, covering such topics as inclosing

of live parts, gas-filled lamps, fixtures

and wiring, safeguarding electrical

hazards in garage wiring, organ wir-

ing, new code rules, use of a distinctive

marker for neutral wires and automatic
substations; "The Central Station's

View," by R. S. Hale, Boston Edison
company; "The Electrical Contractor's

View," "The Electrical Manufacturer's
View" and "Grounded Fixtures," speak-

ers not yet selected; "Labeled Motion-
Picture Films," by James E. Latta,

Underwriters' Laboratories, Chicago.

The inspection trips which have been
planned will take the delegates to see

the Underwriters' Laboratories, the

Union Stock Yards, the Essanay Film
Manufacturing Company, several down-
town buildings with electrically driven

fire pumps, high-voltage apparatus at

the Commonwealth Edison Company's
plants, and wiring details in modern of-

fice buildings. William S. Boyd, 175

West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, is

secretary of the association.
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Public Service Commission News
District of Columbia

The Public Utilities Commission of the District of Colum-
bia has adopted a form according to which all electric

utilities operating1 in the District of Columbia are to make
and file with the commission monthly statements of the

number of customers billed, the number of kilowatt-hours

billed, and the total revenue billed under each schedule of

rates, and a statement for the customers paying a minimum
charge. After Jan. 1, 1916, the companies are ordered to

keep such records as are necessary in order to compile the

required information for each fiscal month.

Maryland Commission

The Public Service Commission has invited electric-

corporations doing business in Maryland to attend a con-

ference in the offices of the commission in Baltimore on

Jan. 12, the conference to last two days if necessary. It

is proposed to discuss at this meeting all matters apper-

taining to electric service with special reference to the

following: Inspection and maintenance, interruptions to

service, service-testing facilities, records of tests of service,

information to consumers, accidents, complaints, voltage

variation, meter testing and accuracy, meter-testing facil-

ities, records of meter tests, meter readings and bill forms,

meter rentals and deposits, permissible meter accuracy,

conditions of test, average accuracy, "normal" load tests,

tests on request of consumers, fees for testing on complaint,

periodic and installation (service) tests. The chief engineer

of the commission has been directed to secure and report

to the commission such information as may be necessary to

enable the latter to determine the proper standards for elec-

tric service. He is authorized to employ such experts as

may be reasonably required to advise in the premises, includ-

ing officers and employees of the Bureau of Standards
maintained by the government of the United States.

Massachusetts Commission

The Public Service Commission has issued an opinion to

the effect that the board has full jurisdiction in the pending
fare case of the Bay State Street Railway Company. The
Municipal Officers' Association of Massachusetts contended
that the interstate service of the company nullified the
regulative powers of the commission, but the board points

out that such service is an inconsequential part of the

company's business and holds that the proposed increase in

fares over the entire system in Massachusetts is an intra-

state matter. Objection was also raised upon the admission
of the investment valuation of the Bay State system pre-

pared by Sloan, Huddle, Feustel & Freeman of Madison,
Wis., but the commission refused to reject this evidence,
holding that to limit the investigation to narrow lines would
be prejudicial to the public interest.

Hearings were begun last week by the commission upon
the proposed fare increases on the lines of the Massachu-
setts Northeastern Street Railway. The company's tracks
cross the Massachusetts-New Hampshire State line about
nine times, and as a measure of economy and expedition
the New Hampshire Public Service Commission sat with the
Massachusetts board in jurisdiction.

Ohio Commission

Louis M. Day has been appointed a member of the Ohio
Public Utilities Commission to succeed Judge Oliver H.
Hughes, whose resignation became effective on Dec. 15. Mr.
Day is an attorney and represented Ross County in the
Ohio Legislature for a number of sessions.

Washington Commission

The Public Service Commission of Washington has made
reductions in power rates in force in Everett. Reduction
was made after showing that this branch of the Puget
Sound International Railway & Power Company was mak-
ing a net profit of 15.8 per cent. The new rates ordered by
the commission are 7.7 cents for the first twenty hours,
5.5 cents for the next twenty hours, and 3.3 cents for all

above forty hours, with 10 per cent discount. The com-
pany's petition to have its traction losses considered as an
offset was denied.

Corporate and Financial
Central .Maim- Power Company, Augusta, Me*—Negotia-

tions for the acquisition of the Penobscot Bay Electric Com-
pany and the Greenville Light & Power Company by the

Centra] Maine Power Company have just been completed at

Hath, Me., and the deal will be carried out subject to the

approval of the Public Utilities Commission. The Penobscot

Company furnishes li^ht and power to the towns of Orland,

Bucksport, Verona, Prospect, Stockton, Searsport, Belfast

and Northport. Two cables have been laid across the Penob-
scot from Verona to Prospect. The company is to extend

its lines to Winterport, Frankfort and Castine in the near

future. The Greenville company has acquired the properties

of the Dover & Foxcroft Light & Heat Company, the San-

gerville Improvement Company, and the Sebec Power Com-
pany, and has built a water system at Greenville. The
system of water-works, however, was not included in this

deal.

Consolidated Gas & Electric Company, Memphis, Tenn.

—

It is rumored in Memphis that the Consolidated Gas &
Electric Company is about to take over the business of the

Merchants' Power Company, the plant of which the city

has served notice it will buy under the terms of the fran-

chise. This would give the city a plant with no business,

and it is stated that the city would be powerless to prevent

the consolidation rumored. The Merchants' Power supplies

the central part of the city, while the Consolidated serves

the residence district. Last summer the city served notice

that it would exercise its option on Jan. 1 to take over the

plant, an arbitration committee to fix the price in case

agreement could not be reached. Some time ago the com-
panies made a joint proposal to lower the rates, but no

action has been taken by the city.

Great Western Power Company of California. San Fran-

cisco, Cal.—The company has filed with the California

Railroad Commission an application for authority to issue

to the Western Power Company 274,986 shares of its com-
mon stock, of the par value of $27,498,600, in exchange for

a like number of shares of stock of the Great Western
Power Company of a similar par value, which is all the

stock of the latter company except directors' qualifying

shares. The Great Western Power Company of California

also asks permission to issue and sell to the Western Power
Company all or any part of $5,000,000 face value of its ten-

year 6 per cent convertible gold debentures at 91 and ac-

crued interest. The application recites that the company
has an authorized capital of $60,000,000, divided into 600,-

000 shares of the par value of $100 each. Three hundred
thousand shares are preferred and 300,000 common stock.

The preferred stock is non-assessable and bears interest

at 7 per cent. The company sells electricity and steam
in Plumas, Butte, Sutter, Yuba, Sacramento, Solano, Napa,
Sonoma, Contra Costa and Alameda Counties, in San Fran-

cisco and elsewhere. Its plant includes a storage reservoir

at Big Meadows, Plumas County, with more than 250,000

acre-feet capacity; a hydroelectric generating plant at Big

Bend, Butte County, with an installment of 70,000 hp., and

800 miles of distributing lines. The Great Western Power
Company of California was organized on Nov. 23, 1915, to

acquire the properties and securities of a part or all of the

corporations composing what is known as the Great West-

ern Power system. The corporations in the system are the

Western Power Company, the Great Western Power Com-
pany, the City Electric Company, the California Electric

Generating Company, the United Light & Power Company
of New Jersey, the United Light & Power Company of

California, the Central Oakland Light & Power Company,
the Consumers' Light & Power Company, the Equitable

Light & Power Company, the Southside Light & Power
Company, and the Consolidated Electric Company. The
relations existing between the above companies are as

follows: The Western Power Company owns all the capital

stock except directors' shares of the Great Western Power
Company; the Great Western Power Company owns sub-

stantially all of the capital stock of the City Electric Com-
pany, all of the common stock except directors' shares of

the California Electric Generating Company, and all of the

capital stock except directors' share; of the Consolidated

Electric Company. The Consolidated Electric Company
owns the controlling stock interest in the United Light &
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Powi I omp Ne* lei ey, the United Lighl A Powei
irnia, the Central Oakland Lighl A Power

Company, th( Lighl A Power Company, the

Southside Lighl & Power Company, and the Equitable

Lighl & Powei Company. The ( Ion olidated Electric Com
pany likewise owns, subjecl to the lieni of the respective

mort uments securing the notes and

bondi of said companies, all of the physical assets of the

sd Light & Power Company of New Jersey, the United

Lighl & Power Company of California, the Central Oakland

Lighl & Power Company, the Consumers' Light & Power
Company, the Southside Lighl iV Power Company, and the

Equitable Light & Power Company, For the purpose of

securing money for t ln> development and extension of its

system, the following financial plan has hern devised, says

the application: A debenture issue, supported by an agree
ment, for {5,000,000, dated Nov. i, 1915, payable in ten

years at r> per cent, convertible at par and accrued interest

after two years and before five years from date into pre

ferred Btock at 96 and accrued dividends, redeemable at 101

and accrued interest at any time, on four weeks' published

notice. 0( the $5,000,000 debentures referred to, $4,500,000

debentures are to be delivered when required by the West-
ern Power Company during the next year, and #f>00,000 are

to be taken within the same period on the option of the

Western Tower Company. The Great Western Power Com-
pany of California, the applicant, is to buy from the Great
Western Power Company $4,998,000 par value of shares

of the City Electric Company, for not less than $3,000,000

cash, which money is to be lodged with the trustee of the

first mortgage of the Great Western Power Company, to

be withdrawn to pay fcr improvements on and additions to

the Great Western Power Company's plant. This is all

the stock of the City Electric Company, except twenty
shares. A general and refunding mortgage is to be se-

cured by a direct lien on all the property of the City Elec-

tric Company, subject to its first mortgage, and on all the

properties and franchises of the Great Western Power
Company of California, and by the deposit of certain first

mortgage bonds of the City Electric Company and the

Great Western Power Company which are treasury assets

of those companies. The aggregate amount of bonds to be

issued under the general and refunding mortgage is to be

unlimited, or not more than $150,000,000. These bonds are

to run for not less than thirty years, at 6 per cent. The
Western Power Company has agreed with Eastern bankers

to sell them all the $4,500,000 of debentures to be acquired

by the Western Power Company at 96 per cent, except

debentures bought by the Western Power Company and
Western Power Corporation stockholders at the same fig-

ures. These banking firms have also agreed to sell to the

Western Power Company $800,000 of the first mortgage
bonds of the City Electric Company at 90 per cent.

Iowa Railway & Light Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

—

Seven per cent preferred stock of the company is being

offered at par and accrued dividend. Of the earnings 66 per

cent is derived from light and power and 34 per cent from
gas, steam heating and electric railways. The earnings

statement for the twelve months ended Aug. 31, 1915,

follows:

1915 1914
Gross earnings $1,325,838 $1,141,924
Operating expenses 791,941 685,628

Net earnings $533,897 $456,296
Fixed charges 226,405 198,668

Net profits $307,492 $257,628
Preferred stock dividend 102,470 99,136

Balance $205,022 $158,492

United Electric Light Company, Springfield, Mass.—An
extra dividend of 12% per cent on the capital stock of the

company has been mailed to the stockholders. This dividend

was paid in the non-cumulative preferred stock of the Indian

Orchard Company and represents the accumulations of undi-

vided profits of that company. Each stockholder in the

United Electric Light Company receives one share of the

Indian Orchard Company's preferred stock for each eight

shares of stock standing in his name at the close of business

Dec. 8, 1915. Transferable certificates have been issued for

fractions of a share to stockholders whose holdings do not

admit of their receiving full shares.

Manufacturing and Industrial

Incandescent Lamp Busineei Uest in History

i lomc in trade in Incandescent lampa is reported from
every direction to be the large I

<>n record. All factories
.He pushed io capacity output. As nra tated at one of

the larger factories, the difficulty is no longer one of find

ing ;i market, it Is one of supplying the market. With
additional floor pace and more machinery, it is difficult

eep the output up to the pace get by Incoming orders.

Unlike the demand for motors, which was shown in tie- <•

columns Dec. 11 to Ik- only lor the smaller sizes, the de-

mand for incandescent lamps has been large in all sii

The greatest output has continued a usual to l.e in the

ill to 60 watt sizes. The sales of ^as Idled units, espe
Cially in the large si/.es, has continued to increase rapidly

and promises greater development. The lamps are now
being used extensively for street, lighting, and particularly

for window illumination.

This being the holiday season, a large demand for minia-
ture lamps was to be expected, but orders that came in late

and which under ordinary conditions could be readily filled

have this year been filled only with great difficulty and
frequently not to the full extent of the order. While, of

course, there is always a growing market for the miniature
product for flashlamps and decorations, the sales this year
of domestic goods have been by far the largest on record.

The tremendous increase in the sale of domestic miniature
lamps, of course, is attributable to the closing up of the

foreign supply. Holland can still send lamps, but Ger-
many, Austria and Belgium are to all purposes closed.

On the other hand, the export of miniature lamps to foreign

markets has been unprecedented.
The market for incandescent lamps has been growing

now for some three or four month 1

?. Underlying this great
buying movement are many causes. The chief cause, it is

thought, is to be found in general business conditions. Be-
cause money is now easy, contractors, dealers, supply mer-
chants and central stations are replenishing their already
exhausted stock. During the past trying financial de-

pression no buying to any extent other than that necessary
to supply orders in hand was chanced. Everywhere stocks

were allowed to run low in order to increase the liquid

assets. Another cause is to be found in the increased

industrial activity of the nation at large. The long hours
made necessary by large orders on time contracts have in-

creased the number of burn-outs. The need for machines
and factory space, the building of many new factories

for munition orders and the consequent needs for more
artificial illumination have been responsible also to a large

degree for present business. In addition to the above rea-

sons, there is always, of course, the new-business activity

on the part of the manufacturers.
Deliveries, in view of the amount of business on hand,

are as good as can be expected. It has been difficult to get

the new machinery made necessary by the increased output

because machinery manufacturers, besides being overloaded,

are handicapped by delayed deliveries of iron and steel.

Owing to the freight congestion on the railroads, deliv-

eries have been further delayed. Another serious drawback
is the shortage of labor. Labor at the present time is

practically at a premium. A further condition which is

now being satisfactorily met, but which a few months ago
threatened to be very serious, was that caused by the glass-

bulb market. The glass manufacturers for a while were not

able to satisfy the demand, and as a result the incandescent-

lamp trade found it impossible to turn out the number of

lamps that would have been possible had there been a suffi-

cient supply of bulbs. This situation has now been cleared

up in all but the special lines of glassware, in which deliv-

eries are still very uncertain.

Credits, so far as could be learned, are still unchanged.
Collections, it is said, are the best they have ever been.

Good business and a plentiful supply of money have
enabled the buyers of lamps to pay for their orders

promptly.
In some quarters it is thought the peak has been reached,

while in others it is thought that the curve of volume of

orders is still ascending. It is, however, believed by all

that the business will continue to show substantial increases

over that of corresponding periods of previous years.
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Woodmansee & Davidson, Chicago, III., engineers, have
removed from the First National Hank Building to

782-788, Continental and Commercial National Bank
Building.

Chicago Manufacturer Moves i<> Nen Building.—The Min-
erallac Electric Company, formerly at 400 South Hoyne
Street, Chicago, has moved into a new building which it has

construsted at 1045 Washington Boulevard.

The Western Conduit Company, Youngstown, Ohio, has
appointed R. J. Kaylor manager of its publicity department
to take the place of J. P. Barrow, who has been transferred

to the operating department of the company.

The Morse Chain Company, Ithaca, N. Y., has placed

G. W. Pritchett in charge of the territory embracing North
Carolina and South Carolina. Mr. Pritchett's headquai
will be at 805 Ashboro Street, Greensboro, N. C.

St. Francisville to "Light Up" with Oil Engines.—The
town of St. Francisville, 111., has recently contracted for an
electric-lighting plant to be operated by two 00-hp. crude-oil

engines made by the Muncie Oil Engine Company, Muncie,
Ind.

The Macallen Company, Boston, Mass., has appointed A.
Hall Berry, 97 Warren Street, New York, as its exclusive

Eastern selling agent. Mr. Berry will have the territory

embracing the New England States, New York, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania.

The Anchor Electric Company of Chicago has recently

been incorporated with a capital stock of $3,000. The con-

cern will manufacture and deal in incandescent lamps.
Gregory J. O'Kelly, Joseph L. Kennedy and Timothy J. Fell

are the incorporators.

The Pennsylvania Steel Company and the Maryland Steel

Company, Philadelphia, Pa., have appointed S. H. Smith as
district sales manager of their Chicago territory, to succeed
R. E. Delknap, who has been appointed district sales man-
ager of their New York territory.

The Consolidated Electric Lamp Company, Danvers, Mass.,

manufacturer of incandescent lamps, has established a

branch office in the Brady Building, Third Avenue and Ross
Street, Pittsburgh, Pa., which will be in charge of S. C.

Lyons, formerly manager of its New York office.

Campbell Scott, who has been for the past eleven years
manager of the Otis Elevator Company's plant at Yonkers,
N. Y., has resigned his position, the resignation to take
effect on Dec. 31, 1915. Before joining the staff of the

Otis Elevator Company Mr. Scott for eight years had been
associated with the C & C Electric & Manufacturing Company
of New York as secretary and general manager.

New Turbine Plant for Buffalo General Electric Company.
—The Buffalo (N. Y.) General Electric Company has en-

gaged the Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation of

Boston, Mass., to design and build a new steam plant on
the banks of the Niagara River, and construction will

shortly be under way at full speed. The initial installation

will consist of three 20,000-kw. generating units, and the

cost of the plant will exceed $2,000,000.

New Engineering and Construction Firm Formed.—Fred
A. Krehbiel and Edward N. Lake of Chicago have formed
a new firm known as the Krehbiel Company, with offices at

1712 Marquette Building. Previously Mr. Krehbiel spe-

cialized in mechanical engineering and steam-plant con-

struction and Mr. Lake devoted himself to electrical work.
The new concern plans to design, finance, build or operate
public-utility enterprises and to give advice on kindred
projects.

Russian Company Wants Electrical Machines.—An inter-

esting trade inquiry was recently received by the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, Canada, from a
Russian company, which desires to enter into communica-
tion with first-class concerns manufacturing electrical ma-
chines and apparatus, insulating materials, steam and in-

ternal-combustion engines and water turbines, with a view
to becoming their agents in Russia. The department is des-

ignating this query as Inquiry No. 1205.

The O'Brien Machinery Company.—C. J. O'Brien and
F. L. O'Brien, formerly with Frank Toomey, Inc., have
formed a company known as the O'Brien Machinery Com-
pany and have opened an office and salesroom at 107 North

Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa. The company will handle

a general line of machinery, including machine tools, steam
and electrical equipment, woodworking machinery and sup-

plies of all kinds. The company 18 also maintaining a

warehouse and ie prepare* and overhaul all ma-
chinery before shipment.

lamp Manufacturer Moves Into Nen I'lanl. -The H. J.

Jaeger Company, Hoboken, N. J., manufacturer of gas-

filled lamps for automobiles, bat recently moved into its

in \v plant at Weehawken, X. J. The new factory is 200 ft.

long, 60 ft. wide and three .-tones high. The company
announces that it is now prepared to turn out approximately
20,000 lamps per day, making the output about ten times

that with the old plant. The company will also he eng
in the manufacture of standard gas-filled lamps for house
and store lighting with ratings varying from 60 watts to

1000 watts.

Communicating Telephone System for Detroit Athletic

Club.—One of the features of the new home of the Detroit

Athletic Club is an "interphone" system designed by the

Western Electric Company, -Ki.'5 West Street, New York,

which will do away with the "buzz and walk" now
so frequently met with in club houses. The system has a

capacity of sixteen stations, of which twelve have been

installed and are in operation. Each station is equipped
with a series of buttons, pressing one of which puts the

person desiring to telephone in touch with the station

wanted. As no operator is required, the upkeep cost of

the system is practically nothing.

Sundh Company Notes Satisfactory Increase in Business.

—The Sundh Electric Company, New York, manufacturer
of electric starters and control apparatus, according to

F. W. Smith, general manager of the company, has enjoyed
very good business thus far this year, the increase in bus-

iness for the first six months being 30 per cent over that

for a similar period last year. The company's controllers

are being used throughout in the Grant Telephone Building

and the new William Penn Hotel of Pittsburgh. A complete
installation of its automatic controllers has also been made
in the plant of the Ward & Ward bakery of Buffalo. Sliding

contacts have been eliminated from all control apparatus
made by the Sundh company, Mr. Smith declares, butt

contacts being used instead.

Preliminary Report on Boys' and Girls' Prize Contest for

Edison Day.—The Edison Lamp Works of the General Elec-

tric Company, Harrison, N. J., have issued a preliminary

report on their Edison Day prize contest for boys and girls.

Over 500 agents and central stations participated in the

contest, figures for twenty-seven of which are contained in

the preliminary report as follows: Four hundred and thir-

teen contestants, 3,265,880 points," or watts; 7907 points per

contestant; 198 40-watt equivalents per contestant; $53.46,

list value per contestant; 281,647 40-watt equivalents for

the twenty-seven companies, and $22,044.69, list value for

the twenty-seven companies. The San Francisco office of

the company has reported by telegram that 223 boy and
girl contestants sold over 1,000,000 watts or points in the

contest.

Holophane Works to Change Name.—On Jan. 1, 1916, the

name of the Holophane Works of the General Electric

Company, Cleveland, Ohio, will be changed to the Ivanhoe-
Regent Works of the General Electric Company. The change
has been necessitated because of the expiration on the

above-named date of the contract through which the General
Electric Company possessed the exclusive right to manu-
facture and sell Holophane prismatic glass. The General
Electric Company will continue to manufacture and sell

Regent glass and Ivanhoe metal reflectors. Although its

right to handle Holophane prismatic glassware is no longer

an exclusive one, it will continue to deal in the product.

In their organization the Ivanhoe-Regent Works are in

every respect the same as the concern hitherto known as the

Holophane Works of the General Electric Company.

New Fleet of Electric Vehicles \ppears in Chicago.

—

Reid. Murdoek & Company, a Chicago grocery supply house,

has just bought a fleet of about fifteen electric vehicles from
the Walker Electric Vehicle Company. When asked why
his company had decided to buy electric instead of gasoline

vehicles, S. P. Stevens, sales manager of Reid, Murdoek &
Company, said that after fifteen months' competitive trial
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t In- electric had proved ll ell uperior i" the gasoline vehicle

Although Keld, Murdnck iV (
'

.
. 1 1

1
1 >

. 1 1 1 \ i known
house thai doei little advertising, 11 ha utilized the launch

truck flee! si medium for gaining wide publicity.

Prior to the purchase of the trucks the company had cii

ruhii i ed n agents, promising thai on Dec. 22 the company
would haul In an electric vehicle parade in Chicago all of |

Certain commodity sold up to that date. On the day fol

lowing the parade three 5-ton trucks loaded with the com
pany'a goods were dispatched from Chicago t" Joliet,

Aurora and Waukegan, ill., to demonstrate the trucks'

wide travel range. The trucks were sold for the Walker
Vehicle Company by John E. Dickson.

NKW YORK MKTAI MAKKI1 PRUKs

t Dec. 14 s , Dec. 21 s

Selling !' Selling Prlcea
Bid Asked Bid Asked

Copper f b ii i <l

London, standard spot 78 L2 8 m 5

Prime Lake 19.26 to 19.50 20.12% to 20.87W
Electrolytic L9.2B to 19.50 20.12% to 20.37%
Casting 18.87% to 19.12% L9.B0 to 19.75
Copper wire base 20.75 to 21.001 21.12% to 21.87%t

Lead 5.40 5.40
Nickel to ...

.

15.00 to 50 00
short zinc f.o.b. smelter 22 00t 22.001
Spelter to 17.65 to 17.80
Tin. Straits 87.75f 89.62%t
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent 56.00 to 58.00 .".ion to 53.00

OLD METALS

Heavj copper and wire 16.00 to 16.00+ 16.00 to 16.501
Brass, heavy 10.50 to 10.75+ 11.00 toll.2.r,t
Brass, light 8.50 to 9. oof 9.00 to 9.2.".f

Lead, heavy 4.40 to 4.R0+ 4. 75 to 4.s
i

Zinc, scrap 10.00 to 10.50+ 11.00 to 12.00 +

COPPER EXPORTS

Total tons to Dec. 21 23,505

tNominal.

New Incorporations
The Pampa Water, Light & Power Company of Pampa,

Tex., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000

by A. E. Davis, M. E. Davis and E. Cantler.

The Electric Transmission Company of Pennington Gap,

Va., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000

by Arthur Hardgrave of Chicago, 111., president, and B. F.

Mays of Washington, D. C.

The Heartwell Water, Light & Power Company of Min-

den, Neb., has been granted a charter with a capital stock

of $10,000. The incorporators are Leroy Sides, Alonzo Car-

ter. F. L. Carrico, L. M. Robinson and Charles H. Gilson,

Minden.

The World's Cheapest Power Company of Mechanicsburg,

Pa., has been incorporated by W. A. Huber, A. G. Watkins
and J. F. Huber, all of Mechanicsburg. The company is

capitalized at $100,000 and purposes to operate water-power
plants to generate electricity, etc.

New Industrial Companies
The Thistle Electric Company of Brooklyn, N. Y., has

been incorporated by Willard D. Bass, Richard H. Fessler

and Boyd Thistle, 340A Monroe Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The company is capitalized at $10,000 and proposes to deal

in electrical equipment, etc.

The Allied Equipment Company has filed articles of

incorporation under the laws of the State of Delaware with

a capital stock of $250,000 for the purpose of manufactur-
ing mechanical and electrical devices. The incorporators

are George Rucker, Clair V. Rucker and William H. Peck,

all of New York, N. Y.

The Precision Radio Equipment Company of Brooklyn,

N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000

by Simon H. Glass, Samuel H. Levy and Charles Horton,

230 Stuyvesant Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. The company
purposes to manufacture and deal in electrical devices, wire-

less telegraph, telephone apparatus, etc.

Trade Publications
Roller Iw-arintfN. The Hyati Roller Bearing Company)

Newark, N. J., Is sending oul an attractively Illustrated

colored folder uhuh i. of the "holiday greeting" type.

Lamp Guards. The Electric Service Supplies Company
Seventeenth street and Cambria Street, Philadelphia! Pa.J
ii i issued an illustrated folder on its portable lamp guards.

Metal Reflectors. Harvey Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport,
Conn., is sending OUl an illustrated folder on it I tin, aluini

num. brass and onameled-stcel reflectors for incandescent

lamps.

Electric Timing System.—Bulletin No. S7 Issued l>y the

Bet1 & Bet! Corporation, New York, contains information
on its self-winding electric master clocks and secondary
(docks.

Christmas- Tree Lighting Outfits.—The Anglo-American
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is sending out an illustrated

(older which lists various types of fancy lamps and novelties

for Christmas-tree lighting.

Electric Contracting for Printers.—Edward B. Stott &
Company, 227 Fulton Street, New York, are sending out

an illustrated bulletin which contains information on elec-

t rical apparatus for printing.

Lighting Manual.—The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing
Company, 120 South Sangamon Street, Chicago, 111., is

sending out a lighting manual which lists its various types
of lighting fixtures and contains a large number of general
illuminating data.

Electric Trucks.—The General Vehicle Company, Long
Island City, New York, is sending out an illustrated folder

entitled "How Much Does It Really Cost You to Operate
Horses?" which outlines the advantages of electric vehicles

over horse-drawn vehicles.

Protective Devices.—"Murray Protective Devices" is the

title of a catalog prepared for the American Museum of

Safety, 18 West Twenty-fourth Street, New York, and de-

scriptive of apparatus manufactured by the Metropolitan
Engineering Company, Forty-second Street Building, New
York.

Electrically Operated Ventilating Apparatus.—"The Com-
mercial Value of Washed Air" is the title of a catalog which
contains a large collection of data on blowers and air-

washing apparatus and on actual installations of the equip-

ment, issued by the American Blower Company, Detroit,

Mich.

Storage Batteries for Electric Vehicles.—Bulletin No. 151

issued by the Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa., describes several types of batteries for industrial

trucks and tractors, and Bulletin No. 152 contains informa-
tion on "Exide" batteries for electric pleasure and commer-
cial vehicles.

Violet-Ray Apparatus.—The Bleadon-Dunn Company of

208 North Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111., has brought out a
thirty-two-page booklet describing and illustrating its

Violetta high-frequency generators. The pamphlet also

explains high-frequency phenomena in terms the layman
can understand.

Corkboard Insulation.—The 1915 edition of a catalog

entitled "Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation" and prepared by
the Armstrong Cork Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has just

been brought out. The catalog is provided with a card-

board cover and contains numerous illustrations and dia-

grams and many data on corkboard insulation for refriger-

ating plants and heat-insulating purposes.

Lighting Installations.—The National X-Ray Reflector

Company, Chicago, 111., is sending out several attractively

illustrated portfolio plates, Plate No. 41 of which gives the

details of the construction of a projector unit used in illumi-

nating the Woolworth Building tower in New York, Plate

No. 42 contains information on the illumination of the

armory of the University of Illinois at Urbana by means of

"Jumbo" reflectors, Plate No. 29 gives details of the illumi-

nation of the interior of the St. Helena Cathedral, Helena,

Mont., with X-ray reflectors, and Plate No. 37 illustrates

how the "Jove" and "Jupiter" reflectors are used in the

lighting of store windows.
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New England
BAB HARBOR, MB. The Bar Harbor

& Union River Pwr. Co., Bur Harbor, con-
templates the construction of an electric
railway from Bluehill Falls to Brookline
and Sedgwick, a distance of 14 miles. C.
M. Tolman, Bangor, is chief engineer.
UNION, ME.—The Union Lt. & 1'wr. Co.

has petitioned the Public Utility Commis-
sion for permission to furnish electricity
in Union. The company has also applied
to the commission for authority to issue
$6,000 in capital stock, the proceeds to be
used for the purchase of Certain fran-
chises, rights and property from llollis M.
Shaw.
WATBRBURT, VT.—The mill and dam

on Little River, 4 miles from Waterbury,
owned by L. J. Roberts, has been purchased
by Craig EX Huntingale of New York, N. v.,
who, it is understood, will develop the prop-
erty to generate electricity, lt is estimated
that about 750 hp. can be developed,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS -The three-wire

overhead-trolley system of distribution will
soon be adopted by the Springfield (Mass.)
St. Ry. Co., according to a statement re-
cently issued by C. VI Wood, president.
The United States Bureau of Standards and
the Stone & Webster Engineering Corpn.,
Boston, recently Investigated the electroly-
sis situation at Springfield, and both re-
ports recommended the sect lonalizmg of
the trolley into alternative positive and
negative portions and the virtual elimina-
tion of the rail return to the Margaret
Street generating station. It was found
desirable to adopt this system rather than
to change over the plant for alternating-
current transmission to substations. Re-
construction work will begin at once.

BRISTOL, R. I.—The Bristol County
Gas & El. Co. is erecting a new high-
tension transmission line from Warren to
Bristol.

Middle Atlantic

AMSTERDAM, N. Y.—The Amsterdam
Chamber of Commerce has taken the lead in
the movement to secure a better street-
lighting service for the city.

BELMONT, N. Y.—Plans are being con-
sidered by the Allegany County El. Lt. &
Pwr. Co., recently incorporated, for the
construction of a concrete dam in the
Genesee River and the installation of an
electric-power plant and a cold-storage
plant in Belmont. The directors of the
company are: James K. Harker, George
W. Francis, C. H. C. Beakes, New York ;

Julius G. Berger, Potsdam, and Blakeley
Graham, Chester, Pa.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—The International

Ry. Co., Buffalo, it is reported, contem-
plates enlarging its substations, involving
an expenditure of about $150,000.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—The Niagara. Lock-
port & Ontario Pwr. Co., which owns and
operates electric transmission lines from
the Niagara River to Lockport, Lackawan-
na, Batavia, Rochester and Syracuse, is

stripping its towers of approximate!} ISO
miles of aluminum wire and replacing it

with copper wire.

DUNKIRK, N. Y.—The Atlas Crucible
Steel Co., Dunkirk, has applied to the City
Commissioners for an additional 1000 hp.
to be supplied from the municipal electric
plant. Inasmuch as this would necessitate
the installation of additional equipment at
the municipal plant, involving an expendi-
ture of about $40,(I(ih, it is believed that the
Niagara & Lake Erie Pwr. Co., Fredonia,
will be asked to supply the energy through
the city. The company is now supplied
with 400 hp. by the city.

FILLMORE, N. Y.—The Genesee Valley
Pwr. Co., Fillmore, is contemplating re-

pairing a p:\rt of the open raceway of Its

hydroelectric plant with round-wood flume.
H. G. Y'oung is secretary.

GENEVA, N. Y.—The City Council has
awarded a contract to the Central New
York Gas & El. Co. for lighting the streets
of the city for a period <>r five years, Orna-
mental lamps are to be used in the busi-
ness district, and in the residential section
the arc lamps (of which there a re about
400) are to be superseded by Tun incan
descent lamps.

LEBANON SPRINGS, N. Y.—The vil-

lage of Lebanon Springs is contemplating
the installation of an electric-lighting
system.
NEW YORK, N. Y.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the board of trustees of Bellevue
and Allied Hospitals, 415 East Twenty-
sixth Street, New Fork, until Dec. 27, for
furnishing material and labor for the
changes in the radiographic department of
pavilion "K" of the new Bellevue llos

pital. Blanks, forms and further informa-
tion may be obtained at the office of the

Construction
\cus of Projects, Plans, Bid* an

tracts. Notes on Work Under Way

contract clerk and auditor, 100
Twenty-ninth Street, New York.

OLEAN, X.
awarded by the Oban El Lt, A Pwr. Co. for
equipment, Including turbines, generators
and boilers, sufficient to double tn< output
Of its plant. An addition will be built to the
boiler loom to accommodate the new boilers,
which will be equipped with Btoken
bunkers and coal-handling machinery The
company hai ent< i ed Into a contract to
Bupplj energy to the Dunlop Brothers' silk
mills, which arc now being enlarged, and to
the Pennsylvania car and locomotive repair
shops. Transmission line* are now being
erected to both plants.

ALTOONA, PA, The i
.-,,,, Central Lt.

& Pwr. Co. has started work on tie
lion of a transmission In. the St
Benedict substation In Cambria County to
the new mines of the Duncan-Spangler Coal
Mining Co. near Spangler, a distant
about jc miles. About 600 hp will be
furnished to the mine
BUTLER, PA—Surveys are being made

i>\ the West Penn Trac, Co., Pittsburgh,
lor extension of its electric lines in the
Culler district. It is expected that the
lines will be extended to the McFetHdge
coal mines, 7 miles north of Butler,

BRIE, PA The Erie Ltg. Co. has been
granted a permit to build an addition to its
plant, to cost about $10,000.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Notice has been
given that application will be made to the
Governor of Pennsylvania by S. D. Warriner,
Rollin H. Wilbur and H. F. Baker, officials
of the Lehigh & New England R. R. Co., for
a charter for the Ruscomb Manor Township
El. Co. for the purpose of supplying elec-
tricity for lamps, heaters and motors in said
township. Application will also be made by
the same parties for similar privileges in
Rockland, Muhlenberg and Upper Alsace
townships.
HARRISBURG, PA.—Charters have been

granted to 19 public service companies by
the State Department to supply electricity
for lamps and motors in Butler County.
Each company is capitalized at $5,000. and
they are incorporated as the Adams.

Allegheny . Brad) i tenter, ( !la

cord, Donegal, -Muddy i

Oakland, Slipper) Rock, Venango, Wash-
ington and Worth Townships Lt. & Pwr.
Companies. The incorporators are: J. \v.
Mill, i and R M Evans, i ormont, Pitts-
burgh, and i. S Hayroond, Wilkin
The offices of the companies are in Pitts-
burgh. Charters bavi sea granted
to the Noyei El Lt Co., Renovo, and the
South Renovo El Lt Co., Renovo,
capitalized at |G

PHILADELPHIA, I'A Plans are being
pi •< pa red for the coi ol a power

and manufacturing plant, to c
ated at Amei lean a nd Somei

fl< Igh .V CO. W. I. Land
Title Building, Philadelphia, is engim
cha rge,

PHILADELPHIA, PA A I.. rge four-
and ten

partment store building will i>.- erected foi
Blauner A i

Tin- building will be equipped with modern
cal apparatus throughout. The
-n Co., architect, Philadelphia, has

charge of the v.

SPRING CITY, PA i:

asked for the const] four new
buildings for the Pennsylvania state [n-
Btit ute for the Feeble-Minded, ti

in Spring City. Philip H Johnson. Land
Title Building, Philadelpb
in charge.

SUNBURY, PA.—Rights of way. it is re-
ported are being obtained for a third-rail

I et rie-railway system throughout central
Pennsylvania. According to J. F. Richard,
fiscal agent of the Northumberland County
Gas <^- El. Co., Sunbury, franchises will be

in many towns in this section of the
state. Starting at Bcranton, the proposed
railway will follow the west side of the Sus-
quehanna to Sunbury. Recrossing the river,
it is to follow the Susquehanna to Harris-
burg. From Sunbury a line is to be built to
Shamokin, Mount Carmel, Tamaqua and
Hazleton. where it will connect with the
Laurel third-rail system into Scranton.
Energy to operate the system will be se-
cured from the power plant of the Harwood
El. Co., near Hazleton.

ATHKXIA, N. J.—The Public Ser. El.
Co. has begun work on the erection of a
new substation at Van Houten Avenue
and Pleasant Street, in the Athenia
of Acquackanonk Township. The building
will be 50 ft. by 100 ft. and will be
equipped with two ."iOOO-kw. transformers.
This station will distribute electricity gen-
erated at the Paterson and Marion plants
of the company.
BUTLER; N J Arrangements are

Two Power Plants Built to Carry Bulk Load

The Ohio State Power Company is build-
ing two generating stations within a mile
of Fremont, Ohio. One is to be operated
by water-power and one by steam. A sub-
stantial part of the output of both plants
is under contract to the American (las &
Electric Company's Ohio property, the Ohio
Light & Power Company, and to the Lake
Shore Electric Railway Company. The
former has contracted to use a minimum
of 8,000,000 kw.-hr. a year, distributing it

to Fostoria, Fremont, Tiffin and other
cities, and the contract of the latter calls
for the use of at least 17,000,000 kw.-hr.
annually. Transmission circuits of the
former company will operate at 66,000 volts
and sixty cycles. Those of the latter com-
pany will operate at 19,100 volts and si\l\
cycles. This rather unusual potential has
been selected so that substation apparatus
which was formerly used on an 18, -volt,
twenty-five-cycle system can Still be Opel
ated.

Both plants are on the Sandusky River,
the steam plant being situated at the mono-
lithic concrete dam and the hydroelectric
plant being placed 3000 ft. down-stream.
The most unusual features in the plants are
the special underfeed stokers and the Allis-
Chalmers reaction-type turbine which is

used to drive auxiliary pumps. This ma-
chine is said to be the first of Us type
built in America. The plants were de-
signed and are being constructed by Wood-
mansee A Davidson, engineers and con-
tractors. Chicago. 111.

WORDEN AULEMC
Builders-
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MASON, w \ \ The Ohio River Ball
o>

.

ii la reported, la contemplating the In-
tallatlon oi an electric plant in connec-
tion with us worka
w HEELING, w \ \ Bida will be re-

ceived .it Hi.- United st;it.'s engineer'a
office, Wheeling District, Wheeling, until
Jan. :'l', 1916, tor building fireproof power
houaea at Dama Nor 16 and 17, Ohio
River. Information on application.
WINCHESTER, v.v Preparations am

being made by the Northern Virginia Pwr,
Co., Winchester, for the erection oi a trana-

i line Hum Boyce to Rlverton, via
lost The power company will

BUPplj electricity to the Carson I. mi.' Co
at Rlverton to operate the machinery m the
quarries there,

WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will l,,' re-
ceived at the office of the supervising ar-
chltect, Treasury Department, Washing-
ton! 1). (.'., until Jan. ;.. 1916, for bronze
lamp standards for tlu> United States post
Office at San Francisco, Cal., and the
I nited States post otlice at Stamford,
Conn., and for other buildings under the
control of the Treasury Department.
Specifications and drawings may be ob-
tained at the above Office,

WASHINGTON, D. C—Bids will be re-
ceived at the Bureau of Supplies and Ac-
counts, .Navy Department, Washington,
i> C., tor furnishing at the various navy
yards and naval stations supplies as fol-
lows: Washington, D. C, Schedule 9137

—

five outfits (condensers, tanks, valves
etc.)

; Schedule 9135—20,000 ft. cotton-
covered lamp cord, 100 side-outlet current
taps, 20.000 ft. double-conductor telephone
wire; Schedule 9113—300 high-resistance
telephone receivers; Schedule 9136—two
diving engines, circular and straight-line,
100 sets stadimeter meters, 100 psychro-
meters and 50 pairs of thermometers for
¥£!)? Brooklyn. N. Y., Schedule 9121—
J000 sounding tubes; Schedule 9131—22 000
ft. interior communication cable, 1500 ft
telephone cable, 200,000 ft. plain double-
conductor wire, 9000 ft. plain single-con-
ductor wire, miscellaneous twin-conductor
wire; Schedule 9118—six 1-kw. radio
transmitting sets; Schedule 9139—250 fire-
control telephones; Schedule 9124—357 000
Vx«S l ngle and duPlex rubber-covered wire
3000 lb weatherproof wire. Boston, Mass'
Schedule 9135—5300 ft. single-conductor
cable etc. Portsmouth, N. H., and Mare
Island, Cal., Schedule 9115—three 15-kw
Generating sets. Applications for proposals'
should designate, the schedule desired bvnumber. J

North Central
CHARLEVOIX, MICH.—The Rock Pred-

icts Co., Charlevoix, has submitted a pro-
posal to the City Council offering to supply
ilectncity for the municipal eleotric-light-
ng system, the maximum price to be 4
rents per kw.-hr. The city has a contract
vith the Hydraulic Pwr. & Lt. Co

iqVrf'
which does not exPire until May

DETROIT, MICH.—Application has been
pade by the Detroit United Rv. Co. to the
state Railroad Commission for permission
:o issue $3,500,000 in bonds, of which the
proceeds of $1,500,000 are to be used for
extensions and improvements to its system.
WHITEHALL. MICH.—The Frugale

Pwr. Co., Whitehall, is planning to enlarge
ts hydroelectric plant and will install two
.00-hp. (each) waterwheels, and is open
.or bids on same ; one waterwheel gov-
ernor for above wheels, two 150-kw.
'each), 60-cycle alternating-current gen-
;rators, three complete switchboards, three
tep-up (13,200 volts) and three step-down
2200 volts) transformers, with total rat-ng of 300 kva. ; 300 30-ft. (6V,-in top)

joles, 30 miles of No. 4 braided and
itranded weather-proof wire, about 100 pole-
;ype lightning arresters. Definite plans have
lot yet been decided upon. F. H. Speese
ice-president and manager, is in charge

|f the work.

HI i OHIO Boi .i io ii„-
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Mli ( lountj ,
i. ni .1- j . i nothing definite

has been .t. elded upon
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO Blda will be re-

ceived bj .i \i Pierce, auditor oi Clark
County, Springfield, for the Counts Com
misslonera until i »i i 10 foi I he Installation
"i boilen and piping in the boiler room of
ii" Clara i louni Memorial Building at
Springfield Plana and specifications are
on file wnii k. .i.iii c Gotwald, Springfield,
archltei I

ASHLAND, &TJ Bids will be rei
at th Hoe oi the supervising architect,
Treasurj Department. Washington, D. C,
until Jan. 24, 1916, for construction com-
plete. Including mechanical equipment and
approaches', of the United states post office
at Ashland, K\
NEWPORT, KY.—An ordinance is being

prepared by the City Council which will
provide for placing all overhead electric
wires in underground conduits and for the
installation of an ornamental street-lighting
system, to be paid for by the property
owners.

ANDERSON, END.—A movement has
been started by farmers on Pendleton Pike
to secur. electrical service from the Ander-
son municipal electric-light plant or the
Union Trac. Co., Anderson.
ELKHART, IND.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the City Commissioners, Elk-
hart, until Jan. 11, 1916, for lighting the
streets of the city with electricity or gas
All electricity or gas is to be furnished at
a meter rate, the meter to be placed at the
source of supply.
TELL CITY, IND.—Bids will be re-

ceived by Louis Siebert, city clerk, Tell
City, until Dec. 28 for furnishing material
and erecting 5 miles of three-phase trans-
mission line from the power house in Tell
City to the corporation limits of Troy.
BYRON, ILL.—The Byron El. Lt. &

Pwr. Co., recently incorporated with a capi-
tal stock of $15,000, proposes to install an
electric plant to supply electricity in By-

William Vanston, George W. Sher-
others are interested theman and

company.
ANOKA, MINN.—Bids will be received

at the office of the supervising architect,
Treasury Department, Washington, D. C,
until Jan. 18, 1916, for construction com-
plete, including mechanical equipment (ex-
cept lighting fixtures) and approaches, of
the United States post office at Anoka,
Minn.
CROOKSTON, MINN.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the State Board of Control, State
Capitol, St. Paul, Minn., until Jan. 20,
1916, for construction of a nurses' home
in connection with the tuberculosis sana-
torium for the counties of Polk and Nor-
man, including general construction and
mechanical equipment. Plans and specifi-
cations may be seen at the office of Sund
& Dunham, architects, Essex Building, and
Rose & Harris, engineers, Auditorium
Building, Minneapolis, and also at the
Builders' Exchanges, Minneapolis. St. Paul
and Duluth, and at the office of Dr. Holte,
Crookston.
DETROIT, MINN.—Bids will be re-

ceived by the City Council until Jan. 3 for
furnishing and installing three mechanical
stokers in the municipal electric-light
plant. E. J. Bestick is city clerk.

MAZEPPA, MINN.—Extensions and im-
provements to the municipal electric-lighting
plant, involving an expenditure of about
$10,000, are under consideration by the vil-
lage of Mazeppa.

ST. PAUL, MINN.—The St. Paul South-
ern El. Co., it is reported, is contemplating
the erection of a terminal building in St
Paul, to cost about $200,000. Adolph Hirsch-
man is president of the company.

ST. PAUL, MINN.—Bids will be received
at the office of the purchasing agent, Court
House and City Hall, St. Paul, until Jan.
17, 1916, for designing, furnishing and
erecting a steam pumping unit of 15,000,-
000 gal. capacity per 24 hours (against a
total combined head of 171 ft. with steam
pressure of 150 lb. per square in. at throt-
tle), together with auxiliary equipment
and appurtenances. Bids are invited on
two types of pumping units, namely

:

(a) the centrifugal type of pump driven
by a steam turbine through reduction

mid < l.> in. n |p|i \
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.ii TEN 1:1:1;' ;. [< iw \ The town ol

Guttenberg has VOted tO install a municipal
electric-light plant.

MUSCATINE, IOWA Plant are being
considered for the Installation of an orna-
mental Lighting system In the bu
tion oi the city. Henry Wasserman is

ohairma n ol committee.
THORNTON, IOWA.—A stock company

lias been organized by local citizens to in-
stall an electric-light plant In Thornton. H.
0. Case is president oi the company, and A.
1

.

1 lemming is secretary.
ZEARING, IOWA.—The local electric-

light plant, owned by Belden & Son, lias
been purchased by the Iowa Ry. & Lt. Co.,
Cedar Rapids. Next summer the system
will be connected with the high-tension line
being erected from Marhalltown to Colo and
Ames.
BISBEE, N. D.—The Council, it is re-

port. -d, has granted an electric company a
20-year franchise to install and operate an
electric-lighting system in Bisbee.
LEOLA, S. D.—Bonds to the amount of

$3,500 have been voted for extensions to
the municipal electric-light plant.

DAWSON, NEB.—The Council is reported
to have awarded a contract for the in-
stallation of a municipal electric-lighting
system in Dawson. Energy for operating
the plant will be obtained from the power
station in Humboldt, owned by O. A.
Cooper.
PLEASANT DALE, NEB.—Plans are be-

ing prepared by the Martz Engineering Co.,
First National Bank Building, Lincoln, for
the installation of a municipal electric-light
plant in Pleasant Dale, to cost about $5,000.

CIRCLEVILLE, KAN.—At an election
held recently the proposal to issue bonds
for the installation of a municipal elec-
tric-lighting plant was carried.

DODGE CITY, KAN.—The Midland
Wtr., Lt. & Ice Co. will erect about 30
miles of transmission line and build two
small substations to supply electricity in
the towns of Bucklin and Ford. Energy
will probably be transmitted at 13,200
volts. The company will be in the market
for overhead-line material and transform-
ers. The cost of the work is estimated at
$25,000. Otto Theis is superintendent.

OAKLAND, KAN.—The installation of
an electric-light plant in Oakland is re-
ported to be under consideration.

PLAINS, KAN.—At an election to be held
on Dec. 29 the proposal to issue $20,000 in
bonds for the installation of an electric-
light plant and water-works system in
Plains will be submitted to the voters. H.
W. Magruder, Liberal, Kan., is consulting
engineer.

Southern States

ATLANTA, GA.—Bids will be received
at the office of the superintendent of pris-
ons, Department of Justice, Washington,
D. C, until Jan. 4, for furnishing at the
United States penitentiary, Atlanta, Ga.,
material required for electric-light, tele-
phone and clock installations for the west
main-cell wing. Copies of specifications,
together with further information, may be
obtained upon application to the above of-
fice. F. H. Duehay is superintendent of
prisons.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.—The Eagle
Film. Mfg. & Producing Co. has purchased
a site on Arlington Heights, on which it

will erect a film-developing plant. The
project will include an electric-light plant
and water-works system. Equipment, it is
understood,' has been purchased. A. S.
Roe, Chicago, 111., is president of the com-
pany.
OKEECHOBEE, FLA.—Plans are being

prepared by the Southern Utilities Co..
Jacksonville, Fla., for the installation of
an electric-light plant, water-works and
sewer system, to cost about $50,000. The
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proposal to issue bonds to provide funds
for the work will be submitted to the
voters.

ANNISTON, at.A The Alabama Pwr
Co., it is reported, baa made arrangements
to install an electric furnace for the manu-
facture of high-grade Bteel In Annlston.
F. EL Chamberlain is general manager.
SUMNER, MISS.—The Sumner EL Lit &

PWT. Co. has Changed its name to the
Southern El. Service Co. and increased its

capital stock from $4,000 to $25,000.

WESSON, .miss Bide will be red
by the town of Wesson until Jan. I for
furnishing material and constructing an
electric-light plant and water-works sys-
tem, and also an artesian well, according
to plans and specifications on file with the
city clerk and M. I, Culley, eni
Jackson, Mich., copies of which may be ob-
tained Upon deposit of $5.

OOLTEWAH, OKLA. — The Ooltewah
Construction & Improvement Co. is plan-
ning to install a substation equipment to
supply electricity for lamps and motors in
Ooltewah. Energy to operate the system
will be supplied by the Tennessee Pwr. Co.

SHAMROCK, oKI.A—The site for the
proposed electric power plant which will
supply electricity for the Sapulpa & Oil
Fields K. K. has been located just south
of Shamrock, on Spring Creek, where a
large dam will be built. The plant will
supply electricity to operate the machinery
in the coal fields and also for lamps and
motors in Shamrock. S. W. Barnes, Kansas
City, Mo., is superintendent.

SAN ANGELO, TEX.—The Interstate
El. Corpn., 115 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., which owns the local electric and
power plant, is considering the construc-
tion of an electric railway in San Angelo.
J. 1). Sugg, owner of the existing street
railway, recently offered the system to the
city as a gift, but it was refused. It is ex-
pected that it will be taken over by the
Interstate company and the lines extended
or an entirely new system built.

Pacific States

EVERETT, WASH.—F. L. Hammond,
Everett, has filed with the county auditor
a claim for a power site about a quarter
of a mile east of the Dorgan place, on the
Sultan River, to be used for the develop-
ment of a hydroelectric plant. The claim
is for 100,000 miners' in. of water.
LANGLEY, WASH.—The Town Council

is contemplating calling an election to sub-
mit the proposal to issue bonds to pur-
chase and improve the local electric-light
plant and water-works system.
OKANOGAN, WASH. — The Okanogan

Valley Pwr. Co., it is reported, has complet-
ed arrangements to extend its transmission
lines along the Okanogan River between

ELECTRICAL WOULD
Okanogan and Malotte to supi
for lamps and operating pumps tor ll

lion purposes. A
the company wherebj II will l<

the power plants ol the governm< nl li

tion project that is now lying Idle.

CONDON, ORE The electric plant ol

the < london El. Co. has be< n sold to I

Bower, Condon. The new owner, it Is un-

derstood, contemplates Increasing the out-

put oi the pi.nt and establishing a 24-hour

CORVALLIS, ORE An agreement has
been reached betw< en the Cltj ( Jouncll and
the Southern Pacific Co whereby the new
tracks oi the Southern Pacific Co. I-

I

Corvallls and Whlteson will b<

tor electrical operation.

st \ yti IN, ORE Preparations a i

Ing made by the Stayton El, LI < !o. to en-

large iis power plant to enable It to

its service to Sublimity,
panv was recently gi

chi.se and awarded a flve-yeai conti
lighting. The company will install

a new waterwheel and generator (possibly

two) and changi "i I'om slngle-

L33 cycles, to three-phase, 60
contracts have not yet been plaa d ;

Of the machinery. ('. B. Ta\lor is owner
and general manager.
BERKELEY, CAL.—Specifications have

approved by the City Council for

lighting a district including everything
south of Derby Street and east of College
Avenue, and plans for the creation of an-
other district to take in tl n north

of the University of California campi
being prepared. It is proposed to light the

city under a district plan.

FRESNO, CAL.—The Fresno Interurban
l; |;. CO. will construct during 1916 an
electric railway from Fresno to Clovi

Fresno to Centerville, a total of is'- miles.

KIVKKSIDE, CAL.—The contract for

installing 444 concrete posts (one lamp) in

what is commonly known as the "East
Side" has been awarded to the City EL
Sup. Co., Riverside, at $12,915.

OGDEN, UTAH.—The Ogden, Logan &
Idaho Ry. Co. expects to construct an elec-

tric railway from Ogden to Harrlsville and
from Hot Springs to Brigham City, a total

of 22 miles.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—A site has
been secured at South and West Temple
Streets bv the Salt Lake & Utah El. Ky.

and the Salt Lake & Ogden El. Ry. Cos. on
which a joint terminal depot will be

erected, to cost about $200,000.

BILLINGS, MONT.— Plans for the pro-

posed power and Irrigation project of the

Big Horn Irrigation & Pwr. Co. provide for

the construction of a large dam, a 170.000-

hp hydroelectric power plant, railroad

from "Custer, Mont., to cost $800,000 ;

ditches, laterals, etc. The total cost of the

work is estimated at $12,000,000. J. J.

Harris, Hardin, is president of the com-
pany.
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.,t a 30,000-hp. :
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mouth oi Wh.i. -on on U
Grande Rlvei In

\ llfong, Phi

phis i ol the

Canada

COBDEN, ONT A by-law authoi

ting plant

BARN IA, ONT
I

] z 10 for the purchase or I

plant and distributing

me will be submitted to n*

SMITHS KAI.I.S.

Ightlng to the Bmltl
Co for a •

,0 200-watl nitrogen-filled lamps In the

ind 200 100-watt nil

lilled lamps in '

to be erected on pole bra com-
pany is allowed nine months to install tlie

new system.
hull QUE K\" nsions to the lighting

system, to
u,"K' r
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REOINA, BASK, 1

is reported, has decided to install an elec-

trically driven pumping plant at

Creek' tO eost about $12, The plans

Include th< erecl Ion ol about 10 n

overhead transmission line

Miscellaneous

HONOLULU, HAWAII— Bids will

Board of Harbor Commis-
sioners, Capitol Building, Honolulu, until

Jan 7 for furnishing and Installing

trical equipment for handling sugar ma-

chinery at Kuhio Wharf, Hilo. Hawaii.

PANAMA.—Bids will be received at the

0i the general purchasing officer, the

Panama Canal, Washington. D C, until

Jan 8, 1916, for furnishing steel, iron.

chain, steel cable, wire, cable Clips, bronze,

brass, copper, copper tubing, brass tubing,

etc Blanks and general information re-

lating to this circular (No. !«'.iS) may be

obtained from the above office or the or-

fire of the assistant purchasing
>si,te Street. New York. N V . 614 Whitney.
central Building, New Orleans, La., and
Fort Mason, San Franciso. ( al Major F.

C. Boggs is general purchasing officer

1,163,631. Railway Switch or the Like;
C. 0. Anderson, Omaha, Neb. App. filed

Oct. 16, 1909. Controlled from central
point.

1.163.656. Neutralizer ; W. S. Hadaway,
Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y. App. filed Oct.
23, 1913. For static charges.

1.163.657. Vapor Heater; W. S. Hadaway,
Jr., New Rochelle, N. Y. App. filed Oct.
23, 1913. Steam cooker.

1.163.658. Socket; W. S. Hadaway, Jr.,

New Rochelle, N. Y. App. filed Ma\ 8,

1914. Attachable to sheet-metal plate.

1.163.659. Method ok Producing Electric
Heaters; W. S. Hadaway, Jr., New Ro-
chelle, N. Y. App. filed May 14, 1914.
Hugged construction for soldering irons.

1.163.664. Directional Current ARRESTEE :

P. C. Hewitt, New fork, N. Y. App. filed

Feb. 3, 1903. Mercury rectifier.

1.163.665. Protecting Device for Vapor
Apparatus; P. C. Hewitt, New York,
N. Y. App. filed Jan. 11, 1906. Cham-
ber prevents short-circuiting.

1.163.666. Vapor-Electric Apparatus; P
C. Hewitt, RingWOOd Manor, N. J. App
filed June 5, 1908. Two receiving cir-

cuits.

1,163,678. Duplex Weigher; E. H. Messi-
ter, Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 7,

1914. For traveling conveyers.

1 168,685. Snap Switch; T. LeR. Parker.

•Chicago, III. App. filed Oct 19. 1914

Special detent mechanism.

1,163,688. Controlling Device; C. m. Wee,
Milwaukee. Wis. App. filed Oct. 1-, 1914.

For motor-driven rheostats.

1163 703 connection for Electrical
'Terminals; A. C. Taylor, Warren. Ohio

App. filed .Tune 26, 1913. For welding
machines.

Record of
Electrical

Patents
Notes OD United States Patents issued

Dec. 14, 1915, prepared by Mitchell

& Allyn, 41 Park Row, New York.

i 163,705. Vapor Converter ; P.H. Thomas,
' Montclair, N. J. App. Bled Jan 18

New arrangement ol positive electrodes

1163 706 Mktii >F OPERATING V \fm-
Elbctric Apparatus; P. H. Thomas,
Montclair, N. J. App. filed Nov I. 190"!

Maintains negative electrode continuously
operative.

i 163,707 Single-Phase Gas oh Vapor-
Electric Apparatus . P. h Thomas.
Montclair, N. .1 \pp- Hied June 18, 1903.

Supplies extra initial potential.

i 163 tos. Mercury Vapor Apparatus P
i i Thomas. Upper Montclair, N. J. App
Med Sept. 12, 1912 Operated al rela-

tively high pressure.

1.168,720. Paii.wav S " \ \
v 'u

lace. New York, N Y \pp Bled June
For limiting traffic on bridges.

l 168,762 Comi " : "' Systi

i
, r Libby, Elj i la, ( >hlo App filed Jan

1L>_ urn Telephone and police system.

i \iv.\ 71

ROTAR1 Ml M "

Brooklvn, N. Y. App filed March 88,

1912. Potation counter.

] 168.768. TUBULAB 08ONB OBNl
P OttO, Pans. Krai filed Sept.

is, 11)13. Uses cooling water.

1.163.7S3. AUTOMATIC ALARM LOC
Shelnman, New York, N. *. M;i

June 1, 1914. Bolt carries movable con-

tact.

1.168,884. Pbimabt Battbbt; H E it. Lit-

tle New Fork, N. Y App. Med U
1914, Continuously supplied gas forms

one active element.

i 168,889. QBOUNB-RacBTViNa Outfit; C. E.
'

Mellon, Coatesvllle. Pa. App. fi'«-<i Aug.

12, 1918. Improved wiring connection lor

wlri

monk system ; H. L Quaes,
' New York, N v. App died May l. 1914

interconnecting central ofl

1 [63 ^:: Sn i CTTVa BlONAJ in'

BOSWaU, New York. N V App Bled

juiv 10, i telegraph lines

i 168.887. Elbctbic Hand Lantbbk C F
'

Burgees, Madison. Wis App Bled

(16 Attachable tO binding I"

dry cell

BTSTBM H I

'

rah, Chatham. N .1 app Bled Aug 12

1912 graph or telephi

i L63 - honb Btstbm ; A •

Montclair, N .1 App filed
trolled

over the two-line w

H i >
'

\ .1 APP filed

:; i. p.. i i Controlling of swit
• t icb ; O !'

New York, N. Y.

gepi
i Jomblned jack and t
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N ^ \i'i> iii> null

\ iiiii Mount
\pp nil. i March 8, i D i S

pound In . i. cti "i\ i. « hl< h combine*
with hi- i ii. .1 .i us i ! in ., ,. ,

mund
I II. I.I. Ml Mil,.

Si I. .in'.. Mo \|.|i III.-. I April ii. I'M |

' in i |.li .IIIII

m \ pic Call i 'is ntiauTi n>;
i . ; Uobi \ v

App in,, i .inn.- 26, 191
ii> .mil with |n eclslon

Switch Kei \

Shann, Brooklyn, \ v App Died Dec
i

. . u rotal

l:\^ S\fl
C Snook, Cj nwyd, and E W k, i i

%

\|>|>. HI.. I

lurautj "i :im i .-.uii,.,

rRICAl Sl sti-u ok Dibtribu-
w v Turbayne, Lancaster \ i

Ml' iil"l NOV. 2 I. 1908. Train lighting!
1,168, I. icii n \i; - |.'i KTURI S

\ W « llarke, Jeffersom ill,-. Ind
Add iiU',1 .inn,- i ;, i

m
i \, ( instructed to

withstand vibration of train.

kmi u w Signaling s-, si
i

.' Coleman, x. v. App. Hied \

For electric railway s,

1,163,991 Secondasi of Sti
B. Ford, Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed Maj
21, 1918. For submarines ; guards against
escape of gaa

\i TOMATIC FlLLBB L.ND Y>:NT FOR
mbs; i: Ford, Philadel-

phia, Pa. App, Bled Dec. 19, L912. Pre-
vents Introduction of nun-,' than proper
amount of liquid.

1.168,998 Sbcondari on Storage Battery
B Ford, Philadelphia, Pa. App tiled June
16, 191 i. Vent and liquid seal

1|168,996 Automatic Switch; H. Grob
Zurich, Switzerland. App. tiled Dec 28
1908. For axle-driven generators.

197. Systbm ok- Electrical Distribu-
tion

; F. W. Harris. Wilkinsburg, Pa
App. tiled May 16, 1910. For trolley or
third-rail systems.

1.164,001. Electric Circuit Controller •

5;
D„JaS Pittsburgh, Pa. App. filedMay 23. 190S. For small motors such as

ar,- used for textile machinery.
1,164,009. Electric Welder ; J. A. Osborn,

St. Louis. Mo. App. filed June 17. 1913For spot-welding of car constructions.
1.164,015. System of Electrical Distribu-

tion-
; K. C. Randall, Edgewood Park, Pa

App. hied Sept. 12. 1910. Proportioning
load carried by motor-generator sets.

1.164,032. Electrical Measuring Instru-ment: P. Thomas. Wilkinsburg, Pa. App
filed Dec. 4, 1913. Potentiometer.

1,164,035. Electrical Controlling Sys-tem
; e. Tobiessen. Milwaukee, Wis. App

filed Nov. 30. 1910. Prevents overheating
of dynamo-electric machines.

1.164.03S. Electric-Motor Controller- T
YFTSYi pi«sburgh, Pa. App. filed Sept.
18, 1911. Includes a pilot motor.

1,164.04.".. Automobile Signaling Device-
Van Der Veer Willing, Philadelphia, Pal
App. filed Nov. 26, 1913. Solenoid-oper-
ated signal.

1,164,049. Treatment of Pyrtte or Other
Iron Sulphides ; L. T. Wright, London.
Eng. App. filed Nov. 18. 1912. Subjected
to 3000 deg. C.

1.164.069. Call Box; A. A. Clokev, Jersev
City, N. J. App. filed June 23, 1915. Im-
proved adjustable break wheel.

1,164,101. Apparatus for Curling Hair:
G. Kremer, New York, N. Y. App. filed
Dec. 4, 1913. For curling and treating
the roots of the hair.

1,164,113. Sparking Plug; I. C. Orswell,
Hyde Park, Mass. App. filed April 26,
1907. With induction coil.

1,164,148. Lock Device of Fuse Blocks or
Cut-Outs : C. S. Walton, Los Angeles,
Cal. App. filed Oct. 12, 1914. For pre-
venting surreptitious closing of circuit.

1,164,159. Fluid-Controlled Electric Reg-
ulator : E. V. Anderson, Monessen, Pa
App. filed Nov. 25, 1912. For maintain-
ing a level or pressure in a tank.

1,1»»4,1N7. Apparatus for Treating Ores
and Other Materials Under Pressure
H. B. Hovland, Duluth, Minn. App. filed
May 27, 1915. Sulphating ores.

1,164,191. Knife Switch: H. F. Johaning-
myer, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed May 6,
1914. Large contact areas.

1,164,205. Electric Chair; J. J. Odenwald,
Washington, D. C. App. filed April 8,
1915. Shocking apparatus concealed in
seat of chair.

Switch; J .\ i;.

iioi.i-.. i Ireenwlch, !onn App m.-.i Man h
I. 191 ' effect Inn ., Ini ,-..- nun
ell . III! ch

Stabilised Commi
.•mini A. 8ch< i blu a itzi rland
Vpp III.. I \ur I. L910 Km

' ItCiting lu.o Inn,

1,164, hi-:
Svenson, New i oi k, N n App filed Aug

i ''. 1914 1 1. in clamps for ar red cable
I NHTI1U-

m i - 1 . A i
• Fi

i>>
. Eng, App hi. -.1 ,\,,v 29, 1918

curs inoioi type
1,16 1,2 19, Swivel Attach mem i

Alpaugh, Trenton, N. J App. filed March
22. 1916. Swivel pail Ii i, Ii, , nails In Id on
"l In r pari

1,164,254 Method of ShapiNa Wire Ends:
F. ' : Breul, Bi Idge t, < lonn. App fll< d
Jan, 24, i 9 i i For welding purposes.

ClRCUIl I
'•

i BRRl PT1 N
i

: R < larlchoff, Schenectady, .\. Y. App
Bled Dec 26, L912, Arc extinguish

i ,i 64,269 Ci i Out ind Rblb isb m .

i Ir . i i \rr \k \ti s : s p. < lota, i 'ortland
Ore App. Hied March 2, 1914 Indl
conditions of brakes to train crew.

1,164, ''.I 1 REVS] BH HOLDER POB
I n n v.mos . .1. i. < leveling, \. v. App
Bled s,-pi. 2.-,, L911. • ar lighting.

1,164,261 Reversible Brush Holder for
Dynamo Electric Machines; J, L. Crev-
eling, New fork, N. v. App, Bled Oct. 20,
I'M i. Uniform polaritj regardless of ro-
tation.

1,164,262. Reversible Brush Holder for
Dynamo-Electric Machines; J, L. Crev-
ellng, New York, N. V. App. filed Nov.
''•. 1911. Includes electromagnetic con-
necting means,

1,163,887—Electric Hand Lantern

1,164,263. Reversible Brush Holder for
Use with Dynamos ; J. L. Creveling, New
York, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 12, 1912.
Electromagnetic arresting means.

1,164,271. Progressively Movable Elec-
tric Switch and Controlling Mechan-
ism Therefor ; B. G. Dunham, Rochester,
N. Y. App. filed Jan. 2, 1908. Progres-
sively moved wipers.

1.164.273. Relay and Repeater; W. Finn,
Bloomfield, N. J. App. filed Dec. 21, 1914.
High-speed operation.

1.164.274. Telegraph Repeater; W Finn,
Bloomfield, N. J. App. filed Feb. 3, 1915.
"Back-contact" high speed.

1,164,278. Metal Working; H. Geisen-
honer and E. F. Collins, Schenectady,
N. Y. App. filed Aug. 14, 1914. Butt-
welding conductive bars of rotor.

1,164,280. Storage-Battery System ; E. A.
Halbleib and F. F. Dorsev, Rochester,
N. Y. App. filed Feb. 8, 1913. For ve-
hicles.

1,164,282. Protective Device for Search-
lights : G. Hennings, Pankow, Germany.
App. filed March 18, 1915. Segmental
screen prevents deposit on reflector.

1,164,291. Electric Motor-Starting Rheo-
stat ; C. Kosnick, New York, N. Y. App.
filed July 30, 1914. Avoids injurious arcs.

1.164.297. System of Control; R. H. Mc-
Lain, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed Feb.
8, 1912. Compensation for voltage drop.

1.164.298. Automatic Train-Line Coup-
ling ; G. Macloskie, Schenectady, N. Y.
App. filed July 22. 1911. Cable coupler
for electric cars.

1,164,302. Split-Pole Induction Motor: J.
S. Mueller, Chicago, 111. App. filed June
24, 1907. Self-starting under split-phase
excitation.

1,164,313. Contact Device for Interrupt-
ers ; A. Pollak, Paris, France. App. filed
March 18, 1913. Contacts have a wiping
movement.

C

1,164,
1

1 B, Sim II. South Bi in i. in.

i

\pp in. .i Jul) 19, 1916 in. ludi
.In oiiiz.-r.

1,164,8
Bii mIngham, Eng App in. .1 Mai
in i operating

i .i >; 1,828. Weight Mo O. < \ ndi i
isl-

and i

.

Minneapolis, Minn
\pi. Bled Mai • i mo

1 1 "i ..I i urnaoM,
Signal Si sum . T Bodde,

w tn. -hi, N. J, App ill.-. i Bepl i B
i i " in, nils contlnui

1,164,849. Switch Bo P m Hotchkin,
<k<<. HI. App iii. 'i Nov. !;,. I'M i

Pit! ill tli' 1 1
a iin u 01

1,164,8 i

Philadelphia, Pa. App. Bled Sept L0,

For im] ii and
magnet Ism i" porl Ions "i the bods

L,164,81 ! DICATINa Sion
A 1

I A. J, I.ami.. In .,'.1 1 .1. N. V
App Bled Ocl 1, 1:11::. Operated from
tearing

I ,1 1; I. in
1 T11 BPHON1 Ki

Baden, neai Vienna, Austria Hui
App. Bled July 2, 1913. Special arrange-
ment of Incandescent resistance.

L,164,482, toNinoN System: k. \

Englewood, N, J. App. filed Nov. 17,
1

:i 11. 1 'oiiiiiiu.il magneto and b
system

1,164,440, Electbic Binding Post; it. K.
Witz, Chicago, 111. App. filed July 1,

1911, Wire Is inserted in hole tin

binding screw

,

L,164,446. Electric Switch; C. E Ander-
son, Bridgeport, Conn. App. filed May 8,

1 9 1 5. Double push-button.

1,164,464. Treatment of Storage-Battery
PlaTEBJ C. C. Carpenter, Buffalo, N. V
App. filed March 8, 1910. Immerses
formed plate in solution of a persulphate
of an alkaline earth.

1,164,475. Automatic Mallet or I'lugger ;

G. Croston, Hoquiam, Wash. App. filed

July 23, 1914. For dentists.

1,164,479. Automatic Telephone-Exchange
System ; G. Deakin, Berkeley, Cal. App.
filed Oct. 26, 1911. Combined selector and
connector switch.

1,164,507. Signal Control; J. B. Guyer,
N. Y. App. filed Jan. 17, 1914. Automatic
break when signal is actuated.

1,164,511. Electric Clock; F. Hardisty,
Frankfort, Ind. App. filed Dec. 17, 1914.
Pendulum breaks circuit immediately
after impulse.

1,164,514. Automobile Indicator and Sig-
nal ; J. B. Healey and H. E. McKinley,
Brooklyn, N. Y. App. filed Jan. 5. 1915.
Includes a rotatable signal arm.

1,164,517. Counter Torque-Exerting De-
vice ; W. S. Henry, Rochester, N. Y. App.
filed July 17, 1912. For railway signals.

1,164,524. Disconnective Switch ; B. G.
Jamieson, Chicago, 111. App. filed Jan. 23,
1915. Disconnected portion free from po-
tential.

1,164,547. Automobile Signal; F.
Rauscher, Port Richmond, N. Y. App.
filed May 1, 1915. Signal arms projected
at edge of dash.

1,164,557. Master Clock; W. F. Straub
and A. A. Radtke, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Feb. 11, 1913. Periodically winds
itself.

1,164,563. Guard for Cords or Wires of
Telephone Sets ; O. Yates, Sr., Portland,
Ore. App. filed July 22, 1914. Cord is

supported on the standard of portable
telephone set.

1,164,572. Electric Signaling Device; C.
Brandon, Indianapolis, Ind. App. filed

Feb. 3, 1915. Indicates dangerous tem-
perature of water in engine-cooling sys-
tem.

1,164,588. Self-Propelled Vehicle; J. B.
Entz, Hartford, Conn. App. filed Feb.
24, 1908. Electric drive system.

1.164.602. Time-Controlled Mechanism;
W. H. Greenleaf, Hartford, Conn. App.
filed Jan. 14, 1915. For winding a time-
piece.

1.164.603. Electric-Vapor Lamp and the
Like ; J. Jonas, Baden, Switzerland. App.
filed Sept. 25, 1914. Magnetically influ-
ences electric arc in metal vacuum vessel.

1,164, .611. Inductor; A. B. Herrick, New
York. App. filed May 20, 1912. Prime
cord surrounded by primary and sec-
ondary windings.

1,164,614. Filament for Incandescent
Lamps'; F. G. Keyes, East Orange, N. J.
App. filed Feb. 17, 1915. Tungsten with
high radiating surplus.

14,031 (reissue). Commutator Motor; H.
K. Schrage, Vesteras, Sweden. (Original
patent No. 1,079,994, filed Dec. 2, 1913.)
Secondary member has a non-interlinked
polyphase winding.
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nition batteries for gasoline cars. This portion of the

plant is subdivided into a storeroom for parts, received

from the factory in Philadelphia, and into two battery

rooms, one for handling pleasure-car and truck bat-

teries and the other for handling starting, lighting

and ignition batteries. The charging equipment in

this battery room consists of a switchboard having two
panels of four circuits each, giving eight 125-volt

charging lines, on each of which about forty-five cells

in series can be charged. From this it will be seen

that more than 100 three-cell batteries can be charged
at one time.

The switchboard in the vehicle-battery room is ar-

ranged differently from that used in the garage. It

consists of four eight-circuit panels and a correspond-

ing number of carbon-pile rheostats. Each panel con-

tains sixty-four plug receptacles, the upper row con-

necting with the negative busbars, the next two rows
with opposite terminals of the battery-charging cir-

cuits, the fourth and fifth rows with the terminals of

rheostats, the sixth and seventh rows with the 105-

volt and 125-volt busbars respectively, and the lowest

row with the discharging busbar. Thus by placing

jumpers between receptacles in rows 1 and 2, 3 and 4,

and 5 and 6 in the column having the same number as

the circuit to which the battery is attached the battery

will be connected across the 105-volt busbar. Chang-
ing the jumpers between 5 and 6 to join 5 and 7 will

place the battery on the 125-volt circuit, and bridging

5 and 8 will connect the battery for discharging.

After a battery has been assembled or repairs com-

pleted it is connected for charging at a low rate. Read-

ings are taken on each cell in the battery to determine

whether the cells are properly connected. Following

this, readings of gravity, temperature and current are

taken every six hours on a pilot cell and the charge

is continued until the pilot cell reaches maximum grav-

ity. When this point is reached, indicating that the

charge is completed, gravity and voltage readings of

the individual cells are taken and gravity of the cells

is adjusted so that all cells read between 1270 and 1280.

Why an Induction Regulator Stuck and How It

Was Repaired

By E. C. Parham

With the exception of those induction devices that use

magnetic leakage as a means of automatic regulation,

the clearance in the active air-gap of all induction ap-

paratus is kept a minimum in order to minimize mag-

netic leakage and magnetizing current. For this rea-

son the air-gap clearance in well-designed feeder regula-

tors is very small. Other clearances are made as small

as practicable, because the weight of the device is there-

by reduced without in any way impairing other good

features of design. This limited clearance means that

the coils with which regulators are wound or are re-

paired must be mechanically correct, or there is likely

to be trouble from rubbing.

In one case where a feeder regulator was damaged

during a lightning storm the operator rewound the reg-

ulator with a spare set of coils that he had on hand in

the storeroom. The regulator operated satisfactorily

after being replaced in service, and it continued to do

so for several months. The driving motor then began

to blow fuses with a frequency that increased. Finally

the regulator stuck and something had to be done.

The motor would operate all right when mechanically

disconnected from the mechanism, but the regulator

rotor could not be forced around by hand and it acted

as if there were an obstruction in the air-gap. The oil

was drawn off and the regulator disassembled. Inspec-

tion then revealed that the insulation on the bottom of

the rotor coils was badly abraded, owing to rubbing

between the coils and the bottom of the tank. The oper-

ator said that at the time the coils were installed they

had fitted the slots snugly. If this was true, the drying

incident to the heat of heavy loads must have shrunk

them considerably, for they were all loose in the slots

and had worked down to the lower limit of their end

clearance. To relieve the situation the coils were re-

moved and served with tape throughout the length of the

slot. In reinstalling them they were kept as far as pos-

sible toward the upper end of the slots and were also

wedged there so that they could not slip down even if

the insulation should shrink.

Motor Drive Adopted for Compressors and Other

Equipment in Reading (Pa.) Ice Plant

By A. L. Hart, Power Engineer Metropolitan
Electric Company

During the early part of 1914 the Reading Mer-

chants' Ice Company, Reading, Pa., added to its plant

a new 100-ton ice machine driven by a 300-hp. motor.

The installation of this machine was based upon a deci-

sion to use electric service not only for operating the

new unit but eventually for the entire plant equipment.

The original equipment of the Reading Merchants' Ice

Company's plant consisted of two 40-ton York steam-

driven machines with the necessary condensing and

freezing tank arrangements for a complete can system.

The water for the condensing coils of this plant is

pumped from an artesian well by an air-lift pumping

system. An air compressor is used for this purpose.

The water is delivered to a concrete basin from which

it is drawn by a motor-operated pump and forced

through the ammonia condenser. A small quantity of

FIG. 1—A 40-TON ENGINE-TYPE AMMONIA COMPRESSOR

DRIVEN BY A 150-HP. MOTOR
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FIG. - SERVICE ENTRANCE, SWITCHBOARD AND MOTOR
DRIVING 100-TON AMMONIA COMPRESSOR IN A READING

(PA.) ICE PLANT

the water is sprayed over the ice cans just before remov-

ing them, to loosen the ice and make it slide out of

the can easily. Another small quantity flows into a

tank from which it is pumped into two 12,000-gal. stor-

age tanks. From these tanks it passes through purify-

ing apparatus and into a pure-water tank. It is then

heated and fed automatically into a twelve-effect distill-

ing apparatus. The distilled water thus secured flows

into another tank, from which it is pumped and forced

through cooling coils to reduce its temperature to about

42 deg. Fahr. From the cooling coils it is forced into

a storage tank and drawn off to fill the freezing cans.

SIZES, TYPES AND NUMBER OF MOTOR-DRIVEN MACHINES

Number of

Machines Name of Machine and Rating

York 100-ton compressor 300

York 40-ton compressor

Centrifugal pump, 500 gal. per minute

Centrifugal circulating pumps

Agitators

Can hoists, 1 ton each

Elevator

Motor
Hp.

Speed,
H.p.m.

300 514

150 600

25 1200

5 1800

2 900

1.5 600

5 900

In this plant about 6 per cent of the water pumped
from the artesian well is used for ice and loosening the

ice in the cans, and about 94 per cent, or 3400 tons per

day, is discharged from the condensers into the sewer.

One ton of ice is made in this plant at an energy cost

of 42 kw.-hr. The coal cost to distill the water used is

approximately four cents.

Simple Changes in Grates Reduce Unit Repair

Expense

At one of the generating stations in the East, where

inclined grate stokers are employed, trouble was experi-

enced from some of the grate bars failing to agitate the

fuel bed in the usual manner. On inspection it was

found that the round bearing ends of the rocker bars

which raise and lower the alternate grate bars had worn

flat, thereby causing so much lost motion that the bars

did not move through their accustomed range. Since

replacing the rocker bars would have cost about $14

each, it was decided to remodel them as fast as they

wore "ut to m to compensate for future irwr. Accord-

Inglj the worn bearing endi of the ban irere cut off

and drilled t<> receive standard bearing pine. When
these wear oul the} can be replaced by others at an

expense of onlj a few cents each.

In this same station necessiH has also led to the

development of elienie wherein the auxiliary grate

hars can he repaired at small expense when their lower

edges burn away. When the original hars become un-

Berviceable the) are replaced with tWO section hars, only

one section of which has to he replaced when the lower

edges burn out, thereby cutting the cosl of maintenance

about in half.

Steam-Turbine Operating Possibilities with a Two-
Si ago Condenser

By Paul A. Bancel

As another solution of the problem of designing

steam condensers for overloads, which was referred to

in an editorial in the Electrical World for Oct. 30,

page 955, the writer calls attention to a two-stage de-

sign to be used in connection with a double-vacuum ex-

haust turbine. The features of this design are shown in

the accompanying illustration. The first stage of the

condenser receives its steam at a moderately high

vacuum, while the rest of the steam passes through

the final stage of the turbine and is condensed at

the maximum vacuum. The steam exhausted from
the turbine at the higher vacuum is condensed in the

upper portion of the condenser, with the other portion

A TWO-STAGE CONDENSER FOR A DOUBLE-VACUUM TURBINE

condensed in a second section. The cold condensate

from the high-vacuum section is passed into the low-

vacuum section through the trap marked C and drips

over a heater tray marked D, so that its temperature is

raised and the heat that would otherwise be rejected to

the circulating water is saved. The steam jets shown
at E afford a means of discharging the air from the

high-vacuum section into the low-vacuum condensing

space. The air is finally drawn out by an air pump.
At overloads there is not only a loss of pressure in

condensers, but also congestion in the turbine, particu-

larly if the high loads are accompanied by high vacuum,
so that even the impaired vacuum maintained by the

heavily loaded condenser is not profitably utilized in a

congested turbine. The design proposed contemplates
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